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PUBLISHERS' NOTE ON THE COMPLETED WORK

With the publication of tine Atlas which is incorporated in the present edition The Century Diction-

ary and Cyclopedia has been brought to completion. As the Cyclopedia of Names grew out of the Dic-

tionary and supplemented it on its encyclopedic side, so the Atlas has grown out of the Cyclopedia, and

serves as an extension of its geographical material. Each of these works deals with a different part of the

great field of words,— common words and names,— while the three, in their unity, constitute a work of

raference which practically covers the whole of that field. The total number of words and names defined

or otherwise described in the completed work is about 450,000.

The special features of each of these several parts of the book are described in the Prefaces which will

be found in the first, ninth, and tenth volumes. It need only be said that the definitions of the common
words of the language are for the most part stated encyclopedically, with a vast amount of technical,

historical, and practical information in addition to an unrivaled wealth of purely philological material

;

that the same encyclopedic method is applied to proper names— names of persons, places, characters in

fiction, books— in short, of everything to which a name is given; and that in the Atlas geographical

names, and much besides, are exhibited with a completeness and serviceableness seldom equaled. Of
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia as a whole, therefore, it may be said that it is in its own field

the most complete presentation of human knowledge— scientific, historical, and practical— that exists.

Moreover, the method of distributing this encyclopedic material under a large number of headings,

which has been followed throughout, makes each item of this great store of information far more acces-

sible than in works in which a different system is adopted.

The whole represents fifteen years of labor. The first edition of The Century Dictionary was com-
pleted in 1 89 1

,
and that of The Century Cyclopedia of Names in 1 894. During the years that have elapsed

since those dates each of these works has been subjected to repeated careful revisions, in order to include

the latest information, and the results of this scrutiny are comprised in this edition.

January, 1899.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

«., tdj adjectlre.

ibbr. abbreriaUon.

abL ablative.

ace accoaatlve.

accom. accommoclat«<l,accom-

modatIon.

act. active.

adr. adverb.

At. Anglo-Franoh.

agrL acriciiltare.

AL. Anglo- Latin.

alf^ algebra.

Amer American.

anat, anatomy.

anc ancient.

antlq antlqntty.

aor. aorlal

appar. apparently.

Ar. Arabic.

arch. arcbilectar&

archaoL arclueology.

arith. aritbmetie.

art. article.

AS. Anglo-Saxon.

aitroL aatrology.

aitrcn. aatroDany.

attrlb. attributive.

anf. augmentative.

Bav Bavarian.

Beng BengalL

biol biology.

Bobem. Bohemian.

bot. botany.

Braz. Bradllao.

Bret. Breton.

bryoL bryolofj.

Bolg. Balgartan.

carp. carpentry.

Catalan.

Catbolle.

cau». oauativak

ceram. oarunic*.

ct. L. eoV'er, eoapani
ch. Aareh.
CbaL CbaldML

ehem. dmiilol, ebamlitty.

Chin. Chinanu

chroiL ohiuiMdogy.

colloq aoOoqaialiCoUoqiilaUy.

oommeroe^ oooinMi^

ciaL

c*>nip.

oompar.

oooch. ......

con) eonjonettoo.

oontraet«4 oootno.

tlon.

Com. Comjah.

cranloL eranlolosy.

crmnlofn. craniometry.

ciyitaL cryatallograpby.

D. Dntcta.

Daa. Dtnlah.

dat. dative.

det dcflnlte, deflnlUon.

derlv derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

difl. dinerenl.

dim. diminotive.

diitrib distribative.

dram. dramatfci,

dynam dynamlOi,

.EiicUih(«MMlly«

fiVBMdam logUah).
rt, code*. etirlwlMtlMl

'H eoonony.

L. exempli gratia, tar

example.

EfOTitian.

Eaat Indian,

electricity.

tTnbryology.

EngUah.

aogin. engineering.

entom. entomology.

BpU. EptacopaL

eqolv. equivalent

eap. eapeclally.

Eth. Ethlopic

ethnog. ethnography.

ethnoL ethnology.

etyni etymology.

Ear. European.

CTBlam, exclamation.

1, fern. feminine.

F. .French (uiuaUy mean-

inff modem French).

Flem Flemlah.

fort. fortification.

(req frequentative.

Friea. Friealc.

fnt tntore.

O. Qerman(iim«nirwf.

ing New High Oet^

maaX
OaeL Gaelic

galv galvanlam.

gen genitive.

t90€- geography.

geoL geology.

geom. geomatiy.

Ooth. Ootbk (MtMOgotUe).

Or. Ontk.
gnun. grannnar.

gun. gunnery.

Heb Hebrew.

ber. heraldry.

Iwpiit, herpetology.

Bind. HlndoatuL
hlat hUtoty.

horaL hondogy.

bort. bortieiiltarti

Hong Hungarian.

hydtmuL hydraollca.

bydroa. hydroatatka.

loal Icelandic (wmol^
m«in<iv Old loe-

laiidlcttterMteeoB-

td Old NotmX
Ichth Ichthyology.

Le. .. I,. M •< that U,

Impera. tanpenoaaL

impf. imperfeot,

impv imperative.

improp. Improperly.

Inil . Indian.

ind. IndleatlTe.

lado-BBT. lodo-Eoropaaa.

tadat lodeOnlta.

Inf. InflnlUve.

Inatr InatnunentaL

Inter] Interjecttoo.

tntr.. Intrann . . Intnuaitive.

Ir Irlib.

trreg. . . Irregular, Irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japaneae,

L. Latin (wuoair nwon-

ing clualcal Latin).

Lett Lett lib.

W Low Oerman.

HcbeuoL Uchenology.

Ut literal, literally.

lit literature.

Uth. Lithuanian.

lltbog. lithography.

llthol llthology.

LL UteLattn.

m., maac maaoullii&

U. Middle.

maeh macblnafy.

mammal mammalogy.

mannf. mannfacturing.

math mathematlca.

MD Middle Dutch.

MR Middle EngUah (oUer-

wiw colM Old Eng-

Uib).

mech mechanice, mechani-

cal.

med. medicine.

meninr. mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphyeica.

meteor meteorology.

Mex. Mexican.

MOr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek,

MHO. llWaie High German.

mlllt military.

mIneraL mineralogy.

ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG. Middle Low German.

mod. modem.
myooL mycology.

myth. mythology.

n. noun.

n., nent neuter.

N New.

N. North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat uatnraL

nant nautlcaL

nav navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modem
Greek.

NHO. New High German
(iMtioBy limply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modem
Latin.

Dom. nominative.

Nom. Norman.

nottb. notttaenk

Norw. Norwegtan.

nnmla. nimilwMiHai.

0. OM.
oba. ...obaoleta.

obatet obatetrica.

OBulg. Old Bulgarian (otAei^

wtm calltd Church

Slavonic Old SUvic,

Old Slavonic).

OOat Old Catalan.

OD. Old Dutch.

ODan. Old DanUh.

odontog. odontography.

odontoL odontology.

OK OidFrenob.

Onem. OUriluWi.
OOaeL Old Oaelle.

OHO Old High German.

Olr. Oldlrith

Oft Old Italian.

OL Old LaUn.

OLO Old Low German.

ONortb. Old Northumbrian.

OPma. Old Pmaalan.

orig. original, originally.

omtth. oralthology.

0& Old^axon.

OSp. OldSpanlah.

oataoL oateology.

OSw OldSwedlah.

OTent Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjeotiva.

palaou. paleontology.

part participle.

paaalve.

pathology.

pert, perfect

Fen. Peralan.

pefs. peraon.

penp. perspeotlre.

Perav. Peravian.

petnf. petrography.

Pg. Fortugueae.

phar. pharmacy.

Phen. Phenlcian.

phlloL philology.

phOoa. phtioaophy.

pbooog. phonography.

photog photography.

phren phrenology.

phys. physical.

phydoL physiology.

pL, plur plural

poet poetical.

pollt political.

PoL Polish.

poaa. possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr. present participle.

Pr. Provencal (tmiattif

meaning Old Pro-

ven^alX

pref. prefix.

prep. prepoeitlon.

prea. preaent

pret preterit

priv. privative.

prob. probably, probable.

pron. pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.

proa. prosody.

Prot Protestant.

pror. provincial.

paychol psychology.

q. V L. quod (or pi. jtio)

vide, which see.

relL reflexive.

reg. regular, regularly.

repr. representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Bom Boman.

Bom. Somanic, Romance
(languageaX

Ruia. Buaatan.

a South.

S. Amer South American.

ac. L. teHieet, underatand,

•upply.

Se Scotch.

Scand. Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp. sculptures

8erv Servian.

(inc. aingular.

8kt SauArit

8Ut. Slavic, Slavonlo.

Bp. Spanlab.

aub] subjunctive.

•uperl superlative.

Burg surgery.

aorr. surveying.

8w. Swedish.

qm synonymy.

8yr. Syriao.

teohnol technology.

teleg telegraphy.

tantoL teratology.

term. termination.

Teut Teutonic

theet theatricaL

theol theology.

therap therapeutioiL

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trana. . .,. transitive.

trlgon trigonometry.

Turk. Turkish.

typog typography.

ult ultimate, ultimately.

V verb.

Tar. variant.

yet veterinary.

T. L intransitive verb.

T. t transitive verb.

W. Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wttllachian.

W. Ind West Indian.

aodgeog sodgeography.

roCl loOlogy.

a>Ot loOtomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

as in fat, man, pang,

as in fate, raane, dale.

as in far, father, guard,

as in fall, talk, naught,

as in ask, fast, ant.

as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, bless.

e as in mete, meet, meat.

6 as in her, fern, heard.

i as in pin, it, biscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, son, blood,

as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. is, x).

as in pull, book, could.

German u, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

ity. See Preface, p. xi. Thus

:

S, as in prelate, courage, capti

e as in ablegate, episeopal-

U

;aiTi.

e as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and

in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short H-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican.

e as in prudent, difference.

i as in charity, density.

g as in valor, actor, idiot.

ft as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (,--^) under the consonants t, d, », z in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

ch, j, sh, :h. Thus

:

t as in nature, adventure,

d as in arduous, education.

g as in pressure,

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton. en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouilW) 1.

' denotes a primary, ' a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read /roTO; i. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.

-t- read and; i. e., compounded with, or with suffix.

= read cognate icith; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

^ read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,

or asserted but unverified, form,

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates that the word so marked is distinct

etymologically from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and

marked with different numbers. Thus :

backi (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

bacfcl (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back^ (bak), V. To furnish with a back, etc.

back^ (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of baf^.

back^ (bak), n. A large fiat-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stansa, "p." for page, "1." for line,

H for paragraph, '

' fol." for folio. The method
used in indicating the subdivisions of books
will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan

:

Section only ^5.
Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii.

Book and chapter , .

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page V iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page

Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Part, book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or IT vii. ^ or H 3.

Volume, part, and section or IT . I. i. ^ or H 6.

Book, chapter, and section or 1[. .1. i. $ or U 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same

word are grouped under one head, and distin-

guished by the Roman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-

ease) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre

viations [cap.] for "capital" and [/. c] for

"lower-case" are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from

a proper name, only the fii"st would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific writers.



technicality

technicality (tek-ni-kari-ti), II.; pi. teeltnieaU-

^<«(-tiz). [< Uchnical 4- -ity.'i 1. Teehnieal-
iiess; technical elmraeter or quality.— 2. That
which is technical, or peculiar to any science,

art, calling, sect, etc. ; a technical expression
or method : as, legal technicalities.

A School [of Art] as melodnunstic aa the French, with-
out its perfection in trehniealitiea.

LmeeU, Fireside TrsTels, p. 53.

technically (tek'ni-kal-i), adv. In a technical
manner ; aceonling to the signification of terms
of art or the professions. Warton.

technicalness (tek'ni-kal-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being technical; technicality.
Imp. l>ict.

technician (tek-nish'an), H. [< technic + -i««.]

A technieist. Imp. jbict.

technidst (tek'ni-sist), n. [< technic + -ist.'}

One who is skilled in technics, or in the practi-
cal arts. Imp. Diet.

technicon (tek'ni-kon), n. [NL., < Gr. Tcxviicdv,

neut. of 7f ^'idcof, pertaining to art : see technic."]

An apparatus invented by J. Brotherhood for
the g>-mnastic training of the hands for organ-
ists and pianists.

technics (tek'niks), n. [PI. of technic (see -tea).]

1. [As a singular.] The doctrine of arts in
general; such branches of learning, collective-
ly, as relate to the arts.— 2. [As a plural.]
"fechnical terms, methods, or objects; things
pertaining or relating to the practice of an art,

Bcii'iii-e, or the like.

techniphone (tek'ni-fon), «. [< Or. t(xv^, art,

skill, craft, + <^<jv^, a sound.] A souiidless ap-
paratus for the gymnastic training of the hands
of orgikiiiists and pianists, and for the acquire-
ment of a strictly legato touch.

technique (lek-nek'), »• [< F. technique: see
technic, n.] Same as technic: used especially
in criticism of music and art.

technism (tek'nizm), n. [< teckn(ie) + •igm.'i
Tci'liiiii-ality.

technologic'(tek-n9-loj'ik), a. [= F. teehnoto-
qiijuf: as technoloij-y + -ic.] Same as techno-

technological (tek-no-loj'i-kal), a. [< leehno-
liMjic + -III.] Of or pertaining to technology;
relating to the arts: as, tecAnoloffical insti-
tutes.

technologist (tek-nol'o-jist), n. [< technnlog-y
+ -int.] One versed in technology; one who
discourses or treats of arts or of the terms of
arts.

technologv (tek-noro^), n. [= F. teehnologie
= Sp. technologia = It. technologia, < Gr. rtx-
vii'/jiyia, systematic treatment (of grammar),
< rixvi, art (see technic), + -/oyia, < 'Aiyew,

speak : see -olom.'} That branch of knowledge
which deals with the various industrial arts;
the science or systematic knowledge of the
industrial arts, as spinning, metal-working, or
brewing.
technonomic (tek-no-nom'ik), a, [< technon-
oiiiji + -ir.] Of or pertaining to technonomy.
[Kiire.]

technonomy (tek-non'6-mi), fi. [< Gr. Hxvri,
art, + vi/iof, a law.] Tlie laws or principles of
technology; the final stage of technology, when
these laws and ]>rinciples may be deduced, and
applied to the future as well as to the present.
O. T. Maxon, Smithsonian Bep., 1881, p. 501.
[Rare. J

techy, tetchy ( tech'i ),a. [Formerly also techcy ;
a var. of tachy, < tache^, a blemish, faiUt, vice,
bad habit, + -yl : see tachy and (acA«3. The
word has been confused with touch, for which
tech is a common dial, variant, and in present
use is now pronounced accordingly, spelled
touchy, and understood as 'sensitive to the
touch, easily irritated ' : see touchy. Some con-
sider techy itself a corruption of touchy; but
this view is quite untenable.] Peevish; fret-
ful ; irritable.

I cannot come to Creasid bot by Pandar

;

And he '• aa faeAy [rar. I*tehy\ to be woo'd to woo
Aa ahe is atobbornchaate against all ault.

Shak., T. and a, i. 1. M.
.Sow, Ood la never angry without a caoae; he Is no

froward Ood, of no (efcAy and pettish nature ; a cause
there mnat t>e, or he would never be angry.

liev. T. Adamt, Work% IIL MO.

tecnology (tek-noro-jl), n. [< Gr. TtKvm, a child,
+-/j>Yia, < /Jyeiv, speak : see -o/oj/y.] A treatise
on children.

Tecoma (te-ko'mii). «. [XL. (Jussieu. 17ft9), <
Aztec tecomaxochitl, name of .Solnndra guttata,
but at first thought to refer to Tecoma, < teco-

390

6209

mail, a vessel of peculiar shape, + xochitl, flow-
er.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the
order Biijnnniacese, type of the tribe Tecomese.
It is characterized by usually pinnate leaves ; by racemose
or panicled lluwera with an equally flve-toothed calyx and
four perfect stamens; and by & narrow, often laterally
compressed capsule with a flat partition, and numerous
seeds each with an undivided hyaline wing. There are
about 25 species, natives of warm reirions. mostly eitlier

north or south of the tropics, widely distributed in both
hemispheres. They are shrubby climbers or twiners,
sometimes erect shrubs, or rarely arborescent. Their
leares are opposite or rarely scattered, with usually
toothed leaflets which are often covered with stellate
haira, especially undemeatli. The flowers are commonly
orange, red, or reddish-brown, and often very showy. They
are known, from their shape, as trumpet-Jtower{vhich see).

Two species occur within the United States, of which T.
radicant, native from Pennsylvania to Illinois and south-
ward, is commonly cultivated, often, like T. irrandiflora
of Japan and China, under the name Bitriumia. (^tee cut
under £{|7nan>aeue.) The South African t. Co^iwu, some-
what naturaUxed in the West Indies, is known in coltiva-
tion by the name Wat Indian komymcMe, and also, from
its large orange-red flowers, tafln-fmctr. Several Aus-
tralian evergreen climbers of the subgenus Pandorta are
cultivated for their handsome white and violet or pink-
spotted flowers, as T. aiutraliti, known as wonga-it"ii;ia
ane and as CkunhiB Idand jiumdnt or erwiier, and T. jn>-
minoidei, the Iwwer-plant or trumpet'laonine. T. ttaiu,

of Texas, Arlaona, and southward, with nine other erect
ahmbby species, is sometimes separated as a genus, Teeo-
maria. Many species with digitate leaves, hirmerly re-
ferred to Teeoma, are now included in Tabelnaa (which
aeeX

Tecomea (te-ko'me-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Teeoma + -<«.] A tribe of pUnts, of
the ordoT Bignoniacex, characterized by usually
shrubby orclimbing orarboreous habit, absence
of tendrils, commonly simple leaves, and a com-
pletely two-celled ovary, which becomes in fruit

a loculicidal capsule with its two valves flat-

tened contrary to the partition and usually de-
ciduous. It includes about 22 genera, of which Teeoma
la the type. They are chiefly tropical, and mostly natives
of America or Africa. See Tecoma, Catalpa, and Tabelnaa,
for principal genera.

tecpatl, n. [Mex.] A sacrificial knife, a broad
double-edged bU4]e, usually of flint, sometimes
of obsidian, used by the Aztecs of Mexico.

tectt (tekt), a. [ME. tecte; < L. tectvt, covered,
hidden, pp. of ^gere = Gr. oriyuv, cover, con-
ceal. Cf. tegmen, tegument, integument, tegula,
tile^, etc.. and protect, detect, from the same
ult. L. verb.] Covered; hidden.

with chat or feme this hordes do b« (sets.

PttUadiMt, Hasbondrie (E. E. T. a]^ p. U6.

Tectaria (tek-ta'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. tectum,
roof, house (< tegere, pp. tectus, cover: see
tect), + -<iria.'] A genus
of univalves, of the family
Littorinidx, with a turbi-
nate or conic shell, more
or less tuberculated or spi-

nous, represented by vari-
ous species in the tropical
seas. A typical example is

T.pai/oda, of the Pai-ific.

tec-tec (tek'tek),». [Afri-

can.] Akindof whinchut,
Pratineola sybilh, of some
of the islands off the eastern coast of Africa,
as Reunion. Enci/c. lirit., XX. 492.

tectibranch (tek'ti-brangk), a. and n. [< L,
tectun, covered (see tect), + branchite, gills.]

Same as tidibranchiate.

tectibranchian (tek-ti-brang'ki-an), a. and «.

f < Irriihniiirh + -I'an.] Same as tectibranchiate.

Tectibranchiata (tek-ti-brang-ki-a't&), n. pi.
[XL.: Hvu tictibranchiate.] A division of gas-
tropods, nsiially held as an order or a suborder
of Gastropoita, which have a single lateral gill,

prntodt.

I. Pltnrthramehut fuH€tatHS. 3. The ihell dial is concealed wiUllo
Um maatlc. y A tp«act of Siillm, wiUi ffacll partly eipoaed.

covered by the mantle (whence the name), and
whose shell, varying in size according to the
genus, is very small and sometimes concealed.
The group is marine, and includes such families as Toma-
Mlidm, BuUidte, Aftyeiidm, Pleunbrttuehid/r, and Phylti-
diidM. Among them are the aes-liarea and bubble-shells.
Also called Pleuntmnekiala and Mono^eurobranchiata.
See also cuts nnder Aflyla, Bulla, snd Scaphander.

tectrices

tectibranchiate (tek-ti-brang'ki-at), a. and ».
[< NL. tectibranchiatus, < L. tectus, covered, +
branchiae, gills. Cf. tectibranch.] I. o. Hav-
ing the gills covered; pertaining to the Tecti-
bianchiata, or having their characters.

II. ?i. A gastropod belonging to the Tecti-
branchiata. They have been styled by Carpen-
ter crawlers trith sheltered gills.

tectiform (tek'ti-form), a. [< L. tectum, a roof,
-I- forma, form.] Like a roof in form or use

;

covering, or forming a cover; lid-like; speeiii-

cally, in entom., ridged in the middle and slop-
ing down on each side : as, the tectiform elytra
of some homopterous insects.

tectlyt (tekt'li), (jrf». l< tect + -ly^.2 Secretly;
covertly; privately.

He laid verie close & teetlie a companie of his men In an
old house fast by the castell.

Stanihursl, Ireland, an. 1581 (Ilolinshed's Chron., I.).

tectocephalic (tek-to-se-farik or -sef'a-Uk), a.

Sumo as scaphocepfialic. Amer. Nail, XXII.
614.

tectological (tek-*o-loj'i-kal), a. [< tectolog-y

+ -ic-iiL] Of or pertaining to tectology.

tectology (tek-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. tIktuv, a
builder (see tectonic), + -h>yia, < Xijeiv, speak:
see -ology."] Structural morphology which re-
gards an organism as composed of organic in-
dividuals of different orders; ordinary mor-
phology, as distinguished from stereomatic
morphology, or promorphology. Enciic. Brit.,

XVL842.
Tectona (tek-to'na), n. [NL. (Linnseus Alius,

1781), alluding tothe use of its wood; < Gr.
TtKTuvia, TCKTuveia, carpentry, < tcktuv, a car-
penter: see tectonic] A genus of gamopetalous
trees, of the order Verbenaceie and tnbe riH-
ceie. It Is characterized by flowers in ample paniculate
cymea, the calyx and the regular corolla each with five or
six lubes, aa many equal and projecting stamens, and a
fleshy ovary. Incoming In fruit a drupe included within
the enlarged and closed calyx, and containing a single foni^
celled stone. Of the three species, known as teoit or /ndtan
oolr, T. grandit is native of India and Malaysia, T. HamiUo-
niana of Burma, and T. Phaippineniit of the rhilippine
Islands. They are lofty treea, woolly, with both stellate
and nnbranehed hairs, and bearthg large entire leaves,
which are opposite or whorled In threes. The small white
or bluish flowers have each a bell-shaped cidyx, small co-
rolla-tube, and spreading lobes, and are sessile in tlie forks
of copiously flowered cymes which form a large terminal
panii le. .See teak.

Tectonarchina (tek'to-nar-ld'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. Te(cT<ivafi;jfof, same as apxiTtujuv, an archi-
tect (< TCKTuv, a builder,+ apxuv, rule; cf. archi-
tect), + -inep.] The bower-birds regarded as a
subfamily of Paradiseidte. I). G. Elliot.

tectonic (tek-ton'ik), a. [= G. tehtonik, < L. tec-

tonicus, i Gr. rCKTOvotiJf, of or pertaining to build-
ing, < riKTuv, a worker in wood, a carpenter;
akin to rfxv^, art, handicraft : see technic. Cf

.

architect, architectonic.] Of or pertaining to
building or construction Tectonic axes, in cry-
lal. Seeaz<<l.

tectonics (tek-ton'iks). fi. sing. or;)/. [PI. of tec-

tonic (see -»ca).] Building, or any assembling
of materials in construction, considered as an
art: sometimes restricted to the shaping and
ornamentation of furniture, cups, and weap-
ons, including the different processes of inlay-
ing, embossing, application, casting, soldering,
etc.

tectorial (tek-to'ri-al), a. [< L. tectorium, a
covering (see tectorium), + -al.] Covering, as
if roofing over; forming a structure like a roof
over something ; roofing; tegminal : as, the tec-

torial membrane of the ear (which see, under
membrane).
tectorinm (tek-to'ri-um), «. ;

pi. teetoria (-11).

[NL., < L. tectorium, a covering, cover, prop,
neut. of tcctorius, < tegere, pp. tectus, cover: see
tect."] 1. A covering; a tegminal part or or-
gan; the tectorial membrane.— 2. In ornith.,

the coverts of the wing or of the tail, collec-
tively considered. See covert, n., 6, and tec-

trices.

tectrices (tek-tri'sez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of tec-

trii,
(J.

v.] In ornith., the covering feathers of
the wings and tail; the coverts; wing-coverts
or tail-coverts. Tectrices are divided flrst into upper
and under coverts, according as they overlie or underlie
the remises and rectrices. Thenpper tectrices of the wing
are divided into primary and secondary, according as they
cover the primaries or the secondaries. The secondary
.tectrices are divided into greater, median, and lesser rows
or orders. .See cuts under birdi, corert, and pea/owl.—
Tectrices aire, wing-cnverts. — Tectrices caudn, tail-

coverts.— Tectrices Inferiores, under coverts, especial-
ly of the wing, those of the tail being the ei-issuni.—Tec-
trices majores, the greater secondary coverts.—Tectri-
ces medlSB, the median secolulaiy coverts, also called tec-

tricee perverg^. from the fact that they usually are imbri-
cated one over another in the reverse of the way in which



haV in the h^me field) -Sw l^Tma ^^^^ (te'dyus), a. [Early mod. E. tedyouse

;

"J^a, manZ; p ob.^S!-in a Zre < ^f ^f."^"''^'
< ^P- tedi,ux = Sp. ltmiosa<

sPns«.''R<,attfir.' = OHR. ^'^tt«„. MHft. LL.<«*o™s, wearisome, irksome, tedious, < L.

tectrlces

the greater and lesser coverts are imbricated.—TectrlceS
mlnores, the lesser secondary coverts.—Tectrices SU-
perlores, upper coverts, especially of the wing.

tectricial (tek-trish'al). a. [< tectrices + -ialJ]

Covering, as feathers of the wings or tail; tec-

torial; of the nature of, or pertaining to, the
tectrices.

tectriz (tek'triks), n. [NL., fem. of tector, < L.
teyere, pp. tectus, cover, conceal : see tect.'] Any
one feather of those composing the tectrices.

[Rare.]
tecum (te'kum), n. See tucum.

ted' (ted), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. tedded, ppr. ted-

ding. [Early mod. E. teddc, teede; prob. a dial,

var. of teatlie, "tathe, tath (cf. sned, var. of
sneathe, snathe, snath), < ME. "teden, 'tethen, <

Icel. tedlija, manure, spread manure upon (cf.

Icel. tadha, hay from the home field, todhuverk,
making"
= Norw,
general sense, 'scatter,' = OHG.reHan, MHG
zetten, G. dial, zetten (G. freq. in comp. verzet-

teln), scatter, strew, spread: see tath. The
derivation from W. teddu, spread out, iedu,

stretch out (tedd, a spread, display), does not
suit the sense so well, and is contradicted by
the early mod. E. form teede.'] To turn over
and spread out to the air to dry: as, to ted
new-mown grass or hay.

Tedding that with a forke in one yeare which was not
gathered together with a rake in twentie.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 228.

The smell of grain, or tedded grass, or kine.
Milton, P. L., ix. 460.

ted- (ted), n. A Scotch form of toad.

tedderl (ted'6r), n. [< ME. teddere; < ted^ +
-f»•!.] One who or that which teds ; specifically,

an implement that spreads and turns newly
mown grass or hay from the swath for the pur-
pose of drying. See hay-tedder (with cut).

tedder^ (ted'er), 11. and v. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form of tether.

tedet, teadt (ted), n. [< OF. tede = Sp. tea =
Pg. teda = It. tcda, < L. tseda, teda, a pitch-pine
tree, also a torch made of the wood of this tree.]
A torch.

Hymen is awake.
And long since ready forth his maske to move,
With his bright Tead that flames with many a flake.

Speaker, Epithalamion, 1. 27.

The tead of white and blooming thoni,
In token of increase, is borne.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

6210

Some there are that would hear often, maybe too often,

till edification turn to tedi/ication.

Ree. T. Adanui, Works, IL 442.

tedifyt (te'di-fi), V. i. [In-eg. < L. ttedinm, te-

dium, + -ficare, <. facere, make (see -/»/).] To
.become tedious. [A nonce-word.]

An odious, tedious, endless inculcation of things doth
often tire those with whom a soft and short reproof would
find good impression. Such, whiles they would intend to

edify, do in event tedify. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 348.

teding-pennyt, «• Same as titMna-penny.

tediosity (te-dj-os'i-ti), n. [< OF. tediosite =
It. tcdidxita, < ML. iediosita{t-)s, < l^L. tiediosus,

tedious: see tedious.'] Tediousness. [Bare.]

Fie, fle!

What tediosity and disensanity
Is here among ye

!

Fletcher {and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iiL 5.

teemer

tee* (te), V. t. [< teeS, «.] In golf-playing, to

place (a ball) on the tee preparatory to striking

off.

While, in starting from the hole, the ball may be teed

(i. e., placed where the player chooses, with a little pinch
of sand under it called a tee), it must in every other caw
be played strictly from its place as it chances to lie — in

sand, whin, or elsewhere— a different club being neces-

sary in each particular difflculty. Kncye. Brit., X. 765.

tee* (te), n. [< ME. AS. te, < L. te, the name of

the letter r.] 1. The name of the letter T, or <.

—2. Somethinghavingthe shape of the letter T-
Specifically— (a) A pipe-Joint or branch-coupling in the
shape of the letter T ; a pipe-coupling having three bells

or mouths, one being at right angles with the other two.

(&) A long bar with a cross-bar at the top, naed to with-
draw a valve from a pump : sometimes called a tee^iron,

(c) A rolled-iron beam in section like the letter T ; a
T-beam.

tee^ (te), n. [Also htec; < Burmese h'ti, an um-
brella.] An umbrella-shaped metallic orna-
ment, usually gilded, and often hung with bells,

which crowns a dagoba in Indo-Chinese coun-
tries. It represents the gold umbrella as an
emblem of royalty.

Our landscape was all alight with fire-balls floating over
the town, [and] the bursting of shells around the tinkling
tee of the Golden Dagon [pagoda].

J. W. Palmer. Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 111.

teeing-ground (te'ing-ground), n. In polf, a
space marked out withiu the limits of which the
ball must be teed.

tee-iron, n. See T-iron.

teekt, n. An old spelling of teak.

teel (tel), M. See tt«2.

tsedium, wearisomeness, irksomeness : see tedi-

um.] 1. Wearisome; irksome; tiresome.

All the day long. 111 be as tedious to you
As lingering fevers.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

My woes are tedious, though my words are brief.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1309.

But, scholar, have you nothing to mix with this dis-

course, which now grows both tediotts and tiresome ?

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 157.

2t. Annoying; disagreeable; offensive; uncon-
genial.

And the mayr and the sheriffe of the sayd cite were ,.,-_,,., „
fayn to arere a power to resyst the sayd riotts, which to teel-Oll (tel Oil), n. See oil.

hem on that holy tyme was tediose and heynous. con- toel-SOed (t^l'sed), n. Sesame- or til-seed.
sedryng the losse and lettyng of the holy service of that x-^1 /tg^N ,. r< vcr ifmen < AS teman
holy nyght. PosJot. Letters, I. 279. '^^"1 (lem;, i. \_\ mcj. lemen, \ AO. leman
_ , J .^u .. J- ^ .v i „ V ..• man, produce, < team, offspring: see team.
Perfumed with fedtotw sauours of the metalles by him -

^ - - .^.o,
[the carver] yoten. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 8.

3. Slow; slow-going: as, a, tedious course.

Except he be . . . tedious and of no despatch.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

Tho' thou hadst on Lightning rode.
Still thou tedious art and slow.

Congreve, Semele, iL 1.

= Sjm. 1. Tiresome, Irksome, etc. See wearisome.
-J T_,i../j ^i^ J..

In a tedious or irk-

t

tedesco(te-des'k6),a. [It., German: seeDutch.]
German : in occasional use to note German art,
influence, etc., in relation to Italy or Italian in-
terests.

Excessively minute works in the aeml-tedesco style, then
in fashion. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 61, note.

AUa tedesca^ in music, in the German style.

Te Deum (te de'um). [So called from the first

words, "Te Deum laudamus," 'Thee, God, we
praise': te (= E. thee), aec. sing, of the pers.
pron. tu, thou (= E. thou); deum, ace. sing.
ofdeas, god: see deity.] 1. An ancient hymn,
in the form of a psalm, sung at matins, or morn-
ing prayer, in the Roman Catholic and in the t^B t^

Anglican Church, and also separately as a ser-
vice of thanksgiving on special occasions. The
Te Deum is first mentioned early in the sixth century. Its
authorship is popularly attributed to St. Ambrose and St.
Augustine, but it probably assumed nearly its present
form in the fourth centui-y, during the Arian and Macedo-
nian controversies, though in substance it seems to be still

older, St Cyprian in a. d. 262 using words closely similar
to the seventh, eighth, and ninth verses, and several of the
latter verses (" Day by day," etc.) agreeing with part of an
ancient Greek hymn, preserved in the Alexandrian Codex,
the beginning of which is a form of the Gloria in Excelsis.
Originally it was obviously modeled on the preface and
great intercession of a primitive liturgy, probably African,
of the type of the liturgy of St. James (see liturgy). In
the Roman Catholic hour-ofllces the Te Deum is sung at
the close of matins on Sundays and feast-days, but not in
Advent nor from Septuagesima to Easter, except on feasts,
and also in the ferial oflice from Easter to Pentecost. In
the Anglican morning prayer, condensed from the Sarum
matins, lauds, and piime, the Te Deum marks the close
of matins. The Bcnedicite, taken from lauds, is used
as its alternate, and in many churches the Te Deum is
not sung in Advent or Lent, '

"

— ~ "

Laudamus.

tediously (te'dyus-li), adv
some manner; so as to weary; tiresomely.
tediousness (te'dyus-nes), «. The state or
quality of being tedious ; wearisomeness

;
pro-

lixity; tiresomeness; slowness; tedium.
tediousome (te'dyu-sum), a. [Irreg. < tediotts

+ -some, prob. after the supposed analogy of
wearisome.] Tedious. [Scotch.]

"It was an unco pleasant show," said the good-natured
Mrs. Blower, "only it was a pity it was sae tediousmne."

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxii.

tedisum (te'di-sum), a. A corruption of te-

diousome. [Scotch.]
tedium (te'di-um), n. [Formerly also tsedium ;

= OF. tedie = Sp. Pg. It. tedio, < L. taidium, ML.
tedium, wearisomeness, irksomeness, tedious-
ness, < tiedet, it wearies.] Irksomeness ; weari-
someness; tediousness.

The tedium of fantastic idleness.
Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

[ME. teen, ten (without inf. ending

God fought for us. ... Do we all holy rites

;

Let there be sung "Sou nobis " and " Te Deum."
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8. 128.

2. A musical setting of this hymn. Hence—
3. A thanksgiving service in which this hymn
forms a principal part.

tedge (tej), n. [Origin obscure.] In founding,
same as ingate, 2.

tediflcationt (te'di-fi-ka'shon), n. [< tedify +
-ation (see -fy). ] The act of making or becom-
ing tedious; tediousness. [A nonce-word.]

tee, te) (pret. tigh, teig, teg, teh, pi. tuwen, tugen,
tuhen, pp. towen, togen), < AS. tedn, Hon (pret.
tedh, pi. tugon, pp. togen) = OS. tiohan, tion,
tian = OFries. tia = MLG. tien, ten, LG. teen =
OHG. ziohan, MHG. G. Ziehen = Icel. *tjuga (in

pp. toginn) = Goth, tiuhan, draw, lead, = L.
duccre, draw, lead: see duct, adduce, conduce,
educe, etc. This obs. verb is represented in mod.
E. by the derived tow^, tug, iuck^ ; the pp. ex-
ists unrecognized in the second element of tcan-
ton. Hence also ult. team, teem^.] I. trans.
To draw; lead.

A thousend men ne mowe hire enes of the stede teo.
Early Eng. Poems (ed. Fumivall), xxi. 112. (Stratmann.)

II. in trans. To draw away; go; proceed.
I wyl me sum other waye, that he ne wayte after

;

I schal tee in-to Tarce, & tary there a whyle.
AUiteratim Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 87.

tee2 (te), ». A dialectal form of ttei.
Also, more fully, Te Deum tee3 (te), n. [Perhaps ult. < Icel. tja, point out,

akin to AS. txcan, point out, teach : see teach'^.]

1. A mark toward which missiles, as balls,
quoits, or curling-stones, are aimeil in different
games.

.Tust outside there is a trimly kept bowling-green, in
which the club members practise the gentle art of reach-
ing the tee when the waning afternoon releases them from teemot, »• A Middle English variant of theme.
their desk or counter. IT. BJaat, In Far Lochaber, ii. teemer^ (te'm^r) n ~

the sense 'abound, overflow,' the word is ap-
par. confused with teem^, pour, etc.] I. trans.

1 . To produce ; bring forth ; bear.
MaZ. What *8 the newest grief ? . . .

Boss. Each minut« teems a new one.
Shak., Macbeth, It. 3. 176.

Tak'st thou pride
To imitate the fair uncertainty
Of a bright day, that teems a sudden storm?

Middleton (and anttther). Mayor of (jueenborougb, Iv. 3.

2t. To bring; lead; take; reflexively, to betake
one's self; apjieal.

He temed him to the king.
TriMrem, \. 431 (Stratmann, ed. Bradley).

H. intrans, 1. To be or become pregnant;
engender young; conceive; bear; produce.

If that the earth could teem with woman's tears.
Each drop she falls would prove a crocodile.

Shot., Othello, iv. L 8S«.

2. To be full as if ready to bring forth; be
stocked to overflowing; be prolific or abun-
dantly fertile.

A gath'ring Storm he seem'd, which from afar
Teem'd with a Deluge of destructive War.

Congreve, Birth of the Mnie.
The Latin language teems with sounds adapted to every

situation.

Goldsmith, Poetry Distinguished from Other Wrftlng.

teem^t (tem), r. t. [< ME. temen (not found in
AS. except as in suffix -teme, -tyme in Itif-time,

wither-tyme) = OS. teman = MLG. temen, LG.
temen, tamen, befit, = D. tamen, be comely or
fit (betamen, beseem, beteem), = OHG. zeman,
MHG. zemen, G. ziemen = Goth, ga-timan, befit.
Cf. heteem.] 1. To be fit for; be becoming or
appropriate to ; befit.

Al was us never brochene ring,
Ne elles nought from wimmen sent,
Ne ones in her herte yment
To make us only frendly chere.
But mighte temen us on here.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 174*.

2. To think fit. [Rare.]
I could teeme it to rend thee in peeces.

Oifford, Dialogue on Witches (1603). (BaOiteeU.)

teem* (tem), v. [< ME. temen, < Icel. i.gema (=
Sw. tomma = Dan. tomme), empty, < tomr = Sw.
Dan. torn : see toom.] I. trans. To pour; emp-
ty ; toom ; specifically, to pour in the casting of
crucible steel.

Teem out the remainder of the ale into the tankard, and
flU the glass with small beer. Suifl.
Two or three hours after, the kiln istKm«<f— that is, the

malt is taken off and stored in its bin. Vre, Diet,, IH. 191.

n. intrans. To pour; come down in torrents:
as. it not only rains, it teems. [Prov. Eng.]

teem-tf, «. and v. An old spelling of team.

2. In the game of golf, the sand or earth on
which tho ball is very slightly raised at the be-
ginning of play for each hole. See the quota-
tion under tee^, v.

One who teems ; one who
brings forth young. Imp. Diet.
teemer^ (te'mfer), «. [<.teem» + -er^.] One who
pours ; specifically, one who pours the molten
steel in the process of casting.



teemfol

teemftll(tem'ful),a. [< /eemi + -/«?.] 1. Preg-
naut

;
prolific. Imp. Diet.— 2t. Brimful. Aitig-

icorth.

teemin^t (te'ming), n. [Verbal n. of teem^, r.]

The bringing forth of young.
Like a Woman with oft teeming worn

;

Who. with the Balies of her owne hody bom.
Having almost stor'd a whole Towne with people.
At length becomes barren, and faint, and feeble.

^tetter, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, L S.

At last, when tetmtag Time was come. Prior, The Mice,

teeming (te'ming), p. a. Pregnant; prolific;

I'ruitt'uT; abundant; overflowing.

What derice should he bring forth now?
I lore a teeming wit as 1 love my nourishment.

B. Jonton, Alchemist, v. 1.

teeming-hole (te'ming-hol), n. A pit in which
a mold is placed which is used for casting cru-

ciblo stcfl.

teeming-punch (te'ming-punch), n. A punch
for starting or driving a bolt from a hole; a
drift. £. H. Knight.

teemless (tem'les), a. [< feemi + -less."] Not
fruitful or prolific; barren. [Bare.]

Snch wars, such waste, such fiery tracks of dearth,
Their teal has left, and such a teenUut earth.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, L 2SS.

teen^ (ten), n. [< ME. teene, tene, teone, < AS.
tedna, injury, vexation, = OS. tiono, injury, =
Icel. tj6», loss. Cf. teen^, v., and teeny, finy.]

1. Orief; sorrow; trouble; ill fortime; harm.
[Obsolete or archaic]

Almishty and al merclable qnene.
To whom that al this world fieeth for socoar.
To have relees al sinne, sorwe, and tene.

Chaneer, A. & C, L S.

And iair and lang mat their te*» Utt, . , .

That wroogbt thee sic a dowle cast.

The run ^M«r« (Chad's Ballads, IL MIX
for there, with bodily angniah keen.
With Indian heaU at last fordone.

With public toil and private teen —
Thuu sank'st, alone.

M. Arnold, A Soathem Night.

2t. Vexation; anger; hate.

Tuax. in his tene, with a tore speire,
Caapit to Casaibilao, the kynges son of Troy.

Deebmetimtt/ Troy (R.1LTS.\ I. moo.

And Chedder, for men grief hia (am he could not wreak.
Drayton, Folyolblon, ilL 283.

There is no sach oonpiaoeney to the wicked as the
wreaking their malickMU teene on the good.

Sm. T. Adamt, Works, U. )20.

teen' (ten), v. t. [Also dial, tine, formerly lent;

< ME. teenen, ienen, teonen, < AH. tynan, teinian
= OH. ge-tiunean = OFries. tiona, timna, injure,
vex, < teiina, injury, vexation: see tMwl, n.] To
grieve; afflict; reflexively, to be vexed.

Scbe told me a-nother tale that me (siMd sarre.
Wittiam qf PalemeCB. K. T. 8.X L SttS.

Qnod wraththe, "toke thoa here tliM boMe

;

What man thee <e«K, HU head tboa brMst"
Hirmiu fo Virgin, etc (K. B. T. 8.X p. ai

teen^ (ten), r. t. [Also tine; < ME. tinen, tmnen,
< AS. fynan (= MD. (Myii^ii, inclose, D. iuinen,

walk in a garden. = OFries. be-tmia = MLO.
tunen = OH(i. :inan, zinen, MHO. Hmnen,
Q. zdunen, inclose, fence), < tun, an inclosure

:

see town."] To inclose; make a fence round.
HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]

teen^ (ten), r. A corruption of ttend tor MimP.
Hnlliwen. [Prov. Eng.]

teen*t, r. t. [Origin obscure.] To allot ; bestow.
But both alike, when death hath both snppreat.
Religious reverence doth buriall Cesna.

Spenter, T. Q., IL L {«.

-teen. [< ME. -tene, < AS. -tene, -lyM = OS.
-trin = OFries. -tena, -tine = D. -tien = MLQ.
•tern = OHO. -zehan, BCHO. -zehen, O. -lehn =
Icel. -tan = Sw. -ton = Dan. -ten = Goth, -tai-

hiin = L. -iiedm = Gr. -(iuii)6eKa = Skt. -rfafo,

an element used in the numerals from thir-
teen (AS. threitjne) to nineteen (AS. nigon-
tyne) inclusive; being AS. tine, Kne, etc., ten.
in composition : see ten.1 A axxtax used in the
cardinal numerals from f*»rfe«i to nineteen,
meaning 'ten.' and expressing in these numer-
als ten more than the amount indicated by the
initial element.
teenage (te'naj), n. [< teen^ + -age.} Wood
fur fences or inclosnres. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

teend, r. Same as tind^. [Prov. Eng.] Imp.
IHct.

teenfolt (ten'fil), n. [< ME. teneful; < teen^ +
ful.] Fullof grief: sorrowful; afflicted. Piers
J'lotrman (B). iii. 345.

teenfollyt (ten'fiil-i), adr. [< ME. tenefully ; <
leen/ul + ly'^.'] Sorrowfully; with grief ; sad-
ly. fHUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 436.
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teens (tenz), «. pi. [Pi. of "teen, < -teen, q. v.]

The numbers whose names have the termination
-teen ; especially, the years of one's age included
within these numbers. These yeare begin with thir-

teen and end with nineteen, and daring this period a per.
son Is said to be in his or her teens.

Your poor young things, when they are once in the teeiis,

think they shall never be married.
Wycherley, Qentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1.

"Madam," said I (she and the century were in their
teene together^ " all men are bores, except when we want
theoL" 0. W. Hoimes, Autocrat, i.

teeny* (te'ni), n. [< (feni -I- -yi.] Fretful; pee-
vish. HallitteU. [Prov. Eng.]
teeny2 (te'ni), a. Very small: same as tiny.

Hailivcell. [Prov. Eng.; coUoq., U. S.]

teepee, «. See tepee.

teepoy, «. See teapoy.

teer (ter), v. t. [< F. tirer, draw, puU: see «re2.]

To stir, as a calico-printers' sieve which is

stretched on a frame.
teercelt, ". Same as tercel.

teerer (ter'^r), ». [Also spelled tearer; < teer

+ -frl. Cf . F. iireur, one who draws or pulls, <

tirer, draw.] In calico-printing, one who covers
with coloring matter the sieve on which the
block is pressed to become charged with color.

teesa (te ift), n. [Native name.] The zuggun-
falcon, Bu'Uister (usually Poliomig) teesa, a bu-
teouine hawk of India. Also tesa.

Teesdalia (tez-da'li-a), m. [NL. (R. Brown,
1S12 I. named from Kobert Teesdale, author of a
catalogue of plants.] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Cnu^erae and tribe Thlas-
pidete. it la characterlied l^ smooth and acanleacent
habit, stamens appandaged at the base, and the pod a
broadly obloiig cuuipnaied ailicle. The two speciea are
nativea of weMem Knrope and the Mediterranean region.
They are small annuals with a rosette of ptnnately lobed
leavea, a naked or few-leaved scape, and snail white flow-
era. See «A«pA«nl'*,er«si:

teeso (te'so), n. [E. Ind.] The flowers of Butea
frimdosa, and probably of B. superba, used in
India and China as a dye for cottons, giving
yellow or orange tints. Also teesoo, tisao.

tee-sanare, ». See T-nquare, under square'^, 5.

teest't, n. A Middle English form of teaf^.

teeat^ (test), n. [A dial, form (< ME. teest : see
/e«w<t) of te»t^ (T).J A small anvil tised by sheet-
iron workers; a stake. E. H. Knight.

tee-tee, titil (te'tfi), ». [S. Amer. titi; prob.
imitutive.] A South American squirrel-mon-
key of either of the genera Callithrix and Cliry-

«onnr; a pinche or saimiri. There are several
species. See cut under squirrel-^nonkey.

teetee (te'te). n. [Prob. imitative.] 'The div-
ing petrel, Peleeanoides (or Ualodroma) urina-
trix. [Australia.]

teeter (te't<"r), r. i. [A dial. var. of ««er2.]
To see-saw; move up and down in see-saw
fashion. [U. 8.]

teeter (te't^r), n. [< teeter, c] A see-saw.
[U. S.]

Ao' I tell yoo yoa've got to lam thet War ain't one long
teeltr

Betwixt I wan' to an' T wun'l du, debatin' like a skeetur
Afore he lights— all is. to give the other side a millin'.

UneeU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Iii.

teetertail (t^'t^r-tal), n. A sandpiper; a tilt-

up or tip-up ; the spotted sandpiper, Tringni<lei>

macularius: so called from the chairacteristic

see-saw motion of the hind parts. See cut
under Triminidet. [U. 8.]

teeth, n. Plural of tooth.

teethe (teTH), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. teethed, ppr.

teething. [< teeth, pi. of tooth.'] To grow or cut
the teeth: as, a teething child.

teething (te'THing), n. [Verbal n. of teethe, r.]

Dentition ; the growth or formation of teeth

;

the act or process of acquiring teeth, as when
they cut the gums Climacteric teething. See
Himaeteric.

teetotal (te'to'tal), a. [An emphatic redupli-
cation of total. "There are two accounts of the
origin of this word, (a) The Rev. Joel Jewell
(according to various accounts, confirmed by a
letter from him to the editor of this dictionary),
secretary of a temperance society formed at
Hector, New York, in 1818, on the basis of a
pledge to abstain from distilled spirits but not
from fermented liquors, introduced in January,
1827, a pledge binding the signers to abstinence
from all intoxicants. The two classes of sign-
ers were distinguished as those who took the
"old pledge," and had "O. P." placed before
their names, and those who took the " new " or
"total pledge" ("T."); the frequent explana-
tion given of these letters made "T.— total"

familiar. (6) Richard Turner, an artisan of
Preston, in Lancashire, England, is said, in

Tegenaria

advocating the principle of temperance, about
1833, to have maintained that "nothing but
te-te-total will do"; while a variation of this

account makes the artisan a stutterer. Both
accounts appear to be correct, and the word
may have originated independently in the two
countries.] 1. Total; complete; entire: used
emphatically.— 2. Of, pertaining to, or for the
promotion of total abstinence from intoxicat-
ing liquors: as, a teetotal society, meeting, or
pledge ; the teetotal cause.

The teetotal movement had been founded some years
earlier by the Quaicers o( Cork, but it took no hold on the
people till Theobald Mathew, a young Capuchin friar,

Joined it in 1838.

IT. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Headers, p. 143.

3. Pledged to total abstinence from intoxicat-
ing liquors. [CoUoq.]

I walk, I believe, 100 miles every week, and that I
cooldu't do, I know, if I wasn't teetotal.

Mayhew, London LatH>ur and London Poor, I. 403.

teetotaler, teetotaller (te'to'tal-tr), n. [< tee-

total + -er^.] One who more or less formally
pledges or binds himself to eutire abstinence
from intoxicating liquors, unless medically pre-
scribed; a total abstainer.

But I am a teetotaller— said the divinity-student in a
subdued tone. 0. W. Hoimee, Professor, vi.

teetotalism (te'to'tal-izm), n. [< teetotal +
-ism.] The principles or practice of teetotal-

ers ; total abstinence from intoxicating drink,

or the total-abstinence movement.
After a period distinguished by hard drinking and hard

eating has come a period of comparative sobriety, which,
in teetotatiem and vegetarianism, exhibits extreme forms
of its protest against the riotous living of the past.

H. Spencer, Education, p. 226.

teetotally (te'to'tal-i), adv. Totally ; entirely

:

uscil emphatically. [Colloq.]

Dinner waa an ugly little parenthesis between two still

uglier clauses of a teetotally ugly sentence.
De fjvinety, Dinner, Beal and Reputed.

In Sir James Spence's "Tour of Ireland," published in
1820^ he speaka of the word teetotally as an adverb in

every-day use by the working classes.

Eavarde, Words, Facts, and Phrases, p. 561.

tee-totum (te'to'tum), ». tAlao te-totum ; i.e.,

T-totum, totum represented by T, from the T
marked upon it.] 1. A small four-sided toy of
the top kind, used by children in a very old game
of chance. Formerly the four sides exhibited respec-
tively the letters A, T, N, D. The toy is set spinning, and
wins and losses are determined according to the letter that
turns up when the tee-totum has ceased whirling : thus, A
(Latin at\fer, take away) Indicatea that the player who has
last spun is entitled to take one from thestakes; D(depone,
put downX a forfeiture or laying down of n stake ; N {nihil,

nothingX neither loas nor gain ; T {totum, the whole) wins
the whole of the stakes. In the modern tee-totum the D
is commonly changed to P, and the reading also changed
Into English : thus, T (take upX F (put down), A (alU N
(none).

The uaage of the te-tatum mar be considered as a kind
of petty gambling, it being marked with a certain number
of letters: and part of the stake is taken up, or an addi-
tional part put down, according as those letters lie upper-
most. StruU, Sporis and Pastimes, p. 492.

2. A similar toy used for spinning in the same
manner, but circular or ha\nng an indefinite

number of sides, and without the marks above
described : used as a plaything or in dififerent

games by children.

tee-wheep (te-hwep'), n. [Imitative.] Same
as pewit (6). See cut under lapwing. [Local,
British.]

te-fall (te'fAl), n. Same as to-fdll. [Prov.
Eng. or Scotch.]

teff (tef), n. [Native name; also written taff,

thaff, theff.] An annual cereal grass, Poa
Ahyssinica, the most important food-plant of
Abyssinia. Its grains, which are of the size of a pin-
head, afford a very white Hour which makes an excellent
bread of an agreeable acidulous taste.

teftt (teft), a. [A var. of tight (ME. 'tcght,

tight); cf. draft, var. of draught, dafter, a dial.

ytkT. ot daughter, etc.: see tight, taut.J Tight;
taut.

Away they fly, their tackling tt^t and tight,

Top and top-gallant in the bravest sort.

Peele, Tale of Troy.

teg (teg), II. [AIbo tegg ; origin obscure. Pos-
sibly an arbitrary variation, with complemen-
tary sense, of stefi, stag.] 1. A female fallow-

deer; a doe in the second year.— 2. Same as
(a</3.

Tegenaria (tej-e-na'ri-S), «. [NL. (Latreille,

1804).] A notable genus of spiders, of the fam-
ily .'Igilenidx. They are medium-sized hairy spiders,

having the superior spinnerets longest, twu-jointed. and
the anterior lateral eyes larger than the anterior middle
eyea. They live in cellars and other dark places. The
genus Is of very wide distribution : two species are found
fai the United Statea, T. derhami and T. tnrevii.



tegh

teght. A Middle English preterit of tee^, also

of tie^.

tegmen (teg'men), Ji.; pi. tegmina (-mi-na).

[Also tegumen; NL., < L. tegmen, tegumen, a
cover, < tegere, cover: see tegument.'] 1. A
covering ; a covering or protecting part or or-

gan; a teetorium; an integument; a tegmen-
tum.— 2. In hot., the endopleura, or inner coat,

of the seed. It is soft and delicate, and con-
forms to the shape of the nucleus. See seed, 1.

— 3. pi. In ornith., the teotrices or coverts of

the wing or tail. See tectrices. [Bare.]— 4.
In anat., the roof of tlie tjTopanic cavity of the
ear, especially in early stages of its formation

:

also distinguished as tegmen tympani.— 5. The
covering of the posterior wing of some insects

;

especially, the fore wing of any orthopterous
insect, corresponding to the elytrum of a beetle
or the hemielj-trum of a bug.
tegmental (teg'men-tal), a. [< tegment(nm) +
-«/.] Pertaining to tlie tegmentum Tegmen-
tal nucleus. .Same as red nucleus (which see, under
ntw^eus).—Tegmental region, the tegmentum of the
crus and the corresponding parts of the pons and oblon-
gata down to the decussation of tire pyramids. It con-
tains the forniatio reticularis, lemniscus, posterior longi-
tudinal fasciculus, other fibers, and various collections of
^nglion-cells.

tegmentum (teg-men'tum), )!. ;
pi. tegmenta

(-tii). [Also tegumentnm ; NL., < L. tegmen-
tum, tegumentum, a cover, a covering: see teg-

umenfi 1. In 6o(., the scaly coat which covers
the leaf-buds of deciduous trees ; also, one of
the scales of such covering.— 2. In anat., the
larger and deeper or upper of two parts into
which each crus cerebri is divisible, separated
from the crusta by the substantia nigra Nu-
cleus of the tegmentum (niteleus tegmenti). Same as
red nitdeus (which see, under mtcleus).

tegmina. «. Plural of tegmen.

tegminal (teg'mi-nal), a. [< NL. tegminalis, <

tegmen (tegmin-), acovering: see tegmen."] Cov-
ering or protecting, as a tegmen; tectorial;

tegumentary.
tegminalia (teg-mi-na'li-a), n.pl. [NL., neut.
pi. of tegminalU: see tegminal.] The regularly
arranged plates of the body or calyx of the tes-

sellated crinoids.

teguezin (te-gek'sin), «. [Braz.] A large
South American lizard of the genus Teius, T.

tegnexin. it attains a length of three or four feet, and
is mariced with yellow and blacli. T. rit/escens is the red
teguexin. See Teiidx.

tegula (teg'u-la), n.; pi. tegulee (-le). [NL., <

L. tegula, a tile, a roofing-tile, < tegere, cover,
eonceal: see tect, hVei.] Inentom.: (a) Asclerite
attached to the lateral border of the mesoscu-
tum and covering the base of the fore wing, as
in hymenopterous insects. (See pterygoda and
operculum (V) (8).) A similar formation of lepi-

dopterous insects is known as the patagium,
scapula, or shoulder-tippet. (6) A little mem-
brane covering the metathoracic spiracle of
dipterous insects : also <ia.\\eAsquama,i}relMlter,
and covering-scale.

tegular (teg'u-lar), a. [= F. tSgulalre, < L.
tegula, a tile: see tegula, tile.] 1. Of or per-
taining to a tile; resembling a tile; consist-
ing of tiles.— 2. In entom., coveilng, as a scle-

rite, the base of an insect's wing; of or per-
taining to a tegula.

tegularly (teg'u-liir-li), adv. In the manner of
tiles on a roof.

tegulated (teg'ii-la-ted), a. [< L. tegula, a tile,

+ -afel + -ed'^.^ Composed of plates or scales
overlapping like tiles: used specifically of a
type of armor— Tegulated armor, armor made of
overlapping plates sewed to a foundation of textile fabric
or leather. During the years immediately preceding the
perfected armor of plate this was the armor adopted as the
best by those who could afford the expense.

"tegiunen (teg'il-men), ».; pi. tegumina (te-gu'-
mi-na). [NL.: see tegmen,] Same as tegmen.

tegument (teg'u-ment), n. [ME. tegument, <
OF. tegument, ¥'. tegument z= Sp. Pg. tegumento,
< L. tegumentum, tegimentum, tegmentum, < te-

gere = Gr. oriyeiv, cover conceal : see tect. Cf

.

integument.] A cover; an envelop; a natural
covering or protection of the body or a part
of it ; a tegmen or tegmentum.

Over ther thai stonde
A tegument of brom or such extende
Hem fro tempest and coldes to defende.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 218.

Specifically— (a) In zonl. and anat, skin ; the general cover-
ing of the body; the integument, (b) Jn eiUmn.: (1) A teg-
men ; the wing-cover or elytrum of orthopterous insects

:

an erroneous use, apparently by confusion with tegmen, 5.

(2) Properly, the crust, or chitinous integument of the
body, as distinguished from the hairs, scales, etc., which
may grow upon It
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tegumental (teg-u-men'tal), a. [< tegument +
-al.] Covering; investing or integumental; tec-

torial ; tegumentary ; tegminal.

Visual and tegumental sense organs borne by the ten-

tacles. Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 276.

tegumentary (teg-u-men'ta-ri), a. [=F. tegu-

mentnirc ; as tcgument+ -afy.] Of or pertaining

to integument ; composing or consisting of skin

or other covering or investing part or structure

;

tegminal ; tectorial—Tegumentary amputation,
amputation in which the flaps are made of tegumentary
tissue only. Also called skin-flap amputation.— 1ig]l-
mentary epitlielium. Same as epidermiif.

tegumentum (teg-u-men'tum), n.
;

pi. tegu-

menta (-tii). Same'as tegmentum.

tehee (te'iie'), interj. [< ME. te hee; imitative.]

A word expressing a laugh.
" Te hee," quod she, and clapte the wyndow to.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 554.

tehee (te'he'), «. [< tehee, interj.] A laugh:
from the sound.

Did you chide me for not putting a stronger lace in

your stays, when you had broke one ag strong as a hempen
cord with containing a violent titiee at a smutty jest in the
last play? Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, i. 1.

tehee (te'he'). v. i. [< teliee, interj.] To laugh
contemptuously or insolently ; titter.

That laughed and tee-he'd with derision
To see them take your deposition.

S. Butler, Hudibres, III. iil. 133.

Teian, Tean (te'an), a. [< L. I'eius, < Teos, < Gr.

Tfuf, Teos (see def.), + -an.] Of or pertaining
to Teos, an ancient Greek city of Ionia, Asia Mi-
nor: especially referring to the poet Anacreon,
who was born there.

The Scian and the Teian muse,
The hero's harp, the lover's lute,

Have found the fame your shores refuse.

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 86 (song).

Te Igitur (te ij'i-ter). [So called from the first

words of the canon : L. te (= E. thee), ace. sing,

of pers. pron. tu, thou (= E. thou); igitur, there-
fore.] The first paragraph of the eucharistic
canon in the Koman and some other Latin lit-

urgies. It immediately succeeds the preface,
and contains a prayer for the church.

Teiidae(te'i-de),>i,j)/. l^'L.,< Teius + -id«.] A
family of eriglossate lacertilians, typified by the
genus Teius, having confluent parietal bones,
supratemporal fossse not tegmented or roofed
over, and no osteodermal plates. These lizards
are confined to America, and some of them are called te-

giiexins. The family is also named .4>neiDJd». AlsoTei-
dse, Tejidse.

teil (tel), n. [Formerly also teile; < OF. teil, teill,

til, F. title, < L. tilia, a linden. Cf. dim. teylet,

tillet.] 1. The linden or lime-tree.

From purple violets and the teile they bring
Their gather'd sweets, and rifle all the spring.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, iv. 233.

2. The terebinth.

Asateil tree (terebinth, R. V.], and as an oak. Isa. vi. 13.

teind (tend), n. [< Icel. tiund, a tenth, a tithe:
see tenth, tithe.] In Scotland, a tithe. It is paid
from the produce of land or cattle only. After the Refor-
mation the whole teinds of Scotland were transferred to
the crown, or to private individuals called titulars, to
whom they had been granted by the crown, or to feuars
or renters from the church, or to the original founding
patrons, or to colleges or pious institutions. By a suc-
cession of decrees and enactments these tithes were gen-
erally rendered redeemable at a fixed valuation, but the
clergy have now no right to the teinds beyond a suitable
provision, called a stipend; so that teinds may now be de-
scribed as that part of the estates of the laity which is
liable to be assessed for the stipend of the clergy of the
established church.

At every seven years
They pay the teind to hell

;

And I am sae fat and fair of fiesb,

I fear 'twill be mysell.
The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 120).

Court Of Teinds (in full. Court o/ Lords Commissioners
for Teinds), a court in .Scotland consisting of five judges
of the Court of Session (four lords of the inner house and
the lord ordinary on teinds), who sit as a parliamentary
commission, with jurisdiction extending to all matters re-
specting valuations and sales of teinds, augmentations of
stipends, the disjunction or annexation of parishes, etc.—
Decree of valuation of teinds. See decree.

teind-master (tend'mas'''t6r), n. In Scotland,
one who is entitled to teinds.

telnet, n. See tain.

tein-land(ten'land),n. Thane-land. SeeiAane.
teinoscope (ti'no-skop), n. [< Gr. Tsivnv (see
tencU), stretch, extend, + anoTrdv, view.] An
optical instrument invented by Sir David
Brewster, consisting of two prisms so com-
bined as to correct the chromatic aberration,
while the dimensions of objects seen through
them are increased or decreased in the plane
of refraction. Amici's prism-telescope consists of two
such teinoscopes arranged consecutively, with their planes
of refraction perpendicular to each other.

telautograph

telntt, teinturet. Old spellings of taint^, taint-

ure.

teiset, « [ME., < OF. teise, later toise, a fathom

:

see toise. Cf . peise, poise.] A fathom.

In me prisoun thow schelt abide,

Vnder therthe twenti texM.

Beves o/ Hamtoun, 1. 1417.

teiset, f. «. [ME., < <ei«e, «.] To weigh anchor;
set sail.

Into see thay went, the sayl vp gan relne.

To cipresse contre ther shippes gan teiJK.

Itom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), L 1295.

Teius (te'us), n. [NL.] The typical genus of

Teiidee. See teguexin. Also Tejug.

teknonymOUS (tek-non'i-mus), a. [< Gr. rdcvav,

child, + ovofia, bvv/ia, name.] Pertaining to or
characterized by teknonymy.
Let us now turn to another custom, not Ie» qnaint-

seeming than the last to the European mind. This is the
practice of naming the parent from the child. . . . There
are alwve tliirty peoples spread over the earth who thug
name the father, and, though less often, the mother.
They may be called, coining a name for them, teknony-

mows peoples. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XVIII. 248.

teknonymy (tek-non'i-mi), n. [< teknonym-ous
+ -y3.] The naming of a parent from his or
her child.

Another custom, here called teknonymy, or naming the
parent from the child, prevails among more than thirty
peoples. Athenstum, No. 3188, p. 740.

tel (tel), TO. Sesame. See til.

tela (te'la), «. ;
pi. telm (-le). [NL., < L. tela,

web, warp: see toiV^.] 1. A web; arete.— 2.
In anat.: (a) A tissue, in general; any tissue
of the body, or histological structure, as distin-
guished from the structures or organs of gross
anatomy: extended to include liquids contain-
ing corpuscles: as, tela adiposa, fatty tissue;
tela connectiva, connective tissue ; tela lymphat-
ica, liquid contents of the body-cavity and IjTn-

phatic vessels. Haeckel. (b) A delicate mem-
branous web or thin sheet of scarcely nervous
tissue found in the brain in connection with its

cavities, consisting both of pia mater and of en-
djTua, with little or no nerve-tissue intervening.
—Tela aranea. Same as »7/idtr-Hc(i.— Tela cellulosa,
areolar tissue.—Tela choroldea cerehclli, the immbra-
nous roof of the lower section of the fourth ventritie, con-
tinuous above with the velum medullare posterius. Also
called tela choroidea inferior ventriculi quarti.—Tela cbO-
roldea superior, the velum interpositum, or membra-
nous roof of the third ventricle. Also called velum Irian-
gtUare.

telaesthesia(tel-es-the'si-a),ji. [NL.,<Gr.T;7/t,
afar, + alath/aic, perception.] Perception at a
distance. See the quotation under telepathy.

telamon (tel'a-mon), ji.; pi. telamones (tel-a-

mo'nez). [< L. telamon, telamo, < Gr. rtAaiiuv,
bearer, < T?.^vai, bear.] In arch., the figure of
a man performing the function of a column or
pilaster to support an entablature, in the same
manner as a caryatid. They were called at-
lantes by the Greeks. See atlantes.

telangiectasia (te-lan'ji-ek-ta'si-a), i». [NL.,
also telangiectasis, < Gr. tI/j>c, the erid,+ ayyam,
vessel, + luracn^, extension.] In med., a dila-
tation of the small vessels.

telangiectasis (te-lan-ji-ek'tS-sis), n. [NL.:
see telangiectasia.'] Same as telangiectasia.

telangiectasy (te-lan-ji-ek'ta-si), n. [< NL. te-

langiectasia.] Same as telangiectasia.

telangiectatic (te-lan'ji-ek-tat'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to or exhibiting telangiectasia.

telapoint, «. An obsolete form of talapoin.
Imp. Diet.

telari (te'lar), a. [< tela + -arS.] Having the
character of a tela, web, or tissue ; telary : as,
the telar membranes of the brain. See tela.

telar'^t, «. An obsolete form of tiller^. Arch.
Jour., XIX. 71.

telarian (te-la'ri-an), a. and n. [< telary + -an.]
I. a. Spinning a web, as a spider. See retite-
larian, tubitelarian, orbitelarian.

II. n. A spinning spider.
telarlyt (te'lar-li), adr. [< telar (cf. telary) +
-hfi.'\ In the manner of or so as to make a web
ortela : as, " te?<jrt^interwoven," SirT. Broicnc.
telary (tel'a-ri), a. [< ML.*ff7<inM«, < L. tela, a
web: see tela.] 1. Of or pertaining to a web,
tissue, ortela; woven; spun.— 2t. Spinning a
web, as a spider; telarian.
The picture of telary spiders, and their position in the

web, is commonly made lateral, and regarding the horizon.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 19. (RicJiard»on.)

telautograph (te-la'to-^f), «. [< Gr. r^/.f,

afar, -I- aiTdc, self, + jpa<l>ew, write.] The name
giveri by Elisha Gray to his form of writing- or
copying-telegraph. This telegraph can be used to
reproduce in facsimile either the handwriting of the
person sending the message, or any picture or drawing
which can be made with a pen. The transraitttng-pen is
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connected by cords to mechanism by means of which the
motions of the pen cause a pulsator\ euiTent to pass Into

two teltgraph-Mne wires. These pulsator>' currents pro-

duce rapid pulsatorr motion of the orniattiresof a system
of electromagnets, by means of which the receiTing-pen
Is caused to follow the motionsof the transmitter. Another
electromagnetic arrangement lifts the receiving-pen olf

tlie paper at the end of each word or line, and still another
serres to move the paper forward for the next line.

teldH (teld), n. [ME. teUI, < AS. teld, ge-teld =
MI), tflde = G. celt = Icel. tjald = Sw. ialt =
Dan. ttlt, a tent. Hence tilf^.] A t«nt.

teldH (teld), r. t. [< ME. telden ; < teld^, n.] 1.

To set up (a tent); pitch; in general, to set up.

Thenne thajr UUet tablez [onl trestes alofte.

Sir Gauvyfu and the Gnm Kniffkt (E. E. T. S.), 1. IMS.

2. To lodge in a tent.

Vn-to me tolde god on a tyde,

Wher I was Ulde vnder a tree.

He saide my ieede sbulde multrplye.
York Play, p. 56.

teld-t. An obsolete preterit and past participle

..f tein.

Telea (te'lf-a), n. [NL. (Htlbner, 1816).] A
genus of bombyeid moths, erected for the Poly-
phemus silkworm-motb, T. polj/pkemus, a large
and handsome American species, which pro-
duces a coarse and durable silk. See polifphe-

teleanemograph (tel'e-a-nem'o-grif), n. [< Gr.
Tr/>.e, afar, far, far off,' ?ar away, + E. anemo-
ffraph.] An anemograph that records at a dis-

tance by means of electricity.

telebarOCTaph (tel-e-bar'o-grtf), w. r< Gr. Tf]>j,

afar, + E. huriMii'ipli-] A barograph that re-

c'onis at a distance by means of electricity.

telebarometer (tel'e-ba-rom'e-t*r), H. [< Gr.

Ty/j, afar, + E. barometer.^ A barometer that
registers its indications at a distance by means
of electric registering apparatus.

teledn (tere-<i8), «. The stinking badger of
Java and Sumatra, ifi/daug melieep».

Tekdu i^yilamt mttur/t).

telega (te-la'gft), n. [Boss, tetiega, a cart or
wagon.] A cart or sort of box, about six feet

East Siberfaa Telega.

long, unprovided with springs, and set upon the
wheels: a Russian vehicle.

SuuU nnpaintad ooe-hone itUgoM, which look Uka ko-
gitndinal mtlTM of hureli moantcd on toor wheels

The Ctnhay, XXXVL 11.

telegram (tel'f-gram), n. [= F. tiUgramme =
8p. teiegrama'= Pg. It. telegramma ssT). tele-

firam s O. telegramm = Sw. Dan. Megram =
Bubs. teUgramma = NGr. TtifJypa/ifui (all after
E.); < Gr. r^>.r, afar, + ypaufia, a writing. The
correct form would be 'telegrapheme, from a Gr.
type reflected in the NGr. rr/'/^papii/ia, a tele-
gram. < Tiiy^pa^iv, telegraph, < Gr. r^Xe, afar,
+ ypa^iv, write.] A communication sent by
telegraph; a telegraphic message or despatch.
A Stm Word.— A friend desire* as to give notice that

he will ask leare, at some oonvenleot time, to Introduce
a new word Into the Tocabnlair. The object of this pro-
posed innovation is to avoid the neccialty, now extsting,
of using two words for which there l< very frequent occa-
sion, where one will answer. It Is TtUffnm, instead of
Telegraphic Despatch. nrTelegiapbloOoinmiinieation. . .

.

Telegraph means to writi: from adlstance— T'el^^nim, the
writing itself. execiit<-d fn>ra a distance. Honognm, Ijok-
ograui, etc., are words fomi cd upon the same analogysnd in
food aocepUtion. Albany Evening Jaunud, kvrti«,iat>i.

I sent a tHegram (oh thst I should live to see such a
word Introduced into the Ktiirltidi language!). ,

Biititrr. What will he Do with it? (lS.'i8), xlL 11.

To milk a telegram. t» make use surreptitiously of a
telegram ilesigned for another. See mOk, r. t, 5. (.^tlang.]

teleerammic (tcl-e-tjram'ik), n. [< telegram +
-ic.J Of or pertaining to a telegram; having
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the characteristics of a telegram; hence, brief;

concise; succinct. [Recent.] Imp. Did.

telegraph (tel'e-gr&f ), n. [= F. telegraphe= Sp.

telegrajo = Pg." telegrapho = It. telegrafo = D.
telegraaf = G. telegraph = Sw. Dan. telegrof

= Russ. telegraju = NGr. T>//^}pa<j>o^ (all after

E.), < Gr. .Tf/?j:, afar, -I- ypaifictv, write.] 1. An
apparatus for transmitting intelligible mes-
sages to a distance. In this general sense it In-

cludes the original semaphore4eUgraph« ; tnechanuxU tele-

grapkt for sending messages short distances, as from
the pilot-house to the engine-room of a steamer; pneu-
matte telegraphe, in which compressed air In a tube serves

to transmit a message; hydraulic teUj/raphSf in which
a column of water takes the place of the air in the tube

;

flashing lights, as from a heliotrope, and any appliance
tor signaling, as flags or lanterns. Nearly all of these ap-
pliances are recognized as tignalinj apparatiu, and are
now so called. (Sees^j'na/anaannuncuiftir.) In its later

and more restricted sense, the name is applied to some
f(H*m of apparatus employing electricity and transmitting
more than mere calls or dgnals. Telegraphs may he di-

vided into two classes : thteleclnmeeiamealtel^/raphe,oT
those in which the mesaageaarereceiTedbymeansof some
mechanical device operated by electricity ; and the electro-

ehemieat telegrapkt, in which the meaaage is received and
recorded by means of some chemical enect produced by
deetricity, the messages in both systems being sent or
transmitted by some mechanical means. The eU(irome-
chanieal UUanpkt may be again divided into two classes

;

those In which the message is received or read by sight
(including those in which it is printed or recoidedX and
those in which it Is read by sound. The tledtmneehaniail
telegraphe are in some instances actuated by means of an
electromagnet, and for this reason they are called tUetro-

mmgntHt teUgrapht. This name has sometimes I>een given
to all electrommamic telegraphs, but It appears properly
to bdong to the electromechanical telegraphs which em-
ploy electromagnetlsm, and particularly to the Mone sys-

tem. There is also an <lM<n>iii«cA«ntea<(e<<;ni{iA actuated
by magneto-electricity, and called the magnelo-eleetrie tele-

graph. The telegraph oonaista eaaentiuly of (1) a line-

w<r«, or main condoetor ; (>) a hatUry, or other source of
deeMcity ; (S) a frawinifWiv iiutrvment, or device for con-
neetiiig or disconnecting the line-wire with the twttery, or
for changing the polarl^ of the current sent over the line-

wire; and (4) a rsesieer, or Indicating or recording appara-
tus. The Une-viTt is, for land lines, most oommonly of
iron, but sometimes of steel covered with a copper tabe,
and frequently also (especially on the rapid ciroiuts in Eng-
land) of bard drawn copper and, for the local oonneetlons
with the battoy or tanmrnents, of copper. The aoorce
of electricity may be a battery or a dynamo. The trans-
mitter or receiver may vary greatly according to the sys-
tem in which it Is naed. Intheelectromeclianlcalaystems
in which tlM nisaaags ia rsad by algbt, two dUferent re-

oeiTen are empioyad. The Sfst of these, the ueeHle-tele-
graph of Cooke and Wheatstone of England, haa a line-

wire, a battery, and a simple device for reversing the car-
rent by the movement of a handle. The receiver is a nee-
dle sappcrted on a horiaonlal Iwr, free to torn to the right
or letL and ptorided with an indea needle, placed in front
of a dul, to show the deflections. The needle is within a
coil of wire throagh which the current from the line

paasea, the wtiole forming an electric multiplier or gal-

vanoaeope. The meaaage is Indicated by an alpliabet of
motiona, defleetiona to one side being read aa the dots
and to the other aa the dashes of the Mun* alpliabet.

This ayatem ia atiU nsed on some nnimportant circait*
and on aoina c( the railway lines in Knglaml. It Is large-

ly In nae lor long submarine cablea, Tliamaon'a mhror-
nlvanoscope betng naed. This receiver oooaiata easen-
ually of a galTanoinalar, the needle of which carriea a
smaU mirror that lafleets a beam of light from a lamp
n lion a screen. Tha minate movements of the needle are

"iidersd viaibla on a large scale, and the Tibtationa
ipot of light sarve to apell the meaaaca. The sec-

..ht-reading system is the dial-lelegrtmi; It employs
a <l i»l and indei or pointer for a receiver. The letten are
placed round the edge of the dial, and the index travels
round the dial from letter to letter till the right one is

reached, when a slight pause Indicates that the letter was
signaled from the transmitting end of the line. This sys-

tem ia naed for private lines and for local circuits where
apaed of tranamtaaton is not Important. TheJforssmten
ampkiys a Une-wiie, battery, and circuit-breaker or Itorae
key aa a tnnamilter, and now very commonly usee asouiuf-
ar aa a receiving instrument, the alight clicking sound of
the instrument clearly indicating the letteraof the alpha-
bet. This system haa developed from the recording tele-

graph wlUen was InTentad by Ilorae of New York, and
was first tried on a oommerclal scale between Baltimore
and Washington in 1844. (See Jforss letegraph, below.)
Tlie dectroDeehanlcal systems in which the message is

aatomatteally recorded as it Is received Include the Morse
nstem osiiig tlia Horse receiver, the chemical telegraphs,
the printing telegraphic systems, the stock -reporting tele-

graphs, the nrpbon recorder, snd the vrriting-telegrephs.
A number of teUgraphie-printing tgtUme have l>een In-

Tented, the object being to print the meaaage directly on
paper as taat aa received. Of theae^ the systems of liotue
and Bughee were sacceaafully workM in the United States,
and a modlJIcatkNi of Hughes's apparatus, the electromotor
printlng-talegr^ib of Phelna, is still used by the Western
Union Company. Hughes s spparatus is still used in Eu-
rope, eapecully in France. Several simpler forms of type
firlntlng-telegraphs are used ss stock-jHintera and private-

ine telegraphs. The telegraph of Cowper, snd the telau-
tograph (which see) of Elisha Oray are examples of fac-

simile- or writing-telegraphs. In the former mtem two
w Ires are used, and the meaaage la transmitted by varying
the intensity of the currents in the doable line. The trans-

mitter conasts of s pencil connected by means of light

rods with metal plates Joined together through resistance-
coila The message Is vrritten on a band of paper passing
under the pencil, and every movement of the pencil causes
one or both of the rods to move over the plates, snd change
the realatance in the circuits. The receiver consists of a
pen hdd aprlght, and joined by means of threads to the
armatares of two magnets placed so that variations of the

telegraph

currents through the two circuits give motions in two
rectangular directions to the pen. The pen thus gives a-

trace in one direction or the other, or in a curve that la-

the resultant of both movements, and this trace is a literal

copy of the message written by the transmitting pencil.

The electrochemical systems of telegraphy all give a rec-

ord of the message, and tlie transmitting device, whether
a Morse key or some automatic mechanism, breaks or closes-

the circuit and thus either spells the message in the Morse
alphabet, or copies it from writing or a drawing properly
arranged at the transmitting end. Tlie receiving appara--

tus in all these systems depends on the fact that if a cur-^

rent of electricity is made to pass thrt)ugh a piece of pa-
per moistened in certain chemicals, a discoloration of the
paper appears wherever the current passes. The first

practical system is that of Bain of Edinburgh, which was
used for some time lx)th in England and in America. Sev-
eral forms of copying telegraphs exist, but are little used.
It was early recognized in the history of telegraphy that
the cost of sending messages could be reduced if more than
one message could be sent over a line-wire at one time, or
if the speed of transmission could be made very great. Of
the many systems designed to accomplish this, five are in

actn.al use. and two h^ve been adopted throughout the
United States and more or less in other countries. These

S
stems are the dvtiex of Steams, 1872 ; the quadrvplez of

dison, 1874 (see duplex telegraph, below) ; the harmonic
of Oray, 1874 ; the rapid tj/elem, 1880 ; and the eynchronous
tyttem, 1884. The harmonic tyttem depends on the prop-
erty possessed by sonorous bodies of responding to vi-

brations corresponding to their own pitch or rate of vi-

brations. A vibrating reed is used to transmit over the
line a series of electrical impulses exactly corresponding
to its rate of vibrations. At the receiving end of the line

Is another reed that vibrates at the same rate as long as-

connected with the line, giving to the ear of the operator
an apparently continuous note. By means of a Morse key
Uiis continuous tone in both reeds may be broken up into-

the letters of a meaaage. Besides this, if two or more
reeda are placed at the sending end of the line, and an
equal number having the same pitches at the receiving
end of the line, all may transmit their rate of vibration to

the current, and each receiving reed will select its own
note and no other. ^ the use of a Morse key to each
pair, it thus becomes possible to transmit as many mes-
sages as there are pain of reeds over the same wire at the
same time. The so-called rapid tyttem of telegraphy is

an electrochemical system, with automatic transmitting
and receiving Instruments. The message is first prepared
by punching a series of holes In a strip of paper, each per-

foration or i^np of perforations representing a letter.

Illls strip of paper is then made to pass rapidly under
metal points connected with the line. At eacli perfora-

tion, one of the points passes through the paper and closes

the circuit through the line-wire. At the receiving end,

each closing of the circuit makes a stain on a band of pre-

pared paper drawn rapidly under a stylus in connection
with the line. Both the transmission and the recording
of the message are aatomatic, and a large number of mes-
sages can be sent over one wire in a short time. The tyn-

,

cAronotu tyttem is wholly electromechanical, and is based
on the phonic wheel of La Cour. This invention employs
a wheel divided radially Into a nnniber of sections, every
alternate section being connect eil with the battery, and the
alternating sections being connected by wire to the earth.

A trailing needle connected with the line-wire rests on the
upper side of the wheel, and as the wheel revolves it touches
every section in turn, connecting the line with the battery

at one section and being cut out at the next. Two wheels
are used, one at each end of the line, and as each needle
on the two wheels touches the same section the circuit is

closed throagh the line, and then broken as the needles
toach the nort sections. In the synchronous system branch
wires extend from each wheel, erenr branch being con-
nected with a numlier of sections, ana, as the wheels turn,
these branches are connected with the line a number of
timea In a second, or often enougb to be practically always
joined to the line, and thus messages may be sent by the
aofse or other system. Upward of seventy branch wires
may be connected with eacn end of a line-wire, every pair

having the line to itself In succession, and yet with sufB-

cient rapidity to be, as far aa sight or sound is concerned,
wholly independent of all othera. The phonic wheel is

in this system made useful on a commercial scale in teleg-

raphy.

2. A telegraphic message or despatch ; a tele-

gram. Trollapr. [Hnre.]— Acoustic telegraph.
Seeacoiufic.— Autograpblc telegraph, see auiniraph-
ie.—Automatic signal telegraph, a system used for

transmitting fire-alarms, in which the number of the box
from which the alarm is sent is automatically struck or
registered.— Automatic telegraph, a system in which
the signals are transmitted sutomatically, generally by
the use of bands of paper perforated with holes which
In form and arrangement represent the message to be
sent. The paper moves rapidly between two paris or
poles of the circuit, which Is complete daring thepasaage
of a perforation, bat broken at other times. TTie per-
forated slips may be quickly prepared and by persons not
skilled in telegraphy, so that economy as well as grest
rapidity is secured by their use.—Automatic type-
writer telegraph, a telegraphic system let which the
transmitter consists of a keylmard similar to that of a
tvpe-wTiter, and which prints the message at the receiv-

iiig end.— (Hiemlcal telegraph. See def. 1.— Copying
telegraph, same as autiujraphic (WejTropA.—Dlal-tele-
graph. See def. 1.— Duplex telegraph, a telcgrapliic

system arranged for douliie tranannssion, or tlie senuing
of two messages at the same lime over one line, inopp(>8ite

directlona Several methods for accomplishing this have
been devised, one of the most successful lieiiig the differ-

ential system, In which the electromagnet at each end is

so wound that if the key at the distant station is not
close<l, the current divides equally, one half going to earth

and the other half to the distant point, while the instru-

ment at hand is not affected. In this way each receiving
Instrument is active only when the distant operator closes

his key. Each operator has thus control of the receiving
instrument of the other, and double transmission without
Interference becomes possible. In the quadniplex tele-

graph four messages are transmitted on one line at the
I time. Various systems of mvltiplex Idegraphy bare
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been devised, by means of whicli many messages may be

transmitted over one line at the same time. Among these

is tl\e harmonic Me(rraph. (Seedef. 1.) Other systems of

multiplex telegraphy depend on the synchronous move-
ment of parts, such as revolving disks, by means of which
local circuits at the extremities of the main line are regu-

larly and rapidly placed in connection with each other

through the main conductingwire.— Electric telegraph,
the instrument, apparatus, device, or process by means of

which electricity is utilized for the rapid transmission of

intelligence between distant points. All varieties of elec-

tric telegraph have in common one or more conducting

wires joining the points between which transmission takes

place. At one end is a sending instrument, or transmitter,

and at the other a receiving instrument. By the sending

instrument electric impulses are transmitted through the

line to the receiver, where they produce visible or audible

signals capable of translation into words and sentences.

Batteries, dvnamos, or any other convenient source may
supply the electricity. The conducting wire may be sup-

ported in the air upon insulators attached to poles, or it may
be buried underground or sunk under water (being first cov-

ered with some good insulating material). Many dilterent

systems of telegraph have been devised, depending on dif-

ferent methods of transmitting and receiving the electric

impulses. The latter may be of the simplest kind, and so

related to each other in time and character as to produce
signals which conform to the requirements of a conven-

tional alphabet, as in the Morse system of telegraphy ; or

they may be made to operate a mechanism at the receiv-

ing end so as to write or print the niess;»ge. See def. 1.

— Facsimile telegraph. Same as autographic tcleyraph.
— Fire-alarm telegraph. See flre-alarm.—Harmonic
telegraph. See def. 1.— Magnetic telegraph, the elec-

tric telegraph.— Mechanical telegraph. See mechani-

cal, and def. 1.— Morse telegraph, a telegraphic sys-

tem consisting essentially of a transmitting key oper-

ated by the hand, together with an electromagnetic re-

ceiver or register which records the signals in the form of

dots and dashes. The registering apparatus is usually

dispensed with and the signals read "by sound," the re-

ceiving magnet with its armature beingknown as a gomider.

The currents from the line are passed through the mag-
net a (see cut) and cause it to attract its armature b, which

Morse Telegraph Sounder.

brings the stop c against the anvil d, giving out a clear

click for each current sent. The audible signals consist

of short and long intervals of contact, corresponding to

dots and dashes, and are interpreted by means of the
Morse alphabet (which see, under alphabet). When the
line is more than a mile or two in length, the signals are
usually received first on a relay, which is similar in form
to a sounder, but so constructed that its armature re-

sponds to feeble currents. The end of this armature acts

as a key in a local circuit which operates the sounder
or register.— Needle-telegraph. See def. 1.— OctO-
plex telegraph, a telegraph by which eight messages
can be sent at the same time over a single wire.— Opti-
cal telegraph, (a) A semaphore. (6) An electric tele-

graph of the needle or pointer class.— Phonoplex tele-
graph, a telegraph in which multiplex telegraphy is se-

cured by combining telephonic conmiunication with an
ordinary telegraph system.—Pneumatic telegraph, (a)

A form of telegraph, formerly in use, in which messages
were transmitted by the agency of a column of water un-
der pneumatic pressure, (b) A system of transmission for
signals in which a bell is sounded and a pointer caused to
indicate a message by the compression of air in a reser-

voir at one end of a long tube, the compression being
transmitted to the opposite end of the tube. This system
is used in hotels, manufactories, etc., and to transmit
steering and steaming directions on shipboard.—Foly-
grammatic telegraph. See jwf.vjrrammahV;.—Printing-
telegraph, a telegraph in which the message is printed

Phelps's Electromotor Printing-telegraph.

The transmitting apparatus is shown on the left-hand side and the
recehing apparatus on the riglit— the two Iwing separated by a glass
partition/«. In the apparatus here shown the receiving and trans-
mitting parts are separate, and are driven by independent motors. A
combined apparatus is also made, in which l>oth sets of mechanism
are driven by one motor ; in other respects the mechanism is practi-
cally the same. The message is transmitted by manipulating a set
of keys shown at *. These keys move a set of vertical rods arranged
in a circle within the cylinder e. The tops of these rods carry a set of
sectors arranged to form a disk roun<I the revolving shaft of the send-
infij mechanism. The part of any revolution at which a current is sent
to line depends on the key pressed, and, as the receiving mechanism is
kept movmg in synchronism (the type-wheel making the same number
of revolutions as the revolving shaft here referred to), the current sent
by any particular key can be made to print the corresponding letter
on the paper ribbon. The circuit-closing arrangement, which is
worked by a vertical rod passing through the top of the cylinder e.
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is show-n at d. The electromotor is shown at c, and an electromag-

netic key, actuated by the currents which pass through the circuit-

closer d, and used to send out the hne-currents, is shown at a. In the

receiving apparatus A is the paper-drum which contains the roll of

paper m on which the message is printed as it is drawn past the type-

wheel aty. The motor is shown at t, and is similar to that shown at c

in ordinary Roman characters by the receiving instru-

ment.— Kecording telegraph, a telegraph provided with

an apparatus which makes a record of the message trans-

mitted.- Solar telegraph, a telegraph in which the rays

of the sun are projected from and upon mirrors ; a helio-

stat The duration of the rays makes the alphabet, after

the manner of the dot-and-dash telegraphic alphabet.—

Submarine telegraph. See mbmarine cable, under ca-

ble.— Svibvaasuie Telegraph Act, a British statute of

l.'-S.T (48 and 4',( Vict., c. 49) confirming the Convention of

the Powers for the protection of telegraph-cables.- Tele-
graph Act, a British statute of 1808 (31 and 32 Vict., c.

110) which authorized the purchase and operation of tele-

graph lines by the Post-offlce. Other British statutes regu-

lating the construction and maintenance of telegraphs are

also known by this title.

telegraph (tel'e-graf), V. [= F. UlegrapMer=
Bp. telegrafiar = Pg. telegraphiar = It. telegra-

fiare (NGr. ni'AtypaifiiZeiv or rrp^eypa^dv), tele-

graph: see the noun.] I, trans. To transmit

or convey, as a communication, speech, intelli-

gence, or order, by a semaphore or telegraph,

especially by the electric telegraph.

A little before sunset, however, Blackwood, in the Eury-

aluB, telegraphed that they appeared determined to go to

the westward. Souihey, Nelson, II. 240.

"Make Buell, Grant, and Pope Major-generals of vol-

unteers " he [Halleck] telegraphed the day after the sur-

render. Nicolay and Hay, Lincoln, V. 199.

II. intrans. 1. To send a message by tele-

graph.— 2. To signal; communicate by signs.

I now observed that Bellaal was standing very near me.
. . . The fellow had his gun in his hand, and he was tele-

^rapM'ni/ by looks with those who were standing near him.
Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, ivi.

I didn't see— I didn't unaerstand. Besides, I hate smirk-

ing and telegraphing. Also I'm very shy — you won't have
forgotten that. Now we can communicate comfortably.

The Century, XXXVI. 12a

telegraph-board (tel'e-graf-bord), n. A board
on which are hoisted or otherwise marked the

numbers of horses about to run in a race, to-

gether with the names of their jockeys.

When the race is all over we may look at the telegraph-

board in vain to find her offlcially-printed number.
Daily Chronicle, Sept. 14, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

telegraph-cable (tel'f-graf-ka'bl), n. A cable
containing wires used for transmitting tele-

graphic messages. In the accompanying cuts a rep-

resents a single-conductor cable, sheathed with iron or

Telegra
J
'h -cables.

steel wires, such as is used for submarine work (the
conductor is shown at d, and is usually surrounded by a
gutta-percha or india-rubber tube for insulation) ; b shows
the end of a multiple-wire cable suitable for aerial sus-

pension ; while c is a similar multiple cable inclosed in a
metal tube, usually of lead, suitable for underground work.

telegraph-carriage (tel'e-graf-kar"aj), n. A
vehicle carrying the apparatus necessary for

establishing temporary communication with a
permanent telegraph-line. E. H. Knight.

telegraph-clock (tel'e-graf-klok), n. A clock
whose rate controls that of others, or is itself

controlled, by electric impulses transmitted
through telegraph-wires.

telegraph-dial (tere-graf-di"al), n. A dial

bearing the letters of the alphabet, figures, etc.,

aiTanged in a circle, with a pointer actuated
by electromagnetism.
telegrapher (tel'e-graf-fer or te-leg'ra-ffer), «.

One who is skilled in telegrap'hy ; oiie whose
occupation is the sending of telegraphic mes-
sages, especially by the electric telegraph; a
telegraph-operator.—Telegraphers'cramp or pal-
sy, an occupation neurosis of telegraphers, similar to
writers' cramp.

telegraphic (tel-e-graf'ik), a. [= F. teligra-

phique = Sp. telegrdfico = Pg. telegraphico =
It. telegrafico; as telegraph + -ic] 1. Of or
pertaining to the telegraph ; made by a tele-

graph; used in telegraphing: as, telegraphic
signals; telegraphic art.— 2. Communicated or
transmitted by a telegraph : as, telegraphic in-

telligence.

telegraphical Ctel-e-graf'i-kal), a. [< tele-

graphic + -al.'] Same as telegraphic.

telegraphically (tel-e-graf'i-kal-i), atit^ 1. In
a telegraphic manner; by means of the tele-

graph.— 2. As regards telegraphic communi-
cation : as, a town telegraphically isolated.

telekinesis

telegraphist (tel'e-graf-ist or te-leg'ra-fist), n.

[< Uilcqraph + -isi.] A telegrapher.

telegraph-key (tel'f-graf-ke), n. .A de-irice for

making and breaking an electric circuit by the
movement of the fingers and hand, it usually

consists of a bar or lever pivoted in the middle, having a
button of some insulating material attached at one end,

below which are two platinum-points whose contact at c

In the figure completes the circuit. The insulating but-

Telegraph-key.

ton is heldl)y the thumb and first two fingers, and stops
are arranged to control the play or movement of the lever.

The two ends of a break in the line-wire are connected to
the terminals t, t, and the break is bridged over by the
lever b each time it is depressed during the transmission of
the message. When the key is not being used the lever is

held against its back-stop g by the springy, and the break
is bridged over l>y putting the lever i in the position shown.

telegraphophone (tel-e-graf'o-fon), n. [< Gr.
T^/if, afar, + E. graphophone.'} An apparatus
for reproducing at a distance the sounds which
produced a graphophonic record; also, an ap-
paratus for producing a graphophonic record
at a distance by means of a telephonic circuit.

telegraph-plant (tel'e-graf-plant), Ji. The East
iiulian Desmodium gyrans, a plant with trifoli-

olate leaves, of which the lateral leaflets are
very small andremarkable for thei r spontaneous
jerking motion, suggesting signaling. In a warm
humid atmosphere they alternately rise and fall, quickly
changing their position, sometimes almost 180 degrees,
while they also rotate on their own axes. Also nwving-
plant and seinaphore-plant.

telegraph-pole (tel'e-graf-pol), «. One of a
series of poles or posts for supporting an ele-
vated telegraph-line. Where there are more wires
than one, they are usually fixed to cross-bars on the posts,
an insulator being interposed in each case between the
post or bar and the wire.

telegraph-post (tere-graf-post), n. A tele-

graph-pole.
telegraph-reel (tel'e-graf-rel), n. In a record-
ii)g telegraph, the reel on which is wound the
endless strip of paper on which the messages
arc printed or othervrise indicated.

telegraph-register (tel'e-graf-rej'is-tfer), n. A
form of receiving instrument which makes a
permanent record of the signals received. See
cut under recorder.

telegraphy (tel'e-graf-i or te-leg'ra-fi), n. [=
F. telegraphic; as telegraph 4- -y^.]" The art or
practice of communicating intelligence by a
telegraph; the science or art of constructing
or managing telegraphs.— Aerial, duplex tele-

graphy. See the adjectives. —Wireless telegraphy, t he
transmission of signals l>etween points not connected by
electrical conductors ; specifically, the transmission of

signals tlirough space by means of electric waves ; a sys-

tem of telegraphy based upon the researches of Heinrich
Hertz, who demonstrated that the oscillatory discharge of

an electric circuit acting as a transmitter produces electric

B
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Wireless Telegraphy.

1. Transmitting: System. j4, metal sphere ; B, vertical conductor

:

C, oscillator ; £>, D, spark-gaps ; E, induction-coil ; /", sending key ;

G, battery ; H, ground.
2 Receiving System. A, metal sphere; B. vertical conductor;

C, coherer ; Z), ioouctive resistance ; E, tapper ; F^ spark-condenser

;

G, Morse sounder; H, ground; A', local batterj- ; /., inductive re-
sistance ; M, coherer battery ; N, relay ; O, spark-condenser.

waves which are capable of setting up an oscillatory dis-
charge in a similar receiving circnit. A nietho^l of utiliz-

ing these waves for the transmission of signals has l>eeu
devised by Gnglieliuo Marconi. His experiments were
^rst made in Bologna iu 1895, and they were continued
in Eniiland from July, 1896, under tlie auspices of the
British Post-office. In March, 1899, communication was
established across the English Channel between Dover,
£n;^laiul, and Wiiuereux, France, a distance of 32 tuUea,
tlie rate of transmission being about 20 wonls a minute,
The principal feature of the Marconi system is tho use
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of a vertical aerial comluctor supported by a mast It telelograph (te-lel'd-grif), n. [< Gr. I^^.afar,
' '- ••-••»-.ii->. " t .r.i,«„...o.„,.,i,„Hi„ + >(j;o(,-, word; + y'pa<t>eiv, write.] A modified

form of semaphore, invented by R. Lovell Edge-
worth about the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The signals were four long wooden isosceles tri-

angies, each of which had eight definite positions, repre-

senting the numerical figures 1 to 7 and zero. One of the

pieces represented units, and the others respectively tens,

hundreds, and thousands ; by the use of the ditferent sig-

nals in different |>ositions any number below eight thou-

sand not coittaining the figures 8 or 9 could be signaled.

Words could be assigned to these number* according to

any prearranged code.
mechanical contact by means of two silver pings inserted telemanometer (tel-e-ma-nom'e-t6r), »l. [< Gr.
in the ends of tlie tulie, which is then exhausted of air. ,-

f . .' ,„„,,;„uet/'r ^ A itinnometer or
The coherer has the remarkable property of becomUig • '/'f

,
atar. -I- t..iii(iii(>meter.] A manomeier or

conductor when an electric discharge ukes place pressure-gage that registers Us indicationa at

through the powdered particles, and of immeiliately re- a distance by means of electric registering
samiiig its non-conductin;r state wlien tapped. In the apparatus.
accompanying diaiframs are shown the essential features ^.^i '„.,^4.„

"

'«._.„„\, /i„i = ,„A'ts a -a r*1.Af^ *,

of a system of wireless telegraphy. Fij?. 1 represents a telemeteorograph^ (tel-e-me te-o-ro-grftf), >1.

simple form o( oscillatijr circuit for the production of

is founil that the liij-her the cmductir tlie greater the dis-

tance to wliich the electric wares can be transmitted, the

law apparently being that the distance of transmission

increases as the S4iuare of the height of the conductor.

With a conductor 80 feet high signals may be sent 20

mUes. Tlie masts employed at Dover and Wimerem were

160 feet high. The e> tnductor is surmounted by n metallic

plate or sphere, the function of which is to aild capacity

to the system, and thus more uniformly distribute the
waves along the wire. Another leading feature is the

use of the coherer, which coiisi>ta of a small glass tutie,

al>jut two inches long, containing a finely divided mix-
ture of silver and nickel filings. Tliese are bpjuglit into

electric waves. It consists of an induction-cdi witli lint-

tery and telc'raph key In the primary circuit. Tlie sec-

ondary of the coil is connected to the terminals of aD
oacillat'ir which consists of s comparatively large central

ioaulsted sphere with a spark-gnp on either aide. One
side of the oscillat<*r is connected to ground and the

[< lir. Tfj/^, afar, -- fitriupov, a meteor, + ypa-

pin; write.] A meteorograph in which the re-

cording apparatus is at adistance from the actu-

ating instruments, and is operated electrically.

It is the combination in one registering-instrument of a
teletherniograph. a telel>arograph, and a teleanemograph.

other side c.nine. ted to a vertical aerial conductor. The telemeteorOgrapUc (tel-e-me'te-o-ro-graf'ik),
rccptv. r ririiii, sliuwn in Fig. 2, consisu of a similar ver- a. [< telemitittnnir<ij>li + -ic] Pertaining to the
ti. r the lower end of which Is connected to telemeteorograpii ; relating to registration by
or f the coherer, the other end of the coherer *'-*^"*«"- .'^ i *; '. ^* ^ j^ * _ .^

t„ 1. The coherer is in circuit with a tele- meteorological instruments at a distance.

graph r. liy ..f 500 to 1,000 ohms resistance and three or telemeter (te-lem'e-t^r), n. [< F. Uiemetrc, <
*' •---.. -• •- -.

(jr,.r/>.f, afar, + ^ir/>ov, measure.] 1.four cells of battery. Intluctive resistances sre placed

in this relay circuit at the coherer terminals for the pur-
p«is« of damping out electrical oscillations that would
otherwise be set up. The relay actuates a Iwal battery
circuit in which is included any form of receiving in-

strament, such as an ordinary Morse sounder, recortler,

electric bell, or Wheatstone Indicator, It al»i includes

a tapper for striking the coherer after an electric dis-

charge has taken place through the divided |>articles.

The two ooodensers shown shunted in the Kh-sI circuit

are for the porpose of absorbing any sparks at the relay

or tapper, which would otherwise interfere with the sig-

nals received. The fact that insulators are transparent
to electric waves and conductors opaque is made use of

An in-

strument for determining distances in survey-

ing, in artillery practice, etc. Sometimes the whole
apparatus, sometimes the angle-measuring part only, and
sometimes only the graduated rod to be obserred at a dis-

tance is called a ttttmeter. When snch a rod Is used the

amoant subtended bjr a fixed angle is obaenred.

2. An apparatus for recording electrically at a
distance the indications of a physical or me-
teorological instniment—Acoustic telemet«r, sn

apparatus for detemilnino a disbince by the time occupied

in traversing It by the souml of a detonation.

in screening the direct action of the transmitter uiion the telemetric (tel-e-met nk), a. [< Iflemetr-y +
receiver. This is sccomplished by inclosing the receiving
apparatus in a metallic case. No satisfactory theory has
been adrance<l to explain the function of the sercral
parts of such s system ss Is above descrilied. Itseemsevi-
oent, however, thst not the coherer itself, but the verti-

cal coodaetor. Is the receiver of electrical waves, since

the coherer may be inclosed in a metallic box without
interferiiii^ with its a< tion. As a discharge takes place In

the 0S( i'
' ^, electrical (jacillatlons

are set • or, producing dlsplsee-

mentcur: rise to elcctr<iroagnetlc

waves. These, as they spreati, cut the vertical conductor
at the receiving station, pnMlucing currents <if conmara-
tlvely high p<itential, which in turn are capable of pn>-

-!<•.] I'lTtaining to automatic registration at

a dixtuiiec of the indications of physical and
metoorologioal iiistniments.

TtUmttric aid to meteorological records.
Seitnet, VI. IW.

telemetry (tf-lem'e-tri), n. [< Gr. ttJ?.*-, afar,

-^ -fUTpia, < fiirpov, measure.] 1. The art of

measuring distances by the use of telemeters.
— 2. The art of recording at a distance the
indications of meteorological ami physical in-

struments.
dadiig s discbarge to earth through the coherer. Since telemotor (tel'f-mo-tor), n. [< Gr. T^^-f, afar,
electrize waves olwy the laws of I ighi. they may lH^^refleet«l. ^ j.; ,„„tor.] A motor used to steer a ship,
Br this means it Is possible, with the aid of puralMtlic n-- ... *, * _ * i „* .„ ,i:. «,..„
fl/ctors, u. direct ttelTcoS^rse toward any desired i«dnt. m which the power generated at a distance

This has been secompllsbed to some extent U Marcni. from the tiller 18 transmitted to another motor
By so sdjusting the reststanoe.eapadty, and inductance of or apparatus directly connected with the tiller.
the transmitting and receiving apiwiatosas to bring tliem tt,, transmission of power from the prime motor may he
In electrical resonance. It is passible to syntonise any two
stations one with the other so that only mesaaces sent by
one will be received by the other. Bom* sneccssfnl exjierl piston-engini
ments of soch selective tranamlasion have been raoorded. . , . .... /.- , - , rv y r\

telengiscope (tWen'ji-skop), «. [Irreg. < Gr.

rr//f, afar, + iy^i\., near, + OKoTtlv, view: see

by chains or ropes, or by hydrostatic or pneumatic col-

omns confined ui pipes and connected with one or two
'

I (or acUiatlng the tiller.

telehydrobarometer (tel-e-hi-dro-ba-rom'e
t^r), H. [< Gr. rif/t, afar, + iiup, water, -I- E.
iMiromrtcr.'i An instrument for recording elec-
trically at a distance the head of water, or of
any liquid contained in a reservoir.

teleianthons (tel-i-an'thus), a. [XL., < Gr.
Tf/nrxj, tiiiished, perfect, + di^of, a flower.] In
boi., perfect- or hermaphrodite-flowered.

teleiconograph (tel'e-i-lcon'9-gr4f), n. [< Gr.
T7/>.c. afar, -I- linuv, an image, + ypa^w, write.]

A combination of the telescope and camera lu-

cida devised by M. Revoil. The camera lacida is at-

tached to the ejrepiaoe o( the taleaeope in snch s wsy that
the observer sees an fanice of the Mijects visible in the
field o( view UNMcentljr pcojected npoa a sheet of paper
placed on a table beknr the eyepiece^ where he can easily
sketch their outlines. Be has the scale o( the drawing st
commsnd, since the size of the Imsc* depends on the dis-
tance between the eye and the paper,

teleityt (te-le'i-ti), n. [< Gr. tO^uk, finished,

scnpf.l An instrument which combines the

powers of the t»'lesooi)e and of the microscojM".

xelenomus (te-U>ii'«}-mu8), n. [XL. (Haliday,

1833); fi)nmitioii uiK'ertain.] A large genus of

hymeiiotiterous parasites, of the proctotrj-pid

subfamily Sccliimntx, comprising numerous mi-

nute cha)cid-Hke forms which are all or nearly
all parasitic in the eggs of hemipterous or lepi-

dnpteriiUK insects.

Teleobranchia (tel'§-o-brang'ki-ft), ». pi.

[XL., < Gr. TiMof, Ti?.ci(K, complete, fiill-grown,

perfect (< rihit, end, completion), + ^p&yxw,
gills.] A group of rostriferous gastropods,

with the gilLi of few (12 to 15) laminee in reg-

ular descending spiral rows on the left sitle

of the mantle-cavity, the operculum distinct,

and the aperture of the shell contracted mod-

perfect, -I- -ify.i End; tendency to fulfil a fund irately and roundish. It includes the families

tion or purpose. (ieiitlemaH IiutrucUd, p. 427. /'/"«"-"'/*, Ittxsmilie. Melamidte, Certthiula, 1 1-

tel(
telekinesis (tel'^ki-ne'sis), n. [NL.,'< (ir

rf/^, afar, -f- mVi/ff/f, movement: see kinetic]
Movement of or motion in an object, animate or
inanimate, produced without contact with the
body prmlucing the motion. See the quotation
under tclikinetir. [Kecent.]

rijMiridif, ami others.

eobranchiate(tel'e-6-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

I. «. I'ertiiiniiig tothe lre/«'o6r«n<-Aia, or having
their characters.

n. «. A member of the Teleobranchia.

teleocephal (tel'e-o-scf'al), n. Any teleoceph-
h. Jmer.lWff,, 'May, 1890,

telekinetic (tel'e-ki-net'lk), a. [< teUkinesis + ''';""
''"'i' ,;V7T;-

'
Lf'n In V?.'; rvT ,.i

-.,• ^cf. kmctiO.y Of the nature of or pertain- Teleocephali (tel'e-o-sef ^-li), n pi [NL- >••

ing to telekinesis. [Kecent.] of VW,™-r/;/,«/».,; see teteo<^i,A«/o«».] Ano^^
" * of teleost fishes, including those whose cranium
For the alleged movements without contact, which form

iding

1 . . !. ..... „ J ,,.,,., ,- has the full eoinplement of bones.
an Imptirtant branch of * so-called .'spiritualistic phenome- . , _-. , 5* i*- - .,*/ i... \ « r/ XTT
na, ,M. Aksakofs new worl W-H,w.> seem, to me the teleocephalOUS (tel'e-o-sef n-lus), (I. [< NL.
b<;st attainable. II i • ' l.Iy an actio */< /M)rei///«/i/,<(, < Gr. T»>.fo<-, Tt/t(Of. complete, +
In dlstans, without:. itratheran «f^>a///, head.] Having the full number of bones
action exercised u|. I, regard to

;„ ^ ,„. ^^„„ . „f ^j. p.-rtaining to the Trlcocephali.

:,„'.'^t,
" Teleodesmacea (tel'e-o-des-ma'se-a), H. pi.

, Dec., l»(l^ p. MQ. {XL,, < Gr. Tt'/jof, TiMiot, complete, -t- <ito/i(>f,

the assumed agent tiia: i<

vonld have originated th'

Myert, Proc Soc I's)

teleostomate

band, ligament.] An order of bivalve mol-
lusks, formed by W. H. Dall to include all those
whose hinge is highly specialized or perfected.
The division includes 12 suborders, and the name is con-
trasted with A nmnalodennacea and with Prionodesmacea.
Nattirf, XLl. IS'^.

teleodesmacean (tel'e-o-des-ma'se-an), a. and
«. [< Teleodesmacea -I- -an.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Teleodesmacea.

H. ". Any member of the Teleodesmacea. W.
H. Dan.
teleologic (tel'e-o-loj'ik), a. and n. [< teleology

+ -iV.] I. a. teleological.
Value in use. or, as ilr. De Quincey calls it, teleologic

value, is the extreme limit of value in exchange.
J. S. MiU, Pol. Econ., III. 1. § 2.

H. n. The science of final causes. [Rare.]

Technic and Tdeclogie are the two branches of practical

knowledge, founded respectively on conation and feeling,

and are Doth togeUier, as Ethic, opposed to Theoretic,

which is founded on cognition.
S. U. Hodjion, Time and Space, § 6a

teleological (tel'e-o-loj'i-kal). a. [< teleologic

+ -dl.] Of, pertaining to, or relating to tel-

eology, or the doctrine of final causes; pertain-

ing to or of the nature of a design or purpose.

teleologically (tel'f-o-loj'i-kal-i), ade. With
reference to or as regards teleology; on teleo-

logical grounds; by or with reference to pur-

pose or design.

teleologism (tel-e-ol'o-jizm), n. [< telcolog-y +
-ism.] Teleology; also, the acceptance of tele-

ology, or belief in that doctrine. Pop. Set. Mo.,
XXXV. 278.

teleologist (tel-e-ol'o-jist), M. [< teleolog-y +
-isl.] One who maintains the doctrine of or
stuilies final catises. Compare setiologist.

teleology (tel-e-ol'p-ji), w. [< NL. teleologia

(Chr.W olf ), < Gr. rf/.of (gen. reXfoc), completion,
final end, + -?.oyia,<. }.iyeiv, speak: see -o/o<?y.J

The doctrine of final causes; the theory of ten-

dency to an end.

teleoineter (tel-e-om'e-t*r), n. A telemeter.

teleophobla (tel'e-o-fo'bi-il), n. [NL., < Gr.

rt/.«f (gen. tI'mo^)', end, + "<^/3of, fear.] That
disposition of mind which results in great un-
willingness to admit that things tend toward
definite ends, or that anything in nature is

determined by anything not yet in existence.

See di/steleoU>gy.

teleopnore (tel'e-9-f6r), h. [< Gr. T^XfOf, TiXeto(,

complete, + -^p<K, < ifipeiv = E, bear^.] A
gonotlieca.

teleophyte (terf-o-fit), w. [< Gr. riXeoc, rl^iof,

complete, -I- ^vTiu, plant.] A plant composed
of cells arranged in tissues; especially, a nigh-

ly develoi>ed plant, as a tree. Compare teleo-

zoiin. II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., ^ 43.

teleorganlc (tel'e-dr-gan'ik), a. [< Gr. r^>.EOc,

Ti'/ein^, complete, + bpyavov, an organ.] Accom-
plishing the purpose of organism; vital; neces-
sary to organic life : as, leleorganie forces.

telebsanr (tel'e-o-sir), «. [< NL. Teleosaurvs.]

A fossil crocodile of tlie family Teleosaurida.

teleosatirian (tel'e-o-sft'ri-an), o. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Teleosaitridse, or having their

characters.

n. N. A member of the Te/co»(iMn>f«.

Teleosanridn (tel'e-o-s&'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Telrosiiiinis + -idsp.']
' A family of fossil croco-

diles, typified by the genus Teleosaurus, having
a long narrow snout with terminal nostrils, the

posterior uares bounded by the palatines (the

pterygoids not being united below), and the

vertebrsB amphicoelous. They are characteris-

tic of the OiJlitic formation.

Teleosaonu (tel'e-o-sa'ms), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tifjoc, Ti?^iof, complete, -I- jaipoc, a lizard.]

The typical genus of Telcosaurids.

teleost (tel'e-ost), a. and n. [< NL. "teleosteus,

< Gr, Tt'/en^, Ti}^ioi, complete, + bartov, bone.]

I. a. In tf/i<A., osseous, as a fish; having a well-

ossified skeleton, as ordinary fishes; oi or per-

taining to the Tcleostei.

U. «. An osseous fish ; any member of the

Tcleostei. See cuts on following page, and cuts

under Esox, optic,pala tognadra te, parasplienoid.

teleostean (tel-e-os'te-an), a. and «. [< teleost

+ -tini.] Same as teleost.

Teleostel (tel-e-os'te-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

'tileosteus: see teleost.] The teleosts, or ordi-

nary bony fishes: a subclass of true fishes.

They have a well-developed brain, whose optic nerves

cross each other, but witliout any chiasm ; the lieart is

provided with a non-contraetile arterial bulb; the fins

have well-developed ami distinct rays; the skeleton Is

generally completely ossified, and the backbone consists

entirely or mostly of separate well-osslfled vertebrtc,

teleostomate (tel-e-os'to-mat), (I. [< teleos-

tom-ous + -atel.] Same as teleostonious.



teleostome

Skult of Pike iEsox luctHs), a teleost fish, showing most of the bones.

Upper and middle figures, side and top views without the bones
of the jaws; lower, side view with the bones of the jaws, a, articular
facet for hyomandtbular bone ; x, parasphenoid ; jy, basisphenoid ;

X, alisphenoid ; V, VII, exits of fifth and seventh nerves; 1,2, 3, bones
apparently replacing nasals; ^», angular bone; --*r, articular ; BO,
hasioccipital ; Brg^, branch iostega! rays; 2>, dentary ; £0, exoccip-
ital : EpO, epiotic ; />, frontal; HM, hyoinandibular ; lOP, inter-

operculura ; ^fx, maxillary ; Mt, metaptcrygoid ; Op, operculum ; Pu,
parietal: ^/, palatoquadrate arch ; ^ot^, preinaxilla: Z*^, prefron-
tal ; PrO, pro^tic; PrOp, prfeoperculum ; PrS, presphenoid; Ptf,
postfroDtal ; Qu^ quadrate ; SO, supra-occipital ; Sup, subopercnlum ;

SOr, suborbital; Sq^ squamosal ; Sy^ symplectic ; Vo, vomer.
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action of one mind on another at a distance

without the use of words, looks, gestures, or

other material signs; also, the resulting men-
tal state or affection. The assumption is that cer-

tain extraordinary phenomena cannot be explained on any
recognized principles of physical science. Also called

thmii/lU-tratUifereiue and miml-reading. [Kecent.]

We venture to introduce the words Telsesthesia and
Telepathy to cover all cases of impression received at a

distance without the normal operation of the recognised

sense organs. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 147.

telepheme (tel'e-fem), n. [< Gr. Tf/Xe, afar, +
ifilfii], saying, talk: see fame^.'] A telephonic

message. [Recent.]

We shall ask a dispensation to permit us to introduce a

new word into the language. It is telepheme. The use

of such phrases as "telephonic communication," "tele-

phonic message," "news by telephone," and the like

seems a little clumsy, and a single word expressing their

meaning has become a desideratum.
W. Balestier, in Rochester (N. y.) Post-Express, August

16th, 1882.

TelepMlUU (t§-le'fi-um), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), a name in use among herbalists from J.

Camerarius, 1588 ; < L. telephion, < Gr. TtjAiipwv,

an herb resembling purslane, said to have been
named from Telepnus, a mythic king of Mysia
and son of Hercules.] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Ficoidex and tribe Mollugi-

nese. it is characterized by flowers with five petals, five

stamens, a three-celled ovary, becoming in fruit a three-

angled papery pod included in the calyx, many-seeded at its

base, and loculicidally three- to four-valved. There are one
or, as some regard them, three species, natives of the Medi-
terranean region. They are spreading glaucous herbs, of-

ten from a perennial rootstock, bearing alternate twin or
opposite leaves, which are oval or oblong and without
nerves, and are minutely stipulate. The small white flow-

ers fonu terminal cymes. T. Imperaii is the tree-orpine,

formerly sometimes cultivated.

telephone (tel'e-fon), «. [= P. teU'phone = G.
telephoH = Sw. l)an. telefon (all after E.) ; < Gr.
Ti//iE, afar,+ ^ui^, voice, sound.] An instrument
or apparatus for the transmission of sound to

a distant point. The word is generally restricted to
devices for the transmission of articulate speech by the
agency of electricity. The process consists essentially of
the transmission of electric waves or impulses which agree
in period and phase with atmospheric waves produced by
sound. These in turn, by means of an electromagnet.

telephony

the primary wire of an indnctioncoil. The82 variatioBW
cause corresponding induced current* to flow through the
secondary wire, which is connected witli the line. They
are generally due to variations of resistance resulting from
variations in jjressure in carbon, as in Kdieon's transmitter
(called carbon telephone), or in surface contact when hard
carbon is used, as in Blake's transmitter. In the latter

(see cut) the sounds are directed to the mouthpiece p.

Skull of Perch (Percajtmiatilis), a tileostome.

1, frontal ; 2, prefrontal ; 4, sphenotic ; 7, parietal ; 8, supra-occipi-
tal ; 9. epiotic ; 11, proi^tic ; 12, pterottc ; 17, premaxilla ; 18, maxilla

;

19, first suborbital or lacrynial bone : 19', cnain of suborbitals ; 20,
nasal ; 2r, one of a chain of post-temporal ossicles ; 23, hyoinandibu-
lar ; 24, ectopterygoid ; 26, quadrate : 27, nietapterygoid ; 28, oper-
culum : 30, pfaeoperculum ; 31, symplectic ; 32, suboperculuni ; 33. in-
teroperculum ; 34, dentary ; 35, articular ; 36, angular ; 42, uronyal

;

46, post-temporal, or bone connecting scapular arch with the skull.

teleostome (tel'e-o-stom), 11. [< Nil. telcosto-

mus: see teleostomous.'] One ot the Teleostotni

;

any true fish.

Teleostomi (tel-f-os'to-mi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
teleostomus: see' teleostomous.'] A subclass or
class of true fishes, having the arch of the up-
per jaw formed by specialized jaw-bones (gen-
erally both intermaxillary and supramaxillary)
and a more or less developed set of membrane-
bones. The group is contrasted with the selachians or
elasmobranchs, and includes both the teleosts and the
ganoids. Compare Setachostomi, Cyclostomi, Cirrostomi.

teleostomous (tel-e-os'to-mus), a. [< NL. tele-

ostomus, <. Gr. Te?.eoc, Te?^io(, complete, + ard/ia,

mouth.] Havingthe eharaeterof a teleostome;
pertaining to the Teleostomi.

teleotemporal (tel'e-o-tem'po-ral), n. [< Gr.
re/^os, TcAccoc, complete, -I- L. ienipora, temples:
see temporal^.'] A bone of the scapular arch in
fishes, otherwise called postclavicle.

teleotrocha, n. pi. Same as telotroeha.

teleozoic (tel"e-o-zo'ik), a. [< teleozo-on + -ic]
Of the character of a teleozoon

;
pertaining to

theteleozoa; metazoan; not protozoan.
teleozoon (tel'f-o-zo'on), M.

;
pi. teleozoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. r^/lroc, reXeiof;, complete, 4- ^(fiov, an
animal.] A complete animal; a metazoan as
distinguished from a protozoan organism, con-
sisting of differentiated cells or specialized tis-

sues. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., ^ 199.

telepathic (tel-e-path'ik), a. [< telepath-y +-!c.]
Of or pertaining to telepathy. [Recent.]

telepathically (tel-e-path'i-kal-i), adv. In a
telepathic manner; by means of telepathy; ac-
cording to the principles or doctrine of tele-
pathy. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 500. [Recent.]
telepathist (tel'e-path-ist or te-lep'a-thist), «.

[< telepath-y + -ik.'] One who 'is vei'sed in tel-
epathic phenomena, or who upholds the doe-
trine of telepathy. [Recent.]
telepathy (tel'e-path-i or te-lep'a-thi), n. [<
Gr. TifAe, afar, -t-" -naJdeia, < jra&of , suffering, feel-
ing (of. sympathy).} The direct communica-
tion of one mind with another otherwise than
in ordinary and recognized ways ; the supposed

/ /

Bell Telephone.

cause vibrations of a plate or membrane, which agitate
the air in a manner similar to the original disturbance,
and thus reproduce the sound. As in telegraphy, a tele-
phonic system includes a transmitter, a conducting wire,
and a receiver. In the magneto-electric telephone the
transmitter and receiver are identicaL A thin iron disk
is placed very near, but not quite touching, the end of a
small bar of steel permanently magnetized, about which
is wound a coil of thin insulated wire. One end of this
wire is connected with the earth and the other with the
line. The sound-waves produce vibrations in the iron
disk, and as the magnetic field is thus subjected to rapid
alterations, cun-ents of electricity are induced, which are
transmitted through the line. At the receiving end cor-
responding changes in the magnetism of the bar of the re-
ceiving instrument produce similar vibrations in the iron
disk near it, which, in turn, produce sound-waves. When
the Bell telephone is used as a transmitter, the sounds are
directed toward the mouthpiece ?;, through a hole in the
center of which the vibrations impinge on the diaphragm
d. The consequent vibrations of the diaphragm close to
the end of the magnet m induce currents in the coil c,

which are transmitted to the line wires w through the ter-
minals t. When the instniment is used as a receiver, the
pulsatory currents passed through the coil c cause the dia-
phragm d to vibrate and give out sounds, which are heard
by putting p to the ear. Better results, however, are ob-
tained by the use of a different form of transmitter, many
varieties of which have been invented. In that most com-
monly used the motions of the diapliragm cause variations
in the strength of a current flowing from a battery through

^ J
Blake's Transmitter.

which causes the vibrations of the air to impinge on the
diaphragm d, on the back and at the center of which rest*

the point of a spring carrying a small spherical-shaped
piece of platinum, s, which presses against a carbon block,
0. The current, passing through the primary of the induc-
tion-coil t, passes through the contact between the plati-

num and the carbon , and variations in the resistance of this
contact, due to the vibrations of the diaphragm, cause cur-
rents to be induced in the secondary of the cuil i which are
sent into the line circuit. Any fonn of microphone may i>e

used as a telephone transmitter.

—

Chemical telephone,
a telephone the receiver of which is Edison's monograph.

—

Dolbear's telephone, a kind of telephone in which the
effects are produced by electrostatic forces, and there is no-

permanent electromagnet in the receiver. The latter con-
sists of two thin metallic plates near to but insulated from
each other, constituting in effect a condenser. The valu-
ing charge in this condenser, due to the action of thfr

transmitting telephone, causes variations in the mutual
attraction of the plates, and in this way the vibrations of"

the membrane of the transmitter are reproduced.—Mem-
brane telephone, a telephone using a membrane of any
substance, but usually of thin sheet-iron, as the part act«d
upon directly by the sound-vibrations.— Mtlltlpolar tel-
ephone. See int/Z(ipoiar.— Pulsion telephone, a me-
chanical telephone having attached to its diajilinigm a
number of vibrat^irs for the purpose of reinforcing the
vibrations.— Telephone-harp, an instrument, used in
connection with a telephone, to enable large audiences to-

distinguish musical sounds.

telephone (tel'e-fon), r. t. and ».; pret. and pp.
telephoned, ppr. telephoning. [< telephone, n.

Hence, by abbr., j>Aone2.] To communicate by
telephone.

telephoner (tel'e-fo-nfer), »i. [< telephone +
-erK] One who uses a telephone for communi-
cating with another. T. D. Lockicood, Elect.,

Mag., and Teleg., p. 207.

telephonic (tel-e-fon'ik), a. [=F. telephonigue ;

as telephone + -ic] Of or relating to the tele-

phone ; communicated by the telephone : as, a
telephonic communication.

telephonically (tel-e-fon'i-kal-i), adv. With
reference to the telephone ; l)y means of the
telephone.

telephonist (tel'e-fo-nist), n. [< telephone +
-ist.] A person versed in telephony, or who-
uses the telephone.

telephonograph (tel-f-fo'no-graf), n. [< tele-

phone + Gr. ypaipfiv, write.] A device formak-
mg a permanent record of a message received
by telephone.
telephonographic (tel-e-fo-no-graf'ik), a. [C
telephonoffraph + -if.] tertaining to or effect-
ed bv means of a telephonograph. Elect. Rev.
(Eng.), XXIV. 523.

Telephonus (tel-e-fo'nus), ». [NL. (Swainson,
1837, as Telophonus), < Gr. r^/lf, afar, + 0<iii7,

voice, sound.] An extensive genus of African,
shrikes, of the family Laniida, of black, white.

Senegal i.. • tj'fti.'nus se»e£ij/ns'.

and chestnut coloration, without any bright
tints. Eight species of the now restricted ge-
nus are described, among which is the Senegal
slirlke, T. senegaliis.

telephony (tel'e-fo-ni), »i. lAs telephone + -y^.J
The operation or art of telephoning, or repr^



telephony

ducing sounds, especiaUy articulate speech, at

a ilistance from their source.

Telephoridae(tel-e-for'i-<le),H.j)/. [NL. (Le&eb,

1817), < J< Itjihnrii.* + .i(lse.'\ A family of ser-

rieom beetles, including those forms commonly
called soldier-beetlfs, now usually merged with

the Lampijridse. See Telephorinee. ilittacoder-

midie is a s\Tionvm.
Telephoriniae (teVe-fo-ri'ne), n. pi. [< Telephn-

ci/.v + -/;i,T.] The Telephoridie as a subfamily
of tlie lAiDijii/ridsP. They huve the middle coxie con-

tigniKis and the epipleura distinct and narrow at bue,
and mesothoracic epistema not sinuate on the inner side.

They are slender and rather softhodieil beetles of medium
size, nsaally vegetable-feeders, althDUjrh camivoroos in the

larval sute. ChaiUioffnatAiu.I'odabnu, «nil Trtrphonu are

the principal Kenera represented in the United States. See
cut under ft^t/KT-ft-v'/*.

Telephoros (te-U-f'o-rus), n. [NL. (Schaeffer,

1766), < Gr. TT/'/^, afar, + -<popoc, < ^peiv = E.

bear^.'i A genus of serricom beetles, typical

of the family Telephoridie. It is ofcosmopolitan dis-

tribution, and comprises more than SOO species, the major-
ity of them iiihabitinK cold or temper»t« regions. Thirty-

six species occur in the I'nited States. T. bUineatut, the
two-lined soldier-beetle, is in its larral state, accordinK to

Riley, a common enemy of the larva of the codling-moth
(Carpiicapta pomoneUa). See cut under $old%er.be€tU.

telephote (tel'e-fot), ». [< Gr. T7^, afar, +
(»<jf (p<jr-), light.] An instrument designed to

repro<iuce at a distance, by the aid of electri-

city, pictures or images of visible objects.

telephotograph (tel-f-fo'to-grif), ». [< tfle-

jifii'le + <ir. ypd^tv, write. Cf. photograph.} A
piclurH or image produced by a telephote.

telephotOgrapnT (tel'e-fo-tog'ra-fi), n. [< telr-

phiikM/nijili + -y\] The art (not yet attained)

of producing a photograph of an object distant

and invisible from the camera.bymeans of elec-

trical connections with a Suitable apparatus sit-

uated near the object. Xature, XLlII. 335.

teleplastic (tel-e-plas'tik), a. [< Or. r^«, afar,

-I- T/'icmn; form, mold, shape.] Noting the
iillcgi'd spiritualistic phenomena of materiali-

7.:itii>ii, or the formation of phantasmal figures

of I'Crsons and things. Also telesomatic. See
the quotation. [Rare.]

M. (A. N.I Aksskof uses the term "teleaomatlc* for the
phenomena of so called " materimliaation,'* the formation
of " spirit-hands " and the like. Elsewberc be calls these

fibenomena "plastic." Inasmncb a* other material ob-
ecta are asserted to tie thus sapemonnally formed, be-

sidea quaat-hnman bodies, it would be better, I think, to
give tae name ItUpUuHe to all this class of alleged plle-

nomena. F. W. B. Mytrt, Froc. Sac. Psych. Siaaeareh,

(Dec., VatO, p. Mi.

telepolariscope ftel'e-po-lar'i-skop), n. [< Or.
TT,'/-i, afar. + E. pi>!iiriiic>ipe.} An optical instru-

ment ciiiiriisting of a combination of the polari-
Hcripc witti the telescope.

teleradlophone (tel-«-ra'di-o-f6n), n. [< Or.
r^/./, afar, + E. radiophone.1 ' An adaptation of
telegraphy to the radiophone.
Telerpeton fte-K-r'pe-ton), ». [NL., < Or. T^?.f,

afar, 4- ifj-rrw. a rfptile. < ifmnv, creep, crawl.]

1 . A genus of fossil lizards of the Mesozoic pe-
riod, bi'longing to the onlcr Rhynchocephaha.—
2. [/. c] A member of this genus,

telescope (tel'e-ekop), n, [= F. tile»cope = 8p.
iV'. It. teleteopio = D. teUtkoop = O. 8w. Dan.
teletihip, etc.. <. KL. tfleseojHum (NOr. Tv'uat.6-

-inv), < Gr. Tti'M, afar, -H onimiiv, view.] 1. An
optical instrument by means of which distant
objects are made to appear nearer and larger
It originated in the lint dende of the seventeenth ceo-
tUT, apparenUy eariiest in HoUand: but OalUeo In 1600
independently Invented the form which bean his name,
pabUsiied it to the worid, and waa the first to Miply
tbe InatroDMnt to astronomical observation. The tele-

•eone eonsMa eaaentfaUly of two memben : one, the ofr-

J4eaae, a laige convetging lens, or a concave minor (tecli-

nically iptetdumX which forma an optical Image of tbe
object ; the other, the «ye><ses, a small lens or combina-
tion of lenses, which magniflea tills Image. The optical
parts are nsaally set in a tube^ and this la so arraogea that
the distance between the objective and the eyepiece can be
sdjuited to give the mostdlstlnct vision. Tdeaoopeaare
classed ss rt/raettag or reJUeUnt, acooiding as the objec-
tiveisalenaiiraspecnlam. The simple refracting telescope
has for an objective a large convex lens, A (fig. 1), of long

m-
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Ject is seen erect But the field of view is very restricted,

and this fommt instrument now survives only in the opera-

5
[lass. The simple refracting telescope in any of its lorms
s a very imperfect instrument, owing to the fact that rays

of different color are not alil(e refrangible, the focus be-

ing nearer the lens for the blue rays than for the red. By
making the telescope ver>' long in proportion to its diame-
ter, the injurious effect of this chromatic aberration can
be greatly reduced, and aNjut 1660 lluygens and Cassini

used instruments more than 100 feet long in their obser-

vations upon .Saturn. About the middle of the eighteenth
century it was discovered in England that, by combining
lenses of different kinds of glass, objectives could be made
nearly free hom chromatic al)erration, and all the refract-

ing telescopes now constructed have achromatic object-

glassesof some form. The usual construction is a double-

convex lens of crown-glass combined with a (nearly) piano-
concave lens of flint-glass, the focal lengths of the two
lenses being proportional to their dispersive powers, and
the curves so chosen that the spherical aberration is cor-

rected at tbe same time. But other forms are possible and
even preferable. Fig.2show8Sonieof thoeemostnsed. For

1^^
itttroio

Gates

Clark
Fi£. 3 t>iffercnt Fonns of Uie Achromatic Objcct-filasfi-

many yean after the Invention of the achromatic telescope

it was Impossible to obtain suitable glass for lenses of

more than S inches in diameter. Tiie discoveries of Gol-

nand about 1800 partially relieved the difficulty, and from
about l<i70 to IdOO a considerable number of instruments
have l>een made with apertures exceeding 2 feet : one of

60 inches diameter waa constructed for the t^ris Exposi-

Fig. I.- The SiMple RaAscHac Tsksnps.

focus, while the eyepiece. B, is also a eonvex lens, but of
short foens. the two being placed at a distance slightly
less than the sum of their focal lengths. The "real" in-
verted image of fir- ^ibjert formrdat m by thr nhjrrt-glass
iaviewed byth' -wer
tMiog aqnal to < the
lanaaa ^ and />'. ^jcct
Is seen Inverted. In flu- "^ilil.vm t<-lc«io;»- the cjc-lens
is concave Instead of convex, snd Intercepts the nys fmm
the objective before tliey reach tbe focus, so that the ob-

Tbe Uck Tstascope, Lkk Ol»er»«to»)f. Califoniia.

tion(lSOO) ; the tdeMop* of Chivago Vnlvenlty (given by
C. T. Yerkea) U 40 Inebat. The Lick telescope (Bg. 3) is

of as inches diaaaeler and ST feet in length, the object-

glasa by Clark of Cambridge, Massachusetts. That of i>ul-

knwa Is 30 inchaa. The achromatic objective conatmctad
of flint- and erown-^aas is. however, by no meana perfect,

and cannot be made so whOe these kinds of glass are used.
When tbeaorraetian tor tbe raysof mean wavelength in the
spactrOB latlMbaat poaaible, the extreme rays- the red and
Violet—rafnae to coincide with tbe otbera, so that the
image of a bright object Is surrounded by a purple halo,

which renden it somewhat indistinct. Tbia "secondary
spectrum," aa It is called, ia not very obtmslve in smsll
Instramenta, bat la a serioiu defect in large ones, and un-
flta tbe ordinary achromatic refractor for photognphy.
For tlUs porpoae it is nsccasaiy to use an object-glaas spe-
cially corrected for the Tldat raya, and therefore practi-

cally wortlileaa for vianal obaerrationa. But while It Is

Impoasible to secnra a perfect color-correction with any
lens composed of ordinary crown- and flint-glass, there is

no reason why kinds of glass may ix>t be invented which
wHl render It possible ; and since 1880 experiments, under
tbe aosplceaoftbe Oennan government, by Professor Abbd
at Jena, appear to have reaulted in at least partial success.

Lensea as luge as 12 inches in diameter have been made of

tlienewglaaa. If large disks of thisglasscan beobtaiiied
toBciently lioniogeneous, and not corroaible under expo-
sure to the air, the art of telescope-making will immediate-
ly make enormoos progress. The reflecting telescope was
invented between 16)10 and 1670. Independently by (iregory

and Newton, by the latter as the result of his discovery of

the decomposition of lik'ht by refraction, which led him to

conclade(ertoneouBly)tliat the faultsof the refracting tele-

acope were neceaaarily incurable. There are (our different
forms of the In-

strument, dif-

fering only In

the method by
which tbe rays
reflected by the
concave specu-
lum which
forms the ob-
jective are
brought to the Fig. 4.— Tlw Ciegorian Rcaecting Telescope.

telescope

eyepiece. In the Gregorian telescope (fig. 4) the rays re-

flected from the speculum are a second time reflected by
a small concave mirror in the center of the tube, and just

beyond the focus. The large mirror is perforated, and the
eyepiece, placed behind the perforation, receives the rays

thus twice reflected. In the Oasscgrainian the construction

is precisely similar, except that fhe small minor is convex,
and is placed within the focus; this shortens the instru-

ment a little, but restricts the Held of view. In both these

forms the otiserver looks toward the object jnst as with a
refractor. In the Newtonian form, which is the most used,

the small mirror ia plane, and set at an angle of 4,^°, so that
the rays are reflected out at the side of the tube, t inally, in

the front-view or llerschelian form the small mirror is dis-

pensed with, the speculum being slightly tilted so as to

throw the image to one side of the mouth of the tube.

This saves the loss of light due to the second reflection,

but involves some injury to the definition. Although the
reflecting telescope is free from chromatic aberration, it

seldom gives as perfect definition as an achromatic instru-

ment, and is much more subject to .•itmospheric disturb-

ance ; the image also is less brilliant than that given by
a refractor of the same aperture ; but the speculum is

much easier and less costly to construct than an achromat-
ic object-glass of the same size, so that the largest tele-

scopes ever made have been reflectore. At the head of

the Usi stands the six-foot "leviathan" of Lord Rosse,

erected in 1S45, and still in use : it isof the Newtonian form.

The five-foot silver-on-giass rassegraitiian refiector of Mr.
Common, erected in 1880, stands next, and there are in ex-

istence a number of instruments with apertures of 3 and
4 feet. Herschel's great telescope, erected in 1789, but long
since dismantled, was 48 inches in diameter and 40 feet

long. The magnifying power of a telescope depends upon
the ratio between the fo«d length of the object-glass and
that of the eyepiece. (See eyepitce.) It can therefore be
altered at pleasure by merely exchanging one eyepiece for

another. As a ride, the highest power practically availa-

ble, with the best object-glasses and under the best cir-

cumstances, is from 75 to 100 to every inch of aperture.

The illuminating power is proportional, other things e<iual,

to the area of the object-glass or the speculum ; so that a
telescope of 12 Inches aperture ought to give four times as
much light as one with a 6-inch lens. I'ractically, how-
ever, the larger lenses, on account of the increase in the
thickness of the glass, do not reach their theoretical per-

formance. Reflecting telescopesvary greatly in theirlight-

gathering power. A Newtonian reflectorwith a silver-on-

f:lass speculum freshly polished ia not very greatly inferior

n light to an achromatic of the same aperture ; hut as a
rule a reflector In Its ordinary working condlfion has only
shout half the light of the corresponding refractor. Small
telescopes (or terrestrial purposes are usually unmounted,
but tlie tube is ordinarily made in several sections u hich
slide Into one another, reducing the length of the instru-

ment, and malting It more portable, as in the common spy-

Elaaa. Largertdeaoopesaremounted upon standsof some
iniL and the practical eflloiency of the instrument de-

pends greatly on the flrmneaa and convenient arrangement
of the stand. At present telaacopea for astronomical use
are almost always mounted equatorially— that is, the tel-

esoope-tube is attached to an axis, which itself is carried
by another axis with its bearings so arrangeil that it iMints
toward the pole. This principal axis is called the ixiar
axit, and a clockwork is ususlly arranged to make it turn

at the rate of one revolution in a sidereal day. When the
telescope is once pointed at a celestial object, the clock-

work will keep It apparently stationary In the field of view
for any length of time By the help also of graduated circles

attached to the two axes it is easy to " set "the telescope

ao as to find any object whose right ascension and decli-

nation are known. Fig, 5 represents dlagrammatically
the equatorial of the
naoal Oennan form.

It ia quite certain
that previous to IflOO

the UUtcope was un-
known, except pos-
sibly to indlvidusls
who failed to see its

practical impor-
tance, and who con-
flned Its use to " cu-
rious practices" or
todemonstratlonsot
"natural magic."

Bntyc. BriL.
(XXIII. ise.

2. [pnp.] Same
as Telf.ieopiiim.

—Axis of a tele-
scope. See axU 1 .

—
Binocular tele-
scope, an instru-
ment composed of
two similar small
telescopes fastened
together side by side

and parallel, so that
botheyescan be used
at once In looking through it. The opera-glass is its most
common form.— Brachy-telescope, or hraehuif, a form
of silver-on-glasa reflector in which the small mirror, con-
vex in fi>rm, ia placed outof the axis o( the large speculum,
which is slightly inclined, the distortion thus produced in

the image being partly compensated by the corresponding
inclinafion nf the small mirror. This construction avoids

the perforation of the speculum, and leaves its whole area
unoMructcd ', it also considerably diminishes the length

of the instrument.— Broken telescope, a telescope which
has a reflecting prism or mirror inserted about half-way
between theobject-gla.aaand its focus, the tube being thus

bent at right angles: much used in transit-instruments

and theodolites.— Cane telescope, a feb-scoije or spy-

glass fltted in a waiking-sficii Cassegrainlan tele-

scope, a form of reflecfor in wtiich flicHiuall mirror is con-

vex. See def. 1.— Catadloptrlc, catoptric telescope, a
reflecting telescope.— Dlalytlc telescope. Sue diabjtie.

— Equatorial telescope, see equatorial, n., and def. 1.

—Galilean telescope, the form of refracting telescope

invented liydalileo. and still Used as the opera-glass : itia

Tlie EquatorisL
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n. A telescopic
glass mounted upon a firearm or a piece of ord-

'Ch&racterized by having a concave lens as the eye-glass, tcleSCOPe-Sieht (tel'e-skop-sit)Md shows objecU erect.- Gregorian telescope. See „^^^^ mounted imoii a firearm f
Oregonan and def. 1.— Herschelian telescope, a fomi of
reflecting telescope ' '

' .. , .
.

the large speculum
imaj^e accessible :it

tube— Keplerian telescope, a lorm oi reiracung teie- ,,.i,:„i, alln^va nf Vipincrlpni^ViPTiprl
scope which is characterizeilby the use of a convex lens of ^^ "", " ^"O^s ot Deing lengtnenea
short focus for the eyepiece: sometimes referred to simply at pleasure. Compare cxtenston-table.
as the aslroninnical telescope, because, exhibiting objects teleSCOpiC (tel-e-skop'ik), a. [= F. teleSCO-
' '"'' " '" ' ' * .".slyuseil foranybutas- jjiqug _ gp. felescdpico = Pg. It. telescopico ; as

teleutospore

The part of Fortune found out was mysteriously included
in statue of brass, tele»tnatically prepared,

J. Gregory, Notes on Scripture, p. 32. {Latham.)

inverted, it cannot be advantai;
tronomical observations.— Magnifying power of a tele-
scope. See magnify.— Newtonian telescope, the usual
form of reflecting tel-

escope, which em-
ploys a small plane
mirror set at an angle
of 45°, throwing the
image through the
side of the tube.

—

Night telescope, a
spy-glass of wide

Of or pertaining to the

telespectroscope (tel-e-spek'tro-skop), n. [<

Gr. r?/>c, afar, + E. spectroscope.'] An instru-

ment consisting of an astronomical telescope
with a spectroscope attached : so designated by
Loekyer.

lEfe
Newtonian Telescope.

aperture and low power, useful in twilight or moonlight.
— Photographic telescope, a telescope fitted for pho-
tography. It may be a refractor with an object-glass spe-
cially constructed to bring the actinic rays to an accurate
focus, or areflector, which requires only mechanic^ adap-
tations.— Prism-telescope. Seefeinogco/w.—Sciathenc
telescope, see sdatheric.— Sllver-on-glass telescope,
a reflector which has a concave speculum of glass silvered
on the fiont surface. Most of the reflectors now made are of
this kind.— Terrestrial telescope, a telescope having
two additional lenses in the eyepiece, by means of which
the inverted image is brought to an erect position, in con-
tradistinction t^» an astronomical refracting telescope.

—

View-telescope, the small telescope which usually forms
part of a spectroscope.—Watch-telescope, a small tele-

scope attached to a theodolite or other geodetic instru-
ment, and intended to enable the observer to assure him-
self of the stability of tlie parts of the instrument which
ought to remain immovable while the observations are
being made.— Water-telescope. («) A simple tube, five
-or six inches in diameter, with a plane glass inserted water-
tight at the end. It is used by Norwegian fishermen and
others to enable them to see objects under water. (6) A
telescope with its tube completely filled with water. Such
^n instrument was used by Airy at Greenwich, about 1870,
as part of a zenith-sector, in order to settle by observation
certain questions relating to the aberration of light—
Zenith-telescope, an instrument designed for the pur-
pose of determining the latitude of a place by measuring
the difference between the zenith-distances of two stars
culminating north and south of the zenith at nearly equal
altitude.'i : introduced by Capt. Talcott of the United States
Engineers about 1840. The principle involved had been
discovered as early as 1740 by Horrebow, but the method
was never much used, for want of suitable star-catalogues,
and had been quite lost sight of.

"telescope (tel'e-skdp), r,; pret. and pp. tele-

scoped, ppr. telescoping, [< telescope, «.] I,
trans. To drive into one another like the mov-
able joints or slides of a epy-glass: as, in the
collision the forward cars were telescoped; to
shut up or protrude like a jointed telescope

use; obtained by means of a
telestereoscope (tel-e-ster'e-o-skop), n. [< Gr.

flT^Z^jf^TTTr r^^^ afar, +^^: stereoscope.] An optical in-
een or discovered by the tele- g^ument devised by Helmholtz for producing

an appearance of relief in the objects of a
landscape at a great distance. Helmholtz's instru-
ment consists of two plane mirrors set at an angle of 45',

and some distance apart. The rays from the objects of
the landscape falling upon these mirrors are reflected to
two plane mirrors placed parallel to the first and in front
of the eyes. The observer views the image reflected from
the first set of mirrors.

telestic (te-les'tik), a. [< Gr. TO^artKo^, fit for
finishing or consecrating, < rey^lv, finish, com-
plete, < W?.of, end.] Pertaining to the final end
or purpose ; tending or serving to end or finish

.

I . . . call this the UleMick or mystic operation ; which
is conversant about the purgation of the lucid or ethereal
vehicle. Cudicorth, Intellectual System, p. 792.

n. intrans. To move in the same manner as telescopiform (tel'e-skop-i-form), a. [< telc-

the slides of a pocket-telescope ; especially, to
run or be driven together so that the one par-
tially enters the other: as, two of the carriages
telescoped.

telescope-bag (tel'e-skop-bag), n. A hand-bag
made in two separate parts, one of which shuts
down over the other and is held in place by
straps.

= SP- '

telescope + -ic] 1

telescope or its use
telescope: as, a '

"

2. That can be seen
scope only: as, telescopic stars.— 3. Seeing at a
great distance ; far-seeing.

Aristotle had the eye of a bird, both telescopic and mi-
croscopic. Whately.

4. Capable of being extended or shut up like

a spy-glass; having joints or sections which
slide one within another; especially, in mach.,
constructed of concentric tubes, either station-
ary, as in the telescopic boiler, or movable, as
in the telescopic chimney of a war-vessel, which
may be lowered out of sight in action, or in the
telescopic jack, a screw-jack in which the lift-

ing head is raised by the action of two screws
having reversed threads, one working within
the other, and both sinking or telescoping telestich (tel'e-stik), «. [< Gr. rtXof, end, +
within the base—an arrangement by which orixoc, a row, a line, a verse: see stick.] A
freater power is obtained.— 5. In zooL: (a) poem in which the final letters of the lines
talked ; mounted on an ophthalmite, stem, or make a name,

peduncle, as an eye. (fc) Capable of protrusion telethermograph (tel-e-th^r'mo-gr&f), n. [<
and retraction, as if jointed like a telescope, or Gr. rij/e. afar, -t- E. thermograph.] A thermo-

graph which records at a distance the indica-
tions of its actuating thermometer; a self-

registering telethermometer.
telethermometer (tel'e-ther-mom'e-t6r), w.

[< Gr. TJ/Af, afar, -f- E. thermometer.] A ther-
mometer that records its temperature at a dis-
tance. In general, the actuating instrument is a me-
tallic thermometer whose indicator is connected elec-
trically with a dial and pointer, or with a continuous
chronographic register, at the place where the record is

desired. The apparatus connected with the thermometer
is called the trantmitter, and that connected with tlie

register is called the receiver. Of various systems, the
following one of Richard Bros, of Paris may be described.
Over the pointer of the thermometer-diai is placed an
auxiliary needle which carries a fork atitaeitremity. The
arms of the fork are so placed that the primary pointer
of the instrument rests between them. Thus, the mo-
tion of the pointer of the instrument is limited by the
fork, and an electric contact is made when the pointer,
responding to a change of temperature, touches either
arm of the fork. The arms are insolated from each
other, and separate wires carry the electric current from
the two arms to the receiver. The two currents, there-
fore, distinguish rising and falling temperatures. At the
receiver the current sets in motion a train of wheelwork,
which moves the registering pen of a chronograph-barrel
exactly one scale-division. The displacement is upward
or downward according as the electric current is due to a
rising or a falling temperature. Simultaneously the wheel,
work plunges a metal weight into a cup of mercury, and
closes an electric current independent of the first. The
current thus established returns to the transmitter, and
acts on a magnet whose fun ction it is to move the auxiliary
needle bearing the fork so as to bring the two arms of the
fork again to equal distances from the primary needle.
The apparatus is completed by an automatic interrupter,
which operates after each return of the current from the
receiver. The instrument is then in readiness to record
another differential change of temperature. This system
of electrical registration at a distance is applicable to any
instrument whose indications are shown l)y a dial and
pointer.

telethennometry (tel'e-ther-mom'e-tri), n.
[As telethermometer + -yS.] The art of indicat-
ing or recording temperature automatically at
a distance from the actuating thermometer.
teletopometer (teP e-to-pom'e-ter), «. [< Gr.

TTj'/.e, afar, -f- t&koq, a place, + fihpov, measure.]
A telemeter in which two telescopes are used.

like the joints of a telescope : as, telescopic eyes,
feelers, horns, or feet.— Telescopic axle. See axle.

—Telescopic catheterism, the passage of successively
smaller-sized catheters one within the other, until one
small eiiougli to pass a urethral stricture has been found.
— Telescopic chimney, a chimney, used on some steam-
ers, made in sections arranged to slide into each other so
that it can be lowered. —Telescopic elevator, a hy-
draulic elevator in which the hydraulic pressure is ex-
erted througli sections of tubes which gradually diminish
in di.ameter to permit sliding within one another.—Tele-
scopic gas-holder, a gas-holder whose sides move one
within .another like the slides of a portable telescope.

—

Telescopic sight. See sights.

telescopical (tel-e-skop'i-kal), a. [< telescopic

+ -aU] Same as telescopic.

telesCOpicaUy (tel-e-skop'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In
the manner of a telescope : as, an instrument
that opens and closes telescopically

.

— 2. B3'
means of the telescope; as regards the view
presented by the telescope.

scope + 1j. forma, form.] Telescopic in form
— that is, retractile by means of telescoping
joints one within anotlier, as the ovipositor of
many insects—Telescopiform ovipositor, in cii«oi».,

an ovipositor consisting of several tubes, which are modi-
fled abdominal rings, and slide into one another, like the
tubes of a spy-glass, when the organ is retracted : a form
found in many Diptera and in the hymenopterous family
Chrj/miidx.

telescope-carp (tel'e-skop-karp), n. A mon- telescopist (tel'e-sko-pist or te-les'ko-pist), ».
strous variety of the goldfish, C'arassi«sa«raiM6-, l^ telescope + -ist.] One skilled in using the

telescope.

Telescopium (tel-e-sko'pi-um), n. [NL. : see
telesco2)e.] A southern constellation, introduced
by La Caille in 1752. It contains one star of
the fourth magnitude. Also Telescope Tele-
scopium Herschelli, a constellation inserted by the
Abb(S Hell in 17S9 between Lynx, Auriga, and GeminL It
is obsolete.

telescopy (tel'e-sko-pi or te-les'ko-pi). n. [As
telescope + -y'i.] The art of constructing or of
using the telescope.

teleseme (tel'e-sem), n. [< Gr. Tf/le, afar, +
cijfia, sign, mark.] A system of electric signal-
ing in which provision is made for the auto-

4. , . » *•

Teiescope-carpccorMniMo«ra/»frar.). two thirds natural siM. matic transmission of a number of different teleutoform (te-lii'to-form), n. [< Gr. rfAftTij.

originating in China, of a scarlet color, with

signals or calls, in use in connection with police
telegraphs and hotel annunciators.

the eyes protruding, and with a double caudal telesia (te-le'siii), n. [z= F. telesie,<GT. Teleato^,
fin. Also scarlet fish and telescope-fish. finishing, < rtlclv, finish, complete, < tDm^, end.]

telescope-driver (tere-sk6p-dri"v6r), w. The A name sometimes given to sapphire,
clockwork mechanism by which the motion of telesmt (tel'ezm), m. [< MGr. rlleajia, a talis-
a telescope is made to accord with apparent man: see talisman^.] A talisman or amulet,
sidereal motion. Sir £. Beckett, Clocks and [Rare.]
tVatches, p. 232. The consecrated telemie of the pagans.

telescope-eye (tere-skop-i), n. An eye, as of a ^- ^^- ^<"^^- Antidote against Idolatry, ix. (Latham.)
gastropod, which may be telescoped, or with- telesmatict(tel-es-mat'ik),o. UGi: TeXeaualr-),
drawn and protruded. outlay, payment, < reMv, pay, < tc?i^, pay-

telescope-nsn (tel'e-skop-fish), n. B&me as tele- ment.] Sume an teksmatical.
scope-carji.

telescope-fly (tel'e-skop-fli), n. A two-winged
stalk-eyed insect. See cut under Diopsis.

telescope-shell (tel'e-skop-shel), n. A cerithi-
oid univalve of India, Telescopium fuscum, hav-
ing a long conical shell of many whorls with telesmaticallyt (tel-es-mat'i-kal-i)
Bubquadrangular aperture. means of telesms or talismans,

"

telesmaticalt (tel-es-mat'i-kal), a. [< telesmatic
+ -al.] Pertaining to telesms ; talismanic.
They had a telesinatieal way of preparation, answerable

to the beginnings and mediocrity of the art.
J. Gregory, Notes on Scripture, p. 38. (Latham.)

adv. By

completion, -I- L. forma, form.]' In bot., the
last or final fruit-form in the alternating gen-
erations of the Uredinete; the stage in which
the teleutospores are formed.
teleutogonidium (te-m'to-go-nid'i-um), m. ; pi.
teleutogonidia (-a). [NL.',< Gr. TeMvrii, comple-
tion, -I- NL. gonidium.] In hot., same as telen-
iospore.

teleutospore (te-lu'to-spor). n. [NL., < Gr.
TE?.CTr?/, completion, + oTzopa. seed: see spore.]
In hot., in the Vrcdinex, a thick-walled spore or
pseudospore formed by abscission on a branch
of the mycelium (sterigma), and on germina-
tion producing a promycelinm. in some cases the
teleutospores are produced early in the season, but usu
ally they appear in autumn, remain in the tissues of the
host over winter, and germinate in the spring. See
spared, Uredtne/e. and cut under Piuxinia. Also called
brand-spore, psetidospore.

The cycle begins in spring with the germinatkSn of
thick-walled spores, called teleutospores, borne usually In
pairs at the end of st«rigmata. Kncyc. Brit , IX. SSL
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telfordize (t«rfordiz). i. : pret. and pp. tel-

fordixed, ppr. te'l/ordiciHij. In road-tnaking, to

construct according to the method of road-mak-

ing invented by Thomas Telford. See Telford

pinvninii.

Telford pavement. A roadway devised by the

Sootch engineer Thomas Telford (1757-1834).
The bottoming of the po»d conalats of any durable stone,

from 4 to 7 iiK-hes in dlmen»ion», band-laid upon the road-

foandation. Between such stonea amaller pieces are

packed to complete a compact layer 7 inchea deep in the

middle of the road, and graduated to 4 inchea in depth at

the aldea, to produce a uniform conTexity. Upon this is

spread, and rolled down, gnrel composed of flints, the

pieces beini; n» nearly cubical in form as can be obtained,

anil none xiiiihing more than six ounces. The rolling ia

continued till the surface is cmahed and compacted to

smoothness. The name is often contracted to U\fard.

telle (tel'ikj, a. [< Gr. rf>.j*()c, final, < TtAof,

end. completion.] Noting a final end or pur-

pose. Sfc i-cbatic.

teliconograph (tel-i-kon'o-grftf ), n. [< Qr. t7>.*,

afar. + eUuv, an image, -^ ypd^tv, write. Cf.

iennof/raph.'i Same as leleuxmoorapH.

Tellfera (te-Ufe-rS), «. pi. [NL., < L. tela,

w.li. + r'erre = E. beari.] Same as Epiihelaria.

Telinga (te-ling'^), n. 1. One of the people

living in the ea.stem part of the Deecan. Yule

and lturn>U.— 2\. ['. c] A sepoy—TeUnca po-
tato. Seepotala.

tell' (tel), r.; pret. and pp. told (formerly or

dial. Bometimes felled, telt). ppr. telling. [< ME.
tellen (pret. tolde, tiildr, pp. told, Hold, talden,

•'old), < AS. U'llan (pret. tealde,pp. geteald) =
s. tellian =OKrie8. tella = MD. D. Mien, count,
. kon, consiiler, = MLG. tellen = OHO. ceUan,

MHG. zeln, G. cdhlen, number (erzdhlen, nar-

rate), = Icel. telja = Sw. talja = Dan. txlle, num-
ber, tell ; ef. Goth, talj^an, instruct, direct ; from
the noun represented by f<We' : see >«/<•'. fi. Cf.

fafei, r. For the forms tell, told, cf. sell, «oW.]

I. trann. 1. To number; count; enumerate;
reckon one by one, or one after another : as, to

tell a hundred ; to tell one's beads.

Certeyn I hem oeT«r loUt;
rat as fels eyeo taadde aha
As tetbcra inoa toolw ba.

Ckmteir, lofVaiiM^L U80.

Mis citatom was to IM ortr hla herd of sea.«alTea at
' la, and then to sleep. Bacon, Pbyalcal Fable*, rll.

He cannot be Bo tnoocent a coxcomb

;

He can tell ten, anret
Bemt. mmd FL, Oozoomb, H 1.

Nobody eome* to rlalt him, be rcceirea no lattan, and
t<lU hla mooej moniiiic and ereninf.

aude. Spectator, Vo. SS4.

2. To recount ; rehearse ; narrate; relate: as,

to tell a story.

WItneise, ye HeaTena, the Initb of all that I hare ItU .'

9piutT, V. Q., va. Tt 17.

Life . . . U a Ule
TaU by an Idiot, full of aound and fan,
SlgnlfyliiC nothlnc. Skak., Maobeifa, t. 6. 27.

Maatera, I have to tad a tale o( woe,
A tale of foIlT and ol wasted lUe.

waSmmMnrnt, Earthly Fandlie, L S.

3. To make known ; divulge ; diselose ; reveal

;

communicate: as, to (eU a secret; to teU one's

errand.
Now wiU y tdU the rygt Way to

,

MmdnOU, Tiavdi^ p. lis.

reO it not in aatb,pabUab It not In the atreaU ol Aake-
, .11. tSam. i. 9).

8ha never UU bar love.

Bat let ooaeaalaaat. Ilka a wonn I' the bud.
Feed on bar daaaadi ebeak. Shak.. T. N., a 4. 113.

I wonder wha 'a tmU that gay ladle

The fashion Into our countrie.
ton! DiMfftnU (CbOd'a Balladit L »I0).

4. To declare; say.

Who-ao contivleth treotbe ha lalM* in tbe goapel
That God knoweth hym noajte, ne no seynte of benene.

Pitn P(oinmm(B), v. 66.

6. To put or express in words ; recite ; explain

;

make clear or plain.

And dede men for that deon [din] comen oota ol deope
granea,

And taUUn why that tampeat ao lonae tyme dorede.
/>wrtPI(wman(CXzxL 68.

I know, qootb be^ what It meaneth, bat I cannot tM
It ; I cannot expreaa It.

Latimer, Sd Sermon bd. Edw. VL, lfi6a

Whoso ask'd bar for Ua wife,

UU riddle (oU not, kat bis life.

Otak., Periclei^ L. Pttd., L S8.

Few can tttt bi* pedlfTea,
Tfot bia aobtOI nature oooatar.
jraratoK ami £arWed, Tnaatlafe Counteaa, t.

6. To discern so as to be able to say; distin-

guish; recognize; decide; determine: as, to tell

one from another; she cHunot tell which she
likes Ix'.st.

I could always UU U vlaitora had called In my absence.
Tkonau, Walden, p. 141.
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7. To inform.

He aeith that ye be aone aperceyvaimte of hym, and
that ye sholde telCe me what he la.

Jf«rKn(E.E. T.S.)i 1.74.

TeU me, good Hobbinoll, what garres thee greet*?
Speiuer, Shep. Cal., April.

Ill teU you as we pass along,

That you will wonder what hath fortuned.
Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 168.

8. To give an order, command, or direction to

;

order ; bid : as, I told him to stay at home.

Call for your casting-bottle, and place your mirror in

your hat, aa I told you. B. Jonton, Cynthia's ReTels, ii. 1.

It may be accepted as necessary for the comfort of all

coachmen that a team should never start until told.

Sew York TrUmne, May II, 1890.

9. To assure ; assert positively to.

They are burs, I can (eS yon. Shak. , T. and C, Ul. 2. 12a

Pshaw ! I tell you 'tis no such thing— you are the man
she wants, and nobody but you.

Sheridan, Tbe Duenna, IL 4.

Let me teU you, yon may drink worse French wine In

many tavema in London than they have aometimesat thia

honae. Cotton, in Walton'a Angler, ii. 227.

lOt. To make account of: in phrases such as

to tell no tale, to tell mo dainty, to tell ho store.

Veaaelle of Sylrer Is there non : tor thei feOs no piys
there of, to make no Veaaelle offe.

MandmUe, Travels, p. 220.

* I ne toUt no deynt— of hir love.

Chawxr, PtoL to Wife of Bath'a Tale, L 208.

Tell tliat to the marines. See marint.—To tell

noses. See nftt 1 .—To tell no store of*. See l<ore3. _
To tell off, to count otf ; t-»[H;i-ially, to count off and de-

tach, aa for aome special duty : as, a squad was told o^to
clear the streeu.—To tell one's beads. See to 6»if 6«Kis,

uDderteod.— Totell one's fortune, or to tall fortunes,
aee/ortime.— To tell one's own tale or stOlTi to tell

talet, to tell tales out of school. See tofai. -Srn. 3.

To impart, report, rtpeat, mention, recite, publisn.— 4.

Speak, SlaU, ete. Saa aayi.— T. To acquaint (withX ap-

pnae (ofx tellevast 1
n. iHfraiM. 1. To give an aoeoont; make TnllirhfiiVo

report ; speak ; explain : with of.

Bothe of yonge and olde
Fnl wel byloved, and wel folk 4^ hire laldt.

Chaucer, TraUna, L 131.

That I may publiab with the voice of thankaglvinc, and
lefi n/ all thy wondroo* works. Fa. xxvL 7.

This ancient and iaolaled city [Raguaal has yet aome-
thing more to <<« q^. B. A. Frttman, Venice, i>. 240.

Of the fruitful year
They eobi, and ita delighta.

WaUam Morrit, Earthly Faiwllaab L a»l

2. To say; declare.

For bit aran rnmre-mootbede men mynstnlaa ol haaane.
And godes bojaab bonUoors aa the bok tetttlk.

Pier* Plowmmn (C), x. 127.

8. To talk; chat; gossip. [Prov. Eng.]

WbOe I've been teOtrng with yoo, here've thUllttle maid
bean and ata op all my angar

!

Xingtley, Weatward Ho, xxx.

4. To tell tales; play the informer; inform
blab
you
And David aaved neither man nor woman alive, to bring

Udtaiga taOatb, aagrlOK Lsat they aboold latt on oa, aaving,

80 did David. 1 8am. xxviL 1 1.

He didnt want to <«B en llacgl& though be waa angry
with her ; for Tom Tniliver waa a lad of honor.

0«or^ SUot, Mill on the Floaa, L 5.

6. To act effectively ;
produce a marked effect

or impression ; coimt for Komething.

It 'a tme, every year wiU tell upon him. He I* over flve-

andforty, you know. Oeorge BKot, Mlddlemarch, iv.

It would aeam that even pedanti7 and antlqnarianism

are welcomed when they tell on behalf of the other side.

B. A. Freeman, Venice, p, 42.

Everybody knowa that speeches are little, that debatea
are often nothing, in Congteas and daewhere ; bat votea

tell. It la the vote that men want
BOHoUuea Saera, XLVIL 544.

To bear tell Ot See hear.

telli (tel), n. [< telfl, P.] That which is told;

account; narration; story; tale. [Bare.]

There, lam at the end of my telll It I write on, it moat
be to ask qaeattona. WalpoU, To Mann, April 4, 1743.

telltale

Is there no mean between busybodies and Ml-doekt, be.

tween factotums and faineants?
Jiev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 131.

tolled (teld). An obsolete or provincial preterit

of tetn.

tellen (tel'en), M. [< Sp. telina = F. telUne, < NL.
TelUita, < Gr. tc'/Mpi;, a kind of shell-fish: see

Tellina.'i A bivalve of the genus Tellina or of

some of the related Tellinidx. P. P. Carpenter.

teller (tel'er), «. [< ME. tellere; < tein -t- -erl.]

1. One who counts or enumerates. Specifically—

(a) One of two or more persons, members of a deliberative

or legislative body, appointed, when a division takes place,

to count the votes cast for and against a pai-ticular pro.

posal or measure. In the British House of t'onimons there

are two tellers appointed for each party, of whom one for

the ayee and another for the noes are associated to check
each other in the telling. In the liiited States House of

Kepresentatives liut one is appointed for each party, (b)

tine of four officers (styled taUiem in old records) former-

ly employed in the British Exchequer to receive money
payable to the king and to pay money payable by the king.

The ofllce was abolished in 1S34 by 4 and 5 Will. IV., c. 15,

and the duties of the four tellers are now performed by a
controUer-general of the receipt and issue of the Exche-
quer. .See tailier.

Sir Edward [Carey] was a gentleman of the Chamber,
and one of the four TeUen of the Exchequer.

H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, ix.

(e) A fnnctionaiy in a banking establishment whose busi-

ness It is to receive or to pay money over the counter : as,

a receiving teller; a paying tMer.

2. One who tells, recounts, narrates, relates,

or communicates something to others: as, a
story-feH^-.

Sr Kenelm was a teller of strange things.
Evelyn, Diary, June 18, 1670.

It is as Zata that the city is famous, because it is as Zara
that its name appears in the pages of the great English
teller of the tale. JS. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 121.

tellership (tel'tr-ship), n. [< teller + -ship.'\

The office or post of teller; a position as teller.

..U . See to/efa«.

Telllcberry bark. See conessi ftort, under 6arA.-2

Tellina (te-li'nji), ». [NL. (LinnsBus, 1758), <

(jr. TfX^iT?, a kind
of shell-fish.] In
coneh., a genus of

bivalve moUusks,
ical of the fam-

y Tellinidte. Thew

Tiilima lingua/tlis (right valve).

See also cut under TtX-

^\ "^im ?^,°'™ *^^°n 'N*
P*™"" **' ^ telling-house (tel'ing-hous), «

I do. 111 tell. [Now coUoq.] ^^*,,, whieh shepherds on t:

shell has a strong ex-

ternal ligament: It Is

generally thin and
handsomely colored.

The animal baa very
long alphona. There
are many speciea^ both
living and extinct, of all coaata.

linidte.

telling (tel'ing), a. Effective; iinpressive; strik-

ing: as, a telling speech on tariff reform.

Not Latimer, not Luther, atruck more teUing blowa
againat falae theology than did this brave singer.

ifin«ra«n, Robert Bums.

One of the rude
pherds on the moor meet at

the end of the pa.sturing season, to tell or count
their sheep. S. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone,
ii., note. [Prov. Eng.]

tellingly (tel'ing-li), adr. In a telling manner;
so as to be effective ; effectively.

The doctrine that poetry, not philosophy, is the true in-

terpreUtion ot life, Is put tetUngly and persuasively.

The Academy, Dec 1, 1888, p. 34S.

TellinidtB (te-lin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tellina

+ -i(te.] A family of bivalve mollusks, of

which the genus Tellina

is the type. The animal
liai the mantle-lobes wide
open In front, but contlnunl
into very long, separate si-

phons behind: the labial

palpi are large and trUn.

TeJlina ratliata.

gular; the gills are united
behind and appendlculate

;

tbe foot ia tongue-ahaped and
compressed. The ahell la nearly equlvalve, and generally

baa cardinal and anterior and poaterior lateral teeth.

LitUeBarb-ry'atheveryllowerofthellook.acootdin'to tellinite (tel'i-nit), M. [< Tellina + -i7e2.] A
my tdl. B. Eggleeton, Tbe Centory, XXXV. 44.

teU2(tel),w. [< Ar. feH, a hill.] A hill or mound

:

common in Oriental place-names.

The eaat bank of the Tigria, where gigantic teUt or arti-

ficial mounda, and the traces of an ancient city wall, bore
evident witness of fallen gruatneaa.

Ateye. Brit., XVIL 611.

tellable (tel'a-bl), a. l< tein + -able.'] Capable
of bciiitr toll!'; worth telling,

tell-bill-wllly (tel'bil-wil'Y), n. [ImiUtive.]

The willet. .Si/mphemin semipalmata. See cuts

under vitlet lind Kimipalmate. [Bahamas.]

tell-clockt (tel'klok), n. [< tell^, r., -I- obj.

r/«(A-.] One who sits and counts the hours;

an idler.

fossil shell of the genus tellina, or some similar

one; a petrified tellen.

telltale (tel'tal), ». and a. [< tef/l, v., + obi.

tofci.] I. n. 1. One who officiously or heed-

lessly communicates information concerning
the private affairs of others; one who tells that

which is supposed to be secret or private; a
blabber; an informer; a tale-bearer.

One that quarrells with no man, but for not pledging

him, but takes all absurdities, and commits as many, and
is no tell-late next morning though bee remember It

J)p. Karte, .Micro-cosmographie, An Ordlnairie Honest
[Fellow.

If you see your master wronged by any of yonr fellow,

aervanta, be sure to conceal It, for fear of being called a

tM-talt. Swift, Advice to Servants (General Directlona).



telltale

The children, who are always house tell-tales, soon made
him acquainted with the little history of the house and
family. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, xi.

2. An indication or an indicator ; that which
serves to convey infonnation.

Paint those eyes, so hlue, so kind,
Eager teUtales of her mind.

M. Arnold, A Memory-Picture.

3. A name given to a variety of instruments or
devices, usually automatic, used for counting,
indicating, registering, or otherwise giving de-

sired infonnation. Specifically— (a) In organ-Udld-
infjr, a piece of bone, metal, or wood, moving in a slot,

which is so connected with the bellows as to indicate to

the blower or player by its position the state of the wind-
supply. (6) A hanging compass, generally In the cabin
of the commanding officer, (c) An index near the wheel
of a ship to show the position of the tiller, (rf) A turn-

stile placed at the entrance of a public hall or other
place of resort, and having a mechanism which records
the number of persons passing in or out. (e) A gage or
index which shows the pressure of steam on an engine-
boiler, of gas on a gas-holder, and the like. (/) A clock-
attachment for the purpose of recording the presence of

a watchman at certain intervals. Some forms of this de-

vice are provided with a rotating paper dial, showing the
hour and minute at which a watchman touched a project-
ing button communicating by a point with the paper dial.

(g) A small overflow-pipe attached to a tank or cistern to

indicate when it is full, (h) A bar to which are attjiched
strips of leather, set at a proper height over a railway
track to warn brakemen on freight-trains when they are
approaching a bridge.

4. In ornith., a tattler; a bird of the genus
Totanus in a broad sense: as, the greater and
lesser telltale, Totanus melanoleucus and T. fla-
vipes. See tattler, and out under yeUowlegs.

TL. a. 1. Disposed to tell or reveal secrets,

whether officiously or heedlessly; given to be-
traying the confidences or revealing the private
affairs of others; blabbing: as, ieHtaie people.

Let not the heavens hear these tell-t^e women
Eail on the Lord's anointed.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 149.

2. Showing, revealing, or denoting that which
is not intended to be known, apparent, or pro-
claimed: as, telltale tears ; teKtole blushes.

The telltale snow, a sparkling mould.
Says where they go and whence they came

;

Lightly they touch its carpet cold.

And where they touch they sign your name.
F. Locker, Winter f'antasy.

3. That gives warning or intimation of some-
thing: as, a telltale pipe attached to a cistern
or tank—Telltale clock. See clocks.

tell-trotht, "• Same as tell-truth.

tell-trutht (tel'troth), n. [Also tell-troth; < tein,

v., + obj. truth.'] One who speaks or tells the
truth ; one who gives a true account or report

;

a veracious or candid person.

Caleb and Joshua, the only two tell-troths, endeavoured
to undeceive and encourage the people.

Fuller, Pisgah Sight, IL iv. 8. (Trench.)

The rudeness of a Macedonian tell-truth is no apparent
calumny. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18ii5), II. 99.

tellural (tel'u-ral), a. [< L. tellus (tellur-), the
earth, -I- -al.'] Of or pertaining to the, earth.

tellurate (tel'u-rat), n. [< teUur{ic) + -afel.]

A salt of telluric acid.

tellur-bismutll (tel'er-biz'muth), n. [< tellu-

r(ium) + bismuth.'] Same as tetradymite.

telluret (tel'u-ret), ». [< tellur(ium) + -et.]

Same as telluride.

tellureted, telluretted (tel'u-ret-ed), a. [< tel-

lur{ium) + -et -\- -ed'^.] Combined with tellu-

rium— Tellureted hydrogen, HoTe, a gaseous com-
pound obtained by the action of hydrochloric acid on an
alloy of tellurium. It is a feeble acid, analogous in com-
position, smell, and other characters to sulphureted hy-
drogen.

tellurian (te-Wri-an), a. and n. [< L. tellus

(tellv.r-), the earth, -f -i-an.] I. a. Pertaining,
relating to, or characteristic of the earth or an
inhabitant of the earth.

They absolutely hear the tellurianlan^s wheezing, pant-
ing, crying "Bellows to mend" periodically, as the Earth
approaches her aphelion.

De Quincey, System of the Heavens. (Davies.)

U.n.l. An inhabitant of the earth : so called
with reference to supposed inhabitants of other
planets.

If anydistantworlds (which may he the case) are so far
ahead of us Tellurians in optical resources as to see dis-
tinctly through their telescopes all that we do on earth,
what is the grandest sight to which we ever treat them?

De Quineey, Joan of Arc. (fiavies.)

2. Same as tellurion.

telluric (te-lu'rik), a. [= P. tellurique = Sp.
telurico, < L. tellus (tellur-), the earth.] 1. Per-
taining to or proceeding from the earth : as, a
disease of telluric origin ; telluric deities.

How the Coleridge moonshine comported itself amid
these hot telluric flames . . . must be left to conjecture.

Carlyle, Sterling, i. 10. (Davies.)

6220

His [man's] knowledge, his ideas, his treasures of art

and literature, have a sensuous origin, just as this fruit

has a mineral or telluric origin. The Century, XIX. 890.

2. Of, containing, or derived from tellurium:

as, telluric acid— Telluric acid, H2Te04, an oxygen

acid of tellurium which is formed when tellurium is de-

flagrated with niter. The pure acid forms a white pow-
der soluble in hot water.— Telluric bismuth, the min-
eral tetradymite.— Telluric silver, hessite.

telluride (tel'u-rid or -rid), n. [< tellur-ium +
-ide^.] A compound of tellurium with an elec-

tropositive element. Also called telluret.

telluriferOUS (tel-u-rif'e-ms), a. [< telluri-um

+ L. ferre = E. ftearl.] Containing or yield-

ing telluritmi.

tellurion (te-Wri-on), n. [Also tellurian; < L.

tellus (tellur-) -\r -i-6n.] An instrument for show-
ing in what manner the causes operate which
produce the succession of day and night and the

changes of the seasons: a kind of oiTery.

tellurism (tel'u-rizm), n. [< L. tellus (tellur-),

the earth, + -ism.] See the quotation.

There is in magnetism two different actions— one which
depends upon a vital principle spread throughout nature,

and circulating in all bodies ; the other the same principle,

modified by man, animated by his spirit, directed by his

will. He thinks that the first sort of magnetism, which
he calls tellurism, or siderism, can be, etc.

Deleiue, Anim. Magn. (trans. 1843), p. 209.

tellurite (tel'u-rit), n. [< tellur(ous) + -ite"^.]

1. In chem., a compound of tellurous acid and a
base.— 2. In mineral., tellurium dioxid, a min-
era.l found in small yellowish or whitish spheri-

cal masses, having a radiated structure, occur-
ring with native tellurium.

tellurium (te-lii'ri-um), ». [NL., < L. tellus (tel-

lur-), the earth.] Chemical symbol, Te ; atomic
weight, 127.5. One of the rarer elements, oc-

curring in nature in small quantity in the native
state and also in combination with various
metals, as with gold and silver in the form of

graphic tellurium, or sylvanite, with gold, lead,

and antimony as nagyagite, and in several other
mostly very rare mineral combinations. Telluri-

um is a brittle substance. Its specific gravity is about 6.2.

Its chemical properties have made it a problem from an
early time, and it was first called aurum paradoxicm and
metallum problematunim. That it was not identical with
any metal previously known was demonstrated by Klap-
roth in 1798. Tellurium, although having a decided me-
tallic luster, and occurring in nature almost exclusive-
ly in combination with decided metallic elements, most
closely resembles sulphur and selenium in its chemical
reactions, and is generally classed at the present time
among the non-metallic elements, although considered by
Berzelius as being a metal,—Foliated tellurium. Same
as nagyagite.— Graphic tellurium. Same as sylvanite.

tellurium-glance (te-lii'ri-um-glans), n. Same
as naf/yagite.

tellurize (tel'u-riz), v. t. To mix or cause to
combine with tellurium— Tellurized ores, ores
which contain tellurium compounds.

tellurous (tel'u-rus), a. [< tellur-ium + -ous.]

Of, pertaining to, or obtained from tellurium.
—Tellurous acid, H2TeO,^, an oxygen acid of tellurium,
analogous to selenious acid, and, like it, formed by the ac-
tion of nitric acid on the element. It is a white insoluble
powder, forming with alkalis crystallizable salts.

Telmatodytes (tel-ma-tod'i-tez), n. [NL. (Ca-
banis, 1850), < Or. TeX/ia(T-), a marsh, -I- dvrr/c,

diver.] A genus of true wrens, or subgenus
of Cistothorus, under which is often named the
common long-billed marsh-wren of the United
States, C. or T. palustris. See cut under marsh-
wren.

telodjmamic (tel"o-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr. T?7?,f,

afar, + Svva/uc, power : see dynamic. ] In mech.

,

elect., etc., relating to or used in the transmis-
sion of power from or to a distance.

The mechanical method of traction by means of the (eZo-

dynamic cable is preferable to any electric system.
The Engineer, LXVII. 9.

telolecithal (tel-o-les'i-thal), a. [< Gr. r^Aof,

end, -1- ?.£Ktdo^, the'yolk of an egg.] In embryol.

,

having much food-yolk which is eccentric from
the formative yolk, as the large meroblastic
eggs of birds: correlated with alecithal (having
no food-yolk) and centrolecithal (which see).

The classification of animal eggs proposed by Balfour is

adopted ; viz., alecithal, telolecithal, and centrolecithal.
Nature, XXXVII. 60".

telopore (tel'o-por), n. [< Gr. reAof, end, -f-

TTopoQ, pore.] In embryol., a terminal pore left
by the closing from before backward of the
median furrow produced by the invagination
of mesoderm in the embryo of some insects.
Patten, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci., XXXI. 639.

telotroch (tel'o-trok), n. Same as telotrocha.

telotrocha (te-lot'ro-ka), n.
;
pi. telotrochse (-ke)

.

[NL. : see telotrochous.] The ciliated embryo
of polycheetous annelids, having a circle of cilia

around the body just in front of the mouth and
behind the eyes, on the segment which becomes

temerarious

the prsestomium. There is also usually in such em-
bryos another circlet of cilia around the caudal end of the
body, and a tuft upon the center of the prasstomium. See
atrocha, mesotrocha. Also, irregularly, teleotroclia.

telotrochal (te-lot'ro-kal), a. [< telotrocli-ous +
-al.] Same as telotrochous. Gegenbaur, Comp.
Anat. (trans.), p. 137.

telotrochous (te-lot'ro-kus), a. [< Gr.Tf/xif.end,
-(- Tfioxog, a wheel: see trochus.] Surrotmded
by terminal cilia, as an annelidous larva; hav-
ing the character of a telotrocha. Huxley, Anat.
Invert., p. 171.

teletype (tel'o-tip), n. [Irreg.< Gr. Tf/'/.e, afar, +
TbizoQ, type.] 1. A printing electric telegraph.
— 2. An automatically printed telegram.

telpher (tel'fer), a. [irreg. < iel(egraph) + Gr.

(phctv, carry, = E. bear'^. Cf. telpherage.] Of
or relating to a system of telpherage.

telpherage (tel'fer-aj), n. [< Ulpher + -age.]

Transportation effected automatically by the
aid of electricity ; specifically, a system of elec-

tric locomotion especially adapted to the trans-

fer of goods, in which the carriages are sus-

pended from electric conductors supported on
poles. Every carriage or train of carriages contains an
electric motor, which takes the current from the conduc-
tors upon which it runs.

This word "telpherage" ... is intended to designate
all modes of transport effected automatically with the-

aid of electricity. According to strict rules of deriva-

tion, the word would be " telephorage "
; but in order to

avoid confusion with "telephone," and to get rid of the
double accent in one word, which is disagreeable to my
ear, I have ventured to give the new word such a form
as it might have received after a few centuries of usage
by English tongues, and to substitute the English sound-
ing "telpher" for "telephore." In the most general
sense, telpher lines include such electric railway lines as
were first proposed by my colleagues, Messrs. Ayrton and
Perry. The word would also describe lines, such as I have
seen proposed in the newspapers, for the conveyance of
small parcels at extremely rapid rates. But to-night I
shall confine myself entirely to the one specific form in
which the telpher line first presented itself to my mind,
and which it has fallen to my lot to develop. In this form
telpher lines are adapted for the conveyance of minerals
and other goods at a slow pace and at a cheap rate.

Fleeming Jenkin, Jour. 8oc. of Arts (1884), XXXIL 64a

telpherway (tel'fer-wa), «. The road, line, or
way on which transportation by the system of
telpherage is carried on.

telson (tel'son), n. [NL., < Gr. rf^xiov, a boun-
dary, limit.] In zooh, the last segment, or an
azygous appendage of the last segment, or the
median axis of the last segment, whether in
one piece or more, of certain crustaceans and
araehnidans, as the middle flipper of a lobster's
tail-fin, the long sharp tail of a horseshoe-crab,
and the sting of a scorpion, in long-tailed crusta-
ceans a broad flat telson combines with similar swim-
merets to form the rhipidura. In some thysauurous in-

sects the telson is a sroidl plate at the end of the abdomen,
and is either a modified segment or, more probably, a me-
dian azygous appendage. See cuts under Amphithoe, Eu-
rypterida, horseshoe-crab, scorpion, and Squillida.

telt. An obsolete or provincial preterit of teU^.

Telugu (tel'^-go), n. [Also Teloogoo; < Telugu
Telugu, also Telunga, Telinga, etc., < Telingd,

one of the people of the country called TeliS-

gdna or Tilingana.] The language of the dis-

trict in the east of the Deccan inhabited by
the Telingas : a Dravidian dialect. Also used
adjectively.

temenos (tem'e-nos). «. ;
pi. temene (-ne). [< Gr.

rifievog, a piece of land marked off, a sacred
inclosure, < rifiveiv, raiielv, cut: see tome. Cf.
temple^.] In Gr. antiq., a sacred inclosure or
precinct; a piece of land marked off from com-
mon uses and dedicated to a god ; a precinct,
usually surrounded by a barrier, allotted to a
temple or sanctuary, or consecrated for any
other reason.
The building was surrounded with a wall of brick form-

ing a court or temenos. Encyc. Brit, II. 388.

Temenuchus (tem-e-nu'kus), n. [XL. (Caba-
nis, 1850), so called as occupying pagodas in
India ; < Gr. Teijn>ovxoc, holding a piece of land
(a sacred inclosure), < rf/znof, a piece of land,
a sacred inclosure (see temenos), + ixctv, have,
hold.] A genus of Old World starlings, with
exposed nostrils, a bare postocular area, and
an enormous crest of lanceolate feathers over-
hanging the back of the neck. The only spe-
cies is T. pagodarum, the pagoda-thrush of Latham,
originally described as"Brahm's martin" by Sonnini in
1782, which extends from Afghanistan to Ceylon, and is

a well-known bird of the whole peninsula of India. The
male is Si inches long, the wing 4, tlie tail 2J. The gen-
eral color is lavender-gray, varied with black, white, and
cinnamon : the long crest is greenish-black, the feet are
yellow, and the eyes are white. The female is similar, but
rather smaller and with a shorter crest. See cut on fol-
lowing page.

temerarioust (tem-e-ra'ri-us), a. [= F. feme-
raire = Sp. Pg. It. temerario, < L. tcmerarius,



temerarious

Pagoda ataxbnc \Trwi4nMtJkM4 frngaJMrum^.

that happens by chance, imprudent, < temere,

by chance, at random, raslily : see temerity, tem-

erouji.'] Heedless or careless of consequences;
unreasonably venturous; reckless; headstrong;
inconsiderate; rash; careless.

I ipake against Um^rarious jadgment,
Latimrr, 4th Sermon t>e(. Edw. VI., IMS.

temerarionslyt (tem-e-ra'ri-us-li), adv. In a
tfiniTiirioMs or presumptuous manner; rashly;
incuiiiiiderately.

It aaaert« and enact* that thejr bare no rlRbt, aa thejr

"UmtrvTimalu presame, and unirpedljr take on them-
aelven, to be parcel of tfae body. In manner claiming that
wltbont their aaaenta nothing can be enacted at any par-

liament within thia land." HaUam. (Imp. Diet)

temerationt (tem-e-ra'sh«>n), n. [< LL. temera-
tiin.ii-). a dishonoring or profaning, < L. Ume-
rare, pp. iemeralwi, violate, pollute, lit. 'treat

rashly,' < iemere, rashly, at random.] Contami-
nation ; profanation

;
pollution.

Thoee crrptlc wajn of Inatltollon by which the anclenta
did bide a Iteht, and keep It In a dark lantern from the
lememtSon of mder handlinK< and popular preachera.

Jrr. Tai/I>rr, Work* (ad. 188&X U. 121.

temerity (te-mer'i-ti), n. [= F. t^mHite = Pr.
tmuritttt = Sp. tenuriilatl = Pg. temeridade =
It. temirita. < L. temeritn{t-)n. chance, accident,
rashness, < tenure, by chance, casually, rash-

ly. Cf. tenuriiu.^.} Kxtreme venturesomeness

;

rashness; recklessness.

The lemrriln that rliki-d the fate of an empire on the
chance* of a ^ngle battle. Uattam, Middle Age*, I. *.

It appear* to me that I cannot, wltbont expoaing my-
leU to the charge of ttmtrity, aeek to diaoover the |lm-
penetrable] end* of IMty.

Aawofte, lledltatioii* (tr. by Veltch), It.

=8yiL Rathnat, Temtrity (iM itukiww); Tentoreacaie-
nes^, presumption, foolharalne**.

temerons (tem'e-nu), a. [< ML. ttmertu, devel-
oped after the analogy of other adjectives as
related to adverbs in -e, < L. temere, by chance,
rashly: see temerity, temerariout.l Heedless;
rash ; reckless. [Rare.]

renwTMtt laantnwe that ddight* In lojrei.

rwetrtmbm AuOon, Agt. an Ciutcdfaat Woman.
I have not the Umurmt* Intention of dtentUng for a

motiifiit. AOanUe MoHUa^, LXI. ffil.

temeroosly (tem'e-ms-Ii), adv. Heedlessly;
rashly ; recklesslyr [Rare.]

Not that I Unuroudy dlfflne any-
thing to come.

Bp. BaU, Image, IL foL «0.

temia (te'mi-»), n. A bird of
the (fenus ('rypinrhina of

Vieillot, ('. rariant.

T«ai* {.Cry^sirhimM vmriaHt).
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temiak ftem'i-ak), n. [Eskimo.] A jacket worn
by Eskimo men and women. See j«»ijwt2.

Seal-skin tetniake, or Jumpers, were found serviceable

only iu windy weatlier, and were but little used.

A. W. Gredy, .\rctic Service, p. 208.

Temminck's sandpiper or stint. See stint, 3.

Tenmorhis (tem'no-ris), «. [NL., < Gr. re/jveiv,

cut, + /wf, nose.] In oniith., same as Suthora.

temp. An abbreviation of Latin tempore, in the
time, or in the time of.

The history of the Cardinal of S. Praxedes, who made
it [the family of Bainbrigge] famous, Ump. Henry VIII.

N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. HO.

Tempean (tem'pe-an), a. [< L. Tempe, < Gr.
Jtii-r/, contraction of Tlftizea, pi., Tempe (see

def.) in Thessaly.] Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling Tempe, a beautiful vale iu Thessaly,
celebrated by the classic poets.

temper (tem'p^r), r. [< ME. temperen, tem-

pirtn, temprcn, < AS. 'temprioH = OF. teniprer,

F. tremper = Pr. temprar, trempar = Sp. tem-

plar = Pg. temperar = It. temperare, < L. tem-
perare, divide or proportion duly, mingle in

due proportion, qualify, temper, regulate, rule,

intr. observe measure, be moderate or temper-
ate, < tempus, time, fit season: see trmporal^.

Cf. tamper, v. Hence also ult. attemper, attem-

r-aie, eoniemper, distemper^, temperate, etc.]

fran«. 1. To modify by mixing; mix; blend;
combine; compound.
And other Treoa, that beren Venym ; azenst the whiche

there 1* no Medicyne but on ; and that Is to taken here
propre LcTea, and atanipe hem and Umpere bem with
Watre, and than drynke ft. JIaitdeviUt, Travel*, p. 189.

In CnapTinv '>'* ooloara, he lacked good aixe.

Sir T. Elyat, The Ooremonr, IU. 19.

The queen, air, vetr oft importuned me
To ten^per polion* for ber.

ShUt., Cymbellne, r. &. 2Sa

2. To combine in due proportions ; constitute

;

adjust; fit.

But God hath tempered the tiody together: . . . that
there abonld be no achlam In the body, but that the mem-
ber* should have the same care one for another.

1 Cor. zlL U, 25.

Who of u* can live eootent, aa we are tempend, without
aome hero to admire and worship?

U. Biakiua, Sermon* for New life, p. 57.

Either thi* being ahonld not have been made mortal, or
mortal existence sboald have been tempered to hia qual-
Itlea. lIa%rlhome, Seven Oable*, Ix.

3. To moisten, mix, and work up into proper
consistency; prepare by moistening, minng, or
kneading.

After the clay ha* been allowed to "mellow, or ripen,"
In pit*, under wat«r. It la pawed thmugh the pug-mill
and well knettled or tempered. Urt, DIcU, III. 807.

To teeeper dn mean* to mix it thoroughly, and prepare
It for the nae of the moulder, who must have It In a con-
dition not too soft nor yet too hard, but In a anltable state
of plaatlclty to be easily and S4>ll<lly moulded Into bricks.

C. T. Darin, Bricks and TUea, p. 106.

4. To modify or qualify by blending: as, to
temper indignation with pity.

I shall temper to
Justice with mercy a* may Illustrate molt
Them fully satisfied, and thee appeaaa.

iatom, r. L., z. n.
The young and happy are not 111 pleaaed to temper their

Ufe with a tranqiarent shadow.
Hawthorne, Seven Oable*, Iz.

Hence— 6. To restrain; moderate; mitigate;
soften; tone down the violence, severity, or
harshnefls of ; mollify; soothe; calm.

3lf thou tynei that toun, tempre thyn yre
As thy meny may malte thy meke to qiare.

Amieratiee Poeme (ed. Morria), 0. 775.

The water* whereof, temperally drunken, dU exceed-
ingly temper the bralne, and take away madncae.

PvrthoM, Pllgilmage, p. 3S2.

"Ood temper* the wind," said Maria, "to the shorn
lamb." Sterne, Sentimental journey (Maria).

Oloomy canopie* of stone, that temper the sonllght aa
It ftream* from the chapel windows.

J. A. aymondt, Italy and Greece, p. 173.

6. In musie, to tune or adjust the pitch of (the
tones of an instrument of fixed intonation, like

an organ or j)ianoforte). with reference to a
selected principle of tuning. The term 1* also ex-
tended to the tones and Interval* of the voice and of In-
trument* of free Intonation. See (<ni|wmiiwnt.

7t. To attune.
He rOrpheu*] wente hym to the howae* of helle, and

there he temprtde hl*e bUundyasynge soonge* by resown-
ynge itrenge*. Chaueer, BoMhlu*, IIL meter 12.

Meanwhile the rural dittle* were not mute.
Temper'd to the oaten flute. Milton, Lycldas, 1. 3.*!.

8f. To govern ; control; regulate; train.

He tempreth the tonge to-treuthe-ward and no tresore
couelteth. Piere Plouman (B), xlv. 808.

Cato . . . was so morhe Inflamed In the desire of lem-
Sitge that ... he conlde nat tempre him selfe in redyng
reke boke* whyles the .Senate was sittynge.

3ir T. Btyat, The Govemour, UL 24.

temper

9. To bring to a proper degree of hardness and
elasticity for use, as steel or other metal, steel
Is tempered by being first heated to a high temperatur^
and then rapidly cooled ; it is then reheated to tlie desired
temperature, and cooled again. The surface of steel when
thus reheated undergoes a regular succession of changes
of color, and these indicate exactly when the process is to
be stopped in order that the right hardness may be se-

cured. The following table exhibits the order of succes-
sion of the colors shown by the steel in tempering, also
the degree of the thermometer at which that color ap-
pears, and some of the articles for which that especial
hardness is best suited

:

Temperature. Color. Article.

430 Very pale yellow. . .Lancets.
450 Straw-yellow Razors and surgical

instrnments.
490 Brownish yellow. . .Scissors, chisels.

510 Purplish brown. . . .Axes, planes.
580 Purple Talile cutlery.

550 Light blue Springs, saws.
500 Dark blue Fine saws, augers.
600 Blackish blue Hand-saws.

Our men that went to discouer those parts had but two
Iron pickaxes with them, and those so ill temprred that
the points turned againe at euery stroake; but triall was
made of the Oare, with argument of much hope.

PuTchag, Pilgrimage, p. 761.

The temper'd metals clash, and yield a silver sound.
Dryden, .£neid, vill. 699.

lOf. To dispose.
Tlsshe

That tempers him to this extremity.
Shak., Eich. HI., L 1. 65.

n. intrant. If. To accord ; keep agreement.
Few men lightly temper with the stars.

Shak., 8 Hen. VI., Iv. 6. 29.

2. To become soft and plastic ; be molded; ac-
quire a desired quality or state.

I have him already tempering between my finger and my
thumb. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 8. 140.

temper (tem'pSr), n. [= It. tempera, ttmpra,
temper, kind, sort, tempera; from the verb.]

1. Mixture or combination of different ingre-
dients or qualities, especially iu the way and
the proportions best suited for some specific

purpose: as, the temper of mortar.— 2. Consti-
tution; consistency; form; definite state or
condition.

Yorlck wa* just bringing my father's hypothesis to some
letnper. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 32.

3t. Temperament.
The ezqulslteness of his [Christ's] bodily temper In-

creaaed the exqulsltenesa of his torment.
FvUer, Ptsgab Sight, I. 84.S. (rrencA.)

4. Disposition of mind; frame of mind; incli-

nation; humor; mood: as, a calm temper; a
hasty temper ; a sullen or a fretful temper.

A creature of a most perfect and divine temper; one in
whom the humours and elements are peaceably met, with-
out emulation of precedency.

B. Joneon, Cynthia's Revels, li. 1.

Grave Henry hath succeeded him in all things, and is a
gallant Gentleman, of a French Education and T'emoer.

Hotcetl, Letters, L Iv. 15.

Such aa have a knowledge of the town may easily clasa
themaelvea with temiien congenial to their own.

Qolilemith, Various Clubs.

It may readOy be Imagined how little such thwarting
agree* with the old cavalier's fiery temper.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 388.

6t. Calmness of mind ; temperateness ; moder-
ation; self-restraint; tranquillity; good tem-
per.

You are too siuplcloua,
And I have borne too much beyond ray temper.

Fletcher, Uouble Marriage, I, 1.

The Emperor heard the Heralds with great Temper, and
answered Clarencleux very mildly.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 275.

How could I think with temper of passing my days
among Yahoo*? Swift, Gullivers Travels, Iv. 10.

6. Heat of mind or passion ; irritation ; dispo-
sition to give way to anger, resentment, or the
like : as, he showed a great deal of teviper.— 7.
Middle character or course ; mean or medium;
compromise. [Obsolete or archaic]

A temper between [the opinions of | France and Oxford.
Jt^n Hampden, quoted by Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

They made decrees of toleration, ami appointed tempert
and expedient* to be drawn up by discreet persons.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 297.

The perfect lawgiver Is a Just temper between the man
of theory, who can see nothing but general principles, and
the mere man of business, who can see nothing out par-

ticular circumstances. Macaulay.

8. The state of a metal, particularly as to its

hardness and elasticity : as, the temper of iron

or steel.

His fears were vain ; Impenetrable charms
Secur'd the temper of th ethereal arms.

Pope, Hlad, zx. 315.

9. In sugar-works, white lime or other alkaline

substance stirred into a clarifier filled with



temper

cane-jnice, to neutralize the excess of acid.

—

Good temper, freedoin from passion or irritability ; good
nature.— Out of temper, in bad temper; irritated.

—

To keep one's temper, to avoid becoming angry or irri-

tated ; control one's temper.

But easier 'tis to learn how Bets to lay
Than how to keep your Temper while you play.

Cotujreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

To lose one's temper, to become angry,

tempera (tein'pe-ra), m. [It. : see temper.] In
painting, same as distemper'^.

Ti'mpera, or Distemper, is a method of painting in which
solid pigments are employed, mixed with a water medium
in which some kind of gum or gelatinous substance is

dissolved to prevent the colours from scaling off. Tem-
pera is called in Italy "fresco a secco," as distinguished
from "fresco buono,"or true fresco, painted on freshly
laid patches of stucco. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 157.

temperable (tem'per-a-bl), a. [< temper +
-able.'] Capable of being tempered.

Do not the constructive fingers of Watt, Fulton, Whitte-
more, Arkwright predict the fusible, hard, and temper-
able texture of metals? Emerson^ History.

temperament (tem'p6r-a-ment), n. [< p. tem-
perament = Sp. Pg. It. iemperamento, <L. tem-
peramentum, due proportion, proper measure,
< temperare, modify, proportion: see temper.']

1. State with respect to the relative propor-
tion of qualities or constituent parts ; consti-
tution ; mixture of opposite or different quali-
ties; a condition resulting from the blending
of various qualities.

The common law has wasted and wrought out those
distempers, and reduced the kingdom to its just state and
itmperainejU. Sir M. Hale.

2. That individual peculiarity of physical or-

ganization by which the manner of acting,
feeling, and thinking of every person is per-
manently affected: as, a phlegmatic tempera-
ment; a sanguine temperament; the artistic tem-
peramen t. Certain temperamental types have long been
recognized (see the phrases below) ; they may serve the
purposes of description, but do not represent any very
well marked natural groups.

3. A middle course or an arrangement reached
by mutual concession, as by a tempering of ex-
treme claims on eitherside; adjustment of con-
flicting influences, as passions, interests, ordoc-
trines, or the means by which such adjustment
is effected; compromise.

I forejudge not any probable expedient, any tempera-
ment that can be found in things of this nature, so dis-
putable on either side. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Auricular confession . . . was left to each man's discre-
tion in the new order : a judicious temperament, which the
reformers would have done well to adopt in some other
points. Hallam, Const. Hist., I. 88.

4t. Condition as to heat or cold ; temperature.

Bodies are denominated hot and cold in proportion to
the present temperament of that part of our body to which
they are applied. Locke, Elem. of Nat Phil., xi.

Madeira is a fertile island, and the different heights and
situations among its mountains atford such temperaments
of air that all the fruits of northern and southern coun-
tries are produced there.

B. Franklin, Autobiography, p. 313.

5. In music, the principle or system of tuning
in accordance with which the tones of an in-
strument of fixed intonation are tuned, or those
of the voice or of an instrument of free into-
nation are modulated in a given case. The rela-
tive pitch of the tones of an ideal scale may be fixed with
mathematical precision. An instrument tuned so as to
f>roduce such a scale, or a voice or instrument using the
ntervals of such a scale, is said to be tuned or modulated
in pure or j^st temperament. So long as these tones only
are used, no further adjustment is necessary. But if mod-
ulation be attempted, so that some other tone than the
original one becomes the key-note, one or more intercalary
tones are required, and the relative pitch of some of the
original tones has to be altered. To fit an instrument for
varied modulations, therefore, either a large number of
separate tones must be provided for, or the pitch of some
of them must be slightly modified, so that a single tone may
serve equally well for either of two or more tones whose
pitches are theoretically different. This subject is neces-
sarily of great practical importance in the construction
of keyboard-instruments, like the pianoforte and the or-
gan. Until comparatively recently such instruments were
tuned in mean-tone or mesotonic temperament, so called
because baaed on the use of a standard whole step or
mean tone, which is an inter/al half-way between a greater
and a less major second (see second^, step, and toneJ). This
standard was applied to the tuning of twelve digitals to
the octave— namely, C, C- D, Ea, E, F, Fft G, GJ, A, B(y,
and B ; and provided for harmonious effects only in the
keys (tonalities) of C, D, F, G, A, and Bfy major, and of D,
G, and Aminor. Other tonalities presented an intolerable
deviation from pure temperament, which was called the
"wolf." As the demand for greater freedom of modula-
tion Increased, various plans were tried for using more
than twelve digitals to the octave, or for distributing the
"wolf" more equally. 'I'he result of the latter effort is
the system of ecjual or even temperament, first advocated
by J. a. Bach early fn the eighteenth century, though not
universally adopted until the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, in which the standard interval is the mean semitone
—that is, the twelfth part of an octave. This distributes
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the "wolf" among all the tones of the Instrument, so that

the only intervals exactly true are octaves.- Modulation,
therefore, is made equally free in all directions; but, on
the other hand, all chords are more or less out of tune.

The benefits of the system in the way of providing a sim-

ple keyboard for music in many tonalities are largely

counterbalanced by the constant deterioration of the sense
of piu-e intonation on the part of those who use histru-

ments tuned in this compromise temperament. This un-

mistakable disadvantage, reinforced by the fact that key-

board-instruments are much used in conjunction with the

voice and with instruments of free intonation, like the
violin, in which a just temperament is to be expected, has
led to many new experiments with keyboards of more
than twelve digitals to the octave, but without any result

suitable for general adoption. Temperaments are some-
times known by various technical names, usually desig-

nating the interval chosen as a unit of measurement, such
as commatie, schistic, etc.—Choleric or blllous temper-
ament, a temperament which in its typical forms presents
a swarthy complexion, dark hair and eyes, well developed
musculature, strength of vital organs, and strong passions
with tenacity of purpose.— Lymphatic temperament,
a temperament which in its typical forms presents a pallid

skin, flabby muscles, and sluggishness of vital, voluntary,
and mental action.— Nervous temperament, a temper-
ament which in its typical forms presents delicate fea-

tures, frequent quick pulse, in itability of vital functions,
and alertness of mind and body.— Sanguine tempera-
ment, a temperament which in its typical forms presents
a brilliant complexion, activity of the circulation and res-

piration, ardent, not always persistent emotions, activity
of mind and enterprise, somewhat lacking in tenacity.

—

To set the temperament. See«e(i, ». «.

temperament (tem'per-a-ment), V. t. [< tem-
perament, n.] To constitute as regards tem-
perament.
Men are not to the same degree temperamented, for there

are multitudes of men who live to objectsquiteoutof them,
as to politics, to trade, to letters or an art, unhindered by
any influence of constitution. Emerson, Woman.

temperamental (tem'''p6r-a-men'tal), a. [<
tcnqivrament + -al.] Of or pertaining to tem-
perament.
Few overcome their temperamental inclinations.

Sir T. Broimie, Christ. Mor., iii. 22.

Undoubtedly there is a temperamental courage, a war-
like blood, which loves a fight, does not feel itself except
in a quaiTel, as one sees in wasps, or ants, or cocks, or cats.

Emerson, Courage.

temperamentally (tem'p^r-a-men'tal-l), adv.
In temperament; as regards temperament. Tlie
Century, XX. 89.

temperance (tem'p^r-ans), «. [Early mod. E.
also toiipcraunce; < ME. temperance, < OF. tem-
perance, temprance, F. temperance = Pr. tem-
pransa = Sp. templanza, temperancia = Pg. tem-
peranga = It. tempranza, < L. temperantia, mod-
eration, sobriety, < temperan{t-)s, ppr. of tem-
perare, moderate, temper: see temperant.] 1.
Moderation; the observance of moderation;
temperateness.

True sentiment is emotion ripened by a slow ferment of
the mind and qualified to an agreeable temperance by that
taste which is the conscience of polite society.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 366.

Particularly— (a) Habitual moderation in regard to the
indulgence of the natural appetites and passions ; restrain-
ed or moderate indulgence ; abstinence from all violence
or excess, from inordinate or unseasonable indulgence,
or from the use or pursuit of anything injurious to moral
or physical well-being ; sobriety ; frugality : as, temper-
ance in eating and drinking ; temperance in the indul-
gence of joy or grief ; in a narrower sense, moderation in
the use of alcoholic liquors, as beverages ; or, in a still

narrower sense as used by its advocates, entire abstinence
from such liquors: in this sensaalso used attributively:
as, a temperance society ; a temperance hotel ; a temperance
lecture.

If thou well observe
The rule of— Not too much ; by temperance taught.
In what thou eat'st and drink'st ; seeking from thence
Due nourishment, not gluttonous delight ; . . .

So mayst thou live ; till, like ripe fruit, thou drop
Into thy mother's lap. Milton, P. L., %L 531.

When the Chaldean Monarchy fell, the Persians, who
were the sword in God's right hand, were eminent for no-
thing more than their great temperance and frugality.

Stillinffjieet. Sennons, I. x.

Many a day did he fast, many a year did he refrain from
wine

; but when he did eat, it was voraciously ; when he
did drink wine, it was copiously. He could practise ab-
stinence, but not temperance.

Boswell, Johnson, March, 17S1.

(b) Moderation of passion ; self-restraint ; self-control

;

calmness.

And calmd his wrath with goodly temperance.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 34.

In the very torrent, tempest, and, as I may say, the
whirlwind of passion, you must acquire and beget a tem-
perance, that may give it smoothness.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 8.

2t. The act of tempering or mixing ; tempera-
ment.
The . . . mutuall coniunction and lust temperaunce of

. . . two studyes. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 24.

3t. Moderate degree of temperature; equal
state.

And in your bed lye not to bote nor to colde, but in a
temperaunce. Babees Book (K. E. T. 8.), p. 246.

4t. Temperature.

temperately

It tthe Island] must needs be of subtle, tender, and deli-

cate temperance. S/«t*., Tempest, II. 1. 42.

Temperance hotel, a hotel in which no intoxicating

liquors are supplied to the guest« or kept for sale.—Tem-
perance movement, a social or political movement hav-
mg for its object the restriction or nUAUion of the use of
alcoholic liquors as beverages. — Temperance Society,
an association formed for the purpose of suppressing
drunkenness. The basis on which these associations have
been formed has been that of an engagement on the part
of each member to abstain from the excessive or habitual
use of intoxicating liquors. But, since the most strictly

limited use of intoxicants as beverages is condemned by
many social reformers, this name has been very generally
applied to, or assumed by, associations which are more
correctly designated total-abstinence societies. =ByiL L (a)
Abstinence, Sobriety, etc. See abstemiousness.

temperancyt (tem'p6r-an-si), n. [As temper-
ance (see -cy).] Temperance.
temperantt, u. [ME. "temperant, te?nporaunt, <

OF. temperant, F. tempirant = Sp. It. temperante
= Pg. temperante,< L. temperan(t-)s, ppr. of tem-

perare, moderate, temper: see temper, temper-

ate.] Moderate; temperate.

Northwarde in places hote. In places colde
Southward, &nd temporannt in Est and West,

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

temperate Ctem'per-at), a. [< ME. temperate=
F. tempere = Sp. tcmplado = Pg. temprado, tem-
perado, < L. temperatus, pp. of temperare: see
temper. Cf. tempre.] 1. Moderate; showing
moderation; not excessive, lavish, or inordi-
nate.

And what you fancy to bestow on him.
Be not too lavish, use a temperate bounty.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii

Let not the government of the plantation depend upon
too many counsellors and undertaiers in the country that
planteth, but upon a temperate number.

BacoTi, Plantations (ed. 1887).

Rain-scented eglantine
Gave temperate sweets to that well-wooing Sun.

Keats, Endymion, i.

In these [early French Pointed capitals] alone is perfect
structural adaptation joined with the highest and most
temperate grace. C. II. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 208.

More especially— (a) Itoderate as regards the Indulgence
of the appetites or desires ; abstemious ; sober ; conti-
nent : as, temperate in eating ; temperate habita.

He that is temperate fleeth pleasures voluptuous.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 19.

If he be insatiable in plunder and revenge, shall we p«w
it by because In meat and drink he Is temperate ?

Macaulay, Conversations between Cowley and Milton.

(b) Not violent or extravagant in the use of language;
calm ; measured ; dispassionate : as, a temperate discourse.

The sentence of the board of generals which condemned
Andr6 remains, and no document could be more temperate
or better reasoned. Lecky, Eng. In 18th Cent, ilv.

2. Not swayed by passion; calm; self-con-
tained; self-restrained; not extreme in opin-
ions.

Whanne the .Sowdon had hard h>'m euery dele,
WIthynue a while he was right temperate.

Gencrydes(E. E. T. S.X 1. 1681.

The temperate man deliteth in nothynge contrarye to
reason. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, UL 20.

Who can be wise, amazed, temperate and furious,
Loyal and neutral In a moment ?

Shak., Macbeth, II. 3. 114.

Peace, lady ! pause, or be more temperate.
Stiak., K. John, ii. 1. 195.

3. Proceeding from temperance; moderate.
He [Richard Baxter] belonged to the mildest and most

temperate section of the Puritan body.
Macaulay, Hist Eog., iv.

4. Moderate in respect of temperature ; not lia-
ble to excessive heat or cold; mild; specifical-
ly, noting certain zones of the earth's surface.

When temperate heat offends not with extremes.
Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, iv. 1.

They said they came to an Island of a very temperate
Air, where they look'd upon it as the greatest Indecency
in the World to cover their Bodies.

N. Bailey, ti-. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 370.

5. In mnsic, same as toH/iercrf.- Temperate
zones, the parts of the earth Ijnng between the tropics
and the polar circles, where the climate is cooler tnan
between the tropics and warmer than within the polar
circles. The north temperate zone is the space Included
between the tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle ; and the
south temperate zone, that between the tropic of Capricorn
and the antarctic circle. See zon<. = Syu. 1-4. Moderate,
Temperate. See moderate.

temperatet (tem'p^r-at), »•. t. [< L. temperatus,
pp. of temperare, modify, temper: see temper, r.]
To temper; moderate.

In heaven and earth this power beauty hath—
It inflames temperance, and temp'rates wrath.

Marslon and Barksted, Insatiate Countess, I.

Sometimes temperated by the comfortable winds, to
which it lies open. Sandys, Travaileg, p. 178.

temperately (tem'per-at-li), adr. In a temper-
ate manner or degree.' (o) Moderately; not exces-
sively.



' temperately

I love good wine,

As I lore health and joy of heart, but temperately.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, lii. 1.

(ft) Without overindulgenoe in eating, drinking, or the

like; abstemiously; soberly.

God esteems it part of his senrice if we eat or drink ; so

it be temperately, and aa may beat preserve health.
Jer. Taylor.

(c) Without violence or extravagance ; dispassionately

;

calmly ; sedately.

Temperately proceed to what you would
Thus violently redress. Shak., Cor., 111. 1. 219.

temperateness (tem'p^r-at-nes), h. The state

or i^aracter of being temperate. Specifically— (a)

Moderation: freedom from excess: as, temperatetun of

language. (6) Due control of the natural appetites or de-

sires; temperance: sobriety. <r) Calmness; sedateness;
equanimity of mind, (d) Freedom from excessive heat or
cold : as, the temperatenest of a climate.

temperative (tera'per-a-tiv),a. [<LL. fempera-
(icM.v, serving to moderate, < L. temperare, tem-
per: »fc tcmiier.'] Having the power or quality

of toiiipiTiiifr.

temperature (tem'p^-r-a-tur), n. [< OF. tempera-

ture (also ' temi>erure, >"jlfc. temperure), F. tem-

perature = Pr. temprad/wra = 8p. templadura
= Pg. temjieratura, tempratura = It. tempera-
tura, < L. temperatura, due measure, proportion,
composition, or quality, temper, temperament,
temperature, < temperare, moderate, temper:
gee temper. Cf. temperure.'^ It. Mixture, or
that which is produced by mixture; a com-
pound.
Made a temperature of brass and iron toffctber.

Holland.

A proper temperature of fear and love. Ahp. Seeker.

2. Constitution; state; temperament.
The best composition and (smjimitiirs la to have open-

ness In fame and opinion, secrecy in habit.
Auxin, Simulation and Disslmnlation (ed. 1887).

3t. Moderation ; freedom from passions or ex-
cesses.

Id that proud port which her so (oodly (imc«th . . .

Moat goodly temperature ye maj deaei;.
Sptmtr, Sonneta, xUl.

A difBcult thing It Is for any man that la rich not to sub.
mit his minde and affection vntu his money ; and, passing
many a Cronus In wealth, to beare a modest lempiTature
with N'uma. Beymod, Bierarchy of Angela, p. fiM.

4i. Temper, as of metals.
The doe lemptrmlm* of still steeL

BdUmd, tr. of Plutarch, p. 96.

St. Temperatenem ; mildness.

This teriltvT betng IS. myle from the sboare, for plea*,
antnest of sest4L tor ttmporaturt of climate, fertility of
soyle, and oomoaitle of the Sea, ... la not to be excelled
by any other wbstaoeoer.

Qnoted In Capt. JoIm SmOX-e Works, L 87.

6. The state of a substance with regard to sensi-

ble heat; the degree or intensity of the sensible
heat of a body. Pilmarfly the oonoeiitioa of tempera-
ture is based OD tae dUfereot saoaatlons rndooed by bodies
when termed iM,mm, or eotd, the botiar body bdng ssid
to have the higher temperatnie. Again two bodias are aald

to have the same tampentnrc when, by bdag placed In
contact, neither Is heated or cooled by the otoer. But
these conceptions are relaUve. The absolate phnieal
condition implied tar temperature depends upon the na-
ture of heat. Heat being eonaidered to be DKHeenlar mo-
tion, temperatare (or the degree ol beat) Is the exprssslon
of the velodty of the motion. The mmoluU teale qf lem-
peratwrt rwcgnlces this prupeity , and preserves It In

nomerlcal measures which are proportional to the square
of the corresponding molecular velocities. Thus tempera-
tura has the same dimensions ss heat. The oteofut* «ro
o/ lemptraiHn Is the point at which molecular motion
ceases and all beat vanishes. This point is oompatcd to
be at ~?rs* on the centigrade scale. Sir W. Thomaon
has shown that the changea In either volume or pressure
of sn ideal gas would give an alisolnte scale of tempera-
ture which would give true relative meaaures of absolute
amounts of heat. In this system the temperatare ( is de-
fined by the eqnstion K~kt. iu which E Is the average
kinetic energy r "" of a perfect gas which has
that lemperatii onstant This Is called the
thernmiynanili ! temperature. It should be
noted that tem|>eniiiirt-ft oi actna] masses of matter, when
eipresseil on this scale, sk tme relstlve measures of the
sbaolute amounts of beat which they contain so far as
the specific heat of the bodies ranslns constant In
praotiee temperature Is measored by the changea pro.
dnead In bodies by heat, and thermometry Is the Instru-
mental art empl'oeil. F.xperinients show that the air- nr
gas-theniioinct*T »pi>r'ixiiiiHt^>)4 iiHist closely to the ther-
mo«lynsiiiic re<|iiireiiient that its indications shall bear a
linear relation to successive increments of heat. In the
next Instance, the normal mercurial thermonieter p«)s-

sessesthis property to a high degree, and the small de.
partures i,f its indtcationa m>m the linear law have been
made the Riilijf«_-t (rf elaborate Investigation, other ther-
momet<T» ililtrr tii .rf or Ii»« widely In their Indications
from the forec'

i

rtant t4>nott- that with-
out the therm .n the deflnitinn of
temperatiif'- i- irll nhir in-tniinent or
methiMl •

*

.-oiiHlder-

Ing the 1^ n>, It will
he r'-<'-- r thtriisual
F» irtdtrary.
N" rily a rela-
tive

I . > in any ab-
solulc lease. :ie« Uieruumelry.
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Water bolto at a lower temperature at the top of a moun-

tain than itnoes at the seashore, and . . . ice melts at

the same temperature in all parts of the world.
Clerk MaxweU, Heat, p. 33.

Our sensat ions of temperature vary considerably accord-

ing to the "subjective temperature.
J. SuUy, Outlines of Psychol., p. 167.

7. Specifically, the thermal element of weather
or climate. If the whole surface of the earth were either

land or water, and perfectly homogeneous, there would be
the same temperature at every point on the same latitude;

but In the case of an entire land surface the dirterence of

temperature between the equator and the pole, and conse-

quently the temperature gradient, would be much greater

than In the case of an earth entliely covered by water. In
the case of the sctual earth with continents and oceans, the
temperature gradients between the equator and the pole
on the continents are somewhat as they would be in the
case of an entire land surface, while on the ocean they
are somewhat as on an entire water surface, and conse-
quently the temperature gradients on the former are
greater than on the latter ; hence there are diiferences

of temperature on the same latitude in different longi-

tudes, and temperatnre gradients arise between regions
of land and regions of wster. As a result of these diver-

sifying conditions, the mean sea-level temperature can be
expressed as a function of latitude and longitude only by
empirical nethods, and by utilizittg a large mass of ob-

served data. The diminution of temperature with alti-

tude is a further variation that can often be indepen-
dently treated.

8. In phy»iol. and palliol., the degree of heat of

a living body, especiuUy of the human body.
It is usually taken, clinically, in the axilla, un-
der the tongue, or in the rectum.
The pulae, respiration, and temperature may Improve.

J. M. Camoeluin, Operative Surgery, p. »98.

Absolute temperataiei Seeoissltite.— Abaoluteiero
of temperature. Seedef. 6 and atettiufe.—Animaltem-
pentttire, the temperatura of an animal, which in cold-

blooded animala Is but slightly above that of their sur-

roundings, but in warm-blooded animals is maintained at a
mora or fessmnstant point considerably above that of their
snnoandlnga. In the latter It Is under the control of a
nerrooa (thermotaxlc) mechanism, and Is dependent on
the ooMdinsted regulation of the production of heat by
vital metabollam (thennogeneais) and the loss of heat
by conduction, by radiation, by evaporation, and other-

wise (thermolysis). The temperatura of a man In health,

taken In the mouth or axilla, varies from shout 86* to
80* t. Temperatare above this is called ^vretia.—Crit-
ical temperattire. Same as eritieal pouU ((X 8** un-
der miinii Mean tamperaton, a mean for any given
period of alr-teinperature* systematically observed each
day at a given place ; or, wltnout reference to time, the
mean of a aeries of temperature observations extending
over a long numl>er of years. The latter Is, mora specifi-

cally, the mean annmU Umpemtttre, and Is the avenge of
a series of annual means. Tlieannnal mean forany year Is

usually taken aa the average of all the monthly means

;

the monthly mean Is the average of the dally means ; and
the dally mean Is obtained from some combination of in-

dividual obaervationa,— ParrerM teinp«i«taze-8enaa-
tloni. See ssnsstMm.

temperature-alarmCtem'p^r-a-trir-a-l&rm'), ».

An adjustable apparatus for indicating auto-
matically the variation from a certain point of
the temperature of the place where it is fixed.

temperattire-cTirTe(tem'p<-r-a-tur-k^rv), ». A
eurv.' exliitiitiiit; the variations of temperature
during u K'veii i>eriod.

tempered (tem i>6rd), a. 1. Having a certain

temper or disposition; disiwsed: often used in

composition: as, a gooA-tempered toAn.

when was my lord so much nngently temper'd.

To sttm hi* ears against admontahment?
5*a*., T. andC.,v. 3.1.

Loath was he to move
From the imprinted oouch, and, when be did,

°Twas with slow, languid paces, and face hid
In maHUng handa. So lemper'd, out he stny'd.

KeatM, Kndymlon, IL

2. In music, noting an instrument, scale, or in-

terval that is tuned in aeoordance with some
other temperament than just or pure tempera-
ment, specifloally one tuned iu equal tempera-
ment. See temperament, 5 Tampered clay, clay
prepared formolding by moisteningandkneading.—Tam-
parad-cla7 mjohfiie in ^riekwumttf., one of a class of
machines by which tempered or moistened clay Is molded
Into hrickn or tiles—TemparedglaM. StegUut.

temperedly (tem'piT<l-li), adv. In a tempered
manner.
temperer (tem'p6r-*r), n. [< temper + -eri.]

One who or that which tempers, in any sense.

They are weiglwd oat In quantltlea of about 30 lbs.,

which oontaln b<om 250,000 to 500^000 needle*, and are
carried Iu boxes to the temperer. Ure, Diet., III. 410.

It Is the duty of the temperer to see that snfBclent water
Is let to the clay to soak It.

C. T. DafU, Bricks and Tiles, p. 113.

tempering (tem'pfer-ing), ii. [Verbal n. of tem-

per, v.] 1 . The process of giving to any metal
the desired hardness and elasticity. See tem-

per, 9. Also called aHnealing.— 2. In music,

the act, process, or result of tuning an instru-

ment, scale, or interval in accordance with
some other t«mperament than just or pure
temperament, especially with equal tempera-
ment. See temperament, 5.

tempestive

tempering-fumace (tem'per-ing'-f6r'nas), n. A.
furnace adapted for the uniform heating of ar-
ticles which are to be tempered.
tempering-OVen (tem'per-ing-uv'n), n. In
yUi.'is-maiiiif., an annealing-oven txsed after the
meltiiifr-oven.

tempering-wheel (tem'p^r-ing-hwel), «. An
apparatus for mixing and tempering clay for

use in brick-making, etc. it consists of a heavy
cast-iron wheel moving in a circular pit, and so geared that
it alternately approaches the central pivot and recedes-

from it.

temperouret, «. See temperare.

temper-screw (tem'p^r-stro), n. 1. In well-

boriiH), the connecting-link between the work-
ing-beam and the cable, which is let out as fast

as the drill penetrates the rock, so as to regu-
late the play of the jars, when the whole length of
the screw is run out, It is disengaged and carried up, so
as in a few minutes to be ready for another run. See cut
under oii-derrick.

2. A set-screw the point of which bears against
an object or a bearing, and serves to adjust it.

E. H. Knight.

temperuret, «• [ME., also temperoure, tem-
pritre, < OF. 'temperure, < L. temperatura, due
measure, temper, temperature : see tempera-
ture.'] Tempering; temperament.

The temprure of the mortere
Was maad of lycour wonder dere.

Rom. qf the Roie, 1. 4177.

An other suche as Arione,
Whiche had an harpe of suche temprure
. . . that he the bestes wilde
Made of his note tame and mllde.

Gmeer, Conf. Amant, Prol. (.R%chard«on.y

tempest (tem'pest), w. [< ME. tempest, tempeste^

< OF. tempeste, F. tempete = Pr. tempesta (< L.
as if 'tempesta; cf. tempestus, adj.) = Sp. tem-
j)e»tad= Pg. tempestade = It. tempestd, < L. tetn-

pesta(t-)s, time, esp. time with respect to phys-
ical conditions, weather, and specifically bad
weather, a storm or tempest, hence also com-
motion, disturbance, < tempus(tempor-, tempos-),

time: see temporal'^.] 1. A very violent storm

;

an extensive current of wind, rushing with great
velocity and ^^olence, and commonly attended
'with rain, hail, or snow ; a furious gale ; a hurri-

cane.
Whan thel In ese wene best to lyve.

They ben with tempest alle fordnnre.
Rom. q^ Us Rote, 1. !I782.

What at first was called a gust, the same
Hath now a storm's, anon a tempegt't name.

Donne, The Storm.

2. A violent tumult or commotion; perturba-
tion ; violent agitation : as, a tempest of the pas-
sions; a popular or political fe/Hpe«f.

The tempett In my mind
Doth from my senses take all feeling else
Save what beat* there. Shak., Lear, 111. 4. 12.

A tempest In a tea-pot, > great disturbance over s smalt
matter. = Syn. 1. Hurricane, etc See «Hnd2.

tempest (tem'pest), e. [< ME. iempesten, < OF.
iempesier, F. temp4ter = Pr. Sp. tempestar =
Pg. tempestear = It. tempcstare, storm; from
the noun.] I. trans. To disturb violently, as
by a tempest; rouse; throw into a state of

commotion; agitate.

Tempett thee noght al croked to redresse.

In trust of htr that tumeth as a ball.

Chaucer, Truth, L 8.

Part huge of bulk.
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait.

Tempett the ocean. MUton, P. L., vil. 412.

Your laat letten betray a mind . . . tempested up by a
thousand various passions.

Qoldtmith, CItUen of the Worid, xlvll.

H, intrans. To descend as a tempest; be
tempestuous; storm. [Bare.]

And, by their excess
Of cold In virtue, snd cross heat In vice,

Thunder and tempett on those learned heads.
Whom Cnsar with such honour doth advance.

B. Jonton, Poetaster, v. 1.

tempestarian (tem-pes-ta'ri-an), n. A sorcerer
who professed to raise tempests by magical
arts. Jliiuiham, Antiquities, xvi. 5.

tempest-beaten (tem pest-be'tn), a. Beaten
or disturbed by or as by a tempest.

In the calm harbour of whose gentle breast
My tempett-beaten soul may safely rest.

Dryden, Aurengtebe, 1. 1.

tempestivet (tem'pes-tiv), a. [< OF. 'tempestif
= Sp. I'g. It. tempcstiro, < L. tempestirus, timely,

seasonable, opportune, < tempestas, time: see

tempest.l Timely; seasonable.

This despised and dejected shrub . . . was left stand-

ing alone, neither ol)scured from the comfortable beams
of the Stnine, nor couered from the chearefuU and (em-
pettiue showres of the Heauens.

Heyvood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. S32..



tempestively

tempesrtivelyt (tem'pes-tiv-li), adc. Season-

ably.

Dancing is a pleasant recreation of body and mind, if

temptttitxly used. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 499.

tempestiTityt (tem-pes-tiv'j-ti), n. [= Sp.

tempestitidad = OR. tempestivitd, < L. tempesti-

vita(t-)s, timeliness, seasonableness, < tempesti-

rus, timely, seasonable: see tempestive.'] Sea-

sonableness.

since their dispersion, and habitation in conntries whose

constitutions admit not such te?npf«<tCTTi/ of harvests, . . .

there will be found a great disparity in their observations.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 3.

tempest-tossed, tempest-tost (tem'pest-tost),

a. Tossed by or as by a tempest.

Though his bark cannot be lost.

Yet it shall be tempest-tost.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 8. 26.

tempestuous (tem-pes'tu-us), a. [< OF. tem-

pcstiieux, F. tempStueiix = Pr. tempestuos, tem-

pestos = Sp. Pg. teiripestuoso = It. tempestoso, <

LL. tempestuosus, stormy, turbulent, < L. tem-

pestas, tempest : see tempest^ 1 . Very stormy

;

turbulent; rough with wind ; stormy: as, a tem-

pestuous night. Also used figuratively.

We had now very tempestuous Weather, and excessive

Kains, which so swell'd the River that it overflowed its

Banks', so that we had much ado to keep our Ship safe.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 360.

Her looks grow black as a tempestuous wind.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, iv. 4.

High in his hall, rock'd in a chair of state.

The king with his tempestuous council sate.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Epistles, xi. 76.

2. Subject to fits of stormy passion ; impetu-

ous.

Bruno was passionate, tempestuous, and weak. Ouida.

tempestuously (tem-pes'tu-us-li), adv. In a

tempestuous manner; with great violence or

oommotion ; turbulently.

tempestuousness (tem-pes'tu-us-nes), n. The
state or character of being tempestuous; stor-

miness; turbulence.

templar (tem'plar), n. [Formerly also tempter;

< ME. templere = D. tempelier = G. tempter, <

OF. (and F.) templier = Pr. templier = Sp. Pg.

templario = It. tempiere, < ML. templarius, a

templar, prop, adj., < L. templum, a temple : see

fcmpfel.] 1. leap.] A member of a military

order, also called Knights Templars or Knights

of the Temple, from the early headquarters of

the order in the Crusaders' palace at Jerusalem
(the so-called temple of Solomon). The order was
founded at Jerusalem about 1118, and was confirmed by

the Pope in 1128. Its special aim was protection to pil-

grims on the way to the holy shrines, and the distinguish-

ing garb of the knights was a white mantle with a red

<:ross. The order took a leading part in the conduct of

the Crusades, and spread rapidly, acquiring great wealth

and Influence in Spain, France, England, and other coun-

tries in Europe. Its chief seats in the East were Jerusa-

lem, Acre, and Cyprus, and its European headquarters was
a foundation called the Temple, then just outside of Paris.

The members were composed of knights, men-at-arms,

and chaplains ; they were grouped in commanderies, with

a preceptor at the head of each province, and a grand
master at the head of the order. The Templars were ac-

cused of heresy, immorality, and other oflenses by Philip

IV. of France in 1307, and the order was suppressed by
the Council of Vienne in 1312.

In that Temple duellen the Knyghtes of the Temple,
that weren wont to be clept Temptereg; and that was the

foundacioun of here Ordre. MandevUle, Travels, p. 88.

2. A student of the law, or a lawyer, so called

from having chambers in the Temple in London.
See temple\ 5.

The reader cannot but observe what pains I have been
at in polishing the style of my book to the greatest exact-

ness : nor have I been less diligent in refining the orthog-

raphy by spelling the words in the very same manner as

they are pronounced by the chief patterns of politeness at

court, at levees, at assemblies, at play-houses, at the prime
visiting places, by young (empier«, and by gentlemen-com-
moners of both universities, who have lived at least a
twelvemonth in town, and kept the best company.

Sunift, Polite Conversation, Int.

The Whigs answered that it was idle to apply ordinary
rules to a country in a state of revolution ; that the great
question now depending was not to be decided by the saws
of pedantic Templars. Macauiay, Hist. Eng., x.

Good Templar, a member of the Society of Good Tem-
plars, organized for the promotion of total abstinence from
intfjxicating drinks, and modeled in some respects upon
the system of freemasonry.—Knights Templars, (a) See
def. 1. (6) See knight.

'templar (tem'plar), a. [< LL. templaris, of or

pertaining to a temple, < L. templum, temple

:

see temple^.'] Of, pertaining to, or performed
in a temple. [Bare.]

Solitary, family, and templar devotion. Coleridge.

^template (tem'plat), n. Same as templet.

'temple^ (tem'pl), n. [< ME. temple, < AS. tempi,

tempel = D. G. Sw. Dan. tempel = OF. (and F.)
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temple = Sp. Pg- templo = It. tempio, < li. tem-

plum, an open space, the circuit of the heavens,

a consecrated place, a temple, prob. for *temu-

lum, akin to Gr. rf/jfvof, a piece of ground cut or

marked off, a sacred inclosure, < rtfivuv, Tafieiv,

cut (see temenos).] 1. An edifice dedicated to

the service of a deity or deities, and connected

with a system of worship. The most celebrated and

architecturally perfect of the ancient temples were those

ofthe Greeks, as that of Zeus at Olympia, that of Atliena

Parthenos (tlie Parthenon) at Athens, and that of Apollo at

DelphL The form ordinarily given to classical temples was

Greek Teiuple. Diagram illustrating the construction and arrange-

ment of the Doric temple of Athena, v^ina.

/<, stereobate. i, stylobate. C. C, columns of peristyle. A interior

columns of cella. £, capital of column: A, abacus; i, echmus:y,
hypotrachelium. J^, entablature : a, architrave ; *, frieze ; c, cor-

nice; rf.triglyph; /, metope;/./, mutules; i^, regula with gutta. O,

acroterium. //, //, portions of the pediment. 7. /, walls of cella.

JC, K, hypothetical apertures in the roof for the admission of light to

the cella.

that of a rectangle, but sometimes the construction was

circular, or even of irregular plan. Vitruvius divides tem-

ples into eight kinds, according to the arrangement of their

columns : namely, temples in antis(6ee aiUai ), prostyle, am-
phiprostyle, peripteral, dipteral, pseudodipleral, hypethral,

and monopteral. (See these words.) In regard to inter-

columniation, they are further distinguished as j)i/«>08<i/(e,

systyle, eustyle, diastyle, and areostyle structures, and in

regard to the number of columns in front, as tctrastyle,

hexastyle, oetastyle, and decastyle. (See these words.) Cir-

cular temples are known as monopteral, with or without

a cella. The temples of ancient Egypt are impressive

from their great size and from the number and mass

of the pillars ordinarily introduced in their construc-

tion; tliose of India are remarkable for the elaborate-

ness of their plan and elevation, and the lavishness of

their sculptured decoration. See also cuts under dip-

teral, cella, monopteron, oetastyle, pantheon, opisthodonws,

and prostyle.

In this connection the term "house of God" has quite

a different sense from that which we connect with it when
we apply it to a Christian place of worship. A temple is

not a meeting-place for worshippers ; for many ancient

temples were open only to priests, and as a general rule

the altar, which was the true place of worship, stood not

within the house but before the
'"- •"<--•-- >- -•- »i.-

dwelling-house of the deity to

whose presence is marked by a statue or other sacred sym-

bol ; and in it his sacred treasures, the gifts and tribute

of his worshippers, are kept, under the charge of his at-

tendants or priests. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 166.

2. The religious edi fiee of the Jews in Jerusalem

.

templify

The true Christian . . . loves the good, under whatever

temple, at whatever altar he may find them.
Sydney Smith, In Lady Holland, ni.

4. Metaphorically, any place in which the di-

vine presence specially resides.

Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy

Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are

not your own ? 1 ^''* vL 19.

My chamber were no temple, my body were no temple,

except God came to it. Donne, Sermons, iv.

5. [cap.'] The name of two semi-monastic estab-

lishments of the middle ages, one in London,

the otherin Paris, occupiedby the KnightsTem-
plars. The Temple Church, London, is the oidy part of

either establishment now existing. On the site of the

London Temple the two Inns of Court called the Middle

Temple and Inner Temple now stand ; they have long been
occupiedbybarristers, and are the joint property of the two

societies called the Societies of the Inner and of the Mid-

dle Temple, which have the right of calling candidates to

the degree of hamster. The Temple in Paris was the pris-

on of Louis XVI. and the royal family during their sufler-

ings in 1792 and 1793.

6t. An inn of court.

A gentle mannciple was ther of a temple.

Cliaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 5«7.

Master of the temple, see nMwteri.— Temple Jar,

temple vase, a jar or vase such as are used for the decora-

tion and certinoiiial of religious temples in China, Japan,

etc.—Temple Jewelry. Hee jewelry.

templel (tem'pl), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. templed,

ppr. templing. [< temple^, «.] To build a tem-

ple for; appropriate a temple to; inclose in a

temple. [Rare.]

The heathen (in many places) templed and adored thl«

drunken god. Feltham, Kesolvea, L 84.

temple^ (tem'pl), n. [< ME. tem2>le, < OF. temple,

F. tempe, dial, tetnple= Pr. templa = It. tempia,

< L. tempora, the temples, pi. of tempus, temple,

head, face.] 1. The region ofthe head or skull

behind the eye and forehead, above and mostly

in front of the ear. This area corresponds to the tem-

poral fossa above the z.vgomatic arch, where the skull is

very thin and is covered by the temporal muacle.

King Helenus wav'd high the Thracian blade.

And smote his temples with an arm so strong

ITie helm fell off, and rolld amid the throng.
Pope, Iliad, liii. 729.

2. In entom., the posterior part of the gena, or

that immediately beneath the eye.— 3. One
of the bars sometimes added to the ends of

speetaele-bows to give them a firmer hold on
the head of the wearer. See spectacle, 5.—4.

An ornament worn at the side of the head or

covering the side of the head, mentioned in the

fifteenth century as apparently sometimes of

needlework, sometimes set with jewels. Fair-

holt.
within the house but before the door. The tewipie is the fo_,ni-3 Ctprn'ril) « r< F temnle templet.! An
dwellin.-house of the deity to which it is consecrated. *^Kment t^a loom foHeeVn" elolh

stretched, while the reed beats the threa<ls into

place after each throw of the shuttle. One
form is automatic, releasing the cloth and then

„. ^ stretching it after each stroke of the lay.

There were three buildings successively erected in the templcleSS (tem'pl-les), a. [< temple^ + -Jess.]

same spot, and entitled, from the names of their builders,
Tipvni,! f,f o temnlp Bulwer Caxtons. iv. 2.

the temple of Solomon, the temple of Zerubbabel, and L)e\oia Ot a tempie. /ju(M-ct-, v^axious,

the temple of Herod. The first was built by Solomon, and tcmplert (tem pier), «. See templar.

was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar about 686 B. c. The templet (tem'plet), n. [< F. templet, a stretcher.
second was built by the Jews on their return from the < l templum, a small timber, a purlin.] 1. A
captivity (about 537 B. C), and was pillaged or partially .,„*(.„.„ -^m,ifi„ „_ model used to indicate the
destroyed several times, as by AntiochusEpiphanes, Pom- pattern, guiae, or mouei lisea to indicate lue

pey, aiid Herod. The thh-d, the largest and most magnlft- shape any piece of_work IS to as-

cent of the three, was begun by Herod the Great, and was
completely destroyed at the capture of Jerusalem by the

Eomans (A. D. 70). Various attempts have been made to-

ward the restoration of the first and the third of these

temples, but scholars are not agreed In respect to archi-

tectural details. The ornament and design were in any
case of severe and simple character, though rich materials

were used. The successive temples all consisted of a com-
bination ot buildings, comprising courts separated from
and arising one above another, and provided also with

chambers for the use of the priests and for educational

purposes. The inclosure of Herod's temple covered nine-

teen acres. It comprised an outer court of the Gen-
tiles, a court of the women, a court of Israel, a court of

the priests, and the temple building, with the holy place,

and within all— entered only once a year, and only by
the high priest— the holy of holies. Within the court of

the priests were the great altar and the laver, within the

holy place the golden candlestick, the altar of incense,

and the table for the showbread, and within the holy of

holies the ark of the covenant and the mercy-seat.

Out of that seyd Temple oure Lord drof the Byggeres
and the Selleres. MandevUle, Travels, p. 86.

And he sware, By this Habitacle— that is, the Themple.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 138.

3. An edifice erected as a place of public

worship; a church; in France, specifically, a

Protestant church, as distinguished from a Ro-
man Catholic place of worship, which alone is

usually spoken of as a church (eglise).

That time [for the outward service] to me towards you
is Tuesday, and my temple the Rose in Sniithfleld.

Donne, Letters, xxiv.

Templet for a
Baluster.

sume when finished. It may also be
used as atool in modeling plastic material,

or as a guide placed in a milling-machine,
shaper-lathe. or other automatic cutting-

machine. In these applications it may be
a thin piece of wood or metal, with one or

all the edges cut In profile to the shape of

the baluster, cornice, part of a machine, or
otherobject tobewrought toshape. Tem-
plets are also used as guides in filing sheet-

metal to shape, as in making small brass

gears for clocks, sheets of brass being
clamped between steel templets, and all the

parts projecting beyond the edges being
filed away. Templets are used in found-
ing as patterns in forming molds In loam.

2. A strip of metal used in boiler-making,

pierced with a series of holes, and serving as a
guide in marking out a line of rivet-holes.— 3.

In building: (a) A short piece of timber or a

large stone placed in a wall to receive the im-

post of a girder, beam, etc., and distribute its

weight. (6) A beam or plate spanning a door-

or window-space to sustain joists and throw
theirweight on the piers, (c) One of the wedges
in a building-block. E. H. Knight.—4. Same
as tempts.— 5. In a brilliant, same as l>e:el, 2.

See cut under brilliant.

Also template.

templify (tem'pli-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp. tern-

plified, ppr. templifying. To make into a temple.
[Rare.]



templiiy

That shall we come to, if we can take order that while
we be here, before we go hence, our ixxliea, we get them
lempHjied^ as 1 may say, procure they be framed after the
BimUitude of a Temple, this I'emple in the text [John ii.

19). Bp. AiidreicSf Sennons, II. 361. {DavUs.)

templin-Oil (teia'plin-oil), n. [< tfmplin (f) +
(/i7.J Uil of pine-cones; an oil isomeric with
ami verv similar to oil of turpentine, obtained
by distillation of the cones of /*i»m.s Pumilio.

teinpol (tem'po), II. [It., < L. tempm, time: see

f' ».«2, temporall.'] 1. In music, the relative ra-

pidity of rhythm; time; movement. It is indi-

cated either hy sncb terms as^roix, lento, adajio. imderato,
affe-yro, prejifo, etc. («oethese word*),with Tarious mod ify i tig

adverbs like motlo. non troppo, jn'u, etc, or by reference to

a machine called the metronome (which seel Amodiflca-
tion of t he origi i].'il tempo of a giren piece is Indicated by
terms like accftrraiuto, $tring«ndo, raUenJUxndo, ritenvio,

etc. .A flcr such modiAcation, a return to the original tem-
po is marked by a tempo or a tempo vrimo. An irregular

or caprlciouB tempo is marked by adtibUum, a piaeere, or
ternptj ruhato. A change from one kind of rhythm to an-
other without change of speed is marked by VisUsto tempo.

2. The characteristic rhythmical and metrical
movement or pattern of a dance : as, tempo di

raise, tempo di menuelto, etc Senza tempo. See
nftt^a.—Tempo PTlmo. Heeprimo.

tempo^ (tem'po), «. [Jap., < Chinese tienpao,
heavenly recompense.'] An oval brass coin,

with a square hole in the middle, first coined in

Japan during the period "tempo" (1830-43 in-

clusive), ana now equal to eight rin or cash, or
eight tenths of a sen. One hundred and twenty-
five tempos make one yen.
temporal^ (tem'po-ral), a. and n. [< ME. tem-
poral, < OF. temporal, temporel, P. temporel =
Pr. Sp. Pg. temporal = It. temporale, < L. tem-
poralis, < tempMt (tempor-), season, time, oppor-
tunity: see tense^.1 L o. 1. Of or pertaining
to time; expressing relations of time: as, atem-
porctl clause ; a temporal adverb.

TempoTot Use.— By far the moat frequent nae of tbe A.
S. abaolute participle I* to indicate relatlona of time, a fact
that Is not snrprUng, tince In latin all the niea of the alv
latlTe abaolute qiTyng from the temporal use of the abla>
tWe. Amer. Jour. PkOoL, X. SM.

2. Of or pertaining to time in the sense of
the present life or this world; secular: distin-

guished from spiritual.

with trae prayen . . .

Trom faattng maida, wboae minds are dedicate
To tmM^iaivnU. Slui*., M. for M., ii. 2. lU.

Tbrtton. wa* thli thy •plrltoal pretence?
Bat 1 thy actions were too tentpenU.

Drayton, Barooa' Wan, U. S4.

She took more efteetoal meana tban any of b«r predeoea.
•ore to etreamiortbe tbe temporal powera of the deny.

PmeoU, Perd. and Iia., U. ».

3. Measured or limit«<l by time, or by this life

'ir this state of tilings ; having limited existence

;

f short duration; endtiringforatime: opposed
• > eternal.

Fonothe he that hath nat roote In hym self, bat It la

temporal; that is, it laatith hot a litll tyme.
(•Ve^, MBt.xiil.Zl.

Tbe thing* which are seen are temporal, bat tbe thing*
which are not seen are etamal. i Cor. It. 18.

4. In gram., relating to a tense, or to tbe dis-

tinction of time expressed by tenses.

The teoaeleas phraae In order to, aaed alike tor preaent
and peat parpoeea In Kngll«h, fall* to conrey thelemporat
Ideaa conreyed by the Latin preaent and imperfect sab-
JunctWe. Amer. Jour. PhOol., VII. 490.

I/>rds temiMraL Seefoni.— Ttanporalatignient. Bee
avgmeiu, :£.—Temporal ecoentilclty, peer, propMl-
tua. etc. See tbe noans.—Temporal power, the role
or dominion of an ecclesiastic in material as distinguished
from splrltnal matter* : used chiefly with reference to the
rule of the Tope, who was an Impcftant temporal or terri-

torial ruler in Rome and orer a conaiderBble part of Italy

fmm the early middle agea down to 1870. ••ijlL 1 Secu-
lar, Bartkty, etc (*ee vorttHy), terrcetrlal. mundane.—

3

and 8. TVmfwrory, Temforoi. Temporary, lasting but a
short time : to, a temporary staging ; temporal, lielonging
to time, hence belonging to this world, secalar, or limited
by time, not permanent, althoogb perbapa not so fleeting

as tempvrary thing*.

n. II. Anything temporal or secular; a tem-
iKirality; a temporal matter or affair.

If we wait the coming of the angel, and in the mean
' ime do our duty with care, and sustain oar temporale with
indiaerency. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. \IS3i\ I. 7».

Tlie procarator has the care of the temporals at the cod-
Tent, and is always a Spaniard.

Poooeie, Description of the East, II. L 11.

temporal^ (tem'po-ral), a. and n. [= F. tem-
poral, < NL. temptira'lis, < L. tempora. the tem-
ples: see temple^.] 1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to
*'

'
'

' - ' ' *'io head: said chiefly

of man.— 2. In en-
-.

,
...,.; : 1 just behind or be-

neath the compound eyes.— Anterior temporal
artery, one of the two terminal bmnclM-s of the super-
ficial temporal artenr, ramifying over the fore part of
tbe head, and distrimiteii to the orbicular and fn>ntal
roaaeles. tbe pericranium, and the skin.— Deep tem-
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poral arteries, two branches, the anterior and the pos-

terior, of the internal maxillary, supplying the temporal
muscle. - Deep temporal nerves, two branches, ante-

rior and posterior, of the inferior maxillary nerve, distrib-

ated to the anterionunl j>osterior p<irtion8of the tempttrai

fossa.—Middle temporal artery, a branch of the super-

ficial temporal, ari^^in;: close above the zygoma, and dis-

tributed to the temporal muscle.— Middle temporal
vein, a large vein which receives the blood from the
substance of the temporal muscle, and unites above the
zygoma with the temporal Tein.— Posterior tempo-
ral artery, the larger of the two terminal branches of

the snperncial temporal, ramifying on the side of the

head, and distributed to the coverings of the skull.

—

Superficial temporal artery, the temporal ajtery

prui)er, one of the two terminal nranches of the external
carotid, lieginning a little below the condyle of the jaw,
passing through the substance of the parotid gland, and
dividing above the zygoma into the anterior and posterior

temporal. It gives branches to the parotid gland, the
masseter mus*:le, and the articulation of the jaw.— Tem-
poral aponetirosis, the temporal fascia.— Temporal
arch. Same as ?j/;;"mflli'c areh (wnlch see, under z^/f/otiMitic).

—Temporal axtery, an arterial branch supplying the
temporal region or muscle, especially the superficial tem-
ponu artery. — Temporal E>one. in human anat., a com-

f>lez and composite bone, representing several distinct and
ndependent bones of many vertebrates, situated at the

RigbC Tcnporal Booc, tnacr nrlkoe.

side and base of the akoU, In the region of the ear, whose
Internal organs It ooatalns within Its sobetance. It Is usu-
ally deacrfbed as being compoeed of three sections— the
sqaamoas, the mastoid, ana the petroos- which terms,

ttTeaipecmlBonc, oaterioffMe. iDoned Ha«ikow«atealof «t-

iot—-^'— wtwse DAines ai« prialad la iM*U cspttals. )

howerer, apply only to part of the elemaota of which the
bone Is maile up— the petroas and mwtnM tections being
artiflcbOly distinguished, and cuii eayndtag to the perl-

oUc. petrosal, or petramastold bone of oomparatlre anat-

Ce^uit rmrOatscMee^iee
tie M l^ffof tympmM

TCNSMTVMnun
itgxifCMnIM Cenel

iToenoATi

^Jeceeeom-il^rn

CoeMtee

<i rorAneU^itme

Si0*Ke

Uteetmf'

OcetptUtOn

Riffht Temporal Bone, mider vaatmce ,

omy, while the tympanic or tympanal bone, forming the
so-called Tsglnal and auditory processes, is properly a

temporariness

separate element (see tympanic, tympanoliyal). The so-

called styloid process is also a distinct element, belong-
ing to the hyoidean arch, its ankylosis with the temporal
of man being anomalous. The general character of the
temporal bone is maintained throughout mammals, but is

greatlymoditted in other vertebrates—Temporal canal,
a small canal leading from the orbital to the temporal sur-

face of the malar bone, for the pass.age of one of the divi-

sions of the teniporomalar nerve.—Temporal convolu-
tions, the three convolutions of the temporal lobe on the
convex surface of the hemisphere, immbered tirst, second,
and third from above downward; the temporal gyri.—
Temporal fascia, fossa, ganglion. See the nouns.—
Temporal fissures, same as temporal sulci.—Tempo-
ral gyrl. ^ee yi/rH*.— Temporal lines, see ii'/ie-, and
cut under panWrtf,— Temporal lobe. Same as temporo-
sphenoidallobe t which see, under h)be).— Temporal mus-
cle, that muscle of mastication of man and many other
vertebrates which arises from the surface of the temporal
fossa, above and in front of the ear, and is inserted into
the coronoid process of tlie lower jaw. But its relative

size, its shape, and to some extent its site vary much in
different animals.— Temporal plane. See planed.—
Temporal point, a tender point on the back part of the
temple or the auriculotemporal nerve, or a little lower
down just alH)ve the zygoma. It is developed in neuralgia
of the inferior division of the fifth nerve—Temporal
region, the temple and adjacent parts: practically the
same as the temporal fossa and its contents.—Tempo-
ral ridges. Same as temporal Knfs.—Temporal suIcL
See st/fetw.— Temporal suture. Same as jtelrosqitatnout

tuture (which see, under pelrof^juamoTctj.— lempOTal
vein, tlie vein Jissociated with the superficial temporal
artery, forming by union with the teniporomaxillary vein
the beginning of the principal external jugular vein.

II. n- The bone of the temple, or os tempo-
ris. See temporal bone, above.
temporale (tem-po-ra'le), n. [ML., neut. of L.

leiiiporali.t, of the time: see temporal^.'] That
part of the breviary and missal which contains
the proper portions of the daily offices, in the
order of the ecclesiastical year, beginning with
Advent.
temporality (tem-po-ral'i-ti), n. ; pi. temporali-

ties (-tiz). [Early tiiod. 15. also temporalitie ; <

OF. temporalitf, F. temporality = Sp. tempo-
ralidad = Pg. temporalidade = It. temporalitd,

< LL. tetnporalita\t-)s, temporariness, present
custom, fashion, < L. temporalis, of the time:
see temporal'^.'] 1. In Eng. law, the state or
character of being temporary: opposed to per-
petuity.— 2\. The laity.

Wherwitb who so flndeth faulte blamed not onelye the
clergie but also tbe temporalitie, which be and bane bene
al this while partners in the authorttle of the making and
consernadon of this lawe. Sir T. More, Works, p. 232.

3. A secular pos-session ; specifically (in the
plural), property and revenues of a religious

corporation or an ecclesiastic, held for religious

uses: contradistinguished from spiritualities,

at matters of which the civil courts have no
jurisdiction.

Many hold temporalitiee, tItheSL and glebes unlawful.
Bev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 75.

UsTing asufflclent fortune of my own, I was careless of
temporalitie*. Goldsmith, Vicar, IL

Ooardian of the temporalities. See guardian.

temporally (tem'po-ral-i), adv. With refer-

ence to time ; specifically, with respect to the
present life only.

Sinners who are in such a tenmorally happy condition
owe It not to their sins, but wholly to their luck.

SinM, Sermons.

temporalness (tem'po-ral-nes), n. The state

or ((uality of being temporal; worldliness.

Cotgrave.

temporalty (tem'po-ral-ti), ft.
;

pi. temporalties

(-tiz). [Early mod'. Ef. also temporaltie ; < OF.
'temnoralte: see temporality.'] 1. The laity;

secular persons; secular affairs.

The prince of Mo*ooaie . . . vsurpeth this autorifle as-

well ouer the spirltualtle a* tbe temporaltie : constitutynge
what him lysteth of the goods sod lyfe of al men.

if. Uden, tr. of SIglamandu* Liberus (First Book* on
(America, ed. Arber, p. 318).

If now we attempt to find In Henry's treatment of the
temporalty a reflexion of the principles on which he dealt

thus summarily with the spirituality, what do we find?
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 202.

2. A secular possession ; a temporality.

The Caliph (who retayned the highest place still in their

superstition, although dlspoyled of his Temporaltiet),
Purcluu, Filgrfanage, p. 279.

temporaneous (tem-po-ra'ne-us), a. [= Sp.

tempordnco = Pg. It. tempordneo, < L. tempora-

neus, timely, opportune, < temptts, time, season,

opportunity: see temporal^, tense^.} Tempo-
rary.

temporanti, a. See temperant.

temporarily (tem'po-ra-ri-li), adv. In a tem-
porary iiianiior; for a limited time only; not
peqictiinlly or permanently.
temporariness (tem'po-ra-ri-nes), w. The state

or character of being temporary; transitori-

ness: opposed to jjernjanence odOlperpetuity.
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temporary (tem'po-rft-ri), a. [=F. temporairt,

= Sp. Pg. lempora'rio, < L. temporariua, lasting

but for a time, < tempus {iempor-), time, season:

see temporal^.'] 1. Lasting for a time only;

existing or continuing for a limited time ; not

permanent.
These temporary truces and peaces were Boone made

and sooue broken. Bacon, Hisf. Hen. VII., p. 191.

I am satisfied, that, as we grow older, we learn to loolc

upon our bodies more and more as a temporary posses-

sion, and less and less as identiHed with ourselves.

O. W. Ilolinei, Professor, viii.

2t. Contemporary; of the period. [Rare.]

This excellent little piece ["Devil upon Two Sticlcs"),

though it admits of some temporary strokes, such as the

ridicule on the college of physicians, the political doctor,

<tc., yet exhibits them worked up in so brilliant and gen-

eral a manner as to be always new.
W. Cooke. S. Foote, 1. 83.

Temporary administrator. Same as gperial admin-
istrator (which see, under s/x-c/oO—Temporary alle-

giance. seenHf^iicf,i.—Temporary cartilage, see

cartiYajf.—Temporary excise, iive Aclofthe Hereditary

Excise, under fjrcisf-.—Temporary hours. See hour.—
Temporary injunction. Sue ad interim injunction, un-

der tiy'MnfKun.— Temporary star, a star which bursts

in a few days into great brilliancy, and after some weeks
or months sinks into lasting dimness. =Syn. 1. Tempo-
rary, Temporal {s(.^e temporal^), transient, fleeting, transi-

tory, ephemeral, evanescent, brief.

temporisation, temporise, etc. See temporiza-

tioii, etc.

temporistt (tem'po-rist), n. [< L. tempus (tem-

por-), time, season, + -is(.] A temporizer.

"Why turn a temporixl, tow with the tide? Marston.

temporization (tem"po-ri-za'shon), 71. [= F.

temporisation = Pg. temporisa(;.S<> ; as temporize

+ -(ition.'\ The act of temporizing; time-serv-

ing. Also spelled temporisation.

He [Graunt] allows that suspicions and charges of tempo-
rization and compliance had somewhat sullied his repu-
tation. Johtison, Ascham.

temporize (tem'po-riz), V. ('.; pret. and pp. tem-

jmrized, ppr. temporizing. [= F. temporiser =
Sp. Pg. temporizar = It. temporeggiare ; as L.
tempus {tempor-),t'niie, se&eon, + -ize.'\ 1. To
comply with the time or occasion, or with the
desires of another; yield temporarily or osten-

sibly to the current of opinion or circumstances.

The Dauphin is too wilful-opposite.

And will not temporize with my entreaties

;

He flatly says he'll not lay down his arms.
Shak.,K. John, v. 2. 125.

Twaa then no time her grievance to reveal,

"He 's mad who takes a lion by the ears."

This knew the Queen, and this well know the wise.

This must they learn that rightly temporize.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 36.

2t. To parley.

For that he could not brook to temporise
With humours maskM in those times' disguise.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

All these temporize with other for necessities, but all as
vncertaine as peace or warres.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 128.

3. To dilly-dally; delay; procrastinate.

The Earle of Lincolne. deceived of his hopes of the Coun-
tries concourse unto him (in which case he would have
temporized), . . . resolved ... to give him [the king]
battaile. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 43.

All parties joined in entreating for the people a share in

legislation. The duke of York temporized.
Bancroft, Hist. TJ. S., II. 413.

Also spelled temporise.

temporizer (tem'po-ri-zer), ». [< temporize +
-erK'] One who temporizes ; one who yields to
the time or complies with the prevailing opin-
ions, fashions, or occasions; a trimmer; a time-
server. Also spelled temporiser.

We have atheists that serve no God, mammonists that
serve their money, idolatei-s that serve creatures, apostates
that forsake God, worldlings, temporiKern, neuters, that
serve many, serve all, serve none.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, I. 444.

temporizing (tem'^o-ri-zing), p. a. [Ppr. of
temporize, v."] Inclined to temporize ; comply-
ing with the time or with the prevailing humors
and opinions of men ; time-serving.

The proceedings exhibit Henry (IV.l as a somewhat
tempormng politician, but not as a cruel man.

Slubhs, Const. Hist., § 303.

temporizingly (tem'po-ri-zing-li), adv. In a
temporizing manner.
temporo-alar (tem''''po-r6-a'lar), a. In ornith.,

pertaining to the temporal region and to the
wing: as, the teTOporo-afar muscle.
temporo-alaris (tem'po-ro-a-la'ris), «.; pi.
temporo-alares (-rez). The temporo-alar muscle
of a bird. It is nearly the same as that usually
called the dermotensor patagii. Viallane.

temporo-auricular (tem"p"o-r6-a-rik'u-lar), a.
Of or pertaining to the temporal and auricu-
lar regions of the head : applied to one of the
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divisions of the trigeminal nerve. See auricu-

lotemporal.

temporoccipital (tem'po-rok-slp'i-tal), a. Per-

taining to the temple and the back of the head

;

common to the temporal and occipital regions

of the skull.

temporofacial (tem"po-r6-fa'shal}, a. Of or

pertaining to the temporal and facial regions of

thehead Temporofacial nerve, the larger of the two
terminal divisions of the facial nerve, distributed to the

supra-auricular and pre-auricular muscles, the frontalis,

corrugator supercilii, and orbicularis palpebrarum.

temporohyoid (tem'''po-r6-hi'oid), o. Of or

pertaining to the temporal and hyoid bones:

noting muscles or ligaments connecting these

bones. See epihyal, stylohyal.

temporomalar (tem'''p6-r6-ma'lar), a. Of or

pertaining to the temporal fossa and the malar

bone Temporomalar canals, canals leading from
the orbital to the temporal and facial surfaces of the ma-
lar bone. Tliere are usually two, known as the temporal

and the malar cawrf.—Temporomalar nerve, a small

branch of the superior maxillary nerve distributed to the

skin of the cheek and temple : same as orbital nerve (which

see, under orbital).

temporomandibular (tem"po -ro -man - dib'u-

liir), a. Of or pertaining to the temporal bone
aiid the mandible, or lower jaw-bone. See tem-

poromaxillary.

temporomastoid (tem'^po-ro-mas'toid), n. A

^mx.

Skull of Frog (.Rana escuUnta), showing Z, the large temporomas.
toid ; D, dentary bone of lower mandible ; EO, exoccipital ; Fr, Pa,

frontoparietal; Mx, maxilla; Na, nasal; Pmx, premaxilla; Pt,

pterygoid ; QJ, quadratojugal.

bone of the temporal and mastoid region of the

skull in Amphibia, as in Eana.
temporomaxillary (tem''''po-r6-mak'si-la-ri), a.

1. Of or pertaining to the temporal region and
the cheek or upper jaw : noting a vein and other

structures.— 2. Pertaining to the temporal
bone and the lower jaw-bone ; temporomandib-
ular: as, the temporomaxillary articulation.

—

Temporomaxillary articulation', in man and other
mammals, the joint by which the under jaw is hinged upon
the squamosal part of the temporal bone, in the glenoid
fossa of the temporal bone. This is the only freely mova-
ble articulation of the skull, being that which permits the
mouth to be opened and shut. It does not exist below
mammals, for in all other vertebrates the mandible ar-

ticulates indirectly with the rest of the skull, by the inter-

vention of a suspensorium of some sort. See cuts under
sJ-uiii.—Temporomaxillary fibrocartUage. Seejibro-

carttfajre.—Temporomaxillary vein, a vein formed by
the union of the temporal vein and the internal maxillary
vein. It descends through the parotid gland, and finally

divides into two branches, one of which joins the facial

vein, and the other, joining the posterior auricular, be-

comes the external jugular vein,

temporoparietal (tem''p9-r6-pa-ri'e-tal), a. Of
or pertaining to the temporal and parietal

bones: as, the temporoparietal suture (the con-
tinuous parietomastoid and squamosal sutures).

temporosphenoid (tem'po-ro-sfe'noid), a.

Same as splienot^^mporal,

temporosphenoidal (tem"po-r6-sfe-noi'dal), a.

Same as sphenotemporal Temporosphenoidal
conyolutions or gyrl. Same as temporal yyri (which see,

under ,7i/r!(«).—Temporosphenoldallobe. SeeJ<*e,and
cerebral hemispliere (under cerebral).

tempret, ''• A Middle English form of temper.

tempret, tempreet, «• [ME., < OF. tempre, < L.

tcmperatus, temperate: see temperate, a. Cf.

attempre, a.] Temperate.
But the Contree where he duellethe in most comounly

is in Gaydo or in Jong, that is a gode Contree and a tern-

pree aftre that the Contree is there; but to men of this

Contree it were to passyiig hoot.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 240.

Now had the tempre Sonne al that relevyd.
Chaucer, Prol. to Good Women (Ist version), 1. 116.

[The later version reads ate^npre.]

temprelyt, adv. [ME. temprehj, temperelly ; <

tempre, a., + -ly'^.^ Temperately.

Govemeth yow also of youre diete
Al temperelly, and namely in this hete.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale (Harl. MS.X 1. 262.

tempruret, «. See temperure.
tempsi (F. pron. ton), n. If. See tense^.—2.
Specifically, in legerdemain, the right opportu-
nity for executing a required movement. This is

gained by some act which distracts the attention of the
audience while the trick is being done.

temps^t, tempsei, «. See temse.

tempt (tempt), V. t. [< ME. tempteu (pp. some-
times temped), < OP. tempter, tenter, tanter, F.

temptation

tenter = Pr. temptar = Sp. Pg. tentar = It. ten-

tare, tempt, < L. tentare, handle, touch, try, test,

tempt (also in form temptare, not a reg. variant,

and explainable only as an ancient error due

to some confusion ; cf . E. daunt, < OF. daunter,

dompter, < L. domitare, etc.), freq. of tenere, pp.
tentuSj^ioM: ^ee tenant. Cf. attempt, etc.'i 1.

To put to trial ; try ; test ;
put to the test. [Ar-

chaic]
Sothli he seide this thing, temptinge him ; foraotb he

wiste what he was to doynge. Wycli/, John vi. 6.

Tempte hem frist on werkes smale.

In ereed lande the plough as for to hale.

Palladius, Husbondrie (K E. T. S.X p. 132.

God did tempt Abraham. Gen. xxli. 1.

2. To entice; attract; allure; invite; induce;

incline; dispose; incite.

I am a weak one,

Arm'd only with my fears : I beseech your grace

Tempt me no further. Fletcher, Loyal .Subject, iU. 3.

Still his strength conceal'd.

Which tempted our attempt, and wrought our fall.

Hilton, V. L., i. 642.

It was now that he began to tempt me about writing

"the Dutch War." Eveiyn, Diary, Feb. 13, 1669.

Green covered places tempted the foot, and black bog-

holes discouraged it R. D. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, lij.

3. To incite or entice to evil ; entice to some-
thing wrong by presenting arguments that are

plausible or convincing, or by the offer of some
pleasure or apparent advantage as the induce-

ment; seduce.

Thus deuelis ther wilis caste
With ther argumentis greetc,

& thritti 3eer thei foondid faste

To tempte Jhesu in manye an hete.

Hymns to Ftr^rtn, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Let no man say, when he is tempted, I am tempted of God

;

for God cannot be tempted with evil neither tempteth he
any man ; but every man Is tempted when he is drawn
away of his own lust and enticed. Jas. i. 13, 14.

4. To provoke; defy; act presumptuously to-

ward.
Ye shall not tempt the Lord yoiu' God. Dent vL 16.

Tempt him not so too far ; I wish, forbear

:

In time we hate that which we often fear.

Shot., A. and C, L 3. 11.

It behoov'd him to have bin more cautious how he
tempted Gods finding out of blood and deceit.

MUton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

5t. To attempt; endeavor to do, accomplish,
or reach; venture on.

Who shall tempt, with wandering feet.

The dark unbottom'd infinite abyss?
Milton, P. L., ii. 404.

What though defeated once thou'st been, and known,
Tempt it again. B. Jormm, Catiline, U. 1.

= Syn. 2 and 3. To lure, inveigle, decoy, bait, bribe,

temptt (tempt J, n. [< tempt, r.] An attempt.

By the issues of all tempts they found no certain con-
clusion but this, "God and heaven are strong against us
in all we do.

"

Uooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 76.

temptability (temp-ta-bil'j-tij, «. [< temptahle

+ -ity (see -InlityJ.'] The character of being
temptable.
temptable (temp'ta-bl), a. [< tempt + -aile.'i

That may be tempted; accessible to tempta-
tion.

If the parliament were as temptable as any other as-

sembly, the managers must fail for w^ant of tools to work
with. SvHft.

temptableness (temp'ta-bl-nes), n. The char-

acter of being temptable; temptability.

temptation (temp-ta'shon), «. [< ME. tempta-

cioun,<, OF. temptacion',' tentation, F. tentation

= Pr. temptacio, tentacio = Sp. tentdcion = Pg.
tenta^ao = It. tentazione,< L. tentatio(n-), trisil,

temptation, < tentare, try, test, tempt : see
tenqri.^ 1. The act of testing or trying; trial.

[Archaic]
Or hath God assayed to go and take him a nation from

the midst of another nation, by temptations, by signs, and
by wonders? Deut. iv. 34.

A temptation is only another word for an experiment,
or trial ; a trial whether we will do or forbear such a

thing. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. iv.

2. Enticement to evil, as by specious argu-
ment, flattery, or the offer of some real or ai>-

parent good.
Most dangerous

Is that temptation that doth goad us on
To sin in loving virtue.

Shak., M. forM.. iL 2. 184.

He who resigns the world has no temptation to envy,

hatred, malice, anger. Steele, Spectator, No. 28i

He drilled himself till inflexible habit stood sentinel

before all those postern-weaknesses which temperament
leaves unbolted to temptation.

Loirett, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

3. The State of being tempted, or enticed to

evil.



temptation

And le«d [bring, R. V.] us not Into Umptatum, but de-

liver us from evil [the evil one, E. V.]. Mat, vi 13.

In the sixth petition [of the Lord's Prayer], which is,

"And lead us not into temptation^ but deliver us from
evil," we pray that God would either keep us from being
tempted to sin, or support and deliver us when we are

tempted. Shorter Catechum, ans. to qu. 108.

By one man's firm obedience fully tried

Through all temptation. Milton, P. R., L 5.

4. That which tempts, or entices to evil; an
enticement; an allurement; any tempting or

alliiring object.

Set a deep glass of rhenish wine on the contrary casket,

for if the devil be within and that temptation without, I

know he will choose it. Shot., 11. of V., L 2. 106.

There is no place, no state, or scene of life, thAt hath
not its proper and peculiar temptations.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. i.

temptational (temp-ta'shon-al), a. [< tempta-

tion + -at.] Of the natnre of temptation;
tempting; seductive: as, "the temptational

apeiiov of lust." J. Caldicell, Homiletical Mag.,
VI. 106.

temptationless (temp-ta'shon-les), a. [< temp-
tation + -l€ss.'\ Having no temptation or mo-
tive. Hammond, Works, IV. vii. [Rare.]

temptations (temp-ta'shus), a. [< temptttti{on)

+ -</».<.] Tempting; seductive. [Obsolete or
rare.]

I, mr liege, I. O. that temjilatimu tongne

!

DeatJt 0} Rob. B. nf Hunt., F. 1. (Nart$.)

She pat It [a hat] off and looked at It There was some-
thing almoet humanly winning and templatimu In It.

Barper't Mag., LXXVnL 66&.

tempter (temp't6r), ». [< ME. temptour. < OF.
tempteor, 'tempteur, tenteur, F. tentateur = Pr.

Sp. Pg. tentador=lt. ieniatore, <li. tentator,one

who tempts or attempts, < ientare, tempt: see
tempt.'] One who tempts; one who solicits or
entices to evil.

Is this her fault or mine?
The tnmter or the tempted T

Skak., M. for M., it 2. 1«3L

The tempter, the gremt advenary of man ; the derfl.

Anil when the tempter came to him, be said. If thoo be
the Sou of God, command that these stones be made bread.

Mat. iv. s.

0o glofed the tempter, and his proem tuned

;

Into the heart of Eve hii wonu made way.
JftZton, P. L, iz. M».

tempting (temp'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of tempt, c]
That tempts, entices, or allures; attractive; se-

ductive : as, tempting pleasures.

So ponerM itomakea hana ibaj bom* to women that
the mora part of their Ituylwnai torttm thej hane made
she denyla. Bp. /mm, EngUah Votarlea, Pret

To whom [his precoraoral he thus owed the service, often
an Important one In such caaea, of ezhaniting the most
tempting forma of erronr.

lf7b«aMi2, Novum Otganon Kenovatam.

temptingly (t«mp'ting-li), adr. In a tempting
manner; seductively; attractively; alluringly.

How temptingly the landaoipe shines ! The air
Hrrath'-s invlution. tTordswort*, Ezconlon, ix.

temptingness (temp'ting-nes), n. The state
of being tempting.
temptiont (temp'shon), n. A rednoed form of
temptation.

Conceal her ; let me not
As much as luiow her name ; there 'a lempHon in t.

MiddletoK m»i tiMeUy, Spanish Oypay, i. J.

temptress (temp'tres), n. [FDrmerly also temp-
ttrciui ; < ME. temptretsr, i OF. trmptretue (cf.

F. tentatrice = It. tentatrice); as tempter + -ess.']

A woman who tempts or entices.

She was my tsmptrmt, the foul provoker. Asft

tempns (tem'piis), n. [L., time: see tense^,

temporal^.] In medietal miixir, a method of di-

viding a breve into semibreves— that is, rhyth-
mical Kulxlivision. In tempia peifeetum a brere la

equal to three semibrerea. In Ismnts iin|«n/«dliMi to two.
Compare nuxfel, 7 (tX i"^ pnialun, 4.

temse (tcms), n. [Formerly also tems, temps,
tepipnc; < ME. temse, tempse, < AS. 'ternes= MD.
tenw. lemst, D. lemM = MLG. temes, temis, temese,
a colander, sieve ; cf. F. tamis = Pr. iamis = 8p.
tamiz = It. Utmigii) (Venetian tamiso) (ML. to-

misium), a sieve; origin obscure.] A sieve; a
searce : a bolter : a strainer. See the quotation
from '• Notes and Queries." According to a com-
mon statement, the proverbial saying " Hell never set the
Thames on fire " (tbiit is, hell never make any figure In
the wortd) contains this word In a corrupt fonn. "The
temm was a corn-sieve which waa workeil In former times
over the receiver of the sifted flour. A hard-working,
active mail would not nnfrMjuently ply the temae so
quickly as Ui set Ore to the wooden hoop at the bottom."
(Brever.) No evidence for this statement appears. The
word namiet was la Middle Eogliah Ttmm, etc., Angio-
Baioo Ttrntm. (Obaolete or prov. Eng.)

Marcolphns t^e a lytyll cyve or temae in his oon hands,
and a foot of a here in the othre hande.

SatnmoK and Maradpkiu. (SofliimU.)
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I have seen it stated during this discussion and else-

where that a tnns in North and West Lancashire means a
grain riddle ; but this is not exact. A tems proper is a
sieve with deep sides, very like a peck measure, is 10 or
12 inches in diameter, and has a bottom of woven horse-
hair. It is used for taking small particles of butter out
of the buttermilk just after churning ; one person holds
the tems over a vessel and another pours in the butter-

miilt, the hair-work passing the milk and catching the
psLitlcles of butter. This would not cause a fire, neither
IS a grain-riddle tiring by ordinary h.ind usage more prob-
able. "When worked at the quickest one man riddles
while another fills, and the riddle is emptied several times
in a minute. The grain also is cold in its normal state,

and there is no chance of it or the riddle's getting heated
by friction. To a practical man a riddle firing would
sound most absurd. If you say to a Lancashire labourer,
" Tha'U ne'er set th' tems afire, a hundred to one he would
understand the river Tiuunea. N. and Q., eth ser., IX 14.

temse (tems), v. t.; pret. and pp. temsed, ppr.

Icm.tin(i. [Formerly also teni^se ; < ME. <<?»i.«('h,

tempsen, < AS. temsian (= D. temsen = MLG.
temesen), sift ; from the noun.] To sift. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]
temse-bread (tems bred), « . Breadmade of flour

better sifted than common flour. [Prov. Eng.]
temse-loaf (tems'lof), n. Hame&s temse-bread.

[Prov. Eng.]

Some mixeth to miller the rhye with the wheat,
Temsloaf on his table to have for to eat.

ru«er, September's Husbandry.

temulence (tem'u-lens), n. [< F. temulenee =
Pg. timulincia ='\t~ temulenza, < L. temulentia,

drunkenness, intoxication, < temulentus, drunk:
see lemulent.] Intoxication; inebriation; druu-
kenness. [Rare.]

temnlency (tem'u-len-si), n. [As temulence

(see-fy;.J Same as (emiWrnce. Bailey. [Kare.]

temnlent (tem'u-lent), a. [= Sp. Pg. temulento,

< L. <«n>ti/<'n(u8,dnmk.] Intoxicat^; given to

drink. [Kare.]

He waa recognlaed, in then temvlent Oennany, as the
very prince of topen. Sir W. Hamilton.

temnlenti'7et (tem'u-len-tiv), a. [< temiilrnt

+ -ire.] Drunken; in a state of inebriation.
F.Ju)iiu.i,H'm Stigmatized (1639), p. 38. [Rare.]

temnlently ' tem'u-lent-U), adv. In a drunken
niannpr. liiiiley, 1727.

temulentness (tem'u-lent-nes), it. Same as
temulence. ISailcy.

tan (ten), a. and n. [< ME. ten, tene, < AS. ten,

tUn, tine = OS. tehan = OlVies. tian, tien =
D. tien = MLG. tein, LG. tien = OHG. zehan,

MHG. zehen, zen.Q. zehn = Icel. (lu = Dan. ti

= Sw. tio = Ir. Gael, deich = W.deg = Goth.
taihun = L. decern (> It. diece, died= Sp. diez=
Pg. dec = F. dix) = Gr. dUa = Skt (MfO, ten.

I^nce ult. -teen, teens, -ty^.] I. a. Being the
sum of nine and one; one more than nine;
twice five: a cardinal numeral.

Ten alow mornings past, and on the eleventh
Hw fMiMT laid tiM letter in her hand.

Temtyson, Uuicelot and Elaine.

[Ten la oftsn luad ladaBnltcly for many.
There 'a a pnwd modesty in merit,
Avene tram begging, and reaolv'd to pay
7m ttmas tke gift it asks.

Dri/den, Cleomenei, U. t.)

Council of Ten. Smeosawa.—HaitoftHL SeaAaiti.
—Ten commandments. See commandment.—Tm-
bonr law. see Aoi/r. Ten-pound Act. See nmiufi.
—Ten-wheeled locomotlTe. -^te foeomotfes.— Tlia tan
bones, see imui.- To face It with a card of t«nl.
See /oeal.—Upper ten thousand. See upper ten, under

n, n. 1. The sum of nine and one, or of five

and five.— 2. A figure or symbol denoting that
number of units or objects, as 10, or X, or x.

—

3. A playing-card witli ten spots.

But, whiles he thought to steal the single ten.

The king was slyly flnger'<l from the deck !

Sha*., 3 Hen. VI., T. 1. 4S.

4. Ten o'clock in the morning or evening: as,

I was to be there at ten.— 6. A certain weight
of coal used in the coal-fields of Durham and
Northumberland, England, for reckoning the
royaltjr to be paid by the lessee to the lessor.

It vanes between 48 and 50 tons. Gresley.—
Catch the ten. See coteAi.—Upper ten. See upper.

tent, '"'''• Ten times.
Forbede a love, and it la ten ao wood.

Cliaueer, Good Women, L 736.

ten. .Mibreviation for tenuto,

tenability (ten-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< ienttble + -ity

(fee -hilily).] The state or character of being
tenable; tenableness.

tenable (ten'a-bl), a. [< P. tenable, < ienir =
Pr. tener, tenir = Sp. tener = Pg. ter = It. te-

nere, hold, keep, < L. tertere, hold, keep: see
tenant^.'] 1. Capable of being held, maintained,
or defended successfully a^inst an assailant;
successfully defensible agamst attacks or argu-
ments or objections: as, a ienttble fortress; a
tenable theory.

tenaculum
Infidelity has been attacked with so good success of late

years that it is driven out of all its out-works. The athe-
ist has not found his post tenable, and is therefore retired
into deism. Addison, Spectator, No. 186.

The place was scarcely tenable, and it was abandoned
on the approach of the Spanish army.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., U. 3.

2t. Held; retained; kept secret or inviolate.

If you have hitherto conceald this sight,

Let it be tetuible in your silence stilL

Shall., Hamlet, i. 2. 248.

tenableness (ten'a-bl-nes), «. The state of
being tenable ; tenability.

tenace (ten'as), n. [< F. tenace, tenacious, in
demeurer tetmee, hold the best and third best
cards, lit. 'stay tenacious': see demur and tena-

cious.] In whist, the best and third best cards,

or the second and fourth best cards, in play, of

a suit : known in the foi'mer case as a m({jor ten-

ace, in the latter as a minor tenace.

tenacious (te-na'shus), a. [= P. tenace = Sp.
Pg. tenaz = It. tenace, < L. tenax {tcnac-), hold-
ing fast, < tenere, hold : see tenant^.] 1. Hold-
ing fast, or inclined to hold fast ; inclined to re-

tain what is in possession : with of before the
thing held ; henoe, stubborn ; obstinate.

A resolute tenaciou* adherence to well chosen princi-
ples. South.

A man is naturally most tenacious of that which is most
liable to be taken from him.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 397.

The religion of ancient Egypt was very tenacious, and
not eaaily effaced.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, vii. 6.

2. Retentive ; apt to retain long what is com-
mitted to it: said of the memory.
The memory of some ... is very lenaeious.

Locke, Human Understanding, n. x. { 5.

3t. Niggardly; close-fisted. Bailey, 1727.— 4.
Apt to adhere to another substance ; adhesive,
as ropy, glutinous, or viscous matter; sticky;
viscid : as, few. substances are so tenacious as
tar.—6. Tough; having great cohesive force be-
tween its particles, so that they resist any effort

to pull or force them attunder: as, steel is the
most tenacious of all known substances.
tenaciously (te-na'shus-li), adv. In a tenacious
manner, (a) with a disposition to hold fast what is

poaaesaed; flrmiy; determinedly; with unyielding obsti-

nacy; obstinately. (6) Adhesively; with cohesive force.

tenaciousness (te-na'shus-ues), n. The state
or chanii'ter of being tenacious, in any sense

;

tenacity.

I can allow In clergymen, through all their divisions,
some tenadousn^ of their own opinion.

Burke, Rev. in France.

tenacity (te-nas'i-tl), n. [< P. tinacit4 = Sp.
tenacidad = Pg. ienacidade = It. tenacitd, < L.
ten<i«t'ta( (-)«, a holding fast, < tenax ( tenac-), hold-
ing fast: see tenacious.] 1. The property or
character of being tenacious, in any sense.
SpeclBcally— (a) Firmneas of hold or of purpose; obsti-
nacy.

I find to my grief that the misunderstanding tenacity of
some leakms spirits hath made it a quarreL

Bp. llall, The Reconciler.

Old associations cling to the mind with astonishing te-

nacity. Hauihome, Old Manse, p. 114.

Their moral notiona, tliough held with strong tenacity,
seem to have no standard l>eyond hereditary custom.

George Bliut, Mill on the Floss, It. 1.

The tenacity erf the English bull-dog . . . was a subject
of natioaai boasting. Ledty, Eng. in 18th Cent, ir.

(h) Retentivenesa, aa of memory, (e) Adhesiveness ; that
property of matter by virtue ofwhlchthingsstickor adhere
to others : glutinousneas ; stickiness, (d) That property of
material bodies by which their parts resist an effort to force
or pull them aaunder; also, the measure of the resistance
of bodlea to tearing or crushing ; opposed to brittleness or
fragility. Tenacity results from the attraction of cohesion
whicli exlats between the particles of bodies, and the
stronger this attraction is in any Iwdy the greater Is the
tenacity of the body. Tenacity is consequently difTerent
In different material^ and In the same material it varies
with the state of the body in regard to temperature and
other circumstances. The resistance offered to tearing is

called absolute tenacity, that offered to crushing retroactive

lenaeity. The tenacity of wood is much greater in the di-

rection of the length of its fll)er8 than in the transverse
direction. With regard to metals, the processes of forging
and wire-drawing Increase their tenacity in the longitudi-

nal direction ; and mixed metals have, in general, greater
tenacity than those which are simple. See cohesion.

The tenacity of a substance may be defined as the great-
eat longitudinal stress that It can bear without tearing
aaunder.

J. D. Btxrett, ITnits and Physical Constants, p. 56.

tenaculum (te-nnk'u-lum), r>.
;
pi. teiiacitla (-la).

[NL., < LL. tenaculum, an instrument for hold-
ing, < L. tenere,ho\d: see tenanf^.] 1. A sharp
hook, set in a handle, used for picking up ar-
teries in surgical operations, and in dissections.

These [arterial branches] are difficult to tie, even when
picked up by the tetiactifuni.

J, M. Camoehan, Operative Surgery, p. 62.



tenaculum

2. In entom., the pair of microscopic chitinous
processes on the under side of the abdomen
of podurans or springtails, serving as a catch
to hold the elater or springing-organ in place.

A. S. Packard.
tenacyt (ten'a-si), n. [< L. tenax (tenac-) (see
tenacious) + -y^.'i Tenacity; obstinacy.

Highest excellence is void of all envy, selSshness, and
tenacy. Barrow^ Senuons, II. lii. {Lathaiiu)

tenail, tenaille (te-nal'}, m. [< F. tenaille =
Pr. teitalha = Sp. tcna^a = It. tanaglia, < ML.
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admitted tenant of any lands, etc. , within a manor.—Ten-
ant by courtesy. See under cniirtfgi/.—Tenant by the
verge. See ueryc— Tenant for life, life tenant. See
estate jfar life, under ««(«(«.— Tenant In caplte, tenant
In chief. See in capite. — Tenant In conmion, one who
holds lands or chattels in common with another or other
persons. See tenancy in common (under t£nancy)&i\i estate

in joint tenancy (under esto(e).— Tenant in dOWer, a
widow who possesses land, etc., by virtue of her dower.

—

Tenant pour auter vie. See au(ert?ie.— Tenants by
entireties, see e^ittreii/.—Tenant to the prseclpe, the
person to whom a tenant in tail granted an estate for the
express purpose of being made defendant in proceedings
to alienate the land by a recovery.

tend

a length of from 10 to 12 inches. It has very small smooth
scales. The color is generallya greenish-olive above, a light

tint predominating below. It is very sluggish, inhabits

bottom-waters, and feeds on refuse vegetable matter. It

'teiMCula, f., orig. LL. neut. pi. of tenaculum, a tenant^ (ten'ant), v. [< tenant^, re.] I. trans.

holder: see tenaeuhim.l In'fort., an outwork
or rampart raised in the main ditch immediate-
ly in front of the curtain, between two bastions.
In its simplest form it consists of two faces forming with
each other a reentering angle ; but generally it consists
of three faces forming two reentering angles, in which
case it is called a dmtble tenail. Any work belonging
either to permanent or to field fortification which, on the
plan, consists of a succession of lines forming salient and
reentering angles alternately, is said to be il tenaille.

tenaillon (te-nal'yon), re. IF.: see tenail.~\ In
fort., a work constructed on each side of the
ravelins, like the lunettes, but differing in that
one of the faces of the tenaillon is in the di-

rection of the ravelin, whereas that of the
lunette is perpendicular to it. Works of this
kind are seldom adopted.
tenancy (ten'an-si), n. [< OF. tenance, posses-
sion, = Sp. Pg. tenencia = ML. tenenUa, < L. tenant-^t (ten ant), re. and

1 . To hold or possess as a tenant ; occupy.

The greatest part of Sir Roger's estate is tenanted by
persons who have served himself or his ancestors.

Steele, Spectator, No. 107.

Goblins, to my notions, though they might tenant the
dumb carcasses of beasts, could scarce covet shelter in the
commonplace human form.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xii.

We bought the farm we tenanted before.
Tennyson, The Brook.

2t. To let out to tenants.

Three acres more he converted into a high way ; . . .

and the rest he tenanted out.

Strype, Hen. VIII., an. 1630.

Il.t intrans. To live as a tenant; dwell.

In yonder tree he tenanteth alone.
Warren, The Lily and the Bee, il.

A corruption of

te»e»(<-)s, a tenant: see termnf^.J 1. Inlaw:
(a) A holding by private ownership; estate;
tenure: as, tenancy in fee simple; tenancy in
tail. (6t) A habitation or dwelling-place held tenantable (ten'an-ta-bl), a.

of another.
,

. - ^ .

The said John Scrips had in like sort divided a Tene-
ment in Shordich int« or about seventeene Tenancies or
dwellings, and the same inhabited by divers persons.
Proc. in Star Chamber, an. 40 Queen Elizabeth, quoted in

[Kibton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 123.

2. The period during which lands or tenements
are held or occupied by a tenant Entire tenan-
cy. See entire. - Estate In joint tenancy. See estate.

— Several tenancy. See «!(tVe te»!<Mici/.— Severance tenantableness (ten'an-ta-bl-nes), re
of a Joint tenancy. See seceranoi.— Tenancy at will, stat.p of bpinc tPTiimtaVilo "
See «rtot«a(«-ffl. under es?«te.- Tenancy by entireties. +^„,^+%,i^^£^^^^ . , .,
See enttrety.- Tenancy by the courtesy of England, tenant-farmer (ten'ant-far"mer), n. A farmer
See courtesy of England, under caurtesi/.—Tenancy ftom who is only a tenant, and not the owner of the

farm he cultivates.

tenon.

They be fastened or tenanted the one to the other.
Bp. Andrews, Sermons, IT. 81. (J>avies.)

[< tenant^ +
-able.2 Being in a state of repair suitable for
a tenant ; that may be tenanted or occupied.

To apply the distinction to Colchester : all men beheld
it as tenantable, full of fair houses ; none as tenable in a
hostile way for any long time against a great army.

Fuller, Worthies, Essex, I. 544.

He even gave her permission to tenant the bouse in
which she had lived with her husband, as long as it should
be tenantable. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, ix.

The

We may relieve this country from all responsibility,
real or imaginary, for the misfortunes of the Irish tenaM-
farmers. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 729.

yearto year, a tenancy which is implied by law sometimes,
on the tenuination of a lease for a year or years and a con-
tinuance of tlie possession without a new agreement.—
Tenancy In common, a holding in common with others

;

an estate consisting in a right to a share of an undivided
thing; a tenancy in which all have or are entitled to a tenant-farming (ten'ant-far'ming), n. The oc-common or jomt possession, but each has a separate or „„r,,rir,n. nf o fo^rU ^v'Ioooq ..^a ,?/* „„ „,
several title to his undivided share which he can dispose

e"Pyi"g of a farm on lease, and not as owner,
of without atfecting the others : distinguislied from joini Tenant-farming is unprofitable.
tenancy. See estate. .Sometimes called coparcenary. Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 301.

tenantl (ten'ant), n [< ME fcnare*, Unaunt, < tenantless (teu'ant-les), a. [< tenant^ + -fes«.]OF. tenant a, tenant, = Pg. U. tenente, a lieu- Having no tenant; unoccupied; vacant; un-
tenant, < L. tenen{t-)s, ppr. of tenere, hold, tenanted

^ '
>

keep, possess. Cf . lieutenant.^ From the L. t *».,_, = , . .,
»/,„„i.L „,.„ „io^ ,.it T? *„„„i,7 * i Leave not the mansion so long temmttegs.
tenere are also ult. L. tenable, tenacious, tenacy, shak t G of v v 4 8
tempt, temptation, etc.'] 1. In tow; (a) A per- 4. »„4. _!„V4. /i > 4. -i.-,

'• mi, •' ,\ i.

son who holds real T>vLevt.v bv r^riAti .^Lr. tenant-right (ten'ant-nt), a. 1. The nght of
tenancy of a tenant on a manor, who holds not

son who holds real property by private owner-
ship, by any kind of title, either in fee, for life,

for years, or at will. The term is sometimes used
in reference to interests in pure personalty, as when we
speak of one as tenant for lite of a fund. (J) More
specifically, one who holds under a superior
owner, as a lessee or occupant for rent : used
thxis as correlative to landlord.

I have been your tenant, and your father's tenant, these
fourscore years. SAa*., Lear, iv. 1. 14.

[The word always implies indirectly the existence of a
paramount right, like that of a feudal lord or the mod-
ern right of eminent domain. States or nations are not
spoken of as tenants of their own property ; subjects and
citizens are.]

(c) A defendant in a real action. See action,
8 (6).— 2. One who has possession of anyplace;
a dweller ; an occupant.

Oh fields ! Oh woods ! when, when shall I be made
The happy tenant of your shade?

Cowley, The Wish.
The sheepfold here

Pours out its fleecy tenants o'er the glebe.

at the will of the lord but according to the cus-
tom of the manor.
The customary tenants enjoy the ancient custom called

tenant-right: namely, "Tohave their messuages and tene-
ments to them during tlieir lives, and after their deceases
to the eldest issues of their bodies lawfully begotten."

H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, App. I.

2. The right, or claim of right, in various forms
or degrees, on the part of agricultural tenants,
particularly in Great Britain and Ireland, to con-
tinue the tenancy so long as they pay the rent
and act properly, to have the rent not raised so
high as to destroy their interest, to be allowed
to sell their interest on leaving to a purchaser
acceptable to the landlord, and to receive a
compensation from the landlord if turned off.
The claim last mentioned, recognized as extending to crops
left in the ground, labor in preparing the soil for the next
crop, produce left on the farm, and of late years the
value of permanent improvements, is that more especially
known as tenant-right.

3. In her., same as supporter, a distinction has
been made between these terms by allegins that the ten-
ant holds the shield as if keeping it upright, as is usual
with modem supporters, but does not support its weight
or lift it. (Compare supporter.) Some writers, following
the French heralds, use tenant for a human figure holding
or flanking the shield, reserving supporter for an animaL
Also (en«n!.— Chief tenant. Same as tenant in capite.—
CuBtomary tenant. See tustomary freehold, under cus-
tomary.-Kindly tenant. See iinrfiv.- Landlord and
Tenant Act. ' - -

Cowper, Task, t 291. tenantry (ten'an-tri), re.; pi. tenantries (-triz).

[< tenant + -ry.'] 1. The condition of being a
tenant ; tenancy.
Tenants have taken new leases of their tenantries.

Bp. Ridley, in Dr. Ridley's Life, p. 666. (Latham.)

2. The body of tenants ; tenants collectively.

Yes, Mr. Huxter, yes, ; a happy tenantry, its country's
pride, will assemble in the baronial hall, where the beards
will wag all. Thackeray, Pendennis, Ixxv.

... , „
See /ai^/ori- Particular tenant. .See tencet, ». An obsolete spelling of /cjisei.

particular.— Sole tenant, one who liolds in his own sole tpnrh Ctenchl 11 r< MV fj-nrhe ( OV //.«/.I,«
right, and not with another.-Tenant at sufferance fT^^.U °^' V. •->

i^*-- i^ncne, <. Ut ^ tenche,

one who, having been in lawful possession of land, keeps
it after the title has come to an end without express agree-
ment with the rightful owner.—Tenant at will, one in
possession of lands who holds at the will of the lessor or
owner.— Tenant by copy of court-roll, one who is

F. tancke = Sp. Pg. tenca = It. tinea, < LL. tinea,
ML. also te7ica, a tench.] A eyprinoid fish of
Europe, Tinea vuUjaris. It inhabits the streams and
lakes of the European continent, and in England it is fre-
quent in ornamental waters and ponds The fish attains

Tench ( Tifua vuljrarij).

is very tenacious of life, and may be conveyed alive in damp
weeds for long distaiices. The flesh is somewhat coarse
and insipid. The tench was formerly supposed to have
some healing virtue in the touch. I. Walton ("Complete
Angler," p. 175) says: "The Tench . . . is observed to be
a Physician to other fishes, . . . and it is said that a Pike
will neither devour nor hurt him, because the Pike, be.

ing sick or hurt by any accident, is cured by touching the
Tench."

tench-weed (tench'wed), n. The common pond-
weed, Potamogeton nutans: so named from some
association with the tench (according to Forby,
from its coating of mucilage, supposed to be
very agreeable to that fish).

tenttl (tend), V. [< ME. "tenden, < OF. (and F.)
tendre, stretch, stretch out, hold forth, offer,

tender, = Pr. tendre = Sp. Pg. tender = It. ten-

dere, < L. tendere (/ ten), stretch, stretch out,

extend, spread out, intr. direct one's course,
aim, strive, go, tend, = Gr. reiveiv ( -y/ rev, rav) =
Skt. -v/ ta», stretch : a root represented in Teut.
by thin : see thin^. From the L. tendere are also
ult. E. tend^, tender^ (a doublet of tend^), ten-

der^, tendon, tense^, tension, tenl^, tent^, tent^.

attend, contend, extend, intend, portend, pretend,
superintend, contention, extension, intention, etc.

;

from the Gr., tone^, tonie, tune, etc.] I.t trans.

To reach out ; offer ; tender.

Then CassivelaunuB . . . sent Embaasadoor to Cesar by
ConiUB and Arras, tending unto him a surrendry.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 37. (Davies.)

II. intrans. 1. To move or be directed, lit-

erally or figuratively; hold a course.

If I came alone in the quality of a private person, I

must go on foot through the streets, and, because I was a
person generally known, might be followed by some one
or other, who would discover whither my private visit

tended, besides that those in the inn must needs take
notice of my coming in that manner.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 158.

See from above the bellying Clouds descend,
And big with some new Wonder this Way tend.

Congrete, Semele, iii. 8.

I know not whither your insinuations would tend.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 2.

It further illustrates a very important point, toward
which the argument haa been for some time tending.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 118.

2. To have a tendency to operate in some par-
ticular direction or way ; have a bent or incli-

nation to effective action in some particular
direction ; aim or serve more or less effectively
and directly : commonly followed by an infini-

tive : as, exercise tends to strengthen the mus-
cles.

By this time they were got to the Enchanted Ground,
where the au- naturally tended to make one drowsy.

Bunyan, Pilgrim s Progress, ii.

To make men governable in this manner, their precepts
mainly tend to break a nationall spirit.

Milton, Reformation in Eng.. it

No advantage was deemed unwarrantable which could
tend to secure the victory. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.. ii. 1.

Natural selection tends only to make each organic being
as perfect as, or slightly more perfect than, the other in-

habitants of the same country with which it has to strug-
gle for existence. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. lOT.

3. To serve, contribute, or conduce in some de-
gree or way; be influential in some direction,
or in promoting some purpose or interest ; have
a more or less direct bearing or effect (upon
something).

Farewell, poor swain ! thou art not for my bend

:

I must have quicker souls, whose words may terui

To some free action.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. S.

But the place doth not greatly tend unto tranquility.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 22.'>.

All other men, who know what they ask, desire of God
that thir doings may tend to his glor>'.

Milton, Eikonoklastes. viii.

The Spaniard hopes that one Pay this Peace may tend to
his Advantage more than all his Wars have done.

HomU, Letters, iU. 1.

= Syn. 2. To incline, lean, verge, trend.— 3. To conduce.

tend^ (tend), »'. [< ilE. tenden ; bv aphexesis
from attend.~i I. trans. 1. To attend; waitnpon
ftS an assistant or protector; guard.



tend

It is ordered at Common C'ounsell that the new Mayor
Unne the old Mayor at his owne house, and goe home with

the sword before him afterward.
Engluh OUdi(E. E. T. S.), p. 418.

And flaming ministers to watch and tend
Their earthly charge. MiWm, P. L., li. 156.

2. To look after; take care of ; have the charge,

care, or supervision of : as, to tend a machine

;

to tend a flock ; to tend a sick person.

The Boy of whom I speak
In summer tended cattle on the hilla.

Wordtuxirtk, Excursion, L

I would fain stay and help thee tend him

!

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

The mother ... sat at the foot of the bed and tended

Annie's baby. The AOanUe, XLIX. 64.

3t. To be attentive to; attend to; be mindful
of; mind.

Unsuclt'd o( lamb or kid that tend their play.
Uaton, P. L., li. .->«;!.

4. To wait upon go as to execute ; be prepared
to perform. [Rare.]

By all the stars that tend thy bidding. Keati.

5. Xaut.. to watch, as a vessel at anchor, at the

turn of tides, and cast her by the helm, and by
some sail if necessary, so as to keep turns out
of her cable. =ByiL 1 and %, To keep, protect, nurse.

IL intrans. 1. To attend; wait as an at-

tendant or servant : with on or vjpon.

Was he not companion with the riotous knight*
That tend upon my father ? Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 06.

O I that wasted time to tend upon her.

To compais her with sweet obaerrancea.
rnuiywn, Oeraint.

2t. To be in waiting ; be ready for service ; at-

tend.
The associates tend, and eTerytbing is bent
For England. Shak., Hiunlet, It. S. 47.

3t. To be attentive ; listen.

Teiul to the master's whistle. Shot., Tempest, L 1. 8.

tead-H, c. (. See tind.

tend^t. Obsolete past participle of teenl.

tendablet(ten'da-bl), a. l<. tend^ + -able.'\ At-
tentive.

A tendable (var. pluaunt} aanuuiat standeth in fauour.
Uugh Hhodes, quoted in Babeei Book(E. E. T. 8.X p. 1 it Til.

tendance (ten'dans), n. [Also BometimeB teit-

dence ; by apheresis from attendance; cf. tend^

for attend.^ It. Expectant waiting; expec-
tancy.

Unhappie wight, borne to demtnm* end.
That doth his life in so long ttndanet spend

!

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, I. 808.

2. Persons waiting or in attendance.

All those which were his fellows but of late . . .

Folkiw his strides, U* lobbies fill with tendance.
Bain sacrlBcial whisperings in his ear.

Shak..T. of A., L 1.80.

3. Attendance ; the work or art of tending or
caring for some person or thing; attention;
care ; watchful HU])ervi8ion or care.

(lood Host, such tendenee as yon would expect
From yonr own children if yourvelf were sick.

Let this old Man dnd atyour hands.
ITordfiMrtA, The Borderen, L

tendantt (ten'dant), n. [By apheresis from at-

U nddnt.'] An attendant.
His tendante round about

Him, tainting, falling, carried in with care.
Viean, tr. of Virgil, 1«32. (JTont.)

tendance' (ton'dens), n. [< F. tendance = Sp.
!'(,'. Undencia = It. tendema, < BfL. as if 'ten-

I'Htin, < L. tenden(t-)s, ppr. of tendere, stretch,
• xtend : see teitd^.] Tendency. [Rare.]

He freely mores and acts accordInK to his most natural
tendene* and Inclination. J. ScM, Christian Life, i. 1.

tendenee''' (ten'dens), n. Same as tendance.

tendency (ten'den-si), n. [As tendenee^ (see
-r>j).\ Sloveraent, or inclination to move, in

some particular direction or toward some end or
purpose ; bent, leaning, or inclination toward
sfiinc object, effect, or result ; inclining or con-
tributing influence.

The tenderest mother could not hare been more anzloua
and careful as to the religious tendency at any books we
read. Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, tI.

Tftuifnrjf is the ideal summation of the statical condi-
tions which tend to a dynamical result; or, to express it

less teclinically, it is one gathering up into a picture of
all the events which we roreaee wiU succeed each other
when the organism is set going, and of the flnal result

a. U. leme, Proba. of Lite and Mind, \. 11. | 38.

Everywhere the histury of religion betrays a tendency
in enthusiasm. Emerson, >^ssays, Ist ser., p. 2SA.

= 85T1. I'rnpnmtii, Inclination, etc. (see benti), drift, dl-
r*'-tii>n. bearing.

tender' (tenMcr), a. and «. K ME. tender,

tfndre, < OF. (and F.) tcndre = Pr. tenre, tendre
= Sp. tierno = Pg. tenro = It. tencro, < L. tener,

soft, delicate, tender, of tender age, young;
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akin to tenuis, thin, fine: see thin.'] I. a. If.

Thin; slender; attenuated; fine: literally or
figuratively.

The happes over mannes heJe
Ben honge with a tender threde.

Gotrer, Conf. Amant., vi.

'Midst this was heard the shrill and tender cry

Of well-pleased ghosts, which in the storm did fly.

Dryden, Tyrannic Love, 1. 1.

2. Of fine or delicate quality ; delicate ; fine

;

soft : as, a tender glow of color.

This set BO many artists on worke, that they soone ariv'd

to yt perfection it is since come, emulating the tendereet

miniatures. Evelyn, Diary, March 13, 1661.

Late, in a flood of tender light.

She floated through the ethereal blue.

BryarU, The Waning MooiL

I treasure in secret some long fine hair
Of tendered brown. homU, Wind-Harp.

3t. Soft; thin; watery.
We saw

My rider . . .

Vault o'er his mare into a tender slough.
Shirley, Hyde Park, iv. 3.

4. Delicate to the touch, or yielding readily

to the action of a cutting instrument or to a
blow ; not tough or hard ; especially, soft and
easily masticated : as, tender meat.

Florix ne let for ne feo
To flnden al that neod beo,

Of Bess of flss, of tendre bred.
Of whit win and eke red.

King Horn (E. K. T. &X P- 62-

We had some beef-steak, not so tender as it might have
been, some of the potatoes, some cheese.

R. L. Stevenmm, Inland Voyage, p. 73.

6. Soft; impressible; susceptible; sensitive;

compassionate ; easily touched, affected, or in-

fluenced : as, a tender heart.

As yon bare pity, stop thoae tender ean
From bis enchanting voice.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, IL I.

He waa, above many, tender of sin.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, it

In the way to our lodging we met« messenger from the
oonnteis of Falchensteyn, a pretty young tender man, near
to the kingdom, who sainted us In her name with much
love. Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

To each his sufferings ; all are men
Condemned alike to groan

;

The tender for another s pain,
• The unfeeling for bis own.
dray. On a Distant Prospect of Eton College.

6. Expressing sensitive feeling; expressing the
gentle emotions, as love or pity, especially the

former; kindly; loving; affectionate; fond.

Yon have show'd a tender fatherly regard.
Shot., T. of the 8., IL 1. 188.

Her wide gray eye*
Made teiKbnr with those thronging memorie*.

WaUam Morrie. Eartlily Paradise, IL 296.

I dealrsd bim to repeat to me the translation be had
made of sooie tetuUr Terse* in Theocritua.

Steele, Tatler, No. 207.

That Number Five foresaw from the first that any ten-

derer feeling tban that of friendship would Intmde Itself

between them I do not believe.

O. W. Holmet, The AUanUc, LXVL 666.

f. Delicate in constitution, consistency, tex-

ture, etc.; fragile ; easily injured, broken, or
bruised.

I know how tender reputation Is,

And with what guards it ought to be presenr'd, lady.
Fletcher, Sule a Wife, I. 1.

And certainly, if the air was the cause of the elasticity

of springs, aa some have imagined, it would have been
perceived in so Knd<r a movement as a pocket watch, lying
under the perpetual influence of two springs.

W. Derham, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 317.

Where'er the lender gran wa* leading
It* earlieat green along the lane.

Wordnoortk, Peter Bell.

8. Delicate asregards health; weakly. [Scotch.]

I am aure I wad hae answered for her as my ain daugh-
ter ; but, wae 's my heart, I bad been tender a' the simmer,
and scarce ower the door o* my room for twal weeks.

Seolt, Heart of Hld-LothUn, v.

9. Very sensitive to impression; very sus-

ceptible of any sensation or emotion; easily

pained.
What art thou call'st me from my holy rites.

And with the fear^ name of death affrights

My (smlsr ears?
FleUher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

10. Not strong; not hardy; not able to endure
hardship or rough treatment; delicate; weak.

But longe ne myght endure the cristln, for yet the
cbilderen were tendre and grene, so that thci moate neile

remeve a-brode in to the feilde, and in abort tyme thei

aholde haue badde grete losse.

Merlin (E. E. T. aX II. 287.

My lord knoweth that the children are tender.

Oen. xxxlU. IS.

The tender and delicate woman among you.
Drat xzTiU. 6«L

tender

So far beneath your soft and tender breeding.
Shak., T. N., V. 1. 331.

A tender, puling, nice, chitty-fac'd squall 'tis.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, ill. 1.

11. Fresh; immature; feeble; yotmg and in-

experienced.

For tendere wittes wenen al be wyle
Theras they kau nat pleynly understonde.

Chaucer, rtoilus, ii. 271.

There came two Springala, of full tender yeares.
Spenter, K. Q., V. x. 6.

He left, in his («ider youth, the bosom of home, of hap-
piness, of wealth, and of rank, to plunge in the dust and
blood of our inauspicious struggle.

£. Everett, Orations, I. 465.

13t. Precious; dear.

I love Valentine,

Whose life's as tcTUler to me as my soul,

SM*., T. G. of V.,T. 4. 37.

13. Careful ; solicitous ; considerate ; watch-
ful; concerned; unwilling to pain or injure;

scrupulous : with of or over.

So lender over his occasions, true,

^o feat, so nurse-like.
5*0*., Cymbeline, v. 6. 87.

As this is soft and pliant to your arms
In a circumferent flexure, so will I

Be tender qf your welfare and your will.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv.

Get once a good Name, and be very tender o/ it after-

wards. Howell, Letters, 11. 14.

Dont be so tender at making an enemy now and then.
Bmerton, Conduct of Life.

14. Delicate ; ticklish ; apt to give pain if in-

considerately or roughly dealt with or referred

to; requiring careful handling so as not to an-

noy or give pain : as, a tender subject.

In things that are tender and unpleasing. it is good to

break the ice by some whose words are of less weight,

and to reserve the more weighty voice to come in as by
ohance. Bacon, Cunning (ed. Ib87).

16t. Quick; keen; sharp.

The full-fed hound or gorged hawk.
Unapt for tender smell or speedy flight.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 695.

16. Of ships, apt to lean over under sail; ten-

der-sided: same as crank*, 1.— 17t. Yielding

to a small force ; sensitive.

These, being weighed in a pair of tender scales, amount-
ed to one grain and a quarter.

Boyle, SubtUty of Effluviums, ii.

Tender porcelain. Seeporodatni.

Il.t n. A tender regard; fondness; affection;

regard.

Thou hast redeem'd thy lost opinion.

And show'd thou makest some tender of my life.

Shak., IJIen. IV., v. 4. 49.

I had a kind of a Tender for Dolly.

Ifri. Centlivre, The Man's Bewitched, v. 2.

I swear. Lady Harriot, were I not already yours, I could
have a Ttnder for this Lady. Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, v. 1.

tender' (ten'df-r), v. t. [ME. tendren; < ten-

der"^, o.] If. To regard or treat with compas-
sion, solicitude, fondness, or care; cherish;

hence, to hold dear; value; esteem.

Wberfor I besech yow of yowr faderly pyt* to tendreiYie

more thys symple wryghtyng, as I schal owt of dowght
her after doo that schal please yow to the uttermest of

my power and labor. PaHon Lettert, I. 436.

Your minion, whom ... I tender dearly.
Shak., T. N., v. 1. 129.

As you tender your Ears, be secret
Congreve, Way of the World, 1. 2.

I saw anothers fate approaching fast
And left mine owne his safetie to tender.

Spenter, Virgil's Onat 1. 362.

What of the ravenous Tygre then.

To lose her yong she tender'd wiui such care?
Beyvood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 136).

2. To make tender, in any sense.

I pray (3od forgive you, open your eyes, tender your
hearts. Penn, To J. H., etc.

If too strongly ocid or alkaline it (the mordantj will

have a corrosive action, and the goods, as it is technically
called, will be tendered.

W. Crookee, Dyeing and Calico-Printing, p. 617.

tender^ (ten'dfer), v. [< F. tendre = Pr. tendre =
Si). Pg. tender = It. tendere, stretch, display,

also tender, offer, < L. tendere, stretch, extend

:

see tend^. Tender, like render, surrender, re-

tains, exceptionally, the termination of the F.

inf. ; tend^ is the same word without this ter-

mination.] I. trans. 1. To offer; make offer

of; present for acceptance: as, to tender one a
complimentary dinner; to tender one's resigna-

tion.
Most mighty Lord (quoth Adam), heer I tender
All thanks t can, not all I should thee render.

Sytveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Upon tendring my Present, he seemed to smile, and gave
me a gentle Nod.

Bailey, tr. of Colloqulea of Erasmus. IL S.



tender

Oaths of allegiance were teHrf«*erf too lightly by the Nea-
politans to carry the same weight as in other nations.

Prescottt Ferd. and Isa., ii. 10.

2. To offer in pajrment or satisfaction of some
demand or obligation : as, to tender the (exact)
amount of rent due.

Shall any other pay my debt, while I
Write myself bankrupt? or Calista owe
The least beholdingness for that which she,
On all the bonds of gratitude I have seal'd to,

May challenge from me to be freely tender'd?
Fletcher {and Massinger ?), Ijovers' Progress, T. 1.

It shall be the duty of the seller, on maturity of the con-
tract (i. e., the last day specified therein), to tender the
goods between the hours of 10 o'clock A. M. and 'S o'clock
P. SI., whereupon he shall be entitled to paymeht in full
therefor before the last named hour.

New York Produce Exchange lieport, 1888-9, p. 264.

Sf. To show; present to view.

Tender [see tenderl] yourself more dearly;
Or . . . you'll tender me a fool.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 8. 109.

n. intrans. To make a tender or offer; es-
pecially, to offer to supply certain commodities
for a certain period at rates and under condi-
tions specified, or to e.xecute certain work : as,

to tender for the dredging of a harbor.
tender^ (ten'dfer), «. [< tender^, v.'] 1. An
offer for acceptance.

I send you a Coppy of the Draught to shew to Mr. Vice-
chanceler, with tender of my service.

H. Spdman, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 161.

With a Tender of my most humble Service to my noble
good Lady. Howell, Letters, I. v. 17.

Specifically— 2. In law, an offer of money or
any other thing in satisfaction of a debt or lia
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except gold-note banks.—Plea Of tender, a plea by a

defendant that he has made due tender, and has remained
always ready to satisfy the plaintiif 's claim, and now brings

the sum demanded into court.— Tender of amends, an
Oder by a person who is charged with a wrong or breach
of contract to pay a sum of money by way of amends.—
Tender of issue, a pleading which in effect invites the
adverse party to join issue upon it.

tender^ (ten'der), 11. [< tend'^ + -eel
; partly by

apheresis from attender.'] 1. One who tends;
one who attends to, supervises, or takes care of

something; a nurse: as, a machine-<e«(ier; a
h&Ttender.— 2. Naut., a vessel employed to at-

tend a larger one for supplying her with pro-

visions and other stores, or to convey intelli-

gence, orders, etc.

Here she comes i' faith full Sail, with her Fan spread
and Streamers out, and a Shoal of Fools for Tenders.

Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 4.

3. A boat or ship accompanying fishing- or
whaling-vessels; a lighter. Specifically— (a) In the
menhaden-flshery, a vessel or boat employed to carry the
fish to the factories. These tenders have an average ca-
pacity of 250 barrels, though they ai-e now often built of

a larger size, some carrying 600 barrels. (6) A vessel sail-

ing from San Francisco to the Arctic regions, tocarry sup-
plies to the whale-ships, and bring back oil and bone, to be
sent east by rail.

4. In rail., a carriage attached to the locomo-
tive, for carrying the fuel, water, etc. See cuts
under passenger-engine and snow-plow.

We supplied the tender and fire with wood, and, in short,

pretty much ran the train as we pleased.
The Century, XL. 622.

5. A small reservoir attached to a mop or scrub-
ber, to hold a supply of water. The flow is

controlled by a valve operated by a spring.

bility; especially, the production and offer to tender-dying (ten'd6r-di"ing), a. Dying in

pay or deliver the very thing requirable by a
contract.

When Lard or Provisions are rejected under final ap-
peal, if tendered on a seller's option, all expenses shall be
paid by the seller, and it shall be held that no tender has
been made.

New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 181.

3. An offer in writingmade by one party to an-
other to execute some specified work or to sup-
ply certain specified articles at a certain sum
or rate, or to purchase something at a specified
price.

The privilege of selling to railway-passengers within
the precincts of the terminus is disposed of by tender.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 291.

Of the three larger vessels, tenders were received for the
Proteus and Neptune, and, the bid for the latter being the
lower, it was accepted.

Schley and Soley, Bescue of Greely, p. 38.

4. Something tendered or offered.

That you have ta'en these tenders for true pay.
Which are not sterling. Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 106.

Legal-tender currency, currency which can lawfully

eavlyyouth. Shak. ,l'H.en.YI.,iu.3.iS. [Bare.]
tenderee(ten-der-e'),«. [< tender^ + -ee'i .^ The
person to whom a tender is made.
Where a tender is made, for the purpose of obtaining

property of the owner, sold and in the hands of the ten-
deree claiming to own the same, and accepted, the money
paid may be recovered back. T. Miller, J., in 91 N. Y. 636.

tenderer! (ten'der-er), n. [< tender^ + -crl.]

One who or that which makes tender: as, a
meat-tenderer. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 158.
[Recent.]

tenderer^ (ten'der-er), n. [< tender^ + -e>-l.]

One who makes a tender or offer.

The Minister for Works had met on the previous day a
deputation of the "tenderers for the manufacture within
the Colony of fifty locomotives required for use on the
railways." The Engineer, LXV. 628.

tender-eyed (ten'der-id), a. 1. Having gentle
or affectionate eyes.— 2. Weak-eyed; blear-
eyed; dim-sighted.

You must not think your sister
So tender-ey'd as not to see your follies.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 1.

be used in paying a debt. All the gold coins of the tenderfoot (ten'der-fut), «.
; pi. tenderfoots

(-futs). A new-comer on the plains or m the
bush, or one who has not become hardened to
the life there ; a greenhorn ; a novice. [Slang,
western U. S. and Australia.]

Hunters . . . who bedizen themselves in all the tradi-
tional finery of the craft, in the hope of getting a job at
guiding some tender/oot.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 32.

United States are a legal tender in all payments at their
nominal value, when not below the standard weight and
limit of tolerance provided by law for the single piece;
and when reduced in weight below such standard toler-
ance, they are a legal tender at a valuation in propor-
tion to their actual weight. The silver dollar of 4121
grains is a legal tender for all debts and dues, public and
private, except when otherwise expressly mentioned in the
contract. The silver coins of the United States of smaller
denomination than one dollar are a legal tender, in sums
not exceeding ten dollars, in payment of all dues, public tender-fOOted (teu'dfer-flit'ed), a. 1. Having
and private. The so-called trade-dollar of 420 grains is tender or sprmitivp fppt 9 Pantimia • timiH
not a legal tender. The five-cent, three-cent, and one- If

°
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cent pieces are a legal tender to the amount of twenty-five .

green. Compare teHder/oof. [Slang.]
cents in one payment. No foreign coins are now (1899) a tender-foOtedneSS (ten'dfer-fllt"ed-nes), n. The
legal tender. The United States notes (see i^reeniac*) are

--• --
Hav-

state of being a tenderfoot. [Slang.]
tender-hearted ften'dfer-har'ted), a. 1
ing great sensibility ; susceptible.
When Behoboam was young and tenderhearted, and

could not withstand them. 2 Chron. xiii. 7.

2. Very susceptible of the softer passions of
love, pity, or kindness.

Aumerle, thou weep'st, my tender-hearted cousin !

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. 160.

a legal tender for all debts, public and private, except du-
ties on imports and interest on the public debt. Loans
and debts contracted before the enactment of the legal-
tender law of 1S62 authorizing the issue of greenbacks,
can be satisfied by payments made in them, unless an ex-
press agreement has been made for the payment of gold
and silver. Gold certificates, under act of Congress of
1882, are receivable for customs, taxes, and all public
dues, and when so received may be reissued ; and silver
certificates, under act of 1878, are receivable for customs,
taxes, and all public dues, and when so received may be re- . , i. _,. i, „ , , , , ,,
issued. Treasury notes, under the act of March 3d, 1863, tenaer-neartealy (ten d6r-har''ted-ll), adv. In
and of Jane 30th, I8(i4, were a legal tender (for their face- a tender-hearted manner; with tender affec-
value, excluding interest) for all debts, public and private, tion
within the United States, except for duties on impoi-ts and +-.„ J i,.„_i.„j_^ ,. ,-,, ,.. ,, , ,

Interest on the public debt, and except that those issued tenaer-neartedneSS (ten d6r-har"ted-nes), n.
under the latter act are not legal tender in redemption of The state of being tender-hearted ; a tender

•. _„. ..._.
,

. _, , .
... or compassionate disposition ; susceptibility of

the softer passions.

bank-notes, or bankers' notes, 'or circulation as money
those issued under the act of .July 14th, 1890, are a legal
tender in payment of all debts, public and private, except^-u-oi .11 po.,,i,ciii,ui ail ueuLs, puuiic anapiivare, except +„„ j„_ v««i«ji ,-* /ja i, m. j\ a awhere otherwise expressly stipulated in the contract, and tenaer-leitedt (ten d6r-hef''ted), a. Apparent-
are receivable for customs, taxes, and all public dues, and ly an error for tender-hearted.
when so received may be reissued. The term " debts pub-
lic and private " has been held to intend contract obliga-
tions, whether contracted before or after the statute, but
not such dues as State taxes. National bank-notes are 4.„„.„i. ,>. , a,. ^ s r, ., j, i ,legal tender in all parts of the United States in payment tenaerling (ten der-lmg), n. [< tender'- -t-

of taxes, excises, public lands, and all other dues to the -ling'^.'] 1. Afondling; one made tender by too

No, Kegan, thou shalt never have my curse

;

Thy tender-hefted nature shall not give
Thee o'er to harshness. Shak., Lear, IL 4. 174.

United States, except duties on imports, also for all sala-
ries and other debts and demands owing by the United
States to individuals, corporations, and associations with-
in the United States, except interest on the public debt
and in redemption of the national currency, and also for
any debt or liability to any national banking association,

much coddling; an effeminate person.
Now haue we manie chimnies, and yet our tenderlings

complaine of rheumes, catarhs, and poses.
Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 22.

2. One of the first horns of a deer.

tendon

tenderloin (ten'dfer-loin), n. That part of the
loin of beef which is tenderer than the rest, in

consequence of the softness or fineness of the
muscular fiber ; the psoas muscle of the ox and
some other animals used as meat; the fillet;

the undercut. In the tenderloin steak, as usually cut,

the bone left in is one lateral half of a lumbar vertebra,

of which the long slender bone which separates the ten-

derloin from the rest of the meat is the transverse process.

The tenderloin lies close to the backbone, on the venial
side.

tenderly (ten'der-li), adr. [< ME. tenderly, ten-

dirly, tendreliclie ; < tender^ + -ly^.] In a ten-

der manner, (o) With tenderness; mildly; gently;
softly ; in a manner not to injure or give pain.

The Moor . . .

. . . will as tenderly be led by the nose
As asses are. Shak., Othello, 1. 3. 407.

(6) Kindly ; with pity or affection ; fondly.

So eche of theym comaunded other to god full tendMy.
Merlin (E. E. T. .S.X iiL 634.

He cannot be such a monster ... to his father, that
so tenderly and entirely loves him. Shak., Lear, L 2. 104.

(c) With a keen sense of pain ; keenly ; bitterly.

There is the Place where Seynt Petir wepte fulle ten-

derly, aftre that he badde forsaken oure Lord.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 92.

Pandare that ful tendreliche wepte.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 363.

(d) Delicately ; effeminately : as, a child tenderly reared,

tender-minded (ten'd6r-mln''ded), a. Com-
passionate ; tender-hearted.

To be tender-minded
Does not become a sword. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 31.

tenderness (ten'der-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being tender, in any sense.

Well we know your tenderness of heart
Shak., Rich. III., iiL 7. 2ia

We went to see the stables and fine horses of w^h many
were here kept at a vast expense, with all the art and ten.

dernesse imaginable. Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1670.

Eleven half sheets marbled (like smoke) after a differ-

ent manner, bit with great curiosity and tenderness.
B. Wanley, in Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 276.

There was great tenderness over the bowels, especially
in the right iliac region.

J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 1.5ft

tender-sided(t«n'der-si''ded), a. Xaut., crank,
as a vessel ; careening too easily under press of
sail.

tendinal (ten'di-nal), a. Same as tendinous.
[Eare.]

A tendinai slip is shown cut short, of which he says no.
thing, but which evidently belongs to this muscle.

Science, IX. 624.

tendineal (ten-din'e-al), a. [< NL. tendo (ten-

din-), a tendon, + '-e^l.'] Same as tendinous.
[Rare.]

Special development of its tendineal portion aids in
strengthening the tensor propatagii Science, X. 71.

tendines, n. Plm-al of tendo.

tendinosus (ten-di-no'sus), «.; p\. tendinost
(-si), pill. (eo. musculus): see tendinous.'] A
muscle of the back of the thigh whose tendon
forms one of the inner hamstrings: usually
called semitendinosus. Cones, 1887.

tendinous (ten'di-nus), a. [< F. tendineux =
Sp. Pg. It. tendinoso, < ML. tendinosus, < tendo
(tendin-), a tendon: see tendon.] 1. Having
a tendon; full of tendons; sinewy.— 2. Of or
pertaining to tendons ; forming or formed by a
tendon; fascial; aponeurotic: as, tenrfinou* tis-

sue ; a tendinous structure ; the tendinous origin
or insertion of a muscle.
tendmentt (tend'ment), n. [< teH(f2 -I- -ment.]
Attendance ; care. ' Bp. Hall, Satires, H. iv.

tendo (ten'do), M.; p\. tendines {-di-nez). [NL.

:

see tendon.] 1. In anat., a tendon.— 2. In en-
tom., a bristle on the base of the lower wing,
found in many Lepidoptera. In the males of some
species it passes through a loop, the hamus or frenulum,
on the upper wing. See also Aoniw*.— Tendo AcMUis
(improp. tendo Achilles). See tendon of Achilles, under (en-
don.—Tendo ocull, a small white ligament, about one
sixth of an inch in length, attached to the nasal process of
the superior maxilla, and inserted by two slips into the
inner extremities of the tarsal cartilages of the eyelids.
Also called tendo palpebrarum, internal tarsal ligament.

tendon (ten'dpn), n. [= F. tendon = Sp. ten-

don = Pg. teiidao = It. tendine, < ML. tendo
(tendin-), a tendon, < L. tendere, streteh, extend

;

cf. Gr. revuv, a sinew, tendon, < reivetv, stretch:
see tend^.] A band or layer of dense fibrous
tissue at the end of a muscle for attachment to
a hard part, or interposed between two muscu-
lar bellies, usually where the direction of the
muscle is changed; a sinew: said especially
of such structures when rounded or cord-like,
very broad flat tendons being commonly called
fasciae and aponeuroses. Tendons are directly con-
tinuous, at one end, with the periosteum, or fibrous invest-
ment of bones, and at the other with the fascial tissue
which invests and interpenetrates the bundles of muBca-



tendon

lar tissae. The tissue or substauce of tendona is quite like

that of Iiga!nen^ fasoia, etc.. being dense white Hbrous or

ordinary connective tissue, usually entirely inelastic and in-

eiteusible, though there are some exceptions to this rule.

They are attached to bones by perfect continuity of their

tissue with the periosteum, and are not notably ditferent

from the ligaments of joints. They are the strongest sub-

stances of the body, often sustaining strains under which
muscle is ruptured and bone fractured. Some tendons are

prone to ossify, aa thoee of the leg of the turkey, and all

sesamoid bones are ossifications in tendon, as tin patella of

the knee. See cut nnder gjfmpflmous.— AchiHes tendon.
Same as tendon of A chilUx.

—

Acliilles tendon reaction.
See reaction.— Conjoined tendon, the united tendons of

the internal oblique and transvtM^alis muscles at their

lower fourth, inserted intu the Hneu all* and pectineal
line of tht'pulti*.— Cordiform tendon. SeewriK/orm.—
Coronary tendons, the tlbruus rin^s surroanding the
arterial orillccs of the heart.— Patellar tendOU reflex.
Same as knef-jerk.— Popliteal tendona. See popliUal.—
TendOn-ceU, a connectivf-tissue cell found in tendons
and ligaments, disp^^ised in rows >ir chains parallel to the
fiber-bundles.— Tendon-Jerk, tendon-reflex. Same as
myotatie contraction
(which see, under my-
otatic).—Tendon of
AchlUeS {tctido A ch il-

U*), the tendon of the ^j'ii&.JliB St'"''
heel ; the tendon of
thegastroensmiusund
soleuB muscles, which
connects the heel with
the culf of the \e%,

and is the principal
extensor of the foot.

It was so named be-

Thetis, the mother of '^
Achilles, held him by
the foot when she dii*- OtCaieis
ped him in the river

Styx to render him Ir-

Tul nerable, and so the A"kle «nd foot ^<^.^^i»<^.^«*»doa

only part about him £KSS{£^'?J5^-S-'K^
which wu Taloenble leu.
wmi hU baeL The
tendon of Acbfllei U that tendon which ia cnt when a
qoadniped, aa a deer, la bamstranK ; but the hanutrings
of man are at the liack of the knee-joint, and brnd the Ii>k

upon the thigh, while the tendon of Acbillei of any animal.

man included, eitenda the foot apon the leg.—Tendon of
giTiTi .Same aa {foment q^ Zi'nn (which >ee, under Ugii-

menX\

tendotome (t«n'd9-t6m), n. [< NL. tendo, a
tendon, + Gr. -Tofio^, < ri/tvetv, ra/itiv, cut.] In
surq.. a tenotome.
tendresset, n. [HE. tmdrvsw, < OF. (also F.)
tcnilresse (= Pr. tendreso, lenrega = 8p. temeza
= It. tenerezza), < tendre, tendeT: see tender'^.']

Tender feeling; tenderness. [In modem use
onlv as French, pron. ton-dres .]

tendril (ten'dril), N. and a. [Early mod. E, also
U-ndrel, tendrell; < OF. •tenilrille, F. tendriUe, a
tendril (cf. OF. tendrim, a tendril, shoot: see
teHdron),<. tewdre, tender, delicate : see tender^J]

I. n. In bot., a filiform leafless plant-organ that
attaches itself to another body for the purpose
of support. Uorpbologically, a tendrO may be a modi-
fled atem, aa In the Tine and Vitglnla cieeper ; a modlSed
branch, aa In the paulon-Oower : a i>etlole, aa In LatMyrus
Apliaea; a lUpale, or, aa in SmiUa, a pair of atlpnlet : or
aballetof aoompoand leaf,aalnthe peaandretch. The
DMxpholonr of the tendrila In the Cuntrbilaeem la attll open
to queaUflO : by Brann and Wydler they are regaideo aa
•Iniple learead which the rib* are the brancbea of tbe tan-
dril (a Tiew adopted also by ElchlerX but Nandtn regarda
the main tendru aa eaullne and tbe branohet aa lesTea.

Tendrila are naaally found on thoae pUnta which are too
weak In the item to enable them to grow erect ; they twlat
tbemaelrea, oanallT In a aplral form, around other planta
or neighbonns bocllea, and tbe planta on which they grow
are thua enabled to eleTate tbemaelrea. See cota under
eimu, entptr, LaU^rus, paitton-/lotitr, and SmOacc

Her onadomed golden trwn . . . wared,
Aa the Tine cnrU her (ewMb. JTOIon, P. U, Ir. 307.

Leaf-tendrtl, a tendril ctnaUUnf of a modified leaf or
part of a leaf -In the latter eaaeappsarlng to be borne on
the leaf, aa in the pea.

U. a. Climbing as a tendril, or as by a tendril.

The curling growtii
Of tendrO hope, tbat flaunt upon their polea.

Dyer, Fleece, L

tendril-climber (ten'dril -kll'm*r), n. In hot.
Sec <-hm)ii r^. 2.

tendriled, tendrilled ( ten'drild), a. [< tendril +
-e(P.] Having tendrils

i
provided with tendrils.

The delicate4«ndriBed plant muit have lomething to
cling U,. Otorge Btiot, Mr. OUfll, xx.

tendront (ten'dron), n. [ME., < OF. tendron, a
shoot, tenilril, also a tender person, F. tendron,
a shoot, a eirl, gristle, < tendre, tender, delicate

:

see tenderK Cf. tendril.] A stalk or shoot.

The tendron and the lerea (of a pear-tree) of thou folde.

PaOaditu, Hnabondrie (E. E. T. S.Xp. 88.

tendryf (ten'dri), n. j< tender^ + -y3.] Offer;
proposal; tender. [Rare.]
Thia confetiion, though Imperfect, waa offered: . . .

the like waa done alao In the Undry of their larger cate-
chism. Beylin, HIat. Preabyteriana, p. 473. (Lalliam.)

tendsome (tend'sum), a. [Also tensome; < tend^
+ -Home.] Kequiring much attendance : as, a
tendtome child. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
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tenet, «. and r. See teeii^.

tenebrse (ten'e-bre), n.pl. [Ij., darkness, night,

^'loom; ff. dim.] .In the Rom. Catli. Ch., the
matins and lauds of the following day, sung on
the afternoon or evening of Wednesday, Thurs

tenementary

tenebrioust (te-neb'ri-us), a. [Irreg. for tene-

brous.] Same as tenebrous.

Were moon and stars for villains only made.
To guide yet screen them with tenebrioua light?

Young, Mght Thoughts, U.

day, and Friday in Holy Week. At the beginning tenebrose (ten'e-bros), a. [< L. tenebrosus,

of the office fifteen lighted candles are set on a stand at

the epistle side of the altar, one of which is extinguished
after eiuli psuhn — the highest, however, remaining alight.

During the Kenedictus the six altar-lights are extin-

guished, and tile lights throughout the church. .At the
antiphon the light » hich had been left burning is hidden,

and brought out a^ain at the end of the office. These
rites symbolize Christ's passion and death, one lijiht re-

nuUning as a reminder of his coming resurrection. In

tin medieval church in England the number of lights un
the stand was twenty-four. These ceremonies are as old

as the eighth century.

For Maundy Thursday, as well aa for Good Friday and
Holy Saturday, the matins and lauds, which in these

our times, and all through several by-gone ages, have

dark: see tenebrous.] Dark; gloomy; tene-

brous. Bailey, 1727.

tenebrosity (ten-e-bros'i-ti), n. [< OF. tene-

broaite, F. tenebrosM = Sp. tenebrosidad = Pg.
tenebrosidade = It. tenebrosita, < ML. tenebrosi-

ta{t-)s, darkness, < L. tenebrosus, dark: see

tenebrotts.] The state of being tenebrous or

dark; darkness; gloominess; gloom.

The antient Poets, in regard of the tenel/romtie thereof,

compare Hell to a teiTitorie in Italy ... so inuironed
with hills and mountaines that the .Sunne is neuer scene
at any tinte of the yeare to shine amongst them.

Heywood. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 389.

been called r«n«i>r», were sung by the Anglo-Saxons with +._olirnTia ^tPTi'p-hrii«> n r< OP tenebreux F
the «une accompaniment as ours, of lighted tapers, to be t«B.eM01S (ten ? brus), o^

J._^

U*
.
W'^Ore.^^^*^.

put out, one by one, aa tbe psalms went on.
Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. IL 71.

tenebrse-hearse (ten'e-bre-hfers), n. The tri-

angular stand holding the candles to be extin-

guished one after each psalm in the office of

the tenebrsB. Also called Lenten hearse.

tenebrarilim (ten-f-bra'ri-um), ». ; pi. tenebra-

ria (-6). [NL., < "L. tenebrx, q. v.] Same as
tettebrie-hearse.

tenebricosel (te-neb'ri-kos), a. [= Pg. It. tene-

bricoso, < L. tenebricomts, shrouded in darkness,
gloomy, < fene6r«, darkness: see tenebrx.] Ten-
ebrotiB. Bailey.

tenebrlfic (ten-e-brif'ik), a
darkness, + facere, make.] Producing dark
ness. According
through the Influence

tenebreux = Pr. tenebros = Sp. Pg. It. tenebroso,

< L. tenebrosus, dark, gloomy, < tenebree, dark-

ness: see tenebree.] Dark; gloomy.

The day at the sixth houre was turned into tenebrou$

night, Insomuch as the Starres were visibly scene in the
Firmament, Ueywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 817.

Huge hail, and water sombre-hued, and snow
Athwart the tenebrout air potu- down amain.

Longfetttnc, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vi. 11.

tenebronsness (ten'e-brus-nes), n. The state

of being tenebrous; darkness; gloom. Bailey,
17-.>7.

tenefolt, tenefullyt. Middle English forms of

tfenj'iil, teenfiilh/.
' ~ " tenrlla), a^^tJ^rt tenelt. «. [M^, < AS, t^nel (ML

... J » J basket.] A basket. Prompt. Parv., p. 489.

,*?e*o"f?l'nete.l!5^'"'""'^
'"'''' tenement (ten'e-ment). «. [< ME. tene^„e,H<

, „ „ ,j .t OF. teiiement, i. tenement = ¥1. tenement, <1jL.
tenementum, a holdmg, fief, < L. tenere, hold: see

tenant^.] 1. A holding; a parcel of land held
by an owner.

After the deth of euerych haldere In ITee shoUe the
baylyuea of the CItee seysy symplelcbe the tenemem of

cM^S

Ttiu^rit ttteurtu.

The chief mystics In Germany, it would appear, are the
transcendental phUoao|diet<, Kant, Fichte, and Schell-

ing '. With theee la tbe chosen aeat of mystlciam ; these
are its "Itadir^/tc oonatdlatlons," from which it doth
" ray OQt darkneei " orer tbe earth.

CartyU, State of Oennan Lit.

Now begina
The teiu6r\^jMuaage of the tale.

Browmng, King and Book, I. ISJL

tenebriflconst (ten-e-brif'i-kus), a. [< tene-

hrific + -oiiK.] Tenebrific.

I could mention several authors who are ttntbrtfema
stars of the flrtt magnitude. Adduon, Spectator, No. 682,

Tenebrio (t6-neb'ri-d), «. [NL. (Linnteus, 1758),

< L. tenebrio, one who loves darkness (applied
to a trickster), < tenebrie, darkness, gloom : see
darknett.'] 1. A ge-

nus of heteromerous
beetles, typical of the
family Tenebrionidm,
including about 20
species of black elon-
gated beetles with
slender legs. The com-
mon meal-worm (larra of

T. maUtar) beloiws to this

genoa, bat moat ol the spe-
ctea llTe nnder bark and
In decnred trunks of old
tree*, T. oismnu, Indlge-

nooa to America, also lives

In farinaeeooa aobatancea,
and haa been called the
American meel-wonn to
dittingalsb It from tbe
Karopaan meal-worm, T.
auMer. Both species, however, are now ooimopolltan.
See also cuts ander pam-htMt and meattatOe.

2. [(. c.] A species of this ^enns.

TenebrionidjB (tfr-neb-ri-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Leach, 1877), < Tenebrioin-) + -idte.] A large

and wide-spread family
of heteromerous bee-
tles, comprising about
"ijOOO species, usually
of obscure color, but
containing some bright
tropical forms. They
have the anterior coxal cavi-
ties closed behind ; the ven-
tral segments five, in part
connate; the pennltimate
tarsal Joint not spongy, and
the tarsal claws simple. The
claasiftcation of the family Is

extremely difficult, and the
species vary greatly In form
and habit. The larvK, how-
ever, are very uniform in

structure, and resemble
those of the family Ktateri-

dm. The great majority live

In decaying vegetation, fun-
gi, and excrement Some of

BUcdts ttscurti. natural size, the largest genera are Blaft,
Zophim*, Htlojm, Slrongyli-

um, IHmeUa, Rnd Atcida. fJeodM oAsrara is a renreaenta-
tlve species. See 7>n<l>ria, and also cnt under map*.

weohe be deyd y-seysed, for to y-wyte bet who-so Is next

eyr. Engliih GOds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 362.

For Heny Halman hath pleyed the false shrowe, and
fellyd my wood upon a tenement olT myn to the valew of

XX marke. Pastim Lettem, III. 86.

The subscriber, having obtained patents for upwards of

twenty tliousand acres of land on the Ohio and Great
Kaiijalwha, . . . proposes to divide the same into any
sixed lenementt that may be described.
IfoaMiwtoii, In Washington's Interest in Western Lands,

[qnoted in Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies, 3d ser.

2. In Ian:, any species of permanent property
that may be held of a superior, as lands, houses,

rents, commons, an office, an advowson, a fran-

chise, a right of eoniTuon, a peerage, etc. These
are called /rcc tenements OT frank-tenements.

jif eny tho that nymeth rente of eny tenement in fraim-
chyse of the Citee, and bis rente hoUeche be by-hynde, . . .

by leue of the baylyues of the town, nyme^tne dores and
the fenestrea. English OUdt (E. E. T. a), p. 362.

a, lanra ; *. papa (lioe
oraldxc): r, beetle; <i
larva ; t. wisi ilU ; /, lahhim ; t,
terminal fegineat, lliowinf the dual
prolcg fatly ertcanrd.

The thing holden Is . . . styled a tenement, the posses-

sors thereof tenants, and the manner of their possession a
tenure. Blackttone, Com., II. v.

3. A dwelling inhabited by a tenant; a dwell-

ing; an abode; a habitation; a home.

Snch ia my home— a gloomy tenement.
More solitary than the peasant's hut
I'pon the barren mountain.

Hurdii, quoted In Int. to Sir T. Mores Utopia, p. liv.

To sage Philosophy next lend thine ear.

From Heaven descended to the low-roof'd house
Of Socratea ; see there his tenement

Milton, P. K., Iv, 274.

4. One of a number of apartments or sets of

apartments in one building, each occupied by
a separate family, and containing the conve-
niences of a common dwelling-house.

The two tenemenU, it waa true, were under the same
roof ; but they were not on that account the same tene-

ment* D. Webtter, Speech to Goodrich Case, April, 1817.

Dominant, servient, etc., tenement. See the adjec-

tives. =:8yn. 4. See dennitions of Jtat'^ and apartment.

tenemental (ten-e-men'tal), a. [< tenement +
-n/.] I'ertaining to a tenement or to tene-

ments; pertaining to what may be held by ten-

ants; capable of being held by tenants— Tene-
mental lands, lands held of a feudal lord by free ten-

ures.

The other, or t<nem«»ito/, lande they distributed among
their tenants. BlackeUme, Com., II. vi.

tenementary (ten-e-men'ta-ri), a. [< ML. tene-

mentariiis. <. LL. tenementum, a tenement: see
tenement.] Capable of being leased ; designed
for tenancy ; held by tenants.

Such were the Ceorls among the Saxons ; but of two
sorts, one that hired the Lorda Outland or renemen/orj/
Land . . . like our Farmers.

.S^nuin, Feada and Tenures, vlL



tenement-house 6232

tenement-house (ten 'e-ment-hou8),«. Ahouse tengerite (teng'er-it), H. [Named
or block of builiiings diviiled into dwellings oe- Tenger, a Swedish cliemist.] An im

after C.
imperfectly

known yttrium carbonate occurring as a white
crystalline or earthy incrustation upon gado-
linite.

cupied by separate families; technically, in the
State of New York, any house occupied by more
than three families, in ordinary nse the word is re-
stricted to such dwellings for the poorer classes in crowd-
ed parts of cities.

tenencyt, «. An obsolete spelling of tenancii.
TAT! 1 !) tiA vast, incircumscril>ed, and swimming knowledge, a no- r^.' i ,. ,. ,

tion, a mere implicit and confused («n«»ici/ of many things, lenientet (ten-yen te), M

tenor

tennis-ball (ten'is-bal), «,

tennis or lawn-tennis.
The ball used in

Many more [minerals], such as cyrtolite, molybdite, al-

lanite, tengerite, . . . have been found. Nature, XLL 163.

See tasnia.

which lie like com, loose on the floor of their brains.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 367.

tenendas (tf-nen'das), n. [So called from this
word in the clause; L. tenendas, ace. pi. fern,
of tenendus, gerundive of tenere, hold, possess:
see tenani\'] In Scots law, that clause of a char-
ter by which the particular tenure is expressed.
Bell.

tenendum (te-nen'dum), n. [So called from
this word in the clause ; L. tenendum, nom. sing.
neut. of tenendus, ' gerundive of tenere, hold,
possess: see tewaH^l.] In law, that clause in a
deed wherein the tenure of the land is defined
and limited.

tenentl (ten'ent), o. [< L. tenen{t-)s, ppr. of
teiifj-e, hold: see tenant^.'] Holding; speeifical

deputy, = E. tenant: see tenant^.']

ant ; a deputy.

Am I your major-domo, your tenient^.
Your captain, your commander ?

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

tenioid, a. See txnioid.

tennantite (ten'ant-It), n. [Named after
Smithson Tennant, an English chemist (1761-
18151.] A species closely related to tetrahe-
drite, or gray copper ore, a mineral of a lead-
gray or iron-black color, massive or crystal-
lized, found in Cornwall, England, and else-
where. It is a sulphid of arsenic with copper and iron,
and differs from tetrahedrite in containing arsenic in place
of antimony ; between the two species there are many in-
termediate compounds.

Tennant's powder. See powder

Rather (O lacob) chuse we all to die,

Than to betray our Native Libertie

;

Than to becom the sporting Tenms-baU
Of a proud Monarch,

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The CaptaineB.

To the lanizaries furie, who made Tennis-balls of their
heads. Purebas, Pilgrimage, p. 287.

™ ?!'..?
n'®'^**?^''*' * tennis-court (ten'is-kort), «. 1. An oblong edi-
^ Uenten- ggg ju -which the game of tennis is played. See

tennis, 1.

t]:Z'?,^'':'^i2tt''^ftZ':'lfZt.rj ^?^^ (^^--'>' »• '[Heraldic P.: see *«««,.]tenent hairs and bristles on the feet of insects.
tenent^ (ten'eut), n. In her. , same as tenan il, 3.

tenent^t (ten'ent), j». [L. tenent, they hold, 3d
gers. pi. pres. ind. of tenere, hold: see tenant^,

t. tetiet.^ Same as tenet.

We shall in our sermons take occasion now and then,
where it may be pertinent, to discover the weakness of
the puritan principles and tenents to the people.

Bp. Sanderson, Cases of Conscience. (Latham.)
Atheisme and Sadducism disputed

;

Their Tenents argued, and refuted.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 3.

teneral (ten'e-ral), a. [< L. tener, soft, deli-
cate, + -al.'] In entom., noting the incomplete
imago of a neuropterous insect, soon after it

has passed from the pupal state, and whUe it
is yet soft. See pseudimago and subimago.
Teneriffe (ten'e-nf ), n. [< Tenerife or Teneriffe,
the most important of the Canary Islands, situ-

In her., a tincture spoken of as orange-brown,
or as produced by mixing red and yellow. It is
represented in engraving and drawings in lilack and white
by diagonal lines from the sinister chief to the dexter base,

The more spacious that the tennis-court is.

The more large is the hazard.

.
Webster, DevU's Law-Case, Ii. 8.

2. The court upon which the game of lawn-
tennis is played.

tennis-elbow (ten'ls-el^bo), «. Same as tennis-
arm.
tenno (ten'6), n. [Jap. tenno, heavenly ruler,
< ten (< Chinese tien), heaven, -t- wo (< Chinese
liwang), august ruler.] The king of heaven;
emperor: same as Chinese tien Hwang : a title

first adopted in Japan in 782.

ten-o'clock (ten'6-klok'), n. The common star-
of-Bethlehem. Ornithogalum umbellatum : so
called from the tardy opening of the flowers.
Compare four-o'clock.

tenography (te-nog'ra-fi), n. [Irreg. < 6r. rivuv,

a tendon (cf. tendon), + -ypaipia, < ypo^fv, write.]
The description of tendons.

crossed by vertical lines according to most authorities, or teuologv (te-nol'o-ji), n. flrreg. < Gr. Tiwjv. aby horizontal Imesaccordmg to Berry. Also tenney, to»7.y. tendon + '-loyld </iy£(i' sneak- see -«Zooi 1Ati-nar rtfiii'pr^ n A tAn.T^minH r,r.ta rHion„ Lcuuoii, "I" _Ao/ia, \ «7ti_v,_8peaK. see -oiogy.jtenner (ten'er), n.

Great Britain.]
A ten-pound note. [Slang, That part of anatomy which felates to tendons'.

^ ,
tenon (ten'on), n. [Formerly also, irreg., tenant;

#.,i"i.S?^" ™ "Vv
"^^^

^'?il",»''
*" ^"°'" * '""' < ME. tenoun, < OF. (and F.) tenon, a tenon, <tenners just to carry on the war with? ^ -i, 1:3 y t u i_ ^ 3 ^ ' , , ^

Miss Braddcm, Eupert Godwin, I. 221. f™""' '^°]^' S ^- '*'"''''• ^'^^^' ''^ep
:
see tenantl.]

•p«^^„„o„a«„ /f - \ A r, „,
The projecting end of a piece of wood or other

Tennesseean (ten-e-se'an), a. and n. [< Ten- material fitted for insertion into a correspond-
Ol or pertaining ing cavity or mortise in another piece, in orderI. a.nessee (see def.) -f- -an.]

to Tennessee. See II.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Tennes-
see, one of the southern United States, lying
south of Kentucky.
Tennessee bond cases. See case^.
tenney (ten'e), ». In her., same as tennc.

to form a secure joint. See cuts under breech-
pin, dovetail, and mortise Sboulder of a tenon,
the transverse section of a timber, from which the tenon
projects. (See also tease-tenon, tusk-tentm.)

tenon (ten'on), V. t. [< tenon, n.] 1. To fit for

„*j_,i.-iAj.- T-rrr- "-, , .' , ">-"."<ij v,vv.^. ^j, „. a.u „c. ., ottiuo as iBiiiw. iusertlon uito a mortlsc, as the end of a piece

f«lt^J^l T°Lvi ™?;.L3i"%r° 'i''? /I, tennis (ten'is), n. [Early mod. E. also ten7iise, of timber.— 2. To join by or as by a t«non.„
„ „ „- tenni/s, tentws, tenis, tenys, tenyse ; < WE. tenys. We temm both these together as an antecedent and con-

teneys (ML. tenisia; also teniludivm, 'tennis- sequent Bp. .i»idreu;«. Sermons, II. 86. (Daviet.)

play'); appar. of OF. origin, but no OF. term tenon-auger (ten'on-a'ger), n. A hollow auger
appears. The notion that the word is derived for cutting circular tenons, as in the movable
from OF. tcnez, 'hold' or ' take ' (i. e. ' take this rollers for window-shades, etc.
ball ), conjectured to be a cry of the player who tenoner (ten'on-^er), n. A machine for form-

*®T!!:'A^.?'^*'^^i™'ii?,"'^fi*'' *"ili* '^ inconsis- ing tenons. Such machines are usually combimiUons
of saws, or saws with cutters and driving mechanism,
whereby the shoulders are cut squarely, and the gnpei^
fiuous wood is cut away to leave the tenon.

Tenonian (te-no'ni-an), a. [< Tenon (see def.)
+ -!fln.] In anat., relating to the French anat-
omist J. R. Tenon (1724-1816) : as, the Teno-
nian fascia or capsule (Tenon's capsule).

island of Teneriffe (properly Tenerife), former-
ly imported into Europe.

Teneriffe slug. See slug'^.

teneritudet (te-ner'i-ttid), n. [ME., = It. teneri-
tudine, < L. te'neritudo {-din-), softness, tender-
ness, < tener, tender: see tender^.^ Tenderness.

So wol thaire fattenesse and teiieritude
With hem [cheese] be stille.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 164.

tenerityt (te-ner'i-ti), n. [= It. tenerita, < L.
tenerita(t-)s, softness, tenderness, < tener, soft,
tender: see tender'^.'] Tenderness. Imp. Diet.
tenesmic (te-nes'mik), a. [< tenesmus -\- -«c.]
In med., pertaining to or characterized by te-
nesmus.
tenesmus (tf-nes'mus), «. [NL., < L. tenesmos,
< Gr. Teivtofio^, a straining at stool, < relvew,
stretch, strain : see tenrfl.] In med., a oontinual

tent with the usage of the time (ME. nouns were
not formed offhand from OF. imperatives).]
1. A very old and elaborate ball-game played
by two, three, or four persons in a building spe-
cially constructed for the purpose. The court (96
feet by 32) is surrounded by a wall, from which a sloping
roof called the penthouse extends on three sides to an in-
ner wall 7 feet high

;
and a net .; feet high at the ends to 3 tenoning-cMsel (ten ' on -ing-chiz " el), «. A

in the middle 18 placed across the court. The first player double-bladed chisel Which makp« t-wn onfa(the server) hits a ball with a racket so that it strikes the , ""V" oia"eu <_nisei wnicn maKes two cnts,

penthouse or the wall above it, and rebounds into the court
on his opponent's side of the net. The opposing player

leaving a middle piece to form a tenon. E. H.
Kniiiht.

inclination to void the contents of the bowels (thes«n*-er-ow«)has to strike the ball back into the server's tenoniug-maclline (ten'on-ing-ma-shen')
nr. WoHflo^ o„«,^™^„^;„.^ 1 *.„;_:„„ i,__i. ,. -ii. court before it strikes the ground, or on its first bound. T„ • ; ;..- .._!.; •• c.° ...r^._ __ ^ _

'
or bladder, accompanied by straining, but with
little or no discharge, it is caused by an irritation
of the rectum or bladder or adjacent parts, and is a com-
mon symptom in dysentery, stricture of the urethra, cys-
titis, etc.

'

tenet (ten'et), n. [< L. tetiet, he holds, 3d pers.
sing. pres. ind. of tenere, hold : see tenant^. Cf

.

habitat. Cf. also tenent3.'\ Any opinion, princi-
ple, dogma, or doctrine which a person, school,
or sect holds or maintains as true.
That all animals of the land are in their kind in the sea,

although received as a principle, is a tetiet very question-
"We. Sir T. Broione, Vulg. Err., ill. 24.

Though my scheme was not wholly without religion
there was in it no mark of any of the distinguishing tenets
of any particular sect. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 141.

In the tenet of justification, the believer is himself in
contact with the miracle of Christ's atonements and ap-
plies Christ s merits to himself.

M. A mold, Literature and Dogma, ix.

= Syn. Precept, Dogma, etc. See doctrine.
tenfingers (ten'fing"gerz\ n. A starfish with
ten arms. Compare fivefinger, 3.

I the ground, or on its first bound.
The player who is the first to drive the ball into the net or
beyond the prescribed boundary loses a stroke. If a play-
er fails to return the ball before it strikes the ground twice,
a chase is noted against him on the marked floor. This
does not count at the time, but a stroke may be won or lost
from it by subsequent play. When two chases have been
made, or when the score of one side reaches 40, the play-
ers change ends. Strokes are won and lost in various other
ways besides those mentioned above (as by driving the ball

In wood-working, a machine for cutting tenons.
There are three chief types of machine in use— those em-
ploying revolving cutters, hollow augers, and chisels re-
spectively. Some of these machines can also be used to
cut mortises, and by the addition of other cutting-tools
some may be used to finish and dress the work,

tenonitis (ten-o-nl'tis), n. [< Tenon (see Teno-
nian) + -itis.'] Inflammation of Tenon's cap-
sule.

r< ten + -fold 1 J.
"-^"^^ »» luwn-ienms. eu sense, tone, accent, MLi. also, in music, the

•' •• tennist (ten'is), «). «. [< tennis, n.'] To drive, cWef melody (cantus fii-mus), hence the highest
tenfold (ten'fold), a. and adv.
Ten times as much or as many,

I will reward thee
Once for thy spritely comfort, and ten-fold
For thy good valour. Shak., A. and C, iv. 7. 16.

ten-forties (ten'for'tiz), «. pi. [Short for ten-
forty bonds: see def.] The popular name for
certain five per cent, bonds issued by the gov- . .

IXttif. ^ml'^ilf ^!}1 ''^.' ll^l'^:
*!?°i?:^™ (ten'is-arm), n. A lameness of ten-

into certain openings in the inner wall), the game being t.B-nnn oatn- nc,r.'r.r, ^&\ „ A !,;„ i,„„i „
extremely complicated. The mode of scoring (by 16 80 'fHOn-saW (ten on-sa), n. A thin back-saw
40, and game, with deuce and advantage) has been taken '"^ving eight teeth to the inch, used for fine, ac-
from this game by lawn-tennis. Tennis arose in Europe curate sawing, as in forming tenons, dovetails
during the middle ages, and was very popular. It is now miters, etc. Also called tenor-satcplayed under the name of cOTirt-tenntg, to distinguish it T<.»,/inV„o«o^« A* •**• x • •

tTomlaw7i-tennis. See racket^ mid tawktennis TenOn S Capsule. A tunic of fascia, containing
smooth muscular fibers, around the middle of
the eyeball, blending with the sclerotic behind
the entrance of the ciliai-y vessels and nerves
into the eyeball ; the Tenonian fascia.
tenor (ten'or), «. and a. [Formerly also tenour,
sometimes tennure; < ME. tenour, tenor, tenoure,
< OF. tenour, teneur= Pr. Sp. tenor= Pg. teor=
It. tenore, < L. tenor, a holding on, uninterrupt-
ed sense, tone, accent, ML. also, in music, the

Item, that no man pley at tenys or pame withyn the
yeld halle. English aUds(R. E. T, S.), p. 372.

I had as leve tosse a ball here alone as to play at the
tenya over the corde with the. Palsgrave, p. 760.

Tennis is a game of no use in itself, but of great use in
respect it maketh a quick eye and a body ready to put it-
self into all postures.

Baeon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 17'2.

2. Same as laivn-tennis.

as a ball in playing tennis

These fowre garrisons issuing foorthe, at such conven-
ient times as they shall have intelligence or espiall upon
the enemye, will so drive him from one side to another,
and tennis him amongest them, that he shall flnde no
where safe to keep his creete [cattle],

Spenser, State of Ireland,

»?rt,f«^30'St*"^''
*"" y*'^"'*' ^""^ payable nis-players, said to be 'caused by a rupture" ofat the end of forty years. some of the fibers of the pronator radii teres.

adult male voice, to which the chief melody was
assigned;<toierf, hold: see fenanfl.] I. n. 1.
General, usual, or prevailing course or direc
tion.

Along the cool, sequester'd val.i of life
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.

Gray, ^egy
The chief event in the courseof the summer which broke

the even f«ior of our lives was a first visit from our great
neighbors. Lord and Lady Carlisle.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.
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2 General course or drift of a thought, say- suitable for the subcutaneous division of a ten-

in'e discourse, or the like; that course of don ; a tenotomy knife. AUo temlotome.

thought or meaning which holds on or runs tenotomize (to-uot'o-nnz), r t.
,
pret. and pp.

through a whole discourse, treatise, statute, or

the like : general pur])ort ; substance.

ThoDne he crjed so cler that kenne mygt alle

;

The trwe teitor of hi« teme he tolde on this wyse.

AUiteratiK Poenu <ed. Morris), iu. 358.

Mark the tenor of my style,

Which shall such trembling hearts unfold

As seldom hatli tofore been told.

B. Jonton, Case is Altered, L 1.

The tenmm of this letter was
That Bobbin would submit.

T-nu TaU (ft Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 366)l

Emigration to the new countries *
liberal tenor of the royal ordinances

time. PrtacotL, Ferd. and Isa., it 9.

3. In /air; (a) True intent and meaning; pur-

port and effect : as, the tenar of a deed or in-

strument of any kind is its purport and effect,

but not its actual words. (6) A transcript or

copy. It implies that a correct copy Is set out, and there-

fore at common law, under an allegation according to the

tenor, the instrument must be set out correctly.

4. Character; nature.

All of a tenor was their after-life,

Ko day discolonred with domestic strife.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., liL 11«8.

6. In mu»ie: (a) The highest variety of the or-

dinary adult male voice. Its compass usually ex-

tends aboot two ocUre* or less frojn the first below mid-

dle C. Its quality is properly thin and penetrating, bearing

much the same relation to>>asa that soprano doe* to alto.

Its upper tones often much resemble the middle tones of

alto. A tenor Toice harins somewhat of the breadth and
sonority of a barytone Is often called (in Italian) a tenon

nbuMo, while a ifght, agile tenor Is called a tenore leggiero.

(6) A singer with gueh a voice, or a voice-part

intended for or sung by such a voice. In ordi-

nary part-writing the tenor Is the third voice-part, in-

termediate between the alto and the baas, (c) An in-

strument playing a third part; specifically, the

viola ( wliich see), (rf) In medieval music, also,

(1) the hold or pause on a final tone of a piece

;

(2) the ambitus or compass of a mode; (3) the

repercussion of a mode— Action of provtns the
tenor. See jimeiiV.— Middle tenor, MassachusetU pa-

per currency, 1TS7-40. See nrir tnuir (6V.—New tenor.
hi) In the llnanclal history of Uassacliusetts and Khode
Island, a form of paper currency of the public issues which
began in 17:fr In the former cafoay and In 17Hi in the iat-

ter, and of which each bill bore a declaration that it should

be equal in Talue to a stated amoant of coined silver or of

gold coin, tb) In Massachusetts, a new form of such cur-

rency, iasned In sccordanoe with an act of the vear 174r and
subsequent Tears, snd dilTering but sligbtly from that

abore deacribed. The notes of this eml>danreceiT«d the

name of net tenor, which caused the ,,r'^ ^••- -•ril•^

which had hitherto borne that name. '

rtli

called middls <«Mr.— Old tanor, bi th. :
'>r)'

of Mssasrhiiintts and Rhode Island, a funii <>i iKijK-r cur-

reocT ot the poldlc isaoes which preceded one of IT.t? in

the former ooloiiy and one of 1740 in the latter, and ot

which each bill bore a declantion that It ahonld be In

ralue equal to money.

H. a. In i»ii»ic, of or pertaining to the tenor;

adapted for singing or playing the tenor: as, a
fe-fwr voice; a iennr instrument; a (fwor part.

—Tenor basioon, oomet, dram, horn, trombone,
trumpet, etc., Tarieties of these several Instruments

whose sise and compa* make tbem intermediate between
the alto and baaa varMlM.—TtBOT tMll, the chief bell In

a set a< bella—Tenor 0, tai uniife, the nextC below middlu
C. -Tenor clef, in mumeal wHalton, a C clef placed on the

thini line of a stall.—Tenor violin. Same as «<()<a.

tenore ( te-nO're), w. [It. : see tenor.'i See tenor.

tenorino (ten-o-re'no), «.; pi. tenorini (-ne).

[It., dim. of tenore, tenor: see teiinr.'] A falsetto

tenor voice, or a singer with such a voice
;
par-

ticularly, an artificial soprano.

tenorist (ten'or-ist), n. [= OF. lenoriste, <

ML. teiioriula ;"as tenor + -«»f.] One who sings

a tenor part, or one w^ho plays on a tenor in-

stniment.
tenorite (ten'or-it), n. [Named bv Semmola
in IMl after fiignor Tenore, president of the

Academy of Sciences at Naples.] Native oxid

of copper, occurring in steet-^y scales of me-
tallic luster on lava at Vesnvms.
tenoroon (ten-o-r6n'). "• »n<l "• [< t«»or +
-iiiiii, as hannoon from fxins.] I.t n. Same as o6oe

lid raccia (which see, under oboe).

TT u. In orijan-hniUUng, noting a stop which
does not extend below tenor C: as, a tenoroon

hautboy.
tenorrhaphy (te-nor'a-fi), ». [< Or. rhuv, ten-

<ioii. -t- /<"<?'/, a seam, < jminttv, sew.] Same as
teittisufurr.

tenosnttire (ten'9-«u'tur), n. [< Gr. Ttvuv, ten-

don. + L. giilitra, a "seam: sec »M(Mre.] The
fadtcning together by suture of the ends of a
iliviilfd tendon. Also t^'iiorrhnphi/.

tenotome (ten'o-tom), ». [< F. tenotome, < Qr.
rivuv, tendon, -f- •rouor, K r^fivriv, rnufiv, cut. f^.

tenotomy.^ In aurj/., a slender knife specially

tenoUimiziil. pi)r. tenotomi:i»(j. [< tenotomy +
-irf.] To divide a tendon or the tendons of.

tenotomy (te-not'6-mi), M [= F. tenotomie, <

Gr. Tivuv, tendon, + -Tofiia, < rc/iveiv, rafielv, cut.

Cf. ten(Ion.'\ In surg., the division of a tendon.

High degrees of muscular insulHciency cannot be cor-

rected except by surgical measures : viz., tenotmny of one

or both extemtd recti muscles.
B\uk'» Handbook of Med. Seieneet, V. 96.

tenpenny (ten'pen'i), a. Valued at or worth
ten pence Tenpenny nalL See penny, a.

encouraged by the tenpins (ten'pinz), h. The game of bowls
.upd from time to played with ten puis or men in a long alley.

The players strive with three or fewer bowls
of the ball to knock down all the pins.

ten-pounder (ten'poun'd^r), «. 1. Seepouwrf-
fii, 1 and 2.

Between 18S2 and 1865 the ten-pottnden rose to 46.'!,000.

GladMvne.

3. Something that weighs ten pounds.— 3. The
big-eyed herring. Slops saurvs. See cut under

ten%C, tanrec (ten'rek, tan'rek), n. [Mala- *f
°?6i?88jten8'le8),_a

tension

Men sbnlde hyni snybbe bitterly

At vryme tempts of his folye.

Rom. nf the Rote, 1. 4538.

Future, perfect, pluperfect, present tense. See the
adjectives.— Historical tenses, see historical, 4.— Se-
quence or consecution of tenses. See sequence.

tense" (tens), a. [= Sp. teiiso, < L. tensu.% pp.
of tendcre, stretch: see teii<l^.'\ Being in a

state of tension ; stretched until tight : strained

to stiffness; rigid; not lax: often used figura-

tively.

For the free passage of the sound into the ear it is re-

qolsite that the tympanum be tense.

Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 161.

Her temples were sunk, her forehead was tense, and a

fatal paleness sat upon her cheek.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxviii.

Tense abdomen, in entom., an abdomen neither divided
into seKnieiits nor having segments indicated, as in most
spiders, by transverse folds.

tense'^ (tens), v. t.; pret. and pp. tensed, ppr.

tensing. [< tense^, a.] To make tense or taut.

[Bare.]

U, instead of a symmetrical movement, the other hand
made a maximal effort of tensing the extensor instead of

the flexor muscles of the band, ... no constant effect

. . . was observed. Mind, IX. 109.

[< tense^ + -?es».] Hav-

gasy.] 1. A Madagascar hedgehog; any in-

sectivorous mammal of the family Centetidte, as

yfri t.audatut).

Centetes eeaude

'

".f spinottu, and Echi-

Hopa telfairi. in.- m-.-tenrec is Orysoryctes

horti. Alao tang. See cut under sotiMfl*. Then
animals are highly characteristic of the Madagascar re-

Teaiac {Krimtut j/Ommu).

glon. They superflcially resemble ordinary hedgehog*
(of the dIRerrnt family AWmemif*—compare cut under
KrinaetvtX but their structure Is peealiar, and their near-
eat relatlvea are the West Indian solenodons.

2. [CO/).] [NL.. (Lac6p6de, 1798), and in the
form Tanrecus (Desmarest, 1825).] A generic
name for the species of Centetidte: same as
Centetes in a former broad sense. [Not usedj

tenae^ (tens), n. [Formerly also tence; < HE.
tens, temps, < OP. tans, tens, terns, terns, temps,

F. temps = 8p. tifmpo = Pg. It. tempo, < L. tem-

pus, time, in grammar tense. Cf. temporal,
temporary, etc.] It. Time. See temps.

I wame yow wel, it is to seken ever.

That future Irmpe hath maad men to dissaver

In trust thert>f from a] that ever they hadde.
Chaucer, llul. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 322.

2. In ffr«m.: («) Time. (6)Oneof the forms, or
sets of forms, which a verb takes in order to in-

dicate the time of action or of that which is af-

firmed: extended also to forms indicating the
nature of the action as continued, completed,
and the like, in English this U effected either by in-

ternal vowel change, as in a<nt7,aaaa, lead, led ; by terml-

natlonal Inflection, as in hne, umd: or, in verb-phrases,

by means of auxiliary words, a* In did lot$, have loved,

vOllovt,

We may aay now that we have Treaaoren of all Tenses,

tor then are four living, to wit the Lords Manchester,
Middlesex, Marlborough, and the newly chosen.

BowOl, Letters, I. v. 2.

At prime tense, at the first time : at first ; instantly.

My »il( I ItTiowe fnlle wel Daungere,
And hiiw he Is fcers of his cheere.
At prime tetnps lx)re to manace.

Rom. (ifth* Rom, L 8S78.

ing no tense : as, a tenseless verb. Classical

Rrv.. III. 9.

tenselessness (tens'les-nes), «. The character
of being tenseless. Amer.Jour. Philol.,\lll.59.

tensely (tens'li), adv. In a tense manner ; with
tension.

tenseness (tens'nes), n. The state of being
tense, or stretched to stiffness ; stiffness ; rigid-

noss.

tensibility (ten-si-bil'.i-ti). n. [< tensible +
-ily (see -bility).'] The property of being ten-
sible or tensile.

tensible (ten'si-bl), a. [= Sp. tensible, < ML.
tensibilis, that can be stretched, < L. tendere,

pp. tensus, stretch: see tend^, tenst^.'] Capa-
ble of beitig extended or drawn out ; ductile.

Oold ... la the closest (and therefore the heaviest) ot

metidiL and la likewise the most flexible and teixsible.

Bacon, Nat. Uist., $ 327.

tensile (ten'sil), o. [= It. tensile, < NL. 'ten-

silis, < L. tendere, pp. te»sii.f, stretch : see tewrfi,

tense^.'] 1. Of or pertaining to tension: as, <en-

sile strength.— 2. Capable of tension ; capable
of being drawn out or extended in length or

breadth; tensible.

All iKMiies dnctlle, and tensile |as metals, that will be
drawn into wires], . . . have in them the appetite of not
discontinuing. Bacon, Nat. Mist., S 845.

3. In musical tjtstruments, producing tones by
means of stretched strings.

tensiled (ten'sild), a. [< tensile + -ed^.'] Made
tensile; rendered capable of tension. [Rare.]
Imj). Diet.

tensility (ten-sir.i-ti), «. [< tensile + -ity.1

The qualitj' of being tensile ; tensibility. Dr.
U. More, Immortal, of Soul, ii. 10.

tension (ten'shqn), n. [= F. teti.fion = Sp. ten-

sion = Pg. tens&o = It. tensione, < L. tensio(n-),

a stretching, ML. also a struggle, contest (see

tenson), < tendere, pp. tensus, stretch, extend:
see tend^, tense^.^ 1. The act of stretching,

straining, or making tense ; the state of being
stretched or strained to stiffness ; the condition

of being bent or strained.

Voice being raised by stiffs lensionot the larynx.
Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 74.

2. In meeh., stress, or the force by which a bar,

rod, string, or the like is nulled when forming
part of any system in equilibrium or in motion.

In a large suspension bridge the tension produced by the
' ocrasional load is usually only a snull fraction of that pro-

duced by the permanent load.

R. S. Ball, i:iper. Mechanics, p. 232.

3. In physics, a constrained condition of the
particles of bodies, arising from the action of

antagonistic forces, iu which they tend to re-

turn to their formev condition: elastic force.

Tension may be present in a solid l>ody, and also in a liquid

in the case of suriace-tension (which see), but not in a gas.

What is commonly called the tension ot a gas is properly

Its pressure simply -due. according to the kinetic theory

of gases (see gas, 1). to the innumerable impacts of the

moving molecules against the confining surface; good
writera avoid the use of tension in this sense.

4. In statical elect., the mechanical stress across

a dielectric, due to accumulated charges, as in

a condenser; hence, the same as surface-density

(the amount of electricity at any point of the

surface of a charged conductor) ; more common-
Iv used, in dynamical electricity, to mean about

tlie same as difference ofpotential : thus, a cur-

rent of high tension is popularly a current of

high electromotive force, a body is said to hare a



tension

high-tension charge, or a charge of high-tension elec-
tricity, and a conductor to carry a higli-tension current,
when the stress in the medium suirtninding the body or
the conductor is high. In magnetism, an electromagnet
surrounded by a coil of many turns and high electrical
resistance was called by Henry a leitsion magnet.

Potential is the scientific term for the electrical condi-
tion for which the word tension has been used.

Jour. FraiMin InsL, CXXV. 57.

6. Mental strain, stretch, or application; strong
or severe intellectual effort ; strong excitement
of feeling; great activity or strain of the emo-
tions or the wiU.
When the tejision of mind relating to their dally aSairs

was over, they sunk into fallow rest
Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, xl.

In desiring the mind is in a state of active tension.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 579.

The states of tension have as positive an influence as any
in determining the total condition, and in deciding what
the psychosis shall be. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., 1. 236.

6. A strained state of any kind : as, political
tension; social tension.— 7. An attachment to
a sewing-machine for regulating the strain of
the thread, it is made in a variety of forms, the aim be-
ing in all cases to put a pressure on the thread to prevent
it from iTinning from the spool too freely, and to adjust
the strain on the thread to the thickness of the clotli.—
Initial tension. See initial.— SviTface tension. See
surface-teinnon,

tension (teu'shon), v. t. [< tension, ».] To
make tense; give the right degree of tension
to ; draw out ; strain. The Engineer, LXXI. 120.
[Recent.]

A highly tensioned string. TyndaU.

tensional (ten'shon-al), a. [< tension + -al.']

Of or pertaining to tension ; of the nature of
tension.

Such members of a structure as are subject to torsional,
tensional, or transverse stresses.

W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 71.

tension-bax (ten'shon-bar), n. A har by means
of which a strain o'i tension is applied, or by
which such a strain is resisted " <

car-trticlc.
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it tense, or put it upon the stretch: differ-

ing from an extensor in not changing the rela-
tive position or direction of the axis of the
part: opposed to laxator.— 2. In math., the
modulus of a quaternion ; the ratio in which it

stretches the length of a vector, if the quater-
nion is put into the form xi ^- yj + zk + w, the tensor is

Vi''" + y' + z' + '">'') If the quaternion is expressed as
a matrix, the tensor is the square root of the determi-
nant of the matrix. Abbreviated r.— Right tensor. See
right.— TeasOT fasclse latse. .Same as tenmr vaginee
/oreon's.—Tensor laminae posterioris vaginae recti
abdominis, small anomalous muscular slips arising near
the internal inguinal opeidng, and inserted into the trans-
versalis fascia beneath the rectus abdominis.— Tensor
palatL Same as cireumfiexus palati. See palatum.—
Tensor parapatagil, in ornith., the tightener of the
parapatagiura, a propatagial slip of the cucullar muscle
which joins the propatapialis longus ; the dermotensor
patagii.— Tensor patarii, tensor plicae alarls, a mus-
cle of birds which stretches the fold of skin on the front
border of the wing, in the reijntrance between the upper
arm and the forearm : several modifications of such a
muscle are described, and made use of to some extent
in classifying birds.— Tensor propatagli brevis or lon-
gus. Same as jmpatagialis brevis or longus. See propa-
tagialis.— Tensor tarsi. See tarms.

—

Tensor trochleae,
the tightener of the pulley of the trochlear or superior
oblique muscleof the eyeball, a small muscle occasionally
found in man.— Tensor tympanl, a muscle supposed
to increase the tension of the membrani tympani by acting
upon the malleus ; it arises from the petrous section of
the temporal bone, and adjacent parts, passes through a
bony canal parallel with the Eustachian tube, enters the
tympanum, and is attached to the handle of the malleus.
Also called malledius.-TeiiBOT vaginae femoris, a
muscle which acts upon the sheath of the thigh, in man
arising from the anterior superior spine of the ilium, and
inserted into the deep femoral fascia. It presents many
modifications in other animals, being wanting in some, or
connected with the panniculus carnosus, or external ab-
domi;ial muscle, or blended with gluteal muscles. It
belongs to the latter group, and not to the muscles of the
front of the thigh, with which it is usually associated in
human anatomy. Also called tensor fascix latee, and cayi-
niglutaexis. See cut under musde^.

II. a. In «««*., noting certain muscles whose
fimetiou is to render fasciae or other structures
tense.

See cut under tensor-twist (ten'sor-twist), n. In Clifford's

+o„a<«« kWj„-> /f 'I. 1, --^ t
^quaternions, a twist multiplied by a tensor.

tension-bridjge (ten shon-bnj), n. 1. Same as ten-strike (ten'strik), n. In American bowling,
i^.H. Em(jht.— 2. A form of a stroke which knocks down all the ten pins;

boicsfring-bridge.
^ „.

bridge formerly used for street spans, consist-

strain: see tend^jtense^J] A stretching or strain-
ing; tension.

This motion upon the pressure, and the reciprocal
thereof, which is motion upon tensure, we use to call
motion of liberty, which is when any body, being forced to
a preternatural extent, . . . restoreth itself to be natural.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 12.

tentl (tent), n. [< ME. tente, < OF. tente, tende,
F. tente= Pr. tenda= Sp. tietida = Pg. It. tenda,
< ML. tenia, tenda, also tentum, a tent, also a
place where clothes are spread out to dry,
prop. fem. of L. tentus, pp. of tendere, stretch:
see tend^. Cf. L. tentonum, a tent, from the
same verb.] 1 . A covering or shelter, or a port-
able lodge, made of some flexible material, as

ir>„ oo<,„„f„ii - * J • ' ', , ,

lience, figuratively, a stroke or act of any kinding essentially of wooden pieces anchored at which is entirely successful or decisive.

netrlvtevfllll ^r=iw« *°p"'^'°^''™, *'''"" '^^ tensUTSt (ten'sur), n. [< LL. tensura, a stretch-

Jn«[n^ f,I«i ^fp?°»L ft- f • i"'^'f 2
^°^' straining, < L. tendere, pp. tensm, stretch,

tension-fuse (ten shon-fuz), n. See/«se2. strain: see teSrf[l.feM<«.2 1 \'JiiLt„i.\,,„'^^^t^iJ_
tension-member (ten'shon-mem"ber), n. A
rod, bar, or beam forming'a member of a frame,
truss, beam, or girder, and serving to bear the
tensile strain.

tension-rod (ten'shon-rod), n. A rod in a truss
or structure which connects opposite parts and
keeps them from spreading asunder.

tension-roller (ten'shon-r6"ler), n. An idler,
or free pulley, resting against a belt for the
purpose of keeping it stretched tight against
its working pulleys; a tightening-pulley. See
cut under idle-wheel.

tension-spicule (ten'shon-spik'iil), n. In
sponges, a flesh-spicule ofmicrosclere. Bower-
bank.

tension-spring (ten'shon-spring), n. A spring
formed of inner and outer leaves, of which the
latter are not connected at the middle with the
former, all being secured together at the ends.
A pressure upon the outer leaves induces a tensile strain
upon the inner ones, which, when stretched to a straight
line, form chords to the outer leaves, and thus limit the
yielding of the spring. E. H. Knight.

tensity (ten'si-ti), n. [< tense^ + -ity.'] The
state of being tense; tenseness. Imp. Diet.

tensive (ten'siv), o. [< F. tensif= Pg. It. ten-
sivo; as tensed + .ive.'\ Giving the sensation of
tension, stiffness, or contraction.
A tensive pain from distension of the parts.

Floyer, Preternatural State of Animal Humoura
tensome (ten'sum), a. Same as tendsome.
tenson (teu'son), n. [Also tenzon; < P. tenson
= Pr. tenso = Pg. tensalo = It. tenzone, < L. ten-
sio{n-), a stretching, ML. also a struggle, con-
tention: see tension.'] A contention in verse
between rival troubadorrs, before a tribunal
of love or gallantry; hence, a subdivision of a
chanson composed by one of the contestants
or competitors ; also, one of the pieces of verse
sung by the competitors, for which a peculiar
meter was thought appropriate.

^Vhile, out of dream, his day's work went
To tune a crazy tenzon or sirvent.

Browning, Sordello, ii.

tensor (ten'sor), n. and a. [NL., < L. tendere,
pp. tensus, stretch: see tend^, tense^.] I, n.;
pi. tensores (ten-so'rez). 1. In anat., one of
several muscles which tighten a part, or make

Tent of form shown in manuscripts of nth and 12th centuries.
(From Vionet-lcDuc's "Diet, du Mobiiier fran^ais.")

skins, coarse cloth, or canvas, supported by
.

'
,

"
- - - .'d by means of

cords secured to tent-pegs, or in some other
way. Wandering tribes, as those of Asia, use tents for
their common habitation. Among European nations the
chief use of tents, which are generally made of canvas
is for soldiers in the field, the larger and more commodi-
ous kind being for the use of general officers. Tents are
also used in towns to shelter large occasional assemblies
as the spectators at a circus or the audience at a political
or religious gathering, and in woods or uninhabited re-
gions by campers or explorers. Large and permanent
tent^ such as are raised on posts, are known aspavUiuns,
and those of an elaborate and decorative character, such as
are set up for outdoor entertainments, are called marquees.

And theise solempne Festes ben made with outen, in
Hales and Tentes made of Qothes of Gold and of Tartar! es.
fulle nobely. MandevUU, Travels, p. 233

tent

It was upon the Plain of Mamre, . . .

. . . whereas the Angels came
To Abraham in his tent, and there with him did feed.

Drayton, Polyolbion, UL 145."

2t. A habitation ; a dwelling.

Bountee so fix hath in thyn herte his terOe
That wel I wot thou wolt my socour be.

Chaucer, A. B. C, L ».

3 . A raised wooden box or platform set up in the
open air, from which clergymen formerly tised
to preach when the hearers were too numerous
to be accommodated within doors: still some-
times used. [Scotch.]

Ev'n godly meetings o' the saunts.
By thee inspir'd.

When gaping they besiege the terUt,

Are doubly fir'd. Burnt, .Scotch Drink.

4. An apparatus used in field-photography as
a substitute for the dark room, it commonly con-
sists of a tripod supporting a box with a whidow of red or
orange glass or fabric in front, and furnished with drapery
at the back, so as to cover the operator and prevent ac-
cess of white light to the interior. It is generally fitted
with shelves and trays for holding various necenary ap-
pliances. Now that the dry-plate has superseded the col-
lodion process, it is very seldom used, and when used it is
much simpler and lighter than the tent for wet plates
consisting usually of a small box, with sleeves through
which the hands and arms are thrust for the purpose of
changing the plates in the holders for fresh ones without
exposure to light. In the latter form usually called chartg-
tn^r-Jiar.— A-tent, a kind of tent formed by two upright
poles and a ridge-pole, and having its sides sloping to the
ground without any vertical w^l, thus roughly resem-
bling the letter A.—Bell tent, a tent circular in phin, with
a single pole in the middle; so called from its shape-
Dark tent. See def. 4.— Hospital tent, a large tent
used as a fleldhospital.- Shelter-tent, a kind of tent,
easily put up and removed, used by the rank and file of
an army on the march. The tent consists of four or more
pieces of canvas which button to one another, and can be
put up by means of saplings or poles that may be carried
with the army. Each piece of canvas is carried by one
man on his knapsack, and the number of men covered by
each shelter-tent corresponds to the number of pieces.—
Sibley tent, a light conical tent having a ventilator at
the top. It admits of a fire being made in the center, and
will accommodate twelve men with their accoutrements,
the men sleeping with their feet to the fire : named from
Major H. H. Sibley, United States Dragoons.— Wall-tent
a tent which has low upright walls formed of hanging cur-
tains of canvas, the sloping top not reaching as far as the
tent-pegs.

tentl (tent), V. i. [< tent^, «.] To pitch one's
tent ; live in or as in a tent.

The smiles of knaves
Tent in my cheeks, and schoolboys' tears take up
The glasses of my sight. Shak., Cor. , ill. 2. 1 16.

We will be gone for some days probably, tenting it in the
open ah:. Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 357.

Where the red chieftain tented
In the days that are gone.

R. W. GOder, Ballad of the Chimney.

tent2 (tent), V. t. [< ME. tenten, also tempten, <
OP. tenter, tempter, tanter, F. tenter = Sp. Pg.
tentar = It. tentare, try, tempt, < L. tentare, temp-
tare, handle, touch, feel, try, test, tempt, etc.,
freq. of tenere, pp. tentus, hold (see tenant^),
or, according to some, of tendere, pp. tentus or
tensus, stretch : see tenrfi. Cf . tempt, the same
word in another form.] If. To try; test.

Telamon, the tore kyng, tentet hir so wele.
And is fuerser of folke by a telle nowmber.
And lappis in hir lone, that leue hir he nvU.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 3147.

2. To probe ; sound.
Search my wound deeper; tent it with the steel
That made it. WOitter, White Devil, v. 2.

I have a sword dares tent a wound as far
As any. Shirley, Maid's Revenge, ilL 6.

3. To apply a tent or pledget to ; keep open
with a tent.

I have been bred in Paris, and learned my humanities
and my cursus medendi as well as some that call them-
selves learned leeches. Methinks I can («if this wound,
and treat it with emollients.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, va
4t. To tempt. See tempt.

Euelle sph-itis is neghand full nere.
That will 30U tarie at this tyme with his tentyng.

York Plays, p. 243.

one or more poles, and stretched by means of tent^ (tent), n. [< ME. tente, < OF (and F )

a probe, a tent for a wound; from the verb:
see tempt.'} If. A probe.

_, .
Modest doubt is call'd

The beacon of the wise, the tent that searches
To the bottom of the worst,

Shak., T. and C, iL 2. 18.

2. In snrg., a piece of some fabric, bunch of
horsehairs or threads, or small cylinder of
sponge, laminaria, or other substance intro-
duced into some opening, either natural (as
the cervical canal of the uterus) or artificial
(as a wound), to keep it open or increase its
caliber.



tent

Thon gpeakest lyke a good Chyruivian, but dealest lyke

one rnsklUulI : (or, making a great wound, thou puttesC in

a small tetU. t^y^ifi Euphues and tiis England, p. 305.

Tangle tent. See tan^ttl.

tent^t (tput), r. t. [< ME. teitten, stretch; a var.

of 'tenden, < L. tendere, stretch (see tend^, and
of. tent^) ; or developed from tentt-r^, ME. ten-

tare ; see ten<er2.] To stretch, as cloth. Prompt.
Pari-., p. 489.

tent-* (tp"t), H. [< ME. tent; an aphetic form
of atente, E. attetit, or of entente, E. intent.] 1.

Heed; care; notice; attention: usually in the
phrase to take tent. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Tyl Y come, take tmt to redyng, to exortacioon, and
teching. Vytiif, 1 Tim. It. IS.

The high parliament
Of HeaveD ; where Seraphim take tent

Of ordering alL
B. Jotmm, Underwooda, cU. 1.

2t. Intent; purpose.

AUsaondrine to cunseile thei clepud tone thanne,
& telden hire trewli wh&t tent thei were inne.

WiUiam of PaUme (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1862.

tent* (tent), v. [< ME. tenten; a var. of t/nd^,

or ult. of attend: see tent*, n.] I. intrans. To
take heed ; be careful: generally with to. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

Bat warily tent, when joa come to conrt me.
An' come na unless the back yett t>e a-jee.

Burnt, Uh Whistle an' 111 come to you, my Lad.

H. tran.1. 1. To observe ; take note of ; give
heed to. [Scotch.]

Owre lorde comaanded rs bothe
To tente the trae of his.

York PiagI, f. IS.

If there 's a hole in a' yoor coat^
I rede yon tent it

:

A chield 's amang you taking notei^

An', faith, hell prent it.

Bums, Captain Grose's Peregrinations.

2t. To attend ; tend upon ; take'eare of.

Sane the lordn chambor, tho wadrop to^

Tbo mher of chambor schalle lent tho two.
BabeeeBooHE. E. T. S.X p. 312.

tents (tent), II. [< 8p. tinto (= F. teini, dyed,
colored), < L. tinctus, pp. of tingere, dye : see
tint.'] A kind of wine of a deep-red color, chiefly
from Galii-ia or Malaga in Spain, mach used as
a sacramental wine. Also tent-wine.

tentacle (ten'ta-kl), R. [= F. tentaeule = Sp.
tentdculo, < Nil. tentaculum, a feeler, tentacle,
< L. tentare, handle, touch, feel, test, try: see
tent^, tempt.] 1. In zool., some or any elon-
gated and comparatively slender or flexible

process or appendage of an animal, used as an
organ of toucn, or for exploration, prehension,
and sometimes locomotion; a feeler; a tentacu-
lum. The name corers a great rariety a< organi haring
little or no structural relationship, as horns, antennsB,
proboscidea. ray^ and arms. Specillcally—(a)One of the
barbs, barbels, or other tactile organs aboat the month or
head of a Ush. (6) One of the arms of a cephalopod. {e)

A kind of proboscis of many worms, (if) One of the anna
or rays of a criooid. («) One of the cirroaa lefs of a cir-

End of a Tentacular
Branch of Athorybia
rojacta, a siphonopho-
rous hydroxoan. e, the
involucrum investing
the sacculus, the end of
which is straight with
tlie lateral processes
curling aiDund it.

1. In some sys-

riped. (/) One erf the long ttomi, antenna, or feelers of
soma cniataoeana, as lobsters, (s) Tbe antenna of many
Inseeta, eapeciallr when Unc woa slender, as In a cricket

insects. (0 Any slender fleshy proeaas on tha back of an
inseet-Unra ; especially, a tabour process on the back of
certain lepidopteroiu Urre, near the head, or at the other
end, (nini which a slender thread or lU-smelllng soenUor-
gan raii hr thmst for the porpoaa, It la sappoaed, of re-
p^-l! -

' mooi and otner enemlea. 8«e usiartsrfain.

O xift hams of rarloos moUoaks, as snaOa.
((< r siphon of a rotifer. (I) In JeMaaaoa, one
of iii> >>it n .How nroeesaes of the body-wall oommnnl-
catlng with the body^jarlty, sat In circiuar form around
the mouth, in one or ieTenI series^ as the fleahy lobea of
a saa-anemone. (m) In Htdnna, soma tantaculiform
part, process, or appendace. The tentaolea o( the Forta-
gaese man-of-war are sereral feet long, (a) In Prtitaua,
a paaadopod, or prolongatk>n of the body, eajiecUlly when
slender, sUfluh, and more or leas permanent, as one of the
rays of a snn-animalcole or of an adnetlform infnsorian.
See TenUttuli/rra.

2. In bnt., a kind of sensitive hair or filament,
such as the glandular hairs of Drosera.

A tenlaeU consista of a thin straight hair-like pedicel,
eanying a gUnd on the summit.

Darwin, Insectir. Plants, ii. S.

3. Figuratively, anything resembling a tenta-
cle; a feeler— Auditory tentacle, a tentacuUcyat
—Branchial, nudial, ocular, etc., tentacle. See tha
adjectives.

tentacled (ten'ta-kld), a. [< teiifacte + -e<P.]
HaviiiK a tentacle or tentacles. Amer. Jour.
P^yrhnl.. II. .V_>fi.

tentacle-sheath (ten'ta-kl-sheth), n. In conch.,
the liiitaculur sheath,
tentacnla^ (ten-tak'u-W), n.

; pi. ««i«aci«te(-le).
[NI/.: see trntactf.] ^'ame as tentticle.

tentacnla-, «. Plural of tentaculum,
tentacular (ten-tak'u-lar),rt. lz=F.tentaculaire
= Sp. tentacular; < S'll tentaculum, a tentacle.
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+ -ar^.] Of or pertaining to a tentacle, in

any sense; of the nature, structure, function,
or appearance of a tentacle;
adapted or used as a tactile

organ ; tentaeuliform : as,

tentacular character, move-
ments, or formation.

At the base of the tetitaeuiar

circle.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., { 551.

Tentacular branch, one of the
branches of a tentacle in some Hy-
ifnwoa.— Tentacular canal, in

crinoida, the central or common
canal, which branches into the ten-
tacles and places their cavities in
commtinicatlon with the common
cavity, anil so with one another.

—

Tentacular person, a tentacle-
like or tUamentous part of a
compound organism, as a hydroid
polyp, provided with an urticating-

uritan '. a nectocalyx.—Tentacu-
lar sheath, in eoncA., a stracture
which slieatnes the bases of the ten-
tacles uf varions moilusks.

Tentaculata (ten-tak-u-la'-

tii), H. pi. [Nil., neut. pi. of
tintaeutatus: see tentaculate.]

terns, a branch or prime division of echino-
derms : contrasted with Ambulacrata, and di-

vided into three classes, Vrinoidea, Cgstoidea,
and Blastoidea.—2. A division of ctenophorans,
including comb-jellies with two long tentacles.
See cuts under Saecatx.

tentacnlate (ten-tak'u-lat), o. [< KL. tentacu-
lutiw, < tentaculum, tentacle: see tentacle.] 1.

Having a tentacle or tentacles ; tentaculated

;

tentaculiferous.— 2. Tentaeuliform; tentacu-
lar: a less careful usage: as, tentaculate pro-
cesses.—3. Of or pertaining to the Tentacu-
lata : as, crinoida are tentaculate eohinoderms.

tentaculated (ten-tak'u-la-ted), a. [< tentacu-
late + -i if-.] Same ha tentaculate.

Tentactilibranchiata (ten-tak'u-li-brang-ki-
a'ti), n.pl. [NL.,neut.pl. of •<e»fae«/»6ra»ic/ii-

atus: aee tentaculibranekiale.] The Bryn:oa or
Polj/zoa considered as a class of the branch
I.ipocephala of the phylum MoUusca. E. R.
I.ankrslrr.

tentacnlibranchiate (ten-tak'u-Ii-brang'ki-
at), a. [< NL. tentaeuUbranehiatHi, < tentacu-
lum, tentacle, -^ branchix, gills.] Of or per-
tainiiiK to the TentacuUbranchiata.

tentacnlicyst (ten-tak'u-li-sist), n. [< NL.
tentaculum, tentacle, + (jir. Ki'fmc, bladder: see
ey«f.1 One of the vesicular or cystic tentacles
of a nydrozoan; a mar^^nal body representing
a reduced ami modilicd tentacle, whose axis is

a hollow enilotlermal process that distinguishes
it from the other kinds of marginal Dodies,
which are wholly of ectodermal origin, as ocel-
licysts and otocysts. Also tentaeuwcygt. See
litioegit, and cut imder Steganophthalmata.

tentacnllcystic (ten-tak'vii-li-sis'tik),a. [< ten-

taiiiliri/sl + -ic] Of or pertaining to a ten-
taciilicvst, or having its characters.

Tentacnllfera (tcn-tak-ii-Uf'e-rft), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of tentarulifer: see tentaculiferoua.]

1, One of three divisions of inftisorians, con-
taining the acinetiform animalcules, as distin-
guished from the flagellate and the ciliate;

a class or order of Infusoria, charaeterizotl
by the tentaeuliform and usually suctorial na-
ture of their processes, and divided into Suc-
toria and ..^cftiuirMl. These animalcules bear neither
Hagella nor cDIa in the adult state, bat take their food
ana move about by means of tentacles developed from the
oaticular surface or from the internal parenchyma. These
tentsclesmay be simply adhesive, or tubular atid expanded
at the end Into a cup-like sacking-disk. An endc^laat and
one or more contractile vacuoles are usually conspicuous

;

but tricbocysta are seldom if ever present "The creatures
inhabit freah or salt water, and multiply by transverse or
longitudinal flsaion or hy external or Internal gemmation.
There are 6 families and li genera. Somaumea called
PofyifoiiMta. See cat under AanttM,

2. An order of cephalopods, also called Tetra-
branchiata : opposed to Acetabuli/era. See cut
under Tetrabranehiata Tentacolifera actlnaria,
tboae tentaculiferous animalcules whose tent^icles are
merely adheaive and not suctorial, incluilini; Die famUea
BpMotidmnxtdOphryodendridx. iTenf.— TentacullilBn
UCterla, those tentacoliferans animalcules whoaa ten-
tacles are wholly or partially (actoriaL Also called aue-
tarta.

tentaculiferous (ten-tak-u-lif'e-nis),a. [<NL.
ten tar IIlifer, < Icntarulum, tentacle, + L. ferre
= E. 6««rl : see -ferous,] Bearing, producing, or
provided with tentacles; tentaculate. Also ten-
tariiliiirniiis. .tpociftcally— (a) In Infutoria, of or per.
talnliiK to tlie Tfnlacid\fera ; acinetiform, as an animal-
cuIh. (6; In MaUtuca, of or pertaining to the Tentindt-
/era; not acetabuliferoni, ai a cephalopod.

tent-caterpillar

tentaeuliform (ten-tak'u-li-f6rm), a. [< NL.
tentaculum, tentacle, + L. /or;««, form.] Hav-
ing the form or aspect of a tentacle; tentacu-
lar: as, tentaeuliform thread-cells. Huxley.

tentaculigerous(ten-tak-u-lij'e-rus),a. [< NL.
tentaculum, tentacle, -K L. gerere, carry.] Same
as tentaculiferous. Huxley.

tentaculite (ten-tak'u-lit), n. [< 'Nh.Tentacu-
lites.] A fossil pteropod of the family Tentacu-
litidie— Tentaculite l>eds, in geol., a subdivision of the
Ilfracombe group, of Middle Devonian age, occurring in
Devonshire, England ; it is so named on account of the
abundance of Tentaculites 8calari» which it contains.

—

Tentaculite limestone, in the nomenclature of the New
York Survey, a salHlivision of the Water-Iinie group, of
Upper Silurian age, atxiundiug in tent^tculitea.

Tentaculites (ten-tak-u-li'tez), «. [NL., < ten-

taculum, tentacle: see tentacle.] The typical
genus of Tentaeulitidse, having such species as
T. irregularis.

Tentaeulitidse (teu-tak-u-lit'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Tentaculites + -idas.] A family of fossil the-
cosomatons pteropods, typified by the genus
Tentaeulite.t.

tentaculocyst (ten-tak'u-lo-sist), n. Same as
tentaculieyst. Eneyc. Brit., XH. 555.

tentaculum (ten-tak'u-lum), w.
;
pi. ientacula

(-lij). [NL. : see tentacle.] A tentacle of any
kind; also, a tactile hair; a vibrissa, as one of
the whiskers of a cat.

tentaget (ten'taj), n. [< te»fi + -age.] Tents
collectively ; a camp.

Upon the mount the king his tentage fizt.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 16.

tentation (ten-ta'shon), «. [< ME. tentaciun,

< OF. (and F.) tentaiion = Sp. tentacion = Pg.
tenta^So = It. tenta:ione, < L. tentatio(n-), a
trial, proof, attack, temptation, < tentare, pp.
tentatus, try, test: see tent^, tempt, and cf. temp-
tion, a doublet of temptatient.] If. Trial; temp-
tation.

If grace alone sat In the heart, the hopeless devil would
forbw his tentettons; he knows he hatn a friend in our
house that will be ready to let him in.

Bev. T. Adanu, Works, I. 21.

2. A method of making adjustments of work
bv trial or experiment. Specifically— (a) A modeof
picking locks by releasing the tumblers one after the
other from the stud, while the bolt is steadily pressed
backward. (6) A method of adjusting compasses on iron
ships by shifting the position of txixes of iron chiUn and
magnets experimentally, until ttie attraction of the hull
on the needle is seen to be neutralized. E. U. Knight.

tentative (ten'ta-tiv), a. and h. [< P. tentatif

= Sp. Pg. It. teittativo, < L. tentativus, trying,

testing, < tentare, pp. tentatus, try, test: see
tent9, tempt.] L a. Based on or consisting in

trial or experiment ; experimental ; empirical.

Falsehood, though it be bnt teniatite, is neither needed
nor approved by the GimI of truth.

Bp. Uatl, .lehu Killing the Sons of Ahab.

Neither these nor any other speculations concerning ul-

timate forms can, however, be regarded as anything more
than tentoft'as. B. Sptneer, Prin. of SocioL, 1 678.

H. n. An essay; a trial; an experiment.
We can imagine a variety of hypotheses to explain every

unexplained phenomenon, and it is only by successive
lmmttt$ that we reach any reliable explanation.

a. H. Lewu, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 1. { 24.

tentatively (ten'ta-tiv-li), adv. In a tentative
manner; by way of trial or experiment.

tent-bed (teut'bed), «. A bed with curtains
which hang from a central point overhead, so
as to form a covering resembling a tent.

tent-bedstead (tent' oed'sted), n. A tent-bed.

Tent-caterpillar (C/ufkM-ffm/A americana)

«, tea^ out third of natural slae.



tent-caterpillar

tent-caterpillar (tenfkafcr-pil-Sr), m. a web-
worm ; the larva of either of two i^^orth Ameri-
can bombycid moths of the genus Clisioeampa,
C. americana and €. sylvaUca. The former is the
tent-caterpillar o( the orchard anilthe latter the tent-cater-
pillar of the forest. C. americana feeds normally on the

Female Moth of Tent-caterpillar (Clisiocatnfa atHericaneC^.

wild cherry, but often does great damage by defoliating
the apple and pear. The larvie live gregariously in great
tent-like silken webs (whence the name). Compare lackey-
moth. See also cut on preceding page, and cut under Cli-
sioeampa.

tent-cloth (tent'kldth), n. Canvas or duck
made for tents, awnings, etc.

tented (ten'ted), a. [< fejjii -f -ed2.] 1. Cov-
ered or furnished with tents.

They have used
Their dearest action in the tented field.

Shak. , Othello, 1. 3. 85.

Till sad Mecistheus and Alastor bore
His honour'd body to the tented shore.

Pope, Iliad, xllL 532.

2t. Of or like a tent (f).

With Reed-like Lance, and with a blunted Blade,
To Championize vnder a Tented shade.
Sylvester, tr. of Du fiartas's Weeks, li., The Vocation.

tenterl (ten't^r), n. [< tereA -I- -<?rl.]

•who lives in a tent.

The pretty girl of our civilization, who pushes into the
canvas home of the tenters. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 801.

tenter^ (ten'ter), n. [< ME. tenture, tentowre, <
OF. tenture, a stretching, hangings, < ML. ten-
tura, a stretcher, tenter, lit. a stretching, spread-
ing (cf. L. tensura, a stretching: see tensure), <
teiidere, pp. tentus, tensus, stretch : see tend^, and
cf. ten<l, tents, and tenture.l 1. A machine or
frame used in the manufacture of cloth to
stretch out the pieces of stuff, so that theymay
set or dry evenly and square. Along the upper and
lower crosspieces, which can be fixed apart from each
other at any required distance, are numerous sharp hooks,
called tenter-hooks, on which the selvages of the cloth are
hooked.

Sykes, for instance, when his dressing-shop was set on
fire and burned to the grouud, when the cloth was torn
from his tenters and left in shreds on the field, took no steps
to discover or punish the miscreants.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ii.

2. Same as tenter-hook.
O how friends' reasons and their freedoms stretch.
When power sets his wide tenters to their sides

!

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

3. One of the little bristles of a fly's foot; a
tentacle.

Beset underneath with small bristles or tenters.

Dr. Hooke.

On or upon the tenter or tenters, on the stretch ; on
the rack ; hence, in distress, uneasiness, or suspense.

How, upon the tenters? indeed, if the whole peece were
so stretcht, and very well beaten with a yard of reforma-
tion, no doubt it would grow to a goodly breadth.

Heywood, Fau- Maid of the Exchange (Works, II. 26).

It was gallantry that suited her own maiden loftiness,
ever stretched upon the tenters of punctUio.

Goldsmith, Sequel to A Poetical Scale.

tenter*'! (ten'tfer), v. [< tenter^, «.] I. trans.
To hang or stretch on or as on tenters.

Easily we may imagine what acerbity of pain must be
endured by our Lord in his tender limbs being stretched
forth, racked, and tentered. Barrow, Works, II. xxxii.

We fear he will be bankrupt ; he does stretch.
Tenter his credit so ; embraces all.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ii. 3.

II. intrans. To support or resist the strain-
ing of the tenter ; bear tentering.
Woollen cloth will tenter. Bacon.
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I entered Kendal almost ui the dark, and could distin-

guish only a shadow of the castle on a hill, and tenler-

ffrounds spread far and wide round the town.
Gray, To Dr Wharton, Oct. 18, 1769.

tenter-hook (ten'tor-htik), «. [Early mod. E.
tenter-hoke; < tenter''^ + hook.'] 1. A hook for
stretching cloth on a tenter.

Any Hurts whatsoever, received either by Sword, Cane,
or Gun Shot, Knife, Saw, or Hatchet, Hammer, Nail, or
Tenter hook. Fire, Blast, or Gunpowder, etc.

Quoted in Ashton's Keign of Queen Anne, II. 106.

2. Figuratively, anything that painfully strains,
racks, or tortures.

Parasites are his [the prodigal's] tenter-hooks, and they
stretch him till he bursts. Bev. T. Adamt, Works, I. 498.

Dlfllculties which stretched his fine genius on the ten-

ter-hooks. I. D'lsraeli, Curios, of Lit., II. 379.

3. In her., a bearing representing an iron hook
with the straight bar pointed at one end, and
projecting beyond the bent or angled part at
the other, so that it can be di-iveu iu by blows
of a hammer—On tenter-hoolts. Same as on the
tenters (which see, under tenter^).

I know Dolly 's on tenter-hooks now.
Whyte Melinite, White Eose, II. xxvllL

tentering-machine (ten'ter-ing-ma-shen''''), n.

In weaving, a machine for stretching fabrics,
consisting of a combination of rollers, which
maybe driven at different speeds, with devices
for feeding and delivei-y.

tent-fly (tent'fli), re. A piece of canvas stretch-
ed across the ridge-pole of a tent, and secured
to the ground by ropes along its lower edges.

One tent-guy (tent'gi), n. A rope, additional to the
usual tent-ropes, for the better securing of a
tent in a storm. A guy usually passes from the
top of each upright to the ground at some dis-
tance in front and rear.

tenth (tenth), a. and re. [< ME. tenthe, teonthe,
tende, beside tethe, tithe, E. tithe, the form with
n being due to a mixture with the cognate Icel.
tiundi (see teind), and to conformity with ten,

< AS. iedtha = OS. tehando = OFries. tegotha,
tegetha, tegatha, tianda, tienda = D. tiende =
MLG. tehide = OHG. sehanto, MHO. zehente
(zende), G. echnte = Icel. tiundi = Sw. tionde =
Dan. tiende = Goth, taihunda, tenth; as ten +
-th^. Cttithe.'i I. a. 1. Last in order of a se-

ries of ten
;
preceded by nine of the same kind

;

next in order after that which is ninth

tentorial

A few forms, however, are twig-borers, or inhabit the
stems of cereals or other grasses. They pnpate in tough
parchment-like silken cocoons. About 700 species are
known in Europe, and about 1500 in North America. Many

ordinal numeral.— 2. Being one of ten equal
portions or sections. -Tenth nerve, in anat., the
pneumogastric nerve, as that onj of the cranial nerves
which comes between the ninth (glossopharyngeal) and
the eleventh (spinal accessory) in that enumeration which
counts twelve of these structures.

II. n. 1. One of ten equal parts into which
anything may be divided; a tithe.— 2. In early
Eng. law, a tithe of the rents of the year, or of
movables, or both, granted or levied by way of
tax. When a tenth was the rate fixed for towns and de-
mesnes, that for the counties exclusive of towns and de-
mesnes was usually a fifteenth.

3. Eccles., the tenth part of the annual profit of
every living in England, formerly paid to the

Importe Currant-worm {Nematus ventruotui'i.
a, male fly : *, female fly. (Crosses show natural dzcs.)

are pests to horticulture and agriculture, as the wheat-saw-
fly (Cephus vygmseus), the rose-sawfly {MoruMe<jia roue),
the osier-willow saw-iiy {Nematus ventralig), and the Im-
ported currant-worm (Kematug ventricosus). See cuts un-
der Hylotoma, Lyda, Securifera, and rose-saw^.

Tenthredo (ten-thre'do). n. [NL. (Linna>us,
1748), < Gr. TevdptjdCiv (-dov-), a kind of wasp.
Cf. droned.] A genus of saw-flies, typical of
the family Tenthredinidse, at first coextensive
with the family, but now restricted to certain
forms with long setaceous antennae, in which
the third joint is longer than the fourth, and
the lanceolate cell of the fore wings has a
straight cross-nervure. They are the largest
of the saw-flies next to the Cimbicinx.

tenticlet (ten'ti-kl), «. [< ML. •lenticula, dim.
of tenta, a tent: see <en<l.] A little tent.

They were the tenticles or rather cabins and couches of
their soldiers. PottCTJ, Exped. to Scotland (1548). (Ztaciei.)

tentift, a. Same as tentive.

tentiflyt, adc. See tentively.

an tentiform (ten'ti-form), a. Shaped like a tent

;

in entom., noting the mines of certain tineid
larvie, in which one or the other surface of the
infested leaf is raised in a tent-like form,

tentiginoust (ten-tij'i-nus), a. [< L. lentigo
(gin-), a tension, lust (< tendere, stretch: see
tend\ tent^), + -ous.] 1. Excited to lust.

Were you tentij/ijumt, ha? . . .

Did her silk's rustling move you ?

B. Jon»on, Devil Is an Ass, ii. 1.

2. Producing lasci\iousnes8; lascivious.

Nothing affects the head so much as a tentiffinotu hu-
mour, repelled and elated to the upper region, found by
daily practice to run frequently up into madness.

Sui/t, Mechanical Operations of the Spirit, ii.

Pope, but by statute transferred to the crown, tenting (ten'ting), a. [< tcnt^ + -<np2.] Hav-
' " ' '

------- ing the form of a tent. [Bare and erroneous.]

tenters (ten't6r),n. [<te«t*,B.,-f-crl.] Ateu „„, ,„ ,

der; one who tends or has the care or oversight +"'';i!."i5J^'l'lt- ,, ,,. .,,
of something: as, a catUe-tenter; specifically,

tenthredinid.(ten-thred'i-nid),j5. and n

a person in a factory who tends or watches ma-
chinery ; often, also, an overseer or foreman in
» factory.—Drawlng tenter,

and afterward made a part of the fund called
Queen Anne's bounty.— 4. In music: (a) The in-
terval, whether melodic or harmonic, between
any tone and a tone one octave and two degrees
distant from it ; also, a tone distant by such
an interval from a given tone; a compound
third. (6) An organ-stop giving tones a tenth
above the normal pitch of the digitals used; a
deeima, or double tierce.

tenthdealt, adv. [ME. tenthedel; < tenth +
deal^. Cf . halfendeal.'] By as much as a tenth
part.

I ne wot in this world what wise i mijt
Quite the [thee] tenthe del in al mi llf time.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4715.

tenthly (tenth 'li), adv. [< tenth + -%2.] In
the tenth place,
^

, „ . La
Of or pertaining to the family Tenthrcdinidm.

II. n. A member of the family Tenthredini-

» laciory.-Drawing tenter, in cotton-spinning, an JZl^-hr^^Ai^lL rt j-i, - a- /• J-^ , txtt
operator whose duty it is to supply full cans inplace of the •entnredinidae (ten-thre-dm'i-de), re. pi. [NL
emptied ones, and to mend the slivers when they break. (Leach, 1819), < Tenthredo (stem taken as *Ten

Coverlids gold-tinted like the peach .

Fell sleek about him in a thousand folds.
Not hiding up an Apollonian curve
Of neck and shoulder, nor the tenting swerve
Of knee from knee, nor ankles pointing light;
But rather giving them to the filled sight
Officiously. Keats, Endymion, IL

tentivet (ten'tiv), a. [< ME. tentif, tentyf, by
apheresis from attentif, attentive : see attentive.
Cf. te«f*. Cf. also tenty, a lat«r form of tentive.]
Attentive.
We schulen do so tentuf besynes fro day to night that

. . . sche shal be hool and sound.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibens (Harl. MS.).

Wyth leTiHue lystning eeche wight was setled in harck-
ning. Stanihunt, Jlneid, li 1.

tentivelyt (ten'tiv-li), adv. [< ME. tentifly; <
tentive + -%2.] Attentively; carefully.

3if 36 tentijly take kepe ct trewe be to-gadere,
I wol winne our warisun, for i wot where thei are.

Waiiam qf Palerne (E. E. T. S-X L 2258.

Tentifly she kept hir fader dere.

tenter-bar (ten'tfer-bar), re. In hUachin'g calico,
dyeing, etc., a bar provided with a series of
tenter-hooks, and used in a tenter for stretch-
ing cloth ; also, such a bar used for stretching
cloth by hand. It is used by engaging the selvage of
the cloth upon the hooks and by pulling upon the bar
stretching the material to the desired extent. See teii-
ter^, 1.

tenter-ground (ten'tfer-gi'ound), n. A ground
or space for the erection and maintaining of
tenters.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 278.

thredin-, but prop. Tenthredon-) + -id^.] An tenWess (tent'les), a. [< tent* + -less.] Inat-
important family of hymenopterous insects, tentive; heedless. [Scotch.]
including the forms ordinarily known as sow- 111 wander on, with tenUess heed
flies, and coextensive with the series Phyllo- S.^r.^.^^'T'!?^"''^ ?l''TIli*,*PS?* ..

nhnnii ti,o„h.,i. j. »• • i j ,. i.. ^ . /^ .
Tul fate shaU snap the brittle thread.pnaf/a. The adults are distinginshed by the two-jointed flimw Tn T«me« .SmithWhanters, the connate abdomen, two apical spurs to +^„+ „„Vo^ /f ,' -« • ^

-"^ T° '»™" ™"'»-
the front tibite, and a pair of saws at the end of the Wnt-maKer (tent ma'ker), w. One who makes
abdomen of the female. The larva! often resemble lepi- tents.

j'wEff".""'^'"-
They have six true legs, and often from By their occupation they were «nifcnater« ActexvuLS.twelve to sixteen prolegs, and are rarely covered with a . 1 . ,,

"=; " <=!« vci«„,aiCT». Atuinui.s.
white waxy secretion. Most species are leaf-feeders, issu- tentorial (teu-tori-al). (I. [< tentorium -h -al]
Ing from eggs laid in slits cut in leaves by the female saws. Of or pertaining to the tentorium Tentorial
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angle an »ngle formed by the intersection of the ba«i- tenuirostral (ten'ii-i-ros'tral), a. [< tenuiros-

craniai axis with the plane of the tentorium, the apex be- ter + -al.] Slender-billed, as a bird: formerly
lug liuected upward.

,^.,,^~„ / s\ specifying the T(HM(roi.7ces, now simply descrip-
tentonum ten-to n-um) , . ; P];

'««f
"« (;?>. the. 'se§ cuts under bill and FromJops.

?'h;n^}'- CfTnft-i 1 AmrtUion composed Tenuirostres (ten'u-i-ros'trez), n.pl. [NL., pi.
see<enrf*. Lt.tent^.i i. Apannion, composeu

„,, ,,„,„v„^.,,.,„ ai„„,io,.i,;)io,l < T. «P.iM..e thin
of a strong sheet of tlie dura mater, stretchea

across the back part of the cranial cavity in

man, between the cerebrum and the cerebel-

lum. A tentorium sometimes ossifies, or includes a shelf

of bone, the bony tentorium, as In the cat family. More
fully called teiUurium cerebtlli.

2. Incoii/. and «««<.. the endocranium. Huxley.

— 3. Same as fcHfHce.— sinUB tentorU. Seeiinus.

tentoryt (ten'ti>-ri), «.; pi. tentories (-riz). [<

ol". teiilorie, < L. tentorium, a tent: see tentori-

um.'} An awnuig; a tent.

The women . . . who are said to weave banginn and
curtains for the grore were no other than makers of iCTito-

riet to spread from tree to tree. Bixlyn, Sylva, ir. { 8.

tent-peg (tent 'peg), n. Same as tent-pin.

tent-pegging (tent'peg'ing), n. An equestrian

game or exercise common among British sol-

diers in India, in which the competitors, riding

St full gallop, try to strike and carry off on the

point ol a lance a tent-peg which has been firm-

ly fixed in the ground.

As a last wind up there was a little tent-pegging, but, as

my husband and Lieutenant Carrol were the only ones who

of tcnuiru.ttrin, slender-billed, < L. tenuis, thin,

-I- rostrum, bill, beak.] If. A very extensive

and unnatural assemblage of chiefly passerine

or insessorial birds in whicli the beak is slen-

der, as creepers, nuthatches, honey-eaters,

sun-birds, humming-birds, hoopoes, and many
others having little real affinity : correlated

with Dentirostres, Conirostres, etc., in some of

the older systems, as that of Cuvier. By Blj-th

(1849) the term was restricted to the swifts and
humming-birds.— 2. In ornith., in Sclater's sys-

tem of 1880, a group of laminiplantar oseine

Passeres, nearly conterminous with Simdevall's

Cinnyrimorpli/e.

tennis (ten'u-is), n.
;
pi. tenues (-ez). [NL., <

L. tenuis, thin, fine, close: see tenuous.'] In

(from., one of the three surd mutes of the Greek
alphabet, k, v, t, in relation to their respec-

tive middle letters, or medials (that is, sonant
mutes), y, ji, i, or their aspirates. Xi ^> ^- These
terms are sometimes also applied to the cor-

responding articulate elements in other lan-

guages, as k, p, t.

could do anything, it

'"^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ p ,^ ^7^:^S^^:^fV'hl':. ^^^i^ ™°^- ^•^ '?""'^'"
< OV.'tennite, f". iSnuiti= Sp. tenuidad = Pg.
tenuidade = It. tenuitd, < L. tenuita(t-)s, thin-

ness, slendemess, fineness, smallness, < tenuis,

thin: see tenuous.} 1. The state of being tenu-

ous or thin; want of substantial thickness or
depth ; fineness; thinness, as applied to a broad
substance, or slendemess, as applied to one
that is long.

Whan I sat down, my Intent waa to write a good book,
and, as far as the tenutfy of my understanding would hold
out, a wise, ay, and a discreet.

Stem*. Tristram Shandy, iiL, Author's Pref.

He (the bull-dog] Is not well shaped ; for there la not
the quick transition from the thickness of the fore-part,

to the tenuity— the thin part— behind, which a bulIKlog
ought to hare. Johnton, in Boswell, an. 177T.

2. Rarity ; rareness ; thinness, as of a fluid.

— St. Poverty; indigence.

The temn'ty and contempt of clergymen will soon let

them see what a poor carcase they are, when parted from
the InHnence of tbat supremacy. Bifon BanUke.

4. Simplicity or plainness; a quality of style

opposed to opulence or grandeur,

tenaoos (ten'u-us), a. [Formerly also tenuious,

q. v.; = F. tt-HU = Sp. teiiue, Irnuo = Pg. It. tenue,

< \j. tenuis, thin, slender, slim, fine, narrow,
close, = E. thin: see thiiii.} 1. Thin; small;

minute.— 2. Kare; rarefied; fine; subtile.

In the Sophist, that bewildering mate of lenuout ab-
stractions, a certain mysterious Kleatic stranger conducts
the argument to Its fitting and convincing dote.

Jour. Spee. PkU., XIX 42.

tenture (ten'tur), n. [< F. tenture, hanginp: tenuousness (ten'u-us-nes), «. Tenuous or
attenuated charmcter or quality ; slendemess

;

thinness ; sparseness ; rarity.

tenure (ten ur), «. K ME. "tenure, tennure, <

OF. tenure, teneure, F. tenure (ML. tenura), a
tenure, or estate in land,< L. tenere, hold: see

tenant^.'} 1. The nature of the right or title

by which property, especially real property, is

held; also, the property so held. land-tenure is.

In the main, either/euaof or aUodiaL According to the
latter tenure, the whole right and title to the land rests

with the owner, subject only to the right of the state,

and this Is the principle of L nited States law ; according
to the former, the person possessing the land holds it

from a superior, and this is the principle of Knelisli law.

According to the theory in England, all land is held of the
crown, either mediately or immediately. The ownership
of land Is therefore never unlimited as to extent, for he
who is the owner of land in fee, which is the largest estate

that a man can have in land, is not absolute owner ; he
owes services In respect of his fee (or fief), and the sei-

gniory of the lord always subsists. All land In the hands
of any Uyman Is held of some lord, to whom the holder
or tenant owes some service : but In the case of church

tent-pin (tent'pin), n. A stout peg driven into

the ground to fasten one of the ropes of a tent

to. It is usually of wood, with a notch or nick to confine

the bight of the rope, but sometimes of iron, with a hook
• ring to receive the rope.

NVhIle he (.'<lseral was awearied and asleep, Jael drove
ine ttntvin through his head and fastened it to the

ground. TKe Century, XXXVm. 868.

tent-pole (tent'pdl),"n. One of the poles used
in pitching a tent. There are usually two uprights,

oni' at the front and one at the rear, connected at the tup

by a horizontal ridge-pole. In the Sibley and the bell tent

there Is bat one, a central pole or post. The tent-poles of

an Indian tepee are several, slacked in a circle, upon which
skins are stretched as on a frame.

tent-rope (tent'rop), h. One of the several

ropes or cords by which a tent is secured to the

tent-pins and thus to the ground. These ropes
are attached to the tent usually at intervals cor-

responding to a b/eadth of the canvas.

tent-stitch (tent'stioh), H. A stitch used in

worsted-work and embroidery, single and not

crossed, the stitches lying side by side in a
diagonal direction. Also called petit point.

About a month ago Tent and Turkey-stAirA seemed at a
stand ', my wife knew not what new work to Introduce.

JoAnsen, The Idler, No. 13.

Black leather coshiona, emiiroldered to red and blue
tent-ttiUK S. JuOd, Margaret, U. 11.

tent-tree (tent'tre), «. A tall species of screw-
pine, Pandanus Forsteri, of Lord Howe's Isl-

anil. New South VVales.

see tenter^ anStcnti.'] Hangings or decoration

for a wall, especially paper-hangings. Also ten-

torium.

tent-wine (tent'win), m. Same as tenfi.

tentwise (tent'wiz), adt. In the form of a tent.

tent-work (tent'w^rk), n. Work produced by
embroidering with tent^stitch.

Our great grandmothers dlstingnlabed themselves by
truly substantial Itnt-work chairs and carpets ; by needle-

work iilctores al Solomon and the tjueen of Shelw.
Jf<n Kf^eworfA, Practical Education, xs.

tentwort (tent'wtrt), n. A fern, Asplenium
Hutii-muraria. Also called icall-rue.

tenty (ten'ti), a. [Also tentie; a reduced
form of tentire.'] Attentive; cautious; careful.

[Scotch.]

Jean slips in twa with tentie e'e. Bunu, Halloween.

tennate (ten'u-at), r. t.; pret. and pp. tenuated,

ppr. tenuating. [< L. tinuatus, pp. of tenuare,

make thin or slender, < tenuis, thin : see tenu-

ous.] To make thin. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

tenues, ». Plural of tenuis.

tenoifolions (ten'u-i-fo'li-us), a. [< L. tenuis,

tliiii, + folium, leaf.] In hot., having slender
or narrow Icavi's.

tenniOTUt (te-uil'i-us), a. [< L. icHuis, thin: see
tiHuou.i.'\ Same as tenuoua.

The thing I speak of Is as eaaie to be apprehended a*
how Infection shoold pass In certain tenuiou* streams
through the air from one house to another.

Glannlle, Essays, vL

A tenuimu emanation or continued effiuvlnm.
Sir T. DroKne, Vulg. Err., II. 4.

tenniroster (ten'u-i-ros'tf-r), n. [< NL. tenui-

roslnx: him- Tenuirostres.'] A slender-billed bird,

us a nienitx-r of the Tenuirostres.

lands, although thev are held by tenure, no temporal ser-

vices are due, but tne lord of whom these lands are held
must be oonsidered the owner, although the beneficial
owner^lp can never revert to the lord. All the species
of ancient tenures may l>e reduced to four, three of which
still subsist: (1) temtre by tnight-irnce, which was the
most honorable (now abolished) ; (2) tenure in /ree eoeage,

or by a certain and determinate service, which Is either
tree and honorable or villein and base; (3) tenure try com
Hf court-roll, or eopyhnld tentire: (4) tmure in ancient de-

mem*. There was also tenure in frankalmoin, or by free
almt. (ieefranialmoin.) The tenure In free and com-
mon socage has absorbed most of the others. (See estate,

tenants, copyhold, toeage, riZIeiiuve.) In Scots law the
equivalent technical term Is Mdtng.

And had not I ben. the comens wolde have brennyd his

plsse and all his tennuryeti, wher thorough it coste nte (if

my nounu propr gmlt'S at that tyme more tlian vj. inerks

in mate and drynke. Paetan Lettert, I. IXi.

tepefaction

2. The consideration or service which the oc-

cupier of land paj'S to his lord or superior for

the use of his land, or the condition on which
he holds it.

To ride in the lord's train, to go at the lord's bidding
wherever he might will, to keep " head-ward " over the
manor at nightfall, or horse-ward over its common Held,

to hedge and ditch about the demesne, or to help in the
chase and make tile *' deer-hedge," were tenures by which
the villagers held their lands, as well as by labor on the
lord's land one day a week throughout the year, and a
month's toil in harvest-time.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 317.

We served not In Caesar's armies ; we took not Cses^! 's

pay ; we held no lands by the tenure of guarding Caesar's

frontiers. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 117.

3. Holding, or manner of holding, in general

;

the terms or conditions on which, or the period

during which, anything is held.

It is most absurd and ridiculous for any mortal man to

look for a perpetual tenure of happiness in his life.

Burton, Anat. of Mel.
, p. 94.

4. (Quality with resjieet to proportion of ingre-

dients.

The ores treated In this (Castilian] furnace ought never
to contain more than 30 per cent of metal, and, when
richer, must be re<iueed to about this tenure by the ad-

dith)u of slags and other fluxes. Ure, Diet, III. 62.

Barons by tenure. See bann, i.—Base tenure, see
cn])yh>ihi, 1.— Cottier tenure, ."'ee co/(<ti.— Military
tenure. Seeim'drnn/.— Privity of tenure. Seejmrity.
— Tenure by divine service. See diriw.— Tenure in
aumone. Seeaunton^.— Tenure of Office Act. (a) An
act of the United States Congress, May l.'.tli, 1S20 (.S Stat.

&82), prescribing that large classes of public officers should
be appointed for the limited term of four years and re-

movable at pleasure. (6) An act of 1867 (14 Stat 430;

Rev. Stat { 1767 et teq.), providing that persons appointed
to civil olfices by the l^esident, and confirmed by the

Senate, exceptin;; members of the cal)iiiet, shall hold such
ofllces until their successors are qualitled, subject to sus-

pension by the President, during the recess of the Senate,

for misconduct ; and that they can be removed only with
the consent of the Senate.

tennre-hom (ten'ur-horn), n. A horn by the
possession or exhibition of which certain es-

tates were held. Compare tenure-stcord. The
"Bruce horn" of Savemake Forest, Wiltshire, and the
"Tutbury hum" of Tutbury in Staffordshire, England,
have liein exiiibited at South Kensington.

tenure-sword (ten'fir-sord), n. A sword by the
exhibition of which at certain times certain

lands were held, in most cases the sword so exhll>-

ited was sacredly preserved In the family holding the

estat«. The weapons seem generally to liave been fal-

chions, or short curved swords. J, J'. Earwaker,

tennryt, «. Same as tenure.

tenuto (te-no'td), a. [It., pp. of tenere, hold,

< L. tenere, hold: see tei>anti.\ In music, held;
sustained; given full value: used of tones or
chords occurring in contrast to staccato tones
or chords. It is nearly the same in effect as
letjato. Abbreviated ten—Tenuto mark, in musf-
eat natation, a horizontal stroke over a note or chord, to

Indicate that it is to be held lu full time : thus, j*.

tenzon (ten'zon), H. Same as tenson.

teocalli (te-o-"(cari), «. [= Sp. teocali, teucaU,

< Mex. teocalli. a temple, lit. ' house of a god,'

< teotl, a god, + calli, a house.] A structure of

earth and stone or brick, used as a temple or
place of worship by the Mexicans and other
aborigines of America. They were generally solid

four-sided truncated pyramids, built terrace-wtse, with
the temple proper on ttie platform at the summit Many
teocallls still remain in a more or less perfect state, as

the so-called Pyramid of Cholula. Also teopan.

teonet, '. t. A Middle English form of teen^.

teonoma (te-on'o-mii), H. [An anagram of Ne-
otoma, q. v.] i. The large bushy-tailed rat

of the Rocky Mountains, S'eotomn cinerea, the
pack-rat.— 2. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of such
rats, separated from Keotoma. J. E. Gray.

teopan (te'o-pan), n. Same as teocalli.

teosin'te (te'-o-sin'te), «. [Mex.] A grass, Eu-
chlana luxurians, native in Mexico and Central
America, introduced into cultivation in various
parts of the world. It Is closely allied to the Indian
com, having the male flowers In a tassel at the top, the

seed, however, borne nut on a cob, but on slender stems
from the Joints, inclosed In a loose husk. It Is an annual,

reaching the height of 12 feet suitable fur forage, and per-

haps the most proliflc of forage-plants, sending up some-
times sixty or eighty shoots, and springing up again when
cut It endures drought fairly well, though preferring

humid soil. Its success In the southern United states is

hindered by its not ripening Its seed ; it is found to do
so, however. In some subtropical localities. Also called

OuatenuUa gratt,

tepal (tep'al), n. [< petal, transposed for dis-

tinction, prob. in imitation of sepal.'] In hot.,

an individual segment of a perianth, whether
sepal or petal. [Rare.]

tepee (te'pe), n. [Also teepee, tipi; Amer. Ind.]

An Indian wigwam or tent.

tepefaction (top-e-fak'shon), n. [< L. as if 'te-

pe/actio(H-), <. tepefacere, make lukewarm: see



tepefaction

tepefy.] The act or operation of making tepid,

or moderately warm. Imp. Diet.

tepefy (tep'f-fi), t'.; pret. and pp. tepefied, ppr.

tepefying. l< L. tepefacere, make lukewarm, <

tq>ere, be lukewarm (see tepid), +facere, make.]
I. trans. To make tepid, or moderately warm.
H. intrant. To become moderately warm.

tepetate (te-pe-tah'te), w. Amaterial existing in

enormous quantities (5 to 500 feet thick) over
the greater portion of the surface of Mexico,
and supposed to be consolidated volcanic mud.
It somewhat resembles a sun-baked clay. It is also found
less extensively in Central and South America.

tephramancy (tef 'ra-mau-si), n. Same as
tephromtiiicy.

tephrite (tefrit), «. [< L. tephntis, < Grr.*T£^pi-

T(f, an ash-colored stone, < TE^p6f, ash-colored,

< TCippa, ashes.] The name of certain modern
volcanic rocks of rather varied and uncertain
composition. The tephrites bear the same relation to
the normal basalts that the phonolites do to the trachytes
(Rosenbusch). Among the older eruptive rocks, theralite

is the representative of tephrite, the essential features of
which are that it is porphyritic in structure, the ground-
mass containing a soda-lime feldspar, which also some-
times occurs in distinct crystals, while to this are added
nephelin, leucite, and augite, with apatite, magnetite, and
other less abundant minerals. See nephelin-tephrite and

tephritic (tef-rit'ik), a. [< tephrite + -ic] Of
the nature of tephrite

;
pertaining to tephrite.

tepliritoid(tef'n-toid),H. [<tei>hrite + -oid.'\ A
variety of tephrite. In thisnephelin is wanting, but its

base is made up of a material rich in soda.and gelatinizing in
acid, by which the nephelin is to a certain extent replaced.

Tephrodomis (tet-ro-d6r'nis), n. [NL. (Swain-
sou, 1831), < Gr. TEopudt/c, ashy (< Tcippa, ashes),
+ dpvi(, a bird.] An extensive genus of Indian

7>/Arodom is pondicerianus.

shrike-like birds, now restricted to 6 species, of

which the best-known is the so-called Keroula
shrike of Pondieherry, T. pondicerimms.

tephroite (tef ro-it), n. [Irreg. < Gr. rs^po^,

ash-gray, + -jte^. Cf. tephrite.] A silicate of
manganese of an ash-gray or reddish color, com-
monly occurring in elcavable masses: found in

New Jersey, also in Sweden. It belongs to the
chrysolite group.

tephromancy (tefro-man-si), n. [Also tephra-
mancy; < F. tephromancie, < NL. tephromantia, <

6r. re^pa, ashes,+ /lavrela, divination.] Augury
depending on the inspection of the ashes of a
sacrifice.

Tephrosia (tef-ro'si-a), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1807),

< Gr. TeijipdQ, ash-colored, < rf^/xi, ashes.] A ge-
nus of papilionaceous plants, of the tribe Ga-
legese, type of the subtribe Tephrosiese. It is

characterized by racemose flowers with blunt anthers,
the banner-stamen free at the base, but early united with
the other stamens at the middle, and the style somewhat

rigid, incurved, and
usually bearded at the
tip ; and by a com-
pressed linear or rare-

ly ovate pod with two
thin valves,nerve-like
sutures, and numer-
ous seeds sometimes
enlarged by a small
strophiole. There
are about 125 spe-
cies, widely scattered
throughwarm regions
and especially numer-
ous in Australia. A
fewarefound inNorth
America, six occur-
ring within the United
States south of Dela-
ware, one of which,
T. Virffiniana, ex-

tends northward as
far as the Massachu-
setts coast. They are
herbs or shrubs, with
odd-pinnate leaves of
many leaflets, rarely
reduced to three or
even to one, often
closely hoary with

ilken hairs, and remarkable, except in a few Australian
species, for their peculiar veins, not netted or branching,
bat extending parallel to each other obliquely from the
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midrib. The red, purple, or white flowers are consplca-

ously papilionaceous, with the petals borne on claws, the

banner roundish and externally silky, the keel incurved;

they form racemes which are often leafy at the base and
are terminal, opposite the leaves, or grouped in the upper
axils. T. VirginiaiM is locally known as xmld mveet-pea

from its flowers, and as devil's-shoestrings and catgut from

its long, slender, and very tough roots; book-names are

hoary pea and f/oat's rue. Several species yield a dye, as

T. tinclcrria, used for indigo at Mysore, and T. Apollinea

(for which see Egyptian indigo, under indigo). T. pur-

purea in India and T. toxicaria in Surinam are used me-
dicinally; the latter, under the name Surinam poison, is

used In the West Indies and elsewhere to stupefy flsh.

tepid (tep'id), a. [= OF. tiede = It. tejndq,

tiejiido, < L. tepidus, lukewarm, tepid (cf. tepor,

heat, = Skt. tapas, heat), < tepere, be lukewarm,
= Skt. tap, be warm.] Moderatelywarm ; luke-

warm.
The naked negro, panting at the line, . . .

Basks in the glare, or stems the tepid wave.
Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 71.

tepidarium (tep-i-da'ri-um), n.; pi. tepidaria

(-a). [L., a tepid bath, or the room set apart
for it, < tepidjis, lukewarm, tepid : see tepid.] In

the ancient Roman baths, an apartment heated
to a certain temperature to prepare the body
for the great heat of the hot and vapor baths,

or to serve as a palliative to the cold of the
frigidarium ; also, the boiler in which the wa-
ter was heated for the hot bath.

tepidity (te-pid'j-ti), n. [< F. tepidite = Pr.

tepiditat= It. tiepidita, < L. as ii*tepidita{t-)8,

lukewarmness, < tepidus, lukewarm, tepid: see

tepid.] Lukewarmness.
They upbraided the tepidity and infidel baseness of the

Jewish nation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 49.

tepidly (tep'id-li), adv. In a tepid manner;
lukewarmly.
tepidness (tep'id-nes), ». Tepidity.

tepor (tep'or), n. [= It. tepore, < L. tepor, luke-
warmness, < tepere, be lukewarm: see tepid.]

Gentle heat; moderate warmth.
The small pox, mortal during such a season, grew more

favorable by the tepor and moisture in April. Arbuthnot.

tepoy, «. See teapoy.

tequescillite (tek-es-ke'te), «. [Said to be so
called from a Mexican place-name.] In Mexi-
can metal., native carbonate of soda mixed with
some sulphate and common salt, which efflo-

resces, after the rainy season, on the surface of

the plains in Mexico, and later in the season
forms a crust.

In the two Haciendas of the Company [at Sombrerete],
Lft Purisinia and La Soledad, amalgamation is but little

employed. The ores are usually smelted, and in this pro-
cess great use is made of the tequesquite (carbonate of
soda) from La Salada, which is employed as a dissolvent.

Ward, Mexico, n. 279.

ter (t^r), adv. [L., thrice, < tres (tri-), three:
see three.] Thrice : used in music to indicate
that a measure or phrase to which it is attached
is to be repeated three times in succession.

teraget, «. [ME., appar. < OF. "terrage, land
(found only in sense of field-rent), < L. terra,

land: see terra.] Country; territory.

Dyomed dernly dressit to wend
To the terage of Troy with a tore ost.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12786.

teramorphous (ter-a-m6r'fus), a. [Prop. *tera-
tornorphous, < Gr. repa^ {repar-), a monster, -f-

liop^i/, form.] Of the form or nature of a mon-
strosity.

terapenet, «. -An obsolete form of terrapin.

teraph (ter'af ), n.
;
pi. teraphim (-a-fim). [Heb.]

A household image reverenced iiy the ancient
Hebrews: in the Bible used only in the plural,
and sometimes applied to one image. The tera-
phim seem to have been either wholly or in part of human
form and of small size. They appear to have been rever-
enced as penates, or household gods, and in some shape
or other to have been used as domestic oracles.

terapint, »• An obsolete spelling of terrapin.

Teras (te'ras), n. [NL. (Treitschke, 1829), < Gr.
repac, a monster.] A notable genus of moths,

^^

Hoary Pea {Tefkrosia Vir^niana).
a. the fniits-

Teras ntativoraHa,

, larva ; *jjupa : c, moth : d, leaf with pupal exuvium.
(Cross and lines show natural sizes-)

terce

ordinarily placed at the head of the tortricid

series. The genus is wide-spread and the species are
numerous. T. ntalixiorana is common in the United States,

and feeds in the larval state on the leaves of the apple.

T. caudana is a curious European species in which the
fore wings have a falcate outer margin and an excavation
on the costal margin. T. conlaminana la known as the
checkered pebble.

teraticalt (te-rat'i-kal), a. [< "teratic, < Gfr. re-

parmdc, strange, monstrous, < repa^ (Ttpar-), a
sign, wonder, prodigy, monster, a huge animal,

a strange creature.] Marvelous; prodigious;

incredible.

Herodotus, possibly delighting In teratieal stories, might
tell what he never heard.

W. WoUaston, Religion of Nature, la 16.

teratogenic (ter"a-to-jen'ik), a. [< teratogen^
+ -ic] Producing monsters; of or pertaining
to teratogeny.

teratogeny (ter-a-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. ripac (tc-

par-), a monster, + ytmav, produce.] In pa-
thoL, the production of monsters.

teratoid (ter'a-toid), a. [< Gr. Tipag (repar-), a
monst«r, + eldoc, form.] Resembling a mon-
ster.— Teratoid tumor. Same as teratoma.

teratolite (ter'a-to-lit), u. [< Gr. Tfpaf (repar-),

a prodigy, + X/Sof, stone.] A kind of clay or
fine-grained silicate of alumina from the coal-

formation of Planitz in Saxony, formerly sup-
posed to possess valuable medicinal proper-
ties, whence it had its ancient name of ^rra
miraculosa Saxonise. Also called Uthomarge.
Sometimes erroneously speUed terratolite, as if

from Latin terra, earth.

teratologic (ter'a-to-loj'ik), a. [< teratolog-y

+ -ic] Same as teratological.

teratological (ter'a-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< terato-

logic + -al.] Of or pertaining to teratology.

teratologist (ter-a-tol'o-jist), n. [< teratolog-y
+ -ist.] 1. One who deals in marvels ; a mar-
vel-monger. Imp. Diet.— 2. One versed in ter-

atology.

teratology (ter-a-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. teratologic.

< NL. teratologia, < Gr. TepaTo?j>yia, a telling of
marvels or prodigies, < rtpaf (repar-), a sign,
marvel, prodigy, monster,+ -fjiyia, < /iiyt/v, say,
teU (see -ology).] 1. Narration of what is mar-
velous or prodigious; exaggeration in descrip-
tion.

Teratology is when bold Writers, fond of the sublime,
intermix something great and prodigious in every Thing
they write, whether there be Foundation for it in Reason
or not, and this is what is call'd Bombast. BaQey, 1727.

2. In anat., eooL, and bot., the science of ani-
mal or vegetable monstrosities ; that depart-
ment of biology which treats of malformations,
or monstrous or abnormal growths, in the ani
mal or the vegetable kingdom.
teratoma (ter-a-to'ma), ».; pi. teratomata (-mik-

ta). [NL., < dtr. ripac (repar-), a monster, 4-

-oma.] A complex congenital tumor, often
containing very many different tissues, as skin,
hair, teeth, connective tissue, cartilage, bone,
muscles, and glands: most frequently found
at the lower end of the spine, about the head
and neck, and in the generative organs. Also
called teratoid tumor.

teratomatous (ter-a-tom'a-tus), a. [< tera-

toma(l-) + -ous.] Saving the character of a
teratoma.
terbium (ter'bi-um), n. [NL., < {Tt)terb(y) in
Sweden : see erbium, and cf . yttrium.] A rare
element, not yet isolated, occurring in the sam-
arskite of North Carolina and certain other rare
minerals, associated with erbium and yttrium.

terce (t^rs), «. [Early mod. E. also terse ; < ME.
"ters, *terce, < OF. ters, tiers, m., terce, tierce, t.,

third {tieree, a third part), < L. tertius = E.
third: see third, &Tidct. tierce.] If. A third; a
third part.
Then we were In ix. degrees and a terce, rekenynge owr

selues XXX. leagues of the sholes of the ryuer cauled Rio
Grande.

Ji. Eden, First Books on America (ed. Arber. p. 380X
The 15. we came to Hatorafik, in 36. degrees and a terte,

at 4. fadom, 3 leagues from shore.
Quoted in Capl. John SmitA't Works, 1. 103.

2. Same as tieree, 3.— 3. In Scots late, a right
corresponding to dower in English law ; a real
right whereby a widow who has not accepted
any special proNnsion is entitled to a life-rent
of one third of the heritage in which her hus-
band died infeft, provided the marriage has
endured for a year and a day, or lias produced
a living child. No widow'is entitled to her
terce until she is regularly Penned to it. See
fre»l, V. t., 5.-4. In the Roman Catholic and
Greek churches, and in religious houses, and as
a devotional office in the Anglican Church, the



terce

office of the third hour: originally and proper-

ly said half-way between sunrise and noon. See
(niioHicdl hours, under canonical.

tercel (ter'sel), H. [Formerly also tiercel, ter-

sille, tiirsel, and by assimilation tassel, tnssell;

< >IE tercel, tersel. tercelle, terselle, < OF. tercel

= Pr. tersol = Sp. ter:uelo = It. ter:niolo, < ML.
tertiolus, a male hawk, lit. ' "thirdling,' so called

because, in popular notion, of three eggs laid

by a hawk, the third was sure to produce a male,

of smaller size than the others; dim. of L. ter-

liiis, third: see terce, tertian, Wii'rrf.] A male
falcon; especially, the male of the peregrine
falcon.

Another tertel egle >pak anon.
Chaucer, Parfiament of Fowls, 1. 449.

I coald not any where come by a Roas-hawk, nor lastel of
falcon. Urquhart, tr. of Kabelaia, L 39.

With her of Targets and of Lures he talks.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

Tercel gent*, tercel gentle*, a trained tercel.

1 marvel what blood thou art— neither Englander nor
><.'i>t — hah nor flesh. Marry, out upon thee, foul kite,

that would fain bo a tercet 'jetUle .' Seott. Abbot, iv.

tercelett (ters'let), n. lAieotiercelet; <OF.terce-
lel. tiercelet, a male hawk, dim. of tercel, a male
hawk : see tercel.^ The male of the falcon fam-
ily, or of binls of prey.

Tho dwelte a tereeiet me faste by.

That aemed welle of alle gentUeaae.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 496.

tercellenet (t^r'se-len), n. [< OF. •tereelin (T),

< tercel, a tercel : see tereel.l A small male
hawk. See the quotation.

Nor moat you expect from high antiquity the distinc-

tions of eye* and nunage hawks : . . . nor ret what eggs
produce the different iMwks, or when tbey uy three egn,
ttiat the first prodaceth a female and urge hawk, tne
second of a mlddler sort, and the third a smaller bird,

UretUene or tassel of the male sex.

Sir T. Browns, Ulsc Tracts, T.

tercentenary (t^r-sen'te-na-ri), a. and n. [< L.
trr, thrici' (see far), -t- centenarius, pertaining to

a hundred: see eeHtenarj/.'} I. a. Comprising
throe hundred years; including or relating to
the interval of three hundred years.

n. n. A day observed as a festival in com-
memoration of some event, as the birth of a
great man, or a decisive victoiy, that hap-

Sened three hundred years before: as, the
hakspore tercentenary.

tercentennial (t^r-sen-ten'i-al), a. and n. [< L.
ter, thrice, + centum, hundred, + annus, year:
see centennial.'] Same as tercentenary.

At the tert^nienniiU celebration of rresbyterlanlsm. In

PhUadelphU, Kot. 20, 1»72, . . . was displayed the Amer-
ican flag croased with the CoTenanters' flag of blue silk.

PreUe. Hist, tlag, p. 140.

tercer (t^r'sfer), n. [< OF. "tereier, < ML. tertia-

riii.i. lit. pertaining to a third, < tertiug, a third:
see terce.} In law, a tenant in dower; a dow-
cress.

tercet (ttr'set), n. [< P. tercet, dim. of tier*,

tliird: see terce, tierce.} 1. In mugic, same as
triplet.— 2. In poetry, a group of three riming
lines; a triplet.

terdne (ttr'sin), n. [< F. tercine, < L. tertiug,

third : see terce.} In bot., a supposed third coat
of an ovule, really a layer of the priraine or sec-
nniline, or the secundine itself. LiniUey, Uloss.

teret. -V Middle P'nitlish formof tear^, tear'', tar^.

terebate (ter'e-bat), n. [< lereb{ic) + -nfel.]

In rill m.^ a com|)ound of terobie acid and a base.

terebella (ter-e-bel'a), n.; pi. terebcllte (-e).

[NL., dim. of L. terehra, a borer, a trepan: see
tereltra.} 1. In surii., a trepan or trephine.

—

2. A marine tubicolous worm of the genus
Terrhella.—a. [cap.} [NL. (Omelin, 1790).]
Tlif tvjiiiiil genus of Trrrbellidte,

Terebellidae (ter-e-bol'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Tere-
bellii + -I'he.} A family of tubicolous poly-
chictoiis annelids.

Terebelliun (ter-e-bel'um), n. [A corruption
of Gr. TtTpaTr'Mvpov, a quadrangle (a name ap-
plifd »o this group by Ptolemy), neut. of TerpA-
n'/j x'fmr, four-8iiled,< rcrpa-, four.+ T:?.Fi:pa, side.]

A group of four stars, in the form of a quadri-
laliTiil, at the root of the tail of Sagittarius.

terebene (tcr'e-ben), «. [< terrb(inlh) ¥ -ene.}

A <M)lorless mobile liquiil hydrocarbon (CjoHja)
having a faint odor, and optically inactive, pre-
pared by treating rectified oil of turpentine with
i-oiiciitratpd .^uIphlIric acid in the cold.

terebic fte-rel.'ik), rt. {< trrrb(intlt) + -ic.} Of,
pi'itiiiiiiii'.; to, or obtained from tur[)entine.

—

Terebic acid, rvlljoOj. a nio?i»ibnsic ncid. a product of
the ar-tion of nitric acid on turt>eiitine-oil. Also called fur-
peniinic, terehUii'. and t/^r^nie arid.

terebinth (t'-r'i;- hi II til). «. [Formerly also ftri-

binth; < ME. 'tirehinlh, t(rcbynt,i OF. terebinthe,
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F. t^ihinthe =z Pr. terebinte = Sp. It. terebinto =
Pg. terebintho, < L. terebinthus, ML. also terebin-

tus = Gr. Tcpifiivdo^, ripjiivOoc, earlier ripfuvOoQ,

also TpeiuBo^, Tpifiido^, the terebinth, also its res-

in, turpentine. Cf. turpentine, from the same
source.] 1. The turpentine-tree, Pistacia Tere-

binthus, native in the lands about the Mediter-
ranean, the source of Chian turpentine. It is a
tree of moderate size, with pinnate leaves and panicles of
inconspicuous flowers. It is common in the hot ami dry
southern and eastern parts of Palestine, there takiiij^r the
place of the oak. It generally stands isolated, seldom in
clumps, never in forests, and is an object of veneration.
Also named Algeritie or Barbary ma«tie-tree.

To make hem save from wormes sette a bough
Of terebynt, other a birche stalk.

Palladim, llusbondrie (E. E. T. S.^ p. 126.

Here growes Melampode every where.
And Terilrinth, good for Ootes.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

2t. Turpentine— oil of terebinth, oil of turpentine.

terebintnent, "• [ME. terebynten; < terebinth

+ -en'K} Of terebinth.

And putte in everie hole a wecge or pynne,
A birchen here, a terebynten there.

PaUadius, Hasbondrie (£. K T. S.\ p, 97.

terebinthina (ter-e-bin'thi-nS), n. [NL., fem.
(sc. resina) of terebinthinn.», ot the terebinth:
see tcrcbinthine.} The officinal name of tur-
pentine.

terebinthinate (ter-«-bin'thi-nat), v. <.; pret.
and pp. tercbinthinnted, ppr. terebinthinating. [<
terebinthine + -ate~.} To impregnate with tur-

pentine— TVrebinthlnated collodion, collodion to
which some fatty, oily, or waxy iii(rrciiient has l>een added
forthepnrposeof makinK it tltxilile.— Tereblntlllnated
ether, an ethereal luilutioii of oil of turpentine.— Tere-
blnthlnated fumigation, a vapor-bath of steam charged
with tiiriK-ntiiic,

terebinthinate (ter-e-bin'thi-nat), a. and n.

[< tireliiiitliiiifi + -at'e^.} I. a. Terebinthine;
iuipregnated with the qualities of turpentine.

11. n. In wierf., a preparation of the turpen-
tine of firs.

terebinthine (ter-e-bin'thin), a. [< L. terebin-
thiiiiis, < Or. TeptjiivOivo^, of the terebinth, or of
turpentine, < Tept.iivSof, terebinth, turpentine:
see terebinth. Cf. tur/tentine.} 1. Of or per-
taining to the terebinth or turpentine-tree.

—

2. Of or pertaining to turpentine; consisting of
turpentine, or partaking of its qualities.

tereointhinoas (ter-e-bin'thi-nus), a.
tfrcbinthihii.s: see tere-

binthine.} Sameasfn-f-
binthine, 2.

terebinth-tree (ter'e-

liiiith-tre), n. Same as
tirehinlh, 1.

terebra (ter'e-bril), n.

;

pi. /<-r<-6r«i (-bre). [NL.,
< L. terebra, a borer, an
auger, a trepan, an en-

f'ne for piercing a wall,

terere, pp. tritus, rub,
grind: see trite.} 1. A
machine employed by
the Romans in sieges to

begin a breach in a wall, «„//. n^^Mw.
consisting of a long >, ilile new or abdomen.

spear-like beam mount- ^'SS^.a'Si V^S;?!!^;
ed on an axis, and work- e'tremlw of terelira and Mip.

. . ports, fbowintf method of ai-
ed m a groove by ma- tacbmeu: rTTeouai «ic> i>i

chinery.-2. In f«f,.m ^%a 'iJj?^^ ',•^£51
the borer or modified 3. the two lower fiumems or

ovipositor of various in-
*'"''*•

sects, and espeeially of the terebrant hyme-
nopters. With this organ the insects punc-
ture the places in which thej- lay their eggs.— 3. {cap.} A genus of marine
toxogfossate gastropods, having
a long slender tapering spire,

typical of the family Terebri-

(ia; the auger-shells. Adanson,
17.')7.

terebrant (ter'e-brant), a. [< L.
tirtbran(t-)ii, ppr.

of terebrare, bore:
see terebra te.} Bor-
ing with a terebra,

as a hymenopter-
otis insect; of or
pertaining to the
Tcribrantia.

Terebrantia (ter-

e-tiriiii'»hi-tt), n.pl.

i-NL. (Latreille,

1«17),neut.pl.of L.

/erefcr(i»(f-)'',boring,

boring through

:

see terebrant.} 1.

[< L.

Auifer-»hells.

b, Trrebra macHlata,

TeredinidsB

In LatreiUe's system, one of the two prime di-

visions of the order Hymenoptera, comprising
those forms which have the abdomen of the
females furnished with an instrument em-
ployed as a saw or a borer for depositing their

eggs: opposed to Aculeata, in which the ab-
domen is armed with a sting, and divided into
Sectirifera and Pupivora. Westwood adopted this
division, and divided the section into Pkytophaffa and
Entmnuphaga, the former including the saw -Hies (Ten-
thredinidx) and horntails {Urocerids), and the latter the
gall-tlies (CyiiipidxX the parasitic Etaniida, Ichneumoni-
dte, Braconidte, Chalcididje, and Proctotrypidx (grouped
togetiier under the term Spictdifera), and the rubytails
or Chrygiduia, for which the term Tubulifera of MacLeay
was adopted.

2. In Crustacea, the boring or burrowing cir-

ripeds ; the Alcippidx.

terebrate (ter'e-brat), v.; pret. and pp. iere-

brated, ppr. terebrating. [< L. terebratus, pp.
of terebrare, bore, bore through, < terebra, a
borer: see terebra. Ct. terrier^.} I, trans. To
bore; perforate. [Kare.]

The teguments of earthworms ... we shall find com-
pletely adapted to their way of life and motion, being
made in the most complete manner possible for tereitrat.

inff the earth, and creeping.
Derham, Physico-Theol., iv, 12, note p.

TT
, intrans. To be a bore; make one tired.

[Rare.]

O for a world where peace and sUence reign.
And blunted dulness tertbraUs in vain !

O. W. Holmes, A Modest Kequeat.

terebrate (ter'e-briit), a. [< terebra + -ate^.}

Provided wit h a terebra or borer, as a hymenop-
terous insect; fashioned into a borer, as an
ovipositor.

tereoration (ter-e-bra'shon), n. [< li. terebra-

iio(n-), aboring,< terebrare,hoTc : see terebrate.}

The act of boring or piercing.

Terebrafion of trees doth make them prosper better,
llacoii, -Vat. Hist., § 403.

Terebratnla (^r-e-brat'u-ia), «. [NL. (Lhwyd,
1(599), dim. of L.' terebratiui, pp. of terebrare,

bore: see terebrate.} 1. An extensive genus
of arthroporaatous brachiopods, formerly in-

cluding all those loosely known as lamp-shells,

now restricted as type of the family Terebra-
tulidse. They are characteriied by a circular perfora-

tion (whence the name) ; the loop is very short, simple,
and attached by the crura to the hinge-plate. All are ex-

tinct. See cut* under TerebratuHdie and Brachiopoda.

2. [/. c] Any member of this genus, or a simi-

lar brachiopod; a lamp-shell.

Terebratollda (ter'e-bra-tu'li-de), n. j>l. [NL.,
< Terebratnla + -idA".} A large family of ar-

thropotnatoiis brachiopods, typified by tho ge-

nus Terebratnla. The brachial appendages are vari-

ooaly folded apon themselves, unitea to one another by
* membrane, and
more or lesa sup- / .

ported by a oalclfled

process ; the valve*
are variable In
shape, but always
have a prominent
beak truncated by a
olrcalar perforation,

partly completed by
a deltidlum of one
or two pieces, and
the shell-subatance
paiictated. All the
species have a pe-

duncle passing through the rostral perforation, by which
they attach themselves to rocks and other objects on the
bottom of the sea. Tho family is the most extensive of

the order; it dates hack to the Devonian, and continues
to be represented by more living forms than any other
family. It is divided into six or more subfamilies. See
also cut under Brachiopoda.

terebratuliform (ter-e-brat'u-li-f6rm), a. [<

NL. Terebratnla + li.'forma', form.] Resem-
bliiigdr related to the genus Tercfernfuta; shaped
like the shell of a terebratuline brachiopod.

terebratnline (ter-o-brat'u-lin), a. [< Terc-

bratula + -incl.] Pertaining to the Terebratu-
lida, or having their characters.

terebratnlite (ter-e-brat'u-lit), n. [< Terc-

bralula + -ite^.} A' fossil terebrattila, or some
similar lamp-shell ; a member of the genus Tere-

hratiilitis of Schlotheim.

Terebrids (te-reb'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Terebra
+ -idee.} A family of toxoglossate gastropods,

typified by the genus Terebra; the awl-shells or
auger-shells. The numerous species chiefly inhabit

tropical seas. Also called Teretrracex and Acusidx. See
cuts under Terebra.

teredine (tor'e-din), «. [< L. teredo (-din-), a
teredo: see teredo.} A borer, as the ship-worm
or teredo. Ret'. T. Adams, Workn, I. 505.

Teredinidae (ter-e-din'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Te-

redo) (-din-) + -idk.} A family of lamellibranch
raoUusks, tvpifled by the genus Teredo; the te-

redos or ship-worms. See Teredo.

Tfrtbratula auttralis.

a, adductor muscles ;/*. cardiual muscles ;

/, peduncle ; /, teeth ; V, vent.



teredo

teredo (tf-re'do), «. [< L. teredo, < 6r. Tep^i6v,

a worm that gnaws wood, etc., a moth, < reipetv

= L. terere, rub: see ierebra.^ 1. A lamelli-

branch moUusk of the genus Teredo, family
Teredinidx ; the ship-worm, T. naralis, conspic-
uous for the destruction which it occasions
to ships and submerged wood, by perforating

them in all directions in order to establish

a habitation. It is a womi-shaped grayish-white ani-

mal, most of whose lengtli is owing to the elongation
of the united siphons or breathing-tubes conveying wa-
ter to the gills. The
two valves of the shell

are small. The vis-

Cera are mainly con-
tained within the
valves. In excavating
in the wood (the shell is

the boring-instrument)
every individual is care-

ful to avoid the tube
formed by its neighbor,
and often a very thin
leaf of wood alone is left

between the cavities,

which are lined with a
calcareous incrustation. Piece of Wood Perforated by Teredos.

Many methods are in

use to protect ships, piers, etc., from this destructive ani-

mal, such as copper sheathing, treating with creosote or

corrosive sublimate, or driving numbers of short broad-

headed nails into the timber, the rust from which spreads

and prevents the animal from settling. It is said to have
been originally imported from tropical climates ; but it has
now become an inhabitant of most harbors. (See also cut
under ship-worm.) T. gigaiitea is a species found in the
East Indies in shallow water, where it bores into the

. hardened mud.
2. leap.'] [NL. (LinniBus, 1758).] The typical

genus of Teredinidx, including T. navalis, the
common teredo or ship-worm. See def. 1. Also
called Septaria.— 3. Any disease in plants pro-

duced by the boring of insects. Lindley, Gloss.

terek (ter'ek), n. A kind of sandpiper, Terekia

cinerea.

Terekia (te-re'ki-a), n. [NL. (Bonaparte, 1838),

also Tcrechia (Bonaparte, 1841), < terelc, a na-
tive name.] A genus of soolopacine birds, con-
taining only the terek sandpiper, T. cinerea,

resembling the greenshank and some other tat-

tlers, and having the bill somewhat recurved.
This bird is very widely distributed, visiting in its migra-
tions nearly all parts of the Old World, and breeding in

Terek i^Tertkia cinerea).

high latitudes of Asia and Europe. It may be recognized
in any plumage by the wholly white axillaries, lai^ely
white secondaries, and absence of any white on the prima-
ries or rump. It has about twenty different New Latin
names, and the genus is also called Xenus (of Kaup, 1829)
and Simorhynchus (of Keyserling and Blasius, 1840, not
of Merrem).

teres (te'rez), n. [NL. (sc. musculus), a round
muscle, < L. teres, round, smooth : see terete.^

A terete muscle; specifically, one of two te-

rete muscles of the shoulder, proceeding from
the scapula to the humerus Teres major (greater
Ures), a muscle lying externally to tlie teres minor, and
with the latissimus dorsi forming the postei-ior border
of the axilla. It is inserted into the posterior bicipital

ridge of the humerus.— Teres minor (tenser teres), a mus-
cle lying along the outer border of the infraspinatus, to
which it is closely connected and near which it is inserted
into the greater tuberosity of the humerus.
Teresian (t§-re'si-an), «. [< Teresa (see def.)

-t- -ian.'i One of a branch of the Carmelites
founded by Saint Teresa in 1562.

terett, «. See terete.

terete (te-ref), a. [Formerly also teret; = Sp.
terete, < L. teres (teret-), round, smooth, < terere,

rub: see terehra, trite.'] Slender and smooth,
with a circular transverse section ; cylindrical
or slightly tapering. See cut under peWote.

Nature hath . . . made them [the stars] round and teret
like a globe. Fotlterby, Atheomaatix (1622), p. 32S.

Terete pronator. Same as teretiprmiator.

teretial (te-re'shal), a. [< terete + -ial.'] Same
as terete. Owen. [Rare.]

tereticaudate (ter"e-ti-k4'dat), a. [< L. teres

{teret-), round, + cduda, a tail: see caudate.]
Bound-tailed; having a terete tail: specifically
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said of certain reptiles of a former group Tere-

ticaudati.

teretipronator (ter'e-ti-pro-na'tor), n. [< L.

teres {teret-), round, + jyronator^ The round
pronating muscle of the forearm; the pronator

radii teres. See pronator. Coues, 1887.

teretiscapularis (ter"e-ti-skap-u-la'ris), n.
;
pi.

tcretisciipnlares (-rez). [NL., < L. teres (teret-),

terete, -I- scapularis.'] The greater terete mus-
cle of the shoulder-blade, commonly called teres

major. See teres. Coues, 1887.

Teretistris (ter-e-tis'tris), n. [NL. (Cabanis,

1855), < Gr. TepETi^eiv, whistle: often misspelled

Teretristis.] A genus of American warblers, or

Mniotiltidx, peculiar to Cuba, and of 2 species,

T. fernandiniB (Lembeye) and T. fornsi (Gund-

laoh), respectively of the western and eastern

parts of the island. They are small and plain-

colored birds, 4f inches long.

teretoust (ter'e-tus), a. [< L. teres (teret-),

round, smooth,' + -ous.] Same as terete.

Teretmis, or long round leaves.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iv.

terflet, r. i. [ME. terflen, < AS. tearflian, roll

about, a freq. form, prob. connected with terve.]

To roll about; wallow. Siratmann.

terga, »«. Plural of tergum.

tergal (ter'gal), a. [< L. tergum, back, -t- -al.]

1 . Of or pertaining to the back in general ; dor-

sal; noteeal: the opposite of sternal or ventral.

Specifically— 2. In entom., of or pertaining to a
notum, tergum, ortergite.— 3. In ecbinoderms,
dorsal in the sense of aboral ; coronal : the op-

posite of ventral or oral : as, the tergal plates of

a starfish.— 4. In trilobites, of or pertaining to

the axis or tergum. See cut under Trilobifa.
— Tergal facet, the smooth dorsal anterior surface of

the somite of a crustacean, over which the posterior un-
der surface of a preceding somite glides in flexion and ex-

tension of the abdomen.

tergant (ter'gant), a. [Heraldic F., < L. ter-

gum, hack: see tergum. ] In /(cr., turning the
back toward the spectator. See recursant. Also
tergiant.

tergatet, «. An obsolete form of target.

He pulled a tergate from one of his souldiours, and cast-

ynge it in to the water, standynge on it, with his spere
conuaied hym selfe with the streme.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 17.

tergeminate (ter-jem'i-nat),a. [<L. ter, thrice,

-f- geminatus, doubled: see getninate.] Thrice
double : specifically applied in botany to a com-
pound leaf having at the base a pair of leaflets

and then forking, with a pair on each branch,
as in Calliandra tergemina.

tergeminous (ter-jem'irnus), a. [< L. tergemi-

nus, threefold, triple, < ter, thrice, 4- gemimis,
born at the same time, twin : see gemini.] Ter-
geminate.
tergiant (t6r'ji-ant), a. In her., same as tergant.

tergiferous (ter-jif'e-ms), a. [< L. tergum,
back, -f ferre = E. 6'eari : see -ferous.] Carry-
ing or bearing on the back ; dorsigerous or dor-
siferous.

tergite (tfer'jit), «. [< L. tergum, the back, -t-

-ite^.] The tergum, dorsum, or back of one
of the somites or segments of an articulated
animal, as an arthropod. A typical tergite consists
of a pair of plates or pieces, right and left ; but these be-
come fused, and also a number of successive tergites may
blend together, as in the cephalothorai of a crustacean.

tergitic (ter-jit'ik ), a. l< tergite -\- -ic.] Ter-
gal or dorsal, as a selerite ; of or pertaining to
a tergite.

tergiversate (t^r'ji-ver-sat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

tergiversated, ppr. tergiversating. [< L. tergiver-

satus, pp. of tergiversari, turn one's back, shift

:

see tergiverse.] To shift; practise evasion;
make use of shifts or subterfuges.

Who also, as if he were conscious that his assumentum
to the Platonick theology were not so defensible a thing,
doth himself sometime, as it were, tergiversate and decline
it, by equivocating in the word Henades, taking them for
the ideas, or the intelligible gods before mentioned.

CudKorth, Intellectual System, II. 361.

tergiversation (ter'ji-ver-sa'shon), n. [< F.
tergiversation = Sp. tergiversacion = Pg. tergi-

versagdo = It. tergiversazione, < L. tergiversa-

tio(n-), a shifting, evasion, lit. a turning of one's
back, < tergiversari, pp. tergiversatus, turn one's
back: see tergiversate.] 1. The act of tergiver-
sating; a shirting; shift; subterfuge ; evasion.

Writing is to be preferred before verbal conferences, as
being freer from passions and tergiversation.

Abp. Bratnhall. (Johnson.)

2. The act of changing one's opinions or of
tm-ning from them ; the act of turning against
a cause formerly advocated; fickleness or in-

stability of conduct.

tenn
The colonel, after all hl« tergivenation, lost his life in

the king's service. Clarendon.

tergiversator (t^r'ji-v6r-Ba-tor), n. [= F. ter-

yiversateur = Pg. tergiversador, < L. tergiversa-

tor, one who hangs back, a laggard, < tergiver-

sari, turn one's back: see tergiversate.] One
who practises tergiversation,

tergiverset (ter'ji-vers), v. i. [< F. tergiverser

= Sp. Pg. tcrgiversar = It. tergiversare, < L.
tergiversari, turn one's back, decline, refuse,

evade, shift, < tergum, back, + versari, turn : see

verse.] To turn one's back ; tergiversate.

The Briton never tergivers'd,

But was for adverse drubbing.
Saint Georgefor England, it

tergolateral (ter-go-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. tergum,

back, -I- latus (later-), si3e, -I- -al.] Of or per-

taining to the tergum and the lateral plates of

a cirriped. Darwin, Cirripedia, Int., p. 5.

tergorhabdite (ter-go-rab'dit), «. [< L. tergtim,

back, + Gr. pdjifog, rod, -I- -ite'^.] In entom.,

one of the pieces primarily forming the upper
or tergal surface of an insect's abdomen. La-
caze-Duthiers applied this name to the lower pair of plates
fomiing the ovipositfjr of a female insect ; they are modi-
fied tergal pieces of one of the abdominal rings.

tergum (t^r'gum), «.; pi. terga (-ga). [NL., <

L. tergum, back.] 1. The back, dorsum, or
notum, especially of an arthropod.— 2. The
tergal or dorsal selerite of one of the rings or
somites of an arthropod or articulate animal;
a tergite. A tergum is often composed of two lateral
halves. In some of the thoracic segments of insects it is

subdivided into parts called, from before backward, prs^
scutum, scutum, scuteUum, and pogt*euteUum.

3. One of the two upper or dorsal plates of the
shell in cirripeds. See cut under Balanug.
Terias (te'ri-as), «. [NL. (Swainson, 1821).] A
genus of butterflies, of the family PapiUoni-
dx and subfamily Pieridinee, comprising about
a dozen species, nearly all American. The North
American are T. nicippe, a small bright-orange species,

and T. Ivta, still smaller and lemon-yellow in color, both
of the southern United States. Their larvte live upon
plants of the genus Cassia.

teriet, v. An obsolete form of tarrtfi and tarry^.

terint, " Same as tortn.

ThmsUes, terint, and mavTa,
That Bongen for to Wynne hem pirs.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 665.

term (tferm), n. [Early mod. E. also tearm, ear-
lier terme; < ME. terme, < OF. terme, also in less
vernacular form termine = Pr. terme = Sp.
tSrmino = Pg. termino = It. tennino, termine =
D. termijn = G. Sw. Dan. termin, < L. terminus,
OL. also termo (termon-), termen (termin-), a
bound, boundary, limit, end, ML. (and Rom.)
also a time, period, also a definition (t), word,
covenant, etc. ; = Gr. ripfiuv (repfurv-), Tip/ja (rep-

IMT-), a boundary-line, limit; prob. akin to E.
thrum^, trarn^. From L. terminus are also ult.

E. terminus, terminal, terminate, termine, deter-

mine,determituite,etc.,conterminotis,eta.] 1. A
bound; a boundary; limit; the extremity of
anything, or that which limits its extent; a
confine; end; termination; completion.
Here I take the to my line ; tac thou non other to terme

of Hue. Political Poem*, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 228.

God was careful to secure us from death by removing
the lepers from the camp, . . . and putting a term be-
tween the living and the dead.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 885.

At the decline of day.
Winding above the mountain's snowy term,
New banners shone.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, vi. 18.

Who does not sometimes . . . await with curious com-
placency the speedy term of his own conversation with
finite nature? Emerson, Essays, 1st set., p. 240.

2. In geom., the extreme of any magnitude, or
that which limits or bounds its ext«nt : as, the
tenns of a line are points, the terms of a super-
ficies are lines, and the terms of a solid are su-
perficies. See also def. 9.— 3t. Outcome; final
issue.

Yet ought mens good endevours them conflrme,

'

And guyde the heavenly causes to their consUut terme.
Spenser, F. Q., III. iiL 25.

4t. A figure of Terminus, the god of bounda-
ries; a terminal figure. See terminus, 3.

An arbour feigned of goldsmith's-work, the ornament
of which was borne up with termes of satjTS.

B. Jonton. Chloridia.

On either side of the Gate stood a great French Terme
of stone, aduanced vpon wodden Pedestalls.
Dekker, Kings Entertainment (Works, ed. Pearson, 1. 278X

5. Iu67((j)-6!(iWiH</, a piece ofcarved work placed
under each end of the taffrail, and extending to
the foot-rail of the balcony. Also called term-
piece.— 6. A space or period of time to which
limits have been set ; the time or period through



term

which something runs its course, or lasts or is

intended to last : as, he was engaged for a term

of five years; his term of office has expired.

Tbis lady, that was left at home,
Hath wonder that the king ne come
iloom, for hit was a longe Urme.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L "9.

A spirit.

To whom, lor certaine Uarme of yearea, t' inherit

His eaae and pleasure with aboundaut wealth,

Ue hath made ude of his soules dearest health.

Titnet' WltiOU (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

When a race has Ured its term it comes no more again.
Emfrgotiy Conduct of life.

Specifically— (o) In universities, colleges, and schools, one
of certain stated periods during which Instruction is reg-

ularly given to stuilents or pupils. At the University of

Cambridge, England, there are three terms in the univer-

sity year— namely, Michaelmas ur October term. Lent or
January tenu, and Easter or midsummer term. AttheUui-
venilty of Oxford there are four terms—namely, Michael-
mas, Hilary, Easter, and Trinity. In American universi-

ties and colleges there are usually three terms, beginning
in September, Jannsi7, and April, and called first, second,
and third, or (all, winter, and spring terms respectively.

(t>) In (air, the period during which a court of justice may
hold its sesnions from day to day (or the trial of causes

;

a part of the year in wbiob the justices of the supe-
rior common-law courts of general jurisdiction hold ses-

sions of the courts, as distinguished (rom vacations, during
which, on religious and business grounds, attendance at

the courts cannot be required (rom parties or witnesses.

The importance of the distinction between term time and
taealiuii, in both American and English law, is in the (act
that for the just protection of the public a court can only
exist and exercise its powers withiti the time as well as at
the place prescribed by law ; and, while many ministerial
acts, such as the bringing uf actions, and the course of
pleading, the entry of judgment, the Issue of process, etc.,

can be carried on in the clerk's office upon any lecalar day,
actual sessions of the court itself can only be held daring
term time. In England . l<e(ore the present judlcattire act,

the law terms were four in number—namely, Hilary term
<compare Hilarymat\ beginning on the 11th and ending
on the 31st of January ; Eaater term, from about the 15tn
of April to the 8th of May ; I'rlnltv term, from the 22d of
May to the 12th o( June ; and Michaelmas term, (rom the
2d to the 26th of .Sovember. These have now been super-
seded as terms for the administration of Justice by "sit-

tings. " bearing similar names. For the High Court o( Jus-
tice in London and Middlesex the Hilary attttngs extend
from the nth of January to the Wedneaday befor« Easter,
the Easter sittings (rom the Tuesday after Easter week to
the Friday betore WhIUunday, the Trinity sittings (rom
the Tuesday after Wbltsan week to the Sth of August, and
the Michaelmas slttlofs trooi the 2d of Muvember to the
Slst of December.

In termee hsdde be caas and dome* alia

'l°bat from the tyme of King William were falls.

CAatieer, Oen. ProL to C. T., L 3a.
There are not Termee In Paris as in London, Iwt one

Terme only, that oontinoeth the whole yeare.
Coryat, Cradlttes, L 40^ sig. D.

DM. When begins the l«rm/
Chart. Why ? bast any salU to be tried at Westminster?

Dekktr and Wtbeler, Northward Ho, L 2.

I went to the Temple, It being Mlebaelmas Ttarme.
Kcet^n, Diary, Oct 1&, 1640.

The law temuwere formerty the great times of resort to
Loudon, not only for business, but plessore. . . . Oresne
calls one of bis pamphlets ... "A Peale of New VII1».

nies rang out. being Masieall to all OeDtlemso, Lawyers,
Karmera, ana all sorts ot People that eome op to the
Ttarmt. Ifartt.

(e) An estate or Interest In land to lie enjoyed for a fixed

period: called more fully term of yeart, termfor yean,
fd) The period of time for which such an estate Is held.
(<> In SaiU law, a certain time fixed by aathorlty of a
court within which a party Is allowed to establlsb by evi-
dence his averment.

7. Au appointe<l or set time. [Obsolete ex-
cept in specific uses below.]

Yi( that ye the terme rekne wolde.
As I or other trewe lovers sholde,
I pleyne not, Ood wot, be(om my day.

CAatuer, Good Women, 1. 2S10.

Merlin seide that the lerme droogh faste on that It

abolde be do. JfsrMn <K. K. T. &.), iU. MS.

Specifically— (a) A day on which rent or Interest Is pay-
aole. In England and Ireland there are four days In the
year which are called terms, or more commonly quarter'
dayt, and which are appointed (or the settling o( rents—
namely. Lady day, March 26tb ; Midsummer, Jane 24th

;

Michaelmas day, September JStb ; and Christmas, Decem-
ber 2Jth. The terms In Scotland corresponding to these
are Candlemas, Febraary 2d; Whitsunday. May 16th: Lam-
mas, August 1st ; and .Martinmas, Xovember 11th. In Scot-
land houses are let from May 28th for a year or a period
of years. The legal terms In ScotUnd for the payment of
rent or interest are Whitsunday, May 15th, and .Martin-
mas, November 11th. and these days are most commonly
known as terme, (6) The day, occnrriiiK baK-yearly, on
which farm and domestic servants in iir«it ISritain receive
their wages or enter upon a new perif>d of service.

8. The menstrual period of women.
In times past ... no young roan married before be

slew an eneniie, nor the woman before she had hertermM,
which time was therefore festfuall.

Pvrthae, Pflgrimsge^ p. 847.

9. \t\math.: (a) The antecedent or consequent
of a ratio.

Proportionality conslsteth at the least in three (emu.
Eudid, Elements, tr. by Kudd (1051), bk. v., def a. (It Is

[properly def. 8.1

392
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(6) In algebra, a part of an expression joined to

the rest by the sign of addition, or by that of

subtraction considered as adding a negative
quantity. Thus, in the expression i« -f « — u + z (u 4- ti),

tne first term is !•« + *, the second is — y, and the third is

z (u + v), equivalent to the sum of two terms zu and zc.

10. In loijic, a name, especially the subject or

predicate of a proposition; also, a name con-
nected with another name by a relation ; a cor-

relative. The word term, in its Latin form terminus, was
used by Boethius to translate Aristotle's opo?, probably
borrowed by him from the nomenclature of matheniatical
proportions. Aristotle says :

" I call a term that into which
apropoeition is resolved, as the predicate or that of which
it is predicated." The implication is that a proposition is

compoaed o( two terms ; but this is incorrect. For, on the
one hand, no complex of terms can make a proposition

;

for a tenu expresses a mere abstract conception, while a
proposition expresses the compulsion of a reality, and so

is true or false; and, on the other hand, apropoeition need
contain but one term, as [the fool has said In his heart)
"There is no God"; and indeed the at»tract or conceptual
part of any proposition may be regarded as a single com-
plex term, as when we express "No man is mortal "in the
form "Anything whatever is either-non-man-or-mortai."

Hence— 11. A word or phrase expressive of a
definite conception, as distinguished from a
mere particle or syncategorematic word ; a
word or phrase particularly definite and expli-

cit; especially, a word or phrase used In a recog-
nized and definite meaning in some branch of

science. Thus, a contradiction in terms Is an explicit

contradiction ; to express one's opinion in set terms is to
state it explicitly and directly.

They mowe wel chiteren, as doon thise Jayes,
And in her termet sette her lust and peyne,
But to her purpos shut they never atteyne.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 387.

A fool
Who . . . raii'd on Lady Fortune in good terme,
In good set terme; and yet a motley fooL

Shak., As you Like It, IL 7. 18.

The more general term Is always the name of a less com*
plex Idea. Loekt, Haman t nderstanding, in. vi. 32.

When common words are appropriated as technical
terms, this must be done so that thi^ are not amblgaoas
In their application.

Whemtl, Pbiloa. Inductive SdeDoes (ed. 1S40X L Ixx.

12. pi. Propositions stated and offered for
acceptance; conditions; stipulutions: as, the
termn of a treaty ; hence, sometimes, conditions
as regards price, rates, or charge : as, board
and lodging on reasonable terms; on one's own
temu; lowest (eiTiM offered.

It we can make oar peaoe
Upon sach large tenu and so absolute.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 188.

13. pi. Relative position; relation; footing:
with on or upon : ss, to be <m good or bad terms
with a person.

Tls not well
Thst yoo and I iboald meet upon sach terme
As now we meet Shot., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 10.

I tbonght yon two had been upon very good (emu.
B. Jmfon, Eplcone, L 1.

lA.pl. State; situation; circumstances; con-
ditions.

The terme of oar estate may not endure
Haiard so near ua. Shak., Hamlet, III s. 6.

In the Relation of Hamons Death, bis Love Is related
too^ and that with all the Life and Pathos Imaginable.
Bat the Description is within the Terme o( Honour.

J. Collier, .Short View (ed. leosX p. 29.

[Sbalupere ases term* often In a loose, periphrastlcal way

:

a% "To keep the termtof my honour precise,"H. W. of W.,
U. 2. 21 (that is, all that concerns my honor); " In terme
of cboiee I am not solely led by nice direction of a maiden's
eye " (that Is, with respect to the choice). In other cases
It Is used In the sense of 'point,' 'particular featarc^' 'pe-
culUrity': as, "All temu of pity,'*^ All's Well, IL 3. 173.]

15. In astral., a part of a zodiacal sign in which
a planet is slightly dignified ; an essential
dignity.— Absolute term. Hee otsaitite.— Abstract
term, the name of a character or kind of fact, not of a
thing. Thus, «au/orm aeeeteraUm Is an abstract term,
but nuiteruif parUele Is a concrete term.—Act term. See
Oct.— AmpllJtte term, a term whose denotation is ex-

tended beyond what ordinarily attaches to It—Amplla-
tlye term, a tenn which extenda the denotation of an-
other. Thus, in the sentence " No man works miracles,
nor ever did, the last word did Is said to be an ampUo-
tive term, because It extends the denotation of man to
the men who formerly lived.—Attendant terms, long
leases or mortgages held by the owner or bis trustee as a
distinct and ^dltional title, to make bis ertate more se-

cure. /ioMnicm — Categorematic or categorenmatlc
term, a term exprosHivc of a definite conception. - Clr-
ctunductlon of the term. .See c»rc«»i<iKrti"H.—Com-
mon term, a u'L-iK'nil [lunie; a name applicable to what-
ever thert- may i>r iiiiirht be having certain general char-
acters.— Complex term. See complex noHon, under cotn-

plex.- Concrete term, the name of a thing ; opposed to
abetract tfnn (wliidi see, above),- Conlllctive, conso-
nant, correlative terms. See the adjectives.— Con-
tnidictlon In terms. See contradietinn, and def. 11.

—

Definite term, see dir/lmte.- Denominative term, a
term coii.sistiiijf nf a word plaltdy derived ffiii another
word. — Discrete term, see di*crftc, i, — Easter term.
See def. « (o) and (^).— Equity term. See equiiy. Ex-
POnlble term, a term which must not be interpreted ac-

cording to the general principles of language, but which

tenn
bears a peculiar meaning not to be inferred from its (or-

mation. Such, for example, are most of the phrasesof the
differential calculus, according to the theory ^i limits.

—

Extreme term of a syllogism, one of the terms which
appears in the conclusion.- Familiar term, a word or
phrase which bears or has borne a scientifically precise
meaning, but which has been caught up by those who do
not think with precision. Such are dyiiamic, objective,

sanction, supply atul demand, values (in painting), and
so on.— Finite term. See yinite.— Fixed term, a term
having a single well-settled meaning, as binomial theorem,
principle oj exehtded middle, psychical research, life-insur-

ance.— General term, a term of court held l^y the full

bench, or a sufficient number of judges to represent the
full bench, for the purposes chiefiy of appellate jurisdic-

tion. [U. s. 1
— Hilary term, see def. a (a) and (!)).— in-

definite term, see uK/c/irtid.- Intermediate terms.
See intermediate. — In terms, in precise definite words
or phrasetilogy ; in set terms; in a way or by means of

expressions that cannot be misunderstood ; specifically

;

definitely. See de(. 11.

Passing ouer Tigris, [he] disturbed the Romane Prouince
of Mesopotamia, deuouring in hope, and threatning t*»

tearmee, all those Asian Prouinces.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 356.

In terms of. (a) In the language or phraseology peculiar
to (something else). (6) In modes of: a common misuse
as applied to modes o( thought (properly, a term is op-
poee<l to an ideaX

Most persons, on being asked in what sort of terms they
imagine words, will say 'in term* <i^ hearing."

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, II. 63.

Major term, that extreme of a syllogism which appears
as tlie pn-tiicate of the conclusion. See sylloirivin.— Mi-
chaelmas term. See def. c (a) and (ft).— Middle term,
that term of a syllogism which occurs in both premises,
but not in the conclusion.— Minor term, that extreme
of a syllogism which appears as the subject of the conclu-
sion. See syllogiem.— Negative term, a tenu which de-
termines ita object by means of exclusions, 'i'hus. imme-
diate consciousness is a negative term, since it indicates
the most simple and direct mode of tliought by excluding
that which is circuitous or stiphisticated.— Outstanding
term, in the English law of real property, a term of years,

commonly one thousand or less, given, usually to trustees
of a settlement, to secure, by way of lien or charge, income
or other payments to one or more o( the (amily to whom
the settler o{ the trust desired to secure them, as para-
rooant to his transter o( the estate subject thereto to a
particular heir or other person. The effect of giving such
a term In trust was, not to give the trustees {mssession
immediate, but to give them the right to take the rents
and profits, or to mortgage, etc., in case the principal
grantee under the settlement failed to keep up the period-
ical payments required. In the course of years, after all

the payments required had been made, and the object of
the term was accomplished, if it did not by the provisions
of the deed then cease, it eontiimed to be an outstanding
term, altboagh " satisfied, " until by recent legislation the
cessation of satisfied terms was provided for. Mean-
while, It was usaal for purchasers of land subject to an
outstanding term to take an assignment of the term in
sach a way as not to merge it with the fee, but it, being
thereafter "attendant upon the inheritance," was an ad-
ditional security for the title as against questions which
might have arisen since the making of the settlement

—

Partial term, in the logical nomenclature of l)e .Morgan,
an undistributed term, or term not entirely excluded from
any sphere bv the proposition in which it occurs : opposed
to total or aietribuied term. Both terms are partial in
the propositions "SomeX is Y " and " Everything is either
an A or a Y." Botb terms are total in the propositions
" No X Is Y " and "Something Is neither .\ nor Y." The
term X is pariiiU and Y tibial in the propositions "Every
Y is an X" and "Some X is not Y. '-Positive term,
Erlvative connotative term, reciprocal terms, re-
Itive term, singular term. See jnisitive. jn-ivatire, etc.
— Simple term, a tenn nut c<mipounded of other terms by
logical addition aixl mult ipUcation.— Speaking terms.
See speak, r. i.— Special term, a tenn of court held by a
single judge: coniiiionly used in reference to a court held
without a jury.— Term of art, a woni or phrase having a
special signification in a certain branch of knowledge.

—

Term of a substitution. See substitution.—term of
relation, a name or thing to which some other name or
thing is considered aa relative ; an oblectof relation. Thus,
in the expression mother of a boy, hoy is the term of the
relation of which mother la the subject— Term Of re-
semblancet. .see resnnUanw.—Term of slmilitudet.
Same as term of retmUance.— Term of thought, tliat

which is the conclusion or upshot uf tctlcction or delittei^

ation.— Terms In gross, tennsvesteti in trustees fur the
use o( persons not entitled to the freehold or inheritance.
They pass to the personal rej>resentatives of the cestui que
trust, are alienable, and are subject to debts, in the main,
like legal estates. 3/i«(/r.— Terms Of sale. See«i/«l.

—

The general term of a series. See series.- Third
term, the minor term of a syllogism. .So called owing to
Aristotle's usual form of statement.— To bring tO terms,
to reduce to submission or to conditions.

He to no Terme can bring
OneTwirl of that reluctant llilng.

Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

To come to terms, to agree ; come to an agreement

;

also, to yield ; submit— To eat one'sterms. See rat-
To keep a term, to give attendance during a term of

study. See the second quotation.

He will get enough there to enable him to keep hit

terms at the University.
Dp. W. lAoud, In Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 188.

A student, in order to keep a term, must dine in the hall

of his inn three nights, if he be a member of any of the
Iniversitles o( (t.xford. Camliridge, Durham, London,
Dublin, Queen's (Belfast), St. Andrew's, Aberdeen, Olas-

gow, or Edinburgh. In all other cases he must dine six

nights, being present in both instances at the grace be-

fore dinner, (luring the whole o( dinner, and until the
concluding grace shall have been said. Stater,

To keep Hilary termt, to be joytui or merry.



term
This joy, when God speaks peace to the soul, is inef-

fabile gaudium. ... It gives end to all jars, doubts, and
differences, . . . and makes a man keep HUary-term all

his life. Re\>. T. Adams, Works, I. 68.

To make terms, to come to an agreement.—To speak
In termt, to speak in precise language, or in set terms.
See def. 11.

Seyde I nat wel ? I can not jtpeA^ in terme.
Chaitcer, Prol. to I'ardoner's Tale, 1. 25.

To stand upon one's termst^ to insist upon conditions

:

followed by with.

1 had i-ather be the most easy, tame, and resigned be-

liever in the most gross and imposing church in the world
. . . than one of those great and philosophical minds who
9tand upon their terms leith God.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, n. viit

Total term. See partial term, above.— Transcendent
term, a term which signilies something not included un-
der any of the ten predicaments, especially everyttdny and
TKXWnff.—Trinity term. See def. 6 («) and (6).—Vague
term, a word or phrase sometimes used as a term, nut
without fixed meaning. =Syn. 11. Word, Term, Expres-
sion, Phrase, vocable, name. Word is generic ; term and
expression are speeiflc ; every term is a word; a phrase is

a combination of words generally less than a sentence ; an
expression is generally either a word or a phrase, but may
be a sentence. A term is, in this connection, especiall.v a
tcord of exact meaning ; as, " phlebitis " is a medical term.
See diction.

term (term), V. t. [Early mod. E. also tearm;
< term, n.] To name; call; denominate; des-
ignate.

A certeine pamphlet which he termed a cooling carde
for Philautus, yet generally to be jipplyed to all loners.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 105.

Britan hath bin anciently term'd Albion, both by the
Greeks and Romans. MUton, Hist. Eng., i.

terma (tfer'ma), n.
;

pi. iermato (-ma-ta). [NL.
(B. G. Wilder, 1881), < Gr. rip/ta, a limit, tenni-
ntis.] The lamina terminalis, or terminal lam-
ina, of the brain; a thin lamina between the
prsBcommissura and the ehiasma, constituting
a part of the boundary of the aula. See cut
under sulcus.

termagancy (t^r'ma-gan-si), n. [< termagan(t)
+ -c)/.] The state of being termagant; turbu-
lence ; tumultuousness.
termagant (ter'ma-gant), n. and a. [Early
mod. E. also Termagaunt, also Turmagant, also
Ternagaunt; < ME. Termagant, Termagaunt, <
OF. Tervagant, Tervagan,* Tarvagant, also "Tri-
vagant, Tryvigant, < It. Trivigante, Trivagante,
Tervagante, etc.

;
prob. a name of Ar. origin

brought over by the Crusaders. Of the vari-
ous theories invented to explain the name, one
refers it, in the It. form Trivagante, to lunar
mythology, < L. trcs (tri-), three, -I- vagan(t-)s,
ppr. of vagare, wander ; i. e. the moon wander-
ing under the three names of Selene (or Luna)
in heaven, Artemis (or Diana) on the earth, and
Persephone (Proserpine) in the lower world.]

I. ». 1. [_eap.'] An imaginary deity, supposed
to have been worshiped by the Mohammedans,
and introduced into the moralities and other
shows, in which he figured as a most violent
and turbulent personage.

Child, by Termagaunt,
Bnt-if thou prike out of myn haunt^

Anon I sle thy stede.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 99.

I would have such a fellow whipped for o'erdoing Ter-
magant; it out^herods Herod. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 16.

lie march where my Captaine leads, wer't into the Pres-
ence of the great Termagaunt.
Heywood, Royal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 23).

2f. A turbulent, brawling person, male or fe-
male.
This terrible termagant, this Nero, this Pharaoh.
Bp. Bale, Yet a Course at the Romyshe Foxe, fol. 39 b

[(1543). (Latham,.)

Wealth may do us good service, but if it get the mas-
tery of our trust It will turn tyrant, termagant; we con-
demn ourselves to our own galleys.

Rev. T. Adami, Works, I. 149.

3. A boisterous, brawling, or turbulent woman;
a shrew ; a virago ; a scold.

- She threw his periwig into the fire. Well, said he, thou
art a brave termagant. Tatler.

If she [woman] be passionate, want of manners makes
her a termagant and a scold, which is much at one with
Lunatic. Defoe (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 267).

n. a. Violent; turbul?nt; boisterous; quar-
relsome; scolding; of women, shrewish.
Twas time to counterfeit, or that hot termagant Scot

had paid me scot and lot too. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 114.

Yet It is oftentimes too late with some of you young,
termagant, flashy sinners — you have all the guilt of the
intention, and none of the pleasure of the practice.

Congreve. Old Bachelor, i. 4.

Hath any man a termagant wife?
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 136.

termagantly (t6r'ma-gant-li), adv. In a ter-
magant, boisterous, or scolding manner; like a
termagant; outrageously; scandalously. Tom
Brown, Works, II. 148. (Davies.)
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termata, ». Plural of terma.

termatic (ter-mat'ik), a. and n. [< terma{t-)

+ -ic] I. fl. Pertaining to the terma, or lam-
ina terminalis of the brain.

H. n. The termatic artery, a small vessel

arising from the junction of the precerebral ar-

teries, or from the precommunicant when that
vessel exists, and distributed to the terma, the

adjacent cerebral cortex, and the genu. New
York Med. Jour., March 21, 1885, p. 325.

term-day (term'da), n. [< ME. terme-day ; <

term + day^."] 1. A fixed or appointed day.

He had broke his terme-day
To come to her.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 730.

2. Same as term, 7 (a) or (6).—3. Specifi-

cally, one of a series of days appointed for
taking special and generally very frequent ob-
servations of magnetic or meteorological ele-

ments at different stations, in accordance with
a uniform system.
termer (t^r'mer), w. [< term + -erl.] 1. One
who travels to attend a court term; formerly,
one who resorted to London in term time for
dishonest practices or for intrigues— the court
terms being times of great resort to London
both for business and for pleasure.

Salewood. Why, he was here three days before the Ex-
chequer gaped.
Bear. Kie, such an early termer?

Mtddleton, Michaelmas Term, i. 1.

3. In law, same as termor.

Termes (tSr'mez), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1748), <

LL. termes, a wood-wonn: see termite.'] 1. An
important genus of pseudoneuropterous in-

sects, typical of the family Trrmitidee. it in-

cludes those termites or white ants which have the head
large, rounded, and with two ocelli, the prothorax small
and heart-shaped, the costal area free, and the plantula

White Ant iTermesfiavipes^.
a, larva ; *, winged male : c, worker ; J, soldier ; f, l.-irge female ;

Xnymph. (Lines show natural sizes.)

absent. It is a wide-spread genus of many species. T.
flavipes of North America is a well-known example which
Dores in the timbers of dwellings, particularly south of the
latitude of Washington, and often causes great annoyance,
not only from destruction of property, but from the swarm-
ing of the winged individuals at certain seasons of the year.

2. [/. c. ] A termite. Imp. Diet.

term-fee (term'fe), n. In law, a fee or certain
sum allowed to an attorney as costs for each
term his client's cause is in court.

terminable (ter'mi-na-bl), a. [= It. termina-
bile, < L. as If *terminabilis, < terminare, termi-
nate: see terminate.'] Capable of being termi-
nated ; limitable ; coming to an end after a cer-
tain term: as, a terminable annuity.
terminableness (ter'mi-na-bl-nes), «. The
state of being terminable.
terminal (ter'mi-nal), a. and n. [< F. terminal
= Pr. terminal = Sp. Pg. terminal = It. termi-
nate, < LL. terminalis, pertaining to a boundary
or to the end, terminal, final, < L. terminus, a
bound, boundary, limit, end: see term, termi-
nus.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or forming
the terminus or termination of something;
forming a boundary or extreme limit; pertain-
ing to a term (see term, 1 and 2): as, a terminal
pillar ; the terminal edge of a polyhedron ; the
terminal facilities of a railway.— 2. In hot.,

growing at the end of a branch or stem ; ter-
minating: as, a terminal peduncle, flower, or
spike.—3. In logic, constituted l)y or relating
to a term.— 4. Occurring in every term; repre-
senting a term.

If he joins his College Boat Club ... he will be called
upon for a terminal subscription of £1 at least.

Dickens's Diet. Oxford, p. 52.

Terminal Pedestal.

Terminalia

5. In anat. and zoiil., ending a set or series

of like parts ; apical : as, the middle sacral ar-

tery is the terminal branch of the abdominal
aorta; the last coccygeal bone is the termimil

one of the coccyx; a terminal mark or spine:

the terminal joint of an antenna. See cuts un-
der Colaspis and Erotylus Terminal alveolus,
an air-sac, or pulmonary alveolus.— Terminal dementia,
dementia forming the flnal and permanent Ktajre ol many
cases of acute insanity, such as mania, melancholia, or
other psychoneurosis.— Terminal figure. Same as ter-

ming, 3.—Terminal margin of the wing, in entom.. a
portion of the wing-margin
furthest removed from the
base, between the costal or
anterior and the posterior
margin.—Terminal mo-
raine. See moraine.—
Terminal mouth, in en-

t4ym., a mouth situated at

the end of the head, as
in most Coleoptera.— TeT-
min^l pedestal, a name
often given to a pedestal
which tapers toward the
bottom. The name is in-

exact, as such a pedestal
Is of gaine shape and not
terminal shape.— Termi-
nal quantity, the quan-
tity of a term, as univei-sal

or particular. The phrase
implies that the quanti-
ties of a proposition attach
to the terms ; but this is

incorrect. The quantities
really belong to the buI>-

jects, or purely designated
elements, and not to the
terms, or conceptual ele-

ments. Thus, in the prop-
osition " Every man is son
of a woman " there ai-e

three terms but only two
quantities, because only
two subjects. -Terminal stigma. See stigma, «.— Ter-
minal value, terminal form, in math, the last and
most complete value m- form given to an expression.

—

Terminal velocity, in the theory of projectiles, the
greatest velocity which a body can acquire by falling free-

ly through the air, the limit being arrived at when the re-

tardation due to the resistance of the air becomes equal
to the acceleration of gravity.

H. n. 1. That which terminates; the extrem-
ity; the end; especially, in ete(^, the-elamping-
Bcrew at each end of a voltaic battery, used for
connecting it with the wires which complete thi

circuit.—2. In crystal., the plane or planes
which form the extremity of a crystal.— 3. A
charge made by a railway for the use of its

termini or stations, or for the handling of

freight at stations.

The cost of collection, loading, covering, unloading,
and delivering, which are the chief items included under
the determination of terminals, falls upon the railways
for most descriptions of freight.

Contemp<»rary Rev., LI. 82.

4. A terminus, as of a railroad. [R«oent.]

Terminalia^ (tfer-mi-na'li-a), n.pl. [L., neut.
pi. of (LL.) terminalis, pertaining to boundaries
or to Terminus: see terminal.] In Horn, antiq.,

a festival celebrated annually in honor of Ter-
minus, the god of boundaries. It was held on
the 23d of February, its essential feature being
a survey or perambulation of boundaries. '

Terminalia^ (ter-mi-na'li-ii), n. [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1767), so called with ref. to the crowd-
ing of the leaves at the ends of the twigs ; < LL.
terminalis, pertaining to the end, terminal: see
terminal.] A genus of plants, of the order Cum-
hretacex and suborder Combreteee. it Is character-
ized by apetalons flowers consisting mainly of a cylindri-
cal calyx-tube consolidated with the one-celled ovar)', five

calyx-teeth surmounting a somewhat bell-shaped Iwrder,
and ten exserted stamens in two series. The ovar> contains
two or rarely three pendulous ovules, and ripens into an
ovoid angled compressed or two- to five-winged iruit which
is very variable in size and shape and contains a hard one-
seeded stone. There are about 90 species, natives ofthe trop-
ics, less frequent In America than in the Old World. They

are trees or slimbs, usually
with alternate entire and
petioled leaves crowded at

the ends of the branches.
The small sessile flowers
are green, white, or rarely
of other colors, usually
forming loose elongated
spikes often produced from
scaly buds before the
leaves. They are often tall

forest-trees, as T. tat\f(iia.

the broadleaf, a common
species in .lamaica, which
reaches 100 feet. A sweet
conserve, known as chebu-
la, is made from the fruit

in India. For several spe-

cies of the wingless sec-

tion Myrobalanus. see my-
robalan. T. Catapptt, thr
(Malabar) almond, in tlu

TermiuiUia L.itapp.j. W'eSt Indies also COMntri



Terminalla

almond, l> a handsome tree from SO to 80 feet high, with

horizontal whorled branches, proUucinj? a large white ai-

mond-likie seed, eaten raw or roasted and compared to

the Albert In taste; it is a natire of India, Arabia, and
tropical Africa, cultivated in many warm regions, nataral-

ijied in America fn)m Cuba to (iuiana In Mauritius two
species, T. angutHfoiia and T. Mauritiana, known at/alte

beniirin. yield a (ragnuit resin used as incense. Ink is

made in India from the astringent galls which form on

the twigs of r. CMmla. Uaoy species produce a valuable

wood, as T. tomenloKi, for which see laj. T. bcUrita, the

bibela or myrobalan-wood, is valuable in India for making
planks, canoes, etc; T. Chtbula, known as harm, and T.

hialata, known as daigalam, are used in making furniture.

T. glabra, the della-madoo of Pegu, is a source of masts

and spars for ships. The hitter and 7*. .<lt:^na, the urjoon

of India, with about a doxen other species, are aometimea
separated as a genus PenlapUra, on account of their re*

markable leathery egg-shaped fruit, which is traversed

lengthwise by from five to seven equidistant and similar

wings.

Terminaliaceae (ter-mi-na-li-a'se-e), n. pi.

[N'L. ( Jauiiif St. Hilaire, 1805), < Terminalia'^+
-titeie.] A former order of plants, now known
a.s < omhrcUicex.

terminally (t^r'mi-nal-1), adv. With respect to

a terniination; at the extreme end.

terminantt (t*r'nu-n»nt), n. [< L. terminan(t-)s,

upr. of termirutre, terminate: see terminatie,}

Termination; oudang.

Neither of both are of like terminant, either by good ot^

tbograpby or in natural! sound.
PutUitham, Arte of Eng. Poeaie, p. 87.

terminate (t&r'mi-nat), v.; pret. and pp. ter-

minateii, ppr. termiHating. [< L. terminatus, pp.
of terminare, set bounds to, bound, limit, end,

close, t«rminate,< terminug, abound, limit, end:
see term, termiatis. Cf. iermine.'] 1. trans. 1.

To bound; limit; form the extreme outline of;

set a boundary or limit to; define.

It is no church, at all, my lord ! it is a spire that I have
built agalost a tree, a Held or two off, to terminaU the

prospect. One must always have a church, or an obelisk,

or a something, to tei mutatt the prospect, yoa know.
That s a rule In tut«, my lord

!

CWnHm, Clandeatine Marriage, it

She was his life.

The ocean to the river of bis thoughts.
Which tamtnaltil all. Bvron, The Dream.

2. To end; pat an end to.— 3. To complete;
put the closing or finishing touch to; perfect.

Dnrliic this Interral of calm and proaperity, he | Michael
Angelo] lermtmtUd two flgnres of alavea, destined tor the
' rnb, In an incomparable style of art.

J. S. Harford, .Michael Kovio, i.3\.

- SyiL 1. To cloa«v oonclnde.

n. intrana. 1. To be limited in space by a
point, line, orsorface; stop short; end.

llie left extremity of the stomach (of the kaogaroo] is

blOd, and ttrmbtatu in two round cnl-desaca.
Ouvit, Anat, i 226.

2. To eeaae ; come to an end in time ; end.

Bnman aid and hnnuui loUee U rnWna f ir at the grave.

D. Wtbiler, Hpeeeh ooameinoratlve of Adama and
(Jeffenon, Aug. % 1828.

The festival temtinaUd at the maniliig.call to prayer.
E. W. Lam, Modern^ypUana, II. 206.

terminate (t*r'mi-nat), a. [< L. terviinaUm,

pp. : spc tlic verb.] if'apable of coming to an
enil; limited; bounded: as, a terminate deci-

mal. A terminate number is an integer, s mixed
number, or a vulgar fraction. See interminale.

termination (t*r-mi-na'»hon), M. [< OF. ter-

III iml fion. vernacularly terminaimm, F. terminai-

Hon = 8p. terminarion = Pg. terminagSo = It.

ierminasnone, < L. tenninatio{n-), a bounding,
fixing of bounds, determining, < terminare, pp.
terminaluK, bound, limit: see terminate.'] 1.

Bound; limit in space or extent: as, the ter-

mination of a field.— 2. The act of limiting, or
getting bounds; the act of terminating ; the act

of ending or concluding: as, Thursday was set

for the termination of the debate.— 3. End in

time or existence: as, the termination of life.

From the (armAMMm of the schism, as the popes found
their ambition thwarted beyond the Alps, it was diverted
more and more towards schemes of temporal sovereignty.

BaOam, Middle Ages, II. 7.

4. In ffram., the end or ending of a word; the
part annexe<l to the root or stem of an inflected

word (a <>ase-ending or other formative), or in

general a syllable or letter, or number of let-

ters, at the end of a wonl.— 6. Conclusion;
completion; issue; result: as, the affair was
brought to a happy ter<ni»n/»on.— 6. Decision;
determination. [Bare.]

We have rules of Justice In us ; to those rales
Let us apply our angers ; you can consider
The want in others of these tirminationt,
An<l how unfiiniiHh d they appear.

FWUhfr (and anaOier\ Love's Pilgrimage, 11. 1.

7. That which ends or finishes off, as, in ar-

chitecture, a flnial or a pinnacle.— 8t. Word;
term.
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She speaks poniards, and every word stabs; if her breath

were as terrible as her terminatiom, there were no living

near her; she would infect to the north star.

Skttk., .Much Ado, ii. 1. 256.

9. The extremity of a crystal when formed by
one or more crystalline faces. A crystal whose
natural end has been broken off is said to be
without termination.

terminational (ter-mi-nS'shon-al), a. [< ter-

III inn Hull + -«/.] Of, pertaining to, forming, or

formed by a termination; specifically, forming
the concluding syllable.

Terminational or other modifications.
CraO-, Hist Eng. Lit, L 52.

terminative (t^r'mi-na-tiv), «. [= F. termina-

<i/=Sp. Pg. It. teniiinativo; as terminate +
-ire.] Tending or serving to terminate ; defini-

tive ; absolute ; not relative.

This objective, termirMtive presence flows from the fos-

cundity of the Divine Nature.
Bp. Rutt, Discourse of Truth, i 15.

tenninatively (tfer'mi-na-tiv-li), adv. In a
terminative manner; absolutely; without re-

gard to anything else.

Neither can this be eluded by saying that, though the

same worship be'glven to the image of Christ as to Christ

himself, yet it is not done in the same way ; for it is trr-

mimttittfy to Christ or God, but relatively to the image :

that is, to the image fur Qod's or Christ's sake.

Jer. Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery, I. ii. ( 11.

terminator (t*r'mi-na-tor), H. [< LL. termina-

tor, one who limits, < \j. terminare, terminate:

see terminate.] 1. One who or that which ter-

minates.— 2. In astron., the di\-iding-line be-

tween the illuminated and the uuilluminated
part of a heavenly body.

Except at full-moon we can see where the durlight
stmggles with the dark along the line of the moon s sun-
rise or sunset. This line is called the e«nn<iuilor. It Is

broken In the extreme, because the suriace Is as rough as

possible. H. W. Warren, Astronomy, p. 1&&.

tenninatoiT (ttr'mi-na-to-ri), a. [C terminate

+ -ory.] Bounding; limiting; terminating.

terminet (t^r'min), r. t. [< UE. terminen, ter-

mynen, < OF. terminer = Sp. Pg. terminar = It.

terminare, < L. terminare, set bounds to, bound,
determine, end: see terminate. Ct.'Iftermiiie.]

1. To limit; bound; terminate.

Enlngia had in owlde tyme the tytle of a kingedome. . .

.

It is lermined on the north syde by the soothe line of

Oalobothnla, and is extended by the muuntayues.
it Bdtn, tr. of Jacobus Zigleras (First Books on America,

led. Arber, p. 308).

2. To eome to a conclusion regarding; deter-

mine ; decide.
Foul Is of ravyne

Han chosen first by playn eleccioon
The tmelet of the faucon to dUIyne
Al here sentence, as hem leate to Isiaiymi .

Ckauefr. Parliament ol rowla, L sao.

terminer (t*r'mi-nfer), »i. [< OF. terminer, inf.

used as a noun: see termine.'] In laK, a deter-

mining: as, oyer and terminer. See court of
oyer and terminer, under oyer.

termini, ». I'lnral of tenninun.

termininet, "• [.Vppar. »n error for terminant.']

A limit or boundarj'.

All jointly move upon one axletree,

Whose trrmininf |var. ttrmine] is termed theworid's wide
pole. Marlowe, Faustua, ii. 2 (ed. finllen).

terminism (t*r'mi-nizm), n. [< Ii. terminus, a
term (see <<Tm), + -i.vwi.i 1. In /offic, the doc-
trine of William of Occam, who seeks to reduce
all logical problems to (luestions of language.

—

2. In theot.jihe doctrine that Qod has assigiie<}

to every one a term of repentance, after which
all opportunity for salvation is lost.

tenninist (ti'r'mi-nist), n. [< termin-ism + -ist.]

An upholder of the doctrine of terminism, in

eithi-r sense.

terminological (ter'mi-no-loj'i-kal), a. [< ier-

minolog-y + -ie-al.] Of or pertaining to termi-
nology.
termmologically (t6r'mi-no-loj'i-kal-i), adr.

In a terniiiiologlcal manner; in the way of

terminoloKv; as regards terminology. F. B.
Winsha, Obscure Diseases of Brain and Mind.
(Latham.)
terminology (t^-r-mi-nol'o-ji), «. [= F. termi-

niihiijie, < 1... terminus, a term, + Gr. -?Myia, <

^yctv, speak: see -ology.] 1. The doctrine or

science of technical terms; teaching or theory
regarding the proper use of terms.

They are Inquiries to determine not so much what i^ as
what should be, the meaning of a name ; which, like other
practical questions of terminology, requires for its solution

that we should enter . . . Into the properties not merely
of names but of the things named.

J. S. urn. Logic, I. viil. 1 7.

2. Collectively, the terms used in any art, sci-

ence, or the like ; nomenclature : as, the termi-

Termitidse

nology of botany, it is sometimes restricted to the

terms employed to describe the characters of things, as

distinguished from their, names, or a nomenclature. See

nomenclature, i, and compare vocabulary.

Hence botany required not only a fixed system of names
of plants, but also an artiflcial system of phrases fitted to

describe their parts : not only a Nomenclature, but also a

Terminology.
Wheicell, Phllos. of Inductive Sciences, I. p. IxL

terminthnst (t6r-min'thus), n.; pi. lerminthi

(-thi). [NL., < Gr. Tepfiiv0o{, earlier form of re-

pifii^oc, terebinth: see terebintli.] In mcd., a
sort of carbuncle, which assumes the figure and
blackish-green color of the fruit of the turpen-

tine-tree.

terminus (t^r'mi-nus), n. ;
pi. termini (-ni). [L.

terminus, a boimd, boundary, limit, the god of

boundaries, the end: see term.] 1. A boun-
dary ; a limit ; a stone, post, or other mark used
to indicate the botmdary of a projierty.— 2.

[cap.] In Bom. myth., the god of boimdaries;
the deitywho presided over bomidaries or land-

marks. He was represented with a human head, but
without feet or arm^ to intimate that he never moved
from whatever place he occupied.

3. A bust or figure of the upper part of the

human body, terminating in a plain block of

rectangular form; a
half-statue or bust,

not placed upon but
incorporated with,
and as it were imme-
diately springing out
of, the square pillar

which serves as its

pedestal. Termini are
employed as pillars, balus-

ters, or detached orna-
ments for niches, etc.

Compare gairu. Also call-

ed term and terminal fig-
ure.

4. Termination; lim-

it; goal; end.

Was the Moaaio econo-
my of their nation self-dis-

solved as having reached
its appointed tsrmtntu or
natural enthanasy, and
lost Itself in a new order
of things?
Dt QiSnosy, Secret Socie-

(Uea, II.

6. The extreme sta-

tion at either end of

a railway, or impor-
tant section of a rail-

way.— 6. The point *'^''''';,,,
i;,,, xi;;,„;i'

''•'"•'"

to which a vector car-

ries a fciven or assumed point Terminus ad
qnem, the point to which (something tends or is direct-

ed) ; the lerminatiiig-point. ~ Termlnua a quo, the point
from which (somethin;; starts); the starting-point.

termitarium (t<;r-mi-ta'ri-um), «.; pi. termita-

ria (-a). [NL., < Termes {TermiU) + -ariiim.]

1. A termitary; a nest or mound made by ter-

mites, or white ants. Those of some tropical specie^
built on the ground, are a yard or two in heiglit, and of
various forms. Others are built in trees, and are globular
or irregular in sliape ; from these central nests covered
passages run in all directions, as far as the insects make
their excursions, and new ones are constantly l>eing con-
structed, the termites never working without shelter.

2. A cage or vessel for studying termites under
artificial conditions.

Last night I took a worker Eutermes from a nest in my
garden and dropped It Into the midst of workers In my ter-

mitarium.
P. II. Dudley, Trans. New York Acad. Set, VIII. Ivl. 10,^

termitary(t6r'mi-ta-ri), w.; pi. termitaries(-T\7.).

[< NL. ffcmitoriHmjq.v.] A termitarium. H.A.
Sirholsnn.

termite (t^r'mit), n. [< NL. Termes (Termit-),

a white ant, < LL. termes (termit-), < L. tarmes
(tarniit-), a wood-worm, prob. < tcrirc, rub: see
trite.] A white ant; any member of the Ter-

milidtp.

Termitidte (te-r-mit'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (West-
wood, 1839), < Termes {Termit-) + -idx.] A fam-
ily of insects; the white ants, placed in the or-

der Pseudonewroptera, and according to Brauer
forming, with the I'socidte and Mallophaga, the
onler Corrodentia. The termite form Is an old one,

geologically speaking, occurring In the coal-measures of

Europe. At the present day, although niirtnly tropical,

species are found in most temperate regions. Each exists

in several forms. Besides the winged male and female
(the latter losing her wings after impregnation), there are

curiously mo<llfled sexless forms known as noldierg and
workers, the former possessing large square heads and long

Jaws, the latter heads of moderate size and small Jaws.

Xbe true impregnated females grow to an enormous size

and lay many thousunils <*f cgi^s. Great damage is done
by these insecU in tropical countries to buildings, furni-

ture, and household stores. See cut under T'ermes.



termltiiie

termitine (ter'mi-tin), a. and n. [< termite +
-iwel.] I. a. Resembling or related to white
ants; belonging to the Termitidx.

II. II. A white ant ; a termite.

tennitophile (t^r'mi-to-fil), n. [< NL. *termito-

philus : see tcrmitnphilous.'] An insect which
fives in the nests of white ants. Insects of sev-
eral orders are found in those nests, notably
members of the rove-beetle genus Philotermcu.

termitophilous (t6r-mi-tof'i-lus), a. [< NL.
'ttrmitojiliiliis, < termes (termit-), termite, -I- Gr.
^/Atii, love.] Fond of termites : noting insects

which live in the nests of white ants. E. A.
Schirar-, Proe. Entom. Soc, Washington, 1. 160.

termless (t^rm'les), a. [< term + -less.] 1.

Having no term or end ; unlimited ; boundless

;

endless; limitless.

Ne hath their day, ne hath their blisse, an end,
But there their termelesse time in pleasure spend.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 75.

2. Nameless ; inexpressible ; indescribable.
[Rare.]

His phoenix down began but to appear
Like unshorn velvet on that termless sltin.

Shak., Ijover's Complaint, 1. 94.

tennly(term'li), a. l<term + -ly^.'] Oceui'ring,

paid, etc., every term.
The clerks are partly rewarded by that mean also [petty

fees], . . . besides that termij/ fee which they are allowed.
Bacon, Office of Alienations.

tennly (term'li), adr. [< term + -ly^.l Term
by term ; every term.
The fees, or allowances, that are termly given to these

deputies, receiver, and clerks, for recompence of these
their pains, I do purposely pretermit.

Bacon, Office of Alienations.

If there was any particular thing in the business of the
house which you disliked, ... I would . . . put it in or-

der -or you termly, or weekly, or daily. Scott, Bob Roy, ii.

termor (ter'mor), n. [< term + -orl.] In law,

one who has an estate for a term of years or

for life. Also termer.

term-piece (term'pes), n. Same as term, 5.

termysont, »• Termination. Piers Plowman
(C), iv. 409.

teml (tern), n. [Also tarn; < Dan. terne =
Sw. tdrna = Icel. therna, a tern. Some connect
ter»l with ME. tame, theme, girl, maid-servant,
G. dime, etc. (see theme); but the connec-
tion is not obvious.] A bird of the family
Laridee and subfamily Sterninse; a stern or sea-
swallow. Terns differ from gulls in their smaller aver-
age size (though a few of them are much larger than some
gulls;, slenderer body, usually long and deeply forked tail,

very small feet, and especially in the relatively longer and
slenderer bill, which is paragiiathous instead of hypog-
nathous (but some of the stouter terns, as the gull-billed,

are little ditferent in this respect from some of the smaller
gulls, as of the genus Ckroicocephalxis). To the slender form
of the body, with sharp-pointed wings and forflcate tail,

conferring a buoyant and dashing flight, the terns owe
their name sea-sicallmc. The characteristic coloration is

snow-white, sometimes rose-tinted, with pearly-blue
mantle, silver-black primaries, jet-black cap, and coral-
red, yellow, or black bill and feet ; some terns (the noddies)
are sooty-brown. A few are chiefly black (genus Hydro-
ehelidon) ; some have a black mantle (Sterna /uliginosa,
the sooty tern, type of the subgenus Haliplana) ; the genus
Oygis is pure-white ; and Inca is slaty.black, with curly
white plumes on the head. Several species abound in
most countries, both inland over large bodies of water and
coastwise, and some of them are almost cosmopolitan in
th^ir range. The sexes are alike in color, but the changes

. of plumage with age and season are considerable. The
eggs, two or three in number, and heavily spotted, are
laid on the ground (rarely in a frail nest on bushes), gen-
erally on the shingle of the sea-shore, sometimes in a tus-
sock of grass in marshes. Most terns congregate in large
numbers during the breeding-season. (See egg-bird.) The
voice is peculiarly shrill and querulous ; the food is small
fishes and other aquatic animals, procured by dashing
down into the water on the wing. From 50 to 75 species
are recognized by different ornithologists, mostly belong-
ing to the genus Sterna or its subdivisions. See phrases
below.—Aleutian tern. Sterna aleutica, a tern white
with very dark pearl-gray upper parts, a white crescent
in the black cap, and black bill. It resembles the sooty
terns.—Arctic tern, Sterna paradisea, or S. arctica, or
S. macrura, a tern with extremely long and deeply forked
tail, very small coral- or lake-red feet, lake- or carmine-
red bill, rather dark pearl-blue plumage, little paler be-
low than above, and black cap. It is from 14 to 17 inches
long according to the varying development of the fila-

mentous lateral tail-feathers, and about SO in extent of
wings. This tern chiefly inbabita arctic and cold temper-
ate parts of both hemispheres. Its synonymy is intri-
cate, owing to confusion of names with the common and
roseate terns, and the description of its varying plumages
under speciflc designations— Black tern, any tern of the
genus Hydrochclidon ; specifically, //. fissipes or larifor-
mU. The white-winged black tern is U. leucoptera. The
whiskered black tern is //. leucnparia. There are others.
These are marsh-terns of most parts of the world, with
semipalmate feet, comparatively short and little-forked
tail, extremely ample as well as long wings, black bill,
dark feet, and most of the plumage of the adults black or
of some dark ashy shade.— Boys's tern, the Sandwich
tern, one of whose former names was Sterna boysi, after
Dr. Boys of Kent, England.— Bridled tern. Sterna (Hali-
plana) aneesthetica. a member of the sooty tern group,
found in some of the wanner parts of the world. The
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frontal lunule is very long, the feet are scarcely more
than semipalmate, and the length Is 14 or 15 inches.—
Cabot's tern, the American Sandwich tern, which Dr.

Cabot once named Sterna acw/awda.- Caspian tem,
SteriM (Thalasse-us) caspia ; the imperial tern. It is the
largest tern known, being from 20 to 23 inches long, and 4

to4i feet in spread of wings; it is white, with pearl mantle,

black cap and feet, and red bill. It is widely distributed

in Asia, America, and elsewhere. The name S. tschegrava

was given to it by Lepechin, before Pallas named it caspia.
— Cayenne tem. Sterna (Thalasseus) maxima, formerly 5.

cayennengis or cayana, the largest tern of America except
the imperial, 18 or 20 inches long, and from 42 to 44 in ex-

tent. It is white, with pearl mantle, black cap and feet,

and coral or yellow bill. It inhabits much of both Amer-
icas, and is common along the Atlantic coast of the United
States. See cut under TAotesseM.-Common tern. Ster-

na hirundo, a bird of most parts of the world, about 14^
inches long, 31 in extent, and with pearly-white under
garts, pearl mantle, black cap, coral feet, and vermilion
lack-tipped bill. It is needlessly named Wilson's tem.

Also called guU-teaser, kirr-mcw, picket, picktarny, pirr,

rippock, rittock, scray, spurre, tamy, tarret, tarrock.

See cut under Sterna.-Ducal tem, the Sandwich tem.
Cones, 1884.— Elegant tem. Sterna (Thalassewi) eleyans,

a bird of South and Central America and the Pacific

coast of the United States, resembling the Cayenne tern.

W. tfamW.— Emperor tern. See emperor.— Fairy
tern, a fairy-bird; one of the least terns.— Forster'S
tern. Sterna forsteri, an American tern abounding in
the United States and British America. It closely re-

sembles but is distinct from the common tem, as was
first noted in 1834 by Thomas Nuttall, who dedicated it

to John Reinhold Forster.— Greater tem, the common
tem. — Gull-billed tem, a marsh-tern, Sterna (Gelo-

chelidon) anylica: so called from its thick bill. See cut
under Gelochelidon.— Havell's tem, Forster's tem in
immature plumage. AudvJbon, 1839.— Hooded tem, a
rare name of the least tern.— Imperial tern, the Ameri-
can Caspian tern. Sterna (Thalasseus) imperator. Coues,

1862.— Kentish tem, the Sandwich tern.—Least terns,
the small tema which constitute the subgenu.s Sternula,
of several species. That of Europe is S. minuta; of Amer-
ica, S. antillaruTn; of South Africa, S. balsenamm, etc.

They are the smallest of the family, of the usual colora-
tion, but with a white crescent in the black cap, yellow
bill tipped with black, and yellow or orange feet ; the tail

is not deeply forked ; the length is 9 inches or less. See cut
under Sternula.— Marsh-tern, (a) The gull-billed tern.

(&) A black tem; any member of the ffenas Ilydrochelidon.
See cut underifj/drocAe^idon.-Noddy tem. Seenodrfj/i,

2, and Anoiis.—Panay temt, an old name of the bridled
tern, considered a distmct species under the name Sterna
panayensis. Latham, 1786.— Paradise tem, the roseate
tern : a name derived from Sterna jmradisea of Priinnich,
1764, which is of doubtful identification, and probably
means the arctic tern.— Portland tem, a young arctic
tem : named from the city of Portland in Maine. R.
Kidyway, 1874.— Princely tern, tlieeleganttern. Coues,

1884.— Roseate tem. see rosearc— Royal tem, the
Cayennetem. ir.CJamM—Sandwich tern Sterna(Tha.
lasseus) cantiaca, a tern originally described from Kent,
England, and in some of its forms found in most parts of
the world. It has many technical names. The American

Sandwich Tern (.^fcrfui cutitiaca).

form has been distinguished aa 5. acnfiavida. This is one
of the smallest of the large terns (section Thalasseus), and
has a long and slender black bill tipped with yellow, black
feet and cap, pearl mantle, and the general plumage white,
aa usual. It is 15 or 16 inches long.— Sea-tem, a name of
several terns, especially of the large species of the section
Thalasseus, which are mainly maritime.— Short-tailed
tern, ^ee short-tailed.— Sooty tem. ^ee sooty.— Suri-
nam tem, an old name of the common black short-tailed
tern of North America, Uydrochelidon fissipes, called H. fis-
sipes surinaTnensis when it is subspecifically distinguished
from its European conspecies H. fissipes.— Trudeau'S
tem, S. trudeaui, a South American tem supposed by Au-
dubon (1889) to occur also in the United States. It is of
about the size of the common tem, of a pearly-bluish
color all over, whitening on the head, and with a yellow or
orange bill.—Whiskered tem, Hydrochelidonleucoparia
(after batterer in Temminck's "Manual," 1820), one of the
black terns, with a large white stripe on each side of the
head.— Wilson's tem. See common tem.

tern^ (tfem), «. and H. [= F. terne, a three (in
dice), three numbers (in a lottery), = Pr. tema
= Sp. tema, terno = Pg. It. terno, n., a set of
three, < L. temus, pi. temi, three each, < tres,

three (ter, thrice): see three.'] I. a. Same as
temate.

n. n. 1. That which consists of three things
or numbers together; specifically, a prize in a
lottery gained by drawing three favorable num-
bers, or the three numbers so drawn.

She'd win a tem in Thursday's lottery.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

3. In math., a system of three pairs of con-
jugate trihedra which together contain the

Temstroemiacese

twenty-seven straight lines lying in a cubic
surface.

tem^ (t6m), n. [Origin uncertain.] A three-
masted schooner; a three-master. [Local, New
Eng.]
temal (tfer'nal), a. [< ML. ternalis (used as a
noun), < L. ierni, by threes: see tern'^.] Con-
sisting of three each; threefold Temal prop-
osition. See proposition.

ternary (ter'na-ri), a. and n. [= F. temaire =
Pr. ternari= Sp. Pg. It. temario,< LL. ternariiis,

consisting of threes, < L. temi, by threes : see
tern^.] I. a. Proceeding by threes; consisting
of three : as, a ternary flower (that is, one hav-
ing three members in each cycle) ; a ternary
chemical substance (that is, one composed of
three elements)—Ternary compounds, in 6JdcA<OT.,
combinations of binary compounds with each other, aa of
sulphuric acid with soda in Glauber's salt, — Ternary
cubic. SeecuWc.— Temaiy form, in inu««. Same aa
rondo form (which see, under rondo).—Ternary mea-
sure or time, in music. Same as triide rhythm (which
see, under rhythm, 2 (6)).—Ternary quadrlcs. See
quadric.

H. «. ;
pi. ternaries (-riz). The numberthree;

a gioup of three.

Of the second ternary of stanzas [in " The Progress of
Poetry "J, the first endeavours to tell something.

Johnson, Gray.

Tematan (ter-na'tan), a. [< Tcriiate (see def.)
-I- -an.] Of or pertaining to Ternate, an island,
town, and Dutch possession in the East Indies

:

specifically noting a kingfisher of the genus
Taiiysiptera.

ternate (t^r'nat), a. [< NL. ternattu, ar-

ranged in threes, < L. temi, by threes: see
tern'^.] Arranged in threes

;

characterized by an arrange-
ment of parts by threes ; in hot.,

used especially of a compound
leaf with three leaflets, or of
leaves whorled in threes. If
the three divisions of a ternate leaf ^^2

1

are subdivided into three leaflets each,
the leaf is biternate, and a still further Teniiit L^jvet

subdivision produces a tritemate leaf. 'Of Cjtiisxt La-

See also cut of Thalirtrum, under leaj. fHtZITirS^ohlitm
ternately(ttr'nat-li),adf. In a
ternate manner; so as to form groups of three.

tematisect (ter-nat'i-sekt), a. [< NL. tematug,
in threes, + L. secare, pp. sectus, cut.] In hot.,

cut into three lobes or partial divisions.

ternatopinnate (ter-na-to-pin'at), a. [< NL.
tcmatus, in threes, + h. pinnatus, feathered:
see 2>i>'nate.] In hot., noting a compound leaf
with three pinnate divisions.

terneH, n. A Middle English form of tarnl.

terne^ (t*rn), «. [Short for teme-plate.] Same
as ternc-plate.

terne-plate (t^rn'plat), ». [< F. terne, dull,
-i- E. plate.] An inferior kind of tin-plate, in
making which the tin used is alloyed with a
large percentage of lead. It is chiefly used for roof-
ing, and for lining packing-cases to protect valuable
goods from damage in transportation by sea.

ternery (ter'ner-i), M.; pi. /<?r«erie«(-iz). [< feml
+ -ery.] A place where terns or sea-swallows
breed in large numbers.
temion (tfer'ni-on), n. [< LL. ternio{n-), the
number three, < L. temi, by threes : see tem^.]
It. A group of three.

So, when Christ's Glory Isay would declare.
To expresse Three Persons in on Godhead are,
He, Holy, Holy, Holy nam'd. To show
We might a Ternion in an Vnion know.

Heyuvod, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 72.

2. In hihliography, a section of paper for a book
containing three double leaves or twelve pages.

They say that a given manuscript is composed of qua-
ternions and of temions, but it never occurs to them either
to describe the structure of a quaternion, or to say how
we can distinguish the leaves one from another.

Amer. Jour. PhiM., VII. 27.

Ternstroemia (t^rn-stre'mi-a), n. [NL. (Lin-
nffius filius, 1781), named after the Swedish
naturalist Ternstrom.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants, type of the order Ternstrwmiareee
and tribe Tcrn-ttrcemienp. It is characterized by
bracted flowers with free sepals, imbricated petals united
at the base, smooth basifixed anthers, and a superior ovary
with an undivided style and two to three cells each usu-
ally with two ovules pendulous from the apex. The fruit
is indehiscent, its seeds large and hippocrepifomi. with
fleshy albumen and an intlexed embryo. There are about
40 species, mostly of tropical America, with ft or 6 in warm
parts of .\sla and the Indian archipelago. They are ever-
green trees and shrubs, with coriaceous leaves and re-
curved lateral peduncles which are solitary or clustered
and bear each a single rather large flower with numerous
stamens. T. obovalis is known in the West Indies as tcar-
letseed. and other species aa ironu-ood. The genus is some-
times known by the name Dupinia.

Temstrcemiacese (tem-stre-mi-S'se-e), w. pi.
[NL. (De Candolle, 1823), < Tern'stnemia +



TernstroemiacesB

-aeese.'] An onler of polypetalous plants, of

the series Thalamijlorie and coliort Guttiferahs.
It i» characterized Ijy usually bisexual and racemed flow-

ers with nuiueruus stamens, and by alternate coriaceous

undivided leaves witliuut stipules: but some genera are

exceptional in their panieled, solitary, or unisexual flow-

ers and opposite or digitate leaves. It includes about

SIO species of t\ genera classed In 6 tribes, natives of the

tropics, especially in America, Asia, and the Indian ar-

chipelago, and sometimes extending northward in east-

ern .Asia and America. They are trees or shrubs, rarely

climbers, with fealher-veine<l leaves which are entire or

more often serrate. The regular, tisually 5-merou8 flow-

ers are often large and handsome, the fruit fleshy, cori-

aceous, or woody, or very often a capsule with a per-

sistent central columella. The seeds are borne on a pla-

centa which is fre*iuently prominent and fleshy or spongy,

usually with a curved, bent, hippocrepiform, or spiral em-
bryo. The types of the principal trilies are Termtrotmia,
Marcyraria. Saurauia, Qordonia, and Bonnetia. See also

Stuartia, and CanuUia, which Includes the teappUot, the
most important plant o( the order.

Temstrcemieae (tfTn-stre-mi'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Mirbel, lf*13j, < Ternstr'omiia'+ -ex.1 A tribe

of placts (see TerHstrcemiacea), including 8

genera, of which Tenuirccmia is the type, dis-

tinguished by their imbricated petals, basi-

fi.\ed anthers, and one-llowered peduncles.

terpene (ter'pSn), «. [A modified form of tere-

bene.'] Any gne of a ela.ss of hydrocarbons hav-
ing tfie common formula CjQHig, found chiefly

in essent ial oi Is and resins. The; are dlitliigaiahed

chiefly by their physical properties, belnft newly alike In

chemical reactions. With their closely related deriratlTe*
they imike up the larger part of most enential oils.

terpentinet, ». An obsolete form of turpentine.

terpodion (t*r-p6'di-on), h. [< Gr. Tepireiv, de-
light, + ^l<>i7, a song: see ode^.} A musical
instrument invented by J. D. Buscbmann in

1816, the tones of which were produced by fric-

tion from blocks of wood. It was played by
means cf a keyboard.
Terpsichore (terp-sik'o-re), n. [< L. Terp-
gichore, < Gr. ttp^x'^PV, (Attic TrpifHxipa), Terp-
sichore, fem. of Tep^ixopo^, delighting in the
dance, < ripTreiv, fut. rfpilieiv, enjoy, delight in,

+ ^o/xjf, dance, dancing: gee cfcoriw.] In eUusi-
cal myth., one of the Mnses, the especial com-
l>anion of Melpomene, and the patroness of the
I'horal dance and of the dramatic chorus devel-
o{>ed from it. In the last day* of the Oreck nUsion
her attributions became reitiictcd chiefly to the pnmnea
of lyric poetrr. In art this MuaelsreprvMnted aaagnioe.
ful flgare clau in tlowlng draperies, often seated, and Dan-
ally bearing a lyre. Her type Is closely akin to that of
Erato, but the Utter Is always shown standing.

Terpsichorean (t6rp'si-k9-re'8n), a. and n. [<
Ter]>sicliorr + -an.'] I. a. [cap. or /. c] Relat-
ing to the Moae Terpsichore, or to dancing and
lyrical poetry, which were sacred to this Mtise:
as. the terpsichorean art (that is, dancing).

n. n. [«. c] A dancer. [CoUoq.]
Terpsiphone (t^rp-ei-fo'ne), n. [NL. (C. W. L.
Gloger, 1H27), < Or. ripfif, enjojrment, delight,+
fuw;. voice.] Agenus ofOld World Mtueieapidie.
The leading species Is the cdabratsd paradise l!]rcatcher,

T. paraditea, remarkable for the aincalar derelopment of
the taU. This bird was origliiallir llgnred and deacrlbed
more than a centar7 ago by Bdwanu, who called It the
pUd bird o/ paradiie. It wa« long mistaken for a bird
o( Africa, a* by Leralllant, who flgOTed It nnder the name

teUtrtt-b: (the orlstnU of ICMon's genns TcM-
tna) ; It has also been placed In the larger gen-
era Mtueieapa. Mxatiptia. and Mutrivora of the
early writers of the present centnrr. It is na-
tive of India and Ceylon. The adult male Is

chiefly pure-white and black, with glosnr steel-

green head, throat, and crest; the bill is blue,
the mouth Is yellow, and the eyes are brown.
The total length is about 17 inches, of which
12 or 1.1 inches belong to the two middle tail-

feathers, the tail with this exception being
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5i Inches, the wing less than 4 inches. The female is quite

different, only "i inches long, without any peculiarity of

the tail, and with plain rufous-brown, gray, and white col-

ors, the crest, however, being glossy greenish-black. A
similar species of the Indian archipelago is T. ajfinit. T.

mulata belongs to Madagascar; and there are about a
dozen other species of this beautiful and varied genus,
whose members are found from Madagascar across Africa
and India to I hina, Japan, the Malay peninsula, Java, Su-

matra, Borneo, and Flores.

terpuck (t^r'puk), n. [< Russ. terpiiki, lit. a
rasp; so called on account of the roughness of

the scales.] A fish of the family Chiridee (or

Hexa(irammi(l8e), as Hexagrammus layoccphahis

and U. octogrammus. Sir John Richardson.

terra (ter'a), »i. [= F. terre= Sp. tierra = Pg.
It. terra, < L. terra, earthj land, ground, soil;

orig. 'tersa, ' dry laud,' akin to torrere, dry, or
parch with heat, Gr. -cpaeaOai, become dry: see

thirst, and ef. torrent."] Earth, or the earth:

sometimes personified. Terra: used especially

in various phrases (Latin and Italian) Terra
alt>a ('white earth x pipe-clay.—Terra a terra*. [ =
F. terre d terre = Sp. (terra a tierra = It. terra a terra,

close to the ground, lit. 'ground to ground.'] An artiflcial

gait formerly taught horses in the mant ge or riding-school.

It was a short, half-prancing, half-leaping gait, the horse
lifting himself alternately upon the fore and hind feet,

and going somewhat sidewise. It differed from curvets

chiefly In that the horse did not step so high. It is much
noticed In the horse-market literature of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.

I rid fltst a Spanish Horse, a light Bay, called Le Sn-

perbe, a beantitiil horse. ... He went In oorvets for-

wards, backwards^ sideways, . . . and went TVrni a Terra
Perfectly. The second Horse I Kid was another Spanish
Horse, ... a Brown-Bay with a White star In his Fore-

head ; no Horse ever went Terra a Terra like him, so just,

and so easle ; and for the Pirouette, etc.

Capendiih (Earl of NewcasUeX New Method of Dressing
[Horses (1867), Preface.

Twra oariowt, tripoii or rottenstonc.— Terra dl Si-
ena. See sinuM.— Terra &rma, linn or solid earth ; dry
land, in opposition to water ; niuiiiland or continent, In

opposition to Insular territories.—Terra incognita, an
unknown or unexplored region.— Terra Japonlca ('Ja-

pan earth*), gambler: (onnerly 8Ui>pused to lie a kind of

earth from Japan.—Terra meilta, turmeric— Terra
nera(lt, 'black earth '), a native unctuous pigment, used
by the ancient artists In fresco, oil, and tempera painting.
— Terr* noblUst,an old name for the dliinioiul.— Terra
orellaiUL Same as amnllu, >.- Terra ponderosa, l>a-

rytea or heaTj-spar.-Terra slglllata, <>r terra Lem-
lua, Lemnian earth. See under l^ntan—Terra Yerde
(It., 'green earth 'X either of two kinds of native green
earth used as pigments In painting, one obtained near
Verona, the otlier In Cyprus. Tlie former, which is very
useful In landacape-palnting in oil, is a slUclous earth
colored by the protoxld of Iron, of which It contains about
20 per cent. JUso lerr* vtrtt,

terrace^ (ter'as), ». rEarly mod. E. also terras,

turrax, turrasse; < OF. terrace, terrasse, a tei^

race, gallery, F. terrasse,< It. terraecia, terrazeo,

a terrace, < terra, < L. terra, earth, land: see
terra.'] 1. A raised level faced with masonry
or turf; an elevated flat space: ae, a garden
terrace ; also, a natural formation of the ground
resembling such a terrace.

This Is the tamum where thy sweetheart tarries.

CKapman, May-Day, III. S.

Ust, list, they an oone from hunting ; stand bj, cloae

under this temt.
B. Jmuon, Every Man oat of his Humour, IL 1.

Terraeet, flanked on either side by jutting masonry, cnt
clear vignettes of ollve-hoary slopes, with tjpniM shsil-

owed (arms In hollows of the hills.

J. A. Sipnimd$, Italy and Greece, p. 68.

2. In geol., a strip of land, nearly level, extend-
ing along the margin of the sea, a lake, or a river,

and terminating on the side toward the water in

a more or less abrupt descent ; a beach ; a raised
beach. Also called in Scotland a earse, and in
parts of the United States where Spanish was
formerly spoken a mesa, or meseta. Temoes are
seen In many parta of the world, and vary greatly in width,
height, and longitudinal extent, as well as In the mode of
their formation. Marine terraces, or raised beaches, have
usually been caused by the elevation of the land, the preA-
Istlng beach having been thus lifted above the action of
the water, and a new one formed at a lower level. Raised
beaches, terraces, or ancient sea-margins of this kind form
consplcnous features In the coast topography of various re-

(tmia, as of Scandinavia, Scotland, and the Paclflc coast of

North and South America. Some river- and lake-terraces
may have been formed by the upheaval of the region where
they occur ; but a far more Important and general cause of

their existence Is the diminution of the amount of watef
flowing In the rivers or standing in the lakes— a phenom-
enon of which there are iibn tidant proofs all over the world,
and the beginning of which reaches back certainly into
Tertiary times, but how much further Is not definitely

known, since the geological records of such change of cli-

mate could not be preserved for an Indefinite period, and
very little Is known In regard to the position of rivers, or
bodies of water distinctly separated from the ocean, at any
remote geological period. Barely called a bench.

This stream runs on s hanging terrace, which in some
parts is at least sixty feet above the Barrady.

Poeocte, Description of the East, II. i. 123.

3. A street or row of houses running along the
face or top of a slope : often applied arbitrarily,

terrse fllitts

as a fancy name, to ordinary streets or ranges
of houses.— 4. The flat roof of a house, as of

Oriental and Spanish houses.— 5t. A balcony,
or open gallery.

There is a rowe of pretty little tarrasses or rayles be-
twixt every window. Coryat, Crudities, I. 218.

As touching open galleries and terraceg, they were de-
vised by the Greekes, who were wont to cover their houses
with such. UiAland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvi. 25

6. In marble-tcorting, a defective spot in mar-
ble, which, after being cleaned out, is filled with
some artificial preparation. Also terrasse.

terrace! (ter'as), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. terraced,

ppr. terracing. [< terrace, «.] To form into a
terrace ; furnish with a terrace.

Methinks the grove of Baal I see

In terraced stages mount up high.
Dyer, To Aaron Hill.

terrace^ (ter'as), n. [Also terrass, terra.sse, tar-

race, tarris, tdrras; = MD. terras, tiras, D. tras,

rubbish, brick-dust, = G. tarras, trass, < It. ter-

raecia, rubble, rubbish, < terra, earth : see ter-

race^. Cf. trass.] A variety of mortar used
for pargeting and the like, and for lining kilns

for pottery.

They [the kilns] plastered within with a reddish mortar
or (arrw. Letter o/ 1677, In Jewltt's Ceramic Art, I. 40.

Tarraee, or Terrace, a coarse sort of plaister, or mortar,
durable In the weather, chiefly used to Hue basons, cis-

terns, wells, and other reservoire of water.
Chambers, Cyclopsedia (ed. 17S8).

terra-COtta (ter'ii-kot'a), »i. [= F. terre ctiite, <

It. terra cotta, < L. terra cocta, lit. baked earth:
terra, earth; cocta, fem. of coctiis, pp. of co-

qrutre, cook, bake: see cocf, fooAi.] 1. A hard
pottery made for use as a building-material and
for similar jxirposes, of much finer quality and
harder baked than brick; in the usual accepta-
tion of the term, all unglazed pottery, or any ar-

ticle made of such potter)-, it differs in color ac-

cording to the ingredients employed. The color is usually
the same throughout the paste; but terra-cotta is made
also with an enameled surface, and even with a surface spe-

cially colored without enamel. Earthenware similar to
this, but from materials chosen and prepared with spe-

cial care, is made in the form of artistic works, as bas-

reliefs, statuettes, etc.

2. A work in terra-cotta, especially a work
of art: specifically applied to small figures

(statuettes) or figurines iu this material, which
have held an important place in art both in an-
cient and in modern times, and are of peculiar

Tcira-cotta.—A Greelc Statuette from Tanagra, 4th century B. C.

interest in the study of Greek art, which is pre-
sented by them in a more popular and familiar
light than is possible with works of greater pre-

tensions. See Tanagrafigurine (undvrfigurine),
and see also cut under Etruscan.

Grecian Antiquities, Terra-Coltat, Bronzes, Vases, etc.

Athenaum, No. 3803, p. 202.

terracultural (ter-a-kul'tur-al), a. [< terracul-

ture + -al,] Of or pertaining to terraculture

;

agricultural. [Rare.]

terraculture (ter'a-kul-tur), ?i. [Irreg. < L. ter-

ra, earth, + cultura, culture.] Cultivation of

the eartli ; agriculture. [Rare.]

terrse Alius (ter'e fil'i-us). [L. : terrse, gen. of

terra, earth; filius, son.] 1. A person of ob-
scure birth or of low origin.— 2t. A scholar at
the University of Oxford appointed to make
jesting satirical speeches. He often indulged
m considerable license in his treatment of the
authorities of the university.



terrse filius

The assembly now return'd to the Theater, where the
Terra Jilius (the Univereitie Buffoone) entertain'd the au-
ttitorie with a tedious, abusive, sarcasticalrhapsodie, most
unbecoming the gravity of the Iniversitie.

Evelyn, Diary, July 10, 1669.

terrage^ (ter'aj), w. [< F. terre (< L. terra)^

earth, -h -age. Cf.terage,'] Amoundof earth, es-

pecially a small one, as iu a flower-pot, in which
plants can be set for household decoration.

terrage^ (ter'aj), h. [Also terriage; < OF. ter-

rage, field-rent, < terre, land: see terra.'] In
old Eng. law, an exaction or fee paid to the
owner of the land for some license, privilege,

or exemption, such, for instance, as leave to
dig or break the earth for a grave, or in setting
up a market or fair, or for freedom from service
in tillage, or for being allowed an additional
holding, etc.

terrain (te-ran'), ju [Also sometimes terrane;

< F. terrain, terreiti, ground, a piece of ground,
soil, rock, = It. terreno, < L. terrenum, land,
ground, prop. neut. of tei'renuSj consisting of
earth. < terra, earth: see terra, terrene.'} Apart
of the earth's surface limited in extent; aregion,
district, or tract of land, either looked at in a
general way or considered with reference to its

fitness or use for some special purpose, as for

a building-place or a battle-field: a term little

used in English except in translating from the
French, and then with the same meaning which
it has in the original . The word is, however, also used
in various idiomatic expressions. In translating a number
of which the English word " ground " is moat properly em-
ployedt as, "gagnerdu (errain.," to gain ground ; "perdre
du terrain," to lose ground, favor, or credit; also with
various metaphorical significations: as, *'^tre sur son
terrain," to have to do with, or to speak of, that with
which one is thoroughly familiar; "Bonder le terrain,"
examine the conditions, or look into the matter, etc. As
used by French geologists, the word terrain has a some-
what vague meaning, and is usually limited by some qual-
ifying term : as, "terrain de transition," "terrain primitif."
This word was introduced into English geological litera-
ture by the translator of Humboldt's " Essai G^ognostique,"
where it was used, as he remarks, " because we have no
word in the English language which will accurately ex-
press terrain as used in geology by the French." Also
spelled (but rarely) terrane.

Rocks which alteraate with each other, and which are
found usually together, and which display the same re-

lations of position, constitute the same formation; the
union of several formations constitutes a geological series
or a district {terrain) ; but the terms rocks, formations,
and terrains are used as synonymous in many works on
geognosy.
Humboldl, Oeognostical Essay on the Superposition of

[Rocks (trans.), p. 2.

This term [terrane] is used for any single rock or con-
tinuous series of rocks of a region, whether the formation
be stratified or not. It is applied especially to metamor-
phic aud igneous rocks, as a basaltic terrane, etc.

J. D. Dana, Man. of Geol. (rev. ed.), p. 81.

terramara (ter-a-mii'ra), «.; pi. terramare (-re).

[< It. terra am-ara, bitter earth (a term used in
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Ind. origin.] 1. One of several different fresh-

water or tide-water tortoises of the family
Emydidse; specifically, in the United States,

the diamond-back, Malaclemmys or Malacoclenh-

mys palustris, of the Atlantic coast from New

Diamond-backed Terrapin {Alalarletntnys palitstris).

York to Texas, famous among epicures. See
diamond-backed turtle (under diamond-hacked),
and Malaclemmys. In trade use the sexes are distin-
guished as bidl and cow. and small ones as little bulls and
heifers respectively. Those under 5 or 6 inches in total
length of the under shell are termed cvUings, of which it

takes from 18 to 24 or more to make a "dozen." Those
of 6 inches and more are counts or counters, of 12 to the
dozen. Only the cows reach 6i to 7 inches in this mea-
surement ; these are known to aealei-s as full counts, and
are especially valuablebecause they usually contain eggs;
the bulls are tougher as well as smaller, and of less market
value.

2. Some other tortoise or turtle: as, the ele-
phant terrapin of the Galapagos.— 3. A dish
made of the diamond-back.

Terrapin is essentially a Philadelphia dish. Baltimore
delights in it, Washington eats It, New York knows it,

but in Philadelphia it approaches a crime not to be pas-
sionately fond of it. J. W. Forney, The Epicure.

Alligator terrapin. See alligator-terrapin.

—

Diamond-
backed terrapm, the diamond-backed turtle. See dia-
mond-backed, and def. 1.—Elephant terrapin. See ele-

phant tortoise, under tortoise.— Mud-terrapin, any mud-
turtle, as of the genus Cinostemum. [V. S.] —Painted
terrapin or turtle, Chrysemysjncfa, of the Inited States.
See CArysemys.— Pine-barren terrapin, the gopher of
the southern United States. Testudo caro^i/ia.-- Red-bel-
lied terrapin, Chrysemys ruhriventris or Pseudemys ru-
gom; the potter or red-fender. See cut under Hider.—
Salt-marsh or salt-water terrapin, in the United
states, one of several different Einydidfe of salt or brack-
ish water, among them the diamond-buck and slider. See
cut above, and cut under «?w:?er.— Speckled terraplll,
the spotted turtle, Chelopus guttatus, a small fresh-water
tortoise of the United States, whose l>lack carapace has
round yellow spots.—Yellow-belUed terrapin, Pseu-
demys scabra, of southern parts of the United States.

place

the vicinity of Parma): terra, < L. terra, earth:
rtwora.fem of amaro,<LaraarKS bitter.] Any terrapin-farm (ter'a'-pin-farm), n. A
stratum or deposit of earthy matenal contain- wliere the diamond-fcack is cultivated.
ing organic or minera,! matter (such as bones or terrapin-paws (ter'a-pin-paz), n. sing, and j)/.
phosphates) in sufficient quantity to fui'msh a A pair oflong-haudled tongs used in catching
valuable fertilizer; hence, a deposit containing terrapin. [Chesapeake Bay.]
prehistoric remains, as fragments of bones and terraquean (te-ra'kwe-an), a. [< terraque-ous
pottery, cmders, etc., of similar character to the + .an.-\ Terraqueous." fRare.!
deposits called m northern Europe fciteifie«-»ii(i- t.,.- . , ^ i^ „ , ., t,t ,.,,
j^,,„ _. , t . xt , This terrootwaji globe. MacmUlans Man., 111. ill.
flens. There are large numbers of these terramare on . ,i ,, ,y t
the plain traversed by the Via Emilia between the Po and terraqueous (te-ra kwe-us), a. [< L. terra,
the Apennines

; some of them are intermediate in char- earth, + (K/wa, water (see aqueous}.'] Consist-
ing of land and water, as the globe or earth.

I find but one thing that may give any just offence, and
that is the Hypothesis of the Terraqueous globe, where-
with I must confesse my self not to be satisfied.

Ray, in Letters of Eminent Men, II. 159.

terrart, «. Same as terrier^.

[< li. terra, earth, terraiium (te-ra'ri-um), ?i.
;

pi. terrariutm, ter-

raHa (-umz, -a). [< L. terra, earth : a word mod-
eled on aquarium.'] A vivarium for land ani-
mals; a place where such animals are kept
alive for study or observation.

Herr Fischer-Sigwart describes the ways of a snake, Tro-
pidonotus tesselatus, which he kept in his terrarium in
Zurich. Science, XV. 24.

acter between the kitchen-middens of Denmark and the
palaflttes of .Switzerland, appearing to mark sites of settle-
ments originally built on piles in shallow lakes (or perhaps
on marshy ground subject to frequent inundation^ which
have gradually become desiccated while the stations con-
tinued Ui be occupied.

terrane, n. See terrain.

terranean (te-ra'ne-an), a
+ -an + -e-an (after subterranean, mediter-
ranean, etc.).] Being in the earth ; belonging
to the earth, or occurring beneath the surface
of the earth.
The great strain on the trolley wire which would be a

necessary incident of terranean supply renders such a
system impracticable. Elect Rev. (Amer.X XVin. i. 9.

terraneous (te-ra ne-us), a. [< L. terra, earth, terraaif+ -an + -e-ous (after subterraneans).] In boi., tsrrtLs'^lt
growing on land.

i^tjiictn

An obsolete form of terrace^.

terras''^ (te-ras'), «. Same as trass.

^t^^^rt:i^s^ jf i.r(whf:^ s?tn -; ifeifrr^-
"'i'v^.^cLfnlaneP'ar/'th't'*^;"^''''!^^"'',^ S^! ".

*. [< F.^l^^r,- < terr., earth: see

m^:tro';^'SetTtVa'°tl/^^^^^^^^ ^-- «• inter, atter.] To strike to the earth.

subdivision of Emydea is Chelodines. S^ cuts under
Warner, Albion s England, lii. 128.

Cxnoglernum, Cistudo, and terrapin. terreont (te-ren'), n. See tureen.
terrapin (ter a-pin), «. [Formerly also tera- terreityt (te-re'i-ti), «. [< L. terra + -e-itu.]
pin, terrapene, turpin; supposed to be of Amer. Earthiness. [Rare.]

terrestrial

llie aqueity,
Terreity, and sulphureity
Shall run together again, and all be annnll'd.

B. Joimm, Alchemist, IL I,

terrelt (ter'el), «. [Also terrella, terella; < NL.
terrella, dim. of L. terra, earth: see terra.] A
spherical figure so placed that its poles, equa-
tor, etc., correspond exactly to tnose of the
earth, for showing magnetic deviations, etc.

terrellaf (te-rel'a), «. Same as terrel.

I was shew'd a pretty TcrreUa, describ'd with all j.
circles, and shewing all ye magnetic deviations.

Evelyn, Mary, July 3, 1655.

Terrell grass. A species of wild rye, or lyme-
grass, Elymus Virginicns, a coarse grass, but
found useful for forage in the southern United
States : so named from a promoter of its use.

terremotet (ter'e-mot), n. [ME., < OF. terre-

viote, < ML. terree motus, earthquake: L. terra,

gen. of terra, earth; motus, movement, < morere,
pp. motus, raoye: see motion.] An earthquake.

All the halle quoke,
As it a terrejnote were. Gower, Conf. Anumt., vi.

terremotive (ter-e-mo'tiv), a. [< terremote +
-ive.] Of, pertaining to, characterized by, or
causing motion of the earth's surface ; seismic.
[Bare.]
We may mark our cycles by the greatest known par-

oxysms of volcanic and terremotive agency.
Whewell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, X. iii. S 4.

terrenel (te-ren'), o. and n. [= Sp. Pg. It. ter-

reno, < L. terrenus, of, pertaining to, or consist-
ing of earth (neut. terrenum, land, ground: see
terrain), < terra, earth, land: see terra.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the earth ; earthly ; terres-
trial : as, terrene substance.

1 beleue noght that terrene boody sothlesae
Of lusty beute may haue such richesse,
So moche of swetnesse, so nKX;he of connyng.
As in your gentil body is beryng.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 417.

These thick vapours of terrene affections will be dis-

persed. Jer. Taylor, « orks (ed. 1835), L 386.

I would teach him . . . that Mammonism was, not the
essence of his or of my station in God's UniTerse, but the
adscititious excrescence of it; the gross, terrene, godless
embodiment of it. Cariyle.

n. n. 1. The earth. [Rare.]
Over many a tract

Of heaven they uiarch'd, and many a province wide.
Tenfold the length of this terrtne. Mitlon, P. L., vt 78.

2. The surface of the earth. [Recent.]
terrene^t, ». See terrine, tureen.

terrenelyt, adv. [ME. terrenly; < terrene^ +
-ly'^.] As regards lands.

I Hym make my proper enheritour.
For yut shall he be wurthy terrenly.

Rom, of Partenay (E. K. T. aX L 6014.

terrenity (te-ren'j-ti;, n. [< terretie^ + -ify.]

Tlie state or character of being terrene ; worid-
liness.

Being overcome ,

and low terrenity.

terreoust (ter'e-us), «. [= Sp. Pg. It. terreo. <
L. terreus, earthen, < terra, earth : see terra. Cf.
terrosity.] Earthy; consisting of earth.
According to the temper of the terreou» parts at the bot-

tom, variously begin intumescencies.
Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

terre-plein (tar'plau), «. [F., < terre, earth. -»-

pfetijfor^taiii, level, flat: see terra wiA plain^ .]

1. In /or<., the top, platform, or horizontal sur-
face of a rampart, on which the cannon are
placed.— 2. The plane of site or level surface
around a field-work,

terrestret, a. [ME., < OF. (and F.) terrestre =
Pr. Sp. Pg. It. terrestre. < L. terrestris, of or be-
longing to the earth, < terra, earth: see terra.
Cf. terrestrial.] Terrestrial; earthly.

Heere may ye se, and heerby may ye preve,
That wyf is mannes helpe and his confort;
His Paradys terrestre, and his disport.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 88.

terrestreity (ter-es-tre'i-ti), n. Admixture of
earth.

Sulphur itself ... is not quite devoid of terrestreity.

Boyle, Mechanical Hypotheses.

Terrestres (te-res'trez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
terrestris, of or belonriug to the earth: see
terrestre, terrestrial.] In ornith., one of three
series into which birds were formerly divided,
containing the rasorial and cursorial forms:
contrasted with Aerese and Aqrutticie: more ful-
ly called Ares terrestres.

terrestrial (te-res'tri-al), a. and n. [< ME.
terrestriall. < OF. terrestrial, < L. terrestris, of or
belonging to the earth (see terrestre), + -al.]

I, a. 1. Of or pertaining to the earth; exist-
ing on the earth ; earthly : opposed to celestial:

as, terrestrial bodies ; terrestrial magnetism.

. . debases all the spirits to a dull
Feitham, Reaolres.



terrestrial

Vnto mortall ileth me to haue ye ahold,

Rygbt as a woman boni here nattirall.

A fiiiiiiiine thjng. woman at al hoiires,

To end of my days here terregtriaU,

Bom. <tf Partanay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3622.

mere are alio eeleatial bodiea, and bodies termtrial.
1 Cor. XT. W.

2. Bepresentiiig or consisting of the earth : as,

a or the terrestrial globe. See globe, 4.

What though, in solemn silerax, all

Move lunnd this dark, Urratrial ball?

Addimn, Ode, The Spacious Kirmament

3. Pertaining to the world or to the present

«tate; sublunary; worldly; mundane.
A genius bright and base,

Of tow'ring talents and terrMfrio/ aims. .,,, ,. ,,. .

rmmg. Sight Thoughts, Tt tembllzet (t«r i-bhz), r. t.
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The bracing air of the headland gives a terrible appe-

tite. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

Terrible Infant, a noisy, rough, passionate, or incon-

veniently outspoken child (for F. et)JarU terrible].

Poor Reginald was not analytical, . . . like certain pe-

danticnles who figure in story as children. He was a ter-

rible infant, not a horrible one.

C. Beade, Love me Little, i.

= Syn. 1. Terrtflc, fearful, frightful, horrible, shocking,

dire.

terribleness (ter'i-bl-nes), «. The character
or state of being terrible ; dreadfulness ; for-

midableness : as, the terribleness of a sight.

Having quite lost the way of nobleness, he strove to

climb to the height of terriblerie^.

Sir P. Siditey, Arcadia, ii.

[< terrible + -ize.}

4. Pertaining to or consisting of land, as op-

posed to water, or of earth.

I'he terralrial substance, destitute of all Uquor, renuiii-

eth alune. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. &96.

[ did not confine these observations to land, or Icrra-

in'al parts of the globe, but extended them to the fluids.

Woodward.

5. In zool., living on the ground; confined to

the ground; not aquatic, arboreal, or aerial;

terricolous. SpecWcally— (a) In orniOL.raaorial or cur-

sorial: belonging to the Terrttlra. (fr) In eoncA., air-

bresthlDg or pulmonate, as a snail or a slug, (e) Belong-

ing to that division of laopods which contains the wood-
lice, sow-baga, or land-slatera.

6. In bot., growing on laud, not aciuutic ; grow-

To become terrible. [Rare.]

Both Camps approach, their bloudy rage doth rise,
'

i terrMize.

territorial

described, < terrarius. of land : see terrierK] In

htw : (a) Formerly, a collection of acknowledg-
ments of the vassals or tenants of a lordship,

including the rents and services they owed to

the lord, etc. (6) In modem usage, a book or

roll in which the lands of private persons or

corporations are described by their site, boun-
daries, number of acres, etc.

In the Exchequer there is a «<rrrar of all the glebe-lands

in England, made alwut 11 Edward III. CoweU. (Latham.')

It [Domesday] is a terrier of a gigantic manor, setting

out the hinds held in demesne by the lord and the lands

held by his tenants under him.
E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 4.

terrier^t (ter'i-6r), «. [< ME. tarryour, tarrere,

tarrer, < OF. terriere, tarriere, tariere, an auger,

< 'tarrer (in pp. tarre, tare), bore, < L. terebrare,

bore : see terebrate.'] A borer, auger, or wimble.
Cotgrave.And even the face of Cowards

Sytretter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, The Vocation.

terribly (ter'i-bli), adv. In a terrible manner,
(a) In a manner to cause terror, dread, fright, or awe ; terrlflc (te-rif'ik), a. [= Sp. terrifico = Pg. It.
Hr».rffniiv

terrifico, < L. terrifieus, causmg terror, < terrere,

With tarrere or gynilet perceye vpward thepipe ashore.
Bailees Book (E. E. r 8.), p. 121.

dreadfully.

When he arlsetb to shake terribly the earth. Isa. ii. 21.

(b) Violently; exceedingly; greatly; very. [Chiefly col-

loq.l

The poor man squalled terribly.

Sain, Gulliver's Travels, L i.

Terrlcols {t«-rik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

terricola, a dweller upon earth: see terricote.']

frighten, terrify,+ -^CM.s,</«cere, make.] Caus-
ing terror; fitted to excite great fear or dread

;

dreadful : as, a terrific storm.

The serpent . . . with brazen eyes
And hafry mane terrific. Milton, P. L., vIL 497.

terrlfical (te-rif'i-kal), a. [< terrific + -al.']

Terrific. [Rare.]

ing ill the ground, not on trees.— Terrestrial
sravitatlam, maciletlsm, radiation, refraction, tele-

cope. See the nouns.—TerrMtrUl-radiation ther-
mometer. See Ukerwuimeter.

II. ». 1. An inhabitant of the earth.

But Ileav'n, that knows what all terretlriab need,

Kepoae to night, and toil to day decreed.
Anion, In Pope's Odyaiey, xix. <82.

2. pi. J^zool.: (a) Aseotionof the olsM-irM,
the Terrestres. (bj The pulmonate gastropods.

(o) A divi.'iion of isopods.

terrestrially (te-res tri-al-i), adv. 1. After a
terrestrial or earthly manner.— 2. In zool., in

or on the ground ; on land, not in water: as, to terxlcollne (te-rik'9

\- i^r*??^* ^^V"" °^ dipterous insects,
terrifically (te-rif'i-kal-i), ade. In a terrific

Latrettte, 1809.— 2. A group of anneuds, con- "r**r^„"?__l_:i,,_.. i_:^uii.'.ii_

taining the common earthworm and related

forms : distinguished from Limieola.

terricole (ter^-kol), h. [= F. terricole = 8p.
terricola = Pg. It. terricola, < LL. terricola, a
dweller upon earth, < L. terra, earth, + colere,

inhabit.] In bot., growing on the ground: espe-

cially noting certain lichens. Also terricolous,

terrieoline.

With reqwct to ItrrieoU species (of Ucbensl some prefer
peaty soil, . . . otlien calcareous soiL

Sneye. Brit., XIV. 8«2.

lin), o. [< terricole +
pupate ttrrr.itrially, as an insect. -ine-.^^ Same as terricolous.

terrestrialnessCtc-res'tri-al-nes), ». The state terrlcolons (te-rik'o-lus), a. [ilAj. terricola, a,

or eliiinicter of being terrestrial. Imp. Diet. dweller upon earth (see femco/e), + -ok*.] 1.

terrestrifyt (te-res'tri-fi), r. t. [< L. terrestris. Terrestrial ; inhabiting the ground ; not aquatic

of the earth, -^ facere, make (see -/y).] To re- or aerial ; specifically, belonging to the Terrico-

duce to eartb.or to an earthly or mundane state, lie.— 2. Iniiot., axme a» terncote.

Though we sboold afllrm . . . tliat heaven were but terricnlameiltt, "- [= Pg- terrieuktmento, ter-

earth celeatifled, and earth but heaven Itrrmtrifed. ror, dread, < LIi. terrieulameHtum, something
«rr.Broi»iKVulg.EiT.,lT. «. to excite t<

terrestrions (te-res'tri-us), a. [< L. terre»tris,

of tlie piirth (see terrestre), + -ous.'] 1. Of or
Ix-loiiging to the earth or to land; terrestrial.

The reason of Kircheras may be added—that this varia-

tion proceedeth, not only from terrtttriovt eminencea and
magnet ical veins of the earth, laterally reapeotlnc the nee-

dle, but |fr>m| the dWerent coagmentatlon ol the earth
dispueed unto the poles, lying under the wan and wmtera.

Sfr T. Broinw, Tolg. Err., IL 2. ,. ,. j » ri? t j 1 • ».

The BritUi capiui is at the geognvbical centre of the terridam (ter i-dam), n. [E. Ind.] A cotton

terreslrtoMporUonoftheglobi:
'•' "" .11- ™.H» ..

to excite terror, < L. terrieulum, also terrieukt,

something to excite terror, < terrere, frighten

:

see terrible.'] A cause of terror; a terror.

Hanj times nch iMTwutommd may proceed from nat-

ural uiiw Burton, Anat. of Met, p. 669.

With th«M and aacb-Uke; either torments of opinions

or ttrrimlnnentf of expnaaions. do these new sort of

preachers seek ... to scare and terrlfle their BQly secta-

tota. Bp. Ooudm, TeaiB of the Church, p. IBS. (fiavlee.)

tpoi
a. p. Martk, Lecta. on Eng. Lang., Int., p. 24,

2. Pertaining to the earth; being or living on
lie earth ; terrestrial.

The nomenclature of Adam, which unto terrttriouM ani-

mals assigned a name appropriate unto their natures.
Sir r. ArmnM, Vulg. Err, iU. 24.

[fllwolete or rare in both uses.]

terret, territ (t<»r'et, -it), n. [Origin obscure.]
< >iie of the round loops or rings on a harness-
pad through which the driving-reins pass. See
cuts under Harriets and pad-tree,

terre-tenant, ter-tenant (tar'-, t«r'ten'ant), «.

[< OP. "^Tre-fe/irtMf, < fcrre, land, -H teiiniif, hold-

ine: Her terra and tenant.] In laic, one who is

->'ized of or has the actual possession of land
.s the owner thereof; the occupant,

teire verte (t4r vart). [P.: terre, earth; rerte,

fell), of rert, green: see terra and vert.] Same
aH terra rerde (which gee, under terra) Burnt
terre verte, an artists' color, obtained by heating the
natural ttrre verte, changing it to a ttanajiarent muddy
brou ri. with little or none of the original green tone re-

terrible (ter'i-bl), a. [< F. terrible = Pr. 8p.
terrible = Pg. terrirel = It. terribile, < L. terri-

Inlis, frightful, < terrere, frighten. Cf. terror,

deter.] 1. That excites or is fitted to excite
terror, fear, awe, or dread; awful; dreadful;
formidable.

Terribl* as an army with banners. Cant vL 10.

Altogether it la hurricane] looks very terrtbte and amaz-
ing, even beyond expreaaion. Z>ani}Mr,Voyagea, XL lU. 71.

2. Excessive ; tremendous ; severe ; great

:

chiefly used colloquially: as, a terrible bore.

I l*«gan to be In a terrible fear of him, and to look upon
myself as a dead man. Abp. TiUatton.

manner; terribly; frightfully.

terrifiedly (ter'i-fid-li), adv. In a terrifleU man-
ner.

terri^ (ter'i-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. terrified,

ppr. terrifying. [= F. terrifier = Sp. Pg. terrifi-

car, < L. terrificare, make afraid, terrify, < ter-

rere, frighten, + facere, make (see -fy).] 1. To
make afraid ; strike with fear ; affect or fill

with terror; frighten; alarm.

When ye shall hear of wars and commotions, be not ter-

rified. Luke xxi. 9.

This is the head of him whose name only
In former times did pilgrims terrify.

Bunyem, Pilgrim's Progress, 11., Doubting Castle.

Oirla, sent their water-jars to fill,

Would come back pale, too terrified to ctr,

Becauae they had but seen him from the mil.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 844.

2t. To make terrible.

If the law instead of aggravating and terrifying sin,

shall give out license. It foils itself. Milton.

= 8yn. 1. To scare, horrify, appal, daunt. See afraid.

terngenons (te-rij'e-nus), a. [< L. terrigena,

one bom of the earth, < terra, earth, + -genus,

produced: i&e -genous.] Earth-bom; produced
by the earth.

Terrigenoui deposits in deep water near land.
Nature, XXX. 84.

Terrigenous metals, the metallic baaes of the earth, aa

barium, aluminium, etc.

terrine (te-ren'), n. [Also terrene,. terreen, and
cormptly tureen ; = 6. terrine, < P. terrine, an
earthen pan or jar, < ML. terrineus, made of

earth, < L. terra, earth: see terra.] 1. An
earthenware vessel, usually a covered jar, used
for containing some fine comestible, and sold

with its contents : as, a terrine of pat6 de foie

gras.

Tables loaded with terrene; flUgree, figures, and every-

thing upon earth. B. Walpok.

Specifically— 2. An earthen vessel for soup ; a
tureen (which see).

Instead of soup in a china t«rmi«, it would be a proper
reproof to serve them up otfal in a wooden trough.

r. Knta, Winter Evenings, Iril.

falirie originally made in India,

terrier 1 (ter'i-«r), n. [Formerly also tarrier,

tarier; < ME. terrere, terryare, < OF. terrier, in

ckien terrier, a terrier-dog, < ML. terrarius, of the

earth (neut. terrarium, > OP. terrier, the hole or

earth of a rabbit or fox, a little hillock), < L.

terra, earth, land: see terra. Cf. terrier^.] One
of several breeds of dogs, typically small, ac-

tive, and hardy, named from their propensity

to dig or scratch the ground in pursuit of their

prey, and noted for their courage and the acute-

ness of their senses. Terriers are of many strain^

and occur tn two leading forms, one of which is shaggy,

as the Sk7^ and the other dose-balred, as the black-and-
tan. They are much used to deatroy rats, and aome are territ, ". See terret.

specially tnOnwI to nt-killing as a sport TerritelsB (ter-i-te'le), n. Same as Territe/aria,

The e^erD^ are cheer'd with clapa and oryea, . . . Terrltelaria (ter'i-te-la'ri-ft), n. pi. [NL. , < L~
terra, ground, + tela, web, -t- aria'^.] A divi-

yeeseri^.
And aUthe Earth rtnga with the Teirryet yearning.

Sylveter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, U., The Decay.

My terriers.

As It appears, have seized on these old foxes.
Maseinger, City Madam, v. &

Black-and-tan terrier, the ordinary English terrier.—

Boston t«Rier, a breed of dogs nupiwieil to lie a croas terrltelarlan (ter'i-te-la'ri-an), a. and n,
between the BngUsh bulldog ami t. rritr. It originated p„.,„i,,i„,, to the Territelar'ia
In Boston, Maaaachnaetts. -English terrier, a general feijaining to ine

^<V"'^'?""'
nameof thesmooth-hairedtifrTis. ofK<v,.,albre.dK. as. II. ». Any member of this group.

thecommonblack-and-tan.—Fox-terrler,onuofrli(fertTit territorial (ter-i-to ri-al), a. [= r .
terrttortal

kinds of terricra trained or naed to unearth foxes.— Mai- = Sp Pe territorial = \t. territoriale, (.'L'h. ter-

S??tc*S'Saert'5erS^rif'tfi:Si|?So^/r5 rit,^ialis,otor belonging to territory, <L. terri-

terricpi, ol siveral breeds, aa theSkye, etc.— Skye terrier,
a variety of the Scotch terrier, of ratlierstiiall size, and very
shaggy.—Toy terrier. See foj/.— Yorkshire terrier, a
variety of the Scotch terrier. (See also bull-terrier, rat-

terrier.)

terrier^ (ter'i-*r), n. [Formerly also terror; <

OF. terrier, in papier terrier, a list of the names
of a lord's tenants, < ML. terrariw, as in terra-

rius Uber, a book in which landed property is

sion of spiders, including those which spin un- «

derground webs for their nests, as a trap-door

spider. The group contains all the tetrapnenmonous
forma, and corresponds to the Mygalida, or theraphoses.

Also Territelte.

I. a.

toriiim, territory: Bee territory.] 1. Of or per-

taining to territory or land.

The territorial acquisitions of the East-India Company
. . . might be rendered another source of revenue.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 3.

A state's territorial right gives no power to the ruler to

alienate a part of the territory in the way of barter or salcv

as waa done in feudal times.
Wooltey, Introd. to Inter. Law, i 62.



territorial

2. Limited to a certain district: as, rights may
be personal or territorial.— 3. [cap.] Of orper-
taining to one of the Territories of the United
States: as, a TerritorUil governor; the Territo-
rial condition— Territorial system, that system of
church government in which the civil ruler of a country
exercises as a natunil and inherent light supremacy over
the ecclesiastical affairs of his people. It was developed
In the writings of the German jurist Christian Thomasius
(1655-1728).

territorialism (ter-i-to'ri-al-izm), ». [< terri-

torial + -ism.] The territorial system, or the
theory of church government upon which it is

based. Compare collegialism, episcopalism

.

territoriality (ter-i-to-ri-al'i-ti), «. [< territo-

rial + -it!j.'] Possession and control of terri-

tory.

Scarcely less necessary to modem thought than the idea
of territoriality as connected with the existence of a state
is the idea of contract as determining the relations of in-
dividuals. W. Wilson, State, § 17.
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Eulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil.

Rom. xiiL 3.

There is no terror, Cassius, In your threats.

Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 66.

That bright boy you noticed in my class, who was a ter-

ror six months ago, will no doubt be in the City Council
in a few years. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 933.

King Ofterrors. See Kjj^i.— Reign of Terror.inJ'reiicA
hist., that period of the first Revolution during which th€
country was under the sway of a faction who made the ex-

ecution of persons of all ages, sexes, and conditions who
were considered obnoxious to their measures one of the
cardinal principles of their government. This period may
be said to have begun in March, 1793, when the revolution-
ary tribunal was appointed, and to have ended in July, 1794,
with the overthrow of Robespierre and his associates. Also
called The Terror. =Syn. 1. Appreheiixion, Fright, etc. See
alarm.

terror! (ter'or), V. t. [< terror, ra.]

terror. [Rare.]

They, terror'd with these words, demand his name.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 515.

In-

tertian

terrosityt, «. [< 'terrom « F. terreux z= Pr-
terros, < L. terrosus, fuU of earth, earthy, <
terra, earth: see terra, and cf. terreoug) + -ity.'\

Earthiness.
Rhenish wine . . . hath fewer dregs and less terresUy

tread lerrosity] or gross eartbliness than the Glared wine
hath. W. Turner (Arber's £ng. Gamer, IL 114).

Atsf., that period of the flrstRevolutionduringwhich the terry (ter 1), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A tex-
' '-—^ •- '- '•

• tile fabric of wool or silk, woven like velvet, but
with the loops uncut.

T« fill witv, Tersanctus (tfer'sanglc'tus), n. [< ]lo mi wiin (ggg j^^j^ + g„,igtj,g^ holy (see sain

territorialize fter-i-to'ri-al-iz^ r t nret and terror-breathing (ter'or-bre'THing), aTCmTJOnaUze (ter i to n al iz;,
*^-.j|.

. P^et. and
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^. terrifying. [Rare.]

pp. territorialized, ppr. territorializing,

ritorial + -ize.l 1. To enlarge or extend by
addition of territory.— 2. To reduce to the
state of a territory.

territorially (ter-i-to'ri-al-i), adv. In respect
of territory ; as to territory.

territoried'(ter'i-to-rid), a. [< territory + -ed2.]
Possessed of territory : as, an extensively terri-

toried domain.
territory (ter'i-to-ri), n.

;
pi. territories (-riz).

[< OF. territorie, F. territoire = Sp. Pg. terri-

torio = It. territoro, territorio, < L. territorium,
the land around a town, a domain, district, ter-
ritory, < terra, earth: see terra.l 1. The ex-
tent pr compass of land and the waters thereof
within the bounds or belonging to the jurisdic-
tion of any sovereign, state, city, or other body

;

any separate tract of land as belonging to a
state ; dominion ; sometimes, also, a domain or
piece of land belonging to an individual.

But if thou linger in my territories
Longer than swiftest expedition
Will give thee time to leave our royal court,
By heaven ! my wrath shall far exceed the love
I ever bore my daughter or thyself.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 163.

Those who live thus mewed up within their own con-
tracted territories, and win not look abroad beyond the
boundaries that chance, conceit, or laziness has set to their
inquiries. Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, § 3.

Gentlemen, I thought the deck of a Massachusetts ship
was as much the territory of Massachusetts as the floor on
which we stand. Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.

2. Any extensive tract, region, district, or do-
main : as, an unexplored territory in Africa.

From hence being brought to a subterranean territorie
of cellars, the courteous friars made us taste a variety of
excellent wines. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

3. [cap.'] In the United States, an organized di-
vision of the country, not admitted to the com-
plete rights of Statehood (see state, 13). its gov-
ernment is conducted by a governor, judges, and other
officers appointed from Washington, aided by a Territorial
legislature. Each Territory sends one delegate to Congress
who has a voice on Territorial matters, but cannot vote'
Territories are formed by act of Congress. W'hen a Ter-
ritory has sufMcient population to entitle it to one repre-
sentative in the National House of Representatives it is

Through the stern throat of terror-breathing war.
Drayton, Mortimer to Queen Isabel.

terror-haunted (ter'or-han"ted), a. Haunted
with terror; subject to visitations of extreme
fear. [Bare.]

Till at length the lays they chanted
Reached the chamber terror-haunted.

LowjfeUow, Norman Baron.

terrorisation, terrorise, etc. See terrorization,
etc.

terrorism (ter'or-izm), n. [= F. terrorisme =
Sp. Pg. It. terrorismo; as terror -)- -ism.] Resort
to terrorizing methods a-s a means of coercion,
or the state of fear and submission produced
by the prevalence of such methods.
Let the injuiy inflicted under this terrorism be appre- J^rse t, ". See teree.

ciated, and full compensation awarded on the district by lerseiy (ters li), adv. If. In an accomplished
the Judge of Assize or of County Court, and the barbarism manner.

The furniture was in green terry, the carpet a harsh,
brilliant tapestry. UouieUs, Annie Kilburn, xi.

2. In ropc-makiriff, an open reel. E. H. Knight.
— Terry poplin. See poplin.— Terry velvet, uncut
velvet.

L. ter, thrice

. . saint): so called
because it begins with the word Sanctus, said
thrice.] Same as Sanctus.

terse! (tfers), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. terso, < L. ter~
sns, wiped oflf, clean, neat, pure, pp. of tergere,
wipe, rub off, wipe dry, polish.] If. Wiped;
rubbed; appearing as if wiped or rubbed;
smooth.
Many stones also, both precious and vulgar, although

terse and smooth, have not this power attractive.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 11. 4.

2t. Refined; accomplished; polished: said of
persons.
Your polite and terse gallants. Mauinger.

3. Free from superfluity ; neatly or elegantly
compact or concise ; neat ; concise.

In eight terse lines has Phadros told
(So frugal were the bards of old)
A tale of goats ; and clos'd » ith grace
Plan, moral, all, in that short space.

W. WhiUhead, The Goat'a Beard.
tersest, n.

will die out. FortnighUy liev., N. 8., XL. 212.

terrorist (ter'or-ist), n. [= F, terroriste = Sp.
Pg. terrorista; as terror -I- -ist.] One who fa-
vors or uses terrorizing methods for the accom-
plishment of some object, as for coercing a

Fastidious Brisk, a neat, spruce, affecting courtier, . . .

speaks good remnants ; . . . swears tersely aud with va-
riety. B. Jonson, Every Man out of bis Humour.

2. In a terse manner; neatly; compactly; con-
cisely.

of or submission to a certain course; one who
practises terrorism. Specifically— (a) An agent or
partizan of the revolutionary tribunal during the Reign
of Terror in France.

government or a community into the adoption terseness (tfers'nes), n. 1. The state or prop-
„p „. „„i—._„;._ X ._• , g^ty Qf being terse; neatness of style; com-

pactness; conciseness; brevity.

Under George the First, the monotonous smoothnen of
Byron's versiflcation and the terseness ot his expression
would have made Pope himself envious.

Maeaviay, Moore's Byron.
2. Shortness. [Bare.]
The cylindrical figure of the mole, as well »t the com-

pactness of its form, arising from the leneTiets of its
limbs, proportionally lessens its labour.

Paley, Nat. TheoL, xv.

tersion (t^r'shon), n. [< L. tergere, pp. terBus,
wipe.] The act of wiping or rubbing; friction;
cleaning.

He IBoyle] found also that heat and («-»ioh (or the clean-
ing or wiping of any body) increased its susceptibility of
[electric] excitation. Bncye. BnL, VIIL S.

See terre-tenant.

' Thousands of those hell-hounds called terrorists, whom
they had shut up in prison on their last revolution as the
satellites of tyranny, are let loose on the people.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iv.

(6) In Russia, a member of a political party whose purpose
is to demoralize the government by terror. See nihilimi
4(6).

Whether such wrongs and cruelties are adequate to ex-
cuse the violent measures of retaliation adopted by the
terrorists is a question to which different answers may be
given by different people.

a. Kenrum, The Century, XXXV. 755.

terroristic (ter-o-ris'tik), a. [< terrorist + -ic]
Of or pertaining to terrorists.

Terroristic activity, in the shape of bombthrowing and + £l^??S*', ",

assassination. The Century, XXXV. 50.

terrorization (ter'''or-i-za'shon), «. [< terrorize
+ -ation.'] The act of terrorizing, oi the state
of being terrorized. Also spelled terrorisation

state"'' Ne»ril'»n !'h''p ^f t°'
Co-gress to the Union' as a terrorize (ter'or-iz), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. terror-

5?A''-_J'<^?'.'.y''"
'.he States (except the original thirteen) iupd. r.r^T t^r,-nvi,iiL rll? »^„„™^^L _ ^L, J . 1 original thirteen)

have passed through the Territorial condition. There arenow (laoi) four organized lerritcries — New Mexico Ari-
zona, Oklahoma, and Hawaii ; and there are also twi un-
organized Territories — the Indian Territory and Alaska
Several countries of Spanish America have a system of
Territories analogous to that of the United States.
The territory is an infant state, dependent only till it is

able to walk by itself.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 361.

The nation has never regretted delay in erecting a ter-
ntory into a state. The Nation, Jan. 28, 1886.

ized, ppr. terrorizing. [="F. terroriser = Pg.
terrorizar; as terror + -ize.] To fill with ter-
ror; control or coerce by terror; terrify; appal.
Also spelled terrorise.

Secret organizations, which control and terrorize a dis-
trict until overthrown by force.

The Century, XXXVI. 840.
The people are terrorised by acts of cruelty and violence

which they dare not resist. Edinburgh Jiev., CLXIII. 667.

terrorizer (ter'or-i-z6r), n. One who terrorizes.
Also spelled terroriser.

Gortchakoff, Ignatiefl, and other Panslavonio terrorisers
of the Germans. Lowe, Bismarck, H. 152.

[< terror + -less.l

Cell territory, in anat. and physiol.. the range of extra-
cellular substance supposed to be influenced by each in-
dividua cell of any tissue. KiVcAow.— Territory of a - - -—
JUdge,in5ra(«;a«), the district over which a judge's ju- tprrnrlMa Ctpv'fiT- loa\ nrisdiction extends in causes and in judicial acts proper to i ?.^it f

(t<^r OJ^-les), a.

him, and beyond which he has no judicial authority =avii ^ • ^ "^^^ ^^""^ terror,
1 and 2. Quarter, province. '

terror (ter'or), ». [Formerly also terrour < F
terreur = Pr. Sp. Pg. terror = It. terrore, < l".
^rror, great fear, dread, terror, < terrere, put in
fear, frighten, make afraid.] 1. Extreme fear
or fright ; Wolent dread.
The sword without and ferror within.

2.

Amaze,
Be sure, and terrour seiz'd the rebel host.

MUtnn, P. L., v|. 647.
Panting with terror, from the bed he leapt.

How calm and sweet the victories of life,
How lerrorless the triumph of the grave !

Shelley, Queen Mab, vi.

Harmless. [Bare.]
Some human memories and tearful lore
Render him lerrorless; . . . dread him not

!

Poe, Silence.

Deut. xxxil. 25. terror-smitten (ter'or-smifn), a. Smitten or
stricken with terror;' terrified.

terror-stricken, terror-struck (ter'or-strik'n,

.u. u:rr^, irom tne nea he leapt fitH'?'''^'™,V'/'
"' ^t"''''^'^ "''"^ ^^^'"' te™"

r«iam i/<>rr«. Earthly Parad?se,L 383. tfff'
'^PP^^ed

nr thin., thnt +.^:flo„ „„ „^_:,.,.. terror-strike (ter'or-stnk), V. t. To smite or
overcome with terror. [Rare.]
He hath baffled his suborner, terror-struck him.

Coleridge, Remorse, iv. 2.

2. A person or thing tliat terrifies or strikes
with terror; a cause of dread or extreme fear
often used in humorous exaggeration.

tertial (t^r'shal), a. and n. [< L. *tertialis, < ter-
liiis, third : see terce.] I. a. Of the third rank or
row among the flight-feathers of a bird's wing;
tertiary, as a quill-feather.

II. n. A tertiary flight-feather; one of the
pennas, or large feathers, of a bird's wing of the
third set, which grow on the elbow or upper
arm

; one of the tertiaries. The word was Intended
to signify only the third set of flight-feathers, in the same
relation to the humerus that the secondaries bear to the
ulna, and the primaries to the manus ; but In practice two-
or three of the innermost secondaries are called tertlals.
when in any way distinguished from the rest. Also tertiary,
tertiary feather. See cuts under Wrji and eotert, n., 6.

The two or three longer innermost true secondaries,
growing upon the very elbow, are often incorrectly called
tertials, especially when distinguished by size, shape, or
color from the rest of the secondaries.

Coi««, Key to N. A. Birds, p. lis.

tertian (tcr'shan), a. and n. [I. a. < ME. ter-
cian, < L. tertidmis. of the third (day), < tertius,
third: see terce. II. n. < ME. terci'an, terciane,
< OF. tertiane = Sp. terciana = Pg. ter^da, <
L. tertiana (sc.febris), a tertian fever, fern, of
tertianus, of the third (day): see I.] I. a. Oc-
curring every second day: as, a tertian fever.

If it do, I dar wel leye a grote
That ye shul have a fevere tereiane.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 139.

Double tertian fever. See/eufri.— Tertian ague, in-
termittent fever with a paroxysm every other day.— Ter-
tian fever. See/fWTl.

II. H. 1. A fever or other disease whose
paroxysms return after a period of two davs,
or on the third day, reckoning both davs" of
consecutive occurrence ; an intermittent whose
paroxysms occur after intervals of about fort v-
eight hours.



tertian 6249
r.y how much a hectic fever Is harder to be cured than t<>rtlat« Ct^l•'sllT^t^ .• * • n>.<.f o^;i .,„ *«.<•
Irtian. . . . by so much is it harder to prevail upon a „S J?

(Wr sm-at), l.t., pret. and pp. tertl-

Tessarla

atetl, ppr. tertiatinff. [< L. tertiatiis, pp. of tei

by so much is it harder to prevail upon a
.iiuiupuitiis .ust than upon its first insinuations.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X 1. 110.

2. lu orf/an-biiilding, a stop consisting of a
tierce and a larigot combined.— 3t. A measure
of 84 gallons, the third part of a tun. Statute
of Benry FJ.—4. A curve of the third order.
[Kare.]

tertiary (t^r'shi-a-ri), a. and ii. [= F. teriiaire
— Sp. tercero = Pg. terceiro = It. terziario, <
h. tcr" --' - ' • • ....

third
J ^. ...

rank, or formation ; third.— 2. [Usually cop.]
In geol., of, pertaining to, or occurring'in the
Tertiary. See H. (a).

In a word, in proportion «i the »ge of a tertiary forma-
tlon is more modem, so also is the nwmblance greater
of its fossil shells to the teataceous fauna of the actnal
•«»«. LyeU, Elements of Oeologjr (lit ed., 18S8X p. 28S.

3. In ornith., same as tertial: distinguished o-
from teeondary and from primary. See cuts tertium sal (t6r'shi-um sal).
Wider Wrrfl and covert, n., 6.-4. [cap. or /. c] ne>'t- of tertius, third ; sal, salt.]

thi

. J>Pr. ^. ,.,_ „

tiare, do every third day. do for the tLird time,
< tertius, third: see Urce.'] 1. To do for the
third time. Johnson.— 2. In </««., to examine,
as a piece of artillery, or the thiclcness of its
metal, to test its strength. This is usually
done with a pair of caliper compasses.
To tertiate a piece of ordnance Is to examine the thick-

. ^.,„ _ ^„ «;,*.,.,,„ N "**' °' ""^ metal, in order to judge of its strength the

;>tiarius, contaTning a third part, < tertius,
P"";'"" "' "^e trunnions, etc. WUhetm. im. Diet

1 : see f<-r<(««.] I. «. 1. Of the third order. *®"'^'"'l 91"fl(t*'"'sh'-w™ kvrid). [L.: tertium,
c, or formation; third.— 2. rU.siiallv <vin 1 neut. of tertius. third; quid, something, some-

what, neut. of indef. pronoun quis, somebody:
see uihat, who.] 1. Something neither mind
nor matter ; especially, an idea regarded as not
a mere modification of the mind nor a purely
external thing in itself. Hence— 2. Some-
thing mediating between essentially opposite
things.

[L. : tertium.
In old chem

Belonging or pertaining to the Tertiaries
n. (6)

See a neutral salt, as being the product of an acid
and an alkali, making a third substance differ-

Ouido hurled him (Dante) with due care in a stone urn ^"^ ^^om either.

Jin the burying ground of the Franciscans, who loTed him, Tertnlliailism (t^r-tul'yan-izm), n. The doc-

S^meh^our
"'^'^ """'

V r^A'"??K^!?.'Vi"'o™- »",>« »°^' discipline o/the TertuUianists, in-
volving special rigor as to absolution of peni-
tents, opposition to second marriages, etc.
About a year after this, he |Mr. Cotton) practically ap-

peareil in opposition to TrrtuUianUm, by proceeding unto
a second marriage. Cotton Mather, Mag. Chris., III. L

•premehour.
"

A', ond ^^,' 7th ser., xiras.
TntUry alcohoL See aitohot, 3.— Tertiary color, a
eolor produced by the mixture of two secondary colorsM citrine, nuset, or olive. .See II. (cX-Tertdary fea-
tbn. Same as (crtto/—Tertiary syphilis. See$yphitit.
n. n. One who or that which is tertiary, - ,-

or third in order or succession. SpeciflcallT- Tertullianist (t«r-tul'yan-ist), n. [< Tertullian

&nSSroi.'ih'^„*^'ibS^t°h'e^'e^l^2r'l^^^ I'^n.^T/^Z'^ -"l^'-^ f mLber of a
and below the Quateroarr ; the "cJiI^lc'^^e 117 °^J^9^ °^ t^^e African Montaniste, of the third
thors, while other* inclucfe in this dlvlaion both Tertiary ""'^ fourth centuries, holding to the doctrines
and Quatcrnarv The termTw««ry belong! to an early of Montanism as modified bv Tertullian. The
Cnil id i'l„/??!?ml,r225:'i'*' """r^*^ '»TiS«

divergence of the TertoUtaniats from orthodoxy «;miVo
L™ l2 . Wni"?, Secondanr, and Tertlaiy. The have been much low marked than that of the originalterm froMi/wn waa afterward Introduced (see traHtiUm), AaUtlc Montanlsta. They called then selvea '•Pn^^
^tS^'^S^^ •""

'•^'i
•"" *?• Q<iUen».7 h- been lea," or ipiritual min, aS/the Stholk^'lftychl^ " nitCOM dered by aome as being rather • iobdIvUion of the Ural or aenaaal men.

"ycnica, nat.

»n;iT„!Jt1S^h'r*,;^^V-oA^^^ *frtr?e^/"rh''T^' "'."' '"2^1 (-'>•

be compared in importance with that which In varioua
H^-.. three twelfths of an as (see as*), hence

regiona characteriaea the paaiage from Meaowlc to Ter- » tnfle, < ter, three times, thrice, + uncia, the

^.t«,l^h'?Siir!5'VM^^i''Ji '"«»'*^r°°P* *''e"«h part of anything: see ouncel.] An an-
«nC™f'^,I5i'5^°,i ^"ii'SS.'StSh%p*^'tgSi

"'*"' '1"™?°. ?'"°. b«i4 the fourth part of the
divffins wered^irtS bThta u X, £^5i.' Mto! .»*'' """' weighing 3 ounces.
cene. and Pliocene, to which a fourth waa added later teru-tero (ter'ii-ter'o), n. [S. Amer.; imitative
?K ^Zll"^ "y^^ "" Ollgooene. Intercalated between of the bird's note.] The Cayenne lanwirthe Eocene and Miocene. This scheme of aabdlvlaloa la

xuo v^aycnne lapwu
stUI accepted aa conrenient and philoeophlcal, althoogh
•trict rward U not paid to the preciae percentage* of uV-
Ing epecle* indicated by tyell. The aubdi risioni of theae
urger dirialona which have been foond neceaaanr in dif-
ferent regions raiy cooaiderably In namber and charac-
ter. The bteak between the Cretaceooa and the Tertiary
in northweatern Europe 1^ on the whole, rerr marked In
Character; in rarion* other parU of the world It Is much
?!v*''E^?'-

"^^ """ imporUnt and (triking features
1

""Tertiary mar be vet* cooclaely aommed op aa fol-
lows : eridence of the greatly increasing ImporUnceof the
Borface of the land aa compared with that of the water aashown bv the local and detrital character, and the amall
and rapidly varjing thickneaa. of the depoaiU. together
with thu nipLlly iiioreaaing development of a landfanna
anil llora

;
the uplifting of the gnat mountain.chains of

the globe, an operation performed on a gigantic scaleaome paru of the eariy Tertiary having been raised to
an elevation of nearly »,O0O feet above the sea-level ; the
almost entire disappearance of many of thoM; forma of
animal life which were prominent during the Meaozoic

JS^,- M ?t "i"
eVlMloixw^ the glgantTc reptilea, and

eapeclally the derelopment of the IromaiaUa b erer-ln-
creasing numben and diveraity at type; the veiy much
diminished ImporUnce both aa reapecU nambera andeUe of many of thoee forms of regeUble life which were

*ing.

The lawe and peace he kepte, and conserued
Which him vpheld, that he was neuer ouer terued.

J. Hardyng, Chron. of Eng. (ed. Ellis, 1812X p. 75.

2. To turn down or back ; roll or fold over.
tervee, v. See terry.

terry (ter'vi), v. i. [Also tervee, turvee, tarvy.
Cf. terve.^ To struggle ; kick or tumble about,
as to get free. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

teryt, a. A Middle English spelling of teary.
terza-rima (ter'tsa-re'ma), n. [< It. tirza rima:
tcrca, fem. of terso, third'; rima, rime : see terce
and n'wei.] A form of verse in iambic rhythm
used by the early Italian poets, in it the lines con-
slat of ten or eleven syllables, and are arranged in sets of
three that are closely connected. The middle line of the
first tiercel rimes with the first and third linesofthesecond
tiercet, the middle line of the second tiercet rimes with
the first and third lines of the third tiercet, and so on.
At the end of the poem or canto there is an extra line
which has the same rime as the middle line of the preced-
ing tiercet. In this form of verse Dante's "Divina Corn-
media Is written. The most conspicuous example of its
use in English literature Is Byron's "Prophecy ofDante "

terzetto (ter-tset'6), n. [It., < terzo, third: see
terce.'] In music, a composition for three voices;
a vocal trio.

tesa (te'zS), H. See teesa.

teschenite (tesh'en-it), n. [< Teschen, a town
in Austrian Silesia, -I- -ite2.] The name given
by Hohenegger to certain eruptive rocks inter-
calated and intrusive in the Cretaceous on the
borders of Silesia and Moravia, and which have
been the subject of discussion among geologists
since 1821. Tschemiak described them in isee, and con-
Bidered them as belonging to two quite dilferent groups,
one of which included rocks Identical with or analogous to
the picrites, while for the other he adopted Hohencgger's
name. The latter group (the teschenites of Tschermak)
have again been divided bv Rosenbusch, who refers a part
of them to the diabases, while the other portion is consid-
ered by him to have been originally essentially a mixture
of plogioclase and nepbelln, but now greatly altered and
accompanied by various accessory constituents. Kocka
of somewhat similar character have been described from
varlouB other regions, as from the Caucasus and Portugal,
and have been auppoaed to consist in part of nephelln.
The question of tlie compoaltion of the teschenites still re-
mains obscure, since one of the latest investigators (Rohr-
bach) maintains that none of the rocks described under
that nuine c-ontains nephelin.

tesho-lama (tesh'o-lii'mS), n. [Tibetan.] One
of the two lama-popes of'the Buddhists of Tibet
and Mongolia, each of whom is supreme in his
own district, the other being the dalai-lama,
who, though nominally his equal, is really the
more powerful. Also called bogdo-lama. See
ddliii-lama.

Tesia (te'si-S), n. pjL. (Hodgson, 1837), from
a Nepaulese name.] A generic name under
which Hodgson originally, and after him other
writers, described several small wren-like birds
of India, later determined to represent different
genera and conventionally referred to the IV-
meliidjB. HodgK)n hi 1841 proposed to replace the name
Tetui by Anura, which, however, being preoccupied, waa
by him in IMS changed to Ptuipyga; and at the same
time be propoeed a new generic name Otiffura for some of
the blrde he had before called Tesio. The result is that (a)
some authora discard Tata, and separate Ita species Into
the two genera Prtormga and OUgura, while (6) most au-
thora uao Taui for the apeclea of Oligwra, and put there
the other birds which had been called T»na. The species
of Tata In sense (6) are 3 In number— T. cattaneicorotuita

~-— -. — .., „. ..H^..^ 1^1 ui* ui vcKrwuio iiie wnicn weremoat prominent In pre-Terttary times, anch as the fema.
the Ivcopoda, and Uie crcwls, and the development of moA-em forest vegetation. In which the dicotyledonous anglo-
sperms pUy a very Important part ; the aonal distribution
of life and climate ; the evidence. fnmUhed In abundance
In various parU of the worid, of a marked diminution In

I?"?!T: "/.",.''"'"''."". ""rough Tertiary timea. the proof
of which. If begun before the Tertiary, conld only be ob-U ned with great dlfBculty, If at all, owing to the small
relative Importance of the land-i • - ••relative Importance of the land-areaa; and. finally the .•"<> "olr^ not* often dtotorb the atlllnesa of the namoaa.
-pr~— —>.-. " .."" "F"" Mio OHIO, an ereni wnich look
place so far as is known Ihna nrewmt available evidence,some time before the doM of the Pliocene. See also />oi(-

S!te^*^f"?^^ "li'*?^ *• <*> [««P-1 A member ofthe third order(f«;huj «*, d*jmlUmtia)at monastic bod-
lea. An order of this kind wi* Ontotganlxed by St. Pian-

S;./*^'- i!.T" '.."fl""^
M a sort of middle termbetween the worid and the clolater, and members were re-

quired to dreaa more soberiy, faat more strictly, pray mora
regulariy. hear mass more freouently, and prirflae works
OI mercv mnre nr«uwFiatl..«1l* *ka« .^^t... ...

Teni-iav {^Umtltrut tfytniunsiii.

or spur-winged plover, Fanellwi or Behntoptenu
cayennensis, a South American bird of the plov-
er kind. It resembles the common pewit, bat Is easily
distlngnlahed. The wings are spurred, and there is a mi-
nute hallux The back and wlnga are reaplendent with
metallic Iridescence of violet-green and bronie ; the breaat
Is black

; the lining of the wings la white; the head la
created. During Incubation It attempts to lead enemies
•II*'' tl"? "•!»«•* by feigning to be wounded, like many
other birda. The eggs are esteemed a delicacy. Ita wUd
and weird notes often dlstorb the stillness of the pampas.

-.„ .,. ,„,mt uwa more irequeniiy, and practise works
of inercy more srstematically duui ordinary persona living

orld. The Domtoicanaalao have their third orde^i^.'i,'""'''- ; "" ""•"?'"*"•"^ »"" "•« "»"> ofder,and the example was followed by various other monastic

-^"i?!,"*?!! ".' *^=r^*. '^' '"' "' necessity, iU Terti-
anet, like that of St. Dominic.

JfiTman, Latin Christianity. Ix. la
(c) Acolor, asrasset, citrine, or olive, produced bythemlx-

^Mi^ZJ^'^n •"'""• Tertfariea are ^lya. and

^mlri^ Tf'V^- '•'"•*")'•
r\ J-dlow-gray when these

primaries are In excess, or violet-gray, orange-gray, orgreen gray when these secondaries are in exetm^Fair.
««(. (a) Same as ttrUoL

in comp. getyrfian (= OHO. zerhen), fall Cf.
torve, tervy, topsyturvy. Also in comp. overterve,
ME. overterven, used awkwardly in one passage
with toppe preceding, as if 'top^erterre (an ex-
pression appar. connected with the later topsy.
tervy, now topsyturvy, q. v.). Cf. tervy, tirfe.]
L intrans. To fall; be thrown down.

And I Bchal crye rijtful kyng,
nk man haue aa the serue,

Th« rijt schul ryae to lyche reynynge,
Truyt and treget to belle schalfenw.

ady Rood (ed. Morris), p. 207.

n. trans. 1 . To dash down ; cast ; throw ; in
composition with over, to overthrow; overturn.
Ovyr (tyr'pyn (ovyr tyrvyn, K. onertumen, 8. H. ouyr-

nmqm,!'.). Subverto, eveHo. iV»mp«./>oni.(H40Xp.878.
So dred thev hym, they durat no thing ouer term
Againe hia lawe nor peace.

J. Hardyng, Chron. of Eng. (ed. Elll^ 1812X p. 47.

Tttia (O/^wMt Bssiaswtx < i»M

T. eyaiMiiwnfri's, and T. mperriliarit; they belong to the
eaatem Himalayan region and southward. Compare the
figure here given with that under Pnoepyga.

tessarace (tes-a-ra'se), n. [< Gr. riaaapec, four,
+ «/.'/, a point.] A tetrahedral summit.

tessaradecad (tes'a-ra-dek'ad), n. [< Gr. T(a-
aaper, four (nee four), '+ drxof (6emiU), the num-
ber teti : see dccad.'] A group of fourteen in-
dividuals; ati iiKgrcgate of fourteen. Farrar.
tessarescsdecanedron (tes-a-res-e-dek-a-he'-
dron), n. [LGr. TeoaapeaKatSeKde^imv, < (Jr. rsa-
aapeoKaiiem, fourteen (see fourteen), + cSpa,
base or face of a polyhedron.] A solid having
fourteen faces. The cuboctahedron, the truncated
octahedron, and the tnincated cube ore examples of such
bodies. .See ^rcAi?n«rf«an solid, under Archimedean.
Tessaria (te-sa'ri-a), n. [NL. (Kuiz and Pa-
von, 1794), named after L. Tessari, professor
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of botany at Aneona.] A genus of composite
plants, of the tribe Inuloidcx amlsubtribe Pln-

cheiiiese. it is distinguished from the related genus
IHuchfa by hoary or silky and shrubby stems bearing
small cymose orcoi-ymbose heads witli an ovoid involucre

of two 'kinds of bracts, the outer somewhat woolly, the

inner scarious and often shining. The 5 species are all

American, and chiefly of temperate or mountainous parts

of the west coast from Chili to California. They resemble
species of Gnaphalium or life-everlasting in their frequent
white-woolly clothing; their leaves are alterniite entire

and toothed; their flowers are purplish and small, and
are sometimes very numerous. See arrmp-iDood.

tesseledt, «. See tesselled.

For the wals glistered with red marble and pargeting of

divers colours, yea all the house was paved with checker
and tesxltd yrorke. EnoUeg's Uiist. Turk>i(lB03). (^Nares.)

tessella (te-sel'a), w.
;

pi. tessellie (-e). [< L.
tennella, a small square stone, dim. of tessera, a
sqtiare, tessera : see tessera.] Same as <essera.

tessellar (tes'e-lar), o. [< LL. tesseUarius, one
who makes tessellee, < L. tessella, a little cube
or square : see tessella.'] Made up of tesserse.

See tessellated.

Tessellata (tes-e-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. ttssellatus, ehecJiered: see tessellate.'] 1.

A group of tessellate Paleozoic sea-urchins, sy-

nonymous with Palsechinoidea.— 2. Tessellated
erinoids; an order of Crinoidea, having the ca-

lyx formed entirely of calcareous plates, and
the oral surface without ambulaeral furrows, as

in the genera Actinocrinus and Cyathocrin'us.

tessellate (tes'e-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. tessel-

lated, ppr. tessellating. [< L. tessellatus, made
of small square stones, checkered, < tessella, a
small square stone : see tessella.] To form by
inlaying diflferently colored materials, as a
pavement; hence, to variegate.

It was the affectation of some to tesselate their conver-
sation with antiquated and obsolete words.

Ledcy, Europ. Morals, 1. 33a.

tessellate (tes'e-lat), a. In zool., same as tessel-

lated, 3.

tessellated (tes'e-la-ted), a. [< L. tessellatus,

made of small square stones, checkered (see

tessellate), + -ed!^.] 1. Formed of small pieces
of stone, glass, or the like, generally square or
four-sided in plan, and long in proportion to
their breadth. See tessera, 1.— 2. In hot., check-
ered ; having the colors arranged in small
squares, thus resembling a tessellated pave-
ment.— 3. In zool., checkered or reticulated
in a regular manner, by either the coloration
or the formation of the parts of a surface, (o)
Ha\ing colored patches resembling mosaic work or a
checker-board, (o) Divided by raised lines into square
or angular spaces, (c) Having distinct square scales.

—

Tessellated cells, flattened epithelial cells united at
their edges into pavenientepithelium.—Tessellated epi-
theliunL Sameas/«iyemen(c^YAeZiwm. ^ee ejuthetium.
— Tessellated work, inlaid work composed of square
or four-sided pieces, or tesserse. Mosaic in tlie ordinary
senses is comprised in this.

tessellation (tes-e-la'shon), 11. [< tessellat(ed)

+ -ion.] 1. The act or art of making inlaid
work with tesserse.— 2. The work so produced.
Additions to the old glass tesadlation in the pulpit.

Planchi, in Jour. Brit. Archreol. Ass., XV. 138.

tessera (tes'e-ra), n.
;

pi. tesserse (-re). [= F.
tessere = Sp. tesera = Pg. It. tessera, < L. tes-

sera, a small cube or square of stone, wood,
etc., a cube, die, tablet, tessera, ticket, token,
< Gr. rteaaptq, Ionic
TkaaeptQ, four: see
four."] 1. A small
piece of hard ma-
terial, generally
square in plan,
used ia combina-
tion with others
of similar charac-
ter for making mo-
saics. Tesserse are
small in surface,
and are thick in
proportion, and
therein differ from
tiles, which are
large and flat.— 2.
A die for playing
games of chance.

—

3. A small square
of bone, wood, or
the like used in
ancient Rome as a Tessera;. «hown separately and com-
ticket of admission '''°"' '" '""i^'c-

J
f™'" •; Ruman

. .n ,, , ,
pavement discovered in London.)

to the theater, etc.—4. Same as tessera hospitalis (which see, be-
low). [Rare.]
The fathers composed a form of confession, not as a

prescript nUe of faith to build the hopes of our salvation
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on, but as a teuera of that communion, which, by public

authority, was therefore established upon those articles.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X II. 821.

Tessera frumentarl, in Rmn. anliq., a ticket entitling

the liolder to a dole of bread, corn, or other provisions.—

Tessera hospitalis, in Ram. aniiq., a pledge of mutual
friendship, which was broken in twain, as is a coin by
modem lovers, and one half retained by each person. It

served as a means of recognition and a pledge of admis-

sion to hospitality between the families and descendants
of the friends.

As in Greece, the connexion [between host and guest in

Rome] often became hereditary ; and a tessera hospitalis

was broken between the parties. Encyc. Brit. , XII. 308.

Tessera militaris, in Rmn. antiq., a small billet of wood
on which the watchword was inscribed for distribution to

tlie soldiery, and on which was sometimes written an or-

der or an address of the commanding officer.—Tessera
nuimnaria, a ticket entitling the holder to a dole of

money. One engraved in Caylus's Recueil is marked Ar.

xii. (that is, 12 silver coins or denarii).—Tessera thea-
tralis, in Rom. antiq., the ticket or check by which ad-

mission to the theater was granted : one found at Pompeii
fixes the seat which the holder was to occupy by the num-
ber of the cuneus, the row, and the seat.

tesseraic (tes-e-ra'ik), a. [< tessera + -ic]

Same as tessellar. [Rare.]
tesseral(tes'e-ral),o. \< tessera + -al.] 1. Same
as tessellar. "[Rare.] — 2. In crystal., same as
isometric.

tesserariant (tes-e-ra'ri-an), a. [< L. tessera-

rius, of or pertaining to a tessera (< tessera, a
tessera), + -an.] Of or pertaining to play or
gaming : as, the tesserarian art.

tessitura (tes-si-tO'ra), n. [It., texture, = E.
texture.] In music, ot a melody or a voice-part,

that part of its total compass in which the great-

er number of its tones lie. To voices of moderate
cultivation it is more important that the tessitura, or aver-

age field of the tones, should be convenient than that all

extreme tones should be avoided.

tessular (tes'u-lar), a. [Irreg. for *tesserular,

< L. tessernla, dim. of tessera, a tessera.] In
crystal., same as isometric.

test! (test), n. [< ME. test, teest, teste= G. test,

< OP. test, F. tet = Sp. tiesto = Pg. It. testo,

an earthen vessel, esp. a pot in which metals
were tried, < L. testum, also testu, the lid of an
earthen vessel, an earthen vessel, an earthen
pot, in ML. esp. an earthen pot in which metals
were tried ; cf . testa, a piece of burned clay, a
potsherd, an earthen pot, pitcher, jug (see test-);

< *terstus, pp. of the root seen also in terra for
*tersa,dTy\a,nd: s6eterra,thirst. Cl.test^.] If.

-An earthen pot in which metals were tried.

Our cementing and fermentacioun.
Our ingottes, testes, and many mo.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 265.

Put it [gold] in a teste made accordynge to the quantitie
of the same, and melt it therin with leade whiche yowe
shall consume partely by vapoure and partely with draw-
ynge it owt by the syde of the teste.

R. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 366).

Specifically— 2. The movable hearth or cupel
of a reverberatory furnace, used in separating
silver from lead by cupellation (see cupel), ac-
cording to the method usually followed in Eng-
land. It consists of an oval wrought/iron frame, about
5 feet long and 2^ wide, crossed by several Iron bars on
the bottom, thus forming a receptacle for the finely pow-
dered bone-ash with which the frame is filled, and in which
a cavity is scooped out to hold the melted metal while it is

being cupeled. The test rests on a car, on which it is

wheeled into its place under the reverberatory furnace
when ready for use. The hearth of the German cupellation
furnace, on the other hand, is fixed in its place, but is cov-
ered by an iron dome, which can be lifted off by the aid
of a crane.

3. Examination by the test or cupel; hence, any
critical trial or examination : as, a crucial test.

Let there be some more test made of my metal.
Before so noble and so great a figure
Be stamp'd upon it. Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 49.

Thy virtue, prince, has stood the test of fortune,
Like purest gold. Addison, Cato, iv. 4.

Many Things when most conceal'd are best

;

And few of strict Enquiry bear the Test.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

4. Means of trial ; that by which the presence,
quality, or genuineness of something is shown

;

touchstone.

Unerring Nature . , .

Life, force, and beauty must to all impart,
At once the source, and end, and test of Art.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 73.

With the great mass of mankind, the test of integrity in
a public man is consistency. Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

5. [cap.] The Test Act of 1673. See phrase be-
low.

Our penal laws no sons of yours admit.
Our Test excludes your tribe from benefit

Dryden, Hind and Panther, lii. 830.

6. In chem., a substance which is employed to
detect the presence of any ingredient in a com-
pound, by causing it to exhibit some known

test

property ; a substance vrtjich, being added to

another, indicates the chemical nature of that

other substance by producing certain changes
in appearance and properties; a reagent: thus,

infusion of galls is a test of the presence of iron,

which it renders evident by the production of

a black color in liquids containing that metal

;

litmus is a test for determining the presence of

acids when uneombined or in excess, as its blue
color is turned red by acids.— 7. Judgment;
discrimination; distinction.

Who would excel, when few can make a test

Betwixt indifferent wilting and the be»t? Dryden.

8. An apparatus for proving light hydrocarbon
oils by heat, to find the temperature at which
they evolve explosive vapors ; an oil test. E.
H. Knight—Bottger's svl^&x test, a test for sugar in

urine, consisting in boiling with a solution of sodium car-

bonate and basic bismuth nitrate. If sugar is present, a
black precipitate is produced.— Breslau's test, the pla-

cing of the stomach and intestines of a dead new-l>orn in-

fant in water immediately after removaL It was formerly
supposed their floating was a proof that the child had been
born alive.—Bryce'Stest, a test of the genuineness of a
vaccination by revaccinating at another point. If the first

vaccination is genuine the second vaccination will, if made
a short time after the first, follow an accelerated course,
though dwarfed in size ; or if it is made later, say after the
fifth day, the second inoculation will not develop.—Catop-
tric test, a foimer method of diagnosing catai-acts by
means of the changes observed in the refiected images of a
light held in front of an eye affected by cataract, as differ-

ing from those of a normal eye.—Day's hlood test, a test

for blood in which the suspected stain is treated first with
fresh tincture of guaiacum and then with hydrogen per-
oxid in watery or ethereal solution. If lilotni be present
a sapphire-blue stain is produced.— Ehrlich's tes't. .^ame
si&Ehrllch's reaction (which see. under reactvm).— Physi-
ological test. .SeeyAi/m'oioyicaZ.— Keinsch'a test, a test

for the presence of arsenic, which consists in heating the
suspected solution slightly acidified with hydrochloric
acid, with a strip of bright metallic copper immersed in it
The arsenic is deposited as a gray film.- Rosenthal's
test, a test by means of electricity for caries of the spine.
— SchlfTs test, a means of detecting uric acid or a urate
by silver nitrate— Test Act, an English statute of 1673.

It made all ineligible to hold office under the crown who
did not take the oaths of supremacy and allegiance, or re-

ceive the sacrament according to the usage of the church
of England, or subscribe the Declaration against Transub-
stantiation. It was directed against Roman Catholics, bat
was applicable also to Dissenters. It was repealed in 1828.
— Test types, letters of various sizes used by oculists in

testiiiK vision.— The test of concelvablllty, of Incon-
ceivability. ^eeconceivabilUy, incunceivaljiiity.—'rotSLkB

the test, to submit to the Test Act ; take the sacrament
in testimony of being a member of the Church of England.
= Syil. 3 aud 4. Proof, ordeal, criteriou. See inference.

testl (test), V. t. [< test^, n.] 1. In metal., to

refine, as gold or silver, by means of lead, in a
test, by the removal by scorifieation of all ex-
traneous matter, or in some other way.

Not with fond shekels of the tested gold.

Shak., M. for M., u. 2. 149.

2. To put to the test; bring to trial and exam-
ination ; compare with a standard ; try : as, to
test the soundness of a principle; to test the
validity of an argument ; to test a person's loy-

alty ; to test the electrical resistance of a wire.

The value of a belief is tested by appl>ing it.

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, I. 2a

3. Specifically, in chem., to examine by the use
of some reagent.

test2 (test), n. [Early mod. E. teste; < OF. teste,

F. tete = Sp. Pg. It. testa, a shell, the head, <

L. testa, a piece of earthenware, a tile, etc., a
potsherd, an earthen pot, pitcher, jug, etc., a
shell of shell-fish and testaceous animals : see
test^. The later E. uses are technical, and di-

rectly from the L.] If. A potsherd.

Then was the teste or potsherd, the brasse, golde, &
syluer redacte into duste. Joye, Expos, of U^iel, ii

2. In zool., the hard covering of certain ani-

mals; a shell; a loriea. Tests are of various tex-
tures and substances, generally either chitinous, calcare-
ous, or silicious, sometimes membranous or fibrous. See
shell, 2, and skeleton, 1. Specifically— (a) The outermost
case or covering of the ascidians, or Tunicata. It is ho-
mologous with the house of the appendicularian tunicates,
and is remarkable among animal structures in that it is im-
pregnated with a kind of cellulose called tunicin. See cuts
under Salpa and cyalhoznoid. (b) The shell of a testaceous
mollusk ; an ordinary shell, as of the oyster, clam, or snail,

(c) The hard crust or integument of any arthrt)pod, as a
crustacean or an insect, (rf) The hard calcareous shell of
an echinoderm, as a sea-urchin, (e) The shell of any fora-

minifer. (/) The loriea or case of an infusorian.

3. In bot., same as testa, 2.

test^t (test), n. [< L. testis, a witness. Hence
ult. tests, t,.^ attest, contest, detest, obtest, }>rote^t,

testimony, etc.] 1. A witness.

Prelates and great lordes of England, who wer« . . .

testes of that dede.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. oci

2. Testimony; evidence.
To vouch this is no proof.

Without more wider and more overt test.

Shak., OtheUo, L 3. 107.
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test* (test), V. [< F. tenter = Sp. Pg. testar =
It. tentare, < L. testari, bear witness, testify, <

trxtin. one who attests, a witness: see teuf'i, h.]

I. trims. lu laic, to attest and date : as, a writ-

iiitr duly tested.

IL i'ntratis. To make a will or testament.
[Old Eng. and Scotch. ]

A wife has power to test witboat the oonaent of her hns-

band. BetL

testa (tes'ta), «.; pi. testse (-te). [L.: see test'^.']

1. lu -ooV., a test.— 2. In oo^, the outer integu-
ment or coat of a seed: it is usually hard and
t >rittle, whence the name, which answers to seed-

hell. See seed, 1. Also test, spermoderm, and
' pisperm.— 3. [<"flp.] A name of the star Vera.

testable (tes'ta-bl), a. [< OF. testable = It.

ttntabile, (. L. testabilis, that has a right to tes-

tify, < testari, testify: see iest^, ».] 1. That
may be tested.— 2. In laic : (a) Capable of be-

ing derised or given by will or testament. (6)

Capable of witnessing or of being witnessed.

Testacea (tes-ta'se-a), b. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

"f L. testaceus, consisting of tiles, covered with
I shell : see testaeeous.l A group of testaceous
iinimals: variously used, (of) The third order of
ymna ill the Liiinean (fstem. Including the testacaoua
inolluaku, or shell-Hsh. (bt) An order of mcephiloo* mol-
lo>k» bi the CurierUo •jntem : diitiognished from the
Nuda «t ucidhuu, which Cnrler treated u molluaks ; the
blTalTcs, otherwiM called ConeM\fera. (e) A mborder of
thecoeommtoiupteropoda, inclading all haring calcareous
thells. (d) In Pntoua, loboee anMBbUorm protoaoaiu
which accrete a teata or ihell, thioii(h perforaUoos of
wliirh pseudopodia ptotmde. AretOa and D^flugia are
» t'lJkiiown repreaentattre genera.

testacean (tes-ta'se-an), a. and n. [< testaee-ous
+ -OH.] I. a. Having a test or shell ; belong-
ing to any group of animals called Testacea.

II. II. Amemberof the Tfstocfa, in any sense.

Testacella (tes-ta-sel'ft), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1801), dim. of h-testaceun, consisting of tiles:

see Testacea.'] The typical (jenus of Testacel-

lidie, having the shell very small.

TestacellldiB (tes-ta-sel'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <

TixtitaUa + -idte.']
'A family of geophiloua pul-

monate gastropods, typified ^.
by the gentis Testacella. They

''

are wttboat a law, with the radular
teeth elongated, acuminate, and
tnore or leea pen-like but carved,
and with the aheU amall and Inca-
pable of iiicloaing the toft parts. It

Î immmgri.
, amall famllj of chiefly Euraai-

atic camiroroaa apeciea, which feed
tip^m worma and alngi. lliey are aometimea called bur-
rf/wiiifi dugt.

testaceography (tes-ta-se-og'ra-fi), n. [< Tes-
inif'i + lir. -}p<i^a, < ypa^tv, write.] The de-
M'ri|it ion iif or a treatise on testaceous animals,
IS molliisks; descriptive testaceology.

testaceology (tes-ta-se-oro-ji). n. [< Testacea
+ Ur. -'/Jiyia, < '/i-jttv, speak: see -ology.'] The
-'ienee of testaceous moUusks; conchology;
niHliii'olofjy.

testaceous (tes-ta'shiiu), a. [= f. tettaei =
S|i. I'g. It. testaceo, < L. tesUuxMS, consisting
't' tiles or sherds, having a shell, < testa, tile,

-liell: see test^.1 1. Of or pertaining to shells,

or testacean animals, as suell-flsh; testacean.
—2. Consisting of a hard continuous shell or
-hcUy .lubstaiice; shelly: thim, an oyster-shell
~ teKtnrrmix.—3. HaWng a hard shell, aa oys-

: I'l-s, <:!amK, and snails: distinguished from ctms-
iiii-Kiiiji, or soft-shelled, aa a lobster or crab.

—

4. Ot-rived or prepared from shells of moUusks
or crustaceans: as, a testaceous medicine; a
pearl is of testaceous origin.— 5. In bat. and
--<«(7., dull-red briek-color; brownish-yellow, or
orangp-yellow with much gray.
testacy (tes'ta-si), n. [< testa{te) + -«y.] In
liiir. the state of being testate, or of leaving a
valiil testament or will at deatji.

testacyef, a. [< L. testaceus: see tesUteeous.]
Ti'-itivcous.

.Nowe yote on that acyment elept (

Bex fyn«er thicke, and yerdea la noo tpm*
To all to flappe it with.

PaUadiiu, Hubondrie (E. B. T. 9w)k pk IM.

tests, n. Plural of testa.

testament (tes'ta-ment), n. [< JIE. tettatnent,

< ( )K. (ami F.) testament = Pr. testament s Sp.
I'l;. It. U-ittimento = G. Dan. 8w. testament, < L.
li!'tiimrnt\im, the publication of a will, a will,

tcstjiinent, in LL. one of the divisions of the
Bible (an incorrect translation, first in Tertul-
lian, of (Jr. ihaB^iai, a covenant (applied in this

'o the two divisions of the Bible), also, in

r use, a will, testament), < testari, be a
.:.. .-s. testify, attest, make a will; see test^*,

r.j 1. In /aw, a will ; a ilisposition of property
or rights, to take effect at death. OriginaUy wO,
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in English law. signified such a disposition of real property,
testament such a dispositiun of personal property. WiU
now inclades both, and tegtament is rarely used in modem
law, except in the now tautological phrase last xciU and
testament.

"Fare well," quath the frere, "for y mot hethen fonden
(go hence],

And hyen to an houswife that hath vs beqaetheu
Ten pounds in hir testament."

Piers Plounnan's Crede (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 410.

The succession of the crown, it was contended, had lieen

limited, by repeated testaments of their princes, to male
heirs. Prescott, Fero. and Isa., ii. 4.

2. A disposition of the rights of two parties,

defining their mutual relation, and the rights

conceded by one to the other ; a covenant, ea-

jjecially between God and his people. Hence

—

3. (a) A dispensation: used especially of the
Mosaic or old dispensation and of the Christian
or new. (6) [cap.] A collection of books con-
taining the history and doctrines of each of

these dispensations, and known severally as
the Old Testament and the Ne«i Testament. The
word testament in the authorized version of the Bible al-

ways represents the Greek word iiaSriKi\ (elsewhere ren-
dered * covenant "), which in early Chriatian Latin and reg-

ularly in the Vulgate is rendered 'testamentum.' perhaps
from its uae in Ueli. ix. 1.S-2U- In this passage the idea of

a covenant aa involving in ancient times a sacrifice with
shedding of blood is blended with that of a last will made
operative by the death of the testator. In Mat xxri. 28 and
parallel paaaagea the phrsae "blood of the new ttitainant"

tacounected with the cupintheLord'sSupper. In2Cor. UL
14 the ezpreasion '

' reading of the old tesUmtent " ahowa the
tranaltion of meaning to our application of the title Old
Testament to the Hebrew ^riptures. (Compare 1 Mac. L
57.) When used alone the word commonly means a copy
of the New Testament : as, a gift of BiUea and Teataments.

She having innocently leam'd the way
Thio' both the aerioos TeMamente to play.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 70.

In Ka pra-Chrlatlan stage the religion of revelation is

repteaeuUd aa a oorenaat between the splritaal Qod and
Htt chosen people the Hebrews. In accordance with thla,

and in allaaion to Jer. xxxi. SI, Jesoa apeaka of the new
dispensation foanded in His death as a new covenant (1

Cor. zl. lb). Hence, aa early aa the 2d oenUxrj of our era,

the two great divUons of the Bible were known as the
books of the Old and of the New Ck>venant reniectlvely.
Among latin spuaking Christiana the Oreek word for cove-
nant was often Incorreethr rendered testament, and thus
Wettam Cbrlsteodoai stDI uses the names of the Old and
New rsiteiMnto. Bneye. Brit., 111. 6M.

Derogatory clause in a testament See ebnue.- in-
offldoua testament. See inoileioiM.—Kaiuslpatorr
tectament, a kind of testament allowed by the early Bo-
man law, and contlnaed In use tHl the middle sges in the
form of a public and Irrevocable conveyance of the teata-

tor'a estatfa, righta, privilegea, and duties : alao called the
tetamttUtntli copper and seates, from the formality of pro-
ducing a acale for the uncoined copper money of ancient
Rome. Vnitie _mnt«iy t»«t«m«iit. See imUfary.—
Pretorlan teataniant, a will allowed by the I>retarlan
(dictd, by wliich legacies conld be made, and the transfer
c'lild Ik- <lirei:t«U to be kept secret till death. Maine.

testamental (tes-ta-men'tal), a. f< LL. testa-

minlalis, of or pertaining to a will, < L. testa-

m«ntmm, a will : see testament.'] Relating to or of
the nature of atestament or will; testamentary.

Tba tutammtttt cnp I take^
And tkas remember thee.

JfoafjUiaiary, According to thy gradoas word.

testamentarily (tes-ta-men'ta-ri-li), adv. By
tcstjiracnt or will.

The children . . . were turned out <«itemen<aray.
R. D. Btaekmort, Crippa the Carrier, L

testamentary (tes-ta-men'ta-ri), a. [= F. tes-

tiiminUiire = Sp. Pg.' It. tesUtmentario, < L. tts-

tamentarius, of or belonging to a will, < fe»ffl-

nMMfKiii, a will : ace tr.itament.] 1. Relating or
pertaining to a will or wills ; alao, relating to ad-
ministration of the estates of deceased persons.

He la In the mater aa aouveraln Juge and ordlnarie prin-
eipalle ooder tbe Pope In a cause leatenwnteris, and alao
by cauae the wflle of my aald Lord li aproved In his court
before his predeeessour. Pasbm hMen, I. 373.

This spiritual jurisdiction of testamentary canaea la a
pecnllar eonatitntion of this Island ; for in almost all other
(even in popish) countriea all matters testamentary are
nnder the Joriadiction of the civil maglstnte.

Btodbbme, Com., UL vil.

2. Given or bequeathed by will.

How many isstomenbirv charitiea have been defeated by
the negligence or fraud of executors

!

Bp. Attertmry.

3. Set forth or contained in a will.

To see whether tbe portrait of their ancestor stDl keeps
Ita place upon the waU. in compliance with hla testamen-
tary dlreotlona. Uavcthome, Seven Oablea, xviti.

4. Done or appointed by, or founded on, a last

will or testament: as, testamentary guardians
(that is, guardians appointed by testament or
will)—Letters teatamentaiT. »tt letters.

testamentate (tos-ta-men tat), r. i. [< testa-

mi III -t- -III'-.] To make a will or testament.
testamentation (tes'ta-men-ta'shon), n. [<
tfstuinent + -a Hon.] fhe act or power of giv-

ing by will. [Bare.]

tester

By this law the right of testamentation is taken away,
which the inferior tenures had always enjoyed.

Burke, Tracts on the fopery Laws, ii.

testamentizet (tes'ta-men-tiz), V. i. [< testa-

ment + -!>e.] To make a will or testament.

He [Leoline, bishop of St. Asaph] asked leave of King Ed-
ward the First to make a will, . . . because Welch bishops
in that age might not testamentize without royal assent

Fuller, VioTtMea, Denbighshire, III. 532.

testamur (tes-ta'mer), n. [So called from
the opening word, L. testamur, we certify, 1st

jjers. pi. pres. ind. of testari, testify, certify:

see test^, v.] A certificate given to an English
university student, certifying that he has suc-

cessfully passed a certain examination.

Outside in tbe quadrangle collect by twos and threes the
friends of the victims waiting for tfie re-opening of the
door, and the distribution of the testamurs. These testa-

murs, lady readers will be pleased to understand, are cer-

tificates under the hands of the examiners, tliat your sons,

brothers, husbands, perhaps, have successfully undergone
the torture. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. i.

Before presenting himself for this Examination, every
Candidate must show to the Professor of Music either his

Testamur for Responsions or . . .

Ch^crd Universtty Calendar, 1890, p. 72.

testate (tes'tat), a. and «. [< L. testatus, pp.
of testari, bear witness, declare, make a last

will: see test^, v.] I. a. Having made and
left a valid will or testament.

Persons dying testate and intestate. Aylife, Parergon.

H. n. 1. In late, one who has made a will or
testament ; one who dies leaving a will or tes-

tament in force.— 2t. Witness; testimony.

But thiiikes to violate an oath no sin.

Though calling testates all the Stygian godst
Heytnxxi, Jupiterand Io(Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VL 278X

testation (tes-ta'shon), M. [= Sp. testacion =
It. testazione, < L. testatio(n-), < testari, pp. tes-

tatus, mikke a will: see testate.] 1. A witness-

ing; a bearing witness ; vritness.

How clear a testation have the inspired prophets of God
given of old to this truth

!

Bp. Halt, Satan's Fieiy Darts Quenched.

2. A giving by will.

In those parte of India in which the collective holding
of prt>pertyhas notdecayed as much as it has done in Lower
Bengal, the liberty of testation claimed would clearly be
foreign to the indigenous aystem of the country.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 41.

testator (tes-ta'tor), n. [= F. tcstateur = Sp.

Pg. testador = It.iestatore, < L. testator, one who
makes a will, LL. also one who bears witness,

< testari, bear witness, make a will: see testate,

tesfi.] One who makes a will or testament;
one who has made a will or testament and dies
leaving it in force.

testatrix (tes-ta'triks), n. [= F. testatrice =
It. testatrirr. < LL. testatrix, fem. of L. testator,

one who makes a will : see testator.] A woman
who makes 'a will or testament; a woman who
has made a will or testament and dies leaving
it in force.

testatum (tes-ta'tum), w. [L., neut. of testa-

tus, pp. of testari. make a will : see testate.] One
of the clauses of an English deed, including a
statement of the consideration money and the
receipt thereof, and the operative words of
transfer. Also called the uHtnessing or ojiera-

iire clause.

test-box (test'boks)j M. In teleg., a box contain-
ing terminals to which telegraph-wires are con-
nected for convenience of testing.

teste (tes'te), n. [So called from the first word
in the clause, "TesU A. B. ..." 'A. B. being
witness'; teste, abl. of testis, a witness: see

test^.] In law, the witnessing clause of a writ
or other precept, which expresses the date of

its issue. Wharton. See irrif. The word Is also

In general use. In connection with the name of a person
or a treatise, to indicate that such person or treatise is

the authority for a statement made.

testerl (tes't^-r), «. [< test^ + -erl.] 1. One
who tests, tries, assays, or proves.— 2. Any in-

strument or apparatus used in testing: as, a
steam-gage tester; a y&owiva-tester.

tester^ (tes't*r), n. [Early mod. E. also testar,

tistor; < ME. tester, testere, teester, a head-piece,

helmet, tester for a bed, < OF. testiere, a head-
piece, the crown of a hat, etc., F. t4tiire = Pr.

testiera = Sp. testera = Pg. testeira = It. testiera,

a head-piece, < L. testa, a shell, ML. the skull,

head: see test^.] 1. A canopy.

He th' .Aaure Tester trimm'd with golden marks.
And richly spangled with bright glistring sparlvs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

Specifically— (a) The frame which connects the tops of
the posts in a four-post bedstead, and the material
stretched upon it, the whole forming a sort of canopy.

Beddes, tettars, and pillowes besemeth nat the halle.

air T. Elyot, The Govemour, i. L



^3
Test-glasses.

tester

Causing his servant to leave him unusually one morn-
ing, locking hlmselle in, he strangled himselfe with his

cravatt upon the bed tetter. Eveli/H, Diarj-, Aug. 18, 1673.

(ft) In arch., a flat canopy, as over a pulpit or a tomb.

A testor of scarlet embroidered with a counterpoint of

sUksay belonging to the same.
Strype, Eccles. Mem. (ed. 1822), 11. L 201.

2t. A head-piece ; a helmet.

The sheeldes brighte. testerg and trappures.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1642.

Half-tester bedstead, a bedstead having a canopy of

about half its leiigtli, and therefore supported by the posts

at the head only. See beddead.

tester^ (tes'ter), n. [Early mod. E. testet-n, tes-

tfrxe, testorn, also testril, altered forms (later

reduced to tester, in conformity with tester^) of

testmi.-seeteston. Hence ult. Wzr?/.] A name
given to the shillings coined by Henry VIII.,

and to sixpences later (compare tesion); also,

in modern slang, a sixpence.
There's & tester;

Nay, now I am a wooer, I must be bounteful.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, ilL 3.

They say be that has lost his wife and sixpence has lost

a tetter. Svrift, Polite Conversation, i.

The demand on thy humanity will surely rise to a test^.

Lamb, Chimney-Sweepers.

tester-cloth (tes't^r-kloth), n. The material

used to cover the frame of the tester and form
the canopy of a four-post bedstead.

testeret, »• [See tester^.'] Same as testiere.

testemt (tes'tem), n. Same as tester^.

testemt (tes'tfem), v. t. [< testem, m.] To pre-

sent with a testem or sixpence.

To testify your bounty, I thank you, yon have testenied

me ; in requital whereof, henceforth cari-y your letter your-

seU. Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1. 163.

testes, H. Plural of testis.

test-glass (test'glas), n. A small glass vessel,

usually cyUn-
drieal or nearly C^^T!!^ f~Zr^ C ^
cylindrical in \f / \ .' / i

form, generally
having a spout
or beak and a
foot : it has
sometimes a
graduated scale

on the side.

testibrachial (tes-ti-bra'ki-al), a. [< testibra-

cki{um) + -al.'] Of the character of, or per-

taining to, the testibrachium.

testibracMum (tes-ti-bra'ki-um), n. ;
pi. testi-

brachia (-a). [NL. (Spitzka, 1881), < L. testis,

testicle, 4- braehium, arm.] The prepeduncle,
or superior cms, of the cerebellum ; the so-

eaUed process from the cerebellum to the tes-

tis of the brain.

testicardine (tes-ti-kar'din), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Testicardines.

Testicardines (tes-ti-kar'di-nez), n.pl. [NL.,
< L. to-^a, shell, + cardo (eardin-), hinge: see
cardtHal.'] A prime division of brachiopods,
including those which have a hinged calcareous
shell : opposed to Ecardines : same as Arthro-
pomata.

testicle (tes'ti-kl), n. [= F. testicule = Pr. tes-

ticul = Sp. testiculo = Pg. testiculo = It. testi-

colo, testiculo, < L. testicvJus, dim. of testis, tes-

ticle.] One of the two glands in the male which
secrete the spermatozoa and some of the fluid

elements of the semen ; a testis Cooper's irri-
table testicle, a testicle affected with neuralgia.

testicond (tes'ti-kond), a. [< L. testis, testicle,

-f coudere, hide, conceal.] Having the testes
concealed— that is, not contained in an ex-
ternal pouch or scrotum. Most animals are tes-

ticond, but the word denotes more particularly mammals
of this character, as the cetaceans and some others.

testicular (tes-tik'u-liir), a. [= P. testicidaire

= It. testicolare, < L. testiculus, testicle: see testi-

cle.'] 1 . Of or pertaining to a testicle or testis

:

as, fe«<ic«far inflammation.— 2. In bot., same as
iesticulate— Testicular artery, the spermatic artery.

—Testicular cord. Same as spermatic cord (which see,

under cordi).— Testicular cyst, a retention-cyst of a
seminal tubule. Also called ^evainal cyst.—Testicular
duct, the vas deferens.— Testicular Veins, small veins
collecting the blood from the testes, and emptying into
the spermatic veins.

testiculate (tes-tik'u-lat), a. [< LL. testiculattis,

having testicles, shaped like a testicle, < L. <esW-
cm/!(.s-, testicle : see testis."] 1. Of the rounded or
ovoid shape of a testicle.— 2. Having a pair of
testicle-like formations.— 3. lubot.: (a) Shaped
like a testicle, (fc) Having a pair of organs so
shaped, as the tubers of Orchis mascula. Also
testicular, testiculated.

testiculated (tes-tik'u-la-ted), a. [< testiculate

+ -ed2.] In bot., same as testiculate.

Testiere. fFrom Viollet-Ie-Duc's " Diet,

du Mobilier franijais.")
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testiere (tes-ti-ar'), »• [OP. : see tester^.] A
piece of armor for a horse, covering the head,

and differing

from the cham-
fron in cover-

ing the head
more complete-
ly, having ear-

pieces, etc.

testift, a. Mid-
dle English
form of testy.

testiflcate (tes-

tif'i-kat), n. [<

L. testificatus,

pp. of testifi-

cari, testilfy:

see testifyi] In
Scots law, a
solemn written
assertion, not on oath, formerly used in judicial

procedure.

He had deposited this testiflcate and confession, with the

day and date of the said marriage, with his lawful supe-

rior Boniface, Abbot of Saint Mary's. Scott, Abbot, xxxviii.

testification (tes''''ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< OF. tes-

tification = Sp. testificacion = Pg. testifica^So =
It. testificaeione, < L. <e«<J^caf(o(n-), testifying, <

testificari, testify : see testify.'] The act of tes-

tifying, or giving testimony or evidence ; a wit-

nessing; testimony; evidence.

Those heavenly mysteries wherein Christ imparteth
himself unto us, and giveth visible testification of our
blessed communion with him.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, v. 36.

testificator (tes'ti-fi-ka-tor), «. [<L. asif *to-

tificator, < testificari, testify : see testify.] One
who testifies; one who gives witness or evi-

dence ; a witness.

testifier (tes'ti-fi-er), n. [< testify + -erl.] One
who testifies ; one who gives testimony or bears
witness to anything; a witness. Evelyn, True
Religion, II. 196.

testily (tes'ti-fi), V.
;
pret. and pp. testified, ppr.

testifying. [< ME. testifien, < OF. testifier =
Sp. Pg. testificar = It. testificare, < L. testificari,

bear witness, < testis, a witness, + facere, make
(see -/»/).] I. intrans. 1. To bear witness;
make declaration, especially for the purpose of

communicating to others a knowledge of some
matter not known to them, or for the purpose
of establishing some fact.

Jesus . . . needed not that any should testify of man,
for he knew what was in man. John ii. 25.

The eye was placed where one ray should fall, that it

might testify of that particular ray.

Emerson, Self-Reliance.

2. In law, to give testimony, under oath or sol-

emn affirmation, in a cause depending before a
court.

One witness shall not testify against any person to cause
him to die. Num. xxjfv. 30.

However many nations and generations of men are
brought into the witness-box, they cannot testify to any-
thing which they do not know.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 200.

3. To serve as evidence; be testimony or proof.

Ah, but some natural notes about her body.
Above ten thousand meaner moveables,
Would testify, to enrich mine inventory.

ShaJi., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 30.

II, trans. 1 . To bear witness to ; affirm or

declare as fact or truth.

We speak that we do know, and testify that we have
seen, and ye receive not oiu" witness. John iii. 11.

I testified the pleasure I should have in his company.
Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

2. In law, to state or declare under oath or

affirmation, as a witness, before a tribunal.

—

3. To give evidence of; evince; demonstrate;
show.
Prayers are those "calves of men's lips," those most

gracious and sweet odours, . . . which being carried up
into heaven do best testify our dutiful affection.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 23.

4. To make known; publish or declare freely.

Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks, re-

pentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus
Christ. Acts xx. 21.

testill (tes'til), m. [< NL. "testilla, dim. of L.

testa, a potsherd: see test^.] In bot., same as

frustule.

testily (tes'ti-li), adr. In a testy manner ; fret-

fully; peevishly; with petulance.

testimoilial (tes-ti-mo'ni-al), a. and «. [< F.

testimonial = Sp. testimonial = It. testimnniale, <

LL. teslimo)ii(ilis, of or pertaining to testimony,
< L. ti.'itimoniiim, testimony: see testimony.']

I, a. Kelating to or containing testimony.

testimony

A clerk does not exhibit to the bishop letters missive or
testimonial testifying his good behaviour.

Ayliffe, Farergon.

Testimonial proof, proof by testimony of a witness, a>

distinguished from evidence afforded by a document

II. «• It. A will; a testament.
To dispossesse

His children of his goodes, <fc give her all

By his last dying testimoniaU.
Times' WJastle (E. E. T. 3.), p. 135.

2t. A certificate ; a warrant.

That none of the said reteyned persons In Husbandrye,
or in any the Artes or Sciences above remembred, after the

tyme of his Eeteynor expired, shall departe foorthe of one
Cytye, Towne, or Parishe to another, . . . onies he have a
TestimoniaU under the Scale of the said Citie or lowne
Corporate.

Laws of Elizabeth (1562X quoted in Eibton-Turner's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 101,

3t. A mark; token; evidence; proof.

A signe and solemne teslimtmiaU of the religious ob-

servance which they carried respectively to the whole ele-

ment of Are. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 613.

4t. A statement; a declaration ; testimony.

I must giue the Kings Kingdomes a caueat here, con-
cerning vagabonding Greekes, and their counterfeit Testi-

monials: I'rue it is, there is no such matter as these lying

Eascals report vnto you. W. Lithgow, Iravels, ill.

5. A writing certifying to one's character, con-

duct, or qualifications ; a certificate of worth,

attainment, excellence, value, genuineness, etc.

—6. A tangible expression of respect, esteem,

admiration, appreciation or acknowledgment
of services, or the like. [Colloq.]

The late lamented O'Connell, . . . over whom a grateful
country has raised such a magnificent testimonial.

Thackeray, Virginians, xi.

The portrait was Intended as a testimonial, "expressive

. . . pf the eminent services of Mr. Boxsious in promote
ing and securing the prosperity of the town."

W. Collins, After Dark, p. 45.

Testimonial of the great seal Same as quarter-seal.

testimonialize (tes-ti-md'ni-al-iz), I', t.; pret.

and pp. testimonialized, ppr. testimonializing.

[< testimonial -t- -ize.] To present with a tes-

timonial. [Rare.]

People were testimonialising his wife.

Thackeray, Newcomes, IxiiL

testimony (tes' ti-mo-ni), «.; pi. testimonies

(-niz). [= F. temoin '= Pr. testimoni = Sp. tes-

timonio = Pg. iestimunho = It. testimone, tes-

timonio, < L. testimonium, testimony, < testis, a
witness: see te.H^.] 1. Witness; evidence;
proof or demonstration of some fact.

I'll give you all noble remembrances.
As testimonies 'gainst reproach and malice^

That you departed lov'd.

Fletcher (and another";), Nice Valour, It. 1.

I swear by truth and knighthood that I gave
No cause, not willingly, for such a love

:

To this I call my friends in testimony.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. In law, the statement or declaration of a wit-

ness; oral evidence ; a solemn statement or dec-

laration under oath or aflSrmation, made as evi-

dence before a tribunal or an officer for the pur-

poses of evidence ; a statement or statements
made in proof of something.— 3. Tenor of dec-
larations or statements made or witness borne

;

declaration : as, the testimony of history.

As to the fruits of Sodom, fair without, and full of

ashes within, I saw nothing of them : tho', from the tesfv

monies we have, something of this kind has been pro-

duced. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 37.

Wbo trusts

To human testimony for a fact

Gets this sole fact— himself is proved a fool.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 824.

4. The act of bearing witness; open attesta-

tion; profession.

Thou ... for the testimony of truth hast borne
I'niversal reproach. Milton, P. L., vi. 38.

The two first [Quakers in New England] that sealed
their testimony with their blood were William Robinson,
merchant of London, and Marmaduke Stevenson, a coun-
tryman of Yorkshire.

Scwel, History of the Quakers (1856), I. 29a

5. A declaration or protest.

Shake off the dust under your feet, for a testimony
against them. Mark vi. 11.

Alice Rose was not one to tolerate the coarse, careless
talk of such a woman as Mrs. Brunton without uplifting
her voice in many a testimony against it.

Mrs. Gaskelt, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiix.

6. In (Scrip. : (a) The law of Gtod in general

;

the Scriptures.

The testimony of the Lord is stue, making wise the sim-
ple. Ps. xix. 7.

The testimonies of God are true, the testimonies of (jod
are perfect, the testimonies of God are all sufficient unto
that end for which they were given.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, U. a

(6) Specifically, the two tables of the law (ta-

bles of the testimony) ; the decalogue.



testimony

Thou Shalt put into the ark the tettimony which I shall

give the*. Ex. xir. 16.

Immediate, indirect, mediate testimony. See the

adjei tivt s. Peri)etuatlon of testimony. See perpet-

uaiiun. - Tables of the testimony. See (aW?.—Testi-
mony of dlsownment, ;ui liltuial liocumeTit issued by
the uiontlil) uieetinn of the Society of Friends to announce
the fxpulsionof amemberol the meeting. =8yn. 8. Depo-
sition, attestation.— 1, 2, and 1. Proof, etc See endence.

testimonyt (tes'ti-mo-ni), V. t. [< testimony, h.]

To witness.

Let him be but tuKmomed In bis own bringings-forth,

and he shall appear to the envious a scholar, a statesman,

and a soldier. Shot., M. for M., iii. 2. 153.

testiness (tes'ti-nes), n. The state or charac-
ter of being testy; irascibility; petulance.

Macrobius saith there is much difference betwixt ire

and UMtineMe : bycause ire groweth of an occasion, and
tekineue of euil condition.

Guevara, Letter* (tr. by Hellowe)^ 1577X p. 114.

testing-box (tes'ting-boks), n. Same as test-

hiix.

testing-claiise (tes'ting-klAz), n. In Scots law,

the clause in a formal written deed or instru-

ment by which it is authenticated according
to the forms of law. It is essentially a statement of

the name and designation of the writer, the number of

pages in the deed, the name* *nd designations of the wit-

nesses, the name and deaignation of the person who penned
the deed, and the date and place of signing.

testing-gage (tes'ting-gaj), ». A gage for as-

certaiuiuK pressure, as of gas in a soda-water
bottle, etc. E. //. Knight.

testing-hole (tes'ting-hol), w. In the steel-

ceineutatinn procesB, same as tap-hole (c).

testing-slab (tes'ting-slab), ». A plate of white
glazcil porcelain having cup-shaped depres-

sions, for the examination of liquids which give
colored precipitates.

testis (tes'tis), n.
;
pi. testfs (-tez). [L.l 1. A

testicle.—2. Some rounded formation likened
to a testicle: as,thete«te«ofthebraiii—Aberrant
duct of the testis. See aberrant.

—

Mediastinum tes-
tis. Hee»i«f><u<im«n.—PU mater testis. .Same as (11-

luM RuniiiM.—Testis cerebri (the testicle of the brain),

the postoptJciu; one of the posterior pair of the optic
lobe* or corpora qnadrigemina. See 7tu>dr^«m>iiotii^:L—
Testis mnUelnis, a woman'* te*tJcle— that I*, the onrj.
Gatrn.

test-meal (test'mel), n. A meal of definite

quantity and quality given with a view to ex-
amining the contents of the stomach at a later

hour, and thus determining the normal or ab-
normal condition of the gastric functions.

test-meter (test'me't^r), n. An apparatus for

testing the consumption of gas by burners.

test-mixer (test'mik's^), n. A tall cylindrical

bottle of clear glass, with a wide foot and a
stopper. ItlsKradoatad from the bottom up into equal
parts, and i* niM (or tbejpreparation and dilation of test-

alkali*, test-acids, tc K if. Ki^U.
testo (tes'to), ». [It., = E. text.'] In miMHi,

same as (a) theme or nUffect, or as (6) text or
libritto.

test-object (test'ob'iekt), ». In micros., a
minute object, generally organic, whereby the
excellence of an objective, more particularly

as to defining and resolving power, may be
tested, only superior objectives being capable
of showing sncn objects, or of enabUog their

markings or peculiar structure to be clearly

seen. The mnscnlar flbers of the Mammalia, parts of
the eye of fl*h*^ scales of the wings of insects, and the
sliells or (mstales of the Diatomacem are very generally
enipliiyed. See tes<-ptot«.

testont (tes'ton), n. [< OF. (and F.) 8p. tes-

ton (= It. tesUme), a coin, so called from hav-
ing the figure of a head, < teste, head : see
test9. Cf. tester^.] 1. A silver coin of Louis
XD. of France.— 2. A name given both offi-

cially and popularly' to the shilling coined by
Henry Vlll., from its resemblance in appear-
ance and value to the French coin. The value
of the coin was reduced later to sixpence. Also
tentoon.

Threepence: and here 'a a tabm; yet take all.

UiddttUm, Blurt, Maatci^ConsUble, iL 2.

The hook h« had it oat of cost him a te$Um at least.

B. Jontm, Kreiy Han in his Hnmour, Ir. 1.

testone (tes-to'ne), n. [< It. testone: see to»-

t'tn,] A silver coin worth about 1». 4(1. (32
United States cents), formerly current in Italy.

testoont, n. Same as teston. Cotgrave,
testomt (tes'tom), n. Same as tester^.

test-paper (test'pa'p^r), n. 1. In chem.. a pa-
per impregnated with a chemical reagent, as
litmus, and used for detecting the presence of
certain substances, which cause a reaction and
a change in the color of the paper.— 2. In late,

a document allowed to be used in a court of
justice as a standard of comparison for deter-
mining a question of handwriting. [U. S.]
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test-plate (test'plat), n. 1. A glass plate with
a band, or tisually a series of bands, of very
finely ruled lines, used in testing the resolving

power of microscopic objectives, particularly

of high powers. The best known are those ruled by
Nobert (hence called Nobertsplateg); one of these, the 19-

liand plate, has a series of 19 bands, ruled at rates varying
from 11,300 to 112,000 lines to the inch. The tlnest band
of anotlier plate is ruled at the rate of about 200,000 lines

to the inch. Moller's test-plate has a series of 20 or more
test diatom-frustules with very fine striations, in some
cases running up to nearly 100,000 per inch.

2. In ceram., a piece of pottery upon which the
vitrifiable colors are tried before being used
on the pieces to be decoi-ated, usually a plate

with the different colors painted on its rim.

test-pump (test'pump), n. A force-pump used
for testing the strength or tightness of metal
cylinders, etc. It has a pressure-gage attached to its

discharge-pipe, means for connecting the latter with the

fiipe, etc., to be t««ted, a check-valve or cock for prevent-
ng regui^tation throagh the discharge-pipe, and gener-

ally also a cistern of moderate capacity for holding a sup-
ply of water for the punip-baiTei, in which latter works
a flolid plunger operated by a hand-lever. The pump is

supplied with lifting-handles or with wheels (or moving
it eaally ahoat to any position in a shop.

testrilt (tes'tril), n. Same as tester^.

Sir Toby. Come on ; there is sixpence for you ; let 's have
a song.
Sir Andrew. There '» a tettrH of me, too.

Sliak., T. N.; a 3^ S4.

test-ring (test'ring), n. See test^.

test-spoon (test'spSn), n. A small spoon with
a spiitula-shaped handle, used for taking up
small portions of fiux, powder, etc., as in chem-
ical experiments. E. 11. Kniyht.

test-tabe (test'tub), «. l. A cylinder of thin
glass closed at one end,
used in testing liquids.— 2. A chlorometer.

—

Test-tube culture. Seeeui-
turf.

test-types (test'tips), n.

jil. Letters or words
printed in type of dif-

ferent sizes, used to de-
termine the acuteness of
vision.

testndinal (tes - tu ' di -

nal), (I. [< L. testudo _
(^in-), a tortoise (see

testudo), + -«/.] Pertaining to or resembling
a tortoise.

Testndinarla (tes-tii-di-na'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Salis-

bury, \H2i), < L. testudo (-diii-), a tortoise, +
-<irin.] A genus of monocotyledonous .plants,

of the order Dioseoreacete. It la dUtlngnlsbed from
Oioteorea by Its downwardly winged seeds and its large
hemispherical tessellated tuber or rootstock, which is ei-

ther Besby and solid or woody, and rises shove the ground,
forming a globalsr mass sometimes 4 feet In diameter, its

ooter woody or corky sabstence becoming cracked into
latwe ancnlsr ptotaberaness resembling the shell of s
tortoise. (9e»iorU)im-pUait.) The 2 species are maives of
Sooth Africa. They sn lofty climt(ers with stonder twin-
ing sterna^ alternate leaves, and small racemose flowers,
which sre ditecioas sad niceading or broadly bell-shaped,
with a three-oelled ovary beooming in (ruit s three-winged
capsnie. They sre known as <l«|M<ral'*-/cw< and as HoUot-
tnt nbrmd.

testndinarions (tes-tu-di-na'ri-ns), a. Resem-
bling tortoise-shell in color; mottled with red,
yellow, and black, like tortoise-shell.

l?estadinata (te8-tu-<li-na'ta), n.pl. [NL. (Op-
pel, 181 1), neut. pi. of L. tesiudinatus : see tistu-

dinate."] 1. An order of BfpW/id, having tooth-
less jaws fashioned like the beak of a bird,

two pairs of limbs fitted for walking or swim-
ming, and the body incased in a bony box or
leathery shell, consisting of a carapace and a
plastron, to the formation of which tne ribs and

f=?^

&

testndo

All the cranial bones are united by sutures, excepting the
articulation of the lower jaw. The pelvis consists as usual
of ilium, ischium, and pubis, but it has a peculiar shape,
and is generally discrete from the sacrum. The penis is

single and intracloacal, and the anus is a longitudinal cleft.

Also called Chelonia. See also cuts under AgpidonecUs,
carapace. Chelonia, Chetonidfe, leatherback, plofitron, Plett-

rogpottdylia, Pyxis, slider, terrapin, and Testudo, 4.

2. In a restricted sense, one of three suborders
of t7ie?o«ia, contrasted with J/Aeoaand Triony-
choidea, and containing the whole of the order
excepting the Sphargididm and the Trionychidse.

testudinate(te8-tii'di-nat),o. andw. [<L. tesiu-

dinatus, < testudo (-din-), a tortoise: see testudo.']

I, a. 1. Resembling the carapace of a tortoise;

arched; vaulted; fornicated. Also testudinated.
— 2. Of or pertaining to the Testudinata ; che-
lonian.

n. n. One of the Testudinata or Chelonia.

testudinated (tes-tu'di-na^ted), a. [< testudi-

nate + -<(/-.] Same as testudinate, 1.

testudineal (tes-tii-din'e-al), a. [< testtidine-ous

+ -<il.] Same as t<studinal.

testudineous (tes-tu-din'e-us), a. [< L. testu-

dineus, of or pertaining to a tortoise or tortoise-

shell, < testudo {-din-), a tortoise: see testudo.]

Resembling the carapace of a tortoise.

Testndinidse (tes-tii-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Testudo (-din-) + -id«.] A family of crypto-
dirous tortoises, named from the genus Testudo,

containing numerous genera, both fossil and
recent, the latter found in all temperate and
tropical regions except the Australian. The
plastron has the typical number of nine bones, the cara-

pace ha* epidermal scutes, the nuchal bone is without a
costiform process, and the caudal vertebra are proctelous.

It has been by far the largest family of the order, includ-

ing several genera usually put in other families, but is now
oftener restricted to land-tortoises with high, arched, and
vaulted carapace and short clubbed feet. Chersida is a
synonym. See cuts under pyxii and Testudo, 4.

testudo (tes-tii'do), m.: pi. testudines (-di-nez).

[L., a tortoise-shell, a defensive cover so called,

< testa, a shell, etc.: see test^.] 1. Among the
ancient Romans, a defensive cover or screen
which a body of troops formed by overlapping

TutwU tttphantofus, one oftlle Tiatmtmat*.

dorsal vertebrte are specially modified; the
turtles and tortoises. The carapace is usually cov-
ered with hard homy epidermal plate* called tartoiK-shetl.

There is no true stenmm, its place being taken by a num-
ber of bones, typically nine, which compose the plastron,

or luder abelL The dorsal Teitebne are Immovably flxed.

Testudo of Romao Soldlen.—Column of Trajan, Rome.

above their heads their oblong shields when in

close array. This cover somewhat resembled the back
o( a tortoise, and served to shelter the men from missiles
thrown tmm alK>ve. The name was also given to a struc-

ture movable on wheels or rollers for protecting sappers.
Formerly also called mail.

2. A shelter similar in shape and design to the
above, employed as a defense byminers and oth-

ers when working in ground or rock which is lia-

ble to cave in.— 3. In med., an encysted tumor,
which has been supposed to resemble the shell

ofaturtle. Alsocalled talpa.— 4. [cap.] [NL.]
In herpct., the typical genus of Testudinidee, of

widely varying limits with different authors,

and much confused with Cistudo. It now contains
such tortoises as T. graca of Europe and some others. See
cut on following page, also that under Testudinata.

6. In anat., the fornix : more fully called testu-

do cerebri. See cerebrum.— 6. In anc. music, a
species of lyre : so called in allusion to the lyre

of Mercury, fabled to have been made of the
shell of the sea-tortoise. The name was also

extended in medieval music to the lute.



testudo

CoiiimoQ European Tortoise ( Testudc£rmca).

testule (test'ul), n. [< L. testula, dim. of testa,

a shell, etc. : see test^, 2.] In hot., the silioified

eriist of a diatom, usually called the frustule.

testy (tes'ti), a. [Early mod. E. testie, teastie;

< ME. testif, < OF. testu, P. t^tu, heady, head-
strong, testy, < teste, head: see test'^.'] Irrita-

ble; irascible; choleric; cross; petulant.

Hardy and teglij, strong and chivalrus.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 802.

I was displeased with myself ; I was testy, as Jonah was
when he should go preach to the Ninevites.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Must I stand and crouch
Under your testy humour? Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 46.

Thou testy little dogmatist,
Thou pretty Katydid

!

O. W. Holmes, To an Insect.

= Syn. Pettish, touchy, waspish, snappish, peevish, sple-

netic, captious, peppery.

tet (tet), n. Same as tit^.

tetaketi « [< L. tetanus : see tetanus.'] Teta-
nus. Donne, Letters, xiv.

tetanic (te-tan'ik), a. and n. [= F. tetaniqne

= Sp. tetdnico = Pg. tetamco,< L. tetanicus,<. Gr.

reraviKd^, affected with tetanus, < reravof, teta-

nus: see tetanus.'] I. a. Pertaining to, of the

nature of, or characterized by tetanus Tetan-
ic spasm, tonic spasm of the voluntary muscles, as seen
in tetanus, strychnic poisoning, or the first stage of a typi-

cal epileptic attack.

II. H. In med., a remedy which acts on the
nerves, andthroughthem on the muscles^ as nux
vomica, strychnia, brucina, etc. If taken in over-

doses tetanies occasion convulsions and death.

tetaniform (tet'a-ni-form), a. [< L. tetanus,

tetanus, + forma, form.] Of the nature of or
resembling tetanus ; tetanoid.

tetanigenOUS (tet-a-nij'e-nus), a. [< L. tetanus,

tetanus, + -yignere, produce.] Producing teta-

nus, or spasms similar to those of tetanus.

tetanilla (tet-a-nil'a), n. [NL., dim. of teta-

nus.'] 1. Tetany.— 2. An affection (paramyoc-
lonus multiplex) characterizedbya clonic spasm
of groups of voluntary muscles, often symmet-
rical, which ceases during sleep. Althaus.

tetanin (tet'a-nin), n. [< tetanifs (see def.) +
4n'^.] A toxin (CxaH3()N204) obtained from
cultures of the BaeiUus tetani.

tetanization (tet"a-ni-za'shon), re. [< tetanize

+ -ation.] The production of tetanus; the
application of a rapid succession of stimuli to

a muscle or a nerve such as would produce
tetanic contraction in a muscle.
tetanize (tet'a-niz), v. t,

;
pret. and pp. tetaniged,

ppr. tetanizing. [< tetan-us'+ -ize.] To pro-
duce tetanus in.

tetanoid (tet'a-noid), a. and re. [< Gr. TCTavoeidijc,

like tetanus, (, reravog, tetanus, + eMof, form.]

I. a. Resembling tetanus Tetanoid pseudo-
paraplegia. Same as spastic spinal paralysis (which see,

under paralysis).

II. n. An attack of tetanus or some similar
spasmodic disease.

tetanomotor (tef'a-no-mo'tor), re. [< L. tetanus,

tetanus, lit. a stretcfiing, -f- motor, a mover.]
An instrument devised by Heidenhain for
stimulating a nerve mechanically by causing
an ivory hammer attached to the vibrating
spring of an induction-machine to beat upon it.

tetanotoxin (tet"a-no-tok'sin), n. [< tetanus
(see def.) + toxin.] A toxin (CsHj^^N) ob-
tained from cultures of Bacillus tetani.

tetanus (tet'a-nus), n. [NL., < L. tetanus, teta-
nus, < Gr. TCTavog, spasm, tetanus, lit. a stretch-
ing, tension (ef. rtraixJf, stretched), reduplicated
from reiveiv (y/reti, rav), stretch : see <e«(Jl.] 1.

A disease characterized by a more or less violent
and rigid spasm of many or all of the muscles
of voluntary motion. The varieties of this disease
are (1) trismus, or lockjaw

; (2) opisthotonos, where the
body is thrown back by spasmodic contractions of the
muscles ; (3) emprosthotonos, where the body is bent for-
ward ; (41 j^eurothotonos, where the body is bent to one
side. The affection occurs 'more frequently in warm
climates than in cold. It is occasioned either by ex-
posure to cold or by some irritation of the nerves in con-
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sequence of local injury by puncture, incision, or lacera-

tion : hence the distinction of tetanus into idiopathic and
traumatic. Lacerated wounds of tendinous parts prove,

in wai-m climates, a very frequent source of these com-
plaints. In cold climates, as well as in warm, lockjaw (in

which the spasms are confined to the muscles of the jaw or

tlu'oat) sometimes arises in consequence of the amputation

of a limb, or from lacerated wounds. Tetanic affections

which follow the receipt of a wound or local injury

usually prove fatal. Tetanus is also distinguished, ac-

cording to its intensity, into acute and chronic. It has

been observed among domesticated animals, such as the

horse, ox, sheep, pig, and dog. It is usually the sequel of

wounds and injuries. It may follow the operation of cas-

tration, and appear after parturition in cows. In the horse

injuries of the foot are most frequently the cause of teta-

nus. The disease is caused by a characteristic bacillus,

the same in animals as in man.

2. In physiol., the state or condition of pro-

longed contraction which a muscle assumes
under rapidly repeated stimuli.

The term tetanns applies primarily to the muscle only

;

but the application of rapidlyrepeated shocks to the nerve,

such as would produce "tetanic contraction " of the mus-
cle, may be called the "tetanization of a nerve."

O. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 106.

Artificial tetanus, a state of the system induced by cer-

tain poisons, as strychnia, brucina, or the salts of either,

in which the symptoms of intense tetanus are exhibited.

tetany (tet'a-ni), re. [< L. tetanus, tetanus:

see tetanus.^ A disease characterized by ir-

regularly intermittent tonic spasms of various

groups of muscles, more commonly those of the
upper extremities, unaccompanied, as a rule,

by fever. It is seen most frequently in individuals be-

tween fifteen and thirty-five years of age. Among the
causes of the affection are mentioned pregnancy, lacta-

tion, exposure to cold and wet, intestinal irritation, and
mental shock. It sometimes occurs as a sequel to scarlet

fever and other diseases of childhood. The disease sel-

dom results fatally, except when the muscles of respira-

tion are profoundly affected.

tetartohedral (te-tar-io-he'dral), a. [< Gr. re-

TOpTof, fourth (< TsaaapcQ, four: seefourth, four),
+ c6pa, a seat, a base.] In crystal., having one
fourth the number of planes requisite to com-
plete symmetry.
tetartonedrally (te-tar-to-he'dral-i), adr. In
a tetartohedral form or arrangement.
tetartohedrism (te-tar-to-he'drizm), n. [< te-

tartohedr(al) + -ism.] lii crystal., the state or

property of being modified tetartohedrally, or

of being characterized by the presence of one
fourth of the planes required by holohedral
symmetry. It can most simply be regarded as result
ing from the application of the two methods of herai-

hedrism, and hence is possible in the isometric, tetrag-

onal, and hexagonal systems, in which the two kinds of
hemihedrism are observed. Pi-actically it has been noted
in a few substances crystallizing in the isometric system,
and in a number belonging to the hexagonal system. In
the latter there are two kinds : the first is called rhombo-
hedral tetartohedrism, when the resulting tetartohedral
form is a rhombohedron, as, for example, with dioptase
and phenacite ; and the second trapezohedral tetartohe-

drism, when the resulting form is a trigonal trapezohe-
dron : this is characteristic of quartz and cinnabar, and
is important as being connected with the phenomena of

circular polarization.

tetartoprismatic (te-tar"t6-priz-mat'ik), a.

[< Gr. TerapToc, fourth, + npla/ja{T-), prism : see

prismatic] In crystal., same as triclinic.

tetartopyramid (te-tar-to-pir'a-mid), re. [< Gr.
Teraprog, fourth, -h nvpafiiq, pyramid: see pyra-
mid.] A quarter-pyramid: said of the pyrami-
dal planes of the triclinic system, which appear
in sets of two (that is, one fourth the number
required by a complete pyramid).

tetailg(te-tag'), re. Sameastowtojf. Imp. Vict.

tetcht, n. A variant of tache^.

tetchily, tetcMness, etc. See tecMly, etc.

tete(tat), H. [F., head: see test^.] Falsehair;
a kind of wig or cap of false hair.

Her wig or tete . . . thrown carelessly upon her toilette.

Graves, Spiritual Quixote, iii. 20. {Latham.)

tSte-Jl-t§te (tat'a-taf), adv. [F., face to face,

lit. ' head to head': t^te, head; a (< L. ad), to;
tete, head : see test^.] Face to face ; in private

;

in close confabulation.

The guests withdrawn had left the treat,

And down the mice sat t^te-d-t^te.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 197.

Lord Monmouth fell into the easy habit of dining in his
private rooms, sometimes t^te-d-tMe with Villebecque.

IHsraeli, Coningsby, viii. 1.

t§te-^-tSte (tat'a-taf), a. [< tete-a-tete, ado.]
Private; confidential; with none present but
the persons concerned: as, a tSte-a-tSte con-
versation T6te-i-t6te set, a set of table utensils
intended for two persons only,

t§te-k-t6te (tat'a-taf ), re. [F., a private inter-

view, < tete-a-tSte, face to face: see t4te-a-tSte,

adv.] 1. A private interview; a friendly or
close conversation.

Of course there was no good in remaining among those
damp, reeking timbers now that the pretty little t^te-d-

tite was over. Thackeray, Philip, xiv.

tetrabranch

2. A short sofa, on which only two persons can
comfortably sit.

The sofa of this setwas of the pattern named Kte-d-tac,

very hard and slippery.
C. F. Woolson, Jnpit«r Lights, lill.

t§te-de-mouton (tat 'de -mo 'ton), re. [P., lit.

'sheep's head': tete, head (see tesf^.); de, of:

mouton, sheep: see mutton.] A head-dress,

common in the seventeenth century, in which
the hair was arranged in short, thick, frizzled

curls.

tete-de-pont (tafde-p6n'), n. [F. : tete, head
(see ^es(2); rfe, of

;
^om<, bridge: see j)ons.] In

fort., a work that defends the head or en-

trance of a bridge nearer the enemy. Sec
hridge-head.

tetel (tef el), re. [Ar.] A large bubaliue ante-

lope of Africa, Aleelaphus tora, with strongly

divergent and ringed horns.

tetert, «• Middle English form of tetter.

tether (teTH'er), re. [Formerly or dial, tedder

:

< ME. tedir, tedyre (not found in AS. ) = OFries.

tiader, tieder, NFries. tjudder, tjodder = MD.
tudder, tuyer = MLG. tuder, tudder, LG. todei:

tiider, tider, tier = Icel. tjodhr = Sw. tjuder.

OSw. tiuther = Dan. t&ir, tether; perhaps, with
formative -tlier (as in rudder^, formerly rather,

etc.), < AS. teon, etc., draw, lead: see tee^,

tie^, tow^. According to Skeat, of Celtic ori-

gin, < G«el. teadhair, a tether; but this Gael,
form is prob. itself of E. origin ; no similar Ir.

or W. form occurs, and very few words of com-
mon Tent, range are of Celtic origin. The Gael,

term may, however, be independent of the E.,

being appar. related to taod, a halter, rope,

chain, cable, taodan, a little cord, Ir. te«d, teud,

a cord, rope, W. tid, a chain, Manx teod, teid,

a rope.] A rope, chain, or halter, especially

one by which a grazing animal is confined
within certain limits: often used figuratively,

in the sense of a course in which one may move
until checked ; scope allowed.

The bishops were found culpable, as eating too much
beyond their tether. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 23.

Then in a teth£T hell swing from a ladder.
BatUe of Sherif-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 1621.

We live joyfully, going abroad within our tedder.,

Baeoit.

tether (teTH'fer), v. t. [< tether, «.] To con-
fine, as a grazing animal, with a rope or chain
within certain limits; hence, to tie (anything.'

with or as with a rope or halter.

The Links of th' holy Chain which tethen
The many Members of the World togethers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, t 2.

And, it was said, tethered his horse nightly among the
graves in the church-yard. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 444.

tether-stick (teTH'er-stik), re. The stake, peg.
or pin to which a tether is fastened.

His teeth they were like t£ther sticks.

Kempy Kaye (Child's Ballads, VIII. 140).

Tethyidas (tf-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.j < Tethys
+ -idx.] A family of polybranchiate nudi-
branehiate gastropods, tvpified by the genus
Tethys, and eharacterizecl by the absence of a
tongue. The body is depressed, the mantle is indis-

tinct, the tentacles are two, and branchial plumes alter-

nate with papillee along the back.

Tethys (te'this), «. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1740). <

Gr. frfiic, Tethys, a sea-goddess.] A genus of

nudibranchiates, typical of the family Tethyidit.

te-totnm, n. See tee-totum.

tetra-. [< Gr. rc-pa-, combining form of Tirra-

pec, rtcaapeg, Doric TtTTopcQ, TCToptc, etc., neut.
reaaapa, etc., = L. quattiior, four: see four. Cf.

quadri-.] A prefix in compounds derived from
the Greek, signifying 'four': as, tetraehord.
tetragon, tetr&Tch, tetrameious, teirapetalous,
tetraspermous.

tetrablastic (tet-ra-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. Tfrp<i-.

four, + l}?xicTdc, a germ.] Having four ger-
minal layers or blastodermic membranes, as an
embryo—namely, an endoderm, ectoderm, and
an inner and outer layer of mesoderm, or soma-
topleure and splanehnopleure. Such a four-layered
germ is the common case of animals which have a true
coelom or body-cavity.

tetrabrach (tet'ra-brak), re. [< LGr. TfTpn-

lipaxvg, of four shorts, < Gr. rerpa-, four,+ fipaxn
= L. hrevis, short.] In anc. pros., a foot con-
sisting of four short times or syllables ; a pn>-
celeusmatic. Also tetrabrachys.

tetrabrachius (tet-ra-bra'ki-iis), n.; pi. tetn^-

brachii (-i). [NL.,"< Gr. mpa-, four, -i- L.
brachium, an arm.] In teratol., a monster witli

four arms.
tetrabranch (tefra-brangk), a. and ». 1. v.

Having two pairs of gills, as a cephalopod ; be-



Pearly Nautilus {NaMtitus ftmfitiiWi.

C, hood ; J, funnel ; -V. shell-muscle : tmx,
jam \ p,f , mantle ; br, brBncfawc : gn, nida-

nicntal gland ; r, r', positionof renal appcn-
dajies ; aitn, homy line : ev-, orary ; gat, ori-

ducal gland -, ifk , sipbuncle ; cA, blackypart
dages; ann, homy line ;

ducal gland i j/A . sipnuL- _ ,

of shell under mantle ; kit. process of the
cartilaginous skeleton into the funnel.

tetrabranch

longing to the Tetmhrtinrhiaia, or having their

characters.

n. It- A cephalopod of the order Tetrabran-

chinUi, as an ammouite or a pearly nautilus.

Tetrabranchiata (tet-ra-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., ueut. pi. of tetrabranchiatus : see tetra-

bruitfliiate.'] An .

order of Cepha- «"^*r
i

i"
lopoila, named vjd^R^^^V^^ Or
by t)wen from
thetwopairsof
gill-plumes, or
ctenidial bran-
ehiiB. Theneph-
rjdia are also two
pairs ; two viaceri-

cartliac orifices

open apoM the ex-

terior; and the ovi-
ducta and sperm-
ducta are paired,
but the left is ru-
dimentar)-. There
are many sheathed
circumoral tenta-
cles, not bearing
siiclcers, two hol-

low eyes, two ol-

factory organs, no
itik-bag, and a
Urge manT-cham-
bered shell, straight or coiled. The order has Included
both atumonoid and nautiloid formik but has also been
restricted to the latter. Thejr abounded In former times,

as Is shown by the Immense number and variety of fos-

ils, but are now nearly extinct, being represented by the
pearly nautilus only. See also cut ander nautiitu,

tetrabrancbiate (tet-ra-brang'ki-at), «. and H.

[< NL. tetrabranchiatus, < Gr. tctjm-, four, +
.ifm-.xKi, fjill.s.] Same as tetrabranch.

tetracamarotis (tet-ra-kam'a-ms), a. [< Gr.

rerpa-, four, -I- Ka/iapa, a vault.] In bot., hav-
ing four closed carpels.

tetracan)ellary (t«t-ra-kiir'pe-la-Ti),a. [< Gr.
TiTi>ii-. four, + NL. carpclliim, carpel, + -ory.]

In l>i>t., having four carpels.

Tetracaolodon (tet-ni-ka'ia-don), «. [NL.
(•rotiiuan), < Gr. rtrpa-,' four, '+ KavXiq, stem, +
wSoif, tooth.) A genus of mastodons. See
Mnstodontina.
Tetracera (te-tras'e-rft), n. [NL. (LinnKiw,
17.'i7), so called from' the four horn-like carj>el8

of the original species; < Gr. rtrpa-, four,+ xfpaf,

horn.] A genus of polyi>etalous plants, of the

order X)»7/e«i««'« and tribe Delinieie. Itiacharac-
terixed by flowers in terminal panicles, each usually with
Are spreuing sepals, as many petals, numerous stamens,
and three to flTe acuminate carpels, usually shining, coria-

ceous, and follicular in fmlt, and containing one to Atc
seeils surrounded by a lacerate arit There are aboutM
speti. Ti, Middy scattered through the tropics. They ace
slir rs, or rarely trees, smooth or rooab-bairy,
wit ither-Teinol leaves and the panicles most-
ly \ loosely many-flowered. Beveral species are

soiiiutimva cultivated as greenhouse climbers ; several are

used as astringents, a* the decoction of T. Mongata in

Brazil, and in Cayenne the infusion of T. Tiaarea, the
tigarea, or red creeper. T. alnifctia. the water-tree of

Sierra Leone, is so named from the clear water obtained
by cutting its climbing sterna.

Tetraceras (te-tras'e-ras), h. [NL. (Hamilton
Hinith, 1827), also fetraeeros, Tetraeems, < Gr.

TeTpanipuf, four-homed, < rrrpa-, four, + nlpai,

horn.] A genus of four-homed Boridm, as T.

quiidrieomis, an Indian antelope. The female
is liiimlegs. See cut under rarine-deer.

Tetracerata (tet-ra-ser'a-tS), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

'tetraceras: see I'etrnceriix.^ Oneof two fami-
lies of De Blainville's (182.5) polybranchiate
Paracephalophora, consisting of various gen-
era, not all of which were properly grouped to-

gether. They are moetly nndibranchiate or notobran-
chiate gastniuods. The family is contrasted with Mee-
mta. Also TVtnuero.

tetracerons (te-tras'e-rus), a. [< Gr. Ttrpanl-

pw;, four-horned, < rrrpa-, four, + Kfpaf, horn.]
In conch., having four horns or feelers, as a
snail.

Tetracha (tet'ra-kll), n. [NL. (Hope, 1838), <

Gr. TtTptixa, in four parts, < Ttrpa-, four.] A
notable genus of tiger-beetles, of the family Ci-

dnitelktx, comprising about 50 species, mainly
South American and West Indian, a few, how-
ever, inhabiting Australia, North America,
southoni Kiirojie. and northern Africa. They have
the hinil rnxx rontitcnous. tli*.* fvr)» l:iri:t-' lunl prominent,
and the thit'l Joint of the ni'i - r thiin the
fourth. T. citrtAiiui and T. ' li;in<l»ome

metalllcbeetk-s. are fount! hi
' .thelatter

is crepuscular, and both are iioL«^<i eneioks of certain in-

jurious larvie. See cat nnder tuj^-heeUe.

tetrachSBnium (tet-ra-ke'ni-iim), «.; pi. tetra-

chieiiiit (-ii). [Also tetrarhrninm ; < Gr. mpa-,
four, -t- x'"^'""- open.] In tiot., a fruit formed
by the separating of a single ovary into four
nuts, as in the lAibiata. Hetislutc. [Bore.]
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Tetracbxtse (tet-ra-ke'te), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

"tetriuhsetus: see ietracheetous.} A division of

brachycerous Viptera, containing those Hies

which are tetrachsetous : correlated with IH-
chseta; and Hexacheetee.

tetracbstous (tet-ra-ke'tus), a. [< Gr. rrrpa-,

four, + X'^'rv, mane : see chseta.'] Having the

haustellum composed of four (not of two or six)

pieces, as a fly; of or pertaining to that divi-

sion of brachycerous dipterous insects whose
haustellum is of this character: correlated with
dichsetous and hexachxtous. See cuts under Syr-

phus and Milesia.

tetrachinis(tet-ra-ld'ru8),«.; pi. tetraehiri(-ri).

[NL., < Gr. rirpaxkp, four-handed, < rrrpa-, four,

-I- x^'P, hand.] In teratol., a monster with four
hands.
tetrachord (tet'ra-k6rd), n. [= F. tetracorde,

< Gr. rcrpdxopdof, having four strings, < rrrpa-,

four, + x^P^'h a string, chord : see ehord.l In

mugie: (a) An instrument with four strings.

—

(6) The interval of a perfect fourth, (c) A dia-

tonic series of four tones, the first and last of

which are separated by a perfect fourth. The
tetrachord was tne unit of analysis in ancient music, like

the hexachord in early medieval music, or the octave in

modern ln^si<^ It is asserted that originally the term was
applied to a series consisting of a given tone, its octave,

its fourth, and a tone a fourth below the octave (as.

E, E', A, B); but in its usual fumi it was a iliatonlc series.

Three varieties were recognized, diltering in the position
of the semitone. The Dorian tetrachord had the semi-
tone at the bottom, the Phrygian in the middle, and the
Lgdian at the top, thus

:

Dorian, •w»_»_»
Phrygian, • — •-•_•
tydlan, • _ * _ • w •

Of these the Dorian was regarded as the chief or standard.
Scales were made up by adding tetrachords together.
When successive tetrachords had a tone in common, they
were called anuunet; when they were separated by a
whole itep, di«rfunet (thus, E-A, A-D woiild represent
the former, and E-A, B-E' the latter). Octave-scales
were made npot two disjunct tetrachords, the separating
interval being called the (fMzzeticfic fo7i«. (See model, 7 (a),)

The completed system of tones Anally adopted by the
Greeks embraced a total compass of two octaves, extend-
ing upward from a tone probably neariy equivalent to the
second A below middle C, as tones are now named. The
varktos tones of this system were distributed among Ave
tetraobords, tod named aooordlngly, as follows

:

^ |_
Extreme.

i
Di^nnct 1

^
iV^i

UiddU. Loweat.^^
* < i

^^^
*,Mm hyusiliolwoa i K peiaacte liypoboteoQi r, trite h:.

bNHi ; tt. Bete rtlewngmeaon t e, paranete dleaeuvtaeiioo ; /. trite

dieaetminciiun ; ^, pafamaae : A, aete synemmenon : r; paranete ly-
Rcmmenon ; J, tnte yueiuuieauu ; ^.tnese; /, UcfaanM meaon ; m.par-
hypate meaoo; «. hypate oieioa ; #, lichanoa hypatoa; #. parbypate
hyputua : f, hypate Dypatoa : r, pfoslambanotncnoi. The terms J^-
ftrh»imtH, dttMt mgmimtm, ^jmemmrmtm, muipn. aad hyfmt«n are
really gcnitlvea pmal, faot ale smnetiaiea looaely used as names of
tlie tetrachords.

It should further be noted that the Oreeks recognlied two
other varieties of tetrachords— the cAromaKe, consisting
of two semitones and a minor third, and the snA4Brmo*uc,
consisting of two (|Uarter-tones and a major third. The
tetrachord is more or less recognised in modem music,
the major scale being conceived of as made np of two dis-

junct Ijrdian tetrachords, and the minor scale of two dis-

junct tetrachords, the lower Phrygian, and the upper
either Dorian (In the dcacending minor) or Lydian (hi the
ascendingX

tetrachordal (tet'ra-k6r-dal), a. [< tetrachord
+ -«/.] In music, pertaining to a tetrachord.
or consistingof tetrachords: as, the tetrachnrilal

musical theory of the Greeks Tetrachordal
BTBtem, a name applied to one of the early forms of the
tonic nil-fn system of teaching miuic

tetrachordon (tet-ra-k6r'don), n. [NL.: see
tetrachord.] A musical instrument in which,
while it has strings and a keyboard, like the
pianoforte, the tones are produced from the
strings by pressing them, by means of the digi-

tals, against a revolving cylinder of india-rub-
ber covered with rosin. Compare harmonichord,
hitrdii-iiurdii, and keyed rioUn (under keyed).

tetrachotomons (tet-ra-kot'o-mus), a. [< tJr.

rlrpaxa, in four parts (<! rrrpa-, four), + -ro/ioc, <

riftriiv, raiiiiv, cut.] In zoiil. and bt>t., doubly
dichotomons; arranged in four ranks or rows;
quadrifarious ; divided into four parts, or into
sets of four; t|uadripartitc.

tetrachronous (te-tmk'ro-nus), a. [< Gr. re-

Tfxixiioviif, of four times, < rirpn-, four, + ;fp<ii'or,

time.] In anc. pron.. having a magnitude of four
primary or fundamental times; tetrasemic.

tetracladine (tet-ra-klad'in), a. [< Gr. rrrpa-,

four, -f- E. clacUne.] Cladose, or branching into

Tetradecapoda

a number of variously shaped processes, as a
caltrop or sponge-spieule of the tetraxon type.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

tetracladose (tet-ra-kla'dos), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, -t- E. cladose.] Same as tetracladint.

tetracOCCOUS (tet-ra-kok'us), «. [< Gr. rrrpa-,

four, + KOKKoi, berry.] In bot., having fotir

cocci or carpels. See cut under coccus.

tetracolic (tet-ra-ko'lik), a. [< tetracol(on) +
-ic.} In anc. pros., consisting of foui cola or
series.

tetracolon(tet-ra-k6'lon), B.; pi. ietracola(-l&).

[LL., < Gr. rrrpdKuh)v, neut. of rtrpdau^, < rerpa-,

four, -I- (cu/W, a limb, a member : see colon^.] In
anc. rhet. and pros., a period consisting of four
cola.

Tetracoralla (tefra-ko-ral'a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. rtrpa-, four, + Kopa'/j.iov, coral.] A diTision
of corals, corresponding to the Sugosa.

tetracoralline (tet-ra-kor'a-lin), a. [< Tetra-

coralla + -iwet.] Of or pertaining to the Tetra-

coralla: rugose, as a stone-coral. See Cyathax-
onii(Ue.

tetract (tet'rakt), a. [< Gr. rrrpa-, four,+ OKri^,

a ray, beam.] Having four rays, as a sponge-
spicule

;
quadriradiate. See cut under sponge-

spieule.

tetractinal (te-trak'ti-nal), a. [< tetractine +
-«/.] Having four rays, as a sponge-spieule.

tetractine (t«-trak'tin), a. [As tetract + -inc^.]

Having four rays, or being quadriradiate, as a
sponge-spieule.

tetractinellid (te-trak-ti-nel'id), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Tetractinellida, or having
their characters.

n. «. A member of the Tetractinellida.

Tetractinellida (te-trak-ti-nel'i-da), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. mpa-, four, + d/tr/f (oKrah-), ray, -I-

-ella + -ida : see tetract.'] In SoUas's classifica-

tion of sponges, the second tribe of Silicispon-

gix, contrasted with Monaxonida, including
those Demospongise which possess quadriradi-
ate or tritene spicules or litliistid scleres. It

includes the great majority of existing sponges, and is

divided into Chirrittida and Lithittida.

tetractlnellidan (to-trak-ti-nel'i-dan), o. [^
TctrnctittiUiiia + -an.] Same as teiraetinellid.

tetractinelline (te-trak-ti-nel'in), a. [< Te-
trartiiii ll{idii) -H -ine^.] Same as tetractincllid.

tetractomy (te-trak'to-mi), n. [Properly 'tet-

rachotomy (cf. dichotomy, tetrachotomous), < Gr,
rirpaxa, in four parts, + -ropia, a cutting, < re/i~

vetv, ra/ictv, out.] A division into four parts.

The one key to St. Paul's meaning is the principle that,

bedcles body and soul—which make up man's natural be.

tng— regenerated man possesses spirit, the principle of
supernatural life. This has been somewhat unfairly called
Bull's theory, and accused of making up a letractmny—
body, soul, spirit, and Holy Spirit.

SpeaJcer^ Commentary, 1 Thes. v. 2S.

tetracyclic (tet-ra-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. rtrpa-,

four, + (c(«>of, ring.] In bot., having four cir-

cles or whorls of floral organs : said of flowers.

te'trad (tet'rad), n. [< Gr. rerptir (.-ad-), the
number four, < rrrpa-, four: see tetra-.] 1. The
number four; also, a collection of four thin^.
Also quadrad.— 2. In eliem,, an atom the equiv-
alence of which is four, or an element one atom
of which is equivalent, in saturating power, to

four atoms of hydrogen.— 3. In morphology, a
quaternary unit of organization resulting from
individuation or integration of an aggregate of
triads. See triad, dyad.

tetradactyl, tetradactyle (tet-ra-dak'til), a.

and n. [\ Or. rt r/^aiVkriT'^of, having four fingers
or toes, < rerpa-, four, + MktvXo^, a finger, toe:
see dactyl.] I. a. Having four fingers or toes;
quadridigitate: noting either (a) the fore feet
or the hind feet of a quadruped, or (6) a four-
toed bird, or (c) a <iuadnipea only (when four-
toed before and behind).

n. n. A four-toed animal.

tetradactylity (tet'ra-dak-til'i-ti), n. [< tetra-

darti/l + -itii.] Tetrtidaetyl character or state.
Xatlire, XLIII. 329.

tetradactylons (tet-ra-dak'ti-lus), a. [< tetra-

dactyl + -ous.] Same as tetradactyl.

tetrad-deme (tet'rad-dem), «. A colony or
aggregate of undifferentiated tetrads. See
triad-demc, dyad-dcme. Eneye. Brit., XVI. 843.

tetradecapod (tet-ra-dek'a-pod), a. and w. [<
Gr. rrrpa-, four, + XlKa, ten, + iroif {irod-) = E.

foot.] I. a. Having fourteen feet; of or per-
taining to the Tctrndecapoda.

II. n. A member of the Tetradecapoda.

Tetrade(^poda (tet'ra-de-kap'o-d&), Ji, pi.

[NL.: see tetradecapod.^ Fourteen-fotited crus-
taceans; an order of Crustacea corresponding



Tetradecapoda

to Arthrostraea. The niultiartieulate cephalo-
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thorax has seven thoracic segments, each of

which bears a pair of legs. The order includes

the isopods and ainphipods.

tetradecapodous (tet'ra-de-kap'o-dus), a. [<

tttradtcapod + -ous.'i 'Same as ietradecapod.

tetxadiapason (tet'ra-di-a-pa'zon), n. [< Gr. tetragenOUS (te-traj'e-nus), o. [< Gr. rerpa-

Tcrpa-, four, + E. diapason.] In music, the in- four, + -}tm, < yiyveaOai, be bom:

one who has married four times, < Gr. rerpa-,

four, + yd//oc, marriage. Ct digamy.] A fourth

marriage; marriage for the fourth time. [Rare.]

He (Symeon Magister] says that the lawfulness of te-

tragamy was believed to have been revealed to Euthymius.
Robertson, Hist. Christ. Church, IV. 3.

see -gen, -ge-

nous.] In bacteriology, giving rise to square

groups of fovir, as micrococci which divide in

two planes at right angles, and whose newly
formed cells remain attached to one another.
In investigating the etiology of tuberculosis, E. Koch found

in a cavity of the lungs, in a case of phthisis, a peculiar mi-

crococcus in square groups of four, enveloped in a trans-

parent capsule. This micrococcus was named Micrococ-

cus tetragenus (whence the temi tetragenous).

The constituents of the colony turned out to be a tetra-

genous microbe quite distinct from the plain atmospheric
micrococcus with which he had thought it could be iden-

tified. Seienee, XI. 283.

tervai of four octaves, or a twenty-ninth. Also

called quadruple diapason, quadruijle octave,

and quadruple eighth.

tetradic (te-trad'ik), a. [= OF. tetradique; <

LGr. rcrpaiiKOi, tetradic, < Gr. rerpdg (-ad-), a tet-

rad.] 1 . In anc. pros. : (a) Comprising four dif-

ferent rhythms or meters : as, the tetradic epip-

loce. (6) Consisting of pericopes, or groiips

of systems each of which contains four unlike

systems: as, a tetradic poem.— 2. Of or per-

taining to a tetrad. Also tetratomic.

*S^e"e^h^a*:'s^e"J;e<;ial .^elalionlo Ltm^- tetragon (tet^ra-gon) n. [< T.tetra.one = 8p.
y . "

, 7. V J i, .»!„.„„„ tctrd(iono = Pg.It.tetragono,<lj.tetragonum,a,
ber four. («) One who regarded four as a mystic num- i^" "u""y & , *,._'„ „ .!„„„„„„
ber. (6) Among the ancients, a child born in the fourth square, < Gr. rerpayiMog, four-cornered, square,

month or on the fourth day of the month, (c) In eccles. neut. rerpdyuvov, a square, < rerpa-, four, -I- yuvta,

Aisf. . one who reverences four gods in the godhead, (d) angle, comer.] 1. In geom., a figure having
(<Mii.| AQuartodeciman. four angles : a quadrangle ; a quadrilateral.—
tetradrachm (tet'ra-dram), «. [< L. teira-

j^ a^W, an aspect 5f two planets with re-
drachinum,< Gr. rerpadpax/iov, a piece of four ^-

., ^_ ^^„ '„_^^ ,i;,^„„
^,,„„ „'„„ ^;„^„„t <,„„„

drachmas, < re-

rpa-, four, -I-

dpaxfr/, a drach-
ma: see drach-
ma.] A silver

coin of ancient
Greece, of the
value of four
drachmas. See
drachma.

Silver tetra-

drachms of Jinos.
R. P. Enighl.

tetradymite
(te-trad'i-m5t),
H. [< Gr. re-

rpadvpoc, four-

fold, + -ite2.]

Native bismuth
telluride, con-
taining also

some sulphur, a
mineral occur-
ring in foliated

masses of a pale
steel-gray color
and brilliant

metallic luster.

Also called tel-

luric bismuth,
tellur - bismuth,
and bornine.

"tetradymous (te-trad'i-mus), a. [< Gr. rerpa-

Svfioc, fourfold, < rerpa-, four: see tctra-.] In

gard to the earth when they are distant from
each other 90°, or the fourth part of a circle

;

quartile aspect; square.

tetragonal (te-trag'o-nal), a. [< tetragon + -al]

1. In geom., pertaining to a tetragon; having
four angles or sides.

—

2. In bot. and zool., four-

angled; having four longitudinal angles.— 3.

S(iuare; quartile. Sir T. Broione— Tetragonal
spheroid, a tetrahedron with isosceles faces.—Tetrag-
onal stem, a stem that h.is four sides, as in many Labi-

ate.— Tetragonal system, in crystal., that system in

which the three axes are at right aiigles to each other, but
the two equal lateral axes ditfer in length from the ver-

tical axis. See crystallography. Also dimetric, quadratic,

Tnonodiinetric, etc.

tetragonel (te-trag'o-nel), a. [Heraldic F.

:

see tetragonal.] In her., represented as a four-

sided solid shown in perspective : thus, a pyra-

mid is distinguished from a pile or point by be-

ing represented in perspective, two sides show-
ing, and is often blazoned a tetragonel pyramid.
TetragOnia(tet-ra-g6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Linuseus,

1737), < Gr. rfr/3a7(jw'a,the spindle-tree (so called

from its square fruit), < rerpayuvoc, square : see

tetragon.] A genus of plants, of the order Fi-

coidese, distinguished from Mesenibri/antliemum,

the other genus of its tribe, Mcsembryese, by
its apetalous flowers, it includes about 20 species,

mainly natives of the Cape of Good Hope, with others in

eastern Asia, Australia, and South America. They are
somewhat fleshy herbs or undershrubs with weak or pros-

trate stems, bearing alternate entire leaves, and axillary

greenish-yellow or reddish flowers. The fruit is a drupe
or nut, often prominently winged, angled, or horned, con-

taining a bony stone with from one to nine one-seeded
cells. By Lindley the genus was made the type of a former
order Tetragoniacese. See Australian and New Zealand

, , . ,. , , ,,1 ,
-,, «»t'iacA (under sjn'jiacA), and compare /a(-/i«« and «oda.

6o«., having every alternate lamella shorter than
tetragonismt (te-trag'o-nizm), n. [NL. tetra-

the two contiguous to it, and one complete la-
g„„i^„„,g (^j^^^ Bernoulli, 1696), < tetragon +

mella terminating a set of every four pairs of %„^-^ The quadrature of any curve.

tZllf.tlT^JTt^^^jr'^^L^lZ^^^^ »• [NL. (Sir

W. Jardme, 1855), < Gr. rerpayamg, square.

Reverse.

Tetradrachm of Athens, about 220
B. C— British Museum. (Size of the ori-

ginal.)
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four cells or eases combined. Henslow.

Tetradynamia (tet"ra-di-na'mi-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. rerpa-, four, -I- ivva/iic, power, strength.]
The fifteenth class in the Limiean system, com-
prehending those plants which bear hermaph-
rodite flowers with six stamens, four of them
longer than the other two. It was divided into 2
oTden—SUiculosa, of which the common garden-cress and
fihepherd's-purse are examples, and Siliquosa, of which the
mustard and cabbage are examples. All the plants of this

class are now included in the natural order Cruciferee.

tetradynamian (tet"ra-di-na'mi-an), a. [<
Tetradynamia -t- -an.] In bot., having the char-
acters of the Tetradynamia; tetradynamous.

tetradynamous (tet-ra-din'a-mus), a. [< Gr.
rerpa-, four, -l- Siva/uc, power. Cf. Tetradyna-
mia.] Having six stamens, four longer ar-

ranged in opposite pairs, and two shorter, in-

serted lower down: a relation found only in

the flowers of Crucifera'. See cut under stamei'.

tetraSdral, tetragdron (tet-ra-e'dral, -dron).
Same as tefrahedral, tetrahedron.

Tetragamelise (tet"ra-ga-me'li-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. rerpa-, four, -I- ya/if/ho^, of a wedding, <

yd/xoc, a wedding.] A division of rhizostoma-
tous disoomedusans having the four subgenital
pouches distinct: opposed to Monogameliee.
tetragamelian (tet"ra-ga-me'li-an), a. Per-
taining to or having tte characters of the Tet-
ragnmeliee.

tetragamy (te-trag'a-mi), «. [< MGr. rerpaya-
uia, tlie marrying a fourth time, < 'rerpdyaiiog,

+ dip, face.] A remarkable genus of scanso
rial barbets, belonging to the American Capi-
toninse. it is characterized by the peculiar metagna-
thism of the beak, the under mandible having two angu-

TetragoHops rhamfhastinus.

lar point* which overlap the tip of the upper. There are

2 species, T. rhampliastinus of Ecuador and T, frantai

of Costa Rica. The former, named from some sugges-

tiveness of a toucan, is singularly variegated with black,

white, ashy, golden-brown, orange-red, and scarlet.

tetrahedron

tetragonous (te-trag'o-nus), a. [< tetragon -f-

-ons.] Same as tetragonal.

tetragram (tet'ra-gram), n. [< Gr. rrrpdypafi-

pov, a word of four letters (not found in the
sense of 'a figure of four lines'), < rerpa-, four,

-I- ypdfipa, a line, letter: see gram^.] 1. A word
of four letters.— 2. In geom., a figure formed
by four right lines.

Tetragrammaton (tet-ra-gram'a-ton), n. [< Gr.

ro Terpaypdpparov, a word of four letters, < rerpa-

ypdfiparoQ, of four letters: see tetragram.] A
complex of four letters : applied to the mystic

name Jehovah (see Jehovah) as written with four

Hebrew letters, and sometimes transferred to

other similar combinations.
When God the Father was pleased to pour forth all his

glories, and imprint them upon his holy Son in his exal-

tation, it was by giving him his holy name, the Tetragram-
maton, or Jehovah made articulate.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 744.

It follows from all this that the true representative of

the Tetragrammaton is the name itself, whether the form
preferred be Jahveh, or the venerable and euphonious
Jehovah. Nineteenth Century, XX. 97.

tetragyn (tet'ra-jin), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, four, -I-

yvvri, a female (in mod. bot. a pistil).] In bot.,

a hermaphrodite plant having four pistils; a
plant of the order Tetragynia.

Tetragynia (tet-ra-jin'i-ii), n. pi. [NL. : see

tetragyn.] An order of plants in several of the

classes in the Linnean system, comprehending
those plants which have four pistils, as the
holly.

tetragynlan (tet-ra-jin'i-an), a. [< tetragyn -f

-ian.] In bot., having the characters of the
Tetragynia ; tetragjTious.

tetragynous (te-traj'i-nus), a. [ < tetragyn -h

-ous!] Having a gynoecium of four carpels,

tetrahedral (tet-ra-he'dral), a. [Also tetrae-

dral; < tetrahedron + -aJ.] 1. Pertaining to a
tetrahedron.— 2. In crystal.: (a) Having the

foi-m of the regular tetrahedron. (6) Pertain-

ing or relating to a tetrahedron, or to the system
of forms to which the tetrahedron belongs : as,

tetrahcdral hemihedrism (see hemihcdrism).—
Tetrahedral angle, in geom., a solid angle bounded or
inclosed by four plane angles.— Tetrahedral coordi-
nates. See courdinate,- Tetraliedral garnet, helvlte

:

so called because, while related to garnet in composition,
it occurs in tetrahedral crystals.— Tetrahedral group.
See groups.

tetrahedrally (tet-ra^he'dral-i), adv. In a tet-

rahedral form. Also tetraeArally.

tetrahedrite (tet-ra-he'drit), n. [< tetrahedron
+ -ite'^.] A mineral often occurring in tetrahe-

dral crystals (whence the name), also massive,
of an iron-black color and brilliant metallic lus-

ter. It is essentially a sulphid of copper and antimony,
but the antimony may be replaced by arsenic or less fre-

quently by bismuth, and the copper may be replaced by
silver (in the variety freibergite), mercury (in the variety

schwatzite), also iron, zinc, lead, and in small amounts
cobalt and nickel. It is commonly called Fahlerzin Ger-
many (whence the English fahl-ore). It is sometimes an
important silver ore.

tetrahedroid (tet-ra-he'droid), M. [< tetrahe-

dron -f- -oid.] A quartic surface the envelop
of a quadric surface touching eight given lines

;

a surface obtained by a homographic transfor-

mation of the wave-surface ; a Rummer's sur-

face whose sixteen nodes lie in fours upon the

faces of a tetrahedron through whose summits
the sixteen double planes pass by fours ; a quar-

tic surface cut by each of the planes of a tetra-

hedron in pairs of conies in respect to which
the three summits in this plane are conjugate
points, and such that one of the points of inter-

section of the conies (and therefore all) is a node
of the surface : so named by Cayley in 1846.

tetrahedron (tet-ra-he'dron),n.; pi. tetrahedra,

tetrahedrons (-dra, -drqnzj. [Also tetraedron ;

= F. tHraedre =" Sp. tg. te-

traedro, < Gr. rerpa-, four, -I-

edpa, seat, base.] A solid

comprehended under four
plane faces; especially, the
regular tetrahedron, or tri-

angular pyramid having its

base and sides equilateral
triangles. In crystallography and
in geometry the tetrahedron is re-

garded as a hemihedral form of the
octahedron, four of whose faces
form the plus, and the four alter-

nate faces (two above and two be-
low) the minus tetrahedron. The
figures represent the tetrahedron
in the position required to exhibit
its relation to the octahedron. .See

Ac»it/(('(frrt;.— Orthogonal tetra-
hedron, a tetrahedron the pairs of
whose opposite edges are at right angles— in other words,
the planes through these edges and the shortest line be-
tween them are at right angles. Sueh a tetrahedron is dis-

Plus Tetrahedron mod-
itied by planes of Minus
Tetrahedron.



Tctra hexahedron.

tetrahedron

tingulshed by having an orthocenter.—Polar tetrahe-
dron, a tetrahedron the planes of which are the polars of

the vertices of another tetrahedron.— Tetrahedron of
Hbbius. one of a pair of tetrahedra eacil inscribed in the

other.—Truncated tetrahedron, a solid formed by cut-

ting oH each corner oi a tetrahedron by a plane parallel to

the opp«»8ite face to such an extent aa to leave the faces

regular hexagons. At the truncated parts there are r^u-
jar triangles. It is one of the thirteen Archimedean solids.

tetrabexahedral (tet-ra-hek-sa-he'dral), a. [<

tetniliexitlifdron + -«/.]' Havii'ig the form of a

tetrab<>.\ahetlron. Also tetrakUliexahcilral.

tetrahexahedron (tet-ra-hek-sa-he'dron), n. [<

Gr. Tcrpa-, four, + ff, six, +
iipa, seat, base (see hexahe-

dron).'] A solid bounded by
twenty-four equal triangular
faces, four corresponding to

each face of the cube. In crjs-

lallo^raphy this solid belongs to

the isometric system. In geometry
the name is especially applied to

that variety in which all the adja-

cent faces are equally IncllDed to

one another. .\lso called tetnUthtathedron, and some-
times fiuomid, as !)eing a form common with fluor-spar.

tetrakishexahedron (tet'ra-kis-hek-sa-he'-
(Iron). ". [<^ *-»r. Terpantq, rerpaiu, four times, +
E. hfj-(ihfdron.'\ Same as tetrahexahedron.

tetralemma (tet-ra-lem'a), n. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, + '/.fjfifia. a proposition: see lemma.'] A
dilemma in which four different possibilities

are considered.

tetralogy (.te-tral'o-ji), n. [= P. Utralogie, <

Gr. 7erpa?x>}ia, a group of four dramas, < rtrpa-,

four, + ^-i'/Oi, speech.] A group of four dra-

matic compositions, three tragic and one sa-

tyric, which were exhibited in connection on
the Athenian stage for the prize at the festi-

vals of Bacchus. The term has been extended to a
group of four operatic works treating of related themes,
and intended to be performed in connection.

tetralophodont (tet-ra-lof'6-<lout), a. [NL.,
< (tr. rirpii-.fonr, + /o<>of, ridge, + iioix (oiavT-)

= E. tooth.] Having that dentition which is

characteristic of the true mastodons, whose
molars arc four-ridged.

tetramastigate (tet-ra-mas'ti-gat), a. [< Gr.
rrrim-. four, + uacTii (jiaaTiy-), a whip, + -ate^.]

Havini; four flagolla, as an infusoriau.

Tetrameles (t«-tram'e-lez), n. [NL. (Robert
Brown, 1H26), from its 4-raerous flowers; < Gr.
rirpa, four, + fit>J>f, a limb, member.] A ge-

nus of plants, of the order liatiscete, charac-
terized by apetalous dioecious flowers, with four
calyx-lobes and four elongated stamens or four
styles. The only ipecles, T. rutdi/lom, is a native of
India, Ceylon, and Java. It i* a tall tree— the onlr tiee

in an otherwise entirely berbaceoos order; It bean broad
long iivtioled deciduous leaves, preceded by numeroDs
small flowers In long and slender panicled racemes. It Is

known in India *bjungU-bendg, and In Java as %tenumg-
Irrr.

Tetramera (te-tram'e-r&), ». pi. [NL., neut.
pl.iit telraiiierus: aeetetrameroM.] In en torn.:

(a) In Latreille'ssystem,
a division of Coleoptera,
containing those beetles
all of whose tarsi are
usually or apparently
tetramerous or four-
jointed. Also called
Cryplopenttimcra and
Pseudotetramera. (6) A
Erime division of the
ymenopterous family

Ckalciiliilie. comprising
six subfamilies in which
the tarsi arc four-jointed.

tetrameral (te-tram'e-ral), a. [< tetramer-ous
+ -at.] Four-parted; (iaving parts in fours;
tetramerous, as a polyp ; of or pertaining to the
Tetrameralia.

Tetrameralia (te-tram-e-ra'li-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

sec t'triinnral.] The tetrameral polyps, as a
subclass of scyphomedusans (list inguished from
OetonxmlUi, and composed of tlie three orders
C<ilt/rii:oa. I'eromeduste, and i'ubomedusie.

tetramerism (te-tram'e-rizm), n. [< tetram-
ir(i>u!<) + -ism.] In zoiil. and bat., division into
four parts, or the state of being so divided;
four-partedness. Amer. .Vaf., XXII. 941.

tetramerous (te-tram'e-rus), a. [< NL. te-

tramt run. < Gr. rrrfxiuepr/r, four-parted, < rerpa-,

four, -I- lu/yir, part.] Consisting of or divided
into four parts ; characterized by having four
parts. SpeciBcally -(«) In «>o<., having the parts in fours

:

afc a tetratn^rtntjt flower (that is, one having four menihers
m eai-h of the Mural whorls). It is frequently written 4-

mermu. (b) In zW. : (1) Kour-parted: especially nuttiig
an actinoz'>un having the radiating parts or orfrans ar-
ranged in fours or multiples of four. Compare h^Xttm-
€rou$, (-.i) In entomology, having four joints, as the tar-
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BUS of an insect ; having four-jointed tarsi, as a beetle or
chalcid ; of or pertaining to the Teiramrra. See cuts under
I'hi/topha'ja and Tetramera.

tetrameter (te-tram'e-tfer), a. and h. [< LL. te-

tiaiiutrus, < Gr. TeTpa/terpoi, having four mea-
sures, neut. Terpa/jcTpov, a verse of four mea-
sures, < Ttrpa-, four, + /jirpov, measure.] I. a.

Having four measures.
II. «. In pros., a verse or period consisting

of four measures. A trochaic, iambic, or anapeatic
tetrameter consists of four dipodies (eight feet). .\ te-

trameter of other rhythms is a tctrapody, or period of

four feet The name is specifically given to the trochaic
tetrameter catalectic An example of the acatalectic te-

trameter is

Once OpAn ft | midnight drear;, | as I pondfred
|
weak

AudwiarS. Poe, The Eaven.

tetramorph (tet'ra-morf), n. [< Gr. Terpauopipo^,

four-shai)ed, fourfold, < rerpa-, four, + fiop<j»},

form.] In Christian art, the union of the four
attributes of the evangelists in one figure,

winged, and standing on winged fiery wheels,

the wings being covered with eyes. It is the

type of unparalleled velocity. Fairholt.

tetrander (te-tran'di^r), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, tour,

-I- ai-ijp (avSp-), male (in mod. bot. a stamen).]
In bot., a roonocli-

nous or hermaphro-
dite plant having
four stamens.
Tetrandria (te-

tran'dri-S), n. pi.

[NL. : see tetran-

der.] The fourth
class of plants in

the Linnean sys-

tem,comprehendiiig
such as have four
stamens. The orders
belonging to this Claaa Trtran^ria.-Juisima titcurrrm.
»X9 MoHogyma, Dtgynta,
Tetraffgnia. The teaiel, dodder, and pond-weed ara ex-

ampies.

tetrandrian (te-tran'dri-an), a. [< tetrander +
-iun.] Ill bot., belonging to the class Tetran-
dria ; tetrandrous.

tetrandrons (te-tran'drus), a. [< tetrander +
-OU.1.] In bot., having four stamens; charac-
teristic of the class Tetrandria.

tetrant (tet'rant), «. [< Gr. rerpa-, four, -I-

-aut.] A (luatlrant. Weale. [Rare.]

Tetranycludae (tet-ra-nik'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Tetranychu.i + -idie.] A family of mites,
containing those forms known as tpinning-

mites, and founded on the genus Tetranychus.
In common with the TrvmbidUdtt or barreat.mitisa, the
TetranycMdM liave an appendicnlate terminal palpal

iolnt, but are smaller anil more highly colored than the
larveat-mitea, and are piant-feedets exclusively. Next to
TWnniyeAiM, BryMa a the most noticeable genua. B.

praletuU frequently enters houses In the United States in

enormous numbers in the fail.

Tetranychns (tc-tran'i-kus), n. [NL. (Dufour,
1K3L'), |iro|). Tetraonyehus, < Gr. rerpa-, four^ +
ivv^ (owx-), claw.] A very large and wide-
spread genus of spinning-mites.bavinglegs with
seven joints, the feet short and curved, and the
mouth with a barbed sucking-apparatus. It con-
tains minute yellowish or reddish species, most of which
spin more or leas of a web on the under side of leaves,

and are noted as injurious to vegetation. The so-called
rtdspider, a coamopoUtao hothouse pest, Is T. lelaritu.

Tetrao (tet'rft-6), n. [NL., < L. tetrao. < Gr.
rcTpauv, a pheasant, a grouse.] The leading ge-

nus of Tetraonida, formerly including all the
gronse, but subsequently variously restricted,

now to the capercaillie, T. urogallus, and some
closely related species. See cut under caper-
caillie.

tetraodion (tet-ra-6'di-on), n. [< MGr. rerpa-
t^Uiiv, < (ir. Ttrpa-, four, + ^id^, ode.] In the
(Ir. eh., a canon of four odes.

Tetraodon, tetraodont, etc. See Tetrodon,ete.

TetraogalltlS (tet'ra-o-gal'us), n. [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1S3J-4), < L. tetrao, a ^ouse, + yallim,

cook.] A genus of snow-partridges. These birds
are near rdatives of Lertxt nivieota, another species of

Tetrapleura

snow-partridge (see Lerca) ; they are indifferently known
as inu/w-pheojiantg, gnott>-€ockg, and snow-chviors, one of

them being also specified as the chourtka. This is T. cos-

pius; tliree other species are named— T. himalai/en»is, T.
altaictig, ami T. tibetanui. The whole range of the genus
is from Asia Minor to western China, butonly in mountain-
ranges at altitudes up to ls,u(K) feet. In some respects
the genus approaches TetraophasU (which see). The size

is large, the males attaining a length of two feet or more

;

the sexes are nearly alike in plumage, which is of varied
dark coloration. The birds frequent open rocky places,

generally In flocks, and nest on the ground, laying 6 to 9
eggs of an olive color with reddish spots. Also called

Clv>urtka.

tetraonid (tet'ra-o-nid), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Tetraonidx, or grouse family.

II. ?). Any grouse, or other member of the
Tetraonida:.

Tetraonidae (tet-ra-on'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Tet-

rao(n-) + -idse.] A family of gallinaceous birds,

of the order Gallinte, of which the type is the
genus Tetrao; the grouse family, having the
tarsi and nasal fosste more or less completely
feathered. The leading genera besides Tetrao are Ly-
ruru*, Canaee (or Dendragapu8\ Falcipennig, Lai/ojnig, Cen-
troeerctu, Pediaceta, tupidonia (or Tympanuchus), and
hotutsa. They are confined to the northern hemisphere,
and include, besides the birds usually called t/rmtse, the
capercaillie, i)rairie-hen, sage-cock, ptarmigan, and others.

The family lias been used in a more comprehensive sense,

including then an indefinite number of genera of par-

tridges, quails, and similar birds. See cuts under black-

cock. Boiuua, Canaee, capereaiUie, Centroeercue, Cvpulmiia,
grmue, Oreorlyx, partridge, Pedioecetet, and plarmujan.

Tetraonins (tet*ra-o-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Telrao(n-), a grouse, H- -inse.] The grouse fam-
ily, Titraonidm, rated as a subfamily of gallina-

ceous birds, or a restricted division of that fam-
ily in its widest sense.

tetraonine (tet'ra-o-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Titraoninie.

The true Oallinn offer two types of structure, "one of

which may be called Oailine, and the other Tetraonine."
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 333.

Tetraonomorplise (tet'ra-o-no-m6r'fe), H. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Terpdui', a grouse, + popipp, form.]
In Sundevall's system of ornithological clas-

sification, a cohort of Gallinae, consisting of the
sand-grouse (I'teroclidie) and grouse proper
(Tetraonida').

Tetraonychidse, Tetraonyehus. More correct
forms of Ictraiiychidee, Tetranychun.

Tetraoperdil (tet'ra-o-pdr'diks), n. [NL.,< Gr.
TiTpauv, a grouse, + mpii^, a partridge.] In
ornith., same as Lerra.

Tetraophasls (tet-ra-of'a-sis), n. [NL. (Jules
Verreaux , 1 870), < Or. rerpiuv, a grouse, + 4>d<7/f

,

the river Phasis, with ref. to ijiaatavdc, pheasant:
see pheasant.] A ^enus of gallinaceous birds
peculiar to Tibet, with one species, T. obgoirus,

in some respects intermediate between pheas-
ants and grouse. It is about 20 inches long,

and of dark-brown and -gray colors, alike in
both sexes.

tetrapetalous (tet-ra-pet'a-lus), a. [< Or.
rerpa-, four, -I- irtraXw, leaf (petal).] In bot.,

having four petals.

tetrapnarmacon (tet-ra-fiir'ma-kon), n. [NL.,
also trtnijilidrmacum; < dr.rerpabappanov, a com-
pound of wax, resin, lard, and pitch, neut. of rf-

rpa^ppoKOf, compounded of four drugs, < rerpa-,

four, + ^p/ioKov, drug : see pharmacon.] An
ointment composed of wax, resin, lard, and
pitch.

tetrapliarmacnm(tct-ra-far'ma-kum), M. Same
as t< Iriijiliiirmncon.

tetraphony (tet'ra-fd-ni), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, four,

+ (puvii, voice.] In early medieval music, di-

aphony for four voices.

Tetrapnyllidea (tet'ra-fi-lid'e-ii), «. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ri Tfta-, four, -I- flA?Mv, a leaf.] A division

of Cestoidea, including tapeworms of various
fishes, in which the head is furnished with four
lobes, suckers, or tentacles, or in any way dis-

tinguished by fours into sets of parts or organs.
The group includes the genera Tetrarhynchus,
Kchincihotlirinm, and Acanthobothrium.

tetrapbyllidean (tet"ra-fi-lid'e-an), a. Of or

beloiigiiifr to the Tctrap)iyWdea.

tetraphyllous (tct-ra-til'us), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

tour, + ij>i'/-'/vv, a leaf.] In bot., four-leaved;

consisting of four distinct leaves or leaflets.

Tetrapla (tet'ra-pla), n. [< Gr. rerpairla, neut.

pi. of rerpanUoc, rerpairlov^, fourfold, < rerpa-,

four, + -iT7M>i, -fold.] An edition of the Bible
in four versions. The name is specially given to a
work by Origen. containing the Greek versions of Aqnila,
HynimachUH, and Theodotion and the Septuaglnt. Com-
nare Ilejroftta, Octapla.

Tetrapleura (tet-ra-plo'ra). n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Ttrpa-, four, -I- irlevpSv, a rib.] Those organic
forms which are tetrapleural : distinguished
from Dipleura.



tetrapleural

tetrapleural (tet-ra-plo 'ral), a. [As Tetrapleura
+ -«/.] In proniorphology, zygopleural with
four antimeres. Haeclel.

Tetrapneumona (tet-rap-nu'mo-nii), ». pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of *tetra})neumonus: see tetrap-

neumonous.'] 1. A division of ^)'aHd«a!, or true

spiders, having four lungs, four spinnerets, and
eight approximated ocelli : distinguished from
UipiieumoiifK. It consists of the mygalids or thera-

phoses, the bird-spiiiers of South America, the tarantu-
las of North America, and the trap-door spiders. Also
Tetrapneumonei.

2. A group of holothurians, represented by the
genus jRhopalodiiia, having four water-lungs
(whence the name). Schmarda. Also called

Decaerenidia, Diplostomidea, and Shopalodinx.
tetrapneumonian (tefrap-nii-mo'ni-an), «. and
11. [< tetrapitcumon-ous + -ian.'] I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Tetrapneumona.
n. «. A spider belonging to the Tetrapneu-

mona.
tetrapnemnoilOUS (tet-rap-nii'mo-nus), a. [<

NL. ' tetrapncumonus, < Gr. rerpa-, four, + Trm-
/iui',alung: seepneitmonia.'] Having four lungs.
Specifically— (o) Having four water-lungs, or respiratory
trees. (&) Having four lung-sacs, as a spider.

tetrapod (tet'ra-pod), a. and n. [< Gr. rerpd-

jroi'f (--o(!-), also TcrpdnoiTj^, four-footed, < rerpa-,

four, + TTovc: (toJ-) = E. foot.'] I. a. Four-foot-
ed; quadruped; specifically, having only four

perfect legs, as certain butterflies; of or per-

taining to the Tetrapoda.

n. n. A four-footed animal; a quadruped;
specifically, a member of the Tetrapoda.

Tetrapoda (te-trap'o-da), w. j)^ [NL.: see <«i-

rapod.] In entom. , a division of butterflies hav-
ing the first pair of legs more or less reduced
and folded, not fitted for walking.

tetrapodichnite (tet"ra-po-dik'iiit), n. [< NL.
Tetrapodichnites, < Gr. Tcrpdvovg, four-footed

(see tetrapod), + ix^og, a track, footstep: see
icJmite.] In geol. , the footprint of a four-footed
animal, as a samian reptile, left on a rock.

See ichnite.

Tetrapodiclinites (tet-ra-pod-ik-ni'tez), n.

[NL. (Hitchcock): see teirapodichnite.'] A hy-
pothetical genus of animals whose tracks are
known as tetrapodichnites.

tetrapodous (te-trap'o-dus), a. [< tetrapod +
-oiis.] Same as tetrapod.

tetrapody (te-trap'o-di), ». [< Gr. reTpanodia,

a measure or length of four feet, in pros, a te-

trapody, < TcTpdTrot)^, having four feet : see tetra-

pod.'] A group of four feet ; a colon, meter,
. or verse consisting of four feet. Amer. Jour.

PI>ilol.,X. 225.

tetrapolis (te-trap'o-lis), n. [< Gr. TtrpdmALq, a
district having four cities, prop, adj., having
four cities, < rerpa-, four, + vd/uc, a city.] A
group or association of four towns ; a district

or political division characterized by contain-
ing four important cities. See tetrapolitan.

"The garden opposite Euboia's coast " was inhabited by
the Apolline Tetrapdis.

Harrison and Verrdll, Ancient Athens, p. xcvii.

tetrapolitan (tet-ra-pol'i-tan), a. [< NL. tetra-

politanus, < tetrapolis, a group of four cities:

see tetrapolis.] Of or belonging to a tetrapo-
lis, or group of four towns; specifically \_cap.],

relating to the four towns of Constance, Lindau,
Memmingen. and Strasburg—Tetrapolitan Con-
fession, a confession of faith presented at tile Diet of
Augsburg in 1530 by the representatives of the four cities

named above. It resembled the Augsburg Confession, but
inclined somewhat to Zwinglian views.

tetraprostyle (tet-ra-pro'stU), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four,-!- TTpdaTv?MC, with pillars in front: see^ro-
style.] Noting a classical tem-
ple having a portico of four
columns in front of the cella
or naos.

tetrapteran (te-trap'te-ran),
a. and «. [< tetrapter-om +
-an.] I. a. Having four wings,
as an insect ; tetrapterous.

H. «. An insect which has
four wings.
tetrapterous (te-trap'te-ms),
a. [< Gr. rerpdvTepog, four-
winged, < rerpa-, four,+ irrepdv,

wing. ] Having four wings, as
a fruit or stem (see wing) ; te-
trapteran.

Tetrapteryx (te-trap'te-riks),
n. [NL. (Thunberg, 1818), < Gr.
rerpa-, four, + nripv^, wing.]
A generic name under which
the Stanley crane of South Africa has been
separated from Anthropoides as T. paradiseu^.

I. Tetrapterous Fruit
of Halcsia tetrap-
tera. 2. The same,
transversely cut.
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tetraptote (tet'rap-tot), n. [< Gr. rerpairroroc,

with four cases, < rerpa-, four, + irraaii (TTwr-),

a case in grammar.] In gram., a noun that has
four cases only.

Tetrapturus (tet-rap-tu'ms), n. [NL. (Eafi-

nesque, 1810), for * Tetrapterurus, < Gr. rerpa-,

fovir, + TTTepdv, wing, fin, + ohpd, tail : in allu-

sion to the wing-like caudal keels.] A genus
of Eistiophoridse, including certain sallfishes,

sometimes specified as spear-fishes and bill-

fishes. The type is the Mediterranean T. be-

ionc; another species is T. albidus. See cut
under spear-fi.sh, 2.

tetrapyrenOUS (tet"ra-pi-re'nus), a. [< Gr. re-

rpa-, four, -t- irvpi'/v, the stone of a fruit: see

purcne.] In bot., having four pyrenes or stones.

tetraC[uetrous(te-trak'we-trus),a. [iGr. rerpa-,

four, -t- L. -quetriw, as in triquetrus, three-cor-

nered: see triquetrous.] In bot., having four

very sharp and almost winged comers, as the
stems of some labiate plants.

tetrarch (tet'rark or te'trark), n. and o. [<

ME. tetrarl; < OF. tetrarque, tetrarche, F. te-

trarquc = Sp. It. tetrarca = Pg. tetrarcha, < L.
tetrarches, < Gr. rerpdpxK, a leader of four com-
fanies, a tetrarch, < rerpa-, four, -I- dpxeiv, rule.]

, «. 1. In the Roman empire, the ruler of the
foMth part of a country or province in the East

;

a viceroy; a subordinate ruler.

Herod being tetrarch of Galilee. Luke iiL 1.

2. The commander of a subdivision of a Greek
phalanx.

I condemn, as every one does, his inaction after the
battle of Cannse ; and, in his last engagement with Africa-
nus, I condemn no less his bringing into the front of the
center, as became some showy tetrarch rather than Han-
nibal, his eighty elephants, by the refractoriness of which
he lost the battle.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Sciplo, Polybius, and Pantetias.

Il.t a- Four principal or chief. [Bare and
erroneous.]

Tetrarch elements. Fuller.

tetrarchate (tet'rar-kat), n. [< tetrarch +
-ateS.] The district governed by a Roman tet-

rarch, or the oifice or jurisdiction of a tetrarch.

tetrarcMcal (te-trar'ki-kal), a. [< tetrarch +
-ic-al.] Of or pertaining to a tetrarch or tet-

rarchy.
tetrarchy (tet'rar-ki), «.; pi. tetrarchies (-kiz).

[= F. tetrarchie = Sp. tetrarquia = Pg. It. te-

trarchia, < L. tetrarchia, < Gr. rerpapxia, the
power or government of a tetrarch, < rerpdpxriQ,

a tetrarch : see tetrarch.] Same as tetrarchate.

tetrascelus(te-tras'e-lus),)i.; pi. tetrasceli (-li).

[NL., < Gr. rerpadKeTJ)^, four-legged, < rerpa-,

four, + oKe'Aog, leg.] In teratol., a monster with
four legs.

tetrascnistic (tet-ra-skis'tik), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, -I- ax'wfia, a cleft, division.] In biol.,

tending to divide into four parts, or marked by
such division. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 834.

tetraselenodont (tef'ra-sf-le'no-dont), a. [<
Gr. rerpa-, four, -I- aeTii/vri, moon, -1- h6ov( {bSovr-)

= E. tooth.] Having four crescentic ridges, as
a molar ; characterized by such dentition, as a
ruminant. Amer. Nat., May, 1890.

tetrasemic (tet-ra-se'mik), a. [< LL. tetra-

semtis, < Gr. rerpda?//io(, < rerpa-, four, + aijua, a
sign, oTJiielov, a sign, mora: see disemic.] In
anc.pros., containing or equal to two semeia or
mone : as, a tetrasemic long (double the usual
long) ; a tetrasemic foot (dactyl, anapest, spon-
deej.

tetrasepalous (tet-ra-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr. re-

rpa-, four, -t- NL. sepalum, sepal.] In bot., hav-
ing four sepals.

tetraspaston (tet-ra-spas'tqn), re. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, + GTTdv, pull', stretoli: see spasm.] A
machine in which four pulleys act together.
[Rare.] Imp. Diet.

tetraspermous (tet-ra-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr.
rerpa-, four, + arrepfiaj seed: see sperm'^.] In
bot., four-seeded; producing four seeds to each
flower, or in each cell of a capsule.

tetraspherical (tet-ra-sfer'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
rerpa-, four, -t- oipatpa, sphere: see spherical.]
Relating to four spheres..

tetrasporange(tet'ra-spo-ranj),M. [<NL. fe^rrt-

Sjioraiigitini.] In bot., same as tetrasporangium.
tetrasporangium (tet"ra-sp6-ran'ji-um"), ».

;

pi. tetrasporangia {-&). i'NL.,'< Gr. rerpa-, four,
+ NL. sporangium,"q. v.] In bot., a sporangi-
um or cell in which tetraspores are produced.
tetraspore (tet'ra-spor), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, four,

-t- aiTopd, seed: see sporc'^.] In bot., an asoxu-
ally produced spore of florideous algse : so called
from the circumstance that usually four are

tetrasyllable

produced by the division of the mother-cell.

See spore^, cruciate^, 2, bispore, Floridese. Also
called spherospore. See cut under Algae.

tetrasporic (tet-ra-spor'ik), a. [< tetraspore

+ -ie.] In bot., composed of tetraspores.

tetrasporoUS (tet'ra-spo-rus), a. [< tetraspore

+ -ous.] In bot, of the nature of or having
tetraspores.

tetrastich (tet'ra-stik), n. [Formerly also tetra-

stic; < L. tetrasiichon, a poem in four Unes, <

Gr. rerpdarcxov, neut. oirerpdanxiK, in four rows
or lines, < rerpa-, four, -1- arixoc, row, line : s<

stich. Cf. distich, etc.] A group of four line^

:

a period, system, stanza, or poem consisting ot

four lines or four verses ; a quartet. Compare
quatrain.

I will . . . conclude with this Tetrastic, which my
Brain ran upon in my Bed this Morning.

Bmcell, Letters, I. L 29.

tetrastichic (tet-ra-stik'ik), a. [< tetrastich

+ -ic] Pertaining to or constituting a tetra-

stich or tetrastiehs; consisting of tetrastiehs,

or groups of four lines. Atheneeum, No. 3300,

p. 123.

tetrastichous (te-tras'ti-kus), a. [< (Jr. rerpd-

<rT(;fof, in four rows or lines : aee tetrastich.] 1.

In bot., four-ranked; having four vertical rows:
as, a tetrastichous spike, which has the flowers
so arranged.— 2. In zool., four-rowed.

tetrastig^ (tet'ra-stim), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, four,
-1- arlypa, a mart, a point.] A figure formed
by four points in a plane with their six con-
necting right lines.

tetrastoon (te-tras'to-on), n. ; pi. tetragtoa (-&).

[< MGr. rerpdaroov, an antechamber, neut. of
rerpdaroo^, having four porticos,< Gr. rerpa-, four,

+ arod, a portico: see stoa.]

In arch., a courtyard with por-
ticos, or open colonnades, on
each of its four sides. Britton,

Diet, of Arch, and Archieol. of

Middle Ages.
tetrastyle (tet'ra-stil), a. and
n. [< L. tetrastytos (as a noun,
tetrastylon), < Gr. rerpdorv/oc,

having four columns in front, <

rerpa-, four, + arv'fjo^, column.]
I. a. In ane. arch, and kindred
styles, having or consisting of

four columns. Specifically— (o) Having a portico of
four columns front, as the temple of Fortuna Virilis at

Plan of Tetrastyle
Temple of Fortuna
Virilis, Rome.

Tetrastyle j'orticu.— .^M^m I'urch of tbe Erechlheum, Athens.

Rome. (6) Having the ceiling or roof supported by four
columns or pillars.

There are two tetrastyle halls, one of which, erected by
Darius, is the most interesting of the smaller buildings
on the terrace. J. Fergitsion, Hist, Arch., I. 193.

U. n. A structure having four pillars; a com-
bination or group of four pillars.

An organ of very good workmanship, and supported by
a Tetrastiite of veiy beautiful Gothic columns.

De/oe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 373. (Dao«.)

tetrasyllabic (tet'ra-si-lab'ik), a. [As tetra-

syllab{lc) + -ic] Consisting of four syllables.

tetrasyllabical (tet'ra-si-lab'i-kal), n.'[< tetra-

syllabic + -al.] Same as tctraf^ilahic.

tetrasyllable (tet'ra-sil-a-bl), «. [= F. It'tra-

syllabe = Sp. tetrasilaboi < ^^- rerpaav/J.a^, <



tetrasyllable

Tfrpa-, four, + av'/yaSi/, a syllable : see syUable."}

A word consisting of four syllables.

tetrasjrmmetry (tet-ra-sim'e-trl), ». In biol.,

that sNintiietry which may be expressed by
tetramerdl division into like or equal parts;

svininetrifal tetramerism, as of some crinoids.

(i< ol. .four., XLV. U. 362. [Bare.]

tetrathecal (tet-ra-the'kal), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, + WjKr/, ease: see tteca.] In 6o<., having
four loculamcuts or cavities in the ovary.

tetratheism (tet'ra-the-izm), ». [< Gr. Ttrpa-,

four, + Oed^, K<"1, + -i«hi.] In theol., the doc-

triue that in the Godhead there are, in addition

to the Divine Essence, three persons or indi-

vidualizations— the Father, the Sou, and the

Holy Spirit— making in the Godhead three

and one instead of three in one.

tetratheite (tet'r»-the-it), «. [< Gr. rerpa-, four,

+ »t'«,. pod, + -ite-.] One who believes in tet-

rathciHiu.

tetrathionic (tet'ra-thi-on'ik), a. [< Gr. rerpa-,

four, + Oeioi; sulphiir. + -iV.] Containing four

atoms of sulphur— Tetrathionic add, an nnstable
acid, H0S4OQ. It Is a colortesa odurless acid iiquiti.

tetratomic (tet-ra-tom'ik), «. [< Gr. rerparo-

/lor, fourfohl (< rerpa-, four, + -rofio^, < rijiveiv,

rauiiv, cutj, + -iV.] Same as tetradic.

tetratone (tet'ra-ton), «. [< Gr. rtrpdrtmoc, hav-
iug four tones or notes, < rerpa-, four, + rivof,

tone.] In music, an interval composed of four
whole steps or tones— that is, an augmented
fifth. Compare tritone.

tetratop (tet'ra-top), H. [< Gr. rerpa-, four, +
Tu-'if, a place.] The four-dimensional angu-
lar space inclosed between four straight lines

drawn from a point not in the game three-di-

mensional space.

tetraxial (te-trak'si-al), a. [< Gr. Terpo-.four,

+ L. axis, axis.] Having four axes, as the spic-

ules of some sponges.
tetrazile (te-trak'sil), a. Same as tetraxial.

tetrazon (te-trak'son), a. and n. K Gr. rerpa-,

fuur. + a^uv, axis, axle.] I. a. Having four
axes, as a sponge-spicule ; tetraxial.

n. n. A sponge-spicule with four axes.

tetrazonlan (tet-rak-so'ni-an), a. Same as
Ulr.wn. Amrr. Sat., XXI. 9^8.

Tetraxonlda (tet-rak-son'i-da), n. pi. [NL.

:

see tctrnioii.} A group of QMnges, a subor-
der of Choixlrospongim or Spieulispongim^ char-
acterized by the isolated tetraxial spicules.

It contains the lithistids and choristids, in all

about 12 families.

tetrict (tet'rik), «. [< OP. tetrique = Sp. tetrieo

= I'g. It. tetrieo, < L. tetricvs, tatricus, harsh,
sour, < tsBter, offensive, foul.] Froward; per-
verse; harsh; sour; crabbed.

In a thicic and cloodjr air (aith Lemnias) men are
tetrie, tad, and peerish. Burton, Anat. of Uel., p. 151.

tetrlcalt (tet'ri-kal), a. [< tetrie + al.'] Same
as lelnr.

Tile entangling perplexities of acbool-men; tbeobacnr*,
tetrieal, and cuntndictorjr aaaertiona of Popea.

Bev. T. Adanu, Worka, I. IK.

tetricalneast (tet'ri-kal-nes), n. The state or
cpuility of being tetrie ifrowardness; perverse-
noss; crabbedness. Bp. Gauden.

tetricityt (te-tris'i-ti), ». [< L. txtrieita(t-)s,

gravity, seriousness, < ttetrieua, harsh, sour, se-

rious: see teJric] Crabbedness; perverseness;
tctrir.ilness. Bailey, 1731.

tetricouat (tet'ri-kus), a. [< L. talrieus: see
trtricA Same as tetrie. Bailey, 1727.

Tetrodon (tet'ro-don), n. [NL. (Linmeus, 1766),
orip. T'Irnttdon (Liniueus. 1758); < Gr. rerpa-,

four, + ixhir (odnvr-) = E. tooth.] 1 . A genus of

plectofjnath fishes, typical of the family Tctro-
dontidie. 11ie species are numeroni In warm Haa^ T.
turgidiu is an abundant Mower. pnlTer, or swell-toad of
tile Allantic coast of tlie I'nited States, attaining a foot
in lenetti. See cat aoder baUom-Jith.

2. [I. r.] A fish of this genus or of the family
TetrixtoHtida.

tetrodont (tet'ro-dont), a. and n. [< NL. Tetro-
iloiiil-).] I. a. In irhth.. having (apparently)
four teeth ; of or pertaining to the Tetrodontidie.

n. n. Same as tetrotlon, 2.

Also trtriindont.

Tetrodontidae (tet-r<}-<lon'ti-<le). n. pi. [NL.,
< Titrt,ili»i{t-) ¥ -idie.'] A family of plectog-
nath fishes, of which the typical genus is Tet-
rodon ; those globe-fishes whose jaws present
the appearance of four large front teeth, owing
to the prewnee of a median suture in each jaw.
Th*> ^i.. I t.-t* fU'iir.-.i it) tile next coltimti in lllaatration of
thi •

I tlie Atlantic ciiiiBt of tlie United
Ht 1'

' ilH'Cud, kiui TetraixiuntidM. See
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Rabfaft-fish, or Smooth Puffer (Lagtxefhalus lmvigatus\ a member
of the TetrvdffHtidm.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission.)

tetryl (tet'ril), n. [< Gr. rerpa-, four, + -yl.]

The hj-pothetieal ratUcal C4Hg, the fourth mem-
ber of the CnH2n 4- 1 series: same as butyl.

tetrylamine (tet'ril-am-in), n. [< tetryl + aw-
I'/K".] A colorless transparent liquid, having a
strongly aramoniacal and somewhat aromatic
odor, and producing dense white fumes with hy-
drochloric acid; OiHgNHo. It is produced by the
action of potash on butyl cyauuteT It has basic properties,

and forms crystalline salts. Also called butylamine.

tetrylene (tet'ri-len), n. [< tetryl + -ene.]

Oil-gas (C^Hg); a gaseous hydrocarbon of the
define series, first obtained by the distillation

of oil. See coal-gas. Also called butylene.

tettt (tet), «. [Origin obscure; cf. tote.] A
plait; a knot.

At Ilka tttt of her horse's mane
Hung fifty siller bells and nine.
Tkomtu tlu Rhymer (Child's Ballads, 1. 10»).

tetter (tet'fer), n. [Formerlv also tettar; < ME.
teter, tetere, < AS. teter, tetter; cf. OHG. zitaroh,

MH6. ziteroch, G. dial, zitteroch, zittrieh (cf. G.
zittermal), tetter; cf. 8kt. dadru, dadruka, cuta-

neous eruption, miliary herpes, Litb. dederine,

herpes, tetter, scurf, LL. derbioaus, scabby.]
1 . A vague name of several cutaneous diseases,

as herpes, eczema, and impetigo.

A most instant tetur bark'd about.
Most laxar-like, with Tile and loathsome crast,

All my smooth body. Shot., Hamlet, i. 6. 71.

Tis a Disease. I thhik,

A stubborn Tetter that's not cur'd with Ink.
Congrete, Htuliand his own Cuckold, Prol.

2. A cutaneous disease of animals, which
spreads on the body in different directions, and
occasions a troublesome itching. It may be
commuuieated to man. — Blister tetter, pemphl-
gns.— Crusted tetter, in>i>*'tii;<'. Eatliu; tetter, lu-

pus.—Humid or moist tetter, eczema.— Scaly tetter,
psoriasis,

tetter (tet'6r), v. t. [< tetter. «.] To affect

with or as with the disease called tetter.

ThoM measles
Which we disdain shoold tetter us.

Shot., Cor., lit 1. 7S.

tetter-berry (tet'to-ber'i), n. The common
bryony, Bryonia dioiea, esteemed a cure for

tetter. [Prov. Eng.]

tetterOTU (tet'*r-u8), a. [< tetter + -om.] Hav-
ing the character of tetter.

\oli-roe-tanger«L touch me not. is a tetteroue eruption,

thus <»lled from its oreness or difllcuity of cure.
(jidney. (Latiam.)

tetter-tottert (tet'fer-tot'tr), v. i. Same as fif-

trr-tntli r.

tetterwort (tet'*r-w6rt), w. The larger celan-
dine, Chelidonium mq)H3, so named from its use
in cutaneous diseases; also, in America, some-
times the bloodroot, Sanffuinaria Canadensis.

tettiga (tet'i-gft), n. Same as tettix, 1.

Tettfeinte (t«t-T-jI'ne), n.pl. [NL.,< Tettix(-ig-)

+ -iiiie.] A prominent subfamily of short-

homed grasshoppers, or Acridiidae, containing
the forms sometimes known as ffrouse-lncuntn.

They are amall species in which the pronotum is length-

ened posterioriy into a projection as long as the wings,
or longer. They are renr active, and are found abundantly
in low wet meadows and along watercounes. The princi-

pal genera are Tettix, TetUgidta, and Batncludra. Also,

as a family, Tetttgidm.

Tettigonia (tet-i-go'ni-ft), ». [NL. (Linnaeus,
174S), < (Jr. rirrii (rerriy-), a cicada.] A very
large and somewhat loosely characterized ge-

nus of leaf-hoppers, typical of the family Tctti-

goniidte. The British Museum catalogue gives
127 species, from all parts of the world— large-

ly, however, from South America.
tettiKOnian (tet-i-go'ni-an), w. [< Tettiflonia +
-an.] A leaf-hopper of the genus Tetttgonia or
some related genus.
Tettlgonilda (tct'i-go-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tcttifiiiniii + -idfp.'] A large and important fam-
ily of leaf-hoppers, typified by the genus Tetti-

f/onia. They are small to ineiliiini-sized forms with lone
bodies, an expanded face, hrlstle-shnped antennw placed in

a cavity beneath the rim of the vertex, and ocelli upon the

vertex. It Is a wide-spreaii group, occurring most ahnn-
dautlylJi tropical regions. Species of Proeonui and Z>te(fro-

TeutMdidae

eephala injure crops in the United States, and members of
the former genus secrete large quantities of very liquid
houeydew, producing the phenomena of so-called "weep-
ing trees." Also Tettigoniada, Tettigonidm.

tettisht (tet'ish), <i. Same as teatish.

tettix (tet'iks), n. [< Gr. Ttrrff, a cicada.] 1. A
cicada.— 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of Acridi-

irfa-, or short^homed grasshoppers, typical of

the subfamily Tettiginse, and having the prono-
tum horizontal and the antennaa thirteen- or
fourteen-jointed. Nine species are known in

the United States.

tettyt (tet'i), a. [Cf. tettish, teatish.] Techy;
peevish; irritable.

If they lose, though it be but a trifle, . . . they are so
cholerick and tetty that no man may speak with them.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 119.

tench, teugh (tuch), a. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of tough.

Unco thick in the soles, as ye may weel mind, forbye
being teugh in the upper-leather.

Seott, Old Mortality, xrviil.

tenchit (ttich'it), n. [An imitative name. Cf.

X^tcit and tewhit.] The lapwing, raM«Hits cris-

tattis : the pewit. [Scotch.]

Teucrian (tti'kri-an), a. and «. [< L. Tevcri, Teii-

cria (see def.), + -an.] I. a. Relating to the
ancient Trojans (Teucri) or to the Troad.

II. «. One of the Teucri ; one of the inhabi-

tants of ancient Teucria,orthe Troad; a Trojan.

Tencritun (tu'kri-um), n. [NL. (Rivinus, 1690;
earlier in Matthioli, 1554), < L. teucrion, < Gr.
reinpiov, germander, spleenwort; appar. con-
nected with Te'vKpo^, Teucer, and so said to have
been used medicinally by Teucer, first king of

Troy.] A genus of gamopctalous plants, of the
order Ixibiatx and tribe Ajugoitlew. it is charac-
terized by flowers with a short corolla-tube, a prominent
lower lip, the other lobes small and inconspicuous, and
the four stamens far exserted from a posterior fissure. It

includes almost 100 species, scattered over many temper-
ate and warm regions^ especially near the Mediterranean.
They are herbs or shrubs of varied habit ; the leaves are

either entire, toothed, or cut, and the flowers are in axil-

lary clusters, or terminal spikes, racemes, or heads. The
species are known in general as germander (which see,

and compare poly, and hert} maetic, under herb). Eng-
land and the United States contain each 4 different spe-

cies, of which T. Canadenee, the common American ger-

mander, of low open
ground and fence-
rows from Caiuula to
Texas and Mexico,
bears an erect spike
of rather conspicuous
reddish-purple flow-

ers. T'.Cuienw.widely
distributed from the
West Indies, Texas,
and Callfomhi to
Buenos Ayres, repre-
sents the section of the
genus with small soli-

tary flowersin theaxils
of incised or nmltifld
leaves. The other
American species are
western or aonthwest-
em. Manv species
were once highly es-

teemed in medicine,
bat are now discarded

;

especially the three
following, which are
widely dispersed
through Europe and
Asia: T. Chamsedrye,
the wall-germander,
once used for rheuma-
tism and as a febrifuge ; T. Scordium, the water-german-
der, a creeping marsh-plant with the odor of garlic when
bruised, once used as an antiseptic, etc. ; and T. Seoro-
donia, the wood-, gariic-, or mountain-sage, a very bitter
plant resembling bops In taste and odor. (See cut under
Didynamia, and compare am^rose and gcordium.) Many
other species have a pleasant fragrance. T. Marum, the
cat-thyme, is In use for its scent, and is remarkable as a
sternutatory. T. corymbotum of Austtiklia is there known
as lieoriee. T. betomeum, the Madeira betony, with loose
spikes of fragrant crimson flowers, and several other spe-

cies from Miuleirs, are handsome greenhouse shrubs. T.

/rutieane, the tree-germander of .Spain, and T. racemoeum,
a dwarf evergreen of Australia, are also occasionally cul-

tivated, and many annual species are showy border-plants.

tengh (tuch), (/. See teuch.

Teut. .\n abbreviation of Teutonic.

Teuthidae (tu'thi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tetithi.1 -t-

-ida-.] 1. In conch., a family of decacerous
cephalopods, named from the genus Teiitltis:

synonj-mous with Loliginida.— 2. In ichtk.,

same as Teufhididse. Dc Kay, 1842.

teuthidan (tii'thi-tlan), a. and h. [< Teutliidse +
-an.] I. (I. Of or pertaining to the TfwWii'rfap.

II. H. A member of the Teiithidie.

Teuthididse (tfi-thid'i-de), «. ;)/. [NL., < Tcti-

/*».*, 2. + -jWap.] A family of acanthopterygian
fishes, named from the genus Teiithis, and.viiri-

ously constituted, (a) finme n> TeuthidoCdea. I'ona-

parte, 1831. (6) Same as Siganidie. (e) Same as Acanthw-
rid/e.

Upper Part of the Flowering Stem of
American Germander iTtucnHm Cana.
tttHte). a, a flower.



teuthidoid

teuthidoid (tu'thi-doid), fl. and H. I. a. 1. In
coiuli., same as huihkian.— 2. In ichth., of or

pertaiuiug to the I'eutliididie, in any sense;
ha%ing the characters of the Teulhidoidea.

H. H. Inichtli., a, memher oi the Teutliididee,

in any sense, or of the Tcuthidoidea.

Teuthidoidea (tu-thi-doi'de-a), n. ^J?. [NL., <

Teuthis (Tiuthid-) + -oide'a.] A superfamily
of acanthopterygian fishes, including the 2'eii-

tliitlidx and the Sitjaimix, having the undivided
post-temporals eoossified with the skull, and the
intoi-maxillaries united with the maxillaries.

Teuthis (tu'this), n. [NL., < Gr. ruftf, a sort of

cuttlefish.] 1. In couch., a genus of cephalo-
pods, giving name to the Tcuthidse: synonymous
with Lolii/o.— 2. In ichth., a Linnean genus of

fislies, variously taken, (a) As identical with Acan-
Uiurtat. (61 As identical with Siganus. In each accep-
tation ir gives iianie to a family TeiUhididx (which sec).

tenthologist {tu-thol'o-jist), n. [< teutholorj-y +
-iat.2 A stuJent of the'eephalopodous mollusks.

teutbology (tti-thoro-ji), «. [< Teuthis + Gr.

-/.oyia, < f.iysiv, speak :' see -ology.J That depart-

ment of zoology which relates to cephalopods.

TeutO-Oeltic (tu'to-sel'tik), a. Teutonic and
Celtic : of mixed Teutonic and Celtic blood.

Teuton (tu'ton), n. [= F. Sp. Teutoji = G. Teu-
tonen, pi., < L. Teutoni, Teutoiies, pi., a peo-
ple of Germany ; from an OTeut. word repre-
sented by Goth, thiiida = OHG. diot = AS.
theod. etc., people: see Dtitch.'\ Originally,

a member of a Germanic tribe first mentioned
in the fourth century B. c, and supposed to
have dwelt near the mouth of the Elbe. The
Teutons, in alliance with the Cirabri, invaded the Roman
dominions, and were overthrown by Marius. 102 and 101
B. c. ; hence the name vvas ultimately applied to tlie (ler-

manic peoples of Europe in general, and at present is often
used to include Germans, Dutch, Scandinavians, and tllose

of Anglo-Saxon descent, as when we speak of Teutons as
opposed to Celts.

Teutonic (tu-ton'ik), a. and n. [= F. Teutoniqiie
= Sp. Teutonico = Pg. Teutonico (ef . G. Teuto-
nisch), < L. Teutonicus, < Teutoni, Teutones, a
tribe of Germany.] I. a. Of or belonging to
the Teutons ; of or belonging to the peoples of
Gennanic origin ; in the widest sense, pertain-
ing to the Scandinavians, and to the peoples
of Anglo-Saxon origin, as well as to German
races proper— Teutonic cross, a cross potent: so
called because such a cross forms the badge
of the Teutonic Order of Knightliood.

—

II
Teutonic Knigilti. f^ne Teutvjiic Order.— ^

|

1^ _

.

Teato'ilo or c.ermanlc languages, a I—
I

'—
I I

tribe of tongues, belonging to the great p—i —i I

Aryan orlndo-Kuropean family, which has II
been divide i into three great sections, viz.;

] t

(1) Gotilic or M.usugothic, the language Teutonic Cross
used by Wultila(Ullllas) in liis translation
of the ."Scriptures, made in the lourth century for the Goths
of Moesia; (2) German, subdivided into Low German and
High German— the Low German tribe of tongues being
the Anglo-Saxon or English, Old Saxon. Friesic or Frisian,
Dutch and Flemish, and Low German proper (Platt-
Deut8ch\ while the High German has been divided into
three periods, viz.. Old High German, Middle High Ger-
man, and modern German ; (3) Scandinavian, comprising
Icelandic or Old .Norse, .Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish.
See Gothic, German, Anglo-Saxon, etc.— Teutonic or
Germanic natl m \, the different nations of the Teutonic
race. These are divided into three branches : (1) the High
Germans of Upper and Middle (iermany, with the Ger-
mans of Switzerland and the greater part of those in
the Austrian empire

; (2) the Low German branch, in-
cluding the Frisians, the Low Germans, the Dutch, the
Flemings, and the English descended from the Jutes,
Angles, and Saxons who settled in Britain ; (8) the Scan-
dinavian branch, including the Icelanders, the Norwe-
gians, the Danes, and the Swedes.— Teutonic Order, a
military order founded at Acre in Palestine, 1190, and con-
firmed by the emperor and the Pope. Its chief objects
were at first the care of sick and wounded pilgrims and
the defense of the Holy Land, and it soon rivaled the Tem-
plars and the Hospitalers.

II. n. Tlie language, or languages collec-
tively, of the Teutonic or Germanic peoples.

Teutonici8m(tu-ton'i-sizm), ». [< Teutonic +
-ism.'] A Teutonic idiom or mode of expres-
sion ; a Germanism. Imp. Diet.

Teutonism (tu'ton-izm), n. [< Teuton + -ism.]
1 . Teutonic or Giermanic character, type, ideas,
spirit, peculiarities, etc.

The I )anes and Norsemen poured in a contingent of
Teutonvim which has been largely supplemented by Eng-
lish and Scotch efforts.

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 178.

2. An idiom or expression i)eculiar to the Teu-
tonic peoples; a German idiom or peculiarity.

The translator has done his part of the work well, al-
though we detect distinct Teidmiimns here and there.

miogojyhical Ma<j , 6th ser., XXVI II. 42.^.

Teutonization (tuton-i-za'shon), «. [< Teu-
t.iiiize + -ation.] The act of I'eutonizing.

Teutonize (tu'ton-iz), v.; pret. and pp. Teutoii-
ized. ppr. Teutonising. [< Teuton + -ige.] I.
trans. To make Teutonic or German in eharac-
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ter, etc.; render conformable to German cus-

toms, ideas, idioms, or analogies.

The European Continent is to-day protesting against

being Teutonized, as energetically as it did, at the begin-

ning of this century, against a forced conformity to a Gal-

lic organization.
O. P. Harsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., Int., p. 8.

II. intrans. To conform to German customs,

idioms, etc.

tewl (tii), V. [Also tue; < ME. teweti, a var. of

tait-ew, E. taw; see towi.] I. trans. 1. To beat,

mix, or pound; prepare by beating, etc. [Pro-

vincial or trade use.]— 2. To taw, as leather.

Wright. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. To work; prepare
by working; be actively employed in or about.

[Prov. Eng.] — 4t. To scourge; beat; drub.
Down with 'em

!

Into the wood, and rifle 'em, tew 'em, swinge 'em I

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iii. 2.

5t. To haul
;
pull ; tow.

Men are labouring as 'twere summer bees,

Some hollowing trunks, some binding heaps of wood, . .

.

Which o'er the current they by strength must tew;
To shed that blood which many an age shall rue.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 20.

6. To lead on; workup.
H'as made the'gayest sport with Tom the coachman.
So teiv'd him up with sack that he lies lashing
A butt of malmsey for his mares

!

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 1.

II. intrans. To work; keep busy; bustle.

Also too. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.]

The phrase tooin' round, meaning a supererogatory ac-

tivity like that of flies. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

The minister began to come out of his study, and want
to tew 'round and see to things.

H. B. Stttux, Oldtown, p. 63.

tew^t (tii), n. [A var. of tow^.~] A tow-rope or
-chain.

Dorothea. The fool shall now fish for himself,
Alice. Be sure, then,

His tew be tith and strong, and next, no swearing,
He'll catch no ftsh else.

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, i. 3.

tewart (tii'art), «. Same as tooart.

tewel (tii'el), n. [< ME. teicel, tewelle, tuel, <

OF. tuel, tuyel, tuiel, tueil, F. tuyau = Pr. Sp.
tndel, a pipe ; of Teut. origin ; cf. LG. tiite, > G.
tate, deute, dute, a pipe.] If. A pipe ; a funnel,
as for smoke. Chaucer.— 2. Same as toyer.

tewhit (te-hwif), n. [Imitative, like teuchit,

pewit, etc.] Same as pewit (6). See cut under
lapwing. [Local, British.]

tewing-beetle (tii'ing-be''tl), «. A spade-
shaped instrument for tewing or beating hemp.
[Prov. Eng.]
tewtaw (tii'ta), V. t. [A redupl. of tewl, or <
<<>«'i + taw^.] Same as tewi, 1; especially, to
beat (hemp) in order to separate the fibers.

[Prov. Eng.]
Texan (tek'san), a. and n. [< Texas (see def.)

+ -an.] I. a. Ot or pertaining to the State of
Texas—Texan armadillo. See Tatmia, and cut under
pete.—Texan fever. See rfxa.? /«!«•.— Texan pride,
tlie Drummond phlox. Phlox Drummondii, abrightgarden
annual, native in Texas.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Texas,
one of the southern States of the United States,
bordering on Mexico.
texas (tek'sas), n. [So called in allusion to the
State of Texas.] A structure on the hurricane-
deck of a steamboat, containing the cabins for
the officers. The pilot-house is on top of it.

[Western U. S.]

Texasblue-grass,buckthorn, cardinal, goose,
erackle. See blue-grass, etc.

T^xas fever, Texan fever. A specific fever
eominunieated bj- apparently healthy cattle liv-

ing within a certain permanently infected area,
including the greater part of the southern Unit-
ed States, to cattle north of this area when the
former are taken north during the warm season
of the year, cattle taken from the North into this in-

fected area may likewise contract the disease. The infec-
tious principle is conveyed to the soil, whence susceptible
animals are infected. The period of incubation varies
from ten to fifty days or more. The disease begins with
a high fever, which may continue from a few days to a
week or more, when the animal succumbs ; or the fever
may subside and a slow recovery ensue. A characteristic
symptom noticed chiefly in severe and fatal cases is the
presence of hemoglobin in the urine, giving it a deep
port-wine color. In some outbreaks jaundice is observecf.
After death the spleen is found enormously enlarged and
softened, the liver yellowish, and the bile very thick.

Texas flax. A composite plant, Gutierrezia Tex-
ana. abundant on the prairies of central Texas.
Its slender stem, nan'ow leaves, and small yellow heads
give it a close superficial resemblance to flax.

Texas millet. Same as concha-grass.

Texas sarsaparilla. Same as menispermum, 2.

Texas snakeroot. See snakeroot.

text (tekst), n. [< ME. text, texte, tixic, ti/xt,

< OP. (and F.) texte = Pr. texte, test = Sp. Pg.

textile

texto = It. testo, < L. textus, a fabric, texture,

structure, composition, context, text (cf. tex-

tmn, a fabric, also the style of an author, neut.

of textus, pp.), < texere, pp. textus, weave, =
Skt. V taksh, cut, prepare, form (see tectonic).]

1. A discourse or composition on which a note
or commentary is written ; the original words
of an author, in distinction from a paraphrase
or commentary.

His coward herte
Made him amis the goddes text to glose,

When he for ferde out of Delphos sterte.

Chaucer. Troilus, iv. 1410,

King George the Second and I don't agree in our expli-

cation of this text of ceremony. Walpt-le, Letters, II. IIM.

Very close study is everywhere manifest, but it is very
doubtful whether the difficulties emphasized in many
cases ought to be considered sufficient cause for changing
the text. The faulty and awkward expressions may be
chargeable to the author himself.

A-mer. Jour. PhilU., X. 25S.

2. Specifically, the letter of the Scriptures,
more especially in the original languages ; in a
more limited sense, any passage of Scripture
quoted in proof of a dogmatic position, or taken
as the subject or motive of a discourse from the
pulpit.

Your flock, assembled by the bell.

Encircled you to hear with reverence
Your exposition on the holy text.

Shalt., 2 Sen. IV., Iv. 2. 7.

How oft, when Paul has serv'd us with a text.

Has Epictetus, Plato, Tully preach'd

!

Cowper, Task, IL 539.

3. Any subject chosen to enlarge and comment
on ; a topic ; a theme.
No more ; the text is foolish. Shai., Lear, iv. 2. ST.

The maiden Aunt
Took this fair day for text, and from it preach'd
An universal culture for the crowd.

Tennymn, Prlnceas, Prol.

4. In vocal music, the words sung, or to be sung.
—5. The main body ofmatter in a book or manu-
script, in distinction from notes or other mat-
ter associated with it; by extension, letter-

press or reading-matter in general, in distinc-

tion from illustrations, or from blank spaces or
margins: as, an island of text in an ocean of
margin.

If the volume is composed of single leaves, perhaps of
thin text and heavy illustrations.

If. Uattheu-g, Modem Bookbinding (ed. Groller Club), p. 24.

6. A kind of writing used in the text or body
of clerkly manuscripts; formal handwriting;
now, especially, a writing or tj'pe of a form pe-
culiar to some class of old manuscripts ; spe-
cifically, in her., Old English black-letter: as,

German or English tfxt; a text (black-letter)
R or T. An Old English letter often occurs as a bearing
or part of a bearing, and is blazoned as above. See also
black-letter. Compare church text and German text.

Fair as a text B in a copy-book.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 42.

Chapel text. SeecAopf?.—Church text. SeecAurcA.
—German text. See German:^.—To cap texts. See
capl.

textt (tekst), V. t. [< text, «.] To write in text-
hand or large characters.

Truth copied from my heart is texted there.
Middleton and Dekker, Spanish Gypsy, iii.

O then, how high
Shall this great Troy text up the memory
Of you her noble prsetor

!

Dekker, London's Tempe.

text-book (tekst'btik), n. 1. A book contain-
ing a text or texts, (o) A book with wide spaces be-
tween the lines of text for notes or commenta (*) A
book containing a selection of passages of Scripture ar-
ranged lor reference : more generally termed BiUe text-
book.

2. A book used by students as a standard work
for a particular branch of study; a manual of
instruction ; a book which forms the basis of
lectures or comments.— 3. Same as libretto, 1.

textevangelium (teks'te-van-je'li-um), H.

[ML.] Same as Textus, 2.

text-hand (tekst'hand), n. A large, uniform,
clerkly handwriting: so called from the large
writing formerly used for the text of manuscript
books, in distinction from the smaller writing
used for the notes.

textile (teks'til), a. and n. [= F. texUle, < L.
teitilis, < textttm, something woven : see text.]

I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to weaving: as, the
textile art.— 2. Woven, or capable of being
woven; formed by weaving: as, ffjfiVc fabrics

;

textile materials, such as wool, flax, silk, cotton.
— Textile cone, in conch., one of the rone-shells. Coma
textilis, whose colors suggest a woven fabric

II. n. 1. A woven fabric.

The placing of the tangible parts in length or transverse,
as in the warp and the woof of textiles.

Bacon, Kat. Hist, § S4&



teztUe

2. A material suitable for weaving into a tex-

tile fabric: as, hemp and other textiles.

The Journal of the Society of Arts reports the discovery

of a new trztUe on the shores of the Caspian. This plant,

call^ kanalf by the natives, . . . attains a height of ten

feet. Scietux, XIII. 81.

teitlet (tekst'let). n. [< text + -let.'i A short

or small text. Carli/le, Sartor Resartus, i. 11.

[Kare.]

text-man (tekst'man), n. A man ready in the

quotation of texts,' or too strict in adherence
to the letter of texts. [Bare.]

Bat saith he. Are not the Clergy members of Christ?

why should not each member thrive alike? Camall ttzt-

man! As if worldly thriving were one of the privileges

wee have by being iii Christ

!

MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Textor (teks'tor), n. [NL. (Temminck, 1828),

< L. textor, a weaver, < texere, weave : see text.]

A genus of African weaver-birds, of the family
I'lorcidie. There are several species. The best-known is

the ox-bird, r. aOriroitrU (commonly called T. alecto), black

wirli

en-

Iti

Wbitc-Ullew

wliit.- I. ill, ai The others have
'AiuX which is »i
iiUt, Bubalonti$,

textorial (teks-to'ri-alj, a. [< L. textorius, of or
jH-rtaiuing to weaving, < textor, a weaver, <

texere, weave: see texl.l Of or pertaining to
weaving. [Bare.]

From the cultivation of the ttxtorial art* among the
orientals came Iiarins's wonderfal cloth.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry, 111. ITS.

Textor's map-projection. See projection.

text-pen (t<'kst'p«'n), ». A kind of metallic
pen used in engrossing,

textrine (teks'trin), a. [< L. textrinus, of or
pertaining to weaving, contr. from ' textorittux,

< textitr, a weaver: see textorial.] Of or per-
taining to weaving or construction : textorial.

Iferham, Physico-Theol., viii. 6. [Kare.]
textual (tek's'tu-al), a. and h. [< ME. iextuel,

< OF. (and F.") iextuel = Sp. Pg. textual = It.

tettuale, < L. as if 'iextualin, < teituji, text: see
text.'] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or contained
in the text: as, textual eritieiam; textual errors.

Thpy seek ... to root and disarray the wise and well-
couchiil order of St. Paul's own words, ndng a certain tac-
tual riot to chop olf the hands of the word presbytery.

Miiton, On Oef. of Humb. Remonst., I 6.

Textual Inaccuracy Is a grave fault In the new edition
of the old poeta. LouxU, Study Windows, p. aOL

2t. Based on texts.

Here shall your majeatie And . . . speculation Inter-
changed with experience, positive theology with polemi-
cal, lextuai with dUcursorfe. Bp. Uall, Works, Ded.

3t. Acquainted with texts and capable of quot-
ing them precisely; learned or versed in texts.

This medltadoon
I pntte It ay onder correccionn
Of cl

-

f clerkes, for I am uat Uxtuel,
I take but the sentena, trualeth we!.

Chauetr, Prol. to Paiaon'a Tale, L M.
Textual cotmnentaiy, See «ammmtary, l.

n.t ". Oni! versed in texts; a textualist.

^^'hrreforc ther were called Karalm, that Is Bible-men,
or TexluaiU, ana In the Soman tongue they call them
iiuluces. Purthtu, Pilgrimage, p. 143.

textualism Cteks'tfi-al-irm), n. [< textual +
-mw,] Strict adherence to the text,

textualist (tcks'tu-al-ist). n. [< textual + -int.]

1. One who is well versed in the Scriptures,
and can rcmlily quote texts.

How nimble tetdMUMsand grammarians for the tongue
the Rabbins are, their comments can witness.

UgWoat, MlsceUanle% vL

2. One who adheres strictly to the letter of
texts.

textnally (teks'tu-al-i), ailr. In or as regards
the text; acconfing to the text.
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A copy in some parts textuaUy exact.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 30.

textuary (teks'tu-a-ri), a. and «. [< L. textus,

+ -ary.] I. a. \. Of or pertaining to the text;

textual.

He extends the exclusion unto twenty days, which in

the textuary sense is fully accomplished in one.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Hi. 16.

2t. Having the authority or importance of a
text ; that ranks as a text, or takes chief place

;

regarded as authoritative, or as an autliority.

I see no ground why his reason should be textuary to

ours, or that God intended him an universal headship.
Gtanville.

Some who have had the honour to be textuary in divin-

ity are of opinion that it shall be the same speciflcal fire

with outs. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 60.

II. ». ;
pi. textuaries (-riz). 1. A textualist;

one who adheres strictly to the text.— 2t. An
expounder or critic of texts ; a textual exposi-

tor or critic.

In Ltike xvL 17, 18, ... this clause against abrogating
Is Inserted immediately before the sentence against di-

vorce, as if it were called thither on purpose to defend the
equity of this particular law against the foreseen rashness
of common lextuariet. Milton, Tetrachordou.

The greatest wits have been the best textuaries
Swift, To a young Poet.

textnelf, a. A Middle English form of textual.

textui8tt(teks'tu-i.st), n. [< L. textus, text, +
-I v(.] One wlio adheres too strictly to the let-

ter of texts; a textualist.

When I remember the little that our Saviour could pre-

vail about this doctrine of charity against the craboed
Itxtuiili of his timei, I make no wonder.

MOton, Divorce, To the Parliament

Textularia (teks-tu-la'ri-S), h. [NL. (IVOr-
bigiiy. ISL'G), < L. *textula, dim. of textus, text, +
aria.] The typical genus of the family TexUt-

lariidsp.

textularian (teks-tu-la'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Tixtiilnrui + -an.] X a. belonging to or hav-
ing the characters of TfjfH/nrin in abroad sense;
textularidean. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., $ 458.

XL n. A textularian foraminifer.

Textnlaridea (teks'tu-la-rid'e-il), h. pi. [NL.,
< Tej-tidiiriii + -id-ea.] ' The textulariUlm ad-
vanced to the rank of an onler, and di\ided into
TrxtiiUiriiiii. lluliminina, and Cassidulinina.

textularidean (teks'tfi-lfi-rid'e-an), a. and n.

[< Textularidea + -aii^ I. a! Textularian in

a broad sense; of or pertaining to the Textula-

ridea.

TL. n. A textularian in a broad sense.

Textolarlids (teks'tu-la-n'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Textularia + -idfe."] A family of perforate
foraminifers, tj-pified by the genus Textularia.
The teat is arenaeeoaa or hyaline, with or without a per-
forate calcareous hsaiSk and the rhaml>ers are nonually ar-

ranged In two or more alternating series, or spiral and
labyrinthlc. Dimorpboiu and ti^morphous forms may
also be found.

textnral (teks'tur-al), a. [< texture + -al.] Of
or relating to teztiire : as, textural differences

between rocks.
It may bo the result of congestion or Inflammation of

the nerve, ... or of other textural changes.
^uotn, Med. Diet., p. 52.

Textural anatomy. See anatomy.

texture (teks'tur), n. [< F. texture = Pr. i/:x-

ura, tezura = Sp. Pg. textura = It. testura, < L.
textura, a weaving, web, texture, structure, <

texere, pp. textus, weave : see text.'] If. The art

or process of weaving.
Ood made them . . . coats of skin, which, though a nat-

ural habit anto all before the invention of texture, waa
something more unto Adam.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg- Err., v. 25-

2. Anything produced by weaving; a woven
or textile faono of any sort ; a web.

His high throne, which, under state
Of richest texture spread, at the upper end
Waa placed In regal lustre. Jfttton, P. L., z. 44S.

Others, apart far in the grassy dale,

. . . their bumble texture weave.
Thornton, Rpring, L 641.

3. The peculiar or characteristic disposition of
the threads, strands, or the like which make
up a textile fabric: as, cloth of loose texture.—
4. By extension, the peculiar disposition of
the constituent parts of any body— its make,
consistence, etc.; structure in general.

In the next place, it seems to be pretty well agreed
that there is something also In the original frame or tex-

ture of every man's mind which. Independently of all ex-

terior and subsequently Intervening circumstances, and
even of his radical frame of body, makes hini liable to
be differently affected bv the same exciting causes from
what another man would be.

BenUum, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vi. 29-

The mind must have the pressure of incnmbcnt duties,

or It will grow lax and spongy in texture fur want of it.

0. ir. BUme; Old Vol- of Life, p- Wi.

-th

When scenes are detached from the texture of a play,

each scene inevitably loses something of the effect which,
iu the dramatist's conception, belonged to it as part of
"a single action-" CUimeal Rev., l\.2i&.

5. In hioh, a tissue ; the character or mode of

formation of tissues.— 6. In the fine arts, the
surfacequality of animate orinanimate objects,

natural or artificial, which expresses to the eye
the disposition and arrangement of their com-
ponent tissues—Cavernous texture. See caiiemotw.
— Texture of rocks, the mode of aggregation of the
mineral substances of which rocks are composed. It re-

lates to the arrangement of their parts viewed on a smaller
scale than that of their structure. The texture of rocks
may be compact, earthy, granular, scaly, slaty, etc. See
titructure.

texture (teks'tur), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. textured,

ppr. texturing'' [< texture, «.] To form a tex-
ture of or with ; interweave. [Rare.]

textureless (teks'tur-les), a. [< texture + -less.]

Having no discernible structure; amorphous;
as, a textureless membrane.
texturyt (teks'tu-ri), a. [< texture + -y^.]

Same as texture, 1.

textus (teks'tus), n. [< L. textus, text: see
text.] 1. The text of any book, especially of

tjie Bible or of a part of it : as, the Textus Re-
ceptus (see phrase below).— 2t. A book con-
taining the liturgical gospels.

The book of the gospels, or textut, had, in general, a
binding of solid gold, studded with gems, and especially
pearls, and was used for l)eiug kissed; the other, the
gosiK-l-book, which served for reading out of, was often
as i-ictily adorned.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. IL 192.

Textus ReceptUS, the received text of the Greek Testa-
ment Strictly speaking, this name belongs to the Elzevir
edition of 1633, to which tlie printers had pretlxed the state-

ment "Textum erpo hubea nunc al> omnibus receptum"
(You have now therefore tlie text received by all). This
textis founded chielly upon Krnsnins's editions. The name
is, however, loosely applied to any similar text such as
that on which the authorized version of the New Testa-
ment is based. The Textus Bece'ptus represents Greek
manuscripts of late date.

textus-case (teks'tus-kas), n. A case for a tex-
tus, or book of the gospels: usually a decorative
case of the middle ages, or older, as of stamped
leather, silver, or silver-gilt.

text-writer (tekst'ri't^'r), «. It. One who,
before the invention of printing, copied books
for sale. Eueyc. IHet.— 2. A writer of text-

books and compends: as, a legal text-writer.

The notion that the extraordinary harshness of the Hin-
doo text-vriten to widows Is of sacerdotal origin.

Maine, Village Communities^ p. 54.

teyletf, «. See tillett.

teyl-tree (til'tre), «. Same as teil-tree. See
tiil.

teynet, «. A Middle English variant of tain.

teyntet, ». An occasional Middle English form
of tentl.

th. A common English digraph. See Tl.

Th. 1. An abbreviation of Thursday,— 2. In
eliem., the svml)ol for thorium.

-thi. [< ME. -th, -t, -eth, < AS. -th, -t, etc., of
various origin : see etymologies of words con-
taining this formation.] A suffix used in form-
ing abstract nouns from adjectives or verbs, as
in health from whole or heal, stealth from steal,

filth from foul, tilth from Hll, growth from grow,
truth, troth, from /rM«or trow, drouth from dry,
highlh from high, etc. It Is little used as a modem
formative, the more recent examples, like ttltmih, fpilth,

being chiefly poetlcaL The words In which it occurs are
mostly old, and accordingly often differ somewhat, in their
modern form, from the modem form of the original ad-
jective or verli, as tilth from /oiiZ, drouth from drjf, etc. In
many cases the relation of the noun in -th to its original
verb Is more remote, and is to be explained by the history
of the particular word, as iu death from the original form
of die, ruth from rue. etc- In certain positions the -th

becomes -t, and sometimes -d. Some nioilern fonns in -t

coexist with forms in -tA, as drought, heiijht, beside the
now archaic drouth, Mghth; and in some -( has replaced
the earlier -th, Ss in ttghl. In many nouns -th is of other,
and often obscure, origin, aa In nortA, eouth, both, etc.

-th2. [Also -eth ; < ME. -th,-eth, -the, -ethe,< AS.
-tha, -the (-o-tha), etc., = L. -<M«= Gr. -rof, etc.

;

an adj. formative (orig. identical with the su-

perl. suffix -t, in -es-t), used to form ordinal from
cardinal numerals: see the etymologies of the
ordinals concerned.] A suffix (-eth after a
vowel) used in forming ordinal from cardinal
numerals, as in fourth, fifth, sixth, etc., twen-

tieth, thirtieth, hundredth, thousandth, millionth,

etc. It appears as -d In third, and was fornierly -t in

Aft, Hxt, etc-, now Ji/lh, eirth, etc. In Jiritt the suffix is

the superlative -tt. In evjhth, pronounced as if spelled
'eightth, the radical ( Is anomalously omitted In spelllng-

-th». [< ME. -th, -eth,< AS. -eth, -ath, -ioth = D. -t

= G. -t, etc.] A suffix (in older form -eth) used
in forming the third person singular (and in

Middle English all persons plural) of the pres-



-th

ent indicative of verbs, as in singeth, hopeth,
etc., or hath, doth, etc. it remains in archaic use,
in poetical and scriptural language, the ordinarj- modern
form being s, -eg, as in gings, hopes, has, does, etc.

Middle English and Anglo-Saxon use it wa
tract*d with a preceding radical d or t into
findeth, sit for siteth, sitteih, etc.

tha^t, <"*'•• A Middle English variant of Wiol.

tha^t, pron. An obsolete form of the^ and they^.

thaar, ». See tharS.

thack^ (thak), n. An obsolete or dialectal
(Scotch) form of thatch—Under thack and rape,
under thatch and rope : said of stacks in the bain-yard
when they are thatched in for the winter, the thatch be-
ing secured with straw ropes; hence, figuratively, snug
and comfortable. [Scotch.]
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ctelia.'] The cavity of the thalamencephalon

;

the thalamic coelia, commonly known as the
third ventricle of the brain.

thalassograpMc

chiefly potamic or thalasHc in character, lost nearly all

its value when at the opening of the sixteenth century com-
merce became oceanic. The Academy, Oct. 26, 1889, p. 266.

ThalassiC rocks. Bee liUorai rocks, under littoral.s does etc In at. i i /iu i// - i ••/ i\ r^ -kTr Tualasslc FOCks. nee litlorai rocks, unaer Ittwrai.

'wi often con" thalamocniral (ttal"a-mo-kro'r^l), a. [< NL. ThalassicoUaCtha-las-i-kol'aj ». [<Gi:ea>^oa,
nto -t, as Jint for tj,nh,mus, q. V. + c7-«ra/.] Pertaining to the

^^^^ + ^^-.^ i^^^ TKe typical genus of
• . ,„ 1

thalamus and the crus cerebri. noUr^iiro!lid^. T. pelagica is an example.""" "' "'"^ Thalampphora (thal-a-mof o-ra), n.pl. [NL
Thalassicollidae(tha-las-i-kol'i-de), v.pl. [XL.,

< Gr. OaAa^oc, an inner chamter, + ^1>opo(,J i jhala.H.siaMa + -idw.-] A family of unicapsu-
ijiipeiv = E. ftearl.] A name proposed by Hert-
wig (1819) for the foraminifers, or those rhizo-
pods which possess a skeleton, or which are
invested by a ehitinous test or covered by sili-

oious or arenaceous particles : thus equivalent

^
to and conterminous with i^oramjjii/iero.

thacki (thak), t~.""An obsolete or dialectal thalamus (thal'a-mus), n.; pi. thalami (-mi)

(Scotch) form of thatch.

thackSf (thak), V. t. [< ME. thakken, < AS. thac-
cUiti = Icel. thjokka, later also thjaka = Norw.
tjaaka, strike, beat; cf. Icel. thykkr, a thump,
blow. Cf. thwack and whack.^ To strike;
thump; thwack. Chaucer.
thack^t, "• [< ME. thacce : see thack^, ».] A
stroke ; a thwack.

For when thacces of anguych watz hid in my sawle,
Thenne I remembred me rygt of my rych lorde,
Prayande him for pet6 his prophete to here.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 325.

thacker (thak'6r), ». An obsolete or dialectal
form of thatcher.

thae (THa), pron. A Scotch form of tho"^, obso-
lete or dialectal plural of the^ and that.

thaff (thaf), n. Same as teff.

thaht, conj. A Middle English form of though.
thakket, v. t. A Middle English form of thack^.
thalamenceplial(thal-a-men'se-fal), n. [< thal-
amettcejihalon.'] Same as thalamencephalon.
thalamencephalic (thal-a-men-se-fal'ik or
-sef'a-lik), a. [< thalamencephal + -jc] Of or
pertaining to the thalamencephalon; dience-
phalic.

thalamencephalon (thaKa-men-sef'a-lon), n.
[NL., < Gr. 6diM.iioQ, an inner chamber, + iyKt-

apsu-
lar or monoeyttarian radiolarians of the order
Peripylsea, of spherical form, with single nu-
cleus, and the skeleton wanting or represented
only by loose silicious spicules. Representa-
tive genera are Thalassicolla and Thalasnosphte-
ra. Also ThalassicoUca.

thalassicollidan (tha-las-i-kol'i-dan), a. and
n. [< Thalassicollidx + -an.'] I. a'. Pertaining
to the Thalasgicollidx, or having their charac-
ters.

U. n. A member of the Thalassicollidse.

Thalassldroma (thal-a-sid'ro-ma), n. [NL.
(N. A. Vigors, 1825), irreg. < Gr. Oa/Jaaaa, the sea,

„. „ , . V, J J ..u , • • + (Spo/uoc-, running.] A genus of small petrels

:

The walls of quarry-stones bonded with clay were simi- formerlv inchidino- those like the stormv npt
lar to walls wliich were "found by many hundreds in all

iof™eriy inciuamg inose, iiKe tne stormy pet-

the five prehistoric cities of Troy, in the treasuries of rel, T. pelagica, now placed m the restricted
Mycenae, in the thalamos of Orchomeno8,"etc. genus Procellaria.

Appleton-s Ann. Cyc.,lS86,p.Bt. Thalassieae (thal-a-si'e-e), n. pt. [NL. (Ben-
2. In anat.: (a+) The apparent origin of a era- tham and Hooker, 1883), < Thalassia + -ea?.]

A tribe of plants, coextensive with the series
Marinx (which see).

[NL., also thalamos; < L. thalamus, < Gr. Ocum.-

«of, an inner chamber, a bedroom, a bed.] 1.

In Gr. archseol., an inner or private room; a
chamber; especially, the women's apartment
(Homeric) ; a sekos.

The thalamos in Asiatic temples.
C. 0. Mailer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 288.

nial nerve ; the place where a nerve emerges
from or leaves the brain. (6) Specifically, the
optic thalamus; the thalamus of the optic Thalassina (thal-a-si'na), n. [< Gr. daMiaaa,
nerve ; the great posterior ganglion of the cere-
brum, forming the lateral wall of the cere-

bral ventricle, and connected with its fellow

the sea.] The typical genus of Thalasginidae,
containing such forms as T. scorpionoides. See
cut under Thalassinidse.

by the middle commissure of the brain. See cut thalassinian (thal-a-sin'i-an), a. and n. [<
under cerebral.— 3. In bot.: (a) The receptacle Thalassina + -ian.']

"
I. a. (Sf or pertaining to

or torus. (J) Same lis thallus Anterior, Infe- the Thalassinidse.
rior, Internal, and posterior peduncles of the thai- II. n. A burrowing crustacean of the family
amua. Seepcd»™cie.— Nucleus extemus thalami. See Thnlii<isi'nidjp
)iMrfe«s.-TlialamuBnerviopticl, or thalamus opti- v^[l^JTa^^^AL ^+i>oi „ „•„';
CUS, the optic thalamus. See def. 2 (6).

IhalasSimaa (thal-a-sin 1-

ThalarctOS (tha-lark'tos), n. [NL., irreg. for ^f)^ "; P[-. [NL-, < Tlialas-

Thalassarctos.l Same as Thalassarctos.

0a/.of, the brain: see thalamus and encephalon.I Thalassarachna (tha-las-a-rak'na), n. [NL,
The parts of the brain about the third ventricle
developed from the hinder part of the first pri-
mary cerebral vesicle, including the thalami,
the optic tracts and chiasma, the infundibulum
and cerebral part of the pituitary body, the
corpora albicantia, the conarium, the ependy-
mal part of the velum interpositum, a lamina
cinerea, and other structures. Also called di-
encephalon, interbrain, 'tween-brain. See cuts
under Elasmobranchii, eneephalon, Sana, Petro-
myzontidse, and cerebral.

thalami, ». Plural of thalamus.
thalamia, n. Plural of thalamium.
thalamic (thal'a-mik), a. [< thalamus + -ic]
Of or pertaining to the optic thalamus Tlial-
amic commissure of the brain, the middle, soft, or gray
commissure; the medicommissure.
Thalamiflorae (thal"a-mi-fl6're), n. pi. [NL.:
see tlialaniiflorous.] A group of orders of poly-
petalous plants, constituting the first of three
divisions called series by Bentham and Hooker.
It is distinguished from the others, the Disciflone and
Calyciflorx, by the usual insertion of the petals, stamens,
and pistils on the receptacle, not on a dislc or on the calyx.
In these orders the sepals are usually distinct, herbaceous,
imbricate, or valvate, and free from the ovary ; and the
receptacle is small and elevated or stalk-lilte. The group
embraces the « coliorts Ranales, Parietales, Polygalinm,
Caryaphyllinie, Oidti/erales, and Malvales, including Sf, or-
ders, in 20 of whicli the stamens are commonly numerous,
in the others more often definite.

thalamifloral (thal"a-mi-fl6'ral), a. [< thala-
miflorous + -a?.] In lot., having the petals and
stamens arising immediately from the torus or

(Packard, 1871), < 'Gr. ^oPuoacra," the sea, +
apaxvTi, spider.] A genus of marine mites be-
longing to the Hydrachnidte, a family of water-
mites. T. verrilli is dredged in 20 fathoms off

Eastport, Maine.
Thalassarctos (thal-a-saik'tos), n. [NL. (also
Thalarctos (J. E. Gray, 1825) and Thalarctus),
< Gr. ddTMoaa, the sea, + apKTog, bear.] That ge-
nus of Ursidee which contains the polar bear,
T. maritimus. See cut under bear^.

Thalasseus (tha-las'e-us), n. [NL. (Boie,
1822), < Gr. da'AaaaevQ, a fisherman, < BaAaaaa,
the sea.] A genus ot Sterninx, or subgenus of Scorpton-lobster(7'Art/dj-

itMa scorjtunundes).

Royal Tern ( Thalasseus maximus).

Sterna, containing those large terns whose
black cap extends into a slight occipital crest,
and whose feet are black. See Sterna and ^enil.

thalamus; belonging to or characteristic of the Thalassia (tha-las'i-a), n. [NL. (Solander!ThnJnmiH^.^
1806), SO Called from tlieir habitat ; < Gr. eaUa-Thalamiflorse.

thalamiflorous (thar'a-mi-flo'ms), a. [< NL.
thulamifloriis, < L. thalamus (< Gr. ddhz/ioc), a
bed, + flos iflor-), flower.] Inhot., same as
thalamifloral.

thalamite (thal'a-mit), n. [< Gr. ea?MfitTt)c (see
def.), < dd'Aafioc, an inner chamber, the lowest
part of the hold of a ship: see thalamus.] In
Gr. aniiq., a rower of the lowest of the three
tiers of oarsmen in a trireme. See thranite and
zeugite.

Behind the zygite sat the thalamite, or oarsman of the
lowest bank. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 806.

sina + -idee.'] A family of
macmrous decapod crusta-
ceans, typified by the genus
Thalassina. They have the po-
dobranchiae completely divided or
reduced to epipodites, the pleuro-
branchiae not more than four and
not posterior, and the brancliise
with foliaceous as well as filamen-
tous processes. They are remark-
able for the length of the abdomen
and the softness of the test, and
are of burrowing habits. They
are commonly known as scorpion-
lobsters,

Thalassiophyta (tha-las-i-

of'i-tii), «. pi. [NL.; < Gr.
daXdcaio^, of or belonging to
the sea (< 6d'/xiaaa, the sea),
+ ^iToi', a plant.] A name proposed by La-
mouroux for Algse, but inapplicable from its be-
ing too restricted— excluding all fresh-water
species.

thalassiophyta (tha-las'i-o-fit), n. [See Tha-
lassiophyta.] In bot., a plant of the Thalassi-
ophyta; a seaweed ; an alga.
Thalassoaetus (tha-las-6-a'e-tus), n. [NL.,
orig. Thallasoaetus (Kaup, 1845), later Thalla-
saetus (Kaup, 1845), Thalassaetus (Kaup, 1847),
Thalassiaetus (Reichenbach, 1850), < Gr. dd'/aaca,
the sea, + and^, an eagle.] A genus of sea-
eagles, in which the tail has fourteen rectrices.
as T. pelagicus, of Kamchatka and Alaska.
See cut under sea-eagle.

Thalassochelys (thal-a-sok'e-lis), n. [NL.
(Fitzinger), < Gr. ddXaaaa, the sea, + x^^'K. a
tortoise.] A genus of ehelonians, of the family

,
sea-bottom, with Imear leaves about a foot in length.

thalamium (thS-la'mi-um), n.
;

pi. thalamia thalassian (tha-las'i-an), «. [< Gr. daUamo^,
(-ji). [NL., < L'. thalamus, < Gr. edAauo^, an in- .?' \"^ ^*"*' <^'^^ama, the sea.] Anv sea-turtle,

nerchamber. a bedroom, abed: see thalamus.] tnalassic (tha-las'ik), a. [< Gr. Bd^aaa, the
In 6o«., a fruit-bearing organ or cavity, (a) a re-

^^"'^' ''"'^ ^- ^" ^ooL, living in the high

„ „„ , ^. ^„_ Cheloniidce; the loggerhead turtles.

aia, fern, of haMaaio^, of the sea, < 6a7.aaaa, the thalassocracy (thal-a-sok'ra-si), n. Same as
sea.] A genus of plants, of the order Hydro- t^ic'assocraty.

charideee, type of the tribe Tlialassiefe. it is char-
acterized by unisexual two-leaved one-flowered slightly
tubular spathes, the long-pedicelled male flower with
three ovate petaloid segments and six long erect anthers,
the female at fh^t nearly sessile and with a long-beaked
ovary which matures into a globose roughened fruit de-
hiscent into many ascending or stellate lobes. The two
species are plants growing submerged in the sea, with long
thong-like leaves from an elongated creeping rootstock
T. testtidinum, of the West Indies, known as turtle-grass
and manatu-grass, is a gregarious rosulate plant of the

t-beanng organ or cavity, (a) a re
ceptacle containing spores in certain alga;. <b) The hy.
nienium of fungi, or one of Its forms, (c) The disk of li-
chens.

thalamocoele (thal'a-mo-sel), n. [< Gr. Od7.a-
uor, ail inner chamber, + noi'/da, a hollow : see

seas; pelagic; marine.— 2. Of, pertaining to,
or restricted to the smaller bodies of water
called seas, as distinguished from oceanic.

The commercial situation of the trading towns of North
Germany, admirable so long as the trade of the world was

We read oi Minos, the legendary Cretan ruler, with his
thalassocracy, and we think chiefly of war, not of com-
merce— yet the power of Minos would have been of little
moment unless to protect commerce.

Amer. Jowr. ArdueoL, VI. 440.

thalassocraty (thal-a-sok'ra-ti), n. [< Gr. Ba-
^xiaaoKparia, mastery of the sea, < daAacooKpaTilv,
rule the sea, < Bd'/aaaa, the sea, + aparciv, rule.]
Sovereignty of the seas. [Rare.]
He (Polycrates) was also the first to lay claim to the

sovereignty of the .Egean Sea, or thalassocraty, which at
that time there was none to dispute with him.

Encyc, Brit., XXI. 249.

thalassographer (thal-a-sog'ra-f*r), «. [< thal-
assograph-ij + -c/l.] One who occupies him-
self with the study of the phenomena of the
ocean

: same as oceanographer.
thalassographic (tha-las-o-graf'ik), a. [< thal-
a.isograjih-y + -ic] Relating to or concerned
with thalassography: same as oceanographic.



thalassographic

The field of work opened to iiatuialUta by tJuUtuio-

irraphic siineys is o( the greatest Importance.

A. Ajastiz, Three Crul»e» of the Blake, I. vit.

thalassography (thal-a-sog'ra-fi), «. [Cf. MGr.
daJ.aaao) puooi;. deseribing the sea ; < Gr. da/Maaa,

the sea. + -jiMipdi; write.] The science of the

ocean; oceanography; that branch of physical

geography which has to do with the phenomena
of the ocean.
The need of some simple word to express the science

which treats of oceanic basins has led to the construction

of this term [(AaioMOj/nipAyJ.
A. Agatia, Three Cruises of the Blake, I. 1.

thalassometer (thal-a-som'e-ter), ji. [< Gr.

Oa'/^aaa, the sea, + fiirpov, measure.] A tide-

llialassophila (thal-a-sof'i-la), n. pi. [NL.,

ueut.pl. of •tlialax-iophilus: see tiuilassophilous.'\

A suborder or other group of pulmonate gas-

tropods, living on sea-shores or in salt-marshes,

a.s the Siphnnariidx and Ampltibolidae.

thalassopUlous (thal-a-sof'i-lus), a. [< NL.
'tlMlassupliilus, < Or. Da/aaaa, the sea, + i^Miv,

love.] Fond of the sea; inhabiting the sea:

specifically noting the Thalassophila.

tluile-cress (tharkres), n. [< 'thale (abbr. <

Thaliaiiii : see def.), so called from a German
physician Thai or Thalius,+ cress.'] The mouse-
ear cress, .'iisijmhrium Thaliana, a low slender

herb of the northern Old World, naturalized in

the United States.

Thaleichthys (thal-e-ik'this), ». pfL. (Girard,

1859), < Gr. 8a'Mta, t)looming, + ix^, » fish.]

A genus of argentinoid fishes, related to the
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thaler (ta'Ur), n
ihllar.] A
large silver

I'oiu current
i II various Ger-
man states

from the six-

tt-enth cen-
iry. The th».

.•Tof the present
uemun empire
U equivalent to
three marks, and
I* worth about
Si: English (72
centsX

Thalessa(tha-
le»'a),w.[N'L.]

1. A.>fubg«'nu8

f I'urpura.

,l./rtHi«, 1858.

— 2. Acnrioog
genus of ich-

neumon-flies,
of the sub-
family PiiH-

jiliiiir, notable
for their size

and the great
length of the
ovipositor. The
larrse live exter*
nalljr upon thoae
"f boratalls and
wood-boring bee-
tles, and the long
ovipositor of the
Sflult enables it

Ut t)ore for A con-
siileralile distance tbroogb solid wood. T. Otnta and T.
lunntirr are common panslte* ot TmM* eotwnta In the
I nite^i 8Utes. UUmgnn,\9M.

Thalia (tha-li'a), «. [= F. Thalie,<.'L. Thalia,

HoiMctimes rA(/V«/i,< Gr.O<i/.«ia,one of the Muses,
< Oa'/^ia, luxuriant, blooming, < 0a?j>.eiv, be luxu-

riant or exuberant, bloom.J 1. In Or. myth.,

the joyful Mus«, to whom is due the bloom of

life. She inspired galetf, was the patroness o( the ban-
<|u<'t accompanied ^ song and music, and also favored
r '< and pleasures. At a late period she became
' omedy, and to the Komans was
i . character. In the later art ah
rcpicMUitul with a comic mask, a shepherd'
wreath of ivy. See cut in next column, and cut under
most-i. 1.

thaliacean (tha-li-a'se-an), a. and n.

or pertaining to the fhialiacea.

n. n. A member of the Thaliaeea, as a salp

smiUs and capTin8.r.pa«/c«* is the candle^ -^Uan ftha-li'an), a. and n. [< Thalia +
fish or eulachon. See cut under candU-fish, 1. '^^ j^^ ^ j^'j,^ ^^j^^i^^ ^^ )^^^^^^^ ^^^_

- - - [< G. thaler, a dollar: see
^j^j, considered as the Muse of pastoral and
comic poetry; comic.— 2. [I.e.] InrooV., same
as thaliacean.

E[. II. Same as thaliacean.

Thalictmm (th»-lik'trum), «. fNL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < l; thalictrum, thaUtruum, < Gr.

BeJuKTpov, a plant, prob. Thalictrum m»»iM; per-

haps 80 called from the abundant early bright-

green foliage, < dd/Jetv, be luxuriant: see thal-

ttM.] A genus of plants, of the order Ranuncu-
UuxM and tribe Jnemonea. it ia distinguished from
the similarly apctalooa genus Anemone by itslack of an in-

volucre. It includea about 70 species, mostly natives of

the north temperate or frigid regions, with a few hi tropi-

cal India, the Cape of flood Hope, and the Andes. They
are delicate or tsdl herbs with a perennial base, and orna-

mental temately deoomi>ouml leaves of many leaflets,

which are often roundish and tliree-lobed, suggesting

thoae at Uu columbine or maidenhair fern (see cat e un-

der lenf}. The flowers are commonly small/polygamous,
and panicled, pendulous in T. dioiam and T. minus, and
reduced to a raceme in T. alatnum. They consist chiefly

of four or Ave greenish, yellowish, purple, or whitish se-

pals; tlw several or many carpels commonly become com-
iiminil stalked laiUeas achenes : the anthers are asually

loDg a»'

Tlulcr of LflaebiuE, t;

(Sized

and exaerted or pendent, giving the inflorescence a
graoefnl feathery appearance, and are especially oonsplcu-

oos in T. aqitlUgVillum and T. JUmtm from their yellow

odor. The special an Imown in general as mMdow-riK;
S an nativea ot Bi^and, and 10 or more of the United
States ; the tannoTTanemonoidM, the me-anemone, a fa-

vorite eariy spring flower of the eastern and central United
States, is now classed as .in«mon« tiaUetnidet, or by some
as .^ncmoaeUa tItalietroidM. (See cut under apoearpout.)

A few dwarf species are used for borden or rock-work, as

T. minuM and T. alpinum, the latter native of the moun-
tains of Europe and Asia, as also of the Bocky Mountaina,
and reaching latitude W* N. AboutM of the taller spe-

cies are in cultiTatioa, especially T. glauemn of Spain and
the Austrian T. aipdiegtfotium, known as Spanteh-ttifl and
/ealMered or tiffttd ttdumbine. T. potygamum (formerly

T. ConudR, a conspicuous ornament of wet mudows in

the United Stato, reaches the height of 4, sometimes 7,

feet T. JUaum is known In England aa/on-rus or maufen-
AoMTiM, and as /oisf, nion*'», or Boor-Man's rAuftorft. T.

/Miiotum, the yellowroot of the Hlmalaya^ produces tonic

and aperient roots used In India in intermittent fevers.

thalllC (thal'ik), a. [< thallium + -ic] In

chem., of, pertaining to, or containing thalli-

um: HS, </ia//ic acid.

thalliform(thari-f6rm), a. [< NL. thallug, q. v..

+ L. forma, form.] In 6ot., having the form of

a tliailus.
ras little known thalllne (thal'in), a. [< Or. SifJivoc, ot or per-

id'JmStlSd i taiuing to a green 8hoot,< ea^Mc, a green shoot

:

see thallus.] In hot., relating to, of the char-

acter of, or belonging to a thallus—malUne

[< thallium + -oits.]

2. The twenty-third planetoid, discovered by exclple. 8ee«etok.
Hind in Lon<lon in lHi52.— 3t. la cool.: (a) A thalUoua (tbari-us), a
genus of snips, giving name to the Thalia or Same as thallic.

Thaliami: same as Sal/ia, 1. (6) A genus of thalllte (tlial'it), n. [< Gr. Ba^Jif, a green

<-ol,-opterous insects. Hope, 1838. shoot (see thallus), + -ite^.] Same as epidotc.

Thaliaeea (tha-li-a'se-il), n. pi. [NL. (Menke, thalliTUn (thal'i-um), n. [NL., so called in allu-

Hoii). < Thalia (in alliision to its phosphores- sion to the green line it gives in the spectrum,

cence: see Thalia) + -«wa.] A division of which led to its discovery^; < Gr. OoX/<Jr, a green

tunicates. containing the free-swimming forms,
or the salps and doliolids: distinguished from
A.iridiacea. Also Thalix, Thaliadx, Thalida,
Thalides,

shoot: see thallm.] Chemical symbol, Tl

;

atomic weight. 204.1'). A rare metal which was
discovered in the residuum left from the distil-

lation of selenium by Crookes, iu 1861, and was

thamnium

first supposed to contain tellurium, but after-

ward proved, by the aid of the spectroscope, to

be new. Thallium as prepared artificially has a bluish-

white tint and the luster of lead. It la malleable, and so

soft that it can be scratched with the flnger-nail. Its

specific gravity is 11.8. Thallium is somewhat widely
distributed, but never occurs in large quantities. The
rare mineral called erookesite, found in Sweden, is an alloy

of thallium, selenium, and copper, with a little silver.

Thallium seems to be present in lioth iron and copper
pyrites from various localities, and it is from the flue-

dust from sulphuric-acid works in which pyrites is burned
that the metal is chieliy obtained. Thallium ia chemical-
ly classed with the metals ot the lead group, but its reac-

tions are in certain respects very peculiar and exception-

al. It has been employed in the manufacture of glass,

and is said to furnish a glass of extraordinary brilliancy

and high refractive power.

thalliuin-glass (thal'i-um-glas), n. Glass in

which thallium is used instead of lead, to give

density and brilliancy. Compare crystal, 2.

thallodic (tha-lod'ik), a. [< thallus + -ode

i-oid) + -ic] In bot., of or pertaining to the

thallus; thalline.

thallogen (thal'o-jen), n. [< Gr. fti/.Xof, a
young shoot {see thallus), + -ytvti^, producing:

see -gen.] In bot., same as thallophyte.

thallogenoUS (tha-loj'e-nus), a. [< thallogen

+ -ous.] In hot., of or belonging to the thal-

logens.

thalloid (thal'oid), a. [< thallus + -oid.] In
hot., resembling or consisting of a thallus.

—

Thalloid bepaticte, hepaticte in which the vegetative

butiy does not consist of a leafy axis,

thallome (thal'om), n. [< thallus + -ome{-oma).]

In bot., a thallus ; a plant-body undifferentiated

into members, characteristic of the Thallophyta.

Thallophyta (tha-lof'i-ta), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

thalUiphytum : see thallophyte.'] A subkingdom
or group of the vegetable kingdom, embracing
the Myxomycetes, Diatomacete, Schizophyta, AU
gee, and Fungi— the lower cryptogams, as they
are still most frequently called. They are plants

in which th^ vegetative iKxly usually consists of a thallus,

which shows no ditferentiation into stem, leaf, and root,

or if there Js such diRerentiation it is buUrudimeiitary.

In regard to complexity of structure, they set out from
the simplest forms which show no outward distinction of

parts, and ascend through numberless transitions to more
and more complex forms of cell and tissue, but even in

the higher forms they are never differentiated into the

sharply seimratcd systems of tissue that characterize the
higher plants. They never have either true vessels or
wwHly tissue. In regard to the modes of reproduction,

they are in as great variety as are the grades of structural

complexity, ranging from the fonns which are propagated
by simple fission to forms that have the sexes as clearly

differentiated and almost as perfect and complex as are to

be found in the higher plants. Compare Bryophyla, Pteri-

dir}thi/ta, Spennophyta, and Cormopnyta.

thaliophyte (thal'o-fit), «. [< NL. thallophy-

turn, < Gr. 0<ujj6i, a green shoot, + i^vtov, a

plant.] A plant of the subkingdom Thallophy-

ta; one of the lower cryptogams.

Arboreal plant* having structures akin to those of thal-

lophyte: Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 792.

thallophytic (thal-o-fit'ik), a. [< thallophyte

-t- -ic] In bot., of "or pertaining to the Thal-

lophyta or thallophytes.

thallose (thal'os), a. [< thallus + -ose.] In

hot., same as thalloid.

thallns (thal'us), H. [NL., < L. thallus, < <Jr.

0a».6g, a young shoot or twig,< OafJ^etv, be lujcu-

riant, bloom, sprout.] In bot., a vegetative

body or plant-body undifferentiated into root,

stem, or leaves; the plant-body characteristic

of the Thallophyta. Also thalamus. See cut

under applanate Filamentous thallus. Same ui

tntievtoK tA<iifiu.— Follaceous or frondose thallus
In lichens, a flat more or less leaf like tliallus wliich

spreads over the surface of the substriituin, but ia at.

tached at only a few jioints and can lie < ii.sily separated

therefrom without much injury.— Frutlculose thallus,

in lichens, a thallus which is attached to the substratum

by a narrow base only, from wliich it grows upward as a

simple or more or less branched shrub-like body.— Strati-

fied thallus. .See stratified.

Thalmudt, Thalmudistt, "• Obsolete forms of

Talmud, Talmudist.

thalweg (G. pron. tal'vedh), n. [G., < thai, val-

ley, + tceg, way.] A line upon a topographical

surface which is a natural watercourse, having

everywhere the direction of greatest slope, and
distinguished by having the lines of straight

horizontal projection which cut it at right an-

gles on the up])er sides of the curves of equal

elevation to which they are tangent.

Thammuzt (tham'uz), «. Same as Tammuz, 2.

.Milton, P. L., i. 446, 452.

thanmlum (tham'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr. Bafi-

v'iov, dim. of dduvn^, a bush, shrub, < da/iivd^,

equiv. to Oa/ieid^, crowded, thick, close-set, <

*Oauix, in pi. dafiie^, thick, close-set; cf. da/ja,

often.] In hot., the branched bush-like thal-

lus of frutlculose lichens.



Thamnobia

Thamnobia (tham-no'bi-a), 11. [NL. (Swain-
sou, 1831), < Gr. Odfivoi, a bush, + (3iof, life.]

A genus of Indian chat-like birds. T. fulicata is

6J inches long in the male, glossy blue black.with chestnut

under tall-coverts, and a white wing-patch; it inhabits

central and southern India and Ceylon. A second species

is T. cambaieiixut, of central and northern India. Also
called Saxicotuide&

thamnopMle (tham'no-fil), n. [< NL. Tham-
>i02)liilii.-<, q. v.] A bush-shrike.

Thamnopllilinae(thain"no-fi-li'ne), n.pl. [NL.,

< 'fliamnophiliis + -iiix.] It. In Svvainson's

classification, a subfamily of Laniidse or shrikes,

containing the thamuophiles or bush-shrikes.
It was a large and heterogeneous assemblage of some os-

cine with non-oscirie birds, mostly species with a stout

dentirostral bill, and considered by the old authors to be
shrikes.

2. A subfamily of Formicariidx, contrasted
with Formicariinse and Grallariinse, containing
formicarioid passerine birds with robust hooked

Head of Bush-shrike iBatara einerea), a typical member of the
Thamnophilinse, about one half natural size.

bill like a shrike's and moderate or short tarsi,

characteristic of the Neotropical region. They
spread from Mexico to the Argentine Republic, but are
wanting in Chili and Patagonia, and are also absent from
the Antilles, Tiie genera are ten, and the species numer-
ous, collectively known as bush shrikes, and playing the
same part in the regions they inhabit as the true shrikes.

thamnophiline (tham-nof'i-lin), a. [< Tham-
iiopliilinse, q. v.] Of or pertaining to the Tham-
nophilinse.

Thamnophilus (tham-nof'i-lus), 71. [NL.
(Vieillot, 1816), < Gr. dd/nvoc, a bush, shrub, +
^iXfii', love.] 1. The most extensive genus of
bush-shrikes. With its several sections and synonyms
it is considered to cover more than 50 species, exclusive
of many others which have from time to time been
wrongly placed in it. T. doliatus, upon which the name
was originally based, is a characteristic example.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects. Schonherr,
1826.

than (than), adv. and conj. [Early mod. E. also

the/t, in both uses (now used exclusively as an
adverb) ; < ME. than, than, thanne, thonne, < AS.
than, thou, usually thanne, thonne, thseiinc, then,
than, = OS. than = OFries. than, dan = D. dan
= MLG. dan, den = OHG. danna, MHG. danne,
denne, G. dann, adv., then, detin, conj., for, then,
= Goth, than, adv. and conj. ; with an obscure
formative -n, -ne, from the pronominal stem tha

in the, that, there, etc.: see the, that.'] I. adv.
At that time ; then. See then. [Old and prov.
Eng.]

Thanne gart sche to greithe gaili alle thinges.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4274.

Forthe than went this gentyll knyght.
With a carefull chere.

Lytai Oeste of Robyn Hode (Child's BaUads, V. 49X

H. conj. A particle used after comparatives,
and certain words which express comparison
or diversity, such as more, better, other, other-
wise, rather, else, etc., and introducing the sec-
ond member of a comparison. Than has the same
case (usually the nominative) after it as it has before it, in
accordance with the syntactical rule that "conjunctions
connect , . . the samecasesof nouns and pronouns": as,

he is taller than I (am) ; I am richer than he (is) ;
• thrice

fairer than (I) myself (am)" (Shak. , Venus and Adonis, 1.7);
they like you better than (they like) me.

Thenne was ich al so fayn as foul of fair morwenynge,
Gladder than gleuman [is] that gold hath to gyfte.

Piers PloKinan (C), xil. 103.

Among them that are bom of women there hath not
risen i greater than John the Baptist; notwithstanding
he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than
he. Mat. xi. 11.

I will sooner trust the wind
With feathers, or the troubled sea with pearl,
Than her with any thing.

Beau, and Ft., Philaster, v. 6.

This age, this worse then iron age.
This sincke of synne.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

I am better acquainted with the country than you are.
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 225.

He (King John] had more of Lightning in him than (he
had) of Thunder. Saker, Chronicles, p. 75.

There is no art that 'hath bin . . . more soyl'd and slub-
ber'd with aphorisming pedantry then the art of policie.

Milton, Keformation in Eng., ii.

He desires to be answerable no farther than he is guilty.

Sicifl, Tale of a Tub, Apol.

The late events seem to have no other effect than to
harden them in error. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 7.
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No sooner the bells leave off than the diligence rattles in.

Brownintj, L'p at a Villa.

A noun-clause introduced by that sometimes follows than:

as, I had rather be a sufferer myself than that you should

be ; and the that is now and then omitted in poetry.

Since I suppose we are made to be no stronger

Than faults may shake our frames.
Shak., M. forM., 11. 4. 183.

Sometimes the preceding comparative is left to be inferred

from the context ; sometimes it is omitted from mere care-

lessness. A noun or a pronoun after than has a show of

analogy with one governed by a preposition, and is some-
times blunderingly put in the objective case even when
properly of subjective value : as, none knew better than

him. Even M ilton says than whom, and this is more usual

:

for example, than whom, there is none better.

thana^e (tha'naj), n. [< thane + -aqe.~\ (a)

The dignity or rank of a thane ; the state of be-

ing a thane. (6) The district or territory owned
or administered by a thane ; also, the tenure by
which the thane or baron held it.

thanatography (than-a-tog'ra-fi), »;. [< Gr.

davaTo(, death, + -ypa^la, < ypaifeiv, write.] A
narrative of one's death: distinguished from
liography, a narrative of one's life. Thackeray,
Catharine, vi. [Rare.]

thanatoid (than'a-toid), a. [< Gr. 'OavaToeiSrn,

contr. 0avaToi6r/c, resembling death, < OdvaroQ,

death (dvr/aKew, davelv,'^ Oav, die), -f- elSo^, form.]
1. Resembling death; apparently dead. Dun-
glison.— 2. Deadly, as a venomous snake.

thanatology (than-a-tol'o-ji), m. [< Gr. Oavaroc,

death, + -Aoyia, < liyeiv, say: see -ologi/.'] The
doctrine of death ; a discourse on death.

thanatophidia (than'a-to-fid'i-a),);. »^ [NL., <

Gr. Sdmro^, death, + NL." ophidia.'] venomous
or poisonous snakes in general, as the cobra,

the asp, the adder, etc. The name is scarcely tech-

nical in zoology, though so employed by Kitzinger ("Sys-
tema Reptiliuni," 1S43); it was also used by Fayer for his

work treating of such serpents of India. It corresponds
in fact, however, to the two suborders Solemnjlypha and
Proterofjlypha, or the crotaliform and cobriform ophidi-
ans, and is sometimes written with a capital.

thanatophidian (than"a-t6-fid'i-an), a. and n.

[< thanatophidia + -«k.] 1. a. (5f or pertain-

ing to the thanatophidia.

II. n. Any one of the thanatophidia.

thanatopsis (than-a-top'sis), «. [< Gr. Bdvaroc,

death, + uijjig, a sight, view, < -v/
ott in oxpeaBai,

fut. of opdv, see : see optic.'] A view or contem-
plation of death. Bryant.
thane (than), «. [< ME. thane, thein, theign (ML.
thaiims), < AS. thegen, thcgn, a soldier, atten-
dant, servant of the king, a minister, nobleman,
= OS. thegan = OHG. degan, an attendant, ser-

vant, soldier, disciple, MHG. degen, a soldier, =
Icel. thegn, a soldier, warrior, freeman, = Goth.
*thigns (not recorded); perhaps = Gr. rtuvov,

child, hence in Teut. boy, attendant, soldier,

servant (cf . AS. mago, child, boy, servant, man

:

see may^) ; with formative -n {-no-), orig. pp.,
from the root seen in Gr. tikteiv, rcKtlv, beget,
bring forth, tSko^, birth, Skt. toka, child. Oth-
erwise akin to .A.S. theow = OHG. diu = Goth.
thius (thiwa-, orig. thigwa-): see thcw^. The
proper modem form would be "thain, parallel
with rain, main'^, sain, rait, sail, tail, etc.] In
early Eng. hist., a member of a rank above that
of the ordinary freeman, and differing from that
of the atbelings, or hereditary ancient nobility.
The distinguishing marks of all thanes were liability to
rfiilitary service and the ownership of land. Of the various
classes of thanes the chief was that of king's thanes, whose
members were subject to no jurisdiction but that of the
king. The rank increased in power about the time of .Al-

fred, and about the reign of Athelstau any freeman who
owned five hides of land or had made three sea-voyages
was eligible to thanehood. The thanehood corresponded
nearly to the knighthood after the Norman Conquest. In
the reign of Henry II. the title fell into disuse. In .Scotland
the thanes were a class of non-military tenants of the
crown, and the title was in use till the end of the tifteenth
century. The notion derived from Boece, and adopted by
Shakspere in "Macbeth," that the Scotch thanes were all

transformed into earls, has no historical foundation. In
some recent historical works the Anglo-Saxon theyn is used
in its strict Anglo-Saxon sense.

The fully qualified freeman who has an estate of land
may be of various degrees of wealth and dignity, from the
ceorl with a single hide to the thegn with five hides.

Stiibbs, Const. Hist., § 87-

With the rise of kingship a new social distinction began
to grow up, on the ground, not of hereditary rank in the
community, but of service done to the king. The king's
thegns were his body-guard, the one force ever ready to
carry out hia will. They were his nearest and most con-
stant counsellors. As the gathering of petty tribes into
larger kingdoms swelled the number of eorls in each
realm, and in a coiTCsponding degree diminished their
social importance, it raised in equal measure the rank of
the king's thegns. A post among them was soon coveted
and won by the greatest and noblest.

J. Ii. Qreeii, Making of Eng., p. 179.

thanedom (than'dum), n. [< thane + -dom.]
1. The district held or administered by a
thane.

thank
Now, from the moantrtn's misty throne.
Sees, in thanedom once his own.
His ashes undistinguished lie.

His place, his power, his memory die.

Scott, h. of L. M., T. J,

2. The power, and especially the judicial func-
tions, of a thane : as, the thanedom of Macbeth.
thanehood (than'hud), n. [< thane + -hood.]

1. The office, dignity, or character of a thane.
— 2. The collective body of thanes.

That later nobility of the thegnhood, which, as we have
seen, supplanted the ancient nobility of the eorls.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 367,

thane-land (than'land), )(. 1. Land held by
thane.
Thane-lnndg were such lands as were granted by charteift

of the Saxon kings to their thanes, with all inmiunities
except the threefold necessity of expedition, repair of
castles, and mending of bridges. Cowett.

2. The district over which the jurisdiction of
a thane extended.
thaneship (than'ship), n. [< thane + -ship,]

Same as thanehood.

Thanet beds. [From Isle of Tlianet, in Kent,
England.] In geol., a series of beds of pale-

yellow and greenish sand, having a thin layer
of flints at the bottom, and resting directly on
the chalk, thus forming the base of the Tertiary
in the London Basin, to which this formation is

peculiar. The thickness of the series varies from 20 to
60 feet. The fossils which the Ihanet beds contain are
marine, and are varied in character; moUusks are espe-
cially abundant.

thangt, "• A Middle English form of thong.

'thank (thangk), n. [< AlE. thmik. thonk, < AS.
thane, thonc. thought, grace, favor, content,
thanks (= OS. thane = OFries. thonk, thank =
D. dank = MLG. dank, danke = OHG. MHG.
danc, G. dank = Icel. thiikk (thakk-), for orig.

"thiink {'thank-), = Sw. tack = Dan. tak= Goth.
thagks, thought), < 'Ihincan (pret. *thanc), etc.,

think: see think^. For the phonetic relation of
thank to think, cf. that of song^ (Sc. sang) to
sing ; for the connection of thought, cf. min^
(G. minne, etc.), thought, remembrance, love.]

If. Grateful thought; gratitude; good will.

This encres of hardyTiesse and myght
Com him of love, his ladyes thank to winne.

Chaucer, Troilus, Hi. 1777.

He seide, "In thank I shal it take."
Bom. of the Rose, 1. 4577.

2. Expression of gratitude ; utterance of a
sense of kindness received ; acknowledgment
by words or signs of a benefit or favor con-
ferred: now used almost exclusively in the
plural.

To some y* are good men God sendeth wealth here also,

and they giue hem great thanke for his gift, and he re-

wardeth them for the thanke to.

Sir T. More, Oumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 35.

If ye love them wliich love you, what thank have ye?
Luke vL 32.

O, good men, eate that good which he hath giuen you,
and giue him thanks. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 257.

[The plural thanks was sometimes used as a singolar.

What a thanks I owe
The hourly courtesies your goodness gives me

!

Fletcher and Massinger, A Very Woman, Hi. 5.)

Thanks, a common elliptical expression or acknowledg-
ment of satisfaction or thankfulness.

Thanks, good Egeus ; what 's the news with thee?
Shak., M. N. 1)., t 1. 21.

To can or con thankt. See catii.

thank (thangk), V. [< ME. thanken, thonken, <

AS. thancian, thoncian = OS. thancon = OFries.
tlionkia = D. danken = MLG. danken = OHG.
danchon, MHG. Q. danken = Icel. thakka = Sw.
tacka = J)a.n.takkc,thaTik; from the noun. Cf.

think^.] I. trans. To express gratitude to, as
for a favor or benefit conferred; make ac-

knowledgments to, as of good will or service
due for kindness bestowed.

Gretly y thonk God that^rt me a-chape.
Waiiam of Paleme (E. E, T. S.), 1. 1248.

Heavens thank you for 't

!

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 175.

I humbly thanked him for the good Opinion he pleased
to conceive of me. HoweU, I,etters, I. iv. 24.

I thank you, or colloquially abbreviated thank yon, a
polite fonnula used in acknowledging a favor, as a gift,

service, compliment, or offer, whether the same is ac-

cepted or declined. Like other polite formulas, it is often
used ironically.

Anne. Will't please your worship to come In, sir?
Slen. No, 1 thank you, forsooth, heartily.

Shak, M. W. of W., L 1. 277.

I 'Willthank you, a polite fornmla introducing a request

.

as, / n-iU thank you to shut the door : / ki'U thank you for
the nmstard.— To thank one's self, to have one's self
to thank, to be obliged to throw the blame on one's self;

be solely responsible : used ironically, and generally in
the imperative.

Weigh the danger with the donbtfnl bliss.

And thank yourself if aught should fall amiss.
Dryden,

I



thank

Il.t intrans. To give thanks.
Which we toke as deuouUy as we coude. and thanlce ac-

cordyiig. Sir B. Guyiforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

thanker (thang'k^r), «. [< thank + -eri.] One
who gi%-es thanks; a giver of thanks.

I hope he may long continue to feel all the value of such
a reconciliailoD. He is a very liberal thankrr.

Jane Austen, Emma, IL

thankest, ». [ME., gen. of thank nsed adver-
bially with the poss. pronouns, meaning ' of his,
lier, their, my, thy,your, our accord': see thank.^
A form used oiily in the phrases his, tliy, etc.,
thankes, of his, thy, etc., accord; voluntarily.

Fill sooth la seyd that love ne lordshipe
Wol nogbt, hU Ihanka. have no felaweshipe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 768.

Thyne berte ahal so nvjrsahed be
That nevere thon woldest, Uu thankit, lete
Ne removen tor to see that swete.

Horn. 0/ the Rote, 1. 2M3.

thankful (thangk'ful), a. [< ME. 'thankful. <
AS. tJiancfiill, < thane, thank : see thank and
-/«<.] 1. Impressed with a sense of kindness
received, and ready to aeknowledge it; grate-
ful.

Be thanlffut unto hhn, and bleas bis name. Pa. c. 4.

As I am a gentleman, I wHl live to be thani/ul to thee
'<»' Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 89.

It is no improper Comparison that a Uutntful Heart is
like a Hox of precioiu Ointment, which keeps the Smell
long after the Thing is spenL UoweU, Letters, ii. 23.

2. E.\pressive of thanks; given ordone in token
of tliauks.

Give the gods a thankful sacriflce.

Shak., A. and C, L i. 167.

Anin and again the old soldier said his thankful praver^
andMeased bis benefactor. Thaektray, fhiMp, nii.

3t. Deserving thanks; meritorious; acceptable.
Tumaccus thooght him selfe happie that he had pre-

sented owre men with such tkanktful gyttes and was ad-
mittc4l to tlievr frendsMppe.

Peter Martyr (\.r. in Kden's First liooks on America,
(ed. Arber, p. 141).

Thank may you have for such a thankful part.
.*> P. Sidney {Atber't Eng. Uamer, L 550X

4t. Pleasing; pleasant.

They of late years hare taken this pastime vp among
them, many times gratifying their ladies, and often Umca
the princes <.f the realme, with some such thankfuU noT-
elllr. Putteiihani, Arte of ling. Poesie, IL {Daviet.)
= 8yn. 1. .Set- ,7ra/-/t,/.

thankfully ( thangk'ful-i), adr. [< ME. thmik-
fuUuhe; < thankful + ./y2.] in a thankful
manner; with grateful acknowledgment of fa-
vors or kindness received.

His ring I do accept most thankfuUy.
Shak., M. of v.. iv. 4. 9.

thankfulness (thangk'fVil-nes), n. The state or
(•hiiractiT of being thankful; acknowledgment
of a favor receive*! : gratitude,

thankingt, «. [< ME. thaukynge, < AS. ihancung,
< thancian, thank: see thank, r.] An expres-
sion of thanks.

Therto jtrt hem such thankyngee.
ttom. if the Roie, L 6041.

6265
A thousand thank-offerings are due to that Providence

which has delivered our nation from these absurd iniqui-
ties- Watti.

thanksgivet (thangks-giv'), »• t. [A back-for-
mation, < thanksgiving.] To offer in token of
thankfulness.
To thankagiee or blesse a thing in a way to a sacred use

he took to be an oSering of it to God.
J. Mede, Diatribe, p. 55. (Latham.)

thanksglver (thangks-giv'^r), n. [< thanks, pi.
of thank, + giver.} One who gives thanks, or
acknowledges a benefit, a kindness, or a mercy.
Wherefore we And (our never-to-beforgotten) example,

the devout thanksgiver, Liavid. continually declaiing the
great price he set upon the divine favours.

Barrow, Works, I. viii.

thanksgiving (thangks-giv'ine), n. [< thanks,
\il. ot tliank, + giving.] 1. The act of render-
ing thanks or of expressing gratitude for favors,
benefits, or mercies; an acknowledgment of
benefits received: used in the Old Testament
for acknowledgment by the act of offering.

If be offer It for a thanksgiving, then he shall offer with
the sacriflce of thanksgiving unleavened cakes.

Lev. vii. 12.

Every creature of God is good, and nothing to be re-
fused, if it be received with thanksgiving. 1 Tim. iv. 4.

2. A public celebration of divine goodness ; spe-
cifically [cap.], in the United States, Thanks-
giving day (see the phrase below).
Great as the preparations were for the dinner, erery-

tbing was so contrived that not a soul in the bouse should
be kept from the rooming service of Thanksgiting in the
church, and from listening to the Thanksgimna sermon,
in which the minister was exi>ected to express his views
freely concerning the politics of the country, and the
state of things in society generally, in a somewhat more
secuhir vein of thought than was deemed exactly appro-
priate to the Lords day. . U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. S46.

3. A form of words expressive of thanks to God

;

a grace.
There's not a soldier of us aU that. In the thanksgiving

before meat, do relish the petition well that prays for
peaee. Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 15.

General ThanksglvinK.In the Book of ronmiou Prayer,
a fonn of thanksgiving, preceding the List two prayera
of morning or evening prayer or of the litany, for the
general or ordinary blessings of life: so called as dlnlin-
guished from the fonns provided for special persons and
occasion*.—Thanksglvmg day, a day set apart for a
rublic celebration of divine acxMlness; speciflcally. In the

Thargella
the other ridges flliforni, and the seed flat. There are 4
species, natives of the Mediterranean region, especially to
the west, and extending to the island of Madeira, where 2
species have a hard and often tall and conspicuous shrubby
caudex. They are perennials, or perhaps sometimes bien-

Thanne be wente preryllr, alle be nyghte, tille be cam
-o his folk, that weren tulle glad of his
maden grete thankynges to Uodlnmortalle.

-"—•"-"--»-"•* H»«"7'«/. «jw WT3 II7KIIU;, luie ne cam
to his folk, that weren tulle glad of his comyDg& and<n^.., <„...• .«.«.! toOodlnmortalle.

MandrriUe, Travels, p. 227.

thankless (fhangk'Ies), a. [< thank ¥ -less.]
1. Inthankful; ungrateful; not acknowledg-
ing kindness or benefits.

„ .
That she may feel

How sharper than a serpent's tooth it Is
To hare a thankless child ! Shak. , Lear, i 4. Sll.

2. Not deserving thanks, or not likely to be re-
warded with thanks: as, a tkankleta task.

But wbereunto tbeae UanHest tales In vain
ixj I ruhearset Sumy, .Kneid, II. 125.

The .Sun but thanUem shine* that shews not thee.

_^ „ , , ,
Coivrew, Teara of Amaryllis.

= 8yn. f^t grateful.
'

thanklessly (thangk'Ies-li), adv. In a thank-
less manner; without thanks; ungratefully;
in a grud»;iiig8pirit.

Tlie will of God njay lie done iharMesdy.
lip. Hall, Jehu with Jehorain and Jeiebel.

thanklessness (thangk'les-nes), «. The state
or character of being thankless; ingratitude.

Not to have written then seems little leas
Than worst of civil vices. IhankUmneis.

-a™ o.. .,, ^""<. To the Countess of Bedford.= 8yn. nee gratrftil.

*fe?°*,'7*
'""'"Kk'li), adv. [< iMank + -JuZ.i

TImnkfiilly. [Rare.] * '

He Kiueth frankly what we IhnnHii spend.
Siilifsler, tr. of Du l^ass Weeks, i. S.

thank-offering (tlianifk'of V.r-ing), n. An offer-
ing ma<lc ]ii uticiciit .Tewi.>ih ritex as an expres-
sion of gratitude to God; a peace-offering.

r
--••---.«•-•-..". V. ..I. lilt K'^i'uuwa, au^;vuiu«llj, IN lilt

nited states, an annual festival appointed by proelnnia
tion,and held usually on the last Thursday of November
It is celebrated with religious services and social festivi-
tiea. The Brat celebration was held by the Plymouth Col-
oiiy in :e2l, and the usage soon became general In New
Kngland. After the revoIoUon the custom gradually ex-
tended to the Middle State^ and later to the West, and
more slowly to the South. Since I8&1 Its observance
has been annually recoinmemled by the President.—The
Oreat ThankaClTlnx, in early and oriental liturgies, a
form ascribing praiseTo Ood for the creation of the world
and his dealinga with man, now represented by the pre-
face and part of the canon. See preface, 2.

thanksworthyt (thangks' wer'Tui), a. Same as
thiiiikicnrtlni.

This seemeth to us in our case much thanktworthy.
Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letten (Parker 8oc., 1853), tl. l«a

thankworthiness (thangk'wer'Tni-nes), n.
T)n> stall' of liiing worthy of thanks.
thankworthy (thangk'w^r'Tni),n. [=G.(fanA-
tnirdig; as thank + irorthy.] Worthv of or de-
serving thanks; entitled' to gratefij acknow-
ledgment.
Nowe wherein we want desert were a UkanlcirorMu

labourto exprease ; but. If 1 knew, I should hane mended
my selfe. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

For this is thanktrorlhy. If a man for conscience toward
Ood endure grief, suffering wrongfully. i Pet. it 19.

thank-yon-ma'am (thangk'ii-miim), h. [Also
Viaiik-ijim.mam; so called in fiumorous allusion
to the suilden bobbing of the head (as if making
a bow of acknowledgment) caused by the jolt-
ing when a vehicle passes over the ridge.] A
low ridge of eartli formed across a road on the
face of a hill to throw to one side downflowing
rain-water, and thus to prevent the wasting of
the road, it also serves to check downward movement
of a vehicle and afford relief to the boraes both in going
up and In going ilown the hllL Also called U!atcr.bar.
|Colkx|., IT. 8.)

We logged along very comfortable and very happy,
down steep hills crossed by abrupt and Jerky thank-yim-
"«""• SeribneTs Mag., VlII. 565.

thannah (than'ft), n. Same as tana'*-.

thannet, adv. A Middle English form of than
and then.

Thapsia (thap'si-a), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < Ij. thapsia, < Or. Bay^iia, 0aipo<:, a plant
used to dye yellow, said to have been T. Oar-
ganica, brought from the island or peninsula
of Thapsus, Sicily; < GaVwr, L. Thapsus, Thap-
sus.] 1. A genus of umbelliferous plants, of
the tribe Lojierpilirse. it is characterized by a fruit
with lateral secoiidary ridges dilated Into broad wings,

I. Uie upper p»rt of Uie item with the umliel of r»a/xia Garranica
a. a leaf; a, the fruit.

nials, bearing pinnately decompound leaves with pinnati-
fld segments and yellowish, whitish, or purplish flowers
in compound umbels of many rays, usually without In-
jplucre and with the involucels small or wanting. For
T. Qarganica. see deadly corrot (under carrnt\ also asadid-
5*' ^f"' '

'*'*'' '^ '**5>«*» »»>d bon-na.fa renin (under resin).
For T. deapiens, a remarkably piilnilike speiies. see tdaek
parsley, under jwrsiey. For T. (Monizia) edulis, see carrot-
trte.

a. [/. c] A plant of this genus.
This thapsia, this wermoote, and elebre,
Cucumlier wild, and every bitter kynde
Of herbe la nought for hem.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.)k p. 88.
Thapsia plaster. See plaster.

thar' (THiir), adv. An obsolete or dialectal form
of there.

thar^t, V. See tharn.
thar^ (thiir), «. [Also thaar and tahr; E. Ind.J
A wild goat of the Himalayas, Capra jemlaica,
also called imo and strow. The small boms curve
directly backward, and the male has a mane of long hair
on the neck and shoulders,

tharborought (thilr'bur-d), n. A corruption of
thinl-horoiKjh.

I iiiyself reprehend his own person, for I am bis grace'a
thart>oro<igh. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 185.

tharcake (thar'kak), II. [Also thardcake; for
•thurfeake, < tharp + cake^.] A cake made
from meal, treacle, and butter, eaten on the
night of the 5th of November. [Prov. Eng.]

tharf' t, V. t. and «. [Also darf; < ME. tharf
(often thar, dar, by confusion with forms of
dare), inf. thiir/en, < AS. thearf, inf. thiirfan =
OFries. thurf, inf. thurva = 0H(3. diirfan = Iccl.
tlmrfa = 8\v. Uirfva = Goth, thauiban, have
need,= D. durven = G. diir/en, dare : see dare'^.]
To need ; lack.
Whanne these tyding were told to themperour of rome
he was gretly a-greued, no gome thort him blame.

William of Paleme (E E. T. 8.), 1. 1076.

Trwe mon trwe restore,
Thenne thar mon drede no wathe.

Str Oauayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2354.

Nece, I pose that he were,
Thow thrvste (pret.J nevere ban the more fere.

Chaueer, Trollus, III. 672.

tharfSf, a. [< ME. therf, < AS. theorf= OFries.
th<rie = MD. derf= OHG. derb, MHG. derji =
Icel. f/yV»/-/r, unleavened.] Unleavened. JVyclif.

Also tliei make here Sacrement of the Awteer of Therf
Bred- Manderille, Travels, p. 18.

Thargelia (thiir-ge'li-a), n. pi. r< Gr. Sapyi'/ia
(sc. iip,i),a, festival of Apollo and Artemis (see
def.), < 6ap)ri?.oi, equiv. to da?.voio^, in neut. pi.
Balvaia, offerings of first-fruits made to Arte-
mis.] In Or. antiq.. a festival celebrated at
Athens on the 6th and 7th of the month Tharge-
lion, in honor of Delian Apollo and of Artemis.
On the flrat day of the festival (probably not every year)
there was an expiatory sacriflce of two persons, for the
men and the women of the state respectively, the victims
being condemned criminals : on the second day there were
a priiccsslon and a contest for a tripod between cyclic
choruses provided by cboragL

Cases of adoption were very frequent among the Greeks
and Romans. . . . In the Interest of the next of kin, whose
rights were affected by a case of adoption it was provided
that llie registration should be attended with certain for-
malities, and that it should take place at a fixed lime

—

the festival of the Thargelia. Eneye. Brit, I. 168.



Tharos Butterfly {Phyciodes tharos),
natural size.

Thargelion

Thargelion (thar-ge'li-on), H. [< Gr. Qapyrihin),

< eap}-ri'/ia, the festival Thargelia: see Thar-
gelia.'] The eleventh month of the ancient
Attic calendar, containing thirty days, and
corresponding to the last part of May and the

first part of June,
tharldomet, »• Same as thraldom.

tharm (thiirm). «. [Early mod. E. also therm,

Sc. thairm; < AIE. tharm, therm, < AS. thearm =
OFries. therm, thirm = D. MLG. darm = OHG.
daram, MHG. G. darm = Icel. tharmr = Sw.
Dan. farm, giit, = L. trames, way, = Gr. rpd/iig,

tharm, gut; cf. rp^fia, hole, ear, < TtTpalvuv

(\/ Tpa), bore through.] An intestine; an en-

trail; gut. [Obsolete or dialectal.]

Eustatbius . . . doth tell that in old time they made
their bow-strings of bulloclcs' thtnnes, which they twined
together as they
do ropes.
Ascham, Tozophi'

llus (ed. 1864),

Ip. 103.

When I am tired

of scraping thairm
or singing bal-

lants.

Scott, Redgaunt-
[let, letter xt

tharos (tha'-

ros), n. The
pearl crescent,
Phyeiodes tharos, a small American butterfly

varied with black, orange, and white.

Thaspium (thas'pi-um), n. [NL. (Nuttall, 1818),

transferred from Thapsia, a related genus.] A
genus of umbelliferous plants. It is characterized

by its conspicuous calyx-teeth,

^ »!i ^on% styles without a stylopo-

^V. _^ J?^ diuni, and fruit with most or all

^^ y of the ribs prominently winged,
and with the oil-tabes solitaiy in

the intervals. It includes 3 spe-

cies, all natives of the United
States, known as meadow-
parsnip. They are handsome
tall and smooth perennial
herbs, with temately divided
leaves composed of broad ser-

rate leaflets, and compound
umbels of yellow flowers with-
out involucres, and with the in-

volucels formed of a few minute
bractlets ; one variety, T. aure-
um, var. atropurpureum, bears
darli-purple tlowers. One spe-

cies, T. pinnatifidum, is a native
of the South Appalachian re-

gion ; the others, T. awrewmand
T. 6ar6rnorfe (see cut under j>e(i-

ole), are widely diffused through
the eastern and central United
States. T. aureum and its vari-

ety tri/oliatum have been com-
monly confounded with the cor-

responding species of Zizia. re-

spectively Z. aurea and Z. cor-

data (referred by some to Carum), which they resemble
closely in flower and leaf, but differ from in their winged
fmit and later blooming.

that (THat), pron. or a.
;
pi. those (thoz). [Also

dial, thet; < ME. that, thet, < AS. thset, that, the,

= OS. that = OFries. thet, dat = MD. D. dat
= MLG. dat, that, = OHG. MHG. G. das, the,
= Icel. that, the, = Dan. det, the, = Sw. det,

this, = Goth, thata, the ; neut. of the demonst.
pron. which came to be used as the def. art.,

AS. masc. se, fem. seo, neut. thxt, ME. and
mod. E. in all genders, the : see further under
t/iel. Hence that, conj. and adv.'] A. demonst.
pron. 01 a. 1. Used as a definitive adjective
before a noun, in various senses, (a) Pointing to
a person or thing present or as before mentioned or sup-
posed to be understood, or used to designate a specific
thing or person emphatically, having more force than the
definite article the, which may, however, in some cases be
substituted for it.

It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrha in
the day of judgment than for that city. Mat. x. 15.

Touch but my lips with those fair lips of thine.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 115.

David indeed, by suffering without just cause, learnt
thai meelcness and that wisdom by adversity which made
him much the fitter man to raigne.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvii.

That House of Commons that he could not make do for
him would do to send him to the Tower till he was sober.

Walpole, Letters, II. 8.

(6) Frequently in opposition to thin, in which case it refers
to one of two objects already mentioned, and often to the
one more distant in place or time : frequently, however,
mere contradistinction is implied: as, I will take this
booli, and you can take that one.

Of Zion it shall be said, this and that man was bom In
her. Ps. lx.xxvii. 5.

(c) Pointing not so much to persons and thuigs as to their
qualities, almost equivalent to mich or o/ mch a nature,
and occasionally followed by as or tfiat as a correlative.

Tliere cannot be
That vulture In you, to devour so many.

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 3. 74.

Flowering Plant of Mea-
dow-parsnip [Thaspium
barbinode). a, the carpels.
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Whose love was of thai dignity

Thai it went liand in hand even with the vow.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 49.

Majesty never was vested to thai degree in the Person
of the King cm not to be more conspicuous and more au-

gust in Parliament, as I have often shown.
Milton, Ana. to Salmasius.

2, Used absolutely or without a noun as a de-

monstrative pronoun, (o) To indicate a person or
thing already referred to or implied, or specially pointed
at or otherwise indicated, and having generally the same
force and significance as when used as an adjective : as,

give me that; do you see that?

Foretell new storms to those already spent.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1589.

What springal is that? ha ! Shirley, Love Tricks, ii. 1.

From hence forward be that which thine own brutish
silence hath made thee.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., it

She has that in her aspect against which it is impossible
to offend. Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

(6) In opposition to this, or by way of distinction.

If the Lord will, we shall live, ar.d do this or that
J as. iv. 15.

This is not fair ; nor profitable that.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iv. 19.

A hundred and fifty odd projects took possession of his
brain by turns— he would do this, and that, and t'other
— he would go to Rome— he would go to law— he would
buy stock— . . . he would new fore-front his house, and
add a new wing to make it even.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 31.

When this and that refer to foregoing words, this, like the
Latin hic or the French ceci, refers to the last mentioned,
the latter, and that, like the Latin iXle or the French ceta,

to the first mentioned, the former.

Self-love and reason to one end aspire,

Pain their aversion, pleasure their desire

;

But greedy that its object would devour,
This taste the honey and not wound the flower.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 89.

In all the above cases, that, when referring to a plural
noun, takes the plural form those : as, that man, those men

;

give me that, give me those; and so on. (c) To represent
a sentence or part of a sentence, or a series of sentences.

And when Moses heard that, he was content. Lev. x. 20.

[That here stands for the whole of what Aaron had said, or
the whole of the preceding verse.]

m know your business, Harry, that I will.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 83.

Upon my conscience,
The man is truly honest, and that kills him.

Fletcher, v'alentinian, iv. 3.

If the Laymen will not come, whose fault is that?
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 37.

Certain or uncertain, be ifuit upon the credit of those
whom I must follow. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

They say he's learn'd as well as discreet, but I'm no
judge of that. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

You are a foolish bribble-brabble woman, that you are.

Sir Ii. Howard, The Committee, iii. 1.

Yet there still prevails, and that too amongst men who
plume themselves on their libei-ality, no small amount of
the feeling which Milton combated in his celel>rated essay.

U. Spe^icer, Social Statics, p. 167.

That sometimes in this use precedes the sentence or
clause to which it refers.

That be far from thee, to do after this manner, to slay
the righteous with the wicked. Gen. xviii. 25.

That here represents the clause in italics. It is used also
as the substitute for an adjective : as. you allege that the
man is innocent; that he is not. Similarly, it is often used
to introduce an explanation of something going before : as,

"religion consists in living up to those principles— that
is, in acting in conformity to them." (d) Emphatically,
in phrases expressive of approbation, applause, or encour-
agement.

Why, that's my dainty Ariel ! STiak., Tempest, v. 1. 95.

That '& my good son ! Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 47.

Jlengo. I have out-brav'd Hunger.
Car. That 's my boy, my sweet boy

!

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2.

(e) As the antecedent of a relative : as, that which was
si)oken.

And die, unhallow'd thoughts, before you blot
With your uncleanness that which is divine.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 193.

(/) By the omission of the relative, that formerly some-
times acquired the force of what or that which.

Thogh it happen me rehercen eft

That ye han in youre fresshe songes sayd.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 79.

We speak that we do know, and testify that we have
seen. John iii. 11.

The good of my Countrey is that I seeke.
Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 179.

(g) With of, to avoid repetition of a preceding noun : as,

his opinions and those o/the others.

I would desire my female readers to consider that, as
the tenu of life is short, that of beauty is much shorter.

Addison, Spectator, No. 89.

(A) With and, to avoid repetition of a precedingstatement.

God shall help her, and that right early. I's. xlvi. 5,

And all that. See all.

—

That present. See presenfi-.—

That timet. See fim^i.—To put this and that toge-
ther. See^?/(l.

B. rel. pron. Used for iclto or which. That in
this use is never used with a preposition preceding it.

but may be so used when the preposition is transposed to

that

the end of the clause ; thus, the man of whom I spoke, the
book /TOTn. which I read, the spot near which he stood, the
pay for which he works ; but not the man of that 1 spoke,
etc., though one may say, the man that I spoke of, the
book that I read from, the place that he stood near, the
pay that he works for, and so on. When the relative

clause conveys an arlditional idea or statement, or Is

parenthetical, who and which are in modem English rather
to be used than that: thus, "James, whom I saw yester-
day, told me," but not "James thai, etc." That more often
introduces a restrictive or definitive clause, but who and
which are frequently used in the same way. See who.

Lord God, that lens ay lastand light.

This is a ferly fare to feele. York Plays, p. 58.

Treuli, treuli, Y aeye to 30U, the sone may not of hym
sUf do ony thing, but that thing that he seeth the fadir

doynge. Wyclif, John v, 19.

This holi child seynt Johun,
That baptiaid oure lord in flora Jordon
With ful deuout & good deuocioun.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 56.

And Guthlake, that was King of Denmarke then,
Provided with a navie mee forlead.

Mir. for Mag$., 1. 184.

If I have aught
That may content thee, take it, and begone.

Beau, and Ft.. Maid's "Tragedy, v. 4.

He that was your conduct
From Milan. Shirley, Grateful Servant, i. 2.

You shall come with me to Tower Hill, and see Mrs.
Quilp that is, directly. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop, vi.

In the following extract that, who, and which are used
without any perceptible difference.

Sometime like apes, that mow and chatter at me
And after bite me, then like hedgehogs, which
Lie tumbling in ray barefoot way and mount
Their pricks at my footfall, sometime ara I

All wound with aidders, who with cloven tongues
Do hiss me into madness. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 10.

With the use of that as a relative are to be classed those
cases in which it is used as a correlative to «o or such

Who 's 80 groBS,
Tfiat seeth not this palpable device?

Shak., Rich. 111., iii 0.11.

Who so firm that cannot be seduced?
Shak., J. C, L 2. 316.

Such allow'd infirmities that honesty
Is never free of. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 263.

That as a demonstrative and that as a relative pronoun
sometimes occur close together, but this use is now hardly
approved.

That that is determined shall be done. Dan. xL 36.

That that is is. Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 17.

But for the practical part, it is that that makes an an-
gler: it is diligence, and observation, and patience, and an
ambition to be the best in the art, that must do it.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 19L
Frequently used in Chaucer for the definite article, before
OTie or othirj usually when the two words are put in con-
trast.

That on me hette, that othir dede me colde.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 145.

That . . . he\ = who ; that . . . his (or her)\ ~ whose

;

that . . . him\ = whom; that . . . theyi = who; which
thatf = whom.

My hertes loie, all rayn hole plesaunce,
Whiehe that y same, and schall do faithfully
With treue Entente.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 40.

A Knight ther was, and that a worthy raan,
Tfujt fro the tyme that he first bigan
To ryden out, he loved chivaltye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 44.

Now fele I wel the goodnesse of this wyf,
Thai bothe aft«r her deeth and in her lyf
Her grete bountee doubleth her renoun.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 521.

This man to you may falsly been accused,
That as by right him oghte been excused.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 351.

[That came in during the twelfth century to supply the
place of the indeclinable relative the, and in the fourteenth
century it is the ordinary relative. In the sixteenth cen-
tury, which often supplies its place; in the sevente^enth
century, tvfw replaces it. About Addison's time, that had
again come into fashion, and had almost driven which and
ivho out of use.

Morris, Historical Outlines of Eng. Accidence, p. 132.]

that (THat), coiij. [< ME. that, thet, < AS. that
z=J).dat = OHG. MHG. daz, G. dass = Goth.
thatUy that; orig. the neut. pron. or adj. that

used practically as a def. article qualifying the
whole sentence: see that, pron.'] 1. Introdu-
cing a reason: in that; because.

Thus I speak, not that I would have it so : but to your
shame. Latimer, Sei-mon of the Plough.

Not that I loved Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more.
Shak, J. C, iii. 2. 23.

Streams of grief
That I have wrong'd thee, and as much of joy
That I repent it, issue from mine eyes.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 5.

It is not that I love you less
Than when before your feet I lav.

Waller, The Self-Banished.

Weep not that the world changes. Bryant, Mutation.

2. Introducing an object or final end or pur-
pose: equivalent to the phrases iti order that,

for the purpose that, to the effect that.



that

Treat it kindly, that it m«y
Wlali Ht least with u» to stay.

CoirUy, The Epicure, 1. 9.

The lifeblooJ of the slain

Poured oat where thousands die that one may reign.

Bryant, ChriBtmaa in 1S75.

3. Introducing a result or consequence.

The bueme, witli his bare sword, here hym to dethe.

That he felle of his fole flat to the ground

!

DetlTuetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6451.

I neuer heard the olde song of Percy and Dnglas that I

found not ray heart mooued more then with a Trumpet.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Learning hath that wonderful! power in it selfe that it

can soften and temper the most sterne and savage nature.
Spenter, State of Ireland.

Is cheating grown so common among men,
And thrives so well here, that the goda endeavour
To practise it above*

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

What have I done
Dishonestly in my whole life, name it.

That you should put so base a hoainess to me?
Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 3.

I knew him to be so honest a man that I could not re-

ject his proposal. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iU. 1.

4. Intro<lucing a clause as the subject or ob-

ject of the principal verb, or as a necessary
complement to a statement made.

Tis a causeleaa fantaiy.

And childish error, that they are afraid.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 8S8.

You gave consent that, to defeat my brother,

I should take any coarse.
FUtcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

This Is most certain, that the king was ever friendly to

the Irish Paptata. Milton, Elkonoklaitea, xiL

The Xaragansett men told us after that thirteen of the
Pequods were killed, and forty wounded.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, L 2SS.

I have shewed before that* mere poaalbility to the con-

trary can by no means hinder a thuig from bdngblghly
creiUble. Bp. WOUnt.

It Is a very common exprenion that iuch a one la very
goodnatored, but very paaahmate.

attde. Spectator, No. 4S8.

The' current opinion prevails that the study of Greek
and Latin is loss of time. Swtft, Modem Education.

6. Seeing; since; inasmuch as.

There Is something in the wind, that we cannot get In.

Shalr., C. of E., ill. L 89.

Where la my father, that you come without him !

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, U. L

6. Formerly often used after a preposition,

introducing a noun-clause as the oDject of the
preposition: as, be/ore that he came, after tKat

they had gone, etc., where at present the that

is omitted and the preposition has become a
conjunction; also, by mistaken analogy with
such cases, that was occasionally added after

real conjunctions, as token that, ihere that.

Go, litil bill, and ny tbooe were with me
This same day at rnync Tp-Bysalnge,
M'here that y be-aooght god M merci
Tliu to haue my aoaersin In hia kepelng.

Politiettl Poenu, etc. (ed. FumlvallX p. 40.

A/ler that things are set In order here.
We'll follow them. Shak., I Hen. VI., U. 2. 32-

Take my soal . . .

Be/ore that England give the French the foO.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., t. S. SS.

What would yoa with her \f that I be she T

Shak., T. G. of V., Iv. 4. U8.

Since that my caae Is past the help of law.
Shak., Lacrece, L 1022-

When Hat mine eye la tamlah'd for a look.
SOuUt., Sonneta, xlviL

7. Sometimes used in place of another con-
junction, in repetition. [A Gallicism.]

Albeit Nature doth now and then . . . commit aome
errors, and that sometimes the things shee formeth haue
too much, and sometlmea too little, yet deliaereth she
nothing broken or dissenered.
Veriteijan. Restitution of Decayed Intelligence (ed. \«Si\

(p. US.

8. Used elliptically to introduce a sentence or,

clause expressive of surprise, indignation, or
some kindred emotion.

That a brother should
Be so perfldioas '. Shak., Tempest, L 2. 67.

O God, that men should put an enemy In their mouths
to steal away their brains

!

Shak., Othello, IL 3. 201.

9. Used as an optative particle, or to introduce
a phrase expressingawish: would that: usually
with O!

O, that roa bore
The mind that I do ! Shak., Tempest, 11. 1. 267.

This was the very first suit at law that ever I had with
any creature, and O that It might be the last '.

Hrelyn, Diary, May 26, 1671.

For that'. See/or.—Inthat. Sceini.—NO'WtlUlt. See
nw/'.— So that. See sol.—Though thatt. SeeUumgh.
that (THat), (idr. [< iIkiI, jiitiii. or a.; abbr.
of sncli |>hra»<osas to that exttnt, to Iha t ilef/ree.l

To tliat extent ; to that degree ; to sueli a de-
gree; so: as, I did not go that far; I did not
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care that much about it : the comparison being
with something previously said or implied, as

in the preceding examples: used colloquially

to express emphasis. A similar Scotch use of the
word, following a negative, corresponds to the Latin ita

(as In Cicero's non ita multi) : as, no that bad ; nae that

far awa'.
Ye think my muse nae that Ul-faurd.

Skinner, Misc. Poetry, p. 109. (Jamieton.)

This was carried with that little noise that for a good
space the vigilant Bishop waa not awak'd with it.

Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, ii. 67. (Davies.)

Death I To die ! I owe that much
To what, at least, I was. Broumng, Paracelsus, iv.

Women were there, . . . because Mr. Elsmere had been
" that good " to them that anything they could do to oblige

him "they would, and welcome."
Jfr». Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, ilix.

thatch (thach), V. [Also dial, (and historically

more orig.) thetch, assibilated form of tliack;

theck, also theak, iheck (still in dial, use) ;.< ME.
thacchen, thecchen, < AS. theccan = OS. theecian

= OFries. thekka, dekka = D. dekken = MLG.
decken = OHG. dachjan, deechan, MHG. G.
decken = Icel. thekja = Sw. tdcka = Dan. txkke.

thatch, dskke, cover, = Goth. *thakjan, cover;

associated with the noun, AS. thsee, etc., a roof,

thatch, etc. (see thatch, n.); =L. tegere, cover,

= Gr. *Tfjeiv, also, with initial a-, ariyuv, cover.

From the L. verb are ult. E. teet, protect, tegu-

ment, integument, tile^, etc. From the D. form
of the verb is E. deck, e.] I. trans. To cover
with or as with thatch.

O knowledge ill-inhabited, worse than Jove in a thatched
bouse

:

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3. 10.

Thro' the thick hair thet thatch'd their browes
Their eyea upon me stared.

Drayton, Muse's Klyaiom, iv.

They theekit It o'er wi' birk and brume,
They theekit It o'er wi' heather.

Bemit Bttt and Mary Gray (Child's Ballads. IIL 137).

That lofty Pile, where Senates dictate Law,
When Tatius reign'd, was poorly thatch'd with Straw.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid'a Art of Love.

n. intrans. To thatch houses.

And aomme he taojte to tllle. to dyche, and to theeche.

Piert Piotnmm (fiX xiz. 232.

To plough, to plant, to reap, to rake, to lowe.
To nedge, to ditch, to thraah, to theteh, to mowe.

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, L 264.

thatch (thach), n. [Assibilated form of thack

(still in dial, use), < MK. thak, pi. thakkes, roof,

thatch, < AS. thme = D. dak = OHG. dah, MIIG.
dach, covering, cover, G. dach, roof, = Icel.

thak = Sw. tak = Dan. tag. roof, akin to Gr.

Tlyoc, root, L. toga, robe ('covering'), teguUt,

tile, tugurium, a hut, etc. (from the root seen
in tegere), and (with initial ») to Gr. oreyr/, roof,

h\tb.stdigat,Toot: eee thatch, v."] 1. The cov-

ering of a roof or the like, made of straw or
rushes, and in tropical countries of cocoatiut-

leaves and other long and thick-growing pnlni-

leaves. The material ia laid upon the roof to the thick-

neas of a footer more in iuch manner that the fibera run
in the direction whkb the rain-water should take, and are
held In place by oorda which secure the upper part of

eaeh bundle, or In aome aimilar manner. Long strips of

wood loaded with atones are alao used to keep thatch in

place, and to resiat the action of wind.

They wonld ever In houaea of thaeke
Here lives lead, and weare but blacke.

IMe qf liadie$, \. ITTS.

O, for honour of oar land,
Let us not hang Uke roping Icicles

I'pon our hoaaea' thatcK, whiles a more frosty people
Sweat dropa of gallant youth In our rich fields f

Shak., Hen. V., IU. S. 24.

2. One of the palms Calyptrogyne Sttartzii and
Copemicia tecUtrum, whose leaves are used in

thatching. See also specific names below, and
thatch-palm Big or bull thatch. Same as myal
palmetto (a) (which sec, tiiidcr /xi/mW/o).— Brlckley
thatch, brittle thatch, silver thatch. Snnic iw nl-

rer-tnp palmetto (wliicli sec. under jtalntflto). - Palmetto
thatch. Same lu gUk-top palmetto (which see, under
palmetto).

thatched-head (thacht'hed), n. One whose
hair is matted together: formerly applied con-
temptuously to an Irishman, from his thickly

Doatted hair. See ijHb-.

Ere ye go, sirrah Thatch'd-head, would'st not thou
Be whipp'd, and think it justice?

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii.

thatcher (thach'ir), n. [Also dial, thacker, thcck-

cr; < ME. 'thacchere, theker, < AS. thccere (= D.
dekker = OHG. dechari, MHG. G. decker = Dan.
<«Jtter),athatcher,< rteccon, thatch: see thatch.']

One whose occupation is to thatch houses.
Yon merit new employments daily

;

Our thatcher, ditcher, gard'ner, bally. Swift

thatch-grass (thach'gr&s), n. Grass or grass-

like i)lant» used for thatehing; specifically,

Elegia dcii.ttit {Uestio Chondrojictalum), of the
Kestiacex, found at the Cape of Good Hope.

thatunaturglcs

thatching (thach'iug), n. [Verbal n. of thatch,

f.] 1. The act or process of applying thatch,

as to a roof.— 2. The fibrous material of which
thatch is composed, as straw.

thatching-fork (thaoh'ing-fork), n. A fork
with a long handle, by which the bundles of

straw, or the like, for thatching are brought up
to the roof. GkM.
thatching-spade (thach'ing-spad), ». Same
as tliatcliiiKj-fork.

thatch-palm (thach'pam), 11. One of various
palms whose leaves are suitable for thatching,

particularly in the West Indies the royal pal-

metto, Sabal umbracuHfera, and in Lord Howe's
Island (Australia) Howea Forsteriana. See
thatch and thatch-tree.

thatch-rake (thach'rak), n. A utensil for rak-

ing or combing straight the straw or other ma-
terial used in thatching, consisting of a straight

bar in which curved teeth or points are set.

In heraldry it is represented with five or six such curved
teeth towai-d one end, the other end being left free as If

for use as a handle.

thatch-sparrow (thach'spar'6), n. The com-
mon sparrow. Passer domesticiw. Also thaek-

sparroir. See cut under Passer. [Local, Eng.]

thatch-tree (thach'tre), n. The eocorite and
other thatch-palms.

thatchwood-work (thach'wud-w6rk), »i. In
hydraul. enyin., a method of facing embank-
ments exposed to the wash of waves or current

with underbrush held in place by strong stakes

and cross-pins. E. H. Knight.

thatchy (tnach'i), a. Of thatch ; resembling
thatch. Compare Spartina.

thattet, proii. and conj. [ME., a fusion of that,

llic: that, conj., the, conj.] That. Chaucer.

thaught (that), n. Same as thoft^, thwart^.

thaumasite (th&'ma-sit), «. [< Gr. Oavfial^eiv,

wonder, marvel (< Bav/ia, a wonderful thing, a
wonder), + -«te2.] A mineral occurring in mas-
sive forms of a dull-white color, consisting of

the silicate, carbonate, and sulphate of cal-

cium with water. The name has reference to

its uniisual coinposition.

thaumatogenist (th&-ma-toj'e-ni8t), ti. [<

thuumatoqen-y + -ist.] One who supports or
believes in thaumatogeny: opposed to nomo-
qenist. Owen. [Kare.]

thaumatogeny (tlm-ma-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr.
Oav/ju{r-), a wonderful thing, a wonder,+ -yh>eia,

< -ytv^, producing : see -geny.] The fact or the

doctrine of the miraculous origin of life : op-

posed to nomogeny. [Bare.]

Nomogeny or Thaumatogeny f

Owen, Anat. of Vert, III. 814.

thaumatography (thft-ma-tog'ra-fi), «. A de-
scription of the wonders of the natural world.

thaumatolatry (thft-ma-tol'a-tri), n. [< Gr.
tfai^a(T-), a wonderful thing, + Aarpf/a, wor-
ship.] Excessive admiration for what is won-
deiful; a<lmiration of what is miraculous. Imp.
IHcl. [Rare.]

thaumatrope(th&'ma-tr6p),M. [Irreg.for*t/ia«-

matolrope, < Gr. dav/ja{T-), a wonder, + toStco^, a
turning.] An optical apparatus dependent for

its effects upon the persistence of retinal im-

Eressions. It conalsts of a cylinder or disk upon which
i depicted a series of Images representing periodic phases

of the same picture. When the disk or cylinder is rapidly
revolved, the image of one phase persists while the image
of the next falls upon the retina; sotliatthe object seems
to go thnjuph a series of movements,

thaumaturge (tha'ma-t*in), w. [=F. thauma-
turge = Sp. taumaturgo, < ML. thaumaturgus, <

Gr. dav/MTovpyi^, wonder-working, < 8avfta{T-), a
wonder, ¥ 'Ipyeiv, work: see irorfc.] A worker
of miracles; a wonder-worker; one who deals
in wonders or (alleged) supernatural works.

He is riglit also in comparing the wonderful works of
Mohammed (wlio, however, according to the repeateil and
emphatic declaration of the Koran, was by no means a
thau7natur</e) with the Mosaic and Christian miracles.

The Academy.

thaumaturgi, «• Plural of thaumaturgus.

thaumaturgic (th4-ma-t*r'jik), a. [< thauma-
tury-y 4- -ic] Of or pertaining to miracles or

wonders; having the characteristics of a mira-
cle; miraculous; also, in contempt, magical.

The foreign Quack of Quacks, with all his thaumaturgic
Hemp-silks, Lottery-numbers, Beauty-waters.

Carlyte, Cagliostro.

thaumaturgical(th4-ma-tfr'ji-kal),a. [< thau-

maturgic + -a/.] Same as thaumaturgic.

China works, frames, Thaumaturgical motions, exotick

toyea. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 279.

thaumaturglcs (tha-ma-t^r'jiks), H. pi. [PI. of

thiiuiiitituri/ic (see -iesj.] Miraculous or mar-
velous acts ; feats of magic or legerdemain.



thanmattiTgism

thaumaturgism (tha-ma-ti'r'jizm), n. Magic,

as a pretended science; thaumaturgy (which is

the better word).
thamnaturgist (th&'ma-t6r-jist), n. [< tlmu-

moturg-ij + -i6<.] Same as thaumaturge.

Cagliostro, Thaumaturgist, Prophet, and Arch-Quack.
Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, xvi.

thaniliatlirgus(tha-ma-tir'gus),n.; pi. thauma-
turgi (-ji). [ML., < (jr. dav/iarovpyoc, wonder-
working: see thaumatiirge.'] A thaumaturge
or thaumaturgist : used especially as a title of

Gregory Thaumaturgus (bishop of Neseresarea

in Pontus in the third century), from the nu-
merous and wonderful miracles ascribed to him.

Nature, the great Thaumaturgus, has in the Vocal 51em-
non propounded an enigma of which it is beyond the scope
of existing knowledge to supply more than a hypotheti-

cally correct solution. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 283.

thaumaturgy (tha'ma-ter-ji), 11. [= F. tliauma-

iitrgie, < Gr. OavuaTovpjia, a working of wonders,
< davfiaTovpyo^, wonder-working: see thauma-
turge.'] The act of performing something won-
derful or marvelous ; wonder-working; magic.

But in those despotic countries tlie Police is so arbi-

trary I Cagliostro's thaumaturgy must be overhauled by
the Empress's physician ... is found nought.

Carlyle, Cagliostro.

His reporters ... are men who saw thaumaturgy in all

that Jesus did. M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, v.

thave, n. See theave.

thaw(tha), V. [Also dial, thow ; < ME. thawen,

thoicen, < AS. thdwian = D. dooijen = OHG.
towan, douwen, dowen (ddaii), MHG. touwen,

touwen, G. tauen, thaw, digest, = Icel. theijja

(cf. thd, a thaw, theijr, a thaw) = Sw. toa =
Dan. to (Goth, not recorded), thaw ; root un-
certain.] I. intrans. 1. To pass from a frozen

to a liquid or semi-fluid state ; melt ; dissolve:

said of ice or snow ; also, to be freed from frost

;

have the contained frost dissolved by heat : said

of anything frozen.

Dire bail which on firm land
Thawg not. Milton, P. L., ii. 690.

2. To become so warm as to melt ice and
snow ; rise above a temperature of 32° Fahren-
heit: said of the weather, and used imperson-
ally.— 3. To be released from any condition,

physical or mental, resembling that of freez-

ing ; become supple, warm, or genial ; be freed

from coldness, embarrassment, formality, or

reserve ; unbend : often with out.

The bog's green harper, thawing from his sleep,

Twangs a hoarse note and tries a shortened leap.

0. W. Holmes, Spring.

Arthor took a long time thawing, . . . was sadly timid.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 2.

H. trans. 1. To reduce from a frozen to a
liquid state, as ice or snow; also, to free from
frost, as some frozen substance : often with out.
— 2. To render less cold, formal, or stiff; free

from embarrassment, shyness, or reserve; make
genial: often with ok^
Thaw this male nature to some touch of that
Which . . . drags me down ... to mob me up with all

Tlie soft and milky rabble of womankind.
Tennyson, Princess, vi.

With a hopeless endeavor to thaw him out and return
good for evil, I ventured to remark that . . . the gen-
eral had, during the evening, highly entertained ua by
reading some of his (Mr. P.'s) poetry.

J. Jefferson, Autobiog., xii.

= Syn. 1. Dissolve, Fuse, etc. See melt^.

thaw (tha), ». [= Icel. thd (also theyr) = Sw.
Dan. ici, a thaw; from the verb.] 1. Themelt-
ing of ice or snow ; also, the melting by heat of
any substance congealed by frost.

Still, as ice

More harden'd after tMw.
Hilton, V.'L.,\li. 194.

If the Sun of Righteousness should arise upon him, his
frozen heart shall feel a thaw.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

2. Warmth of weather, such as liqueiies or
melts anything congealed.

She told me . . . that I was duller than a great thaw.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 252.

The day after our arrival a thaw set in, which cleared
away every particle of snow a-^.d ice.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 24.

3. The state of becoming less cold, formal, or
reserved— silver thaw, glazed frost; the frozen sur-
face which is occasionally produced at the beginning of a
thaw, or when a fall of rain or mist occurs while the air-

temperature at the eartli's surface is below 32" ¥.

thaw-drop (tha'drop), n. A drop of water
formed by melting snow or ice.

She gave me one cold parting kiss upon my forehead,
like a thaw-drop from the stone porch — it was a very
frosty day. JMckens, Bleak House, ill.

thawless (tha'les), a. [< thaw + -less.] With-
out a thaw ; not thawing : as, a thawless winter.
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The winter gives them [flowers] rest under thawless se-

renity of snow.
Jiuskin, in St. James's Gazette, Feb. 9, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

thawy (tha'i), a. [< thaw + -yl.] Growing
liquid; thawing; inclined to thaw.

Of a warm thawy day in February, the snow is suddenly

covered with myriads of snow fleas.

The Century, XXV. 679.

thel (THe, THe, or THe), def. art. [< ME. the, <

AS. the, rare as an article but common as a rela-

tive, f . theo, also rare, neut. theet, the ; the usual

forms being se, m., seo, f ., thiet, neut., with the

base the {tha-) appearing in all the oblique forms
(gen. thies, m., theere, f., thees, neut.; dat. tham,

thxrc, tham; ace. thane or thone, thd, thset;

instr. thy or the, thMre, thy or the; pi. for all gen-

ders, nom. aec. thd, gen. thdra, dat. instr. thdm,

thsem) ; = OS. the = OFries. thi, the, = D. de =
MLG. LG. de = OHG. MHG. der, diu, daz, G. der,

die, das, the, that, = Icel. that, the, = Sw. den,

this, = Dan. den, the, = Goth, sa, m., so, f..

thaia, neut. (see that) = Lith. tas, ta, that, =
Russ. totii, ta, to, that, = L. -te in iste, ista, istud,

that, = Gr. d, r), to = Skt. tat, it, that; from a
pronomiual (demonstrative) base ta, Tent, tha,

'that,' the common base of many pronominal
adjectives and adverbs, as that, they {their,

them), this, these, those, thus, the^, there, then,

than, thence, thither, though, etc., correlative

to similar demonstrative forms in /(-, as here,

her, hence, hither, and interrogative and rela-

tive forms in tch- {who, tchat, why, where, ichen,

whence, tchither, etc.). In some cases, as in the

tother, the tone, the arises from a merely me-
chanical misdivision of thet other, thet one, i. e.

that other, that one (see tother, tonc^). It may
be noted that initial th (AS. |i or b) is in the and
all the words of this group pronounced th, while

in all other cases it is in mod. E. always pro-

nounced th.] 1. A word used before nouns
with a specifying or particularizing effect, op-

posed to the indefinite or generalizing force of a
or an: as, W(C gods are careless of mankind; the

sun in heaven; tfiedayisfair; long live </(e king!

Zuych [such] wyt zet the holy gost ine herte.

Ayenbite o/Jnwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 251.

In a somere seyson, whan softe was the Sonne.
Piers Plowman (C), i. 1.

Out went tha taper as she hurried in.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes.

2. A word used before a noun to indicate a
species or genus: as, the song of the nightin-
gale : used in generalization : as, the man that
hath no music in himself.

The mellow plum doth fall, the green slicks fast.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 527.

3. A word used with a title, or as part of a
title: as, the Duke of Wellington; the Right
Honorable the Earl of Derby; the Lord Brook;
tlie Reverend John Smith. Frequently, with more
or less of technical accuracy, the is omitted, especially
when the distinctive title is not followed by of: as, Earl
Grey, Viscount Palmerston. With tlie designation Lord,
as applied to a peer of any rank, the is generally omitted :

the Marquis of Salisbni"y, for instance, is frequently styled
Lord Salisl)ury. In Scotland and Ireland, the is sometimes
placed before family names with soniewliat of the force of
a title, indicating the head of the clan or family : as, the

Macnab ; the O'Donoghue.

At last the Duglas and the Persfc [Percy] met,
Lyk to [two] captayns of myglit and of mayne.
The Hunting of the Cheviot (Child's Ballads, VII. SS).

I became acquainted with the Mulligan through a dis-

tinguished countryman of his, who, strange to say, did not
know the chieftain himself. . . . The greatest olfence that
can be offered to him is to call him Mr. Mulligan.

Thackeray, Mrs. Perkins's BalL

4. Indicating the most approved, most desira-
ble, most conspicuous, or most important of its

kind: as, Newport is the watering-place of the
United States: in this use emphatic, and fre-

quently italicized. The is often placed before
a person's (especially a woman's) name, to in-

dicate admiration or notoriety (a colloquial
use): as, Wie Elssler.

Joel Burns was a rich man, as well as the man of the
place. R. B. EimbaU, Was He Successful? vi.

5. Before adjectives used substantively, denot-
ing: (a) An individual : as, she gazed long on
the face of the dead.

The dead
Steer'd by the dumb went upward with the flood.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

(&) A class, or a number of individuals: as, tlie

good die first; do not mix the new with tiie old.

Now this, . . . thongh it make (A« unskilful laugh, can-
not but make the judicious grieve.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 29.

(c) An abstract notion : as, the beautiful.

One step above the sublime makes the ridiculous.

T. Paine, Age of Reason, ii.

T-head

6. Denoting that which is well known or famed;
as, the prodigal son.

Like the poor cat i' the adage. Shak., Macbeth, 1. 7. 45.

Cry, like the daughters of the horseleech, " Give 1

"

Tennyson, Golden Year.

7. Used distributively to denote any one sepa-
rately : as, the fare is a dollar the round trip.

So muche money as will byy the same (gunpowder) after

xiij'i the pound.
Sir H. Knevett (1588X quoted in H. Halls ."ociety in the

[Elizabethan Age, App. it

The country inn cannot supply anything except bran-

died sherry at five shillings tfie bottle.

Mortim^ Collins, Thoughts in ray Garden, I. 85.

8. Used in place of the possessive pronoun to

denote a personal belonging: as, to hang the

head and weep.
Is there none of Pygmalion's Images ... to be had

now, for putting the hand in the pocket?
Shak. , M. for M. . UL 2. 49.

Voltaire is the prince of buffoons: ... he shakes
the sides ; he points the finger ; he turns np the nose : he
shoots out the tongue. Uacaulay, Addison.

9. Used to denote a particular day in relation

to a given week, or to some other day of the
same week. [Obsolete or coUoq.]

I mene, if God please, to be at Sallsburie the wekes-daie
at night before Easterdaie.

Sir J. Popham(\ftii2), quoted in H. Hall's Society in the
[Elizabethan Age, App. ii.

Mrs. Proudie had died on the Tuesday, . . . and Mr.
Robarts had gone over to Silverbridge on the Thursday.

TroUope, Last Chronicle of Barset, Ixviii.

10. Used before a participial infinitive, or
gerund, followed by an object: the article is

now omitted in this construction.

He alter'd much upon the hearing it.

SItttk., 2 Hen. IV., It. 5. 12.

11. Used before the relative which: now an
archaism.

Clerkes of holikirke that kepen Crystes tresore.

The which is niannes soul to sane.
Piers Plowman (K), i. 474.

[The is generally pronounced as if a syllable (unaccented)
of the following word (a proclitic), and its vowel is accord-
ingly obscured, before a consonant, into the neutral vowel-
sound of her or but, very lightly sounded (quite like the
French "mute e ") ; before a vowel, often in the same man-
ner, but more usually with the short i sound oi pin, only
less distinct ; when emphatic, as the long e of thee. In
poetry, before a word beginning with a vowel-sound, the
vowel of the generally may slide into that of the next word,
and form with it one metrical syllalde ; metrically the e is

accordingly often cut olf in printing. The same so-called

el ision (synalephe) often took place in Middle English, the

being written with the following noun as one word : as,

tfiemperour. the emperor.

Th' one sweetly flatters, th' other feareth harm.
Shak., Lucrece. 1. 172.

In Middle English manuscripts the was often written, as
in Anglo-Saxon \ie, with the character ]} ; in early print this

character was represented by a form nearly like y, and
later printers actually used y instead. ]ie, erroneously
printed ))< as if contracted, like )>' for that, I>eing printed
ye or y, but always pronounced, of course, the. Modem
archaists often affect ye tor the, and many pronounce It as
It looks, "ye."

And on ye Tewsday at nyght we passed by the yle of
Pathemos. Sir R. (Juylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 14.

We afterwards fell into a dispute with a Candiot con-
cerning the procession of y^ Holy Ghost.

Evelyn, Diary, June, 1645.)

the^ (THe, THe, or THe), adv. [< ME. the, thi, <

AS. the, thy = OS. thiu, din, weakened te, de as
an enclitic in des te, des de — D. des te = MLG.
deste, duste = MHG. deste, dest, G. desto (cf . AS.
thees the) = Dan. des, desto = Sw. dess, desto =
Icel. thvi, thi = Goth, the, instr. of Uiata (AS.
thset): see that, the^.] Used to modify adjec-
tives and adverbs in the comparative degree:
(a) Correlatively, having in the first instance a relative

force, = by how much, and in the second a demonstrative
force, = by so much : as, the sooner the better ; the more
the merrier.

The mightier man, the mightier is the thing
That makes him honour'd, or begets him hate.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 1004.

And (Ae sooner It 's over the sooner to sleep.

Kitigsiey, Ihe Fishermen.

(6) Used without correlation, it signifies in any degree ; in
some degree : as, Are you well ? The better for seeing you-

Al for loue of owre lorde, and the bet to loue the pcple.

Piers Plowman (B), xL 169.

Thou Shalt not be the worse for me : there 's gold.
Shak., T. N., t. 1. sa

the^t, V. i. See thee^.

the^t, conj. A Middle English form of though.

the^t, n. A Middle English form of thigh.

Thea (the'a), V. [NL, (Linnwus, IV."?'): see
to/l.] A former genus of plants, now incluiied

as a section under Camellia, and comprising the
species yielding tea. See cuts under trn^.

T-head (te'hed), H. 1. A cross-bar fastened at
its middle to a chain, as a watch-chain, trace-
chain, etc., for use as a fastening by passing it



T-head

ndwise through a'hole, ring, or link and then
turning it into a position which prevents its

withdrawal.— 2. A short bar welded or riveted
to tbe end of another bar at a right angle, as in

a form of anchor for masonry.
'theandric (the-an'drik), a. [< Gr. Beavipucdi,

being both God and man, < 8fof, god, + av^p
(avrip-), man.] Relating to or existing by the
union of the divine and human natures, or by
the joint agency of the divine and human na-
tures : as, the thcamlric operation (the harmoni-
ous iDopcration of the two natures in Christ).

theanthropic (tbe-an-throp'ik), a. [< thean-
throp-i/ + -ic.'i Both divine and human; being
or pertaining to the God-man.
The written word of God, like Christ, the personal Word,

is thfaiitltntpic in origin, nature, and aim, and can only be
fully uniU-i stood and appreciated under tliis twofold char-
acter. Schaf, fhrlat and Christianity, p. 11.

theanthropical (the-an-throp'i-kal), a. [< the-
aiitlinniii- -i- -<(/.] Same as theanthropic.

theantnropism (the-an'tbro-pizm), «. [< thcaii-

throii-t/ + -i.v;h.J 1. The union or combination
of the divine and human natures; also, belief
in such a union or combination. [Rare.]— 2.
The deification of man, or the humanizing of
divinity. [Rare.]
The anthmixitnorphism, or theaiUAnpim, u I woald

rather cull it, (if the Olympian syatcm. OiadiUnu.

theanthropist (the-an'thro-pist), n. [< thean-
'rop-y + .ist.~\ One who advocates the dec-
line of theanthropism. [Rare.]

tbeanthropophagyt (thf-an-thro-pofa-ji). n.

[< (jr. (iinti<i>ij-ur, the god-man (see theatithropy),
^ ouytiv, eat.] See the quotation.
rardinal Terron . . . ny* that they (tbe primtUre

chrlstiantl deny anthropophagy, but did not deny thean-
lhrt,puphaqy— taring, "tbattheydld not eat tbe fleab, nor
drinic theNoodof a mere man. but of Cbriat, who was God
and man":— which is to strange a device, as I wonder it
could drop from tbe pen of so great a wit.

Jer. Tayior, Real Presence, zlL 1 14.

theanthropy (the-an'thro-pi), n. [< F. thean-
thropie, < Gr. deaiOpurria, "< Otivdpoiroi, the god-
man, <«<<<, god, -f-itflpe-nrof, man.] SameasMe^
anthriipism, 1.

thearcnic (the-Sr'kik), a. [< thearch-y + -»c.]

Divinoly sovereign or supreme.
thearchy (the'«r-ki), ». ; pi. thearehiet (-ki«).

[< Gr. Orapx'a, the supreme deity, prop, rule of
God, < fttJf, god, + i}>x"v, rule.] 1. Govern-
ment by God; also, theocracy.— 2. A body of
ilivine rulers; an order or system of deities.

lUnlt of Athene in the Olympian Thtanhi/.
UUuUtone, .Nineteenth Century, XXII. 79.
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stages, at first wholly beyond the circle of the orchestra

;

but under the Roman domination in Greece the stage of
nearly all the (ireek theaters was moved forward until
at last it occupied the position adopted by the Romans

Tbe attribution* aaalgned to tbe head of the Thettnhy.
ConUmporary Bn., Lin. 183.

theater, theatre (the'*-**'). »• [Early mod.
E. reg. thfdier. sometimes theatre; < ME. the-
atre, < OF. theatre, P. th^dtre = 8p. It. teatro
= Pg. theatro = O. Dan. theater = Sw. leater, <
L. Ihealnim, < Gr. BiaTpov, a place for seeing
shows, a theater, < diaooai, view, behold, < dia,

a view, sight. Cf. amphitheater. The proper
modt-m spoiling is theater (as in amphitkeater,
diameter, etc.); it so appearsin Cotgrave (16H),
Minsheu ( 1617, 162.1), Sherwoo<l (1032), BuUokar
(IfMl >, Cookeram ( 1642), Blount ( 1670), Hoivoke
(1677), Hexham (1678), ete. The spelling 'thea-

tre appears to have obtained currency in the
Ifitter part of the 17th century and since (Coles,
70H, Jobnson, n5!i; both theater and theatre
1 Bailey, 1727, etc.), owing to the constant

:iiid direct association of the word with the
modem F. thedtre (itself a false form in respect
to accent).] 1. A building appropriated to
the representation of dramatic spectacles; a
play-house. Among the Oreeki and Romans theaters
were among tbe moct important and tbe largest pablic
edifice*, very oonunonly IwTing accommodation for from
10,1X10 to 40,000 •pectators. TheGreek and Roman theaters
reaembled each other in their general distribution, the
Roman theater being developed from the Creek with
the modincation*. particularly about the orchestra and
the stage, due to the dllterence from the Greek of Roman
dramatic ideals. The auditorium, including tbe orcheatrm,
was commonly in general plan a segment of s circle, nan-
ally a half'cir< le in Roman example*, greater tluu a half-
circle in Greek, and was not, unle** veiy exceptionally,
covered by a roof or awning. It was termed eavta by the
Romans and iroiAok by the Greek*. Tbe seat* were all
concentric with the orchestra, and were intersected by
diverging aacenU or flight* of step*, which divided the
auditorium intowedge-ihaped com)nrtment*(nu>ei, ««)>»i.
4««), and also by one longitudinal passage or more («ee dia-
tnrna). The stage of the Roman theater formed the chrwd
of the segment, and was called the K*na (t.^hj^ The
Greek theater of the great dramatic perloil in the fifth
century B r. had no »tage, the action taking place in the
orchestra, or space below the seats, in which actors and
chorus figured together, the orchestra proper being a cir-
cle in the center of which stood tin- llimnelr, or altar of .,. . .

WonysuB. The Romans appropriated ibe i>rcheatra for tHeateriailt, "
the seaU of the senator*. The later Greek theater* had [Rare.]

iDtcrior of Roman Theater of Aspendos, Asia Minor.

themselves. Besides these essential parts there were the
Aoycioi', proteenium, or putpitum. the stage proper, and
the po^Menittm, or structure behind the stage, in which
parts the Greek and Roman theaters differed consider-
ably. Almost all surviving (ireek theaters were profound-
ly modified in Roman times, but the original disposition
can still be followed in several, as those of Epidaurus and
Sicyon. Scenerr, in the modern sense of the word, was
little employed, out the stage machinery became elaborate
with the advance of time. In the early days of the mod-
em theater the buildings were only partially roofed, and
the stage but scantily if at all provided with scenery. The
interior of the theaters of the present day is usually con-
structed on a horseshoe or semicircular plan, with several
tiers of galleries round the walls. The stage has a slight
downward dope from the back, and is furnished with mov-
able scenes, which give an air of reality to the spectacle
which wa* unsought in the ancient theater. See Ime^, cur-
tain, orehettra, parouet, pit, pottteenium, proteenSum, tcene,
Mage, sfotfl , tliymde.

As for their theaUrt in halfe circle, they (uime to be by
tbe great magnificence of the Romain prince* and people
somptuously built with marble & square atone in forme
all round, A were called Ampitheaters, wtaerot a* yet ap-
pear* one amig tbe anciit mines of Rome.

Pvttmham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 20.

The world by aome, A that not much amiaae,
Vnto a ThmUr comparM Is,

Vpon which atafe toe godde* spectatoon dtt,
And mortal* act their parte* a* be*t dotb fitt

TVawt' WUitU (E. E. T. 8.X p. 1%
A* In a theater tbe eye* of men.
After a well gnc'd Actor leane* tbe Stagey
Are idely bent on bim that enter* nexL

Shak.. Rich. II.(fol. IfiSS)^ T. 2.

Soeaw-itow. A Theater, a Sbew-place, a bebolding-place.
rsntogvn, Reatitulion of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628),

(p. 2S1.

2. A room, hall, or other place, with a plat-
form at one end, and ranks of seats rising step-
wise as the tiers recede ttoxa the center, or
otherwise so arranged that a body of spectators
can have an unobstructed \-iewof the platform.
Place* of thia deacription are constmcted for pablic lec-
ture*, academic exercise*, anatomical demonstrations,
snrgical operation* before a cl«*s, etc. : a*, an operating
tktater.

Stately theatra,
Bench'd cre*cent-wi*e. In e*cb we aat, we beard
The grave Profeaaor. rnusymt. Prince**, 11.

3. A place rising by steps or gntdations like the
seats of a theater.

Shade above abade, a woodie Thtatr*
Of atatelieat view.

JfOton, P. U (l»t ed-X ir. 141.

Help* the ambitious hill the heaven* to aoale.
Or scoop* in circling theatret tbe T*]e.

Pope, Moral Ei*ay*, It. ao.

4. A place of action or exhibition ; a field of
operations ; the locality or scene where a se-
ries of events takes place or may be observed

;

scene; seat: as, the theater ot war.
Men mtwt know that In this theatre of man's life it is

reaerred only for God and angels to be looker* on.
Baeon, Advancement of Learning, 11.

ThI* City waa for a long time the Theatre of Contention
between toe Christians ami Infidels.

Maundnlt, Aleppo to Jerasalem, p. M.

8. The drama ; the mass of dramatic literature

;

also, theatrical representation; the stage: as,
a history of the French theater.

But now our British theatre can boast
Drolls of all kinds, a vast, unthinking host '.

Addieon, Prol. to Steele's Tender Husband.

6. An amphitheater; hence, a circular reser-
voir or receptacle; a basin. [Rare.]
A cascade . . . precipitating Into a large iheatrt of

water. Scelyn, Diary, May 5, 1741!.

Patent theater, in England, a theater, as the Covent
Garden and Dmrj- Ijine theaters, established by letters

i»atent from the crown. Doran. Ainials of the Stage, I. a87.

leater-goer (the'a-t^-r-gd'tr), «. One who
tn'i|urtits theaters.

theater-going ( the'a-t^ir-go'ing), n. The prac-
tiee of fie(iuentiiig theaters.

[< theater + -tan.] An actor.

theatricalness

(Players I meane) Theateriam, pouch-mouth Stage-
walkers. Dekker, Satiromastiz.

theater-party (the'R-ter-par'ti), «. An enter-
tainment where the invited guests first dine and
then go in a pai^y to a theatei-, or go first to a
theater and afterward to supper. [U. S.]

A little dinner at the Caf6 Anglais or at the Bristol
Restaurant, with a box to follow at the Frani,ais or the
Criterion, doubtless is a good kind of a thing enough in
its way, but is a mere colorless adumbration of a New
York theatre-party.

Arch. Fvrbei, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 150.

theater-seat (the'a-ter-set), «. An ordinary
double car-seat having two separate seat-bot-
toms. Cur-Builder's IJict.

Theatin, Theatine (the'a-tin), a. and n. [< F.
Theatiii,<'tilj. Theatinus,'<li. Theate {It. Chieti),

a place in Naples.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to
the Theatins.

n. ». One of a monastic order of regular
clerks founded at Rome in 1524, principally by
the archbishop of Chieti in Italy, with the pur-
pose of combating the Reformation. Besides tak-
ing tlie usual monastic vows, the Theatins bound them-
selves to abstain from the possession of property and from
soliciting alms, and to trust wholly to Providence for sup-
port, expecting, however, that this support would be de-
rived from the voluntaiy contributions of the charitable.
Tliere were also Theatin nuns. The order fiourished to
some extent in .'^pain, Bavaria, and Poland, but its influ-

ence is now confined chiefly to Italy. Also Teatin.

theatralt (the'a-tral), a. [= F. thedtral = Sp.
teatral = Pg. t)ieairal = It. teatrale, < L. thea-

tralis, of or pertaining to a theater, < theatrum,
a theater: see theater.'] Of or peii;aining to a
theater. Blount, 1670.

theatric (the-at'rik), a. [< LL. theatricus, <

(ir. OiarpiKi^, < Oiarpov, a theater: see theater.]

Same as theatrical.

Therefore avaunt all attitude, and stare,

And start theatric, practis'd at the glass

!

Cowper, Task, IL 431.

It i* quite clear why the Italians have no word but reel-

tare to express acting, for their stage is no more (Aeatrtc
than their street Louxll, Fireside Travels, p. 260.

theatrical (the-at'ri-kal), a. and n. [< theatric

+ -"'.] I. o. 1. Of orJMjrtainingtoa theateror
scenic representations ; resembling the manner
of dramatic performers: as, theatrical perform-
ances; fAeafn'ca/ gestures.
Sheridan's art, from it* very beginning, was (Aeatrfnil,

if we may use the word, rather than dramatic.
Mrs. Oliphanl, Sheridan, p. 64.

2. Calculated for display; extravagant; showy;
pretentious: as, a theatrical flourish.

Dreased in ridiculous and theatrical costumes.
FortnighUy Rev., N. a, XlIIL 8.

3. Artificial; affected; assumed.
How far the character In which he (Byron] exhibited

himself was genuine, and how far theameal, It would
probably have puzzled himself to say.

Maeaulay, Moore's Byron.

Theatrical perspective, the doctrine of the imitation
of etfects of distance by means of stage scenery; espe-
cially, the geometrical theory of such scenery,

II. n. 1. pi. All that pertains to a dramatic'
performance; also, a dramatic performance
itself: applied usually to amateur perform-
ances: as, to engage in private theatricaU (a
dramatic performance in a private house).
In a general light, private theatrical* are open to some

objection. Jane Atuten, Mansfield Park, xili.

2. A professional actor.

The next morning we learned from the maid that Mao-
beth's blasted heath was but a few miles from Nairn ; all
the theatricaU went there, she said.

UarpersMag., LXXVII. 94S.

theatricalise, ». t. See theatricalise.

theatricalism (the-at'ri-kal-izm), n. [< theat-
rical -^ -ixm.] l.'The theory and methods of
scenic representations.— 2. Staginess; artifi-

cial manner.
theatricality (the-at-ri-kal'i-ti), n. [< theatri-

cal + -ity.] The state or character of being
theatrical; theatrical appearance; histrionisni.

The very defects of the picture its exaggeration, it*

theatricality, were especially calculated to catch the eye
of a boy. Kingly, Alton Locke, vl.

theatricalize (the-at'ri-kal-iz), V. t.; pret. and
pp. tlie<ilrii'iili:ed,i>]>T. theatricalizing. [< the-

atrical + -izc.] To render theatrical
;
put in

dramatic form ; dramatize. Also spelled the-

atricalise.

I think I shall occasionally tkeatricaliie my dialogues.
Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, I. OS.

theatrically (the-at'ri-kal-i), adv. In a theat-
rical manner; in a manner befitting the stage.

Dauntless her look, her gesture proud.
Her voice theatrically loud.
And masculine her stride.

Pope, Imit. of Earl of Dorset, Artemisia.

theatricalness (the-at'ri-kal-nes), n. Theat-
ricality.



theatromania

theatromania (the'a-tro-ma'ni-a), n. [< 6r.

OiaTpov, theater, + /lavla, madness.] A mania or
excessive fondness for theater-going. [Bare.]

Previously, the Church had with praiseworthy impartial-

ity excluded not only actors of all kinds, but also those who
were addicted to theatromania, from the benefits of the
Christian community. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, 1. 11.

theave (thev), h. [Also thave; perhaps < W.
(lii/dd, a sheep, ewe.] A ewe of the first year.

[Prov. Eng.]
thebaia (the-ba'ia), n. [NL., < L. Thebse, < Gr.

O^iiai, QTjjiJi, Thebes : said to be so named from
the extensive use of opium in Egypt.] Same
as thehaine.

Thebaic (thf-ba'ik), a. [< L. Thebaicm, pertain-

ing to Theses, < Thehx, Thebes: see Theban.]
Same as Theban.
tbebaine (the'ba-in), n. [< thebaia + -ine^.~i

An alkaloid, CiotloiN03. obtained from opium.
It is a white crystalline base having an acrid taste, and
analogous to strychnine in its physiological effects. Also
called thebaia, paramorphi}ie.

Theban (the'ban), a. and n. [= P. Thehain, <

L.TA<'6««i(S,oforpertainingtoThebes,<T/ie6»,
Thcbe, < Gr. Bf/Sai, Oljjln, Thebes.] I. a. 1 . Relat-
ing to Thebes, an ancient city of Upper Egypt,
on the Nile, and a center of Egyptian civiliza-

tion.— 2. Relating to Thebes, in antiquity the

chief city of Boeotia in Greece—Theban year, in

anc. ehron.f the Egyptian year, which consisted of 365 days
6 hours.

H, n. 1. An inhabitant of Thebes in Egypt.
— 2. An inhabitant of Thebes in Greece.

Thebesian (the-be'si-an), a. [< Thebegius (see

def.) + -an.y Described by or named from
the German anatomist Thebesius (eighteenth
century).
In the heart [of the porpoise] the fossa ovalis is distinct,

but there is neither Eustachian nor Thebeskm valve.
Hitxley, Anat. Vert, p. 347.

Thebesian foramina, small openings into the right

auricle, and it is said elsewhere in the heart. Many are
merely small recesses; others are the mouths of small
veins, the vense minimro cordis, or Thebesian veins.—The-
besian valve, the coronary valve of the right auricle of

the heart.—Thebesian veins, veins bringing blood from
the substance of the heait into the right auricle through
the Thebesian foramina.

theca (the'ka), rt.
;
pi. thecas (se). [NL., < L.

tlieca, < Gr!" dr/Kr/, a case, box, receptacle, <

Ttdevat, put, set, place : see do^. From the L.
word, through OF., come E. tich^ and tie^, q. v.]

1. A case; box; sheath. Specifically— (o) In ifom.
aTitiq., a case for the bulla worn by boys around the neck.
(b) Eccleg., the case or cover used to contain the corporal

;

the bui-se. (c) In 6o(., a case or sac; in a general sense, the
same as cap«it/{;. Specifically— (1) An anther-cell. (2) The
capsule or sporogonium of a moss. (3) The sporangium of

a fern. (4) A form of the fructification of lichens, (d) In
anat. and zooL, a sheath ; a vaginal structure ; a hollow
case or containing part or organ, inclosing or covering
something as a scabbard does a sword : variously applied.

(1) The loose sheath formed within the veriebral canal
by tile dura mater ; the theca of the spinal cord ; the
theca vertebralis. (2) One of the fibrous sheaths in which
the tendons of the muscles of the fingers and toes glide

. back and forth. (3) The sheath or case of the proboscis of
dipterous insects, of disputed homology. It has been va-

riously regarded as a labrum, as a labium, as these two
coalesced, and as a modification of the galea. (4) The
horny covering of an insect-pupa. (.5) In Actinozoa, a
corallite or cup-coral, together with the associate soft

parts ; the cup, formed of calcareous substance, about the
base and sides of an actinozoan ; the cup, cone, or tube
containing a polypite, itself sometimes contained in an
epitheca. See erCdotheca, epitheca, aporose,

2. [crtp.] A genus of pteropods, having a
sheath-like shell, typical of the family TAm<f«.
Sowerby, 1845. Also named IlyoUthes (Eicli-

wald, 1840)—Theca follicull, the external connective-
tissue capsule inclosing a Graafian follicle.—Theca ver-
tebralis. See def. 1 (d) (1), above.

Thecaglossa, n. pi. See Thecoglossee.

thecal (the'kal),«. [i theca + -al.'\ Of the na-
ture of, or pertaining to, a theca, in any sense

;

vaginal; theciform.

thecaphore (the'ka-for), n. [= F. thecaphore,
< Gr. 0r/Kr/, case, +' -(popoi;, < <j>e.petv = E. bear^."]

In bot. : (a) A surface or receptacle bearing a
theca or theese. (6) The stipe upon which a
simple pistil is sometimes borne, being mor-
phologically the petiole of the carpellary leaf,

as in the caper and the goldthread.
thecasporal (the-ka-sp6 ral), a. [< thecaspore
+ -a/.J In bot., of or pertaining to a theca-
spore; thecasporous ; ascosporous.
thecaspore (the'ka-spor), n. [< theca + spore.'\

In bot., an ascospore; a spore produced in a
theca, or closed sac.

thecaspored (the'ka-spord), a. [< thecaspore
+ -edf.} In bot., provided with thecaspores.

thecasporous (the-ka-sp6'rus), a. [< theca +
spore + -0)W.] Having thecaspores, or spores
borne in thecre ; ascosporous.
thecate (the'kat), «. [< theca + -afel.] Hav-
ing a theca; contained in a theca; sheathed.

Thecla niphon, natural size.
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Thecidae (the'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Theca +
-iV/.T.] A family of thecosomatous pteropods,

typified by the genus Theca.

Thecidiidae (the-si-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < The-
ci(li(um) + -idle.'] A family of arthropomatous
brachiopods, typified by the genus Thecidinm.
They have lobed arms, interlocked valves, and the neural
vlilve attached in adult life. There are 2 living species,

in the Mediterranean and the West Indies, and nearly 40
extinct species, going back to the Trias.

Thecidium (the-sid'i-um), n. [NL. (Sowerby,
1844), < Gr. dr/KTi, case : see theca.'] A genus of

braohiopods, typical of the family Thecidiidse.

theciferous (the-sif'e-rus), a. [< NL. theca,

theca, + \j.ferre (= E. bearl) + -ous.] In bot.,

bearing theca; or asci.

theciform (the'si-form), a. [< NL. theca, theca,

+ L. forma, form.] Forming or resembling a
sheath; thecal in aspect or office. Huxley,
Anat. Invert., p. 137.

thecium (the'gium), n.
;
pi. thecia (-sia). [NL.,

< Gr. O^Kt/, case: see theca.] 1. In lichens, that
part of the apotheeium which contains the or-

gans of the fruit. E7icyc. Brit., XTV. 554.-2.
Same as hyinenium.

theck (thek), V. A dialectal form of thatch.

Thecla (thek'la), 11. [NL. (Fabricius, 1807);
prob. from the fem. name Thecla, Thekla.] A
large and important genus of butterflies, con-
taining the forms com- .

monly known as hair- Mt^^^ \
streaks, typical of the
subfamily Theclinas of

the Lyceeiiidse. They are
small brownish butterflies

with rather stout bodies,
short palpi, antenna) reach-
ing to the middle of the
fore wings, and usually one
or two slender tails (some-
times mere points) projecting from the hind wings near
the anal angle. Forty-five species inhabit North America.

theclan (thek'lan), a. [< Thecla + -an^.] Of
or pertaining to the genus Thecla. Stand. Nat.
Hist., II. 478.

thecodactyl, thecodactyle (the-ko-dak'til), a.

and «. [< Gr. t^r/i'V, case, + daKTvloc, digit : see
dactyl.] I. a. Having thecal digits, as a gecko

;

having thick toes whose scales furnish a sheath
for the claw. See cut under gecko.

II. n. A thecodactyl gecko.
thecodactylous (the-ko-dak'ti-lus), a. Same as
thecodactyl.

Thecodactylus (the-ko-dak'ti-lus), m. [NL.
(Cuvier, 1817, as Thecadactylus) : see thecodac-
tyl.] A genus of gecko-lizards. See gecko.

thecodont (the'ko-dont), a. and n. [< Gr. (^k7,

case, + orfoiif (odoir-) = E. tooth.] I. a. Hav-
ing the teeth lodged in alveoli: said of certain
Lacertilia, as distinguished from those whose
dentition is acrodont or pleurodont.

Ix. n. A thecodont lizard.

Thecodontia (the-ko-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

see thecodont.] A group of dinosaurs with
thecodont dentition and amphicoelous verte-
bra;.

Thecodontosaurus (the-ko-don-to-sa'ms), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6^K7], case, + o6ovg (o6ovt-), = E.
tooth (see thecodont), + aavpo^, lizard.] A ge-
nus of thecodont reptiles whose remains were
found in the dolomitic conglomerate of Red-
land, near Bristol, in England : now referred to

a family Aucltisaiiridse.

Thecoglossse (the-ko-glos'e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Or/n)/, case, + y?.(jaaa, tongue.] A group of liz-

ards, characterized by the smooth sheathed
tongue. It has included the monitors. In
Cope's system it contains only the Agamidse.
Also Thecaglossa.

thecoglossate (the-ko-glos'at), a. [< Theca-
glossa; + -ate^.] Pertaining to the Tliecoglossas,

or having their characters.

Thecomedusae (the"k9-me-dii'se), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. 6t/K7j, a case, + NL. Medusse, q. v.] A
class of coelenterates, founded by Allman upon
Stephanocyphus mirabilis.

Thecophora (the-kof'o-ra), n. pi. [< Gr. 8r/iat,

case, + -ipopo^, <.'<pep£iv'z=E. hear^.] 1. An or-

der of hydroids.—2. A suborder of Testudinata.
contrasted with Athecie, and containing all the
tortoises whose carapace is perfect.

Thecosomata (the-ko-s6'ma-ta), n.j>l. [NL.,
neut. pi. of thecosomatus : see thecosomatous.]
An order of Pteropoda, having a mantle-skirt
and shell: contrasted with fly/'wosomrt to. Most
pteropods are of this order, which is represented by such
families as Oyrnbuiiidie, Theddse, Hyateidte, and Limacin-
idx.

thecosomate (the-ko-s6'mat), a. Same as the-

cosomatous.

theftuons

thecosomatous (the-ko-soni'a-tus), a. [< NL.
thecosomatus, iGr.dijKij, case, + cu/ia(r-),body.]

Having the body sheathed in a mantle-skirt, as
a pteropod ; of or pertaining to the Thecosomata.
thecosome (the'ko-som), n. A thecosomatous
pteropod.
thecostomous (the-kos'to-mus), a. [(.Qr.WiKJi,

a case, + a-6fia, mouth.] laentovi., having the
sucking parts of the mouth inclosed in a sheath.

thedamt, thedomt, thedomet, » Same as thee-

dom.
thee^t (the), r. J. [< ME. theen, then, or without
the inf. suffix thee, the, < AS. theon, thion, ge-

theon, be strong, thrive, = OS. *thikan, found
only in the derived factitive thengian, complete,
= D. gedijcn, thrive, prosper, succeed, =OHG.
gidihan, MHG. gedihen, G. gedeiheii =Goth. ga-
thcihan, increase, thrive ; orig., as the old parti-

cipial form AS. ge-thungen shows, with a nasal
suppressed (as usual before /(), AS. 'thinhan;
ef. Lith. tenku, tekti, have enough; Ir. tocad, W.
tynged, luck, fortune.] To thrive

;
prosper.

To traysen her that trewe is unto me,
I pray God let this counseyl never the.

Chaucer, Troiius, iv. 439.

Quod Coueitise "And alle folk were trewe,
ilanye a man schulde neuere thee."

Uymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E T. 8.X p. 63.

[Especially common In the phrase aim or »o mote I thee,

so may I prosper.

Lasse harm is, so mote I the,

Deceyve hem, than deceyred be.

Rom. o/the Rote, L 4841.

The form theech, from thee ieh, is also found in the phrase
so theech, so may I thrive ; also so theek.

By cause our fyr ne was nat maad of beech,
That is the cause, and other noon, so theech.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 376.)

thee^ (THe), }>ron. The objective case of thou.

thee* (THe), pass. pron. [A dial. var. of thy,

or, as among the Friends, a perverted use of
the obj. thee.] Thy : as, where 's thee manners

T

[Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

theedomt (the'dum), n. [< ME. thedovi, thedome,
thedam ; < thee^ + -dom.] Success; prosperity;
luck.

What, yrel thedam on his monkes snowte

!

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, L 405.

Now thrift and theedom mote thou haue, my swete bam.
Babees Book (R E. T. 8.), p. 47.

theek (thek), ». See thack'i, thatch.

theeker (the'k^r), n. An obsolete or dialectal
form of thatcher.

theetsee (thet'se),M. [Also thitsee, thietsee, thet-

see ; native name in Pegu.] The black varnish-
tree, Melnnorrhoea usitata. See rarnish-lree.

theezan tea (the'zan te). Sageretia theezans.
See iS(i(i(rctia.

theft, thefet, thefelyt. Old spellings of thuf^,
thiefly.

theft (theft), n. [< ME. thefte, thiefihe, theof-
the, thiufthe, < AS. theofth, thyfth (= OFries.
thiuvethe, thiuvede, thiufthe, tiefte = leel. thyfth,

theft), with abstract formative -th, as in stealth,

etc., altered to t, as in height, etc., < theof. thief:

see thief^.] 1. The act of stealing; in law, lar-

ceny (which see): compare also robbery.

For thefte and riot they been convertible.
Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 31.

He who, still wanting, though he lives on Ouift,

Steals much, spends little, yet has nothing left.

Pope. Prol. to Satires, 1. 183.

The term the/t in modem English law is sometimes used
as a synonym of larceny, sometimes in a more comprehen-
sive sense. Encyc. Brit, XXIII. 232.

2. Something stolen ; a loss by stealing.

If the the/t be certainly found in his hand alive, whether
it be ox, or ass, or sheep, he shall restore double.

Ex. xxiL 4.

If he steal aught the whilst this play is playing.
And 'scape detecting, I will pay the theft.

Shak., Hamlet iii. 2. »i.

Reset Of theft. See resets.

theft-boott (theft'bot), n. [Also theft-bote, Sc.
thiftbote; < theft + boot^.] In law. the receiv-
ing of one's goods again from a thief, or a com-
pensation for them by way of composition, upon
an agreement not to prosecute: a form of com-
pounding felony.

We hae aneugh, and it looks unco like the/t-boot, or
hush-money, as they ca' it.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xIvliL

theftUOUS (tlief'tii-us), a. [Formerly also thief-

tcoiis, thcfteon.s, Sc. also thifteous. thiftou.s: <

theft + -u-otts.] Of the nature of theft; thiev-
ish. [Rare.]

Was not the the/teous stealing away of the daughter
from her own father the first ground whereupon all thi»
great noise hath since proceeded'?

King James I., To Bacon, Aug. 23, 1617.



theftuous

By means of iU twining and th^fitutus roots it (Sacca-
lina] imbibes automatically its nourishment ready-pre-
pared from tlie body of the crab.

U. hrummond, Natural Law in the Spiritual World, p. ^42.

Rehelli.'Us to all labor and pettily thefXuoug, like the
Ennlisli is-yps'es. The Century, XXVIL 183.

theftUOUSly(thef'tu-us-li), adc. [Formerly also

thiejfteoushj ; < theftuous + -/y2.] By theft;
thievishly. [Bare.]

One little villainous Turkey knob breasted rogue came
thiejteougty to snatch away some of my lardons.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 14

Any citizen occupying immovables or holding movables
as his own, provided they were usucaptible, and he had
not taken them the/tuoudy, acquired a quiritary right,

. . . simply on the strength of his possession.
Eneye. Brit., XX. 690.

thegither (TH&-giTH'*r), adv. A Scotch form
of toi/etlier.

thegn, ". The Anglo-Saxon form of thane, used
in some historieat works. See thane.

thegnhood, " Same as thanehood.

theic (the'ik), n. [< NL. fAra, tea, + -I'c] One
who is adtlicted to the immoderate use of tea;
a tta-<lninkard. Med. \ews, XLIX. 305.

theiform (the'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. thea, tea,+ L.
fi'Tiiin, form.] Like tea.

theight, eotij. and adv. A Middle English vari-
iiiit of tlioufih.

theina (the-i'nH), n. Same as theine.

theine (the'in),"w. [< NL. theina, thea, tea.] A
liitter crystallizable volatile principle (CgHig
N4O2) found in tea, coffee, and some other
plants, tea yielding from 2 to 4 per cent. It is

considered to l»e tlie principle which gives to t«a Its re-
freshing and gently stimulating qualities: same as ea/«'n.

their (TiiSr), pron. See they^.

theirs (Tiiarz), pron. See fi«yi.

'theism' (the'izm), n. [= F. thii«me = 8p. teis-

mii = I'g. theismo = It. teismo = G. theismus, <
yh.'lhcismuti, < Gr. dtdc. god. The Gr. 0e6c can-
not be brought into connection with L. dens,
god, except bv assuming some confusion in one
case or the otfier: see f&ity.'\ Belief in the ex-
istence of a God as the Creator and Ruler of the
universe. Theism assumes a living relation of God to
his creatures, but does not define It It diHers from de-
ism in that the latter is negative, and Involves a denial of
revelation, while the farmer la aflirmative, and nndeiUea
Christiiinity. One may be a tlielat and not be a Cluistlan;
but he cannot be a Christian and not be a tbelit.

Thinking . . . tliat It would be an easy stop . . . from
thence [the assault of Christianity] to demolian all religion
'""I tiieum. Cvdirorth, lutellectoal System, Pref.

~l>eculatlve theitm Is the belief In the existence of Ood
' >ne form or another ; and I call him a thelst who be-

Mcves in any Uod.
Thtoden Parker, Views of Beligion, p. 69.

theism^ (the'izm), n. [< NL. thea, tea, + ^gm.'[
A morbid affection resulting from the excessive
ti-^o of tea.

Theium belongs, rather, to that class of diseases In which
: pliinisni, c:ilfeism, and vanillism are tonnd.

Seimee,Vjn. IS3.

theist ahe'ist), n. [=F.th^te = 8p.teuta =
"

-. UwitiUi = It. teista, < NL. 'theista, < Gr. flitdf,

I : see fAmmi.] One who believes in the ex-
nce of a God ; especially, one who believes
1 (tod who sustains a personal relation to his

• atures. In the former sense opposed to athe-
•'. in the latter to deist.

Averse as I am to tlie cause of theism or name of deist,
> )>>-n taken In a sense exclusive of revelation, I consider

' that. In strictness, the root of all Is theism ; and that
<>' a settled Christian it Is neceasanr to be first of all a
' I theitt. Hhn/talmry, The Moralists, L | 2.

N I one Is to be called a TheU who does not believe in
I inunal God, wliatever dUBcolty there may be in defin-

ing the woW " Personal."
J. U. Xetrman, Gram, of Assent, p. 119.

theistic (the-is'tik), a. [< tlieist + -«o.] Per-
taining to t^ieisni or to a theist; according to
the doctrine of theists.

It was partly through political clrcnmstances that a
truly thfiitie idea was developed out of the chaotic and
fragmcntarj' ghost theories an<l natore-worshlp of the
primeval » nrl.l. J. Fuke, Idea of God, p. 72.

TbelsttC Church, a church founded In London In 1871
for the purpose of pMmulgating the views of the Rev.
C. Vi,y«e>-, '• which the derision of the Privy Council (1S70)
has debarred him from preaching as vicar of Healangh."
Its theological basis la a simple theism. Bnqie. Diet—
Theistic ia»«llmi. Same as BcrktUian ideaiUm (which
see, under itfeo/ismX

thelstical (thf-is'ti-kal), a. [< Uteistic + al.'\

Same 11s theistic.

That future state which, I suppose, the theitUeal philos-
ophers did not l»elieve.

irarfriirfon. Divine Legation, ill. | 2.

Thelephora (the-lcf'<}-ril), n. [NL. (Ehrhait,
17^7;. < (ir. Ih/'/J/, a teat, + i^petv = E. Iiear'^.]

A genus of hj-raenoraycetous fungi, typical of
the family Tliele2>horc«. They an coriaceons fungi.
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having inferior or amphigenous hymenia, clavate basidia,
rarely globose tetraspores and globose spores. There are
about 140 species, among them T. pediceltala, which is

somewhat injurious to the pear, eating into the bark.

Thelephoreae (thel-e-fo're-e), «. j>l. [NL., <

Thelephora + -ese.] A family of hymenomyee-
tous fungi, typified by the genus Thelephora.

thelephoroid (the-lef'o-roid), a. [< Thelepho-
ra + -o/(^] In hot., resembling, characteristic
of, or belonging to the genus Thelephora or the
family Theliphnreie.

Thelotrema (thel-o-tre'mji), «. [NL. (Acha-
rius, 1810), < Gr. drf/Ji, a teat, + rpijiia, a perfo-
ration, depression, alluding to the shape of the
apotheeia.] A large genus of gymnocarpous
lichens, of the family Lecanorei, ha^-ing an ur-
ceolate apotheeium and a erustaeeous imiform
thallus.

thelotrematoiis(thel-o-trem'a-tu8), a. [< Thelo-
tifma{ t-) + -oHS.'] In hot., same as thelotremoid.

thelotremoid (thel-o-tre'moid), a. [< Thelo-
trema + -oirf.] In hot., of the nature of, or be-
longing to, the genus Thelotrema.
Thelphusa (thel-fu'sa), n. [NL. (Latreille,
ISIU), prop. *Telphusa or "Thelpusa, < Gr. T«-
ifovca, BO.TTovaa, a city in Arcadia.] A genus of

River-crab iTIulfJiitja de^r«ita).

fresh-water crabs, typical of the family TheX-
phutidti, as the common river-crab, T. fluviati-
lis, of Europe, or T. depressa. See river-crab.

thelphasian (thel-fu'shi-an), a. and n. [< NL.
Thdjihiisii + -i«M.] I. a. Relating or pertain-
ing to the genus Thelphusa; belonging to the
Thetphttsidse.

IT. n. A fluviatile crab of the genus Thel-
jihu.in or family Thelphusidte.

Thelphusidae (thel-fu'si-de), «. pi. [NL.,< Thel-
phusa + -irfa?.] A family of fluviatile short-
tailed ten-footed crustaceans, typified by the
genus Thelphusa; the fresh-water crabs.

tneljrblast (thel'i-blast), h. [< Gr. e^Xt?, female,
+ .i/.aar6(, germ.] A female genoblast (which
see) : opposed to araenoblast. C. S. Minot, Proc.
Bost. Soc. Nat. ffist., XIX. 170.

thelyblastic (thel-i-blas'tik), a. [< thelyblast
+ -!<•.] I laving the character of a thelyblast.

thelycum Uhel'i-kum), H. ; pi. theluca (-kjl).

[NL., < Gr. Oii^vKOi, feminine, < Of/kv^, of fe-
male sex, female, < Oativ, suckle.] A peculiar
structure on the rentral surface of the pereion
in the female of some crustaceans. C. Spenee
Hate.

ThelygoneSB (thel-i-go'nf-e), n. pi. [NL. (Du-
morlier, 1829), < Thclygonum -f -c«.f A tribe
of plants, of the order L'rticaceie. It consists
of tlie genus TheUjqonum.
Thelygonum (the-\ig'6-num), n. [NL. (Lin-
nicus, 17:!7), < L. thetygnnon, < Gr. &>i^.vy6vov,

name of several plants, as Satyrium, so called
from reputed medicinal properties, neut. of
0ri?.v)6vo^, producing female offspring, < 6^?.i>r,

female, -f- ->'oi«of,pro<lucing: see-j/ony.] A ge-
nus of plants, formerly known as Cynoerambc,
constituting the tribe Thelyr/onem in the order
I'rticacete. It Is characterized by numerous straight
anthers and an erect ovule. T. Cynieravxie (Cynocrambe
pnltnia), the only species, known as do^».c<Mage, la

lonnd throughout the Mediterranean i«gion, where It Is

used like sDinach. It la a procumbent fleshy branching
annua], with ovate entire leaves and small axlllajy flow-
ers, and has somewhat purgative properties.

Thelymitra (the-lim'i-tr«), n. [NL. (Forster,
1 77t> ), so called from the hooded or cup-like boily
formed of wings on the column near the stigma

;

< Gr. dri?.viitTptK, having a woman's girdle or head-
band, < fl^Auf, female, -t- /dirpa, a girdle, head-
band, turban: see miter.

"i
A genus of orchids,

of the tribe Xcotliem and subtribe Diuridesc.
It Is characterised by flowers with an inferior lip similar
to tile nkreadlng seiials and petals, an erect rostellnni
broailly hoUowod and slltrmalic in front, anil stem with a
single leaf. Tllere are alxiiit .I) species, all Australian
except three or four wliieli are natives of New Zealand, one
of them, T.Jaranifa, widely illtTused throughout Austra-
lasia and Malaysia. Tlu-y are slender terrestrial herbs
from ovoid tul>ei-a, having a leaf varying from linear to
ovate, and a raceme usually of uumeroas flowers with

theme
shorter bracts. T. nuda, known as Ta«}nanian hyacinth,
resembles the Calopoffon ptdchetlus, or swamp-pink, of the
I'nited .States.

Thelyphonidae (thel-i-fon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Thelyphoitu.1 + -idse.'] A family of pulmonate
Arachnida, of the order Pedinalpi or I'hnjtiida.
They have the segmented abdomen distinct from the ceph-
alothorax and terminating in a very long setiform post-
abdomen or tail, somewhat like a scorpion's, but slen-
derer and many-jointed and not ending in a sting ; the first

pair of legs loii^, slender, and somewliat palpiform ; the
pedipalpsTong and stout and ending in chelate claws ; and
eight eyes. The general aspect of the Thelyphonida is
that of scorpions, which they superficially resemble more
nearly than they do the other menihevs(Phrymdie) of their
own order. They are known as whip-scorpions. See cut
under Pediixtlpi.

Thelyphonus (the-lif'o-nus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1806), < Gr. S^Aif, female, + -(povoi, < "iplveiv,

slay.] The typical genus of Thclyphonidse, con-
taining such species as T. giyanteus. See cut
under Pcdipalpi.

thelytok'OUS (the-lit'o-kus), a. [< Gr. S^Auf,
female, + -toko^, rtKretv, rcntlv, bear, produce.]
Producing females only: noting those parthe-
nogenetic female insects which have no male
progeny: opposed to arrhenotokous.
them (THem), 2>ron. See they^.

thema (the'ma), n. ;
pi. thema'ta (-ma-ta). [NL.,

< Gr. 6i/ia, theme: see theme.'] 1. A thesis.

His Thema, to be maintained, Is that the King could not
break with the King of franco because he had sold him-
self to him for Money.

Boffer North, Ezamen, III. vi. { 74. (Dartet.)

2. Same as theme, 8.— 3. In logic, an object of
thought— namely, a term, proposition, or argu-
ment. Also theme.

thematic (the-mat'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Oe/jan-

K6^,<6e/ia, theme: see thevie.'] I. a. 1. In mit-
sic, pertaining to themes or subjects of compo-
sition, or consisting of such themes and their
development: as, f/iewwhe treatment or thematic
composition in general . Co«nf/Tpo»;»t is the techni-
cal name for thematic composition of the strictest kind;
but many passages in works not contrapuntal as a whole
are truly thematic.

2. In philol., relating to or belonging to a
theme or stem.
Almost all adjectives in German admit of use also as

adverbs, In their uninflected or thematic form.
Whitney, German Grammar, g 363.

Thematic catolo^e, a catalogue of musical works in
which not only the names and numbers are given, but
also the opening themes of the works or of their several
sections or movements (in musical notation).

n. H. That ])art of logic which treats of the-
mata, or objects of thought.
thematical (the-mat'i-kal), a. [< thematic +
-<(/.] Same as ihemaiic. Athen«um, No. 3262,

£. 579.

ematically (the-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a the-
matic manner; with regard to a theme or
themes. Athcneeum, No. 3248, p. 125.

thematist (the'ma-tist), «. [< Gr. ee/ia(T-),

theme, -- -ist. Cf. Bcpariieiv, lay down, propose,
take for a theme.] A writer of themes.
theme (them), w. [Early mod. E. also theam

;

now altered to suit the L. form; < ME. teme,
teenie, < OF. feme, tesme, theme, F. theme = Pr.
titema = Sp. tema = Pg. thema = It. tema = G.
thema, < L. thema, < Gr. Btfia, what is laid down,
a deposit, a prize, a proposition, the subject of
an argument, a primary word or root, a military
district, a province, < ridivat (•/ 6e), set, place,
dispose: see rfoi. Ct. thesis.'] 1. A subject or
topic on which a person writes or speaks ; any-
thing proposed as a subject of discourse or dis-
cussion.
Ac Ich wiste neuere freek that . . .

. . . made eny sarmon,
That took this for his teme and told hit with oute glose.

Pien Ptotmrun (C), xvi. 82.

When a soldier was the theme, my name
Was not far olf. Shak., Cymbellne, iii. 3. 59.

Fools are my theme, let satire be my song.
Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, 1. 6.

2f. That which is said or thought on a given
topic.

Alone, it was the subject of my theme;
In company I often glanced It.

Shak.,C. ofB., V. 1. 65.

3t. Question; subject; matter.
Why, I will fight with him upon this theme
Until my eyelids will no longer wag.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 289.

4. A sboi^ dissertation composed by a student
on a given subject; a brief essay; a school
composition ; a thesis.

Forcing the empty wits of children to compose themet,
verses, and orations, which are the acts of ripest judg-
ment. Milton, Education.

The making of Ihemett, as Is usual in sciiools, helps not-

one jot towanl it [speaking well and to the pur]K>se].

Locke, Education, i 171.



theme

6. In philol., the part of a noun or verb to

which inflectional endings are added; stem;
base.
The variable final letters of a noun are its case-endings

;

the rest is its theme.
F. A. March, Anglo-Saxon Gram., § 60.

6. In miiMc, same a.s subject. The term is some-
times extended to a short melody from which
a set of variations is developed.— 7t. That by
which a thing is done; an instrument; a means.

Nor shall Vanessa be the theme
To manage thy abortive scheme.

Siv\fi, Cadenus and Vanessa.

8. A division for the purpose of provincial

administration under the Byzantine empire.
There were twenty-nine themes, twelve in

Europe and seventeen in Asia. Also thcma.

The remaining provinces, under the obedience of the
emperors, were cast into a new mould ; and the jurisdic-

tion of the presidents, the consulars, and the counts was
gaperseded by the institution of the themes or military

governments, which prevailed under the successors of ile-

raclius. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, liii.

9. In loflic. same as thema, 3.=Syn.l. Topio, Point,

etc. (see subject), text.

themelt, «• A Middle English form of thimble.

themert (tbe'm^r), «. One who sets or gives

out a theme. Tarlton's Jests, p. 28. {F. Hall.)

Themis (the'mis), n. [< L. Tliemis,< Gr. Oe/iic,

law, justice personified, Themis, the goddess
of justice and right, < Ttdhat {]/ 6e), set, place,

dispose: see theme.'] 1. A Greek goddess, the
personification of law, order, and abstract right;

Lenee, law and justice personified.

Such thine, in whom
Our British Themis gloried with just cause,

Immortal Hale. Coicper, Task, iii. 257.

2. The twenty-fourth planetoid, discovered by
De Gasparis at Naples in 1853.

Themistian (the-mis'ti-an), 11. [< LL. Themis-
tilts, founder of the sect,"+ -iait.] One of a body
of Christians also called the Agnoetse. See Ag-
noetee, 2.

themselves (THera-selvz'),pr(M!., pi. of himself,

herself, itself, and used like these words. [< them
+ selves, pi. of self.] See himself.

then (THen), adv. and co)ij. [Early mod. E. alsb

thenne; also than, ihaiine ; < ME. then, therine,

thene, than, thanne, < AS. thsenne, thanne, thonne,

then, rel. when, after comparatives than ; = OS.
thanna = OFries. thenne, thanne = D. dan =
OHG. MHG. danne, G. dann, also OHG. danna
MHG. denne, G. denn = Goth, than, then, see

than.] I. adv. 1. At that time: referring to a
time specified, either past or future.

Ich for-3at jouthe, and gorn in-to elde.

Thenne was Fortune my foo for al here fayre by-heste.
Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 14.

Now I know in part ; but then shall I know even as also

T am known. 1 (Jor. xiii. 12.

"When thou canst get the ring upon my finger, . . . then
call me husband ; but in such a"then" I write a"never."

Shak., All's WeU, iU. 2. 62.

2. Afterward; next in order; soon afterward
or immediately.

First be reconciled to thy brother, and then come and
offer thy gift. Mat. v. 24.

First the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in

the ear. Mark iv. 28.

Their ranks began
To break upon the galled shore, and than
Retire again. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1440.

3. At another time: as, now and then, at one
time and another.

Sometime the flood prevails, and then the wind

;

Now one the better, then another best.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 10.

Now shaves,with level wing the deep, then soars
Up to the fiery concave towering high.

Itaton, P. L., ii. 634.

By then, (a) By that time : as, Return at four, I shall be
ready by then.

All will be ended by then.

Swift, To Mrs. Johnson, Feb. 23, 1711-12. (Jodrett.)

<6t) By the time when or that : then in this phrase having
the force of a relative.

This evening late, by then the chewing flocks
Had ta'en their 8Ui>per on the savoury herb, . . .

I sat me down to watch. Milton, Comus, 1. 540.

Every now and then. Pee everyi.—iJow and then.
See noif.— Till then, until that time.

Tilt then who knew
The force of those dire arms?

Milton, P. L., i. 93.

II. conj. 1. In that ease; iu consequence;
therefore ; for this reason.

So then they which be of faith are blessed with faithful
Abraham. Gal. iii. s».

If God be true, tlien is his word true.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker .Soc, 18.53), II. 245.

He calls the conscience Gods sovrantie ; wliy then doth
he contest with God about that supreme title?

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xv.
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Can't we touch these bubbles then

But they break? BrotCT»»n<7, In a Year.

Then is often used in offering a substitute for a word or

statement rejected.

Fal. Good morrow, good wife.

Qviek. Not so, an 't please your worship.

Fal. Good maid, then. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 35.

2t. Than. See than But then, but on the other

hand ; but notwithstanding ; but in return.

He is then a giant to an ape ; bid then is an ape a doc-

tor to such a man. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 205.

=Syn. 1. Wherefore, Accordingly, etc. See tlierefore.

then (THen), a. [An ellipsis for then being.]

Then being; being at that time.

Our then Ambassador was there.
J. D. (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 643).

It was the letter of the noble lord upon the floor, and
of all the king's then ministers. Burke, Amer. Taxation.

Of quite another stamp was the then accountant, John
Tipp. Lamb, South-Sea House.

thenadays (Tnen'a^az), adv. In those days

;

in time past : opposed or correlative to nowa-
days. [Bare.]

Tlie big, roomy pockets which our mothers wore under
their gowns— there were no dresses thenadays.

N. and Q., 7th aer.,X. 154.

thenal (the'nal), a. [< then(ar) + -al.] Same
as thenar.

thenar (the'nar), n. and a. [NTj., < Gr. Bevap

(= OHG. tenar, MHG. tetter, also OHG. tcnra,

MHG. tenre), the flat of the hand.] I. «. In

anal, and eool., the palm of the hand or sole of

the foot ; the ball of the thumb ; the vola.

II. fl. Of or pertaining to the thenar. —
Thenar muscles, those muscles which form the fleshy

mass of the ball of the thumb, acting upon the meta-
carpal and basal phalangeal bone of the thumb, as dis-

tinguished from the hypothenar mu^cley, which similarly

act upon the metacarpal bone and first phalanx of the
little finger. See hypothenar and thumb. — Thenar
prominence or eminence, the ball of the thumb.

thenardite (the-niir'dit), n. [Named alter L.
J. de Thenard '(1777-18.'57), a French chemist
and peer of France.] Anhydrous sodium sul-

phate (Na2S04). It occurs in crystalline coatings at

the bottom of some lakes at Espartinas (near Madrid), in

South America, and in extensive deposits in Arizona. It is

used in the preparation of sodium carbonate.

Thenard's blue. Same as cobalt blue (which
see, under blue).

thence (Tnens), adv. [< ME. thens, thensc,

thennes, thennus, thannes; with adv. gen. -es

(see -eel), < thenne, thence: see thenne^. Cf.

hence, whence.] 1. From that place.

Also a lityll thense ys the place wher ower Savyor Crist

taught hys Uiscipulis to pray.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 29.

When ye depart thence, shake off the dust under your
feet. Mark vi. 11.

2. From that time ; after that.

There shall be no more ther.re an infant of days.
Isa. Ixv. 20.

3. From that source; from or out of this or
that ; for that reason.

Thence conies it that my name receives a brand.
And almost thence my nature is subdued
To what it works in, like the dyer's hand.

Shak., Sonnets, cxi.

Their parents, guardians, tutors, cannot agree; thenee

all is dashed, the match is unequal.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 550.

Not to sit idle with so great a gift

Useless, and thence ridiculous, about him.
MUtoii, a. A., 1. 1501.

4. Not there; elsewhere; absent.

They prosper best of all when I am theiice.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 18.

From thence, fro thencet, thence : a pleonasm.

Aftre gon Men be Watre ... to Cypre. and so to Athens,
and fro thens to Costantynoble. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 55.

All mist/row thenee
Purge and disperse. Milton, P. L., iii. 53.

Those who were mounting were dashed upon the rocks,
and/ro7n thence tumbled upon the plain.

Irving, Granada, p. 54.

thenceforth (Tnens'fdrth'), adv. [< ME.
thennesforth ; < thence + forth^.] From that
time forward.

If the salt have lost his savour, ... it is thenceforth
good for nothing. Mat. v. 13.

From thenceforth, thenceforth : a pleonasm.

And from thenceforth Pilate sought to release him.
John xix. 12.

Resolving/rom thenceforth

To leave them to their own polluted ways.
Milton, P. L., xii. 109.

thenceforward (THens'f6r'ward), adv. [<
thence + forward^.] From that time or place
onward.

Thence/onoard oft from out a despot dream
The father panting woke.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Theocritean

thencefrom (THens'from'), adr. [< thenee +
from.] From that place. Imp. Diet.

thenne'^t, adv. and eonj. An old spelling of then.

thenne^t, adv. [< ME. thenne, thanne, thonne,

theonne, earlier thanene, thanen, theonene, < AS.
thanon, theonen. thonon (=OHG. dannana. dan-
nan, danan, MHG. G. dannen), thence; with for-

mative -nan, -non, < 'tha, the pronominal base
of that, this, etc., then, than, etc. Hence thenee.]

From that place ; thence.

lat men shette the dores and go thenne,
Yet wol the fyr as faire lye and brenne
As twenty thousand men myghie it biholde.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 285.

thennesfortht, adv. A Middle English form of
thenceforth. Chaucer.

thentoforet, adv. [< then + tofore; cf. hereto-

fore.] Before then.
Bishop Atterbury had thentofnre written largely.

Disney, quoted in N. and Q., 6th scr., X. 147.

Theobroma (the-o-bro'ma), n. [NL. (Linnffius,

1737), < Gr. dtog, god (see iheism),+ (ipCj/ua, food:

see broma.] 1. A genus of trees, of the order
Stercidiacese and tribe Biittneriex. It is charac-

terized by flowers with inflexed petals each with a spatu-

late lamina, and anthers two or three in a place l>etween

the staminodes or lobes of an urn-shaped stamen-column.
The 15 species are natives of the wanner parts of A merica.
They are trees with large oblong undivided leaves, and
small lateral solitary or clustered flowers. For T. Cacao,

the principal species, see cacao and chocolate.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus Oil of theo-
broma. See oil.

theobromic (the-o-bro'mik), a. Derived from
Theobroma Cacao : as, theobromic acid.

theobromine (the-o-br6'min),»i. [< Theobroma
+ -i)ic2.] A crystalline alkaloid (CyHgN^Og),
forming salts with acids, volatile and very bit-

ter. In composition it is nearly related to thein or caf-

fein. It is found in the seeds of Theobroma Cacao.

theochristic (the-o-kris'tik), a. [< Gr. dtSxp'o-

Tof, anointed by God (< 6edc, god, + ;c/)(OT<}f,

anointed: see Christ), + -ic] Anointed by
God. [Rare.]

theocracy (the-ok'ra-si), n.; pi. theocracies (-siz).

[= F. thcocratie = teocracia = Pg. theocracia

= It. teocrazia,<. NL. *theocratia,<. Gr. BcoKparia,

the rule of God, < &of, god, -t- -Kparia. < Kpareiv,

rule.] 1. A form of government in which God
is recognized as the supreme civil ruler of the
state, and his laws are taken as the statute-book
of the kingdom.— 2. A state so governed: usu-
ally applied, with the definite article, to the
Jewish commonwealth from the time of its or-

ganization under Moses until the inauguration
of the monarchy under Saul.

Thus, the Almightybecoming their king, in as real a sense
as he was their God, the republic of the Israelites was
properly a Theocracy. Warburton, Divine Legation, v. 2.

theocrasy (the-ok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. ftof, god, +
Kpaatq, a mixing or blending: see crasis.] 1.

In anc. philos., the intimate union of the soul
with God in contemplation, which was consid-
ered attainable by the newer Platotiists. Simi-
lar ideas are entertained by the philosophers
of India, and by many religious sects.— 2. A
mixture of the worship of different gods.

theocrat(the'o-krat),»i. [=:F.theocrate; <theo-
crat-ic : cf. democrat, etc.] A member of a the-
ocracy ; one who rules in a theocracy.
theocratic (the-o-krat'ik), a. [= F. ihfoera-

tique = Sp. teocrdtico = Pg. thtocratico = It.

teocratico, < NL. *theocraticus, < 'theocratia, the-
ocracy: see theocracy.] Of, pertaining to, or
of the nature of a theocracy.
And the elder Saints and Sages laid theirpious framework

right ,

By a theocratic instinct covered from the people's sight.

linreil, .^nti-Apis.

The Kingdom of God existed at the outset in a national
form, in the form of a theocratic state.

G. P. Fisher. Begin, of Christianity, p. 7.

theocratical (the-o-krat'i-kal), a. [< theocratic

+ -al.] Same as theocratic. G. P. Fisher, Be-
gin, of Cliristianity, p. 124.

theocratist (the-ok'ra-tist), n. [< theocrat +
-ist.] One who emphasizes the principle of
authority, placing revelation above indi\idual
reason, and order above freedom and progress,
and explains the origin of society as a direct
revelation from God. Encyc. Brit.. III. 286.

Theocritean (the-ok-ri-te'an), a. [< Tlieocritus,

< Gr. OeuKpiToc, t'heooritus (see def.). + -c-an.]

Pertaining to or in the manner of Theocritus
of Sicily (third centurj' B. c), the founder of
the Greek idyllic school of poetry; pastoral;
idyllic.

In EngLand the movement in favor of Theocritean sim-
plicity which had been introduced by Spenser in the Shep-
herd's Calendar was immediately defeated by the success
of Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 346.



theodicsea

theodicaea, theodicea (the'6-di-se'a), n. [NL.]
Same as tlieudiq/. Kncyc. Brit., XIX. 820.

theodicean (the'o-<Ji-se'an), a. [< NL. theo-

(liccfa (see theodicy) + -a«.] Of or pertaining
to theoilioy.

theodicy (thf-od'i-si), n. [Also theodicee, tlieo-

dicsea, theodicea ; = F. theodicee,<. NL. theodicxa
(Leibnitz), < Gr. Oed^, god, + Sikt;, right, justice

(> diKatog, just).] An exposition of the theorjr

of divine Providence with a view to the vindi-

cation of the attributes, particularly of the
hoUness and justice, of God, in establishing

the present order of things, in which evil, moral
as well as physical, largely exists. The word In

this sense was used by Leibnitz in a series of essays, in

which he maintained that metaphysical evil is necessary
to moral beings, that physical evil is a means of a greater
good, and that moral eril was permitted by God as neces-
sary to the best possible world, as a set-otf to moral good,
which it increases by contrast.

The second (part of the work) will ... be speculative,
and will contain a new theodicee, and what will perhaps ap-
pear to many a new basis of morals.

Coleridge, To Sir George Beaumont (Memorials of
[Coleorton, L 46).

theodolite (thf-od'o-Ut), n. [Ponnerly theode-

lite ; sometimes theodeUt; G. Dan. theodolit; =
F. theodolite = 8p. teodolita = It. teodolito (all <

E.); < NL. 'theodolitus, first in the form theode-
litus (L. Digges, " Pantometria," 1571), defined
as "a circle divided in 360 grades or degrees,
or a semicircle parted in 180 portions"; origin
unknown. The word has a Gr. semblance, but
no obvious Gr. basis. It has been variously
explained: (a) < Gr. dtaaOai, see, + 666^, way, +
Jiriic, smooth, even, plain

; (6) < Gr. Beaadai, see,
+ (5o7j;fOf, long; (c) < Gr. miv, run, + 6o7ux6i,
lon^; (rf) < Gr. OeaaBat, see {ma, a seeing), +
<5oi/or, slave; (e) "the O detitus" or "deletug,"
i. 6. the O crossed out, a fanciful name imagined
to have been given in view of the circle marked
off in degrees by numerous diameters, giving
the effect of a circle or •' O '' erased ; with other
equally futile conjectures. (/) A recent ex-
planation makes it a corrupt form of alidade.']

A surveying-instrument for measuring hori-
zontal angles upon a graduated circle, it may
also be provided with a rertica] circle, and 11 this U not
very much smaller than the horizontal circle, the instru-
ment is <-alle<l an altazimuth.. If It is provided with adeli-
cate striding level and is In every way convenient for as.

trunornical work. It Is called a unttemil inMrument. A
small altazimuth with a concentric magnetic compass is

called a twnxyor^ traiuU. A theodolite in which the whole
instrument, except the feet and their connection^ turns
relatively to the latter, and can be clamped in different po-
aitlons. is called a repeating eirde. The instrument shown
in the Hgure follows the svsteni of the United .States Coast
Surrey of attaining simplicity of construction by adapta-
tion to a single purpose— In this case to the measurement
of horizontal angles only. This instrument is low and con-
sequently very steady. Within the upright pillar U a trun-
cated cone of steel, and upon this and flttlng to It turns

TlicodoUte, coostncted l>y Bnaoer BndwfS of Pafb.

the hollow brass pillar carrying the telescope and micro-
scopes. Except for an exceasirely thin layer of oil. the
brass movable part bears directly on the steel, and ita
weight tends to keep It centered. The pressure is relieved
Inr a small plate of some eUstlclty fastened to the mov-
able part over the axis and adjustable with acrews. It Is
thus made to turn, as nearly as possible, about a mathe-
matical line. This is the conical bearing of Oambey. The
base, which Is as low as possible, consists of a round cen-
tral part, and three arms having screw-feet with binding-
screws. A circular guard for the circle (Uidistlngiiishahle
from the latter In the flgure) forms a part of the base. The
graduated circle is made slightly conical, so that the mi-
croscopes may be more rnnvonlont. This circle, with Its
eight radii and Interi'i 'mesolldcasting, which
beam ujxin the steel , . . It Is held In phue,
in imitation of an infi i ^lackpole of Sew York,
by the pressure of a ring above, which can readily be loos-
ened so as to permit the circle to be turned round alone.
The telescope Is provl.lf.1 »iili a niar micrometer, with
a view of farilltalinf i t.olnllTigs — a new prin-
ciple of much value rit is leveled by means
of a striding level, i , .iir micrometer niicn)-
scopes (although some jieodesiats insist up<jn an <Mld niin)-
berX made adjustable so that one division of the cirrle
shall be very nearly covered by two and a half turns of the
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mlcrometer^crew. The illumination for these micro-
scopes ismade through their objectives by light brought,
according to the plan of Messrs. Brunner, by prisms from
a point vertically over the axis, where a horizontal ground
glass is hung in the daytime and a lamp with a porcelain
shade at night, so that the images of the lines plowed by
the graver in the polished surface of the circle shall not
be displaced by oblique illumination. The clamp la at-

tached to an arm from a ring about the brass upright, and
bears upon the circular guard outside the circle proper.
The tangent screw is contrived so as to eliminate dead
motion. The ann carrying the clamp is balanced by an-
other bearing a small finding microscope. Theotlolites
are made upon manifold models; but the one figured in
preceding column is a good example of a modem first-

class instrument.

theodolite-magnetometer (the-od'a-lit-mag-
ue-tom'e-ter), «. An instrument employed as

a declinometer to measure variations in decli-

. nation, and as a magnetometer in determina-
tions of force.

theodolitic (the-od-o-lit'ik), a. [< theodolite +
-it:'] Of or pertaining to a theodolite; made
by moans of a theodolite. Imp. Diet.

Theodosian (the-o-do'sian), a. and n. [< Theo-
dosius, < Gr. QeoiJooiof, a man's name (lit. 'gift

of God,' < &<if, god, + 66ai^, gift: see dose), +
-«».] I. a. Pertaining to any one named Theo-
dosius, particularly to either of the emperors
Theodosius I. (379-395) and Theodosius 11.

(408-450)—Tbeodosian code. See code.

H, n. One of a body of Russian dissenters
who purify by prayer all articles purchased
from unbelievers: so called from their founder,
Theodosius, a Russian monk in the sixteenth
century.

Theod(>tian (the-o-do'shian), n. \<. TIteodotus,

< Gr. OeddoTof, a man's name (lit. 'given by God,'
< dc6i, god, + ioT6(, verbal adj. of SMvat, give),
+ -ta«.] One of a party of anti-Trinitarians
or Monarchians, follow^ers of Theodotns the
Tanner, of Byzantium, about A. D. 200, who
taught that Christ was a mere man.

theogonic (the-o-gon'ik), a. [< theogon-y +
-I'c] Of or relating to theogony.

The theogonie and coamogonlc notions of Homer and
Ilesiod. Uehenceg, Hist Philosophy (trans.), I. 24.

theogonismt (the-og'o-nizm), n. [< theogon-y
+ -i.-ini.] Theogony. Imp. Diet.

theogOIlist(the-og'o-ni8t), n. [< theogon-y +
-t.it.] One who'is versed in theogony. Imp. Diet.

theogony (the-og'o-ni), n. [= F. theogonie =
8p. teogonia = 'Pa.'theogonia = It. teogonia, < L.
tkeogonia, < Gr. Otoyovia, a generation or gene-
alogy of the gods, < 0t6i, god, + -yovia, < yovo^,

generation : see •gony.'] That branch of non-
Christian theology which teaches the genealogy
or origin of the deities; in a particiuar sense,
one of a class of poems which treat of the gen-
eration and descent of the gods : as, the ancient
Greek theogony of Heslod.

He [Bplennu] means the evil Genius and the good Ge-
nius in the thetigony of the Persians.
Laiulor, Imag, Conv., Epicurus, Leontlon, and Temlasa.

In the hymns of the KIg-Veda we still have the last

chapter of the real Thuffonti of the Aryan nces.
JTo* JfiUter, Sci. of Lang., 2d ser., p. 4».

theol. An abbreviation : {a) ot theological ; (b)

of theology.

theolog, ». See theologue. [CoUoq.l
theologal (the-ol'o-gai), n. [= F. tMologal =
Sp. teolugal = Ps.theologal, theological, a the-

ologal, = It. teologale, < NL. 'theologalis, < L.
theologus, theologue : see theologue.'] Same as
rnnnn theologian (which see, under theologian).

theologaster (the-ol'o-gas-ter), n. [< L. theolo-

gux. a theologue', + dim. -aster.] A quack in

theology; a shallow or pretended theologian.
[Rare.]

This sorely distresses our theolngiuter : yet, instead of
humbling himself under the weight of his own dnlness,
he turns, as is his way throughout, to Instilt the Author o<

The Divine Legation.
ITarfrurton, On Several Occasioiud Reflections, I., .App.

theologate (thf-ol'd-gat), n. [< NL. "theologa-
tii.i, < Tj. thrologus, theologue: see theologue and
-fl<«3.] The theological course of a student or
novice preparing for thepriesthood of the Ro-
man Catholic Church. Worcester.

theologer (the-ol'o-j^r), n. [< thcolog-y + -er'^.]

A theologian, [^are.]

Can any sound Theologer tMnb that these great Fathers
nnderrtood what was Gospel, or what was Excommunica-
tion? Milton, Eeformatlon In Eng., I.

The ancient tradition, insisted on by heathen priests
and thCK^ogertf is but a weak foundation.

Hume, Nat Hist, of Religion, xL

theologian (the-o-16'jian), a. and n. [= P.
thi'<ili>(/iin = Pr. theologian; as LL. theologia.

theology, + -an.] L «• Theological. [Rare.]

theologue

n. n. 1. A man skilled in theology, espe-
cially Christian theology; a divine.

A Theologian, from the school
Of Cambridge on the Charles, was there

;

Skilful alike with tongue and pen.
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Prelude.

The priest made by a sacred caste belongs to the caste
that made him ; but the great theologian, though sprung
out of one Church, belongs tp all the Churches, supplies
them with truth, learning, literature.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 219.

2. A professor of or writer on theology ; any
person versed in theology: as, the lawyer was
a very respectable WfeotofltaH.—Canon theologian,
in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a lecturer on theology and Holy
Scripture who is attached to a cathedral church, or other
church having a large body of clergy. Also called theol-

ogal and theologue.

theologic (the-o-loj'ik), (I. [= p. thiologique =
Sp. teologico = Pg. theologico = It. teologico, <
LL. theologicus, < Gr. 6eo?MycK6^, of or pertain-
ing to theology, < BeoXoyia, theology: see theol-

ogy.] Same as theological.

In those days the great war of theology which has al-

ways divided New England was rife, and every man was
marked and ruled as to his opinions, and t\\Qtheologic\\ne%

f)assed even through the conjugal relation, which often,
ike everything else, had its Calvinistic and its Armiuian
side. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 53.

theological (the-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< theologic +
-al.] 1. Pertaining to theology or divinity: as,

theological ctitivism; a theological semiuaxy.
Solemn themes

Of theological and grave import.
Cowper, Task, v. 662.

2. Based upon the nature and will of God as
revealed to man.

It may be wondered, perhaps, that In all this while no
mention has been made of the theological principle : mean-
ing that principle which professes to recur for the stan-
di^ of right and wrong to the will of God.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, ii. 18.

Tbetheologieal virtues [faith, hope, and charity] presup-
pose a knowledge of the revealed nature of God as a con-
dition of their exercise, while the moral virtues issue in
such a knowledge. Blurit, Diet. Theology, p. 797.

Tbeoloerical ceremonial law. See lawi.

theologically (the-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a the-
ological manner; according to the principles of
theolopy; in respect to theology.

theologies (the-o-loj'iks),* «. [PI. of theologic

(see -ira).] The essence of theology. [Rare.]

What angels would those be who thus excel
In thedoffice, could they sew as well

!

Young, Love of Fame, v. 374.

theologise, theologiser. See theologize, tlieolo-

iji:<r.

theologist (the-ol'o-jist), n. [< theolog-y + -ist.]

Same as theologian. [Rare.]

There be diners conlectures made by the Theologiett,
Why men should doubt or make question whether there
be a God or no. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 82.

theologinm (the'o-lo-ji'um), «. [NL., < Gr. 6eo-

'/joyeiov (see def.), < Stdf, god, + Aoj-tiov, a place
for speaking, < ^6yo^, word, speech, < '/.iyeiv,

speak, say.] A small upper st*ge or balcony
in the scene or stage-structure of the ancient
theater, on which the impersonators of divini-
ties sometimes appeared.
theologize (the-ol o-jiz), v.

;
pret. and pp. the-

ologized, ppr. theologizing. [= Sp. teologizar;

as thcolog-y + -ire.] I. trans. To render theo-
logical.

Scbool-divlnlty was but Aristotle's phUosophy theolo.

giud. <i!iancU(<, Pre-existence of Souls, Iv. (Lathamf

n. intrans. To theorize or speculate upon
theological subjects ; engage in theological dis-

cussion.

The mind of the (Thurch must meditate, reflect, reason,
philosophize, and theologize.

Schaff, Christ and CHirlstlanity, p. 49.

Also spelled theologise.

theologizer (the-ol'o-ji-z^r), n. [< theologize +
-tI.] One who theologizes; a theologian.
Also spelled theologiser. [Rare.]

theologue (the'o-log), n. [Also theolog; < F.

theologue = Sp. tcdiogo = Pg. Iheologo = It. teo-

logo = G. theolog = Sw. Dan. teotog, < L. tlieo-

logus, < Gr. deoUyo^, one who speaks of the gods
(as Homer, Hesiod, Orpheus) or of the divine
nature, in later use, eccles., a theologian, a di-

vine; prop, adj., speaking of God or of the gods,
< dcor, god, + \iyeiv, speak: see -ology.] 1. A
theologian. [Now rare.]

The cardinals of Rome, which are thenloguet, and friars,

and schoolmen, have a phrase of notable contempt and
scorn towards civil business. Bacon, Praise (ed. 1887).

2. A theological student. [Colloq.]

The thedogues of the Hartford Seminary frequently find

striking examples of practical tlieology in their mission
work. Religious Herald, April 15, 188&



theologns

theologUS (the-ol'o-gus), n.
; pi. theologi (-ji).

[L. : see theologue.] 1. A theologian.

Theologi who may have expounded sacred legends.
Encye. Brit., VIII. 46a

2. Same as canon theologian (which see, under
theoloerian).

theology (thf-ol'o-ji), ». [< ME. theologie, <

OF. theologie', F. theologie = Pr. teologia = Sp.

teologia =' Pg. theologia = It. teologia = D. G.
theologie = Sw. Dan. teologi, < LL. theologia, <

Gr. Seo^.oy/a, a speaking concerning God, < 6eo-

/.oj-of, speaking of God (see theologue), < fcof,

god, + Xeyetv, speak.] The science concerned
with ascertaining, classifying, and systematiz-

ing all attainable truth concerning God and his

relation to the universe ; the science of religion

;

religious truth scientifically stated. The ancient
Greeks used the word to designate the history of their

gods : early Christian writers applied it to the doctrine of

the nature of God ; Peter Abelard, in the twelfth century,

first began to employ it to denote scientific instruction con-

cerning God and the divine life. Theology differs from re-

ligion as the science of any subject differs from the subject-

matter itself. Religion in the broadest sense is a life of

right affections and right conduct toward God ; theology is

a scientific knowledge of God and of the life which rever-

ence and allegiance toward him require. Theology is di-

vided, in reference to the sources whence the knowledge is

derived, into natural theology, which treats of God and di-

vine things in so far as their nature is disclosed through
human consciousness, through the material creation, and
through the moral order discernible in the course of his-

tory apart from specific revelation, and revealed theology,

which treats of the same subject-matter as made known
in the scriptures of the Old and the New Testament. The
former is theistic merely ; the latter is Christian, and in-

cludes the doctrine of salvation by Christ, and of future
rewards and punishments. In reference to the ends sought
and the methods of treatment, theology is again divided
into theoretical theology, which treats of the doctrines and
principles of the divine life for the purpose of scientific

and philosophical accuracy, and practical theology, which
treats of the duties of the divine life for immediate prac-

tical ends. Theology is further divided, according to sub-

ject-matter and methods, into various branches, of which
the principal are given below.

Ac Theologie hath tened me ten score tymes,
The more I muse there-inne the mistier it seemeth.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 180.

Theology, what is it but the science of things divine?
Hooker, Eccles, Polity, iiL 8.

Theology, properly and directly, deals with notional ap-
prehension ; religion with imaginative.

J. H. ^wman, Gram, of Assent, p. 115.

Ascetical theology. See agcetical.— Biblical theology,
that branch of theology which has for its object to set

forth the knowledge of God and the divine life as gath-
ered from a large study of the Bible, as opposed to a
merely minute study of particular texts on the one hand,
and to a mere use of philosophical methods on the other.
— Dogmatic theology, that department of theology
which has for its object a connected and scientific state-

ment of theology as a complete and hannonious science
as authoritatively held and taught by the church. — Exe-
getlcal theology. See exegetieal.— Federal theology,
a system of theology basad upon the idea of two covenants
between God and man— the covenant of nature, or of
works, before the fall, by which eternal life was promised
to man on condition of his perfect obedience to the moral
law, and the covenant of grace, after the fall, by which sal-

vation and eternal life are promised to man by the free
grace of God. Kloppenburg, professor of theology at Fran-
eker in the Netherlands (died 16d2X originated the system,
and it was perfected (1648) by John Koch (Cocceius), suc-
cessor of Kloppenburg in the same chlair. See Cocceian.
— Fundamental theology, that branch of systematic
theolojiy which vindicates man's knowledge of God by the
investigation of its grounds and sources in general, and
of the trustworthiness of the Christian revelation in par-
ticular, and which therefore includes both natural theol-
ogy and the evidences of Christianity.—Genevan the-
ology. See Gen«con.— Historical theology, the sci-

ence of the history and growth of Christian doctrines.

—

Homiletlc theology. Same as Aomifefics.— Liberal
theology. See liberal Christianity, under liberal.— Mer-
cersburg theology, a school of evangelical philosophy
and theology which arose about the year 1836, in the the-
ological seminary of the German Reformed Church at
Mercersburg in Pennsylvania. It laid emphasis on the
incarnation as the center of theology, on development as
the law of church life, on the importance of the sacra-
ments of baptism and the Lord's Supper as divinely ap-
pointed means of grace, and on Christian education of the
youth of the church.— Monumental theology. See
monumental.— VLOTal theology, a phrase nearly equiva-
lent to moral philosophy, denoting that branch of practi-
cal theology which treats of ethics, or man's duties to hia
fellow-men.

The science of Moral Theology, as it was at first called,
and as it is still designated by the Roman Catholic di-
vines, was undoubtedly constructed, to the fnll know-
ledge of its authors, by taking principles of conduct from
the system of the Church, and by using the language and
methods of jurisprudence for their expression and expan-
sion. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 337.

Mystical theology. See mystieal.

—

Natural theology.
See def. above.— Ifew England theology, that phase or
those phases of Puritan theological thought characteristic
of the Congregational and Calvinistic churches of New
England.—New theology, a name popularly given to a
modem phase of Protestant evangelical theology, espe-
cially as found in the New England Congregational
churches. As an intellectual movement it has much in
common with the Broad Church movement in the Church
of England. In its philosophy the new theology partakes
of Greek, the old theology of Latin Christian thought.—
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Pastoral theology. See po««or(rf.— Polemical theol-
ogy, the learning and practice involved in the endeavor
to defend by scientific and philosophical arguments one
system of theology, or to controvert the positions of other

and opposing theological systems.— Rational theology.
See ra^foMi— Scholastic theology. See scholastic.—

Speculative theology, a system of theology which pro-

ceeds upon human speculation, as opposed to one which
proceeds upon an acceptance of knowledge restricted to

what has been revealed in the Bible.— Systematic the-
ology, a general term for all arranged and classified know-
ledge of God and his relations to the universe, having for

its object the vindication of the reality of man's knowledge
of God, in opposition to agnostic philosophy, by the in-

vestigation of the grounds and sources of such knowledge
in general and of the trustworthiness of the Christian rev-

elation in particular, and the ascertaining, formulating,
and systematizing of all that is known respecting God and
his relations to the universe, in such form as to make
manifest its scientific trustworthiness. Systematic the-

ology presupposes exegetical. Biblical, and historical the-^

ology, and is the basis of applied or practical theology.

Systematic or Speculative theology . . . comprehends
Apologetics, Dogmatics, Symbolics, Polemics, Ethics, and
Statistics. Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 4.

theomacllist(th§-om'a-kist),re. [< theomach-y +
-(«?.] One who fights against God or the gods.

theomacliy (the-om'a-ki), M. [< Gr. deo/iaxia,

a battle of the gods, < 6c6(, god, + /idxv, bat-
tle, < /iaxeaOat, fight.] 1. A fighting against
the gods, as the mythological battle of the
giants with the gods.— 2. A strife or battle

among the gods. Gladstone, Juventus Mundi,
vii.— 3. Opposition to the divine will.

Lucius Sylla, and infinite other in smaller model, . . .

would have all men happy or unhappy as they were their

friends or enemies, and would give form to the world ac-

cording to their own humour8,which is the true theomachy.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

theomancy (the'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. Beo/iavreia,

soothsaying by inspiration of a god, < 8c6c, god,
-f- /lavreia, divination.] Divination drawn from
the responses of oracles, or from the predictions
of sibyls and others supposed to be inspired im-
mediately by some divinity. Imp. Diet.

theomania (the-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6eo-

fiama, madness caused by God, inspiration, <

6edg, god, + fiavia, madness : see mania.'] Insan-
ity in which the patient imagines himself to be
the Deity, or fancies that the Deity dwells in

him; also, demonomania.
theomaniac (the-o-ma'ni-ak), u. [< theomania
+ -ac] One who exhibits theomania.

tlieomantic (the-6-man'tik), a. [< theomancy
{theomant-) + -jc] Pertaining to or having the
characteristics of theomancy.

White art, a theo^nantic power.
Magic divine.

Middleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis.

theomorphic (the-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. deofwp-

<j)oc, having the form of a god,<.8e6g, god,+ fop^,
form.] Having the form, image, or likeness of
God. Blunt, Diet. Theology, p. 324.

theomorphism (the-o-mor'fizm), n. Theomor-
phic character. Fortnightly SetJ., V. xxxix. 63.

tneo-mythology (the"9-mi-thol'9-ji), n. [< Gr.
fe(5f, god, + iiv6oh>yia', mythology.] See the
quotation.

Thus it has been with that which, following German ex-
ample, I have denominated the Theo-mythology of Homer.
By that term it seems not improper to designate a mixture
of theology and mythology, as these two words are com-
monly understood. Theology I suppose to mean a sys-

tem dealing with the knowledge of God and the unseen
world; mythology, a system conversant with the inven-
tions of man concerning them.
Gladstone, Studies on Homer and the Homeric Age, II. 2.

TheopascMte (the-o-pas'kit), ». [< LGr. Qeo-

naaxlTai, < Gr. 6e6(, god, + Traaxetv, suffer, -t-

-ite^.'] In theol., one who holds that God suffered

and was crucified in Christ's passion. Philologi-
cally the word may be made to include the Patripassians,
who identified God the Father with God the Son, and
therefore held that God the Father was crucified. It is in
actual use, however, restricted to designate the Monophy-
sites. Also Theopassian.

The liturgical shibboleth of the Monophysites was
"God crucified," which they introduced into the Trisa-
gion ; hence they are also called Theopaschites.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 62.

theopaschitism (the-o-pas'ki-tizm), n. [<
Theopaschite + -ism.'] The doctrine peculiar to
the Theopaschites.
theopathetic (the'o-pa-thet'ik), a. [< theo-

path-y, after patheiic] Of or pertaining to
theopathy. See the second quotation under the-

osophist.

theopathic (the-o-path'ik), a. [< theopath-y +
-ic] Same as theopathetic.

theopathy (the-op'a-thl), n. [< Gr. &(if, god,
4- -nddeia, < ird&of, suffering: see pottos.] Emo-
tion excitedby the contemplation of God; piety,

or a sense of piety. [Rare.]

The pleasures and pains of theopathy, ... all those
pleasures and pains which the contemplation of God and

theorbo

his attributes, and of our relation to him, raises up in the
minds of different persons, or in that of the same peraou
at different times. Hartley, On Man, L iv. 5

theophanic (the-o-fan'ik), a. [< theophan-y 4
-ic] Relating to a theophany; pertaining to

an actual appearance of a god to man.
The notion of angels as divine armies is not like that of

the individual "messenger" closely connected with the
theophanic history. W. R. Smith, Encyc. Brit., II. 27.

theophany (the-of'a-ni), n. [= OF. theophanic,

theophaine, thiphanic, thiphaine, F. theophanie=
Olt. theofania, teofania = G. theophanie, < ML.
theophanic, theofania, < Gr. 6eo<paveta, deotj>dvia,

< 6e6(, god, + (jMiveaoat, appear.] 1. A mani-
festation of God or of gods to man by actual
appearance. The term is applied specifically to the
appearance of God to the patriarchs in angelic or hu-
man form, and to Christ's nativity, baptism, and second
coming.
The Creator alone truly is ; the universe is but a sublime

theophany, a visible manifestation of God.
Milrnan, Latin Christianity, viii. 6.

The surest means of obtaining a knowledge of the [Ho-
meric] gods, and of their will, was through their direct
personal manifestation, in visible theophanieg.

O. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 84.

2. leap.] The festival of the Epiphany,
theophilanthropic (the-o-fil-an-throp'ik), a.

[< thcophilunthrop-y + -ic] Of or pertaining
to theophilanthropism or the theophilanthro-
pists ; uniting love to God with love to man.
The theophilarUhropic ideas of the Society for the Diffu-

sion of Useful Knowledge.
Contemporary Rev., XLXX. 341-

theophilanthropism (the'o-fi-lan'thro-pizm),

«. l<.
iheophilanthrop-y + -ism.] Love to both

God and man; the doctrines or tenets of the
theophilanthropists. Also theophilanthropy.

theophilanthropist (the ' o - fi - lan ' thro - pist),

n. [< thcophilanthrop-y + -ist.] 1. One who
practises or professes theophilanthropism.

—

2. One of a society formed at Paris in the
period of the Directory, having for its object
the establishment of a new religion in place of
Christianity, which had been abolished by the
Convention. The system of belief thus at-

tempted to be established was pure deism.
theophilanthropy (the'o-fi-lan'thro-pi), n. [<
Gr. feof, god, + ifii'laxOpunia, love to man: see
philanthropy.] Same as theophilanthropism.
T. Paine.

theophile (the'o-fil), n. [< Gr. eedf, god, +
i^tXelv, love. Cf . Gr. Oto^i/joq, dear to the gods.]
One who loves God. [Bare.]

AfBictions are the Proportion (portion] of the best The»-
phUes. Hourell, Letters, ii. 41.

theophilOSOphiC (the-o-fil-o-sof'ik), a. [< Gr.
6c6g, god, + (^AoacKjiia, philosophy, + -ic] Com-
bining, or pertaining to the combination of,

theism and philosophy.

Theophrasta (the-o-fras'ta), n. [NL. (Lin-
neeus, 1737), < L. Theophrastus, < Gr. Oed<ipacrroc,

Theophrastus, a Greek philosopher (about 373-
288 B. c.).] A genus of plants, type of the tribe

Theophrastem in the order Myrsinex. it is char-
acterized by a cylindrical corolla bearing on its base flye

extrorse anthers and as many scale-shaped staminodes.
There are 3 species, all natives of Hayti. They are smooth
shrubs, with a robust erect trunk, and spreading spiny-
toothed leaves crowded toward the top. The large white
flowers are compactly clustered in short racemes. Many
species once included in this genus are now separated
under the name Clavija (Ruiz and Pavon, 17W). T. Jux-
sitei is cultivated under glass for its handsome leaves ; in

Hayti, where it is known as le petit coco, a bread is pre-
pared from its pounded seeds.

Theophrasteae (the-6-fras'te-e), H. 7)/. [NL.
(H. G. L. Keichenbach, 1828), < Tlieophrasta +
-««.] A tribe of gamopetalous plants, of the
order Myrsinex, characterized by the presence
of staminodes on the base of the corolla, it in-

cludes b genera of shrubs or small trees, principally na-

tives of tropical America, of which Theophrasta (the type),

Clavija, and Jacquinia are the chief, two species of the
last-named occurring within the United States.

theopneustic (the-op-niis'tik), a. [< theopneus-

t-y + -ic] Given by inspiration of the Spirit

of God. Imp. Diet.

theopneusty (the'op-niis-ti), n. [= F. theopnevs-

tie, < Gr. dtoTrvcvaro^, inspired of God, < Gr. &(5c,

god, + *n-vff(7T(5f , i uspired, < -vciv, breathe, blow.]
Di\ine inspiration ; the supernatural influence
of the Divine Spirit in qnalifjing men to re-

ceive and communicate revealed truth.

theorbistt (th§-6r'bist), n. [< theorbo + -ist.]

A performer on the theorbo.
theorbo (the-6r'b6), fl. [= p. th^orbe, teorbe =
Sp. tiorha, i It. tiorba, a musical instrument:
origin unknown.] A musical instrument of
the lute class, having two necks, the one above
the other, the lower bearing the melody strings,

which were stretched over a fretted finger-



theorbo

board, and the upper bearing the accompani-
ment strings or '"diapasons," which were deep-
er in pitch, and were played without being
stopped. The number and tuning of the strings varied
coDsiuembly. as did ttie size and shape of the instrument
ss a whole. The theorbo was much used in the seven-
teenth century- for accompaniments of all kinds, and was
an important constituent of the orchestra of the period.
Many lutes were made over into theorbos by the addition
of a second neck. The essential differences between the
theorbo, the archlute. and the chitarrone appear to be
small, though their general shape varied considerably;
and the names were used more or less interchangeably.
Also called eixhara bijuga, or doubU-iiecked luU.

Some, that delight to touch the sterner wiry Chord,
The Cythron, the Pandore, and the theorbo strike.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 361.

theorem (the'o-rem), n. [= F. theoreme = Sp.
teoremn = Pg. themrema = It. teorema = G. theo-

rem, < L. theorema = Gr. dtuprjua, a sight, specta-
cle, a principle contemplated, a rule, theorem, <
dtupciv, look at, view, contemplate, < 0eup6<;, a
spectator, < 0fairfla;, see, view. Cf. theory.'] 1.

A universal demonstrable proposition, in the
strict sense, a theorem must be true ; it cannot be self-

evident ; it must be capable of being rendered evident by
necessary reasoning and not by induction merely ; and it

must be a unlverau, not a particular proposition. But a
proposition the proof of which is excessively easy or in-
volves no genuine diagrammatic reasoning is not usually
called a theorem.

The schoolmen had framed a number of subtile and in-

tricate axioms and theorem*, to save the practice of the
Church. Baeon, Superstition (ed. l&^X

By my theorem*.
Which your poUte and terser gallants practise,
I re-reflne the court, and drlUze
Their barbaroiu natorea.

Ma—iTiger, Emperor of the East, L 2.

2. In geom., a demonstrable theoretical propo-
sition. There is a traditional distinction between a
fToblem and a (Aeomn, to the effect that a protlem i*

practical, while a (Amrwm is tbeoretlcaL Pappus, who
makes this distlnetion, admits that it is not generally ol>-

aerred by the Greek geometers, and It baa not been in
general use except by editors and students of Euclid. It
is recommended, however, by the circumstance that a
thtorem In the general and best sense is a universal propo-
sition, and as such substantially a statement that some-
thln« Is Impossible, while the kind of proposition called In
geometry a probUm Is a statement that something is pos-
sible ; the former demands demonstration only, while the
Utter requires solution, or the dlscoTetr of both method
and demonstration.

I hope that it msy not be conaidered as unpardouable
vanity or presumption on my part if, as my own taste has
always led me to feel a greater Interest In methods than
in results, so it Is by methods, rather than by any (Asoroiw
which can be separately quoted, that I desire and hope to
be rcnienibercd. Sir W. R. HamOton.
Abel's theorem, the proposition that if we have serenl
functions whose derivatives can be roots of the same al-
gebraic equation having all Its coefficients rational func-
tions of one variable, we can always express the sum of
any number of such functions as the sum of an algebraic
and a logarithmic function, provided we establish be-
tween the variables of the functions in question a certain
number of algebraic relations : named after Niels Henrlk
Abel (1802-29), who first published it In 1826,—Addltloa
tbeorem. a formula for a function of a siun of varlablea,
such as

sin (a -I- 6) = sin a cos 6 + cos a sin ft.

Artiocart'l tlieorein, a rtile for the expansion of func-
tions of functions, Klvcn in Isijii by L. >'. A. Arbogast
(17M-18D3)l— Aronliold's theorem, one uf s number of
propositions constituting the foundations of the theory
of ternary- cubics, uiven in 1849 by & U. Ar<)iih..lii (bom
I819X '>>e founder of modem algebra.— Bayea's theo-
rem, the proposition that the probability of a cause Is
equal Ut the probability that an obsMTed event would
follow from it ilivided liy the sum of the corresponding
probabilities for all possible causes. This fallacious rule
wss gtven by Rev. Thomas Bayes to 178S.— Becker's
theorem, the proposition that in all moving systems there
is a tendency to motions of shorter perl<>d. and that if

there is a sufflcient difference in the periods compared this
tendency is a maximum ; given by U. K. Becker In 1880L
—Beltrami's theorem, the proposition that the center
of a circle circumscribed sbout a triangle Is the center of
gravity of the centers of the Inscribed snd escribed circles.
—Berber's theorem, one of a number of theorems re-
lating to the limiting values of means of whole numbers,
given by A Ik-rKer in 1880. Oneof these theorems Is that
for n = V the average sum of the divisors of n is J»'n. -

Bernoulli's theorem, (a) The doctrine that the relative
freiiucncy of an event In a number of random trials tends
as that number Is increased toward the probability of It, or
itsrelative freciuency in all experience. This fundamental
Jrlnclple. which is not properly a theorem, was given by
scoh Hemoulli (1664-1705). (6) The proposition that the

velocity of a liquid flowing from a reservoir is equal to
what It would have If it were to fall freely from the level
In the resen-oir ; or, more generally. If p is the pressure.
^ the density, V the potential of the forces, j the resultant
velocity, A a certain quantity cimstant slung a stroun-
llncthen .

/-? + V+ J,..A:

given by Daniel Bernoulli (1700 - 82) In 1738.— Bertrand's
theornn, the proposition that when a dynamical system
receives a sudden impulse the energy sctually acquired
exceeds the energy by any other motion consistent with
the conditions of the system and obeying the law of en-
ergy, by an amount equal to the energy of the motion
which must t)e compounded with the supposed motion to
imxluce the actual motion: an extension of a known
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proposition, given by J, L. F. Bertrand (bom 1822)i—
Bettl'8 theorem, the proposition that the loci of the
points of a surface for which the sum on the one band and
the difference on the other of the geodetic distances of two
fixed curves on the surface are constant fonn an ortliogonal
system ; given by E. Betti in 1858, and by J. Weingarten
in more general form in 1863.—Mzout's theorem, the
proposition that tlie degree of the equation resulting from
the elimination of a variable between two equations is

equal to the product of the degrees of these equations,
which was shown by E. IMzont (1730-83) in 1779.—
Blnet'S theorem, (a) The proposition that the princi-
pal a-\es for any point of a rigid tK>dy are normals to
three quadric surfaces through that point confocal with
the central ellipsoid : given by J. P. M. Binet (1786-1856)
in 1811. (6) The generalized multiplication theorem of
determinants (1812).— Binomial tbeorem. see bino-
mial.—Bltonti's theorem, one of certain metrical theo-
rems regarding the intersections of conies demonstrated
by V. N. Bitonti in isTu.- Boltzmann's theorem, the
proposition, proved liy I.. Boltzmann in 1868, that the
mean living force of all the particles of a mi-\ed gas wUl
come to be the same.— Boole's tlieorem, the expansion

(a!-fA)-#(i)=B,(2»-l)21
J*'

(X -)-») + «' (.x)\

-B.(2«- 1)4 1
I
rXx + h) + rXx)

I

-fB.(2«— 1)61 \<^'^(x+ h)+ |>''(,x)l
.

given by the eminent English nmtheniatician George
Boole (1815-64).— Bour's theorem, the proposition that
helicolds aredeforniable into sui-faces of revolution : given
in 186'i by the French mathematician J. E. E. Bour (183*2-

1866).—Brlanchon'B theorem, the proposition that the
lines joining opposite vertices of a hexagon circumscribed
about a conic meet in one point : given by C. J. Brianchon
(bom 1785, died after 1823) in 1806. It was the earliest ap-
plication of polar reciprocals.— Budan's theorem, the
Sroposltion that if the roots of an algebraic equation are
iminished first by one number and then by another, there

cannot be more real roots whose values lie between those
numbers than the nmuber of changes of sign of the co-
efficients lu passing from one to the other : given and
demonstrated in 1811 by the t'rench mathematician Bu-
dau.— Biirmann's theorem, a formula for developing
one function in terms of another, by an application of
Lagrange's theorem.- Cacnoli'S theorem, in tpherieal
trigon., the formula for the sine of halt the spherical ex-
cess In tenns of the sides: given by the Italian astrono-
mer Andrea I'agnoli (1743-1818).— Cantor's theorem,
the proposition that if for every value of x greater than a
and less than 6 the formula holds that limit (A„ sin nx
+ B» cos iw) = 0, then also limit A, = and limit B,<
- 0: gtven by O. Cantor In 187a—Camot'B theorem,
(a) The proposition that If the sides of a triangle ABC
(produced If necessary) cut a conic, AB In C and C, AC
lu B' and B", BC in A' and A ", then AB" x AB" x BC x
BC' X CA' X CA" = CB- X CB' x BA' x BA" x AC x AC.
(6) The proposition that In the impact of Inelastic bodies
Tis viva Is always lost (e) The proposition that in ex-
plosions vis viva Is slways gained. These theorems are
all due to the emtoent mathematician General L. N. M
Camot (1763-182SX who published (a) In 1803 and (i) and
(e) to 1786, (d) The proposition that the ratio of the max-
Imnm mechanical effect to the whole heat expended In an
expensive engine Is a function solely of the two temper-
atures at which the heat Is received and emitted : given
In 1824 by gadi Camot (1796 -1832): often called Camot*
iifine^rfs.-Caaey*! theorem, the proposition that it
S, - 0^ 8, - a 8, a are the equations of three circles,
and iti,, {„ {, are respectively the lengths of the com-
mon tamtenta from contact to contact ofthe laat two, the
first and last, and the first two, then the equation of a
circle which toucbea all three circlea Is

given bnr John Casey In 1866.— CattOAD'l theorem, the
proposition thst the only real minimal raled surface is the
square-threaded screw-surface z = a arc tan (y /z) : named
after K. c. c^uian (bom 1814).— Canchy*! theorem.
(a) The proposition that if a variable describes a closed
contour In the plane of imaginary quantity, the argument
of any synectic function will to the process go through
lu whole cycle of values ss many times as It hss leros or
rooU within that contour, (b) The proposition that if
the order of a group is divisible by a prime number, then
It contains a group of the order of that prime. The
extension of this— that If the order of a group Is di-
visible by a power of a prime, it contains a group whose
order is that power— la called CaucAy and .S^iotr'sMsomn,
or simply Sylot^* theorem, because proved by the Norwe-
gian I. iiylow In 1872. (e) The rale for the development
of determinants according to binary products of a row
and a column.' (d) The false proposition that the sum of
a convergent series whose terms are all continuous func-
tions of a variable 1* itself continuous, (e) Certain other
theorems are often referred to as Cauchy'a, with or without
further specification. All these propositions are due to
the extraordinary French analyst, Baron A. L. Cauchy
(1789-1867).—Cavendish's theorem, the proposition
that If a uniform spherical shell exerts no attraction on
an Interior particle, the law of attraction is that of the
inverse square of the distance : given by Henry Caven-
dish (17.11-1810).— Cayley's theorem, the proposition
that every matrix satialles an algebraic equation of its
own order: also called the priurijtol proptmtion ^f ma-
trica: given by the eminent Knglish mBtbematician Ar-
thur Csyley.— Ceearo's theorem, the proposition that if

the verttcea A, B. C of one triangle lie respectively on the
sides (produced If necessary) BC, CTA'. AB' of a second
triangle, which sides cut the sides of the first triangle in
the polnta A", B", C' respectively, and If 8 be the area of
the first triangle, S' that of the second, then

CB". BA ". AC" - AB". BC'. CA"
_ AB.BC.CA 8"
rBTffcrcA • gr • AA • BB . CC .

given by E. Cesaro In 18&'i. It is an extension of Ceva's
theorem.— Ceva'S theorem, the proposition that if the
straight lines connecting a point with the vertices of
s triangle ABC meet the opposite sides in A', B', C, the
product of the segments CB' x BA' x AC Is equal to

theorem
the product AB' x BC x CA' : given by Giovanni Ceva to
1678.— Chasles's theorem, the proposition that of a
unidimensional family of conies in a plane the number
which satisfy a simple condition is expressible in the form
a/u + /3i-, where a and ^ depend solely on the nature of the
condition, while }j. is the number of conies of the family
passing through an arbitrary point, and v is the numl)er
touched by an arbitrary line : given in 1864 by M. Chasles
(1793-1880) without proof.— (Halraut's theorem, the
proposition that if the level surface of the earth is an
elliptic spheroid symmetrical ai)out the axis of rotation,
then the compression or ellipticity is equal to the ratio
of \ the equatorial centrifugal force less the excess of
polar over equatorial gravity to the mean gravity ; given
in 1743 by Alexis Claude Clairaut (1713-65).— Clapey-
ron's theorem, the proposition that if a portion of a
horizontal beam supported at three points A, B, C has uni-
form loads u", and w^ on the parts AB and BC respectively,
the lengths of which are respectively f, and l^, and if

a, ^, -y are the bending moments at the three points of
support, then

«Ji + 2«f, -f f,) + yt, = \ (w,!.' + w,li):

given by B. P. E. Oapeyron (1799-1888): otherwise called
the theorem ctf three moment*.— Clausen's theorem.
Same as Staudt's (Aforem.— CJlausluS's theorem, the
Sroposltion that the mean kinetic energy of a system

I stationary motion is equal to its virial : given by R.
J. E. Clausius (born 18-2-2) in 1870 : otherwise called the
theorem of the rtria/.— Clebsch's theorem, the propo-
sition that a curve of the nth order with ^(n — l)(fi — *2)

double points is capable of rational parametric expression

:

given in 1886 by R, F. A. Clelisch (18.i3- 7-2).- Clifford's
theorem, the proposition that any two lines in a plane
meet in a point, that the three points so determined by
three lines taken two by two lie on a circle, that the four
circles so determined by four lines taken three by three
meet in a point, that the five points so determined by
live lines taken four by four lie on a circle, that the six
circles so deteraiined by six lines taken five by five meet
in a point, and so on indetlnitcly : given in 1871 by W. K.
Clifford (1845-79).— Corlolls's theorem, the kinemati-
cal proposition that the acceleration of a point relative to
a rigid system Is the resultant of the absolute accelera-
tion, the acceleration of attraction, and the acceleration
of compound centrifugal force : named from its author, G.
G. Corfolls (1792-1843).- Coteslan theorem. Same as
Cotet^* propertu* of the circle (which see, under ctrcteX—
Coulomb theorem, the proposition that when a con-
ductor is in electrical equilibrium the whole of its elec-
tricity is on the surface: given by C. A. Coulomb (1736-

1806X— Crocchl'8 theorem, the proposition that if ttf
denotes what (i, , x,+ -.-+ xm)f becomes when the
coefficients of tlie development are replaced by unity, and
lfs/-«f + «^ + »J-f • . . +!>;, then

«.*. -I- «.», = K.

Kn-iSi-l-K«-:i<, -I- • • «„»„_ =(m-l)X„_,:
given by I,. Oocchl in 1880.— (3rofton's theorem, the
proposition that if L be the length of a plane convex con-
tour, n its Inclosed area, d<u an element of plane external
to this, and « the angle between two tangents from the
point to which d<u refers, then

/(»- sin ») du = iL« - irO

:

given by Hoisan W. Crofton In 186a Certain symbolic
expansions and a projHisition in least squares are also so
termed.—Colmann's theorem, the proposition that the
corresp^mding sides of two funicuhir jMilygons which are in
e<iUllibriurn under the same systenuif forces cut one another
on a straight line.— D'Alembert's theorem, the proposi-
tion that every algebraic equation has a root : named from
Jean le Bond d'Alembert (1717-83). .See also D.Mem-
bcrt'g principle, under principle. — Dandelln's theorem,
the proposition that if a sphere be Inscribed in a right
cone so aa to touch any plane, its point of contact with
that plane is a focus and the intersection with that plane
of the plane of the circle of contact of sphere and cone is
a directrix of the section of the cone by the first plane

:

named from O. P. Dandelin (1794-1847), who gave it in
1827: but he Is said to have been anticipated by Quetelet.
The theorem that the locus of a point on the tangent of a
fixed conic at a constant distance from the point of con-
tact Is a stereographic projection of a spherical conic is

by Dandelin.— Darboux's theorem, the pri>iiosition that
It V Is a function of x having superior and Inferior limits
within a certain Interval of values of x, and if this inter-
val Is cut up Into partial Intervals I„, I,, . . . U, in which
the largest values of y are respectively M„, M, , . . . M*,
then SMI will tend toward a fixed limit as the num-
ber of intervals Is increased, without reference to the
mode of dissection : named from its author, J. O. nw-
boux.—De Holvre's theorem, (o) The proposition that
(cos e ^ i sin «)" = cos n« -(- t sin n# : better called De
Moivrei formula, (b) Same as De Miiicre't property of the
circle (which see, under circle), (c) A certain proposition
In probabilities. All these are by Abraham De Moivre
(1667-1764).— Desarpies's theorem, (a) The propo-
sition that when a (luadrilateral is Inscribed in a conio
every transversal meets the two pairs of opposite sides
and the conic In three pairs of points in involution.
(6) The proposition that if two triangles A HO and A'B'C
are so placed that the three straight lines through cor-
responding vertices meet in a point, tlien also the three
points of Intersection of corresponding sides (produced if

necessary) lie In one straight line, and conversely. Both
were discovered by OiJrard Dcsargues (I.59:i - 1602).— Des-
cartes's theorem. .Same as Drscartett's rule of sign*
(which see. under rufci).- Dlophantus's theorem, the
proposition that no sum of three squares of integers is a
Bumof twosuchs4|uares: given by a celebrated Creek arith-
metician, probably of the third century. — Dostor'S theo-
rem, the proposition that in a plane triangle, where i, o
are two of the sides, A the angle Included between thsm,
and 5 the inclination of the bisector of this angle tc the
side opposite,

b + cUnJ = r-3L_tan}A:
b — e



theorem
named from G. Dostor, by whom it was given in 1870.

Certain corollaries from this in regard to the ellipse

and hj-perbola are also known as Dostor's theorems.—

Du Bois Reymond's theorem, the proposition that i(

/a is a function of limited viiriation between a = A and

a = B, and if <^(a, n) is such a function thaty^ <f)(«. n)da

(where 6 is any number between A and B) has its modulus
less than a fixed quantity independent of b and of 71, and
that when n increases indefinitely the integral tends to-

ward a fixed limit G for all values of b between A and B,

then yX/^ *(«» «)da will tend uniformly to G/ (A + 0) if

B > A, and to Of(A — 0) if B < A : named from the German
mathematician Paul du Bois Reyraond.—Dupln's theo-
rem, the proposition that three families of surfaces cut-

ting one another orthogonally cut along lines of curva-
ture: given by Ciiailes Dupin (1784-1873).—Eamshaw'S
theorem, the proposition that an electrified body placed
in an electric field cannot be in stable equilibnum.

—

Eisenstein's theorem, the proposition that when y in

the algebraic equation /(a^ y) = is developed in powers
of X, the coefficients, reduced to their lowest terms, have
a finite number of factore in the denominator : given in

1852 by 3?\ G. M. Eisenstein (1823-52).- Euler's theo-
rem, (a) The proposition that at every point of a surface
the radius of curvature p of a normal section inclined at

an angle to one of the principal sections is determined
by the equation

l/p = co82 0(l/p,) + Bin*e(l/p2);

so that in a synclastic surface p, and p, are the maximum
and minimum radii of curvature, but in an anticliistic

surface, where they have opposite signs, they are the two
minima radii. (6) The proposition that in every polyhe-
dron (but it is not true for one which enwraps the center
more than once) the number of edges increased by two
equals the sum of the numbers of faces and of summits.
(c) One of a variety of theorems sometimes referred to

as Euler's, with or without further specification : as, the
theorem that (xd/dx + ydldyy/(x, y)*t = nf/(x, y)n

; the
theorem, relating to the circle, called by Euler and others
Fermats geometrical theorem; the theorem on the law of
formation of the approximations to a continued fraction

;

the theorem of the 2, 4, 8, and 16 squares ; tlie theorem
relating to the decomposition of a number into four posi-

tive cubes. All the above (except that of Fermat) are due
to Leonhard Euler (1707-83).— Exponential theorem.
See exponential.—Fagnanos theorem, a theorem given
by Count G. C. di Fagnano (1682-1766) in 1716, now gen-
erally quoted under the following much-restricted form:
the difference of two elliptic arcs AA', act', whose extremi-
ties A and o. A' and a' form two couples of conjugate
points, is equal to the difference of the distances from the
center nf the curve to the normals passing through tlie

extremities of one of the two arcs.—Fassbender's theo-
rem, the proposition that if a, 3, y are the angles the bi-

sectors of the sides of a triangle make with those sides,

then cot a -f cot ^ -f cot 7 = 0.—Fermat's theorem, (a)

The proposition that if p is a prime and a is prime to

p, then a^~^ — 1 is divisible by p. Thus, taking p = 1

and a = 10, we have 999999 divisible by 7. The following
is commonly referred to as Fermat's theorem generalized

:

if a is prime to n and t^n is the totient of n, or number of

numbers as small and prime to it, then a^"— 1 is di-

visible by n. This and the following are due to the won-
derful genius of jPierre Fermat (1608-65). (6) One of a
number of arithmetical propositions which Fermat,owing
to pressure of circumstances, could only jot down upon
tJie margin of books or elsewhere, and the proofs of which
remained unknown for the most part during two centuries,
and which are still only partially understood— especial-

ly the following, called the last tJieorem 0/ Fermat: the
equation x« + y« = 2«, where n is an odd prime, has
no solution in integers, (c) The proposition that, if from
the extremities A and B of the diameter of a circle lines

AD and BE be
drawn at right an-
gles to the diame-
ter, on the same
side of it, each
equal to the
straight line AI or
BI from A or B to
the middle point
of the arc of the
semicircle, and if

through any point
C in the circumference, on either side of the diameter
AB, lines DCF, ECG be drawn from D and E to cut AB
(produced if necessary) in F and G, then AG^ + BF^ = AB^

:

distinguished as Fermat's geometrical theorem. This is

shown in the figure by arcs from A as a center through G
and from B as a center through F meeting at H on the
circle, (d) The proposition that light travels along the
quickest path.— Feuerbach's theorem, the proposition
that the inscribed and three escribed circles of any tri-

angle all touch the circle through the mid-sides : given
in 1822 by K. W. Feuerbach (1800-34). The circle, often
called the Feuerbach or nDie-poirU circle, also passes
through the feet of perpendiculars from the vertices
upon the opposite sides and through the points midway
between the orthocenter and the vertices. Its center bi-

sects the distance between the orthocenter and the cen-
ter of the circumscribed circle.— Fourier's theorem,
the theorem that every rectilinear peiiotlic motion is re-
solvable into a series of simple harmonic motions hav-
ing periods the aliquot paris of that of their resultant:
named after the French mathematician Baron J. B. J.

Fourier (1768-1830).— Fundamental theorem of alge-
bra, the proposition that evt-ry ali;ubraic equation has
a root, real or imaginary.— Fundamental theorem of
arithmetic, the proposition that any lot of things the
count of which in any order can be terminated is such
that the count in every order can be terminated, and
ends with the same number.— Galileo's theorem, the
proposition that the area of a circle is a mean propor-
tional between the areas of two similar polygons one cir-

cumscribed about the circle and the other isoperimetrical
with it: given by Galileo Galilei (1564 -104-2).— Gaussian
or Gauss's theorem, a name for different theorems re-
lating to the curvature of surfaces, especially for the
theorem that the measure of curvature of a surface de-

Fermat*s Geometrical Theorem.
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pends only on the expression of the square of a linear

element in terms of two parameters and their differential

coefficients,— Geber'S theorem, the proposition that in

a spherical triangle ABC, right angled at C. if 6 is the leg

opposite B, then cos B = cos 6 sin A : believed to have
been substantially given by an Arabian astronomer, Jabir

ibn Aflah of Seville, probably of the twelfth century.

—

Geiser's theorem, the proposition that two forms whose
elements correspond one to one are projective : given by
C. F. Geiser in 1870.— Goldbach's theorem, the propo-

sition that every even number is the sum of two primes

:

named after C. Goldbach (1690-1764), by whom it is said

to have been given.— Graves's theorem, the proposi-

tion that a pen stretching a thread loosely tied round an
ellipse will describe a confocal ellipse : not properly a

theorem, but an immediate corollary from a theorem by
Leibnitz, drawn by Dr. Graves in 1841, and named after

him as his most important achievement.— Green's theo-
rems, certain theorems of fundamental importance in

the theory of attractions, discovered by George Green
(1793-1841). They are analytical expressions of tlie fact

that the accumulation of any substance within a given
region is the excess of what passes inward through its

boundary over that which passes outward.— Guldln'S
theorems, two theorems expressing the superficies and
solid contents of a solid of revolution : named after a
Swiss mathematician, Guldin (1:>77-1643); but the theo-

rems are ancient—Hachette's theorem, the proposition
that any ruled surface has normal to it along any genera-
tor a hyperbolic paraboloid having for directrices of its

generators three normals to the regulus through three
points of its given generator : given in 1832 by J. N. P.

Hachette (1769-1834).— Hauber's theorem, the logical
proposition that if a genus be divided into species in two
ways, and each species in one mode of division is entirely

contained under some species in the second mode, then
the converse also holds: given in ls29 by K. F. Hauber
(1775-1S51).— Henneberg's theorem, the proposition
that the necessary and sutflcient condition that a minimal
surface admitting a plane curve as its geodesic should be
algebraic, is that this line should be the development
of an algebraic curved given in 1876 by L. Henneberg.—
Herschel'S theorem, (a) The development

/€^=/l+/a + A)0-j^-f/(l-fA)02-|j-f • • •»

given in 1820 by Sir J. F. W. Herschel (1792-1872). (b)

The proposition that forced vibrations follow the period
of the exciting cause.— Hess's theorem, the proposition
that the herpolhode has neither cusp nor inflection : given
by W. Hess in 1S80, and constituting an important correc-

tion of notions previously current among mathematicians.
^ec herpolhode.— BXvjiOCTa.tea's theorem, the proposi-
tion that the area of a lune bounded by a semicircle and
a quadrantal circular arc curved the same way is equal
to that of the isosceles right triangle whose hypotenuse
joins the cusps of the lune: named from its discoverer,
the great Greek mathematician Hippocrates of Chios.—
Holditch's theorem, the proposition that if a rod moves
in a plane so as to return to its first position, and if A, B,
C are any points fixed upon it, the distances AB, BC, CA
being denoted by c, a, b, and if (AX (BX (C) are the areas
described by A, B, C respectively, then

a(A) -(- 6(B) + c(C) = Trabc :

given by the Rev. HamnetHolditch (born 1800).—Ivory's
theorem, the proposition that the attraction of any homo-
geneous ellipsoid upon an external point is to the attrac-

tion of the confocal ellipsoid passing through that point
on the corresponding point of the first ellipsoid, both at-

tractions being resolved in the direction of any principal
plane, as the sections of the two ellipsoids made by this

plane— and this according to whatever function of the
distance the attractions may vary.—Jacobi's theorem.
(a) The proposition that a function (having a finite num-
ber of v^ues) of a single vai-iable cannot have more than
two periods. (6) The proposition that an equilibrium el-

lipsoid may have three unequal axes, (c) One of a variety
of other propositions relating to the transformation of
Laplace's equation, to the partial determinants of an ad-
junct system, to infinite series whose exponents are con-
tained in two quadratic forms, to Hamilton's equations, to
distance-correspondences for quadric surfaces, etc. All
are named from their author, K. G. J. Jacobi (1804-51).

—Joachlmsthal's theorem, the proposition that if a
line of curvature be a plane curve, its plane makes a con-
stant angle with the tangent plane to the surface at any
of the points where it meets it: given in 1846 by F. Jo-
achimsthal (1818-61).—Jordan's theorem, the proposi-
tion that functions of n elements which are alternating
or symmetrical relatively to some of them have fewer
values than those which are not so; but this has excep-
tions when n is small.—Z.agrange*s theorem, (o) A rule
for developing in series the values of an implicit function
known to differ but little from a given explicit function

:

itz = x + afz, then

4,z^4>x+fn-^^^l>''[<t>'x./x»+^l
(n + 1) 1

(6) The proposition that the order of a group is divisible
by that of every group it contains: also called the fun-
damental theorem ofsubstitutions. Both by J. L. Lagrange
(1736-1813).— Lambert's theorem, (a) The proposition
that the focal sector of an ellipse is equal to

Area ellipse . . , ,

2^;^
(x-sinx— x' + slnxO, where

sin 5x = i )/(»+ ''+ c)/o» a"<i Bin Jx' = J y(»'+ *"'- c)/a,

r and rl being the focal radii of the extremities, c the
chord, and a the semiaxis major, (b) A proposition re-

lating to the apparent curvature of the geocentric path of
a comet Both are named from their author, J. H. Lambert
(1728-77).— Lancret's theorem, i" solid geometn/, the
proposition that along a line of curvature the variation

in the angle between the tangent plane to the surface and
the osculating plane to the curve is equal to the angle
between the two osculating planes.—Landen's theorem,
the proposition that every elliptic arc can be expressea
by two hyperbolic arcs, and every hyperbolic arc by two
elliptic arcs: given in 17?'5 by John Landen (1719-90).

—

Laplace's theorem, a slight modification of Lagrange's

4

theorem

theorem.— Laurent's theorem, a rule for the develop.

ment of a function in series, expressed by the formula

/x= i 2»«» /''/(E«»')/(K''«"«')<W
27r o J^

+ ~ f
»^/""/(Ke»0(B"'«''»')<«.

where the modulus of x is comprised between R and R':

given by P. A. Laurent (1813-.54).— Legendre's theo-
rem, the proposition that if the sides of a spherical tri-

angle are very small compared with the radius of the
sphere and a plane triangle be formed whose sides pjc
proportional to those of the spherical triangle, then each
angle of the plane triangle is very nearly equal to je
corresponding angle of the spherical triangle less one
third of the spherical excess. This is near enough the
truth for the purposes of geodesy: given by A.M. Legendre
(1752-1833).— Leibnitz's theorem, a proposition con-
cerning the successive differentials of a product: namely,
that

d"
2— uv = (D« -f Dvy uv
ax"

is equal to the same after development of (D« -f Dv)" by
the binomial theorem, where D« denotes differentiation a«
if u were constant, and D?/ differentiation as if v were con-
stant.— Lejeune-Dirichlet's theorem, a proposition dis-

covered by the German arithmetician P. G. Lejeune-Di-
richlet (1805-59), to the effect that any irrational may be
represented by a fraction whose denominator vn is a whole
number less than any given number n with an error less

than mn.— Lexell'S theorem, one of two propositions
expressing relations between the sides and angles of poly-

gons: given in 1775by A.J. Lexell (1740-84).—Lhuilier*S
theorem, the proposition that if a, b, c are the sides of a

spherical triangle and £ the spherical excess, then

tan» iE = tan Wa + 6 + c) X tan i(a + fc - c)

X tan J(« — + c) X tanH- a + b -^ c):

given by S. A. J. Lhuilier (1750-1840).~Listing*S ttn

rem, an equation between the numbers of points, lim
suriaces, and spaces, the cyclosis, and the periphraxis o
figure in space: given in 1847 by J. B. Listing. Also call

the census (/i^orem.— Lueroth's theorem, the proposi-
tion that a Biemann's surface may in every case be so con-
structed that there shall be no cross-lines except be-
tween consecutive sheets.— McClintOCk's theorem, a
very general expansion formula by E. Mcdintock.—
MacCullagh's theorem, the proposition that a trian-

gle being inscribed in an ellipse, the diameter of its cir-

cumscribed circle js equal to the product of the elliptic

diameters parallel to the sides divided by the product
of the axes : discovered by the Irish mathematician
James MacCullagh (1809-47), and published in 1855.

—

Maclaurln and Braikenrldge's theorem, the propo-
sition that n fixed points and n—l fixed lines m one plane
Ifcing given, the locus of the vertex of an 71-gon whose
other vertices lie on the fixed lines wliile its sides pass
through the fixed points is a conic: given by Colin Mac-
laurin and G. Braiitenridge in 1735.— Maclaurln'S gen-
eral theorem concerning curves, the prfiposition that
if through any point O a line be drawn meeting a curve in

?i points, and at these j>oints tangents be drawn, and if any
other line through cut the curve in R, R', R", etc., and
the system of n tangents in r, r', r", etc., then the sura of
the reciprocals of the lines OR is equal to the sum of the
reciprocals of the lines Or.— Maclaurin's theorem, a
formula of the differential calculus, for the development
of a function according to ascending powers of the vari-

able: named after the Scotch mathematician Colin Mac-
laurin (1698-1746). It is an immediate corollary from Tay-
lor's theorem, and is written

Fa; = FO -\-ro.x +~ F"ax2 + 2^ F'UxS 4-

Malus's theorem, the law of double refraction : given
in 1810 by E. L. Mains (1775-1812).—Mannheim's theo-
rem. Same as Schonemann's theorem (which see, belowX
—Mansion's theorem. Same as Smith's heorem (which
see, below).— Matthew Stewart's theorem, one of
sixty-four geometrical propositions given in 1746 by
the philosopher Dugald Stewart's father (1717-85), es-

pecially that if three straight lines drawn from a point
O are cut t>y a fourth line in the points A, B, C in or-

der, then (OA)-^BC - (OB)-AC + (09»AB = AB. BC. CA.—
Menelaus's theorem, the proposition that if a triangle
QRS is cut by a transversal in C, A, and B. the product of
the segments QA, RB, SC is equal to the product of the
segments SA, QB, RC : given by the Greek geometer Mene-
laus, of the first century.— Meusnler's theorem, the
proposition that the radius of curvature of an oblique sec-

tion of a surface is equal to the radius of curvature of the
normal section multiplied by the cosine of the inclination
to the normal: given in 1775 by J. B. il. C. Meusnier de
la Place (1754-93).— Minding'S theorem, a certain prop-
osition in statics.— Miquel's theorem, nie proposition
that if five straight lines and five parabolas are so drawn
in a plane that each of the latter is touched by four of the
former, and vice versa, then the foci of the parabolas lie on a
circle: given by A. Miquel.—Mittag-Leffler's theorem,
the proposition that if any series of isolated imaginary
quantities, a„,a^, . . . a«, etc., be given, and a correspond-
ing series of functions, ^o> "^n • • • ^'h etc., of the form

>/*« = 5m Am. niZ-an)— '",

1

a monodromic function /z can always be found having for
critical points a^, Oi, • . > ax, etc., and such that

/2 = *o + "^0 = , + ^« = -

<f»»( being a function for which a>i is not a critical point:
given by G. M ittag-Lcftier.—Multinomial theorem. See
w«/ftftojH('ffi.— Newton's theorem, (a) The proposition
that if in the plane of a conic two lines be drawn through
any point parallel to any two lixed axes, the ratio of the
products of the segments is constant : given by Sir Isaac
Newton (1642-1726) in 1711. (&) The proposition that the
three diagonals of a quadrilateral circumscribed about a
circle are all bisected by one diameter of the circle.—
Fainvin's theorem, the proposition that a tetrahedron



theorem

of which a vertex is pole of the opposite base relatively

to a quadric surface, that base beinj; a conjugate triangle

relative to its section ot the quadric, is a conjugate tetra-

hedron —Pappus's theorem, (a) Ihe proposition that
if a quadrangle is inscribed in a conic, the product of the
distances of any point on the curve from one pair of op-
posite sides is to the product of its distances from an-
other such pair in a constant ratio : so called owing to its

connection with Pappus's problem, (b) One of the two
propositions that the surface of a solid of revolution is

equal to the product of the perimeter of the generating
plane figure by the length of the path described by the
center of gravity, and that the volume of such a solid is

equal to the area of the plane figure multiplied by the
same length of path. Various other theorems contained
in the collection of the Greek mathematician Pappus, of
the third centurj', are sometimes called by his name.

—

Particular theorem, a theorem which extends only to a
particular quantity.— Pascal's theorem, the proposition
that the three intersections of pairs of opposite aides of a
hexagon inscribed in a conic lie on a straight line : given
by Blaise Pascal (162;<-62) in 1640. The hexagon itself is

called a Ptueai'g hexagon or hexaf^am, and the straight
line is called a Pateal'i line.— licax&'B theorem, (a)

The propoeitfon that every function which in the whole
plane of imaginary quantity except in p straight lines is

uniform and continuoas, is equal to the sum of p uniform
functions, each of which has but one such line. (6) A cer-
tain proposition concerning uniform functions connected
by an algebraic relation.— Pohlke's theorem, the prop-
osition that any three limited straight lines drawn in a
plane from one point form an oblique parallel projection
of a system of three orthogonal and equal axes : given by
H. K. i'ohlke in 1853. Also known as tYiefundamental theo-
rem of ozoiiom^d-i/.— Polsson's theorem, a rule for form-
ing integrals of a partial dirfcnutinl equation from two
given integrals.—Polynomial theorem. Seepolynomial.
—Poncelet's theorem, (a) The proposition that if there
be a closed p«jlyg'ni ins<'rit»e<l in a given conic and circum-
scrit>ed aUmt another givf n conic, there is an infinity of
such polygons, (ft) The proposition that aquantity of the

formK = l^u'J -f- r^ cannot differ from ou-fSr by more than
R tan' J«,where « = cos(» + <)/co8' it, tl = sin (e + «) cos" J«,
• = ke — «X tan e > u/o > tan #. Both were given by Gen-
craiy.V.I>oncelet<l7)«-li«77).—Ptolemy's theorem, the
proposition that if four points A, B, <', D lie on a circle
in this cyclical order, then AB. CD -t- AD. BC = AC. DR:
given by the Egyptian < :reek mathematician of the second
century. Claudius Ptolemy.— Pnlaeox'S tbeoiam, the
proposition that a function of a complex variable which
is thoroughly uniform and satisfies an algebraic equation
whose coefilcients are rational Integral functions of the
same rariable, is a rational function of that variable:
named after V. A. Pniseni (1831-8;!), by whom it was
given in 1851.—Fythasoreantlieorem, the Pythagorean
proposition (which see, under iVM<VO''x»>)-— Kecipro-
cal theorem, a theorem of geometry analaeous to an-
other theorem, but relating to planes Instead of points,
and vice versa, or In a plane to straight lines Instead of
points, and vice versa, l'hu^ Pascal^ and Briancbon's
theorems are neiproaU to one another.— Kibaucoor's
theorem, given a pseadospherical surface of unit curva-
ture, if in every tangent plane a circle of unit radius '>e

described about the point of contact as center, these cir-

cle* will be orthogonal to a family of pseudospberical
surfaces of unit raidlDS belonging to a triple orthogonal
system of which the other two farailie* arj envelops of
spheres: given by A. Ribaacour in 1H70.— Flfm wiin'ff
theorem, a certain theorem relative to series of corre-
sponding points — for example, that two projective series
of points lie upon curves of the same deficiency. In its

generality the proposition Is called the theorem of Hie-
mannaniJ{ueh,orotltiemann,Koeh,and Mother. It was
first given by O. F. a RIemann (18%-«7) in 1857, generally
demonstrated by Roch in 1866, and extended to surfaces
bv .VOther In 1886.—Robert's theorem, (o) The propo-
sition that the geodesies joining any p<^int on a quaorio
surface to two nmbillcs make e<|ual angles with the lines
of conratnre at that point: given, with various other
propositions relating to the asymptotic lines and lines of
curvature of iiuadrica, by Michael Roberts in 1846. (6) The
proposition that if a point be taken on each ot the edges
of any tetrahedron and a sphere be described throogb each
vertex and the points assumed on the three adjacent edges,
the four sphere* will meet in a point : given by SamDel
Roberts in 1881.— Bodrlcues's theorem, the proposition
that

(n-«.)!dr—'"^ ' '^ '^(i.-|-m)!d»^'"*^
'^

SoUe'S theorem, the proposition that between any two
real roots of an equation, algebraic or transcendental, if

the first derived equation Is finite and continuous in the
Interval, it must vanish an odd number of times: given
In ie80 by .Michel Rolle(ie62-i7i9).—8cherk'i theorem,
the propiMition that the Eulerian numbers In Arabic no-
tation end alternately with 1 and 5.— Bchttnemami'S
theorem, the proposition that if four points of a rigid
body slide over four fixed surfaces, all the normals to sur-
faces that are loci of other points of the body pass through
two fixed straight lines: published under Stelner's ans-
Slces in 1855, but not noticed, and rediscovered by A.
lannheim in 1866 (whence long called Mannheim't the-

orem); but ScbOnemann's paper was reprinted in Bor-
chardt's Journal in 1880.—Bloulmsky's theorem, the
proposition that if the successive multi|iles of a number
expressed in the Arabic notation are written regularly
under one another, there are only 28 diBcrent columns of
figures whicti have to be added to the last figures of the
successive multiples of a digit to get the numbers written
in any vertical column.- gliue's theorem, the proposi-
tion that the volume of the solid generated by the revo-
lution of a common clsaoid about its asymptote is eqnal
to the volume of the anchor-ring generated by the revolu-
tion of the primitive circle about the same axis. This
theorem, which is true for any kind of cissold. and Is sus-
ceptible of further generalisation, was given in 1868 by the
Baron dc .siuze (1622 -8.'>).— Smith's theorem, the propo-
sition that S i (I. 1) (2, 2) . . . (n. n) = -tl. *i . . . 4n,
where the left-hand side is a symmetrical determinant,
(P, 9) denoting the greatest common divisor of the inte-
gers p and q, and ip being the totient of p, or number of

theoricon

This is the original, proper, and best meaning of the word.
Aristotle divides all knowledge into productive (art) and
unproductive (gcieiice), and the latter into that which aims
at accomplishing something (practical science) and that
which alms only at understanding its object, which is the-
oretical science. This distinction, which has descended to
our times (but with practical science and art joined toge-
ther), diminishes in importance as science advances, all
the sciences finding practical applications.

Weary with the pursuit of academical studies, he [Col-
lins] no longer confined himself to the search of theoreti-
cal knowledge, but commenced, the scholar of iiumauity,
to study nature in her works, and man in society.

Lanffhorm, On Collins's Ode, The Manners.

2. Dealing with or making deductions from im-
perfect theory, and not correctly indicating the
real facts as presenting themselves in e-^cperi-

ence. All the practical sciences that have been pursued
with distinguished success proceed by deductions from
hypotlieses known not to be strictly true. This is the ana-
lytical method, of which modern civilization is the frnit.
In some cases the hypotheses are so far from the truth that
the results have to receive corrections. In such cases the
uncorrected result is called theoretical, the corrected re-
sult practical.

What logic was to the philosopher legislation was to
the statesman and moralist, a practical, as the other was
a theoretical, casuisti-y.

Stvbbs, .Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 211.

3. In Kantian terminology, having reference
to what is or is not true, as opposed to practi-
cal, or having reference to what ought or may
innocently be done or left undone. —Theoretical
agriculture, arithmetic, chemistry. See the nouns. -
Theoretical cognition, cognition either not in the im-
perative mood or not leading to such an imperative;
knowledge of what the laws of nature prescribe or admit,
not of what the law of conscience prescribes or permits.

—

Theoretical geometry. See i?«<mM(ri/.—Theoretical
intellect. See intellect, 1— Theoretical logic, same
as abstract Iwjic (which see, under /o'/ic).— Theoretical
meteorology, philosophy, proposition, reality, rea-
son, etc. See tne nouns.

wlStiv^T'o/l^vMettuJluty x^'lh^^^^
theoretically (the-o-ret'i-kal-i), adf. In a the-

increment,as*,letubecSmei.; then we shaU have «•i oretic manner; in or by theorj- ; from a theoret-

du h d'ii k' di. h' du A«
ical point of view; speculatively: opposed to

« + d5T+ dirr2+
^'J^*'Y,l^*V ' tCetTcilil (the'o-re-tish'an), n. [< thet^etic

where d represents the differential of the foncUon u. 4. .,,,, n a thpori'st- n. thpori7pr- nne whn in-Theorem Of sggregaUon. See aj»T«(w«on.-Dni- ""•> a tneonst, a ineonzer, one who is

ver»al theorem, a theorem which extends to any quan- <'xpf rt in the theory of a science or art.
tity without restriction.- Wallls's theorem, the prop- theorstlcs (the-o-ret'iks), «. [PI. of theoretic
osii ion that (see-ics).] The speculative parts of a science.

ir,'2 = (2','3'X(4";5').(6»,7»).(8','9'X etc., w,u, „„ ^^ himself and his apostles, as represented
named after the discoverer, John Wallls (1616-170S).— to us in the New TesUment, morals come before contem-
Weieretraas'S Amdamental theorem, the proposition plation, ethics before Ihearetict. U. B. Wilton.
tluit every analytical functioD subject to an addition iv-^-j.!. /t\,^tx «:i,\ „ „„,j ., rr ., r" ,i.„-
theorem is either an algebraic function, or an algebraic theOrlcH (the o-nk), a. and «. [I. a. = F. the-

origuc = op. teorico = Pg. f/ieorico = It. tcorico,

< ML. theoricns, < Gr. deupiKd^, of or pertaining
to theory, < feup/o, theory: see theory. II. n.

Also theoricic, theorique, < ME. theorik, theorike, <

OF. theorique, P. thiorique = Sp. teorica = Pg.
theoriea = It. teorica, < ML. theorica (sc. ars), <
Gr. dfupiKo^, of or pertaining to theory : see I.]

1. a. flaking deductions from theory, especially
from imperfect theory; theorizing. Also f/ieori-

cal.

Your courtier theoric Is he that hath arrived to his
farthest, and doth now know the court rather by specula-
tion than practice. B. Jonson, Cyntliia's Revels, il. 1.

A man but young,
Yet old In judgment ; theoric and practic
In all humanity.

Jfossin^erand field, Fatal Dowry, ii. 1.

n. n. 1. Theory; speculation; that which
is theoretical.

The bookish theoric.
Wherein the toged consuls can propose
As masterly as he ; mere prattle, without practice,
Is all hU soldiership. Shak., Othello, 1. 1. 24.

An abstract of the theoricic and practick In the .£scula-
plan art. B. Jotuon, Volpone, II. 1.

2. A treatise or part of a treatise containing
scientific erplanation of phenomena.
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numbers at least as small as p and prime to it : given in
1876 by the eminent Irish mathematician H. J. s. .Smith
(lS2()-83). The theorem as generalized by Paul Mansion
in 1877 is called Smith and Man^n's theorem.— Staudt'S
theorem, the proposition that any Bernoulli number, B«,
Is equal to an integer minus

2-'-fa-' + 3-'-(- ...A-',

where a, (3, etc., are all the prime numbers one greater
than the double of divisors of n ; given in ls4u by K. G.
c. von staudt (179S-18«7).— Stelner's theorem, one of a
large number of propositions in geometry given by Jakob
?>teiner (17:>6-180;i), who was probably the greatest geo-
metrical genius that ever lived ; but the necessities of
life prevented the publication of by far the greater part
of his discoveries, until his health was shattered, and most
of those that were printed (in 1820 and the following years)
were given without proofs, and remained an enigma to
mathematicians until 1862, when Luigi Cremona demon-
strated most of them.— Stirling's Uieorem, the prop-
osition that

^(x + h)—4,x=h<t>'x+ihl't>'(,x + K)—l>'x]

-??A'(«"(«-fA)-*"x]-r?iAn*"(x + A)-*"xI :

given by James Stirling (1696-1770).— Sturm's theorem,
a proposition in the theory of equations for determining
the norober of real roots of an etiuation between given
limits : given by the French mathematician J. C. F. Sturm
(1803-55) in 1835.— Sylow's theorem. See Cauchystheo-
mn(ft), above.— Sylvester's theorem, (a) An extension
of Newton's rule on the limits of the roots of an algebraic
equation. (6) The proposition that ever>' quaternary cubic
is the sum of the cubes of five linear forms, (c) The prop-
osition that if A,, A„ etc., are the latent roots of a matrix
m, then

(«»-A,)(m-A,)...
'^^''(A.-^.XA.-A,)...*^-

given by the great algebraist J. J. Sylvester (born 1814).

—

Tanner's theorem, a property of ptafitans,

^1 Pi»i "i + ii • • • iffff f , • • • ,'_i— PPus, - • ' 7m'

given by H. M. L. Tanner In 1879.—Taylor's theorem,
a formula of most extensive application in analysis, dis-
covered by Dr. Brook Taylor, and published by him in i; 1

function of an exp4)nenttal. or an algebraic function of the
Welerstraaslan functiun S : uivin by Karl Welentnus
(bom 1815).— Weingarten's theorem. See Bettft theo-
rem, above.—Wilson's theorem, the proposition that It

p Is a prime number, the continue<I product 1.3.3. . .

(p— 1) increased by 1 Is divisible by p, and If not. not:
discovered by Judge John Wilson (1741-»3Xand published
by Waring.—Wronskl's theorem, an exranslon for a
function of a root of an equation.—TTOn-Vlllarceaa'B
theorem, a general proposition of dynamics, expressed
by the tonnaU

d*iimr*

=''»•'-*—dir- +V.i-S(X«+ Yy-hZj),

where * Is the velocity, r the radius vector of thepolnt
whose mas* Is m and its coordinates x, y, z, while X Y, Z
are the component* of the force, / the force, and A the
distance of two particles : given In 1872 by A. J. F. Yron-
Villarceao (181.<l-83). It much resemble* the theorem
of the virial. =8yn. See it^ferenee.

theorem (the'o-rem), r. t. [< theorem, n.] To
reduce to or formulate as a theorem. [Rare.]
To attempt theorising on snch mattere would profit lit-

tle ; they are mattere which refuse to be theoremed and
diagramed, which Logic ought to know that she cannot
speak of. CmrlyU.

theorematic (the'o-re-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. Otu-
pt/imTiKor. of or peiiaining to a theorem, < Seij-

pr/ua, a theorem : see theorem.^ Pertaining to
a theorem; comprisedin a theorem; consisting
of theorems: as, theorematic truth.

theorematical (the'd-re-mat'i-kal), a. [< iheo-
rematir -I- -al.] Same as theoreinatie.

The 4 partie shal ben a theorik to declare the moevynge
of the celestial bodies with the causes.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, Prol.

theorematirt (the-o-rem'a-tist), n. [<Gr. feii- theorlc^Cthe-or'ik), a. [<Gr. fe(jp//((5c, of orper
/M///(I(r-), a theorem, + -w<.] One who forms
thforeinw.

theoremic (the-o-rem'ik), a. [< theorem + -tc]
Theorematic.

theoretic (thS-o-ret'ik), a. and n. [= F. theo-

taining to public spectacles, ra BeopiKO, or to 8eu-
piKov, the tneoric fund (< deupia, a viewing: see
theorp. Cf. theoric^).'] Of or pertaining to
public spectacles, etc— Theoric fund, In Athenian
antiq.. same as theoricon.

rtUqur, < NL. •theoretieug, < GT.etuprrrtKd^, of or theoricalt (th^-or'i-kal), a. [< theoric^ + -aJ.]

pertaining to theory, < ffeupia, theory: see the- Same as theoric^.

ory.] I, a. Same as theoretical.

For, spite of his fine (AsoreUe positions.
Mankind is a science defies definitions.

Bums, Fragment inscribed to C. J. Fox.

I am sure wisdom hath perfected natural disposition in
you, and given you not only an excellent tAeoricaf discourse,
but an actual reducing of those things into practice which
are better than you shall find here.

Km. T. Adame, Works, III., p. xlL

,J^- "• .^„*™® "*, 'Jlf^t^JS*- ^- ^- B<xi9»on, theoricallyt(the-or'i-kal-i),afl!t). Theoretically;
Time and Space. $ 68. [Bare.] speculatively. '

theoretical (the-o-ret'i-kal), a. [< theoretic + ne u very musicall. both theoricalhj and practically,
-«(.] 1. Having the object of knowledge (OT61- and he had a sweet voyce,

prjTdv) as its end ; concerned with knowledge Aubrey, Lives (William Holder),

only, not with accomplishing anything or pro- theoricon (the-or'i-kon), n. [< Gr. Oeupindv,

ducing anything; purely scientific; speculative, neut. of deup'mdg, of or pertaining to public



theorlcon

spectacles: see theoric^.'] In Athenian anttq.,

& public appropriation, including, besides the
moneys for tlie conduct of public festivals and
sacrifices, supplementary to the impositions
(liturgies) on individuals for some of these pur-
poses, a fund which was distributed at the rate
of two obols per peraon per day to poor citizens,

ostensibly to pay for their seats in the theater
or for other indi^ndual expenses at festivals.

Also, in the plural form, theorica.

Before the end of the Peloponnesian War the festival-

money (theoricon) was abolished. Encyc. BriL, VU. 68.

theoriquet, »• Same as theoric^.

theorisation, theorise, etc. See theorizaUon,

etc.

theorist (the'o-rist), n. [< theor-y + -isf] One
who forms theories ; one given to theory and
speculation; a speeulatist. It is often used
with the implication of a lack of practical ca-

pacity.

The greatest theorigtg in matters of this nature . . . have
given the preference to such a form of government as that
which obtains in this kingdom.

Addison^ Freeholder, No. 51.

Truths that the theorigt could never reach,
And observation taught me, 1 would teach.

C(nijper, Progress of Error, 1. 11.

That personal ambition ... in which lurked a certain

efficacy, that might solidify him from a theorwt into the

champion of some practicable cause.
Hawthorns, Seven Gables, xii.

theorization (the"o-ri-za'shon), n. [< theorize

+ -at-ion.'] The act or the product of theoriz-

ing; the formation of a theory or theories;

speculation. Also spelled theorisation.

The notorious imperfection of the geological record
ought to warn us against . . . hasty theorization.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XII, 117.

theorize (the'o-riz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. theo-

rized, ppr. theorizing. [< theor-y + 4ze.'\ To
form a theory or theories; form opinions solely

by theory ; speculate. Also spelled theorise.

The merest artisan needs to theorize, i. e. to think— to

think bpforehand, to foresee ; and that must be done by
the aid of general principles, by the knowledge of laws.

J. F. Clarke, Self Culture, p. 139.

theorizer (the'o-ri-zer), n. [< theorize + -erl.]

A theorist. Also spelled theoriser.

With the exception, in fact, of a few late absolutist
theorizers in Germany-, this is, perhaps, the truth of all

others the most harmoniously re-echoed by every philoso-
pher of every school. Sir W. Hamilton.

theorizing (the'o-ri-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

theorize, ».] The act or process of forming a
theory or theories ; speculation.

Whatever may be thought of the general theorizings of
the last two, it is clear that their method is not the pa-
tiently inductive one of Darwin.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 754.

theorizing (the'o-ri-zing), p. a. Speculative.

Gallatin had drifted further than his school-mate from
the theorizing tastes of his youth.

H. Adams, Albert Gallatin, p. 519.

theory (the'o-ri), n.
; pi. theories (-riz). [Early

mod. E. theorie; < OF. theorie, P. theorie = Sp.
teoria = Pg. theoria = It. teoria = D. G. theorie

= Sw. Dan. teori, theory, < L. theoria, < Gr. feu-

pia, a viewing, beholding, contemplation, spec-
ulation, theory, < 6eupelv, view, behold, < 0eup6g,

spectator: see theorem.'] 1. Contemplation.
Minsheu.

The pens of men may sufficiently expatiate without
these singularities of villany; for, as they increase the
hatred of vice in some, so do they enlarge the theory of
wickedness in all. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vii, 19.

2. Perception or consideration of the relations
of the parts of an ideal construction, which is

supposed to render completely or in some mea-
sure intelligible a fact or thing which it resem-
bles or to which it is analogous ; also, the ideal
construction itself. Thus, political economists, in or-
der to explain the phenomena of trade, suppose two or
three men, actuated by calculation of interests alone, to be
placed on a desert island, or some other simple situation.
The perception of how such men would behave constitutes
a theory which will explain some observed facts. In pre-
cisely the same way, an engineer who has to build a ma-
chine or a bridge imagines a structure much more simple
than that which he is to make, and from the calculation
of the forces and resistances of the ideal structure, which
is theory, infers what will best combine economy with
strength in the real structure.

The Queen confers her titles and degrees. . . .

Then, blessing all : "Go, children of my care

!

To practice now from theory repair."
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 580.

They [the English] were much more perfect in the theoi-y

than in the practice of passive obedience.
Macavlay, Sir James Mackintosh.

3. An intelligible conception or account of how
something has been brought about or should be
done. A theory, in this sense, will most commonly,
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though not always, be of the nature of a hypothesis ; but

with good writers a mere conjecture is hardly dignified by
the name of a theory. Theory is often opposed to /act, as

having its origin in the mind and not in observation.

Conjectures and theories are the creatures of men, and
will be found very unlike the creatures of God.

Reid, Inquiry into Human Mind, i. 1.

Divine kindness to others is essentially kindness to my-
self. This is no theory; it is the fact confirmed by all ex-

perience. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 89.

The distinction of Fact and Theory is only relative.

Events and phenomena, considered as particulars which
may be colligated by Induction, are Facts ; considered as

generalities already obtained by colligation of other Facts,

they are Theories.
Whewell, Philos. Induct. Sciences, I. p. xli.

For she was craram'd with theories out of books.
Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

4. Plan or system ; scheme; method. [Rare.]

If they had been themselves to execute their own theory

in this church, . . . they would have seen, being nearer.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 29.

5. In math., a series of results belonging to

one subject and going far toward giving a
unitary and luminous view of that subject:

as, the theory of functions.— 6. Specifically,

in music, the science of composition, as dis-

tinguished from practice, the art of perform-
ance Ampfere'S theory, an electrodynamic theory
proposed by Andr^ Marie Ampere, according to which
every molecule of a magnetic substance is supposed to be
traversed by a closed electric current. Before magnetiza-
tion the combined effect of these currents is zero, but by
the magnetizing process they are supposed to be brought
more or less fully into a parallel position ; their resultant
effect is then equivalent to a series of parallel currents tra-

versing the exterior surface of the magnet in a plane per-
pendicular to its axis and in a certain definite direction,

which when the south pole is turned toward the observer is

that of the hands of a watch. These hypothetical currents
are called theAmperian currents. This theory is based upon
the close analogy between a solenoid traversed by an elec-

tric current and a magnet. (See solenoid.) Ampere con-
ceived that the magnetic action of the earth is the result of
currents circulating within it, or at its surface, from east

to west, in planes parallel to the magnetic equator.—Anti-
phlogistic theory. See antiphlogistic.—Atomic theory.
See atomic.— Automatic theory. Same as automatism, 2.

— Binary theory of salts. See friiiorj/.—Brunonlan
theory. See Brunonian.— Camot'S theory, the theory
that heat is an indestructible substance which does work
by a fall of its temperature, as water does work by descend-
ing from one level to another. See Carnofsprinciple, under
priimple.— Cell or cellular theory. See cell.— Contact
theory of electricity. See electricity.— corp^scvlax
theory. SeeJisrAti,!.—Daltonianatomictheory. See
i)(rfto)iion.—Derivative, dynamic, eccentric theory.
See the adjectives.— Electromagnetic theory of light.
See Kghti, 1.— Erosion, germ, Grotian theory. See
the qualifying words.— Governmental theory of the
atonement. See atonement, 3 (a).— Lunar, mechaiii-
cal, mosaic, mythical theory. See the adjectives.

—

Naturalistic theory. See mythical (Aeori/.— Newtoni-
an theory of light. Seelight^, 1.— Organic, Plutonic,
poriferan, reflex, retribution theory. See the quali-

fying words.—Satisfaction theory of the atonement.
See atonement, z(a).— Solar theory. See solarmn.— Sub-
limation theory. See .iubliiimtion.—The bow-wowand
pooh-pooh theories of language. See language-
Theory ofcataclysms or catastrophes. See cataclymi.
— Theory of chances. See iirohahility.—Thoory ofcog-
nition, of development, of divisors, of emission, of
equations, of exchanges, of faculties, of forms, of
functions, of Incasement, of numbers, of parallels,
of preformation, of projectiles. See cognition, etc.—
Theory of special creations. See creation.

—

Dndula-
tory theory of light. Seeiif/Wi,!.—Young-Helmholtz
theory of color. See color. = Syn.. 3. Theory, Hypothesis,
Speculation. (See def. 8.) Speculation is largely the work
of the imagination, being often no more than the raising
of possibilities, with little reference to facts; hence the
word is often used contemptuously.

theosoph (the'o-sof ), n. [= F. theosophe = Sp.
teosofo, < ML. theosophus, a theologian, < LGr.
(eccl.) dedacxfioi, wise in things concerning God,
< 0c6c, god, + ao^6(, wise. Cf. theosophy.] A
theosophist.

Within the Christian period we may number among the
Theosophs Neo-Platonists, &c. Chambers's Encyc, IX. 400.

theosopher (the-os'o-fer), n. [< iheosoph-y +
-ej-i.] A theosophist.

Have an extraordinary care also of the late Theosophers,
that teach men to climbe to Heaven upon a ladder of lying
figments. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 18.

The ascetic, celibate theosopher. Eingsley, Hypatia, xxii.

theosophic (the-o-sof'ik), a. [< theosoph-y +
-j'c] Same as tlieosophical.

theosophical (the-o-sof'i-kal), a. [< theosophic
+ -al.j Of or pertaining to theosophy or the-
osophists.

A theosophical system may also be pantheistic, in ten-
dency if not in intention ; but the transcendent character
of its Godhead definitely distinguishes it from the specu-
lative philosophies which might otherwise seem to fall

under the same definition. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 278.

From the end of the year 1783 to the beginning of the
year 1788 there existed a society entitled " The Theosophi-
cal Society, instituted for the Purpose of promoting the
Heavenly Doctrines of the New Jerusalem, by translating,
printing, and publishing the Theological Writings of the
Honourable Emanuel Swedenborg."

}T. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 127.

theragain

theosophically (the-o-sof'i-kal-i), adv. In a

theosophic manner; toward, or from the point

of view of, theosophy.

The occurrence being viewed as history or as myth ac-

cording as the interpreter is theosophically or critically

inclined. W. R. Smith.

theosophism (the-os'o-fizm), «. [< theosophy
-f -ism.'] Theosophical tenets or belief.

Many traces of the spirit of Theosophism may be fou;

through the whole history of philosophy ; in which no-'

thing is more frequent than fanatical and hypocritical

pretensions to Divine illumination.
Enfield, Hist. Philosophy, ix. 3.

theosophist (the-os'o-fist), m. [< theosi^ph-y +
-ist.] One who professes to possess divine il-

lumination ; a believer in theosophy.

I have observed generally of chymists and theosophistt,

as of several other men more palpably mad, that their

thoughts are carried much to astrology.

I>r. H. More, A Brief Discourse of Enthusiasm, xlv.

Theosophist (is] a name which has been given, though
not with any very definite meaning, to that claas of mys-
tical religious thinkers and writers who aim at displaying,

or believe themselves to possess, a knowledge of the di-

vinity and his works by supernatural inspiration. In this

they differ from the mystics, who have been styled theo-
pathetic, whose object is passively to recover the sup-
posed communication of the divinity and expatiate on the
results. The best-known names at this day of the the<

Sophie order are those of Jacob Bohme, Madame Guyo]
Swedenborg, and Saint-Martin. Schelling and others, whi
regarded the foundation of their metaphysical tenets ax
resting on divine intuition, have been called theosophists,

but with less exactness.
Brande and Cox, Diet. ScL, Lit., and Art. M

theosophistical (the-os-o-fis'ti-kal), a. [< the- 9
o.iophi.^t + -ic-al.] 'theosophical.

theosophize (thf-os'o-fiz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

theosophized, ppr. theosophizing. [< theosop>h-y

+ -ize.] To treat of or practise theosophy.

theosophy (the-os'o-ii), n. [= F. theosophie, <

LGr. (koao<j>ia, knowledge of things divine, wis-

dom concerning God, C deSocKJjoc, wise in things
concerning God: see theosoph.] Knowledge
of things divine; a philosophy based upon a
claim of special insight into the di\-ine nature,

or a special divine revelation, it differs from most
philosophical systems in that they start from phenomena
and deduce therefrom certain conclusions concerning God,
whereas theosophy starts with an assumed knowledge of
God, directly obtained, through spiritual intercommunion,
and proceeds therefrom to a study and explanation of phe-
nomena.

But Xenophanes his theosophy, or divine philosophy, is

most fully declared by Simplicius.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 377.

Theosophy is distinguished from mysticism, speculative
theology, and other forms of philosophy and theology, to

whicli it bears a certain resemblance, by its claims of direct

divine inspiration, immediate divine revelation, and it*

want, more or less conspicuous, of dialectical exposition.

It is found among all nations— Hindus, Persians, Arabs,
Greeks (the later Neo-Platonism), and Jews (Cabala)— and
presents itself variously under the form of magic (Agrip-
pa of Nettesheim, Paracelsus), or vision (Swedenborg, Saint

Martin), or rapt contemplation (Jacob Boehme, Oettinger).

SchagUerzog, Encyc, p. 2348.

The philosophies or theosophies that close the record of

Greek speculation. E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 17.

It is characteristic of theosophy that it starts with an ex-

plication of the Divine essence, and endeavours to deduce
the phenomenal universe from the play of forces within
the Divine nature itself. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 278.

Theosophy is but a recrudescence of a belief widely pro-
claimed in the twelfth century, and held to in some form
by many barbaric tribes. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 546.

theotechnic (the-o-tek'nik). a. [< theotechn-y

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the action or inter-

vention of the gods; operated or carried on by
or as by the gods.

Erring man's theotechnic devices.
Picuzi Smyth, Pyramid, p. 5.

The theotechnic machinery of the Biad. Gladstone.

theotechny (the'o-tek-ni), ». [< Gr. 6c6c, god.
+ Tixft], art: see teehnic] In Jit., the scheme
of divine intervention; the art or method of

introducing gods and goddesses into a poetical
composition.
The pei'sonages of the Homeric Theotechny, under which

name I include the whole of the supernatural beings, of
whatever rank, introduced into the Poems.

Gladstone, Juventus Mundi, vii.

theotheca (the-o-the'ka), «. [NL., < Gr. dtug,

god, + &riiai, receptacle.] In the Bom. Cath.
Ch., same as monstrance. [Rare.]

Theotocos (the-ot'o-kos), n. [< LGr. deoroKoc,

bearing God, mother of God, < Gr. dedc. god. +
TiKTeiv, TcKelv, bring forth, engender.] The mo-
ther of God : a title of the Virgin Mary. Also
Theoiokos.

theowt, ». A Middle English variant of thetc^.

thert, adv. A Middle English form of there.

theraboutent, odr. A Middle English form of
thereabout. Chaucer.

theragaint, adv. A Middle English form of
thereagain. Chaucer.

I



theralite

theralite (ther'a-Ut). ». See tephrite.

therapeusis (ther-a-pu'sis), n. [NL., < 6r. Bc-

paztinr.fnre: see 'therapeutic.'] Therapeutics.

Therapeutae (ther-a-pu'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

efpaTfiT//f, an attendant, a servant: see thera-

peutic] According to ancient tradition, a mys-

tic and ascetic Jewish sect in Egypt, of the first

century.
therapeutic (ther-a-pii'tik), a. and n. [= F.

tlu-rajieutique = Sp" terapeutico = Pg. therapett-

tieo = It. terapeutico,< NL. therapeutieus, curing,

healing (fem. therapeuiica, sc. ars), < Gr. dtpa-

mxTiiiOi (fem. )} dcpaKtvrudi, the art of medicine),

< 8tpa7reiT^, one who waits on another, an atten-

dant, < depamidi; wait on, attend, serve, cure,

< eepoTTui; an attendant, servant.] I. a. Cura-

tive; pertaining to the healing art; concerned
in discovering and applying remedies for dis-

eases. Also therapeutical.

Therapeutict or caratiTe physick we term that which
restoreth the patient onto sanity, and taketh away di8ea»e8

actually affecting. Sir T. Brownt, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

All his profeuion would allowe him to be an excellent

anatomist, bat I neyer heard any that admired his thera-

paMqu* way. Avbrey, Lires (William Harvey).

n. n. [cap.] One of the Therapeutse. Prt-

deii HX.

therapeutics (ther-a-pii'tiks), n. rPl. of therci-

peutic(see -ics).] That part of medicine which
relates to the composition, the application,

and the modes of operation of the remedies
for diseases. It not only include* the administration

of medicines proi>erly so called, but also hygiene and die-

tetics, or the application of diet and atmoapneric and other

non medicinal intluences to the pmerration or recoveiy

of health.

therapeutically (ther-a-pu'ti-kal-i), adv. In a
therapeutic manner; in respect to curative

qualities; from the point of view of therapeu-

tics.

therapeutist (ther-a-pu'tist), n. [< therapeu-

f(i<-.i) + -iyt.] One who is versed in the theory
or priictice of therapeutics. Also therapist.

theraphose (ther'a-fos), n. and a. [< F. th^a-
phoyi' (NL. Therapkosa, neut. pi.), appar. < Gr.

hipeufwv, a dim. of Otjpiov, a wild beast.] I.

n. One of a division of spiders instituted by
Walckenaer. containing large quadripulmonary
spiders which lurk in holes, as the mygalids and
the trap-door spiders; any latebricole spider

(see Latehricolie). This diTision corresponds to the

genus MygaU in a former broad sense, and to the modem
Tttrapneunuma (wliich seeX

n. a. Noting a spider of the group above de-

fined.

therapist (ther'a-pist), n. [< therapy + -i»t.]

Saiu>' as therapeutist. Mediml Xetcs,XlilX. 510.

therapod (ther'a-pod), o. andn. An erroneous
form <if theropod,

Therapon (ther'a-pon), n. piL. (Cuvier and
Viii.iK-ifiiues, lS29), < Or. Stpamm, an atten-

dant, servant.] The typical genus of the fam-
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Goth, thar (for the expected 'ther), there, in that there (THar), interj.

place ; orig. a locative form (nearly like the dat. look there, go there.]

and instr. fem. sing, thiere) of the pronominal
stem "tfKi, appearing in the, that, etc., also in

then, etc. Cf. here^, where; Skt. tarhi, then,

karhi, when. In comp. there is the adverb
in its literal use, or, in therein, therefor, etc.,

in a quasi-pronominal use, therein being ' in

that (sc. place),' thereby being 'by that (sc.

means),' etc. There is therefore explained by
some as really the dat. fem. sing, of the AS. def

.

art., but such use of a fem. form (instead of

the expected neuter), in such a way, is unex-
ampled; and the explanation cannot apply to

the similar elements here- and where- as used
in composition.] I. adv. 1. In or at a definite

place other than that occupied by the speaker

;

in that place ; at that point : used in reference

to a place or point otherwise or already indi-

cated or known: as, you will find him there

(pointing to the particular place) ; if he is in

Paris, I shall see him there. It is often opposed to

htre, there generally denoting the place more distant ; but

in acme cases the words when used together are employed
merely In contradistinction, without reference to near-

nea* or distance.

[By ellipsis from see there.

Used to express: (a) Cer-

tainty, confirmation, triumph, dismay, etc. : as,

there! what did I tell you?
Let them not triumph over me. Let them not say in

their hearts. There .' there ! so would we have it.

Book 0/ Cmiman Prayer, Psalter, Ps. xxxv. 28.

Why, there, there, there, there ! a diamond gone, cost me
two thousand ducats I Shak., M. of V., iil. 1. 87.

Stand thou thtrt, ot sit here under my footatooL
Jaa. It S.

You have a house i' the country ; keep you then, air.

FUteher, toyal Subject, t ».

All life is but a wandering to find home

;

When we are gone, we're there.

Ford and Detker, Witch of Edmonton, iv. 2.

Of this the fA*re twm Emperour Adrian received his

name. Sandy$, Travailes, p. i.

Darkness there might well

Seem twilight here. MiUm, P. L, t1. It.

ily Theraponidse, containing such species as T.

thirnps.

Theraponida (ther-a-pon'i-d5), n.pl. pfL. (Sir

J. liicliard-ion, 1848), < Therapon + -*dm.] A
family of (lercoideous acanthopterygian fishes,

rpprpsi'nteil by the genus Therapon and related
forms,

theraponoid (the-rap'o-noid), a. and n. [<

Therapon + -oid.] t a. Resembling a fish of

the genus Therapon; of or pertaining to the
Theraponida.
n. H. Any member of this family.

'Py (tl'er'a-pi), n. [= F. thirapie, < Gr.
pantia, a waiting on, service, < BepaTreieiv,

!»erve, attend: see Oierapeutic.] "The treatment
of disease; therapeutics; therapensis: now used
«hiefly in compounds: as, neuro<A«rapy.

therbefomet, adv. A Middle English form of
tlitriliifi)ri\

there (TiiSr). ndv. and conj. [< ME. there, ther,

thiiri-. thar. Ihore, < AS. th^r. ther = OS. thdr =
OKrics. ther, der = MD. daer, D. itaar = Ml/}.
ddr. LO. thar = OHG. ddr, MHO. ddr, da, G.
da (dar-) = Icel. <Aar = Sw. der = Dan. der =

(6) Encoviragement, direction, or setting on.

Enter divers spirits, in shape of dogs and hounds, and
hunt them al)out. . . .

Proe. i^ry, Fury ! there. Tyrant, there .' hark

!

5*0*., Tempest, iv. 1. 257.

(e) Consolation, coaxing, or quieting, as in

hushing a child: as, there! there! go to sleep.

thereabout (THar'a-bouf), adv. [< ME. there-

aboitte, theraboute,'iharaboute ; < there + about.]

It. About that; concerning that or it.

Er that I go
What wol ye dine? I wol go tlureaboute.

Chaueer, Summoners Tale, 1. 129.

. . And
thereabout,

garments.
Luke xiiv. 4.

2. Near that place; in that neighborhood.

He frayned, as he ferde, at frekez that he met.

If thay hade herde any karp of a knyst grene,

In any grounde thar.ahoute, of the grene chapcL
Sir Gaxcayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 703.

3. Near that number, quantity, degree, or time

:

as, a dozen or thereabout; two gallons or there-

about. In this and the last sense also there-

abouts.

There is a lake of fresh water three myles In compasse,

in the midst an Isle containing an acre or thereabout.

Quoted in CapL John Smith's Works, L 106.

2. Into that place; to that place; thither: af-
, ^ , ~ , ^ ^ ,^ j r.> .i .. <

ter verbs of motion or direction: as, how did thereabouts (THar'ji_-bou_ts'X«dr.^[<«^^^^^^^

that get there f I will go tliere to-morrow.

My heart stands armed in mine ear.

And will not let a false sound enter there.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 780.

There was Lord Belfast, that by me past

And seemed to ask liuw should I go tA«re/

Thaekerai/, )lr. Muluny's Account of the Ball.

3. At that point of progress ; after going so far

or proceeding to sucli a point : as, you have said

or done enough, you may stop there.— 4. In that

state or condition of things; in that respect.

To die, to sleep

;

To sleep : perchance to dream : ay, there 's the mb.
Shot., Hamlet, UL 1. 85.

Mam. Ota pure llteT

Kenard. . . . Yee, by Heaven . . . You are happy in

him there. Tennyeon, Queen Mary, i. 5.

6. Used by way of calling the attention to

something, as to a person, object, or place : as,

there is my hand.
Some wine, within there, and our viands

!

Shak., A. and C, ilL II. 73.

6. Used as an indefinite grammatical subject,

in place of the real subject, which then follows

the verb, increased force being thus secured:

so tised especially with the verb to be : as,

there is no peace for the wicked.

-t- adv. gen. -s.] Same as thereabout, 2 and 3.

Some weeke or thereaboutt.

Heymod, Fair Maid of the West (Works, ed. 1874, II. 275).

She could see the interior of the summer-house. . . .

Clifford was hot thereabouts.
Hawthorne, Seven Oables, xvi.

thereafter (thSt-W't6r), adv. H ME. therefter,

thara/ter (= OS. tharafter = OFries. therefter,

efter = D. daarachter = Sw. Dan. derefter) ;

it. After that; after them.

A Knight thtr wu. and that a worthy man.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., I. 43.

deref
< there + after.]

Wol he have pleynte or teres or I wende?
1 have ynogh, if he therefter sende.

Chaucer, Troilus, Iv. 861.

2. After that; afterward.

And whan thow hast thus don, departe for god, and for

thy soule all thy tresour, for thow maiste not longe fA«r-

c^/^er lyven. *erf»n (E. E. T. 8.^, i. 92.

And all at once all round him rose in fire, . . .

And presently thereafter foUow'd calm.
Tennyeon, Coming of Arthur.

3. According to that; after that rule or way;
after that sort or fashion; accordingly.

The fear of the Ix>rd is the beginning of wisdom ; a
good understanding have all they that do thereafter.

Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. cxL 10.

WeU perceaving which way the King enclin'd, everyone
thereafter shap'd his reply. Milton, Hist, Eng., Iv.

4t. According.
Shal. How a score of ewes now?
SU. Thereafter as they be ; a score of good ewes may be

worth ten pounds. ShaJc., 2 Hen. IV., lii. 2. 56.

Tell me, If food were now before thee set,

Wouldst thou not eat?— Thereafter as I like

The giver, answer'd Jesus. Milton, P. R., 11. 821.

And Ood said. Let there be light ; and there was light.

Gen. L 3.

Ther* appean a new face of things eren day.
Baeon, Politicsl Fables, Ix., ExpL

Thert leemi no evading this conclusion. r^ tm. ... ..i -_
U. Speneer, SocUU Static^ p. 4»3. thereagalut, arf"- [< ML. theragayn, theragen,

theron^sen ; < there + again.] Thereagainst.

Withouten hym we have no myght certeyn.

If that hym list to stonden theragayn.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, \. 190.

7. Used like that in interjectional phrases:

such as, <*ere's a darling! fAere's a good boy!

Orandam win
Give It a plum, a cherry, and a flg

:

There 's a good grandam

!

Shak., K. John, IL 1. 163.

Do your duty.
There 's a beauty.

W. S. aObert, Fairy Curate.

8f. Thence.
For in my paleys, patadys, in persone of an addre,

Falsellche thow fettest there thynge that I loned.
IHert />{otniian(B), iTilL 384.

All there. See afl.— Here and there. See A«-«i.— tjjgj.gg^jiiQiig(rpjjgr'ft.jnung'),arfi'. [< ME. (Acr-

I'S^i^r 11^:- Srjl^l-TStt ^rZ^r^.f^Z "«'o„g; < l^ure + among.] Among them,

ouial pl..)ii.-isrii intended to emphasize the demoiistnitlve Spread the slow smile thro' all her company,

use of that before ita noun : as, that man there. In illiterate Three knights were thereamong ; and they too smiled.

speech the noun is often transposed after there: as, Mat Tennyton, Pelleas and Lttarre.

{fcr.boy.-Togetthere,tosucceedlndoingsomething; thereanent CFHar'a-nent'), adv. [< there +

nr^nj: (rSr.) Where. a«e»^] Concerningjhat; regardingorrespect-

„ ^l J K /^ I. — If .jj» "iR that matter. [Scotch.]K^'a mi!. wTre'^rryluS^ by kpde he rt.mde be thereast (^nar-a.0.co«j. [< ME. thereas, theras;

bnrved. Pien Plowman (B\ iL ee. < there + as^^.] Where.

thereagainst (THar'a-gensf ), adr. [< ME. ther-

againcs; < there + against.] Against it; in op-

position to it.

God teachelh us how fearful a thing It la to wound our
conscience and do anything thereagainet.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 18.18), II. 126.

Its ends are passed through the side pieces of the frame
and tightened thereagainet by nuts.

C. T. Dacie, Bricks and TUes, p. 229.

bnryed. Piere Plowman (BX :

She is honoured over al ther she goth.

Chaueer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 2S7.

rA«re come is, sctte hem XV foote atwene.

And XXV there as lande is lene.

PaUadiuM, Busbondrle (E. E. T. S.\ p. 77.

•]

And there ae I haue doone Amys,
Mercy. Ihesu, I wylle Amende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 188.

VMionne he was come ther ae she was,
Myrabell came. (Jenerydee (E. E. T. S.). 1. 798.



thereat

thereat (THar-at')> «<*'' [< ME. tlierat, there-

ate; < there + at.] 1. At that place.

Wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat

Mat vii. 13.

2. At that time ; upon that.

Thereat once more he moved aboat.
Tennyson^ Passing of Arthur,

3. At that thing or doing ; on that account.

Every error is a stain to the beauty of nature ; for which
cause it blusheth thereat. Hooker.

Bending his sword
To his great master ; who, thereat enraged,
Flew on him, Shak., Lear, iv, 2. 75.

thereaway (Tnar'a-wa"), adv. [< there+ away.']

1. From that place or direction ; thence.

D'ye think we dinna ken the road to England as weel as
our fathers before us? All evil comes out o' thereaway.

Scott, Black Dwarf, viii.

2. In those parts; there; thereabout. [Col-

loq.]

There be few wars thereatcay wherein is not a great
number of them rZapolets] in both parties.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 10.

therebefore (THar'be-for'), adv. [< ME. therhi-

foore, therbifore, thcrlieforne ; < there + before.]

Before that time
;
previously.

To hym gaf I al the lond and fee.

That ever was me geven therttifoore.

Chaxtcer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 631.

thereby (THar-bi'), adv. [< ME. therby, therbi

(= OFries. therbi = D. daarbij = MLG. darbi =
G. dabei); < there + 6yi.] 1. By that; by that
means; in consequence of that.

By one death a thousand deaths we slay

;

There-by we rise from body-Toomb of Clay

;

There-by our Soules feiist with celestiall food

;

There-by we com to th' heav'nly Brother-hood.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

2. Annexed to that; in that connection.

<)uick. Have not your worship a wart above your eye?
Pent Yes, marry, have I ; what of that?
Quick. Well, thereby hangs a tale.

Shak., M. W. of W., I 4. 169.

3. By or near that place ; near that number,
quantity, or degree.

Therby ys an other howse that sumtyme was a fayer
Churche of Seynt Anne.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 31.

I . . . found a chapel, and thereby
A holy hermit in a hermitage.

Tennyson. Holy Grail.

therefor (THar-for'), adv. [< ME. therefor; a
form of therefore, now used only as if a modern
formation, < there + for, for that: see there-

fore. ] For this or for that ; for it : as, the build-
ing and so much land as shall be necessary
therefor.

therefore (in defs. l, 2, 3, THar-for'; in def. 4,

THar'for, sometimes TH6r'f6r), adv. [< ME.
therfore, therfor, tharfore, thorfore, thorvore (=
OFries. therfore (= I), daarvoor = MLG. dar-
vore = G. dafur — Sw. derfor = Dan. derfor) ; <
there + fore. Ct. therefor.] If. For that; for
this ; for it ; therefor.

Also, that alle the costages that be mad aboute hym be
mad good of the box, jif he were nat of power to paie
therjore hymself. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

We fetched her round at last. Thank the Lord there-
vore. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. 3.

2t. In return or recompense for this or for that.

We have forsaken all, and followed thee ; what shall
we have there/ore f Mat. xix. 27.

An it I could [tell], what should I get therefore f

Shak., M. N. D., liL 2. 78.

St. For that purpose or cause.
Thei anoynten here Hondes and here Feet with a Juyce

made of Snayles and of othere thinges, made ther/ore,
MandevUle, Travels, p. 169.

Thei wende verily that fendes were fallen a-mong the
hoste. But thei were so bolde and so chiualrouse that
ther-fore thei wolde not be discounflted.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.1, iii. 62,5.

4. For this or for that reason ; on that account

:

referring to something previously stated ; con-
sequently; by consequence.
In Normandy there's little or no Wine at all grows,

there/ore the common Drink of that Country is Cyder.
Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.
Luke xiv. 20.

The largeness of this short text [Render therefore to all

men their dues] consists in that word therefore ; therefore
because you have been so particularly taught your par-
ticular duties, therefore perform them, therefore practise
them. Donne, Sermons, ix.

He blushes ; therefore he is guilty. Spectator.

Line for line and point for point, your dominion is as
great as theirs, though without flne names. Build, there-
fore, your own world. Ermrsm, Nature, p. 92.

=8yn. 4. Therefore, Wherefore, Accordingly, ConsequerUly,
Then, So. All these words draw a conclusion or infer
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a consequence from what immediately precedes ; they
are all affected by their derivation or original mean-
ing. Therefore, for this or that leason, on that account

;

icherefore, for which reason, on which account. There-

fore is the most formal of the words, and is consequently
most used in mathematics, logic, and elaborate argument.
The use of wherefore for therefore is not to be commended,
as it is considered a Latinism to use a relative pronoun or
its derivative for a demonstrative or its derivative in car-

rying on a tliought; the development of this principle is

modem, and gives to the demonstrative use of wherefore
a tone of quaintness. Accordingly and consequently are

more common in essay and narrative writing ; then and
so in convei-sation, where brevity is most studied. The
last four are more used to indicate practical sequences.

therefrot (THar-fro'), adv. [< ME. therefro; <

there + fro.] From that.

And hudden [hid] here egges whan thei there-.fro wente.
For fere of other foules. Piers Plowman (B), xi. 345.

therefrom (THar-from'), adv. [< ME. therfram,
tharfrom; < there + from.] From that.

Analytical reasoning is a base and mechanical process,
which takes to pieces and examines, bit by bit, the rude
material of knowledge, and extracts therefrom a few hard
and obstinate things called facts.

T. L. Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, vi.

theregainf, adv. [ME. thergeyn, thorgen, ther-

ien; < there + gainS. Cf. thereagain.] There-
against.

If men wolde thergeyn appose
The nakid text and lete tlie glose.

Bom. of the Rose, L 6555.

theregatest, adv. [ME. ther-gatis; < there +
gate^ + adv. gen. -es.] In that way.

A seede that vs sail saue.
That nowe in blisse are bente.

Of clerkis who-so will craue.
Thus may ther-gatis be mente.

York Plays, p. 95.

therehencet (THar-hens'), adv. [< there +
hence.] From that place, or from that circum-
stance ; thence ; also, on that account.

Haning gone through France, hee went therehence into
Egypt. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 4.

Therehence, they say, he was named the son of Amittai.
Bp. John King, On Jonah, p. 9.

therein (Tnar-in'), adv. [<ME. therinne, ther-

ynne, theerinne, thrinne, thrin, < AS. thMrinne (=
OS. tharinna = OFries. therin = 1). daarin =
MLG. darinne = MHG. darin, drin, G. darin =
Sw. derinne = Dan. derinde), < thmr, there, +
inne, in: see there^ and in^.] 1. In that place,
time, or thing.

And [ I ] sawe a toure, as ich trowede, truth was ther-ynne.
Piers Ploiinnan (C), i. 15.

To thee all Angels cry aloud ; the Heavens, and all the
Powers therein. Book of Common Prayer, Te Deum.

2. In that particular point or respect.

Therein thou wrong'st thy children mightily.
Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iii. 2. 74.

thereinafter (THar-in'af'ter), adv. [< therein
+ after.] Afterward in the same document;
later on in the same instrument.
thereinbefore (THar-in'be-f6r'),a(?y. [< there-
in + before.] Earlier in the same document;
at a previous point in the same instrument.
thereinto (THar-in'to), adv. [< there + into.]
Into that, or into that place.

Let them which are in Judsea flee to the mountains

;

. . . and let not them that are in the countries enter
thereinto. Luke xxi. 21.

theremidt, adv. [ME. thermid, tharmid, thor-
mid; <. there + inid^.] Therewith.

Ho bad Bette go kutte a bowh other tweye.
And bete Beton ther-myd bo^e hue wolde worche.

Piers Plowman (C), vi. 136.

thereness (Tnar'nes), n. [< there + -ness.] The
quality of having location, situation, or exis-
tence with respect to some specified point or
place.

Could that possibly be the feeling of any special where-
ness or thereness! W. James, Mind, XII. 18.

thereof (THar-ov'), af?». [< ME. therof, there-

offe, tharof(= OFries. therof= Sw. Dan. deraf) ;

< there + of] 1. Of that"; of it.

In that partie is a Welle, that in the day it is so cold
that no man may drynke th£re offe.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 156.

In the day that thou eatest thereqf, thou shalt surely die.

Gen. ii. 17.

2t. Prom that circumstance or cause.
It seems his sleeps were hinder'd by thy railing.
And thereof comes it that his head is light.

Shak., C. of K, v. 1. 72.

thereologist (ther-f-oro-jist), «. [< thereolog-y
+ -ist] One who is versed in thereology.

thereology (ther-e-ol'o-ji), ». [Irreg. < Gr.
Oipei.v for oepansveiv, serve, attend (the sick), +
-/ioyia, < /Iej-«v, speak: see -ology.] The art of
healing; therapeutics.

thereon (Tnar-on'), adv. [< ME. theron, tharov,
therone (= OFries. theron, deron = D. daaraan

thereupon

= MLG. daran = OHG. Idrana, MHG. dir ane,
G. daran); < there + on'^.] On that.

Lyme and gravel comyxt thereon thou gli-^e.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.X p. 15.

These arm'd him in blue arms, and gave a shield
Blue also, and thereon the morning star.

Tennyson, (iarefh and Lynett&

thereout (THar-ouf), adv. [< ME. thereoute,

theroute, therute ; < there + out.] 1. Out of
that.

Therefore fall the people unto them, and thereout suck
they no small advantage.

Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. IxxiiL 10.

2. On the outside; out of doors; without.
[Obsolete or Scotch.]

And alle the walles beth of Wit to hold WD thereoute.
Piers Plowman (AX vL 77.

Voydeth your man, and let him be theroute.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 126-

3t. In consequence of that; as an outcome of
that; therefore.

And thereout have condemned them to lose their lives.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

thereO'yert, adv. [< ME. therover, tharover (=
D. daarover = MLG. darover = G. dariiber ^
Sw. derofver = Dan. derover) ; < there + over.]

Over that.

And over the same watir seynt Eline made a brygge of
stone whiche ys yett ther over.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 27.

there-right (?Har-rit'), adv. [< ME. there +
right, adr.] 1. Straight forward. HallixceV.

[Prov. Eng.]— 2. On the very spot; right there.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

therese (te-res'), n. [So called from Maria
Theresa (f ).] A kerchief or veil of semi-trans-
parent material, worn by women at the close
of the eighteenth century.

therethencet (THar-thens'), adv. [< ME. ther-

thens; < there + thence.] Thenee; from that.

He ther-thens wende towarde Norbelande.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. StX L 335(X.

therethoroughf (THar-thur'6), adv. [< ME.
therihorw, theerthurh, tharthurh; < there + thor-
ough.] Same as therethrough.

Sorwe to fele.

To wite ther-tlwrw what wele was.
Piers Plowman (C), nL 231.

therethrough (Tnar-thro'), adr. [A later
form of therethorough. Cf. through^, Otorough.]
Through that; by that means.
Ye maun be minded not to act altogether on your ain

judgment, for therethrough comes sair mistakes.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliii.

Blowing air therethrough until the carbon is ignited.
The Engineer, T.XXl. 42.

theretillt (THar-til'), adv. [< ME. thertil, ther-

tillc, thortil (= Sw. dertill = Dan. dertil); <

there + tim.] Thereto.

It was hard for to come thertiUe.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 34S2.

thereto (Tnar-to'), adr. [< ME. therto, tharto

(= OS. tharto = OFries. therto, derto = D. daar-
toe = OHG. darazuo, tharazuo, MHG. darzuo,
G. dazu); < there + toi.] 1. To that.

As the euangelistwytnesseth whan we maken festes.
We sholde nat clypie [invite] kynghtes ther-to ne no Icj'ne

ryche. Piers Plowman (C), liiL 102.

2. Also ; over and above ; to boot.

A water ... so depe and hrode and ther-to blakke.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), il. SSa

I would have paid her kiss for kiss.

With usury thereto. Tennyson, Talking Oak.

theretofore (Tnar'to-for'), adv. [< thereto +
fore.] Before that time: the coimterpart of
heretofore. [Rare.]

They sought to give to the office the power theretofore
held by a class. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 238.

thereunder (Tnar-un'der), adv. [< ME. ther-

under, thorunder (= OS. thartindar = OFries.
therundcr = D. daaronder = MHG. drunder,
G. darunter= Sw. Dan. derunder) ; < tJieie + un-
der.] Under that.

Those which come nearer unto reason find Paradise
under the equinoctial line ; . . . judging that thereunder
might be found most pleasure and the greatest fertility.

Raleigh, Hist, World, I. iii. f 7.

thereunto (THar-un'to), adv. [< there + unto.]
Thereto.
Either St Paul did only by art and natural industry

cause his own speech to be credited ; or else God by mir-
acle did authorize it, and so bring credit thereunto.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, UL S.

thereupt, adv. [ME. theruppe, theroppe, thruppe;
< there + up.] Same as thereupon.

thereupon (THar'u-pon'), adv. [< ME. therirpon,

theruppon; < there + upon.] 1. Upon that.
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And the coast shall be for the remnant of the hoase of

Judah, they shall feed thereupon. Zeph. IL 7.

2. In consequence of that ; by reason of that.

Here is also frequently growing a certaine tall Plant,

whowj stalke being all ouer couered with a red rinde, is theriaca (the-ri'a-ka), n
thereupon termed the red weed.

Copt. John SmUh, Works, H. 113.

3. Immediately after that; without delay; in

sequence, but uot necessarily in consequence.

The Hostages are delivered up to K. Edward, who
brought them into England ; and thereupon King John is

honourably conducted to Calais.
Bater, Chronicles, p. 125.

He thereupon . . . without more ado sends him adrift.

B. ChoaU, .Addresses, p. 406.

Thereva (ther'e-vS), «. [NL. (Latreille, 1796),

iireg. < Gr. ^pcieiv, hunt.] The typical genus
of the TherevUlx, containing medium-sized
slender dark-colored flies. About 20 species are

known in North America,

\^sntariake is also nowe to make.
What goode dooth it? His wyne, aysel [vinegar], or grape,

Or rynde of his scions yf that me take.

The bite of every beest me shall escape.
Pallaiius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 100.

Same as theriac.

Tlierevida (the-rev'i-de), H. p?. [NL. (West_ .,-,-,-. ,

W00.1. 1840), < Thereva + -irf^B.] A family of Thenduda (the-n-di^i-de), n.pl.

preiliiceous flies resembling the Asilidx, but
haviuK the labium fleshy instead of homy. Their

larva- live in earth and decaying wood, and are either

carnivorous or herbivorous. The adult flics feed mainly

theriacal (the-ri''a-]kal), a. [< theriac + -al.'\

Pertaining to" theriac ; medicinal.

The virtuous [bezoar] is taken from the beast that feed-

eth upon the mountains, where there are theriacal herbs.
Bacon, Nat Hist., § 499.

therial (the'ri-al), a. \< theri(ac) + -al.'] Same
as theriac.

therianthropic (the'ri-an-throp'ik), a. [< Gr.

dr/pioi; a wild beast, + avOpuvoi;, man, + -»c.]

Characterized by imagination or worship of su-

perhuman beings represented as combining the

forms of men and beasts.

Porifled magical religions, in which animistic ideas still

play a prominent part, but which liave grown up to a

therianthropic polytheism. Eneyc. Brit., XX. 3(57.

[NL., < Tlic-

rktium + -irfa?.] A family ofretitelarian spi-

ders, typified by the genus Theridium. Most
of them spin webs consisting of irregularly intersecting

threads. Many species are iuiown, and 19 genera are

up<.n other dipters. for which they lie in wait upon leaves npresentcd In Europe alone.
,Trr . ,

and huahes. About 200 species are known. They are ThendlUm (the-nd'i-um), n. [NL. (Walcke-
naer, 1805), < Gr. ^piiiov, a little animal.] A
genus of spiders, typical of the family Theri-

diidie.

Therina (the-ri'nil), n. [NL. (Htibner, 1816, as
Therinia), i Gr. O^p, a wild beast.] A genus

soiiiftimes called leaf.noeed Jtie*.

therewhilet (THar-hwil'), adv. [< ME. ther-

while, Ihertchyle; < there + ir/iife.] 1. Mean-
while ; the while

;
presently.

Ther-tchUe en tred in tbre maydene* of right grete bewte,
wher-of tweyne were neccs rn-to Agraiuaain.

Mertin (E. K. T. &), IIL 007.

2. For that time.

So have I doon in erthe, alias U«r-w^lia.'
lliat certes ... he wol my goat eiyle.

Chaueer, A. a C, L M.

therewhileat (THar-hwilz'), adv. [< ME. ther-

ichiles; as thereahile + adv. gen. -«».] During
the time; while.

TherwhUet that thilke thinges ben idoon, they ne mybte
nat ben undoon. Chaxuxr, Boethius, v. pruae 6.

therewith (THar-wiTn'), adr. [< ME. therwith

(= Sw. dervid= Dan. derved); as there + irifA.]

1. With that.
He 3ane jow fyae wlttss

For to worshepen bym ther-mth.
Pier* Plowman (C), ii. 16.

of geometrid
moths, of the
subfamily En-
nomina, hav-
ing the wings
broad and
slightly angu-
lar and the
male antenns
plumose. The
few species are
ocheroos or whit-
ish in color. T.
/ervidaria iscom*
mon tluougbont
the northern
I'nited SUtea
and Canada, and ocean as far south aa Georgia, where its

larra feeds on the snowdrop-tree. In the north it feeds

Tkfrima/ervidaria, natural «*e.

I hare learned, in whateTer state I am, tJmmeith to be
^^ spnice.

"•"'«''*• ""• '' *^ theilodont (the'ri-6-dont). a. and n. [Also
2. Upon that; thereupon. titerodont; < Gr. emwov, a wild beast, + o<5oif

"I take the prlTilese, Histreia Both, of aalating jroa.' (bSovr-) = E. tooth.\ I. a. Having teeth like

. . . And herewith I buaaed her well.
,._ , a maramal's, as a fossil reptile ; gpecifically, of

AZ>.Ko«j™««,Lorn.Doone,I. „, pertaining to the order Tft«rt^«a.
therewithal (THar-wiXH-ar), fxl"- [Formerly n. „. A member of the Tlieriodontia.

lilso IhTficilhtill; < there + tcithal.'i It. With Theriodontia (the'ri-<)-don'shi-|i), n. wJ. [NL.

:

that; therewith. see fAeruxJonf.] An order of extinct Afph/ta, so

Knowing his voice, altbonsh not hewd long tin, called from the resemblance of the dentition
She sadden was rerlved tA«mei(Aaa. in some respects to that of mammals. There was

Spen»er,r.<i.,VLsm. - "^ - . . ..

2f. At the same time.

I bewayle mine own Tnworthynesse, tniUertwiOal do
set before mine eyea the loet Ume of my youth mispent.

a<ueolgne, Steele Ola* (ed. ArberX Ep. Ded., p. 42.

Well, give her that ting, and thrrettithal

This letter. Shak., T. G. of V., Iv. 4. 90.

3. In addition to that; besides; also.

He was somewhat red of Face, and broad Breasted ; abort
of Body, and UiertwiUuU fat. Boktr, Chronlclea, p. 00.

Strong tbon art and goodly Utrtwithal.

In •ome forms a large lantarlform canine tooth on each
aide o( eaeh Jaw, aeparating definable Incisors from the
roolar teeth. The head somewhat resembled a turtle's;

the Tertebrae were tunphiccelous. the limbs ambulatory
with well^teveloped pectoral and pelvic arches ; the hu-
meros bad a aupraoondylar foramen. Many genera have
been deaerlbed from the Permian and TriasaTc of Africa,

aa Uemadtm, Cynodraeo, Tigrituelnu, and Oaletawnu.
Tbe ortglnal application of the term baa been modified by
aabaequent disooTerles: It has become an Inexact syn-

onym of Theromcrvka, and has been used Instead of Pe(y-
romuHa. Also Theriodonta and TKerodvntia. Bee cut
under IHeynodon.

r«nn»ion, Oareth and Lynette. therioinancy(the'ri-6-man-8i), n. [< Gr. ft?pfov.

therft, n. Spo Ihnrf

therfrot, therfromt, <idv. Middle English forms
f>f tliirffro, therefrom.

thergaillt, adv. A Middle English form of there-

mi u.

theriac (the'ri-ak), a. and n. [I. a. < L. theri-

acii.i, < Gr. OiipiaKd^, of or pertaining to wild
beasts, < dr/piov, a wild beast, a beast, animal,
a poisonous animal, esp. a serpent, dim. (in theriomorphic (the'ri-o-mdr'fik), a
form)offlvp, a wild beast. II. n. <ME. *tterioA-c, ttr/piov, a wild beast, + iwpi^li, form.]

a wild beast, + fiavrtia, divination.] Divina-
tion by observation of beasts.

Therlomorphat (the'ri-o-m6r'fa), «. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. ottheriomorphu's : see tfieriomorphous.]

In Owen's system of classification, one of three
suborders of Batrachia, contrasted with Ophio-

morpha and Ichthyomorpha. See Theromorpha.
Also Therimorpha.

-
[< Gr.
Having

Encyc. Brit., XVII.tiriake, tariake. < OF. theriaque, P. ih^riaque = the form of a wild beast,

Pr. tiriaca = Sp. teriaca, triaea = Pg. theriaga = 1150. [Rare.]
It. teriaca,<. L. theriaca,Mh. also teriaca, tiriaca, therlomorphoOS (the'ri-o-mdr'fns), a
tyriaca, < Or. dr/ptaK^ (sc. avridorof), an antidote
against the (poisonous) bites of wild beasts,
I'sp. serpents (neut. pi. 67iptaK&, sc. ^p/ioKa,
drugs so used), fem. of d^puuid^, of or pertaining
to wild beasts : see I. The same word, derived
through OF. and ME., appears as treacle, q. v.]

I. a. Same as theriacal.

II. n. A composition regarded as efficacious

against the bites of poisonous animals; par-
ticularly, theriaca Andromachi, or Venice trea-

cle, which is a compound of sixty to seventy or
more drugs, prepared, pulverized, and reduced
by the agency of honey to an electuary.

[<NL.
llirrinmorph)!.^, < Gr. Or/pidftop^, having the form
of a beast, < (hjpiov, a wild beast, + iiop<f>i], form.]

1. Beast-like; resembling an ordinary quadru-
ped or mammal: as, the fAeriomorp/»ou.< reptiles

of the Permian perio<I.— 2. Specifically, of or

eertaining to the Theriomorpha.

eriopod (the'ri-o-pod), a. and n. Same as
thirtijxid.

theriotoiay (the-ri-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Bripiov, a
wild beast, + -ro/jia, < rf/iveiv, Ta/iclv, cut.] The
dissection of beasts; the anatomy of other ani-

mals than man ; zootoiiiy.

therlt, V. A Middle English form of thirl^.

thermically

thermit, «• See tharm.

therm'-' (th^rm), «. [In its old use, usually in

plural Ihermes, < OF. (and F.) thermes = Sp.

tcrmas = Pg. thermas = It. terme, pi., < L.

thermie, pi., < Gr. eip/jat, hot baths, pi. of 6epfiii,

heat, < t)epfi6^, warm (= L. formus, warm), <

Btpew, make hot or dry, burn.] If. A hot bath

;

by extension, any bath or pool.

O cleer Therms,
If so your Waves be cold, what is it warms.
Nay, burns my hart?

Sylxxtter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

2. In physics, a thermal unit, the water-gram-
degree or (small) calory, the amount of heat re-

quired to raise one gram of water at its maxi-
mum density through one degree centigrade.

therms (thfer'me), 7i.pl. [L., < Gr. depfiai, hot
baths, pi. of Sipiirj, heat: see f/ierm^.] Hot
springs or hot baths ; particularly, one of the
public bathing-establishments of the ancient

Greeks and Romans, which were universally

patronized, and of which abundant remains
survive, the chief of them in Rome. The ancient
baths were originally of the simplest character, but with
the advance of time became, after the Periclean age, more
and more luxurious. Among the Romans their use did
not become general until toward the close of the repub-
lic, but was a popular passion throughout the empire. In
their fully developed form theRoman thermie were of great
size and lavish magniflcence. including dressing-rooms,
reservoirs, basins of hot and cold water, hot-air chambers,
courts for exercising, gardens for rest, lecture-rooms, li-

braries, and eveiT other elaboration of architecture and
of luxury. See plan under fratAl.

thermal (th6r'mal), a. [= F. thermal = Sp.

termal = Pg. thermal = lt. termale, < NL. 'ther-

malis, < Gr. Sipui, heat, pi. depjiai, hot baths : see

themfl.'] 1. Of or pertaining to heat.— 2. Of
or pertaining to thermse.

Next in splendour to the amphitheatres of the Romans
were their great thermal estatili^hments; in size they
were perhaps even more remarkable, and tlieir erection

must certainly have been more costly.

J. Fergutmn, Hist. Arch., I. 381.

Thermal alarm, a name applied to a variety of sig-

nals or alarms for indicating a rise in temperature, as a
hitt.bearing aiartn, a temperature alarm, or a theniw-eiec-

trie alarm (see thermo-electric).— Tbeimal analysis, the
analysis of the radiation from any source, as the sun or
an electric light, with a view to determining the relative

intensity of the luinin()U8 and non-luminous rays or the
distiibu'tioii of ht-al in tiitren-iit parts t>f the spectrum.

—

Thermal capacity, chemistry, equilibrium. See the
nouns.—Thermal equator, the line along which the
greatest heat occurs on the earth's surface. It travels

northward and southward through the year with the mo-
tion of the sun, but, on account of the influence of the
larger land masses in the northeni hemisphere, it never
moves more than a short distance into the southern hemi-
sphere except over Australia.— Thermal springs, ther-
mal waters, hot springs. See epriwj, 7. -Thermal imit.
See unit.

thermally (thi'r'mal-i), adi\ In a thermal man-
ner; witii reference to heat.

therm-ammeter (thtr-mam'e-t^r), n. [< Gr.
depfir/, heat,-!- E. ammeter.'] An instrument for
measuring the strength of an electric current
(in amperes) by means of the beat which it

generates.
thermantidote (th^r-man'ti-dot), n. [< Gr.
Oipiit/, hcut,+ aiTirfoTov, antidote : see antidote.]

An apparatus used in India for cooling the air.

It consKts of a revolving wheel fltted to a window, and
nsaally inclosed in wet tatties, through which the air is

forced.

Low and heavy punkahs swing overhead; a sweet
breathing of wet khaskhas grass comes out of the ther-

mantidote.
a. A. Maclcay, Sir All Baba, p. 112. (YvXe and Bumell.)

thermatology (thfer-ma-tol'6-ji), ». [< Gr.

dip/i/i, heat, + -?Myia, < Myeiv, speak : see -ology.]

In med., the science of the treatment of dis-

ease by heat, and specifically by thermal min-
eral waters; balneology.

Thermesia (thfer-me'si-a), n. [NL. (Hiibner,

1816), < Gr. dtppri, heat: see therm.] A genus
of noctuid moths, typical of the family Tlierme-

siidse. comprising a number of slender geometri-
form species, mostly from tropical regions.

Thermesiidse (th^r-me-si'i-de), n. pi- [NL.
(Guen^c, 1852), < Thermesia + -idee.] A large

family of noctuid moths of the pseudodeltoid
group, distinguished mainly by their non-angu-
late wings. About 40 genera besides Thermesia have
been placed in this family, which is represented in all

parts of the globe except Europe.

thermetrograph (th^r-met'ro-gr&f), n. Same
as tlicrmi>m<troijraph.

thermic (ther'iiiik), a. [= F. thermigtiej < Gr.

6(p/ui, heat: see therm^T] Of or relating to

heat; thermal: as, thermic conditions— Ther-
mic anomaly. See (i/i'minij/.—Thermic balance. Same
as Womrf-r— Thermic fever, sun.stroke.

thermically (ther'mi-kal-i), adv. In relation to

or as affected by heat; in a thermic manner.
[Rare.]



thermically

The cases hitherto reported hardly justify positive state-

ments as to the exact situation of thermically active

nerves. Medical News^ LI I. 667.

thermidt, adi'- A Middle English form of there-

mid.

Thermidor (th^r-mi-ddr'; F. pron. ter-ine-d6r'),

II. [< F. thermidor, irreg. < dr. dipfi?/, heat, +
dapoi; gift.] The eleventh month of the French
republican calendar (see calendar), beginning,
in 1794, on July 19th, and ending August 17th.

Thenuidorian (th6r-mi-d6'ri-an), a. and n. [<

F. thermidorien ; as Thermidor + -i-an.'] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Thermidorians. See II.

H. «. One of the more moderate party in the

French revolution, who took part in or sympa-
thized with the overthrow of Robespierre and
his adherents on 9th Thermidor (July 27th),

1794.

thenno-aqueous (thfer'mo-a'kwe-us), a. [< Gr.

OcpfiT/, heat, + L. aqua, water: see aqtieous.l

Of or pertaining to heated water, or due to its

action.

thennobarograph (th6r-mo-bar'o-gr&f), n. [<

Gr. Sepfi?!, heat, + E. barograph.'] An appara-
tus combining a thermograph and a barograph
in one interdependent instrument.

thermobarometer (ther"m9-ba-rom'e-t6r), «.

[< Gr. Bipfir/, heat, -I- E. baromeUsr.'] 1. A ther-

mometer which indicates the pressure of the
atmosphere by the boiling-point of water, used
in the measurement of altitudes.— 2. A siphon-
barometer having its two wide legs united by
a narrow tube, so that it can be used either in

its ordinary position as a barometer or in the
reversed position as a thermometer, the wide
sealed leg of the barometer then serving as the
bulb of the thermometer.

thermo-battery (th6r''m6-bat'6r-i), n. A ther-

mopile.
thermocautery (th6r-mo-ka't6r-i), n. [< Gr.

Bcpfi?!, heat, -1- E. cautery.] A form of actual

cautery in which the heat is produced by blow-
ing benzin-vapor into heated spongy platinum
on the inside of the cauterizing platinum-point.

thermochemical (th6r-mo-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

Oepiiri, heat, + E. chemical.] Of or pertaining to

thermochemistry, or chemical phenomena as

accompanied by the absorption or evolution of

heat.

thermochemist (ther-mo-kem'ist), n. [< Gr.

Stppv, heat, + E. chemist.] One who is versed
in the laws and phenomena of thermochemis-
try. Nature, XLIII. 165.

thermochemistry (thfer-mo-kem'is-tri), «. [<
Gr. Oep/iii, heat, -f- E. chemistry.] That branch
of chemical science which includes all the va-
rious relations existing between chemical ac-

tion and heat.

theirmochrose (thSr'mo-kros), n. Same as
thermochrosy.

thermochrosy (th6r'mo-kr6-si), n. [< Gr. dipiiTi,

heat, -f ;f/jwmf, coloring,< xp<^C^'v, touch, impart,
tinge, color : see chromatic.] The property pos-
sessed by radiant heat of being composed, like

light, of rays of different refrangibihties, vary-
ing in rate or degree of transmission through
diathermic substances. This property follows from
the essential identity of the invisible heat-rays of rela-

tively long wave-lengths and the luminous rays, or light-

rays. Sometimes called heat-color. See radiation and
gpectrum.

thermo-couple (th6r'm6-kup"l), m. [< Gr. 6(pp7i,

heat, -I- E. couple.] A thermo-electric couple.
See thermo-electricity. Philos. Mag., 5th ser.,

XXIX. 141.

thermo-CUrrent (thfer'mo-kur'ent), n. [< Gr.
Ocppr/, heat, -t- E. current^.] "The current, as
of electricity, set up by heating a compound
circuit consisting of two or more different

metals.

thermod (thfer'mod or -mod), n. [< Gr. 6ipp^,

heat, + od^.] Thermic od; the odic or odyllic

force of heat. See od^. Von Beichenbach.

thermodynamic (th6r'''mo-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr.
Oepfiri, heat, -I- dvvafu^, power: see dynaviic]
Relating to thermodynamics ; caused or oper-
ated by force due to the application of heat.

—

Thermodynamic function. See function.

thermodynamical (th6r"m9-di-nam'i-kal), a.

[< thermodynamic + -al.] Of or pertaining to
thermodynamics. Philos. 3fa(/., 5th ser.,XXV II.

213.

thermodynamically (th6r''mo-di-nam'i-kal-i )

,

adv. In accordance with the laws of thermo-
dynamics. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXVIU. 467.

thermodynamicist (th^r'mo-di-nam'i-sist), n.

[< thermodynamic + -ist.] A student of ther-
modynamics; one versed in thermodynamics.

6282

The mechanical equivalent of heat— the familiar "J"
of thermodynamicists. The Academy, Oct 26, 1889, p. 27S.

thermodynamics (th^r'mo-di-nam'iks), «. [PI.

of thermodynamic (see -ics).] The general math-
ematical doctrine of the relations of heat and
elasticity, or of temperature, volume, pressure,

and mechanical work. The consideration of movhig
forces, though suggested by the form of the word, does
not enter into the subject to any considerable extent.

Thermodynamics. In a strict interpretation, this branch
of science, sometimes called the Dynamical Theory of

Heat, deals with the relations between heat and work,
though it is often extended so as to include all transfor-

mations of energy. Either term is an infelicitous one, for

there is no direct reference to force in the majority of

questions dealt with in the subject.
TaU, Encyc. Brit, Xxni. 283.

Laws Of thermodynamica. The first law is the propo-
sition that a given amount of heat measured by the pro-

duct of the absolute temperature, the mass heated, and
its specific heat is equivalent to and correlated with a
given amount of mechanical work measured by the pro-

duct of a force (as the mass of a body multiplied by the
acceleration of gravity) into a distance through which
the point of application is driven back against the force.

The second law is the proposition that heat tends to flow

from a hotter to a colder body, and will not of itself Sow
the other way.

The principle of the conservation of energy when applied
to heat is commonly called the First Law of Thermody-
namics. It may be stated thus; when work is transfonned
into heat^ or heat into work, the quantity of work is me-
chanically equivalent to the quantity of heat. Admitting
heat to be a form of energy, the second law asserts that it

is impossible, by the unaided action of natural processes,

to transform any part of the heat of a body into mechani-
cal work, except by allowing heat to pass from that body
into another at a lower temperature.

Clerk MaxweU, Heat, p. 162.

thermo-electric (ther'^mo-e-lek'trik), a. [< Gr.
Beppr/, heat, -t- E. electric] Pertaining to ther-

mo-electi'icity : as, thermo-electric currents.

—

Thermo-electric alarm, an electrical apparatus de-
signed to indicate the rise of temperature beyond a cer-

tain desired point, as, for instance, to show when the
bearings of shaftings are overheated, or when a room is

too warm from overheating or in danger from flre.

—

Thermo-electric couple. See (A«rmo-efectnCT'(j/.—Ther-
mo-electric force, the electromotive force produced by
a thermo-electric couple, or thermopile.— Thermo-eloc-
trlc height. See the quotation.

The name " themwelectric height" has been introduced
to denote the element usually represented by the ordi-
nates of a thermoelectric diagram.

J. D. Everett, Units and Physical Constants, Pref., ix.

Thermo-electric multiplier, the combination of a ther-
mopile and a galvanometer as a
set of apparatus for the measure-
ment of dilferences of tempera-
ture of radiant heat, etc.— "Hier-
mo-electric series. See thermo-
electricity.

thermo-electrically (th^r"-

mo-e-lek'tri-kal-i), adv. In
accordance with the laws of
thermo-electricity. Encyc.
Brit., VIII. 94.

thermo-electricity (ther'-

mo-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n. [< Gr.
Stppn, heat, +'E. electricity.]

The electric current pro-
duced in a circuit of two or
more dissimilar metals, or
in a circuit of one metal different parts of
which are in dissimilar physical states, when
one of the points of union is heated or cooled
relatively to the remainder of the circuit ; also,

the branch of electrical science which treats of
electric currents so produced. If, for example, a
bar of bismuth and one of antimony are soldered toge-
ther and the point of union is heated while their other
extremities are connected by a wire, it is found that an
electric current passes from bismuth to antimony, and
through the wire from antimony to bismuth. Such a pair
of metal bars is called a thermo-electric couple or pair, and

it is found that the
thernio - electromo-
tive force, as it is

called, is, for a cir-

cuit composed of the

ui.^j ^'"TPiiWiBini / same pair of metals,
^^ ^^^"WHiM^ J proportional to the

difference of temper-
ature between the
hot and the cold

Thermo-electric Couple. junc ion. It is found,
further, that it dif-

fers for different metals ; and the list of the metals, ar-

ranged in order according to the direction of the current
generated, is called the thermo-electric series (analogous to

the electromotive series in voltaic electricity) : for exam-
ple, bismuth, lead, zinc, copper, iron, antimony. If more
than one couple are employed, the whole electromotive
force is the sum of the separate forces for the successive
junctions. A number of couples of the same two metals
joined together form a thermo-electric battery, or ther-

mopile ; they are arranged so that one set of junctions can
be heated while the other is kept cool. When connected
with a delicate galvanometer, the thermopile can be used
to detect and measure very small differences in tempera-
ture, as especially small differences in radiant heat ; for

this purpose one end of the thermopile is generally coat-

Thermo-electric Multi-
plier.

thermograpli

ed with lampblack so as to absorb the heat incident npon
it, and a cone of polished brass may be added to collect

more heat. Thermo-electric couples give a comparatively
low electromotive force, which has, however, great con-
stancy if the two sets of junctions are kept at a uniform
temperature. What is called ih^ Peltier ptienomenon or

effect is the rise or fall of temperature at the junction of

two different metals due to the passage of an electric

current from one metal to the other across the junction.
This thermal effect is distinct from the rise of tempera-
ture due to the electrical resistance of the metals, and
changes sign when the direction of the current across ^e
junction is changed.

thermo-electrometer (ther*m6-e-lek-trom'e-
t6r), n. [< Gr. OipfiTj, heat, + E. eleeiromeUr.']

An instrument for ascertaining the heating
power of an electric current, or for determin-
ing the strength of a current by the heat it pro-
duces.
tlierino-electromotive(ther*md-e-lek-tro-mo'-
tiv), a. [< Gr. Oepf^Vt heat, + E. electromotive.']

Pertaining to thermo-electricity Thermo-eleo-
tromotlve force. Same as thermo-electric force (which
see, under thermo-electric).

thermo-element (ther*mo-ere-ment), n. A
thermo-electric couple. See thermo-electricity.

thermo-excitory (ther'-'mo-ek-si't^-ri), a. [<
Gr. dtpfiTj,, heat, + E. excite + -ory."} Causing
the production of heat in the body.
thermogent (th^r'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. Oipfiri^ heat,
+ -yevrj^j producing: see -gen.] The fluid for-

merly supposed to exist which was known as
caloric (which see).

thermogenesis (th^r-mo-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr.

OipfiTi, heat, + yivfoigj production.] The pro-
duction of heat ; specifically, the production
of heat in the human body by physiological
processes.

tnermogenetic (th6r'mo-je-net'ik), a. Same
as thermogenic. Boston'Med. and Surg. Jour.

thermogenic (th^r-mo-jen'ik), a. [As thervw-
gen + -ic] Of or pertaining to the production
of heat; producing heat—Thermogenic centers,
nervous centers whose function is to stimulHte tlie pro-

duction of heat in the body.—Thermogenic fibers, ner-

vous fibers conveying impulses which increase the pnxiuc-
tion of heat in the body.— Thermogenic substance, a
substance which is associated with the production of heat
in the body.

thermogenous (th^r-moj'e-nus), a. [As ther-

mogen + -oiis.] Producing heat,

thermogram (ther'mo-gram), «. [< Gr. Bkpfirj,,

heat, + ypafifiCf a mark, writing.] The record
made l>y a thermograph.
thermograph (ther'mo-graf), n. [< Gr. Oepf^v^

heat, -f ypdfeiVy writ€.] An automatic self-

registering thermometer, a variety of forms have
been used, involving different principles and methods.
(a) In the photographic method mercurial thermometers
lire used in the following manner: near the top of the
mercury In the stem an air-bubble separates the column

;

by the action of a system of lenses the light from a lamp
passes through the air-bubble, and throws the image of
the bubble on the surface of a revolving cylinder upon
which is wrapped a sheet of sensitized paper; no other
light except the ray passing through the bubble enters
the dark chamber containing the cylinder, and a photo-
graphic registration is therefore made of the oscillations

of tlie mercury-column, (b) In the metallic thermograph
the actuating instrument is a metallic tliermometer whose
indications are made to yield any desired d^rree of sensi-

tiveness by a lever or levers which give motion to a re-

cording pen. To an iron frame (see the cut) are fastened
the thermometer-strips, the clock, the adjustments of
the recording lever, and the perforated protecting case.
The clock rotates a metallic disk once a week. A paper
chart is fastened to the disk and rotates with it. The chart
is divided into fourteen equal spaces, the dark spaces in-

dicating night-time. These spaces are subdivided to
indicate hours. The recording lever traces with an ink
pen a line upon the paper chart, according as the metallic
thermometer bends as &£Fected by the heat or cold. The

Thermograph.
A, clock-arbor; C, clock-box ; D, ink pen; F, F, arcs; L. record-

ing lever: N, N, metallic thennometer-strips ; P, P, platinum wires;
R, piece for holdinc thermometer- strips to frame ; S, S, screws for
adjusting recording!ever ; W, winding arbors of clock ; X, X, screw-
holes for fastening instrument in place or in packing-box.

thermometer is composed of two strips of metal of differ-
ent expansibilities. The curve thus traced over the con-
centric lines of the paper chart which indicate d^reee
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thermograph
enables the temperature at any time during the week and
the rate of variation to be accurately determined, (c) In
the electric-contact method a mercurial thermometer hav-
ing a large bulb and an enlarged stem has the upper end
of the tube left open, and a fine platinum wire is made to
descend in the tube by clockwork at regular Intervals.
When the wire comes in contact with the top of the mer*
cury, an electric circuit is closed, and the distance is re-

gistered which the platinum wire has descended in ortler

to touch the mercur>' surface. This method is used in
the instruments of Hough and Secchi. (d) In the manom-
eter thermograph the actuating instrument is an air- or
gas-thermometer. The vessel containing air is connected
by a fine tube with a registering apparatus, of which vari-

ous forms have been devised. Changes of temperature
produce changes of pressure in the inclosed gas, and these
changes of pressure are the subject of measurement and
registration. The scale of the thermogram is evaluated in

d^T^^ either by a theoretical formula or by actual com-
pariaons. The instruments of Schreiber and Sprung be-
long to this class, (e) A still further form, nut belonging
strictly to any of the preceding classes, is illustrated by
the Richard thermograph. Its thermometer is a Bourdon
tabe filled with alcohol, to which is attached a lever car-
rring the registering pen. With a rise of temperature
the ditferential expansion produces a change of shape of
the tube, accompanied by a corresponding change in posi-
tion of the lever and registering pen. A high degree of
sensitiveneftsand consequent accuracy is attained by this
instruniunt.

thermography (th^r-mog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. dlpfii^,

heat, + -yfjw^ia, < ypdt^tv^ write.] Any method
of writing which requires heat to develop the
characters,

thermo-inhibitory (th6r'm6-in-hib'i-to-ri), a.

[< Ur. tfffiur/y heatt + E. inhibitory.^ Noting
ner\'es whose function is to stop or inhibit the
production of heat in the body.
tAermojanction (thfer'mo-jungk'shon), n. [<
Ur. Otpur/, heat, + E. juticHon.] The point of
union of the two metals of a thermo-electric
couple.

thermokinematics (th^r-mo-kin-e-mat'iks), n.

[< Gr. Bepfi^, heat. + E. kineniaticjt.'i The theory
of the motion of heat. See the quotation.
The science of heat has beeu called Tbermotlcs, and

the theory of heat as a torm of energy Is called Thermo-
dnuunics. In the same war the theory of the eaaillb*
nam of heat might be called Tbwmosti^cs. and tJiat of
the motion of heat ThermokinenuUuM.

Clerk MazveU, Heat, Int. L 9.

thermology (th^r-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Oemi^,

heiit, + '/Myia, < yjyetVy speak: see •oloffjf.'] The
science of heat.
M. Le Comte terms it (the science of beat] rA^nmrfom.

WheweU, Philoe. of Induct Sciences, I. p. IxxIL

thermolysis (th^r-mol'i-sis), n. [< Gr. ^/>^,
heat, + /.i-ff/Ct loosening, dissolving.] 1. Same
as distfociatiou, 2.

The heat supplied has the effect of throwing the mole-
cule Into such agitation that the mutual affinity of the
atoms cannot retain them in union. This is the process
of Dissociation or Thermolyn*.

A. VanieU, Prln. of Phyrica, p. 319.

2. The dispersion of heat from the body, by
radiation, conduction, evaporation, and the
warming of excreta and dejecta.

thermoljrtic (th^r-mo-lit'ik), «. and h. [< ther-
mo^ysis (-lyt-) + -iV.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to thermolysis, in either sense; heat-discharg-
ing^ Med. .Veir*, LII. 393.

II, w. A substance or agent having to do
witli tlie discharge of heat &om the body.
thermolyze (th^r'mo-liz), r. t; pret. and pp.
tfurmohfcefty ppr. thermolyzing. [< thermolwis
(cf. analyze).} To subject to thermolysia; dis-
soeiatf by the action of heat.

thermomagnetic (thir'mo-mag-net'ik), a. [<
<ir. fhpuTj, heat, + E. magnetic.j Pertaining to
tlic effect of heat as modifying the magnetic
itroperties of bodies,

lennomagnetism (th^r'md-mag'net-izm), n.

[< {yr. ffii>ur/, heat, + E. tnoffneti^m.^ Magnet-
ism resulting from, or as affected by, the ac-
tion of heat.

thermometer {?h6r-mom'e-t6r), n. [= F. ther-
momctre =: Hp. termdmeirey term6metro = Pg.
thermometro = It. termometro= D. G. Dan. ther-
viomefer = Sw. termometer^ < NL. ^thermome-'
trum, <Gr. Oip/ir/^ heat, + /iirpov, measure.] 1,
An instrument by which the temperatures (see
temperature and thermometry) of bodies are as-
certained, founded on the common property
belonging to all bodies, with very few excep-
tions, of expanding with heat, the rate or
quantity of expansion being supposed to be
i)r()portional to the degree of heat applied, and
hence indicating that degree. The expanding
substance may be a liquid, as mercury or alcohol ; a gas,
as in the air thermometer (which see); or a solid, as
in the metallic thermometer (see below). The ordinary
thenni.meter consists of a slender glass tube with a
small lK»re, containing In general mercury or alcohol

;

this expands or contracts by Tariations in the tempera-
ture of the atmosphere, or on the instrument being
brought into contact with an? other lM>dy, or being im-
merse<l fn a liquid or gas which Is to be examined, and the
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state of the atmosphere, the body, liquid, or gas, with re-
gard to heat, is indicated by a scale either applied to the
tube or engraved on its exterior surface. The thermom-
eter was invented by Galileo at some date prior to 1611,
and was developed by his pupils through the first thirty
years of the seventeenth century. In 1641 the Florentine
philosophers were using a thermometer consisting of a
bulb filled with alcohol, with sealed stem, and graduated
on the stem according to an arbitrar>' scale, of which the
divisions were, approximately, fiftieths of the volume of
the bull). Sagredo adopted a scale of 360 divisions, like
the graduation of a circle, and fixed the application of the
word detjree to the thermometric spaces. >'o means of
comparing observations made with thermometers con-
taining different fluids and of different manufacture were
possible until l-'ahrenheit adopted a graduation between
two fixed temperatures. For the zero of his scale Fahren-
heit adopted the lowest temperature observed by him in
the winter of 1709. and for his upper fixed point he took
the temperature of the body, and marked it 96*". By this
system of numeration the temperature of melting ice be-
came 32^, and the boiling-point of water 212°. This is the
scale of the Fahrenheit thermmmter commonly used by
English-speaking peoples and in Holland. De I'lsle, about
1730, first used the melting-point of ice and the boiling-
point of water as the fixed points of the thermometric
scale, and they gradually came to be universally accepted.
In Jit'aumtir'g thermometer (formerly largely used in Ger-
many and Russia, but now being 8ui>erseded) the space
between the freezing-point and the boiling-point of water
is divided into !S0 equal parts, the zero being at freezing.
In the cetUiijrade thermometer^ used widely throughout
Europe, and very extensively in scientific investigations
everywhere, the space between the freezing-point and the
boiling-point of water is divided into 100 equal parts or
degrees, the freezing-point being zero and the boiling-
point 100*. The absolute zero of temperature is the logi-
cal beginning of a thermometric scale, but since ther-
mome&ic temperatures are primarily relative, the zero-
point is arbitrary, and the Fahrenheit, Reaumur, and
centigrade thermometers present the different systems
of numeration that have come into use. The following
formulse give the conversion of tliese scales : I^t F, R. and
C represent anv temperature as given l^ the three scales
respectively, then K^RxJ + srsCxf + Sa". The
standard mercurial thervumeter consists of a slender
tube with capillary bore hermetically sealed at the top,
and terminating at Its lower end in a bulb filled with
mercury. The melting-point of Ice and the boiling-point
of water at staodard pressure are determined on the
tube^ and the Intermediate space Ls subdivided into eoual
parts. The gradnatlons are extended above and below
the fldncial points, and finally the tube Is calibrated and
outstanding errors <^ the graduation are determined.
Ordinary thermometers covering any desired small range
of temperature are graduated by comparison with a stan-
dard. For extreme degrees of cold, tbennometov filled

with spirit of wine mast be employed, as nodegree of cold
known is capable of freezing that liquid, whereas mercury
freezes at about 88* below zero on the Fahrenheit scale.
On the other hand, spirit of wine Is not adapted to high
temperatorei^ as It is soon converted into vapor, where*
as meronnrdoes not boil till its temperature is raised to
060* F. Mercury thermometers designed for measuring
temperatures up to 400* C. (752* V.) are made by tUlIng the
stem and an upper bolb above tne stem with nitrogen.
The mercury expands against the Increasing pressure of
the nitrogen, and Its boiling-point is raised thereby. Tem-
peratures higher than this limit are usually obtained with
air- or steam-thermometers and other forms ot pyrometer
(which seel The air- (or ffoa-^thermometer consists of a
Quantity ofpare dry airorgas contained in a reservoir such
that Its cbaiigeofTolume or of pressurewith vaning tem-
peratures may be properly observed. Tvo forms have been
osed— (1) the eonttant-pnaaure thermometer, in which the
gas Is maintained at constant pressure and Its Tarying
volume measured; (fithteomtant-volume thermometer, In
which the increase of pressure under constant rolnme Is

measared. This is the ordlnsry form in which the in-
stmment la used. For accuracy it Is decidedly superior
to the mercury thermometer, and has been adopted as
the ultimate standard to which all other thermometers
are referred. In the m«taZ<ietA«mM>iiv*(«r, as generally con-
structed, temperature Is measured by the change In f</rm
of composite metal bars, due to their oifferential expansion
(hence more properly called bimetaUie thermometery. One
of the eariy forms was that of Br^netw which consists ot
s fine n»lnu bar made of platinum, gold, and silver. One
end of the spiral is fixed, the other end being connected
with a simple mechanical device to convert the curving
or torsion of the bar under changes of temperature into
the movement of an Index overadial havlngascsle mark-
ed In a circle upon It The same principle, with variations
In the mechanical application, is now much used in the
construction of thermographs. For indicating very slight
variations of temperature a thermo-electric junction or the
bolometer is employed.

The thermometer discovers all the small uni»erceivable
variations in the coldness of the air.

Glanmlle, Essays, iii. (an. 1676X (Riehardeon.)

2. Hence, tiguratively, anything which (rough-
ly) indicates temperature.
These fixed animals [corals], and the reefs which they

elaborate, are among the best of living thermometen.
Gill, I'nx;. liiol. Soc. of Washington, 1S85, 11. 36.

ABpiratlon thermometer, one in which the tempera-
ture of the air i« obtained by drawing air in with a venti-
latingfan through a tube, and causing it to dow rapidly
over a thermometer, or over wet- and dry-bulb thermom-
eters, placed therein. This method, first de8crit)ed by
Belli in 1837, has been followed and developed in the in-
strument of Assmann.— Attached thermometer, one
fastened to the tube of abarouK-tt-r for in^iicaiiTit; the tem-
perature of Its mercury. — Axilla thermometer, .see

AziKa.— Bi-metal thermometer, a thermometer com-
posed of a bar of two metals or alloys, having different
rates of expansion, brazed together and umietiines bent
Into the form of a spind. The compound bar is fastened
rigidly at one end, the other end being connected with a
simple mechanical device to convert the curving or tor-
sion of the bar under changes of temperature Into the

thermometer
movement of an index over a dial having a scale marked
upon it— Celsius thermometer, a thermometer intro-
duced by Celsius in 1736 (and used to a limited extent^ in
which the zero of the scale was placed at the temperature
of boiling water and loo^ at the temperature of melting
ice, plus (-f ) and minus (—) d^rees in atmospheric tem-
peratures being thus avoided. This was a centigrade
scale, but not that of the modern centigrade theiniom-
eter, which was introduced by Linnajus.— Centigrade
thermometer, see def. i.— Chromatic thermom-
eter, an arrangement of glass plates, devised by Sir
David Brewster, exhibiting the difference between their
temperature and that of an object with which tliey are
brought in contact by the different hues of the polarized
light produced in the plates.—Chromo thermometer,
an instrument used to raise the temperature of petro-
leum at the rate of 20° in fifteen minutes : used for pur-
poses of testing.— Clinical thermometer, a small maxi-
mum self-registering mercurial themiometer used in ob-
taining the temperature of the body. In its usual form the
range of scale is "iS" F., or less, and graduation is carried to
one fifth of a degree. A very sensitive clinical instrument,
called the half-minute thermometer, has a bulb of small di-

ameter and an extremely fine bore, in which the mercury
is rendered visible by a lens-fronted stem.— Conjugate
thermometer. Same as differential thermometer. —
Deep-sea thermometer, a registering thermometer
used to asoertain tlie temperature of the sea at any depth.
The instrument consists of the thermometer proper set in
a metallic frame. The form of thermometer now used is
that of Negretti and Zambra. It consists of a mercury
thermometer whose stem, of wide bore, terminates in a
small pyriform sac. The stem is contracted and con-
torted just above the bulb, and when the instrument is in-
verted, the mercury-column breaks at this point, and flows
down into the tube, which is graduated in the inverted po-
sition. An overflow-cell prevent* mercury from the bulb
from entering the stem if there is a rise of temperature. To
protect it from pressure, the thermometer is hermetically
sealed in a strong glass tube, the part of which surrounding
the bulb contains a quantity of mercury secured by a ring
of india-rubber cement. By means of mechanism in its

frame, the thermometer is made to turn over at any de-
sired depth, and the temperature at the instant of inversion
remains recorded in the tube until the instrument is read
and reset. For small depths, the instrument is reversed
by a weight which is sent down the sounding-line. For
great depths, the reversal is effected by means of the rev-
olution of a small propeller, which is set in motion by the
water so soon as the thennometer is drawn upward.

—

DeylUe'S aXr-thermometer. a form of air-thermometer
used for measuring very high temperatures— the thermo-
metric substance, the air, being contained In a porcelain
bulb capable of resisting the heat of a furnace.— Differ-
ential thermometer, an instrument for measuring very
small differences i>f ttinperature. The earliest form, in-
vented and named by SirJohn Leslie, consists of a U-shaped
tube, each end ttf wliich terminates in a bulb. The bend
of the tube contains a colored liquid ; the upper parts of
the tube and the bulbs are tilled with confined air. When
one of the bulbs fs at a higher tenineratnre than the other,
the liquid in the adjacent stem is driven down by the high-
er pressure, and rises in the opiM)site branch. The differ-
ence In height is propni-tlunal to tlur difference in tempera-
ture of the two bulbs. The instrument is now used only as
a thermoscope— Earth-thermometer, one designed for
ascertaining the temperature of the ground at different
depths. Three types have been employed— (a) a ther-
mometer of large bulb and very long stem, so that, al-

though burled many feet In the ground, the top of the
liquid column extends above the surface (temperatures
at depths of twenty feet have been obtained by this);

(!») an ordinary thermometer inclosed in a wooden tube
and other non-conducting packings, wliich can be sunk
to any desired depth, the temperature of the thennom-
eter being assumed not to change during the short time re-
quired to draw it opand make the reading

; (r) (l) thermo-
electric Junctions; (2) the electrical-resistance method.
— Electric thermometer, (a) An apparatus for mea-
suring small ditteruncesof temperature, based on the ac-
tion of a thermopile. See thermo-electriHty. (6) A ther-
mometer whose action Is based on the variation of elec-
trical resistance produced by changes of t^^'mperature in a
metallic conductor. The difference in the resistance be-
tween a current passing through a conductor of known
and one of unknown temperature gives the difference
of temperature between the two. Also called differen-
tial- renxtancc thenntnneter. The most delicate form in
which the principle is applied Is the bolometer.-Fah-
renheit thermometer. See def. i.— Klnnersley's
thermometer, an apparatus sometimes used to illus-
tnite the sudden exjtiinHion of air through which a dis-
charge of lii^:h-potentiaI electricity has taken place. It
consists of two connected tubes partially filled with wa-
ter; the larger one contains above the water-surface two
knobs, and when the spark is formed between them the
water is forced np to a higher level in the smaller tube.—
Maximum thermometer, one that registers the maxi-
mum temperature to whicfi it is exposed. Three types
have come Into use in connection with the mercurial ther-
mometer, (a) The Rutherford maximum has a light mov-
able steel index at the top of the mercurial column. The
tube fa placed horizontal, and as the temperature rises
the mercury pushes the index before it. When the tem-
perature falls, the index is left in situ to mark the po-
sition of the maximum. (6) In rhillfps's maximum, a
small bubble of air makes a break In the upper part of the
mercurial column. When the temperature begins to fall,

the detached portion of the column Is left behind to regis^

ter the highest temperature, (c) The Negretti maximum
has the bore of the tube partly closed by a constriction
Just above the bulb. In rising temperatures mercury is

forced from the bulb past the constriction, but when the
temperature falls the mercury cannot readily return to
the bulb, and the top of the mercurial column Indicates
the maximum temperature. In order to reset the ther-
mometer to the current air-temperature, the mercury is

forced back Intt) the bulb by whirling the instrument on
a swing-pin. This form of maximum i.s used at the sta-
tions of the ITnited States Weather llureau.- Mercury
thermometer, see def. i.- Metallic thermometer.
See def. 1 .- Metastatic thermometer, a very sensi-
tive mercurial thermometer, having an apical cavity



thermometer
into which any desu^d part of the mercury can be drawn
off. This device enables the thennometer to be used over
a wide range of temperature, and the scale to be gradu-
ated to small fractions of a degree, without increasing the
length of the stem. For each different state of the instru-

ment, the temperature corresponding to some part of the
scale must be determined by comparison with a standard
thermometer.— Methyl-butyrate thennometer, one
in which the thermometric substance is methyl butyrate.
Sir WillMtn Thouison, Encyc. Brit., XI. 569.— Minimtim
thermouieter, a thermometer that registers the mini-
mum temperature to which it is exposed. The alcohol
minimum, devised by Rutherford in 1794, is now univer-
sally used. The registration is effected by a light steel or
glass index enlarged and rounded at the end, and wholly
immersed in the column of alcohol. When the tempera-
ture tails, the index is carried toward the bulb by the sur-

face-tension at the end of the contracting liquid column,
and when the temperature rises the alcohol flows around
and past the index, leaving it to mark the lowest temper-
ature. — Opblcal thermometer, a thennometer proposed
by Comu for the study of high temperatures, based on the
principle that in certain crystals the amount of the rota-

tion of the plane of polarization depends on the tempera-
ture. As quartz can be submitted to a wide range of tem-
perature, it is considered to be specially adapted for the
application of this method in determining high tempera-
tures.— Overflowing or mercurial-welglit thermom-
eter, a mercury-thermometer consisting of a bulb with a
short piece of tine stem perfectly filled with mercury at
0" C. Any higher temperature is determined by weigh-
ing the quantity of mercury expelled, instead of by mea-
suring it voiumetrically, as in the ordinary mercurial stem-
thermometer.— Radiation thermometer. See terres-

trial radiation thermometer and solar-radiation ther7nom-
cfer— Reaumur thermometer. See def. i.— Regis-
tering thermometer, a self-registering thermometer;
a maximum or minimum thermometer.— Six's ther-
mometer, a self-registering thermometer, invented by
J. Six in 1781, combining in one instrument the registra-

tion of maximum and minimum temperatures: for many
years verj' widely used, but now generally superseded by
separate maximum and minimum instruments.— SUng-
thermometer, a thermometer with which the tempera-
ture of the air is obtained by whirling the instrument in

the free air. Theresulting rapid convection brings the tem-
perature of the thermometer into close accordance with
the temperature of the air.—Solar-radiation thermom-
eter, a thermometer for measuring the intensity of solar

radiation. A form frequently adopted for this purpose is

the black-bulb thermometer in vacuo, first suggested by Sir

John Herschel. It consists of a sensitive mercurial ther-
mometer having the bulb and about an inch of the stem
covered with lampblack. The whole is inclosed in a glass
tube, of which one end is blown into a large bulb in the
center of which is fixed the bulb of the thermometer, and
the tube is then exhausted of air. The thermometer-bulb
thus prepared absorbs all the solar heat that falls upon
it, and loses none by convection. With the black-bulb
thermometer there is frequently used a bright-bulb ther-
mometer similarly incased. This has Its bulb covered
with polished silver, or some equivalent coating, which re-

flects most of the radiation that falls upon it. The differ-

ence between the readings of these two instruments is as-

sumed to measure the intensity of solar radiation.— Sub-
marine thermometer. Same as deep-sea thermometer.—
Terrestrial-radiation thermometer, a minimum ther-
mometer used to register the cooling of the earth's surface
below the temperature of the air by nocturnal radiation.
The bulb of the thermometer is generally shaped with
special regard to obtaining a high degree of sensitiveness.
Also called nocturnal-radiation ihermmneter.—Upsetting
thermometer, a form of mercurial thermometer devised
by Negretti and Zambra for registering the temperature
at any desired time. The registration is effected by in-

verting the instrument, after which it remains unaltered
until it is reset. By means of clockwork, the upset may
be made to occur automatically at any desired time, and
a series of such thermometers constitutes a method for
obtaining hourly temperatures. The instrument finds its

principal use as a deep-sea thermometer. See above.

—

Water-steam thermometer, a proposed form of ther-
mometer in which the thermometric substance is satu-
rated water-vapor, and in which the temperature is given
from the pressure of the vapor as measured by the height
of the water-column it can support.—Wet-hulb ther-
mometer. See psychrometer.

thermometric (ther-mo-met'rik), a. [= F.
thermometrique ; as thermometer + -ic.'\ 1. Of
or pertaining to a thermometer : as, the thermo-
metric scale or tube.— 2. Made by means of a
thermometer: as, ifeer/wowe^nc observations.

—

Thermometric steam-gage, aform of steam-gage which
shows the amount of pressure in a boiler by the degree of
expansion of a fluid at the temperature produced by the
pressure. E. H. Knight.

tliermometrical (ther-mo-met'ri-kal), a, [<
thermometric + -aZ.] Same as thermometric,
Boyle, Works, II. 466.

thermometrically (th6r-mo-met'ri-kal-i), adv.
In a thermometrical manner; by means of a
thermometer.
thermometrograph (th6r-mo-met'ro-graf), n.

[= F. thermometrographe, < (jr. O^pfirj, heat, +
fiirpov, measure, + ypa^e^v, write.] Aself-regis-
tering thermometer, especially one which reg-
isters the maximum or minimum temperature
during long periods. Also thermetrograph.
thermometr^T (ther-mom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. dipfXT/,

heat, -h -fierpla^ < fikrpov, measure.] The art of
measuring temperature. A numerical unit of tem-
perature difference is derived from the measurable physi-
cal effects produced in bodies by heat— for example, linear
expansion, volumetric expansion, change of gaseous elas-
tic pressure, and change in electric resistance. In the
customary use of the thermometer, changes in tempera-
ture are assumed to be directly proportional to the ob-
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served changes in the thermometric material, and tempera-
ture units are defined in terms of the particular material

and phenomenon adopted. The thermometric unit at pres-

ent (1899) adopted by the International Bureau of Weights
and ileasures is one centigrade degree, or the hundredth
part of the fractional increase of pressure of a volume of

pure dry gas originally at a pressure of one standard at-

mosphere, and heated from the standard freezing-point

to the standard boiling-point of water. With this unit, in-

crements of temperature are closely proportional to in-

crements of heat, and the air- (or gas-)thermometer of con-

stant volume is the adopted instrumental standard. The
air-thermometer, however, is not adapted to ordinary uses,

and it is the object of thermometry to obtain comparable
temperatures with convenient and portable instruments.
The expansion of liquids is closely proportional to succes-

sive increments of heat, and is taken as the basis of the
usual secondary thermometric standards. It should be
observed, however, that in general the subject of measure-
ment is not the simple expansion of the liquid, but the
differentia expansion of the liquid and the glass bulb in

which it is contained ; and from the standpoint of pre-

cise thermometry it is in this uncertain, irregular, and
varying behavior of the glass that the principal residual
discrepancies of normal mercurial thermometers lie. The
most important of these sources of eiTor in mercurial
thermometers is a change in the zero-point with time and
with the temperatures to which the thermometers are ex-

posed. Tliis change depends upon the nature of the glass.

Glass of special composition is now used in the construc-
tion of thermometers, which will practically eliminate
this source of error. The method of graduating ther-

mometers between two fiducial points, instead of by vol-

ume, was an advance in construction adopted by Faiiren-

heit that first made possible the construction of compara-
ble thermometers. The adoption later of the freezing-
point and the boiling-point of water for these two standard
temperatures brought different kinds of thermometers
into substantial agreement. In the recent progress of

precise thermometry, residual sources of error have been
discovered, and outstanding discrepancies have been in-

vestigated, so as to render possible the reduction of all

observed temperatures to the thermodynamic scale.

thermomotive (ther-mo-mo'tiv), a, [< Gr. Oep^Tjj

heat, + E. motive.'] Broadly, pertaining to or
derived from molar motion produced by heat,

as in any heat-engine, but more particularly
used with reference to heat-engines in which
motion is derived from air or other gas expanded
by heat: as, iftermomo/ire power; thermomotive
effect ; thermomotive efficiency.

thermomotor (ther-mo-mo'tor), «, [< Gr. depf/%

heat, + LL. motor, a mover.] A heat-engine,
particularly a so-called calorie engine, or an air-

engine driven by the expansive force of heated
air. Compare gas-engine, heat-engine, and ca-
loric engine (under caloric).

thermomultiplier (ther-mo-mul'ti-pli-er), n.

[< Gr. dep/Liy, heat, + E. multiplier.'] Same as
thermopile. See the quotation.

The discoveries of Oersted and Seebeck led to the con-
struction of an instrument for measuring temperature in-

comparably more delicate than any previously known. To
distinguish it from the ordinary thermometer, this instru-

ment is called the thermomultiplier.
W. R. Grove, Corr. of Physical Forces, iii.

thermonatrite (ther-mo-na'tnt), n. [< Gr.

depfi?/, heat, + E. natron + Me"^,] Hydrous
sodium carbonate (Na2C03 + H2O), occurring
chiefly as an efflorescence in connection with
saline lakes.

thermo-pair (ther'mo-par), w. [< Gr. Okp^Tj,

heat, + 'Et, pair'^.] A thermo-electric element
or couple. See thermo-electricity,

thermopalpation (ther^mo-pal-pa'shon), n. [<

Gr. O^pf^v-, teat, + L. palpatio{n-)j a stroking:
see palpation,] Palpation of the surface of the
body to determine temperature, especially to
determine topographical differences of temper-
ature with a view to determine the position and
condition of internal organs.

thermophoiie (ther'mo-fon), n. [< Gr. Oep/iT/,

heat, 4- (povr/^ a sound.^ An electrical instru-

ment in which sounds are produced by the
changes in the circuit due to variations of tem-
perature.

thermopile (th6r'mo-pil), n, [< Gr. 6^p/i7jj heat,
+ E. pile^,] A thermo-electric battery, espe-
cially as arranged for the measurement of small
quantities of radiant heat. See thermo-electri-

city,

thermoregulator (ther-mo-reg'u-la-tor), n, [<
Gr. Oipf^Tff heat, + E. regulator,] A device for
regulating the temperature of a heating-appa-
ratus.

thermoscope (th6r'mo-sk6p),w. [=F. thermo-
scope = Sp. It. termoscopio, < Gr, OepfiTj, heat, +
GKonelVj view, examine.] An instrument or a
device for indicating variations in temperature
without measuring their amount. The name was
first applied by C!ount Rumford to an instrument in-

vented by him, resembling the differential thermometer
of Leslie. Out of an indefinite number of thermoscopes,
a class of chromatic thennoscopes maybe mentioned in
which changes in temperature are indicated by changes
in the shade or the color of a substance coated with cer-

tain chemical preparations. These have been used to
some extent for indicating a rise in temperature caused

thermotelephone

by the heating of a journal in machinery. Thermoscopea
consisting of a tube containing air or mercury, and hav-
ing an adjustable scale, or a scale limited to a few de-
grees, are used in machines for testing lubricants, in ap-
pliances for physical research, as in Osborne's esthermo-
scope, and in diagnosis, as in Dr. Seguin's thermoscope
for detecting minute variations in the temperature of the
body.

thermosCOpic(ther-mo-skop'ik), a, [< thermo-
scope + -ic] Pertaining to the thermoscope;
made by means of the thermoscope: as, ther-

moscopic observations. Grove.

thermOSCOpical (ther-mo-skop'i-kal), a, [<

ihermoscopic + -al.] Same as thermoscopic.

thermosiphon (ther-mo-si'fon), n. [< Gr. Olpfiy,

heat, + (ji(pijv, siphon.] An arrangement of si-

phon-tubes serving to induce circulation of
water in a heating apparatus.

thermostat (ther'mo-stat), ?t. [< Gr, Oep/inj

heat, + orardg, verbal adj. of laTdvai, stand: see

static] An automatic instrument or apparatus
forregulatingtemperature. It is essentially amod
ification of the thermometer, so arranged that, in place
of indicating thermal variations, it controls the source of
heat or of ventilation, and thus indirectly regulates the
temperature. One of the earliest forms of thermostat
was that devised by Dr. Ure. It consisted of a bar com-
posed of two metals, say steel and copper, having differ-

ent degrees of expansion under the same temperature.
This bar, when fixed in position, was made by simple me-
chanical means to open a furnace-door, move a damper,
or open a window, by means of the bending of the bar
under the infiuence of an increase in heat. Other forms
of this thermostat have since been used to make or break

Thermostat.

a, base ; d, involute expansion -strip, composed of two metals having"
different coefficients of expansion, as brass and steel ; c, adjustment-
screw, formmg part of an electric circuit whenever 6 is expanded by
heat so as to touch the point of the screw ; d, d, conducting wires.

an electric current, and thus move an armature that con-
trols a damper, steam-valve, or other heat-regulating
mechanism. Another form consists of a balanced ther-

mometer that, under the movements of the mercury in a
tube pivoted in the center in a horizontal iwsition, would
rise or fall, and thus control a damper or fire-door. An-
other form consists of a thermometer resembling a thermo-
electric alarm (see thermo-electric), except that the closing
of the circuit by the rise of the mercury in the tube oper-
ates a fire-door or damper in place of sounding an alarm.
Where a thermostat is merely used to ring a bell, it is

called a thermostatic alarm. A very simple and yet deli-

cately responsive fonn is a slender bar of gutta-percha,
fixed at one end, and attached at the other to a lever, which
is caused to act by the expansion or contraction of the
bar. Another form of thermostat consists of a bent tube
partly filled with mercury. The heat expands the air in

the larger end of the tube and displaces the mercury, and
this in turn moves a piston controlling, by means of some
mechanical device, a steam-valve or damper. Another
form, used with steam-heating furnaces, consists of an
elastic diaphragm in a cylinder, the pressure of the steam
against the diaphragm serving to move a piston that con-
trols the damper of the furnace. Such appliances are
also called heat-regulators. More recently, the name has
been given to fusible plugs used to control automatic
sprinklers, a rise in the temperature causing the plug to
melt and release the water. This, however, is only a trade
use of the word.

thermostatic (ther-mo-stat'ik), a. [< thermo-
stat + -ic] Pertaining to the thermostat;
characterized by the presence of a thermostat

;

involving the principle of the thermostat.
thermostatically (ther-mo-stat'i-kal-i),Grfr. By
means of a thermostat: as, a thermostatically
adjusted radiator.

thermostatics (ther-mo-stat'iks), w, [PI. of
thermost<itic (see -ic^),] The theory of the equi-
librium of heat. See the quotation under ther-

moHnematics.
thermotaxic (ther-mo-tak'sik), a. [Prop. *ther-
motactic; < thermotaxic (-tact-) + -ic] In phys-
io!., pertaining to regulation of the tempera-
ture of the body, or the adjustment of thermo-
genesis and thermolysis so as to produce a
certain temperature.
thermotaxis (ther-mo-tak'sis), n, [NL., < Gr.
Ofpfi?], heat, + ro^/c, order, arrangement.] The
regulation of the bodily temperature, or the
adjustment of thermogenesis and thermolysis
so as to secure a certain temperature.
thermotelephone (th^r-mo-tere-fon), w. [< Gr.
OfpfiVy heat, + E. telephone.] 1. A telephone
receiver in which the changes of length, due to
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-chauf^e of temperature, of a fine wire through
which the currents are made to pass actuate

the phonic diaphragm.— 2. A telephone trans-

mitter in which a red-hot wire forming part of

the primary circuit of an induction-coil has its

resistance changed by the sound-vibrations,

thus iuducing currents in the secondary which
are sent to line.

thermotensile (th^r-mo-ten'sil), a. [< GT.6ep/ir/,

heat, + E. ttunile.] Relating to tensile force

as affected by changes of temperature. Elaborate
thermoteiisile experiments on iron and steel, especially

with Reference Ut i)oiler-iron, have been made, and their

re^^iilts tabulated, this being a matter of great practical

importance.

thermotic (ther-mot'ik), a. [< Gr. BipfiTi, heat,

-I- -otic] Of or relating to heat ; resulting from
or dependent on heat.

In the spectrum of a flint-glass prism the apex of the
thermotic curve— that is to say, the place of greatest heat-

elfect — is situated . . . outside the apparent spectrum
in the ultra-red region. Lommei, Light (trans.), p. 201.

thermotical (thfer-mot'i-kal), a. [< thermotic

+ -«/.] Same as thermotic. Whevcell, Hist.

Induct. Sciences, x. 1, J 4.

thennotics (th^'r-mot'iks), n. [PI. of thermotic

(see -»f«).] The science of heat.

In the History of the Sciences, I hare named it [the
.Science of Heat] Thermotic*^ which appemra to me to agree
better with the analogy of the names of other coireipond-
ing sciences. Acoustics and Optics.

Whewell, Philos. Induct Sciences, I. IxxiL

thermotropiC (ther-mo-trop'ik), a. [< QT.6ep/iri.

lieat, + Tfxrrriiidc, < rperciv, turn : see tropic.'] In
hot., exhibiting or characterized by thermotro-
pism.
CufTstures dependent upon temperature are called

liemutropie. OoodaU, I'hysioL Bot., p. 3M.

thermotropism (thfer-mot'ro-pizm), n. [< ther-

iiii)tniji-ic + -i>«».] In boi., the phenomenon
of curvature produced in a growing plant-or-

gan by changes of temperature. Organs which
curve toward the source of heat are called ptmtioely ther-

vMtropie. and those which curve away from the source of
heat, negaiiaeiy themm^ropic

thermot]n>e (th6r'in<>-tip), n. [< Gr. dipfi^,

heat, + rvTTo^, impression: see type.'] A pic-
ture-impression, as of a slice of wood, obtained
by first wetting the object with dilute acid, as
sulphuric or hydrochloric, then printing it, and
afterward developing the impression by heat,

or process of producing a
thermotyw (thtr'mo-ti-pi), n. [As thermoti/pe
+ -y-'.] The act ' •.

. . •

tlicnnotype.

Sw. tama = Dan. leme = OHG. ihiama,
tliorna, MHG. dieme, dime, G. dime, a girl.]

A girl; a wench.
As sengle knave and sengle tame.
Whan they aynne togedyr jeme.

MS. HaH. noi, t. «». (ffolKiHB.)

therodont (the'ro-dont), a. and n. Same as the-

riuititnt.

Therodontia (the-ro-don'shi-a), n. pi. [Nil.]
Sairic as Theriodontia.

theroid (the'roid), a. [< Gr. Ifi/p (9ip-), a wild
bcii.Ht, + eiiof, form.] Having animal propensi-
ties or characteristics.

The animal mind of the tjurrrid idiot la accompanied by
appropriate animal peculiarities of body.

XineUenth Century, .Sept, 1886, p. 353.

tberologic (the-ro-loj'ik), a. [< therolog-y +
-ir.] I'crtaining to therology.

therological (the-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< tkerologie
+ -'(/.] Same as theroloflic.

therologist (the-rol'o-jist). n. [< therolog-y +
-txl.\ A student of the Mammalia; a mam-
iiialotfi.st. The Academy, Aug. 25, 1877.

therology (the-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. (Xip (drip-),

a wild beast, + -/Jiyia, < }.iyeiv, epeak: see
-ology.] The science of mammals ; mammal-
ogy or mastology: substituted lately on the
({round that mammalogy is a hybrid word.
theromorph (the'ro-morf), n. One of the
TIh roniorftha.

Theromorpha (the-r9-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., <
<ir. Oi/f) (6r/p-), a wild beast, + iwp<fi^, form.] An
order of fossil reptiles, of the Permian period, so
called from certain resemblances they present
to mammals. The quadrate bone la fixed ; the ribs are
twn 1m':i<I>'<1 ; the precoracoid li present and the coracoid

! size, with free extremity; the vertebne are
' V and the pubic bones are entirely anterior to

' iiid there is no obturator foramen. .Some of
til. Tlu rimorphawne node known by Owen under the
name Theritnjontia. These remains were from Cape (>)1-

o[iy. hnt the Theromorpka have mostly been studied by
<V)i>e from remains foumi In the Permian of Texas. The
onler Is divided by Cope into Anomndontia anil Peli/co-
Muria. See these words. Also, rarely, Theromma.
theromorphia (the-ro-ra6r'fi-a). n. [NL., < Gr.
Oiip {Ih/f}-), a wild beast, + fwpfi/, form.] In
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human anat., an abnormality in structure re

sembling the norm in lower animals.
theromorphicl (the-ro-m6r'fik), a. [< Tltero-

morpha + -ic.'] Theromorphous.
theromorphic'-' (the-ro-mor'fik), a. [< thero-

morphia + -ic] Abnormally resembling in

anatomical structure the lower animals.

theromorphous (the-ro-m6r'fus), a. [< Thero-
morpha + -ous.'] Pertaining to the Theromor-
pha. or having their characters.

tneropod (the'ro-pod), a. and n. [< Gr. dnp
(ttr/p-), a wild beast, + iroif (voS-) = E. foot.]

1. a. Having feet like those of (mammalian)
beasts, as a dinosaur; of or pertaining to the
Theropoda.

II. n. A carnivorous dinosaur of the order
Tlieropoda.
Also theriopod, and (erroneously) therapod.

Theropoda (the-rop'o-«da), n. pi. [NL. : see
thcrnpod.] An order of extinct carnivorous
dinosaurs, having digitigrade feet with prehen-
sile claws, very small fore limbs, hollow limb-
bones, cavernous vertebra;, premaxillary teeth,

and imited pubes. They were of large orgigantic size

and predaceous habits, and in the structure of the feet re-

sembled quadrupeds rather than birds (see Omithopoda),
whence the name. There are several families, as Megalo-
tauridte, Zandodontida, Amp/oMuridse, and Labrotauri-
(lie. Also, incorrectly, Therapoda,

theropodous (the-rop'o-dus), a. Same as the-

rojioa. Geol. Jour., XLV. i. 44.

thersitical (th^r-sit'i-kal), a. [< Thersites (L.
Thermites, < Gr. OepaiTr/(j + -ic-al.] Resembling
or characteristic of Thersites, a scurrilous char-
acter in Homer's Iliad ; hence, grossly abusive

;

scurrilous; foul-mouthed.

There is a pelting kind of thernlical satire, as black as
the ink 'tis wrote with. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iz. H.

therstt, V. A Middle English form of duriit.

IMnrian. 1. 081. Halliwell.

thesaurert, «. [< ML. thesaurarius, treasurer,
< L. thesaurarius, pertaining to treasure, < the-

saurus, treasure: see thesaurus and treasure,

and cf. treasurer.] A treasurer.

To my loving frend«* Sir Thomas lioleyne Knight, The-
murer of the Klngea Graces must honorable Uouahold,
and Sir IlenryOnldeford, Knight Comptroller of the same.

Afi>. Warham, in Ellia's Uist Letters, Sd ser., I. 367.

thesaurus (thf-eft'rus), n. [< L. thesaurus, OL.
thenaaurus, thensaurum, < Gr. Oiiaaypd^, a store
laid up, treasure, a treasure-bouse, storehouse,
chest: see treasure, the old form of the word,
derived through OP. and ME.] A treasury ; a
store; especially, thesaurus verborum, or simply
thesaurus, a treasury of words; a lexicon.

In aoomidetc (Aeasunu of any lantfuage, the etymology
of even word should exhibit both Its philology and its

UnguisUci, Ita domestic history and Ita foreign relations.

O. P. Marsh, LectJ. on Eng. Lang., UL

these fTllez), a. ixudpron. Plural of this.

Theseion, Theseum (the-«6'on, -um), n. [NIj.,

< Gr. Qtjaelov, Ofyjtim, < Qriaei'i, Theseus.] «

A

temple or sanctuary of the Athenian hero-king
Theseus, especially a temple built in Athens,
about 4<50 B. c, to receive the bones of Theseus,
then brought home from Scyros; at the present
time, specifically, a beautiful hexastyle peri])-

teral IKorie temple of Pentelic marble, dating

The M>.csll«d Theseion. at Athens, from the fouthwest.

from the second half of the fifth century b. c,
still standing in Athens at the foot of the
Acropolis and Areopagus. Its Interior arranse-
ments and Its sculptured decoration have suffered much,
but it is notwlthstanditig the most perfect surviving ex-
ample of a Greek temple, and exhibits all the reflnenieiits
of Doric architecture at Its culmination, litis temple Ia

now identified witli practical certainty as that of llephu'S-
tits (Vulcan); it was certainly not the temple of Theseus.
See also cut under opiMhndwniut.

thesicle (the'si-kl), n. [Dim. of thesis.] A little

or subordinate thesis; a proposition. [Bare.]
Imj). Diet.

thesocyte

Thesiese (the-si'e-e), 11. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1880), < Tliesium + -ex.] A tribe

of apetalous plants, of the order Santalaeex,
the sandalwood family. It is characterized by its

small nut-like fruit, and perianth-tube prolonged above
the inferior ovaiy and without a conspicuous disk. It in-

cludes 6 genera of herbs and low undershrubs. of which
Theiium is the type ; the others are mainly natives of
South America or South Africa.

thesis (the'sis), «.; pi. theses (-sez). [=F. these

= Sp. tesis = Pg. these = It. tesi = G. thesis,

these, < L. thesis, < Gr. Oiai^, a proposition, a
statement, a thing laid down, thesis in rhetoric,

thesis in prosody (from the setting down of the
foot in beating time) ; cf. 6i:t6c, placed, < rtdhac

(•/ de), put, set: see rfol. Cf. theme, from the
same Gr. verb.] 1. The formulation in ad-
vance of a proposition to be proved ; a posi-

tion; a proposition which one advances and
offers to maintain by argument against objec-
tions.

Antitheta are Theset argued pro et contra (for and
against]. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

In all the foreijrn universities and convents there are
tipon certain days philosophical theieg maintained against
every adventitious disputant. Goldgmith, Vicar, xx.

Hence— 2. An essay or dissertation upon a spe-
cific or definite theme, as an essay presented
by a candidate for a diploma or degree, as for

that of doctor.

Then comes the struggle for degrees,
With all the oldest and ablest critics

;

The public thesis and disputation.
LoniffeUow, Golden Legend, vl.

3. A theme ; a subject propounded for a school
or college exercise ; the exercise itself.— 4. (a)

A premise assumed and not proved, although
not self-evident; either a postulate or a defini-

tion. (6) The consequent of a hypothetical
proposition. [Bare.]— 8. In musical rhyth-

mics, a heavy accent, such as in beating time
is marked by a down-beat. See rhythm.— 6.
In pros. : (a) Originally, and in more correct
recent usage, that part of a foot which receives
the ictus, or metrical stress. (6) In prevalent
modern usage, the metrically unaccented part
of a foot. See arsis, 1.— 7. In anc. rhet., a
general question, not limited to special persons
and circumstances: opposed to a hypothesis, or
question which is so limited.— 8. In »7ief., the
part of a sentence preceding and correlated to
the antithesis. [Bare.]

The style of Junius is a sort of metre, the law of which
Is a balance of tJtesis and antithesis.

Coleridge, Table-Talk, II. 218.

= 8yn. 1. Topic, Poinf, etc. iieembjecL

Thesitun (thf-si'um), n. [NL. (Linnffius, 1737),
L. name of T. Linophyllon, so called, accord-
ing to AthenjBus, because Theseus crowned
Ariadne with it ; < Gr. Qf/aeiov, neut. of Qjjaeio^,

belonging to Theseus, < Qrjotv^, Theseus.] A
genus of plants, type of the tribe Thesieee in
the order Santalacese. It Is characterized by linear
or scale-like leaves, and bisexual flowers with small ovate
or oblong anthers and a flliform, often flextious or zigzag
placenta. There are over 1(X) species, widely distributed
through the (.)ld World, chiefly in the teini>erate parts,
and with 2 species in Brazil. They are herbs, often with
a hard or shrubby base, and frequently parasitic by the
root The leaves are small and alternate. The scentless
flowers are borne In a spike or a simple or compound ra-
ceme. T. Linophyllon, a small white-flowered plant of
Knglish pastures, is called ttaetard toadjtax.

Thesmophoria (thes-mo-fo'ri-a,), n. pi. [< Gr.
Ueaptxp/ipia (pi.), < Sf(T//o^3/)of, law-giving, ^dta//6(,

law (< TiBfvai, lay down: see thesis), + -^po^, <

i^petv = E. beart^.] An ancient Greek festival
with mysteries, celebrated by married women
in honor of Demeter (Ceres) as the "mother
of beautiful offspring." Though not confined
to Attica, it was especially observed at Athens
and Eleusis.

In the Themumhoria, aa well as the pigs' flesh myste-
rious sacred objects were In use, made of the dough of
wheat, and In the shape of forms of snakes and men.

Harrixm and Verrall, Ancient Athens, p. xxxv.

Thesmophorian (thes-mo-fo'ri-an), a. [< Tlien-

miiphorid + -an.] Of or pertaining to the Thes-
inoplioria.

Thesmophoric (thes-mo-for'ik), a. [< Thesmo-
phoria + -ic] Same as Thesmophorian. Encyc.
Ilrit., XVII. 127.

thesmothete (thes'mo-thet), n. [< F. thesmo-
thite, < Gr. Oca/Jo6iTr/c, a lawgiver, < 6eap6c, law,
+ tihri^, one who lays down, < riOevai, put, set:
see thesis.] A lawgiver; a legislator; one of
the six inferior archons at Athens.
thesocyte (the'.so-sit), n. One of certain re-

serve cells which have been described in sev-
eral sponges. Encyc, Brit, XXII. 420.



Thespesia populnea.

Thespesia

Thespesia (thes-pe'si-a), n. fNL. (Correa,

1807), so called from the beauty of the flow-

ers; < Gr. deairimoi, divinely sounding, hence
ineffable, divine

;

doubtfully ex-
plained as < dc6i,

god, + e'meiv, 2d
pers. pi. impv. la-

jrtre, say, speak.]
A genus of plants,

ofthe orderMa Ira-

cea and tribe Hi-
biseese. it is char-
acterized by flowers
with three to five small
bractlets, a club-shap*
ed or but slightly di-

vided style, and a flve-

celled ovary. There J^^ {i$>S ^^^
are about 6 species, na- -^^ ^^^ ' •*

tives of tropical Asia,
the Pacific islands, and
Madagascar, 'i'heyare
trees or tall herbs, with entire or angulate leaves, and
handsome flowers, commonly yellow. Two species, T.

Lampas and T. popvlnea, are remarliable for their black-
dotted seed-leaves. The latter is a tree sometimes 50 feet

high, planted for shade in India, and known as umbrella-
tree and bendy-tree, and in Guiana as seaside inahoe. It

bears a dense head of foliage, and large yellow flowers
with a purple center, changing before evening to purple
throughout, and perishing. Its flowers and fruits yield a
dye, its seeds a thick deep-red oil known as Portia-nut
oil, and its bast a useful fiber made into sacks and wrap-
pings ; its wood is used to make boats and furniture.

Thespian (thes'pi-an), a. and n. [= F. Thes-
pien, < Gr. Biamoc, of or pertaining to Thespis,
< e^CTTTff, Thespis (see def.).] I. a. Of or re-

lating to Thespis, a semi-legendary Greek poet
of Icaria in Attica, often called the father of

tragedy ; relating or pertaining to dramatic act-

ing in general ; dramatic ; tragic : as, the Thes-
pian art, the drama. The great impulse given to

the drama by Thespis consisted in the adjunction to the
old dithyrambic chorus of Dionysus of a single actor who
might appear successively in several rdles. The first pub-
lic contest of Thespis is assigned to the year 536 B. c.

Said we not it was the highest stretch attained by the
Thespian Art? Carlyle, French Rev., II. 1. 12.

The race of learned men

:

... oft they snatch the pen,
' As if inspired, and in a Thespian rage

;

Theu write. Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 62.

H. n. An actor. [Colloq.]

There would be no useful end obtained by following the
Thespians in their manifold wanderings . . ,

W. Dunlap, Hist. Amer. Theatre, ii.

The angry Lord Chamberlain . . . clapped the unoffend-
ing Thespian [Powell] for a couple of days in the Gate
House. Doran, Annals of the Stage, I. 93.

Thessalian (the-sa'lian), a. and n. [< L. Thcs-
salia, < Gr. Qeaaakia, Attic QcTToXia, Thessaly,
< GcoffaXdf, Attic QeTTa2.6^, Thessalian.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Thessaly, a district lying
south of Macedonia and east of Epirus. Since
1881 the greater part of it belongs to the mod-
em kingdom of Greece.
n. n. An inhabitant of Thessaly.

Thessalonian (thes-a-lo'ni-an), a. and n. [<
L. Thessalonica, < GtT.Qeaaalov'mri, Thessalonica,
< Qeaaa'^dQ, QeTTa\6g, Thessalian {Qtaaakia, At-
tic QtTTokia, Thessaly), + w'/c//, victory.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Thessalonica, an important
city of Macedonia.
n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Thessa-

lonica—EplBtle to the Thessalonians, the title of
two of the Pauline epistles in the New Testament. The
main theme of both epistles is the second coming of Christ.

theta (the'ta), n. [< L. theta, < Gr. dijTa, the letter

6, 6,-S, originally an aspirated t; in modern Gr.
and in the E. pron. of ancient Gr., pronounced
as E. th.'] A letter of the Greek alphabet cor-
responding to the English th in thin, etc. it was
sometimes called the unlucky letter, because it was used
by the judges in passing condemnation on a prisoner, it

being the first letter of the Greek flacaro?, death.—Theta
function, a name applied to two entirely different func-
tions, (a) A sort of complication of an exponential func.
tion, being expressed by a series from n — — aot0 7» = +ao
of terms the logarithm of each of which is n'^a -t- 2 7wi. A
thetafunctionof several variables, x,, ajo, . . . x^.isSexp.
(* -r Sm» x„), where .)> is a quadratic function of the con-
stants m,, m2, . . . mn. (b) A function which occurs in
probabilities, and is expressed by the integral/c—'-'dt.

thetchi (thech), V. An obsolete or dialectal
form of thatch.

thetch'-^ (thech), n. [A dial, corruption otfeteh^,
V€tch.'\ The common vetch, Vicia sativa ; also,
Vicia sepium and Lathyrus niacrorhizus. Brit-
ten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

thethent, adv. [ME., also thytken, thithen, theden,

< Icel. thadhan, thedhan (=ban. deden), thence;
tikiutoE.thenne^, thence : aeethenne^.'] Thence.

Sothely fra thythen inryses a gret lufe.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.
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Ffro Ihethen the lycour belyue lannchit doun evyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. K T. S.X L 8790.

thetic (thet'ik), a. [< Gr. Beriicd^, positive ; ef.

deat^, a laying down, < ndevai (y/ ot), put, place:

see thesis.'] In anc. pros. : (a) Pertaining to

the thesis, or metrically accented part of a foot.

(6) Beginning with a thesis: opposed to anor
crustic.

theticalt (thet'i-kal), a. [< thetic + -al.] Laid
down; prescriptive; arbitrary.

This law that prohibited Adam the eating of the fruit

was merely thetical or positive, not indispensable and nat-

ural. Dr. //. More, Def. of Lit. Cabbala, ii.

Thetis (the'tis), n. [< L. Thetis, < Gr. ehi^:
see def.] 1. In classical myth., a marine god-
dess, who became the spouse of the mortal Pe-
leus, despite her efforts to escape him by count-
less Protean transformations, and was by him
the mother of Achilles.— 2. The seventeenth
planetoid, discovered by Luther at Bilk in 1852.

thetsee (thet'se), «. Same as theeisee.

theurgic (the-6r'jik), a. [= P. theurgique —
Sp. tetirgico = Pg. theurgico = It. teurgico, < LL.
theurgicus, < Gr. dtmpymd^, < deovpyia, theurgy

:

see theurgy.] Pertaining to theurgy, or the
power of performing supernatural things.

The soul of the mystic would have passed into the world
of spiritual existences ; but he was not yet blessed with
theurgic faculties, and patiently awaited for the elect.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 294.

Theurgic hymns or songs, songs used in incantation.

theurgical (the-er'ji-kal), a. [< theurgic +
-al.~\ Same as theurgic.

theurgist (the'6r-jist), w. [=F. theurgistc; as
theurg-y + -ist] One who believes in thetirgy,

or practises a pretended magic.
As if there be any irrational demons, as the theurgigts

afiirm. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 864.

theurgy (the'er-ji), n. [= P. theurgie = Sp.
teurgia = Pg. theurgia = It. teurgia, < LL. theur-

gia, < LGr. dcovpyia, a divine work, a miracle,
magic, sorcery, < deovpydc, one who does the
works of God, a priest, < Gr. deog. god, + *ipyeiv,

work.] The working of some divine or super-
natural agency in human affairs ; a producing
of effects by supernatural means ; effects or
phenomena brought about among men by spir-

itual agency. Specifically—(o) Divine agency, or di-

rect divine interference, in human affairs or the govern-
ment of the world.

Homer, with the vast mechanism of the Trojan war in
his hands, and in such hands, and almost compelled to
employ an elaborate and varied theurgy, . . . was in a po-
sition of advantage without parallel forgivingform to the
religious traditions of his country. Gladstone.

(6) A system of supernatural knowledge or powers believed
by the Egyptian Platonists and others to have been com-
municated to mankind by the beneficent deities, and to
have been handed down from generation to generation
traditionally by the priests, (c) The art of invoking dei.

ties or spirits, or by their intervention conjuring up
visions, interpreting dreams, prophesying, receiving and
explaining oracles, etc. ; the supposed power of obtaining
from the gods, by means of certain observances, words,
symbols, etc., a knowledge of the secrets which surpass
the powers of reason— a power claimed by the priesthood
of most pagan religions.

Porphyry and some others did distinguish these two
sorts, so as to condemn indeed the grosser, which they
called magick or goety ; but allowed the other, which
they termed tlieurgy, as laudable and honourable, and as
an art by which they received angels, and had communi-
cation with the gods.

Hallywell, Jlelampronoea (1682), p. 51.

It may appear a subject of surprise and scandal . . .

that the Grecian mysteries should have been supported by
the magic or theurgy of the modern Platonists.

Qibbon, Decline and Fall, xxiii.

(d) In mod. magic, the pretended production of effects by
supernatural agency, as contradistinguished from natural
magic.

thevet, «. [ME.; cf. thevethorn.] Bramble.
Theve, brusch [var. there, bruachj.

Prompt. Pan., p. 490.

theve-thomt, « [ME., also theovethom, also
tkethorn, < AS. thefethorti, thefanthorn, thife-

thorn, a bramble, Christ's-thorn, < *thefe (appar.
connected with thyfel, a bush) + thorn, thorn.]

A bramble, probably Buhus fruticosus.

Befor that goure thornes shulden vnderstonde the theue
thorne; a§ the lyuende, so in wrathe he shal soupe them vp.

Wyclif, Ps. Ivii. 10.

Thevetia (the-ve'shi-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737), named' after An'dr^ Thevet (1502-90), a
French monk and traveler.] A genus of plants,

of the order Apocynacese, tribe Plumerieee, and
subtribe Cerberese. it is characterized by a glandular
calyx and afunnel'Shaped corolla with its lobes sinistrorse-

ly overlapping. There are about 4 species, natives of trop-

ical Asia, Madagascar, and the islands of the Pacific. They
are smooth shrubs or small trees, with alternate leaves, and
large yellow flowers in terminal cymes. For T. neriifolia.

commonly cultivated in tropical America as a garden shrub
or for hedges, see quashy.quasher.

they

thew^t, « [ME. thew, theow, < AS. theow = OHG.
diu = Goth, thius, a bondman, slave, servant.
Cf . thane.] A bondman ; a slave.

Migti men & menskful were thai in here time,
& feithful as here fader to fre & to thetce.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.X L 5514.

thew^t, a.. [ME., < AS. thethe, servile, < thcdw,
a bondman, servant: see thew^, n.] Bond;
servile.

thew^t, V. [ME. thewen, < AS. thewan, thywan,
themcan (= MD. douwen= MLG. duwen = MHG.
diuhen, duhen, diuwen), oppress, < theow, a bond-
man: see thew^, n.] To oppress; enslave,

thew^t (thu), n. [< ME. thew, earlier tkeatt,

usually in pi. thewes, < AS. thedtc, custom, man-
ner, behavior, = OS. than = OHG. dau, 'than,
also "gadaii, kathau, discipline. Cf. thetc^.]

Custom; habit; manner; usually in the plural,
customs; habits; manners; morals; qualities;
moral traits ; conditions.
Leue sone, this lessoun me lerde my fader,
that knew of kourt the thewes, for konrteour was he long.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 342.

Nathelees it oghte ynough sufiise

With any wyf, if so were that she hadde
Mo goode thewes than hire vices badde.

Ctiaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 298.

thew* (thii), n. [Usually in the plural thews;
a transferred use of thews, manner, bearing,
hence bodily form, appearance as showing
strength; pi. of thew^; or simply a develop-
ment of the rare ME. sense 'strength' of the
a&vae thew^.] A muscle; a sinew: u-sed gener-
ally in the plural.

Of maine and of theauwe.
Layamon, 1. 6361. (Stratmann."}

Care I for the limb, the thewes, the stature, bulk, and
big assemblance of a man ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 276.

He [must] gain in sweetness and in moral height.
Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

thew*t (thii), n. [ME. thewe; origin obscure.] A
cucking-stool

;
perhaps, also, a form of pillory.

Thewe, or pyloTy. Collistrigium. Prompt. Parr., p. i90.

For them [women] the thew or the tumbrel . . . was.
reserved. Eneyc. Brit., SIX. 96.

thew^ (thii). An old or provincial or artificial

preterit of thaw.
First it blew.
Then it snew.
Then it thew. Old rime.

thewedH (thud), a. [< ME. thewed; < theu;^

+ -erf2.] Endowed with moral qualities ; be-
haved; mannered.

Therto so wel fortuned and thewed
That through the world her goodnesse is yshewed.

Chaucer, Complaiut of Mars, L 180.

Yet would not seeme so rude, and thetved ill.

As to despise so curteous seeming part.
Speruer, ¥. Q., II. tL 26.

thewed^ (thud), a. [< thew'^ + -ed^.] Having
thews, muscle, or strength.

Till at the last a fearful beast was master.
Amazing thewed, with fourfold plate-like horns.

C. De Kay, Vision of Nimrod, iv.

thewleSS (thii'les), a. [< thew^+ -less.] Weak

:

nerveless.

thewy (thii'i), a. [< thewS + -jl.] Sinewy

:

brawny; muscular.
There were burly, weather-beaten faces under powder

and curls ; broad, hard hands in kid gloves ; theiry. red
elbows, that had plied brooms, shuttles, cards, in lace ruf-
fles. S. Judd, Margaret, L 10.

theyl (THa), pron. pi. [< ME. they, thei, thai,

partly of Scand. origin (see below), partlv <

AS. thd = OS. thia, thie = OFries. thd = D.' de
= LG. de = OHG. dia, die, de. MHG. G. die =
Icel. their = Goth, thai; pi. of AS. the. etc.. that,

the: see that, the''-. The ME. f/iry was declined
in midland and southern ME. thus : nom. they,

etc., gen. hire, here, hir, her, dat. hem ; in north-
em THE. nom. they, thei, thai, gen. th<iir, thaire,

thcr, dat. ace. thaim, tham, them ; in Orm. nom.
tf'^aSj gen. theggre, dat. ace. theggm; orig. forms
of the def. art., AS. nom. ace. pi. thd, gen. thdra,

thxra, dat. thiem, tham. The AS. thd. thdra, thdm
retained the demonstrative force till late in ME.;
the northern dialects, however, began through
Danish influence to use them, or rather the
Danish forms and the AS. forms together, as
the plural. Cf. /if1, she. it. Cf. Icel. nom. their,

gen. theira, gen. dat. theim, they, their, them,
as the pi. of hann. hon, he, she.] The plural
pronoun of the third person. It stands for a plural
noun or pronoun preceding, or in place of one not ex-
pressed when pointed out by the situation. It is without^
gender-forms, (a) Nom. they.

And when thai saw the fyr on brede.
In thaire hertis than had thai drede

;

Vnto the quene al gun thai cry.

Boly Rood (£. E. T. S.)^ p. 93.
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they

With lokkes cruUe (curled) as they were leyd in presse.

Cliaueer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. MorrisX 1. 81.

Thei dide liis comaundement, and com to-geder, thei

thre and two squyres only. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 645.

They of Italy salute yoa. Heb. xiii. 24.

These are they which came out of great tribulation.
Eev. vli. 14.

(6) Pom. their. Of or belonging to them : now always pre-

ceding the noun, with the value of an attributive adjec-

tive.

Pantasilia come pertly with hir pure maidnes, . . .

(All thaire colouris by corse were of cleane white).

Detlnietion of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 10970.

Some glory in their birth, some in their skill.

Some in their wealth, some in their bodies' force.

ShaJc., Sonnets, xci.

As If God were so beholden to us for our good deeds as

to be bound for their takes to forgive us our ill ones

!

Bp. AUerbury, Sermons, I. ii.

Sometimes formerly used alone, with the value now given

to theirg.

My clothing keep« me full as warm as their,

My meates unto my taste as pleasing are.

Wither, Motto, C 3 b, repr. (ffaret.)

(rt Poss. theirs. That which belongs to them : always used

without the noun, and having the value of B nominative

or an objective.

BeUagor and Belyal and Belssabub als

Heyr»l hem as hygly as heuen wer (Aayrw.
Alliterative Poem (ed. Morris^ ii. 1627.

This love of thein myself lure often seen.

Shak., T. O. of v., UL 1. 24.

Nothing but the name of teal appear*
Twixt our bed actions and the worst of thein.

Sir J. Lmham, Cooper's Hill.

(<f) Obj. (ace), thetn.

Bot if we may with any gj-n

Mak tham to do dedly syn ;

Than with thorn wil I wun and wake.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 96.

For euery off thaim was full wyse and sage.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. &X I- 1®!*-

Let him and them agree it ; they are able to answer for

themselves Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18Si\ II. 235.

(<) Obj. (dat), them.

aire them wine to drink. Jer. xxxt. 2.

(/) I'sed for thote. (Now provincial, Eng. and U. 8.J

As if between them twain there were no it>1fe.

Shak., Lucreoe, L MS.

Let they ministers preach till they 'm black in the face.

Kiagiley, Weatvard Hob xxz.

like them bl« hotels

Where they shift plates, an' let ye live on amelU
LomU, Bifflow Papers, Id ter., U.

Thej say, it Is said : they meaning penons geuerallj.

We must not run, they try. Into sadden extreama.
MOtan, Reformation In Eng., IL

They my he will come tar ben, that lad ; wha kens bat
he may come to be Sub-Prior himself?

SetM, Monastery, xIlL

they^, '•'xy'- and adv. A Middle English variant

of tluiiuih.

thian-shan (thian'sban'), n. [Named from a
range of mountains in central AMia.] A cen-
tral Asian wild slioep, Ovis poli, notable for the
enormous size of the male g horns, which are

I

Mkid to be sometimes 4} feet round the curve,

H feet about the base, their tips spreading 3^
feet apart. The animal stands nearly 4 feet high at the
riloalder. This she«p la a near relative of the argali and
oC the RtKVy Mr>untain bighorn. It inhalilu high hilly

plains, nins with great speed, and is found in docks of
firom 30 to 41), but is still very Imperfectly known.

thiaSOS, " H<>e thianiu.

thiasote (thi'a-»6t), n. [< Gr. diaauriK, a thia-

sotf, < ditwof, a band or company: see thiagus."]

A member of or a participant in a thiaxus.

thiasTlS, thiasos (tlii'a-8u», -sos), n. ; pi. t/iUifti

(-si), [(ir. >iii2niK. a band or company (seedef.).]
In dr. antiq., a band or company assembled
in honor of a divinity; especially, a Dionysiac
baud or procession in which men and women
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took part in character, with boisterous mirth
and music, and bearing attributes of the god;
sometimes a political, commercial, social, or

benevolent association or gild (ipavo^); specifi-

cally, the mythological band of nymphs, mo-
nads, satyrs, etc., forming the personal cortege

of Dionysus, and often represented in sculp-

ture ami painting. See Bacchus.

Thlbaudia (thi-ba'di-a),«. [NL. (Pavon, 1818),

named after a French botanist, Thibaud de
Chaiivallon, who traveled in the West Indies

in 1751.] 1. A genus of gamopetalous plants,

type of the tribe Thibattdieie in the order Vac-

ciniaceie. It is characterized by racemose flowers with
small bracts, a short calyx-tube, with five-toothed border,

and ten elongated anthers, far surpassed by a membra-
nous extension into straight narrow tubes which open
lengthwise by chinks. The 2 species, T. floribunda and T.

Pichincliemit, are natives of the .\ndes, the I nited States

of Colombia, and Peru. They are shrubs, sometimes with
high-climbing stems, bearing alternate evergreen entire

leaves with very oblique veins, and numerous pedicelleti

scarlet flowers in axillary crowded racemes, sometimes
tipped with green or yellow. These and also a few species

of related genera are known in cultivation as thibaudia.

2. [/. c] A plant of this genus.

Thibaudiese (thi-ba-di'e-e), «. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876), < Thihaudia + -em.'i

A tribe of gamopetalous plants, of the order
VaecinUiceie. It is characterizeii by rather large and
usually thick and fleshy or coriaceous flowers with short

fllaments which are commonly contiguous or connate.

It includes 17 genera, of which Thibaudia is the type

:

principally mountain shrubs, many of them natives of

the Andes.

thibet, TUbetan, etc. See tibet, etc.

thible (thib'l), II. [Also thibel, thivel, theeril,

theifil, tlieedle ; dial, variants of dibble^.'] 1. A
dibble. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A stick

used for stirring broth, porridge, etc.; a pot-

stick. [Prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

The thMe ran round, and the . . . handfnls of meal
fell into the water. E. Brvnte, Wutbering Heighta, xUI.

3t. A slice; a skimmer; a spatula. Imp. Did.

thick (thik), <(. and h. [< ME. thicke, thikle,

thykkc, rarely thuj, < AS. thicce = 08. OFries.
thikki = MD.V?i>ie, D. dik = MLG. dick= OHG.
dicchi, MHG. dik, dicke, G. dick = Icel. thykkr

(older forms thjokkt or thjiikkr) = Sw. ^ok =
Dan. tyk (Goth, not recorded) ; cf. Olr. tiug (<

*<i<;u), thick. Ct.tighl^.] I. a. 1. Having rel-

atively great extent or depth from one surface

to ita opposite ; being relatively of great depth,

or extent from side to side : opposed to Mn.
Thn hundred elne was It (the ark] long,

Kaild and sperd, tMa and strong.

dtnttUattd&mUuiB. E. T. &\ L 564.

Thoa ait waxen (at; tboa art grown (Met.
Deut zxxIL 15.

If the Sun is lncommodioa^ we have thick folding Shut-
ters on the oat-Side, and thin ones within, to prevent
that 'S. BaOey, tr. of Colloqaies of Erasmus, 1. 198.

2. Having (a specified) measurement in a di-

rection perpendicular to that of the length and
breadth; measuring (so much) between oppo-
site surfaces: as, a board one inch thick.

The walles of the gallery are aboat two yardes thicke at

the least. Caryat, Cmdities, I. 8:1.

Of Frnlta, he reckons the laeanncaya, like a pot, as big
as a great bowle, two Angela thiekt, with a coner on It,

within full of Cheanuta. Pureha*, POgrimige, p. 843.

3. Having numerous separate parts or indi-

viduals set or occurring close together; dense;
compactly arranged.

He la the pyes patroun and putteth It in hire ere,

irtut there the thome Is thiikeet to buylden and brede.
Piert Plowman (B), xlL 228.

We suppoied him some French mans Sonne, because he
had a tjudr* blacke bush beard, and the Salvages seldome
hane any at alL

Quoted in Capt John Smith'$ Works, 1. 184.

We caught another snow-storm, so thick and blinding

that we dared not venture out of the harbor.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 16.

4. Having relatively great consistency; also,

containing much solid matter in suspension or

solution; approaching the consistency of a

solid; inspissated: as, Micfc cream; Micfc paste;

often of liquids, turbid; muddy; cloudy.

I can selle

Rothe dregges and draffe, and drawe It at on hole,

ThiHt ale and thinne ale. Pien Plouiman(B), xlx. 398.

Forth gasht a stream of gore blood thick.

Speruer, ¥. Q., II. I. 39.

Make the gmel thick and slab.

Shak., Macbeth. Iv. 1. 82.

At the end. or snout, of the glacier this water issues
forth, not Indeed as a clear bright spring, but as a thick

stream laden with detritus. Huxley, Physiography, p. 161.

6. Heavy; profound; intense; extreme; great.

Hoyaee sithen held up Is bond.
And tMkke therknease cam on that lond.

Oenetit and Mxodru (£. £. T. 8.X 1. 3102.

tUck
Bote euer-more Seraphe askes and cries,
" Where was EualacV" the stour was so thikke.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.X p. 18.

Thick slumber
Hangs upon mine eyes.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1. 236.

6. Obscure ; not clear ; especially, laden with
clouds or vapor ; misty ; foggy : noting the at-

mosphere, the weather, etc.

It continued (Ate* and boisterous all the night.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 22.

Again the evening closes, in thick and sultry air

;

There 's thunder on the mountains, the storm is gathering
there. Bryant, Count of Greiers.

7. Mentally dull; stupid; devoid of intelli-

gence : as, to have a thick head.

He a good wit? hang him, baboon ! his wit's as (Ave* as

Tewksbury mustard. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 262.

What if you think our reasons thick, and our ground of

separation mistaken ? Penn, Liberty of Conscience, v.

8. Mentally clouded; befogged; slow, weak, or

defective in sense-perception, sometimes in

moral perception : as, to be thick of sight, hear-

ing, et<;. : said of persons or of the organs of

sense.
The people muddied.

Thick and unwholesome in their thoughts and whispers.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 82.

My sight was ever thick;

. . . tell me what thou notest about the field.

Shak., J. C, V. 3. 21.

I am thick of hearing.
Still, when the wind blows southerly.

Ford, Broken Heart, 11. 1.

A cloudlike change,
In passing, with a grosser film made thick

These heavy, horny eyes.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

9. Indistinct in utterance; inarticulate; not
clear.

He rose and walked up and down the room, and finally

•poke In a thick, husky voice, as one who pants with emo-
tion. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 460.

10. Abounding; filled; plentifully supplied:

followed by Kith (formerly ofovfor).

The Westeme shore by which we sayled we found all

along well watered, but very mountanous and barren,

the vallies very fertill, but extreame thicke of small wood
so well as trees.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 176.

His reign (Henry III.'s) was not onely long for continu-

ance, fifty-six years, but also thick for remarkable muta-
tions happening therein. Fvller, Ch. Hist., III. iv. 24.

The air was thick with falling snow.
Bryant, Two Travellers.

She looked up at Eve, her eyes thick with tears.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 449.

H. Numerous; plentiful; frequent ; crowded.

Thei were so thikke and so entacched ech amonge other,

that mo than a thousand fill in to the river.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 288.

The«e(Oxen and Kine] were . . . exceeding (AicJ-e from
the one end of the Market place ... to the other.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 55.

The braas-hoof'd steeds tumultuous plunge and bound.
And the thick thunder beats the lab'ring ground.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 198.

Lay me.
When I shall die, within some narrow grave.

Not by itself— for that would be too proud —
But where sach graves are tMckesL

Brouming, Paracelsus.

12. Being of a specified number ; numbering.
[Rare.]

There la a gnard of spies ten thick upon her.

B. Jonson, Volpone, 1. 1.

13. Close in friendship ; intimate. [Colloq.]

He
Could conjure, tell fortunes, and calculate tides, . . .

And was thought to be thick with the Man in the Moon.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 270.

Don't you be getting too thick with him— he 's got his

father's blood in him too.

George EliM, Mill on the Floss, 11. 6.

Half-thick file. See/fci.— Thick coal, abed of coal in

the Dudley district, England, aviraging alxjut thirty feet

in thickness, " a source of enormous wealth to the dis-

trict " (/iii^O.— Thick focaloid, homeold, intestine.
See the iiouiis— Thick limestone. Same m* ncar-lime-

««<m«.— Thick register. See Te;riMer\, b (M.— Thick
squall. See »7ii««i.— Thick stuff, in shipbuilding, a
general name for all planking above 4 inches in thickness.

All the timber, thick-stuf, and plonk to be fresh.cut
Laslett, Timber, p. 76.

Thick *un, a sovereign ; also, a crown, or five shillings.

Sometimes written (Ai«*un. [Cant.]

If you like ... I will send a few thickuns to bring you
... to Start. Comhili Mag., VI. 648.

If he feel that it were better for him to quaflf the flow-
ing bowl, and he has a drought within him, and a friend
or a thick 'un to stand by him, he is a poor weak cross-
grained fool to refuse.

Percy Clarke, The New Chum in Australia, p. 14S.

Through thick and thin, over smooth or rough places;
with (T withniit obstruction ; despite all opposition ; un-
waveringly ; steadily.



tUck
When the horse was laus, he (<ynneth gon . . .

Forth with ** We hee," thunjh thikke aiid thurgh tkenne.
Chaucer, Keeve's Tale, 1. 146.

Through thick and thin, through mountains and through
playnSy

Those two great champions did attonce pursew
The fearefull damzell. SpemeVy F. Q., III. iv. 46.

To lie daily, through thick and thin, and with every vari-

ety of circumstance and detail which a genius fertile in

fiction could suggest, such was the simple rule prescribed
by his [Alexander Faruese's] sovereign [Philip II.].

Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 311.

To lay it on thick, to exaggerate ; be extravagant, es-

pecially in laudation or flattery. [Colloq.]

He had been giving the squire a full and particular ac-

count— a la Henslowe — of my proceedings since I came.
Henslowe lays it on thick— paints with a will.

Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, xviii.

H, H. 1. The thickest part of anything.
(a) That part which is of longest measurement across or
through; the bulkiest part.

The freke . . .

Braid out a big sword, bare to hym sone
With a dedly dynt, A derit hym full euyll

Throgh the thicke of the thegh.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9021.

An" blacksmith 'e strips me the thick ov 'is airm, an 'e

shaws it to me. Tennyson, Northern Cobbler,

(b) The densest or most crowded part ; the place of great-
est resort or abundance.

Achimetes ... in the thick of the dust and smoke
presently entered his men. Knolles.

I am plain Elia— no Selden, nor Archbishop Usher—
though at present in the thick of their books.

Lamb, Oxford in the Vacation.

He has lived in the thick of people all his life.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 104.

(c) The 8i>ot of greatest intensity or activity.

He dressed as if life were a battle, and he were appointed
to the thick of the fight. T. WirUhrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

2. The time when anything is thickest.

In the thick of question and reply
I fled the house. Tennyson, The Sisters.

3. A thicket; a coppice. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.l
They must in fine condemned be to dwell
In ihickes vnseene, in mewes for minyons made.

Gascoif/jie, Philomene (Steele Glas, etc., ed. Arber, p. 118).

Eft through the thicke they heard one rudely rush.
With noyse whereof he from his loftie steed
Downe fell to ground, and crept into a bush.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iil. 21.

4. A stupid person; a dullard; a blockhead;
a numskull. [Colloq.]

I told you how it would be. What a thick I was to come

!

T. Uwjhes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 7.

-thick (thik), adv. [< ME. thicke, thikke, < AS.
thicce, thick; from the adj.] In a thick man-
ner, in any sense.

Quo for thro may no3t thole, the thikker he suflferes.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 6.

He bethought hym full thicke in histhroo hert.

And in his wit was he war of a wyle sone.
Destruction of Troy(Z. E. T. S.\ 1. 147.

The Tree is so thikke charged that it semethe that it

wolde brelte. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 168.

Speaking thick, which nature made his blemish.
Became the accents of the valiant.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., it 3. 24.

Plied thick and close as when the fight begun,
Their huge unwieldy navy wastes away.

Drydeii, Annus Mirabilis, cxxv.

Thick beats his heart, the troubled motions rise
(So, ere a storm the waters heave and roll).

Pope, Iliad, xxi. 648.

So thi^k they died the people cried,

*'The gods are moved against the land."
Tennyson, The Victim.

Thick and threefold, in quick succession, or in great
numbers.

They came thick and three/old for a time, till an experi-
enced stager discovered the plot. Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

thick (thik), V. [< ME. thicken, thikken, < AS.
thiccian, make thick, < thicce, thick: see thick,

a.] I. trans. To make thick ; thicken, (a) To
mate close, dense, or compact ; specifically, to make com-
pact by fulling.

You may not forget to send some Western karseis, to
wit dozens, which be thicked well.

Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 858.

That no cap should be thicked or fulled in any mill im-
till the same had been well 3coured and closed upon the
bank, and half-footed at least upon the foot stock.

Fuller, Worthies, Monmouthshire, (liichardson.)

(b) To increase in depth or girth ; swell the proportions
of (a solid body) ; fatten.

He
I Pliny] writes also that caterpillars are bred by a

dew, incraasated and thicked by the heat of the sun.
Jiee. T. Adams, Works, I. 79.

(c) To give firmer consistency to ; inspissate.

With sheeps milke thicked & salted they dresse and tan
then: hides. Uakluyfs Voya'jes, I. 99.

The Night-Mare Life-in-Death was she.
Who thicks man's blood with cold.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.
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(dt) To make obscure or dark ; hence, to hide ; conceal.

Hauing past three days and three nightes, forsaking all

highwayes, thicked myself in the great desert, and being
utterly tired, . . . and no lesse in feare of tliem that

should seek mee, I conueyed my selfe into a great caue.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Uellowes, 1577), p. 144.

II. intrans. To become thick.

But see, the Welkin thicks apace,
And stouping Phebus steepes his face.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., March.

thick-and-thin (thik'and-tbin'), a. 1. Ready
to go through thick and thin; thorough; de-
voted: as, a thick-and-thin supporter; a thick-

and-thin advocate of a measure.— 2. Having
one sheave thicker than the other. Thick-and-
thin blocks were formerly used as quarter-
blocks under a yard.

thickback (thik'bak), n. A kind of sole-fish,

Solea variegatii. [Local, Eng.]
thickbill (thik'bil), n. The bullfinch, Pyrrhula
vulgaris. See eut under bullfinch. [Prov. Eng.]
thick-brained (thik'brand), a. Stupid ; thick-

skulled; thick-headed.

The thick-brain'd audience lively to awake.
Drayton, Sacrifice to Apollo.

thick-coming (thik'kum"ing), a. Coming or
following in close succession; crowding.

She is troubled with thick-coming fancies.
That keep her from her rest.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 38.

thicken^ (thik'n), v. [= leel. thykkna = Sw.
tjockna = Dan. tykne, become thick ; as thick

+ -enl.] I. intrans. To become thick or
thicker, (a) To grow dense.

Through his young woods how pleased Sabinus stray'd.

Or sate delighted in the thickening shade.
With annual joy the reddening shoots to greet

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 90.

No swelling twig puts forth its thickening leaves.

Jon£s Very, Poems, p. 105.

(&) To become deeper or heavier
; gain bulk.

The downy flakes, . . .

Softly alighting upon all below.
Assimilate all objects. Earth receives
Gladly the thickening mantle.

Cowper, Task, iv. 330.

(c) Of a liquid, to approach more nearly a state of solidity

;

gain firmer consistency ; also, to become turbid or cloudy.
(d) To become dark or obscure; specifically, of the wea-
ther, etc., to become misty or foggy.

Thy lustre thickens.
When he shines by. Shak., A. and C, ii. 3. 27.

The weather still thickening, and preventing a nearer
approach to the land. Cook, Third Voyage, vi. 3.

Through the thickening winter twilight, wide apart the
battle rolled. Whittier, Angels of liuena Vista.

{e) To grow more intense, profound, animated, intricate,
etc. : become complicated.

Bayes. Ay, now the Plot thickens very much upon us.
Pret. What Oracle this dai-kness can evince ?

Sometimes a Fishers Son, sometimes a Prince.
Buckingham^, The Rehearsal, iii. 2.

The combat thickens like the storm that files.

Dryden, JEneid, ii. 908.

A clamour thicken'd, mixt with inmost terms
Of art and science. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

(,f) To gain in number or frequency ; hence, to crowd

;

throng.

The gath'ring murmur spreads, their trampling feet
Beat the loose sands, and thicken to the fleet.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 184.

I have not time to write any longer to you ; but you
may well expect our correspondence will thicken.

Walpole, Letters, II. 245.

The differences . . . became . . . numerous and com-
plicated as the arrivals thickened.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, xiv.

(g) To become indistinct.

Under the influence of which [port], . . . though the
heart glows more and more, there comes a time when the
brow clouds, and the speech thickens, and tlie tongue re-

fuses to act. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 121.

II. trans. To make thick or thicker, (a) To
make dense, close, or compact; specifically, to full, as
cloth.

About which a bright thickned bush of golden haire did
play.

Which Vulcan forg'd him for his plume.
Chapman, Iliad, xix. 368.

Youngest Autumn, in a bower
Grape/AicA-cn'd from the light, and blinded
With many a deep-hued bell-like flower.

Tennyson, EleSnore.

(&) To increase in depth, or distance between opposite
surfaces; hence, figuratively, to make stouter or more
substantial ; strengthen.

This may help to thicken other proofs
That do demonstrate thinly.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 430.

Now god-like Hector . . .

Squadrons on squadrons drives, and fills the fields
With close-rang'd chariots, and with thicken'd shields.

Pope, Iliad, viii. 261.

thick-legged

(c) Of liquids, to increase the consistency of; inspissate:

as, to thicken gravy with flour ; also, to render turbid or
cloudy.

Whilst others thicken all the slimy dews.
And into purest honey work the juice.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, It.

Water stop'd gives Birth
To Grass and Plants, and tfiickens into Earth.

Prior, Solomon, L

(d) To obscure with clouds or mist ; befog.

Now the thicken'd sky
Like a dark ceiling stood ; down rnsh'd the rain.

Milton, P. L., XL 742.

(e) To make more numerous or frequent ; redouble : as,

to thicken blows.

thicken'-^ (thik'en), n. A spelling of thick 'un
(which see, under thick, a.).

thickener (thik'ner), n. [< thicken^ + -crl.]

One who or that which thickens; specifically,

in calico-printing, a substance used to give to
the mordant or the dye such consistency as
will prevent it from spreading too much, or to
add to the weight of the fabric in the process
of dyeing. Various materials are used, as gum arabic,
gum Senegal, gum tragacanth, jalap, pipe-clay, dextrine,
potato- and rice-starch, sulphate of lead, sugar, and mo-
lasses, but wheat-starch and flour are the best.

thickening (thik'ning), «. [Verbal n. of thick-

en, f.] 1. The act or process of making or
becoming thick.

The patient, as years pass on, shows other evidences of
the gouty diathesis, such as . . . gouty thickenings of the
cartilages of the pinna. Lancet, 1080, II. 116.

2. A substance used in making thick ; specifi-

cally, in dyeing and calico-printing, same as
thickener.

Only two mineral thickenings are at present employed

:

namely, kaolin and pipe-clay.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 17.

3. That which has become thick.

Many small miliary deposits existed all over the peri-
toneum, resembling the whitish-yellow thickenings often
found on the capsule of the spleen. Lancet, 189o, I. 403.

thicket (thik'et), n. [< ME. *thicket, < AS.
thiccet (pi. thiccetu). a thicket, < thicce, thick:
see thick.'] A number of shrubs, bushes, or
trees set and growing close together; a thick
coppice, grove, or the like.

As when a lion in a thicket pent.
Spying the boar all bent to combat him.
Makes through the shrubs and thunders as he goes.
Pede, Polyhymnia, 1. 124 (Works, ed. Bullen, II. 293).

thicketed (thik'et-ed), a. [< thicket + -ecP.]
Abounding in thickets ; covered with thick
bushes or trees.

These fields sloped down to a tiny streamlet with densely
thicketed banks. H. Hayes, Sons and Daughters, xviii.

thickety (thik'et-i), «. [< thicket -I- -yl.]

Abounding in thickets. [Rare.]

thick-eyed (thik'id), a. Dim-eyed; weak-
sighted.

Thick-eyed musing and cursed melancholy.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 3. 49.

thickhead (thik'hed), «. l. A stupid fellow;
a blockhead; a numskull.— 2. Inorwi7A.: (a)
A shrike-like bird of the subfamily Pachyce-
phaUnx. See cut under Paehyccphala. (6) A
seansorial barbet of the subfamily Capitoninie.
Coues. See cut under Capito White-throated
thickhead. Same as thunder-bird, 1.

thick-headed (thik'hed ed), a. 1. Ha'ving a
thick or bushy head.

Bring it near some thickheaded tree.

Mortimer, Husbandr}'. {Latham.)

2. Having a thick skull ; dull ; stupid ; dolt-
ish.— 3. In Crustacea, pachycephalous ; of or
pertaining to the Pachijcephala Thick-headed
mullet, shrike, etc. See the nouns.

thickknee (thik'ue), n. A bird of the family
CEdicnemidx ; a thick-kneed plover, or stone-
plover. The common thickknee of luropean countries
18 (Edicnemus crepitans, also called Norfolk plover and by
other names. See stone-plover, and cut under (Edicne-
mus.

thick-kneed (thik'ned), a. Having thick knees
— tliat is, liaving tbe tibiotar.*al articulation
swollen or thickened, as the j'oung of many
wading birds: specifically noting the birds of
the family (Edicnemidie. See ctit under CEdic-
nemus—TTilck-kneed bustard, a thickknee: it is not
a bustard.

thickleaf (thik'lef), n. A plant of the genus
('l'(l.ssul(t.

thick-leaved (thlk'levd), a. Having thick
leaves ; also, thickly set with leaves.

The nightingale, among the Ihick-leac'd spring
That sits alone in sorrow.

Fletc/ier, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 3.

thick-legged (thik 'leg'ed or -legd), a. Having
thick le^'S, as an insect— Thick-legged lily-bee-
tles, the Layriidx, as distinguished from the CrioeeridjB.

I
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thick-lipped

thick-lipped (thik'lipt), «. Having thick lips,

as a ni'trro ; labroid, as a fish ; thickened around
the e<lt,'is. as ail ulcer TMck-llpped perclu See
perch I

.

thicklips (thik'lips), n. A person having thick

lips— a characteristic of the negro race: used
opprobriously.

Uliat a full fortune does the ihick-lips owe,
If he can carry 't thus : Shale., Othello, i. 1. 66.

thickly (thik'Ii), adv. In a thick manner, in

any sense of the word thick; densely; closely;
leiply; abundantly; frequently.

thickness (thik'nes), n. [< ME. thiknesse, < AS.
tliicneg, < thkce, thick: see thick,'] 1. The state
or property of being thick, in any sense ; spe-
cifically, that dimension of a solid body which
is at riglit angles both to its length and to its

breadth ; the third or least dimension of a solid.

Sex fyngre thicke a tloore thereof thoirpave
With lyiue and asshea mixt with cole and sande,
A tiake above in thiknetae of thyne hande.

Palladiiu, Hnsbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. IS.

The height of one pillar was eighteen cubits ; . . . and
tile thickwta thereof was four fingers. Jer. Hi. 21.

2. Tliat which is thick; the thick of anything;
the dense, heavy, deep, or solid part.

The chambers were in the tkickneu of the wall of the
court toward the east Eiek. xlii. 1&

This enonuoos thidmem of nearly three mOes of Old
Red Sandstone. J. CtM, Climate and Cosmology, p. 270.

3. A fold, layer, or sheet, as of cloth or paper.

—

4. In foundiny, the sand or loam placed tem-
porarily in a mold while it is being prepared
for casting. It is afterward removed, and its

place is filled with the molten metal.
thickness (thik'nes), p. t. [< thickness, ».] To
reduce to a uniform thickness before dressing
to shape: said of boards and timber. [Trade
use]

thick-pleached (thik'pledht), a. Thickly in-

terwoven.

The princeand Count Claudio, walklnffin a(Aiot-])Iea(!A«i

alley in my orchard, were thus much overheard by a man
yot mine. Shak., Much Ado, 1. 2. 10.

ick-set (thik'set), a. and n. I. a. 1. Set,
'growing, or occurring closely together; dense;
ToxuriaDt.

Bis eyeballs glare with fire, snlTns'd with blood

;

His neck shoots np a thidr mt thorny wood.
Drydsn, tr. of Orvl's Metiunorph., vilL, Heleager and

(AtalantO ».
live long, ere from thy topmost head

The tMet-Mt hasel dies.
r«iuiysm, Will Waterproof.

8. Thickly studded; abounding; plentifully
supplied.

With windows of this kind the town of Cnrsola is Utiet-

let in every quarter. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 214.

8. Heavily or solidly built ; stout ; especially,
short and stout.

At Rrantham, I believe, he ast up all night to avoid
deeping in the next room to a (JUetr-«t( squTnUng fellow.
Id a black wig and a tarnished gold-laced waistcoat.

Seott, Bob Boy, lU.

Laying a short, thiekiet linger upon my arm, be looked
ap in my face with an Investigating air.

Bulwtr, Pelbam, xxxvL

Thick-set cord, a kind of thickset of which the surface
is ribljf'l like that of curdurtjy.

II. w. 1. A close or thick hedge.— 2. Very
thick or dense ttnderwood; bush; scrub.— 3.
A kind of fustian having a nap like that of vel-
veteen. It is used for clothes by persons en-

\
gaRcd in manual work.

f
fBick-sighted (thik'si'ted), a. Dim of sight;
weak-sighted.

Whereas before she could see some fnmltare In her
house, now she could perceive none ; she was erst tlMc-
ilgltUd, but now purblind. Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 388.

thickskinCthik'skin), B. anda. I. n. One who
has ,1 tliickskin— that is, one who is insensible
to or not easily irritated by taunts, reproaches,
ri<iieule, or the like ; a rude, unimpressible jier-

son.
The shallowest thidc-Mn of that t>arren sort.

Shak., M. N. D., UL 2. 18.

IL a. Same as thick-skinned.

Nor can I bide to pen some hungry scene
For thiek-MHn ears, and undisceming eyne.

Dp. UaU, .Satires, i. 8.

thick-skinned (thik'skind), a. l. Having a
thick skin or rind: a.a, & thick-skinned ^mvatA; a
thick-skinned orange.— 2. Specifically, in roo7.,
pachydenimtoiis. as a rhinoceros ; belonging to
the Parhi/dtrmata.— 3. Insensible to reproach,
ridicule, or insult; dull; stolid.

He is too thicktlnnned to mind elcxjucnt and indignant
criticism. The American, IX. 387.

395
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thicksknll (thik'skul), n. A dull person; a
blockhead.

thick-skulled (thik'skuld), a. Dull; heavy;
stupid ; slow to learn.

This downright fighting fool, this thick.skulled hero.
Dryden, All for Love, iii. 1.

thick-stamen (thik'sta'men), ». See I'achy-
sandra.

thick-starred (thik'stard), a. Strewn thickly
with stars. [Rare.]

In some wynters nyht whan the firmament is clere and
thikke-Merred. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 23.

thick-tongued (thik'tungd), a. Having a thick
tongue; specifically, in herpet., pachyglossate.
thick-wind (thik'wtnd), n. Iinpeded respira-
tion of the horse, somewhat louder and less free

than normal breathing. This may be due to roaring,
to asthma (heaveaX or to encroachment upon the lungs of
a distended stomach or pregnant uterus.

thick-winded (thik'win'ded), a. Affected with
thick-wind, as a horse.

thick-witted (thik'wit'ed), a. Dull of wit;
stupid; thick-headed.

A pretty face and a sweet heart , . . often overturn a
Utidc-untted or a light-headed man.

The Century, XXVI. 369.

thicky (thik'i), a. [< thick + -yi.] Thick.
[Kare.]

It was neere s thicky shade.
That broad leaues of Beech had made.

Ortene, Descrip. of the Shepherd and his Wife.

thlderi, adv. A Middle English form of thither.

Chaucer.

thief^ (thef), n. ; pi. thieves (thevz). [Early mod.
E. also thee/; < ME. theef, thef (pi. theeves, theves,

thyeves, thifes), < AS. thedf (pi. thedfas) = OS.
fA«o/"= OFries. thiaf, tief= U. dief= MLG. def
= OHG. diob, MHG. diep, G. dieb = Icel. tkiofr
= 8w. {?«/ = Dan. tyv = Goth, thiu/s (thiub-),

thief : root unknown. Hence thieve, theft.] 1.

A person who steals, or is guilty of larceny or
robbery ; one who takes the goods or property
of another without the owner's knowledge or
consent; especially, one who deprives another
of property secretly or without open force, as
opposeid to a robber, who openlv uses violence.
In the authorized version of the Bible, however, and in
the older literature generally, (JW^ is used where we now
say ro66er.

The othre byeth the little lAyeiMs, thet steleth tne the
house bread, wyn, an othre thingea.

.iyenMte qf Imeyt (B. B. T. i.\ p. 88.

A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho,
and tell among tMevet, which stripped him of his rsdment.

Luke X. 80.

Draw forth thy weapon, we are beset with tMevet.
Shak., T. of the 8., la 2. 238.

The elaaa that was called " travelling tAwMs," who, with-
out being professional cracksmen, would creep into an
unprotected house or rob a hen-roost

Nineteenth Century, XXVX 771.

2. A person gtxilty of cunning or deceitful
acts; a lawless *person; an evil-doer: used in
reproach.

Angelo Is an adulterous Ihi*/. Shak. , M. for M., v. 1. 40:

3. An imperfection in the wick of a candle,
causing it to gutter. [Prov. Eng.]
Where you see a tki^ in the candle, call preaenUy for

an exUngnlsher. Bp. Hail, Bemains, p 4& (Latham.)

If there bee a the^e in the Candle (as wee used to say
commonlyX there Is s way to pull it out, and not to put
out the Candle, by clapping an Extinguisher presently
upon it Howell, Forrelne Travell, 1642 (ed. Arber), p, 77.

4. A tin can to which a small line or becket is

attached, used as a drinking-cup by sailors. It

is made heavier on one side, so that it will cap-
size when it is dropped in the water.— 6. A
thief-tube.— 6. Same as hermit-crab. [Local,
U.S.] —Balt-thlef, a fish thnt takes the bait from a hook
without getting caught IFishtmien's slang.]— Treves'
Latin. Bee Lottn.— Thieves' vinegar, a kind of vinegar
made by digesting rosemary-tope, sage-leaves, etc , in vine-
gar, formerly believed to be an antidote against the pisgue.
It derived its name and popularity from a story that four
thieveswho plundered thedead during theplague ascribed
their impunity to this infusion. It has been long disused as
worthless. =8yn. PUferer, Pirate(»ee robber), pickpocket,
cutpurae. See piUage, n.

thief* (thef), ». [< ME. there, < AS. thefe, the
bramble: see there, theve-thorn.] The bramble
Rubus frutieosus. (Compare theve-thom. Brit-
ten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

thief-catcher (thef'kaoh'Ar), n. One who
catches thieves, or whose business is to detect
thieves and bring them to justice.

My evenings all I would with sharpers spend,
And mske the thief-catcher my bosom friend.

Bramston.

thief-leader (thef'le'd*^ n. One who leads
away or takes a thief. [Bare.]

A wolf passed by as the tkief4eadert were dragginK a
fox to execution. Sir R. L'Eetrange.

thigger

thieflyt (thef'li), adv. [< ME. theefly, theefliche,

theveii, thevelieh, theofliche ; < thief^ + -ly^.}

Like a thief; hence, stealthily; secretly.

Theuelich Y am had awey fro the loond of Hebrew.
Wydif, Gen. xl. 15.

In the night ful theefiy gan he stalke.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1781.

thief-stolen (thef'sto'ln), a. Stolen by a thief
or thieves. [Bare.]

Had I been thi^.^oVn,
As my two brothers, happy

!

Shak., Cymbellne, I. 6. 5.

thief-taker (thef'ta'kfer), n. One whose busi
ness it is to find and take thieves and bring
them to justice ; a thief-catcher,

thiefteouslyt, adv. Same as theftuously.

thief-tube (thef'tub), it. A sampling-tube; a
tube which may be inserted in a bung-hole,
and, when filled with the Uquid in the cask,
withdrawn with its contents by placing the
thumb over the upper end.

thietsee, «. See theelsee.

thieve (thev), v.; pret. and pp. thieved, ppr.
thieving. [< ME. *tneven, < AS. theofian, thieve,

< <Aco/, a thief: see MiVf.] I. intrans. To be a
thief

;
practise theft ; steal ; prey.

He knows not what may thieve upon his senses.
Or what temptation may rise.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, L 1.

Or proul in courts of law for human prey.
In venal senate thieve, or rob on broad highway.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i 13.

H. trans. To take by theft ; steal.

My mother still

Afllrms your Psyche thieved her theories.
Tennyetm, Princess, ill.

thieveless (thev'les), o. [Ct. thewless.] Cold;
forbidding. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

Wi' thievelea$ sneer to see his modish mien.
He, down the water, gi'es him this guid-e'en.

Burnt, Brigs of Ayr.

thievery (thev'6r-i), n. ; pi. thieveries (-iz).

[= OFries. deverie = G. dieberei = Sw.Uuf'veri
= Dan. tyveri; as thieve + -ery.] 1. The act
or practice of stealing; theft.

Knaverle, Villanie, and Thieverie ! I smeU It rank, she 's

stoln, she 's gone dlrectlie. Brome, Northern Lass, ii. 6.

We owe a great deal of picturesquencss to the quarrels
and thieveries of the barons of the Middle Ages.

ImceU, Fireside Travels, p 254.

2. That which is stolen.

Injurious time now with a robber's haste
Crams his rich thievery up, he knows not how.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 4. 46.

thieves, n. Plural of thief.

thievish (the'vish), a. [= D. diefsch = MLG.
devisch = G. diebisch; as thief + -tsfti.] 1. Ad-
dicted to, concerned in, or characterized by
thievery

;
pertaining in any manner to theft.

Or with a base and boisterous sword enforce
A thiensA living on the common road.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 8. 33,

O thieoith Night,
Why shouldst thou, but for some felonious end,
In thy dark lantern thus close up the stars?

Milton, Comus, I. 195.

2. Stealthy; furtive; secret; sly.

He sitteth lurking in the thievish comers of the streets.

Book qf Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. x. 8.

Thou by thy dial's shady stealth mayst know
Time's thievith progress to eternity.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixxvii.

thievishly (the'vish-li), adv. In a thievish
manner; like a thief; by theft.

thievishness (the'vish-nes), n. The state or
character of being thievish. Bailey, 1727.

thig (thig), t'.
; pret. and pp. thigged, ppr. thig-

ging. [< ME. thiggen, < AS. thicgan, thicgean,
take, receive, partake of, = OS. thiggian, thig-

gean = OHG. dikkan, thichan, thiggen, MHG.
digen = Icel. thiggja, get, receive, receive hos-
pitality for a night, = 8w. tigga = Dan. tigge,

beg as a mendicant. The E. form and sense
are due rather to Seand. The reg. form from
AS. thicgan would be 'thidge.] I. traris. To
beseech; supplicate; implore; especially, to
ask as alms ; beg. Compare thigger.

And now me bus, as a beggar, my bred for to thigge
At dores vpon dayes, that dayres me full sore.

Deetruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13549.

U. intrans. To make supplication ; specifical-

ly, to profit by or live on the gifts of others

;

take alms. See the quotation under sorn.

They were fain to thigg and cry for peace and good-wlU.
Piticottie, p. 66. (Jamieson.)

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch in both uses.]

thigger (thig'^r), n. [Also 8c. thiggar, Shet-
land liggar; = Sw. tiggare = Dan. tigger, a beg-
gar; as thig + -eri.] One who thigs; a beg-
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gar; especially, one who solicits a gift (as of

seed-corn from one's neighbors), not on the

footing of a mendicant, but in a temporary
strait or as having some claim on the liberality

of others. [Scotch.]

thigh (thi), «. [< ME. *mgh, tMh, thig, thy,

thee, the, thegh, theh, theg, theo, < AS. thedh, tked

= OS. thio = OFries. thiach. Pries, tjea = MD.
diege, dieghe, die, dye, dije, D. dye, dij = MLG.
deck, dee, de = OHG. dioh, dieh, MHG. diech

(dieh-) =Icel. ihjo, thigh; connection with thick

and thee^ uncertain.] 1. That part of the leg

which is between the hip and the knee in man,
and the corresponding part of the hind limb
of other animals; the femoral region, deter-

mined by the extent of the thigh-bone or fe-

mur ; the femur. The fleshy mass of the thigh con-
sists of three groups of muscles : the extensors of the leg,

in front; the flexors of tlie leg, behind ; the adductors of

the thigh, on the inner side— together with a part of the
gluteal muscles, extended on to the thigh from the but-

tocks. The line of the groin detlnitely separates the thigh
from the belly in front ; and the transverse fold of the but-

tocks (the gluteofemoral crease) similarly limits the thigh
behind when the leg is extended. The inner or adduc-
torial muscles are especially well developed in women.
The thigh of most mammals and birds is buried in the

flesh of what appears to be the trunk ; so that the first

joint of the hind leg which protrudes from the body is

beyond the knee-joint. There are some exceptions to this

rule, as the thigh of the camel and elephant. Many rep-

tiles and batrachians have extensive thighs well marked
from the trunk, as ordinary lizards, frogs, newts, etc. No
thigh is recognized as such in fishes. See cuts under miM-
del and Plantigrada.

Like the bee, . . .

Our thighs pack'd with wax, our mouths with honey.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 6. 77.

2. In ornith.: (a) The flank, or the feathers

overlying this region of the body, correspond-
ing to the thigh proper, which is deeply buried
in the common integument of the body, (ft)

Loosely, the next joint of the leg ; the crus

;

the drumstick: especially said when the fea-

thers of this part are conspicuous in length or

in color, as the "flag" of a hawk.— 3. In en-

tom., the third joint or segment of any one of

the six or eight legs of a true insect, or of an
arachnidan; the femur, between the trochan-
ter and the tibia or shank, in some insects, as

grasshoppers, locusts, crickets, and such saltatorial forms,
the thigli is much enlarged, and forms with the tibia a
letter A, reaching high above the body: such thighs are
technically called incrassate femora. The three pairs of
thighs of a six-legged insect are distinguished as anterior^

middle, and post^ri^r. See cut under coxa.

4t. The lower and larger part of the stalk of a
plant ; the stock or trunk.

The vyne hie and of fecunditee
In brannches VIII ynough is to dilate,

Aboute his thegh lette noo thing growing be.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

thight, ''. t- [ME. thyen; < thigh, n.] To carve
(a pigeon or other small bird).

Thye all maner of small byi-des.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 265.

thigh-bone (thi'bon), n. The single bone of

the thigh of any vertebrate; the femur (which
see for description), in man it is the longest and
largest bone of the body. See cuts under digitiijrade, fe-
mur, and the various names of mammals, birds, etc., cited
under the word skeleton.

thighed (thid), «. [< ME. y-tkied; < thigh +
-eS^.I Having thighs: especially used in com-
position : as, the ved-thighed locust, Caloptenus
femur-rubrmn. See cut under grasshopper.

The best is like a bosshe ythied breefe.
PaUadiug, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 69.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens dur-
ing the past week include ... a vf\\ite-thighed Colobus.

Nature, XLII. 303.

Thighed metapodius, Metapodius fenwratus, a large
pre^ceous reduvioid bug,
common in the southern
Tnited States, and noted as a
destroyerof injurious insects,
particularly the cotton-worm,
Aletia xylirui, and the army-
worm, Leucania unipuncta.

thigh-joint (thi 'joint),

«. The coxa, or coxal
articulation, usually
called hip-joint (which
see).

thilkt (THilk), pron. adj.

[Also eontr. thick, thic ;

<. ME. thilk, thilke, thylke,

thulke, < AS. thylc, thyl-

lic, thillic, that, that
same, the same (= Icel. Thighed Metapodius (yl/«M/o-

thvilikr = Sw. desshkes
= Dan. deslige, such), < thy, instr. of thirt, that,
the, + -tic, E. -ly"^: see like"^, -lyl, and cf. such,
which (whilk), which have the same terminal
element.] This same; that same; that.
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To rekene with hymself, as wel may be.

Of thilke yeer, how that it with hym stood.

CMtuxr, Shipman's Tale, 1. 79.

Did not thUk bag-pipe, man, which thou dost blow,

A t'arewell on our soldiers erst bestow ?

Peele, An Eclogue.

thill (thil), n. [Also dial. Jill; < ME. thilte,

thylle, < AS. thill (f), a board, plank, stake,

pole, = OHG. dili, m., dilla, f., MHG. dilU, dil,

G. diele, a board, plank, = Icel. thilja, a plank,

deal, a rower's bench, = Sw. tilja = Dan. tiljc,

a pole, stake, beam; akin to AS. thel, a board,

plank, = MD. dele, D. deel, a board, plank, floor,

= MLG. LG. dele, a board, plank, floor, etc.

:

see deal^, the same word received through the

D.] 1. A shaft (one of a pair) of a cart, gig,

or other carriage. The thills extend from the

body of the carriage, one on each side of the

horse. See cut under sleigh.

And bakward beth they thilles made full sure.

As forwarde hath a drey, and in that ende
An meke oxe that wol drawe & stonde & wende
Wel yoked be, and forwarde make it fare.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 169.

2. In coalmining: (a) The surface upon the

tram runs. (6) The under-day. See under-

day. [Prov. Eng.]
thill-coupling (thil'kup^'ling), n. A device for

fastening the shafts of a vehicle to the front

axle. E. H. Knight.

thiller (thil'er), n. [Also dial, filler ; < thill +
-6)1.] A thill-horse. Compare wheeler.

Five great wains, . . . drawn with flve-and-thirty strong
cart-horses, which was six for every one besides the thiller.

Urqtihart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 2.

thill-horse (thil'hors), ». [Also dial, .^/^ftorac,

sometimes spelled irreg. phillhorse ; < ME. thil-

hors, thylle hors; < thill + horse^.'] A horse
which goes between the thills or shafts and
supports them. Palsgrave.

thill-jack (thil'jak), n. A tool for connecting
the thills of a carriage to the clips of the axle.

E. H. Knight.

thill-tug (thil'tug), n. A loop of leather de-

pending from the harness-saddle, to hold the
shaft of a vehicle. E. H. Knight.

thimble (thim'bl), n. [Also dial, thimmel, thim-

ell, thmnmel; < ME. thimbil (with excrescent
6 as in thumb), *thumcl, < AS. ihymel, a thim-
ble, orig. used on the thumb (as sailors use
them still) ; with sufiix -el, < thuma, thumb ; cf

.

(with diff. meaning) Icel. thumall, thimib : see
ihwnib'^.'] 1. An implement used for pushing
the needle in sewing, worn on one of the fin-

fers, usually the middle finger of the right hand,
t is generally bell-shaped, but as used in some trades is

open at the end. The sallmakers' thimble (usually spelled
thummel) consists of a kind of ring worn on the thumb,
and having a small disk like the seal of a ring, with small
depressions for the needle.

Hast thou ne'er a Brass Thimble clinking in thy Pocket?
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 3.

I aing the Thimble— armour of the fair

!

Ramsay, The Thimble.

2. In mech., a sleeve, skein, tube, bushing, or
ferrule used to join the ends of pipes, shafting,

etc., or to fill an opening, expand a tube, cover
an axle, etc. It is made in a variety of shapes, and is

called thimhle-joiiit, thimble-coupling, thimble-skein, etc.

See cut under coupling.

3. Naut., an iron or brass ring, concave on the
outside so as to fit in a rope, block-strap, crin-

gle, etc., and prevent chafe, as well as to pre-
serve shape ; also, an iron ring attached to the
end of drag-ropes Clue thimble, a metal sheath
or guard servmg t^ prevent wear or chafing of the rope
forming the eye of a sail. — Fairy thimble, the fox-

glove, Digitalis purpurea. Britten and Holland. [Prov.

Eng.]—Thimble and Bodkin Army, in Eng. hist., a
name given by the Royalists during the Civil War to the
Parliamentarian army, in contemptuous allusion to an al-

leged source of their supplies. See the quotation.

The nobles being profuse in their contributions of plate
for the service of the king [Charles I.] at (ixford, while on
the parliamentary side the subscriptions of silver offerings

included even such little personal articles as those that
suggested the term the Thimble and Bodkin Army.

S. Douell, Taxes in England, II. 3.

Wltches'-thlmble, the fox-glove, Digitalit purpurea.
The name is also given to several other plants. Britten

and Holland. [Prov. Eng.] (See also caroine-thimble.)

thimbleberry (thim'bl-ber"i), n.
;

pi. thimble-

berries (-17,). See raspberry, 2.

thimble-case (thim'bl-kas), ». A case for con-
taining a thimble, or two or more thimbles of

different patterns for different kinds of work.

A myrtle foliage round the thimble-case.

Pope, The Basset Table.

thimble-coupling (thim'bl-kup''''ling), H. See
coupling.

thimble-eye (thim'bl-i), n. The thimble-eyed
mackerel, or chub-mackerel, Scomber colias.

thin

thimble-eyed (thim'bl-id), a. Having eyes re-

sembling a thimble: used of the chub-mackerel,

thimbleful (thim'bl-fiU), M. [< thimble + -/«/.]

As much as a thimble will hold; hence, a very
small quantity.

Yes, and measure for measure, too, Sosia ; that is, for a
thimble-full of gold a thimile-fuU of love.

Dryden, Amphitryon, iv.

ithimble-joint (thim'bl-joint), «. A sleeve-join

with an interior packing, to keep the joints

a pipe tight during expansion and contraction.'

E. H. Knight.

thimble-lily (thim'bl-lil'i), n. An Australian
liliaceous plant, Blandfordia rmbilis, with ra- A
cemed flowers of a form to suggest the name. |
thimbleman (thim'bl-man), n.

;
pi. thimblemen

(-men). Same as thimhlerigger.

As the thimble-men say, " There 's a fool bom ever}* min-
ute." Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 385.

thimble-pie (thim'bl-pi), n. Chastisement by
means of a sharp tap or blow given with a thim-
ble on the finger. [Prov. Eng.]—To make thim-
ble-pie. See the quotation.

Years ago there was one variety [of thimble] which
little boys and girls knew as " dame's thimeU." It was
in constant use in the making of " thim^ll-pie," or "thim-
my-pie," the dame of the little schools then common in

all villages using her thimble— a great iron one — upon
the children's heads when punishment was necessary.
This was called thimeli-pie making, and the operation was
much dreaded. N. and Q., 7th ser., IX 95.

thimblerig (thim'bl-rig), n. A sleight-of-hand

trick played with three small cups shaped like

thimbles, and a small ball or pea. The ball or pea
is put on a table and covered with one of the cups. The
operator then begins moving the cups about, offering to
bet that no one can tell under which cup the pea lies.

The one who bets is seldom allowed to win.

I will . . . appear to know no more of you than one of
the cads of the thimUe-rig knows of the pea-holder.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, vii.

A merry blue-eyed boy, fresh from Eton, who could do
thimble-rig, " prick the garter, " " bones " with his face
blacked, and various other accomplishments.

Whyte Melville, White £ose, IL iv.

thimblerig (thim'bl-rig), i,'. ; pret. and pp. thim-

blcrigged, ppr. thimblerigging. [< thimblerig, n.]

To cheat Ijy means of thimblerig, or sleight of
hand.
thimblerigger (thim'bl-rig'fer), n. [< thimble-

rig + -erK] One who practises the trick of
thimblerig; a low trickster or sharper. Also
thimhUiiiaii.

thimblerigging (thim'bl-rig'ing), n. [Verbal
n. of thimblerig, v.'] The act or practice of play-
ing thimblerig ; deception or trickery by sleight

of hand.
The explanations of these experts is usually only clever

thimble-rigging. J. Burroughs, The Century, XX\'II. 926.

thimble-skein (thim'bl-skan), «. In a vehicle.

Thimble-skein.
a, axletree ; *, hub : c, Uiimble-skein : rf, nut.

a sleeve over the arm of a wagon-axle, as dis-

tinguished from a strap-skein. E. H. Knight.

thimbleweed (thim'bl-wed), ». An American
anemone. .( iicmoiie Virginiana. It is a plant 2 or 3
feet high with whitish flowers on long upright peduncles,
the fruiting heads having the form and markings of a thim-
ble. Rudbeckia laciniaia has also been thus named.

thimet, «. See thyme.

thimmel, ». A dialectal form of thimble.

thin^ (thin), a. [< ME. thiiine. thynne, thenne,

thunrw, < AS. thynne = MD. D. dun = MLG.
dunne, LG. dunn = OHG. dunni, thunni, MHG.
diinne, G. diinn = Icel. thunnr = Sw. tunn = Dan.
tynd = Goth. *thunnus (not recorded), thin. =
MHG. tuneirenge : = W. tencu = Gael. Ir. tana=
OBulg. tinukii = Russ. tonkii (with a deriv. suf-

fix) = L. tenuis, thin, slim, = Gr. *rovt)f (in comp.
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and deriv.), also ravaSc (for 'rapapoc; in eomp.
ravav-), stretched out, slim, long, thin, taper,
= 8kt. Uiiiu, stretched out, thin; orig. 'stretched
out,' connected with a verb seen in AS. "tlieni-

an, "thennan, in comp. d-thenian = OHG. den-
nan, MHG. denen, 6. dehnen = Goth, "thanjan,
in comp. uf-thanjan, stret«h out (a secondary
form of AS. 'thenan, etc.), = L. tendcre, stretch
{tenere, hold), = Gr. re'weiv, stretch, = Skt.-/ tan,
stretcli, etc. A very prolific root ; from the L.
adj. are ult. E. tenuous, tenuity, attenuate, ex-
tenuate, etc., and from the L. verb root are ult.
E. tenrfl, attend, intend, etc., tendon, etc. (see
tenrfi); from theGr., tone, tonic, etc., f^nia, la-
sts, etc.] 1. Very narrow in all diameters;
slender; glim; long and fine: as, a thin wire;
a thin string.

Then the priest shall see the pla^rne ; and, behold, if
. . . there be in it « yellow thin hair, then the priest shall
pronounce him unclean. Lev. xiii. 30.

Conies the blind Fury with the abhorred shears,
And slits the fAtn-spun life. Milton, Lycidas, 1. 76.

2. Very narrow in one diameter; haN-ing the
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Mr. Powell has a very full congregation, while we have

a very thm house. Steele, Spectator, No. 14.

11. Scantily occupied or furnished; bare;
empty: used absolutely or with of.
The cheerfulness of a spirit that is blessed will make a

thm table become a delicacy.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 8.

The University being thin this Vacation time, the con-
tributions designed for me go on but slowly.

Jlev. Simon Ockley (Ellis's Lit, Letters, p. 353).

When a nation abounds in physicians, it grows thin of
P«oP'6- Addimn, Spectator, No. 21.

12. Having no depth: said of a school of fish.—13. Having insufiicient density or contrast to
^ve a good photographic print or a satisfactory
image on the screen ; weak : said of a negative
or a lantern-slide.- Tliln register. See reuisteri, 5
(6).— Througli tUck and thin. See <Ai<*.— Too t.hin
failing to convince ; easily seen through ; not sufficient to
impose on one.

thinl (thin), adv. [< thin^, a.] Thinly.
Ere you come to Edinburgh port,

I trow (Ain guarded sail ye be.
Sang o/ the Outlaw Murray (Child s Ballads, VI. 35).

opposite surfaces very near together; having thlnl (thin), i'.
;
pret. and pp. thinned, ppr. thin-

little thickness or depth ; not thick; not heavy

:

as, thin paper; thin boards: opposed to thick.

Kerue not thy brede to (Ayniu,
Ne breke hit not on twynne.

Bo*e« Boot (K. E. T. 8.^ p. la
I'm a cold ; this white satin is too tMn unless tt be cat,

for then the sun enters.
DeUer and Webtter, Northward Ho, It. 4.

The Judge had put on his thinneat shoes, for the birch-
bark canoe has a delicate door.

C. P. Woobon, Japiter Lighte, xv.

3. Having the constituent parts loose or sparse
in arran^ment ; lacking density, compactness,
or luxuriance ; rare ; specifically, of the air and
other gases, rarefied.

The men han thymu Berdea and fewe Beres ; but thei
ben longe. MandevOle, Travels, p. 207.

These oar actors,
As I foretold yon, were all spirits, and
Are melted into air, into thin air.

Shot., Tempest, Iv. 1. ISO.

And wood^ made thin with wind*, their scatter'd honours
mourn. Dryden, tr. of Horace's Odes, 1. xilx. 64.

4. Hence, easily seen through; transparent,
literally or figuratively; shallow ; flimsy ; slight

:

as, a thin disguise.
I come not

To hear such flattery now, and In my presence

;

They are too thin and bare to hide offence*.
Shak., Hen. Vni., v. S. 125.

Throned hi the centre of his tUn design^
Proud of a raat extent of flimsy Uoe*

!

Pope, ProL to Satlra^ L K.
We bear onr shade* ibout us : selt-^epriT'd
Of other screen, the Uun umbrella spread.

Cowptr, Task, L S8a

5. Having slight consistency or viscosity: said
of liquids: a.s, (Ain syrup ; <Aib gruel.— 6. De-
ficii'nt in some characteristic or important in-
gredient; lacking strength or richness; spe-
cifically, of liquors, small : opposed to strong.

I couthc selle
Bothe dregges and draf, and draw at one bole
Thlcke ale and (Ayniw ale.

Pirn Plowman (C% xili. 402.

If I had a thousand sons, the flrst humane principle I
wonld teach them should be to forswear thin imtations.

Shak., i Hen. IV., iv. S. 134.

When banes are crax'd, an' binid is thin.
Bums, First Epistle to Davie.

7. Of sound, lacking in fullness; faint, and of-
ten somewhat shrill or metallic in tone.
Thin hollow sounds, and lamentable screams. Dryden.

In a clear voice and thin
The holy man 'gan to set forth the faith.

Wmiam Morrit, Earthly Paradise, II. 887.

8. Limited in power or capacity; feeble; weak.
Mjf tale is doon, for my wytte is thynne.

Chaucer, .Merchant's Tale, I. 438.

On the altar a thin ttickering flame
Just showed the goldiii letters of her name.

Traiiam Morrui, Fjirthly Paradise, L 384.

9. Meager; lean; spare; not plump or fat.
And the seven thin ears devoured the seven rank and

'"" «»>'» Oen. xll. 7.

No meagre, mase-rid mope, ailust and thin.
In a dun night-gown of his own loose skin.

Pope, Unnciad, Ii. S7.

His face I* growing sharp and thin.
Tennyion, Death of the Old Year.

10. Limited in quantity or number; small or
infrequent ; scanty.

You are like to haTe a thin and slender pittance.
Shale., T. of theS., iv. 4. BI.

The «A»'n remains of Troy's afflicted host
In distant realms may mats unenvled Bnd.

Addimn, tr. of Horace's Odes, III. 3.

nmg. [< ME. th^nnen, < AS. ge-thyr>nan, make
thin, < thynne, thin : see thin^, a.] I. tran,<i. "To
make thin, (o) To attenuate ; draw or spread out thin

;

henc^ to reduce in thickness or depth : as, to thin a board
by planing.

How the blood lies upon her cheek, all spread
As thinned by kisses

!

Browning, Pauline.

(*) To make less dense or compact ; make sparse : specifi-
cally, to rarefy, aa a gaa.

Who with the ploughshare clove the barren moors, . .

Thinned the rank woods.
Wordtworth, Off Saint Bees' Heads,

(e) To reduce In consistency or viscosity : said of liquids

:

a^ to «Ain starch. (<f) To reduce in strength or richness

:

as, to thin the blood, (e) To make lean or spare.

A troublous touch
Thinn'd or would seem to tAi'n her in a day.

Tennyton, Aylmer's Held.
(/) To reduce In numbers or frequency.

One half of the noble families had been thinned by pn>-
•oripUon- Uailam, Middle Ages, Ul 8.

Many a wasting ph«ue, and nameless crime.
And bloody war that thinned the human race.

, , _ . . ,
Bryant, Death of Shivery.

U7) To make bare or empty.

The oppressive, sturdy, man-destroying villains .

Thin'd states of half their people. Blair, The Grave.
For attempting to keep up the fervor of devotion for so

long a time, we have thinned our churches.
Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, UL

. 5; *"'''"»*• To become thin, (a) To diminish
111 thickness: grow or become thin : with out, away, etc •

thus geological straU are said to Man out when they grad-
nal^dlmlnUb In thickness till they disappear. (6) To
become lea* dense, compact, or crowded ; become sparse •

hence, to become scattered ; separata.

The crowd bi Sotten Bow begins to thin.

Bidwer, My Novel, v. 4.

My hair is thinning away at the crown.
And the silver flghts with the worn-nut brown.

r. S. OiOert, Haunted,

thln^, pron. A Middle English form of thine.
thine (^iiin), prow. [Li defs. 1 and 2 orig. gen.
of thou; < ME. thin. th,,n, < AS. thin (= OS.
Oldies, thin = OHG. MHG. din, Q. dein, deiner
= Icel. thin = Qoth. theina), gen. of tha, thou

:

see thou. In def. 3 merely poss. (adj.), < ME.
thin, thun, < AS. thin = OS. thin = OFries. thin,
din = MD. dijn=OHG. MHG. din, 0. dein= Icel.
thtnn, thin, tliitt = Sw. Dan. din = Goth, theins,
thine; poss. adj. Hence, by loss of the final
consonant, thy. For the forms and uses, cf.
minel.] If. Of thee; the original genitive of
the pronoun thou.

To-mo(r|we ye sboleii ben weddeth,
And, maugre thin, tu-gldere beddeth.

Bavelok(E. B. T. S.), L 1127.

2. Of thee ; belonging to thee. Compare »i»«el, 2.

Ich hane for-gyue the meny gnltes and my grace graant«d
Bothe to the and to thgne in hope thow sholdest s-menda.

Piert Plowman (C), Iv. 186.

O, if to fight for king and commonweal
Were piety in thine, it is in these.

Shot., Tit. And., i. 1. US.
3. Belonging or pertaining to thee: in this
sense a possessive, (o) Used predlcatlvely.

" Mi sone," heo sede, " haue this ring,
Whll he is thin ne iliite notliing
That fur the brerine, ne ailrenche se."

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

A drope of hlode if atte thou tine
We gif jou dome, the wrange is Mine.

Holy Bood(E. E. T. 8.), p. in.
Thine Is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory for

"«'• Mat. vi. 13.

"Take thou my robe," she said, "for all Is thine."
Tennyeort, Holy Orail.

(6) Used attributively, with the force of an adjective : com-
mo!ily preferred before a vowel to thy, and now used only
in that sitttatloQ.

thing

Alle thine castles
Ich habbe wel istored.

Layamon, L 1341Z
Sythen alle thyn other lymes lapped ful dene,
Thenne may thou se thy sauior * his sete ryche.

Attiteratioe Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 175.

Drink to me only with thine eyes. B. Jonson, To Celia.

Mine and thine, a phrase noting the division of property
amung ditfercnt owners, and implying the right of indi-
vidual ownership ; meum and tuuiu.

Amonge them ICubans] the lande is as common as the
Sonne and water ; And that Myne and Thyne (the seedes
of all myscheefe) haue no place with them.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.
(Arber, p. 78).

\Thine, like thou, is now used only in poetry, in solemn
discourse, always in prayer, provincially in England, and
in the common language of the Friends. In familiar and
common language your and ymirs are always used in the
singular number as well as the plural.]

thing! (thing), n. [< ME. thing, thyng, < AS.
thing, sometimes thincg, thine, a thing, also a
cause, sake, office, reason, council, = OS.
OFries. thing = D. ding = OHG. dine, MHG.
dine, G. ding = Icel. thing, a thing (rare), pi.
articles, objects, things, valuables, jewels, also
an assembly, meeting, parish, district, county,
shire, parliament, = Sw. Dan. ting = Goth.
*thigg (not recorded) ; cf. AS. deriv. thingian,
make an agreement, contract, settle, compose
(a quarrel), speak, = G. dingen, hold court,
negotiate, make a contract {bedingen, make
conditions, stipulate)

; prob. related to Goth.
theihs (for "thinhs f ), time, L. tempus, time : see
tensel, teniporaP-. For the development of
sense, cf. AS. sacu (= G. sacke, etc.), conten-
tion, strife, suit, cause, case, thing (see sake^)

;

also L. res, a cause, case, thing, L. causa, a
cause, case, ML. and Rom. (It. cosa = F. chose),
a thing. The sense ' a concrete inanimate ob-
ject' is popularly regarded as the fundamental
one, but a general notion such as that could
hardly be original.] 1. That which is or may
become the object of thought; that which has
existence, or is conceived or imagined as having
existence; any object, substance, attribute,
idea, fact, circumstance, event, etc. A thing
maybe either material or ideal, animate or in-
animate, actual, possible, or imaginary.
The! gon gladly to Cypre, to reste hem on the Lond, or

elles to bye thingie that thei have nede to here lyvynge.
Mandenille, Travels, p. 29.

We were as glad of day lygbt as euer we were of any
thynffe In all our lyues.

Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 73.

Scripture indeed teacheth thinge above nature, thituje
which our reason by Itself could not reach unto.

Hooker, Eccles. I'olity, ili. 8.

Consider not the thingi of this life, which is a very
firison to all God's children, but the Ihitigt of eveiListing
Ife, which is our very home.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 185S), II. 64.

So prevalent a Thing is Custom that there Is no alter-
ing of a Fashion that has once obtain'd.

S. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 371.

He (PepysJ must always lie doing something agreeable,
and, by way of preference, two agreeable thinge at once.

Ii. L. Stevenson, Men and liooks, p. 290.

In more limited applications— (a) A particular existence
or appearance which is not or cannot be more definitely
characterized ; a somewhat ; a something.

What, has this thing appear'd again to-night?
Shak., Hamlet, I. 1. 21.

A thing which Adam had been posed to name

;

Noah bad refused it lodging in bis ark.
Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 25.

The round thing upon the floor Is a table upon which the
dishes of their frugal meal were set

S. Curzon, Monast in the Levant, p. 84.

(M A living being : applied to persons or animals, cither in
admiration, tenderness or pity, or in contempt : as, a poor
sick thing; a poor foolish thing.

For Floriz was so fair gongling
And Biauncheflur so suete thing.

King Horn (E. E. T. fS.X p. 7L
Thing of talk, begone

!

Begone, without reply.
Ford, Broken Heart, Ii. 3.

. turned
Addison.

The seeming-injured simple-hearted thing
Came to her old perch back.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

(c) A material object lacking life and consciousness.

He himself
Moved haunting people, things, and places.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.
Things dilfering in temperature, colour, taste, and smell

agree in resisting compression. In filling space. Because
of this (luality we regard the wind as a thing, though it
has neither shape nor colour, while a shadow, tliough it
has both but not resistance. Is the very type of nothing-
ness. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 67.

((f) That which Is done; an act, doing, undertakhig, busi-
ness, affair, etc. ; also, something which is to be done; a
duty or task ; In the passage from Chaucer, below, in the
plural, prayers or devotions.

The poor thing sighed, and, with a blessing,
from me.



thing

The folk of that Contree begynnen alle hire thinges in
the newe Mone ; and thei worschipeu moche the Mone and
the Sonne, aud often tyme kneleu azenst hem.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 248.

Daun John waa risen in the morwe also,

And in the gardyn walketh to and fro.

And hath his thint/es seyd ful curteisly.
Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 91.

A sorry thing to hide my head
In castle, like a feirfiil maid.
When such a field is near.

Scott, JIarmion, v. 84.

(e) A composition, as a tale, a poem, or a piece of music

:

used informally or deprecatingly.

I wol yow telle a lytel tJiyTig in prose
That oghte liken yow, as I suppose.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, 1. 19.

A pretty kind of— sort of— kind of thing,

Not much a verse, and poem none at all. L. Hunt.

(/) [l^sually pi.] Personal accoutrements, equipments,
furniture, etc. ; especially, apparel ; clothing ; in particu-
lar, outdoor garments ; wraps.

And hem she yaf hir moebles and hir thing.
Chaucer, Second Nun's Tide, 1. 540.

I suppose you don't mean to detain my appai'el— I may
have my things, I presume? Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

The women disburdened themselves of their oul>of-door
things. Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, ii.

(3) pi. In law, sometimes, the material objects which can
be subject to property rights; sometimes, those rights
themselves. The distinction which is often made between
corporeal and incorporeal things is a consequence of the
confusion of these two meanings. Things real comprehend
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, including riglits

and profits issuing out of land ; things personal compre-
hend goods and chattels ; and things mixed are such as
partake of the characteristics of the two former, as a title-

deed. (A) pi. Circumstances.

There ensued a more peaceable and lasting harmony,
and consent of things. Bacon, Physical Fables, i., Expl.

Things are in the saddle,
And ride mankind.

Emerson, Ode, inscribed to W. H. Channing.

2. A portion, part, or particular; an item; a
particle ; a jot, whit, or bit : used in many ad-
verbial expressions, especially after or in com-
position with no, any, and some. See nothing,
anything, something.

Ector, for the stithe stroke stoynyt 7W thyng,
Gryppit to his gode sword in a grym yre,
Drof vnto Diomede, that deryt hym before.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 7431.

What he commandeth they dare not disobey in the least
thing. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 144.

We have setters watching in corners, and by dead walls,
to give us notice when a gentleman goes by, especially if

he be any thing in drink.

Swift, Last Speech of Ebenezer Elliston.

3t. Cause; sake.

Lane him [thy neighbor] for godes thing.
Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), I. 67.

An mine gode song for hire thinge
Ich turne sundel to munutn]ge.

Owl and Nightingale (ed. WrightX 1. 1595.

A soft thing. See so/(.—FaIlaciesin things. Hee/ai-
Jdci/.— Rights of thUlgs, in law, rights considered with
reference to the object over which they may be asserted.

—

The clean thing. See dean.—The thing, the proper,
desired, or necessary proceeding or result ; especially, that
which is required by custom or fashion.

A bishop's calling company together in this week [Holy
Week] is, to use a vulgar phrase, not the thing.

Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1781.

It was the thing to look upon the company, unless some
irresistible attraction drew attention to the stage.

Doran, Annals of Stage, I. 182.

The question [of a state church], at the present junc-
ture, is in itself so absolutely unimportant ! The thing is,

to recast religion.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Pref.

Flattered vanity was a pleasing sensation, she admitted,
but tangible advantage was the thinq after all.

Whyte MelvUle, White Rose, I. v.

Thing-ln-ltself (translating the Gei-man Ding an sich), a
noumenon.— Thliig of naught or nothing, a thing of
no value or importance ; a mere nothing ; a cipher.

Man is like a thing ofnought; his time passeth away like
a shadow. Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. cxliv. 4.

Ham. The King is a thing—
Guil. A thing, my lord

!

Ham. 0/ nothing. Shale., Hamlet, iv. 2. 30.

Things In action, legal rights to things not in the pos-
session of the claimant.— To do the handsome tUng
hy, to treat with munificence or generosity. [Many analo-
gous phrases are foraied by tlie substitution of other ad-
jectives for handsome : as, to do the friendly, proper,
square, or right thing by a person.) [CoUoq.]

You see I'm doing the handsome thing by you, because
my father knows yours.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

To know a thing or two, to be experienced or knowing

;

hence, to be shrewd or sharp-witted. [Colloq.]

My cousin is a sharp blade, but I think I have shown
him that we in Virginia know a thing or two.

Thackeray, Virginians, xviii.

To make a good thing of, to derive profit from: as, to
make a good thing of stock-jobbing. [Colloq.

]

thing2 (ting), n. [Not from AS. thing, a coun-
cil, but repr. Icel. thing, an assembly, confer-
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ence, = Sw. Dan. ting, a court, a place of as-

semljly, a legal trial: see thing^. Cf. hmting.']

In Scandinavian countries and in regions large-

ly settled by Scandinavians (as the east and
north of England), an assembly, public meet-
ing, parliament, or court of law. Also ting.

See Althing, Landsthing, Storthing, Folkething.

Likewise the Swedish King
Summoned in Ixaste a Thing,
Weapons and men to bring

In aid of Denmark.
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Saga of King Olaf, xvii.

The change of the English name "moot" for the gather-
ing of the freemen in township or wapentake into the
Scandinavian (Am;;, or (iTiy, . . . is . . . significant of the
social revolution which passed over the north with the
coming of the Dane.

J. E. Oreen, Conquest of England, p. 116.

thillgal(thing'al), a. [< thing^ + -al.] Belong-
ing or pertaining to things ; real. [Bare.]

Indeed he [Hinton] possessed no true sesthetic feeling
at all ; there is probably not a single word in all that he
wrote which indicates any sense of what he would prob-
ably call " ihingal beauty." Mind, IX. 398.

thingamy (thing'a-mi), 71. Same as thingummy.
T-hinge (te'hinj), n. A door-hinge in the shape
of the letter T, of which, one leaf, a strap, is

fastened to the door, and the other, short and
wide, is fixed to the door-post.
thinger (thing'er), n. [< thing'^ + -erl.] A
realist; one who considers only things or ob-
jects; a practical or matter-of-fact person.
[Rare and affected.]

Those who were thingers before they were mere thinkers.
Oerald Massey, Natural Genesis, I. 16.

thinghood (thing'hud), n. [< thinq^ + -hood.}
The condition or character of being a thing.
[Rare.]

The materialism that threatens the American Church is

not the materialism of Herbert Spencer. It is the ma-
terialism . . . that puts thinghood above manhood.

L. Abbott, The Century, XXXVI. 624.

thinginess (thing'i-nes), n. [< thingy + -ness."]

1. The quality of a material thing; objectiv-
ity; actuality; reality.— 2. A materialistic or
matter-of-fact view or doctrine ; the inclination
or disposition to take a practical view of things.
[Recent in both senses.]

thingman (ting'man), ». ;
pi. thingmen (-men).

[< Icel. thingmadhr (-mann-), a member of
an assembly, a liegeman, < thing, assembly, +
madhr= E. man: see thing^ and man.} In early
Scandinavian and early Eng. hist., a house-carl.
See house-carl.

Then there rode forth from the host of the English
twenty men of the Thingmen or House-carls, any one
man of whom, men said, could fight against any other
two men in tlie whole world.

E. A. Freeman, Old Eng. Hist, p. 301.

thingumajig (thing'mn-a-jig'''), n. [A capri-
cious extension of thing^. Cf. thingumbob.']
Same as thingumbob.

He got ther critter propped up an' ther thingermajig
stropped on ter 'im. The Century, XXXVII. 918.

thingumbob (thing'um-bob), n. [Also dial.

thingumeboh ; < thing^ + -um (a quasi-L. term.)
+ bob, of no def. meaning. Cf. thingumajig,
thingummy.'] An indefinite name for any per-
son or thing which a speaker is at a loss, or is

too indifferent, to designate more precisely.
[Colloq. or vulgar.]

A lonely grey house, with a thingumehob at the top ; a
servatory they call it. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, i. 2.

A polyp would be a conceptual thinker if a feeling
of "Hollo! thingumbob again!" ever flitted through its

mind. W. James, Prin. of Psychology, L 463.

thingummy (thing'um-i), n. [Also thingamy;
a capricious extension of thing, as if < thing^
+ -um (a quasi-L. term.) + -y^. Cf. thing-
umbob.] Same as thingumbob.

What a bloated aristocrat Thingamy has become since
he got his place

!

Thackeray, Character Sketches (Misc., V. 343).

" And so," says Xanthias, in the slovenly jargon of gos-
sip, "the thingummy is to come off?" "Yes," replies
Aeacus in the same style, "directly ; and this is where
the thingumbobs are to work," Classical Rev., III. 259.

thin-gutt (thin'gut), re. A starveling. [Low.]
Thou thin-gut

!

ITiou thing without moisture

!

Massinger, Believe as you List, iii. 2. {Latham.)

thin-gutted (thin'gut'''ed), a. Having a thin,
lean, or flaccid belly, as a fish.

A slim thin-gutted fox. Sir S. L'Estrange.

thingy (thing'i), a. [< //MHflrl -f- -yl.] 1. Ma-
terial ; like a material object ; objective ; actu-
al; real.— 2. Materialistic; practical; given
to thinginess; pragmatical: as, a thingy per-
son or view. [Recent in both uses.]

think

think^ (thingk), V.
;
pret. and pp. thought, ppr.

thinlcing. [< ME. thinken, thyitken, prop, thenken,

also assibilatedttencAcn (pret. thought, thoughte,

pp. thought),<. AS. thencati, thencean (pret. thohte,

pp. thoht)=OB. thenkian = OFriea. thauka, then-

kia, tensa = OHG. denclian, MHG. denken, G.
denken, think, = Icel. thekkja, perceive (mod.
Icel. thenkja = Sw. tdnka = Dan. tsenke, think,
are influenced by the 6.), = Goth, thagkjan,
think; connected with AS. thane, etc., thought,
thank (see thank); orig. factitive of a strong
verb, AS. *thiHcan, pret. "thane, pp. 'thuncen,

which appears only in the secondary form,
thyncan (pret. thuhte, etc.), seem: see think'^,

which has been more or less confused with
think^. Cf. OL. tongere, know, tongitio(n-),

knowing. For the relation of the mod. form
think^ to AS. thencan, cf. that of drink and
drench'^ to AS. drencan, and of sink, tr., to AS.
sencan.] I. trans. 1. To judge; say to one's
self mentally; form as a judgment or concep-
tion.

'Twere damnation
To think so base a thought.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 7. 60.

Again thought he. Since heretofore I have made a con-
quest of angels, shall Great-heart make me afraid ?

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, IL

" What a noble heart that man has," she thotight.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixvi

2. To form a mental image of; imagine: often
equivalent to recollect ; recall consider.

^'Thenke," quod the lewe, "what I thee dede
When thou was with vs in that stede."

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

Ther nas no man so wys that koude thenche
So gay a popelote, or swich a wenche.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 67.

Vlfyn that is wise and a trewe knyght hath ordeyned
all this pees, and the beste ordenaunce that eny can
thynke. Merlin (E. E. T. .S. ), L 80.

If parts allure thee, think how Bacon shined.
The wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 281,

3. To cognize; apprehend; grasp intellectu-
ally.

The animal perceives no "object," no "causal nexus,"
not being able to form such abstractions from his feel-
ings. If man is gifted with another power, and thinks an
"object" or a "causal nexus," it is because he can detach
and fix in signs, rendering explicit what is implicit in
feeling. G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iii. § 6.

We think the ocean as a whole by multiplying mentally
the Impression we get at any moment when at sea.

W. James, Prln. of Psychology, II. 203.

4. To judge problematically; form a concep-
tion of (something) in the mind and recognize
it as possibly true, without decidedly assenting
to it as such.

Charity .

evil, E. V.].

He sleeps and thinks no harme.
MUton, Church-Government, it. Con.

5. To purpose; intend; mean; contemplate;
have in mind (to .do) : usually followed by an
infinitive clause as the object.

When he seid all that he thought to seye,
Ther nedid noo displeasur to be sought.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 204.

No hurte to me thev thinke.

Taming of a Shrew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 184X
I think not to rest till I come thither.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 20.

Many of the colonists at Boston thought to remove, or
did remove, to England.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

6. To hold as a belief or opinion; opine; be-
lieve; consider.

The better gowns they have on, the better men they
think themselves. In the which thing they do twice err

:

for they be no less deceived in that they think their gown
the better than they be in that they think themselves the
better. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by fiobinson), ii. 7.

Thinking vs enemies, [they] souglit the best aduantage
they could to fight with vs.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 227.

Besides, you are a Woman
;
you must never speak what

you think. Congreve, Love for Love, ii. 11.

7. To feel : as, to think scorn. [Obsolete or
provincial.]

Loue lelli what thou louest al mi lif dawes,
& hate hei3eli in hert that thou hate thenkest.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 472a

Scho fand all wrang that sould bene richt,
I trow the man thought richt grit schame.
Wyfof Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 121).

8. To modify (an immediate object of cogni-
tion) at will ; operate on by thought (in a speci-
fied way).

Meditation here
May think down hours to moments.

Couper, Task, vi. 85.

thiriketh no evil [taketh not account of
1 Cor. xiiL 5.
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In this development [of scientific ethical notions], reli-

<rion is a fungous growth on the ethical truuk
;
gods exist

111 men alone and are thought into the world.
yew Princeton Rev., I. 152.

To think little of, to think nothing of, to make little

or no account of; have little or iiu hesitation about: as,

he thinkf nnthiiuj of walking his thirty miles a day. To
ihitik lU) more q/ i& a quasi-comparative form of to think

ifAhinff of.

The Weatem people apparently think no more of throw-
ing down a railroad, if they want to go anywhere, than a
eonaerratiTe Easterner does of taking an unaccustomed
walk across country. Harper g Mag., LXXVI. 5ti5.

To think one's penny Silver. Sec pcimj/.—To think
out. (a) To gain a clear conception or understanding of,

liy following a line of thought.

Jevuns's idea of I<lentity is very difficult; I can hardly
suppose it to be thought out.

B. Bomnquet, Mind, Xm. 360.

(b) To derise ; plan ; project.

It is at least poasible that If an attempt to invade Kng-
land on carefully thought-out line* were made, the world
would be equally surprised by the result.

FartniyMly Rec, H. 3., XLIII. 156.

(f) To solve by process of thought : as, to think out a chess
problem. -To think scorn oft. See scorn.— To think
small beer of. See 6ccri.=8yn. 6. To judge, suppose,
hold, count, .iccotlnt. See con}ecture.

n. intrnnn. 1. To exerci»o the intellect, as
iu apprehension, judgment, or inference ; exer-
cise the cognitive faculties in any way not in-

volving outward observation, or the passive
rceejitioii of ideas from other minds. In this
.. ,,.:.. (lie verb think is often followed, by on, of. about,

'\\ the name of the remote object sought to be
kmI, recalled, appreciated, or otherwise invest!-

^;..i. .J i>y the mental process.

Nothinge lefte thel vntulde that thel cowde on thenke.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), il. 870.

Thtfnke ouer thi synnes be-fore donne and o/ thi fre^tea
that thou fallis in ilke day.

Hamix4e, Prt»e Treatises (E. E. T. S.\ p. 86.

And makith his herte as hard as stoon;
Thanne thenkith he not on heuen blis.

Hymntio Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

How we shall carry ourselves in this business is only to
be thought upon, DdAer and Webetrr, Northward Ho, 1. 1.

Muckle thought the gudewife t4> hersell.
Vet ne'er a worti she spak.

Get up and Bar the Door (Child's Ballads, VIII. 127).

And Peter called to mind the word that Jsnu laid onto
him . And when he Owught themm, be wept.

Mark xlv. 72.

' t ills trath — I think, hence I am — was
K I' h evidence that no ground of donbt,
li..>.\. wr extravagant, conld l)e alleged by the Sceptics
i'a;>. >><]* of shaking it, I conclude*! that I might, witooat
SCI iiijti.-. accept it as the first principle of the Phlloeo|ihy
of which I was In search.

DtKarta, Discourse on Method (tr. by Veltch), p. SS.

Light
Sordello roae— to think now ; hitherto
He had perceived. Browniiig, SordeDa

To (MnJr Is pre-eminentiv to detect similarity amid di-

enlty. J. Sully, Outllnea o( Fqrchol., p. 331.

When scarce aught could give him greater tame.
He left the world still thinking on bis name.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Fatadlae^ I. 427.

S. To imagine: followed by of or on.

And he had also In his Gardyn alle maner of Foulcs and
of Bestea, that ony man myghte thenke on, for to have pley
or dosport to belvilde hem. MandeeiUe, Travels, p. 278.

TIs, I say, their Misfortune not to luive Thought qf an
Alphabet. Utter, Joiuiiey to Paris, p. 49.

8. To attend (on); fasten the mind (on): fol-

lowed by of.

That we can at any moment thijxk of the same thing
which at any former moment we thought of Is the ultimate
bw of our Intellectaal constltatlon.

IT. Jamet, Prin. of Psychology, n. 290.

4. To entertain a sentiment or opinion (in a
specified way): with of: as, to think highly of
a person's abilities.

Kut now I forbear, leat any man iboold (Ai'iUr of me
abov- that which he seeth me to be. 2 Cor. xll. U.

Think of me as you please. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 317.

Justice she thtntght ofu* thing that might
balk some desire of beta,

WiUiam Morrit, Earthly Paradise, ni. 104.

B. To have a (specified) feeling (for); be af-
fected (toward) ; especially, to have a liking or
fondiiesH : followefl by of.

Marie Hamilton 'h to the kirk gane,
Wi' riblKHis in her hair;

The King thowjht mair o' Marie Hamilton
Than ony that were there.

The i/ueeni Marie (thild'.l Ballads, III. ll.'.).

To think good, .^ee good.- to think long. («) To
long

; ywini : usually followed by after or ftr.

Aftir his lone me thenkith long,
For he bath myne ful dere y-bougtc.

ligmna to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.). p. 9.

Have I thtmght Itmg to see this mondng's face.
And doth it give me such a sight as this?

.SlMk., It. and J., Iv. .5. 41.

Ae bit I canno' eat, fatln-r, . . .

Till T see my mither and sister dear.
For tang for them I think.

Young Akin (Chilli's Ballads, I. 185).
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(&) To think the time long ; become weary or impatient,
especially in waiting for something.

But gin ye like to ware the time, then ye
How a' the matter stood shall vively see

;

'Twill may be keep us baith frae thinking lang.

Rons, Helenore, p. 69. (Jainiegon.)

lOhsolete or provincial in both senses.)

^Sjni. 1. To contemplate, reason.

tMnkl (tliingk), H. [< Wii/iA:!,!'.] A thinking;
thought.

He thinks many a long thtTik.

Brownituj, Ring and Book, VII. 914.

tllink^ (thingk), V. i. [< ME. thinkeii, thenken.

also assibilated thlnchen, thunehen (pret. thiihte,

tliugte, thoiigU\ tliauhte), < AS. thynean = OS.
tliunkian = OFries. thiiika, thinszia, tinsa =
OHG. diinclian, MHG. duiiken, G. diinkcn = Icel.

thtjkkja = Sw. tycka = Dan. tykkes = Gotli.

thuijkjan, seem, appear: see think^,vn\h. which
think- has been more or less confused.] 1. To
seem; appear: with indirect object (dative).

[Rare except in mcthinks, methought.']

If it be wykke, a wonder thynketh me,
Whenne every torment and adversite,
That Cometh of him, may to me savoiy thunke.

Chaucer, 'rroUus, I. 406.

Ye thenke as thst ye were In a dreme, and I merveile
moche of youre grete wisdoroe where it is be-come.

Mertin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 226.

The beggers craft Ihynkynge to them moost good.
Barclay, Ship of Fools, I. 303.

The watchman said. Me thinketh the running of the fore-

most Is like the running of Ahimaax. 2 Sam. xvlii. 27.

2t. To seem good.
All his [Priam's] sonnes to sle with sleght of your bonde;
Thaire riches to robbe, & there rife goodls

;

And no lede for to lyne, but that hom selfe |t. e., to the
Oreeka tbemselveal thinke.

Deitruetion qf Troy (E. K T. S.), L 4486.

thinkable (thing'ka-bl),a. [< Oiinki + -able.]

t'iil)ablo of being thought; cogitable; conceiv-
able.

A general relation becomes thinkaUe, apart from the
many special relatloiu illsplaying It, only as the faculty
of abatnustion develops.

H. Spencer, PrIn. of Psychol., f 488.

thinker (thing'ktr), «. [< think-i + -cri.] One
who thinks ; especially, one who has cultivated
or exercised to an unusual extent the powers
of thought.

A Thinker; memor. CofA. Ang., p. S8S.

The Democrltlcka and Epicureans did indeed sappose
all humane cogitations to be caused or produced by the
Incursion of corporeal atoms upon the (Milder.

CiufwortA, Intellectual System, p. 761.

He considered himself a thinker, and was certainly of a
tbougfatfol torn, but, with Ms own i>ath to discover, bad
perhaps bardly yet reached the point where an edncated
man begins to think. Uawthome, Seven Gables, xll.

thinking (thing'king), n. [< ME. "ihenking,
thenehiMj ; verbal ii. of think^, r.] 1. The men-
tal operation performed by one who thinks.

Thinking, In the propriety of the English tongue, signi-

fies that sort of operation of the mind about Its Ideas
wherein the mind u active.

Locke, Human Understanding, n. Ix. 1.

2. The faculty of thought; the mind.

Has Page any brains? hath he any eyes? hath he any
(*in*i'n3 1 Shak., M. W. of W., 111. 2. 31.

3. That which is thought; a thought, idea, be-
lief, opinion, notion, or the like.

I prithee, speak to me as to thy thinkingt.
,SA<iJr., Othello, ill. 3. 131.

Theldeaof the perpetuity of the Roman Empire enterefl

deeply into the Cnrlstian thinking of the middle ages.

a. f. Fieher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 41.

thinkingly (thing'king-li), adv. With thought
or reflection ; consciously; deliberately.

thinly (thin'li), adv. [< ?Aik1 + -?j^2.] In a
thin manner; with little thickness or depth;
sparsely; slightly; not substantially.

At the unexpected sight of him Ihls brother), Elidure,

himself also then but thiidy accompanied, rnnns to him
with open Arms. MOton, Hist. Eng., i-

Tbe West Is new, vast, and (At'ifu peopled.
D. Webtter, Speech, Pittsburg, July, 1833.

The characters are thinly sketched, the situations at

once forced and conventional.
S'ineteenth Century, XXIV. 5.'i6.

thinner (thin'tr), «. [< iliin^ + -cri.] One who
or that which thins,

thinness (thin'nes). H. [< ME. thynnense, < AS.
Ilijliiiiii.t, < tliynne, thin: see </;i«l and -ness.]

The state or property of being thin.

Like those toys

Of glassy bubbles, which the gamesome Imys
Stretch to so nice a thinnem through a quill.

Oiinne, Progress of the .Soul. xll.

thinnify (thin'i-fi), r. /. ; pret. and pp. tliiimi-

fiid, [ipr. tliinnifyiiuj. [< Ihiii^ + -»-/y.] To
make thin. [Rare.]

thio-arsenic

The heart doth in its left side ventricle so thinnify the
blood that it thereby obtains the name of spiritual.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iU. 4.

thinnish (thin'ish), a. [< Wh'hI + -isftl.] Some-
what thill.

Thinocoridae (thin-6-kor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tliinocorus + -idse."] A family of limicoline
and somewhat charadrio-
morphie birds of South
America, represented by
the genera Thinocorus and
Aitagin. Their nearest rela-

tives are the sheathbills, with
which they have been combined
in the family Chionididx. The
palatal structure is peculiar in

the broadly rounded vomer, the
form and connections of which
recall the segithognathous pal-

ate ; there are no basipterygoids

;

the nasals are schizorhlnal ; su-
perorbital fossse are present ; the
carotids are two in number; and
the ambiens, femorocandal, sem-
Itendinosus, and their accesso-
ries are present. In genentl out-
ward .ippearance these birds re-

semble (|uails or partridges, and
they were formerly considered to
l>e gallinaceous rather than limicoline. They nest on the
ground, anil lay colored eggs. There are two or three spe-
cies of eacli of the genera, of southern parts of the conti-

nent, extending Into the tropics only in elevated regions.
The birds have been singularly called tringoid ijrouge.

thinocorine (thi-nok'o-rin), «. Characteristic
of or pertaining to QxQ Thinocoridse. Stand. Nat.
Hist., II. y.'.

Thinocoinis (thi-nok'o-ms), n. [NL. (Esch-
scholtz, 1829), also Tinochorus (Lesson, 1830),

also Thinochorus (Agassiz, 1846), also Thyno-
chorus, TItinocoris ; prop. "Tltinocorys, < Gr. ft'c

(On-), tlie shore, + k6i>v(, the crested lark.]

The leading genus of Thinocoridfe ; the lark-

plovers, as T. riimicivorus, the gachita, of the

Palate of Thinocorus
rumuiTorus, one of the
ThiMocoridst. (One and a
half times natural size.)

fix. preinaxillary ; tnxf,
maxillcp.ilatine ; vo. broad
vomer, rounded otT in front

;

tn. lualar; //, palatal ; fit,

pterygoid.

Argentine Republic, Chili, and other southerly
parts of the Neotropical region. This singular bird
is common on dry open plains, in flocks. On th" ground
It resembles a quail, but its flight is more like that of

a snipe. It nests on the ground, and lays pale stone-gray
eggs heavily marked with light and dark chocolate-brown
spots. Other species are described, as T. ingte, but they
are all much alike. The geims Is also called Ocypetes (or

Oxypetee) and Ityt,

thinolite (thin'6-lit), n. [< Gr. ft'c (fliv-), shore. +
AiSof, stone.] A pseudomoii)hou8 tufa-like de-

posit of calcium carbonate, crystalline in form.
It Is found In great quantities on the shores of Pyramid
Lake, Nevada, and at other points within the area of the

great Qoatemary lake called Lake Lahontan. Its original

character is as yet uncertain.

thin-skinned (thin'skind), rt. 1. Having a thin

skin ; hence, unduly sensitive ; easily offended

;

irritable.

Ring's vanity was very thin-tkimied,. his selfishness

easily wounded. Thackeray, Philip, Iv.

2. Having merely a thin superstratum of good
soil : said of land. lialliwcll.

thin-skinnedness (thin'skind-nes), n. The
state or quality of being thin-skinned; over-
sensitivcmss.

This too great siiBceptlblllty, or (Mn«Knn«(fn«ss, as It

has been called, is not confined to ua
L. Cast, France, Its King, etc. (cd. 1841), p. .11.

thlo-acid (thi-6-as'id), )i. [< Gr. Oelov, sulphur,

-I- E. acid.] A designation somewhat loosely

applied to certain acids derived from others

by the substitution of sulphur for oxygen, gen-
erally but not always in the hydroxyl group.

thio-arsenic (thi-6-ar'se-nik), a. [< Gr. Deiov,

8iili)hur. + ripaeviK&v, arsenic] Containing sul-

phur and arsenic: applied only to certain ar-

senic acids (see bolow)— Thlo-arsenlc aold, an
arsenic acid in which sulphur may be regarded as sub-

Hlltuted for oxygen. There are three of these adds, not
known in the free statc'but having well-dcHned salts.

Their formula; are U4As.jS7, UuAs.S3, H3ASS4.



thio-ether

tluo-ether (thi-o-e'th^r), n. [< Gr. ddov, sul-

phur, + E. ether.'i A compound, analogous to
an ether, in which the alkyl radicals are com-
bined with sulphur instead of oxygen : an alkyl
sulphid. Thus (C2Hb)2S is a thio-ether analo-
gous to (€2115)20, which is ordinary ether.

tmophene (thi'6-fen), h. [< Gr. 6dov, sulphur,
+ E. phen(ol).'i A compound, C4H4S, related
to benzene, and forming a large immber of de-
rivatives analogous to those of benzin. it may
be regarded as benzene in which one of the three acetylene
groups CHCH has been replaced by sulphur. It is a
colorless limpid oil having a faint odor, and boils at 154" F.

thiosulphate (thi-o-sul'fat), k. [< Gr. delov,

sulphur,+ E. sulphate.'] A salt of thiosulphuric
acid.

thiosnlplmric (thi'o-sul-fu'rik), a. [< Gr. ffelov,

sulphur. + E. sulphurie.'] Noting the acid de-
scribed below—Thiosulphuric acid, an acid differ-

ing from sulphuric acid in that the oxygen of one hydroxyl
group is replaced by a sulphur atom. Thus, sulphuric acid
has the formula SOy.COlDo, while that of thiosulphuric
acid is SO.j.OH.SH. "The acid itself has not been isolated,

but it forms a number of stable crystalline salts, formerly
called hyposulphites,

thir (*H6r), pron. pi. [< ME. thir, < Icel. their,

they, theirsi, these: see this, they^."] These.
[Obsolete or dialectal.]

And sen sekenes es sent to the
Thir men sail uoght vnseraed be.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.\ p. 85.

Thir breeks o' mine, my only pair.
That ance were plush, o' guid blue hair.

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

Tlllr and thae, these and those. [Scotch.]

thirdi (therd), a. and n. [Also dial, thrid; <

ME. tliirde, thyrile, thryd, thridde, thredde, < AS.
thridda (ONorth. thirda, thirdda) = OS. thriddio
= D. derde = MLG. dridde, drudde, LG. drudde
= OHG. dritto, MHG. G. dritte = Icel. thridhi,

thridhja = Sw. Dan. tredie = Goth, thridja =
W. tryde = Gael, treas = L. tertius (> It. tereo

= Sp. tercio = Pg. tcrgo = OF. tiers, ters, P. tiers,

> E. tierce, terce) = Gr. TpiroQ (with slightly dif-

ferent suffix) = Skt. tritiya, third; with ordinal
formative -th > -d (see -ih^), from the cardinal,
AS. thred, etc., three : see three. From the L.
form are ult. E. tsrce, tercel, tierce, etc., tertian,

tertiary, etc.] I. «. 1. Next after the second

:

an ordinal numeral.
The thridde nyght, as olde bookes seyn.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 606.

The thirden tune that it play'd then . . .

Was " Wae to my sister, fair Ellen."
The Twa Sisters (Child's Ballads, II. 243).

2. Being one of three equal subdivisions: as,

the third part of anything Propositions of third
adjacent. See adjacent.—The third hour, the third of
twelve hoiu^ reckoned from sunrise to sunset ; the hour
midway between sunrise and noon ; specifically, the ca-
nonical hour of terce. Among the .Jews the third hour
was the hour of the morning sacrifice.— Third base.
See base-ball, 1.— Third COUMn, the child of a parent's
second cousin ; a cousin in the third generation.—Third-
day, Tuesday, as the third day of the week : so called by
the Friends.

At Harlingen (a monthly meeting should be established]
upon the third third-day of the month.

PenTi, Travels in Holland, etc.

Third estate. See estate.— Third father, a great-grand-
father, ffalliwell.

I
Frov. Eng.] — Third figure, in Zof/ic.

See figure, 9.— Third house, the lobby which connects it-

self with a legislature (so called because the latter common-
ly consists of two houses). IPolitical slang, U. S. ]

— Third
Inversion. See inversion (c).— Third nerve, in auat.,
that one of the cranial nerves, in order from before back-
ward, which comes off from the brain next after the optic
or second nerve ; the oculimotor.— Third of exchange.
See first of exchange, under exchange.— Third opponent,
in Louisiana taw, one interposing for relief against judi-
cial sale of property in an action to which he was not a
party.— Third order, perfection, person. See the
nouns.— Third point. .See tierce point, under tierce.—
Third possessor, in Louisiana law, one who acquires
the title to property which is subject to a mortgage to
which he is not a party.—Third staff, in music for the
organ, the staff used for the pedal part,— Third-year
man^ a senior sophister. See sophister, 3.

II. n. 1. One of three equal parts into which
a unit or total may be divided.

I forjeue to 30U the pricis of salt, and forjeue ... the
Oaiddis of seed. Wydif, 1 Mae. x, 29.

To thee and thine hereditary ever
Kemain this ample third of our fair kingdom.

ShaJr., Lear, i. 1. 82.

2. pi. In Eng. and Amer. laic, the third part of
the husband's personal property, which goes to
the widow absolutely in the case of his dying
intestate leaving a child or descendant, given
(with various qualifications) by the common
law and by modern statutes. The word is some-
times, however, loosely used as synonymous with dower, to
denote her right to one third of the real property for life.

3. The sixtieth of a second of time or are.

Divide the natural day into twenty-four equal parts, an
hour into sixty minutes, a minute into sixty seconds, a
second into sixty thirds. Holder, On Time.
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4. In music: (a) A tone on the third degree
above or below a given tone; the next tone
but one in a diatonic series. (6) The interval

between any tone and a tone on the third de-

gree above or below it. (c) The harmonic
combination of two tones at the interval thus
defined, (d) In a scale, the third tone from
the bottom; the mediant: solmizated mi. The
typical interval of the third is that between the first and
third tones of a major scale, which is acoustically repre-

sented by the ratio 4 :5. Such a third is called major; a
third a half-stej) shorter is called minor or lesser ; and one
two half-steps shorter is called diminished. Major and
minor tlm'ds are classed as consonances ; diminished thirds
as dissonances. In ancient and in early medieval music,
however, the major thii'd was dissonant, because tuned ac-

cording to the I'ythagorean system, so as to have the ratio

64:81; such a third is called Pythagorean. The interval

of the third is highly important harmonically, since it de-

termines the major or minor character of triads. See triad
and chord.

5. In base-ball, same as third base. See base-

ball, 1.— Thirds card, a card 1J by 3 inches, the size

most used for a man's visiting-card. [Eng.]

thirdi (therd), V. t. [< third^, a.] To work at

or treat a third time : as, to third turnips (that
is, to hoe them a third time). Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
third^ (therd), ?(. [A transposed form of thread,

thrid^.] Thread. [Prov. Eng.]

For as a subtle spider, closely sitting
In centre of her web that spreadeth round.
If the least fly but touch the smallest third.

She feels it instantly.
A. Brewer, Lingua (ed. 1617), Iv. 6. (Nares.)

Your compensation makes amends, for I
Haue giuen you here a third of mine owne life [Miranda].

Shak., Tempest (folio 1623), iv. 1. 3.

third-borough (therd'bur'''6), n. [Also third-

borow, thriclborro, tharborough ; < third^ + bor-
ough'^ as in headborough.] A constable, or an
under-constable.

Hobb Andrw he was thridborro;
He bad hom, Pesse ! God gyff horn sorro 1

For y mey arrest yow best.

Hunttyng 0/ the Hare, 199. (HalliweU.)

I know my remedy ; I must go fetch the third-borough.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i. 12.

third-class (th^rd'klas), a. Belonging to the
next class after the second: specifically noting
the third gi-ade of conveyances or accommoda-
tions for travel

—

Third-class matter, in the postal
system of the United States, printed matter other than
newspapers or periodicals, sent through the mails by the
publishers.

tnirdendeal (ther'du-del), «. [< ME. threden-
del, thriddendele, < AS. thridda dstl (= MHG. drit-

teil, a. drittel = Sw. tredjedel = Dan. tredisdel),

the third part: see third^ and deal^, and cf.

halfendeal.] If. The third part of anything;
specifically, a tertian, as the third part of a tun.

The flatulose and softer lete it goone
To cover with, and tweyne of lyme in oon
Of gi-avel raynge, and marl in floode gravel
A thriddendele wol sadde it wonder wel.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.\ p. 14.

In the Rot. Pari. A. D. 1423, mention is made of a " thre-
dendels, or tercyan," 84 gallons of wine, or the third part
of a "tonel." Prompt. Pan., p. 117, note 1.

2. A liquid measure containing three pints.
Bailey, 1731; Salliwell. [Doubtful.]
thirding (ther'ding), n. [< third^ + -ing^. Cf.
thriding, riding'^.] 1. The third part of any-
thing; specifically, the third part of the grain
growing on a tenant's land at his death, in some
places due to the lord as a heriot. Saitey, 1731.
Also in plural.— 2. A custom practised at the
English universities, where two thirds of the
original price is allowed by the upholsterers to
students for household goods returned to them
within the year. Halliwell.— 3. Same as riding^.
Urn/, MS. Additions to Ray. (Halliwell.)

thirdly (therd'li), adv. [< thirdl + -ly^.] In
the third place.

thirdpenny(therd'pen''''i),?(. [< third^ +peimy.'i
In Anglo-Saxon law, a third part of the fines im-
posed at the county courts, which was one of
the perquisites of the earl of the district.

third-rate (therd'rat), o. 1. Of the third rate
or order. For the specific naval use, see ratc^,
n. , 8. Hence— 2. Of a distinctly inferior rank,
grade, or quality: as, a third-ratehotel; a third-

rate actor.

From that time Port Eoyal fell prostrate from its posi-
tion of a great provincial mercantile centre into that of a
third-rate naval station. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 881.

thirdsman (thSrdz'man), «.; pi. thirdsmen
(-men). [< thirds for third + man.] An um-
pire ; an arbitrator ; a mediator.

Ay, but Mac Galium More's blood wadna sit down wi'
that: there was risk of Andro Ferrara coining in thirds-
man. Soott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xzir.

thirled

thirP (thferl), n. [Also thurl; < ME. thirl, thirll,

therl, thyrl, 'thorl, tlmrl,< .\S. thyrel, a hole, per-

foration, < thyrel, adj., perforated, pierced, orig.

"thyrhel = OHG. durihhil, durchil, MHG. dur-
chel, durkel, perforated, pierced ; with forma-
tive -el, from the root of AS. thurh, etc., thor-
ough, through: see thorough, through. Hence
thirV-, v., and by transposition thrill^, n. and v.,

a.n(l in oomp.nosethirl, nostril.] 1. A hole; an
opening; a place of entrance, as a door or a
window. [Prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

Thise byeth the vif gates of the cite of the herte,huerby
the dieuel geth in ofte ine the vif therlet of the house.

Ayenbite of Imcyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 2W.

If thou ware In a myrke house one the daye, and alle

the thirties, dores, and wyndows ware stokyne that na sone
myght enter. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 241. (HaUiunU.)

2. In coal-mining, a short passage cut for ven-
tilation between two headings ; a cross-hole.

Also thirling Stoop and thirL 9ee«<«op4.

thirll (thferl), V. [< ME. thirlen, thirllen, thyrl-

en, therleii, thurlen, thorlen, < AS. thyrlian, Ihirl-

ian, thyrelian, bore, < thyrel, a hole, perforation

:

see thirl^, n. Cf. thrilll, a transposed form.]
1. trans. 1. To pierce; Ijore; perforate; drill.

Thenn thurled thay ayther thik side thurg, hi the rybl>e.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knighl (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1357.

That he was myghtful and raeke, and mercy gan graunte
To hem that henge hym hye and bus herte t/terlede.

Piers Plttumian (C), ii 171.

2. To produce, as a hole, by piercing, boring,
or drilling.

As also that the forcible and violent push of the ram had
thirled an hole through a comer-tower.

Ammianus MarceUinus (1600). (Xares.)

3. Figuratively, to penetrate
;
pierce, as with

some keen emotion ; especially, to wound.
So harde hacches [aches] of loue here hert hadde thirled
Thattber nas gle vnder God that hire glad mist.

William 0/ Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 826.

The fond desire that we in glorie set
Doth thirle our hearts to hope in slipper hap.

Mir. for Mags., p. 496. (Nares.)

4. To cause to vibrate, quiver, or tingle;
thriU.

^

There was ae sang, amang the rest ; . . .

It t/tirVd the heart-strings thro' the breast.
Bums, First Epistle to J. Lapraik.

II. intrans. 1. To make a hole, as by pier-
cing or boring.

So thirleth with the poyiit of remembraunce
The swerd of sorowe.

Chaucer, Auelida and Arcite, L 211.

Schalkes they schotte thrughe schrenkande maylez,
Thurghe brenys browdene brestez ihevthiHtede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 1868.

2. To vibrate; quiver; tingle; thrill.

Nor that night-wandering, pale, and watery star
(When yawning dragons draw her <Air?tn^ car . . .).

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, L los.

And then he speaks with sic a taking art^

His words they thirle like musick thro' my heart.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, i. 2 (song 5).

3. In coal-mining, to out away the last web of
coal separating two headings or other work-
ings. Gresley.

[Prov. Eng. or Scotch in all senses.]
thirl2 (thferlj, V. t. [For 'therl, a transposed
form of thrill^, threl, a var. of thrall, v.] To
thrall, bind, or subject; especially, to bind or
astrict by the terms of a lease or otherwise : as,
lands thirled to a particular mill. See thirlage.
[Scotch.]

The inhabitants of the village and barony of Kinross
were not more effectually thirled (which may be translated
enthralled) to the baron's mill than they were to the
medical monopoly of the chamberlain. Scott, Abbot, xxvi

thirl2 (therl), n. [Cf. thirl^, r.] In Scots law,
a tract of land the tenants of which were
boimd to bring all their grain to a certain mill

:

same as sucken.

thirlabia (ther'la-bl). a. [< ME. thirlaUlle ; <
Wi/r/i -1- -able.] Capable of being thirled : pene-
trable. Halliwell. [Obsolete or provincial.]

thirlage (th^r'laj). «. [< thirV^ + -age.] In
Scots law, a species of servitude, formerly very
common in Scotland, and also prevalent in Eng-
land, by which the proprietors or other posses-
sors of lands were bound to carry the grain
produced on the lands to a particular mill to be
ground, to which mill the lands were said to be
thirled or astricted, and also to pay a certain
proportion of the grain, varying in different
cases, as a remuneration for the grinding, and
for the expense of the erection and mainte-
nance of the mill. Alsq called .icquel.

thirledt (therld), a. [< ME. thirled, thorled,
thurled; < tAiWl + -td'^.] Having thirls or open-
ings; specifically, having nostrils.



thirled

Thalre eres shorte and sharppc, tlisire een steep,

Thaire noses thorUd wyde lind patent be.

PaUadiw, Uusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), P- 133-

thirling (ther'ling), n. [Also thurling ; < ME.
thiirluiuje, < AS. thyreluiw, verbal n. of ihyre-

liiin. perforate: see thirfi, r.] 1. The act of

boring or perforating.— 2. In coal-mining, same
as tliirl^, 2; in the lead-mines of the north of

England, a mark indicating the termination of

a set or i>itch. S. Hunt.

thirst (thf'rst), H. [Early mod. E. or dial, also

thnist, thrist; < ME. iliurst, thorst, thirst, also

transposed thriat, threat, thrust, < AS. thurst,

thyrst = OS. thiirgt = D. dorxt = MLG. LG.
doral = OHG. MHG. (i. durst = Icel. thorsti

= Sw. Dan. tiirst = Goth, thuurstei, thirst;

with formative -t (-U-), from the verb seen in

Goth, thaursjan, impers., thirst (thaurseith mik,

I thirst); whence also AS. thyrre = OS. thurri

= MD. dorre, D. dor= OHG. durri, MHG. durre,

G. (/h(t = leel. thiirr = Sw. torr = Dan. tar =
Goth, thaursus, dry, withered; akin to Goth.
thiiirmn, be dry, = L. torrere (orig. *torsere),

parch with heat (of. terra ('tersa), dry ground,

the eartli), = Gr. TlpoajOai, become dry (repaai-

veiv. dry up, wipe up), = Skt. -^ tarsh, thirst;

cf. Ir. t^irt, thirst, drought, etc. From the L.

source are ult. E. torrent, torrid, terra, terrene'^,

ttrrestrini, intir'^, etc.] 1. A feeling of dry-

ness in the mouth and throat ; the uncomfort-
able sensations arising from the want of fluid

nutriment ; the uneasiness or suffering occa-

sioned by want of drink ; vehement desire for

ilriiik. The aensations of thirst are chiefly referred to

the thorai and fauces, but the conditlun is really one
affecting the entire body. The excesaive pains of thirst

compared with those of hunger are doe to the fact that

the deprivation of liquids is a condition with which all

tbe tiaauea sympathise. ETery solid and every fluid of

the body contains water, and hence alwtraction or dimt-

nation of the watery constitaenta is followed by a gen-

eral depreasion of the whole system. Thint is a common
symptom of febrile and other diseaiea. Death from thirat,

la of peraoua in a desert, appears to be inrariably pre-

ceded by acute mania.

Than he commanded him to Presoun, and alle liis Tre-

oure aboute him ; and so he dyed for Uongre and Thrat.
MandenlU, TnTela, p. 230.

Raymoonde tbo lepte rp hys counere rppon.
To the fantaiD and wel of lAruK gan to go.

Ham. of Fartenav (E. E. T. aX L 7W.

Among Bcnaationa of Organic Life, I may cite TUrtt as

mnarkable tor the urgency of its pnasore upon the will.

A. Btdn, Emotions and WtU, p. S18.

2. Figuratively, an ardent desire for anything;
a craving.

Over all the countrie she did rannge
To seelte yoong men to quench her flaming thruM.

Spimr,V.H.,Ill.rU.SiO.

Yet do their beating breasts demand the strife,

And tlartt of glory quells tbe love of life.

Adduon, The Campaign.

thirst (thi-rst), r. [Early mod. E. or dial, also

thruKt, thrist; < ME. thirsten, thursten, trans-

posed thristen, < AS. thyratan = OS. thurstian

= 1). dorstt:n = MLG. dorsten — OHG. dursten,

MHG. G. dursten, dursten = Icel. thyrsia = Sw.
torsta = Dan. torste; from the noun ; cf. Goth.

CT.
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thirstiness (th^rs'ti-nes), n. The state of be-

ing thirstv ; thirst. Bailey, 1727.

thirstle (th^r'sl), «. A dialectal form of thros-

tle.

thirstle8S(th6rst'le8),o. [<<Air«t + -?«««.] Hav-
ing no thirst.

Thus as it falls out among men of thirstlea minds in

their fortunes.
Bp. ReynoliU, On the Passions, p. 502. (Latham.)

thirstlewt, a. [ME. thurstlew; < thirst + -lew

as in drunkeleic.] Thirsty. Lydgate, Minor
Poems, p. 75.

thirsty (th^rs'ti), a. [Early mod. E. and dial,

also iliristy ; < ME. thursti, thresti, thristi, < AS.
thurstig, thrystiq = OFr\e%. dorstig, torstig = D.

dorstiq = MLG. dorstich, LG. dorstig = OHG.
durstag, MHG. durstec, G. durstig = Sw. Dan.
torstig (cf. Icel. tliyrstr), thirsty; as thirst +
-«i.] 1. Peeling thirst; suffering for want of

drink.

As cold waters to a Ikirgty soul, so is good news from a

far country. Prov. xiT. 25.

What streams the verdant succory supply.

And bow the thirtty plant drinks rivers dry.

Addumi, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

2. Dry; parched; arid.

The parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirtty

land aprings of water. Isa. xxxv. 7.

The word " deeert" is tised, in the West, to deacribe alike

lands in which the principle of life, if it ever existed, is

totally extinct, and tboae other lands which are merely
lAtrsty. The Century, .\.\.\VIII. 298.

3. Vehemently desirous; craving: with after,

for, etc.

To be lAtrsty a/t«- tottering honour.
Shak., Periclea, UL 2. 40.

4t. Sharp; eager; active.

We've been thirtty

In our pursuit Ford, Fancies, L 1.

6. Causing thirst. [Kare.]

Our natures do pursue.

Like rats that raviu down their proper bane,

A thirtty evil ; and when we drinlt we die.

Shot., M. for M., L 2. 134.

Thirsty thorn. See tAomi.

thirteen (thcr'ten'), a. and n. [Also dial, thret-

ttcH ; < ME. thrittene, threttene, threottene, < AS.
= D. dertien

this

law, a thirteenth part of the rents of the year,

or of movables, or both, granted or levied by
way of tax.— 3. In music, the interval, whether
melodic or harmonic, between any tone and a

tone one octave and six degrees distant from
it ; also, a tone distant by such an interval from
a given tone ; a compound sixth.

thirtieth (th^r'ti-eth), o. and «. [Altered to

suit the mod. form thirty ; < ME. thrittithe. tlirit-

tuthe, thrittaste, < AS. thritigotha, etc. ; as thirty

+ -efA2.] I. a. 1. Next after the twenty-ninth

:

an ordinal numeral.— 2. Constituting any one
of thirty equal parts into which anything is

divided.

H. n. 1. Any one of thirty equal parts into

which anything is divided.— 2. In early Eng.

law, a thirtieth of the rents of the year, or of

movables, or both, granted or levied by way
of tax.

thirty (th^r'ti), a. and m. [Early mod. E. and
dial, also thretty : < ME. thirty, thritty, thritti,

thrctty, thriti, < AS. thritig, thrittig = OS. thri-

tig = OFries. thritich, thritech = D. derlig =
MLG. dortich, LG. dortig, dortig = OHG. drieug,

MHG. drizec, G. dreissig = Icel. thrjdtiu (cf . also

thritugr, thri-togr) = Sw. trettio = Dan. trcdive.

= Goth, threis tigjus; ef. L. triginta (> It. Pg.

trenta = Sp. treinta = F. trente, > E. trent^) j=
GT.TpiaKovra, dial. rpii/Kovra = Skt. /rinfat, thir-

ty; as three + -ty^.] I. a. Being thrice ten,

three times ten, or twentv and ten—The Thirty
Tyrants. See tyrant.—Tbiiiy years' war, a series of

European wars lasting from 1B18 to KUS. They were car-

ried on at first Ijy the ITotestants of Bohemia and vari-

ous I'rotestantOennan states ag:uiist the Catholic League
headed by Austria. Afterward Sweden and later France

joined the former side, and Spain became allied with the

latter.

II. n. 1. The number which consists of three

times ten.—2. A symbol representing thirty

units, as 30, XXX, or xxx.— 3. In printing and
h-kg., the last sheet, word, or line of copy or

of a despatch.
tUrtvfold (th^r'ti-fold), a. Thirty times as

much or as many. Mat. xiii. 8.

rhirty-nine Articles. See article.

thirty-one (tlier'ti-wun'), ». A game resem-

bling vingl-un, but with a longer reckoning.

Second in
Ihreotyne = OFries. threttene

MLG. druttein, LG. dartein = OHG. drisen, thirty-second (thtr'ti-sek'ond), a

MHG. drizehen, drizen, G. dreizehn = Icel. thret- order after the thirtieth.

tan = 8w. tretton = Dan. tretten = Goth, 'tkreis-

taihun = L. tredecim (> It. tredeci = Pg. treze

= 8p. trece = F. treize) = Gr. Tpeia(Kai)<5eKa =
Skt. trayoda^, thirteen ; as three + ten.] I.

a. Being three more than ten; consisting of

one more than twelve : a cardinal numeral.

n. B. 1. The number which consists of the

sum. of twelve and one, or of ten and tliree.

—

2. A symbol representing thirteen units, as 13,

XIII, or xiii.— 3. A silver shilling worth 13

pence, current in Ireland during the early part

of the nineteenth century.

r. A. M. Is doubtleaa chronologically correct as to the
hilling In Ireland having been worth thirteen pence pre-

Tlonstol82S-ILbotooUoqnia]lTltcontinued to be called i.v^ rTuiul
to a oonsldenbly Uter period- so late as 1835 'J""

''*,".'"ttMrtem
to my knowledge. irCandQ., 7th ser., I. 77.thaursjan, impers., thirst: see thirst, n

athirst.] I. intrans. 1. To experience uncom- .. . , ,., . ,.. ,. . ,, <i..-_j.— .i. _i -i

fortablo sensations for want of drink; have thirteener (th6r ten *r), » K ttirtew. + -erL]

1. Same as thtrteen, 3. [CoUoq.j

if be tUnt, give bim
Boni.xiL20.

desire to drink; be dry.

If thine enemy hunger, feed bim
drink.

2. To have a vehement desire ; crave.

MysonltMnMAforOod. Pi.xUI.2.

Althoogb the beaoUes, riches, bonoois, sciences, vir-

taea, and perfections of all men living were In the present
poaaesrion of one, yet somewhat beyond and above all

Hila then would still be songht and eameatly thirtttd for.

Hooter, Ecdea. Polity, L 11.

Be thirtttd for all liberal knowledge.
MiUtm, Hist. Eng., T.

n. tram. To have a thirst for, literally or
figtiratively ; desire anlently; crave: now usu-
ally followed by an intinitive as the object.

The eternal Ood must be prayed to, . . . who alao grant

For it was a shillin' he gave me. glory be to God. No,

I niver heard it called a liirteener before^ but mother has.

Quoted In Mayhew't London Lalmur and London Poor,

2. The thirteenth one of any number of things;

specifically, in whist, the last card of a suit left

in the hands of a player after the other twelve
have been plaved.

thirteen-lined (thtr'ten'llnd), a. Noting the

leopard spermopbile, or Hood's marmot, Spermo-
philus trtdecemlineatug, a very common striped

and spotted ground-squirrel of North America.
The allusion Is u> the number of strtpes(reiiresenting the

thirteen original .States) in the flag of the United States,

suggested by the markings of the animal. See cut under
. . . , SpermophUuM.

them once earneatly to thirtt hU true doctrine, contained thirteenth fthtr'tenth'), o. and «. [Altered to

'^Z''^urt^i^T.'^^ltv^:^^':^X^^ suU the form of thirte^ ; < ME. threttethe. also

That unhappy king, my master, whom
I BO much iJUnt to see. Shak., W. T., It. 4. 524.

He seeks his Keeper's Fleah, and tkirttt his Blood.
Prior, Solomon, L

[ thirster (thtTs'ti-r), n. [< thirst + -«rl.] One
who or that which thirsts.

HavinR seriouslv pleaded the case with thy heart, and
nrerently pleaded the case with God, thou bast pleaded
thyself from ,

G(xl.

a lover of the world to a thirtter after

Baxter, Saints' Rest, It. Ki.

thirstily (th^rs'ti-li), ndr. In a thirsty manner.
From such Fountain he drawn, dilitfently, thirttity.

CartyU, Sartor Kesartos, U. 3.

(after Icel.) threttrnde, < AS. thredtedtha =
OFYies. thredtinda = D. dertiende = OHG. drit-

tezeiulo, MHG. dritzehende, drizehende. G. drei-

zehnte z=lce\. threttandi =Sw. <rcftonrfc = Dan.
trettende = Goth, 'thridjataihunda ; as thirteen

+ -fA2.] I. a. 1. Next after the twelfth: an
ordinal numeral.— 2. Constituting any one of

thirteen equal parts into which anything is di-

vided Thirteenth cranial nerve', the chorda tym-
Mnl regarded as distinct from the seventh or facial nerve.

Saw4ini.

II. M. 1. One of thirteen equal parts into

which anything is divided.— 2. In earl^ Eng.

thirty-second-note (th^r'ti-sek'ond-not), ». In

musical notation, a note equivalent in time-

value to one half of a sixteenth-note ; a demi-

semiquaver Tblrty-second-note rest See rMfi,

8(»).

thirtytwo-mo (th^r'ti-to'mo), «. [An E. read-

ing of 32mo, which stands for XXXHjho, a way
of writing li. (in) tricesimo secundo, ' in thirty-

second.' So 16mo, 12»M0, are read according to

the E. numbers.] A leaf from a sheet of paper
folded for a book regularly in thirty-two equal

Sarts. Commonly written 32»io. When the size of

le sheet is not specified, the leaf is supposed to be a

medium 32mo of the siie 3 by 4) inches. A book made
up of such leaves is called a 32mo.

a. and pron.; pi. these (Tuez). [<

ui^. Viis, thys, older thes, pi. thus, thses, tltet,

theos, theiae, also after Scand. thir (Sc. thir), <

AS. thes, m., theds, f., this, n., pi. thas, = OS.
"thesa, m., thins, t., thit, n., = OFries. this, thes,

tkius, thit = MD. dese, dise, dit, D. deez, deze, dit

= MLG. desse = OHG. diser, deser, MHG. diser,

G. dieser (diese, t, dieses, dies, neut.) = Icel.

thessi, thesai_, thetia = Sw. denne, denna, delta =
Dan. denne, dette = Goth, 'this, this; < "tha,

the pronominal base of the, that, etc., + -s, ear-

lier -se, -si, prob. orig. identical with AS. se, etc.,

the (but by some identified with the impv. (AS.
sed. OHG. se, Goth, sai) of the verb seei). The
pi. of this appears in two forms, these (< ME.
thes, th«.s) and those (< ME. thda, < AS. thds),

the latter being now associated with that, of

which the historical pi. is tho, now obs. Hence
thus.'] I. a. That is now present or at hand:
a demonstrative adjective tised to point out with

particularity a person or thing that is present

111 place or in thought. It denotes ~(o) Some person

or thing that is present or near in jjlace or time, or is nearer

in place or time than some other person or thinit, or has

Just been mentioned or referred to, and is therefore op-

posed to or the correlative of (Aa(. a8,(Ai«city was founded

five hundred years ago, or one hundred years earlier than

that (city) ; thit day ; thit time of night ; thete words.

Of theite three Groynes sprong a Tree, as the Aun-
gelle seyde that it scliolde, and here a Fruyt thorghe the

whiche Fruyt Adam scholde be saved.
MandemUe, Travels, p. 12.

Frote youre visage with thit berbe, and youre handes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 76.

In thyt cite I abode Tewysday, all day and nil nyght
Torkington, DIarle of Eng. Travell, p. 6.



this

From the town you last came through, calleil Brailsford,
It is five miles ; and you are not yet above half a mile on
(Au side. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 222.

(6) Time just past or just at hand ; the last or the next.
The reference, whether to past or to future, is determined
by the circumstances ; (Aw evening may mean either the
evening now approaching, or next to come, or the evening
now present, or the evening just past ; as, it has occurred
twice this year ; I shall take care not to fail this (next) time.
In this connection (AiV is sometimes used for th^, the sum
being reckoned up, as it were, in a total.

The owle ek, which that hette Ascaphilo,
Hath efter me shright al thig nyghtes two.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 320.

I learn'd in Worcester, as I rode along.
He cannot draw his power this fourteen days.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 126.

I have not wept thi» forty years ; but now
My mother comes afresh into my eyes.

Dryden, All for Love, i. 1.

[In Shakspere the phrase this night occurs, meaning last
night.

Glouc. My troublous dream this night doth make me sad.
Duc/i, What dream'd my lord ? tell me, and 111 requite it

With sweet rehearsal of my morning's dream.
Shaic., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 22.]

This . . . here. See herei.—Tbis othert, the other.

And hem liked more the raelodye of this harpour than
eny thinge that this other mynstralles diden.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 021.

You denied to fight with me this other day.
Shak., W. T., v. 2. 140.

This present. See present^.

II. 2>''0>i- This person or thing, (a) It denotes— Some person or thing actually present or at hand : as,

is Otis your coat ? Who is this f

This is a spell against them, spick and span new.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

Fie^ what an idle quarrel is this; was this her ring?
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

g) Something that has just preceded or has been men-
oned or referred to.

Alle tJies were there wythoute fable,
Wythoute ham of the rounde table.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 179.

When they heard this (the discourse of Peter] they were
pricked in their hearts. Acts ii. 37.

Suetonius writes that Claudius found heer no resistance,
and that ali was done without stroke ; but this seems not
probable. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

I know no evil which touches all mankind so much as
this of the misbehaviour of servants,

Steele, Spectator, No. 88.

(c) Emphatically, something that is to be immediately
said or done : as, Let me tell you this: I shall lend you no
more money.

But know this, that if the goodman of the house had
known in what watch the thief would come, he would
have watched, and would not have suffered his house to
be brokeji up. Mat. xxiv. 43.

(d) EUiptically, this persou, place, state, time, position,
circumstance, or the like : as, I shall leave this [place or
town] to-morrow ; this [state of affairs] is very sad ; I shall
abstain from wine from this [time] on ; by this [time] we
had arrived at the house.

This [that i^ this one] is so gentil and so tendre of herte
That with his deth he wol his sorwes wreke.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 904.

I shall, between this and supper, tell you most strange
things from Rome. Shak, Cor., iv. 3. 43.

By this the vessel half her course had run.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x. 95.

When opposed to that, this refers to the person or thing
that is nearer, that to the person or thing that is more
distant; so, with things that have just been expressed,
this refers to the thing last mentioned (and therefore
nearer in time to the speaker), and that to the thing first
mentioned (as being more remote).

Two ships from far making amain to us

:

Of Corinth that, of Epidaurus this.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 94.

A body of this or that denomination is produced. Boyle.

These will no taxes give, and those no pence

;

Critics would starve the poet, Whigs the prince.
Dryden, Prol. to Southern's Loyal Brother, 1. 10.

Some place the bliss in action, some in ease.
Those call it pleasure, and contentment these.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 22.

This la sometimes opposed to the other.

Consider the arguments which the author had to write
Utts, or to design the other, before you arraign him.
>. .. Dryden.
It was sometimes used elliptically for this is.

This 'a good Fryer, belike.
Shak., M. for M. (folio 1623), v. 1. 131.

rrom this out. Seefrom.—To put this and that to-
gether. Seepuil.

tEis (THis), adv. [A var. of thus, or an ellip-
tical use of /or this. Cf. that, adv.'] For this;
thus. [Obsolete or coUoq.]

What am I, that thou shouldst contemn me this?
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 206.

None of the portraits mentioned by Walpole are
dated this early.

J. P. Norris, in Shakespeariana, May, 1884, p. 181.

thisbe (thiz'be), n. [< NL. thishe, the specific
name, < Gr. Qiafiij, a proper name.] The clear-
winged moth Hemaria thishe.
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thisness (Tnis'nes), n. [< this + -ness.] The
state or quality of being this; heecceity.
[Rare.]

tnistle (this'l), n. [Formerly also or dial, this-

sle; < ME. thistel, thisiilc, thrjstyllc (pi. thistles),

< A8. thistel = D. distel = MLG. LG. distel =
OHG. distiila, distil, MHG. G. distel = leel.

thistill = 8w. tistel = Dan. tidsel, thistle; cf.

Goth, deino in comp. wigadeino, 'way-thistle.']
One of numerous stout composite weeds, armed
with spines or prickles, bearing globular or

Common Thistle {Ctticus tanceotalus).

I, upper part of stem with heads ; 2, a leaf ; a, achene with pappus.

thickly cylindrical heads with purple, yellow,

thistle-down

a very old Scottish order which has oft«n been renewed
and remodeled, and is still in existence. 'I'he devices of
the order are St. Andrew's cross, or saltier, and a thistle-
flower with leaves ; these enter into the dirterent badges,
the collar, star, etc. I'he motto is "Nemo me impune
lacessit." The ribbon is green.— Pasture-thistle, a low
stout species, Cnicus pumilus, with from one to three very
large puiple, or rarely whit«, sweet-scented heads: found
in the Atlantic United .States.— Saffron-thistle, the saf-

flower.— St. Bamaby'S thistle, the yellow star-thistle,
Centaurea sUstUialis: so named as blooming aliout St.
Barnaby's day.— Scotch thistle, a kind of thistle regard-
ed as the national emblem of .Scotland, but the precise
species to which the name properly belongs is not settled.
Most authorities consider it to be the cotton-thistle, (Jtw-
pordon Acanthium, though this is not native in .Scotland

;

others, the milk-thistle, Silyhum {Carduus) Marianum;
while some, with greater probability, refer it to the com-
mon Cnicus lanceolatus. The thistle intended when the
emblem came into use is uncertain, owing to the fact that
the figures on old coins and in paintings were not meant
to be botanically exact. See cuts above and under Onupor-
d<»i.— Spear-thistle, the common thistle, Cni<ms lanceo-
latus: so called from its lance-shaped leaves.— Stemless
thistle, a European thistle, Cnicus aeaulis, having a tuft
of prickly spreading leaves and a few largish purple heads,
scarcely rising above the ground. Also dwar/ Mi»(/«. and
locally pod-(At8tfe.—Swamp-thistle, a tall species, Cni-
cus muticug, with single or few deep-purple heads on the
branches : found in damp soil in the eastern United .States.

— Swlne-thlstle. Same as sou-tkistle.~ Sjiian this-
tle, Cnicus (Xotobasis) Syriacus, of the Mediterranean re-
gion. It isa plant from 1 to 4 feet high, with milky-veined
leaves, the heads, one to three, on short axillary branches,
each head embraced by a rigid pinnatifld spiny-pointed
bract.—Tall thistle, a common species of the United
States east of the Mississippi, Cnicus altissimus, a branch-
ing plant sometimes 10 feet high, the leaves covered with
close white wool beneath, the flowers light-puri>le.— VlT-
«in Mary's thistle. Samea8 7/ia*-«i!«ffe.—Way-thlstle
Hie Canada thistle.—Welted thistle, an Old World spe-
cies, Carduus aeanthiiidet, resembling the musk-thistle.
—Wolves'- or WOlfs-thlStlet, Carlina ocoi/Jw.— Wool-
ly-headed thistle. .Same as /riar'«-crotf7i.—Yellow
thistle, Cnicus hiirridulus, of the Atlantic United States,

J genus
Cnicus (including the fonner Cirsium), the common or

tie, musk-thistle, pine-thistle, pod-thittle, tou-UasUe, star-

plumedthistle,rn which the pappus {splum'ose'orVa- xl''??fv'"^f'^^^^^ „, , . ,,
thered, of Carduus, the plumeless tniStle-Dira(this l-berd),W. TheAmerican gold-

' "" thistle, in which thp pappus is sim- finch, Chrysomitris or Spinus tristis, or another
pie, and of Onoporaon, the cotton-
thistle, also with qualifyingwords to
plantsof other genera.—Argentine
thistlet, an old name of the cotton-
thistle. See Onopordon.—Blessed

thistle-fiuch (which see).

Among the occasional visitors to the yard were two
American goldfinches, or thistie-birds.

The Atlantic, LXVI. 260.

Canada Thistle {Cnicus
arvensis).

Upper part ofstem with
heacfs ; a, a flower ; b,

achene with pappus.

Ollstle, one of the star-thistles, tUstle-butterflv (this'1-but "fer-fli), n. The
fl^S^?o^?SrLttt^^n°"5? Pai"ted.ludy, Vanessa or Pyra,neis'cardui, a
is a low branching annual with cosmopolitan butterfly whose larva feeds on
lobed, weakly prickly leaves and the thistle. See cut under j)ainterf-?</rfy.
light-yellow heads, Ii inches nigh, thistle-COCk (this'l-kok), n. The common coni-

S;fii:d'"'"the'uniferst^a?es?! ^"°ting^ E,„herizamili^ka. See cut UBder 6„«

^

Boar-thistle, a frequent variant of ™0- [Prov. Eng.]
imr-(Aw««.— Bull-thistle, a name tMstle-CTOpper (this'l-krop'6r), ». The do-
In America of Cnicus lanceolatus mestic ass ; a donkev.
(see common thistle, l)elow): cited 4.'u,-„i.i„

'

,., . A , . re a
also from Ireland.- Canada this-

ttustle-cro'wn (this 1-kroun), n. [So named
He, the usual name in the United from the thistle on the coin.] An English gold
States of Cnictis arvensis, the com- coin of the reign of James I., current 1604-11,

^^Sra'Svf TS^r^le^^^ J,^^^j^ f«"' 30 grains, and worth is. or 4s.

Asia, thence spread to North Amer- .**": (*^9"* "^ <"" Sl-10)-
lea and other lands. It is less ro- thlStle-Olgger (this'l -dig'er), «. A form of
bust than many other thistles, be- spade with a narrow, forked blade, with which

the root of a
thistle can be
cut below the
crown. A pro-
jection from the
back of the blade
serves as a ful-

crum, by the aid
of which the sev-
ered plant can be
pried up.

ing only a foot or two high and ra-
ther slender, and bears very prick-

ly pinnatifld leaves and numerous small purple-flowered
heads. It is one of the very worst of weeds ,n account
of its deep-Laid, extensively creeping, and sprouting root-
stock.— Carllne thistle. See Carlina.—Common this-
tle, in general, a plant of the genus Cnicus; specittcally,
C. lanceolatus, the spear-, bur-, or bull-thistle. It is a stout
branching plant from 2 to 4 feet high, with very prickly
decurrent leaves and handsome purple heads — a trouble-
some weed, but without perennial creeping rootstock.—
Com-thlstle. See PanodoWwfZe.- cotton thistle. See
cotton-th istle, Onopordon,and Scotch thistle (below).- Creep- +ii-i o+l I''J r.1 1 .-
Ing thistle. See Canada tA,**.- Cursed thistle, tK *!?, • ,^ 7°,¥.*'
creeping or Canada thistle. - Distaff-thistle, a thistle- (tills l-dorar),
likeplant,Cor(AamtMfano(tw,of Europe and Asia: an erect,
rigiif, cobwebby species with large pale-yellow heads.—
Dwarf thistle. Same as stemless (Aw«e.— Fish-bone or
herring-bone thistle, Cnicus (Chamitpeuce) CasaboiuB,
found on islands off the south coast of France. The name
doubtless alludes to the spines, borne in threes on the
margin of the leaves.-Friar's thistle. Same as friar's-
crown.—FuUer's-thlstle, the teazel.— Globe thistle,
(o) See globe-thistle, {b) The aitichoke.—Golden thistle,
a name for yellow-flowered species of the composite ge-
nus Scolymus, one of which is tlie Spanish oyster-plant.
See oyster-plant.— Uaie- or hare's-thlstle. Same as
Aor«'«-«e««ce.—Herring-bone thistle. See/«A-6on« this-
tle, above—Holy thistle. Same as Wesserf thistle.

Get you some of this distilled Carduus Benedictus, and
lay it to your heart. ... I meant, plain holy-thistle.

Shak, Much Ado, iii. 4. 80.

Horse thistle, (a) The common thistle (see horse-this-
tle). (6f) The wild lettuce, Lactuca Scariola, var. virosa.
-Hundred-headed thistle, or hundred thistle, an
umbelliferous plant, Eryngium campestre, so called from
the numerous flower-Heads,— Jersey thistle, one of the
star-thistles, Centuurea aspera (C. 7«/irmf0— Lady's or
Our Lady's thistle, (a) See milk-thistle and SUvbum.
(6) Same as blessed (Aistte.—Mexican thistle, Cnictis
(ErythroleeiM) conspicuus, a tall plant with rigid spiny
leaves, the heads S inches long, with yellow florets and
scarlet involucral scales.- Order of the Thistle (in
full The Most Andetit and Most Noble Order of the Thistle),

n. A Scottish
silver coin,
also called the
double merk, is-

sued in 1578 by
James VI. It

weighed 342.6
grains troy,

and was worth
23s. 8d. Scotch
(nearly 2s.

English) at the
time of issue.

thistle-do'wii
(this'l-douii),
n. The pappus
of the thistle,

by which the
achenia are
borne by the
wind to great
distances. See
cuts under
thistle.

Reverse

TbistlcKloUar.— British Museum.
(Size of the ordinal.)



Rerene.
Thtstle-merfc otjamtt VI.— BtMah
Museum. (Siceof thecdginal.)

thistle-down

As a thitiUe-do%me in th* ayre doth flie,

So vainly shalt thuu too and fro be tost.

Speiuer, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 634.

First loves were apt to float away front memory as thistle-

dou-iui upon a summer breexe. The Century, XL. 681.

thistle-finch (tUis'l-fineh), M. One of several
(lilTei-eut fringilline birds which feed to a no-
table extent on the seeds of tlie thistle and va-
rious related composites. This name, or an equiv-
alent, is traceable to the aKaiSi^f^ of Aristotle (compare
the extract given under thitUeicarp below), and covers
nuini^rous species of
liina-t8. siskins, gold-
tliK-lies, etc., of similar
habits and of close-

ly related subgeneric
grtiups, for the expla-
nation of which see
gpintu. Also thittU-

bird, and formerly thU-
tiewarp.

Carduelis, a linnet, a
thitdefincK
Xotnendatar (1586), p.

157. (HalUvxU.)

thistle-merk
(this' l-m^rk), ii.

A .Scottish silver

coin, issued in 1601

by James VI. It

weighed 104.7
grains troy, and
was worth 13*. id.
Scotch (lairf. Eng-
lish) at the time of
issue.

thistle-plume
(tliiH'l-pl6m),H. A
plume-moth, I'tero-

plu>ru» carduidac-
tylus, whose larva
feeds on thistle-
heads. [V. S.]

thistle-tube (this'-

l-lub).H. In chem-
ical jrlaHswarc, a funnel-tube in which the flar-

ing jiart of the funnel is connected with a bnlb
of considerably larger diameter, from the bot-
tom of which a tube extends downward, thus
presenting a profile strikingly similar to the
stalk of a thistle and its composite flower
(wlience the name),

thistlewarpt (this'1-warp), n. [< thigtU + varp.
CI', iiiittdicarp.] The goldfinch or siskin; a
thistle-finch.

Two sweet hirdL samamed th' Acanthidee,
Which we call TkulU-mirpt, that near no sea*
Dare ever come, bat atUl m oouple* fly.

And feed on thlatle-topa, to testlty
The hardneu of their flrat life in the last.

MaHuwe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, vL 277.

thistly (this'li). a. [< thistle + -yl.] 1. Con-
sisting of or abounding in thistles.

The land, once lean,
Or fertile only In Ita own diagraee.
Exult* to see It* thdUy corse repoU'd.

Cowper, Taak, tL 768.

The gtunnd Is thutly, and not pleasurable to iMre feet
KutUn, Elements of Drawing, p. 218.

2. Kesembliiig a thistle or some attribute of a
thistle

;
prickly.

The rouKh Hedg.hog . . .

On 's UMly bristles rowie* him qalckly In.

SyleetUr, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, L 8.

A beautiful Maltese [cat] with great yellow eyes, for as
Soft as velvet, and silvery paws as lovely to kwk at as they
were tltiAU'j^ to touch.

R. T. Cookt, Somebody's Jieighbors, p. 48.

thiswiset (THis'wiz), adv. [< this + -tcwc] In
this inaiiiier; thug.

Which text msy tUnirite be nndetstood : that, as that
"in shall be punished with ererlastlng damnation in the
' ill! to come, even so sh»ll It not escape vengeance here.
I mdaU. Ans, to Sir T. More, etc (Pariier Soa, 18S0X pi 24.

thithent, "dr. See thethen.

thither (THiTH'fer), adv. [< ME. thider, thyder,
llu/diir, tliiider, theder, thcdur. thudere. < AS.
Ihiilir. thiider= Icel. thadhrit. thither; cf. Goth.
tlmihro, thence, then; < 'tha, the pronominal
liiHe of the, that, etc., + -der, a compar. suffix
-' en also in hither, tchilher, after, yonder, etc.
< f. Hkt. Intra, there, thither.] 1. To that place:
'ipjHjHed to hither.

Whan the kouherd com thid[»r}e he konred lowe
To bihohl in at the hole whi his hoand berkyd.

William qf Palenu (K B. T. ».), I. 47.

Where I am, thither ye cannot come. John vli. 34.

2. To that point, degree, or result ; to that end.
This wri-stler shall clear all : nothiiut remains bnt that

I kinille the Uiy IhUhtr. Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 179.

Hither and thltber. See hither.

thither fTHiTii'«r),«. [< thith(r,iuh.'\ Being
in tiiat jilaco or direction; hence, further;
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more remote; opposite: opposed to hither.

[Rare.]

They crossed from Broadway to the noisome street by
the ferry, and in a little while had taken their places in
the train on the thither side of the water.

HoweUs, Their Wedding Journey, ii.

thither (THiTH'6r), v. i. [< thither, drfc.] To

fo thither. [Rare.]—To Mther and thither. See
ither.

thitherto (THiTH-^r-to'), adv. [< thither +
(<*!.] To that place or point ; so far. [Rare.]

The workmen's petitions also laid particular stress on
the point that by the thitherto prevailing laws the jour-
neymen lawfully educated for their trade had acquired a
right similar to property.

Engliih<}ildi(E. K T. S.), Int., p. cxciL

thitherward (THiTH'6r-ward), adv. [< ME.
thiderward, thederward, thyHerward, thuderward,
< AS. thidericeard, < thider, thither, + -tceard, E.
-ward.'] Toward that place, point, or side ; in

that direction.

When thou goys in the gate, go not to faste,

Ne hyderwerd ne thedencard thi hede thou caste.

Booke oj Precedetux (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), L 46.

Ix)ng he wander'd, tiU at last a gleam
Of dawning light turn'd thitherward in haste
His travelld steps. Milton, V. U, ill. 600.

thitherwards (TniTH'^r-wardz), adv. [< ME.
thidervards, < AS. thiderweardes, < thidenceard
+ adv. gen. -e«.] Same as thitherward^

thitlingt (THit'ling), M. [Origin obscure.] A
hamlet.

Cities, borrougha, baronlea, hiudreds, towns, vlllsges,
thitliivjt. Milton, Articles of Peace with the Irish, xvlU.

thitsee (thit'se), ». See theetsee.

thitto, H. See Sandoricum.
thivel (thiv'l), n. Same as thible.

Thlaspi (thlas'pi), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675;
earlier in Matthioli, 1554), < L. thlaspi, < Gr.
O'/.aoiri, fl/toCTTif, a kind of cress the seed of which
was crushed and used as a condiment, < W.dv,

crush, bruise.] A genus of cruciferous plants,
type of the tribe Th lasj>ide«. it is cbaracterlied by
equal petals, stamens wltoont appendages, and a aeasUe
emarglnatepod with laterally compressedwinged orkeeled
valves^and two or more seeds In each cell. There are abont
ao species, native* chiefly of northern regions, both tem-
perate and arctic They are asaally smooth annaads, some-
times perennials, with a rosette of radical leaves, the stem-
leaves with an anricled clasping base, and the racemed
flowers either white, pink, or pale-purple. For T. omenM
of Europe, see ynuty-emi^ and cats under aeaumbmt and

in^spidese (thlas-pid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de CaiidoUe, 1824), < Thlaspi (Thlaspid-) + -e«.]
A tribe of cruciferous plants, characterized by
a silicle compressed contrary to the usually
narrow partition, and by straight acoumbent
cotyledons. It includes 16 genera, of which
Thlaspi (the type), Iberis (the candytuft), and
Tirsdatia are tlie most important.

thlipsencephalns (thlip-sen-sef'a-lus), «. ;
pi.

thlipsinrrphiili (-11). [NL., < Gr. ^Jftf, pressure
(see thlipsis), + ryxi^Aoc, brain.] In teratol.,

a monster the upper part of whose skull is ab-
sent, as a result of abnormal intracranial pres-
sure during fetal life.

thUpflis (thlip'siB), n. [NL., < Gr. ff^fic, pres-
sure, compression, < OXipav, press, distress.] In
med., compression of vessels, especially con-
striction by an external cause; oppression.

tho' (THo), adv. and conj. [< ME. tho, tha, < AS.
thti, then ; as a relative, when ; < 'tha, the pro-
nominal base seen in the. that, etc.] I. adv.
Tlieii ; thereupon. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Tha redde he me how Sampson loste his heres.
Chmieer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 721.

Athm. He wlU enforce, if yon resist bis suit.

Ida. What thof Ortent, James IV., IL

Il.t conj. When.
Tho he was of nyne hundred %at and two and thrltti old.
His strengthe faylede of his limes.

UUy Rood (ed. MorrisX p. 21.

tho^t (THO), def. art. &nApron. [< ME. the, tha,
< AS. tha, pi. of se (the), sed, thtet, the def. art. :

see «i«l.] I. def. art. Tho (in plural) ; those.

Ont of the gospel he tho wordes caaghtc
Chaucer, Oen. ProL to C. T., L 4»8.

n. pron. Those; they.

Been ther none others maner reiembUneM
That ye may likne yoare parables to^

But If aaely wyf beoon of tAo^
Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 370.

tho'. tho-* (tho), conj. A common abbreviated
spelling of thmtnh.

thoelt, n. An old spelling of tholc^.

thoft (THof), conj. [< ME. thof, thofe; a dial,
form of though, the orig. guttural gh (h) chang-
ing to/, as also in dwarf, and as pronounced
in rough, trough, etc.] Though.

thole

But yet deghit not the Duke, tho/hym dere tholit.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8669.

There is not a soul of them all, thof he might not care
a brass penny for you before, who will not fill a bumper to
your health now. J, Baillie.

thoftl (thoft), «. [Either a mod. var. of
thought^, itself a var. of the earlier thoft, or
representing the earlier thoft unaltered, < ME.
"thoft, < AS. thofte (= Icel. thopta = 8w. toft

= Dan. tofte), a rowing-bench; hence gethofta,
a companion, orig. a companion on a rowing-
bench ('thoft-fellow'); cf. ME. fem. thuften,
J/ii/Aten, a handmaid.] A rowing-bench : used
in the compound thoft-felloir. [Prov. Eng.]
thoft- (tlioft), «. A dialectal form of thought^.

thoft-fellow (thoft'fel'6), n. [< thoffi + fel-
low.] A fellow-oarsman. MalliweU. [Prov.
Eng.]
tholance (tho'lans), n. [< thole''- + -ance.]
Sufferance. Jdinieson. [Scotch.]

tholei (thol), v.; pret. and pp. tholcd, ppr. thol-

ing. [< ME. tholen, tholien, < A^. tholian = OS.
tholean, tholon = OFries. tholia = OHG. dolen,
MHG. doln = Icel. thola = Sw. tdla = Dan.
taale = Goth, thulan, suffer; akin to Gr. ta^oi,
suffer (t^/iuv, miserable, ttoXMmc, much-suf-
fering, To?./iav, risk, suffer, etc.), L. tolerate,

endure, tollere, bear, Hft, raise (pp. latus for
*f/a<«*', pret. ttiti, used to supply the pret. and
pp. of frrre, bear). Cf. tolerate, etc. Hence
AS. gethyld = D. geduld = OHG. dull, MHG.
dull, G. ge-duld, endurance, patience ; D. dulden
= OHG. dultan, MHG. dulten, G. dulden, suf-
fer.] I. trans. 1. To bear; undergo; sus-
tain

; put up with ; stand.

Thel preohen that penaunce is profitable to the soule.
And what myschief and malese Cryst for man tholed.

IHers Plowman (B), xiii. 76.

We've done nae ill, we'll thole nae wrang.
Lads of Wamphray (Child's Ballads, VI. 172).

Thou goest about a-sighing and a-moaning in a way
that I can't stknd or thUc. Mn. OaskM, Roth, xvi.

2. To experience ; feel ; suffer.

Ood, that tholede passian.
The holde, sire longe allue.

King Bom (E. E. T. S.), p. 67.

.So mache wo as I have with you tholed.

Chaveer, Friar's Tale, 1. 24S.

The long reign of utter wretchedness, the nineteen win-
ters which England had tholed for her sins.

if. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 219.

3. To tolerate; permit; allow.

I salle hys commandement holde, jif Criste wll me tholel
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 4161.

Trewly he Is onlyue.
That tholede the Jewes his flessh to rllfe.

He let« vs tele his woundes fyue.
Cure lorde vermy.

York Plays, p. 453.

4. To admit of ; affonl.

He gaed to his gude wife
Wr a' the speed that he coud thaU.

Loehmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 3).

6. To give freely. HaUiwell.
n. intrans. 1. To endure grief, pain, mis-

fortune, etc. ; suffer.

Manne on molde, be meke to me,
And haue thy maker in thi mynde.
And thynke howe I haue thalid for the.
With pereles paynes for to be pyned.

i'ork Plays, p. 372.

2. To be patient or tolerant; bear (with) ; be
indulgent.

Thenne be thnlged with hir threpe. <6 tholed hir to speke,
4 ho here on hym the belt, & bede hit hyni swythe,
A he granted.

Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. K T. 8.), L 1869.

3. To wait; stay; remain. Jamieson; HaUiwell.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng. or Scotch in all uses.]

thole't (thol), M. [ME. thole (= Icel. thol); <
thole^, v.] Patience; endurance; tolerance.

For Ic am god, gelns and strong,
Mln wreche is hard, min thole is long.

Oenesie and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3496.

thole^ (thol), n. [Also thowl, thouel, and for-
merly thoel; early mod. E. tholle ; < ME. thol,

tholle, < AS. thol (glossed scalmus) = MD. dol,

dalle, D. dol = LG. dolle, a thole, = Icel. thollr,

a wooden peg, the thole of a boat, a pin, =
Dan. tol, a thole, pin, stopper; cf. Icel. thollr,

also tholl (thall-), = Norw. toll, tall, a fir-tree, =
Sw. tall, dial, tdl, a pine-tree.] 1. A pin in-
serted in the gunwale of a boat, or in a similar
position, to act as a ful-

crum for the oar in row- iT T
1

ing. The oar is sometimes se-

cured to the thole by a loop of riioic.

cordage; but more frequently
there are two pins betwfen which the oar plays, in which
case the thole 1b properly the pin against which the oar

when the stroke is made. It Is common, howevet;
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to speak of the two together as the Uwles. Also called

thole-piti.

They took us for French, our boats being fitted with
thoeU aud grummets for the oars in the French fashion.

Marryat, Frank Mlldmay, v. (Davies.)

With what an unusual amount of noise the oars worked
in tJie thawels .' Dicketis, Great Expectations, liv.

The sound of their oars on the tholes had died in the dis-

tance. Longfellmii, Evangeline, ii. 2.

2. The pin or handle of a soythe-snath.— 3t.

A cart-pin.

ThoUe, a cartpynne, chenille de charette.
Palsgrave, p. 280.

thole'* (thol), n. [< L. iliolus, < 6r. eii/oc : see

thobis.'} Inarch.: (a) Same as tholus; some-
times, a vaulted niche, or recess in a temple,

where votive offerings were suspended.

Let altars smoke, and tholes expect our spoils,

Caesar returns in triumph

!

J. Fisher, Fuiraus Troes, iii. 2.

(6) The scutcheon or knot at the center of a

timber vault.

,

tholemodt, « [ME., < AS. tholemod (= Icel.

thoUnmodr; cf. Sw. t&lmodig = 'Da.n. taalmodig),

having a patient mind,< tholian, endure,+ mod,

mind, mood : see mood^.'] Patient; forbearing.

The fyfte [deed of mercy] es to be tholemode when men
mysdose vs. Heligious Pieces (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

tholemodlyt, adv. [ME., < tholemod + -ly^.^

Patiently.
He [God] abit tholeynodliche.

He fur-geft litliche.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 240.

tholemodnesst, n. [ME., < tholemod + -Mess.]

Patience; forbearance; long-suffering.

The uirtue of merci, thet is zorge and tholemodTiesse of

othremanne kuead and of othremanne misdede.
AyeiMte of Inwyl (E. E. T. S.), p. 186.

thole-pin (thol'pin), n. Same as thoU'^, 1.

Thollon prism. A form of prism sometimes
used in spectrum-analysis, which gives a high

degree of dispersion. It is a triple prism, consisting

of a 90° prism of dense glass within, having an additional

prism of small angle (say 15°) cemented to each side with

edges in reversed position to the central prism ; the com-
pound prism would thus have an angle of 60°. Also called

Jiutherfurd prisin.

tholobate (thol'o-bat), ». [< Gr. d61o(, a dome,
+ (JaTog, verbal adj. of jiaiveiv, go, walk.] In

arch., a substructure supporting a dome.
tholus (tho'lus), n.

;
pi. tholi (-li). [Also tholos;

< L. tholus, < Gr. 66?mc, a dome, a rotunda, any
circular building.] In classical arch., any cir-

cular building, as that designed by Polyeletus

at Epidaurus ; also, a dome or cupola ; a domed
structure; specifically, at Athens, the round
chamber, or rotunda, a public building con-

nected with the prytaneum, in which the pryt-

anes dined.
The Thirty Tyrants on one occasion summoned him, to-

gether with four others, to the Tholus, the place in which
the Prytanes took their meals. G. U. Lewes.

The Athenian Archaeological Society has excavated the
tholos of Amyclce, near Sparta. Athaiixum, No. 3264, p. 648.

Thomaean, Thomean (to-me'an), n. [< LL.
Tliomas, < Gr. Bufidg, a Hebrew name.] Same
as Christian of St. Thomas (which see, under
Christian).

Thomaism (to'ma-izm), n. Same as Thomism.
Thomasite (tom'as-it), n. [< Thomas, the name
of the founder 6t the sect, + -ite^.] Same as
ChristadelpMan.

Thomas's operation. See operation.

thomet, "• An obsolete form of thumW-.

Thomean, «. See Thomeean.
Thomisidse (tho-mis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tho-
misus + -idx.'] A family of laterigrade spiders,

typified by the genus Thomisus. The species are
numerous and wide-spread. They are mostly known as

cra^spiders, from their peculiar manner of running side-

wise or backward, as a cral) is supposed to do, and also

from their general shape, the body being broad and the
legs, or some of them, being usually held bent forward and
moved like those of the crustaceans whose appearance is

thus suggested.

Thomism (to'mizm), re. [< Thom-as + -ism.']

The doctrine of the followers of Thomas Aqui-
nas, an eminent theologian of the thirteenth
century (died 1274). Thomas Aquinas held two
sources of knowledge— faith and reason— the doctrines
of unconditional predestination and etHcacious grace, and
a physical as well as a moral efllcacy in the sacraments

;

and he denied the doctrine of the immaculate conception.
His theology, embodied in his great work, "Summa Theo-
logia)," was based on a philosophical system rather than
on either the Bible or the traditional teadliing of the
church. It was an attempt to reconcile Aristotelian phi-
losophy with the Christian faith. It is of very high au-
thority in the Roman Catholic Church, and its influence is

great even outside of that church. Also Thomaism.
Thomist (to'mist), n. and a. [< Thom-as + -ist.']

I. 11. A follower of Thomas Aquinas.
ScottstB and Thomists now in peace remain.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 444.
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Thmnisis, a name often given to the followers of Thomas thong (thong), re. [< ME. thong, thwong, thwang,
Aquinas, who, besides adopting the Aristotelian pbiloso

phy, in opposition to Duns Scotus, who held the Platonic,

also taught the doctrines of Augustine on the suliject of

original sin, free grace, etc. He condemned the dogma
of the immaculate conception, in opposition to Scotus.

The two sects were also divided on the question of the

sacraments, as to whether grace was confeiTCd by them
physically or morally— the Thomists holding the former,

the Scotists tlie latter. . . . The Thomists were Realists,

while the Scotists were Nominalists; and although the

Roman see naturally inclined to favor the doctrines of

the Scotists, the prestige of Aquinas was so great that the

Thomists ruled the theology of the Church up to the time

of the controversy between the Molinists and the Jansen-

ists, when the views of the Scotists substantially pre-

vailed.
McClintock and Strong, Cycloptedia of Biblical, etc. , Litera-

[ture, X. 373.

II. a. Same as Thomistic.

The recent revival in different countries of the Thomist
philosophy, now again authoritatively proclaimed to be

the sheet-anchor of Catholic doctrine. Mind, IX. l.'>9.

Thomistic (to-mis'tik), a. [< Thomist + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the Thomists or Thomism.
[Bare.]

Yet in the Thomistic system the ancient thinker often

conquers the Christian. Mind, XI. 445.

Thomistical (to-mis'ti-kal), a. [< Thomistic +
-al.'] In the manner of the Thomists, or of

Thomas Aquinas; subtle; over-refined.

How far, lo ! M. More, is this your strange Thomistical

sense [interpretation] from the flat letter?

Tyndale, Supper of the Lord (ed. Parker Soc), p. 244.

Thomisus (tho'mis-us), n. [NL. (Walckenaei),
< Gr. du/xiaaeiv or 6a/ii^etv, whip, scourge.]

< AS. ihwang, thwong (= Icel. thvengr), thong,

latehet, esp. of shoes, < *thwingan ('thwang in

pret.), constrain: see twinge.] A long nar-

row strip of leather; a narrow strap, used as

a fastening, a halter, reins, the lash of a whip,

the latehet of a shoe, and in many other ways.

See cut under sitoto-shoe.

Queme quyssewes [cuisses] then, that coyntlych closed

His thik thrawen thygez. with thwonges to-tachched.

Sir Gaivayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 579.

After cutte that pece into thwatiges smal,

Lete it not be brode, but narow as may be,

Jtom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 568.

A leHiem thong doth sei-ve his wast to girt.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

From the high box they [coachmen] whirl the thong around.

And with the twining lash their shins resound.
Gay, Trivia, iii. 37.

thong (thong), V. [< ME. thwongen ; < thong, «.]

I.t trans. To provide, fit, or fasten with a thong.

Thongede scheon. Ancren Riwle, p. 362.

II. intrans. 1. To strike with a thong, or with

a similar implement, as the lash of a whip.

She has hit Mrs. Bonnington on the raw place, and smil-

ingly proceeds to thong again.
Thackeray, Level the Widower, iv.

2. To rope ; stretch out into viscous threads or

filaments. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

thong-seal (th6ng'sel), «. The bearded seal,

Erignathtts barbatus. See cut under Erignathus.

typical genus of TliomisidsB, or crab-spiders. viscid. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Thomite (to'mit), n. [< Thom-as + -ite^.] Same thonk, n. and v.

The thongy (thong'i), a. _[< thong + -yi.] Kopy;

An obsolete or dialectal form
as Thomeean. of thank.

Thomomys (tho'mo-mis), n. [NL. (Maximilian, thonwanget, «• See thmiwange.

1839), < Gr. 8u>/i6^, a heap, + /^if = B. mouse.] 1. thooid (tho'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. 0of {6a6c), a

One of two genera of Geomyidse or pocket-go-

phers, differing from Geomys in having the up-
per incisors smooth or with only a fine marginal
(not median) groove. The external ears, though
small, have a distinct auricle ; the fore feet are moderately
fossorial ; and none of the species are as large as those of

Geomys. They range from British America to Mexico, and
from the Mississippi valley to the Pacific. The northern

beast of prey of the wolf kind, -I- ddog, form.]

I, a. Wolfish; resembling or related to the

wolf; lupine: as, " the //(ooid or lupine series"

of canines, W. H. Flon-er.

II. «. A member of the thooid or lupine se-

ries of canine quadrupeds, as a wolf, dog, or

jackal: as, " thooids, or lupine forms," Huxley.

forni is r.'taJpoidesv a western is ir. 6w(fa't'()rw«, the camass- thoom (thom), n. A dialectal form of thumbs
rat of the raciflc slope; a southern is T. umbrinus; the Thor (thor), «. [< Icel. Thorr, aeontr. of *rftonrr
smallest is described as T.rfimra^of the Rocky Mountain _ ^g_ Thunor: see thunder a.TiA Tliursday.] 1.
region, about five inches long. In habits these gophers
closely resemble the species of Geomys. The generic name
indicates the little piles of earth with which they soon
dot the surface of the soft soil in which they work. See
cut under cam^ss-rat.

2. [I. c] A member of this genus.

I found also bones and fragments of the Elephas primi-
genius, and the greater part of the skeleton of a Thovwmys.

Amer. Nat., Nov., 1889, p. 979.

Thompson's solution of phosphorus. See so-

lution.

thomsenolite (tom'sen-o-lit), n. [Named after

Dr. J. Thomsen of (Copenhagen.] A hydrous
fluoride of aluminium, calcium, and sodium,
fotmd with pachnolite and cryolite in Green-
land, also in Colorado

The second principal god of the ancient Scandi-
navians, the god of thunder. He was the son of Odin,

or the supreme Deing, and Jorth, the earth. He was the
champion of the gods, and was called in to their assistance

whenever they were in straits. He was also the friend of

mankind, and the slayer of trolls and evil spirita. He al-

ways carried a heavy hamracr {mjolnir, the crusher), which,
as often as he discharged it, returned to his hand of itself

;

he possessed a girdle which had the virtue of renewing
his strength. Thor is represented as a powerful man in

the prime of life, with a long red beard, a crown on his

head, a scepter in one hand, and his hammer in the other.

Thursday is called after him, and his name enters as an
element into a great many proper names.

2. [NL.] In zoiil., a genus of macrurous crus-

taceans. J. S. Kingsley, 1S7S— Tlior's day. See
Thursday.—Thor'S hainmer. See hammer^.

Thomson's disease. [Named after Dr. Thom- thoracabdominal (tli6"rak-ab-dom'i-nal), a.

sen of Schleswig-Holstein, who was himself a [< thorax {thorae-) + abdomen : see abdominal]

sufferer from the disease, and the first to de- Pertaining or common to the thorax and the ab-

scribe it.] An affection characterized by ina- domen: as, the thoracabdominal cavity of any
bility to relax at once certain groups of'mus- vertebrate below a mammal.
cles that have been contracted after a periodof thoracacromial (th6"rak-a-kr6'mi-al), a. [< L.

rest. It runs in families, beginning very early thorax (tho-rac-), the thorax, + NL. acromion :

in life. Also called myotonia congenita. see acromial] Of or pertaining to the chest

Thomson effect. See effect. and the shoulder, or the thorax and the pecto-

Thomsonian (tom-so'ni-an-), a. and n. [< ral arch; acromiothoracic: specifically noting

Thomson (Dr. Samuel Thomson, of Massachu- a gi-oup of muscles. C_oties, 1887.

setts, 1769-1843) + -i-an.] I. a. Noting or thoracaorta (tho'rak-a-or'ta). n.
;

pi. tlwrac-

pertaining to a system of botanical medicine, aortse (-te). [NL., < thorax {tliorac-) + aorta.]

one of whose doctrines is that, as all minerals The thoracic aorta, contained in the cavity of

are from the earth, their tendency is to carry the thorax, and with which the abdominal aorta

men into their graves, whereas the tendency is contintious. See cut under thorax. Coues.

of herbs, from their growing upward, is to keep thoracentesis (th6"ra-sen-te'sis), n. [NL., for

men out of their graves. "thoracocentesis, < L. thorax (thorac-), the tho-

II. re. An adherent of the Thomsonian theory, rax, + GT.Keirrnaic, < Kfwtiv, puncture : seece?i-

Thomsonianism (tom-so'ni-an-izm), re. [< ierl.] The operation of puncturing the chest,

Thomsonian + -ism.] The principles of the as in hydrothorax or empyema, and withdraw-

Thomsonian school. iug; fl"© contained fluid; paracentesis thoracis.

Thecareerof Thomson was unique, and even to this day thoraces, re. Plural of Hiorfll.

rAomsomaKfem has its votaries, and lobelia and rum sweats thoraCOtrOU (tho-ra-se tron), «.; pi. tnoracetra
are retained with the tenacity of old friends. (-tra). [NL., < L. 'i!7)ora:r (^/lorac-), the thorax,

Pop. Sci. News, XXIII. 61. + (j,. -^^^^ ^j^g abdomen.] The thorax, or sec-

thomsonite (tom'son-it), ». [< Thomson (Tho-
mas Thomson, a Scottish chemist, 1773-1852)
-t- -jte2.] A mineral of the zeolite family, occur-

ring generally in masses of a radiated struc-

ture, in spherical concretions or compact. It is

a hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium, and
sodium.
Thomson's electrometer, mirror-galvanom-
eter, siphon-recorder, etc. See electrometer,

galvanometer, etc.

ond division of the body, of some crustaceans,
as the king-crab: correlated with cephaletron

a,adpleon. Owen. 1872.

thoracic (tho-ras'ik), a. and n. [= F. thoracique

= Sp. torddco = Pg. thoracico = It. toraeico, <

NL. *thoracicus, < L. thorax (thorac-), the tho-

rax: see thorax.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

the thorax or chest : as, thoracic walls, contents,

organs, or structures, (o) Contained in the thorax

;

intrathoracic : as, the tlioraeic viscera, (b) Dorsal, as a



thoracic

vertebra which bears functional ribs; entering into the
formation of tiie tliorax : specifically noting such verte-
bne (all vertehne being dorsal in one sense), (c) Pertain-
ing to the head and thorax of some animals ; cephalotho-
racic: as. thuracic appendages, (d) Attached to the tho-

rax : a£, thtrracic limbs or appendages ; the thoracic girdle
(that is, the pectoral arch, or shoulder-girdle, of a verte-
brate); pectoral in position, as the ventral flns of some
tlshes. («) Pertaining to the front and sides of the thorax
or to the breast

;
pectoral : as, the mammary glands of

man are thoracic. (/) Done or effected by means of the
thorax : aa, thoracic respiration, ig) Affecting the thorax
or its organs : as, thoraac diseaaes, symptoms, or remedies.

i. Having a thorax (of this or that kind) ; be-
longing to the Tlioraciea: as, the thoracic eirri-

peds.— 3. Having the ventral fins thoracic in
position; belonging to the TOorncirt ; as, a Mo-
raric fish—Thoracic angles, the comers of the thorax,
or of theprothorax in insects with wing-covers.—Thoracic
aorta, that section of the aorta which traverses the cavity
of the thorax. It extends from the origin of the vessel to its

passage through the aortic orifice of the diaphragm, where
It t)ecomes the abdominal aorta. The term is also restricted
to the straight or descending part of the aorta (excluding
the arch). In this sense the thoracic aorta begins where
the arch ends, aboat opposite the filth thoracic vertebra.
The branches of the thoracic aorta are the pericardial,
bronchial (the nutrient vessels of the langsX esophageal,
postniediastinal, and the usually ten pairs of intercostals.
.See cuts under diaphnffmutdHurrax.—Thoradc artery,
one of several )>rancbe8 given off by the axillanr artery in
thw second and third sections of itc coarae, and mstributed
chiefly t<j the pectoral mnsclea and adjacent soft tissues.
Four such vessels are named in man as the txtpcrior, acro-
mial, long, and aUtr. They are alio called tuprathoraeic,
aeroymotnoracic or thoracacromiai or thoracieo-acromial,
UagUkondc, and ottcAoracic.— Thoracic axis, the cora-oa trunk of the acromlothoracic and superior thoracic
Itaiiov when these are given otf togel her.— Thoracic
dnotu See duct, and cut under diaphramn.— Thoracic
Unglla 8«e ganfflion.-^ Thoracic girdle, the pectoral
girdle, or scapnlar arch. See cuta under I'jtipieura, umotter-
iixm, and itemum—Thoracic grooving, the longitudi-
nal depressions along the sternum on ciihtr side in rachitic
or pigeon-breasted children.— Thoracic index, the ratio
between the antero- posterior and transverse diameters of
the thorax.— Thoracic limbs, ttie fore limbs of a rerte-
brate ; the arms of a man, fore legs of a quadruped, wings
of a bird, pectoral ttnsofaflsh; the appendages of the scap-
ular arch, or shouldergirdle ; in invertebratea, the appen-
dages proper to the thorax, generally the ambulatorr and
chelate, as distinguished from abdominal appendages,
mouth-parts, etc See cut under Arandda.—ThoncXc
neiTM. (o)Xnt«nbr(Aorricic. two branches, the external
and Internal, arising from the outer and inner cords of the
brachial plexus anddistributed to the pectorales muscles,
(t) Patlcrior thoracic, a branch from the apper two or three
nenres of the brachial plexoa, passingon thesideof the chest
to be distributed to the aerratus magnua. Also called long
thoracic, and erUmnl renpiralory tierve qf BaO.— Thoracic
parletes, the walls of the chest; ecpeclally, the mova-
ble front and sides of the chest, wboae bony baais Is the
rilis and sternum.—ThoradO region, (a) The extent
or superficies of the thorax as a part of the body; some
part of the thoracic walls, with reference to groups of
muscles which lie upon them : as, the anterior or lateral
thoracic region. (6) Especially, one of the sereral parts

TiMncic R<(h>as, bouaded l>r thick black Bnta
I, t, riifllt antl left hutncral ; a, a, right «ad left nbcUvian : i, 3,

right «Dd kn manunuyi 4, 4, right sad kit uUlair; 5, s. I%hl ana
•*". ""baiUlary or Uurxl : t, 6, right aod left icapuhr: ;, 7, rkht
sad left uilcncapaUr: s,s. right and left luinfior donaL or sib.
acuolu. The rlicera o* die thorai are faidkatad bf dotted Imea
a, diaphragm; «,hean: r.lungi; ^, liver; r.Udaejrsi/.stoauch.

Into which the surface of the human thorax is dirlded or
mapped out by certain imaginary lines, which to some
•xteiit ilenote the situation of the contained viscera, and
thus serve for medical and surgical purposes. These re-
gions, unlike some of tlie correntondlng abdominal re-
gions, are sll in pain (right and leftx In one nomenclature
known a» the humrrai, lubdanan, mammary, aaittary,
KitpiUiir. iittrrAriiimiar, and futseapufar.- Thoracic re-
gion of the spine, that portion of the spine which is com-
p.)«e,i ,,r thonic ic vertebne. Also called donal reaion.—
Thoracic shield, •<»> of the three plates covering the
thoraeie rings in ln.se<rt larvB.-Thorado vertebra, any
vcrtebni which hears a developed rib entering into the
fonn.ition of a thorax. Also called dorsad ver(<<irn.— Tho-
racic viscera, the viscera containetl within the cavity

f the thorax - namely, the he-Trt, lungs, thymus, a sec-
•iin of the es-iphagus, tlioraei.- duct, thoracic aorta, caval
veins, and other larf;e vessels.— Transverse thoradc
farrow, in many DtfUra, "a suture criMsing the mes»-
thonn and ending on each side a little before the base of
the wing : its presence or absence, and form, are Important
cbaracten in classification " {Often Sacken).

n. n. 1 . A thoracic structure ; especially, a
thoracic artery or nerve, or a rib-bearing dor-
siil vertebra.— 2. A thoracic fish.

Thoracica (tho-ras'i-kil), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of ' tliDrarini.'i : see tUnraric] The principal
group of the Cirripetlia, by some recognized as
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an order, consisting of the ordinary sessile and
pedunculated cirripeds, or barnacles and acom-
shells, in which the abdomen is rudimentary
and there are six thoracic segments with as
many pairs of cirrose limbs. See Cirripedia,
Lcpas, Balanus.

thoracicabdominal, thoracicacromial, a.

Same as thonicubdominal, thoracacromiai.

Thoracicit (tho-ras'i-si), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
'thoracieus: see thoracic.] In ichth., the third
one of four Linnean orders of fishes (the others
being Apodes, Jugulares, AbdomitiaUs), charac-
terized by the thoracic position of the ventral
fins, which are placed beneath the pectorals.
By Cuvier and others the terra has been recognized with
various limitations, but it is no longer used in classifying
fishes, though the adjective (Aoracic remains as a descrip-
tive term in its original sense.

thoracico-acroinlalis (tho-ras'i-ko-a-krd-mi-
a'lis), M. ; pi. Ihorncico-acromiales (-lez). [NL.,
< "thoracieus, thoracic, + acromialis, acromial.]
The acromlothoracic artery, a branch of the
axillary, given off just above the pectoralis mi-
nor, and dividing into three sets of branches,
ttaoracicohameral (tho-ras'i-ko-hii'me-ral), a.

[< NL. *thoracicus, thoracic, + humeralts, Hume-
ral.] Pertaining to the thorax and the hume-
rus, or to the chest and the upper arm.
thoracicohuineralis (tho-ras'i-ko-hu-me-ra'-
lis), 11.; pi. tliorucicohumeraks (-\ez). fKL.:
see thoracicohumeral.'] An artery, a branch of
the thoraeico-acromialis, which descends upon
the arm with the cephalic vein in the interval
between the great pectoral and deltoid muscles,
thoraciform (tho-ras'i-fdrm), a. [< L. thorax
(.thorac-), the thorax, -f- forma, form.] In en-
tom., noting the mesonotum when it is very
large and forms the main part of the upper
surface of the thorax, as in IHptera and most
nymenoptera.

thoracipod (tho-ras'i-pod), a. and n. [< L.
tfiorax (thorac- j, the thorax, + Gr. ttoij- (ttoiJ-) =:
E./oof.] I. a. Having thoracic limbs differen-
tiated as ambulatory legs, as a crab or lobster;
belonging to the Thoracipoda ; malaoostracous.
n. «. A member of the Thoraeipoda; a

crustacean, which walks on specialized thora-
cic limbs (pereiopods); a malacostracan.
Thoracipoda (th6-ra-sip'9-dft), n. pi. [NL.

:

see thoraripiid.] In some systems, a subclass
or superorder of Cruntaeea corresponding to
Malaeottraea ; the higher series of crustaceans,
contrasted with the entomostracans or Grui-
thopnda. The name refera to the fact that, the seven
anterior or cephalic segments being specialised for sensa-
tion and nutrition, the next or thoracic segments distinc-
tively subsenre locomotion. Tbe name Is proposed as a
substitute for Mataeolraca. Bneye. Brit., Vl 666.

thoracipodous (tho-ra-sip'o-dus), a. [< tko-
rnripi,(l + -oi(.<.] Same as ihoraeipod.

thoracispinal (tho-ras-i-spi'nal), a. [< L. tto-
rax {thorac-), the thorax, + spina, spine: see
sfiinal.l Of or pertaining to tde thoracic sec-
tion of the spinal eolumn: as, a thoraeinpinal
nerve. Cones. 1887.

thoracodidymus (tho-ra-ko-did'i-mus), n.
;

pi.
thor<ic(jtli(li/mi (-mi). '

I.NL., < (Jr. Oopa^ (ftjpa/i-),

thorax, + 6i^vfio(, double.] In teratol., a double
monster the two bodies of which are joined at
the thorax.

thoracogastrodidymns (tho-ra-ko-gns-tro-
did'i-mus), n.; pi. thoracogdstrodid'ymi (-mi).
[NL., < Or. Oui>a^ (OufHiK-), thorax, + yami/p,
stomach, + ii<h>fioc, double.] In teratol., a dou-
ble monster with united thoraces and abdomen.
thoracometer (tho-ra-kom'e-tir), n. [< Gr. 0u-
pa( (Bufxix-), the thorax, + fitrpov, measure.] An
instrument for measuring the range of respira-
tory movement of any point in the thorax,

thoracopagus (tho-ra-kop'a-gus), «.; pi. thora-
copat/i (-ji). [NL., <'(;r. dupa^ (dupaK-), the tho-
rax, + Trdjof, that which is firmly set.] In tera-
tol., a double monster with more or less fusion
of the thoraces.

thoracoplasty (tho-ra'ko-plas-ti), n. [< Gr.
Itupai (lIuixiK-), thorax, + jrAaaaeiv, put in a cer-
tain form.] Removal of a section of one or
more ribs for the cure of a fistula of the chest-
wall following empyema.
Thoracostraca (tho-ra-kos'tra-ka), n.pl. [NL.,
< ( ir. Hu/xij (tkipoK-), the thorax, + oarpaitov, a
shell.] In some systems, a division of mala-
costracous crustaceans, including the podoph-
thalmoiis or stalk-eyed crustaceans, as crabs,
shrimps, prawns, and lobsters: nearly conter-
minous with I'ndojihthalnia.

thoracostracous (tli6-ra-kos'tra-kus), a. Per-
taining to the Thoracostraca.

thorax

thoracotheca (tho-ra-ko-the'kil), n.
;

pi. ihora-
cothecse (-se). [Nli.,< Gr. tiupaflBupan-), the tho-
rax, + Ifi/Kj/, a case.] In eiitom., the trimk-case
of a pupa, or that part of the integument which
covers the thorax. Also cytotheca.

thoracotomy (tho-ra-kot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ffupaf

(DupaK-), the thorax, + -To/iia, < rifivciv, rafitlv,

cut.] In surg., the operation of free incision
through the thoracic walls. Compare thoracen-
tesis.

thorah, n. See torah.

thoral (tho'ral), a. [Prop, toral, < L. torus,

ML. erroneously thorus, a cushion, couch, bed:
see toriis.] Of or pertaining to the marriage-
bed; nuptial; specifically, in ^wijwis^n/, noting
the line or mark of Venus on the hand,
thorax (tho'raks), n.; pi. thoraces (thp-ra'sez).

[< L. thorax (thorac-), < Gr. dupa^ (dupaK-), a
breastplate, also the part of the body covered
by the breastplate, the thorax.] 1. In anat. and
zool., a part of the trunk between the head or
neck and the abdomen or tail, in any way distin-

guished, as by containing the heart and lungs,
by being inclosed with large ribs, or by bear-
ing certain limbs not borne elsewhere. The name
is applied both to the walls and to the cavity of this
part of the body, but not to the contents of the cavity, and
properly not to the thoracic appendages. In all verte-
brates the thorax represents several of the segments or
somites of the body succeeding the cervical and succeeded
by the abdominal or pelvic segments. It is generally de-
fined by the elongation of several ribs and the connection
of some or most of these with a breast-bone, the thoracic
skeleton thusform-
Ing a bony cage or
frame which con-
tains and defends
the principal or-

gans of circulation
and respiration. In
invertenratea, how-
ever, the thorax is

defined upi:in other
considerations, (a)

In man ai>d all

mammals tbe tho-
rax is sharply
marked off from
the rest of the
trunk by the lack
of developed cer-
vical and lumbar
ribs, and its cav-
ity is completely
shut off from that
of the abdomen
by the diaphragm.
The human thorax
is of conical figure,

somewhat like the
frustum of a cone,
narrowed above,
broad below, of
greater width than
depth, and In
cross-section somewhat cardlform or heart-shaped, from
the intrusion of the backbone. Its truncated apex pre-
sents to the neck ; its concave base is formed by the
diaphragm. The cavity is divided into a pair of large
pleural cavities, right and left for the lungs, and a third
submedian pericardial cavity for the heart. Where the
opposite pleural cavities do not quite meet and fit, both
before and behind, is an interpleural space, the anterior
and posterior mediastinal cavity, or premediastinum and
postmediastlnum. Besides the heart and lungs and
their respective serous sacs (pericardium and pleuraX the
thorax contains many other structures, as the thoracic
duct and thoracic aorta, many branches of the latter, etc.
The thorax of other mammals dilfers from that of man
chiefly In sire, shape, degree of inovability, etc. , but not in
actual structure or offlce. (6) In birds the thorax is rela-
tively very capacious and expansive. The sternum is of
enormous size ; long ribs frequently extend into the sacral
region, ami others, shorter, into the cervical region, so that
the thorax encroaches in both directions. Its cavity is not
shut off from that of the abdomen by any diaphragm. The
ribs have a tnovable joint between their vertenral and ster-
nal paris, contributing to the expitnsibility of the chest.
Most of the abdominal as well as proper thoracic viscera are
actually Inclosed by tbe thoracic walls. See cut under epi-
pleura, (c) In those reptiles and batrachians which have
oreast-bones a thorax is distinguished much as it is in
higher vertebrates. In serpents, which have no sternum,
and whose ribs extend from head to tail, there is no distinc-
tion between thorax and abdomen ; and the ease is similar
with turilea In a few reptiles the thorax develops wing-
like parachutes serving for a kind of flight, (d) In fishes
a thorax, or a thoracabdominal region, is usually well
marked by long ribs from a postanal solid and fleshy part
of the body. Imt there is no distinction of thoracic and al)-

dominal cavities. The thorax may bear the pectoral flns,
or these and the ventrals, or neither.

2. In entom., that part of the body which is

situated between the head and the abdomen,
and in adult insects alone bears the wings and
legs, when there are any. in the tvpical orhexapod
insects the thorax is almost always a well-marked region,
distinguished from the head in front and from the abdo-
men behind by bearing the only locomotory appendages
which these insects possess in the adult state — namely,
one or two pairs of wings and three pairs of legs. The thorax
typically consists of three segments or somites of the
bfidy, one to each pair of legs, respectively named, from
before backward, the prothorax, the inemthorax, and the
mttathorax, or sometimes the prethorax, mcdithorax, antl

JIV
Cross-section ofHuman Chest viewed from

atiove, showing tieart. tunt;5, un<I great ves*
sels in place. Each lung i^ invested with
pkura and the heart with pericardium ; the
dark borders around the lungs and heart are
cavities of pleura and of pericardium ; tlie

interval lietween pleural cavities of oppo-
site sides is the mediastinum; the anterior
metliastinuin is entirely blacit ; the middle
is (Kcupied by the heart, the posterior by the
esophagus, etc.

RL, right lung; LL, left lung: RP and
I. P. two pulmonary veins; PA, pulmonary
artery branching to each lung ; Ac, ascend-
ing part of arch of aorta ; Ao', descending
aorta (intervening arch of aorta cut away)

;

the line from Ao rests U(K>n heart ; SC, supe-
rior vena cava : Br and Br, right and left

bronchi, cut end of each presenting ; CE,
esophagus collapsed ; Dy, body of a tho-
racic or dorsal vertelira.



thorax
pott-thorax. The hard crust of each of these segments
may and normally does consist of a number of pieces or
'ndividual sclerites, on the dorsal or tergal, on the lateral

or pleural, and on the ventral or sternal aspects. These
sclerites are known as tenrites, pleurites, and stemites;

they have also other names, and many of the individual
sclerites have specific designations. Thus, dorsal sclerites

or parts of each segment may be known as jtronotum,

tnesoTwtum, and «ie(ano(Hm, and so with pleural and ster-

nal sclerites of each thoracic segment. (See sclerite, and
cuts under me^oihirrax and metathitrax.) In ordinary de-

scriptive entomology the name thorax has two special re-

strictions: (1) to the pronotum of coleopterous, hemipte-
rous, and orthopterous insects ; and (2) to the large me-
sotborax of dipterous insects (sec thoraeiform).

3. In Crustacea aud Arachnida, a part of the

body in advance of and in any way distin-

guished from the abdomen or tail, but tisually

blended with the head to form a cephalothorax.
In ordinary arachnidans, as spiders, and in the higher
crustaceans, as crabs, lobsters, shrimps, prawns, aud craw-
fishes, several segments of the body are more or less

completely fused in one mass ; and the limbs are often

so gradually metamorphosed into mouth-parts that even
these indicia fail to discriminate a thorax from the head
in every case. (Senerally, however, the bearing of eight

or ten legs, developed as ambulatory organs, serves to de-

note a thorax. In many or most of the lower or entomos-
tracous crustaceans a thorax is indistinguishable from
the abdomen ixs well as from the head, and the character
of its appendages does not always decide the case. See
Decapoda, Tetradecapoda^ Thoracipoda, thoracetron.

4. A breastplate, cuirass, or corselet; more
especially, the cuirass or corselet worn by the

ancient Greek warriors, corresponding to the

lorica of the Romans. It consisted of a breastplate

and a backpiece fastened by buckles, and was often richly

ornamented.— Comute, dimerous, istlimlate thorax.
See the adjectives.— Rectus thoracis. See rectus.—

Transversus thoracis. Same as sternocostalis.

thoret, '"'''• -A-ii obsolete form of there.

Thoresdayt, »• A Middle English form of

TltKrudaj/.

Tlioresenet, «• [ME., < Tlwres, Thor's (see

Thursday), + ene, even: see even^.l The eve
of Holy Thursday (Ascension day).

Hii by gonne an holy TAore^enc, then toun asaly ])ere

atalwardlyche t) vaste ynou, noblemen is th' were.
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 394 (quoted in Hampson, Medii ^vl

(Kalendarium, II. 874).

tboria (tho'ri-a), 11. [NL., < Thor.'] An oxid of

thorium, Th02. When pure it is a white powder, with-
out taste, smell, or alkaline reaction on litmus. Its spe-

cific gravity is 9.4. It is insoluble in all acids except sul-

phuric.

thoric (tho'rik), a. [< thorium + -ic] Of or
pertaining to, or derived from, thorium.

thorina (tho-ri'na), n. [NL., < Thor + -iwol.]

Same as thoria.

thorinum (tho-ri'num), n. [NL., < Tlior +
-iu-um.] Same as thorium.

thorite (tho'rit), n. [< Thor + -ite^.'] A sili-

cate of thorium, generally compact with con-
choidal fracture, and of a black color, or, as in

the variety orangite, orange-yellow, it is found
in Norway in considerable quantity, especially in the
neighborhood of Arendal. As found it always contains
wat«r, but the original mineral was doubtless anhydrous,
and isomorphous with zirconium, silicate, or zircon. Some
varieties of the mineral, called uranothorite, contain a con-
siderable amount of uranium.

thorium (tho'ri-um), n. [NL., < Thor + -»«»«.]

Chemical symbol, Th ; atomic weight, 233. The
metallic base of the earth thoria, discovered
by Berzelius, in 1828, in a mineral from Nor-
way, to which the name of thorite is now given,
and which consists essentially of the silicate of
thorium. This earth has also been found in various other
rare minerals, llie metal thorium, as artificially prepared,
resembles nickel in color, has a specific gravity of 7.6<J to

7.8, takes fire when heated in the air, and burns with a
bright flame ; it dissolves readily in nitric acid, but only
with difficulty in hydrochloric acid. Its chemical rela-
tions place it in the same group with tin. Also thorinuTtu

thorlt, ^- An obsolete form of thirl^.

thomi (thorn), n. [< ME. thorn, < AS. thorn =
05. OFries. thorn = D. doom = MLG. darn =
OHG. MHG. G. dorn = Icel. thorn = Sw. torn
= Dan. torn, tjorn = Goth, thaurnus, thorn, =
OBulg. trunil = Serv. Bohem. trn = Pol. tarn,

a thorn, = Russ. ternu, the blackthorn; cf.

Skt. tarna, a blade of grass.] 1. A sharp ex-
crescence on a plant: usually a branch, or the
termination of a stem or branch, indurated,
leafless, and attenuated to a point; a spine;
a prickle. See spine, 1.

O thin heaued wes set te crune of scharpe thxymes, that
with eauriche thorn wrang ut te reade blod of thin heali
heaued. Wooing of Our Lord (Monis and Skeat, 1. 127).

But ne're the rose without the thcrrn.

Herriek, The Rose.

2. Figuratively, that which wounds or annoys

;

a cause of discomfort or irritation; a painful
circumstance.

I am amazed, methinks, and lose my way
Among the th/inis and dangers of this world.

Shak., K. John, Iv. 3. 141.

6noo

3. One of numerous thorny shrubs or trees,

especially the members of the genus Cratsegus,

otherwise called haw. These are low trees or shrubs
with abundant white blossoms, and small apple-like fruit

^^-

Flowering Branch of Washington Thom (Crateegits cordata).

a, the fruit ; b, leaf, showing the nervation.

sometimes edible. The wood is hard and close-grained

—

in some species, as the hawthorn, useful for turnery and
even for wood-engraving. Several acacias and various

other plants receive the name. See hawthorn, aud specific

names below.

The rose also mid hire rude (redness].

That cumeth ut of the thortie wude.
Otd and Nightingale, 1. 444 (Morris and Skeat, I. 183).

All about the thom will blow
In tufts of rosy-tinted snow.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

4. In zool., some sharp process, horn, or spine.

See spine, 3.— 5. In entom., one of certain geom-
etrid moths : an English book-name. The little

thorn is Epione advenaria; the early thorn is

Selenia illunaria.— 6. In lace-making, a small
pointed projection used to decorate the cor-

don-net, etc. Compare spine, 5.—7. The Anglo-
Saxon letter }3, equivalent to th; also, the cor-

responding character in Icelandic.

The English letter thom, )), survived and continued in

use down to the 15th century, when it was transformed
to y. Encyc. Brit., XV III. 160.

A thorn l2I the flesh or side, a source of constant an-

noyance.

There was given to me a thom [or stake, R. V., marginl
in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I

should be exalted above measure. 2 Cor. xii. 7.

Buffalo-thom, Aca^^ Latronum, of India, a low tree

with an umbrella-like top when old, and bearing long
prickles.— Christ's thom. See Christ's-thom, Paliurm,
and nebbuk-tree. In Germany the holly is said to be the
Christ's-thom.— Cockspur-thom, the American Cratee-

gus Crus-galti, also called Newcastle thom. It reaches the
height of 30 feet, is of a table-like growth, and has dark
shining leaves, and thorns 4 inches long. It is planted for

ornament in Europe, being perhaps the best American
species for the purpose, as it is also for hedging.— Egyp-
tian thom. Acacia Arabica {A. vera), one of the gum-
arabic trees.— Elephant-thorn, Acacia tomentosa.—
Evergreen thom, the pyracanth, Cratsegus Piiracantha,

of southern Europe. It is a favorite in culture for its lux-

uriant evergreen foliage and abundant orange-scarlet fruit.

Being of a spreading and trailing habit, it is in England
often trained upon walls,—Glastonbury thom, a variety

of hawthorn, Crataegus Oxyacantha, var. praecox, which
puts forth leaves and flowers about Christmas. This va-

riety is said to have originated at Glastonbury Abbey, Eng-
land, and it was believed that the original tree was the staff

with which Joseph of Arimathea aided his steps on his

wanderings from the Holy Land to Glastonbury, where,
according to tradition, he became the founder of the cele-

brated abbey.— Jerusalem thom. See Parkinsonia.—
Jews' thorn. Same as Christ's-thom.—Tizxoo thom,
the karoo doom or doom boom of South Africa, Acaeia
horrida, a tree with very sharp spines from i inch to 3

inches long.— Lily thorn, a plant of the West Indian
rubiaceous genus Cateshma, particularly C. spinosa with
large yellow nodding flowers, and C. parnjiora with small

white flowers. These plants are spiny in the axils of the

leaves.— Newcastle thom. See cocksptir-thom, above.—
Parsley-leafed thom, the parsley-haw, Crata-gus apii-

/o&'a, of the southern United States.—Pear-thom. Same
as pear-haic (which see, under haio).— Pyracanth thom,
the evergreen thorn.— SallOW-thom. Sue Hippnphae.—
Scarlet-fruited thom, the scarlet or red haw, Cratmjus
coccinea, a small tree common northward in North Amer-
ica, with flnely cut-toothed leaves and small scarlet, bare-

ly edible haws.- Scorpion-thom, scorpion's thorn.
Same as scorpion-plant, 2.— September thom. See Sep-

tember.— SUkworm-thoTH, a small Chinese tree, Cud-
rania triloba, of the nettle family. Its leaves are con-

sidered as good as those of the mulberry for silkworms,

but are more difficult to gather on account of thorns.—
Thirsty thom, Acacia Seyal.-Wait-Si-XAt thorn, the
grapple-plant.—Washington thom, Cratiegus cordata,

found in Virginia, and thence southward and westward.

It was formerly widely planted for hedges, being dissem-

inated from near Washington city. See cut above.—Way-
thorn, the buckthorn, Rhamnus catharticus: so called

as springing up along highways. fProv. Eng.]— White
thorn, (a) In England, the common hawthorn: so called

from its lighter bark in contrast with the sloe or black-

thorn. (6) In the United States, sometimes, the scarlet-

fruited thorn, (c) See Macrociiemum.—Willow-thom.
Same as sallow-thom. (See also blackthorn, buckthorn, cam-
el's-thom, mouse-thorn, orange-thorn.)

thorn-bird

thornl (th6m), r. <. [<</iornl, n.] 1. To prick

or pierce with or as with a thorn. [Rare.]

I am the only rose of all the stock
That never ihom'd him.

Tennysmi, Harold, 1. 1.

2. To fasten with a thom.
Somtimes the Plane, somtimes the Vine they shear,

Choosing their fairest tresses beer and there

;

And with their sundry locks, th/rrn'd each to other,

Thek tender limbs they hide from Cynthias Brother.

Sylvester, tr. of I)u ISartas's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafts.

thom^t (thorn), a. [Origin obscure.] Sup-
plied (?).

Yell eat and drink, my merry men a".

An' see ye be weell thom.
Sir Patrick Spem (Child's Ballads, IIL S39).

thom^t, V. i. [< thorn'^, a.] To be 8upi>lied (f).

When they had eaten and well drunken.
And a' had thom'd fine

;

The bride's father he took the cup,
For to serve out the wine.

Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, IL 335X

thorn-apple (th6rn'ap"l), «. 1. A plant of the
genua JMttura,ehieRy J). Stramonium. The name
refers to the large spiny capsule. See stramo-
nium.— 2. A fruit of some species of Cratiegus

or thorn-tree ; a haw;
also, the tree itself.

thomback (thom'-
bak), n. [< ME.
thornbak, thornbake

;

< thorn'^ + ftacA-1.]

1. A kind of ray or
skate, Raia clavata,

common on the Brit-

ish coasts, distin-

guished by the short
and strong spines
which are scattered
over the back and
tail. It grows about 2
feet long, and is very vo-

racious, feeding on small
flounders, herrings, sand-
eels, crabs, lobsters, etc Thomback {Kata ctavata).

Many are taken every year,

and the flesh is considered to be excellent. The female U
in Scotland called maideji-skate.

The spreading ray, the thombadc thin and flat.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 166).

The common British spider-crab, Maia squi-spii

edcalled king-erah. See cut

-ra), n. Same as

nado. Sometimes
under Maia.
thornback-ray (th6m'bak-
thiirnbdck, 1.

thombill (thdm'bil), n. A humming-bird of the
genus Khampho-
niicron: a book-
name. These not-
able hummerv are
large (averaging
over four inches
long), with broad
forked tail, the gor-
get pendent like a
beard, and special-
ly short sharp bill

( whence both the
generic and vernac-
ular names). Six
species are de-
scribed, one of the
best-known being
R. heUropogon.
They range from
the Colombian

States through Ecuador, Peru, and BoUvia. The genua
has three aywotiymi— Chalcostigma, Lampropogon, and
Eupogonus.

thorn-bird (thom'b^rd), n. A South Ameri-
can dendrocolaptine bird, originally Furnarius
ntiumhi (Vieillot, after Azara), now Anumbius
acuticaudatus (and rarely tiphenopyga anumbi).

Thombill (.Rkamfhomicron htlero^gon').

It is about 8 Inches long, brown varied with black, white,

and chestnut, and noted for the great size of the nest
which it builds, of twigs and thorns, in bushes. It is a
well-known Argentine type, a sort of large synallaxine

bird with short wings, stout feet, aud sharp tail-feathers.



thorn-broom

thorn-broom (thom'brom), «. The furze, Ulex
Euroj'iiiis.

thorn-bush (th6m'bush), »i. A shrub that pro-

duces thorns.

Tlie lanthorn iBthe moon ; I, the man in the moon ; this

Ihorn-biwh, my thonvinish. Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 283.

thorn-devil (thom'dev'I), «. A certain spiny
lizard, Moloch horridus.

jJSILj^^i^^^^S^ii^^

-^l^
Thom-devii ^Moloch horruius).

thomed (th6md), «. [< «(or«l -l--erf2.] Bear-
ins; thorns; thorny.

Silvery-green with thomed vegetation, Bprawlim; lobes of
the pricldy pear. The AOanUe, LXV. 207.

thornen (thor'nen), a. [< ME. thornen, themen,
< AS. thyrnen (= OFries. thonieii = OHG. dur-
ntw), of thorn, < thorn, thorn: see thortA and
-fn'-i.] Made of thorns.

thorn-headed (thdm'hed'ed), a. Acantho-
ceiihalous: as, the thorn-headed worms (the
members of the order Aeanthocephala). See
cut under Aeanthocephala.
thomhogf (thorn'hog), ». [ME., < <ftoml +
/i'i,</i.] A hedgehog. Ayenbite of Inicyt, p. 66.

thorn-hopper ( tlidrn 'hop'6r), n. A tree-hopper,
Thrliii crutieiji. which lives on the thorn and
other rosaceous trees.

thorn-house (thdm'hons), n. A salt-evaporat-
iiiK house in which the brine is caused to trickle
down over piles of brush or thorns, in order to
give CTeat«r exposure for evaporation.
tnomless (thdm'les), a. [< thom^ + -less.']

Free from thonis.

Youth's gay prime and thomlett paths.
CoUridge, Sonnet to Bowlea.

Thy great
Fbrefathers of the thomUat garden, there
Shadowing the snow-limb'd Ere.

T«nny«i>n> Hand, xviiL 8.

thorn-oyster (thom'ois'tir), n. A thorny bi-
valve of the family Spondylidse. See cut under
.Sjiiiinlillllfl.

thomstone (tlidm'ston), n. In the manufac-
ture of salt, a concretion of carbonates of lime,
magnesia, manganese, and iron, and some chlo-
ri<ls, which accumulates in the thorns of a thom-
Iioii.se.

thom-swine (thdm'swin), n. A porcupine.
thorntail (thdm'tal), w. [< thorn^ + tain.]
A humming-bird of the genus Oouldia, having
long sharp tail-feathers (whence the genus is

also called Frymnacaiithn). The one with the moat
spine-lilco rectrices is G. popelairei, 4^ inches long, the
male of a shining graas-green color, varied in someidaces
with red, steel-blue, black, and white. It tnhabiU the
United .Htatci uf ('ulombia, Ecuador, and Pern.

thorn-tailed (th6m'tald), a. In herpct., hav-
ing spiiioHc scales on the tail: specific in the
u])r,iii(f Ihorn-lailed agamas. See Vronutstix.

tnomy (tlior'ni), a. [< ME. thorny = D. doomig
= MHG. dornic, G. domig ; as thorn^ + -«1. The
A8.formi8Mo/ni7i/= G. dornifAf.] 1. Abound-
ing in or covered with thorns; producingthoms;
pnckly; spiny.

The steep and thorny way to heaven.
Shot., llamlet, i. 3. 48.

And the thorny l>alls, each three In one,
The chestnuts throw on oar path.

BnwtAng, By the Fireside.

2. Characteristic of or resembling a thorn;
sharp; irritating; painful.

The sharp thorny poinU
Of my alleged reasons drive this forward.

Shak., Hen. VUI., U. 4. 224.

A sharp (Aemy-toothed satirical rascal.

B. Jonton, Poetaster, iv. 1.

3. In ?oo/., spinous; prickly; echinatp Thorny
lobeter, the spiny lobtt«r. See cut under Paiinunu.—
Thorny oyster. Same aa thom.<>yter. = Syn. 1. Spinose,
siiitioiift, hriery, sharp.

thorogummite (tho-ro-gum'it), w. [< thorium
+ !iii»imitf.] A mineral occurring in massive
forms of a dull yellowish-brown color, and con-
taining silica and the oxids of uranium, thorium,
and themctalsofthe cerium and yttriumgroiijis.
It is somewhat related to gummite, hut is distinguishi'il
by containing thorium. It occurs with gadoliuite and
Other rare minerals in Llauu county, Texas.
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thorough (thur'o), 2>rep. and adv. [Early mod.
E. also thoroic ; often written briefly tlioro' ; <

ME. thoroug, thorou, thorug, thoruh, thoru,

thorw, thorg, thuregh, thureg, thuruh, thoiirh,

thurrih, thurgh, thurch, tkurth, thurh, < AS.
thurh, rarely and chiefly in comp. thyrh, thcrh,

ONorth. therh = OS. thurh, thuru = OEries.
thrueh, truch, Fries, troch, also diir = MD. deur,

door, D. door= MLG. dureh, dor= OHG. duruh,
dhurah, durih, MHG. durch, dur, G. durch =
Goth, thairh, thorough, through; orig., as the
AS. (ONorth.) and Goth, forms indicate, with
radical e (AS. therh, > 'theorh, > thurh)

;
prob.

orig. neut. ace. ('going through') of the adj. ap-
pearing in OH(J. derh, 'pierced,' whence also
ult. AS. dim. thyrel (*thyrhel) (= OHG. durhil,

durihil, etc.), pierced, as a noun, thyrel, a hole
(see thirl^, «.), and Goth, thairko, a hole (see
thirn, and cf. thurrock)

;
perhaps ult. connect-

ed with AS. thringan, etc., press, crowd (press
through) : see thrinij, throng*. Hence, by trans-

position, through^, the common modem form,
difl'erentiated from thorough as prep, and adv.
For the form thorough,^ AS. thurh, cf. borough^,
< AS. hurh, and furrow, < A'S>. furh.] I. prep.
Through. See through^, a later form of thor-

ough, now the exclusive form as a preposition
and adverb.

He that wol thorghe Torkye, he gothe toward the Cytee
of Nyke, and paaaethe thorghe the zate of Chienetout.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 21.

Whan that dede was don deliuerii & sone
Oode lawea thurth his lond lelly he sette.

Wmiam of Paleme (E. E. T. &), 1. 5475.

AndthuBwe Sayled (Aorow the Gulf of Seynt Elene, other-
wyse callyd tlie(Julf of Satalie, And com a long theCostes
of Turkey, And tber we saw the Mowntaynes of Mace-
donye. Turkington, Diarie of £ng. Travel], p. 57.

Over hill, over dale.
Thorough bush, thorough briar.

Over park, over nsle,
Thorough flooa, thorough Are.

Shak., ML N. D., ii 1. 8, 5.

H. adv. Through: as, thoroughgoing. See
through^, adv.

thorough (thur'o), rt. [< thorough, adv.] 1. Go-
ingthrough; through, in a literal sense: aform
now occurring only in dialectal use or in certain
phrases and compounds. See through^, a.

Let aU three aides be a double house, without thorough
lights on the aidea. Baeon, BoUdhig (ed. 1887).

2. Going through, as to the end or bottom of
anything; thoroughgoing. Hence— (a) Penetrat-
ing ; searching ; sharp ; keen.

The intuitive decision of a bright
And thorough.«dged Intellect to part
Error from crime. Tennygon, IsabeL

(6) Leaving nothing undone; slighting nothing; notsu-
perflclaL

To be a (Aeroit^A translator, he must be a fAonni^A poet.
Dryden, Tranaluioo.

(c) Fully executed ; having no deficiencies ; hence, com-
plete in all respects ; unqualilled ;

perfect.

Ue seemes the Irish Horse-lwyes or CuUles ... In the
thorough reformation of that realme . . . ahould be cut!
ot. Spenter, State of Ireland.

Dark night,
Strike a full silence, do a thorow right
To this great chorus.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, L

A thonvgh discussion of the evils and dangers of all

paper money, by whomsoever issued.
The Nation, XJU. 112.

(d) Eameat; ardent [Rare.)

She 's taen him in her arms twa,
And gien him kisses thorough.

The Braet o' Yarroto (Child's Ballads, m. 71).

Thorough framlngt, the framing of doors and windows.
—Thorough Stress. See strsai.- Toll thorough. See

thorough (thur'o), n. [< thorough, a. or adv.]
1. That which goes through. Specifically— (ot) A
thurouglifare; apaasage; a channel.

If any man would alter the natural course of any water
to run a contrary way, . . . the alteration must be from
the bead, by making other thorought and devices.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc.), I. 303. (Daviet.)

(6) A furrow between two ridges. IlaUiweU. (Prov. Eiig.]

(c) Same as perpend^.

2. In lirit. hist., in the reign of Charles I., the
policy of Strafford and Laud of conducting or
carrying through ('thorough') the administra-
tion of public affairs without regard to obsta-
cles. Hence the word is associated with their
system of tyranny.

The dark, gloomy countenance, the full, heavy eye, which
meet us in Strafford's portrait, are the best commentary
on his jKdicy of Thomunh.

J. It. Oreen, Short Hist. Eng., p. 509.

thorough-bass (thur'o-bas), ». 1. In muxir, a
figureil bass, or basso continuo— that is, a bass
voice-i)art written out in full throughout an en-
tire piece, and accompanied by numerals which

thoroughbred

indicate stenograpliically the successive chords
of the harmony.— 2. A system of stenographic
marks, especially numerals, thus used with a
bass for the purpose of indicating the harmony.— 3. The science or art of harmonic composi-
tion in general: so called because of the prev-
alence of such stenographic systems : a loose
usage. The ordinary system of thorough-bass, that of
numerals, apiKars first in a publication of Kichard Bering
in 11)97, and its earliest systematic presentation was by
Viadana in 1612. In this system numerals are used to in-
dicate the intervals between each tone of the given bass
and the constituent tones of the chord to wliieh it belongs
so far as is necessary for clearness. If the baas tone is

the root of a triad, no numeral is used, unless, perhaps,
in an opening chord, to mark the desired position of the
soprano, or where a previous chord might occasion am-
biguity. The first inversion of a triad is indicated either

^EEJ-j'-HflJil

by « or simply by 6 ; the second inversion by ;. A sev-

enth-chord is marked by 7 ; its first inversion by * or by %

;

its second inversion by '< or by 5 ; and its third inversion

by |> S, or simply 2. A chord of the ninth is marked 9,

etc. A suspension is indicated by a numeral correspond-
ing to its interval from the bass, followed usually b^ a
careful noting of the interval of the resolution. In two
successive chortis having tones in common that are held
over fn>m one Ut the other in the same voices, the numer-
als re^iuired U) indicate them in the firat chord are given,
and are followed in the second by dashes to mark their con-
tinuance. Ever}' ctu'omatic deviation from the original
tonality is indicated. If the deviation occurs in a tone a
third above the Imiss, a s, b, or fl is generally used alone;
but if it affects a tone already indicated by a numeral, the
accidental required is i)reflxed to the numeral, except that,

in place of a S thus prefixed, it is customary to use a dash
drawn through the numeral itself (as jS* or 4). A passage
that is to be performed without chords — that is, in uni-
Bon or in octaves — is marked toMo solo, or t. 8. It is

practically possible to indicate in these ways every ele-

ment in tlie most complicated harmonic writing, so that
an entire accompaniment may be presented on a single
staff. The interpretation of such a score re^juires a thor-
ough knowledge of the principles of part-writing. In con-
sequence of the wide-spread use of this system, the first

Inversion of a triml is often collwiuially caUed a gix-chord,
Ule second inversion a gix-four chord, etc.

thorough-bolt (thur'6-bdlt), «. In mech., abolt
that passes through a hole and is secured in

place by a nut screwed upon its projecting end:
distinguished from a tap-bolt.

thoroughboret, I', t. [ME. thwmiboren (= OHG.
durhporon, MHG. durchbom, G. durchhohren)

;

< thorough ¥ bore^.] To bore through; perfo-
rate. R. Manning, Hist, of England (ed. Furni-
vall). 1. 16184.

thorough-brace (thur'o-bras), n. A strong
band of leather extending from the front C-
spring to the back one, and supportingthe body
of a coach or other vehicle. L. H. Knight.

thorough-braced (thur'6-brast), a. Provided
with or supported by thorough-braces.

The old-fashioned thorough-braced wagon.
S. O. Jewett, Country Doctor, p. 19.

thoroughbred (thur'o-bred), a. and m. [Also
througJibrcd ; < thorough + bred.] I. a. 1. Of
j)ure or unmixed breed, stock, or race; bred
from a sire and dam of the purest or best blood.
See II.

Many young gentlemen canter up on titorough-lired

hacks, spatter-dashed to the knee.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

Hence— 2. Having the qualities character-
istic of pure breeding ; high-spirited ; mettle-
some; elegant or graceful in form or bearing:
sometimes applied colloquially to persons.

—

3. Thoroughgoing; thorough.

Your thoroughtrred casuist is apt to be very little of a
Christian. Prencotl, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 23, note.

Gushing, scarce a man in years,

But a sailor thoroughbred.
The Century, XXXVIII. 730.

n. n. An animal, especially a horse, of pure
blood, stock, or race; strictly, and as noting
horses, a race-horse all of whose ancestors for a
given number of generations (seven in England,
five iu America) are recorded in the stud-book.
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In America the name is now loosely given to any animal
that is of pure blood and recorded pedigree, or is entitled

to be recorded in a stud-lwok, herd-book, or flock-register,

and wliose ancestry is known and recorded for five gener-
ations of dams and six of sires. In the most restricted

sense a thoroughbred is the English race-horse, with ances-
try recorded in the stud-book ; a pure-bred is a similarly

bred animal of another breed, with recorded ancestry in

herd-books, stud-books, flock-lKwks, or other pedigree-
records. Sometimes applied colloquially to persons.

In the [American] " Stud Book," I have laid it down as a
rule that to pass a thoroughbred |be entitled to registry in

the Stud Book, if a breeding animal] a horse must have
at least six pure and known crosses, and for reasons there
given have admitted mares one degree short of that stan-

dard [that is, six generations for sires, and five for dams].
Wallace^ Trotting Register, I. 14.

Horse for horse, a thoroughbred is an animal of more
endurance and swiftness than a halfbred ; he is as fine a

fencer aa any halfbred, and his pace is certainly greater.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 407.

thoroughfare (thtir'o-fSr), n. [Also through-

fare (q. v.); formerly sometimes thoroughfair,

thorowfair; < ME. thurghfare, < AS. thurhfaru,
a thoroughfare, < thurh, thorough, through, +
faru, a going: see thorough and/arel.] 1. That
through which one goes ; a place of travel or

passage.
This world nis but a thurghfare ful of wo.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 19S9.

The courts are flll'd with a tumultuous din
Of crowds, or issuing forth, or ent'ring in

;

A thoroughfare of news.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 79.

Specifically— (at) A place through which much trafiic

This [Panama] is a flourishing City by reason it is a thor-

oughfair for all imported or exported Goods and Treasure
to and from all parts of Peru and Chili.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 179.

Those townes that we call thormvfaires haue great and
sumptuous innes builded in them.
Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., iii. 16 (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

(i) A road for public use ; a highway ; a public street,

unobstructed and open at both ends.

Not willing to be known.
He left the barren-beaten thoroughfare.

Tennymn, Lancelot and Elaine.

(c) A strait of water, or a neck of land connecting two
bodies of water, habitually traversed by wild fowl in

migrating or passing to and from their feeding-grounds.
Sportsman's Gazetteer.

2. Passage; travel; transit.

Hell and this world, one realm, one continent
Of easy thoroughfare. Milton, T. Ij.,x. 393.

thoroughfoot (thur'o-fut), n. The disarrange-
ment in a tackle caused by one or both of the
blocks having been turned over through the
parts of the fall.

thoroughgatet (thur'o-gat), ». [Early mod. E.
also thorowgate ; < thorough + gate^.'\ A thor-
oughfare.

That corner is no thorow gate.

Tererux in English (1614). (Nares.)

thorough-girtt, «. [ME. thurgh-girt.'] Pierced
through.

Thurgh-girt with many a grevous blody wounde.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 152.

thorough-got (thur'o-go), V. t. [ME. thurhgon
(cf. AS. thurhgangan ; =Gr. durchgehen); < thor-

ough + go.'] To go through.
thoroughgoing (thur'o-g6'''ing), a. [< thorough,
adv.,+ going. Cf. throughganging.'] Unquali-
fied; out-and-out; thorough; complete.

What I mean by " evolutionism " is consistent and tlior-

oughgoirtg uniformitarianism.
Huxley, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 212.

Admirers of Kant, Hegel, and Schopenhauer are as dif-

ferent and marked individualities as thorough-going Epis-
copalians, Methodists, Presbyterians.

0. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 300.

=SyjL See radical.

thorough-joint (thur'6-joint), m. In anat., a
perfectlymovable jointer articulation of bones

;

diarthrosis of any kind; arthrodia. Coues.

thorough-lightedt, «. Same as through-lighted.

thoroughly (thiir'o-li), adv. [< thorough + -ly^.

Cf. throughly.'] In a thorough manner; unquali-
fiedly; fully; completely.

thoroughness (thur'o-nes), n. [< thorough +
-ness.] The condition or character of being
thorotigli ; completeness

;
perfectness.

thoroughoutt, prep, and adv. [< ME. thorghe-
out, thurthout; < thorough + out. Cf. through-
out.] Throughout. J. BradfwdjWoTka (Parker
Soc, 1853), II. 323.

And thorghe out many othere lies, that ben abouten Inde.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 4.

thorough-paced (thur'6-past), a. Literally, per-
fectly trained to go through all the possible
paces, as a well-trained horse; hence, perfect
or complete; going all lengths; thoroughgoing;
downright; consummate.

6302

It can hardly be that there ever was such a monster as

a thorough-paced speculative Atheist in the world.
Evelyn, True Religion, I. 89.

I never knew a thorough-paced female gamester hold
her beauty two winters together.

Addison, Guardian, No. 120.

thorough-pin (thur '6-pin), n. A swelling in

the hollow of the hock of the horse, appearing
on both inner and outer aspects, and caused
by distention of the synovial sheath of the

flexor perforans tendon playing over the side

of the joint; also, a similar swelling on the
posterior aspect of the eai'pal joint, or so-called

knee of the fore leg.

thorough-shot (thur'o-shot), n.

ottgh-pin.

thorough-spedt (thur'o-sped), a. Fully accom-
plished; thorough-paced.

Our thorough-sped republic of Whigs.

thorough-stem (thur ' 6 - stem),
thoroughwort.

thorough-stitcht, adv. Same as through-stitch.

thorough-stonet (thur'o-ston), ». Same as
through-stone.

thoroughwaz (thur'6-waks), n. [Also thorow-
wax and throw-wax ; (. thorough, through, + wax,
grow, the stem appearing to grow through the
leaf.] A plant, Bupleurum rotundifolium : same
as hare's-ear, 1.

thorough'WOrt (thur'o-wfert), n. A composite
plant, Eupatorium perjvUatuiu, common in east-

ern North America. It has a stout hairy stem, 2 to 4

feet high, with opjposite leaves united at the base (con-

thon

Or else to call In from the fields and waters, shops and
work-housen, from the inbred stock of more homely
women and less filching thorps-men.

Fairfax, Bulk and Selvedge (1674X (Halliwell.)

Same as louping-iU.

Same as thor-

Swift.

Same as

Ibis-headed Thoth. wearing the moon-
crescent and -disk. (FromCbainpolIiOD's
" Panthton Egyptien.")

Upper Part of the Stem with the Inflorescence of Thoroughwort
{Eupatorium ftr/oliatutn ).

a, a mature head ; b, achene with pappus.

nate-perfoliate), the stem thus passing through the blade
(whence the name). The fiowers are wliite, many in a head,
the heads in a large compound corymb. The leaves and
tops form an officinal as well as domestic drug of tonic
and diaphoretic properties, in lai-ge doses emetic and
aperient. The name is extended to other species of the
genus. Also boneset and Indian sage.

thorowt, prep., adv., and a. An obsolete spell-

ing of thorough.

thoroiy-leaf (thur'6-lef), n. Same as thorough-
wax.
thorow-wax (thur'6-waks), n. Same as thor-

oughwax.
thorp (thdrp), n. [Early mod. E. also thorpe;
< >1B. thorp, throp, < AS. thorp (used esp. in
names of places) = OS. OPries. thorp = D.
MLG. dorp, a village, = OHG. MH6. G. dorf
— Icel. thorp, a village, rarely farm, = Sw. torp,

a farm, cottage, = Dan. torp, a hamlet, = Goth.
W»a«rp, a field. Connections uncertain ; cf. G.
dial. (Swiss) dorf, visit, meeting. Cf. W. tref,

village, = Olr. treb, settlement, tribe, village,

connected with L. tribus, tribe : see tribe. On
the other hand, cf. Icel. thyrpast, refl., press,
throng, < thorp, a village, with Gr. rhpftt], L. turba,

crowd, throng; AS. thrcp, i/iro/j, village ; Lith.
troba, building.] A group of houses standing
together in the country; a hamlet; a village:

used chiefly in place-names, and in names of
persons derived from places: as, Alfhorp, Cop-
mansifcorpe.

The cok that orloge is of thorpes lyte.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 360.

Some of the Yorkshire ihorpes are still simply isolated

farmsteads, which have not, as in most cases, grown into
hamlets or villages.

Isaae Taylor, N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 437.

thorpsman (thorps 'man), «. ;
pi. thorpsmen

(-men). A villager.

thorter-ill (th6r't6r-il), n.

[Scotch.]

Thos (thos), n. See Thous.

those (THoz), a. and pron. [PL of that; ety-

mologically the same as tliese, q. v.] See this

and that.

thosset (thos), n. An unidentified fish.

The merchants of Constantinople . . . send their barkes
vnto the riuer of Tanais to buy dried fishes, .Sturgeons,

Thosses, Barbils, and an infinite number of other fishes.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 93.

Thoth (tot or thoth), n. [< Gr. e<J8, BuU), QeW, <

Egypt. Tehut.] An Egyptian divinity whom
the Greeks assim-
ilated to their
Hermes (Mer-
cury). He was the
god of speech and
hieroglyphics or let-

ters, and of the reck-

oning of time, and the
source of wisdom. He
is represented as a hu-
man figure, usually
with the head of an
ibis, and frequently
with the moon-disk
and -crescent. Also
Tat.

thothert. An ob-
solete contraction
of the other.

thou (thou), ^ron.
[< ME. thou, thow,

thu (in enclitic

use attached to

a preceding aux-
iliary, tou, tow—
artow, art thou,
hastou, hast thou,
etc.), < AS. thfi

(gen. Wi JH, dat. the,

ace. the, older and
poet, thee, instr. the; pi. nom.ge (ye), gen. edwer
(your), dat. cow (you), ace. coif

,
poet, fowic (you);

dual. nom. git, gen. incer, dat. inc, ace. iHf, incit)

= OS. thu = OFries. thu = MD. du (mod. D. uses
the pi. gij, = E. ye, for sing.) = MLG. LG. du =
OHG. MHG. du, dii, G. du = Icel. tha = Sw. Dan.
du = Goth, thu = W. ti = Gael. Ir. iu = OBulg. ti

= Euss. tui, etc., = L. <» = Gr. m, Doric rf' =
Skt. tvam, thou, orig.''tra, one of the orig. Indo-
Eur. personal pronouns (cf. /, he, tJte^, that, etc.).

Hence thine, thy.] A personal pronoun of the
second person, in the singular number, nomina-
tive case, the possessive case being thy or thine,

and the objective thee: plural, ye or you, your,
you. See thine and you.

Wel sone, bute thu flitte.

With swerde ihc the anhitte.
King Horn (E. E. T. .S.), p. 21.

Thi soule with synne is goostly slayn.

And thou withoute sorewe thi synne tellis.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 199.

Thou 'rt fallen again to thy dissembling trade.
Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, iv. 2.

"O what dost thee want of me, wild boar," said he.
Jovial Hunter of Bromsgrove (Child's Ballads, VIII. 146).

I beg thee by the Filial Love
Due to thy Father. Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

O thou! bold leader of the Trojan bands,
And you, confed'rate chiefs from foreign lands

!

Pope, niad, xii. 89.

In ordinary English use the place of thou has been taken
by you, which is properly plural, and takes a plural verb.
Thou is now little used except archaically, in ixietry, pro-
vincially, in addressing the Deity, and by the Friends,
who usually say not thou but thee, putting a verb in the
third person singular with it : as, thee is or is thee f

thou that hearest prayer, unto thee shall all flesh come.
Ps. Ixv. S.

The priest asked me, " Why we said Thim and Thee to
people? for he counted us but fools and idiots for spenk-
mg so." I asked him "Whether those that translated the
scriptiu'es, and made the grammar and accidence, were
fools and idiots, seeing they translated the scriptures so.

and made the grammar so, Thau to one, and You to more
than one, and left it so to us?" George Fox, Journal, 166>.

And if fA«« marries a good un 111 leave the land to thee.

Tennyson, Northern Farmer, N. S.

Formerly it was used in general address, and often bore
special significance, according to circumstances, as noting
— (o) equality, familiai'ity, or intimacy : (6) superiority on
the part of the speaker

; (c) contempt or scorn for the per-
son addressed (see thou, v.).

1 will begin at thy heel, and tell what thou art by inches,
thou thing of no Iwwels, thou ! Shak., T. and 0., ii. 1. 54.

thou (THou), r. [< ME. thotren (= Icel. ihaa =
Sw. dua = ML. tuare; cf. F. tut<iycr); < thou,
pron. Cf. thout.] I. trans. To address as
" thou "

: implying (except when referring to
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the usage of the Friends) familiarity, wrath,
scorn, eontemjit, etc.

She was neuer heard so much as to tkoti any in anfter.
Stubbejf, C'hristal Glnsse (Xew shak. Soc.X p. 11*8.

Taunt him wiih the license of inlc : if thou thou'til him
some thrice, it shall not be amiss. Shak., X. X., iii. 2. 48.

H. tntraiis. To use thou, thee, thy, and thine
in discourse, as do the Friends.
tlhoaeh (tho), eonj. and (idr. [Also written
briefly tho', tho; < ME. though, tlwughe, thogli,

tho7, tlioli, thow, thoo, tho, thaiih, thag,thfiu,thaih,

thez, thei. theig, (heigh, etc., < AS. thedh, theh =
OS. thoh = OFries. thach = D. (loch = MLG.
dock = OHG. doh, doh, MHG. doch, G. dock =
Icel. tho =Sw. dock- = Dan. rfo/; = Goth, thaiih,

though (the Goth, form indicating a formation
< 'tha, pronominal base of that, etc., + -«/i, an
enclitic particle).] Lcouj. 1. Notwithstanding
that; in spite of the fact that; albeit; while:
followed by a clause, usually indicative, either
completely or elliptically expressed, and not-
ing a recognized fact.

TItog the sue «pac, friRtede he [Balaam] nogt.
Oenetiiand Exodm (E. E. T. S.\ 1. S97a

Tlia.j Arther the hende kyng at herte hade wonder,
He let no fteniblaunt be sene.
Sir Gawayne ami the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1- 467.

This child, the hit were 3ung. wel hit anderstod.
For sell child is sone i-leretl ther he wole bee god.

Li,fe <>/ Thomas Beket, p. 8. (Hattiadl.)

He's young and handsome, though he be my brother.
Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, ill. 2.

Her plans, though vast, were never visionary.
hrencvtl, Ferd. and Isa., U. 16.

2. Conceding or allowing that ; however true
it be that; even were it the case that; even if:

' followed by a subjunctive clause noting a mere
possibility or supposition.

I parfourned the peuaunce the preest me enloyned,
And am ful sori for my synnes, and so I sha] euere
Whan 1 thinke there.on, theigne 1 were a pope.

Pitn Plowman (BX v. (Me.

We . . . charge uoght his chateiyng, thogh be chide ener.
VatrucHan qf Troy (E. E. T. S.\ L 19S1.

Nay, take all.

Though 'twere my exhibition to > royal
For one whole year.

Fletcher, .Hpanlsh Curate, 1. 1.

What would It arall as to hare a hireling ( lergy, Ihmufh
never so learned? XOIon, On Def. of Uumb. Kcmonst.

3. Hence, without concessive force, in the case
that; if: commonly used in the expression as
though.

And schalle be yoare DefTenca In alt adoerssltc,
Ai though that y were dayly in youre sight.

PolUieal Poemt, etc. (ed. FumirallX p. 40.

In the Tine were tbree branches, and it was <u though
it budded. Oen. il. 10.

O, how can I.oto's eye be true.
That is so rez'd with watching and wlUi tears?
Mo marvel, then, though I mistake my view.

Shak., Sonnets, cxlviii

The heanty of her fleab abash'd the boy.
At tho' It were the beauty of her soul.

Tennymm, Pelleaa and Ettarre.

4. Nevertheless; however; still; but: followed
by a clause restricting or modifying preceding
stat^tnents.

Lecherle . . . Ison of the zeuen dyadlichezennes, tAa,^
ther by tome bronches thet ne bycth najt dyadlich xenne.

Ayenbite of Inujyt (E. E. T. .S.), p. a.

Olad shall I be If I meet with no more such brunts

;

though I fear we are not got btyoud all danger.
ISumian, Cilgrims Progress, 1.

hM tbongh. See def. S.— Though thatt, though.

Though that my death were adjniict to my act,
By heaven, 1 wouhl do IL Shak.. K. John, ill. 3. .'.7

WlUlt thouxh (illiptically for what though the fact or
tarn it Kj\ what does that matter? what docs it signify?
neod I (»c, yon, et .) care alwut that?

I k ep but thrjc men, . . . but what though t yet I live
like a poor gentleman born. Shak., M. W. of W , 1. 1. 286.

-Byn. AtUumgh. Though, etc. (See tdthawjh.) WhiU,
Thmiah. SeetthOe.

If, ade. Notwithstanding this or that; how-
ever; for all that.

Would Katluuine bad never seen him though

!

Shak., T. of the H., iii. 2. 2B.

I' faith. Sneer, though, I am afraid we were a little too
•evere on Sir Fretful. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

though-allt (Th6'4I), eonj. [ME. though at,
llx'l ,il. etc.; < though + all. Cf. although.'}
Although.

I am but a tymple knave,
Tlu>f all I come of curtayse kynne.

York Plagt, p. 121.

Nowe loke on me, my lorde dcre,
ThnfttU I put me noght in prea.

York Play$, p. 122.

thoughlesst (TllO'les), conj. [ME. tlmglcn; <
Huiiigh + -hxH as in unlens.'] Nevertheless:
iitill; however.
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Tha^leg the wone is kueaduol, and may wel wende to

zeniie dyadlich. Aye)Mte uflmcyt (E. E. T. S.X p. 6.

thoughtl (that), H. [< ME. thought, thouht, thoht,
thogt, thugt, ithogt, < AS. gelhuht, also theaht,
qethcaht = OS. githaht. f.. thinking, belief, = D.
gedachtc = OHG. ~daht, MHG. ddlit. t.. thought,
OHG. gedaht (cf. OHG. amtddht, MHG. anddht,
G. andaeht, attention, devotion (= Goth, an-
dathahts, attention), G. beducht, deliberation)
= Icel. thotti, thottr, thought, = Goth, thuhtus,
thought (the above forms being more orless con-
fused) ; with formative -t or -/«, < AS. thcncan
(pret. thohtc), etc., think: see think^.} 1. The
act or the product of thinking. Psychologically
considered, thought has two elements— one a series of
phenomena of consciousness during an interval of time in
which there is no noticeable interruption of the current
of asswiation by outward rciictions (peripheral sensations
and muscular efforts); the other a more or less deHnite
acquisition to the stock of mental possessions— namely, a
notion, which may repeatedly present itself and be recog.
nized as identical. The former of these elements is the
act of thinking as it appears to consciousness; the latter
is the lasting effect produced upon the mind, likewise
considered from the point of view of consciousness, (a)
In the most concrete sense, a single step in a process of
thinking; a notion ; a reflection.

"They are never alone," said I, "that are accompanied
with noble thought*." Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Truth shall nurse her.
Holy and heavenly thoughU still counsel her.

Shak., Hen. VIII.; v. S. 30.

Some to Conceit alone their taste confine.
And glittering ttiouglUt struck out at every line.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 290.

To me the meanest flower that blows can give
ThoughU that do often lie too deep for tears.

Wordmvrth, ode. Immortality.

(6) The condition or state of a person during such mental
action.

Horn sat upon the gninde.
In thu^le be was ihunde.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 82.

Sir Bedlvere . . . paced beside the mere.
Counting the dewy pebbles, flx'd In thought.

Tennyton, Morte d' Arthur.

(c) A qmonym of cognition In the common threefold divi.
sion of modes of conscioosness : from the fact that Itunujht,
as above described, embraces every cognitive process ex-
cept sensation, which is a mode of consciousness more al-

lied to volition than to other kinds of cognition.

Feeling, thought, and action are to a certain extent op-
posed or mutually excIuslTe states of mind.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 657.

(d) The objective element of the intellectual product
Thought always procee<la from the less to the more de-

terninalc, and. in doing so, it cannot <ietermine any object
positively without determining it negatively, or detennine
It negatively without determinii]g it positively.

B. Caird, I'hilos. of Kant, p. 313.

Thought is, in every case, the cognition of an object,
which really, actually, existentlally out of thought, is ideal,
ly, intellectually, intelligibly within it; and Just because
within in the iatU-r sense, is It known as actually without
in the fomier. Mind, Na 38, July, 1884.

(r) A Judgment or mental proposition, In which form the
concept always appears.

Thought proper, as distinguished from other tacts of con-
sciousness, may l>e adequately descrilMxl as the act of know-
ing or judging things by means of concepts.

Dean Mantel, Prolegomena to Logic, p. '^2.

(/) An argument, inference, or process of reasoning, by
which process the concept is always produced.

Without entering upon the speculations of the Nominal.
lata and the Realists, we must admit that, in the process
of ratiocination, properly called thought, the niiiul acts
only by words. G. P. Manh, Lecls. on Eng- Lang., I.

(j)) A concept, considered as something which, under the
Influence of experience and mental action, has a develop-
ment of its own, more or less independent of individual
caprices, and that (1) In the life of an individual, and (i)
In history : as, the gradual development of Creek thought,
(h) The subjective element of intellectual activity; think,
hig.

By the word thought I understand all that which so takes
place in us that we of ourselves are inmiediately conscious
of It Dexartet, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by VeitchX I. } 9.

(t) The understanding ; intellect

For our instruction, to impart
Things above earthly thought. Milton, P. L., vll. 82.

What never was seen or heard of may yet be conceivc<i

;

nor Is anything beyond the power of thouglU except what
Implies an absolute contradiction.

Uume, Ini(uii7 concerning Human Understanding, IL

2. An intention; a design; a purpose; also, a
Iialf-forined detennination or expectation with
reference to future action: with of: as, I have
some thought ongoing to Euroj)e.

They have not only thaughtt of repentance, but general
purposes of doing the acta of it atone time or other.

StUlingfleet, Sermons, II. iii.

The sun was very low when we came to this place, and
we had some thought* of staying there all night; but the
people gave us no great encouragement

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. i. 106.

3. pi. A particular fnimo of mind; a mood or
temper.

1 woul<l not there reside.
To nut my fattier In impatinit thoughts
By being in his eye. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 243.

thoughtftil

It glads me
To find your thoughts so even.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. ].

4t. Doubt; perplexity.

Whan the lordes vndirstod that kyngc Arthur was gon
and lefte his loiide, than thei hadde grete thought where-
fore it myght be ; but no wise cowde tliei devise the cause.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X IL 176.

5. Care; trouble; anxiety; grief.

There is another thyiige . . .

Which cause is of my deth for sorwe and thought.
Chaucer, Troilus, L 579.

In this thought and this anguyssh was the mayden by
the coniurison of Merlin. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 608.

Take no thought |be not anxious, R. V.J for your life,

what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink. Mat vi. 25.

Gonzales was done to death by Gasca. Soto died of
thought in Florida; and ciuill wars eate vp the rest in
Peru. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 871.

6. A slight degree ; a fraction ; a trifle ; a little

:

used in the adverhial phrase a thought: as, «
thought too small.
Here be they are every way as fair as she, and o thought

fairer, I trow. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Though I now totter, yet I think I am a thought better.
Su^t, Letter, Aug. 12, 1727.

Elemental law of thought, ."^ee elemental.— Tree
thought. See /ree.— Objective thought .See o6>c-
tiee reason, under objective. - Second thoughts, maturer
or calmer reflection ; after-consideration ; as, on second
t/iougtUs, 1 will not speak of it

Is it so true that secotut thoughts are best?
Not first, and third, which are a riper first?

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Upon or with a thought, with the speed oi thought

;

in a twinkling ; immediately.

The fit is momentary ; upon a thougld
He will again be well. Shak , .Macbeth, iii. 4. 55.

I will be here again, even mth a thought.
Shak., J. C, V. 3. 19.

VrbAt is my thought like ? a game in which one or
more of the players tTiink of a certain object, and the rest,
through (ine.'^tiuns as to what that thought or object is

like, try to guess it. = Sy]l. 1. (a) Feeling, etc. (see senti-
ment); imagination, supixisition.

thought- (that). I'reterit and past participle
of thiuk-i.

thoughts (that). Preterit of think^.

thought^ (th&t), H. [Also thotrt; dial, form of
thiift^ ; in part a corruption of Ihuart^.'] A row-
er's seat; a thwart. [Prov. Eng.]
The thoughts, the seats of rowers in a Imat

Diet ap. Moor. (HaUiweU, under thmcts.)

thou^hted (tha'ted),«. [< thought! -f -frf2.]

Having thoughts: used chiefly in composition
with a qualifying word.
hov-thoughted care, Milton, Comus, L 6

Those whom passion hath not blinded,
^uhtle-thougtUed, myriad-minded.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.
Shallow-eAoK^Atef^ and cold-hearted.

II. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 102.

thoughtent (thii'tn). An old preterit plural
(and in-egiilar past participle) of ihink^.

Be you thoughten ,
That I came with no ill intent

Shak., Pericles, Iv. 6. ll.'i.

thought-executing (that'ek'se-ka-ting), u.
Effcctivo with the swiftness of thought. Com-
pare tipou a thought, under thought^.

You snltihnrous and thimght-executing fires.

Vaunt-couriers to oak-cleaving thunderlioltsi
5A<a-.,Lear, Hi. 2. 4.

thoughtful (thftt'fdl), a. [< ME. thoughtful,
thohtful, thogtful ; < thought^ -t- -/«/.] 1. Occu-
pied with thought; en^god in or disposed to
reflection; contemplative; meditative.

On these he mus'd within his thoughtful mind.
Dryde'n, ^iieid, vii. 347.

No circumstance is more characteristic of an educated
and thougl{tjid man than that he is ready, from time to
time, to review his moral judgements.

Folder, .Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 91.

2. Characterized by or manifesting thought;
pertainingto thought; concerned with or dedi-
cated to thought.

War, horrid war. your thoughtful walks Invades,
And steel now glitters in the .Muses' shades.

Pope, (-'horiist's to Tragedy of Brutus, i. 7.

Much in vain, my zealous mind
Would to learned Wisdom's throne

Dedicate eacli thoughtful hour-
Akenside, Odes, 11. 9.

His coloring (in so far as one can judge of it by repro-
duction) is pleasing if not perceptibly tliowih{ful.

The Sation, Xi.VII. 46a

3. Mindful, as to something specified; heed-
ful ; careful : followed by of or an infinitive.

For this they have been thoughtful to invest
Their sons with arts and martial exercises.

.'!ltak., 2 Hen. IV.. Iv. 5, 73.

Thoughtful of thy gain,
Not nf my own. J. Philips, Cider, I. SM.

4. Showing regard or coiisidcration for others;
benevolent; considerate; kindly.



thoughtful

And oh I what business had she to be so ungrateful and
to tiy and thwart Philip in his thmojht/ul wish of escorting
them through the streets of the ruiipli, riotous town ?

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

5. Full of care ; anxious ; troubled.

O thoughtfvl herte, plungyd in dystres.

LydgaU, Life of Our Lady. (Soppe.)

Around her crowd distrust and doubt and fear,

And thovghtfvl foresight and tormenting care.

Prif/r.

=Syn. 1. Reflective, pensive, studious.— 3. Considerate,
regardful.

thoughtfully (that'ful-i), adv. In a thought-
ful or eousiderate manner; with thought or
solicitude.

thoughtfulness (th&t'ful-nes), n. The state of
being thoughtful; meditation; serious atten-
tion; considerateness ; solicitude.

thoughtless (that'les), a. [< thought^ + -less.']

1 . Devoid of or lacking capacity for thought.

Just as a blockhead rubs his ihmighUess skull,

And thanks his stars he was not bom a fool.

Pope, Epil. to Rowe's Jane Shore, 1. 7.

A fair average human skull, which might have belonged
to a philosopher, or might have contained the thoughtless
brains of a savage. Uuxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 181.

2. Unthinking; heedless; careless; giddy.

He was lively, witty, good-natur'd, and a pleasant com-
panion, but idde, thmighde&s, and imprudent to the last

degree. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 159.

They cajole with gold
And promises of fame the thoughtless youth.

Shelley, Queen Mab, iv.

That thoughtless sense of joy bewildering
That kisses youthful hearts amidst of spring.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 396.

=Syil. 2. Heedless, Bemiss, etc. (see negligent), regard-
less, inattentive, inconsiderate, unmindful, flighty, hare-
brained.

thoughtlessly (that'les-li), adv. In a thought-
less, inconsiderate, or careless manner; with-
out thought.

In restless hurries thoughtlesdy they live. Oarth.

thoughtlessness (that'les-nes), n. The state of
being thoughtless, heedless, or inconsiderate.

What is called absence is a thoughtlessTiess and want of
attention about what is doing. Chesterfield.

thought-reader (thafre'dfer), n. A mind-
reader.

We are all convinced that when mistakes are made the
fault rests, for the most part, with the thinkers, rather
than with the thought^eaders.

Proc. Soe. Psych. Research, I. 43.

thoughtsick (that'sik), a. [< thought + sick.l

Sick from thinking.

Heaven's face doth glow

;

Yea, this solidity and compound mass.
With tristful visage, as against the doom.
Is thought-sick at the act. Shak.. Hamlet, iii. 4. 51.

thoughtsome (that'sum), a. [< thought^ +
-sniiie.1 Thoughtful. Encyc. Diet.

thoughtsomeness (th&t'sum-nes), n. Thought-
fulness. N. Fairfax, Bulk and Selvedge of the
World. {Encyc. Diet.)

thought-transfer (that'trans'''f6r), n. Same as
telepathy. I'op.Sci. Mo., XXXV. 704. [Recent.]

thought-transference (that'trans"fer-ens), n.

Same as tetr])atln/. [Recent.]

thought-transferential (that'trans-fe-ren"-
shal), a. Of the nature of or pertaining to
thought-transference; telepathic. Troc. Soe.
Psych. Research, XVII. 461. [Recent.]
thought-wave (that'wav), n. A supposed un-
dulation of a hypothetical medium of thought-
transference, assumed to account for the phe-
nomena of telepathy. [Recent.]
Thous (tho'us), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray), also
Thos, < Gr. duoq, 0ac, a kind of wild dog: see
Hiooid.'] 1. A genus of canines, or a section
of Canis, combining some characters of foxes
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with others of wolves. The group is not well marked,
but has been made to cover several African forms which
represent the peculiar South American fox-wolves, and
come under the general head of jackals. Some of them
are brindledwitblightand dark colorsonthe back. Among
them are T. anthus, the wild dog of Egypt ; T. variegatus,

the Nubian tlious ; T. -mesoinelas, the black-backed or Cape
jackal ; T. seiiegale-nsis, the .Senegal thous or jackal ; etc.

See also cut under jackal.

2. [/. c] A jackal of this genus : as, the Sene-

fal thous.

ousand (thou'zand), a. and n. [< ME. thou-

sand, thousend, tKusend, < AS. thusend = OS.
thusund-ig = OFries. thusend, dusent = X). dui-

zend = OLG. thusint, MLG. dusent, LG. dusend
= OHG. thusunt, dusunt, tusent, MHG. tusent,

tUsunt, G. tausend = leel. thOsund (also thiis-

hund, thOshundradh, conformed to hund, hun-
dradh, hundred) = Sw. tusen = Dan. tusende =
Goth, thusundi, thousand. Though all numerals
up to 100 belong in common to all the Indo-Eur.
languages, this word for thousand is found only
in the Teut. and Slav, languages : = OBulg. ty-

satshta = Serv. tisuca = Pol. tysiac = Russ. ty-

siacha = OPruss. tusimtons (pi. ace.) = Lith.
tukstantis = Lett, tukstots, etc. Possibly the
Slavs borrowed the word in prehistoric times
from the Teut.] I. a. Numbering ten hun-
dred ; hence, of an indefinitely large number.

Themperour hire throli thonked many thomand sithe.

WiUiam of Paleme (B. E. T. S.), \. 6164.

That Cry
Which made me look a thousand ways
In bush, and tree, and sky.

Wordsworth, To the Cuckoo.

II. n. 1. The number ten hundred, or ten
times ten times ten ; hence, indefinitely, a great
number. Like hundred, million, etc., thousand takes a
plural termination when not preceded by a numeral ad-
jective.

Ther com . . . xl"" [people], what on horse bakke and
on fote, with-oute hem that were in the town, whereof
ther were vj"^ ; but the story seith that in tho dayes fyve
hundred was cleped a thousande.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 205.

A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at
thy right hand. Ps. xci. 7.

How many thousands pronounce boldly on the affairs of
the public whom God nor men never qualified for such
judgment

!

Watts.

2. A symbol representing the number ten hun-
dred, as M, 1,000.— 3. In hriclc-making, a quan-
tity of clay sufficient for making a thousand
bricks. C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. l04.
—One of or in a thousand, an exception to the general
rule ; a rare example or instance.

Now the glass was one of a thousand. It would present
a man, one way, with his own features exactly ; and turn
it but another way, and it would show . . . the Prince of
pilgrims himself. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

Upper ten thousand. See upper.

thousandealf, «. [ME. thousandeelle ; < thou-
sand + deal^, Cf. halfendcal, third-

etideal.] A thousand times.

For in good feythe this leveth welle.
My wille was bettre a thousandeelle.

Gower, MS. Soe. Antiq. 134, f. 43.

HHaUiwell.)

thousandfold (thou'zand -fold),

a. [< ME. thusendfold, ihusendfeUl

(= D. dui-c»dvoud = G. tausendfdl-
tig= Sw. tusenfuldt = Dan. tusciid-

fold); < thousand + -fold.'] A thou-
sand times as much.

thousand-legs (thou'zand-legz), n.

Any member of the class Myria-^
poda, particularly one of the chilo-

pod order; amilleped. The common
household Cermatia (or Scutigera) forceps
is specifically so called in some pails of
the United States. See also cuts under
mUleped, inyriajtod, and Scutigera.

thousandth (thou'zandth), a. and
n. [Not found in ME. or AS. ; <

thousand + -th^.] I. a. 1. Last in

order of a series of a thousand;
next after the nine hundred and
ninety-ninth : an ordinal numeral.— 2. Constituting one of a thou-
sand equal parts into which any-
thing is divided.

II, n. One of a thousand equal
parts into which anything is di-

vided.

thoutt, V. t. [ME. thowten (= Dan.
dutte); < thou, pron. Cf. yect.]

To thou.
to a mann

Senegal Thou^ ,
.'

ii.^'ultnsis).

Thowtyne, or seyn thow
(thowyn, or sey thu). Tuo.

Prompt Pan., p. 492.

tho'W^t, pron. An obsolete form of thou.

thO'W^t, n. A variant of thew^.

legs {^Lysioptta-
htm lactari.
uni).

thrall

thow^, V. and n. A dialeatal variant of thaw.

thowel, thowl, «. Variants of thole^.

thowless (thou'Ies), a. [A var. of tkewless. Cf.
thieveless.] Slack; inactive; lazy. [Scotch.]

I will not wait upon the thowless, thriftless, fissenless
ministry of that carnal man, John Halftext, the curate.

Scott, Old Mortality, v.

thowmbet, «• An old spelling of thumb^.
Thracian (thra'shan), a. and n. [< L. Thrucitts,

Thraeian, Thraciu, Thrace, < Gr. Qpamo^, Ionic
Bpr/imng, BpijKiog, Thraeian, < QpuKrj, Ionic Opya/,
Tlirace, < Op^if, Ionic O/4'f, 6^'5f> a Thraeian.]
1. a. Of or pertaining to Thrace, a region in

southeastern Europe (formerly a Roman prov-
ince), included between the Balkans and the
.^gean and Black Seas.

The riot of the tipsy Bacchanals,
Tearing the Thracian singer in their rage.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 49.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of Thrace.
thrackt (thrak), V. t. [Appar. < ME. "threkken.
thrucchen, < AS. thryccan (= OHG. dmcchen,
MHG. drucken, driicken, G. driickcn, etc.), press,
oppress.] To load or burden.

Certainly we shall one day find that the strait gate is

too narrow for any man to come bustling in, thrack'd with
great possessions and greater corruptions.

South, Sermons, II. vi.

thragget, v. t. Apparently an error for shragge
(see shrag).

Fell, or cutte downe, or to thragge. Succido.
Uuloet, Abecedarium (1562). {Nares.)

thralt, n. An old spelling of thrall.

thraldom (thral'dum), n. [Also thralldom, and
formerly thraldome; < ME. thraldom (= Icel.

threeldomr = Sw. trdldom = Dan. trseldom)

;

< thrall + -dom."] The state or character of
being a thrall ; bondage, literal or figurative

;

servitude.
Every base affection

Keeps him [man] In slavish t[h]raldome «fe subjection.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

"Such as are led l>y the Spirit of God, they are the sons
of God," and not such as live in thraldom unto men.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 9.

thralhoodt (thr^l'hud), n. [ME. thralhod, thral-

hcde; < thrall + -hood.] Thraldom.
Thanne is mi thralhod,
Iwent in to kni^thod.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

thrall (thrftl), n. and a. [< ME. thral, thralle,

threl, threlle (pi. thralles, thrales, thrclles, threles),

< late AS. thrM (pi. thrielas), < Icel. thrxU =
Sw. trdl = Dan. trxl, a tlirall, prob. = OHG.
dregil, drigil, trigil, trikil, a serf, thrall; Teut.
form "thragila (contracted in Scand.), perhaps
orig. ' a runner,' hence an attendant, servant; <

AS. thrsegian (= Goth, thragjan), run, < thrag,
thrah, a running, course; cf. Gr. rpoxi^-oi, a
small bird said to be attendant on the croc-
odile, < Tpixoi, a running, < rpix^'v, run (see
trochil, trochus, etc.). The notion that thrall

is connected with thrilP-, as if meaning orig.

'thrilled'— i. e. 'one whose ears have been
thrilled or drilled in token of servitude'— is

ridiculous in theory and erroneous in fact.
The AS. thrMl, thrall, cannot be derived from
thyrelian, <AyrKan, thirl (see thirl^, y)n7U),and if

it were so derived, it could not mean ' thrilled,'

or 'a thrilled man.'] I. n. 1. A slave; a serf;
a bondman ; a captive.

And &e thi sone that in seruage
For mannis soule was made a thraUe.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 1.

In a dungeon deepe huge nombers lay
Of caytive wretched thralls, that wayled night and day.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 45.

The actual slave, the thrall, the the^, is found every-
where [in early Britain]. The class is formed and recruited
in two ways. The captive taken in war accepts slavery as
a lighter doom than death ; the freeman who is guilty of
certain crimes is degraded to the state of slavery by sen-
tence of law. In either case the servile condition of the
parent is inherited by his children.

E. A. Freeman, Encyc. Brit, VIII. 274.

The thrall in person may be free in soul.

Tetinyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. One who is a slave to some desire, appe-
tite, spell, or other influence; one who is in
moral bondage.
Hi ne byeth [they are not] threUes ne to gold, ne to zeluer,

ne to hare caroyne [their flesh], ne to theguodes of fortune.
Ayenbile of Inuyt (E. E. T. S.X p. 86.

The slaves of drink and thralls of sleep.

Shak., Macbeth, iU. 6. 18.

3. Thraldom, literal or figurative; bondage;
slavery ; subjection.

The chafed Horse, such thraU ill-suffering,

Begins to snutf, and snort, and leap, and fling.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafta.
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Iiow soon they reach XewcMtle Jail,

And to the pris'ner thus they call

;

"Sleips thou, wakes thou, Jock o' the Side,

Or is thou wearied o' thy thrall T'

Jock o the Side (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 84).

I saw pale kings and princes too ; . . .

They cried— "La Belle Dame sans Merci
Hath thee In (AraJJ.'"

KeaU, La Belle Dame sans Merci.

4. A shelf or stand ; a stand for barrels. [Prov.

Eng.]
The dairy thralU I might ha' wrote my name on 'em,

when I come downstairs after my illness.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, vi. (I>a»i««.)

n. «. 1. Enslaved; bond; subjugated.

Ther liberte loste, ther contre made thrall

With that fers geant huge and comerous,

Horrible, myghty, strong, and orgulous.

Rom. 0/ ParUnay (E. E. T. a), L 4065.

8o the Philistines, the better to keep the Jews tAroUand

In objection, utterly bereaved them of all manner weapon

and artillery, and left them naked.'
B|). yeiwi. Works, 11. 672.

8. Figuratively, subject; enthralled.

Disposeth ay youre hertes to withstonde
The {eend that yow wolde make Uurale and bonde.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 362.

He oometh not of gentle blood
That to his coyne is thrall.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. 3.), p. 108.

We goTeni nature In opiuiona, bat we are thmtt nnto

\ bar tn necewity. Baeon, Praise of Knowledge (ed. 18S7).

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

fhrall (thril), r. /. [< ME. thrallen; < thrall, n.]

1. To deprive of liberty ; enslave.

For more precyons Catelle ne gretter Ransonm ne

myghU he put for us than his bleaaede Body, his precyous

Blood, and his holy I.yf, that he thralled for tts.

MandetOie, Travels, p. 2.

My husband's brother had my son

TkToUd in his castle, and hath starred 'aim dead.
Tennyson, Oareth and Lynette.

2. Figuratively, to put in subjection to some
power or influence ; enthrall.

Love, which that so soone kan
The freedom of youre hertes to him thralU.

Chaucer, Troiloa, I 2SS.

Not all thy manacles
Coald fetter so my heeles, as this one word
Bath thralVd my heart.

HeyvKod, Woman Killed with Klndneaa.

'tliraller (tlir^'Kr), n. [< thrall + -eri.] One
who thralls. JCnci/c. Diet.

thrallesst (thra'lcs), ». [ME., < thraU + -««».]

A boudwomaD. [Kare.]

There Iln Egypt] thow Shalt be sold to thin enemyes, into

thrallis and thrallettu. Wydif, Deut. xjriii. 68.

-thrallfnl (thrirftd), a. [< tkraU + -/«/.] En-
thralled ; slavish.

Also the Lord accepted lob, and itald

His Thrall-fidl SUte.
SylvaUr, Job Triamphant, ir.

thrangi (thrang), II. A Scotch (and Middle
English) form of throng^.

thrang'-i (thrang), a. and adr. [A Scotch (and

ME.) form of fArom/2.] Crowded; much occu-

pied; busy; intimate; thick.

Twa dues that were na thrang at bame
Forgather d auce upon a time. Bum*, Twa Dogs.

It wni be hard for you lo All her place, especially on sic

a ihrany day as this. Seott, Old Mortality, iv.

-thranite (thra'nit), n. [= F. ihranite, < Or.

dpavirr/r, a rower of the topmost bench (in a
trireme), < 6pavo^. bench, framework, esp. the

topmost of the thn^e tiers of benches in a tri-

rt'ine.] In (ir. antiq.. one of the rowers on the

uppermost tier in a trireme. Compare zeugite

and thnlnmitf.

tlU'anitic (thra-nit'ik), a. [< thranite + -ie.']

Of or jMTtaiiiing to a thranite. JCneyc. Brit,

XXI. M07.

thrap ( thrap), r. t. ;
pret. and pp. thrappeil, ppr.

thraiipinij. [Perhaps a dial form ofj'rap. Cf.

dial, troth for trough (tr6f). The converse
change is more common : fiW'^ for thill.'i Xaut,
to bind on ; fasten about : same as frap, 2.

The hull was so damaged that It bad for some time been
secured by cables which were served or thrapped round it.

SoutA^i/, .Nelson, ill, an. 179S.

thrapple (thrap'l), «. Same as throppk.

thrash', '. S'^ee threxh^.

thrash-, thresh^ (thrash, thresh), n. [A var.

of thrush-^ for ritsfcl, as ranh'i for ritsfcl.] A
rush. [Scotch.]

They were twa bonnic lapses,

Wha' liiKgit ft lM)wer on yon bum-brme.
An Iheekit It o'er wl' thrathet.

li'iari, Dell and Mary Gray (Ihlld's Ballads, III. 127).

thrashel, »i. See threshel.

thrasher', n. See thresher'^.

thrasher- (thra-shVr), n. [Also threnher; a var.

of Ihrunher (appar. simulatiug thrasher'^, thresh-

396
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specifically, in the United States, a thrush

like bird of the genus Harporhynchus, of which

there are numerous species, related to the

mocking-bird, and less nearly to the birds com-
moulv called thrushes. The best-known, and the

only one found in the greater part of the United States,

is U. ru/iui, the brown thrush or brown thrasher, also

er^ seethrusher.l Akindof throstle or thrush; thratch (thrach), n. [< thratch, v.} The op-
' - -

.--...,.-... X, 1 pressed and violent respiration of one in the

agonies of death. [Scotch.]

thxave, threave (thrav, threv), «. [< ME.
throve, threve, thrafe, < Icel. threfi = Dan. trave

= Sw. dial, trare, a number of sheaves (ef. Sw.
trafve, a pile of wood), perhaps orig. a handful

(cf. L. mampulus, a sheaf, lit. 'a handful': see

maniple), < Icel. thrifa, grasp. Cf. Icel. thref, a

loft where corn is stored.] 1 . A sheaf ; a hand-
ful.

[Enter Bassiolo with Servants, with rushes.]

Come, strew this room afresh ; ... lay me em thus.

In fine, smooth threaves; look you, sir, thus in threaves.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ii. 1.

His belt was made of myrtle leaves

Plaited in small curious threaves.

Sir J. Mennii (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 19).

Specifically— 2. Twenty-four sheaves of grain

set up in the field, forming two stooks, or shocks

of twelve sheaves each.

Ac I have thouxtes a (Ar«»e of this thre piles,

In what wode thei wojien and where that thei growed.
Pierg Plautnan (B), xvL 65.

I doubt na, whyles, but thou may thieve

;

What then? poor beastie, thou maun live 1

A daimen icker in a throve

'S a sma' request. Burnt, To a Mouse.

3. The number of two dozen ; hence, an indefi-

nite number; a considerable number.

Ho sends forth thraves of ballads to the sale.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. vi. 65.

His jolly friends, who hither come
In threavet to frolic with him, and make cheer.

B. Jonton, Sad Shepherd, 1. 2.

[Obsolete or dialectal in all uses.]

;^'''I*'e^e"n^.V=rirfn%he;-lheert:nT^l[;i'3o"r thraw' (thr4), r. [A Sc (and ME.) form of

14, as the tail is long and the winga are short. It bnUds throic^.] I. trans. 1. 10 twist; hence, to

Brown Thrasher {//ar/t?rMj/nrhitj tm/us).

called landy modcinj-bird from its color and shape and

power of mfmlcry, in which latter respect it approaches

the true mocker, Mimut polmlottiu. Its proper song,

heard only from the male and In the breeding-season, is

loud, rich, skilfully modulated, and well sustained. This

bird is very common in shrubbery and undergrowth, es-

pecially southward. It is bright rufous above, nearly

uniform ; below whitish shaded with pale flaxen brown or

cinnamon, and heavily marked with chains of dark-brown
streaks, the throat immaculate, with a necklace of oval

In a bnah, occasionally on the ground, a bulky neet of

twiga, leavei, bark-strips, and rootlets, and lays from fomr

to six eggs, wbltlah or greenish, profusely speckled with

brown, about an inch long and } Inch broad. A similar

but darker-colored thrasher is //. longiroetrit of Texas.

In New Mexico, Arizona, and California there are several

others, showing great variation in the length and curva-

ture of the bill, and quite dIBerent In color from the com-
mon thrasher. Such are the curve-billed, H. curviro$tri>

;

the bow-billed, //. e. palmeri; the Arisona. H. bendirei;

the St. Lucas, //. «'n«reu« of Lower California; the Call-

wrench; wrest; distort.

Ye 'II throw my head aff my hause-bane.

And throw me in the sea.

Young Redin (Child's Ballads, IIL 15).

He is bowed in the hack.

He 's thraicen in the knee.

Lord Sallon and Auchanachie (Child's Ballads, II. 166).

2. To cross; thwart; frustrate.

When Shelbume meek held up his cheek.

Conform to gospel law, man,
Saint Stephens boys, wl' Jarring noise.

They did his measures eAratc, man.
Aims, The American War.

n. intrans. 1. To twist or -writhe, as in

agony; wriggle; squirm.

And at the dead hour o' the night.

The corpse began to thrait.

young Benjie (Child's Ballads, II. S02X

The empty boat thrauwt i' the wind,
Aoalnst the postern tied.

D. G. Bometti, Stratton Water.

2. To cast; warp.— 3. To be perverse or ob-

. „. „. . ,, , t ^ Btinate; act perversely. [Scotch in all uses.]
Blue thraBhBr.theBaJumanJfi«iocK;Ato}>Jut>iA«i,asort f'"""'"' , .

r
r « 'cu >„-m />f /(ir/i.rl 1 A

of thrirSh "a plumbeous color with black throat and red thrawl (thr4), n. [A 8c. form of throw^.i A
feet.— 8a«e thrasher. See »i.'7f-(Ara»A«-, and cut under twist; a wrench.

He»d of Calilbmia Thiasher \.H<ir(i>rJ,rnrkut rrdivtvus),

two thirds natural sixc.

fomla, H. redivivut: the Tama, H. IteonUi: and the crto-

sal, U. eriualii— all found over the Mexican border.

She Sinn round after dark, like a tAnuA«r.
S. Judd, Margaret, L 6.

Oreoteoptci.

thrasher-shark, thrasher-whale. See thresh-

er-shark, etc.

thrashing, thrashing-floor, etc. See thresh-

infi, ef<'.

thrashle, ". See threnhel.

thrasonical (thra-son'i-kal), a. [< TAra«o(n-),

In Borrowstonnness he resides with disgrace.

Till his neck stand in need of a (Aroi*.

BatOe 0} Sherif-Muir (Child's iiailads, VII. 162).

To rin after spullzie, dell be wl' me if I do not give your

cralg a tAraw. SeM, Waverley, xlvlii.

Heads and thraws, lying side by side, the feet of the
one by the head of the other.

the^n^arnHf 'rfei^ngw'ldier'in Tere"nee'8 thraw^ (thrft), n. and r. A Scotch form of

"Eunuchns," < Gr. Spaai^, bold, spirited: see «iroif2 for f/iroei.-ln the dead threw in the death-
- , , , '^. . i ^'. , *^,. „.„„!„ throes- In the last agonies: the phrase is also applied to
rfnrel.] 1. Given to bragging; boasting; vam- ^^"jfjU" ^egakled m neither d4d nor alive, neither hot
glorious. Bacon.— 2. Proceeding from or ex- „orcold. &o(/, Guy .Mannering, xivii.

hibiting ostentation ; ostentatious; boasting. thra-W^, w. A Scotch form of /AroifS.

There WIS never anything so sadden but the light of two thra'Ward, thrawart (tbra'ward, -wftrt), a.

rams and Cnar'a eAnMonteof bt»g of "I came, saw, and [Appar. < tlirair^ + -ard (mixed vnth fraward,
overcame." SAo*., As you Like it, v. 2. 84. "-- ''^ .....-„ -^ , ^..i-

Who in London hath not heard of his (Greene's] diaaolnte

and licentious living? his . . . vain-glorious and TAnuon-
ical braving? O. Uaney, FQUr Letten.

thra80nlcally(thra-«on'i-kal-i), adv. In athra-

sonical manner; boastingly.

To brag thnuonieatty, to boast like Rodomonte,

/rotcord (f)).] Cross-grained; perverse; stub-

bom; tough; also, reluctant. [Scotch.]

I have kend the Law this mony a year, and raony a
thrawart job I hae had wi' her first and last.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliL

thra-W-crook (thra'kruk), n. See throw-crook, 1.

wast like Rodomonte.
thra-Wn (thran), ;>. a. [A Sc. form of thrown;

yoAn«m (under rodomonfod.).
'^^Jj^^j,, ] i'/Twisted; wrenched; distort-

thrastet. A Middle English preterit of thrust^.

ThrasyaStns (thras-i-a'e-tus), n. [Nil. (Coues,
1HH4 Miftcr earlier r/irrt.s-rtfto«(G.R. Gray, 1837),

Thrrisacliis ((i. K. Gray, 1844); < Gr. dpaai'(, bold,

+ iif.ror. nil cau'li'.] A genus of Falconidx, or di-

urnal birds of prey, including the great crested

ed; sprained: as, a thrawn stick; a thraicn foot.

— 2. Cross-grained; perverse; contrary or con-

tradictory.

"Of what are you made?" " Dirt" was the answer uni-

formly given. " Wull ye never learn to say dust, ye (Aroira

deevil?
" Dr. J. Brown, Marjorie Fleming.

eagle or harpy of South America, r.Aary)yia, one thread (thred), n. [Early mod. E. also thred;

of the largest and most powerful of its tribe.

See cut under Harpyia.

thratch (tlirach), r. i. [Perhaps an assibilated

form of thraek.] To gasp convulsively, as one
in the agonies of death. [Scotch.]

If I but grip you by the collar,m gar you gape and glour, and gollar.

An' thratch an thraw for want of breath.
BtaUie, John o' Amha'. (Jamieton.)

also (/irferf, whence, with shortened vowel, (fcnd;

< llE. thrced, thred, threde,< AS. thried= OFries.

thred = MD. draed, D. draad = OHG. MHG.
drat, G. draht, thread, wire, = Icel. thrddhr =
Sw. trdd = Dan. traad = Goth, "threths (not re-

corded), thread; lit. ' that which is twisted '(cf.

twist, twine, thread) ; with formative -<l, < AS.
thrdwan, etc., twist, turn: see Wirotoi.] 1. A



thread

twisted filament of a fibrous substance, as cot-

ton, flax, silk, or wool, spun out to considerable
len^h. In a specific sense, thread is a compound cord
consisting of two or more yarns flrmly united togetlier by
twisting. The twisting together of the different strands
or yarns to form a thread is etfected by a thread-frame, or
doubling-and-twisting mill, which accomplishes the pur-
pose by the action of bobbins and fliers. Thread is used in

some species of weaving, but Its principal use is for sewing.
The word is used especially for linen, as distinguished from
sewing-silk and sewing-cotton, and as seen in the phrases
thread lace and thread glove; but this distmction is not
original, and is not always maintained. Compare cuts un-
der spinninfj-wheel and spinning-jenny.

That riche ring ful redily with a red silk threde
The quen bond als bliue a-boute the wolwes necke.

Waiiam 0} Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 4430.

Also, cosyn, I pray you to sende mesum Norfoke threde to

do a boute my nekke to ryde with. Paston Letters, I. 343.

To a choice Grace to spin He put it out^
That its line thread might answer her neat hand.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 24.

2. A fine filament or thread-like body of any
kind: as, a thread of spun glass; a thread of

corn-silk.

.Sustaining a threed of Copper, reaching from one to an-
other, on which are fastened many burning Lampes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 268.

3. The prominent spiral part of a screw. See
cuts under so-ew and screw-thread.— 4. In min-
ing, a thin seam, vein, or fissure filled with ore.
— 5. A very slender line applied on a surface:
thus, in decorative art, thin and minute lines

are so called to distinguish them from bands
of color, which, though narrow, have a more
appreciable width.— 6. pi. In conch., the bys-
sus.— 7. A yarn-measure, the circumference
of a reel, containing 1-J, 2, 2^, or 3 yards.— 8.
That which runs through the whole course of
something and connects its successive parts;
hence, proper course or sequence; the main
idea, thought, or purpose which runs through
something: as, the thread of a discourse or
story.

I would not live over my hours past, or begin again the
thread of my days. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 42.

Wherefore to resume the thread of our course, we were
now in sight of the Volcan, being by estimation 7 or 8
leagues from the shear. Dampier, Voyages, I. 120.

If, after a pause, the grave companion resumes his thread
in the following manner, " Well, but to go on with my
story," new interruptions come from the left and the right,
till he is forced to give over.

Svrift, Polite Conversation, Int.

0. A clue.

And, scorning of the loyal] virgins Thred,
Haue them and others in this Maze mis-led.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

lOt. Distinguishing property
;
quality; degree

of fineness.
A neat courtier.

Of a most elegant thread.
B. JoTison, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

11. The thread of life. See phrase below.
Thy match was mortal to him, and pure grief
Shore his old thread in twain.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 206,

He sees at one view the whole thread of my existence.
Addison, Spectator, No. 7.

Adam's needle and thread. See vldam.—Gold thread.
(a) A string formed by covering a thread, usually of yellow
silk, with tliin gold wire wound spirally around it. See
wire. (&) A thin strip of gilded paper often used in Ori-
ental brocaded stuffs, (c) Erroneously, gold wire, (d)
See goldthread.— lAsle thread, a fine hard-twisted linen
thread, originally made at Lille (Lisle), in France, but now
also made in Great Britain. It is used especially in the
manufacture of stockings, gloves, eto.— Tlie thread of
life, the imaginary thread spun and cut by the Fates

:

emblematic of the course and termination of one's exis-

tence. See def. 11.—Thread and needle. Same as
thread-needle.— TtaeaA and thrum, figuratively, all;

the good and the bad together.

O Fates, come, come

;

Cut thread and thrum.
Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 291.

Thread lace. See lace.

—

Thread of the river, thread
of the stream, the middle of the main current, which
may be on one side or the other of the middle of the water,
Henry Austin, Farm Law, p, 135, -^ Three threads. See
three.

thread (thred), v. t. [Early mod. E. also thred;
also threed,whence,with shortened vowel, thrid;

< ME. threden; < thread, » ] 1. To pass a thread
through the eye or aperture of, as a needle.

A sylver nedyl forth I drowe
Out of an aguyler queynt ynowe,
And gan this nedyl threde anone.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 99,

2. To string on a thread.

Then they [beads] are threaded by children, tied in bun-
dles, and exported to the ends of the earth.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 262,

3. To pass through with the carefulness and
precision of one who is threading a needle, im-
plying narrowness or intricacy in that which is

passed through.
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They would not thread the gates.
Shak., Cor,, iii. 1. 124.

He began to thread

All courts and passages, where silence dead,
Roused by his whispering footsteps, murmur'd faint,

Keats, Endymion, ii.

Such lived not in the past alone,

But thread to-day the unheeding street,

Lowell, All-Saints,

4. To form a spiral projection on or a spiral

groove in ; furnish with a thread, as a screw

:

as, to thread a bolt.

thread-animalcule (thred'an-i-mal"kul), n. A
vibrio ; any member of the Vibrionidee.

threadbare (thred'bar), a. [Early mod. E. also

thredbare, threedebare; < ME. thredbare, threed-

bare, thredebare; < thread + 6arel.] 1. Hav-
ing the thread bare ; worn so that the nap is

lost and the thread is visible, either wholly or in

certain parts : said of a piece of textile fabric,

as in a garment, or of the garment itself.

Lo, thus by smelling and threedbare array.
If that men list, this folk they knowe may.

Chaucer, J»rol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 337.

And he com in the semblaunce of an olde man, and
hadde on a russet cote tome and all thredebare.

Merlin (E, E. T, S.), ii. 261.

A Jew never wears his cap threadbare with putting it

off, Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p 63.

A suit of threadbare black, with darned cotton stockings
of the same colour, and shoes to answer.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, iv.

2. Wearing threadbare clothes; shabby; seedy.

A threadbare rascal, a beggar.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 3.

3. Well-worn; much used; hence, hackneyed;
trite : as, a threadbare jest.

Yelverton is a good thredbare frend for yow and for odyr
in thys centre, as it is told me. Paston Letters, II. 83,

Where have my busy eyes not pry'd? where.
Of whom, hath not my threadbare tongue demanded?

Qua,rles, Emblems, iv. 11.

You could not bring in that thredbare Flourish, of our
being more fierce than our own Mastiffs, . . . without
some sunh Introduction, Milton, Ans, to Salmasius.

threadbareness (thred'bar-nes), n. The state

of being threadbare. H. Mackenzie.

thread-carrier (thred'kar"i-6r), «. In a knit-

ting-machine, a hook or eyelet on the carriage
through which the yam is passed. E. H. Knigh t.

thread-cell (thred'sel), n. 1. One of the lit-

tle bodies or cavities of a ccelenterate, as a
jellyfish or sea-nettle, containing a coiled elas-

tic thread that springs out with stinging effect

when the creature is irritated ; an urtieating-

organ; a nematocyst; a lasso-cell; a onida.
Thread-cells are highly characteristic of the ccelenterates,

and some similar or analogous organs are found in certain
infusorians. See cuts under cnida and nematocyst, and
compare trichocyst.

2. An occasional name of a seed-animalcule or
spermatozoon. HaecTcel.

thread-cutter (thred'kut'er), n. 1. A small
blade fixed to a sewing-machine, to a spool-
holder, or to a thimble, etc., as a convenience
for cutting sewing-threads.— 2. A thread-cut-
ting machine for bolts ; a screw-thread cutter.

See cut under screw-stock. E. H. Knight.

threaded (thred'ed), p. a. Provided with a
thread.

From the bastion'd walls,

Like threaded spiders, one by one we dropt.
Tennyson, Princess, i,

threadent (thred'n), a. [Early mod. E. also

"thredden, ihreadden ; < thread + -en2.] Woven
of threads ; textile. Also thridden.

I went on shoare my selfe, and gaue euery of them a
threadden point, and brought one of them aboord of me.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 31.

Behold the threaden sails.

Borne with the invisible and creeping wind.
ShaJc., Hen. V,, iii., Prol., 1. 10,

threader (thred'er), n. [< thread + -er^.'] One
who or that which threads; specifically, a con-
trivance for threading needles. See needle-

threader.

thread-feather (thred 'fcTH^'fer), n. A filo-

plume. See feather.

thread-fin (thred'fin), «. Any fish of the genus
Polynemns : so called from the long pectoral
filaments. See cut under Polynemns.

thread-finisher (thred'fin"ish-6r), n. A ma-
chine in which linen or cotton thread is treated
to remove the fluffy fibers that cling to new
thread, to fasten down the loose fibers, and to

polish the surface.

tnread-fish (thred'fish), n. 1. The cordonnier
or cobbler-fish, Blcpharis crinitus.— 2. The eut-

las-fish. See cut under Trichiurus.

thread-fiower (thred'flou'''6r), n. A plant of the
geous Nematanthus, of the (xesneracex, which

thread-tailed

consists of 3 or 4 Brazilian climbing or epi-

phytic shrubs with large crimson flowers pen-
dent on long peduncles, to which this name, as

also that of the genus, alludes

—

Crimson thread-
flower. See Potnctana.

threadfoot (thred'fut), n. An aquatic plant,

I'odostemon cera tophyllus.

thread-frame (thred'fram), n. In sjnnning, a
machine combining yams by doubling and
twisting them, to make thread.

thread-gage (thred'gaj), n. A gage for deter-

^-.^.j^..^^ Thread-gages.

mining the number of threads to the inch on
screws and taps. E. H. Knight.

thread-guide (thred'gid), «. In a sewing-ma-
chine, a device, as a loop or an eye, for guiding
the thread when it is necessary to change the
direction at any point between the spool and
the eye of the needle. See cuts under sewing-
machine. E. H. Knight.

thread-herring (thred' her ""ing), n. 1. The
mud-shad or gizzard-shad, Dorosoma cepedia-

num. See cntuvder gizzard-shad. [Local, U.S.]— 2. The fish OjAsthonema thrissa of the Atlan-
tic coast of North America, chiefly southward.
threadiness (thred'i-nes), n. Thready charac-
ter or condition. Imp. IHct.

thread-leaved (thred'levd), n. Having filiform

leaves.—Thread-leaved sundew. See sundew.

thread-mark (thred'mark), «. A delicate fiber,

usually of silk and of strong color, put in some
kinds of paper made for use as paper money, as
a safeguard against counterfeiting by means of

photography.
thread-moss (thred'm6s), n. A moss of the
genus Bryuni : so called from the slender seta
which bears the capsule.

thread-needle, thread-the-needle (thred'ne'-
dl, thred'THe-ne''dl), n. [< thread, v. {+ thc'^),

-f obj. needle.'] A game in which children, espe-
cially girls, stand in a row holding hands, and
the outer one, still holding the one next, runs
between the others under their uplifted hands,
and is followed by the rest in turn. Also called
thread and needle.

thread-oiler (thred'oi"16r), n. An oil-cup or
-holder screwed to the spool-wire of a sewing-
machine, for oiling the thread, to cause it to
pass more readily through leather or other
thick, heavy material. E. IT. Knight.

thread-paper (thred'pa"per), M. 1. A strip of
thin soft paper prepared for wrapping up a
skein of thread, which is laid at length and
rolled up in a generally cylindrical form.

She has a lap-dog that eats out of gold ; she feeds her
parrot with small pearls ; and all her thread-papers are
made of bank-notes, Sheridan, The Rivals, L 1.

2. A variety of paper used for such strips.

thread-plant (thred'plant), n. A plant afford-

ing a liber suitable fortextile use; a fiber-plant.

thread-shaped (thred'shapt), a. In bot. and
zoiil., slender, like a thread, as the filaments of

Thread-tailed Swallow (i.'»v-

tnitusjiii/erus).

many plants and ani-
mals; filamentous; fili-

form; filar.

thread-tailed (thred'-
tald),a. Having thready
or filamentous tail-fea-



thread-tailed

thers: specifically noting swallows of the genus
Iromitiis. as 1. jiliferus. Also wire-tailed.

thread-the-needlei «. See thread-needle.

thread-waxer (thred'wak'sfer), ». In sfioe-

iiKiKiif.. a trough containing shoemakers' wax,
which is kept not by a lamp. It is attached to

I a sewing-machine, and the thread is caused to

pass through it. £. tJ. Knight.

thread-winder (thred'win'dfer), n. A machine
fur winding thread on spools.

threadworm (thred'werm), n. A small round-
worm or nematoid; a hairworm or gordian;

a tilaria, or Guinea worm; especially, a pin-

worm; one of the small worms infesting the

rectum, particularly of children, as Oxyuris
rerinicularis. These resemble bits of sewing-
thread less than an inch long. See cuts under
Setiiatoidea and Oxyuris.

thready (thred'i), a. [< thread + -y].'] 1. Re-
semljling or consisting of thread in sense 1.

2, or 5.

I climb with boundlug feet the craggy steeps,

Peak-lifted, gazing down the cloren deepc.
Where mighty rivera alirink to thready rills.

R. S. Stoddard, The Castle in the Air.

2. Containing thread; covered with thread.

From hand to hand
The thread;/ shuttle glides. Dyer, Fleece, ill.

3. Like thread in length and slendemess;
finely stringy; filamentous; fibrillar; finely

fibrous Thready pnUe. SeejmJsei.

threap, threep (threp), r. [Early mod. E. also

thre/K' : < Ml',, threpeii, thrsepen, < AS. thredpian,

reprove, rebuke, afBict.] I. trans. 1. To con-
tradict.

Thou wilt not threap me, this whinyard has gatd many
better men to lope than thou. Oreerte, James IV., Int.

2. To aver or affirm with pertinacious repeti-

tion; continue to assert with contrary obsti-

nacy, as in reply to persistent denial: as, to
threap a thing down one's throat.

Behold bow gnxM a Ly of C^inca
They on my face have threap^

J. BeavmmU, Psyche, T. 227.

3. To insist on.

ile Ihreappit to see the auld lurdened blood-ahedder.
SeM, 8L Sonan's Well, xlr.

4. To cry out; complain; contend; maintain.

Some crye upon Ood, some other threpe that be bathe
forgoten theym. Bp. PMer, Sermons. (LaUUmt.)

5. To call ; term.

Sol gold is, and Lana ailTer we threpe.

Chaucer, PToI. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 273.

II. itttrans. 1. To Indulge in mutual recrim-
ination or contradiction; contend; quarrel;
bandy words; dispute.

Tbei thaste hyni fall thraly, than was ther no tknpipiff.
Thus with dole was that dere vn-to dede dight.
His bak and his body was bolned tat betyng,
Itt was, I sale the (or soth, a sorowfnll stghiL

York nay, V. 4Sa

It 's not (or a man wltb a woman to thnepe.
Take Thine <id Cloak Obovt Thee.

2. To fight; battle.

Than thretty dayea throly thel IhrappU In (eld.

And mony tK>ld in the belinr were on l>ent lenit

!

DettrueUon q/ Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 8382.

[f)bsoleteorprov. Eng. or Scotch in all uses.]

threap, threep (threp), n. [< ME. threpe, threp

;

< Mrea/j, r.] If. Contest; attack.

What : thinke ye so throly this thrept tat to leoe?
Heyue yp your berttea, benttes yonr armys

;

Wackyns rp your wUles, aa woruiy men sbnld.
De$lruetionq/ Troy (E. E. T. H.), L Seeo.

2t. Contradiction.— 3. A vehement or pertina-
cious affirmation ; an obstinate decision or de-
termination. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

You would show more patience, and perhaps more pru-
dence, if you sought not to overwork me by shrewd words
and sban> tlureape of Scrlptare.

T. CromaeU, qnoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church
lot Eng,. viL

He has taken a threap that he wonld have It flnisbed he-
tore the year was done. Cariyle.

4. A superstitious 'dea or notion ; a freet.

Tbeyll . . . hae an auld wife when they're dying to
rhyme ower prayers, and tMdIants, and charms, . . . rather
than tbeyll hae a minister to come and pray wl' tbeni—
that's an luMlhreepo' theirs. 5n>M, <iuy Mannering, xlv.

To keep one's threap, to stick pertinaciously or obsti-
nately t<> one's averments or assertions. Scott, Bride of
I,.aiiiiuernitxjr, xxvii.

threasruret, n. An obsolete form of treasure.
Sjit nsi-r.

threat (thret). n. [< ME. thret, threte, thrset,

llirnt, threat, < AS. thredt, a crowd, troop, pres-
sure, trouble, calamity, threat (= Icel. thraut,
trouble, labor), < Ihredtan (pret. thrrdl.uj). thro-

ten), urge, afSict, vex, in comp. d-thrrolan, im-
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pers., vex, = D. ver-drieten, vex, = OHG. *drio-

zan, in comp. bi-driozan (MHG. bedriezen), ir-

driozan (MHG. er-driezen), MHG. ver-driezen, G.
rer-driessen, impers., vex, annoy,= Icel. thrjota,

impers., fail, = Dan. fortryde, vex, repent, =
Goth, 'thriutan, in us-thriutan (= AS. d-threo-

tan), trouble, vex, = L. trudere, push, shove,

crowd, thrust out, press, urge (> trudis, a pole

to push with), = OBulg. tritzda, vex, plague
{trudU, trouble). From the same verb or its

compounds are the nouns Icel. throt, want,MHG.
urdruz, iirdriitze, vexation, verdruz, G. verdrnss

(= Dan. fortrsed), vexation, trouble. Hence
threat, v., threaten. Cf. thrust^. From the

L. verb are ult. E. extrude, intrude, protrude,

etc., trusion, extrusion, etc.] It. Crowd; press;

pressure.

The threet was the mare. Layanwrt, 1. 9791.

2t. Vexation; torment.

Then thrat moste I thole, & vnthonk to raede.

Alliterative Poeme (ed. MorrisX ili. 55.

3. A menace ; a denunciation of ill to befall

some one ; a declaration of an intention or a
determination to inflict punishment, loss, or
pain on another.

There is no terror, Cassius, In yonr threat*.

Shak., 1. C, iv. 3. 6(i.

Tis certain that the threat is sometimes more formida-
ble than the stroke, and 'tis possible that the beholders
suffer more keenly than the victims. Emerson, Courage.

4. In law, any menace of such a nature and
extent as to unsettle the mind of the person on
whom it operates, and to preclude that free
voluntarv action which is necessary to assent,
= 870. S. ^ee menace, v. I.

threat (thret), r. [< ME. threten, < AS. thredtian,

press, oppress, repress, correct, threaten (=
MD. droten, threaten), < thredt, pressure: see
threat, n. Ct. threaten.'] I. (ron». 1. To press;
urge; compel.

Fde thrrnande tbonkkex he thrat bom to bane.
air OMearne and the OretH Knight (KE.T.S.),\. 1980.

2. To threaten.

Every day this wal they wolde threte.

Chaueer, Good Women, L 7.M,

n. intrans. To use threats ; act or speak men-
acingly; threaten.

K. PhC Look to thyself, thou art in jeopardy,
K. John. No m<Hv than he that threats.

Shak., K. John, 111. 1, 347,

'Twere wrong with Home, when Catiline and thou
Do threat, if Cato feared. B. Jonton, Catiline, ill. 1.

[Obsolete or archaic in all senses.]

threaten (thret'n),f. [< ME. thretnen; < threat

+ -«h1.] I. intrans. 1. To use threats or men-
aces; have a menacing aspect.

An eye like Mara, to threaten and command,
Shak., Hamlet, liL 4. 57,

2. To give indication of menace, or of impend-
ing danger or mischief; become overcast, as
the sky.

I hare long waited to answer your kind letter of August
20th, in hopes of having si^mething satisfactory to write
to vou ; but I have w^ted in vain, for everyday oar polit-

ical horizon blackens and Ihreatent more and more.
T. A. Mann (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 4S7X

n. trans. 1. To declare an intention of doing
mischief to or of bringing evil on; use threats
toward ; menace ; terrify, or attempt to terrify,

by menaces: with with before the evil threat-
ened.

This letter he early bid me give his father.

And threaten'd me with death, going in the vault.
If I departed not and left him there,

Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 27(i.

Threaten your enemies,
And prove a valiant tongae-man.

Ford, L«ly's Trial, ill. 3,

2. To charge or enjoin solemnly orwith menace.

Let as strmltly threaten them, that they speak henceforth
to no man In this name. Acts Iv. 17.

3. To be a menace or source of danger to.

He threatent many that hath injured one. B. Jonnn.

4. To give ominous indication of; presage;
portend: as, the clouds threaten rain or a storm.

Batteries on batteries guard each fatal pass.
Threatening destruction. Additon, The Campaign,

The feeling of the blow of a stick or the sight of a threat-

ened blow will change the course of action which a dog
would otherwise have pursued,

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p, 210.

8. To announce or hold out as a penalty or
punishment: often followed by an infinitive

clause.

My master , , . hath threatened to nut me into ever-
lasting liberty U I telL Shak., M, W. of W., UL 3, SO,

three

He [a janizary] threatened to detain us, but at last per-

mitted us to go on, and we staid that night at a large con-
vent near, Pococke, Description of the East, II, 1. 261,

Threatening torments unendurable,
If any harm through treachery befell.

WHliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I, 132,

=Syn. 4. Menace, Threaten (see menace), forebode, fore-

shadow,

threatener (thret'nfer), ». [< threaten + -erl.]

One who threatens ; one who indulges in threats
or menaces.

Threaten the threatener, and outface the brow
Of bragging horror, Shak., K, John, v. 1, 49,

threatening (thret'ning), n. [< ME. threl-

niiKje ; verbal n. of threaten, f.] The act of

one who threatens ; a threat ; a menace ; a

menacing.

They constrain him not with threateninge to dissemble
bis mind, and shew countenance contrary to his thought.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr, by Bobinson), ii. 11.

threatening (thret'ning), j>. a. 1. Indicating or
containing a threat or menace.

The threatening alliance between f^jience and the Revo-
lution is not really directed in favor of atheism nor against
theology. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p, 41,

2. Indicating some impending evil ; specifi-

cally, indicating rain or snow Threatening
letters, in law: (a) Letters threatening to publish a libel

with a view to extort money, (i>) Letters demanding
money or other property with menaces, (c) Letters
threatening to accuse any person of a crime, for the
purpose of extorting money, (d) Letters threatening
to kill a person. The precise definition of what facts

constitute a penal offense in this respect varies much
with the law in diHerent jurisdictions. = Syn. 1. Mena-
cing, minatory.

threateningly (thret 'ning-li), adv. With a
tlirciit (ir menace ; in a threatening manner.
threatful (thret'ftd), a. [< threat + -ful]
Full of threats ; having a menacing appear-
ance. [Rare.]

He his threat/nil speare
Qan (ewter, and against her fiercely ran.

Spenter, F. Q,, IV, vt 10.

threatfnlly (thret'fiil-i), adv. In a threatful
manner; with many threats. Hood.
threatingf (thret'ing), n. [< ME. threting,

threttiny, < AS, tliredtung, verbal n. of thredt-

ian, threat: see threat, v.] Threatening;
threats.

Of al his thretting rekke nat a myte.
Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 145.

threatless (thret'les), a. [< threat -f- -les.s.'}

Without threats ; not threatening.

Threat-lees their brows, and without braves their voice.

Sylvester, tr. of Do Bartas's Weeks, Ii., The Captaines.

threave, ». See thrave.

three (thre), a. and n. [< ME. thre, threo, thrie,

ihri, < AS. thred, thrid, thri, thry = OS. thrie,

Ihria, threa = OFries. ihre, thriu, thriu = D.
drie = ML6. dre, LG. dre = OHG. dn, drie,

drio, driu, MHG. dri, driu, G. drei = Icel. thrir,

thrjdr, thrja = Sw. Dan. tre = Goth. *threis, m.,
'thrijos, f., thrija, neut., = W. tri = Ir. Gael, tri

= L. tres, m. and f., tria, neut. (> It. tre = Sp.
Pg. tres = OF. treis, trois, F. trois), = Gr. rprif,

m. and f., rpia, neut., = Lith. trys = OBulg.
triye, etc., = Skt. tri, three. As with the other
fundamental numerals, the root is unknown.
Hence thrie"^, thrice, third^, and the first element
in thirteen and thirty."] I. a. Being the sum of
two and one ; being one more than two : a car-

dinal numeral.

And there ben Gees alle rede, thre sitbes more gret than
oure here : and tbei ban the Hed, the Necke, and the
Brest alle blak. Mandeville, Travels, p. 291.

I offer thee three tilings, 2 Sam. xxiv, 12,

Axis of similitude of three circles. See amVii,— Ba-
shaw of three tails. See bashair.~ Geometry of three
dimensions, see .fwrniffri/.—Law of the three stages,
in till' jdiilosupliy of Coinle, the assuniirfton tluit the de-
velopment of the human mind, in the history of the race
and of the individual, passes through three stages: the
tivolftgiral, in which events are explained by supernatural
agencies; the metaphiffiical, in which abstract causes are
substituted for the supernatural ; and the punitive, in
which the search for causes is dropped, and the mind
rests in the oltservation and classification of phenomena,
— Prol)lem of three bodies, the problem to ascertain
the niovenientis rif tliree particles attracting one another
accurdili^j t*) the law uf ^rnivitation, Tlie problem has been
only approximately solved in ceitiiin special cases,— Sine
Of three lines which meet in a point, sine of three

Slanes.
See km'-".— Song of the Three Holy Children,

ee mnji.—The Three Chapters, (m An ediit issueil

by Justinian, alK>ut .\. l>, :>4.'., eondenining the writings of
Theodore of Mopsuestia, those of Theodoret in defense of
Nestorius and against Cyril, and the letter of Ibas to

Maris, (6) The writings so condemned. The edict was
intended to reconcile the Monopbysites to the church by
seeming to imply a partial disapproval of the Council of
Chalcedon, which bad admitted Theodoret and Ibas, after

giving explanations, to communion.—The three F's, the
three demands of the Irish Land League — namely, ,/'ree sale,

fixityut tenure.and/airrent,— ThethreeL'S. SeeLl.—



three

The three R's. See A—The Three Sisters. See sis-

(«-.—Three-armed cross, a figure composed of three
lines parting from a common center, either in tlie form of
a Y (see V-crossX or composed of three hooks as if a figure
in revolution, or of three anus broken at an angle, and
bending all in the same direction. See ^m^c^e.— Three-
card monte. See monte.— Three-cylinder steam-en-
gine, a triple e,vpansion-cj Under steam-engine. Sec slrnm-
«»ijn«c—Three-day fever, dengue.—Three-em brace,
in pri7iH)iit, a brace three ems wide.— Three estates
See egtate. i<. — Three-field system. See >ii/.—Three
hours. SeeAoi/r.—Three kings of Cologne. Seefrin;?!.— Ttiree-llne letter, in iirintmn, an initial letter which
is the height of three lines of the body of the type of the
text in which it is used.—Three-mile l^llt, zone, or
belt. See tm/c— Three-million bill. See milliim'.—
Three sheets in the wind. See a sheet in the wind,
under «A«f(i.—Three thirdst, three threadst, a mix-
ture of three malt liquors, formerly in demand, as equal
parts of ale, beer, and twopenny. Compare entire and
porier'-i.

Eiekiel Driver, of Puddle-dock, carman, having disor-
der'd his pia mater with too plentiful a morning's draught
of three threads and old Pharaoh, had the misfortune to
have his cart run over him.

Tom Brmm, Works, II. 286. (Davies.)

Three times three, three cheers thrice repeated.

Again the feast, the speech, the glee, . . .

The crowning cup, the three-times-three.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.
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My face so thin
That in my ear I durst not stick a rose.
Lest men should aay, "Look, where three-farthings goes !"

Shah., K. John, 1. 1. 143.

He values me at a crack'd three-farthings, for aught I
see. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, il. 1.

threefold (thre'fold), a. and n. [< ME. tUro-

foM, tlii-cotoM, threfald, < AS. thrifeald, thric-

J'eaM, thriefaM, thredfeald (= OFries. thrifald =
MLG. drevalt, drivolt = OHG. drifalt, MHG.
drivalt = Icel. threfaldr; also, with added adj.
termination, = D. drievoudig = OHG. drifalt,

MHG. drioalt, drivaltec, G. dreifaltig = Sw. tre-

faldig = Dan. trefoldig), < threo, three, + -feald,
E. -fold.'] I. a. Consisting of three in one,
or one thrice repeated ; multiplied by three

;

triple : as, threefold justice.

A threefold cord is not quickly broken. Eccles. iv. 12.

II. n. The bog-bean, Menyanthes trifoliata.

threefold (thre'fold), adv. In a threefold man-
ner ; trebly ; thrice : often used in an intensive
way, with the sense of 'much' or 'greatly.'

Alas, you three, on me, threefold distress'd,
Pour all your tears ! Shak. , Eich. III., ii. 2. 86.

Thick and threefold. See thick.

three-quarter

toria. Usually called threepenny-piece ot three-
penny. A silver coin of the same denomination was
coined by Edward VI. and by sabseqaent sovereigns till

Threepence of iiliz.iljeth.

R«vcxie.
-British Museum. (Size of the ori^nal.)

Before Ijit down I must give you a toast to be drunk three-foot (thre'fut), a. [< ME. *threfoie, < AS.
..._..,

I
j„„.,._,- thriefet,tJiryfet,thr^ete,thiee-toot; &s three +

-2. Having three feet;as, a three-foot rule,
three-footed,

When on my three-foot stool I sit.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 89.

three-footed (thre'fuf'ed), a. [< ME.*tf»re/otef?,

< AS. thryfoiad, three-footed; as three + foot
. erf2.] Having three feet: 'as, a three-footed ^P^^^" -^'^^i^r-^^-n
stool. three-pilet (thre'pil), n

with three-times-three and all the honours.
T. Hughes, Tom Brorfn at Rugby, i. 6.

Three treest, the gallows, formed by a transverse beam
on two uprights.

For commonly such knaues as these
Doe end their lyves vpon three trees.

Breton, Toyes of an Idle Head, p. 28. (Davies.)

II. H. 1. A number the sum of two and one.— 2. A symbol representing three units, as 3,

ni, or iii.— 3. A playing-card bearing three
spots or pips— Inverse rule of three. See invenrse.

—Eule of three. Seendei.

three-aged (thre'ajd), a. Living during three
generations. [Bare.]

Great Atreus' sons, Tydides flxt above.
With three-aged Nestor. Creech, tr. of Manilius.

three-awiied(thre'and).o. Having three awns.
— Three-awned grass, an American grass, Aristida pur-
purascens; also, A . purpurea, purple three-awned grass.
The latter is of some consequence as wild feed in the
West. Also beard-grass.

three-bearded (thre'berMed) a. Having three chre. -- Three-handed boring. Seeboring
barbels: a^, the three-learded loeMmg, cod, or threeheadt, n. [ME. threhed (= G. dreiheit);
gade (a fish, Moiella vulgaris). < three + head.] Trinity.

three-Dirds (thre berds), n. A species of toad- ,„j ^ ,. ,, ,,
flax, Liuaria triornithophora (see toad-flax); iSi^tl^SrfpZl^yiZ^ete^'
also, rogonia pendula. See Pogonia. Religious Pieces (E. E. T. 8.), p. 59.

three-bodied (thre'bod"id), a. Having three three-hooped (thre'hopt), a. Having three
hoops—Three-hooped pot, a quart pot. See hoop^, 5.

The three-hooped pot shall have ten hoops ; and I will
make it felony to drink small beer.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 72.

three-leaved (thre'levd), a. In hot., having
three leaves or leaflets, as many species of Tri-
foliiim ; trifoliate or trifoliolate Three-leaved
grass, an old book-name for clover.—Three-leaved Ivy.
See j)o!«on-tt!/.— Three-leaved nightshade, a plant of
the genus Trillium.

1062, from which time till the reign of Victoria the three-
pence was struck only as maundy money antl not for gen-
eral circulation.

2. The sum or amount of three pennies.

What monstrous and most painful circumstance
Is here, to get some three or four gazettes.
Some threepence in the whole

!

£. Jonson, Volpone, li. 1.

threepenny (thre'pen''i, colloq. thrip'en-i), a.

and n. I. a. Worth three pence only ;" hence,
of little worth.

II. n. Same as threepence, 1.

threepenny-piece, ». Same as threepence, 1.

foot. Cf. trip'od.2 1. 'Measuring' three feet: *^'^66-P^r-?6°*S(thrS'p6r-8ents),M.ij;. Govern
ment stocks paying three percent.; specifical-
ly, "that portion of the consolidated debt of
GreatBritain which originated in 1732 in conse-
quence of some annuities granted by George I.

being consolidated in one fund with a three per
cent, stock formed in 1731" (Bithell, Counting-

Surrounded with
Three-piled velvet.

[< three + piU-i, 6.]

three-girred (thre'gferd), a
tlirec hoops. Burns. [Scotch.]
three-halfpence (thre'ha'pens), n. An Eng-
lish silver coin of the value"of three halfpence three-piledl^ (thre'pild), a.

(3 cents), issued by Queen Elizabeth; also, a '

silver coin of William IV. and Queen Victoria,
formerly issued for circulation in Ceylon.
three-handed (thre'han"ded), a. 1. Having
three hands.— 2. Done, played, etc., with three
hands or by three persons: as, three-handed eu
chre.

bodies. [Rare.]

I Caia Manila, daughter to Cains Manilas, doe carle
with me mine owne present, for I glue my condemned
scale and life to the infernall three-bodged Pluto.

Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 336.

three-coat (thre'kot), a. Having or requiring
three coats, (a) In plastering, noting work which
consists of pricking-up or roughing-in, floating, and a
finishing coat, (b) In hmiM-painting, noting work when
three successive layers of paint are required.

I have served Prince Florlzel, and in my time wore three-
pHe. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. U.

, „ ,, l< three -i- j/ik-^, 6,
+ -c(fi.] Having a triple pile or nap, as a cost-
ly kind of velvet (called three-pile); hence, fig-

uratively, having the qualities of three-pile.

Three pHed hyperboles, spruce affectation.
Shai., L. L. L., T. 2. 407.

three-ply (thre'pli), a. Threefold; consisting
of three parts or thicknesses. EsiKcially— (a)
Noting thread or cord composed of three yarns or strands.
(6) Noting textile fabrics consisting of three webs woven
one into the other : aa, a three-piy carpet, (c) In manufac-
tured articles, consisting of three thicknesses, as of linen
in a three-jAg collar or cuff.

three-pound piece (thre'pound pes). An Eng-
lish gold coin of the value of £3 (about S14.52),

three-cornered (thre-kor'nerd), « l. Having thiee-iight"(thr§'lit), n. A chandelier or ean^
three cortiers or angles

:
as, a three-cornered delabrum with three lamps for candles,hat.— 2. In hot., tnquetrous.- Three-cornered threelinff fthre'liiis^ n Sfl>nfi an frilUnn 9

constituency, a constituency in which, while three mem- ;?i„„ i„Lj Tti -°i -k5n t ^ f"«'.'.fl'> ^-

hers are returned at one election, each elector can vote tnree-lODea (thre lobd), a. In hot., zool., and
for only two candidates. This enables a large minority aiKlt., having three lobes; trilobate Three-
to elect one of the three members, the majority electing lohed malope. See Malope.
the other two. There were several British constituen- three-man (thre'man), a. Requiring three men
pies of this complexion from 1867 to 1885. for its use or performance.
three-decker (tlire'dek"er), n. and a. I. n. A
vessel of war carrying guns on three decks;
formerly, a line-of-battle ship, such ships be-
ing of that description in the sailing navy and
the earlier naval classification after the intro-
duction of steam.

Fillip me with a three-man beetle.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., I. 2. 255.

A three-man songt, a song for three voices.

Three-ma7i-soHg-men all. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 43.

three-masted (thre'mas'ted), a. Having three
masts.
three-master (thre'raas'ttr), n. A three-mast-
ed vessel, especially such a schooner.

In bot., having

Before the gentlemen, as they stood at the door, could
. . . settle the numberoftAree-dec^ers now in commission.
their companions were ready to proceed. _ _ „

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xli. three-nerveif (thre'n&rvd), a.

II. a. Having three decks : as, a three-decJ:er three nerves ; triple-nerved
ship; hence, having three stories, tiers, or lev-
els, as a piece of furniture or an old-fashioned
pulpit. [Colloq.]

A three-decker sideboard, about 1700.
S. W. Ogden, Antique Furniture, plate 32.

three-dimensional (thre'di-men'''shon-al), a.
Same as tridimensional.

three-farthings (thre'far"THingz), n. An Eng-
lish silver coin of

threeness(thre'nes), «. [< three -\- -ness.] The
character of being three.

three-out (thre 'out), n. One of three equal
parts of two glasses, as of gin or ale ; a third
part of two portions or helpings. [Colloq.,
Great Britain.]

the value of three
farthings (1| cents),
issued by Queen
Elizabeth. On the ob-
verse were the queen's
bust and a rose. It was
very thin, and thus liable
to be cracked.

On one side a little crowd has collected round a couple
of ladies, who, having imbibed the contents of various
three-outs of gin and bitters in the course of the morning,
have at length differed on some point of domestic arrange-
ment. Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, v.

Reverse.

Three pound Piece.— British Museum. (Size of the orig^inaL)

Obverse. Reverse.
Piece of Three-farthings.— British
Museum. (Size of the original.)

struck by Charles I. during the civil war A. D.
threep, f. and «. See threap. 1642-1644. Specimens weigh over 421 grains.
three-parted (thre'par''ted), a. Divided into three-quarter, three-quarters (thre'kwar'ter,
three parts; tripartite: as, a three-parted le&t. -tirz), a. Invohing anything three fourths of
threepence (thre'pens, colloq. thrip'ens), ». 1. its nonnal size or proportions; specifically, not-
A current English silver coin of the value of ing a size of portraiture measuring 30 inches
three pennies (6 cents), issued by Queen Vic- by 25, or a portrait delineated to the hips only.



I.

three-quarter

There waa WoUaston, a portrait painter, who could only
command five guineas for a three-quarter* canvas.

J. AiktoH. Sctcial life In Keign of Queen Anne, II. 42.

Three-quarter binding. See biruiing.— Tliree-quar-
ter fiddle or violin. See molin.

three-quartered (thre'kwar'terd), a. In her.,

tunioj so as to be nearly affronts, but showing
a part of tlie flank : noting an animal used as a
bearing.

three-nbbed (thre'ribd), a. In hot., having
three ribs: tricostate: as, a tltree-ribbcdlenf.

threescore (thre'skor), a. [< three + score^.]

Thrice twenty; sixty: as, threescore years: of-

ten used without its noun.
Tkreacore and ten I can remember well.

Shak., Macbeth, iL 4. 1.

One man baa reach't his sixty yeers, but he
Of all those Ihreetcore has not liv'd halfe three.

Uerriek, On Himself.

The brave soldier had already numbered, nearly or quite,
his threuoore years and ten.

UaiMiame, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 21.

threesome (thre'sum), a. [< three + -some.']

Triple; danced by three persons. [Scotch.]

There "s threesome reels, there 's foursome reels.

There 's hornpipes and strathspeys, man.
Burnn, The Exciseman.

three-square (thre'skwSr), a. See square^.

three-suited (thre ' sii ' ted), a. Having only
three suits of clothes, or wearing three suits of
clothes (referring to a custom, once prevalent
among the peasantry of Germany, of putting on
their whole wardrobe on festival occasions, one
suit over another). [Bare.]
A knave; a rascal; an eater of broken meats; a base,

proud, shallow, befQ^ly, three-miled, bondred-pound,
flltliy. worsted-stocking knave. Shak., Lear, il. 2. 16.

three-thirdst, «. See three thirds, under three.

three-thomed (thre'thfimd), a. Havinj,' three
tlii.rns or a triple thorn Three-thomed acacia,
the lnniey-l<jcuBt. ijledituchia triaranth/tg : so called from
its s;ivai;4; triple or still more compound thorn.

three-valved (thre'valvd), a. In bot., having,
or (ijiciiing bv, three valves.

three-way (tiire'wa), a. Having or governing
three openings or passages: generally noting
a special form of pipe-connection, valve, stop-
cock, etc—Thive-war place, in omilh.. an eztravea-
tlbular chaml>er of the inner ear, at the point where the
three semicircular canals have a cavity in commofu Covet,
Key to N. A. Birds, p. ll».

threisshfoldt, "- A Middle English form of
thrrsliotil.

thremmatology (threm-a-tol'o-ji;, n. [< Gr.
Ofii uiiii(T-), a nursling (< Tpe^nn, nourish), + -fo-

)ui, < ><;e(v, speak: see -oloffy.] In biol., the
science of breeding or propagating animals and
plants under domestication, of their congenital
variations under these circumstances, and of
the perpetuation of such variations. See me-
thoiliral xehction, under selection.

I>arwiit'sititrTM]uction of tArrmnuitolopy into the domain
of scientillc tiinlogy was accompanied by a new and special
devt'lupment of a branch of study which had previously
been known aa teleology. Sneye. Brit., XXTV. 802.

threne (thren), n. [Early mod. E. also threane;

< L. threntis, < Gr. 6pf/vo<:, lamentation, < dptiadai,

cry aloud.] A threnody; also, lamentation.
[Obsolete or archaic]
Tile prophet in his threMt weep* that " they which were

brought up in scarlet embivce dung-hills."
Jtn. T. Adanu, Work% 11. 198.

That City's sombre Patroness and Qaeen,
In bronze sublimity she gazes forth
Over her Capital of teen and threne.

J. Thomson, City of Dreadful Xlgbt, xxL

threnetic (thre-net'ik), a, [< Gr. SpijiniTiK/x:,

of or pertaining to wailing, < Bp^vof, wailing,
lamentation: see fArewe.] ii&me as threnetical.

threnetical (thrf-net'i-kal), a. [< threnetic +
-<il.] Sorrowful; monmftil.
AnionK all threiiftietUdiacoanee on record, this last, be-

tween men overwhelmed and almost annihilated by the
excess of their sorrow, has probably an unexampled char*
acter. CarlyU.

threnode (thre'nod), n. [< Gr. Spijwjiia, a la-

menting: Heo threnody.'] Same na threnody.

As a ihrennde. nothing comparable to it [H. Arnold's
"Tbyrsis"] had then appeared since the "Adonaia** of
Shelley. SUdman, Vict. Poets, p. 99.

threnodial (thre-no'di-al), a. [< threnody +
III.] Of or pertaining to a threnody; elegiac.
.Siiiillit II. The Doctor, cxxxiii.

threnodic (thre-nod'ik), a. [< threnod-y + -ic]
Saim- as threnodial.

threnodist (thren'o-dist), n. [< threnod-y +
-int.] \ writer of threnodies; a composer of
dirtrcs. Imp. Diet.

threnody (thren'6-<H), n.; pi. threnodies (-diz).

[Also Ihrniodr ; i Gr. f)privi)iia, a lamenting, <

UpT/vrtf, wailing, lamentation,+ v^'/, a song, ode :

see threne and odcl.] A song of lamentation

;
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a dirge ; especially, a poem composed for the
occasion of the funeral of some personage.

threpet, '• An obsolete form of threap.

threpsology (threp-sol'o-ji), M. [< Gr. epti/'f.

a feeding, nourishment (< rpeipeiv, nourish), -I-

-Aoyia, < /.iyciv, speak: see -ology.] The science
which treats of the nutrition of living organ-
isms.

threshl, thrash^ (thresh, thrash), V. [Both
forms are in common use, both being histori-

cally justifiable, but thresh is more original,

more in accordance with analogy (cf. niesh^,

dial, mash, fresh, etc.), and the form prevalent
in literary use ; thrash is more colloq. and is ac-

cordingly the form generally used in the colloq.

or humorous use 'beat, drub' (see the defini-

tions); < ME. threshen, threschen, thressen (pp.
throshen, throschen), < AS. "threscan, reg. trans-
posed therscan, thferscan (ONorth. thersca, thser-

sca, thearsca, tharsca) (pret. 'iheersc, pp. *ihor-

scen) = MD. dreschen, dresschen, dersschen, dors-

schen, dorschen, D. dorschen = MLG. droschen,
LG. drosken = OHG. dreskan, MHG. dreschen, G.
dreschen = Icel. thrcskja = Sw. troska = Dan.
txrske= Goth, thriskan, thresh, tread out (com)

.

Hence It. trescare, trample, dance, OF. tresche,

a circular dance. Cf. Litn. trasketi, rattle, clap,

make a cracking noise, OBulg. trieshtiti, strike,

= Russ. treshchati, crash ; OBulg. triesku =
Kuss. treskii, a crash, OBulg. troska, a clap of
thunder, a stroke of lightning, etc.] I. trans.

1. To beat out or separate the grain or seeds
from,bymeans of a flail or a threshing-machine,
or by treading with oxen: in this sense com-
monly thresh.

And zuo hit is of the hyeape of huete y-tkor»K. The
comes byeth benethe and thet chef a-boue.

A^enbOe 1^ Jmeyt (E. E. T. 8.), p. 1S9.

And his son Gideon thrtthed wheat by the winepress, to
hide It from the Midianitea. Judges vi. 11.

First throA the com, then sfter bum the straw.
Shai., Tit. And., IL 3. 123.

2. To beat soundly, as with a stick or whip

;

drub ; hence, to beat in any way : in this sense
commonly thrash. [Now colloq.]

Fall many wounds In his corrupted flesh

He did engrave ; . . . but ale more fresh

And Berce he still appeard, the more he did him thrtth.

Spemer, F. y., IIL vlL 82.

I could find a man of a smaller scale

Could (AnuA the pedlar and also thee.

BM Pedlar and BMn Hood (ChUd's BaUad^ V. 2S0X

Do you remember his Iteht with Ringwood? What an
Infernal bully he was, and bow glad we all were when
Brackley tknuhed blm < Thackeray, Philip, zL

II. intrant. 1. To practise threshing; beat
out grain from straw with a flail or a threshing-
machine: in this sense commonly thresh.

Some tyme I sowe and some tyme I thretehe.

Piere Plowman (BX T. 553.

2. To beat about ; labor ; drudge ; toil.

I rather would be Maivins, (AnuA for rhymes
Like his, the scora and scandal of the timea.

Drydeti, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, z. IM.

3. To throw one's self about; toss to and fro:

usually with about: in this sense commonly
thrash.

He [a whale] was enveloped In the foam of the sea that
bis continual and violent thrathing about in the water had
created around him. The Century, XL. 61<^.

thresh^, n. See thra.fh^.

threshel, thrashel ( thresh '1 , thrash '1 ), n. [Also
thrii.shli; : < ME. 'threshel, < AS. therscel, ther-

scol (= OHG. driscH, JIHG. G. drischel), a flail,

< therscan, thresh : see thre.^h^.'] An instrument
to thresh or thnish with; a flail. [Prov. Eng.]

thresher^, thrasher^ (thresh'er, thrash'er), n.

[< ME. thrcichurc, < AS. 'therscere (= MD. dor-

scher = MHG. G. drescher= Sw. torskare =z Dan

.

tfersktr), < therscan, thresh: see thresh^.] 1.

One who threshes: in this and the next sense
commonly thresher.— 2. A threshing-machine.

The portable and small engines and thraehert . . . were
the staple of the Sheaf Works. The Engineer, LXX. 89.

3. A sea-fox ; a kind of shark, Alnpias rutpes,

so calle<l from the enormous length of the up-
per division of the heterocercal tail, with which
It threshes the water. See cut under Alopias.

In this sense more commonly thrasher.

About the Islands (Bermndasl are seen many Whales, at-

tended with the Sword-Flsh and the Thrrxher. The Swcird-
Fish with his sharp and needle-like Fin IjawJ pricking hirn

intii the tielly when he would dive and sink Into the Sea,

and, when he starts up from his woundes, the Thregher
with his Club Kins |tali| beats him down again.
Samuel Clarke, Four Chiefest Plantations of the English

[in America (1678) (I. Bermuda), p. 27.

4. A member of an Irish Catholic organization
instituted in IHOti. one of the principal objects was
to resist the payment of tithes. Their threats and warn-

threshold

ings were signed " Captain Thresher. " In this sense only
thresher. Imp. Diet.

thresher^ (thresh'er), n. See thrasher^.

thresher-shark (thresh 'er-shark), n. Same as

thresher'^, 3. More commonly thrasher-shark.

thresher-whale (thresh'er-hwal), ». A killer,

as the common Orca gladiator of the Atlantic.

More commonly thrasher-whale.

threshing (thresh'ing), n. The operation by
which grain is separated from the straw. This
operation is performed in various ways, as by the feet of
animals, by a flail, or by a threshing-machine. The first

mode was that employed in the ages of antiquity, and it

is still practised in th south of Europe and in Persia and
India. .Also thrashiii, .

threshing-floor (thresh'ing-flor), n. A floor or
area on wliich grain is beaten out. In Eastern
countries, from the earliest ages, threshing-Hoors were in

the open air; but in colder and moister climates such
floors must be under cover, as in a barn. Also thrashing-

floor.

He winnoweth barley to night in the threshingfloor.
Kuth iii. 2.

Delve of convenient depth your thrashingfioor

;

With tempered clay then fill and face it o'er.

Drydeti, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 258.

threshing-machine (thresh'ing-ma-shen*), n.

In agri., a steam-, water-, or horse-power ma-
chine which in its most complete form beats
the grain from the ears of cereals, separates the
grain from the straw, and wimiows it from the
chaff. Such machines are sometimes fixtures in barns or
mills. The more connnoii types are portable, and include
straw-carriers or elevators, separators, and winnowingap-
paratus in one machine,under the general nameoffAre»Aer.

Thresh inf-m.ichine.
<i, feed -board ; *. cylinder; r, concave or breasting ; </, beater j f,

straw-rack; /, rock-lever operatinu straw-rack ; ^, pitman; A, crank ;

*", fan; *, cooveyer'^icve ; /, shoe-sieve; *n, casing for ^ain-auger;
*t, elevator for receiving grain from the auger ana carrying it up to

the measuring-apparatus ; o, elevator which carries the tailings to the
tailing-spout /, which deliven them to the feed>board to be again
passed tnrough the cylinder.

The first threshing-niachities were mnde by Hohlfleld of
SuoiiyflTll), Menzies of Scotland (17.T2), fliid Stirling of
Scotlana (1768). None of tliese appear to have been more
than experimental. Tlio tlrst prnctk-al conuntTcial thresh-
ing-madiine waa made by Meikle of Scotland (178*i), and
consisted essentially of two parts, a revolving cylinder
moving in a breasting, and armed with slats that served
as beaters tu break tlie grain front the head, and revolving
crlinders armed with rakes that shook the straw to loosen
the grain from the broken heads. The grain fell between
carved slats or through perforated breasting under the
cylinders, and the straw and chatT were tliruwn out at the
end of the niachhie. These features are retained, though
greatly nioditled, in nio<!ern English and American thresli-

ing-machines. In Aniericnn niacbinesthe revolving beater
with slats has given place to a cylinder armed with radial
teeth and moving in abrejisting, also anncd with teeth, so
that the ears are subjected to a tearing and rubbing action.
English machines still retain the cylinder with slats. The
breasting under the cylinder is a screen thmugh which
the larger part of the grain falls as fast as it is loosened
from the heads. A variety of separators, agitators, shak-
ing screens, and conveyers have taken the place of the
original cylinders with rakes used to separate the grain
from the straw, and winnowing-machines, straw-elevators,
conveyers^ and screening-apparatus have been added, so
that now the complete thresher is a complex mill for per-
forming the whole series of operations from the feeding
of the grain to the stacking of the straw and the sort-

ing, weighing, and delivery of the gmin, chatf, etc. The
threshing-machine has been modified so as to adapt it

also to clover, flax, and other seeds. See conveyer, elevator,

and fteparaior. Also thrashing-maehine, threther, thrasker,
threxhtn{j-inUl.

threshing-mill (thresh'ing mil), n. Same as
//( rcsh i II {/- jn (Ieh i h e.

threshing-place (thresh'ing-plas), w. A thresh-
ing-Hoor. 12 8am. xxiv. 16.

threshold (tbresh'old), w. [Early mod. E. also
thrcshonld ; dial, also throsheU ihreshfodj Se,

threshwarty thrcshxcort ; formerly also trestle

(Florio)» by confusion with trestlc^y var. thres-

tlej a frame; < ME. ^thrcshoM, ihreshivoldy

ihresshewokJf thresitoldj tkreswoklCj thrcxwoJd,

thrcoxtroldy thrisicaldy ihersicaldj threshcfoldy

thressfold, thrcis^shfoldj < AS. *thrcsc<dd, ihcrg-

coidy threacwald^ thersctcald, theorscwold, threes-

wald, threoxwold, threxwoldy thercswoldy therx-

woldy therxold = MLG. dreskeUfy LG. driissel =
OHG. drisciijfi, drisgujli^ thriscuftiy driscuviliy

thriseubile, driseujle, thschuvily MHG. drischu-

vel, druitehuphrl, durschufely G. dial, drischanfel,

drL^chiblf drittchiwely trmchhiiheJy drissujte =
Icel. threttkjoldry threskoldr (with numerous vari-



threshold 6310 thrill

es, < thrie, three

:

1. Three times.
(= MHG. dries),with adv. gen.

see tlirie^. Cf. once'>; ftoJce.]

And in that same Gardyn Seynt Petre denyed cure Lord
tkryes. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 13.

TArice-blessed they that master so their blood.
Shak., M. N. D., i. 1., 74.

ationsininfleetiou),inod.</(ro«A;MMr(also</ireps- thrice (thris), ode. [< ME. thries,thryes, thrives
A;/oMr, simulatipg Wirf^J, a ledge) = Sw. <ro«frd, ' ""-^ j ----^ —•'^t- - j- ... ^ .. ... -.i

dial. traskuld='SoTw. treskaUl, treskall, treskjel,

treskcl= D&n. i«rskcl, threshold; the variations
of form indicate that the terminal element was
not understood ; it is prob. therefore a some-
what disguised form of a suffix, the formation
being prob. < AS. *thresean, therscan, thresh,
tread, trample, + -oW, corruptly -wold, a trans-
posed form of an old formative -o-thlu-, ap-
pearing also as -thol, -thel; the lit. sense being
then 'that which is trodden on,' i. e. 'a tread'
(ef. tread, the part of a g ep or stair that is

trodden on), therscan, thr sh, being taken in
the sense 'tread, trample' (as in Goth.). In thrice-COCk (thris'kok), n. [A corruption of
the common \'iew the second element -lOoW is "thrush-cock.^ The mistlethrush. [Prov. Eng.]
supposed to stand for AS. weald. North, tcald, thrid^t (thrid), n. [A var. of thread through
wood, and the compound to mean 'a piece of the form threed, the long ee being shortened as

Thrice he assay'd, and thrice, in spite of scorn.
Tears such as angels weep burst forth.

Maton, P. L.,, i. 619.

2. Hence, in a general sense, repeatedly ; em-
phatically; fully.

Thrice is he armed that hath bis quarrel just.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Ui. 2. 233.

wood trodden on ' ; but AS. wealddoes not mean
'wood, timber' (the proper sense being 'awood,
a forest': seeicoWi), and it would not take the
form -wold, much less -old, in the AS. period,
except by corruption (it is possible, however.
that some thought of tceald led to the otherwise *^,'^.'^^ (thrid2, v. t.

;
pret. and T^p^thridded, ppr,

unexplained alteration of -oW to -woW); more- ~ ' "
"" '

over, the element coiTesponding to weald does
not appear in the other Tent, forms. A third
view explains the threshold as orig. "a thresh-
ing-floor, because in ancient times the floor at
the entrance was used for threshing" (Cleasby

Their slender household fortunes (for the man
Had i-lsk'd his Uttle), like the little thrift,
Trembled in perilous places o'er a deep.

Tennygrm, .Sea Dreams.
4. Same as thrifi-hox Lavender thrift, a name
for species of Statice, especially S. Limonium.— Prickly
thrift, a plant of the genus AcaiUhrjlinum, of the Plum-
baffiTie^e, of which some spieciee, as A. glutnaceum, ape
choice border-plants.—To bid good Uuriftt, to wish well
to ; congratulate. Cha<Jicer.=iya.2. Frugaiay,f:tc. gee
ec&nomy,

thrift-box (thrift'boks), n. A small box for
keeping savings; a money-box. Also called
apnrenlice-hox.

thriftily (thrif'ti-li), odB. [< ME. thriftily ; <
thrifty + -ly^."] 1. In a thrifty manner; fru-
gally; carefully; with the carefulness and pru-
dence which characterize good husbandry;
economically.

Hee hurd tell of a towne thriflUy walled,
A citie sett by peece with full siker wardea.

Alieaunder <if Uacedoine (E. E. T. .S.), 1. laOU.

2t. Punctiliously; politely.

A yong clerk romynge by hymseU they mette.
Which that in Latin thriftily hem grette.

Chaucer, SYanklins Tale, L 440.

thridding. Same as thread. "["Obsolete or" ar- thriftiness (thrif'ti-nes), n. [< thrifty + -««««.]
chaic] Thecharacterof being thrifty; frugality; good
Uncle, good uncle, see ! the thin starv'd rascal, husbandry.
The eating Roman, see where he (And* the thickets 1 Indeed I wonder'd that your wary thriftinem,

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2. Not wont to drop one penny in a quarter
" Glory to God," she sang, and past afar, I'J'y. would part with such a sum so easily.

Thridding the sombre boskage of the wood. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, iiL L

in breeches, threepence, been, etc.] Same as
thread.

And make his bridle a bottom of thrid,
To roll up how many miles you have rid.

B. Jonson, Masque of Queens.

and Vigfusson); but the threshing could not/U/,,-^^, <:..^uU .UL .., ;,.,(
Tenny^cm, |;air Wome^. thriftless (thrift'les), a. [< thrift + -to«.] 1,

js
'

' '""'ile English or dialectal Having no thrift, frugality, or good manage-
ment

;
profuse ; extravagant.

He shall spend mine honour with his shame.
As thriftiest sons their scraping fathers' gold.

Shak., Elch. II., v. 8. ».
She had a vocation to hold in check his ihriftUts pro-

pensities. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xilv.

2t. IVoducing no gain ; unprofitable.

What thriftlem sighs shall poor Olivia breathe

!

Shak., T. N., ii. 2. 40.

have been accomplished on the narrow sills thrid2(thnd) o A Middle
which form thresholds, and it was only in com- jq^j^ ^^ third'^
parativelv few houses that threshing was done thridace (thrid'as), n. [P., < NL. thridacium,
at_all.]l. The plank, stone, or piece of timber ^_-| Same as thridacium

!

^ iV'fi *i tt A f \ °u'
or under thridacium (thri-da'si-um), «. [NL., < L. tk

It particular y the door of a dwelling-house, ^„^ (.„„., <^(.^ q.^^^ .^^ ^tt^^ epldaKivr,, 1.
church, temple, or other building; a door-siU; - —• ?'-;' -- ' -'-'-

hence, entrance; gate; door.

Ther with the nyghtspel aeyde he anon rightes
On foure halves of the hous aboute,
And on the thresshfold of the dore withoute.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 296.

StUl at hell's dark threshold to have sat watch.
Milton, P. L., X. 694.

Forward leaped she o'er the threshold,
Eager as a glancing surf. Lowell, The Captive.

2. Hence, the place or point of entering or be

n-
,
let-

tuce.] The inspissated juice of lettuce, differ-

ing from lactucarium in being obtained by ex-
pression instead of incision, and in not being
concreted, in England it is derived from Lactuca m-
rorn, wild lettuce, in France from garden lettuce ; the lat- thriftlessly (thrift'les-li), adv. [< thriftless +
ter article is sometimes called French lactucarium. .,,,2.] i^ ^ thriftless manner ; extravagantly.

thriftlessness (thrift'les-nes), M. The quality
or state of being thriftless.

thrifty (thrif'ti), «. [< ME. thrifty (= Sw. Dan.

thriddet, «. Third. Chaucer
thriddent. «. Same as threaden.

thriddenaelet, »»• Same as thirdendeal.

thrieif, a. A Middle English form of three.a, Hence, the place or point of entering or be- ^"""^I* ti;™* .T rM# i « ,l
ffriftig); < thrift + -yK} 1. Characterized by

ginning ; outset : as, he is now at the threshold ^^^f^'P^W^U ?'*"
,
[^E., also threye,threowe, thrift ; frugal ; sparing; careful ; economical

:

of his argument
The fair new forms

That float about the threshold of an age,
Lilce truths of Science waiting to be caught.

Tennyson, Golden Year.

3. In psychol., the limit below which a given
stimulus, or the difference between two stim-
uli, ceases to be perceptible. Compare schwelle.
—Dweller on the threshold. See dweSer.—stimulus
threshold. See stimulus.

threshwoldt, thresshfoldt, «• Middle English
forms of threshold.

Threskiornis (thres-ki-6r'nis), n. [NL. (G. R

thrien, < AS. thriwa, thrywa, thriga (= OS. thriwo
thriio = OFries. thria, thrija), three times, <
thre6, thrie, three: see three.^ Three times;
thrice.

Thisnyght«Aiv«—
To goode mote it tome— of you I mette.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 89.

Petter, I saye thee sickerlye,
Or the cocke have crowen thrye
Thou shalle forsake my companye.

Chester Plays, ii. 25. (HaUiwelt.)

thriest, adv. A Middle English form of thrice.

__ ^^ ,_. ^ „. „. Chaucer.

Gray, 1841 or 1842), also, by error, T/teresc/iWnw thrifallow (thri'fal-6), v. t. [Also thryfallow,
(Brehm, 1855), < Gr. dpijoKua, dp^aiaa, worship, trifallow; < ME. thrie, thrye, thrice (see thrie^),

< Sp;/(TKei)£:(i', hold in religious awe, venerate, < + fallow"^. Cf. twifallow. '\
To plow or fallow

Bpfjam^, religious, + bpvi^, bird.] A genus of for t^e third time before sowing. Tusser.
ibises, or a section of the genus Ibis, based on thrift (thrift), n. [< ME. thrift, < Icel. thrift

the sacred ibis of Egypt, commonly called Ibis (= Sw. Dan. drift), thrift, < thr^a (refl. thri-

3t.

religiosa, but named T. eethiopicus hyGvay, who
restricted Ibis itself to certain American forms
(after Moehring, 1752). As Moehring is inadmissible
In binomial nomenclature, most authors use Ibis for this
genus, of which Threskiornis thus becomes a strict syn-
onym. The species named is one of the most famous of
birds, venerated by the ancient Egyptians on theological
grounds, and in a new light awesome to modern Britons
as the vahan or vehicle of the British Ornithologists'
Union. It is white, with bill, head, and upper part of the
neck black, and a large black train of decomposed fea-
thers overrides the tail. This bird is the prototype of
the ibis-headed deities frequently represented in Egyptian
religious art.

threstet, v. A Middle English form of thrust^.
threstillt, «. An obsolete form of throstle.

threstle (thres'l), n. [A corruption of trestle^,

appar. simulating three (cf. thribble, for treble,

triple).'] In her., a three-legged stool. Compare
trestle^, 3.

threstulet, n. An old form of trestle.

threswoldt, n. A Middle English form of thresh-
old. Chaucer.

threte. A Middle English form of threat.

threttenet, a. An obsolete form of thirteen.

thretty, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of
thirty.

threvet, «. A Middle English variant of throve.
threw (thro). Preterit of throw^^.

threyet, adv. A Middle English form of thrie^.
thribble (thrib'l), a. [A dial. var. of tri})le,

treble, simulating three, thrice.] Treble; triple;
threefold. [Prov. Eng.]

4t.

It is one degree of thrift
as few hands as we can.

/«si), thrive: see thrive.] If. The condition
of one who thrives; luck; fortune; success;
prosperity.

"Goode thrift have ye," quod Eleyne the queene.
Chaucer, I'roilus, ii. 1687.

Ko, let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp.
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee
Where thrift may follow fawning.

Shak., Hamlet, ili. 2. 67.

2. Frugality; economical management; econo-
my; good husbandry.
The rest, . . . willing to fall to thrift, prove very good

husbands. Spetiser, State of Ireland.

to bring our debts into thrilTl
Donne, Sermons, ix.

3. [A particular use, with ref. to vigorous
growth.] A plant of the genus Jrmeria, of the
order Plumbagineee, a genus much resembling
Statice, the marsh-rosemary, except that the
flowers are gathered into globular heads. The
common thrift is A. vulgaris {A. maritiina), a plant
abounding on the shores, also in the mountains, of the
northern Old World, found also on the western coast of
North America, and appearing again in the southern hem-
isphere beyond the tropics. It grows in tufts of several
leafless stalks from a rosette of many narrow radical
leaves. The flowers are pink or sometimes white, dis-
posed in dense heads. The plant is often cultivated for
borders. Old or local names are lady's-cushion, sea-pink,
sea-thrift, and sea-giltyjiower. The plantain-leaved thrift
is A. playitaginea, like the former, but with much broader
leaves. The great thrift, A. latifolia (A. cephalotes), of
the Mediterranean region, is highly recommended for
gardens, but is somewhat tender.

thrift; frugal; sparing; careful; economical;
saving; using economy and good management.
Thou dost impudently to make a thrifty purchase of

boldnesse to thy selfe out of the painfull merits of other
men. Milton, Church Government, ii.. Int.

Thrifty housewives and industrious spinsters.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 173.

2. Thriving; flourishing; successful; prosper-
ous; fortunate.

He is as wys, discret, and as secree
As any man I woot of his degree.
And therto manly and eek servisable.
And for to been a thrifty man right able.

Chauctr, Merchant's TaJe, L 868.

The houses were large and comfortable, and the people
had a thrifty, prosperous, and satisfied air.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 44.

Well-husbanded.
I have five hundred crowns.

The thrifty hire I saved under your father.
Shak., As yon Like it, iL 3. 39.

Keep them from wronging others, or neglect
Of duty in themselves ; correct the bloc^
With thrifty bits and labour.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.

Showing marks of thrift ; expensive ; rich.

Why is ray neighebores wyf so gay?
She ia honour^ over al ther she gooth ;

I sitte at boom, I have no thrifty clooth.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 28&

5t. Useful; profitable.

Good men, herkeneth everich on.
This was a thrifty tale for the nones.

Chaucer, Prol. to Shipman's Tale, L 3.
= Syn. 1. See economy.

(thril), V. [< ME. thrillen, thryllen, a
transposed form of thirlen, thyrlen. E. thirl: see
thirll. Cf. triin, driin.] I. travs. If. To
bore; pierce; perforate; drill: thirl. Compare
thirll-, 1.

He cowde his comyng not forbere.
Though ye him thrilled with a spere.

Rom. qfthe Rose, 1. 7SS4.

2. To penetrate or permeate with a sudden
wave of feeling, as of pleasure, pity, remorse,
etc.; affect or fill with a tingling emotion or
sensation. Compare thirl^, 2.

A servant that he bred, thriU'd with remorse.
Opposed against the act. Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 7S.

How calm a moment may precede
One that shall thrill the world forever

!

A. Dommett. Christmas Hymn.
His deep voice thrilled the awe-struck, listening folk.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, L 41&,



ft

ttaiiU

3t. To hurl.

Our welltride Nymphs like wild Kids cllm'd those hils,

And thriid their arrowie lavelins alter him.
Ueywood, Pelopiea and Alopc (Works, ed. 1874, VI. 301).

n. iiitrans. 1. To penetrate or permeate;

pass, run, or stir with sudden permeating in-

flow ; move quiveringly or 80 as to cause a sort

of shivering sensation.

His mightle shUd
Upon his manly arme he soone addrest.

And at him flersly flew, with corage flld.

And eger greediuesse through every member thriid.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 6.

A faint cold fear thrilli through my veins.

That almost freezes up the heat of life.

Shak., E. and J., Iv. 3. 15.

2. To be agitated or moved by or as by the per-

meating inflow of some subtle feeling or influ-

ence; quiver; shiver.

To seek sweet safety out
In vaults and prisons, and to thrill and shake.

Sttak., K. John, v. 2. 143.

Everything that Mr. Carlyle wrote during this flrst pe-

riod thriiU with the purest appreciation of whatever is

brave and beautiful in human nature.
LomU, Study Windows, p. 12a

3. To quiver or move with a tremulous move-
ment ; vibrate ; throb, as a voice.

He hadna weel been out o' the stable,

And on his saddle set,

Till four-and-twenty broad arrows
Were thriUing in his heart.

rouiv JiOmtUme (CliUd'a Ballads, IL 297).

That last cypress tree,

Oreen at the gate, which thrilUd as we came oat
Mrt. Brmming.

All Nature with thy parting thrUU,
Like branches after birds new-flown.

LmceU, To the Muse.

thrilll (thril), n. [In def . 1, < ME. thriU a trans-

posed form of fAiWl, n. Cf. thrilP-, v., for thirl^,

r. In the later senses, directly < thrill^, r.] It.

A hole ; specifically, a breathing-hole ; a nostril.

Compare nostril (nose-thrill).

With (ArOlM nccht tbrat but thriftily made.
Nawther to wyde ne to wan, but as hom well aemyt.

Dettruetion qf Tron IE. lE.1.a.\l 9M6.

The bill of the dodo hooks and bends downwards ; the
tkriU or breathing-place Is In the midst.

Sir T. Beriierl, Travels, p. 383. (LoMam.)

2. A subtle permeating influx of emotion or
sensation ; a feeling that permeates the whole
system with subtle, irresistible force: as, a
tkrill of horror.

A thria of pity for the patient, and of gratitude for his

services, which exaggerated, in her eyes, his good mien
sad handsome features. Scott, Quentin Dnrwsrd, zv.

The least motion which they made,
It seemed a tkrSt of pleasure. IPordfawrfA.

And I wait, with a thrUt In every vein,

Kor the coming of the hurricane

!

Bryant, The Horrleant.

3. In med., a peculiar tremor felt,'in certain

conditions of the respiratory or cirttulatory or-

gans, ui)on applying the hand to the body;
fremitus.— 4. Athrob; a beat or pulsation.

Is it enougli? or must I, while a (Artff

Lives in your sapient bosoms, cheat you still T

Jfoor*, LiOU Bookb, Veiled Prophet.

The electric nerve, whose instantaneooa IhrHl
Makes next-door gossips of the antipodes.

LomO, Agsaslz, I. 1.

8. A tale or book the hearing or perusal of

which sends a thrill or sensation of pleasure,

pity, or excitement through one; a sensa-
tional story. [Slang, Eng.]

That It should have been called by a name which rather
reminds one of the sensational tiUe of a shilliog tAriU

seems to us a matter to be regretted.
Wtttmbuler Ate, CXXVI. 382.

Hydatid thrill, a vibration felt upou percoasion of a
hydatid tuniur.— Purring thrilL ?*eeimrrl.

thrill- (thril), V. I. [A var. of IrilP, simulating
thHin.'] To warble; trill. [Rare.]

The solemn harp's melodious warbllngs thrill.

MveUe, tr. of Camoens's Luslad, ix. 783.

thrill^ (thril), n. [See «in7/2, r.] A warbling;
a trill.

Deafening the swallow's twitter, came a tAriU
Of trumpets. Keatt, Lamia, U.

Carolling to her spinet with Its thin metallic thrilln.

0. W. Uoltna, Opening of the Piano.

The starto and UtrOU
Of birds that sang and mstled In the trees.

R. W. aUder, The Poet's Fame.

thrillantt (thril'ant), a. [Irreg. < thHin +
-<(7i(.] Piorcing;' thrilling.

The knight his thrillatU speare agalne assayd.
Spenier, F. g., 1. zL 20.

thrilling' (thril'ing), p. a. It. Piercing; pene-
trating.

6311

The pitteous raayden, carefull, comfortlesse.

Does throw out thrilling shriekes, and shrieking cryes.
Spenser, K. Q., I. vi. 6.

2. That thrills or stirs with subtle permeating
emotion or sensation, as of pleasure, pain, hor-

ror, wonder, or the like : as, a thrilling adven-
ture ; a thrilling experience.

Hard by is the place where the Italian lost his head ;

but the Italian was openly in the ranks of the insurgents

;

so, though the thought is a little thrilling, our present
travellers feel no real danger for their heads.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 263.

thrilling^ (thril'ing), ». [< three 'Jhri-) + -ling^,

after twilling. Cf. trilling.'] In crystal., a com-
pound or twin crystal consisting of three united
crystals. See <ifi«l.

thfillingly (thril'ing-li), adv. In a thrilling

manner; with thrilling sensations.

thrillingness (thril'ing-nes), n. Thrilling char-
acter or quality.

Thrinax (thri'naks), «. [NL. (LdnntBus Alius,

1788), from the leaves ; < Gr. Bpivai, a trident,

also rpivai, < rpi^, thrice, -t- aKij, point.] A ge-

nus of palms, of the tribe Corypheae. it is char-
acterized by flowers with a minute six-cleft cup-shaped
perianth, awl-shaped fllamenta, introrse anthers, and a
one-celled ovary. It includes 9 species, natives chiefly of

the West Indies. They are low or medium-sized palms,
with solitary or clustered thornless trunks, marked below
with annular scars, and above clad with a ver>' regular ne^
work of fibers remaining frx>m the sheathing' petioles.

They bear tomlnal roundish leaves with many two-cleft

[ndupllcate segments, an erect llgole, and smooth slender

Jetlole. The flowers are biseziul. and borne on long spa-

ices with numerous spathes, and slender panicled branch-
lets. The small thin shelled pea-shaped fruit coittaijifi a
single roundish seed furrowed with sinuate channels.
The species are known in general as thatch-palms in

Jamaica. Two species occur in Florids : T.parmfiora, the
taller, usoally a small and very slender tree, becomes stem-
less In the pine-barrens In the variety Garoert; the ether,

T. argenUa, the broom-palm of the Isthmus of Panama,
is sometimes known in conservatories as ehip-hat palm,
owing both names to the tuea of Its leaves. See slso tOt-
tttp and frUver-tt/p palmetto, under palmetto.

thxingt (thring), v. [< ME. thringen, thn/ngen
(pret. thrang, throng, pp. thrungen, throngen),

< AS. thringan (pret. thrang, pp. thrungen),

tbmst, press, = 08. thringan = D. dringen =
MLiG. dringen, press, = OHO. dringan, MHG.
dringen, press together, plait, weave, G. drin-

gen, drangen, press, etc., = Icel. throngva,
thryngva, thref/ngta = 8w. trdnga= Dan. trtenge

=r Goth, tkreihan (for *thrinhen), press, urge,

trouble. Hence ult. throng^. Prom the same
tilt, verb are also MHO. drihe, an embroidering-
needle, > drihen, embroider; and perhaps E.

thorough, through^, and hence (Air/l, thrill^.] I.

trans. To thrust ; push
;
press.

Whanne thou were in thraldom throng.
And tnrmentid with many a lewe.

ffymiu to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 13.

Who strengths the poor, and pridful men down tkringt.

And wracks st once the pow'rs of puissant kings.

T. Hvdmm, tr. of Da Bartas's Jadltb, iv.

n. intrans. To press; push; force one's way.

Thrucb the bodi ful neythe the hert
That gode swerd thmc him tAran^.

Gy of Warmkt, p. 51. (BaUimU.)

Man . . . ne rested never stille.

But throng now her, now ther, among hem bothe.
Chawier, Anelida and Arclte, 1. 55.

thrip (thrip), n. [An abbr. of thrippence, a
pronunciation of three-penee.'] A threepenny
piece. [Colloq.]

Be was not above any transaction, however small, that
promised to bring him a dime where he had invested a
thrip. J. C. Harris, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 70S.

Thripida (thrip'i-de). n.pl. [NL., < Tlirips +
-idee.] The sole family of the order Thysanop-
lera (which see for characters). It was for-

merly considered as belonging to the Hemip-
tera. Also called TkripgioK. See cut under
Thrips.

thripplet, V. i. [Origin obscure.] To labor

Manle spend more at one of these wakesses than in all

the whole veer besides. This makes many a one to thrip-

n(s ft pinch, to runne into debte and daanger,And flnallle

brings many a one to vtter mine and decay.
SMnes, Anatomy of Abases (ed. FnmlvallX 1. 163.

Thlips (thrips), n. [NL. (Linnsus, 1748), < L.
thrips, < Gr. ^pi^|!, a woodworm.] 1. The typi-

cal gentis of the family TlirijHdiB or Thripsidje.
The body Is smooth and glabrous; the female has a four-

valved decarved f>vipo8itor. The species are numerous
and wide-spread. T. striatus destroys onions in the I'nited

States.

2, [I. c] (o) Any member of this genus or fam-
ily, as Fhlaothrips phylloxerse, which is said to

feed on the leaf-gall form of the vine-pest. See
cut in next column. (6) Among grape-growers,
erroneously, any one of the leaf-hoppers of the

thriTiug

A Thrips i.Pkl<tothrips pkyttoxtrie'). (Line shows natural sire.)

More enlarged winf^s at side, showing fringes.

homopterous family Jassidx, which feed on the

grape. Erythromura mtis Is the common grape-vine
thrips. so-called, of the eastern United States. See cut
unik-r Kr;/throiieura.

Thripsidse (thrip'si-de), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Thrips + -idee.] Same as Thripidse.

thrisle, thrissel (thris'l), n. Dialectal forms
of thistle.

thristif, V. An obsolete form of thrust^.

thrist'"' (tlirist), "• and e. An obsolete or dia-

lectal form of thirst.

Who shall him rew that swimming in the maine
WUl die for thrist, and water doth refuse?

Spenser, F. Q., H. vi. 17.

thristy (thris'ti), a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of thirsty. Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 38.

thritteent, a. and n. A Middle English form of

thirteen.

thrive (thnv), i'. »'.
;
pret. throve (sometimes

thrived), pp. thriven (sometimes thrived), ppr.

thriving. [< ME. thriven, thryven, thrifen (pret.

throf, thraf, pp. thriven), < Icel. thrifa, clutch,

CTasp, grip, refl. thrifask, seize for oneself,

thrive, = Norw. triva, seize, refl. trivast, thrive,

= Sw. trifvas = Dan. trives, refl., thrive.] 1.

To prosper; flourish; be fortunate or success-
ful.

Thus he weike in the lande
With hys darte in his hande

;

Under the wilde wodde wande
He wexe and wele thra/e.

Perceval, I 212. (BaUiwell.)

If I thrite well. 111 visit thee again.
Shak., T. of A., iv. & 170.

For ought I see.

The lewdest persons thrive best, and are free
From punishment for sinne.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

2. To increase in goods and estate
;
grow rich

or richer; keep on increasing one's acquisi-

tions.
"Apparaile the propirli," (juod Pride; . . .

*• Late no poore nel3lx>re thryue thee biside

;

Alle other mennis councel loke thou displse."

Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.X p. 62.

. Could fools to keep their own contrive,

On what, on whom, could gamesters thrive?
Qay, Pan and Fortune.

And so she throve and prosper'd ; so three years
She prosper'd. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

8. To grow vigorously or luxuriantly; flourish.

Let sette hem feete a sonder thries V,'

Or twies .\, as best is hem to thrive.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

Love (ArisM not in the heart that shadows dreadeth.
Shak., Lucrece, L 270.

E'en the oak
Thrives by the rode concnssiun of the storm.

Cowper, Task, L 378.

thriveless (thnv'les), a. [< thrive + -less.]

Thriftless; unsuccessful; unprofitable. [Ob-
solete or archaic]

And thou, whose thriveless hands are ever straining
Earth's fluent breasts into an empty sieve.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 12.

The dull stagnation of a soul content.

Once foiled, to leave betimes a thriveless quest.
Brovming, Paracelsus.

thri'Ven (thriv'n), p. a. 1. Past participle of

thrire.— 2t. Grown.
Hym wat3 the nome Noe, as is in-noghe knawen.
He had thre thryven sunez & thay thre wyuez.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), U. 298.

thriver (thri'vfir), n. [< thrive + -erl.] One
who thrives or prospers ; one who makes profit;

one who is frugal and economical. [Rare.]

Pitiful thrivers, in their gazing spent
Shak., Sonnets, cxxv.

thriTlng (thri'ving), p. a. [< ME. "thrivinge,

thrivand, thrivond; ppr. of thrive, v.] 1. Pros-

perous or successful; advancing in well-being or

wealth; thrifty; flourishing; increasing; grow-
ing: as, a <Arif<n<; mechanic ; a f/infi/iff trader

;

a thriving town.



thriving

Seldom a Ihrinim man turns his land into money to

make the greater advantage. Locke,

2t. Successful; famous; worthy.

The thrid was a thro knight, thrimnd in armys,
DeSebus the doughty on a derfe stede.

Dearuetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1182.

thrivingly (thri'ving-li), adr. In a thriving or

prosperous way ;
prosperously.

tnrivtngness (thri'ving-nes), n. The state or

condition of one who thrives; prosperity.

throat, « [Early mod. E. also throe; < ME. thro,

throo, thra, thraa, < leel. ihrdr, stubborn, ob-

stinate, persevering, neut. thratt, as adv., fre-

quently.] 1. Eager; earnest; vehement.

There as the swilt hound may no further goe
Then the slowest of foot, be he never so throe.

Booke of Hunting (1686). (HaUiweU.)

2. Bold.

Thoghe the knygt were kene and thro,

The owtlawys wanne the chylde hym fro.

MS. CantaJ). Ff. ii. 38, f. 86. (Ualliwell.)

throat, ''. «. [ME. thron, < Icel. throa, refl. throasl;

(= MHG. druhen), grow. Cf. throdden.'] To
grow. Earl Robert (Child's Ballads, HI. 29).

ro', thro^ (thro). A shorter form of through.

throat (throt), n. [Early mod. E. also throte; <

ME. throte, < AS. throtu, also throta, throte (=
OHGr. drozza, MHG. drozze, throat) (hence dim.
throttle, 11.); perhaps < threotan (pp. throten),

in the orig. sense ' push,' ' thrust ' (either as be-

ing ' pushed out ' or ' prominent,' or with ref . to

the 'thrusting' of food down the throat): see

threat. A similar notion appears in the origin

of a diff. noun of the same sense, namely D. strot

= OFries. strot {-holla) = MLG. strote = MHG.
strozze (> It. strozza), the throat, gullet; from
the root of strut, 'swell,' be prominent.] 1.

The front of the neck below the chin and above
the collar-bone ; technically, the jugular region,

jngulum, or guttur.

1 prithee, take thy fingers from my throat.

SAat.,Hamlet,v. 1.283.

2. The passage from the mouth to the stomach
or to the lungs, (a) The swallow or gullet ; technical-

ly, the fauces, pharynx, and esophagus.

And thei duellen alle weye in Eoches or in Mountaynes

;

and thei han alle wey the Throte open, of whens thei drop-
pen Venym alle ways. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 290.

(fe) The air-passage in the throat ; the windpipe ; techni-

cally, the larynx and trachea: as, to form musical notes
in the throat.

I'll have you preferred to be a crier ; you have an excel-

lent throat for 't. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ill. 1.

The cock, that is the trumpet to the morn,
Doth with his lofty and shrill-sounding throat

Awake the god of day. Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 151.

3. Something resembling or analogous to the
human throat, (a) In enfom., the gula, or posterior pai-t

of the lower side of the head, behind the meutum. (b) In
bot. , the mouth or orifice of a gamopetalous corolla or calyx.

Throat of the Corolla of (i) Otrardia fia-va and (2) Acanthits fnollis.

being the circular line at which the tube and limb unite,
or sometimes a manifest transition between the two. (c) A
mouth or entrance of something ; a passageway into or
through.

Calm and intrepid in the very throat

Of sulphurous war. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 937.

(d) tfaut. : (1) The central part of the hollow of a breast-
hook or knee. (2) The inner end
of a gaif, where it widens and hol-
lows in to fit the mast. See cut un-
der gaff. (3) The inner part of the
arms of an anchor, where they join
the shank. (4) The upper front
comer of a four-sided fore-and-aft
sail, (e) In ship-building, the mid-
dle part of a floor-timber. (/) In
building, the part of a chimney,
usually contracted, between the fire-

place proper and the gathering, (g)
The narrowed entrance to the neck
of a puddling-furnace, where the
area of tlue-passage is regulated.
See cut under puddling-furnace.
(A) In plate-glass manvf., the front
doorof the annealing-arch, (i) The
entranceway in a threshing-ma-
chine, where the graiti in the straw
passes from the feed-board to the
cylinder, (i) The opening in a
plane-stock through which the shav- g^^^^ „, Fireplace,
ings pass upward (*) That part ^^^^, ^^^^
of the spoke of a wheel which lies jamb ; 4, fireplace ; 5.

just beyond the swell at the June- mantelpiece; 6, throat;

tion of the hub. E. H. Knight. (I) ?• gathering ; 8, funnel

;

m fort., H!,me as gorge: also, the g'/.f.'
;°'

"JJJ^Jl' V,]
smaller or iuside opening of an em- breast ; 14, damper.
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braaure (which see), (m) In angling, a straitened body of

water flowing with a smooth current through a narrow
place, as between rocks in a river.

Some men flsh a throat by the simple resource of keep-

ing the point of the rod steady at an angle above the cast,

and letting the current itself take the fly round.
Quarterly Uev., CXXVI. 348.

Almond of the throat. See oZmond.— Clergyman's
sore throat. See clergyman.— Sore throat, inH,ininia-

tion of the lining membrane of the gullet, pharynx, fauces,

or upper air-passages, attended by pain on swallowing.

—

To cut one another's throat, figuratively, to engage, as

two dealers, in a ruinous competition. [Colloq.]—TO cut
one's own throat, figuratively, to adopt a suicidal policy,

tcollotj.]—To give one the lie in his throatt. see

give.—To have a bone In one's throat. See bone^.—
To lie in one's throat. See lie^.

throat (throt) f. t. [< throat, m.] If. To utter

in a guttural tone ; mutter.

So Hector hereto throated threats to go to sea in blood.
Chapman, Iliad, xiii. 135.

2. To channel or groove.

Sills are weathered and throated like the parts of a string

course. Encye. Brit., IV. 472.

throatalti «• A corrupt spelling of throttle.

throat-band (throt'band), ». A band about
the throat ; specifically, the throat-latch of a
bridle. See cut under harness.

throat-boUt (throt'bol), «. [< ME. throtebolle,

< AS. throtbolla (cf. OFries. strotbolla), the

throat, < throtu, throat, + bolla, a round object

:

see bowl^. Cf . thropple.'] The protuberance in

the throat called Adam's apple ; hence, the

throat itself.

Uy the throte bolle he caughte Aleyn.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 363.

throat-bolt (throt'bolt), «. A'aMt., an eye-bolt

fixed in the lower part of tops and the jaw-end
of gaffs, for hooking the throat-halyards to.

throa't-brail (throt'bral), n. Naut. , a brail reev-

ing through a block at the jaws of a gaff for

tricing the body of a fore-and-aft sail close up
to the gaff as well as the mast. See cut under
brail.

throat-chain (throt'chan), n. A chain strap

formerly used by whalemen to hoist in the
throat of the bow-head whale. The chain was fas-

tened by a toggle to the throat of the whale, and the hoist-

ing-tackle was hooked into the strap.— ThTOat-Chaln
toggle, a stout rounded piece of wood used to pass
through the bight of the toggle-chain to hold it to the
throat of a bow-head whale.

throated (thro'ted), a. [(.throat + -cd'^.l Hav-
ing a throat (of this or that kind) : chiefly in

composition: as, the vihite-throated sparrow;
the yellow-Wiroated warbler; the black-t/iroaferf

bunting. Compare throaty, 2.

throater (thro'ter), n. A knife used to cut the
throats of flsh; also, one who uses the throater,

as one of a gang of men who perform different

parts of the process of dressing fish. Compare
header in like use. [New Brunswick.]
throat-halyard (throt 'hal''' yard), n. Naut.
See halyard.

throatiness (thro'ti-nes), n. 1. Protuberance
or unusual prominence of the throat.

The Paular bear much wool of a fine quality, but they
have a more evident enlargement behind the ears, and a
greater degree of throatiness.

New Amer. Farm Book, p. 409.

2. Throaty or guttural character or quality of

voice or utterance.

throating (thvo'ting). n. [< throat + -JHfirl.]

The undercutting of a projecting molding be-
neath, so as to prevent rain-water from trick-

ling down the surface of the wall.

throat-jaws (throt'jaz), n.pl. The jaws of the
throat : applied to the bony pharyngeal appa-
ratus of lower vertebrates.

These (esophageal] fibres may, however, form a well-

developed pharyngeal sphincter, as in fishes, and serve for
moving tliose throat-jaws, the pharyngeal bones, which
exist in so many of the lowest vertebrate class.

Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 318.

throat-latch (throt'Iach), n. In a harness, a
strap which passes under a horse's neck and
helps to hold the bridle in place; a throat-band.
See cut under harness. E. H. Knight.

throat-piece (throt'pes), n. In armor, in a
general sense, a defense for the throat, or the

front of tlie neck and breast.

throat-pipe (throt'pip), n. The -windpipe or
weasaud ; the trachea.

throa't-root (throt'rot), n. An American spe-

cies of avens, Genm Virginianum.

throat-seizing (throt'se''''zing), «. Naut, the
seizing by which the strap of a block or dead-
eye is made to flt securely in the score.

throa-fc-Strap (throt'strap), «. The upper strap

of a halter, which passes around the horse's

neck. Also called jaic-A'trop. E. H. Knight.

throe

throat-s'weetbread (throt'swet'bred), n. See
sweetbread, 1.

throat-wort (throt' wert), n. [From being for

merly used as remedies in relaxation of the

throat.] 1. A species of bellflower, C'«»/pfln«to

Trachelium, the great throatwort, sometimes
called haskwort, once an esteemed remedy for

throat-ailments; also, C. Cervicaria and other
campanulas.— 2. A plant of the genus Trache-

lium, allied to Campanula ; also, the foxglove.

Digitalispurpurea, andthe flgwort, Scro2>hularia

nodosa Blue throatwort, Trachelium ceerulettm.

throaty (thro'ti), a. [< throat + -y'^.'] 1. Gut-
tural; uttered back in the throat.

The Conclusion of this rambling Letter shall be a Bhyme
of certain hard throaty Words which I was taught lately,

and they are accounted the ditBcultest in all the whole
Castilian Language. Howell, Letters, ii. 71.

2. Having a prominent throat or capacious
swallow ; hence, voracious

;
gluttonous : as, a

throaty fish.

The beagle resembles the southern hound, but is much
more compact and elegant in shape, and far less throaty

in proportion to its size, though still possessing a consider-

able ruff. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 04.

throb (throb), V. i.; pret. and pp. throbbed, ppr.

throbbing. [< ME. throbben; origin unknown.
Cf . L. trepidus, trembling, agitated (see trepid)

;

Russ. trepati, knock gently; trepete, palpita-

tion, throbbing, trembling, fear; trep>etate,

throb, palpitate.] 1 . To beat or pulsate, as the

heart, but with increased or quickened force

or rapidity; palpitate.
Yet my heart

Throbs to know one thing.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 101.

Throbbing, as throbs the bosom, hot and fast.

Lowell, Ode to France, viii.

2. To quiver or vibrate.

Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags

were furl'd

In the Parliament of men, the Federation of the world.
Tennyson, Lockaley Hall.

throb (throb), n. [< throb, t'.] A beat or strong
pulsation; a violent beating, as of the heart

and arteries ; a palpitation : as, a throb of plea-

sure or of pain.

There an huge heap of slngults did oppresse
His strugling soule, and swelling throbs empeach
His foltring toung with pangs of drerinesse.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 11.

Endeavors for freedom are animating ; nor can any hon-
est nature hear of them without a throb of sympathy.

Sumner, Orations, I. 239

throbbantt, "• [ME.
,
ppr. of throb.'] Throbbing.

And thanne I kneled on my knes and kyste her wel sone.

And thanked hure a thousand sythes with tlirobbarU herte.

Piers Plowman (A), liL 48.

throbbingly (throb'ing-li), adv. In a throbbing
manner; with throbs or pulsations.

throbless (throb'les), a. [< throb + -less.] Not
beating or throbbing. [Rare.]

Every tongue silent, every eye awed, every heart quak-
ing ; mine, in a particular manner, sunk throbless.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VL 67. (Danes.)

throdden (throd'n), v. i. [Said to be ult. < leel.

throasl; thrive.] To thrive; increase; grow.
[Prov. Eng.]

throei (thro), n. [Formerly also and more prop.

, throw; Sc. thraw ; < ME. throvte, thraire, < AS.
throw (spelled thrduu in an early gloss), threa,

affliction, suffering (= OHG. d'rawa. drauica,

dromca, droa {draw-), MHG. drowe, drouwe. dro,

a threat, = leel. thrd. n., a hard struggle,

obstinacy, thrd, i., a throe, pang, longing), <

thredwan (pret. *thredw, pp. "throwen, in comp.
d-throwen), aflJict. Cf. throe^, r.] 1. A violent

pang; hence, pain; anguish; suffering; agony:
particularly applied to the anguish of travail

in childbirth or parturition.

So were his ihrowes sharpe and wonder stronge.
Chaucer, Troll us, v. 1201.

He hadde vs euere in mynde,
In al his harde throice.

And we ben so vnkynde.
We nelyn hym nat yknowe.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 110.

Such matchless Throws
And Pangs did sting her in her straitned heart

J. BeaumatU, Psyche, iii. £08.

Thus round her new-falln young the heifer moves,
Fruit of her throes, and first-bom of her loves.

Pope, Iliad, ivU. 6.

2t. Effort.
Your youth admires

The throws and swellings of a Roman soul.

Addison, Cata

throel (thro), r.; pret. and pp. throed, ppr. throe-

ing. [Forraerlv also and more prop, throw ; Sc.

throw; < ME. t'hrowen, < AS. throwian (=OHG.
druoeu, droen), suffer, endure, < thredwan (pp.
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throe

in eomp. ihrotcen), afflict : see throe^, n. These
forms and senses are more or less confused.]
I. iiitrans. To agonize; struggle in extreme
pain ; be in agony.

II. trans. To pain
; put in agony. [Rare.]

A birth indeed
Which throes thee much to yield.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 231.

throe-t, «. See throir^.

throlyt, <i(lf- [ME., also thraly, throliche; < thro^
+ -///'-.] Eagerly; earnestly; heartily; vehe-
mently ; impetuously ; boldly.

Uertily for that hap to-heuene-ward he loked,
& thriAiche thonlced pod mani thousand sithes.

WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X I. 103.

Thus Thoa3t and I also throly we eoden
Disputyng on Dowel day aftur other,
And er we weoren war with Wit conne we meeten.

Piera Plowman (AX Ix. 107.

thrombi, «. Plural of thrombus.

thrombo-art«ritis (throm-bo-ar-te-ri'tis), n.

[XL.. < 6r. tipofi.hi, a clot of blood,' + NL. ar-
teritis.'] Inflammation of an artery with throm-
bosis.

thrombolymphangiti«(throm-bo-lim-fan-ji'-
tis). «. [XL.. < Gr. 6p6fi,3oc, a clot of blood, -t-

NL. Ij/mphamjitis.} Inflammation of a lym-
£hatie vessel with obstruction.
rombophlebitis (throm'bo-fle-bi'tis), n.

[XL.. < Gr. Hp6u,3oc, a clot of blood, -f- NL.
phlebitis.] Inflammation of a vein with throm-
Dosi.s.

thrombosed (throm'bost), a. [< thrombosis +
-til-.] Affected with thrombosis.
thrombosis (throm-bo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d/io/i-

/l<j<T(f, a becoming curdled, < ep6ft3o(, a lump, 4.. , ,., . „ ,

clot, curd: see thromhus.] The coagulation of *{\T?°ele8S (thron les), a

the blood in a blood-vessel or in the heart dur-
ing life : the formation or existence of a throm-
bus. See thrombus (b).

thrombotic (throm-bot'ik), a. [< thrombosis
l-iit-) + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of
thrombosis.
thrombus (throm'bus), n.; pi. tkromhi (-hi).
[NL., < L. thrombus, < Gr. 6p6/j)3of, a lamp, clot,
curd.] In pathol.: (at) A small tumor which
sometimes arises after bleeding, owing to es-
cape of the blood from the vein into the cellu-
lar structure surrounding it, and its coagula-
tion there. (6) A fibrinous coagnlum or clot
which forms in and obstructs a blood-vessel.
Ulronal (thro'nal), a. [< throne + -al.] Of or
pertaining to a throne; befitting a throne; of ^u't^T'^t^f- ^- ^ A ' ' -r
the nature of a throne: as, a bishop's thronal "

•
®' ^™** '" Proportion to the space it oc

• •
' '^ cupies or can occupy.

A thnl tht73t In the throng anthryuandely clothed,
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ITiy throne, O God, Is tor ever and ever. Ps. xlv. 6.

Fond Tyrant, I'll depose thee from thy Throne.
Cowley, The Mistress, Usurpation.

Hugh III., the new king, had the advantage of acquiring
the throne when he had age and experience to fill it : and
he reigned fourteen years.

Stubt»<, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 178.

3. pi. The third order of angels in the first

triad of the celestial hierarchy. See celestial
hierarchy, under hierarchy.

The mighty regencies
Of seraphim, and potentates, and thrones.
In their triple degrees. Milton, P. L., v. 749.

Bishop's throne. See bishop and ca<A«<2ra.—Speech
tcora the throne. See speecK

throne (thron), r. ; pret. and pp. throned, ppr.
throning. [< ME. thronen, troner; < throne, n.
Cf. enthrone, thronize.] I. trans. 1. To set on
a throne ; enthrone.
The flrste Feste of the Ydole is whan he is first put in to

hire Temple and throned. MandevUU, Travels, p. -IZi.

As on the finger of a throned queen
The basest Jewel will be well esteem'd.

Shak., Sonnets, xcvL

2. To set as on a throne ; set in an exalted
position; exalt.

Throned
In the bosom of bliss.

MiUon, P. E., It. 598.

H. intrans. To sit on a throne ; sit in state
as a sovereign. [Rare.]
He want* nothing of a god bat eternity and a heaven

to throne In. Shak., Cor., v. 4. 26.

Every one here is magnificent, bat the great Vei-onese
is the most magnificent of all. He swin]s before you in a
silver cloud ; he thrones in an eternal morning.

U. James, Jr. Portraits of Places, p. 2a

throstle

When more and more the people throng
The chairs and thrones of civil power.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxi.

On the thronged quays she watched the ships come In.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 254.

St. To fill or stuff.

A man throng'd up with cold ; my veins are chill.
And have no more of life than may sulfice
To give my tongue that heat to ask your help.

Shak., Pericles, 11. 1. 77.

throng2 (thr6ng), a. [Sc. also thramj ; < ME.
'thrang, 'throng, < loel. throngr, thraungr,
thrsengr = Dan. trang, narrow, close, tight,
crowded, thronged ; from the root of throng^,
thring.] 1. Thickly crowded or set close toge-
ther; thronged; crowded.
They have four hospitals, so big, so wide, so ample,

and so large that they may seem four little towns, which
were devised of that bigness, partly to the intent the sick,
be they never so many in number, should not lie too throng
or strait, and therefore uneasily and incommociiously.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), 11. 5.

Lancers are riding as throng ... as leaves. Scott.

Ay, I'm told 'Tis a throng place now.
J. W. PaZmer, After his Kind, p. 52.

2. Much occupied or engaged; busy.
In these times great men, yea and men of justice, are

as throng as ever In pulling down houses, and setting up
hedges. Sanderson'* Sermon* (1689), p. 113. (HaUivxll.)

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. and Scotch in both
uses.]

throngSf. Preterit of thring.

throngful (thrdng'ful), a. [< throng^ + -ful.]
Fil led by a throng ; crowded ; thronged. [Rare.]

The throngful street grew foul with death.
Whittier, The Female Martyr.

Without a throne, especially in the sense of
having been deprived of a throne ; deposed.

Must she too bend, must she too share
Thy late repentance, long deapalr,

Tfaoa throneless Homicide?
Byron, Ode to Napoleon.

throng' (throng), n. [< ME. throng, thrang, <
AS. yethrang = D. cirang = MHG. dranc, G.

[< throne + -less.] throngly (thrdng^i), adv. [< throng'^ + -ly^.]

drang. throiig, crowd, pressure (cf. OHG. gi- thropet, "• [ME

In crowds, multitudes, or great quantities.
Dr. H. More, Philosophic Cabbala, ii. $ 7. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

thronizet (thro'niz), v. t. [< ME. tronysen; by
apheresis from enthronize.] To enthrone.
By meane whereof he was there chosen pope about the

Til. day of May, and tronysed In the sayd moneth of May.
Fabyan, Chron., an. 1343.

drengi, MllGt. gedrenge.ii.gedrange. thronging,
pressure, throng, crowd, tumult), = Icel. throng,
throng, crowd; cf. 8w. trdng = Dan. trang

thorji.]' A thorp
(A), ii. 47.

thropple (throp'l), n

< AS. throp, a village : seo
a village. Pier* rioivmon

[Also thrapple; prob.
throng, = Goth. *Mrai*>t«, crowd, quantity (in a redtiction of throat-boll, < ME. throtebole, <
faihuthraihns, riches); < AS. thringan (pret *" '

" " ^

thrang), press: see Ihring. Cf. throng^.] 1
A crowd or great concourse of people ; a mul

chair.

throne (thron), »«. [Altered to suit the L. form

;

< ME. trone = I), troon = G. thron = Sw. tron =
Dan. trone, < OF. trone, throne, trosne, throsne,
P. tr6ne = Pr. tron, iro = 8p. irono= Pg. throno
= It. frono, < L. thronus, < Gr. OpAvof, a seat,
ohair, throne, < dfxifiv, set, aor. mid. OpijoaaSai,

Bit.] 1. A chair of state; a seat occupied
by a sovereign, bishop, or other exalted per-
sonage on occasions of state. The throne is now
OioaUy a decorated arm-chair, not neceasarlly of remark-

Ne no feetiual trolt. bat tyled with werkkei.
Allilerative Poems (ed. Morris), IL 133.

The tknmg that follows Caesar at the heels . . .

Will crowd a feeble man almost to death.
Shak., J. C, IL 4. 84.

Now had the Throng of People stopt the Way.
Congrtve, Iliad.

2. A great number: as, the heavenly throng.

Not to know me argnes younelves unknown.
The lowest of year throng. MOton, P. L., Iv. 831.

O'er the green a festal throng
aambols In fantastic trim

!

Cunningham, A Landscape, II. 5.

3. A busy period, great press of business,

AS. throtbolla, windpipe: see throat-boll.] Tho
throttle or windpipe.
thropple (throp'l), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. thropplcd,

ppr. throjjpling. [< thropple, n.] To throttle;
strangle. [Prov. Eng.]
Throscids (thros'i-dl), B. pi. [NL., < Throscus
+ -irf«.] A family of serricom beetles, allied
to the Bupreslidap, Elateridm. and Xucnemidse.
It differs from the first In having the ventral segments
free, from the second in having the pruthornx firnily ar-
ticulated, and from the third by a different construction of
the anterior coxal cavities. The family comprises « genera
and rather more than 100 species, of which 3 genera and
17 species are found In the United States.

Throscus (tbros'kus), n. [NL. (Latreille. 1796),
< Gr. Op^Keiv, leap upon.] A genus of small
serricom beetles, typical of the family Thros-
cidte. They have a three-Jointed antennal club and tar-
sal grooves In the metasternum, and resemble click bee-
tles. Twelve species are known to Inhabit North America.

throshel (throsh'el), Ji. A dialectal form of
threshold.the time when business is most active : as, tho

throng of the harvest; he called just in tlio throstle (thros'l),n. [The word and its cognates

Oriental Tliroiie c# mmAAe. with elided canimi, fat tbe palace at
Teherftn, Penia.

able richness, and seldom of great aixe, bat usually raised
on a dais of one or two step*, and covered with an orna-
mental canopy. Ancient and Oriental thrones are de-
scribed and represented as very eUborale, made In part of
precious materials, or raised very high with dilTerent sul>-
structures, and supported on figures of beasts or men.

"O, myghty God," quod Pandarus. "in trone."
Chauerr, Trollus, Iv. 1086.

Twelve (Aron« were designed for them, and a promise
made of their eiithronlzation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 802.

After considerable delay, the King received the Oxford
and Csiiibridge addresses on the tjirnne, which (having
only "lie llirnne between them) he then abdicated for the
Queen to scat herself on and receive them too.

Orerille, Memoirs, July 20, 1830.

2. Sovereign power and dii^iity; also, the
wielderof that power: also, episcopal authority
or rank: often with the definite article.

throng. [Scotch.] =8ya L Ownf, etc. See nitj/(i(i«fe.

throngl (flirong), r. [< throng'^, n.] 1, intrans.
To come (or go) iu multitudes; press eagerly
in crowds ; crowd.

Menelay with his men nieuyt in swithe,
Thre thoosaund full thro thrang Into batell.

DeHruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X L 8283.

I hare seen the dumb men throng to see him.
Shak., Cor., 11. 1. 278.

The peasantry . . . (Ar<m<7tnj7tranquilly alone the green
lanes to church. Ining, .sketch-Book, p. 88.

H. trans. 1. To crowd or press; press un-
duly upon, as a crowd or multitude of people
anxious to view something.
Much people followed him, and thronged him.

Mark r. 24.

This foolish prophesie,
That, vnleaae Ommgd to death, thou ue're shaltdle;
And therfore neither vnto church norfaire
Nor any publlcke meeting darst repalre.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 09.

Yet U, said he,
I throng my Darling with this massy store.
Twill to a Burden swell my Courtesy.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, liL 26.

2. To crowd into ; fill as or as with a crowd.
Throng our large temples with the shows of peace.
And not our streets with war ! Shak., Cor., lil. 3. 86.

appear in diverse forms: (n) throstle, dial, also
tfiriislle, thirstle, early mod. E. thrtistel, thrus-
tell, < ME. throstle, throstel, tkrostclle, throstil,
thrustle, thrtistele, in eomp. also threstel, thyrs-
tylle, < AS. throstle = MD. drostel, droestel =
MHG. trostel, perhaps = ML. tiirdela, turdel-
la, tordela, tordella (for *tr:dela f) ; cf. (6) E.
throssel, throssil (in E. merely another spelling
of throstle as now pronounced) ; AS. thro.ile =
OS. throssela, throsla = MD. drossel, droessel,
D. drossel = MLG. drosle, LG. "drossel, > G.
drossel = Sw. Dan. drossel, prob. assimilated
(st > ss) from the forms of the preceding group,
which are prob. dim. of (c) Icel. throstr{thrast-)
= Sw. trast = Norw. trast, trost = Dan. trost, a
thrush, prob. = L. turdiis, turda (for 'trzdus,
'tr:(la t), a thrush; these having prob. orig.
initial s, (d) = Lith. strazdas, strazda, a thrush.
Forms with a diff. terminal letter (perhaps
altered from that of the preceding) appear in
(e) E. thrush, < ME. thrushe, thrusche, thryshe,
< AS. thrysce, thryssce, thrisce = OHG. drosca,
a thrush (cf. Gr. Tpvyijv ('rpvayuv f). a dove);
whence the dim. (/) E. dial. Ihrushel (cf. also
thrusher and thrasher^), ME. "throshel, thrushil,
thrusshil = OHG. droscela, MHG. drosehel, G.
dial, drosehel, a thrush. If the forms in (e)



throstle

were orig. identical with those in (c), then the

forms in (/) were orig. identical with those in

(a) and (6), and the whole set are reduced to

one primitive form, represented by (c) or, with
initial s, (rf), and a dim. of the same. This is

one of few bird-names of wide native range in

the Indo-Eur. languages. (,g) Cf. OBulg. droz-

gu, Kuss. drozdu, a thrush. (A) Cf. F. trdle, a
throstle; from Teut.] 1. A thrush; especially,

the song-thrush or mavis, Tardus 7iiusicus. See
thrasher^, and cut under thrush^. [British.]

The throstel old, the frosty teldefare.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 364.

I herde the jaye, and the throstelle,

The mawys menyde of hu" songe.
Thomas o/JJrsseidouHe (Child's Ballads, I. 98).

The throstle with his note so true,

The wren with little quill.

Shak., M. N. D., Ui. 1. 130.

In the gloamin o' the wood
The throssil whusslit sweet.

Motherwell, Jeanie Morrison.

2. A machine for spinning wool, cotton, etc.,

from the rove, consisting of a set of drawing-
rollers with bobbins and fliers, and differing

from the mule in having the twisting-apparatus
stationary, and also in that it twists and winds
simultaneously and continuously. Yarn from the
throstle is smooth, and is used for sewmg-thread and the
warp of heavy goods, while yarn from the mule is soft and
downy, and is used for the weft of heavy goods, and both
warp and weft of light goods. Also called water-frame,
because at first driven by water, and originating in the
water-frame of Arkwright. See cut under water-frame.
Also throstle-fraine.

Yam, as delivered from the mule in woollen-spinning,
or from the throstle in the case of worsteds, is in the con-
dition known as singles. Eiicyc. Brit., XXIV. t}59.

throstle-cock (thros'l-kok), «. [Early mod. E.

also thrustle-coek, thresel-cock ; < ME. throstel-

cok, throstelkok, ihrostylkock, thrtistelcok, thres-

telcok, thyrstyllecok; < throstle + cock^. Cf . tlirice-

cock.~\ The male mistlethrush. [Prov. Eng.]
The ousel and the throstle-cocke.

Chief musick of our Maye.
Drayton, Shepherd's Garland. (Nares.)

Methinks I hear the thresel-cocic,

Methinks I hear the jaye.
Little Muagrave and Lady Barnard (Child's Ballads, II. 18).

throstle-frame (thros'l-fram), «. Same as
throstle, 2.

throstling (thros'ling), n. [Appar. < throstle +
-iiig^, after thrush"^ confused with thrush'^ (f).]

A disease of cattle occasioned by a swelling un-
der the throat.

throttle (throt'l), n. [< ME. *throtel = G. dros-

»e/, the throat ; Aivn, oi throat.'] 1. The throat,
(a) The gullet or swallow : same as throat, 2 (a).

Leaving all claretless the unmoistened throttle.

Byron, Don Juan, xiv. 58.

(6) The windpipe or thropple : same as throat, 2 (&).

j^neas with that vision stricken down.
Well nere bestraught, vpstait his heare for dread,
Amid his throatel his voice likewise 'gan stick.

Surrey, ^neid, iv. 361.

At the upper extreara it [the bittern] hath no fit larinx
or throttle to quallifle the sound, and at the other end by
two branches deriveth itself into the lungs.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ili. 27.

2. A throttle-valve.

If the engine is not fitted with drlTer-brakes, he must
reverse the engine and again open the throttle.

Smbner's Mag., VI. 332.

throttle (throt'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. throttled,

ppr. throttling. [< ME. throtlen (= G. er-dros-
seln); < throttle, n.'] I, intrans. 1. To choke;
suffocate ; have the throat obstructed so as to
be in danger of suffocation. Imp. Diet.— 2. To
breathe hard, as when nearly suffocated. Imp.
Diet.

H. tra7is. 1. To choke; suffocate; stop the
breath of by compressing the throat; strangle.

'Tis but to puli the pillow from his head.
And he is throttled. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 3.

They seized him, pulled him down, and would probably
soon have throttled him. Scott, Quentin Durward, xxxiii.

2t. To pronounce with a choking voice ; utter
with breaks and interruptions, like a person
half suffocated.

I have seen them shiver and look pale.
Make periods in the midst of sentences,
Throttle their practised accent in their fears.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 97.

3. To obstruct by a throttle-valve or other-
wise : said of steam, a steam-pipe, or a steam-
engine.

When the ports and passages offer much resistance, the
steam is expressively said to be throttled or wire-drawn.

Eticyc. Brit., XXII. 487.

The engine was running nearly at full power, very
slightly throttled. The Engineer, LXV. 430.

=Syn. 1. Strangle, etc. See mmther.
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throttle-damper (throt'l-dam^'pfer), n. An ad-

i'ustable damper.
irottle-lever (throt'l-lev'er), n. In steam-en-
gines, the hand-lever by which the throttle-

valve is worked: used chiefly in locomotive en-

fiues. See cut under passenger-etiqine.

rottler (throt'ler), «. [< throttle + -erl.]

One who or that which throttles or chokes.

throttle-valve (throt'1-valv), n. A valve in

the steam-pipe of a boiler for controlling the

flow of steam to any apparatus, more particu-
larly such a valve placea in the induction-pipe
of a steam-engine.

through^ (thro), prep, and adv. [Also some-
times thro, thro'; < ME. *thrugh, thruch, thruc,

thruh (= OFries. thruch), a transposed form of

thurgk, thurh, etc., < AS. thurh, through: see
thorough, which is the reg. mod. form of the
word, now partly differentiated, being used
chiefl!y as an adj., while through is used as the
prep, and (less exclusively) as the adv. Nearly
all the ME. instances belong to thorough. Cf.

thrill^ for thirl^, ult. from through, thorough.]

1. prep. 1. Prom one side or end to the other
side or end of; from the beginning to the end
of: expressing transition or motion from or as
from one point to another. Specifically— (a) De-
noting passage from one point to another, especially in

a direct line from one end or side to the other end or side

of something, either by penetration or by motion in and
along some passage, opening, or space already formed : as,

to bore a hole through a beam ; to pass throttgh a town

;

to creep through a hole ; to march through the streets ; to

see through a telescope; to cut through several thick-

nesses; to pass (ftroupA a doorway. Sometimes emphati-
cally reduplicated, as in the phrase through and through.

Thy slander hath gone through and through her heart.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 68.

I'd make this ten mile forty mile about,
Before I'd ride through any market-town.

Middleton (.and others), The Widow, iii. 3.

Oftentimes they vse for swords the home of a Deere
put through a peece of wood in forme of a I'ickaxe.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 132.

The Court could not see . . . that the nation had out-
grown its old institutions, . . . was pressing against them,
and would soon burst through them.

Maeaulay, Lord Bacon.

If we look through a pane of red glass, rays which come
through it to the eye from a white object will be red.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 638.

(6) From the beginning to the end of ; in or during the
course of ; coincident with : as, to enjoy good health all

through life.

They alledge the antiquity of Episcopacy through all

Ages. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

A shapeless mound, cumbrous with its very strength,
and overgrown, through long years of peace and neglect,
with grass and alien weeds.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 22.

(c) Throughout ; over the whole surface or extent of ; in

all directions in ; all over ; as, to travel through the coun-
try.

In the same Prouince of Tanguth is Succuir, whose
Mountaines are clothed with Rheubarbe, from whence it

is by Merchants conueyed through the World.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 427.

By us, your Fame shall thro' the World be blaz'd.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Mental emotions undoubtedly destroy life by the over-
whelming perturbation which they produce through the
whole nervous system.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 98.

(d) Expressing passage in and out of, among, along, or
within some yielding medium, or separable or penetrable
aggregate : as, to move through the water, as a fish or a
ship; to wander through the jungle; to run the fingers
through the hair.

Afore I will endure such another half day with him. 111
be drawn with a good gib-cat through the great pond at
home. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

We glide serenely enough through still deep reaches
where the current is insignificant.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 629.

(e) Expressing complete passage from one step to another
in any series or course of action or treatment : as, to go
through an operation ; to go through college (that is, a
course of instruction in college); to go through a course
of treatment or training.

2. Among: expressing a succession of experi-
ences in passing along any course to ultimate
exit or emergence: as, to pass through perils
or tribulations.

And I must blame all you that may advise him

;

That, having help'd him through all martial dangers.
You let him stick at the kind rites of peace.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, iv. 1.

3. By way of: expressing a preliminary or in-

termediate stage.

The brown plain far and wide
Changed year by year through green to hoary gold.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 201.

4. By means of: expressing instrumentality,
means, or agency.

It is through me they have got this comer of the Court
to cozen in. B, Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

through-ganging

All salvation is through Christ
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 54.

5. By reason of; on account of; in conse-
quence of; out of: expressing reason or actu-
ating principle or impulse: as, to run away
through fear.

He rested him on the floore, unfltte through his rusticity
for a better place. Spenser, To Sir Walter Kaleigh.

This proceedes (Arou^Athe barbarous ignoraunceof the
time, and pride of many Gentlemen.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng* Poesie, p. 14.

I feel my fault, which only was committed
Through my dear love to you.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, L L
Cannot you surmise the weakness which I hitherto,

through shame, have concealed even from you':*

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1,

Himself secure in the wise liberality of the successive
administrations through which he had held office, he had
been the safety of his subordinates in many an hour of
danger and heartquake.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 12.

To brea^ get, go, look, etc., tlirougli. See the verbs.

II, adv. 1. From one end or side to the
other: as, to pierce or bore a thing through.

See thorough, adv.
Truth has rough flavours if we bit« it through,

Oeorge Eliot, Armgart, IL

2. From beginning to end : as, to read a let-

ter through.— 3. To the endj to the ultimate
purpose: as, to carry a project through.— 4.
To the end or terminal point, as of a line of
travel: as, that ticket will take you through.—
5t. Thoroughly.

I protest
Myself through rarified, and turned all flame
In your affection. B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1,

Tbrough and tlirougli, thoroughly ; out and out : as,

a method through and through speculative.— To bear,
carry, fall, put, etc., through. See the verbs.—To
be through, to nave finished ; have done : as, are you
through ? [Colloq. )—TO drop through, to fall to pieces

;

cunie to naught ; fail or perish : same as to fail through

:

as, the scheme dropped through.

Through idleness the house droppeth througK
EccL X. 18.

through! (thro), a. [< through^, adv. Cf. thor-

ough, a.] 1. Clear; open; unobstructed.

Was there not a through way then made by the swoord
for the imposing of lawes upx>on them ?

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. That extends or goes with little or no inter-

ruption or without change from one important
or distant place to another: as, a through line

of railway ; a through train ; a through passen-
ger.—3. That entitles to transportation to the
end of the line or succession of lines by which
some distant point is reached: as, a through tick-

et ; a through bill of lading Through bolt, a bolt
which passes through from side to side of wnat it fastens.
— Through bridge. .See i>ridf;e.— Through coal, the
name given in the South Wales coal-field to a mixture of
large and small coal. Also called altoitether coal, and in
Somersetshire brush-coal. None of these terms are used in
the United States.—Through fang. Seefang.—TbTOIl&l
rate, a rate or price charged for carrying goods or passen-
gers to a distant destination, over the routes of various
carrying companies, as by rail, steamer, coach, etc., gener-
ally fixed at a lower figure than the consignor or passenger
could obtain by separate arrangement with each company.
—Through ticket, a railway- or steamboat-ticket good
for the whole of a journey, often entitling the holder to
travel on the lines or conveyances of more than one com-
pany.—Through traffic, the traffic from end to end of a
l-ailway system, or between two important centers at a
wide distance from each other : opposed to local trajffic.—
Through train a train which goes the whole length of a
long railway route ; a train running between two or more
important centers at long distances, especially when it

makes few or no stoppages by the way.

through'-^ (thro), n. [< ME. thrugh, throgh,

throu^, thruh, throh, throwe, thurgh, < AS. thruh

(= OHG. druha, truha, MHG. truhe = Icel.

thro), a coflin.] If. A stone coffin.

Ase me wolde him nymen up,
Ant leggen in a throh of stou.

CAron. <if England, 747. (BaUiweU.)

2. A through-stone ; a perpend.
Than passid the pepull to the pure thrugh

:

As kend hom Cassandra thai kyndlit a fire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 11820.

throughbredt (thro'bred), a. Thoroughbred.
through-coldt (thro'kold), «. A deep-seated
cold. Holland.
throughfaref (thro'fSr), n. [See thoroughfare.']

A thoroughfare ; an unobstructed passage.
The Hyrcanian deserts and the vasty wilds
Of wide Arabia are as throuohfares now.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 7. 42.

through-gang (tbro'gang), n. A thoroughfare.
[Scotch.]

through-ganging (thro'gang'ing), a. Same as
through-going. [Scotch.]

Ye're a gentleman, sir, and should ken a horse's points

;

ye see that through-ganging thing that Balmawhapple's
on ; I selled her till him. Scott, Waverley, xxxix.



through-going

through-going (thro'go'ing). «. [Cf. fhoroitgh-

;/./.] A seokling; a severe reprimand or re-

i>roof. Scott, Kob Roy, xiv. [Scoteb.]

through-going (thro'gd'ing), a. [Also through-
ijiiuh; ot. thiirough-goinfj.'] Thorough-going;
active; energetic; stirring; bustling. [Scotch.]

She seems to be a plump and jocose little woman ; gleg,

blythe, and through-gaun for her years.
Blackwood's Mag., Vin. 265.

through-handlingt, n. Active management.
The kinjj . . . (but skiming anything that came before

him) was disciplined to leave thelhroufAhyhandling of all

to his gentle wife. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 177. {Davies.)

through-lighted (thro'li'ted), a. Lighted by
windows or other openings placed on opposite
sides.

Not only rooms windowed on both ends, called tkrough-
lighUd, but with two or more windows on the same side,

are enemies to this art.

Sir H. Wotton, Elements of Architecture.

throughlyt (thro'li), adr. [ME. throiighely; <

through^ + -ly^. Ct. thoroughly. ~\ 1. Complete-
ly; wholly; thoroughly.

"Therfore." ouod she, ' I prae yow feithfully
That ye will do the pleasure that ye may
Onto my soue, and teche liym throughely
That att longith to hym to do or saye."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X L 848.

The night, throughly spent in these mixed matters, was
for that time banished the face of the earth.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

It hath deserved it

Throughly and throughly.
B. Jonson, V'olpone, i. 1.

2. Without reserve ; thoroughly ; carefully

;

earnestly.

1 cannot give yon over thus ; 1 mo«t earnestly implore
you that you would not deferre to consider yourselfe
throughly. A. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 6S.

Truly and throughly to livenp to the principles of their
religion. TiltoUon.

through-mortise (thrS'mdr'tis), n. A mortise
which passes entirely through the timb^ in
wliii'h it is made,
throughout (thr&-out'), adr. and prep. [<
through^ + out. Cf. thoroughout.'] I. oat'. Ev-
erywhere; in everj' part; m all respects.

Hla youth and age,
All of a piece throughout, and iJl divine. Dryden.

His conduct throufihout waa equally defective in prin-
ciple and in sound poUcjr. Pretadt, Ferd. and laa., 11. 1.

II. prep. Qtiite through; from one end or
side of to the other ; in every part of.

There is not that thing In the world of more grave and
urgent importance throughout the whole life of man. then

kia

discipline. MOton, Charch'Ooveniment, 1. 1.

Meer. The thing ia for recovery of drowned land. . . .

Bng. ThoroughmU England.
B. Jonton, Devil it an Ass, ii. 1.

The conflict lasted throughout the night, with carnage
on both sides. Irving, Oranada, p. 60.

Iironghoutlyf (thr5-out'li), adv. [< ME.
'throughoittly, tliroughtlu ; < throughout + -ly^.']

Throughout; completely.

And so huge a strolce genyng hym was tho.
That quite clene the arme share oil througkUy.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. &X 1. SW6.

If this first worke bee tliroughly and tItroughouUy dis-
patched, as I hope it is, the great Itemora is removed.

ti. Ward, Simple Cobier, p. .ia.

through-pacedt (thro'past), a. Thorough-
£iif('<T.

rough-stitcht (thrO'stich), adv. [Also thor-
ough-8titih.'\. To completion ; to the very end.
He that threads his needle with the sharp eyes of in-

dustry shall in time go through^tileh with the new suit of
preferment Ford, Perkln Warbeck, ii. 3.

The tsylera hell, who indeed are accounted the best
bread men in the ship, and such as goe through ttitth
with what they take in hand.

John Taylor, Works (leSOX (ffarei.)

through-stone (thrS'ston), «. [< thronght +
iitiinf\\ In arch., a bonder or bond-stone; a
stone placed across the breadth of a wall, so
that one end appears in each face of the wall,
as distinguisheii from a stone of which the
greatest length is placed in the direction of
the course of the wall ; a perpend. Also thor-
oiigh-Jitone.

Od. he ia not stirring yet. mair than he were a through-
laiif ' SeoU, Monaatery, Int. Ep.

throughtlyt, adv. Same as throughout.
throupet, «. Same as thrope.

throve (throv). Preterit of thrive.

throw! (thro), v.; pret. threic, pp. thrown, ppr.
thrmcing. [Sc. also thraw: < ME. throwen,
Ihrnicrn (pret. threw, pp. throwen, thrnwen). <
AS. thrdwan (pret. threoir. pp. thrawen), turn,
twist. = D. drnnijen = ML(i. dreien. dreigen,
LG. draien. dreien. turn (in a lathe), = OHG.
drdhan, drdjan, MHG. drayen, drten, 6. drehen

1

i
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= Sw. dreja = Dan. dreje = Goth. *thraian (not
recorded), turn. Hence ult. threarl.] I, trans.

1. To turn; twist; specifically, to form into
threads by twisting two or more filaments to-

gether, or by twisting two or more singles to-

gether in a direction contrary to the twist of

the singles themselves: aSj to throw silk.: some-
times applied in a wide sense to the whole se-

ries of operations by which silk is prepared for
the weaver.
The art of spinning and throwing silk had been intro-

duced [into England in 1455] by a company of silk women,
of what country is not known. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. la

2, To shape on a potters' wheel. The mass of
clay revolves under the hands of the potter, who gives it

the desired form. See thrown ware, under thrown.
'

3t. To fashion by turning ou a lathe; turn.

—

4. To east; heave; pitch ; toss; fling: literally

or figuratively: as, to throw a stone at a bird.

Sothely the boot in the mydil see was throwen with
waiwis, forsothe the wynd was contrarie.

Wydif, Mat. xiv. 24.

Throw physic to the Aofga ; 111 none of It.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 47.

This day was the sayd Anthonie Gelber sowed in a
Chauina &iled witli stones, and tkrmeen into the sea.

Hakluyt's Voyat/es, II. 110.

acurrility I That Is he that throweth scandals—
Soweth and throweth scandals, as 'twere dirt,

Even in the face of holiness and devotion.
Randolph, Muses' I..oolcing GUss, iv. 5.

The contempt he throws upon them in another passage
ia yet more remarkable. Steele, Tatler, Ko. 135.

5. To cast with sudden force or violence ; im-
pel violently ; hurl; dash: as, the shock threw
the wall down.
What tempest, I trow, threw this whale . . . ashore at

Windsor? Shak., M. W. of W., ii. l. 65.

Each sudden passion throwft me where it lists,

And overwhelms all that oppose my wilL
Beau, and FL, King and No King, iv. 4.

6. To fling; floor; give a fall to, as in wrest-
ling; unhorse, as in justing.

Charles In a moment threw him, and broke three of his
TiXm. Shak., As you Like it, i. 2. 135.

7. To unseat and bring to the ground.
If a nag Is to throw me, I say, let him have acme blood.

George Eliot, Felix Holt. xx.

8. To cast; shed.

There the make throwM her enamell'd skin.
Shak., H. N. D., M. 1. 256.

9. To spread or put on carelesslv or hurriedly:
as, to throw a shawl over one^s shoulders.

I have seen her . . . throw her nightgown upon her.
Skak., Macbeth, v. 1. 6.

10. To advance or place quickly, as by some
rapid movement.

It would not be possible for Pemberton to attack me
with all his troops at one place, and I determined to throw
my army between his and fight him in detail.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 406.

11. To bring forth ; produce, as young; bear;
cast : said especially of rabbits.

When a pure race of white or black pigeons throw* a
alaty-blae bird ... we are quite unable to assign any
proximate caase. Darwin.

Blares that have done much hard work are not the best
dams that can be selected, as they are apt to slip their
foals, or to CAroio undersized ones. Encyc. Brit., XII. 188.

12. To make a cast with, as dice; play with, as
dice; make (a cast of dice).

Set less than thou throwett. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 136.

That great day of expense. In which a man is to throw
his last cast for ao eternity of Joys or sorrows.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 533.

13. In card-playin(f J to lay upon the table;
play, as a card.— 14, To turn; direct; cast:
as, to throw one's eyes to the ground.

Lo, what befel ! he threw his eye aside.

Shak., As you like It, Iv. a 103.

15. To sell, as a race or game; allow another
to win unnecessarily or in accordance with
previous agreement,— TOtow up, in printing, a di-

rection to enlarge the sire of a line of displayed type.— To
throw across, to construct across : as, to throw a bridge
across a river.—To throw a levantt. See levant'-i.—To
throw a sop to Cerberus. See sop.—To throw away.
fa) To cast from one's hand ; put suddenly out of one's
hold or possession.

The Duke took out the Knife, and threw it away.
UoweU, Letters, I. v. 7.

(6) To part with without compensation
; give or spend

recklessly ; squander ; lose by negligence or folly ; waste.

Dilatory fortune plays the jilt

With the brave, noble, honest, gallant man,
To throw herself away on fools and knaves.

Otway, The Orphan, i. 1.

She threw away her money upon roaring bullies, that
went about Uie streets. Arbuthni)t, Hist. John Bull.

It Is bare Justice to Hive to say that, proud and over-
bearing as he was, kindness was never throum away upon
him. Maeaulay, Lord Clive.

throw
(c) To reject; refuse; lose by indifference or neglect: as,

to throw away a good offer.—To throw back, (a) To
reflect, as light, etc. (6) To reject; refuse, (c) To cast
back, as a slur or an insinuation,— To throw by, to cast
or lay aside as useless ; discard.

It can but shew
Like one of Juno's disguises ; and
When things succeed be thrown by, or let fall.

B. Jonmn. (Johnson.}

To throw coldwater on. See co^d.—To throw down.
(a) To cast to the ground or other lower position : as, the
men threw down their tools. See to throiv down the gaunt-
let, m\(\eT gauntlet^.

That with which K. Richard was charged, beside the
Wrong done to Leopold in throwing down his Colours at
Ptolemais, was the Death of Conrade Duke of Tyre.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 64.

(6) To bring from an erect or exalted to a prostrate posi-
tion or condition ; hence, to overturn ; subvert ; demolish

;

destroy.

Must one rash word, the inflmiity of age,
Throw doien the merit of my better years?

Addison, Cato, ii. 5.

In January 1740 they had three great shocks of an
earthquake immediately after one another, which threw
down some mosques and several houses.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 195.

To throw dust In one's ej;es. See dttst^.—To throw
in. (a) To cast or place within; insert; inject, as a fluid.

(b) To put in or deposit along with another or others : as,

be has throum in his fortune with yours.

We cannot throw in our lot with revolutionaries and
with those who are guilty of treason to the Constitution
and to the Empire. Ediiitmrgh Rev. , CLXV, 303.

(c) To interpolate : as, he threw in a word now and then.
(d) To add without reckoning, or as if to complete or etfect
a bargain or sale : as, I will throio in this book if you buy
the lot.—To throw into shape, to give form or arrange-
ment to.

It would be well to throw his notes and materials into
some shape. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.^ Int, p. xiL

To throw into the bargain. Same as to throw in (d).

—To throw light on, to make clear or intelligible.

Lady Sarah Cowper has left a memorandum respecting
her father, Lord Cowper, which throws light on this sub-
ject.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Ketgn of Queen Anne, n. 141.

To throw off. (a) To cast off, away, or aside ; divest one's
self of hurriedly or carelessly ; abandon the use of ; free
one's self of, as an impediment

; get rid of, as a disease:
as, to throw of one's clothes ; to throw off all disguise ; to
throw off a cold or a fever.

The free spirit of mankind at length
Throws its last fetters off. Bryant, The Ages.

An eschar was formed, which was soon thrown off, leav-
log a healthy granulating surface.

J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 40.

<6) To discard ; dismiss : as, to throic off an acquaintance
or a dependent, (c) To do or say In a rapid offhand man-
ner : as, to throw o/a poem. [Colloq.]

Often Addison's most brilliant efforts are built upon a
chance hint CArotrn off&t random by Steele's hurrying pen.

A. Dobeon, Int. to Steele, p. xxx.

To throw on, to put on or don hsistily or carelessly : as,

he threxe on his cloak.—To throw one's self down, to
lie down.—To throw one's self Into, to ennsipe htartily,
earnestly, or vigorously in : as, he threw hiim^elj' into the
contest, and did good service.—To throw one's self on
or npoil, to cast one's faith or confidence upon ; trust or
resign one's self to, as for favor or protection ; repose
upon : as, to throw one's se^f on the mercy of the court.

In time of temptation be not busy to dispute, but . . .

throw yourself upon God. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 1.

To throw open, (a) To open suddenly o^ widely.

** Who knocks? " cried Goodman Garvin.
The door was open thrown,

Whittier, Mary Garvin.

(b) To give free or unrestricted access to ; remove all

barriers, obstacles, or restrictions from : as, the appoint-
ment was throtm open to putdlc competition.—To throw
open the door to. See door.—To throw out. (a) To
cast out ; expel ; reject or discard.

Admit that Monarchy of Itself may be convenient to
som Nations ; yet to us who have thrown it out, recelv'd
back again, it cannot but prove pernicious.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

(6) To caase to project, or to become prominent; build
out : as, to throw out a pier or landing-stage, or a wing of
a building, (c) To emit : as, that lamp throws out a bright
light, (d) To give utterance to ; insinuate : as, to throw
out a hint.

I have throum mU words
That would have fetch'd warm blood upon the cheeks
Of guilty men, and he Is never mov'd.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, Iv. 2.

(«) To put off the right track ; confuse : embarrass : as,

interruption throws one out. if) To leave behind ; dis-

tance : as, a horse thrown completely out of the race, (g)

To reject ; exclude : as, the bill was thrown out on the
second reading. (A) In printing, to reject or throw aside,

as printed sheets ttiat are imperfect, (t) In base-ball, to

put out, as a base-runner, by a ball fielded to one of the
players on or near a base. 0') In cricket, to put out (a

batsman) when he is out of his ground by a fielder hitting
the wicket.—To throw over, to desert; abandon; neg-
lect. [Colloq.]

They say the Rads are going to throw us over.

Disraeli, Conlngsby,

Saddled with a vast number of engagements, any of
which (and this made him none the less popular) he was
ready to throw over at a moment's notice.

Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. xi



tiirow

To throw overboard. See overboard.—To throw the
helve after the hatchet, see helve.—To throw the
trawL See traiH.— To throw together, to combine;
put hastily Into shape.

I could not forbear thraicitig together such reflections as

occurred to me upon that subject.
Addigon, Spectator, No. 105.

To throw tongue, to give tongue, as dogs. See under
tonffue. rAcCfHfuri/, XXXVIII. 190.—Tothrowup. (a)

To raise or lift; toss up: as, to throw up a window.
(6) To erect or build rapidly ; construct : as, to throw up
a scaffolding, (c) To give up; resign; abandon: as, to

throw up an appointment.

I at once threw up my hopes of military distinction, and
retired into civil life.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confession.

(d) To eject or discharge from the stomach ; vomit.

Judge of the cause by the substances the patient throws

up. Arbuthnot.

To throw up the sponge. See sponge.

n. intraiis. 1. To cast or fling: 6,8,116 throws

well at base-ball, but catches badly.— 2. To
cast dice.

You might often see Men game in the Presence of Wo-
men, and throw at once for more than they were worth,
to recommend themselves m Men of Spirit.

Steele, Spectator, No. 154.

You throw for a large stake, but, losing, you could stake

aud throto again. Sheridan, The Eivals, li. 1.

In 1716, the barrow-women of London used generally to

carry dice with them, and children were induced to throw
for fruit and nuts, as Indeed was any person of a more ad-

vanced age. O. A. Sola, Make your Game, p. 205.

3t. To fall; be cast down.

He stumbled on the thresshewolde an threwe to the erthe.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 357.

Throwing at cocks. Same as cnck-throwing.~ To throw
about, to cast about ; try expedients. [Rare.]

Now unto despaire I 'gin to growe.
And meane for better wlnde about to throwe.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 80.

To throw back, to revert to some ancestral character;

exhibit atavism : a breeders' term : as, a tendency in some
animals to throio back for several generations. Darwin,
Var. of Animals and Plants, I. iill. [CoUoq.]—To throw
off, to start in a hunt or race. [Eng.]— To throw out,
to fail to register, or print pages or colors in exact posi-

tion ; said of a worn or shackly printing-machine.— To
Uirow up, to vomit
throwi (thro), n. [< throw'^, «.] 1. The act of

throwing, flinging, or hurling; a cast, either

from the hand or from an engine ; a fling.

The Old Bachelour haa a Threw at the Dissenting Min-
isters. J. Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 101.

Then heaved a atone, and, rising to the throw.

He sent it in a whirlwind at the foe.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ill.

2. A cast of dice ; the manner in which dice

fall when cast; hence, risk; venture.

They that enter Into the state of marriage cast a die of
the greatest contingency, and yet of the greatest interest

In the world, next to the last throw for eternity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 707.

Am I to set my life upon a throw
Because a bear is rude and surly?

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 191.

3. In angling, the cast of a line.

The " silver-gray," ... at the third throw, is taken the
instant it allg)its on the wat«r.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLIII. 630.

4t. A thrust; a stroke; a blow.

Ne plate, ne male, could ward so mighty throwes.
Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 9.

6. The distance which a missile maybe thrown
by the hand.

Oh, 'tis a nice place I a butcher hard by in the village,

and the parsonage-house within a stone's throw.
Jane Atisten, Sense and Sensibility, xxx.

Rebecca and her husband were but at a few stones' throw
of the lodgings which the Invalid Miss Crawley occupied.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

6. In steam-engines, the extreme movement of
a slide-valve, or of a crank or an eccentric, mea-
sured on a straight line passing through the
center of motion. Goodrich.— 7. In geol. and
mining, a fault or dislocation of the strata ; a
leap. Of late the term throw has been more generally
used to denote the amount of vertical displacement caused
by a leap or fault. See the quotations. [Cornwall, Eng.]

In the Saint Agnes district, however, these traversing
veins often contain earthy bro'-vn iron ore, and are called
"gossans"; and here the displacement is designated a
leap— a provincial term used by Mr. Pryce (.Mineral.

Corn., p. 106), which seems to express the effect as well as
any other I have seen. Mr. Came (Com. Geol. Trans., ii.

p. 119) has introduced the word thrmo as a synonym. The
expressions throw and leap are therefore equivalents, and
slide is often used by miners in the same sense.

Uenwood, Met. Deposits of Ck)rnwall and Devon (1843),

[p. 329.

In the case of an inclined fault, the level of the selected
stratum is protracted across the fissure until a vertical
from it will reach the level of the same bed. The length
of this vertical is the amount of vertical displacement, or
the throw of the fault.

Geikie, Text-Book of Geol. (1885), p. 513.

6316

8. An implement or a machine for giving to

anything a rapid rotary motion, especially in

the Industrial arts, as a potters' wheel, a turn-

ers' lathe.— 9. In math., a complexus of four

elements of the same elementary figure, regard

being had to their linear order, as four points

on a line, four lines of a plane pencil, and the

like. Two projective throws are said to be
equal Out of throw. Same as out of winding (which
see, under winding).

thiovr'^i, ». and v. An obsolete spelling of tliroe^.

throw^t (thro), )(. [Also throe; < ME. throwe,

throve, thrawe, ihraghe, thrage,< AS. thrdg,time,

season, course. Cf . thrall.'] A space of time

;

a moment ; a while.

I wol with Thomas speke a litel throwe.
Cfiaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 107.

A man shall stodye or musyn now a long throw
Which is which.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 106.

Downe himselfe he layd
Upon the grassy ground to eieepe a throw.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 53.

throw-back (thro'bak), n. Anything which
acts as a setback; specifically, a person who
or thing which causes another to seem inferior

by contrast. [Slang.]

She is personally a throwback to an angel.
Athenaum, No. 3229, p. 351.

throw-bait (thro'bat), n. Same as toll-halt.

throw-crank (thro'krangk), n. A crank which
converts rotary into reciprocating motion. Ure,

Diet., III. 25.

throw-crook (thro'kruk), n. [< throic'^, tvrist,

+ crook.'] 1 . A kind of hook used for twisting
straw ropes, etc. Also thraw-crook, thrau-cruk.
[Scotch.]— 2. A potters' wheel; a thrower or
throwing-table. E. II. Knight.

thrower (thro'er), ». [< throw^ + -er^.] One
who orthat which throws. Specifically— (a) A per-
son who twists or winds silk ; a throwster. (6) A potter
who fashions vessels on a throw or wheel.

The clay then passes to the throicer, who pursues his
work by the aid of a potter's wheel. Lancet (1889), I. 773.

(c) A turner. See throw^, n., 1.

throwing-balls (thro'ing-balz), n. pi. The
South American bolas.

throwing-clay (thro'ing-kla), n. Any clay
which is plastic enough to be thrown or worked
on the potters' wheel.

At the potteries in Staffordshire they call four different

sorts of clay throwing days, because they are of a closer

texture, and will work on the wheel.
Kenuett, MS. Lansd. 1033, f. 414. (Halliwell.)

throwing-engine (thro'ing-en'jin), n. A pot-
ters' wheel. Compare throw^, r. t., 2.

throwing-house (thro'ing-hous), «. In eeram.,

a house or shed where potters' wheels or throw-
ing-tables are set up for use. See potter^ and
throwing-tahle.

throwilig-mill (thro 'ing- mil), n. Same as
throwitiii-oiginc.

throwing-stick (thro'ing-stik), n. 1. A stick

by means of which, as with a thong, a javelin is

propelled. The chief instance of it is the Aus-
tralian wummerah.— 2. Same as throw-stick.

throwing-table (thr6'ing-ta"bl), n. A potters'

wheel (compare throwing-engine); also, a mod-
ern contrivance by which a form of the potters'

wheel is turned by machinery: said to expedite
greatly the work of shaping ordinary vessels.

throwing-wheel (thro'ing-hwel), «. A potters'

wheel.
throw-lathe (thro'laTH), «. A small lathe

which is driven by one hand, while a tool is

held or applied by the other.

thro'wn (thron), p. a. [Pp. of throw'^.] 1.

Twisted: as, thrown silk (which see, under Si7A).

Portugal had some strong and i-ather coarse tAroimsilk,
besides cocoons. Ure, Diet., IV. 892.

2. Disappointed. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—-3.
In geol. and mining, moved out of its origi-

nal position by a fault, or intersecting dike
or vein, or fissure of any kind, whether filled

with ore, gossan, flucan, or whether simply a
crack. The words thrown and heaved are frequently used
by miners as meaning the same thing, but properly the
former has reference to the amount of vertical, the latter

to the horizontal, displacement caused by a fault.

4. Turned. Compare throw'^, v. t.. 2—Thrown
singles. See single, 1 (a).— Thrown ware, pottery ves-

sels which have been shaped on the potters wheel, in-

cluding most vessels of rounded form, and of all epochs,

except the coarsest and most barbarous. The greatest

delicacy of form can be given to a piece in this way, as is

Instanced In the Greek vases of the best periods.

throw-off (thrd'6f), n. 1. A start in a hunt or

race.— 2. In printing, a mechanism which pre-

vents or throws off impressions while other

thrum

parts of the printing-machine continue at work
or i-evolving.— 3. An incidental product.

No micro-seismic shock can ever take place otherwise
than as a (Arowj-ojffrom some violent disturbance more or
less remotely located. Sature, XL. 393.

throwster (thro'stfer), n. [< ME. throwstar; <

throw^ + -ster.] 1 . A person occupied in throw-
ing raw silk, or in producing thrown silk.

There 's rabbi Job a venerable silk-weaver,
Jehu a throwster dwelling 1' the Hpital-fields,

Middleton and Howley, World Tost at Tennis.

Their engaging three hundred silk throwsters here in
one week for New York was treated as a falde, because,
forsooth, they have ** no silk there to throw.

'

Franklin, Autoblog., p. 352.

2. One who throws dice ; a gambler.

When Who 's to be in ? Who out ? was once more the
question on every lip, I fancied 1 could perceive ugly symp-
toms of the old sores being very likely to break out again,

in case a certain bold throwster has swept the jhxA.
Aoctes Ambrosianse, Sept., 1832.

throw-stick (thro'stik), n. A missile weapon,
consisting of a short club or cudgel, designed
to be thrown by being whirled from the hand
instead of directly in the line of its length, as
in the case of the javelin. The most common form
is that of a short club having a heavy ball at one end, usu-

ally made of a single piece of hard wood. The bwjuierang
in its different forms also belongs to this order of weapon.
.See cut under boomerang.

thraghlf, thmcht, thmht.i'rep. Middle English
forms of through'^.

thrugh^t, n. A Middle English form of through^.

thmml (thrum), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

thrumb, thrumme ; <ME. thrum, thrumm, a thrum
(not found in AS.), = D. drom = OHG. MH(J.
drum, G. trumm (in the pi. triimmer) = Icel.

thrcimr (thram-) = Norw. ironi, tram, trumm,
edge, brim, = Sw. dial, tromm, from, trumm,
stump, end of a log (see tram^); prob. con-
nected with L. terminus, Gr. Tcp/ia, term, end,
boundary: see tram^ and term.] I. n. 1. The
fringe of threads which remains attached to a
loom when the web has been cut oflf; also, one
of such threads.

If the colour holde In yame and thrumme, it will holde
much better in cloth. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 432.

You are not a man ; you are not the thrum of one.

Scrape you all up, and we shouldn't get lint enough to put
on ChlUon's foot. S. Judd, Margaret, L 17.

Hence— 2. Any loose thread, or a mass or tuft

of loose filamentous material.

All moss has here and there little stalks, besides the low
thrum. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 537.

A child and dead? alas! how could it come?
Surely thy thread of life was but a thrum.

Witts' Recreations, 1654. (Nare*.)

3. A tuft, or a collection of tufts; a fringe or
tassel.

And tapestries all gold'n-fring'd, and curl'd with thnimbt
behind. Otapman, Iliad, xvi. 22a

4. jil. Naut., short bits of rope-yarn used for

sewing on mats.— 5. pi. Coarse yam; waste
yam.— 0. A ragged rocky headland swept by
the sea. Also thrum-ca]>. [Nova Scotia.]—
Thread and thrunL See thread.

II. fl. Made of thrums, or waste yarn : as, a
thrum cap or hat.

A pudding-wife, or a witch with a thrum cap.
Massinger, Renegado, i. 3.

thnun^ (thrum), V. t.; pret. and pp. thrummed,
ppr. thrumming. [Early mod. E. also thrumb,
thrumme; < thrum^, n.] 1. To make of or
cover with thrums, or appendages resembling
thrums.
The flower [of Scabiosa] is like a Blewe or white thrum-

med hatte, the stalk rough, the vpper leaues ragged, and
the leaues next the grose rootes be plainer.

RaUes Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 225.

There 's her thrummed hat and her muffler too.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 80.

In Persia you shall flnde carpets of course thrummed
wooll. Uakluyt's Voyages, 1. 432.

Are we born to thrum caps or pick straws? Quariet.

Brave Thespian maidens, at whose charming layes

Each vaos&'thrunib'd mountain bends, each current playes.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, 11. 1.

2t. To thatch.

Would 'st thou, a pretty, beautiful, juicy squall, live In

a poor thrummed house i' th' country ?

Middleton, Michaelmas Term, 1. 2.

Thrummed mat (naui.), a mat or piece of canvas with
short strands of yarn stuck through it, in order to make a
ron^h surface. It is used m a vessel's rigging about any
£art, to prevent chafing,

riun'-^ (thnnn), r. ; pret. and pp. thrummed,
ppr. thrumming. [< Icel. thruma, rattle, thun-
der (cf. thruma, a clap of thunder; thri/nir,

alarm, noise), = Sw. trunimo = Dan. tromme,
beat.dnim: see drum and trunip^.] I. intrans.

1. To play with the fingers on a stringed instru-



thnun

ment in an UWe, listless, monotonous, or un-
skilful manner; stnim.

Sophy, love, take your guitar, and thrum In with the
boy a little. Gtildgmiih, \icai, x»iL

2. To drum or tap idly on something with the
fingers.

ni not stand all day thrummitig.
But quickly shoot my bolt.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 3.

I sit, my empty glass reversed.

And thrumming on the table.

Tennyton, Will Waterproot

n. trans. 1. To play idly or unskilfully on
(some stringed instrument) with the fingers;

sound by fingering in a listless or monotonous
manner.— 2. To drum or tap idly on.

For late, when I>ees to change their chimes began.
How dill I see them thrum the frying-pan I

Shenttone, Colemtra, St. 7.

To thrum over, to tell over in a monotonous manner,

thrum- (thrum), I). [< thrunfi, r.] A monot-
onou.s sound, as from tlie careless or unskilful

lingering of a guitar or harp.

As I drew near I heard the tinlde of a triangle and the
thrxtm of a harp accompanying a weird chant.

The Century, XXXVII. 253.

thnun^f, H. [ME., also throin, *thrym, < AS.
tlirijmiii, power, glory.] 1. A troop.— 2. A
heap.

thnunblet (thmm'bl), v. [< ME. tlimmblen,

ihroiiileii, tlirompelmi, atuToble.^ I. intrans. To
stumble.

Be thromlede [rar. ihrumbled] at the threshefold.
Piert Plowman (C), viL 408.

H. trans. To press close or violently; crowd.

Wicked and leud folke, who gather, thrumUe, and heape
up together all sorts of gaine.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 213.

thmm-cap (thrum'kap), n. Same as tlirum^, 6.

thnun-eyed (thmm'id), a. In liort., having an-
tliiTM e.Nserted from the throat like thrums, as
the flowers of some polyanthuses: contrasted
with jiin-ei/cd (which see).

thmmmy (thrum'i), a. [< f/inimi + -yi.]

(,'i>nsisting of, furnished with, or resembling
thrumj<; rough; shaggy: as, a tlirummy cap.

thnunwort (thrum'wert), n. [< tlirum^ +
uurli.] I. The plant love-lies-bleeding, J»m-
rdnlii.i caudatus, from its thrum-like flower-

siiikf. — 2. Same as star-fruit— Oreat thnun-
wort, the water-plantain, Aluma Plantago. [I'rov. Ci.g.

thninKt. Past participle of thrimj.

thruafii (thrush), n. [< ME. thrushe, thrusehe,
thri/slie, < AS. thrijsce. thrijssce, thrisce = OHG.
driisca, droscea, a thrusli: see further under
Mrovz/f.] 1. A bird of the family Turdidx, and

l»<'iallyof
"
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esp. ily of the genus Turdus in a broad sense

;

Sofig-thnMh ( Turdut muticMjn.

speeifically, the throstle, song-thmsh, or mavis
of Kuropp. Turdus muHeus. There are more than a
hundrtil !>p,cie». nearly all of which have book-names In
which thruMh enters ns a qualified tenn, and the common
ipi-cies ..f creiit Itrltalii and <if the Inltod States all have
vema'-nlitr flesiifnatiuiis, in which thrush does or does not
enter. No thnishes in any sense are common to the two
countries Mariiwl. I n the former the dark-colored tbrudiea
are called UaHfiintu and ouzeli. .Several true thrushes are
Bgnred under blarUrird, 1, fieUJare, hermit Ihruth, mittU-
thruth. ouzel, rntrinl, 2, veery, and uxodthruiih.

2. Some bird not of the thrush family, mistaken
for n tlirush or compared to a thrush: with a
qualifyingepithct. Some are shrikes ; others are star-
lings, warlilen. etc See the phrases fuIlowlTiii, among
whieh few of the names of other tlian true thrushes are in
other than historical use. -African thmsll, an African
starling, Aini/drnn (formerly Tuntwi or Sttimwi) morio,
mostly hlack and orange chestnut, from 10 U> 11 Inches
long. - Alice's thrusIl, t he gray-clieeked thrush ; named

Red-winded Thnj&h (T'wmAM itiaetu).

by Baird in 1858 after Miss .Alice Keniiicott of Illinois.—

Ajit thxttall. See ant-lhru^h. — Ash-rumped thrush,
Lalage terat, a canipophagine bird of the Maniy conntrie.',,

etc., a great stunibling-ldock of the early ornithologists.

—Audubon's thrush, a variety of tlle hermit-tlirush.

—

Bahbllng thrush, .'^ee babbler, -2, Timeliidie, Brachy-
podime. and LiotricAtruE.— Black-and-scarlet thrush,
Pericrocntux speciotxu, a camp*»phagine bird of glossy-
black and flaming-red colors, 8 inches long, inlialiiting In-
dia and China.— Black-Cheeked thrush, PhiU-intta jata,

of Madagascar.—Black-crowned thrush, an .Australian

thickhead, Paehi cephnta autturali,^. Laffimn.— BlSiCk-
facedthmsh, atimeliine'l)irdof China and liurina, Dryo-
nfiKieitrhineimg. Latham, I7s3.—Brown Indian thrush,
Crateropujt canoruJi. Edwards. — Brown thruah, the
thrasher. Ilnrji^rhiitifhuarufus. See cut under tAr(wA<r*.i.

— Chinese thrush, Trochalopterum eanortnn. Latham,
1783.— Dominican thrush, Sturnia liurmua, an Asiatic
starling of wide range. Latham, 1783. .See Sturnia. —
Doubtful thrush. See AVi^/rd.— Dwarf thrush. See
dwarf. ~ Fly-catchlng thrush, (a) Any member of the
genus Myiadfstcn; a solitaire. (6) See Sriiiwro.— FoX-COl-
ored thrush, the comiuon thrasher of the I'nited .States.

Catetby, 1731.—Frivolous thrush, probably Pomatcrhi-
nus temporalis, of Australia. Latham, 1801.— FTOlt-
thmall, a bulhul.— Gilded thruah, a West African glossy
starling, LamproeUius purvureus (or auratus\ Latham,
1763.— Oinxl thrusll, Acndotheres gingianus, a stivnoid
bird of nortnem and central India; a mina, very near A.
trislit. See AeridcUures. — Glossy thrnsh, one of the
glosqr starlings of Africa, Lamiirdluniiji {Urawjen) cauda-
tus. See cot under Urauges.— Oolden-crowned thrush.
Seeorro-Krd, l.— Onur-Cheeked thrush, rurdiuiiiicuF,
a common thrush of North America, very near the olive-
hack, but lacking the tawny sutfusion of the sides of the
head.—Gray thrush, Craleropus grisevs, of soutbcm In-
dia. ioMai/i— Ground thrusiL Bee gromtd-thrush.—
Outtoral thrush, Vachncephala mttumlis. Sec thun-
der-bird.— Harmonic thrush, CoUurieinda karmotaea,
of Australia. 9} inches long, of a gray, brown, and white
coloration, originally described as Turdus hamwnieus.
— Hermit thrush. See hrrmitlhruth.—'Long-HTlt^
thrush. See Talarr I with cut).— Long-leggedthrush.
See JOTi<77(yi/e</.—Madagascar thrush, a sTunioid bird,
Hartiaubius madagaseariensis, confined to Madagascar.
Latham, 178S.—Kajabar ttarnata, Polioptar(usuaUy Pas-
tor or Temenuehus) malabarieus, a starling of the Indian
peninsnla.— Migratory thrush, the American robin.
See roMni, 2 (with cnti— New York thrush. Seeirnffr-
lAniM, and cu t miller .Sri"r»^-—Norman thrush, the mis-
tlettmish (which see, with cut). -Olive-backed thrush.
Same as oh'MAadr.— Orange-bellied thrush, Spri<i pul-
cher, one of the glossy starlings, mar that one tlgured
in the seconil cut under starliwii (which see).— Orange-
breasted thrush, an Australian thickhead, Pachyeepha-
la Tvfiventris. Lemn.— Pacific thrush, Lalage pact/tea,
of the Friendly, Fiji, and Navigators Islands.— Flgeon-
thmsh. Same as songtter-thnuh-—Punctated tbrush,
Ci'nc<aiDma}wnc(<i<uni,o( Australia. Latham, 1801.— Red-
tailed ttirnsb, CoovpAa ea/ro, also ea Med Cn/ranan tnir-

tfcr, of southern iSrica.—Red-winged thrush. Sec
redwing. 1, and cat above.— Restless thrush. See Sei.
»iiro —Rock thrush. See rf<-*-(*ri«A.— Rose-colored
thrush. .Same as r"^:^tarUn'j (which see, niider ittar-

ling'}.—RttfOUS-Wlnged thnish, Ccrc"(ricA<M iiotliiW, of
Africa. Latham, 1783.— Russet-backed thrush. Tardus
tadtbrttuofNattall, a variety of the olive backed tlirusli,

or scarcely specifically <lilferent, of Oregon.— Shining
thmsh, Lamjirnci'dyg itj>leiididiat, a West African glossy
starling.— Short-Winged thrush, SpA<"nMmi>rncA.i/p<«'n,
of Australia. LoMam, l»ul. See cut under .V«A«iura.

—

Shrlke-thnish. See Mrihtz, 2.— Songster-thrush, Ca-
lomis panayensis. a stunioid bird of the i'hilippines.

—

Bong thrush, the throstle or mavis. See sumj-thrush,
and cut alHivc.— Sordid thrush, Artamya sordidus, a
swallow-shrike of Austnilhi. iMtham, 1801.—Spectacle-
t2iniS)l,(rarniiaxor Vryonastes persvicSlatus, of southern
China and Slam. Latham, 1783.— Swainson'S thrush,
the tdivebeck, usually called Turdusnminsont.- Tawny
thmab. See eaumj/.—Thick-billed thrush. See Tur-
na<;ra.—Varied thrush, tlie Oregon rvhin, HesperoeieUa
navia. This is of aixjut the same size and somewhat the
system of coloration of the common American robin, bat

thmst
the under parts are mostly orange-brown instead of chest*
nut, with a lieavy l>lack pectoral band ; there Is an orange-
brown postocular stripe, and the wings are much varie-

gated with this color. The bird is common along the
Pacific coast region from Alaska to ilexico, and stragglers
have been observed in other pai-ts of the United States,

even on the Atlantic coast. 'The nest is built in Ijushes,

of twigs, grasses, mosses, and lichens ; the eggs are pale
greenish-blue speckled witli dark-brown, and 1,10 x 0.80
inch in size.-Variegated thrush, a Brazilian cactus-
wren, Campitlorhynchm variegatus. Latham.— Volatile
thrush. See Sc^fiirn—Water thrush. See «oi(fr-(ArusA.

and cut under Seiurug.—Whldah thrush, Pholidauget.
leucogaster, a sturnoid l)ird of Africa.—White-eared
thrush, the white-eared honey-eater of Australia, Ptilo-

tis feucoft«.—White-rumped thrush, Spreo bicolor. See
second cut under «?(7r^'»;/i.—Wilson's thrush, the veery

i

which see, with cut),—Wood thrush. See wood-thrush
with cut).— Yellow-bellied tbrush, the regent-bird,
ormeriy Turdus mclijiu:!, also called golden-crotcned
honey-eater by Latham in 1822. See cut under regent-bird.

Latham, 1801.— Yellow-breasted thrush, an Austra-
lian thickhead, Eopsaltria australis. Lewin.— YellOW-
Crowned thrush. See Trachycomus.

thrush'- (thrush), n. [= Dan. troske = Sw. dial.

triisk, Sw. torsk, thrush on the tongue ; perhaps
connected with Dan. tor= Sw. torr= ice\. tliurr

= AS. thyrre = G. diirr, dry, and with Dan. torke

= Sw. torka = leel. thurka, drought, and so with
E. thirst: see thirst.'] 1. A diseased condition
of the frog of the horee's foot, cliai-acterized by
a fetid discharge : it is generally ascribed to tho
irritation of wet and filth.— 2. Parasitic stoma-
titis, caused by the thrush-fungus. Also called
aphthee, sprew, sprue.

At last, which at last came very speedilv, they had re-

duced him to a total dissolution, by a diabetes and a
thrush. Walpole, Letters, II. 20.

Black thrush, aphthous stomatitis with black sordes.

thrush'H (thrush), H. See thurse and hobthrush.

'thrush-babbler (thmsh'bab'l^r), «. Any bab-
bling thrush : same as babbler, 2.

The feeble-winged thrush-babblers were wrangling over
worms. P. Hobinson, Under the Sun, p. 70.

thrush-blackbird (thmsh'blak'berd), n. Tho
rusty graekle, Seoleeophagus ferrugineus. This
bird Is not obviously different from some tli rushes in form,
and in its varying plumages was repeatedly described as
different species of the genus Turdus. See cut under
rusty.

'thrushel (thmsh'l), n. [See throstle (/).] Same
as throstle. [Prov. Eng.]
thrusher (thrush '6r), n. [Appar. a var. of
thrushel, with accom. term. -er. Hence prob.,

as another var., thrasher^, q. v.] Same as
thrush^; specifically, the song-thrush, Turdus
viiisicus. See cut under thrush^.

thrush-fungus (thmsh'fung'gus), «. The fun-
gus tiaccharoniyre.s albicans, whieh produces the
disease in man known as thrush.

thrushilt, ». An obsolete form of thrushel.

thrush-lichen (thrusli'li''ken), n. A lichen, the
I'elti<jcr(i (iplithosa, which grows on moist alpine
rocks. The Swedes boil it in milk as a cure for
thrush (whence the name).
thrush-nightingale (thm8h'ni''tin-gal), n. See
ni<jliliniiiil' ', 1.

thrush-paste (thrush'past), n. An astringent
for curing thmsh in tlie feet of horses. It is

composed of calamin, verdigris, white vitriol,

alum, and tar.

thrush-tit (thrush' tit), n. Ahook-name of those
turdoid osciiie birds of the Himalayan region,

-p^

V.inci I nr!:sn ^Htlptroctchln necviaj.

Tlmisll-tit (Ccchati viridts).

China, and Java which belong to a genus named
Cochoa by Hodgson in 1836 (changed to Proso-

rinia by him in 1844, and renamed Xanthof/eni/s

byCabanisiii 1850). These birds are neither thrushes
nor tits, and are scattered widely through the ornitho-

logical system by various taxonomlsts. The 3 species

are very beautiful. C. viriilis and C. purpurea (each 11

inches long) inhabit parts of the Himalayas and China ; C
azurea (9 inches) inhabits Java. Their coloration is in-

dicated with some accuracy in their respective specific

names.

thrusti (thrust), 1'.; pret. and pp. thrust, ppr.

thrusting. [< ME. thrusten, but usually thrcsten,

thristen, < leol. thrysta, thrast, press, force, com-
pel ; ult. connected with threat, q. v.] I. trans



thrust

1. To push forcibly; shove; force: &s, to thrust

a hand into one's pocket, or one's feet into slip-

pers; to thrust a sticli into the sand: usually

followed by/rom, in, off, away, or other adverb
or preposition.

SotUly this lettre doun she threste

Under his pilwe.
CiMucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 769.

Oehazi came near to thrust her away. 2 Ki. iv. 27.

Neither shall one tAriM* another. Joel ii. 8.

He thrusts you from liis love, she pulls thee on.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, iii. 8.

At this some of them laughed at me, some called me
fool, and some began to thrust me about.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

Near the bed of the brook is a stone on which they
shew the print of his (Christ's) feet, supposed to be made
as they were thrusting him along.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 22.

2. Figuratively, to drive ; force ; compel.

And into the concession of this Bellamiine is thrust by
the force of our argument.

Jer. Taylor, Real Presence, iv. 8.

3f. To press
;
pack

;
jam.

Two & tliretty thried shippes thrast full of pepull.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4129.

A hall thrust full of bare heads, some bald, some bush'd,

Some bravely branch'd. TomJris (?), Albumazar, i. 3.

4. To stab
;
pierce.

A base Walloon, to win the Dauphin's grace.

Thrust Talbot with a spear into the back.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 138.

To thrust aside, to push or jostle out of the way ; dis-

place.

There are few Venetian memorials to be seen in these
towns : and if the winged lion ever appeared over their

gates he has been carefully thrust aside by kings and em-
perors. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 292.

To thrust forth, (o) To drive out ; expel : as, she was
thrust forth into the storm. (6) To protrude ; cause to pro-

ject.

From S. Michael's Mount Southward, immediately there
is thrvst/orth a biland or demiisle.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 189.

To thrust on. (a) To impel ; urge.

Did she not thrust me on.

And to my duty clapt the spur of honour?
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 3.

(6) To push forward ; advance, in space or time.

This [evidence] thrusts on the building of the upper and
greater church to a later time, surely not earlier than the
reign of Justinian. E. A. i^reeman, Venice, p. 169.

To thrust one's nose Into. See jiosci.—To thrust
one's self in or into, to obtrude ; intrude ; enter where
one is not welcome.

Who 's there, I say ? How dare you thrust yourselves
Into my private meditations?

SAoi., Hen. VIII., ii. 2.85.

To thrust out. (a) To drive out ; expel.

They were thrust out of Egypt. Ex. xii. 39.

(6) To stick out ;
protrude.

He spent some three minutes in thrustinff out his tongue
at me as far as he could without damaging the roots.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, i.

(c) To force out
The anguish of my soul thrusts out this truth.
You are a tyrant.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, iii. 1.

To thrust through, to pierce from side to side ; transfix.

Laeca Mariam, solicitous only for the king's safety,

charging furiously every one that approached, was thrust
through with a lance by a common soldier, who had ap-
proached him unobserved.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 260.

To thrust together, to compress.

He thrust the fleece together. Judges vi. 38.

To thrust upon, to force upon ; impose or inflict upon.

Some are bom great, some achieve greatness, and some
have greatness thrust upon 'em. Sfmk., T. N., ii. 6. 158.

= 8yn. 1. Thrust is stronger, more energetic, than push or
drive, and represents a more dignified act than shove. No
other distinction really exists among these words.

II. intrans. 1. To push or drive with or as
with a pointed weapon.

He next his falchion tried in closer fight

;

But the keen falchion had no power to bite
;

He thrust, the blunted point returned again.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 643.

They do not thrust with the skill of fencers, but cut up
with the barbarity of butchers. Steele, Spectator, No. 422.

2. To push one's self; force a way or passage.
Then he threste thourgh the presse to that Saisne, and

for to yeve hym a grete stroke he reysed his ax.
•

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 199.

My fair reputation,
If I thrust into crowds and seek occasions,
Suffers opinion.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 3.

Fish . . . thrust up little brooks to spawn.
W. Lausan (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 197).

3. To crowd, or assemble in crowds; press in

;

throng.
Young, old, thrust there

In mighty concourse.
Chapman, Odyssey. (Johnson.)
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4t. To rush; make a dash.

As doth an eager hound thrust to a hind. Spenser.

thrustl (thrust), n. [< thrusf^, v.'] 1. A vio-

lent push or drive, as with a pointed weapon
pushed in the direction of its length, or with
the hand or foot, or with an instrument ; a stab

;

as a term of fence, in general, any attack by a
fencer with a point. With reference to the saber,

broadsword, and other cut-and-thrust weapons, it distin-

guishes the use of the point from a blow or cut, and is less

important than in small-sword and foil work, where the

point alone is used. In fencing thrusts are always made
by extending the arm before moving the foot or body.

A thrust (quoth he) of a sword, which went in at his

side. HoUand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 71. (Encyc. Diet.)

Lieut. Felton, being behind, made a Thrust with a com-
nion Tenpenny Knife over Fryer's Arm at the Duke,
which lighted so fatally that he slit his Heart in two,
leaving the Knife sticking in the Body.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 7.

I have heard Gentlemen say. Sister, that one shou'd take
great Care, when one makes a Thrust in Fencing, not to

lye open ones self. Congreve, Love for Love, ii. 9.

2. Attack; assault.

There is one thrust at your pure, pretended mechanism.
Dr. H. More, Divine Dialogues.

3. In mech., the stress which acts between two
contiguous bodies, or parts of a body, when
each pushes the other from itself. A thrust tends

thug

handle, used for cutting up weeds, etc., in ag-
riculture like the common hoe, but with a thrust
instead of a pull. Also called Dutch hoe. See
cut under hoe^.

thrusting (thrus'ting), n. [Verbal n. of thrust^,

c] 1. The act of pushing with force.— 2. pi.

In eheese-making, the white whey, or that which
is last pressed out of the curd by the hand,
and of which butter is sometimes made. Also
thrutchings. [Prov. Eng.]

thrusting-SCre'W (thrus'ting-skro), n. The
screw of a screw-press, as of a cheese-press.

thrustle (thms'l), n. An obsolete or dialectal
variant of throstle,

thrust-plane (thmst'plan), n. In geol., a type
of reversed fault where, as the result of enor-
mous tangential pressure, the rocks on the
upper side of the fault have been pushed or
thrust for a greater or less distance, with an en-
tire severance of continuity, over the under-
lying masses. The line of junction of the dis-

severed parts in such cases is denominated a
thrust-plane.

thrusty, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of

thirsty.

thrutcher (thruch'er), n. [A dial. var. of thrust-

er.] A thruster or pusher. [Prov. Eng.]
Those who were the thrutchers (in mining] pushed the

truck along with their heads and hands.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 229.

thrutchings (thruch'ingz), n. pi. [A dial. var.

of thrustivgs.'] Same as thrusting, 2. [Prov.
Eng.]

thryet, adr. See thrie^.

thryest, mlv. An obsolete form of thrice.

thryfallowt, «'• '• See thrifallow.

Thryothorus (thri-oth'6-rus), n. [NL. (Vieil-

lot, 1819, and Thriothorus, 1816); also Thri-
othores (Lesson, 1840), < Gr. dpvov, a rush, -I-

L. torus, improp. thorus, a bed.] A leading
genus of American wrens or Troglodytidx. it

Thrust in Medieval Pointed Vaulting.

The section in plan is taken at the level of the head of the flying.
buttress. The arrows indicate the directions of the thrusts.

to compress or shorten each body on which it acts in the
direction of its action.

4. In coal-mining, a crushing of the pillars

caused by excess of weight of the superincum-
bent rocks, the floor being harder than the roof.
It is nearly the same as creep, except that in the latter the
workings are disorganized by the upheaval of the floor,

which, being softer than the roof, is first to yield to the
pressure.

5. The white whey which is the last to leave
the curd under pressure. E. H. Knight Line
of thrust. If a straight line be drawn through each bed.
joint in the ring of an arch so as to represent the position
and direction of the resultant pressure at that joint, a
curve drawn so as to touch each of these lines at ita inter-

section with the joint from which it is derived is the line

of thrust of the arch. If the arch is stable its line of

thrust must lie within the middle third of the depth of

the arch-ring.— Thrust of an arch, the force exerted in

an outward direction by an arch, and explained Ijy consid-
ering its separate stones or voussoirs as so many wedges.
Its tendency is to overturn the abutments or walls from
which the arch springs, and to deform and ultimately
destroy the arch by causing it to break and rise at its

haunches. Hence all arches require to be secured in some
way against this force, as by the mass of the abutments
(the Roman method), hy a system of buttresses (the me-
dieval method), or by ties (the Italian method). Also called
push of an arch.

thrust^, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

thirst.

thrust^ (thrust), n. See thurse and thru.<ih^.

thrust-bearing (thrust'bar''''ing), n. The bear-
ing that receives and transmits to the hull of

a ship the thrust of a screw propeller : usually
called thrust-block by marine engineers.

thrust-box (thrust 'boks), «. A box-bearing
which sustains the end-thrust of a shaft.

thrustet. A Middle English subjunctive form
of tharf^.

thruster (thrus'tfer), n. [< thrust^ + -erl.] One
who thrusts or stabs; hence, a swordsman.

I was sore thrust at, that I so might fall,

But Thou o'er-threw'st my thriLstern.

Davies, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 34. (Davies.)

thrust-hoe (thmst'ho), m. An implement like

a broad chisel or gouge ; a trowel with a long

Great Carolina Wi«n (TkfyciMvrus ludovicfanus).

contains several of the larger wrens, as T. ludovicinnus.
the great Carolina wren, abundant in many parts of the
United States ; Bewick's, T. beuricki, of similar range : and
other species of Mexico and Central and South America.

thryvet. An old past participle of thrire.

thud (thud), v.; pret. and pp. thudded, ppr. thud-
ding. [< ME. thiiden (pret. thudde, pp. ithud).

< AS. thydan, press, thrust, stab; cf. thoden. a

whirl, a whirlwind.] I. trans. If. To push:
press.— 2. To beat ; strike. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
— 3. To drive with impetuosity. Ramsay.
(Jamieson.) [Scotch.]

II. intrans. 1. To emit a low, dull sound such
as is produced by a blow upon a comparatively
soft substance.

He felt the hollow-beaten mosses thud
And tremble. Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

2. To rush with a hollow sound. Garin Doug-
ta«, tr. of Virgil, p. 422. (Jamieson.) [Scotch.]
— 3. To move with velocity : as, "he thudded
away," Jamieson. [Scotch.]

thud" (thud), n. l<. thud, r.] The sound pro-
duced by a blow upon a comparatively soft sub-
stance ; a noise like that of a heavy stone strik-

ing the ground ; hence, a stroke or blow causing
a dull, blunt, or hollow sound.

Lyk the blak thud of awful thnnderis blast.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil.

The shot went whistling through the air above our
heads, and plunged with a heavy thud into the ground . . .

behind us. W. U. Russell, Diary in India, II. 376-

=Syn. See thump.

thug (thug), n. [< Hind, thag, thug (with cerebral
ih) = llarathi thak, thag. a cheat, knave, im-
postor, a robber who strangled travelers, thug.
The proper designation of the thug as a stran-



ttang

gler is phdngigar. < j)7ia««i, a noose.] 1 . A mem-
ber of a confraternity of professional assassins

and robbers formerly infesting India, chiefly

in the central and northern provinces. The thugs
roamed about the country tn bands of from 10 to 10»), usu-

ally ill the disguise of peddlers or pilgrims, gaining the
confidence of other travelers, whom tliey strangled, when
a favoraljle opportunity presented itself, with a handker-
chief, an unwound turban, or a noosed cord. The shed-

ding of blood was seldom resorted to. The motive of the
thugs was not so much lust of plunder as a certain reli-

gious fanaticism. The Ijodies of their victims were hid-

den in graves dug with a consecrated pickax, and of their

spoil one third was devwted to the goddess Kali, whom
they worshiped. About 1830-3.5 the British government
took vigorous measures for their suppression, and thug-
gery, as an organized system, is now extinct.

Hence— 2. A cutthroat; a ruffian; a rough.

During our civil war the regiments which were composed
of plug-uglies, thugs, and midnight rounders, with noses
laid over to one side as evidence of their prowess in bai'-

room mills and paving-stone tiota, were generally cringing
cowards in battle. The Century, XXXVI. 249.

thuggee (thug'e), n. [Hind, thagi, thugi, thug-
gism. < thag, thug, thug: see thug.'] The system
of mysterious assassination carried on by the
thugs ; the profession and practices of the thugs.

Some Jackals brought to light the bonea of a little child

;

and the deep grave from which they dug them bore marks
of the mystic pielcaxe of Thuggee.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 336.

thuggeeism (thug'e-izm), n. [< iltuggee + -ism.]

Same as thuggee. Cye. of India.

thuggery (thug'^r-i), ». [< thug + -erjr.] Same
as thuggee.

thuggism (thug'izm), n. [< th\tg + -ism.] Same
as thuggee. Encye. Brit., XU. 806.

Thule (thii'le), «. [< L. Thule, Thyle, < Gr. Goi-A^,

Oi>r/ (see def.).] The name given by Pytbeas
of Marseilles to a region or island north of
Great Britain, the position of which has been
for more than two thousand years the subject
of investigation and a matter of controversy.
Of the voyage of Pytheaa, who waa probably nearly con-
temporaneous with Alexander the Great, nothing is known
with certainty, since none of his writings have been pre-
served. It is, on the whole, meet probable that be fol-

lowed the eaat coait of Great Britain (of whoae lize he
got a very much eza«rerated Idea), and that he obtained
information in regard to the gronpi of Islands lying still

further north - namely, the Orkneys and Shetland —which
he embraced under the genera] name of Thule. From
what be is believed to have said in regard to the length
of the day in Thule at the summer solstice, it is evident
that, as he is known to have been a akilled astronomer,
he thought that this land was situated on or near the
arctic circle. The Romans frequently added to Thule the
designation of L'ttima (the Furthest Thule), and, from
classic times down to the present day, ThuU, besides
remaining a subject for voltuninous controvert among
geographical critics, has been in constant use by poets
and others as designating some unknown, far.ai^ant,
northern, or pniely mythical region, or even some goal,
not neceasartly geagrapblcaL sought to be attained. This
use of Thule and ffUana Thule runa through the litera-

ture of all the cultivated languages of Europe.

Where the Northern Ocean, In raat whirls.
Boils round the naked melancholy isles
Of furthest ThuU. Thammm, Autumn,

lliis niUmate dim ThuU. Poe, Dream-land.

thulite (thii'lit), n. [< Thule + -ite2.] In
mineral., a rare variety of zoisite, of a peach-
blossom color, found in the granite distnctg of
Norway.

tliTiUnm (thu'li-um), n, A supposed element
found in the mineral gadolinite. Its properties
have not been ascertained, and its existence is

doubtful.

thnlwar (thul'wftr), n. Same as tulwar.

thumt, r. t. [Appar. a var. of thump, or else an
error for thrum-^.] To beat. [Rare.]

For he *b such a chnrle waxen now of late that he be
L Neuer so little angry he Ihume me out of all cry.
* The Taming <>f a s£rev (facsimile of 1 st quarto ed., 16M)l

thnmbMthimi), n. [Early mod. E. also (ANm6«,
thoumbe; < ME. thoumhe, tkotnhe, older thoume,
thume.i AS. thUma =0Frie8. thima = D. duim =
MLG. dime, diim, LG. f/««Hi = OHG. dimo,
MHG. dime, G. daum, ddumen = Sw. tumme =
Norw. fume= Dan. tommc=Goth.*f/i«ma, thumb
(cf. AS. thymel, E. thimble = Icel. thumall, the
thumb of a glove, thumiil-fingr = Dan. tommel-
finger, the thumb)

; perhaps connected with L.
tumere, swell (see tumid), Gr. tv/m^, tv7ji, swell-
ing, wale, buckle, knob, Skt. tumra, plump, Zend
tiima, stout.] 1. The shortest and thickest iin-

-"•r of the human hand; the poUex; the first

ligit of the hand, on the radial si<le, next to the
index or forefinger. The perfected thumb is the chief
characteristic of the human hand as distinguished from
that of all other animals. This perfection is seen In the
free movements of the member, and its ready appoeabllity
to any .jne of the other digits or to them all together. The
extent to which It stands away from the rest Indicates the
great power and accuracy with which the hand may be
use<i in grasping, as a prehensile organ, as In holding a
pen or a knife. Such freedom and versatility are accom-
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plished by the peculiar construction of the Joint at the
base of that metacarpal which supports the thumb. This
articulation with the carpal bone called the trapezium is

by means of reciprocally saddle-shaped articular surfaces,

having the ease and extent of movement of a ball-and-

socket or universal joint, though by a different mechan-
ism. It is the only instance of such an articulation in

the human body. The metacarpal Iwne of the thumb also
differs from the rest in its mode of ossification, having,
like the phalanges, a proximal and not a distal epiphysis
— that is, the gristly cap that ossifies separately from the
rest of the bone is on the end of the bone next to the
wrist. The thumb is also peculiar in having but two
Joints or phalanges, tlie other digits having three apiece.

The thumb is likewise moved by more muscles than those
which actuate any other digit. They are a long deep
flexor, and three separate long extensors (one for each
phalanx and for the metacarpal boneX these four muscles
coming to the thumb from high up in the forearm ; and
also several short muscles confined to the hand, the short

fiexor, the at>ductor, the adductor, and the opponens—
altogether eight muscles in long and short sets of four
each. The short muscles form the thenar eminence, or
fleshy ball of the thumb.

Speke cloos all thyng, as thtymbe in flste.

Booke q/' Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.X L 110.

2. The inner, radial, or first digit of the fore

paw of any animal. When there are five digits,

the first of these always corresponds to the hu-
man thumb; otherwise not.—3. The movable
radial digit of a bird's manus or pinion, which
bears the packet of feathers called the alula or
bastard wing, and which is usually movable
apart from the rest of the bones. By some it is

supp<:)sed to correspond to the human thumb. It is more
probably the homologue of the index or forefinger. See
cut under pinion.

4. The thumb of the foot; the hallux; the in-

ner digit of the foot, called the great toe in man.
In quadmmanous or four-handed animals, as monkeys,
opnsanms, and some others, it functions as a thumb, stands
apart from the other digit^ and so converts the hind toot
intoagraspingroember,or"hand." Its condition in man
is quite exceptional in comparison with those animals to
which he is nearest allied loOlogically.

6. The hind toe of a bird (except a three-toed
woodpecker) ; the hallux ; when there are two
hind toes, the inner one of these (except in tro-

gons). It is functionally a thumb, opposing otherdigits,

and fitting the foot for grasping or perching. It is often
absent or ver^ small and functionleas. Its length, low
Insertion, and entire freedom of movement are tUghly
characteristic of the passerine series of birds, and varying
conditions of its principal flexor tendon give rise to nom'>-

pefmous and correlated terms.— Ball of the thmnb.
See det. 1.— His fingers are all thumbs, see jingrr.

Horn for the thumb*, .--ee A..™.- Rule of thumb.
.Sein/Z<i.— To bite the thumb att. .^.efciy,.. To fash
one's thomb. see /«xAi. Under one's thumb, under
one's power or influence; quite subservient.

.She ... is obliged to be silent ! I have her «nd«r vm
thumb. Richardton, Sir Charies Grandiaon, III. xxxviiL

thumbl (thum), r. f. [< fAumftl, h.] 1. To han-
dle or perform awkwardly: as, to thumb over a
tune. Imp. Diet.— 2. To soil or wear out with
much handling; hence, to use, read, or turn over
the pages of (as a book).

Shall I thumb Holy Books, confln'd
With AblgaUs, forsaken T

Prior, The Female Phaeton.

Horace and VIrgU must be thumbed by a boy, as weU be-
fore be goes to an apprmticeablp as to the university.

SUeU, Tatler, No. 173.

3. To torn (one's glass) over the thumb: an
old custom when persons were drinking toge-
ther, intending to show that the glass had been
emptied so that the small drop remaining would
lie on the thumb-nail without running oil. Com-
£are .tupernaeidum.—'iQ thumb the hat. See Aofi.

umb'*' (thum), M. [Prob. a veterinary corrup-
tion of thrum'i.] Palpitation of the heart in do-
mestic animals, as the horse, the result of func-
tional or organic disease. See paljntation.

thumb-band (thum'band), «. A twist of any-
tliiiiK as thick as the thumb.
thumb-bird (thum'b^rd), n. The miller's-

Ihiimb. n bird: so called from its tiny size.

thumb-blue (thum'blO), «. Indigo in the form
of small balls or lumps, used by washerwomen
to give a clear or pure tint to linen, etc.

thumb-cleat (thum'klet), n. Naut., a cleat, re-

sembling a thumb, for preventing the topsail

roef-earings from slipping, and for other pur-

i
loses.

tomb-cock (thum'kok), n. A small cock with
a thumb-piece, or small cross-handle, adapting
it to be turned by the thumb and finger.

thumbed (thumd), a. [< thumbs + -ed^.] 1.

Having thumbs, as distinguished from other
iligits.— 2. Marked with thumb-marks: as, a
thumbed book.

thumbikin (thum'i-kin), n. Same as thumbkin.
[Scotch.]
The boot and the (AumMiins conld not extort oonfes-

sions. Bancroft, Hist. IT. S., II. 410.

thumbkin (thum'kin),«. [A\iO thumkin, thumbi-
kin ; < thumbs + dim. -kin.] A thiunb-screw,

thumb-tack

or set of thumb-screws ; the torture by this in-

strument. See cut under WiM>«6-scretti. [Scotch.]

Bloody rope, and swift bullet, and trenchant swords, and
pain of boots and thumiing.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, x.

thumb-latch (thum'laeh), n. A kind of door-
latch in which a lever passing through the door
raises the latch. The lever Is made to play from the
outside by pressing upon the broadened end of it, gen-
erally with the thumb. See cut under latch.

thumbless(thuin'les), a. [< thuinb^ + -less.] 1.

Having no thumbs: as, the thumbed and thumb-
less spider-monkeys. See Ateles, Brachyteles,

and cut under spider-tnonkey.— 2. Having no
hallux, or hind toe, as a bird.— 3. Clumsy; awk-
ward; unskilful.

When to a house I come and see
The genius wastefull more than free

;

The servants thumblesse, yet to eat
With lawlesse tooth the floure of wheat.

Herrick, l.eprosie in Houses.

thumb-mark (thum'miirk), n. A mark left by
the impression of the thumb, as on the leaves
of a book; hence, any mark resembling this.

thumb-nut (thum'nut), )i. A nut for a bolt or
screw having wings which give a purchase to

the thumb in turning it.

thumb-pad (thum'pad), n. A pad-like forma-
tion over the inner metacarpal bone of some
batrachians.
thumb-piece (thum'pes), «. 1. A plate-shaped
appentlage to the handle of a vessel, meant to

receive the thumb of the hand that grasps it,

and afford a good hold.— 2. The disk or but-
ton by pressing which a spring is opened. This,

in ornamental furniture, snulf-lw)xes, etc., is often very
richly adorned, or made of precious material, as gold, or
is sometimes a precious stone mounted in gold.

3. In needle-manuf., a piece of stout leather
used to protect the hand in pressing the needle-
blanks against a grindstone to form the points.
—4. On any piece of mechanism, a projection
which is intended to be worked by the thumb.
thumb-position (thum'po-zish'on), H. In vio-

loncello-playing, a shift in which the thtxmb of
the left hand is used as a temporary nut.

thumb-pot (thum'pot), n. A very small pot
use<l by florists for starting slips or seedlings.

thumb-ring (thum'ring),n. 1. A ring designed
to be worn upon the thumb: often a seal-ring,

and in that case probably worn only occasion-
ally, as when occupied in business.

When I was about thy years ... I could have crept
Into any alderman's thumb-ring.

Shttk., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 4. S«5.

Though you presume Satan a subtle thing.

And may have heard he 's woni in a thumb-ring.
B. Joneon, Devil is an Ass, Prol.

One that is good only in Riches, and wears nothing rich
about him, but the (^ut, or a thumb-ring with his Grand-
sirs Sheep-mark or Qrannams butter-print on 't, to seal

Baggs, Acquittances, and (}onnterpanes.
Brome, Norihern Lass, ii. 1.

I l>elieve, when he is dead, you will wear him in thumb-
n'nps, as the Turks did Scanderbeg.

Dryden, Epistle to the Whigs.

2. A ring fastened to the guard of a dagger or
sword to receive the thumb. Double thumb-rings
are sometimes made for fixing the dagger on a staff, or at
the end of a lance, to resist cavalry.

thumb-screw (thum'skro), «. 1. A screw hav-
ing a broad head, or a plate projecting from the
head, so that it may be turned easily by the
finger and thumb.— 2.
An instrument of tor-

ture by which one or
both thumbs were com-
pressed so as to inflict

great agony without dan-
ger to life. It consisted of

a frame with three uprights
or bars, between which the
thumbs were passed ; a piece
sliding on tbe Dsrs was forced
down upon the thiunbs by Thumb screw, 2.

turning a screw.

thumb-stall (thum'st&l), n. 1. A utensil for

pushing a needle by the action of the thumb,
consisting of a plate or boss with small depres-
sions like those of a thimble. Compare palni^,

4.— 2. A case or sheath of leather or other sub-

stance to be worn on the thumb.—3. A cushion
or pad worn on the thumb by a gunner for pro-

tection when he closes the vent while the gun
is being sponged after firing.— 4. A cot worn
on the thumb by anglers to prevent blistering

from the friction of the line while checking the

too swift revolution of the reel.— 6. Same as
pouncer, 1.

thumb-tack (thum'tak), n. A tack with a large

flat liend, designed to be thrust in by the pres-

sure of the thumb or a finger.
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thumet, «• A Middle English form of thumb^.

thumerstone (t5'mer-st6n), u. [< G. TInimer,

< Ilium, in Saxony, where it was found, +
s/OHf.] A mineral : same as aa;ini<e.

tliumite (to'mit), H. [< Thum, in Saxony, +
-i^f'-.] Same as thumerstone.

thtUOinel (thum'l), «. A dialectal form of thim-

ble.

thuminie (thum'i), Ji. [Dim. of W(«»i6l.] The
chiffchaff, a bird, Phylloscopus rufus. Compare
thumb-bird.

thmmnim (thum'im), «. pi. [LL. (Vulgate)
transliteration of Heb. tummim, pi. of torn, per-

fection, truth, < tdmam, perfect, be perfect.]

See urim and thummim, under urim.

thump (thump), 1'. [Not fouud in ME. ; appar.
a var. of dump, < Icel. dumpa (once), thump, =
Norw. dumpa, fall down suddenly, = Sw. dial.

dumpa, make a noise, etc. : see dump'^. Cf.

thum.'\ I. trans. 1. To beat heavily, or with
something thick and heavy.

When so she lagged, as she needs mote so,

He with his speare, that waa to him great blame,
Would tkumpe her forward and inforce to goe.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 10.

With these masqueraders that vast church is filled,

who are seen thmnpinff their breasts, and kissing the
pavement with extreme devotion. Gray, Letters, I. 71.

2t. To produce by a heavy blow or beating.

When blustering Boreas . . .

Thumps a thunder-bounce.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, L 1.

H. iiiirans. To beat
;
give a thump or blow.

As though my heart-strings had been cracked I wept
and sighed, and thumped and thumped, and raved and
randed and railed,

Vekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 1.

Ashe approached the stream, his heart began to thump.
Iroing, Sketch-Book, p. 448.

thump (thump), n. [< thump, v.'] A heavy
blow, or the sound made by such a blow; a
blow with a club, the fist, or anything that
gives a thick, heavy sound; a bang: as, to give

one a thump.
Long hair ... Is, in peace, an ornament; in war, a

strong helmet; it blunts the edge of a sword, and deads
the leaden thump of a bullet.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 89.

The watchman's thump at midnight startles us in our
beds as much as the breaking in of a thief.

Addison, Spectator, No. 251.

thumper (thum'pfer), M. [^(. thump + -er'^.l 1.

Oue who or that which thumps.— 2. A thing or

a person that is impressive by reason of huge-
ness or greatness ; an unusually big fish, lie,

etc. ; a whopper. [Colloq.]

He cherished his friend, and he relished a bumper

;

Yet one fault he had, and that one was a thumper.
Goldsmith, Retaliation.

thumping (thum'ping), p. a. [Ppr. of thumj).']

Unusually large or heavy ; big. [Colloq.]

Let ns console that martyr, I say, with thumping dam-
ages: and as for the woman— the guilty wretch ! let us
lead her out and stone her. Thackeray.

thumpkin (thump'kin), n. [< thump (?) + -lin.

Ct. thtimbkin.^ 1. Alumpkin; a clown. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. A barn of hay. [Thieves' slang.]

Thtmbergia (thun-b6r'jl-a), ». [NL. (LinnsBus
filius, 1781), named after k. P. Thunberg, 1743-
1828, a Swedish botanist, author of the "Flora
Japonica " and " Flora Capensis."] A genus of
gamopetalous plants, type of the tribe Thunber-
f/ieie in the order Acanthaeeee. It Is distinguished
from Mendoncia, the other principal genus of its tribe, by
its fruit, a beaked capsule with two to four seeds ; and from
others of the order by its contorted and nearly equal
corolla-lobes, and roundish seeds without a retinaculum.
There are about 45 species, natives of tropical and south-
ern Africa, .Madagascar, and warm parts of Asia, They
are commonly twining vines, or in a number of species low
erect herbs. They bear opposite leaves, often triangular,
hastate, cordate, or narrower, and puri)le, blue, yellow, or
white flowers solitary in the axils or forming terminal ra-
cemes. The flowers often combine two colors, as T. lau-
rifolia (T. Harrisi), a greenhouse climber with large yel-
low-throated blue flowers, and the hardy annual T. alata,
known locally by the name black eyed-Susan from its bntf,
orange, or wliite flowers with a purplish-black center.
Other species, as T. yrandifiora, are favorite trellis-climb-
ers, and commonly known by the generic name,
thunder (thuu'der), n. [< ME. thunder, thon-
der, thondrc (with excrescent d as also in the
D. form), earlier thoner, thuner (> E. dial, thun-
ner), < AS. thunor (gen. thunres, thonres), thun-
der {Thunor, also, after Icel,, Tkur, the god of
thunder, Thor), = OS. Thuner, the god of thun-
der, = OFries. thuner = D. donder = 0H6.
donar, MHG. doner, G. donner, thunder (OHG.
Donar, the god of thunder, Thor), = Icel. Thorr
(dat. and ace. Thor, in Kunic inscriptions also
Thur), the god of thunder, Thor (cf . Icel. Thundr
(gen. Thundar), one of the names of Odin

—

appar. a reflex of the AS. or E. word), = Sw.
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Dan. Tor, the god of thunder, Thor (Sw. tor-don,

Dan. tor-den, thunder: Sw. don (later ddn) =
Dan. don = E. din), = Goth. *Wj«)iars (not re-

corded) ; akin to L. touitrus, rarely toniiru, toni-

truum, thunder, Skt. tanyatu, thunder, tanayit-

nus, roaring, thundering ; from a verb shown in

AS. thunian, rattle, roar, thunder, L. tonare,

roar, thunder (cf . AS. tonian (rare), MD. donen,

thunder), Skt. / **"> roar. This root is usu-
ally identified with that of AS. thynne, E. thin,

etc. (see thin^), the development being various-

ly explained: e. g., 'extension, sound, noise,

thunder.' But the two are no doubt entirely

distinct: the sense 'tone' in Gr. t6vo( is devel-

oped from that of 'tension' in quite another
way. The/ tan, thunder, is perhaps the same,
without the initial s, as the -y/ stan, in Gr. a-evcw
= Lith. steneti = Russ. stenati, stonate, groan, =
Skt. •/ Stan, roar, thunder, E. stun, etc. (a simi-

lar double root in st- and t- is shown in the etym.
of thatch and other words: see stun). Hence
thunder, v., and the first element of Thursday,
and, from the Scand., T/ion] 1. The loud noise
which follows a flash of lightning, due to the
sudden disturbance of the air by a violent dis-

charge of electricity through it. The character of

the sound varies with the force and the distance of the
discharge, the form, number, and relative aiTangement
of the clouds, and the nature of the surrounding country.
The position of the observer relative to the path of the
discharge has also an important influence on the charac-
ter of the sound heard. If the observer is about equally
distant from the two bodies between which the discharge
takes place, the sound is short and sharp, while if his po-
sition is approximately in line with the path of discharge,
so as to be considerably further from one body than the
other, the sound is prolonged into a long roll, due to the
diJference of time which the sound takes to reach the ear
from the difterent parts of the path. In hilly regions, and
where there are many clouds in the neigliborhood of the
discharge, the sound is echoed and reechoed, causing a
prolonged and more or less continuous roar. As sound
travels at the rate of about 1,100 feet per second, and light

at the rate of about 186,000 miles per second, the number
of miles the observer is from the discharge will be nearly
one fifth the number of seconds which elapse between
seeing the flash and hearing the sound. Discharges be-
tween clouds high up in the atmosphere are not usually
heard through so long distances as might be expected,
owing to the diminution of the intensity of sounds in
passing from rarer to denser media. Discharges from
clouds near the earth's surface to the earth can be heard
as far as any other sound of equal intensity.

No thunders shook with deep intestine sound
The blooming groves that girdled her around.

Cowper, Heroism, I. 5.

2. The destructive agent in a thunder-storm ; a
discharge of lightning; a thunderbolt.

And therfore hathe White Thorn many Vertues : For he
that berethe a Braunche on him thereotfe, no Thondre ne
no manor of Tempest may dere him.

MandevUle, Travels, p, 13,

I told him, the revenging gods
'Gainst parricides did all their thunders bend.

Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 48.

By the gods, my heart speaks this

;

And if the least fall from me not perform'd,
May I be struck with thunder

!

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 3.

3. Any loud resounding noise : as, thunders of

applause.
The thunder of my cannon shall be heard.

Shak., K. John, i. 1. 26.

Welcome her, thunders of fort and of fleet

!

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra,

4. An awful or startling denunciation or threat.

The thunders of the Vatican could no longer strike ter-

ror into the heart of princes, as in the days of the Cru-
sades. Prescott.

5. As an e.xclamation, an abbreviation of by
thunder, a mild oath. Compare thunderation.
[Colloq.]—Blood-and-thunder, sensational; full of
Ijloody deeds and bravado : noting plays, novels, etc. [Col-

loq.]— Cross of thxmder. See er(»«i,

thunder (tliun'der), V. [< ME. thunderen, thon-

deren, thuneren, thoneren (> E. dial, thunner), <

AS. thunrian = D. donderen = OHG. donaron,
MHG. donren, MG. dunren, G. donnern = Sw.
*mdra= Dan. dundre,t\xwaA<:r; from the noun.]
1. intrans. 1. To give forth thunder; resound
with thunder; formerly, to lighten (and thun-
der): often used impersonally: as, it thundered
yesterday.
Wednesday, the vj Day of Januaril, the wynde Rose

a yens vs, with grett tempest, thonnderyng and lyghtnyng
all Day and all nyght. So owtrageowsly that we knew not
wher wee war, Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 60.

He would not flatter Neptune for his trident
Or Jove for 's power to thutuler.

Stiak., Cor., iii. 1. 256.

2. To make a sound resembling thunder; make
a loud noise, particularly a heavy sound of some
continuance.
Canst thou thunder with a voice like him? Job xl, 9.

Ay me, what act
That roars so loud, and thunders in the index?

Shak., Hamlet, iii, 4, 62.

thunderbolt

His dreadful voice no more
Would thunder in my eai-s. Milton, P. L., x, 78a

I will have his head, were Richard thundering at the
gates of York, Scott, Ivanhoe, xixiv.

3. To utter loud denunciations or threats.

The orators on the other side thundered against sinful
associations. Macaulay, Hist. Eng,, xiiL

The Thundering Legion. See legirm.

II. trans. 1. To emit with or as with the
noise of thunder; utter with a loud and threat-
ening voice; utter or issue by way of threat
or denunciation.

• Oracles severe
Were daily thundered in our gen'ral's ear.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's iletamorph,, xiii. 293.

Should eighty-thousand college-councils
Thunder "Anathema," friend, at you.

Tennyson, To Rev. F. D. Maurice.

2. To lay on with vehemence. [Rare.]

Therewith they gan, both furious and fell.

To thui\der blowes, and flersly to assaile
Each other. Spenser, Y. (i.,1. \i. i3.

thunder-and-lightning (thun ' der-and-Ut '-

ning), ». Same as Oxford mixture (which see,

under mixture). [Colloq.] — Thunder-and-llght-
nlng snake. See snake.

thunderation (thun-d^r-a'shon), n. Same as

thunder, 5. [Colloq., U. S,]

thunder-ax (thun'der-aks), n. Same as thun-
derbolt, :i (rt).

thunderbeatt (tbun'dfer-bet), v. t. [< thunder
+ beat^.] To beat with thundering strokes.
[Rare.]

So he them thunderbet whereso he went.
That neuer a stroke in vaine his right hand spent.
Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, v. 397. (Davies.)

thunder-bird (thun'dSr-berd), n. 1. An Aus-
tralian thick-headed shrike, Pachycephala gut-

turalis. It is about 6 inches long, rich-yellow below,
with a jet-black collar and white throat, black head, and
partly black tail. It was called by Latham guttural thrush,
Turdus gutturalis, and black-breasted Jtycatcher, Muscicapa
pectoralis, liy others white-throated thickliead, and it has
also a variety of French and New Latin names. It closely
resembles the species figured under Pachycephala.

2. In the mythology of some low tribes, an
imaginary bird supposed to cause thunder by
the flapping of its wings, or considered as per-
sonifying it. -B. B. Tylor.

thunderblast (thun'der-blast), n. [< ME. thon-

derblast; < thunder -I- blast.'\ Apeal of thunder.

thunderbolt (thun'der-bolt), n. [< thunder +
bolti.~i 1. A flash of lightning with the accom-
panying crash of thunder: so called because re-

garded as due to the hurling of a bolt or shaft at
the object struck by the lightning. See def. 2.

The term thuiulerbolt, which is nowadays i-arely used ex-

cept by poets (and by the penny-a-liners), preserves the
old notion that something solid and intensely hot passed
along the track of a lightning flash and buried it,self in the
ground. P. G. Tait, Encyc. Brit,, XXIII, 330.

2. The imaginary bolt or shaft (often re-

garded as a stone) conceived as the material
agent or substance of a flash of lightning, and
the cause of the accompanying crash of thun-
der: an attribute of Zeus or Jupiter as the
god of thunder (Jupiter Tonans) ; specifically,

in her., a, bearing representing a thunderbolt
more or less like

that of Jupiter, it
is often composed of
barbed lances, the shafts
of which are broken into
dovetails, and a group
of these put side by side,

having a pair of wings
attached, is emblematic
ofradiating light ; some-
times it is a doubleflame
of fire pointing up and
down and accompanied
with lances, radiating
blades, etc.

3. A stone or other
hard concretion of
distinctive shape,
usually tapering or
spear-like, found in
the ground, and sup-
posed in popular su-
perstition to have

Jupiter holding a Thunderbolt.

(From a Pompeian wall-painting.)

been the material substance of a thunderbolt
(in sense 2), and to have fallen from heaven
with the lightning. Specifically— (a) One of various
polished stone implements, celts, and the like, found in
the ground, supposed to have fallen from the sky. .-Vlso

called thunder-ax, thunder-hammer, thunder-stone, cerau-
nia, and storm-stone. (6) A mass of iron pyrites occun-ing,
either as a nodule or a bunch of cr>'stals, in the chalk of
England, (c) One of sundry fossil cephalopods, as belem-
nites. Also called thunder-stone. See cut under belemnite.

4. Figiu-atively, one who is daring or irresisti-

ble ; one who acts with fury or with sudden and
resistless force.



thunderbolt

Be yourself, great sir,

The thunderbolt of war.
Magsiiiger, Bashful lx)ver.

Who can omit the Gracchi, who declare
The Scipios' worth, those thunderbolts of war?

Dryden, .-Eneid, il. 1159.

6. A dreadful threat, denunciation, censure, or
the like, proceeding from some high authority

;

a fulmiuation.

He severely threatens such with the thunderbolt of ex-
communication. HakeiriU.

A greater wrecit, a deeper fall,

A shock to one—a thunderbolt to all.

Byron, Mazeppa, L

6. pi. The white campion {Lychnis vesperti
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thunder-flsh (thun'd6r-fish), n. 1. The elec-
tric catfish of the Nile, Malapterurus electricits,

which is capable of giving shocks like the elec-
tric eel and electric ray. Also known by its Ara-
bian name raasch. See cut under Malapterurus.
— 2. A European cyprinoid, Misgurnusfossilis :

apparentlj' so called as forced out of the mud,
in which it habitually burrows, by a thunder-
shower. See misgurn.

thunder-fit (thun''der-flt), n. A shock or noise
resembling thunder. [Rare.]

The ice did split with a thunder-fit;
The helmsman steer'd us through!

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner,

na), the eom-poppy (Papaier lihctas), or the thunder-flower (thun'der-flou'^r), n. A name
of the stitehwort {Steltaria Holostea), of thebladder-campion {Silene Cucubalus)— the last

so named from the slight report made by ex-
ploding the inflated calyx. Britten and Holland.
[Prov. Enw.]

thunderboltt (thun'd^r-bolt), v. t. [< thunder-
bolt, H.] To strike with or as with lightning.

This was done so in an instant that the very act did
overrun Philoclea's sorrow, sorrow not being able so
quickly to thunderbolt her heart through her senses.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii. thunder-gUSt (thun'dfer-gust), n
thunderbolt-beetle (thun'dtr-bolt-be'tl), ». A storm. [Bare.]
l.)iii,'iconi beetle, Arhopalm fidminans, which
burrows in the sap-wood of tiie oak and chest-
nut: so called from the zigzag gray lines, liken-
ed to thunderbolts, which cross the dark elytra.
thunder-bouncet (thun'der-bouns), ». A sud-
den noise like thunder. [Rare.]

thunderstrike

thunder-peal (thun'der-pel), H. A peal or clap
of thunder.

All the past of Time reveals
A bridal dawn of thunder-pealg.

Wherever Thought hath wedded Fact.
Tennyson, Love Thou Thy Land.

thunder-pick (thun'der-pik), n. A belemnite.
[Prov. Eng.]

thunder-plant (thun'der-plant), n. The house-
leek, floiijxrrifum tectorum.
thunder-plump (thun'd^r-plump), n. A short
violent downpour of rain in connection with a
thunder-storm. [Rare.]

The rains are extremely frequent, and, Instead of falling
in what seem like thunder-plumps, they are prolonged, and
fall continuously as drizzling rain.

J. C. Brown, Reboisement in France, p. 35.

thuTider

pumper and

The tiny thunder-Jlies which we often find during the
summer in countless multitudes.

Adams, Man. Nat. Hist, p. 213.

A thuuder-

Until the thundergust o'erpass.

[See
same

as pump-thunder.— 2. The croaker or sheeps-
head, Haplodinotus grunniens. [Local, U. 8.,
in both senses.]

thunder-rodt (thun'd6r-rod),n. Same as lighi-
ning-rod.

See

When blustering Boreas tosMth up the deep.
And thumps a thunder-bounet.

Ford, Lover's HeUncholy, L 1.

thnnderburst (thun'dfer-birst), n. A burst of
thunder. Imp. Diet.

thunder-carriage (thun'd^r-kar'aj), n. A
name given to the conventional representation
in early Scandinavian art of a car or chariot

On either hand a sullen rear of woes,
Whose garnered lightnings none could guess,
filing its thunderiead; and muttering "Cease!"

in which the god Thoris supposed to ride from ti,„„rt«r y...A^ nT^Al'^C'^^T
'"'"' "'^

~

pla... to place. Ilorsaae, Danish Art, p. 168.
thunder-headed (tWdfer-hed'ed), a. Per-

* ^ -
'•^ taimng to a thunder-head ; like a thunder-

head: as, thunder-headed eloude.
thunder-house (thim'd^r-hous), n. A small
model of a house with electric conductors so

ttunderclap (thun'd^r-klap), n. [< ME. thon-
ikr-rl(ip; < thunder + clapi.'\ A clap or biurst
of thunder; a sudden report of a discharge of
atmospheric electricity; a thimder-peal.

LoweU, On PUnting a^ee at Inverara. thuuder-shoott (thun'd6r-shot), v. t. To strike
or destroy by a thunderbolt or lightning.
His [the atheist's] death commonly is most miserable.

—

Either burnt, as Diagoras ; or eaten up with lice, as Phe-
recydes; or devoured by dogs, aaLucian; or thunder-ahot
and turned to ashes, as Olympius.

Fuller, Holy and Profane State, V. t1 9.

,, "• A
shower accompanied by thunder and lightning.
thundersmith (thun'der-smith), n. A forger
of thunder or of thunderbolts; figuratively, a
coiner of loud, pretentious words. [Rare.]
That terrible thundersmith of terms.

0. Harvey, Four Letters.

thunder-snake (thun'd^r-snak), n. l. See
snake.— 2. The little worm-snake, Carphiophis
(formerly Celuta) amcena, common in the
United States

:

thunder-hammer (thun'd^r-ham'f'r), n
thunderbolt. 3 (a).

thunder-head (thun'd^r-bed), ». One of the
round compact swelling cumulus clouds which
frequently develop into thunder-clouds. The
thunder-head is seen at first, perhaps, on the horizon, of a thnnder-showpr fthun ' dAr-shnii 'i\r\
brUliant whiteness; then, slowly rising, and darkening un-

'"."^0" SflOWer ^^Qun aer snou er;,

tfl only a silver edge is left of iu brightness, it becomes a
towering maas of black thunder-cloud. lOriginally New
Eng.)

Noble anna,
You rib* for mighty minds, you iron hoaaea,
Hade to defy the thunder-Hapt of fortune,
Kost and cousuming time must now dwell with ye

!

Fleteher, Loyal Subject, L 8.

thunder-cloud (thun'd^r-kloud), «. A cloud
that proiluies lightning and thunder. Sochcloads
are of the cumulus or strato-cumulus type, generally ap-

apparently so called because
^ „„„„„^.„.o „„ forced out of its hole by a heavy shower.

arranged as to show, when a discharge is passed thunder-Stone (thun'der-ston), n. 1 . Same as
through them, how a buildine mav be iniured thunderbolt, 1, 2.through them, how a building may~be injured
by lightning.

thundering (thun'd*r-ing), n. [Verbal n. of
th under, f.J The report of a discharge of light-
ning; thunder.
Intreat the Lord .

thundering! and halL
that there be no more mighty

£x.ix. 28.
pearlnglnden»e,dark,toweringmaa8e»,wlthacliTO.atia- ii,„„j„,^_„ ,ii / ix • \ i t^ , .

loaoverflow. In hilly regiona thunder-cloud* have been tlvmdenng (thiin d6r-ing), p. a. 1. ProducingIlly

observed entirely within a limit of 1,500 fe«t above the
earth, but in general the base of the cloud I* tram S,000
to 4,(100 feet high, and it* vertical thickness from toOO to
12,000 feet

These Tomadoe* commonly come against the Wind that
Is then blowing, a* our Thunderclouds are often observed
to do In England. Dampier, Voyage*, I. 79.

thunder-crack (thun'd6r-krak), n. A clap of
thunder.

Nor is he mov'd with all the tkunder-eradcs
Of tyrants' threats.

Daniel, To the Ck>ant«** of Cumberland, st 5.

thunder-dartt (thun'd*r-diirt), n. A thunder-
bolt. Sjiniser, Visions of Bellay, 1. 53.

thunder-darter (thuii'df-r-iiar'ttr), «. He who
darts the tlmiider; Jove.
O thou great thunder-darter of Olympu*, forget that thuuderleSS (thun'dfer-

or characterized by a loud rumbling or rattling
noise, as that of thunder or artillery; loud.— 2.
Unusual ; extraordinary

; great ; tremendous

:

used as an intensive. [Colloq.]

He goe* a thundering pace, that you would not think it

Qui. Fear no more the lightning-flash.
An. Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone.

Shak., Cymbellne, iv. 2. 271.

Envy, let pines of Ida rest alone.
For they will grow spite of thy thunder-ttone.

Marston, Satires, iv. 164.

2. Same as tiiunderbolt, 3 (a) and (c).

Each tube [of Stone] had a small cavity in it's Center,
from which It* parts were projected in form of rays to the
circumference, after the manner of the Stones vulgarly
call'd Thunder-stones.

Maundrett, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 62.

[Obsolete or provincial in both senses.]
poasible to overtake him. /ten. T. .<ldam«, Works, II. 420. taunaer-storm (thunder-storm), 71. A storm

accompanied by lightning and thunder, occur-
ring when the atmosphere is in a state of un-

thou art Jove, the king of gods. Shot., T. and C, It 3. 11

thunder-dintt (thun'd^r-dint), H. [ME., also
thoiiderdeiit; < thunder + dint.'] A thunder-
clap.

How Cappanens the pronde
With thutuler-dynt was slayn, that criede londe.

Chaucer, Trollus, v. 1505.

thunder-dirt (thun'd^r-di'rt), n. The gelati-
nous volva of Ileodietj/on, especiallv /. eibarium,
a gasteromyeetous fungus, which is or was for-
merly eaten by the aborigines of New Zealand.
S<-e ll/odiitijon.

thunder-drop (thnn'd<'r-<lrop), n. One of the
large, heavy, thinly scattered drops of rain
which |)relude a thunder-shower.

Her slow full words sank thro' the silence drear,
As thunder-drops fall on a sleeping sea.

Tennyson, Fair Women,
thunderer (thun'd6r-«r), «. [< thunder + -erl.]
One who thunders; specifically, with the defi-
nite article, Jupiter (called Jupiter Tonamt).

The faults of kings arc by ihe Thundtrer,
A* oft as they offrnil, to be rtveng'd.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Thcodoret, I. 2.

When now the thund'rer on the sea-beat coast
Had ftxd gjeat Hector and his conqu'ring host

„g.j
^"jw. Iliad, xiii. 1,

I wa* drawing a tktmderinn fish out of the water, so
very larse that it made my rod crack again.

Tom Broum, Work*, L 219.

Haint they cat a thunderin' iwarth ?

LoweU, Blglow Paper*, l*t ser., L
The Thundering Legion. See leaion.

thunderingly (tlmn'd^r-ing-li), adv. 1. In a
thundering manner; with loud noise.— 2. Un-
usually; extraordinarily; tremendously: as, a
thundiringly big egg. [Colloq.]

-les), a. [< thunder +
-less.] Unattended by thunder or loud noise.

Tkunderiess lightnings striking under sea.
Tennyson, To the Queen.

When on nights
Of summer-time the harmless blaie
Of thunderless heat-lightning plays.

Whittier, Lines on a Fly-Leaf.

thunderlightt, w. [ME. thonderlyht; < thunder
+ lighti.] Lightning.
The wey of thonderlyht that is wont to smyten heye

•<""««• CAatKwr, Boethlus,!. meter4.

thunderous (thun'dfer-us), a. [Formeriy also
thundrous; < thunder + -oits.] 1. Thunder-
producing; betokening thunder; awful.

At Heaven's door
Look In, and see each blissful Deity,
How he before the thunderous throne doth lie.

MiUon, Vac. Ex., 1. 38.

2. Thundering; loud and deep-sounding ; mak-
ing a noise like thunder.

The solid roar
Of thunderous waterfalls and torrents hoarse.

Keats, Hyperion, IL

thunderously (thun'd<;r-us-li), adr. In a thun-
derous manner; with thunder or a noise like
tliundcr.

Now and then chariot* rolled by thunderously.
i. WttUact, Ben.Hur, p. 212.

stable equilibrium, and has a high relative hu-
midity. Thunder-storms have been conveniently classi-
fied info heat thunder-storms and ei/dimic thunder-storms.
The former i* the type preeminently characteristic of the
equatorial region^ wnere lightning and thunder occur on
their grandest and most violent scale. Here the thunder-
storm has little or no progressive motion, and its entire his-
tory may bo followed in the overturning process by which
an abnormally hot humid, nnstabic condition of the atmo-
sphere become* stable. In Bunnnur similar lieat thunder-
storms arise locally in temperate latitudes, especially in
hilly or mountainous countries. Thunder-storms of the
second class are associated with areas of low pressure, and
are found most frequently i>n their southern border, in the
quadrant where an unstable atmospheric condition tends
tb prevail. These thunder-storms have a progressive mo-
tion eastward, but tlleir velocity may be quite different
from that of the general cyclonic movement with which
they are associated. The different isol>aric types known as
secondaries and V-sliapcd depressions give rise to thunder-
storms having distinct features, and those accompany*
Ing the latter have been speciflcaily designated line thun-
der-storms. In general, the diurnal and annual periods
and other characteristics of cyclonic thunder-storms ex-
hibit a wide diversity iti different regions, and thereby il-

lustrate the intimate dependence of these storms on the
differing cyclonic conditions which characterize differ-
ent climates. Thus, in Iceland thunder-storms occur ofily
in winter, so that the usual annual periodicity is there re-
versed.

thunderstrike (thun'd6r-Btrik),t;. t.; pret. thun-
derstruck, pp. thunderstruck or thunderstrick-
en, ppr. thunderstriking. [< thunder + strike;
a back-formation from thunderstruck."] 1. To
strike, blast, or injure by or as by lightning;
strike with or as with a thunderbolt. [Rare.]

The armaments which thunderstrike the walls
Of rock-built cities, bidding nations quake.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 181.

2. To astonish or strike dumb, as with some-
thing terrible : usually in the past participle.



thnnder-Btroke

thnnder-Stroket (tlmuMer-strok), n. A thun-
der-clap ; a stroke or blast by lightning.

They fell together all, as by consent

;

They dropp'd as by a thunder-stroke.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 204.

thimderstnick (thun'der-struk), a. 1. Struck,

blasted, or injured by lightning.

Thunder-struck Enceladus,
Groveling beneath the incumbent mountain's weight.

Addisoti, Imit. of Slilton, tr. of Story out of the Third
[^neid.

2. Astonished; amazed; struck dumb by some
surprising or terrible thing suddenly presented
to the mind or view.

3 Merch. I am amazed !

1 Merch. I thunderstrook !

Massinger, Believe as you List, i. 2.

thunder-tliuinpt (thun'd^r-thump), n. A thun-
derbolt. [Bare.]

O thou yat throwest the thuTiderthumps
From Heauens hye to Hell.

Googe, Eglogs (ed. Arber), iv.

thunder-tube (thun'der-tiib), n. A fulgurite.

thunder-worm (thuu'd^r-werm), n. An am-
phisbsenoid lizard of Florida, Rhineura flori-

datia : so called as forced out of its burrows by
a thunder-shower.
thundery (thun'd^r-i), a. [Formerly also thiiyi-

dry; < thunder + -yi.] If. Thunder-like; thun-
dering; loud; resounding.

As a cannon's thundry roaring ball,

Batt'ring one turret^ shakes the next withall.

And oft in armies (as by proof they flnde)

Kills oldest souldiers with his very winde.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (Latham.)

2. Betokening, characterized by, or accompa-
nied with thunder, or atmospheric disturbance
caused by electrical discharges.

.So your mother is tired, and gone to bed early ! I'm
afraid such a thundery day was not the best in the world
for the doctor to see her.

Mrs. Oaskell, North and South, xviii.

3. Figuratively, threatening an explosion or
outbreak of temper ; frowning ; angry.

thunert, "• A Middle Eng'' rli form of thunder.

thunner (thun'6r), n. and v. A dialectal form
of thunder.

thunny (tlmn'i), n. Same as tunny.

thunwanget, «. [ME., also thonwange, thun-
wonge, tliounwange, < AS. thunwange, thunwonge,
thunwienge, tUunicenge, th .mvang (= LG. dun-
ninge, diinninge, dunnege = OHG. dunwangi, dun-
wengi, MHG. tmiewenge = Icel. thunnvangi =
Sw. tinning = Dan. tinding), the temple, < thun-,

appar. base of thynne, thin, + wang, cheek.]
The temple (of the head).

Stampe tham wele, and make a plaster, and lay on the
forhede, and on the thonwanges, bot anoynte hym flrste

with popilione if he hafe anger in his lyver.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 305. (HaUiwell.)

thuret, «• [< L. *'"'« (.ihur-), tus (tur-), incense

:

see <fttt«2.] Frankincense.
An unce of mascul thure

Wei smellyng, and an unce of pepur dure.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 201.

thurght. A Middle English form of thorough,
throuf/ti^, through^.

thurghfaref, n. A Middle English form of
thoroughfare.

thurghoutt, prep. A Middle English form of
thoroughout, throughout.

thurible (thu'ri-bl), n. [< L. thuribulum, turi-

hulum, a censer, < thus (thur-), tus {tur-), frank-
incense ; cf . Gr. 8vo(, incense, < dvcw, sacrifice

;

Skt. dhuma, L. fumus, smoke (see /«me).] A
censer. There is no difference in the meaning of thuri-
ble and censer, except that the former is the more tech-
nical ecclesiastical word.

Sweet incense from the waving thurible
Rose like a mist. Southey.

thurifer (thii'ri-fer), n. [< L. thurifer, turifer,

< thus (thnr-), tus {tur-), incense, + ferre = E.
fceari.] An acolyte who carries the censer.

thnriferous (thu-rif'e-rus), a. [< thurifer +
-ous.'] Producing or bearing frankincense.

thurificate (thu-rif'i-kat), a. [< LL. thurifica-
tus, turificatus, pp. of thv.rificare, turificare, bum
incense: see thurify.'] Having offered incense.
—The thurificate, in the early church, those who had
offered incense to pagan deities. They formed part of
the class of penitentscalled the lapsed (see lapse).

thurification (thu"ri-fi-ka,'shgn), n. [< ML.
' thuriJicatio{n-), < LL. thurificare, burn incense

:

see thurify.] The act of burning incense or of
fuming with incense.

The Church of England gives to the Blessed Virgin and
all the saints memorative honours, no inward soul sub-
mission ill her prayers and offices, no dependence, no in-
vocations, no intercessions, no incense, thurification, can-
dles, or consumptive offerings, or genuflexions.

Evelyn, True Eeligion, II. 352.
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thurify (thu'rl-fi), r. ;
pret. and pp. thurified,

ppr. thurifying. [< LL. thurificare, turificare,

burn incense, < L. thus (thur-), tus (tur-), in-

cense, + facere, make (see -fy).] I. trans. To
perfume with odors as from a thurible ; cense.

This Herring, or this cropshin, was sensed and thurified

in the smoake.
Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 176).

The Smoak of Censing. Smoak of Thurifying
Of Images. Sylvester, Tobacco Battered.

II. intrans. To scatter incense ; cense.

Thuringian (thu-rin'ji-an), a. and ?i. [< Thu-
ringia (= G. Thuringen) + -an.] I. a. Pertain-
ing to Thuringia, a region in central Germany.
Properly it is the district included between the Harz, the
Thuringian Forest, and the rivers Werra and Saale ; but
it is often regarded as comprising the Saxon duchies, the
principalities of Schwarzburg and Reuss, inclosed exclaves
of other states, and adjoining parts of Prussia. Thurin-
gia was a medieval landgraviate, and its later history is

merged in that of Saxony.

II. ». A native or an inhabitant of Thuringia.

thuringite (thu-rin'jit), «. [< Thuringia (see
Thuringian) + -ite^.] In mineral., a hydrous
silicate of iron and aluminium, occuiTing as an
aggregate of minute scales which are distinct-

ly cleavable in one direction, and have an olive-

freen color and nacreous luster.

url, thurling. See thirl^, thirling.

thurm (thfei-m), V. t. In cabinet-making, to work
(moldings or the like) across the grain of the
wood with saw and chisel, thus producing, in
square uprights and the like, patterns similar
to those turned by the lathe.

thurrockt, «• [Early mod. E. also thorroeke;
< ME. thurrok, the hold of a ship, < AS. thurruc,

a small boat (glossing cumha and caupolus),
also prob. the hold of a ship (also, according to

Lye, a drain {canalis) ; but see thurruck), =MD.
durck, dorck, the hold of a ship; perhaps orig.

(like 7ioM itself) 'hole,' akin to Goth, thairko,

a hole, and to AS. thurh, thuruh, E. thorough,
through^: see thorough.] The hold of a ship;
also, the bilge.

The same harm dooth Bom tyrae the smale dropes of
• water that entren thurgh a litel crevace into the thurrok,
and in the botme of the shipe. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Ye shall understande that there ys a place in the bottom
of a shyppe wherein ys gathered all the fylthe that Com-
eth into the shyppe— and it is called in some contre of
this londe a thorroeke. Other calle yt an hamron, and
some calle yt the bulcke of the shyppe.
Our Ladyes Mirroure (London, 1530), quoted by TjTWhitt.

thurrough (thur'd), n. [A dial. var. ot furrow
(as, reversely, fiW^ for thill), or else a var. of
thurruck,',?!, drain, regarded as a particular
Mseoithurrock.] A furrow. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
thurruck (thur'uk), n. [A further var. of thur-

rough, itself a var. of furrow, or else a var. and
particular use of thurrock. The AS. thurruc
defined by Lye as a canal or drain (canalis),

does not appear to have had that sense : see
thurrock.] A drain. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Thursday (therz'da), n. [< ME. Thursday,
Thursdey, Thors day, Thores day, a contracted
foi'm (after the Icel. Thorsdagr) of early ME.
Tliunrcs deei (which would reg. give mod. E.
*Thundersday), < AS. Thunres dteg = OFries.
Thunresdi, Dunrisdei, Tongeresdei, Tornsdei =
D. Donderdag = MLG. Donerdach = OHG.
Donarestag, MHG. Donerstac, G. Donnerstag =
Icel. Thorsdagr = Sw. Dan. Torsdag; orig. two
words, 'Thunder's day,' 'Thor's day,' translat-
ing L. Dies Jovis : see thunder, Tlior, and day'^.]

The fifth day of the week. See week. Abbrevi-
ated Th., Thur— Bounds Thursday, Ascension day:
so called from the old parisli custom of marking or beat-
ing the bounds. See iKramlmtation. — Great Thursday,
Great and Holy Thursday, in the Gr. Ch.. same as
Maundy Thursday. — Green Thursday, Thursday in
Holy Week; Maundy Thursday.— Holy Thursday, As-
cension day ; so called because it is the gre.itest festival
of the church year which falls regularly upon a Thurs-
day. This name has always been given to Ascension day
in England, both before and since the Reformation. The
application of the name to Thursday in Holy Week, prop-
erly Maundy Thursday, is recent and incorrect, resting
either on confusion or on imitation of foreign (continen-
tal) usage.— Maundy Thursday. See maundy.— Re-
mission Thursday, Sheer Thursday. Sam e as ifa«n-
dy Thursday. —ThaTsAa.y of the Great Canon. See
Great Canon, under great.

thurset (thers), 11. [Also dial, thrush, thrust

(as in hobthrush, var. hobthrust), < ME. thurse,

thursse, thyrce, thurs, thirs, also transposed
thrusse, thrwsse, thrusche, < AS. thyrs = OHG.
durs, duris, turs, thuris, MHG. durse, diirse,

dilrsch, also turse, tiirse, tiirsch, a giant, demon,
= Icel. thurs (pron. thus), a giant, goblin, dull
fellow, = Norw. tuss, dial, titsse, tust, a goblin,
kobold, elf, a dull fellow, = Dan. to««c,'a booby,
fool. For the supposed relation with deuce, see

thusness

deuce^. The word thurse remains in various
local names, as Thursfiekl, Thursley, Thurgly,
Thurso, etc. (in some instances probably eon-
fused with Thor's as in Thursday).] A giant

;

a gigantic specter; an apparition. Kennett {in
Halliwell,under </iyrce); Hay (in Prompt. Parv.,
p. 491, note). [Prov. Eng.]
Thykke theefe as a thursse, and thikkere in the hanche,
Greesse growene as a galte, fuUe grylych he lukez I

Morte Arthure (E. E. T, S.X I. 1100.

There shal lyn lamya that is a thirs [var. thrisse], or a
beste havende the body lie a womman and horee feet.

Wyclif, Isa. xxxIt. 15,

thurse-holet (thSrs'hol), n. A hollow vault in
a rook or stony hill, sometimes used as a dwell-
ing. Kennett (quoted in Prompt. Parv., p. 491).
thurse-houset (thfers'hous), n. Same as thurse-
hole.

thurstt.thurstyt. Old spellings of /*<>««, <;/i>«fy.

thurt (thert), adv. andjirep. A dialectal form of
thifort^.

thus^ (thus), adv. [< ME. thris, thous, thos, <
AS. thus {= OS. thus = OFries. thus = D. dus),
prob. a var. of thys{= OS. thius), instr. of thes,

this: see this.] 1. Of manner or state : (a) In
this way (referring to something present or un-
der consideration) ; in the manner or state now
being indicated : as, one may often see gardens
arranged thus or thus.

His Aungell cleere, as cristall clene.
Here vn-to you thus am I sente.

York Plays, p. 3;..

Thus I forestall thee, if thou mean to chide.
Shdk., Lucrece, 1. 484.

Nay, Ellen, blench not (Aim away.
Scott, L. of the L., il. :;-

(6) In the manner just indicated (pointing t

something that has just been said, done, or re-

ferred to).

Whethcrthis was a bragge of the Ruases or not. I know
not, but thus he sayd. HaUuyt's Voyages, I. 257.

Why hast thou thus dealt with us? Luke iL 48.

The goddess thu^; and thus the god replies.
Who swells the clouds, and blackens all the skies.

Pope, Iliad, viiL 5S4.

Incensed at being thus foiled, Muley Abul Hassan gave
orders to undermine the walls. Irving, Granada, p. 44.

(c) In the state or manner now to be indicated
(pointing to something immediately following ).

Therein was a record thux written. Ezra vi. i

Were he my kinsman, brother, or my son.
It should be thux with him ; he must die to-morrow.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 82.

2. Of cause: Consequently; accordingly; so:
things being so; hence (pointing to somethiiir
that follows as an effect).

Thus, for my duty's saJce. I rather choose
To cross my friend. Shak., JI. for M., iii. 1. 17.

Thus men are raised by faction, and decried.
And rogue and saint distinguished by their side.

Dryden, The Medal, i. 154.

3. Of degree or quality : To this extent or pro-
portion; so.

Whither are you thus early addrest

!

B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

Even thu3 wise— that is, thus peaceable. H(^yday.

Thus far, to this point or degree.

Thus far, with rough and all-unable pen.
Our bending author hath pursued the story.

Shak., Hen. V., Epil.

Thus much, as much as this ; to this extent or degree

.

as, thtts much by way of apology.

Onely thus much now is to be said, that the Comedy is

an imitation of the common errors of our life.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrii

thus^ (thus), n. {li. thus, tus, incense. Cf. thu-

rible, etc.] Frankincense; either (a) olibanum
or (6) the turpentine which concretes on thr

trunks of the trees yielding turpentine Ameri-
can thus, the product'chiefly of the long-leaved pine, y'i-

nus palustris, and of the lobloUy-pine, P. Txda.

thus-gatet, odv. [ME., < thus^ + gate^. Cf.

anothcr-gate.] In this wise; in this way; thus'

Now with hym and now with hure and thvs-gaie ich begpc
Piers Plowman (C), vi. 51

This is ioyfull tydyng,
That I may nowe here see

The modyr of my lord kyng
Thus-gate come to me.

York Plays, p. 100.

thus-gatest, adv. [ME. thusgatfs, thusgatis; <

thu,^--gate -i- adv. gen. -es.] Same as thus-gate.

To blyse sal I sone be restorede
If I my saule thusgates wil fede.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivallX p. lOS.

And thus gatis be hailsed the croice.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.)^ p. 113.

thusness (THUs'nes),«. The state of being thus.
Nature, XLIII. 435. [Rare except in humorous
use.]
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ons two-ranked branoWeta wholly covered by opposite

leaves Imbricated in four ranlts, the marginal ranks larger,

acute, and slightly spreading, the others appressed, glan-

dular, and shining. It is cultivated in dwarf varieties aa

a shrub for lawns, under the name of halchet-leaved arbor-

vit-x. ,

thwack (thwak), V. t. [Also dial, twaci; ; a var.

of whack, prob. due in part to confusion with

the equiv. thack'^, and in part to a phonetic in-

terchange, wh- to tltw-, which occurs in the other

direction in ichite^, var. of thtcite, in whittle, var.

of thwittle, in whart. var. of thwart^, etc.] 1. To
strike with something flat or hard ; beat ; bang

;

whack.
Ue shall not stay.

Well thtcaek him hence with distaffs.

ShaJc., W. T., 1. 2. 37.

Take all my cushions down, and thmack them soundly,

Aiter my feast of millers.

Middltton (and another). Mayor of Queenborough, v. 1.

2t. To ram down
;
pack.

The letters he addressed me from time to time, to the

number of six hundred, thuxicH with loue and klndnesse.

„ StanihurU, Descrip. of Ireland (Holinshed's Chron., 1. 42X

n«cie«, T. ocddnUaia. the arbor-Tita, or white oedu', of
^.j^^^^^^ (thwak), n. [< thwack, ».] A sharp

blow with something flat or hard ; a whack

;

a bang.
But Talgol flrat with hardy thxtack

Twice bruised hU head, and twice his back.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. IL 795.

Noble captain, lend me a reasonable thwati, tor the love

of God, with that cane of yours over these poor shoulders.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, xL

sgyn. See thump.

thwacker (thwak'^r), n. [< thwack + -eri.J

One wlio or that which thwacks ; specifically,

a wooden tool used for beating half-dried pan-

tiles into shape. The tiles are then trimmed

with a thwaoking-kuife.

thwacking (thwak'ing), a. Thumping; tremen-

dous; great. [CoUoq.J

See. Ser. A bonfire, sir?

Sir Of. A thmteUng one, I charge you.
MiddUton, Chaste Maid, v. 3.

thwacking-frame (thwak'ing-fram), Ji. In <i7e-

making, a table with a curved top, on which a

thossock

thussockt, ». Same as tussock.

thuswise ^^•Hus'wiz), nrfc [< f/4«»l + wise^.i

In this manner; thus. [Kare.]

It is surely better ... to acquire pieces of historical

information (Ausirwe than never to acquire them at all.

yineUenth Century, .\X 113.

Thuya (thu'yii), h. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700). <

Gr. 6via, 8ia, an African tree with sweet-s^mell-

ing wood, supposed to be a kind of juniper or

arbor-vitjB.] A genus of conifers (the arbor-vi-

tse), of the tribe Cupressinese and subtribe Thu-

ynp.ildi»se. It is distinguished from Cupreaue, the cy.

press, by its smaller, less indurated cones, and usually com-
planate leafy branches. The 4 species are natives of North

America and eastern Asia. They are evergreen trees and
shrubs with a very characteristic habit, having the flat

leaf-like branchlets almost wholly covered by small ap-

pressed imbricated leaves, some of which are awl-shaped

and slightly spreading; others, on different branchlets, are

blunt, scale-l&e, and adnate. The small ovoid or oblong

cone rarely exceeds half an. inch in length, and is usually

composed of from three to six pairs of coriaceous scales, dry

and spreading when ripe, the lowest and uppermost empty,
the others bearing two or three seeds each. The typical

thwart

H. prep. 1. Across; athwart.

And laying thwart her horse.

In loathly wise like to a carrion corse.

She bore him fast away.
Spenser, F. Q., in. viL 43.

Cornelius May and one other going ashore with some
goods late in a faire euening, such a sudden gust did arise

that driue them thvart the Riuer.
Quoted in Copt. John Smith's Works, IL 9SL

2. Opposite to ; over against.

The first of April we weighed anchor in the Downs, and,

thwart Dover, we found our men in ketches ready to come
aboard. Sir H. Middleton, Voyage, p. 2.

thwarti (thwftrt), a. [< ME. thwert, < thwert,

adv. ; or < Icel. thvert, neut. adj., after the adv.:

see thwarf^, adv. The proper mod. form of the

adj. would be "thwar (< early ME. thweor, <

AS. thweor-, the reduced form in inflection of

thweorh) or 'thwarrow, < AS. thweorh.'] 1. Ly-

ing or extending across or crosswise; cross;

transverse.
Those streetes that be thwart are faire and large.

Hakluyft Voyages, II. 234.

The slant lightning, whose thwart flame, driven down,
Kindles the gummy bark of flr or pine.

Milton, P. L., X. 1075.

2t. Antithetical.

It is observable that Solomon's proverbial says are so

many select aphorisms, containing, for the most part, a

pair of cross and thwart sentences, handled rather by col-

ution than relation, whose conjunction is disjunctive.

Ret:. T. Adams, Works, I. 216.

3. Perverse; contrary; cross-grained.

-His herte tho worth fAirer*. Genesie and Exodus,\.3«0».

If she must teem.
Create her child of spleen, that it may live

And be a thwart disnatured torment to her

!

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 305.

Now he would make that love prevail in the world and
become its law; the world, still thwart and untoward,

foils his purpose, and he dies. E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 130.

thwart^ (thw&rt), n. [< thwart^, «.] Opposi-

tion; defiance.

A certain discourteous person, who calleth himself the

devil, even now, and in thtrart of your fair inclinations,

keepeth and detaineth your Irradlant frame In hostile

»f , -, , thraldom. ifiiw Bum<j/, Cecilia, ii. _.

half-dned pantile is bent to form by means of
th^arti (thwftrt), r. KME. thwerten; < thwart\

ltZi;^.'ltt^Z^^:\,JJ-Jrt\vr^f. «<*..] t tra»s.'l. W pass over or across,

cross.

Branch with Cones of American Albor-vlUe ( Tki^a 9€<uUntalut.

«, the male flower; », icaleofcooe, showincUietwoieeds; c, a seed,

venttml view.

the northern United State*, fomaa extensive cedar-swamp*
from MlnneaoU to central New York and New Brunswick,

and occur* on rocky banks and along the mountains to

North Carolina. It is usually a small Ine, but I* some-

timesfrom 50 to 70 feet high. ItlscoItlvatedfartawnsaDd
hedges, and yields a valuable llght.bn>wn wood, a very

aromatic oil, and a tincture used as an emmenasogne. T.

thwacking-knife (thwak'ing-nif), n. A knife

fortri'nmmg pantiles on the thwacking-frame.

thwaitei (thwat), n. [Also dial, twaite ; < ME.
•thwaite (> AF. twaite), < Icel. thveit,t., thveiti,

u., a piece or parcel of land, a paddock (com-

mon in local names), also a unit of weight, and
a small coin, = Norw. tveit, (ret, tceat, Ived,

a piece of ground (common in local names),

lit. a piece, from the verb seen in AS. thwitan,

ME. thwilen. cut, chop: see thwite.} Apiece of

gronnd reclaimed and converted to tillage.

zTkimil* chiefly occurs a* the second element In local

name*, especially In the lake district of the north of Eng-

land, as In BaasenUiraAe, Cn>sa(Awa<f<, and StonetAtniite.

thwaite'* (thwat). ». Same as twaite^,

!^S^:tAU^:^'^n:^.'^C%1S^^ thwangt. «. a MUldle EngUsh form of titcng.

to 250 feet high and 18 feet in diauetrr. One I* said to bav
measured 22 feet in diameter and 325 in height. The trunk

rises often for 100 feet as a columnar shaft free from
branches. The trunks were hollowed out by the Indiaiis

into canoe*. The dull reddish-brown wood — which is

light, »att, compact, easily worked, and, as in the other

species, slow to decay— is greatly valued for cabinet-work.

Interior flnlsh, cooperage, etc. The bark yields a Bber

which U made into bata, mat*, and baskets. In cultiva-

tion it Is often known Iqr the name* of T. pUeata and T.

thwarlet, a. [ME., nerhaps connected with

twirl (I), dwarlen) ; otherwise possibly an error

for thwart, cross: see thwart^, o.] Twisted (f)

;

intricate (f ) : found only in the following pas-

sage.
As the dok lasted,

.tythen thrawen wrth a tiiwong a tluearie knot alofte,

fber mony belle* hi bryjt of brende golde rungen.

Sir OaunyiM and the tfreen Knight (E. E. T. S.X L IM.

Lo6W.-, and in Europe as lOoeednudeeyrmu, byu eariy *i.wartl (thwftrt), adf. and prep. [< ME. thwert
exchange with the true iftoesdria, the incense<edar of "»*•*• ^"""""^^^ -i- J- .!

California. The other commonly cnltirated specie*, T. "° '" """' "•""
(Biola)orientalie, the Chinese arbor-vitse, native of eastern

Asia, is parent of numerous varieties remarkably different

in habit, with brlght«reen, golden, silvery, or variegated

spray, closer and more vertical than in the tree of the

Athuitic coast, or drooping, elongated, and slightly cylin-

drical In the varietyjwnduio, the weeping arbor-vit*. Sev-

eral other specie* formerly clasaed here are now aenuated,

as the genera Thv^opeie and Chanueeyparii. Compare
also Retinoepora.

thnylte (thu'yit), n. [< Thuya + -«"te2.] A fos-

sil plant supposed to belong or be closely re-

lated to Thuya. Several plants from theWealden and
' Joraaslc hare been described under Thuyitet as a generic

name, In regard to all or most of which there 1* considera-

ble nncertainty.

Thuyopsidinse (thu-yop-si-dl'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1887), < Thuyopifis (-id-) + -iJwe.J A
subtribe of conifers, of the tribe Cupresmnex,
typified by the genus Thuyopsis, and compris-

inK also J.ihocedrus and Thuya.

Thuyopsis (thu-yop'sis), n. [NL. (Siebold and
Zuccariiii, 184'2), < Thuya + Gr. oi/wc, resem-
blance.] A genus of conifers, of the tribe Cu-
iiri s^itii ir, t>-pe of the subtribe Thiii/nimdiiix.
it ii ill irHi'teiized by Its narrowly tw<>.wingi!<i seeds, four
or livf tui'ler each of four Ut eight fi-rtlie scales of the
giob<«econe. The oidy B|>c<ie», T. dolabrata. Is a native

of Japan, there known as akeki, and planted to shade ave-

nues. It is a tall conical evergreen from 50 to 90 feet high.

Its pendulous whorled primary branches |>t»r verjr numer-

(as in over thwert, thwert over, a thwert, a thirt,

athwart), < Icel. thvert, across (um-thvert, across,

athwart), = Sw. trdrt, rudely, = Dan. tvert,

adv., across, athwart (cf. MD. dwera, dwersch,

dwars, D. dwars = G. zwcrch, across); prop,

neut. ace. (with the neut. suffix -t usual m
Scand.) of the adj., Icel. threrr, cross, trans-

verse, = Sw. trar- = Dan. teer- = AS. thweorh

(thweor-), transverse, perverse, = MD. *dwer,

'dwar, dwers, dwersch, dwars, D. dwars, adj., =
OHG. dwerah, twerh, MHQ. twerch, dwerch, also

querch, Q. :werch in comp., also without the

final guttural, OHG. twer, MHG. twer, quer, G
quer = LG. quer (> E. queer^), cross, transverse

Pericles

Is now again thwarting the wayward seas.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 4. 10.

Swift as a shooting star

In autumn tAtrarts the night
Uaton, P. L., Iv. 657.

In this passage we frequently chang'd our barge, by rea-

son of the bridges thwarting our course.
Evelyn, Diary, Oct 6, 1641.

2t. To put crosswise, or one across another.

All knights-templsrs make such Saltlre Cross with their

thwarted Tegs upon their monuments.^
Fuller, Ch. Hist, IH. ill. 11.

3t. To put in the way; oppose.

'Gainst which the noble Sonne of Telamon
Oppos'd himselfe, and, thwarting his huge shield.

Them battell bad. Speneer, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 514.

4. To cross, as a purpose ; contravene ; frus-

trate; baffle.

Third Out. Have you long sojourned there?

Vol. Some sixteen months; and longer might have

stay'd.

If crooked fortune had not thwarted me.
5Aat., T. O. ofV., Iv. 1. 22.

The proposals of the one never thwarted the inclina-

tions of the other. South, Sermons.

O thwart me not, sir Soph, at er'ry turn,

Nor carp at ev'ry flaw you may discern.

C&wper, Conversation, L 91.

"It is no part of the duty of a Christian Prince," added

the Abbess, " to (Auwrf the wishes of a pious soul.'

Seott, Quentin Durward, xxxv.

No injudicious Interference from any quarter ever

thwarted my plans tor her [a pupil's] Improvement
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xIL

=Syil. 4. FoO, Bajle, etc. aeefiuetraU.

n. intraM. 1. To go crosswise or obliquely.

Tliomson.— 2. To bo in opposition; be con-

trary or perverse ; hence, to quarrel ; contend.

Thwart not thou with thy fellow.

Balxes Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 75.

[Bare in both senses.]= Goth, thwairhs, angry (not found in lit. sense
^^^ ^

'cross'; cf. E. croseX, 'transverse,' also 'an-
^^.^art^ (tiiwftrt)^n. [Also dial, f/iowfl'fti; prob.

jr'); perhaps connected with L. torquere, „ y^r. of >AoAi (as, reversely, tto/(2 is a var. ofgry
twist: see torfi. Connection with AS. ihurh,

Goth, thairh, etc., through, is improbable : see

thorough, through^. Ct. athwart.] I. adr. From
side to side; across; crosswise; transversely;

athwart.

Yet, whether thwart or flatly It did lyte.

The teropred Steele did not Into his braynepan byte.

Speneer, F. Q., VI. vi. 30.

The bait was guarded with at least two hundred men,

and thirty lying vnder a great tree (that lay (*u«rt as a

barricado). Quoted in Copfc John Smith's Works. I. 215.

thought^), a rower's seat, mixed with thwart^

as if lit. a ' erosspiece ' : see thoft^, thoft-feU

low.] A seat across a boat on which the oars-

man sits. A thwart is usually a special fixture, but a

board may be used for the puroose. Home thwarts are

contrived to slide backward and forward with the move,

menis of the oarsman, as in light sculls or shells used for

rowing exercise or for racing.

Take care of your dress In the mud — one foot on the

tkuwrte — sit In the middle— that 's It""""^
yfhyu MeUiUe, White Kosa II. vit



thwart
Now Cap*!! Cyrus is the luckiest seaman that ever sat

on a thteart He never liad nothin' liappen to liim.

F. R. Stockton, Merry Clianter, iii.

After-thwart, tlie thwart furthest aft in a whale-boat^
occupied by the after-oarsman. Also called stroke-thwart,
— Bow-thwart, the second thwart in a whale-boat, oc-

cupied by the bow-oarsman.

thwartedly (thwar'ted-li), adv. Athwart; ob-
liquely. [Rare.]

We do not live in the inside of a pearl ; but in an at-

mosphere through which a burning sun shines thwartedly,
and over which a son-owful night must far prevail.

RuScin, Lectures on Art, § 176.

thwarter (thw&r't^r), «. [< thwart^ + -erl.]

One who or that which thwarts or crosses.

tliwarter-ill (thwar'tfer-il), n. Same as loup-
iiiii-iU.

thwart-hawse (thw&rt'hftz), adv. Naut., across
the hawse.
thwarting (thwar'ting), n. [Verbal n. of
thwarfl, «.] Opposing act or action; what-
ever frustrates or baffles or tends to defeat
one's purposes, wishes, designs, etc.

The woman is of such disposition that in the ende of
thirtie yeeres marriage there shal euery day be found
thicartingg in her condition, and alteration in her conuer-
sation. Chievara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 306.

The thwartings of your dispositions.

Shak., Cor., iii. 2. 21.

thwarting (thwar'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of tliivarfl.']

Perverse; contrary.

Such shields tooke the name Clypei, i. chased and en-
graven, not in the old word in Latine Cluere, which gigni-

fleth to tight, or to bee well reputed, as our thwarting
grammarians would with their subtile sophistrie seeme
to etymologize and derive it.

UoUand, tr. of Pliny, xxxv. 3.

Ignorance makes them churlish, thwarting, and muti-
nous. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

thwartingly (thwar'ting-li), adv. Perversely;
in an opposing or baffling manner.

It is wittingly observed that the over-precise are so
thwartingly cross to the superstitious in all things that
they will scarce do a good work because a heretic doth
it. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 407.

thwartly (thwart'li), adv. [< thwart^- + -ly^.^

In a contrary manner; with opposition; per-
versely.

Sith man then in judgeinge so thwartly is bente
To satisfle fansie, and not true intente.

tr. ire«A« (1654). (Dames.)

thwartness (thwart ' nes), n. [< tlmart^ +
-ness.'l The state or quality of being contrary

;

untowardness
;
per\'ersenes8.

Can any man . . . defend it lawfull, upon some unkind
usages, or thwartness of disposition, for a parent to al>an-

don and forsake his child, or the son to cast off his
parent? Bp. HaM, Cases of Conscience, iv. 2.

thwartovert, a. [< ME. thwert over; < thwart^
+ over.'i Contrary; baffling.

And for flfteene long dayes and nights the thwartover and
crosse north easterly winde blew us nothing but lengthen-
ing of our sorrowes. JohnTaylor,Worka(ieS0). (Nares.)

thwartship (thwart'ship), a. [< thicart\prep.,
+ ship.']

_
Naut., lying across the vessel.

thwartships (thwart'ships), adv. [< ihwarfl,
prep., 1, + ship + adv. gen. -s.] Naut., across
the ship from side to side : opposed to/ore and
aft.

thwitet, V. t. [< ME. tktciten, fhwyten, < AS.
thwitan, cut. Hence the var. white^, and ult.

the deriv. thwittle, var. whittle, and thwaite^.']

To cut; whittle. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.j
Twigges fallow, rede,

And grene eek, and som weren whyte,
Swiche as men to these cages thwyte.
Or maken of these paniers.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1938.

It [the bow] was peynted wel and thvrltten [var. twhiUen,
twythenl Rom. of the Rose, 1. 933.

thwittlet, »• [< ME. thwitel, a knife, < thwiten,
cut: see thwite.'] A whittle; a knife.

A SbeSeld thwitel baar he in his hose.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, I. 13.

thwittlet, V. t. [< thwittle, »., or freq. of
thwite.'] To whittle.

thworl (thferl or thwdri), n. A variant of tvhorl.

thy (5Hi), pron. [< ME. thy, thi, a shortened
form of thin, < AS. thin : see thine. The -n was
dropped as being appar. a mere inflectional
ending. Cf. mi/.] Of or pertaining to thee:
possessive of the pronoun thou, second person
singular. It is used in solemn and grave style.
See thiTie.

For beetinge was thi lx)di blewe.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. IS,

Good thy Judgement, wench
;T^ bright elections cieere.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., 1. 1.

These are thy glorious works. Parent of good.
Milton, P. L., v. 153.
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thydert, adv. A Middle English form of thither.

thyine (thi'in), a. [< Gr. diivov, < dr'ivog, per-

taining to the tree called 6via or Ifva : see
Thuya.'] Noting a precious wood, in Rev. xviii.

12. The wood is supposed to be that of CalH-
tris quadrivalvis. See Callitris.

thylacine (thil'a-sin), n. [< NL. Thylacinus,
q.v.] The native wild "dog," "wolf," "tiger,"

or "hyena" of Tasmania, Tliylacinus cynoeepha-
lus, the largest living carnivorous marsupial.

Thylacine Dasyure, or i^c ttephahts).

It is of a grayish-brown color, banded transversely with
black on the back and hips, whence it is also called zehra-

woff. The same, or a closely related animal, formerly in-

habited also Australia, but is now extinct. Also used at-

tributively.

Thylacinns (thi-las'i-nus), n. [NL. (Tem-
minck), < Gr. 6vla^ (0v?.aK-), a pouch, -f- kvuv
(kvv-), a dog.] A genus of carnivorous marsu-
pial mammals, containing the thylacine dasy-
ure, T. cynocephaltis, of the family Dasyuridee
and subfamily Dasyuritiee. The teeth are 46; the
vertebree are C. 7, D. 13, L. 6, S. 2, Cd. 23 ; there are no ossi-

fied marsupial bones, nor is there any hallux ; the general
form is that of a dog or wolf. See thylacine (with cut).

Thylacoleo (thil-a-ko'le-o), n. [NL., < Gr. Ov-

Wa^ (dvTiaii-), a pouch, -f Muv, a lion.] A ge-
nus of large extinct diprotodont marsupials,
having few functional teeth. There is one species,
T. camifex, originally considered carnivorous, but hav-
ing affinities with the herbivorous kangaroos and phalan-
gers.

Thymallus (thi-mal'us), ». [NL. (Cuvier, 1829),
< Gr. dvfiaXi.oc, some unknown fish.] In ichth.,

a genus of salmonoid fishes ; the graylings. They
are not anadi-omous, have moderate scales, the tongue
toothless, and the dorsal fin long and very high, of ab«ut
twenty rays. They are beautiful game-fishes, of northern
regions. The American grayling is T. signi/er. See cut
under grayling.

thyme (tim), «. [Early mod. E. also thime,
time (the spelling with th being in artificial

imitation of the L.); < ME. tims, tyme, < OF.
fhym, F. thym = Pr. thimi = It. timo, < L. thy-

mum, ML. also thimus, timus, < Gr. di/iov, also
Bviwc, neut., thyme; prob. connected with flrof,

incense, < *6mtv, smell : see thus'^.] A plant of
the genus Thymus. The common garden thyme is T.
vulgaris, a native of southern Europe. It is a bushy under-
shrub from 6 to 10 inches high, with many stems, which
are erect or decumbent at the base, and bear very small
ovate leaves. It is of a pungent, aromatic property, and
is largely cultivated as a seasoning for soups, sauces, etc.

From it also is distilled, especially in lYance, where the
plant abounds, the oil of thyme, which is considerably used
in veterinary practice and in perfumery, and in the latter
use often passes as oil of origanum. The wild or creep-
ing thyme, or mother-of-thyme, is T. Serpyllum, a less erect
plant forming broad dense tufts, having properties similar

thymiaterion

to those of T. vulgaris, but less cultivated for culinary use.

It also yields an oil, from one of the names of the plant
sometimes called serpolet-f/il. (See serpfjlet.) The lemon
or lemon-scented thyme, sometimes named T. citriodorm,

is regarded as a variety of this plant. Eoth species, espe-

cially variegated varieties of the latter, are desirable bor-

der or rockwork plants.

I know a bank where the wild thyme grows.
Shak., M. N. D., iL 1. 249.

But, if a pinching winter thou foresee.

And would'st preserve thy famished family.
With fragrant thyme the city fumigate.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's (Jeorgics, iv. 350.

Basil thjone, Calamintha Acinos (see boMl-thyme) ; ap-
plied also to C. A'epe(a and perhaps some other species.—
Cat-thyme, (a) See Teucrium. (jb) Same as herb maftic
(which see, under A«r6).— Horse-thyme, Calamintha
CHnopodium ; sometimes, also, the common wild thjTne.
Il'ruv. Eng.]— Oil of thyme. See oii.— Shepherd's
thyme, the wild thyme. [Prov. Eng.] — Virginian'
thyme. See Pycnanthemum..— Water-thyme, a fresh-
water plant, Elodea (Anacharis) Alsinastruin, of the Hy-
drocharideie : applied by Izaak Walton to some plant not
determined. The members of this genus did not grow in
England in his time. Britten and Holland.

Thymelaea (thim-e-le'a), n. [NL. (Endlieher,
1844; earlier, Toumefort, 1700, applied to the
genus now called Daphne), < L. thymeleea, <

Gr. Bvpit'Aaia, a plant. Daphne Gnidium. < (H/'oc,

thyme, + e7aia, olive-tree.] A genus of apeta-
lous plants, type of the order Tltymelieaceie and
of the tribe Euthymelseeae. It is characterized by
bisexual unappendaged flowers witti a spreading border,
usually persistent around the drj- membranous one-celled
pericai-p. There are about 20 sj)ecies, natives of the Sledi-

terranean region from the Canary Islands to Persia, with
a few of wider range in Europe and middle Asia. They are
perennial herbs, or rarely small shrubs with scattered
leaves, generally small and narrow, and small sessile flow-

ers, solitary or clustered in the axils. T. tinctoria, of the
south of Europe, yields a yellow dye. See herb terrible,

under herb.

Thymelaeacese (thim'e-le-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Meisner, 1856), < T/(j/»i«?«a +'-«<<«.] An or-

der of apetalous plants, of the series DaphnaUs,
characterized by its perianth of four or five im-
bricated lobes in a single series, and by the
superior radicle, it includes about 400 species, be-
longing to 38 genera classed in 3 tribes, of which Thyme-
liea, Phaleria, and AquHaria are the types. They are
usually trees or shrubs, with a tough filamentous or net-

ted bark. They bear entire leaves, usually numerous,
small, and with a single vein. The flowers are commoidy
capitate and somewhat involucrate, and are followed by
an indehiscent fruit, a nutlet, berry, or drape, or, in the
AquiXariese, a loculicidal capsule. T'hey are natives of

temperate climates, especially of South Africa, the Medi-
terranean region, and .\ustralia. fewerin .\merica, and rare

in the tropics. Among the important genera are Daphne,
Pimetea, Passerina, Stellera, and Dirca, the leatherwood,
the last-named being tlie only genus in the United States.

thymele (thim'e-le), n. [< L. thymela, thymele,

< Gr. dvfte/.ri, the altar of Dionysus in the or-

chestra of a Greek theater, lit. 'a place for

sacrifice,' <6i«i', sacrifice.] 1. In Gr. antiq., an
altar; particularly, the small altar of Diony-
sus which occupied the central point of the

a. >r5
Wild Thynie t Thymus Serpyllum).

a, the corolla ; *, the calyx ; c, a stamen.

Thymele Orchestra of the Theater at Epidaurus, Greece, showing

the ancient Hellenic circle floored with beaten cinders (ito»'i<rTpa) for

the choras. Thesiteofthe thymele is marked by the block of » hite

stone in the middle.

orchestra of the Greek theater, and was a ^^8i-

ble token of the religious character of the dra-

matic representations.— 2. [cap.] [NL. (Fabri-

cius, 1808).] In entom., a genus of hesperian
butterflies, or skippers. T. alveolus is the

grizzled skipper, a British species.

thymelici (thi-meri-si), n.pl. [L., pi. of thypnc-

licui<, < Gr. dv/je?.iK6f, belonging to the thymele

:

see thymeU.] In the anc. Gr. drama, the cho-
rus: so called because their evolutions took
place around the thymele.
thymiatechny (thim'i-a-tek-ni), V. [Irreg. <

Gr. (hmiafia, Ionic dv/ii?ift'a, that which is burned
as incense (< fhfuav, burn as incense: see thymi-

aterion), + rlxyn, art, skill.] The art of em-

i)loying perfumes in medicine. Dunglison.

lymiaterion (thim'i-a-te'ri-on), «.; pi. thynii-

aicriu (-ii). [< Gr. Bv/iiaTtnuoi', a censer, < Or'fiiai;

burn as incense, < ffv/ia, a sacrifice, < di'tii; sac-

rifice.] A censer, especially one of ancient
Greek origin, or one used in the Greek Church.



thymic

thymic (tln'mik), a. Of or pertaiBing to the
thymus gland: as, the thymic vein Tliyinic
arthTTlfl, Same as larynffimiua stridtdiu.

thymol (ti'mol), n. [< thume + -oi.] The phe-
nol of eymene, CiqHjs.OH, a stearoptene ob-
tained from oil of thyme by distillation, it is a
crystalline solid having a powerful odor and a very acrid
and caustic l:iste, but its solution sutticiently diluted has
the smell of thyme and an agreeable cooling taste. It is

slightly soluble in water, readily soluble in alcohol. It is

powerfully antiseptic in its properties, and is used in med-
icine as a dressing for unhealthy wounds or sores.

Thymusl (thi'mus), n. [NL. (Rivinus, 1690), <

L. thi/tHi(iii,<.Gr.6i/Mv,8i/ioc,thyme: see thyme.']

A genus of labiate plants, belonging to the
tribe SatureiiiejB and subtribe Meiithoideee ; the
thyme, it is characterized by Miliary or spiked few-flow-
ered verticillasters, a distinctly two-lipped, ten- to thir-
teen-nerved calyx closed within by hairs, and a slightly
two-lipped corolla with four perfect stAmens. There are
about 40, or as some class them 100 species, nearly all

natives of the Mediterranean region, a few in the Canary
Islands and Abyssinia, and one or two widely dispersed
over the temperate and northern parts of Europe and Asia.
They are small shrubby plants, with entire leaves small
and nearly alike throu^out, or in the spike changed into
bracts, the flowers io separate axillary whorls or in loose or
compact terminal spikes. The species are known in gen-
eral as Ihmie. See also nuutie-hert, and cut under statneii.

thymus^ (thi'mus), «. [NL., < Gr. Biftni:, m.. a
warty excrescence, a glandular substance, the
sweetbread: so called because likened to a
bunch of thyme, < Ov/iov, Ovfio^, thyme: see
thyme.'] 1. In anat., a fetal stnicture, vestigial
in the adult, one of the so-called ductless
glands, of no known function, situated inside
the thorax, behind the breast-bone, near the
root of the neck. The tiiymus of veal and Iamb Is

called nceetbread, and more fully throat or nect-tuiett-
bread, to distinguish It from the pancreas or stomach-
sweetbread.

2. Ill pathol., same as aarothymion.
thymy (ti'mi), a. [< thyme + -«!.] 1. Abound-
ing with thyme ; Ragrant with thyme.

Love paced the thymy plots of Paradise.
r«nnystm. Love and Deatii.

2. Resembling thyme; of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of thyme : as, a thymy smell.

ThynnidaB (thin'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Erichson,
l>v}i;).< ThynniLS + -idle.] 1. In entowi., a curi-
ous family of hymonopterous insects, occurring
in South America and Australasia, and allied

Uj the Sroliiii.se. The female is wingleu, and resembles
a large ant or some of the wingless Proetottyptdti, while
the male is nsnally much larger, fully winged, and ver)'
active, llie last abdominal joint is furnished with chlt-
inouB projections, as In some CArysidiite. More than SO
species are known.

2t. Ill iciith., a family of scombroid Ashes; the
tuniiips. See Thmnus, 2.

ThyimU8(thiii'u8), n. [NL., < L. thynnus, thun-
niiK, < 6r. Oivmc, a tunny : so called from its

quick, glancing motions, < Oimttv, 6vnv, dart
along. Ct. tunny.] 1. In eiifom., a remarkable
genus of hymenopterous insects, typical of the
family Thynnitlie. The species are Australian,
Fuliriiiwt, 1775.— 2t. In ichth.,a genus of scom-
broid fishes, so named by Cuvier in 1817; the
tunnies. Being preoccupied in entomology, the
name was changed by Cuvier in 1829 to Orey-
II im. See cut under albarore.

Thyone (thi'o-ne), H. [NL. (Oken, 1815).] 1.
The typical genus of Thyonida.— 2. A genus
fif crustaceans.

Thyonidae (thi-on'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., < Thyone
+ -iilie.] A family of pedate holothurians, typ-
ified by the genus Thyone, having suckers
scattered over the surface of the body. They
are sometimes called nca-oicti.

thyreoid (tlii're-oid), a. and h. Same as thyroid.

thsrreopalatinus (thi're-o-pal-a-ti'nus), n.
;
pi.

Ihijriiipaliitiiii (-III). [Nil., as tl>yreo{id) + pala-
tiiie~.'\ Sanif as palatiipharyngeus.

thyreopharyngeos (thi're-^far-in-je'us), n.;
pi. tkyreopharyngei (-i). [KL.,as thyreo(id) +
pharynxj] Same as conntrictor pharyngis in-
frriiir (which see, under constrictor).

fhyreus (tlii're-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ptd^, a
largf oblong shield.] A genus of hawk-moths,
of the family Sphingidx. r. ai6otfU the Abbot's
sphinx, a dull-chocolate or grayish-brown moth with
brown and sulphur-yellow hind wings. Its larva feeds
upi^)n the grape-vine, an<l has two marked coloratlonal
forms, one green and one brown. The caudal tabercle is
jn'Ii^hed black with a yellow annulus, and the venter is
yellow with pink spots between the prologs. See cut
uinler ifiihinx.

Thyridopteryx (thir-i-dop'te-riks), n. [NL.
(Stcplipiis, l«:i5), < Gr. mipi'i (ttvpi/i.), dim. of
t)il>ii, a door. + wTfpvS, a wing.] A genus of
moths, of the family I'syrhidip. The common bag-
worm of the Inlted .States is the larva of T. ephemerie-
ffrrinix The feiniile in wriiyle>-«»; the male abilomen is ro
bu«t,.ind extends f.ii Bonie ili.it:iiice behind the hind wings:
and the male antenna; arc broadly pectinate almost to the
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tips. The genus is idso represented in Australia. See
Psychidtf, and cut under bag-worm.

thyro-aryepiglotticus (thi"r6-ar-i-ep-i-glot'i-

kus), «. [NL., as thyro{id) + ary(tenmd) +
epiglottis.] Same as thyro-arytenoid muscle
(which see, under thyro-arytenoid).

thyro-arytenoid (thi"r6-ar-i-te'noid), a. [<
thyro(id) + arytenoid.] Of or pertaining to

the thyroid and arytenoid cartilages Tliyro-
anrtenbld folds or ligaments, the vocal cords, (o) Iiu
j'erior, a strong elastic band passing on either side from
the angle of tlie thyroid cartilage to the anterior angle
of the base of the arytenoid cartilage. It is covered with
tliin mucous membrane, and forms the tnie vocal cord.
(b) Superior, a delicate fibrous band of elastic tissue on
either side, passing from the angle of the thyroid cartilage
to the anterior surface of the arytenoid cartilage. It is

covered with mucous membrane, and fonns the so-called
false vocal cord.— Thyro-arytenoid muscle, a broad,
flat muscle on either side of the larynx, passing from the
angle of the ala3 of the thyroid caitilage and the crico-

thyroid membrane, to be inserted into the base and an-
terior surface of the arytenoid cartilage. It is divisi-

ble into an inferior or inner portion, adjacent and parallel
to the vocal cord, and a superior and outer portion. This
muscle, innervated by the inferior laryngeal nerve, re-

laxes the vocal cord.

thyro-arytenoideus (thi-ro-ar-'i-te-noi'de-us),
H. [NL. : see thyro-<irytenoid.] The thyro-ary-
tenoid muscle Thyro-arytenoideus superior.
Same as arytenoidew.

thyro-epiglottic (thi-ro-ep-i-glot'ik), a. [<
lliyrn(iil) + ipiglottis -I- -I'c.J Pertaining to the
thyroid cartilage and the epiglottis Tlijrro-
eplglottic ligament, the long and narrow ligament con-
necting the ejiiglottis with the angle of the thyroid carti-
lage, just below the median notch of the latter.

thyro-epiglottidean (thi-ro-ep'i-glo-tid'e-an),
(I. [< thyrii{iil) + epiglottis (-id-) + -e-iin.]

Pertaining to the thyroid cartilage and the epi-
glottis— Thyro-epiglottidean muscle, a delicate fas-

ciculus arising from the inner surface of the thyroid
cartilage. Just external to the origin of the thyro-arytenoid
muscle, spreading out on the outer surface of the sacculus
laryngl^ some flbers extending to the aryteno-epiglottid-
ean fold, others to the margin of the epiglottis. It is In-

nervatea by the Inferior laryngeal. Also called dfprettor
epigiotHdU.

thyro-epiglottideus (thi-ro-ep'i-glo-tid'e-us),
n.; pi. thyro-epiglottidei (-i). [NL.: see ihyro-
epiglottidean.] The thyro-epiglottidean mus-
cle (which see, under thyro-epiglottidean).

thyroglottidens (thi'ro-glo-tid'e-us), n.
; pi.

thi/ronliitliiiri (-i). Same as thyro-epiglottideus.

thjTOhyal (thi-ro-hral), n. [< thyro(id) + hy-
(oid) + -al.] In zool. and anat., a bone de-
veloped in the third postoral visceral arch of
the embryo of higher vertebrates, correspond-
ing to the first branchial arch of fishes and am-
phibians, (a) In man and other mammals, the greater
comu of the hyold bone. See flrst cut under s/tufil. (ft)

In a bird, sometimes, one of the long horns of the hyoid
bone, which curl up behind the skull, and in some wood-
peckers even up over the top of the skull to the eye or
nostril, consisting each of two pieces properly named
ceratobrttnehial and epibranehial. The ceratobrmnchlals
and epibranchlals together are badly called the (AyraAyo^,
and In still more popular language the "greater oomua "

or " bonis" of the hyold bone.

thyrohyoid (thi-nVlu'oid), a. and n. [< thy-
ro(irf) + hyoid.] I. a. In anat., ot or pertaining
to the hyoid bone and the tnjrroid cartilage.
— Thyrohyoid arch, the third postoral visceral arch.—
Thyrohyoid ligament, a round elastic ligament passing
fnnn the superior crnu of the thyroid cartilage to the
extremity of the great oornu of the hyoid bone. Also
called laUrol tkHnkyotd ligament, in distinction from the
thyrohyoid numbmnt. Bee cut under faryTu;.—Thyro-
hyoid membrane. See membrane, and cut under larynx.
— Thyrohyoid muscle, a muscle extending from the
oblique ridge on tile outer side of the thyroid cartilage
to the great comu of the hyoid bone : Innervated from
the hypoglossaL See cut under mtMcfel.— Thyrohyoid
space, the depressed space between the thyroid carti-
lage and the byold bone in front.

II. w. A small muscle of man and some other
animals, apparently a continuation of the ster-
nothyroid, arising from the thyroid cartilage
of the larynx and inserted into the hyoid bone.
Its action approximates the parts between
which it extends. See cut under muscle^.

thyroid (thi'roid). a. and n. fAlso, and prop.,
thyreoid; < Gr. avpeoetd^, shield-shaped (;i<ii'-

Apof OvpeoeuS^. the thyroid cartilage), < dvpco^, a
large oblong shield (< Bipa, door), -f- cI<5of, form,
shape.] I. a. Shield-shaped. Specifically— (a) In
anat., noting the largest and principal one of the several
cartilages of the larynx, and several associated parts ; also,
noting the obturator foramen and obturator membrane.
{b) In zoo/., noting shield-shaped cotor-rnarkiiigs, or I>ird8

having a thyroid marking: as. the thtjrrjid w.jodpecker,
Sphyropicii* thiirmdeuK.—'CQTXi.us. of the thyroid carti-
lage. Seccf.riit/ —Isthmus of the thyroid gland. See
irtAmiM.— Oblique line of the thyroid cartUage. See
oWwiie— Pyramid of the thyroid gland, s. e w/ramid.
—Thyroid artery, either of two arteries distributed to
the region of the tliyroid cartilage and thyroid body, (a)
Superior, a branch of the external carotid, distributed to
the sternothyroid, steriiiihyoid. and omohyoid muscles and
the thyroid boily, and giving nlf the hyoid, sternomastoid,
laryngeal, and cricothyroid branches. (6) Inferior, abranch

Thysanocarpus

of the thyroid axis, passing beneath the great cervical ves-

sels to be distributed to the lower part of the thyroid body,
to the scalenus anticus, longus colli, inferior constrictor,
and the infrahyoid muscles, and giving oif the ascending
cervical, inferior laryngeal, tracheal, and esophage^
branches.- Thyroid axis. See oiisi.— Thyroid body,
the so-called thyroid gland. See below.—Thyroid carti-
lage, the largest cartilage of the larynx, situated between
the hyoid bone and the cricoid cartilage, and composed
of two lateral halves, or alae, continuous in front, where
theyfomi the projection known vi?, Adam"g apple. Itartic-

ulates with the epiglottis and the cricoid and other laryn-
geal cartilages, and aflEords attachment to the vocal cords.
Sec cut under iar(/nx.— Thyroid dislocation, in mirg.,

dislocation of the head of the thigh-bone or femur into the
thyroid or obturator foramen.-Thyroid foramen. See
foramen.— Thyroid ganglion. See ijaivjlion.— Thyroid
gland, a large and vei-y vascular body, consisting chiefly

of a congeries of blood-vessels, but not provided with a
duct or known to furnish any secretion, saddled upon the
larynx and upper part of the trachea. Its functions, if it

have any, are unknown ; it takes no part in respiration,

though associated with the windpipe, and is apparently a
vestigial organ, or the remains of some undetermined func-
tional homologue of the lowest vertebrates. Itistheseatof
the disease known as bronchocele or goiter, becoming some-
times enormously enlarged.—Thyroid vein. See vein.

II. n. 1. The thyroid cartilage.—-2. The
thyroid gland.— 3. A thyroid artery, vein, or
nerve.

thjrroidal (thi'roi-dal), a. [< thyroid + -al.]

Same as thyroid.

thyroideal (tU-roi'de-al), a. [< thyroid + -e-

-al.] Same as thyroid.

thyroidean (thi-roi'de-an), a. Same as thyroid.

thyroidectomy (thi-r'oi-dek'to-mi), n. [< thy-

roid + Gr. tKTo/i!/, a cutting out.] Excision of

a part or the whole of the thyroid gland or of

the thyroid cartilage.

thyrotbmy (thi-rot'o-mi), n. [< thyro{id) +
Gr. -Tofiia, < riftveiv, Ta/ielv, cut.] In surg., divi-

sion of the thyroid cartilage.

thyrse (thfers), n. [= F. tityrse, < L. thyrsus, <

Gr. Oipaof, a stalk, stem: see thyrsus.] 1. Same
as thyrsus, 1.

Wild I am now with heat

;

. O Bacchus ! coole thy rales

!

Or frantick I shall eate
Thy thyrge, and bite the bayes.

Herridc, To Live Merrily, and To Trust to God.

2. In hot., a contracted or ovate panicle, being
a mixed or compound form of inflorescence in

which the primary ramification is centripetal
and the secondary or ultimate is centrifugal.
The Inflorescence of the horse-chestnut and that of lilac

are typical examples. Also thyrgug and eymobotrys. See
cut under jBteulm.
3. A small earthenware vessel, of a form re-

sembling that of a pine-cone, especially such
a vessel of ancient make.
From their resemblance to pine cones they have been

called thyrteg, and are supposed to have been used for
holding mercury.

R. M. Smith, S. K. Handbook, Persian Art, p. 12.

thyrse-flower (th^rs'flou'^r), w. A plant of
the acantliaceous genus Thyrsacanthus.

thyrsi, ". Plural of thyrsus.

thyrsiiorm (th^r'si-fdrm), a. [< L. thyrsus, a
tliyrsiis, -t- forma, form.] In hot., resembling
or having tlie form of a thyrse.

thyreoid (thfer'soid), a. [< Gr. Bi'pao^, a stalk,
stem, -I- fWof, form.] In hot., having somewhat
the form of a thyrse. Also cymohotryose.

thyrsoidal (th^r'soi-dal), a. [< thyrsoid + -al.]

Same as thyrsoid.

thyrsus (tli^r'sus), n.;

thyrsus, < Gr. $iipao(, a sti

iac wand.] 1. One of
the most common at-

tributes or emblems of
Dionysus (Bacchus)
and bis thiasus and vo
taries. It was a staff tipped
with an ornament like a pine-
cone and sometimes wrapped
round with ivy and vine-
branches, and appears in va-
riousmodiflcationsin ancient
representations. The bac-
chantes carried thyrsi in their
hands when they celebrated
their orgies. Also thyrse.

2. Same as thyrse, 2.

Thysanocarpus (this'-

a-no-kar'pus), n. [NL.
fW." J. Hooker, 1833). so
called from the pods
which hang like tassels;

< Gr. dvaavoc, a tassel,+
Kafmoc, fruit.] A genus
of cruciferous plants, of

the irWio htilideie. It is

characteiizcti by a small one-
seeded winged silicic, often
with a perforated margin,

pi. thyrsi (-si). [< L.
Ik or stem, the Dionys-

C^
Thyrsus.— From cast of a vase

with archaistic reliefs, in the Mu*
scuin of Fine Arts, Boston.

by accunibeiit cutyledons, and stamens without appen-
da4[e8. There are about 6 specie^ uatives oX CalUoriiia and



Thysanocarpus

Or€^D. They are slender branching annuals, with pin-

natiSd radical leaves, and entire, clasping, and sagittate

stem-leaves. The racemose white or violet flowers are fol-

lowed by flattened ovate or roundish pods hanging on Ali-

form pe<licels and resembling samaras. A variety of T.
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tiar (tiar), n. [< F. tiare, < L. tiara : see fiara.^

A tiara. [Poetical.]

Of beaming sunny rays a golden tiar

Circled his head. MUUm, P. L., ili. 62S.

airripei with perforated » ing is known as lace-pod ; and a tiara (ti-a ra), n. [i ormerly also nar; <, a . uare
fringed variety of T. laciniatus, as/riwjepod (which see).

Thysanopoda (this-a-nop'o-dg), «. [NIj..< Gr.

flioai'of, a tassel, + "jroi'f (Jroi-) = E. /oo<.] A
genus of crustaceans. T. inermis is a small spe-

cies which furnishes mtich of the food of the

great blue rorqual, BalsenopUra sibbaldi.

l£ysanopter (this-a-nop't6r), ». [< Thysanop-
tfra.'] A thysanopterous insect.

Thysanoptera (this-a-nop'te-ril), n. pi. [NL.
(Haliday, 1836), < Gr. eiwoKOf, a tassel, + nrepdv,

a wing.] In Brauer's system, the seventh or-

der of insects, including only the family Thrip-

idse (or Thripsidm), by the older authors (be-

fore Haliday) considered as belonging to the

Hetniptera. The head ends in a short fleshy beak, but
the maxillee bear two- or three-jointed palpi, and labial

palpi are present. The wings are long, narrow, often vein-

less, and furnished with a long fringe. In the males of

some species the wings are wanting. The eggs ai-e cylin-

dric, round at one end and knobbed at the other. The
larva and pupa are both active. The feet end in bulbous
enlargements, whence the name Physopoda, applied to the

group by Burmeister. Two species have been found to

be carnivorous, but the majority are plant-feeders. The
principal genera are PUoeothrips, Limothrips, and Thrips.

See cut under Thrips.

thysanopteran (this-a-nop'te-ran), a. and n.

[I llujsaiwpter + -an.'i' I. a. "Tliysanopterous.

II. n. A thysanopter.

thysanopterous (this-a-nop'te-rus), a. Of or

pertaining to the Thysanopterh.

Thysanotus (this-a-no'tus), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), so called from the fringed flower-seg-

ments ; < Gr. Biaavog, a tassel, fringe,+ oiif (<Jt-),

ear.] A genus of liliaceous plants, of the tribe

Asphodelem and subtribe A n therkcse. It is charac-

terized by panicled or fascicled flowers with their three in-

ner segments fringed, by smooth filaments, and by a three-

celled ovary with two superposed ovules in each cell. The
2-2 species are all Australian. One, T. chrysantherus, occurs

= Sp. Pg. It', tiara; < L. tiara, tiaras, < Gr. napa,

Tidpac, rn/pK, the head-dress of the Persian

kings; origin unknown.] 1. An ornament or

article of dress with which the ancient Persians

covered the head : a kind of turban. As different

authors describe it it must have been of different forms.

The kings of Persia alone had a right to wear it straight or

erect ; lords and priests wore it depressed, or turned down
on the fore side. Xenophon says the tiara was encom-
passed with the diadem, at least in ceremonials.

On his head ... he ware a Persian tiara, all set down
with rows of so rich rubies as they were enough to speak

for him that they had to judge of no mean personage.
Sir P. Sidney, Aicadia, v.

2. A cylindrical diadem pointed at the top,

tipped with the mound and cross of sovereignty,

and surrounded with three crowns, which the
Pope wears as a symbol of his

threefold sovereignty. Till late in

the middle ages tiara was a synonym of

mitra, a bishop's miter, and at ceremonies
of a purely spiritual character the Pope
still wears the miter, not the tiara. Cath.

IHct.

Gregory XI. assumed the tiara on the
last day of 1370. Tlie Century, XL. 692.

3. Figuratively, the papal dignity.
— 4. A coronet or frontal; an or-

nament for the head : used loose-

ly for any such ornament consid-

ered unusually rich: as, a tiara

of brilliants.— 5. In her., a bearing represent-

ing a tall cap-like or pointed dome surrounded
by three crowns, one above the other, and hav-
ing at the point an orb and cross: it is sup-

posed to represent the crown of the Pope. It is

usually all of gold, and this does not need to be expressed
in the blazon. Also called Pope's crown, triple croum.

6. Inconch.: (a) A miter-shell. (6) [cnj).] [NL.
(Menke, 1830).] A genus of miter-shells

r/*

Head of Leo
XII., wearing the
Tiara.

tibiale

Tibetian (ti-be'shian), a. and n. [Also Thihc-

tian; < Tihet + -iaii.'] Same as Tibetan.

tii)ia(tib'i-a), «. ;
pi. tibix. tibias(-e, -az). [= F.

tibia. < L. tibia, the shin-bone, the shin, hence
a pipe, flute (orig. of bone).]

1. In anat. and zoiil., the inner

and usually the larger of the two
bones of the cms, or lower leg,

extending from the knee to the

ankle ; the shin-bone of man.
This isof prismatic section, with a great-

ly expanded head which ai-ticulates with
the femur to the exclusion of the fibula,

and a process at the foot which forms
the inner malleolus of the ankle. The
tibia forms the ankle-joint in all mam-
mals which have one, wllh or without
the fibula, by articulation with the as-

tragalus. In many cases it appears to

be the only bone of the lower leg, the

fibula being shortened and partly abort-

ed, or even completely ankylosed with
the tibia. Much of the tibia is subcu-

taneous in man, and the character of the

broad face and sharp edge of its pris-

matic section has an ethnological sig-

nificance. See ptatycnemie, and cuts

under enw, diffitiyrade, Equidse, fibula,

Ornitkoscelida, Plantiyrada, Pledosau-

rus, tarsus, and skeleton, with several

others cited under the last-named word.

2. In orniih., the tibiotarsus. In

some birds, as the loon, the tibia

develops an immense apophysis
which projects far above the
knee-joint. See also cuts under
Dromxus and tibiotarsus.— 3.

That segment of the hind limb
which extends from the knee to

the ankle ; the part of the leg cor- ^^
responding to the extent of the mrr\' about

tibia; the cms; the dmmstick "*""[^^^'

of a fowl: used especially in 5„d'of femuV'

Left Tibia of a
Loon iXJrinator im-

half

/*. tibia ; /. distal

ornithology.— 4. Jn CHtowi.^the ^'^^ '» '^^^

also in the Philippines and in southern China. Theygrow tiaraed (ti-a'rad), a. [< «aro -1- -erf^.l Adorned
from a thick, nardened horizontal rhizome, in some species

short and mostly replaced by a cluster of fibers or tubers.

They produce grass-like radical leaves and a leafiess scape,

erect, or in one species, T, dichotomus, almost twining.

They are known as fringe-lily, and are occasionally culti-

vated for the peculiar iris-like flowers.

Thysanura (this-a-nii'ra), 11. [NL. (Latreille,

1802): see tf(.ysa?wroMS.] 1. The lowest order

of hexapod insects, including primitive wing-
less ametabolous forms with simple eyes, living

usually in damp places and under stones, and
known as springtaih and bristletails. In many
species the trachea; are wanting. It comprises in this

sense the three suborders Collemhola, Symphyla, and Ci-

nura. See cuts under Campodea, siiverfish, and sprinytail.

2. An order of less extent (when the CoUcm-
bola are considered of ordinal rank, as by Lub-
bock), including only the families Japygidse,

Campodidse, and Lepismatidx, and correspond-
ing to the suborder Cinura.

tbysanuran (this-a-nii'ran), a. and n. [< Thysa-
nura + -a«.] I. a. Thysanurous.

II. n. A member of the Thysanura.
thysanuiian (this-a-nu'ri-an), a. Same as thys-

anurous. J. B. Comstock.

tbysanurifona (this-a-nu'ri-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Thysanura, q. v., -t- tj. forma, form.] Resem-
bling a thysanuran ; thysanurous. S. H. Scud-
der.

thysanurous (this-a-nu'rus), a. [< Gr. Bvaavoc,

a tag, tassel, + ov'pd, tail.] Haying long cau-
dal filaments which serve as a spring; spring-
tailed; belonging to the Thysanura, in either

sense.

thyself (THi-self), pron. [< thy + self. See
self] A pronoun used reflexively for empha-
sis after, or in place of, thou: as, thou thyself

shalt go (that is, thou shalt go and no other).

Thou alone art unhappy, none bo bad as thyself.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 343.

Glad to find thyself so fair,

Poor child, that waitest for thy love !

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vi.

with a tiara. Imp. Did.
Tiarella (ti-a-rel'ii), ». [NL. (Linneeus, 1753),

so called in allusion to some resemblance of the

capsule to a tiara or turban; dim. < L. tiara, a

cap: seetiara.'] Agenus of polypetalous plants,

of the order Saxifragaceie and tribe Saxifragese.

It is characterized by a one-celled ovary with the placenta!

basilar or nearly so. The 5 species are natives of North
America, except one in the Himalaya Mountains. They
are slender erect herbs from a perennial root, bearing a
terminal raceme of white flowers and numerous long-peti- _ _._ _

oledleaves, which are chiefly radical, and are undivided as tibial (tib'i-al) a and
in the eastern, or deeply parted as in the western Ameri- ^~t.^ . ..-.•." .,

can species. 2\ cordifolia, native from Canada to Virginia,

is called /aZse initerwort and coolwort. See coolicort.

tibt (tib), n. [Particular uses of Tib, dim. of

Tibby, Tibbie, a corruption of the name Isabel.

Cf. Jill^, Jack^, Tom, etc., similarly used.] 1.

A common woman ; a paramour.
Thou art the damned doorkeeper to every
Coistrel that comes enquiring for his Tib.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 6. 176.

2. The ace of trumps in the game of gleek.

See Tomi, 3.

tib-cat (tib'kat), n. [< Tib, female name, cor-

responding to Tom in tom-cat.'] A she-cat : cor-

relative with tom-cat. Halliwell. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
Tiberian (ti-be'ri-an), a. [< L. Tiberianus, of

Tiberius, < Tiberius, Tiberius, a Roman prse-

nomen, prob. connected with Tiberis, the river

Tiber.] Of or pertaining to Tiberius, Roman
emperor A. D. 14 to 37.

tibertt (tib'ert or ti'bert), n. [Also tyberf; prop,

a man's name, the same as Tybalt,<. OF. Thibaud,

Thibaut, a form of Theobald, G. Dietbolt, etc.]

An old name for a eat. Compare tib-cat. "Shak-
speare regards Tybalt as the same [as Tibert], hence some
of the insulting jokes of Mercutio, who calls Tybalt ' rat-

catcher ' and 'king of cats.'" (Nares.)

'Mongst these Tiberts, who do you think there was?
B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxxxiii.

til (te), n. [Native name.] In Polynesia, the
plant Cordyline terminalis, same as hi ; in New
Zealand, transferred to C. australis and C. indi

visa, plants otherwise known as cabbage-palm,
and, with the whole genus, as palm-lily.

ti^ (te), n. In solmization. See si.

Ti. In chem., the symbol for titanium.

tla (te'ii), n. See Sageretia.

tiao (tyii'o), n. [Chinese.] A string of cash.
See cash'^, 1.

[Short for Tibet cloth.]

2. A woolen stuff usu-

Twenty miles from Peking the big cash are no longer
in circulation. Small nominal cash are used, 1,000 of which
make a fioo, and3,000to3,500of which are equal to a tael of

(Uvei. lUp. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 390.

tibet, thibet (ti-bef), n.

1. Same as Tibet cloth.—

ally printed in colors.

^7f Tibetan (tib'e-tan), a. andm. [Also Thibetan;

< Tibet (see def.") -I- -an.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to Tibet (or Thibet), a dependency of China,

situated north of India.

II. n. 1. A native of Tibet.— 2. The lan-

guage of Tibet. It belongs to the monosyllabic
or southeastern Asiatic family.

Tibet cloth. [Also Tliibet cloth : so called from
Tibet in Asia.] 1. A heavy material made
wholly or in part of goat's hair.— 2. A delicate

stuff for women's dresses.

Also tibet.

fourth and penultimate joint of apophysis ahove

the leg, between the femur and ^;j,\°i"'=
''•"'"'

the tarsus. It is often enlarged, as in

saltatorial forms, especially in connection with such in-

crassate femora as those of grasshoppers, etc. See cut*

under corbiculum and coxa.

5. An ancient variety of flageolet, or direct

flute, single or double. See/«tei, 1 (a).

The same variety of strings may be observed on their

harps, and of stops on their Tibise.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 466).

Clypeate, digitate, follaceous, palmate tibise. See

the adjectives.— Oblique line of the tibia. See oblique.

— Pronator tibiae. Hee 2^'^r<mfotibial, 2.— Serrate tib-

iae. See 8«)Tate.— Spines Of the tibia. See spine.
'

n. [= F. tibial, < L.

tibialis, < tibia, the shin-bone, a pipe : see

tibia.] 1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the tibia,

shin-bone, or inner bone of the lower leg or

crus: as, the <i6iai crest; faWni muscles; tibial

arteries.— 2. Of or pertaining to the cms, or

lower leg (see tibia, 3): as, tibial feathers; tib-

ial scuteUa.— 3. Of or pertaining to the foui-th

segment of the leg of an insect : as, tibial hairs.

— 4. Of or pertaining to the pipe or flute called

tibia Anterior tibial nerve, a branch of the pero-

neal nerve lying in front of the interosseous membrane.
It supplies the tibialis anticns, the extensor longus digi-

toruni, extensor longus pollicis, extensor brevis digitorum,

and with sensoi-y fibers the ankle-joint and the skin on the

dorsal surface of contiguous sides of the first and second

toes.—Posterior tibial nerve, the continuation of the

popliteal nerve down the back of the leg beneath the

muscles of the calf. After supplying the muscles of the

back of the leg, except the popliteus, it divides at the in-

ner side of the ankle into the internal and external plan-

tar.— Tibial apophysis, in ornith., a long process from
the upper end of the tibia in some birds. See tibia, 2.

—

Tibial arteries, branches resulting from the bifurca-

tion of the popliteal artery, especially the two main
trunks, (a) The anterior extends along the anterior surface

of the interosseous membrane, after passing through the

aperture in the upper part of that membrane, as far as the

bend ofthe ankle, where it becomes the doraal artery of the

foot. It supplies the muscles of the anterior part of the

leg, and gives off the anterior and posterior tibial recur-

rent arteries and the malleolar ai'teries. (b) The posterior

continues down between the superficial and deep muscles
of the back of the leg, giving off muscular, cutaneous,

and internal malleolar branches, and the medullary and
peroneal arteries, and bifurcating near tlie luel into the

internal and external plantar arteries.— Tibial crest.

See cruita tibim, under crtirfa.— Tibial epiphyses, tibial

condyles, in ornith., that part of tlie tarsus wliich is to be

or has been ankylosed with the tilna proper. See cuts un-

der tibia and tibiotarsus.— Tibial trochlea, in ornith., a

bridge of bone across the lower end of the tibiotarsus,

between its condyles, confining certain tendons which
play beneath it as if in a pulley.

II. «. 1. A structure connected with the

tibia; especially, such a muscle, artery, or
nerve.— 2. The fifth joint of a spider's leg,

being the second of the two which form the

shank.
tibiale (tib-i-a'le), w.; pi. iibialia (-li-a). [NL.,

neut. of L. tibialis: see tibial.] A bone of the



tibiale

tarsns, the inner one of the proximal row of

tarsal bones on the tibial side of the tarsus, in

especial relation with the tibia, as is the astrag-

alus, which is by some supposed to be the tibi-

ale, while others consider that the astragalus,

besides representing the tibiale. includes also

the bone called intermedium. See cuts under
Iclithi/osauria, Plesiosaurtis, and tarsus.

tibialis (tib-i-a'lis), n.; pi. tibiales (-lez). [NL.
~./. m usculus) : see tibial. ] One of several mus-
.1-3 of the cnis, or lower leg, and foot, in rela-

tion with the tibia Tibialis anticus, a fusiform
muscle arising chiefly from the external surface of the
shaft of the tibia, and inserteii nu'stly into the internal
uneifomi. Also called anterior lihint iiiuiicle and hippi-

-. See cut under HK/w/^i. — TlbialiB posticus, a muscle
tising chiefly from the posterior surface of the tibia and

the inner surface of the fibula, and inserted chiefly into
the fntemal cnDelform and scaphoid. Also cilled iuiuH~
CU8 and posterior tibial mu^f. See cut under muscled.—
Tibialis secnndns, an occasional muscle of man, passing
from the bacik of the tibia to the ligament of the ankle-
joint.

tibicen (ti-bi'sen), n. [L., < tibia, a flute, +
ciiiicre, sing: see tibia and chant.'] In one.
iiiuxic. a flute-player.

tibicinate (ti-bis'i-nat), c. i.; pret. and pp. ti-

bicinnted, ppr. tibieinating. [< LL. tibi4:inatus,

pp. of tibicinare, play on the flute, < L. tibicen

(tibiciii-). a flute-player: see tibicen.'\ To play
on a flute. [Kare.]

tibiofascialis (tib"i-6-fas-i-a'lis), n.; pi. tibio-

fnseialti (-lez). [NL., < tibia + fascia, fascia.]

A small occasional muscle of man, upon the
lower part of the tibia.

tibiofemoral (tib'i-d-fem'o-ral), a. [< tibia +
femur (fvmor-) + -al.] Common to the tibia and
the femur: femorotibial Tibiofemoral index,
the ratio of the length of the tibia to that of the femur.

tibiofibular (tib'i-6-fib'u-lar), a. [< tibia +
fibula + -II r.] Of or pertaining to the tibia

and tlie filnda: as, the fi7>io/S6ti<ar articulations.
Also tibiojiironeal.

tibiometatarsal (tib'i-o-met-a-tSr'sal), «. [<
'fia + metatarsus + -at.] In itmith.', of or per-
liiiing to the tibia and the metatarsus: as, the

aukle-joint of a bird is apparently tibiometatar-
sal, but in reality mediotarsal.

tibioperoneal (tib'i-6-per-o-ne'al), a. [< tibia

+ jK rum urn + -a/.] Same as tibiofibular.

tibiotarsal (tib'i-o-tSr'sal), a. [< tibia + tar-

(f«.s- + -«/.] 1. In SiHil. and anat., of or pertain-
ing to the tibia and the tarsus: as, tioiotarsnl

ligaments.—2. In entom., pertaining or com-
mon to the tibia and the tarsus of an insect's
leg: as, a tibiotarsal brush of hairs.

Also larsotibial.

Tibiotarsal arttcnlation. the ankle-joint of any mam-
ma] ; opposed t4> mtdioiarml or tamtarmU articulation.—
nUoULrsallixamentSiligamenta running from the tibia

to the astragalus : an anterior and a posterior are distUi-
guished in man.

tibiotarsns (tib'i-d-tiir'sus), ti. ; pi. tibiotarai

(-81). [XIj., < <ii!»i« + tarsus.] In ornith., the
tibia, which in a bird
consists of a tibia prop-
er with an epiphysis at
its distal end, const itut-

id by the proximal por-
tion of the tarsus, in
adult life forming the
so-called condyle.s of
the tibia.

An upper tanal bone, or
-Ties of tanal bones, fuaei
with the lower end of the
tibia, making this leg-bone
really a tibio-tamu; and
similarly, a lower bone or
set of tarsal bones fuses with
the upper end of the meta-
tarsus, maUng this bone a
tarao-metatarsos.
Coues, Key N. A. Birds, p. 13).

Tibonchina (tib-^ki'-
nii), «. [Nil. (Aublet,
lt75), from the name in

Oniana.] A genus of
polj-potalous plants, tj-pe of the tribe Tibouehi-
neee in the order Milnstnmiirr/e. it is characterized
by flowers with a hirsute or chafly calyx ; Are oborate pet-
als, osoally unequal and retuse ; ten stamens, equal or near-
ly so. and with slender equal arcuate anthers opening by
a small pore ; and a five-celled ovary, wholly or mostly su-
perior, with the summit hairy or bristly. There are 174
species, natives of tropical America, especially of Brazil.
They are shnilis, or rarely herln, sometimes climbers, and
commonly rough-hairy. They usually bear large, coria-
ceous, entire, anti three- to seven-nerved leaves, and con-
spicuous violet or purple flowers l>ome in much-branched,
repeatedly three-forked paidcles. Many sf)ecie8 known
as tpider-JUfwer (which see) are cultivated for their hand-
some flowers, often under the former generic names FU-
roma and Lanandra. T. tarmentMa Is the Peruvian
glofy-bosh.
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Tibouchinese (tib-o-kin'e-e), ». pi. [NL. (Co-
guiaux, 1888), < Tibouehina 4- -ese.] A tribe of
plants, of the order Melastomacese, including
20 genera, of which Tibouehina is the tj'pe.

tic^ (tik), n. [Formerly tick (see tick^) ; < F. tie

(OF. also ticq, ticquet), a twitching, a disease
of horses; esp. in the phrase tic douloureujc,

'painfid twitching,' facial neuralgia; cf. tic, a
vicious habit, = ft. ticchio, a ridiculous habit,
whim, caprice; origin uncertain.] A habitual
spasmodic contraction of certain muscles, es-

pecially of the face; twitching; vellieation:

especially applied to tic-douloureux, or facial

neuralgia. See tic-douloureux.

tic2, tic-bird (tik, tik'bferd), n. [Appar. imita-
tive. Cf. Toccus, tock, tok.] An African beef-
eater or ox-pecker; an ox-bird. See cuts under
Iluphaga and Teitor.

tical (tik'al or ti'kal), n. [Also teecal, tecul ; <

British Burmese tikdl, a word of obscure origin,

the true Burmese word being kyat, and the Sia-
mese word bat.] A weight now used in Burma
and Siam, and formerly in many other places
in the Indies, equal to about 230 grains troy

;

also, a current silver coin of Siam, worth 2s. Id.
(about 50 United States cents).

tic-donlourenz (tik'd0-16-r6'), n. [F. : tic,

a twitching; douloureux, painful: see tic^ and
dolorous.] A severe form of facial neuralgia;
prosopalgia. It Is characterised by a sudden attack of
very acute pain, attended with convulsive twitchings of
the muscles of the fact^ and continuing from a few minutes
to several boars. Often called simply lie.

ticet (tis), V. t. [< ME. tisen, tysen, < OF. tiser,

entice : see entice, of which E. tice is in part an
aphetio form.] 'To entice; seduce.

Fro thens-forth she tyted euer Merlin to come speke
with hlr. Meriin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 418.

What strong enchantments tice my yielding soul

!

MaHmrt, Tamburlaine, I., 1. 11.

ticementt (tis'ment), n. [< tice + -ment; or by
apheresis from en ficemen f.] Allurement; en-
tiiciiitiit ; seduction. Imp. Diet.

Tichborne case. See case^.

Tichodroma (ti-kod'rp-mft), n. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. Tcixof, a wall,' -f S/xi/iof, < d/xiiiuv,

run.] That genus which contains the wall-

Tibtotarsus at a Bird (conunon
fowl), ihowing tbc foniiatkn of
the tibial malleoli by W/. the a>-
tragalua, a tMHie of tlie tanus

;

Cm. cncmial proccs* of ttUa : 7*.

titrfa ; J^, fibula. W, risht tibia,
extcrn.il lateral view; B, ri^bt
tiUa, front view ; C, end of left

titiia. external lateral view; £>,

cod of left tibia, front riew.

WaU-CTee|>er , Ti< hifiirffma tnmraria).

creepers, T. muraria and others, and gives name
to the Tieliodrominm. See %oall-crecper.

ticbodrome (ti'k9-dr6m), n. A bird of the ge-
nus Tichiidroma. .

Tichodrominse (ti'ko-dro-mi'ne), «. pi. [NL., <
Tiihoitnima + -ilia.] A subfamily of Cerihi-

ida, or creepers, represented by the genus Ti-

chodroma ; the wall-creepers.

tictaorhine (ti'ko-rin), a. and ». [< Gr. relxof,

wall, + p/f (^«^), nose.] I. a. Having an os-

sified nasal septum : specifying a rhinoceros.
See II. Owen, Palieontology. p. 366.

n. n. A fossil rhinoceros (lihinoceros tieho-

rAtniM), so called from the median vertical bony
septum or wall which supports the nose. Chcen.

tick' (tik), r. [Also dial, tig; < ME. "ticken,
tikkcn = D. tikkcn = LG. tikken, > G. ticken,

touch lightly, pat; prob. a secondary form of
MD. tucken, tocken, etc., touch (whence ult. E.
touch: see touch), or else ult. a secondary foi-m

of take, or of the form represented bv Goth.
tekan, touch : see take, and cf. tag^. The word
has a diminutive effect, and with ref . to sound is

regarded as imitative (cf. tick-tack^, tick-tock).

Hence tick^, n. Cf. tickle.] I. intrans. 1. To
touch or tap something lightly, or with a small
sharp sound ; tap slightly, as a bird when pick-
ing up its foo«l; peck.— 2. To emit a slight re-
curring click, like that of a watch or clock.

On one wall tiditd a clock without a case, its weights
dangling to the floor. S. Judd, Margaret, IL 8.

tick

At night when the doors are shut.
And the wood-wonn picks.
And the death-watch ticks.

Browning, Mesmerism.

To tick and toyt, to indulge in playful love-pats, or the
like ; dally.

Stand not ticking and toying at the branches, , . . but
strike at the root Lalimcr, Sermon bet Edw. VI., 16S0.

Unto her repaire.
Where her flocks are feeding.

Sit and tick and toy.

Till set be the sunne.
England's Helicon (1614), (A^ares.)

II. trans. 1. To touch lightly, as in the game
of tag or tig; tag. [Obsolete or dialectal.]—
2. To place a dot on, over, or against; mark
with or as with a tick or dot : as, to tick one's i's

in writing; to set a dot against, as in checking
off the items in a list or catalogue; check by
writing down a small mark : generally with off.

When I had got all my responsibUities down upon my
list, 1 compared each with the bill and ticked it off.

Dickens.

3. To note or mark by or as by the regular
clicking of a watch or clock.

I do not suppose that the ancient clocks ticked or no-
ticed the seconds.

Tollel, Note on Shakspear's Winter's Tale. (Latham.)

ticfcl (tik), «. [Also dial, tig ; < ME. tek = MD.
tick, D. tik = LG. tikk, a touch, pat, tick (cf. It.

tecca, a small spot, < Tout.); from the verb.]
1. A slight touch or tap; a pat. [Obsolete or
dialectal.]

Play out your play lustily ; for Indeed ticks and dalliances
are nothing in earnest.

5ir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 309).

Lord, if the peevish infant fights, and flies

With unpared weapons at his mother's eyes.
Her frowns (half-mixed with smiles) may chance to show
An angry loye-tick on his arm or so.

Quarles, Emblems, III. vi. 42.

2. A slight sharp sound, as that made by a light
tap upon some hard object ; also, a recurring
click or beat, as of a watch or clock.— 3t. The
game known in the United Kingdom as tig,

and in the United States as tag. See tag^.

At Hood-winke, Barley-breake. at Tide, or Prison-base.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxi. 34.

4. A dot or slight mark : as, the tick over the
letter « ; the tick used in checking off the items
in a list or catalogue.— 6. A small spot or color-
mark on the coat of an animal.— 6. A speck ; a
particle; a very small quantity. [Colloq.]

Faith will confidently . . . assure thee . . . that the least
tick befalls thee not witliout theoverniling eye and hand,
not only of a wise God, but of a tender Fatlier.

Bev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. S4.

Magnetic tick. See magnetic.

tick- (tik), n. [< ME. tike, tyke, tele, < AS. *tica
or 'tica (found once as tieia, appar. an error for
'tiica, i.e." Ilea, or for 'ticca) = MD. teke, teecke,

D. teekt= MLG. i.G. teke= MHG. zeche, G. zecke
(ef. P. tique = It. zecca, < Tent.), a tick. Cf.
Armenian (tj, tick.] 1. One of many different
kinds of mites or acarines which are external
parasites of various animals, including man.
(a) A mite of the fsmily Ixodidtt, and especially of the ge-
nns Ixodes ; a wood-tick ; a dog-tick ; a cattlet Ick. There
are many species, found in the woods and fields, capable
of independent existence, but liable to fasten upon dogs,
cattle, etc., forming temporary parasites. They hury the
head in the skin of the host, and hang there sucking the
blood until they swell up enorntously, lose their hold, and
drop off. They are annoying, but not poisonous or espe-
cially dangerous. The cattle-tick is Ixodes bovis; the
seed-tick is the young form of the same species ; the dog-
tick is /. ricinus. See Ixodes, and cut under ^can'da. (o)

A mite of the spurious family leptidie; a harvest^tick,
mite, or -bug. See harvest lick (with cut).

Hence— 2. With a tjualifying term, a member
of the dipterous family Hippoboscidse. Those of
the genus OmUhomyia are bird-ticks; the sheep-tick is

Melnphamu oviniu (see cut under sheep-tick) ; the horse-
tick is Ilippobosca equina. The bat-ticks belong to the re-

lated dipterous family yycteribiidte.

3. The tick-bean— Persian tick. See Persian and
Arffas.

tick^ (tik), «. [Early mod. E. also teke, tike.

< ME. teke = MD. tijc'ke, D. tijk = OHG. ziecha,

MHG. G. zieclie = Ir. tiach, a ease, tick, = Olt.
tcca, a case, pod, = OF. taie, taye (> ME. teye, E.
dial, fie, tye; see tie^), a case, box, coffer, tick,

F. fate, pillow-case, < L. theca, ML. also ieca,

techa, Gr. di/KTi, a case, box, chest, cover, sheath,
< TiBevai (v' 8e), put, place, = E. do : see (/«1, and
cf. theca, the L. word in technical use.] 1. The
cover or case of a bed, which contains the fea^
thers, hair, corn-shucks, moss, or other mate-
rials conferring softness and elasticity.

Hogsheads, Chests, Tikes, and sacks stuffed full of moist
earth. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 124.

2. Ticking.
Cotton ticks are plain and twilled in imitation of linen

ticks. III. Catalogue qf Exhibilitm, 1861, Londou



tick

tick* (tik), «. [Abbr. of tickefi 1. Credit;

trust : as, to buy on tick.

I confess my Nek is not good, and I never desire to game
for more than I liave about me.

StdUy, The Mulberry Garden (1668). (Azores.)

A poor Wretch tliat goes ou tick for the paper he writes

his Lampoons on, and the very Ale and Coffee that inspires

him, as they say. Wycherley, Love in a Wood, iii. 1.

2. A score, account, or reckoning.

Then the bills came down upon me. I tell you there

are some of my college ticks ain't paid now.
Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

[CoUoq. in both uses.]

tick* (tik), V. i. [< tick*, «.] 1. To buy on tick

or credit ; live on credit.

Joyn. The best wits of the town are but cullies them-
selves.

Sir Sim. To whom? . . .

Joyn. To tailors and vintners, but especially to French
houses.
Sir Sim. But Dapperwit is a cully to none of them ; for

he ticks. Wycherley, Love in a Wood, i. 1.

2. To give tick or credit; trust one for goods
supplied, etc.

The money went to the lawyers ; counsel won't tick.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, iii. 8.

[CoUoq. in both uses.]

ticket (tik), n. [< OF. tic, a disease of horses

:

see ft'cl.] In a horse, the malady or vice now
called cribbing.

tick6 (tik), 11. [Said to be imitative.] The
whinchat. [Prov. Eng.]
tick-bean (tik'ben), n. A variety of the common
European bean, Vicia Faba, nearly the same as

the variety known as horse-bean.

tick-eater (tik'e'^ter), n. A bird of the genus
('rotiiphaga ; an ani. See cut under o»».

ticked (ti'kt), p. a. [< «c«-l + -crf2.] Speckled

;

slightly mottled.

When a plain color is speckled with small white marljs,

the dog is said to be ticked.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 46.

ticken (tik'en), n. [A corruption of ticking^.l

Same as ticking'^. Imp. Diet.

ticker^ (tiK'er), «. [< tick'^ + -eri.] Something
which ticks, or makes a slight repeated sound.
Specifically— (a) A watch. [Slang.]

"If you don't take fogies and tickers— ... If you
don't take pocket-hankechers and watches," said the
Dodger, reducing his conversation to the level of Oliver's
capacity, '* some other cove wilL"

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xviii.

(6) A telegraphic instrument, especially a stock indicator
(which see, under indicator). [CoUoq.]

ticker^t (tik'er), n. [< tick^ + -«/!.] A crib-

bing horse. Lawrence, Treatise on Horses (ed.

1802), p. 218.

'ticker-in (tik'6r-in'), n. In cotton-manuf., the
first roller-card, which draws in single fila-

ments from the feed-rollers.

ticket (tik'et), «. [< ME. ticket,< OF. *estiquet,

etiquet, m., estiquette, etiquette, t., a bill, note,
label, ticket, esp. a bill stuck up on a gate or
wall as a public notice, F. etiquette, f., a label,

ticket, etiquette, < MHG. G. stecken, stick: see
stick^. Cf. etiquette.'] 1. A written or printed
card or slip of paper affixed to something to in-

dicate its nature, contents, or price, or to give
other notice or information ; a label.

He [Samuel Collins] constantly read his lectures twice a
week for alrove forty years, giving notice of the time to
his auditors in a ticket on the school doors.

Fuller, Worthies, Buckinghamshire, I. 209.

2t. A bill or account stuck up ; a score ; hence,
to take goods on or upon ticket, to buy on credit.

Now contracted to tick. See tick*, n.

Come, neighbours, upon this good news let 's chop up
to my host Snego's ; he'll be glad to hear of it too. I am
resolved to build no more sconces, but to pay my old
UekeU. Randolph, Hey for Honesty, ii. 6.

No matter whether . . . you have money or no ; you
may swim in twenty of their boats over the river ujHm
ticket : Marry ; when silver comes in, remember to pay
treble their fare. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 145.

3. A slip of paper or cardboard on which a
memorandum, notice, order, acknowledgment,
or the like is written or printed; a card or slip

of paper serving as a tokun or evidence of a
right or of a debt: as, a theater-<»ci-ei; a rail-

yia.y-ticket ; a lottery-ticket ; a, pnvfn-ticket. The
use of tickets is chiefly in contracts of a class such as are
made in large numbers, with many persons, but all on
the same terms. There has been much discussion as to
whether a ticket is a contract. Rightly viewed, it is the
token of a contract, and may or may not embody in the
inscription terms of the contract; but when it does so,

other terms may be implied by law, or expressly agreed
on outside of its contents by the parties— the object of
stating upon the ticket anything more than what is neces-
sary to its use as a token being usually, if not always,
merely to restrict some liability which the law would
otherwise imply, not to embody the whole agreement.
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The porter . . . there gave me a little ticiet under his

hand as a kind of warrant for mine entertainement in

mine Inne. Coryat, Crudities, I. 57.

They send the Beadle with a List of such Friends and
Relations as they have a Mind to invite (to the funeral]

;

and sometimes they have printed Tickets, which they leave

at their Houses.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 56.

4t. A visiting-card.

"A ticket? " repeated Cecilia. "Does Lady Nyland only

admit her company with tickets
?
" " O Lord

!

" cried Miss
Larolles, laughing immoderately. " Don't you know what
I mean? Why, a ticket is only a visiting-card with a name
upon it; but we all call them tickets now.

"

Miss Burney, Cecilia, i. 3.

Poor dear Mrs. Jones . . . still calls on the ladies of

your family, and slips her husband's ticket upon the hall

table. Thackeray, Philip, xiii.

5. A list of candidates nominated or put for-

ward by a party, faction, etc., for election : as,

the Democratic ticket; the Prohibition ticket;

the regular and opposition tickets in the elec-

tions of a club.—6. In certain mining districts

of England and Wales, a tender from a smelter
for a lot of ore offered by a miner, in accor-

dance with the peculiar method of sale called

ticketing or by ticket. See the quotation.

In Cornwall, Cardiganshire, and partlj; in Denbighshire,
the Isle of Man, and elsewhere, each Mine sends samples
of its ore to the Smelters in various localities, along
with a notice to the effect that tenders or tickets will be
received, up to a certain day, on which they will be
opened and the highest offer accepted.

Percy, Metallurgy of Lead, p. 496.

Allotment ticket. See allotment note, under allotment.
— Benefit ticket. See benefit.— Commutation ticket.
See coriDiudaiion-ticket.— Coupon ticket. See coupon.—
General ticket, in elections to representative bodies, a
list of candidates so composed as to offer to the voters of

a large political division (as a State) a number of candi-
dates for common membership equal to the entire repre-
sentation to which such division is entitled ; a ticket not
arranged with a view to the representation of territorial

subdivisions by a single representative each.

There is another cause that has greatly contributed to

place the control of the presidential elections in the
hands of those who hold or seek oilice. I allude to what
is called the general ticket system ; which has become,
with the exception of a single state, the universal mode
of appointing electors to choose the President and Vice-

President. Calhoun, Works, I. 370.

Limited ticket, in railroad usage, a ticket not giving the
holder all the privileges given by an ordinary ticket, as,

for instance, one limited to a trip commenced on a speci-

fied day or by a particular train, or excluding the right

to break the journey by stopping on the way and taking a
later train.— BUleage ticket, a ticket issued by a carrier

of passengers, entitling the holder to be carried a given
number of miles.— Scratched ticket, a voting-ticket or
ballot on which some change has been made by erasure or
substitution.— Season ticket, a ticket or pass entitling

the holder to certain privileges for the season, or for a
specified period : as, a season ticket entitling one to travel

at pleasure between specified places on a line of railway

;

a season ticket^ an art-gallery or place of amusement.
^ Split ticket; in politics, a ticket or ballot made up of

the names of candidates from two or more tickets or par-

ties.— Straight ticket, in politics, a ticket bearing the
names of the regular nominees of a party or faction, and
no other.—The ticket, the right or correct thing. [Col-

loq. or slang. ]

She 's very handsome and she 's very finely dressed, only
somehow she 's not— she 's not the ticket, you see.

Thackeray, Newcomes, viL

That's about the ticket in this country.
Trollope, Orley Farm, Ixvii.

Through ticket. See tftroui/Ai.—Ticket of leave, a
permit issued sometimes in Great Britain and her colonies
to a prisoner or convict who has served a part of his time
and wlio may be intrusted with his liberty under certain
restrictions, such as reporting to the police at certain
specified intervals, sleeping in the place given to the
police as his abode, leading an honest life, etc.

When the convicts were sent out to the colony they
received each in turn, after a certain period of penal pro-
bation, a conditional freedom : in other words, a ticket of
leave. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xx.\i.

Tlcket-of-leave man, a convict who has received a ticket
of leave.— To run ahead of the (or one's) ticket, in

U. S. politics, to receive a larger vote than the average
vote polled by one's associates on the same electoral ticket.

Similarly, to run behind the ticket is to receive less than
such an average vote,

ticket (tik'et), t). <. [i ticket, n.] 1. To put a
ticket or label on; distinguish by affixing a
ticket; label.

Writing was to him little more than an auxiliary to
natural history ; a way of ticketing specimens, not of ex-

pressing thoughts. Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, xxxiii.

I am so far from hating the Dodsons myself that I am
rather aghast to find them ticketed with such very ugly
adjectives. George Eliot, in Cross, II. x.

For myself it matters little whether I be ticketed as a
High, a Low, or a Broad Churchman.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. Si6.

2. To furnish with a ticket: as, to ticket a pas-
senger to California. [CoUoq., U. S.]

ticket-day (tik'et-da), n. The day before the
settling or paying day on the stock-exchange,
when tne tickets containing the names of the

tickle

actual purchasers are given in by one stock-
broker to another.

ticket-holder (tik'et-h61'''d6r), n. 1. A device
for attaching a tag, card, etc., to a trunk, box,
or parcel.— 2. In a railway sleeping-car, a
metal clip or spring fastened to the side of a
berth, to hold the tickets of the occupant.— 3.
A device for attaching a railroad-ticket to the
hat or coat of a passenger to keep it in view.
— 4. One who holds a ticket, as for admission
to an exhibition or for other privilege.

ticketing (tik'et-ing), n. [Verbal n. of ticket,

)'.] 1. The act or practice of affixing tickets

to anything, or of giving tickets for it: as, the
ticketing of goods or of passengers.— 2. The
selling of ore by ticket. See ticket, n., 6.

ticket-night (tik'et-nit), «. A benefit at a
theater or other place of public entertainment
the proceeds of which are divided among sev-
eral beneficiaries, each of whom receives an
amount equal in value to the tickets individu-
ally sold, less an equal share of the incidental
ejrpenses.

ticket-porter (tik'et-por*t6r), «. A licensed
porter who wears a badge or ticket, by which
he may be identified. [Great Britain.]

ticket-punch (tik'et-punch), n. A hand-punch
for stamping or canceling railroad, theater, or
other tickets. The most common form cuts a hole
in the ticket, the shape of the hole indicating a number,
letter, or some other device. In some forms the blank
stamped out of the ticket is retained in a receptacle at-

tached to the punch, an alarm-bell is rung, or a register-

ing device is set in motion to record the number of tickets
punched.

ticket-'writer (tik'et-ri'''ter), n. One who writes
or paints show-cards for shop-windows, etc.

tick-hole (tik'hol), «. A drusy cavity or empty
space in a lode: same as vug in Cornwall.
Farey. [Derbyshire, Eng.]

ticking^ (tik'ing), n. [Verbal n. of tick^, r.]

The act of making ticks, or slight repeated
sounds; the sounds themselves : as, the ticking

of the clock.

ticking^ (tik'ing), n. [< tick^ + -tB</l.] A
strong material of linen or cotton, basket-wo-
ven, and usually in stripes of blue or pink with
white. It is used especially for bedticks. whence the
name, and also for awnings and similar purposes, and in

recent times as a foundation for embroidery, the stripes
facilitating the worldng of certain designs. Also ticken.

Maggie had on a simple brown calico dress and an apron
of blue ticking. G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, iL

'ticking-'WOrk (tik'ing-werk), n. A kind of em-
broidery done upon ticking as a background,
the stripes of the material being utilized in the
design.
tickle (tik'l), r.

;
pret. and pp. tickled, ppr. tifk-

liiig. [Early mod. E. also tide; < ME. tiklen,

tikelen, freq. of tikken, E. tick, touch lightly:

see iick^. Cf. G. dial, zicklen, excite, stir up.
Cf. tickle, a. Not, as often supposed, a trans-
posed form of kittle^.'] I. trans. 1. To tease
with repeated light touches in some sensi-

tive part, so as to excite the nerves, thereby
producing a peculiar thrilling sensation which
commonly results in spasmodic laughter, or, if

too long continued, in a convulsion; titillate.

If you tickle us do we not laugh ?

Shak., M. of V., iii. 1. 68.

Their Stings are not strong enough to enter a Man's
Skin ; but, if disturbed, they will fly at one as furiously as
the great Bees, and will ticHe, but cannot hurt you.

Dampier, V^oyages, II. ii. 11-2.

We were informed of a very particular manner of catch-
ing them by encompassing them with a net, and men go
into the water, tickle them on the belly, and so get them
ashoar. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 252.

He is playful so out of season that he reminds me of a
young lady I saw at Sta. Maria Novella, who at one mo-
ment crossed herself, and at the next tickled her compan-
ion. Landor, Imag. Conv., Southey and Landor, ii.

2. To touch, affect, or excite agreeably; grati-

fy; please or amuse by gentle appeals to one's

imagination, sense of humor, vanity, or the like.

Whereat her Maiestie laughed as she had bene tickled,

and all the rest of the company, although very graciously
(as her manner is) she gaue him great thankes,

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 217.

The first view did even . . . tidde my senses with in-

ward joy. Coryat, Crudities, I. 110.

How dost like him? art not rapt, art not tickled .nowj
B. Jonson, Poetaster. iiL 1.

Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw.

Pope. Essay on Man, ii. 276.

My father was hugely ticJded with the subtleties of these
learned discourses. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 31.

The notion of the lion couchant with his currant eyes
being hoisted up to the place of honor on a mantle-piece
tickled my hysterical fancy. Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, xiv.

His spice is of so keen a flavor that it tickles the coats-

est palate. Whipple, Ess. and Bev., I. IS.



tickle

Secret laughter tickled all my soul.

Tennyson., Princess, iv.

3. To take, move, or produce by touching light-

ly. [Rare.]

Nimble Tom, surnameil the Tup,
For his pipe without a peer.

And could tickle Trenchmore up,
Ab 'twould joy your heart to hear.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirena.

The cunniug old pug . . . took puss's two foots,

And so out o' th' embers he ticJded his nuts.
Byrom, To R. L., Esquire.

n. intrans. 1. To feel titillation : as, his foot
tickled.— 2. To tingle pleasantly; thrill with
gratification or amusement.

Who, seeing him, with secret joy therefore
Did tickle inwardly in everie vaine.

Spenger, Muiopotmos, 1. 394.

What opinion will the managing of this affair bring to
my wisdom I my invention tickler with apprehension on *t.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ili. 2.

In trifling works of fancy, wits agree
That nothing tickles like a simile.

Garriek, quoted in W. Cooke's Memoirs of S. Foote, 1. 107.

3. To have an impatient or uneasy desire to
do or to get something ; itch ; tingle.

The fingers of the Atheniens tided to aide and sncconr
Harpalus. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 318.

I am glad the silly man is weake and old

;

By heanen, my fingers tu:Aie at his gold. xj.^i.t i. /am /t i_\ ry .^. n i • ,i t
Heincood, Four Prentises of London (Works, II. 185). tlCjCllsl (tlk lish), a. [< tickle + -J«A1.]
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It is too cold to work, but it is not too cold to sit on a

fence chewing, with a tickler of whisky handy.
Fortnightly Jiev., N. 8., XXXIX. 77.

6. A small weapon carried on the person, as a
pistol or a knife. [Slang, southern and west-
ern U. S.]— 7. A strap with which to whip.— 8. A prong used by coopers to extract
bungs from casks.— 9. A large longieorn bee-
tle, Monohammns titillator, with extremely long
antennas: so called from the habit it has (in

common with most of the Cerambycidse) of
gently touching now and then the surface on
which it walks with the tips of its long an-
tenna;. T. W. Harris.

tickling (tik'ling), »i. [Verbal n. oi ticMe,v.'\

1. The act of one who tickles.—j2. The sensa-
tion produced by the teasing ofslight touches
on some sensitive part, or the analogous sen-
sation produced on the mind, the imagination,
vanity, or the like by the presentation of some-
thing pleasing, gratifying, ludicrous, etc.

Delight hath a ioy in it, either permanent or present.
Laughter hath onely a scornful ticldhtg.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

3. The act of stirring lightly : said humorously
of the soil.

Vegetable-gardens require only a tickling to bear pro-
fusely. The Critic, XV. 192.

1. Eas-

4. To produce the sensation of titillation, or
the .slight nervous excitement of a light touch
on some sensitive part.

A feather or a rush drawn along the lip or cheek doth
tickle, whereas a thing more obtuse . . . doth not

Bacon, Nat Hist, i 766.

ticklef (tik'l), a. [Early mod. E. also title; <

ME. tickle, tikel, tikil; < tickle, v. Not, as often
supposed, a transposed form of kittle^, a.] Eas-
ily moved; unsteady; unstable; inconstant.

This world la now fu] tikel sikerly.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 242.

For some men be tickle of tongue.
And play the blabs t^ kynde.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.\ p. 101.

8o tiele be the termea of mortall state.

Spnuer, t. Q., in. It. M.
I have set her heart upon as KckU a pin as the needle

of a dial, that will never let it rest till it be in the right
p<«ition. Chapman, Widows Tears, IL 2.

But these wives, sir, are such tiekte

Things, not one hardly staid amongst a thoasand.
Shirley, The Brothers, U. 1.

tickle (tik'l), n. [< tickle, r.] A light teasing
touch in some sensitive part; a gentle tickling
act or action.

I gave her [a cbildj a little tickle; and verilv the began
to laugh. R. D. Blaekmore, Maid of Sker, v.

tickle-braint (tik'1-bran), n. One who has a
tickle or unsteady brain, as one intoxicated.

Peace, good pint-pot
; peace, good tiekU-brain.

SAoJr., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 4.18.

tickle-footedt (tik'l-fiit'ed), «. Uncertain; iii-

coii.staut ; slippery.

You were ever tickle-footed.

Beau, and Fl., Scomfnl Duly, v.

tickle-grass (tik'l-grfts), n. The hair-grass or
tliiii-frrii-is. .4<iroKti!f ac^tbra; also, one of similar
grasses, as the old-witch grass, Panicum eapiU
liire.

ticklenburgt (tik'len-b6rg), n. [^Origin ob-
scure.] A coarse mixed linen fabric made for
the West India market. Simmondg. _

ticklenesst (tik'l-nes), n. [< ME. tikclnemie ; tlckiy (tik'li), a.
< tirkli ,<!.,+ -neas.] Unsteadiness; instability; tickltih.
uncertainty.

Hord hath hate and clymbynfce tikdneue.
Chaucer, Truth, L 3.

tickler (tik'lfer), n. [< tickle + -eri.] 1. One
who or that which tickles or pleases.— 2.

ily moved or unbalanced ; unsteady; unstable:
uncertain; inconstant.
These Words, being considered of by the Judges, seemed

to express a tidclith Hold of Loyalty.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 242.

I think our ofHce stands on very ticklith terras, the Par-
liament likely to sit shortly, and likely to be asked more
money, and we l>e able to give a very bad account of the
expence and of what we have done with what they did
give before. Pepyt, Diary, II. 364.

We embarked in a little ticklith, incommodious punt,
such as I have seen used on the Thames by worthy citi-

zens bobbing for eels. B. Hall, Travels in N. A., I. 148.

2. Dubious; difficult; critical.

Princes had need. In tender matter and tiddith time, to
beware what they say.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

The doctor would by no means let him blood, which,
nereitheless, some hold might bare saved his life ; but it

is a tickiifh point Court and Tima qf Charlee I., I. 318.

Politics in those days were tieUith subjects to meddle
with, even In the most private company.

Mr». Oaekett, Sylvia's Lovers, xiv.

Sot far from here (Eden Harbour] are the English Nar-
rows, a passage which Is a ticklith but interesting piece
of navigation. Lady Brauey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. ix.

3. Easily tickled ; tickly ; touchy : as, the sole
of the foot is very ticklish; a ticklish person.
We tee also that the palme of the hand, though it hath

as thin a skin as the other parts mentioned, yet is not
ticklith, becaase it is accustomed to be touched.

Baeon, Nat. Hist, { 766.

He 's as tiddith as can be. I love to torment the con-
founded toad ; let you and I tickle him.

Wyeherley, Country Wife, iv. 3.

ticklishly (tik'lish-li), adv. In a ticklish man-
lier.

ticklishness (tik'lish-nes), «. Ticklish char-
acter or quality, (o) The condition of being easUy
tickled.

We know by the ticMithnem of the soles what a multi-
tude of fine nerrons fibres terminate in them.

a. Cheyne, Essay on Regimen, p. 200. (IxUham.)
(b) Unsteady, unstable, or insecure state or character:
at, the UdcUihnett of a seat or of a boat (c) Difllculty

;

difflcnlt, perplexing, or critical character or state : as, the
tieUithnett of some undertaking.

[< tickle + -yl.] Same as

tickseed (tik'sed), n. l. A plant of the genus
Core(>ii.<ti.i.— 2. A plant of the genus Vorisper-
»«Mi«,usually named 6«(7-*eed.—3. Sameasftc/b-
trefnil— Tlckaeed sunflower, Coreopiii trichotperma,
a species with conspicuous golden-yellow rays, found In
the eastern and interior I'nited States.Soinetliing which puzzles or perplexes; some- ^'Iie eastern and interior Luited States.

tiling difficult to understand or answer ; a puz- tick-tacfcl (tik tak), n. [Of. MD. ttcktacken, play

/le. [CoUoq.]— 3. A narrow difflcnlt passage t'^k-tack, prob ong. 'tick' or 'click,' LG. tikk-
; passage

or strait on the coast of Newfoundland.— 4.
A memorandum-book kept to tickle or refresh
the memory ; specifically, a book used by bank-
ers, showing, in the order of their maturity,
notes and debts receivable by the bank. There
is usuallv a tickler for each mouth of the vear.
[Collo(i.J

Tlie ticUert, showing in detail debts receivable in the
future, those past due. and also the overdrafts, require
explanation by the president Ilarpeft Mag., L.KXX. 4»4.

6. A small bottle containing about half a pint
(of spirits), or just enough to "tickle"; also, a
dram of whisky or brandy. [CoUoq.]
Whiskey was sold and drunk without sereens or scru-

ples It was not usually bought by the drink, but by the
tickUr. Uarperi Mag., LXXIX 388.

takken, touch lightly; a varied reduplication
of (ici-i, n. Cf. tick-tack^ and tick-toek.'] 1. A
pulsating sound like that made by a clock or
watch; a ticking.— 2. Specifically, the sound
of the beating of the heart.

The stethoscope revealed the existence of no difllculty,

. . . and the normal ttcir-tocAr of the heart beat with healthy
precision. J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 136.

3. A device emplojfed in playing certain prac-
tical jokes, consisting of a small weight so fas-
tened that one at a distance can, by pulling
a string, cause the weight to tap against the
hou.se or window. [U. 8.]

tick-tackl (tik'tak), adv. [An elliptical use of
tirk-laek^, «.] With a sound resembling the
beating of a watch.

tidal

tick-tack^ (tik'tak), n. [= F. tic-tac = Pg.
tiquetaqi(e = Dan. tiktak, prob. < MD. *ticktack,
D. tiktak, tick-tack; prob. so called from the
clicking noise made by the pieces, < MD. tick-

tacken, D. tiktakken, play tick-tack
;
prob. orig.

'tick' or 'click': see tick-tack^. Hence, by
variation, trick-track, F. trictrac.'i A compli-
cated kind of backgammon, played both with
men and with pegs. Compare trick-track, and
see the third quotation below.

Hell play
At fayles and tick-tack.

B. Jotison, Every Man in his Humour, ill. 2.

Fi*oin hence we went to the Gioom Porters, where they
were a Labouring like so many Anchor Smiths at the
Oake, Back Gammon, Tick-Tack, Irish, Basset, and throw-
ing of Mains. Quoted in Aghto7i's Social Life in Reign of

(Queen Anne, II. 111.

This is the plain game of tick-tack, which is so called
from "touch and take," for if you touch a man you must
play him, though to your loss.

Compleat Garnester, p. 113. (Nares.)

tick-tock (tik'tok), n. [An imitative redupli-
cation of tick^. Cf. tick^.] The slow recurrent
ticking of a tall clock. [Colloq.]

tick-trefoil (tik'tre'foil), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Desmodium : so named from the trifoliate
leaves and the joints of the pods, which are ad-
hesive like ticks. Several species have attracted at-
tention in the southern United States as promising fodder
and soiling plants. Also tickseed.

tickweed (tik'wed), «. The American penny-
royal, Hedcoma pidegioides.

ticky (tik'i), H. Same as tackij'^.

Ticorea (ti-ko're-a), »i. [NL. (Aublet, 1775), from
the native name in Guiana.] A genus of plants,
of the order Itutaceee and tribe Cii.tparieee. It is

characterized by flowers with a short calyx and epipetalous
stamens, some of which are sterile, while the others have
append.iged anther-cells. There are 3 species, natives of
Brazil and Guiana. They are trees or shrubs varying great-
ly in habit ; their leaves or leaflets are pellucid-dotted
and entire. The wliite, scarlet, or yellowish flowers form
leafless panicles or cymes, which usually terminate the
branchlets. Several species are used medicinally in Brazil,
as T. jastninijtora ; and the bark of T. febri/uga, an in-
tensely bitter astringent, is a native febrifuge.

ticpolonga (tik-po-long'ga), n. [E. Ind.] A
very venomous serpent of India and Ceylon:
same as cobra-monil.

Ticuna poison (ti-ko'na poi'zn). An arrow-
poison used by the Tieiinas and other Indian
tribes dwelling near the Amazon. When given to
animals it produces strong convulsions, lasting for hours.
It probably contains picrotoxin, like other South American
arrowpoisons. Watts's Did. <if Chem.

tidi (tid), n. [An obs. or dial, form (with short-
ened vowel) of tide^.'] Fit or favorable season
or condition: as, the land is in fine tid for sow-
ing; hence, humor. [Scotch.]

Summer fallow has enjoyed a most favourable tid for
working, and has pulverized down into fine mould.

The Scottnmti.

tld2(tid),«. [Adial.var.of ««l.] 1. An udder;
a teat. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A small cock of hay.
[Prov. Eng.]

tld^ (tid), a. [Origin obscure; cf. tidder, i'.]

Silly; childish. [Prov. Eng.]
tid* (tid), a. [Appar. a sham word, assumed
to exist in tidbit, and derived from the same
source as that here given to tidder; but tidbit

is a corruption of titbit.'\ Tender; soft; nice.
See the etymology. Imp. Diet.

tid'^t, adv. Same as tite^. Halliwell.

tidal(ti'dal), a. [< Wrfci + -oZ.] 1. Of or per-
taining to a tide or the tides; subject to or
characterized by a periodical rise and fall or
ebb and flow: as, a tidal river; Hrfa/ waters;
a tidal basin.
We know that the temperature of comets is increased,

chiefly, it has been supposed, by tidal action, as they ap-
proach the sun. AineteeiUh Century, XXVI. 794.

2. Dependent on the tides : as, a tidal steamer
(that IS, a steamer the hour of whose departure
is regulated by the state of the tide); tidal

trains (that is, trains that run in connection
with tidal steamers).
Ascertaining first at what time during every evening

of this month the tidal trains from Dover and Folkestone
reach the London Bridge terminus.

W. Collins, Armadale, v. 3.

Tidal air, the air which passes in and out in breathing,
generally estimated at about 25 cubic inches at each
respiration. See rendttal air, under airi.

Asphyxia takes place whenever the proportion of car-
bonic acid in tidal air reaches ten per cent, (the oxygen
being diminished in like proportion).

lluxley and Youmant, Physiol., i 127.

Tidal alarm, a device for sounding an audible alarm,
operatetl by the elib and flow of tidal currents. It is gen-
erally attached to a buoy or vessel or to a post, to warn
vessels o(T a d.ingeroils locality, as a shoal. E. It. Knight.
- Tidal basin, a dock which is fHkd at liigli tide. £'. //.

/fni'/Zi^—Tidal crack, in arctic regions, a crack or series
of cracks in ice along the shore, caused by tidal motion.
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Also tide-crack.—Tidal friction, frictional resistance
caused by the movement of tulal waters, tending to dimin-
ish the angular velocity of the earth's rotation, and hence
to lengthen the day,— Tidal harbor, a harbor in which
the tide ebbs and Hows, in distinction from a harbor which
is kept at high water by means of doclcs with flood-gates.

Also tide-harbor.—Tiddl motor, a mechanical device by
which the ebb and flow of the tide are utilized as a source
of power.—Tidal river, a river whose waters rise and fall

up to a certain point in its course under the influence of

the tide-wave.— Tidal wave, (a) The wave of the tide

;

a great wave of translation in the ocean moving in the
manner in which the wave of the tide moves according to

the canal theory, but commonly produced by an earth-
quake. (6) Figuratively, a wide-spread or general mani-
festation of strong feeling or sentiment : as, a tidal wave
of popular indignation.

tidally (ti'dal-i), adv. As a tide ; in a manner
dependent on or affected by the tide. Winchell,

World-Life, ii. 2.

tidbit (tid'bit), «. Same as titbit.

tiddet. Preterit and past participle of tide^.

tidder (tid'er), V. t. [Also tiddle; appar. < *tid-

der, a., ult. < AS. iedre = OFries. teddre = D.
feeder = MLG. tcder, tender, weak. Cf. tid*.]

To use with tenderness ; fondle. Johnson.

tiddle (tid'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. iiddled, ppr. ad-

dling. [Avar.of iiVWcr.] I. trans. 8a,meB.s tidder.

II. intrans. To trifle; potter.

To leave the family pictures from his sons to you, be-
cause you could tiddle about them !

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. xlii.

tiddlywink (tid'li-wingk), n. 1. A shop where
money is lent on goods without a pawnbroker's
license. Leland. [Slan^.]— 2. A shop where
beer is sold without a license. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
tidayi (tid'l), ». [Origin obscure.] The four
of trumps at the game of gleek.

tiddy2 (tid'i), n.; pi. tiddies (-iz). [Cf. «dy2.]
The European wren. Also tidley-wren. [Prov.
Eng.]

tide! (tid), n. [Also dial.,with shortened vowel,
tid; < ME. tide, tyde, tid, tyd, < AS. tid, time,
hour, season, opportunity, = OS. tid = OFries.
tid = MD. tijd, time, tide of the sea, ghetijde,

time, opportunity, tijde, tije, tide of the sea, D.
tijd, time, getij, time, opportunity, tij, tide of the
sea, = MLG. tide, getide, time, tide of the sea,

LG. tied, time, tide, tide of the sea, = OHG. zit,

zidh, MHG. zit, G. zeit, time, = Icel. tidh, time,
tide, hour, service, = Sw. Dan. tid, time, sea-
son (not recorded in Goth.) : with formative -d
(related to AS. tima, E. timei = Icel. timi, time,
with formative -ma (see time'^), and to G. zicl,

etc., end, goal, with formative -I : see till^, till^),

from V ti, not found outside of Teut. Hence
tiVZei, v., tiding, etc., betide.'i 1. Time; season.
[Obsolete except in composition.]

If thi wijf come with a playnt
On man or child at ony tide.

Be not to hasti to fljte & chide.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. M.

He keeps his tides well. Shak., T. of A., i. 2. 67.

This wishing a good Tide had its effect upon us, and he
was commended for his salutation.

Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

2. Fit time or season ; opportunity.
He that tas not his tyme when the tyde askes,
But lettes it deuly ouerdryve with delling to noght,
Wite not his wirdis, thof hyni woo happyn !

Deetntction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7067.

I have important business.
The tide whereof is now.

Shak., T. andC, v. 1. 90.

Tide Tarrieth for no Man, a pleasant and merry comedy.
George Wapul (1611), title.

[Compare the common proverb "Time and tide wait for
no man."]

3. Eccles., a season of the church year; in a
narrower sense, a feast-day; a festival: as,
Whitsunitrfe (the whole octave or the day only)

;

Hallow<irfc.
What hath it done,

That it in golden letters should be set
Among the high tides in the calendar?

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 86.

Tide was scrupulously used by the Puritans in com-
position instead of the Popish word mass, of which they
had a nervous abhorrence. Thus, for Christmas, Hallow-
mas, Lammas, they said Christ-tide, Hallow-tide, Lamb-
tide. Luckily Whitsuntide was rightly named to their
hands. Nares.

4t. Mass; office; service.

They dwell in the lande of Armeneten nere vnto An-
thiochyen, and there is whrythyn seruyce of the masses,
and theyr other tydes is all in theyr one comon speche so
that they all mey vnderstande it what they synge or rede.

Jt. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxi.).

5. A definite period of time ; specifically, a day
or an hour; in mining, the period of twelve
hours.

He ne sholde suffren in no wyse
Custance within his regne for tibyde
Thre dayes and a quarter of a tyde.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 700.
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' Why weep ye by the tide, lady?

Why weep ye by the tide?

How blythe and happy might he be
Gets you to be his bride

!

John o' Hazelgreen (Child's Ballads, IV. 84).

6. The periodical rise and fall of the waters of

the ocean and its arms, due to the attraction

of the moon and sun. Every particle of matter com-
posing the earth gravitates towai-d the moon inversely

as the, square of its distance, this attraction being about
anoViiff of the weight of the particle. Living upon the
earth, we consider bodies at rest which have a fixed posi-

tion relative to the earth. Supposing, then, what cannot
be strictly true, that the crust of the earth experiences no
periodical deformation of the nature of a tide, the rise and
fall of the water as compared with a bench-mark on the
shore will be its rise and fall relatively to the earth's
center. Since an attraction is simply a component accel-

eration, or rate offchange of velocity, which compounded
with others gives the resultant acceleration of the body's
motion, it follows that the gravitational acceleration of

the solid earth toward the moon, when all its particles

are held rigidly together by cohesional accelerations,
must be very nearly the same ks the simple gravitation
toward the moon of the particle at the earth's center.

Now, we And the acceleration of a particle relative to the
earth's center by geometrically subtracting from its abso-
lute acceleration that of the center of the earth. Every
garticle of those parts of the surface nearest the moon is

y the law of inverse squares more attracted to the moon
than is the center of the earth, and consequently is ac-
celerated upward from the earth; and, in like manner,
every particle of those parts furthest from the moon is

less attracted to the moon than is the earth's center, and
so is also accelerated upward from the earth (this causing
the tide to rise in those parts). Thus, if m is the moon's
attraction at the unit of distance, r the distance of tlie

moon from the center of the earth, and a the earth's
semidiameter, the attraction relative to the earth's cen-
ter, at a point of the surface where the moon is in the
zenith, is

ml(r-ay -mjr''= 2malr\\-alry,

and the same where the moon is in the nadir is

m/r" -)n/(r-|-a)2 = 2jna/r»(l-f o/r)'.

But where the particle as seen from the center of the
earth is 90° from the moon, the attraction is a little less
than the attraction at the center, being m/(r2-fa-) in place
of mlr", and is also not parallel to the latter ; so that it

is accelerated downward toward the earth by an amount
equal to majr'\l -f a=/r=)^. Compounding these accelera-
tions with the accelerations of the weights of the par-
ticles, we see that the resultant for any particle points
less toward the moon than the line from the particle to
the earth's center. But the surface of the water must be
perpendicular to the resultant attraction ; hence that sur-
face must bulge out in a prolate foi-m on the line through
the centers of the moon and earth. The extreme differ-

ence in depth of the water would be about 20 inches, or, sub-
stituting the sun for the moon, it would be about 9 inches.
If after the prolate form had been produced the disturb-
ing body were to be suddenly annihilated, the ocean, sup-
posing it covered the whole earth, would be thrown into
a state of oscillation between a prolate and an oblate form.
The time of the oscillations would depend on the depth of
the water, and they would gradually die out from viscos-
ity and other resistances. If the moon were to move
round the water-covered earth on the equator, similar free
oscillations would be set up and would gradually die out^
but at the same time other motions would be forced and
would not die out. Supposing first, for the sake of simpli-
city, that the effects of viscosity were very great, the wa-
ter would be permanently raised all round the equator so
as to increase the ellipticity of the surface of the sea, and
such an effect, on a minute scale, is in fact produced. But,
besides that, the equatorial section of the form of the
water would be elliptical, the water continuing to pile up
as long as it was at all drawn toward the moon; so that
high tide would not be reached until 4 hours 4.S minutes af-

ter the moon had crossed the meridian. If the resistance
is not so great the time of high tide will be earlier or later,

according as the natural oscillations are quicker or slower
than the forced motion. The resistance will also produce
small component oscillations of periods one half and one
third of those of the principal oscillations. Every in-

equality in the motion of the sun and moon produces its

own distinct component tide ; but the magnitudes of the
tides are very d ifferent from the magnitudes of the inequal-
ities. The forms of the continents and of the sea-bottom
affect the range of the tides in two ways. In the first place,
they form basins in which the waters are susceptible of
free stationary oscillations of various periods. Now, it is

a known theorem of dynamics that forced vibrations at-

tain large amplitudes when their periods are nearly the
same as those of free vibrations, but are very small when
their periods are nearly double those of free vibrations.
In the second place, the continents in many cases force
the ocean into canals, in which the tides take the form of
progressive waves of translation, which will be greatly in-

creased by a narrowing and still more by a shoaling of
the channel in the direction of their progression. In this
case there are distinct cotidal lines. In the North At-
lantic the semidiurnal tide is large, but much larger in
the eastern and northern parts than on the southern and
western sides. The diurnal tides, on the other hand, are
remarkably small. High tide occurs in the northern parts
three or four hours earlier than in the southern ; and be-
tween them, about Nantucket, there is little tide, and in
many places four tides a day. In the Gulf of .Mexico the
semidiurnal tides are very small, and the diurnal tides are
alone sensible. In a few places, as Tahiti, in the Pacific,
and Courtown, in county Wexford, Ireland, the lunar tides
almost disappear, so that high tide never occurs many
hours from noon or midnight, and near such places there
are others where the tides almost altogether vanish.

The tide of the sea had filled the chanel of the riuer of
Ramsa. Ilaklui/Vs Voyages, I, 10,

A sea full of shelves and rocks, sands, gulfs, euripes and
contrary tid*». Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 594.

tide-gate

7. Ebb and flow; rise and fall; flux and reflux.

There is a tide In the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

Shak., J. C, Iv. 3. 218.

8. Flow; current; stream; flood; torrent.

What a tide of woes
Comes rushing on this woeful land at once

!

Shak., Eich, II., ii. 2. 98.

An honest gentleman ; but he 's never at leisure
To be himself, he has such tides of business.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 1.

The usual daily clearance has been making in the city

for an hour or more ; and the human tide is still rolling

westward. IHckens, Dombey and Son, iv.

Acceleration and retardation of the tides. .See

acceleration.— Atmospheric tides. 8ee atmospheric.—
Declinational tide. See declinational. —La.gfstng of
the tides. .Seeiayyiny.— Lee or leeward tide. Hee lee-

ward.— Meteorological tide, a rise and fall of the sea
due to regular alternations of the wind, to regular rain-

fall and evaporation, or to any other meteorological in-

fiuence.— Priming of the tides. See lagging of the

tides, under lagging.—Retard Of the tide. See retard.

—To work double tides, to work night and day. See
def , 5.

Thus both— that waste itself might work in vain —
WrougfU dovMe tides, and all was well again,

Crabbe, Works, I. 52.

Weather tide, a tide running to windward. J
tide^ (tid), V.

;
pret. and pp. tided, ppr. tiding. "J

[< ME. tiden (pret. tidde, pp. tided, tid), < AS.
tidan, happen, < tid, time, hour: see tide^, n.

In the later senses from the modern noun. ] I.

intrans. If. To happen ; betide.

I dorst han sworn.
The sholde nevere han tyd so fayre a grace.

Chaucer, TroUus, 1. 907.

2. To drift with the tide; specifically (naut.),

to work in or out of a harbor, etc., by taking
advantage of the tide and anchoring when it

becomes adverse.

Here, because of the many shelfes, we were forc'd to tyde
it along the Channell. Evelyn, Diary, Sept 28, 1641.

Now it came to pass that on a fine sunny day the Com-
pany's yacht the Half-Moon, having been on one of its

stated visits to Fort Aurania, was quietly tiding it down
the Hudson. Irving, Knickerlx)cker, p. 251.

To tide on, to drift on ; continue ; last ; get on or along.

I have given him relief, and he may tide on for some
considerable time. Lance), 1891, 1. 72.

II. trans. 1. To drive with the tide or cur-
rent.

Their images, the relics of the wrack.
Torn from the naked poop, are tided back
By the wild waves, and rudely thrown ashore.

Dryden, tr. of Persius'a Satires, vi. 67.

3. To carry through ; manage.
I will tide

This affair for you ; give it freight and passage.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

3. To succeed in surmounting: with over: as,

to tide over a difficulty,

tide'-^t. An obsolete preterit of Hel.

tide^t. An erroneous Middle English form of
tidy^.

tide-ball (tid'bal), n. A ball hoisted on a staff

to indicate the height of the tide,

tide-coacht (tid'koch), n. A stage-coach plying
in connection with a packet whose arrival and
departure depended on the tide.

He took a place in the tide-coach from Rochester.
Smollett, Roderick Random, xxiv. {Davies.')

tide-crack (tJd'krak), «. Same as tidal craek
(which see, under tidal).

tide-current (tid'kur''ent). n. A current in a
channel caused by the alternation of the level
of the water during the passage of the tide-
wave.
tided (ti'ded), fl. [< fidei -I- -ed^.l Affected by
the tide ; having a tide ; tidal.

The tided Thames. Bp. Hall.

tide-day (tid'da), n. The interval between
two successive arrivals at the same place of
the vertex of the tide-wave.
tide-dial (tid'di''al), n. See dial.

tideful (tid'ful), a. [< <(rfei + -/««.] Season-
able ; opportune. [Obsolete or local.]

tide-gage (tid'gaj), «. l. A graduated beam or
spar serving to indicate the rise or fall of the
tide: sometimes placed on shoals and bars.

—

2. An apparatus for recording the movements
of the level of water, a pencil is attached to a float
by means of mechanism so as to move vertically with the
level, but in diminished measure, the paper upon which
the pencil marks being meanwhile carried horizontally
at a uniform rate by means of clockwork. More compli-
cated instruments perform integrations mechanically.

tide-gatei (tid'pat), «. [< tide^ + gatfi.'i A
gate tlirough which water passes into a basin
when the tide flows, and which is shut to retain
the water from flowing back at tho ebb.



tide-gate

tide-gate2 (tid'gat). >,. [< Ude^
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+ (/(ite-.'i It. tideway (tid'wa), n. A channel in which the

Some visible apparent tokens remaine of a haven, . . .

though now it be gravelil up, and the streune or tydegaU

turned another way.

•tide sets,

Now and then great budgerows crossed our path, or

lay anchored in the tideicay.

W. U. Russell, Diary in India, I. 125.

Sashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 150). (CowM.)
tide-wheel (tid'hwel), H. A water-wheel oper-

2. -V((M^, a naiTOw place where the tide runs ated by a head of water from a tidal basin,

with great velocity. or working as a current-wheel in a tideway or

tide-harbor (tid'hiir'bor), n. Same as tidal sluice.

/iflWior (which see, under HrfoO. tldift, "• See tidy^.

tide-land (tid'land), H. Such land as is affected tidily (ti'di-li), adu. [< tidy^ + -ly^.} Neatly;

by tlie tide; land which is aUernately covered with simplicity and suitability: as, a tidily

and left dry by the ordinary flux and reflux of

the tides Tide-land spmce. Seeipnux3.

tidele8S(tid'les),«. i< tide^ + -ksn.'] Without
ebb or flow.

There is a considerable fresh water volume debouching
into u tideUts aea or lake.

Jour. FranUin Imt., CXXV. 306.

tide-lock (tid'lok), m.

dressed girl,

tidiness (ti'di-nes), n. [< tidy'i- + -ness.l The
quality of being tidy; neatness: as, the tidiness

of dress, of a room, etc.

The open country is more pleasing than the small vil-

lages, which have not the tiditxess of the New England
small villages. Horper'j Jfo?., LXXVni. 258.

A lock situated between tiding (ti'ding), ». [< (a) ME. tiding, tydinge,

the tide-water of a harbor or river and an in-

closed basin when their levels vary. It haa two
pairs of double gates, by which vessels can pass either way
at all times of the tide. Also called ijuardlock.

tidelyt (tid'li), adv. [< M:E. tidehj, tydely,< AS.
lidliic (= D. tijdelijV = G. zeitUch), timely, sea-

sonably, < tidlic (= D. lijdelijk = G. zeitlieh),

timely, seasonable, < tid, time, tide: see tide^

aud -ly-.'\ 1. Seasonably; opportunely; suit-

ably; fitly.

But the) tok to him Hdely trewe cnnsayl enere.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.X L S482.

Item, Sir, if my Malster of the SoUe* be not come, I

trust to God to com tydely 1 now, * tor the ttsvetiys.

PaMon LetUn, L 528.

2. Cleverly; smartly; bravely.

Than Trolell full tiddy tumyt into batell.

With a folke that was fell, fuerse of axunte.
DatnietioiKif Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 10270.

tide-mark (tid'mark), n. The limit of the flow

or of tlie ebb of the tide,

tide-marsh (tid'mSrsh), n. See marsh.

tide-meter (tid'me't^r), H. A tide-gage. ,,= '!*"- ""'"-•'".T!. ,, . „ .^ ^ ».x.

tide-mill (tid'mil), «. 1. A mill supplied with tiding-well (ti ding-wel), n. A well that ebbs

power by means of a water-wheel operated by and flows, or is supposed to ebb and flow, with

a fall or current in a tideway or from a tidal the tide.

ba8in.-2. A water-puinping station operated ^^ SbTai'd fl^V"^
by a tide-wheel, used to pump water over a '

Draytoii, Polyolblon, xxx. 88.

tldtpooi^ItiSeltt A pool left by the re- tldley (tid'li^.. [Cf- tiddy2, «dj,2.] The wren

er.s?ofthetide. '
^

^VevTo^'Sin^^ltt/™^'
Montagu.-

tide-predictor (tid'pre-dikMor), n. An instru-
^j^j / f„,,, ^^^ aTutely.

mint for calculating the tunes ami heights of
tidological (ti-do-loj'i-kal), a. [< tidolog-y

tideng, tithinge, < AS. "tidung = D. tijding — tidy2 (ti'di), n

MLG. tiding = MHG. zititnge, G. zeitung (cf.

Sw. tidning), news, information; verbal n. of

AS. tidan, etc., happen : see tidel, v. (b) Mixed
with ME. tidiude, titliende, tiihiude, < Icel. tidh-

indi = Dan. tidende, lit. things happening, pi.

ppr. of 'tidha = AS. tidan, happen: see tide^.]

Tne announcement of an event or occurrence
not previously made known; a piece of news;
hence, in the plural, news; information; in

telligence : now always used in the plural.

Thus sangh I fals and soth compouned
Togeder Bee for oo tydinge.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 2109.

Behold, I bring you good tidings of great ]oy, which
haU be to all people. Luke it la

I shall make my master glad with these tidings.

Shai., M. W. of W., Iv. 5. 57.

(The plut»l form tidings is sometimes used as a singular.

CompiaretMiM.

The Hdinm comes that they are all arrived.
Shot., K. John, Iv. 2. 116.

1

= Syn. IntfUiffence, etc. See neut.

I

liiflli and low water. In the machine of Kerrell (which
l» U9e<l for the official tidi- tables of the Inlted.States Coast
Survi-y) tliere U a chain passing over thirty-four pulleys
attachrd t'ciM-ntrically to half as many revolving axes.

Two \\:iw\a niovi' in ao apparently very Irregular way
ov*-r a diul ; when these coincide the thne of high or low
water is read ott on the dial, and the height of the water
upon a vertical scale with a moving Index at the side.

tide-rips (tid'rips), u. pi. Kough water caused
by opposing tides or currents,

tide-rock (tid'rok), II. A rock alternately cov- tidyMti'di), "• s^d
iTfil and uncovered by the tides. ' *"

tide-rode (tid'rod), a. Kaut., swinging by the
force of the tide when at anchor; riding at

anchor with head to tide and not to wind. See
irind-rode.

tide-numer (tid'run'fer), n. A fish whose move-
ments correspond to or are otherwise affected

by the tides.

These big fellowi [weakflshl an dedcnated as tide-

runners. SparUman's Cauttter, p. Hi.

tides-man (tidz'man), n. 1. One who is em-
jiloyeii only during certain states of the tide.

—

.\ tiilewaiter.

if-<i/.] Of or pertaining to tidotogy: as) tido-

logical researches. Wheuell.

tidology (ti-dol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < E. tide^ +
Gr. -/j>yia, < ?Jyetv, speak: see -ology.] The
doctrine, theorj', or science of tides.

I have ventured to employ the term Tiddlogy, having
been much engaged in tidological researches.

WhemU, PhUos. Induct Sciences (ed. 1840X I. p. IxxUL

[< ME. tidy, tydy, tidi

(= D. tijdig = MLG. tUiich, timely, = OHG.
MHG. n/ii/, G. ceitig, seasonable, timely, = Sw.
tidig = Dan. tidig, timely) ; < tide^ + -yi.] I. a.

2.

tide-table (tid'ta'bl), n. A table showing the
time of high water at any place, or at different

places, for each day throughout the year.

tldewaiter (tid'wa't^r), n. One of a class of
lUstdMi-liouse officers whose business it is to

a%vait the arrival of ships, and to see that while
in port the customs regulations as to the land-
ing and shipping of goods are observed, and the
revenue laws are not violated.

If he misses a pair of colours, or a tide-waiter't place, he
has no remedy but the highway.

Suift, Advice to .Servants (Waiting-Maid).

The father of the rnstom-House — the patriarch not
only uf this little squad of olBclals, bnt, I am Imld to say,
of the respectable body of tide-waiters all over the Unlt^
.States was a certain permanent Inspector.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 17.

tide-water (tid'wa'K-r), «. Water affected by
the oiilinary ebb and tlow of the tide Tide-
water reglOli, the low plain of t-astern Virginia, extend-
ing from the Atlantic coast westward about 100 miles.

tide-wave (tid'wav), «. A tidal wave (which
see, under tidal).

It. Seasonable; opportime; favorable; fit; suit-

able.

Oret merthe to the mesaangeres Meliora than made,
For the tidy tidinges that ti^tly were seide.

William qf Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1338.

If weather be fair, and tidy thy grain.

Hake speedily carriage, for fear of a rain.

Tusser, August's Husbandry, st 22.

2t. Brave; smart; skilful; fine; good.

Than Troilus full tite, & tid/ Eneas,
Chefyn to Achilles « ith choise men ynogh.

Destruction </ Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 7410.

Thanne worth Trewe-tonge, a tidy man that tened me
neuere. Piers Plowman (B), iU. 320.

3. Appropriate or suitable as regards order,

airangement, occasion, circumstances, or the

like ; becomingly or neatly arrayed or arranged;
kept in good order; neat; trim: as, a firfy dress

;

a tidy and well-furnished apartment.

To see It all so tidy, not even a pair of boots thrown
about, or a tie flung on the table, made their hearts die

within them. JIfrt. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxxvU.

4. Of neat and orderly habits ; disposed to be
neat and orderly: as, a tidy person.— 6. Mod-
erately or fairly large, great, or important;
considerable; respectable; pretty: &s,&tidy
sum of money. [Obsolete or coUoq.]

Al that touched ther to a tidi erldome.
To the kowherd •( his wif the king 3af that time.

WiUiam o/ Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5384.

May he after a tidy day's work I shall come home with
Is. in my pocket.

kayhtw, London Labour and Loudon Poor, L 406.

tie

6. Satisfactory; comfortable; fairly good or

well : as. How are you to-day ? Tidy. [Slang.]

II. H.
;
pi. tidies (-diz). 1 . A more or less or-

namental covering for the back of a chair, the

arms of a sofa, or the like, to keep them from
becoming soiled. —2. A pinafore or apron.

[Prov. Eng.J
tidyi (ti'di), v.; prot. and pp. tidied, ppr. tidy-

ing. [< tidyT^, «.] I. trans. To make neat; put
in good order: often followed by tip : as, to tidy

or to tidy up a room. [Colloq.]

She found the widow with her house-place tidied tip

after the midday meal, and busy knitting at the open door.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iliii.

n. intrans. To arrange, dispose, or put things,

as dress, furniture, etc., in good or proper or-

der : often with t/^j. [Colloq.]

I have tidied and tidied over and over again, but it 's

useless. Ma and Africa, together, upset the whole house.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxx.

pi. tidies (-diz). [Early mod.
E.'also tydie; also dial, tiddy, q. v. ; < ME. tidif,

tydif, tidife ; origin unknown: see tidif. Cf.

tiddy^ (and tidley); the termination is appar.

OF.] A small singing bird, perhaps the wren.

Tho that hadde doon unkyndenesse—
As doth the tydif, for newfangelnesse.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 164.

And of those chaunting fowls, the Goldflnch not behind.

That hath so many sorts descending from her kind.

The Tydie for her notes as delicate as they.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 79.

tidytips (ti'di-tips), M. A Californian compo-
site plant, Layia (Callicliroa) ptatyglossa: a
showy plant with bright-yellow rays, frequent-

ly cultivated as a half-hardy annual.

tie^ (ti), tJ.
;

pret. and pp. tied, ppr. tying.

[Early mod. E. also tye; dial, also tee; < ME.
tien, tyen, teyen, teien, teigen, tigcn, < AS. tigan,

'tygan, "tegan, "tigian, cited also as *tegean,

bind, tie, a secondary form of the verb teon

(pret. tedh, pi. tugon, pp. togcn), draw, pull

:

see teei, totc^. In some uses the verb is di-

rectly from the noun: see tie^, «.] I. trans.

1. To attach or make fast by a band, ribbon,

cord, or the like drawn together and knotted;
bind.

Therwlth thei drough thelre swerdes oute and wente
toward the river that ran vnder the gardin, where thei

hadde a barge i-teyed where-in thei were come in to the

gardin. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 464.

And thereunto a great long chaine he tight,

With which he drew him forth, even in his own desplght.
^leiiser, F. Q., VI. xii. 34.

My son, keep thy father's commandment, and forsake not
thelaw of thy mother ; bind them continually upon thine

heart, and tie them about thy neck. Piov. vl. 20, 21.

2. To fasten by looping or knotting: as, to tie

a ribbon on one's arm ; hence, to fasten as if

tied.
What boots It thee

To shew the rusted buckle that did tie

The garter of thy greatest grandsire's knee?
Bp. Hall. Satires, IV. Hi. 12.

He tied the ends into the nautical slip-knot, and pro-

nounced the thing complete.
Doran, Annals of the Stage, II. 163.

3. To fasten by tightening and knotting the

strings of : as, to tie a shoe or a bonnet.

Drawer,
seest this.

tie my shoe, prithee : the new knot, as thou
Deiker and WebsUr, Northward Ho, i. 2.

4. To form by looping and interlacing; knit:

as, to tie a knot.
Again the hawthorn shall supply
The garlands you delight to tie.

Scott, Marmion, i.. Int.

6. To bind or imite securely ; specifically, to

unite in marriage (colloq. in this use).

And doe they not knowe that a Tragedie is tied to the
lawes of Poesie, and not of Historie ?

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for I'oetrle.

In bond of virtuous love together tied. Fair/ax.

I heartily desire this courtesy.

And would not be denied, to wait upon you
Tills day, to see you tied, then no more trouble you.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, Iv. 1.

6. To bind, restrict, limit, or confine; hold or

restrain, as by authority or moral influence.

Herewith hir swelling sobbes
Did tie hir tong from talke.

Qateoigne, Phliomene (Steele Olas, etc., ed. Arber, p. 99).

I see you are tied to no particular employment.
Beau, and Fl. , Scornful Lady, i. 1.

Do they think to bind me to live chaste, sober, and
temperately all days of my life ? they may as soon tie an
Englishman to live so.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 1.

7. In building, to bind together two bodies

by means of a piece of timber or metal. See
ti«i, »., 5.— 8. In music, to unite or bind, as
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notes, by a tie. See tie'^, n., 8.— 9. To supply
•with ties or sleepers, as the road-bed of a rail-

way.
The track was solid, evenly graded, heavily Hed, well

aligned, and the cars ran over it with no more swing and
bounce than on an old road. Harper's Mag., LXXVl. b66.

10. To make the same score as ; equal in a
score or contest: as, A tied B at checkers.

—

11. In surg., to secure (a vein or an artery)

with a ligature, so as to prevent loss of blood in

case the vessel has been ruptured or severed,

or to check the flow of blood through it in some
special circumstances; ligate— Tied at the el-

bow. See the quotation.

The feet are turned out, and then there is a want of lib-

erty in the play of the whole shoulder, because the elbow
rubs against the ribs, and interferes with the action. This
is called being tied at the elbow, and is most carefully to

be avoided in selecting the greyhound, as well as all other
breeds. Dogs of Great Britain and Atneriea, p. 45.

To be tied to a woman's apron-strings. See aprm-
gtrinct.—To tie a fly. See/j/2.— To tie down, (a) To
fasten so as to prevent from rising. (6) To restrain ; con-
fine ; hinder from action.

The miud should, by several rules, be tied down to this,

at first, uneasy task ; use will give it facility. Locke.

To tie hand and foot. See to bind hand and foot, under
Aand.—To tie neck and heels. See 7i«ct.—To tie up.
(o) To bind or fasten securely : as, to tie up a bundle, (o)

To wrap up
;
protect with wrappings.

Look to your cloaks, and tieup your little throats ; for, I

tell you, the great baize will soon fall down.
Thackeray, Philip, }dil.

(c) To confine ; restrain ; hamper in or hinder from mo-
tion or action.

Joy hath tied ray tongue up.
Fletcher {and another), Love's Cure, i. 3.

(d) To place or invest in such a way as to render unavail-
able : as, to have one's money tied up in real estate.

She is close of her money ; . . . she has tied up every
shilling of it, and only allows me [her husband] half a
crown a week for pocket-money.

Thackeray, Great Hoggarty Diamond, xiii.

(e) To give, devise, or bequeath in such a way and under
such conditions as to prevent sale, or alienation from the
person or purpose intended : as, to tie up an estate.— To
tie with St. Mary's knott. See knot^.

II. intrans. To make a tie with another or
others in some contest ; score the same num-
ber of points, rims, or the like.—To ride and tie.
See ride.

tiei (ti), «. [Early mod. E. also tye; < ME. teye,

'ti^e, < AS. tijge, tige, a band, rope, a secondary
form, with mutation, of tedh, teag, a band, rope
(= D. touw = MLG. touwe, tow, tau, LG. tau (>
G. tau) = Icel. taug, a rope), < tedn (pret. tedh),

draw, pull: see fcei,«j.,andcf. tie^, v., also tow^
(a doublet of tie^). The noun tie^ is in the later
senses directly from the verb tie^.'] 1. A band

;

rope ; chain ; a cord or other flexible thing used
to fasten or bind, especially by knotting or
looping ; a fastening : as, cotton-fes (for bind-
ing bales of cotton); specifically, the ribbon or
simOar fastening used for the queue or pigtail,

whether of the wig or of the natural hair.

Great formal wigs with a tie behind.
Dickens, Pickwick, xlix.

2. A cravat, usually a simple one knotted in
front; a necktie.

Both wear the soft black hat so popular with us in the
West, and the regulation black frock-cut uniform, with
white tic at the throat.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 146.

3. A knot composed of one or two loops of
cord, ribbon, or the like ; a looped ornamental
knot; a bow.
A very smart tie in his smart cravat.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, L 283.

4. Something which binds or unites, in a figu-

rative sense ; a bond ; an obligation, moral or
legal : as, the ties of blood or of friendship.

Awe and affrights are never ties of love.

Ftetcher{and others). Bloody Brother, iv. 1.

The bonds of affinity, which are the links and ties of
nature. Bacon, Political Fables, ii., Expl.

The secret of the world is the tie between person and
event. Hmerson, Conduct of Life.

5. In construction, any rod or beam serving to
counteract a pulling or tensile strain, to hold
the parts together, to equalize opposing thrusts,
or to transfer strains from one part of a struc-
ture to another. It is used, for instance, in bridges,
to fasten the parts together and resist strains of tension

;

and in roofs, to take the thriist from a pair of rafters, and,
by opposing one to the other, to prevent the roof from
spreading. It is opposed to a strut, or a member serving
to hold different membci-s of a structure apart. See cuts
under car-truck, king-post, and pilework.

6. On railroads, one of a series of beams, com-
monly of wood, laid on a permanent way and
bedded in the ballast, on which are laid the
rails to form the track. These ties are some-
times made of iron or stone, and in a variety
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of forms. Also called sleeper or cross-sleeper.—
7. Naut. : (o) That part of the topsail- or top-

gallant-halyards which is fast to the yard and
passes through a sheave-hole in the mast or

through a tie-block at the masthead. (6) A
mooring-bridle.—8. In musical notation, a curve
above or below two notes on the same degree
which are to be performed continuously, as if

but one; a bind or ligature. The following are

examples

:

^^^^^
Ties are used especially to connect notes that lie in dif-

ferent measures, or which it is rhythmically important to

keep separate to the eye. They are not to be confused
with slurs.

9. A state of equality among competing or op-
posed parties, as when two candidates receive
an equal numlier of votes, rival marksmen score

a like number of points, or two or more racers
reach the winning-post at the same time, so

that neither party can be declared victorious ; a
contest in which two or more competitors are

equally successful.

The government count on the seat, though with the new
registration 'tis nearly a tie. If we had a good candidate
we could win. Disraeli, Coningsby, viii. S.

Rand had one majority on the first ballot, and I counted
him out. I made it a tie by swallowing one of his ballots.

The CetUury, XXXVIH. 40.

10. A weavers' pattern.

A weaver's pocket-book of that period . . . was an
ordinarj' long-shaped pocket-book, and contained about
eighty different ties or patterns.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 314.

11. Same as lace, 2.—12. pi. Low shoes fas-

tened with lacings Axle-clip tie. See axle-clip.—

Bookoftles. Seeftoo*.—Diagonaltie. ^ee angle-Wace
(o).— Family tie. See/ai/ii7i/.— stay-end tie. Hee stay-

end.— "ro play or shoot off a tie, to go through a second
contest or match (the first being indecisive), in order to
decide who is to be the winner.

The ties, as you call them, were shot off before two
o'clock. Whyte Melville, Good for Nothing, i. 1.

tie2 (ti), n. [Also tye; < ME. tye, teye, < OF.
teie, taie, toie, tick, < L. theca, ML. teca, techa

:

see to'cfcs.] 1. A tick (of a bed). Halliwell.
— 2. A feather-bed. Halliwell (spelled tye).

[Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

tie-bar (ti'bar), «. A bar which serves as a tie.

tie-beam (ti'bem), n. A horizontal timber con-
necting two principal rafters, for the purpose
of preventing the walls from being pushed out
by the thrust of the roof, or for tying together
other parts of a structure. When placed above
the bottom of the rafters it is called a collar-

beam. See cut under curb-roof.

tieboy (ti'boi), ». A sled : same as go-devil, 3.

tie-dogt (ti'dog), n. [< ME. teidogge, tegdoggue;
< tie^ + dog.'j A fierce dog which it is neces-
sary to tie up; a bandog.

I know the villain is both rough and grim
;

But as a tie-dog I will muzzle him.
Death of R. Earl of Huntingdon (1601). (yores.)

tiegot, »• [Abbr. of vertigo, as formerly ac-
cented verti'go.'] Vertigo ; dizziness.

I am shrewdly troubled with a tieyo

Here in my head.
Fletcher and Massinger, Very Woman, iv. 3.

tiemannite (te'man-it), n. [Named after the
discoverer, Tiemdim.'] Native mercuric sele-

nide, usually occurring massive, of a steel-gray
color and metallic luster, rarely in crystals re-
sembling those of sphalerite.

tie-plate (ti'plat), «. A main carline.

tier! (ti'er), ». [< «el -I- -erl.] 1. One who or
that which ties.— 2. A child's apron. Also, er-
roneously, tire.

Where well-drilled urchins, each behind his tire.

Waited in ranks the wished command to Are.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Ist ser., Int.

3. In entom., same as leaf-tier.

tier^ (ter), n. [Formerly also tire, tyre, also
tcer (orig. pron. ter, then tir, besides ter re-

tained to accord with the F., and spelled tier

perhaps in simulation of the form of pier) ; <

OF. tire, a course, continuance of a course, a
draught, pull, stroke, hit (= It. tiro, a draught,
pull, stroke, hit, etc.), < tirer, draw: see tire-.

Perhaps confused with OF. tiere, tieiere, row,
rank, order, = Pr. tiera, tcira, a row (also
adornment, attii-e : see tire^). The AS. tier,

appar. meaning a row or series, occurs but
once, and is of doubtful status. The words
spelled tire and tier are much involved as to
form and senses.] 1. A row; a rank, partic-
ularly when two or more rows are placed one
above another: as, a tier of seats in a theater;
the old three-decked war-ships had three tiers

tierras

of guns on each side, the upper, middle, and
lower tiers.

The hospital of Saint Helena is a magnificent fabric

;

the gates are built with a tier of white marble and a tier

of red alternately, having sheets of lead placed between
the stones. Pococke, Description of the East, II. L 10.

I at last caught at a boat moored, one of a tier of boats
at a causeway. Dickens, Our Mutual Eriend, it 13.

2. In organ-building, same as rank^, 1 (c).

—

Ground tier. See groundi.— Tieiz of a cable, the
layers of fakes or windings of a cable, one resting on an-
other when coiled,

tier^ (ter), V. t. [< tier^, m.] To pile, build, or
arrange in tiers. Compare tierer.

Lightermen shall not be required to deliver or receive
freight at a distance of over one hundred feet from the
gangway of their Lighter or Barge, and in no case shall

they be required to tier or pile their freight on the docks,
etc. New York Produce Exchange Report, IHfsS - 89, p. 301.

tier^t, n. See tire^.

tierce (ters), n. [Also, in some senses, terce; <

ME. tierce, tyerse, < OF. (and F.), tiers, m. (=
Sp. Pg. tercia, f., = It. terzo, m.), a third part,

third, tierce, < tiers, third, < L. tertius, third

(= E. third), < tres = E. three.'] 1. A third; a
third part.

The latitude ... is sixtie eight degrees and a teree.

HaHuyt's Voyages, I. 279.

The way is long, and difficult the road.

And now the sun to middle-fierce returns.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xxxiv. 96.

2. Same as terce, 4.

In shorte tymewas grete occisioun, and longe It endured,
from tierce in to noone, and than sparbled the saisnes and
turned bakke towarde her chyuachie.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8), it 274.

3. A liquid measure equal to one third of a
pipe. See^ipei, 8. Also terce.— 4. A cask in-

termediate in size between a barrel and a hogs-
head : as, a tierce of sugar ; a tierce of rice or of
salted provisions.— 5. In music, same as third,
(a) The fourth harmonic of any given tone— that is, the
major third above the second octave. (6) In organ-build-
ing, a mutation-stop giving tones two octaves and a third
above the normal pitch of the digitals used.

6. In card-playing, a sequence of three cards.
— 7. In fencing, the third of a series of eight

points and parries, beginning with prime, a
thrust in tierce is a thrust, with the Knuckles upward, at

the upper breast, which, from the ordinary position of

engagement, the left of the foils touching, is given after

passing the foil to the other side of the opponent's wea-
pon. A pari-y in tierce guards this blow. It is produced
by turning the hand knuckles upward and carrying it a
few inches to the right without lowering hand or point

To reign is restless fence,

Tierce, quart, and trickery.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, T. &

8. In her., a fesse composed of three triangles,

usually of three different tinctures: a bearing
rare in English hei-aldry Arch of the tierce or
third point, an arch consisting of two arcs of a circle in-

tersectnig at the top ; a pointed arch.—En tierce, in htr.,

divided in three: said of the field. Compare def. K—
Quart and tierce. See ?Har(2._Tlerce bendwlse, in

her., a bend composed of three triangles, usually t.tf three
different tinctures : a bearing rare in English heraldry.
— Tierce major in whi»t. a sequence of ace, king, and
queen.— Tierce point, the vertex of an equilateral tri-

angle. Also called (Aira^i/if. Guilt.

tiered (ter-sa'), a. [Heraldic F., < ti(TS, tierce:

see tierce.'] In her., divided into three parts of

three different tinctures. The field maybe so divided
either fessewise, palewise, or bendwise, which must be ex-
pressed in the blazon : thus, tiered in bend means divided
into three compartments bendwise.

tiercelt, tiercelett, «. See tercel, tercelet.

tierceron (ter'se-ron), n. [F. : see tierce.] In
medieval vaulting, a secondary rib springing
from an intersection of two other ribs.

The additional ribs, tiemes, tiercerons, etc., which ap-
pear in the later forms of vaulting, more especially h»

England, are mere surface ribs having no real function.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 18.

tiercet (ter'- or tfer'set), n. [< tierce + -et.] In
poetry, a triplet; three lines; three lines rim-
ing.

tierer (ter'er), n. [< tier^ + -erl.] One who
arranges or piles something in tiers; specifi-

cally (naut.), a man stationed in the hold when
heaving up anchor to stow away the cable as it

comes in.

tie-rod (ti'rod), n. 1 . A rod used to bind longi-

tudinal railway-sleepers to one another: same
as cross-tie.— 2. In arch., bridge-building, etc..

a rod used to draw and bind together parts of

a structure ; a binding-rod. Such rods are some-
times made like long bolts with a head at one end and a
screw and nut at the other; sometimes they have a screw
and nut at each end. Quite commonly they are made in

two parts, each with a head at one end and a screw-thread
at the other, the threaded ends being united by a tunt-
buckle for drawing up the rod to the required tension.

tierras (tyer'as), )(. pi. [Sp., pi. of iicrra. earth

:

see terra.] In mining, fine or pulverulent ores



tierras

more or less intermixed with rock, which are

made up into adobes or bricks before being

treated in the furnace; in Mexico, generally,

any inferior pulverulent ores. [New Almaden
quicksilver-mines.]

tiers-argent (tyarz'ar-zhon'), n. [P., < tiers,

third, + tmjent, silver: see argent.^ An alloy

consisting of silver with two thirds its weight of

aluminium, brought into some use in France as

being not less handsome than silver and more
durable, at half its price.

tier-saw (ter'sa), ». A hard, stiff saw used by
bricklayers for cutting curved faces upon bricks

in building arches, domes, round brick pillars,

etc.

tiers 6tat (tyarz a-ta'). [F- : '*«»« (< L. tertius),

tliini (see tierce); etat (< L. status), state, con-

dition, estate: see state.'] See third estate, un-

dcr estate.

tier-shot (ter'shot), n. Grape-shot arranged in

tii-rs with circular disks between them.

tie-strap (ti'strap), ». A strap for tying an
animal, having a buckle on one end to fasten it

to the ring of a bit, et*. ; a halter.

tie-tie (ti'ti), «. Xaut., one of the small pieces

of cord fastened to a hammock, and used some-
times to secure it in a roll instead of a ham-
mock-lashing.

tie-up (ti'up), H. [< tie up, under tie^, r.] A
strike among street-car or railway men, or

others, in which the horses are tied up or traffic

is otherwise suspended. [U. S.]

In the event of a tu-vp, or strike, these street boxes
would be used as they now are. Sei. Amer., X. 8., LX- 32.

tie-wig (ti'wig), M. A wig having the hair be-
liind gathered and tied by a ribbon. Compare
i/iiciic and pigtail.

My uncle Toby, In his laced regimentals and the tie-mg,

kept his rank with my father.
SUme, Tristram Shandy, It. 25.

tiff 't (tif), r. i. [< ME. tiffen, tifen, < OF. tiffer,

tiler, also attiffer, atifer, F. attifer, dress, adorn

;

cf , I), tippen, clip the points or ends of the hair

(cf. F. attifet, ornament of the head): see «pi,

c] To dress; deck; array.

Whan sche In that tyr was tifed as sche schold,

Mellon In here inerthe to hire maiden seide.

WiUiam o/ Faleme (K. E. T. ».), 1. 172.

tiffif (tif), n. [<«#!, r.] Set; attitude.

Did you mark the bean tif of his wig, what a deal of

pains he took to toss It back, when the very weight thereof
was like to draw him from his seat?
Quoted In AiUon's Social Life In Beign of Qneen Anne,

(L H4.

tiff- (tif), V. [Prob. in part a reduction of
(i/'fi, i)ut ult. < Norw. tera, sniff, smell, = Icel.

tiiefa, sniff; cf. Norw. ter, tar, tiir, a drawing in

of the breath, the wind or scent of an animal,
z= Sw. ilial. tiir = Dan. dial, tsrr, smell, scent,

= Iccl. tliefr, smell. Hence tiff^, «., tiffing, tif-

fin. Cf. <«/f'.] I. trans. To sip; drink.

He tifd his punch, and went to rest
W. Cotnbt, Dr. Syntax's Tonra, L 6.

II. intrant. To lunch. [Anglo-Indian.]

tiff- (tif), n. [A reduction of fi/Vl, n., or from
the related tiff: see tiff'^, v. Cf. tift^, n. Cf.

al.-io <i7j3.] 1. A draught of liquor ; a "drop":
as, !i tiff ot brandy.

What say fou to a glass of white wine, or a N/ of punch,
liy way of whet? Fidding, Amelia. Till. 10.

Sipping his tifot brandy punch with great solemnity.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xl.

2. Thin or small beer. [Prov. Eng.]

That too shall quickly follow, if

It can be rals'd from strong or tiff.

Bronu, Answer to his rnirerslty Friend.

tiff-' (tif), F. 1. [Frob. orig. ' sniff' in anger,
anil so ult. identical with tiff^, < Norw. tera =
Icel. thefa. sniff: see tiff".] To be in a pet; be
peevish or quarrelsome.
Poor Mincing tift and t\ft all the Morning.

Cont/renf, Way of the World, 11. 4.

She tif'd at Tim, she ran from Ralph.
Landi/r, New Style.

tiff"* (tif), n. [< tiffS, v.] A petty quarrel or
iniHunderstanding ; a slight pet, or fit of pee-
vishness.

My lord and I have had another little— tiff, shall I call

It? It came not up to a quarrel,
Bicbardaon, Sir Charles Grandison, III. xxiv.

tiffany (tif 'a-ni), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

lilliiii/, tiffiny, tifenaij; prob., like the surname
l^ffdmj (< ME. Tiffany, Tijffanie, etc., ML. Tiffa-

nia, Teffanin, Thifania. etc., a common fern,

name), a reduction of theophaiii/ (ML. tliiapliti-

nia, throfania, etc.), eqtiiv. to ii/iphany, witli

ref. to the feast of Epiphany, the church fes-
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tival also called Tiretfth Day, concluding the

Christmas holidays. The name as applied to

a silk would thus mean 'Epiphany silk,' i. e.

holiday silk; cf. Easter bonnet, i. e. spring bon-
net; cf. also tawdry, applied orig. to lace sold at

a fair held on the festival of St. Audrey.] I.

n.
;
pi. tiffanies (-niz). If. A kind of thin silk;

gauze.
The Knights appeared first, as consecrated persons, all

In yells like to copes, of silver tiffiny, gathered, and fall-

ing a large compass about them.
Beaumont, Mask of Inner Temple and Gray's Inn.

Let her have velvets, tiffanies, jewels, pearls,

Fletcher (and another), Xoble Gentleman, 1. 1.

A vestal veil on her head of tiffany, striped with silver.

Chapman, Mask of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

Doe we not descrie

Some goddesse In a cloud of tiffanie f

Herrick, A Kuptiall Song.

2. A kind of gauze muslin, resembling silk

gauze.

How much shall I measure yon ot this tiffany, Matty?
& Jndd, Margaret, 1. 6.

3. A portable flour-sieve made of tiffany. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
H. «. Made of tiffany, or thin silk: as, a tif-

fany cloak; hence, transparent.

Enter four Cupids from each side of the boscage, at-

tired In flame-coloured taffeta close to their body, like

naked boys, with bows, arrows, and wings of gold, chap-
lets of flowers on their heads, hoodwinked with tiMny
scarfs. Beaumont, Mask of Inner Temple and Gray's Inn.

The wit that I took up In Paul's in a tiffany cloak with-
out a hatband ; now I have put him into a doublet of

satin. Shirley. Witty Fair One, 11. 1.

Tiffany Nature* are so easily Impos'd upon.
Jfrs. Centlivre, Beau's Duel, IL S.

tifSng, tifln (tif'ing, tif'in), n. [Verbal u. of

liff'^, I'.] 1. A sipping; a drinking. [Prov.
Eig.]— 2. A luncheon; lunch; a slif^ht repast
between breakfast and dinner ; in India, a char-
acteristic repast of curried dishes, chutney,
and fruit, [Anglo-Indian, usually in the pro-
vincial form tiffin.]

Let's have it for t^/ln: venr cool and nice this hot
weather. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, iv.

After a pleasant chat we proceeded to the Hongkong
hotel for hjin. Liufy Aroswy,Voyage of Sunbeam, 11. xxL

tiffish (tif'ish), a. [< tiffS + -ish^.] Inclined
to peevishness; petulant. [CoUoq.]

tift' (tift), H. [Perhaps < Norw. taft, drawing
the breath, 'wind or scent of an animal ; cf. ter,

drawing the breath; < tcva, sniff, breathe: see

tiff^.] 1. A sniff; whiff; breath.

Four and twanty siller bells

Wer a' tyed till his mane.
And yae t\ft o' the norland wind,
They tinkled ane by ane.

lAtrd Tlumuu and Fair Annet (Child's Ballads, IL 128)i

2. A draught of liquor: same as tiff^, 1. Halli-

irell.

tift2(tift),c.». [Ct.Uff3,v.,andtifn,n.] Same
as tiir'.

We tifled a little going to church, and fairly quarrelled
befcve the beUa bad done rinsing.

Sheridan, School (or Scandal, L 2.

Same

tiger

W f

Tiga javaneMsis.

tlft2 (tift); n. [< tiff; r. Cf. <j/8, n.]

as tiff^. [Colloq. or prov. Eng.J

After all yonr fatigue you seem as ready for a t\ft, with
me as If you had newly come from church.

BlaekwooA't Mag.

tigl (tig), V. t.; pret. and pp. tigged, ppr. tig-

ging. [A dial. var. of fif<-l.] To touch lightly

with the hand, as in the game of tag or tig;

f'
ve a light stroke or tap to. [Scotch and prov.

ng.]
tlgl(tig), n. [A dial. var. of iici-l.] 1. A light

touch, such as is given in the game of tag or
tig; a tap; a slight stroke.

Andrew was compelled to submit, only mattering be-

tween hU teeth, " Ower mony maisters— ower mony mais-
ters, as the paddock said to the harrow, when every tooth
gaeherat^." .*fcof«, Rob Roy, xxvll.

2. Same as tag"^.

On the outskirts of the crowd, some of the town's chil-

dren . . . profanely phiying ligg.

R. L. Steceneon, Education of an Engineer.

[Prov. Eng. or Scotch in both uses.]

tig* (tig), n. [Origin obscure.] A flat-bottomed
(irinking-cup, of capacious size and generally
with four handles, formerly used for passing
round the table at convivial entertainments.
_rProv. Eng. or Scotch.]

Tiga (ti'ga), H. [NL. (Kaup, 1836).] A genus
of Asiatiii woodpeckers with only three toes
on each foot, also called Chrysonotus and Chlo-

ropicoides. The limer hind toe, or hallux, is absent (as

In Picoidet). The genus is wide-ranging on the continent

and many of the Islands. The type is T. javanensis (for-

merly Picus tiga and usually T. tridaclyla), ranging from
Java, etc., to the
Malay peninsula
and Bengal ; T.
shcrei and T. eve-

retti are the other
species. The first-

named is a hand-
some woodpecker,
10 inches long,
with golden-green-
ish back, black tail,

crimson occipital
crest, pale-buffy
sides of the head
and neck striped
with black, and the
under parts rayed
and barred with
black on a light

ground.

tigarea ( tig-a-

re 'ii), n. [Gui-
ana.] The red
creeper, Tetra-

cera Tigarea.

tige (tezh),«, [<
F, tige, a stalk,

stem, pipe, < L.
Hbia, a pipe: see tibia.] 1. A stem or stalk;

also, the shaft of a column, from the base-
moldings to the capital.— 2. In some firearms,

a pin at the base of the breech, designed to ex-

pand the base of the ball.— 3. In a center-fire

cartridge, a support, for the cap or primer.

tige-ann (tezh'arm), w. A muzzle-loading small
arm having a steel tige screwed into the cen-
ter of the breech-pin, upon which the bullet

drops and is then forced into the grooves by
sharp blows from the ramrod. The powder-
charge is placed in the annulus around the tige.

tigella (ti-jel'S), n. [NL., < F. tigelle, dim. of

tige, a stalk, stem : see tige.] Same as tigelle.

tigellate (tij'e-lat), a. [< NL. "tigellatus, < ti-

gelta, a tigella: see tigella.] In bot., having a
short stalk, as the plumule of a bean.

tigelle (ti-jel'), «. [< F. tigelle: see tigella.]

In bot., the young embryonic axis or primitive
stem which bears the cotyledons ; the caulicle;

the radicle. By some, however, the name has
been applied to the plumule.

tigelltl8(ti-jerus),>i. ; pi. tigelli{-l). [NL., m.,.

equiv. to tigella, t. : see tigella.] In bot., same
as tigelle.

tiger (ti'g^r), n. [Formerly also tyger, tigre,

tygre; < ME. tigre, tygre, < OF. tigre, tygre, P. ti-

gre= Sp. It. tigre, m., tigra, {., = Pg. tigre, m., =
D. tijger = G. Dan. Sw. tiger = Bohem. tigr =
Pol. tygrys = Buss, tigrii, < L. tigris, < Gr. rtypic,

a tiger; appar. a foreign word, perhaps < OPers.
(Zend) 'tigliri, a tiger, a supposed particular use
(in allusion to the swiftness with which the tiger

leaps upon his prey) of tighri, 'tigra, Pers. tir,

an arrow (cf. Skt. tirra, tir. Hind, tir, an arrow),
< tighra, sharp. < / stig, Skt. / tij, sharp: see
stick'*: Cf. L. Tigris,< dr. T()/>/f,< OPers. Tigra,

Pers. Tir, the river Tigris, lit. 'the river Ar-
row,' so called from its swiftness.] 1. A feline

quadruped, Felis tigris or Tigris regalis, one of

i;.>.l 1 :,;.



tiger

the two largest living cats (the other being
the lion), of the family Felidse. The tiger is

beautifully striped with black and tawny yellow; It has
no mane. The female, when distinguished, is called ti-

gresg. The tiger inhabits southern Asia and some of the
larger islands belonging to that continent, having there
the same position that the lion has in Africa. The tiger

attains his full development in India, the name Bengal
tiger being used as synonymous with those specimens
which appear as the most typical and most powerful rep-
resentatives of the species. In habits the tiger is far more
active and agUe than the lion, and exhibits a large amount
of fierce cunning. He generally selects as his lair a con-
cealed spot near a watercourse, whence to spring upon
the animals that approach to drink. His tread through
the thick jungle is stealthy, and he appears to avoid rather
than court danger, unless when brought to bay, when he
turns an appalling front to the foe. Tigers do not gener-
ally attack man, but in some cases they seem to acquire
a special liking for human prey, and boldly approach vil-

lages for the purpose of securing it ; such are known as
inan-eaters (see Tnaii-eater, 2). In some districts the loss

of human life is enough to become a matter of official

statistics. The natives destroy them by traps, pits, poi-

soned arrows, and other means. Tiger-huuting is a favor-
ite Indian sport. It is pursued generally by Europeans,
the tiger being shot from the back of an elephant. When
taken young the tiger can be tamed, and tigers thus do-
mesticated are not rarely to be seen in India.

2. Thethylacinedasyure, ortiger-wolf: so called

from the stripes. See thylacine (with cut).— 3,
A person of a fierce, bloodthirsty disposition.

—

4. A dissolute swaggering dandy; a ruffling

blade ; a swaggerer ; a hector ; a bully ; a mo-
hawk.

'* A man may have a very good coat-of-arms, and be a
tiger, my boy," the Major said, chipping his egg : "that
man is a tiger, mark ray word —a low man."

Thackeray, Pendennis, xx.

5. [Humorously compared to a tiger in a show-
wagon driven about the streets in parade.] A
groom who goes out with the equipage of his

master— that is, with the dog-cart, curricle,

cab, or other vehicle driven by the master
himself, his duty being to take care of the
equipage when the master has left the box.

His tiger, Tim, was clean of limb,
His boots were polished, his jacket was trim.
With a very smart tie in his smart cravat,

And a little cockade^ on the top of his hat,

Tallest of boys or shortest of men.
He stood in his stockings just four feet ten.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 283.

6. [Appar. so called as being ** an ornamental
addition" : in allusion to the tiger or groom (def

.

5) who sits as if a mere ornament in the vehicle
which his master drives.] An additional cheer;
''one more" (often the word tiger)*, as, three
cheers and a tiger. [CoUoq.J —7. In sugar-
wmwM/., a tank withaperforatedbottom, through
which the molasses escapes. E. H. Knight.—
8. A bug of the family Ttngitidm: translating
the French name.—9+. A fabulous bird. See
the extract.

Yet ben there other byrdes the whyche ben called Ty-
gris, and they be so stronge that they wyll here or cary in
theyr neste a man sytting vpon an horse all armyd fro the
hede to ye fote.

B. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxii.).

American tiger, the jaguar, Felis onca. See cut under
ia^ruar.—Bengal tiger. See def. 1.—Black tiger, a me-
lanistic variety of the jaguar.— Clouded tiger, the cloud-
ed tiger-cat. See (iir«r-c«(.— Heraldic tiger, in her., an
imaginary beast unlike a real tiger and more of the shape
of a wolf except for having a tufted tail like a lion's. It
should always be blazoned heraldic tiger to distinguish it

from the real creature, which is sometimes depicted in re-

cent heraldry.— Marbled tiger, the marbled tiger-cat.
See nwirftiee/.—Mexican tiger, the jaguar.— Red tiger,
the cougar. See cut under c(Wi,r/ar.— Royal Bengal tiger,
the common tiger, Felis tigris. See def. 1.— Saber-tooth-
ed tiger, a machrerodont ; one of the great fossil cats, with
enormous upi>er canines, belonging to the subfamily Ma-
chserodontinie. See Machasrodontinas, and cut under saber-
toothed.—Tiger natural, in tier., a bearing resembling the
real tiger more or less closely : so called to distinguish it

from the heraldic tiger.— Tiger SWallOWtall. See swal-
lowtaU.—To buck or fight the tiger. See Jight.~Tor-
toiae-Shell tiger, the clouded tiger-cat. See cut under
tiger-cat—WaXeT-tig&r, a preduceous water-beetle of the
fam ily Dytiscidas : so called from their habits. See Hydra-
dephaga, and cut under Dytisdda?.

tigerantict (ti-g^-ran'tik), a. [< tiger + -an-

tiCf a capricious addition, prob. in simulation of
elephantic.'] Ravenous.
[Rare.]

In what sheep's-head ordi-
nary have you chew'd away
the meridian of your tyger-
an<ic stomach?
Tom Brown, Works, II. 179.

[(Davies.)

tiger-beetle (tl'ger-

be^tl), ;(. Any beetle
of the family Cicin-

delidse: so called from
its active predaceous
hat)its. See also cuts
under Amblychila and
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tiger-bittern (tl'g6r-bit^6m), «. A South
American bird of the heron family and genus
Tigrisomay of which there are several species:

so called from the markings of the plumage.
See cut under Tigrisoma.

tiger-cat (ti'g6r-kat), «. 1. One of several
streaked or spotted cats of the family FeUdsp

Cicindela.
Vi^nia Tiger-b«etle ( Tetracha

virginUa).

Clouded Tiger-cat iFelis fHacrosceiis).

and genus Felis : so called from their resem-
blance to the tiger in markings or in ferocity,

though they are all much smaller, and range
down to the size of a large house-eat. These cats
are numerous in both hemispheres, and the name has no
specific meaning without a qualifying term. 'J'he clouded
tiger-cat, F. macroscelis, of the East Indies is perhaps the
largest and handsomest. The American ocelot is a tiger,
cat, and others have their distinctive names, as ckati, ser-

ved, and margay. See these words, and cuts under gervaJL

and ocelot.

2. A mongrel or hybrid between the wildcat of
Europe {F. cattis) and the domestic cat Long-
tailed tiger-cat, Felig macrurus of Brazil, closely resem-
bling the ocelot, and sometimes called oceloid leopard.—
Marbled tiger-cat. See marUed.

tiger-chop (ti'ger-ehop), n. A species of fig-

marigolU, Mcsembryanthcmum tigrinum.

tiger-cowry (ti'ger-kou"ri), n. A tiger-shell;

a liiud of cowry with large spots, Ci/prxa tigris.

See cut under Cyprasa.

tiger-eye (ti'g6r-I), n. Same as tiger's-eye.

tiger-flower {ti'g6r-flou"^r), n. A plant of the
genus Tigridia : so named from the variegation
of the flower. The ordinary species is T. pamnia, one
of the most showy of garden flowers, having a perianth
six inches broad, colored a brilliant scai-let with copious
crimson spots toward the dark center. The flower is of a
triangular form, the three inner divisions of the perianth
being much smaller thaTi the three outer. Each flower
lasts only a day, but there is a quick succession for six or
eight weeks. There are several varieties, including the
yellow and the white tigridias. From its native land some-
times called Mexican tif/er-Jtoicer. Also tiger-iris.

tiger-footed (ti'g6r-fut"ed), a. Swift as a ti-

ger; liasteuing to devour. [Rare.]

This tiger-footed rage, when it shall And
The harm of unscann'd swiftness, will too late
Tie leaden pounds to 's heels. Shak., Cor., ili. 1. 312.

tiger-frog (ti'ger-frog), n. Same as leopard-

fi'og.

tiger-grass (ti'ger-gras), n. A dwarf fan-palm,
Naniwrhops liitchieana, of western India, ex-
tending into Persia: put by the natives to a
great variety of uses. It was formerly classed with
CtiamieropH, from which it chiefly differs by its valvate
instead of imbricate petals or corolla-segments.

tigerine (ti'ger-iu), a. [< tiger + -iite^.'] See
tigrine.

tigerish (ti'gfer-ish), a. [Also tigrish; < tiger -\-

-w/il.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a tiger
in appearance, nature, or habits, (a) Fierce, blood-
thirsty, or cruel.

Let this thought thy tigrish courage pass.

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella.

(6) Swaggering ; bully-like. Compare tiger, 4.

Nothing could be more vagrant, devil-me-carish, and, to

use a slang word, tigrish, than his whole air.

Bulwer, My Novel, vi. 20.

tigerism (ti'gfer-izm), «. [< tiger + -ism.'] 1.

Tigerish disposition or propensities.—2. Dis-
solute swaggering habits; especially, an affec-

tation of such habits.

In France, where tigerism used to be the fashion among
the painters, I make no doubt Carmine would have let Iiis

beard and wig grow, and looked the fiercest of the fierce.

Thackeray, Character Sketches, The Artists.

tigerkin (ti'ger-kin), H. [< tiger + -kin.] A
little tiger or tiger-cat : used humorously of the
domestic cat.

tight

It is only from the attic that you can appreciate the
?icturesque which belongs to our domesticated tigerkin.

he goat should be seen on the Alps, and the cat on the
housetop. Bulwer, Caxtons, xiv. 2.

tiger-lily (ti'ger-lil'i), n. A common garden
lily, Lilium tigrinum, native in China, bearing
nodding flowers with a reflexed perianth of a
dull-orange color spotted with black (whence
the name). It produces bulblets in the axils of
the leaves. Its bulbs are used for food in China
and Japan.
tiger-moth (ti'g6r-m6th), n. A moth of the
fiuiiily Jrctiidse, as Euprepia caja and E. planta-
ginis, whose larvae are known as bear-caterpil-

lars and woolly bears. Aretia Uabella is the Isabella

Isabella Tiger-moth {Aretia isatelia).

a, larva ; i, cocoon and chrysalis ; e, moth.

tiger-moth. Deioppea beUa is a common tiger-moth in the
United States. See also cuts under bear'-, Euprepia, and
Utelheisa.

tiger's-claw (ti'g6rz-kla), n. Same as baag-
voiik.

tiger's-eye (ti'g^rz-i), n. An ornamental stone
of a yellow color, with brilliant, chatoyant, or
opalescent reflections due to its delicate fibrous
structure. . it consists essentially of quartz colored by
yellow iron oxid— the latter produced by the alteration of
fibers of the blue mineral crocidolite, which originally
penetrated the quartz ; hence often, though improperly,
called crocidolite. It has been obtained in large quantities
in the Asbestos Mountains in South Africa. Also tiger-eye.

tiger's-foot (ti'gerz-fut), «. A twining plant,
Ipomesa Pes-tigridis, withpedatelylobed leaves,
widely diffused through the Old World tropics.

tiger-shark (ti'ger-shiirk), n. A large and vo-
racious shark, Galeocerdo maeulatus or Stego-

Tiger-shark {Sten^cstoma ti^inum).

stoma tigrinum, more or less marked with yel-
low, of the warmer parts of the Atlantic and
Pacific ; the zebra-shark.

tiger-shell (ti'ger-shel), ?i. Tlie tiger-cowry.
tiger's-milk (ti'gerz-milk), n. The acrid milky
juice of the euphorbiaceous tree Exccecaria
Agalloclm, found from India to Polynesia. The
sap is extremely volatile, and affects the eyes,
tliroat, etc., in gathering. It is used to cure
ulcers.

tiger-wolf (ti'ger-wulf), ». 1. The spotted
hyena, Crocnta viaculata. See cut under hyena.— 2. The thylacine dasyure, Thylacinus eyno-
ccphalns. See cut under thylacine.

tiger-wood (ti'g^r-wud), «. l. A wood im-
ported from British Guiana, and used by cabi-
net-makers: same as itaka-wood.— 2. A va-
riety of citron-wood.

tight,". Aclose; aninelosure; acroft. E. Phil-
lip.% 1706.

tighti (tit), a. [< ME. tight, tiht, Ugt (also
rarely toght, > E. taught, taut), a var. (with in-
itial t for th due to assimilation with the final

t, perhaps after the Sw. Dan. forms) of *thight.

thilit, > E. dial, thite, prop, spelled "thiijht. also
theat (after leel. thettr f), < AS. "th'iht (not
found) = MD. dight, D. digt = MHG. dihte, G.
dicht, dial, deicht, thick, solid, dense, = Icel.

thettr = Sw. tat = Dan. txt = Goth, 'theihts

(not recorded), tight, dose, compact; appar.
with oiig. pp. suffix -t (as in lights, a.); per-
haps akin to thick.] 1. Close or closely com-
pacted in texture or structure, (a) So firmly com-



tight

pacted or put together as to be Impermeable or Imperrloaa
to air, gaa, rain, water, etc. ; as, a water-tiyA^ tank ; an air-

tiffht vessel. (6) Stanch ; strong ; flrraly built or made.

'Tis linown ray father hath no less

Than three great argosies ; besides two galliases.

And twelve Usiht galleys. Shak., T. of the S., U. 1. 381.

Some tvjht vessel that holds out against wind and water.
Bp. Halt, Naomi and Ruth.

Hence— 2. Trim; tidy; neat.

How the tvjht lass knives, combs, and scissors spies^

And looks on thimbles with desiring eyes.

Oay^ Shepherd's Weeii, Saturday, 1. 77.

O, tis a snug little island

!

A right little, light little island

!

Dibdin, The Snug Little Island.

A tightf likely wench she was, too.

H. B. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin, viii.

3. Expert; handy; skilful; adroit; capable.

Hy queen 's a squire
More tight at this than thon.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 4. 15.

And so the house Is haunted, is It ? It will take a tighter
workman than I am to keep the spirits out of the seven
gables. Hauihfyrne, .Seven Gables, xiii.

4. Close; firm: as, a tight grasp; a tight knot.

—

5. Clo.«e-fitting; espefnally, fitting too closely
because too small, narrow, or the like: as, a
tight shoe; a tight coat.

A man will always be more looked at whose dress flut-

ters in the air than he whose dress sits tight upon him.
Landar, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Uare and Walter

[Landor.

A wedding-ring growing always tighter as I grow tatter
and older. TroUope, Last Chronicle of Barset, xxiv.

6. Close-fisted; narrow; niggardly; parsimo-
nious : as, a man tight in his dealings. [CoUoq.]— 7. Tense; taut; strained or stretched so as
to leave no slack: as, a tight rope.

Not would he loose the relhs, nor could he hold 'em tight.

Additon, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., it

Tom has eaten kidney and pigeon pie, and imbibed cof-
fee, tlU hU liUle skin U as tight as a drum.

T. Hugha, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. 4.

8. Produced by or requiring great straining or
exertion; severe: as, to get through by a tight

pull: specifically, in med., noting a cou^h ac-
companied with a painful sense of constriction,
and without expectoration; racking; hacking.
[CoUoq.]—9. Scarce; not easily obtained or
obtainable, because held firmly or tied up in
some way: applied to money; hence, straitened
for want of money: as, a tight money-market.
[Commercial slang.]

A few cart sentence* . . . told how matters stood in
the City;— money was tiglU; . . . but of that financial
sensltlTeneas that shrinks timidly from all enterprise af-

ter a period of crash and bankruptcy Cnlduil could make
nothing. Lener, Bramleigbs of Bishop's Folly, I. xxl.

I've known the City now for more than ten year*. Mr.
Crosbie, and I never knew money to be *o tight ** It is at
this moment. TrMope, Last Chronicle of Baraet; xIU.

10. Under the influence of strong drink; in-

toxicated; tipsy; "full." [Slang.]

No, sir, not a hit tipsy : . . . not even what Mr. Cntbill
calls tIghL Ltttr, Bramleighs of Bishop's Folly, I. xxlv.

Bow ibe cried out half her sight.

When yon staggered by next night.
Twice as dirty as a serpent, and a hundred times as tighL

W. CaHeton, Johnny Elch.

11. Noting the condition of the cutting edge
of a saw as condensed by hammering. Also
»mall— In a tight box. See bota.— 'tigbt coop«r.
See eooiMr.— Tight rai>e, a tensely stretched rope on
which an acrobat ni rfonns dexterous feats at a greater or
leas height from the ground.

A damned uneven floor, . . . where a gentleman may
break his neck, if he does not walk as upright as a posture-
master on the tight-rope. Sedt, Kenilworth, xxxiii.

tighti (tit), r. t. [< ME. tighten = 8w. tdta =
Dan. laett/; make tight; from the adj.] To make
tight ; tighten. [Obsolete or coUoq.]

tignt2 (tit), adr. Sec iilf^.

tight''^. An old preterit of /i>l.

tighten (ti'tn), r. [< MK.'tightiien (= 8w. Uit-

JKj); as tighti + -€ni.] I. trnn.'i. To make tight;
draw tighter; straiten ; make more close in any
manner; constrict.

The bowstring encircled my neck. XU wa» ready ; they
waited the last signal to tiffhtm the fatal cord.

Marryat, Pacha of Many Tales, Story of Old Woman.
[(Latham.)

n. intrant. To become tight; be drawn
tighter.

n<T flnifiT* Ivihtened round his own,
Anil :l suiiti'l like a tender moan
('!irl<<l liri- lips.

William .Harru, Karthly Paradise, II. 112.

tightener (tit'n(T). m. [Also Ughtiwr ; < tighten
+ -<t1.] 1. One who or that which tightens, or
that which is used for tightening; specifically,
in anut., a tensor.
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This wheel ... was driven by a four-Inch belt, a tike^ (tik), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
tightener pulley being so used as to prevent all slip and to *jp^2
maintain the maximum speed

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXIX. 201.

2. A hearty meal. [Slang.]
At one house, known as "Rodway's Coffee-house," aman

can have a meal for Id.— a mug of hot coffee and two
slices of bread and butter, while for two-pence what ia

elegantly termed a tightener— that is to say, a moat plen-
tiful repast — may be obtiiined.

Mayheic, London Labour and London Poor, L 70.

tightening-pulley (tit'ning-pul'i), n. A pul-
ley which rests against a band to tighten it,

and thus increase its frictional adhesion to the
working pulleys over which it runs. E. H.
Knight.

tighter (ti'tSr), ?i. [< tight^ + -eri.] Same as
tightener. [Obsolete or coUoq.]
Julius Ciesar and Pompey were boat-wrights and tighten

of ahipa. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iL 30. {Dauieg.)

tightlyl (tit'li), adv. [< tight^ + -ly^.} lu

a tight manner; closely; firmly; compactly;
neatly; well.
When we have cotened 'em most lightly, thou Shalt steal

away the innkeeper's daughter.
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, 11. 2.

The Maniuia of Salisbury came down buttoned up tight-

ly in a black frock coat, carrying a light gray overcoat over
his arm. T. C. Craw/ord, English Life, p. 126.

tightly2+, arfi;. See titely.

tightner (tit'nfer), n. Same as tightener.

tightness (tit'nes), n. The character or qual-
ity of being tight, in any sense of that word,

tights (tits), n. pi. Garments clinging closely
to the legs, or to the whole form, and intended
either to display the form or to facilitate move-
ment, or both, as in the case of dancers, acro-
bats, or gymnasts.
A fat man in black tightt, and cloudy Berlins.

Dickem, Sketches, Tales, iv.

And I shall be in tighte, and dance a breakdown.
W. Blade, In SUk Attire, xixvi.

tike^ (tik), n. [Also tyke; < ME. tike, tyke, < Icel.

tik = Sw. tik, a bitch.] A cur-dog; hence, in
contempt, a low, snarling fellow.

Hewe downe hertly 3one heythene lykei

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. S64S.
Avaunt, you curs ! . . .

Hound or spaniel, brach or lym.
Or bobtail tike or trundle-tail.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 73.

Sacrifice this tyke in her sight, . . . which being done,
one of your soldiers may dip his foul shirt in his blood.

Peele, Edward I.

Oh, let us not, like snarling tykeg.

In wrangling be divided.
Bums, The Dumfries Volunteers.

tike'* (tik), 11. [< ME. tike; perhaps a particu-
lar use of fiA'e2.] A countryman or clown; a
boor ; a churl ; a fellow.

Now aren thei lowe cheorles.
As wide as the worlde is wonyeth ther none
iiote vnder tribut and taillage as tikes and cheorles.

Piers Plowman (C\ xxii. 37.

He accounts them very honest Tikes, and can with all

safety trust his Life in theirHands, for now and then Gild-
ing their Palms for the good Services they do him.
Quoted in Asht&n's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[II. 220.

tikelt, I', and a. An obsolete spelling of tickle.

tikoor, tiknl(ti-k6r', ti'kul), n. [E.Ind.] An
East Indian tree, Garcinia pedttnculata, of the
ordei" Guttiferte, 60 feet in height, bearing a
large yellow fleshy fruit, the seeds invested
with a succulent aril. The fruit is of a pleas-

ant acid flavor, and is of similar use to limes
and lemons.
tikor (ti'kdr), «. [Hind, tikhur, Beng. tikhura.']

A starch manufactured from the tubers of an
East Indian plant, Curcuma angustifoUa, form-
ing the chief arrowroot of India. See Curcu-
ma, z.

tigress (ti'gres), m. [< F. Ugrease; as tiger + tikul, «. See tikoor.
-'.«.] A female tiger. tikos (ti'kus), n. [Native name.] An animal

tigretier(te-gre-tia'), n. [F.] In Abyssinia, a of the genus Gyronuro, as G. rajcsi, native of
disease resembling the dancing mania. the Moluccas and Sumatra; the bulau.
Tigridia (ti-grid'i-S), n. [NL. (Ker, 1805), so tilH, prep. An old spelling of tiin.
called from the spotted flowers; < L. tigrig, a tiia (til), »i. [< Hind, til, < Skt. tila, the seed
tiger: seeder.] Agenusof monocotyledonous of seaomum, also the plant itself.] The sesame,
plants, of the order fridete and tribe Mormex. or its seed Also fee/.

LUV'S?'i'h*;^nnVr"or"mnT.^:?'S?i".i:S tilbUTy i^'^'^^^l'V'' V^- JilbuHes (-riz). .[So
ments, the three inner ones much smaller, obtuse, and

called after one tillfury, a London coaohmaker,
at the beginning of the 19th century.] A gig
or two-wheeled carriage without a top or cover.

andnlate, and two-parted style-bnuiches with awl-shaped
lobe*. The 7 species are natives of Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, Pern, and ChllL They are bulbous plant* with a few
narrow or plicate leaves and one or two terminal spathes,
prized for their few singtilar but evanescent flower*. See
tiger-JUneer.

tigrine(ti'grin),a. [<L. tigrinus,< /iV/rw, atiger:
see tiger.] Like a tiger in coloration: noting tildt, t». t. See teld, tilt^.

various striped or spotted animals, often trans- tilde (til'de), n. [8p. tilde (= OF. title, tiltre),

lating the specific technical word tigriiitui or an accent, mark, tittle, a more vernacular form

The Regent drives in the Park every day in atii(mrj/,V'
with hi* groom sitting by his side. ' '\'

GrecWe, Memoes, June 7, 1818.

'

tigrina. Also tigerine.

Tigris (ti'gris), w. [NL., < L. tigris, a tiger:
see tiger.\ 1. A genus of Felidie, or section
of Felis, based on the tiger, as T. reqalis.— 2.
An obsolete constellation where Vulpecula
now is, first found in the planisphere of
Bartsch, 1624, and recognized for more than
a century following.

tigrish (ti'grish), a. Same as tigerish.

Tlgrisoma (ti-gri-so'mft), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1H27;, < Gr. Tiypi(, tiger, + aH/ui, body.] A ge-

Til^'bltteni t Tigrisema cabanitt),

nus of bitterns, of the family Jrdetrf«and sub-
family Itotaurinte, having the plumage closely
an<l profusely variegated ; the tiger-bitterns.

tig-tag (tig'tag), H. [< <iV;l + tug^.] Same as
tag'^.

of ftfuto, a title : see tittle^, title.'] A diacritic

mark (~) placed over the letter nin Spanish to

indicate that it is sounded as a palatal n, or
very nearly like n followed by y, as in schor,

pronounced sanydr', caiion, pronounced ka-
nyoii', and hence in English writtJen canyon.
This sound is represented in Portuguese by nh, in Italian

and French by gn. The mark ", also written as a straight
dash, like the macron, ~, was originally a small n, ft

representing n», as in atio for anno, from Latin annus.
The mark was much used for n or m in medieval manu-
script*, and hence in early printed books, being put alwve
the preceding letter to save space : thus, muumetH for

monumentum. The tilde is also used in the Roman nota-

tion of Oriental and other languages: thus, fl for the
Sanskrit palatal nasal. It is sometimes used by analogy
over I to indicate I followed by y (Spanish and French u,

Portuguese Ih, Italian gl).

Tilden Act. See act.

tilel (til), «. [Formerly also ti/le; < ME. tile,

tyle, tyil, tyyl, tigel, tegele, < AS. tigel, tigele =
D. tegchel, tegel = OHG. ^agal, MHG. ziegel, G.
:iegcl= Sw. tegel = Dan. tegl = F. tuile = Sp.
teja = P^. telha = It. tegghia, tcgola, < L. tegula,

usually in the pi. tegulte, tiles, roof-tiles, a
tiled roof, < tegere, cover, roof: see thatch.] 1.

A thin slab or plate of baked clay, used for cov-
ering the roofs of buildings, paving floors, lin-

ing furnaces and ovens, constructing drains,
etc., and variously compounded and shaped ac-

cording to the use in view, in ancient times roof-

ing-tiles cut from marble were often used upon important
buildings, carved in the form of those in pottery. The
best qualities of brick-earth are used for making tiles, and
the process ia similar to that of brickinaking. Kooflng-
tlles are chiefly of two sorts, pfat'n tiles and pantiles, tlie

former being ttat, the latter curved, both being laid so as
to overlap and carry off any rain they receive. See cut
under pantile.

Xnd from on high.
Where Masons mount the Ladder, Fragments fly;

Mortar and crumbled Lime in Show'rs descend.
And o'er thy Head destructive Tiles InipetKi.

Oay, Trivia, ij. 270.^



tile

2. A similar slab or plate of pottery, glazed
and often decorated, used for ornamental pave-
ments, revetments to walls, etc

. ; also, a like

slab of porcelain. glaze<l and plain or decorated;

Modem Work in Figured Tiles as applied to a Fireplace.

an encaustic tile ; also, a slab of stone or mar-
ble used with others like it in a pavement or re-

vetment. In the middle ages such tiles of stone were
frequently incised witli elaborate designs, the incisions
being filled with lead or a colored composition, or occa-
sionally incrusted in mosaic.

3. In metal., a small flat piece of dried earth or
earthenware used to cover vessels inwhich met-
als are fused.— 4. A section of pipe of earthen-
ware, glazed or unglazed. The sections are either
made so that one end of every piece enters a socket formed

^ on the contiguous end of the next, or they are joined by
being merely placed in apposition and the junction cov-
ered with narrow curved strips of earthenware made for

the purpose and set in cement. Another form, now less

used, consists of arch-shaped tiles which are laid so as to
rest on flat tiles forming the bottom.

5. Tiles of any kind collectively; tiling; con-
struction of tiles.

Much of their tile wherewith they cover their Churches
and houses is made of woodde. Coryat, Crudities, I. 79.

There, busie Kil-men ply their occupations
For brick and tyle : there for their firm foundations
They dig to hell.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

6. A tall stiff hat ; a silk hat : humorously com-
pared to a section of pipe (hence also called
stovepipe). [Slang.]

A stalwart old Baron, who, acting as henchman
To one of our early Kings, kill'd a big Frenchman

;

A feat which his Majesty deigning to smile on
Allow'd him thenceforward to stand with his tUe on.

Bar/mm, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 69.

His damaged tUe was in permanent crape for the late
lamented Poole. T. Winlhrop, Love and Skates.

Alhambra tiles, enameled and painted tiles for archi-
tectural ornament^ of similar character to those abundant
in the palace of the Alhambra— that is. forming when
assembled geometrical and interlaced patterns, the pat-
tern being large in scale, and requiring many separate
pieces to make up one unit of the design.— Compart-
ment tiles. See compartment.— Drain-tiles, tiles

forming a pipe, or made in the form of an arch and laid

upon flat tiles (called «oi««), used to foi-m drains, the
smaller sewers, etc. See def. 4.—Dutch tile, a tile of
enameled earthenware, painted usually in blue, but some-
times in other colors, generally with scriptural sub-
jects, and used for wall-decoration, for lining fireplaces,
etc. These tiles were originally made in the Nether-
lands about the time of the Benaissance, but the type has
since been reproduced in other countries.—Encaustic
tile, a wall- or flooring-tile, made by pressing a die upon
the clay, filling the depression thus formed with vitrifi-

able color, or with clay of another color, and then burn-
ing to fix the color and design. Such tiles are sometimes
enameled. The most common so-called encaustic floor-
tiles are unglazed and in small pieces in plain colors, the
designs being fonned by putting tiles of different shapes
and colors together. The name is arbitrary, and without
exact reference to the process of manufacture, and is also
given to glazed porcelain tiles bearing fired designs in
vitriflable colors. .See also under encaustic.— Pan-tile.
See parrfiZe.—Plain tile, a rooflng-tile in the form of a
simple parallelogram, usually about lOi by 6i inches, and
3 inch thick; a crown-tile. Every tile" is pierced at one
end with two holes, through which are passed the wooden
pins which secure it to the lath. E. U. KnigM.— Ridge-
tile. Same as erown-tile, 2. (.See also crest-lile, crmm-
tile, liip-tile.)

tllel (til), V. t.
; pret. and pp. tiled, ppr. tiling.

[Formerly also tyle; < ME. tilen, tylen ; < tile^,

».] To cover or roof with tiles.
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At last she saw a fair tyl'd house.
And there she swore by the rood

That she would to that fair tyl'd house.
There for to get her some food.

The West-Country Damosel's Complaint (Child's Ballads,
[II. 385).

tile^ (tn), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. tiled, ppr. tiling.

[A back-formation, < tiler, 4, the same as tiler,

1, ' one who tiles or makes tiles,' but assumed,
because the tiler stands at the closed door, to

mean 'one who closes the door': see tiler.']

1 . Vafreemasonry, to guard against the entrance
of the uninitiated by placing the tiler at the
closed door : as, to tile a lodge ; to tile a meeting.
Hence— 2. To bind to keep what is said or
done in strict secrecy.

*' Upon my word, Madam," I had begun, and was going
on to say that I didn't know one word about all these mat-
ters which seemed so to interest Mrs. Major Ponto, when
the Major, giving me a tread or stamp with his large foot
under the table, said, "Come, come. Snob, my boy, we are
all tiled, you know." Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxv.

tile^ (til), n. Same as til-tree,

tile-copper (tirkop"er), n. In metal., a product
of the smelting of ores of copper which are
contaminated to a considerable extent by the
presence of other metals, especially tin. The
mixture of regulus and copper alloy obtained'in treatment
of the so-called fine metal is run into molds ; in these the
regulus separates from the copper, which falls to the bot-
tom, and for tliis reason is called bottoms; it is then de-
tached from the regulus by blows of a hammer, is roasted,
refined, and cast into rectangular plates or tiles, and sold
under the name of tile-copper.

tile-creasing (tirkre"sing), n. In arch., two
rows of plain tiles placed horizontally under
the coping of a wall, and projecting about 1^
inches over each side to throw off the rain-
water. Also called creasing.

tile-drain (til'dran), n. In agri., a drain con-
structed of tiles.

tile-earth (til'erth), n. A strong clayey earth

;

stiff, stubborn land. [Prov. Eng.]
tile-field (til'feld), «. Ground on which tiles

are made: as, the palace of the Tuileries in
Paris was so named from standing on what was
once a tile-field.

tile-fish (til'fish), n. 1 . A fish of the family La-
tilidee, specifically LuphnhitiluschammUonticeps.

Tile-fish {Lofihelatilus chamEcUofilicefs').

This is a fine large fish of brilliant coloration, at one time
abundant in deep water off the coast of New England. It
was discovered in 1879, and then found to exist in great
numbers, but was almost or quite exterminated in March,
1882. It has an adipose crest on the back of the head,
recalling the crest of a chameleon. The average weight
is about 10 pounds, but 50 pounds is sometimes attained.
The flesh is excellent. The name tile-fish, given by the
discoverers, Goode and Bean (1879), is a pun on the ge-
neric word Lophotatihts, suggested by the ai>pearance of
tile-painting which this handsome fish presents.

2. The family Latilidse.

tile-kiln (til'kil), «. A kiln for baking tiles.

tile-machine (til'ma-shen*), «. A machine used
for making hollow drain-pipes or tiles. It con-
sists essentially of a pug-mill for mixing the clay, a screw
for forcing the tempered clay through the dod or mold,
and a device for cutting the resulting continuous cylin-
der into lengths.

tile-ore (til'or), n. An earthy brick-red to
black variety of native cuprous oxid, or cuprite.

tile-oven (tiruv^n), n. An oven or kiln in

which tiles are baked.
tile-pin (til'pin), n. A pin, usually of hard
wood, passing through a hole in a tile into the
lath, etc., to secure it to the roof.

tiler (tJ'lfer), m. [Formerly also tijler, < ME.
*tiler, tyler, tylarc; < tile''- -I- -erl. In free-
masonry tiler is the same word, fancifully used,
like mason itself, in imitation of such terms as
literally used in the old mechanic gilds. It is

commonly written archaically tyler, and erro-

neously derived < F. tailleur, a cutter or hewer.
The E. word from F. tailleur is tailor. Hence,
from tiler, the surname Tiler, more commonly
spelled r(/?er.] 1. A maker of tiles.

And that the Tylers of the towne compelle not straunge
tylers to serue at their rule. And that they kepe no par-
liament ; and that euery tyler marke his tyle.

Ent/lish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 374.

2. One who lays tiles, or whose occupation is

to cover buildings with tiles.

Nature therefore has played the tiler, and given it [the
headl a most curious covering ; or, to speak more proper-
ly, she has thatched it all over, and that thatching is hair.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 80.

TiUa

3. A tile-ldln.— 4. In freemasonry, the door-
keeper of a lodge. Also tyler. Compare tile'^.

tile-red (til'red), n. and a. A light, somewhat
brownish red, the color of burnt tiles. This u
the commonest red tint found in insects, and is, in ento-
mology, oftenest defined simply by the word red, corre-
sponding to the Latin ruber.

tileroot (til'rot), ». A plant of the iridaceous
genus Geissorhiza, both names referring to the
overlapping scales of the rootstock, which con-
sist of the bases of dead leaves. The plants of
the genus are showy-flowered, resembling Ixia.

tilery (ti'ler-i), n. ;
pi. tileries (-iz). [= F. tui-

lerie, a place where tiles are made ; as tile^ +
-ery.'] A factory for tiles ; a tile-works.

tile-seed (til'sed), «. A tree of the genus Geis-
sois of the Saxifragaceee : so named from the
imbricated seed. There are 4 species, found in
Australia, New Caledonia, and the Fiji Islands.

tilestone (til'ston), n. [< ME. tyelstoon, ieghel-

stan; < iifel + gtone.] 1. A tile; brick. Wyclif.— 2. Any stone suitable for making tiles, or
which can be used for roofing, but splitting

into layers too thick to be properly called slate

(see slate^') ; thin-bedded flagstone. The term tile-

stone was applied by Murchison to the Downton sandstones
and Ledbury shales, which are beds of passage between the
Silurian and Old Red Sandstone in Wales.

The term tilestone was subsequently abandoned by Mur-
chison ; for, although it was in local use in Caermu-then-
shire and Brecknockshire, yet there is not a stone capable
of being formed into a tile from the Downton Sandstones
to the Cornstonesof Wall Hills; but there are thin mud-
dy marls over the Downton beds, which would have been
tilestones had they been sufficiently hardened, and which
are doubtless equivalents of the true tilestones.

Woodward, GeoL of Eng. and Wales (2d ed.), p. 104.

tile-tea (til'te), «. Same as brick-tea.

tile-tree (til'tre), n. Same as til-tree.

tile-works (til'werks), n. sing, and pi. A place
where tiles are made ; a tilery.

tile'wrightt(tirrit), w. A worker in clay. Solon,
Old Eng. Potter, p. 59.

Tilgate stone. [So called from Titrate Forest
in Sussex, England.] In geol., the name given
to beds of calcareous sandstone or ironstone
occurring near Hastings, England, in the Ash-
down sand, a subdivision of the Hastings beds,
by which term the lower section of the Wealden
series is known to English geologists. The name
Tilgate stone was also given by ilantell to certain beds of
calcareous sandstone occurring in the Wadhurst clay—
also a local subdivision of the Ashdown sand, and so named
from the village of Wadhurst, near Tunbridge Wells. This
Tilgate stone is noted for its reptilian remains, becoming
in places a regular bone-bed. See Wealden.

As pointed out by Mr. Topley, the " Tilgate Stone " of Dr.
Mantell occurs at different horizons in different localities.

Woodward, Geol. of Eng. and Wales (2d ed.X p. 360.

Tilia (til'i-a), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700), < Ii.

tilia, the linden-tree. Hence ult. E. teil, til-

let^.] A genus of trees, type of the order Tilia-

cese and tribe Tilieie. it is characterized by flowers
with a wing-like bract adnate to the peduncle, followed
by a globose, indehiscent, one- to two-seeded fruit. There
are 16 or 17 species, natives of north temperate regions.
They are trees, usually with obliquely heart-shaped ser-
rate leaves two-ranked upon the young branches, which
form a light, flat spray. Ihe fragrant white or yellowish
flowers form axillaiy or termiii.il cymes, conspicuously
nectar-bearing, much frequented by bees, and causing the
production of honey of excellent quality. The peculiar
light-green, membranous, reticulated bract remains per-
sistent on the peduncle, and aids in dispersing the fruit,
a cluster of hard, woody, one-celled ovoid or globose nuts,
ihe species are known in general as linden or lime-trer,
and the American as basstcood. (See linden, and compare
Kndi and bast^ ; also figures under serrate and sttama.)
They are remarkable for their tough fibrous inner bark,
used, especially in Kussia, to make shoes, cords, nets, and
coarse cloth, and exported, under the name of Russia
matting, to be used in packing, tying plants, etc. The
soft pale wood is much used for interior finish, cabinet-
work, turnery, woodenware, and carving, and especially
in the manufacture of pianos and harps. The leaves are
given as food to cattle in parts of Europe; the flowers
yield a distilled oil called lime-ftoicer oil, used in perfum-
ery ; their infusion Is a domestic Emopean remedy for
indigestion and hysteria. The trunk sometimes reaches
great size, especially in central Europe. The linden of
Fribourg, planted in 1476 to commemorate the battle of
Morat, was in 1830 nearly 14 feet in diameter ; another,
near Morat, 38 feet in girth, was then estimated to be 864
years old. Many species are planted as shade-trees, espe-
cially the three species of western Europe, all sometimes
included under T. Europira. Of these, T. rulgarit, a lavu,
ite avenue tree in Germany for nearly three centuries, is

the linden commonly planted in Berlin, in England, and
in the eastern United States. T. tdmifolia {T. cordata and
T. parvifolia), a small-leaved species, is the common linden
of northern Europe, and is probably the only one native
in England. In cultivation it is usually small ; but one at
l^ckennark in Germany reaches nearly 23 feet in girth. 7".

platyphyllos, with yellowish-green leaves and four-ribbed
fruit— common in southern Europe, and parent of most
of the peculiar varieties of cultivation — is the linden i»f

Versailles and the Tuileries gardens. Three or four species
are natives of southeastern Europe, of which T. jtettvlaris
is remarkable for its pendulous branches and elongated
leafstalks, and T. argentea, the sliver lime, for its (r«edom



TlUa
from the borers which Infest the wood of other species.
Six species are natives of China, Manchuria, and Japan,
and fuur are Anjerican : one, T, Mexicatia, occurs in Mex-
ico, and three are found in the eastern United States.
01 these, T. Americana, the basswood, extends from New

Ftowenng Branch of Linden ( Tilia Americmna).
a. flower; b, fruit,

Brunswick and the Assinllxiine toQeorgia and Texas, and
often reaches 4 feet in diameter and 60 or sometimes 130
feet in height. Its wuo<l, known as vAttewood, or some-
times, from a faint rettdish tinge, as red frosswood, is much
used for soft woodwork, and especially as a source of paper-
pulp, and of packing-material for furnitnr*. The other
American species, T. pubfxetxt and T. helerophylia, are
principiilly sontlieni, and produce a globose fruit. The
latter specie.% known as b^elrfe, whiU boMwood, or wahoo,
is much adrniretl for the beauty of its leaves, whitened and
silvery underneath. Its young branches are fed to cattle
in winter.

TiliaceSB (til-i-a'se-c), M. })l. [NL, (Jussieu,
ITSy), fcni. pi. of ILL. UUaceus, of liiiden-wood,
pirtaiiiing to the linden, < Uliti, the linden-
tree: see Tilia.'] An order of polypetalous
plsntM, the linden family, of the cohort Mai-
'' 'iiiched from the other orders, JfaZt«-

'
,
by the two-celled anthers, and usu-

ii imicIul.iiK ovules. There are about
<>sed In 7 tribes, of
i.ProMa,Sloania,

•: leaves are usually
hcd with twin stipules.
tlowers, often In small

.--IKJsed In ample corymbs
or (.,.i,i K -. it, ier is numerous in the tropics, where
th. V ni. oft, II u ly herbs, or are shrubs or trees with
lKni.|s.,rii.- ii-u:illy white or pink flowers. A few genera
are timi>er-trecs of north or south temperate r^ons
Ihey h:ive a mucilaeinous wholesome Juice, and yield a
r>'iiuirlialily toiiirh tllier, used to make flshing-nets, Imss,
uvi<-. Si ijroduce edible berries, as Arittottha,
',• ' /, :. ;

i /.'( .irpta. Home are used for dyeing or
tiiiMiii.' ; .out ttiL- fruits of several are eraployM aa aa-
triiurtMits. .See cuts under jtiU and TUia.

tiliaceous i^til-i-a'shins), «. Belonging to the
'iniir Tiliacese.

Tilieae (ti-U'e-e), ». pi. [NL. (Bentham and
H.M.kcr, 1862). < TV/io -I- -««.] A tribe of plants,
. .f the order Tiliame. it is chanusterised by floweca
with distinct sepals, and colored petals inserted cloaeljr
aroiiiHl the stamens. It includes U genera, among which
tlii- clilcf are Tilia (the type), .Iparmannia, Corchonu, and
Mitiitin'jia.

tiliert, ». A Middle English form of tiller^.

tiling (ti'ling), n. [Verbal n. of <i7<>l, r.] 1.
The operntion of eoveriiig or roofing with tiles.— 2. An assemblage of tiles, as on a roof; tiles
collectively or iu general.

They went upon the housetop, and let him down
iliniugh the lOiwj with his couch into the midst before
lisus. Luke T. 19:

Asphalt tiling. See tuphaU.

till' (til), p. t. [Early mod. E. also tilU, ij/Ue;

< ME. fi7/<-ii. tyllen, earlier tilen, 'tyloi, tilien,
ti/lif-n, telien. teoiien, tiiHrn, tulien, < AS. tilian,
Unlian, exert oneself for, strive for, aim at,
labor, cultivate, till (land), = OS. tUian, get,
•litain, = OFries. f<7in, get, beget, cultivate,
ill (land), = MD. Hen, till (land), D. telen,

liiise, cultivate, breed, = OLG. fiVon, exert one-
.solf, strive, ha.itcn, attempt, till (land), MLG,
t'lnn, Ifitrn, Mien, get, beget, till (land), =
< IHG. :HI6n, zilen, exert oneself, strive for, at-
ti-mpt, MHG, zilen, ziln, strive for, aim at, aim,
G. delen, aim, = Goth, tilon, in eomp. and-tilon,
hold to, accommodate oneself to, ga-tilon, ob-
tain, attain, ijn-gntilon, fit together (the senses
in the did. languages beinK various and in-
volved); orig. 'make fit' (hence ' prepare, work,
olapt to use, cultivate, till'), from the adj. seen

1 AS. <i7, fit, good, excellent, profitable (> tela,
aUt, well). =f)Krie8, til, goo<l, = Goth, tilx, also
iitilH, fit, good, convenient (an adj. prob. con-

• irned also in E. tnll^, good, excellent), and in
the noun. A.S. <i7. goo<lness, = f>HG. MHG. zil,
G. zitl. aim, goal, limit, = Icel. 'til, in secon-

.m
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dary weak form tili or <i7», scope
;
prob. related

to OHG. rt7«, MHG. zile, G. zeile, a line, row.
MHG. also a street; prob., with formative -I,

from the y/ ti seen also in tide and time (' fit

time,' 'opportunity,' hence 'fixed time,' etc.);
see tide^, time^. Hence ult. till^, prep. Cf.
toi71.] If. To exert one's self for; labor for;
procure by exertion ; earn; gain; obtain; get.

Adam ! haue this, luke howe ye thynke.
And tUle with-alle thi meete and drynke for euer-more.

rortPfai/s, p, 31,

2t. To attain ; reach ; extend.
The Roote of the treo him thoU3te tilde

A-doun to helle grounde.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.\ p. 25.

3. To labor on ; work ; cultivate : as, to till the
soil.

Treuthe herde telle her-of, and to Peres he sent.
To taken his teme and tulyen the erthe.

Fieri Ptmcman (BX vii. 2.

The Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden,
to till the ground from » hence he was taken. Gen. lii. 23.

Earth it self decays, too often till'd.

TiUandsia
He . . . said to them, Occupy till I come. Luke xlx. 13.

Stand still ; he cannot see us
Till I please.

Fletcher (and another'!), Prophetess, UL 1.

tilPt (til), t'. [< ME. tilien, tyllem tulien (also
tollen, > E. torn), pull, allure, < AS: *tillaH, in
comp. 'fortillan, spelled for-tyllan, lead astray,
deceive (occurring only once), = OFries. tilia

= MD. D. tilien = LG. tilien, lift, move from its

place, = Sw. dial, tille, take up (tille pd sig, take
upon oneself, lay hold of) ; other connections
uncertain. Hence tiller'^. Cf. tulft.l I. trana.
To draw; pull; hence, to entice; allure.

Then went Mary & loseph al-so.

With cherising thai spac him to,

To the scole him for-to tille.

Cursor Mundi (ed. Morris), 1. 12175,

To title this yong man to foil.

Metr. Horn. (ed. Small), p. 113.

II. inirans. To draw; stretch; reach.

As muche place as myd a thong ich mai abonte tille.

Jiob. 0/ Gloucester (ed. Uearne), p. 115.

CcmjTr'bi, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love. tllF (til), n. [Early mod. E. *^H; < Wi3 t,.] i.

4t. To set ;
prepare.

Nor knows he how to dlgge a well.
Nor neatly dresse a spring,

Nor knows a trap nor snare to tUl.

W. Broicne, Shepherd's Pipe, 11.

8. To prop up. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
till^ (til), prep, and conj. [Early mod. E. also
fi/ (as also in «nfi7) ; < ME. til, till, tyl, tille, tylle;

< ONorth. til (not found in AS. proper), < Icel.
fi7 = Sw. till = Dan. til, till, to: a very common
preposition, taking the place in Scand. of toi as
used in E. and the other Teut. tongues

; prob.
orig. ace. of a noun otherwise lost (as nouns
used as adverbs, prepositions, or other parti-
cles tend to become; cf. aye^, if, down''', prep.)
in Scand., except as preserved in the secondary
weak form Icel. tili, tili, scope, the noun thus
used expressing aim, direction, purpose (or pos-
sibly continuous course, with something of the
sense of the prob. related OHG. zila, line f)

see (»7/i, t!. See also
noun can be more
1. To; unto: expressing motion to a place or
person. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The fyngres that freo l>eo to folden and to clycchen
Bytokneth sothllche the sone that sente was tyl erthe.

Piert Plowman (Cj xx. 121.

Lean'd her breast up-tm a thorn.
SKoit., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 382.

And tiU the kirk she wadna gae,
Nor tmt [UU It) she wadna ride,

TUI fourand-twenty men she gat her before.
And twenty on Ilka side.

A drawer ; a tray, as of a trunk or box.
called tiller.

Also

Closets ; and in them many a chest ; . . .

In those chests, boxes ; in each box, a tilt.

6. Herbert, The Temple, Confession.

Specifically— 2. A money-drawer; a drawer
under or in a shop-counter, in which money is
kept.

They break up counters, doors, and tilh. Swift.

It |the dust] treasured Itself up, too. In the half-open
till, where there still lingered a base sixpence.

Uaicthome, Seven Gables, IL

3. luprinting: (n) In earlierforms of hand print-
ing-presses, a crosspiece extending between
the main uprights of the frame, and serving to
guide and steady the hose or sleeve, which con-
tained the spindle and screws. Also called
shelf. (6) One of the spaces or ceUs between
the ribbed projections of the platen of a hand-

cTeariy 'obs"er';ed1 *l' v^f *Si*'(«l). «: .

[Origin obscure.] In geol, a stiflf

.V.1 "^ !„.:" .J. hA/?l clav containing boulders of all sizes up to sev-
eral tons in weight, and these often smoothed
and striated by glacial action. The word first be-
came current among geologists, with this meaning. In
Scotland, but it is now occasionally used elsewhere. Also
called boulder-day.

tillable (til'a-bl), a. [< fiHi + -a6/c.] Capable
of being tilled ; arable ; fit for the plow.

The tillable fields are In some places so hilly that the
oxen can hardly take sure footing.

jR. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 20.

ioniro'yataond^uM/nirrain (Child's Ballads, XL sax TillSBa (ti-Ie'il), n. [NL. (Micheli, 1729), named
Young Redln's tQ the huntln gane,
Wr therty lords and three.

Youmj Redin (Child's Ballads, 111. IS).

For a King to gang an Outlaw tiU,

Is beneath his state and his dignitte.
Scmg qf the Oiittew Murray (Child's Ballads, VL 32).

2. Up to ; down to ; as far as : expressing dis-
tance, extent, or degree. [Archaic or provin-
cial.]

That sleep and feeding may prorogue his honour

'

Even tttl a Lethe'd dolness. Shot. , A, and C, il. 1. 27.

3. To ; unto : expressing action directed to or
having regard to a person.— 4. To; unto: ex-
pressing change or result. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

Thus she maketh Absolon hire ape^
And al bis ernest turneth til a Jape.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 204.

He was afterwards restored tiU his liberty and archblsh-
oprick. Fuller, Ch. Hist., IV. lii 40. (Daviee.)

8. To the time of; until: as, I waited ti/{five
o'clock.

He put his men In order, and maintaln'd the fight Un
Evening. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

Till Int, Into.

Whan he came tUl the castell {n,
His dearest awa was gane.

Roemer lla/mand (Child's Ballads, L 267X
TUI into), unto: up (or down) to.

I with al good conscience haue lyued blfore God tU
intu this day. Wydif, Acts xxili. 1.

TUI now. See now.—TIU then. See fAen.—TUI tot,
untlL

It was sett for trespassing til to the seed come.
WyeUr, Oal. UL 18.

n. conj. To the time that; to the time when;
until.

By wissynge of this wenche I wrou3t, here wordes were
so swete,

Tyl I forjat 3outhe, and jam In-to elde.
Pieri Plownum (B), xi. 69.

I sail the socoure for certavne,
TUle alle thi care awey be kaste.

I'or* Playt, p. 44.

after M. Tilli (died 1740), an Italian botanist.]
A genus of plants, of the order ('ra.<tsulace«. it
is characterized by flowers with from three to five petals,
nearly or quite free, and equaling or surpassing the calyx,
as many stamens, and free carpels. There are about 26 spe-
cies, diminutive cosmopolitan plants, often smooth and
slightly fleshy acguatlcs. They l)ear opposite entire leaves,
and minute axillary white or reddish flowers. Seepygmy-
weed for the principal American species T. mutcom oc-
curs on moist heaths and sands from England to northern
Africa.

tillage (til'aj), «. [Early mod. E. also tyllage; <
tiU\ + -age.] The operation, practice, or art of
tilling land, or preparing it for seed, and keep-
ing the ground free from weeds which might
impede the growth of crops ; cultivation ; cul-
ture ; husbandry. Tillage includes manuring, plow-
ing, harrowing, and rolling land, or whatever Is done
to bring It to a proper state to receive the seed, anid
the operations of plowing, harrowhig, and hoeing the
ground to destroy weeds and loosen the soil after It la
planted.

First Cain la bom, to tillage all adlcted
;

Then Able, most to keeping flocks affected.
Sylvetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

Statutes of TlUage, in Eng. hitt., several statutes for
the encouragement of tillage, especially of the reigns of
Henry VII.. Henry VIII., and Elizabeth.

tillage-rake (til'aj-rak), ». In her., a bearing
representing an ordinary agricultural rake, or
the head of one : usually the teeth or points
are more curved than in the actual implement.

till-alann (til'a-Uirm'), n. A device for sound-
ing an alarm when a drawer, as a money-drawer
or till, is opened.
TiUandsia (ti-land'zi-a), n. [NL. (Linnasus,
17'J7), named after TiYlands, a Swedish bota-
nist.] 1. A genus of plants, of the order Sro-
mcliacete, the pineapple family, tj-pe of the tribe
Tillandsieie. It Is characterized by flowers withfreepet-
als and stamens, and by numerous linear seeds produced at
the base into a long stalk appendaged with threads reseni-
blliig pappus. There are aljout 220 species, nativee of trop-
ical and sulptiopiciil .\mertca. They are polymorphous
plants, usually epiphytic, sometimes growing on rocks, but
rarely In the soil. The^ bear narrow entire leaves, aiid art



Tillandsia

often covered with fuituraceous dusty particles. The flow-

ers form a terminal spike, or are rarely solitary. Ten or

more species occur in Florida, all rigid erect epiphytes with
blue fugacious petals (red in T. Jtexuosa), except one, the

well-known T. utneoides, which is peculiar in its filiform

I.ong-moss (.TiUandsia usMeoidgs).

a, branch, showing the leaves and stem.

pendent stems, clothing the branches of trees, and forming
a characteristic feature of southern forests, extending far

westward, and north to the Dismal Swamp of Virginia. This
species bears two-ranked awl-shaped recurved leaves, and
small solitary green flowers, and is variously known as
Florida rnoss, hanfjing-moss, etc. (See Uack-moss and long-

mogs.) It is used for decoration in the natural state, and
is gathered in large quantities for upholsterers, for whose
use it is steeped in water or buried in earth till the outer
part is rotted off, leaving a coarse tough fiber used for stuff-

ing mattresses. The leaves of T. utriculata, a native of

southern Florida and the West Indies, are dilated at the
base into large cavities, often containing a pint of clear

water, eagerly sought by wayfarers. Several species are
occasionally cultivated as greenhouse epiphytes.

2. [^ c] A plant of this genus.

The long hairy tillandsia, like an old man's beard, three
or four feet long, hung down from the topmost branches.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. viii.

tillarf, n. An obsolete variant of tiller^.

tillerl (tll'fer), 11. [< ME. tilier, tylyere (= ML6.
teler); < iill^ + -erK] One who tills; a hus-
bandman ; a cultivator ; a plowman.

I am a verri vyne and my fadir is an erihe-tilier.

Wyclif, John xv. 1.

The tylyere of the feld. Chaiuxr, Boethius, v. prose 1.

Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tUler of the
ground. Gen. iv. 2.

tiller^ (til'er), n. [Formerly also tillar, tyller,

telar; <. Ull^ + -er'^.'\ If. A drawer in a table,

ehest, or counter ; a till.

Search her cabinet, and thou Shalt find
Each tiller there with love epistles lin'd.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. 384.

2. A bar or staff used as a lever, or as the han-
dle of an implement. Speciflcally— (at) The handle
of a crossbow ; hence, the crossbow itself.

If the shooter use the strength of his bowe within his
owne tiller, he shal neuer be therwith grieued or made
more feble. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 27.

Balestra, a crosse-bowe. a stone-bowe, a tiUar. a little pil-

lar, an engine of war to batter wals. Florid (1598).

A CJros-bowe or a Long-bowe in a Tyller,

BaruMk, Weapons of Fire, p. ii.

Use exercise, and keep a sparrow-hawk
;
you can shoot

in a tiller. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 2.

(6) Naut, the bar or lever fitted to the head of a rudder,
and employed to turn the helm of a ship or boat in steer-

ing. See cut under rudder, (c) The handle of a spade, (rf)

The handle of a pit-saw, especially the upper one, having
across-head. Wrigfd. See cut under ^'(-saic.

tiller^ (til'er), «. [< ME. *telser,< AS. telgor, a
branch, bough, twig, shoot; cf. telga = D. telij

= LG. telf/e = G. dial, zelke, a branch, bough,
twig; cf . icel. tag (for *ialg ?), willow-twig; Sw.
telning, a young shoot or twig.] A shoot of a
plant which springs from the root or bottom of
the original stalk ; also, a sapliug or sucker.

tiller^ (til'fer), ti. i. [< tiller^, ?!.] To put forth
new shoots from the root, or round the bottom
of the original stalk; stool: said of a plant:
as, wheat or rye tillers, or ^reads by tillering.

Also tillow.

To keep the fields with room upon them for the corn to
tiller. Ii. D. Blackrnore, Lor'na Doone, xxii.

tiller-cliain (tirfer-ehan), «. JVatti., one of the
chains leading from the tiller-head to the wheel,
by which a vessel is steered.
tUler-head (til'er-hed), n. Nmit., the extrem-
ity of the tiller, to which the tiller-rope or
-chain is attached.
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tiller-rope (til'er-rop), ». Naut.: (a) A rope
serving the same purpose as a tiller-chain. (6)

In small vessels, a rope leading from the tiller-

head to each side of the deck, to assist in steer-

ing in rough weather.

tillet^t (til'et), n. [Early mod. E. also teylet-

(tree); < OF. iillet, the linden-tree, < L. tilia,

the linden-tree : see Tilia, teil.} The linden

:

in the compound tilht-tree.

tillet^t (til'et), n. [Early mod. E. also tyllet;

perhaps a var. of toilet.^ A piece of coarse
material used as a wrapper or covering.

Item : A scarlet cloke faced w'h gray with the tillet.

Inventory of Sir Thonrns Bameey (1590) (Archseologia,
[XL. 327).

TlUetia (ti-le'shi-a), n. [NL. (Tulasne, 1854).]

A genus of ustilagineous fungi; the stinking
smut, characterized by having the teleutospores
simple, produced separately as outgrowths from
the gelatinized mycelium, and when mature
pulverulent. T. tritici is the well-known stink-

ing smut of cereals. See smut, 3, and bunt^, 1.

tillet-treet (til'et-tre), n. [Formerly also tey-

let-tree ; < tillet^ + tree.'] The linden.

They use their cordage of date tree leaves and the thin
barks of the Linden or Tillet tree.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 2. {Davieg.)

tilley-seed, »i. See tilly-seed.

tillie-vallie, tillie-'wallie (til'i-val'i, -wal'i),

interj. Same as filly-vaUy. [Scotch.]

till-lock (til'lok), m. A lock especially adapted
for tills or money-drawers.
tillmant (til'man), n. [Early mod. E. also til-

man; < ME. tiiman; < till^ + man.'] A man
who tills the earth ; a husbandman.

Now every grayne almest hath floures swete.
Untouched now the Tiiman lete hem growe.

PaUadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 149.

tillodont (til'o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Tillodontia.

II. H. A member of the Tillodontia.

Tillodontia (til-o-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
ri'/Miv, pluck, tear, + bSovq (biovr-) = E. tooth.]

A remarkable group of fossil perissodactyl ani-

mals from the Middle and Lower Eocene of
North America, represented by generalized or

synthetic types which seem to combine some
characters of ungulates, rodents, and carni-
vores. As an order it is represented by the
family Tillodontidm. Also Tillodonta.

Tillodontidse (til-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tillodoii tia + 4dse.] A family of extinct mam-
mals, representing the Tillodontia.

Tillotheriidae (til"o-the-ri'i-de), ». pi. [< Tillo-

therium + -idle.] A family of fossil mammals,
represented by the genus Tillotherium.

Tillotheriuin (til-o-the'ri-um), n. [NL. (Marsh,
1873), < Gr. TiX?,eiv, pluck, tear, + tk/piov, a wild
beast.] 1. A genus of Eocene American mam-
mals, referred to the Tillodontia: probably the
same as Anchippodus. T. .fodiem had a skeleton
resembling that of carnivores; the skull like that of a
bear ; molars as in ungulates ; rodent-like incisors ; the
femur with three trochanters; the feet plantigrade, with
five clawed digits; and scaphoid and lunar carpals distinct.
2. ' [?. c] An animal of this genus.

tillow (til'6), V. i. A corruption of tiller^.

tills (tilz), n. pi. [Shortened from lentils, on the
ground that Lent "agreeth not with the mat-
ter."] The lentil. [Old prov. Eng.]
tint (tilt). Till (or to) it. See tilft, prep., 1.

[Scotch.]

tilly (til'i). a. [< tiin + -;/!.] Having the char-
acter of till or boulder-clay: as, soil resting on
a tilly bed.

tilly-fallyt, interj. See tilly-vally.

tilly-seed (tiri-sed),». [Also tilky-seed ; <*tilly

(< NL. Tiglium ?) -1- seed.] The seed of a tree
formerly distinguished as Croton Pavana, but
found to be not different from C. Tiglium, whose
seeds yield croton-oil.

tilly-'7ally (til'i-val'i), Jn<er/. [Also(Sc.) tillie-

vallie, tillie-wallie, and formerly tilly-fally; ori-

gin obscure.] An interjection, equivalent to
nonsense! bosh!

She [his wife] used to say afterwards TUlie vallie, tUlie

vallie, what will you do, Mr. More?— will you sit and make
goslings in the ashes? Sir T. More's Utopia, Int., p. xv.

Tilly/ally, Sir John, ne'er tell me; your ancient swag-
gerer comes not in my doors. Shak., i Hen. IV., ii. 4. 90.

tilmus (til'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. TU.fidg, a pulling,
tearing (of the hair),< TjAAed', pluck, pull, tear.]
In med., floccillation, or picking of bedclothes.
See floccillation.

til-oil (til'oil), n. Same as teel-oil. See oi7and
sesame.

til-seed (til'sed), n. The seed of the til or
sesame.

tilt

tilsentt, tilsont, «• Same as tinsel^.

tilti (tilt), V. [< ME. tilten, tylten, tulten, < AS.
'tyltan (by mutation from *tealtian) = OHG
"zeltcn, amble (in deriv. zeltdri, MHG. G. welter,

an ambler, a horse that ambles), = Icel. tolta,

amble, = Sw. tulta, waddle; from the adj. seen
in AS. tealt, unsteady, unstable, tottering. Cf.

D. tel-ganger for 'telt-ganger, an ambler; MHG.
!:elt, G. dial, zelt, pace, amble; Icel. *tdlt, pace,
amble, in liof-tiilt, lit. 'hoof-tilt' ; root unknown.
Connection with tiW, ' draw' or ' lift,' is improb-
able.] I. intrans. If. To totter; tumble; fall;

be overthrown.
Whon he com in-to the lond leeue thou for sotbe,
Feole temples ther-inne tulten to the eorthe.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.X p. 4.

2. To move unsteadily ; toss.

The fleet swift tilting o'er the surges flew.

Pope, Odyssey, iv. 797.

The long green lances of the corn
Are tilting in the winds of mom.

Whittier, The Summons.

3. To heel over; lean forward, back, or to one
side ; assume a sloping position or direction.

I am not bound to explain how a table tiltg any more
than to indicate how, under the conjuror's hands, a pud-
ding appears in a hat. Faraday, Mental Education.

4. To charge with the lance
;
join in a tilting

contest, or tilt ; make rushing thrusts in or as
in comlsat or the tourney; rush with poised
weapon; fight; contend; rush.

Our Glass is heer a bright and glist'ring shield

;

Our Satten, steel; the Musick of the Field
Doth rattle like the Thunders dreadfuU roar

;

Death tilteth heer.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

Swords out, and tilting one at other's breast.

Shak., Othello, IL 3. 183.

We'I frisk in our shell ; . . .

Now Mortals that hear
How we THlt and Carrier
Will wonder with fear.

Buckingham, Rehearsal, v. 1.

I'm too discreet

To mn a-muck, and tilt at all I meet
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 70.

5. To rush; charge; burst into a place. [Col-
loq.]

The small young lady tilted into the buttery after my
grandmother, with the flushed cheeks and triumphant
air of a victor. H. B. Stout, Oldtown, xl.

To tilt at the ring. See rin^i.

II. trans. 1. To incline; cause to heel over;
give a slope to ; raise one end of : as, to tilt a
barrel or cask in order to facilitate the empty-
ing of it; to tilt a table.

A favourite game with Shelley was to put Polly on a
table and tUt it up, letting the little girl slide its full

length. E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 123.

They spent a good deal of time, also, asleep in their ac-

customed comers, with their chairs tilted back against the
wall. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 15.

2. To raise or hold poised in preparation for

attack.
Sons against fathers tUt the fatal lance.

J. Philips, Cider, IL 603.

3. To attack with a lance or spear in the ex-

ercise called the tilt.— 4. To hammer or forge
with a tilt-hammer or tilt : as, to tilt steel to

render it more ductile Tilted steel. Same asf/irar-

steel.— To tilt up, in geol. , to turn up or cause to incline,

and, as this word is more generally used, at a somewhat
steep angle.

tilti (tilt), n. [< tilf^, r. Cf. E. dial, toll, a
blow against a beam or the like.] 1. A slop-

ing position; inclination forward, backward,
or to one side : as, the tilt of a cask ; to give a
thing a tilt.

A gentleman of large proportions, . . . wearing his
broad-brimmed, steeple-crowned felt hat with the least

possible tut on one side.

0. IT. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 62.

2. A thrust. [Rare.]

Two or three of his liege subjects, whom he very dex-
terously put to death with the tilt of his lance.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 10.

3. An exercise consisting in charging with the
spear, sharp or blunted, whether against an
antagonist or against a mark, such as the quin-
tain. During tlie middle ages citizens tilted on horse-
back, and also in boats, which were moved rapidly against
one another, so that the defeated filter was thrown into

the water.

There shalbe entertained into the said .\chademy one
good horsman, to teache noble men and gentlemen . . .

to runne at Ringe, Tilte. Towrney. and cowrse of the flelde.

Booke of Precederu-e (E. E. T. S), p. i.

See at the Southern Isles the tides at tiU to run.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 219.

The tilt was now opened, and certain masqued knights
appeared in the course.

I. DImuli, Calam. of Authors, II. 224.



tut

4. pi. The dregs of beer or ate : washings of

beer-barrels.

Musty, unsavory or unwholesome tilU, or dregs of beer
and ale. 5. DmceU, Taxes in England, IV. 99.

5. A tilt-hammer.

The hammering under the heavy tilt condenses the
metal, and causes the dross and scale to Hy off.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 221.

6. A mechanical device for fishing through an
opening in the ice. A simple tilt is a lath or nar-

row board with a hole bored through one end, through
which a round stick is run, both ends of the board resting

on the sides of the hole in the ice. The line is attached
to the short end of the lath, and when a flsh is hooked his

weight tips up the larger end, thus indicating that he is

caught. An iinpr^ived tjlt consists of an upright with an
arm over which the line passes down into the water.
When a tish bites, the line is cast otf, and the ann falls and
automatically hoists a little flag on the upright as a sig-

nal. There are many other mo<liflcations of the same de-

vice. Also called tUter, tUt-up, and tip~up,

7. A pier, built of brush and .stone, on which
fishermen unload and dress their fish. [New-
foundland.] — Full tilt, at full speed and with direct
thrust; without wavering; direct and with full force:
as, to Tail full tat against something.

The beast . . . comes/u// ttUat the Canoa.
Dampier, Voyages, an. 1676.

FuU tut against their foes.

Where thickest fell the blows.
And war cries mingling rose,

'• St. George !

" " St. Denys !

"

iJ. H. Stoddard, BalUd of Crecy.

tilt2 (tut), n. [An altered form of ME. teU,

itself altered, prob. by the influence of the
Dan. tclt = 8w. tdlt, from teld, < AS. teUl, ge-
teld = MD. telde = LG. tell = OHG. MHG.
:elt (more commonly f/iselt). Q. zelt = Icel. tjald

= Sw. tdlt = Dan. tel't (with final -t, after G. f ),

a tent ; hence, from Teut. (Goth, f ), Sp. Pg.
loMo.a, tent; from the verb shown in AS. 'tel-

ilan (in eonip. beteUlan), cover (> OF. taudir,

cover, > tuudii, a hut). The noun tilt, for teld,

may have been influenced in part by associa-
tion with tilt^, as if lit. 'a sloping cover.'] A
covering of some thin and flexible stuff, as a
tent-awning; especially, in modem use, the
cloth cover of a wagon.
Being on shore, wee made a tUt with our cares and tay^p.

IlaUuj/tt Voyaget, 11. ii. 4.

These pleasure barucs wt-rt- more or leas ornate, an-l

v:"i-l fr—M tl, • with a (Of of c»nv;i- r

!.[. ;i
:.'_.. \ . carved and gilded <.t . .

./. .I.-Af- .1— iri.u ;
, _.;:i of Queen Anne, II. M-.

tilt- (tilt), r. t. [< tilf^, n.] To furnish with
an awning or tilt, as a wagon or a boat,

tilts (tilt), «. [Prob. short for tilt-up, 2.] The
North American stilt, Himaniopus niexicanus.
See cut under stilt. J. E. De Kay, 1841'.

tilt-boat (tilt'bot), n. A boat having a tilt or
awning.
Where the Ship. Hoys. Barks, TiUboatt, Bukm, and

Wherries do usually attend to carry PaMengers and Goods.
John Taylor (Arber'a Eng. Garner, L 223).

Your wife is a tiluboat ; any man or woman may go in
her for money ; she 's a coney catcher.

Dtkkerand Webster, Northward Ho, T. 1.

tilter(til't^r),n. [< «/fl + -eri.] 1. One who
•>r that which tilts, inclines, or ^ves a slope to
-omething; a contrivance for tilting a cask, a
cannon, or other object.

The tUter, which take* the place of carrier or lifter in
other guns, is constructed of one piece, and is pivoted in
line with the magazine tube. Sei. Amer., N. 8., LXIII. 2Sa

2. One who tilts, or joins in a tilting-match.

WhUe be was In England, he was a great TCtrr.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 46.

A flue bobby.bone, to make your son a Ittter t a drum,
to make him a soldier?

B. Jttuon, Bartholomew Fair, 111. I.

3. A forger who uses a tilt-hammer.— 4. In
fiKhinfi, same as tilt^, 6.

tilth (tilth), n. [< ME. tilthe, < AS. tilth, till-

ing, crop, < tilian, till: see W/1.] 1. The act
of tilling; plowing, sowing, and the round of
agricultural operations; tillage; cultivation.

One hltfh steeple, where the .Vniblaus after they haue
ended their tilth lay vp their Instruments of husbandry,
none diiriiig t4) steale his neighbours tooles. In reuerence
of a .Saint of theirs, there buried.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 61S.

tar and wide stretches a landscape rich with tilth and
hnnlrandry, iKion .Nature paying back to men tenfold for all
their easy toll. J. A. Sytnandt. Italy and Greece, p. 200.

2. The state of being tilled, or prepared for a
iTop: as. land is in good tilth when it is ma-
inired, plowed, broken, and mellowed for receiv-
ing the seed.— 3. That wbieh is tilled; tillage-
ground.

Bote Trenthe scha] techen ow his teeme for to dryue,
Bothe to sowen and to setten and sanen his tilthe.

Piert Pluvman (A), viL 128.
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Strew silently the fruitful seed.

As softly o'er the tilth ye tread.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

4. Crop; produce.

Sent the sonne to saoe a cursed mannes tilth.

Piers Plotnnan (B), xix. 43a

5. The degree or depth of soil turned by the
plow or spade in cultivation; that available

soil on the earth's surface into which the roots

of crops strike.

The tilth, or depth of the ploughing, rarely exceeded six

inches, and oftener was less. y. S. Shaler, Kentucky, p. 55.

tilt-hammer (tilt'ham'^r), ». In mech., a pow-
er machine-tool for hammering, forging, etc.

It is a development from the trip-hammer, and, though for

large work it has been superseded by the steam-hammer,
and for light work by drop-presses and drop-hammers, it

is still us«xt in shovel-making and other light forging. It

'1 ilt-h:unmer.

:;Lj —seutially of a lever of the first or third order,

and is operated by a cam-wheel or eccentric, the hammer
l>elng placed at the end of the longer arm of the lever.

One type, known as the cushioned hammer, is fitted with
rubber cushions to prevent jarring and noise. See trip-

hammer.

tilting-fillet (til'ting-fil'et), w. See fillet.

tllting-gauntlet (til'ting-giint'let), n. A vari-

ety of gauntlet which could be secured firmly

with a hook, so that the hand could not»be
opened nor the lance struck from its grasp,
f'ornpare m<iiii-<le-fer.

tilting-helmet (til'ting-hel'met), n. A heavy
helmet used for the just from the time when

this sport was no longer pur-
sued in the arms of war. In the
•Kteenth century these helmets were
- > large that the head could move

>^i iriely within them, their whole
weight coniiiig u|>on the gorgerin.
The lumiere, or slit for vision, was
It. .ii.'Ii a position that when the

'Mi couched his lance and
forward for the course he

V ..ce the helmet of his adver-
sary, but when seated In the saddle

TilUiiglie1ii.«t. iWh he could not see before him, but
century. only upward ; the air-opening of this

helmet was on the right aide, as the
Mow of the lance came on the left In the sixteenth cen-
tury the helmets were still heavier,

tilting-lance (til'ting-l&ns), n. A lance used in
t\w just or tilt which often differed from the war-
lance, especially in the head (see coronal, n., 2).
It was also furnished more generally than the war-lance
with the roundel, and with the bur to secure the grasp of
the hand, and was frequently decorated with painting
and gilding. Some tilting.lances have been preserred
which from their !'•- ''itnesa are evldentlv hollow,
and representatli ^r i ipts show some of so great
a diameter that t :ive been built up as with
staves; but these t>eiiinjiH were used only for the quin-
tain and similar sports. Compare rrsfl, n., 6 (a), coueh^,

V. I., 8, charge, 19. See cuts under mvme and quintain.

tilting-shield (til'ting-sheld), n. See shield.

tilting-spear (til'ting-sper), n. 1. Same as
tillinij-Uince.— 2. In her., the representation of
a tilting-lance used as a bearing, the shaft be-
ing much shortened, and the coronal, bur, vam-
plate, etc., exaggerated in size.

tllting-target (til'ting-tiir'get), n. The shield

of the fifteenth century, used especially at
justs, rounded eonvexly
from side to side and con- ,.<?^
eavely from top to bot- ^jf^,''"!'^'.^
torn, so that the thrust of ^orSS^J;
the lance would glance off J^j\A-\'\-ww ^A-Q^

sidewise. These targeU were F|l-l-l-l-
|

."|.|.| i|!i.l'l

often of great breadth proper- '

tlonally and curved Into nearly
a semicircle ; they were some-
times covered with thin plates
of bom, secured to wmid, the
surface of that material being TiliinK-urKct, beginning

especially calculated to cause "'..K^]^ J;'°}"'.l,^.^YT'^''
the coronal to glance. SfrS^^'f"• "" ""^

tilt-mill (tilt'mil). H. 1.
^^

The machinerv by which tilt-hammers are
worked.— 2. the building in which a tilt-

hammer is operated.

til-tree (til'tre), n. [< L. tilia : see teil.] The
linden, chiefly Tilia Europma— Canary Island
til-tree, OeoUa (Oreo<laphne) /aeltm, noted for its 111-

Mnielllng wood. Also tile, tile-tree..

tilt-up (tilt'up), n. 1. In tisliinff, same as tilt^,

6.— 2. In ornith.. a fiddler or teetertail. See
cut under Triiigoideg.

timber

tilturef (til'tur), K. [Irreg. < tilfl + -ture, ap-
par. in imitation of ciiifure.] Husbandry; cul-

tivation; tilth.

Good tilth brings seeds,
111 tilture weeds.

Tuiser, Husbandry, March's Abstract.

tilt-yard (tilt'yard), II. A place for tilting, dif-

fering from the lists in being permanent. The
outer court of a castle was often used as the
tilt-yard.

When Solyman ouerthrew King Lewis of Hungarie, he
carried away tliree Images of cunning worke in Brasse,

representing Hercules with his Club, Apollo with his

Harpe, Diana with her Bow and Quiuer, and placed them
iu the tilfyard at Constantinople.

Purchas, rilgrimage, p. 294.

Squiring to tilt-yards, play houses, pageants, and all such
public places. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Palinode.

tilwood (til'wud), H. [< til- (as in til-tree) +
woml^.'] The timber of the Canary Island til-

tree. See til-tree.

tilyet, tilyert. Middle English forms of tiP-,

tillerK

timal (ti'mal), n. The blue titmouse, Parus
eierulcus. Also titinal.

Timalia, Timalidse (ti-ma'li-s, ti-mal'i-de).

.See Timelia, Tiiiicliidie.

timariot (ti-mii'ri-ot), n. [< Turk, timdr, < Pers.

timdr, care, attendance on the sick, etc., also

a military fief in the former feudal system of

Turkey.] One of a body of Turkish feudal
militia.

His Timarioti, which hold land in Fee, to maintalne so
many horse men in his seruice.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 291.

timbal (tim'bal), «. [Also timbul, tymbal; < F.
iimbule = Sp. timbal = Pg. timbal, tiiiibale, < It.

timballo, var. of taballo (= Sp. atabal = Pg.
atabal, atabale), < Ai-. iabl, with art. at-tabl, a
drum, timbal. Cf. atabal.'] A kettledrum.
timbale (tan-bar ), ». [F.] In coofrecy, a con-
fection of pastry with various fillings: so called
from the French name of the mold it takes its

shape from.

timber^ (tim'bfer), n. and a. [Also dial, timmer;
< ALE. timber, tymber, tynibre, < AS. timber, stuff

or material to build with, = OS. timbar =
OFries. timber, a building, = D. timmer, a room,
= MLG. timber, timmer = OHG. zimbar, MHG.
zimber, wood to build with, timber-work, struc-

ture, dwelling, room, G. simmer, room, chamber
(zimmerhoh, timber, simmermann, carpenter),
= Icel. timbr = Sw. timmer = Dan. tiimmer =
Goth. *fi/Hrs (in the deriv. timrjan, build, timrja,

builder), timber; orig. material (of wood) to
build with ; akin to L. domus= Gr. dS/io^ = Skt.

dama = OBulg. domu, house (lit. a building of

wood) ; from the verb seen in Gr. 6i/ietv, build

:

see rfomfi.] I. «. 1. Wood suitable for build-
ing houses or ships, or for use in carpentry,
joinery, etc.; trees cut down and squared or
capable of being squared and cut into beams,
rafters, planks, boards, etc.

Of this pyece off tymln-e made the lewes the crosse of
cure lord. Uoly Rood (E. E. T. .S.X p. 156.

Ye've taken the timber out of my ain wood.
And burnt mjr ain dear Jewel!

Lady Jfarjori« (Child's Ballads, II. 341),

2. Growing trees, yielding wood suitable for
constructive uses; trees generally; woods. See
Umber-tree.

The old ash, the oak, and other timber shewed no signs
of winter. Gray, Letters, 1. 247.

3. In British law, the kind of tree which a ten-

ant for life may not cut; in general, oak, ash,

and elm of the age of twenty years and upward,
unless so old as not to have a reasonable quan-
tity of useful wood in them, the limit being, ac-
cording to some authorities, enough to make a

good post. Local customs Include also (a) some other
trees, such as beech or hornbeam, and (b) trees of less or
greater age or tested by girth instead of age.

4. Stuff; material.

They are the fittest timber to make great politics of.

Bacon, Goodness (ed. 1S87).

6. A single piece of wood, either suitable for

use in some construction or already in such use ;

a beam, either by itself or forming a member of

any structure : as, the timbers of a house or of

a bridge.— 6. Naiit., one of the curving pieces

of wood branching upward from the keel of a
vessel, forming the ribs.— 7. The wooden part
of something, as the beam or handle of a spear.

Ue bowed on his horse nekke, and the tymbir of the
spercs fly in peces. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 641.

8. The stocks. [Kare.]

The squire . . . gives me over to the beadle, who claps
me here in the timber.

D. JerroLd, Men of Character, Christopher Snub, L



timber

Compass timber, timber, especially oak, bent or curved
in its growtli to tlie extent of more than five inches in a
lengtli of twelve feet. It is vahiiible in ship-builiting and
for other uses.— Rising timbers. See riVin./.— SlLiver
my timbers. See sAucri.— side timber. Same as ^fur-

to.— Timber claim. See ciaimi.— Timber-culttire
acts, acts of the I'nited States Congress for the encou-
ragement of the growth of forest-trees upon the public

lauds, by providing that an eighty-acre homestead may be
given to any settler who has cultivated for two years five

acres planted with trees (or 160 acres for 10 acres of trees).

The patent was granted at the end of three years, instead

of five as under the iioniestead acts. By act of Congress,

1891, these laws were repealed fn regard to future entries,

but continued, witli certain modifications, for the adjust-

ment of existing claims.—To spot timber. See spot.

II. a. Constructed of timber; made of wood.
What wonderful wind-instruments are these old timber

mansions, and how haunted with the strangest noises . . .

whenever the gale catches the house with a window open,
and gets fairly into it ! Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xviii.

Timber mare, a bar or rail sometimes fitted with legs to

form a sort of wooden liorse : used as an instrument of pun-
ishment, the offender being compelled to ride it astride.

This is a mild modern modification of an ancient instru-

ment of torture of similar name. See Equuleus, 2.

A wooden machine which soldiers ride by way of pun-
ishment. It is sometimes called a timber-mare.

Johnson, Diet, (under Aorse).

timber^ (tim'ber), V. [< ME. timhren, tymhren,

<AS. timhrian = OS. timbrian, timbroii =zOFiiea.
Umbra, timmera = D. Ummcren = MLG. thnbe-

ren, timineren = OHG. gimbron, MHG. simbern,
G. zimmern = loel. Umbra = Sw. timra = Dan.
tomre = Goth, timrjan, build; from tlie noun.]
I.t intrans. To build ; make a nest.

Moche merueilled me what maister thei hadde.
And who taugte hem on trees to ti/mbre so heighe.
There noither buirn ne beste may her briddes rechen.

Piers Plouinan (B), xi. 362.

There was a Bargain struck up betwixt an Eagle and a
Fox, to be Wonderful Good Neighbours and Friends. The
One Took Up in a Thicket of Brushwood, and the Other
Timber'd upon a Tree hard by.

L'Estrange, Fables of ^sop (3d ed., 1669), p. 71.

H. trans. To furnish with timber. See tim-

bered.

timber^t (tim'ber), n. [Also timbre, timmer; <

F. timbro = LG. timmer = MHG. zimber, G. zim-
mer = Sw. timmer = Dan. simmer (< G.), a bun-
dle of skins ; origin unknown. It has been con-
jectured to be a paii.icular use of LG. timmer,
etc., a room, hence 'a roomful,' a given number,
40 or 120 according to the animals signified : see
timher'^.'] A certain number or tale of skins,

being forty of marten, ermine, sable, and the
like, and one hundred and twenty of others.

We presented vnto . . . the king of this countrey one
timber of Sables. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 355.

timber^ (tim'ber), n. [Also timbre; < ME. 'tim-
bre, tymbre, < OF. timbre, a helmet, crest, tim-
ber, F. also stamp, = Pr. timbre = Sp. timbre =
Pg. timbre, a crest, helmet; prob. so called as
being shaped like a kettledrum, < L. tympamim,
adrum: see tympan, tympanum. Forthechange,
timbre < tympanum, cf. ordre < ordinem (see or-
der). C{.tiinbn'~,timhre^,trorath.e same source.]
In her., originally, the crest; hence, in modern
heraldry, the helmet, miter, coronet, etc., when
placed over the arms in a complete achieve-
ment.

timber^t (tim'bfer), v. t. [< timber^, n.] To
surmount and decorate, as a crest does a coat
of arms.

A purple Plume timbers his stately Crest.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bai-tas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

timber-beetle (tim'b6r-be"tl), n. Any one of
a large number of dififerent beetles which (or
whose lai'vse) injure timber by their perfora-
tions. They belong to different families, and the term
has no definite significance. One of the most notorious is
the silky timber-beetle, Lymexylon sericeum. See timber-
man, Xylophn'ja, also pin-borer, shot-borer, and Bostrychi-
dse.— Spruce timber-beetle. See xpruce^.

timber-brick (tim'bOr-brik), n. A piece of
timber of the size and shape of a brick, inserted
in brickwork to serve as a means of attaching
the finishings.

timber-cart (tim'bfer-kart), n. A vehicle for
transporting heavy timber, it has high wheels,
and is fitted with crank-gearing and tackle for lifting the

I

timber and holding it.

timberdoodle (tim'b6r-d6'dl), «. The Ameri-
can woodcock, VhUohela minor. [Local, U. S.]
timberedi (tim'berd), p. a. [< ME. timbred; <
tjwfteri + -erf2.] i^. Built; framed; shaped;
formed; contrived; made.

Sche chold sone be hi-schet here-selue alone.
In a lul tristy tour timbred for the noues,
<S Hue ther iti langour al hire lif-time.

William of Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2015.

My arrows,
Too slightly timber'd for so loud a wind,
Would have reverted to my bow again.

Shak., Hamlet, Iv. 7. 22.
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That piece of cedar,

That fine well timbered gallant.

B. Jonstm, Volpone, iv. 2.

2. Made of or furnished with timber or timbers

:

as, a weW-timbered house ; YieW-timbered land.

About a hundred yards from the Fort on the Bay by the
Sea there is a low timbered House, where the Governour
abides all the day time. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 172.

3t. Made like timber; massive, as heavy tim-
ber.

His Umbered bones all broken rudely rumbled.
Spenser, i\ Q., V. ii. 50.

From toppe to toe yee mighte her see,

Timber'd and tall as cedar tree.

Puttenhain, Partheniades, vii.

timbered'-^, timbred (tim'bferd), a. [< timber^
-I- -crf'-^.] In her., ensigned by a helmet or other
head-piece set upon it: said of the escutcheon.
timberer (tim'b6r-^r), n. Same as timberman.
timber-frame (tim'b^r-fram), n. Same a,s gang-
saw. K. U. Knight.

timber-grouse (tim'ber-grous), n. Any grouse
of wood-loving habits, as the ruffed grouse, the
pine-grouse, or the spruce-partridge. [U. S.]

timber-head (tim'b^r-hed), «. Maut., the top
end of a timber, rising above the deck, and
serving for belaying ropes, etc. : otherwise
called kerel-head.

timber-hitch (tim'ber-hieh), n. Naut., the end
of a rope taken round a spar, led under and
over the standing part, and passed two or three
turns round its own part, making a jamming
eye. See hitch.

timbering (tim'ber-ing), n. Timber-work ; tim-
bers collectively: as, the timbering of " mine.
timber-line (tim'bfer-lin), n. The elevation
above the sea-level at which timber ceases to
grow. It differs in different climates.

timberling (tim'bfer-Ung), n. [< timber^ +
-linij'^.'] A small timber-tree. [Local.]

timber-lode (tim'bfer-lod), n. In law, formerly,
a service by which tenants were to carry tim-
ber felled from the woods to the lord's house.
timberman (tim'ber-man), n.

;
pi. timbermen

(-men). 1. In witnmj/, one who attends to pre-
paring and setting the timbering used for sup-
porting the levels and shafts in a mine, or for
any other purpose connected with the under-
ground work.
The timberman who sets up the props has usually no

special tool except his axe, which weighs from 4J to 5J
pounds ; on one side of the head there is a cutting edge
which is not quite parallel to the handle, and on the other
side a poll which is used for driving up props.

Cation, Lectures on Mining (tr. by Le Neve Foster and
[Galloway), 1. 231.

2. In entom., a European longicorn beetle, ^con-
thoeinus or Astynomus xdilii^.

timber-merchant (tim'b^r-mfer'chaut), n. A
dealer in timber.

timber-scribe (tim'ber-skrib), n. A metal tool

or pointed instrument for marking timber; a
race-knife.

timber-SOWt (tim'b6r-sou), n. A sow-bug or
wood-louse. See Oniscus. Bacon.
timber-tree (tim'ber-tre), n. A tree suitable
for timber. Many timber-trees of great value are af-

forded by the Coni/erx, as various kinds of pine, spruce, fir,

cypress, cedar, the redwood, etc. Still more numerous, and
distributed thi-ough many families, are the dicotyledonous
timber-trees, including numerous oaks, eucalypts, ashes,
elms, teak, mahogany, greenheart, chestnut, walnut, tulip,

etc. Among monocotyledons, the palms afford some tim-
ber, but almost no other family, unless the bamboo-wood
can be so called.

timber-wolf (tim'btr-wulf), «. The ordinary
large gray or brindled wolf of western parts of
North America, Canis lupus occidentalis. Though
by no means confined to wowled regions, this wolf is so
named in antithesis to prairie-wolf (the coyote). [Westeni
V. S.]

timber-work (tim'ber-wferk), M. Work formed
of timbers.
timber-worm (tim'b^r-w^rm), «. It. A wood-
worm or timber-sow ; a sow-bug.

What, o what is it

That makes yee, like vile timber-wonnes, to weare
The poasts sustaining you ?

Dames, Sir T. Overbury, p. 16. (Davies.)

2. The larva of any insect injurious to timber.
See timber-beetle.

timber-yard (tim'ber-yiird), n. A yard or place
where timber is deposited or sold ; a wood- or
lumber-yard.

timbesteret, «• See tumbester.

timbourinet (tim-bo-ren'), "• [Also timburine;
c{. tambourine, timbie^.l A tambourine. B.Jon-
son, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

timbreif. An old spelling of Um'ber\ timber^,
timber'^.

timbre^t, n. [< ME. timbre, < OF. timbre, tym-
bre, a drum, < L. tymj)anHm, a drum : see tym-

time

pan, tympanum, Cf. timbrel and timbre^.1 A
tambourine ; a timbrel.

The tymbres up ful sotiUy
They caste. Rom. of the Rote, 1. 771

timbre-t, '• «• To play the timbrel.

Blowinge off bugles and hemes aloft,

Trymlinge of tabers and tymbring soft.

Roland, MS. Lansd. 388, f. 381. (HaUiwelt.)

timbre* (tim'bfer or tan'br), n. [< F. timbre,

timbre, a drum: see timbre^.'} In acoustics, that
characteristic quality of sounds produced from
some particular source, as from an instrument
or a voice, by which they are distinguished from
sounds from other sources, as from other instru-

ments or other voices; quality; tone-color. As an
essential characteristic of all sounds, timbre is coordinate
with pitch and force. It is physically dependent on the
form of the vibrations by which the sound is produced —
a simple vibration producing a simple and comparatively
characterless sound, and a complex vibration producing a
sound of decided individuality. Complex viliratiuns are
due to the conjunction at once of two or more simple vi-

brations, so that complex tones are really composed of two
or more partial tones or harmonics. Not only do instru*

ments and voices have a peculiar timbre by which they
may be recognized, but their timbre may be varied consid-
erably by varying the method of sound-production.

timbred (tim'berd), a. See timbered.

timbrel (tim'brel), n. [A dim. of ME. timbre

(see timbre^), prob. suggested by Sp. tamboril

(= It. tamburello), dim. of tambor, etc., a tam-
bor: see tambor. Cf. timbourine, timburine, for
tambourine.'] Same as tambourine. See also

tabor^.

And Miriam . . . took a timbrel in her hand ; and all the
women went out aft«r her with timbrels and with dances,

Ex. XT. 20.

timbrel (tim'brel), r. t. ; pret. and pp. timhrelfd,

titnbrell€d,jripT. timbreling, timbrelling. [< tim-

brel, m.] 'To sing to the sound of the timbrel.
[Rare.]

In vain with timbrell'd anthems dark
The sable-stoled sorcerers bear his worshipt ark.

Maton, Nativity, 1. 219.

timbrology (tim-brol'o-ji). n. [< F. timbre,

postage-stamp,+ -ology.] "The science or study
of postage-stamps. Encyc. Diet.

timbul, n. Same as timbal.

timburinet, «. Same as timbourine.

timel (tim), n. [Early mod. E. also tyme; <

ME. time, tymc,<. AS. timn, time, season, = leel.

timi, time, season. = Norw. time, time, an hour,
= Sw. timme, an hour, = Dan. time, an hour, a
lesson ; with formative suffix -ma, from the ^/ ti

seen in tide: see tide^, and cf. till'^. Not con-
nected with L. tempiis, time : see tense^.] 1 . The
system of those relations which any event has
to any other as past, present, or future. This
relationship is realistically conceived as a sort of self-sub-

sistent entity, or object of contemplation. It may be con-
ceived as a stream flowing through the field of the present
and is oft^n so described; as, the stream of time; the
course of time, etc. This notion, however, is a confused
one. According to Leibnitz, time is the confused appre-
hension of a system of relations; but, looking at the mat-
ter too much from the mathematical point of view, he
failed to notice that time is not a general idea, but is con-
tracted to the individual system of relations of the events
that actually do happen. According to Kant, time Oike
space) is the form of an intuition ; this apprehension of it

corrected Leibnitz's oversight, but at the same time lost

the truth contained in Leibnitz's view, lime is personi-
fied as an old man, bald-headed but having a forelock, and
canj'in'i a scythe and an hour-glass.

Be w-yse, ready, and well aduysed,
For tyme tryeth thy troth.

Babees BooJ-(E. E. T. S.X p. 84.

By a rule as plain as the plain bald pat« of father Time
himself. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 71.

We found this Whale-fishing a costly conclusion ; we saw
many and spent much tiine in chasing them, but could
not kill any. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 175.

Time is duration set out by meastu'es.

Locke, Human Understanding, IL liv. 17.

Absolute, true, and mathematical Time is conceived by
Newton as flowing at a constant rate, unaffected by the
speed or slowness of the motions of material things. It

is also called Duration.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art, xvii.

2. A part of time considered as distinct from
other parts ; a period ; a space of time : as. a

short time ; a long time; too little time was al-

lowed; hence, season; particular period: as,

summer-<im(?,- spring<i)«e.

Then aftur with-inne a shorte tyme.
Political Poemf, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. S4.

About questions therefore concerning days and timet

our manner is not to stand at bay with the Church of God
demanding wherefore the memory ofPaid should be rather

kept than the memory of Daniel.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 71.

An illustrious scholar once told me that, in the first lec-

ture he ever delivered, he spoke but half his allotted tim«,

and felt as if he had told all he knew.
O. W. Holmes, Professor, i.



time

3. A part of time considered as distinct from
other parts, whether past, present, or future,

and particularly as characterized by the occur-
rence of some event or series of events ; es-

pecially, the period in which some notable per-

son, or the person under consideration, lived or
was active; age; epoch: as, the time of the
flood, of Abraham, or of Moses: often in the
plural : as, the limes of the Pharaohs.

/(l8o he saith for certayn that in hia tyme he had a trend
that waa auni-yent & old, which recounted for trouth that
in hya dayea he hadd seen many tymes such thinges.

Jivrn. 0/ Partenay.

To hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature; to show
... the very age and body of the titne his form and pres-
sure. Shak., Uamlet, ill. 2. 2".

The same timfg that are most' renowned for arms are
likewise most admireil fur learning.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 16.

Was it [the Christian religion] not then remarkable in
Ita flrat tima for Justice, sincerity, contempt of riches,
and a kind of generous honesty ?

StUlingjleet, Sermons, I. lit

From 1813 to 1815 . . . the island was under English
rule, and the Uv\£ of English rule was looked on as a time
of freedom, compared with French rule before or with
Austrian rule both before and after.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 206.

4. Appointed, allotted, or customary period of
years, months, days, hours, etc. Speciflcally— (a)
Allotted span ; the present life as distinct from the life

to come, or from eternity ; existence in this world ; the
duration of a )>eiMg.

Make use of Ujne as thou valuest eternity. FvlUr,

(b) The space of time needed or occupied in the comple.
tion of some course; the interval that elapses between
t' ' - * ,.: and the end of something: as, the tivu be-

' <>rk and Queenstown is now al>out six days;
' •

! led at nixin : time, three hours and seven min-
ut. 4. (<i 1 ill' period of gestation ; also, the natural ter-
mination of ttiat periml.

Now Elisai)«th's full time came that she should be de-
livered ; and she brought forth a son. Luke i. 57.

(rf) Tlie period of an apprenticeship, or of some similarly
deflnite engagement: as, the boy served his timt with
A. B. ; to be^out of one's time (that i% to oeaae twing an ap-
prentice, be a journeyman). (t'oUoq.J

The apprentici- titight wear his cap in his master's pres-
ence diiritiK the l:i«t year of his ti»u.

J. Ag/U'tn, KiiL'ial Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 82.

(c) A term of imprisonmeDt : as, to do ttnw in the peni-
tentiary. [C(dloq.]

6. Available or disposable part or period of
duration; leisure; sufficiency or convenience
of time; hence, opportunity: as, to give one
time to finish his remark ; to have no time for
such things ; to ask for lime.

Daniel . . . desired of the king that he would give him
time. Dan. it 18.

I like this place,
And willingly would waste ray time In it.

Shot., As you Like it, IL 4. 95.

Shun. Why, he's of yean, though he have little beard.
J\ fell. Ilia b«ard has Mhm to grow.

B. Janmm, Staple of News, IL 1.

.Sir Ollrrr S. Moses shall give me farther instructions
as we t!'< together.
Sir I'rter. You will not have much time, for your nephew

lives liani l.y. Sheridan, School for i<candal, llL 1.

6. A suitable or appropriate point or part of
time ; fitting season : as, a time for everything

;

a time to weep and a finjc to laugh.

Now is tyme, zif it lyke sou, for to telle sou of the
Marclies and lies, and dyverse Bestes, and of dyverse folk
i.tionJ tlicise Marches. MaiuieaUe, Travels, p. 142.

Signior, this is no time for you to Hatter,
Or me to fool In. Fleleher, Double Marriage, L 2.

7. Particularordeflnitepoint of time; precise
hour or moment : as, the time of day; what is

the timet choose your own time.

Att that tyme owt of the prese thei were.
To rest them self a season to endure,
Ther eche to other told bis aventur.

Otfietyde* (E. E. T. S.\ I. 2S05.

Well, he is gone ; he knoweth his fare by this time.
Lalimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VL, 1549.

Ood, who at sundry liinet and in divers manners spake
In time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath In
these last days spoken unto us by his Son. Heb. I. 1.

Oood sister, when you see your own time, will you re-
turn home ? Beau, and Fl., Woman-BaUr, IL 1.

I shall cut your Throat some time or other. Petulant,
about that Busineaa. Congreve, Way of the World, L 9.

8. All appointed, fixed, or inevitable point or
moment of time ; especially, the hour of one's
departure or death.

His time was come ; he ran his race.

Svift, Death of Dr. Swift

9. A mode of occupying time; also, what oc-
curs in a particular time.

I'm thinking (and it almost makes me mad)
How sweet a lime those heathen ladles had. . . .

<.'U[iid was chiit of all the deities.
And love was nil the fashion in the skies.

liryden, £pU. to Amphitryon, or the Two Soslas.
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10. The state of things at a particular point of
time; prevailing state of circumstances: gen-
erally in the plural: as, hard times.

Good men, by their gouernment and example, make
happie times, in euery degree and state.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 1S3.

Tliey (the Jews] can subject themselves unto titnes, and
to whatsoever may advance their profit.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 114.

The timet are dull with us. The assemblies are in their
recess.

Wathington, quoted in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 453.

11. All time to come ; the future. [Rare.]
That brought yon forth this boy, to keep yoUr name
Living to time. Shak., Cor., v. 3. 127.

12. Reckoning, or method of reckoning, the
lapse or course of time : with a qualifying word:
as, standard time; mean time; solar or sidereal
time.— 13. Recurrent instance or occasion:
as, many a lime has he stood there; hence,
a repeated item or sum; a single addition or
involution in reckoning; repetition: as, four
times four (four repetitions of four).

The good wijf taujte hir doustir
Ful manye a tyme & ofte

A ful good womman to be.
Babeee Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

There were we beaten three timet a weeke with a horse
tayle. B. (TeMe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 18.

Many a time and oft
In the Rialto you have rated me
Al>out my moneys and my usances.

Shak., M. of V., L S. 107.

14t. Tune; measure.
1 have prepar'd

Choice music near her cabinet, and coropos'd
Some few llnea, set unto a solemn time.
In the praise of imprisonment.

Fletcher (and another\ False One, L 2.

I must fit all these Umee, or there 's no music. •

Middtetan, Chaste Maid, ii. 3.

15. In music: (a) Same as thythm: as, duple
time; triple time; common time. (6) Same as
duration, especially in metrical relations: as,
to hold a tone its fiJl time, (c) Same as tempo^ :

as, to sing a song in quick time, (d) The gen-
eral movement of a form of composition or of
a particular piece, involving its rhythm, its gen-
eral metrical structure, and its characteristic
tempo.— 16. In pros., relative duration of ut-
terance as measuring metrical composition ; a
imit of rhythmic measurement, or a group or
succession of such units, applicable to or ex-

Sressed in language . in modem or accentual poetry
le relative time of utterance of successive syllables Is not

recognised metrically. Every syllable may be considered
as quantitatively common or indilferent in time, the only
dllTerence taken into account being that of stress or ac-
cent (IctusX and the number of syllables alone Introducing
the Idea of measurement. In ancient prosody a unit of
time ia assumed (varying in actual duration according to
the tempo), called the primary or leatt (minimum) lime
(xfioyot arpwTiK, fAaxtoTo^), also temeion or viora, or, spe-
ciflcally, a (inic A time composed of two, three, etc.

, pri-
mary times (semela) is called a ditemie, tritemic, etc., tints.
Such tiroes collectlrdy are tomvound timet, as opposed to
the primary time as a tlmplt (<nM. As expressea In lan-
guage, a simple or compound time Is a lyUable, a simple
time being regularly represented by a short syllable, a
compound time by a (diaemlo, trlsemlc, etc.) long, usually
diaemic. A time which can be measured in terms of the
unit is a rational time ; one which cannot be so measured,
an irrational time. A compound time in a poetic text
may correspond to several simple times in the accompany-
ing music or orchesis, and vice versa. Similarly a simple
or compoand time in the rhythm may be unrepresented
by a syllable or syllables in the text, and is then called an
empty time, or patue. Times combine Into pedal semeia
(thesis and arsis), feet, and cola, all of which are called
pedal timet. These are messured In terms of the primai7
time, but not iwrioda, etc
17. la phren., one of the perceptive faculties.
Its alleged organ is situated on either side of eventuality.
This gives the power of Judging of time, and of intervals
in general, supposed to be essentisl to music and verst-
flcation. See phrenology.

18. One of the three dramatic unities formerly
considered essential in the classical drama.
The unity of time consisted In keeping the period em-
braced in the action of the piece within the limit of
twenty-four hours. See Mnity.

19. In /encinj/, a division of a movement. Thus,
the lunge may be analyzed Into three times— (1) straight-
ening the sword arm ; (2) carrying the sword-point for-
ward by advancing the right foot; (3) returning foot and
hand to the correct position on guard.— Absolute time.
Seeoiso^uto.—Against time. Sceaj7oiiui(.— Agoodtlme.
(a) A favorable time or opportunity, (b) A pleii^imt or en-
joyable periofl or experience : also a fine titne : often used
ironically. H'olloq.]- A high time. See Ai^A.— Appa-
rent time, the measure of the day by the apparent posi-
tions of the sun : it has had different varieties, but as now
spoken of i>y astronomers it is determined by apparent
noon, or the instant of passage of the center of the sun
over the meridian. —Astronomical time, mean solar
time reckoned from noon tlirougli tlie twenty-four hours.— At the same time. See <a»i«.— At times, at distinct
intervals of duration.

The Spirit of the Lord began to move him at timet.

Judges xllL 25.

time

Before timet, formerly ; aforetime. See be/oretime.

If he haue not be maire by/ore tyme, then he to come
withoute any cloke, in his skarlet goune.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 416.

Behind the times, behind time. See (wAtnd.— cavil
time, mean time adapted to civil uses, and distinguished
into years, months, days, etc.— Close time. See close-
time.—- Coc^ahni timet. See cocksluit.— Common linie.
(ff) Milit,, tlie ordinary time taken in marching, distin-
guished from quick time, which is faster by about twenty
steps a minute. {b)li\ music. Heecommon.— Compound
time. See cmnpound measttre, under c(m(/>ot(nrf.— Equa-
tion of time. See c?«a(ion.—Equinoctial time, the
mean Icn^jitude of the sun according to Delainln-e's tatdes,
converted into time at the rate of 360° to the tropical
year. Tliis Jtystem was invented by Sir John F. W. Herschel,
—From time to time, occasionally.— Greenwich time,
time as reckoned from the instant of the passage of the
sun's center over the meridian of Greenwiuli near London,
England, hence usually called the ^r«t mmdian. Green-
wich time is the time most widely used by mariners in
computing latitude and longitude.—Hard times, a period
of diminished production, failing prices, hesitation or un-
willingness to engage in new business enterprises, and de-
clining faith in the prosperity and soundness of old ones.

Our greatest benefactors . . . must now turn beggars
like myself; and so, times are very hard, sir.

Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, L 1.

High time, full time, a limit of time which is not to be
exceeded.

It is high time to wake out of sleep. Bom. xiil. 11,

In good time, (a) At the right moment ; in good season

;

hence, fortunately ; happily ; luckily.

In good time, here conies the noble duke.
Shak., Rich. III., 11. 1, 45,

Lear. I gave you all—
Reg. And in good time you gave it.

Shak., Lear, 11. 4. 253.

My distresses are so many that I can't afford to part
with my spirits ; but I shall be rich and splenetic, all in
good time. Sheridan, School (or Scandal, Iv. 1.

(6t) Well and good ; just so ; very well.

"There," saith he, "even at this day are shewed the
mines of those three tabernacles built aecordhig to Pe-
ter's desire. " In very i^ood time, no doubt

!

Fuller, Pisgah Sight, IL vl. 27. (.Daviei.)

In the nick «f time. See nieka, 2. — in time, (a) In
good season ; at the right moment ; sufficiently early ;

efore it is too late.

Good king, look to 't in time ;
She'll hamper thee. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., L 3. 147.

(ft) In the course of things ; by degrees ; eventually.

In time the rod
Becomes more mock'd than fear'd.

Shak., M. for M., 1. 3. 26.

Local time, time at any place as determined by the pas-
sage of the mean sun (or first point of Aries for sidereal
time) over the meridian of that place. Owing to the
adoption of Greenwich mean time by British railways,
of Paris time by French railways, of some central time in
certain other countries, and of standard time by the rail-
ways of the Inited States and Canada, and their general
adoption in business centers, local time is now seldom
kept In those countries.--Mean time. See mean^.—
Merry tlmel. See merryi . Nautical time. Same as
attronmnieal time, except that tlie date of tlie day agrees
with the civil or ordinaiy time for the morning hours,
while with astronomical time tlie date is in the afternoon
hours the same as in civil time.— Old time, or old times,
time gone by'; a date or period long passed.

Is there any thing whereof it may be said. See, this is

new? It hath been already of old time, which was before
us. Eccl. L 10.

Out of time, or out of due time, unseasonably.

The SInevites rebuked not Jonah that he lacked dis-
cretion, or that he spake out of time.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

One bom out of due time. '
1 Cor. xv. 8.

PhTBlolo^cal, psychophysical, quadruple, quintu-
ple, relative time, see the adjectivi s.— Railway time,
file standard of time-reckon ingadoptcii by railways in mak-
ing up tlicir time-tallies.— Retardation of mean solar
time. .See rrlardntion. ~ Sextuple time. See sextuple.
— Sidereal time. See «i'</(T/f/;.— Solar time. Same as
apparent (i»(«.— Standard time, a unifi>rni system of
tlme.reckoning adopted in 18s:i by the principal railways
of the United States and Canada, and since then by most
of the large cities and towns of both countries. By this
system the continent is divided into four sections, each
extending over 15 degrees of longitude (15 degrees of
longitude making a difference in time of exactly one
hour), the time prevailing in each section being that of its
central meridian —that is, the time of the 75th meridian
(called eastern time) prevails in the first section ; the time
of the 90th meridian (called central time) prevails in the
next section ; the time of the 105th meridian (called
m<mn/ain time) prevails in the third section ; and the
time of the 120th meridian (called Pacific time) prevails
in the fourth and most westerly section. In this way it is

noon at the same moment in all places in the eastern
section (that is, from 7i degrees east of tlie 75th meridian
to7i degrees west of it), while in the central section it is

11 o'clock, in the mountain section 10 o'clock, and in the
Pacific section 9 o'clock. The nearer a place is to its cen-
tral meridian the smaller is tlio discrepancy between its

standard and its local time.— Term time. See term, 6
(6).— That timet, then.

Gaffray that tyme, enbrasing shild and targe.
By malice and wreth bis spere faste he shoke,
His courserc spored, no fentise on hym toke.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4212.

The fullness of time, fii'e fullness.— The last times.
See lnsi'>.— The time Compass. See cumjiass. —Time
about, alternately.— Time euough, in season; early
enougti.



time

Stanley at Bosworth-fteld came time enough to save his
life. Bacon.

Time Immemorial. See tiTneout 0/ mind.— Time of
day. (o) Greeting ; salutation appropriate to tlje time
ofihe day, as *' good momiug " or •' good evening.

"

Not worth tlie time of day. Shak., Pericles, iv. 3. 35.

(b) The latest aspect of atfairs. [.^lang.]— Time of flight.
See Jliffhti.— Time out of mind, or time immemorial,
(a) For an indefinitely long period of time past ; in law,
time beyond legal memory— that is, the time prior to the
reign of Richard I. (1189).

There hath byn, tyine owt of mynde, a ffree scole kept
within the said Citie, in a grete halle belongyng to the
said Ouylde, called the Trynite halle.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.X p. 205.

The joiner squirrel or old grub.
Time out o' mind the fairies' coachmakers.

Shak., R. and J., i. 4. 69.

(ft) For an indefinitely long period.

The Walnut-trees [in New England] are tougher than
ours, and last time out of mind.

S. Clarke, Four Chiefest Plantations (1670).

Time policy. See poKcyS.— xo beat time. See (<eo(i.

— To be master of one's time, to have leisure ; be
able to spend one's time as one pleases.— To come to
time. See come.—to fill time. See/«1.— To keep
time, (o) To record time : as, the watch keeps good
tiin£. (6) In tnttsic, to beat, mark, or observe the rhythmic
accents.

Music do I hear?
Ha, ha ! keep time ; how sour sweet music is,

Wlien time is broke and no proportion kept

!

Shak., Rich. II., v. 5. 42.

(c) To move in unison, as persons walking.—To kill time.
See wai.—To lose time, (o) To fail by delay to take full

advantage of the opportunity afforded by any conjuncture

;

delay.

The earl lost no time, but marched day and night.
Clarendon.

(ft) To go too slow : as, a watch or clock loses time.— To
mark time. See marki.—To pass the time of day.
Seepois.— To serve one's time, to serve time, see
served.— To spend time, to apply one's energy in any
way for the space of time considered.— To take time by
the forelock. See forelock'^.— To walk, rim, row, or

go against time, to walk, run, row, or go, as a horse,

a runner, or a crew, as rapidly as possible, in order to as-

certain the greatest speed attainable, or the greatest dis-

tance which can be passed over in a given time, or to sur-

pass any previous record.— To waste time, to act to no
purpose through a considerable space of time.— Tract of
timet. See tracts. ].—Triple time. See rAi/(7im.—Uni-
versal time, a system of measuring time which shall be
the same for all places on the earth.— What timet, when.

After this, in the Year ISO, ivhat Time Lucius was King
of this Island, Elutheriu^ then Bishop of Rome, sent
Faganus and Damfanus to him. Baker, Chronicles, p. 3.

= Syn. 2. Term, while, intervaL

time'^ (tim), V.
;
pret. and pp. timed, ppr. timing.

[< ME. timen, happen, < AS. ge-timian, fall out,

happen, < tima, time : see tmel, n. (Cf . tidc^,

v., happen, < tide^, »., time.) In later uses the
verb time'^ is from the modem noun.] I. trans.

1. To adapt to the time or oeeasion ; bring, be-
gin, or perform at the proper season or time.

Hippomenes, however, by rightly timing his second and
third throw, at length won the race.

Bacon, Physical Fables, iv.

This Piece of Mirth is so well timed that the severest
Critick can have nothing to say against it.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

2. To regulate as to time.

To the same purpose old Epopeus spoke.
Who overlooked the oars, and timed the stroke.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iii.

He [the farmer] is a slow person, timed to nature, and
not to city watches. Emerson, Farming.

3. To ascertain the time, duration, or rate of:

as, to time the speed of a horse ; to time a race.— 4. To measure, as In music or harmony.
II. intrans. 1. To waste time; defer; pro-

crastinate. [Rare.]

They [the amlmssadors of Henry II. to the Pope] tinud it

out all that Spring, and a great part of the next Sommer;
when, although they could give the King no great security,
yet they advertise him of hope. DaniS, Hist. Eng., p. 95.

2. To keep time ; harmonize.
Beat, happy stars, timing with things below.

Tennyson, Maud, xviii. 8.

3. In fencing, to make a thrust upon an open-
ing occurring by an inaccurate or wide motion
of the opponent.

tiniest, n. An obsolete spelling of thyme.
time-alarm (tim'a-larm''''J, n. A contrivance
for sounding an alarm at a set time. In a gen-
eral sense, any striking clock is a time-alarm ; in a spe-
ciflc sense, the term is applied to a device for arousing a
sleeper, as by striking a bell, firing a pistol, etc.

time-attack (tim'a-tak'''), ?;. Same as time-
thrust.

time-ball (tim'bal), n. A ball dropped sudden-
ly from the top of a staff prominently placed,
as on the top of an observatory or of a church
spire, for the purpose of indicating some exact
moment of mean time previously determined
upon— 1 p. M. being that in general use in
Great Britain, and noon in the United States.
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Since tbs adoption of standard time in the United States,

the dropping of the time-ball at Washington, New York,
and Boston indicates the time of mean noon on the 75th
meridian west of Greenwich.

time-bargain (tim'bar"gan), ». A contract for

the sale or purchase ot merchandise, or of

stock, at a future time. These bargains are often
mere gambling transactions, carried on from time to time
by the payment of the difference between the stipulated
price and the actual price on the day fixed for the pre-

tended delivery of the stock or goods, the party buying
having no intention of taking over either, and the party
selling not possessing what he professes to sell.

A curious example of legal evasion is furnished by time-

bargains; and the imposition of the tax directly on the
contracts of sale, instead of as at present on the actual
transfer, has been strongly urged.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 89.

time-beguiling (tim'be-gi'''ling), a. Making
the time pass quickly. [Rare.]

A summer's day will seem an hour but short.
Being wasted in such time-beguiling sport.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 24.

time-bettering (tim'bet"er-ing), a. Improving
the state of things ; full of innovations. [Rare.]

Some fresher stamp of the time-bettering days.
Shak,, Sonnets, Ixxxli.

time-bewasted (tim'be-wa8''''ted), a. Used up
by time ; consumed. [Rare.]

My oil-dried lamp and time-bewasted light.

Shak., Rich. II,, i, 3. 221.

time-bill (tim'bil), ». A time-table.

time-book (tim'biik), n. A book in which is

kept a record of the time persons have worked.
time-candle (tim'kan"dl), n. A candle care-
fully made so that it will always burn an equal
length in a given time, and marked or fitted

with a scale so as to serve as a measure of time.

time-card (tim'kard), n. 1. A card having a
time-table printed upon it.— 2. A card con-
taining blank spaces for name, date, and hour,
to be iiUed up by workmen and given to the
timekeeper on their beginning work.
time-detector (tim'de-tek"tor), n. A watch or
clock used as a cheek upon a watchman, and
arranged to indicate any neglect or failure in

making his rounds. The watch is carried by the man,
who has access at certain points in his rounds to keys which
can be inserted to mark an inclosed dial-slip. The clock
is stationary at some point which the watchman must pass,

and he is required at each passage to press a button or
peg, which makes some recording mark.

timeful (tim'fid), a. [< ME. tymeful; < time^ +
-ful.] Seasonable; timely; sufficiently early.

Interrupting, by his vigilant endeavours, all offer of
tim^W return towards God.

Raleigh (Arbor's Eng, Garner, I. 199).

time-fuse (tim'fuz), n. A fuse calculated to
burn a definite length of time. See ftise^.

time-globe (tim'glob), n. In horol., a globe
moimted above a clock, and arranged to turn,

by means of connections with the clock, once
in twenty-four hours : designed to show the time
at any point on the globe by means of a station-

ary dial or ring encircling the globe at the equa-
tor, and marked with the hours and minutes.
time-gun (tim'gun), n. A gun fired as a signal
at a fcced hour of the day, or at the time set for
any enterprise or undertaking.
time-honored (tim'on"ord), a. Honored for

a long time ; venerable and worthy of honor by
reason of antiquity and long continuance : as,

a time-honored custom.
Where posterity retains

Some vein of that old minstrelsy which breath'd
Through each time-honour'd grove of British oak.

Mason, Poems (ed. 1774), p. 90.

timeist, «. See timist, 1.

timekeeper (tlm'ke''p6r), w. One who or that

which marks, measures, or records time, (a) A
clock, watch, or chronometer. (6) One who marks or beats
time in music, (c) One who notes and records the time at
which something takes place, or the time occupied in some
action or operation, or the number of hours of work done by
each of a number of workmen,

timeless (tim'les), a. [< Hmei + -?f«s.] 1. Un-
seasonable; inopportune; untimely.

Some untimely thought did instigate

His all-too-timeless speed. Sliak., Lucrece, 1. 44.

And by this man, the easy husband.
Pardoned ; whose timeless bounty makes him now
Stand here. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

2. Unmarked by time ; eternal ; unending ; in-

terminable.

This ground, which is corrupted with their steps.

Shall be their timeless sepulchre or mine.
Martmce, Edward II., i. 2.

Timeless night and chaos.
Young, Night Thoughts, ii, 222.

In other words, that which is timeless and imnmtable is

at different times at different stages of development.
Mind, IX, 86.

3. Referring to no particvilar time ; undated.

timely

In the intention of the writers of these hymns [the
Psalms] there can generally be no doubt that it [MesBiah]
refers to the king then on the throne, or, in hymns of more
general and (im^Ze^g character, to the I>avidic king as such
(without personal reference to one king).

Encyc. Brtt., XVI. 63.

timelessly (tlm'les-li), adv. In a timeless man-
ner, ia) Unseasonably.

O fairest flower, no sooner blown but blasted.
Soft silken primrose, fading timelesdy.

Muton, On the Death of a Fair Infant, 1. 2.

(ft) Without reference to time.

Timelia (ti-me'li-ii), «. [NL. (Sundevall, 1872),
earlier Timalia (Hodgson, 1821 and 1824): from
an E. Ind. name.] A genus of Indian oscine
birds, of the cichlomorphic or turdoid series.

Timelia pUeata.

giving name to the Timeliidx: also called Na-
pode-i (Cabanis, 18.50). it has been used with the
least possible discrimination. 'I'he type is T. pUeala of
Nepal, Sikhini, Burma, Cochin-China, the Malay peninsula,
and Java, 'I'his and one other species, T. longirostris, now
compose the genus in its strictest sense. Jt. B. Sharpe.

Timelise (ti-me'li-e), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Time-
lia.'\ A section of TimeHidee, regarded as the
most representative of that so-called family,
with about 30 genera. R. B. Sharpe.

Timeliidse (tim-e-li'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Time-
lia + -idee.'] A family of Old World thrush-like
birds and others, named from the genus Timelia,

of no further definition, it is a mere refuge for
birds not located elsewhere to general satisfaction, and
has come to be known as "the ornithological waste-bas-
ket." Among the more than a thousand species treated
as Timeliidse by the latest monographer, of verj- numer-
ous genera and various sections, a good many unquestion-
ably belong to recognized families, as Tvrdidx, Sytviidsp,

Troglodytidx, etc. A loose English name of the group,
and especially of its central section, is babbling thrus?ies.

See babbler, 2, Brachypodinse, Liotriehidse, and Timelia,
and cuts under Pnoepyga, Testa, and Timelia. Also called
Timalidx.

I consider it impossible to divide the birds hitherto re-

ferred or allied to the typical Timdiidse into well-defined
or definable groups.

R. B. Sharpe, Cat. Timeliidx, British Museum, p. 1.

timeliine (ti-mel'i-in), a. [< Timelia + -?»<!.]

Related or belonging to the Timeliidse.

Birds which are true Wrens, and others which are truly
Timeliine.

R. B. Sharpe, Cat Birds, Brit Mus. (1881), VI. 301.

timeliness (tim'li-nes), «. The state or prop-
erty of being timely; seasonableness; the being
in good time.

timelingt (tim'ling), «. [< time^ + -Ung'i^.'\ A
time-server. [Rare.]

They also cruelly compel divers of the ministers which
are faint-hearted, and were, as it seemeth, but timeliugs,
serving rather the time (as the manner of the worUlings
is) than marrj'ing in I'hy fear, to do open penance before
the people. Becon, Works, IIL 235. (Davits.)

time-lock (tim'lok), n. See lock^.

timely (tim'li), n. [<ME. timely, tymely, tymli.

timely, seasonable (= Icel. timaligr z= Sw. tim-

lig = Dan. timelig, temporal) ; < time'^ + -7yl.] 1.

Seasonable ; opportune
;
just in time ; in good

time.
The Secund day suyng, sais me the lyne.
The Troiens full tymli tokvn the feld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S,X 1. 9629.

Clorin, come forth, and do a timely grace
To a poor swain.

Fleteher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.

I also give my Pilgrims timely help,
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 246.

2t. Eariy.

And therfor, savyng your bett«r avice, I had lever ye
were at London a weke the rather and tymelyer then a
weke to late. Paston letters, I. aS8.

Happy were 1 in my timely death.
Could all my travels warrant nie they live.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1, 139.

St. Passing, as time.

A Dial] told the Hmdy howres. Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 4.

4t. Keeping time or measure.
And many Bardes, that to tlie trembling chord

Can tune their timely voices cunningly.
Spenser, F. Q., L t. 8.



timely

timely (tim'li), adv. [< ME. timliche; < timely,

((.J 1. Early; soon.

He did command me to call Nmtln on him.
5*0*., Macbeth, iL 3. 61.

2. In good time ; opportunely.
These, when their black crimes they went about,

First timeiy charmed their useless conscience out.
Drydeii, Astrtea Redux, 1. 190.

You have rebukd me timtty, and most friendly.
Brome, Jovial Crew, il.

The next Imposture may not be so timely detected.
Congrect, Way of the World, v. 6.

3t. Leisurely.

timely-parte"d (tim'li-par'ted), a. Having
died a natural death. [Rare.]

Oft have I seen a timely parted ghost.
Of ashy semblance, meagre, pale, and bloodless; . . .

But see, his face is black and full of blood, . . .

It cannot be but he was murder'd here.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., lii. 2. 161.

timenog, n. Same as timenogiiy.

timenoguy (ti-men'o-gi), n. [Also timenog; ori-
ffin obscure. The form timenoguy appar. simu-
lates <7«i^l.] Naut., a rope stretched from one
place to another to prevent gear from getting
foul ; especially, a rope made fast to the stock of
the waist-anchor, to keep the tacks and sheets
from fouling on the stock,

timeous, timeonsly. See timous, timously.
timepiece (tim'pes), n. Any machine or ap-
l)aratu.s by which the progress of time is re-
corded, as a clepsydra or a time-candle ; in or-
dinary use, a watch or clock,
time-pleaser (tim'ple'z^r), n. One who com-
I)lifs with the prevailing opinions of the time,
whatever they may be.

ScandaI'd the suppliants for the people, call'd them
TivM-pteaten, Hatterera, foe» to nobleness.

Shak., Cor., lii. 1. 45.

timer (ti'm^r), n. l. One who keeps or mea-
sures and records time; a timekeeper.
To make a record in this country requires the presence

of three Hmm or measurers, and two of these most sgree
or the intermediate one of the three be taken as the cor-
rect one. Tht Century, XL. 205.

2. A form of stop-watch for recording or indi-
cating short intervals of time, it shows not sctual
time, but only relative time, as the time between the be-
(riiiiiiriK and 11k- end .if a race, of a trial of speed, etc.

timeroust, timersomet, "• See timorom, timor-
Kontc.

time-sense (tlm'sens), n. The sense or percep-
tion of time and time-relations.

All psychophyslc experiments, especially those requir-
ing comparison and those upon the tlme^ente and the like
involve raemon'.

'

W. 11. Bumham, Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. aos.

time-server (tim'ser'v^r), ». One who acts
confoiiimblv to times and seasons: now gener-
ally applied to one who meanly and for selfish
ends adapts his opinions and manners to the
times; one who panders to the ruling power.
No government has ever been, or ever can be, wherein

ttmetenert and blockheads will not be uppermost.
Dryden, ThInI Miscellany, Ded.

= 8yn. fiee definitions of Umporizer and (n'mnwr.
time-serving (tim'sfer'ving), «. An acting
conformably to times and seasons ; now, usu-
ally, an obsequious compliance with the humors
of men in power, which implies a surrender of
one's independence, and sometimes of one's in-
tegrity.

By impudence and ttmeternng let them climb up to
advancement in despite of virtue.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 875.

Trimming and tinu-tarving ... are bat two words for
the same thing. SmUh.

time-serving (tim's^r'ving), a. Characterized
by ail obsequious or too ready compliance with
the times, and especially with the will or hu-
mors of those in authority ; obsequious ; truck-
lintr.

time-servingness (tim's^r'ving-nes), n. The
state or character of being time-serving. Roaer
}>(irtl(.

time-sight (tim'sit), n. yaut., an observation
of the altitude of any heavenly body for the
purpose of deducing the time and consequent-
ly tlie Iriiifjitude.

time-signal (tim'sig'nal), n. A signal oper-
ate! Iroiii an observatory to indicate the time
of (lay to persons at distant points.
time-signature (tim'sig'na-tur), ». In muMeal
notation, same as rhythmical signature (which
see, under rhi/thmiral).

time-table (tim'ta'bl), n. l. a tabular state-
ment or scheme, showing the time when certain
things are to take place or bo attended : as, a
school time-table, showing the hours for study

6343 timorsome
The inward man struggled and plunged amidst the toils

of broadcloth and timmen.
Miss Ferrier, Inheritance, Ixxlti.

in each class, etc.— 2. Specifically— (a) A
printed table showing the times at which trains
on a line of railway arrive at and depart from 4.. , ,

the various stations. (6) A collection of such Jimmer. A dialectal form of timber^, timber^.
tables for the railway passenger traffic of au en- tunocracy (ti-mok'ra-si), n. [= F. timocratie,
tire country, or of a district of country of greater j.""": ''foxpcTia, a state in which honors are
„_i„„„..„*—

i ., ,,_j ., .. , distributed according to a rating of propertyor less e.xtent. Also called railway- or railroad-
guide. [Eiig.]— 3. In musieal notation, a table
of notes arranged so as to show their relative
duration or time-value, such tables were especially
used in connection with the complicated metrical experi-
ments of the early mensural music of the middle ages;
but the modern system of notes is frequently exhibited
in tabular form. See iwte^. 13.— Time-table chart a
chart used for determining the times at which trains reach
the various stations on a Une of railway. The distances of
the stations are laid down to scale, and, at right angles to
this, divisions of time for 24 hours. Thus, if a train is to
leave A at 10 A. M. and reach B at 6 P. M., a line drawn from
10 at A to 6 at B will cut the cross lines so as to show the

also, fancifully, in Plato, a state in which the
love of honor is the ruling principle; < rifi^,
honor, worth, dignity, office, -t- Kparclv, govern.]
A form of government in which a certain afnount
of property is requisite as a qualification for
office. The word has also been used for a government
in which the ruling class, composed of the noblest and
most honorable citizens, struggle for preeminence among
themselves.

An innovation of great extent and importance was the
so-called timocraey, according to which a certain amount
of means was a necessary qualiHcation for a share in the
offices of state. Von Jianke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 142.times at intermediate stations. , ^.._..„.„ y. i,..

time-thrust (tiiu'thmst), n. [Tr. F. cmip de timocratie (tim-6-krat'ik).o. [<Gr. ™o/>par«df,
temps.}

._[°2f u'-'."?!?.*^'?^*.™''^®
'^^*^*'

t^^ ?P' pertaining to or favoring timocraey, < rifioKpa-ponent draws his breath just before moving his
hand to attack, or while his blade is beginning
to stir. This is a very delicate thrust, and must be exe-
cuted with the nicest judgment, neither too soon nor too
Ute, but just "in time." In the time-thrust the foot is
generally moved forward in a lunge; in the stop-thrust
(which see)— made after the opponent has begun to lunge— the foot is usually at rest.

time-value (tim'val'u), w. In musical notation,
the relative duration indicated by a note. See
notc^, rhythm, and meter^.
time-work (tim'w^rk), n. Labor paid for by
the day or the hour, in opposition to piece-ifort,
or labor paid for by the amount produced.
timid (tim'id), a. [< F. timide = Sp. timido=
Pg. It. Umido, < L. timidus, full of fear, fear-
tul, timid, < timere, fear.] Fearful; easily
alarmed; timorous; shy.

Poor is the triumph o'er the timid hare.
Thmntim, Autumn, 1. 401.

A timid creature, lax of knee and hip,
Whom small disturbance whitens round the lip.

O. IT. Uolmtt, The Moral Bully.

timidity (ti-mid'i-ti), n. [< F. Hmidite = It.
timiditd, < L. timidita(-t)s, fearfulness, timid-
ness, < timidus, fearful, timid: see timid.} The
character of being timid, or easily frightened
or daunted; cowardice; fearfulness; timorous-
ness: shyness

Tia, timocraey: see timocraey.'] Of or pertain-
ing to timocraey.
timonf (ti'mon), «. [< ME. Umon, < OF. Union,
temon, F. timon, a pole, staff, the handle of a
rudder, the rudder, = Pr. timo = Sp. timon =
Pg. timao = It. timone, < L. temo(n-), a beam,
pole.] The helm or rudder of a boat.
Toumynge with suche vyolence yt with the jumpe and

stroke of ye falle of ye galye to the rok the steme, called
the temon, sterte and flewe frome the hokes.

Sir it Guyl/arde, Pjigrymage, p. 76.

timoneert (tl-mo-ner'), «. [< F. timonier = Sp.
timonero = Pg. timoneiro, temoneiro = It. timo-
niere, < ML. timonarius, * temonar.iu.'i, a steers-
man, < L. tenio(n-}, a beam, pole, > F. timon,
etc., helm, rudder: see timon.] Naut., ahelms-
man ; also, one on the lookout who gives steer-
ing-orders to the helmsman.

While o'er the foam the ship impetuons flies,
The helm th' attentive timoneer applies.

Falconer, Shipwreck, il.

Timonist (ti'mon-ist), n. [< Timon (see def.), <
L. Timon, < Gr. TIfiuv, + -ist.] A misanthrope

;

literally, one like Timon of Athens, the hero
of Shakspere's play of the same name.

I did it to retire me from the world.
And turn my muse into a Timonist.

t-»» i siiyuess. Dekker, Satiromastix.

'This proceedeth from nothing else but extreame folly Timouize (ti'mon-iz), r. I.
;
pret. and pp. Ti-

id(im«fK» of heart. WoSand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 234. moni^ed, ppr. "Timoni^ing. [< Ttwott (see""""'
" " Timonist) + -ize.] To play the misanthrope.

I should be tempted to Timonize, and clap a satyr upou
our whole species. Gentlentan Instructed, p. 306. (fiavut.)

Timor deer. See deer.

timorosityt (tim-o-ros'j-ti), n. [Early mod. E.
tymerositie ; < Mt. 'timoro.iita(t-)8, < timorosus,

and timtdity of heart. UiiUaad, tr. of Plutarch, p
" Vigllus," wrote Margaret to PhUlp, " is so much afraid

of being cut to pieces that his timidity has become In-
«feJ">'e-

'

lolUy, Dutch Eopubllc, I. 674.
= 8yn. See lMtl^fulT^a$.

timidly (tim'id-li), adv. In a timid or appre-
hensive manner; without boldness.

timidness (tim'id-nes), M. The state or quality
of being timid ; timidity.

timidoust (tim'i-dus), a. [< L. timidus, timid

:

see timid.] Timid.
His lordship knew bim to be a mere lawyer, and a Km-

fearful: see fJmoroM«.] Timorousness.
Timorotitie is as well whan a man feareth suche thinges

aa be nat to be feared, as also whan he feareth thinges to
be feared more than nedeth.

Sir T. Elyot, The Oovemour, ill. 8.

tltTnrT;-' • f '^v Tr''"f ^'^'^^ «™°™80 (tim-0-ro'so), a. [It.: see timorous.]
timing (ti ming), M. [Verbal n. of time\ v.] In music, timid; hesitating: noting passages to
In the design and construction of machinery, ^o "" ~n/i«,„.i

° ore
be so rendered.

the proper adjustment of the parts of any ma- timorous (tim'6-rus), a. [Eariy mod. E. also

^^t ^ .
'** operations will follow in a timerous; < Mfi. "timormis, < OF. 'timorous =^»-.« « „- .- ,,

. gp Pg temeroso = It. timoroso, < ML. timoro-
sus, fearful, < L. fimor, fear, < timere, fear : see
timid.] 1. Fearful; timid; shy; shrinking.
They were wont to be very timorous and fearful upon

the sea, nor to venture upon it but only In the summer
tune. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), L

Like a timorius thief, most fain would steal
What law does vouch mine own.

Shak., All's Well, il. 6. 86.

2. Betokening or proceeding from lack of bold-
ness or courage ; characterized by fear; weak-
ly hesitant : as, timorous doubts.

Rod. Here is her father's house ; I'll call aloud.
lago. Do, with like timorous accent and dire yell

As when . . . the Are
Is spied in populous cities. Shak., Othello, 1. 1. 76.

Against all timorous counsels he [LincolnJ had the cou-
rage to seize the moment.

Emerson, Emancipation Proclamation,

timorously (tim'o-rus-U), adv. In a timorous
The bystttiden Jotoed In the K>ng. an Interminable

manner; fearfully; timidly; without boldness
reciUtlve, as usual In the minor key ; and as OrientaU are "'" confidence.
admirable tlmiiU, It sounded like one voice. timOTOUSneSS (tim'o-rus-nes), n. The state ofA P. Burton, ElMedinah, p. 449. being timorous; timidity; want of courage.

Timorousness is called caution, rashness is called quick-
ness of spirit, covetousness is frugality.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 846.

given order to produce a given result, as in
the movement of the needle, shuttle, and feed
of a sewing-machine in consecutive order,
timisht (ti'mish), a. [< timei- + -wAl.] Mod-
ish ; fashionable.

A timish gentleman accontered with sword and peruke,
hearing the noise this man caused in the town, had a
great desire to discourse with him.

Life of Lodowiek Muggteton, 1676 (HarL Misc., L 612).
{(Davia.)

timist (ti'mist), n. [< ftmei -1- -»«<.] 1. In
mu.iic, a performer considered with reference
to his power to observe rhythmical and metri-
cal relations. Thus, a violinist may have an
accurate sense of intonation, and yet be a poor
timist. Also timeist.

Neither the one (singer] nor the other are, by any means
perfect Umist*. Ooldsmith, Visit to Vauxhall.
She [the qnailj was a perfect timeist.

C. Beadt, Never too Late, Ixlv.

2t. One who conforms to the times; a time-
server.

A timist . . . hath no more of a conscience then feare, .

.

- •

and his religion Is not his but the prince's. Hereverenceth timorsomo (tim'or-sum), a. [Also timoursum
a courtiers servants servant Umersome, limmcrsome ; an aaoom. form oi tim-

«™«,»«r*' '

,^'=^'^^'*'^'f^'^'''*"'»Timis'. oro».,, as if < L. «mor, fear (see <moroM«), -t-timmen (tim en), «. [A var. of (or error fort) -some.] Easily frightened; timid. Scott, Pirate,tamnnn, tamm.] Same as tamm, 1. xviii. [Scotch.]
° ' ' '



1, Flowering Plant of
Timothy-grass (Phlettm
pratense); s, the spicate in-

florescence; n, the empty
glumes; if, a floret.

Timothean

Timottieali (ti-mo'the-an), M. [< L. fimotheus,

< Gr. It/tddsoc, Timotheus (>E. Timothy), + -ait.]

One of a sect of Alexandrian Monopliysites
founded by Timotheus ^lurus in the fifth cen-

tury.

timothy (tim'o-thi), n. [Abbr. of timothy-

Orass.] Same as timothy-grass.

timothy-grass (tim'o-thi-gi'4s), ?!. [So called

from Timothy Hanson,
who carried the seed from
NewYork to the Carolinas
about 1720.] One of the
most valuable of all fod-

der-grasses, Phteutn ])ra-

tense, otherwise known as
cattail or her(Ps-(irass. It

is native in parts of the Old
World, also in the northeastern
United States, though as a cul-

tivated plant supposed to be in-

troduced. It vai-ies in height
from one foot to three or more,
according to the soil. Though
somewhat hard and coarse when
fully ripe, it is highly nutritious,

and well relished l»y stock, if cut
in flower or immediately after.

It is,often planted with clover

;

but the two do not ripen at the
same time. It is the favorite

and prevailing meadow-grass
through a large part of the
United States.

timous (ti'mus), a. [Also
less prop., but in Sc. legal

use commonly, timcous; <

ft'mei + -o-us. Prob. sug-
gested by wrongous, right-

eous,where-oi(«,-e-o«si8an
accommodation of a difif.

suffix.] Timely; seasonable. [Obsolete and
rare, except in Scottish legal and commercial
phraseology.]

By a wise and Umous inquisition, the peccant humours
and humourists may be discovered, purged, or cut off.

Bacon.

timously fti'mus-li), adv. [Also less prop, ti-

meously ; < timous + -ly^.l In a timous man-
ner; seasonably; in good time. [Obsolete and
rare, except in Scottish legal and commercial
phraseology.]

If due care be had, to follow tiTiiemisly the advise of an
honest and experienced physician, a period certainly may
be brought about to most chronical distempers.

Cheyne, On Health, p. 174. (Latham.)

Your warning is Uineoiisly made.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 432.

timpant, timpanet, «• See tympan.
timpano (tim'pa-no), w.; \i\. timpani {-ia.\) . [It.:

see tympan.'} An orchestral kettledrum : usu-
ally in the plural. Also, less correctly, tym-
pano.

timpanoust, a. See tympanous.
timpanum, «. See tympanum.
timpanyt, n. See tympany.
tim-whisky (tim'hwis"ki), n. [< tim (origin ob-
scure— perhaps a jocose use of Tim, a familiar
name) + whisky^.'] A light one-horse chaise
without a head. Also tim-whiskey.

A journey to Tyburn in a tim-whisky and two would
have concluded your travels. Foote, The Cozeners, i.

It is not like the difference between a Baptist and an
Anabaptist, which Sir John Danvers said is much the same
as that between a Whiskey and a Tim^Whiskey— thEd is

to say, no difference at all.

Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xiv.

tin (tin), n. and a. [Early mod. E. tinne, tynnc;
< ME. tin, < AS. tin = MD. tnK D. tin = MLG.
tin, ten, LG. iinn = OHG. MHG. zin, Q. zinn =
Icel. tin = Sw. tenn = Dan. tin; root unknown.
The Ir. tinne Is from E., and the F. etain is of
other origin, = Ir. Stan = W. ystaen = Bret.
stean, < L. stannum, tin: see stannmn.'] I, «.

1. Chemical symbol, Sn {stannum); atomic
weight, ]]9. A metal nearly approaching sil-

ver in whiteness and luster, highly malleable,
taking a high polish, fusing at 442° F., and
having a specific gravity of about 7.3. it is

inferior to all the other so-calle'd useful metals, excepting
lead, in ductility and tenacity but, owing to the fact
that it is but little affected by the atmosphere at ordinaiy
temperature, it is extensively used for culinary vessels,
especially in the form of tin-plate, which fs sheet-iron
coated with tin, the former metal giving the strength
and the latter the desired agreeable luster and color
and the necessary resistance to oxidation under the con-
ditions to which vessels used in cooking are ordinarily
exposed. (i^f;e iin-jHate.) Tin forms a part of several very
Important alloys, especially bronze, and also pewter and
Britannia metal, both formerly extensively used, but now
of less importance. Native tin occurs, if at all (which has
not been definitely ascertained), in very small quantity,
and is certainly of no economical importance. The sul-
phuret of tin (tin pyrites, or stannine, a mixture of the
isomorphous sulphurets of tin, iron, copper, and zinc) is
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found in various localities, but nowhere in abundance, and
it is of no importance as an ore. All the tin of commerce
is obtained from the dioxid, the cassiterite of the mineral-
ogist and the tinstone of the miner. This metal has, how-
ever, been found in various rare minerals in small quan-
tity, as also in some minei-al waters and in a few meteorites.
Tinstone is a mineral resisting decomposition in a remark-
able degree, hence fragments mechanically separated from
veinstone or rock containing it remain in the debris un-
changed in character, and like gold they can be separated
by washing from the sands or gravel in which they occur

:

this operation in the case of tin ore is usually called
gtreaminp. The ore of tin is remarkable in that it oc-
curs quite frequently disseminated through granite or
greisen (a metamorphosed granitoid rock), in the form
of stockwork deposits, and not concentrated into regu-
lar veins; it is also very generally accompanied by cer-

tain minerals, especially wolfram, schorl, topaz, and lithia
mica. Tin is not a very generally distributed metal, and
the regions producing it in considerable quantity are few
in number. Cornwall, Bolivia, the Malayan p>-ninsiila,

the islands of Banca and Billiton. and Australia furnish
the principal supplyof this metal, of which the annual con-
sumption has within the past few years been about 40,000
tons. The value of tin has been of late about twice that
of copper and from four to five times that of lead. Tin is

chemically related to the metals titanium, zirconium, and
thorium, and also to the non-metallic element silicon.

I found many stones wherein I plainly perceived the
mettall of tinne. Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

2. Collectively, thin plates of iron covered
with tin. See tin-plate.

O see na thou yon bonny bower,
It 's a cover'd o'er wi' tin f

The Lass of Loraroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 108).

3. A pot, pan, or other utensil made of tin, or
of iron covered with tin; especially, in Great
Britain, such a vessel prepared for preserving
meats, fruits, etc. ; a can : as, milk-fins.

Many were foolish enough to leave behind what few
possessions they had, such as tattered blankets, shelter
poles, cooking tins, etc. The Century, XL. 611.

4. Money. [Slang.]

When there 's a tick at Madame Carey's there is no tin
for Chaffing Jack. Disraeli, Sybil, v. 10.

The old woman, when any female, old or young, who had
no tin, came into the kitchen, made up a match for her
with some man.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 310.

Black tin, tin ore dressed and ready for smelting. [Corn-
wall, Eng.]—Butter Of tin. See butter^.— CtJ of tin, a
peculiar crackling sound emitted by a bar of tin when it is

bent.— Inside tin. See wm'rfe.— Jew's tin. See Jew.—
Nitrate of tin, an artisans' name for a hydrate of tin
tetrachlorid ; used as a mordant, and obtained by dissolv-
ing tin in aqua regia. Also called oxymuriate o.f tin.—
Prusslate of tin. Same as tin-pulp.— BaXi of tin, a
name given by dyers and calico-piinters to protochlorid
of tin, which is extensively used as a mordant and for the
purpose of deoxidizing indigo and the peroxids of iron
and manganese.— Slabs of tin. See sindi.— Sparable
tin. See sparaWe.— Tin-glazed wares. See stannif-
erous wares, under ware".—Wn pyrites, stannine.—
Toad*s-eye tin, a massive variety of tinstone or cassit-

erite, occurring in small reniform shapes with concen-
tric radiate structure.

II. a. Made of or from tin; made of iron
covered with tin: as, tin plates; a tin vessel.

—

Tin kitchen, (a) Same as Thitch oyen (which see, under
otien). (6) A child's toy.— Tin spirits. See spirit.

tin (tin), !'. t.; pret. and pp. tinned, ppr. tin-

ning. [< im, «.] 1. To cover or overlay with
tin ; coat with tin.

The work is divided into ten books, of which the first

treats of soups and pickles, and amongst other things
shows that sauce-pans were tinned before the time of
Pliny. W. King, Art of Cookery, letter ix.

2. To put up, pack, or preserve in tins ; can

:

as, to tin condensed milk; to tin provisions.

In practice there are several processes of tinning food,
but the general method adopted is everywhere uniform in

principle. Encye. Brit., XIX. lOi.

tinaget, «• [< Sp. ttno/a, a jar: see <t«a;a.] A
large earthenware jar.

It is not unknowne vnto you, my brethren, howe John
of Padilia passed this way, and howe his souldiers have
left me neuer a henne, haue eaten me a fliech of bacon,
[and] haue drunke out a whole linage of wine.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by llellowes, 1577), p. 241.

Tinamidse (ti-nam'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tina-
mus + -idm.'] The only family of dromeeogna-
thous carinate birds, taking name from the ge-
nus Tinamus, and peculiar to South America;
the tinamous. The structure of the skull and espe-
cially of the bony palate is unique among carinate birds,

and resembles that of ratite birds (see Dromieognathfe^;
but the sternum has a very large keel, like that of galli-

naceous birds, and in many other respects the tinamous
are related to the Gallinse, with which they used to be
classed. There are many anatomical peculiarities. The
tail is quite short, or even entirely concealed by the cov-
erts: whence a synonym of the family, Crypturidae, and
the ordinal or subordinal name Crypturi. The species,
about .'iO in number, are referred to several genera— Ti-

namus and Crypturus, the two largest, with Nothocercus,
Rhynchotus, Nothura, Taonvsc^is, Tinamotis, and Eudromia
(or Calo]}erns). See tinnmou, and cuts under Crypturus,
dronijeog}iathfius , Rhynchotus, tinamou, and Tinaimis.

Tinamomorphae(tin''''a-mo-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL.,
< Tinamus + Gr. /lopijiii, form.] The Tinamidx
rated as a superfamily.

tinchel

tinamou (tin'a-mo), n. [= Dan. tinamu, < F.
tinamou; from a S. Amer. name.] A South
American dromeeognathous carinate bird ; any
member of the Tinamidx, resembling a gallina-
ceous or rasorial bird, and playing the part of
one in the countries it inhabits, where the true
grouse are entirely wanting. Tliese birds are
called partridges by sportsmen, and some of them are
known by the native name ynamhu, as Rhynchotus rufes-
cens, the largest and one of the best-known species. The

.^Calofexus ttegans).

smallest is the pygmy tinamou, Taoniscus naraa, about

«

inches long. The martineta is a crested tinamou, Calope-
zus elegans. See also cuts under Crypturus, Rhynchotus,
dronueognathous, and Tinamus.

Tinamus (tin'a-mus), «. [NL. (Latham, 1790), <
F. tinamou.'] The name-giving genus of Ti-

Tioamou i.TitiarHUS brasiltmsisi.

namidse, formerly including all these birds, now
restricted to such large species as T. major or
hrasiliensis, about 18 inches long.

tin-bath (tin'bath), w. See hath^.

tin-bound (tin'bound), r. t. To mark the boun-
daries of, preparatory to mining tin— a pro-
cess by which an undertaker sets up a legal
right to mine the unworked tin under a piece
of waste land, on paying royalty to the owner:
as, to tin-hound a claim. [Cornwall, Eng.]

In Cornwall this is called tin-bounding, from the setting
out of the working by bounds, which is the adventurer's
first step towards establishing his claim.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 50.

tin-bound (tin'bound). n. Same as bound^, 3.

Tinea (ting'ka), n. [NL. (Cimer), < LL. tinea,

a small fish identified as the tench : see tench.']

1. A genus of cyprinoid fishes; the tenches.
See cut under tench.— 2. [?. c] A fish of this
genus.

tincal, tinkal (ting'kal), n. [< Malay tinglcal,

Hind. and Pers.rt«Mr,late Skt./oHtn ho, borax.]
Borax in its crude or unrefined state: so called
m commerce. It is an impure sodium tetraborate or
pyroborate, consisting of small crystals of a yellowish
color, and is unctuous to the feel. It is employed in re-
fining metals.

tinchel, tinchill (tiu'ehel, tin'chil), n. [<
Gael. Ir. timchioll, circuit, compass; as adv.
and prep., around, about.] In Scotland,
a circle of sportsmen who, by surrounding a



tinchel

great space and gradually closing in, bring a
number of deer together.

We'll quell the sjivage mountaineer,
As their Tinchel cows the game !

ScoU, L. of the L, vi. 17.

tinclad (tin'ljlad), «. [A humorous name, after
ironclad; < tin + clad.] In the civil war in the
United States, a gunboat protected by very
light plating of metal, used on the western
rivers. [Colloq.]

He [Eads] converted . . . seven transports into what
were called titudadg, or musket-proof gunboats.

Set. Amer., N. S., LVl. 263.

tinct (tingkt), t'. t. [< L. tinctus, pp. of tingere,
dye, tinge: see finsrc. Cf. taiH<l, r.] To tinge
or tint, as with color; hence, figuratively, to
imbue. [Obsolete or archaic]

I will but . . . tinct you the tip.

The very tip o' your nose.
B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

.Some bencher, tincted with humanity.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Uumonr, Ded.

tinct (tingkt), a. [< L. tinctus, pp.: see the verb.]
Tinged.

The blew In black, the greene In gray Is tineL
Spemer, Shep. CaL, November,

tinct (tingkt), n. [< L. tinctus, dyeing, < tingere,

pp. tinctus, dye: see tinct, v., tinge. Cf. taint^,
tint^, doublets of tinct.] 1. Tint; tinge ; color-
ing; hue. [Obsolete or poetical.]

All the devices blazon'd on the shield
In their own tinct.

Tennytcn, Lancelot and Elaine.

2t. A tinctnre; an essence; specifically, the
_'iand elixir of the alchemists.

I'lutus himself,
That knows the tinct and multiplying medicine.

Shak., All « Well, v. S. 102.

How much unlike art thou Mark Antony

!

Yet. coming from him, that great medicine hath
With Ilia Unci gilded thee. Skak., A. and C, I. B. 37.

tinction(tinKk'shon), B. [<L.a8if tinctio{n-),

< linijcrr, dye : see tinge.] A preparation for
dyeing: coloring matter in a state for use;
that which imparts color. [Recent.]

It also colors somewhat under the same application of
the Unction. Amer. Nat., Feb., \>m, p. 117.

tinctorial (tiugk-to'ri-al), a. [< F. tinctorial,

< L. Iinctimus,<. (LL.) 'iinctor, a dyer, < tingere,

pp. tinctus, dye: see tinge. Cf. taintor.] Per-
taining or relating to color or dyeing; produ-

i iig or imparting color.

Alizarin, the chief tinetorial principle of madder.
Eneye. Brit., IV. 687.

Alumina cannot be called a tinctorial or colour-giving
matter. W. Crooka, Ujeing and Calico-Printing, p. 142.

tincturation (tingk-tu-ra'shon), n. [< tincture
+ -ation.] The preparation'of a tincture; the
treatment of a substance by solution in a men-
struum, especially alcohol or ether. [Kare.]
Odorous sulwtancea yield their odours to spirit by tine-

turation — that is, by puttiriR the fragrant material Into the
spirit, and allowing it to remain there for a period till the
alcoliol has extracted all the acenL Urt, Met, III. 637.

tincture (tingk'tur). n. [= F. teinture = 8p.
Fk. It. tintura, < t. tinetura, a dyeing, < tingere,

I>p. tinctus, dye: see tinct, tinge. Cf. tainture,
an older form.] 1. The color with which any-
thing is imbued or impregnated ; natural or dis-
tinctive coloring; tint; hue; shade of color.

For, deep dy'd In his mighty precious Blood,
It keeps the pow'r and tineturt of the flood.

J. Beaumont, Ifycbe, 111. 32.

The faded roae each spring receive*
A freata red lineture on her leave*.

Careu-, To A. L.

Clouds of all tincture, rock* and sapphire sky.
Confused, commingled, mutoally Inflamed.

Wordtimrth, Excnraton, IL

2. In her., one of the metals, colors, or furs
used in heraldic achievements. The metals are or
(gold) and argent (sliver) : the colors, gules (red), azure
(blue), sable (bUck), vert (green), purpure (purple), san-
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Sable is considered by some writers as partaking of the
nature both of metal and of color. In modern usage (from
the sixteenth century), in representations in black and
white, as by engraving, argent is indicated by a plain sur-
face, and the other tinctures by conventional arrange-
ments of lines, etc., as in the cut. A law of heraldry sel-
dom violated provides that the tincture of a bearing
must be a metal if the field is a color, and vice versa. See
faUe heraldry, xinAftr false.

The first English examples of seals with lines in the en-
graving to indicate the tinctures are said to be on some of
those attached to the death warrant of Charles I., 4648-9.

Trans. Hist. Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, N. 3., V. 62.

3. Something exhibiting or imparting a tint
or shade of color ; colored or coloring matter

;

pigment. [Obsolete or rare.]

These waters wash from the rocks such glistering tinc-
tures that the ground in some places seemeth as guilded.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 115.

4. Infused or derived quality or tone ; distinc-
tive character as due to some intermixture or
influence ; imparted tendency or inclination :

used of both material and immaterial things;
in alchemy, etc., a supposed spiritual principle
or immaterial substance whose character or
quality may be infused into material things,
then said to be tinctured: as, tincture of the
"Red Lion."
From what particular mineral they (natural baths] re-

ceive tincture, as sulphur, vitriol, steel, or the like.
Bacon, Advancement of L^tming, ii.

The tincture I early receiv'd from generous and worthy
parents, and the education they gave me, disposing . . .

me to the love of letters.

Ecelyn, To the Countess of Sunderland.

Lastly, to walk with God doth increase the love of God
In the soul, which is the heaveidy tincture, and Inclineth
It to look upward. Baxter, Divine Life, IL 6.

tinder-box

His manners . . . are tinctured with some strange In-
consistencies. Ooldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxvi.

3. To taint; coiTupt. [Rare.]

And what can be the Meaning of such a Representation,
unless it be to Tincture the -Audience, to extinguish Shame,
and make Lewdness a Diversion?

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698X p. 5.

tincture-press (tingk'tur-pres), n. A press for
extracting by compression the active principles
of plants, etc. E. U. Knight.

tinfiif (tind), V. t. and i. [(a) Also dial, teend,
also with loss of the final consonant tine, teen;
prop, tend, < ME. tenden, teenden, < AS. tendan,
in comp. on-tendan, = Icel. *tenda (in later form
tendra) = Sw. tdnda = Dan. tsende = Goth.
iandjan, kindle

; (6) in another form, prop, tind,

< ME. "linden, < AS. "tyndan = OHG. zuntcn,
MHG. G. siinden, set on fire (also OHG. zunden,
MHG. eunden, burn, glow); (c) cf. Goth, tund-
nan, take fire, bum : all secondary forms of a
strong verb, AS. as if "tindan (pret. *tand, pp.
*tunden) = MHG. zindcn = Goth. *tindan, set
on fire. Hence tinder.] To set on fire ; kin-
dle; light; inflame.

"The candel of lijf thi soule dide iende.
To ligte thee hom," resoun dide saye.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E, E. T. S.), p. 69.

Tho a full gret Are thay tende made and hade,
With busshes and wed makyng it full hy.

Rom. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2136.

Part [of the Christmas brand] must be kept wherewith to
teend

The Christmas log next yeare.
Uerrick, Ceremonies for Candlemasse Day.

As one candle tindeth a thousand.
Bp. Sanderson, Sermons (1689), p. 56. (HaUiweU.)

6. A shade or modicum of a quality or of the tind^t (tind), n. [Early mod. E. also tynd; < ME.
distinctive quality of Bomethine ; a colorinc or '""'' '.''"''> < AS. tind, a point, prong, = D. tinne
« :__. . .: . .-_.. . _

•*', b, _ \\^a. *...„. _ nnn. ^,„„„^ mh,s ^;„„g (^^
pinnacle, battlement.

flavoring; a tinge; a taste; a spice; a smack:
as, a tincture of garlic in a dish.

A tincture of malice in our natures makes as fond of fur-
nishing every bright Idea with Its reverse.

Svift, Tale of a Tub, vlll.

6. A fluid containing the essential principles
or elements of some substance diffused through
it by solution; specifically, in nied., a solution
of a vegetable, an animal, or sometimes a min-
eral substance, in a menstruum of alcohol, sul-
phuric ether, or spirit of ammonia, prepared by
maceration, digestion, or (now most common-
ly) percolation. Tinctures are alaooften prepared, e^
peclally on the continent of Europe, by the addition of al-
cohol to the expressed Juices of plant*. According to the
menstruum, tinctures are distinguished a* aieohoue, etke-

MLG. tinne = OHG.
MHG. sint), G. zinnc,

= Icel. tindr, spike, tooth of ralce or harrow,
= Sw. tinne, tooth of a rake, = Dan. tinde, pin-
nacle, battlement; prob. connected with tooth
(Goth, tunthus, etc.): see tooth. Hence, by loss
of the final consonant, the mod. form tine^.]
A prong, or something projecting like a prong;
an animal's hom ; a branch or limb of a tree; a
protruding arm.

Therfore thl fruit (Christ] spred hys armes
On tre that Is tiged with tyndes towe.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S-X p. 201.

The thrydd hownde fyghtyng he fyndys,
The beste stroke hvm wyth hys tyndys.

MS. CaiUab. Ff. Ii. 38, f. 78. (HaUiwelt.)

gu tandelu, Marathi tandel, a chief or comman-
der of a body of men.] ' A native petty ofiicer
of lascars, either a corporal or a boatswain. See
lascar.

they are called rudieattd vines. Compound tinetures are
tho*e In which two or more Ingredient* are Bubmltted
to the action of the solvent. Simple tinctures are each as
contain the eaaential principles of bat one aabstance in
solution.

This little gallipot
Of Hneturt, high roae tincture.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

BestnchefT's nervous tincture, an ethereal solution of

The Malays . . . were under the control of a tindal—
a sort of boatswain, elected from among their own num-
ber. J. W. Palmer, I'p and Down the Iixawaddl, p. 17,

irun ililori.l, fcrnierly much used in gout and in sUtes of tinder (tin'd6r), n. [< ME. tinder, tender, tun-nervous diprcssion. Also called golden tineturt and Elap-
ruh's tincture.— mtteT tinctUTt, a compocition of gen-
tian, centaury, bitter orangif-peel, orange-berrie*, and ledo-
ary-root. extracted in alcohol.— Fleming's tincture, a
strong tincture of aconite.— Oreenough's tincture, a
tootb-wuh containing alum, bitlir ultiiiiiid, ]< kwimxI. or-
ris-root, bone-nidisli, oxalate of putaali, i jissia btrciiB, and
cochineal, extracted in alcohol— Hatfield's tincture, a
tincture of gnaiac and soap.— Huxham's tincture, com-
pound tincture of cinchona Mother tincture, in home-
opathic pharmacy, the strong tincture from which the di-
lutlons are made.— Red tincture. Sai.ie as irrmt elixir
(which see, under elixir, 1).—Eyiner*s cardiac tincture,
tincture of rhubarb and aloea, conlainlne in addition cam-
phor, capsicum, cardamom, and sulphuric acid —Sto-
machic tincture, (a) Compound tincture of cardamom
(6) KittiT tin.ture -Volatile tincture of bark, a tinc-
ture containing cinchona and aromatic spirit of ammonia.
—Warburg's tincture, an alcoholic preparation formed
of a large number of ingredients, among which are quInineL
aloe*, rhubarli, gentian, myrrh, and camphor. It Is used
a* a substitute for quinine in malarial fever and other dis-
orders —White tincture. Same as lesser elixir (which
see, under elixir, 1).— Whytt'S tincture, a compound
tincture containi[)g cinchona, gentian, and orange-peel,

tincture (tinek'tur),f. t.; pret. a.ndpp.tincturcd,
pi>T. tineluring. l< tincture, n.] 1. To imbue

dcr, tonder, < AS. tynder = MD. tondcr, tondel,
tintel, D. tonder, tintcl = MLG. LG. tunder =
OHG. zun terd, zuntra, MHG. G. sunder (ct. OHG.
zuntil, MHG. zUndel, G. zundel) = Icel. tundr,
tinder (cf . tandri, fire), = Sw. tunder= Dan. ton-
der, tinder; with formative -er, from the strong
verb which is the source of tind: see fi'wrfi.]

A dry substance that readily takes fire from a
spark or sparks; 8j)ecifically, a preparation or
material used for catching the spark from a flint
and steel stmck together for fire or light. See
spunk, 1. When tinder was in general use instead of
matches, it consisted commonly of charred linen, which
was Ignited in a metallic box.

Your conjuring, cozening, and your dozen of trades
Could not relieve your corps with so much linen
Would make you (imier. B. Jonson, Alchemist, 1. 1.

Ill go strike a tinder, and frame a letter presently.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

German tinder. Same as a»n«do«,—Spanish tinder, a
substance 8U])po8ed to have been prepared from the pul)e8-
cence of the flower-heads, leaves, and stems of a species of
globe thistle, Echinops strigosus, found in Spain.
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.
^fT ; 3, anceat

Heraldic Tinctures.

3, fules : 4. azure ; 5. sable

;

6. vert ; 7. purptn

;

8. kanffuine or tnurrer ; 9. 10. tenni or tawny.

gtilne or murrey Odood.red). and Unni or tenney (tawny,
or«n-.'c)

:
and the furs, ermine, ermines, ermlnols, pean,

"'" ii, potent, and counter-potent, (.See these

JV
'">'. 7.) Of the colors, the first three are

,*"'- '" Mi'jn, and the last two are very exceptional.

with color; impart a shade of color to ; tinge; tinder-box (tin'der-boks), n. 1. A box in which
tint ; stain. tinder is kept ready for use, usually fitted with
The re«tof the lies are replenished with such like- ^'°'' ''"'^ ite6\, the steel being often secured to

very rocky, and ninch tinctured stone like .Vfinerall. ' a lifting cover SO that the flint, when struck
Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 106. against it, sends sparks upon the tinder within.

As wakefull Students, in the Winters night.
Against the steel glanncing with stony knocks.
Strike sodain sparks into their Tinder-box.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 2.

It has been reserved for this century to substitute the
luciter-match for the tinder-box.

Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 197.

2. By extension, something easily inflamma-
ble : as, the house was nothing but a tinder-box,
[Colloq.]

A little black paint will tincture and spoil twenty gay
colour*. i^atu.

Boys with apples, cakes, candy, and roll* of variously
tinctured lozenges. Uairlhome, Seven Gables, xvil.

2. To give a peculiar taste, flavor, or character
to; imbue; impregnate; season.
Early were our minds tinctured with a distinguishing

sense of good and evil : early were the seeds of a divine
love, and holy fear of olfending, sown in our hearts.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermon*, I. xvilL



tinder-like

tinder-like (tin'dcr-lik), «. Like tinder; very
inflammable.
Hasty and tinder-like upon too trivial motion.

5*0*., Cor., ii. 1. 55.

tinder-ore (tin'd^r-6r), «. An impure variety of

jamesonite, occurring in capillary forms mixed
with red silver and arsenopyrite.

tindery (tin'der-i), (7. [i Under + -ii'^.l Tinder-
like; easily inflamed or excited.

I love nobody for nothing ; I am not so tindery.

Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, III. 555.

tine^ (tin), V. t. and i. [Also teen; < ME. tinen,

tunen, < AS. tynan, surround, hedge (= OFries.
betena = MD. MLG. tuinen = OHG. zunan, zun-
jan, MHG. zitinen, G. gdunen, inclose), < tun, in-

elosure : see townj] To shut in ; inclose, as with
a hedge; hence, to make or repair for iuclosure,

as a hedge. [Old and prov. Eng.]
Betined. Hedged about. Wee vse yet in some parts of

England to say tyning for hedging.
VersUgan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 210.

They put on (iniwi^ gloves [gloves for use in tining hedges],
that the thorns may not prick them.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 486.

tine^ (tin), V.
;
pret. and pp. tined (Se. also tint),

ppr. tining. [Also tyne ; < ME. tinen, tynen, <

leel. tyna, lose, reflex, perish, < tj6n (= AS. tedn,

te(J/Mi), loss, damage : see tecHi.] I. trans. 1.

To lose. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

There is no derffe dragon, ne no du edder,
Ne no beste so bold with no bale atter,

May loke on the light but he his lyffe tyne.

Destruction of Tray (E. £. T. S.), 1. 925.

It shall not be for lack o' gowd
That ye your love sail tyne.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 197).

2t. To destroy.

Itrayned fire fra heven and brunstane.
And tynt al that thare was and spared nane.

MS. Cott. Galba E., ix. f. 97. (Halliwdl.)

n.t intrans. To be lost; hence, to be de-
stroyed; perish.

And [the river] Eden, though but small.
Yet often stainde with bloud of many a band
Of Scots and English both, that tyiwd on his strand.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 36.

tine^ (tin), n. [Prob. so called as inclosing or
surrounding other plants; <.tine^,v.: see Wnel.]

A wild vetch or tare, as Vicia hirsnta, which
clasps other plants with its tendrils. Tine-grass,

tine-tare, and tine-meed are applied to the same
or similar plants. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

The titters or tine
Makes hop to pine.

Tusser, Husbandry, May's Abstract.

tine* (tin), V. A dialectal form of teen'^.

Ne was there salve, ne was there medicine,
That mote recure their wounds ; so inly they did tine.

Spemer, F. Q., II. xi. 21.

tine* (tin), n. A dialectal form of tecn^.

For heavenly mindes, the brightlier they do shine,
The more the world doth seeke to work their tine.

C. Toumeur, Author to his Booke, Transformed
[Metamorphosis.

tine^t, «• [See tiny.'] An obsolete form of tiny.

tine"! (tin), V. [A reduced form of tindl.]

Same as tind^.

If my puff'd life be out, give leave to tine

My shameless snuS at that bright lamp of thine,
Quarleg, Emblems, iii. 7.

tine'^ (tin), n. [A reduced form of tind'^.'] One
of a set of two or more pointed projecting
prongs or spikes; specifically, a slender pro-
jection adaptedfor thrusting or piercing, as one
of those of a fork of any kind, or of a deer's
antler: locally used also of projections more
properly called teeth, as of a harrow. See cuts
imder antler, palmate, 1, and liusa.

Cervus verticornis, . . . remarkable for the singular
forward and downward curvature of the first tine.

Proe. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 346.

tinea^ (tin'e-a), n. [NL., < L. tinea, a gnawing
worm, a bootworm, an intestinal worm, etc.,

a moth.] Ringworm— Tinea circlnata, ringworm
of the body, caused by Trichophyton towfurans on the trunk
or a limb ; dhobie's itch is the name used in India for a
severe form of tinea circinata.—Tinea favosa. Same as
/amis, 2.— Tinea kerlon,a form of tinea tonsurans, with
excessive itillamnKition, pustules, and the formation of
crusts.—Tinea sycosis, parasitic sycosis, caused by Tri-
cfiophyton tonsuraiu, on the hairy parts of the face and
neck.—Tinea tonsurans, ringworm of the scalp, caused
by Trichophyton tontiurans.— Tinea trichophytlna, ring-
worm produced by Trichophyton tonsurans, whether on a
limb or the trunk (tinea circiitata), or on the scalp (tinea
tonsurans), or the bearded part of the face (tinea sycosis).—
Tinea versicolor, a skin-disease caused by Microsporon
furfur, exhibiting dry, slightly scaly, yellowish patches,
usually occurring only in adults and on the trunk. Also
called pityriasis versicolor.

Tinea2 (tin'e-ii), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775), < L.
tinea, a gnavping worm, a moth: see tinea^.]
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1. A notable genus of moths, typical of the
family Tineidx and superfamily Tineinu. It was
formerly coextensive with the larger group, but is now
restricted to species with thickly hairy head, no ocelli,

antennae shorter than the fore wings, palpi elbowed, their

middle joint with abristle at the tip, anti pointed fore wings
with twelve veins. In this sense there are about 100 spe-

cies, of which 40 inhabit North America. The larvaj live in

decaying wood, fungi, cloth, feathers, and dried fmit, work-
ing usually in silken galleries, and in some instances car-

rying cases made of silk and the substances upon which
they have been feeding. T. pellionella and T, Jlavifron-
tella, two of the common clothes-moths, are examples of

the case-bearers. T. granella is a cosmopolitan pest to

stored grain. See cuts under clothes-moth and corn-moth.

2. \_l. c] A moth of this genus or some related
one ; a tineid.

tinean (tin'f-an), a. and n. [< Tinea^ + -an.]

Same as tineid.

tined (tind), a. [< tine'^ + -ed^.] Furnished
with tines : used especially in combination : as,

three-tined.

tine-grass (tin'gras), n. See tine^.

tineid (tin'e-id), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining or

related to the Tineidse in a broad sense : as, a
tineid fauna; tineid characters.

II. n. A tineid moth; any member of the Tt-

neidse, as a clothes-moth.

Tineidae (ti-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach, 1819),
< Tinea'^ + -idaB.] A family of heterocerous
lepidopterous insects or moths. It was at first co-

extensive with the superfamily Tineiwt, but is now re-

stricted to forms having the antennae not stretched forward
when at rest, the basal joint of the antennae not extending
to the eye, the last joint of the maxillary palpi short and
thick,the labial palpi strongly developed, and theforewings
long. The larvae either live in silken tubes or carry cases,

and only those of the genus Phylloporia are leaf-miners.
The principal genera are Scardia, Lampronia, Incurvaria,
and Tinea. See cuts under clothes-moth and corn-moth.

Tineina (tin-e-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Tinea^ +
-)Nrt2.] A very large and wide-spread group of
mierolepidopterous insects, including the leaf-

miners, clothes-moths, etc. They have slender
bodies, long, narrow, often pointed wings, with long fringes,
and often marked with rich metallic colors. They in-

clude the smallest moths known, and even the largest spe-
cies are comparatively small. Some forms have rather
broad blunt wings, but such are recognized by their long
slender labial palpi. In most cases the larvae are leaf-

miners, but others feed upon leaves externally, and usually
bear cases of variable form and texture, as in the genus
Coleophora. Others are gaJl-makers, or bore the stems
of plants or twigs of trees, or feed on fruit ; others are
leaf-folders. Many feed on dead animal and vegetable
substances, and are of economic importance from their in-

jury to cloth, feathers, stored grain, or dried fruit. The
group comprises a number of families, of which the more
important are Tineidse (in a narrow sense). Argyresthidte,
Hyponomeutidie, Glyphipterygidse, Gelechiidse. Elachisti-
da;, GracUlariidse. Lithocolletidse, Lyonetidse, Nepticulidm,
Phdellidee, and Coleophoridx. Other forms of the name
Tineina are Tinese, Tinearia, Tineida, Tineidx (in the
broad sense), Tineides, and Tineites. See cuts under
clothes-moth, corn-moth, gall-moth, Gracillaria, Lithocolle-

tis, and Plutella.

tinemant (tin'man), n. [Appar. equiv. to town-
man, < *tine, «., town (cf. tine^, v.), inclosure,
-f- man.] An ofiieer of the forest in England,
who had the nocturnal care of vert and venison.

tine-stock (tin'stok), n. [Ktine"^ + stock^.] One
of the short projecting handles upon the pole
of a scythe. See cut under scythe. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
tinett (ti'net), n. [Cf. tine^.] Brushwood and
thorns for making and repairing hedges. Bur-
rill.

tine-tare (tin'tSr), n. The hairy tare, Yieia hir-

suta (see tine^) ; also, sometimes, the earthnut-
pea, Lathynts tuberosns.

Tinewald, n. See Tynwald.
tine-weed (tin' wed), «. See tine^.

tin-floor (tin'flor), n. In tin-mining, a flat mass
of tinstone. See floor, 7,flat^, 10, and carbona.
[Cornwall, Eng.]

tin-foil (tin'foil), n. Thin sheet-metal or thick
foil either of pure tin or of an alloy of which
tin forms the greater part: used for wrapping
up articles, such as drugs and confectionery,
which must be kept from moisture or from the
air.

tin-foil (tin'foil), V. t. [< tin-foil, «.] To cover
with tin-foil; fix tin-foil upon as a coating.
The tin-foiling of looking-glasses is commonly
called silvering. See silrer, v. t., 2.

Luceo, fortune's gilt

Is rubd quite off from my slight, tin-foild state.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., i. 2.

The glass, . . . after being tinfoiled, is gently and care-

fully pushed across the table containing the mercury.
Sei. Amer., N. S., I,VII.215.

tingl (ting), V. i. and t. [Also tinl:, and freq. tin-

gle, tinkle ; < ME. tingen = MD. tinghen, tinkle

;

cf. MD. tintelen, ring, tinkle, D. tintelen, tingle,

sparkle, L. tinnire, tinkle, ring (see tinnient), LL.
tintinnum, a ringing (see tintinnabulum), LL.

Tingitidx

freq. tinnitare (> F. tinier), ring, tinkle. Cf.

chink, clink, ring^, etc.; also tan<fi, ding^, ding-

dong, all ult. imitative words.] To sound or
ring tinklingly; tinkle.

Cupide, the king, tinging a silver bel.

Henryson, Testament of Creseide, 1. 144.

Forthwith began flagons to go, gammons to trot, gob-
lets to fly, great bowls to ting, glasses to ring.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, L 5.

tingl (ting), n. [< ting'^, v.] A sharp sound, as
of a bell ; a tinkling.

ting-t, n. Same as thing^.

ting3 (ting), ». See sycee-silver.

ting-a-ling (ting'a-ling'), n. [A varied redu-
plication of ting^, imitative of a repeated ring-

ing.] The sound of a bell tinkling: often used
adverbially : as, the bell went ting-a-ling.

tinge (tinj), V. t.; pret. and pp. tinged, ppr.
tingeing. [= F. teindre = Pr. tengner, tenher
= Sp. teUir = Pg. tingir = It. tingere, tignere,

< L. tingere, wet, moisten, soak, hence soak
in color, dye, stain, tinge, = Gr. reyyuv, wet,
moisten, dye, stain. Hence (from L. tingere)

ult. E. tinct, tincture, tainf^, tint^, etc.] 1. To
imbue or overspread with some shade or degree
of color; impress with a slight coloring; mod-
ify the tint, hue, or complexion of.

Their flesh moreover is red as it were tinged with saf-

fron. Holinshed, Descrip. of Scotland, viL

The brighter day appears.
Whose early blushes tinge the hills afar.

Bryant, A Brighter Day.

2. To qualify the taste or savor of
;
give a taste

.

flavor, smack, or tang to.

Peaches tinged with the odorous bitter of their pits, and
clear as amber. R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 40.

3. To modify by intermixture or infusion; vary
the tone or bent of.

Our city-mansion is the fairest home.
But country sweets are ting'd with lesser trouble.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 7.

Words . . . serene.
Yet tinged with infinite desire

For all that might have been.
31. Arnold, Obermann Once More.

tinge (tinj), n. [< tinge, r.] 1. A slight or
moderate degree of coloration ; a shade or tint

of color; a modification of hue, tint, or com-
plexion.

Autumn bold,
With universal tinge of sober gold.

Keats, Endymion, i.

Her skin was fair, with a faint tinge, such as the white
rosebud shows before it opens.

0. W. Holmes, Professor, iii.

2. A modifying infusion or intermixture; a
shade of some qualifying property or charac-
teristic ; a touch, taste, or flavor.

The stories [of the common people of Spain] . . . have
generally something of an Oriental tinge.

Irving, Alhambra, p. 188.

tingent (tin'jent), a. [< L. tingen(t-)s. ppr. of
tingere, dye, tinge : see tinge.] Having power
to tinge; tinting. [Rare.]

As for the white part, it appears much less enriched
with the tingent property. Boyle.

tingi, tinguy (ting'gi), M. [Bra?,.] A Brazilian
forest-tree, Magonia glabrata, of the Sapinda-
cese, covering large tracts almost exclusively.

Soap is made from its broad flat seeds, and an
infusion of the root-bark is used to poison fish.

Tingidae (tin'ji-de), «. pi. [NL. (Westwood,
1840), < Tingis + -idx.] An incorrect form of
TingitidcB.

Tingis (tin'jis), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803).] 1.

A genus of heteropterous insects, typical of

and formerly coextensive with the family Tin-

gitldse, now restricted to forms which have the
costal area biseriate, the legs and antennae not
very slender, and the first antennal joint scarce-

ly longer than the second. There are only 8
species, of which 3 are North American.— 2.
\l. c] An insect of
this genus, or some
other member of the
Tingitidx : as, the
hawthorn-^m^j's, Cory-
thtica arena ta.

tingis-fly (tin'jis-fli),

n . A bug of the fami-
ly Tingitidse, decep-
tively like some flies.

Tingitidse (tin -jit' i-

Ae),n.pl. [NL. (West-
wood, 1840, as Tingi-

dee), < Tingis + -idse.]

A curious family of

heteropterous insects, Hawthom-HnKis {CoryHiuea
. • 11 J arcuata\, one of the TtHFitutx,

comprising small and enlarged about ten times.*
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delicate forms which often attract attention by Tinkar's-root (ting'karz-rot), n. See Tinker's-
the enormous numbers in which they collect weed.
upon the leaves of trees and shrubs, as well as tinker (ting'kfer), n. [< ME. tinkere, lit. one
by their strange structure. The wing-covers are
very thin, almost transparent, and filled with gauze-like
meshes, and, with the aides of the thorax, project widely.
Over the head a hood-like process, also full of meshes,
often projects ; in some forms more simple processes are
present, and are modified in dilfercnt ways. They are all

vegetable-feeders, and often damage forest- and shade-
trees. The eggs are usually laid along the veins of leaves,
and are disguised by a brownish exudation. Tliere are 2
subfamilies, Piesminje and Tinffitinx, with about 35 gen-
era and no species, of most parts of the world. Conthuea
is a genus of striking aapect, best represented in the United
States.

tin-glass (tin'gias), h. It. Tin.
This white lead or titvjlasse hath been of long time in

I
estiniatiiin, . . . as witnesseth the Poet Homer, who call-

i eth it Cassitcron.— This is certein, that two pieces of black
I lead cannot possibly be sodered together without this tin-

glatte. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxiv. le.

2. Bismuth : so called by glass-makers.
tin-glaze (tin'glaz), n. A special form of glaze
for tine pottery, haWng an oxid of tin as a basis,

tingle (ting'gl), r.
;
pret. and pp. tingled, ppr.

tiiH/lin;/. [Karly mod. E. also tinffil; < ME. tin-

fkii ; var. of tinkle, or freq. of ting^ : see tinkle.']

. in trans. 1. To make a succession of clear
ringing sounds; jingle; tinkle. Levins.
A confused mane of words, with a tingling sound of

rjrme, barely accompanied with reason.
Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

2. To have a prickling or stinging sensation,
as with cold ; experience a sensation of thrills
or slight prickly pains, as from a sudden tremu-
lous excitement of the nerves.

I will do a thing in Israel at which both the ears of
every one that heareth it shall tinyle. 1 Sam. UL II.

BenewiiiK oft his poor attempts to beat
His iintjling fingers Into gathering heat.

Crabht, Works, II. 6.

^t Her palms were Unfiling for the touch
^K of other hands, and ever over-much
^mf Her feet seemed light.

^E William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, III. SS8.

^t Bis arms and Angers . . . tingltd as U "asleep."

^^^ J- ^- CanuKhan, Operative Surgery, p. 235.

^HS. To cause a tingling sensation; act so as to
^^Rtroduce a prickling or thrilling effect.

^^m Those last words of Mrs. Goodenongh's HngUd in her^^p—rt. Mt». OatktU, Wives and Daughters, llx.

Brokers slid almut with whisper, glance, and shrug
wondering whether a thrill of sympathetic depression
would tiiujU along the stock of competing lines.

TU Century, XXXVIII. 209.

n. trans. To cause to tingle; ring; tinkle.
[Rare.]

I'd thank her to tingU her bell.
As sofjn as she 's heated my graeL

Janut Smith, Rejected Addresses, xviit

tingle (ting'gl), n. [< tingle, r.] 1. A tinker
tinkle

; a tinkling sound.— 2. A tingling sensa-
tion

; a state of nervous prickling or thrilling,
tinglish (ting'ijlish), «. [< tingle + -w/il.] Ca-
pable of tingling or thrilling, as with anima-
tion. [Rare and affected.]

They pass : for them the panels may thrill,
The tempera grow alive and tingluh.

Brotming, Old Pictures in Florence, st 29.

tin-ground (tin 'ground), n. Detritus rich
iiioii(,'h in tin to be worked with profit; the
stiiii7iiferou« stratum in a stream-works.

tinguy, n. See tingi.

timng (ti'ning), n. [Verbal n. of fiwel, t'.}

who makes a tinking sound (namely in mend
ing metallic vessels) ; < tink^ + -erl. Cf. equiv.
tinkler and tinkard; cf. also W. tincerrd, a tin-
ker.] 1. A mender of household utensils of
tin, brass, copper, and iron; one who goes from
place to place with tools and appliances for
mending kettles, pans, etc. Tinkers have usually
been regarded as the lowest order of craftsmen, and their
occupation has been often pursued, especially by gipsies,
as a mere cover for vagabondage.

How sweet the bells ring now the nuns are dead.
That sound at other times like tinkers' pans I

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 1.

Another itinerant, who seems in some degree to have
rivalled the lower classes of the jugglers, was the tinier;
and accordingly he is included with them and the rain- .. . „ „^..„„
strels in the act against vagrants established by the au- +,-_i,i«2i ^n„„'i,n ,. •

thority of Queen Elizabeth. tinKle'=t (tmg kl), V. t

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 326.

2. The act of mending, especially metal-work;
the doing of the work of a tinker.— 3. A botch-
er; a bungler; an unskilful or clumsy worker;
one who makes bungling attempts at making or
mending something; also, a "jack of all trades,"
not necessarily unskilful.— 4. An awkward or
unskilful effort to do something; a tinkering
attempt ; a botch ; a bungle.

tinning

Tlie Serton or Eell-Man goeth about the Streets with a
small Bell in his Hand, which he tinileth.

J. Bay, Select Remains, p. 207.

2. To affect by tinking sounds; lead or draw
by ringing or jingling.

The very kirk evanished, whose small bell tinkled the
joyous school-boy to worship on sunny Sabbaths.

yoctes Ambroeian/e, Feb., 1832,

3t. To cause to ring or resound.

With clamorus howling
Thee place shee tinkled. Stanihurst, ^neid, ill.

They must speak their mind about it (anything which
seems to be going wrong], . . . and spend their time and
money in having a tinker at it.

T. tlughet, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 1.

6. In ordnance, a small mortar fixed on a stake,
and fired by a trigger and lanyard.— 6. A small
mackerel, or one about two years old; also,
the chub-mackorel. See tinker mackerel, under
mackerel^.

Young mackerel or tinier$. Sei. Amer., N. S., LIV. 852.

7. The silver8i<les, a fish. See cut under *i7iyr-
sides.— 8. A stickleback, specifically the ten-
spined, Gasterosteus (or I'ygosteus) pungitius.
[Local. Eng.]—9. The skate. [Prov. Eng.]—

tinklel (tmg'kl), «. [< tinkle^, ».] A succession
of small tinking or clinking sounds; a soft
jingling noise.

The titMe of the thirsty rill. M. Arnold, Bacchanalia.

With a ripple of leaves and a tinkle of stream
The full world rolls in a rhythm of praise.

»'. E. Henley, Midsummer Days and Nights.

To tinker.

Who tinkles then, or personates Tom linker?
B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

tinkler (tiug'kler), n. [< tinkle + -eri.] 1. A
tinker; hence, a vagabond; a craven.
For Huntly and Sinclair, they both play'd the tinUer.

Battle 0/ Sheriff.Muirlchild'a Ballads, VII. laiX

2. One who or that which tinkles ; in slang use,
a small bell.

"Jerk the tinkler." These words in plain English con-
veyed an injunction to ring the hell.

JXckens, Oliver Twist, XT.

tinkling (ting'kling), n. [< tinkle^, ».] 1. A
tinkling noise; the sound of successive tinks
or clinks.

The daughters of Zion, . . . mincing i

making a tinkliitg with their feet.
they go, and

Isa. iil. 16.

That peculiar high inharmonious noise [in music] which
we are accustomed to call tinkling.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 128.

2. A kind of blackbird, Quiscalus crassirostris,
common in Jamaica: so called from its notes.

tin-liquor (tin 'lik'or), n. A solution of tin in—„.j _ L-'-".""e.j— *'*™"K '"<^'*1' "sed as a mordant in dyeing.
10. The razor-billed auk, Alca or Vtnmania tinman (tin'man), n.

;
pi. tinwen (-men). 1. A

I)(ad-wood used in tining, or repairing a he'dee.
nallnnll. [prov. Eng.]

i- e 8

tink' (tingk), V. i. [< ME. tinken; ef. W. Undo,
tink. tinkle; imitative, like ting. Hence freq.
I'nklc. and tinker.] To produce or emit a fine.

tarda. See cut under razorbill.

Newfoundland.]
It Is known ... to all fishermen and eggers, as weU as

to the natives, by the singular name of titJcer.

Couet, Pi-oc. Phila. Acad., 1861, p. 2.'il.

11. A kind of seal. [Newfoundland.]— 12.
A guillemot. Also tinkershire. [Local, Eng.]
- Tinker's damn. See damn, n.

tinker (ting'kfer), v. [< tinker, «.] I. tran.i.

1 . To repair or put to rights, as a piece of metal-
work.— 2. To repair or put into shape rudely,
temporarily, or as an unskilled workman : used
in allusion to the imperfect and makeshift
character of ordinary work in metals: often
with up, to patch up.

The Victorian Act has been already tinkered several
times, and Is not likely to last long In Its present form.

Sir C. W. DOkt, Probs. of Greater Britain, vi. 8.

n. intrans. 1. To do the work of a tinker
upon metal or the like.— 2. To work generally
in an experimental or botchy way; occupv
one's self with a thing carelesslv or in a metf-
dlesome way: as, to tinker with the tariff.

I will step round at once and ofler my services, before
other folks begin to tinker with him.

R. B. Kimball, Was he Successful? it 7.

tinkerly(ting'k<T-li), n. [<tinkir + -ly1-.] Per-
taining to or characteristic of a tinker ; like a
tinker, or a tinker's work.

Flo ! whippingpost, HnktHy stuff

!

, ,
SUriey, Love Tricks, it 1.

-^liarp, jingling sound, as of a small metallic tinkershire (ting'k^r-sher), n. The common
iiody stnking upon a larger one; make a tin- murre or guillemot, Lomvia troile. Also tin-
kling noise. kershne. [Local, Eng.]
A helnieted figure

. . . allghUd ... on the floor amidst Tlnker's-Wecd (tinfpk<-rz-wed), n. The fever-
a shower of splinters and (inJh'n// glass. . ~. .

.

e. heade. Hard Cash, illlL

tinki (tingk), n. [< «»ti, i.] A tinking or tin-

[Labradorand workman in tin-plate
; a maker of tin vessels.

Thirty or forty years ago the tinman . . . was recog-
nised as one of the leading and most skilful mechanics.

„ .
Contemporary Bei>., LII. 398.

Z. A dealer in tinware.

Did'st thou never pop
Tliy Head Into a Tin-man's Shop? Prior, A Simile

tin-mordant (tin'mfir'dant), n. Same as «n-
liqiior.

tinmouth (tin'mouth), n. A fish: same as erap-
pie. [Local, U. S.]

tinned (tind). p. a. 1. Covered, overlaid, or
coated with tin: as, iinnerf dishes. [Eng.]
Use tinned tacks, as they do not rust

Paper-hanger, p. SO.

2. Packed or preserved in hermetically sealed
tins; canned: as, Wniierf milk; tinned mca.te.
We were obliged to lay in a stock of timied provisions.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 467.

Tinned sheet-Iron, tin-plate.— Tinned ware, metal-
ware protected by tinning : applied especially to early and
decorative work as distinguished from tinware.

tinnent (tin'en), a. [< ME. tinnen, < AS. tinen
= OHG. MHG. iinin (cf. G. zinnern); as tin +
-en2.] Consisting of tin ; made of tin.

Thy Tinnen Chariot shod with burning bosses.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 4.

tinner (tin'tr), «. [< tin + -frl.] It. One who
works in a tin-mine or tin-works.

All tinners and labourers in and about the stannaries
shall, during the time of their working therein bona flde.
be privileged from suits of other courts.

Blackstone, Com., III. vi.

2. A tinman or tinsmith— Tinner's stove a tin-
man's stove

; a portable stove of slieet-metal at which tin-
rnen and plnniliers heat their soldering'tools.

kling sound.
How it chimes, and cries tini in the close, divinely!

B. Jomvn, Epiccene, 11. 2.

tink^t (tingk), r. <. [< tinker, taken as ' one who
mends,' though it means lit. 'one who makes a
linking sound.' Cf. burgle < hurgUir, tile^ <
tder. etc.] To mend as a tinker. The Worlde
and the Childe (1.552).

tinkal, n. Hoc lineal.

root, Triosteum perfoliiitum : so named from a Tinnevelly senna. Hee senna.
Dr. Tinker of New England. It has purgative tinnientt (tiii'i-ent), a. [< L. tinnien(t-)s, ppr,
and emetic properties. AIbo, erroneously, 3Yn- of finwire, ring: see ttngrl, tink.'} " ' '

tinkardt fting'kard), n.
accom. term. -</rVj.]

[A var. of tinker, with
A tinker; a vagrant who

is by turns a tinker and a beggar,

_M «"*a''<' '«««th his hag asweating at the alehouse,
which they terme their bowsing in, anJ In themeane seal
son goeth abn«le a l)et'King.

FratKrnitye o/ Vacabondet ( I 575)l (Hares. )

kar's-root,

tinkle^ (ting'kl), r. ; pret. and pp. Hnkled, ppr.
tinkling. [< ME. "tinklen, tinclen ; freq. of tink'^.
Ct. tingle.] I. intrans. 1. To make or give forth
a succession of little clinking sounds; clink or
tink repeatedly or continuously.

"Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels,
and have not charity, I am become as sounding brass or
a tinkling ryinbal. i cor. xlii. 1.

The water ti'n^lM like a distant guitar.

„ „ -towa. Study Windows, p. 49.

2. To tingle.

And his ears tinkled, and his colour fled.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 9(.

n. trans. 1. To cause to clink or tink
glo; ring.

Jin-

„ , -^ Emitting a
clear ringing or tinkling sound. Imp. Diet.

tinning (tin'ing), ». [Verbal n. of tin, v.] 1.
The art or process of coating metallic surfaces
witli tin, of making or repairing tinware, or of
packing substances in tin cans for jireservation.
The protection of copper from rusting by tinning was
known as early as the time of Pliny ; a similar treatment
of sheet iron was first mentioned by Agricola.

As you see, sir, I work at tinning. I put new bottoms
into old tin tea- pots, and such like.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 302.

2. The layer or coat of tin thus applied.— Sf.
Tinware.

If your butter, when it is melted, tastes of brass, it is
your master's fault, who will not allow you a silver sauce-
pan ; besides, . . . new tinning is very chargeable.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Cook)b



tinning-metal

tinning-metal (tin'iii<;-mot''al), n. Solder, usu-
ally composed of equal weiglitsof tin and lead,
used by electrotypers for coating (tinning) the
backs of copper snells for the reception of the
fused backing-metal. The latter is poured into the
shells, and. when cooled, is firmly united to them by the
tinning-metal.

tinnitus (ti-ni'tus), n. [NL., <
ringing, a jingling, < tinnire, pp.
see titiiticiit.'] In werf., a ringing in the ears, in
many cases tinnitus is an unimportant symptom, depend-
ing on some local tempoi-ary affection of the ear, disorder
of the digestive system, or excitement of the cerebral cir-
culation. But it is often of a more serious nature, being
a common symptom of organic disease of the auditory
nerve, or of intlammation of the middle ear. More fully
tinnitus auriuin.

tinnock (tin'ok), M. [Ct.pimwek'^.'] Atitmoiise,
as Faruii eieruleus. [Pi-ov. Eng.]

Tinnunculus (ti-nung'ku-lus),w. [NL. (Vieillot,

1807), < L. tinnunculus, a kind of hawk.] A
genus of Falconidie, or subgenus of Falco, con-
taining small falcons such as the kestrel and
some sparrow-hawks. It was originally a specific
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in passing the sheets, after they have received the final
coating of tin, between steel rollers. "The object of this
process, which is by far the most important improvement
of modern times, is to spread or equalize the metal over
the surface of the sheet" (i^tewr).— Crystallized tln-
Plate, tin-plate on whose surface the crystalline structure
of the metal is developed by treatment witli a mixture of
dilute nitric and sulphuric acids.

L. tinnitus, a tinplate(tin'plat'), «>•<•; pret. andpp. Kn^jtated,

tinnitus, ring: PP'"- tinplating. [< tin-plate, «.] To plate or
coat with tin. The Engineer, LXIX. 496.

tin-pot (tin 'pot), n. In the manufacture of tin-
plate as at present carried on in England, the
pot, filled with molten tin, in which the sheet
of iron receives its first coating of tin, imme-
diately after being taken out of the palm-oil
bath.
From the palm-oil bath, by means of tongs, the sheets

are .

to the tin

tintamar

To adorn with tinsel ; hence, to adorn with any-
thing showy and glittering.

Figured satin, tinselled and overcast with golden
threads. Urquliart, tr. of Rabelais, 1. 58.

.She, tinselVd o'er in robes of varying hues.
With self-applause her wild creation views.

Pope, Danciad, L 81.

tinsel-embroidery (tin'sel-em-broi"d{'r-i), m.

Embroidery on openwork or thin material with
narrow tinsel, which is put on with the needle
like yarn, and is used as gold thread is in em-
broidery of a higher class.

tinseling, tinselling (tin'sel-ing), «. [Verbal
n. of tinsel'^, «.] In ceram., a process by which
the surface of a piece of pottery is made to
appear metallic in parts by washing with a
species of metallic luster.by the tinman, who has charge of both pots, .

?1'^>^;«^ "\r^^-\'\'^ '"«^"-
^. ,„ _l , , -, „

pot, which is full of molten tin, and here they tinselly (tin sel-l), a. [< tinsel^ + -ly^-] Ke-
remain to soak for a period of 20 minutes, the tinman
constantly, by means of his tongs, opening and re-opening
the pack (which is always beneath the metal), with the

name of the Eiiropean kestrel, as Falco tinnumndus, now tin-pulp (tin'pulp), n. A dyeing material, con-commonly called rt,m«nc„_te aia«dan™. The common gjsting of the precipitate obtained from a solu^

sembhng tinsel
; gaudy; showy and superficial.

[Rare.] Imp. Diet.me pacK ^w^lun is always oeneam tne metau witn the 4-i_o.ii„ /tin/^^i ;\ „^„ r/ 4:„^,T> j. i 9 t t
object of enabling the melted tin to get at every part of

tmselly (tm sel-l), adv. [< tinsen + -/.i/2.] In
the surface. i^Jower, A Hist of the Trade In Tin, p. 170. " ""'"'" ""-^ "«—c»-"i — ru i

sparrow-hawk of the United States is T. sparverius. There
are several others. Also called Falcula. See second cut
under sparrow-hawk.

tinny (tin'i), a. [< tin + -j/1.] Pertaining or
relating to tin ; containing tin; resembling tin.

Dart [the river] nigh chockt with sands of tinny mines.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. xl. 31.

• Tliose arms of sea that thrust into the tinny strand [of
Cornwall],

By their meand'red creeks indenting of that land.
Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 167.

Long tinny mouth [of a fish, the tinmouth).
Sportstnan's Gazetteer, p. 379.

Tinoceras (ti-nos'e-ras), n. [NL. (O. C. Marsh,
1872), < Gr. Tcivciv, stretch (see thin'^), + Kepag,
horn.] 1. A genus of huge fossil mammals

tion of protochlorid (muriate) or bichlorid of
tin and yellow prussiate of potash. Also called
prussiate of tin.

The so-called prussiate of tin, or tin-pulp, is chiefly used
as an ingredient in printing steam-blues on cotton.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-Prlnting, p. 166.

tin-putty (tin'put''''i), n.

der. Ure, Diet., III. 220.

tin-saw (tin'sa),». A kind ofsaw usedby brick-
layers for sawing kerfs in bricks, to facilitate
dressing themwith the ax to the shape required.

tin-scrap (tin 'skrap), n. The waste of tin-plate
left from the manufacture of tinware. The pro-

a gaudy and superficial manner. [Bare.]
Imp. Diet.

tinselry(tin'sel-ri),n. [< tinsel^ + -(e)ry.'] Glit-
tering or tawdry material; that with which a
gaudy show is made, or the show itself. [Rare.]
We found the bats flying about in the arches above and

behind the altar, and priests and boys firing guns at them,
among the poor tinselry of the worship, with results more
damaging to "bell, book, and candle " than birds.

S. Bowles, Our New West, xxvii.

Same as puttij-pow- tinsent (tin'sn), n. Same as tinsel^.

tinseyt (tin'si), a. [A vav. of tinsel'^, simulating
an adj. term, -ly; cf. tinselly.'] Same as tinsel'^.

The mock finery of the actors, who were "Strutting
round their Balconies in their Tinsey Robes."
Quoted in AshUm's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

(I. 250.

portion of this is large, and it is worked up into many tiu-shop (tin'shop), »l. A shop or establish-
small articles, or treated metalluigically for the recovery ment where tinware is made and repaired.
of the iron and tin contained in it. tinsmau (tinz'man), n.; pi. tinsmen (-men).

A tinsmith. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XVIU. 23.
[Rare.]

A worker in tin-plate

;

from the Eocene of North America, related to ^iLJ^ni„^\ ., t . .„„„+ „„j , j,

Dinoceras. See Dinocerata.-2. [i.e.] Anani- *5°,?® K'^/v ^w ,?P- f"^'^''/PP^*^"*"

mal of this genus. »"fl'. [Appar. a back-formation from <iHsei2f,„ ^^_^^
tinoceratid (ti-no-ser'a-tid), a. Belonging or t?rinn,nnW«^'"^fp,. !• i^

with worsted of tinsmith (tin'smith), «.

related to, or having tfie characters of, the ge- t7Zi°lf,??i?5^;>
[^"^^^^^^ a maker of tinware.

nus Tinoceras. Also used substantively.
wnsei

Tinoporinae (ti"n6-p6-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ti-
noporus + -imB.-] A subfamily ot RotaUidx, Trf^f",™

""
rnK^^ilT'' "'i?"^''™''

«i«-J ^"^s; tinstone (tin'ston), «. The miners' name for
- - -

fnrf«,t.„re. [Obsolete Or Scotch.] tin dioxid, the principal ore of tin; the cassiter-
Boith the wynning and tinsaiU ite of the mineralogist.
0B3ourhaillRegiounandryng. tin-Streaming (tin'stre'ming), n. See «<ream-

ing, 1. _F. I'olloci, Land Laws, p. 50.

writh a test consisting of irregularly heaped
chambers, with (or sometimes without) a more
or less distinctly spiral primordial portion, and
for the most part without any general aperture.
Tinoporus (ti-nop'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. rdveiv,
stretch (see thint), '+ nSpog, a pore.] The name-
giving genus of Tinoporinee. W. B. Carpenter.
Tinospora (ti-nos'po-rii), re. [NL. (Miers, 1851),

(tin'sel)
sill, loss, <

five seen
forfeiture.

< L. tmus (old name of the lauriistmus, q. v.) + tinseP (tin'sel), n. and a. [Eariy mod. E. also

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.X 1. 382.

Tinsel Of superiority, a remedy introduced by statute tSil^U^ff Tt'it "IlT,n' T'^^^''^ " -.u •*
for unentered vassalswhose superiors are themselves un- tin-StUfi (tin stut), )1. Im ore with its gangue
infeft,and therefore cannot effectually enter them.—Tin- ?^ ^'' eomes from the mine.

.j.jj.|.l ^j.jj^j,^^ ^^ [A reduction of /tnrf, or an ac-
com. of teint (an obs. form of taint^),

^
sel of the feu, in Scots lata, the loss or forfeiture of a feu.
right by failure to pay the feu-duty for two years whole
and together.

Gr. c-n-opa, a seed.] A genus of plants,'of the
ordei Menispermacese, type of the tribe Tinospo-
rese. it is characterized by flowers with six sepals and
as many petals, and by free stamens with their anther-
cells lateral and distinct. The 8 species are natives, one of
Africa, one of Australasia, and the others of tropical Asia.
Their flowers are borne in long and slender unbranched ra-
cemes, followed by ovoid drupes. See gulancha.

Tinosporeae (ti-no-spo're-e), n-jil. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1862),' < Tinospora + -ese.'] A
tribe of polypetalous plants, of the order Meni-
spermaceas, characterized by flowers usually
with three carpels, drupaceous in fruit, and con-
taining a meniscoid albuminous seed with the
cotyledons laterally divaricate. It includes 15
genera, of which Tinospora is the type.
tin-penny (tin'pen"i), n. A customary duty
formerly paid to tithingmen for liberty to dig
in the English tin-mines.

tin-pint (tin'pint), n. A pint measure. [Bay
of Fundy.]

tin-plate (tin'plaf), n. Sheet-iron coated with
tin. It is an important article of manufacture, especial-
ly in Great liritahi, from wliich country it is largely ex-
ported 10 the United States, wliere it is used In a great
variety of ways, especially for kitchen utensils, and for cans
(called tins in England) for preserving meat,vegetable8,and
fruit by keeping tliem in an airtight condition. The use of
the tin is to prevent the iron from rusting, tin being a met-
al which is not perceptibly corroded by air or weak acids.
The manufacture of tin-plateof good quality requires great
skill, considerable hand-lalx)r, and a superior quality of
Iron. For the best quality of tin-plate the iron is refined
with the use of charcoal alone ; such iron is called charcoal-
plate. Plate made from puddled iron is generally known
as cake-plate. The processes of preparing the iron and coat-
ing the surface with tin vary somewhat in different man-
ufactories, but the essential features are that the plates
shall be properly cleaned by chemical and mechanical
means, shall be toughened by rolling between polished
rollers, annealed, cleaned again, and finally coated with
tin by a somewhat complicated series ot operations. In
the very best kind of tin-plate the coating of tin is made
of extra thickness, and the surface worked over with a
polished hammer on a polished anvil. An important im-
provement in the manufacture of tin-plate came into gen-
eral u«e in England between 1860 and 1866. It consists

tinsell, tinsil, tinsille (also tinsey) ; by apheresis
from 'etincelle, < OF. estincelle, F. etincelle,
spark, sparkle, twinkle, flash, earlier 'escin-
telle (?), < L. scintilla, spark, flash: see scin-
tilla.] I. «. 1. Some glittering metallic sub-
stance, as burnished brass, copper, or tin, made
in sheets approaching the thinness of foil, and
used in pieces, strips, or threads for any pur-
pose in which a sparkling effect is desired with-
out much cost. Gold and silver tinsel, round
or flat, made of Dutch metal, is much employed
in the manufacture of artificial flies.

There were "also tinsille, tinfoil, gold and silver leaf,
and colours of different kinds."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 31.

Many, ... to whose passive ken
Those mighty spheres that gem infinity
Were only specks of tinsel flx'd in heaven.

Shelley, Queen Mab, v.

2. A fabric or some material for dress over-
laid or shot with glittering metallic sparkles
or threads. The name has been given to cloth
of silk interwoven with gold or silver threads.

Skirts, round underborne with a bluish tinsel.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4. 22.

It will abide no more test than the tinsel
We clad our masques in for an hour's wearing,

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 2.

8. Figuratively, glistening or gaudy show; su-
perficial glitter or sparkle

;
garish pretense.

There is a dangerous tinsel in false taste, by which the
unwary mind and young imagination are often fascinated.

Goldsmith, Taste.

II. a. Consisting of, or characteristic of, tin- tint^ (tint). A Scotch preterit of tine"^.

sel; hence, gaudy; showy to excess; speciously tintage (tin'taj), n. [< tinf^ + -age.} The col-
glittering. — 1,-1:-- -

< F. teint.

teinte = Pr. tenta, tent = Sp. tinta, tinte = Pg.
tinta = It. tinta, Unto, dye, tint ; or else directly
< It. tinta, tinto, < L. tinctus, dye, hue: see tinct,

taint^.'] 1 . A variety of a color, especially and
properly a luminous varietyof low chroma; also,
abstractly, the respect in which a color may
be varied by more or less admixture of white
light, which at once increases the luminosity
and diminishes the chroma. In painting, tints are
the colors, considered as more or less bright, deep, or thin,
by the due use and combination of which a picture re-
ceives its shades, softness, and variety.

Though dim as yet in tint and line.
We trace Thy picture's wise design.

Whittier, Thy Will be Done.

2. In cnjrraHngr, a series of parallel lines cutupon
a wood block with a tint-tool, so as to produce
an even and uniform shading, as in clear skies.
—Aerial tints. See o*ri(rf.—Aqueous tint. Seeaquemu.
— Crossed tint. See tint Wodt.— Flat tint, color of uni-
form tint, not shaded. In decorative art flat tints are
placed in juxtaposition, without being blended.— Rubbed
tints. See r»6.— Ruled tint See tiH(-Wooj(-— Safety
tint, a distinctive tint given to bank-notes, drafts, bonds,
etc., as a security against counterfeiting.- Secondary
tints. See secondary/.— Tint with high lights. See
tint-Hock.

tint! (tint), V. t. [< tint^, ».] To apply a tint
or tints to; color in a special manner; tinge.

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life

!

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away,
And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray 1

Byron, Bride of Abydos, ii. 20.

Tinted paper, paper having a more or less light uniform
shade of some color, imparted to it either in the process
of manufacture or by subsequent treatment

Tinsel affections make a glorious glistering.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iii. 3.

Light coin, the tinsel clink of compliment.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

tinseP (tin'sel), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. tinseled,

tinselled, ppr. tinseling, tinselling. [< tinsel^, «.]

oring or shading of anything ; state or condi-
tion as to color. [Rare. ]

The unvarying tintage, all shining greens and haiy
Mies. Linnystone's Life Work, p. 378.

tintamart, tintamarret (tin-ta-miir' ), ». [< P.
tintamarrc (= Wall, titamar), a confused noise;
origin obscure.] A confused noise ; an uproar.



tintamar

N'or is there any Motion or the least tintamar of Trou-
ble iu any Part of the Country, which is rare in France.

Howell, Letters, I. L 19.

tint-block (tint'blok), «. In printing, a surface

of wood or metal prepared for printing tjrpo-

graphically the background or ground-tint of a

page or an illustration in two or more colors. A
ruled tiiU has faint and close parallel white lines on its sur-

face. A crossed (in/ has lines crossing one another. A tint

unlh Atj/A lights has bits or patches of white cut out in the
places where glints of white are needed to give effect to

the engraving. Tinted printing-surfaces are oftenest made
by engraving by h.ind or by a ruling-machine. The appear-
ance of flat surfaces of cloth, smooth wood, marble, or
grained leather is often produced by pressing the mate-
rial selected upon a heated plate of soft metal.

tint-drawing (tint'dra'ing), H. The drawing
of objects or surfaces in water-color or a wash
of uniform tint, or of varying shades of the same
tint, as the subject may require.

tinter (tiu'ter), n. [< tint^ + -frl.] 1. A per-

son who tints, or an instrument for tinting.

—

2. A slide of plain colored glass, as pink or
blue, used with the magic lantern to give moon-
light or sunrise effects, or the like, to pictures
from plain or unoolored slides.

tinternellt, "• [Cf. OF. tinton, a kind of dance,
the burden of a song, the ting of a bell, < tinter,

ring: see fiH<7.] A certain old dance. Malliwell.

tintiness (tin'ti-nes), «. The state or condition
of being tinty.

What painters call tintinesxvhen they observe that the
brilliancy uf local tints severally affects their hai-niony and
the tertiaries are weak. Athetumm, No. 3073, p. 377.

tinting (tin'ting), n. [Verbal n. of fiiifl, f.]

In line-enyraviny, the method or act of produ-
cing an even and uniform shading by cutting a
series of parallel lines on the plate or block.

tintinnabnla, «. Plural of tintinnabulum.

tintinnabulant (tin-ti-nab'u-lant), a. [< L. tin-

tiiiniihiibtm, a bell (see tintinnabuUtm), + -ant.']

Same as tintinnabular. [Rare.]

Krappant and tiiUinnatndant appendages [knockers and
bells]. //. Smith, Bejected Addresses, x.

tintinnabular (tin-ti-nab'u-lar), a. [< L. tin-

tiiinitbulum, a bell, -t- -ar^.] Of or relating to
bi'Hs or their sound.
tintinnabnlaiy (tin-ti-nab'u-la-ri), a. Bame as
tiiiiiitniihiiliir. /{((/irpr, Pelham, XXV. [Rare.]

tintinnabulation (tin-ti-nab-u-la'shgn), K. [<
L. tintinHubulum, a bell, + -ation.'] The ring-

ing of a bell or of bells; a sound like that of

ringing bells.

The tintinnabulation that so musically wells
From the belU, . . .

From the jingling and the tinkling of the bells.

Poe, The Bells.

tintinnabulous (tin-ti-nab'u-lu»), n. [< L. tin-

tiniinliulum, a bell, + -«i«t.] liiven to or char-
acterized by the ringing of a bell, or the mak-
ing of bell-like sotuids.

I, and many others who suffered much from his [the
college porter's] tintinnabulous propensities, . . . have
forgiven him. De ({uiMty, Opium Eater, p. M.

tintinnabulum (tin-ti-nab'u-lum), M.
;

pi. fi»i-

tiiiiinliiila (-lii). [< L. tintinnabulum, a bell (cf.

MI.I. tintinnum, OF. tantan, a cow-bell), < tin-

tinnare, ring, clink, jangle, redupl. of tinnirc,

tinirr, ring, tinkle: see tinnient, fin.r/l.] 1. A
bell; specilically, a grelot: especially applied
to such an object of antique Roman origin.

—

2. A rattle formed of small bells or small
plates of metal.

Tintinnids (tin-tin'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Tin-
ti)niii.i ¥ -iilie.] A family of heterotrichous
(formerly supposed to be peritrichous) eiliate

infusorians, typified by the genus Tintinnus.
These animalcules are free swimming or sedentary, and
mostly inhabit alorica, or indurated sheath, to the bottom
or sidof wltirh the ovate or pyrifonn body is attached by
a retractile pctiicle or filament from the posterior end of
the IkkIv. The mouth is eccentric, terminal or nearly so,

with circular peristome fringed with large cirrate cilia.

Th'* gfiieml cuticular surface Is more or less completely
clotli4-d with fine vibratile cilia. Genera besides the type
are Tintinniilium, Vtuicola, and Strormbidinopgit. TsuaJly
written Tintinnodte.

TintinnU8(tin-tin'u8),n. [NL. (Schrank, 1803),
< I., tinlinnare, ring: see tintinnabulum.] The
tyjiical genus of Tintinnid/e, containing free
l(irii"ate forms adherent by a retractile pedicle.
These animalcules are all marine, and under the micro-
scope display great agility. There are many species, such
as T. inquUinuM.

tintless (tint'les), n. [< finfl -H -/*»«.] Having
nil tint ; colorless. C'Aari«<f« /Jro«fe, Villette, xii.

tintometer (tin-tom'e-ttr), h. [< finfl + Gr.
idrptiv, measure.] An instrument or apparatus
for determining tints or shades of color by com-
parison with standard tints or shades. Lovi-
Ixitid's, one nt the more recent and iniproved Instruments,
couslats of a combination of standard colored glasses so

6349
arranged that all side light is cut off. The tint to be de-

termined is compared with the diiferent tints obtained
by these combinations until one is found which it matches.

tint-tool (tint'tol), n. In wood-engraving, an im-
plement used to cut parallel lines on a block,

so as to produce a tint. It has a handle like that of

the burin, but the blade is thinner at the back, and deep-
er, and the point-angle is much more acute. See cut un-
der yrawr.

tinty (tin'ti), a. [< tint^ + -yl.] E.xhibiting

discordant diversity or contrast of tints; iu-

harmoniously tinted or colored, as a painting.

Athenxum, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 153.

tintype (tin'tip), n. A photographic positive

taken on a thin plate of japanned iron ; a fer-

rotype.

tinware (tin' war), «. Wares of tin; articles,

especially vessels for holding liquids, made of

tin-plate.

tin-wittS (tin'wits), n. pi. Dressed tin ore con-
taining so much pyrites, arsenic, or other dele-

terious ingredients that it must be roasted or
calcined in a reverberatory furnace, or in a spe-

cially contrived calciner, before being passed
through the processes of jigging, tossing, dillu-

ing, etc. [Cornwall, Eng.]
tin-works (tin'w^rks), )i. sing. andp?. Works
or an establishment for the mining or manu-
facture of tin, or for the making of tin-

ware.
tin-wormt (tin'wferm), «. A small red worm,
round, and having many legs, much like a hog-
louse. Baileijj 1731.

tiny (ti'ni or tin'i), a. [Also teeny (common in

childish use); formerly also tinny, tyny; early

mod. E. and late ME. also ti)u;, tyne; origin un-
certain ; if the early forms tine, tyne are intend-
ed for tiny, with which, at any rate, they have
merged, the formation is prob. < tine'^', var. teen^,

trouble, sorrow, + -yl, the orig. sense of tiny

being then 'fretful, peevish'; ct. peevish, teat-

ish, tettish, a., and^^efi, »., also applied esp. to

children, and so coming, like tin>i, to imply
smallness of size, an implication derived also

in the case of tiny from the adj. little usually
preceding.] Very diminutive; minute; wee.
It is frequently used with little as an intensification of
Its force : as, a little tiny boy ; a tiny little piece of some-
thing.

Sef, Pat. HayIle,lytyUefvTwniop!rewarderofmedeI. .

.

Haylle, lytylle mylk sop! haylle. David sedet
Towneley Myteriet, p. 96.

When that I was and a little tine boy,
Witli he*, ho, the wind and the rain.

Shale., T. N., T. L 898 (fol. 1823).

All that heard a little tinny page,
By his ladyes coach as he ran.

Little Uutffraeeand Lady Barnard (Child's BalUds, II. 17).

But Annie from her baby's forehead dipt
A tiny curl, and gave it. Tennyean, Enoch Arden.

Tiny perches, the clasaomea.

-tion. [ME. -tion, -don, -cioun, -eiun, < OF.
-tiiin, -rion, -cinn, also -^on, -son, -sun, F. -tion,

-fow = 8p. -don = Pg. -c3o = It. -zione = D.
-fie = G. -tion, < L. -tio{n-), a suffix of ab-
stract nouns (many used as concrete), as in

dic-tio(n-), saying, < dic-ere, say, accusa-tio(n-),

accusation, < accusa-re, accuse, moni-tio(n-),

warning, < mone-re, warn, audi-tio{n-), Iiearing,

< audi-re, hear (see the corresponding E.
words).] A suffix occurring in many abstract
(and concrete) nouns of Latin origin. It appears,
according to the Latin original, either without a preceding
vowel, as In diction, action, reception, etc., or with a pre-

ceding vowel, as In accusation, monition, audition, etc.,

the rowel being often, however, radical, as in station,

complttion, ambition, motion, ablution, revolution, etc.

Preceded by .a-, the suffix has become a common English
formativa (see -alion). The suffix -(ton after a radical «- in

the Latin stem appears as -non, as in mission, paetion,
etc. In words derived through the Old French It also

appear! as -eon, as In tenuon, maliton, menieon, venium,
etc.

-tions. [ME. -tious, -cious, etc., < OF. -cios,

-cious, -deux, -tieiii, F. -tieux = Sp. Pg. -doso =
It. -zioso, < L. -tiosiis, being the siiffix -osus (> E.
-ous. -ose) added to stems in -t : see -otts. The
termination also represents in E. the L. adj.

termination -cius, -tins, in -i-ciu*, -i-tius. prop.
-ic-ius, as in adrenticius, adrentitins, adventi-
tious.] A termination of many adjectives of

Latin origin, some associated with nouns in

-tion, as ambitious, expeditious, disputatious,

etc., associated with ambition, expedition, dix-

putation, etc. (see -<itiou.i, -itious). In some cases

the termination is of other origin, as in adventitious, fac-
titiout, fictitious, etc. See the etymology, and the words
mentioned.

tipi (tip), n. [< ME. tip, tup, tijtpe (not found
in AS.) = Ml). D. tip = LG. tinp = MHG. zip/
= 8w. tipp = Dan. tip, tip, end, point; also, in

dim. form, MD. tippel, tepel, D. tepel, nipple, =
MHG. G. dpfel, tip, point; MD. tipken, tip,

tip

nipple, D. tipje = LG. tipje, tip, nipple ; appar.
a derived form, and generally regarded as a
dim., of fopl (of. tiptop) ; but the phonetic rela-

tions present a difficulty. Cf. leel. typpi, a tip, <

toppr, top : see top^. Prob. two forms, one re-

lated to top^, and the other related to tap^, are
confused. So the verb tip" is appar. related
to tap^.1 1 . The irpper extremity or top part of

anything that is long and slender, tapering, or
thin, especially if more or less pointed or round-
ed: as, the tip of a spire or of a spear; any
pointed, tapering, or rounded end or extrem-
ity; the outer or exposed termination of any-
thing running to or approximating a point: as,

the tip of the tongue ; the tips of the fingers ; the
tip of an arrow (the apex of the arrow-head), of

a cigar, or of a pen.

In love, i' faith, to the very ftp of the nose.
Shak., T. and C, ill. 1. 138.

His eares were not quite cutt oif, only the upper part,

his tippes were visible.

Aubrey, Lives (William Prinne), note.

Clomb above the eastern bar
The horned Moon, with one bright star
Within the nether tip.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, lit

The tips cut off the fingers of her gloves.
Thackeray, Pendennis, xxv.

2. A small piece or part attached to or forming
the extremity of something; an end-piece, an
attached point, a ferrule, or the like : as, the
iron or copper tips of some shoes ; the tip of a
scabbard ; the tip of a gas-btirner ; the tip of a
stamen (the anther).— 3. (a) The upper part
of the crown of a hat. (fc) The upper part of

the lining of a hat.— 4. A tool made of paste-
board and long fine hair, used by gilders, as to

lay the gold upon the edges of a book ; also, a
piece of wood covered with Canton flannel, used
by book-stampers.
The gilding tip is a thin layer of flexible hair held to-

gether between two pieces of cardboard, and made of
various widths, and the length of hair varies also.

Gilder's Manual, p. 37.

5. The separate piece or section of a jointed
fishing-rod from the point of which the line

runs off the rod through an eye, loop, or ring;

a top. A tip made of split bamboo Is called a quarter-

section tip, and by English makeis a rent and glued tip.

The soft inner part of the bamltoo is removed, and only
the hard, elastic exterior is used.

6. Same rb foothold, 2 From tip to tip, from the
tip of one whig to the tip of the other wTien the wings are
expanded : a-s the eagle measured 6 feet/ram dp to tip.

—On the Up of one's tongue, lust on the point of being
spoken. [C'ulloii.

)

It was on the tip of the boy's tongue to relate what had
followed ; but ... he checked himself.

Dickens, Martin Chuulewit, xxix.

tipl (tip), t». t. ;
pret. and pp. tipped, ppr. tipping.

[< ME. tippen; < ft/;l, n. Perhaps in part re-

lated to tip^, f).] To form, constitute, or cover
the tip of ; make or put a tip to ; cause to ap-
pear as a tip, top, or extremity.

His felawe badde a staf tipped with horn.
Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 32.

That light, the breaking day, which tips

The golden-spired Apocalypse

!

Whittier, Chapel of the Hermits.

tip2 (tip), V.
;
pret. and pp. tipped, ppr. tipping.

[Early mod. E. also "typpc, type; < ME. tip])en,

ttpcn, tip, overthrow, < Sw. tippa, strike lightly,

tap, tip, = LG. tippen = G. tiipfen, tupfcn, touch
lightly, tap ; appar. a secondary form, felt as a
dim., of tap^; but the relation with tup^ is un-
certain.] I. trans. 1. To strike or hit lightly;

tap.

A third rogue tips me by the elbow.
Swift, Bickerstaff Papers.

2. To turn from a perpendicular position, as
a solid object; cause to lean or slant; tilt;

cant: usually implying but slight effort: as, to

tip a bottle or a cart to discharge its contents

;

to tip a table or a chair.

The red moon tipped
Her horns athwart the tide.

U. P. Spofford, Poems, p. 98.

3t. To overthrow; overturn.

Type doun yonder toun.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ill. 606.

4. To throw lightly to another; direct toward;
give ; communicate : as, to tip one a copper.
[Slang.]

Tip the Captain one of your broadsides.
Noctes Ambrosianse, Sept., 1832.

" Egad," said Mr. Coverley. " the baronet has a mind to

tip us a touch of the heroics this muriilng
!"

Mug Burney, Evelina, IxxviH.

6. To give private iiifonnatioii to in regard to

chances, as in betting or speculation. [Slang.]
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— 6. To make a slight gift of money to; gratify

with a small present of money, as a child ; espe-

cially, to make a present of money to (a servant

or employee of another), nominally for a ser-

vice, actual or pretended, rendered or expected

to be rendered by such servant or employee in

the course of his duty, and for which he is also

paid by his employer. [Colloq.]

Then I, sir, tips me the verger with half-a-crown.
Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, li. 3.

Remember how happy such benefactions made you In

your own early time, and go of! on the very first flue day
and tip your nephew at school

!

Thackeray, Newcomea, xvi.

7. In music, same as tongue, 3—To tip offliquor,
to turn up the vessel till all is out.—To tip over, to over-

turn by tipping.— To tip the scale or scales, to depress

one end o( a scale below the other, as by e.\cess of weight

;

overbalance the weight at the opposite end of a scale;

hence, to overcome one consideration or inducement by
the preponderance of some opposite one : as, to tip the

scales at loO pounds; his interest tipped the scale against

his inclination.—To tip the traveler. Seefratiefer.-To
tip (one) the wink, t<j wink at (any one) as a sign of cau-

tion, mutual understanding, or the like.

The pert jackanapes Nick Doubt tipped me the wink, and
put out his tongue at his grandfather.

Addison, Tatler, No. 86.

To tip up, to raise one end of, as a cart, so that the con-

tents may fall out.

II. intrans. 1. To lean or slant from the per-

pendicular; incline downward or to one side;

slant over: as, a carriage tips on an uneven
road; to tip first one way and then the other.

—

2. To give tips or gratuities

—

To tip over, to up-

set ; capsize, as a boat.

tip2 (tip), ». [< tip^, t'.] 1. A light stroke; a

tap ; in base-ball, a light hitting of the ball with
the bat. See foul tip, below.— 2. A tram or

other large container contrived for the rapid

transfer of coal by tipping out a whole load of

it at once.

A number of coal tips are being erected at Warrington.
The Enffineer, LXIX. 627.

3. A place or receptacle for the deposit of

something by tipping; a place into which gar-

bage or other refuse is tipped; a dump.

Near to the affected dwellings is the town tip for refuse.
Lancet, 1890, 1. 1311.

4. Private or secret information for the bene-
fit of the person to whom it is imparted ; espe-

cially, a hint or communication pointing to suc-

cess in a bet or a speculative venture of any
kind, as in horse-racmg, the buying and selling

of stocks or other property, etc. [Colloq.]

It should be the first duty of consuls to keep the Foreign
Olfice promptly supplied witli every commercial tip that

can be of use to British trade.
Quarterly Bev., CLXUI. 176.

5. A small present of money; a gratuity; espe-

cially, a present of money made to a servant or

employee of another, nominally for a service

rendered or expected. See tip^, v. t., 6.

What money is better bestowed than that of a school-

boy's tip? ... It blesses him that gives and him that
takes. Thackeray, Newcomes, xvi.

Foul tip, in base-bail, a foul hit, not rising above the
batsman's head, caught by the catcher when playing with-

in ten feet of the home base. National Playing Rules/or
1891.

I'he first catchers who came up under the bat were
wont to wear a small piece of rubber in the mouth as a
protection to the teeth from foul tips.

The Century, XXXVIII. 837.

Straight tip, correct secret information ; a trustworthy
hint in regard to chances in betting, speculation, etc. ; a
pointer : usually with t/ic. [Slang.]

He was a real good fellow, and would give them the

straight tip [about a horse-race].

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, II. 33.

Tip for tapt, one stroke for another ; like for like. See
til for tat, under lit*.—To mlss ODe'8 tip. See missi.

tip-* (tip). «. [Perhaps < tip'^, r. Cf . tijiple, tipsy.']

A draught of liquor. Ilalliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ti-palm (te'pam), n. Same as iil.

tip-car (tip'kar), n. On a railroad, a gravel-car
or coal-car pivoted on its truck, so that it can
be upset to discharge its load at the side of
the track ; a dump-car.

tip-cart (tip'kart), n. A cart the platform of
which is hung so that its rear end can be tip-

ped or canted down to empty its contents. Also
called dump-cart.

tip-cat (tip'kat), »i. 1. A game in which a
piece of wood tapering to a point at each end
is made to rise from the ground by being tipped
or struck at one end with a stick, and while in

the air is knocked by the same player as far as
possible. Also called cat-and-dog.

•In the middle of a game at tip-cat, he [Bunyan] paused,
and stood staring wildly upward with his stick in his hand.

Macavlay, John Bunyan.
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2. The piece of wood that is struck in this

game. More commonly called the eat.

tlp-clieese (tip'chez), n. A boys' game in which
a small stick is struck (as in tip-eat) by one, and
hit forward by another. Davies.

At tip-cheese, or odd and even, his hand is out.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

tipett, n. A Middle English variant of tippet.

tip-foot (tip'fut), n. A deformity of the foot;

talipes equinus. See talipes.

TipMa (tif 'i-ii), «. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775), < Gr.

Tipj, a certain insect. Cf. Tipula.'] 1. A genus
of fossorial hymenopterous insects, or digger-

Unadorned Tipliia (Tiphia inornala).

«," perfect wasp ; b, head of larva, enlarged ; c, larva, ventral view

;

d, cocoon, cut open.

wasps, of the family ScoKidee, having the eyes
entire and the basal segment of the abdomen
rounded at the base. T. inomata is common in the
eastern United States. It makes perpendicular burrows
in sandy soils, and the males frequent flowers. In its

larval state it is a parasite of white grubs (the larvae of

beetles of the genus Lachnosterna).

2. [I. c] A wasp of this genus: as, the un-
adorned tiphia.

tipi, n. Same as tepee.

ti-piant (te 'plant), n. Same as f»i.

tip-paper (tip'pa"p6r), n. A stifiE kind of pa-
per for lining the tips or insides of hat-crowns.
E. H. Knight.

tipped-stafft, «• See tipstaff.

tippenny (tip'e-ni), n. Same as twopenny.
[Prov. Eng.]

tipper^ (tip'er), «. [< <y)2 -(- -ej-l.] 1. A means
of tipping ; something with which to cause an
object to tip or become canted ; especially, an
arrangement for dumping coal on screens with
a saving of manual labor. Also tippler.

The top of this mass is provided with a Upper which
catches against the end of a bent lever.

Ganot, Physics (trans.), § 79.

2. One who tips, or operates by tipping; spe-
cifically, a person employed to empty coal or
the like from tips, as at a mine or a dock.

The Bute Docks Company's tippers . . . did, by means
of the movable tips on the west side of the Roath Basin,
last week some remarkable work in coal shipping.

The Engineer, LXIX. 175.

3. One who gives tips or advice ; especially, one
who gives hints or secret information in regard
to betting or speculation. [Colloq.]— 4. One
who gives tips or gratuities.

tipper^ (tip'er), n. [Named after one Thomas
Tipper, a brewer.] In England, a particular

kind of ale.

The peculiarity of this beverage [tipper] arises from its

being brewed from brackish water, which is obtainable
from one well only ; and all attempts to imitate the fla-

vour have hitherto failed. Lower.

If they draws the Brighton Tipper here, I takes that ale

at night ; ... it bein' considered wakeful by the doctors.
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxv.

tippet (tip'et), n. [Formerlyalso tippit; < ME.
tippet, tipet, tipit, typet, tepet, < AS. tieppet, a
tippet (cf. tsepped, tapestry, carpet, teeppe, a fil-

let, band), < L. tapete, ML. also ta])etum, < Gr.

Tairnc, figured cloth, tapestry, carpet, rug, cov-
erlet, etc.: see tappet'-.'] 1. (a) A long and
narrow pendent part of the dress, as the hang-
ing part of a sleeve or the liripipium. (6) Any
scarf or similar garment.

Biforn hire wolde he go
With his typet ybounde about his heed.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 3S.

The tippet, or circlet of cloth surrounding the crown [of

Richard II.], hung loosely on one side of the head, . . .

Richard I. . . . wears a furred (y»p«( round his .shoulders.

Fairhott, Costume, 1. 177.

2. A cape or mufiler, usually covering the shoul-

ders or coming, at most, half-way to the elbow,
but longer in front ; especially, such a garment
when made of fur ; in modern use, any covering
for the neck, or the neck and shoulders, with
hanging ends, especially a woolen mufiler tied

about the neck. Pur tippets still form part of

the oflicial costume of English judges.

They ask for a Muff and Tippit of the best Seal Fur from
five to Six pounds and Upwards, which at most doth not
Consume more than two good Skins.

Quoted in Jf. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 445.

tipple

She wore a small sable tippet, which reached just to her
shoulders. George Eliot, Hill on the Floss, L 7.

3. In the Ch. of Eng., a kind of cape worn by
literates (non-graduates), of stuff, and instead

of the hood, and by graduates, beneficed clergy,

and dignitaries, of silk, at times when they do
not wear the hood.— 4t. A hood of chain-mail

:

used sometimes for camail.— 5. A length of

twisted hair or gut in a fishing-line.— 6t. A
bundle of straw bound together at one end,

used in thatching. [Scotch.]— 7. In ornith.,

a formation of long or downy feathers about a
bird's head or neck ; a ruff or ruffle. Coues.—
8. In entom., one of the patagia, or pieces at-

tached to the sides of the pronotum, of a moth

:

so called because they are generally covered
with soft, plumy scales, thus resembling tip-

pets. Also shoulder-tippet—Hempen tippet, a
hangman's rope.

When the hangman had put on his hempen tippet, he
made such haste to his prayers as if he had had another
cure to serve. Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 4.

St. Johnstone's tippet, a hangman's rope ; a halter for

execution : said to be named from the wearing of halters

about their necks by Protestant insurgents of Perth (for-

merly also called St. Johns Town, St. Johnstmie) in the
beginning of the Reformation, in token of their willing-

ness to be hanged if they flinched. [Scotch.]

I'll hae to tak the hills wi' the wild whigs, as they ca*

them, and then it will be my lot . . . to be sent to Heaven
wi' a Saint Johnstone's tippit about my hause.

Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

To turn tippett, to turn one's coat— that is, make a
complete change in one's course or condition. Compare
turncoat.

One that for a face
Would put down Vesta, in whose looks doth swim
The very sweetest cream of modesty

—

You to turn tippet ! B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii. 3.

Tybum tippett, a hangman's halter.

He should have had a Tybum tippet, a half-penny hal-

ter, and all such proud prelates.
Latimer, 2d Sermon bet Edw. VI., 1649.

tippet-grebe (tip'et-greb), «. A grebe, as the
great crested, Podiceps cristatus, or red-necked,
P. griseigena, having a ruff or tippet. Most
grebes are of this character.

tippet-grouse (tip'et-gi-ous), n. The ruffed

grouse, Boiiasa umbella. Also shoulder-knot
grouse. See grouse, and cut under Bonasa.
tipping' (tip'ing), 71. [Verbal n. of tip'>-, «.]

The act of putting a tip to.

tipping^ (tip'ing), 71. [Verbal n. of tip-, v.] 1.

The act of tilting or overturning : as, table-(ip-

ping.— 2. In the preparation of curled hair, the
operation of tossing the carded hair about with
a stick so that it will fall in tufts, to be afterward
consolidated by rapid blows.— 3. The practice

of making presents to servants, etc., nominally
for services rendered or expected. See tip^,

V. t., 6.— 4. In music, same as tonguiiig,
"

tippmg-wagon (tip'ing-wag'on). n. A i

3.

. _ _ . _ - ..
wagon

that can lie'canted up in order to discharge its

load ; a tip-cart. [Eng.]
tippitt, n. An old spelling of tippet.

tipple^ (tip'l), n. [Dim. of tip^, «.] In hay-
nutking, a bundle of hay collected from the
swath, and formed into a conical shape. This
is tied near the top so as to make it taper to a point, and
set upon its base to dry. [Prov. Eng.]

tipple^ (tip'l), )'. [Freq. of <(>2. Cf. topple.'] To
turn over, as in tumbling; tumble. Halliicetl.

tipple^ (tip'l), H. [(.tipple^, v.] Theplace where
cars are tipped, or have their contents dumped

;

a dump; a cradle-dump. Also tip. [Penn-
sylvania coal region.]

The law allows a check weighmaster on each tipple.

N. A. Bev., CXLIU. 181.

tipple^ (tip'l), ». ;
pret. and pp. tippled, ppr.

tippling. [< Norw. tipla, drink little and often,

= G. zipfeln, eat or drink in small quantities;
appar. connected with tip'^, and so with tipple-.

Cf. tipsy.] I. intrans. To drink strong drink
often in small quantities. As commonly used,
the word implies Beprehensible indulgence in frequent or
habitual drinking, short of the limit of positive drunken-
ness.

He's very merry, madam ; Master Wildbrain
Has him in hand, i'th' bottom o' the cellar;

He sighs and tipples-

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, L

Walking the rounds was often neglected [by the watch],
and most of the nights spent in tippliny.

B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 161.

Tippling Act, an English statute of 1751 (24 Geo. II., c
40, g 12) prohibiting actions to recover any debt under
twenty shillings contracted at one time for liquors.

II. trans. 1. To imbibe slowly and repeat-
edly; drink by sips or in small quantities, as
liquor ; use in drinking.

Himself, for saving charges,
A peel'd, slic'd onion eats, and tipples verjuice.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iv. 7^



tipple

Have ye tippled drink more fine

Than mine noat's Canary wine ?

KeaUf, Lines on the Mermaid Tavern.

2. To affect by tippling, or frequent drinking;
bring under the influence of strong drink ; make
boozy or drunk.

If the head be well tippled, he [Satan] gets in, and
makes the eyes wanton, the tongue blasphemous, the
hands ready to stab. Bev. T. Adams, works, IL 48.

Merry, merry, merry, we sail from the eaat.

Half tippled at a rain-bow feast.

Dryden, Tyrannic Love, iv. 1.

He stole it. Indeed, out of his own Bottles, rather than
be rob'd of hU Liquor. Misers use to tipple themselves
m, Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

tipple^ (tip'l), n. [< tipple'i, r.] Liquor taken
in tippling; stimulating drink : sometimes used
figuratively.

While the HppU was paid for, all went merrily on.
Sir R. LEstranije.

Men who never enter a church . . , procure their tip-

ple from a circulating library. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXU. "ea

tippler! (tip'16r), n. [< tipple^ + -erl.] 1.

One who or that which tipples or turns over;
a tumbler. [Prov. Eng.]

When they talk of a tumbler pigeon, yon hear them say,
" What a UppUr he is 1

"

BaUiuxU.

2. Same as tipper^, 1.

tippler'-^ (tip'ler), n. I<tipple3 +-er^.'] 1. One
who tipples ; especially, a person who drinks
strong liquor habitually without positive drunk-
enness ; a moderate toper.

Gamesters, tipplers, tavem-hanters, and other such dis-

solute people. Harman, tr. of Beza, p. 313. (LaOtam.)

2t. One who sells tipple ; the keeper of a ta%--

ern or public house; a publican.

They were but tipplers, such as keep ale-hooses.
Latimer, Sermons (Parker Soc.), I. 133.

tippling-h0U8e(tip'ling-hous),n. A dram-shop.
tippy (tip'i), a. [< tip'^ + -yi.] 1. Liable to
tip; given to tipping or tumbling; wabbling;
unsteady. [CoUoq.J
The tippy sea. PhOadelpKia Timet, Jan. 16, 1886.

2. Characterized by a tipping action or move-
ment, as a person; hence, gingerly; smart;
fine. [CoUoq.]

It was not one of yonr tifrpy, faablonable. Bllver-slip-

pered kind of cijnversions, but it was a backwoods con*
version. Peter Carturiyht, Fifty Years as {Residing Elder.

tipsify (tip'si-fi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. tipsijitil,

ppr. tipsifying. [< tipsy + -fy.^ To make
tipsy; fuddle; Inebriate. [Colloq.]

She was in rach a passion of tears that they were
obliged to send for Dr. Flow, and half tipsify her with sal-

volatile. Thaekeray, Vanity Fair, L

tipsily (tip'si-li), adr. In a tipsy manner.
tipsiness (tip'si-nes), n. The state of being
tipsv ; partial intoxication ; inebriation.

tip-sled (tip 'sled), «. A sled the box of which
!< supported on trunnions and on a front post

which it is secured by a hook ; a dumpmg-
Mcti. E. U. Knight.

tipstaff (tip'staf ), n. ; pi. tipstares (-stftvz).

[Kediiced from ME. tipped staf, a spiked or
piked staff; cf. pikestaff as related to piked
stuff.] 1. A staff tipped or capped with metal

;

a staff having a crown or cap, formerly the
badge of a constable or sheriff^ officer.

Cupid. What? use the virtue of your snaky tipstaff
there upon us?
Mercury. No, boy, bat the smart rigour of my palm

alwut your ears. B. Jonton, Cynthia's Bevels, L 1.

2. An officer bearing a tipstaff; especially, in
England, a sheriff's officer charged with the
execution of laws against debtors.

Then commeth the Hpped-staves for the Hatahalse,
And saye they haue prisoners mo than Inough.

0«/ Spede the Plowjh (E. E. T. ».\ 1. 77.

A Puritan divine . . . had, while pouring the baptismal
water or distributinR the encharistlc bread, been anxious-
ly listening for the signal that the tipstaves were anpp^ach'
ing Maeaulay, Hist Eng., vil.

tipster (tip'stir), ». [< <i>2 + -8ter.'\ A per-
son specially employed in furnishing tips or
secret information to persons interested, for
betting or speculative purposes, in the issue of
horse-races, the rise and fall of stocks, etc.:
distinguished from a tout, who may be in the
tipster's emploj-raent. [Colloq.]

The crowd of touts and tipsters whose advertisements
nil "p the columns of the sporting press.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. S4«.

tip-stock (tip'stok), n. The movable tip or fore
eud of a gunstock, situated under the barrel or
barrels, especially when it is a separate piece,
in front of the breech or tritrger-guard. A hinged
or detachable ti|>-stock Is re<iuircd for breech-loaders
which break in the vertical plane. The surface Is asu-
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ally checkered for the (Inner grasp of the shooter's left

hand.

tip-stretcher (tip'strech'6r), n. A machine
for stretching hat-bodies.

tipsy (tip'si), a. [< tip'^, v., or tip^, n., + -sy

as in clumsy, flimsy, etc. Cf. G. dial. (Swiss)
tips, intoxication, tipselti, fuddle with drink; cf.

also tipple^.] 1. (Overcome with drink so as
to stagger slightly; partially intoxicated; fud-
dled; boozy.

The riot of the tipsy Bacchanals,
Tearing the Thracian singer in their rage.

5Ao*., M. N. D.,v. 1.48.

2. Manifesting or characterized by tipsiness;
proceeding from or giving rise to inebriation.

Midnight shout, and revelry.
Tipsy dance, and Jollity.

ilUton, Comas, L 104.

tipsy-cake (tip'si-kak), n. A kind of cake com-
posed of pastry stuck with almonds, saturated
with wine, and served with custard sauce ; also,

any stale cake similarly treated and served. It

is used as a dessert.

tipsy-key (tip'si-ke), n. A watch-key, invented
by Brcguet, having a pair of ratchets which
clutch the pipe of the key when turned in the
right direction, but slip when it is wrongly
turned, so as to prevent any WTenching of the
watch-movement. The principle has been ap-
plied to the winder in stem-winding watches.

tip-tilted (tip'til'ted), a. Having the tip or
point tilted or turned up. [Rare.]

Lightly was her slender nose
TipMUed like the petal of a flower.

Tennyson, Qareth and Lynette.

tiptoe (tip'to), n. [< ME. tipto; < h>l -\- toe.]

1 . The tip of a toe : used in the plural, with
reference to posture or movement on the ends
(balls) of the toes of both feet, literally or
figuratively.

He moste winke, so loude he wolde cryen,
And stonden on his tiptoon therwIthaL

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 487.

Upon his tiptoes nicely up he went.
Spenser, Mother Hah. Tale, I. 1009.

O how on lip-toes proudly mounts my muse

!

Stalking a loftier gait than satires use.
Marston, Scourge of vnianie, ix. 6.

2. The ends of the toes collectively ; the for-
ward extremity of the foot, or of the feet joint-

ly : in the phrase on tiptoe (o tiptoe), indicating
cautious or mincing movement, or a stretching
up to the greatest possible height: also used
figuratively.

He that outlives this day, and comes safe home.
Will stand a tiptoe when this day Is named.
And rouse him at the name of Crispian.

Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 3. 42.

Thev stoop forward when they should walk upright

;

they shuine along a ftp Toe. curtesy on one Side.

C. SlMdwett, Humours of the Array, 11. 1.

Our enemies, . . . from being in a state of absolute de-
spair, and on the point of evacuating America, are now
on Uptoe,

IFashington, quoted In Bancroft's Hist, Const, I. '281.

she . . . stent across the room on tip-toe. as Is the custom-
ai7 gait of elderly women. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, 11.

tiptoe (tip'to), r. ». ; pret. and pp. tiptoed, ppr.
tiptfieing. [< tiptoe, n.] To go or move on the
tips of the toes, or with a mincing gait, as from
caution or eagerness.

Mabell tiptoed It to her door.
Jtichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. illv.

tiptoe (tip'to), arfr. [Abbr. of a tiptoe, on tip-

toe.] On tiptoe, literally or figuratively.

Night's candles are bunt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

ShaJc., E. and J., ill. 6. la

tiptop (tip'top'), M. and a. [< tip'^ + <opi.] I.

«. Tne extreme top; the highest point in alti-

tude, excellence, etc. [Colloq.]

Everything that accomplishes a fine lady Is practised to
the last perfection. Madam, she herself is at the very tip
top of It Vanbru(/h, Journey to London, ill. 1.

I needn't tell you, Mr. Transome, that it's the apex,
which, I take It, means the tip-top— and nobody can get
higher than that, I think. Georye Eliot, Felix Holt xvIL

H. a. Of the highest order or kind; most
excellent; first-rate. [Colloq.]

What appeared amiss was ascribed to tip-top quality
breeding. Ooldsmah, Vicar, ix.

tiptop (tip'top'), ado. [< tiptop, a.] In a tip-

top manner; in the highest degree; to the top
notch. [Colloq.]

"That suits us tip-lop, ma'am," said the coxswain.
The Century, XXXV. 621.

Tipola (tip'u-lii), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 173.5), < L.
ti/mla, tijipula, a water-spider. Cf. Tiphin.] A
notable genus of crane-flies, typical of the fam-
ily Tipulidie. it now Includes only those species in

I, tile inflorescence of Tifularia
discolor; 2, the rhizome with the
leaf; a, a flower; b, the fruit.

tirailleur

which the discoidal cell of the wings is present and emits
two veins, the upper always forked, and in which the an-
tennie are thirteen-jointed. Over 70 species occur in North
America. T. oleracea of England, the cabbage-gnat or
cabbage crane-fly, often does great damage to cabbages,
its larvte gnawing through the roots. This is one of the
insects called in Ureat Britain daddy-long-legs or father-
long-legs (a name given in the United States to certain
phalangiids).

Tipularia (tip-u-la'ri-a), «. [NL., < Tipula +
-aria.] 1. A genus of fossil crane-flies, found
in the lithographic limestone rocks of Bavaria.
T. teyleri is the only species. Weyenburgh, 1869.— 2. [(Nuttall, 1818):
so named from a re-

semblance of the flow-
er to a crane-fly: see
Tipula.] A genus of
terrestrial orchids, of
the tribe Epidcndrese
and subtribe Liparicx.
It is characterized by flow-
ers with a long slender spur,
a lip with the two lateral

lobes small and short, a nar-
row erect column, and four
unappeiidagcd and finally

slender-stalked pollinia.

The 2 species are natives,

one of the Himalayas, the
other of the United States.
They are herbs with large
solid bulbs on a short root-
stock, producing a solitary
ovate leaf and an unbranch-
ed elongated scape bearing
a l(x;se raceme of small
greenish and purple-tinged
flowers. T. discolor is a rare
plant of sandy woods from
V'ennont and Michigan to
Florida: a book-natne is

crane-Jty orchis; about
Washington, D. C, it is known as talloicroot, from the ap-
pearance of the cut bulbs. It resembles the puttyroot in
developing its leaf in autumn after flowering, and differs
In the smaller size, ovate shape, and purple under surface
of the leaf.

tipularian (tip-iVla'ri-an), a. and n. [< Tipula
+ -ariaii.] I. ii. Pertaining or related to the
genus Tipula; belonging to the Tipulidie, as a
crane-fly; tipulary.

n. «. A crane-fly, daddy-long-legs, or some
similar insect.

tipulary (tip'u-la-ri), a.

Same as tipulariiin.

Tipulidse (ti-pu'li-de), n
1819), < Tipula -I- -idee.]

spread family of nematocerous tJipterous in-
sects, the crane-flies of the United States and
the daddy-long-legs of England, including the
largest of the Nematoeern. Thelegs are extremely
long and slender, the thorax bears a V-shaped suture,
the wings have numerous veins and a peifect discal cell,

and the ovipositor is composed of two pairs of long horny
pointed valves, for laying eggs in the ground or other firm
substances. 'The larvae are footless, gray in color, pointed
at one end, and move by means of transverse swellings
below the body. They live usually in the earth or in de-
composing wood, seldom in the water, and rarely on the
leaves of trees. When feeding underground on the roots
of plants, they occasionally do great damage to cultivated
crops. The species of the anomalous genus Chionea are
wingless and are found on snow. (See shot/-/;/.) The fam-
ily is divided into nine or more sections. About ;iOO spe-
cies, of 52 genera,have been described from North America.

tip-up (tip'up), H. 1. In flshiiig, same as tilt^,

6.— 2. In ornitli., same &8 flddler, 4. See teeter-

tail, and cut under Tringoides.

tip-wagon (tip'wag'on), «. A wagon that can
be emptied by tipping it; a tip-cart.

tip-worm (tip'wSrm), n. The larva of a gall-
fly, Cecidomyia vaccinii, which works in the
terminal bmls of the cranberry-vine. [U. S.]

tirade (ti-rad'), n. [< P. tirade, a passage, a
long speech in a play, formerly a pull, draught,
shooting, = Pr. Sp. tirada, < It. tirata, a draw-
ing, pulling, < lirarc, draw, pull, protract, pro-
long: see tire^.] 1. A long-drawn passage in
speech or writing; an uninterrupted sequence
of expression or declamation on a single theme,
as in poetry, the drama, or conversation.

Sometimes the tirade [in the chanson de geste] is com-
pleted by a shorter line, and the later chansons are regu-
larly rhymed. Encyc. Brit., IX. B8S.

2. In specific English use, a long vehement
speech ; an outpour of vituperation or censure.

Gabriel took the key, without waiting to hear the con-
clusion oi the tirade.

T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, xxxvi.

3. In music, a diatonic run or slide inserted
between two tones that are separated by a con-
siderable interval, producing a kind of porta-
mento effect.

tirailleur (ti-ra-ly6r'), n. [F., a soldier (shoot-
er) in the skirmish-line, < tiruiller, shoot often
or irregularly, < tirer, draw, shoot : see ttre*.]

[< Tipula + -ary.]

. pi. [NL. (Leach,
A large and wide-



tirailleur

1. A skirmisher.— 2. In the French army, a

sharp-shooter; a skirmisher; one of an or-

fanized body of light troops for skirmish duty,
he title tiraiileurg was flret applied in 1792 to French

light-armed troops who were thrown out from the main
body to bring on an action, cover an attack, or generally

to annoy or deceive the enemy.

tirannyet, tirandyet, «• Obsolete forms of

tiiraniiy,

tiirantt, "• An obsolete form of tyrant.

tirasse (ti-ras'), »• [< F. tirasse, a draw-net,

a strap, < tircr, draw: see ftre2.] In organ-

huilding, same a,s pedal coupler (which see, \m-

liev pedal).

tirauntt, tirauntriet. Old spellings of tyrant,

tiirantrij.

tiraz, «. A costly silk stuff of which the most
famous manufacture seems to have been at Al-

meria in Spain, under the Moorish domination:

it is mentioned as woven with inscriptions, the

names of distinguished men, etc.

toe^ (tir), i'.; pret. and pp. tired, ppr. tiring.

[Early mod. E. also tyre; < ME. tiren, tirien, teo-

rien,< AS. teorian, intr. be tired, tr. tire, fatigue

;

ef. ME. a-teorien, < AS. d-teorian, tire ; appar. a
secondary form of teran, tear: see tefW'l. The
verb has also been referred to ME. terien, terycn,

terwen, tcrren, tarien, < AS. tergan, vex (see tar^,

tarry^), also to tire"^, pull, seize (see Wre^).] I.

intrans. To become weary, fatigued, or jaded

;

have the strength or the patience reduced or

exhausted.

Ab true as truest horse that yet would never tire.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1. 98.

I tired of the routine of eight years in one afternoon. I

desired liberty. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, x.

Nor mine the sweetness or the skill.

But mine the love that will not tire.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ex.

H. tratis. 1 . To make weary, weaken, or ex-

haust by exertion ; fatigue ; weary : used with

reference to physical effect from either physi-

cal or mental strain.

Tired limbs, and over-busy thoughts.
Inviting sleep and soft forgetfulness.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

Last year, Esther said innocently, she had no one to

help her, and the work tired her so.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 452.

Music that gentlier on the spirit lies

Than tir'd eyelids upon tir'd eyes.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

2. To exhaust the attention or the patience

of, as with dullness or tediousness; satiate,

sicken, or cause repugnance in, as by excessive

supply or continuance
;
glut.

The feast, the dance ; whate'er mankind desire,

E'en the sweet charms of sacred numbers tire.

Pope, Iliad, xiii. 798.

Dramatic performances tired him [William of Orange].

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

I often grew
Tired of bo much within our little life.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

To tire out, to weary or fatigue to the point of exhaus-

tion.

And some with Patents, some with Merit,

Tir'd out my good Lord Dorset's Spirit.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd (1689).

= Syn. Tire, Fatir/ue, Weary, Jade. These words ai-e pri-

marily physical, and are in the order of strength. One
may become tired simply by standing still, or fatigved by

a little over-exertion. Fatigiie suggests something of ex-

haustion or inability to continue exertion ; as, fatigued

with running. Weary implies protracted exertion or

strain gradually wearing out one's strength. Jade implies

the repetition of the same sort of exertion : as, a horse

will become jaded sooner by driving on a dead level than

if he occasionally has a hill to climb. All these words
have a figurative application to the mind corresponding

to their physical meaning. See Jaligvie, n. , and weariiome.

tirel (tir), n. [<<irel, !;.] The feeling of being
tired; a sensation of physical or mental fa-

tigue. [CoUoq.]

I have had a little cold for several days, and that and
the tire in me gives me some headache to-day.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 293.

Brain-tire. Same as brainfag.

tiie'M (tir), V. [Early mod. E. tyre ; < ME. tiren,

tyren (= Dan. tirre, tease, woiTy), < OF. (and

F.) tirer = Sp. Pg. tirar = It. tirare, < ML. ti-

rare, draw, drag, pull, extend, produce, pro-

tract, prolong, etc.
;
prob. of Teut. origin, <

Goth, tairan = AS. teran. etc., tear: see tear^,

with which tirc"^ seems to have been in part con-

fused in ME. Cf . Hrel, prob. from the same ult.

root.] I. trans. 1. To draw; pull; drag.

Blauncheflur bid forth hire suere [neck],

And Floriz asen hire gan tire.

King Uorn (E. E. T. S.), p. 71.

2. To pull apart or to pieces ; rend and devour;

prey upon.

6352
Thow endurest wo

As sharpe as doth he Sysiphus in helle.

Whose stomak fowles tyren everemo.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 787.

n. intrans. \. To engage in pulling or tear-

ing or rending; raven; prey: used especially

in falconry of hawks pouncing upon their prey,
^jj,g8 ,, See «erl, 2.

tlresmith

tire'' (tir), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. tired, ppr. tiring.

[< tire^, «.] To put a tire upon ; furnish with
tires : as, to tire a wheel or a wagon. Also tyre.

The tread may be turned down like the tread of a steel-

fired wheel, and will not glaze over and become smooth
like iron. Elect. Ken. (Amer.), XVI. x. 2.

and in analogous figurative applications.

Upon whose breast a fiercer gripe doth tire

Than did on him who first stole down the fire.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 510).

And, like an empty eagle.

Tire on the flesh of me and of my son.

Shak., S Hen. VL, i. 1. 268.

Thus made she her remove.
And left wrath tyring on her son, for his enforced love.

Chapman, Iliad, i. 422.

Rivet him
To Caucasus, should he but frown ; and let

His own gaunt eagle fly at him, to tire.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 1.

Hence— 2. To be earnestly engaged; dwell;

dote; gloat.
I grieve myself

To think, when thou shalt be disedged by her
That now thou tirest on, how thy memory
Will then be pang'd by me.

Shak., Cymbeline, ul. 4. 96.

tirest (tir), n. [Early mod. E. also tyre,- < OF.

tire-bender (tir'ben"dfer), «. A machine for

bending the tires of wheels to the ctu-ve required
by the rim of the wheel. Two forms are used : in

one, three rollers aie employed, between which the tire is

passed, to cause it to bend to a circular shape; in the

other form, the tire is drawn and bent round a cylinder of

the size of the wheel.

tire-bolt (tir'bolt), n. A screw-bolt by which
a tire is fastened upon a wheel-center, if the

wheel is made with retaining rings, the bolts are passed
through these, and thus secure at once rings, center, and
tire. See cut under bolt.

tiredness (tird'nes), n. The state of being
tired; weariness; exhaustion.

It is not through the tirednesse or age of the earth, . . .

but through our owne negligence, that it hath not satisfied

vs so bountifully as it hath done.
HakewiU, Ajwlogy, p. 143.

tire-drill (tir'dril), n. A machine for boring
the holes for the bolts in tires, it has an adjusta-

ble clamp to hold the tire opposite the drill, which is ad-
--

- - v, .'^- - J i^i. 11 i i 1, a- vanced by a screw and crank.
(and P.) tire, a draught, pull, stretch, flmg,

tire-heater (tir'he'ter), n. A form of furnace
length of course, etc. (in a great variety ot

f^j. heating a tire to cause it to expand, in or-
senses) (= Sp. Pg. tiro, a draught, shot, cast, ^erthat it may be fitted over the rim of a wheel,
throw, = It. tiro, a draught, shot, etc.), < tirer,

tireless^ (tir'les), a. [< tire\ v., + -/es.?.] Not
draw: see tire^, v. The form tier, once a mere ^^^ ^j. ijecoming tired; not yielding to fa-
var. spelling of tire (like fier for fire), is now pro-

nounced differently, and, with tire, is by some
referred to a different source : see Wer2.] 1. A
train or series. [Rare.]

Such one was Wrath, the last of this ungodly tire [of pas-

sions]. Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 36.

2. A row; rank; course; tier; especially, a tireless^ (tir'les), a.^

row of guns; a battery.

tigue; untiring; unwearying. [A word analogous
in formation to ceaseless, exhaustless, relentless, etc.. and
long in every-day use, though omitted from dictionaries.]

He [the gaucho] was courageous and cruel, active and
tireless, never more at ease than when on the wildest

horse. Harper's Mag., LXXSII. 866.

[< tireT + -less.^ With-
out a tire : as, a tireless wheel.

Hauing spent before in fight the one side of her Hre of tirelessly (tir'les-li). adv. In a tireless man-

Ordinance, . . . she prepared to cast about, and to bestow ner; without becoming tired ; unweariedly.

on him the other side. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 609. gi,e [Queen Victoria] does not go to the theatre, leaving

In view that branch of the public duty of a sovereign to the Prince

Stood rank'd of seraphim another row, of Wales, who tirelessly pursues it.

In posture to displode their second lire New York Tribune, March 22, 1891.

Of thunder. naton, P. L., vi. 605. tireleSSneSS (tir'les-nes), n. The property or

3. A stroke; hit. Cotgrave. character of being tireless; indefatigability.

tire* (tir), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. tired, ppr. tiring, tirelingt (tir'ling), a. [Early mod. E. also tyre-

[Earlymod. E. al80%re; < ME. tiren, tyren ; hy ling; <tire^ + -lingi.^ Tired; fatigued; fagged.

apher'esis from a^ttre, t'.] 1. To adorn ; attire

;

dress. See attire.

Goth yond to a gret lord that gayly is ti/red.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 263.

She painted her face, and (tred her head. 2 Ki. ix. 30.

She speaks as she goes tired in cobweb-lawn, light, thin.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of His Humour, ii. 1.

2. To prepare or equip for; make ready; setup.

But built anew with strength-conferring fare.

With limbs and soul untam'd, he tires a war.
Pope, Illiad, xix. 168.

tire* (tir), n. [By apheresis from attire, «.] 1.

Attire; dress.

He tore Dame Maudlin's silken tire. Scott.

2t. Furniture; apparatus; machinery.

Immediate sieges, and the tire of war,

Roll in thy eager mind. J. Philips, Blenheim.

tireB (tir), n. [Early mod. E. also tyre; per- tire-measurer (tir'mezh"ur-fT), n. An instru-

haps a modified form of «M(J-, to simulate fire*; ment for measurmg the circumference of a

otherwise simply a particular use of tirei.;\ A wheel or a tire. It consists essentially of a graduat«l

v.liA\,iiLa i!n\-n wheel turning in a frame held by a handle, and in use is
neau-aress. oee iiara. caused to run over the circumference of the wheel or tire

On her head she wore a tyre of gold. to be measured.
Spenser,F.Q.,l.x.31. tirementt (tir'ment), «.

His tyreling Jade he fiersly forth did push
Through thicke and thin, both over banck and bush.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 17.

tirelire (ter'ler), «. [< P. tircUre, a money-box,
formerly also a Christmas box (also the war-
bling of a lark : see iirra-lirra).] A saving-box,

popularly called " savings-bank," usually made
of baked clay, and of simple form, which must
be broken in order to get at the money.
tireman (tir'man), n. ; pi. firemen (-men). [<

tire'i + maw.'] 1. A man who attends to the at-

tiring of another; a dresser, especially in a the-

ater; a valet. [Obsolete or rare.]

Enter the Tiremen to mend the lights.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, Ind.

2. A dealer in clothes and articles of dress.

Halliicell.

The best dresser of tires that ever busked the tresses of

a Queen. Scott, Abbot, xxxi.

tirest, ". [Also, erroneously, tier; < ME. tyre,

prob. < OF. tire, a draught, and thus ult. identi-

cal with tire^.'i A bitter drink or liquor.

Halliwell.

[Early^ mod. E. tyre-

nicnt; < tire^ + -ment.'] An article of apparel;

attire.

Owre women in playes and tryumphes haue not greater

plentie of stones of glasse and crystall in theyr garlandes,

crownes, gerdels. and suche other tyremetites.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 89).

W. Y. Index and hise wyf were here with here nieny tire-preSS (tir'pres), n. A powerful hydraulic
and here hors in our ladyes place, &c., on Saterday at pressforforcingthetiresuponorremovingthem
evyn, and yedyn hens on Monday after none, whan sunime l"cooiui luiv^m;, i. i

„i,.^„i„
had drunkyn malvyseye and tyfe, &c. trom the rims of locomotive driving-wheels.

Paston Letters, I. 611. tire-roUer (trr ro'ler), n. A rollmg-miU for

+5ro7 rtii-1 » rPrnn tier < tipl + -c}l 1 A coii- wheel-tires. The rolls overhang their bearings, and
tire' (tir), W. inop.ner, ^lie -t- CJ .J Acon

^e moved to or from each other to admit the tire be-
tinuous band of metal or other substance placed j^een them. E. U. Knight.
around a wheel to form the tread. The tire may tire-Setter (tir'sefer), n. A machine for set-
serve to resist shock, or hold the wheel tosether, or reduce

jjj^g ^ ^jj.g ^jj^Qj, ^ wagon- or carriage-wheel.
wear, etc. Metal tires were formerly made in sections and
bolted to the wheel, but in modern practice the tire is

always a continuous band, expanded by heat and slirunk

on over the wheel, at once to compress it and to secure a

firm hold. Tires of rubber, either solid or (now almost
universally) of tubing of various kinds, infiated with air

(see below), are used for bicycles, tricycles, racing-sulkies,

carriages, etc. Also (j/rc.— Pneumatic tire, a tire con-

sisting of a tube made of some strong and durable fabric,

generally coated with rubljer and inflated with air, used on

The tire is placed loose upon the wheel, and the machine,
by the aid of thin steel bands which are drawn tight by
means of a screw, upsets the tire, and presses it upon the
wheel.

tire-shrinker (tir'shring'ker), n. A machine
for shortening a tire when, by shrinkage of the

wheel, it has become loose. The tire is heated, and
placed in the machine, which compresses the heated part,

.,
. and thus reduces the diameter of the tire,

bicycles, etc. In the double lire an inner air-tight tube of
tirgsmitli (tir'smith). H. One who makes tires

thin rubber is nrotected bv a strong, unelastic outer tube, w**^''"***'** v "
t^- .,

vSolIs devices have been used to prevent punctm-ing. »nJ other ironwork for coaches, etc. Imp. Ihct.



tiresol

tiresolt (ter'sol), n. [< OF. 'tiresol,^ tirer, draw,
+ sol, sun : see tire^ andsoU.] A sun-umbrella;
a sunshade.

Next to whom cometh the King with a Tiresol ouer
his head, to keepe off the Sunne.

PuTchas, Pilgrimage, p. 53S.

tiresome (tir'sum), a. [< <i>cl + -some.'\ 1.

Tending to tire ; exhausting the strength ; fa-

tiguing: as, a tiresome journey.

Being of a weak constitution, in an employment preca-
rious and tiresome, , . . this new weight of party malice
had struck you down.

Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, Sept. 11, 1725.

2. E.xhausting the patience or attention ; wea-
risome ; tedious

;
prosy.

It would be tiresome to detail all the troubles of the
Copts under the tyranny of the Moos'lima.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 337.

The bees keep their Hretame whine round the resinous firs

on the hill. Browning, I'p at a Villa,

His generosity to his troops of tiretome cousins has been,
at all events, without gracioasness.

The Academy, May 11, 1889, p. 330.

= 8yil. 1 and 2. Tedious, Irksome, etc. See vxarisome.—
2. Dull, humdrum.

tiresomely (tir'sum-li), adv. In a tiresome
maniiir; wearisomely.
tiresomeness .(tir'sum-nes), n. The state or
quality of being tiresome ; wearisomeness ; te-

diousness.

I should grow old with the Tiresomeness of living so
l-'jig in the same Place, tho" it were Rome itself.

.V. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erumos, I. 345.

tire-valiantt (tir'val'yant), n. A head-dress for
women.
Thou hast the right arched bent of the brow, that be>
Mies the ship-tire, the tire-valiant, or any tire of Vene-

tian admittance. Shak., M. W. of W., iU. 3. 60.

tirewomant (tir'wum'an), n.j pi. tirewomen
(-wira'en). [<. tire* + tcoman.] A woman em-
ployed to dress, or to attend to the dressing or
dresses of, others; a lady's-maid; a female
dresser in a theater; a tiring-woman.

The bride next morning came out of ber chamber,
dressed with all the art and care that Mrs. Toilet, the
tirs-voman, could bestow on her. Steele, Tatler, No. 79.

tirlakt, n. An obsolete variant of theriac.

tiriba, «. [Braz.] A small Brazilian wedge-
tailed parrakeet, Conurus leucotis, about 9 inch-
es long, of a green color, with red on the head,
wings, and tail, and white ear-coverts.

tiring (tir'ing), «. [Verbal n. of tire*, ».] The
ait of dressing.

tiring-hoosef (tir'ing-hous), n. The room or
place where players dress for the stage.

This green plot shall be our stage, this bawthorn-brake
our tiriny-house. Skak., M. N. D., ill. 1. 4.

I was in the tiring-house awhile to see the actors drest.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, lad.

tiring-room (tir'ing-rom), n. A dressing-room.

Come to my tiring-room, girl; we must Iw brave; my
lord comes hither to-night. ScoU, Kenilworth, T.

In the tiring-room clo«e by
The great outer gallery,
With his holy vestments dight.
Stood the new Pope, Theocrite.

Browning, Boy and Angel.

tiring-womant (tir'ing-wum'an), n. A tire-
woman ; a female dresser, as iii a theater.

Elizabeth (Fepys) was particular In the choice of a tir-

ing-woman. The Atlantic, LXVI. 760.

tirite (ti'rit), n. A reed-like West Indian plant,
Isdinoniiihon Arouma, of the Ziiitjiberneex.

tirll (t(-T\), r. [A dial. var. of ticirl or of tliirl^.

Cf. <«>/'-'.] I. iiilrans. 1. To quiver; vibrate;
thrill; hence, to change or veer about, as the
wind, .famieson.— 2. To produce a rattling
or whirring; make a clatter, as by shaking or
twirling somelhing.-To tlrl at or on the pin, to
shake the latch of a door by means of a projecting pin of
the thumb-piece, and thus make a rattling noise as a sig-
nal to thijse inside that one wishes to enter. Also to tirt
the pin.

Lang stood she at her tme love's door,
And lang tirl'd at the pin.

Fair Annie of Loehroyan (Child's Ballads, IL lOOX
Whan they cam to her father's yett [gate].
She tirled on the pin.

EaH Itiehard (Child's Ballads, III. 401).

n. trans. 1. To twirl; whirl or twist.

O how they bend their backs and Angers tirle (in playing
»n instrumeiitj. M%ues Threnodie, p. 133. (Jamieton.)

2. To strip or pluck off quickly.

And off his coat thay tiriit he the croun.
And on him kest ane syde clarkly goun.

i»rie»t'« FeWu, S. P. R. , 1. 30. (Jamieson.)

When the wind blaws loud and lirls our strae.
Bemains o/ Sithsdale Song, p. 33.

3. To strip of something; uncover; unroof;
divest, as of covering or raiment.

399
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Suppose then they should tirle ye bare.

And gar ye ftke.

Ramsay, Poems, I. 800. {Jamieson.)

[Scotch in all uses.]
To tlrl the pin. see to tirl at the pin, under I.

tirll (terl), H. [< Urn, v.] 1. A twirl or
whirl; a vibration, or something vibrating or
whirling.

The young swankies on the green
Took round a merrie tirle.

Ramsay, Poems, I. 26*2. (Jajnieson.)

2. A turn ; a try.

She would far rather had a tirrle

From an .Aquavitae barreL
Cleland, Poems, p. 23. (Jamieson.)

[Scotch in both uses.]

tirl2 (t^rl), «. [< tirn, v., as a var. of thirll, «.]

A substitute for a trundle-wheel or lantern-
wheel in a mill, it has 12 arms consisting of boards
set in an upright wooden shaft about 4 feet long, with an
iron spindle which passes up through the nether millstone,
and is fastt.-ned to and turns the upper one. See tirt-mill.

(Shi-tland.l

tirlie-Wllirlie (ter'li-hwfer'li), n. and a. [< tirl^

+ tcliirl^, with dim. termination.] I. n. 1. A
whirligig, teetotum, or similar toy.— 2. An or-

namental combination of irregular or twisting
lines.

II. a. Intricate; irregular; twisting.

The air "s free eneogh ; . . . the monks took care o' that

;

. . . they hae contrived queer ftWie-tn'rfie holes, that gang
out to the open air, and keep the stair as caller as a kail-
blade. Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

[.Scotch in all uses.]

tirl-mill (terl'mil), M. A mill in which a tirl is

used. [Shetland.]

One of the primitive grinding mills called the "tirl"
mUls of ShetUnd. Sei. Amer., N. S., LIV. 292.

tirma (ttr'ma), n. The oyster-catcher, Bee-
matopus ostriiegus. C. Stcainson. [Hebrides.]
timet, c. t. A Middle English form of turn.

tirot, «. The more correct spelling of tyro.

tirocinium (ti-ro-sin'i-um), Ji. [L., < tiro, a raw
recruit : see tyro.'j The first service of a sol-

dier ; hence, the first rudiments of any art ; a
novitiate. The word is used by Cowper as a
title for a poem on schools.

tiroire (F. pron. te-rwor'), n. [P.] A tail-like

appendage to a hawk's hood. See hood.
tirolite, ». See tyroUte.

tiront (ti'ron),n. [Also fyroiie; <F.*<jron= Sp.
tiron = It. lirone, < L. tiro(n-), recruit, novice:
see tyro."] A tyro.

T-iron (te'i'^rn), n. An angle-iron having a
flat flange and a web, and in section resembling
the letter T. Also written tee-iron.

Tironian (ti-ro'ni-an), a. [< L. Tironianus, of
oriiertiiiningtoTiro, < T()'o(»t-), Tiro (see def.).]

Of or pertaining to Tiro, the learned freed-
nian, pupil, and amanuensis of Cicero Tiro-
nian notes, the stenographic signs or system of signs
used by the ancient Romans. This system, though older
than llro, and probably Oreek in origin, was named after
him, apparently as the first extensive practitioner of the
art of stenography in Rome. Inltpartaoftheordinary let-

ters, or modifications of these parts, represent the letters.
Several of these modifications answered to one consonant,
each of them representing the consonant with a different
vowel. In addition to this, words were much abbreviated.
and in course of time the total outline of a syllable or word
so written often became more or less conventionalized.
The number of such signs amounted to five thousand or up-
ward. Although involving long training and a consider-
able strain on the memory, this system seems to have prac-
tically answered all the purposes of modem stenography.
It was still In familiar use as late as the ninth century.
From these Tironian notes (note Tiromarus) the short-
hand-writers were called notaries (notarii).

tironismt, n. See tyronism.

tirr (tir), V. t. [A dial. var. of tire^, < ME.
<»reti, etc.: see ti're^, teari.] To tear; un-
cover; unroof; strip; pare off with a spade,
as sward, or soil from the top of a quarry.
[Scotch.]

tirra-lirra (tir'a-Iir'a), n. [An imitative var.
of 'lirelire (= LG. iierlier). < OF. tireUre, tire-

lyre, the warbling of a lark, < tirelirer ( > LQ. tier-

liren) (= Olt. tirelirare), warble as a lark; a rim-
ing word appar. of imitative intent.] The note
of a lark, a liorn, or the like.

The lark that tirra-lyra chants. Shak., W. T., Iv. 8. 9.

" Tirra4irra " by the river
.Sang Sir Lancelot.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, III.

tlrret (tir'et), ». [Also tirct; < OF. tiret, draft,
pull, tug, line, etc., dim. of tire, draft, pull: see
ft>e3.] it. A leather strap for hawks, hounds,
etc. Halliwell.— 2. In her., a bearing repre-
senting the swivel part of a fetter or prisoner's
chain : it is sometimes said to represent a pair
of handcuffs, and there is confusion between
this bearing and turret.

tissue

tirrit (tir'it), «. [Appar. intended as a blunder
for terror; for the termination, cf. worrit.'] Ter-
ror ; affright : a fanciful word put by Shakspere
into the mouth of Mrs. Quickly.

Here's a goodly tumult! Ill forswear keeping house,
afore I'll be in these tirrits and frights.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 220.

tirrivee, tirri'Vie (tir'i-ve, -vi), n. [Appar. a
capricious word, vaguely imitative. Cf . tervee,

tervy.] A fit of passion, especially when ex-
travagantly displayed, as by prancing, stamp-
ing, etc. ; a tantrum. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

A very weel-meaning good-natured man, . . . and in-

deed so was the Laird o' Glennaquoich too . . . when he
wasna in ane o' his tirrivies. Scott, Waverley, Ixix.

tirwhitt, n. Same as tincit. Skinner.

tirwit (ter'wit), n. [Formerly also tirwhit; im-
itative.] The common European lapwing or
pewit, Vanellus cristatus. See cut imder lap-
wing.

tiry (tir'i), a. [< tire^ + -j(i.] In a tired con-
dition; liable to become tired, or to give out
from fatigue. [Colloq.]

My horse began to be so tiry that be would not stlrre

one foote. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 33, sig. D.

'tis (tiz). A contraction of it is, very common
in prose speech and writing in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, but now chiefly used
in poetry. The colloquial contraction of it is is

it 's. [In recent times often printed with an in-

termediate space, 't is.]

tisant, « An obsolete spelling ot ptisan.

tisane (te-zan'), n. [F. : see ptisan.'] A de-
coction with medicinal jHoperties. Compare
ptisan— Tisane de Champagne, a quality of cham-
pagne wine, lighter and less heady than ordinary cham-
pagnes, harousse.— Tisane de Feltz, a decoction of
sarsaparilla, isinglass, and sulphurct of antimony, ofTiclnal

in the French Codex. It was formerly reputed to be an
excellent antisyphilitic remedy.

tisar, H. In gluss-manuf., the fireplace or fur-
nace used to hoat the annealing-arch for plate-
glass.

Tischeria (ti-she'ri-a), n. [NL. (Zeller, 1839),
named after Von fischer (1777-1849), a Ger-
man naturalist.] An important genus of tine-
id moths, of the family Litkocolletidse, of minute
size and wide distribution. Their larva! make large
fiat mines on the upper side of the leaves of various plants.
About 20 species occur in the United States. T. mul\f(di-
ella is a well-known apple-leaf feeder.

tishewt, ". An old spelling of tissue.

Tishri, Tisri (tish'ri, tiz'ri), «. [Heb. tishri, <
Chuld. sherd, open, begin.] The first month of
the Hebrew civil year, and the seventh of the
ecclesiastical, answering to a part of our Sep-
tember and a part of October.

tisict,tisicalt,etc. Obsolete spellings otphthisic,
etc.

Tisiphone (ti-sif'o-ne), «. [L., < Gr. 'Iiat<j>6v^,

Tisiphone, lit. 'avenger of murder,' < rivetv, re-
pay, requite, + ipivoQ, murder.] 1. In classi-

cal myth., one of the Furies, the others being
Alecto and Mega>ra.— 2. [NL.] In zool., a
generic name ot certain insects and reptiles.
Hiihner; Fit:inger.

Tissa (tis'ii), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763).] A ge-
nus of plants, the sand-spurreys, belonging to
the order Caryophyllaccse, and also known as
Buda (Adanson, 1763), Spergularia (Persoon,
1805), and Lepigonum (Fries, 1817). The names
Tissa and Buda were both first assigned to the genus in
the same book and on the same page ; and, as priority is

considered to attach to Tissa, the name first printed on the
page, all the others become synonyms. See Sperg-idaria.

tissickt, ". An obsolete spelling ot phthisic.

tisso (tis'o), 71. Same as tceso.

tissue (tish'o), n. and a. [< ME. tissue, tishew,

tissew, tyssew, tysseu, < OF. tissu, a ribbon, fillet,

head-band, or belt of woven stuff, < tissu, m., tis-

sue, t., woven, plaited, interlaced, pp. of 'tistre

= Pr. teisscr = Sp. tejer= Pg. tecer= It. tcssere,

< L. fejpre, weave : see text.] I. w. 1. A woven
or textile fabric; specifically, in former times,
a fine stuff, richly colored or ornamented, and
often shot with gold or silver threads, a variety
of cloth of gold ; now, any light gauzy texture,
such as is used for veils, or, more indefinitely,

any woven fabric of fine quality: a generic
word, the specific sense of which In any use is

determinable only by its connection or quali-
fication.

The flrste thousand, that is of Dukes, of Erles, of Mar-
qnyses and of Amyralles, alle clothed in Clothes of Gold,
with Tysseitx ot grene Silk. Mandeville, Travels, p. 238.

The vpper garment of the stately Queen
Is rich gold Tissue, on a ground of green.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it. The Decay.

His skill In the judgment of rich tissues ... is exceed-
ing. J. F. Cooper, Water-Witch, xxvii.
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2t. A ribbon, or a woven ligament of some kind.

His helme to-hewen was in twenty places
That by a tytsewt henge his bale byhynde.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 639.

8. In Jriol., an aggregate of similar cells and
cell-products in a definite fabric ; a histological

texture of any metazoic animal : as, muscular,
nervous, cellular, fibrous, connective, or epi-

thelial <i«si(c; parenchymatous tissue. All parts

of such organisms are composed of tissues, and the tissues

themselves consist either of cells or of cell-products, of

which delicate fibers are the most frequent form. Any
tissue is an organ, but tissue specially notes the substance

of any organ, or the mode of coherence of its ultimate

formative constituents, rather than its formation in gross,

and requires a qualifying word for its specification.

4. Speoifically, in bot, the cellular fabric out

of which plant-structures are built up, being
jomposed of united cells that have had a com-
mon origin and have obeyed a common law of

growth. The tissue-elements are the cells in their vari-

ous modifications, and, although seemingly diverse as to

Tissue.

Parenchyma.— a, transveree section of the bark in the stem of
Datura Tatula ; b, longitudinal section of the same ; c, transverse

section of the pith in the stem of the same plant; rf, longitudinal sec-

tion ofthe saTie ; e, the collenchymatous tissue in the stem ofthe same
plant, transverse section (C, collenchyma : E. epidennis).

Protenchyma.—f, transverse section of the intrafascicular cambium
in the stem of the same plant ; g, longitudinal section of the same ;

h, the ends of two sclerenchymatouscells from the stem of Cardantine
rhomboidca ; i. transverse section of the stem of the same plant (.?,

sclerenchyma ; B, bark ; E, epidermis) ; k, transverse section of leaf

of Saxifraga hUrac^olia {£, epidermis ; PI, palisade-cells ; Pn.
pneumatic tissue).

form, size, and function, may be reduced to two principal
types : namely, parenchyma in its widest sense, including
parenchyma proper, collenchyma, sclerotic parenchyma,
epidermal cells, suberous parenchyma, etc., and prosen-

chyma in its widest sense, including prosenchyma proper,

typical wood-cells, tracheids, ducts, bast-cells, sieve-cells,

etc. See parenchyma and prosenchyma.

5. Figuratively, an interwoven or intercon-

nected series or sequence; an intimate con-
junction, coBrdination, or concatenation.

We shall perceive . . . [history] to be a tissue of crimes,

follies, and misfortunes.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xlii.

It is not easy to reconcile this monstrous tissite of incon-
gruity and dissimulation with any motives of necessity or

expediency. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 17.

6. Same as tissrie-paper. See paper.— 7. In
photog,, a film or very thin plate of gelatin

compounded with a pigment, made on a con-
tinuous strip of paper, and used, after bichro-
mate sensitization, for carbon-printing.

The tissue is prepared in three varieties of colour, . . .

Indian ink, sepia, and photographic purple.
Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 273.

8. In entom., the geometrid moth Scotosia dit-

bitata: an English collectors' name Acciden-
tal tissue, any tissue that grows in or upon a part to
which it is foreign. It may be similar to a tissue normally
found elsewhere in the body (analogous), or unlike any
of the normal tissues of the organism (heterologous). A
bony tumor growing in muscle is an example of analogous

t
accidental tissue; cancer, of beterologutis. —Adenoid,
adipose, aqueous, areolar, hasement, cartilaginous,
cavernous, chordal, cicatricial tissue. See the quali-
fying words. — Adventitious tissue. Same as accidental
tissue.— Cellular tissue. («) in 6o^

,
parenchyma. .See

def. 4 and cellular, (p) In zftol., areolar tissue. Seedef. 3.

— Cloth of tlssuet. See cloth.

—

Conducting tissue, in

bot., loose cellular tissue forming the body of the stigma
and filling or lining the axis of the style, through which
the pollen-tubes make tlieir wiy to the cavity of the ovary.
Also conductive tissue.— Connective tissue. See connec-
tioe.— Cribriform tissue, (a) In 6o(., cribrose cells, or
sieve-cells, taken collectively ; sieve-tissue. See sieve-celt.

(6) In zooi., areolar tissue.—Dartoid, elastic, epidermal,
erectile tissue, see the adjectives. — Fatty tissue.
Same as adijxjse (w>.7».— Felted, fibrilllfonn, fibrous,
filamentous, gelatigenous, gelatinous tissue, sue
the adjectives.— Fundamental tissue, ^ce Jundainen-
tal cells, underfundaiiiental.— Glandular woody tissue.
See ijlavdular. — Granulation tissue. See granulation.
— Healing tissue, in hot., a general name for the cellular

matter produced for the repair of injury in plants. Where
any part of a plant has suffered serious mechanical injury
by which the deeper tissues are exposed, the surface of
the wound exhales moisture very rapidly, and soon be-
comes dry. This drying of the exposed tissues is fatal to
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their component cells, and the organic contents soon

undergo chemical decomposition. This decomposition
would very soon extend to neighboring cells were it not

arrested by the tissues for repair. The principal healing

tissue is cork. The soft tissues just below the wound im-

mediately become merismatic and behave precisely like

normal corkmeristeni, covering the entire wound with a

grayish or brownish film, which is in unbroken connection

with the edges of the wound. Another form of repair is

by callus, in which some of the cells at the exposed sur-

face give rise to elongated sac-like l»jdies, which fill up
the greater part of the injured cavity, and serve as a new
epidennis. Goodale. Phys. Bot.- Indifferent tissues.
See indifferent cells, under ceH.— Interstitial, larda-
ceous, latlciferous, leprous, lymphoid, muscular,
osteogenic tissue. See the adjectives.—Laminated
tissue, cellular tissue.— Osteoid tissue, a tissue, formed
of cells with large nuclei, lying in angular cavities of a

faintly striated cartilage-like intercellular substance. It

arises from lymphoid medullary cells, or from the peri,

osteura, and it becomes converted into bone by impregna-
tion with lime-salts, together with slight morphological
modifications. — Reticular tissue. Same as adenoid tis-

sue.— VieXMorm. connective tissue. Same as odenowi
tissue.— Sclerous tissue, a collective term embracing the

cartilaginous, fibrous, and osseous tissues.— Sieve-tis-
sue. See m&r^/bnrt(i«stw, above.—Splenic tissue. Same
as 8picCT-i«<ip.—Sporogenous, sustentacular, trache-
ary, etc., tissue. See the adjectives.—Vegetable tis-

sue. See def. 4.

II. a. Made of tissue.

Her head was decked with a gypsy hat, from which
floated a blue tissue veil. Harper's Mag., LXXVin. 440.

tissue (tish'6), V. t.; pret. and pp. tissued, ppr.
tissuing. [<.tisstie,n.'\ 1. To weave with threads
of silver or gold, as in the manufacture of tissue.

The chariot was covered with cloth of gold tissued upon
blue. Bacon, New Atlantis.

2. To clothe in or adorn with tissue.

Crested knights and tissued dames
Assembled at the glorious call. Wharton.

tissued (tish'od), p. a. [< tissite + -ed^.] Varie-
gated in color; rich and silvery as if made of

tissue.

With radiant feet the tissued clouds down steering.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 146.

tissue-paper (tish'o-pa'pfer), n. [So called as
being used to place between the folds of the
fine silk fabric called tissue; < tissue, 1, -t- pa-
per.'] SeejMper.

tissue-secretion (tish'6-se-kre"shon), n. In
Actinozoa, the sclerenchyma of sclerodermic
corals, secreted by the polj^ps themselves and
not by the coenosarc : opposed to foot-secretion.

titi (tit), 11. [Also Ut; < (a) ME. tit, titte, tetie, <

AS. tit (titt-) = MD. titte = MLG. LG. titte =
MHG. G. zitze (cf . Sw. tisse, < G. ?) ; mixed in E.

with (6) E. teat, < ME. tete, < OF. tete, tette, P.
tette (also teton, tettin) = Sp. Pg. tetta = It. tetta

(also zitta, cizza, zezzolo), teat (cf. F. teter = Sp.

tetar = It. tettare, suckle) ; root unknown, (c)

Cf . OHG. tuttd, tutd, tutto, tuto, MHG. tutte, tute,

dim. tiiiel, teat; Icel. tdta, teat; W. didi, did,

teat; Gr. tit66c, Tird?;, teat. The relations of

these last forms are uncertain.] A teat. See
teat.

tit^ (tit), n. [< ME. *tit (found only in comp.

:

see titmouse), < Icel. tittr, a little bird, =Norw.
tita, a Uttle bird (cf . Icel. titlingr, > E. titling)

;

perhaps connected with titS, ' a small thing.'

The word appears also in titlark, titling^, tit-

mouse, and terminally in tomtit, bottle-tit, coal-

tit, thrush-tit, wren-tit, and other names.] One
of several small birds. Specifically— (o) A titling or
pipit. See titlark, (b) A tomtit or titmouse, (c) With a
qualifying word, or in composition, one of many different
birds which resemble or suggest titmice, especially of In-

dia and the East Indies. See phrases and words following.

—Azure tit or titmouse. Parus (Cyanestes) cyanus. in
part blue, and widely distriouted in the northern Palearc-
tic region. Pennant, 1785 ; Latham, 1787.- Bearded tit.

See bearded.—Cape tit, a penduline titmouse of Soutli

Africa, jEgithaUis pendulinus.— Gold tit, an American
titmouse, Auripams Jlaviceps, of Texas to California and
southward, 4 inches long, ashy and whitish with the whole
head golden-yellow. See titmouse.— Ground tit. See
wren-tit.— TTill tit, one of numerous and various small
oscine birds of the hill-countries of India; very loosely

Titan

used. See hUUtit, lAotrichidee, and Siva, 2. All these birds
are now usually thrown into the noncommittal family
Tun^Hidse. In illustration of the group may l,e noted the
members of the genus Mirda, as M. (formerly Liotttrix)

igneotineta, of the Himalayan region and southward, and

Hill tit (Aftnti- ..giieotiHcta).

Hill tit \Liotkrix luUn).

of Liothrix proper, as L. lutea. See also tit-babbler (with
cut).—Hudsonlan or Hudson's Bay tit, Parus kudsoni-
cus, of N'ew England and northward, resembling a chick-
adee, but marked with brown.— Long-tailed tit. -See

titmouse (with cut).— Penduline tit, any titmouse of the
genus jEgithalics, with six or eight wide-ranging species

in Europe and Africa, as .*?. pendulinus.— S,i\)eT\aXi tit,

Parus cinctus.

—

Toupet tit. See toupet, 2.— Tufted tit,

a United States crested titmouse. Parus (Lophophanes) tri-

color ; the peto. See cut under titmouse. (.See also bottle-

tit, bush-tit, coal-tit, thrush-tit^ wren-tit.)

tit** (tit), n. [Early mod. E. also titt; appar.
orig. 'something small.' Cf. tit'-^, titty^. Cf.

also <o<i.] 1. A small or poor horse.

The nag or the hackeneie is verie good for trauelling.

. . . And if he be broken accordinglie, you shall haue a

little tit that will trauell a whole dale without anie l>ait.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, ii. (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

The Modern Poets seem to use Smut as the Old Ones
did Machines, to relieve a fainting Invention. When
Pegasus is jaded, and would stand still, he is apt, like

other Tits, to run into every Puddle.
Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. «.

2. A child ; a girl ; a young woman : a depre-
ciatory term.

I wonder that any man is so mad to come to see these
rascally tits play here. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Ind.

3. A bit ; morsel. Halliwell.

[Obsolete or rare in all uses.]

tit* (tit), n. [In the phrase tit for tut. a varia-

tion of tip for tap : see under tip^, w. Tit and
tat in this phrase are in themselves meaning-
less; the phrase is often written with h\-phen8,

tit-for-tat, and indeed is better so written, be-
ing practically one word.] In the phi-a-se tit

for tat (literally, in the original form tiji for
tap, 'blow for blow'), a retaliatory return : an
equivalent by way of repartee or answer: as, to

give a person tit for tat in a dispute or a war
of wit.

rf*/or (of, Betsey ! You are right, my girl.

Colman and Garriek, Clandestine Marriage, v, 2.

I have had my tit-for-tat with John Russell, and I turned
him out on Friday last.

Palmerston, in McCarthy's Hist. Own Times, xxUL

tit^t (tit), V. t. [< ME. titten, tytten, origin ob-
scure ; cf. tight^, v.] To pull tightly. (Halli-

well, under titte (2).)

And the feete uppward fast knytted.
And in Strang paynes be streyned and tytted.

Hampole, MS. Bowes, p. 210. (HaUiwdl.)

tit^t (tit), n. [< ME. titte; < tit^, i-.] A pull.

Yf that tre war tite pulled oute
At a tote, with al the rotes oboute.

Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, 1. 1915 (Morris and Skeat's
[Spec. Eng. Lit.).

tift, adr. A Middle English variant of fiffi.

Titanl (ti'tau), n. [< ME. Titan, Tytan,< OF. Ti-

tan, F. Tita'ii = Sp. Titan = Pg. TitSo = It. Tilano
= G. Dan. Sw. Titan, < L. Titan, rarelv Titauus
(pi. Titanes, Titani),<GT. T(rdv(pl. Tirmec, T/r;;-

ve;), a Titan; cf. titu, day, < -y/ ti, lighten, illu-

mine.] 1. In myrto?. , one of a raice of primor-
dial deities, children of Uranus and Ge ( Heaven
and Earth), or their son Titan, supposed to rep-
resent the various forces of nature, in the old.

est accounts there were six male Titans (Oceanus, (."teus,

Crius, Hyperion, Japetus, and Kronos), and six female
(Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Tethys).

They were imprisoned by their father I'ranus from their
birth, but, after unmanning and dethroning him. were de-

livered by Kronos. Zens, son of Kronos, compelled him to
disgorge his elder brothers antl sisters, whom he had
swallowed at their birth, and after a terrible war thrust
the Titans (except Oceanus) into Tartarus, under guard
of tile hundred-armed giants. In the later legends. Titan,
the father of the Titans, yielded the supreme power to his

younger brother Kronos, but regained it, and was finally

overcome by the thunderbolts of Zeus (,lu]titer\ son of
Kronos (Saturn), who then became the supreme god. The
Titans in their wars are said to have piled mountains
upon mountains to scale heaven, and they are taken as the
types of lawlessness, gigantic size, and enormous strength.



Titan
TiB an old tale ; Jove strikes the Titans down,
Not when they set about their mountain-piling,
But when another rock would crown the work.

Brmming, I'aracelsas, iv.

2. Ad
J- one of the immediate descendants of

the Titans, as Prometheus and Epimetheus.—
3. The sun personified, Titan being at times
substituted by the Latin poets for Helios as
god of the sun.

And Titan, tired in the mid-day heat.
With burning eye did hotly overlook them.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 177.

4. The sixth in order of the eight satellites of
the planet Saturn, and the largest, appearing
as a star of the ninth magnitude. See Saturn.— 5. A genus of beetles. Matthews.

titan2 (ti'tan), n. [= F. iit<ine = Sp. Pg. It.
titniiio, < NL. titanium: see titanium.] 1. A
calcareous earth; titanite.— 2. Titanium,

titanate (ti'tan-at), ». [< titan{ic)^ + -afei.]
A salt of titaiiic acid.

Titanesque (ti-ta-nesk'), a. [< Titan^ + -esque.]
Characteristic or suggestive of the Titans, or
of tlie legends eonceming them; of Titanic
character or quality.

His extraordinary meUphora, and flashes of Tilaname
humour Frmtde, Carlyle (First Forty YearsTiK.
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Titaness (ti't«n-es), h. [< Titani + -e««.] A
female Titan; a woman of surpassing size or
power.

So likewise did this Tilanetie aspire
Kale and dominioD to herselfe to galne

Spenter, F. (J., VII. vL 4.

Tltanla (ti-ta'ni-a), n. [< L. Titania, poetically
applied to Diana (as well as to Latona, Pyr-
rha, and Circe), fern, of Titanius, of the Titans,
< Titan, Titan: see Titan.'] 1. The queen of
Fairyland, and consort of Oberon.

Obrron. Now, my Titania: wake yon, my sweet qneen.
Tttama. My Oberon ! what vUions hare I seen !

^laJc., M. N. D., It. 1. 60.

2. A gentis of lepidopterous insects. HUbner,

titaniani (ti-ta'ni-an), a. [< L. Titanitu, of the
fitaiis, < Titan, Titan: see Titan.] Same as
titunu-l. Johnson, in Boswell, I. 174.

titanian2 (tl-ta'ni-an), a. [< titanium + ^n.]
Same as titanic^.

titanicl (ti-tan'ik), a. [= P. titanique = 8p
TiUinico = Pg. It. Titanico, < L. as if ^Titanicui
for which Titiiuiacug), < Gr. Tirovui^, of orper-

taining to a Titan or the Titans, < T<Tdv, Titan •

see Tittmi.] Of, pertaining to, or character-
istic of the Titans; hence, enormous in size,
strength, or degree; gigantic; superhuman;
huge: vast.

titanic^ (ti-tan'ik), a. [< titanium + -»c.] Of

?I r""'?,'"'?^
to titanium. Titanic add. TlOo, tl-Unium diorid When prepared artitlcially it Is a white

tasteleas powder which assumes a yellow color when gen-
ly heated. It Is fusible in the oxyhydrogen flame, ft Is

liisoluhle In water, in hydrochloric acid, and In dilate sul-
phuric acid. It occurs in nature In three forms, as rutile.
octahedrlte or anatase, and brooklte. Also called titanie
oxidor anAyrfWa -Titanic Iron ore. Same as QmeniU.
—Titanic schorl, a name i.f rutile.

titanical iti-taii'i-kal), <?. [< titanic^ + -<i/.]
Same as '-V</».>1. _Tltanlcal starsl, the planets.
tltamferous (ti-ta-nife-ruw), a. [< NL. tita-
niiiiii + L. fcrre, = E"be<iri, + ..oug.] Con-
taining titanium : as, tit/inifrr,nu.<< iron Tltanlf-
erons cerlte. same as t»fA<-/hni(,.._Tltaiilferoii«
Iron ore, titanlferouB oxid of Iron, ilmenlte.

titanite (ti'taii-it). H. [< litauimn + -ite^.l An
on- of tltjinium. See njihene.

tltanltic(tl-ta-nit'ik),a. [< titanite + -ic.] Same
as titiiuic^.

titanium (ti-ta'ni-um), h. [NX., so called in
fanciful allusion to the Titans; < L. 7^7<im, <
Gr. Tir.il, Titan: see Titan.] Chemical svmbol,
Ti; atomic weight, 48.17. A metal wfiich is
not found native, but as artificially prepared
is a dark-gray powder having a decided metal-
lic luster, and reseml>ling iron in appearance
It occuni, in the form of the dioiid. In three dlfterent crys-
talline forms rutile, brooklte, and anatase -snd is alsofound (|uite frequently in combination with the protoxld
of iron, mnud with more or less of the peroxlS of thesame me.al (See ai*.„ite.) Titanium af^ears to be apretly « il. ly .li.tributed element, having been found in
tt' and rocks, as well as In clays and soils re-

f.,

•" decomposition, but it nowhere occuni
L

, . ,

.'laantlty In any one locality; It has also

U^J "'^'i '.", ™"'*f"rttes and in the sun. Titanium
..n S',"L'"1''''"

'" "• P""""' combining with nitro-

Sfii IJti!^
temperature. Certain copper-colored cu-

"SL'^M ":'','"'' "" "'" InfreiiuentTy found In the

i.S!IJ . K
•"'"'-'''nisces. and were supposed by Wol-laston to be pure lita.,lam, were shown by Wohlertocon-

imi th
''"'""" 'ri'' "\ »•»» ™e««l. As titanium enters

I?. I" .
have been found in many kinds of pig-iron,

injurloos effect. A considerable number of patenU hare

been taken out for supposed improvements in the manu-
facture of iron and steel in which titanium has played an
important part. So-called "titanic steel" was at one time
extensively advertised as being of unrivaled excellence •

but several chemists of high reputation have declared
themselves unable to detect any tiUnium In it. The
chemical relations of titanium are peculiar : in some re-
spects it stands midway between tin and silicon ; in other
ways it is allied to iron, chromium, and aluminium.

titanium-green (ti-ta'ni-um -gren), n. Tita-
nium ferrocyanide, precipitated by potassium
ferrocyanide from a solution of titanic ehlorid,
recommended as an innocuous substitute for
Schweinfurt green and other arsenical green
pigments. The color, however, is far inferior
to that of Schweinfurt green.
Titanomachy (ti-ta-nom'a-ki), n. [< Gr. Inavo-
Max>a, < TiTai., Titan, -i^' /xdxi, battle.] The
battle or war of the Titans with the gods.
Gladstone, Contemporary Rev., LI. 760.
Titanomys (ti-tan'6-mis), Ji. [NL. (Von Meyer,
1843), < Gr. Tirdv Titan, -I- /ivc, mouse.] A ge-
nus of fossil duplicident rodents, of the family
Lagomyida, related to the living pikas, but
characterized by the single upper and lower
premolar, instead of two such teeth.
TitanotheriidSB (tl-ta'uo-the-n'i-de), n. pi.
[XL., < Titanotherium + -idse.] A family of ex-
tinct perissodactyls, based on the genus Titano-
therium.

titanotherioid (ti-ta-no-the'ri-oid), n. and a.
[< Titanotherium + -oicl.] I. «. A titanothe-
rmm, or a related mammal. Nature, XLI. 347.

II. a. Resembling or related to the genus
TiUinntherium.

Titanotherium (ti-ta-no-the'ri-um), n. [NL
(Leidy, 1853), < Gr. Ttrdv, Titan, + dripiav, a
wild beast.] 1. A genus of gigantic perisso-
dactyl mammals from the Miocene of North
America.— 2. [I.e.] A member of this genus.

titan-schorl (ti'tan-sh6rl), n. Native oxid of
titanium.

tit-babbler (tit'bab'l^r), n. A hill-tit, Tricho-
stoma rostratuni, inhabiting the Malay penin-
sula, Sumatra, and Borneo, it was orlglnaUy de-
scribed by Blyth in 1842 as Trichoitoma roHntum, ud

ru:MMttm» roatralumt.

has Since been placed in six other genera, with various
speciflc names. It U S Inches long, with red eyes, bluish
feet, and varied brownUh coloration. The name extends
to other hill-tiU which hare improperly been placed in
TnchoDoma, the one here named being the only member
of this genua in a proper sense,

titbit (tit'bit), w. [Also tidbit; < fi<3, a bit,
morsel, + bit.] A delicate bit; a sweet mor-
^f'•=8yn. Delicacy, Dainty, Tidbit. See Mieaey.
tltei (tit), adr. [Also spelled fiV/Af, and con-
fused with tightl; also tith ; < ME. tite, tyte, tit,
tyt, erroneously Hgt, also tid, < Icel. titt, quickly,
neut. of Udkr, frequent, usual, eager (superl. in
the phraae sent tidhast, quickly, immediately).
Cf. Utely.] Quickly ; soon ; fast : as, run as Ute
as you can. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and U. S.]

Then the trolens full ^ tokyn there hertes.
DtttrwitimqfTroyiF.. E. T, S.), I. 6618.

As ta as thel come him to the sothe for to telle,
Tnel sett hem doun softly that semly be-fore

Waiiam 0/ Palemt (E. E. T. S.X 1. 882.
And who fyndls hym greucd late h)-m telle tyU.

York Playt, p. .'WM.

As tltet (without a following osX quickly ; immediately.
I shal telle the a» tite what this tree hatte.

Pien Plowman (BX xrl 81.

tite^t, a. An old spelling of tighti. Bailey.
tlteSf. A Middle English form of tideth, third
person singular present indicative of tide^.

titelt, «. A Middle English form of tittle^.

titelyt (tit'li), adv. [Also spelled tightly, and
confused with tightlyl; also tithly ; < ME. tytly,
erroneously tigtly, also tidlirhe, tidlike, < feel.
tifthuliga, frequently, < tidhr, frequent (neut.
titt, quickly): see tite^.] (Juickly; soon.

With-out tarylng to bis tent tytty thai yode.
And were set all samyn the soueraln before

Dettruction qf Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. lOW.
Hold, sirrah, bear you these letters tightly

;

Sail like my pinnace to these golden shores
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3. 88.

tithe

titert, titerert. Old spellings of titteri, titterer.
tlt-for-tat (tit'fgr-tat'), ». See tit*.

titht (tith), adv. [A var. of fifel, < ME. tit, tid,
quickly: see tide^.] Same as tite^.

Of a good stirring strain too, she goes tith.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ill. 4.

tithable (ti'THa-bl), a. and «. [Also titheable;
< tithe + -able.] I. a. 1. Subject to the pay-
ment of tithes, as property ; capable of being
tithed.

It is not to be expected from the nature of these gen-
eral commentaries that I should particularly specify what
things are tithable and what not, the time when or the
manner and proportion In which, tithes are usually due.

Blackstone, Com., II. ill.

2t. Assessable for tithes, or for the payment of
any tax to a parish, as a person.
They [Virginians] call all negroes above sixteen years of

age htAoftfe, be they male or female, and all white men
of the same age. Beverley, Virginia, iv. 1 18.

n.t «. A person by or for whom tithes or par-
ish taxes were payable.
Their parishes are accounted large or small, in propor-

tion to the number of lithables contained in them, and not
according to the extent of land. Beverley, Virginia, iv. t S3.

tithei (tiTH), «. and 71. [Formerlvalso tythe; <
ME. tithe, tythe, tetlte, < AS. tedtha for 'tedntha,
< tedn, tiin, tyne, ten: see ten, tenth.] It a.
Tenth.

Every tith« soul, 'mongst many thousand.
Shak., T. and C, II. 2. 19.

n. n. 1. A tenth; the tenth part of anything;
hence, any indefinitely small part.
Ihave searched . . . man by man, boy by boy : ... themhe of a hair was never lost in my house before.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. s. 66.

2. A contribution or tax for some public use
either voluntary or enforced, of one tenth of tho
quantity or of the value of the subject from or
on account of which it is paid; hence, any
ratable tax payable in kind or by commutation
of Its value in money. The levying of tithes in kindon natural productions or the proceeds of Industry was
generally practised in ancient times, for both civil and
ecclesiastical uses; and this is still the prevalent method of
taxation for all purposes In Mohammedan countries Itwas nUblished and deflnitely regulated for the support
of religion among the H ebre\> s ; and it was revived for the
support of the Christian church by a law of Charlemagne
about the beginning of the ninth century, after some nre-
Tloas fluctuating use of It. Ecclesiastical tithes were
always more or less oppressive and unequal in their inci-
dence, and they have been generally abolished except IpUreM Britain, where they are still maintained, maiiiTy in
the shape of commuted rent-charges upon land. As there
recognized, tithe la defined as the tenth part of the In-crnse annually arising from the profits of land and stock
ana the personal industry of the inhabitants, allotted for
the maintenance of tho clergy or priesthood, fortheii- sup.
port and other church purposes. Under the ancient Jew-
ish law, tithes of all priKluce, including flocks and cattle,
were t« be given to the Levite, and of this tithe or tenth
a tenth was to be given to the priests. In modern ec-
clesiastical usag^ tithes are divided Into personal, pre-
dial, and mixed

: pertonal, when accruing from labor art.
trade, and manufactore; predial, when issuing dlrecUv
from the earth, as hay, wood, grain, and fruit ; and mixfd.when accruing from beasts which are fed from the ground.
Another division of tithes Is Into great and small. Great
tOhee consist of all species of corn and grain, hay andwood

; maU tithej,, of predial tithes of other kinds, to-

?.?i."*'J"''
""'""^ *"' Ix^Tsonal tithes. In England great

tithes belong to the rector, and are hence called mirson-
aye or reetonal tahet; and the others are due to the vicarand are hence called n<-ora./« lahet. (See altaraae, 2.)
In England tithes are now often impropriated to laymen,
ecclesiastical corporations, etc. Several acts of Parliament
bavebeen passed for the coniniutation of tithes in England
and Ireland, the usual form being the conversion of tithes
Into a ren^harge called the tithe rent-charge, payable Inmoney and chargeable on the hind. In regard to tithes
In Scotland, see leind.

3t. A tax assessed by the vestry of a parish.—
Commutation of tithes, in England and Ireland the
conversion of tithes into n rent-charge payable in money
imd chargeable on the land. See Comymtntion of Tithes
Act, under «>mm«<a«</)i.— Composition of tithesSame as reat eompontion (b) (wliich see, under renfi) —
Baladln tithe, a general tax on movable property and
revenues from land levied in France and England in 1188
for the support of the third crusade, organized for the
recovery of the Holy Land from the sultan Saladin. See
Vrdinarux of the Saladin Tithe, under ordinance ~ Titu-
lars Ofthe tithes. SeeWufor.

tithei (tiTH), V.
;
pret. and pp. tithed, ppr. tith-

tng. [Fomierlv also tythe; < ME. tithen, tuthen,
tethen,< AS. tedthian, tithe,< tedtha, tithe, tenth

:

see hfAei, a.] I. trans. 1. To subject to tithes
or the payment of a tithe; impose a tithe or
tenth of or upon.
When thou hast made an end of tithing all the tithes of

thine increase. Deut. xxvi. 12.

2. To pay tithes on
; give or yield up a tithe of.

Military spoil, and the prey gotten in war, is also tythv
ble, for Abraham tylhed it to Melchizedek.

Spelman, Tythes, xvi.

3t. To take or reckon by tenths or tens ; take
tithe or every tenth of.
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Which Armie(saithFernandes) he [the King] (yfiled out tithing-pennyt (ti'*Hing-pen"i), ".A small

sum paid to the sheriff by each tithing, etc,

for the charge of keeping courts,

tithlyt (tith'li), adv. [A var. of titely, as tith of

n7el.] Same as liteh/.

I have seen him trip it Kthly.
Beau, and Fl.

of bis people, taliing one onely of ten.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 463.

The multitude are tith'd, and every tenth only spar'd.

ililton. Hist. Eng, vi.

To tithe mint and cumin, to exercise rigid authority

or close circumspection in small matters, while neglecting

greater or more important ones : with reference to Mat.

lit ixtrans. To pay tithes. Pters Plowman
(A), viii. 65.

For lamb, pig, and calf, and for other the like.

Tithe so as thy cattle the Lord do not strike.

Tusser, January's Husbandry, st. 42.

tithe^t, r. t. [ME. tithen, tuthen,< AS. tithian,

tythiau (= OS. tiigithon = MHG. ge-xiden),

concede, grant.] To concede
;
grant. Hob. of

Gloucester.

tithe-commissioner (tiTH'ko-mish''on-^r), n.

One of a board of officers appointed bjr the

English government for arranging propositions

for commuting or compounding for tithes. Sim-

mouds.
tithe-free (tiTH'fre), a. Exempt from the pay-

ment of tithes. UUV.CO v,i.^i^.^u..

tithe-gatherer (tiTH'gaTH'6r-6r), n. One who tithonographic (ti-thd-no-graf'ik), a
collects tithes.

titheless (tlTH'les), a. [< tithe^ + -less.'] Tithe-

free.

tithe-owner (tiTH'6"ner), «. A person to whom
tithes are due ; one who owns the right to re-

ceive and use the tithes of a parish or locality.

In Great Britain many laymen are tithe-owners,

through impropriation. Encyc. Brit., XXIII.

412.

tithe-payer (tiTH'pa"6r), «. One who pays

tithes ; a person from whom tithes are due.

tithe-pig (tiTH'pig), n. One pig out of ten, paid

as a tithe or church-rate. Shak., R. and J.,

i. 4. 79.

tithe-proctor (tiTH'prok"tqr), n. A levier or

collector of tithes or church-rates.

titheri (ti'THer), n. [< ME. tithere, tythere ; <

titliei + -<?ri.] 1. One who levies or collects

tithes.—2. A tithe-payer.

Smale tytheres weren foule yshent.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 12.

An advocate or a supporter of tithes;

{Imp, Diet.)

Tithonian (ti-tho'ni-an), a. [< L. Tithonns, <

Gr. tieovoc, in Gr. myth, the brother of Priam

and consort of Eos or Aurora, and endowed
with immortality.] A name given by Oppel to

a peculiar facies of Upper Jurassic rocks ex-

tensively developed in southern France and on

the southern side of the Alps. The series thus

named is characterized by limestones of very uniform

lithological character, as if deposited in deep water when
the conditions of deposition were for a long time remark-

ably unifoi™ in character.

tithonic (ti-thon'ik), a. [= F. tithoniqiie, < Gr.

Tit)wv6g, Tithonus: see Tithonian.'] Pertaining

to or denoting those rays of light which pro-

duce chemical effects; actinic. See actinism.

tithonicity (tith-o-nis'i-ti), M. [< tithonic +
-ity.] That property of light by which it pro-

duces chemical effects; actinism.
" " " ' 30-graf'ik), a. [< Gr.

Tiduvds (see tithonic) + ypdipuv, write.] Fixed

or impressed by the tithonic rays of light;

photographic.
Draper also did something like the same thing, but not

quite the same thing, in what he called a tithorwgraphic

representation of the solai' spectrum.
J. N. Locltyer, Spect. Anal., p. 81.

tithonometer (tith-o-nom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

TiSufdf (see tithonic) + fitrpov, measure.] An
instrument devised by Dr. John W. Draper
(1844) to measure the tithonic or chemical ac-

tion of light-rays by their effect in causing the

chemical union of ehlorin and hydrogen. See
the quotation.

The tithonometer consists essentially of a mixture of

equal measures of chlorine and hydrogen gases evolved

from and confined by a fluid which absorbs neither. This

mixture is kept in a graduated tube so arranged that the

gaseous surface exposed to the rays never varies in extent,

notwithstanding the contraction which may be going on

in its volume, and the muriatic acid resulting from its

union is removed by rapid absorption.
Amer. Jour. Sci., XLVI. 218.

3. An advocate or a supporter of tithes; one
tithymalt (tith'i-mal), n. [Also tithymall, tithi-

who maintains the principle of ecclesiastical ^f
titimal, < OF!' tithymale, < L. tithymalus,

tithing. [Bare.] - . ~ .... , , . .

Tithen themselves have contributed to thir own con-

futation, by confessing that the Church liv'd primitively

on Alms. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

tither^ (tiSH'er), indef.pron

tother.
The tane o' them is fu' o' com.
The tither is fu' o' hay.

Willie ami May Margaret (Child's Ballads, II. 173).

tithe-stealer (tlTH'ste "l^r), n. One who evades

the payment of tithes, or who dishonestly with-

holds some part of the tithes due from him.

The 'squire has made all his tenants atheists and tythe-

stealers. Addison, Spectator, No. 112.

tithingl (ti'THing), n. [< ME. tithing, tething,

tending, teonding, < AS. teothing, tedthung, a

tithing, tithe, decimation, a band of ten men

;

verbal n. of teothian, tithe: see tithe^, v.] 1.

In old Eng. law, a decennary; a number or

company of about ten householders, or one

tithymallus, < Gr. Tidi-nako^, spurge, euphorbia.]

A plant of the genus Euphorbia; spurge,

titi^, n. See tee-tee.
"'""""''''" ""

titi^ (te'te), n. Same as buckwheat-tree.
A Scotch form ot jitianesque (tish-ia-nesk'), a. [< Titian (see

def.) -I- -esque.'] Characteristic of or resem-
bling the works of the Venetian painter Titian

(Tiziano Vecellio, 1477-1576). Atheneeum, No.
3261, p. 537.

titiflllf, n. See titivil.

titilt, " and V. An obsolete form of title, tittle^.

titillate (tit'i-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp. titillated,

ppr. titillating. U. L. titillatus, pp. of titillare

(> It. titillare = Sp. titilar = Pg. titillar = F.

titiller), tickle.] To tickle; excite a tickling

or tingling sensation in ; hence, to excite plea-

surably; exhilarate; elate.

The gnomes direct, to every atom Just,

The pungent grains of titillating dust.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 84.

tenth of a hundred (which see), who, dwell-
titillation (tit-i-la'shon), «. [< F. titillation =

ing near each other, were regarded as consti-

tuting a distinct community for some purposes

of civil order and police regulation, the sev-

eral members being treated as sureties or free

pledges to the king for the good behavior of

each other. Although this institution has long ceased,

the name and corresponding territorial division are still

retained in many parts of England.

2. The act of levying or taking tithe; that

which is taken as tithe; a tithe.

tithing^t, n. Tidings. Alliterative Poems (ed.

Mon-is), ii. 498.

tithing-man (ti'THing-man), n. [< WEi.*tithing-

man,<. AS. teothingmann ; < tithing"^ + man.']

1. In old Eng. law, the chief man of a tithing:

same as headborough.— 2. In England, a peace-

officer; an under-constahle; in early New Eng-
land hist., a town officer elected each year

to exercise a general moral police (derived

Pr. titiliacio = Sp. iitilacion = Pg. tiUllaqao

= It. titillazione, < L. titillatio(n-), a tickling, <

titillare, pp. titillatus, tickle: see titillate.] 1.

The act of titillating, or the state of being tit-

illated; a tickling or itching sensation or state

of feeling; hence, a passing or momentary ex-

citation, physical or mental.

A poor auricular transient titiilation.

Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 166.

The vulgar intellectual palate hankers after the titttla-

tim of foaming phrase. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 281.

2. That which titillates; something having tit-

illating properties. [Rare.]

Your Spanish titillation in a glove
The best perfume. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 2.

titillative (tit'i-la-tiv), a. [< titillate + -ive.]

Tending to titillate or tickle. Imp. Diet.

titimalet, «• Same as tithymal. Hallitcell.

from the constabulary functions of the English titivate, tlttivate (tit i-vat), v. i.andt.; pret

tithing-man) in the town. Later his functions were
nearly confined to preserving order during divine service

and enforcing attendance upon it. An ottlcer called the

tithiny-man, with similar moral police duties, was also,

in the seventeenth century, chosen in Maryland manors.

The oldest people in New England rememberthe tithing-

man as a kind of Sunday Constable, whose special duty

It was, in the old parish meeting-house, to quiet the rest-

lessness of youth and to disturb the slumbers of age.

Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, I. 1.

and pp. titivated, tittieated, ppr. titivating, titti-

vating. [Appar. a factitious word, based per-

haps on */(?!/l,with a Latin-seeming termination

as in cultivate.] To dress or spruce up; get or

put into good trim ; smarten, or smarten one's

self. [Colloq. or slang.]

The girls are all so titivated off with false beauty that a

fellow loses his heart before he knows it.

Dow's Sermons, I. 151. (BartleU.)

title

Let me go down and settle wMlst yon call In your black

man and tUivate a bit. Thackeray, Virginians, xlvIlL

titivilt, "• [Also titifill, early mod. E. tytty-

futle; origin obscure.] A knave; a jade,

titlark (tit'liirk), n. [< «(2 -(- larkl. Cf. tit-

mouse. Cf. Shetland teetick, titlark.] A small

lark-like bird; hence, specifically, in ornith., a

titling; a pipit; any bird of the genus An thus

or subfamily Anthinx (see these words, and
pipit). There are many species, of most parts of the

world. The common titlark of the United States is A.

ludovicianus, which abounds in eastern parts of the coun-

try and in Canada. Several are common English birds, as

the meadow-pipit or moss-creeper, A. pratensis; the tree-

pipit or field-titlark, A. arborevs; and the sea-titlark or

rock-pipit, A. obscurus. See rock-pipit, cut under Anthut,

and phrases under lark.

title (ti'tl), n. [< ME. title, titel, titil, titilt, a

title, a stroke over an abridged word (a tittle),

an epistle, < OF. title, litre, tiltre, a title, a

stroke over an abridged word to indicate let-

ters wanting, F. titre, a title, a stroke over an
abridged word, right, claim, standard (of gold

and silver), document, title in law, title-deed,

head (of a page), etc., = Pr. titol, tiltre, titule,

point or dot over i, = Sp. titulo, title, tilde, a

stroke over a word, an accent, tilde, = Pg.

titulo, title, til, a stroke over a word, an accent,

tilde, = Cat. tittla, mark, sign, character, = It.

titolo, title, = Wallach. title, circumflex, = D.

titel = OHG. titul, MHG. titel, tittel, G. titel =
Sw. Dan. titel, < L. titulus, title, a superscrip-

tion, label, notice, token, etc., ML. also a stroke

over an abridged word, a tittle; with dim.

term, -vlus, from a root unknown. Cf. tittle^

and fiWe, doublets of <!««.] 1. An inscription

placed on or over something to distinguish or

specialize it; an affixed individualizing term
or phrase. [Obsolescent.]

And Pilate wrote a title, and put it on the cross.

John xix. 19.

Tell me once more what title thou [a casket] dost bear.

Shot., M. of v.. ii. 9. 35.

2. A prefixed designating word, phrase, or

combination of phrases ; an initial written or

printed designation ; the distinguishing name
attached to a written production of any kind

:

as, the title of a book, a chapter or section of

a book, etc. ; the title of a poem. The title of a

book in the fullest sense includes all the matter in the

title-page preceding the author's name or whatever stands

in place of it. It may be either a single word or a short

phrase, or be divided into a leading and a subordinate

title connected by or; or it may be extended by way of

description to the larger part of a closely printed page,

according to a practice formerly very common. 'I'he title

by which a book is quoted, however, is nearly always the

shortest form that will serve to designate it distinctively.

For bibliographical purposes, especially in the cases of

old, rare, and curious books, the entire title-page, word for

word and point for point, is regarded as the title, and
when copied the actual typography is often indicated, as

by a vertical bar after each word which ends a line, etc.

They live by selling titles, not books, and if that cany
off one impression, they have their ends.

Dryden, Life of Lacian.

3. Same as title-page, in some technical or oc-

casional uses.— 4. In bookbinding, the panel

on the back of which the name of the book is

imprinted.— 5. A descriptive caption or head-

ing to a document; the formula by which a le-

gal instrument of any kind is headed : as, the

title of an act pf Congress or of Parliament;

the title of a deed, a writ, or an affidavit.— 6.

In some statutes, law-books, and the like, a di-

vision or subdivision of the subject, usually a
larger division than article or section.— 7. A
characterizing term of address ; a descriptive

name or epithet.

Katharine the curst I

A title for a maid of all titles the worst.
SAa*-.,T. of the.s., i. 2. 130.

8. Specifically, a distingiiishing appellation be-

longing to a person by right of rank or endow-
ment, or assigned to him as a mark of respect

or courtesy. Titles in this sense may be classified as—
(1) titles of office, whether hereditary or limited to chosen

incumbents, as emperor or empress, king or queen, presi-

dent, judge, mayor, bishop or archbishop, rector, deacon,

general, admiral, captain, etc. ; (2) hereditary titles o/ iio-

bilili/, as duke, marquis, earl, viscount, baron (the five

British titles of nobility, of which any except the first may
be held as a title of courtesy by the son and heir, or even

the grandson, of the holder of a higher title\ count, etc.

:

(3) titles of distinction or merit, as baronet (hereditary)

and knight in Great Britain, and those conferred by mem-
bership of honorary orders, or the like ; (4) titles of allribu.

tion, pertaining to specific offices or ranks, or bestowed

upon certain historical persons, as your, his, or her Majes-

ty, Highness, Grace, Honor, etc , and v.irious epithets pre-

fixed or appended to names, as the Honorable or Right

Honorable (Hon. orRt. Hon.), Reverend or Right Reverend
(Rev. or Rt. Rev.), the Great, the Fair(Philip the Fair), the

Catholic (Ferdinand the Catholic), etc.; (5) titles (if degree

(commonly called degrees), as doctor of divinity (D. D.\ ot

laws (LL. D.),of philosophy (Ph.D.). or of medicine(M. U.),
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master of arts (M. A. or A. M.\ etc.; (6) tUU« of direct ad-
drtM, prefixed to names in either speecli or writing, as Lord,
Lady, 8ir, Mister (Mr.), Mistress (Mrs.), .Miss, Monsieur(iI.
orMons.), Madame(Mme.X I*octor(L>r.X Professor (I'l-of.X

Jadge, General, etc. Titles of oftiee are subdivided into
royal or imperial (i/{e« (including those distinctively per-

taining to members of sovereign families), cicU, judicial,

eecUnantical, military, nacal, etc. Titleg o/ honor are such
titles belonging to any of the above classes as denote
superior rank or station, or special distinction of any kind.

9. Titular or aristocratic rank ; titled nobility
or dignity. [Kare.]

Tom never fails of paying his obeisance to every man
he sees who has title or office to make him conspicuous

;

. . . Title is all he knows of honour, and civility of friend-

ship. Steele, Tatler, No. 204.

10. A grade or degree of fineness; especially,

the number of carats by which the fineness of
gold is expressed.

Caret ... is only an imaginary weight ; the whole mass
is divided into twenty-four equal parts, and as many as
there are of these that are of pore gold constitute the
tilU of the alloy. F. Vorg, Bibelots and Curios, p. .S8.

Jewellers solder with gold of a lower title than the ar-

ticle to be soldered. Workshop Receipts, Ist ser., p. 3&t.

11. A claim; a light; a designated ground of
claim ; a conferred or acquired warrant ; an at-

tributed privilege or franchise.

Therfor a title he gan him for to borwe
Of other sicknesse, lest men of him wende
That the hote fire of love him brende.

Chaucer, Troilns, L 488.

Make claim and tiiU to the crown of France.
Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 68.

12. An inherent or established right; a fixed
franchise ; a just or recognized claim.

Even such an one [an ill prince] hath a title to our pray-
ers and thanksgivings. Bp. AtteTbury, Sermons, I. viiL

I have the same title to write on prudence that I have
to write on poetry or holiness.

Emenon, Essays, 1st ser., p. a>l.

13. In law: (a) Ownership: as, the title was
not in the husband, but in his wife ; her title

was subject to encumbrance, (b) The channel
through which an owner has acquired his right

;

the collection of facts from which, by the opera-
tion of law, his right arises: as, an abstract of
title sets forth the chain of instruments, etc., by
which the owner became owner, (c) Absolute
ownership ; the unencumbered fee. In a contract
to convey title or to warrant the title, the word is usually
understixHl in this sense, in which it incladea Uie right of
property, the right of poMeaslon, and actual poasession.

(d) The instrument which is evidence of a
right : a title-deed. Title is more appropriately used
of real property ; ownerthip of persona], out also to some
extent of real property. Among the older commentators
on Roman law it was usual to call title {titulus) the con-
tract or other legal act which was the remote cause of
a pereun's aciiuirijig property (for example, a contract of
•aleX while the immediate cause (for example, delivery)
was called woduM. In order to have ownership there had
to be a perfect titulus and modus. ThU doctrine is alien
to the Koman Jurists, and Is now universally repudiated.

14. Hence, a source or evidence of any right
or privilege; that which establishes a claim or
an attribution: as, Gray's "Elegy " is his chief
tiUe to fame ; his discharge is his title of exemp-
tion.— 16. Ecdes.: (a) Originally, a district

in the citv of Rome with taxable revenue;
hence, a district in that city attached to a
parish church; a Roman parish church, as dis-
tinguished from a btsilica or an oratory. The
clergy belonging to i.aese churches received the
epithet ''cardinal," whence the title cardinal.

In the Roman Church parish churches or Titles seem to
have been first instituted in the time of Pope Marcellus
(304). CalA. Diet., p. 118.

(6) A fixed sphere of work and source of in-

come, required as a condition of ordination.
Since the Council of Chalcedon, a. d. 4.'i1, it has always
l>een the rule to refuse to admit to ordination any one not
appointed to officiate in a particular church. Since the
eleventh century a title In the present sense has been ex-
pressly reqnir«il. The term ha* gradually changed it* con-
notation from the idea of liKTality to that of afl*ared sup-
port and of a warrant for orders. The Roman Catholic
Church requires as title for orders nomination to a bene-
fice sufficient for maintenance, sufficient private income,
a guarantee of support from some person or persons, or
monastic poverty as entitling to maintenance by the or-
der. In the Church of England a cure of souls, chaplaincy,
fellowship, or the like Is required, or residence as master
of arts with sufllcient private means. In the American
Episcopal Church engagement with some church, psrish.
or cungregation, with some dioceaan or recognized genenil
missionary society, as instructor in some Incorporated iii-

titutiun, or as chaplain in the national army or navy is

requisite for admission to priest's orders.

The candidates . . . must each have a title for orders— that is, a sphere of labour under some clergyman, with
a proper stipend for his support— before he can be or-
dained. A. Fonbtanqtte, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 8*1.

16t. Same as tittle-. IVf/rlif, Mat. v Abstract
of title. See ai»trac(.— Bastard title. Hee bastard.—
Bonltarlan title, see immtarian. — Cloud on a title,
in taw, BoinctliinK tliat renders a holder's title to land or
other property doulitful, as the existence of an adverse in-
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stmment or claim the validity or justice of which is not yet
known or adjudicated ; an instrument which apparently
and on its face is valid, and impairs a person's title to land,
but which can be shown to be invalid by proof of extrinsic
facts, although its invalidity has not yet been judicially
declared, as a fraudulent mortgage or assessment on the
land, or a judgntent affecting its ownership, founded on
a false affidavit of notice to the defendants.— Color of ti-

tle. See o(*f"r.— Courtesy title. See courtesy. Ami def. S.

— Declaration of Title Act. See decfarafiou.— Equita-
ble title. .See ei/iiitable eslate, under estate.— Extension
Of title. See extension.— Good holding title, ^ee mar-
ketable (i(fe.— Half title. See /inf/fiHi.—Lucrative ti-

tle, in Spanish Mexican lav, title created by donation, de-
vise, or descent. P^a/f.— Marketable, onerous, pas-
sive title. See the adjectives.— Pierced for title, spe-

cially prepared for the title, as leather for a book-cover is

which has had an addition between the bands of one or
more squares of colored leather, on which the title is put.
Tills is doTie only on calf, vellum, or sheep.—Process
of title. See pro(/regs.— Running title. See running.—
Side title, a title placed on the upper cover of a bound
botjk, as when the back is too narrow to admit a line of
letters, or when the bix)k so treated is usually to be ex-
posed on a table.—Title by forfeiture, by prescrip-
tion, by succession. Sec forfeiture, etc.— Title of en-
try. .<ee f/i^r;/. in (a). -Titlerftle. SeenJfe.- Unity of
title, the title of two or more joint tenants, or tenants in

coDHnon, or persons alleged so to be, derived or deduced
immediately from one and the same source by one and
the same act or fact. = Syn. 7. Designation, etc. See name.

title (ti'tl), V. t. ; pret. and pp. titled, ppr. titling.

[= OF. tituler = Sp. Pg. titular = It. titolare, <

LL. titulare, give a title or name to, < L. titulus,

a title : see title, u. Cf. entitle, entitule, intitule.']

1 . To call by a title, or by the title of ; entitle

;

name.
I understand, by mmoura, you've a daughter.
Which my bold love shall henceforth title cousin.

Middleton, Chaste Maid. It. 1.

2. To give a right to be entitled ; bestow or con-
fer the title or designation of.

To these that sober race of men, whose live*
Religious titled them the sons of God,
Shall yield up all their virtue, all their fame.

MUton, P. L., xt 622.

titled (ti'tld). a. [< title + -crf2.] Ha\-ing or
bearing a title, especially one which is con-
stantly used, either with the name or instead
of it; specificall}', bearing a title of nobility;
noble.

title-deed (ti'tl-ded), n. 1. A deed by virtue
of which, or one of several deeds or of a chain
of conveyances by virtue of which, a person
claims title. Xbe term is commonly used in the plural
of the several earlier muniments of title usually delivered
over by a grantor on parting with his property to the
grantee.

2. That which confers a right or title of
any kind ; especially, a distiugtiishing deed or
achievement ; a ground of consideration, emi-
nence, or fame.

title-leaf (ti'tl-lef), ». The leaf of a book on
which the title is printed ; a title-page.

There waa another book at the end of these, in whose
titUieaf the first of the contents was.

Court and Times q/ Charles I., 1. US.

titleless (ti'tl-les), a. [< ME. titUles; < title +
-/f»,s'.] 1. Having no title or name.

He wa* a kind of nothing, titleless.

Till he had foiled himself a name.
5»a*.,Cor.,r. 1. 18.

2. Devoid of rightful claim or title; unentitled;

Right ao bitwixe a tiOdes tirannt
And an ontlawe, or a theef errannt.
The aame I seye, ther is no dilTerenee.

Chaucer, .Manciple's Tale, L 119.

title-letter (ti'tl-let'^'r), n. The types, collec-
tively, selected fortifies. Also title-type.

title-page (ti'tl-paj), n. The preliminary page
of a book, or of a written or printed work of
any kind, which contains its full title and par-
ticulars as to its authorship, publication, etc.

The Voanger Brother, or the Fortunate Cheat, had been
much a more proper Name. Now when a Poet can't rig
out a Title Poffe, 'tis but a bad sign of his holding out to
the Cpilogne. Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698X p. 210.

titler (tit'l^r), M. [Origin obscure.] A large
tniuoated cone of refined sugar. Simniondji.

title-sheet (ti'tl-shet), n. In printing, the first

sheet of a book, which usually contains the ti-

tle, bastard title, and other preliminary matter.
title-type (ti'tl-tip), n. Same as title-letter.

titlin, «• Same as titling. Florio.

titling^ (tit'ling), «. [Formerly or dial, also tit-

lin; < Icel. tittingr; as tit^ + -lingl.l 1. Some
small bird. Specifically - (o) A titlark or pipit. (6) A
tit or titmouse, (c) In Scotland, the hedge-sparrow.
2. A name formerly given in the custom-house
to stock-fish. Simnionfls— Cuckoo's titling. Same
as cxtckiHiti sandy (which see, under ttandyi). [ t'rov. Kng.]
— Field-, meadow-, or moor-titling, A lUhm pratensis.
(See al.so ttea-Utling.)

titUng- (ti'tling), n. [Verbal n. of title, c] In
bookbinding, impressing, usually in gold-leaf, on

titration

the back of a book the words selected for the
title.

titmal (tit'mal), n. Same as timal.

titmouse (tit'inous), )!.; pi. usually titmice (^-nds),

properly iitmouses (-mou-sez). [Early mod. E.
also titmose, also rarely tittimouse; < ME. tit-

mose, titemose, tytemose, titmose, and later titti-

mouse ; < tit'^ + ME. mose, < AS. mdsc, a name
for several kinds of birds: see coal-mouse.'] A
tit ; a tomtit ; any bird of the family I'aridm, and
especially of the subfamily Parinee. (See the
technical names, and cuts under chickadee and

L-ong-tailed TitniouK t

.

!

I aru.f. ) Those of the genus Parus which occur in Great
Britain, and hence have popular English names, are the
greater titmouse, P. major; the coal-tit, P. ater{o{ which
the British variety is sometimes called P. britannictts)

;

the marsh.tlt, P. palustris; the blue tit, P. cteruleus; and
the crested tit, P. {Lophophanes) cristatus. The long-tailed
titmouse is Acreduta caudata or rosea. The bearded
titmouse is Panurus (or Calamophilus) biarmicus (some-
times put in another family, Panuiidje). In the tinited
States are a number of titmice, conmionly called chick-
adees, with smooth heads and black cap* and throat&
aa Parus atricapUlus, etc. There are also several crested
ones, forming the genus or subgenus Lophophanes, a* the
peto, or tufted titmouse, L. bicolor, the black-crested, L.
atmeristatus, and others. Titmice which build long pen*
»ile nest* are called in England bottle-tits, and by many
provincial names. Including poke-pudding. I'hose of the
United State* which have this habit are the bush-tits of
the genus Ptattriparus. (See cut under Inish-lit.) Others,
of Europe and Africa, form the genus -Egithalus, as jE.
pendulinus, the penduline titmouse. The gold tit, or yel-
low-headed titmouse, of the southwestern Cnited States,
Auriparusjlaviceps, also builds a very bulky and elaborate
nest of twig* stuffed with feathers. Some of the British

Tufted Titmouse iLo/Ho^haMes bicolor).

tits are called ooceye, and others hickwatt.— kzxa% tit-
mouse. See azure tit, under ft/-.- Bahama titmouset,
the gnitguit of Bahama, Certhiola bahamensis.—Greater
titmouse. Pants major, of Europe. See cut under Parus.
— New Zealand titmouset, any species of Certhiparus;
originaliy. C. noiye-zeatandix. Latham, 1781.— Plain tlt-
moiiae, Lophophanex inornatuit, conmum in the south-
western parts of the t'liited States, having the crest con-
color with the back.— Siberian titmouse, Parus citKtus.
— Toupet titmouset. See totipet, 2. Latham.

titrate (tit'nXt), t\ t.
;

pret. and pp. titrated,

ppr. titrating. [< F. titre, title, standard of
fineness (see title, n., 10), + -ate^.] To submit
to the process of titration.

The whole [mixture] is to be cooled and titrated as usual
with Iodine, using starch as an indicator.

Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XL. 71.

titration (ti-tra'shon), n. [< titrate -f -ion.']

lu analytical cliem., a process for ascertaining
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the quantity of any given constituent present
in a compound by observing the quantity of
a liquid of known strength (called a standard
solution) necessary to convert the constituent
into another form, the close of the reaction
being marked by some definite phenomenon,
usually a change of color or the formation of a
precipitate. Also called volumetrie analysis.

tl-tree (te'tre), n. 1. A palm-Uly : same as <ji.

— 2. Same as tea-tree.

tit-tat-to (tit'tat-to'), n. [< tit, tat, to, three
meaningless syllables used in counting.] A
^ame : same as crisscross, 3.

tlttet, adv. See tite'^.

titteri (tit'6r), V. i. [< ME. titeren, < Icel. titra

= OHG. zitteron, MHG. zitern, G. zittern, trem-
ble, quiver. Of. teeter, totter^.} If. To move
back and forth ; sway ; waver.

In fiterynge and pursuyte and delayes.
The folk devyne at wagging of a stree.

Chattcer, Troilus, ii. 1744.

2. To teeter; seesaw.— 3. To tremble. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

titter^ (tit'fer), V. i. [< ME. *titeren (in deriv.
titerere. a tattler), prob. imitative ; in part per-
haps due to titter^.'] To laugh in a restrained
or nervous manner, as from suppressed mirth,
pleasure, or embarrassment

;
giggle ; snicker.

Thus Sal, with tears in either eye

;

While victor Ned sat tittering by.
' Shemtmie, To a Friend.

Amy and Louisa Eshton tittered under their breath,
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

titter^ (tit'fer), n. [< tittei-^, «.] A restrained
or nervous laugh ; a giggle ; a snicker.

There 's a titter of winds in that beechen tree.

Bryant, Gladness of Nature.

A strangled titter, out of which there brake
On all sides, clamouring etiquette to death.
Unmeasured mirth. Tennyson, Princess, v.

titter^ (tit'er), n. [Origin obscure.] A weed,
probably the hairy vetch. See tine^.

From wheat go and rake out the titters or tine.

Tusser, May's Husbandry, st. 19.

titteration (tit-e-ra'shon), 11. [< titter^ +
-ation.'] A fit of tittering or giggling. [Rare.]

My brother's arrival has tuned every string of my heart
to joy. The holding up of a straw will throw me into a
titteration. Ricliardson, Sir Charles Grandison, III. Ixxi.

titterel (tit'6r-el), n. [< tii^ + dim. -er-el as in
coclcerel, pickerel.'] The whimbrel, Numenius
phxopus. [Prov. Eng.]

titterer (tit'6r-6r), n. [< ME. titerere, a tattler:

see titter^.'] 1. One who titters; one who is

habitually tittering.

But he was too short-sighted to notice thosewho tittered
at him— too absent from the world of small facts and
petty impulses in which titterers live.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, iv.

2t. A tattler.

Taletellers and tyterers. Piers Plowman (B), xx. 297.

titter-totter (tit'er-tot'''er), V. i. [Formerly also
tetter-totter; < titter'^ + totter^.] To seesaw;
teeter. Imp. Diet.

titter-totter (tit'fer-tot'fer), n. [< titter-totter,

1'.] The game of seesaw. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

titter-totter (tit'^r-tot^er), adv. [An elliptical

use of titter-totter, d.] In a swaying manner;
unsteadily: as, don't stand titter-totter. Bailey,
tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 35.

titteryt, «. See tityre.

tittery-tut, n. See tityre-tu.

tittimouset, «• A titmouse.
The ringdove, redbreast, and the tittimouse.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

tittivate, v. See titivate.

tittle^ (tit'l), f. i.
;
pret. and pp. titfled, ppr.

tittling. [< ME. 'titelen (in denv. titelere, titn-

lere, a tattler) ; ef. titter"^, tattle.'] To prate idly;
whisper. [Scotch.]

Here sits a raw [row] of Httlin' Jauds.
Burns, Holy Fair.

tittle^ (tit'l), n. [< ME. title, titel, titil, a title,

stroke over a word, etc. ; the same as title: see
title.'] 1. A stroke ovor a word or letter to
show abbreviation ; a dot over a letter, as in i.

Compare iota andjot^. See tilde, a Spanish form
of the same word.

Ill quote him to a tittle.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ill. 2.

2. A very small thing ; a minute object or quan-
tity; a particle; a whit. [Bare.]
How small the biggest Parts of Earth's proud Tittle show !

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, x. 1.

One Jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law,
till all be fulfilled. Mat. v. 18.

Right, right ; ... my taste to a tittle.

Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, L 1.
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tittlebat (tit'l-bat), «. [Corrupt, for stickle-

back.] Same as stickleback.

There sat the man who had . . . agitated the scientific
world with the Theory of TitOebats. Dickens, Pickwick, i.

tittlert (tit'ler), n. [ME. titeler, tuteler, totiler;

< tittle'^ -i- -crl.] A tattler; a prater.

Tituieris . . .

That bablid tier the best.

Richard tfie Redeless, iv. 57.

Be no totiler,

MS. Bibl. Beg. 17 R xvii. f. 141. (Halliwell.)

tittle-tattle (tit'l-tat'l), v. i. [< tittle^ + tat-

tle; or a varied reduplication of tattle.] To
talk idly

;
prate

;
gabble.

You must be tittle-tattling before all our guests.
Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 248.

tittle-tattle (tit'l-tat'l), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also title-tatlc ; < tittle-tattle, v.] I. n. 1.
Idle, trifling talk; insignificant gossip.

The daily tittle-tattle of a court.
By common fame retail'd as (»lflce news
In coffee-houses, taverns, cellars, stews.

Chatterton, Resignation.

A readable Life of Pitt, which would give all the facts
and none of the tittle-tattle, ... is quite possible.

The Academy, Oct. 18, 1890, p. 336.

2. An idle, trifling talker ; a gossip. [Rare.]

Dame Polupragma, gossip Titte-tatie,

Suffers her tongue, let loose at randome, pratle
Of all occurrentes.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 103.

Impertinent TitUetattles, who have no other variety in
their discourse but that of talkijig slower or faster.

Addison, Tatler, So. 167.

II. a. Gossiping; gabbling. [Bare.]

And then at christenings and gossips feasts
A woman is not seeno, the men doe all

The tittle-tattle duties. Brome, Antipodes, i. 6.

The tittle-tattle town.
W. Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, 11. 3L

tittle-tattler (tit'l-tat"ler), n. One who circu-
lates idle gossip ; a trifling tattler. [Bare.]

It was somewhat doubtful whether the tittle-tatler had
improved on the usual version of the story.

The Academy, Jan. 29, 1889, p. 76.

tittle-tattling (tit'l-taf'ling), n. [Verbal n. of
tittle-tattle, r.] The practice of dealing in idle

gossip ; a tattling about trifles.

You are full in your tittte-tatUings of Cupid ; here Is

Cupid, and there is Cupid. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

tittup, titup (tit'up), V. i. [< tit, appar. a vague
variant of tip^, 4- up.] To act or go in a gay,
lively, or impatient manner; spring; prance;
skip.

It would be endless to notice . . . the "Dear me's"and
" Oh la's " of the titupping misses.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xiiL

A magnificent horse dancing, and tittupping, and toss-

ing, and performing the most graceful caracolesand gam-
badoes. Thackeray, Philip, viii.

tittup, titup (tit'up), ». l< tittup, v.] A lively
or gay movement or gait ; a prancing or spring-
ing about ; a canter.

Citizens in Crowds, upon Pads, Hackneys, and Hunters

;

all upon the Tittup, as if he who Rid not a Gallop was to
forfeit hia Horse.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 84.

Had held the bridle, walked his managed mule.
Without a tittup, the procession through.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 212.

tittuppy, tituppy (tit'up-i), «. [< tittup + -y^.]

1. Gay; lively; prancing; high-stepping.— 2.
Shaky; unsteady; ticklish.

Did you ever see such a little tOtuppy thing in your life?

There is not a sound piece of iron about it
Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, ix.

tittyi (tit'i), n.; pi. titties (-iz). [Dim. of ««i.]

A teat; the breast; especially, the mother's
breast : an infantile term.

titty2 (tit'i), n. Sister: an infantile manner
of pronouncing the word. Burns, Tarn Glen.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

titty3 (tit'i), TO. [E.Ind.] An East Indian bag-
pipe. Staitier and Barrett.

tittyriet, «. Same as tityre, 1, for tityre-tu.

titty-todger(tit'i-to,i'6r),M. [Cf. tiddy^,iidy^.]

The wren, Troglodytes parvuhts. [Prov. Eng.]
titubant (tit'u-bant), a. [= F. titubant = Sp.
tittibeante = Pg. titubante, titubeante, < L. titu-

6an(<-)«, ppr. of titubare, stagger: see titubate.]

Staggering; tottering; stumbling. [Bare.]

Sir Oran's mode of progression being very vacillating,
indirect, and titvhant. T. L. Peacock, Melincourt, v.

titubate (tit'u-bat), v. i.; pret. and pp. titubated,

ppr. titubating. [< L. titubatus. pp. of titubare

(> It. titubare = Sp. titubear = Pg. tituhar, titu-

bear = F. tituber), stagger, totter.] To stum-
ble ; trip: stagger; reel; rock or roll. [Bare.]

tit-warbler

But what became of this titubating, this towering
mountain of snow?

Waterhouse, Apol. for Learning, p. 29. (Latham.)

titubation (tit-u-ba'shon), )(. {=¥ , titubation

= Pg. titiibeagUo = It. titubazione, < L. tituba-

tio(n-), a staggering, < titubare, stagger: see
titubate.] 1. The act of stumbling or stag-
gering ; a tottering.— 2. In med. , restlessness

;

an inclination to constant change of position;
fidgets.— 3. The act of rocking or rolling, as
a curved body on a plane.

titular (tit'u-lar), a. and n. [= F. titulaire =
Sp. Pg. titular = It. titolare, < ML. *titularis,

pertaining to a title, < L. titulus, title : see title.]

1. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or having a title, in
any sense ; existing in or by reason of title

;

so designated or entitled: as, titular rank, dig-
nity, or rights; <J<Mtor possession ; a titular -pio-

fessor or incumbent of office (that is, one bear-
ing the title, in distinction from an adjunct or
a deputy).

The titular Dr. Lamb is committed to the Gate-house,
al>out causing a Westminster scholar to give himself to
the deviL Court and Times of Cliarles I.. I. 305.

2. Existing in or having the title only; being
such only in name; so-called; nominal; not
actual: as, a titular sovereignty or bishopric;
the line of titular kings of Jerusalem.

I appeal to any Reader if this is not the Conditions in
which these Titular Odes appear.

Congreve, On the Pindaric Ode.

This titular sovereign of half a dozen empires, in which
be did not actually possess a rood of land.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., L 2.

3. Receiving the name (of), or used by name,
as part of a title; giving or taking title. See
quotation, and titular church, below.

The present cardinals titular of the basilican churches
of San Marco, and of the Sti. Apostolt

N. and Q., Tth ser., VI. 207.

Titular abbot. See aftiwt.—Titular bishop, in the
Jiom. Cath. Ch., a bishop bearing the name of^a former
Christian see in which the Christian church has ceased to
exist, chiefly in Mohammedan countries. This tenn was
substituted by decree of the Propaganda, 1882, for that of
''bishop in partibusinfidelium," formerly in use. A titular
bishop is usually assigned to episcopal duties in a coun-
try or locality where no Roman Catholic diocese exists or
can be established, under the local designation of vicar
apostolic.— Titalax church, one of the parish churches
of Rome, the names of which are used iu the titles ot car-
dinal priests. Compare <t/^, n., 15 (aV

II. n. 1. A person who holds a title of office,

or a right of possession independently of the
functions or obligations properly implied by it;

in eccles. law, one who may lawfully enjoy a
benefice without performing its duties.— 2.
One whose name is used as a title ; specifically,

the patron saint of a church Titularofachurch,
in the Bom. Cath. Ch., that sacred person or thing from
which a church receives its title : the term is wider than
patron, and may comprehend the persons of the Trinity,
the mysteries, or the saints, while a patron can be only a
saint or an angel. Cath. i>ic(.— Titulars of the tithes,
in Scotch ec-des. laic, the titulars or lay patrons to whom
the teinds or tenth part of the produce of lanis, formerly
claimed by the clei"gy, had been granted by the crown.

titularity (tit-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< titular -I- -it-y.]

The state of being titular; use as a title of
office.

Julius, Augustus, and Tiberius with great humility or
popularity refused the name of Imperator, but their suc-
cessors have challenged that title, and retained the same
even in its titularity. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vil. 16.

titularly (tit'u-lar-H), adv. In a titular man-
ner; by or with regard to title; nominally.

titulary (tit'u-la-ri), «. and n. [= F. titulaire
— It. titolarib, < ML. 'titularius, pertaining to
a title (cf. titularius, n., a writer of titles), < L.
titxdus, a title : see title, and cf . titular.] I. a.

1 . Consisting in a title ; bearing a title ; titular.

Richard Smith, titulary Bishop of Chalcedon, taking hia
honour from Greece, his profit from England (where he
bishoped it over all the Romish CatholicsX was now very
busy. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. ii 7.

2. Of or pertaining to a title ; dependent upon
or proceeding from a right or title.

William . . . the Conquerour. howsoever he used and
exercised the power of a Conquerour to reward his Nor-
mans, yet . . . mixed it with a ritwtor?/ pretence ground-
ed upon the will and designation of Edward the Confessor.

Bacon, Hist Henry VII., p. 5.

II. n.; pi. titularies (-riz). The holder of a
title ; a titular incumbent or holder.

The persons deputed for the celebration of these masses
were neither titularies nor perpetual curates, but persons
entirely conductitious. Aylife, Parergon.

tituledt (tit'uld), a. [< L. titulus, title (see ^i-

tle), -I- -e<?2. j Having or bearing a title ; en-
titled.

titup, tituppy. See tittup, tittuppy.

tit-warbler (tit'war'bler), h. A bird Of the
subfamily Parinee. Swainson.



Tityra

Tityra (tit'i-rii), n. [XL., < Gr. titv/ms, also ri-

riijoc, a kind "of bird; cf. Tarvpof, rcrapo^, the

pheasant.] A genus of eotingine birds of the

wanner parts of America, representative of the

Titi/riiia'. They are characterized by the unbristled ric-

tus'of the strung compressed bill, the slender simitar-

shaped second primary of the adult male, and the black

and white plumape, which is not very dissimihir in the op-

posite sexes. Five species range from southern Mexico to

soutiiern lirazil, T. cayanOy T. bramiieims, T. semi/asciata

(or i^ersviMta, which reaches Mexico), T. viquiator, and T.

albilvrtjiies (whose Mexican variety isfrasm). Also called

Pmrif, Erator, and Exetattet.

tityret (tit'i-re), n. [Also tittery, tittyrie; abbr.

of titijre-tu.'] 1. Same as iityre-tu.

Xo news of Navies burnt at seas

;

>'o noise of late spawn'd Tittyries.

Herriek, A New Year's Gift Sent to Sir Simeon St«ward.

2. Gin. BaiUy, 1731.

Gin . . . sold under the names of double geneva, royal

geneva, celestial geneva, HUery . . . gained . . . universal

applause.
G 'ith. Complete Distiller, quoted In S. Dowell s Taxes

[in England, IV. 103.

tityre-tut (tit'i-re-ta'), ?i. [So called in some
fanciful allusion to the first line of the first

eclogue of Virgil: " Tityre, tu patulae reeubans
sub tegmine fagi.'H One of a band of roisterers

or street-ruffians in London in the seventeenth
century, similar to the Mohawks, Hawcubites,
Hectors, etc. Also spelled iittery-tu.

For the dyet of some of the noble science, aome for roar-

ing boyes, and rongh-hewd tUtery-tua.
John Taylor, Works (1630). (JforM.)

9«me of the TUyre-tu'i, not long after the appeanuice
of this drama (1624X appear to have been brought before

the ( 'ouncil, and committed on a suspicion of state de-

liiKiUency.

difard, Sote on Dekker and Ford's Sun's Darling, 1. 1.

Tityrinse (tit-i-ri'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Tityra +
-iii!f.'\ One of six subfamilies into which the
Ciitinijidie have been divided, typified by the
genus Tityra, and characterized by the ex-

tremely short second primary of the adult males.
The tarsi are pycnaspidean, and the bill is strong and
shrike-like; the plumage is not generally bright, and
the sexes as a rule are differently colored. There are

3 genera and al>out 2o species, two or three of which
reach the Mexican Ixirder of the United States. The
range of the subfamily is nearly coextenslTe with that of
the family.

Tiu, ". A form of TJw.

tiver (tiv'tr), n. [< ME. "iever (found in an
early manuscript as teapor, an error for 'tea-

for), < AS. teafor, red, purple.] A kind of

ocher which is used for marking sheep in some
parts of England.

tiver (tiv'fer), V. t. [< ME. 'tereren, < AS. teof-

riaii, tyfrian, mark in red or purple, < teafor,

red. purple: see tiver, w.] To mark with tiver,

as sheep.

Tivoli yam. See yam.
tivy (tiv'i). adv. [Appar. imitative of lively

puttering motion. Cf. tantii-y.'] With great

speed: a huntsman's word or cry.

In a bright moon-shine while winds whistle load,
Ttpy, Hey, tivy, we mount and we fly.

Dryden, Tyrannic Love, ir. 1.

Tiw (te'8), n. [See Tuesday.'] The original su-

preme divinity of the ancient Teutonic mythol-
ogy, corresponding with Vyu of India, ^us of

Greece, and Jove of the Romans.
tiza (tr-'zii), M. [Peruv.] The mineral ulexite

:

so <!illed in Peru.
Tizri, II. See Tishri.

tizwin (tiz'win), n. [Amer. Ind.] Among the
Apai'hes and kindred Indians, an intoxicating
distilled liquor similar to the Mexican mescal,
sail! to be made from the yucca or Spanish-
l)ayonet.

tizzy (tiz'j), M.
;
pi. tizzies (-iz). [Corruption of

tester'i.'\ A sixpence. [Slang.]

There s an old 'oman at the lodge, who will show yon all

that 'a worth seeing ... for a tixzy.

BulvxT, Caztons, t. 1.

T-joint (te'joint), n. A joint made by uniting
two pieces rectangularly to each other so as to

form a semblance of the letter T.

Tl. The chemical symbol of the metal thal-
lium.

tmema (tme'mS), n.
;
pi. tmemata (-ma-ta). [<

( ir. Tuijua, a part cut on, a segment, < rifivetv, ra-
iiiiv (perf. TtTfir/Ka), cut : see tome^.'} A part cut
off: a section; a division.

tmesis (tme'sis), n. [< L. tmesis, < Gr. TfirjaiQ, a
cutting, tmesis,< rifivcw, ra/ielv, cut: see tmema.l
In iinini., a figure by which a compound word is

separated into two parts, and one or more words
are inserted between them: as, "of whom be
thou iciire also" (2 Tim. iv. 15), for "of whom
beirare thou also. Also called diacope.

6359

to^ (to), prep., adv., and conj. [< ME. to, < AS. to

= OS. to, te = OFries. to, te, ti = MD. D. toe =
MLG. to, tu, te, LG. to= OHG. zuo, zua, z6, MHG.
zuo, zu, G. zii, to ; not in Scand., where til is used
(see tilt^), or in Goth., where du is used (the sup-

posed connection of dii and to is not made out)

;

= Olr. do = W. di, later ddi, W. i, as a prefix dy-

= Corn, dhi, to ; cf. Lith. da-,= L. -do= Gr. -de =
Zend -da, a demonstrative formative.] I. prep.

A word used to express the relation of direction

or tendency, with many modified and related

senses. 1. In the direction of ; unto; toward:
indicating direction or motion toward a place,

point, goal, state, condition, or position, or

toward something to be done or to be treated

:

opposed to/)'o»i.

From every shires ende
Of Engelond to Caunterbury they wende.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 16.

Be-hold [look] to th^ souereyn in th« face with they eyene.

Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 58.

Adonis hied him to the chase.
Shai., Venus and Adonis, 1. 3.

Me longeth sore to Bemysdale,
I may not be therfro.

LyIeU Geste of Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 121X

Thou Shalt to the Mall with us.

Congreve, Way of the World, i. 9.

The natural disposition to any particular art, science,

profession, or trade is very much to be consulted in the
care of youth. SUde, Spectator, No. 157.

The General has fallen tn one side in his large chair,

whose arms support him from falling to the floor,

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 260.

2. As far as : indicating a point or limit reached
or to be reached in space, time, or degree ; ex-

pressing extent of continuance, or proceeding,
or degree of comprehension, or inclusion.

The sun in his sercle set vnto rest.

And the day oaer-drogh to the derke night
DatrucHon oj Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 10735.

This Tower is easily to be seene to Milan in a cleare

day. Coryat, Crudities, I. 137.

That which most exasperated the Silures was a report
of certaine words cast out by the Emperor, that he would
root them out to the verie name. Milton, Hist. £ng., iL

Sir Tomkyn, drawing his sword, swore he was hers to

tbe last drop of his blood. Ooldimith, Vicar, xi.

And eTer James was bending low.
To hia white Jennet's saddlebow.

Scott, L. of the L, v. 21.

Be might have cogitated to all eternity without arriv-

ing at a result. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 23.

3. For; unto: indicating an actual or supposed
limit to movement or action, or denoting desti-

nation, design, purpose, or aim : as, the horse is

broken to saddle or harness.

The souldiar prepannge taym selfe to the flelde

Lesnes not at home his sworde and his slilelde.

Babee» Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 330.

Wherefore wai I to this keen mockery bom ?

Shak., M. K. D., ii. 2. 123.

They most be dieted, as horses to a race.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 196.

Bnt to nobler sights
Michael frYnn Adam's eyes the film removed.

MUton, V. L, xi. 412.

I shall give Tom an eddication an' put him to a business.

Qtorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 3.

He was bom to a large fortune, and had married a lady

of the house of Noaillea. The Century, X1,I. ;i68.

If the field is planted to some other crop, the young lice

mature on the grass-roots.

Amer. Nat, December, 1888, p. 1106.

4. Unto: indicating a result or effect produced;
denoting a consequenee or end: as, he was flat-

tered to his ruin ; it was reported to her shame.

I shall laugh myself to death. Shak., Tempest, 11. 2. 15a

If any man in Englande should goe aboughte ... to
examine yo'. life tojo'. utter undoinge.

Quoted in U. Hatl'i Society in Elizabethan Age, vlii.

I must not leave this fellow ; I will torment him to

madness. Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, il. 1.

The moment the master put his horse to speed, his troops

scattered in all directions. Irving, Granada, p. 91.

Then unto them I turned me, and I spake.
And I began :

" Thine agonies, Francesca,
Sad and compassionate to weeping make me.

"

LongJeUoa, tr. of Dante's Infemo, t. 117.

6. Upon; besides : denoting addition, contribu-

tion, or possession.
His breath and beauty set

Gloss on the rose, smell to the violet.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 986.

I have a thousand faces to deceive,

And, to those, twice as many tongues to flatter.

Fletcher and ShirUy, Night-Walker, L 2.

Wisdom he has, and tn his wisdom courage.
Temper to that, and unto all success.

Sir y. ItenAam, The Sophy. (Latham.)

6. Upon; on: denoting contact, junction, or

union.
Lean to no poste whlls that ye stande present
Byfore your lorde. Baheet Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 4.

to

Let me infold thee,

And hold thee to my heart.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 4. 32.

Then doe they sew a long and black thong to that thick
hide or skin. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 196.

When all night long a cloud clings to the hill.

Tennyson, Geraint.

7. Compared with : denoting comparison, pro-
portion, or measure. Hence it is used in a strictly

limited sense in expressing ratios or proportions : as, three

is to twelve as four is to sixteen.

There is no music to a Christian's knell.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 1.

No, there were no man on the earth to Thomas,
If I durst trust him.

B. Jonmn, Every Man in his Humour, ill. 2.

Name you any one thing that your citizen's wife comes
short of fo your lady.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, L 1.

8. Against ; over against : denoting opposition,
contrast, or antithesis : as, to wager three to

one ; they engaged hand to hand.

He sets the lease by the greater, or the greater to the
lesse, the e<iuall to his equall, and by such confronting of

them together driues out the true ods that is betwixt
them. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 197.

For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face
to face. 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

My hat to a halfpenny, Pompey proves the best worthy.
Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 563.

Tho that they were nine to ane.
They caused [them] take the chace.
Battle of Balrinnes (Child s Ballads, VIL 229X

Why will you fight against so sweet a passion.

And steel your heart to such a world of charms ?

Addison, Cato, i. 6.

A sharp conflict, hand to hand and man to man, took
place on the battlements. Ircing, Granada, p. 54.

9. In accordance, congmity, or harmony with

:

denoting agreement, adaptation, or adjustment

:

as, a plan drawn to scale
;
painted to the life.

Ihesu, thou kan me sone amende

;

Thou has me made to thi lyknes.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 105.

And whan ye knowe what it is, loke ye, performe it to

his plesier. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), t 58.

His horses and his men
Suited in satin to their master s colours.

Peele, Polyhymnia (ed. Bullen).

Fashion your demeanour to my looks.

Shak., C. ot E., ii. 2. 33.

Now, Maria, here Is a character to your taste.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

It was a most difficult matter to keep the tunnel to

grade. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LXIV. 52.

10. In accompaniment with: as, she sang to

his guitar.
They move

In perfect phalanx to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders. Milton, P. L., 1. 550.

I.et us but practise a while ; and then you shall see me
dance the whole Dance to the Violin.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1.

11. Inthecharacter, quality, or shape of ; for;

as.
And Floriz he maketh stonde upri^t
And ther he dubbede him to knist.

King Horn (E. E. T. S,), p, 73.

He badde me wile of yow what he shulde haue to re-

warde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 72.

He hath a pretty young man to his son, whose name is

Civility. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

He took a morsel of early lamb to his dinner.
TroUope, Last Chronicle of Barset, xlix.

12. Regarding; concerning; as to: denoting
relation : as, to plead to the charge ; to speak
to the question.

Where we may leisurely
Each one demand and answer to his part
Perform'd in this wide gap of time.

Shak., W. T., V. 3. 163.

It takes away my faith to anything
He shall hereafter speak.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ill. 1.

At these meetings, any of the members of the churches
may come, it they please, and speak their minds freely,

in the fear of God, to any matter.
Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, Iv.

(Dr.) To a lady's lounging-chalr ... in

ebonized wood £ 16-16-0
To a gentleman's Etruscan do. do., cabri-

ole legs 17-17-0
Miss Braddon, Hostages of Fortune, p. 116.

13. Denoting application or attention : as, he
fell to work.

Sing me now asleep

;

Then to your offices, and let me rest.

Shak.,1A. N. D., il.2.7.

They begin with porridge, then they fall to capon, or so

forth. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, L 1.

The bride and her party, having arrived at the bride-

groom's house, sit down to a repast.

B. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 210.

14. In connection with; appurtenant: denot-

ing attribution, appurtenance, or belonging:

as, a cap with a tassel to it.



to

Third son to the third Edward King of England.
Shak.,lllen. VI., H. 4. 84.

An olde Cubbord. . . . A Carpett to the sanieof yelowe
& tawnie satten embroderyd.
Quoted in //. Hall's Society in Elizabethan Age, App. I.

Heels to his shoes so monstrously high that he had three
or four times fallen down had he not been supported by
his friend. Steele, Tatler, No. 48.

In nine days the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh once shot at

Elvedeu 2530 partridges to his own gun.
QuarUrly Rev., CXXVII. 386.

15. In a grreat variety of cases to supplies the
place of the dative in other languages: it con-
nects transitive verbs with their indirect or

distant objects, and adjectives, nouns, and neu-
ter orpassive verbs with a following noun which
limits their action.

Better bowe than t)reke ; obey to thi bettere.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 65.

Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by ? behold, and see
if there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow. Lam. i. 12.

Drink to me only with thine eyes.

B. Jonson, The Forest, To Celia.

This grand Conspiracy is discovered by Waltheoff to

Lanfrank Archbishop of Canterbury.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 25.

I am come to town, and to better hopes of seeing you.

Gray, Letters, I. 8.

Ahs. Pray, sir, who is the lady?
Sir A. What 's that to you, sir ?

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

After adjectives, it points to the person or thing with re-

spect to which, or in whose interest, a quality is shown or
perceived: as, a substance sweet to the taste; an event
painful to the mind.

16. To is used as ordinary "sign"of the infini-

tive (like the corresponding zu in German, a and
de in French, a and (it in Italian, att in Swed-
ish, etc.). In Anglo-Saxon, the verbal noun after to took
a special dative fonn — e. g., to etanne, ' to or for eating '

—

distinguishing it from the simple inftnitive, as etan; but
this distinction of form has been long since lost, and the
two constructions have also been confounded and mixed.

And hopen that he be to coniynge f i, e., to come] that shal

hem releue. Piers Plowman (C), xvili, 313.

Thanne longen folk to gon on pilgrimages.
Ckaucert Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 12.

A sower went forth to bow. Mat. xiii. 3.

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where

;

To lie in cold obstruction and to rot

;

This sensible waiin motion to become
A kneaded clod. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 118.

I am to blame to be so much in rage.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, iv, 3.

He [the Almighty] is sharply provoked every moment,
yet he punisheth to pardon, and forgives to forgive again.

Sir T. Browne, Christ, Mor., iii. 26.

Many would like to make it a penal offence to preach
discontent to the people. II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 167.

(a) To is not used before the infinitive after the ordinary
auxiliaries, as do, ivill, can, may, etc. ; also not after vari-

ous other verbs, as, see, hear, let, etc. ; while after a few
it is sometimes omitted or sometimes retained against
more common usage to the contrary. After a noun or an
adjective to is ^ways used.

Being mechanical, you ought not [to] walk
Upon a lal>ouring day without the sign

Of your profession. Shak., J. C, L 1, 3.

We are ready to try our fortunes
To the last man. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 43.

(&) To was formerly used even after another preiwsition,

especially for, and is still so used dialectally and vulgarly

:

as, what are you going/or to do? Barely after other prep-
ositions, s,s from; but very commonly after about, about
to signifying immediate futurity : as, he is about to go.

For not to have been dipt in Lethe lake
Could save the sonne of Thetis from to die.

Spenser, Jluins of Time, 1. 429.

What went ye out /or to see? Mat. xi. 9.

(c) After be and have, the infinitive with to denotes some-
thing future, especially with the implication of duty or
necessity: as, it is still to do (or to be done); I have it to

do (or have to do it).

We are still to seek for something else. Beniley.

id) Colloquially, an infinitive after to, when it is a repeti-

tion of a preceding infinitive, is often omitted : as, I don't
go because I don't wish to.

You carry your business cares and projects about, in-

stead of leaving them in the City, ... or seeming to.

Dickens, Little Dorrit, xxxiii.

One can persuade himself, if he is determined to, that
certain of Shakspere's sonnets are of a biographical char-
acter. R. H. Stoddard, The Century, XXII. 913.

Jack Barrett went to Quetta
Because they told him to.

R. Kipling, Story of Uriah.

17. In various obsolete, provincial, or collo-

quial uses: after; against; at; by; for; in;
of; on; with; before; etc.

And go honte hardliche to hares and to foxes.
To bores and to bockes that breketh a-doune menne

hegges. Piers Plowman (C), ix. 28.

Heo that trespasseth to trouthe.
Piers Plotcman (A), iii. 274.

To thee only trespassed haue I.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 252.

My lorde to mete is he.

JjyteU QesU of Robyn Mode (Child's Ballads, V. 62).
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I mind when there wasn't a master mariner to Plymouth
that thought there was aught west of the Land's End.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxx.

He talks to himself, and keeps mainly to himself.
0. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

John Kartor reed iij. yerdes of brod clothe, russet, to

make a longe gowne to Sir John Walkyngton.
English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 321.

Kutte nouhte youre mete eke as it were Felde men,
That to theyre mete haue suche an appetyte.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Alle kynne creatures that to Crist beleuith.
Piers Plowman (A), xi. 239.

Therinne caste the calx of gold and sette it to the strong
sunne in somer tyme.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 9.

Dickie he took good notice to that.

IHck 0* tfte Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 72).

Your most princely answer was, smelling to the gold—
Non olet, it smells not of the means that have gotten it.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxxL

Thei , . . don me faste Fridaies to bred and to water.
Piers Plmvman (C), vii. 155.

To knele on his knes to the cold erth.

And grete all his goddes with a good chere.
Dedruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 798.

We may hafe a desyre and a guet gemynge for to be
present to Hym.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E, E. T. S.), p. 34.

There 's naething the matter to thee.
Lang Johnny Moir (Child's Ballads, IV. 275).

You shall have no currant-jelly to your rice.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, p. 511.

Stay, Amarillis, stay I

You are too fleet ; 'tis two hours yet to day.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 3.

At twenty minutes to three, Her Majesty . . . entered
the House. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 36.

Till tot. See till^.—To a hair. See /tmVi.—To hoot.
See booti.—To one's face, in presence and defiance of one.

Weep'st thou for him to myface?
Shak., Othello, v. 2. 77.

To one's hand. See hand.—To one's teeth. See tooth.

—To the echo, the full the halves, etc. See the nouns.
— To wit. See unt, «.—TO you, a phrase of salutation or
courtesy, equivalent to my service or my respects to you,
or to (Ae same to you. [CoUoq.]

"I should wish you to find from themselves whether
your opinions is correct." "Sir, to yott," says Cobbs ; "that
shall be done directly." Dickens, Holly Tree, ii.

Would to God, would to Heaven^ and similar precative
phrases, are modern adaptations, with to inserted to note
the direction of the wish or aspiration (perhaps after such
phrases as *'I make my vow to God," "1 vow to God," etc.),

of the earlier Middle English phrase wolde God, where God
is the subject, and wolde the optative (subjunctive) imper-
fect of will as a principal verb ; literally, "(I wish that) God
would will (that . . . )." The words icolde God (in three
syllables) could easily slide into the more modern-seeming
would to God, where to is grammatically inexplicable.

II. adv, 1. To a place in view; forward; on.

To, Achilles ! to, Ajax ! to .' Shak., T. and C, ii. L 119.

2. To the thing to be done : denoting motion
and application to a thing.

I will stand to and feed.

Although my last. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 49.

"These plain viands being on table, I thought you might
be tempted." " Thank 'ee, Mrs. Sparsit," said the whelp.
And gloomily fell to. Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 10.

3. To its place ; together: denoting the join-

ing or closing of something separated or open:
as, shut the door to,

Christ is brought asleep, and laid in his grave ; and the
door sealed to.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 102.

He that hath received his testimony hath set to his seal

that God is true, John iiL 33,

Can honour set to a leg? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 133.

4. In a certain direction : as, sloped to.

Found in the nest three young owls with their feathers
turned wrong end to, . . . looking the very personification

of fierceness. Amer. Nat., XXIII, 19.

Go to. See go.~~To and again. See again,~T!o and
hackt. See backi.—To and fro. See /ro.—To bring
to, to come to, to fall to, to heave to, to lie to, etc.

See the verbs.

III.t couj. Till.

Pursue to [var. tUl] thow a name hast wonne.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2316.

The rede see isryght nere at hande,
Ther bus vs bide to we be thrall [taken captive].

York Plays, p. 90.

Theys knyghtis never stynte ne blane,

To thay unto the cet6 wanne.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 116. (HaUiwell.)

to^t. An old spelling of too^, toe, tico.

to^ (to), n. [Jap. , < Chinese toWj a peck (or bush-
el).] A Japanese grain and liquid measure
containing 1097.52 cubic inches, or a little less

than half an imperial bushel.

to-^. A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, being the
preposition and adverb to^ so used : as in to-

name, in to-day, to-morrow, to-month, to-night, to-year,

it Is not properly a prefix, but the preposition coalesced
with its noun. In to-ward it Is the adverb as the principal
element, with suffix -ward.

toad-back

to-2. [< ME. to-, te-, < AS. id- = OS. ft- = OFries.

to-f t€~y ti- = MLG. LG. te- = OHG. zir-, zar-,

zur-j zi-, za-j ze-, MHG. zer-j ziir-j zu-j G. zer- =
Goth, twis-, apart, = L. dis-, apart, away (see
flfis-, dia-). Parallel with this prefix is a noun-
prefix OHG. zur- = Icel. ior-= Goth. <«r-= Gr.
6vG- = Skt. dus-j evil, heavy (see dys-)'j ult.

connected with twOj twi-.'\ A prefix of Anglo-
Saxon origin, meaning * apart, away,' and de-
noting separation, negation, or intensity, it is

common in Anglo-Saxon and Middle English, but is al-

most wholly obsolete in English. A relic of its use re-

mains in the archaic all to used as a quasi-adverb in all to

break, all to split, all to broken, etc., where the adverb is

really all, and to is properly a prefix of the verb, tobreak,

tosplit, etc., in early modern English separated from the
verb (being in Middle English, like other prefixes, com-
monly written separate), and often written with all as one
word, alto, taken as an adverb qualifying the verb. (See
all, adv., 1.) Such verbs are properly written without a
hyphen ; examples are tobeat, tobear, tobite, tobla«i. toblow,

toburst {tobregt), tobruise, todeal, tofall. This prefix is often
confused, by readers and editors of Middle English texts,

with the preposition to, the sign of the infinitive.

toad (tod), 11. [Early mod. E. also tode; also

Sc. tade, taidf taedj ted; < ME. tode, toode, tadeSj

tadde, < AS. tudige, tddie, toad; root unknown.
The Dan. tudse, Sw. tdssa, toad, are prob. un-
related. Hence, in comp., frtd;>o/e, q. v.] 1. A
batrachian or amphibian of the family Bufo-
nidse or some related family. Toads are generally
distinguished among the salient tailless batrachjans from
the frogs, in that they are not aquatic (except when
breedingX and lack the symmetry and agility of frc^s;
but the strong technical differences between the bufoni-
form and raniform amphibians are not always reflected

in the various applications of these popular names. (Com-
pare the common use of frog and toad in tree-frog, tree-

toad, and in nursefrog and obstetrical toad.) Toads have a
stout clumsy body more or less covered with warts, gener-
ally large parotoids (see cut under parotoid), no teeth,

the hind feet scarcely or not webbed, and the hind limbs
not fitted for extensive leaping. They are perfectly harm-
less, notwithstanding many popular superstitions to the
contrary. They feed mainly on insects, and some are
quite useful in gardens. They are tenacious of life, like

most reptiles, but there is no truth in the stories of their

living in solid rock. The fable of the jewel in the toad's

head may have some basis of fact in the piece of glisten-

ing cartilage which represents an unossified basioccipital.

There are numerous kinds of toads, found in neaily all

parts of the world. They are mostly of the genus Bufo,
as well as of the family Bufonidee, though several other
families include species to which the popular name ap-

plies. In Europe the common toad is B. vulgaris; the

Common American Toad (Bu/o lentiginosus).

rush-toad or natterjack is B. calamUa. The commonest
toad of America is B. lentiginosus, which sports in many
color-variations. See phrases below, and cuts under tad-
pole, Brachycephalus, Hylaplesia, and agua-toad.

2. Figuratively, a person as an object of dis-

gust or aversion: also used in deprecating or
half-affectionate raillery. Compare toadling,

"Yes," responded Abbot, "if she were a nice, pretty
child, one might compassionate her forlornness ; but one
really can not care for such a little toad as that."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iiL

Accoucheur toad. Same as obstetrical toad.— CeOl-
hacked toad, a toad which carries its eggs and tadx>ole9

in holes in the back ; specifically, the Surinam toad. See
cuts under Pipa and Nototrevia.— 'H.OTne6. toad (or frog),
the popular name of all the small lizards of western North
America with a flattened rounded form, the head horned,
the back warty, and the habits sluggish. They are neither
toads nor frogs (batrachians), but lacertilians or lizards,

of quite another class of animals, and of the family Igua-
nidte. All belong to the genus Phrynosoma, of which
there are 8 or 9 species. See Phrynosoma (with cut).

Also called toad-lizard.— tfii6.wUQ toad. Same as ob-

stetrical (oad.— Obstetrical toad, the nurse-frog. Alytes
obdetricans, S>eecutmu]er Alytes.—Rmminsto&d. Same
as natterjack.— Spade-fOOted tOad. See Scapbiopus,
and cut under «pa(ff-/oof.— Surinam toad, I'ijm avieri-

cana, a large and uiily toad representing the family Pipi-
dse. See Pipa and J.^Zowta.—Toad in a (the) hole, in

cookery, a piece of beef baked in batter.— Tree toad. See
tree-toad.— WdXisHnS toad. Same as natterjack.

toadback (tod'bak), n. A variety of potato.

The toadback is nearly akin to the large Irish [potato],

the skiu almost black, and rough like a russetting.
Amer. yat., XXIV. 316.

toad-back (tod'bak), a. In carp.^ resembling
the back of a toad in section : said of a rail.



toad-eater

toad-eater (tod'e'ter). n. [< toad + eater. As
with hetf-eater, the simple etymology fails to

satisfy some writers, aud fictions like that quot-
ed from Brewer are invented to explain the
word.] It. A mountebank's boy who ate, or
pretended to eat, toads (supposed to be poison-
ous), in order to give his master an opportunity
to show his skill in expelling poison.

Be the most scorn'd Jack-puddiiig of the pack.
And turn Vxtti-eater to some foreijjn quack.

Tom Broicn, Satire on au Ignorant Quack (Works, I. 71X
|(.V. and Q., M ser., 1. 129.)

2. A fawning, obsequious parasite; a mean
sycophant ; a toady.

Toad-eater. ... It is a metaphor taken from a mounte-
bank's boy's eating toads, in order to show his master's
skill in expelling poison; it is built on a supposition . . .

tliiit people who are so unhappy aA to be in a state of de-
pendence are forced to do the most nauseous things that
can be thought on. to please and humour their patrons.

Sarah Fielding, Adventures of David Simple (1744).

I am retired hither like an old summer dowager; only
that I have no toad-eater to take the air with me in the
back part of my lozenge-coach, and to be scolded.

WalpoU, Letters, II. 52.

At the final overthrow of the Uoors, the CastUians
made them their servants, and their active habits and
officious manners greatly pleased the proud and lazy Span-
iards, who called them i/i* todita (my factotum). Hence
a cringing, oOicious dependent, who will do alt sorts of
dirty work for you, Ls called a totlita or toad-eaUr.

Brewer, Phrage and Fable.

toad-eating (tod'e'ting), n. Servile or syco-
phantic complaisance; sycophancy.

Without the offlcioasness, the inquisitiveness, the cf.

froritery, the toad-eating, the insensibility to all reproof,
he IBoswfllj never could have produced so excellent a
tMMik. Maemday, Boswell'g Johnson.

toad-eating (tod'e'ting), a. Pertaining to or
characteristic of a toad-eater or sycophant;
sycophantic.

toad-fish (tod'fish), n. 1. A fish of the genus
lialrachiis, especially B. tau ; the oyster-fish or
sapo, of the Atlantic coast of the United States
from Massachusetts to the West Indies. It is a
very ugly fish, of ungainly form, with a thick, heavy head
and large mouth, naiked skin, no lateral line, three dorsal

Toad-fish {SatracMuj tau).

spines, and when young a aerie* of tofta or cirri on the
l»ck and sides ; the lips have fleshy appendage* ; the color
is dusky-olive with irregular black markings both on the
body and on the tins.

2. A loi)hioid tish, Lophius piscaioHus, so called

from its uncouth aspect; the fishing-frog, sea-
devil, wide-gab, or angler. See cut unifer an-
gler.— 3. A swell-fish, as Tetrmlon turgidu8,the
common puffer of the Atlantic coast of the
United States, 12 inches long. Also called
swell-toad.— 4. The frog-fish ormouse-flsh, An-
teniitiriu.t (or Pttrophryne) histrio. D. S. Jordan,

toad-flax (tdd'flaks), n. A plant of the genus
Liniiria, primarily L. vul-
garin, the common toad-
flax, a showy but perni-
cious plant, otherwise
known as ratwtead and
butler-and-ftjgii. other
noteworthy specie* are the
ivy-leafed toaa-flax or Kenil-
worth ivy, L. Cymbalaria,
(see tryi), and the three-bird*
toad-Hax, L. triornithophora, a
European plant cultivated for
it* large purple long-spurred
flowers tx>nie in whorls of
three, and suggesting little

birds. .Several others are de-
sirable in gardens, a* the
dwarf L. atpina, alpine toad-
flax, and the tall L. hatnuUiea,
with showy sulphur-yellow
flowers ; th*; plant, however, i*

difficult to t-radicate. See ran-
eermri. Bastard toad-Bax
(a) in America, a plant of the
Kenria Comnndra , of theSanta-
lacetr, which consists of 4 spe-
cien, .'1 North American and 1

The InfiorescenceofToad-flax
il.inaria vulgaris).

a, a Aow^T. longitudinal icc-
tion; b, the fruit; t, the seed.

European, of low herb* or un
dershnibs, sometimes parasitic on roots. The common
Ainirican plant is C. umbellata, with leaves like those of
toail-Ilax and white flowers in amt>el.like clusters. (6) In
F.nuhiTirl, Ttwitiuin LinophyUon, which has leaves like those
nf toad-tlax. Ivy-leafed toaid-flaz. .See def.

toad-flower (tod'Hou'er), m. See Slapelia.

toadhead (tOirhed), n. The American golden
plover, Charadrim doniinicug. [Cape Cod, Mas-
sachusetts.]
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toadish (to'dish), a. [< toad + -is7ii.] Like a
toad.

'toadlet (tod'let), n. [< toad + -let.1 A young
or small toad. Coleridge.

toad-lily (tod'HFi), )i. l. The white water-lily,

C'astalia odorata: an old American name.— 2.
Fritiltaria Pyrenaica {F. nigra): garden name.— 3. The Japanese liliaceous plant Trieijrtis

hirta: garden name.
toadling (tod'Hug), n. [< toad + -ling^.'] A
little toad ; a toadlet. See toad, 2.

Your shyness, and slyness, and pretending to know no-
thing never took me in, whatever you may do with others.
I always knew you for a toadling.

Johnson, in Mine. D'Arblay's Diary, 1. 133.

toad-lizard (tdd'liz'Srd), n. A so-called horned
fro^ or toad. See uiider toad.

toad-orchis (tod'or-'kis), «. The West African
orchid ilegaclinium Btifo, the flowers of which
resemble small toads and are arranged along
the midrib of a green blade. The lip has a
rapid spontaneous movement.
toad-pipe (tod'pip), n. Any one of various spe-
cies of Equisetiim or horsetail. Also tad-pipe.

toadrock (tod'rok). n. Same as loadstone^.

toad-rush (tod'msh), n. See rush^.

toad's-cap (todz'kap), n. Same as toadstool.

toadseye (todz'i), n. [< toad's, poss. of toad, +
ei/c.'] In mineral., a variety of wood-tii).

toad's-hat (todz'hat), n. [< ME. todijshatte; <
toa<rs + liati.] Same as toadstool.

toad's-meat (tddz'met), n. Same as toadstool.
Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

toad-snatcher (tod'snach'fer), «. The reed-
bmitin<r. [Prov. Eng.]

toad-spit, 'toad-spittle (tod'spit, -spit^'l), n.

Tlio froth or spume secreted by various homop-
terous insects. Also calledfrog-spit and cuekoo-
spit. See spit-bug and spittle-inseet.

toad-spot'ted (tod'spot'ed), a. Thickly stained
or spotted, like a toad; hence, covered thickly
with blemishes or stains of guilt.

A most toad^tpotted traitor. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 138.

toadstone' (tod'ston), n. [< toad + 8tone.'\ Any
one of various natural or artificial objects re-

sembling a toad in form or color, or which were
believea to have been formed within the body
of that animal, and which for many centuries,
and over a large part of Europe, were held in

high regard, and preserved with the greatest
care. The earliest reference to objects of this kind is

that of Pliny, who, under the name of "hatrachitea," de-
scribed various stones which were said by him to resem-
ble the frog in color, although he does not speak of their
being poaaeaaed of any special virtue*. Thi* 1* the only
reference to the to*d*tone to be found in claasic authors

;

bat much later on the names "crapodinus" and "bafo-
nite*" are found in various learned works written in Latin ;

while the word "crapaudine" appears in French as early
a* the fourteenth century, and "krottenstein," "craden-
*teln," and " krOtenstein " not much later In German. Al-
bertu* Magnus and othera al*o gave the name of "borax'*
to a atone snppo*ed by tbem to be found in the head of tlie

toad. Thi* latter vaa the moat common form of Iwlief in
regard to the origin of the toadatone, and it was very gen-
erally thought that it waa endowed with special virtues
if the animal could be made to surrender it voluntarily.
Xoadstones were preserved at the shrines of saints, worn
as amulets, or set in rlnga^ or in other ways treasured by
their owners as charms, or antidotes to p<jison. or as hav-
ing special therapeutic qualities, or simply as natural cu*
rio«itiea. Some of these objects were bits of r(M:k, or of
jasper, or of other semi-precious or perhaps really precious
stones, toad-like in color or shape ; others were fossils of
various kinds, such as brachiopods, fragments of crinoids,
teeth of fossil flsh, etc. ; in regard to many of them, how-
ever, no reasonable guess can be made as to their real na-
ture. Stiakspere refer* to the toadatone in the lines

:

Sweet are the use* of adversity.
Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous.
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head.

(A* you Like it, it 1. 12-14.)

If he would send his eyes, I would undertake
To carry "em to the jeweller; they would off

For pretty toad^onet. Sltirley, The Brothers, ii. 1.

toadstone^ (tod'ston), n. [An aecom. form,
simulating toadstotie^, of G. todtes gestein, lit.

'dpa<i (i. e. unproductive) rock.'] In geol., a
volcanic rock varying in texture from a soft
crumbly ash to a hard close-grained greenstone,
several beds of which occur in the magnesian
limestone of the lead-mining district of Derby-
shire. The toadstone has the position of an interbedded
rock, ia irregular in thickness, and traversed by numerous
vein* and faults. It much resembles the so-called whin-
sill of Yorkshire, Durham, and Northumberland. Also
called t^tadrock.

toadstool (tod'stSl), M. [Early mod. E. also
tofide.stoole, todestoolc; < toad + stool.'] A com-
mon name for numerous umbrella-shaped fun-
gi which grow abundantly on decaying vege-
table matter, it is usually restricted to the genus
Affftriruji. but also is extended to various allied fiutgi, and,
still further, is sometimes applied to almost any fiint^us

that is large enough to attract general attention, such as

toast

Hydnum, Lycoperdon, Morchella, etc. Popularly, the name
toadstool ia applied only to those fungi supposed to be
poisonous, as ilistinguished from mushrooms, or edible
forms, while as a matter of fact all true toadstools, belong-
ing to the genus Agaricits or closely allied genera, are
really mushrooms, and may or may not be poisonous. It
frequently happens that an edible species is associated
with a highly poisonous species, or grows in similar places,

and can be distinguished only by a competent authority
or by a careful microscopical examination. Also called
toad s-cap, toad's-hat, toad's-meat, /rogstool.

toadyl (to'di), a. [< toad + -yl.] Ugly and re-

pulsive, like a toad ; hateful ; beastly. [Rare.]

Vice is of such a toady complexion that she naturally
teaches the soul to hate her. Fettham, Resolves, i. IS,

toady- (to'di), «.; pi. toadies (-diz). [Said to
be shortened from toad-eater; but rather an
adaptation of toady^, a., to express the mean-
ing of toad-eater. Toad-eater would hardly be
"shortened" to toady.] 1 . A sycophant ; an in-

terested flatterer ; a toad-eater.

Young Bull licked him [young Lord Buckram] in a flght
of flfty-flve miimtes. . . . Boys are not all toadies in the
morning of life. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, v.

2. A coarse iiistic woman. Scott. (Imp. IHct.)

toady- (to'di), V.
;
pret. and pp. toadied, ppr.

toadying. [< toady^, n.] I. trans. To fawn
upon in a servile manner; play the toady or
sycophant to.

The tutors toadied him. Tlie fellows in hall paid him
great clumsy compliments. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, v.

II. intrans. To play the sycophant; fawn;
cringe.
What magic wand was it whose touch made the toady-

ing servility of the land start up the real demon that it
was ? W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 136.

toadyish (to'di-ish), a. [< toady'i -(- -is/i.] Hav-
ing the character of a toady; given to toady-
ism ; toad-eating ; boot-licking.

toadyism (to'di-izm), n. [< toady^ + -ism.] The
practices of a toady; sycophancy; servile adu-
lation. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, iii.

to-and-fro (to'and-fro' ), d. and «. [< to andfro :

see under /ro.] I. a. Forward and backward

;

alternate : as, to-and-fro motion.
n. n. 1. A movement or motion forward and

backward in alternation.
When the mesmerizer Snow

With his hand's first sweep
I*ut the earth to sleep,

Twas a time when the heart could show
All — how was earth to know,

'Neath the mute hand's to-and-.fro !

Browning, A Lover's Quarrel-

She,
Like some wild creature newly-caged, commenced
A to-ond-/ro. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2t. The bandying of a question backward
and forward; a discussion. Bi). Bale,\oca.(iyon
(Hari. Misc., VI. 459).

Toarcian (to-ar'si-an), «. [Named from Tliou-
ars, in western France.] In geol., a division
of the Lias which lies between the Liassian, or
Middle Lias, and the Bajociau, or lowest divi-
sion of the Jurassic, according to the nomencla-
ture of the French geologists. It is especially well
developed in central and southern France, and its 8Ut>-
divisions are characterized chiefly by the presence of cer-
tain species of ammonite*.

toast^ (tost), n. [Early mod. E. toste ; < ME.
toost, < OF. toste, < ML. tosta, a toast of bread
(cf. OF. tostee = Sp. tostada, a toast), < L. tos-

ta, fem, of tostus, pp. of torrere, parch, toast: see
torrent.] Bread in slices superficially browned
by the fire ; a slice of bread so browned.
Go fetch roe a quart of sack ; put a toast in 't.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5. 8.

toasti (tost), P. [Early mod. E. also toste; <MH
tosten, < OF. tester = Sp. tostar = Pg. tostar,

toast (> tostado, toasted) ; from the noun.] I.
trans. 1. To brown by the heat of a fire: as, to-

toast bread or bacon.
'Tia time I were choked with a piece of toasted cheese.

Shak., M. W. of W., V. 6. 147.

2. To warm thoroughly: as, to toast one's feet.

[Colloq.]

Around these fires the more idle of the swarthy fellow*
squatted, and toasted their bare shins while they spun
their wondrous tales. The Century, XXXVI. 323.

H. intrans. 1. To brown with heat.

There is a whiff of something floating about, suggestive
of toasting shingles. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

2. To warm one's self thoroughly at a fire.

As we tested by the fire. W. Browne, Shepherd's Pipe, L

toast- (tost), n. [A particular use of toast^, n.,

of anecdotal origin, according to the story given
in the "Tatler" (No. 24, June 4, 1709). See the
second quotation .] 1 . A person whose health is

drunk, or who is named as the person to whom
others are requested to drink ; especially, a wo-
man who is the reigning belle of the season , or in
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some other way is specially indicated as a per-
son often toasted; also, anything, as a politi-

cal cause, the memory of a person, etc., to

which a company is requested to drink.

I'll take my Death, Marwood, you are more Censorious
than a decayed Beauty, or a discarded Toagt.

Congreve, Way of the World, iil. 10.

It happen'd that on a publick day a celebrated beauty
of those times (of Charles II.] was in the Cross-Bath [at

Bath], and one of the crowd of her admirers took a glass

of water in which the fair one stood, and drank her health
to the company. There was in the place a gay fellow,

half-fuddled, who oifered to jump in, and swore, tho' he
liked not the liquor, he would have the toast (making an
allusion to the usage of the times of drinking with a toast

at the bottom of the glass). Tho' he was opposed in his

resolution, this whim gave foundation to the present hon-
our which is done to the lady we mention in our liquors,

who has ever since been called a toast.

Taller, No. 24 (June 4, 1709).

Her eldest daughter was within half-a-year of being a
toast. Steele, Tatler, No. 95.

2. A call on another or others to drink to the
health of some person named, or to the pros-
perity of some cause, etc. : often accompanied
by a sentiment or motto ; also, the act of thus
drinking.

Let the toast pass—
Drink to the lass,

111 warrant she'll prove an excuse for the glass.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

3t. One who drinks to excess ; a soaker.

When, having half din'd, there comes in my host,

A Cathalic good, and a rare drunken toast.

Cotton, Voyage to Ireland, iii.

toast^ (tost), V. [< toast^, ».] I. trans. To
drink as a toast ; drink to the health of ; wish
success or prosperity to In drinking; also, to
designate as the person or subject to whom or
to which other persons are requested to drink;
propose the health of.

The gentleman has . . . toasted your health.
Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, liL 1.

Careless. Now then, Charles, be honest, and give us your
real favourite.
Charles S. Why, I have withheld her only in compas-

sion to you. If I toast her, you must give a round of her
peers, which is impossible — on earth.

- Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

n. -intrans. To drink a toast or toasts ; also,

to propose a toast or toasts.

Friendship without Freedom is as dull as . . . Wine
without toasting. Congreve, Way of the World, i. 8.

These insect reptiles, whilst they go on only caballing
and toasting, only fill us with disgust.

Burke, Petition of the Unitarians.

toaster^ (tos'tSr), n. [< toasfi + -e)l.] 1. One
who toasts something, as bread or cheese.— 2.

An instrument for toasting bread, cheese, etc.

;

especially, such an appliance other than a
toasting-fork. Toasters for bread are often
small gridirons of wire which hold the slice of
bread fast without tearing it.— 3. Something
fit for toasting. [CoUoq.]
"Come and look at 'em ! here 's toasters!" bellows one

with a Yarmouth bloater stuck on a toasting-fork.
Mayheu; London Labour and London Poor, I. 11.

toaster^ (tos'tSr), «. [< toast^ + -eri.] One
who proposes a toast ; an admirer of women.

We simple Toasters take Delight
To see our Women's Teeth look white ; . , .

In China none hold Women sweet
Except their Suaggs are black as Jett.

Prior, Alma, ii.

toasting-fork (tos'ting-f6rk), n. l.A large fork
with several prongs and a long handle, for
toasting bread at an open fire.— 2. A sword.
[Ludicrous.]

If I had given him time to get at his other pistol, or his
toasting-fork, it was all up.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xvii.

toasting-glass (tos'ting-glas), n. A drinking-
glass used for toasts, and inscribed with the
name of a belle, or with verses in her honor.
Garth, Toasting-Glasses of the Kit-Cat Club
(1703).

toasting-iron (t68'ting-i"6m), n. Same as
toastiiiff-forl; in either sense. Shah., K. John,
iv. 3. 99; Thackeray, Pendennis, xxii.

toast-master (tost'mas'ter), n. One who, at a
public dinner or similar entertainment, is ap-
pointed to propose or announce the toasts : in
the United States he is usually the one who
presides.

Mr. Chisel, the immortal toast-master, who presided over
the President. Thackeray, A Dinner in the City, iii.

toast-rack (tost'rak), «. A contrivance for
holding dry toast, each slice being held on edge
between slender rings or supports of wire, etc.

toast-water (t6st'wa"t6r), «. Water in which
toasted bread has been steeped, used as a bev-
erage by invalids.
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toat (tot), n. The pushing-handle of a carpen-
ters' plane. See plane-stock.

toazet, I', t. An old spelling of tose.

tobaccanalian (to-bak-a-na'lian), n. [< tohac-

c{o) + -analian, in imitation of bacchanalian.^
One who indulges in tobacco ; a smoker. [Hu-
morous.]

We get very good cigars forabajocco andhalf— that is,

very good for us cheap tobaccanalians.
Thackeray, Newcomes, xxxv.

tobaccMant, «. [< tobacco + -ian.'] One who
smokes tobacco ; a smoker. [Rare.]

You may observe how idle and foolish they are that can
not travell without a Tobacco pipe at their mouth ; but
such (I must tell you) are no base Tobacchians : for this
manner of taking the fume they suppose to be generous.

Venner, Treatise of Tobacco (ed. 1637).

tobacco (to-bak'6), n. [Formerly also tobacco,

tabaco, tobacca; = P. tabac (not in Cotgrave,
1611, who gives only jjetum and nicotiane), some-
times tobac= It. tabaco (1578), tabacco (1598) =
D. taback (1659), now tabak = G. tabak = Dan.
Sw. tobak = Bohem. tabak = Pol. tabaka =
Buss, tabaku = Ar. tobagh (the usual Ar. name
being different, tiitun, toton, Pers. tutan, Turk.
totun, > Pol. tytun) = NGr. ra/iTraKOi, ra/imKov
= Pers. Hind, tambdku (ef. Pers. tumbeki, Turk.
tunbeki) = Chinese tambako, tambaku = Jap.
tabako (< E.) (NL. tahacca (Camden, 1585), tuba-

cum (Lobel, 1576; Bauhin, 1596) ); < Sp. tabaco,

formerly also tabacco = Pg. tabaco, < W. Ind.
(Haytian or Caribbean) *to6acco OT*tabaco, of
uncertain meaning, conflicting accounts be-
ing given: (a) According to Charlevoix, in his

"History of St. Dominique," the pipe used by
the Indians in smoking was called toioco. (6)
According to Las Casas, the Spaniards in the
first voyage of Columbus saw the Indians in

Cuba smoking dry herbs or leaves rolled up in

tubes called tabacos. (c) According to Clavi-
gero, the word was one of the native names of
the plant, namely the Haytian (ef. the quot.
•from Hakluyt). {d) According to Bauhin (1596)
and Minsheu (1617), etc., tobacco was so called
from an island of the same name, now called
Tobago, near Trinidad (cf. trinidado, a former
name of tobacco), (e) In another view, it was
so called from Tabaco, said to be a province
of Yucatan. (/) Other Indian names were np-
powoc (see quot. from Hakluyt), picietl (Clavi-

gero; Stevens, 1706), picielt (Bauhin, 1596), ^ei-

cielt, or pilciet (Minsheu, 1617), petum or petun
(a S. Amer. term) (see petun), tomabona, pere-
becenuc (Bauhin, 1596), etc. In Europe it was
also called nicotian, queen's herb (F. Vherbe de
la royne), etc.: see nicotian.'] 1. A plant of the
genus Nicotiana, particularly one of several spe-
cies affording the narcotic product of the same
name. The most generally cultivated is N. Tahacttrn, a
plant of South American origin, found in culture among
the aborigines. It is of stately habit, 3 to 6 feet high ; the
leaves from ovate to narrowly lanceolate, the lower com-
monly 2 or 3 feet long; the tlowers of purplish tint«, 2
inches long, disposed in a terminal panicle. (See cut un-
der Nicotiana.) Prominent cultivated fonns are the vari-
ety macrophylla, known as Maryland tobacco, to which the
Cuban and Manila tobaccos are accredited, and the va-
riety angustifolia, Virginian tobacco. The only other spe-
cies extensively grown is N. rustica, a much smaller plant
with smaller greenish flowers, sometimes called green to-

bacco from the fact that the leaves retain much of their
color when dry. It is suited to cool latitudes, and culti-

vated northward in Europe and in parts of Asia, yielding
among others the Hungarian and Turkish tobaccos. N.
quadrivalvis is grown by the Indians from Oregon to the
Missouri river, and is their favorite kind, a low-branching,
viscid-pubescent plant a foot high. Some other species
are cultivated locally. The United States leads in the pro-
duction of tobacco, but it is grown more or less in nearly
all temperate and tropical lands. The quality depends
greatly on climate, the Cuban or other fine varieties de-
generating when planted elsewhere. Cuban tobacco is

considered finest, that of Manila being named with it.

Turkish tobaccos are famous, as also the Latakia of a dis-

trict in northern Syria. Virginian tobacco ranks very
high.

There is an herbe [in Virginia] which is sowed apart by
it selfe, and is called by the inhabitants Vppowoc ; in the
West Indies it hath diners names; . . . the Spanyards
generally call it Tabacco. Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 271.

Into the woods thenceforth in haste shee went,
To seeke for hearbes that mote him remedy ; . . .

There, whether yt divine Tobacco were.
Or Panachjca, or Polygeny,
Shee fownd. Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 32.

2. The leaves of the tobacco-plant prepared in
various forms, to be smoked, chewed, or used
as snuff (see snuff). Tobacco-leaves are sometimes
gathered singly ; more commonly the stalks are cut. and
suspended on sticks under shelter for drying, which re-

quires several weeks. The leaves are then stripped and
sorted, tied in bundles called hands, and "bulked" in

compact circular heaps to secure a slight fermentation,
which develops the properties valued; they are then
packed for the manufacturer, who makes them into cigars,

tobacco-heart

cheroots, cigarettes, and cut, plug, and roll tobacco, in-

tended for smoking and chewing, and into snuff. The
properties of tobacco are chiefly due to the alkaloid nico-
tine (which see). Medically considered, tobacco is a pow-
erful sedative poison and a local stimulant, not now used
internally unless in chronic asthma, but applied in some
skin-diseases, hemorrlioids, etc. In its ordinary use as
a narcotic it induces a physical and mental quiet very
gratifying to the habituated, overcoming the distaste for
its obnoxious properties, and making it the most nearly
universal of narcotics. In large quantities it gives rise

to confusion of the mind, vertigo, nausea, and at length
to depression and dangerous prostration. Historically,
tobacco was found in use among the Indians at the dis-

covery of America, and associated with their solemn ti*ans-

actions. {Bqq calumet.) It was unknown in the Old World
before this time. It was introduced into Europe about
1569 by a .Spanish physician, who brought a small quantity
from America into Spain and Portugal. Thence its use
spread into France and Italy. Sir Francis Di-ake intro.
duced it into England about 1585, where tobacco-taverns
soon became nearly as prevalent as ale-houses. 1 ts use was
opposed strongly by both priests and rulers. Pope Urban
VIII. excommunicated users of tobacco; in Turkey and
other countries its use was severely punished. The "Coun-
terblast" of James I. of England is matter of history.
The use of tobacco spread, however, in the face of all pro-
hibitions.

Ber. Hearke you, my host, haue you a pipe of good To-
bacco?

Ve. The best in the towne : boy, drie a leafe.

Boy. There 's none in the house, sir.

Ve. Drie a docke leafe.

Chapman, Humorous Day's Mirth.

I marie what pleasure or felicitie they haue in taking
this roguish tabacco! it's good for nothing but to choke
a man, and All him full of smoke and embers.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour (ed. 1616X iii. 5.

Sublime tobacco ! which from east to west
Cheers the tar's labour or the Turkman's rest.

Byron, T'he Island, ii. 19.

Bird's-eye tobacco. See bird's-eye, 2.—Broad-leafed
tobacco, the Maryland tobacco. See def. 1.— Cake to-
bacco. Same as plug tobacco. See below.— Cajiaster
tobacco. See ca?ia^er.— Cavendish tobacco. Seecffi--

endish.— Congo tobacco. Same as deiamba.— Cut to-
bacco, tobacco prepared for use by cutting into fine

strips or shreds.

—

Green tobacco. See def. 1.— Inrtinn

tobacco, a common American herb, Lobelia injlata. It is

6 inches to 2 feet high, with numerous leaves, and racemes
of pale-blue flowers. It is said to have been used medi-
cinally by the Indians, and is now theofticinal lobelia, with
properties resembling those of tobacco, an unsafe emetic,
but available in spasmodic asthma. Also called gagroot.
—LataMa tobacco, a tobacco produced in northern
Syria, one kind of which has an admired aroma, derived
from being cured in the smoke of oak-wood.— Leaf to-
bacco, tobacco unmanufactured.— Maryland tobacCO.
See def. 1.—Mountain tobacco. See Arnica, •! and 3.

—

Oil of tobacco. See o^.— Orinoco tobacco, a local
product, probably of the Maryland variety.— Persian
tobacco, tobacco produced in Persia and turkey ; spe-
ciflcally, the Shiraz.— Pigtail tObacco, roll tobacco, or a
variety of it.

—

Plug tobacco, tobacco compressed into
solid blocks, commonly first moistened with molasses or
other liquid ; cake or cavendish tobacco.— Riverside to-
bacco. See P^ucAea.— Roll tobacco, tobacco-leaves spun
into a rope and subjected to hot pressure.

—

Shag tobac-
co. SeesAfl^fl, 4.—Shiraz tobacco, a commercial tobacco
produced in Persia.— Syrian tobacco, tobacco produced
in Syria, apparently the same as or including the Latakia,
affording choice cigars. Good Syrian tobacco is said to
contain no nicotine. The name is applied to Sicotiana
rustica, formerly regarded as the source of the Syrian pro-
duct (see def. 1).

—

Tobacco amaurosis or amblyopia,
dimness of vision resulting from tlie abuse of tobacco and
usually also of alcohol.— "Tobacco camphor. Same as
nicotianin.— TObacCO ointment. See inntment.—TO
drink tobaccot. See drittJ-, r,.- Turkish tobacco. -See

def. 1.— Twist tobacco. Same as roll tobacco. .See above.
Virginian tobacco. See def. i.— wild tobacco, (o)
Nicotiana rustica. See def. 1. (6) Same as Indian tobacco.

See above.

'tobacco-beetle (to-bak'o-be'tl), n. A cosmo-
politan ptinid Ijeetle, Lasioderma serricorne,

which lives in all stages in many pungent spices
and drugs, and is so fond of stored or manufac-
tured tobacco as to become a pest in many
manufactories and warehouses in the United
States. Also called cigarette-beetle.

tobacco-box (to-bak'o-boks), n. 1. A small
flat pocket-box for holding tobacco for chew-
ing or smoking.— 2. A common skate or ray, a
batoid fish, Eaia erinacea. [Local, U. S.]— 3.
The common sunfish or pumpkin-seed. Pomotis
gibbosus, or another of the same genus. See
cut under sunfish. [Local, U. S.]

tobacco-cutter (to-bak'6-kut"6r), n. 1. A ma-
chine for shaving tobacco-leaves into shreds
for smoking or chewing.— 2. A knife for cut-
ting pieces from a plug of tobacco ; a tobacco
knife. JE. H. Knight.

tobacco-dove (to-bak'o-duv), n. The small
ground-dove, Cftamiepelia (or ColumbigalUna)
passerina. [Bahamas.]

tobacco-grater (to-bak'o-gra'tfer),);. A machine
for grinding tobacco for smoking. It consists of
a circular closed box in which a sieve is revolved by means
of a crank, while projecting teeth reduce the leaves to
the size required. E. H. Knight.

tobacco-heart (to-bak'o-hiirt), w. A functional
disorder of the heart, characterized by a rapid
and often irregular pulse, due to excessive use
of tobacco.
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tobacco-knife (to-bak'o-nif), «. A knife for tobacco-worm (t6-bak'6-werm), n. The larva tobogganist (to-bog'an-ist), n. [< toboggan +
„,7,t;„„„„„l„.rt^hR,.po. It is fffineraUv a ffuU- of the svhinx-moth Protoparce Carolina, which -isL] A tobogganer. The Centim/,Xrf. 525.
cutting up plug tobacco. It is generally a guil-

lotiue-kuife, pivoted at one end, and operated

bv a lever or handle.

tobacco-man (to-bak'o-man), «. Atobacconist.

The tobacco-men . . . awore with earnest irreverence

to vend nothing but the purest Spanish leaf.

Doran, Annals of the Stage, I. ii.

tobacconert (to-bak'o-ner), n. [< tobacco +
-ii-tr. The « is inserted in this word and to-

baccoHist, etc., after the analogy of words from
the Latin (Platonist, etc.).] One who uses

tobacco: a smoker of tobacco. Sylvester, To-
bacco Battered.

tobacconingt (to-bak'o-ninc), )i. [< tobacco +
-n-imi. Cf. It. iabaccdre, take tobacco (Florio,

1611).] The act or practice of taking tobacco.

fii/h-esfer, Tobacco Battered.

tobacconingt (to-bak'o-ning), a. Using or

smoking tobacco.

Musketeers, waiting for the major's return, drinking

and tijjaceoning as freely as if it [the cathedral] had

of the sphinx-moth Protoparce Carolina, which
feeds on the leaves of the growing tobacco-

a, larva ; ^, moth.

-ist.l A tobogganer.
[Rare.]

toboggan-shoot (to-bog'an-shet), n. Same as
tobo(j<jan-<li(ie.

toboggan-slide (to-bog'an-slid), «. ^A steep de-

cline down whicll tobogganers slide. It is di-

Tided longitudinally into a number of diflerent courses to

prevent collisions, and isgenerally provided also with steps

along the side for the convenience of the tobogganers

when returning. See cut under toboggan.

toboggin, ». See toboggan.

to-bread (to'bred), n. [< tol + bread^.'] An ex-

tra loaf added by bakers to every dozen, com-
gleting a bakers' dozen. Also called in-bread.

ee baker^ dozen, under baker.

tobreakt, "• *• [ME. tobreken, < AS. tobrecan

(= G. ::erbrechen), < to- , apart, + brecan, break

:

see to-'^ and break. Cf. all, adv."] To break in

pieces; destroy.

To-broken ben the statuts hye in heven
That creat were eternally to dure.

Chaucer, Scogan, 1. 1.

A certain woman cast a piece of a millstone upon Ablme-
lech's head, and all to brake his scull. Judges ix. 53.

See toburst.

Tobacco-wonn iProlofarce Carolina).

plant in the United States, and often does great

damage.
turned ale-houM. Bp. HaU, Hard Measure. Tobago cane (to-ba'go kan). [So called from

tobacconist (to-bak'o-nist), n. [< tobacco + the island of Toiaj/o, in the West Indies.] The
-n-isfi 1 A Sealer 'in tobacco; also, a manu- slender stem of the palm £ac(m miMor, of the tobrestt, t'

facturer of tobacco.— 2t. A smoker of tobacco. United States of Colombia and the West Indies, toburstt, v- [ME. tobresten, < AS. toberstan (=

The best Tobacconitst sometimes imported into Europe to make walk- OS. tebrestan= OHG. zabrestan, MHG. zebresten,

thai ever held a pipe within his Ust. ing-sticks.
T.-.iw*' ITAwtfe (E. E. T. s.), p. 72. to-bo (ti?-be'), »• [<.tobe: seefcei.] The future;

What kind of Chimny Is t that which is to come. [Rare.]
Leas Sensible then a1^"^^' Battered. Dispensing harvest, aowhig the To-Be.

SylwMer, Tobacco Battered. «-

Tennyton, Princess, viL

tobacconize (to-bak'o-niz), v. t; pret. and pp. tobeatt, f. t. [< ME. tobeten; < AS. tobedtan
tobiicconi::ed,-ppr. tobacconizing. [(.tobacco + ^eat severely, < to- + bedtan, beat: see to-

-n-i:e.'\ To impregnate or saturate with tobac- and 6co<i.] To beat excessively.
CO. or with the oil or the fumes of tobacco. Though that thow shuldist for thi sothe sawe
Till .iiiierican,Wn.l^. Ben J to-fte<«n and to-drawe. Rofm.oftheRote,'\.«]S&.

tobacco-pipe (to-bak'6-pip), n. 1. A pipe in Tobia8-fl8h(t6-bi'as-fl8h), n. Same as saw rf-e6?,l

apart, +
I. trans.

G. zerbersten), burst asunder, < to-,

berstan, burst: see to-2 and bnrst.']

To burst or break in pieces.

Atropos my thred of life tobreete,

If I be fals. Chaucer, Troilos, iv. 1546.

"i
U.intrans. To burst apart ; break in pieces.

For man may love of possibilite

A woman so his herte may tobreste.

And she nought love ageyn, but— if hire leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 608.

which tobacco is smoked.

JapsBCM Xobdcco-pipe.

I'd have it present whipping, man or woman, that

should but deaiwith a lobaeeo-pipe.

B. Jontm, Every Man in his Bamour, 111. 2.

And in his griezly Gripe
An eveigrown, great, long Tobaeco-Pipe.

Syltetter, Tobacco Battered.

2. Same as Indian-pipe. S. Jiidd, Margaret,

i. 16. [Local, New Eng.]- Queen's tobacco-pipe,
a Jocular designation of a peculiarly shaped kiln heloiiK-

ing to the costoms, and situated near the London Docks,

in which are piled op damaged tobacco and cigars, and
goods (such a* tobacco, cigars, and tea) which have t>een

smuggled, till a sufflclent ipiantity lias accamolated, when
the whole Is burned. -Tobacco-pipe clay. Same as

pipf-<^<a.«.—Tobacco-pipe fish, the pipe-tlsh.

tobacco-plant (t6-bak'6-plant), n. See tobac-

<„. I.

tobacco-ponch (to-bak'6-poueh), n. A pouch
or liafc ffir a small tiuantity of tobacco for smok-
ing iir clu'wiiig, carried about the person.

tobacco-press (to-bak'6-pres), n. 1. Amachiue
for packing granulated tobacco into bags or
boxes for commercial purposes.— 2. A press

for condensing and compacting plug tobacco
in tubs or boxes.— 3. A machine for pressing
booked and wrapped tobacco-leaves flat, so
that thev will lie compactly when packed. E.
H. Kiiiijht.

tobacco-root (to-bak'6-rat), n. See Lewigia.

tobacco-stick (to-bak'6-stik), n. In tobacco-

ciiiiiiii. line of a' series of sticks on which to-

baci'o-lcavcs are hung to dry in curing-houses.

tobacco-stopper (to-bak'6-stop'6r), n. A con-
trivan(;e for pressing down the half-bumed
toliaceo in the bowl of a pipe, to prevent the
aslics from being scattered and to improve the
draft of the pipe. Tobacco-stoppers are used chiefly

by the smokers of pipes with large and deep bowls, such
as are common in tiermany.

tobine, «. [CJf. Gi'tobin = D. tabijn, tabby: see

tabby^, tabiti.} A stout twilled silk textile em-
ployed for women's dresses, and consideredvery
durable. Diet, of Needlework.

tobc^gan (to-bog'an), n. [Formerly also to-

boggin, toboggan, tarboggin ; < Amer. Ind. given
as otobanask (Cree), odabagan, etc., a sled.]

A long narrow sled made of a single thickness
(about J inch) of wood (commonly birch) curved
backward at one end, the curved end being
kept in place by leather thongs: originally em-

ToboKsanc OQ Totio^an-sbde.

toby (to'bi), n. [So called from the familiar per-

sonal name Toby.'] A small jug usually rep-

resenting in

its form a
stout old man
with a three-

cornered hat,
the angles of

which form
spouts for
pouring out
the liquor
contained in

the vessel: it

is frequent-
ly used as a
mug.
There was also

a goodly Jug
of well-browned
clay, fashioned
into the form of

an old gentle-

man, . . . "I'ut

Toby this wiij.

my dear." Tlii>

Toby was the
brown Jug.
Diekem, Bama-
[by Bodge, It.

tocui,n.Same
as toucan.

toccata (tok-kii'tii), n. [< It. toccata, pp. fem.

of toccare = Sp. Pg. tocar= F. toucher, touch:

see totich.] In music, a work for a keyboard-
instrument, like the pianoforte or organ, origi-

nally intended to utilize and display varieties of

touch : but the term has been extended so as

to include many irregular works, similar to the
?rolude, the fantasia, and the improvisation,
occatas were first written early in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and were then flowing and humophonlc in structure.

In the elght«enth and nineteeiilh centuries they have usu.

ally been intricately contrapuntjd, and calculated to tax

the highest virtuoaity.

It was Bach, however, who raised the Toccata far beyond
all previous and later writers. Grate'f Diet. Music, IV. 130.

toccatella, toccatina (tok-ka-tel'ia, -te'na), «.

[It., dim. of toccatu, q. v.] In musie, a short or

simple toccata.

Toby of English Pottery. i8th century.

ployed by the Indians of Lower Canada to carry cpj^^ (tok'us), n. [NI.. (Strickland, 1841)

tobacco-stripper (to-bak'o-strip'fer), n. A per- loads over the snow, but now used clnefly in the ^^„ Tockus (Lesson, 1831), also Tocus (Reich
son employed in the process of manufacturing sport of coasting. It Is 15 or 16 inches wide if made - "-

•

tol.Mcco to romnvB thfi midrib of the leaf bv <>' <>>« P'^"- °'' *'"'* " two boards are Joined together,
tooafco to remove ine mittno OI ine leai oy .j^^ ^^^ ^, tobogganing has been very popular in
stnpping or tearing. Canada, and has been introduced to some extent In the

tobacco-tongs (to-bak'6-tAngz), n. sing, and United States.

;»/. Irontongsof light and ornamental design, toboggan (to-bog'an), v.». \< toboggan, n.] To
usi'il 1)V a smoker to take a coal from the hearth slide down-hill on a toboggan.
to liuh't his pine. It is a form of lazy-tongs. tobogganer (to-bog'an-6r), n. [< toboggan +
tobacco-wheel (to-bak'o-hwel), n. A machine, -cr'^7] One who practises sliding on a toboggan.

resembling the hav-band machine, for twisting tobogganing (to-bog'an-ing), n. [Verbal n. of ...
dried tobacco-leaves into a rope for conve- tobniiiiau. i\\ The sport or practice of sliding tocher (toch'i-r), n. [< Ir.

nience of packing. E. H. Knight. on toboggans. radh, a portion or dowry.]

orig.

enbach, 1849), < African tok: see tock^.'] A
genus of hombills or Bucerotidse, having the

culmen compressed, and only elevated into a

low, sometimes obsolete, crest. It is the largest

genua of the family, with about 12 species. The type is

T. en/lhrirrhi/nchus, a bird in which the bill Is deep-red

and the head and neck are gray with a white superciliary

stripe. In others the bill is mainly yellow or black. With
two exceptions (,T. gimjaieiuds of Ceylon and T. griseus of

Malabar), the species are African." ' tochar, Gael, tocfc-

The dowry which



tocher

a wife brings to her liusband by marriage.
[Scotch.]

Then hey for a lass wi" a tocher— the nice yellow guineas
for me

!

Burns, Awa' wl" your Witchcraft.

tocber (toch'fer), v t. [< tocher, «.] To give a
tocher or djowry to. [Scotch.]

Braid money to tocher tliem a', man.
Burns, Ronalds of Bennals.

tocherless (toeh'or-les), a. [< tocher + -less.']

Without a tocher, or marriage portion. Scott,

Waverley, Ixvii. [Scotch.]

tock^t (tok),n. [< F. toque, a cap: see toque.']

A cap. Compare toque.

On their heads they weare a small tock of three braces,

made in guize of a myter. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 244.

tock^ (tok), n. [Also tol- ; < African tok: so
called from its cry.] A kind of hornbill ; spe-
cifically, the African red-billed hornbill, Toccus
erythrorhynchus. The name extends to related
species. See Toccus.

tockay (tok'a), n. A kind of spotted East Indian
lizard. It is supposed to be the spotted gecko,
Hcmidactylus maculatvs. Imp. Vict.

tocleavet, t'- [ME. tocleven (pp. toclove), < AS.
toclcofan (= OHG. zcchluihan), cleave asunder,
< to-, apart, + cUofan, cleave: see cleave'^.] I.

trans. To divide ; open ; cleave asunder.

For the heihe holigoste heuene shal to-cleue.

Piers Plounnan (B), xii. 141.

H. intrans. To cleave apart ; break.

For sorwe of which myn herte shal to-clexe.

Chaucer, Troilua, v. 613.

tocol^ (to'ko), n. [Native name.] The com-
mon toucan, Ehamphastos toco.

tOCO^ (to'ko), n. [Also toko; a humorous use
of 6r. roKof, interest.] Punishment. [Slang.]

The school leaders come up furious, and administer
toco to the wretched faga nearest at hand.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 5.

tocology (to-kol'o-ji), n. [Also tokology; < Gr.

TOKOf;, birth (< TiKTeiv, TtKelv, bring forth), 4- -Aoyia,

< '/^yeiv, speak: see -ology.] That department
of medicine -which treats of parturition; ob-
stetrics.

tocomet, f. i. [ME.,< foi + come.] To come
to; approach.
These to-comen to Conscience and to Cristyne peuple.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 343.

to-come (t6-kum'), n. [< to come: see co»ie.]

The future. Shelley, Hellas. [Rare.]

tocororo (to-ko-ro'ro), n. [Also tocoloro; Sp.
tocororo, < Cuban tocororo (sometimes given as
toroloco or tocoloro), the Cuban trogon, so called

from its note.] The Cuban trogon, Frionotelus
temnurus.

tocsin (tok'sin), «. [Early mod. E. tocksainc; <

OF. toquesin, toquesing, touquesaint, toxsaint, toc-

sainct, toxant (F. tocsin = Pr. tocaseiih), the ring-

ing of an alarm-bell, an alarm-bell, < toqucr,

strike (see touch), -I- sin, sing = Pr. senh = Pg.
sino = Olt. segno, a bell, < L. signum, a signal,

ML. also bell: see sign.'] 1. A signal given by
means of a bell or bells; especially, a signal of

alarm or of need; hence, any warning note or
signal.

The priests went up into the steeple, and rang the bella

backward, which they call tocksaine, whereupon the peo-
ple . . . floclted together.

FiUke, Answer to P. Frarine (an. 1580), p. 62. (Todd.)

That all-softening, overpowering knell.

The tocsin of the soul— the dinner-bell.
Byron, Don Juan, v. 49.

The death of the nominal leader . . . was the tocsin of
their anarchy. IHsraeli.

2. A bell used to sound an alarm ; an alarm-bell.

Again the whiskered Spaniard all the land with terror
smote;

And again the wild alarum sounded from the tocsin's

throat. Lonff/eUow, Belfry of Bruges.

3. Milit., an alarm-drum formerly used as a
signal for charging.

tOCUSSO (to-kus'6), n. [Abyssinian.] An Abys-
sinian corn-plant or millet, Eleusine Tocusso.

todi (tod), n. [Early mod. E. todcl, toddc, tode;
< ME. todd, < Icel. toddi. a tod of wool, bit,

piece, = D. todde, tatters, rags (cf. D. toot,

hair-net, Dan. tot, a bunch of hair or flax), =
OHG. zotta, zotd, zatd, f., zotto, m., MHG. zote,

zotte, m., f., G. zotte, a tuft of hair or wool. Cf.
tof*.] 1 . A bush, especially of ivy ; a thick mass
of growing foliage.

At length, within an Yvie todde
(There shrouded was the little God),
I heard a busie bustling.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., March.

2t. An old weight, used chiefly for wool and
varying in amount locally. It was commonly
equal to 28 pounds.
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And the seid woUe to be waved in the yelde halle of

the seid cite by the byer and the syller, and custom for

euery todd j. d. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 384.

todH (tod), V. i. [< tof?l, Ji.] To yield a tod
in weight ; weigh or produce a tod.

Every 'leven wether tods; every tod yields pound and
odd shilling ; fifteen hundred shorn, what comes the wool
to? Shak., W. T., iv, 3. 33.

tod^ (tod), «. [Early mod. E. todde; supposed
to be so called from its bushy tail, < tod'^, a
bush.] A fox. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Drivest hence the wolf, the tod, the brock,
Or other vermin from the flock.

B. Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

Frae dogs, an' tods, an' butchers' knives!
Bums, Death of Mailie.

tod3 (tod), n. [Abbr. of toddy.] A drink; toddy.
[Colloq., V. S.]

Selleridge's was full of fire-company boy.s, taking their
tods after a run. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xiv.

todasht, '• t. [< ME. todasshen, todaisshen; <

to-2 -t- dash.] To strike violently; dash to

pieces.

His shelde to-dasshed was with swerdes and maces.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 640.

Well it semed by their arraes that thei hadde not
Boiourned, (for theire sheildes were hewen and to daissht.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 240.

to-day, today (to-da'), adi: [< ME. to-daye, to

dayc, < AS. to dsege, to dieg (also to dxge this-

sum), on (this) day: prop, a phrase: to, prep.,

to, for, on ; dsege, dat. sing, of da'g, day: see to'^

and day. Cf. to-night, to-morrow, to-month, to-

year.] 1. On this (present) day: as, he leaves
to-day. Compare to-morrow.

To-morrow let my Sun his beams display,
Or in clouds hide them ; I Itave lived to-day.

Cowley, A Vote.

2. At the present time ; in these days.
Man to-day is fancy's fool

As man hath ever been.
Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

To-day morning, this morning. [Prov. Eng.]—To-day
noon, this noon. [U. S.]

to-day, today (to-da'), w. [<. to-day, adv.] 1.

This present day: as, to-day is Monday.— 2.

This present time; the present age: as, the
events of to-day.

Toddalia (to-da'li-a), ». [NL. (Jussieu, 1789),
from tlie Malabar name of T. aculcata— kaka-
toddali.] A genus of polypetalous plants, of

the order liutaceee, type of the tribe Toddalieie.
It is characterized by flowers with a two- to ftvctoothed
calyx, as many petals and stamens, and a punctate fleshy

or coriaceous fruit witli two to seven cells, each usually
with a single seed. There are about 8 species, scattered
through tropical regions and warm parts of Africa, the
Mascarene Islands, and tropical Asia. Tliey are shrubs,
often climbers, and frequently spiny, with alternate leaves
of three sessile lanceolate leaflets, and axillary or terminal
cymes or panicles of small flowers followed by globular
or lo]>ed fruits resembling peas. T. lanceolata is known
in South Africa as white ironwood. For T. aculcata, see
lopez-root.

Toddaliese (tod-a-li'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), < Toddalia + -ese.] A tribe

of polypetalous plants, of the order Hutaceee.
It is characterized by regular flowers, in general polyga-
niously ditccious, with free petals, stamens, and disk, a
terminal style entire at the base, and an embrj-o usually
with flat cotyledons and without albumen. It includes
12 genera, mainly tropical , among which are Toddalia (the

type), Skimmia, and Ptelea.

toddle (tod'l), 11. i.
;
pret. and pp. toddled, ppr.

toddling. [A var. of tottle, perhaps influenced

by some association with waddle : see tottle.]

To walk feebly; walk with short, tottering

steps, as a child or an old man: said espe-
cially of children just beginning to walk.

I should like to come and have a cottage in your park,
toddle about, live mostly on milk, and l)e taken care of by
Mrs. Boswell. Johnson, in Boswell, jetat. 74.

The young lady had one of the children asleep on her
shoulder ; and another was toddling at her side, holding
by his sister's dress. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

= Syn. See waddle.

toddle (tod'l), M. l< toddle, v.] 1. The act of

toddling ; an uncertain gait with short or feeble

steps.
What did the little thing do but ... set off in the

bravest toddle for the very bow of the boat, in fear of losing

sight of me

!

R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, v.

2. A walk taken in a toddling fashion, as by a
child or an invalid; loosely, a careless stroll.

[Colloq.]

Her daily little toddle through the town.
TriMope, Orley Farm, xv.

3. A toddler. [Rare.]

When I was a little toddle, Mr. and Mrs. Crewe used to

let me play about in their garden.
George Eliot, Janet's Repentance, iii.

toddler (tod'ler), «. [< toddle + -efl.] One
who toddles; especially, an infant or young
child. Mrs. Oaskell, Mary Barton, i.

todlowrey

toddy (tod'i), n. [Formerly also toddy, also
turee; < Hind, tdri (with cerebral r, hence also
spelled tddi), < tar, Pers. tar, a palm-tree, from
which this liquor is derived.] 1. The drawn
sap of several species of palm, especially when
fermented. In India this is obtained chiefly from the
jaggery, the wild date, the palmyra, and the cocoanut (see

toddy-palm); in Borneo, from the areng; in West Africa,

from liaphia vinifera; in Brazil, from the buriti. It is se-

cured by cutting off the spadix at the time of efflorescence,

by wounding the spathe, and by tapping the pith. It is a
pleasant laxative drink when fresh, but soon ferments,
and becomes intoxicating. Arrack is obtained from it by
distillation. Vinegar is also made from the sap, and jag-

gery-sugar is obtained by boiling it.

They (the people of Industan) have . . . also Taddy, an
excellent Drink that issues out of a tree.

S. Clarke, Geograph. Descrip. (1C71). p. 45.

If we had a mind to Coco-nuts, or Toddy, onr Malayans
of Achin would climb the Trees, and fetch as many Nuts
as we would have, and a good pot of Toddy every Morn-
ing. Damply, Voyages, L 488.

2. A drink made of spirits and hot water sweet-
ened, and properly having no other ingredients:

this use is originally Scotch. Also colloquially

tod.

A jug of toddy intended for my own tipple.

Noctes Ambrosianx, April, 1832.

toddy-bird (tod'i-berd). n. A bird which feeds
on the juices of the palms in India. The name is

not well determined, and probably applies to several differ-

ent species. If given to a weaver-bird, it would probably
be to a baya-bird, either Ploceus baya or P. bengalensis. Ai
identified with Artamus fusctts, a toddy-bird i» a sort of
swallow-shrike, of a different family (Artaviidse).

toddy-blossom (tod'i-blos''um), n. Same as
grii</-blossom.

toddy-drawer (tod'i-dra''er), n. A person who
draws and sells toddy from the palm. Encye.
Brit., XIV. 136. [Anglo-Indian.]

toddy-ladle (tod'i-la"dl), »i. l. A ladle like a
punch-hidle, but smaller, often of silver or sil-

ver-gilt and richly decorated.— 2. A name ap-
plied to the American aloe, Agave Americana,
the juice of which makes pulque, a drink anal-

ogous to toddy.

toddyman (tod'i-man), n. ; pi. toddymcn (-men).
One who collects or manufactures toddy. See
toddy, 1. Po^}. Sci. News, XXIII. 136.

toddy-palm (tod'i-pam), n. A palm which yields

toddy; specifically, the jaggery-palm, Caryoia
vrens, and the wild date-palm. /'/io'hij sylvestris,

also the palmyra and cocoanut-palms.
toddy-stick (tod'i-stik), ». A stick used for mix-
ing toddy or other drinks, and commonly tipped
with a button, often roughened, for breaking
loaf-sugar ; a muddler.
Near by was a small counter covered with tumblers and

toddy-sticks. S Judd, Margaret, i. «.

Todidse (to'di-de), «. pi. [NL., < Todus +
-idee.] A small family of West Indian birds,

represented by the genus Todus; the todies
They are picarian, and their nearest relatives are th<-

kingfishers, bee-eaters, and motmota. The sternum is

four-notched openly ; ca?ca are present ; the oil-glan«l is

tufted ; the carotids are two. The myologieal formula is

the same as in Meropida and Momotidee. The feet are

syndactyl; the bill is long, straight, and flat, with its

tomial edge finely serrate ; the tail is very short. The
plumage is brilliant green, carmine-red, and white. Thes*
elegant little birds are represented by about « species of

the single genus Todus. They most nearly resemble some
of the small kingfishers in general aspect and mode of life

They nest in holes in banks. The family has been much
misunderstood, and misplaced in the ornithological sys-

tem. See tody (with cut).

todine (to'din), a. Of or pertaining to the to-

dies or Todidee : as, todine aflBnities.

Todirostrum (to-di-ros'tmm), n. [NL. (Les-

son, 183] ), < Todus + L. rostrum, beak.] A ge-

nus of diminutive Tyrannidie (not Todidas), hav-

ing the beak somewhat like that of a tody.

Todirostnttn maculatum.

ranging from southern Mexico to southern Bra-
zil and Bolivia. There are at least 15 species, some of

ornate coloration. T. maculatum is onlySJ inches long.

todlowrey (tod-lou'ri), n. [Also todloirrie; <

tod'^ + /oiceri + -y^.] 1. A fox; hence, &



todlowrey
crafty person. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxxi.
[Scotch.]— 2. A bugbear or ghost. HalUwell.
[Prov. Eiig.]

to-do (to-do'), H. [< to do, like ado < at do : see
ado.} Ado; bustle; fuss; commotion. fCol-
loq.]

"What a to-do Is here! "would he say; "I can lie in
straw with as much satisfaction."

Erxljfn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

todrawt, r. t. [ME. todrawen, todragen, < AS.
'lodraijuH. (.to-, apart, + dragan. draw: see
to-^ and rfrair.] To draw asunder; drae vio-
lently. ^'

They as in partye of hlr preye te-dratcen me cryInK and
debating therayeins. Chaucer, lioethlus, 1. prose S.

todriyet, r. t. [ME. todrhen, < AS. todrifan (=
Oines. todnva = OHG. zatnban, MHG. zetri-
oen), drive asunder, < to-, apart, + drifan, drive •

see <o-2 and rfnre.] To drive apart; scatter.
Al his folk with tempest al to-driven.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 1280.

tod's-tail (todz'tal), II. The club-moss, Luco-
podiiim clavatum. [Scotch.]

tod-Stove (tod'stov), n. [< todl + s^ot-fl.] A
stove for burning wood, made of si.x iron plates
fa.stened together by rods or bolts In the form of
a bo.\. Also called box-store.
Todus (to'dus), ». [NL. (Linna?us, 1766; ear-
lier in Bron-ne, "Hist. Jamaica" (1756), p. 476,
and Gesner, 1555), < L. todus, some small bird
Cf. todi/.] The only genus of Todidse, with
about six species, all West Indian, as T. viridis
the common green tody ofJamaica, called by the
old writers green sparrow, green hummiiiq-bird,
and tomtit. See Todidx, and cut under 'todu.
tody rto'di), M. ; pi. todies (-diz). [Cf. F. todier,
^U. lodus; < L. todus, some small bird.] 1 A
bird of the genus Todus or family Todid«.— 2.One of several birds formerly misplaced in the

f^i^IH'''^- They'>«l<'!'KtothefamiIy Tyrannidm»nA
elsewhere. Thus, the royal or king tody is Mmeicora regia
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function as suckers by means of adhesive pads (see gedcoY
batrachians which habitually perch on trees are similarly
equipped (see tree-toad); in a rare case, toes sene as a
sort of parachute (see cut under flyinn-frog). In some
mammals, .as seals, the toes are united in the common
integument of the flippers. Three and sometimes four
toes are connected in web-footed birds. The joints or
phalanges of toes are typically and usually three apiece,
but this number is often reduced to two or one in the case
of lateral toes, as the human great toe. In birds a re-
markable rule prevails, that the joints of the toes, from
first to fourth toe, run two, three, four, five ; the excep-
tions to tins rule are compaiatively few. The toes of most
animals end m naUs or claws, and are often long and mov-
able enough to serve as organs of prehension, like fingers.
See cuts under fcirdi, dUjiWjrade, Plantigrada, bicoUigale.paimau, temi-palmate, and toHpidmate.

Lyk asur were his [the cock's) legges and his toon.
Chaucer, JJun's Priests Tale, 1. 42.

3. The fore part, end, or tip of the hoof of an
ungulate, as the horse.— 4. The end of a stock-
ing, shoe, or boot which contains or covers the
toes: as, square or round toes; a hole in the
toe.— 5. A piece of iron welded under the front
of a horseshoe, opposite the heels, to prevent
slipping. See cut under«7ioe.—6. A projection
trom the foot-piece of an object to give it a
broader bearing and greater stability
Buttress walls should be

to one another, and struttec
verted arch.

Green Tody ( TcJus viridii), about two tbirdi natural liae.
«, Outline of bill fitun abore, sllgliUj reduced.

K'J"^^'^^S^, ^™''"n. 1788); the J»T«n tody of La-tham Is a broadblll Bury^mu.jamninu, of JariC Suma-
tra, Borneo, the Malay peninsula, etc. ; (he great-bUledtody of Latham U anotiier bird of thU family, Cv^rhijiu-htu maerorhynchut.

>-».~i~-

toe (to), « K ME. to, too, pi. tos, toos, usually
ton. toon,< AS. td (pi. tan, Uian), contr. oftdhe,
111 an early gloss taliac = MD. teen, D. teen =MLG. ter = OHO. :ehd, MHG. zehe, G. zehe (G.
dial, in various forms: Bav. zechen, Swabian
zmchen, Swiss zebe, zeb. Prankish zeice, Thurin-
gian :„ce, etc.) = Icel. td = Sw. t& = Dan. taa
(lent. tathoH, 'tathiron, 'taiwon), toe; connec-
tions unknown. Not connected with L. digitus
nnger, toe, Gr. idKTv?j>c, finger, toe. The Teut'
word IS applied exclusively to the digits of the
foot.] 1 A digit of the foot, corresponding to
a finger of the hand: as, the great toe; the lit-
tle toe; the hmd toe of a bird.

With Ion tidily wrought, & tender of hur skinne
Ahtaunder o/ Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 194.
Come, and trip It, as you go.
On the light (anta«tick toe.

MiUon, L'Allegro, L 84.

2. A digit of either foot, fore or hind, of a
quadruped, especiaUy when there are three ormore (a large single toe, or a pair of large toes,

vo .I'f™ 1
1" ''°™' .^"''^ commonly called hoof).No animal has normally more than Ave toes ; most quad-rupeds have Ave. then four, three, two, and one in de-creasing number of instances. No bird his naturaHy mo™than four though some breeds of poultry are regular V

three ^1^ i'fri
' P"'3Ld«ctylism of man

; a few have onlyinrec the African ostrich alone has two. tire toes la therule in reptile, and batrachians, a Ie««r numW Mng
^^,y ?""'. """"K those which hare limbs, as llzardf

inoM which scramble over walls and ceilingi, the toet

Buttress walls should be placed at intervals, opposite
;d apart at their (oe» by an in-

Encyc. Brit., IV. 46a
7. A barb, stud, or projection on a lock-bolt.—
8. In mach.

: (o) The lower end of a vertical
shaft, as a mill-epindle, which rests in a step.
(0) An arm on the valve-lifting rod of a steam-
engine. A cam strikes the toe and operates the valve.
.Such toes are known respectively as sUam^oa and ex-

^:,^aF- " 'f?^ -Balls of the toes, fleshy and
callous p«ls or protuberances on the under side of the
toes of any foot, and especially such formations at the
twses of toea. In digitlgrade quadrupeds these balls form
the whole lie, as explained under that word. In birds
ihey are technically called tylari.-Trom top to toe.»ee t«pi.— oreat toe, the toe on the inner side of the
foot, corresponding to the thumb.— Hanuner-toe an af-
fection in which the second phalanx of one or more' of the
toes is permanently flexed upon the tlrst.-HInd tOe in
ornUh.. the hallux. When there are two hind toes as in
lygodactyl or yoke-toed birds, the inner one is the hallux

nftf.!'
'«'.f"'Pef;e»ceptl»K in trogons, in which the

outer one is the hallux. In the three-toed woodpeckers,where the hallux is wanting, the reveraed outer toe takes

^L^'^A *"•*„»'?<=« o' *«'"' '"«.-Llttle toe, the outer-most and smallest toe on the human foot, anJ the corre-sponding digit in some other cases, irrespective of its ac-

T;flJ[!'"i''"'
»l'e-Toe-and-heel pedaL .See pedal.-

SUffo^if f?l'a^g*r'"
'^'-' 'read.-to tUXn up one's

toe ^to), t'.
; pret. and pp. toed. ppr. toeing. [<

toe, M.] I. trans. 1. To touch or reach with
the toes.

The rushere (In foot-ball] draw np In line facing eachother and toeing a line which marks the centre of the
''*'"*• Tribune Boot <tf Sportt, p. 124.

2 To furnish or provide a toe to or for ; mend
the toe of: as, to toe a stocking.- To toe a nail
to drive « nail obliquely. See 'o..,w.v, i-To toe a aeS
ft??ii *S^ «"™l.-Vo toe the iark. s™ „fa?*^^To toe the scratch. 8ee»<rra/cAl.

n. I II trail.-: To place or move the toes, as in
walking or dancing._To toe in or out. to turn thetoes inward or outward in walking

toe-biter (to'bi'ttr), «. A tadpole.
toe-cap (to'kap), H. A cap or tip, of leather,
morocco, or patent leather, sometimes of metal,
covering the toe of a boot or shoe. Also toe-
jiifre.

toed (tod), a. K toe + -erf2.] 1. Furnished
or provided with a toe or toes: chiefly in com-
position with a qualifying word: as, long-toerf,
short-toed, black-toerf, five-focrf, pigeon-foerf.
Th«jr»n bowed their snaky heads down to their verv

feet, which were toed with scorpions.
'

aowell. Parly of Beasts, p. 39. (Davie:)

2. In carp., noting a brace, stmt, or stay when
It IS secured to a beam, sill, or joist by nails
driven obliquely. E. H. Knight.
toe-drop (to drop), n. Inability to raise the foot
and toos, from more or less complete paralysi.s
of the muscles concerned. Compare icrist-drop

toeless (to'les), a. [< toe + -less.] Lacking
or deprived of a toe or toes.

toe-nail(t6'nal).

toft

toe-piece (to'pes), v. l. in armor, the piece
forming the end of the solleret and inclosing
the toes

; also, the accessory or additional piece
forming a long and pointed termination to the
solleret. See cut in preceding column.—

2

bame as toe-cap.

toe-ring (to'ring), n. A ring made to wear on
one of the toes, as is customary among some
peoples that go barefoot or wear sandals.

toe-tights (to'tits), )i. 1)1. In theatrical costume,
tights with separate toes like the fingers of a
glove.

toe-weight (to'wat), n. A knob of brass or iron
screwed into the hoof or fastened to the shoe
of a horse, for the purpose of correcting an
error of gait in trotting, or of changing a pa-
cing horse into a trotter.

tofall (to'fal), 71. [Also toofall, misspelled tue-
Jull, dial, teefall; < ME. tofal (= D. toeval =
MLG. toval = MHG. zitoral, G. zufall; cf. Icel.
tilfelli = Sw. tillfdlle = Dan. tilfeelde) ; < toi +
fall^.'] 1. Decline; getting; end.

For him in vain, at to-faU of the day.
His babes shall linger at the unclosing gate

!

CoUim, Ode on Popular Superetitions of the Highlands
2. A shed or building annexed to the wall of a
larger one, and having its roof formed in a sin-
gle slope with the top resting against the wall

:

a lean-to.

Tqfalle, schudde. Appendicium, . . . appendix, tegea.

, . , „ . . .
Prompt Pan., p. Jas.A new lo/atl tor eight kyne.

Clote RoU, 16 Hen. VI., quoted In N. and Q. 7th ger
[VII. 61.

'

n. 1. A nail
growing on one
of thetoesof the
human foot. See
«a«7.— 2. Anail
driven in ob-
liquely to fas-
ten the end of a
board or other
piece of timber
to the surface of
another. Car-
Builder's Diet.

Toe-piece, t5th century.
(From Violletle Due's " Diet, du Mobilier

fran^U.")

tofana (to-fa'na), n. [it.] See aqua To/ana,
under aqua.

toff (tof), n. [Origin obscure.] A dandy: a
fop; a swell. Leland. [Slang, Eng.]

Persons with any pretensions to respectability were
vigorously attacked, for no earthly reason save that they
were tofs. DaHy TeUgraph, Keb. 0, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

toflfy, toffee (tof'i), n. Same as taffiji : the usual
liiniis (if the word in Great Britain
Tofieldia (to-fel'di-a), n. [NL. (Hudson, 1778).
named after Mr. Tofield, an English botanist.]A genus of liliaceous plants, of the tribe Nar-
theciese. It is characterized by septicidal fruit, neariy
sessile flowera, six introrae anthere, and three very short
styles. There are about 14 species, natives of north tem-
perate and cold regions, with 1 or 2 specids in the Andes.Ihey are erect perennials from a short or creeping root-
stock, with linear leaves, all or chiefly radical, and smaU
flowera in a terminal spike. A book-name for the species
is falK asphodel. T. paluntrie. the .Scotch asphodel, the
only Br Ish species, produces short grassy leaves, and
little yellowish-green flowera compacted into globular or
ovoid heads; it occurs in Canada with whitish flowers,pree other species are natives of the eastern United
States, and one other of Oregon.

toforet (tij-for'), adv. and prep. [< ME. tofore,
tovore, toforn, toforen, < AS. toforan (= OS. te-
foran = MLG. tovoren = MHG. zuovor, zuovom,
Q. suvor = Dan. filforn), before, < to, to, +
foran, before : see fei and forei. Cf. before
afore, heretofore.'] I. adv. Before; formerly.'
Whom sure he weend that he some wher to-/ore had eide.

.. J » • Spemer, F. Q., IV. Ir 7Ood tofore. SeeOodi. ' ^ "•"•'•
H. prep. Before.

Tqfom bim goth the loude minstralcye.
Chaucer, .Squire's Tale, 1. 260.

This notari . . . kneled downe on his knees tofore thlm-
age of the crucifyxe. Hdy Rood (E. E. T. S-X p. 16a
Master Latimer, I say, willed me to stay until his re-

turn, which will be not long to/ore Easter.
J. Bradford, Lettera (Parker Soc, 1853), IL 11.

t^orehandt, adv. [< ME. toforhand; < tofore
+ hand. Cf. beforehand.'] Beforehand.

Ich bischop sayd to-for-hand
For 8y3t of the uernacul hath graunt
xl dayus to pardon.
And tber-with-al her benisnn.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. aX P. 196.

toforenf, tofomt, adv. and prep. See tofore.
tofrusht, V. t. [ME. tofrusshen, tofruschen ; <
to-2 -t- Jrushi.] To break or dash in pieces.
Thai . . . swour that he (the engynour] suld dey, hot he
Prowyt on the sow [engine] sic sutelt^
That he to/rutchyt [hyr] ilk dele. Barbour, Bruce, xii. 407.

tofti (toft), n. [Also tuft (see <«/<i); < ME. toft
(AL. tofturn), < Icel. toft, topt, tupt, tomt, a knoll,
a clearing, a cleared space, an inclosed piece of
ground, = Norw. tomt, tuft = Sw. tomt, a clear-
ing, tfft, the site of a house, = Dan. toft, an in-
closed field near a house ; lit. an empty space,
< Icel. tomt (= Sw. tomt), a neut. of tdmr= Sw.
torn, etc., empty: see loom.'] 1. A hillock;
a slightly elevated and exposed site; open
ground. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

As I beo-heold into the est an-heij to the Sonne,
I sauh a tour on a tqrt tritely i-maket.

Piers Ptoimmn (A\ Prol., I. 14.



toft

2. A messuage ; a house and homestead. Also
toftstead.

Worsthorne was the property of Henry de Wrdest, in

the reign of Stephen, or Henry II., who granted a to/t and
a croft in the vul of Wrdest to Henry the son of Adam de
WinhllL Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 38.

3. In Eng. common law : (a) A messuage the
tenant of which is entitled by virtue of it to

rights of common in other land in the parish
or district.

A house with its stables and farm-buildings, surrounded
by a hedge or inclosure, was called a court, or, as we find

it in our law books, a curtilage ; the to/t or homestead of

a more genuine English dialect.

Hallam, Middle Ages, ix. 1.

(6) A piece of ground on which a messuage
formerly stood, and which, though the messuage
be gone to decay, is still called by a name in-

dicating something more than mere land.

toft2 (toft), n. [< <m/(2.] a grove of trees.

£aiky, 1731.

toftman (toft'man), n.
;

pi. toftmen (-men).

[< fo^Yi -f- man.']" The owner or occupier of a
toft.'

toftstead (tdft'sted), n. Same as toffi, 2.

The fields are commonable from the 12th of August to

the 12th of November to every burgess or occupier of a
to/tstead. Archeedlogia, XLVI. 415.

tofus, «. A variant of tophus for toph.

togif, V. A Middle English foi-m of tug.

tog2 (tog), n. [A slang term, perhaps < OF.
togue, toge, L. toga, a robe: see toge, toga.

Hence tag, v., togeman, togman, and toggery.]

A garment : usually in the plural.

Look at Ms to^*— superfine cloth, and the heavy-swell

cut

!

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xvi.

What did I do but go to church with all my topmost
togs ! And that not from respect alone for the parson.

M, D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, vii.

iMOg tog, a coat. Tu/t's OloHsary of Thieves' Jargon,
1798 Long togs (na«t.), shore clothes.

I took no "long togs" with me; . . . being dressed like

the rest, in white duck trousers, blue jacket, and straw
hat. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 131.

tog''' (tog), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. togged, ppr. tog-

ging. [< tog"^, «.] To dress. [Slang.]

He was tog'd gnostically enough.
Scott, St. Ronan's Well, iv.

Scrumptious young girls you tog out so finely.

Adorning the diggings so charming and gay.

Chambers's Journal, July, 1879, p. 368. (Encyc. Diet.)

toga (to'ga), n. [< L. toga, a mantle, lit. a
covering, < tegere, cover: see teet, tegument.

Cf. toge.] The principal outer garment worn
by the ancient Romans. It was a loose and flowing
mantle or wrap, of irregular form, in which it differed from
the kindred Greek
farraent, the hima-
ion, which was rec-

tangular. It was
made of wool, or
sometimes (under the
emperors) of silk,- and
its usual color was
white. It covered the
whole body with the
exception of the right
arm, and the right to
wear it was an exclu-
sive privilege of the
Koman citizen. The
toga virilis, or manly
robe, was assumed by
Koman youths when
they attained the age
of fourteen. The toga
prxtexta, which had
a deep purple border,
was worn by the chil-

dren of the nobles, by
girls until they were
married, and by boys
until they were four-
teen, when they as-

sumed the toga viri-

lis. It was also the
official robe of the
higher magistrates,
of priests, and of
persons discharging
vows. The to(/a picta was ornamented with Phrygian em-
broideiy, and was worn by high officers on special occa-
sions, such as the celebration of a triumph. The trabea
was a toga ornamented with horizontal purple stHpes ; it

was the characteristic unifon:i of the knights (eguites)

upon festival days. Persons accused of any crime allowed
their togas to become soiled (toga sordidata) as a sign of
dejection ; candidates for public offices whitened their
togas artificially with chalk ; while mourners wore a toga
pulla of natural black wool. See also cut in next column.

togaed (to'gad), a. [< toga + -ed^.] Equipped
with- or clad in a toga.

A couple of togaed effigies of recent grand-dukes.
H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 316.

togated (to'ga-ted), a. [< L. togatus, wearing
or entitled to wear the toga (< toga, toga: see
toga), + -ed^.] 1. Dressed in a toga or robe

;

draped in the classical manner.

Roman Toga.— Statue of the Emperor
Tiberius.

Diagram of Roman Toga (according to Miiller, in " Philologus" ;.

FRA, sinus of toga. As worn, point E was placed on the left

shoulder, the edge FJ hanging down free in front of the body ; the

whole of the remainder of the garment was then thrown diagonally
around the back, so that a on the seam of the sinus came under the
right ellaow, and /> at the middle of the waist in front ; the seam was
DOW directed upward, so that the point c approximately covered E,
where the garment first touched the body. The last third of the toga,

OPCQ, was thrown over the left shoulder and fell to the ground in

voluminous folds, draping the back. The So-called umlx) or nodus
of the toga was found at F, over the left breast, at the point of junc-
tion of the sinus. Point Lfell over the left calf, point M over the right,

and point N over the left wrist.

On a Marble ... is the Effigies of a Man Togated.
Ashmole, Berkshire, I. 146.

The University, the mother of togated Peace.
Wood, Fasti Oxon., II. (Richardson.)

Hence— 2. Stately; majestic.

What homebred English could ape the high Roman
fashion of siitjh togated words as

"The multitudinous sea incarnadine"?
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 161.

toget (tog), n. [ME. *toge or togue (see the first

quot.); < OF. toge, togue, F. toge = Sp. Pg. It.

toga, < L. toga, toga: see toga.] A toga.

AUe with taghte mene and towne In togers [read toges ?

togues 1] fuUe ryche.
Of saunke realle in suyte, sexty [Romaynes] at ones.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 178.

Why In this woolvish toge should I stand here.
To beg of Hob and Dick, that do appear,
Their needless vouches? Sfiak., Cor., 11. 3. 122.

[The above is a modern reading ; in the first folio the read-

ing is tongue; later folios have govm. Compare toged.]

toged (to'ged), a. [< toge + -ed'^.] Clad in a
toga; togated.

The bookish theoric.

Wherein the toged consuls can propose
As masterly as he. Shak., Othello, i. 1. 25.

[The first quarto has the above reading ; the rest of the
later editions have tongued.

]

togedert, togedret, adv. Obsolete forms of to-

gether.

togemant, togmant (tog'-, tog'man), n. [<

tog"^ -H man. ] A cloak.

Sometime shall come in some Rogue, Some picking
knave, a Nimble Prig, . . . and plucketh off as many gar-

ments as be ought worth, that he may come by, and worth
money, and . . . maketh port sale at some convenient
place of theirs, that some be soon ready in the morning,
for want of their Casters and Togemans.

Hammn, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 105.

together (tg-geTH'fer), adv. [Formerly or dial,

also togeder, togider, togither (Sc. thegither); <

ME. togeder, togedere, togedre, togidere, togidre,

togadere, < AS. togxdere, togsedre, togeador, to-

gether, < to, to, + geador, gudor, at once, to-

gether: see gather. Cf. togethers.] 1. In com-
pany; in conjunction ; simultaneously.

Mercifully ordain that we may become aged together.

Tobit vili. 7.

The subject of two of them [panels of sculpture] is his

[Maximilian's] confederacy with Henry the Eighth, and
the wars they made together upon France.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 535).

Together let us beat this ample field.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 9.

2. In the same place ; to the same place.

The kynges were sette to-geder at oon table.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 133.

Crabbed age and youth cannot live together.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 15".

3. In the same time ; contemporaneously.

While he and I live together, I shall not be thought the
worst poet of the age. Dryden, Pref. <o Fables.

4. The one with the other; \\ith each other;
mutually.

Pilgrymes and palmers pllsted hem togidere

To seke seynt lames and seyntes In rome.
Piers Plowman (B), l>rol., 1. 46.

When two or more concepts are compared together ac.

cording to their comprehension, they either coincide or
they do not. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xii,

5. In or into combination, junction, or union

;

so as to unite or blend : as. to sew, knit, pin,

bind, or yoke two things together.

Kyng David . . . putte theise 2 Names [Jebus and Sa-

lem] to gidere, and cleped it Jebusalem.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 73.

What therefore (3od hath Joined together.Xet no man put
asunder. Mat. xix. 6.

I'll manacle thy neck and feet together.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 461.

The small faction which had been held together by the

influence and promises of Prince Frederic had been dis-

persed by his death. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

toggle-press

6. Without intermission ; uninterruptedly ; on
end.

Can you sit seven hours together, and say nothing?
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 2.

It has been said in the praise of some men that they
could talk whole hours together upon anything.

Addison, Lady Orators.

To consist, get, han?, etc., together. See the verbs.—
Together with, in union, combination, or company with.

This Earth, together with the Waters, make one Globe
and huge Ball, resting on it selfe.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 48.

He [the Moorish king] had a mighty host of foot-soldiers,

together with squadrons of cavalry, ready to scour the
country. Irving, Granada, p. IL

togetherst (to-geTH'erz), adv. [< ME. toge-

dcres; < together + adverbial gen. -es.] Same
as together.

The next day he assembled all the Captaines of his army
togethers. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, iv.

toggelt, n. An obsolete spelling of toggle.

toggery (tog'er-i), «. l<. tog^ + -ery.] Clothes;
garments. [Slang.]

Had a gay cavalier
Thought fit to appear

In any such toggery— then 'twas term'd "gear."
Barhajn, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 291.

This party . . . was not brilliantly composed, except
that two of its members were gendarmes in full toggery.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 150.

toggle (tog'l), n. [Formerly also toggel, toggil;

appar. a dim. form, connected with tug (ME.
toggen), tow'^. Cf. tuggle.] 1. Kaut., a pin
placed through the bight or eye of a rope, block-
strap, or bolt, to keep it in its place, or to put
the bight or eye of another rope upon, and
thug secure them both together; also, a pin
passed through a link of a chain which is itself

passed through a link of the same or a different

chain.
The yard-ropes were fixed to the halter by a toggle in the

running noose of the latter.

Jfarri/af, Frank Mildmay, viii. {Davie*.)

2. Two rods or plates hinged together by a
toggle-joint : a mechanical device for transmit-
ting force or pressure at a right angle with its

direction. See toggle-join t. and cut under i<tone-

ftref/AYT.— Blubber-toggle, a blubber-fid (which see, un-
der ^id),

toggle (tog'l), V. t.; pret. and pp. toggled, ppr.

toggling. [< toggle, n.] To fix or fasten (itself

in something) like a toggle-iron; usedreflexive-
ly, to stick fast.

A rocket at short range was fired entirely through the
body of a whale, and toggled ilse(/ on the side.

Fisheries of U. S., X. ii. 254.

toggle-bolt (tog'l-bolt), n. See toggle, 1.

toggle-harpoon (tog'1-har-pon''), n. The com-
mon toi;t;le-iron.

toggle-hole (tog'l-hol), n. A hole made, as in
blubber, for inserting a toggle.

toggle-iron (tog'l-i'em), «. The form ot whal-
ers' harpoon now in general use, having a mov-
able blade instead of fixed barbs: the iusti-u-

ment used in first striking a whale (when ex-

plosives are not employed), for fastening it to
the whale-boat by means of a tow-line, so that
the boat may be hauled up to the whale, and
the latter be killed by hand-lancing at close

quarters, or by bomb-lancing at longer range.

i^

Toggle-iion
^

ii consists of a harpoon-shank and socket without any sta-

tionary barbed fiukes ; upon the extreme end of the shank
is a blade, working upon the principle of a toggle. This
blade has a cutting edge for penetrating the blubber, and
a dull back which prevents it from cutting its way out when
the line is hauled upon. Also called simply the iron.

toggle-joint (tog'l-joint). «. In mcch.. a joint

formed of plates or bars hinged together in

such manner that when at rest the
two parts form a bend called the £

J-HHcWe; an elbow- or knee-joint. It is \\
used by applying power, by means of a screw ^Aj
or a lever, against the knuckle, when the ten- ,7
dency of the two leaves or bars to extend exerts Zr
a powerful pressure. This device is much used
in printing-presses and other presses. See tog- To^le-
gle-press. .See also cuts under skate and stoTte- J**"*-

breaker.

toggle-lanyard (tog'l-lan'yard), n. See the
quotation.

It [the toggle) has a hole near one end. through which
a rope is attached, which is termed the toggleAanpard.
This lanyard is used in handling or confining the toggle.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 312.

toggle-press (tog'l-pres). ». A press in which
impression is made by the simultaneous action



toggle-press

of two knee-shaped levers pressing against each

other; a press which acts by a toggle-joint.

toghtt, «. A Middle English form of taut.

togideret, togidret, «<<!• Middle English forms
of tiiqether.

togidrest, cdv. A Middle English form of toge-

ther.-:.

togmant, «• See togeman.

togot, !. i. [ME. logon, < AS. *togdn (= OHG.
:eiian) (cf. AS. togungan = OS. tegangan), < to,

apart, + gdii, go: see to-2 and po.] To go dif-

ferent ways; scatter.

Antony U shent, and put him to the flighte,

And al his follf to-ffo, that best go inighte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 653.

togrindt, «'. '. [i^E. togrinden; < to-2 + grind.l

To grind or break to pieces; crush.

Good men for oure gultes he al to-grynt to dethe.
Pien Plowman (CX ili. 62.

Oister shelles drie and alle to ground*
With harde pitche and with Jjrgges doth the same.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

togs (togz), n. pi. See tog^.

togae (tog), n. The Mackinaw or great lake-

trout, .Stilrelinug (Cristivomer) namaycush, called

tonge in Vermont. See cnt under lake-trout, 2.

[Maine.]
Tixjue.— One of the lake trout found in New England

and thi- adjacent Eastern Provinces. Togru are . . . talien

with a heavy trout tacWe. Tribvne Bookof Sportt,f.\^L

The togue or gray trout of Maine and N'ew Brunswick.
Sportmtan't GatetUer, p. 804.

to-heapf, adr. [ME. tohepe = OFries. tohane,

tehdiic. tobope; cf. Sw. tillhopa = Dan. tilliohe;

< to^ + heap.^ Together.

If that Love ought lete hia brydel go,

Al that was loveth aaonder sholde lepe.

And lost were al that Love halt now lo-hepe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1764.

tohewt, !•. « [< ME. tohewen, < AS. tohedwan (=
OFries. tehawa =D. toft<Miicc«= MLG. tohouxcen

= MilG. :ehouaen, G. zerhaueii), cut to pieces,

< to-, apart, + hedmin, cut, hew: see to-2 and
/leifi.] To cut or hack heavily; cut to pieces.

His helme to-hewen was In twenty places.
Chaucer, Troiloa, IL 638.

How grete pits is it that to feire children shull thus be
layn and alle to hewen with wronge and grete nnne.

MeHin (E. E. T. S.\ II, 261.

toho (to-ho'), interj. A call to pointers or set-

ters to halt or stop, as when running upon birds.

tohu bohn (to'ho bo'ho). [F. tohu-bohu ; from
the Heb. words in Gen. i. 2, translated 'with-

out form' and -void.'] Chaos.

It was surely impomible any man's reuon should tell

him the particular circumstances of the world's creation,

as that its material principal was a toAu and bohu, that it

was agitated by the divine spirit, that several! portions

were form'd at sevciali times, that all wis flnished in six

dayes space, etc. Bp. Parker, Flatonlck PhiL, p. HA.

toil' (toil), r. [Early mod. E. also toyle; < ME.
toilcn, toylen (Sc. toil^e, tul;e), appar. < OF. toil-

Ur, toiiiller, toouiller, teouitler, F. touiller, mix,
entangle, trouble, besmear; origin unknown.
Cf. toill, n. The sense 'labor, till' appears to

be due in part to association with ^7/1 (ME. til-

len, tileii, toleii, tulien, etc.), and the form isnear
to that of MD. tiiylen, teulen, till, labor (see till^ )

;

but the AS. verb could not produce an E. form
toil, and a ME. verbof such general import could
hardly be derived from MD. The sense 'pull'

may be due in part to association with fi7/3,

tolV-.'] I.t traiig. 1. To pull about; tug; drag.

The dispitous lewes nolde not spur*
Til trie Ichoice) fruit weore tore and toyUd.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 143.

His syre a sontere, . . .

His teeth with toyling of lether tatered (Jaggedl as a sawe

!

Piert PUmman'M Crede (E. E. T. 8.X L 753.

2. To harass ; weary or exhaust by toil : often

insed reflexively (whence later, by omission of
he reflexive pronoun, the intransitive use):

ometimes with out.
For some paltry gaine.

He digs, A delves, A totite himielfe with paine.
Tima/ WhitOe (£. E. T. 3.), p. 118.

I am weary and toiled with rowing up and down In the
B of questions. Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Ded., p. 4.

3. To labor; work; till.

Places well foOed and husbanded. Holland. (Imp. Diet)

n. intram. 1. To work, especially for a con-
8ideral>le time, and with great or painful fatigue
of boily or mind; labor.

Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken
nothing. Luke v. 5.

See yonder poor, o'erlabour'd wight,
So abject, moan, and vile.

Who begs a brother of the earth
Tu give him leave to (//if.

Durwi. Man was Made to Mourn.
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All things have rest ; why should we toil alone.

We only toil, who are the first of things ?

Tennyson, Lotos Eaters, Chorlc Song.

2. To move or travel with difficulty, weariness,

or pain.

The king of men, by Juno's self inspir'd,

ToU'd through the tents, and all his army fir'd.

Pope, Iliad, viil. 267.

Slow toiling upward from the misty vale,

I leave the bright enamelled zones below.

O. W. Holmes, Nearing the Snow-Line.

=Syn. 1. To drudge, moil, strive. See the noun.

toill (toil), n. [Early mod. E. also toyle; < ME.
toil, toile, toyle (Sc. tuilye, ttiilue, toolye, etc.);

from the verb.] It. Confusion; turmoil; up-

roar; struggle; tussle.

Troilus, in the toile, tumyt was of hors,

Ffaght vppon fote felly agayne.
Destruction o/ Troy <E. E. T. S.), 1. 6550.

And whan these com on ther was so grete toile and
romour of noyse that wonder it was to heere, and ther-

with a-roos so grete a duste that the cleir sky wax all derk.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ia 393.

2. Harassing labor; labor accompanied with

fatigue and i>ain ; exhausting effort.

Pleasure 's a ToU when constantly piuuu'd.
Conr/rete, tr. of Eleventh Satire of JuvenaL

Sic as you and I,

Wha drudge and drive through wet and dry,

Wi' never ceasing toil.

Burnt, First Epistle.to Davt&

It '8 been a long toU for thee all this way in the heat,

with thy child. Mrs. OaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxvl.

3. A work accomplished ; an achievement.

Behold the boast of Roman pride

!

What now of all your toUs are known!
A grassy trench, a broken stone !

Scott, Kokeby, ii. 6.

= 8yil. 2. Lohor, Drudgery, etc. (see Uforic, n.); effort, ex-

ertion, pains.

toil^ (toil), n. [Early mod. E. also toyl, toyle;

< OF. toile, cloth, linen cloth, also a stalking-

horse of cloth, a web (pi. toiles, toils, an inclo-

sure to entangle wild beasts), F. toile, cloth,

linen, sail, pi. toils, a net, etc., = Pr. tela, teila

= 8p. tela = Pg. tela, tea = It. tela, < L. tela, a
web, a thing woven, orig.*tej-ia,< texere, weave:
see text.'] A net, snare, or gin; any web, cord,

or thread spread for taking prey.

There bis welwoven tcyles and subtil trainee

He laid, the brutish nation to enwrap.
Spenser, Astrophel, 1. 07.

I long have hunted for thee ; and, since now
Thou art In the toil, it is in vain to hope
Thou ever Shalt break out

Fletcher (and attotherT), Prophetess, U. 3.

The Law of Itself [reason) Is but like a Toyl to a wild
Beast ; the more he struggles, the more be is intangled.

StiUingfteet, Sermons, III. viil.

toile (twol), n. [F.: see to»72.] Cloth: used
in some technical names ToUe dr^, oii-ciolh,

especially that which Is of ve^ flue or rare nunlity : the
French term, often used In English.— Telle Colbert, a
kind of canvas used for embroidery : same as connaugfd.
Diet of A'eedleuxtrk.— Toile d'Alsace, a thin linen cloth

used for women's sumnu-r drt'^itea. Compare toUe de
Vichy.— Toile de rell^euse. Same as ntrn's-efoCA or
nu>i'<-Mtf>>v.— Toile de Vlchy,a linen material used for

summer dreeses for wuin<-n, generally having a simple
striped pattern. />ur(. o/ XteiUework.

toil6(F. pron. two-la'), >i. [F.,<foi7«, cloth: see
toif-.] In lace-making, the closely worked ormat
part of the pattern ; hence, the'pattem in gen-
eral, as distingtiished from the ground.

toiler (toi'l^r). n. [Early mod. E. toyler ; <

toil^ + -er'.] One who toils; one who labors

in a wearying or unremitting manner.

I will not pray for those goodes in getting and heaping
together whereof the toylers of the worlde tliinke them-
selfes fortunate. Udall, On Pet. i.

toilet, toilette (toi'let, toi-let'), n. [Early mod.
E. also tiiijlet; < OP. toilette, a clotli, a bag to

put clothes in, F. toilette, a toilet, dressing-ta-

ble, dressing-apparatus, dressing-gown, wrap-
per, dress, dim. of toile, cloth: see toil^."] If.

A cloth, generally of linen.

Toilette. ... A To)^, the stnffe which Drapers lap
about their clothes. Cotgrave.

Hence— 2t. An article made of linen or other

cloth, (o) A cloth to be thrown over the shoulders dur-

ing shaving or hair-dressing.

Pleasant was the answer of Archelaiu to the barber,

who, after he had cast the linnen loylet about his shoul-

ders, put this riuestion to him : How shall I trim your
Majesty? Without any more prating, quoth the king.

PliUarch, Morals (trans.), iv. 232. (Latham.)

(Jb) A cover for a dressing-table, or for the articles set

apon It, Xow called toilet-cocer.

Toilet, a kind of Tabie-cioth, or Carpet, made of fine

Linnen, Sattin, Velvet, or rissue, spread upon a Table in

k Bed-Chamber, where Persons of Quality dress them.
selves ; a Dressing-cloth.

E. PhiUipe, World of Words. 1706.

toilet-table

(e) A bag or cloth case for holding clothing, etc.

Toilette. . . . A Toylet, . . . a bag to put night-clothes,

and buckeram, or other stuSe to wrap any other clothes,

in. Cotgrave, 1611.

Hence— 3t. The articles, collectively, used in

dressing, as a mirror, bottles, boxes, brushes,

and combs, set upon the dressing-table ; a toi-

let-service.

The greate looking-glasse and toilet of beaten and mas-
sive gold was given by the Queene Mother.

Evelyn, Diary, .Tune 9, 1662.

And now, unveil'd, the toilet stands display'd,

Each silver vase in mystic order laid.

Pope, a. of the L., i. 121.

4. A dressing-table furnished with a mirror:

more commonly called toilet-table.

Plays, operas, circles, I no more must view I

My toilette, patches, all the world, adieu I

Lady M. W. Montagu, Town Eclogues, vi.

The lieutenant folded his arms, and, leaning against the

toUet, sunk into a reverie.
BorAam, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 15.

5. The process of dressing; formerly, specifi-

cally, the dressing and powdering of the hair,

during whichwomen of fashion received callers.

Ill carry you into Company ; Mr. Fainlove, you shall

Introduce him to Mrs. Clerimont's Toilet.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

The merchant from th' Exchange returns in peace.

And the long labours of the toUet cease.
Pope, R. of the L., iii. 24.

His best blue suit ... he wore with becoming calm-

ness ; having, after a little wrangling, effected what was
.always the one point of interest to him in his toilette— he
had transferred all the contents of his everyday pockets

to those actually iu wear.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 9.

6. The dress and make-up of a person: as. his

toilet was not irreproachable ; also, any particu-

lar costume: as, a toilet of white silk: in the

last sense chiefly used by writers of "fashion
articles."

Few places could present a more brilliant show of out.

door toilettesXhtin might be seen issuing from Milby church
at one o'clock. George Eliot, Janet's Repentance, ii.

There are a great many things involved in a girls toilet

which you would never think of ; the dress is not all, nor
nearly all. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xv.

7. In mtrg., the clean.sing of the part after an
operation, especially in the peritoneal cavity.

After the removal of the products of pregnancy the

toilet of the peritoneal cavity may be made by sponges,

towels, or a running stream of water from an elevated

fountain. Btidc's Handbook o/ Med. Sciences, II. TsO.

To make one's toilet, to bathe, dress, arrange the hair,

and otlierwise care for the person.

toilet-cap (toi'let-kap), H. A cap worn during
tlie toilet, perhaps on account of the absence of

the periwig.

1 am to get my Lord a toilet-cap, and comi>case of silk,

to make use of In Holland, for he goes to the Hague.
Pepys, Diary, Sept. 13, 1660.

toilet-cloth (toi'let-kloth), n. The cover for a
toilet-table or dressing-bureau, often embroi-
dered or of lace.

toilet-cover (toi'let-kuv'fer), «. A cover for a
toilet-table, formerly often of rich stuflEs, em-
broidery, etc., in later times more commonly
of washable material decorated with ribbons,

etc., which can be detached.

toilet-cup ( toi'let-kup), H. A large cup or bowl
used for any purpose connected with the dress-

ing-table, as to receive small toilet artioles of

any kind. Compare vide-poche.

toileted (toi'let-ed), a. [< toiUt + -<;rf2.]

Dressed. [Rare.]

And then the k>ng hotel piaiza came In view, efflorescent

with the bill-toaeted fair.

Bret Harte, Argonauts (Mr. John Oakhurst), p. 120.

toilet-glass (toi'let-glas), 11. A looking-glass

for use in the dressing-room, especially one set

upon the toilet-table.

toilet-quilt (toi'let-kwilt), w. A cover for the
toilet-table when quilted or piqu6, ornamented
with stitching or the like.

toilet-service (toi'let-sfer'vis), «. Same as toi-

let-set.

toilet-set (toi'let-set), n. The utensils collec-

tively of porcelain, glass, silver, etc., for use
in making the toilet.

toilet-soap (toi'let-sop), n. Any fine quality of

soap Tiiiide up in cakes for use in the toilet.

toilet-sponge (toi'let-spunj), n. See sponge.

toilet-table (toi'let-ta''bl), n. A dressing-table

;

especially, a table arranged for a lady with the

appurtenances of the toilet, and made some-
vvhat ornamental, as with lace or ribbons.

When she [the bride) dropped her veil. Burton, who was
best man on the occasion, felt forcibly reminded of the

lace-covered toilet-table In her dressing-room.
Whute Melcille, White Rose, II xxx.



toilette

toilette, n. See toilet.

toilful (toU'ful), a. [< toill + .ful.'] Full of
toil ; involving toil ; laborious.

The Iruitlul lawns confess his toUfvl care.
JftcJKe, Liberty, st. 17.

toilfully (toil'ful-i), adv. In a toilful or labori-
ous manner.
His thoughts were plainly turning homeward, as ap-

peared by divers toUfuUy composed and carefully sealed
letters. The Attantic, LXV. 97.

toilinette, toilinet (toi-li-nef), «. [Dim. of F.
toUe, cloth : see to8?2.] A cloth the weft of which
is of woolen yam and the warp of cotton and
silk : used for vests.

toilless (toil'les), a. [< toiU + -less.'] Free
from toil.

toiloust (toi'lus), a. [< ME. toiliis, toyllous;
<. toil^ + -ous.] Laborious; officious; busy.

Troilus so toilus with his triet strenght,
Marit of the Mirmydons meruell to wete.

Destruction o/Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10071.

toilsome (toil'sum), a. [< toil^ + -some.] At-
tended with toil; demanding or compelling
toU; laborious; fatiguing.

Yea, a hard and a toUs&me thing it is for a bishop to
know the things that belong unto a bishop.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 24.

These duties are beyond measure minute and toilsome.

Burke, Rev. in France.
= Syn. Onerous, tedious.

toilsomely (toil'sum-li), adv. In a toilsome or
laborious manner.
Their life must be toilsomely spent in hewing of wood

and drawing of water. Bp. Hall, The Gibeonites.

toilsomeness (toil'sum-nes), n. The character
of being toilsome ; laboriousness.

The toilsomeness of the work and the slowness of the
success ought not to deter us in the least.

Abp. Seeker, Sermons, II. xxiL

toil-worn (toil'wom), a. Exhausted or worn
out with toil.

He [Lessing] stands before us like a toU-tvoni but un-
wearied and heroic champion, earning not the conquest
but the battle. Carlyle, German Literature.

toise (toiz), n. [< P. tofse (ML. teisia, thaisia), a
fathom, a measure of about six feet (with vari-
ations in different places), = It. tesa, a stretch-
ing, < L. tensa, fem. of tensus, pp. of tendere,

stretched: see iend^, tense^. For the form, cf.

poise.] An old measure of length in France,
containing 6 French feet, or 1.949 meters,
equivalent to 6.395 English feet.

You might have heard the contention within our bod-
ies, brother Shandy, twenty toises.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 38.

toisech, toshach (toi'seeh, tosh'aeh), n. [Gael.
toiseach, precedence, advantage, the begin-
ning.] In the early history of Scotland, an of-

ficer or dignitary immediately under the maor-
mor. The name appears in the "Book of Deir," along
with that of the maormor, in grants of lands to the church
as having some interest in the lands granted. The office
was hereditary and attached to a cadet of the family of the

,

maormor.

toison (toi'zon; F. pron. two-zou'), n. [< F.
toison = Pr. tois, toisos

(cf. Sp. tuson, toison =
Pg. tosao, tusao, tozSo,

tuzao = It. tosoiie, < F.),

a fleece, < LL. totisio(n-),

a shearing, < L. tondere,

pp. tonsus, shear, clip:
see totisure.] The fleece
of a sheep— Toison d'or,
the golden fleece : used specif-
ically in connection with the
famous honorary order of that
name, and denoting either the
order itself or the jewel. See
golden Jleeee, under Jleece.

toit (toit), 11. [Var. of
tut.] 1. A cushion or
hassock.— 2. A settle.

uses.]

tok, n. See tocK^.

toka (to'ka), n. [Fijian.] A kind of war-club
in use in the Fiji and other islands, formed of
a heavy bar of wood bent forward, and end-
ing in a sharp beak surrounded by a sort of
collar or ring of blunt points or nail-heads.
Tokay (to-ka'), ». [So called from Tokay in
Upper Hungary.] 1. A rich and heavy wine,
somewhat sweet in taste and very aromatic,
produced in northern Hungary near the town
of Tokay. It bears great age, and is esteemed
as a sweet dessert- or liqueur-wine.— 2. A Cali-
fornia wine made up and named in imitation of
the above.— 3. A variety of grape FlamingTo-
kay, a choice variety of the California Tokay grape.

Toison d'Or.— Jewel of the
Order of Uie Golden Fleece.

[Prov. Eng. in both
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token (to'kn), n. [< ME. token, tokene, tokyn,
tokne, earlier taken, < AS. tdcen, tden = OS. tekan
= OPries. teken, tekn, teiken = D. teeken = MLG.
teken = OHG. zeihhan, MHG. 6. zeichen, sign,
mark, note, token, proof, miracle, = leel. teikn,

also tdkn (< AS.?) = Sw. teeken = Dan. tegn =
Goth, taikns, a mark, sign, token ; akin to AS.
tsecan, teach; cf. Gr. ielyua, example, proof, <
(SfwwVaf, show: see ieacfti.] 1. Something in-

tended or supposed to represent or indicate an-
other thing or an event ; a sign ; a symbol ; an
evidence.

And he [image of Justinian] was wont to holden a round
Appelle of Gold in his Hond : but it is fallen out thereof.
And Men seyn there that it is a Utkene that the Empe-
rour hathe y lost a gret partie of his Londes and of his
Lordschipes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 8.

They weare blacks eight dayes in token of mourning.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 304.

He never went away without leaving some little gift in
the shape of game, fruit, flowers, or other tokens of kind-
ness. Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vil.

2. A characteristic mark or indication.

I found him at the market, full of woe.
Crying a lost daughter, and telling all

Her tokens to the people.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 3.

Those who . . . were struck with death at the begin-
ning, and had the tokens come out upon them, often went
about indifferent easy, till a little before they died.

De/oe, Journal of the Plague Year, p. 120.

3. A memorial of friendship ; something by
which the friendship or affection of another
person is to be kept in mind; a keepsake; a
souvenir ; a love-gift.

It was a handkerchief, an antique token
My father gave my mother.

Shdk., Othello, v. 2. 216.

4. Something that serves as a pledge of au-
thenticity, good faith, or the like ; witness.

And therby ys the place, shewyd by a token of a ston,
wher Judas betrayed our Savyor to the Jewys with a kysse.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 29.

Give me a glove,
A ring to show for token

!

Browning, King and Book, II. 40.

5. A signal.

And he that betrayed him had given them a token, say-
ing. Whomsoever I shall kiss, that same is he.

Mark xiv. 44,

He made a tokyn to his knyghtes, wherby they know-
ynge his mynde fell vpou hym and slew hym.

Fabyan, Chron., cxxiii.

6. A piece of metal having the general appear-
ance of a coin and practically serving the same
purpose. It differs from a coin in being worth much less

obverse. Reverse.

Token of R. Cottam of Reading, Berkshire, England, 1669.— British

Museum. ( Size of the original .

)

than its nominal value, and in its being issued, as a rule,

by private persons, without governmental sanction, aa a
guaranty that the issuer will on demand redeem the
token for its full nomi-
nal value in the legal
currency of the country.
Tokens have generally
been issued by trades-
men to provide a conve-
nient small change when
there was an absence or
scarcity of the govern-
ment coinage of the
smaller denominations
of money. Leaden to-

kens, now very scarce,
were issued by trades-
men under Elizabeth and
James I. In 1013 took
place the (quasi-govern-
mental) issue of Harring-
ton tokens. (See Har-
rington.) During the
Commonwealth and un-
der Charles II. (1648-72)
the tradesmen and tav-
ern-keepers of nearly all

English towns issued
brass and copper tokens,
generally inscribed with
the name, address, and
trade of the issuer, and
with the nominal value of
the piece, usually Id.

,
^d.,

or Jd. These specimens
are known to collectors
as the " seventeenth-cen- RevLTsc.
turytokens." ThCeigh- Kent Token, 1794. -British Museum.
teentn- and "nine- (Sizeof theoriginaLj

toko-pat

teenth-century tokens '* were issued by English trades-
men and by other persons between 1787 and 1813. They
are larger and of much better workmanship than the ear-
lier tokens, and are generally struck in copper and bronze
(2d., Id., jd., etc.), though some specimens were issued in
silver (Is., 6d., etc.). In 1811 silver tokens for 5 shillings,
3 shillings, and 18 pence were issued by the Bank of Eng-
land, and were known as the "Bank tuliens. ' See also
cut under tavern-token.

There 's thy penny.
Four tokens for thee.

B. Jonson, Staple of Kews, v. 2.

7. In I^esbyterian churches in Scotland, a
voucher, usually of lead or tin, and often
stamped with the name of the parish or church,
given to duly qualified members previous to the
celebration of the Lord's Supper, and returned
by the communicant when he takes his place at
the table. Cards have now very generally taken
the place of these tokens.— 8. A measure or
quantity of press-work: in Great Britain and
New York, 250 impressions on one form ; in
Boston, Massachusetts, 500 impressions on one
form. The token is not divisible: 200 impressions or 20
impressions are rated as one token ; 260 impreasions or
any excess of that number lesa than 500 are rated as two
tokens.

It has been mentioned that 250 sheets or a token per
hour, printed on one side only, represent the work of two
men at the hand-press. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 707.

9. In weaving. See the quotation.

Several small bobbins with a little of the various col-
ours of the weft that may be used— that is, when several
kinds are employed. They aie called tokens, and are
raised by the Jacquard hooks attached, so as to remind
the weaver which shuttle to use.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 177.

10. Same as tally^. [English coal-fields.]

—

11. A thin bed of coal indicating the existence
of a thicker seam at no great distance. [South
Wales coal-field.] -By token, by this token, 1)7
the same token, phrases introducing a corroborative
circumstance, almost equivalent to "this in testimony";
bearing the same marks; hence, associated with and
calling to remembrance.

Roe. Your father died about— let me see—
Mock. About half a year ago.
lioe. Exactly ; by the same token, you got drank at a

hunting-match that very day seven-night he was buried.
Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, iii. 2.

Up in the morning, and had some red herrings to our
breakfast, while my ix)ot-heel was a-raending — 6y the
same token, the boy left the hole as big as it was before.

Pepys, Diary, Feb. 2s, 1660.

More by token. See morei.— Nuremberg tokens, an
incorrect name for Nuremberg counters.—Plague-token,
a small painless excrescence on the skin which was re-
garded as the first distinctive symptom of the plague;
plague-spot.

token (to'kn), V. t. [< ME. tokenen, toknen. < AS.
tdcnian (= OHG. zeichenen, zeihnan, MHG. zei-

chenen, zeichen, G. zeichnen = Icel. teikna, takna
= Goth. taiknjan), token; from the noun. Cf.
hetoken.] It. To set a mark upon ; designate.
Cod tokneth and assygneth the tymes ablinge hem to

heere proper oflces. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 8.

[Token and assign translate the Latin signal.]

Eno. How appears the fight ?

Scar. On our side like the token'd pestilence.
Where death is sure. Shak., A. and C, iii. 10. 9.

2. To betoken ; be a symbol of. Shak., All's
Well, iv. 2. 63.

And by syde Barnes ys a fayre CHiurche of oure Lady,
whare oure Lord schew^de hym to oure Lady, in thya
lykenesse, that he tokeneth the Trynyte,

Mandeville, Travels, p. 126.

3. To betroth. HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]
tokeningt (tdk'ning), n. [< ME. tokening, < AS.
tdcnung, verbal n.of taenian, token: see token,

v.] 1. A token; a sign; a proof.

And Troylus, my clothes everychon
Shal blake ben, in tokennynge, herte swete.
That I am out of this worlde ygon.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 779.

2. That which a thing betokens ; meaning ; in-
terpretation.

" Now," quod Merlin, "haue ye herde your a-vision and
the tokenynge, and now I moste departe.*'

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 417.

tokenless (to'kn-les), a. [< token + -less.]

Witiiout a token.
token-sheet (to'kn-shet), n. A tvimed-down
sheet between the tenth and eleventh quires
of every ream of paper as formerly prepared,
serving to indicate the center of the ream.
tokenwortht, n. As much as may be bought
for a tolien or farthing ; a very small quantity.

Wimi. Why, he makes no love to her, does he ?

Lit, Not a tokenworth that ever I saw.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, L 1.

tokology, n. See tocology.

toko-pat (to-ko-pat'), n. A palm, Liri.9tona
Jciikiitfit, of Assam, whose leaves are used for
making the umbrella-hats of the natives, foi
thatching, etc.



tola

tolal (to'lS), «. [Hind, tola, < 8kt. tula, a bal-
ance, < y' I'll, lift up, weigh : see talent^, toler-
ate.] The fundamental unit of weight of the
empire of hulia, by law precisely equal to 180
grains troy. It is about half a grain heavier
than the old tola sicca.

tola2 (to'la), n. [Quichua.] In Peru, a native
burial-mound.
The only monumenta of this neighborhood that escaped

the fury of the conquerors are the tolatt or mounds.
Uasmurek, Four Years among Spanish Americans, p. 318.

tolai (to'li), n. [Native name.] The Siberian
liare, lA-pus tolai.

tolasht, r. t. [ME. tolasshen; < to-^ + /a«fti.]

To scourge severely.

Goo ye and bete hym and all to4assh£ hym.
Hoiy Rood (E. E. T. S.X p. 108.

tolbooth, ». See tollbootli.

told (told). Preterit and past participle of tell^.

toleH, r. Same as toll^, toll?.

tole-'t, «. A Middle English form of tooV-.

Toledo (to-le'do), n. [So called from Toledo (<
li. Tiilctum), a city in Spain, long famous for
manufacturing sword-blades of fine temper.]
A sword-blade made, or supposed to be made,
at Toledo in Spain, or a sword having such a
blade ; a Toledo blade or sword. Toledos were
supposed to be of remarlcably line temper, and are said to
have l)een of extraordinary elasticity.

You sold me a rapier ; . . . you said it was a taltdo.
B. Jmwon, Every Man la his Humour, iii. 1.

toler, n. See toller".

tolerability (tol'e-ra-bil'j-ti), n. [< tolerable
+ -ill/: see -biliiy.'] Tolerableness. Fuller.
[Karc]

tolerable (tol'e-ra-bl), a. [Formerly also tol-

lertihk; < OF. tolerable, F. tolerable = Pr. toU
lerahle = Sp. tolerable = Pg. toleracel = It. tol-

lerabile, < L. tolerabilis, that may be endured, <
fe>/erarc, endure, tolerate see tolerate.'] 1. That
may be borne or en<lured; supportable, either
physically or mentally.

It sliall Ik more tolerable tor the land of Sodom and Oo-
morrliii in tlie day of judgment, than for that city.

„ „. Mat. X. 15.

2. Fit to be tolerated ; sufferable.

That langage that in the chambre ia toUenMe In place
of iugenient or great assembly is nothing commendable.

Sir T. ElyU, The Oorernour, U. 2.

3. Moderately good or agreeable ; not contemp-
tible ; not very excellent or pleasing, but such
as can be Imrne or reeeived without positive
approval or disapproval

;
passable; mediocre.

The new front toward* t« gardens is toOerabU, were It
not drown'd by a too maasle and clomsie pair of stayres
"f stone. Ktelyn, Diary, June 9, 1668.

I only meant her to make a tolerable flgnre, without sur-
pussing any one. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, x.

4. In fair health ; passably well. [Colloq.]

We're tolerable, sir, I thank you.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xivL

= S]m. 1 and X Endnrable, bearable.— 3. IndiSerent,
ordinary, so-so.

tolerableness (tol'e-ra-bl-nes), n. The state
or <-haractcr of being tolerable. Bev. T. Adams,
Works, II. 137.

tolerably (tore-ra-bli), ado. In a tolerable
MiaruuT, in any sense.

tolerance (tore-rans), n. [Formerly also tol-

liriiiicr; < OF. tolerance, F. tolirancc = Pr. to/-

leraiisa = Sp. Pg. tolerancia = It. toUeranza, <
L. tolrrantia, endurance, < toleraH(t-)s, endur-
iiiC tolerant: see tolerant.'] 1. The state or
ilKiracter of being tolerant, (a) The power or ca-
p:i. iiy of enduring; the act of enduring ; endurance: aa,
tfUeraiu-e of heat or cold.

I>i' genes, one terrible froety morning, came into the
market-place, and stood naked, quaking, to shew his tuler-

a nee. Bacon, Works, I. 370.

(I>) A disposition to be patient and indulgent toward those
whose opinions or practices differ from one's own; free-
dom fp.rn liigi.try or severity In Judging of the opinions
or conduct of others.

The Christian spirit of charity and tolerance.
Bp. Hartley, Sermons, n., App.

2. Tlie act of tolerating; toleration.

Reineml)erthat the resptmsibillty of tolerance Ilea with
those who have the wider vision.

Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Hoas, vli. 8.

3. In med., the power, either congenital or ac-
quired, which an individual has of resistance
to the action of a poison. Also toleration.— 4.
In minting, same as alloirance^, 7. See also
rrmetli/, 4. Also toleration.

The limit of tolerance of the gold dollar being 4 of a
grain (nearly double the limit of abrasion), the gold dollar
will continue current until reduced In weight below 25.56
grains. Iteport .See. Treamry, 1886, I. 271.

=8yn. 1 (ft), f'atholiclty, liberality.— 1 (ft) and 2. Tol-
eranee. Toleration. Uenerally tolerance refers to the spirit.
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and toleration to the conduct. One may show toleration
from policy, without really having the spirit of tolerance.
See tiHerate.

tolerant (tol'e-rant), a. and n. [< OF. tolerant,

P. tolerant = Sp. Pg. tolerante = It. tollerante,

< L. toleran(t-)s, ppr. of tolerare, endure, toler-

ate: see tolerate.] I. a. 1. Inclined or dis-

posed to tolerate; favoring toleration; forbear-
ing; enduring.
The preface is evidently the work of a sensible and can-

did man, firm in his own religious opinions, and tolerant
towards those of others, Macaulay, Milton.

2. In med., able to receive or endure without
effect, or without pernicious effect.

The amount required to produce its effect [that of ipe-
cacuanha] varies considerably, children as a rule being
more tolerant than adults. Encye. Brit., XIIL 210.

n. H. One who tolerates; especially, one
who is free from bigotry; a tolerationist.

Henry the Fourth was a hero with Voltaire, for no bet-
ter reason than that he was the first great tolerant.

J. MorUy, Voltaire, iii. {Encyc. Diet.)

tolerantly (tol'e-rant-li), adv. In a tolerant
manner; with toleration.

tolerate (tol'e-rat),);. t.; pret. and pp. tolerated,

ppr. tolerating. [Formerly also tollerate; < L.
toleratus, pp. of tolerare (> It. tollerare = Pg.
Sp. tolerar = Pr. tollerar = OF. tolerer, F. to-

lerer), endure, tolerate, < / tol, in tollere, bear,
lift, tuli, perf. of/ero, bear; cf. Gr. T7.ijvat, suf-
fer, Skt. -v/ tul, lift, lift up, weigh, > tula, bal-
ance (see fateiifl).] 1. To sustain or endure;
specifically, in med., to endure or support, as a
strain or a drug, without pernicious effect.— 2.
To suffer to be or to be done without prohibi-
tion or hindrance; allow or permit negatively,
by not preventing; put up with; endure; re-
frain from restraining; treat in a spirit of
patience and forbearance ; forbear to judge of
or condemn with bigotry and severity: as, to
tolerate opinions or practices.

The Gospel commands us to tollerate one another, though
of various opinions. Milton, True Religion.

They would soon see that criminal means once tolerated
are soon preferred. Burke, Rev. in France.

= 8yn. 2. Permit, Content to, etc. (see ailowi); brook,
put up with, abide, bear, bear with,

toleration (tol-e-ra'shon), «. [Formerly also
tollrration; < OF. toleration, P. toliration =
OSp. toleracion = It. iollerazione, < L. tolera-

tio{n-), < tolerare, pp. toleratus, endure, tolerate

:

see tolerate.'] If. The act of sustaining or en-
during; endurance.
There is also moderation in toUeraUon of fortune of

eaery sorte, whiche of Tullie is called equabllltle.
Sir T. Elyot, The Oovemour, Iii. 14.

2. The act of tolerating; allowance made for
what is not wholly approved ; forbearance.

The indulgence and toleration granted to these men.
Sovth.

3. Specifically, the recognition of the right of
private judgment in matters of faith and wor-
ship ; also, the liberty granted by the govern-
ing power of a state to every individual to hold
or publicly teach and defend his religious opin-
ions, and to worship whom, how, and when ho
pleases, provided that he does not thereby vi-

olate the rights of others or infringe laws de-
signed for the protection of decency, morality,
and good order, or for the security of the gov-
erning power; the effective recognition by the
stato of the right which every person has to
enjoy the benefit of all the laws and of all so-
cial privileges without any regard to difference
of religion.

To this sacceeded the King's declaration for an nniver-
sal toUtration. Evelyn, Diary, March 12, 1672.

Toleration Is of two kinds; the allowing to dissenters
the unmolested profession and exercise of their religion,

but witli an exclusion from offlcesof trust ami enioliiineiit

In the state, which is a partial toleration; and the admit-
ting them without distinction to all the civil privileges
and capacities of other citizens, which is a complete tU-
eration. Paley, Elements of Political Knowledge, x.

4. A disposition to tolerate, or not to judge or
deal harsnly or rigorously in cases of differences
of opinion, conduct, or tlie like; tolerance.

—

6. In tned. and pliijsiol., same as tolerance, ,3.

Militant surgery supplies many illustrations of tolera-

tion of shock and mildness of collapse after severe inju-
ries to the medullary substance of the hemispheres.

J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 328.

6. Same as tolerance, 4.

In Germany and In the United States all silver coins,

in Prance and Austria the major silver coins, are of the
fineness 900, with a toleration of 3 units.

Encye. Brit., XXII. 71.

7. A license to gather oysters or operate oys-
ter-beds. Theteeia a toleration fee. [Brookha-
ven. Long Island.]— Act of Toleration, in Eng. law,

toll

the name given to the statute 1 Will, and Slary (1689)i
cap. 18, by which Protestant dissenters from the Church
of England, except such as denied the Trinity, on condi-
tion of taking the oaths of supremacy and allegiance, and
repudiating the doctrine of transubstantiation, and, in the
case of tlissentiiig ministers, subscribing also to the Thirty,
nine Articles, with certain exceptions relating to cere-
monies, ordination, infant baptism, etc., were relieved
from the restrictions under which they had formerly lain
with regard to the exercise of religious worship according
to their own forms. =Syn. See tolerance.

tolerationist (tol-e-ra'shon-ist), H. [< tolera-

tion + -ist.] One who advocates toleration.
Encye. Brit., XXIV. 552.

tolefator (tol'e-ra-tor), «. [< LL. tolerator, one
who endures, < L. tolerare, endure, tolerate:
see tolerate.] One who tolerates. /. D'Israeli,

Curios, of Lit., IV. 139.

tolhouset, ". -An obsolete spelling of toll-

hOHSC.

tolibantt (tol'i-bant), n. Same as turban.

toling, «. See tolling^.

tolipanet, ». Same as turban.

toll! (tol), H. [< ME. tol, tolle, < AS. tol, toll =
OS. tolna = OFries. tolne, tolene, tolen =D. tol=
MLG. toln, tolen, tollen, tolne, tolle = OHG.
MHG. zol, G. ro« = Icel. tollr = Sw. lull= Dan.
told (Goth, not recorded), toll, duty, custom;
orig. "tote- (OS. tolna, etc.) (In > II by assimila-
tion), lit. ' that which is counted or told,' from
a strong pp. of the verb represented by the
secondary weak form tell, count, etc. : see tell,

and cf. to/cl, number, etc. Not connected with
LL. telonium, < Gr. tc?.oviov, a custom-house,
etc. (ML. tolonetim, tolonium, tolnetum, etc.,

toll, are perverted forms of telonium, appar.
simulating toll).] A tax paid, or duty imposed,
for some use or privilege or other reasonable
consideration.

Therfor jelde je to alle men dettis, to whom tribut,
tribut, to whom tol, tol [custom, A. V.].

Wyclif, Rom. xiii. 7.

Toulouse the riche,
I 3lf the . . .

The tolle and the tachementez, tivernez and other.
The towne and the tenementez with towrez so hye.
That towchez to the temperaltee, whilles my tyme lastez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), I. 1568.

Tbe word toU, in its earliest use, appears to have signi-
fied a franchise enjoyed by lords of manors, and is defined
by Olanvill aa the liberty of buying and selling in one's
own land. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 436.

(a) The payment claimed by the owners of a port for goods
landed or shipped there.

Of wine, a toU In the strictest sense of the term was
taken by the king's officer from every ship having in cargo
ten casks or more, on the arrival of the ship at a port in
England— viz., one cask from a cargo of ten up to twenty
casks, and two casks from a cargo of twenty or more, un-
less the tall formed the subject of a composition in the
way of a money payment.

S. DmceU, Taxes in England, I. 83.

(6) The sum charged by the owners of a market or fair
for goods brought to be sold there, or for liberty to break
the soil for the purpose of erecting temporary structures,
(c) A portion <if grain retained by a miller as compensa-
tion for grinding, (d) A fixed charge made by those con-
cerned in the maintenance of roads, streets, bridges, etc.,

for the passage, as at a toll-gate, of persons, goo<ls, and
cattle, {e) A conipensation for services rendered, espe-
cially for transportation or transmission : as, canal tiMt,
railway tollt, and other charges have raised the price of
wheat.

As the expense of carriage Is very much reduced by
means of such public works, the goods, notwithstanding
the toll, come cheaper to the consumer than they would
otherwise have done.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 1.

The estimate for special despatches includes telegraph
tollt and pay of the correspondents who furnish the news.

The Century, XL. 260.

Toll thorougll, the toll taken by a town for persons, cat-
tle, or goods going through it, or crossing a bridge or ferry
maintained at Its cost.

Toll thorough is paid for the use of a highway. In this
case, if charged by a private person, some consideration,
such as repair of the highway, must be shown, as such a
toll is against common right. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 43«.

ToU traverse, the toll exacted for passage or traffic over
private lanil, bridges, ferries, etc.— Toll tume^ or turn
toll, a toll paid at the retuni of beasts from a fair or mar-
ket where tliey were not sold.—To run toll, to avoid the
payment of toll by running through the toll-gate. =:8yiL
Dutif, Tribute, etc. .See tax.

toUi (tol), V. [< ME. tollen = Icel. tolla = Sw.
tulla = Dan. tolde, tax, take toll ; from the
noun.] I. intrans. 1. To pay toll or tallage,

as on a purchase.
As Ich leyne for the lawe asketh

Marchauns for here merchaundise in meny place to tollen.

JHers Plowman (C\ xiv. 51.

I will buy me a son-in-law in a fair, and toll for this ; I'll

none of him. Sluik., All's Well, v. 3. 149.

2. To take toll; exact or levy toll ; especially,

to take a portion of grain as compensation for

grinding.

Wei coude he stelen corn and tollen thryes.
'

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., L 662.



toU
No Italian priest

Shall tithe or toU in our dominion.
Shak., K. John, lit 1. 154.

n.t trans. To take as a part of a general con-

tribution or tax; exact as a tribute.

Like the bee, toUing (var. cuUing] from every flower

The virtuous sweets. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 75.

For the Customers of the King of Turlieman tMed, of

euery flue and twentie, one. Purchm, Pilgrimage, p. 422.

toll2 (tol), v. t. [Also irreg. tole, formerly toal;

< ME. tollen, later sometimes tolen, draw, allure,

entice, tollkn, also tiillcn. draw, allure, entice,

tille.. < AS. "tyll^n in for-iyllari, draw away from
the mark, allure : see till?.} It. To draw

;
pull

;

tug; drag.

But as a traytour atteynted thei Med hym and tugged hym.
York Plays, p. 482.

The sensitive appetite often, yea and for the most part,

UxUeUiand haleth the will to consent and follow her plea-

sures and delights. T. Wright, Passions of the Mind, i. 8.

2. To tear in pieces. HalUwell (under tole).

[Prov. Eng.l— 3. To draw; invite; entice; al-

lure.
Tis a mermaid

Has tol'd my son to sliipwreok.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Gh-1, i. 1.

The farmer tolled the animal out of his sty, and far down
the street, by tempting red apples.

R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 60.

tolF (tol), V. [Formerly also tole; a particular

use of tolP. pull, the sense having passed from
' pull a bell,' i. e. pull the rope so as to make
the bell sound, to ' make the bell sound.'] I.

trans. 1. To cause (a bell) to sound with sin-

gle strokes slowly and regularly repeated, as for

summoning public bodies or religious congre-

gations to their meetings, for announcing a

death, or to give solemnity to a funeral ; spe-

cifically, to ring (a bell) by striking it with a
hammer without swinging.
To Toll a Bell, which is to make him strike onely of one

side. Jlinsheu, 1617.

I heard the bell toll'd on thy burial day.
Coivper, My Mother's Picture.

A bell of very moderate weight will soon pull an ordi-

nary wall to pieces if rung in full swing across it. The
bells in " bell gables " can hardly ever be safely rung for

that reason, but only tolled.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches, and Bells, p. 372.

2. To give out or utter by tolling or striking,

as the sound of a bell or a clock.

And bells tolVd out their mighty peal.

For the departed spirit's weal.
Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 30.

Clear and loud
The village-clock tolled six.

Wordgworth, Influence of Natural Objects.

3. To call attention to or give notice of by
slowly measured sounds of a bell ; ring for or

on account of.
A sullen bell,

Remember'd totting a departing friend.

Shak., -i lien. IV., i. 1. 103.

One set slow bell will seem to t<M

'The passing of the sweetest soul

That ever look'd with human eyes.

Tennyson, In Memoriani, Ivii.

H. intrans. To give out the slowly measured
sounds of a bell when struck singly and at reg-

ular intervals, as in calling meetings, or at fu-

nerals, or to announce the death of a person.
The clocks do toll,

And the third hour of drowsy morning name.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

ToU for the brave

!

The brave that are no more

!

Cowper, Loss of the Soyal George.

The Curfew Bell
Is beginning to toll.

Longfellow, Curfew.

toll^ (tol), n. [Formerly also tole; < tolls, t,.]

The sounding of a bell with slowly measured
single strokes.

But here some seventeen years after they were bid to a
bitter banquet : all slaine at the tole of a bell throughout
the whole Island, which is called to this day the Sicilian

Even-song. Sandys, Travalles, p. 185.

toll* (tol), V. t. [< L. tollere, lift up, take away:
see tolerate.'] In law, to take away; vacate;
annul.—To toll an entry, 'n law, to annul and take
away a right of entry.

tollable (to'la-bl), a. [< toin + -able.'] Sub-
ject to the payment of toll : as, tollable goods.

toUage (to'laj), n. l< toll^ + -age.'] Toll; ex-

action or payment of toll.

By taxyng and toUage. Skelton, Colyn Cloute, 1. 364.

By Leofric her Lord yet in base bondage held,

The people from her marts by tollage who expell'd

;

Whose Duchess, which desir'd this tribute to release.

Their freedom often begg'd.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 270.

toUart, « [Also tollur: "so called because
bounds are terminated by holes cut in the
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earth, which must be renewed and visited once

a year" (< Corn, toll, doll, a hole), "or because
he receives the tolls or dues of the lord of the

soil" (see toller'^). Borlase (Jago).] Same as

bounder, 3.

toll-bait (tol'bat), n. Minced or chopped bait

thrown overboard to toll, lure, or attract fish

;

gurry-bait ; toUings. It is usuallychum or stnsh, and
is often salted to keep until wanted for use. The process

of using toll-bait is often called chumming or chumming
up. Also throw-bait.

In the old style mackerel Ashing, however, clams were
chopped up (often with a mixture of menhaden)and sprin-

kled overboard a£ toll-bait to attract the mackerel to the

surface. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 694.

toll-bar (tol'bar), n. A bar or beam, or (now
usually) a gate, thrown across a road or other

passage at a tollhouse, for the purpose of pre-

venting passengers, vehicles, cattle, etc., from
passing without payment of toll; a turnpike.

[Prov, Eng. and Scotch.]

It would often be nearly 1 o'clock A. M. before we reached
the Newington toll-bar, which was our general point of

separation. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 448.

toll-book (tol'buk), n. A book in which horses,

cattle, and goods to be sold at a fair were en-

tered for payment of tolls.

Some that were Maides
E'en at Sun set, are now perhaps i' th' Toale-booke.

C, Toumeur, Kevenger's Tragedy, ii. 2,

toUbOOth (tol'both), n. [Also tolbooth; < ME.
tolhothe (= G. zollbude = Sw. tullbod = Dan.
toldbod) ; < toW^ + booth.] If. A booth, stall,

or office where tolls, taxes, or duties are col-

lected.

And whanne Jhesus passide fro thennus, he say a man,
Itlatheu bi name, sittynge in a tolbothe [at the receipt of

custom, A. V. ; at the place of toll, R. V.].

Wyclif, Mat. ix. 9.

2. A town jail : so called with reference to the

fact that the toUbooth or temporary hut of

boards erected in fairs and markets, in which
the customs or duties were collected, was often

used as a place of confinement or detention for

such as did not pay, or were chargeable with
some breach of the law in buying or selling

;

hence, any prison.

The Maior refused to give them the keys of the Toll-

booth or town-prison.
Fuller, Hist. Cambridge, vii. 25. (Dames.)

Adjacent to the tolbooth, or city jail of Edinburgh, is

one of three churches into which the cathedral of St. Giles

is now divided, called, from its vicinity, tlie Tolbooth
Church. Scott, Heart "' Mid-Lothian, ii.

3. A town hall. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

toUbooth (tol'both), V. t. [< toUbooth, h.] To
imprison in a toUbooth. Bp. Corbet.

toll-bridge (tol'brij), n. A bridge where toll

is paid for passing over it.

toll-collector (torko-lek'tor), n. 1. A func-
tionary who collects tolls and charges.

The ToU Collector (of Chepplng Wycombe] is appointed
by the common council, during pleasure, to receive the

tolls and stallage of the market and fair, and the quit-rents

of the corporation. Municip. Corp. Report, 1835, p. 43.

2. A counter or registering device to indicate

the number of persons passing a turnstile.

—

3. In a grain-mill, a device attached to the feed
to take out the toll, or miller's compensation.
E. H. Knight.

toll-corn (tol'kom), n. Com taken at a mill in

payment for grinding.

toll-dish (tordish), n. A dish or bowl for mea-
suring the toll in mills. See toll^ (c). Also for-

merly called toll-hop.

The millers tolle-dish also must be according to the
standard. Now millers are to take for the tolle but the
twentieth part, or 24 part, according to the strength of

their water, and custome of the realm.
Dalian, Countrey Justice (1620). (Nares.)

" Take thy staff. Miller," he added, "and keep thy head,"

. . . the thieves in the meantime laughing and crying to

their comrade, "Miller, beware thy toll-dieh (humorously
for head]

!

"

Scott, Ivanhoe, xi.

toUeri (to'ler), n. [< ME. tollere, tollare, < AS.
tollere, tolnere = OFries. tolner = D. tollenaar =
MLG. tollener, toller = OHG. sollatidri, zolneri,

MHG. golneere, zolner, G. sollner = Dan. folder;

as toll^ + -eri.] 1. One who collects taxes ; a
toll-gatherer.

Talllours and tynkeres and tolleres In marketes,
Masons and mynours and many other craftes.

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 220.

2. In a grist-mill, an attachment for the auto-

matic separation of the toll from the grist ; a

toll-collector. E. H. Knight.

toller^ (to'ler), n. [Also toler; < tolP + -crl.]

A variety of dog used in decoying ducks.

See lolling'i, 3. [U. S.]

toller^ (to'ler), n. One who tolls a bell.

toll-man

toUeryt (to'ler-i), n. [< ME. "tollerie, tolrie;

< toll* + -ery.] The taking of tolls ; tax-col-

lecting.

Petre wente agen to fishing, but Mathew not to his tolrie.

Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), II. 138.

ToUetan (tol'e-tan), a. [ME. Tolletane, < L.

Toletanus, pertaining to Tuletum, < Toletitm, a
town in Spain, now Toledo.] Of or pertain-

ing to Toledo.—Tolletan tables, same as Alphonsitu
tables (which see, under Alphojmn£) : so called as being
adapted to the city of Toledo. Also tables Toletanes.

His tables Tolletanes forth he brought
Ful wel corrected, ne ther lakked nought.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 545.

toll-free (tol'fre), a. Free from the obligation

of paying toll or duty.

A remission of the feefarm of their city to the extent of
5(W. a year, in order that all persons visiting York might
be made toll-free. J. Gairdner, Richard III., IL

Behould the Teeth, which Tmd-free grinde the food,

From whence themselues do reap more grief then good.
Sylmsier, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

toll-gate (tol'gat), n. A gate where toll is

taken ; a toll-bar.

It afforded a southern stranger a new kind of pleasure
to travel so conmiodiously without the interruption of
toU-gateg.

Johnson, Journey to Western Islands (Works, VIIL 211X

toll-gatherer (t6rgaTH"er-6r), n. [< ME. tol-

gadere; < toll^ + gatherer.] One who collects

tolls or duties.

Matheu, that was of Judee, ... fro the ofBce of a Ui-
gaderer . . . was clepid to God. Wyclif, Prol. to Mat.

ToU-gatherers are ever ready to search and exact sound
tribute. Sir T. Herbert, Travels (ed. 1638X p. 36.

toU-hallt (tol'hal), »(. [Early mod. E. also tole-

hall; < toW^ -t- hall.] Same as toUbooth.

Skinners rew [row] reaching from the pUlorle to the
toUhall, or to the high crosse.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, ill. (Hollnshed's
[Chron., I.).

toll-hopt (tol'hop), n. A toll-dish.

tollhouse (tol'hous), n. [Formerly also tol-

house; < ME. tolhous; < ioU^ + liome^.] 1.

Same as toUbooth. [Now prov. Eng. and rare.]

Our Sauyor Crist goyng by sawe the publycan named
Leul, otherwyse Mathew, syttynge at the tolhous.

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 49.

May not this person have been connected with the tol-

house or "tolbooth " (as our town halls were called in the
Middle Ages)? In this place [Great Yarmouth] the name
of tolliouse is still retained [1889].

N. and Q., 7th ser., Vin. 213.

2. A house placed on or beside a road near a
toll-gate, or at the end of a toll-bridge, where
the toll-taker is stationed.

tolling! (to'ling), n. [Also toling; verbal n. of
toll^, v.] 1 . The use of toll-bait to attract fish

;

the practice or method of drawing fish, as a
school of mackerel, by means of gurry, chum,
or stosh thrown overboard. The tolling is done
by one of a crew while the others fish.— 2. ;)/.

Toll-bait.—3. A method of decoying or luring
ducks. See the quotation. [U. S.]

The system pursued on the Chesapeake Bay and the
North Carolina Sounds, and known as toling. Is the most
successful. It Is as follows : A small dog, an ordinary
poodle, or one very much similar to that, white or brown
in color, and called the toler breed, Is kept for the pur-
pose. It Is trained to run up and down on the shore in

tl)e sight of the ducks, directed by the motion of his own-
er's hand. The curiosity of the ducks Is excited, and they
approach the shore to discover the nature of the object
which has attracted their attention. They i-alse their
heads, look Intently, and then start In a body for the
shore. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 271.

tolling^ (to 'ling), n. [Formerly also toling;

verbal n. of toll^, r.] 1. The act of sounding
a bell. See toU3.— 2. The sound produced by
a bell under single measured strokes of the
clapper.

It [the campanero) Is especially celebrated for Its ex-

traordinary voice, which is compared with the toiling of a
bell. Stand. Xat. Hist., IV. 475.

The great superiority of tone of bells ringing in full

swing over tolling, and even of tolling over striking by a
clock hammer, has been often noticed.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches, and Bells, p. 37S.

3. A peculiar bell-like sound said to be made
by bees before they swarm. [Scotch.]

Most obser\'ei-s also affirm that In the evening before
swarming an uncommon humming or buzzing is heard in

the hive, and a distinct sound from the queen, called toll-

ing or calling. Mr. Hunter compares it to the notes of a
pianoforte. Edin. Encyc, art Bee, quoted In Jamieson.

toUing-lcver (to'ling-lev'^r), ». A lever or
shank projecting from the top of the clapper,
and pulled by means of a light rope, to sound
the bell, it is designed to save the heavy swinging of
the bell in a weak tower. Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches,
and Bells, p. S71.

toll-man (tol'man), M. A toU-gathererj the
keeper of a toll-bar.



toll-man

And now the tiirupike-gates again
Flew open in short space ;

The toU-tnen thinking, as before.
That Gilpin rode a race.

Cowper, John Gilpin.

tol-lol (tol-lol'), a. [Perhaps from tolerable.]

Tolerably good; pretty fair. [Slang.]

tol-lol-isn {tol-lorish),'n. Tolerable. [Slang.]

Lord NelsoD, too, was pretty well—
That is, tol-lol-i»h .'

W. S. GUberl, Mystic Selvagee.

tollon (tol'on), n. Same as tvyon.

tolo (to'lo). H. [African.] The koodoo, Strep-

niceroii kuilu, an African antelope. See cut un-
der koo'loo.

tolosa-WOOd (to-16'sa-wud), n. An Australian
shrub or tree, Pittosporum bieolor.

tolsestert (tol-ses't^r), n. [ME. "tolsester (ML.
tolsestrum), < toWl -1- sester, sexier (< L. sextari-

us) : see sester, sexter.'\ A duty paid by tenants
of some manors to the lord for liberty to brew
and sell ale. Imp. Diet.

tolseyt (tol'si), n. [< toll^ + -sey (for see^ f).] A
toUbooth; also, a place where merchants usu-
ally assembled and commercial courts were
held.

The place under it is their Toltey or Exchuige, for the
meeting of their merchants.

Defoe, Tour through Great BriUin, III. 239. (Dariet.)

tolt (tolt), «. [< ML. tolta (OF. tolte, etc.), < L.
tollere, take away: see toll*.] In old Kng. law,

a writ whereby a cause depending in a court-
haron was removed into a county court.

Toltec (tol'tek), «. [Mex.] A member of a
lai'e of Me.xico which, according to tradition,

ming from the north, ruled the country from
: le seventh to the eleventh century, their power
passing later to the Aztecs. The remains of Mex-
ican arcliitecture which have been ascribed to them con-
sist principally of colossal pyramidal structures of adobe
bricics—temples and buildings of great size and rude plan
oorresponditiK to the needs of a communal state of soci-

ety. The last, which are elaborately decorated with rude
sculpture in high relief, seem to show that the Toltecs
were a people of some civilization ; and there is reason to

believe that they were accfuainted with the arts of weav-
ing, pottery. hien>glyphic writing, and perhap« with tiiat

of working inetaln. Their religion la said to haTe been
mild, and their laws Just. Their civilization was overlain
by that of the Aztecs, who ingrafted on it many bloody
religious rites and childish social practices.

Toltecandol'te-kan), a. [< Tolter + -an.] Re-
lating to the family of ancient civilized peoples
dwelling in Mexico, and in Peru and various
parts of South America. Encye. Brit.

tolter (tol'ti'r), V. i. [< ME. tiilteren; cf. lottfr.]

To struggle; tlounder. Hnllitrell. [Prov. Eng.]
tolu (to-lu' or to'lu), «. [Short for Tohi haiiam
•T balsam of Tola, so called as being brought

nin Tolu, now Santiago de Tolu, in the United
^i.ites of ColomVjia.
The origin of Tolu in

this name is not as-
' rfained.] A bal-

m obtained from
• isionsthrough the

1 rk of Myroiylon
iluifera, an ever-

: -en tree 60 or 80
't high, found in

I ill' uplands of the
liiited States of Co-
lombia. It Is a aeml-
ttnid substance, becom-
ing at length hard and
brittle, of pr<»i)ertle8 like
those of the balsam of
Peru, but less decided.
It is somewhat used in

medicine, and much
more in perfumery, for
burning pastilles. .More
fully named baUam of
tolu.

toltiene ( t oi' u-eu ) , M

.

[< tolu ¥ -eiie.] Methyl benzene (CaHs.CHg),
,i hydrocarbon forming a colorless moDile liquid

I Wng the odor of benzene, and of specific grav-
\ O.H«:! at :V2° F. It is soluble to some eztent In al-

cohol, ether, and fixed and V4>latile oils, and dissolves io-

dine, sulphur, and many resins. It is ohtaineil by the dry
distillation of tolu and many other resinous IxHlles, by the
action of potash on benzylic alcohol, and by heating toluic
acid with lime. Also iiAuot.

tolnft, r. t. [ME. toluijijen, tologijen; < to-" +
ti/jl.] To pull about.

Ll,-;tliche Lyer lepe awey thanne,
Lorkynge thorw lanes Ui-lugged of manye.

I'ien J'lrnrman (BX II. 2l«.

tolnlc(to-lu'ik),a. [<tolu + -ic.] Pertainingto
or produced from tolu—Toluic acid, an an.matlc
monobasic acid ((:nfi4.l'U;i.('X)oIl), a liomologue of benzoic
acid. It has three is<'mer1c mtKliilcationB.

toluol (tol'u-ol), H. [< tolu + -ol.] Same as
toluene.

Tolu-tree {ifyivxylmi Tciaiftra).
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tolutationt (tol-u-ta'shon), H. [< LL. toint-, in

tolutim, on a trot, tolutaris, trotting (< tollere,

lift: see tolerate), + -ation. Cf. <ro<l.] A pa-
cing or ambling. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

tolu-tree (to-lu'tre), n. The tree yielding tolu.

See tolu.

Tolypeutes (tol-i-pu'tez), «. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. ToXvn-cveiv, wind off, achieve, < to/.i-

m/, a clue, ball.] A genus of armadillos, of the
family Dasypodidas, including the three-banded
annadillo or apar, T. tricinctus. Two others are
described. See cut under apar.
tolypeutine (tol-i-pu'tin), a. and n. [< Tolypeu-
tes +-ine^.] I. a. Relating or belonging to the
genus Tolypeutes; like an apar.

H. ». A member of the genus Tolypeutes.

Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 50.

toml (torn), n. [< ME. Tomme, Titomme, abbr. of
Tliomas,<. LL. Thomas,< Gr. 0uuaf,< Heb. Thoma,
lit. 'twin.' Cf. Thomas Didymus, ' Thomas the
twin,' the name of one of the apostles.] 1.

\cap. or I. c] A familiar form of the common
Christian name Thomas. Used, like the name Jack,
as a generic name for a man or a fellow, implying s<jme de-
gree of si ight or contempt : as, a (em-fool ; Ttrrn o' Bedlam.

It happened one time that a ToTn of Bedlam came up to
him, and had a mind to have thrown him from the battle-
menta, saying, "Leap, Tom, leap."

AvSrey, Lives (Thomas More).

"Tom Eaw, the QrifBn," a name which used to be ap-

fdied to a subaltern in India for a year and a day after his
olning the army. A", and Q., 7th ser,, X. 172.

2. Used, like JncA', attributively or in composi-
tion with the name of an animal, a male : as, a
totn-eat ; hence, as a noun, a male ; specifically,

a male cat.

Totn = " male " is commonly used in the neighbourhtXHl
of Liphook, Hampshire, wlien little animals or birds are
spoken of. The word fre<|Uently stands by itself, as in the
question "Is it only the tmns which sing

?
" i. e. , only the

male nightingalea and cuckoos; but it also appears in nu-
merouscompounds. I have heard fom-rat, tom-rabbit, tmn-
mouse, (om-nedgehog, fom-ferret, tom-weasel, tom-robin,
tom-thniBh, fom-Dlackblrd, tortupigeon, toTn-turkey. Tom-
cock is rarely used in referring to the domestic fowl, but
such words as (om-brahma and torn-bantam are quite com-
mon. A sparrow, however, la a Jack-aparrow, and a dog
or larger animal is, I believe, never a torn.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 109.

Cats in each clime and latitude that dwell.
Brown, sable, sandy, grey, and tortoiseshell.
Of titles obaolete, or yet In use.
Turn, Tytiert, Boger, Rotterkin, or Puss.

Uuddeiiford, Monody on Dick, an Academical Cat, .Salma-
Igundi, 1791. (Quoted In N. and Q., 7th ser., V. S50.)

3t. The knave of trumps at gleek.

Tom, the knave. Is nine, and tidie, the four of tramps,
is four : that is to say, you are to have two apiece of the
other two gamesters, WU'g Interpreter, p. Sti.*!. {Sare*.)

4. A close-stool. HaUivcell. [Prov. Eng.]— 6.

A machine formerly used in gold-washing, first

in the southern Atlantic States, and later in

California, where, however, it was soon super-
seded by the sluice. It Is a trough set In an inclined
position, about 20 inches wide at the upper and SO at the
lower end, near which for a short distance the wooden bot-
tom Is replaced by one of perforated sheet-Iron, the holes
being about an inch in diameter. Through these holes
the finer gravel and sand with the gold pass into a some-
what wider flat box with riffles, on which the precious
metal is caught by the help of the current and the neces-
sary amount of stirring with the shovel. The torn is some-
thing like the " rocker," except that it is longer, and has
no rocking motion. IVfth are very rough and cheap ma-
chinery; and moat of the stutf originally worked by their
aid haa been washed over itsain. and sometimes a great
numl>erof times.— Bottle Tom, the Iwttle-tit, a bird.—
Long torn, (a) Saut., a lung gun as distinguished from
a carronacie; a large gun, especially when carried amid-
ships on a swivel-carriage, etc., as distinguished from the
smaller guns carried in broadside, (b) 8ame as def. 5,

above, (e) A kind of large pitcher or water-can in use in
England In the ear-
ly part of the nine-
teenth century. —
Old Tom. See tid.

—Tom and Jerry,
a liot. fn>thy, Iii^'lily

spiced drink, made
of eggs, sugar, mm,
cinnamon, cloves,

allspice, etc.— Tom
Cox's traverse.
Sec traverte.

tom'-'t, n. A Mid-
dle English form
of loom, .llliter-

atirr Poems (ed.
Morris), iii, 135.

tomahawk
(tom'a-liak), n.

[Fonnerly also
(given as In-

dian) tomahaek
(Smith), tama-
haac (Webster),
taiHohake (Stra-

tomato-gall

chey); of Amer. Ind. origin: Algonkin tome-
hagan, Mohegan tutniiahegan, Delaware tamoi-
hecaii, a tomahawk : explained by Laeombe from
the Cree dialect

—

otomahuk, knock him down,
otdmahwaw, he is knocked down.] 1. The war-
ax of the Indians of North America. The head
was sometimes the horn of a deer put through a piece of
wood iu the form of a pickax, sometimes a long stone
sharpened at both ends, used in the same way. After the

Tomahawk with Stone Head.

advent of white traders iron was brought into use for the
heads. The tomahawk is also used as a hatchet. {Capt.
John Smith.) The blunt side of the head is sometimes
formed into a pipe-bowl which communicates with a tu-
bular hollow made in the handle, the whole serviug as
a tobacco-pipe.

It was and is the custom of the Indians to go through
the ceremony of burying the tomahatt'k when they made
peace; when they went to war they dug it up again.
Hence the phrases " to bury the tomahawk " and " to dig
up the tomafiaick" are sometimes used by political speak-
ers and writers with reference to the healing up of past
disputes or the breaking out of new ones. Bartlett.

Then smote the Indian tomahawk
On crashing door and shattering lock.

Whittier, Pentucket.

2. In her., a bearing representing a hatchet of
some fanciful form, supposed to be an Indian
tomahawk—To bury the tomahawk. See the quota-
tion from Bartlett, above.

tomahawk (tom'a-hak), I!, t. [< tomahawk, n.]
To strike, cut, or kill with a tomahawk.

I have noticed, within eighteen months, the death of an
aged ptirsou who was tomahawked by the Canadian savages
nil their last incursion to the banks of the Connecticut
River. Everett, Orations, 1. 385.

tomalley, tomally (to-mal'i), n. [Appar. a var.
of tourmalin, with ref. to the color.] The soft

yellowish or greenish hepatic substance or so-

called liver of the lobster. As used for food
it is also called sauce. See green-gland (under
gland) and hrpatopancreas.

tomalline (to-inal'in), ». Same as tomalley.

toman, tomaun (to-mSn', -msin'), « [Some-
tiiues al.-*o lomand; = It. tomaiio (Florio), <

Pers. toman, a coin so called, < Mongol toman,
ten thousand.] A current gold coin of Persia,
worth 7s. 2Jrf. English (about $1.76).

One of the Khan's followers assured me that his chief
would lose at least three thousand tomans of his income
were this brigandage suppressed. O'Donovan, Merv, xii.

tomatat, 'I. An obsolete form of townto. Jeffer-
son, Notes on Virginia (1787). p. 64.

tomato (to-mii'to or to-nia'to), h.
; pi. tomatoes

(-toz). [Formerly also tomato,; = P. tomate,<.

8p. Pg. tomate, < Mex. tomatl, a tomato.] The
fniit of a garden vegetable, Lycopersicum escu-
lentum, native in tropical South America, now
widely cultivated for its esculent fruit in tem-
perate as well as tropical lands; also, the plant
itself. The stem is ordinarily weak and reclining, nmch
branched, becoming 4 feet long, but in a French variety
— the upright or tree tomato — erect, and sustaining its

own fruit. I'he leaves are interruptedly pinnate, and stain
green by contact. It has a small yellow flower, tlie parts
of which are often multiplietl in cultivation. The fruit is

a berry, normally one- or two-celled and small ; under cul-
ture, often many-celled and complicated in structure as if

bv the union of several fruits, large anil of a depressed-
glolx>se form. A simple pear-shaped form exists; and in
one very distinct variety, L. cerastforme, the cherr>'- or
currant-tomato, the fruit is scarcely larger than a large
currant, and is borne in long racemes. The color is com-
monly some tint of red, sometimes yellow, in one variety
nearly white. The tomato-fruit is of a soft, pulpy texture
and peculiar slightly acid flavor. It is nutritions and
wholesome, with laxative and antiscorbutic properties.
The tomato was introduced into Eur<»pe early in the six-

teenth century ; but its esculent use in northern countries
began much later. In the United States it was known only
as a curiosity till about IHIiO. It is often called love-apple,

a translation of the French pomme d'amour, which is a cor-
ruption of the fonner Italian name pimw dei Mori, the
plant having reached Italy through Morocco. From this
name aplinMiisiac properties have been ascribed to it.

—

Cannibal's tomato, a I'olynesian shrub, Solanmnantliro-
jmphaiforuvi, witli dark gltissy foliage, and berries of the
size, shape, and color of small tomatoes. The fruit is some-
times made into a sauce, and the leaves are used as a vege-
table, having been formerly considered a requisite of a
cannibal feast.— Cherry- or Currant-tomatO. See def.
- - Husk-tomato. Same as stranberri/ tomato,— Straw-
berry tomato. St-e ittrau-herry-tmnato.—TomaitO Catch-
up. St;ec(T?f/n///. Tomato-fruit worm, the larva of //f-ii-

othi)t artiiiacro. a cuniincjn and co8ntop4)litan noctuid moth.
It feeds also ujKin cottcjn-lKills, the ears of Indian corn,
and many ether plants. See cut under Ueliothis.— 1o-
mato hawk-moth, the tomato-sphinx.—Tree-tomato,
(a) See def. i,h) See C^iphomandra.

tomato-gall (to-ma'to-gW), w. A gall made
upon the twigs of the grape-vine in the United
States by the gall-midge Lasioptera vitis : so



tomato-gall

called on aeoount of its resemblance to the fruit

of the tomato.
tomato-plant (to-ma'to-pl&ut), ». The herb
tomato, particularly the young seedling in-
tended for transplanting.

tomato-sauce (to-ma'to-s&s), «. A preparation
of tomatoes to be used as a dressing for meat.
tomato-sphinx (to-ma'to-sfingks), n. The to-

mato hawk-moth, a sphingid, the adult of the
tomato-wonn.
tomato-worm (to-ma't6-w6rm), n. The larva
of the sphiugid moth Protojjurce celeus, the

Tomato-worm lPro/oJ>arcg teletts).

common five-spotted sphinx, which feeds on
the foliage of the tomato-plant in the United
States.

tomaun, «. See toman.
tom-axt (tom'aks), n. [An aecom. form of tom-
ahawk (toTmerly tornahaek, etc.).'] Atomahawk.
An Indian dressed as he goes to war may bring company

togetlier ; but if he carries the scalping-l^nife and tom-ax
there are many true Britons that will never be persuaded
to see him but through a grate. Johnmn, Idler, No. 40.

tomb (tom), n. [< ME. tombe, toumbe, tiimbe, <
OF. tumbe, tombe, F. tombe = Pr. tomba = Sp.
Pg. tumba — It. tomba, < LL. tnmba (rare), < Gr.
Tti/i/?of, a sepulchral mound, barrow, grave,
tomb, also a tombstone

;
prob. akin to L. tumu-

lus, a mound : see tumulxis.'] 1 . An excavation
in earth or rock, intended to receive the dead
body of a human being ; a grave ; also, a oham-
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High tomb, an altar-tomb.— Ledger tomb, a tomb cot.
ered with a ledger. See ledger^, 1(b).

tomb (tom), f. i. [itombjii.] To bury ; inter

;

i°t°°l^- The stone
That tmiibs the two is justly one.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

tombac, tombak (tom'bak), n. [Also tomback,
tambac, formerly tambaycke, tombaga; = F. tom-
bac = Sp. tumbaga = Pg. tambaca, tambaque =
It. tmn.bacco, < Malay tdmbaga, tambaga, Java-
nese tembaga, copper, < Skt. tamrika, tamra, cop-
per.] One ofthe many names of brass; Prince's

metal; Mannheim gold. SimUor mil tombac sltb

names indiscriminately applied to varieties of brass
used for mock jewelry. Various analyses of alloys sold
under the name of tmnbac show from 82 to 99 per cent
of copper and corresponding amounts of zinc. Some

French varieties of tombac contain a small percentage of
lead besides the copper and zinc.

The King made him [the General] a feast ; the dishes
were of gold, or Tambaycke (which is mixed of gold and
brasse). Pmchas, Pilgrimage, p. 649.

tomb-bat (tom'bat), n. A bat Of the genus
Taphozous; a taphian: so called because the

Roman Rock-tomb.—The Khuzneh. Petra, Arabia.

ber or vaultformed wholly or partly in the earth,
with walls and a roof, or wholly above ground,
for the reception of the dead, whether plain,
or decorated by means of architecture, sculp-
ture, etc. ; a mausoleum ; a sarcophagus. See
also cuts under catacomb, Lycian, and altar-
tomb.

Twenty thousand men
That ... go to their graves like beds, flght for a plot . . .

Which is not Umib enough and continent
To hide the slain. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 64.

Methinks I see thee . . .

As one dead in the bottom of a tonib.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 66.

2. A monument erected to preserve the mem-
ory of the dead ; any sepulchral structure ; a
cenotaph.

In the cuntre of Acaya, ther he kyng was,
Ys he birit in a burgh, <fe a bright taiimbe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. ti.), I. 13964.

I paused to contemplate a tomb on which lay the effigy of
a knight in complete armor. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 214.

3. Same as altar-cavity.

Every altar used for the celebration of mass must, ac-
cording to lloman Catholic rule, contain some authorized
relics. These are Inserted into a cavity prepared for their
reception, called "the toinb," by the bishop of the diocese,
and sealed up with the episcopal seal.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 367.

4. Figuratively, the end of earthly life ; death.
Young Churchill fell as Life began to bloom

;

And Bradford's trembling Age expects the Tomb.
Prior, Ode to George Villiers.

Tomb-bat {Taphozous nudiverttris).

original species was found in the chambers of
Egyptian pyramids.
tombesteret, »'. See tmnbester.

tomb-house (tom'hous), «. A tomb; a mauso-
leum.

Some years later the unfinished chapel was given by
Henry VIII. to Cardinal Wolsey, and for long after it was
known as Wolsey's tomb-hoitm. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 601.

tombic (tom'ik), a. [< tomb + -jc] Pertain-
ing to tombs; particularly, noting the view
that the Great Pyramid of Egypt was designed
exclusively for sepulture. [Recent.]

The merely totnbic theory (to use a word coined, I ima-
gine, by Professor Piazzi Smyth, and more convenient per-
haps than defensible).

B. A. Proctor, Great Pyramid, p. 172.

tombless (tSm'les), a. [< tomb + -less.] With-
out a tomb.

Lay these Iwnes in an unworthy urn,
Tombless, with no remembrance over them.

Shak., Hen. V., I. 2. 229.

tomblyt, a(lv. An old spelling of toomly.

tomboc (tom'bok), 11. [Javanese.] A weapon
with a long handle or staff, used by the people
of Java and the neighboring islands. It is

sometimes a spear, and sometimes it has a
blade like that of a halberd.

tombola (tom'bo-la), n. [= F. tombola, < It.

tombola, a kind of lottery, appar. < tombolare,
fall, tumble: see tumble.'] A lottery game
popular in France and in the southern United
States. Fancy articles are offered for prizes; a card
containing several numbers is given to each person, and
all the numbers on the card must be drawn in order to
secure a prize.

A pair of statuettes, a golden tobacco-box, a costly
jewel-casket, or a pair of richly gemmed horse-pistols
. . . went into the shop-window of the ever-obliging
apothecary, to be disposed of by tombola.

O. W. Cable, Grandissimes, p. 144.

tomboy (tom'boi), n. [< towi -I- boy^.] If. A
rude, boisterous boy.

Is all your delite and ioy
In whiskyng and ramping abroade like a Tom boy?

Udall, Roister Doister, ii. 4.

2. A wild, romping girl ; a hoyden.
Tumbe. To Dance . . . hereof we yet call a wench that

skippeth or leapeth like a boy, a Tomboy.
Vergtegan, Restitution of Decayed Intelligence (ed, 1628),

[p. 234.

The color in her face was warmer as she exclaimed, . . .

" Just think of me at that age— what a tomboy I was !

"

The Century, XLI. 562.

3t. A worthless woman ; a strumpet.

tomfool

To be partner'd
With tomboys hired with that self exhibition
Which your own coffers yield !

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6. 122.

This is thy work, woman, . . .

The seeing of your simpering sweetness, you filly,

You tit, you tomboy !

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii 1.

tombstone (tom'ston), n. [< tomb + st<me.]

1 . A stone placed over a grave, to preserve the
memory of the deceased ; a sepulchral monu-
ment.

Make not error

A tombstone of your virtues,

whose fair life

Deserves a constellation.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and
[Theodoret, iv. L

Sometimes endeavoring to
decipher the inscriptions on
the tombstones which formed
the pavement beneath my
feet.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 211.

Seated on an upright tomb-
stone, close to him, was a
strange unearthly figure.

JHckens, Pickwick, xxix.

2. In her., a bearing
representing a sar-

cophagus or altar-

tomb, usually having a
large tiatin cross on
the slab or top.

tom-cat (tom'kat), n.

[< towfl -t- cn<l.] A male
cat, especially a full-

grown male cat.

Sunk from a Lion to a tame T„„,b„„„e. .3,1, ccm„nr-Tom tat. Church of St. Martin. Laon,
Peter Pindar's Prophecy France. (From VioUct-le-Duc's

[(ed. 1789X " ^''-*' ^^ rArchitecture.")

tomcod (tom'kod), n. [Appar. < tom^ + cocP,
but said to be corrupted from Amer. Ind. ta-

caud, 'plenty-fish.'] X. The frost-fish, Micro-
gadus tomcodus (see cut under Microgadus);
also, loosely, one of several small fishes like or
mistaken for this one. Also tmnviy-eod.— 2.
The jack-fish or rock-fish, a scorpsenoid fish;

Sebastodespaucispinis. [Monterey , California.]— 3. The kingfish, Menticirrus nebitlosus. See
cut under kingfish.

Tom-doublet (tom'dub'l), n. A double-dealer.

He is for a single ministry, that he may play the Tom-
double under it.

Character of a Sneaker (yiOS,)(fiaT\. Misc., II. 3.55).

[(Davies.)

tomel (tom), «. [< F. tome = Sp. Pg. It. tomo,
< L. tomus, a part of a book, a volume, tome,
< Gr. rdftog, a cut, piece, a part of a book, a vol-
ume, tome, section, < ri/tvew, Ta/u'iv, cut. From
this Gr. verb are also ult. E. atom, atomy, tmema,
tmesis, entoma,€nt<ymology,etc., and many words
ending in -tome or -tomy, as epitome, anatomy,
lithotmny, etc. In^«»(l it appeal's reduced to
a single letter.] A volume forming a part of a
larger work ; any volume, especially a ponder-
ous one.

The relation of their Christian Rites belongs to another
Tome. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 78.

A volume old and brown,
A huge tome, bound
In brass and wild-boar's hide.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

tome^t, "• See loom.

tomelet (tom'let), n. [Dim. of tome.] A small
tome or volume.
toment (to'ment), n. [< NL. tomentiim, < L.
tomentum, a stuffing of wool, hair, feathers, etc.,

for eusliions, etc.] Same as tomentum.
tomentose, tomentous (to-men'tos, -tus), «.

[= F. tomcnteux = Sp. Pg. It. iomentoso. < L.
tomentum, a stuffing of wool, hair, feathers : see
iotnent.] 1. In bot., covered with hairs so close
as scarcely to be distinguished; densely pubes-
cent with matted wool or tomentum; coated
with down-like hairs.— 2. In eittom., clothed
with short inconspicuous hairs interwoven or
matted together.— 3. In attat., fleecy; flooeu-

lent. See tomentum, 2.

tomentum (to-men'tum), w. [NL. : see totuent]

1. In bot., a species of pubescence, consisting
of longish, soft, entangled hairs, pressed close
to the surface.— 2. In anat., the flocculent in-

ner surface of the pia mater: more fully called
tomentum cerebri,

tomfool (tom'fol'), M. [< 'o»wl + foon.'] 1.

A silly fool; a trifler: also used attributively.

He had resolved to treat these tomfools with proper coi>-

tempt, by paying no more heed to them.
W. Back, In Far Lochaber, iIt



tomfool

2. The Jamaiean raiiibinl. Saurothei-a relula.

Though tliis is one of the ground-cuckoos (see Saurothe-

rina), it is also at home in trees and bushes, where it

.
i'l^

Tomfool {Stmrcthera vrtuta).

perches with ease. It is intermediate in some respects

between the chaparral-cocl( and the common rain-crows

of the I'nited States, but is much larger than the latter,

and, like these, is supposed to foretell rain by Its cries.

The coloration is mostly a toned gray or drab, but with
the breast rufoua. and the ample fan-shaped tail framed
in black and white.

tomfool (tom'fol'), r. i. [< tomfool, w.] To act
foolishly and triflingly. [Colloq.]

"And leave you to go tomfooling out there again?" asks
Jim. Rhoda BrouglUon, Alas, xiix.

tomfoolery (tom'fo'l^r-i), «. [< tomfool +
-<r-y.] 1. Foolish trifling; ridiculous beha-
vior; nonsense.

"Fooler)" was thoaght of old sufficiently expressive;

nothing short of lom/ootery will do now.
Landor, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and W. Lander.

2. Silly trifles; absurd ornaments or knick-
knacks.
The bride must have a trousseau of laces, satins, Jewel-

boxes, and t/nnfoolery. Thackeray, Book of 8nol>8, xxxvi.

tomfoolish (tom'fS'lish), a. [< tomfool + -m/i1.]

Lik*' a tomfool; apt to indulge in tomfoolery.
[Kare.]

A man he Is by nature merry,
S^jmewhat Tom-/ooluli, and comical, very.

Suutkey, Nondescripts, vili. (Da<c%et.)

tomfoolishness (tom'fo'lish-nes), «. Tomfool-
«ry. Till Ontiiry, XXXV. 675. [Rare.]

tom-huiry (tom'hur'i), n. The common skua.
Sec cut nnder akmi. [Cornwall, Eng.]

tomia, II. Plural of lomium.
tomial (to'mi-al), «. [< Unnium + -«/.] In or-

iiilh., cutting, as a part of the bill; of or per-
taining to toe tomia, or to a tomium: as, the
tiimidt edge of the bill; tontial serration.

Tomicns (tom'i-kus), II. [NL. (Latreille, 1810),

< (Jr. TOfitKw;, of or for cutting, < Ti/ivuv, Ta/ien;

cut : sec t<ime.'\ A large and wide-spread genus
of bark-beetles, of the family Scoli/tidx, having
the antennal club large and ovai or rounded,
the declivity of the elytra deeply concave with
acute margin and usually strong teeth, and the
tiliia' coarsely serrate. Alwut fio species are known,
of which i;i are commonly found under the bark of conifer-

oustreesin the l'nite<l .States. T, etUligraphut la the tine-

uritiiig liark-beetle, so called from the cbaractfrof It*

burrows under pine-bark.

tomln (to'min), 11. [= F. tomin, < Sp. tomin,

a weight of twelve grains, < Ar. tomn, an eighth
jiart.J A jewelers' weight of twelve grains.

tomiparotis (to-mip'a-ms), a. [< Gr. to///), a
cutting, a section (i Tffjveiv, rajteiv, cut: see
f«m<l), + L. parerr, produce, bring forth.] In
hoi., producing spores by division.

tomium (to'mi-um), n.
;
pi. tomia (-ft). [NL., <

(jr. ro/ioc, cutting, sharp, < Tiftvtiv, ra/uiv, cut:
see /<(»«•'.] In ornith., the cutting edge of a
bird's bill ; either of the opposing edges of the
upper and under mandible, which meet in ap-
position along the commissure. There are four
tomia— right ami left upper, and right and left lower.
The fr.rnieraretbe superior or maxillary tomia; the latt«r
the inferior '»r niandtnutar tomia. .See cut under biill.

tomjolm (tom'jon). n. Same as tonjoit.

tomkill-post ( tom ' kin-post ), n. In a grain-mill,
till- pfist supporting the pivot-end of the bridge-
tr.M , /:. H. Knight.

tomling (tom'ling), ». [< tomi -f -/i»<7.] Amale
kitten. Soulliey, Letters. (Davies.) [Rare.]

tomlyt, ii'tv. A Middle English form of tonviUj.

tommy (tom'i), w.; pi. tommirs (-\z). [Perhaps
a particular application of Tommy, a familiar
dim. of Tom: see tom^.1 1. Originally, a pen-
ny roll ; hence, bread ; provisions : especially,
goods given to a workman in lieu of wages.
[In this and the next two uses slang, Eng.J
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Halliwell sets down the word tommy, meaning pro-

visions, as belonging to various dialects. It is now cur-

rent among the " navvy " class. . . . Hence we have tlie

name of an institution rigliteously abhorred by political

economists, tlie store belonging to an employer where his

workmen must take out part of their earnings in kind, es-

pecially in tommy or food, whence the name of tommy-
shop Maanillan's Mag. (Imp. Diet.)

2. A tommy-shop.— 3. The system of paying
workmen in goods in place of money; the truck
system.— 4. A simple fellow. BalUueU. [Prov.

Eng.J— 5. Atom-cat. [Colloq.]— 6. A small

round leverused to tighten round-headed screw-
bolts that are perforated for this purpose.— 7.

"The puffin or sea-parrot, Fra terciila arciica. See
cut under ;)M^'«. [_Local, Eng.] — Soft tommy,
(o) Soft and newly bakea bread, as opposed to hardtack or
sea-biscuit. (Slang. J

It is placed in atitithesis to soft and new bread, what
Englisli sailors call soft tommy.

De Quincey, Koman Meals. (Davies.)

Hence— (!i) A species of soft solder used in the jewelers'

trade. O. E. Gee, Goldsmith's UandlXKjk, p. l.'fl.

tommy (tom'i), v. t. ; pret. and pp. tovimied, ppr.

tommying. [^<. tommy, n.'] Toenforce the tommy
or truck system on ; oppress or defraud by the

tommy system. [Slang, Eng.]

The fact Is, we are tammied to death.
Dimuli, Sybn, ill. 1.

tommy-noddy (tom'i-nod'i), «. 1. The tad-

pole-hake, Jianiceps trifurcatus. [Prov. Eng.]
— 2. Same as tom-noddy. 1.

tommy-shop (totn'i-shop), «. A shop or store

conducted on the truck system; a truck-shop.

[Slang, Eng.]
The employers . . . supplied them [the miners] with

food in order that they niiglit spend no money save iu the
truck-shops or tommy-shops.

Ilintoti, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 145.

tom-noddy (tom'nod'i), n. [Also, coiTuptly,

t(im-iioiry; < toml + noddy^."] 1. The puffin or
sea-parrot. Also tommy-Hoddy,MiA tom-norry or

Uimmy-norie. See cut under;)mj^"h. [Prov. Eng.]
— 2. A blockhead; a dolt; a dunce; a fool.

tom-norry (tom'nor'i), h. [Also tammy-Horie

:

m}e tom-noddy.'] Same aM tom-noddy, I. [Scotch.]

tom-noup (tom'nBp), H. [< tonA -f woiyj, var.

of no]>e.i The black-headed tomtit, or greater
titmouse, Parus major. See cut under Pants.
[Prov. Eng.]
Tomobranchia (to-mo-brang'ki-a,), n. nl. [NL.,
< Gr. 70111'ir, ctit (< Teiwiiv, rafniv, cut),-r jipayx'",

gills: see branchix.'] In .1. E. Gray's classifi-

cation (1821), one of three orders of iSaccopliora,

or ascidians, distinguished from Holobrancltia

and from JHphyUobranchid.

to-momt, «''"• [ME. to moricen, to moreen, to

marten, »'tc.: see to-morrow, and cf. morn, mor-
row.] To-morrow. Chaucer.

to-morrcw, tomorrow (tij-mor'o), arfr. and n.

[< ME. to monce, to morge, also to moricen, to

morzcn (see to-morn),<, AS. to morgen, to mergen,
to mcrigeu, on the morrow, in the morning: to,

to, on ; morgen, mergen, merigen, dat. of mor-
gen, morrow: see morroic, morn. Cf. to-day, to-

night.] I. odr. On the morrow ; on the day af-

ter the present.

That Mede ys thus ymaryed (o-mortM thow shalt aspie.

Pien Plawman (C), ill. 48.

To-morrow come never, on a day which will never ar-

rive; never. [t>bs*jlete or provincial,
J

Ra. ... He shall have it in a very little Time.
Sy. When? Tomorrofw eome never

t

Bailey, tr. of Ck>lloquies of Erasmus, p 34.

H. n. The morrow; the day after the present
day.
One to-day Is worth two to-nwrrom.

Franklin, Works, I. xxii.

Beware of desp'rate steps. The darkest day.

Live till to-morrow, will have pass'd away.
Cowper, Needless Alarm.

[To-morrou!, whether as adverb or noun, is often used with
a Doun following, also adverbial ; as, to-morrow morning.

I will, by to-morrmo dinner-time.
Send him to answer thee.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 564.)

tompion^ (tom'pi-on), «. 1. StLmenHUimpion.—
2. The inking-pad of a lithographic printer.

Also tompon.

'tompion^t, «. [Said to be so called from the
maker. Thomas Tompion, who died in 1(569.]

A watch. iSeagrr.

I.ac'd in her cosins [stays] new appear'd the bride,

A bubble-bow and tompion at her side.

Pope, Treatise on the Bathos.

Tom-piper (tom'pi'p6r), n. 1. A familiar term
for a pii)er.

So have I seene
Tom-piper stand upon our village greene,
Kackt with the May pole, while a jocund crew
In gentle motion circularly threw
Themselves about him.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, 11. 2.

tonal

2. [I. c] The piper gurnard, Trigla lyra, a flsh.

[Local, Eng.]
Tom-poker(tom'p6'ker), n. [< Toml -{r poker'^.]

A Ijugbear to frighten children. [Prov. Eng.]

tompon (tom'pon), n. Same as tompion^, 2.

tom-pudding (tom'pud'ing), n. [< «OHil +
2> lidding,] The little grebe, or dabchick. [Prov.
Eng. and Irish.]

tomrigt(tom'rig), J». [< toml -|- rig^.] A rude,

wild girl ; a tomboy.
The author represents Belinda a fine, modest, well-bred

lady, and yet in the very next canto she appears an arrant

ramp and tomrig.
Dennis, On Pope's Kape of the Lock, p. 16. (Latham.)

tomtit (tom'tif), )i. [< toml -f- /i(2.] Some
little bird ; a tit or titling. Speciflcally— (a) A tit-

mouse of any kind. See Parinse. (b) The tree-creeper,

Certhia famxliaris. [Irish.] (c) The wren, Troglodytes

parmdm. [Local. Eng.] (dl) The green tody of Jamaica,
Todus viridis. See cut under tody. Browne ; Brisson,

tom-tom (tom'tom), n. [Also tam-tam; Hind.
tamtam, a drum; an imitative reduplication.]

1. In India, the drum used by musicians, jug-

glers, public criers, etc.— 2. Same as gong^, 1.

tom-tom (tom'tom), V. i. [< tom-tom, «.] To
beat on a tom-tom. Sala, Trip to Barbary, 1866.

tom-trot (tom'trof), Ji. A sweetmeat for chil-

dren, made by melting sugar, butter, and trea-

cle together. When it is cooling and rather

stiff, it is drawn out into pieces. HalliKell.

I want tolly ; I have been eating Tom Trot all day.
Disraeli, Coningsby, 1. 9.

tom-turkey (tom't^r'ki), ». [< towii + turkeu.]

A turkey-cock.
I never heard that a tom-turkey would set on eggs.

H. B. St/>we, Oldtown, p. 64.

tonl (tun), n. [A form of tun, phonetically ar-

chaic, retained in designations of measure prob.
by reason of its use in statutes, where the F.
and ML. forms are usually favored : see funi.]

If. A cask : hence, a measure of capacity used
for wine. See ttinl, 1.— 2. A measure of capa-
city : used (o) for timber, 40 feet of oak or ash
timber, sometimes 48 or 50 feet of hewn; (b)

for flour, 8 sacks or 10 barrels ; (c) for potatoes,

10 to 36 bushels; (d) for wheat, 20 bushels; (e)

for earth or gravel, 1 cubic yard, sometimes 23
cubic feet; (/) for grindstones, 15 cubic feet;

(g) for Portland stone, 16 cubic feet; (A) for

salt, 42 bushels
; («) for lime, 40 bushels ; (jj for

coke, 28 bushels; (k) for the caiTying capacity
of a ship, 40 cubic feet (this is what is called the
actual tonnage: see tonnage).

Here arrived yesterday a Dutch ship of 800 tom, with
250 tons of salt, sent by Mr. Onge from Lisbon.

WiiUhrop, Hist. New England, II. 4S0.

3. A measure of weight, equal to 20 hundred-
weight or 2,240 pounds avoirdupois (the long
ton), or in the United States to 2,000 pounds
(the short ton).— Metric ton, a measure of weight
equal to 1,000 kilograms, or 2,204.6 pounds.— Register
ton. See tonnage, 2.

ton^ (ton), «. [< F. tow, tone: see towel. Hence
tonnish.] The prevailing mode ; high fashion;

style ; air of fashion. See bon-ton.

Nature . . . made you, . . . and it then made some-
thing very lovely ; and if you would suffer us of (|uality

to give you the ton, you would be absolutely divine.

Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

As praying s the ton of your fashion ;

A prayer from the muse you well may excuse.
Bvms, Ye Sons of Old Killie.

ton^t, indef. pron. See tone^.

ton^'t, "• A Middle English plural of toe.

-ton. [< ME. -touji, < AS. -tUn, being the word
tan, town, used in composition: see town.] A
form of -toion, being the word tmrn used in place-

names, as AMon, Hampton, Wolverton, Merton.

tonal (to'nal), a. [< tonel -t- -al.] 1. In mu-
sic, of or pertaining to tones.



tonal

With this tonal system ... it has become possible to

construct works of art of much greater extent, and much
richer in forms ami parts, much more energetic in expres-

sion, than any pmdueible in past ages.

HumholtZy Sensations of Tone (trans.X P- 38*2.

2. Pertaining to tonality: as, a tonal fugne.

—

Tonal fugue, in jntmc. See/«;/u«.—Tonal Imitation,
in music, imitation within the limits of the tonality of the
piece.

tonalite (to'nal-it), n. [< Tonale (see clef.) +
-«/f-.] A naiiie proposed by Vom Rath for a

variety of quartz diorite especially rich in bio-

tite : it is largely developed near Tonale on the

borders of Tyrol,

tonality (to-nal'i-ti), n. [< F. tonalite; as to-

ttal + -iti/.'i 1. In music: (a) The character or

quality of tone.

This exquisite quality of tonality came to the ear with
astonishing sweetness and the winning charm of artless-

ness come of the truest vocal art.

The Churchman, LIV. 469.

(ft) Same as ley^, 7 (a).

The Greeks, among whom our diatonic scale first arose,

were not without a certain esthetic feeling for tonality,

but . . . they had not developed it so decisively as in

modem music.
Uelmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.X p. 371.

2. In pain ting, the scheme of color of a picture

;

system of tones.

The flesh-painting is, however, timid, and wanting In

brilliancy, while the general tonality lacks force and ac-

cent. The Academy, May 26, 1889, p. 365.

tonally (to'nal-i), adv. In music, in a tonal

manner ; with careful observance of tonality.

And by this I do not mean merely bits that are rhythmi-
cally and tonally coherent.

E. Qurney, Nineteenth Century, XIII. 443.

to-name (to'nam), n. [Also erroneously tiie-

name; Se. also toe-name; < ME. toname, tonome
(= D. toenaam= MLG. toname= MHG. euonamc,
G. zuname; cf. Sw. tillnamn = Dan. tilnavn); <

fol + Jiamel.] A name added to another name

;

a surname ; specifically, a name in addition to

the Christian name and surname of a person, to

distinguish him from others of the same name,
and usually indicating descent, place of resi-

dence, or some personal quality or attribute.
.Such to-names are often employed where the same families

continually intermarry, and where consequently the same
name is common to many individuals. They prevail espe-

cially among the fisher population of the east coast of Scot-

land, where in some places they are called tee-names.

Thai theifs that steills and tursis hame.
Ilk ane of thame hes ane to-name;

Will of the Lawis

;

« Hab of the Schawls.
Sir R. Maitland of Lethington. Complaint against the

[Thieves of Liddesdale.

"They call my kinsman Ludovic with the Scar," said

Quentin. " Our family names are so common in a Scottish

house that where there is no land in the case we always
give a to-name." Scott, Quentin Durward, iii.

The possession of a surname, a to-name, a name in ad-

dition to the Christian name, had begun in the twelfth

centui"y to be looked on as a needful badge of noble birth.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 378.

tonarion (to-na'ri-on), Ji. [< Gr. Tovdpwv, a
pitch-pipe, <; T<ivof , tone : see tonel.] A kind of

pitch-pipe sometimes used for the guidance of

orators in ancient times.

tondino (ton-de'no), n. [It., dim. of tondo, a
plate: see tondo.^ A plate having a small
bowl-shaped center and a broad flat rim or
marly, especially in Italian decorated wares
such as majolica.

tondo (ton'do), n. [< It. tondo, a plate, salver,

sphere, < tondo, round, abbr. of rotondo, < L.
roten(Z«s, round : &ee rotund, round^.'\ A plate

or dish with a flat rim very wide in proportion
to the size of the center, and usually decorated
with especial reference to the border painted
upon this rim or marly. Compare tondino.

tonei (ton), n. [Early mod. E. also toone (not

found in ME., where the older form tune occurs)

;

< F. ton = Pr. ton = Sp. tono = Pg. tono = It.

tuono = D. toon = MHG. ion, don, 6. ton = Sw.
ton = Dan. tone (Teut. < F. or L.), < L. tonus, a
sound, tone, etc., < Gr. t6voc, a sound, tone, ac-

cent, tension, force, strength, a cord, sinew, lit.

a stretching, < reivew, stretch, = L. ten-d-ere,

stretch: see tend^, thin^. From the same Gr.
source are ult. E. intone, tonal, tonic, atonic, ato-

ny, diatonic, entasis, tune, attune, etc.'] 1. Any
sound considered with reference to its acute-
ness or gravity (pitch), openness, dullness, pur-
ity, sweetness, harshness, or the like (quality

or timbre), or loudness or softness (strength or
volume).

Harmony divine
So smoothes her charming tones that God's own ear
Listens delighted. Milton, P. L., v. 026.

All day the wind breathes low with mellower tone.

Tennyson, Lotos-£atei-s (Choric Song).
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We catch faint tones of bells that seem blown to us
from beyond the horizon of time.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 196.

Specifically— 2. In musical acoustics, a sound
having denniteness and continuity enough so

that its pitch, force, and quality may be readily

estimated by the ear, and so that it may be em-
ployed in musical relations; musical sound: op-

posed to noise. See sound^. Most tones are plainly

composite, consisting of several relatively simple constit-

uents called partial tones. Of these the lowest in pitch is

usually the most prominent, and hence is called the prin-

cipal OT fundamental tone, while the others are called ac-

cessory tones, overtones, or harmonics (see harmonic, n., 1).

The difference in timbre between tones of different voices

or Instruments is due to differences in tiie number and rel-

ative force of their partial tones. (See timbre.) When two
tones are sounded together, they frequently generate resul-

tant tones, which are further divided into differential and
summational tones. See resultant. (Tlie term note is, in

music, commonly used interchangeably with tone, though
properly belonging only to the visible sign by which the
latter is represented.]

3. Modulation, inflection, or accent of the

voice, as adapted to express sentiment, emo-
tion, or passion.
Every tone, from the impassioned cry to the thrilling

aside, was perfectly at his [Pitt's] command.
Macaulay, William Pitt.

Her warbling voice, a lyre of widest i-atige

Struck by all passion, did fall down and glance
From tone to tone, and glided thro' all change
Of liveliest utterance. Tennyson, Fair Women.

The tone in which she spoke had become low and timid.

J. S. Le Fanu, Dragon Volant, ii.

4. An affected or artificial style of intonation

in speaking or reading; a sing-song or mea-
sured rhythmical manner of speaking.

We ought, . . . certainly, to read blank verse so as to

make every line sensible to the ear. At the same time, in

doing so, every appeai-ance of sing-song and tone must be
carefully guarded against. U. Blair, Rhetoric, xxxiiL

5. In music, one of the larger intervals of a dia-

tonic series or scale; a whole step or "whole
tone" as distinguished from a half-step ov semi-

tone. The standard tones are the larger and the smaller
major seconds, acoustically represented by the ratios 8:9
and 9 : 10 respectively. The compromise intervals by which
these intervals are rendered in the system of equal tem-
perament are also called tones or whole steps.

6. In Gregorian music, a melody or tune tradi-

tionally associated with a particular text ; an
ancient psalm-tune. Seeeliant(a). Theoriginof
these old melodies is disputed. They may have been com-
posed in the early Christian period, but it is more likely

that they were imitated either from ancient Greek melo-
dies or from the songs of the ancient Hebrews. In the
latter case, it is possible that they preserve some of the
musical usages of the temple music.

7. In med., the state of tension or firmness
proper to the tissues of the body; the state in

which all the parts and organs have due ten-

sion or are well strung; the strength and activ-

ity of the organs on which healthy functions
depend; hence, that state of the body in which
all the animal functions are performed with
healthy vigor. See tonicity.

His form robust and of elastic tone.

Cowper, Table Talk, L 218.

I have gained a good deal in strength and tone— and
my head is just now beginning to show tokens of improve-
ment. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. S40.

8. State or temper of mind; mood.
The strange situation I am in, and the melancholy state

of public affairs, . . . drag the mind down, by perpetual
interruptions, from a philosophical tone, or temper, to the
drudgery of private and public business.

Bolingbroke, To Pope.

The mind is not alway the same ; by turns it is cheer-
ful, melancholy, severe, peevish, &c. These differences

may not improperly be denominated tones.

Kames, Elements of Criticism, II. xxv. § 9.

9. Tenor; spirit; strain; quality; specifically,

the general or prevailing character or style, as
of morals, manners, or sentiments, especially a
marked degree of such style.

I object rather to your tmie than to any of your opinions.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey, Sept. 3, 18U9.

tord Palmerston for many years steadily applied his

mind to giving, not indeed a mean tone, but a light tone,

to the proceedings of Parliament.
W. Bagehot, Eng. Const., vi.

10. In painting, the prevailing effect of color,

or the general effect produced by the manage-
ment of light and shade in a picture : as, dark,

light, or silvery tone. In color, tone is dependent upon
quality—namely, that part of the luminosity or transpa-

rency of an object which is due partly to its local tint and
partly to the light which falls upon it. In general, tone
depends upon the harmonious relation of objects in shadow
to the principal liglit. We speak of a deep tone, a rich

tone, a vigorous or firm tone, a delicate tone, meaning the
mode in whicli by hai'monized relations rounded masses
are made more or less distinct, and objects more or less

prominent.

The tone of Haddon Hall, of all its walls and towers and
stonework, is the gray of unpolished silver.

U. James, Jr., Ti'ans. Sketches, p. 28.

tone

11. A quality of color ; a tint; a shade.

The tones of the marble of Pentelicus have daily grown M
more golden. J. A. Syvumdg, Italy and Greece, p. 212. 9

When in the golden western summer skies
"*

A flaming glory starts, and slowly fades

Through crimson tone on tone to deeper shades.
R. If'. Gilder, Undying Light.

A delicate fawn-tinted costume, in several tones, as the

fashion experts say. The Atlantic, l,^\l.TJD.

12. In chromatics, see the first quotation.

By the tmte of a colour we mean its brightness or lumi-
nosity, i. e. the total quantity of light it sends to the eye,

in'espective of the optical composition of the light.

Field's Chromatography, Modernized by J. Scott Taylor,

[p. 39.

The tone of the color varies with the duration of the im-
pression as well as with the intensity of the light.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 334.

13. In photog., the color of a finished positive

picture, in many processes due to a chemical
operation supplementary to those of producing
and fixing the picture: as, a print of a brown,
gray, or black tone; also, sometimes, the color

of the film of a negative, etc.— 14. In gram., syl-

labic accent; stress of voice on one of the syl-

lables of a word Characteristic tone. See char-

acteristic.— Chest-tone, in singing, same as chest-nrice.

— Chromatic alteration of a tone. See chromatic—
Combinational tone, in musical acoustics, the third tone
that is generated by the sounding together of two differing

tones. It is produced by the coincidence of certain vibm-
tions in the two sets of vibrations. The phrase is applied
both to the tones below the generating tones and to those
above them. See resultant. Also called comlrination tone,

grave harmonic, resultant tone, Tartini's or differential

tone (belowX summational tone (above).— Covered tone,
in singing, a tone so resonated as to seem to be more ur

less shut into the month.— Difference tone, differen-
tial tone. Same as comhinational tone.— Discrete tones.
See discrete, 1.—Fundamental tone. See def. 1 and
fundamental.—Harmonic tone, .see harmonic.— Head
tone. See Aead-foiie.— Heart-tones, the sounds of the
heart heard in auscultation of the chest.— In a tone, in

agreement ; of one way of thinking.

I complained to one, and to another ; but all were in a
tone ; and so I thought I would be contented.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, II. xL

Leading tone, see leading note, under leading^.— Open
tone, (ff) In singing, a tone so resonated as to seem to bt

projected from the mouth, and presented fully to the hear
er. Opposed to cooererf (one. (ft) In playing on musical in

struments of the stringed and brass wind groups, a toni

produced from an open string or without the use of valve:

or other modifiers of the pitch. Opposed to stopped tone
— Organ tone. See organ^.— Faxtlal tone. See par
(toZ.— Participating tone, in music, an accessory tone
especially, in a turn, one of the tones added to the princi-

pal tone.— Passing-tone. Same as passing-note.— 'Pres-

sure-tone, in music, a tone produced with a sudden in-

crease of force as soon as it is sounded. See pressure-note.

-Quarter tone, in music. See j«nr(cr-(one.—Resultant
tone. Same as combinational tone.— Secondary tone.
Same as harmonic.— Simple tone, a tone that cannot be
resolved into partial tones Stopped tone, in playing on
musical instrumentsof the stringed and brass wind groups,
a tone produced from a stopped string, or with the use of

valves, or with the insertion of the hand into the hell, so

as to modify the pitch.— Summational tone. See com-
binational tone.—Suspended tone. See stispension, 5.—
Sustained tone. See sustained.— Syncop&teA tone.
See syncopate.— 'ISLTtlni's tone. Same as differerdial

tone. See re»!/Z(aiit, o.= Syn. 1. A'oiw, etc. See «o«?«J5.

tone^ (ton), v.; pret. and pp. toned, ppr. toning.

[Early mod. E. also toone; < tone'^, n. Cf. tune,

f.] I. trans. 1. To tune. See tune.

To Toone, modulari.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S-X p. 168.

2. To utter in an afifected or drawling tone.

Shutting the eyes, distorting the face, and speaking
through the nose . . . cannot so properly be called preach-
ing as toning of a sermon. South, Sermons, IV. i.

3. To give tone or quality to, in respect either

to sound or to color or tint.

He had not forgotten the words ; . . . whenever 1 spoke,
they sounded in my voice to his ear ; and their echo toned

every answer he gave me.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxv.

A fine stucco, wrought to smoothness, toned like marble,
and painted over witli the blue and red and green deco-
rations proper to the Doric style.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 189.

4. In photog., to alter the color, as of a picture

in finishing it, to give it greater brilliancy or a
more agreeable tint. This is performed by the action

of a chemical solution of which the chief agent, in the
case of ordinary silver prints on paper, is usually chlorid

of gold, and changes the natural reddisli hue to a deeper
brown, or to black or gray, etc., as desired.

If not toned, it will have an unpleasant coppery color,

which seems almost unavoidable in developed prints.

Lea, Photography, p. 262,

To tone down, (a) In painting, to soften the coloring
of, as a picture, so that a subdued harmony of tint may
prevail, and all undue glare be avoided, (b) To give a
more subdued tone to; reduce or moderate the charac-
teristic opinions or expressions of ; render lesa confident,

pi-onounced, or decided; soften.

It was very possible that her philosophic studies had
taught her the art of reflection, and that, as she -A'ould

have said hei-self, she was tremendously toned down.
H. James, Jr., Confidence, xvL



tone

To tone up, to give a higher tone or character to ; make
more viRoruus or forcible ; heighten ; strengthen.

II. iiitriiiis. 1. To take on a particular tone;

speoifically, to assume color or tint.

If the prints are fumed in a box, and are left in too long,

they will tone to a cold blue. Lea, Photography, p. 277.

2. To harmonize in tone, color, or tint.

Beaded passementerie, which tone» in with the delicate

shades of blue, and pink chitfon, and dark velvet.

The Spectalur {St. LouisX XI. 327.

To tone up, to gain in tone, strength, or vigor.

The Bensons passed through Washington the other day
from the South, and spoke of going to Atlantic City to tette

vp a little before the season.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 28.

tone-t (ton), indef. pron. [ME. tone, ton, toon,

tune, in the tone (Sc. the tone), a misdivision of

<Ae« one, that one. Ct.tother.) One: originally

and usually preceded by the, and usually fol-

lowed by the tother. See etymology. Compare
tother.

Thou sulde doo bathe [both] . . . the lane and the tother.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 9.), p. 29.

The toon yeveth cooysaunce.
And the <iiMj!>iignoraunce.

Rom, of the Rote, 1. 5559.

Many other thinges, touchyng the pestilent secte of Lu-
ther and Tyndale, by the tone bygone In Saxony : and by
the tuhrr laboured to be brought into England.

Sir T. More, Worship of Images, Utopia, Int, p. xci.

tone-color (ton'kul'or), n. In musical aeoua-

tU-s, same as timbre.

The variety of tnne-eolour . . . and the brilliant eflecta

obtainable by a full-sized band of artist-performers.

Groee, Wet. Music, IV. 472.

toned (tond), a. [< tonei + -«rf2.] Having
tone or a tone: much used in composition: as,

h\g\\-t)>ne<l ; shrill-tone^. gpeciOcally—(a)In astate
of proper tension ; strung.

It may be doubted whether there ever existed a human
being whose mind was quite as flrmly toned at eighty as

at forty. Maeaulay, IJist. Eng., xiv.

(6) Tinted ; slightly colored : noting paper and other fab-

rics : as, a imo-toned ribljon. (c) In pholoff., treated with
chemicals to improve the color.—Toned paper, paper of

a very pale amber tint, intermediate between warm l)Ulf

and ivory-white.

What is often called toned paper Is nearer the natural

color — a yellowish shade— of the palp.
Harper't Mag., LXXV. 12a

toneless (ton'les), a. [< toHcl + -less.'] With-
out tone; unmodulate<l ; unaccentuated.

His voice . . . was to Grandcourt's tonelest drawl . . .

as the deep notes of a violoncello to the broken discourse
of pi>iiltr) and other la» gentiyin the afternoon sunshine.

Oeorgw Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxii.

tonelessness (tdn'les-nes), n. The quality or
state of being toneless; lack of tone, in any
sense.

Any dulneaa or toneletmea on percnnlon at one ap«x
must, in a doubtful case, b« regarded as of great slgnU-
cance. Lancet, 18S9, II. 1294.

tone-master (ton'mis'tir), n. A master or ex-
port in the artistic use of tones; a trained and
f'xptricnoed musical composer.
tone-measurer (t6n'mezh'fir-6r), n. Same as
uioiiin'hiti'd.

tone-painting (ton'pan'tin^), n. The art.

prociHs, or result or depicting by means of
toiips: musical description or suggestion.

toner (tO'nt'r), ». One who or that which tones.

Sulphuric and nitric acids have some claim to be re-

garded as tonere of the vasomotor nerves.
Medical Seua, Un. 499.

tone-relationship (ton're-la'shgn-ship), n. In
iini.Hir, same as relation, 9.

tone-syllable (ton'sil'a-bl), n. An accented
svlliiljle. Imp. Diet.

tongl (tdiig), «. [< ME. tonge, tange, < AS. tange,

t'liige, also tang = OFries. tange = MD. tantjhe,

I>. tang, a pair of tongs or pinoers, = MLG.
tange = OHG. zanga, MHO. 6. zartge = Icel.

ttmg (tang-) = Hw. tdng = Dan. tang, tongs: cf.

Olio, zangnr, MlKi. zanger, biting, sharp, live-

ly ; Tent./ tang= Gr. SiiKveiv = Skt. -y/danc, dac,

bite. Cf. frtnjfl.] 1. One of a number of hold-
ing- and lifting-instruments of various forms.
They may be grouped under three types : those consisting
of two arms hinged <ir pivotefl together near the upper or
handle end, as the c4)nimon flre-tongs ; those consisting of

two arms Joined together by a spring at the top, as sugar-
tongs; and those in which the two arms are Joined to-

gether tiy a pivot near the lower end, as the blacksmiths'
t4,tigft. Their special names are chiefly descriptive of the
shape of the short arms of the two levers that form the
biting part or Jaw, t»/bU-bU tongt, erookUmgt, etc. Tongs
are also named from their use, as hotiU-tongt, crucible-

tonge, wire-tonffe, etc. (See ice-tongt, laiy-tongt, oytter-

tonge, pipetongi, eugar-tongt.) Now always used in the
plural, and often in the phrase pair of tange, designating
one implement. The plural form is also rarely nsed as a
singular. See cut in next cnlumn, and cuts under pinch-
inff-tongt and punch.

, ordinanr fire-toni

; /,/',/", Dottling-pliers
J. black-

pin-

Tongs.

o, CTiicible-ton£s ; #, ice-too^
smiths' tont^ : e. tjottlcrs' ton^

;

ton,^ : A, watchmakere' tongs ; i, pincer-tongs ; J. flat-bit toot^ :

k. crook-t>it tongs; /, hoop-tongs: m, smiths' pliers: M, angular-bit

tongs : a, tiammer-tongs.

Thu havest clivers [claws] suthe stronge,

Thu tuengst [twingeatl thar-mid so [as] doth a tonae.

Owl ami Xightiivjale (ed. Wright), 1. 166.

The tonyei that drow the nayles out
Of fet, of handes, al about.

HUy Rood (E. E. T. B.\ p. 188.

With that the wicked carle, the maister Smith,

A paire of red-whot yron tonge did take
Out of the burning cinders, and therewith
Under his side him nipt Speneer, ¥. Q., IV. v. 44.

He sat by the fireside, . . . writing the name of his

mistress in the ashes with an old tontjg that had lost one
of its legs. Jming, Salmagundi, No. 2. (Daviee.)

Sure the shovel and tong*

To each other belongs.
iorer, Widow Machree.

[Tongs were formerly used in rough burlesque music

:

I have a reasonable good ear In music. Let 's have the

tang* and the bones. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 82.]

2. In diamond-cutting, a two-footed wooden
stand that has at one end a vise-like iron hold-

er, into which the dop containing the diamond
is fastened, holding the diamond against the

wheel.— 3. pi. A device for anchoring the body
of a car to the track when it is not in use. Car-

liuildcr's Diet.— 4. j>/. Trousers. [Slang, New
Eng.]
The bojrs dressed In tongt, a name for pantaloons or

overalls that had come into use. S. Judd, Margaret, I. 6.

Asp&ragUS-tOn^, a pair of tongs with broad flat blades,

one of which has a hooked or turned-up end, to retain the
stalks of asparagus. A spoon and a fork are sometimes
hinged together in place of the blades.— Clam-tOnCTS, an
Instrument for tonging clams, like oyster-tongs, but dif-

fering in the width of the head, which averages 3i feet.

— Coral-tongs, tongs used in the ooral-flshery.— Dog-
tOngB. Beetle quotation.

\^ e have never beard of dog tonge oat of Wales. Mr.
Owen figures one of these Instruments, which It Is not
easy to describe without an illustrstion. They were used
for catching dogs which were so ill-trained as to fight dur-
ing the time of service. N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 479.

Hammer and tonga. See hammeri .

—

Sardine-tongs,
small tongs, like sugar-tongs but with broad lliit Wiuks,
used for lilting sardines out of the box witliuut breaking
them.—Sliding tongs. See tluie.—Toormalin tongs.
See jwiorfae.);*-.

tong^tAng), r. [<ton(;l,n.] I. <ron«. To seize,

hold, or take with tongs.

Though there Is apian ting Interest at Mobile, Ala., most
of the oysters on safe are of native growth, and tanged in

a part ot the bay called the " gully.^
Pieheriee oj V. S., V. II. 548.

H. intrans. To handle or use tongs ; cap-
ture something, as oysters, with tongs.

He fishes, he Itmof for oysters.
SerOnet'e Mag., Vin. 612.

tong'-^t, "• An old spelling of tongue.

tonga (tong'gft), n. [< Hind, tdngd,'] A light

two-wheeled "vehicle with wooden axletrees,

drawn by ponies or oxen, and much used on the
up-country roads in British India.

The Himalayan (on^o is a thing of delight It is easily

described, for in principle it is the ancient Persian war-
chariot, though the accommodation Is so modified as to

allow four persons to sit in it back to back.
F. M. Crauiford, Mr. Isaacs, tx.

Tonga bean (tong'ga ben). See tonka-bean.

Tongan (tong'gan),"a. and n. [< Tonga (see

def . ) + -em.'] I. a. Relating to the Tonga Isl-

ands. See n.
n. ». An inhabitant of the Tonga or Friend-

ly Islands, a group of islands (so called from
Tonga or Tonga-tabu, one of the chief islands)

and Kingdom in the South Pacific, east-south-

east of the Fiji Islands.

tonge^ti "• A Middle English form of tong'^.

tongne

tonge^t, n. An old spelling of tongue.

tonger (tong'fer), n. [< toJij/l + -fJ-1.] One
whose occupation is the catching of oysters

with tongs. Fisheries of U. S., II. 515.

tonging (tdng'ing), n. [Verbal n. of tong^, v.]

The use of the oyster-tongs ; the method or prac-

tice of taking oysters with tongs. Fisheries of
U. S., II. 513.

tongkang(tong'kang'), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of

boat or junk used in the Eastern Archipelago.

Simmonds.
tongman (tong'man), n.; pi. tongmen (-men).

One who uses the'tongs in taking oysters; a

tonger. Also tongsman. Fisheries of C S., II.

. 525.

Tongrian beds. The name given to the lower
division of the Oligooene in Belgium : so called

from Tongres in Belgium. It is the equivalent

of the Egeln beds of Germany.
'tongs (tongz), n. 2)1. See tong^.

tongsman (tdngz'man), n. Same as tongman.

Daridson.
tongne (tung), n. [An awkward un-English

spelling (first used in early mod. E., and appar.

simulating the terminal form of F. langue,

tongue ; cf. gangiie for gang, twangue for twang,

etc.) of what would be reg. mod. 'totig or rather

'tung, early mod. E. also toong; < ME. totige,

tunge, < AS. tunge= OS. tunge= OFries. tunge=
MD. tonghe, D. long = MLG. LG. tunge = OHG.
zungd, MHG. G. zunge = Icel. tunga = Sw. tunga

= Dan. tunge = Goth, tuggo = Ir. Gael, teanga

(for 'denga)= OL. dingua, L. lingua ( > It. lingua

= Sp. lengua = Pg. lingoa, lingua = F. langue),^

tongue
;
perhaps cognate with OBulg. yenzuiku

= 'Siohem.jazyk-yazuikii, etc.,= OPruss. insuwis,

tongue, and possibly with Skt. jihvd, Zend juhii,

tongue. The Gr. word is entirely different (see

glossa). From the L. form of the word are de-

rived E. lingual, etc. , language^.] 1 . The princi-

pal organ of the special sense of taste or the gus-

tatory faculty; the lingual apparatus, or lingua.
It Is usually a fleshy and freely movable mass which partly

fllU the mouth, and has important functions in the acts

of talking and eating. Together with the lips, teeth, and
cheeks, the tongue serves to articulate, modulate, or qual-

ify sounds produced In the windpipe, and in man is thus

an organ of speech ; it is e(iually concerned in the many
natural cries of animals, the songs of birds, etc. It is a

direct aid in the process of niastication, in directing food

between the teeth, and in the act of swallowing or deglu-

tition, by forcing foo<l and drink from the mouth through
the fauces intu the pharyn.x. It is concerned in spitting,

and In almost every action in whicli the mouth takes part
The tongue Is often a prehensile oigan, as tor lapping or

licking ; sometimes a rasp or flie, as in the lion and the

snail ; sometimes a dart or spear, as in woodpeckers, and
in chameleons and many other reptiles. The tongue is

rarely rudimentary or wanting in vertebrates, as in some
birds and the aglossal batracliians. It is forked in ser-

pents. Its structure and mechanism are more elaborate in

someot the lower vertebrates, especially in birds and rep.

tiles, than in mammals. In these last the tongue is chiefly

a mass of muscle attached to the hyoid bone and lower jaw,

and covered with mucous membrane, (a) In man the

tongue is placed in the floor of the mouth, between the

two branches of the lower Jaw. The base or root of the

tongue is tlxed to the hyoid or tongue-bone ; the top, sides,

and dorsum are free ; a median fold of mucous membrane,
the bridle of the tongue, or /renum lingute, runs to its tip.

Like other median or azygous structures, the tongue con-

sists ot two symmetrical halves on the right and left of

a middle vertical partition, or eeytum linguse, of fibrous

tissue ; another sheet of such tissue, the hyogloseal mem-
Itrane, connecUthe under side of the tongue with the hy-

oid bone. The intrinsic muscular fibers of the tongue
constitute the I>'nj;ua<M; the extrinsic muscles(connecting

Dorsum of Human Tongue (reduced).

E, epiglottis: RG. medi.in glossoepiglottic recess: G. glandules

at l>asc of tongue ; A, tonsil : Pea, circuiiivallate papilla: : PM, me.
dian one of these papill* : P/. fungiform papilla; ; PCo, filiform pa*

pilLc : PS, wrinkles and furrows on the edges of the tongue.
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it with other structures, yet forming a part of its sub-
stance) are the hyoglossug, the ffeniohi/o<flos»us, stylofflogsuSt

palatoglossuSy in pairs each, and a small part of the superior
constrictor of the pharynx. These are arranged in a very
intricate manner, with the result that not only does the
tongue move in every direction, but also that its shape
changes with its motions. The arteries of the tongue are
derived chiefly from the lingual, but also from the facial and
ascending pharyngeal. The nerves of the tongue are four
pairs. The motor nerve is the hypoglossal. The nerves
of common sensation and of the special gustatory sense
are the lingual or gustatory branch of the trifacial, the
lingual branch of the facial (the chorda tynipani), and the
lingual branch of the glossopharyngeal. Of tliese the last-

named is specially concerned in gustation; the first,

though named "gustatory," is simply sensory; the pre-
cise function of the chorda t>nnpani is still in question.
The lingual mucous membrane on the dorsum of the
tongue is peculiar in several respects. It consists of a
layer of connective tissue forming a corium supporting
special papillse, covered with epithelium. The corium is

a network in which ramify numerous vessels and nerves.
The papillte are of three kinds : (1) large circumvallate
papillae, eight or ten in number, set in a A at the back of
the tongue, shaped like truncated cones set on end in cup-
like depressions, whence the name ; (2) middle-sized/Hnf/t-
/orm papilla) scattered irregularly over the surface, form-
ing rounded red eminences like mushrooms, whence the
name ; (3) small conical or JiHfonn papillse, covering the
anterior two thirds of tlie surface, each ending in a num-
ber of little processes. It is these that are specially con-
cerned in the whitish coating or furring of the tongue. Be-
sides these papillie there are some other simple ones. The
tongue is also furnished with two kinds of glands, mticous
and seroxis. The microscopic structure of some papilla;

includes certain bodies called taste-tntds. The epith<jium
of the tongue is scaly, and resembles epidermis. At the
base of the tongue behind is the epiglottis, and beyond
this the opening of the larynx. (See also cuts under mouth
and tonsil.) (fi) In most mammals the tongue is longer,
thinner, and more mobile than in man, though its struc-
ture is very similar. It is veiy slender and very protrusile
in some, as the ant-eaters. (See cut under tamandua.)
The fibrous septum may develop a special gristly struc-
ture, the so-called " worm " or lytta, as in the dog. (-y) In
birds, with some exceptions, the tongue is very thin, flat,

nari'ow, and horny, pi-obably subserving but little the sense
of taste ; it is rudimentary in some, as the pelican, ibis,

kingfisher, etc. ; large and fleshy in some, as the parrot,
flamingo, duck, goose, etc. ; worm-shaped, barbed at the
end, and extremely protrusile in the woodpecker (see
cut under sagittUingual) ; slender and feathery in the
toucan ; and with a hard nail, a brush, and various other
modifications in different birds. It is supported on a
special glossohyal bone, and its hyoid basis and muscular
arrangements are often highly developed. (6) Among the
notable tongues of reptiles are those which can be darted
out to catch insects. (See cut under Spelerpes.) This is

effected in various ways ; in some cases, as in the toad, the
tongue is fixed in front and free behind. The soft slender

Forked Tongue of Serpent (Copperhead).

forked tongue of a snake has been invested by populai*
imagination with a stinging and poisonous action ; but it

is quite harmless, and serves chiefly as a feeler. (See also
cut under sjiake.)

Every one that lappeth of the water with his tongue, as a
dog lappeth, him shalt thou set by himself. Judges vii. 5.

2. Specifically, in cookery^ a beeFs tongue pre-
pared for the table : as, smoked tongue.— 3. In
conch. , the lingual ribbon, or odontophore, bear-
ing the radula, or rasping surface, a structure
highly characteristic of those mollusks which
have heads, as gastropods. See the technical
names (with cuts under radula and rihhon).—
4, In entom.j some mouth-part or confonnation
of mouth-parts serving as a tongue or suggest-
ing one; a proboscis; ahaustellum; an antlia:
as, the long spirally rolled tongue of a butterfly
or moth; specifically, the central lobe of the
ligyla of a mandibulate insect. See the tech-
nical words, and cut under haustellum.— 5. In
various figurative uses, the faculty or mode of
speech ; speech, (a) The faculty or power of speech;
capacity of expression.

The better tonge she hadde, ffor she was of all the worlde
the feirest speker and the beste.

MeTlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 322.

0, helpe thou my weake wit, and sharpen my dull tong!
Spenser, F. Q., I., Piol., st. 2.

But the tongue can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil,

full of deadly poison. Jas. iii. 8.

This our life exempt from public haunt
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 16.

(&) The act or habit of speaking; utterance; discourse;
sometimes, fluency of speech ; talk.

Use more respect, and, woman, 'twill become you

;

At least, less tongue. Fletcher^ Double Marriage, iv. 3.

Don't be sparing of your Speech with one that is full of
Tongue. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 116.

(c) The manner of speaking as regards sound ; voice ; tone

;

specifically, in sporting language, the voice of a hound or
other dog : as, to give tongue.
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With soft low tongue and lowly courtesy.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i. 114.

Every muse shall join her tuneful tongue.
Burns, Death of Sir J. H. lilair.

The tongue [of the bloodhound should be] loud, long,
deep, and melodious.

Vogs of Great Britain and America, p. 56.

(d) The character of speech with regard to meaning or
intention.

Be of fair beerynge & of good tunge.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

Speak to me home, mince not the general tongue:
>'ame Cleopatra as she is call'd in Rome.

Shak., A. andC, i. 2. 109.

(e) The mode or form of expression ; especially, the sum
of the words used by a particular nation ; a language.

Reuertere is as myche to say
In englisch tunge as turne agen.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 92,

We must be free or die, who speak the tongue
That Shakspeare spake.

Wordsieorth, Poems on Independence and Liberty, xvL

(/) Words or declarations only ; mere speech or talk, as
opposed to thoughts or actions.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in deed
and in truth. 1 John iii. 18.

(g) A people or race, as distinguished by its language.

I will gather all nations and tongues. Isa. Ixvi. 18.

(ftt) Mention ; fame ; eulogy.

She was born noble ; let that title find her a private
grave, but neither tongue nor honour. Beau, and Fl.

(i) A vote ; a voice. [Rare.]

Of [on ?] him that did not ask, but mock, [do you] bestow
Your sued-for tongues? Shak., Ctor., ii. 3. 216.

6. Anything considered to resemble an ani-
mal's tongue in shape, position, or function.

This is known as the North Deposit, and is separated by
a tongue of barren dolomite from another ore-bearing por-
tion. Ure, Diet., IV. 1004.

Columns with richly carved capitals, and, like so many
columns of all ages in this region, with tongues of foliage
at their bases. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 207.

Especially— (a) A long narrow strip of land running out
into a sea or lake ; also, a gulf or outstretched bay (Isa. xi.

15). (b) A tapering jet of flame, (c) The pin or tang of a
buckle or brooch which pierces the strap, ribbon, or object
to be fastened, (d) The short movable rail of a switch by
which the wheels are directed to one or the other line of
rails. (e)Thepoleofacarriage,car,orothervehicle,towhicb
the horses are fastened. (/) A projecting strip worked
on the edge of a board, used to fomi a joint by fitting into
a corresponding groove in another board, (g) The pointer
or pin of a balance. See cut under balance. (At) Naut., a
short piece of rope spliced into the upper part of standing
backstays to form an eye ; also, the upper piece of a built
mast, (i) The vibratile reed of a musical instrument of
the reed group, particularly if made of metal, as in the
harmonium, the concertina, etc. Compare cuts under reed,

{j) The clapper of a bell, (k) That part of the blade of a
sword on which the grip, shell, and pommel are fixed. (I)

A narrow strip of leather or kid, over which the uppers or
sides of a boot or shoe are laced together, (m) A young or
small sole. Compare tongue-Jish. Halliivell. [Prov. Eng.]

The average weight of the fish has diminished. Young
specimens form the majority of the soles in the market,
and are sold under the names of "slips" or "tongues."

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 249.

(n) The sting of a bee. Halliivell. [Prov. Eng.] (o) The
movable arm of a bevel, the principal member being the
stock, which forms the case when the instrument is closed.
E. H. Knight. See cut under bevel, (p) A current of
water, narrow, deep, and smooth, running rapidly between
rocks without breaking or twisting; a sled-run. A tongue
is well-known to anglers as a favorite resting-place of sal-

mon in their laborious ascent of rapid streams.

7. One of the seven (later eight) divisions or
** nations" composing the order of the Hospi-
talers; also, a meeting of a division Along
tongue. See longi.—A tongue too long for one's
teeth, an overready or indiscreet tongue. [CoUoq.]

Hum ! Eve, wasn't your tongue a little too long for your
teeth just now? C. Jieade, Love me Little, x.

Auld wives* tongues. See auld.— Black tongue, (a)
An affection characterized by a discoloration, at first black,
fading later into brown, of the filiform papillae of the
tongue. Also called nigritis lingufe. (6) A fever which
prevailed in the western United States in the winter of
1842-3. Dunglison. (c) An inflammation of the tongue
occurring in some foims of epidemic erysipelas.— Con-
fUsion of tongues, according to the account in Gen. xi.,

a confusion of speech inflicted on the builders of the tower
of Babel, resulting in their dispersion : generally regarded
as the first occasion of a difference of languages.— Double-
tongue. See ifw5cw5.— Egg and tongue. See egg'^.—
Excision of the tongue. See Chassaignacs, Jacque's,
Nunneley's, RegnoU's/Houx's, and Whitehead's operations
for excision of the tongue, under operation.— Gift Of
tongues. See ^(.— ligullform tongue. See liguli-

form.— Mother tongue. Seem other-tongue.— On (or at)
the tip (or end) of one's tongue, on the point or verge
of utterance.

God forgive me, but I had a sad lie at my tongue's end.
Richardson, Pamela, I. 169.

It was on the tip of the boy's tongue to relate what had
followed; but . . . he checked himself.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxix.

Raphe of the tongue. See raphe. — Strawberry
tongue. See strawberry.—The tongue of the trump,
the tongue of a jews'-harp; hence. The most important
person or thing. [Scotch.

)

An' there will be black-lippit Johnnie,
The tongue o' the trump to them a'.

Bums, Klection HalJads, ii.

tongue-compressor

The tongues, foreign languages.

In turning over those same leaves apace,
To shew his skill i' th' tongues, heel nod his head.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 8.), pi 29.

What is "pourquoi"? do or not do? I would I had be-
stowed that time in the tongues that I have in fencing,
dancing, and bear-baiting. Shak., T. N., i, 3. 97.

To bite the tongue. See bite.—To find one's tongue,
to be able to speak ; recover the power of speech.

But Priam found the fire ere he his tongue.
5AaA-., 2Hen. IV., i. 1. 74.

To give tongue. See givei.-To hold one's tongue.
See Wrfi.— Tokeep one's tonguet, to be silent.

When Biondello comes, he waits on thee

;

But I will charm him first to ke^ his tongue.
Shak., T. of the S., I. 1. 214.

Tongue-and-groove joint. See cut un<\erj(dnt, i (^).—
Tongue-scapular. See scapular.—To throw tongue.
to give tongue, as dogs.— To wag one's (the) tongue,
to speak or talk : used in contempt.

What have I done, that thou darest %va^ thy tongue
In noise so rude against me? Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 39.

Wooden tongue. See the quotation.

In cattle the disease [actinomycosis] manifests itself by
firm tumours in the jaw, in the alveoli of the teeth, and
particularly by a great enlargement and induration of the
tongue—wooden tongtte.

E. Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 148.

= Syn. S (e). Tongue is the Anglo-Saxon equivalent for
language. See language.

tongue (tung), v.; pret. and pp. tongued, ppr.
tonguing. \<. tongue, iiJ] I. trans. 1. To chide;
scold; reproach.

I'll listen to the common censure now.
How the world tongues me when my ear lies low.

Middleton, Michaelmas Term, fv. 4.

2. To speak; utter.

'Tis still a dream, or else such stuff as madmen
Tongue and brain not. Shak., Cymbellne, v. 4. 147.

No stone is fitted in yon marble girth
Whose echo shall not tongue thy glorious doom.

Tennyson, Tiresias.

3. In playing on musical wind-instruments, to
modify or interrupt the tone of by means of a
stroke of the tongue, so as to produce a mar-
eato or staccato effect, as in the flute, the cor-
net, etc. See tongtiing. Also tip.— 4, To join
or fit together by means of a tongue and groove.
See the phrase—Tonguing and grooving, a mode
of joining boards by forming a groove or channel in one
board, and a corresponding projection on the edge of the
other, which is fitted into the first. Planes are used in
pairs to form these grooves and projections respectively.
Also called grooving andfeathering, plowing and tonguing.

H. intraiis, 1. To talk; prate: with indefi-

nite it.

Let his clack be set a-going, and he shall tongue it as
impetuously and as loudly aB the arrantest hero of the
play. Dryden, Pref. to Troilus and Cressida.

Our Captain dared the sachem to come out and fight
him like a man. showing how base and woman-like he
was in tonguing it as he did.

Good Aeivsfrom New Et^land (Appendix to New
[England's Memorial, p. 373).

2. In 7nusic, to use the tongue for the purpose
of modifying sounds in playing the flute and
some other wind-instruments.— 3. To run out

;

project: as, a point of land tongues out into the
sea.

Old icebei^s bulge and tongue out below, and are thus
prevented from uniting. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., 1. 282.

tongue-bang (tung'bang), v. t. To scold heart-
ily, Ualliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
tongue-banger (tung' bang '^er), m. a scold.
[Prov. EngJ
That Sally she tum'd a tongue-banger, an' raated ma.

Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

tongue-battery (tung'bat^er-i), w. Ui^ent and
pressing talk: a flood of words. [Rare.]

With blandish'd parlies, feminine assaults,
Tongue-batteries, she surceased not, day nor nighty
To storm me. Milton, S. A., 1. 404.

tongue-bird (tung'berd), n. The long-tongue
or wryneck, lynx torqniUn: so called from the
long extensile tongue. See cut under wryneck.
tongue-bit (tung'bit), ??. A form of bit for a
hard-mouthed horse, with a plate so fixed that
the horse cannot get his tongue over the
mouthpiece.
tongue-bone (tung'bon), n. The hyoid bone,
or OS liyoides. See cuts under hyoid and skuJt.

tongue-case (tung'kas), «. luewfow., that part
of the integument of a pupa which covers the
tongue. It is seen in many chrysalids, and in the pupa
of the sphinx-moth it forms a curved appendage like the
handle of a pitcher.

ton^ue-cbain (tung'chan), n. One of the chains
which support the fore end of a wagon-tongue
and connect it with the hames of the harness.
tongue-compressor (tung'kom-pres'or), n. A
clamp for holdinj^; down the tongue during den-
tal operations on the lower jaw.
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toneued (tungd), a. [< ME. ionged; < tongue +
-<</-.] Possessed of a toiigiie

;
provided or fur-

nisliod with a tongue, in any sense of that
word : used chiefly in composition.

Of eloquence was never foiinde

So 8wet« a Bowninge facounde,
Ne trewer longed, ne sconied lasse.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 927.

Thy cheek pays shame
When iiaiXi-tongued Fulvia scolds.

Shak., A. and C, i. 1. 32.

Tongued chisel, a boring-chisel which has a long, down-
wardly projecting Idade, and shoulders which form ream-
ers. K. //. Ktw/ht.

tongue-depressor (tung'df-pres'or), ». A spat-
ula used to depress the tongue in examina-
tions of the mouth or throat. Sometimes it is

attached to an arm passing under the lower
jaw so as to bo self-retaining.

tongue-doughty (tung'dou'ti), a. Valiant in
speech; bragging. [Rare.]

Tongue-doughty gisoA. JfOton, S. A., 1. 1180.

tongue-fence (tung'fens), n. Debate ; discus-
sion ; argument, [liare.]

It being also an unseemly aiTront ... to hare her un-
plea.Hiiigne8a . . . bandied up and down, and aggravated
in open court by those hir'd masten« of tongue-fence.

MUton, Divorce, ii. 21.

tongue-fish (tung'fish), n. A kind of flatfish,

-Ijilioristid jtlagitina, found from Virginia to
Texas and the West Indies, it is abundant in
sandy bays. It is dark-brown with six or seven obscure
croM-banda, and numerous dark specks on both body and
tins. The eyes and color are on the left side, and the size
Is small. Compare a like use of tongue, n., B (m).

tongue-flower (tung'flou'^r), «. An orchid of
flif genus (ilosxodia.

tongue-flowered orchis. See Serapia/i.

tongue-grafting (tung'grftf'ting), n. See
ffrd/tlmj. 1.

tongue-grass (tung'gras), m. The peppergrass,
chicHy L< iiidiiiin sativum.

tongue-holder (tung'hol'dfer), n. A dental in-
strument serving to prevent the tongne from
getting in the way during an operation. One
firm has a clamp to hold the tongue down, while the sub-
Itnsnal and submaxillary ducts are cloaed by absorbent
p:i<lH ni>p]ietl before the compress.

tongue-hound (tung'hound), n. Either one of
the two front hounds of a vehicle, between and
to whicli the tongue or polo is attached. See
cut under hound.

tongue-joint (tung'joint), n. In welding, a split
joint formed by inserting a wedge-shaped piece
into a corresponding split piece, ana welding
the two together.

tongue-lashing (tung'lash'ing), n. A scold-
ing: wonly iiliuse or vituperation.
tongueless (tuiig'les), a. [Early mod. E. also
Iniiijlctue; < t4>nnue + -less.'\ 1. Having no
tongue; aglossal.—2. Speechless; voiceless;
silent.

This mnrder might haue slept in tongie—e brasse
But for our selues.

C. Toume%tr, KevMiger'a Tragedy, v. 3.

3t. Unnamed; not spoken of.

One good deed dying tongruUm
Slaughter* a tboasaod waiting upon that

Shak., W. T., I. 2. 92.

tonguelet (tung'let), n. [< tongue + -let.'j 1.
An animal of tne group LinguatuUna or Penta-
I'lmidcn; a fivemouths. See cut under i»eH(n-
•lonm.— 2. In entom., the ligula.— 3. A small
tongue or tongue-like part or process; some-
tliing linguiforra or ligulate.

tongue-mant (tung ' man), n. A speaker; a
talkative person.

A boasting, insolent tongue-num .'

B. Jonion, Catiline, ir. 2.

tongue-membrane (tung'mem'bran), n. The
lingual ritibon of a mollusk. See cuts under
rmlidn and rihiion.

tongue-padt (tung'pad), ». A great talker.
(Slang.]

.she who was a celebrated wit at London is, in that dull
part of the world, called a tongue-pad. Tatler.

tongue-shaped (tung'shai)t), a. Formed like
a tongue; firiguifonn; ligulate; strap-shaped;
in Iml., long and nearly flat, somewhat fleshy,
and rounded at the apex: as, a tongue-shaped
leaf.

tongue-shell (tung'shel), n. A brachiopod
of the family Linyulidie; a lingulid. See cuts
miller l.itiiiulidie.

tongue-shot (tung'shot), n. The reach of the
tongue; thedistance the sound of words uttered
by the tongue can be lieard ; ear-shot. [Rare.]
She would stand timidly aloof out of tongue-4hoi.

C. Jteade, Cloister and Hearth, 111.
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tongues-manf, n. Same as tongue-man.

I'heii come, sweet Prince, Wales wooeth thee by me.
By nie hir sorrie Tongs-man.

Davies, Microcosraos, p. 22. (Davies.)

tonguesoref (tung'sor), «. [< tongue + «orel.]

Evil tongue; wicked speech; ill speaking.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, i., Socra-
tes, ^ 55.

tongue-spatula (tung'spat'u-lii), n. 1. A
tongue-compressor.—2. A tongue-depressor.
tonguester (tung'stfer), «. [< tongue + -ster.]

A talkative, loquacious person;' a chatterer; a
babbler. Tennyson, Harold, v. 1. [Rare.]

tongue-test (tung'test), n, A rough method of
testing the condition of a battery or the con-
tinuity of an electric circuit, by touching the
two ends of a break in the circuit with the
tongue, and observing the sensation produced.

tongue-tie (tung'ti), n. Impeded motion of the
tongue in consequence of the shortness of the
frenum lingiue.

tongue-tie (timg'ti), v. t. To deprive of the
jjower of speech or of distinct articulation.

tongue-tied (tmig'tid), a. l. Having the
tongue tied, by reason of the shortness of the
bridle or frenum, to the extent of impeding
speech or causing indistinct articulation.— 2.
Unable to speak out or freely from •Whatever
cause, as embarrassment: as, " ton^wc-ficd sim-
plicity," Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 104.

Wronged men are seldom tongue-tied.

O. Harvey, Foiu* Letters.

tongue-tooth (tung'tSth), n. A tooth of the
lingual ribbon of a mollusk ; a radular tooth.
See cut under raduln. P. P. Carpenter.

tongue-tree (tung'tre), n. The pole of a
wagon. Ilalliwill. [Prov. Eng.]
tongue-valiant (tung'val'yant), o. Valiant in
speech or words only ; brave in words, not in
action.

Tongue-valiant hero, vaunter of thy might,
Iq threats the foremost, but the lag in fight.

Dryden, Iliad, L 336.

tongue-violet (tung'vi'o-let), n. See Schweig-
giriit.

tongue-warrior (tung'wor'i-or), n. One who
fights only with the tongue; a tongue-valiant
hero.

Irritated from time to time by these Ummie-uarrion.
Addimm, Pretty Disaffection.

tongue-work (tun^'w^rk), n. It. Work in the
tongues

;
philological labor.

And let this comparison of a lat>ouring man by the way
{mt you in minde (gentle reader) of his labours that hath
aboured so much and so long to saue you a labour, which
I doubt not but he may as Instly stand vpon In this toong
work as In Latin Sir Thomas Eliot, Bishop Cooper, . . .

after them Thomas Thomas and John Elder, have done
work as In Latin Sir Thomas Eliot, Bishop Cooper, . .

after them Thomas Thomas and John Elder, have dot
amongst vs. Florio, It.Dlct (1598X To the Reader, p. (ill. |.

2. Talk ; babble. [Colloq.]

I've seen it sgain and again. If a man takes to tongue-
work, it 'a all over with him. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xx.

tongue-worm (tung'w^rm), w. 1. A tongue-
shaped wonn; a tonguelet.— 2. The so-called
'"worm" of the tongue of some animals, as
dogs; the lytta.

tonguey, tonguy (tung'i), a. [< ME. tungy;
< tongue + -i/'.'\ Fluent, or voluble in speech

;

loquacious
;
garrulous. [Now colloq.]

Asa granell steexing vp in the feet of an old man [as the
climbing Dp a sandy way is to the feet of the aged, A. V,],

so a tungy wommau to a quyete man.
Wydif, Ecclus. xxv. 27.

He ]es' ropes In your tonguey chaps an' reglar ten-Inch
Iwres,

An' lets 'em play at Congress, ef they 11 du It with closed
doors. Loweli, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., liL

tonguing (tung'ing), w. [Verbal n. of tongue,
«•.] 1. The act or state of projecting like or as
a tongue.
The ton^tiin^lii of one series with the other is com-

plete. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soe., XLVL 251.

2. In hort., a process intended to promote the
rooting of layers. See the quotation.

In tonguing the leaves are cut otf the portion which
has to be brought under gn>und, and a tongue or slit is

then cut from below upwards close l)eyond a joint, of
such length that, when the cut part of the layer is pegged
an inch or two (In large wooily subjects 3 or 4 inches) be-
low the surface, the elevation of the point of the shoot to
an upright position may open the incision, and thus set it

free, so that It may be surrounded by earth to induce it

to form roots. Eneyc. Brit., XII. 235.

3. Ill playing on musical wind-instruments, the
act, process, or result of modifying or interrupt-
ing the tone by means of a stroke of the tongue,
so as to produce a mareato or staccato eiTect.
Tonguing Is termed intujle when liut one kind of stroke is

used, as if to produce the consonant t over and over : dou-
ble, when two strokes are used in alternation, as if to pro-
duce ( and k alternately ; triple, when three strokes are

tonic

used ; etc. Single tonguing only is applicable in instru-
ments with a reed, like the oboe and the clarinet, and then
operates like the "percussion " sometimes introduced into
the harmonium, while double and triple tonguing are ap-
plicable to the tlute, the trumpet, etc.

The accentuates and tonguing of Mr. Fox's piccolo solo.

Boston Daily Advertiser, Oct. 7, 1887.

tonguy, a. See tonguey.

tonic (ton'ik), a. and «. [< F.- tonique = Sp.
tonico = Pg. It. tonico, < NL. *tonicus, < Gr.
tovik6^, < rdvog, tone, accent: see tonel.] I.

a. 1. Of or relating to tones or musical sounds.
In point of tonic power, I presume it [the organ] will

be allowed preferable to all others.
W. Mason, Church Music, i.

2. Specifically, in music, of or pertaining to, or
founded on, the key-note or tonic.— 3. Of or
pertaining to tension ; increasing tension.

The others [muscles], however, are all slightly contract-
ed, and would severally produce motion were they not
balanced or out-balanced by their antagonist muscles.
This pervading activity of the muscles is called their tonic

state. II. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 39.

4. In med., increasing the strength or tone of
the animal system; obviating the effects of
weakness or debility, and restoring healthy
functions; hence, bracing or invigorating to
the mental or the moral nature.

Goethe says that in seasons of cholera one should read
no books but such as are tonic, and certainly in the season
of old age this precaution is as salutary as in seasons of
cholera. M. Arnold, Essays in Criticism, 2d ser., p. ;ttK).

Tonic chord, a clmrd having the key-note for its root.

—

Tonic pedal, an urpan- or pedal-point formed on the key-
note.— Tonic section, a section or periwl in the key of
the original key-note of a piece, and closing with a tonic
cadence.— TolUc BOl-falst, one who uses or is expert in
the tonic sol-fa system. — ToniC 80l-fa notation, the
form of musical notation used in the tonic sol-fa sys-

tem. Tones are represented by the initial letters of their
solmization syllables, d standing for do, r for re, m for
mi, f for /a, s for sot, 1 for la, and t for ti. Higher and
lower octaves are represented liy superscript and subscript
uunierals, as m^ for the higher mi. or Si for the lower sol.

Time-values are indicated by placing the required letters

on a line at proportional distances. The heavy beat or
pulse at the Iieginning of a measure is indicated liy a ver-
tical bar, and all other principal pulses liy pulse-marks (;].

Aa these pulses are e<iual in length, the pulse-marks are
placed equidistant from each other, thns(iii triple rhythm),

I
: : I : : , etc. A tone tilling a pulse is indicated

by Its initial placed in the space belonging to the pulse.
The continuance of a tone from one pulse to another is

indicated by a dash filling the space of the second pulse.
If a pulse is divided, the half-pulse is marked liy a . in the
middle of the space ; <iuarter-pnlses are similarly marked
by a ,. The absolute pitch of the key-note is indicated at
the outset by its letter-name. Moanlatlons are marked
not only by giving the letter-name of the new key-note,
but by indicating in each voice-part the syllable-names in
both the old and the new keys of the tone on which the
transition takes place. Chromatic tones are solmizated
In the usual way. The tune "America" ("God Save the
Queen "X for example, begins thiu

:

Key F.

d : d : r



tonic

H. n. 1. In JHfrf., any remedy which improves
the tone or vigor of the fibers of the stomach and
bowels, or of the muscular fibers generally.
Tonics may be said to be of two kinds, medicinal and non-
raedicinal. Medicinal tonics act chiefly in two ways ; either
(a) indirectly, by first infiueiicinK the stomach and increas-
ing its digestive powers— such being the effect of the vege-
table bitters, the most important of which are calumba,
camomile, cinchona-bark, gentian, salix, taraxacum, etc.

;

or (6) directly, by passing into and exercising their influ-

ence through the blood— such being thecase with the va-
rious preparations of iron, certain mineral acids, and salts.

The non-medicinal tonics are open-air exercise, frictioti,

and cold in its various forms and applications, as the
shower-bath and sea-bathing.

2. In musiCy same as key-note. See also hey^,

7(6).
tonicalt (ton'i-kal), a. [< tonic + -al.'] Tonic.
tonically (ton'i-lfcal-i), adv. In a tonic manner;
specifically, in puthol., continuously; without
alternating relaxation. Lancet, 1889, II. 654.

tonicity (to-nis'j-ti), n. [< tonic + -ity.'\ 1.

Tone ; the state or property of possessing tone
or of being tonic ; specifically, in physiol., the
elasticity of living parts

—

a property of the
muscles which is distinct from true irritabil-

ity, and determines the general tone of the
solids. Ill virtue of this power the dilators of the lar-
ynx keep this organ open, the face is kept symmetrical,
the sphincters are kept closed, etc.

2. In music. See the quotation.
Pleasantness of harmony is due to what he [Oettingen]

calls the tonicity and phonicity of certain intervals and
combined notes. Tonicity is the property of being recog-
nized as a constituent of a single fundamental tone which
is designated by the name tonic.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 324.

Arterial tonicity, the contractility of the muscular fibers
in the walls of the arteries in response to a stimulus, in
contradistinction to the normal elasticity of the blood-
vessels.

tonicize (ton'i-siz), ». [<. tonic + -ise.'] To give
tone or tonicity to. [Rare.]

This would spread a toniciziny analeptic influence
throughout our English world of readers, and help to
brace up the debility of their intellectual systems.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 141.

to-night, tonight (to-nif), adv. [< ME. tonigt,

to ni^t, < AS. toniht: to, to, at; niht, dat. of nilit,

night: see tol and night. Cf. to-day, to-morrow.
'\

1. In the present night, or the night after the
present daj'.

And to-night I long for rest.

Loi^eltow, The Day is Done.

2t. During the preceding night; last night.

I am bid forth to supper, Jessica.
... I am right loath to go : . . .

For I did dream of money-bags to-night.

Shak.,M. of V.,ii. 6. 18.

to-night, tonight (to-nif), w. Tho present
night; the night after the present day.

To-morrow, our Hero reply'd in a Tright

:

He that 'a hang'd before Noon ought to think of To-night.
Prior, Thief and Cordelier.

toning (to'ning), M. [Verbal n. of «OHcl,«.] The
act of one who tones, in any sense ; specifically,
in photog., the method or the art of tinting or
coloring pictures by chemical means, to give
them an agreeable tone or color ; especially, the
treatment of silver positive prints or transpa-
rencies in a bathwhich consists most commonly
of a very weak solution of chlorid of gold in
combination with other chemicals, to give a
more pleasing color and also greater perma-
nency to the picture. The colors obtainable by the
gold toning-baths range from deep browns through bluish
black to pure black and cool gray.

tonish, tonnish (ton'ish), a. [< ton^ + -i«7(i.]

In the ton; fashionable; modish; stylish. [Col-
loq.]

She is very handsome, and mighty gay and giddy, half
tonish, and half hoydenish. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 221.

tonishness (ton'ish-ues), n. The state or qual-
ity of being in high fashion ; modishness. Also
tonnishness.

Mrs. North, who is so famed for toniahne»s, exhibited
herself in a more perfect undress than I ever before saw
any lady, great or small, appear in upon a visit.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 360. (Davieg.)

tonite (to'nit), n. [< F. tonner or L. ton{are),
thunder,+ -ite^.'] See the quotation.
Tonite consists of this macerated gun-cotton, intimately

mixed up between edge-runners, with about the same
weight of nitrate of baryta. This compound is then com-
pressed into candle-shaped cartridges, formed with a re-
cess at one end for the reception of a fulminate-of mercury
detonator. Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 124.

tonitroust, «• [< L. tonitms, thunder, < tonare,
thunder: see thunder.'] Thunderous; boister-
ous. [Rare.]
A Boat full of Lambeth Gardeners, by whom Billings-

gate was much outdone in stupendious Obscenity, tonitrous
Verbosity, and malicious Scurrility.
Tom Broitm, quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Eeign of

(Queen Anne, I. 195.
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tonitniatef, v. t. [< LL. tonitruatns, pp. of
Umitruare, thunder, < L. tonitms, thunder: see
thunder.] To thunder. [Rare.]

I cannot fulminate or tonitruate words
To puzzle intellects.

Randolph, To Master James .Shirley.

tonjon (ton'jon), n. [Also tomjohn; < Hind.
tdmjun, tdmjhdm.'] In India, a kind of sedan
or open chair, swung on a pole, and carried by
four bearers, in the manner of a palanquin.
tonka (tong'ka), re. [= F. tonka, tonca, < tonca,
the name of the bean in Guiana. The beau is

usually called tonka-bean, also written with a
capital, Tonka bean, Tonga bean, as if named
from a locality Tonka; also Tonkin bean, Ton-
quin bean, as if named from Tonqtiin in Farther
India.] Same as tonka-bean.

tonka-bean, Tonka bean. 1. The seed of the
cuamara, Dipteryx odorata, a tall tree of Vene-
zuela, Guiana, and some neighboring regions.
The seeds are of the shape of an almond, but much longer,
and covered with a shining black skin. They are fragrant
from the presence of coumarin, and are used entire to
scent wardrobes, or pulverized in sachets, or in fluid ex-
tract in perfumery. They are applied, either entire or in
powder, to flavor snuff. Also Tonguin bean (see totika).

2. The tree producing the tonka-bean. See
cuamara—Tonka-bean wood. Same as icentwood.

tonkhoi, «. See Streblus.

tonn. An abbreviation of tonnage.
tonnage (tun'aj), n. [Formerly also tunnage;
< ME. *tonnage, < OF. *tonnage, F. tonnage, <
tonne (E. ton l) -I- -age.] 1 . The weight of goods
carried in a boat or ship.

The ships employed herein are found by the king of
Spain, . . . and the tonnage is divided into a certain num-
ber of bales, all of tlie same size.

Anson, Voyage Round the World, ii. 10.

2. The carrying capacity of a ship expressed
in cubic tons. Until 1836 the tonnage of British ships
was found by multiplying the square of the breadth by the
inboard length, and then dividing by 94. This is now called
the " old measurement "((). M

. ), and, though far from exact,
is still in use to some extent for ascertaining the tonnage
of pleasure-yachts, etc. As the cubic ton of 100 cubic
feet forms the unit of assessment for dock, harbor, and
other dues, towage, etc., and as by the old system the
depth of a ship was reckoned the same as the breadth, it

became the interest of ship-owners to build vessels of nar-
row beam, but of increased depth. This resulted in a
saving in tonnage-dues, but maired the sailing qualities
and seaworthiness of the ships. In 18:sC a new and more
exact system of measurement was established by enact-
ment of Parliament in the preceding year. In this system,
known as the Moorsom system, as amended and elaborated
in detail in later enactments, actual measurements of
depth are made at certain intervals, the number of which
depends on the length of the tonnage-deck of the vessel,
and transverse areas at these points are computed, all
measurements being put in feet and decimal parts of a
foot. These transverse areas after being multiplied by cer-
tain numbers are added together, multiplied by one third
the common distance between the areas, and then divided
by 100. To this must be added the tonnage of all spaces
above the tonnage-deck, the poop (if any), deck-houses,
etc., which is obtained by multiplying the horizontal area
by the mean height and dividing by 100 as before. These
together give the gross register tonnage, each ton (called a
register ion) containing 100 cubic feet. In steamships the
space occupied by the engine-room and the screw-shaft
(which is considered a part of the engine-room) is to be de-
ducted. The British system of measurement was adopted
by the United States in 1864, and later by Denmark, Aus-
tria-Hungary, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, the
Netherlands, Norway, Greece, Kussia, Finland, Hayti,
Belgium, Japan, etc., and in its essentials by the Inter-
national Tonnage Congress which met at Constantinople
in 1873 in connection with fixing the basis for tolls for
vessels passing through the Suez Canal. As applied in
these different countries there are slight differences in
the rules for the deduction of engine-room tonnage, and in
the United States the number of transverse areas is greater.
The rule followed in the United States before 1803, when
the new measurement came into force, was to multiply tlie

extreme length of the ship (less one third its breadth) by
the breadth and the depth, and then divide by 95. In
freighting ships, 40 cubic feet of merchandise is consid-
ered a ton, unless that bulk would weigh more than 2,000
pounds, in which case freight is charged by weight.

The ships fitted out under the general license were re-
quired to reserve one tenth of their tonnage for the crown.

Prescolt, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 9.

3. A duty or impost on ships, formerly esti-

mated at so much per ton of freight, but now
proportioned to the registered size of the ves-
sels.

Tonnage is a Custome or Impost for Merchandize
brought or caried in Tonnes and such like Vessels from
or to other Nations after a certaine rate in euerie Tonne.
... I haue heard it also a Dutie due to the Mariners for
vnloading their shippe arriued in any Hauen, after the
rate of euerie Tonne. Minsheu, 1617.

TonTiage-t&xes on shipping are not levied by Great Brit-
ain, nor, it is believed, l>y any other of the maritime states
of Europe except Spain. Prior to' the war, also, there
were no fon7ia(7«-taxes in the United States.

D. A. Wells, Our Merchant MarUie, p. 179.

4. The ships of a port or nation collectively
estimated by their capacity in tons: as, the
tonnage of the United States.

tonsil

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay
any duty on tonnage. Calhoun, Works, I. 2Ut.

About a million and a quarter of American wootlen saij-

ing-tonnaye Is reported as yet engaged in foreign trade.
D. A. Wells, Our Merchant XIarine, p. 115.

Tonnage and poundage. See tunnage.—Tonnage tax.
See def. 3 and tax.

tonnage (tun'aj), v.; pret. and pp. tonnaged,
ppr. tonnaging. [< tonnage, n.] I. trans. To
levy tonnage upon.

Nothing writt'n bnt what passes through the custom-
house of certain Publicans that have the tunaging and
the pounda^ing of all free spok'n truth.

Miiton, Areopagitica, p. 40,

II. intrans. To have capacity or tonnage:
followed by an accusative of quantity.

Sixteen vessels, which tonnaged in the aggregate 1,871
tons. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 241.

tonnage-deck (tun'aj-dek), n. The upper deck
on ships with less than three decks, or the sec-
ond deck from below if there are three or more
decks.

tonnet, n. An obsolete spelling of tonl.

tonnelt, tonnellt, «. Obsolete forms of tunnel.

tonner (tun'er), n. [< iojil -I- -erl.] A vessel
considered with reference to her tonnage : used
in composition: as, a ten-tonner; a tbousand-
tonner. [Colloq.]

It is not so long ago that a 1,000 ton schooner was con-
sidered enormous. Now, a 1,500 tonner is scarcely re-
marked. So. Amer., N. S., LXII. 34.

Tonnerre (to-nar'), ?i. [See def.] A red wine
grown in the department of Yonne, France,
in the neighborhood of Tonnerre, resembling
Burgundy of the second and inferior grades,
and keeping well,

tonnihood (ton'i-hud), n. [A dial, form of
*tatcny-hood (as if < tawny + hood), appar. var.
of *tawny-hoop, tony-hoop.] The bullfinch, Pyr-
rhnJa vulgaris. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
tonnish, tonnishness. See tonish, etc.

tonometer (to-nom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. rdvo^, tone,
-I- fiirpov, measure.] 1. In music, an instrument
for measuring the pitch of tones; especially, a
tuning-fork, or a graduated set of tuning-forks,
whose pitch has been exactly determined. The
term is used specifically for an exceptionally perfect set
of forks prepared by Scheibler about 1S33 for the estab-
lishment of a stand£u*d sca^e.

2. In med., an instrument for measuring the
degree of tension in the eyeball in cases of
glaucoma.
tonometry (to-nom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. Tdmg, tone.
+ -/lerpia, <. /jeTfx)v, meaaure.] 1. The science
or art of measuring or recording musical vibra-
tions by means of a tonometer.— 2. In med.,
the measurement of the degree of tension in an
organ, as in the eyeball.

tonotechnic (to-no-tek'nik), n. [< F. tonotech-
nique, < Gr. Twof, tone, + Tixvri, art, handicraft

:

see technic] The art of arranging the pegs on
the barrel of a ban-el-organ.

tonous (to'nus), a. [< tone^ + -ous.] Full of
tone or sound ; sonorous.
Tonquin bean. See tonka-bean.

Tonquinese (tong-ki-nes' or -nez'), a. and n.

[< Tonquin, Tonkin, prop. Tongking (see def.).
-f- -ese.] I. a. Pertaining to Tonquin (better
Tongking), a French colonial possession south
of China.

II. «, sing, and pi. An inhabitant or the in-

habitants of Tonquin.
tonsil (ton'sil), n. [< F. tonsille = It. tonsilla,

< L. tonsilla, in pi. tonsilUe, the tonsils; appar.
a transferred use (of which the reason is not
clear) of tonsilla, tusilla, a shaip-pointed pole
stuck in the ground to fasten vessels to the
shore, appar. dim. of tonsa, an oar (orig. a
pole ?).] 1. One of two prominent oval bodies
situated in
the recesses
formed, one
on each side
of the fauces,
between the
anterior and
posterior pal-
atine arches.
They are com-
posed of lymph-
oid follicles, sur-
rounded by less

dense lymphoid
tissue, arranged
around the walls
of a number of
crypts. See also
cut under t(»i^U«, Tonsils.

2. One of a ". uvula: *, pharynx; c, tongue: rf. pal-

-n.i;» «f om«11 ate:^, posterior, and /; antenor pillar of
pair 01 small thefauces, between which is ^, the tonsiL
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tonsil

superficial lobes of the cerebellum : the cere-

bellar amygdala. Also lonsUUi in both senses.
— LlnfTUal tonsil, a small collection of lyniplioid tissue

at the base of tlie tim)rue.— Pharyngeal tonsil, fauclal
tonsil, Luschka's tonsil, a mass (>T ft>Ilicul:ir lymphoid
j;laiuls betwct'n the orifices of tlie liu'Ill and left Eustachian
tu))es, at the summit of the pharynx.

tonsile(ton'sil), a. [<L. tonsilis, < loiidere, pp.
toii.b'us, shear, clip: see tonsure.] Capable of
being or fit to bo clipped; also, trimmed: as, a
toiixile hedge. Halliicell. [Pi-ov. Eng.]

ITiere is not a more UmsUe and governable plant in Na-
ture ; for the cypress may be cut to the very roots, and
yet spring afresh. Evelyn, Sylva, L xxiii.

tonsilla (ton-sil'a), II.
;
pi. tonsilJx (-e). Same

as liiniiiU

tonsillar (ton'si-lar), a. [= Sp. tonsilar = It.

tiiii.sillure, < NL. ioiiifillaris, < L. foM*(Hfl, tonsil

:

see tonxil.'i Of or pertaining to the tonsils : as,

tonsillar arteries or follicles; to«.«iWar disease.
— Tonsillar artery, a hrancli of the facial artery, dia-

tributfd to the tonsils and the sides of tlie tongue near
its r-M. I.— Tonsillar nerves, slender branches of the
glossopharyngeal, distributed to the tonsils, soft palate,
and pillars of the fauces.— Tonsillax plexus. See
plexus.

tonsillary (ton'si-la-ri), a. [< NL. tonsilUiTi-i

:

see liiiixillttr.'] Same as tonsiUar. Quain, Med.
Diet., p. 1647.

tonsillitici (ton-si-lit'ilt), a. [< L. tonsilla +
-it-ic] Of or pertaining to the tonsils: as,
limxillilir nerves.

tonsillitic" (ton-si-lit'ik). a. [< tonsillitis + -»c.]

Of or pertaining to tonsillitis ; affected with in-

flammation of the tonsils.

tonsillitis (ton-si-li'tis), n. [NL. tonsillitis, <
li. tfiixillir, tonsils, -1- -itis.'] Inflammation of
the tonsils. It is a very common form of sore
throat, of var>-ing severity Follicular tonsilli-
tis, tonsillitis in which there* is inflammation and in-

rn-ased secretion of tile lining of the crypt* or folliclefl of
Ilic tiiiisils.

tonsillotome (ton-sil'o-tom), n. [< L. tonsil-

la, tonsil, -I- Gr. -tojioq, < ri/iveiv, Tafitlv, cut.]
A surgical instrument for excising more or less
of tlie tonsil.

tonsillotomy (ton-si-lot'o-mi), n. [< L. ionsil-

lii, tonsil, T Gr. -rouia, < rc/ii'eiv, TO/ieiv, cut.]
In siirg., excision of the tonsils.

tonsor (ton'sor), n. [< L. tonsor, iosor, a clip-

per, a barber, < toudere, pp. tonsua, shear, shave.]
A barber; one who shaves. Combe, Dr. Syn-
tax's Tours, ii. 2. [Kare.]

tonsorial (ton-sd'ri-al), a. [< L. tontoriMS, of
or pertaining to shearing or shaving, < tonsor,

a siiaver: see tonsorJ} Pertaining to a barl^r
or his functions. [Generally humorous.]

Margaret, taking her seat in the totuoriat chair, deliv-
ered herself into the hands of the professor [the barber].

S. Judd, Margaret, li. 1.

tonsure (ton'sflr), u. [< ME. tonsure, < OF.
(and F.) tonsure = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. tnnsura, a
shearing, clipping, the shaven crown of a priest,

< L. tomura, a shearing, clipping, in ML. the
shaven crown of a priest, < tondere, pp. tonsus,
shear, clip.] 1. The act of clipping the hair, or
of shaving the head, or the state of being shorn.— 2. Specifically— (n) In the Roman Catholic
anil (ireck churches, the ceremony of shaving
or cutting off the hair of the head, either wholly
or ])artially, performed upon a candidate as a
preparatory step to his entering the priesthood
orembracing a monastic life ; hence, entrance or
aiimittanee into the clerical state or a monastic
order. In the early church the clergy wore the hair short,
hut not shaven. The tonsure seems to be .is old as the
Hfih or sixth century. In the Greek Church the hair is

wholly shaved off. In the Homan Catholic Church a part
only is shaved, so as to form a circle on the crown of the
head, and the first tonsure can be given only by a bishop,
a mitered abbot, or a cardinal priest.

<*1 tlif crclesfastical toiuntre there were known to the
An::!'. ~;,\..iis, in the early period of theirChurch, two dis-
tiin-livf sliapes— the Koman and the Irish; the Konian
fiirni was perfectly round; the Irish was made by cutting
away the hair from the upi>er part of the fore head in the
llgure of a half-moon, with the convex side before.

Jiock, Church of our Fathers, L 18«.

(ft) The bare place on the head of a priest or
monk, fonne<l by shaving or cutting the hair.

Among some of the monastic orders and frian the ton-
sure leaves only a circle of Imir rf>und the head ; the (on-
nirf of secular clerks, on the other hand, is small.

hum. Cath. Did., p. 798.

tonsure (ton 'sur), I'. (. ; pret. and pp. tonsured,
\i\ir. Iiiiisuriiifi. [< lonxure, n.] To shave or clip
the hair of the head of ; specifically, to give
the tonsure to.

Priests must not wear showy garments such as the bish-
op forbids, anil they must have their moustaches and
beard ahaveil, and Ih: lonjturetl once a month.

Tlie Academy, Feb. 8, 1890, p. 100.
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tonsurecKton'surd), j5. a. 1. Having received
the tonsure; sliaven; hence, clerical.

No ecclesiastical privilege had occasioned such dispute,
or proved so mischievous, as the immunity of all torasured

persons from civil punishment for crimes. Hallam.

2. Having a bald spot on the head like a ton-
sure. [Kare.]

Bowing o'er the brook
A tonsured head in middle age forlorn.

Tennyson, The Brook.

tonsure-plate (ton'sui'-plat), n. A round thin
plate slightly convex so as to fit the top of the
head, used to mark the line of the tonsure ac-
cording to the Roman rite.

tontine (ton-ten'), n. and a. [< F. tontine = G.
tontine, < It. tontina, tontine, a life-in.surance

office; so called from Lorenzo Tonii, a Neapoli-
tan banker, who originated the scheme (about
1(553).] I. n. An aimuity shared by subscribers
to a loan, with the benefit of survivorship, the
share of each survivor being increased as the
subscribers die, tintil at last the whole goes to
the last survivor, the whole transaction ceasing
with his death. By means of tontines many govern-
ment loans were formerly raised in England. The name is

also applied to the numt)er of those receiving the annuity,
to their individual share or right, and to the system itself.

The tontine principle has also been applied to life-insur-

ance. See toiitine policy, under II.

I hear he pays as many annuities as the Irish tontine,

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

II. a. Of, pertaining to. constituting, or in-

volving the principle of the tontine: as, ton-

tine v>To6ti<; tontine (xintls; tow <(«e insurance.

—

Tonune policy, a policy of insurance in which the poli-

cy-holder agrees, in common with the other ix)licy-holders
under the same plan, that no dividend, return-premium,
or surrender-value shall be received for a term of years
called the tontine period, the entire surplus from all

sources being allowed to accumulate to the end of that
perio<l, and then divided among all who have maintained
their insurances In force. This modlHcation of ordinary
life-insurance has been adopted, as optional with the in-

sured, for the purpose of countervailing the tendency to
burden long-lived and persistent policy-hohiers witli a
large amount of premiums in comparison of those whose
lives fall in shortly aft«r obtaining insurance. TheeiTect
is to reduce the sum payable on deaths after but few years'
payment of premiums, and increase the sum payable on
deaths occuiring after a given number of years.

tontiner (ton-te'n<T), ». [< tontine -I- -er^.l

One who shares in a tontine. R. L. Stevenson
and L. Osboume, The Wrong Box, i. [Rare.]
tonus (to'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. t6vo^, tone: see
fc»iel.] 1. Tonicity.

The maintenance of muscular tonus.
Q. J. Romanes, Jelly-fish, etc., p. 208.

2. Tonic spasm. [Rare.]
tony' (to'ni). H.; pi. tonics (-niz). [Prob. a par-
ticular use of Tony, which is regarded and used
as an abbr. of Antony. There may be an allu-

sion to St. Antony's {Anthony's) pig: see tan-
tony, tantony pig.] A simpleton.

In short, a pattern and companion fit

For all the keeping tnuif* of the pit.

Dryden, .\\\ for Love, Prol.,1. 15.

tony2 (to'ni), a. [< tone^ + -yl,] Of a high
tone ; affecting social elegance

;
genteel : swell.

[Slang, U. 8.]

Such as himself and his wife, he would say, . . . didn't
expect any of her society, but Mrs. Brsnner ought to be
tony enough for her. The AUantie, I.XVII. 240.

tony-hoop (to'ni-hop), n. Same as tonnihood.
[Prov. Eng.]

too' (to), adr. [Early mod. E. also to; < ME. to,

< AS. to, too, = G. zu, etc., too, more than
enough; < AS. to, prep.: see to'.] 1. Over;
more than enough: noting excess, and quali-
fying an adjective or an adverb.

Farewell, Alinda

:

I am (00 full to speak more, and too wretched.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 1.

He names this word CoUedge too often, and his dis-

course l>ears too much on the Vniuersity.
Bp. Earie, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Downe-right Scholler.

\Too in this sense is sometimes erroneously used to qual-
ify a verb.

ni look within no more:
I have too trusted to my own wild wants.
Too trusted to myself, to intuition.

Browning, Pauline.)

2. Exceedingly; extremely: an intensive use.

They continually pretend to have some sovereign power
over that empire, and yet are loo happy to be at peace with
tt. Brougham.

3. In addition ; also ; furthermore ; moreover.
Pretty and witty, wild, and yet, too, gentle.

Shak., C. of E., Hi. 1. 110.

What, will these young gentlemen too help us to catch
this fresh salmon, ha?

Oekker ami Webnter, Northward Ho, iv. 3.

Never was there a more complete victory, achieved too

witiiiu the space of little more than an hour.
PrescoU, Ferd. and Isa., li. 12.

tool

4. Likewise ; in like manner; in the same way.
As God clothes himself with light as with a garment,

so God clothes and apparels his works with light too.

Donne, Sermons, vL

Lewis the Fourteenth in his old age became religious:
he determined that his subjects should be religions too.

Macauiay, Leigh Hunt.

Too blame. See blame, v. t, note.— Too many. See
man.vL—Too much for one. See mticA. — Too thin.
See t/ii/il.—TootOO. (o) Quite too; altogether too: noting
great excess or intensit.v, and formerly so much atfected as
to be regarded as one "word, and so often written with a
hyphen.

O, that this too too solid flesh would melt.
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew

!

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 129.

O too-too happy ! had that Fall of thine
Not canceiril so the Character diuine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, i. 6.

Their loues they on the tenter-hookes did racke,
Rost, lH>yrd, bak d, too too much white, claret, sacke.

John Taylor, Pennilesse Pilgrimage, quoted in N. and Q.,
(7th ser., X. 498.

The rigour and extremity of law
la sometimes too-too bitter.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 2.

Hence— (6t) As an adjective or an adverb, very good ; very
well : used abs«:)lutely. Hay, English Words (ed. 1691),

E.

7G. (c) As an adjective, superlative; extreme; utter;
ence, enraptured ; gushing : applied to the so-called es-

thetic school, their principles, etc., in allusion to their
exaggerated atfectation. See estheticism, 2. IColloq.]

Let the exclusive too-too eesthetes tolerate the remark
that music and painting do not exist for them, or even for

the real masters in their respective arts, but for their pow-
er of addressing, influencing, and delighting the masses
of mankind. N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 30.

too-t, prep. An obsolete spelling of <oi.

too-*t, "• An old spelling of toe.

too*, ». and a. A dialectal spelling of two.

too^ (to), V. i. See tew^.

tooart (to'art), ». [Native Australian.] A
valuable eucalj^pt of southwestern Australia,
Kuealyptits gomphoce]>hala. it grows 120 feet high,
with a clear trunk of 50 feet. The wood is one of the
strongest known, very heavy, very durable under ex-
posure, unwedgeable, and unusually free from defects.

It is used in ship-building for beams, keelsons, stem-
posts, and other works below the line of flotation, where
great strength is required and weight is not objection-
able. It would be available for piles, and many other
pur]M)ses. Also tuart and teu^rt.

took (tuk). Preterit and obsolete or vulgar
past participle of take.

tooli (tel), n. [< ME. tool, tote, tol, < AS. tol,

in glosses also spelled tool, tohl = Icel. tol,

neut. pi., tools; perhaps a contr. of a Tent,
base 'tauila, < AS. tawian = OHG. zaujan, zou-
jan, MHG. zouwen. G. zauen = Goth, tanjan,

prepare: see taw^.'\ 1. A mechanical imple-
ment; any implement used by a craftsman or
laborer at his work ; a.n instrument employed
for performing or facilitating mechanical op-
erations by means of percussion, penetration,
separation, abrasion, friction, etc., of the sub-
stances operated upon, for all of which opera-
tions various motions are required to be given
either to the tool or to the work. Such machines
as the lathe, planer, slotting-machine, and otliers em-
ployed in the manufacture of machineiy, are usually
called machitie-tools.

<>f alkinnes craftes I contreued toles.

Of carpentrie, of keruere^ and compassed masouns,
And lerned hem leuel and lyne though I loke dymme.

Piers Floinnan (B), x. 177.

Take thi spades, rake, knyf, and shovelle.

And evry tole in beres grees defoule.
PttUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 31.

Of Angling and the Art thereof I sing.
What kind of toots it doth behove to have.

J. Dennys {Arber's Eng. (iarner, I. 147).

The hoe and the spade were not the tools he [Emerson]
was meant to work with. O. W. Holmes. Emerson, xi.

(o) One of the small pallets or stamps used by the book-
binder's finisher to work out the designs on the cover of

a book : applied to stamps used by hand. (&) A small
roimd brush used by house-painters for painting moldings
at the margins of panels, window-sashes, and narn>w tlllets.

2. By extension, something used in any occu-
pation or pursuit as tools are used by the me-
chanic: as, literary too/« (books, etc.); soldiers'

tools (weapons, etc.); specifically, a sword or
other weapon.

Then the gome In the grene graythed hym swythc
tiedere vp hys grymme tole, Gawayn to smyte.
Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.X I. 2261.

We alle desyren. if It niighte be.

To han houslwndes hardy, wys, and free.

And secree, and no nigaid, ne no fool,

Ne him that is agast of every foo^.

Chaucer, Nun s Priest's Tale, I. 96.

Draw thy tool ; here comes two of the house of the Mon-
tagues. Shak., R. and J., i. 1. 37.

3. One who or that which is made a means to

some end ; especially, a person so used ; a mei-e

instrument to execute the pui-pose of another;
a cat's-paw.



tool

Ohf the easy blockhead ! what a tool 1 have made of him

!

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 4.

He had been a clerk, f^ent, tool, slave, of the great
Densdeth. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

4. A useless or shiftless fellow. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. [< tool^j 1".] A figure or ornament im-
pressed upon the
cover of a book by
means of a binders'
stamp or tool.

Take a dentelle bor-
der; if accurately
worked, the point of
each tool will be direct-
ly in line with the cor-
responding one oppo-
site.

W. Matthews, Modern
[Bookbinding (ed.

[Grolier Club), p. 87.

A poor tool, a bad
hand at anything. Bot-
ten. Slang Diet.— Bor-
der tool, in ornamen-
tal metal-work, a wheel
with a notched or tooth-
ed edge, set in a handle,
for producing rows of
dots. — Broad tool.
Same as tooler.— Color-
ing tool. See color.—

Cranked tool. See
cranked. — CuUlng-
tool, an Instrument of
steel, about 10 inches
long, having the heavy
butt wound with cord to
form a handle, used for
knocking and piying
apart a cluster of oysters. It is like a very heavy oyster-

knife.—Depthening tool. See de;>(Aen.— Edged tool,
a cutting instrument; figuratively, an instrument which
is capable of cutting or otherwise hurting the person
who uses it ; hence, to play with edged tools is to act,

or participate in action, in connection with something
which may result disastrously because of insufficient

knowledge or experience.—Hooked tool. See hooked.—
Modeling-tools. See worfr^nir/.— Obverse, quarter-
hollow quarter-round, round, sugar-loaf tool. See
the iiualifyiiig words.—Top and bottom tools. See^opl.

—To play With edged tools. See erff/efZ^oo^, above. (See

also haUiiuj-tool, scallajnng-tool, side-tool, top-tool.)=^yn.
Implement, Instrument, Tool, titensU. An implement is

whatever may supply a want or a requisite to an end ; it

is always regarded in reference to its particular use : as,

agricultural itnplements ; iinplemeixis oi war. An instru-

ment is anything which is employed in doing work or pro-
ducing a certain result : as, surgical, mathematical, musi-
cal instruments. A tool is something less speciilc than an
implementy and, when used physically, is one of the small-
er implements of a mechanic art, such as can be worked by
the hand : as, gardeners' tools; joiners' tools. A utensil is

literally something to be used ; the word has by usage be-
come restricted to articles of domestic and farming use.

In figurative use instrumSit is generally employed in a
good sense, but tool in a dishonorable and contemptuous
sense : we speak of a man as the instrument of Providence,
or as a mere tool of cunning men. Formerly implement
had a figurative sense.

tool^ (tol), V. [< tooUj w.] I, trans. In hook-
bindinf/j to ornament or give a final shape to
by means of a special tool, especially when the
mark of the tool is intentionally left visible.

—

Tooled edges (of a book), edges of book-covers having de-
vices or patterns impressed upon them. Sometimes called
chased edges. Such edges of leaves are known as goffered

''^TiL.



toot

tiitf, touie), prob. < MD. tuijtcii, D. tuitcii, also
toeten = MLG. tutcn, sound a horn, = OHG.
dif>:an, MH6. iiir:eii, make a loud noise, = Icel.

thjota, whistle as the wind, sough, resound, =
AS. theotan, howl, make a noise, = Sw. tjiita,

howl, = Dan. tiide, howl, blow a horn; ef. D.
toit-horen, a bugle-horn, MHG. dvz, m.. noise,

Icel. tliylr, noise, whistling wind, Goth, thut-

liauni, horn, trumpet; perhaps orig. imitative,

as the later forms are regarded.] I. inlruns.

1. To blow a horn, a whistle, or other wind-
iiistrumeut; especially, to produce harsh or
discordant sounds with a horn, comet, trumpet,
whistle, or the like.

To TxtU in a home, cornucinere.
I^nns, Maiiip. Vocab. (E. E. T. .S.), p. 196.

That foulc masicke which a home malceth, being ionUd
in. Chaloiier, tr. of Morise Encumiuni, H b. (Nares.)

2. To give out sound, as a wind-instrument
when blown: usually a word of disparagement.

O lady, I heard a wee horn toot,

And it blew wonder clear.

Lord Baniaby (Child's Ballads, II. 309).

You are welcome to my thoughta ; and these are, to part
with the little totttiuft instrument in yoor jacket to the
first fool yuu meet with.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xii.

3. To make sounds like those of a horn or a
steam-whistle ; trumpet.
We made a very happy escape from the elephants. They

&<xm pot our scent, raised their trunks, tootid as no loco-

motive crmld toot, their ears sticking out straight, and off

they went through the trees and tall grass.

The Century, XXXIX. 613.

4. Specifically, to call: said of some grouse.

Tlie [pinnated] Grouse in the spring commences about
April to toot, and can be heanl nearly a mile.

Sportmnan'i Oazetteer, p. 124.

5. To whine; c^. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
H, iraim. 1. To sound on a horn, trumpet,

pipe, or the like.

Jockie, say, What might he be
That stU on yonder hill.

And tooteth out his notes of glee?
H'. Browne, Shepherd's Pipe, II.

2. To blow, as an instrument of sound.
The elephant . . . turned and went down the hill, . . .

tijotiiit/ his trumpet as though in great fright.

The Century, XXXIX. 61S.

toot- (tat), H. [< tont'i, r.] 1. A sound made
by blowing on a wind-instrument; a note aa of
u horn : a blast.

ftut 1 hae nae liroo'of charges, since that awfu' morning
that a tmit of a horn, at the Cross of Edinburgh, blew half
the faithfu' ministers of Scotland out of their pulpits.

finXt, Heart of Mid-I^jthian, xxiU.
<io to the farthest end of the room and blow tlie pipe In

gentle tooU. Hayer, Sound, p. 78.

2. A blow-out; a spree: as, to go on a toot.

[Slang, U. 8.]

tOOt^ (t<5t), n. [Origin uncertain ; cf. toui^, ».]
1. A lazy, worthless person. [Slang.]

Marsh Yates, the " shlfless (<xi<,"and his beautiful, en-
eisetic wife. Harper's Mag., L.XXVII. 801.

2. The devil. Ilallitcell. [Prov. Kng.]
tOOterlf (tfi't^r), «. [F:arlymod.E. tof«-; <ME.
'totere, tmterc ; < toot^ + -er'.] 1. That which
projects or stands out.

Hot. The world will lake her tor an nnlcom. . . .

Yal. Examine hot this nose.
Seo. 1 have a fofrr.

Vol. Which placed with symmetry Is like a fountain
I' the middle of her face. . . .

Aur. A nose of wax! SUrtey, Dnke's Mistress, It. I.

2. One who looks or peers; a watchman.
These thingns forsothe seide the Lord to me, (io, and

put a tootere; and what euere thing he sbal see. telle he.
Wydif, laa. zxL 6.

tOOter^ (t8't«r), n. [Early mod. E. also toter;

< /o((f2 + -prl.] 1. One who toots; one who
plays u]ion a pipe, horn, or other wind-instru-
ment.

Hark, hark '. these M«rf tell us the king 's coming.
PUteher and Rouley, Maid in the Mill, la 1.

2. That on which one toots, or on which a
sound is produced by blowing.
Here is a boy that lores to . . . coast, skate. Are crack.

ers, blow s<|Uaah tavten. O. W. Uotma, Professor, vliL

tooth (tSth), ».; pi. teeth (teth). [< ME. toth
(pi. ttth), < AH. toth (pi. teth, rarely tothas) =
OK. f««f/= OFrie8. fof/i = MI). D. tonrf = MLG.
tant, IjCJ. t/in = OHQ.ztiml, can, MHG. ::a>it, :an,
G. c(//i« = Icel. tiinn (orig. 'ttimtr, 'ttindr) = Sw.
Dan. frtH'/ = Goth. /««<A«j* (Tout, tanth-, tiinth-)

= W. diiMt = Corn, dan: = Bret. dant = Olr. det
= L. dcim (dent-) (> It. doite = Sp. diente = Pg.
dente = F. dent, > E. dent'^) = Gr. oA/ff (bi>tvT-),

also Muiv(UovT-)= Lith. d<intig= Vera, dnndiln
= Skt. dant, tooth

; perhaps with an orig. initial

radical vowel (obscttred by lack of accent, re-

Human Tooth, enlai^ed; A, vertical sec-
tion ; A*, horizontal !iection.

a, enamel of crown ; b, pulp-cavity ; c, ce-
ment of roots or faius : it, dentin, ifn A the
letter ti is opposite the cingulum.)

^
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dueed to w- in Gr. and lost in the other tongues),
orig. Teut. *ctanth-y *etand- ~ L. '*eden{t-) = Gr,
*£6ovT- = Skt. *adattt-, etc., lit. * eater' or 'eat-

ing,' identical with AS. eiende {= L. etUn{t-)s

= Gr. e6uv (trSoir-)), eating, ppr. of etan, etc., =
L. cdere = Gr. IdttVy eat: see eat,'] 1, A hard
(homy, dentinal, osseous, chitinous, calcare-
ous, or silicious) body or substance, in the
mouth, pharynx, gullet, or stomach of an ani-

mal, serving primarily for the apprehension,
mastication, or trituration of food, and secon-
darily as a weapon of attack or defense, and for
a variety of other purposes, as digging in the
ground, climbing, articulation of vocal sounds,
etc. In man and nianimnls generally teeth are confined
to the mucous membrane of the premaxillary. suprnmaxil-
lary, and inframaxillary bones, and tnie teeth are present
throughout the class, with a few exceptions. (See Edentata,
Monotremata.) True teeth existed in Cretaceous birds,

as the Are/ueop-
trryx, He*})eromU, *

i B
and Ichthyornis; ^ a ^
no recent birds ^-^""n j.—
have teeth. (S. •

cut under Icht/i

M-jiw.) In reptik--,

batrachians, and
flshes teeth are
the rule; in these
classes they may
be not only on the
maxillary bones of
either or l>oth jaws,
bat also on the pal*

ate-bones, pharyn-
geal bones, vomer,
etc. Cbelouiansare
devoid of teeth,
their homy beaks
answering for bit-

ing, as is also the
case with binls.

True teeth are usually attached to the bones of the jaws by
being socketed in pits or grooves called alveoli^ this mode
of articulation being temieil gomphoHs. In reptiles, etc.,

the attachment to bone may be more intimate, and may
occur in several ways, whence the terms CLcrodont^ holco»

dont, pUuTodonty thecodont, etc. lYue teeth ki vertebrates
are enderonie structures which develop from odontoblasts,
and consist chiefly of a substance calletl dentin, to which
may be added cement and enanul; which hard structures,
as a nU& are disposed about ^pulp-cttvityt hUecl with soft

tooth'p%up, or the nutrient ana nerrous structures of the
tooth. This carffy nuqr close up cr remain wide open ; in
the latter case teeth grow perennially or for an Indeflnite
period. (See Gliret, Rodentia.) Detitin resembles bone in
most respects, and differs especially in the fineness and
parallellsni of the tubules which radiate from the central
cavity. Ivory is a variety of dentin. The hard tissues of
teeth ares<imetinie8 intricately folded (see /a^i/n'/UAfx/rfri/.

with cut); but individual teeth are seldom compounded
(see, however, Orycteropodidte). Teeth ol monotremes,
when present, are horny and not dentinal. There may be
one or sevenu rows of maxillary teeth, which successively
come into position, as the molars of the elephant, or are
simultaneously In position, as is the rule. In idl mammals
true tcetb are confined to a single row, upon the bonesabove
mentioned ; and In none are there more than two sets of
teeth. Mammalswlthonlyotiesetofteetharetermedfnon-
tmkpodont; those with two sets, dtpAyodont In diphyo*
dontmammals the first(w temporary setof teeth are termed
mUk-teeth; these areiometlmes shed In the womb; the
second set are the permanent teeth. According to their
special shapes, or tnelripeclal scats, teeth of diphyodouts
are divided into three sets— tncuors, canines, and mUan.
An incisor of the upperJaw is any tooth situated upon the
premaxillary bone ; an Incisor of the under Jaw is any tooth
of the mandible which opposes a superior incisor. An
upper canine Is the single first or most anterior tooth of
the supramaxUlary bone; an under canine lathe tooth
which opposes this one, and on closure of the mouth passes
in front of It. A molar tooth Is one of the back teeth, or
grinders. Molars are divided into false molars, premolars,
or IHcnspids, and true molars ; tlie premolars being those
which are preceded by milk molars, the molars proper
being those which have no pretiecessors. Thus, the per-
manent dLMitition of a diphymlont mammal differs from
the milk-dentition by the aitdititm of tnie molars. This
classification of the teeth enables us to construct conve-
nient dental formule. (See dentalformula^ under derUal.)
The incisors are generally simple, single-rooted, nipping
or cutting teeth, whence the name (but see mnrieident, with
cut). The canine is likewise a simple tooth, but one which
in the Camioora^ as a dog or cat, is lengthened and even
saberllke (the name Is taken from Its condition in the ilog,

and retained whether this tooth be actually caninifonn or
notX The molar, grinding, or cruising teeth usually have
more than one root or fang, and mare than one cusp or
prominence upon the crown ; they are hence c^ed bicus-
pid, tricuspid, midtietumid, etc., as the premolars (bicus-
pids) and molars (multienspids) of man ; their crowns are
variously tuberculous, giving rise to special descriptive
terms, as bunodont. ejfmborodotU^ btUhmodont, setervxtont,

nuuUxUnU, etc., and also bi-, tri-, quadri-, qitinqiu^-tuberctt-

ItUe, etc. One molar or premolar above and below, in car*
nivorous quadrupeds, is specially modified with a sharp
crest which cuts against its fellow of the other Jaw like
a scisaor-blade ; such a tooth is terme<l sccUrrial or car-
noMial. A tooth (Incisor or canine) which projects from
the mouth Is termed a tv*k or fusA, as in the elephant,
walrus, narwhal, wild boar and others of the pig family,
and the fossil saber- tot >tbed cats {Machserodontinfe). (See
cuts under Monodrm, utifjer-t'wthed, and tiuk.) A tooth may
be peculiarly folded upon itself to serve as a channel for

the conveyance of a pt)ist>nous fluid, as in the rattlesnake

:

such a t(x>th is tcnncd a farnj. (See paiston-fanff, and cut
under CVo/n/iw.) Atof>th is cummonly divided Intoacroirn,
a neck or ciwjulum, embraced by the gum, and a /an{f or
root— the latter, which may be multiple, being socketed

tooth

in the alveolar process of the jaw. Any animal's set of
teeth, or the character of that set, constitutes its dentition.

Decay of the teeth is caries, and a decaying tooth is said
to be carious. The scientific study and description of teeth
Is odontoloijy or odontography. In pursuing this subject,

see the various words above italicized, and many of tlie

cuts cited uuder sHUl, as well as those under Dcsmodontes,
maxillary, palate, Pythonidse, scalpriform, and siipra-

maxiUary.

As blak as cole icheon thei were In dede.
Save only ther tethe ther was noo white to see.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), I. 1943.

Nothur at thy mete thy toth thou pyke.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

No vertebrate animal has teeth in any part of the ali-

mentary canal save the mouth and pharynx— except a
snake (R{ichi'4on), which has a series of what must be
termed teeth, formed by the projection of the inferior
spinous processes of numerous anterior vertebrae into the
a'sophagus. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 81.

2. In Invertehrata, one of various hard bodies,
presenting great variety of position and struc-

ture, which may occur m the alimentary canal
from the mouth to the stomach. Such teeth are
always ecderonic, cuticular, or epithelial structures, as the
numerous teeth upon the lingual ribbon of gastropods, as
the snail. These are true teeth, of chitinous structure,

vei^- iminerous, and very regularly arranged in cross-rows
each of which usually consists of differently shaped teeth
distinguished by name (as median, admedian, uncinal,

etc.X and the whole character of which is important in

classification. (See odontophore, cuts under radxda and
ribixm, and various elasslficatory terms cited under radu-
ta.) Various hard tooth-like or Jaw-like projections re-

ceive the name of teeth, as certain chitinous protuberances,
called cardiac or gastric teeth, in the stomach of the lob-

ster, crab, etc.

3. In zofil.j a projection resembling or likened
to a tooth. Specifically— (a) A homy process of the cut-

ting edge of the beak of many birds, as the falcon and
shrike. See cut under dentintstral. (b) A process of the
shell in many Itivalves, at or near the hinge. Thus, a ge-

nus Anodonta is so named from the absence of these teeth,
consjplcuona in related genera. See cardinal teeth (under
ettrdinal), and cuts under bivalve, Caprotinidfe, and PU-
eatuUt. (c) A tooth-like or jaw-like part (sometimes a Jaw
ltself)of various invertebrates. See cuts under Clypeastri-

dst and lantern of Ari^otle (under latxtem).

4. In hot., any small pointed marginal lobe,

especially of a leaf: in mosses applied to the
delicate rringe of processes about tlie mouth of

the capsule, collectively known as Xhaperistome.
See periatomCy Musci, and cuts under cilium and
Dicranum.— 6. Any projection corresponding
to or resembling the tooth of an animal in

shape, position, or office; a small, narrow, pro-
jecting piece, usually one of a set. (a) One of the
projections of a comb, a saw, a file, a harrow, or a rake.

Cheese that would break the teeth of a new hand-saw
I could endue now like an estrlch.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, 11. 2.

(^) One of the tines or prongs of a fork, (c) One of the
sharp wires of a cardlng-lustrument. ((f) One of a series

of projections on the edge of a wheel which catch on cor-
resptjnding parts of a wheel or other body ; a cog. See
cut under ^inM^n.

6. ])i. In ft rose-cut diamond, the lower zone of

facets. They form a truncated cone-shaped
base for the crown,—7. In veneering^ the rough-
ness made by the toothing-plane on the sur-

faces to be glued together to aflFord a good
hold for the glue.— 8, Figuratively, a fang;
the sharj) or <listressing part of anything.

Blow, blow, thou winter wind; . . ,

Thy tooth is not so keen.
Because thou art not seen.

Shak.y As you Like It, 11. 7. 177.

9. Palate; relish; taste, literally or figura-

tively. Compare a sweet toothy below.

Chart. He *b an excellent musician himself, you must
note that.

May. And having met one fit for his own tooth, you see,

he skips from us.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, Iv, 4.

These are not dishes for thy dainty tooth,

Dryden, tr. of Perslus's Satires, III. 229.

It was much the same everywhere— affable greetings,

ftressing Invitations, great courtesy, but nothing, abso-
utely nothing, for the impatient tooth of a correspondent.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 867.

10. Keep; maintenance. Hidliwell. [Prov.

Kng. J —Addendum of a tooth. See addendum.—
Admedian teeth, in conch. See arfm^dmn.— Armod to
the teeth. See armed. Artificial teeth, pieces of ivo-

ry or porcelain fashioned in the shape of natural teeth,

used to replace the latter which have het-n lost or extract-

ed. When made of porcelain they are further known as
incomtptible, mineral, or vitresceiU teeM.—AsweettOOtll,
a fondness for sweet food.

I am glad that my Adonis hath a etceete tooth In his head.
Lyly, Euphues (ed. Arber), p. 308.

BasIOCClpital tooth. See baitiocnjntal, BiCUSpld
teeth, s. I hinisjfiii. Bulb of a tooth, see bulb. By
or with the skin of one's teeth, see ^Kn.— Canine
teeth. See def . 1, and canine. — Canlniform tOOth, any
t<Hith, whether a canine or other, that ivsmihlcs the spe-

cialized canine of a carnivore iti size and shape : as, lateral
incisors crt/u'/it/orwi ; canines not can{ni/iiriu.— CB.X>SU\Q
of teeth, the nienibrano of Niisniyth. See Xaxinyth'x mevi-
hrane, under membrane.— CBXdhlSl teeth, in conch., the
binge-teeth of a bivalve. See def. S {b\ hinge-tooth, and
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cut ander MixiJtw.— Clean as a hound's tooth, perfectly

clean; likepolishedivory.— Deciduousteeth. Seemilk-
tooth and dentition.— 'Dog teeth. Seti dmr-tooth.— 'Ele-

phant's-tOOth, a kind of to<.>th-shell. Dentalium etephan-

tinum.— EplcyclOldal teeth. See epicydoidal (with cut).

— Eruption of teeth, tlie cutting or appearance of the
teeth of any kiml ; dentition. — Esophageal teeth. See
esophageal, and third quotation under del. 1.—Eye teeth.
See eye-tooth.— Formula Of teeth. See dental formula
(under deiUalX and def. 1.—Prom one's teeth, not from
the heart ; reluctantly or as a matter of form.

When the best hint was given him, he not took 't,

Or did it from his teeth. Shak., A. and C, iii. 4. 10.

Gllriform teeth, any teeth that resemble the perennial

incisors of the rodents or (r(tr«».—Hen'Steeth, that which
does not exist, or wh'icli is e.vtremely rare or unlikely.

Compare the like use of black sican (under swan^. [Col-

loq.]—Hunting tooth, in toothed gearing, a single tooth,

either of the wheel or of the pinion, more than what is re-

quired to make the numbers of teeth in the wheel and in

the pinion commensurable. The puriwse of ahunting tooth

is to prevent the same teeth from coming into contact at

each revolution, and thus to distribute more uniformly the
wearing effect of friction.— Incisive tooth. See incisive

edge (under incisive), and iHcisor.— In spite or despite of
one's teeth, despite all resistance or opposition. Shak.,

M. W. of W., V. 5. 133.— Inthe teeth, (a) in direct oppo-
sition or conflict.

Four brigades, under the conduct of Sebast, . . . had no
sooner reached the top of the hill but they met Picro-

chole in the teeth, and those that were with him scattered.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 49.

(6) To one's face ; openly.

Dost thou jeer and flout me in the teeth ?

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 22.

In the teeth of. (a) Despite ; in defiance of ; in opposi-

tion to.

As the oath taken by the clergy was in the teeth of their

principles, so was their conduct in the teeth of their oath.

Maeaiday, Hallam's Const. Hist.

(6) Straight against : noting direction : as, to walk in the

teeth of the wind.

Their vessels go only before the wind, and they had a
strong steady gale almost directly in their teeth.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 62,

(c) In the face or presence of ; before.

The carrier scarcely knew what to do in the teeth of so

urgent a message. R. D. Blackmore, Cripps the Carrier, i.

Lateral teeth, in cojich. See lateral, a., 3, and n., 1 (o)

(!>).— Lingual teeth. See iMii7Moi.— Mandibular teeth,
(a) The teetli of the mandible or lower jaw of any verte-

brate, (b) The processes or serration of the mandibles of

any insect, as astag-beetle.—Maugre one's teetht. See
inatcgre.— MaxUlary teeth. See maxillary.— Median
teeth, in conch., the single middle teeth of the several

cross-rows of radular teeth, as distinguished from the

paired admedian, lat.eral, or uncinal teeth of each cross-

row.— Mlllt-teeth. See def. 1 and iniJ*-too(A.— Molarl-
form teeth, any teeth, whether molars or others, which
serve for crushing, or resemble true grinders in shape or

office.- Molar teeth. See def. 1, molar, »., and cut under
mpramaxillnni.— Old woman's tooth. Same as router-

plane (which see, under router).- Permanent, pharyn-
geal, pitted, stomachal teeth. See the adjectives.—

Premolar teeth. See def. l, premolar, and cuts under
palate and supramaziUary.—Ra,d\ila.T teeth, in conch.

See radula (with cut), and cuts under ribbon and toxoglos-

sate.— Stomach teeth. See sto)n<ic/i(oo(A.— Superadd-
ed teeth, the six posterior permanent teeth of either jaw
of man —that is, the true molars.—Teeth Of succession,
the ten anterior permanent teeth of each jaw of man, which
succeed the milk-teeth— that is, the incisors, canines, and
premolars, as taken together, and distinguished from su-

peradded tee(A.— Temporary teeth, tlio milk-teeth.—

To cast one's colt's tooth, to have a colt's tooth. See
cott—To cast or throv? in one's teeth, to give boldly, as

a challenge, taunt, reproach, etc. .Mat. xxvii. 44.—To cut
one's eye-teeth, to acquire worldly wisdom by experi-

ence ; have one's wits sharpened. Compare like implica-

tion of wisdom-tooth.—To cut the teeth. See eut—lo
have (carry) a bone In the teeth, same as to carry a
bone in the mmith. See ftoiw;!.-To hide one's teetht, to

dissimulate one's hostility, feign friendship.

The jailer . . . hid his teeth, and, putting on a show of

kindness, seemed much troubled that we should sit there
abroad. T. EUwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 823.

To hit in the teeth with, to taunt or twit with ; throw
in the teeth of.

If you be my friend, keep you so ; if you have done me
a good turn, do not hit me t" the teeth with 't ; that 's not
the part of a friend.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 1.

To He in one's teeth. See ifcs.-To love the tooth, to
be an epicure or gounnet.

Very delicate dainties, . . . greatly sought by them that
love the tooth so well.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 543. (Davies.)

To one's (the) teeth, to one's face ; openly ; boldly ; de-
fiantly : sometimes intensified as to the hard teeth.

Mowbray in fight him m&tchless honour won ; . . .

Gilford seemed danger to her teeth to dare.
Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 43.

Tooth and nail, with biting and scratching ; hence, with
all strength and means ; with one's utmost efforts.

And physic will favour ale (as it is bound),
And stand against beer both tooth and naU.

liandoljih, Connnendation of a Pot of Good Ale.

Tooth ofthe mentum. iameasmentum-looth.—To set
the teeth on edge. See edge.— to show one's teeth,
to threaten.

When the Law shoivs her teeth, but dares not bite.

Young, Love of Fame, i. 17.

To take the bit in the teeth. See 6i«i .—Uncinal teeth,
iticonch. See««cma/.—Villlform teeth. ^QQ viUiform.

6382
—Wisdom teeth, see misdom-tooth.

—

With teeth and
all, tooth and nail. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 6.

tooth (toth), V. [<ME. toothen, tothen ; < tooth,

».] I. trans. 1. To bite; taste.

They were many times In doubt which they should
tovlh first, or taste last. Gossan, Schoole of Abuse.

2. To furnish with teeth: as, to tooth a rake.

That towe is toothed thicke as the mesure
Of erees wol not passe hem, upwarde bende . . ,

And every corne wol start into this chare.
Palladitis, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 159.

The twin cards toothed with glittering wire.
Wordsworth.

3. To indent ; cut into teeth
;
jag.

Then saws were toothed, and sounding axes made.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 215.

4. To lock one in another.

II. intrans. If. To teethe.

When thaire crestes springe
As seke are thay as children in tothinge.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

2. To interlock, as cog-wheels.

toothache (toth'ak), n. [Formerly also tooth-

ach, toothake; < ME. tothache, < AS. tothecc, <

toth, tooth, -I- ecc, ache: see tooth and achei.~\

Pain in the teeth; odontalgia. Toothache was
once supposed to be caused by a worm in the
tooth. Compare worm.

Coughes and cardiacles, crampes and tothaches.

Piers Plouwmn (B), xx. 81.

I am troubled
With the toothache, or with love, I know not whether

;

There is a worm in l)oth.

Massinger, Parliament of Love, i. 5.

toothache-grass (toth'ak-gras), n. A grass,

Ctenium Americanum, of the southern United
States. The culm is 3 or 4 feet high, and bears a curi-

ous dense and much-awned one-sided spike with a flat

rachis, which is strongly curved backward. This grass
has a very pungent taste.

toothache-tree (toth'ak-tre), n. 1. The prick-

ly-ash.— 2. The somewhat similar Aralia spi-

nosa, or angelica-tree, sometimes called wild
oraiif/e.

toottiback (toth'bak), n. A tooth-backed or
prominent bombycid moth; a pebble. See
Notodonta.
tooth-backed (toth'bakt), a. Having a tooth
or prominence on the back, as a caterpillar of

the family Xotodovtidse.

tooth-bearer (toth'bar"er), n. The odonto-
phore of a moUusk.

toothbill (toth'bil), Ji. The tooth-billed pigeon
(manu-mea) of the Samoan Islands. See cut
under T)iduncuhi.9.

tooth-billed (toth'bild), a. In ornith., having
one or more tooth-like processes of the horny
integument on the cutting edges of the bill.

(a) Dcntirostral, as a falcon or a shrike. See cut under
dentirostral. (b) Serratirostral, as a sawbill or a hum-
miiig-liird. See cut under «erro(tros<ra(.— Tooth-bHled
bower-bird, a rare and remarkable bower-bird, Scetu>-

Toath-billed Bower-bird {Sceiiofcnu imlirostrUV

poexis (or Scenoixeetes) dnttirostris, lately discovered (1876)

in the Rockingham Bay district of Australia.— Tooth-
billed pigeon, JMdunculus strigirostris. See cut under
Didunculus.

tooth-blancht (toth'blaneh), n. Something to

whiten the teeth; a dentifrice.

Dentifricium, tooth-powder, tooth sope, or tooth-Nanch.
Nomenetator, 1685. (ATares.)

tooth-brush (toth'brush), n. A small brush,

with a long straight or curved handle, used for

cleaning the teeth.

toothbrush-tree (toth'brush-tre), «. See Sal-

radora'^.

tooth-carpenter (t6th'kar'''pen-t6r), n. A den-
tist. [Humorous slang.]

tooth-cress (toth'kres), n. Same as corahfort.

tooth-drawert (toth'dra'er), H. [< ME. toth-

drawer, tothdraware ; < tooth + draicer.'] One
who draws teeth, especially as a profession; a
dentist.

Of portours and of pykeporses, and pyled Ibald) toth-draw-

ers. Piers Plowman (C), vii. 370.

His face so ill favouredly made that he looks at all times
as if a tuothdrawer were fumbling about his gums.

Dekker, Gulls Hornbook.

tooth-like

tooth-drawing (toth'dra'ing), rt. The act of

extracting a tooth ; the practice of extracting
teeth.

toothed (totht), a. [< ME. tothed, tothyd; <

tooth + -etP.] 1. Having teeth; furnished
with teeth.

Four maned lions hale
The sluggish wheels ; solemn their toothed maws.
Their surly eyes brow-hidden. Keats, Endymion, IL

2. Jagged ; notched ; dentate ; serrate.

The crushing is effected by means of two grooved cyl-

inders consisting of toothed discs.

Sporus' Encyc. Manuf., I. 454.

Specifically — (a) Thorny.

Tooth'd briers, sharp furzes, pricking goss and thorns.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 180.

(6) In bot., having a series of regular or irregular project-

ing points about the margin ; dentate ; as, a toothed leaf,

calyx, etc. ; having tooth-like projections, as the roots
of Dentaria. (c) In ornith., having a tooth-like projection
of tile cutting edge of the bill, as a falcon's beak; denti-

rostral. See cuts under dentirostral and ThamnophUime.
(d) In conch., having a tooth-like projection, or such pro-
jections, about the margin of a bivalve, or the aperture of

a univalve, as a unio or a helix. See tooth, n., 3 {b\ and
cuts under bivalve. Monoceros, and Monodonta. (e) In
arutt, odontoid or dentate : noting the axis, or second cer-

vical vertebra. See oarw?!, 3(a). (/) In en^om., having one
or more sharp tooth-like processes : as, a toothed margin
or mandible.— Toothed herring. See herring.— Tooth-
ed Shell. Same as tooth-shell.—Toothei snails. See
snail.

—

Toothed Whale. See wfiale.— Toothed wheels,
wheels made to act upon or drive one another by having
the surface of each indented with teeth, which fit into

those of the other; cog-wheels. .See tooth, 5 (d), wheel,

and cut under pinion.

toothedge (toth'ej), n. [< tooth + edf/e.l The
sensation of having one's teeth set on edge ; a
sensation excited by grating sounds and by the

touch of certain substances ; tingling uneasi-
ness, arising from stridulous sounds, vellica-

tion, or acid or acrid substances.

tooth-flower (t6th'flou''er), «. A rubiaceous
plant, DenteUa repens, the only species of its

genus, a prostrate herb forming dense patches,
found in Asia, Australia, and Polynesia.

toothful (toth'fid), a. [< tooth + -ful, 1.] If.

Full of teeth.
Our mealy grain

Our skilfuU Seed-man scatters not in vain

;

But, being covered by the tooth-full Harrow, . . .

Rots to reviue.
Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, L 3.

2. Toothsome; palatable.

what dainty relish on my tongue
This fruit hath left '. some angel hath me fed

;

If so toothfuU, I will be banqueted.
Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, v. 1.

toothful (toth'ful), n. [< tooth + -ful, 2.] A
small draught of any liquor. [CoUoq.]

Step round and take a toothfvl of something short to our
better acquaintance. Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. L

tOOthill (tot'hil), 11. [< ME. toothil, toothiUe,

totehylle, toothullc, tutehylte; < toot^ + hilft.

Hence the local names Toothitt, Tothill, Tuttle,

and the surnames Tuthill, Tuttle, TotUe.'] A
lookout-hill ; any high place of obser\-ation ; an
eminence : now only as a local name.
And in the myd place of on of hys Gardynes is a lytylle

Mountayne, where there is a lytylle Medewe : and in that
Medewe is a litylle Toothille with Toures and Pynacles,
alle of Gold : and in that litylle Toothille wole he sytten
often tyme, for to taken the -Ayr and to desporten hym.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 312.

A Tute hylle; Amisium montarium, specula.
Cath. Ang., p. 398.

toothing (to'thing), n. [Verbal n. of tooth, i'.]

In bidldiiif/, bricks or stones left projecting at

the end of a wall that they may be bonded into

a continuation of it when required.

toothing-plane (to'thing-plan), h. a plane
the iron of which, in place of being sharpened
to a cutting edge, is formed into a series of

small teeth, it is used to roughen a surface intended
to be covered with veneer or cloth, in order to give a bet-

ter hold to the glue.

tooth-key (toth'ke), «. A dentists' instrument
formerly in use for extracting teeth : so called

because turned like a key.

toothless (toth'les), a. [< ME. toothles; < tooth

+ -less.'] Having no teeth, in any sense; de-

prived of teeth, as by age ; edentulous ; eden-
tate; anodont.

Sunk are her eyes, and toothless are her jaws.
Dryden, -Eneid, viL 580.

tOOthlet (toth'let), n. [< tooth + -let.] 1. A
small tooth or tooth-like process ; a denticle.

—

2. In hot., a tooth of minute size.

toothleted (toth'let-ed), a. [< toothlet + -e<P.]

In bot., having toothlets; denticulate; having
very small teeth or projecting points, as a leaf.

tooth-like (toth'lik), a. Besembliug a tooth;
odontoid ; like a tooth in situation, form, or

function : as, tooth-like projections.



Tooth-omament—«
Lincoln Cathedral,
ki^land.

tooth-net

tooth-net (toth'net), n, A large fishing-net
anchored. [Sooteh.]

tooth-ornament (t6th'6r*'na-ment), ». In me-
flinal arch., a molding of the Romanesque and
Early Pointed styles, especial-
ly frequent in Isormanay and
in England. It consists of a square
four-leaved flower, the center of which
projects in a point. It is generally in-

serted in a hollow molding, with the
flowers in close contact with one an-
other, though they are not unfrequent-
ly placed a short distance apart, and in

rich suitsof moldings are often repeatr

ed several times. Compare dog-tooth,

and luxU'htaded moiding (under nail-

headed),

tooth-paste (toth'past), n. A
dentinice in the form of paste,

toothpick (toth'pik), n. and a.

[< lootli + niVti. Cf. pick-
tooth.'} I. n. 1. An implement,
as a sharpened quill or a small
pointed piece of wood, for

cleaning the teeth of sub-
stances lodged between them.
In the seventeenth century toothplclcs were often of pre-
cious material, as gotd : and gold and silver toothpick*
are t4jilet articles still sometimes used.

I have all that 's requisite
To the malcing up of a signior: my spruce ruff.

My hooded cloak, long stocking, and paned hose.
My case of tjo<tthpiekt, and my silver fork
To convey an olive neatly to my month.

Mattinger, Great Duke of Florence, UL

2. A bowie-knife. [Slang, U. S.]

Things supposed to be required by " honor " will coarsen
as they descend among the vulgar ; . . . the duel will de-
velop into a street or bar-room fight, with ''Arkansas tooth-

picks " as the weapons. The Natioti, Dec. 7, 1882, p. 486.

3. An umbelliferous plant, Ammi Visnaga, of
the Mediterranean region : so named from the
use made of the rays of the main umbel, which
harden after flowering. Also called toothpick
hixhop's-iceed, and Spattixh toothpick.

n. n. Shaped like a toothpick: specifically

noting boots and shoes having narrow, pointed
toes. [Slang.]

toothpicker (tath'pik'*r),»i. [< tooth + picker.']

1. One who or that which picks teeth.

They write of a bird that is the crocodile's t4xithpMerf
and feeds on the fragments left tn his teeth whiles the ser-

pent lies a-«unning. Rev, T, Adamt, Works, L 8S.

2. That with which the teeth are picked; a
toothpick. [Rare.]

(io to yiiur chamber, and make cleanc your teeth with
your titoth picker, which should be either of iuorle, silver,

orgul.L Babeet Book (E.^ "£.&.), p. 2i2.

tooth-plugger (tijth'plug'er), n. A dental in-

strinncnt for filling teeth. Seeplugger.
tooth-powder (toth'pou'der), n. A powder
u.scd in cleaning the teeth.

tooth-pulp (toth'pulp), n.' Connective and
other soft tissue filling the puli)-cavity of a
tooth. It is in part nervous, and is very sensi-
tive when exposed to the air through caries of
the dentin.

tooth-rakef (tSth'rak), n. A toothpick.

Dentiacalpium, . . . Curedent. A tooth-scnper, or
t'K-th-rake. Someneiator, Qlaret,)

tooth-rash (tiSth'rash), n. A cutaneous erup-
tion sometimes occurring during the process of
dentition: stune a» strophulus.

tooth-ribbon (tSth'rib'on), n. The lingual rib-
lion. or riKlula, of a mollusk. See odontophore,
hikI cuts under radula and ribbon. P. P. Car-
I'nitir.

tooth-sac (tiith'sak), n. Connec-
tive tissue in the fetus contain-
ing the germ of the teeth.

tooth-saw (tOth'sft), n. In dentis-

Irii, u fine frame-saw for sawing
olT a natural tooth in order to set

an artificial pivot-tooth, for saw-
ing ))etween teeth which are
ovcrcrnwilcd, etc.

tooth-scrapert (tOth'skra'per), n.

A toothpick. See the quotation
imrlcr tooth-rake.

tooth-shell (tiith'shel), n. Any
nKinbcr of the genus DenUiliiim,

family I)(iitulii(l/r, order Soleno-
'•nrh/e,or class Scanhopoda. The
hells are symmetrical, tabular, conical,
id i?('n<?nilly curved. See the technical
niiit. Also called toOlhed sMt.— False

'ooth-sbella, the CmtiAm.

tooth-soapt ftofh'sop), n. Soap
for ili'a?nng the teeth. Tojisell,

Beast-s. 1(H)7. (f/alliwell.)

toothsome (toth'sum), «. [< tooth + -sonic]
Palatable; pleasing to the taste ; relishing.

TooUi-shell
{EMtatis itriota.

la I.
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Though less toot/imme to me, they were more wholesome

for me. Fvller. (Imp. Diet)

toothsomely (toth'sum-li), adv. In a toothsome
manner.
toothsomeness (toth'sum-nes), n. The state
or character of being toothsome

;
pleasantness

to the taste.

toothstickt (toth'stik), n. A toothpick.

In a manuscript volume of the private accounts of
Francis Sitwell, of Renishaw, from August 20, 1728, to
March 2, 1748, the following entries occur: 1729, Sept. 6.

" Disbursed at London [among many other items] a silver

«oo(A-»(tct 8d" ... iV. atul Q., 7th ser., VII. 30.

tooth-violet (toth'vi "6-let), n. Same as coral-
irort, 1.

tooth-winged (toth'wingd), a. Having, as cer-
tain butterflies, the outer margin of the wings
dentate or notched : opposed to simple-winged :

applied to some of the Nymphalidse, as mem-
bers of the genera Grapta and Vanessa.

toothwort (toth'wert), n. [< tooth + tfor<l.]

1. A plant, Lathraea sqiiamaria, so named from
the tooth-like scales on the rootstock and the
base of the stem, or according to some from
the capsules, which when half-ripe strongly
simulate human teeth. Also called clown's Itiny-

Kort.— 2. Aplant of the genus />entan'o; same
as coralwort, 1.— 3. See Plumbago, 2.— 4. The
shepherd's-purse, Capsella Bursapastoris : an
old use.

tOOth-WOimd (tSth ' wond), n. A wound in-

flicted by the tooth of an animal. It generally
belongs to the class of punctured wounds, and is prone to
become seriously inflamed, even when the animal inflict-

ing it is not venomous.

toothy (to'thi), a. [< tooth -I- -yl.] 1. Hav-
ing teeth ; full of teeth. [Rare.]

Let the green hops lie lightly : next expand
The smoothest surface with the tuolhi/ rake.

Smart, Hop-Garden, 11.

2. Toothsome. [Colloq.]

A certain relaxation subsequently occurs, during which
meat or game which is at flrst tough becomes more ten.
der and toothy. Alien, and Neurol., X. 459.

3. Biting; carping; crabbed; peevish. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Toothy critics by the score,
In Woody raw (rowj. Burnt, To W. Creech.

tOOting-hillt (t6'ting-hil), H. [< ME. totyng-

hylle, tytunge-huUe ; < tooting, verbal n. of tooi^,

v., + /li/A.J Same as toothill. Prompt. Parr.,

p. 497.

tooting-holet (ta'ting-hol), n. r< ME. totyng-
holr ; < tooting, verbal n. of toofl, v., + hole^.}

A spy-hole.

They within tb« citee perceired well this totyng-hote,
and laied a pece of ordynaunce directly against the wyn-
dowc. UaU, Hen. VL.an. 6.

tooting-placet (tS'ting-plas), «. [ME. totyng-
place; < tooting, verbal a. of toot^, v., + place.']

A watch-tower.
ToUng place. Wyet^, im. xxL i.

tootle (td'tl), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. tootled, ppr.

tootling. [Freq. or dim. of toot^.] To toot
gently or repeatedly ; especially, to produce a
succession of weak modulated sounds upon a
flute.

Two Fidlers scraping Lilla burlero, my Lord Mayor's De-
light, upon a Couple of Crack'd Crowds, and an old OU-
verian trooper toouing upon a lYumpet
Quoted In AMon't Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

(1.85.

We are all forfootfinoon the sentimental flute inlitera-
tnre. it. L. Steventon, Inland Voyage, p. 14.

tOO-tOO (tO'td), adv. and a. See phrase under
tooK

toot-plant (tot'plant), n. [< toot (< Maori tutu)
+ planti.] A large shrub of New Zealand,
Coriaria sarmentosa (if not the same as C. rus-

cifolia), having long four-angled branches,
large leaves, and gracefully drooping panicles.
The plant is poisonous and destructive to cattle— not,
however, it is said, to goats. The property appears to be
that of an irritant narcotic. The ben^-like fruit without
tlic st-tils is edible. Also vinel)erry.

toot-poison (tot'ix)i'zn), n. The poison of the
toot-iilant.

too-wnoo, » and v. See tu-whoo.

toozle (to'zl), r. t. A dialectal variant of tousle.

toOZOO (to-zO'), «. [Imitative.] The cushat
or ring-dove, Columbn palumbus. [Prov. Eng.]

top^ (top), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also toppc

;

Sc. tap; < ME. top, toppe, < AS. top, a tuft or ball

at the point or top of anything, = OFries. top

= ]). top, end, point, summit, = MLG. top, LG.
U>pp = OHG. MHG. copf, end, point, tuft of
hair, pigtail, top of a tree, O. zopf, top, = leel.

tnppr, tuft, lock of hair, crest, top, = Sw. topp,

a summit, = Dan. toj>, tuft, crest, top; appar.
orig. 'a projecting end or point' (cf. tap^).

top

Hence, from Teut., OF. tope, dim. toupet, F. tou-

pet, tuft of hair, crest, top, knob, =: Sp. tope =
It. topjpo, end. Cf.tip^.] I. n. 1 . A tuft or crest
on the apex or summit of anything, as a helmet,
the head, etc.; hence, the hair of the head; es-

pecially, the forelock.
His top was dokked lyk a preest befom.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 690.

Let's take the instant by the forward top,

Shak., All's WeU, v. 3. 39.

2. Any bunch of hair, fibers, or filaments; spe-
cifically, in woolen-manuf., a bundle of long-sta-
ple combed wool-slivers, ready for the spinner,
and weighing 1^ pounds.
A toppe of flax, de lin le toup.

Rel. Antiq. (ed. Ualliwell and Wright), II. 78.

This long fibre, . . . which is called the top in the
worsted manufacture.

W. C. Bramwea, Wool-Carding, p. 27.

3. The crown of the head, or the upper surface
of the head back of the forehead ; the vertex
or sinciput.

Thou take hym by the toppe and I by the tayle
;

A sorowfull songe in faith he shall singe.
Chester Plays, 11. 176. (HalliuvU.)

All the starred vengeance of heaven fall

On her ingrateful top! S/mk., Lear, ii. 4. 165.

4. The highest or uppermost part of anything

;

the most elevated end or point; the summit;
the apex. •

Pierea the Plowman al the place me shewed.
And bad me toten on the tree on toppe and on rote.

Piers plowman (B), xvi. 2-2.

Their statues are very fairely erected in Alabaster vppon
the toppe of the monument. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 52.

And long the way appears, . . .

And high the niountain-fo^, in cloudy air.

The inountain-^'ps where is the throne of "Truth.

M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

Specifically— (o) The head or upper part of a plant, es-

pecially the above-ground part of plants yielding root-
crops: as, potato-fopn, turnip-fops; in phar., the newer
growing parts of a plant.

If the bud's are made our food, they are called heads, or
tope; so cabbage heads, heads of asparagus and artichoke.

Watts, Logic, I. vi. $ 3.

The fruits and tops of juniper are the only ofBcinal parte.
U. S. Ditpenmtory, 14th ed., p. 827.

(b) The upper part of a shoe. Compare def. 13 and top-boot.

He has tops to his shoes up to his mid leg.

Farquhar, Beaux' f^tratagem, ill. 1.

(«) The upper end or source ; head waters, as of a river.
(Kare.J

The third navigable river is called Toppahanock. . , .

At the top of it inhabit the people called Mannahoacks
amongst the mountaines.

Copt John Smith, Works, I. 117.

(d) The upper side ; the surface.

Such trees as spread their roots near the top of the
ground. Bacon.

(e) pi. The collection of a few copies of each sheet of a
printed book placed on the top of a pile of such printed
sheets.

5. That which is first or foremost, (o) The begin-
ning : noting time. [Rare.]

In thende of Octob'r, or in the toppe
Of Novemb'r in the lande is hem to stoppe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. .S.), p. 96.

(6) That which comes first in the natural or the accepted
order : the flrst or upper part ; the head : as, the top of a
page ; the top of a column of figures.

Cade. What is thy name?
Clerk. Emmanuel.
Diek. They use to write it on the top of letters.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 107.

Ralph left her at the top of Regent Street, and turned
down a by.thoroughfare. Diekeiuf, Nicholas Nickieby, x.

(c) The most advanced or prominent pai-t; the highest
part, place, rank, grade, or the like.

Take a boy from the top of a grammar school, and one
of the same age, bred . . . in his father's family, . . . and
. . . see which of the two will have the more manly car-
riage. Locke, Education, I 70.

Home was head ; his brilliant composition and thorough
knowledge of the books brought him to the top.

Farrar, Julian Home, xix.

6. The crowning-point. [Rare.]

He was upon the top of his marriage with Magdaleine
the French King's daughter.

Knolles, Hist, of the Turks. {Latham.)

7. The highest point or degree; pinnacle; ze-

nith; climax.
WTiat valiant foemen, like to autumn's corn,
Have we mow'd down in tops of all tlicir pride t

SAa*.,3Hen VL,v. 7. 4.

Thus by that Noise without, and this within.
She summon'd was unto the top of fear.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 215.

And when my hope was at the top, I still was worst mis-
taken, O. Bums, My Father was a Farmer.

8. The highest example, type, or representa-
tive; chief; crown; consummation; acme.
Godliness being the chiefest Iffp and well-spring of all

true virtues, even as God is of all gcKxi things.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.



top

What is this
That . . . wears upon his baby-brow the round
And top of sovereignty? Shak,, Macbeth, iv. 1, 89.

He was a Konian, and the top of honour.
Fletcher {and another), False One, ii. 1.

The top of woman ! all her sex in abstract

!

B. JonsoHt Devil is an Ass, iv. 1.

9. Nattt., a sort of platform surrounding the
head of the lower mast on all sides, it serves to

extend the topmast-shrouds. The tops are named after the
respective masts to wliich they belong, as maiyUopj/oretop,
and mizzentop. See cut under lubber.

In the morning we descried from the top eight sail

astern of us. WuUhrop, Hist. New England, I. 6.

10. The cover of a carriage. In coaches it is a
permanent cover ; in barouches aud landaus it is a double
calash ; in gigs, phaetons, etc., it is a calash.

1 1 . That part of a cutgem which is between the

girdle or extreme margin and the table or flat

face. E.H. Knight.— 12. pi. Buttons washed
or plated with gold, silver, tin, etc., on the face
or front side only : when the whole is thus treat-

ed, they are called all-overs. [Trade-name.]—
13. Same as top-boot : especially in the plural

:

as, a pair of tops. [Colloq.]

To stand in a bar, ... in a green coat, knee-cords, and
tops. IHckem, Pickwick, xiv.

It was a kind of festive occasion, and the parties were
attired accordingly. Mr. Weller's tops were newly cleaned,
and his dress was arranged with peculiar care.

Dicken^ Pickwick, Iv.

14. The end-piece of a jointed fishing-rod; the
tip ; also, the topping or mounting at the end of

this piece, usuallymade of bell-metal, agate, car-
nelian, etc.—15. A method of cheating at dice
in vogue about the beginning of the eighteenth
century. Both dice seemed to be put into the box, but
in reality one was kept at the top of the box between the
flngei-s of the person playing.—At the top OfOne's lungS.
SeeJiwii;.—Bowtop. See((0M)2.—Captains of tops. See
captain.—From top to toe, from head to foot; hence,
wholly; entirely; througliout.

Be-hold me how that I ame tourne.
For I ame rente/ro tope to to.

Political Poeiag, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 95.

Lop and lOp. See lop'^.—On. top Of, superimposed on.

—TO cryon (or in)the top oft , to speak with greater force
or importance than ; oven-ule.

It was— as I received it, and others, whose judgements
in such matters cried in the top of mine— an excellent
play. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 450.

Top and l>utt, in ship-bidldinfj. a method of working long
tapering planks, by laying their broad and narrow ends
alternsitely fore-and-aft, lining a piece o(f every broad end
the whole length of the shifting. It is adopted princi-

pally for ceiling. Sometimes used attributively : as, "^op
andlmtt . . . fashions," rAeorie, Naval Arch., § 213.—Top
and tailt, everything ; beginning and end.

Thou Shalt . . . with thyn eres heren wel
Top and tail, and every del.

Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 880.

Top and topgallantt, in complete array ; in full rig ; in

fuUforce.

Captains, he coraeth hitherward amain.
Top and t4)p-fjallant, all in brave array.

Peele, Battle of Alcazar, ill. 3.

Top of the tree, the highest point or position attainable

;

the highest rank In the social scale. In a profession, or
the like.

My Lady Dedlock has been . . . at the (op o/tAe fashion-

able tree. Dickens, Bleak House, ii.

Top over tailt, heels over head ; topsyturvy.

Happili to the hinde he hit thanne formest,
tfc set hire a sad strok so sore in the necke
That sche top ouer tail tombled oner the hacches.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 2776.

Top-road bridge. See bridffe.—Topa-scnd-'bottoms,
small rolls of dough baked, cut in halves, and then
browned in an oven, used as food for infants. Simmonds.

'Tis said that her tops and bottoms were gilt,

Like the oats in that Stal)le-yard Palace built
For the horse of Heliogabalus.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Birth.

H. a. 1. Being at the top; uppermost;
highest; foremost; first; chief; principal.

These twice-six colts had pace so swift, they ran
Upon the top-ayles of corn ears, nor bent them any whit.

Chapman, Iliad, xx. 211.

The fineBerinthia, one of the Top-Characters, is impu-
dent and Profane.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 219.

The humble ass serves the poorer sort of people, there
being only a few of the (op families in the city [of Scio]
who use horses. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 9.

Aniline colours used alone remained in fashion for a
short time only, but are now usefully employed as tftp

colours— namely, brushed in very dilute solution over
vegetable colours. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 236.

2. Greatest; extreme.
Setting out at top speed, he soon overtook him.

H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. (Davies.)

3. Prime; good; capital: as, top ale. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]—The top notch. See notch.—
Top and bottom tools, striking-tools, such as chisels or
punches and swages. The l>ottom tools have generally
s<iuare tangs to fit into the stinare opening in the anvil, and
the operator holds the work ujwn the bottom tool, while
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the top tool is held above the work, and Is struck with a
sledge by another workman.—Top burton. See burton.
—Top cover, the upper or front cover of a book. [Kng.J
—Top edge, the head or upper edge of a book. lEng.]—
lov Tib, in gun-making. Seeni6i,2(0.—Top side. Same
as top cover.

top^ (top), v.; pret. and pp. topped, ppr. topping.

[< topi, M. Ct.top^,v.'\ I. trans. 1. To put a
top on; cap; crown.
Her more famous mountaines are the aforesaid Heemus,

[and] Rhodope still topt with snow. Ste»dj/s,Travailes,p. 33.

2. In dyeing, to cover or wash over with a dif-

ferent or richer color: as, to top indigo with a
bright aniline, to give force and brilliancy.

—

3. To place and fasten upon the back margin
of (a saw-blade) a stiffening piece, or a gage
for limiting the depth of a kerf; back (a saw).— 4. To reach the top of.

Wind about till you have topped the hill.

Sir J. Denham, Prudence.

5. To rise above or beyond ; surmount.
The moon . . . like an enemy broke upon me, topping

the eastward ridge of rock.
ii. D. Blachmore, Loma Doone, xxxvii.

The sun was just topping the maples.
The Century, XXVI. 376.

6. To pass over; leap; clear.

Many a green dog would endeavour to take a mouse in-

stead of topping the brambles, thereby possibly splitting
a claw. The Field, March 19, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

7. To surpass ; outdo.

If this letter speed.
And my invention thrive, Edmund the base
Shall top the legitimate. Slmk., Lear, i. 2. 21.

8. To take off the top of. Specifically- (a) To re-

move the top or end from (a plant); especially, to crop, as
a tree or plant, by cutting off the growing top, or before
ripening (as, in the case of tobacco, to increase the size of
the remaining leaves, or, with maize, to liasten the ripen-
ing, etc.).

What tree if it be not topped beareth any fruite ?

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 127.

Periander, being consulted with how to preserve a tyr-

anny newly usui-ped, . . . went into his garden and top-

ped all the higliest flowers.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

(6) To snuff (a candle) : said also of burning ofl the long
end of a new wick. Ualliwell; De Vere. (Prov. Eng. and
U.S.]

Top the candle, sirrah ; methinks the light burns blue.
Middleton, Your Five Gallants, i. 1.

(c) See the quotation.

Harder tempers of steel, containing 0.7 per cent, of
carbon and upwards, settle down after teeming, leaving a
hollow or funnel-shaped tube or pipe at the top of the in-

got, which requires to be broken off, or the ingot topped,
as it is called, before working the same.

W. B. Greemcood, Steel and Iron, p. 424.

9. Naut., to raise one end, as of a yard or boom,
higher than the other.— 10. To hang. Tuffs
Glossary of Tliieves' Jargon (1798). [Thieves'
slang.]

Thirty-six were cast for death, and only one was topped.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 387.

11. To tup ; cover. Shal:, Othello, v. 2. 136.—
Topping the dice. See (opi, 71., 15.— To top off. (a)

To complete by putting on the top or uppermost part of

;

as, to top of a stack of hay ; hence, to finish
; put the fin-

ishing touch to.

A heavy sleep evolved out of sauerkraut, sausages, and
cider, lightly topped of with a mountain of crisp waffles.

The Century, XLI. 47.

(6t) To take or toss off ; drink off.

Its no heinous offence (beleeve me) for a young man to
hunt harlots, to toppe of a canne roundly ; its no great
fault to breake open dores.

Tere7\ce in English (1614). (Nares.)

To top one's part, to do one's part with zeal and suc-
cess ; outdo one's self.

Well, Jenny, you topp'd your paH. indeed.
Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

That politician tops his part
Who readily can lie with art.

Oay, The Squire and his Cur.

To top up, to finish ; wind up ; put an end to : as, he was
(owed wp by his extravagance. [Colloq.]

II. intrans. 1. To rise aloft; be eminent;
tower; hence, to surpass; excel. See top-

ping, p. a.

But write thy best, and top ; and, in each line^

Sir Format's oratory will be thine.

Dryden, MacFlecnoe, 1. 167.

2. To be of a (specified) height or top-measure-
ment.
The latter was a dark chestnut with a white fetlock,

standing full 16 hands (while the mare scarcely topped l.S).

Lau^rence, Guy Livingstone, ix.

3. To incline or fall with the top foremost;
topple.

My attention was flret called to a movement of the snow
by noticing that the snow walls were leaving the building,
as I at first supposed, by a topping movement.

Science, X. 180.

4t. To preen or prune one's self.

toparchia

Always pruning, always cropping?
Is her brightness still obscur'd?

Ever dressing, ever topping ?

Always curing, never cur'd?
Quarles, Emblems. {Narei.)

To top over tailt, to turn heels over head. See top over
tail, under (opi, n.

To tumble ouer and ouer, to toppe ouer tayle, . . . may be
also holesome for the body.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. Arber), p. 47. (Davies.)

To top up or off. (o) To finish ; end up. [Colloq.]

Four engage to go half-price to the play at night, and
top up with oysters. Dickens, Bleak House, xi.

(&) See the quotation.

Strawberry pottles are often half cabbage leaves, a few
tempting strawbeiTies being displayed on the top of the
pottle. "Topping up," said a fruit dealer to me, *' is the
principal thing. . . . You ask any coster that knows the
world, and he'll tell you that all the salesmen in the mar-
kets tops up. It 's only making the best of it"

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 61.

topif (top), prep. [ME. tojipe; short for on top

of] Above.
This we bezechith toppe alle thing, thet thin holy iiame^

thet is thi guode los, thi knaulecliinge, thi beleaue, by
y-confermed ine ous, AyetAite of Inu^yt (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

top2 (top), V.
;
pret. and pp. topped, ppr. topping.

[Sc. also tope; < ME. toppen, lit. ' catch by the
top'; < toj>i, n.: see top^.] I.t intrans. To
wrestle; strive.

Toppyn, or fechteby thenekke [var. feyten, fygth, fythe,

feightyn by the nek], colluctor. Prompt. Parv., p. 496.

As hi wexe hi toppede ofte ther nas bituene hem no love.

Poems and Lives of the Saints (ed. FurnivaU), xxiv. 15.

II. trans. To oppose; resist. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

The King nominated one day, in face of parliament, [the
Earl of Mortoun] ; while Argyle topes this nomination, as
of a man unmeet. BaUlie, Letters, I. 390.

top^t (top), Ji. [<. top'^, v."] Opposition; strug-

gle; conflict.

And the nations were angry : The world was in tops with
Christ's church, having hatred agahist his people.

Durham, Expos, of the Revelation, xi. 18.

{(Jamieson, under tope.)

top3 (top), n. [Early mod. E. also toppe ; < ME.
top, prob. < MD. top, toppe, var. (due to confu-
sion with top, point, summit) of dop, doppe, a
top (cf. MD. dol, var. of tol, D. tol, a top), =
OHG. topf, tof, topfo, MHG. topf, toppe, top,

wheel, G. (dial.) to/j/ = Dan. toj), a top, spin-

ning-top; perhaps so called from a fancied re-

semblance to a pot,< MHG. topf, tnpfen, G. topf
(obs.), topfen, pot ; cf. G. (dial.) dipji,dupfi, dip-

pen, an iron kettle with three legs, prob. con-
nected with AS. deop, G. tief, etc., deep: see
deep. The notion that the top is so called '"be-

cause it is sharpened to a tip or top on which it

is spun," or "from whirling round on its top or
point," is inconsistent with the G. forms (G.

topf, a top (toy), G. zopf, a tuft, crest) ; more-
over, a top does not spin on its top.] 1. A
children's toy of conical, ovoid, or circular

shape, whether solid or hollow, sometimes of

wood with a point of metal, sometimes entirely

of metal, made to whirl on its point by the
rapid unwinding of a string wound about it, or
by lashing with a whip, or by utilizing the pow-
er of a spring. All tops are more precisely called spin-

ning-tops, conical ones peg-tops, and those that are la^ed
whip-tops.

The chekker was choisly there chosen the first.

The draghtes, the dyse, and other dregh gaumes, . . .

The tables, the top, tregetre also.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1624.

A toppe can I set, and dryve it in his kynde.
Sir T. More, Pageant, Int. to Utopia, p. Ixv.

The top was used in remote times by the Grecian Iwys.

It is mentioned by .Suidas, and . . . was well known at

Rome in the days of Viigil, aud with us as early at least

as the fourteenth century.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 491.

2. In rope-making, a conical block of wood \>ith

longitudinal grooves
on its surface, in which
the strands of the rope
slide in the process
of twisting Gjnroscop-
ic top. See ifyroscopic.—

Parlsn top. See parish-
lop and scourge, a whip-
top and its wliip. Halliwell.

toparch (to'park), «.

[= P. toparque, < L. to-

parcha, < Gr. roTrapxv(,

the governor of a dis- ^op to Rop.-n..ki,«.
tnct, < TOTTog, a place,
+ apxeiv, rule.] The governor of a district or
toparehy.

The prince and toparch of that country. Fuller.

toparchia (to-par'ki-a), n. [L. : see toparehy.]

Same as toparehy. Athenieum, No. 3267, p. 7-13.



toparchy

toparchy (to'pSr-ki), «.; pi. toparchies (-kiz).

[< F. toparchie = Sp. toparqida, < L. toparchia,

< Gr. TOTzapx'a, < Toizapxii, a toparch: see to-

parch.'] A little state consisting of a few cities

or towns; a petty country or a locality gov-
erned by or under the influence of a toparch.

The reat [of Pajestine] he diuideth into ten Toparchies.
Purchas^ Pilgrimage, p. 105.

top-armor (top'ar'mor), n. Kaut., a railing

formerly fitted across the after part of a top,

about three feet high and covered with netting
and painted canvas.

topaz (to'paz), «. [Early mod. E. also topase,

topace; < ME. tojias, thopm, topace, titjmce;

also, as ML., topacius (also fancifully as the
name of Chaucer's Sir Topas or Thopas) = G.
topag,<, OP. topase, topase, F. topaze= Pr. topa:i

= Sp. topacio = Pg. It. topazio, < LL. topazion,

also topazon, L. topazus, ML. also topaziiis, topa-

cius (in L. applied to the chrysolite), < 6r. To-d-

fjov, also ToTra^oc, the yellow or oriental topaz

;

origin unknown ; possibly so called from its

brightness; cf. Skt. tanas, he&t. According to

Pliny (bk. xxxvii. c. 8), the name is derived
from that of Topazas, an island in the Red Sea,
the position of which is ' conjectural,' < Gr. tottA-

(tiv, conjecture. Others place this conjectural
island in the Arabian Sea.] 1. A mineral of

a vitreous luster, ti-ansparent or translucent,
sometimes colorless, often of a yellow, white,

green, or pale-blue color, it is a silicate of alrnnln-
fum in which the oiygen is partly replaced by tluorin.

The fracture is subconchoidal and uneven ; the hardness
is somewhat greater than that of quartz. It usually occurs
in prismatic crystals with perfect basal cleavage, also mas-
sive, sometimes columnar (the variety pycnit«). Topaz oc-

curs generally in granitic rocks, less often in cavities in

volcanic rocks as rhyolite. It is found in many parts of
the world, as Cornwall, Scotland, .Saxony, Siberia, Brazil,

Mexico, and the United States. The finest varieties are ob-
tained from the mountains of Brazil and the Ural Moun-
tains. Those from Brazil have deep-yellow tints; those
from Siberia have a bluish tinge; the .Saxon topaz has a
pale wine-yelluw. 'Ilie purest topazes from Brazil, when
cut in facets, closely resemble the diamond in luster and
brilliance.

Flaum-beande gemmes,
And aafyres, & sardiners, A semely topace.

AUiteraUve Poenu (ed. Morris^ IL 1409.

2. In her., the tincture or in blazoning by the
precious stones. See blazon, n., 2.— 3. A hum-
ming-bird, Topaza peJla OT T.pura Falie topaz,
a transparent {mle-yellow variety of quartz.— Oriental
topaz, a name for yellow sapphire, or corundum. See ori-

eniai, 2.— Plnlc topaz, pink or rose-colored topaz, pro-
duced from the yellow Brazilian topaz by strong beat-
ing. If the heat is continued too long, the color la en-
tirely expelled, and the topaz becomea colorless. Also
rose topaz.— Scottish topaz. .Same as tmoky topaz.—
Siberian topaz, the white or bluish-wlute topaz found
in Siberia.—Smoky topaz. See (rmc*i/.— Spanish to-
paz, a variety of gnrnky t|Uartz tlie color of which has
been changed by heat from smoky- 1«> dark-brown, golden-
brown, or golden-yellow.— Star-topaz, a yellow star-

sapphire. See agteriated tapplure, uiidwr sapphire.

Topaza (to-pa'zij), n. [NL. (G. K. Gray, 1840),
< Gr. nin-aCof , topaz : see topaz.J A genus of
humming-birds, the topaz hummers. The curved
bin Is longer than the head, and the tail Is forcipate with
a long slender pair of feathers next to the middle pair.
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topaz-rock (to'paz-rok), n. [Tr. G. topasfels or
topasbrockcnfeU.'] A rock which is a peculiar
result of contact metamorphism. It is made up
of fragments of an aggregate of quartz and tourmalin,
which fragments (brocken) are cemented by a mixture of
quartz and topaz. Tlie locality of this peculiar rock is

the vicinity of the Schreckenstein in the Erzgebirge.

top-beam (top'bem), «. Same as collar-beam.

top-block (top'blok), 11. 1. Naut., a largo

iron-bound block hung to an eye-bolt in the
cap, used in swaying and lowering the top-
mast.— 2. In a vehicle, a projection upon
which the bows of the top rest when it is

down. E, H. Knight.

top-boot (top'bot), H. A boot having a high
top; specifically, one having the upper part
of the leg of a different material from the rest

and separate from it, as if turned over, or de-
signed to be turned over. The jack.boots of the
seventeenth century and later had tlie top somewhat pro-
jecting from the leg, as if to allow more freedom to the
knee, and this upper part was of thinner leather tlian

the leg, and sometimes, though rarely, of a colored lea-

ther, not requiring blacking. The modern top-boot, worn

top-fuller

It. intoppare, strike against something; prob.
from a Teut. source, perhaps from the root of
tup or of tap^. The E. term is not connected
with top^ or fijjl.] To drink alcoholic liquors

to excess, especially to do so habitually.

If you tope in form, and treat,

*Tis the sour sauce to the sweet meat,
The hue you pay for being great.

Dryden, To Sir George Etherege, 1. 5&.

Was there ever so thirsty an elf?

—

But he still may tupe on.
Hood, Don't you Smell lire

?

tope^ (top), V. t. Same as to})^.

tope^ (top), n. [Cornish.] A kind of shark, the
miller's-dog or penny-dog, Galeorhinus galeits,

or Galeus canis; also, one of several related

Topax [luniniinif-hirii {Ta/^nxa ^t//a).

I wo species are known, T. pella and T. pyra, both of
Cayenne, Trinidad, and the Amazon region. The long
tall and beak give these hummers a length of 5J inches,
though the b<Mly is small. Tlie coloration is gorgeous

;

: T. peHa the back is shiidng dark-red, changing to
iiige-red on the rump, the head is black, the throat nie-

illic greenish-yellow with a central top:iz sheen and
t'liick lK>rder ; the other under parts are glittering crim-
son, with golden-green veat
topazine (to'paz-in), a.

f<
topaz + -i«ci.] In

'fHH., yellow and semi-transparent with a
a«sy luster, as the ocelli of certain insects

aii'l the eyes of gome spiders.
topazolite(to-paz'o-lit), H. [<Gr.T(}7rafi>f, topaz,

-*- y<i)"<:, stone.] A variety of garnet, of a topaz-
How color, or an olive-green, found iu Pied-

-jnt. See gantetK
401

Top-boots.

a, coachman's boot; ^.jockey's boot; r. man's walking-boot; c^, hunt-
ing-lxtot ; e, lady's nding-txiot ; y, man's ridin£-lx>ot.

chiefly by fox-hunters In England and by jockeys and car-
riage-servants In livery, is made to appear as if folded over
at the top, with the lining of white or yellow leather
showing. Also top.

He wrote to the chaps at school alx>ut his top-boots, and
his feats across country. Thackeray, Pendennis, ill.

top-booted (top'bS'ted), a. Wearing top-boots.

Topliooted Graziers from the \orth ; Swiss Brokers,
Italian Drovers, also topiwoted, from the South.

Cartyte, Sartor Kesartus, iL 2.

top-card (top'kard), n. In a carding-machine,
a top-flat.

topcastlet (top'kisi), n. [Early mod. E. ion-

((i.fti II. "SIK. toppe-castelle ; i top^ + castle. Cf.

forecastle.} A protected place at the mast-
heads of old English ships, from which darts
and arrows and heavier missiles were thrown

;

hence, a high place.

Alleryally In rede [he] arrayeshis chippfs ; . . .

The Uippe-caxtetles he stuffede with toyelys (weapons], as
hym lykyde. MorU Arthim (E. E. T. &.), L 3617.

The! whiche sitte In the topeatldl or high cbaire of re-
llgic^n, and whiche bee persons notorious iu the profession
of teaching the doctrine of holy scripture.

J. Udatl, On Luke xix.

top-chain (top'chan), n. Xaut., a chain to sling
the lower yards in time of action to prevent
them from falling if the ropes by which they
are hung are shot away.

top-cloth (top'kloth), n. Xaut., a name for-

merly given to a piece of canvas used to cover
the hammocks which were lashed to the top iu

action.

top-coat (top'kot), n. An upper coat, or over-
coat.

top-cross (top'kr68), n. In breeding, a genera-
tion of ancestors.
The rules of the Cleveland Bay Society of America say

tlmt a Ally with three top croeees or a hor»e with four top
eroMef ckn be registered [in the forthcoming stud-book for
that breed o( horses].

Breeder's GazetU (Chicago),, March 28, 1880.

top-drain (top'dran), v. t. To drain by surface-
drainage.

top-draining (top'drfi'ning), n. The act or
jiraotice of draining the surface of land.

top-dress (top'dres), v. t. To manure on the
surfat'C, as land.

top-dressing (topMres'lng), n. A dressing of
manure laid on the surface of land : often used
figuratively.

His [Baron Stockmar's] Constitutional knowledge . . .

was . . . only an English top-dresging on a German soil.

Gladstone, Gleanings of Past Years, I. 84.

topo^ (top), tJ. I. ; ])ret. and pp. toped, ppr. top-

ing. [Perhaps < F. toner, tdper, fonnerly toper,

taiiper, dial, taupi = It. toppare,, cover a stake
in dicing, stake as much as one's adversary,
hence accept, agree, = Sp. topar, butt, strike,

accept a bet ; used iuterjectionally, P. to/te,

Olt. tojia, in dicing '(I) agree,' hence 'agreed!'
'done!' also in drinliing, '(I) pledge you'; per-

haps orig. ' strike hands ' or 'strike glasses'; cf.

European Tope i,GaUorkinus £atms).

sharks of small size, some of them also called
dogfish. The species to which the name originally per-
tained is found on the European coast. There are others
in various parts of the world, as the oil-shark of Califor-
nia, 0. zyopterus. See also cut under Galeorhinus.

tope3 (top), n. [Cf. nope (f).] The European
wren. Troglodytes parvulus. [Local, Eng.]
tope* (top), «. [CHind. (Panjab) top, prob. <
Pali or Prakrit titiwo, < Skt. stupa, a mound, an
accumulation.] The popular name for a type
of Buddhist monument, which may be consid-
ered as a tumulus of masonry, of domical or
tower-like form, many specimens of which oc-
cur in India and soiitheastern Asia, intended
for the preservation of relies or the commemo-
ration of some event, -when for the former purpose
the tope is called a dajioba, when for the latter a stupa, the
term tope having reference to the external shape oidy. The
oldest topes are dome.shaped, and rest on a base which is

cylindrical, quadrangular, or polygonal, rising perpendic-
ularly or in terraces. A distinctive feature of the tope is

the apical structure, which is in the shape of an open para-
sol and is known aa a tee. One o( the most important sur-

Great Tope at Sanctii, near Bllilsa in Bllopal, Central India.

viving topes is the principal one of a group at SanchI in
Bhopa], Central India. The tumulus is domical, some-
what less than a hemisphere, lOti feet in diameter and 42
feet in height. On the top is a flat space, in the center of
which once stood the tee. A most elaborately carved stone
railing surrounds this tope. In topes serving to preserve
relics these were deposited in metal boxes or in chambers
in the solid masonry of the tope. See dagoba, stupa'^.

tope^ (top), M. [< Telugu tojiu, Tamil topjru, a
grove or orchard. The Hind, word is fiajrA.] In
India, a grove or clump of trees: as, a toddy-
tope; a cane-fope.

topee, n. See topi.

toper (to'p^r), n. [< tope^ + -er^.] One who
habitually drinks alcoholic liquors to excess;
a hard drinker; a sot.

In the pnblic-honses, that orthodox tribe, the topert,

who neglect tio privileged occasion of rejoicing, keep the
feast [New Year's Eve), ... as they keep every feast,

saint's day or holiday, either of State or Church, by mak-
ing it a day more than usually unholy.

W. Besant and J. liice. This Son of Vulcan, Prol., i.

top-fllledt(top'fild),a. Filled to the top; brim-
ful. Cliapman, Iliad, xvi. 219.

top-flat (top'flat), n. In carding, a narrow wood-
en strip carrying a card, or a card placed above
the central cylinderof a carding-machine. Also
called top-card.

topftllt (top'ful), a. [< topi -f -/uZ.] Lofty;
high. [Rare.]

Soon they won
The top of all the top/vl heav'ns.

Choinaan, Iliad, v. 761.

top-full (top'ful'), o. [< topi +/h7/i.] Brim-
ful. Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 180. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
top-fuller (top'ful'fer), n. In forging, a top-
tool with narrow roimd edge, used in forming
grooves, etc.



topgallant

topgallant (top'gal"aut; by sailors usually to-

gal'ant), a. aud n. 1. a. 1. Being above tHe
topmast aud below the royal : applied to mast,
sail, rigging, etc.— 2t. Topping; fine.

Top-gallant he, and she in all her trim.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv, 230.

n. n. 1. The topgallant mast, sail, or rigging
of a ship.

A goodly ship with banners bravely dight,
And flag in her top-gallant, I espide.

Spender, Visions of the World's Vanity, 1. 100.

2. Figuratively, any elevated part, place, etc.

And bring thee cords made like a taclcled stair

;

Which to the high top-gallant of my joy
Most be my convoy in the secret night.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 4. 202.

Rolling topgallantsall. See rolKng.—Tap and top-
gallant. See (opi.- Topgallant-bulwarks, fiaeguar-
ter-board. - Topgallant-forecastle, see /omcastle,—
Topgallant-shrouds. See shroud'^.

top-graining (top'gra"ning), n. An additional
coating of color, either in distemper or in oil,

put over the first coat of graining after it is

dry.

toph (tof), n. In surg., same as tophus.

tophaceous (to-fa'shius), a. [< toph + -aceous.']

Pertaining to a toph or tophus
;
gritty ; sandy

:

as, a tophaceous concretion.

It [mill<] differs from a vegetable emulsion by coagulat-
ing into a curdy mass with acids, wlHch chyle and vege-
table emulsions will not. Acids mixed with them pre-

cipitate a tophaceous challjy matter, but not a chyly
substance. Arbuthnot, Aliments, IV. ii. § 4.

top-hamper (top'ham'per), n. Naut. : («) Any
unnecessary weight, either aloft or about the
upper decks.

So encumbered with top-hamper, so over-weighted in

proportion to their draught of water.
Motley, (Imp. Diet.)

(b) The light upper sails and their gear, (c)

The whole of the rigging and sails of a ship.

[Bare.]

top-hampered (top'ham"perd), a. Having too
much weight aloft; hence, top-heavy.
top-heaviness (top'hev"i-nes), «. The state

of being top-heavy. Jour. Franklin Inst..

CXXVI. 178.

top-heavy (top'hev"i), a. 1. Having the top
disproportionately heavy ; over-weighted at the
top.

Lilce trees that broadest sprout,
Their own top-heavy state grubs up their root.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, iii. 1.

2. Figuratively, lacking fitness of proportions;
liable to fall or fail.

The scheme has become more top-heavy, in that the pen-
sions for the aged or disabled worljmen are graded, vary-

ing according to the wages they have been earning.
The Nation, XLVIII. 377.

3. Drunk; tipsy. Leland. [Slang.]

Tophet (to'fet), n. [< Heb. topheth, lit. a place
to be spit on, < titph, spit.] A place situated

at the southeastern extremity of Gehenna, or
Valley of Hinnora, to the south of Jerusalem.
It was there that the idolatrous Jews worshiped the ftre-

gods and sacrificed their children. In consequence of
these abominations the whole valley became the common
laystall of the city, and symbolical of the place of torment
in a future life.

The pleasant valley of Hinnora, Tophet thence
And blaclt Gehenna call'd, the type of hell.

Milton, F.L., i. 404.

tophi, «. Plural of tophus.

top-honorst (top'on^grz), n. Topsails. [Rare.]

As our high Vessels pass their wat'ry Way,
Let all the naval World due Homage pay ;

With hasty Reverence their Top-honours lower.
Prior, Carmen Seculare, 1700, at. 36.

tophus (to'fus), n.; pi. tophi (-fi). [< L. tophus,

to/us, sandstone : see tufa, tuff^.l A concretion
of calcareous matter which forms on the car-
tilaginous surface of the joints, and on the
pinna of the ear, in gout ; a gouty deposit.

topi, topee (to-pe'), »• in India, a hat or cap.
— Sola or solar topi. See«o^a2.

topia (to'pi-ii), n. [L., landscape-gardening,
landscape-painting, neut. pi. (sc. opera) of *to-

pius, < topos, < Gr. rd-Koc, a place : see topic.']

A fanciful style of mural decoration, general-
ly consisting of landscapes of a very heteroge-
neous character, resembling those of the Chi-
nese, much used in ancient Roman houses.

topiarian (to-pi-a'ri-an), a. [< L. topiarius, to-

piary, -1- -an.\ Of, pertaining to, or practising
topiary work.

Clipped yews and hollies, and all the pedantries of the
topiarian art. Kingdey, Westward Ho, vii.

topiary (to'pi-a-ri), a. [< L. topiarius, an or-

namental or landscape gardener, < topia, land-
scape-gardening: see topia.] In f/arclening,

clipped or cut into ornamental shapes ; also, of
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or pertaining to such trimming. Topiary work
is the clipping and trimming of trees and shrubs
into regular or fantastic shapes.

I was lead to a pretty garden, planted with hedges of

alaternus, having at the entrance a skreene at an exceed-
ing height, accurately cutt in topiary worke.

Evelyn, Diary, March 25, 1644.

topic (top'ik), a. and n. [I. a. Fonnerly also

topick, topique ; < F. topique = Sp. topico = Pg.
It. topico, topic, local (in med. use), < NL. to-

pictis, local, < Gr. romKdc, pertaining to a place,

local, pertaining to a common place, or topic,

topical, < t6ttoq, a place. II. n. Formerly also

topick, topique, usually in pi.; < F. topique, pi.

topiques, = Sp. tdpica = Pg. It. topica, < L. io-

pica, neut. pi., the title of a work of .Aristotle,

< Gr. ToniKci {to. TOTnm, the books concerning
rdTToL, or common places), neut. pi. of ToirmSr,

pertaining to a place: see I.] I. a. Local:
same as topical.

all ye Topick Gods, that do inhabit here.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxx. 221.

The places ought, before the application of those topicke

medicines, to be well prepared with the razour.
lloUand, tr. of Pliny, xxlx. 6.

II. n. 1. In logic and rhet., a common place
(which see, under common) ; a class of consid-
erations from which probable arguments can
be drawn. According to the opinion of some writers,

the statements of Aristotle are only consistent with mak-
ing a topic, or common place, a maxim of reasoning. The
traditional definition conung through Cicero is "the seat

of an argument." This is not very explicit, and the word
has not commonly been used with a very rigid accuracy
in logic or rhetoric. The chief topics concern the argu-
ments from notation, conjugates, definition, genus, spe-

cies, wliole, part, cause, effect, subject, adjunct, disparates,
contraries, relates, privatives, contradictories, greater, less,

equals, similars, dissimilars, and testimony ; but different
logicians enumerate the topics differently.

The great arguments of Christianity against the prac-
tice of sin are not drawn from any uncertain Topickg, or
nice and curious speculations.

StUlingJteet, Sermons, II. iii.

2. The subject of a discourse, argument, or lit-

erary composition, or the subject of any dis-

tinct part of a discourse, etc. ; any matter
treated of : now the usual meaning of the word.

It often happens . . . that the poet and the senate of

Rome have both chosen the same topic to flatter their em-
peror upon, and have sometimes fallen upon the same
thought. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

Deem'st thou not our later time
Yields topic meet for classic rhyme ?

Scott, Marmion, iii.. Int.

3. In med., a remedy locally applied.

Amongst topics or outward medicines, none ar6 more
precious than baths. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 418.

Transcendental topic. See tranacejulental. =Syu. 2.

Theme, Point, etc. See subject.

topical (top'i-kal), a. [< topic + -al.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a place or locality ; especially,

limited to a particular spot; local.

The men of Archenfeld in Herefordshire claimed by
custom to lead the van-guard ; but surely this priviledge
was topical, and confined to the Welsh wars.

Fxdler. Worthies, II. 145.

He was now intending to visite Staffordshire, and, as he
had of Oxfordshire, to give us the natural, topical, politi-

cal, and mechanical history. Evelyn, Diary, July 8, 1676.

The topical application of the artificial alizarine colours.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 215.

2. Specifically, in med., pertaining or applied
to a particular part of the bodj'; local.

He is robust and healthy, and his change of colour was
not accompanied with any sensible disease, either general
or topical. Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 120.

For the most part, however, in this country, physicians
have abandoned severe topical measures, limiting them-
selves to antiseptic and soothing applications.

Austin Flint, Diphtheria (Amer. Cyc).

3. Pertaining to or proceeding from a topic, or

category of'arguments; hence, merely proba-
ble, as an argument.
Evidences of fact can be no more than topical and prob-

able. Sir M. Hale.

4. Pertaining to a subject of discourse, com-
position, or the like ; concerned with a partic-

ular topic ; specifically, dealing with topics of

current or local interest.

Conversation . . . was . . . ever taking new turns, branch-
ing into topical surprises, and at all turns and on every
topic was luminous, high, edifying, full.

J. Morley, Burke, p. 120.

The music-hall with beer and tobacco, the comic man
bawling a topical song and executing the famous clog
dance. Contemporary Ren., LI. 227.

Topical coloring, in calico-printing, the application of

color to limited and determined parts of the cloth, as dis-

tinguished from the dyeing of the whole.— Topical re-
sultant. See resultant.

topically (top'i-kal-i), adv. With reference to

topics ; also, witll regard or application to a
particular place, spot, subject, ete.

topman
The various collections have been scientifically and

topically classified and arranged.
Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIII. 717.

topic-foliot (top'ik-f6'''li6), n. A commonplace-
book.

An English concordance and a. topic /olio, the gatherings
and savings of a sober graduatship, a Harmony and a
Catena, treading the constant round of certain common
doctrinall heads. Milton, Areopagitica.

topincht (to-pinch'), V. t. [A sham word, in-

vented by editors of Shakspere as a compound
of to-, intensive, + pinch, and defined "to pinch
severely." The proper reading is simply to

pinch. Instances of to with an infinitive after
let occur in Shakspere elsewhere (Hamlet, iv.

6. 11), and instances of to with an infinitive

after other verbs with which to does not now
usually appear abound in Shakspere and his

contemporaries. The prefix to-, on the other
hand, was obsolete in Shakspere's time, and it

was never used "intensively" in such a sense
as 'severely.'] An erroneous form of to pinch.
See the etymology.

Then let them all encircle him about.
And, fairy-like, topinch the unclean knight.

• Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 67.

topknot (top'not), n. 1. Any knot, tuft, or
crest worn or growing on the head: applied
to any egret, crest, or tuft of feathers on the
head of a bird, the hair on the top of the human
head, any projecting or conspicuous ornament
for the head, etc. ; specifically, a bow, as of
ribbon, forming a part of the head-dress of
women in the seventeenth century.

We had that, among other laudable fashions, from Lon-
don. I think it came over with your mode of wearing high
topknots. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, i. 1.

It is undoubtedly from hence [the Danish language] that
the Bride-Favours, or the Top-Knots at Marriages, which
were considered as Emblems of the Ties of Duty and Af-
fection between tlie Bride and her .Spouse, have been de-
rived. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777X p. 349.

That fine gentleman . . . whose thick topknot of wavy
hair . . . and general air of worldly exaltation . . . were
painfully suggestive to Lyddy of Herod, Pontius Pilate, or
the much-quoted Gallio.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxxviit

2. A flatfish, Phrynorhombus vnimaculatus, or
Bloch's topknot, and some related species: so
called from a long filament on the head. Some
of the topknots are of the same genus as the turbot, aa
Eckstrom's, Rhombus norcegicus, and MiiUer's, R. pane-
tatus.

3. One of any of the breeds of domestic hens
which have a crest— Miller's topknot. Same aa
smear-dab.

topknotted (top'not'ed), a. Adorned with
bows and topknots. George Eliot, Silas Mar-
ner, xi.

top-lantern (top'lan'tem), n. Naut., a large
lantern carried in the mizzentop of a flag-ship,

from which a light is displayed as a designa-
tion on the admiral's ship.

topless (top'les), a. [< topi -1- -less.] Having
no top; immeasurably high; lofty; preemi-
nent; exalted.

Was this the face that launched a thousand ships,

And burnt the topless towers of Ilium ?

Marloice, Dr. Faustus, xiv.

Make their strengths totter, and their topless fortunes
Unroot, and reel to ruin ! Fletcher, Bonduca, iii. 1.

Topless honours be bestow'd on thee.
Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria.

top-light (top'lit), n. A light kept in the top
of a ship for signaling or for the use of the
topmen.

top-lining (top'li'ning), «. Xaut. : (a) The
lining on the after part of the topsail, to pre-
vent the top-rim from chafing the topsail. (6)
A platform of thin board nailed upon the up-
per part of the crosstrees on a vessel's top.

toploftical (top'16f"ti-kal), a. [< toplofty +
-ical.] Toplofty. [Colloq., U. S.]

The ecclesiastical [party] who do the toploftical talking,

and make the inflammatory speeches in the Tabernacle.
The Congregationalist, Dec. 17, 1879.

toploftiness (top'16f''ti-nes). «. The charac-

ter of being toplofty. [Colloq., U. S.]

toplofty (top'lof ti), a. Having a high top;
hence, figuratively, pompous: bombastic; in-

flated; pretentious: as. toplofty airs; toplofty

speeches. [Colloq., U. S.]

top-mall (top'mal), n. See malft.

topman (top'man), 11. ;
pi. topmen (-men). [<

Uipi + man.] 1. The man who stands above
in sawing; a top-sawyer.— 2. Xauf., a man
stationed to do duty in a top. In a man-of-
war the topmen are divided into fore-, main-,
and mizzen-topmen. Also topsman.— 3. A
merchant vessel. Halliwell.
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topmast (top'mast), re. [< topi + masfl.] topolatry (to-pora-tri), n.
JV(/i(<., the second mast from the deck, or that + ?Mrpeia, worship.] Wors
which is Tiext above the lower mast—main
fore . or m i zzen .— Topmast-shrouds. See shroud2.

'

topmast-head (top'mast-hed), n. The head or
top of the topmast.
This aail, which is a triangular one, extends from the

topmagthead to the declc Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 724.

top-maul (top'mal), h. Same as to})-maU.

top-minnow (top'rain'o), n. One of several
small ovoviviparous eyprinodont tishes related
to the killitishes, as Gambusia patruelis or Zy-
donectes notatiis, both of the United States.

[< Gr. rojroc, place,
ihip of or excessive

reverence for a place or places ; adoration of
a place or places. [Recent.]

This little land [Palestine] Iwcame the object of a special
adoration, a kind of topolatry, when the Church mounted
with Constautiue the throne of the Cffisars.

MaemiUan's Mag.

topology (to-pol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. TOTrof, place,
+ -Aoyia, < Ac-jCiv, speak: see -oloffy.'] 1. The
art or method of assisting the memory by asso-
ciating the objects to be remembered with some
place which is well known.— 2. A branch of
geometry having reference to the modes of con-
nection of lines and surfaces, but not to their
shapes.

Toponeura (top-o-nu'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

topsail

(6) Naut., the act of puUing one extremity of a yard or
boom higher than the other, (c) The act of reducing to
an exact level the points of the teeth of a saw.
2. That which tops; the upper part of any-
thing; especially, acrest of hair, feathers, etc.,
upon the head : said of a forelock or topknot,
an egret, the mane of a horse, etc.

The mane of that mayn hors much to hit lyke, . . .

The tayl & his toppyng twynnen of a sute,
& bounden bothe wyth a bande of a bryst grene.
Sir Gatvayne and the Green Knii/ht (E. E. 1'. S.), L 191.

3. j>l. That which is cut oR in topping, as the
branches of a tree.—4. pi. That which comes
from hemp in the process of hateheling.— 5.
The tail of an artiticial fly, used by anglers,
usually a feather from the crest of the golden
pheasant. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 599.

ToTof, place, + rctpoi^, "nerve."] A division of *0PPing (top'ing), p. a. 1. Rising above all

Hydrozoa, containing those which are topo-
otiiers; loftiest; overtopping.

Top-minnow (C<j"; O, male, natural size.

The flrst-named abounds in the fresh waters of the soath-
em United States. The male is much smaller than the
female; the brood ia brought forth early in the spring. , p, .„ ^„^„..^„
top-minor (top'mi'nor), n. In rope-making, top-onion (top'un'yon), n,
one of the holes through which the individual toponomy (to-pon'o-mi), n
strands are drawn on the way to the twisting-
machine.

neural : distinguished from Cycloneura. The'di-
vision corresponds to Scyphomedusx. Eimer.

toponeural (top-o-nu'ral), a. [< Toponeura +
-al.'\ Having several separate marginal bodies
or sense-organs, as a scyphomedusan ; of or
pertaining to the Toponeura; not cycloneural.
on-nnioTi ('fnT^'1lT^'ur»»l^ « See onion

[< Gr. tSko^, place.

topmost (top'most), a. supei-l.

Highest; uppermost.
[< topi + -most.'i

Whose far-down pines are wont to te«r
Locks of wool from the topmott clond.

+ om/ja, name.] 1*he place-names of a country
or district, or a register of such names;
The substitution of vague descriptions of dress and arms,

and a vague toponomy. for the full and deflnite descrip-
tions and precise toponomy of the primitive poems.

Eneye. Brit., V. S06.

topographer (to-pog'ra-f^r), «. [< topograph-y
-cri.] ()ne who describes a particular place,
town, city, tract of land, or country ; one who
is skilled in topography.

All the topoffraphert that ever writ of ... a town or
countrey. Howell, Forreine Travell (ed. ArberX p. 12.

topographic (top-o-graf'ik), a. [= P. topo-
grapkique = Sp. to'pogrdfico = Pg. topographico
= It. topografico ; as topograph-y + -»c.] Same
as topographical.

The topoi/rapkie description of this mighty empire.
Sir T. Uerbert, Travels, p. 58.

Topographic chart. .See chart.

topographical (top-o-graf'i-kal). a.
i/ra/ihic + -a/.] Of or pertaining to topogra
phy ; of the nature of topography Topographi-
cal anatomy. See anatomy, and topography, 4.— Top-
ogxaphlcal surveying. See twneeying.

topographically (top-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In
the manner of topography. Fuller, Worthies,
Kent.

topographies (top-o-grafiks), n. [PI. of tmxh-
grnphir (see -lo.?).] Topography. Carlyle, ^r-
tor Kesartus, ii. 8.

topographist (to-pog'ra-flst), n. [< topograph-y
+ -i.-/.] A topographer.

topography (to-pog'ra-fi), n.

LomU, Appledore, it toponym (top'6-nim), n. [< Gr. T6iro^, place, +
bvofia, ovvfia, name.] In anat., a topical or
topographical name; the technical designation
of any region of an animal, as distinguished
from any organ: correlated with organonym
and some similar terms. See toponymy. Jt'ilder

and Gape; Leidy.

toponymal (to-pon'i-mal), a. [< toponymy +
-f//.] Of or pertaining to toponymy. Coues.
toponymic (top-o-nim'ik), a. [< toponym-y +
-ic] Pertaining to toponymy: as, toponymic
terminology.

toponyniical_(top-o-nim'i-kal), a. [< tojyo

nymic + -al.'j Same as toponymic.

r< tono
(^oge.

toDoirra-
toponymy (to-pon'i-mi),n. [<Qr.T<iTof,aplace,
+ 6i«/;«,drii//o,name.] In annf., thedesignation
of the position and direction of parts and organs,
as distinguished from the names of the parts
and organs themselves, which is the province

Ridges of lofty and topping mountains.
Derham, Physico-Theol. (.Lathatn.)

2. Surpassing; towering; preeminent; distin-
guished.

The thoughts of the mind . . . are uninterruptedly em-
ployed that way, by the determination of the will, influ-
enced by that topping uneasiness as long as it lasts.

iMcke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. § 3&

I have heard say he [the Governor of Achin] had not
less than 1000 Slaves, some of whom were topping Mer-
chants, and had many Slaves under them.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 141.

Of all who have attempted Homer, he [Chapman) has
the topping merit of being inspired by him.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 326.

3. Lofty; pretentious; assuming; arrogant.

The Friend was a poor little man, of alow condition and
mean appearance; whereas these two Baptists were top-
ping blades, that looked high and spake big.

r. EUuwhI, Life(ed. HowellsX p. 291.

I have a project of turning three or four of our most
topping fellows into doggrel.

Farqutiar, Love and a Bottle, ill. 2.

4. Fine; well; excellent. [Prov. Eng.]
I don't like her to come by herself, now she 's not so

terrible topping in health.
T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, iv. 4.

topping-lift (top'ing-lift), n. See lij't^.

[< topping -t- -?yl.]

HalUwell. [Prov.

opography (to-pog'ra-fi), n. [< F. topo,7rapAic t^""'' f'^^^ ,, ,- ,- , r,^ , ,= Sp. topogra fia = Pg. topographia = It. topo- toPOPllOne (top o-fon), n. [< Gr. T<Jirof, apli

n-'ifia, < LL. topoffrfl7>/.ia, < Gr. r(»roypa*<a, a de- +<>""A a sound, tone.] Annistrument,invei
liption of a place, < TOTroypdAoc. describing a ^^ ^-

'i:
May*?', "r ascertaining the direc

, lace, as a noun a topographer, < r<feoc, pla«e,
'^ni "bich any sound p,

+ jpri^ir, write.] 1. The detailed description °' *,,^"' "'histle, or fog
of a particular localitv. as a eitv. town, paintx^ '^®*''1^'"-

. .
'' consists essent

Wilder and toppingly (top'ing-Ti), a.

If. Topping; fine

These toppingly guests be in number but ten.
As welcome in dairy as bears among men.
Tuner, April's Husbandry, Lesson for Dairy-Maid.

2. In good health; well.
Eng.]

adv. [< topping +
. _ .. „ manner; eminently; fine-

ponpn^, theuseof descriptiTe tennVbased upon the at- ly; roundly.

I mean to marry her toppingly when she least thinks of
it. Jarmt, Ir. of Don Quixote, II. ill. 18. (.Daviet.)

topple (top'l), v.; pret. and pp. toppled, ppr.
toppling^ JVreq. of to;*l;_ possibly an accom

of organonymy; regional or topographical no- top^inglyt (top'ing-li),
menclature ; topical terminology Extrinsic to- -'.'/"•] In a topping maiiii

titude of an animal in relation to the earth, as anterior,
posterior, vertical, horizontal, etc. See the quotation
under mperior, a., 2.— Intrinsic toponjrmy, the use
of terms referring to regions of the aiilniiil it.self, regard-
less of its habitual posture, as dorsal, ventral, ental,
efta], etc

' a particular locality, as a city, town, estate,
|>arisli, or tract of land; the detailed descrip-
tion of any region, including its cities, towns,
villages, ca.stles, etc.

In our tnpographie we haue at large set foorth and de-
scribed the site of the land of Ireland.

Oeraldtu Cambremit, Conquest of Ireland, First Pref.
[(Holinshed's Chron., I.).

2. The features of a region or locality collec- .

tively: as, the topograph/ of a place.— 3. In top-pendant (top'pen'dant), n. JVai/<., a large
»Mrr., the delineation of the features, natural '"I'^ "^'^'^ '° sending topmasts up or down,
and artificial, of a country or a localitv.— 4. In toPP^r (top'6r), n. [<topl + -erl.] l.Onewho
anat.. regional anatomy; the mapping of the •" *''*'' "li'«h tops- (o) The upper part, layer, or
...^ «.i...i..i .-.• • '^r .': covering of anything. (CoUoq.j

ntially of a horizontal bar
pivoted at the center so as to turn freely in any direction.
At each end of the bar is a resonator opening in the same
direction, each connected with a sound-tube for the cor-
responding ear of the observer. On moving the bar about,
a position will be found in which both resonators face
the source of the sound, when the sounds heard through
the two tubes will be increased or reinforced. In any
other position the sounds will be weakened. The direc-
tion of the sound when loudest will be at a right angle
with the bar.

*

surface of the body with reference to the parts
and organs lying beneath such divisions of the
surface, or the bou nding of any part of the body
byanatomical landmarks. The beat examples of the
former case of topography arc the divisions of the abdom-
inal and thoracic surfaces hy arbitrary lines (see cuts under
mdominal and thoracic) ; of the latter case, the natural
bounds of the axilla, the ingucn. the poples, .Scarpa's tri-
angle, the several surgical triangles of the neck, etc. See
triangle.

8. In zool., the determination of those differ-
ent parts of the surface of an animal which
may be conveniently recognized bv name, for . .

the purpose of ordinary description of spoci- toppicet;
mens: as, the topograpl'ii/ of a bird, a crab, an topping (top'ing), n

'"j^c''
''""^ examples are thone flgcired under 6irdl

"
' -

- —
and Brachyura. Ordinary descriptive zoolngy proceeds
TCTy largely upon such topography. - Military topogra-
phy, the minute description and delineation of a country
or a locality, with special reference to iU adaptability to
military purposes.

form of ME. txtrple, q. v. ] I." intrana. 1 . To fall
top or head foremost; fall forward as having
too heavy a top; pitch or tumble down.

Though castles topple on their warders' heads

;

Though palaces and pyramids do slope
Their heads to their foundations.

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 1. 66.

His enemy hath digged a pit in his way, and in he top-
pice, even to the depths of hell.

Rev. T. AdavM, Works, I. 216.

2. To overhang
; jut, as if threatening to fall.

The toppling crags of Duty scaled
Are close upon the sliining table-lands
To which our God Himself is moon and sun.

Tennyton, Death of Wellington, viii.

n. trans. To throw headlong; tumble; over-
turn; upset.

It would be an Herculean task to hoist a man to the top
of a steeple, though the merest child could topple him off
thence. Irting, Knickerbocker, p. 239.

Tliere was a boy beaten by a woman not long since top-proudt (top'proud), a. Proud in the high
for selling a big pottle of strawberries that was rubbish eat deorep Shnk Hen VTTT i 1 1^1
all under the topper,. It was all strawberry leaves, and 4-^1,, /Tff ' -n ' v , V ? a a
crushed strawberries, and such like. top-rall (top ral), n. Naut., a bar extended on

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 137.

(6) One who or that which excels ; anything surpassing or
extraordinary. (Colloq.]

2. A blow on the head. Hotten. [Slang.]—
3. Same as float-file (which see, under flle^).
E. H. Knight.—^. The stump of a smoked
cigar
of

See

igar; the tobacco which is left in the bottom tnn rim (ton'ri
f a pipe-bowl. Encyc. Diet.

^f^- ,^ f^^
^

ppicet, 1'. S&me &fi lappiec tor tappisU. tOD-rope (ton'r

stanchions across the after part of a top.
rni71,4.

toprightt (top'rit), a. [< topi -f right.'] Up-
right; erect. '

His topright crest from crown downe falles.

Phaer, ^neid, ix.

rim), n. The rim or edge of a

Naut., a rope to swayr/- HIIP < - *
1. , top-rope (top'rop), n.

. . [< UE. toppyng ; yerhnX up a topmast, etc.

^hc^L'lt p';aLce^f Tu't!i;jg'*oS'.;'^'^p"'is^\T?;ee^:^
topsail (top'sal or -si), n [<UE. topsajle, top-

plant
F. »""> " wet, ui

seyle, toppesatle (= D. topzeil); < top'^ + satl^.]

The pruning-knife- zounds: -the axe! Why,herehas %"'' » SQuare sail next above the lowest or
been such loppinR and toppinr/, I sha'n't have the bare chief sail of a mast. It IS carried on a topsail-
tiUDk of my play left presently. SA^ridol^ The Critic, ii. '2. yard.



topsail

They bente on a bonet, and bare a topte [read toppe7\

Affor the wynde ffreashely to make a good ffare.

Richard the Jiedeless, iv. 72.

Yer we farther pass, our slender Bark
Must heer strike top-mils to a Princely Ark
Which keeps these Straights.
Sylvester, tr. of Du B-^rtas'a Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

Double topsails, a rig in which the topsail, as formerly
carried on square-rigged vessels, is divided horizontally
into two sails for ease and convenience of handling. In
this rig an additional yard is earned, called the lower
topsail-yard, which is slung on the cap of tlie lower mast
instead of being hoisted and lowered, while the upper
topsail-yard is hoisted and lowered as aVe single topsails.
The lower topsail is the size of the whole topsail when
close-reefed, so that letting go the topsail-halyards at
once reduces the sail to a close reef, the clues of the up-
per topsail being lashed to the lower topsail-yardarms.
In large merchant ships the topgallantsails are some-
times divided in the same way.— Rolling topsail. See
roUing.

—

To furl a topsail in a body, see furl.

—

Top-
sail schooner. See scAoonen— Topsails overt, heels
overhead; topsyturvy: sometimes shortened to (opsai^,

Mony turnyt with tene topsayles ouer.
That hurlet to the hard vrthe, & there horse leuyt.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1219.

To settle the topsail-halyards. See setUe^.

topsailt, (idv. [ME. topseyle: see topsail^ n.]

Same as topsails over (which see, under topsailj

n.).

And eyther of hem so smerftHye smote other
That alle fleye in the felde that on hem was fastened,
And eyther of hem topseyU tumbledde to the erthe.

Kom. of the Cheuetere Assigne (E. E. T. S.), 1. »20.

topsail-yard (top'sal-yard or top'sl-yard), n.

A yard on which a topsail is carried. Compare
double topsails, under topsail.

top-saw (top'sa), n. In a sawmill, the upper
of two circular saws working together, it cuts
through the stuff from above, until it reaches the kerf of
the lower saw. It is set a little before or behind the lower
saw, so as not to interfere with it, E. H. Kniijlit.

top-sawyer (top'sa"yer), n. 1. The sawyer who
takes the upper stand in a saw-pit. Hence

—

2. One who holds a higher positionthan another

;

a chief over others; a superior. [Colloq.]

"See-saw is the fashion of England always; and the
Whigs will soon be the top-sawyers." " But," said I, still

more confused, " 'The King is the top-sawyer,' according
to our proverb. How then can the Whigs be?"

B. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxvi.

3. A person of consequence or importance ; a
prominent person. [Colloq.]

A young dandified lawyer.
Whose air, ne'erthcless, speaks him quite a top-sawyer.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 56.

topse-torvetj topset-torviet, topset-turviet,
topset-tirvit, adv. Obsolete forms of topsy-
turvy.

topseyt, adv. See topsy.

top-shaped (top'shapt), a. Shaped like a top;
inversely conical.

top-shell (top'shel), n. Any one of the species
of the genus Trochus or the family Trochidx, of
a regularly conic
figure. Many of
these shells are of
large size and very
handsome ; such are
often cut and polish-
ed to show the exqui-
site nacre, and used
as parlor-ornaments.
See Trochidas, and also
cut uniler Moiiodonta.
—Perspective top-
sliell, a perspective-
shell; any member
of the Solariidx (for-

merly united with
Trochidse'). See cut Top-shell i Trochus niloticus),

under Solariidx.—
Slit top-shells. See stUl, v. (., and cut under Scissurel-
lidse.

topside (top'sid), n. l< hip^ + side^.'] 1. The
top side ; the upper part. Usually as two words, top
tide, except in the specific use (def. 2X and in the expres-
sions topside-turned, topside-turvy, topside-turvied, and the
phrases following, all being accommodated forms of topsy-
turvy (which see).

2. Specifically, the upper part of a ship's sides

;

the side of a ship above the water-line : com-
monly in the plural.

She had not strained a single butt or rivet in her topsides.

Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8777.

Topside the other wayt, topside tother wayt, top-
side turfwayt. Same as topsyturvy, of which these
phrases are sophisticated amplifications, suggesting a false
derivation.

The estate of that flourishing towne was turned . . .

topside the othericaie, and from abundance of prosperitie
quite exchanged to extreame penurie.
Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, iii. (Holinshed's Chron., 1.)

Thus were all things strangely turned in a trice topside
t'other way; they who lately were confined as prisoners
are now not only free, but petty Lords and Masters, yea
and petty Kings.

a. L'Estranr/e, Reign of K. Charles (ed. 1655), p. 76.
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In Bodleian MS. Rawl. Poet. 25 (which is dated 1694-5,

and is a copy of a MS. written not later than 1586), on the
reverse of sign. E 7, eleventh line, I find the phrase topside-
tur/way, which, I suppose, was the original of topsy-turvy.

F. W. Foster, in N. and Q., sth ser., II. 478.

topside-turnedt, a. [An aecom. form of topsy-
turvy, as if < topside + turned. Cf. topsyturny,
topsyturn.^ Same as topsyturvy. Hsywood,
Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 214).

topside-turvyt, adv. [Also topside-turvey, top-
syd turvic; an accom. form of topsyturvy.']
Same as topsyturvy. Stanihurst, .^neid, ii.

At last they have all overthrowne to ground
Quite topside turvey. Spenser, F. Q., V. viii. 42.

I found nature turned top-side turvy; women changed
into men, and men into women.

Addison, Guardian, No. 154.

topsman (tops'man), n.; pi. topsmen (-men). [<
top^s, poss. of toiA',-¥ man.'] 1. Same as topman,
2.— 2. A chief or head cattle-drover; a fore-
man or bailiff. HaUiwell.

top-soil (top'soil), n. The surface or upper part
of the soil.

top-soiling (top'soi'ling), n. The process of
taking off the top-soil of land, as before a ca-
nal, railway, etc., is begun.

topsoltiriat, «<^i'. ^a,mes,»topsyturvy. [Scotch.]
top-stone (;top'st6n), n. 1. A stone that is

placed on the top, or which forms the top.

Human learning is an excellent foundation ; but the
top-stone is laid by love and conformity to the will of God.

Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1836), II. 63.

2. One of the jewels of a marine chronometer.
It is usually a ruby cut in the form of a plano-convex
lens, but sometimes a diamond cut in facets. It is so placed
that its flat side bears against the end of the pivot.

topsyt, adv. [Found only in the spelling top-
sey ; abbr. of topsyturvy : see topsyturvy, etym.
(4).] Same as topsyturvy.

Then turning topsey on her thumb.
Charles Cotton (1664). (F. Halt, The Nation, March 28,

(1889, p. 268.)

topsydturvyt, adv. Same as topside-turvy for
topsyturvy.

topsytum (top'si-tfem), v. t. [Formerly topsi-

turn, topsieturn; a back-formation (as if < topsy-
+ turn), < topsyturny : see topsyturny. Cf. top-

side-turned.] To turn upside down; throw in
confusion. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks,
ii., The Schisme.

I have such an optimistic faith — and yet it is very hard
to keep it fresh and strong in the presence of such wick-
edness, of such Buffering, of such topsyturninn of right
and wrong. 5. Bowles, in Jlerriam, II. 159.

topsyturnyt. See topsyturvy, etym. (c). Min-
sheu, 1(517.

topsyturvily (top-si-tfer'vi-Ii), adv. [< topsy-
turvy -t- -ly'^.] Same as topsyturvy. Daily Tele-
graph, Feb. 5, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

topeyturviness (top-si-ter'vi-nes), n. [< topsy-
turvy + -ness.] The state of being topsy-
turvy. Jlheneeum, No. 3245, p. 11.

topsyturvy (top-si-t6r'vi), adv. [Aword which,
owing to its popular nature, its alliterative type,
and to ignorance of its origin, leading to various
perversions made to suggest some plausible
origin, has undergone, besides the usual varia-
tions of spelling, extraordinary modifications
of form. The typical forms, with their varia-
tions and earliest known dates, are as fol-

lows: (1) Topsy-tervy (1528), topsy-tyrvy{15'S0),
topsie-turvie (1575), topse torve (1579), topsy
turvye (1582), topsie turvy (1599), topsy tuny
(1622), tupsie-tiirvle (1640), topsi-turvy (1670),
topsy-turvey (1705). (2) Also, in 8e. forms,
with the terminal element capriciously altered,
topsoltiria (1623), tapsalteerie (before 1796),
iapsic-teerie (1808). (3) Also, with the first

element reduced, top-turvye (1582). (4) With
the second element omitted, topsey (1664). (5)
With the elements transposed, turvy-topsy (be-
fore 1687); also, in various other forms simu-
lating for the element following top- or top-
sy- some apparently plausible etymology

—

namely, (6) simulating side'^ (see topside), top-
syd-turvie (1582), topside-turvey (1594), topside-
turvy (1713). (7) Simulating turn, topsyturny,
spelled topsiturnie (1617), whence the verb
topsytum (1562), topsiettirn (1606), topsiturn
(1613). (8) Simulating both side^ and turn,
topside-turned, adj. (1637). (9) Simulating seil,

topset-torvie (1558), topsel-turvie (1569), topset
tirvi (1573). (10) Deliberately expanded into
a form impossible as an independent original,
topside the other ivaie (1586), topside tother way
(1656), topside turfway (see under topside). The
earlier etymologies, indicated in the above
forms, are a part of the history of the word,
and are accordingly here formally stated, with

topsyturvyficatlon

the later explanations attempted, nearly in a
chronological order: (a) As if < topi -f side'^ (see
topside) -\- -turvy (left unexplained), (b) As if

orig. "the top side turned" (Minsheu, 1617), <
toiA -i-side^ + turn + -€(P. (c) As if < tojA +
-sy (left unexplained) -I- turn -t- -i/1. (d) As if

< to]A + sefl -{ -turvy (left unexplained), (e)

As if orig. lop side the other way, topside tother
way (so Grose, 1785; Trench, 1855; Wedg-
wood, 1872). Various other explanations, all

absurd, are given by (/) Skinner (1671) and
Bailey (1727), (j) Coles (1677), (/<) Miege
(1687), (0 Grose (1785), ij) Brewer ("Diet, of
Phrase and Fable "). (k) According to Skeat's
first supposition("Etym.Dict.,"ed. 1882; "Con-
cise Etym. Diet.," ed. 1882), prob. orig. 'top-
side turvy (as reflected in the form topside-
turvy, above mentioned), i. e. 'with the upper
side (put) turfy,' i. e. laid on the earth's sur-
face, *lurvy standing for ttirfy. Turfy, how-
ever, could not mean 'put on the turf' or
' turned toward the turf.' (I) According to Dr.
F. Hall (in the "Nation," March 28, 1889, from
which article, and from Dr. Hall's book ''On
Adjectives in -able," some of the above forms
are taken), prob. orig. *top so turvy, 'top so
being parallel to up so in up so doicn (and 'top
so turvy being altered to topside-turvey, as up
so doivn to upside down), and 'turvy, 'tervy,
being connected with the obs. verb ferve, in
comp. overterve, fall, tr. throw down, cast, as
used in the "strange compound" toppe over
terve : see terve. (in) A similar \'iew is taken
by Skeat ("Etym. Diet.," Supp., 1884, p. 831;
"Principles of Eng. Etym.," 1st ser., 1889,
p. 428). That is to say, topsyturvy, starting
from the earliest recorded form topsy-tervy
(1528), is < tojA -I- sol, adv., -1- 'tervy, over-
turned, < ME. terven, throw, torvieu, throw, <
AS. tor^an, throw: see terve, torve^, and cf. turf^.
This view, assuming that -turvy, -tervy, is an ae-
com. fonn, made to agree terminally with topsy-,

for 'turved, 'terved, pp. of ME. terven, upset, is

prob. correct. The eleven other explanations
are certainly wrong. The phrase evidently
priginated in ME., and was prob. confused not
only with the verb terve, toppe-overterve, but
also with similar phrases, like toj)sails over, and,
elliptically, topsail, upset (to which the peculiar
forms topsoltiria, tapsalteerie are prob. in part
due : see topsail), and top over tail (see under
topA).] Upside down; in reverse of the nat-
ural order; hence, in a state of confusion or
chaos : formerly sometimes followed by doicn.

He toumeth all thynge topgy tervy.

Roy and Barlow, Eede Me and Be Nott Wrothe (1528,
[ed. Arber), p. 51.

Now, beholde, all my enterprisebee quite pluckte backe,
and my purposes tourned cleane topse-torve.

Bamaby Rich, Farewell to Military Life (ed. 1846), p. 29.

His trembling Tent all top^e tvruie wheels.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

We shall o're-turne it topgie-turuy dotme.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV. (fol. 1623), It. L

. Here the winds not only blow together, but they torn
the whole body of the ocean topsy-turvy.

Goldsmith, Hyperbole.

An' warily cares, an' warl'ly men,
May a' gae tapsalteerie, O.

Bums, Green Grow the Rashes.

topsyturvy (top-si-ter'vi), a. [< topsyturvy,
adv.] Turned upside down; upset; hence,
confused; disordered; chaotic.

Tush, man ; in this topsy-turvy world friendship and
bosom-kindness are but made covers for mischief, means
to compass ill. Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

The topsy-turvy commonwealth of sleep.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, i.

topsyturvy (top-si-ter'vi), n. [< topsyturvy, a.

and v.] A topsyturvy condition; great dis-

order; confusion; chaos.

Insane patients whose system, all out of joint, finds
matter for screaming laughter in mere topsy-turvy.

George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, x.

topsyturvy (top-si-t^r'vi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

topsyturvied, ppr. topsyturvying. [Formerly
also topsyturvey ; < topsyturvy, adv. Cf. topsy-

turn.] 'To turn upside down ; upset.

My poor mind is all topsy-turvied.

Richardson, Pamela, II. 40.

topsyturvydom (top-si-ter'vi-dum), )(. [< top-

syturvy + -dom.] A state of affairs or a region
in which everything is topsyturvy. [Colloq.]

Under the heading Topsy-Turvydotn, the author says
. . . that the Japanese do many things in a way that
runs directly count-er to European ideas of what is natural
and proper. N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 286.

topsyturvyficatlon (top-si-ter'vi-fi-ka'shon),

H. [< topsyturvy -H -fy
-\- -ation (see -fy).] An



topsytnrvyfication

•upsetting; a turning upside down. [Ludi-
crous.]

"Valentine" was followed by "Lelia," . . . a regular
topgytuTcyJication of morality.

Thackeray, Paris Sketch-Boole, Madame Sand.

topsyturvyfy (top-si-ter'vi-fi), t'. t. ; pret. and
l)p. tnpsi/tnrryfiedjppT. topsyturryfying. [< toi>-

sytuny + -fy.'] To malte topsyturvy. [Col-
loq.]

Vivisection is topgyturcyjied in a manner far from pleas-
ing to humanity.

Daily TeUijraph, Nov. 26, 1885, p. 2. (Eneyc. Diet.)

topsyturvyism (top-si-ter'vi-izm), n. [< iopsy-

lun-i/ + -('«;«.] The habit or state of topsy-
turviness. Cited by F. Hall in The Nation,
March L'8, 1889, p. 268. [Rare.]

top-tackle (top tak'l), ». Xaut., a heavy
tackle which is applied to the top-pendant in

' Adding or unfidding a topmast.
toptail (top'tal), r. I. To turn the tail up and
the liead down, as a whale in diving.

top-timber (top'tim'ber), «. Naut., one of the
u|)p(rmost timbers in the sideof avessel Long
top-timber, the timber above each of the first futtocks.—
Short top-timber, the timber above each of the second
futt. iL'ks.

top-tool 'top'tol), «. A forging-tool resembling
a cold-cuisel or a short thick spike, held when
iu use by means of a flexible handle of hazel-
wood or wire. When its cutting edge is round
it is called a top-fuller.

toqnaket, v. t. [ME. toquaken; < k>-2 + quake.]
To quake exceedingly. Horn, of the Rose, 1.

2.'>27.

toquasht, «'• ' [ME. toquasshen; < <o-2 -Houfl.'s/il.]

To brat or crush to pieces. Merlin (E. E. T. S.),

iii.GLXJ.

toque (t6k), ». [< F. toque (= Sp. toca = Pg. tou-

cfi = It. tocca), a hat. bonnet, prob. < Bret, tok =
\V. toe, hat, bonnet.] 1. A head-covering for-

merly worn by men and women—a diminished
form of the hat with tumed-up brim. It gradual-
ly approached the shape of a very small light cap of silk,

^.

Women's Toques of the i6th century, from portraits of the time.

(From * L'Art pour Tous.**)

which was surrounded and compressed by a band of twlst-
eil silk, or of richer material, in such a way as to give it a
•Ii«ht resemblance to a hat with a brim. Its complete form
^ as reached atjout 1&60. It was generally adorned with a
-iitall plume.

The Swisse in black velvet Uiquet, led by 2 gallant cava-
lieres habited in scarlet-colour'd sattln.

Ecelyn, Diary, Sept. 7, 1651.

The ordinary head-dress [at Lha' Ssa] is a blue Unjue,

with a wide rim of black velvet, surmounted with a red
knot. ifuc. Travels (trans. 1852), 11. 149.

His velvet toque stuck . . . upon the side of his head.
MoOty. (Imp. Diet.)

2. A small bonnet in the shape of a round,
close-fitting crown without a projecting brim,
worn by women in the nineteenth century.

Her delicate head, sculpturesquely defined by itxtoque.
Hovieiu, Indian Bummer, ii.

3. The bonnet-maeaqtie, Macacvs sinensis, bo
called from the arrangement of the hairs of
the head into a kind of toque or cap; also,
some similar monkey, as M. pileolatus of Cey-
lon. See cut under honnet-macaqne.—4 A
small nominal money of account, used in trad-
ing on some parts of the west coast of Africa.
Forty cowries make one toque, and five toques one hen or
ffallinha. Simmonde.
tori (tor), «. [< ME. tor (torr-), < AS. torr, tor,

a high rock, a lofty hill, also a tower,<0W.* tor, a
hill. W. tor, a knob, boss, bnlge, belly, = Jr. torr,

tor = Gael, torr, a lofty conical hill, a mound,
eminence, heap, pile, tower; cf. W. tier, a heap,
pile, tower, = Ij. (wrrw, a tower: see toiler.] A
hill ; a rocky eminence. The word Is especially ap-
plied to the rugged and fantastic piles of granite conspic-
uous on l>artmu<jr. In Devonshire, England. These are
ragged outcrops left by decay and erosion of the rock, and
crown many of the higher points of the moor.

There a tempest hom toke on the torret hegh.
DetlructionqtTroy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1983.

6389
Derbyshire is famous for Its giant Ton. The word Is

applied in Derbyshire to any lofty mass of precipitous
rock, just as "scar" is used in Yorkshire.

Bradbury, All about Derbyshire, p. 304.

tor^t, n. See toccS.

tor^t, ". A Middle English form of tower.

tOT*\, tore^t, a. [ME. tor, tore, toor, < Icel. tor-

= OHG. zur- = Goth, tu:- (used only in comp.),
hard, difficult, = Gr. (Juf-, hard, ill : see to-2 and
dys-.] 1. Hard; difficult; wearisome; tedious.

So mony mernayl hi mount ther the raon fyndez
Hit were to tore for to telle of the tenthe dole.

Sir Gaimytie aitd tht Grmn Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 719.

Thof thai touche me with tene, all these tore harmes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 2613.

2. Strong; sturdy; great; massive.
In this Temple was a tor ymage, all of triet gold.
In honour of Appolyn, that I ere saide.

Dettnution o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4279.

3. Full; rich.

Trowe ye not Troy Is tore of all godis ?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3348.

toracet, r. t. [ME. toracen, torasen; < to-2 -t-

roee".] To tear in pieces. Cluiucer, Clerk's
Tale, 1. 516.

torah (to'rii), n. [Also thorah ; Heb.] In an-
cient Hebrew literature, any decision or in-

struction in matters of law and conduct given
by a sacred authority ; the revealed will of God

;

specifically, the (Mosaic) law; hence, the book
of the law, the Pentateuch.
toran (to'ran), H. [< Hind, toran, torana, < Skt.
torana, an arched gateway, an arch, < y/ tur, a
collateral form of >/ tar, pass.] In Buddhist
arch., the gateway of a sacred rail, in wood or
in stone, consisting essentially of an upright or
pillar on each side, with a projecting crosspieee
resting upon them. Typically there are three of these
crosspieces superimposed, and the whole monument is

frequently elaborately sculptured. The torans of Bharhut
and of ^aiichl in Central India are especially elaborate.

toratt, f. '. [ME. torattcn; < to-2 + ratten (=
MHG. ratzen), lacerate, tear.] To tear asun-
der; scatter; disperse.

Thane the Romayns relevyde, that are ware rebnykkyde.
And alle to-ratlys oure mene with theire riste horssea.

MorU Arthure (E, E. T. 8.), L 2235.

Torbane Hill mineral. Same as Boghead coal
(which see, under coal),

torbanite (tor'ban-it), n. [< Torbane (Torbane
Hill in Jjinlithgowshire, Scotland) + -ife^.]

Boghead coal. See coal.

torbernite (tor'b^r-nit), n. [Named after the
Swedish naturalist and chemist Torbern Olof
Bergmann (1735-84).] A native phosphate of
uranium and copper, occurring in square tabu-
lar crystals of a bright-green color, pearlv lus-

ter, and micaceous cleavage. Also caUed chal-
colite, and copper vranite.

torbite (tor 'bit), «. [Origin obscure.] The
trade-mark name of a preparation of peat, at-

tempted to be introduced into general use in

Lancashire, England, about 1865. it was made by
ftulping the peat, molding It Into blocks, and then drying
t. The material thus prepared was converted into char-
coal for smelting purpcwes, or partially charred for use as
fuel for generating steam, or In the puddlingfurnace.
Many attempt* have been made In England, France, and
Germany to utilize peat In this way, but their success has
been small.

tore,". See torsMe.- Bulbous tore. SeefruJftotu.

torcet, n. An obsolete spelling of torsc^.

torch' (torch), n. [< ME. torche. < OF. (and F.)
torche = Pr. torcha = It. tnrcia (cf. Sp. antorcha,
a torch ), < ML. tortia, a torch, so called as made
of a twisted roll of tow or other material, < L.
tortus, pp. of torquere, twist: see torfi. Cf. torce,

torse^.} 1. A light to be carried in the hand,
formed of some combustible substance, as resi-

nous wood, or of twisted flax, hemp, etc., soaked
with tallow or other inflammable substance;
a link; a flambeau.

Loke that 3e hane candele.
Torches bothe falre & fele.

A'i«!7 Bom (E. E. T. 8.x P- 91.

An angry gust of wind
Pafl'd out his torch.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. An oil-lamp borne on a pole or other appli-
ance for carrying a light easily and without dan-
ger—Flying torch. 9ee/jrt'n(7-(orcA.—inverted torch,
a torch held witli the top downward, to signify the extinc-
tion of life : the emblem of death : with reference to the
Greek represeHtation of Death (Thanatos), holding a torch
BO reversed,— Plumlwra' torch, a large spirit-lamp in
the form of a cone.

torchl (torch), »!. i. [< torchi, «.] 1. To fish

witli the aid of a torch by night. Fisheries of
r. S., V, ii. 502. [U. S.]— 2. To flare or smoke
like a torch ; rise like the smoke from a torch :

with up: as, how those clouds torch up.' Halli-

tcell. [Prov. Eng.]

torcbwort

torch^ (torch), V. t. [< F. torcher, wipe, beat
(cf, torchis, mortar of loam and straw), < torche,

lit. a twist: see toie/*!.] In plastering, to point
with lime and hair: said of the inside joints of
slating laid on lathing.

torch-bearer (t6rch'bar"er), H. One who bears
a toreh.

Fair Jessica shall be my torch-bearer.

Shale., M. of V,, U, 4, 40.

terch-dance(t6rch'dans),?i. A dance performed
by a number of persons some of whom carry
lighted torches.

torcher (tor'eher), «. [< torc/ii -I- -ej-i.] If.

One who gives or provides a bright light, as if

bearing a torch. [Rare.]

Ere twice the horses of the sun shall bring
Their fiery torcher his diurnal ring.

Shak., All's Well, Ii. 1. 165.

2, Specifically, one who torches for fish. [U. S.]

torchere (F. pron. tor-
shar'), H. [F. torchere, <.

torche,tovch: see torclA.}

A large candelabrum,
especially when decora-
tive and made of valu-
able material, as bronze,
rare marble, or the like

:

when made of wood it

is sometimes termed
gueridon.

torch-fishing (torch'-

fish'ing), n. Same as
torching.

torching (tor'ching), n.

[Verbal n. of torch^, v.]

A method of capturing
fish by torch-light at

night. It is practised
chiefly in the fall, when
the fish are abundant.
Also called driving and
fire-fishing.

tbrchless (tdrch'les), a.

[< lorch^ + •less.'] Lack-
ing torches ; unlighted.
Byron, Lara, ii. 12.

torch-light (torch'lit), n

Bronze Torchere, 17th cen-
tury. (From " L'Art pour
Tous.")

< ME. torche-light

;

[< ME.
ght of a torch or of< torc/ii -t- lights.] The ligh

torches.
She brought hym to his bedde with torche light.

Oenerydes (K. E. T. S,X L 149.

Statllius show d the torchlight. Shai., J. C, v. 5. 2.

torch-lily (torch'lil'i), n. See Kni})hofia.

torchon board. A board covered with torchon
paper: used by artists for water-color drawing,
etc.

torchon lace. See lace.

torchon mat. A picture-frame mat, made of
torchon paper.

torchon paper. [So named from the F. torcher,

rub, cleanse by rubbing, torchon, dish-cloth.]

A paper with a rough surface, used for paint-
ing on in water-color, and also for mats in pic-

turp-fraining.

torch-pine (t6rch'pin), n. See jjtnei.

torch-race (torch'ras), H. In Gr. antiq., a race
at certain festivals, in which the runners car-
ried lighted torches, the prize being awarded to

the contestant who first reached the goal with
his torch still burning. In some forms of this race
relays of runners were posted at intervals, and the burn-
ing torch was passed on from one to the next. Very fre-

quently it was associated with the worship of Helios (Apol-
lo) or Selene (Artemis), or of some tlre-goU, as Hephsestus
(Vulcan) or rromctlieus. See lainpadephoria.

torch-staff (torch'staf ), n. The staff of a torch,

by which it is carried. Compare torch^, 2.

The horsemen sit like fixed candlesticks.
With toreh-staves in their hand.

Shak., Hen. V,, Iv. 2. 4«.

torch-thistle (torch'this'l), n. A columnar cac-

tus of the genus Cereus, the stems of some spe-
cies of which have been used by the Indians for

torches. Sometimes the name is extended to

the whole genus.
torch-wood (t6rch'wud), n. 1. Wood suitable

for making torches. Holland, tr. of Plutarch,

p. 562.— 2. A tree of the nitaeeous genus
Amyris, either A. maritima of Florida and the
West Indies, or A. balsamifera of the West
Indies, a. maritima is a slender tree reaching ,'50 feet

high ; the wood is very hard and durable, suitable for use
in the arts, could It be had in large quantities, very real,

nous, and much used for fuel on tlie Florida keys, A.
balsamifera is smaller, very fragrant in burning, used to

scent dwellings. In the West Indies the shrub Casearia
(Thiodia) serrata of the Samydacefe is also so called.

torchwort (t6rch'w6rt), H. The muUeu. Com-
pare hag-taper.



torcnlar

torcular (tov'ku-lar), ". [< L. torcular, a press
used in making \vine,< torquere, twist: see tort^.]

1. A surgical instrument, tlie tourniquet.— 2.
In anat., the confluence of the venous sinuses
in the brain: more fully called torcular Hero-
phili—Torcular Herophili, in anat., the wine-press
of Herophilus, the place ni tlte meninges of the brain, at
the internal occipitai protuI>erance, where tlie sinus of
the falx cerebri joins the lateral sinus of the tentorium
cerebelli, and other sinuses meet. Tliis confluence of
venous currents was supposed to exert some pressure upon
the circulation (whence the name). See straight gintts^

under giiuis,

Tordylium (tor-dil'i-um), n. [NL. (Morison,
1672), < L. tordylion, tordylon, < Gr. TopSv?uuv,

Topiv'Mv, an umbelliferous plant, hartwort.] A
genus of umbelliferous plants, of the tribe Pei<-

cedanese. It is characterized by conspicuous calyx-
teeth, marginal petals frequently enlarged and two-lobed,
a hirsute ovary, and a fruit with thick and often rugose
margin, inconspicuous ridges, and oil-tubes solitary in
their channels, or in a few species numerous. There are
about 12 species, natives of Europe, northern .4frica, and
temperate and central parts of Asia. They are hairy an-
nuals, usually bearing pinnate leaves with broad leaflets,

or sometimes somewhat cordate undivided leaves. The
flowers are white or purplish, and form compound um-
bels. The species are known as Imriwort (which seeX

torel (tor). Preterit of tear^.

tore"-^ (tor), n. [Early mod. E. also tor, torre;

prob. a particular use of to?'l, a hill, prominence
(W. <oj', a knob, boss, etc.): see toJ'l.] 1. A pro-
jecting knob or ball used as an ornament on
furnitm-e, as cradles and chairs.

The Queen came forth, and that with no little worldly
pompe, was placed in a Chaire having two faithfull Sup-
porters, the Master of Maxwell upon the one Torre, and
Secretary Lethiugton upon the other Torre of the Chaire.

Knox, Hist. Ref. in Scotland, iv.

2. The pommel of a saddle.

A horse he never doth bestride
Without a pistol at each side,

.

-' And without other two before,
One at either saddle tore.

Colvil, Mock Poem, i. 41. (Jamieson.)

[Obsolete or provincial in both uses.]

tore^ (tor), n. [Origin unknown; cf. W. tor, a
break, cut, tori, break, cut.] The dead grass
that remains on mowing land in winter and
spring. [Prov. Eng.]

tore^t, a. See toi-*.

tore^ (tor), «. [< NL. ?ori(S, q. v.] 1. In«rc7i.,
same as torus, 1.— 2. In geom., a surface gen-
erated by the revolution of a conic (especially a
circle) about an axis lying in its plane.

toreador (tor"e-a-d6r'), n. [Also torreador, tau-

rcador; < Sp. toreador, a bull-fighter, < torear, en-
gage in a bull-fight, < toro, a bull : see sieer^.'] A
Spanish bull-fighter, especially one who fights

on horseback.
toreavet, f. t- [ME. toreven; < to-^ + reave.']

To take away eompletelv. Piers Plowman (C),

iv. 203.

torelyt.orfJ'. [ME., < tore*, tori, + .ly-i,-] "With
difficulty; hardly; stoutly; firmly.

The Troiens, on the tothir syde, tnrely with stode,
Dysasent to the dede, Dukes & other.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 8016.

torendt, ". t- [ME. torenden; < to-2 -I- rendi-.]

To rend in pieces ; tear. Chaucer, Troilus, ii.

790.

torett, torettet, «. [ME., also turet, < OF. (and
F.) touret, a wheel, reel, spinning-wheel, dim.
of tour, a turn: see tour^, turn.] 1. A ring,

such as those by which a hawk's lune or leash
was fastened to the jesses, or that on a dog's
collar through which the leash passed. Chaucer,
Knight's Tale, 1. 1294.— 2. The eye in which
a ring turns.

This ring renneth in a raaner turet.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. § 2.

toreumatography (to-ro-ma-tog'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. rdpcv/xaiT-), work in relief (K ropevciv, bore,
chase), + -ypa(j>la, < ypa<ji!:Lv, write.] A descrip-
tion of or treatise on ancient art-work in metal.
toreumatology (to-ro-ma-tol'o-ji), «. [< Gr.
TopsD/ia(T-), work in relief, + -hiyia, < yjyetv,

speak: see -ology.] The art or technic of an-
cient art-work in metal.

toreutes (to-ro'tez), n.
;

pi. toreutee (-te). [<
Gr. Toptmij^, one who works in relief, i ropevetv,

bore, chase: see toreutic] In antiq., an artist

or artisan in metal.

toreutic (tO-ro'tik), a. [= P. toreutique, < Gr.
TopcvTiKOQ, '(. Topcvew, bore, chase, emboss.] In
anc. metal-work, chased, carved, or embossed:
noting, in general, all varieties of sculptured,
modeled, or other art-work in metal. The to-

reutic art was considered to include casting and the pro-
duction of designs in relief on a surface of metal by beat>
fng out a plate with hammers or punches from behind
(repouasf^), or by beating it into a mold of wood or metal.
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though all hammered work is more strictly called empie*.
tic work. Ivory-carving was also a department of toreutic
work, which therefore covered the production of chrysele-
phantine statues.

Of toreutic work in bronze these tombs seem to have
yielded very little.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 397.

toreutics (to-ro'tiks), H. pi. [PI. of toreutic (see

-ics).] See the quotation.

TareuHcs, by which is meant sculpture in metals, and
also this combination of metal with other materials.

C. 0. Mailer, Manual of Archeeol. (trans.X f 85.

torft, m. A Middle English form of turf.

torfaceous (tor-fa'shius), a. [< ML. *to?/a, turfa

(< E. turf), + -aceous.] Growing in bogs or
mosses : said of plants.

torfel (tor'fl), V. i. [Cf. Urfle.] To fall; de-
cline; die. Halliwell; Jamieson. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

torferet, torfert, ». [ME., also torfoyr; < Icel.

torfeera, a difficult passage or road, torfeerr,

hard to pass, < tor-, hard, + fara, go, pass : see
toe* and /are!.] Difficulty; trouble.

Suche tor/oyr and torment of-telle herde I neuere.
York Plays, p. 432.

Thow artebe-trayedeof thimene, that moste thow on tray-
stede.

That schalle turne the to tene and tor/ere for ever.
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), I. 1956.

torgant, a. See targant.

torgoch (tor'goch), n. [< W. torgoch, lit. 'red-
belly,' < tor, belly, -f- coch, red.] The red-bellied
char, a variety of the common char, Salrelinus
alpinus, found in mountain lakes in Great Brit-

ain ; the saibling, as there found. See char*.

tori, n. Plural of torus.

Torify (to'ri-fi), V. t. ;.pret. and pp. Torified,

ppr. Torifying. [< Tory + -fy.] To make a
Tory of. [Humorous.]
He Is Liberalizing them instead of their Torifying him.

Sir G. C. Lewis, Letters, p. 262. (.Davies.)

Torilis (tor'i-lis), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763),
perhaps from the thick stylopodia, representing
the disk, < L. torus, a cushion.] A former ge-
nus of umbelliferous plants, of the tribe Cauca-
Uneee, and now classed as a section of Caucalis,

which is a genus of about 20 species, distin-

guished from Daucus, the carrot, by a muri-
cate, bristly, or aculeate fruit with the face
deeply channeled. The species are natives of Europe,
Asia, and northern Africa. They are usually rough an-
nuals, with pinnately decompound leaves, and white or
purplish flowers in compound umbels either terminal or
opposite the leaves, commonly with few rays and few in-

volucral bracts or none, but with many-leaved involucels
and the marginal flowers commonly radiate, the other
petals obcordate and these enlarged and bifid. They are
chiefly known as hedge-pardey (which see) and also bur-
parsley.

torillo (to-ril'6), n. [Sp. torillo, a little bull,

dim. of ioro, a bull: see steer^.] One of the
hemipods, Turnix sylvatica, found in Spain:
apparently so called from its pugnacity. See
Turnix.

TorinS (to-raii'), n. A red wine grown in the
department of Saone-et-Loire, France, resem-
bling Burgundy of the second class, and keep-
ing well.

toritt, «. '. [ME. toritten, torytten; < to-2 -I-

riti.] To cleave or tear in pieces.

Hyre i-yche i-obys sche all to-rytte.

And was ravysed out of hyr wytte.
MS. Ashmole 61, XV. Cent. (Halliwell, underntte.)

torivet, i'- t- [ME. toriven; < to-2 -t- rive^.] To
rive in pieces ; rend.

The king share thrugh his shild with the sharpe ende,
And the rod all to roofe right to his honde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1234.

torment (t6r'ment), n. [< ME. torment, tour-

ment, turment, < OF. tortnent, tourment, turment,
F. tourment = Pr. torment, turment = Sp. Pg.
It. tormento, torment (cf. Sp. Pg. tormenta, a
tempest), < L. tormentum, an engine for hurl-
ing stones, a missile so hurled, also an instru-
ment of torture, a rack, hence torture, anguish,
torment, also a mangle, clothes-press, also a
cord, rope, < torquere, twist, hurl, throw, rack,
torture, torment: see tort^. Cf. torture.] If.

An engine of war for casting stones, darts, or
other missiles; a tormentum.

Vitruuius . . . sayth. All turmfmtes of warre, whiche
we cal ordinance, were first inuented by kinges or gou-
eniours of hostes. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 8.

2. An instrument of torture, as the rack, the
thumbscrew, or the wheel ; also, the application
of such an instrument, or the torture caused
by it.

Zaynte Agase, thet mid greate blisse . . . yede to tor-

ment alsuo ase hi yede to teste other to a bredale.
AyenbiU (tf Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

tormentll

This (ormeiit of the wheele I find in Aristotle to have
been used amongst the ancient Grecians.

Coryat, Crudities, L 11.

3. Hence, anything which causes gi-eat pain
or suffering; a soui-ce of trouble, sorrow, or
anguish.

A ! lorde, we were worthy
Mo turmentis for to taste,

But mende vs with mercye
Als thou of myght is moste.

York Plays, p. 393.

Why, death 's the end of evils, and a rest
Rather than torrnent: it dissolves all griefs.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

4. A state of suffering, bodily or mental ; mis-
ery; agony.

Sixteene dayes he travelled in this feare and txnrment.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 42.

How can I tell

In any words the torment of that hell
That she for her own soul had fashioned?

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 151.

5. An object of torture ; a victim. [Bare.]

That instant he becomes the sergeant's care,
His pupil, and his torment and his jest.

Cowper, Task, iv. 632.

6t. A tempest ; a tornado.

In to the se of Spayn wer dryuen in a tonnent
Among the Sarazins. Rob. of Brunne, p. 148.

= Syil. 4. Anguish, Torture, etc, .See agony.

torment (tor-menf), V. t. [< ME. tormenten,
tourmenten, tiirmenten, < OP. tormenter, turmcn-
ter, tourmenter, F. tourmenter = Pr. tonnentar,
turmentar = Sp. tormentor (also atormentar =
Pg. atormentar) = It. tormentare, < ML. tor-

mentare, torment, twist, < L. tormentum, tor-

ment: see torment, n.] 1. To put to tonnent,
as with the rack or the wheel; torture.

He shall be torment£d with Are and brimstone in the
presence of the holy angels. Rev. xiv. 10.

2. To bring suffering or misery upon
;
pain

;

plague; distress; afflict.

Thow dosse hot tynnezthityme. and (umi«7i««thi pople.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1964.

Raw it is no better then poyson, and being rested, ex-
cept it be tender and the heat abated, ... it will prickle
and torment the throat extreamely.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 123.

A provoking gipsy ! to run away, and torment her poor
father, that doats on her

!

Colman, Jealous Wife, U.

3. To twist; distort.

The fix'd and rooted earth,
Tormented into billows, heaves and swells.

Coicper, Task, ii. 101.

The monument of Margaret [of Bourbon] herself is . . .

in white marble, tormented into a multitude of exquisite
patterns. U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 246.

4. To throw into agitation; disturb greatly.

[Bare.]
Then, soaring on main wing,

Tormented all the air. Milton, P. L., vl. 244.

= SyiL 1. To agonize, rack, excruciate.— 2. Plainie. Wor-
ry, etc. (See tease.) Trouble, Distress, etc. See affiict.

tormenta, n. Plural of tormentum.
tormented (tor-men'ted), 7). a. Tortured; ago-
nized; distorted: occasionally used in the
United States as a euphemism for damned:
as, not a tormented cent. Zoicell, Int. to Big-
low Papers.
tormenter (tor-men'ter), n. [< torment + -ej-l.]

See tormentor.

tormentflll (tdr'ment-ful), a. [< torment +
-ful.] Causing great suffering or torment.
[Bare.]

Malice, and envy, and revenge are unjust passions, and
in what nature soever they are, they are as vexatious and
tormentful to itself as they are troublesome and mischie-
vous to others.

Tittotson, Sermons, III. 192. (Richardson, Supp.)

tormentil (tor'men-til), )(. [Formerly tormen-
tile; < F. tormentille = Pr. tonnentilla = Sp.
tormentila = Pg. It. tormentilla, < ML. tortneu-

tilla, tormentella, also tornilla, tornella, tormen-
til; so called, it

is said, because
supposed to al-

lay the pain of
the toothache, <
L. tormentum,
torment : see tor-

ment.] A plant,
Potetitilla Tor-
mentilla, of Eu-
rope and tem-
perate Asia. It

IS a low herb with
slender forking
stems, the lower
leaves with five leaf-

lets, the upper with
three the flowers
small, bright-yel-
low, and having

Common Tonnentil {.Potentitta Tor-
mfHtiita).



tormentil

usually but four petals. The plant has a thick and woody
perennial rootstock, wliich is highly astringent ; it is used

in medicine, and also sometimes in tanning. It contains

besides an available red coloring matter, used by the Lap-
landers to dye the skins worn by them as clothing. Also

called bloudroot, tepl/oU, and shepherd'shnot

This tormentil, whose virtue is to part

All deadly killing poison from the heart.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

Tormentilla (tor-men-tira), «. [NL. (Toume-
fort. 1700; earlier in Brtinfels, 1530), < ML. tor-

mentilla: see tormentil.] 1. A former genus of

plants, now reduced to a section of Potentilla,

including those species which have the parts of

the flowers in fours. The tormentil belongs to

this section.— 2. [Z. c] A plant of this subge-

nus; tormentil.

This single yellow flower ... is a tormerUiUa, which is

good against the plague.
J. H. Shorthotue, John Inglesant, ill.

tonnentingly (t6r-men'ting-U), adv. In a tor-

nicntiiig manner; in a manner productive of

sufTering.

He boUDst and bet his head tormentingly.
Gtucoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

tormentingness (tor-men'ting-nes), n. The
(luiility (if being tormenting. Bailey, 1727.

tormentiset, «. [ME., < torment, t.] Torment;
torture.

This Seneca the wyse
Chees in a bath to deye in this manere
Rather than han another t(/nmnlyie.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 627.

tormentor (tor-men'tor), n. [< ME. lormentour,

iurmtn1i)ur,<. OF. 'tormentour = Sp. tormenta-

dor, < ML. ' tormentator (ef. tormentaritts), a tor-

turer,< tormentare, torment: see torment, r.] 1.

One who or that wliieh torments. Especially— (o)

One whose ofllce it is to inflict torture ; an executioner.

Then the lorde wonder loude laled & cryed,

& talk<--z to his toriiuntlourez : "takez hym," he biddez,
" Byndcz byliynde, at his bak, hothe two his handez, . . .

Stik bym stitly in stokez.

"

AUUeratire Poems (ed. Morris), 11. 154.

Tbre strokes in the nekke he smoot Idr thu,

The tormentour. Chaucer, Second Sun's Tale, L 527.

(&) One who or that which causes pain or anguish ; a cause
of suffering or great distress.

These words hereafter thy tormentors be

!

Shak., Rich. II., il. 1. 136.

Louis XI., whose closeness was indeed his tormentor.

Bacon, Friendship (ed. ItHtT).

2. In agri., an instmment for reducing a stiff

soil. It is somewhat like a harrow, but runs on wheels,

and each tine is furnished with a hoe or share that cuts
up the ground.

3. A long fork used by a ship's cook to take meat
out of the coppers.— 4. In theatrical use, one of

the elaboratehr painted wings which stand in

till- tirst grooves.— 8. Same as back-scratcher.

Al.so tormrnter.

tormentress (tor-men'tres), n. [< tormentor +
-C.S.V.] A woman who torments.
Fortune ordinarily commeth after to whip and punish

them as the scourge and tormeiUrexne of glorie and honou r.

UoUand, tr. of Pliny, ixviiL 4.

tormentryt, n. [ME. tormentrie; < torment +
ry.] Aflliction ; distress.

If she be riche and of heigh parage,
Than seistow it is a tonnenlrU
To sotfren hire pride and hire malencolle.

Chaucer, I-rol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, I 251.

tonnentum (tdr-men'tum), n.; pi. tormenta

-ta). [L. : see formr-Mf.] 1. Anciently, a kind
>f catapult having many forms.— 2. A light

piece of ordnance.— 3. A whirligig.

Restless as a whirling tnrmentum.
CariyU, in Froude, Life in London, v.

4. In mcd., a name formerly applied to obstruc-
tive intestinal disorders, probably specifically

to intussusception.

tormina (tdr'mi-nfi), n.pl. [NL., < L. tormina,

griping pains, < iorquere, twist, wrench: see
forfl. Cf. torment.} Severe griping pains in

theliowfls; gripes; colic.

toiminal (tor'mi-nal), a. Same as torminous.

torminous (tor'mi-nus), a. [< tormina + -oiMt.]

Affected with tormina; characterized by grip-

ing pains.

tormodont (tfir'mo-dont), a. [< Gr. rdp/wc. a
lioli' fir socket, + oAoir (oAmn--) = E. tooth.]

.Socket('(i,.as teeth; having socketed teeth, as
a bird. Sec Odontotormee.
They differ from recent Carinate bh-ds In degree only,

viz., by their tormodont teeth and amphiccelous vertebrte.

Xature. XXXIX. 178.

torn' (torn), p. a. [Pp. of tearl.] In bot.,

having deep and irregular marginal incisions,

as if produced by tearing; lacerate.

torn''* (torn), n. If. A Middle English form of

turn.— 2. In her., a bearing representing an an-
cient spinning-wheel.
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tornadet (t6r-nad'), n. [See tornado.] A tor-

nado. Bailey, 1727.

Inured to danger's direst form,
Tomade and earthquake, flood and storm.

Scott, Eokeby, i. 8.

tomadic (tor-nad'ik), a. [< tornado + -ic]

Pertaining to, characteristic of, or of the na-

ture of a tornado.

Four series of storms of tomadic character have passed

over the States east of the Mississippi River since the

beginning of the year. Amer. Meteor. Jour., 1. 7.

tornado (tor-na'do), ». ;
pi. tornadoes (-doz).

[With the common change of terminal -a to -o, to

give the word a more Spanish look (also some-
times tornarfe),< Sp. (andPg.) tornada, a return,

or ttirning about (applied appar. at one time by
Spanish and Portuguese sailors to a whirling

wind at sea). < tornar, turn, < L. tornare, turn:

see turn. The Pg. name is travado; the Sp.

name is turbonada.] A violent squall or whirl-

wind of small extent.

They were all together in a plumpe on Christmasse-eve

was two yere, when the great lloud was, and there stlrd

up such tei-nadog and furicanos of tempests.

ya»he, Lenten StuHe (Harl. Misc., VL 164).

We had flue weather while we lay here, oidy some txxr-

nadoeg, or thunder- showers. Vampier, Voyages, an. 1681.

Speciflcally—(o) On the west coast of Africa, from Cape
Verd to the equator, a squall of great intensity and of

short duration, occurring during the summer months,

but most freiiuently and with greatest violence at the

beginning and end of the rainy season. On the western

part of the coast, near Sierra Leone, these squalls come
from easterly points, and blow off shore ; while on the

eastern part of the coast, near the mouth of the Mger,
they occasionally blow on shore, partly because of a

variation In the direction of the squall, and partly be-

cause of a diHerent trend of the coast. The squall is

marked by peculiar, dense, arched masses of dark tluud,

furious gusts of wind, vivid lightning, deafening thunder,

and torrents of rain ; it produces a slight rise in tlie barom-
eter and a fall of temperature amounting on the average

to 9' Fahr. Similar squalls in other tropical regions are

usually known by the name of arched Ufuall*, but are

sometimes also (»lled lomadoee. The principal period

when these squalls occur (namely, at the change of the

seasons or of the monsoons) Is that in which great quan-

tities of vapor-laden air are stopped by a land wind, and
accumulate near the coast, producing a hot, sultry, un-

stoble state of the atmosphere. The tornado is the over-

turning process by which the atmosphere regains its sta-

bility. The wind ordinarily turns through two or three

points during its progress, but in general a complete
cyclonic motion is not established. (6) In the I'nited

States, east of the 100th meridian, a whirlwind of small

radius and of highly destructive violence, usually seen as

a whirling funnel pendent from a mass of black cloud, oc-

curring inoDt fre<iuently in the southeast quadrant of an
area of low pressure several hundred miles from Its cen-

ter, and having a rapid progressive movement, generally

toward the northeast. 'The principal condition precedent

to the formation of a tornado. Just as for a thunaer-stonn,

la an unstable state of the atmosphere. In the tornado a
whirling motion from right to left, of tremendous energy.

Is generated in a mass of clouds, and is often maintained
for several hours, while in the ordinary thunder-storm a
complete cyclonic motion probably seldom becomes estab-

lished. Tornadoes generally arise Just after the hottest

part of the day, when the atmosphere has Its maximum
Instability; the months of greatest frequency are April,

May, June, and July. The destruction in a tornado may
be caused either by the surface wind which is forced in on
all sides to feed the ascending current of the tornado-fun-

nel, or by the gyrating winds of the funnel Itself when
sufficiently low to come within the reach of buildings ; in

the latter case no structure, however strongly built, is

apparently aide to withstand the wind's enormous force.

tomaria (tor-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < tornus, a lathe

(see turn), + -arm.] The echinopeedic-like

larva of Balanoglossus, bearing a great resem-
blance to the larvee of some of the echinoderms,
as starfishes; originally the name of a pseudo-
genug, retained to designate the objects defined.

Hoe Bnlanoglossus (with cut).

tornariau (t6r-na'ri-an), a. [< tornaria + -an.]

Of or pertaining to a tomaria; resembling the
larva of Ualanoglossiis.

Tornatella (tdr-na-tel'a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1812), < L. tornaius. turned in a
lathe, < tornare, turn (see turn),

+ dim. term, -ella.] The typical

genus of the family Tornatellidie:

same as Actseon.

Tomatellldse (t6r-na-tel'i-de), n.

1)1. [NL., < Tornatella + -idie.]

That family of opisthobranchiate
gastropods whose type genus is

Tornatella, having a developed spi-

ral shell: same as Actsconidse.

torn-crenate (torn'kre'nat), a. In hot., crenate
in having the margin torn, as certain lichens.

torn-down (tom'doun), a. and n. I. a. Bough

;

riotous; turbulent; rebellious; ungovernable;
hence, overpowering of its kind. [Prov. Eng.
and U. S.]

You know I was a girl oust ; led the General a dance of

It, I tell you. Yes, a real torn-down piece I was

!

W. M. Baker, -New Timothy, xxxii.

Tornatella tor-

naiilis.

torpedo

H. n. An unruly or unmanageable person.
[Prov. Eng. and IT. S.]

'tomeamentf, n. An obsolete form of tourna-
ment.

tornilla, tornillo (tdr-nil'a, -o), «. [Mexican
name, < Sp. tornillo, a screw, dim. of torno, turn,

turning-wheel : see turn.] The screw-pod mes-
qtiit. See mcsquit'^.

tornic[Uet, «. See tourniquet.

tornograpliy (t6r-nog'ra-fl), n. [Irreg. < tor-

n{ado) + Gr. -ypaipia, < ypd^cd', write.] The de-

scription and theory of tornadoes. [Rare.]

torobt, V. ' [ME. torobben; < to-'^ + rob\] To
steal wholly ; take entirely away.

My yoye, myn herte ye all to-robttydd,

The chylde ys dedd that soke my breste

!

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. S8, f. 47. (Halliuell.)

toroidal (to-roi'dal),a. [< tore^, torus, + -oid +
-al.] Having a shape like an anchor-ring, or a
surface generated by the revolution of a circle

about a line in its plane ; pertaining to such a
surface, or to a family of such surfaces— To-
roidal function. See fujiction.

torose (to'ros), a. Same as torous.

torosity(to-ro8'j-ti), «. [<, torose + -ity.] The
state of being torous; muscular strength; mus-
cularity. Bailey, VJTt.

torotoro (to'ro-td'ro), n. [Native name.] A
Papuan kingfisher, Syma torotoro.

torous (to'rus), a. [< L. torosus, full of muscle
or flesh, < torus, a bulging, a protuberance,
muscle: see torus.] Bulging; swelling; mus-
cular. Specifically— (o) In 6o(. , cylindrical, with bulges
or constrictions at intervals; swelling in knolis at Inter-

vals. (6) In 2o6l., protuberant; knobbed; tuberculated.
Also torose.

tor-ouzel (tor'O'zl), n. The ring-ouzel. [Dev-
onshire, Eng.]
Torpedinidae (t6r-pe-din'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Torptdo {-din-) + -idee.] A family of batoid
fishes, typified by the ^enus Torpedo ; the elec-

tric rays, noted for their power of giving shocks
by means of a sort of galvanic battery with
which they are provided. In this respect the elec-

tric rays are peculiar among elasmobranchs, though some
fishes of a difterent class are provided with similar organs
(the electric eels and electric catrtslies). The torpedoes are
large rays, of 6 genera and about 15 species, found in most
seas. The trunk is broad and smooth ; the tail compara-
tively short, with a rayed caudal fin and commonly two
rayed dorsals, the ttrst of which is over or behind the ven-
trals. 'The electric organs are a pair, one on each side of

tlie trunk anteriorly, between the pectoral flns and the

head. See cuts under torpedo.

torpedinoid (tor-ped'i-noid), a. [< NL. Tor-
pcdinoidea, q. v.] Of the nature of the elec-

tric ray ; related or belonging to the Torpedi-
noiden.

Torpedinoidea (tdr-ped-i-noi'de-ii), n. pi. [NL.,

< Torpedo {-din-) -I- (jr. fMof, fomii,fesemblance.]

The electric rays, rated as a superfamily con-
trasted with Ruioidea and Pristoidea.

torpedinous (tor-ped'i-nus), a. [< L. torpedo

(-din-), torpedo, -I- -ous.] Shocking or benumb-
ing like a tor-

pedo. [Rare.] c^£_
Fishy were his

eyes, U/rpedinous
was his manner.

De Quiruxy.
Hlmp. Diet.)

torpedo (tdr-

pe ' do), n. ;

pi. torpedoes

(-doz). [For-
merly also tor-

peedo, torpi-

do; = Sp. Pg.
torpedo = It.

torpedine (cf.

P. torpille =
It. toipiglia),

a torpedo,
cramp-fish, < L.
torpedo, numb-
ness, also

a torpedo,
cramp-fish, <

torpere, be-
numb : see tor-

rent, torpid.]

.A fish of the
genus Torpedo or family Torpedinidie ; an elec-

tric ray; a cramp-fish or numb-fish.

Torpido is a flsshe, but who-so handeleth hym shalbe

lame & defe of lynimes, that he shall fele no thyng,
Babees Book (E. E. T. S). p. 239.

The Torpiedo or Cramp-fish came also to our hands, but
e were amazed (not knowing that fish ' ' • •- ^"—^

'hen a sudden trembling seazed on us

Torpedo, its electric apparatus displayed.

*, branchia: ; c, brain : e, electric orsan

:

£, cranium ; me, spinal cord ; », nerves to

pectoral tins : «/. lateral nerves ; «/, branches
of pneumogastric to the electric organ ; a, eye.

we were amazed (not knowing that fish but by its quality)

a device it has to



torpedo
beget liberty, by evaporating n cold breath to Btupifle
such as either touch or hold a thing that touches it

Sir T. Herbert, Travels (ed. 1638), p. 349.

2. [cap.-] [NL. (Dum^ril, 1806).] The typical
genus of the family
Torpcdiuidie. it is now
restricted to electric rays
whose trunlc is very broad
and disk-lilte, evenly round-
ed in front and on the sides,
and abruptly contracted at
the tail, whose caudaj tin is

well developed, and which
have two dorsals, large sep-
arate ventralsand the skin
perfectly smooth. They are
large rays, chielly of Atlan-
tic waters. T. occideiitalis,

which is found along the
Atlantic coast of North
America, though not very
common there, attains a
length of about iive feet ; it

is nearly uniform blackish
above, and white below. T.
califarixica, of the opposite Torpedo aorf^do .ad^niaivi).
coast, is a spotted species.

t—
^ ^

3. All explosive device belonging to either of
two distinct classes of submarine destructive
agents used in war—namely, torpedoes proper,
which are propelled against an enemy's ship,

and more or less stationary submarine mines,
placed where a hostile vessel would be likely to
come within range of their destructive effect.
Of the first class, called also ofeiutive torpedoe^^ there are
three principal types : (a) the locomotive torpedo, which
class includes the Whitetiead and many other patterns
generally designated by the name of the inventor

; (6) the
towing or otter torpedo ; and (c) the spar- or outrigger-tor-
pedo. The Whitehead torpedo, or flsli-torpedo, may be de-
scribed aj a cigar-shaped vessel from 14 to 19 feet in length,
and from 14 to 19 inches in diameter. It is made of steel
or phosphor-bronze, and divided into compartments. The
forward compartment carries the explosive charge with
the fuse, to be fired on impact ; tlie next, condensed air

;

the third (the balance-chamber), the mechanism by which
its course is adjusted ; and the next, the engine which is

driven by the campresaed air. Back of the eniiine-room
is an air-chamber designed to give buoyancy. The torpedo
is driven by two propellers, revolving in opposite direc-
tions, and obtains a speed of from 20 to over 30 miles an
hour for about 600 to 1,000 yards. The torpedo is flttei
witli four rudders, two vertical and two horizontal. It
Is expected to be a formidable weapon, but thus far the
results from its use have not justified the expectations.
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charge on contact, or being connected by electric wires
with the shore and fired at the pleasure of the operaU^r.
A vast deal of study and expense has been devoted to the
perfection of torpedoes, and almost all governments now
have schools for the instruction of naval and army offi-

cers in torpedo-warfare. See torpedo-school.

4. Hence, some other explosive agent. Specifi-
cally— (a) Mint., a shell buried in the path of a storming
party, having a percussion or friction, device, or an elec-
trical arrangement which explodes the charge when the
ground over the torpedo is trod on. (6) A danger signal
consisting of a detonating cartridge laid on a rail of a rail-

way and exploded by the wheels of a passing locomotive,
(c) A small quantity of an explosive wrapped up with a
number of small pebbles in a piece of tissue-paper, and
exploded by being thrown on the ground or against some
hard surface, for the amusement of children, (d) A car-
tridge of gunpowder, dynamite, nitroglycerin, etc., ex-
ploded in an oil-well to start the flow of oil, or in the
vicinity of a school of fish to destroy great numbers of
them, and for other purposes.

5. In )rtcf7., narcosis: stupor. [Rare.] —Bren-
nan torpedo, a locomotive turpede designed chiefly for
the defense of harbors and rivers. It is propelled by the
rapid unwinding (by means of an engine externid to the
torpedo) of two fine steel wires wound about drums within
the torpedo,which are con nected with two propelier-shafts.
It can be steered by the operator, and is under his con-
trol until it strikes the enemy.— Howell torpedo, an
automobile torpedo used in tlie United .States navy. It
is propelled by a fly-wheel weighing about 100 pounds,
which is made to revolve at a high rate of speed Just
before the torpedo is discharged.

torpedo (tor-pe'do), V. [< torpedo, m.] I. trans.
To attack with torpedoes ; explode a torpedo
under or in.

II. intrans. To use or explode torpedoes.
torpedo-anchor (tdr-pe'd6-ang"kor), n. An an-
chor of any form for securing a submarine tor-
pedo in position.

torpedo-boat (t6r-pe'd6-b6t), n. Nnut., a boat
specially designed (or used) for carrying or

Whitehead Torpedo.

A, air-chamber : B, balance-chamber ; C, buoyancy-chamber ; D,
explosive head ; E, engine-room.

In other patterns the motive i>ower is supplied by com-
pressed gas. In several inventions areel of insulated wire
in the stern is paid out as the vessel proceeds, keeping up
communication with the shore, and a small flag or staff

above water indicates its whereabouts— an electi-ical ap-
paratus in connection with the reel of wire alfording the

Sims-Edison Torpedo.
In this the torpedo (i is carried by a float *, with indicators c which,

when elevated as indicated in full outline, show its position. The
propeller e and rudder d are each operated by an electric current
sent through the cable g-, the steering^ being performed from the
torpedo-station and guided by observation of the indicators ; / is the
motor : A, explosive charge ; t, firing mechanism ; j, sharp steel
blade for severing cables, ropes, or other obstructions. The torpedo
may be used by war-vessels, as well .as from land-stations, travel-
ing by its own power about loo feet ahead of the ship, to which it is

artacned by electric snap-cables When released it may proceed, at
full speed, guided by the pilot, in the direction desired, when passing
under an oostrucbon, such as floating tiuibcr. etc., the indicators are
pressed backward, as shown in (lotted outhne, and automatically
resume their position after the obstruction is passed.

means of starting, stopping, directing, or firing it. Va-
rious forms of towing torpedoes have l)een devised, of
which the best-known is that of Commander Harvey,

,
R.N. This torpedo is towed on the quarter of the attack-
ing vessel, and is so attached to the tow-line as to pull the
line out at an angle with the course of the attacking ves-
sel, which endeavoi-8 to manceuver so as to draw the tor-
pedo under the hull of an enemy and explode its charge
on contact by a trigger-bolt ; but in practice it has not
been successful, and in the navies of Great Britain and
the United States has been withdrawn from use. The
spar- or outriggcr-torpedoconsistsof ametalcasecontain-
liig the explosive (guncotton, gunpowder, dynamite, etc.)
and fitted with a fuse so arranged as to explode by means
of an electric current or by contact with the hull of an
enemy's ship. It is fastened on the end of a spar or out-
rigger, which may be attached to the bows of a small steam-
er built on purpose, may be protruded under water from
a properly fitted vessel, or may be carried on a spar pro-
jecting from the stem or the side of an ordinary man-of-
war. The general leaning seems now to be in favor of
automobile torpedoes projected from the bows or side of
specially constructed vessels of great speed. Stationai-y
torpedoes, or submarine mines, placed in channels or har-
bors to prevent the appn>ach of an enemy's vessels, usu-
ally consist of a strong water-tight metal case contain-
ing an efficient explosive, and having fuses to explode the

United States Torpedo-boat " Gushing."

discharging torpedoes ; specifically, a steamer
of small size and high speed designed for this
use exclusively.— Torpedo-bo»t catcher, or tor-
pedo-gunboat, a war-vessel of consitierable size, but
smaller than a cruiser, designed to overtake and destroy
t(jrpedo-boats. Vessels of this type have generally failed
to attain the necessary speed.— Torpedo-boat de-
stroyer, a war-vessel sumewhat larger than the typical
torpedo-boat but smaller than the torpedo-boat catcher,
having such speed and armament as to be able to over-
take and destroy torpedo-boats. These vessels have at-
tained a very high rate of speed. They are practically
"magnified torpedo-boats," capable of acting either as
sea-going torpedo-boats or as destroyers.

torpedo-boom (tor-pe'do-bom), «. A spar for
carrying a toi-pedo, either projected from a
boat or vessel, or anchored to the bed of a
channel.

torpedo-catcher (t6r-pe'd6-kaeh'6r), n. Same
as torpedo-boat catcher. See torpedo-boat.

torpedo-director (t6r-pe'd6-di-rek"tor), n. An
instrument for aiming a torpedo-tube. It is

placed at some distance from the tube, and consists es-
sentially of a graduated arc with devices which, when
properly adjusted for the dinection of the tube, the speed
of the torpedo, and the speed of both the vessel and the
enemy, give the proper line of sight for discharge.

torpedoist (tor-pe'do-ist), w. [< torpedo -\- -ist.'\

One who uses or who advocates the xise of tor-

pedoes. [Recent.]

torpedo-net (tor-pe'do-net), n. A network of

steel or iron wire hung around a ship and
boomed off by spars to intercept torpedoes or
torpedo-boats. When not in use it is stopped
up alongside the ship.

torpedo-netting (t6r-pe'd6-net*ing), n. Same
as torpedo-net.

torpedo-olficer (t6r-pe'd6-of'i-s6r), n. One of

the line officers of a man-of-war whose special

duty it is to supervise and care for the torpe-

does and their fittings.

torpedo-school (tor-pe'do-skol), n. A govern-
ment school for teaching officers and enlisted

men of the army and navy the construction and
use of torpedoes, in the United states a torpedo-school

for the navy has been established at Newport, Rhode
Island, and for the army at Wtllett's Point, New York.

torpedo-spar (t6r-pe 'do-spiir), II. A wooden or

iron spar projecting from the bows or side of a
steamer, and on the end of which a torpedo is

carried.

torpedo-tube (t6r-pe'd6-tiib),w. S&me&slaunch-
ing-tube.

torpor

torpelnesst, « [ME. ; as torple + -ness."] In-
stability.

torpent (tor'pent), a. and n. [< L. forpen(t-)s,

ppr. of torpere, benumb. Cf. torpid.'] 1. a.

Benumbed; numb; incapable of activity or
sensibility; torpid; dull; dim. [Rare.]

II. n. A medicine that diminishes the ex-
ertion of the irritative motions. Jmj). Diet.
[Rare.]

torpescence (tdr-pes'ens), n. [< torpescen(t) +
-ce.] The state of being torpescent; the qual-
ity of becoming torpent ; torpidity; numbness;
insensibility. [Rare.]

torpescent (tor-pes'ent), o. [< L. torpeseen(t-)s,

ppr. of iorpescere, grow numb or stiff, inceptive
of torpere, be numb: see torpent.'] Becoming
torpent

;
growing torpid or benumbed. [Rare.]

Of gold tenacious, their tirrpescent soul
Clenches their coin, and what electral Are
Shall solve the frosty gripe, and bid it flow?

Shenxtone, Economy, 1.

torpid (tor'pid), a. and n. [< L. torpidus. be-
numbed, torpid, < torpere, be numb, stiff, or tor-

pid,] I. a. 1. Benumbed; insensible; inactive.

November dark
Checks vegetation in the torpid plant
Expos'd to his cold breath.

Cuicper, Task, iii. 468.

2. Specifically, dormant, as an animal in hiber-
nation or estivation, when it passes its time in

sleep: as, a torpid snake.— 3. Figuratively,
dull; sluggish; apathetic.

Now to the church behold the monmers coroc^
Sedately torpid and devoutly dumb.

Crabbe, Works, I. 16.

The love of children had never been quickened in Hep-
zibah's heart, and was now torpid, if not extinct.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, it

4. Pertaining to the torpids, or Lent boat-
races at Oxford. See II. [Oxford slang.]

The Torpid Ilaces last six days.
Dickens't Diet. Ootfard, p. 18.

II. n. 1. A second-class racing-boat at Ox-
ford, corresponding to the slogger of Cambridge;
also, one of the crew of such a boat. [Oxford
slang.]
The torpids being filled with the refuse of the rowing-

men— generally awkward or very young oarsmen.
T. Hughes, Tom Brwwn at Oxford, II. iv.

2. pi. The Lent boat-races at Oxford. [Ox-
ford slang.]

torpidity (t6r-pid'i-ti), n. [< torpid + -ity.]

1. Insensibility numbness; torpor; apathy.

—

2. In zooh, a dormant state in which no food
is taken; the condition of an animal in hiber-
nation or estivation, when it passes its time in

the winter or summer sleep; dormancy.— 3.

Dullness; sluggishness; stupidity.

Genius, likely to be lost in obscurity, or chilled to tor-

pidity in the cold atmosphere of extreme indigence.
V. Knox, Grammar Schools.

torpidly (t6r'pid-li), adv. In a torpid manner

;

in consequence of numbness, insensibility, or
apathy; sluggishly; slowly; stupidly.

torpidness (tor'pid-nes), n. Torpidity; tor-

por.

The exercise of this faculty . . . keeps it from rnst and
torpidness. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 3.

torpify (tor'pi-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. torpified,

ppr. torpifying. [< L. torpefacere. make numb,
< torpere, be numb, + facere, make (see -fy).]
To make torpid ; stupefy; numb; blunt.

They [sermons] are not harmless if they torpify the
understanding. Southey, Doctor, xxvii.

torpitude (tor'pi-tiid), n. [Irreg., < torj)i(d) +
-tilde.] Torpor; torpidity; dormancy, as of

animals. See torpidity, 2.

Able to exist in a kind of torpitude or sleeping state

without any food. Derham, Physico-Theol., viit 5.

torplet, V- i- [ME. torplen; origin obscure.
Cf. torfel. Cf. topple. Hence torpehiess.'] To
fall headlong; topple.

The thet nappeth upon helle brerie, he tarpleth ofte al

in er he lest wene. Aiunren Riu-le, p. 324.

torpor (tor'por), n. [= F. torpeur = Sp. Pg.
torpor = It. torporc, < L. torpor, numbness, <

totyiece, be numb or torpid: see torpent, torjtid.]

1. Loss of motion or sensibility; numbness or
inactivity of mind or body; torpidity; torpid-

ness; dormancy: apathy; stupor: as, the tor-

por of a hibernating animal; the torpor of in-

toxication or of grief.

It was some time before he [Rip Van Winkle] could pet
into the regular track of gossip, or could be made to com-
prehend the strange events that had taken place during
his torpor. Irving, Sketeh-Book, p. 64.

2. Dullness; sluggishness; apathy; stupidity.



torpor
ITie same torpor, as regarded the capacity for InteUec-

tual effort, accompanied me tiome.
Haulhome, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 39.

torporiflc (tor-po-rif ik), a. [< h. torpor, numb-
ness, + facere, make (see -^c).] Producing tor-
por; torpifying; stupefying.
torquate (tor'kwat), a. [< L. torquatiis, wear-
ing a neek-chain, < torques, a neck-chain : see
torque.] In zoiil, ringed about the neck; col-
lared, as with a color, or by the peculiar tex-
ture, etc., of hair or feathers about the neck.
torquated (tor'kwa-ted), o. [< torquate + -e(P.1
1. Having or wearing a torque.— 2. In rooV.,
sarao as torquate.

Torquatella (tor-kwa-tel'S), n. [NL., dim. of
torqudtun, adorned with a" neck-chain : see tor-

guate.;] The typical genus of TorquateUitUe,
aving a plicate and extensile membranous col-

lar, and the mouth with a tongue-like valve or
velum. T. fi/pica inhabits salt water.
Torquatellidae (t6r-kwa-tel'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
TorqiintrUa -f- idle.'] A familv of peritrichous
cihate iufusorians.tj-pified by the genus Torqua-
tella. These aiiimalciiies are free-swimming, Uloricate,
and more or less orate : the anterior ciliary wreath is re-
placed by a membranuuB extensile and contractile collar
which is perforated centrally by the oral aperture

torque (tork), «. [Also tore; = It. torque = tore,
< L. torques, torquis, a twisted metal neck-ring,
a necklace, a collar, < torquere, twist: see tort.]
1. A twisted ornament forming a necklace or
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Here was not scorching and blistering, but a vehement

and faU torrefactum. Bp. Halt, Sermons, xixviii.

torrefy (tor'e-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. torrefied,

ppr. torrefying. [Also torrify; = F. torrefier
= It. *torrefare, < h. torrefacere, dry by heat, <
torrere, parch, roast, -t- facere, make.] To dry
or parch with heat ; roast.
Things become, by a sooty or fuliginous matter pro-

Torque, with mamr of wcartiK it. fajin Kulpturn on Uu luconlu.
pis o< VigM Amcndafti, CapitoUnc Miueua. ^^

collar for the neck, particularly one worn bv
uncivilized people, and of such a make as to
retain its rigidity and circular form. Such a
collar was considered a characteristic attribute
of the ancient Gauls. Also torques.
They [the Gauls) wore collar* and tormut of gold, neclt-

lacCT, and bracelet*, aod strings of lirlghtly-coloured
beads made of glau or of a material like the Egyptian
porcelaiiL C. Elton, Origin, of Eng. llistTpllS.

. T'l'^^^"*'":?"""* habitually wore upon their armstwlated bracelet, or torques, or, in their stead, a number
of umple braccleu. JVaiye. BriL, VI. 4«6.

2. In mech., the moment of a gystem-force ap-
plied so as to twist anything, as a shaft in ma-
chinery.
The lor(iue, or turning moment, l^ in a series dynamaboth when used as a g.nerator ami when used a. amotorvery nearly proportional U> the current

S. P. Thompton, Dynamo-Electric Uachinery, p. 4.1.

torqued (tdrkt), a. [< OP. torquer, twist, < h
torquere, twist (see torque), + -ed2.] 1. Twist^
ed; convoluted.
On this We«t shore we found a dead n.h floating, whichhad in hi. now a home streight and torguet, of lengthtwo yard, lacking two ynches. UaUuyfiV^^ III "S!

2. Twisted like a rope: said of met«l-work.
A pair of ear rings of base silver, the

large torqued circles of which were
cloMd by a sort of hook and eye.

Archxologia. WXVll. 102.

3. In her., same as Uirgant.
torquened ftor'kend), a. [Cf.
torqutd. lurketi.] In her., same
as tiiri/ant.

torques (tfir'kwez), n. [L. : see
Ujrhue.;\ 1 . Same as few^Mc, 1.—
2. In zool., any collar or ring around the neck,
produced by the color, texture, etc., of the pel-
at'f. plumage, or integument,

torquett, «. An obsolete form of torqued.
torqmst, «. [L. : see torque."] A torque,

ceeding from the sulphur of bodies, torrUed.
Sir T. JBroicne, Vulg. Err., vL 12.

Bread . . . toasted hard or torreJUd.

Quoin, Med. Diet., p. 354.

Simply turrified and bruised, they [seeds of Theobroma
Cacao] constitute the cocoa of the shops.

Ure, Diet., I. 669.
Specifically— (o) In metal., to roast or scorch, as metallic

^Jnt *i*.'"..S^^''' i°
"^y"" P^"^- '^ <>™KS, on a me-

tallic plate tm they become friable or are reduced to any
state desired.

torrent (tor'ent), a. and n. [< F. torrent = Pr.
torrent = 8p. Pg. It. torrente, a torrent; < L.
torren{t-)s, burning, scorching, of a stream,
boiling, roaring, i-ushing, and hence, as a noun,
a nishing stream (not, as some explain it, lit. a
stream of water that 'dries up' in the heat of
summer), ppr. of torrere, dry by heat, parch,
roast (cf. terra for 'tersa, 'drv land'), = Gr.
Tipaeaem, become dry, = Goth, ihairsan, be dry

;

cf. thaursus, dry, thaurstei, etc., thirst, = Skt.
V tarsh, thirst : see thirst.] I. a. Rushing in
a stream. [Bare.]

_. Fierce Phlegethon,
wnoM waves of torrmt Are inflame with rage

MUtm, P. L., U. 681.

n. n. 1. A rushing stream, as of water or
lava

; a stream flowing rapidly and with vio-
lence, as down the side of a hill or over a preci-
pice.

'^

And to Urate we come to Torrent Cedron, which in somer
tyme U drye. Sir R. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. SL

The torrent roar'd, and we did buBet it
With lusty sinews. Shot., J. C, 1. 2. 107.

The ghastly torreiU mingle, its far roar
With the breeze. SkOley, Alaator.

2. Figuratively, a violent or overwhelming flow;
a flood: as, a torrent of abusive words.

I know at thi» time a celebrated tout, whom I allow to
be one of the mort agreeable of her tex, that in the pres-
ence of her admirers will give a torrent of'klsw. to her
<'*'• Additon, Tatler, No. 121.

Erasmus, that great injured name, . . .

Stemm'd the wild torrent of a barbarous age.
Pope, Essay on Critlciun, L 696.

torrent-bow (tor'ent-bo), «. A bow or arch of
rainbow-like or prismatic colors formed by the
refraction and reflection of rays of light from
the spray of a torrent ; an iris.

From those four Jets four currents In one swsU
Across the mountain stream'd below

In misty folds that, floating as they fell.
Lit up a torrent^oK. Tennyion, I'alace of Art

torrent-dack (tor'ent-duk), ». A duck-like
merganser of the gentis Merganetta: so called

torrid

. '^.t!®.J?°,*'j''f."
'"' ">^ Russian literary world] poured

forth their feelings with torrential recklessness.
D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 396.

He could woo, he was a torrential wooer.
O. Meredith, The Egoist xlvii.

His torrential wealth of words. The American, VIII. 236.

torrentiality (to-ren-shi-al'i-ti), n. [< torren-
tial + -ity.] The character of being torrential.
[Rare.]

torrentially (to-ren'shal-i), adv. In a torren-
tial manner: copiously; volubly.

torrentine (tor'en-tin), a. [= OF. torrenten;
as torrent + -inel.] Same as torrential. Imp
Diet. "

torrett, ». A variant of toret.

Torreya(tor'i-a), n. [NL.(Arnott, 1838), named
after Dr. John Torrey, 1796-J873, professor of
botany at Columbia College, New York.] A
genus of conifers, of the tribe Taxese, distin-
guished from the related genus Taxus by the
complete or partial attachment of the seed to
its surrounding capsule or berry, and by an-
ther-cells being connate in a semicircle, it in-

A IX)lphin haurient
torqued.

Torrent-duck {Merganetta armata), adult male.

Y.m have noe lesM surprisd then oblig'd mee by your

ki ; i; t "r nTr."', V • ""' ""«' »»'^''^"' anJ mostnil. to it of all (fiat I have seen being a chaine of the««„!.. r.,„i„ii i u . r
""•-."«"-" "ciiiB « cnaine or tne

fMu.r .Si ,V ">"' six hundred yeare old. taken out ofKdward the Confessors .Monument at Westminster.
Samuel Pepyt (Eiliss Lit. Inciters, p. 211).

torreador, n. See toreador.
torrefaction (tor-e-fak'shon), n. [< F torrf-
fnetion.ih. torrefacere, dry by heat: see tor-
rejy

\ ihe act or operation of torrefying; the
state of being torrefied.

from the torrents of the streams which they
inhabit in the Andes from Colombia to Chili.

torrential (to-ren'shal), a. [= F. torrentiel =
Sp. torrrncial; as torrent + -i-a I.] 1. Pertain-
ing to or resembling a torrent ; of the nature of
a torrent: as, torrential rains.
The greater magnitude and torrential character of the

S?
01 'hat [glacial] period were no doubt due to the

melting during summer of great masses of snow and ice.
J. CrM, Climate and Cosmology, p. 1 16.

2. Produced by the agency of rapid streams,
mountain torrents, and the like.

The asar of .Sweden are merely the denuded and partially
re-arranged portions of old torrential gravel and sand and
morainic debria J. OeOne, Great Ice Age, xxviL

3. Figuratively, fluent and copious; voluble;
overwhelming.

rcrrfya taxffiHa.
I, branch with male aowers ; a, branch with fhiit : a, a male ament.

eludes 4 species, 2 natives of China (see kaya) and Japan,
the others American— 7'. laxi.folia ol Florida and T Ca/i-formca of California. They are evergreen trees, with flat
linear, two-ranked leaves lesembllng those of the yew but
longer, and with a larger ovoid di iipaceoiis fruit, sonie-
Unies IJ inches long. The Florida species, often called

TTi'l'"' *"
f"'^"' '• 'oca'ly known as ttinking cedar

(which see, under ttini). The westeni species is the Cali-
fornia nutmeg.

Torricellian (tor-i-sel'i-an or tor-i-chel'i-an),
a. [< TorricelH (see def.) -(- -an.] Pertain-
ing to Evangelista Torrieelli, an
Italian physicist and mathemati-
cian (1608-47), who, in 1043, discov-
ered the principle on which the ba-
rometer is constructed, by means of
an experiment calleil from him the
Torricellian experiment. This experi-
ment consistetl lii (llling with mercury a
glass tube closed at one end and then invert-
ing it

;
the open end was then brought un-

der the surface of mercury in a vessel, when
the column of mercury in the tube »as ob-
served to descend till It stood at a helKht
equal to al)out so inches above the level of
the mercury In the vessel, leaving a vacuum
at the top, between the upper extremity of
the column and that of the tube. This ex-
periment led to the discoverj that the col-
nmn of mercury in the tube is supported by
theprcssureofthe atmosphere acting on the
surface of the mercury in the vessel, and that
this column is an exact counterbalance to
the atmospheric pressure. See barometer.—
Torricellian tube, n Klass tube :io or more
inches ill luntrth, upen at one end and her-
metically sealed at tile other, such iis is used
In the barometer. -Torricellian vacuum
a vacuum such m that produced by tilling a barometer-
tube with mercury, at In the ToiTicellian expeiiment ; thevacuum above the mercurial column in the barometer.

torrid (tor'id), a. [< F. torride= Pr. torrid = Sp.
tdrrido = Pg. It. torrido, < L. torridus, dry with
heat, parched, torrid, < torrere, dry by heat,
parch: see ?«rr<-H<.] 1. Parched and dry with
heat, especially of the sun ; arid; sultry; hot;
specifically, noting a zone of the earth's surface.

My marrow melts, my fainting spirits fry.
In th' torrid zone of thy meridian eye.

Quarlen, Emblems, v. 15.

Through torrid tracts with fainting steps they go.
OoldtmUh, Des. Vll., L 843.

2. Burning; scorching; parching.
The brandlsh'd sword of God before them blazed.
Fierce as a comet; which with torrid heat.
And vapour as the Uljyan air adust.
Began to parch that temperate clime.

Milton, P. L., xii. 684.

Apparatus for
Torricellian
Ex pertinent.



torrid

Torrid zone, in aeor/., that part of the earth's surface
which lies between the tropics ; so named from the char-
acter of its climate. Taking the annual quantity of heat
received from the sun per unit surface at tlie equator
as 1,000, the relative quantities received by the torrid,

temperate, and frigid zones are respectively 976, 757,

and 454.

torrldity (to-rid'i-ti), n. [< torrid + -ittj.li The
state of being torrid.

torridness (tor'id-ues), n. Ttie state of be-
ing torrid ; tlie state of being very hot or
parched.
torrify, r. t. See torrefy.

torritt, ". [ME., for *torrcd, < tori + ^,J2.]

Like a hill ; mountainous.

A tempest hym toke o the torrit ythes [waves],
That myche laburt the lede er he lond caght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13489.

torrock, «. Same as tarrock.

torrontes (to-ron'tes), }!. [Sp. to)Tonfe'«(?).] A
Viirietv of white grape grown in Spain.

Torrubia (to-ro'bi-ii), n. [NL. (Fries, 1828).]
A genus of pyrenomyoetous
fungi, the species of which
are now referred to Cordy-
ceps. They are parasitic
on insects.

torsade (tor-sad'), «. [< P.
torsade, a twisted fringe, <

tors, twisted: see torse.] A
twisted or spiral molding,
a twisted cord, or other or-

(r<,^"f;f,™^ii,"^"J)
nament.
Some of them hold by the hand little children, who fol-

low loiteringly, with their heads shaven, and on the crown
a tuft of hair bound up and lengthened out with torsades
of red wool. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 763.

torsaU (t6r'sal), n. See torsel.

torsaF (tor'sal), a. [< torsel + .«;.] Pertain-
ing to a torse Torsal line, in geom., the line along
which a plane touches a surface so that the remaining
intersection of the surface with the plane is of an order
less by only two than the order of the surface.

torsel (tdrs), n. [Formerly also torce; < OF.
torse, a wreath, twist, wrench, < tors, < L. tor-

quere, pp. tortus, twist: see torch'^, tort^."] 1.

In her., a heraldic wreath. See wreath.

A very early example of the wreath or torse which sup-
ports the crest, consisting of a twisted cord of silk of two
colours.
Trans. Hist. Soc. of Lancashire and Ckesfdre, N. S., p. 43.

2. [Cayley, 1871.] In math., a developable.
It is the envelop of a singly infinite series of straight 1 ines,

each coplanar and therefore cutting the next. The locus
of the plane of consecutive lines is the developable, con-
sidered as a degraded surface ; the locus of the point of
intersection of consecutive lines is a skew curve, called
the edge of regression. It is a cuspidal line.

If it [the system] be such that each line intersects the
consecutive line, then it is a developable or torse.

Encyc. Brit., X. 417.

torse^ (t6rs), n. [< F. torse, < It. torso : see
torso.'] A torso.

Though wanting the head and the other extremities, if

dug from a ruin the torse becomes inestimable.
Goldsmith, Polite Learning, iii.

torsel (tdr'sel), n. [Appar. < OF. "torselle, dim.
of torse, a wreath: see torsel.] i_ a small
twisted scroll; anything presenting a twisted
form.— 2. A plate or block of wood intro-
duced in a wall of brickwork for the end of a
joist or beam to rest on. Also, corruptly, tor-

sal, tossel, tassal, tassel.

When you lay any timber on brickwork, as torsels for
mantle trees to lie on, or lintels over windows, lay them
in loam. J. Moxon, Mech. Exercises.

torshent (tor'shent), n. [Origin obscure.] The
youngest child and pet of a family. Also ab-
breviated tors/i. [Local, U. S.]

torsibility (tor-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< L. tarsus, pp.
of torquere, twist, + -ible + -ity (see -biUty).]

Capability of being twisted.

ToTsibUUy of a body is measured in the simplest case—
that of a rod or wire— in terms of the angle through which
a unit of force, applied at the distance of 1 cm. from the
axis of the rod or wire, can twist it. The resistance to tor-

sion Is the reciprocal of this angle.
A. DanieU, Prin. of Physics, p. 234.

torsion (tdr'shon), n. [Formerly also tortion;

< F. torsion = ft. torsio = Sp. torsion = Pg. tor-

sdo = It. torzione, < LL. tortio(n-), torsio(n-), a
twisting, wringing, griping, torture, torment, <
L. torquere, pp. tortus, twist, wring: see toril.]

1. The act or effect of twisting; a forcible
strain of a solid body by which parallel planes
are turned relatively to one another round an
axis perpendicular to them. The word is also used,
with less propriety, in pure geometry, to signify a similar
distortion without any reference to resistance.

The force of torsion is proportional to the angle of tor-

Jtoi, S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 16.
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2. A wringing or wrenching, as of pain ; a
griping; tormina. [Obsolete or archaic]

We find that [in effect] all purgers have in them a raw
spirit, or wind ; which is the principall cause of tortion

in the stomach. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 39.

Easeth the torsion of the small guts.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

3. In surg., the twisting of the cut end of a
small artery in awound or after an operation , for

the purpose of cheeking hemorrhage. The bleed-

ing vessel is seized with a forceps, drawn out for about
one fourtli of an inch, and twisted round several times till

it cannot untwist itself.— Angle of torsion, in geom., the
inclination to one another of two consecutive osculating
planes to a non-plane curve.— Coefflcieut of torsion. .See

coefficient.— JlaMvia of torsion. .See radtws.—Torsion
balance, an instrument for measuring horizontal forces,

consisting of an arm hung at its center of gravity from a
wire, fiber of silk, or something of the kind. The hori-

zontal force is so arranged that it shall tend to make the
arm revolve and thus twist the wire, and is balanced liy

the elasticity of the wire and the force of gravity. Coulomb,
the inventor of the balance (1736-180(jX showed that the
angle of torsion, or angle through which the arm is dis-

placed from the position of equilibrium, is proportional
to the force, or, in accurate mathematical language, to

the twisting moment of the force.— Torsion electrom-
eter, an electrometer containing a torsion balance as a
part of it. So torsion gatvanoineter, etc.— Torsion for-
ceps, a forceps for twisting the end of a divided artery to
stop its bleeding.— Torsion of the humerus, a seeming
twist of the sliaft of the human humerus, which appears to
have carried the line of the transverse axis of the condyles
to an angle with the line of the transverse axis of the head
of the bone. It is a deceptive appearance, due to the
spiral course of the musculospiral nerve and superior pro-
funda artery impressing a spiral groove upon the back of
the bone. The idea was conceived to account for the rela-

tive position of the axes of the head and condyles.

torsional (t6r'shon-al), a. [< torsion + -al.']

Pertaining to or consisting in torsion ; of the
nature of torsion ; characterized by torsion.

Certain breakages of this class may ... be accounted
for by the action of a torsional ruptive force on rounding
curves. The Engineer, LXIX. 492.

torsionally (t6r'shon-al-i), adv. With, by, or
through torsion ; with respect to torsion. Na-
ture, XLI. 198.

torsionless (tor'shon-les), a. [< torsion + -less.]

Free from torsion; not subject to torsion.

The magnetometer M consists of a small circular mirror
. . . with two short magnetic needles . . . attached to

the back of it and suspended by a single approximately
torsionless silk fibre. PhUos. Mag., 5th ser., XKVII. 274.

torsive (tdr'siv), a. [< L. tarsus, pp. of tor-

quere, twist (see torsion), + -ive.] In hot.,

twisted spirally.

torsk (torsk), n. [Also, reduced, tusk; < Sw.
Dan. torsk = Norw. torsk, task = Icel. thorskr,

thoskr= LG. dorsch, > G. dorsch, a codfish, torsk,

= LG. dorsch, > G. dorscA, haddock (cf. dorsch).]

A gadoid fish, Brosmius hrosme, belonging to the
subfamily lirosmiinm of the cod family. It is

found in great numbers about the Orkney and Shetland
islands, where it constitutes an important article of trade.

When salted and dried it is one of the most savory of stock-

Torsk {Brostitins brosmc), oiio iiiiuh natural size.

fish. It varies from 18 to 30 inches in length, has a small
head, a long tapering body, with long unbroken dorsal and
anal fin, a rounded caudal fin, and a single barbule under
the chin. The color is dingy-yellow above and white be-
low. Also called cvjik and tusk.

torso (tor'so), n. [Sometimes torse (< F.) ; =
P. torse, a torso, < It. torso, a stalk, stump,
hence bust, torso, = OF. tros = Pr. tros = Sp.
trozo, stem, stump, prob. < OHG. turso, torso,

stalk, stem, MHG. torse, dorsche, cabbage-
stalk; cf. Gr. dvpaog, rod, staff: see thyrsus.] In
sculp., the trunk of a statue, without, or con-
sidered independently of, the head and limbs.
— Torso Belvedere, a torso of a fine Greek statue of a
seated Hercules, attributed to the school of Lysippus, and
by some believed to be a copy of a work by that master.
It is preserved in the Vatican Museum. .See cut under
abdotninal.

tortl (tort), ». [= G. Dan. tort, < F. tort = Pr.
tort = Sp. tuerto = It. torto, < ML. tortum, a
wrong, neut. of L. tortus, wrung, twisted, pp.
of torquere, turn, turn around, twist, wring,
wrench, distort, rack, torment, torture. From
the same L. verb are ult. E. tor<2 = tart'^^, torts,

tort^, torque, torsion, torture, torment, etc. For
the relation of tort, wrong, to torquere, twist, cf.

E. wrong as related to wring ; cf. also the Sc.

thrawn.] If. Wrong; injustice; harm.

The Lyon there did with the Lanibe consort,

And eke the Dove sate l>y the Kaulcons side

;

J^'e each of other feared fraud or tort.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 31.

tortile

His own sins are guilty of this tort offered to the Son of
God. Bp. Hall, Sermons, xxxviii.

2. In law, a wrong such as the law requires
compensation for in damages ; an infringement
or privation of the private or civil rights of a
person considered as a private person or an
owner. The same act considered in its rela-

tion to the state may be a crime.

To constitute a tort, two things must concur— actual
or legal damage to the plaintiff, and a wrongful act com-
mitted by the defendant. Addison.

Tort, as a word of art in the law of England and the
t'nited States, is the name of civil wrongs (not being
merely breaches of contract) for which there is a remedy
by action in courts of common law jurisdiction. It may
be said to correspond approximately to the term " delict
in Roman law and the systems derived from it.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 464.

Action of tort, an action the cause or foundation of
which is a wrong, as distinguished from an action on con-
tract.— Executor de son tort. .See ezccwfor.

—

In tort,
by reason of tort ; with reference to tort : as, suing in tort.

— Maritime tort. See maritime.—lo count In tort.
See counts.

tort^t, n. [< OF. torte, < ML. torta, a cake,
tart: see tart^.] A cake. Compare tart'^and
torta.

Tort of fyssh.
MS. Cott. Julius D. viii. f. 94. (HaUimll.)

The tortes or cakes which they make of the grayne of
Maizium wherof they make theyr breade.
R. Eden, tr. of Gonzalus Oviedus (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 225).

tort^t (tort), n. [< L. tortus, a twisting, whirl-
ing, a wreath, < torquere, pp. tortus, twist: see
tor<l. Hence ult. tortuous, etc.] A twisting,

wrenching, or racking ; a griping. [Rare.]

The second sight are Wines, the best on earth ; . . .

They 're Phisicall, and good t" expell all sorts
Of burning Feauers in their violent torts.

W. Lithgow, Travels, v.

tort*t, »'• [< ME. torte, also tortaye, < OF. torte,

< L. tortus, twisted : see tor<i. Cf. torch^.] A
candle ; a light.

That torches and tortes and preketes con m^ke.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 327.

Paris candles, torches, morters, tortayes, sizes, and smalle
lightes are mentioned [in *' Office of Chaundlerye," pp. 82,

83J. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 326, note.

tort^t, a. [A dial. var. of tart^.] Tart; sharp.

The North Wilts horses and other stranger horses, when
they come to drinke of the water of Chalke river, they
will sniff and snort, it is so cold and t(frt.

MS. Aubreys wats, p. 63. (Balliwea.)

tort^ (tdrt), a. An erroneous form of taut, sim-
ulating tor<i.

To-morrow, and the sun shall brace anew
The slacken'd cord, that now soundsloose and damp

;

To-morrow, and its livelier tone will sing
In tort vibration to the an-ow's flight.

Southey, Thalaba, viiL 12.

Yet holds he them with tortest rein.

Emerson, The Initial Love.

tort^t, prep. A Middle English form of toivard.

torta (tdr'ta), n. [Sp., lit. a cake : see tor<2,

tart'^.] The flat ciretilar heap of ore spread
out on the floor of the patio in a cake about
50 feet in diameter and a few inches in thick-
ness, ready for amalgamation in the so-called
patio process (which see, under process).

torteau (tor'to), «. ;
pi. torteaux (-toz). [Heral-

dic P., < OF. torteau, tortel, a round cake, a
roundel, dim. of torte, a roimd cake: see tort-.]

In her., a roundel gules.

torteyt (tor'ti), «. [< OF. torteau: see tortoaw.]

In her., same as torteau.

tort-feasor (t6rt'fe''zor), n. In law, a wrong-
doer ; a trespasser ; one who commits or has
committed a tort.

torticoUar (t6r-ti-korar), a. [< L. tortus, twist-

ed, -i- roH»/«.neck : see collar.] Ha\ing a twist-

ed neck ; wry-necked ; affected with torticollis.

Coues.

torticollis (tor-ti-kol'is), n. [NL., < L. tortus,

twisted, -I- collum, neck.] In med., an affection

in which the head is inclined toward one or the
other shoulder while the neck is twisted so as to

turn the chin in the opposite direction; stiff-

neck ; wry-neck, it may be temporary when result-

ing from muscular rheumatism, intermittent when due to

spasm of the muscles of the neck, or permanent when
caused by contraction of the sternoclidomastoid muscle
of one side.

Sitting on the parapet, and twisting my neck round to
see the object of my admiration. I generally left it with a
torticollis. Jefferson, To Mme. De Tesse (Works, II. 102).

tortil (tdr'til), «. [Cf. tortille.] A heraldic
wreath: an inexact use. Also called bourre-

Xet.

tortile (t6r'til), a. [< L. tortilis, twisted,

twined or twining, < torquere, twist : see torfl.]

1. Twisted; curved; bent.
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tortile «

A hundred tome y haffe schot with hem.
Under hes Uyrtyll tree.

RMn Hood and tht Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 28).

2. Specifically, in bot., coiled like a rope : as,

a tortile ami.
tortdlity (tor-tU'i-ti). n. [< tortile + -ity.Ji The
state of being tortile or twisted.

tortilla (tor-te'lyii), n. [Sp., dim. of torta, a

tart : see tort'^^, tart-.'] A round cake ; specifi-

cally, in Mexico, a large, round, thin cake pre-

pared from maize. For this purpose it is flrst par-

boiled to cleanse and soften the grain, then crushed into

a paste on a flat stone with a stone implement nut unlike

a rolling-pin, then worke<i with the hands into a kind of

thin pancake, then Iiaked, flist on one side and then on
the other, on a fiat snuxith plate of iron or earthenware,
this baking being a sort of toasting carried just so far as
n.it t-' brown the tortilla, which is then served up hot.

tortill6 (tor-te-lya'J, a. [OF., pp. of tortiller,

twist, < L. torquere, pp. tortus, twist : see tort^,

and cf. iortil.] In her. : (a) Same as notred. (6)

Satnc as wreathed.

tortillon (F. pron. t6r-te-ly6n'), n. In char-

coiil-drawing, a kind of paper stump, made of

strips of paper rolled so as to form a point.

F. Finder, Charcoal Drawing, p. 12.

tortiont (tor'shon), n. An obsolete spelling of
liiniioii.

tortious (tor'shus), a. [Formerly also torteous;

avar. of toriuoK*!.] If. Wicked'; wrong; base.

Than the deull . . . came vnto man in Paradise, & in-

ticed him (oh, torteouse serpent I) to eat of the forbidden
fruite. Stubba, Anat. of Abuses (ed. Furnivall), I. 36.

2. In Inic, having the character of a tort.

It is as if a civil officer on land have process a^nst one
individual and through mistake arrest another ; this ar-

rest is wholly torluna.
WooUey, Introd. to Inter. Law, (20a

tortiously (tdr'shus-li), adr. In Joir, by tort

or injury ; injuriously,

tortive (tdr'tiv), a. [< L. tortivus, pressed or
squeezed out, < torquere, pp. tortus, twist: see
torf^.] Twisted; WTeathed.

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap.
Infect the sound pine, and divert his grain
ToTtitt and errant from hia course of growth.

Shak., T. and C, L S. 9.

tortlet, ". An obsolete form of turtle^.

tortness (t6rt'nes), «. The state of being tort
<ir taut. See torti. Bailey, 1727.

tortoise (t6r'tis or tor'tus). n. [Early mod. E.
iil.so tortoyse, tortesne; < IIE. tortous, tortuce (<

AF. 'tortuce f); ME. also tortu. < (.)F. tortue, tor-

tugue, F. tortue = Pr. tortuya, tartuga = OSp.
tortuga, tartuga, Sp. tttrtuga = Pg. tartaruga =
Olt. tttrtugn, also tartaruga, tarteruga, tartervc-

ca, It. tartaruga (ML. tvrtuca, tartuga), a tor-

toise, 80 named on account of its crooked feet,

< L. tortus, twisted: see torfl, and cf. tortue,

tortuous. The termination seems to be con-
formed in E. to that of porpoise, and in Rom.,
vaguely, to that of L. testudo, tortoise (see tes-

tudo). The word has undergone extraordinary
variations of form, the latest being that which
appears in tortle, now turtle: see turtle'^.] 1.

A turtle; any chelonianor testudinate; a mem-
ber of till! order Chilonia or Testudinata (gee the
tecliiiical terms). It U not known what tpeeies the
name originally designated; probably a land-tortoise of
».uthi-rii yMmfe,»MTMtvdogTmea. There is a tendency
to •tiHtiritriii-sh terrestrial chelonians from aquatic ones,
the fiiniRT 8.1 lartaita, the Utter as turUa; yet tortoim-

/^

**^^'

A Frab*«ater Tortobe (/

'

»hdl U fixed as the name of the commercial product of
certain sea-tartleii. (See box-tortoiMe^ land-torUnte. terrO'

fin. turtle^, mud-turtU^ $eaturtU'-i.) TortoUes oi some
ind art* found in most parts, and especially the warmer

part«, of the world ; the iipecies are numerous— those of
the l»nd and of fresh waters much more so than the ma-
rine forms. See also cuts under carapace, ChHonia,
Vhdonidx, Chdydida^ Cinixyime, Cinotttemum, Cigtudo,
plagtron, Py^xtM, Tettudo, Te^udinata, and terrapin.

The brook Itself aboandlng with Tortegtet.

Sandyg, Travailes, p. 100.

2. A movable roof formerly used to protect
the soldiors who worked abatt^rin(?-ram. Some-
times it was formed by the soldiers holding their shields
flat over their heads so as to overlap one another. See
tatudo.
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Heroes tall

Dislodging pinnacle and parapet
Upon the tortoise creeping to the wall.

Tennyson, Fair Women.

Alligator-tortoise. Same as aUi(;ator-terrapin.—Ele-

phant tortoise, the giant Testudo elephantopus of the
Galapagos, the largest living representative of the Testudt-
nidx : sometimes also called Indian tortoige anil elephant
terrapin. See cut under re^^udinafa.— Sculptured tor-
toise. See »cM/p/wrcrf.— Soft-shelled or soft tortoises.
See soft-shelled.— Spotted tortoise, u coninion tortoise

of the United States, CAc^o/»/x|/»ftoft«.—Wood-tortoise,
Chelopus inmciilpttis of the L'nited States.

tortoise-beetle (tor'tis-be'^tl), a. A leaf-beetle

of the family Cassididse : so called from the
projecting elytra and protho-
rax, which suggest the cara-
pace of a tortoise. This resem-
blance is heightened in some cases
by the coloration. Several species
in the l'nited States feed upon the
sweet potato, as Deloyala clacata.

See also cuts under Ca^iday Coptocy-
da, Delof/ala, and Phy»mota.~Svi£y'
tortoise-beetles, the Uxtpidm or
Hispinje. See cut under Higpa,

tortoise-flower (tdr'tis-flou'- rl!SL:°L'S^^c^"t
er), H. A plant of the genus morfha crUrarta).

Cheloiie.

tortoise-headed (tdr'tis-hed'ed), a. Having a
head like or suggesting a tortoise's : specifically

noting the ringed sea-serpent, Emydoeephalus
annulatus.

tortoise-plant (tor'tis-plant), ». A South Af-
rican jilant. Testudinaria elephantipes, having a
bulky, woody rootstock above the ground, the
exterior of which by cracking gains the appear-
ance of a tortoise-shell. This body, from having been
used as food, la also called HottenMf.f)read, and Its appear-
ance before it is full-grown suggests the name elephant's-
/o<tt. See TeMiulinaria.

tortoise-rotifer (tor'tis-ro'ti-f^r), ». A wheel-
auimaleule nf the family Brachionidse.

tortoise-shell (tdr'tis-shel), n. and a. I, n. 1.

The outer shell, or one of the scutes or scales,

of certain sea-turtles or marine chelonians, es-

pecially of Eretmochelys imbricata, the hawk's-
bill turtle, or caret, a species which inhabits
tropical seas. Theae bomjr scale* or plates, which cover
the carapace in regular and symmetrical pieces, are a spe-

cially thickened epidermis, of beautifully mottled and
clouded coloration, and of quite ditferent character from
the underlying bones of the shell. Similar epidermal
scutes cover most tortoises or turtles, but Urrloige-shell is

mainly restricted to such as have commercial value. These
scales are extensively used In the manufacture of combs,
snuff-boxea, etc., and in Inlaying and other ornamental
work. They become very plastic when heated, and when
cold retain with sharpneaa any form they may be molded
to in the heated state. Pieces can also be welded together
under the presaore of hot Irons. The quality of tortoise-

shell depends mainly on the thickness and size of the scales,

and in a smaller degree upon the clearness and brilliancy

of the colora. The best tortoise-shell is that obtained in

the Indian archipelago. It is now largely Imitated In horn,
and In artihcial compounds of much leas cost See cats
under carapace, Chelonia, Eretmoehely$, and pUutron,

2. A tortoise-shell cat. See II., 2.-3. With a
qualifying word, one of certain nymphalid but-
terflies: so called from the tortoise-shell-like

maculation. Aglnia milberti is the nettle tor-

toise-shell, and Vanegta urticte is the small
tortoise-shell.

U. a. 1 . Made of tortoise-shell.

They only flshed up the clerk's tortoim^hea spectacles.
BarAain, lugoldsby Legends^ IL 44.

Pretty dean ! they used to carry Ivory or tortoiaeeheU

combs, curiously ornamented, with them, and comb their

precious wigs in pnblic.

J. Athtm, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 144.

2. Mottled with black and yellow : as, a tortoise-

shell cat or butterfly. The cat of this name is a mere
color-variety of the domestic animal ; the insect isuvaneft.

sold, aa Fanesao urtieM or I', ptixjcldnra.— Tortolse-ahell

f008«.
See ^oow.— TortOlie-shell tiger. Seetyer.—

ortoise-shell ware, 'a fine yx^ttery colored with oxid of

cupper ami niiingaiieRe so that tlie color penetrates the

f

taste itself, producing a certain resemblance to the mark-
ng of tortoise-shell.

tortoise-shelled (tdr'tis-sheld), a. Same as
tortoise-sheU.

k tartattethOUd butterfly. & Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

tortoise-wood (tdr'tis-wud), n. A variety of

zebra-wo(jd.

tortoust, ». A Middle English form of tortoise.

tortozon (tdr'to-zon), n. [Sp.] A large Span-
i.sh grape.

Tortrices (tAr-tri'sez), n. pi. [NL. (Linnteus,
\laH), pi. of Tortrix, q. v.J The Tortrioidee as

a superfamily of heterocerous lepidopterous
insects, including those Microlepidoptera whose
larvte are known as leof-rollirs. The group has
not been generally adopted, most lepidopterlsts preferring
to consider these moths as forming simply a family.

tortricid (tdr'tri-sid), a. and m. I. a. 1. In en-

tom., of or belonging to the lepidopterous family
Tortricidte, or having their characters.— 2. In

tortuosity

herpet., belonging to the ophidian family Tortri-

ciVte, or having their characters.

H. n. 1. Ill entom., a moth of the family
Tortrioidee.— 2. Inherpet., a serpent of the fam-
ily Tm-tricidse; a cylinder-snake.

Tortricidte (tor-tris'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Stephens,
18129), < Tm-trix

( Tortric-) + -idle.} 1 . In etitom.,

a large and wide-spread family of Microlepi-
doptera; the leaf-roller moths. They are stout-
bodied, with wide oblong wings, the costal edge of the
fore wings being often sinuate ; the antenntc are simple, or
finely ciliate and very rarely pectinate ; the palpi are erect
or iK)rrect and sometimes two or three times as long aa the
head, which is rough with erect s&ales ; there is a tuft of
scales at the end of the abdomen ; and the legs ai-e of me-
diunt length. Most of the larvffi aie leaf-rollers, folding or
rolling over a part of a leaf and lining the interior with
silk ; others feed on buds, or live in seeds and fruits, or
bore in the stems of plants, A common leaf-roller is Ca-
ececia rosaceana of the United States. Cacoecia rileyana is

another leaf-roller on hickory and walnut. A seed-feeder is

Clydonopteron tecoitue, which burrows in the seed-pods of
the trumpet-creeper ; the cosmopolitan codling-moth, Car-
pocapsa p&monella, is an example of the fruit-borers; the
spruce bud-worm, Tortrix /uvii/erana, represents the bud-
feeders; and the pine-twig borers of the genus lietinia

represent another habit. Pivdiaca scudderiana has been
reared from galls in the stems of goldenrod. The prin-
cipal subfamilies are Tortricinx, Conchylime, and Grapho-
lithinx. Nearly 600 species are known in the United
States, and 650 in Europe. See cuts under Tortrix and
leaf-roUer.

2. In herpet., a family of cylinder-snakes, or
tortricoid ophidians, typified by the genus Tor-
trix, having rudimentary hind limbs and a very
short conic tail. The genera are Tortrix (or
Ilysia) and Cylindrophis.

tortricine (tor'tri-sin), a. and n. Same as tor-

tricid.

tortricoid (tor'tri-koid), a. In herpet., having
the characters of the Tortricoidea.

Tortricoidea (t6r-tri-koi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Tortrix (^Tortric-) + -oide'a.'] The cylinder-
snakes, or tortricoid ophidians, a suborder of
Ophidia containing small augiostomatous
snakes, with or without anal spurs, with an ec-
topterygoid bone, a coronoid, and a free hori-

zontal maxillary. There are two families, Tor-
trieidie and I'roi>eltid« (or Uhinophidse).

Tortrix (tor'triks), n. [NL. (Brongniart, 1800),
fem. of L. tortor, a tormentor, a torturer, lit.

' twister,' < torquere, pp. tortus, twist: see tor<l.]

1. In herpet.: (a) The typical genus of Tortri-

cidie: same as Ilysia. T. seytale is the coral-

snake of Demerara. (h) \l. c] A snake of this

genus.— 2. In entom. : (o) A genus of moths,

'i

A, Tffrtrijt iCacettia) ir^umatana; B, T. {Cactnia) ril^ana.

typical of the family Tortriddx. Treitschke,

1829. (&) [I. c] Any moth of the family Tortri-

cidte : as, the cherry-tree tortrix, Caccecia cerasi-

vorana.

torttlf, tortncei, «. Middle English forms of
tortoise.

tortuet, a. [ME., < OP. tortu, twisted, crooked,
< tordre, twist, bend: see tort^, and cf. tortu-

ous^.} Twisted; tortuous.

lie bar a dragon that was not right grete, and the taile

was a fadome and an half of lengthe tortue.

Merlin (E. E. T. &.\ ii. 206.

tortulous (t6r'tu-lus), a. [< L. tortula, dim. of

tort<i, a twist, something twisted.] Twisted ; in

rod/., moniliforra ; resembling a string of beads.

tortuose (tor'tu-6s), a. [< L. tortuosiis, wind-
ing: see tortuous^.} In bot., irregularly bend-
ing or turning in different directions—Tortuose
stem, a stem that is bent In the manner of aflexuosestem,
but less angularly, as in Cakile inaritima.

tortuosity (tor-til-os'i-ti), «. ;
pi. tortuosities

(-tiz). [< F. tfirtuosit^ = Pt. tortuositat = Sv.

tortuosidad = Pg. tortuosidade = It. tortuosita,'

< L. tortuosita{t-).'<, crookedness, < tortuosus,

crooked: see tortuous^.} 1. The state or at-

tribute of being tortuous ; tortuousness; crook-
edness.



tortuosity 6396

As tor the tartuotity of the body and branches. It maketh
nothing to the purpose and point in hand.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 662.

2. A twisting or winding; a bend; a sinuosity.

Could it be expected . . . that a man so known for im-

penetrable reticence . . . would all at once frankly un-

lock his private citadel to an English Editor and a German
Hofrath. and not rather deceptively inlock both Editor

and Hofrath in the labyrinthic tortttosities and covered-

ways of said citadel? Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 10.

tortuousl (tor'tii-us), a. [< ME. tortuous, tor-

tuos, < OF. toriuos, F. tortuettx = Pr. tortiios =
Sp. Pg. It. tortuoso, < L. tortuosus, full of twists

or turns, winding, tortuous, < tortus, a twisting,

winding, whirling, a ^vreath: see tort^.'] 1.

Full of twists or turns; winding; hence, crook-

ed ; zigzag. Geometers apply the word specifically to

curves of which no two successive portions lie in one

plane.

The dragon had grete signiflcacion in hymself, . . . the

taile that was so tortuouse betokened the grete treson of

the peple. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 393.

An antiquated Manor-house of Elizabethan architecture,

with its. . . torttwiM chimneys rising above the sufronnd-

ing trees. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, Pref., p. vi.

2 Oblique : applied in astrology to the six zo- torturer (t6r'tur-6r)

diacal signs which ascend most rapidly and ob- '^"" "''" t-^t.,>.o= ,„ .

liquely.

Thlse same signes fro the heved of Capricorne unto the

ende of Geminis ben cleped torttws signes or kroked signes,

for they arisen embelif on oure orisonte.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 28.

If thou dost slander her and torture me,
Never pray more. S/iak., Othello, ill. 3. 368.

A secret unrest
Tortured thee, brilliant and bold

!

M. Arnold, ileine's Grave.

2. To punish with torture
;
put to the torture.

Men taken by their enemies were tortured to the point

of death, but revived to be tortured again, and killed at

last with every refinement of savage cruelty.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 164.

3. To wrest from the natural position or state

;

especially, in a figurative sense, to distort;

pervert ; torment.

This place had been tortured by interpreters and pulled

to pieces by disputation. Jer. Taylor.

4t. To pull out; stretch; strain.

The bow tortureth the string continually, and thereby

holdeth it in a continual trepidation.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 137.

II. intrans. To cause torture
;
give exquisite

pain.
The closing flesh that instant ceas'd to glow,
The wound to torture, and the blood to flow.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 98«.

_ n. [< torture + -erl.]

One who tortures, in any sense ; especially, one
who executed or superintended the execution

of torture ordered by a tribunal.

I play the torturer, by small and small
To lengthen out the worst that must be spoken.

Shak., Eich. II., iii. 2. 198.

3. Figuratively, circuitous; devious; irregu- torturingly (tor'tnr-ing-li), adt'. So as to tor-

lar; crooked: especially in a moral sense. ture or torment. iJeau. and i^Y., Laws of Candy,

Augustus Csesar was so little able to enter into any arti- iii. 2.

flcial forms or tortuous obscurities of ambitious rhetoric tortUTOUS (t6r'tiir-us), a. [< torture + -ous.\

that he could not so much as understand them.
-•.... .

. . ,

De Quincey, Style, i.

He came prepared, not only to smite the Netherlanders

In the open field, but to cope with them in tortuous policy.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 373.

Tortuous curve. See curve. =Syn. 1. Sinuous, serpen

tine, curvilinear, circuitous, indirect, roundabout,

tortUOUS-t, o. An obsolete variant of

tortuously (tor'tu-us-li), adv. In a
or winding manner.

tortuousness (tor'tu-us-nes), n. The state of

being tortuous. Bailey, 1727.

torturable (t6r'tiir-a-bl), a. [< torture + -able.l

Capable of being' tortured. Bailey, 1731.

torturableness (tor'tur-a-bl-nes), 11. The ca-

pacity for being tortured. Bailey, 1727.

torture (tor'tiir), n. [< F. torture = Pr. Sp. Pg.

It. tortura, torture, < LL. tortura, a twisting,

Causing torture
;
pertaining to or characterized

by torture.
Shrink up his ey»a

With torturous darkness, such as stands in hell.

Stuck full of inward horrors.
Chapman, Busay D'AmboIs, iv. 1.

tory

ceptacle of a flower; the more or less enlarged
extremity of a stem or floral axis upon which the

floral organs are situated. See recejitacle, 2 (a),

and cut under myrtle.— 3. In anat., a smooth
rounded ridge or elongated protuberance, as of

a muscle; specifically, the tuber einereum of

the brain, or that part of the floor of the third

ventricle which is prolonged downward to form
a contracted passage from the cavity of the third

ventricle into that of the pituitary body.— 4. In

zooL, some part or organ likened to a torus ; spe-

cifically, a ventral parapodium of some annelids.
— Torus angularls, in starfishes, a single ossicle which
articulates with the inner edges of a pair of interambula-

cral plates at the base of the arms, as in brittle-stars. It

bears the angular papillse and pala;. See cut under A^ro-
phyton.

The free surface of the torus angularis lies in the walls

of a sort of vestibule in front of the mouth.
Huxley, Anat. Invert, p. 483.

Torus manus, the metacarpus.

torve^t, f- t. [ME. torren, torvien, < AS. iorfian,

throw, cast. Cf. terve and totorve, and see top-

syturvy.'] To throw ; cast.

That swerd he [Samuel] vpheof
And that heued of-swipt^
And al to-scende thane king.

In Jerusalem his cheping.
And the sticches toritede.

Wide 3eond tha Btraten. Layamon, 1. 16703.

torve^t (tdrv), a. [< OF. torve = Sp. Pg. It. torvo,

< L. torvus, grim, wild, fierce, stem, in aspect or

character. Cf. iorvous.y Grim; wild; fierce;

stern; of a stem countenance.

He is supposed to have overlook'd this church, when fin-

ished, with a torve and tetrick countenance.
Fuller, Worthies, Lincolnshire.

torvedt (tdrvd), a. [< torve^ + -ed^.} Same as

torve^.
But yesterday his breath

Aw*d Rome, and his least torved frown was death.
Webster, Appius and \'irginia, v. 3.

"t. The spectators who shed tears at the (ort«rot« cruci- *»_-jtyx (tor'vi-ti), n. [< L. torvita(t-)s, grim-
tortlOUS. flxion. /. D isroeZi, Amen, of Lit., I. 395. w* viujri i,i-ui '^.y/,'- l^. „ ' AS..„o i

tortnoiis X 1 ,^ -vN 1 4 1 /i-\ ri^T / ness, sternness,< ?on'«s,grim, stem: see torfe2.]
tortuous toruia (tor'o-la), m.

;
pi. torulse (-\e). [NK, < Giimness; sternness. Bailey, 1731.

L. torulus, dim', of toriis, a swelling, protuber-

ance: see torus.] 1. In hot., a small torus.

—

2. [cop.] A genus of mueedinous fungi, having
decumbent sterile hyphee and conidia single or

in a series. About 100 species are known.
toruli, 11. Plural of torulus.

toruliform (tor'g-li-form), a. [<• NL. torula,

q. v., -)- L. forma, form.] Having the form of

a torula; monilifonn, like a string of beads.

torvoUSt (tor' vus), a. [< L. torvus, grim, stem

:

see torve^.] Same as torve^.

That torvous, sour look produced by anger and hatred.
Derham, Physico-TheoL, v. 8.

TorvulsB (tor'vu-le), 11. pi. [NL., dim. of L.

torvus, grim, fierce: see torvous.] In hot., same
as Mycoderma.
tory (to'ri), n. and a. [< Ir. toiridhe, also to-

wreathing, of bodily pain, a griping colic, ML. toruloid (tor'6-loid), a. [< Torula + -oid.] In rmdhe, toruighe, a. pursuer, searcher (hence a

pain inflicted by judicial or ecclesiastical au- joi__ pertaining to or resembling the genus plunderer), < toirjglnm, fancy, pursue, search

thority as a means of persuasion, torture, < L. Torula.
torquere, pp. tortus, twist: see tort^. Cf. tor- torulose (tor'6-16s), a. [< NL. ton<i«», tori/ia, +
ment.] 1. The act of inflicting severe pain as .Q^g-j l. In 'fcot, diminutively or slightly to-

a punishment, as a means of persuasion, or in rose.— 2. In entom. : (a) Having a few rounded
revenge ; specifically, the act of inflicting such elevations or knobs scattered over the surface.
pain under the orders of a court of justice, roy-

( j) giightly tumid or swelled in one part : as, a
al commission, ecclesiastical organization, or tortdose antenna.
other legal or self-constituted judge or author- torulous (tor'6-lus), a. [< torula + -ous.] In
ity, especially as a supposed means of extort- ^gf.^ same as iorulose.
ing the truth from an accused person or as a torulus (tor'Q-lus), n.; pi. toruli (-Ii). [NL.,
commutative punishment (also called specifi- dim. of L. tor«s, a swelling, protuberance : see
c&Wjjudicial torture) ; the pain so inflicted. The torus.] In entom., the socket of the antenna;
theory was that a guilty person could be made to confes^ j. j ^j^ j^ ^ j ^^^ ^he base of the
but an innocent person not, by this means. Ihemfliction t^^anvj yi ^^^

of torture upon alleged heretics was practised by ecclesi- antenna IS socisetea.

astical powers, especially in southern Europe, in the later torUS (to'rus), n.; pi. tori (-ri). [< L. tOrus,

middle ages and down to the eighteenth century, and its torum (also erroneously thorus), a swelling, pro-
infliction upon captured enemies is a common practice

among savage peoples.

Torture, which had always been declared illegal, and
which had recently been declared illegal even by the ser-

vile judges of that age, was inflicted for the last time in

England in the month of May, 1640.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

Torture, as a part ol the punishment, may be regarded

as including every kind of bodily or mental pain beyond
what is necessary for the safe custody of the ottender(with

or without enforced labour) or the destruction of his life,

— in the language of Bentham, an afflictive as opposed to

a simple punishment. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 460.

2. In general, the act, operation, or process of

iriflicting excruciating pain, physical ormental.
— 3. Excruciating pain; extreme anguish of

body or mind; agony; anguish; torment.

And that deep torture may be call'd a hell

When more is felt than one hath power to tell.

Shak, Lucrece, 1. 1287.

I roll from place to place

T' avoid my tortures, to obtain relief.

But still am dogg'd and haunted with my grief.

Qtiarles, Emblems, iii. 3.

To put to the torture, to torture. =Syn. Agony, An-
ouish, Patig, etc. See agony and list under pangi.

torture (tor'tur), v.
;
pret. and pp. tortured, ppr.

torturing. (<.' torture, n.] I, trans. 1. To in-

flict severe pain upon
;
pain extremely ; torment

bodily or mentally.

tuberauee, knot, bulge, a raised ornament, a

mattress, bed.] 1. In arch., a large convex
molding of semicircular profile or a profile of

kindred curve, used especially in bases, gener-

ally as the lowest member of the base, above

Tori, as used in an Attic Ionic base.— Northwest angle column of

north porch of Erechlheum. Athens. The upper convex molding is a
braided torus, the hollow molding next below a Scotia, and the lower

convex molding a plain torus.

the plinth when this is present. It differs from
the astragal only in size, the astragal being
much smaller. Sometimes called tore. See also

cuts under base and column.— 2. In bot., the re-

closely. iience F. Sp., etc., iofy.] I. «.; pi.

tories (-riz). If. Originally, an Irish robber or

outlaw, one of a class noted for their outrages

and savage cruelty.

That Irish Papists who had been licensed to depart this

nation, and of late years have been transplanted into Spain,

Klanders, and other foreign parts, have nevertheless re-

turned into Ireland, occasioning the increase of lories and
other lawless persons. Irish State Papers, 1566.

llie frequent robberies, murders, and other notorious

felonies committed by robbers, rapparees. and tories upon
their keeping hath greatly discouraged the replanting of

this kingdom [Irelandl.

Laws of William III. (1695X quoted in Ribton-Tumer's
(Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 396.

2t. Hence, one who causes terror; a hector; a
bully.

And now I must leave the orb of Jupiter, and drop down
a little lower- to the sphere of Mars, who is termed a tory

amongst the stars.

Bishop, Marrow of Astrology, p. 43. (HalliweU.)

3. \_cap.] A member of one of the two great

British political parties, opposed to the Whigs
and later to the Liberals. The precursors of the To-

ries were the Cavaliers in the civil war period ; after the

Restoration (1660) the old Cavalier party became the Court
party, opposed to the Countrj' party, and to these the terms

Tory and Whig were respectively applied by their oppo-

nents about 1679 : the word was used in reproach, through

a desire to identify the members of the Court party with the
supporters of alleged papistic measures, in allusion to the

Irish outlaws (see def, 1). The Tories supported heredi-

tary divine right and opposed toleration of Dissenters, and
after the Revolution of 1688 their radical wing was Jaco-

bite. Later they upheld the authority of the crown (espe-

cially in the reign of George III.), and in general in later

years they stood out for maintaining the existing order of

things in church and state. They opposed the Reform
Bill, and about the same time (1832) the name Torv began
to be superseded by Conservative. (See conservative, 3.)

The word Tory, however, is still in common use.

He who draws his pen for one party must expect to make
enemies of the other. For wit and fool are consequents

of Whig and Tory; and every man is a knave or an ass to

the contrary side.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., To the Reader.

There is hardly a whig in Ireland who would aUow a

potato and butter-milk to a reputed tory.

Smfl, Letter, Sept. 11, 1725.



tory

Th? Tory was originally an Irish robber, and the term
was applied by Gates to the disbelievers in the Popish plot,

was aftcTwaids extended to the Irish Catholic friends of

the Duke of iork at the time of the Exclusion Bill, and
soon became the designation of the whole body of his sup-

porters. Ledcy, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

4. [cap.'] In American hist., a member of the

British party during the Kevolutionary period

;

a loyalist. The Tories were very numerous, especially

in the .Middle and Southern colonies, and many of them
took arms for the king. They were frequently severely

persecuted, and after the war many of them emigrated to

Canada and elsewhere.

Washington will not trust us with the keeping of a sus-

pected Tory, it we let the rascal trifle in this manner with
the corps. J. F. Cooper, The Spy, xxlx.

5. [cap.] In general, a conservative ; one who
favors established authority and institutions,

especially in a monarchy or an aristocracy ; a
person of aristocratic principles, as opposed to

a democrat or a radical.

l>urrus Ram and Khoom Dass are in attendance, and
fear greatly that the party of the Viziers, to whom they
are opposed, will hnrl them from power, and that the To-

ries of Bussahir will triumph.
W. U. RwistU, Diary in India, II. 191.

Hlsb Tory, an upholder or advocate of au extreme type
of Toryism.

II. «. Pertaining to or characteristic of to-

ries. in any sense; specifically [cap.], belong-

ing or relating to the Tories : as, a Tory gov-
eniment; Tory principles or measures. See I.

"Surrender ! you servants of King George," shouted the
leader, ... "or I will let a little of your txiry blood from
your veins." J. F. Cooper, 'ITie Spy, ixIL

The party led by Sir Robert Peel no longer called itaeU
' Tory." but " Conservative." Contemporary Rev., LI. 4.

Tory Democracy, the principles or views of the Tory
Democrats: also, the Tory Democrats coUectively.— Tory
Democrats, in recent Britith politic; those members of

the loiiservative party who are rapposed to incline more
or k'Bs to democratic ideaa and methods,

toryism (td'ri-izm), m. [< tonj + -I'.tni.] The
)]nriciples, methods, and practices of tories, in

any sense ; specifically [cap.], those of the Brit-

ish Tories.

Nothing would illustrate the subject better . . . than
an inijuiry into the rise and progress of oar late parties,

or a short history of toryiem and whiggism from their

cradle to their grave, with an introductory account of their

genealogy and descent. Bolin(jbroke, Parties, ii.

The times have been dreadful, and old families like to

keep their old tenants. But I dare say that Is Toryism.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, viii.

Toryminae (tor-i-mi'ne), h. pi. [NL., < Torijmug
+ -!««.] A notaVjle subfamily of parasitic hy-
mi'iiopt»'rous insects, of the family C'halcidid/K,

conspicuous from their brilliant metallic colors

and their long ovipositor: originally named as
a family Torymidse by Watson in 1833. They
are the commonett pcrwitea of the cyntpid and cecidoniy-
idan gall.makers, alttaoagh aome have Deen reared from
the cells of burrowing bees and a few from lepldopterous
larvie. About 200 specie* are known.

Torymus (tor'i-nms), n. [XL. (Dalman, 1820).]

A genus of hymenopterous parasites of gall-

making insects, typical of the subfamily Tory-
miiue.

tory-roryt (to'ri-ro'ri), «. [Appar. a varied
rc'lupl. of tory.] Wild; boisterous; harum-
scarum.

Lift up your Toices, and sing like nightingales, you tory

rory jades. Cotu^e, I say ; as long as the men? pence
hold out, you shall none of you die in Shoreditch.

Dryden, Kind Keeper, iv. 1.

tosca (tos'ka), n. [< Sp. Pg. tosco (fem. tosca),

rough, coarse.] A name given in parts of South
America, especially near the mouth of the La
Plata river, and in the region of the pampas
generally, to a soft concretionary limestone,
having about the consistence of slightly baked
clay, and of a dark-brown color. It underlies the
so-called Pampean formation. The name to9ea Is said
also to be applied in parts of southern Italy, and espe-
cially in Sicily, to varieties of pumiceous tutfs. In the
gold.mining regions of the United States of Cnlombia the
wonl tfUKa is also in frequent use as designating a very
peculiar rock lyirig near the surface, and said by some to

be of volcanic origin, but not yet scientifically described.
It differs very much from the tosca of the Pampean re-

gion.

toscattert, r. t. [ME. toscateren; < to-" + scat-

ter.] To scatter in pieces.

Lo. ech thyng that is oned in it selve
Is more strong than whan It is toecatertd.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 261.

tose (toz), V. t. [Also tore, formerly also toa:c ;

< ME. toiien (< AS. 'tdsan), a common form of

tfurn, whence mod. E. tcusc : see tease, and cf.

toiMe.] 1. To pull about or asunder; touse.

What shepe that is full of wulle
t'mm his backe thei tote and pulle
Whyle ther is any thynge to pille.

Gower, ConL Amant, Prol.
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Thinkest thou, for that I insinuate or toaze from thee

thy business, I am therefore no courtier? I am courtier

cap ape; and one that will either push on or pluck back
thy business there. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 7«0.

Specifically— 2. To tease (wool). Prompt.
Fan:, p. 497.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in both uses.]

toser (to'zer), H. [Also tozer ; < tose + -erl.]

One who toses; specifically, a teaser of wool.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 812. [Prov. Eng.]
tosfii (tosh), a. [Said to be < OF. touse, touze,

clipped, shorn, pared round, < L. Umdere, pp.
toiisiis, clip, shear: see tonsure.] Neat; trim.

[Scotch.]

The hedges will do ; I clipped theni wi' my ain hand
last back.end ; and, nae doubt, they make the avenue
look a hantle toiher. Wilmn, Margaret Lindsay, p. 271.

tosh'-^ (tosh), n. A variant of fitsftl. HalliiceU.

toshach, n. See toisech.

toshaket, v. t. [ME. toshaken ; < AS. tosceacan,

shake to pieces, < to-, apart, + seeacan, shake:
see to-'^ B.T\6. shake.] To shake violently; shake
to pieces.

Glad was he to londe for to hye.

So was he with the tempest al toshajce.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 962.

tosheart, r. t. [ME. tosheren; < AS. tosceran,

cut apart, < to-, apart, + sceran, shear: see to-2

and shear^.] To cut in two.

The God of love . . . al toehare

Myn herte with his arwis kene.
Som. of the Rote, 1. 1858.

toshendt, f • t. [ME. toshenden; < to-- + shend.]

To ruin utterly ; destroy.

I had been deed and a] toshent

But for the precious oynement
Rom. qf the Rote, 1. 1903.

toshivert, v. i. [ME. toshiveren, toschiveren ;

< to-"-! + shiver^.] To break iu pieces.

The knijt spere in speldes al toichiuered.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.X L 3603.

toshnail (tosh'nal), n. A nail driven in aslant,

like a tosh. Halliwell.

toshredt, v. t. [ME. toshreden, toschreden; <

to-- -I- shred.] To cut in shreds.

The helmes they tohewen and toshrede.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1751.

tosiness (to'zi-nes), n. The state or property
of being tosy. Also toziness.

Tozyneu, Softness, like tozed Wooll. BaUey, 1727.

toslitert, v. t. [ME. toslyteren; < to-2 -I- sliteren,

freq. of sliten, slit : see »/•(!.] To make arti-

ficial slashes or openings in, as a dress.

Wrought was bis robe in straunge gise,

And al UMytered tot queyntlse.
In many a place, lowe and hie,

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 840.

toslivet, P. t. [ME. tosliven; < to-2 + slivei.]

To cleave or split in pieces.

And laiden on with swerdes clere,

Belm aud scbeld that stronge were
Thai gonne hem al totchlive.

Oy of Warwike, p. 471. (.HalliweU.)

toslivert, t;. ». [ME. toslyteren ; < to-2 + sliver.]

To split into slivers or small pieces.

The noyse of fonlis for to ben delyvered
So loude roiig, " Have don and lat us wende,"
That wel wende I the wode ha<l al todyvered [var. to.

sAt'cernf J. Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 493.

toss (tos), t'.
;
pret. and pp. tossed or tost, ppr.

tossing. [Early mod. E. tosse : < late ME. toss-

en; origin unknown: (a) prob. < Norse tossa,

strew, scatter; (6) otherwise < D. tassen, < P.

tasser, heap up, as the waves of a troubled sea

(< tas, a heap (see tass^); for the variation of

form, cf. tassel^, tosseU). The W. tosio, jerk,

toss (< tos, a quick jerk, a toss), is not sup-

ported by cognate Celtic forms, and is prob.

from E.] I. trans. 1. To lift, heave, or throw
up with a sudden, impatient, or spirited move-
ment; jerk: as, to to«s one's head.

Som savage Bull . . . toitei his head on high,

Wounds with his hooves the Earth, with horns the sky.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Battle of Ivry.

Be lotted his arm aloft Additon, Cato, iv. 4.

2. To jerk or fling to and fro ; heave or pitch

up and down or from one place to another;
tumble or throw about.

Bowbeit the wroughte sees tottyd and rolled rs ryght
greuously. Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 73.

That we henceforth be no more children, totted to and
fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine.

Eph. It. 14.

Islanders, whose bliss

Is to be totted about from wave to wave.
William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, I. 300.

3. In mining, to separate (ore) from the gangue
by stirring (tossing) the slimes with water
in a keeve, and then allowing the heavier,

toss

valuable parts to settle, this operation being
hastened by packing, or striking the sides of
the keeve with an iron bar held vertically with
one end resting on the ground, an operation
which may be continued from a quarter of an
hour to an hour. The packing facilitatesthe separation
of the ore by the vibrating motion imparted to the parti-

cles. This process is generally done by hand, but some-
times by a mechanical arrangement. It was formerly
somewhat extensively employed in the tin-raining districts

of Cornwall, England, and has not entirely gone out of
use.

4. To cast; pitch; fling; hurl; specifically, to

throw with the palm of the hand upward ; throw
lightly or carelessly.

I totse a balle. ... I had as leve U>ste a ball here alone
as to play at the tenys over the corde with the.

Paljt(jrave, p. 760.

Choler adust congeals our blood with fear.

Then black bulls tost us, and black devils tear.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 157.

Like the old giants that were foes to Heaven
They heave ye stool on stool and fling main pot-lids,

like massy rocks, dart ladles, tottimj irons

And tongs like thunderbolts.
Fletcher, Woman's Prize, ii. 6.

One person totset the halfpenny up, and the other calls

at pleasure head or tail.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 439.

5. Figuratively, to disquiet; agitate; set in

commotion, as by shifting opinions, feelings,

circumstances, or influences; disturb; disorder.

Was never Lady loved dearer day
Then she did love the knight of the Redcrosse,
For whose deare sake so many troubles her did toste.

Spenter, F. Q., I. viL 27.

Uadly ton'd between desire and dread.
Shak., Lucrece, L 171.

Calm region once,

And full of peace, now tott and turbulent.
Maton, P. L., Ix. 1126.

6. To pass from one to another, as in conver-
sation or discussion ; bandy.

Is it such an Entertainment to see Religion worryed by
Atheism, and Things the most Solemn and Significant

tumbled and tott by Buffoons'/
Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 138.

Then she, who . . . heard her name so tott about,
Flush'd slightly at the slight disparagement.

Tennyton, Lancelot and Elaine.

7t. To turn over and over ; busy one's self with

;

turn the leaves of, as a book or lesson.

I will to Athens, there to totie my bookes.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 99.

Tit. Lacias, what book is that she tosteth so ?

Younff Luc. Orandsire, 'tis Ovid's Metamorphoses. . . .

Tit. Soft ! see how busily she turns the leaves

!

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 1. 41.

8. To toss up with. See to toss up, under II.

[CoUoq.]
To tott the pieman is a favourite pastime with coster-

mongers' boys and all that class. ... If the pieman win
the toss, he receives Id. without giving a pie ; if he lose,

he hands over a pie for nothing.
Mayheic, London Labour and London Poor, I. 206.

9. Same as to toss off (a) (which see, below).

I mean to tost a can, and remember my sweetheart,

afore I turn in. Congreve, Love for Love, iii. 15.

10. To ilress hastily or smartly; trick: with
out. [Rare.]

I remember, a few days ago, to have walked behind a
damsel, totted out in all the gaiety of fifteen ; her dress
was loose, unstudied, and seemed the result of conscious
beauty. Goldtmith, Ihe Bee, No. 2.

To tOBB In a blanket, to toss (a person) upward from a
blanket held shickly at the corners and edges, and jerked
vigorously up and down, the person tossed being some-
times thrown as high as the ceiling. This was formerly
a favorite form of the expression of popular dislike. It

is also practised in schools, among sailors, etc. Compare
haze'i, V. L , 2, haang.

A rascally slave ! 1 will tott the rogue in a blanket.

Shak.. 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 240.

I shall certainly give my solitary voice in favour of re-

ligious liberty, and shall probably be totted in a blanket

tor my pains.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland, Jan. 17, 1813.

To toss off. (a) To take off ; drink off, as a dram.

For in a brave vein they tott of the bonis.

Robin Hood and Maid Marian (Child's Ballads, V. 376).

The corporal produced the bottle and the glass, poured
it out, made his military salute, and totted it off.

Marryat, Snarleyyow, xxxil.

(6) To dispose of ; pass off ; while away : said of time.

Have you read Cynthia? It is a delightful thing to tots

o/ a dull hour with. S. Judd, Maigaret, ii. 1.

To tOBS the oars (naut.). See oari .— To toss up, to pre-

pare hastily, especially by cooking.

On Saturday stew'd beef, with something nice,

I*rovided quick, and tott'd up in a trice.

W. Kinjj, The Vestry.

Amid these rich and potent devices of the culinary art

. . . poor Hepzibah was seeking for some nimble little

titbit, which, with what skill she had, and such materials

as were at band, she might tott up for breakfast.

UaxDthome, Seven Gables, viL



toss

n. intrans. 1. To jerk or throw one's self

about; roll or tumble about ; be restless or un-
easy; fling.

To toss and fling, and to be restless, only frets and en-

rages our pain. Tillotson,

Sohrab alone, he slept not ; all night long
He had lain wakeful, tossing on his bed.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

2. To be flung or rocked about; be kept in

motion.
Your mind is tossing on the ocean.

Shah., M. of V., i. 1. 8.

We left behind the painted buoy
Tiiat tosses at the harbor-mouth.

Temiyson, The Voyage.

8. Same as to toss up (which see, below).

They spend their time and what money theymay have in

tossing for beer, till they are either drunlc or penniless.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 412.

To toss up, to throw up a coin, and decide something by
the side turned up when it falls.

He tossed up whether he should hang or drown. The
coin fell on its edge in the clay, and saved his life for that
time.

t/. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. Sfi.

The catcher of the senior nine tossed up, and the juniors

were sent to the bat. St. Stcholas, XVII. 944.

toss (tos), n. [< ME. toss (rare); < toss, «.] 1.

A sudden fling or jerk; especially, a quick
movement of the head backward or upward.

There is hardly a polite sentence in the following dia-

logues which does not absolutely require some . . . suit-

able toss of the head. Svyi/t, Polite Conversation, Int.

Anon, with toss of horn and tail, . . .

They leap some farmer's broken pale.
Whittier, The Drovers.

2. A pitch ; a throw : as, the toss of a ball or a
coin.— 3. The distance over which one tosses

anything; a throw.

No 2 Brick Court, Middle Temple, . . . was but a bis-

cuit toss from Crown Office Row.
B. E. Martin, Footprints of Charles Lamb, i.

4. A state of agitation or excitement ; a com-
motion.
Lord ! what a tosse I was for some time in, that they

could not justly tell where it [the buried gold] was.
Pepys, Diary, Oct. 10, 1667.

"We are all in a toss in our neighborhood," said Mis-
tress Pottle. 5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 5.

5. A toss-up : with reference to a case in which
chance decides.

One of the most earnest advocates of the measure said,

"Tis the tess of a copper." The Century, XXXVIII. 8!)6.

6. The mow or bay of a bam into which grain

is put preparatory to threshing. HaMicell.
[Prov. Bug.]— Pitch and toss. See piteh-and-toss.

—To win the toss, to win in a case decided by the toss-

ing up of a coin ; hence, in general, to have luck on one's

side ; gain the day.

Lordynges, now ye have herd
Otf these tounes hou it ferd

;

How Kyng Richard with his maystry
Wan the toss off Sudan Turry.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom., II. 170).

Hasn't old Brooke won the toss, with his lucky halfpenny,
and got choice of goals?

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

tossel^ (tos'l), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of tasseU.

tossel''^ (tos'l), ». In arch., same SiStorsel. Gicilt.

tosser (tos'er), «. [< toss + -er*.] One who
or that which tosses : as, a tosser of balls.

tossicated, a. See tosticated.

tossily (tos'i-li), adv. In a tossy manner;
pertly; with affected indifference, careless-

ness, or contempt. [Colloq.]

She answered tossily enough.
Kingsley, Yeasty vii. (Davies.)

tossing (tos'ing), n. [Verbal n. of toss, i'.] The
act or operation of one who or that which tosses

;

specifically, a mining process (also called chim-

ming) which consists in dressing ores by the
method described imder toss, v. t., 3.

tossment (tos'ment), «. [<. toss+ -nieiit.'] The
act of tossing, or the state of being tossed.

Sixteen years tossment upon the waves of this trouble-

some world.
J. II. Worcester's Apophthegmes, p. 108. (Encyc. Diet.)

tOSS-plumet (tos'plom), «. [< toss, v., + obj.

plume.^ A swaggering fellow. HalliweU.

toss-pot (tos'pot), n. [Formerly also tospot;

< toss, v., + obj. poJi.] A toper; a tippler.

After that seuennights fast is once past, then they re-

tume to their old intemperancie of drinking, for they are
notable tospotit. UaJcluyt's Voyages, I. 253.

A good part he drank away (for he was an excellent

toss-pot). La'inb, Two Races of Men.

toss-up (tos'up), n. The throwing up of a coin

to decide something, as a wager or a choice

;

hence, an even chance; a ease in which con-
ditions or probabilities are equal. [Colloq.]
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What is the use of counting on any success of mine?

It is a mere toss up whether I shall ever do more than
keep myself decently. George £tot,Middlemarch, Ixxxiii.

*' He'll do," said the Doctor quietly. "It must have
been a toss-up all through the night."

R. Kipling, Only a Subaltern.

tossy (tos'i), a. [< toss + -yi.] Tossing; espe-

cially , tossing the head as in scorn or contempt

;

hence, affectedly indifferent
;
pert; contemptu-

ous. [Colloq.]

Argemone answered by some tossy commonplace.
Kingsley, Yeast, vii. (Davies.)

tossy-tail (tos'i-tal), adv. Topsyturvy. Halli-

weU. [Prov. Eng.]
tost (tost). Another spelling of tossed, preterit

and past participle of toss.

tostamente (tos-ta-men'te), adv. [It., < tos-

to, quick, bold.] In music, quicklv; rapidly.

[Rare.]

tostartt, ''• i- [ME. tosterten; < to-2 -f start^.']

To start or spring apart; burst.

Lo, myn herte,

It spredeth so for joie, it wol tost^rte.

Chaucer, lYoilus, ii. 980.

tosticated, tossicated (tos'ti-, tos'i-ka-ted), a.

[A reduction of intoxicated, and confused, in
def. 2, with toss, tossed, tost."] 1. Intoxicated.

[Colloq.]— 2. Tossed about; restless; per-

plexed. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]

I have been so tosticated about since ray last that I could
not go on in my journal manner.

Swi/t, Journal to Stella, zlviii.

tostication (tos-ti-ka'shqn), n. [< tosticat{ed)

+ -ion.'] The state of being tossed about; com-
motion; disturbance; perplexity. [Prov. Eng.]

After all, methinks, I want those tostications (thou seest

how women, and women's words, fill my mind) to be over
happily over, that I may sit down quietly and reflect.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. IxviiL

tosnndert, v. i. [ME. tosondrcn; < to-2 -t- sun-

der^, ».] To go to pieces ; split.

The fyry welkne gan to thundir,
As thou the world schulde alle tosondre.

Gower, MS. Soc. Antlq. 134, f. 91. (HalliweU.)

toswapt, V. t. [ME. tostoappen; < to-2 -f- swap.]
To smite heavily.

So tuersly in fight fellis cure knightes,
AKo swappon vs with swerdes & with swym strokes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9Rei.

toswinkf, V. i. [ME. toswinken; < to-2 -H swink.]

To toil excessively; labor hard.

In erthe, in eir, in water men to-swinke

To gete a glotoun deyntee mete and drinke.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 57.

tosy (to'zi), a. [< to,ie + -!/!.] Teased, as wool

;

hence, woolly ; soft. Also tozi/. Bailey, 1731.

totl (tot), n. [< Icel. tottr = Dan. tot, a nick-

name of a dwarf. Cf.tit^.] 1. Anything small
or insignificant; especially, a small child: used
as a term of endearment.

Now, Jenny ! can there greater pleasure be
Than see sic wee tots toolying at your knee?

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd (Works, II. 81).

2. A drinking-cup holding about half a pint;

also, a small quantity; especially, when applied
to liquor, as much as makes a draught or dram.
[Prov. Eng.]
He had no society of any kind, and often found himself

pining for . . . the glare of the camp-flres, the fragrant
fumes of the "honey dew," and the tot of rum tliat passed
from beard to beard. Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. i.

3. A foolish fellow. [Prov. Eng.]
tot^ (tot), n. [< L. tot, so much, so many; by
some explained as an abbr. of L. totus, or E.

total, all. Cf. tot^, v., tote3,ii.] 1. Originally,

so many ; so much : formerly written opposite
an item in an account to indicate that the debt
was good. The full expression is given as tot

pecunise regi dehetur, so much money is due to

the king.

Totted, A Term us'd in the Exchequer, when the foreign
Opposer, or other Officer, has noted a good Debt to the
Queen as such, by writing the word Tot to it.

E. Phillips, World of Words, 1706.

2. An exercise in addition ; a sum. [Colloq.]

Graduated Exercises in Addition (Tots and Cross Tots,

Simple and Compound). Athenxum, No. 3268, p. 7!J7.

tot^ (tot), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. totted, ppr. totting.

[ME. totten; < tot^, n. Cf. to<e3.] 1. To mark
(an account or a name) with the word tot: as,

to tot an item in a bill. See tot'^, n., 1.

Sir, ther am xv. jurores abowe to certifle ye, as many
as ye will ; but lete these men that be toltid be certified,

for thei he the rewleris. Paston Letters, I. 65.

2. To count up; add; sum: usually with up.

[Colloq.]

These totted together will make a pretty beginning of

my little project.

B. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 211. (Davies.)

totalization

Seventeen hundred and twenty-flve goes of alcohol In

a year ; we totted it up one night at the bar.

Thackeray, A Night's Pleasure.

tota (to'ta), n. [Native name.] A monkey:
same as grivet.

total (to'tal), a. and n. [< ME. totall, < OF. (and
F.) total = Sp. Pg. total = It. totale = 6. total,

< ML. totalis, entire, total (sumnia totalis, the
sum total, the whole amount), < L. totus, whole,
entire.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or constituting
a whole or the whole; being or taken together

;

undivided.

So many there are of them In the Citadell that I think
the U^aU number of them is at the least two hundred.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 125.

As the total tonnage (of Venetian merchant vessels] is

but 26,000, it may be inferred that they are small craft.

Hou-ells, Venetian Life, xvi.

2. Comprising the whole ; lacking no member
or part ; complete ; entire.

One Day Jove
Sent Hermes down to Ida's Grove,
Commanding Cupid to deliver
His Store of Darts, his total Quiver.

Prior, Mercury and Cupid.

The total grist unsifted, husks and all.

Cowper, Task, vL 108.

Then we dipt in all

That treats of whatsoever is, the state.

The totfU chronicles of man.
Tennyson, Princess, iL

3. Complete in degree; absolute; unqualified;
utter: as, a total change; total darkness.

O dark, dark, dark, amid the blaze of noon,
Irrecoverably dark, total eclipse
Without all hope of day ! MUton, S. A., I. 81.

It is a temporary, not a total retreat, such as we may
leave off or resume. Bp. Atlcrtmry, On Mat. xiv. 23.

4t. Summary ; concise ; curt.

Do you mean my tender ears to spare, ^
That to my questions you so total are?

/Sir P. Sidney (Arl)er's Eng. Gamer, I. 649X

Constructive total loss. See constructive.~^otal ab-
stinence, entire abstinence from intoxicants.— Total
cause. See cause, 1.—Total curvattire, degree, de-
pravity, differential, differentiation. See the nouns.
— 'Total earth, same as dead earth (which see, under
earthl).— Total eclipse, an eclipse in wliich the whole
surface of the eclipst'd luminary is obscured.—Total
method, ophthalmoplegia, part, residual, term, etc.

See the nouns.—Total reflection. See refraction, 1.

= S]ni. 1-3. Whoh, Entire, etc. See complete.

iL, n. The whole; the whole sum or amount

;

an aggregate.

A tapster's arithmetic may soon bring his particulars
... to a total. Shak., T. and C, L 2. 124.

total (to'tal), r. t. ; pret. and pp. totaled, totalled,

ppr. totaling, totalling. [< totrd, m.] 1. To bring
to a total ; accumulate ; sum ; add : sometimes
with up.

The sum 365 is correct when totalled; but the mode in
which it is obtained is vitiated by two anomalies.

A', and Q., 7th ser., XL 135.

Prices, numbers, and dates are all clearly tabulated and
totalled up for us. The Engineer, LXV. 467.

2. To reach a total of ; amount to.

86 small craft,

wood.
totalling 500 tons, were built of

The Engineer, LXV. 6.

'totalist, «. [ML. totalis, in summa totalis, the
sum total: see total.] The sum total; the
whole amount.

Cast your eye only upon the totalis, and no further

;

for to traverse the bill would betray you to be acquainted
with the rates of the ntarket.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 163.

totalisation, totaliser, etc. See totalization,

totality (to-tal'i-ti), «. [= F. totality = Pr.
toialitat = Sp. iotalidad = Pg. totalidade = It.

totalitd, < ML. totalifa(t-)s, < totalis, total: see
total.] 1. The state or character of being a
total; entirety.

There was no handle of weakness to take hold of her by

;

she was as unseizable, except in her totality, as a billiard-

ball. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, ilL

2. That which is total; a whole; an aggre-
gate.

We must love him with all our heart, mind, and soul

;

with a threefold totality. Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 2,18.

It is absolutely impossible to explain a living or, indeed,
a self-efficient totality of any kind by means of the aggre-
gation of elementary constituents or forces.

E. Montgomery, Mind, IX S7a

3. In as^roM., the period during which an eclipse
is total ; the time of total obscuration.

The coppery hue after the commencement of totality

was of a duller tint than usual.
Athenxum, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 150.

totalization (to'tal-i-za'shon), n. [< totalize +
-ation.] The act or process of totalizing, or the
state of being totalized. Also spelled totaHsa-
tion.



totalization

The totalization of the slight liftings due to the repeti-

tion of this maneuver on each of the cables finally eifected

a general lifting of four inches.
Sci. Amer., N. S., IIX. 4M.

totalizator (to'tal-i-za'tor), n. Same as totali-

ct r.

totalize (to'tal-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. totalized,

ppr. totalizing. [< F. totaliser = 8p. totalizar;

as total + -i>e.] I. trans. To make total ; re-

duce to totality, as by adding or accumulating.

The rise of the totalised (i. e. integrated) potential round
the anuature can be measured experimentally.

S. P. Thompion, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 53.

II. intrans. To use the totalizer in betting.

The totaliting system has been flourishing ever since at

the German and Austrian race-meetings.
St. James's Oazetle, June 14, 1»»7. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Also spelled totalise.

totalizer (to'tal-i-z^r), n. [< totalize + -erl.]

An apparatus, used at horse-races, which regis-

ters and indicates the number of tickets sold to

betters on each horse. .Also called totaliser, to-

talizator, and totalisator.

Inderthe heading of " The «ot<rfi«i«or at Hobart," the
Australasian writes as follows: . . . the click, click of

the totalisator was distinctly heard as each speculator in-

vested his pound.
Philadelphia Daily Nem, April 10, 1886.

totally (to'tal-i), adv. As a total ; completely

;

entirely; whoUy; utterly.

There is no conception in a man's mind which hath
not at first, totally or by parts, been begotten upon the
orgims of sense. Ht^ihes, Leviathan, L

totalness (to'tal-nes), n. Entireness. Bailey,

ITlIT.

Totaninae (tot-»-ni'ne), n.pl. PfL., < Totanus
+ -i«a?.] A siibfamily of Scolopacidse, corre-

sponding to the genus Totanus in a broad sense,

but containing a number of other modem gen-
era; the tattlers. They are found all over the world, in

great abundunce of individuals and numerous species. The
chief distinction frr>n) the true snipes or Seolopaeinje lies in

the bill, which i.s rtflatively shorter, harder, and leas sensi-

tive, and usually slenderer, with a more ample rictus. The
legs are longer, and usually denuded aboTe the suflraso,

tti that the lower end of the tibia Is bare of feathers. The
feet are more or less semipalmate. They are noisy, rest-

less l>irds, inhabiting marshes, swamps, and wet wood-
land and nieadows. The yellowshAnKs, willet, and soli-

tary and 8potte<l sandpipers of the United States are good
examples. One of the ni(«t wide-spread and notable is the
wandering tattler, tleterofceltts iticanits or irrevipes. Also
called Totane/e, as a group ranking lower than a subfamily,
and formally contrasted with TringeM. See Totantu. and
cuts under Hartramia. 'jreeiishank, redshank, RhyacophUiu,
ruf. >e7niailmatf, tattler, Teretia, Tringaides, Tryngites,
it-iiUI, ami yUoiFuhank.

totanine (tot'a-nin), a. Of or pertaining to

tlie Totaninx : as, the totanine and seolopacine
divisions of the snipe family; a totunine bird.

Totanus (tot'a-nus), H. [NL., < ML. totanttg

( Olt. lottino), a kind of moor-hen.] A genus of
birds of the family Scolnpacid^, including some
i>f t he best-known sandpipers, tattlers, telltales,

(jainbets, or horsemen, as the redshank, green-
sliaiik. yellowslinnk, and wood-sandpiper. Ser-
eral are common British speclea: the greenshanK, or green
sandpijHT, T. oehrvpux ; the wood-aandpiper, T. ofareofa ;

ttx' rt-dshank, T. calidris ; the spotted redshank, T./114-
rm. \n .North Ainerirathebest-knownarethegreaterand
]t'!4;'er yellowshanks, T. metanaleueus and T.Jlaeipes. The
gt-nus formerly contained alt the Totaninss (which see).

."^eo cuts under ijreenshank, redshank, and yeUowshank.

totara (to-ta'rii), «. [Maori.] A coniferous
tree. Podocarpus Totara, the most valuable tim-
ber-tree of New Zealand. It grows 00 or 70 feet high,
with a tiiiinu'ter of from 4 t<j 6 feet. The w<kk1 is of a red-
(ii.xii r. .1. .r flose, straiglil, line, and even in grain, niixlerate-

ly li:ir'l anil strung. It is used l>oth for veneers, furniture,
aii'l cahitM-t-work. and for Imilding, and is invaluable for

pili-s <jf marine wiiarvt-.**, l>ridgfs, etc., bcitig durable in the
ground or iindL-r water, and resisting a long time the at-

tack>^ of the terwlo. It was used by the natives to make
their sinallfr canoes, and the bark served for roofing. Also
maho'janij j/ine.

tot-book (tot'buk), n. A book containing tots

or stuns for practice. Encyc. IHct. [Eng.]
tote' (tot), 1;. An obsolete or dialectal form of
tlH.tK

tote-'t (tot), c. An obsolete form of toot"^.

tote'* (tot), H. [<L. U>tus,a.\\: see total.'] The
entire body, or all: as, the whole tote. [Col-

lo.,.]

tote-* (tot), r.; pret. and pp. toted, ppr. toting.

[< U>te^, n. Cf. fo(2.] I. trans. Same as to^.

1 have frequently heard in Lincolnshire the phrase
"come, tote it up, and tell me what it comes to."

N. and Q., 2d ser., VI 11. S-SS.

II. intrans. To count; reckon To tote fair,
U) act or deal fairly ; he honest. [Southern and western
I-. S.)

tote* (tot), n. [< tofel, in ori^. sense 'protrude.'
Cf. f«(3.] The handle of a joiners' plane.

tote'' (tot), r. t.; pret. and pp. to ferf, ppr. toting.

[Origin unknown ; usually said to be an Af-
rican word, introduced by Southern negroes;
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but the African words which have come into

E. use through Southern negroes are few and
doubtful {buelcra is one example), and do not in-

clude verbs.] To carry or bear, especially in

the arms, on the shoulders, or on the back, as

a burden or load. [Southern U. S., coUoq. ov
provincial; also in humorous use in the North
and West.]
Now, I should also like to know how much a man can

tote, how much a woman can tote, and how long a time,

without resting, the toting may go on. Science, XI. 24-2.

The bullies used to maltreat the weaker ones, . . . make
them tote more than their share of the log, pound them,
and beat them, and worry them every way on earth.

The Century, XL. 224.

toteart, e. t. [ME. toteren, < AS. toteran, tear

asunder, < to-, apart, -I- teran, tear: see tear^.]

1. To tear apart; tear to pieces; rend; break.

Cristys Cros than saf answere

:

"Lady, to the I owe honour, . . .

Thy trye fruyt I tolere."

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 201.

In a tauny tabarde of twelue wynter age,

Al totcrme and baudy and ful of lys crepynge.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 197.

Her othes ben so gret and so dampnable
That it is grisly for to here hem swere ;

Our blissed lordes body they tot^re.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 12.

His breech was all totame and Jagged.
Spenser, V. Q., V. ix. 10.

2. To disturb violently ; agitate,

with his chere and lokynge al totom.
For Borwe of this, and with his armes folden.

Chaucer, Trotlus, iv. 358.

toteMll, ». Same as toolhill.

totelert, «. A Middle English form of littler.

tote-load (tot'lod), «. As much as one can tote

or carry. Bartlett. [Southern U. S.]

totem (to'tem), h. [Amer. Ind.
;
given as <

"Massachusetts Indian uuhtohtimoin, that to

which a person or place belongs" (Webster's
Diet.); Algonkin dmlaim (Tylor); Algonkin
otem, with a prefixed poss. pron. nfoteni, my
family token.] Among the Indians of North
America, a natural object, usually an animal.

Totem Posts, t-

assumed as the token or emblem of a dan or

family, and a representation of which served
as a cognizance for each member of it; hence,
a more or less similar observance and usage
among other uncivilized peoples. See totenii.<tni.

The representation of the totem bonie l)y an individual
was often painted or figured in some way upon the skin

itself, and upon his different garments, utensils, etc. The
totem was also, in a sense, an idol or the embodied fonn of

a deity or demon, or at least had a religious significance.

(The word is often used attributively, as in totem elan,

totem kin, tf'tem post, etc.
]

And they painted on the grave-posts . . .

Each his own ancestral Totem,
Each the symbol of his household

;

Figures of the liear and Reindeer,
Of the Turtle, Cratte, and Beaver,

Each Inverted as a token
That the owner was departed.

Long/etlow, Hiawatha, xiv.

It is not oidy the clans and the sexes that have totems;

Individuals also have their own special totems, i, e., classes

of objects (generally species of animals) which they re-

gard as related to themselves Ity those ties of mnttial re-

spect and protection which are characteristic of totemism.
This relationship, however, in the case of the individual

totipalmation

totem, begins and ends with the individual man, and is

not, like the clan totem, transmitted by inheritance. . . .

In Australia we hear of a medicine-man who£s clan totem
through his mother was kangaroo, but whose "secret"
(L e., individual) totem was the tiger-snake. Snakes of
that species, therefore, would not htirt him.

J. a. Frazer, Encyc. Brit., XXTII. 471.

totemic (tp-tem'ik), a. [< totem + -tc] Of or
pertaining to a totem; characterized by atotem

:

as, a totemic relative or relationship.

totemism (to'tem-izm), n. [< totem + -ism.]

The system of tribal subdivision denoted by
totems; the use of totems, with all the social

and religious observances connected with them

;

the constitution of society as marked by these
observances.
The theory of the wide distribution of Totemism among

the nations of the aticient world (especially among the
Greeks) is due to Mr. J. F. M'Lentian, who first explained
it in the "Fortnightly Review," 1889, 1870.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 300.

In the interesting pages on Egy-ptian religion, ilr. I-ang

defends his view that the worship of animals was at any
rate in part a survival of totemism, and that the custom of
representing the elemental gods as animals was due to the
same cause. Classical Rev., II. 250.

totemist (to'tem-lst), n. [< totem -t- -ist.] One
designated by a totem; a member of a totem
clan. A. Lang, Myth., Rit., and Religion, 11.71.

totemistic (to-te-mis'tik), a. Same as totemic.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 160.

totemy(t6'tem-i),n. [< totem + -y^.] Same as
totemism. Anthrop. Jour., XVIII. 53.

toter't, ». An obsolete form of looter^.

toter^ (to't^r), «. A fish : same as hog-sucker.

tote-road (tot'rod), n. A road over which any-
thing is toted. [U. S.]

Its forests are still so unbroken by any highways, save
the streams and the rough tote-roads of the lumber crews,
that this region cannot become populous with visitors.

Scrtbner's Mag., VIII. 496.

totber (tuTH'^r), indef. pron. [A form arising

from a misdivision of that other, ME. also thet

other, as the totlier. So tone, in the tone, for that

one, thet one (see tone'^). Tother is often written
t'other, as if it were a contraction of the other.]

Other : originally and usually preceded by the,

with the tone in the preceding clause. See
the etymology, and compare tone"^.

And the tother Hond he lifteth up azenst the Est, in

tokene to manace the Mysdoeres.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 9.

Ffor right dedely the tone hatid the toder.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 2337.

How happy could I be with either.

Were t'dher dear charmer away.
Oay, Beggar's Opera, ii. 2.

totidem verbis (tot'i-dem ver'bis). [L., in so
many words : totidem, just so many (< tot, so

many,-!- demonstrative suffix -rfrm); verbis, abl.

pi. of vcrbum, word : see verb.] In so many
words ; in the very words.

totient (to'shient), h. [< L. toties, so many, <
tot, so many, 4- accom. term, -cnt.] The num-
ber of totitives of a number ; when used without
qualification, the number of numbers at least

as small as a given number and prime to it

—

that is, having integral no common factor with
it except 1. Thus, the totient of 6 is 2, because 1 and 5
are the only whole immbers as small as 6 and having no
common factor with it except 1.

toties quoties (to'shi-ez kw6'shi-ez). [L.: to-

lie.-i, so often (< tot, so many); quoties, as often

(< ijiiot, how many).] As often as one, so often
tlie other.

totilert, n. Same as littler.

Totipalmats (to'ti-pal-ma'te), n. pi. [NL.,
feni. pl.of tof/;)rt/mafH«.- seetotipalmate.] The
full-webbed or tot ipalmate birds, all whose four
toes are united by three webs into a palmate
foot. Now commonly called Stegannpode.t.

totipalmate (to-ti-pal'mat), a. and n. [< NL.
tolipalmatiis, < L. totus, all, entire, -I- palma,
palm (of the hand),
sole (of the foot):

see palm^.] I. a.

Having all four
toes full-webbed;
steganopodous: said

of the parts them-
selves, as well as of Totlpalmote Foot of Pelican.

the birds; belong-
ing to the order Totipalmatse. See also cut un-

der Phaethon.

II. H. A totipalmate bird.

totipalmation (to'ti-pal-ma'shon), w. [< toti-

pnlmati' + -ion.] Complete palmation or full

webbing of a bird's foot by three ample webs
connecting all four toes, as of one of the Toti-

palmatse: a leading character of that order of

birds : correlated with palmation, 2, and semi-
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See cuts under Phaethon and toti- Totternhoe stone. A subdivision of the Lower

Chalk In English geology, locally separating
the so-called "Gray chalk" from the "Chalk
marl." it consists of a somewhat slliclous chalk with
some glauconitic grains. The name is derived from Tot-
ternhoe in Bedfordshire, England.

tottery (tot'er-i), a. [< totteA + -(/I.] Trem-
bling or vacillating as if about to fall; un-
steady; shaky.
When I looked up and saw what a tottery performance

totipresentt (to-ti-prez'ent), a. [< ML. *toti-
" "^^ ^ concluded to give them a wide berth.

p,-iescn{t.)s, omnipresent, < L. totus, all, + . „, ,, ,,„ ^- ^"^*". Tom Brown at Oxford, I. vi.

pr«sen{t-)s, present: see present^A Present tottle (tot l),r.«. feameas torf^fe. [Local, Eng.]
throughout a portion of space without exten- tottlish (tot lish), a. [< totUe+ -js/(i.] Totter-

sioii. i°g; trembling; unsteady; insecure. [U.S.]

totitive (tot'i-tiv), n. [< L. tot, so manv, + Iflndlcan'tliftanythinginto thiscanoealone— it'sso

-itivc.-] In ma«/i., a whole number as small as a .'^"*- ,.
,

Harper's Mag.. hXXlX. m.
given number, and having no integer common totty (tot i), a. [< ME. toty ; cf. totter^.'] Wa-
factor with it except 1. verm g; unsteady; dizzy; tottery. [Obsolete

toto caelo (to'to se'lo). [L. : toto, abl. neut. of '"' provincial.]

<0<H«, whole; c«to, abl.of c»?MW, cos^itw.the sky, Mynheedis(o<y of my swynk to-nigh^.

palmation.
palmate.

totipresencet (to-ti-prez'ens), n. [< ML. "to-
tipneseiitia, omnipresence, < *totiprsesen(t-)s,
omnipresent: see totipresent.'] The fact of be-
ing present throughout a portion of space with-
out being e.xtended.

A totipresence throughout all immensity amounts to the
some as omnipresence.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, III. xii. 2.

heavens: see celestial.'} Bythe whole heavens;
as far apart as the poles ; hence, diametrically
opposite.

tot-o'er-seas (tot'or-sez), n. A bird, the her-
ring-spink.

totonret, v. t. [ME. totorvien; < to-^ + torve'^.'}

To throw about; dash to pieces.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 333.

I was somewhat totty when I received the good knight's
blow, or I had kept my ground under it.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xxzii.

totylf, a. A Middle English variant of totti/.

toty2 (to'ti), ». ;
pi. toties (-tiz). [A native

name.] In some parts of the Pacifie, a sailor
or a fisherman. Simmonds.

^lulf^t^'^iZTe.'""' "^ *°-"^'' ""^ ^'^ °'^'' totyilgt. "• An old form of 'tooting, verbal nounthe al to-toruion mid stane.

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), I. 9.

tot-quott (tot'kwot), 71. 1 . A general dispensa-
tion.

What profits they have drawn unto themselves also by
the sale of great bishoprics, prelacies, promotions, bene-
fices, lot-quots, pardons, pilgrimages, confessions, and pur-
gatory. Bp. Bale, Images, Both Churches, xviii.

2. pi. An abuse of annates or first-fruits by
which, upon the promotion of an ecclesiastic,
he was called upon to pay to the papal treasury
the first-fruits not merely of his new prefer-
ment, but of all other livings which he hap-
pened to hold with it. in this manner annates were
paid over awd over again for the same living, and some-
times twice and thrice in one year. Roger Hutchinson's
Works (Paiker Soc, 1842), Index.

totreadt, v. t. [ME. totreden; < to-^ + tread.']
To tread in pieces.

Develes that shullen al to-trede hem wlthouten respit
and wlthouten ende. Chatuxr, Parson's Tale.

totterl (tot'er), V. [< ME. toteren, totren, older
"tolteren (> E. dial, toiler, struggle, flounder,
Sc. toiler, a., unstable), < AS. tealtrian, totter,
vacillate (= D. touteren, tremble; cf. toiiter, a
swing), < tealt, unstable; cf. tilt^. For the re
lation of totter

of toot^.

toucan (to-kan' or to'kan), n. [In Charlton
(1668) (the bird being previously known as
aracari); < F. toucan (Belon, 1555; Thevet, 1558)
= It. tucaiio = 8p. tiican = Pg. tucano, < Braz.
tucano, or tucana (Marcgi'ave), a toucan. Ac-
cording to Buffon the word means 'feather';
but Burton ("Highlands of Brazil," i. 40) says
that the bird is named from its cry.] 1. One of
numerous species of picarian birds of the genus
Mamphastos or family Bhamphastidx (which
see for technical characters). Toucans are, on the
average, large for their order, and are noted for the enor-
mous size of the beak, which, with their habit of canning
the tail turned up over the back, and their bold colora-
tion, gives them a striking appearance. They are charac-
teristic of the Neotropical region, where they feed chiefly
on soft fruits, and are credited with a sort of regurgitation
of their food suggestive of rumination. They nest in
holes. Some of the larger species, the toucans most prop-
erly so called, are 2 feet long, with a bill of 6 or 8 inches.
Most are smaller, as the aracaris and toucanets, of the
genera Pteroglosms and Selenidera. Also toca7i. See cuts
under aracari and Rainphastos.

2. [cap.] A small constellation of the south-
ern hemisphere.— Hill-toucan, a member of the ge-
nus Andigena, a group of five or six species, inhabiting
the Andes up to an altitude of 10,000 feet.< to toller, cf. tatteri

( totter^) as +' „/"T+ 7t • I" ' tm "' ^"•'*«
?, j. , -,

ter.] I. intrans. 1. To stand or
to^^canet (to-ka-net ), n. [< toucan + -et]related to* taller.^

walk unsteadily; walk with short vacillating
or unsteady steps; be unsteady; stagger.

'Twas his, with elder brother's pride,
Matilda's tottering steps to guide.

Scott, Eokeby, iv. 11.

2. To shake, and threaten collapse; become
disorganized or structurally weak and seem
ready to fall; become unstable and ready to
overbalance or give way.

Troy nods from high, and totters to her fall.

Dryden, Mneid, 11. 884.

As a bowing wall shall ye be, and as a tottering fence.
Ps. 1x11. 3.

3t. To dangle at the end of a rope ; swing on
the gallows. [Slang.]

I would lose a limb to see their rogueships totter.
Fletcher and SIdrley, Night-Walker, iii. 3.

= Syn.. 1 and 2. Stagger, etc. See ree(2.—2. To tremble,
rock.

Il.t trans. To shake; impair the stability of;
render shaky or unstable.

Examples that may nourish
Neglect and disobedience in whole bodies.
And tetter the estates and faiths of armies,
Must not be play'd withal.

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 3.

Let's march without the noise of threat'ning drum.
That from this castle's tatter d battlements
Our fair appointments may be well perused.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. 62.

There are some disobedient and fugitive Jonahs that
thus totter our ship. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 244.

totter^ (tot'er), n. and v. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form of fatter'^.

And woon'd our tott'ring colours clearly vp.
Sliak., K. John, v. 6. 7 (folio WIS).

totterer (tot'^r-fer), n. One who or that which
totters.

totter-grass (tot'Sr-gras), n. The quaking-
grass, Briza media. Britten and Holland. fProv.
Eng.]
totteringly (tot'^r-ing-li), adv. In a tottering
manner. George Eliot, Middlemareh, Ixxi.

Toucanet {Selenidera macuiirastris).

One of the smaller toucans, as any species of
Selenidera. S. macidirostris is a good example.
toucang (to-kang'). n. [E. Ind.] A kind of
boat much used at Malacca and Singapore, pro-
pelled either by oar or by sail, speedy, rather
flat in the center, but sharp at the extremities.
touch (tuch), V. [< ME. touchen, towehen, < OF.
toucher, tocher, F. toucher = Pr. tocar, tochar,
toqnar = Sp. Pg. tocar = It. toccare, prob. <
OTeut. *t\ikk6n, represented by OHG. succhen,
gtikken, MH6. zucken, ziieken, G. zucken, zucken,
draw with quick motion, twitch (an intrusive
formation from Ziehen), Goth, tinhan = OHG.
ziohan, etc., AS. tedn, draw: see tee^, and cf.
tucJc^ and iJcfci.] I. trans. 1. To perceive (an
object) by means of physical contact with it;

especially, to perceive (an object) by bringing
the hand into contact with it; hence, to per-
ceive (an object) by bringing something held
in the hand (as a cane or a pointer), or other-
wise connected with the body, into contact
with it.

Nothing but body can be touch'd or touch. Creech.

2. To be in contact with ; specifically, in

, to be tangent to. See tangent.

touch
Surely never lighted on this orb, which she hardly

seemed to touch, a more delightful vision.

Burke, Rev. in France.

3. To come in contact with : literally or fig-
uratively.

The conqueror at this game [stool-ball] is he who strikes
the ball most times before it touches the stool.

StruU, .Sports and Pastimes, p. 165.

Power, like a desolating pestilence.
Pollutes whate'er it touches.

Siielley, Queen Mab, ill.

Many of the Arabs will not allow the left hand to touch
food in any case. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 180.

4. To be near or contiguous to ; impinge or
border upon ; hence, to come up to ; approach

;

reach; attain to; hence, also, to compare with.
I have touch'd the highest point of all my greatness.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 223.

By his command
Havel here touch'd Sicilia.

Stiak., W. T., V. 1. 139.

Mr. William Peer distinguished himself particularly in
two characters, which no man ever could touch but him-
self. Steele, Guardian, No. 82.

Wasn't he always top-sawyer among you all ? Is there
one of you that could touch him or come near him on any
scent? Dickens, Oliver Twist, xliii.

5. To bring into contact.

I'ouch but my lips with those fair lips of thine.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 115.

Now let us touch Thumbs, and be Friends ere we part.
Prioir, Down-Hall, st. 4S.

6. To bring the hand, finger, or the like into
contact with

;
place the hand or finger to or

upon; hit or strike gently or lightly; give a
slight tap or pat to with the hand, the tip of
the finger, something held in the hand, or in
any way : as, to touch the hat or cap in saluta-
tion ; to touch a sore spot ; to touch a piece at
chess; formerly, in a specific use, to lay the
hand or finger upon for the purpose of curing
of a disease, especially scrofula, or the disease
called the king's evil (a former practice of the
sovereigns of France and England).
Esther drew near and touched the top of the sceptre.

Esther v. 2.

Then, with bis sceptre that the deep controuls,
He touch'd the chiefs, and steeled their manly souls.

Pope, Iliad, xiii. 88.

Every person who is touched on either side in the chase
is sent to one or other of these prisons, where he must
remain till the conclusion of the game,

StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 145.

From the time of Edward the Confessor to Queen Anne,
the monarchs of England were in the habit of touching
those who were brought to them suffering with the scrofu-
la, for the cure of that distemper.

0. W. Hdl-mes, Med. Essays, p. 3.

7. To handle ; meddle with ; interfere with.

Therfore the Soudan bathe do make a Walle aboute the
Sepulcre, that no man may louche it.

MandevUle, Travels, p. "6.

When he went, there was committed to his care a rund-
let of strong water, sent to some there, he promising that
upon his life it should not be touched.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 291.

8. To lay hands on for the purpose of harming;
hence, to hurt, injure, annoy, or distress.

Let us make a covenant with thee, that thou wilt do
us no hurt, as we have not touched thee. Gen. xxvi. 29.

No loss shall touch her by my company.
Shak.. M. for M., IIL 1. 18a

No temporal Law could touch the innocence of thir
lives. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xviL

9t. To test by contact, as in trying gold with
a touchstone; hence, to test; try; probe.

Wherein I mean to touch your love indeed.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 81.

There 's no judgment
Goes true upon man's outside, there 's the mischief

;

He must be touch'd and tried, for gold or dross.
Fletcher (and another ?), Nice Valour, iv. 1.

Words so debased and hard, no stone
Was hard enough to touch them on.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 112.

10. To touch upon; handle or treat lightly or
cursorily ; refer or allude to, as in passing.

Touch you the sourest points with sweetest terms.
Shak., A. and C, 11. 2. 24.

We glanced from theme to theme,
Biscussed the books to love or hate,

Or tatich'd the changes of the state.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiz.

lit. To communicate ; speak; tell; rehearse;
relate; mention.
Bot I touche thaym to the a lyttill for thou sulde by this

littill vndirstande the more.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

I hire touched swiche tales as me told were.
William o/ Palerne (R E. 1'. S.). 1. 4108.

For they be as skilful in picking, rifling, and filching as
the upright men, and nothing inferior to them in all kind
of wickedness, as in other places hereafter they shall be
tOMhed. Barman, Caveat for Cuisetors, p. 21.



toach

12. Of a musical instrument, to cause to sound;
play : usually applied to instruments that are
sounded by striking or twanging, but extended
to others.

Touch thy iustrument a strain or two.
Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 257.

I'll touch my honi. Moisinger, Guardian, ii. 4.

13. To perform on an instrument, as apiece
of music.
A person In the royal retinae tmuhed a light and lively

air on the flageolet. ScoU.

14. To paint or form by touches or strokes as
of a pen or brush ; mark or delineate by light
touches or strokes, as an artist.

Such hearenly touches ne'er touch'd earthly faces.

Shak., Sonnets, xviL

The lines, though touch'd but faintly, are drawn right.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, I. 22.

1 5. To improve or finish, as a drawing, by add-
ing a stroke here and there, as with a pen, pen-
cil, or brush; retouch: usually with up.

What he saw was only her natural countenance, touched
up with the usual improTements of an aged Coquette.

Addimn, Freeholder, No. 44.

My impression [of an engraving] Is unequal, being faint
in some parts, very dark in others. If the plate was
worn, it has been touched afterwards.

A', and Q., 7th ser., X. lia

16. To take, as food, drink, etc.; help one's
self to ; hence, to partake of ; taste.

If thon sytte be a worthyor man
Then thy self, . . .

Satire hym fyrste to tmrehe the mete
Ere thy self any ther^)f gete.

Babea Boo*(E. E. T. 8.), p. 14.

He dies that touehet any of this fruit
Till I and my affain are answered.

Shak., As you Like It, 11. 7. 96.

17. To infect or impair by contact; stain;
blot; blemish; taint.

The life of aU his blood
Is louch'd corruptibly. Shak., K. John, v. 7. 2.

Thou canst not touch my credit

;

Truth will not sulfer me to be abus'd thus.
Fletcher (and MatnnfferT), Lovers' lYogreas, ill. 6.

18. To impair mentally in some slight degree;
affect slightly with craziness : used chiefly in
the past participle.

Madam, you see master's a litUe— (oueA«(i, that's all.

Twenty ounces of blrxHl let loose would set all right again.
Vanltruyh, Confederacy, v. 2.

Pray mind him not, his brain Is louch'd.

Steele, Lying Lover, V. 1.

19t. To attack; hence, to animadvert upon;
take to task; censure; reprove; ridicule.

Sur Water Hungerfo and his brother bathe touched me
In lij thinges, but I wolde in no case have ye douches to
knowe them for geving hur grefe.
DarreU Papen(\Si0)(H. Hall, .Society In Elizabethan Age,

[App., ILX

Yon teach behaviours

!

Or touch us fur our freedoms

!

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, U. S.

20. To sting; nettle, as with some sharp speech.
Beshrew me, bat his words have touch'd me home.

Ford, I'erkln Warbeck, il. I.

• Mir last horses were so slow that the postilion, a hand-
sonic, lively liiiy, whose pride was a little touched by my
remonstrances, failed. In spite of all his elforts, to bring
us to the stattoii before seven.

B. Taylor, Xortbeni Travel, p. 43.

21. To fall upon; strike; affect; impress.
If . . . any air of music touch their eara,
You shall perceive them make a mutual stand.

Shak., M. of v., V. 1. 70.

What of sweet before
Hath touch'd my sense flat seems to this.

Hauin, P. L., Ix. 987.

22. To affect or move mentally or emotional-
ly; fill with passion or tender feeling; affect
or move, as with pity; hence, to melt; soften.

He is touch'd
To the noble heart Shak., W. T., ill. 2. 222.

He weeps again

;

His heart is touch'd, sure, with remorse.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 1.

Tremendous scene ! that gen'ral horror gave.
But totich'd with Joy the bosoms of the brave.

Pope, Iliad, xill. 43.";.

23. To make an impression on ; have an effect
on ; act on.

Its face must be . . . so hard that a nie will not (oikA it.

J. Mozon, Mech. Exercises.

24. To influence by impulse ; impel forcibly.

No decree of mine
Concurring Ui necessitate his fall,

Or touch with lightest moment of impulse
His free wlU. MOton, P. L., x. 45.

25. To affect ; concern; relate to.

With that the quene was wroth In hir maner.
Thought she anon this louxhUh rac right ner.

Generydet (E. E. T. .S.X 1. 560.
40j
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The quarrel toucheth none but us alone,

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 1. 118.

These statutes touched high and low.
J. Gairdner, Richard III., 1.

26. To swindle; cheat; act dishonestly by : as,
to touch one's mate. [Slang, Australia.] — To
touch bottoxn, to reach the lowest point, especially in
price; have the least value.—To touch elbows. See
fiftoic — To touch off. (a) To sketch hastily; finish by
a few rapid touches or dashes.

I was upon this whispered, by one of the company who
sat next me, that I should now see something touched off
to a nicety. GMsmUh, Cluljs.

(6) To discharge, as a cannon.— To touch one on the
raw. Seerat/'l.- To touch the gums, in jncrf, to cause
incipient salivation by pivini; mercury.— To touch the
Wind iiviut.), to keep tlie ship as near tlie wind as possi-
ble.— To touch up. (ffl) To repair or improve by slight
touches or emendations ; retouch : as, to touch up a pic-
ture, (b) To remind; jog the memory of. (Colloq.l-
Touched bill of health, .see hill n/heatth, under bill->.

— Touching the ears. See eari.— Touch me not.
See ^)K<•A.|H-•-)io^— Touch pot, touch penny, a pro-
verbial phrase, signifying no credit given.

" We know the custom of such houses," continues he

;

"'tis touch pot, touch pei^ny."
Oraxxf, Spiritual Quixote, 111. 2. (Davies.)

II. intrans. 1. To be in contact; be in a state
of junction, so that no appreciable space is be-
tween : as, two spheres touch only in one point.

Some side by side not touching walked,
As though of happy things they talked. .

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 201.

Specifically— 2. To lay the hand or finger upon
a person for the purpose of curing a disease, es-
pecially scrofula, or king's evil.

We were then shown Edward the Confessor's tomb;
upon which Sir Roger acquainted us that he was the flrst

that touched for the Evil. Additon, Spectator, No. 329.

3t. To reach ; extend.
The vols of people touche-de to tlie hevene,
So loude cryden they with mery stevene,

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1703.

4. To make a passing call, as a ship on a voy-
age: commonly with at, rarely with on.

And also Pole, which ys xxx myle from Parence, a good
havyn, ffor many Shippys and galyes lowehe ther rather
thanne at Parence.

TorHngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p, 16.

The next day we touched at SIdon. Acts xxvll. 3.

I made a little voyage round the lake, and touched on
the several towns that lie on Its coaata,

AdditoH, Remarks on Italy(WorkB, ed. Bohn, I. S10).

5. To mention or treat something slightly in
discourse ; refer cursorily or in passing : com-
monly with on or «]>on.

Whenne the Sonne is Est in tho partyes, towani Paradys
terrcstre. It is thanne mydnyght In oure parties o this
half, for the rowndenesae of the Ertlie, of the whiche I
have Uncched to lou before. MandmiUe, Travels, p. 303.

If the antiiinaries have touched upon it, they have Im-
mediately quitted II. Addimn.
The attitude and bearing of the law in this respect, on

which I intend to Umch in quite general terms.
Xineteenth Century, XXVJ. 841.

As soon as he bath touched on any science or study, he
Immediately seems to himself to have mastered It

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons. I. v.

Whenever ibe touch'd on me
This brother had laugb'd her down.

Tennyeon, Maud, xlx. 6.

6. To bow or salute by touching the hat or
cap. [Prov. Eng.]— 7t. To rob. [Thieves'
slang.]— 8t. To stand the test.

As in London saith a luellere.
Which brought from thence golde oore to us here,
Whereof was fyned mettal good and dene,
As they touch, no better could be seene.

Uaktuyt't Voyage; I. 199.

And now yon are brought to the test ; t<m«A right now,
soldier.

Now shew the manly pareneas of thy mettle.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, L 5.

9t. To have or take effect; act.

strong watera . . . will touch upon gold that will not
touch upon silver. Bacon.

10. Xaut., of the sails of a square-rigged vessel,
to be in such a position that their weather-
leeches shake from the ship being steered so
close to the wind.—To touch and go. (a) To touch
lightly or briefly and pass on ; dip in or stop for a mo-
ment here and there in course.

As the text doth rise. I will touch and go a little In every
place. LaHiner, 1st .Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

(6) Naul., to graze the bottom with the keel for a mo-
ment, as a vessel under sail, without lessening of the
speed. To touch on or upon. See def. 6.—Touch and
trade papers, see pajier.

touch (tuch), «. [<.ME. louche; (.touch, r.] 1.
That sense by which mechanical pressure upon
the surface of the body (the skin, with the lips,

the interior of the mouth, etc.) is perceived;
sensibility to pressure, weight, and muscular
resistance; the sense of feeling; taction, with
this is sometimes reckoned sensibility to temperature.
The sense of touch is most acute in those parts of the

touch

body that are freely movable, especially in the tips of the
fingers. It is the most fundamental and least specialized
or localized of the senses. See tactile corpuxdes, under
corpuscle.

Th" ear,
Taste, touch, and smell, pleased from thy table rise.

Shak., T. of A., i. 2. 132.

By touch, hard, soft, rough, smooth, we do discern :

By touch, sweet pleasure and sharp pain we try.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul, xviii.

Touch is . . . the sense by which mechanical force is

appreciated, and it presents a strong resemblance to hear-
ing. In which the sensation is excited by intermittent
pressures on the auditory organ.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 47a
All the senses are but modifications of touch.

W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 96.

2. Mental or moral feeling ; moral perception
or appreciation.

Can it be
That men should live with such unfeeling souls,
Without or ^owcA or conscience of religion?

S. Jonson, Case is Altered, v. 3.

3. Contact.
Never toucA [wasl well welcome to thy hand . . .

Unless I . . . touch'd. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 118.

But O, for the touch of a vanished hand.
And the sound of a voice that is still

!

r«nny<an. Break, break, break.

4. Figuratively, a close relation of mutual con-
fidence, sympathy, interest, or the like; sym-
pathy ; accord or harmony in relation to com-
mon interests : as, to bo out of touch with the
times ; to keep in touch with the people.
The European in Morocco feels that when he is In com-

pany with a Barbary Jew he is in touch with Europe.
The Academy, June 1, 1889, p. 371.

We want, with our brethren of the working class, that
which we have largely lost— the Church I fear not less
than those who are outside of it— that expressive thing
which we call toucA. New I'rineeton Rev., II. 47.

5. Pressure, or application of pressure ; impact

;

a slight stroke, tap, push, or the like : often used
figuratively.

They (the Australians! pray to the Deuill, which hath
conference with an Indian vnseeiie, from a peece of wood

;

and to hiui and all the rest manytimes by night he toucheth
the face and breast with cold touches, but they could neuer
leame what he was. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 864.

A little (oucA of their adversary gives all that boisterous
force the foil. B. Jonson, Alchemist To the Reader.

Vineyards red with the touch of October. The grapes
were gone, but the plants had a color of their own.

U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 173.

6. A slight or brief sound.— 7. The impression
conveyed to the mind by contact or pressure

;

effect on the sense of contact with something;
feel: as, an object with a slimy towc/i.—8. A jog;
a hint; a reminder; a slight experience.
The king, your master, knows their disposition very well

;

a small (oucA wOl put him in mind of them. Bacon.

I . . . related unto you y' fearfuU accldente, or rather
Judgmente.y* Lord pleased to lay on London Bridge, by fire
and therin gave you a tottch of my great loss.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 308.

0. A stroke or dash as with a pen, pencil, or
brush, literally or figuratively: as, a touch of
bright color; also, any slight added effort or
action, such as that expended on some com-
pleted work in order to give it finish.

What strained touches rhetoric can lend.
Shak., Sonnets, IxxxiL

It tutora nature ; artificial strife

Lives in these touches, livelier tlian life.

Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 38.

The old latticed windows, the stone porch, . . . the chim-
ney stacks, were rich in crayon touches, and sepia lights and
shades. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xi.

10. Figuratively, something resembling a light
stroke or touch, (o) A Unge ; a smack ; a trace : as, a
touch of irony.

No beast so fierce but knows some touch of pity.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2. 71.

An Insight Into mechanics is desirable, with a touch of
statistics. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

While the air has no touch of spring.
Bird of promise ! we hear thee sing.

Bryant, Song Sparrow.

(6) A shade ; a trifle ; a slight quantity or degree.

Madam, I have a touch of your condition,
Which cannot brook the accent of reproof.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 167.

Bell was a touch better educated than her husband.
Mrs. Gasketl, Sylvia's Lovers, Iv.

(c) A taint; a blemish; a defect; an impairment.

How great a touch and wound that manner ... Is to
his Reputation. Sir It. Winwood, Memorials, I. 448.

7'his touch In the brain of the British subject is as cer-
tainly owing to the reading newspapers as that of the
Spanish worthy above-mentioned to the reading works of
chivalry. Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

(<2) A slight attack or stroke; a twinge; a pang; a feeling:
as, a touch of rheumatism.

Give me a rose, that I may press its thorns, and prove
myself awake by the sharp touch of pain !

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, x.



touch

(«) A momentaiy manilestatlon or exhibition ; an indica-

tion ; a view ; a peep ; a glimpse.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.
Shak., T. and C, iii. 8. 175.

In the Trojan dames there are fine touches of nature with

re^ird to Cassandra.
Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Century, p. 105.

11. A trait or feature; a prominent or outstand-

ing quality or characteristic.

Neither ill touches should be left vnpunished, nor lentle-

[nelsse in teaching anie wise omitted.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 48.

But he had other touches of late Romans,
That more did speak him : Pompey's dignity.

The innocence of Cato, Ccesar's spirit,

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 1.

12t. Manner; style; bearing.

A certain touch, or air.

That sparkles a divinity beyond
An earthly beauty I

. , ^ , ^ . ,

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

13. The skill or nicety with which a performer

uses his instrument; the peculiar manner in

which an author uses his pen, an artist his

brush, or a workman his tools; characteristic

skill or method of handling by which the artist

or workman may be known; execution; manip-

ulation; finish.
Be of some good consort

;

You had a pleasant touch o' the cittern once.

If idleness have not bereft you of it.

Beau, and Fl., Captam, i. 3.

The literary toueh which it is so difficult to describe but

so easy to recognise. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 838.

14. In pianoforte- and organ-playing, a method

of depressing a digital or pedal so as to produce

a tone of a particular quality. The varieties of tone

producible on modem instruments by varying the method
of manipulation are numerous and at first sight astonish-

ing. Much of the variety and effectiveness of keyboard

technique is due to the elaborate study of this subject.

Touch is described by various qualifying words, like stac-

cato, legato, cantabUe, etc.

15t. Make; style; sort.

The canteyn sent certeyn of his meyny to my chamber
. . andtokeawey . . . j. hemeyse [harness] complete

of the touche of MlUeyn ; and J. gowne of fyn perse blewe

furryd with martens. Fasten Letters, I. 131.

My sweet wife, my dearest mother, and
My friends of noble touch. Shale., Cor., iv. 1. 49.

16. A thing, or a style of thing, involving the

expenditure of a particular sum, or obtainable

for such a sum : as, a penny touch. [Slang.]

Sept. 22. At night went to the ball at the Angel, a guinea

touch. Sir Erasmus PhiUipps' Diary (1720).

Print my preface in such form as, in the bookseller's

phrase, will make a sixpenny touch. Svnjt.

17. A musical note or strain. [Rare.]

Soft stillness and the night

Become the touches of sweet harmony.
Shak., M. of V.,v. 1.67.

18t. Attack; animadversion; censure; blame.

I never bare any touch of conscience with greater re-

gret. Eikon Basilike.

19t. Personal reference or allusion; person-

ality.

Speech of touch towards others should be sparingly

used ; for discourse ought to be as a field, without coming
home to any man. Bacon, Discourse (ed. 1887>

20. A touchstone ; that by which anything is

examined; a test, as of gold by a touchstone;

a proof ; a criterion ; an assay ; hence, the stamp
applied by the Goldsmiths' Company to a piece

of plate testifying to its fineness: as, a gilt

piece of the old touch (that is, of the stamp
formerly in use).

Fynd foure freres in a flok, that folweth that rewle

Thanne haue y tynt al my taat, touche, and assaie.

Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 537.

A day
Wherein the fortune of ten thousand men
Must bide the touch. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 10.

Your judgment, as it is the touch and trier

01 good from bad.
JUiddleton, Family of Love, Epil.

Be of happy cheer

!

For 'tis the nicest touch of human honour
When some ethereal and high-favouring donor
Presents immortal bowers to mortal sense.

Keats, Endymion, ii.

21t. Some stone of a very durable character,

suitable for preserving inscriptions or for fine

monumental work. The confusion between touch-

stone and touch, of which former word the latter seems
to be a variant, is due in part to the general inability

of men (everywhere existing until very recent times) to

distinguish one kind of stone from another, and in part

to the confusion, dating back to a very early period, be-

tween basardtes and basaltes. See touchstone.

Those other glorious notes.

Inscribed in touch or marble, or the coats

Fainted or carved upon our great men's tombs.
B. Jonson, The Forest, xii.

touchstone

relating to; with respect to: often preceded
by as.

The Sowdon sayde " as towchyng this mater,

I woUe gladly be after your avise."
(jenerydes (E. E. T. S.), L 1401.

Now, as touching things offered unto idols.

. . 1 Cor. viii. 1.

more magnets : single, (Umblc, and separate touch
touchingly (tueh'ing-li), adv. In a manner to

describe different methods.— 24. In hell-ring-
^^^^^^ or move the passions; feelingly; affect-

i«(/, a partial series of changes.— 25. Same as
j^giy

toccata. [Rare.] -A near touch, an exceedingly nar- touchingUeSS (tuch'ing-nes), w. The quality

of being touching; tenderness; pathos
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22. In ship-building, the broadest part of a

plank worked top and butt, or the middle of a

plank worked anchor-stock fashion ; also, the

angles of the stern-timbers at the counters.

—

23. In magnetism, the magnetization of a steel

bar or needle by repeated contact with one or

row miss or escape ; a close shave.

The next instant the hind
shave. It was the nearest

[CoUoq.]

to^hf^lflL""
™^'°' """

t^UCMng-St^"rtuch'ing-^sVuf):;^''"s'e7«teir.

Dickens. (Imp. Diet.) tOUchlcsS (tueh'les), a. [< touch + -less.'i

Royal touch, the touch of the king, formerly applied as Lacking the sense of touch. Hnxlcy, Critiques

a remedy to persons suffering from scrofula. See kiwj's aw\ Addresses, p. 310.
era(underem<i)iand(OT(c/ipifce.— Tokeeptouch. (a) To touch-linet (tueh'lin), n. A tangent,
be or remain in contact or sympathy, ((it) To keep faith , , ,.__„_, „„ tmirh-line
or one's appointment or engagement ; fulfil one's duty or Our old word for tangent wm «g^A-jJ^«-^

^^^^j ^
functions.

' „ .

touch, they will talk of many gay things, tOUCh-me-not (tuch me-not), n. [Equiv. toThey keep no (

they will pretend this and that, but they keep no promise.

Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

It Florence now keep touch, we shortly shall

Conclude all fear with a glad nuptial.
Shirley, Bird in a Cage, iv. 1.

True as toucht, completely true. Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 2.

touchable (tucli'a-bl), a. [< touch + -ahlc.}

Capable of being touched; tangible. Science,

VII. 271.

touchableness (tuch'arbl-nes), n. The quality

of being touchable ; tangibility.

touch-and-go (tuch'and-go'), a. and n. I, a.

1 . Of uncertain action or outcome ; that may
explode, go off, or come to a head on the least

touch or provocation ; hence, ticklish ; uncer-

tain : applied to persons, circumstances, or ac-

tions.

It was, as Eochford felt, touch and go, very delicate work
with Sir Edward. Mrs. OlipharU, Poor Gentlemaii, xli.

It was touch and go to that degree that they couldn't

come near him, they couldn't feed him, they conld scarce-

ly look at him. The Century, XXXVI. 127.

2. Hasty and superficial ; desultory.

The allusive, touch-and-go manner.
The Academy, March 3, 1888, p. 14S.

II. n. An uncertain or precarious state of

affairs as regards the happening or not hap-
pening of something.
touch-body (tuch'bod'i), n. A tactile corpus-

cle (which see, under corpuscle).

touch-boxt (tuch'boks), n. A primer.

Cocke, thy father was a fresh-water soldier, thou art not

;

Thou hast beene powdred, witnessethy flaxe & touch-box.

Ileywood, Royal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI, 13).

touch-corpuscle (tuch'k6r''''pus-l), n. A touch-

body. See corpuscle.

touch-down (tueh'doun), n. In foot-ball, the

touching of the ball to the ground by a player

behind his opponent's goal; the play by which
this is done Safety touch-down, a touch-down

made by one of the players behind his own goal when the

ball was last touched by one of his own side. It is done
for the purpose of preventing the making of a touch-down

by the other side. See/oot-ball.

toucher (tuoh'fer), ». [< touch + -O'l.] One who

the NL. specific name Noli-tangere.] 1. A
plant of the genus Impatiens, especially /. Noli-

tangere, so called because the ripe seed-vessel

explodes at the touch.

Presbytery seeming like the plant called Touch me not.

which flies in the face and breaks in the fingers of those

that presse it. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 19.

HDacies.)

2. In med., a tubercular affection, occurring
especially about the face; noli-me-tangere

;

lupus.

touch-needle (tuch'ne'dl), n. One of a series

of strips or needles of various alloys of gold,

silver, and copper of known composition, used
in testing the quality of gold by the use of the
touchstone. The color of the streak of the alloy to be
tested and its behavior with acid are compared with that

of one or more of the touch-needles. This method has
been in use from very remote ages, and is not entirely

obsolete. The Italian goldsmiths have a set, strung on a

string, of twenty-four touch-needles, which are little bars

of gold, each of a known and marked standard from one
carat up to twenty-four. See touchstone.

touch-pan (tuch'pan), n. The pan of an old-

fashioned gun, as one having a flint-and-steel

lock, into which powder was poured, communi-
cating with that in the touch-hole. See cut

under flint-lock.

touch-paper (tuch'pa'per), n. Paper steepedin
niter so that it catches fire from a spark and
burns slowly, used for firing gunpowder and
other explosives.

tOUChpiece (tuch'pes), «. A coin or medal pre-

sented by the sovereigns of England to those
whom they touched for the cure of the king's

evil. Previous to

the reign of Charles
II. an English gold
coin, the angel
(see angel, 5, and
angel-gold'), was
thus presented, but
Charles II. substi-

tutcd a medalet,
struck in gold and
also in silver, bear-

ing a general resem-
blance to the angel.

obverse. Reverse.

Gold Touchpiece, James 11, iSize of

the original)

or"that whichtouches ; specifically, a skilful Siniifar medaiets'were given as touchpieces by James II.,

o,./.l^o^ . ,.„o wlvn nlwnva hit* tlip mark by Anne, and by the "Old Pretender' and his two sons,
archer; one who alwajs nits tue mark.

,^'^^ ^.^^^ ngmU is preserved by a New York famUy as

Mammon, well follow'd 1 Cupid, bravely led

;

commemorating the alleged cure of an ancestor by the

Both touchers; equal fortune makes a dead. royal touch in 1687.
QtHirfes, Emblems, i. 10, Epig. touchstono (tuch'ston), n. l< touch + stone.]

A near toucher, a close shave. [Slang.]

It was a near toucher, though.
Sala, Baddington Peerage, 1. 188. (JIoppc.)

As near as a toucher, almost exactly; very neaily;

touch-and-go. [Slang.]

And there we arc in four minutes' time, as near as a

toucher. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 13.

touch-hole (tuch'hol), n. A small tubular open-

ing through the thickness of the barrel of a gun,

cannon, or pistol, by means of which fire is

communicated to the charge within.

Ix)ve's fire-arms here are since not worth a souse

;

We've lost the only touch-hole of our house.
Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, Epil.

touchily (tuch'i-li), adv. [< toucliu + -h/'^. Cf.

techily.i In a touchy manner; with irritation;

peevishly.

touchiness (tuch'i-nes), n. [< touchy + -ness.

Cf. techiness.'] The character of being touchy
;

peevishness; irritability; irascibility.

touching (tuch'ing), IJ. a. [Ppr. of touch, !).]

Affecting; moving; pathetic,

touching (tuch'ing), n. [Verbal n. of touch, v.]

The act of one who touches, in any sense.—
Touching of St. Thomas. Same as Low Sunday (which
see, under low-).

touching (tuch'ing), prep. [< ME. touchyng,

toicchyng; prop. ppr. of touch, v., used ellipti-

cally (after F. touchant similarly used) as a

quasi-prep., like coMcerninjr, etc.] Concerning;

1. A very fine-gi'ained dark-colored variety of

schist or'jasper, used for trj-ing the quality of

alloys of the precious metals. The alloy is rubbed

on the stone, and the color of the streak is compared with

that of various alloys of known composition prepared for

that purpose and called touch-needles. It was formerly

extensively used for ascertaining the fineness of gold, but

the facility and rapidity with which exact assays are now
made have rendered the touchstone a matter of much less

importance. It was the " Lydian stone " of the ancients,

under which name (AvSia Aido?) it is mentioned and its use

described by Bacchylides(about4.T0B.c,), while Theophras-

tus calls it both the Lydian and the Heraclean stone (AiOo?

'Hpa<cAeia). Ba(rai'(T»)?, ^aoayiTT^^ Aiflo«, and ^d<ravoi were
names given to it by various Greek authors. It was the

coticvla of Pliny, whose basaniles was a dark-colored, very

compact igneous rock, probably a vaiiety of basalt, basaltes

and basanitcs having at a very early period become inex-

tricably confused with each other in meaning. By some
these words are believed to have been originally different

;

by others it is thought that basaltes was a corruption of

basanites.

All is not golde that hath a glistering hiew.

But what the touchstone tries & findeth true.

Times' Whistle (E, E. T. S.X p. 136.

The present Touchstone is a black Jasper of a some-
what coarse grain, and the best pieces come from India.

King, Nat. Hist, of Gems and Decorative Stones, p. 163.

2. Any test or criterion by which the qualities

of a thing are tried: as, money, the touchstone

of common honesty,

Al tongues bear with sum slippes that can not abyde
the tuich stone of true orthographic.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.



touchstone

Compare my worth with others' base desert,

Let virtue be the touchstone ol my love.

Drayton, Idea, Ij.

touchwood (tuch'wud), n. [Appar. < touch +
iroorfl; ef. touch-paper. According to Skeat,au
altered form, simulating touch, of tache-wood, <

tache'^ + troorfl.] The soft white or yellowish
substance into which wood is converted by the
action of certain fungi : so called from its prop-
erty of burning for many hours, when once ig-

nited, like tinder, when the mycelium is in great
abundance, it is sometimes observed to be luminous. The
name touchwood is also applied to the fundus Poiyporug
iffniariwf. See tpunk, 1, anutdou, Poiyporug.

touchy (tueh'i), fl. [A later form of tachij,

techy, tetchy, simulating toucU + -yl. See techy.

In def. 2 directly < touch + -^1.] 1. Apt to

take offense on slight provocation; irritable;

irascible; peevish; testy; tetchy.

Col. If I durst flght, your tongue would lie at quiet.
Mel. V are louchic without all cause.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iii.

Take heed, my wit of the world ! this is no age for

wasps ; 'tis a dangerous touchy age, and will not endure
the stinging. JiandUph, Hey for Honesty, Int.

You tell roe that you apprehend
My verse may touchy folks olfend.

(jtay, Fables, iv.

2. In decorative art, made up of small points,

broken lines, or touches, and not drawn in a
firm unbroken line, as the outline of any pat-
tern. [Colloq.]

touffont, »• See typhoon.

tough (tuf), a. anil n. [Formerly spelled also

tuff; < ME. tough, towgh, tou, tog, < AS. tOh =
MD. taey, T>. taai = ML6. td, taie, tege, teie, LG.
taa, tae, taag, tage = OHG. zOhi, MHG. ziehe,

G. zdhe, zah, G. dial. :ach, tough. For the
noun use, cf. equiv. rough^, associated with
rough^, a., but prob. a sophisticated form of

ruff for ruffian.'] I. a. 1. Having the property
of flexibility without brittleness; yielding to a
bending force without breaking; also, hard to

cut or sever, as with a cutting-instrument : as,

tough meat.
Of bodies, some are fragile, and some are tough and not

fragile. £<u»n, Nat. HUt, f 841.

Uei me a cudgel, sirrah, and a touyh one.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, T. S.

And after this manner you may also keep gentlea all

winter, which is a good bait then, and much the better
for lieing lively and tvfe.

1. Wallon, Complete Angler (1653), xii.

A gooee of moat promising flgnre, but which, at table,

proved so invetenUely tough that the carving-knife would
make no impression on its carcaaa.

HatMome, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 2a

2. Firm; strong; able to endure hardship, hard
work, or ill usage ; hardy ; not easily broken or
impaired.

The hauberkesoffouv/A maylo that the speres splyndred
in peces. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Ui. 485.

He 's well enough ; he haa a travell'd l>ody.

And, though he be old, he 's tMjuijh and will entlure well.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. L

3. Not easily separated ; tenacious; stiff; ropy;
viscous : as, a tough clay ; tough phlegm.
A cart that is overladen, going up a hill, draweth the

horses back, and in a tnwjh mire niaketh tilem stand still.

Tynttale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (I'arker .Soc. , I850X p. 211.

4. Not easily influenced; unyielding; stubborn;
hardened ; incorrigible.

CaUous and tmtgh.
The reprobated race grows judgment- proof.

Cowper, Table-Talk, I. 458.

I found .Mr. Macready ,

headed .Scotchman.
. • tough, sagacious, long-

Seott, Bob Roy, xiv.

5. Hard to manage or accomplish; difficult;

trying; requiring great or continued effort,

[(^olloq. ]

She |the town of Breda] has yielded uptheflhost to Spi-
nola's Hands, after a lou^A Siege of thirteen Months, and a
Circumvallation of near upon twenty Miles Compass.

aouvU, Letters, I. It. 15.

"My Lord," said the King, "here's arather tou^A job."
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, if. 8P.

6. Severe; violent: as, a tough rebuke or ti-

rade; a lough storm. [Colloq.]—uUd and tough,
a phrase applied in some localities to Bne brick clay which'
has been mellowefl or ripened by exposure. When fresli
the clay is said to be thort and rough.- To make It
toughl, to take pains ; also, to make a diftlculty about a
thing : treat it as of great importance. Tough pltcll.
See piAing, 2, and toughening.

II. n. A rough; a bully; an incorrigibly
vicious fellow; a bad character. [Collon.,
U. S.]

And then the whole appearance of the yotmg tmtgh
changed, and the terror and horror that hail showed on
his face turned to one of low sharpness and evil cunning.

Seritnter'i Mag., Vlll. 602.

tOUghbark (tuf'bSrk), v. See I'imelea.
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tough-cake (tuf'kak), «. Refined copper, or

copper brought to what is called by the English
smelters tough pitch, cast into ingots or cakes.

See toughening and cake-copper.

toughen (tuf'n), c. [< tough + -e)|l.] I. in-

tra us. To grow tough or tougher.

Hops off the kiln lay three weeks to cold, give, and
toughen, else they will break to powder.

Mortiimr, Husbandry.

II. /)•(/ U.S. To make tough or tougher Tough-
ened glass. See glass.

toughening (tuf'ning), n. [Verbal n. of tough-

en . J The final process in the metallurgic treat-

ment of copper ores, by which the last traces of
foreign metals are removed as far as possible,

and the copper brought to what is called in

England tough pitch. See poling, 2.

toughhead (tuf'hed), «. The hardhead, a duck.
[Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.]

toughly (tuf'li), adv. In a tough manner.
toughness (tuf'nes), «. [Early mod. E. also

tuffne.s.'i : < tough + -ncss. ] The property or
character of being tough, in any sense.

stock flsh is a dish.
If it be well drest, for the tufnegs' sake,
We'll make the proud'st of 'em long and leap for 't.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune (ed. 1679), T.

toughtt, ". A Middle English form of tight^,

taut.

Toulouse goose. See goose.

tount. n. An old spelling of town.

toup (top), «. [Malay.] A three-masted Malay
lugger, from 50 to 60 feet long, and from 10 to

12 feet wide and about as deep. It sails well,

and carries a large cargo.

toupee (to-pe'), «. [< F. toupet, dim. of OF.
loupe, a tuft of hair: see toiA.} A curl or arti-

ficial lock of hair, especially on the top of the
head or as a sort of crowning feature of a peri-

wig ; a periwig having such a top-knot ; hence,
an artificial patch of hair worn to cover a bald
spot or other defect.

Remember bow often you have been stripped, and
kicked out of doors, your wages all taken up beforehand,
and spent in translated red-heeled shoes, second-hand
toupees, and repaired laced rufBea.

3u\fl, Advice to Servants (Footman).

The coiflares were equally diversified, consisting of tye-

topa, crape coahions, touptts, sustained and enriched with

I
bnM and gOt d«ap*> (et^hen, and flowera.

^ 6ffCi ^E(yu ^«l/ /> ^ 7) ^- "'"^'*' Margaret, i. 10.

toupet (tS-pa'), nr-f<rT. toupet, a tuft of hair:
see toupee.] 1. Same as toupee.— 2. The crested
or tufted titmouse, I'arus or Lophophancs bi-

color: more fully called toupet tit. (See cut
under titmouse.) The term is an old book-
name, never in general use. T. I'cnnant.

tour^ti »• A Middle English form of tower.

tour''^ (tor), H. [Formerly also tovscr, tow'r; < F.
tour, a turn. Journey, tour: see turn, n.j If. A
turn; a revolution.

To aolve the to»'rt by heavenly bodies made.
.Sir R. Biaekmore, Creation, U.

2. A turn, course, or shift, as of duty or work

:

originally n military use.

Oonaalvo de Cordova retalneil all his usual equanimity,
. . . took his turn in the huml>iest tour of duty with the
meaueat of them. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

The machine-tenders, of whom there are two to each
Fourdrinier, work Id tours or shifts twelve hours each.

Uarper-t Mag., L.XJCV. 129.

3. A tara round some place; a going round
from place to place; a continued ramble or ex-
cursion; a short journey: as, a wedding tour.

I must take a tour among the shops.
Vanbrugh, Confederacy, it 1.

Those who would make a curious journey, . . . might
make a tour which I believe has not been done by any trav-
ellers, and that is to go along the ea8t4.Tn coast to Tarento.

Poeocke, Description of the East, 11. 11. 207, note.

In a subsequent tour of observation, I encountered an-
other of these relics of a " foregone world " locked up in
the heart of the city. Irdng, Skctch-Book, p. 2!tl.

Bacon, however, made a tour through several provinces,
and appears to have passed some time at Poitiers,

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

4t. A turn, drive, or carriage promenade in a
park or other place of fashionable resort for
driving.

The sweetness of the Park is at Eleven, when the Beau-
Monde make their Tour there.

Mrs. Centlirre, The Basset Tabic, i. 1.

Lucinda tells Sir Toby Doubtful : "You'll at least keep
Six Horses. SirToby, for I wou'd not make a Tottr in HIkIi
Park with less for the World ; for me thinks a pair looks
like a Hackney."

J. Athlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 173.

6t. A fashionable drive, or resort for di'iving,

as that in Hyde Park, London.

tourmalin-granite

Took up my wife and Deb., tod to the Park, where, be-
ing in a hackney, and they undressed, was ashamed to go
into the tour. Pepys, Diary, March 31, 1668.

6t. Turn; cast; drift. [Rare.]

The whole tour of the passage is this : a man given to
superstition can have no security, day or night, waking
or sleeping. BenOey, Free-thinking, § 18.

Knight's tour. See knight.—tbe grand tour, a jour-
ney through France and Switzerland to Italy, etc., for-
merly considered essential for British young men of good
family, as the finishing part of their education. = Syn. 3.
Trip, Excursion, etc. See journey.

tour^ (tor), V. [< totir'^, n.] I. intrans. If. To
turn.

Each hundred you take here is as good as two or three
hundred in New found Land ; so that halfe the labour in
hooking, splitting, and touring is saued.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 188.

2. To make a tour; travel about.

He was touring about as usual, for he was as restless as
a hyena. De Quincey, Murder as One of the Fine Arts.

It is like saying that a New Zealander touring in the
British Isles sees that we are an aboriginal population.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 517.

II. trans. To make a tour or circuit of: as,

to tour an island. [Rare.]
Touraco (to'ra-ko), H. [NL. (Lac6p&de, 1801).]
Same as Turacus.

touracou, tourakoo (to'ra-ko), n. Same as
turakoo.

tourbillion (tor-bil'yon), n. [< F. tourbillon, a
whirlwind, < L. turbo (tnrbin-), whirlwind: see
turbine.] An ornamental firework which turns
round when in the air so as to present the ap-
pearance of a scroll or a spiral column of fire.

tour de force (tor d6 fors). [F. : tour, turn,
act, feat; de, of; force, force, power.] A feat
of strength, power, or skill.

The execution of the best artists is always a splendid
tour-de-force, and much that in painting is supposed to be
dependent on material is indeed only a lovely and quite
inimital)le legerdemain. Jiuskin, Lectures on Art, § 13.

tour de ma!tre (tor d6 ma'tr). [F.: tour, turn,
act, feat; de, of; maitre, master.] In surg., a
method of introducing a catheter into the male
bladder, formerly in vogue, but now generally
abandoned as dangerous.

tourelle (tij-rel'), n. [F., dim. of tour, tower:
see tower^, turret.] In archseol., a turret.

tourettef (t§-ret'), n. Same as toret.

tourism (tor'izm), w. [< foM)'2 + -ism.] Trav-
eling for pleasure. [Rare.]

There never have been such things as tours in Crete,
which are mere tourvnn and nothing else.

Lord Strangford, Letters and Papers, p. 98. {Davies.)

tourist (tor'ist), «. [< F. touristc; as tour^ +
-i.st.] One who makes a tour; one who makes
a jouniey tor pleasure, stopping at a number
of places for the purpose of seeing the sights,
scenerv, etc.

touristic (tij-ris'tik), a. [< tourist + -ic] Of
or pertaining to tourists. [Rare.]

Curiously enough, there is no such thing as a record of
touristic journeying in Crete.

Lord Strang/ord, Letters and Papers, p. 98. (Dacies.)

tourmalin, tourmaline (tor'ma-lin), n. [Also
turmulin, turnialine; < F. tourmaline = Sp. tur-
malina = It. turmalina, tormalina (NL. turmali-
iirt, turmalinus) ; said to be < tournamal, a name
given to this stone in Ceylon.] A mineral, crys-
tallizing in the rhombohedral system, often in
the form of a three-, six-, or nine-sided prism
terminated by three faces of an obtuse rhombo-
liedron. it often exhibits hemimorphism, the oppo-
site extremities of a prismatic crystal showing an unlike
development of planes. Its fracture is uneven or con-
choidal ; its hardness is a little greater than that of quartz.
In composition tourmalin consists principally of a boro-
siiicate of aluminium and magnesium, but contains fre-
quently iion, lithium, and otiier elements. Some varie-
ties are transpnrent, some translucent, someopaque. Some
are colorless, and others green, brown, red, blue, and black,
the last being the most common. Not infrequently the
color varies in different parts of the crystal : thus, there
may be a green exterior part about a red nucleus, or a
crystal may be red at one end and green at the other, etc.

Achroite is a colorless variety from Elba ; rni)ellite is a
pink or red variety containing litliium ; indicolite is a blue
or bluish-black variety ; aphrizite is a black variety from
Norway. Common black tourmalin is often called schorl.
The transparent red, Kreen, blue, and yellow varieties are
used in jewelry: here Ijelong the Brazilian sapphire, tlie

Brazilian emerahi, etc. Tourmalin occurs most common-
ly in granite, gneiss, and mica-schist. It is found in Eng-
land, .Scotland, .Sweden, America, Spain, Siberia, and else-

where. Sections cut from prisms of tourmalin are much
used in polarizing apparatus. (See polarigcnjte.) It ex-
hibits marked pyru-eleetric phenomena, which are con-
nected with its iicmiinnrphic crystalline structure. See
pyro-electrieily. - Tourmalin plates. Same as tmenna-
lintongg. i^ee polarigcii]}e.— Tourmalin tongS. .See po-
lariscojie.

tourmalin-granite (tor'mii-lin-gran"it), ». A
variety of granite containing, in addition to the
other usual ingredients, tourmalin, and more



tourmalin-granite

generally black tourmalin or schorl. Such graii-

itea are very common in various tin-producing districts,

and especially in Cornwall, See schorl and 8ehorlaceou£.

toumt, ''• An obsolete form of turn.

tournt (torn), n. [An obsolete form of turn.']

1. In Eng. law, the turn or circuit formerly
made by a sheriff twice every year for the pur-
pose of holding in each hundred the great eourt-
leet of the county. The tourn long ago fell into
disuse.

Misbelief and apostasy were indeed subjects of inquest
at the sheriff's tourn, and the punishment of "mescreauntz
apertement atteyntz " was burning.

Stubbi, Const. Hist., § 404.

2. A spinning-wheel. HalUweU.
tournament (tor'- or ter'na-ment), n. [For-
merly also turnamcnt ; < ME. turnenient, touriie-

ment, tornement, < OP. * tourneiemcnt, tournoyc-

ment, tornoicment (It. torneamento, ML. tornsa-

mentum, tornamentttm), a tournament, < *tour-

neier, toMnioier, just, tilt, tourney : see tourney,

V.I 1. A tourney. Qeo tourney oaAjusf^.

After mete was the quyntayne reysed, and tlier at bourd-
ed the yonge bachelers ; and after they be-gonne a turne-

menu, and departed hem in two partyes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 133.

In Tilts and TumamenU the Valiant strove
By glorious Deeds to purchase Emma's Love.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

TournumenUt and jousts differed from one another prin-

cipally in the circumstance that in the first several combat-
ants on each side were engaged at once, and in the second
the contention was between two combatants only. The
former consisted of the mutual charges of equal troops of

cavalry, while the latter consisted of a duel on horsebaclc.

Encyc. Brit, XXIII. 489.

2. In later times, a contest of skill in which
men on horseback riding at full speed strove

to carry off on their spears a certain number
of rings hung just over their heads.— 3. En-
counter; shock of battle. [Rare.]

With cruel tournament the squadrons join

;

Where cattle pastured late, now scatter'd lies

With carcasses and arms the ensanguin'd field.

Milton, P. L., xL ^2.

4. Any contest of skill in which a number of

persons take part: as, a chess tournament.

toumasin (tor'na-sin), n. In pottcry-manuf.

,

a knife used for the removal of superfluous
slip from baked ware which has been orna-
mented by the blowing-pot. E. H. Knight.

toumay (tor'na), n. [So called from Tournai,
Tourmiy, a town in Belgium.] A printed worst-
ed material for furniture-upholstery.

tourn6 (tor-na'), a. [F., pp. of iourner, turn:
see turn.'i In her., same as regardant.

Toumefortia (tor-ne-f6r'ti-a), n. [NL. (Lin-
nseus, 1737), named after Joseph Pitton de
Tournefort (1656-1708), a French botanist.] A
genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order Bo-
raginaceas and tribe Heliotropieee. It is distin-

guished from the related genus ffeliotropiuTn by its fruit,

a small fleshy or rarely corlty four-celled drupe containing
either two or four nutlets. There are nearly 100 species,

widely scattered through warm regions of the world. They
are trees or shrubs, sometimes with sarmentose or twining
stems, alternate entire leaves, and terminal cymes of very
numerous small flowers. AboutlSspeciesoccurin the West
Indies, of which T. laurifolia is Icnown as block lancewood,
and T. volubilis as basket-withe or white hoop-withe. T. heti-

otropoides is the summer or false heliotrope of greenhouse
cultivation, valued for its pale-lilac flowers. Three spe-
cies with white flowers occur in Florida or Texas. T. ar-
gentea is sometimes cultivated under the name of East
Indian velvetleaf,

Tournefortian (t6r-ne-f6r'ti-an), o. [< Tourne-
fort + -j«n.] Of or relating to Joseph Pitton
de Tournefort (1656-1708), a French botanist,
author of a system of botanical nomenclature
and classification.

tourneryt, ». An obsolete form of turnery.

toumesol, n. Same as turnsol.

tournett, ». An error for tourette (mod. turret).

Horn, of ike Rose, 1. 4164 (16th cent, editions).

tournette (tor-net'), n. [P., dim. of tour (OF.
toMrra), a lathe, wheel: see turn.'] A revolving
tablet, smaller than a potters'wheel, uponwhich
a vase or other round object is placed in paint-
ing horizontal bands and the like.

tourney (tor'- or tfer'ni), V. i. [Formerly also
turney; < ME. tourneyen, turneyen, toumayen,
tornaien, < OP. tourneier, torneier, tournoier,
tournoyer, just, tilt, tourney, turn or wheel
about, < tourner, turn: see turn. Hence tour-
ney, n., tournament.'] To join in a just or tilt,

or mock fight of any sort.

Whan Segramor herde this he lepte vp, and seide that
recreaunt and shamed be he that will not tumeyn.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 484.

An elfln borne of noble state,

Well could he tourney, and in lists debate.
Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 6.

Armor and Adornments of a Knij^ht equipped
- - :'s"Dict.for the Tourney. (From Viollet-le-Duc'

du Mobilier fran^ais.")

Also tour-
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tourney (tor'- or t^r'nl), n. [Formerly also tur-

ney; < ME. tourney, turney, < OF. tournei, tour-

ney, tornei,

tornoi, < tour-

neier, tournoi-

er, just, tilt,

tourney : see
tourney, «;.]

A contest of
armed men
with swords,
blunted wea-
pons,macesof
wood, and the
like (but not
including the
tilt or just);

more general-
ly, the con-
test of a num-
ber of cham-
pions on each
side, as distin-

guished from
single com-
bat; the whole
series of mili-

tary exercises
or sports held at one place and time.
nament.
And also Tourneys and exercyse of Armys fyrat founde

[in Candia] on horsebalie.
Tarkiwjton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 19.

In these jousts and tourneys, described with sufficient

prolixity but in a truly heart-stirring tone by the chroni-
clers of the day, we may discern the last gleams of the
light of chivalry. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11.

tourney-helm (tor 'ni- helm), «. A helmet
used in the tourneys of the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, and peculiar in having the
face-opening very large, and guarded only by
light iron bars with wide spaces between them.
In this respect it is the reverse of the tilting-

helmet.
toumingt, tourne3^get, a. Middle English
forms of turning.

tOUrnic[Uet (tor'ni-ket), «. [Also torniqtiet; <

P. tourniquet, a turnstile, sash-pulley, tourni-

quet in surgery, < towrner, turn : see turn.] If.

A turnstile.

Seelc some winding alley with a tourniquet at the end
of it, where chariot never rolled.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 49.

2. An instrument for arresting the passage of

blood through an artery by means of compres-
sion effected with a screw. It is used to control
hemorrhage temporarily, as in surgical operations on a
limb, or to checlc the force of the blootl-current in cases
of aneurismal or other vascular tumors.— Hydraulic
tourniquet. Same as Barker's mill (which see, under
miin).

tournois (tor-nwo'), a. [P., of Tours, < Tours, a
city of France. Ct. turney'^.] Of Tours : an epi-

thet used only in Uvre tournois, an old French
money of account, worth 20 sous, or about 91rf.

sterling, or 19 United States cents— the vahie
of the livre parisis being 25 sous.

toumure (tor-niir'), n. [< F. tournurc, < tour-

«er,turn: see turn.] 1. Turn; contour; figure;

A pretty little bonnet and head were popped out of the
window of the carriage in distress ; its toumure, and that
of the shoulders that also appeared for a moment, was
captivating. J. S. Le Fanu, Dragon Volant, i.

2. A pad or more elastic structure worn tied

round the waist by women, in order to give the
hips an agreeably rounded outline ; hence, the

whole back drapery of a gown; sometimes, in-

correctly, a bustle.

touse (touz), V. ; pret. and pp. toused, ppr. tous-

ing. [Formerly also touze, towse; < ME. *touscn,

*tusen (in comp. t-otusen) = OHG. *zusen (in

eomp. OH6. MHG. er-zusen, also OHG. zir-

zuson = ME. totusen), MHG. 'zusen, G. zausen,

pull (cf. MHG. zHsach, bushes, briers). Con-
nection with the equiv. tease, tose, is doubtful.

Hence tousle.] I. trans. 1. To tear or pull

apart; rend.
We'll touse you

Joint by joint, but we will linow his purpose.
SAo*:.,M. forM.,v. 1. 313.

2. To tease; comb.
Welcome. Welchman ! Here, nurse, open him and have

him to ttie fire, for God's sake ; they have tmuxd him, and
washed him thoroughly, and that be good. Peele, Edw. I.

3. To harass; worry; plague.

As a Beare whom angry curres have tmud.
Speiuer, F. Q., II. xi. 33.

4. To pull about; handle roughly or carelessly

;

hence, to rumple; dishevel; tousle.

tonze

Like Bwlne, ti^itse pearl without respect.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, L

I would be Umsing
Their fair madonas.

Massinger, L'uice of Milan, iii. 1.

Belinda. Am I not horribly tmt^d?
Araminta. Your Head s a little out of order.

Conffreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 8.

II. in trans. To bustle; exert one's self vigor-

ously; struggle.

In feats of arms and life's dread desperation
I touse to gain me fame and reputation.

Ford, Honour I'riumphant, ii.

Sundry times she hath risen out of her bed, unlocliol

all the doors, gone from chamber to chamber, toused
among her linen, . . . and when he hath waited and
missed her ... he hath found her fa«t asleep.

Vekker aiul Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 1.

[Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]

touse (touz), »i. l<.
touse, V .] A pull; a haul; a

seizure; a disturbance. [Prov. Eng.]
touser (tou'zer), n. [Also towser (in Totrscr. a
common name for a dog), towzer; < touse + -erl .]

One who or that which touses. [Prov. Eng.]
tousle (tou'zl), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. tousled, ppr.

tousling. [Also touzle, dial, toozle (also tussle,

q. v.); = LG. tuseln = G. zauseln, pull, touse;
freq. of touse.] 1 . To piill about roughly; plague
or tease good-naturedly by pulling about: as,

to toas^e the girls. [8eot<;h.]— 2. To put into

disorder, as by pulling about roughly ; dishevel

;

rumple : as, to tousle one's hair. [CoUoq.]

Come, Jane, give me my wig ; you slut, how yon have
tousled the curls

!

Foote, Mayor of Garratt, L 1.

A very heavy mat of sandy hair, in a decidedly tousled

condition. H. B. Stmee, Uncle Tom's Cabin, ix.

tous-les-mois (to-la-mwo'), n. [P.: <ok«, pi. of

tout{<, L. totus), all; les, pi. of le, the; mois, pi.

of mois (< L. mensis), month.] A farinaceous
food obtained from the tubers of Canna edutis.

See achira,

tousy (tou'zi), a. [< touse + -;/!.] Rough;
shaggy; unkempt; tousled; disheveled: as, a
tousy head ; a tousy dog. [Colloq.]

A towzCe tylce, black, grim, and large.
Bums, Tam o' .Shanter.

toutl (tout), V. i. [A dial, form, in particular
uses, of toot^.] 1. To look about; spy; specifi-

cally, in modern racing slang, to spy out the
movements of race-horses at training.— 2. To
look about for customers ; solicit custom, em-
ployment, or the like.

" It suits my purpose to become the principal medical
man in this neighijorhood " " And I am to tout for

introductions for you ?
"

Eingsley, Two Years Ago, x.

3. To follow. HalUweU. [Prov. Eng.]
toutl (tout), n. [< toM<l, ».] 1. Same as toutir.

I did not gain the hotel without some encounters with
beggars, touts, guides, and proprietors of carriages and
asses, who sought to engage me immediately ... to go
to Ischia. W. H. Russell, Memories of Ischia.

2. In horse-racing, a person who clandestinely
watches the trials of race-horses at their train-

ing quarters and for a fee gives information
for betting purposes.

A species of racing tout enters the cottage of a female
trainer. Atherueum, No. 3067, p. 187.

3. In the game of solo, a play when one person
takes or proposes to take all the tricks.

Also touter.

tout^t, n. [< ME. toutc; cf. tout^, toofl, v., in

sense • project.'] The buttocks ; the backside

;

the fundament. Chaucer.

tout* (tout), V. i. [Appar. a particular Sc. use
of toH/l, <oo<l, in lit. sense 'project': see too(l.]

To pout ; be seized with a sudden fit of ill

humor. [Scotch.]

tout* (tout), «. [< /oH(3, r.] 1. A pet; a huff;

a fit of ill humor. [Scotch.]— 2. A fit or slight

attack of illness. [Scotch.]

tout ensemble (tot on-son'bl). [P. : tout, < L.
totus, all ; ensemble, the whole : see ensemble, n.]

See ensemble.

touter (tou'tfer), M. [< tout^ + -erl.] One who
goes about soliciting custom, as for an inn, a
public conveyance, or a shop.

If you have not been at Tunbridge, you may neverthe-

less have heard that here are a parcel of fellows, mean
traders, whom they call touters. and tlieir business touting

- riding out miles to meet coaches and company coming
hither, to beg their custom while here.

S. Richardson, Correspondence, III. 316.

toutht, V. An old spelling of tooth. Gosson.

School of Abuse, p. 9.

toutie (tou'ti), a. [< touts -f -ie.] Liable to

take touts ; haughty ; irascible ; bad-tempered.
[Scotch.]

touzet, V. See touge.
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tonzle

touzlet, I'. '. See tousle.

tow^ (to), r. t. [Early mod.E. also sometimes
to<jli ; < ME. toireU; to^eit, < AS. as if "togian

(= OFries. toga = MD. togheii = MLG. togen
= OHG. zogoti, MH6. zogen = leel. toga), draw,
pull, tow, a secondary form of icon (pret. teah,

pp. togen), E. obs. tee, draw: see tee^. Cf. toic-,

tug, tuck^. from the same ult. source.] 1. To
pull; draw; haul; especially, to dragthrough the
water by means of a rope or chain : as, to tow

n .small boat astern ; to tow a vessel into har-
l>or. The towing of boats on canals is generally perfonned
f>y horsea or mules ; on other waters, by steamboats spe-
' i;»lly constructetl for the purpose, and known as toiclxHits

>r tuf/boat*, or simply as tuffx.

Thanks. Kingly Captain ; daign vs then (we pray)
.Som skilfull I'ylot thi-ough this Fvriovs Bay;
Or, in this Chanell, sith we are to learn,
Vouchsafe to togh vs at your Royall Stern.

SylvetUr, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, U., The Furies.

Whilst we tote up a tyde.
Which shall ronne sweating Ity your barges side.

Dekktr, Londons Tempe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 120).

2. To dredge with a towing-net. See towing^,
H., 2.

tow^ (to), fi. f< fojci, r.] 1. The act of tow-
ing, or the state of being towed : generally with
in ; as, to take a disabled vessel in totr.

Nor like poor Psyche whom she drags in tow.

Tmnymn, Princess, iii.

2. A vessel or number of vessels that are be-
ing towed.

tow2(t6; Sc. pron.tou), H. [< ME. *toir, "to^, <
AS.*f<//(, in tohline, a tow-line (= LG. tau = leel.

'"'/, taug, a rope), < tedn (pp. togen), draw: see
'i,andcf. <i>i, n., and <oir», 17.] A rope. [Ob-
-i)lete or Scotch.]

The sails were o' the light green silk.

The torn o' taflety.

The Lou o/ Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 107).

If a word of your mouth could bang the halll Porteoos
mob at the tail uf ae tmc.

Seotl, Heart of Mid-Uithlan, zxitIL

tow3 (to ; Sc. pron. ton), n. [< ME. toic, towe,< AS.
I'lic (in corap. toiclic, of spinning (toir/ic iceore,

inning-work), toa-hm, spinning-house), =
-\ll>. toun, tow (cf. touwe, the instrument of a
weaver), = LG. ton, tome, implements, = Icel.
to. a tuft of wool for spinning, = Dan. t<ire, fiber,

= Goth, taui (tojin), work, a thing made; from
the root of taw^, prepare, work : see tau^, and
cf. tool^.l 1. The coarse and broken part of
flax or hemp separated from the finer part by
the hatchel or swingle.

Their temper is ]nst like 'a pickle tou> brought near a
candle. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, IL

2. In heckling, a quantity of hemp fibers suf-
ficient for spinning a yam 160 fathoms long.
Tliese libers are passed twice through the heckle, and
re then tied up Into a bundle, which weighs alwnt 3)

I'uunds.— Oronild tOV, in Tope-malnnff. the loose hemp
from the sidei of the hatcheis and spinners.— Bcutch-
Ing-tOW. See seutcA, 2.—Tap of tow. See tap*.

tOW^, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of tough.
towage (to^aj)) »• [= F. touage; as foirl +

"f/' . J 1 . The act of towing.— 2. A charge for
towing—Towage serrlce. In law, aid rendered in the
[impulsion of vessels, irrespective of any circumstance of
I" ril ; the employment uf one Teasel to expedite the Toy-
Li' of another vessel when nothing more is required than
1h- acceleration of her pra«;reH. When uied in contra-
liitiiR'tion to nlMge $erviee, it is confined to Teasels not
in distres.*!.

towaillef, ". A Middle English form of lowen.
toward (to'iird), prep. [< ME. toward, to ward;
< /". adr., + -ward. The AS. toweard is always
ail adj. ; but toweardex appears as a prep. : see
towards.] 1. In the direction of.

Ttmvrd the Northe is a fulle faire Chirche of Seynte
Anne. MandevOU, Travels, p. 88.

He set his face Umard the wilderneaa. Num. xxlv. 1.

2. To; on the way to; aiming or intending to
rfiii'li, be, become, do, or the like : referring
to destination, goal, end in view, aim, purpose,
or design.

Bl that bit was heij non me gon a^eyn hem brlnge
A ded monnes bodf vppon a here to-vard buryinge.

Holy Rood (Tl.. E. T. S.), p. 4.'..

Is she not toward marriage?
MiddUUm, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

3. With respect to ; as regards; in relation to;
concerning; respecting; regarding: expressing
relation or reference.

His eye shall be evil Uneard his brother.
Dent zzviiL Si.

Then their anger wai abated toward him.
Judges TiiL S.

I will be thy adTeraary tmeard Anne Page.
Shak., M. W. of W., li. S. 99.

These and many other were his Touncels toward a cIvH
Warr. MUlon. Eikonoklastes, x.
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Lincoln's attitude toward slavery was that of the hu-

mane and conscientious men throughout the North who
were not Abolitionists. G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, I. 237.

4. For; for the purpose of completing, pro-
moting, fostering, defraying, relieving, or the
like; as a help or contribution to.

Giue the pore of thy good

;

Part thou therof toward their want,
Giue them reliefs andfo{o}d.

Babees Book (i;. E. T. S.), p. 100.

Toicard the education of your daughters
I here bestow a simple instrument.

Shak., T. of the S., iL 1. 99.

5. Near; nearly; about; close upon: as, to-

ward three o'clock.

I am toward nine years older since I left you.
Swtfl. (Imp. Diet.)

[Toward was formerly sometimes divided, and the object
inserted between.

No good woorke is ought worth to heauentnird without
faith.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 25.

And such trust have we through Christ to God-irard.
2 Cor. ilL 4.

Whose streams run forth there to the salt sea-side.

Here back return, and to their springward go.

Fair/ax.]

To t>e toward onet, to be on one's side or of his company.

Herwl and they that icere toward him.
Bp. Andrews, Sermons. V. vi.

To have toward onet. See hane.— To look toward.
Seefootl.

toward (to'ard), a. [< ME. toward, < AS. to-

weard, adj., future, to come, coming to or
toward one, < to, to, + -weard, becoming, E.
-ward.] If. Coming; coming near; approach-
ing; near; future; also, at hand; present.

Ffor ye hane a werke lowarde, and that right grete,
where-as ye shall haue grete peyne and traueyle, an 1 shall
telle yow what. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it S15.

Envying my toinird good. Spcmer, F. Q., II. iv. 22.

Vouchsafe, my toward kinsman, gracious madam.
The favourof your hand. B. Jotuon, Staple of News, iL

Young Faith Snowe was toward to keep the old men's
cupe allow. B. D. Blaekmore, Lama Doone, xlv.

2. Yielding; pliant; hence, docile; ready to

do or to learn; apt; not froward.
Ooode sir, be toward this tyme.

And tarie noght my trace.

For I haue tythandis to telle. York Playt, p. 226.

Tis a good hearing when children are toward.
Shak., T. of the S., T. 2. 182.

3t. Promising; likely; forward.
Why, that it spoken like a toward prince.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, il. 2. 66.

He was reputed in Norfolk, where he practised phytic,
a proper toininf man, and as skilful a physician, for his
age, aa ever came there. O. Harvey, Four Letters.

towardllness (to'Srd-li-nes), «. The character
of being toward ; readiness to do or learn ; apt-
ness; docility.

The beauty and towardlinfts of these children moved
her brethren to envy. Baleijih, Hist. World.

towardly (to'ard-li), a. [< toward, a., + -?i/i.]

1. Keauy to Jo or learn; apt; docile; tracta-
ble ; compliant with duty.

The towardly likelle-hood of this sprlngall to do you
honest serulce. Florio, It. Diet. (158gX £p. Ded., p. [4).

I am like to have a towardly scholar of you.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

2t. Forward; promising; precocious; early as
regards season or state of advancement.

Easterly winde* blaateth tmeardly blossoms.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 461.

He "t towardly, and will come on apace.
Dryden, ProL to Wild Gallant

towardness (to'ard-ncs), n. [< toward, a., +
-ne»».] The character of being toward; do-
cility; towardliness.

There appeared in me som small shew of towardnet and
diligence. Axham, The Scholemaster, p. 134.

For the towardne$ 1 see in thee, I must needs loue thee,
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 241.

towards (to'ardz), prep, and adv. [Early mod.
E.al.so towarde.'t; sometimes contracted tow'rdu;

< ME. towardes, < AS. tdwearde.i, toward, < to-

weard + adv. gen. -es.] I, prep. Same as toward.

n. adv. Toward the place in question ; for-

ward. [Rare.]

Tho, when as still he saw him lowardi pace.
He gan rencounter him in equall race.

Spemer, F. Q., IL L 26.

This Are. like the eye of gordian snake
Bewitch'd me towards. Keats, Endymlon, ill.

towardsf (to'iirdz), a. [Erroneously used for
toward, u.] Same as toicard, a., 1.

There 's a great marriage
Towards tor him. Middteton, Chaste Maid, ilL 2.

Here's a fray towards; but I will hold my hands, let
who will part them.

MiddUton {ai\d another), Mayor of Queenlxtrough, v. 1.

tower

towboat (to'bot), «. [< fotfi + hoat.l Any
boat employed in towing a ship or vessel; a
tugboat.

tow-cock (to'kok), M. A species of bean : same
as clinwlee.

towell (tou'el), n. [< ME. towailc, towailie,
tewelle, twaile, twaylle, < OF. touaille, F. touaille

= Pr. toalha = Sp. toalla = Pg. toaiha = It.

toiaglia, < ML. toucula, < OHG. dwahilla, dwa-
hila, dwehila, MHG. twehele, twehel, dwehele,
dwele (also quehele, G. dial, qudhle), a towel, =
D. dwaal, a towel, dweil, a clout, = AS. thwehlie
= Goth, "thwahljo, a towel ; from a noun shown
in AS. thwedl, washing, bath, = OHG. dwahal,
bath, = Icel. thrdl, soap, = Goth, tliwahl, wash-
ing, bath (cf. MHG. twuhel, tub), < AS. thwedn
= OS. W(ica/mH =OHG. dicahan, MHG. twahen,
dwahen, G. (dial.) zwagen, wash, bathe, = leel.

thrd = Dan. toe = Sw. <r<J, wash, = Goth, thwn-
han, wash, bathe ; cf . OPruss. twaxtau, a bath-
ing-dress.] 1. A cloth used for wiping any-
thing dry ; especially, a cloth for drying the
person after bathing or washing.

Phebus eek a fair lowaUle him broughte.
To drye him with. Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 755.

Item, iiij. tewetles playn warke, eche cont' in lenthe ij.

yerds, dim'. Paston Letters, I. 489.

With a cleaue Towel, not with his shirt, for this would
make them blockish and forgetfull.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 194.

2. Eccles.: (a) The rich covering of silk and
gold which used to be laid over the top of the
altar except during mass. (6) A linen altar-
cloth—An oaken towel, a cudgel. ISlang.j

I haTe here a pood oaken towel at your service.
Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, J. Melford to Sir W. Phillips,

(Bath, May 17.

A lead towel, a bullet. [Slang.]

Make Nunky surrender his dibs.
Rub bis pate with a pair of lead towels.

J. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xx.

Dish-towel, a towel for wiping dishes after they arc
waalied — Glass-toweL Same as jfaw-cfof/i.— Turkish
toweL See Turkish.

towel' (tou'el), r. ; pret. and pp. toweled, toic-

clled, ppr. toweling, towelling. [< towed, «.]
1. trans. 1. To rub or wipe with a towel.

He now appeared In his doorway, towelling his hands.
Dickens, Great Expectations, xxxvi.

2. To cudgel; lam. [Slang.]

II. in trans. To use a towel ; rub or wipe with
a towel.

Letting his head drop into a festoon of towel, and towel-
liny away at his two ears.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xxvL

towel- 1, ". Same as tewel.

towel-gonrd (tou'el-gord), n. See sponge-
gourd.

towel-horse (tou'el-h6rs), «. A wooden frame
or stand to liang towels on.
toweling, towelling (tou'el-ing), «. [< tnweU
+ -ing^Ti 1. Material used for towels, whether
made in separate towels with borders, etc., or
in continuous pieces, sold by the yard. Com-
pare huckaback, crash, diaper, glass-cloth.— 2.
A piece of the stuff used for towels; a towel.
[Rare.]

A clean ewer with a fair towelling.
Browning, Might of the Duchess, xl.

3. A whipping; a thrashing. [Slang.]

I got a towelling, but it did not do me much good.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 469.

Elephant toweling, a variety of huckaback much used
as a foundation for crewel embroidery.— Toweling em-
broidery, decorative work done in heavy niateilal, such
as toweling, usually by a combination of drawn work and
needlework, with the addition of fringes.— TllTklSll tow-
eling. See Turkish.

towel-rack (tou'el-rak), n. A frame or bar
over which towels are hung; a towel-horse.

towel-roller (tou'el-ro'lferj, n. The revolving
bar for a roller-towel.

towendt, v. i. [ME. towenden; < to-^ + icend.}
To turn aside.

towerl (tou'6r), n. [< ME. tour, tur (also tor). <

AS. tur (turr-) (also torr) = MD. toren, torre, D.
toren = OHG. turra, turri, MHG. turn, turm, G.
turm (dial, turn) = Sw. torn = Dan. taarn (the
final m and n are unexplained) = OF. tur, tour
(whence in part the AlE. word), F. tour = Pr.
tor = Sp. It. torre, a tower, = (jael. torr = Ir.

tor = W. twr, tower, < L. turris = Gr. Tipoic,

Tvppi(, tower, height, bastion. Hence turret.

Cf. tori.] i_ A building lofty in proportion
to its lateral dimensions, of any form in plan,
whether insulated or forming part of a church,
castle, or other edifice. Towers have been erected
from the earliest ages as memorials, and for purposes of
religion and defense. Among towera are included the



tower
minarets attached to Mohanmiedatt mosques; the lofty
bell-towers of Russia: the pillar or round towers of India,
Ireland, and other places (see round tower); the square
and octagonal towers at the west ends, crossings, etc., of

Towers Forn ng the Chef tie ent n a Church Design.— Western
faijifde of Notre Dame, Pans, built in the 12th and the early part of
the 13th century,

churches ; the massive keeps and gate- and wall-towers of
castles and mansions ; the peels of .Scottish fortresses ; the
pagodas of India and China; the pharos, the campanile,
and a great variety of similar buihfings. Compare ^pire^

and steeple^ and see cuts under bridge-ioioer, campanile,
casUe, gabled, ffate-tower, keep, lanUrn, pagoda, peel, and
Jihenish.

On theWest syde is a fair Tour and an highe, for Belles,

strongly made. Mandeville, Travels, p. Trj.

In the early pointed architecture of England, western
tmcers are less common and less imposing than those of
early Gothic buildings in lYance. But the Norman fea-

ture of a vast tower at the crossing of nave and transept,
seldom adopted by the French Gotliic builders, was per-

petuated in England.
C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 165.

2. In early and medieval warfare, a tall, raovable
wooden structure used in storming a fortified

place. The height of the tower was such as to overtop
the walls and other fortifications of the besieged place.
Such towers were frequently combined with a batteiing-
ram, and thus served the tiouble purpose of breactiing
the walls and giving protection to the besiegers.

3, A citadel; a fortress; a place of defense or
protection.

Thou hast been a shelter for me, and a strong tower
from the enemy. Ts. Ixi. 3.

4t. In astral., a mansion.

Now fleeth Venus into Cylenins tour.

CAaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 113.

5, In her.
J
a bearing representing a fortified

tower with battlements and usually a gate with
a portcullis.— 6. A high commode or head-
dress worn by women in the
reigns of William III. and
Anne. It was built up of paste-
board, ribbons, and lace; the lace
and rib!>ons were disposed in alter-

nate ti ers, or the latterwere formed
into high stiffened bows, draped or
not, according to taste, with a lace
scaii or veil that streamed down
each sideof thepinnacle. Compare
fontange and commode.

I^ay trains of amorous intrigues
111 totv'rs, and curls, and periwigs.

S, Butler, Hudibras to hia Laiiy,

[1. 186.

7t. A wig or the natural hair
built up very high.

Her Tour wou'd keep
In Curl no longer. Tower Hend-dress, time

Btherege, The Man of Mode, ii. 1. «f wiiuam HI.

And Art gives Colour which with Nature vyes

;

'J'he well-wove Tours they wear their own are thought.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

Denltratiag tower. Same as deMtrificafor.— GaMed
tower. See gabled.— Glover's tower. Same as denitrifi-

ca(or.— Martello tower, a small circular fort with very
thick walls, V^uilt chiefiy on sea-coasts to prevent the land-
ing of enemies. The name is variously said to be derived
from the hammer (It. martello) used to strike the alarm-
bell with which such towers built on the Italian coasts as
a defense against pirates by Charles V, were furnished;
from the name of a Corsican who invented tlie structure

;

and from Mortella in Corsica, where a tower of this kind
strongly resisted an English naval force in 1794. The effi-

ciency of this work induced the British authorities to build
a large number of martello towers on their coasts, espe-
cially opposite France,in anticipation of Napoleon's threat-
ened invasion. They are in two stages, the basement story
contaiidng store-rfMnns and magazine, the upper serving
as a casemate for the defenders; the roof is shell-proof.
The annament is a single heavy traversing gun. Similar
towers afterward erected by Austria on the coast of the

Round Tower at Ardmore, County
Waterford, Ireland.
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Adriatic and on the Danube are called Maximilian towers
(Larousge).

—

Mural tower. See mural.— Round tower,
a tall, slender tower
tapering from thf
base upward, of cii

cular section, ami
generally with a con-

ical top. Round tow-
ers are often met
with in Ireland, and
occur, but muuli
more rarely, in Scut-

land, rising from ;ii)

to 130 feet in height,
and having a diame-
ter of from 20 to Wl
feet. A variety of
theories have been
advanced in regard
to the period of
these towers and
the pui-poses they
were designed to

serve, and antiquari-
an opinion has been
greatly divided on
these subjects; their
construction has
been assigned by
some leading au-
thorities to a period
ranging from the
ninth to the twelfth
century, and they
have been supposed
to have served as
strongholds into
which, in times of danger, the ecclesiastics, and perhaps
the inhabitants of the neighborhood, could retreat with
their valuables.

—

Tower bastion, in f(yrt., a small tower
in the form of a bastion, with rooms or cells underneath
for men and guns.—Tower of London (often called
simply the Tower), a tower or keep, now a large assem-
blage of buildings occupying an area of 12 or i;i acres, on
an elevation just I)eyond the old walls of the city of Lon-
don, southeastward, on tlie noi-thern bank of the Thames.
'J'he tower proper, called the White Tourer, is the keep of
the castle built by William the Conqueror. The Tower was
originally at once a fortress or citadel and a palace, where
the kings of England stmietimes resided ; and it was after-

ward used as a state prison. To the northwest is Tower
Hill, where stood the scaffold for the execution of traitors.

'I'he collection of buildings now included under the name
of the Tower is used as an arsenal, a garrison, and a re-

pository of various objects of public interest.— Tower of
Silence. See sUeiux. — Water-tower. Same as stand-
pipe, 7.

towerl (tou'er), !'. [< tott'crl, n.] l.intrans.l.
To rise or extend far upvfard like a tower; rise

high or aloft.

An enormous tulip-tree, which towered like a giant
above all the other trees of the neighborhood.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 447.

2. To soar aloft, as a bird ; specifically

—

(a) to

soar as a lark iu the act of singing; (h) to rise

straight up in the air, as a wounded bird (see

towering, «.) ;
(c) to mount up, as a hawk to be

able to swoop down on the quarry.

No marvel, an it like your majesty.
My lord protector's hawks do tmcer so well.

SAaJ-.,2nen. VI., ii. 1. 10.

I have tower'd
For victory like a falcon in the clouds.

Fletcher {and another). False One, v. 3.

Il.t trans. To rise aloft into. [Rare.]

Yet oft they quit
The dank, and rising on stitf pennons, ttnper

The mid-aereal sky. Milton, V, L., vii. 441.

tower^t, H. An obsolete form of tnur^.

tower-clock (tou'cr-klok), II. A large form of
clock, adapted for use on public buildings,
chureh-towers, etc. The works are supported by a
strong framework of metal, and the pendulum-rod is usu-
.ally passed through an opening in the floor beneath the
clock.

tower-cress (tou'er-kres), w. A European cru-

ciferous plant, Arabis Turrita, a tall, stiff, erect

biennial with pods 3 inches long, all curved
downward, and turned to one side in a long ra-

ceme.
towered (tou'erd), a. [< tower + -cr/2.] 1.

Having or bearingtowers ; adorned or defended
by towers. Shah., A. and C, iv. 14. 4.— 2. In
her., having towers or turrets : noting a castle

or a city wall used as a bearing. A tower towered
is a bearing representing a fortified tower, generally round,
with turrets rising from its top, the number of which is

usually expressed in the blazon.

towerett, «. [< tomr + -el ; ef . turret.'] A small
tower. Jorje. Expos, of Daniel, i.

towering (tou'6r-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of tmner, t'.]

1 . Very tall or lofty : as, towerimj heights.

Singly, methinks, yon tow'ring chief T meet.
And stretch the dreadful Hector at my feet.

Pop«, Iliad, xiii. 113.

2. Exceedingly or increasingly violent; rising
to an extreme height or intense degree : as, a
towering rage.

All else is taioerinff phrensy and distraction.

Addison, Cato, ii. I.

3. In her., same as soarant.

towing-net

towering (tou'6r-ing), «. [Verbal n. of tower,
!'.] The act of one who towers; specifically,

the conviJsive action of a bird which, when
wounded in a certain way, flies straight up in
the air as long as life lasts, and then drops dead;
also, the flight thus made. See the quotation.

The "flxingof tlie wing"ofamortally wounded bird . .

.

is simply a muscular rigidity, due to nervous shock, and
of apart with the convulsive muscular action which, un-
der similar circumstances, results in the well-known t&w-
erinij of hard-hit birds. Coves, Science, X. 322.

towerlet (tou'er-let), n. [< toireri -I- -let.] A
little tower. J. BailUe. [Bare.]
tower-mill (tou'er-mil), n. Same as smocl-mill.

tower-mustard (tou'er-mus''tard), n. A crucif-
erous plant, Arabis perfoliata,iound in Europe,
Asia, North America, and Australia, it is an
erect plant 2 feet high, with clasping leaves and long and
very narrow erect pods. The name is applied also to the
tower-cress.

tower-owl (tou'6r-oul), n. The belfry-owl or
cliurch-owl : so called from its frequent or
habitual nesting-place in populous districts.

See cut tmder barn-owl.

A special variety of owl, the towgr-owi, which preferably
nests in bell-towers of churches. Pop. t^. Mo. , XXX. 401.

tower-shell (tou'er-shel), 11. A gastropod of
the family Turrit^Uidse.

towerwort (tou'er-wert), )). The tower-mus-
tard and some allied species of Arabia, for-
merly classed as Turritis.

towery (tou'er-i), «. [<. tower + -y'^.] 1. Hav-
ing towers; adorned or defended by towers;
towered. [Rare.]

Rise, crown'd with light, imperial Salem, rise !

Exalt thy towery head, and lift thy eyes *

Pope, Messiah, 1. 86.

2. Lofty; elevated; towering.

I, who for very sport of heart would . . . pluck down
A vulture from his towery perching. Keats, Endymion, i.

towhead (to'hed), n. [< tow^ + head.] 1. A
flaxen-haired person.— 2. One whose hair is

tousled or rumpled up like a bunch of tow.

—

3. The hooded merganser, Lophodytes cuculla-

f«s; the mosshead. G. Trumbull, 1^8. See cut
under merganser. [Southern U. S.]

tow-headed (to'hed'ed), a. Having hair resem-
bling tow.
towhee (tou'he), n. [So called from its note.]
The chewink, ground-robin, or marsh-robin of
tlie United States, Pipilo erythrqphthalmits, or
any other species of the genus Pipilo: more
fully called towhee buntiny. Some of the western
pipilos to which the name extends have, however, a cry
more like the mewing of the catbird. See cut under Pi-
pilo, and compare tuwhit and tuwhoo.— Oregon towbee,
a black, white, and chestnut towhee bunting, Pipilo macu-
lalus oregonus, with spotted scapulacs.

to-whilest, eonj. [ME., < <o-l + while.] While.
York Plays, p. 3.

tow-hook (to'huk), n. A tool used by artillery-

men in unpacking ammunition-chests.
towindt, t'. »'. [ME.,< to-2 + jcinrfi.] 1. To
whirlabout; revolve.

In his honde
His myghty spere, as he was wont to flghte.

He shaketh so that almost it to-u-onde.

Chaucer, Complaint of JIars, 1. 102.

2. To go to pieces.

Al to peces he towond. Sir Femmbrat, 1. 2568.

towingl (to'ing), Ji. [Verbal n. of toiol, v.] 1.

The act or work of drawing anything in tow;
also, a charge made or an expense incurred for

towing a vessel to or from her wharf, etc. ; tow-
age.— 2. A sort of dredging done with a tow-
ing-net dragged over the surface of the water
for the purpose of procuring specimens of nat-
ural history; also, the net results of such dredg-
ing, or the specimens thus procured.

A collection received from him in June indicates that
the many rare opportunities afforded him for obtaining
specimens [in dredging) were not neglected, and the sur-

face t(mrtu«7S he obt^ned are very lich in interesting forms.
Smittisonian Report, 1887, ii. 135.

towing" (to'ing), )i. [< ?oic3-t- -(/((/I.] Inctirled-

liair manuf., the operation of picking to pieces
the ropes of hair after they have been steeped
in water and then subjected to slow heat.

towing-bitts (to'iug-bits), n. pi. Upright tim-
bers projecting above the deck in the after part
of a towboat, used for securing a tow-line.

towing-bridle (t6'ing-bri''dl), «. An iron rod
or piece of stout chain secured at each end to
a towboat's deck, and having a large hook in the
middle fitted for making fast a tow-rope.
towing-hook (to'ing-hiik), n. The hook on a
towing-bridle.

towing-net (to'ing-net), «. A sort of drag-net
or dredge of various sizes, mado of strong can-



towing-net

vas. and used in the collection of specimens of
natural history; a tow-net. See towing^, 2.

towing-path (to'ing-path), «. A tow-path.
dciiri/c Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

towing-post (to'ing-post), n. Same as towing-
timhtr.

towing-rope (td'ing-rop), n. Same as totc-

n>i<: 1.

towing-timber (to'ing-tim'Wr), n. Naui., a
strong piece of timber fi.xed in a boat, to which
a tow-rope may be made fast when required.

tow-iron (to'i'trn), n. A toggle-iron used in
whaling; the harpoon attached to the tow-line.

tow-line (to'lin), «. l. A hawser used for tow-
ing vessels. A\9o towing-rope.— 2. In whaling,
the long line which is attached to the toggle-
iron or harpoon, and by means of which the
whale is made fast to the boat, and may tow it.

Also tow-rope.

town (toun), n. and a. [< ME. toum, toun, tun,

< AS. tun, hedge, fence, iuclosure, farm-house,
= OS. tun = D. tiiin, hedge, garden, = MLG. tUn
= OHG. MHG. /«n, G. zaun, an inclosure, hedge,
= Icel. tUn, the inclosed infield, homestead,
dwelling-house; ef. Old Celtic 'dUn, appearing
as -duHum in Latinized names of places, like

Angusto-(lunum,Lug-<lunum,arai\\uO\r.ilun,Cia,s-
tle, city, W. din, a hill-fort, dinas, town. Hence
iine^, V.I I. «. 1. An inclosure; a collection
of houses inclosed by a hedge, palisade, or wall
for safety; a walled or fortified place.

And the kynge Sion com with all hii peple, and be-
eged (own aU a-boate. Merlin {E. E. T. S.X iii. 616.

When necessity, by reason of warres and troubles, caused
whole thorpes to bee with such tunes [hedges] enuironed
about, those enclosed places did thereby take the name
of tunes, afterward pronounced towne*.
Vertlegan, Best, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628X p. 29S.

2. An^ collection of houses larger than a vil-

lage ; in a general sense, a city or borough: as,

London town ; within a mile of BMinburgh town ;

often opposed to country, in which use it is usu-
ally preceded by the definite article. It is fre-

r|uently applied absolutely, and without the proper name
of the place, to a metropolis or county town, or to the
particular city in which or in the vicinity of which the
speaker or writer is: as, to go to tovni; to be in town—
Lundon being in many cases implied by English writers.

^jt not on thy brede and lay hit doun—
That is no curteyse to rse in (mm.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.\ p. 80a

TVn. I know not when he will come to toum.
Moll. He 's in loum ; this nyght he sups at the Lion in

•Shoreditch. DeUer and Webater, Westward Ho, iii. 1.

The flrst of our society is a gentleman of Worcester-
shire, of ancient descent, a Baronet, his name Sir Boger
de t'oTerley. . . . When he is in toim, he llres in 8oho
Square. Additon, Spectator, No. 2.

As some fond virgin whom her mother's care
Drags from the town to wholesome country air.

Pope, To Uiaa Blount, IL

Ood made the country, and man made the toten.

Cowper, Task, 1. 749.

3. A large assemblage of adjoining or nearly
adjoining houses, to which a market is usually
inoident, and which is not a city or bishop's
see. [Eng.]— 4. A tithing; a vill; a subdi-
vision of a county, as a parish is a Bubdivision
of a diocese. [Eng.]

From the returns of the reign of Edward II. It Is clear
that the sheritT communicated the royal writ to the townt
of his county. .StuMw, Const. Hist, i 422.

6. The body of persons resident in a town or
city; the townspeople: with the.

Mrt. Candour. The town talks of nothing else.

Maria. I am very sorry, ma'am, the town has so little

to do. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

6. In legal usage in the United States: (a) In
many of the States, one of the several subdivi-
sions into which each county is divided, more ac-
curately called, in the New England States and
some others, town.'ihip. (h) In mostof the States,
the corporation, or quasi corporation, comi)ose<i
of the inhabitants of one of such subdivisions,
in some States designated by law as a tovmghip
or incorporated township or township organiza-
tion, (c) In a few of the States, a municipal
corporation (not formed of one of the subdivi-
sions of a county, but having its own boundaries
like a city) with less elaborate organization and
powers than a city. The word town is popularly used
both III thone senses, and also in the sense of ' a collection
of (IwellinKs,' which Is characteristic of most towns. I'hus,
tlie name of a town, such as Farmtngton, serves to indi-
cate, according to the context, either the geographical
area, as in the phrase "thelmundaries of the town' (indi-
cated on maps by a light or dotted line), or the body poli-
tic, as in spiking of the town and county hiKhwiiys re-
spectively, or the central settlement from which distances
are usually measured, as on the sign-lMiards. When used in
the general sense of a densely populated community, the
boundaries are usually not Identical with those of any
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primary division of the county, but include only the space
occupied by agglomerated houses.

7. A farm or farmstead ; a farm-house with its

connected buildings. [Scotland, Ireland, and
the North of England.] — cautionary town. See
eavHonary.— Cotmty_ town. See counti/^.— Free town.
See/r« city, under citi/.— Laws of the Hanse towns.
See l/a/Kifi.—Man about town. .See maji.— Prairie-
dog towns. See prairie-dii'j.—To come upon the town.
See come.—To paint the town red. See paint.— Town
and gown. See y<™».— Town-bonding acts or laws.
See bondi.— Town's husband. («) One who holds the
office of a steward in looking after the alfairs of a town.
Compare ship's husband, under husband.

The following advertisement appears in the Hull Ad-
vertiser, Aug. », 179S. "Guild-hall, Kingston upon Hull,
August 7, 1793. Wanted by the Corporation of this Town,
a proper person for the office of Town's Husband, or Com-
mon Officer. He must be well acquainted with Accompts,
capable of drawing Plans and Estimates for Buildings, and
accustomed to inspect tlie workmanship of Mechanics."

N. and Q., 7th sen, VIII. 496.

(b) An officer of a parish who collects moneys from the
parents of illegitimate children for the maintenance of
the latter. llalliweU. (Prov. Eng.)= Syn. 2 and3. ffom-
let, Viliaoe, Toitn, City. A hairnet is a group of houses
smaller than a village. The use of the other words in the
United Kingduni is generally more precise than it is in
the United States, but all are nsed more or less loosely.
A villafje may have a church, but has generally no mar-
ket; a tovm has both, and is frequently incorporated; a
city is a corporate town, and is or has formerly been the
see of a bishop, with a cathedral. In the United States a
village is smaller than a town, and a toicn usually smaller
than a city; there are incorporated villages as well as
cities. Some places incorporated as cities are smaller than
many that have only a town organization.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
a town; urban: as, /oirw life ; toirn manners.

—

Town cajrda, a size of canls 2 by 3 inches. [Eng. )—Town
cause. See cause.—Town clerk. See clerk.—Town
COtincll. the governing body in a municipality, elected by
the ratepayers. [Great Britain.] — Town crier, a public
crier ; one who makes proclamation.

I had as lief the town-erier spoke my lines.

Shak., Hamlet, IIL 2. 4.

Town gate, the highroad through a town or village. Hai-
liurell. [Eng.]—Town hall, a large hall or building be-
longing to a town or borough, in which the town's business
Is transacted, and which is frequently used as a place of
public assembly; a town house.—Town house, (a) A
buUdiug containing offices, halls, etc., for the transaction
of municipal business, the holding of public meetings,
etc. ; a town hall. (6) The town prison ; a bridewell, (c) A
poorhouse. (d) A house or mansion in town, as distin-

guished from a country residence.— Town rake, a man
living loosely about town ; a roving, dissipate<l fellow.

Lewdness and Intemperance are not of so bad conse-
quences in a toum^rake as In a divine.

Swijt, Examiner, No. 29.

Town top, a large top, formerly common In English vil-

lages, for public sport, and whipped by several boys at the
same time.

town-adjntant (touu'aj'^-tant), n. Milit., an
officer on the staff of a garrison who is charged
with maintaining discipline, etc. He ranks as
a lieutenant. [Eng.]

tO'Wnamet, « An erroneous spelling of to-name.

town-boxt (toun'boks), n. The money-chest or
common fund of a town or municipal corpora-
tion.

Upon the confiscation of them to their Town-box or Ex-
chequer, they might well have allowed Mr. Calvin ... a
salary beyond an hundred ponnds.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 11. (Davits.)

tO'Wn-COnncilor (toun'koun'sil-or), H. Amem-
l>er of a town council, specifically a member
who is not the mayor or provost or who is not
a magistrate. [Great Britain.]

town-cress (toun'kres), n. [< ME. 'tounkers,

< AH. iuH-earse, < tUn, inclosure (garden), +
corse, cress: see town and cress.'] The garden
peppergrass, Lepidium sativum.

towned (tound), a. Furnished with towns.
[Kare.]
The continent Is . . . very well peopled and towned.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 264.

tow-net (to'net), «. A towing-net. Nature,
XXXVn. 438.

townfolk (toiin'fok), n. [< ME. ten/o/t; (.town
-\- folk.} People who live in towns.

tO'Wn-husband (toun'huz'band), «. Same as
toirn'n li unhand (6) (which see, under town).

townish (tou'nish), a. [< town -H -isht.'] 1.
Of, pertaining to, or living in town.

Presently ther had a thousand of contre.
Without tho townishe peple, vnto se.

Bom. o/Parlmay (E. E. T. 9.\ 1. 2443.

Would needs go see her Unmitk sisters house.
Wyatt, Satires, Mean and Sure Estate, 1. 4.

2. Characteristic of the town as distinguished
from the countrv: as, townish manners.
townland (toun'land), n. In Ireland, a division
of a pari.sh ; a township.
The modem townland may be looked upon as the repre-

sentative of all the parcels of land, of whatever denomina-
tion from the Baile Itiatach down, which had separate des-
ignations.

W. K. StiUitan, lutrod. to Q'Corry's Anc. Irish, p. xcvill.

tow-rope

townless (toun'les), a. Lacking towns. Howell,
Forreine Travell, p. 46.

townlet (toun'let), n. [< town -f- -let.] A petty
town. Southey, The Doctor, cxviii.

Townley marbles. A collection of Greek and
Koman sculpture which forms a part of the
gallery of antiquities belonging to the British
Museum, and is named from Charles Townley,
of Lancashire, England, who made the collec-
tion.

tO'Wn-major (toun'ma'jor), n. Milit. , a garrison
officer ranking with a captain. His duties are
much the same as those of the town-adjutant.
town-meeting (toun'me'ting), n. In New Eng-
land, New York, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minne-
sota, and Illinois, a primary meeting of the vot-
ers of a town or township, legally summoned
for tho consideration of matters of local admin-
istration. The functions of the town-meeting
are most extensive in New England.
In a toicn-meeting the great secret of political science

was uncovered, and the problem solved how to give every
individual his fair weight in the government without any
disorder from numbers.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

townseliket, a- [Appar. for "townslike, or more
prob. for *tou'nlike, equiv. to "townly, < town^ -¥

likc^, -ly^.] Bourgeois; plebeian.

The riche merchaunt, the poore Squler, the wise plough
man, and the good townselike craftsman, needes no daugh-
ter ill lawe that can fril and paint her selfe, but such as
be skilfull very well to splnne.

Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 296.

townsfolk (tounz'fok), n.pl. [< toicn's, poss. of
town,+ folk. Ct. townfolk.'] People of a town
or city; people who live in towns.
township (toun'ship), n. [< ME. *tounschipe, <
AS. tunseipe, < tun, inclosure, town, -f -scipe, E.
-ship.] 1. In Anglo-Saxon times, the area of
land occupied by a community inhabiting a
fenced homestead, a farm, or a village surround-
ed by an . inclosure. S. Dowell, Taxes in Eng-
land, I. 8.— 2. In law: (a) In England, a town
or vill where there are more than one in a
parish ; a division of a parish in which there
is a separate constable, and for which there
may be separate overseers of the poor. (6) In
the United States, a territorial district, subor-
dinate to a county, into which counties in many
of the States are divided, the inhabitants of
which are invested with political and adminis-
trative powers for regulating their own minor
local affairs, such as repairing roads, maintain-
ing schools, and providing for the poor ; also,
the inhabitants of such a district in their or-
ganized capacity, in the newer States, In which the
divisions were laid off by government survey, a toimship
contains thirty-six 8<iuare miles, 'i'he subdivisions of Cali-
fornia counties are called Judicial townships. The town-
ships of Wisconsin are more often called towns; those of
Maine and New Hampshire are corporations. Compare
town, 6.

3. In Australia, a village or small town.
townsman (tounz'man), n.; pl.toM!w«men(-men).
[< town's, poss. of town, + man.] 1. An in-
habitant of a town.

These rivers doe runne Into the towne to the great com-
modity of the townsmen. Coryat, Crudities, I. 124.

2. A fellow-inhabitant of a town; a fellow-
citizen.

The subject of debate, a townsman slain.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 678.

3t. A town officer now called a selectman.
[New Eng.]

townspeople (tounz'pe'pl), n. [< town's, poss.
of town, ¥ people.] The inhabitants, collec-
tively, of a town or city; townsfolk, especially
in distinction from country folk or the rural
population.

tO'Wn-talk (toun'tftk'), «. The common talk of
a town ; a subject of common conversation or
gossip.

In twelve hours it shall be town-talk. Sir R. L'Estrange.

News, politics, censure, family management, or tovm-
talk, she always diverted to something else.

Swift, Death of Stella.

tO'wn-wall (toun'wftl'), n. A wall inclosing a
town.
tO'Wnward, tO'wnwards (toun'ward, -wardz),
adv. [< town + -ward, -wards.] Towaril the
town ; in the direction of a town.
tO'wny (tou'ni), n.

;
pi. townies (-niz). [< town +

dim. -y2.] A townsman ; specifically, a citizen
of a town as distinguished from a member of a
college situated within its limits. [Slang.]

tow-path (to'piith), n. The path on the bank
of a canal or river along which draft-animals
travel when towing boats.

tow-rope (to'rop), n. Same as tow-line. ^



towse

towset, !'. See touse.

towser, towzer, n. See touser.
tOWSie, towzie (tou'zi or to'zi), a. [< toiisc +
-1/1 = Se. -jc] See tousy.

tow-willy (t6'wil"i), II. [Imitative.] The saii-
(lerling, Calidris arenaria. See cut under sau-
derUng. [Prov. Eng.]
towy (to'i), a. [< to!c2 + -2/1.] Containing or
resembling tow.

towzet, V- See tQuse.

towzie, a. See towsie.

toxaemia, tozsemic. See toxemia, toxemic.
toxalbumin (tok-sal-bu'min), n. [< tox(ic) +
(ilhiimiii.'] A poisonous ptomaine ; toxin.
toxanemia, toxanaemia (tok-sa-ne'mi-a)
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(tok " si - ko -

toy
toxicodermitis (tok " si - ko - dfer - mi ' tis),

[NL., < Gr. Tofi/c(!v, poison', + Slp/ua, skin, .

-it-is.'] Inflammation of the skin due to an ir-
ritant poison.

toxicoid (tok'si-koid), a. [< Gr. to^ik6v, poison,
+ fMof, form.] Resembling poison. Dunglison.

toxicological (tok"si-ko-loj'i-kal;, a. [< "toxi-
cologic (= F. toxicoloqique ; as ioxicolog-y + -ic)

+ -«/.] Of or pertaining to toxicology.
i. i ^ ,

toxicoloeically (tok'si-ko-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In tOXOglossate (tok-so-glos'ilt), a
a toxicological manner; as regards toxicology. Toxoglossa_-i- -ate'- .] I. a. In

tOXicologist (tok-si-kol'o-jist), n. [= F. toxi-
cologixtc ; as toxicolog-y + -iat.^ One who treats
of or is versed in the nature and action of poi-
sons.

Toxoglossa (tok-so-glos'S), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
To^iKov, poison, -I- y'Aaaaa, a tongue.] An order
or suborder of pectinibrandiiate gastropods.
They have two (rarely four) rows of marginal teeth, which
are generally perforated and penetrated by a secretion
from a veneniferous gland, and there are rarely median
teeth. The division includes the families Conidie, J'leu-
rotomidee, and Terebridee, and related forms. Also Tun
r/loam, Toxi/era. See cuts under Conut, Pleurotoma, and
Terebra.

and n.

[NL. i^xanieniia; < tox(ic) -h aniemia.] Anemia toxicology (tok-si-kol'6-ii), n. [= F. toxicolo-
caused by the action of poisons. - ^^ - , . .

i , k
.

.

toxaspiral (tok'sa-spi-ral), a. [< toxaspire +
-«(.] Pertaining to a toxaspire, or having its
characters: as, a toxaspiral microBdlere.
toxaspire (tok'sa-spir), n. [< Gr. rd^ov, a bow,
+ GTccipa, a coil: see spire^.J Of sponge-spicules,
a microsclere or flesh-spicule representing one

Mollusca, having the charac-
ters of the Toxoglossa.

II. n. A toxogiossate gastro-
pod.

tOXOn (tok'son), n. [Gr. ru^ov,

a bow.] Same as toxius.gie, < Gr. to^ik6v, poison, -f- -/loyia, < ?.eyew, speak : . . .-, .^ . ,

see -ology.] That branch of medicine which tOXOpluUtej;tok-sof'i-lit), n.

treats of poisons and their antidotes, and of the
effects of excessive doses of medicines.
toxicomania (tok"si-ko-ma'ni-a), ». [< Gr.
To^iKuv, poison, + navia, madness.] A morbid
craving for poisonous substances

Toxogiossate.

Radular Teeth c f
Plturotctna babyto-
nua, much enlarsed.

turn and part of another turn of a cylindrical Toxicophidia (tok"si-k6-fid'i-a), w. pi. [NI
spiral of a higher pitch than that of a sigma- < Gr. To^wdv, poison, '+ baiS'lov, sernent: siRmre. Vii.xtt..A j« ™,« .jj *..— *!._ ^ . . /^^r,-j,-„ n tt- _

^
, ',, ,V ,spire. Viewed in one direction the toxaspire presents

the conventional figure of a bow recurved at each end
(whence the name). See tuxiw. Sottas.

A turn and a part of a turn of a spiral of somewhat
higher pitch than that of a sigmaspire gives the toxaspire.

Encyc. Brit., XX.II. 417.

toxedt (tokst), a. [Short for intoxicated. Cf.
tossicatcd.'] Intoxicated.

His guts full stuft, and braines well toxt with wine
Beywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 191X

toxemia, toxaemia (tok-se 'mi-ii), «. [NL. toxie-
mia,< Gr. To^mdp (see toa;Jc)," poison, + a'l/ia,

blood.] The presence of a toxic substance or toxi'ffer (tok

and a. [< Gr. t6^ov, a bow, -I-

^I'Adv, love, + -ite'^ (cf. Gr. (j>i-

/WVC, a lover).] I. n. A stu-
dent or lover of archery; one
wlio practises archery, or who studies the his-
tory and archreology of archery.
n. a. Same as toxopihilitic.

What causes young people ... to wear Lincoln Oreen
toxophilite hats and feathers, but that theymay bring down
some " desirable " young man with those killing bows and
arrows of theirs? — '

--.._. ---
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, iiL

te

to

substances in the blood; septicemia; blood
poisoning.
toxemic, toxaemic (tok-se'mik), a. [< toxemia
+ -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of toxe-
mia; affected with toxemia ; septicemic.

toxic (tok'sik), a. [= F. toxique, < L. toxicum,
< Gr. to^ik6v, sc. (jiapfiaKiv, poison, orig. poison
with which arrows were dipped, neut. of to^ikuc,
belonging to arrows or archery, < to^ov, a bow.
Hence ult. «Ktoiicote.] 1. Of or pertaining to
toxicants; poisonous.— 2. Toxicological: as,
toxic symptoms.-Toxic convulsion, a convulsion
caused by any toxic agent acting on the nervous system.—Toxic dementia, feeble mental action due to pro-
longed action of toxic agents, as lead, alcohol, or opium.
—Toxic epilepsy. See epUepsy.

toxical (tok'si-kal), «. [_< toxic -^- -at.} Same
as toxic.

toxically (tok'si-kal-i), adv.

Ophidia.] Venomous serpents collectively; the
Nocua: used in a quasi-classiticatory sense,
like Thanatophidia. Sci. Amer., N. S., LX.
295.

Toxicophis (tok-sik'6-fis), «. [NL. (Baird and *8?°P¥^*m (*?'^"^°^-'-l'*'''')' «• {.< toxopMli

Girard, 1853), < Gr. ro^tKdv, poison, -h U,^, a ser- .t '"^-J ,
l*e]ating or pertaining to archery or t

pent.] A genus of venomous American ser- i*"-®
study of archeiy.

pents; the moccasins: now usually merged in
Ancistrodon. See cut under moccasin.
toxicosis (tok-si-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. to^ikAv,
poison.] A morbid condition produced by the
action of a poison ; a chronic poisoning.
"""'*"' '*"^''si-fer), H. In conch., any member

Toxotes (tok'so-tez), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), <
Gr. To^dTj)c. a bowman, an archer, < riifoc, a bow.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the family Toxoti-
dse; the archer-fishes. See cut under archer-
fish.
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stimulating or narcotic poisons ; with reference
to toxicology. Alien, and Neurol., IX. 364.
toxicant (tok'si-kant), a. and n. [< toxic + -ant.
Ct. intoxicant.'] I. a. Having toxic effect; capa-
ble of poisoning.

II. n. A poison.
toxicatet, v. t. [< ML. toxicatus, pp. of toxicare,
poison, < toxicum, poison : see toxic. Cf. intoxi-
cate.] To poison ; intoxicate.

Feuer shakes him, his eye 'sdull and dead.
And a strange megrim toxieates his head.

Ueyviood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 518.

toxicatet, « [ME. toxical, < L. toxicatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Poisoned; poisonous; toxic.
With toxical uenym replete was certain.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1429.

toxicemia, toxicaemia (tok-si-se'mi-a), «. [NL.
toxicsemia, < Gr. to^ik6v, poison, + ai/la, blood.]
Same as toxemia.

toxicity (tok-sis'i-ti), n. [< toxic -1- -ity.] The
state of being toxic. Nature, XLIII. 504.
Toxicodendron (tok"si-k6-den'dron), n. [NL.
(Thunberg, 1796), transferred from the Toxi-
codendron of Tournefort (1700), a genus, now
ranked as a species, of sumac (Rhus), < Gr. to^i-
k6v, poison, + MvSpov, tree.] A genus of apet-
alous trees, of tlie order EuphorUacem and tribe
Phi/llantheee. It is characterized by usually whorled
entire leaves, and apetalous dioecious flowers, the numer-
ous nearly sessile anthers large, erect, and densely crowd-
ed. The two species are natives of .South Africa. They
are small trees with very numerous rigid branches and co-
riaceous leaves. They bear axillary flowers, the pistillate
solitary, the staminate forming dense cymes. T. Capense,

of the Toxi/era or Toxoglossa. P. 1>. 'Carpenter,
Leet. Mollusca, 18G1.

Toxifera (tok-sif'e-ra), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. to^ikov,
poison, -I- (pipetv = E. hear^.] Same as Toxo-
qlossa.

!foxiglossa (tok-si-glos'a), «. pi. [NL.] Same
as Tiixoglossa.

toxii, n. Plural of toxius.

toxin, toxine (tok'sin), n. [< Gr. to^ik6v, poi-
™ . - , . , - son, -I- -in", -ine~.] Any toxic ptomaine.
Toxicological: as, toxiphobia (tok-si-fo'bi-a), «. [NL., < Gr. rof.-

('"5)'), poison, -I- ^<}/3of, fear.] A morbid fear of
being poisoned.
toxius (tok'si-us), ». ;

pi. toxii {-Vj. [NL., <
Gr. t6^ov, a bow.] In sponges, a flesh-spicule
or microsclere curved in the middle, but with
both ends straight.

By toxicants, or Toxocampa (tok-s6-kam'pa), n. [NL. (Guen^e,
1841), < Gr. Tv^ov, a bow, + Kafiirr/, a caterpillar.]
A genus of noctuid moths, typical of a family
Toxocampidai. The body is slender, the head not fas-
ciculate, and the legs are rather robust. The species are
found in Europe, India, and South Africa. The larvse
live on leguminous plants.

Toxocampidae (tok-so-kam'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Guen^e, 1852), < Toxocampa + -idle.] A fam-
ily of noctuid moths, containing forms related
to the Ophiusidee, of moderate or rather large
size, with ample posterior wings, and the abdo-
men of the female often elevated. About 25
species of 6 genera are represented in South
America, Africa, the East Indies, and Europe.
Toxodon (tok'so-don), n. [NL. (Owen), < Gr.
To^ov, a bow, -t- oiJorf (o(!oiT-) = E. tooth.] The
typical genus of the Toxodon ta, based upon
the remains of an animal about as large as
a hippopotamus, discovered by Darwin, manv
examples of which have since been found in
Pleistocene deposits in the Argentine Repub-
lic, as T. platensis.

toxodont (tok'so-dont), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Tbxodonta, or having their char-
acters.

II. n. A mammal of the order Toxodonta.
Toxodonta, Toxodontia (tok-so-don'tii, -shi-a),
n.2>l. [NL., pi. of ToxorfOH(^).] Anorder'of
fossil subuugulate quadrupeds, or a suborder
of Taxeopoda, named from the genus Toxodon.
It covers some generalized South American forms ex-
hibiting cross-relationships with perissodactyls, probo-
scideans, and rodents, and whose common characters are
as yet indeterminate.

oxotidae (tok-sot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < ToxoUs
+ -«/«.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,
represented by the genus Toxotes. The body is
oblong ; the dorsal outline ascends nearly straight from
the prominent lower jaw to the dorsal fln ; the ventral out-
line is convex; the mouth is oblique and deeply cleft; the
dorsal fln, which begins at atxiut the middle of the body,
has five strong spines and a short rayed part; the anal is
opposite but rather longer than the dorsal, and has three
spines; the ventrals arc abdominal in position, with one
spine and five rays. Several species inhabit East Indian
and neighboring seas, as Toxotes jaculalor, the archer.flsh
(which see, with cut).

toy (toi), n. [< ME. toye, jn-ob. < MD. tuyg,
D. tuig, tools, utensils, apparatus, ornaments,
stuff, trash (D. speel-tuig, playthings, toys), =
LG. tug = OHG. gi-ziug, MliG. ziuc, G. zeug,
stuff, gear (cf. G. spielzeug, toys), = leel. tygi,
gear, z= Sw. ti/g, gear, stuff, trash, = Dan. toj,

stuff, things, gear (lege-toj, plaything, tov).
Perhaps connected with tow^, tftg.] 1 . A knick-
knack; an ornament; a gewgaw; a trinket; a
bauble.

.4ny silk, any thread.
Any toys for your head ?

Shot., W. T., iv. 4. 326.

One cannot but be amazed t« see such a profusion of
wealth laid out in coaches, trappings, tables, cabinets, and
the like precious toys, in which there are few princes in
Europe who equal them.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 504).

2. Something intended rather for amusement
than for serious use ; a means of diversion

;

hence, especially, an object contrived or used
occasionally for the amusement of children or
others; a playtliing; also, something diminu-
tive, like a plaything.

TIs a pretty tot/ to be a poet
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I. il. 2.

the Hyieiuinche ylobosa of many authors, is the hyena-poi- ToXOdontldaB (tok-so-don ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <
sonorwolveboonof the Cape of Good Hope, where its poi- '"- ' -•- • '

J-
- >-

-

sonous fruit is powdered and sprinkled upon raw meat for
the purpose of killing noxious animals.

toxicoderma (tok"si-ko-d6r'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
to^ik6v, poison, -I- 6ep/ia, skin.]" Same as toxico-
dermitis.

toxicodermatitis (tok'si-ko-dfer-ma-ti'tis), n.
[NL.] Same as toxicodermitis.

Toxodon (t-) + -idee'.] A restricted family of
toxodonts, represented by the genus Toxodon.
The cranial characters are in some respects those of the
existing swine. The teeth are thirty-eight in number, all
growing from persistent pulps, with large incisors, small
lower canines, no upper canines, and strongly cnrved mo-
lars (whence the name). The femur has no thud trochan-
ter, and the fibula articulates with the calcaneum; the
tarsal bones resemble those of proboscideans.

O virtue, virtue ! what art thou become.
That man should leave thee for that toy, a woman

!

Dryden, Spanish Friar, iv. 2.

All the world I saw or knew
Seemed a complex Chinese toy.
Fashioned for a barefoot boy !

Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

Perched on the top of a hill was a conspicuous toy of s
church. jp. Black, House-boat, iL

3. A trifle; a thing or matter of no importance
or value.

A man whose wisdom is in weighty affairs admired
would take it in some disdain to have his counsel solemnly
asked about a toy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i: 15.

A toy, a thing of no regard. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 145.

4. Play; amorous sport; caress.

So said he, and forbore not glance or toy
Of amorous intent Milton, P. L., ii. 1034

5t. A curious conceit or fable ; a story; a tale.

Here by the way I will tell you a merry toy.
Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 156a

I never may believe
These antique fables, nor these fairy toys.

Shai., M. N.'d., t. 1. 3.

6t. A fantastic notion; a whim; a caprice.



toy
Caat not thyne eyes to ne yet fro,

As thou werte full of toyeg.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

Ta. Has he never been courtier, my lord ?

Mo. >'ever, my lady.

Be. And why did the toy take him in th head now?
Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, i. 1.

7. Same as toy-mutch. [Now Scotch.]

On my head no toy
But was her pattern.

Flelcheriand another). Two Koble Kinsmen, 1. 3.

8. In mime, in old English writers, a dance-tune
or other light, trifling piece.—9. A toy dog.

In the Toys equal first went to the well-known Wee
Flower and a very f^ood Klack-and-tau called Little Jem.

The IHeld (London), Jan. 28, 18S2. (Encyc. Diet.)

Philosophical toy, any device or contrivance, of no prac-
tical use, wliich serves to illustrate some fact or principle
in natural science in an attractive or entertaining as well
as instructive manner, as a contrivance for producing the
elfects of so-called natoral magic. The bottle-imp is a
good e.\ample. See cuts under CarteHan and phenakis-
toKope.—Sieel toys. See steel.—To take toyt, to be-
come restive ; start.

The hot horse, hot as fire.

Took toy at this, and fell to what disorder
His power could give his will, l^ounds, comes on end.

Fletcher (and another), Two Xoble Kinsmen, v. 4.

Toy dog, any dog bred to an unusually small or pygmy
size and Kept as a pet or plaything ; a toy. .Spaniels and
terriers are so breu in some strains, and there are various
mongrel toys.—Toy spanieL See fpaniet, 1.— Toy ter-
rier, a terrier bred to small or pygmy size and kept as a
plaything. Such terriers are usually of the black-and-tan
variety, and some of them are among the smallest dogs
known.

In-breeding Is certain, if carried too far, to stunt the
growth of any animal, and this is, without any doubt, the
means by which the modem toy-terrier was first origi-

nated, r. ShaiT, Book of the Dog, xxii.

toy(toi), c. [<<oy, n.] I. iHiran,?. 1. Totrifle;
amuse one's self; play.

Some plaid with strawe* ; some ydly satt at ease

;

But other some could not abide to toy.

Spermr, T. Q., 11. Ix. 35.

Pale dreamers, whose fantastic lay
Toyt with smooth trifles like a child at play.

O. r. uama, Fo«tiT.

2. To dally amorously.
Aft on the banks we'd sit us thalr.

And sweetly Usa and toy.

OOderoy (ChUd*s Ballad^ VI. 1!»).

A rol faln^Dt who chewed bang, and toyed with dancing
girls. Maeaulay, Warren Hastings.

To tick and toyt. See tieki.

Il.t trans. To treat in playful fashion
; play

with.

They must have oyle, candles, wine and water, flowre,
and such other things trifled and toyed wIthaL

Dering, Expo*, on Heb. Hi.

toy-block (toi'blok), 11. One of a set of small
lilocks, usually of wood or papier-m&ch*?, vari-
ously shaped, and plain, lettered, or pictured,
forming a plaything for children.

toy-box (toi'boks), n. A box for holding toys;
a box of toys. CarlyU, Sartor Resartus, ii. 6.

to-year (tij-yer'), adv. [< ME. toyere; orig.
two words : see U)"^ and year. Cf. to-day.'] In
this year; during the year: often pronounced
t'ycar. Orose. [Prov. Eng.]

Ylve hem Joye that hit here
Of alle that they dremc to-yere.

Chaucer, House of Fame, I. S4.

toyer (toi'i'r), n. [< toy + -eri.] One who
toys ; one who is full of idle tricks.

Wanton Cupid, idle toyer.
Pleasing tyrant, soft destroyer.

W. //arruoii. Passion of Sappho (Nichols's CoUectinnX
I IV. 183.

toyful (toi'fil), a. [< toy + -ful.] Full of idle
sport; playful.

It quickened next a toyful ape, and so
OameKjme It was, that It might freely go
From tent to tent, and with the children play.

Donne, Progress of the Soul, st. 40.

toyillgly(toi'ing-li),adr. Triflingly; wantonly.
Bdilri/, 1731.

toyisH (toi'ish), a. [< toy -^- -i«Al.] If. Fit
only for a plaything; trifling; fantastic; whim-
sical.

Capriedare, to growe or be bamorons, toiih, or fantasti-
cal.

_ Fttirio, 1598.

jtdien, ye toyish reeds, that once could please
My softer lips, and lull my cares to ease.

Fomfret, Dies NoylaslnuL

The contention Is trifling and tmn»h.
Jer. Taylor, \Vorks (ed. 1885), XL 820.

2. Toy-like ; small : as, a tnyish church.
toyi8hly(toi'ish-li), «rfr. In a toyish or trifling
maiiiier.

toyishnesst (toi'ish-nes), n. Inclination to toy
or trillc.

Your society will discredit that tmnnhnria of wanton
fancy that plays tricks with words, and fn)lick» with the
caprices of frothy Imagination. dlaiirilli-, scip. .Sci.
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toylt, toylet, r. and H. Old spellings of toil.

toyman (toi'mau), ».; pi. toymen (-men). One
who makes or sells toys.

But what in oddness can be more sublime
Than .Sloane, the foremost toyman of his time?

Yofumj, Love of Fame, iv. 113.

toy-mutch (toi'much), w. A close linen or
woolen cap, without lace, frill, or border, and
with flaps covering the ueck and part of the
shoulders, worn chiefly by old women. Also
toy. [Scotch.]

Toynbee's experiment. The exhaustion of air
from the middle car by swallowing when both
the mouth and nostrils are closed.

toyo (toi'6), M. [S. Amer.] A fragi'ant plant
of British Guiana, an infusion and syrup of the
leaves and stems of which are employed as a
remedy in chronic coughs. Treas. of Bot.

toyon (toi'on), H. The Califomian holly, Hetero-
niclcs arhutifoUa. Also tollon.

toyOUSt (toi'us), a. [< toy -I- -ous.] Trifling.

Against the hare In all

Prove toyoug.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 27.

toy-shop (toi'shop), n. If. A shop where trin-
kets and fancy articles were sold.

All the place about me was covered with packs of rib-
bon, brocades, embroider}', and ten thousand other mate-
rials, sufficient to have funiished a whole street of toy-

shape. Addison, Spectator, No. 4fi^.

We stopped again at Wirman's, the well-known toyshop
in St. James's Place. ... He sent for me to come out of
the coach, and help him to choose a pair of silver buckles.

Boswell, Johnson, an. 1778.

2. A shop where toys or playthings are sold,

toysome (toi'sum), fl. [< toy + some.] Play-
ful ; playfully affectionate ; amorous.
Two or three toysome things were said by my lord (no

ape was ever so fond !), and I could hardly forbear him.
Richardlim, Sir Charles Grandison, III. Ixxi.

toywort (toi'wfert), n. The shepherd's-purse,
Capsella Bursa-pastorin. [Prov. Eng.]

toze, tozer, etc. See tose, etc.

T-panel (te'pan'el), ». See panel.

T-plate (te'plat), ». 1. An iron plate in cross-
section like the letter T. Also
called T-iron.— 2. In vehicles
and other structures, a wrou^ht-
iron stay or strengthening piece
for reinforcing woodwork where
one piece is joined to another Tpiate. ».

by a mortise and tenon. It is

shaped like the letter T, and has one or more
screw- or bolt-holes on each arm.

tr. An abbreviation: (a) of transitive; (6) of
translation, translated, translator; (c) of trans-

Vose; (rf) of transfer; (e) of trUl.

It. In chem., the symbol for terbium.

txa-. See trans:

traast. ". A Middle English form of traced.

trabal (trab'al), a. [< L. trabalis, belonging
to beams, < trabs, a beam: see trave.] Of or
pertaining to a trabs; specifically, of or per-
taining to the trabs cerebri, or corpus callosum

;

callosal. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences,
VIII. 517.

trabea (tra'be-a), ».; pi. trabes' (-e). [L.] A
robe of state worn by kings, consuls, augnrs,
etc., in ancient kome. It was a toga orna-
mented with horizontal purple stripes. See
toga.

Plucking purples in Golto's moss.
Like edges of a tratKa (not to cross
Your consnI-humorX or dry aloe-shafta.
For fasces, at Ferrara. Browming, Sordello, v.

trabeate (tra'be-at), a. [Irreg. < L. trabs, a
beam, a timber, + -afel.] Same as trabcated.
('. If. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 6.

trabeated (tra'be-a-ted), n. [< trabeate + -ed"^.]

In arch., furnished with an entablature; of or
pertaining to a construction of beams, or lintel-

constmction.
trabeation (tra-be-a'shon), »i. [< trabeate -^

-ion.] In arch., an entablature; a combina-
tion of beams in a structure; lintel-construc-
tion in principle or execution.
trabecula (trii-bek'u-lii), M.; pi. trabecula (-le).

[NL., < L. trabecula, dim. of trabs, a beam:
see trave.] 1. In bot., one of the projec-
tions from the cell-wall which extend like a
cross-beam or cross-bar nearly or quite across
the cell-caWty of the ducts of certain plants, or
the plate of cells across the cavity of the spo-
rangium of a moss.— 2. pi. In anat., the fibrous
cords, layers, or jjrocesses of connective tis-

sue which ramify in the substance of various
soft organs, as the spleen, kidney, or testicle,

conferring upon them greater strength, sta-
bility, or consistency.— 3. lu embryo!., one of

T

trace

a pair of longitudinal cartilaginous bars, at
the base of the skull, in advance of the end of
the notoehord and of the parachordal carti-

lage, inclosing the pituitary space which after-
ward becomes the sella turcica; in the human
embryo, one of the lateral trabecules of Rathke.
They are constant in embryos of a large series of verte-
brates, and persistent in adults of some. More fully called
trabeculfe cranii. See cuts under chondrocraniuni and
Crotalus.

4. One of the calcareous plates or pieces which
connect the dorsal and ventral walls of the co-
rona in echinoderms.— 5. One of the fleshy col-

umns, or columnoe camese, in the ventricle of the
heart, to which the chorda; tendinero are at-

tached : more fully called trabecula carnea.— 6.
In entom., one of the pair of movable appen-
dages on the head, just in front of the antennae,
of some mallophagous insects, or bird-lice, as
those of the genus Docophorus. They have been
supposed to represent the rudiments of a sec-
ond pair of antenna;. Also traheculus Rathke's
tralieenlse. See def. 3.—Trabecula carnea. See def.
5.
—

'IYal)ecula cerebri, tlie corpus callosum, or trabs
cerebri.— Trabecula clnerea, tlie middle, soft, or gray
commissure of the cerebrum.— Trabeculffi cranii. See
def. 3.— TrabeculSB of the spleen, connective-tissue
lamimc passin.i; inward from the tunica propria, travers-
ing in all directions tlie splenic pulp, and supporting it.

— Trabecula tenuis, a name piovisionaily applied to a
slender and apparently fibrous filament which, in the heart
of the cat, spans the right ventricle near its apex, with its

septal end springing from an independent little elevation,
and its lateral end attached to the base of a columna
carnea. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 330.

trabecular (tra-bek'u-liir), a. [< trabecule +
-ar'^.] Of or pertaining to a trabecula; form-
ing or formed by trabeculse; trabeculate.

trabecularism (tra-bek'u-lar-izm), «. [< tra-

becular + -ism.] tn anat., a coarse reticula-

tion, or cross-barred condition, of any tissue.

trabeculate (tra-bek'u-lat), a. [< trabecula -t-

-afei.] 1. Having a trabecula or trabeculie.

—

2. In civil.engin., having a structure of cross-

bars or stmts strengthening a shell or tube by
connecting opposite sides of its interior; also,

noting such a structure.

trabeculated (tra-bek'il-la-ted), a. [< trabec-
ulate + -<(l-.] Same as trabeculate.

trabecule (trab'e-kiil), H. [< L. trabecula, dim.
of trabs, a beam : see trabecula.] Same as tra-

becula.

trabeculus (trS-bek'u-lus), n.
;

pi. trabeculi

(-Ii). [NI>., dim. of L. trabs, abeam: see trave.]

In entom., same as trabecula.

trabs cerebri (trabz ser'e-bri). [NL. : L.
trabs, a beam ; cerebri, gen. of cerebrum, the
brain.] The corpus callosum. Also trabecula
cerebri.

tracei (tras), r.; pret. and pp. traced, ppr. tra-

cing. [<ME. tracen, <0F. tracer, trasser, deline-
ate, score, trace, also follow, pursue, F. tracer,

trace, =8p. tra:ar = Pg. <rofar, plan, sketch,
= It. tracciare, trace, devise, < ML. "tractiare,

delineate, score, trace, freq. of L. trahcre, pp.
tractus, draw: see tract^.] I. trans. 1. To
draw; delineate; mark out, as on a map, chart,
or plan ; map out ; design ; sketch.

The Sea-works and Booms were traced out by Marquis
Splnola. llmcell. Letters, I. v. (i.

We firmly believe that no British government has ever
deviated from that line of internal policy which he (Lord
Hollandl has traced, without detriment to the public.

Macaulay, Lord Holland.

2. To write, especially by a careful or labori-
ous formation of the letters; form in writing.

Every letter I (roce tells me with what rapidity Life fol-

lows my pen. Sterne, Tristram Sliandy, ix. 8.

The signature of another plainly appeared to have been
traced by a band shaking with emotion.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

Specifically— 3. To copy, as a drawing or en-
graving, by following the lines and marking
them on a superimposed sheet, through which
they appear.

There is an Inscription round the inside of the (bronze]
vase, which was traced of, as it is engraved on it, and
shews exactly the circumference of the vase.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 207.

4. To cover with traced lines, as with writing
or tracery. [Rare.]

The deep-set windows, stain'd and traced.

Would seem slow-flaming crimson fires

Yrom shadow'd grots of arches interlaced.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

And be holds a palm-leaf scroll in his hands.
Traced with the Prophet's wise commands.

Whitlicr, The Palra-Tree.

6. To follow the track, trail, or path of; pur-
sue: a general term, the verbs track and trail

being more specific, as in hunting.
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The Monster, swifte as word that from her went,
Went forth in haste, and did her footing trace.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 23.

6. To follow the course of by observation of

the remains or vestiges ; ascertain the position,

course, contour, etc., of by noting and follow-

ing the traces that exist.

You may trace out the Aquednct all along by the re-

maining fragments of it
Hamtdrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 52.

On the seventeenth we took another view of the vale of

Jehosaphat. And on the twentieth traced the old walls

to the north, and reviewed the places that way.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 19.

The sepulchres of Rome have as yet been far too care-

lessly examined to enable us to trace all the steps by
which the transformation took place.

J. Fergusgon, Hist. Arch., I. 345.

7. To observe traces or vestiges of ; discover

visible evidences or proofs of.

You may trace the deluge quite round the globe.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, iii.

In his frank eyes she did not fail to trace

A trouble like unto a growing hate.

That, yet unknown to him, her love did wait.

Waiiavi Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 106.

8. To follow step by step : as, to trace the de-

velopment of a plot: often with np, back, out.

He traced up his descent on both sides for several gen-

erations. Steele, Tatler, No. 1»2.

There is no prosperity, trade, art, city, or great mate-

rial wealth of any kind, but if you trace it home you will

find it rooted in a thought of some individual man.
Emerson, Success.

9. To make one's way through or along ; trav-

erse ; thread
;
perambulate.

To trace the brakes and bushes all about.

The stag, the fox, or badger to betray.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 164).

We do trace this alley up and down.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 16.

Trauersing and tracing the seas, by reason of sundry
and manlfolde contrary windes, vntill the 14 day of July.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 235.

II. intrans. 1. To move; go; march; make
one's way ; travel.

Our present worldes lyves space
Nis but a maner deth, » hat weye we trace.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 54.

Not wont on foot with heavy armes to trace.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 29.

He would now be up every morning by break of day,

tracing and walking to and fro in the valley.

Bunyaii, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

2t. To step
;
pace ; dance.

For Condon could daunce, and trimly trace.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. i\. 42.

trace^ (tras), n. [< ME. trace, traas, < OF. trace,

F. trace = Pr. trassa, tras = Sp. traea = Pg.
trago = It. traceia, an outline, track, trace; from
the verb.] 1. The track left by a person or an
animal walking or rtinning over the ground or
other surface, as snow or the like ; footprints

;

the track, trail, or rut left by something which
is drawn along, as a cart ; the marks which
indicate the course pursued by any moving
thing.

These as a line their long dimension drew.
Streaking the ground with sinuous trace.

Milton, P. L.,vii. 481.

Hans Van Kipper now began to feel some uneasiness
about the fate of poor Ichabod and his saddle. An in-

quiry was set on foot, and after diligent investigation they
came upon his traces. Ireing, Sketch-Book, p. 452.

2t. Hence, a track or path ; a way.
As traytoures on-trewe the sail teche them a trace.

York Plays, p. 125.

Let reason thee rule, and not will thee leade
To folowe thy fansie, A wronge trace to treade.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 346.

Alexis, let us rest here, it the place
Be private, and out of the common trace

Of every shepherd.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

3. A token, indication, or sign of something
that has passed over or away; a mark, impres-
sion, or visible evidence of something that has
occun-ed or existed ; a vestige.

The shady empire shall retain no trace

Of war or blood but in the sylvan chase.
Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 371.

Such dreams of baseless good
Oft come and go, in crowds or solitude,

And leave no trace. Shelley, Julian and Madilalo.

On the worn features of the weariest face

Some youthful memory leaves its hidden trace.

0. W. Holmes, The Old Player.

4. A small quantity ; an insignificant propor-
tion : as, tetradymite or telluride of bismuth
usually contains traces of selenium.
At one time our thoughts are distorted by the passion

running through them ; and at aiiother time it is difllcult

to detect in them a trace of liking or disliking.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 434.

6410

5t. Train; procession.

After hem comen of women swich a traas

That, sin that God Adam had mad of eilhe.

The thridde part of mankynd or the ferthe,

Ne wende I nat by possibilitee.

Had ever in this wyde worlde ybe.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 285.

6t. A step or series of steps; a measure in

dancing.

To his lady he come ful curteisly

whanne he thoght tyme to dance with hir a trace.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 58.

7. Jn fort., the ground-plan of a work.— 8. In
geom., the intersection of a plane with one of

the planes of projection.— 9. The record made
by a self-registering instrument Foliar trace,
in vegetable anat, a fascicle of flbrovascular bundles, aris-

ing in the flbrovascular system of a stem, and sooner or

later passing out into a leaf.— Primitive trace, in em-
bryol., same as primitive groove (which see, under ^mmi-
«i»). =Syn. 1, 3, and 4. Trace, Vestige. Trace is much
broader than vestige. A vestige is something of the nature
of signs or remains, very small in amount, showing that a

thing has been in a certain place : as, not a vestige of the

banquet remained. Trace may have this sense of a last

faint mark or sign of previous existence or action ; or it

may stand for a very small amount of any sort : as, a trace

of earthy matter in water; or it may stand for the sign,

clue, or track by which pursuit may be made : as, to get

upon the trace of game or of a fugitive,

trace^ (tras), n. [Early mod. E. trays; < ME.
trayce, trayse, prop. *trays, < OF. trays, trais,

traces of a carriage, F. traits, ^1. of trait, traict,

a cord, chain, or strap by which a carriage is

drawn: see trait. The word is thus ult. pi. of

trait; at. truce, also orig. pi. ; and for the form,

cf. also dice.'] One of the two straps, ropes, or

chains by which a carriage, wagon, or other ve-

hicle is drawn by a harnessed horse or other
draft-animal. See cut under harness.

Than thinketh he, "Thogh I praunce al byfom.
First in the trayse, ful fat and newe shorne.

Yet am I but an hors, and horses law
I mote endure, and with my feeres drawe."

Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 222.

Twelve young mules,
New to the plough, unpractised in the trace.

Pope, Odyssey.

In the traces, of persons, in harness ; at regular and
steady employment, especially such as one has become
well versed in.—Ladles' traces, a form (probably a pref-

erable one) of lady's-tresses.—To kick over the traces.
See kick.

trace'-* (tras), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. traced, ppr.

tracing. [_<. traced, n.] To hitch up
;
put in the

traces.

My fur ahin' [off wheel-horse] 's a wordy [worthy] beast

As e'er in tug or tow was trae'd. Bums, The Inventory.

trace'' (tras), v. t. Naut., a form of trice^.

traceability (tra-sa-bil'i-ti), n. [< traceable +
-ity (see -hility).'] The state of being trace-

able; traceableness.

traceable (tra'sa-bl), a. [< traced + -alle.'] Ca-
pable of being traced.

A boundless continent, having no outline traceable by
man. De Quincey, Herodotus.

Scarcely traceable tracts, paths, rude roads, finished

roads, successively arise.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 270.

traceableness (tra'sa-bl-nes), n. The state of

being traceable ; traceability. Imp. Diet.

traceably (tra'sa-bli), adv. In a traceable man-
ner; so as to be traced. Eneyc. Brit., XVIII.
768.

trace-buckle (tras'buk'l), «. A long heavy
buckle by which a harness-trace is attached to

a tug. E. H. Knight. See cut under harness.

trace-chain (tras'chan), n. A chain used as a
harness-trace.

trace-fastener (tras'fas'n^r), «. A hook or

catch to attach the hind end of a trace to a
swingletree. E. H. Knight.

trace-hook (tras'huk), ». A hook on the end
of a swingletree for engaging a harness-trace.

E. H. Knight.

trace-horse (tras'hfirs), n. One of the two
outside horses where three or four are driven

abreast.

traceless (tras'les), a. [< traced + -less.'] That
may not be traced ; showing no mark or trace.

On traceless copper sees imperial heads.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar), Subjects for Painters.

tracelessly (tras'les-li), adv. Without leaving

a trace.

trace-loop (tras'lop), n. A square loop of metal
serving to attach a harness-trace to the trace-

post or the end of a swingletree. E. H. Knight.

trace-mate (tras'mat), n. Same as trace-horse.

They termed the two next the pole yoke-steeds, and
those on the right and left outside trace-mates [in ancient

chariots]. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 208.

tracer (tra'ser), n. [< traced + -eri.] One who
or that which traces, in any sense.

trachea

Pliny, the onely man among the Latines who is a dili-

gent and curious tracer of the prints of Nature's foot-

steps. Hakewill, Apology, III. i. 5.

(a) A small slender steel instrument, having a handle in

the middle and its ends pointed more or less, and one of

them usually also curved and edged, used in dissection as

a compromise between scalpel and probe for tracing out
the course of nerves, vessels, etc. It is usually held like

a pen, and may be pushed into or drawn through tissue,

as desired. Also called seeker. (6) One whose duty it is

to trace or search out missing articles, as railway-can,
milk-cans, or letters.

Nearly all the great roads employ a corps of what are

known as " lost car searchers " or tracers.

Set. Amer., N. S., LIX. 217.

(c) An inquiry sent out from a post-office, express-office,

railway-station, or other establishment after some missing
letter, package, car, etc. (d) One who copies or makes
tracings of drawings, etc. (e) An instrument, like a stylus,

for tracing drawings, etc., on superimposed paper. (/) A
simple kind of pantograph, (g) A form of outline- or copy-
ing-machine. It consists essentially of a long bar bjd-

anced by means of a universal joint near one end. The
longer arm is directed toward the drawing, design, or

other work to be copied on a reduced scale, and the

shorter arm carries a pencil. On moving the i>oint of the

long arm over the work, the pencil on the short arm re-

produces a reduced copy of the work on paper held before
it. By reversing the relative positions of the pointer and
pencil, an enlarged copy may be made. Also called tra-

cing-machine, (ft) A tool, sometimes a small smooth-edged
wheel set in a handle, by means of which a continuous
line is impressed, as in ornamental metal-work.

traceried (tra'ser-id), a. [< tracery +
Ornamented with tracery of any kind.

terly Rev., CXLV. 427.

tracery (tra'ser-i), n. [< traee'^ + -ery.]

arch., permanent openwork built in a window,
or an opening of similar character, in the form
of mulhons, which are usually so treated as to

be ornamental, and,
especially in medi-
eval architecture,

form in the head of
the window arches
and foliated curves,
and later flowing
lines, intersecting
and enriched in va-

rious ways. The ori-

gin of tracery is due to

the increase in the size

of windows, which about
the middle of the twelfth

century became too large

to be glazed safely with-
out division by means of

supports or mullions. At
first the simple supports
needed were provided,
but the new feature be-

gan almost at once to be
treated as an ornament,
and was developed as
such with the style, so

that the tracery forms
one of the surest crite-

rions for determining the
age and the place in art

of a medieval building.

Pure, delicate, and sim-
ple in outline until to-

-Cd2.]

Quar-

1. In

Tracery : type of complete devel-
opment, at the close of the 13th cen-

tury.—Window-head of the Church o#
St. UTt>ain, Troyes. France.

ward the close of the thirteenth century, tracery becomes
less graceful and more elaborate in the fourteenth, and
in the fifteenth flames out into the tongues and waves and
spirals of the Flamboyant in France, and in England takes

on the formal and mechanical repetitions of the Perpen-
dicular style. With the Renaissance its forms are sim-

plified to plain curves and rectangles. The most admira-

ble medieval tracery is the French ; the Italians excelled

in pierced tracery or plate-tracery. The subdivisions of

groined vaults, or any ornamental designs of the same na-

ture for doors, paneling, ceilings, etc., are often tenned
tracery. See also cuts under layicettcindou!, geometric,

decorated, plate-tracery, rose-^cindow. Jtamboyant, perpen-

dicular, muUion, /an-traeery, &ni foliation.

2. In decorative art, scrollwork or foliated orna-

ment having no strong resemblance to nature

:

a term used loosely, and applied to work of

many materials.— 3. In lace-making, a pattern

or added decoration, in general produced by
raised ridges or bars: it is peculiar to pillow-

lace or bobbin-lace.— 4. Any sculpture or or-

namentation suggesting architectural tracery

:

as, the delicate tracery of an insect's wings.

See sculpture, 4.—Bar-tracery, tracery formed of com-
paratively slender and long bars of stone, as distinguished

from pierced tracery (see ptate-trac^ri/). and from tracery

entirely built np of courses of small blocks.

There is a fine one (wheel window], of bar tracery, in

the south transept of York.
C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 160.

trachea^ (tra-ke'a, commonly tra'ke-ii), n.i pi.

trachex (-§)'. [N'L., < LL. *trachea, trachia, <

Gr. Tpaxsia, the windpipe; prop, rpaxcia aprripla

(L. arteria aspera), lit. 'rough artery,' so called

with ref . to the rings of gristle ; fem. of rpaxk,
rough, rugged, harsh.] 1. In anat. and rod?.

:

(a) The principal air-passage of the body; the

windpipe, beginning at the larynx and ending
at the bronchial tubes, it is a musculomembranoni



trachea

tube, stiffened and held open by a series of many carti-

laginous or osseous rings, the first of which is usually

specialized (see cricoid), and the last one or more of which
are variously modified to provide for the forking of the

single tracheal tube itito a pair of right and left bronchial
tubes (see pemdui). Through the larynx the trachea
communicates with the mouth and nose and so with the

exterior, and through the bronchial tubes with the lungs

;

and air passes through it at each inspiration and expira-

tion. The trachea exists in all vertebrates which breathe
air with lungs, and is subject to comparatively little va-

riation in character. In man the trachea is a cylindrical

membranocartilaginous tube about as thick as one's fin-

ger, and 4i inches long, extending from the sixth cervical

to the fourth dorsal vertebra, where it branches into the

bronchi, lyin? along the front of the spinal column, the
esophagus interp<ising between it and the vertebne. The
thyroid body is saddled upon it. Its structure includes

many cartilaginous rings, some white fibrous tissue, yel-

low elastic tissue, muscular fibers, mucous membrane, and
glands, besides nerves and blood-vessels. The tracheal rings

(see ritiffi) are from sixteen to twenty in number, incom-
plete in a part of their circumference, being about one
third filled in by fibrous tissue. The highly modified first

ring, or cricoid, is usually excluded from this association

and described as a part of the larynx. Tracheal mucous
glands are found in abundance as small flattene<l oval

bodies, with excretory ducts which pierce the fibrous,

muscular, and mucous coata t<i open on the surface of the
mucous membrane. The arteries of the trachea are de-

rived froni the inferior thyroid; the tracheal veins empty
in the thyroid vein ; the nerves are from the pneumogas-
tric and recurrent and the sympathetic. The trachea in

other mammals resembles that of man. In birds the
tracliea presents several pecoliaritiea ; especially in

lung-necked birds this organ does not always follow the
S-shaped curve of the cervical vertebrse, and requires
special contrivance for shortening and lengthening when
the neck is bent and Htraightene«l. The whole structure
is highly elastic, and the rings are peculiarly beveleil on
opposite sides alternately, »> that each one may slip half

over another to right and left. In some long-necked
birds, as cranes and swan.s, the windpipe makes large
folds or C4>ils in the interior of the brout-bone or ander
the skin of the breast The rings are prone to ossify In

birds, and some of tbem are often greatly enlarged in

calilwr and soldered together into a large gristly or bony
capsule, the tracheal tympanum, also called labyrinth.
Besides its intrinsic muscles, tbe trachea Is provided with
others which pa-ss Uy the furcnlum or sternum, or iKtth.

The lower end of the trachea is pecuUarly modified in

nearly all birds t*) form the lower larynx, or syrinx. .See

tyrinx, 4 (with cut^ also cuts under larynx, lung, and pcx-

ndut. (fc) In Arthropodn, as insects, one of tlie

tubes wliich traverse the body and generally
open by stigmata upon the exterior, thus bring-

ing air to the blood and tissues generally, an<l

constituting special respiratory organs, other
forms of respiratory organs in arthropods are branchiae,

tracheobranchiae, and pulnionary sacs. See branehijF. i,

tracheobranehia, and pulmmutrp, 0. (cf ) In conch., the
siphon, or respiratory tube. See siphon, «., 2
(a), and cut under .Sip/(Owo»to»k»<rt.— 2. In fcof.,

a duet or ves.sel ; a row or chain of cells that
have lost their intervening partitions and havo
become a single long canal or vessel. They may
be covere^l with various kinds of markings or thickenings,
of which the spiral may l>e taken as the type. See venH.

Trachea- (trS-ke'a), n. [XL.,< Gr. Tpaxtia, fem.
of rp</,viV, rough : see frrtWifu'.'] Anotablegc-
nus of noetuid
moths, contain-
ingone species,

T. pinipertla,

known to Eng-
lish collectors

as the pine-

licauly. It is a
common pest to
pine and fir forests

in .Scotlanil and through northern and central Europe.
The larva 1* slender, naked, and green, with three white
lines on the back and a yellow or red line on the sides, an<l

feeds on the older pine-needles. It passes tbe winter as

Enpa on or under the ground. This genus was named by
liibner in IHIti.

tracheal (Ini'ke-al), a. [< NL. trarhealis, <

frnc/i«(, windpipe : see fraWicnl.] 1. Oforper-
taining to the trachea or windpipe : as, tra-

rhi'iil rings or cartilages; tracheal vessels; tra-

cheal respiration.— 2. In hot., of or pertaining
to trachcie— Tracheal arteries, branches of the in-

ferior thyroid ramifying uiMin tbe trachea.— Tracheal
gill. .See yiffI.— Tracheal glands. s*ce (/fanrf.— Tra-
cheal opercula. See opemdum (li) (»).— Tracheal
rftlea, bunlillng sounds caused by the presence of liifuid

in the trachea, such as may be heard just l>efftre iteath,

from the iiiabiliiy of the patient to expectorate ; the
death-rattle. - Trachejll rmgS. See trachea^, 1 (a\ and
ritvii. Tracheal tube. See trachea i , 1 (a).— Traclieal
tympanum. Sec trachea^, l (a), and ti/mjxtnmn.

trachealis(tra-ke-ri'lis),».; pi. traeheale«(-\i!7.).

[NIj. (sc. muxculug): see tracheal.l An intrin-
sic muscle of the windpipe. In man the name
is applied to the set of circular or transverse
muscular fibers.

tracheal! (tra'ke-an), a. [< trachea^ + -««.]

Having tracheie or trachea-like organs: as, a
trachean arachnid; characterized by breathing
through trachea! : as, trachean respiration ; liav-

ing the foi-m or f'.wictions of tracheie: as, tra-

chean branchite. Also tracheute and tracheary.

Pilic-t>cauty ( TraeAru fiMtftrda).
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Trachearia (tra-kf-a'ri-a), n.pl. [NL. , neut. pi.

o{*trachearitis: see tracheary. 1 Thetraeheate
araehnidans, an order of Arachnida comprising
those wliieh breathe by tracheae alone, it com-
prises the mites or acarids, the harvestmen or opilionines,

the solpugids, and the false scorpions. See Pvlmotrache-
aria. Also Tracheariie and Tracheata.

trachearian (tra-ke-a'ri-an), a. and n. [< Tra-
chearia + -OH.] 1. a. (5t or pertaining to the
Trachearia ; tracheate; trachean; tracheary.

II. «. A tracheate araehnidan ; a tracheary.

tracheary (tra'ke-a-ri), a. and n. [< NL. * <r«e/ic-

«ri«.f,< fracAea, vi'indpipe: see <racA<;«l.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the trachea or tracheai

;

breathing by means of trachese, not by pulmo-
nary sacs, as an araehnidan

—

Tracheary tissue,
in dot., tissue composed of both trachete and tracheids.

Also called traclienchyina.

II. n. A member of the Trachearia.

Tracheata (tra-kf-a'tS), «. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of 'tracheatus, tracheatie: see traeheate.'\ Same
as Trachearia.

tracheate (tra'ke-at), a. and n. [< NL. *traehe-

o/H.v, < ^r«f/icrt, windpipe: see trachea^.'] I. a.

Having a trachea or trachesB ; pertaining to the
Tracheata or Trachearia ; tracheary.

U. n. Any tracheate arthropod ; a tracheary.

tracheated (tra'ke-a-ted), a. [< tracheate +
-c(P.] ^^ame as tracheate. [Eare.]

The terrestrial traeheaUd air-breathing Scorpionidte.
Encye. BrU.,\l. 654.

trache!d (tni-ke'id), Ji. [< trachea + -iVP.] In
hot., a single elongated taper-pointed and more
or less lignified cell, usually having upon its sur-

face peculiar markings known as discoid mark-
ings or bordered pits, and especially character-

istic of the wood of gymnosperms. In a longitudi-

nal radial section of pine wood, for example, the surtace of

the cells or tracheids presents a dotted appearance, due to

the presence of one or more longitudinal series of bordered
pits. These bordered pits have the appearance of concen-
tric circles, and are really thin places In the wall of the cell

;

and in transverse sectUm it may be seen that tliey are pits

with an arched dome, and that the thin spot is couunon
to two contiguous cells.

tracheldal (tra-ke'i-<lal), a. [< tracheid + -ah']

In liiit., i)ertaining to tracheids, or having their

nature.

tracheitis (tra-ke-i'tis), n. [NL.] Same as
trachitix.

trachelalis (trak-e-Ia'lis), n.; pi. trachelales

(-lez). [NL., < Gr! rpaxn^, neck, -f- L. term.
-alis (see -al).] A muscle of the back of

the neck, commonly called trachelomantoideus.
(»(//,«, 1887.

trachelate (trak'f-lat), a. [< NL. 'traehelatus,

< Gr. Tpaxt^K, neck, throat.] In entom., hav-
ing the form of a neck: said of the prostemum
when it is produced anteriorly in a slender
neck, as in certain Hymenoptera.

Trachelia^ (tra-ke'li-ij), ». pi. fNL., < Gr. Tpa-

Xt/'Oi, neck, throat.] " In Latreille's classifica-

tion of insects, a division of heteromerous Vole-

optern, including such genera as Meloe, Lytta,

and Ilhi/nphorun : distinguished from Atrache-
lia. Also Trachilida, Traehelidex.

trachelia- (tra-ke'li-ii), «. Plural of tracheliiim.

tracheliate (tnl-ke'ii-at), a. [< Trachelia +
-<(/<'.] Of or pertaining to the Trachelia: as,

a tracheliate beetle.

Trachelida (tra-kel'i-da), ». pi. [NL., as Tra-
chelia + -ida.']

' Same as Trachelia.

trachelidan (tra-kel'i-dan), a. and M. [< Tra-
chelidii + -an.] I. ti. In entom., having the head
narrowed behind into a neck; of or pertaining
to the Trachelia.

U. n. A trachelidan beetle.

Tracheliidae (trak-e-ll'i-de), n. pi. [NI.,., <

TruchiUini + -ida;.] A family of holotrichous
infusorians, whose tj-i)e-genus is Trachelius.
These animalcules are free-swinmting, ovate or elongate,

highly elastic, an<l cjliate tbrougbout. The oral cilia are
slightly larger than those of the general cuticular surface,

and the oral ai>erture is situated at the base of a more
attenuate and often trunk like anterior prolongation
(whence the name). fJenera besides Trachelius arc Am-
phitejituti and Loxopkylluvi.

trachelipod (tra-kel'i-pod), a. and n. [< Tra-
chelipoda.] I. a. Pertaining to the Trache-
lipoda, or having their characters.

II. II. A member of the Trachelipoda.

Trachelipoda (trak-e-Iip'o-flii), n. pi. [NL., ir-

rcg. < Gr. T/Mx'poc, neck, -1- irotf (jro<i-) = E./oof.]

In Lamarck's classification, the third order of

mollusks, containing those univalves whose
foot is attached to the neck (whence the name),
and whose shell is spiral. They were contrasted
with his gastropods (see Gantcrfrjwda (o)). The tracheli-

P«k1s were primarily ilivt«ie(l into two series or sections,

phytophagous and nwphagous, with many families in
each. [Not in use.)

trachelo-occipital

trachelipodan(trak-e-lip'o-dan),a. [< tracheli-

pod + -((«.] Same as trachelipod.

trachelipodous (trak-e-lip'o-dus), a. [< tra-

chelipod + -ous.] Same &s trachelipod.

tracheliiim (tra-ke'li-um), «.; pi. trachelia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. Tpd'xn^oc, the neck, throat, the mid-
dle part of a column.] 1. In arch., the neck
of a column (which see, under neck). See cut
under hypotrachelium.— 2. leap.] [Toumefort,
1700; earlier used by Lobel, 1576.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants, of the order Campanula-
cesE. It is distinguished from the type genus Campanu-
la by densely corymbose flowers with narrowly tubular
corollas slightly three-cleft at the apex. The 4 or 5 species

are all natives of the Mediterranean region. They are per-

ennial herbs or undershrubs, with tall stems bearing pan-
icled corymbs of very numerous blue flowers, or in one spe-

cies producing numerous short stems with tlie flower-clus-

ters somewhat umbellate, T. ceervXeiim is cultivated for

its flowers, under the name of throalwort.

Trachelitis (tra-ke'll-us), n. [NL. (Schrank,
1803; Ehrenberg), < Gr. rpa^'^^fi neck.] The
t}'pical genus of Tracheliidx, having highly
vacuolar or reticulate parenchyma. T. ovum,
which inhabits bogs, is the only well-established
specioe.

trachelo-acromial (tra-ke'16-a-kr6"mi-al), a.

and «. [< tir. Tpaxri^o^, neck, -I- aKpufUov, axpct-

/ila, the point of the shoulder-blade : see acro-

mial.] I. a. Connecting the shoulder-blade
with cervical vertebra, as a muscle ; common
to the neck and to the acromion.

II. fl. The trachelo-acromial muscle.

trachelo-acromialis (tra-ke'lo-a-kro-mi-a'lis),

«. ; pi. truchelo-aeromiales (-lez). [NL.: see tra-

chelo-acromial.] The trachelo-acromial muscle.
Also called levator claviculx (which see, under
leralor).

Trachelobranchia (tra-ke-lo-brang'ki--a), n.pl.

[< Gr. Tpiixtf^Jx;, neck, -(- fipdyxf, gills.] A
section of docoglossate gastropods having a
cervical gill, consisting only of the Tecturi-

da:

trachelohranchiate (tra-ke-lo-brang'ki-at), a.

Having gills on the neck, as certain mollusks;
eervicobranchiate ; specifically, of or pertain-

ing to the Tiachelobranchia.

Trachelocerca (tra-ke-lo-s6r'ka), V. I^NL.
(Ehrenberg), < Gr. Ti>dxi'^<K, neck, -I- KepKOf,

tail.] The typical genus of Trachelocsrcidie,

with a conspicuous apical annular groove, ter-

minal mouth, and elastic extensile neck. T. olor

is the swan-animalcule, so called from the long swan-like
neck, and is found in ponds. It was formerly considered
a Tibiio and called V'l^nio protevg, V. olor, or V. cygnux.
It is one of the infusorians longest known, having been
described as a "proteus" by Baker in 1752. Theaspectof
the animalcule as it swims, alternately contracting and.
extending the long neck, and swaying it from side to side
in search of food, is not unlike that of the bird named,
and has also been likened to the supposed action of a
plesiosaur.

Trachelocercidse (tra-ke-lo-str'si-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Triuheldcerca + -idee.] A family of ho-
lotrichous ciliato infusorians, typified by the
genus Trachelocerca. They are free-swimming ani-

malcules, flask-shaped or elongate, with neck-like prolon-
gation and annular apical groove, a soft flexible cuticu-
lar surface, specialized oral cilia, and mouth terminal or
nearly so.

tracheloclavicular (tra-ke'16-kla-vik'u-lar), a.

[< (.tr. rp<ix'/'/<K, neck, + NL. clavicula, clavicle

:

see clavicular.] Pertaining or common to the
neck and to the collar-bone, as a muscle be-
tween them.

tracheloclavicularis (tra-ke'lo-kla-vik-ii-la'-

ris), II.; pi. Iracheloclaviculares (,-rez). ['NL.

:

see tracheloclavicular.] A small anomalous mus-
cle of man, which sometimes extends from a

low cervical vertebra, as the sixth, to some part
of the clavicle.

trachelomastoid (tra-ke-16-mas'toid), a. and
«. [< Gr. Tpdxv'^'K, neck, + E. mastoid.] I. a.

Connecting the neck with the mastoid process
of the temporal bone, as a muscle of the back
of the neck.
H. H. The trachelomastoideus or trachelalis.

trachelomastoideus (tra-ke'lo-mas-toi'de-us),

»!.; pi. trachclomafitoidei (-1). [NL.: see trachelo-

mastoid.] The trachelomastoid muscle of the

nape of the neck. It lies on the inner side of the trans-

versalis colli, between this and the complexus, arises by
several tendons from the transverse processes of cervical

and some upper dorsal vertebne, and is inserted into the
mastoid beneath the insertions of the splenius and the
sternomastoid.

trachelo-occipital (tra-ke'lo-ok-sip'i-tal), a.

[< Gr. Tpaxr/>M(, neck, + L. occiput (occipit-),

occiput: see occipital.] Pertaining or common
to the nape of the neck and to the hindhead:
specifying a muscle of this region, now com-
monly called complexus.



trachelo-occipitalis

trachelo-OCCipitalis (tra-ke"lo-ok-sip-i-ta'lis),

». ;
pi. irachclo-oecipital'es (-lez;. [NL. : see

trachelo-occipital.'i The trachelo-oeclpital mus-
cle, or complexus. See complexus'^.

trachelorraphy (trak-e-lor'a-fi), «. [< Gr. T/m-

XV^oc, neck, + ixupij, sewing, < partrctv, sew.]
In surg., the plastic operation for restoring a
fissured cervix uteri.

tracheloscapular (tra-ke-lo-skap'u-lilr), a. [<
Gv. Tpaxn'-oQ, neck, + LL. scapula, shoulder

:

see seapiil/ir.'i Coming from or common to the
side of the neck and the scapular region, or
shoulder: specifying certain veins which con-
tribute to form the external jugular.

Trachelospermum (tra-ke-lo-sper'mum), «.

[NL. (Lemaire, 1839), so named when supposed
to produce seeds with a distinct neck or beak

;

< 6r. rpaxr/^Mi, a neck, -I- aiztpfia, seed.] A ge-
nus of plants, of the order Apocynaceie, tribe
Echitideie, and subtribe Euechitidcx. It is char-
acterized by seeds without a bealj and l)y loosely corym-
Ijose cymes of regular flowers having a glandulai' or scaly
calyx, and a salver-shaped corolla with oblong lobes and a
constricted throat. There are 6 Asiatic species, and a
seventh in the southern United States. They are shrubby
climbers, with opposite leaves and white fiotvers. ~
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swrflr., the operation of making an opening into trachycarpous (trak-i-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.
the trachea or windpipe.— Tracheotomy-tube, the Tp<ixi%; rough, -I- Kapndc, fruit.] In bot, having
tube used after tracheotomy for insertion into the open- rough fruit

laZll" '"' '"^''"^ '" '""'"""' '""''"'""^- ''°'"P"''' Trachycarpus (trak-i-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Wend-
~ '

'

'
land, 1861), so called with ref. to the woollyTrachinidae (tra-kin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Tra

chinus + -idiB.'\ A family of acanthopterygian
fishes, of which the genus Trachinns is the type;
the weevers. They are related to the cottoids or mail-
cheeks, and also to the star-gazers, and are noted for the
pungency of their opercular and dorsal spines, which,
though not connected with special poison-glands, may
inflict serious wounds. There are two dorsal flns, tlie first
of which is short and is composed of about six strong
pungent spines ; the second dorsal and the anal are both
long ; and the ventrals are in advance of the pectorals, and
have a spine and five rays ; the body is highest at the
nape ; the head is compressed, cuboid, with lateral and
protrusive eyes, and very oblique cleft of the mouth ; and
the preorbltals as well as the preoperculars are aimed
with spines. The family was formerly taken in a more
comprehensive sense, then including the members of sev-
eral other families, as Uranoscopidte, SiUaginidx, Noto-
theniida, etc. As now limited it has but few species,
mostly confined to the Mediteiranean and Atlantic waters,
though one occurs along the coast of Chili. The two Bril>
ish species are justly dreaded, and have many local names
alluding to their means of defense, as adder-fish, sea-adder,
sting-fixh, etingbidl, staivjster, etc. None are found on
North American shores. See cut under Trachinus.

[< Traclii

- -- T. .-.. „ „.„„. „ „,.„„
(fi/fonne, a native of river-banks from Virginia to Florida trflpbitiniH I'trak'i nniil^ « onrl «
and Texas, is a climber reaching about 10 feet high, and

»racnmoia (trak 1-noia), a. and n.

bearing numerous creamy flowers in spring and summer.
T. jamiiiumies is the Shanghai jasmine of greenhouses,
formerly cultivated under the names Parechiies and lihijii'

chospennum.

trachenchyma (tra-keng'ki-mil), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tpaxna, windpipe, -I- eyxvfia, that which is

poured in (cf . parenchyma) : see cnchymatous.']
In hot., same as tracUeary tissue. See tracheary.

fruit of one species; < Gr. rpaxic, rougli, -i-

Kapnd^, fruit.] A genus of palms, of the tribe
Coryphese. it is characterized by p<jlygamously monoe-
cious flowers with valvate segments, and an ovarj- of three
distinct acute carpels connate at the base, each with a ses-
sile stigma terminal in fruit. There are 4 species, 2 natives
of tlie mountains of northern India and Burma, one in
China, and another in Japan. They are thornless palms,
densely clothed above with a fibrous netting remaining
from the leaf-sheaths. They bear terminal roundish leaves
deeply cut into narrow two-cleft segments, with a biconvex
petiole, and entire densely fibrous sheath. The short or
elongated numerous robust spadices are densely or loose-
ly flowered, and covered at first by numerous large, com-
pressed, obliquely cut woolly spathes. The flowers are
small and yellowish, followed by a roundish fruit with
thin fleshy pericarp, and a single erect free seed with equa-
ble corneous albumen. They vary vei-y much in habit. T.
Martianu3, of the llimalayas, produces tall solitary trunks;
in others the stems are low and tufted. The fruit is either
blue or satfron-colored. The species have been often de-
scribed under the genus Chamserops. T. excelam is known
as hemp-palm. T. Fortunei, the Chinese fan-palm, con-
sidered the only palm which is at all hardy in England, is
the source in China of a fibrous matting used for cordage,
and made into clothing, which is said to be water-proof.

II. n. A trachinoid fish

Trachinus (tra-ki'nus), «. [NL. (Linnseus,
1758), < Gr. TpaxH, rough, rugged.] The typi-
cal genus of Trachinida;.

tracheobranchia (tra-ke-6-brang'ki-a), n.
;

pi.

traclwobranchise (-§).' [Nli., < Gr. rpaxila, wind-
pipe, -I- fSpdyxm, gills.] A breathing-organ of
certain aquatic insect-larvse, combining the
character of a gill with that of an ordinary
trachea.

The so-called Tracheo-branchix . . . are in no sense
branchice, but simply take the place of stigmata.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 221.

tracheobronchial (tra-ke-o-brong'ki-al), a. [<

Lesser Weever iTrachittus -vipera).

weever; the lesser weever is T. vipera,
about 12 inches long, the latter 6.

Gr. rpaxfla, windpipe, -1- (ipdyxia,^ the bronchial trachitis (tra-ki'tis), n. [NL., more prop, tra-
ixibea: see bronchial.'] Pertaining to the tra- cheitis, < ^ra'c7«;«, the windpipe, -f -j7j«.] In
chea and the bronchi: same as bronchotrachcal. flammation of the trachea or windpipe Pseu-
tracheocele (tra-ke'6-sel), »(. [< Gr. Tpaxda, domembranous trachitis. See pseudmnembranmis.

windpipe, -I- Ktilr/, tuinor.] An enlargement of trachle, trauchle (trach'l, traeh'l), r. t. [By

ossifications, which cause the head to seem bare
and rough on the upper side. T. lichenatus is

a species known as the Uchened tree-toad.
T. draco is the dragon- TrachycomUS (tra-kik'o-mus), n. [NL. (Caba-

nis, 1850), < Gr. rpaxk, rough,-!- Kd/iri, hair: see
coma'^.'] A genus of timeliine birds of the Ori-
ental region. T. ochrocephalus is the yellow-crowned
thrush or bulbul, formerly also called Ceytomge stare, rang-
ing through the Malay peninsula to Java, Sumatra, and
Borneo.

Trachyglossa (trak-i-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
TpaxH, rough, + y'/iiaaa, tongue.] A primaiT-
group of octopods, including all those which
have radular teeth : contrasted with Liogloxsa.
It embraces all octopods except the Cirroteu-
thidee.

The former is

cheitis, < trachea, the windpipe, + -itis.] In- trachyglossate (trak-i-glos'at), a. and n. I.
n i-. ^ J,

. , . , . a. Having the tongue rough with radular teeth,
as an octopod; of or relating to the Trachy-

the thyroid gland ; bronehocele or goiter.

tracheophone (tra-ke'o-fon), a. and n. [As
Traclicophoncs.] 1. a.' Of or pertaining to the
Tracheophones.

II. n. A bird of the group Tracheophones.
Tracheophones (tra-ke-o-fo'nez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. rpaxeia, windpipe, + (jxjvr/, voice.] In or-
nith., in Johannes Miiller's classification (1847),
one of three tribes of an order Insessorcs, con-
taining certain South American families, dis-
tinguished by the construction of the syrinx
both from the I'nlymyndi and from the Picarii
of the same author. These birds are a part of the
formicarioid Passeres of Wallace ; and the name (also and
preferably in the form Trachcophonte) has of late more
definitely attached to certain South American mesomy-
odian Passeres, represented by the verj' large families For-
fnicariidae and Dendrocotaptidie and their immediate al-
lies.

tracheophonine (tra-ke-o-fo'nin), a. [< tra-
cheophone + -JHel.] Same as tracheophone.
Eno/c. Brit., XXIV. 689, note.

tracheophonous (tra-ke'o-fo-nus), a. [< trache-
ophone + -ous.] Same as tracheophone.

tracheoscopic (tra-ke-6-skop'ik), a. [< <)•«

some regarded as a perverted form of draggle;

glossa.

II. n. Any member of the Trachyglossa.
ef. Gael, trachladh, fatigue.] 1. To draggle or Trachyloblum (trak-i-16'bi-um), n. [NL
bedraggle.— 2. To overburden or fatigue ; ex- '"" it)'i^> n. j ...;,.l _ „ ,^,
haust or wear out with prolonged exertion.
[Scotch in both uses.]

trachle, trauchle (trach'l, traeh'l), «. [See
trachle, v.] A prolonged wearing or exhaust-
ing effort, as in walking a long distance or
over heavy roads ; a heavy pull. [Scotch.]
trachly (trach'li), a. [< trachle + -i/1.] Be-
draggled; slovenly; dirty. [Scotch.]
trachoma (tra-ko'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. rpaxu/ia,
roughness, < rpaxvc, fongh, + -oma.] In surg.,
a granular condition of the conjunctiva of the
eyelids, frequently accompanied with haziness
and vascularity of the coniea

; granular lids

:

a serious disease, often occurring after puru-
lent ophthalmia— Trachoma glands. See gland.

trachomatous (tra-kom'a-tus), a. [< tracho-
ma(t-) + -ous.] Pertaining to, of the nature of,
or affected with trachoma.
Trachomedusae (trak'o-me-du'se), «. pi An
incorrect form of Trac/«)/TOedH«a?. ffaechel; E.

,
li. Lanlcester.

cheoseop-y + -ic] ' Pertaining to or of the na- Trachurops (trii-ku'rops), n. [NL. (Gill, 1862),
ture of tracheoscopy,

tracheoscopist(tra-ke'o-sko-pist), «. [< trache-
oscop-y + -ist.] One who practises tracheo-
scopy.
tracheoscopy (tra-ke'o-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. rpa-
Xela, windpipe, -t-' -anoiria, < aKcnrelv, view.] The
inspection of the trachea, as witli a laryngo-
scope.

tracheostenosis (tra-ke"o-ste-n6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpaxcla, windpipe, + arevuBi^, narrowing:
see stenosis.] Stenosis of the trachea.
tracheotome (tra-ke'o-tom), n. [< Gr. Tpaxcla,
windpipe, -I- -ro//of, <; rc/iveiv, ra/itlv, cut.] A
surgical knife used in tracheotomy.
tracheotomist (tra-ke-ot'o-mist), n. [< trache-
otom-y + -ist.] One who performs tracheotomy.
tracheotomize (tra-kf-ot'o-miz), v. t.

;
pret.

and pp. tracheotomizi'd, ppr. tracheotomising.
[< tracheotom-y -i- -ize.] To perform traclie-
otomy upon. Also spelled tracheotomise. Sci-
ence, V. 173.

tracheotomy (tra-ke-ot'o-mi), ». [< Gr. rpaxcla,
windpipe, -f -ro/iia, < rcfivciv, rajielv, cut.] In

< Trachurus + Gr. utp, face, aspect, appear-

(Hayne, 1827), so called with ref. to the rough
pods; < Gr. Tpaxig, rough, -I- /ojid^, pod: see
lobe.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the
suborder Ciesalpimese and tribe Amherstiex. It
is characterized by leaves composed of two coriaceous
leaflets, and by flowers with caducous bractlets, each with
five petals, all stalked, and somewhat equal, or with the
two lower ones minute. There are 2 or 3 species, natives
of the tropics in eastern Africa and the Mascarene Islands,
with one in Asia, there commonly cultivated. ThCT are
trees with white flowers panicled at the ends of the
branches. See copal and anime, 2.

Trachymedusae (trak''i-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpaxvi, rough, -I- NL. Medusse.] In
Haeckel's system of classification, an order of
acalephs whose margin al bodies or sen se-organs
are tentaculicysts, and whose genitals are
situated in the course of the radial canals.
No hydriform trophosome is known to occur. It is com-
posed of sucli forms as Pelagia, Trachynema, Aglaura,
Liriope, and Geryonia (or Cannarina\ and corresponds to
a part of the Haplomorpha of Carus or of the Monopnea of
AUman,
trachymedusan (trak"i-me-dii'san), a. and n.

[< Trachymedusse + -an.] 'I. a. Pertaining to
the Trachymedusse, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Trachymedusse.
eye.] A genus of carangoid Ashes of Trachyinene (trak-i-me'ne), n. [NL. (Rudge,

fusiform shape, with the hinder part of the
lateral line plated, the shoulder-girdle with a
deep cross furrow at its junction with the isth-
mus, and the eye very large. T. crumenoph-
thalmus is the big-eyed scad, also called gogglcr
and goggle-eyed jack (which see, under goggle-
eyed).

Trachurus (tra-ku'ms), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1810), < L. trachttrus, < Gr. rpiixovpog, rpaxovpoc,
the horse-mackerel, < Tpaxi'^, rough, -t- ovpa,
tail.] A genus of carangoid fishes, the saurels,
having the lateral line armed with bony cari-
nate plates for its whole length. T. saurus, also
called scad, horse-maekerel, and skipjack, is greenish with
silvery sides and a dusky opercular spot, and is a foot long.
It inhabits Atlantic waters both of Europe and of the
United States, See cut under scad.

trachybasalt (trak-i-ba-salf), n. [< Gr. rpaxlx,
rough, -I- E. basalt.] The name given byBoficky
to a variety of basalt, it is dark-gray, very fine-
grained, with more or less calcitic and zeolitic matter dis-
persed througli it, and is the latest member of the basaltic
formation of Bohemia.

1811 ), so called with ref. to the woolly and some-
what moon-shaped fruit : < Gr. rpaxix, rough, -t-

utyr?!, moon.] A genus of umbelliferous plants,
of the tribe Hydroeotylese. it is distinguished from
the related genus Hydrncotyle by the absence of stipules.
It includes about 14 species, one a native of New Caledonia,
and one of Borneo, the others all Australian. They are usu-
ally hirsute herbs, with temately dissected and toothed
leaves, and white or blue flowers in simple umbels with
linear involucral bracts. The fruit is usually roughened
with bristlesor tubercles, one of the carpels often smoother
or abortive, T- australis is known as Victorian parsnip.

Trachynematidae (trak'i-ne-mat'i-de), «. pi.
[NL., < Trachynemalt-), the typical genus (< Gr.
rpaxic, rough,+ vf//xa, a thread), -t- -idx.] A fam-
ily of hydromedusans, of the order Trachymedu-
sse, typified by the genus Trachynema (or Circe),
having rigid marginal tentacles, and the geni-
tals developed in vesicles in the eight radial
canals. Also Trachynemidse.
Trachynotns (trak-i-no'tus), h. [NL. (Lac^-
pede, 1800), < Gr. rpaxix, rough, + vCiTof, back.]
A notable genus of carangoid fishes, with short
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free spines on the back (whence the name) ; the
pompanos. There are several species, highly
valued .IS food-flshes. See pompaiio, 1.

trachyphonia (trak-i-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

r/)«v'V"''"- roughness of voice, < rpo^i^ucof,

rougli-voieed, < r/jo^if, rough, + ipuvi/, voice.]

Kiiughiioss of the voice.

Trachypteridae (trak-ip-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Trachypterus + -I'rf*.] A family of deep-sea
acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the ge-

nus Trticlnjjiteriis, of few species, some of which
are noted for their fragility. T. areticia is the deal

Ilah (see cut under deal-figh\ occasionally stranded on
the Itritish coasts. The family has been used with vary-

ing limits. In Uiinther's classification it included the
iicjalfcidir, or oar-flshes (see cut under lie'jalectut), and the
Sttllitphiruiir. In tJill's it is restricted to ta^niosonies
with the iMKiy nunierat^Iy long and luucli compressed; the
iiead and opercular apparatus short (the operculum ex-

tended downw;ird, the suhoperculum helow it, the inter-

operculuni contracted backward and boundeil behind by
the operculum and suhoperculum) ; the ventral fins with
few rays in the young and atrophied or lost in the adult

;

the crutiium with a myodomeand basisphenoid ; the supra-
occipital prr,minent behind ; the epiotics confined to the
sides and hack of the cranium ; and no ribs.

trachypteroid (tra-kip'te-roid), a. and n. [<

Tracliiipteru^ + -oirf.J f. a. Belonging to the
TraclnjiiltrUlae, or having their characters; re-

.semblin^ or related to the king of the salmon.
II. «. A fish of the family Trachypteridse.

Trachypterus (tra-kip'te-rus), n. [NL. (Gouan,
1770), <Gr. Tpax'v^, rough, -I- rrfp<5v, wing (fin).]

The leading genus of trachypteroid fishes, char-
acterized by the well-developed ventral fins of
from four to six branched rays, and the long
fan-shaped caudal fin. (See cut under ileal-

Jlsh . ) T.alticclis is known as king of the salmon
(which see, under king^).

trachyspermoas (trak-i-sptr'mus), a. [< Gr.

'po.X'^t rriuKh. + airip/ta, seed.] In bot, hav-
ing rousli seeds; rough-seeded.
Trachystomata (trak-i-std'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. rfMxii, rough, -t- uto/m, mouth.] A group
of lu-odele amphibians, of eel-like form and with-
out hind legs, as the SirenUlte. i-he buioccipltal,
supm-occipita], and supnitemponU bonea are mppreued

;

there is no vomer, fntercalare, or maxillary arch ; and the
propodlals are distinct. See Sirenidm, 1.

trachyte (trak'it), n. [= F. trachyte = G. tra-

rhijt, < Gr. rpaxiTVC, roughness, < rpaxif, rough,
rugged.] A volcanic rock exhibiting a char-
acteristic roughness when bandied. AtracMnt
it is ujught to limit the term to rocka compoaea eoen-
tlally of sanidine, with more or leaa triclinlc feldspar

;

hornblende, biotite, and niaKuetlte are also frequently
present in greater i>r less quantity. Much of the rock of
the C'onlilleras, fitrmcrly called trachyte, la now consid-
ered by lithologists to belong more properly among the
andesi!es, Oreenstone-trachyte. s«meaaiirofi^»(«.—
Quartz-trach}rte, a rock distinguished from trachyte by
tile |)r<'S('iirt- of iiuartz. As used by most lithologlsts, the
sanie a.-* tijMiri/e <»r i/uartz-rhyiUile.

trachy1«-tuff (trak'it-tuf), H. A fragmentary
eruptive rock ina<ie up of trachytic material.
See tuff"'* and trarhyle.

Like the other fragmentary Tolcanic rock^ the talis may
Ih -iihdivlded according to the lava from the dislntegra-
I f which they have been formed. Thiu we have fel-

-it' riiifs, traehyU-tuf»t basalt- tnffs, pomice-tuffs, porphy-
iite-iu««, etc. Onkie, Text Book of Oeol., 2d ed., p. 186.

trachytic (tra-kit'ik), a. [< trachyte + -ic]

Pertaining to or consisting of trachyte,

trachytoid (trak'i-toid), a. [< trachyte + -oid.']

Bi'liiiigiiig to orha\'ingthe characters of trach-
yte. Trachytoid structure (as used by Fouqu^ and
.Michfl-Levy, III liescritdng tile eruptive rocks), a type of
stnu-turr ill u hit'li an aninrpliDiis magma is prtMent, with
the iisiiiil evidciires of tliixion, while at the aame time
there is a mifre dintinct indirationof two epochs or stages
of crystallization tlian there is In the granitoid stnictnre
as this latter term is lindted by these authors.

tracing (tra'sing), n. [Verbal n. of fracel, c]
1. The act of one who traces.— 2. A track or
patli ; a course.

Not all those prcclt>uB gems in Heav'n above
Shall yield a sight more pleasing to behold,
With all their turns and tradngt manifold.

Sir J. Dttviet, Dancing, st la

3. A mechanical copy of a design or drawing,
made by reproducing its lines as seen through
a transparent medium, as tracing-paper.

tracing-cloth (trasing-kl6th), H. A smooth
thin linen fabric, coated with size, used for
making tracings of drawings, plans, etc., as less

destructible than tracing-paper. Also called
tracinfi-tinen.

traclng-instrtunent (tra'sing-in'strij-ment), «.

An instrument of any kind used to facilitate

tracing, or to make by tracing an enlarged or a
reduced copy. See tracer (g), and cut under
pnnlngrnph.

tracing-linen (tra'sing-lin'en), n. Same as
tracing-clnth.
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tracing-lines (trii'sing-linz), )i.7>i. Naut., lines

in a snip passing through a block or thimble,
and tised to hoist a thing higher.

tracing-machine (tra'sing-ma-shen"), «. Same
as Inner (</).

tracing-paper (tra'sing-pa'pfer), n. 1. Seej>«-
pcr.— 2. Same as tratmfer-paper, 1.

tracing-thread (tra'sing-thred), n. In lacc-

making : {a) A bordering thread thicker than
most of the threads of the fabric, usually indi-

cating the pattern. (6) A group or cluster of

threads used for such bordering. Compare trol-

ley-thread (under trolley), and Mechlin lace (un-

der lace).

tracing-wheel (tra'sing-hwel), H. A wheel used
as a tracer; especially, a small toothed wheel
attached to a handle by which it is run over a
surface to mark a pattern in dotted lines.

track^ (trak), r. t. [A var., prob. due to asso-

ciation with the noun track, of trcck (as in

trcck-pol), or trick (see trick^, draw), < MD.
trecken, D. trekkeu, draw, pull, tow, delineate,

sketch, also intr., travel, march, = OFries. trek-

ka, tregga = MLG. trecken, LG. trekken = MHG.
G. trecken, draw, a secondary form of a strong
verb seen in OHG. trehhan, MHG. trechen,

draw, shove, scrape, rake. The L. trahere,

draw (whence ult. E. tract^, traced), is a differ-

ent word. Ct. track^, n. and v.] 1. To draw;
specifically, to draw or tow (a boat) by a line

reaching from the vessel to the bank or shore.
— 2t. To draw out; protract; delay.

Yet by delaies the niatier was alwaies tracked, and put
over without any fruteful determination.

Strype, Eccles. Mem., Hen. VIII., Originals >'o. 13.

trackl (trak), n. [< MD. treck, treke, D. trek, a
drawing, train, delineation, feature; from the
verb : see frrtcA-i, t. Of. track^, n., and tracts, n..

6, with which track'^ is confused, and to which
it may be in part or wholly due (so track^ tor

tract^). Ct. trick^, n.] A feature ; lineament.
[Scotch.]

track^ (trak), n. [Formerly also tract (by con-
fusion with tract^); < OF. trac, a track, trace, a
beaten way or path, a course, F. trac, track, <

MD. treck, treke, a drawing, di-aft, delineation,
feature, train, procession, a line or flourish

with a pen, a sketch, D. trek, a draft, feature,

expedition, = MLG. trek, draft, expedition : see
track^, n. (the same word derived directly from
the D.), and traek^, r. See also trek. For the

relation of track'^ to track^, draw, cf. that of
traced, 'track,' to traced, 'draw.'] 1. A mark
left by something that has passed along: as,

the track of a ship (a wake); the track of a

wagon (a rut).

The weaiy son, . . .

... by CJie bright tradt of his Hery car,

airei signal of a goodly day to-morrow.
5%ai:.,Bich.III.,v. 3. 20.

Thou do'st cleaue, with thy keen Fauchins force,

The Bards and Breast-plate of a furious Bcarse,

No sooner hurt, but he recoyleth back.
Writing his Fortune in a bloody (rocil'.

Sytvatrr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.,The Vocation.

2. A mark or an impression left by the foot,

whether of man or beast; a footprint; specif-

ically, in paleott., an iohnite or ichnolite; a
fossil footprint, or cast of an extinct animal's
foot. Compare traced, 1, and trails, 'i.

Consider the atmosphere, and the exteriour frame and
face of the globe. If we may find any traeka and footsteps
of wisdom in the constitution of them.

Bentley, Works, I. viii. i S.

3. A road ; a path ; a trail.

Behold Torquatus the same track pursue.
Ihydm, JEneld, vl. 1130.

Up through that wood behind the church
There leads from Edward's door
A mossy track, all over-houghed
For half a mile or more. CoUridge, Three Graves.

We all shrink, like cowards, from new duties, new re-

sponsibilities. We do not venture to go out of the beaten
track of our daily life. J. F. Clarke. .'telf-Culture, p. 340.

4. A course followed ; a way of going or pro-

ceeding: as, the track of a comet.

Thy Fancy like a Flame Its way does make.
And leaves bright Traekn for following Pens to take.

Cotiiey, To Sir W. IMvenant.

If straight thy track, or if oblique,

Thou know'st not. Tennyton, Two Voices.

5. The course or path laid out for horse-, foot-,

bicycle-, or other races: as, a cinder track; a
track of six laps to the mile.— 6. The two con-
tinuous lines of rails on which railway-cars

run, forming, together with the ties, ballast,

switches, etc., an essential part of the perma-
nent way: as, a single track; a double track; to

cross the track. See out under switch.— 7. In

tracker

anat. , the course of a vessel, nerve, duct, etc.

—

8. In cool., the sole of the foot Double-track
road, a railroad having two tracks, so that trains may run
in both directions at the same time.— In one's tracks,
where one stands ; as one goes ; hence, then and there

;

on the spoL

He was in for stealing liorses, but I think the real thief
swore it off on him. If he did, God forgive him ; he had
better have shot the boy in Aw tracks.

The Century, XL. 224.

Off the track, thrown from the track; derailed, as a rail-

way-carfiaj;e ; colloquially, having wandered away from
the sultject under discussion : as. the speaker was a long
way uff the frrtcA".— Side track. See side-track.— Single-
track road, a railroad having only one track, but pro-

vided witli turnouts at intervals, so that trains may run
both ways.— To have the inside track. See inside.—
To make tracks, to go away

;
quit ; leave ; depart.

[SUng.]

You will be pleased to make tracks, and vanish out of
these jiarts forever

!

Kiwjsley, Two Years .4go, xiv.

To make tracks for, to go for
;
go after. [Slang.]

"I THfldefracA-jf/or thatlad/'sflidRoljert, . . . "I found
him in the fields one morning."

Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, xiii.

Track-laying machine, a machine for laying rails in

position on a railroad-track, the machine moving forward
over each part of the track so laid.=Syn. 3-6. Road,
Path, etc. (see uay), trail, pathway.

track'- (trak), t'. t. [< track'^, n. Cf. OF. trac-

quer, surround in hunting, hunt down. In def.

3, cf. track^, v., draw, from which, or its source,

tracA'-i, n. and r., is derived.] 1. To follow up
the tracks of; follow by the tracks or traces
left by that which is followed; trace; trail.

It was often found impossible to track the robbers to
their retreats. itaeaulay, Hist. Eng., lil.

Through camp and town and wilderness
He (racilrerf his victim. Whittier, Mogg Megone, ii.

I will track this vermin to their earths.
Tennyson, Geraint.

2. To ascertain by means of existing traces or
remains; trace.

The whole line of their retreat might be tracked by the
corpses of thousands who had died of cold, fatigue, and
hunger. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

3. To trace, follow, or mark out plainly.

The straight course to her desire was tracked.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, 1. 32.

A thirst to spend our fire and restless force
In trackinff out our true, original course.

M. Arnold, The Buried Life.

4. To make tracks over; traverse: as, to track

the desert.— 6. To make marks upon, as with
wet or muddy feet.

"Stand still there !" she called to me as I approached
the door, "and don't come In to (rocJl* my floor.

*

U. B. Stoice, Oldtown, p. 21.

track'''t (trak), V. [An erroneous form of tracts,

as tract* is an erroneous form of track'^^.'} A
tract of land.
Those small tracks of ground, the county of Poole, and

the like. Putter, General Woithies. (Hichardson.)

trackage^ (trak'aj), «. [< tmck^ + -age.] A
drawing or towing, as of a boat on a river or
canal ; nnulage ; towage.
trackage- (ti-ak'aj), n. [< Irack^ + -age.] The
collective tracks of a railway. Science, XII. 46.

track-athletics (Irak'ath-let'iks), ». Athletics
which are conducted on a track, as running,
hurdling, walking, and bicycling: sometimes
used in an enlarged sense to include jumping,
shot- and hammer-throwing, pole-vaulting, et*.

track-boat (trak'bot), n. [< traek^ -h boat.] A
boat which is towed by a line from the shore ; a
canal-boat. Carlyle, Reminiscences, p. 104.

track-chart (trak'chSrt), n. A chart showing
the path of a vessel at sea.

track-clearer (trak'kler'^r), n. 1. A bar or
guard suspended above the track just in front
of the wheels of a locomotive or a horse-car,
for the purpose of pushing any obstruction from
the track ; also, a cow-catcher, or a track-
sweeper for removing snow from a railway.

—

2. A triangular board at the outer end of the
cutter-bar of a mowing-machine or harvester,
serving at once to guide the grain to the cutter
and to clear a path for the next course of the
machine.
track-edge (trak'ej), «. In milling, the abrupt
edgi^ of tlie furrow of a millstone.

trackerl (trak'^r), n. [< track'^ + -erl.] 1.

One who tracks or tows a boat or raft, as on a
river or canal.

A hundred naked, sliouting. and arm-swinging trackers

drugged each one [a junk] slowly along, now straining
every muscle at the long tow-line, now slacking up, as a
man seated at the bow of the Ijoat directed them with the
beat of a small drum held between his knees.

The Century, XLI. 729.

2. In organ-building, a thin strip or ribbon of
wood used to transmit a pulling motion from
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one lever to another: opposed to sticker, which
acts by pushing. See cut under organ.

The tracker attached to the arm, . . . acted on by the
pipe valve, pulls it shut, and no air is admitted to the pipe.

Sci. Amer., N. a, LV. 83.

3. pi. See sticker^, 6.

traoker^ (trak'6r), «. [< track^ + -er^.} 1. One
who or that which pursues or hunts by follow-

ing the track or trail ; a trailer.

He . . . foUowes pretty feet and insteps lilce a hare
tracker. Brome, Sparagus Garden, iii. 4.

And of the trackers of the deer
Scarce half the lessening pack was near.

Scott, L. of theL.,i. 4.

The Missourian, an excellent tracker, took up the bloody
tralL T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXVI. 209.

2. One who observes and follows.

The country parson, who is a diligent observer and
tracker of God's ways, sets up as many encouragements to

goodness as he can. G. Herbert, Country Parson, xi.

track-harness (trak'har"nes), 11. A light, plain,

breast-eoUar single harness. E. H. Knit/ht.

track-hound (trak'hound), V. A dog which
hunts or tracks by scent, as a sleuth-hound.

We retraced our steps, intending to return on the mor-
row with a good track-hound. The Century, XXXVI. 42.

track-indicator (trak'in"di-ka-tor), n. On a
railroad, an apparatus for registering the aline-

ment, level, and general condition of a track
on which a car containing the apparatus is

moving. It is used on a dynagraph-ear. See
dynagraph.

track-layer (trak'la"6r), n. A workman occu-
pied in the laying of railroad-tracks.

trackless (trak'les), a. [< track^ + -less.] Un-
trodden ; without path or track; unmarked by
footprints or paths : as, trackless deserts.

Where birds with painted oars did ne'er

Bow ttirough the trackless ocean of the air.

Cowley, The Muse.

tracklessly (trak'les-li), adv. So as to leave

no track.

Like wind upon the waters tracklessly. George Eliot.

tracklessness (trak'les-nes), n. The state of

being without a track or path.

trackman (trak'man), n.
;
pi. trackmen (-men).

One employed to look after a railway-track.

The tra£km£n, in their red overstockings, their many-
colored blouses, and their brilliant toques, look like

gnomes. Scribner's Mag., IV. 646.

trackmaster (trak'mas'''ter), n. A railway of-

ficial who has charge of a track.

track-pot (trak'pot), H. [Also trcck-pot, truck-

pot; < track^ + pot^.l A pot in which tea is

drawn or infused ; a tea-pot. [Scotch.]

track-raiser (trak'ra'''z6r), n. A tool of any
kind, as a rail-jack or lifting-jack, for raising

rails which have become sprung below the
proper level. Sometimes a screw-jack mounted on a
tripod is used, the hook being pushed below the rail, and
the screw turned by a handspike.

track-road (trak'rod), n. [< track^ + road.]

A tow-path.
track-scale (trak'skal), n. A scale which weighs
a section of railway-track with the load stand-

ing on it. H. H. Knight.

track-scout (trak'skout), n. [< track^ + scouts,

after D. <reA;-sc/(Mi<,adraw-boat,< <refrfcen, draw,
-(- schuit, boat: see trekschuit.'] Same as trek-

schuit.

It would not be amiss if he travelled over England in a
stage-coach, and made the tour of Holland in a track-scoute.

Martinus Scribtcrus, i. 11.

Shallops, track-scouts, and row-boats with one accord
took place in line. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 681.

track-'valker (trak'wa,''k6r), n. A trackman
who inspects a certain section of railway-track,

especially before the passage of very fast trains,

to look for breaks or other defects, and to tight-

en up wedges and nuts.

The chapters give a logical account of the origin and
development of Kailways in America, and describe the
work of the railroad man from president to track-walker.

Scribner's Mag., VI., p. 29 of adv'ts.

trackway (trak'wa), «. A tramway.
tract^t (trakt), V. t. [< L. tractus, pp. of tra-

here, draw, carry off, draw out, protract, delay,

retard; prob. not connected with E. draw,
drag. Hence ult. (from L. trahere) E. tracts,

n., with its doublets trait, trace"^, etc., tracts,

tract^, etc., attract, contract, detract, etc., ex-

tray, portray, treat, treatise, treaty, tractate,

tractable, etc., attrahent, contrahent, subtrahend,

etc., traced, track^, etc. The verb tract^, with
the noun, has been more or less confused in

some senses with track^ and track'^.] 1. To
draw; draw out; protract; waste.

He [CrasBus] traded time, and gaue them leisure to pre-

pare to encounter his force. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 474.

Tractarian

termined connections.— Tract Of Gowers, the antero-
lateral ascending tract (which see, above),

tract^t (trakt), V. t. [< L. tractare, handle,
treat, freq. of trahere, draw: see treat, and cf.

tract^.] 1. To handle; treat.

The erle . . . grauously perswaded the magestrates of

the citees and tounes, and so gently and familiarly vsed
and tracted the vulgare people. Hall, Hen. IV., an. 1.

JforstonamfBartsted, Insatiate Countess, i./ Hence— 2. To discoui'Se or treat of; describe;
tractl (trakt), n. [Early mod. E. trade; < L. delineate.
tractus, a drawing, train, extent, a district, ex- The man [Ulysses] . . .

tent of time, in gen. extension, length, ML. a Sa* many towns and men, and could their manners (rjwf.

A I.* V jii- J • X. • & ' B. yon«o7i, tr. of Horace 8 Art of Poetry,
treating, handlmg, doing, busmess, commerce,

. , ,, , -s r/ «t .. , <, ^
a song, etc., in a great variety of uses; < tra- tracts (trakt), n. [< ML. tractus a treating,

here, pp. tractus, draw: see tract\ v. From handling, etc., an anthem, particular uses of L^
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Yet (traeting time) he thought he would provide
No less to keep then coole the Assiegers pride.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iii.

2. To trace ; track ; follow.

Well did he tract his steps as he did ryde.
Spenser, F. (J., VI. viL 3.

His heart hath wrestled with deaths pangs,
From whose sterne cave none tracts a backward patli.

the same L. noun are also ult. E. trait and
trace'^.] 1. Extent; a continued passage or
duration; process; lapse: used chiefly in the
phrase tract of time.

This in tracte of tyme made hym welthy.
Faoyan, Chron., Ivi.

Silly Wormes in tracte of time ouerthrowe . . . statelye
Townes. I'Vly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 110.

A lifelong tract of time reveal'd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlvi.

2t. Course or route ; track; way.
Vnderstandyng, by reason of the sphere, that if I shulde

sayle by the way of the northwest wynde I shulde by a
shorter tracte coome to India, I thereuppon caused the
kynge to bee aduertised of my diuise.

St. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Cabot (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 288).

3t. Course or movement; action.

The whole tract of a Comedy shoulde be full of delight,

as the Tragedy shoulde be still maintained in a well raised
admiration. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

4t. Attractive influence ; attraction ; charm.
Hell never own me,

But I am taken ! the fine tract of it

Pulls me along ! to hear men such professors
Grown in our subtlest sciences

!

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, it 1.

5. Extent ; expanse ; hence, a region of indefi-

nite extent; a more or less extended area or
stretch of land or water : as, a tract of woodland.

tractus, a drawing: see tracts, and cf. tractate:.]

1. A short treatise, discourse, or dissertation;

especially, a brief printed treatise or discourse
on some topic of practical religion.

The church clergy at that time are allowed to have
written the best collection of tracts against popery.

Swift, The Presbyterians' Plea of Merit.

Jlen . . . wlio live a recluse and studious life, . . . and
pore over black-letter tracts. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 284.

2. In the Roman and some other Western litur-

gies, an anthem consisting of verses from Scrip-

ture (generally from the Psalms), sung instead

of the Alleluia after the gradual, or instead

of the gradual, from Septuagesima till Easter
eve : so called from being sung ' continuously

'

(tractim) by the cantor without interruption

of other voices. jVIso tractus—Albertlne tracts.
See^Jfterttnc.—Brehon Tracts. See i>r«Aon.— Oxford
tracts, a series of ninety pamphlets, entitled Tracts for
the Times, published at Oxford from 1833 to 1841, the doc-

trines of which formed the basis of the Tractarian move-
ment. See Tr«c(«rnnn«mi.—Tract No. 90. See Tractari-

anf«m.—Tract society, a society for the printing and dis-

tribution of religious tracts.

tract*t (trakt), n. [An erroneous form of track^,

simulating tract^.] Track; footprint.

They lookt about, hut nowhere could espye
Tract of his foot. Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 19.

They [the English] could not come near them [Indians],

but followed them by y= trade of their feet sundrie miles.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 81.

AU this tract ot the Alpes . . . was heretofore called . , , .,.. ,. , , ,.,,. ,.•, , , „, i.-,.-

Alpes Coctiffi. Con/at, Crudities, I. 90. tractablllty (trak-ta-bil i-ti), n.
;
pi. tractabih-

ties (-tiz). [< L. tractabilita(t-)s, < tractabilis,

tractable : see tractable.] The state or process
For heaven hides nothing from thy view.

Nor the deep tract of hell. Milton, P. L., i. 28.

Where Apollo's Fane refulgent stands
Was heretofore a Tract of Pasture-l.ands.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's .\rt of Love.

6t. Trait; lineament; feature.

The discovery of a man's self by the tracts of his coun-
tenance is a great weakness and betraying.

Bacon, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 1887).

of being tractable; especially, docility; sub-

missiveness.
I trace lines of force in her face which make me scepti-

cal of her tractalnlity. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxix.

A wild man, not of the woods, but the cloisters, nor yet

civilized into the tractabUities of home.
Bvlwer, Caztons, L 1. {Latham.)

7. In anat., an area or expanse ; the extension tractable (trak'ta-bl), a. [In other use treata

of an organ or a system: as, the digestive or
alimentary tract; the optic tract. Also called

tractus (which see).— 8. In ornith., a pteryla,

or feathered place : distinguished from space.

The former places are called traets or pteryla;.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 87.

9. Ill her., same as trcssurc Anterolateral as-
cending tract, a somewhat comma-shaped tract occupy-
ing the peripliery of the anterolateral column of tlic spinal

cord, extending from the anterior extremity of the cere-

bellar tract nearly or quite to the anterior roots. The
fibers are of medium size, and degenerate upward. Also
called Iraet of Gourer*.—Anterolateral descending
tract, a tract of white fibers in tlie antei-olaterul culnnm
of the spinal cord, bordering the aiiteroliUenil ascending
tract on its inner side, and extending from tlie crossed
pyramidal tract neaiiy or quite to the anterior fissure. It

is marked by many fibers which degenerate downward,
but these are so mingled with other fibers tliat it is far

from being a pure tract. See cut under upt'/wi.— Cere-
bellar tract, a tract in the lateral column of the spinal

cord and medulla, extending from the lumbar enlarge-

ment of the cord to the superior vermifoi-m process of the
cerebellum.— Ciliated tracts. See ctit'ate.— Descend-
ing comma tract, a somewhat comma-shaped group of

fibers in the central section of the extenial posterior col-

unin of the spinal cord, which degenerates downward for

a short distance. It has been made out only in the cervical

and upper thoracic regions— Direct cerebellar tract.
Same as cerebellar (ract.- Intermediolateral tract, the

so-called lateral gray comu of the spinal cord, most con-
spicuous in the thoracic region. See cut under npinal.—
lAssauer^s tract, a small tract of fine nerve-fibers lying

at the tip of the posterior gray comu of the spinal cord,

formed by the ascending fibers of the lateral sections of

the lateral bundles of the posterior roots of the spinal

nerves, which appear thus to pass upward for some dis-

tance before they terminate in the posterior gray comu.
Also called posterior marginal tract or zone, or Lissauer's

zone. See cut under spinal.— Olfactory tract, the rhin-

encephalon, or olfactory process of the prosencephalon,
especially when, as in man and the higher vertebrates

generally, it is comparatively small and of simple band-
like character, whence it is also erroneously called otfac-

toru nerve.— Optic tract. See optic and tractux.—Pedun-
cular tract. Same as pyramidal tract.— Posterior mar-
ginal tract. Same as Lissauer's tract.— Powder-dOWn
tracts. See powder-down.— FyiSimiAld tract. See
pyramidoJ.—Respiratory tract, (a) The middle column
of the spinal marrow, whence, according to Sir Charles
Bell, the respiratory nerves originate, (b) The air-passages

collectively.— Semilunar tract, a tract of white fibers,

in the lateral part of the cerebellar hemisphere, of unde-

bic {<{. v.); OF. traitable, traictable, F. traitttble

= Pr. tractable = Sp. trattible = Pg. tratatel =
It. trattabile, < L. tractabilis, that may be touch-
ed, handled, or managed, < tractare, take in

hand, handle, manage, freq. of trahere, draw:
see tracts, tract-, and treat.] If. Capable of

being touched, handled, or felt; palpable.

But they [the angels] had palpable and tractable bodies

for the time, as appears plainly, ver. 4, by washing their

feet. Rev. T. Adams, Woifca, II. 512.

2. Easily handled or wrought.

This metall (gold) is a body tractable and bryght, of col-

oure lyke vnto the soonne. And, . . . beinge scene, it

greatly disposeth the myndes of men to desyre it and e»-

teme it as a thyng most precious.

R. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on
(America, ed. .\rber, p. 362).

Hence—3. Manageable; governable; easily

led; docile; pliant.

It is seldome sene that frendship is betwene these par-

sones : a man sturdie, of oppinion inflexible, . . . with him
that is tractable, and with reason persuaded.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. 11.

The reason of these holy maids will win her

;

Youl find her tractable to any thing
For your content or his.

Massinger and Dekker, Virgin-Martyr, iii.

When England . . . shall meet with Princes tractable

to the Prelacy, then much mischiefe is like to ensue.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

tractableness (trak'ta-bl-nes). H. Traeta-

bility.

It will be objected, that whatsoever I fancy of the trac-

tableness of children, . . . there are many who will never

apply themselves to their books. Locke, Education, § 88.

tractably (trak'ta-bli), adr. In a tractable

manner ; with compliance or docility.

Tractarian (trak-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< tracts

+ -nriaii.] I. a. Pertaining to the Tractarians

or their doctrines.

II. n. One of the promoters or adherents of

Tractarianism.

His religious opinions, . . . said the clergyman, were

those of a sound Churchman ; by which he meant, I rather

suspect, that he was a pretty smart tractarian.

H. King^, Geofiry Haml)Ti, ilviU.



Tractarian

A reaction begins in England with Wesley. It Is seen In

the Evangelical movement, still more in the Tractariam,
who strive after the re-creation of the Church as a living

organism and the absorption of the individual in it.

Weitmiwter Jtev., CXXV. 225.

Tractarianism (trak-ta'ri-an-izin), n. [< Trac-
ttiridii + -iain.] A system of religious opinion
ami practice promulgated within the Church of

England in a series of papers entitled "Tracts
for the Times," published at O.xford between
1833 and 1841. The movement began as a counter-

movement to the liberalizing tendency in ecclesiasticism

and the rationalizing tendency in theology, and was in its

inception an endeavor to bring the church back to the prin-

ciples of primitive and patristic Christianity. Its funda-
mental principles were that the Christian religion in-

volves certain well-deflned theological dogmas, and a visi-

ble church with sacraments and rites and definite religious

teaching on the foundation of dogma, and that this visible

church is based up«:m and involves an unbroken line of

episcopal succession from the apostles, and includes the
Anglican Church. The tracts consisted of extracts from
the liigh-church divines of the seventeenth centur>' and
the church fathers, with contributions by Newman,
Fronde, Pusey, and Isaac Williams. In the last of the

series. Tract No. '.m\ Dr. (afterward Cardinal) Newman took
the ground that the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of

England are in large part susceptible of an interpretation

not inconsistent with the doctrines of the Council of Trent.
This tract was condemnetl by a number of bishops and
heads of colleges, and a part of the Tractarians (antong
them Newman in liWo) entered the Church of Rome,
others remaining with Dr. Pusey and John Keble in the

Church of England, and maintaining the principles of

sacramental efficacy and apostolic authority within that
coinniunion.

tractate (trak'tat), n. [Formerly also tractnt; =
D. trakUiat = G. tractat = Sw. Dan. traktat, < L.
tractatus, a treatise, eccl. a homily, a handling,
treatment, < tractare, handle, treat : see trac^,

treat, and of. tract^.'\ A treatise ; a tract.

I preaumed to allege this excellent writing of your ma-
jesty as a prime or excellent example of traetaUt concern-
ing special and respective duties.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Needlesse tractate stufl't with specious names.
Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

tractationt (trak-ta'shon), n. [< L. iracUi-

tiolu-), management, treatment, < tractare,

manage, treat: see tracfi, treat."] Treatment
or handling of a subject; discussion.

The journey they make us take through Are and water
reiguires a more punctual tractation than your patience
« ill now admit. Hen. T. Adams, Works, I. »s.

tractator (trak-ta'tor), n. [< L. tractator, a
handler, a treater, < tractare, handle, treat:

see tract-, treat.] A writer of tracts; specifi-

cally [coi).], one of the writers of the "Tracts
for the Times " ; a Tractarian. [Kare.]

Talking of the Tradaton— so you still like their tone

!

And so do I. KingtUy, Life, I. 68.

tractatrix (trak-ta'triks), n. [Fern, of tracta-

tor.] Ill iicom., same as tractrix.

tractellate (trak'te-lat), a. [< traeteUum +
-ate^.] Having a tractellum, as an infusoriaii.

tractellmil (trak-tel'um), H. ; pi. tractella (-i»i.

[NL.,dim. < L. tractuM,atTSiCt: see tract^.] "fhe

anterior vibratile flagelhim of abiflagellate in-

fusorian, used for locomotion : correrated with
fliiliirminilum.

tractile (trak'til), a. [< L. 'traeUtis, < trahere,

m. tractus, draw, drag: see tract"^.] Capable
of being drawn out in length ; ductile.

The consistencies of bodies are very divers ; . . . trac-

tile or to be drawn forth in length, Intractlle.

Boom, Nat. Hist, 1 839.

tractility (trak-til'i-ti), n. [< tractiU + -ity.]

The pioperty of being tractile.

Silver, whose ductility and tractility are much Inferiour
to those of gold. Derham.

traction (trak'shon), «. [= F. traction = Sp.
triicciiin = Pg. irac<;Stt = It. trazione, < ML.
'trnctio(H-), a drawing, < L. trahere, pp. tractus,

draw, drag: see tract^.] 1. The act of draw-
ing, or the state of being drawn; specifically,

in pliysiol., contraction, as of a muscle.— 2.
The act of drawing a body along a surface,
as over water or on a railway. The power ex-
erted In order to produce the effect is called tne force o/
traction. The line in which the force of traction acts is

called the fine nf traction, and the angle which this line
makes with the plane along which a body Is drawn by the
force of traction Is called the angle o/ traction.

3. Attraction; attractive power or influence.

He [Macbeth] feels the resistless traction of fate, sees
himself on the verge of an abyss, and his brain is filled

with phantoms. Welsh, Eng. Lit., I. .'i84.

4. The adhesive friction of a body or oV)ject,

as of a wheel on a rail or a rope on a pulley.
E. H. Knight.— 6. An action the negative of
pressure.-Line of traction, (o) See def. 2. (6) In
pkynti., the axis f)r direction of the tractive action of a
muscle ; the line in which a muscle contracts.

tractional (trak'shon-al), a. [< traction -f -al.]

Of or pertaining to traction.
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traction-aneurism (trak'shon-an'u-rizm), ».

An aneurism produced by traction on the wall
of the vessel, as by the ductus Botalli on the
wall of the aorta.

traction-engine (trak'shon-en'jin), n. Amova-
ble steam-engine used for dragging heavy loads

Traction-eivine-

a. driving-wheels with V-sh.-»pe<i projectifjns on their rims to pre-
vent slip ; b, gear-wheel keyed to the sfiaft of the driving-wheels, and
receiving motion through intermediate gearing from tne engine c,

mounted upon the top of the boiler d. This driving-gear may be
made to reverse its motion by a link-motion controlled by the lever e.

The steam-dome and smoke-stack are shown atyand ^. When it is

desired to use the steam-power for driving other machinery, the trac-
tion- wheels may be runout t>f gear. and tne jxiwcr taken olT by a belt
from the fly-wheel A. The eneitieer stands on a stepy, and through
a hand -wheel keyed to the shaft .ft steers the machine when it is moved
from place to place, the steering-mech.anism consisting of the worm-
gearing fM which turns the windmg-shaft /, and the chain n linked to

the opposite ends of the axle of the wheels/, this axle b^ing swiveled
to a bracket on the under side of the boiler. The turning of the shaft
/ lengthens the chain-connection on one side while shortening it on
the other, thus turning the axle of the wheels/ on its center, after the
manner in which the front wheels of vehicles are turned in changing
their direction.

on common roads, as distinguished from loco-

motirc engine, used on a railway.

traction-gearing (trak'shon-ger'ing), n. A
mechanical arrangement for utilizing the force

of friction or adhesion by causing it to turn a
wheel and its shaft.

traction-wheel (trak'shon-hwel), n. A wheel
which draws or impels a vehicle, as the driving-
wheel of a locomotive. Power is applied to the
wheel, and Its frictional adhesion to the surface on which
it bears is the direct agent of progression. S. H. KniyhL

Tractite(trBk'tU),n. l< tract? + -ite^.] Same
as Tractarian. Imp. Diet.

tractitions (trak-tish'us), a. [< L. trahere, pp.
triutii.t, draw (see tract^),+ -itiom.] Treating;
handling. [Kare.] Imp. Diet.

tractive (trak'tiv), a. [=r F. tractif, < L. trac-

tun, pp. of trahere, draw: see tract^.] Trac-
tional; drawing; needed or used in drawing.

In any plexos of forces whatever, the resultant of all the
tractive forces Involved will be the line of greatest trac-

tion. J. Fitke, Cosmic PhOos., I. 283.

tractlet (trakt'lct), M. [< tracts + .let.] A small
tract.

tractor (trak'tor), H. [< NL. tractor, < L. tra-

here, pp. tractui),(\Tavf,<inig: see tract^.] That
which draws or is used for drawing; specifi-

cally, in the plural, metallic tractors. See the
phrase.

What varied wonders tempt us as they pass

!

The cowpox, tractors, galvanism, and gas.
Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Metallic traf^n, a pair of small pfiinteil bars, one of
brass and tin- other of steel, which, by Iwing drawn over
dini>ased parts of the lK«ly, were supposed to give relief

through the agency of electricity or magnetism. They
were devised by lir. Perkins, and were much in vogue
about the beginning of the nineteenth century, but have
long been disused. Also called Perkint's tractors.

tractoration (trak-to-ra'shon), n. [< tractor +
-atioH.] The employment of metallic tractors

for the cure of diseases. See tractor.

Homceopathy has not died out so rapidly as Tractora-
tion. O. W. Holmes, Sled. Essays, Pref.

tractory (trak'to-ri), n. : pi. tractories (-riz).

[NL. 'tractorius, Kl: tralicrc,pp. tractus, draw:
see tract^.] A tractrix.

tractrix (trak'triks), n. [NL., fem. of tractor.]

A tran.scendental curve invented
by Christian Huygens (1629-9.5),

the propertj'of which is that the dis-

tances along the different tangents
from the points of contact to the in-

tersections of a certain line are all

equal. It Is the evolute of the catenary.
The definition al>ove given is that now usu-
al, and implies four branches, as shown in

the figure. But the original definition is

that it is the locus of the center of gyration
of a rod of which the end is drawn along a
straight line, without any effect of momen- Tractrix.

tum. So defined, the curve is confined to

one side of the asymptote, and sr> it is usually drawn. Also
tractatrix. Compare cut under syntractrix.

tractus (trak'tus), H.
;
pi. tractus. [NL., < L.

tractus, a tract: see tract'^, tracts.] 1. Same
as trart^, 7.— 2. Same as tracts, 2 Tractus In-
tenaediolateralis, the lateral comu of the spinal cord

trade

with the cells contained in it. See cut under spinal cord.
— Tractus intestinalis, the intestinal tract, or alimen-
tary canal; the whole intestine from mouth to anus. See
cuts under alimentary and intestine.—TractuS opticus,
the optic tract, the band of white nerve-tissue which arises

from the diencephalon, and forms a chiasm with its fellow

in front of the tuber cinereum. See (>p(tc.— TraCtUS spi-
ralis foraminulentus, a shallow spiral furrow in the
center of the base of the bony cochlea, exhil>iting groups
of foramina through which the filaments of the cochlear
nerves pass.

tradt. A Middle English preterit of tread.

tradel (trad)^ «. and a. [A later form, due part-

ly to association with the related noun tread

and the orig. verb tread, of early mod. E. trode,

trod, < ME. trod, footstep, track, < AS. trod,

footstep, < tredan (pret. trxd, pp. treden), step,

tread : see tread, v., and cf. tread, v., trod, trode.

The appar. iiTegularity of the form (the reg.

form is trode or trod, as still in dial, use) and
the deflection of sense (from the obs. senses

'track, path,' etc., to the present usual senses,
' business, commerce, exchange') have obscured
the etymology, suggesting an origin from or

a confusion with F. traitc, trade, Sp. trato,

treatment, intercourse, communication, traffic,

trade, etc.: see trait, tracts.] I. n. If. Afoot-
step; track; trace; trail.

Streight gan he him revyle, and bitter rate.

As Shepheardes curre, that in darke eveninges shade
Hath tracted forth some salvage beastes troide.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vl. 39.

2t. Path; way; course.

A postern with a blind wicket there was,
A common trade to passe through Priam's house.

Surrey, Mne\A, ii. 687.

By reason of their knowledge of the law, and of the
autoritee of being In the right froife of religion

J. Udall, On Luke xix.

Vou were advised . . . that his forward spirit

Would lift him where most trade of danger ranged.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 1. 174.

3t. The bearing part of the felly of a wheel

;

the tread of a wheel.

The utter part of the wheele, called the trade.

Withals' Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 79. (Naret.)

4t. Course of action or effort.

I>ong did I love this lady

;

Long my travail, long my trade to win her.

Fletcher and Massinger, A Very Woman, iv. 8.

6t. Way of life; customary mode or course of

action; habit or manner of life; habit; cus-

tom
;
practice.

In whose behaulora lyeth in eflect the whole course and
trade of mans life, and therefore tended alt^igither to the
good amendment of man by discipline and example.

Puttenham, Al-te of Eng. Poesie, p. 26.

The ancient trade of this realm in education of youth
, . . was to yoke the same with the fear of tJod, in teach-
ing the same to use prayer morning and evening, ... to
make beysaunce to the magistrates.

Hvggard, Displaying of the Protestants, p. 85. (Daviet,
[under beysaunce.)

Thy sin 's not accidental, but a trade.

Shak., M. for M., liL 1. 149.

6. Business pursued ; occupation.

The Spaniards dwell with their families, and exercise
divers mannaiy trades. Coryat, Crudities, I. 122.

Thy trade to me tell, and where thou dost dwell.
HMn Hood and the Butcher (Child's Ballads, V. 33X

Begging is a trade unknown in this empire.
Su^t, Oulliver's Travels, 1. 6.

7. Specifically, the craft or business which
a person has learned and which he carries on
as a means of livelihood or for profit ; occupa-
tion; particularly, mechanical or mercantile
employment; a handicraft, as distinguished
from one of the liberal arts or of the learned
professions, and from agriculture. Thus, we speak
of the trade of a smith, of a carpenter, or of a mason ; but
not of the trade of a farmer or of a lawyer or physician.

We abound in quacks of every trade.

Crabbe. (Imp. Did.)

8. The exchange of commodities for other com-
modities or for money ; the business of buying
and selling; dealingby way of sale or exchange

;

commerce; traffic. Trade comprehends every species

of exchange or dealing, either in the produce of land, in

manufactures, or in bills or money. It Is, however, chiefly

used to denote the barter or purchase and sale of goods,

wares, and merchandise, either by wholesale or by retail.

Trade Is either fnreiijn or domestic. Foreign trade con-

sists in the exportation and importation of goods, or

the exchange of the commodities of different countries.

Domestic or hinne trade is the exchange or buying and
selling of goods within a country. Trade is also whole-

safe (that Is, by the package or In large quantities) or it is

by retail, or in small parcels. The carrying-trade is that
of transporting commodities from one country to another
by water.

Let this therefore assure you of our loues, and every
yeare our friendly trade shall furnish you with Corne.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 209.

But I have been informed that the trade to England is

sunk, and that the greatest export now is to France.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. IL 90.



trade

9. The persons engaged in the same occupa-
tion or line of business : as, the hook-trade.

All this authorship, you perceive, is anunymous ; it gives
me uo reputatiou except among the trade.'

Irvinff. (Imp. Diet.)

10. A purchase or sale ; a bargain; specifically,

ill U. S. poUtics, a deal.

But it is not eveiy man's talent to force a trade; for a
customer may choose whether he will buy or not.

Drydeii, Duchess of York's Paper Defended.

Give us something like the Australian system of voting,
so tliat the resulting legislature will represent the state's

business interests, and not a series of deals, dickers,
trades, and bargains. The Century, XXXVII. 633.

lit. The implements, collectively, of any oc-

cupation.
The shepherd . . . with him all his patrimony bears.

His house and household gods, his trade of war.
Drijden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 535.

12. Stuff: often used contemptuously in the
sense of 'rubbish.' [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]

Ale, sir, and aqua vitae, and such low-bred trade, is all I
draw now-a-days. Kin^dey, Westward Ho ! xiv.

Balanae of trade. See balance.— 'RoaxA oi trade.
(a) In the United States, an association of business men
established in n",ost large cities for the furtherance of
commercial interests, the enactment of rules for the reg-
ulation of trade, and the consideration of legislation
affecting banking, insurance, railroads, customs, etc. ; a
chamber of commerce. (6) [caps.] In Great Britain, a com-
mittee of the Privy Council which has, to a large extent.
the supervision of British commerce and industry. At
its head are the President of the Board of Trade, who is

usually a member of the Cabinet, the parliamentary sec-
retary (formerly vice-president), the permanent secre-
tary, and six assistant secretaries at the head of six de-
partments— the commercial, harbor, Jiiianee, raiiivay, ma-
rine, and fisheries. Attached to the Board of Trade are
also the banki-uptcy and emigi-ation departments, the
Patent Office, etc. A committee for trade and the plan-
tations existed for a short time in tlie reign of Charles II.

The council of trade was again constituted in the reign
of William III., but discontinued in 1782. In 1786 the
Board of Trade was organized, and its functions were sub-
sequently greatly extended.— Coastlng-trade. See
coos<«;ii/.— Course of trade. See coursei.— Fair trade,
a proposed system of trade between Great Britain or
British possessions and other countries, as advocated by
the British fair-traders and the Fair-Trade League since
about 1886. The fair-traders disclaim the intention of re-
turning to protection, and aim at establishing reciprocity,
and at the imposition of retaliatory duties on imports from
countries which tax Britisli products.— Free trade. See
/r«e.—-Jack of all trades. See J^acii.—Round trade,
on the Gaboon river, a kind of barter in wliich tlie tilings

exchanged comprise a large assortment of miscellaneous
articles. Also called bundle-trade.—To blow trade, to
blow (in) one course ; blow constantly in the same direc-
tion. See trade-vfind.

The wind blowing trade, without an inch of sayle we
spooned before the sea. Uakluyt's Voyages, HI. 849.

Tricks of the trade. See trick^

.

= Syn. 6 and 7. Pursuit,
Vocation, etc. Sec occupation.

II. CI. Pertainingtoorcharactei'istie of trade,
or of a particular trade : as, a trade practice

;

a trade ball or dinner; trade organizations.

—

Trade dollar. See doUar.—Trade price, the price
charged by the manufacturer or publisher to dealers in the
same trade for articles that are to be sold again at an ad-
vance.— Trade sale, an auction sale by manufacturers,
publishers, or others of goods to the tfade.

tradel (ti-ad),!;.; pret. and pp. traded, ppr. trad-
ing. [< traded, )i.] I. intrans. It. To take or
keep one's course

;
pass ; move

;
proceed.

His grizly Beard a sing'd confession made
What Jlery breath through his black lips did trade.

J. Beaumottt, Psyche, i. 17.

2. To engage in trade; engage in the exchange,
purchase, or sale of goods, wares, and mer-
chandise, or anything else; barter; buy and
sell ; traffic ; carry on commerce as a business

:

with in before the thing bought and sold.

This element of air which I profess to trade in.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 25,

3. To buy and sell or to exchange property in
a specific instance: as, A traded with B for a
horse or a number of sheep.— 4. To engage in
affairs generally ; have dealings or transactions.

How did you dare
To trade and traffic with Macbeth
In riddles and affairs of death ?

Shak., .Macbeth, iii. 6. 4.

6. To carry merchandise ; voyage or ply as a
merchant or merchantman.
They shall be my East and West Indies, and I will trade

to them both. Shak, M. VV. of W., i. 3. 79.

To trade on, to take advantage of or make profit out of

:

as, to trade on another's fears.— Touch and trade pa-
pers. See paper.

II. trans. If. To pass; spend.
Of this thyng we all beare wltnesse, whom here ye see

standinge, whiche haue traded our lines familiarly with
him. J. Udall, On Acts li.

2t. To frequent for purposes of trade.
The English merchants trading those countreys.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 458.

3. To sell or exchange in commerce; barter;
buy and sell.

0410
They traded the persons of men. Ezek. xxvii. 13.

Ready to "dicker" and to "swap," and to "trade" rifles

and watches. J. F. Cooper, Oak Openings, ii.

4t. To educate; bring up; train: with hj).

A Wild Kogue is he that is born a Rogue ; he is more
subtle and more given by nature to all kind of knavery
than the other, as beastly begotten in barn or bushes, and
from his infancy traded tip in treachery.

Ilarman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 38.

Euerie one of these colleges haue in like maner their
professors or readers of the toongs and seuerall sciences,
as they call them, which dailie trade vp the youth there
abiding pnuatlie in their halles.

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 3 (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

traded (trad), n. [Abbr. of trade-Kind. '\ A
trade-wind: used commonly in the plural.

trade^t. An obsolete preterit of tread.

tradedt (tra'ded), rt. [_< traded + -ed'i.^ Versed;
practised; experienced.

Eyes and ears.
Two traded pilots 'twixt the dangerous shores
Of will and judgment. Shak., T. and C, ii. 2. 04.

Nay, you are better traded with these things than I, and
therefore I'll subscribe to your judgment.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

trade-fallent (trad'fa'ln), a. Unsuccessful in
business; bankrupt. [Rare.]

Younger sons to younger brothers, revolted tapsters, and
ostlers trade-fallen. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 32.

tradeful(trad'ful), a. [_<trade^+-ful.'] Busy
in traffic ; trafficking.

Ye trade/uU Merchants, that with weary toyle
Do seeke most pretious things to make your gain.

Spenser, Sonnets, xv.

Musing maid, to thee I come.
Hating the trade/id city's hum.

J. Warton, Ode to Solitude.

trade-hall (trad'hM), n. A large hall in a city
or town for meetings of manufacturers, traders,
etc. ; also, a hall devoted to meetings of the in-
corporated trades of a town, city, or district.

Its small size causes it [the town-hall at Bruges] to suf-
ferconsiderablyfrom its immediate proximity to the cloth-
hall and other trade-halls of the city.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 603.

trade-mark (trad'mark), n. A distinguishing
mark or device adopted by a manufacturer and
impressed on his goods, labels, etc., to indicate
the origin or manufacturer; in law, a particu-
lar mark or symbol which is used by a person
for the purpose of denoting that the article to
which or to packages of which it is affixed is

sold or manufactured by him or by his author-
ity, or used as a name or sign for his place of
business to indicate that he carries on his busi-
ness at that particular place, and which by
priority of adoption and more or less exclusive
use, or by government sanction and registra-
tion, is recognized and protectable as his prop-
erty. In Great Britain, the United States, and other
countries the registration and protection of trade-mai-ks
are provided for by statute. The earliest trade-marks ap-
pear to have been those which were used in the manufac-
ture of paper, and which are known as water-marks. Of
these the most ancient known appears on a document
bearing the date 1361— that is, shortly after the invention
of the art of making paper from linen rags. The founda-
tion of the protection afforded by the law to the owners
of trade-marks is in the injustice done to one whose trade
has acquired favor with the public if competitors are al-

lowed, by colorable imitation of methods first adopted
and continuously used by him for making liis products
recognizable, to induce intending purcliasers to take
their goods instead of his. The same kind of protection
is therefore give«i, within just limits, to style and color of
package and label as to specific symljols.— Music trade-
mark, the official mark of the United States Board of
Music Trade. It consists of a star inclosing a numeral
whicli indicates the retail price of the piece in dimes.

—

Trade-Marks Act, a British statute of 1862 (25 and 26
Vict., c. 88) to prevent the fraudulent marking of mer-
chandise, the forging or altering of trade-marks, etc.

trademas'ter (trad'mas'''t6r), ». Onewho teaches
others in some trade or mechanical art; a man
who instructs boys in some kind of handicraft.

In our prisons the schoolmaster and the trademaster
take the place of the executioner.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 769.

trade-name (trad'nam), n. A name invented
or adopted as the specific name or designation
of some article of commerce-
trader (tra'dfer), n. [< fraffei + -fri.] 1. One
who is engaged in trade or commerce; one
whose business is buying and selling, or barter

;

one whose vocation it is to buy and sell again
personal property for gain, in the law of bank-
ruptcy and insolvency much discussion as to the meaning
of the terra has resulted from the fact that several systems
of such laws have applied different rules to traders, or
merchants and traders, from those applicable to other
persons. See merchant.

Traders riding to London with fat purses.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 141.

A butcher who kills only such cattle as he has reared
himself is not a trader; but if be buy them and kill

trade-unionism

them and sell. them with a view to profit, he is a trader.
. . . Any general definition of the word trader would fail

to suit all cases. Each case has its peculiarities. We are
to look to the object to be attained by the requirement
that the trader shall keep a cash book.

Peters, C. J., 76 Maine, 499.

2. A vessel employed regularly in any particu-
lar trade, whether foreign or coasting: as, an
East Indian trader; a coasting trader post
trader. See post-trader.—Room trader, a member of
the (New York) stock-exchange who buys and sells stocks
on the floor of the exchange for his own account and
not for a client, and without the intervention of another
broker ; a I>roker who is his own client.

Tradescantia (trad-es-kan'shiii), n. [NL. {hin-
nreus, 1737), named after John' 2Varf«.sra«f (died
about 1638), gardener to Charles I. of England.]
A genus of monocotyledonous plants, type of
the tribe Tradescantiae in the order Commelina-
ecse. It is characterized by flowers in sessile or panicled
fascicles within the base of complicate floral leaves, by
anther-cells commonly on the margins of a broadish con-
nective, and by a three-celled ovary with two ovules in
each cell. There are about 32 species, all American, both
northern and tropical. They are perennial herbs with
simple or somewhat branched stems of much variety in
leaf and habit. The fascicles of the inflorescence resem-
ble compact umbels, but are centrifugal ; they are either
loosely or densely panicled, or, as in T. Virginica. are re-
duced to a single fascicle. The species are known as spi-
derwort (which see); three or four occur within the United
States, of which T. Virginica is widely distributed and
is often cultivated in gardens; two others are southern—
T. rosea and T. Floridana. Several species are cultivated
under glass, as T. discolor, a white-flowered evergreen with
leaves purple beneath, and T. zetrrina, a trailing South
American perennial. See waTidering-jeic.

tradesfolk (tradz'fok), n. pi. [< trades, poss.
of traded, -{-folk.] People employed in trade;
tradespeople.

By his advice victuallers and tradesfolk would Boon get
all the money of the kingdom into their hands. Smft.

tradesman (tradz'man), M.
;

pi. tradesmen
(-men). [< trade's, pbss. of traded, -I- man.']
1. A person engaged in trade; a shopkeeper.

There "s one of Lentulus' bawds
Runs up and down the shops, through every street.
With money to corrupt the poor artificers

And needy tradesman to their aid,

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

2. A man having a trade or handicraft ; a me-
chanic.

tradespeople (tradz'pe'^pl), n. pi. [< trade's,

poss. of traded, -I- people.] People employed in
the various trades.

trades-union (tradz'ii''nyon), n. [< trades, pi.

oi trade'^, + union. Ct. trade-union.'] Same as
trade-union. See etjTnology of trade-union.

Their notion of Reform was a confused combination of
rick-burners, trades-unions, Nottingham riots, and in gen-
eral whatever required the calling out of the yeomanry.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, Introd.

trades-unionism (tradz'u nyon-izm), M. [<
tradcs-uniim -\- -ism.] Same as trade-unionism.

trades-unionist (tradz'ii"nyon-ist), n. [<
triidcs-uniiin + -ist.] Same as trade-unionist.

tradeS'WOman (tradz'wum"an), 71. ;
pi. trades-

women (-wim"en). [< trade's, poss. of traded,
-i- woman.] A woman who trades or is skilled
in trade.

trade-union (trad'u'''nyon), n. [< trade'^ -f union.
Though the words are used synonymously, trade-
union differs both in extent of meaning and ety-
mologically from trades-union (< trades, pi. of
traded, + union), which prop, means a union of
men of several trades; a trade-union may be a
union of men of a single trade or of several
trades.] A combination of workmen of the
same trade or of several allied trades for the
purpose of securing by united action the most
favorable conditions as regards wages, hours
of labor, etc., for its members, every member
contributing a stated sum. to be used primarily
for the support of those members who seek to
enforce their demands by striking, and also as
a benefit fund.

Trade-Unions are the successors of the old Gilds.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. clxT.

Trade Unions are combinations for regulating the rela-
tions between workmen and masters, workmen and work-
men, or masters and masters, or for imposing restrictive
conditions on the conduct of any industry or business.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 499.

Trade-union Act, an English statute of 1871 (34 and 35
Vict., c. 31), afterward amended, wliich recognizes trade-
unions as lawful, and prescribes regulations for them.

trade-unionism (trad'ti'-'nyon-izm), «. [<
irtide-union + -ism.] The practice of combin-
ing, as workers in the same trade or in allied
trades, for mutual support and protection, es-

pecially for the regulation of wages, hours of
labor, etc. ; also, trade-unions collectively.
Also trades-unionism.



trade-Tmionism

The leadinjj aims of ull trade unionism nre to increase

wages iuirt to diminish the laliour hy whicli it is needful

to earn tliem, ami further to secure a more equal distriliu-

tion of work among the workmen in any given trade than
would be the case under a regime of unrestricted compe-
tition. Encyc. Brit.. XXIII. Ml.

trade-unionist (tracru"iiyoii-ist), «. [< trade-

iiiiiiiii + -ixl.] A member of a traUe-uniou

;

one who favors the system of trade-unions.

Also tiadex-tinitiiiist.

Misapprehension on the part of socialists, as well as of

trade unionuts and other partisans of labor against capi-

tal. J. S. Mill, .tocialism.

trade-wind (trad'wind), «. [< trutleT^, 2, + iciiifP.

Cf. to liliiw trade, under <rn<fel.] A wind that

l)lows ill a regular trade or course— that is,

continually in the same direction. Trade-winds,

or specifically the trade-wimU, prevail over the oceans in

the e(|uatorial regions, from alwut .30° N'. latitude to 30"

S. latitude, blowing in eacli hemisphere toward the ther-

mal equator, but l>eing defiecled into northeasterly and
snutheasterly winds respectively by the earth's rotation.

Over the land the greater friction, iiregular temperature-
gradients, and local disturbances of all kinds combine
to intenupt their uniformity. The trade-winds form a

part of the general system of atmospheric circulation

arising from the pennanent difference in temperature
between e>|uatorial and polar regions. By the greater

heating of the torrid zone the air is expanded, occasion-

ing a diminished density of the surface-layer and an in-

crease of pressure at high levels, which produce a ten-

dency for the air to flow off toward the poles on either

side. This overflow reduces the atmospheric pressure
near the erinator, and increases it in the higher lati-

tudes Ut which the current flows. These conditions,

therefore, give rise to two permanent currents in each
hemisphere — a lower one, the trade-irind, Idowing from
near the tropics to the thermal e<iuator, and an upper
one, the a}Ui-trade, flowing from the equator to about the
thirtieth parallel of latitude, where it descends, producing
there the calms of t'ancer and Capricorn, and continues
northward or w)uthward, accortling to the hemisphere, as

a surface-current with a component of motion to the east-

wai-d, arising from the earth's rotation. In the northern
hemisphere these anti-trades are much interrupted by ir-

regular temperature-gradients over the great continents
and by cyclonic storms ; but in the southern hemisphere,
where' these disturbances are less, the anti-trades attain

sucli a force as to give the name of *' the roaring forties
"

to the belt of latitude where they are chiefly felt On
their equatorial side the trade-winds die out in a belt of

calms, which varies in breadth, in different seasons and
different longitu<ies, from ISO to OOOmilea. In March the
center of the calm'l>elt is approximately at the equator,
while in summer it rises in some longitades to 8° or 9" X.
latitude. The trade-wind zones in all oceans change their

[losition with the season, moving to the northward from
March to midsummer, and southward from .SeptemlHir to

March, the range of oscillation being from '20n to tioo

miles. During the first ninemonthsof the year the equa-
torial limit of the northeast trade in the Atlantic lies in a
higher latitutle near the west coast of Africa than it does
further to the westward until the fortieth meridian is

passed, where the limit a^n recedes from the equator.

From ( >ctober to December, however, the North Atlantic
trade-wind extends to Its lowest latitude on the African
coast. On the eastern side of each ocean the polar limit

of the trade-wind extends furthest from the equator, and
blows most directly toward it : thus, on the coast of Por-

tugal and on the coast of Califoniia, the trade-wind reaches
far north of the tropics, the extension of it being often felt

AS far north as latitude 40% and it is fretiuently felt as a
north wind. Toward the western port of each ocean the
trade-wind becomes more easterly, often prevailing due
::-t for many days. The trade-wind attains its greatest

^'tli in the HoQth Indian ocean, which is called the
i, li t of the trades"; in the Pacific it does not blow with

i-ithiT the strength or the constancy that It has in the At-
lantic : and in parts of the South f'aciflc it is frequently
interrupteil by westerly winds, which prevail througii the
summer, and sometimes through the greater part of the
year. The region of high presiure at the tropics ia In the
form of great anticyclones extending in an east and west
direi-tion, and having shifting boundaries and variable
gradients. As a Cfmseqnence. the strength, and in some
regions the direction, of the trades are subject to consid-
erable variations. In gcjiernl. the regions of the trade-
winds have a scanty nUnfall, for cyclones do not occur
except in limited areas and at definite seasons; and Con-
vection-currents, although fretiuently covering the sky
with a sni:dl di-tacbed cloud known as trad£ cumidu$,Kn
gcnenilly insutlicient to produce rain.

Tims to the Eastern wealth through storms we go.
But now, the Cape once doubled, fear no more;

A constant Iradf-teind will securely blow,
.\nd gently lay us on the spicy shore.

Dryden, Annus Mirabllis, St. 304.

trading (tra'ding), a. [I'pr. of frarfr', v.] If.

Moving in a steady course or current. [Kare.]

They on the trading flood . . .

Ply, stemming nightly toward the pole.

UaUm, P. L., IL «40.

2. Carrying on commerce; engaged in trade:
as, a trailing company.— 3. Given to corrupt
bargains; venal.

What in him was only a sophistical self-deception, or a
mere illusion of dangerous self-love, might have been, Ijy

the common herd of trading jK>]iticians, used as the cover
for every low, and despicable, and unprincipled artifice.

Brouyham, Hist. Sketches, Canning.

tradiometer (tra-di-om'e-ter), «. A species
of ilynaniomfter for determining the draft of
vehicles, plows, mowing-machines, etc. In one
form the draft Is applied to a kind of spring scale inter-
posed between the draft-animal or propelling machine
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and the vehicle, plow, etc., the extension of the spring

denoting the draft. Other more refined forms have been

invented. Onecif these, by a tracing-point moved accord-

ing to the pull, marks a curve on a disk, by which a varia-

Iile draft is indicate<l.

tradition (trii-dish'on), ». [< ME. tradicioii, <

OF. tradicioii, F. tradition = Pr. tradition =
Sp. tradiciOH = Pg. tradi^ao — It. tradidone. <

L. traditio{n-), a giving up, a surrender, deliv-

ery, tradition, < tradere, pp. traditus, deliver, <

trans, over, -I- d/ire, give : see date'^. Cf. treaso)i,

a doublet of tradition.'^ 1. The act of handing
over something in a formal legal manner; the

act of delivering into the hands of another; de-

livery.

The covenant is Ood's justifying instrument, as signi-

fying his donative consent ; and baptism is the instrument
of it, l)y solemn investiture or tradition.

Baxter, Life of Faith, ill. 8.

As a private conveyance. Mancipation was extremely
clumsy, and I have no doul>t it was a great advantage to

Roman society when this ancient conveyance was first

subordinated to Tradition or simple delivery, and finally

superseded by it. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 'i!<i.

2. The handing down of opinions, doctrines,

practices, rites, and customs from ancestors

to posterity ; the transmission of any opinion
or practice from forefathers to descendants or

from one generation to another, by oral com-
munication, without written memorials.

Say what you will against Tradition; we know the Sig-

nification of Words by nothing but Tradition.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 111.

It is not true that written history is a mere tradition of

falsehootis, assumptions, and illogical deductions, of what
the writers believed rather than of what they knew, and
of what they wished to have believed rather than what
was true. Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. T.').

3. A statement, opinion, or belief, or a body of

statements or opinions or beliefs, that has been
handed down from age to age by oral communi-
cation ; knowledge or belief transmitted with-

out the aid of written memorials.

Roselayn Is a place where are the Cisterns called Solo-

mon's, sappoeed, according to the common traditifin here-

ahonts, to have been maile by that great King, as a part

of his recompence to King Hiram.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jemaalem, p. 50.

Nobody can make a tradition; It takes a century to

make it Hai«(Aom«, Septimtus Felton, p. 111.

4. (rt) In theol., that body of doctrine and disci-

pline supposed to have been revealed or com-
manded by God, but not committed to writing,

and therefore not incorporated in the Scrip-

tures. According to the Pharisees, when Moses was on
Mount Sinai two aetaof law« were delivered to him by Clod,

one of which was recorded, while the other was handed
down from father to son, and miraculously kept uncor-

rupted to their day. lliese are the traditions referred to

in jUat XV. 2and other parallel passages. Roman Catholic

tiieologians maintain that much of Christ's oral teaching

not committed to writing by the Immediate disciples has
been preserved in the church, and that this instruction,

together with that sulisequently afforded to the church by

the direct teaching of the Holy Spirit— all of which is to

be found in the writings of the fathers, the decrees of

councils, and the decretals of the Popes— constitutes a

body of tradition as truly divine, and thereforeu trulyau-
thoritative, as the Scriptures themselves (L. AbbM, Diet
Rel. Knowledge). Anglican theologians, on the other

hand, while acknowledging tradition recorded in ancient

writers aa of more or less authority in interpretation of

Scripture and in questions of church polity and ceremo-
nies, do not coordinate it with Scripture.

Why do thy disciples transgress the tradition of the

elders 1 for they wash not their hands when they eat bread.
Mat XV. i.

The authority for this endless, mechanical religionism

was the commands or traditi(in» of the Fathers, handed
down from the days of the ilreat Synagogue, but ascribed

with pious exaggeration to the Almighty, who, it was said,

had delivered them orally to Moses on Mount Sinai.

C. Geikie, Life of Christ, II. 205.

By apostolical traditinru are understood such points of

Catholic belief and practice aa, not committed to writing

in the Holy Scriptures, have come down In an unbroken
series of oral delivery, and varied testimony, from the

apostolic ages. Faith qf Catholia, II. 387.

(ft) In Mohammedanigm, the words and deeds of

Mohammed (and to some extent of his compan-
ions), not contained in the Koran, but handed
down for a time orally, and then recorded.
They are called hadith, ' sayings,' or oftener gunna, ' cus-

toms,' and they constitute a very large body, and have
given rise to an immense literature. By their acceptance

or non-acceptance of the traditions as authoritative, the

Mohammedans are divided into Snnnitet and Shiiten. See
Sunna, Sunnits.

5. A custom handed down from one age or gen-

eration to another and having acquired almost
the force of law.

The tradition Is that a President [in the United States)

may be re-elected once, and once only.

B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 381.

6. In the fine arts, literature, etc., the accumu-
lated experience, advance, or achievement of

the past, as handed down by predecessors or de-

traditor

rived immediately from them by artists, schools,

or writers—Tradition Sunday, Palm Sunday : so

called from the fact that on that day the Creed was for-

merly taught to candidates for baptism on Holy Saturday.
Knci/c, Diet.

tradition (tra-dish'on), V. t. [< tradition, h.]

To transmit as a trailitiou. [Rare.]

The following story is . . . traditioned with very much
credit amongst our English Catholics.

Fuller. (Imp. Diet.)

traditional (tra-dish'on-al), a. [= F. tradi-

tioiinel = Sp. tg. tradicional, < ML. traditio-

nalis, of tradition, < L. traditio(n-), tradition

:

see tradition.'] 1. Of, pertaining to, or de-

rived from tradition ; communicated from an-

cestors to descendants by word of mouth only;

transmitted from age to age without writing;

founded on reports not having the authenticity

or value of historical evidence ; consisting of

traditions.

Jlr. Tulliver was, on the whole, a man of safe traditional

opinions. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 3.

While in the course of civilization written law tends to

replace traditional usage, the replacement never becomes
complete. H. Spencer, i'rin. of Sociol., § 629.

2. Observant of tradition, in any sense; regu-

lated by accepted models or traditions, irre-

spective of independently deduced principles;

conventional.

Card. God in heaven forbid

We should Infringe the holy privilege

Of blessed sanctuary I . . .

Buclc. You are too senseless-obstinate, my lord.

Too ceremonious and traditional.
Shak., Rich. III., ilL 1. 45.

traditionalism (tra-dish'on-al-izm), n. [= Sp.

Irddicionali.'uno; as traditional + -ism.] Strict-

ly, a system of philosophy in which all religious

knowledge is reduced to belief in truth commu-
nicated by revelation from God, and received

by traditional instruction
;
jjopularly, the habit

of basing. religious convictions on ecclesiasti-

cal authority and the traditional belief of the

church, not on an independent study of the
Scripture, or an independent exercise of the
reason ; adherence to tradition as an authority.

traditionalist (tra-dish'on-al-ist), «. [= Sp.
tradicionalista ; a,s traditional + -ist.] One who
holds to the authority of tradition.

traditionalistic (tra-<lish'()n-a-lis'tik), a. [<
traditional + -i.it + -if.] Of, pertaining to, or

characterized by traditionalism.

Dc Bonald . . . was the chief of the so called tradition-

aliMic school, the leading dogma of which was the divine

creation of language.
ITeberweg, Hist Philog. (trans.), II. 339.

traditionality (tra-dish-o-nal'j-ti), n. [< tra-

ditional + -iti/.] Traditional principle or opin-

ion. [Rare.]

Many a man doing loud work in the world stands only

on some tliiii traditionality, conventionality.
Carlyle. (Imp. Diet.)

traditionally (tra-dish'on-al-i), adr. In a tra-

ditional manner; by transmission from father

to son or from age to age ; according to tradi-

tion; as a tradition; in or by tradition.

Time-worn rules, that them suffice.

Learned from their sires, traditionally wise.
Lowell, Agassix, IL 1.

traditionarily (tra-dish'on-a-ri-li), adv. In a
traditionary manner; by tradition,

traditionary (tra-dish'on-a-ri), a. and n. [=
F. traditionnaire ; as tradition + -ary.] I. a.

Same as traditional.

Decayed our old traditionary lore.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, Int, st 8.

II. H.
;
pi. traditionaries (-riz). One who ac-

knowledges the authority of traditions.

traditioner (tra-dish'on-er),n. [< tradition +
-M'l.] A traditionist.

traditionist (tra-dish'on-ist), H. [< tradition +
-{.•it.] One who makes -or adheres to tradition

;

a pa.sscr-on of old habits, opinions, etc.

As the people are faithful traditionints. repeating the

words of their forefatliers, . . . they arc the most certain

antiquaries; and their oral knowledge and their ancient

observances often elucidate many an archceological ob-

scurity. /. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 172.

traditive (trad'i-tiv), a. [< OF. traditif; as L.

traditus, pp. of tradere, deliver (see tradition),

+ -ire.] Of or pertaining to or based on tra-

dition; traditional.

We cannot disbelieve traditive doctrine, ... if it be

infallibly proved to us that tradition is an infallible guide.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 334.

Traditive systems grow up in a course of generations.
GladHtone.

traditor (trad'i-tor), n.; L. pi. traditores (trad-i-

to'rez). [< L. traditor. one who gives up or over,

a traitor, < tradere, give up, surrender: see fro-
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dition. Cf. traitor, a doublet of traditor.'] One tradncingly (tra-dfi'siiig-Ii), adv. In a tradu-
of those early Christians who, in time of perse- cing or dofaiiiatiny miinner; slanderously ; by
cution. gave up to the officers of the law the way of defamation. Iniji. Diet.

Scriptures, or any of the holy vessels, or the traducttCtra-dukt'), n. i. [< L. tradiictus,pp. ot
names of their brethren. traducere, lead along, derive: see traduce.'] To
There were in the Church itself Traditors content to de- derive or deduce ; also, to transmit

; propagate,
liver up the Iiooks of God by composition, to the end their No soul of man from seed tradueUd is.
own lives might be spared. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 62. j>r. U. More, Pne-exlstency of the Soul, st. 91.

tradotto (tra-dot'to), a. [It., pp. of tradurre, traductt (tra-dukf), «• [< L- traductus, pp. of
transpose : see frarfMce.] In mtmc, transposed

; Jr«d«ccrc, transfer: see iradwce.] That which
arranged. is transferred or translated ; a translation.

tradrillet, »• Same as tredille. Lamb, Mrs. Bat- ^^e Tradml may exceed the Original,
tie on Whist. Howell, Letters, ii. 47.

traduce (ti-a-dOs'), r. t.; pret. and pp. traduced, traduction (tra-duk'shon), n. [< F. traduction
ppr. traducing. [= F. tradmrc = Sp. traducir = ^ pr, ,raductih = Sp. i'raduccion = Pg. tradue-
Pg. tradu::ir= It. tradurre, transfer, translate, ^go = It. traduzione, translation, < L. traduc-
< L. tradiiecre, bring or carry over, lead along,
exhibit as a spectacle, display, disgrace, dis-

honor, transfer, derive, also train, propagate,
< trans, across, + ducere, lead: see duct. Cf.
transduction.] If. To pass along: transmit.

It is not in the power of parents to traduce holiness to
their children. JS^. Hall, The Ansel and Zachary.

From these only the race of perfect animals were prop-
agated, and traduced over the earth. Sir M. Hale.

To this it is offered that the Soul traduced is from the
woman only. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 167.

2t. To transfer; translate; arrange under an-
other form.

Oftentimes the auctours and writers are dispraised, not
of them that can traduce and compose workes, but of
theini that cannot vnderstande theini, and yet lesse reade
theim. Golden Boke, Prol. (Richardson.)

3t. To hold up; exhibit; expose; represent.

For means of employment, that which is most traduced
to contempt is that the government of youth is common-
iy allotted to them. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

The removing of Litnrgie he traduces to be don onely as
a thing plausible to the People.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

4. To misrepresent; hold up or expose to
ridicule or calumny ; defame ; calumniate

;

vilify.

If lam
Traduced by ignorant tongues, ... let me say
'Tis but the fate of place, and the rough brake
That virtue must go through.

SlMk., Hen. VIII., i. 2. 72.

5t. To draw aside from duty; lead astray;
seduce.

I can never forget the weakness of the traduced sol-
diers. Beau, and Fl. {Imp. Diet.)

=Syn. 4. De/ame, Calumniate, etc. See asperse.

traducement (tra-diis'ment), n. [< traduce +
-ment.] The act of traducing; misrepresenta-
tion ; defamation ; calumny ; obloquy.

Rome must know
The value of her own ; 'twere a concealment
Worse than a theft, no less than a traducement,
To hide your doings.

traducent (tra-du'sent), a.

ppr. of traducere, traduce : see traduce.] Slan
dering; slanderous. [Bare.]
traducer (tra-dii'ser), M. One who traduces, in
any sense; especially, a slanderer; a calum-
niator.

He found both spears and arrows in the mouths of his
traducers. Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, v. 2.

traducian (tra-dii'shian), n. [< LL. traducia-
nus, < L. tradux, a branch or layer of a vine
trained for propagation, < traducere, lead along,
train, propagate: see traduce.] In W(coZ., a be-
liever in traducianisra.

traducianism (tril-du'shian-izm), n. [< tra-
ducian + -ism.] In theot., the doctrine that
both the body and the soul of man are propa-
gated, as opposed to creationism, which regards
every soul as a new creation out of nothing.
Also calleil generationism.

The theory of Traducianixm mainbiins that both the
soul and body of the individual man are propagated. It
refers the creative act mentioned in Gen. i. 27 to the hu-
man nature, or race, and not to a single individual mere-
ly. It considers the work of creating mankind de nihilo
as entirely completed upon the sixth day ; and that since
that sixth day the Creator has, in this world, exerted no
strictly creative energy.

Sliedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, II. 13.

traducianist (tra-du'shian-ist), n. [< tradu-
cian + -i.it.] A traducian. Imp. Diet.

traducible (tra-du'si-bl), a. [< traduce +
-iljle.] It. Capable of being derived, trans-
mitted, or propagated.
Though oral tradition might be a competent discoverer

of the original of a kingdom, yet such a tradition were in-

'tio(n-), < traducere, pp. traductus, lead across,
transfer, propagate: see trarfMce.] If. Deriva-
tion from one of the same kind

;
propagation

;

reproduction; transmission; inheritance.

If by traduction came thy mind.
Our wonder is the less to find
A soul so charming from a stock so good;
Thy father was transfus'd into thy blood.

Dryden, To Mrs. Anne KiUigrew, 1. 23.

2t. Tradition; transmission from one to an-
other.

Traditional communication and traduction of truths.
Sir M. Hale.

3. The act of giving origin to a soul by procrea-
tion. Compare traducianism.

A third sort would have the soul of man (as of other liv-

ing creatures) t« be propagated by the seminal traduction
of the natural parents successively, from the first person
and womb that ever conceived.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 149.

4t. Translation from one language into an-
other; a translation.

Those translators . . . that effect

Their word-for.word traductions, where they lose
The free grace of their natural dialect.

And shame their authoi-s with a forced gloss.

Cfiapman, Homer, To the Reader, I. 104.

The verbal traductvm of him into Latin prose, than
which nothing seems more raving.

CmSey, Pindaric Odes, Pref.

5. Conveyance; transportation; act of trans-
ferring: as, "the traduction of animals from
Europe to America by shipping," Sir M, Hale.
[Bare.]— 6. Transition. [Rare.]

The reports and fugues have an agreement with the fig-

ures in rhetorick of repetition and traduction. Bacon.

traductive (tra-duk'tiv), a. [< L. traductus,

pp. of traducere, derive (see traduce), + -ive.]

Deduced or deducible ; derivable. [Bare.]

I speak not here concerning extrinsical means of deter-
mination, as traductive interpretations, councils, father",
popes, and the like. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. l&^X H. S2S.

SAaA:.,Cor.,i.9. 22. Trafalgar (tra-fal'gar), 71. [So called with
[< L. traducen{t-)s, ref. to Trafalgar (eitJier to the battle or to the

square in London named from it).] An Eng-
lish body of type, smaller than canon, equal to
the American 44-point or meridian, or four
lines of small pica.

traffic (traf'ik), n. [Early mod. E. traffick, traf-

flke, traffique ; < OF. trafique, F. trafic = F^.
trafec, trafey = Sp. trdfico, trdfago = Pg. tra-

fico, trafego = It. traffico (ML. refl. trafficum,

trafica), traffic; origin unknown.] 1. An in-
terchange of goods, merchandise, or property
of any kind between countries, communities,
or individuals ; trade ; commerce.

It hath in solemn synods been decreed . . .

To admit no trajic to our adverse towns.
SAa*.,C.of E.,L1. 16.

2. The coming and going of persons or the
transportation of goods along a line of travel,

as on a road, railway, canal, or steamship route.

Trajic during that thirty-six hours was entirely sus-
pended. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 13.

Hence— 3. The persons or goods, collectively,

passing or carried along a route or routes.— 4.
Dealings; intercourse.— 5t. A piece of busi-
ness; a transaction.

, iiL 5. 4.

barter,

The fearful passage of their death-mark'd love . . .

Is now the two hours' trafftc of our stage.

Studc, R. and J., Prol.

I referre you then to the Ambassages, Letters, Tra/-
^ques, and prohibition of Trafiques . . . which happened
in the time of king Richard the 2.

Haktuyl's Voyages, To the Reader.

6. The stibjeot of traffic ; commodities mar-
keted. [Bare.]

original laws, because they are of a complex nature, and |r°om'B"llin^'^te\'i''rhf(™#^^^^^^^
*"'''

therefore not orally traducible to so great a distance of
'™™ Billingsgate ner nsny trojRc near.

^"'^ Sir M.Hale. Through traffic, iieethroughi.
««!'• '"™' "' l^'

2. Capable of being traduced or maligned, traffic (traf'ik), «.; pret. and pp. <ra^A-cff, ppr.
Imp. Diet. trafficking. [Eariy mod. E. traffick, traffike, traf-

competent without written monuments to derive to us the
gins"

"

tragacanth

fiquc ; < F. trafiqnir = Sp. traficar, trafagar =
Pg. traficar, trafegnear = It. trafficare (ML. refl.

traficarc. traffigare), traffic; from the noun.]
1. intrans. 1. To trade; pass goods and com-
modities from one person to another for an
equivalent in goods or money; buy and sell

wai'es or commodities ; carry on commerce.
Despair to gain doth tra^c oft for gaining.

Sfiak., Lucrece, 1. 131.

At twentie yeares they may traffike, buy, sell, and cir-

cumuent all they can. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 193.

2. To deal ; have business or dealings.

It is a greate trauell to traffike or deale with furious,
impatient, and men of enill .suttering, for that they are
importable to seme, and of coiiuersation verie perillous.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 116.

How did yon dare
To trade and traffic with Macbeth
In riddles and atfairs of death?

SlMk., Macbeth,

II. trans. 1. To exchange in traffic

;

or buy and sell.

In affairs
Of princes, subjects cannot traffic rights
Inherent to the crown.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 1.

2. To bargain ; negotiate ; an'ange. [Bare.]

He traffcked the return of King James.
Drummond, Hist. James I., p. 14. (Lattiam.)

traffickablet (traf'ik-a-bl), a. [Early mod. E.
traffiqueal>le ; < traffic(k) + -able.] Capable of
being disposed of in traffic ; marketable.
Money itself is not onely the price of all commodities

in all civil nations, but it is also, in some cases, a traffique-
able commodity. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, i. 1.

trafficker (traf'ik-6r), H. [Early mod. E. traf-

ficker; < traffic(k) + -crl.] One who traffics:

one who carries on commerce ; a merchant ; a
trader: often used in a derogatory sense.

Who hath taken this counsel against Tyre, the crown-
ing city, whose merchants are princes, whose traffickers

are the honourable of the earth? Isa. xxiii. s.

His Grace of Norfolk, a bon vivant surrounded by men
who kept the table in a roar, and a famous trafficker in
boroughs. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 133.

trafficless (traf'ik-les), a. [< traffic + -less.]

Destitute of traffic or trade. Imp. Diet.

traffic-manager (traf'ik-man"aj-er), ». The
manager of the traffic on a railway, canal, or
the like.

traffic-return (traf'ik-re-tem'), n. A period-
ical statement of the receipts for goods and
passengers carried, as on a railway or canal,

tragacanth (trag'a-kanth), H. [Formerly also
dragai/ant, also dragant, dragantli = D. Sw.
Dan. dragant, <. OF. dragagant, dragaranthc, dra-
gant, F. tragacanthe = Sp. tragacanto. traga-
eanta = Pg. tragacanto = It. tragacantu, dra-
gantc, gum, Olt. also tragacante, the shrub,< L.
trugaciinthum, also corruptly dragantum, ML.
also tragagantum. tragantum, gum tragacanth,
< tragacantlia,(. Gr. Tjm-jdKavOa, -rpayoKavthf, a
shrub (Astragalus gumniifer) producing gum
tragacanth; lit.

'
goat-thorn,' < riidyoc, a goat, +

uKaxSa, thorn.] A mucilaginous substance, the
product of several low, spiny shrubs of the ge-
nus Astragahi.'<,avaong

them A. gummifer. A.
eriostylu.i, A. adscen-
dens, A. brachycabjx,
and A. microcephalns,
plants found m the
mountains of Asia
Minor and neighbor-
ing lands. The gum is

not a secretion of the sap, \ X'^SBSK^— / / il^
but a transformation of the ^^^^^Sp^^y^rJyA^^
cellsof the pith and medul- V »J><!r.i%>WK^
laiyrays. Itexndesthronph
natural fissures and through
incisions, forming respec-
tively vermicelli and leaf
or flake tragacanth. It is

without smell, and nearly
tasteless. Its characteris-
tic, though not largest, ele-

ment is liassorin. In water
it swells and disintegrates
into an adhesive paste, but, except a small portion, does
not dissolve. Tragacanth is emollient and demulcent,
little given internally, however, on account of its insolu-
bility. Its chief use in phamiaey is to impart firmness to
pills, lozenges, etc. It is also made into a nincilage, par-
ticularly for marbling books, and is used as a stiff eidng for
crapes, calicoes, etc. Also called 'jmn dra(ion. dracantit,
and (frequently; (lum tragacnntli. —African tragacanth.
Same as Sene(jal traijacanth.— Compound powder of
tragacanth. .'<ee j)ohi(«-.— Hog-tragacanth, viuious
mixtures of inferior gums, used occasionally in marbling
books.— Indian tragacanth. Same as Kuteera irum
(see (fum-). which includes, besides the product of Coclilo-

spermum Gossypium. that of Stercvlia iirenti and proba-
bly other stereulias.— Senegal tragacanth. a substance
nearly identical with the Indian tragacanth, produced
abundantly by Sterculia Tragacantha.

yielding tragacanth.
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tragacantha

tragacantha (trag-a-kan'tliii), «. [NL. : see
tr(ni<ic(iiitli.'\ The oilieiiial name of tragacauth.

tragacanthin (trag-a-kan'thin), H. [< iraffa-

vaiitli + -i«2.] Same as bassorin. Also tra-

gaiithin.

tragal (tra'gal), a. [< tragus + -«?.] Of or
pertaining to the tragus of the ear.

tragalism (trag'a-lizm), n. [< Gr. rpayo^, a,

goat. + -al + -ism.] Goatishness from high
living; salaeiousness; sensuality. Quarterly
Her. [Kare.]

traganthin (tra-gan'thln), «. Same as bas-

siiriii.

tragedian (tra-je'di-an), n. [< ME. tragedyen,

< OF. tragedien, F. tnigedien (ef. It. tragcdiante)
;

as tragedy + -an.'i 1. A writer of tragedies.

A tragedyen— that is to seyn, a makere of ditees that
hyhten tragedies. Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 6.

Thence what the lofty grave tragedians taught
III chorus or iambic, teachers best
Of moral prudence. MUtmi, P. E., iv. 261.

Admiration may or may not properly be excited by tra-

gedy, and until tliis important question is settled the name
of tragedian may be at pleasure given to or withheld from
the author of "Kodogune" [Corneille).

G. Saintgbury. Encyc. Brit, VL 42a

2. An actor of tragedy ; by extension, an actor
or player in general.

Those yoa were wont to take delight in, the tragedians
of the city. Shak., Hamlet, 11. 2. 342.

tragedienne (tra-je'di-en; F. pron. tra-zha-
dieii'), M. [< F. tragedienne, tern, of tragedien,

tragedian: see tragedian.'} A female actor of
tratroily; a tragic actress.

tragedioust (tra-je'di-us), a. [< ME. tragedy-

ous, < OF. "tragedios (= Sp. tragcdioso), < tra-

jferffV, tragedy : see tragedy.'\ Tragic; tragical.

Of whom tedyous it is to me to wryte the tragedyous
hystory, except that 1 remembre that good it is to wryte
and put in remembraonce the punysshment of synners.

Fatfyan, Chron.

tragedy (traj'e-di), n.
; pi. tragedies (-diz). [<

MK. tragcdie, tragedye, < OF. tragedie, F. tra-

gedie = Sp. Pg. It. tragedia, < L. tragoedia, ML.
also tragedia, tragedy, a tragedy, lofty style, a
great commotion or tlisturbance, < Gr. rpayt^ia,

a tragedy (see def.), serious poetry, an exag-
gerated speech, a melancholy event, < rpa}v<Idf

(> L. tragadm), a tragic actor or singer, lit.

'a goat-singer,' < rpayoc, a goat, he-goat (lit.

'nibbler,' < rpuyttv, rpaytlv, nibble), + ^Wtic,

contr. of aotdvr, a singer (cf. <liAr/, aoiii/, a song),

< aeiihw, f^eiv, sing (see ode^), and same termi-
nation appears in comedy. The orig. reason of

the name rpay^of, 'goat-singer,' is uncertain.
(n) In one view, so called becanse a goat was
the i)rize for the best performance. This would
require rfmyi^Mc to mean 'singer for a goat,'

and would make the name for a distinctive char-
acter or act depend on a subsequent fact, name-
ly, the goat given at the end of the performance
to only one of the performers, (b) In another
view, so called because a goat was sacrificed at

the sin^ng of the song— a goat as the spoiler of
vines, if not on other accounts, being a fitting

sacrifice at the feasts of Bacchus. But this

again makes the name depend on a subsequent
act, or an act not immediately concerned with
the 'goat-singer'— unless indeed the 'goat-
singer' himself killed the goat, (f) It is much
more probable that the r^Kijv'of was lit. 'a goat-
singer ' in the most literal sense, a singer or ac-
tor dressed in a goatskin, to personate a satyr,

hence later ' an actor in the satyric drama,' from
which tragedy in the later sense was developed.
Whatever the e.\act origin of the term, the ult.

reference was no doubt to the satyrs, the com-
panions of Bacchus, the clowns of the original
drama, ('f. rpijcxiof, a comic actor, similarly
named from his disguise, namely, from the lees
with which his face wassmearecl (< rpi'f (7^17-),

lees, 4- ^of, singer).] 1. A dramatic poem or
composition representing an important event or
seriesof events in the life of some person or per-
sons, in which the diction is grave and dignifaed,

the movement impressive and stately, and the
catastrophe unhappy; that form of the drama
which represents a somber or a pathetic char-
acter involved in a situation of extremity or
desperation bv the force of an unhappy passion.
Types of these characters are found in shaitspere's Lady
Macbeth and Ophelia, Rowe's Jane Shore, and .Scott's

Master of Ravenswooil. Tragedy originated among the
Greeks in the worship of the god Dionysus or Bacchus. A
Greek tragedy consisted of two parts — the dialogue, wblch
corre8p<jndeo in its general features to the dramatic com-
positions of nimierli times ; and tlie cliorus, the tone <tf

which was lyrical rather than tlramalical, and which was
oieaDt to be sang, while the dialogue was to be recited.
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Tragedie is for to seyn a certeyn storie . . ,

Of him that stood in greet prosperitee.
And is yfallen out of heigh degree
Into miserie, and endeth wrecchedly.
And they ben versifyed comounly
Of six feet, which men clepe exametrown.
In prose eek ben endyted many oon.
And eek in metre, in many a sondry wyse.

Chaucer, Prol. to .Monk's Tale, 1. 85.

Life is a tragedy, wherein we sit as spectators a while,
and then act our own part in it.

Suift, To Mrs. Moore, Dec. 27, 1727.

Over what tragedy could Lady Jane Grey have wept,
over what comedy could she have smiled ?

Macaxday, Lord Bacon.

"The Bride of Lammermoor," which almost goes back
to .^schylus for a counterpart as a painting of Fate, leav-

ing on every reader the impression of the highest and pur-
est tragedy. Emerson, Walter Scott.

2. icap.l Tragedy personified, or the Muse of
tragedy. See cut under Melpomene.

Sometime let gorgeous Tragedy
In sceptred pall come sweeping by.

MUton, II Penseroso, L 97.

3. A fatal event; a dreadful calamity.

But I shall laugh at this a twelve-month hence.
That they who brought me In my master's hate,

I live to look upon their tragedy.
Shak., Rich. III., ill. i!. 59.

The day came on that was to do
That dreadful trar/edi/.

Sir Hugh le Blond (Chihi's Ballads, III. 2S8X

Tragelaphinae (tra-jel-a-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Tragelaphiix + -iwa".] A former division of an-
telopes, represented by the genus Tragelaphus.

tragelaphine (tra-jel'a-fin), a. Pertaining to
tlie Tragrliipliinse, or iaving their characters.

tragelaphus (tra-jel'a-fus), n. [< Gr. rpaycXa-

^, 'goat-stag,' < rpdj'of, a goat, -I- e/aif^, a
deer.] 1. In myth., a fabulous animal, a sym-
bol or attribute of Diana. See the quotation.

Among the principal of these symbols [of Diana) Is the
deer, . . . which is sometimes blended into one figure
with the goat so as to form a composite fictitious aninial
called a Trag-^phiu.

Ji. P. Knight, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 81.

2. [cap.] [NL. (De Blainville).] In rooV., a
genus of antelopes, including such as the har-

BoschlMik \Tr.tgtlafhut iytv<ltin*i\

nessed antelope of Africa, T. scriptus, and the
bosclibok of tlie same continent, T. sylvaticus.

tragett, tragetourt, etc. See treget, etc.

tragi, «. Plural of tragus.

Tragia (tra'ji-S), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after Hieronymus Bock (Latinized Tra-
gus) (1498-15,54), a celebrated German bota-
nist.] A genus of apetalous plants, of the
order Kuphorbiacete, tribe Crotonese, and sub-
tribe Plukenetiex. They are usually climbers with
stinging ludrs, having moncecioas flowers in racemes, the
stamlnate commonly above, the pistillate l>elow, the for-

mer with three stamens the latter with imbricated sepals
and the styles connate into a colinnn but free at the apex.
There are about 5U species, widely scattered through warm
countries, extending Ijeyond the tropics to South Africa and
to the southern and central United .States. They are herba-
ceous or shrubliy perennials, usually either climbing or
twining, and with alternate dentate leaves with a cortiate

and three- to flve-nerved base. The fruit, composed of
three two-valve<l carpels. Is hispid or echinate, and cov-

ered with conspicuous stinging hairs. Two species of
Virginia are usually erect ; T. macrocarpa Is a twining
vine. .See eowhage, 2,

tragic (.traj'ik), a. and n. [= F. tragique = Sp.
tragico = Pg. It. tragico, < L. tragicus, < Gr.
Tpaymd^, < Tpdyo(, pertaining to tragedy, etc.,

lit. 'pertaining to a goat,' a sense found first

in later authors, the orig. use being prob. 'per-
taining to a goat' or satyr as personated by
a 'goat-singer,' or satyric actor: see tragedy.

Tragic is thus used as the adj. of tragedy, as
comic is the adj. of comedy, though etymologi-
cally these adjectives belong only to the first

elements of the nouns respectively.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining or relating to tragedy ; of the nature
of tragedy: as, a tragic poem; the tragic drama.

tragopan
This man's brow, like to a title-leaf,

Foretells the nature of a tragic volume.
Shak., 2. Hen. IV., i. 1. 60.

2. Characteristic of tragedy.

.\nd so it is that we discover the true majesty of human
nature Itself, in the tragic grandeur of its disorders, no-
where else. Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 64,

3. Connected witli or characterized by great
calamity, cruelty, or bloodshed; mournful;
dreadful ; heart-rending.

M'oe than Byron's woe more tragic far.

M. Arnold, A Picture at Newstead.

All things grew more tragic and more strange.
Tennysmi, Princess, vL

4. Expressive of tragedy, death, or sorrow.

1 now must change
Those notes to tragic. Milton, P. L., ix. 0.

II. n. 1. A writer of tragedy; a tragedian.

The Comicks are called 6t£a(rKaAot, of the Greeks, no less

than the tragicks. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2. A tragedy; a tragic drama. Prior. (Imp.
Diet.)

tragical (traj'i-kal), a. [< tragic + -al.] Same
as tragic.

Hoping the consequence
Will prove as bitter, black, and tragical.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 7.

tragically (traj'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In a tragic
manner; in a manner befitting tragedy.

His [Juvenal'sJ own genius . . . was sharp and eager;
. . . and as his provocations were great, he has revenged
them tragically. Dryden, Essay on Satire.

2. Mournfully; sorrowfully.

Many complain and cry out very tragically of the
wret^-hedness of their hearts. South, Sermons, VI, xii,

tragicalness (traj'i-kal-nes), H. Tragic char-
acter or quality; moiirufuLness; sadness; fa-

tality.

We moralize the fable ... in the tragicalness of the
event. Decay oj' Ckrid. Piety.

tragici, «. Plural of tragicus.

tragiclyt (traj'ik-li), adr. [< tragic + -ly^.]

Tragically; sadly; mournfully.

I shall sadly sing, too tragickty inclin'd.

Stirling, Aurora, Elegy, ill.

tragicomedy (traj-i-kom'e-di), «. [Early mod,
E. tragijcomedic; < F. tragicomedie = Sp. Pg.
tragicomedia = It. tragicomedia, < ML. *tragi-

comcedia, a contraction of L. tragieoconuedia, <

Gr. 'rpa) iKOKujii^dia, < Tfmymdf;, tragic, + Ku/Ji/M^la,

comedy: see tragic and comedy.] A dramatic
composition in which serious and comic scenes
are blended; a composition partaking of the
nature of both tragedy and comedy, and of
which the event is not unhappy, as Shakspere's
"Measure for Measure."
Neither the admiration and commiseration, nor the

right sportfulnes. Is by tlieir mungrell Tragy-cmnedie ob-
tained. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrle.

Such acts and scenes hath this tragi-comedy of love.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 525.

tragicomic (traj-i-kom'ik), a. [< F. tragico-

mique = Sp. tragiiomieo = Pg. It. tragicomico,

< L. as if 'tragicomicus, contr. of *trugicocoini-

cus; as tragic + comic. Cf. tragicomedy.] Per-
taining to tragicomedy; characterized by both
serious and comic scenes.

In viewing this monstrous tragicomic scene, the most
opposite passions necessarily succeed.

Burke, Rev. in France.

Julian felt towards him that traffi-eomic sensation which
makes us pity the object which excites It, not the less that
we are somewhat inclined to laugh amid our sympathy.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxxvi.

They [Shelley and his wife) wandered vaguely about
after this, in Scotland one time, in Wales the next, meet-
ing with all kinds of tragi-cmnic adventures.

Mrs. Oliphant, Lit Hist. Eng., III. 39.

tragicomical (traj-i-kom'i-kal), a. [< tragicom-
ic + -al.] Same as tragicomic. Sir P.Sidney,
Apol. for Poetry.
tragicomically (traj-i-kom'i-kal-i), adv. In a
tra^ictmii** manner.

tragicomipastoral (traj-i-kom-i-pfi.s'tor-al), a.

[Irreg. < tragicomi(c) + pastoral.] Partaking
of the nature of tragedy, comedy, and pastoral

poetry. [Rare.]

The whole art of tragicomipastoral farce lies In Inter-

weaving of the several kinds of the drama with each other,

so that they can not be distinguished or separated.

Oay, What d'ye Call It (ed. 1716), Pref.

tragicus (traj'i-kus), n.
;
pi. tragici (-si). [NL.

(so. muscuhcs, muscle), < tragus, q. v.] A mus-
cle of the pinna of the ear which actuates the

tragus. In man it Is rudimentary, practically function-

less, and confined to the part named ; but its character in

other mammals varies and may be very different.

tragopan (trag'o-pan), H. [NL., < Gr. r/mjof,

a goat, + tldv. Pan. Cf. Jlgipan.] 1. A pheas-
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ant of the genus Ceriornis, so called from the
erectile fleshy horns on the head, suggestive of

6420

and the kanchil, or pygmy ehevrotain, T. pyg-
mseus. The latter is very small, and is renowned for its

Crimson Tragopan {Cfriantis satyra).

a faun or satyr; a liomed pheasant. They are

also called satyrs. One of the best-known is

the crimson tragopan, C. satyra.— 2. [cap.]

8ame as Ceriornis. Cuvicr, 1829.

Tragopogon (trag-o-po'gon), H. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), so called witJi ref. to the long pap-
pus; < Gr. rpayof, goat, + 7r<i}w^, beard.] A ge-

nus of composite plants, of the tribe Cichori-

aeex and siibtribe Scorzoneress. It is characterized

by entire leaves and flower-heads with uniseriate acumi-
nate involiicral bracts, the achenes tapering into a, long
and slender or a very short beak, with plumose pappus.
Over 80 species have been described, but not all are now
accepted. They are natives of Europe, northern Africa,

and temperate and subtropical Asia. Tliey are biennial

or pereimial herbs, often covered in places with floccose

wool. They bear linear alternate clasping leaves which
are commonly grass-like, and terminal yellow or bluish

flower-heads on long peduncles. For T. porrifoluis see

salsi/y, and for T. pratensis see goat's-beard, buck'g-beard,

and noon-Jlower. Both species are locally naturalized in

the United .^tates.

Tragops (tra'gops), n. [NL., < Gr. rpayog, a
goat, -f- urp, face.] 1. A genus of reptiles.

Wagler, 1830.— 2+. In mammal., a genus of goat-

antelopes with four horns, as Tragops bennetti

:

synonymous with Tetraceras. See cut under
ravine-deer.

tragule (trag'iil), 11. [< NL. Tragulus.'] An ani-

mal of the genus Tragulus; one of the Tragu-
lidse.

Tragulidae (tra-gu'li-de), n.j>l. [NL., < Tragu-
lus + -i(ise.'\ A family of small ruminants
intermediate in character between deer and
swine, sometimes miscalled musk-deer, and con-

founded with the yij_
true musk-deer
(of the genus
Mosch us), in con-
sequence of their

small size and
the similar devel-
opment of the
canine teeth ; the
chevrotains. The
placenta is diffuse,

not cotyledonary

;

the stomach has but
three compartments,
the psaltcrium being
rudimentary ; there
are no antlers ; there
are four complete
toes on each foot, the second and fifth metapodials being
complete ; the scaphoid, cuboid, and outer cuneiform
tarsal bones are united ; the odontoid process of the axis

is conical; there are no upper incisors; the upper canines

are long, jwinted, and projecting like tusks in the male;
the lower canines are like incisors ; and the molnriform
teeth are in continuous series, being three premolars and
three molars alKive and below on each side.

Tragulina (trag-u-K'na), )i. pi. [NL., < Tragu-
lus -t- -ina'^.'] Same as Traguloidea.

traguline (trag'u-lin), a. [< Tragulus + -inel.]

1 . Goat-like : noting a group of antelopes repre-

sented by the steenbok, Nanotragus tragulus,

and related forms. Hamilton Smith. See cut

under steenbok.— 2. Belated to or belonging to

the Tragulina, or chevrotains ; traguloid.

traguloid (trag'u-loid), a. [< Tragulus + -aid.']

Pertaining to the Traguloidea, or having their

characters.

Traguloidea (trag-u-loi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Tragulus + -oidea.'] One of the prime divisions

of existent selenodont artiodaetyls, or rumi-
nants; the chevrotains, a superfamily consist-

ing of the family Tragulidee alone. Its charac-
ters are the same as those of the family. See
ehevrotain, kanchil, and cut under Tragulidee.

Also Tragulina.

Tragulus (trag'u-lus), n. [NL., dim. of tragus,

< Gr. rpdjof, a goat: see tragedy.'] A genus of

small Asiatic deer, typical of the family Tra-

gulidee, including T.javanicus, the napuof Java,

stomach of Tra^ulits, a non-typical ru-

minant, showing X, the reduction of the
psalteinuiii to a mere passage tietween Rt,
the reticulum, and Af>. the atiomasus. Rn,
rumen; tr, esophagus ; />, pylorus; Spl,

spleen.

Pygmy ehevrotain {Tragulus pygmmus-i, niale.

cunning in the Asiatic isles as the fox is with ns, being

said to feign death when snared, and then to leap up and
run off when disentangled from the snare.

tragus (tra'gus), «. ; pi. <r«fl» (-ji). [NL.,<Gr.
rpayoq, part of the inner ear, a particular use,

in allusion to the bunch of hairs upon it, of tpa-

}0f, a goat, lit. 'nibbler,' < Tpuyeiv, rpayeiv, nib-

ble, gnaw.] 1. In anat., a small gristly and
fleshy prominence at the entrance of the exter-

nal ear, projecting backward from the anterior

edge of the orifice, and partly closing it : the pro-

jection opposite is the antitragus. See second
cut under ear^.— 2. In zool., a corresponding
process guarding the external meatus, some-
times capable of closing the orifice like a valve

:

in some animals, as bats, developing to enor-

mous size and extraordinary shape, andbelieved
to serve as a delicate tactile organ.—3. [_cnp.~\

[Haller, 1768.] A genus of grasses, of the tribe

Zoysicee and subtribe Anthephorcee. it is char-

acterized by flowers in a spike composed of fascicles which
are each formed of from three to five spikelets, the terminal

spikelet sterile, the others usually fertile ; and by the two
or three glumes, the second larger, rigid, and cchinate.

The only species, T. racenwsus, is widely diffused through
tropical and temperate regions. It is a branching annual
grass with soft flat leaves and flowers in a rather loose

terminal bur like spike, whence it is known as burdock-

grass.

traictiset, " -Aji old form of treatise.

A booke, conteinyng a traictise of justice.

lldall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 24& (Bocies.)

traiet, <' An old spelling of tray^.

traik (trak), V. i. [Origin obscure; cf. track^,

etc.; cf. also Sw. trdka, tug, trudge.] 1. To
wander idly from place to place.— 2. To wan-
der so as to lose one's self or itself: chiefly

applied to the young of poultry. Jamieson.—
3. To be in a declining state of health ; become
very ill; give out. [Scotch in all uses.]

But for the kindness and helpfulness shown me on all

hands I must have traiked.

Carlyle, in Froude (First Forty Years, xl., note 2).

To traik after, to follow in a lounging or dangling way

;

dangle after.

Coming Iraiking after them for their destruction.

Scott, Heart of Mid-I/Othian, xxiv.

traik (trak), n. [Cf. traik, v.] 1. A plague;

a mischief; a disaster: applied both to things

and to persons. Jamieson.— 2. The flesh of

sheep that have die/i of disease or by accident.

.Jamieson. [Scotch in both uses.]

traiket (tra'ket), p. a. [Pp. of traik, v.] Very
much exhausted; worn out. [Scotch.]

traili (tral), n. [Early mod. E. also traile,

trmjle; < ME. trail, traile, trayle, the train of a
dress, a sled, < OF. traail, a reel, prob. also the

train of a dress, and a drag or sled ; cf . Sp. trail-

la, a drag for leveling ground, a leash (< F. ?),

= Pg. tralha, a drag-net (cf. Pr. fralh, traces,

track) ; ML. trahale, a reel, prob. also the train

of a dress, and a drag or sled; cf. L. tragula, a

sled, traha, a sled, ML. traga, a sled, a harrow;

< L. trahere, draw, drag: see tract^. Cf. train^,

V. Hence trail^, v. Cf. traiP. In some senses

the noun is from the verb.] 1 . A part dragged

behind; something drawn after; a train; a rear

appendage. Specifically— (a) The train of a skirt or

robe.

Trayle or trayne of a clothe. Prompt. Pan., p. 499.

(6) A trailing part or organ ; a train : as, the traU of the

peacock : often used figuratively.

A sudden star, it shot through liquid air.

And drew behind a radiant trail of hair.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 128.

It is no easy matter to picture to ourselves the blazing

traU of splendour which in such a pageant [the corona-

tion of Anne Boleyn] must have drawn along the London
streets. Fronde, Sketches, p. 175.

(c) In artillery, the lower end of the carriage; in fleld-

artilleiy, that part of the carriage which rests on the

trail

ground when unlimbered. See cut under gun-carriage.

(d) Any long appendage, real or apparent, as a line or

streak marking the path just passed over by a moving
body : as, the trail of a meteor ; a trail of smoke.

When lightning shoots In glitt'ring trails along.
Howe, Koyal Convert.

(e) In aetron., the elongated image of a star produced upon
a photogntphic plate, wliich is not nnide to lollow the star's

diurnal motion. Tlie intensity of this trail is used as a
measure of the star's brightness.

2. The track or mark left by something dragged
or drawn along the ground or over a surface :

as, the trail of a snail. Speciflcally— (a) The mark
or scent left on the ground by anything pursued, as in

hunting; the track followed f)y a hunter: especially in

the phrase on the trail.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry

!

Shak., Hamlet, iv. .5. 109.

These varlets pretend to be bent chiefly on their sun-
down meal, but the moment it is dark they will be an our
trail, as true as hounds on the scent.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, ni.

We were really on the trail of volcanic productions,

and devoted most of our time to the hunt after them.
A. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, x.

(6) A path or road made by the passage of something, as

of animals or men ; a beaten path, as across the prairies,

a mountain, or a desert; a rude path.

A large part of the country of the Pacific coast has scarce-

ly been penetrated outside of the roads or trails which lead

from the seaports to the interior.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 722.

3. Figuratively, a clue ; a trace.— 4t. A vehicle

dragged along; a drag; a sled; a sledge. Hak-
luyt's Voyages, III. 37.— 5. The act of playing
upon, or of taking advantage of, a person's ig-

norance. See traift, r., 6

—

Built-up trail, in artil-

lery, a wrought-iron or steel trail of a gun-carriage com-
posed of several pieces. It consists of two side-plates con-

nected by three or more transoms, one or more assembling-

bolts, and a lunette plate. In some forms the cheeks are

separate plates of metal riveted to the trail-plates and the

structure is stiffened tjy assembling-bolts ; in others the

trail-plate and cheek on each side are formed in a single

piece. The latter is the more modern. The trail-plates

are strengthened by angle-irons riveted to each edge, by
flanging, or by T-rails. In some carriages the side- or

trail-plates are metallic girders or brackets connected by
transoms. This built-up system has superseded the solid

wooden stock of the old forms of gun-carriage.— To trash
a trail. .See trash-i. (See also block-trail, bracket-trail.)

= Syn. 2. Path, Track, etc. See way.

traill (tral),c. [Earlymod. E. also traile, trayle;

< ME. trailen, traylen, < OF. trailler, wind or

reel (yarn), also trail game. The uses of the

verb are mostly developed in E. from the noun.]

1. trans. 1. To draw along behind.

And bigg a cart of stone and lyme, . . .

Kobin Redbreast he ninst trail it hame.
The Elphin Knight (Child's Ballads, L 279).

Because they shall not trail me through their streets

Like a wild beast, I am content to go.

itUton, S. A., L 1402.

By the margin, willow-veil'd.

Slide the heavy barges trail'a

By slow horses. Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

2. To drag or draw loosely along the ground or

other surface, as tlie train of a woman's dress.

What boots the regal circle on his head.
That long behind he trails his pompous robe.

And, of all monarchs, only grasps the globe?
Pope, R. of the L., ill 73.

Some idly trail'd their sheep-hooks on the ground.

And some kept up a shrilly mellow sound
With ebon-tipped flutes. Keats, Endymion, L

3. Mint., to carry in an oblique forward posi-

tion, with the breech or the butt near the

ground, the piece or the pike being held by the

right hand near the middle : as, to trail arms.
How proud,

In the service of my country, should I be
To trail a pike under your brave command I

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

On Tuesday was sennight was the brave funeral of Sir

John Barrow, at the king's charge. It was carried out of

Durham House, with twelve hundred soldiers marching
before it in arms of the companies of the city, with col-

ours, spikes, and muskets trailed.

Court and Times o/ Charles I., I. 281.

4. To beat down or make a beaten path through
by frequent treading; make a beaten path
through: as, to /)n*7grass.— 5. To hunt or fol-

low up by the track or scent; follow in the

trail or tracks of; track.

They [Indians] have since been trailed towards the Mes-
calero agency, and, it is believed, will soon be arrested by

the troops. Gen. Miles, Government Report, Sept, 1886.

6. To draw out; lead on, especially in a mis-

chievous or ill-natured way ;
play upon the ig-

norance or fears of. [Prov. Eng.]

I presently perceived she was (what is veniacularly

termed) trailing Mrs. Dent : that is, playing on her igno-

rance ; her trail might be clever, but it was decidedly not
good-natured. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii.

To trail the oars. See oari.

II. iutrans. 1. To hang down or drag loosely

behind, as the train of a woman's dress.
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And [shel was clothed in a riche robe that tmyled to the
grouiule more than two fadome, that satte so well with
hir btwte that all the worlde niyght haue ioye her to be-

holden. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ iii. 453.

Rending her yeolow locks, like wyrie gold
About her shoulders careleslie downe trailing.

Spettser, Ruins of Time, 1. 11.

2. To grow loosely ami without self-support to

a considerable leugth along tlie ground or over
bushes, roeks, or other low objects; recliue or
droop and as it were drag upon the ground, as
a branch. See 'trailing jtlaiit, below.— 3. To
move with a slow sweeping motion.

And through the momentaiy gloom
Of shadows o'er the landscape trailing.

Loniifellow, Golden Legend, iv.

4. To loiter or creep along as a straggler or a
person who is nearly tired out ; walk or make
one's way idly or lazily.

He trai^ along the streets.

Character of a ToimGallarU (1675X p. 5. [Encye. Diet.)

We trailed wearily along the level road.
The Century, XXIII. 654.

6t. To reach or extend in a straggling way.
Cape Roxo is a low Cape and traylinff to the sea-ward.

UakluyVg Voyages, III. 615.

6. To fish with or from a trailer: as, to trail

for mackerel Trailing arbutus. See arbutun and
B;/^/*!!.— Trailing arm. -iee arm i.— TraJlmg axle.
See (tri<'— Trailing azalea, see UAieUuria.-TraXi-
ing plant, a plant unable to support itself, Imt neither
on the one hand ascending by the aid of tendrils or by
twining nor on the other hand creeping and rooting or
lying flat, but simply growing over such objects as may
present themselves. Tlie trailing habit may, however, he
coniliined with the climbing or the creeping,

trail'-* (tral), H. [< ME. tratle, < OF. (and F.)
tnillr, a trellis, a latticed frame, < L. trichila,

also in inscriptions tricla, triciea, triclia, an ar-

bor, bower. Hence ult. <reWi*.] 1. A latticed

frame ; a trellis for running or climbing plants.

Owt of the preas I me with-drewhe ther-fore,
And sett me donn by-hynde a traiU
Fulle of levis.

PUitical Pomu, etc. (ed. FomivaUX p. 58.

2. A running ornament or enrichment of leaves,
llowers, tendrils, etc., as in the hollow moldings
of Gothic architecture; a wreath.

And over all of purest gold was spred
A trayle of yvie in his native hew.

Speiurr, F. IJ., II. ril. 01.

I beqaeth' to William Paston. my sone, my standing
cuppe chased parcell gilt with a cover witli rayn armes in
the botom and a flatte pece with a trttU apon the cover.

Padm Utter; III. 18«.

trail^t (tral), v. t. [< <rni72, n.] To overspread
witli a tracery or intertwining pattern or orna-
ment.

A (^'amis light of purple silk, . . .

Trayled with ribbands diversly distraught.
Like as the workeman had their courses taught.

apenter, f. Q., V. r. 2.

trail** (tral), n. [Abbr. of enirail, as orig. ac-
cented on the final syllable : see<?H<»Y(i71.] En-
trails ; the intestines of game when cooked and
sent to table, as those of snipe and woodcock,
and certain fish; also, the intestines of sheep.

The thrush is preaented with the lni><, because the
bird feeds on olives. SmolUtt, Travels, iTiii.

T-rail (te'ral), «. A rail with a cross-eection
having approximately the form of a letter T.
See rai/l, 5.

trailbastont, «• [JfE., also traylbaston, traile-

liii.'<tiiii, < OF. (At.) trailehnston, traylehaston,
jirol). so called from the staves or clubs they
ciiiried, < trailler, trail, + haston, staff, club:
.SIC Irail^, r., and bantoii, baton. Roquefort
gives the OF. as tray-lf-baston, as if < traire,

draw, < L. trnhere (or truer, < L. tradere, give
up) + U, tlie, + bastou, staff. This view is not
tenable.] In Eiiti. Iiixt., one of a class of disor-
derly persons, banded robbers, murderers, and
incendiaries, who gave great trouble in the
reign of Edward I., and were so numerous that
judges were appointed expressly for the pur-
pose of trying them. See the plirases below.
People of goo*l will have made reply to the king
Ifow throiiKtiout the land la made a great grievance
By connnon ((Uarrellers, who are by oath
llound tog»:ther to a compact

;

Those of that company are named Traiibagton*.
In fairs and markets they offer themselves tu make an en-

gagement.
For three shillings or four, or for the worth,
To beat a freeman who never did Injury
To chiistiati body, by any evidence.
If a nia[i offends any one of the confederacy,
<)r a merchant refuses to give him credit with his wares,
In his own house, without other dealing.
He shotild be well beaten, or to make it up
He shall give of his njrniey, and take acquittance.
If there be not some stop put to this turbulence,
A war of the commons will arise by chance.

Lanijlii/I, fhronicle (ed. WrtghtX II. 861.
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Coturtof Trailbaston. See court.—Justices of Trall-
baston, " justices whose office was to make inquisition
through the realm by the verdict of substantial .Juries,

upon all otficei-s, as ilayors, Sheriffs, Bailiffs, Escheators,
and others, touching E.\tortion, Bribery, and other such
grievances, as iiiliusions into other men's lands, Karre-
tors, and breakers of the peace,with divers other offenders

;

by means of which
inquisitions many
were punished by
death, many by ran-
som, and the rest

flying the realm

;

the land was quiet-
ed, and the King
gained great riches
towards the support
of his wars." Cowel.

trail-board
(tral'bord), n.

In ship-building,

one of the two
evirved pieces

„, Trail board.
which e.xtena
from the stem to the figurehead. It is fastened
to the knee of the head.

trail-car (tral'kar), n. A street railway-car
which is not furnished with motive power, but
is designed to be pulled or trailed behind an-
other to which the power is applied. [U. S.]

trailer (tra'ler), II. [< trail^ + -crl.] 1. One
who or that which trails. Specifically—<o) A trail-

ing plant or trailing branch.

Slides the bird o'er lustrous woodland, swings the trailer

from the crag. Tennyson, Locksley Uall.

Lowest trailer of a weeping elm. Lowell.

The house was a stone cottage, covered with trailers.

The Century, XX\ I. 279.

(ft) On a vehicle, a short pointed bar sometimes suspended
from the rear axle, and serving as a stop or brake ir going
up steep hills ; a stopper, (c) A flexible or hinged con-
tact piece pulled over a series of terminal plates so as to
distribute electric currents.

2. An old style of vessel employed in mackerel-
fishing about 1800. These vessels had outriggers or
long poles on each side, the foremost atxiut 17 feet long,
the others decreasing in length to 5 feet aft, to the ends
of which were fastened lines about 2o fathoms long, with
a sinker of four pounds. To each of these lines was at-

tached a bridle, reaching to the side of the vessel, where
the fishermen stood to feel the bites.

3. A trail-car. [U. S.]

trail-eye (tral'i). ». An attachment at the end
of the trail of a gun-carriage for limbering up.
See cut under gun.

trail-handspike (tral'hand'spik), «. A wooden
or metallic lever used to manceuver the trail of
a field-gun carriage in pointing the gun.

trailing (tra'ling), II. [Verbal n. of trail^, c]
Same as trolling and trawling. See trailer. 2.

trailing-spring (tra'ling-spring), H. A spring
fixed in tlie axle-box of the trailing-wheels of
a locomotive engine, and so placed as to assist

in deadening any shock which may occur.
jreale.

trailing-'Wheel(tra'ling-hwel), «. 1. The hind
wheel of a carriage.— 2. In a railway locomo-
tive in which the weight of the truck or of the
rear of the engine requires support, a small
wheel placed on each side behind the driving-

traill (tral), n. [< Traill (see def.).] Traill's

flycatcher, Empidonax traitli, one of the four
commonest species of small flycatchers of east-

em parts of the United States, originally named
in 1832, by Audubon, as Muacifapa traillii, after
Dr. Thomas Stewart Traill, editor of the eighth
edition of the "Encyclopsedia Britannica." See
cut under Empidonax.

trail-net (tral net), n. A net drawn or trailed

behind a boat, or by two persons on opposite
banks, in sweeping a stream; a drag-net.

trail-pla'te (tral'plat), «. In a field-gun car-

riage, the ironwork at the end of the trail on
which is the trail-eye.

traily (tra'li), a. K traifl + -yi.] Sbvenlv.
Halliirell. [Prov. Eng.]

train' (tran), V. [Early mod. E. also traine,

trtiyne; < ME. trainen, traynen, < OF. trainer,

trahiner, F. trainer = Pr. trainar = Sp. traji-

nar = It. trainare, draw, entice, trail along, <

ML. trahinare, drag along, trail, < L. trahcre,

draw: see tracts, and cf. traii^, from the same
source. Hence train^, «. For the sense 'edu-
cate,' from the lit. sense 'draw,' ct. educate,

ult. < L. educare, draw out.] I. trans. 1. To
draw or drag along ; trail.

So he hath hir trayyted and drawen that the lady niyght
no Icnger crye ne brayen. Merlin (E. E. T. ».% ii. 2l»9.

Not distant far with heavy pace the foe
Approaching gross and huge ; in hollow cube
Training his devilish enginery.

MMon, P. L., vL 558.

train

2. To draw by artifice, stratagem, persuasion,
or the like ; entice ; allure.

What pitie is it that any . . . man shnlde ... be
trayned ... in to this lothesome dungeon [idleness].

Sir T. Elyot, The Uovernour, L 26.

We did train him on.
And. his corruption being ta'en from us.

We, as the spring of all, shall pay for all.

SAo*.,lHen.IV., v. 2. 21.

With pretext of doing him an unwonted honour in the
senate, he trains him from his guards.

B. Jonson, Sejanus. Arg.

Martius Galeotti, who, by his impostures and specious
falsehoods, has trai)ied me hither into the power of my
mortal enemy, Scott, Quentin Durward, xxviii.

3. To bring into some desired course or state

by means of some process of instruction and
exercise, (a) To educate ; instruct; rear; bring up:
often with up.

So was she trayned up from time to time
In all chaste vertue and true )>ounti.hed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vL 3.

Train itp a child in the way he should go, and when
(even when, R. V.] he is old he will not depart from it.

Prov. xxii. 6.

Vou have trained me like a peasant.
Shak , As you Like it, i. 1 71.

(6) To make proficient or efficient, as in some art or pro-
fession, by instruction, exercise, or discipline; make pro-
ficient by instruction or drill : as, to train nurses ;.to train
soldiers.

And when Abram heard that his brother was taken cap-
tive, he armed his trained servants. Gen. xiv. 14.

Traiiu'd in camps, he knew the art
To win the soldier's Iiardy heai-t.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 4.

(c) To tame or render docile ; exercise in the performance
of certain tasks or tricks : as, to train dogs or monkeys.

Animals can be trained by man, but they cannot train
themselves. They can l>e taught some accomplishments,
formed to some new habita; but where man has not done
this for them they remain uneducated.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 33.

(d) To fit by pi*oper exercise and regimen for the perform-
ance of some feat ; render capable of enduring the strain
incident to a contest of any kind, by a course of suitable
exercise, regimen, etc. ; put in suitable condition, as for a
race, by preparatory exercise, etc.: as, to (rain a boat's
crew for a race, (e) To give proper or some particular
shape or direction to by systematic manipulation or exten-
sion ; specifically, in gardening, to extend tlie branches of,

as on a wall, espalier, etc.

Tell her. when I'm gone, to train the rose-bush that I set
About the parlour-window.

Tennyson, May Queen, New-Year's Eve.

Why will she train that winter curl '

In such a spring-like way 'i

O. W. Holmes, My Aunt.

4. To bring to bear; direct or aim carefully:

as, to train a gun upon a vessel or a fort.

Again and again we set up the camera, and trained it

upon a part of the picturesque throng.
G. Kennan, The Century. XXXVIII. 73.

To train a scentt, in hunting, same as to carry a scent.

See phrase under scent.

I ha' scene one Sheepe worry a dozen Foxes,
By Moon-shine, in a morning before day,
They hunt, trayne-senls with Oxen, and plow with Dogges.

Brmne, The Antipodes, i. (I.

To train One. See/ine". = Syn. 3. To school, habitnate,
inure. See instruction.

II. intraus. It. To be attracted or lured.

The highest soaring Hauke traineth to ye lure.
Lyly, Euphnes, Anat. of Wit, p. 35.

2. To exercise; impart proficiency by practice
and use; drill; discipline.

Nature trains while she teaches; she disciplines the
powers while she imparts information to the intellect.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, Int., p. 11.

3. To fit one's self for the performance of some
feat by preparatory regimen and exercise.

So he resolved at once to train.

And walked and walked with all his main.
IP. 5. GUbert, Perils of Invisibility.

4. To be under training, as a recruit for the
army; be drilled for military service.— 5. To
travel by train or by rail: sometimes with an
indefinite it. [Colloq.]

From Aberdeen to Edinburgh we trained it by easy
stages. Harper's May., LXXVII. 954.

6. To consort with; boon familiar terms with:
as, I don't train with that crowd. Compare
def. 4. [Slang.] —7. To romp; carry on.
[Colloq. and vulgar, U. S.]_To train off, to go ofl

obliquely : said of the flight of a shot.

train' (triin), n. [Early mod. E. also traine,

traync; < ME. trayn, traync, treyne, < OF. ^rajii,

a train, retinue, course, etc., a drag, sled, etc.,

F. train, a train, retinue, herd (of cattle), pace,
course, way, bustle, train of boats or cars, etc.,

= Pr. tralii = Sp. trajiii, trajino, formerly train,

trayiin, = It. traino, a train (in various senses);

ef. OF. trahine, f., a drag, dray, sled, drag-net,

P. traine, the condition of being dragged ; from
the verb: see train^, v. Cf. trail^, n., from the



train

same ult. source.] 1 . That which is drawn along
behind, or whii-h forms the liintler part; a trail,

(a) The elongated part of a skirt behind when sufficiently

extended to trail along the gi-ound. Trains have long been
an adjunct of full dress for women, frequently coming into

fashion, and seldom abandoned for any length of time ; at
times they have reached a length of ten feet or more on
the tloor. A train of moderate length is called a devfii-

train.

A Baronesse may haue no trayne borne ; hut, haueiug a
goune with a trayne^ she ought to beare it her self.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

She shall be dignified with this high honour—
To bear -my lady's train. Shak., T. U. of V'., ii. 4. 159.

But pray, what is the meaning that this transparent lady
holds up her train In her left hand ? for I find your women
on medals do nothing without a meaning.

Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

The Duke of Buckingham bore Richard's (rotn [at Rich-
ard III.'s coronation). J. Qairdi\er, Richard III., iv.

(6) The tail of a comet or of a meteor,

Stars with trains of Are. Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 117.

(c) The tail of a bird, especially when long, large, or con-
spicuous. See cuts under Argus, peajuwl, Phaethon, Pha-
gianus, Promerops, Terpgiphone, and Tro'junidie.

The train serves to steer and direct their flight, and turn
their bodies like the rudder of a ship.

Ray, Works of Creation, p. 14C.

((i) That part of the carriage of a field-gun which rest*

upon the ground when the gun is unlimbered or in posi-

tion for firing ; the trail.

2. A following; a body of followers or atten-
dants ; a retinue.

Sir, I invite your highness and your train
To my poor cell. Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 300.

The muses also are found in the train of Bacchus.
Bacon, Fable of Dionysus.

Now the Shepherds, seeing so great a train follow Mr.
Great-heart (for with him they were well acquainted), they
said unto him. Good Sir, you have got a goodly company
here. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

The king's daughter, with a lovely train
Of fellow-nymphs, was sporting on the plain.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

My train consisted of thirty-eight persons.
MacavXay, in Trevelyan, I. 323.

3. A succession of connected things or events

;

a series : as, a train of circumstances.

God helpe the man so wrapt in Errours endlesse traine!
Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 18.

Sir, I was five times made a bankrupt, and reduced from
a state of affluence, by a trainof unavoidable misfortunes.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

I starts light with Rob only ; I comes to a branch ; I

takes on what I find there ; and a whole train of ideas

gets coupled on to him. Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxxviii.

4. In mack., a set of wheels, or wheels and pin-

ions in series, through which motion is trans-

mitted consecutively: as, the train of a watch
(that is, the wheels intervening between the
barrel and the escapement); the goiag-train of a
clock (that by which the hands are turned); the
striking-</(«« (that by which the striking part

is actuated).— 5. In metal-working, two or more
pairs of connected rolls in a rolling-mill worked
as one system; a set of rolls used in rolling

various metals, especially puddled iron and
steel; a roll-train.— 6. A connected line of

carriages, ears, or wagons moving or intended
to be moved on a railway.

Clifford . . . couldcatchaglinipseof the trafjis of cars,

flashing a brief transit across the extremity of the street.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

7. A string or file of animals on the march.

Goods were carried by long trains of pack-horses,
MacauZay, Hist. Gng., ill.

Camel trains wound like worms along the thread-like

roads. O'Donovan, Merv, xii.

8. A line of combustible material to lead fire

to a charge or mine : same as squib, 2.

Shall he that gives fire to the train pretend to wash his

hands of the hurt that 's done by the playing of the mine?
Sir R. L'Estrange, Fables.

9. A company in order ; a procession.

Which of this princely train
Call ye the warlike Talbot?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 34.

Forc'd from their homes, a melancholy train.

Ootdsmith, Traveller, 1. 319.

10. Suitable or proper sequence, order, or ar-

rangement; course; process: as, everything is

now in trai/i for a settlement.

Lady Sneer. Did you circulate the report of Lady Brit-

tle's intrigue with Captain Boastall ?

Snake. That's in as fine a train as your ladyship could
wish. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

11. A kind of sleigh used in Canada for the
transportation ofmerchandise, wood, etc. Bart-
lett.— 13. The lure used to recall a hawk. Ual-
liweU.— 13. Something intended to allure or

entice ; wile ; stratagem ; artifice ; a plot or

scheme.
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Yet first he cast by treatie and by traynes

Her to persuade that stubbome fort to yilde.

Spenser, V. Q., I. vt 3.

Devilish Macbeth
By many of these trains hath sought to win me
Into his power. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 118.

14t. A snare; net; trap; ambush.
Most justly they the Cities scorne are made.
Who will be caught, yet see the traine that 's laid.

Heywood, Anna and Phillis (Works, ed. 1874, VI. 323).

You laid that Train, I'm sure, to alarm, not to betray,

my Innocence. Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

15t. Treason; treachery; deceit.

Vndertaker of treyne, of talkyng but litiU,

Neuer inyrth in his mouthe meuyt with tong.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3789.

For als tyte mon I be taken
With tresoune and with trayne.

York Plays, p. 246.

Accommodation train. See accomimydation.— Clieap
Trains Act, a British statute of 1883 (46 and 47 Vict., c. 34),

abolishing tiie duty on railwayrfares not exceeding one
penny per mile, and reducing the duties on higher fares.

—EpicycUc train. See epicydic.— Limited train, (a)

A train the weight of which (or the number of cars) is

limited, to correspond tt) the hauling power of the engine.

(6) A train limited to tirsf-class passengers.— Merchant,
mixed, parliamentary train. See the adjectives.—

Puddle-bar train, see muck-rolls.— Rolling-mill train,
the system of grooved rollers by which iron bars are gradu-
ally drawn down from balls or blooms; a roll-train.—

Through train. See throuyhi .—TrsLia of artillery.
See artillery.— Train of prisms. See spectroscope.—Ves-
tibuled train. See vestibule, V. t.

train^t (tran), m. [Early mod. E. traine, trayne,

trane (chiefly in comp. train-oil) ; < MD. traen,

D. traan = MLG. tran, LG. traan (> G. thran
= Sw. Dan. tran), train-oil, also in MD. liquor
tried out by fire ; a particular use of MD. tracn,

D. traan = OHG. trahan, MHG. trahen, tran

(pi. trahene, trehene, also traher), G. trahne, a
tear, akin to OHG. zahar, MHG. zaher, G. zaher,

ziihre. etc., a tear, = E. tear: see tear^.'\ Same
as train-oil.

The leakage of the traine doth fowle the other wares
much. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 308.

trainable (tra'na-bl), a. [< train'^ + -able.']

Capable of being trained, educated, or drilled.

Youth [is] by grace and good councell traynable to

vertue. Lusty Juventus.

train-band (tran'band), n. [Short for trained

band, early mod. E. trayned band; also called

trained company.'] A force of citizen soldiery

identified with London ; especially, one com-
pany or division of this force. The service ren-

dered by the train-bands to the Parliament during the civil

war caused their dissolution by Charles II., but the force
was reoi-ganized later, and continued for many yeai-s.

There was Colonel Jumper's Lady, a Colonel of the
Train Bands, that has a great Interest in her Parish.

Steele, Spectator, No. 376.

As to foreign invasion, the Lord Mayor has but to

throw himself into the Tower, call in the train hands, and
put the standing army of Beef-eaters under arms, and he
might bid defiance to the world.

Jrviny, Sketch-Book, p. 309.

On several occasions during the civil war, the train-

bands of London distinguished themselves highly.
Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

Sometimes used adjectively

:

A train-band captain eke was he
Of famous Londou town.

Cowper, John Qilpin.

train-bearer (tran'bar''''6r), n. One who holds
up the train of a robe ; especially, such a
person appointed to attend on the sovereign
or some high official on an occasion of cere-

mony.
train-bolt (tran 'bolt), n. A bolt to which the
training-tackle of a gun is hooked.

train-boy (tran'boi), n. A lad who sells news-
papers, magazines, books, candy, and other arti-

cles on railway-trains. [U. 8. and Canada.]
trained (trand),p. a. [< train^ + -ed?. In def.

2, pp. of train^, t>.] 1. Having a train.

He swooping went
In his trained gown about the stage.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

2. Formed or made proficient by training ; edu-
cated; instructed; exercised; practised: as,

a trained eye or judgment; trained nurses.

It is conceded that the object of the manual-training
course is not to make artists or mechanics, but trained
men and women. New York Evenii^f Post, April 25, 1891.

Trained band, a body of trained men, especially soldiers.

See train-band.

Each serving man, with dish in hand,
March'd boldly up, like our train'd band.

Suckling, Ballad upon a Wedding.

trainelt (tra'nel), n. [< OF. 'trainel (ef. F. trui-

neau), dim. of train, a drag: see <rai«l.] A
trail-net; a drag-net. Holland.

trainer (tra'nfer), n. [< train^ + -eri.] 1. One
who trains; an instructor.— 2. One who trains

train-oil

or prepares men, etc., for the performance of

feats requiring certain ijhysical fitness, as an
oarsman for a boat-race, a pugilist for a prize-

fight, or a horse for racing.— 3. A militiaman.
[U. S.]—4. A wire or wooden frame upon which
flowers or shrubs are trained.

train-hand (tran'hand), n. Same as trainman.

training (tra'ning), n. [Early mod. E. also

traynintj ; verbal n. ot train^,i\'] 1. Practical
education in some profession, art, handicraft,
or the like ; instruction coupled with practice
in the use of one's powers : as, manual training;

a sound business training.

The aim of historical teaching is the training of the
judgment to be exercised in the moral, social, and politi-

cal work of life.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 373.

Man's moral nature is dependent upon heredity, train-

ing, and environment. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 251.

2. The act or process of developing the physi-
cal strength and powers of endurance, or of

rendering the system capable of performing
some notable feat ; also, the condition of being
so prepared and capable.

A professed pugilist ; always in training.

Dickens, ilard Times, i. 2.

3. In gardening, the art or operation of form-
ing young trees to a wall or espalier, or of caus-
in,'; them to grow in a desired shape.— 4. Drill

;

practice in the manual of arms and in simple
manceuvers, such as is provided for militia.

Compare train-band, training-day.

After my cominge to Colchester, upon Fryday the 11th
of this moneth in the afternoone, ry<linge into a feild wher
all Sr Thomas Lucasse his bande was at trayninge, I, after

that M"" Thomas .Seyraor and I had i>eeholden the manner
of the trayning of the bande, did invite Mr Seymor and
myself to suppe with S"* Thomas Lucasse.

Sir John Smyth, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 90.

Ha«h, the brother of Margaret, at the Spring training,

was punished not only by imprisonment, but also with an
inconsiderable fine, for disorderly behavior on that occa-
sion. 5. Judd, Mai'garet. i. 13.

Training to Arms Prohibition Act. See prohibition.
= Syn. 1. Nurture, Education, etc. (see itistruction) ; drill,

scliooling, breeding, tuition.

training-bit (tra'ning-bit), n. A wooden gag-
bit used ill training vicious horses. It has iron
cheeks with a connecting iron passed through
a wooden mouthpiece. A". U. Knight.

training-day (tra'iiing-da), «. A day appoint-
ed by law for drill and review of the militia or
other citizen soldiery.

You must take something. It 's training day, and that
don't come only four times a year. S.y«dd, Margaret, L13.

training-halter (tra'ning-hal'ter), «. A form
of halter made like a riding-bridle, but having
sliort cheeks with rings for attaching bit-straps.

E. U. Knight.

training-level (tra'ning-lev"el), n. An instru-

ment for testing divergence from a true hori-

zontal line : used especially in training guns.

training-pendulum (tra'ning-pen''du-lum), n.

A pendulum for facilitating the accurate eleva-

tion and depression of guns by means of colored
alcohol or quicksilver contained in a tube. Ad-
miral Smyth.
training-school (tra'ning-skol), n. A school or
college where practical instruction is given,
especially in the art of teaching; a school in

which instruction and practice in teaching are
united; a normal school.

training-ship (tra'ning-ship), n. A ship equip-
ped with officers, instructors, etc., for training
lads to he seamen.

Besides some old war hulks at the station, there were a
couple of training-ships getting ready for a cruise.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 13.

training-wall (trii'ning-wal), n. A wall built

up to determine the flow of water in a river or
harbor.
trainless (tran'les), a. [< train^ + -less.} Hav-
ing no train : as, a trainless dress.

trainman (tran'man), n.
; pi. trainmen (-men).

A man employed on a railway-train, as a brake-
man or a porter.

A special train was on the way from St. Paul with a
double complement of engineers and trainmen.

Harper's Mag., LXXVL 566.

trainmentt (tran'ment), n. [< train^ + -ment.']

Training.

And still that precious trainment is miserably abused
which should be the fountain of skill.

G. Harvey, Four Letters,

train-mile (tran'mil), n. One of the total num-
ber of miles run by all the trains of a line or sys-

tem of railways during some specified period

:

a unit of work in railway accounts.

train-oil (tran'oil), H. [Early mod. E. trayne-

oyle, trane-oil; < train^ + oil.] Oil drawn or



train-oil

tried out from the blubber of a whale ; espe-

eiaily, ordinary oil from the right whale, as

distinguished from sperm-oil.

Make in a readiness all sucli caske as shalbe needtull

for traine uyie, tallowe, or any thing else.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, I. 300.

train-road (trau'rdd), ». l. On railroads, a

temporary construction-track for transporta-

tion of materials, etc.— 2. In mimiKj, a tempo-
rary track in a mine, used for light loads.

traiil-rope (trau'rop), «. Same as train-tackle.

train-tackle (tran'tak'l), n. See tackle.

wliarf, and foi-ming a bridge from the wharf
to the deck of a ferry-boat. E. H. Knight.

[< train- + -^l.] Greasy
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traitorfult (tra'tor-fiil), a. [ME. traitourfuU;

< traitor -I- -/«/.] Traitorous; treacherous.

My traitourfuU tome laction] he turnient my tene.

York Flays, p. 31(1.

traitorlsm (tra'tor-izm), n. [< traitor + -ism.}

A betrayal. [Rare.]

The loyal clergy ... are charged with trailorwm of

their principles. iSo^er JTortA, Examen, p. 323. (Domes.)

traitorlyt (tra'tor-li), a. [< traitor + -ly'^.}

Treacherous
;
perfidious.

These traitorty rascals, whose miseries are to be smiled

at, their offences being so capital. SAa*.,W. T.,iT. 4. S21.

trainway itran'wa), n. A platform Ringed to traitorons (tra'tor-us), a. [Formerly also irai-

tcrous ; (.ii.'K. traitorous ; <, traitor + -ous.'] 1.

Guilty of treason; in general, treacherous;

perfidious; faithless.

More of his [majesty's) friends have lost their lives in

this rebellion than of his traitorous subjects.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 31.

2. Consisting in treason ; characterized by
treason; implying breach of allegiance; per-

fidious: as, a traitorous scheme or conspiracy.

Vol. My name 's Volturtias,

1 know Pomtinius.
Pom. But he knows not you.

While you stand out upon these traitorous terms.
B. Jonton, Catiline, iv. 7.

[< ME. trai-

ternusly, treteroushj; < traitorous + -ly'^.l In a

traitorous manner; in violation of allegiance

and trust; treacherously; perfidiously.

They had traHarmuly endeavoured to subvert the fun-

damental laws. Clarendon.

traitoronsness (tra'tor-us-nes), «. The quali-

ty of being traitorous or treacherous; treach-

ery. Bailey, 1727.

traitoryt (tra'tor-i), ». [ME. traitorie, iraiterye^

trainyt (tra'ui), a.

like train-oil.

Where huge hogsheads sweat with trainy oil.

Gay, Trivia, ii. 262.

traipse, r. and n. See trapes.

traist, «. Same as traced. Chaucer.

traise't, ''• '• [ME. traisen, truysen, traissen,

tra.$sheH, < OF. traiss-, stem of certain parts of

tniir, betray: see tray'^.'] To betray.

This lechecraft, or heled thus to be,

Were wel sittynge, if that I were a fend.

To Irayten a wight that trewe Is unto me.
Chaucer, Troiius, iv. 438. traltorously (tr»'tor-us-li), adv.

.She hath the Irasshed withoute wene.
Rom. 0/ the Rose, L 3231.

traise^t, r. ». A Middle English form of traced,

traisont, traisount, «• Middle English forms
of treamin.

trait (trat, in Great Britain tra), «. [< OF. trait,

traict, a line, stroke, feature, tract, etc., F. trait,

aline, stroke, point, feature, fact, act, etc., =
Pr. trait, tray, trah = It. tratto, a line, etc., <

L. tractua, a drawing,. course: see tract^, v., of

which trait is a doublet. Cf. also traced, orig.

Irais, pi. of OF. trait.} 1. A stroke; a touch.

By this single tratt. Homer makes an essential difference

between the Uiad ami Odyssey.
W. Broome, Notes on the Odyssey, L 9.

From talk of war to iraitt of pleasantry.
Tennymn, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. A distinguishing or peculiar feature ; a pe-

culiarity : as, a trait of character.

He had all the Puritanic traitu, both good and evil.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 8.

One of the most remarkable traits in modem Egyptian
superstition is the belief in written charms.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians. I. 3ia

a?^k''tort" ."ind'^f1la;.;tr^E. also traject (tra-iekf). f. t. [< L. trajectu^^

traitour ; < UY.Iraitour, tra\,Umr, treitur, < OF. '.':'yj«'.':!iJ^fl.»l«j?.5!'lL'?i!2"^!!:ii,i^r^

trainee

Nor is the postposition of the nominative case td the

verb against theuseof the tongue ; nor tlie trajeciion here
so great but the Latine will admit the same order of the

words. J. Mede, Works (1W2), iii. 1.

trajectory (tra-jek'to-ri), H.
;

pi. trajectories

(-riz). [= F.' trajecioive, trajectory, OF. the

end of a funnel, also adj., passing over, < ML.
'trajectorius, neut. trajectorium, a funnel, < L.

trajicere, pp. trajectus. throw over : see traject.}

1. The path described by a body moving under
the action of given forces; speciiically, the

curve described by a projectile in its flight

through the air. Compare range, 4.— 2. In
geom., a curve which cuts all the curves or
surfaces of a given system at a constant
angle. When the constant angle is a right

angle, the trajectory is called an orthogonal
trajectory.

trajetourt, «. Same as tregetour. Gower.

trajetryt, «• Same as tregetry.

tralationt (tra-la'shon), «. [= It. tralazione, <

L. tralatio(n-), equiv. to trn««(atio(«-), a trans-

ferring, translation : see translation.} A change
in the use of a word, or the use of a word in a

less proper but more significant sense.

According to the broad tralation of his rude Rhemists.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, i. § 14.

tralatitiont (tral-a-tish'on), n. [IiTeg. for tra-

lation (after trala'titious'}.} A departure from
the literal use of words ; a metaphor.

tralatitioust(tral-a-tish'us),n. [=It. tralatizio,

< L. tralaticius, tralatititt.i, equiv. to translati-

cius, translatitius, < translatus.yy. of transferre,

transfer: see translate.} Metaphorical; not
literal.

Unless we could contrive a perfect set of new words,

there is no speaking of the Deity without using our old

ones in a tratatitious sense. Stackhoute, Hist. Bible, iv. 1.

^Pi::i™i?';;£ir„T''T;.^I?**°'=
'"' '""•""^

tralatltionslyt (tral-a-tish'us-li), adv. Meta.
Treachery; betrayal; treason.

Tho com another companye
That had ydon the traiurye,

The harm, the grete wikkednesse.
That any herte couthe gesse.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1812.

traitress (tra'tres),)!. iiV.traltresse; &straitor tralineatet (tra-lin'f-at)

woman who betrays her trust

traitor, traitur, traitcur, Iritistre, F. froi<re= Pr.

trahire, traire, trahidor, traidor, traitor = Sp.

Pg. traidor= It. traditore, < h. traditor, one who
betrays, a betrayer, traitor, lit. 'one who deliv-

ers,' and lience in LL. also a teacher, < tradere,

give up, deliver: see tradition, tray^, and cf.

tradittfT.} I. h. 1. One who violates his alle-

giance and betrays his country ; one who is

guilty of treason. See treason.

God wole not that it be longe in the Hondes of Tray-
toures ne of Synnerea, be thei Cristene or othere.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 74.

AUe tho that ne wolde not come, he lete hem well wite
that thei shulde haue as streyte Justice as longed to

theuis and traytoures. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), it 205.

William's Fortune secures him as well at home against

Traitort as in the Field against his Enemies.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 25.

There is no difference, in point of momlity, whether a

man calls me traitor in one word, or says I am one hired

to betray my religion and sell my country. Suryft.

2. One who betrays any trust ; a person guilty

of perfidy or treachery; one who violates con-
fidence repo.sed in him.

If you flatter hhn, you are a great traitor to hhn.
Baeon.

=8yn. 1. Ret*el, etc. See insurgenU

n. a. Of or pertaining to a traitor; traitorous.

And there is now this day no gretter trcsou thanne a
{[entitle woman to yeue her selff to a traitour fals churle,

flamed with vices, for there is mani of hem deceiued bi

the foule and grete fals othes that the tals men vsen to

swere to the women. Knight o/ La Tour Landry, p. 'J.

'Their silent war of lilies and of roses,

Which Taniuin view'd in her fair face's field,

In their pure ranks his traitor eye encloses.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 73.

traitort (tra'tor), r. t. [< traitor, m.] To act

the traitor toward ; betray.

But time, it traitors me. LUhgoui. (Imp. Diet.)

traitoress (tra'tor-es), w. [< traitor + -eis.} A
female traitor; a traitress.

Fortune, . . .

The false traytereste pervera.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 818.

-t- -ess.} A woman who betrays her trust ; a
perfidious woman ; a female traitor: often used

in a weakened, half-]ilayful sense.

Ah, little traitress ! none must know . . .

What vanity full dearly liought.

Joined to thine eye's dark witchcraft, drew
My spell-bound steps to Benvenue.

Scott, I. of the L., Ti. 2a

pp. of

or

cast over, carry over, ship over, transport, also

transfix, < trans, through, across, + jacere,

throw: seejXi.] To throw or cast (across or

through). [Rare.]

Thou knowst that to be Cerberus, and him
The ferriman who from the rivers brim
TVoieeteif thee.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 230).

If the sun's light be trajecUd through three or more
cross prisms snccMsively.

Newton, Opticks, I. 1., Exper. 10.

traject (traj'ekt), n. [< OF. traject, trajet, a
ferry, a passage over, = It. tragetto, tragitto, <

L. trajectus, a passage over, < trajicere, throw
over : see traject, v. Cf . treget.} It. A ferry

;

a passage or place for passing over water with

boats (by some commentators said to mean the

boat itself).

Bring them, I pray thee, with imagin'd spebd
Vnto the tranect [read traiect, i. e. traject, as in various

modern editions], to the common ferry

Which trades to Venice.
ShcJc., M. of v., UL 4. 64 (folio 1623).

2. A trajectory. [Rare.]

The traject of comets. /«. Taylor. (Imp. Diet.)

3. The act of throwing across or transporting;

transmission; transference. [Rare.]

At the best, however, this traject (that of printing from

Asia I
was but that of the gemi of life, which Sir W. Ihom-

son, in a famous discourse, suggested had been caiTied to

this earth from some other sphere by meteoric agency.
Atheme urn. (Imp. Diet)

trajection (tra-jek'shon), n. [=It. trajezione,

< L. trajeetid(n-), a crossing over, passage,

transposition (of words), < trajicere, throw over,

convey over: see traject.} 1. The act of tra-

jecting ; a casting or darting through or across

;

a crossing ; a passage.

My due for thy trajection downe here lay.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 232).

phorically ; not in a literal sense.

Written l.anguage is tratatitiously so called, because it

is made to represent to the Eye the same Letters and
Words which are pronounced.

Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 8.

i. [After It. trali-

gnare, degenerate, < L. trans, across, + linea,

line : see (ine^.} To deviate in course or direc-

tion.
If you tralineate from your father's mind,
what are you else but of a bastard-kind?

i>rj/de«. Wife of Bath, 1. 396.

Trallian (tral'ian). a. [< L. Trallianus (< 6r.

TpaUiaidi), of Tralles, < Tralles, also Trallis, <

Gr. Tpd?./e(f, also TpdUt^, a city of Lydia.] Of
or pertaining to the ancient Greek city of Tral-

les, in Asia Minor, or its inhabitants—Trallian
school, a school of Greek Hellenistic sculpture of the

third century B. c , of which the great surviving work is

TralUan School of Sculpture,
in Uic Muset

Of this sort might be the spec .

hesitating that trajection. Evelyn, Irue Religion, I. 144.

2. In gram, and rhet., transposition: same as

hyperbaton (a). [Rare.]

—Tile trroup called Uie l-iiniusc Uiill,

Nazioliale, Naples.

the large group known as the Farnese Bull, in the Mu-
seum at Naples. This important work, while transgressing

the proper limitations of sculpture in the round, exhibits

originality, vigor, skill in composition, anil a liigli decora-

tive nuality. It is to Ik pai-alleled with the Laocoon group
of the Hhodian school,

ctre at the Rubicon, Cajsar tralucet (tra-lus'), V. i. [= It. trahiccre, < L. tra-

lucere, traiislucere, sh\\\e ihrou^h: aee transln-

cent.} To shine through. Sylvester, tr. of Du
Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.



tralucency

tralucencyt (tra-lu'seu-si), «. [< tralucett(i) +
-<'/.] Trauslueeney. Sir T. Browiie,\\i\g.Krv.,
ii! 1.

tralucentt (tra-lu'seut), a. [= It. iralucente, <

L. traliiccii(t-)s, ppr. of trulucere, translucere,

shine through : see tiamluceitt.'\ Trausparent;
translucent.

And fair traiiicetU stones, that over all

It did reflect. Peele, Honour of the Garter.

tram' (tram), «. [< OSw. *tram, trdm, truiii,

a log, stock of a tree, S\v. dial, trovim, trdmm,
trumin, a stump, the eud of a log, also a kind of
sled, = Norw. tram, from, trumm, edge, brim,
iriun, a step, door-step, = Dan. dial, troin, end,
stump, = leel. thromr (tliram-), edge, brim, =
MD. droHi, a beam, balk, = MLG. trdmc, a cross-

piece, a round of a ladder, a step of a chair,

LG. traam (< G. or Scand.), a beam, balk, han-
dle of a wheelbarrow or sled, = OHG. dram,
trdm, beam, balk (> MHG. drdmeii, supply with
beams or props), G. trnm, a beam; forms in

gradation, or in part identical, with ME. thrum
= MD. drom, the end of a weaver's thread,
thrum, = OHG. drum, dhrum, MHG. drum, G.
trumm, thrum, end, stump of a tree; akin to
L. tcrmimis, end, Gr. Tcpiia, end: see tlirmiA

and term. Cf. OF. trameau, a sled, or dray
without wheels. The senses and foi-ms are
involved, but the development seems to have
been, 'end, fragment, stump, log, pole (shaft,

handle), bar, beam, rail.' The E. word in the
sense 'rail' seems to have been applied to a
rail or plank in a tram-road or plank road,
thence to the lines of rails or planks, and thence
to the road itself. In the sense of 'car' or
'tram-car' it is prob. short for tram-car, but
tram as a ' mine-ear ' (def . 6) may represent the
Sw. word in the sense 'a kind of sled.'] 1. A
beam or bar: as, gallows <ra»/«. [Scotch.]— 2.
Tlie shaft of a cart, wheelbarrow, or vehicle of
any kind. [Scotch.]— 3t. A plank road.

To the aniendinge of the highwaye or tram, frome the
weste elide of liridgegait, in Jiarnard Castle, 208.

Will of ATnbrose MiiWletoii, Aug. 4, 15.^5 (Surtees Soc.

iPubl., XXXVIII. 37, note).

4. One of the two parallel lines of rails which
form a tramway.

Laying his trains in a poison'd gloom.
Tennyson, Maud, x.

5. A tramway. [Great Britain.]— 6. A four-
wheeled car or wagon used in coal-mines, espe-
cially in the north of England, for conveying
the coals from the working-places to the pit-

bottom, or from the pit-mouth to the place of
shipment. The words trant, corf, box, tub, and skip are
all in use in Englisli collieries to designate some kind of a
box-like receptacle, vehicle, or car by which coal is trans-
ported, either above or beneath the surface.

7. Same as tram-car. [Great Britain.]

Lord Rosebery in his midnight address to the tram ser-

vants. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 723.

8. In a grinding-mill, position perpendicular
to the face of the bedstone : said of a spindle.
See tramming.
tram' (tram), v.; pret. and pp. trammed, ppr.
tramming. [< tram^, ».] I, trans. To move
or transport on a tramway.
An empty kibble is placed upon the trolley and trammed

back along the level, where it is again loaded from a shoot
(mill, pass) or by the shovel. Encyc. Brit, XVI. 455.

II. intraiis. To operate a tram ; also, to travel
by tram. Elect. Iter. (Amer.), XVI. xvi. 2.

tram^t (tram), H. [ME. trammc, traimme ; ori-

gin obscure.] A machine ; a contrivance.
tram^ (tram), n. [Cf. tram^ and trammel.^ A
device, resembling a trammel, used for shaping
oval molds, etc.

tram'* (tram), tt. [= G. Dan. trame, < F. tramc,
tram, weft, < It. trama, woof, weft, < L. trama,
weft.J A kind of double silk thread, in which
two or more strands or singles are twisted to-
gether in a direction contrary to the twist of the
singles, used for the weft or cross-threads of
gros-de-Naples velvets, flowered silks, and the
best varieties of silk goods. Also called shute.

trama (tra'ma), )(. [NL., < L. trama, weft.]
In Ijot., the hyphal tissue which lies in the mid-
dle of the lamella on the pileus in hymenomy-
cetous fungi. Also called disscjnment, and in-

tralamellar tissue.

tramal (tra'mal), a. [< trama + -al.'\ Pertain-
ing to or consisting of trama : as, tramal tissue.

tram-car (tram'kilr), n. [< <ra»Hl, 5, + carl.]

1. A car used on a tramway ; a tramway-car

;

a horse-ear on a street-railway. Also called
tram. [Great Britain.]— 2. A car used in coal-
mines: same as tram^, 6.
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Trametes (tra-me'tez), n. [NL. (Fries, 1836),

< L. trama, w'eft: see trama.] A genus of po-
lyporoid fungi, having the pores subrotund,
obtuse, entire, often unequal in depth, and
sunk in the surface of the pileus. The species

grow on decaying wood.
trametoid (tram'e-toid), a. [< Trametes + -oid.']

In hot., of or pertaining to the genus Trametes.

tram-lJIie (tram'lin), n. [< tram^ + line'^.'] A
tramway. [Great Britain.]

The problem of the commercial success of electrical pro-

pulsion on tramlines has been solved.
Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 67.

trammel (tram'el), n. [Early mod. E. also

triimel, tramell ; < ME. tramayle, < OF. tramail,

F. tramail, more commonly tremuil, also tramel,

trameau = Sp. trasmallo = Pg. trasmalho, a
net (cf. Pg. trambolho, a clog or trammel for a
horse), = It. tramaglio, dial, tramagio, trimaj,

tremagg, a fish-net, bird-net, < ML. tramaeula,
tramagula, also tremaculum, tremacle, tremale,

trimacle, a fish-net, bird-net, trammel (the forms
are confused, indicating uncertainty as to the
etymology); prob. orig. ML. *trimucula, lit. a
' three-mesh ' net, i. e. a net of three layers (dif-

fering in size of meshes), < L. tres (tri-), three,

+ macula, a mesh: see maiU, macula. In defs.

5, 6, 7 tlie sense suggests a connection with
tram^, a bar or beam, but they are appar. par-

ticular uses of trammel in the sense of ' .shackle.'

Ci.tram'i.'] 1 . A net for fishing ; a trawl-net or

trawl ; a drag-net. See trammel-net.

Nay, Cupid, pitch thy trammel where thou please.

Thou canst not fail to take such flsh as these.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 3., Epig.

2t. A net for binding up or confining the hair.

Her golden lockes she roundly did uptye
In breaded tramels. Spetiser, F. Q., II. ii. 15.

3. A shackle; specifically, a kind of shackle
used for regulating the motions of a horse, and
making him amble.— 4. Whatever hinders ac-

tivity, freedom, or progress; an impediment.

Prose ... is loose, easy, and free from trammels.
Goldsmith, l*ref. to Poetical Diet.

It is impossible not to be struck with his [William IV.'s]

extreme good-nature and simplicity, which he cannot or
will not exchange for the dignity of his new situation and
the trammels of etiquette.

Greville, Memoirs, July 24, 1830.

5. An implement hung in a fireplace to support
pots and other culinary vessels. Trammels are
hung from the back-bar or from a crane ; they are often
so constructed in two parts that they can be lengthened
and shortened.

Our own warm hearth seemed blazing free,

The crane and pendent trammels showed,
The Turks' heads on the andirons glowed.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

6. An instrument for drawing ellipses, used by
joiners and other artificers; an ellipsograph.
One part consists of
a cross with two
grooves at right an-
gles; the other is a
beam-compass which
carries the describing
pencil, and is guided
by two pins which
slide in the grooves.

7. A beam-com-
pass.

trammel (tram'el), v. t.; pret. and pp. tram-

meled, trammelled, ppr. trammeling, trammelling.

[< trammel, «.] 1. To catch as in a net; make
captive ; restrain. [Obsolete or archaic]

If the assassination
Cpuld trammel up the consequence, and catch
"With his surcease success, . . .

We 'd jump the life to come. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 3.

While I am striving . . .

How to entangle, trammel up, and snare
Voui' soul in mine. Keats, Lamia, ii.

2. To shackle ; confine; hamper.

Mardonius would never have persuaded me, had dreams
and visions been less constant and less urgent. What
pious man ought to resist them? Nevertheless, I am still

surrounded and trammelled by perplexities.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Xerxes and Artabanus.

3. To train slavishly ; inure to conformity or
obedience. [Rare.]

Hackneyed and trammelled in the ways of a court.
Pope, To Gay, Oct. 16, 1727.

trammeled, trammelled (tram'eld), p. a. l.

Caught; confined; shackled; hampered.— 2.

Having blazes or white marks on the fore foot
and hind foot of one side, as if marked by
trammels: said of a liorse Cross-trammeled,
having a white fore foot on one side and a white hind foot
on the other, as a horse.

trammeler, trammeller (tram'el-er), n. [<
trammel + -tyl.] 1. One who or that which

tramp

trammels or restrains.— 2. One who uses a
trammel-net.

The net is love's, right worthily supported

;

Bacchus one end, the other Ceres guideth

;

Like trammellers this god and goddess sported
To take each foule that in their walkes abideth.

An Old/astiioned Love (iri<j4). (Imp. Diet.)

trammelett (tram'el-et), n. [< trammel + -e(.]

A snare.

Or like Aurora when with pearl she sets
Her long discheveld rose-crowned trammelets.

Witts Recreations (,l(iH). (Ifares.)

trammelled, trammeller. See tramtneled,
trammeler,

trammel-net (tram'el-net), n. A sort of drag-
net for taking fish, it now usually consists of three
seines of similar form fastened together at their edges.
The inner net is very loose and full, and of tine thread
and small mesh. The two outer ones have a mesh fioni
3 to 6 inches long, and of coarser thread. The fish pass
readily through the t)Uter seines and strike the inner nel,
which is thus pocketed through one of tlie large meshes,
the fullness of the inner net
readily permitting this pro-
trusion. The flsli are thus
held in a kind of pocket.

trammel-'wheel (tram'-
el liwel), 11. A mechan-
ical device for convert-
ing a reciprocating into

a circular motion, it con-
sists of a wheel having on
one side four slots, like a
trammel, in which move two
blocks placed on an ai-m con- Tranimel->vheel with six slots.

nected with a piston-rod. The
blocks slide in the grooves of the wheel, and cause it to
make two revolutions to one stroke of the rod. Another
form consists of a wheel with six slots, and a smaller wheel
with three arms which travel in the slots. Also called
slotih-wfieel. E. II. Knight.

trammer (tram'er), n, [< foY(/«l + -crl.] In
cixil-mining, a putter or drawer. See putter^, 2.

tramming (tram'ing), n. [< tranA + -ing^.]

The operation of adjusting the spindle of a
millstone to bring it exactly perpendicular with
the face of the bedstone. Wlien so adjusted
it is said to be in tram ; when inclined to the
face it is out of tram.

tramontana (tril-mon-ta'nii), )i. [It.: see <ro-

vnDitane.'] The north wind : commonly so called
in the Mediterranean. Tlie name is also given
to a peculiar cold and blighting wind, very nurt-
ful in the Archipelago.
tramontane (tra-mon'tan or tra-mon-tan'), a.

and n. [I. a. Formerl)' also tramountain, q. v.;

< OF. tramontain = Sp. Pg. tramontano,< It. Ira-

montano, beyond the mountains, < L. transmon-
tinius, beyond the mountains, < trans, beyond,
+ tnon(t-)s, mountain: see muunt^. mounttiin.

Cf. ultramontane. II. ». < OF. (and F.) tramon-
tane = Pr. trasmontana. tramontana, Iremouta-
iia, the polar star, also the north wind, = Sp. Pg.
It. tramontana,<. L. transmontana (sc. Stella), the
polar star, thus named in Provence and in the
north of Italy, because it is there visible beyond
the Alps.] I. a. 1. Being or situated beyond
the mountains— that is, the Alps: originally
used by the Italians; hence, foreign; barba-
rous: then applied to the Italians as being be-
yond the mountains from Germany, France, etc.

See ultramontane.
A dream ; in days like these

Impossible, when Virtue is so scarce
I'hat to suppose a scene where she presides
Is tramontane, and stumbles all belief.

Cowper, Task, iv. 633.

2. Coming fi'om the other side of the moun-
tains: a,8, tramontane wind. JfW/sox, Remarks
on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 367).

II. II. 1. One who lives beyond the moun-
tains; hence, a stranger; a barbarian. See I.

A happiness
Those tramontanes ne'er tasted.

Massinf/er, Great Duke of Florence, ii. 2.

Hush! I hear Captain Cape's voice— the hideous tra-

montane I A. Murphy, Old Maid, iii. 1.

2. The north wind. See tramontana.
tramosericeous (tram'o-se-rish'ius), a. [< L.
trama, weft (see tram*). + LL. sericeus, silken

:

see sericeous.'} In eniom., having a luster re-

sembling that of satin, as the elytra of certain
beetles.

tramoso (tra-mo'zo), H. See lujnne^.

tramoun'taint, o. and n. [< ME. tramountaine, <

OF. trumontanc, the polar star, the north wind

:

see tramontane.'} I. a. Same as tramontane.
Fuller, Worthies, II. 49.

II. H. The pole-star.

I [Lucifer] schal telde vp my trone in the tra mountayne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iL 211.

tramp (tramp), V. [< ME. tramjien = MLG. LG.
trampen (MHG. freq. trampcln, >G. tramx>eln)z=



tramp

Sw. Xorw. tranipn=T>a.n. trampe, tramp, stamp,
treaJ, trample, a secondary verb, from a strong

verb seen in Goth. flHrt<ri»i^«(H, tread upon (press

upon)
;
perhaps ult. akin to trap, T>. G. trappen,

tread: see iro;)!, <C(y)2.] I_ trans. 1. To tread

under foot ; trample.

It is like unto the camamele ; the more ye tread it and
trampe It, the sweter it smelletb, the tliicker it growetli,

the better it spreddeth.
T. StapletoH, Fortress of the Faith (1565). {Latham.)

2. To tread (clothes) in water, so as to cleanse

or scour them. [Scotch.]—3. To travel over
on foot : as, to tramp a country.

II. intraiis. 1. To walk, especially to walk
with heavy step; tread; march; go on foot.

How often did he . . . dread to look over his shoulder,

lest he should behold some uncouth being tramping close

behind him 1 Irmng, Sketch-Book, p. 425.

He had tramped about the fields of the vacant farm,

trying helplessly to look after things which he did not un.
derstand. Mrg. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, v.

2. To go about as a vagrant or vagabond,
tramp (tramp), w. [<. tramp, r.'] 1. The sound
made by the feet in walking or marching.

Then came the tramp of horse. Scott, Antiquary, xxvi.

The unmercifully lengthened tramp of my passing and
returning footsteps. UawVwrne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 38.

^ 2. An excursion or journey on foot; a walk.

It was his delight . . . to organize woodland framps, and
to start us on researches similar to his own.

U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 42<).

We shook hands with them all, men, women, and chil-

dren, resuming our tramp atxtut eleven o'clock. We still

kept the main traveled road. The Century, XL. 615.

3. A plate of iron worn by ditchers, etc., un-
der the hollow of the foot, to save the shoe in

pressing the spade into the earth.— 4. An in-

strument for trimming hedges.— 5. An itiner-

ant mechanic : same as tramper, 2.— 6. An idle

vagrant ; a homeless vagabond. Also traviper.

Another class, that of importunate sturdy tramps, has
been perambulating the counti-y, composed generally of

young, idle, and insolent able bodied men, unamenable to

discipline, threatening and committing lawless acts of vio-

lence in the workhouses where they obtain nightly shel.

ter. A. Oaen, quoted hi Ribton-Turners Vagrants and
(Vagrancy, p. 267.

The ** sturdy beggars^whoinfestecl England twoor three
centuries ago reappear in our midst under the name of
tramps. J. F. Clarke, .Self Culture, p. 280.

7. A freight-vessel that does not run in any reg-
ular line, but takes a cargo wherever the ship-
pers desire : also used attributively, as in tramp
steamer. Also called ocean tramp. [Slang.]

tramper (tram'per), M. [< tramp + -erl.] 1.

One who tramps.— 2. An itinerant mechanic;
a workman in search of employment.—3. An
idle vagrant; a homeless vagabond; a tramp;
a gipsy.

They had suddenly perceived ... a party of gipsies.

. . . How the (ra7npcrs might have behaved had the young
Iftdles been more courageous must be doubtful ; but such
an invitation for attack could not be resisted.

Jane Austen, Emma, xzxix.

D'ye think his honour has naething else to do than to
peak wi' ilka idle tramper that comes about the town ?

Scott, Heart of Mid- Lothian, xxvi.

tramping-drom (tram'ping-dmm), n. In the
manufacture of leather, a stuflSng-wheel with
hollow trunnions, through which warm air or
steam is circulated into and out of the drum,
while saturating in it a quantity of leather with
oil.

tram-platfl (tram 'plat), n. A flat iron plate laid

as a rail : the earliest form of rail for railways.

trample (tram'pl), r. ; pret. and pp. trampled,
pr. tramj)lin{). [< ME. trampeleii, tramplcn =
tranijiflcn = LG. trampihi = MHG. trampeln,

G. trampeln; a freq. of tramp.'] I. trans. To
beat or tread down by the tramping or stamp-
ing of feet, or by frequent treading

;
prostrate

or crush by treading under foot ; tread upon or
tread down, literally or figuratively.

Neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they tram-
ple them under their feet. Mat. vii. 6.

But that Humane and Diuine learning is now trampled
vnder the barbarous foote of the Ottoman-Horse.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 320,

Was it not enough for thee to stoop so low for oar sakea,
but that thou shouldst l>e trampled on because thou didst
It? StMingflat, Sermons, I. vi.

Squadrons of the Prince, trampling the flowers.
Tennyson, Princess, v.

In 186H the present ruler of Austria and Dalmatia strove
... to trample under foot the ancient rights of the free-
men of the Bocche di Cattaro.

^ E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 236.

II. intrnn.i. To tread with repeated force
and shock; stamp; hence, to tramp roughshod

;

tread roughly or contemptuously.

6426
My Muse, to some eares not vnsweet.

Tempers her words to trampling horses' feete

More oft then to a chamber-melodie.
Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, Ixxxiv.

Certaine others . . . gathered their ananas in the In-

dians gardens, trampHiuj through them without any dis-

cretion. HaUuyt's Voyages, III. 320.

'Tis the presumptuous and proud man alone who dares
to trample on those truths which the rest of the world
reverence. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

I trample on your offers and on you.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Sudden and steady the music, as eight hoofs trample and
thunder. Smnbume, Hesperia.

trample (tram'pl), n. [< trample, f.] A fre-

quent heavy or rough tread; a trampling.

Under the despiteful control, the trample and spurn of

all the other damned. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

The sound is drawing close.

And speedier than the trample of speedy feet it goes.

W. Morris, Sigurd, ii.

trampler (tram'plfer), n. [< trample + -erl.]

1. One who tramples.— 2t. A lawyer.

Pity your trampler, sir, your poor solicitor.

Middleton, World Tost at Tennis.

The trampler is in hast, O cleere the way.
Takes fees with i)oth hands cause he cannot stay.

No matter wheth'r the cause be right or wrong.
So hee be payd for letting out his tongue.

John Taylor, Works (1680). (Nares.)

trampoose, r. i. See trampoiis.

trampot (tram'pot), n. [< tram"^ + pot."] In

' l^.

Trampots.

I. Arched trampot, Uie arch at c straddling a driving-shaft when
tievel-ijcaring is used : a, l>ridge-tree supiKtrling the step *. 2. More
common form of trampot, in which the movable step is adjustable to

center by a quadrilateral arrangement of set-screws.

millinf/, the support in which the foot of the
spindle is stepped.

trampons, trampoose (tram'pus, tram-p5s'),

r. (, ; pret. and pp. trampnumd, trampoosed, ppr.

trampoimng, trampoo.tintj. [Appar. < tramp +
-ons, -oose, a merely capricious addition.] To
tramp; walk or wander about. [Vulgar.]

Some yean ago I landed near to Dover,
And seed strange sights, trampoosinj England over.

D. Humphreys, The Yankee in England. (Sartlctf.)

tramp-pick (tramp'pik), H. A kind of lever of

iron, about 4 feet long and 1 inch in breadth
and tliickness, tapering away at the lower end
and having a small degree of curvature there,

somewhat like the prong of a dung-fork, used
for turning up very hard soils. It is fitted with a
rest, about 18 inches from the lower end, on which the
workman pres^-s with bis foot

tramroad (tram'rod), «. [Formerly also (once)
dramriiad (a form appar. due to the D.co^ate);
< tram^, a rail, + road.'] A road in which the
track for the wheels is made of pieces of wood,
fiat stones, or plates of iron laid in line ; a tram-
way. See tramirai/.

tram-staff (tram'staf ), n. In milling, a straight-

edge used to test the position of the spindle
ami millstone, and to test the surface of the
stone. One form is called the red.staff, because it is

rubbed with red chalk or other coloring matter, and leaves
a red mark on all prominent points it encounters io pass-

Itig over the surface of the stone.

tramway (tram'wii), n. [< tram^, a rail, -I-

icai/i.] The earliest form of railroad. Itconsist-
ed at first of trams of wood or fiat stones, at a later period
of wooden iitringers covered with strap-iron, and lastly of
iron rails. "The first tramways were simply rude horse-
railroads for the transportation of heavy freight. The
term is now applied t<i all kinds of street-railroads, whe-
ther using engines, horses, a cable, or electricity, [(treat

Britain.
I

The smelting furnaces are the centre of activity, and to
them tramways and railways converge, bearing strings of
trucks loaded with materials.

Edinburgh Rev., CXVII. 211.

tram-wheel (tram'hwel), n. The form of light,

flanged, metallic wheel
usual on tram-cars,

tranationf (tra-na'shon),

n. [< L. tranare {trans-

nare), pp. tranatus, swim
across, < trans, across, +
nare, swim: see natant.]

The act of passing over by
swimming; transnatation.

trance'- (trims), k. [Early mod. E. also trause,

truunre, < OP. 'transe, passage (found only in

the deflected sense: see trance^), = It. transito,

passage, < L. transitxis, a crossing over, transit:

see transit. Cf. trance^.] 1. A journeying or

trankeh

j[ourney over a country; especially, a tedious
Journey. [Old and prov. Eng.]— 2. A passage,
especially a passage inside a house. [Scotch.]

But mair he look'd, and dule saw he.
On the door at the trance,

Spots o' bis tlear ladys bluid
Shining like a lance.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. SllX

trance^t (tr&ns), v. i. [Early mod. E. also
tratince; < trance'^, w.] To tramp; travel.

Traunce the world over, you shall never ptuse up so
much gold as when you were in England.

Fletcher (and anotlier), Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 2.

trance'-^ (trans), n. [Early mod. E. also transe,

traunce; < ME. trance, transe, traunce, < OF.
transe, extreme fear, dread, a trance or swoon
(prob. also in orig. sense 'passage'), F. transe,

extreme fear, = Sp. trance, critical moment,
crisis, hour of death, transfer of goods, = Pg.
trance, critical moment, crisis, hour of death,
= It. transito, passage, decease, < L. transitus,

a passage, < transire, pass over : see transit, and
cf. trance^. Some derive P. transe directly

from OF. transi, fallen in a swoon, amazed,
half-dead, pp. of transir, fall in a swoon, lit. ^o
over.] 1. A passing away or apart; a state in

which the soul seems to have passed out of the
body into another state of being ; a state of in-

sensibility to mundane things; a rapture ; an
ecstasy.

Now hast thou sit as in a trance, and seen
To thy soul's joy, and honour of thy house.
The trophies and the triumphs of thy men.

Peele, Battle of Alcazar, v.

While they made ready, he fell into a trance, and saw
heaven opened. Acts x. 10, 11.

Some haue their supernaturall traunces or rauishments

;

some dwell amongst men, some by tliemselues apart.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 307.

2. A state of perplexity or bewilderment;
amaze.

Both stood like old acquaintance in a trance,

Met far from home, wondering eacit other's chance.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1595.

3. In med., catalepsy; ecstasy; the hypnotic
state.

trance^ (trims), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. tranced, ppr.

trancing. [< trance^, n. Cf. entrance^.] 1.

To entrance
;
place in or as in a trance or rap-

ture.
The trumpets sounded.

And there I left him tranced.
Shot., Lear, v. 3. 218.

I trod as one tranced in some rapturous vision.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, v. 17.

2. To hold or bind with or as with a charm or
spell ; overspread or shroud as with a spell

;

charm ; enchant.

A tranced summer-night. Keats, Hyperion, i.

trancedly (tran'sed-li), adv. In a trance-like

or spell-bound manner ; like one in a trance.

Then stole I up, and trancedly
Qazed on the Persian girl alone.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

tranche (F. pron. troii-sha'), a. [P., pp. of
traneher, cut: see trench.'] In her., party per
bend.
tranectf, w. See the quotation under trajeet.

traneen (trS-nen'), «. [< Ir. trainin, traitlinin,

a little stalk of grass, the herb-bennet.] A
grass, Cynosuriis cristatns. Britten and Holland.
[Irish.]—Not worth a traneen, not worth a rush.

trangamt, trangamet, «. Same as trangram.
trangle (trang'gl), w. [Origin obscure.] In
her., one of the diminutives of the fesse, by
some writers considered as a bar, by others as
a closet or barrulet.

trangramt (trang'gram), n. [.Also trangam,
trangamc, tranknm ; appar. an arbitrary var. of
tangram or perhaps of anagram.'] Something
trumpery, unusual, or of no value ; a gimcraek.

But go, thou Trangame, and carry back those Trangames,
which thou hast stol'n or purloin'd.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, ill. 1.

What a devil 's the meaning of all these tranfframs and
gimcracks, gentlemen? Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, iii. 6.

"But, hey-day, what, have you taken the chain and
medal off from my bonnet?" "And meet time it was,
when yon usher, vinegar-faced rogue that he is, began to

inquire what popish trangam you were wearing."
ScoU, Abbot, xix.

trank (trangk), «. [Origin obscure.] In glove-

viaking, an oblong piece taken from the skin,

from which the shape of the glove is cut by a
knife in a press. IC. H. Knight.

tranka (trang'ka), ». A long cylindrical box
balanced and juggled with by the feet of an
acrobat.

trankell(trang'ke),»(. [Pers.] A large boat of

a type used in the Persian Giilf

.



tranknm

trankum (trang'kum), n. Same as trangram.

That shawl imist be had for Clara, with the other tran-

ttttnt! of muslin and lace. Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xviii.

tranlacet (tran-lils'), v. t. [< fraii-for trails- +
lace.'] To transpose.

Here ye see how in the former rime this word life is (ro>i-

iaeed into line, lining, liaely, liuelode.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. I'oesie, p. 170.

trannel (tran'el), n. [A var. of trunnel, ult. of

treenail.^ A treenail.

tranquil (trang'kwil), a. [< F. tranquille — Sp.

tranqmlo = Pg. It. tranquillo, < L. tranqidllm,

quiet, tranquil.] Quiet; calm; undisturbed;

not agitated; serene.
O, now for ever

Farewell the trmtquil mind ! farewell content '.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 348.

= Syn. Placid, Serene, etc. Seecndni.

tranquilization,tranqiuillization(trang''kwil-
i-za'shon), ii. [< traiiqiiiiize + -wiioji.] The
act of trauquilizing, or the state of being tran-

quilized. Also spelled tranqidlisation , tranqiiil-

lisatioii.

tranquilize, tranquillize (trang'kwil-iz), v.;

pret. and pp. trauqidlized, tranquillized, ppr.

tranquiUziug, tranquillizing. [< F. tranquilliser

6426 transcendent

asmtra-iisflnufc, transform, etc. Traiw- is also a frequent transatlantic (trans-at-lau'tik), rt. [=F. trans-

formative of recent technical words of science, in the con.

Crete sense of 'athwart, across, crosswise, transversely,

from side to side,' lilse dia- in the same cases : as, trans-

process, equivalent to transverse process, or diapophysis;

transductor, transfroiital, transmedian, transection, etc.

trans. An abbreviation of transactions, trans-

lated or translator, transpose, transitive, etc.

transact (trins-akf), V. [< L. transactus, pp.
of transigere (> It. transigere = Sp. Pg. transi-

gir), drive through, cany through, bring to an
end, finish, complete, perforin, < trans, through

utUintique = Sp. transatluntico; as trans- + At-

lantic.'] 1. Lying or being beyond the Atlantic;

on the opposite side of the Atlantic from the

country of the speaker or writer; specifically,

in Europe, American.
I go to search where, dark and deep.
Those Trans-atlantic treasures sleep.

Scott, Eokeby, L 21.

2. Crossing or passing across the Atlantic: as,

a transatlantic line of steamers.

+ agere, drive, do : see act. The verb appears transaudient (trans-a'di-ent), u. [< L. trans-,

to have been suggested by the nouns transactor

and transaction.] I. trans. To carry through
;

perform ; conduct ; manage ; do.

Which pretences I am content to let alone, if they . . .

will but transact the question wholly by Scripture and
common sense. Jer. Taylor, Eeal Presence, § 12.

In a country fully stocked in proportion to all the busi-

ness it had to transact, as great a quantity of stock would

through, + audien{t-)s, ppr. of audire, hear: see

hearing.'] Permitting the passage of soimd.
[Kare.]

There were dwarfs, also, who danced and sang, and many
a proprietor regretted the transaudient properties of can-

vas, which allowed the frugal public to share in the mel-
ody without entering the booth.

Lowell, i:ambridge Thirty Years Ago.

be employed in every particular branch as the nature and tranSCalenCV (trans-ka'len-si), n. [< transca-

len(t) + -c^.J The property of being transca-
• "• lent.

II. intrans.^ To conduct, aiTange, or settle transcalent (trans-ka'lent), a. [< L. trail*,

through, + cn^fwC*-)*. PP>'- of e«?P»'e, be warm:
see calid.] Pervious to heat; permitting the

passage of heat. £. Frankland, Exper. Chem.,

matters; deal; treat; negotiate.

God transacts with mankind by gentle and paternal

^ .,, ^ „ .. - measures. £p. Parser, Platonlck Philos., p. 52.

= Sp. tranquilizar = Pg. tranqnillizar (ef. It.
transaction (trans-ak'shon), n. [< F. trans- p. 9977

tranqmllarc,_< L.<ra«^MjHare),^ake tranquil, ^^^.^^ ^ p^. ^y^nsactio ='Sp. transacdon = Pg. transcend (tran-send'), v
as tranquil + -ize.] I. trans. To render tran

quil or quiet ; allay vrhen agitated ; compose

;

make calm or peaceful.

Religion haunts the imagination of the sinner, instead

of tranqmtliniiuj his heart. R. Hall.

= Syn. To quiet, still, soothe, calm, lull, hush.

II. intrans. To become tranquil ; also, to ex-

ert a quieting or calming effect.

I'll try as I ride in my chariot to tranquUise.

Ricliardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. Iviii.

Also spelled tranqnilise, trnnquillise.

tranquilizer, tranquillizer (trang'kwil-i-zer),

n. [< tranquilize + -er'^.] One who or that which
tranquilizes. Also spelled trauquiliser, tran-

quillisci .

tranquilizingly, tranquillizingly (trang'-

kwil-i-/.ing-li), adv. So as to tranquilize.

tranquillamente (trang-kel-la-men'te), adv.

pt., < tranquillo, tranquil: see tranquil.] In

music, tranquilly; calmly; in a quiet manner.

tranquillity (trang-kwil'i-ti), n. [< ME. tran-

quillitec, < OF. traiiquilliie, F. tranquillite = Pr.

tranqnilUtat, tranquilitat = Sp. tranquilidad =
Pg. tranqnillidade = It. tranquillitd, < L. tran-

quiUita(t-)s, tranquilness, < tranquillus, tran-

quil : see tranquil.] The state or character of

being tranquil; quietness; serenity; freedom
from disturbance or agitation ; calmness.

Ne ever rests he in traiwuiUity,

The roring billowes beat his bowre so boystrously.
Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 58.

Preserving the tranquillity of our spirits and the even-

ness of our temper in the assault of infamy and disrepu-

tation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 33.

Power dwells apart in its tranquitlity,

B/Cmote, serene, and inaccessible.
Shelley, Mont Blanc, iv.

=Syil. Quiet, Peace, etc. (see restl), serenity, placidness,

calm, stillness.

•tranquillo (tran-kwel'lo), a. [It., = E. tran-

quil?] In music, tranquil: noting a passage to

be so rendered.

tranquilly (trang'kwil-li), adv. [< tranquil +
-ly'^^ In a tranquil manner ;

quietly
;
peace-

fully.

tranquilness (trang'kwil-nes), n. Tranquillity.

trans-. [= P- trans-, tr6-, OF. trails-, tres- = Sp.

Pg. trans-, tras- = It. trans-, tras-, < L. trans-,

prefix, trans, prep., across, over, beyond, on the

other side of, in comp. across, over, through,

through and through, beyond. Before a conso-

nant the form varies between trans- and tra-, as

in transdere, tradere (see tradition, tray^), trans-

ducere, traduccre (see traduce), translucere, tra-

lucere. etc. (see tralucent, translucent); before

s, the form commonly becomes tran-, as in tran-

scendere, for transscendere (see transcend), etc.

This prefix appears in E. in other forms, as tra-

in traduce, traject, etc., tre- in the obs. treget,

etc., tres- in trespass, and reduced or partly ab-

sorbed in traitor, treason, tray^, betray, etc.] A
prefix of Latin origin, meaning ' across, over,

beyond, on the other side of, through,' as in

transfer, 'ean-y over,' transfuse, 'pour over,'

transgress, ' pass beyond,' etc., transalpine, 'be

[< OF. transcender

transac(;(lo=It.transazione,<ljLi.transactio{n-),

a completion, an agreement,< L. transigere, com-
plete, perform, transact : see transact.] 1. The
management or settlement of an affair ; a doing

or performing : as, the transaction of business.
— 2. A completed or settled matter or item of

business; a matter or affair either completed
or in course of completion: as, a transaction

of questionable honesty.

Indifferent to truth in the transactions of life, he was
honestly devoted to truth in the researches of specula-

tion. Macavlay, Machiavelli.

3. pi. The reports or publications containing

the several papers or abstracts of papers,

speeelies, discussions, etc., which liave been
read or delivered at the meetings of certain

learned societies. Those of the Royal Socie-

ty of London are known as the I'hilosophical

Transactions.

I have delivered him a Copy of the Transactions of

Things that concerned their Company at Rheinsburgh.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 8.

4. In civil law, an adjustment of a dispute be-

tween parties by mutual agreement ; the extin-

guishing of an obligation Ijy an agreement by
which each party consents to forego part of his

claims in order to close the matter finally. It pre-

supposes that each of the parties incurs some loss, other-

wise the arrangement rather lielongs to the class of dona-

tions, ^inos.— Personal transaction. See persorwl.

transactor (trans-ak'tor), «. [< QF. transacteur

= Pg. transactor, < Jj.'transactnr, a manager, <

transigere, pp. transactus, complete, transact:

see transact.] One who transacts, performs,

or conducts any business.

transalpine (trans -al' pin), a. and n. [< F.

Iransalpin = Sp. Pg. It. transalpino, < L. trans-

alptnits,<. trans, across,+ Alpes, A\p%, Alpinus,

Alpine, of the Alps: see Alp'^, Alpine.] I. a.

Being or situated beyond the Alps, especially

from Rome: as, transalpine Gaul: opposed to

cisalpine. Compare transmontanc.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of a country
beyond the Alps, generally with reference to

Rome.
transandine (trans -an 'din), a. [< trans- +
Andes + -ine^.] Across the Andes; to or on
the other side of the Andes: as, transandine

explorations. ^ i„ „^ „.„i,„^^„„v, , ^„^^..
transanimate (trans-an'i-mat), V. t.

;
pret. and transcendantt. a. An obsolete form of tran-

= Sp. transcender, trascender = Pg. transcender

= It. transcendere, trascendere, < L. transcendere,

transscendere, climb over, step over, sui'pass,

transcend, < trans, over, + scandere, climb: see

scan. Cf. ascend, descend.] I. trans. If. To
climb over or up; ascend; mount; reach or ex-

tend upward to.

The shore let her transcend, the promont to descry.
Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 71.

It will be thought a thing ridiculous . . .

. . . that any poet, void
Of birth, or wealth, or temporal dignity,

Should with decorum transcend Cjesar's chair.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Make disquisition whether these unusual lights be me-
teoi-ological impressions not transcendiny the upper re-

gion, or whether to be i-anked among celestial bodies.

lloweU. (Latham.)

2. To pass over; go beyond; overpass; over-

step.

It is a dangerous opinion to such popes as shall trati-

seend their limits and become tyrannical. Bacon.

The great will see that true love cannot be unrequited.
True love transcends the unworthy object.

Emerson, Friendship, p. 206.

We may indeed require rigid proof of whatever tran-

scends our experience, but it is not only Orientals who say

that "With (Jod all things are possible."

J. It. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 77.

3. To surpass; outdo; excel; exceed.

Secret scorching Hames,
That far transcend earthly material fires.

Are crept into me, and there is no cure.

Bean, and Fl., King and No King, ilL 3.

High though her wit, yet humble was her mind;
As if she could not or she would not find

How much her worth transcended all her kind.

Dryden, Epitaph for Monument of a Lady at Bath.

4t. To cause to climb or pass ; lift ; elevate.

To that People thou a Law hast giv'n

Which from grosse earth transcendeth them to heav'n.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 630.

= Syn. 2. To overstep.— 3. To outstrip, outdo.

II. intrans. If. To climb; mount; pass up-

ward or onward.
But to conclude an impossibility from a diflSculty, or

affirm whereas things not easily sink they do not drown
at all, besides the fallacy, is a frequent addition in human
expression, and an amplification not unusual as well in

opinions as relations; which oftentimes give indistinct

accounts of proximities, and without restraint transcend

from one another. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vil. 15.

2. To be transcendent; excel.

pp. transanimaied, ppr. transanimating. [<

trans- + animate.] To animate by the convey-
ance of a soul to another body. Dean King,

Sermon, Nov., 1608. [Rare.]

transanimation (trans-an-i-ma'shon), n. [=
It. transanimazione ; as transanimate + -ion.]

Transmigration of the soul; metempsychosis;
also, any doctrine or theory of reincarnation

(as in the following extract).

Yf it may be graunted . . . that the spirites of dead
men may reuiue -

?no(i'a?t of Pytha,, ._ „
Archimedes was reuiued in Besson, that excellent Geom-
eter of our tyme.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xlvii).

sccndiiit.

transcendence (tran-sen'dens), n. [= F. tran-

scendancc = Si>.transcendencia, trajcendencia =
Pg. transcendencia = It. transcendcnza, trascen-

denza,< LL. transcendentia,< L. transcendeH{t-)s,

transcendent: see transcendent] The charac-

ter of being transcendent; elevation; loftiness;

exaggeration.

In a most weak and debile minister, great power, great

transcendence. ShaJc., All's Well, ii. 3. 40.

euiue in other (after the opinion and (ran^ani- 4._„„„„„„j„_„_ ,,.„.„ _„„/j„,, „:, „ r Ac <<•/..

Pytha -oras), we may thynke that the soule of transcendency (tran-sen den-si), n. [As tran-

yond the Alps,' etc. (in the last use opposed trans-Appalachian (trans-ap-a-lach'i-an), a.

to cis-). Besides its use in numerous English words [< trans- + Appalachian.] Across the Appa-
taken from Ijitin words with this prefix, it is used to some i^chian range of mountains.
extent as an English formative, as in transdialect, trans- "

,

earth, transpierce, transriew, etc. It is commonly used Thi, rrans-^rmala.i'an.n nwveme
in its literal sense, but also as implying complete change.

The Trans-Appala.i'aan movement of Birds.

The Auk, Jan., 1891, p. 82.

sccndencc (see-cy).] Same as transcendence.

"It is true greatness to have in one the frailty of a man
and the security of a God;" . . . this would have done bet-

ter in poesy, where transcetutencies are more allowed.
Bacon, Advei-sity (ed. 1887).

transcendent (tran-sen'dent), a. and n. [For-

merly also traiiscendant ;"< OF. (and F.) tran-

sccndant = Pr. trenscendant=Sp- tranaeendente.
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transcendent

trasceiidente = Pg. trauseemletite = It. trasceii-

deiilc = G. truiixscendent, < L. tra>iscenden(t-)s,

ppr. of transerndcre. surpass, transcend: see

fr««sff«rf.] I. (I. 1. Surpassing; excelling;

superior or supreme; extraordinary: as, tran-

scendent worth.

Clothed with transcendent brightness.
Milton, P. L., i. 86.

The Lords accused the Commons for their transcendant

misbehaviour. Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1675.

2. In scholastic philos., not included under one
of the ten categories; higher than the cate-

gories.— 3. In Kuntian philos., transcending
experience ; unrealizable in experience ; not an
object of possible experience.

For any question or theorem which might pass beyond
possible experience Kant reserved the term transcendent.

Adatnson. Fichte, p. 112.

4. Transcending the universe of matter; not
essentially connected with the universe; not
eosraii^ : as, a trnnsceiident deity.— Transcendent
Jud^rment, univocatlon, etc. See the nouns. =Syn- 1.

!*rt:<Miiiiient. surpjissiiif^, supereminent, unequaled, unpar-
alleled, unrivaled, peerless.

n. «. 1. That which sm-passes or excels;

anything greatly superior or supereminent.

This power of remission is a transtcendant, passing
through all the parts of the priestly offices.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X II. 260.

2. In metaph.: (o) A reality above the cate-

gories or predicaments. The transcendents were
said to be six : F.ns. Res (thing), Aliquid (something),
Ununi (one), Verum (true), Bonum (good); or five, Ens be-

ini? omitted. (/)) Tliat which is altogether beyond
the bounds of human cognition and thought.
Compare I., 3.—3. In math., a transcendental
exjires.^^ion or function.

transcendental (tran-sen-den'tal), a. and n.

[= F. trauscendantal = Sp. transcendental, tra-

scendenUd = Pg. transcendental = It. trascen-

denlate = G. transscendental; as transcendent +
-«/.] I. a. 1. Same as transcendent, 1.

Though the Deity perceiveth not pleasure nor pain as
we do, yet he must have a perfect and transcendental
perception of these and of all other things.

.A^. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

2. In philos.: (a) In Aristotelian pliilosophy,

extending beyond the bounds of a single cate-

gory. The doctrine implied is that ereir strictly uuiv-

ocal preflicate is contained under one of the ten predica-
ments ; but there are certain predicates, as being {ens),

one, truf, fjood, whit-h are univocal in a modified but
not very clearly dellned sense, which extend over all the
predicahients or categories, (fc) In Cartesian phi-

losophy, predicable both of body and of spirit.

('liiuhrri/. (c) Pertaining to the existence in

experience of a priori elements ; a priori. This
is chielly a Kantian term, but was also used
by Dugald Stewart. See Kantuinism, category,

a )rri<rri.

Transcendental and transcendent do not mean the same
thing. The principles of the pnre understanding, which
we explained before, are meant to l>c only of empirical,

and not of transcendental application, that is, they cannot
transcend the limits of experience. A principle, on the
contrary, which removes those landmarks, nay, insists on
our transcending them, is called transcendent.

KaiU, Critique of Pure Keaaon (tr. by Miiller), H. 2,%

The belief which all men entertjiin of the existence of
the material worI<l <I mean their belief of its existence in-

dependently of that of percipient Ijeings), and their expec-
tation of the continued uinforniity of the laws of nature,
belong t^i th'j same class of ultimate or elementil laws of
thongbt with those which have Ijeen Just mentioned. The
truths which form their objects are of an order so radically
different fnmt what are commonly called truths, in the
|K.>pnlar acceptation of that word, that it might perhaps
be useful frjr logicians tTMlistinguish them by some appro-
priate appell:iti<*ii. such, for example, as that of meta-
physical or transcendental truths. They are not principles
ordaUi . , . from which any cjnsequence can be deduced,
but form a part of those original stamina of human reason,
which are ei|Uatly essential to all tlie pursuits of science,
and to all the active concerns of life.

D. Stewart, Collected Works (ed. HamiltonX III. 44.

(f7) In Schellingistic philosophy, explaining
matter and all that is objective as a product
of subjective min<l.— 3. Abstrusely specula-
tive ; beyond the reach of ordinary, every-day,
or common thought and experience ; hence,
vague; obscure; fantastic; extravagant.

The soul, as recognized in the philosf)phy of the lower
races, may be defined as an ethereal surviving being, con-
ceptions of which preceded and led up to the more frart-

scetulental theory of the immaterial and immortal soul,

which forms part of the theology of the higher nations.

if. B. Tytor, Prim. Culture, II. 21.

4. Not capable of being produced by the alge-
braical operations of addition, multiplication,
involution, and their inverse operations. The
commonest transcendental functions are C,
logx. sin J-. etc— Pure transcendental synthesis of
reproduction. See rrjmiducii'm.— Transcendental
amphiboly. .See aTO;jAii>ofy.— Transcendental ana-
lytic, that part of transcendental logic which treats of
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the elements of pure intellectual cognition and tlie prin-

ciples without which generally no object can l)e thought

;

the decomposition of our collective cognition a priori

into the elements of pure intellectual cognition.—Tran-
scendental anatomy. See a/Mi(ow?/.— Transcenden-
tal apperception, the original invariable self-conscious-

ness, in wliicli every tlionelit is Ijrought to logical unity.

— Transcendental cognition. Same as transcendent
tal i-no irierfffe.— Transcendental critic, the doctrine of

the correctness of human cognition, showing how far it

is to be trusted, and what elements are subjective, what
objective.—Transcendental curve. See curiie.—Tran-
scendental deduction, the explanation of the way in

which concepts a priori can refer to objects.—Transcen-
dental dialectic, the destructive part of transcenden-
tal logic, showing how the speculative reason falls into

fallacies, owing to the nature of the mind,— Transcen-
dental equation. See equation. —Transcendental es-
thetic, the Kantian doctrine of the forms of pure sensi-

bility, space, and time.— Transcendental exposition,
the definition of a concept as a i)rinciple from which the
possibility of other syntlietical cognitions a priori can be
understood. — Transcendental function, geometry,
idealism. See the nouns.— Transcendental ideality,
the mode of existence of space and time according to

the Kantian theory— that they are real in the sense of

truly belonging to real phenomenal objects, but unreal
in so far as they are elements imported by the mind.

—

Transcendental imagination, the reproductive syn-

thesis which takes place in all perception.—Transcen-
dental knowledge, (a) As used by Kant, knowledge
concerning our a priori concepts of objects. (6) Know-
ledge a priori. Sir W. Hamilton— Transcendental lo-

cus, a locus which in the ordinary system of coordinates
is represented by a transcendental equation.—Transcen-
dental logic, the critic of thought; the theoi-y of the
origin of our knowledge in those elements of conception
which cannot be attributed to sense.—Transcendental
Object, the unknown real object, according to the Kan-
tian theory. See umver«U.—Transcendental paral-
ogism. See paralogism.

—

Transcendental perfection,
that perfection which consists in the presence of all thai

is necessary to the essence of the thing to which it be-

longs.—Tiunscendental philosophy. See philosophy.

— Transcendental place, the fact that a concept be-

longs either to sen.^iliility on the one hand, or to the pure
understanding on the other; the determination of an ob-

ject eitlier to Ite a i)benoinenon or to be a thing in itself.

— Transcendental quantity, (ot) The degree with
which a quality is possessed.

There is also another quantity improperly so call'd,

which consists not in the extension of parts, but in the
perfection and vertue of every thing. Hence uses it to be
caird the quatitity of perfection and quantity of vertue.

Korihe essential perfections of thingsaud vertuesare coni-

posM of divers degrees, as the quantity of a heap or mole
of severe parts. Thla. because diflas'd almbst through
all the categories, uses to be call'd a transcendental quan-
tity. Burgersdieius, tr. by a Gentleman (1697). 1. v. 2.

(b) The value of a transcendental function.— Transcen-
dental reality. Same ns absfilnle reality (which see, un-
der o*»o(««<i).— Transcendental reflection, the faculty

by which, according t*) Kant, we are inimediately aware
of the faculty which has furnished a concept, whether
sense or urider!*taiHling. See r^yl<'ctiV>n.— Transcenden-
tal relation, schema, surface, etc. See the nouns.—
Transcendental synthesis, a synthesis performed l)y

the mind which occurs without reference to the nature
of the intuitions, but refers merely to their spatial or

temiioral form,— Transcendental topic, the doctrine
of transcendental places.- Transcendental truth, (a)

The conformity of an otiject to tin- logical principle of con-

sistency. (6) A first principle, - Transcendental unity,
a unity brought about by the initKi's action in cogidtion,

n. H. A transcendent conception, such as
thing, soincthiiig, one, true. good.

transcendentalism (tiiin-sen-den'tal-izm), «.

[< tran-sceiitlentfil + -ism.] 1. The character
of being transcendental. Specifically— 2. In

philos., in general, the doctrine that the prin-

ciples of reality are to be discovered by the
study of the processes of thought, (a) Originally,

the critical philosophy of Kant (R) I'sually, the prin-

ciples of F. \V. J. Ton Schelling. Kspeeially applied in

this sense to the teachings of Hedge, Emerson, and other
American followers of Schelling.

transcendentalist (tran-sen-den'tal-ist), n. [<
tran.'<crndeiital + -i.vf.] An adherent of some
form of transcendentalism; especially, an
American follower of Schelling.

transcendentality (trau'sen-den-tarj-ti), «. [<

trdfisfiiidrutiil + -iti/.'] The character of being
transceiiilontal. [Kare.]

transcendentalize (tran-son-den'tal-iz), v. t.

To render transcendental; interpret from a
ti-ansceiidental iioint of view.

transcendentally (tritn-sen-den'tal-i), arf*. In
a transcendental manner; from a transcenden-
tal point of view ; a priori.

transcendently (trim-sen'dent-li), adv. In a
transcendent manner; surpassingly; extraor-
dinarily.

The law of Christianity is eminently and transcendently
called the word of truth. South, Sermous.

transcendentness (tr4n-8en'dent-ne8),n. Tran-
Kcendenco.
transcendible (tran-sen'di-bl), a. [< tran-

scend + -ibli-.'] Capable of being climbed or
pasHe<l over.

It appears that Romulus slewliis brother because he
attempted to leap over a sacred and inaccessible place,

and to reniler it transcemlible and profane.

Translation o/ Plutarch's Morals, ii. 354. (Latham.)

. transcriptive

transcensiont (tran-seu'shgn), «. [< L. as if

*traiiscciisi(i(n-), < transcendere, sui-pass, tran-

scend : see transcend.'] A passing over or be-
yond.

Many a shady hill,

And many an echoing valley, many a field

Pleasant and wishful, did his passage yield

Their safe tra}iscension.

Chapman, tr. of Homer's Uymn to Hermes, 1. 186.

transcolate (trans'ko-lat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
transcolated, ppr. trunscolating. [< L. trans,

through, + colare, pp. cokitus, filter, strain : see

colander.] To strain ; cause to pass through, or
as through, a sieve or colander; filter; perco-
late. [Kare.]

The lungs are, utdess pervious like a spunge, unfit to

imbibe and traTiscoiate the air. Harvey.

transcolation (trans-ko-la'shon), n. [< trans-

colate + -ion.] The act of iiransedating, or
the state of being transcolated; percolation.

[Rare.]
Mere traJiscolation may by degrees take away that which

the chymists call the fined salt; and for the volatile salt

of it, which being a more spirituous thing, it is not remov-
able by distillation, and so neither can it be by transcola-

tion. Stillingjieet, Origines Sacrse, iii. 4. (Lathain.)

transcontinental (trans-kon-ti-nen'tal), a. [<
trans- + continent + -ah] Across the continent;
on the other side of a continent: as, a transcon-

tinental journey; transcontinental railways.

transcorporatet (trans-kor'po-rat), V. i. [<
ML. transcorporatns, pp. of *tran.scorporare,

pass from one body into another, < L. trans,

over, + corpus {corpor-), body: see corporate,

r.] To pass from one body to another; trans-

migrate, as the soul. Sir T. Browne, Urn-bur-
ial, iv.

transcribbler (tran-skrib'l^r), n. [< trans- +
scribble + -erl.] One who transcribes hastily

or carelessly ; hence, a mere copier; aplagiary.
[Contemptuous.]
He [Aristotle) has suffered vastly from the transeribblers,

as all autliors of great brevity necessarily must.
Gray, To T. Wharton, Sept. 11, 1746.

transcribe (tran-skrib'), V. t.; pret. and pp.
tran.<iiribed, ppr. tran.tcribing. [= F. transcrirc

= Pr. transcritire = Sp. transcribir = Pg. tran-

screver = It. trunscrivere, trascrivere, < L. tran-

scribere, transscribere, write again in another
place, transcribe, copy, < trans, over, + scribere,

write : see scribe. ] 1 . To copy otit in writing

:

as, to transcribe the text of a document ; to tran-

scribe a letter.

They work daily and hard at the Catalc^ue, which they
Intend to Print ; I saw 10 thick Folios of it fairly tranr

scrib'd for the Press. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 107.

2. In music, to airange (a composition) for
performance by a different voice or instrument
from that for which it was originally written.

transcriber (tran-skri'b^r), «. [< transcribe +
-rrl.J One who transcribes; a copier or copy-
ist.

I pray you desire your servants, or whoever else are the
transeriiiersot my lH>okes, to keepe them from blotting and
soyliug. W. Dugdale (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 176).

transcript (tran'skript), «. [= F. transcrit =
It. transcritto, trascr'ttto, < ML. transcriptum, a
copy, neut. of L. transcriptus, pp. of transcri-

bere, copy, transcribe: see transcribe.] 1. A
writing made from and according to an origi-

nal ; a copy.

Tlie decalogue ot Moses was but a transcript, not an
original. South, Sermons.

2. A copy of any kind ; an imitation.

The Grecian learning was but a transcript of the Chal-
dean and Egyptian ; and the £oman of the Grecian.

Olanville.

transcription (tr^n-skrip'shon), n. [< F. tran-

scription = Sp. iranscripcion, traseripcion = It.

trascrizione, < LL. transcriptio(n-), a transcrip-

tion, transfer, < L. transcribere, m>. transcriptus,

transcribe: see transcribe.] 1. The act of tran-

scribing or copying: as, errors of transcription.

[This] was by transcription successively coiTupted, until

it arrived in a most depraved copy at the press.

Sir T. Browne, Kellgio Medici, Pref.

2. A copy; a transcript.— 3. In rawsic, the ar-

rangement (usually with more or less modifi,-

cation or variation) of a composition for some
instrument or voice other than that for which
it was originally composed. Also called scoring.

transcriptional (tran-skrip'shgn-al), a. [<

transcription + -al.] Of or pertaining to tran-

scription : as, transcriptional errors.

transcriptive (trta-skrip'tiv), a. [< L. tran-

scriptus, pp. of transcribere, transcribe, + -ivc^.]

Concerned with, occurring in, or performing
transcription ; having the character of a tran-

script or copy.



transcriptive

He is to be embraced with caution, and as a trangcriptive
relator. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 1. 8.

transcriptively (tran-skrip'tiv-li), adv. By
trauseription ; by mere copying or imitation.

Not a few transcriptively, subscribing their names unto
other mens endeavours, and merely transcribing almost
all they have written. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 6.

transcurt (trans-k^r'), V. i. [= It. trascorrere
= Sp. trascurrir, transcurrir, < L. tratiscurrere,

run across, over, by, or through, < trans, over,
through, + currere, run: see currenfi.'} To run
or rove to and fro.

By the fixing of the mind upon one object of cogitation,
whereby it doth not spatiate and trartscur.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 720.

transcurrencet(trans-kur'ens), ». [< L. trans-
curren{t-)s, ppr. of transcuirere, run over: see
traitscur.'] A roving hither and thither.

transcurrent (traus-kur'ent), a. [< L. trans-
curren{t-)s, ppr. of transciirrere, run across: see
traiiscur.'] In entom., extending crosswise or
transversely: specifying the metanotal post-
frena of a beetle, which diverge from the me-
dian line of the back to the bases of the hinder
wings.

transcursiont (traus-k^r'shon), n. [< LL. trans-

CMmo(H-), a passing over, a lapse (of time), <L.
transcurrere, run over: see transeur.'] A ram-
bling; passage beyond certain limits ; extraor-
dinary deviation.

1 am to make often transcursume into the neighbouring
forests as I pass along. Howell.

transcursivet (trtos-kto'siv), a. [< L. trans-

cursus, pp. of transcurrere, run over, -t- -ive.'i

Rambling.
In this transeurgive repertory.

Naslie, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 149).

transdialect (trans-di'a-lekt), V. t. [< trans-

+ dialect.] To translate from one dialect into

another. [Eare.]

The fragments of these poems, left us by those who did
not write in Doric, are in the common dialect. It is plain
then they have been transdialected.

Warburton, Divine Legation, ii. § 3.

transduction (trans-duk'shon), n. [< L. trans-

ducere, traducere (pp. transductus, traductus),

lead over, < trans, over, -I- ducere, lead: see
duct. Cf . traduce, traduction.'] The act of lead-

ing or carrying over. [Rare.]

transductor (trans-duk'tor), n. [NL., < L.
transducere, pp. transductiis, lead over: see tra-

duce.] In a»«<., that which draws across: speci-

fying a muscle of the great toe Transductor
hallucis, a transverse muscle of the sole of the human
foot, acting upon the great toe ; the transversus pedis.

transet. An obsolete spelling of trance^, trance^.

transeartht (trans-erth'), V. t. [< trans- +
cart/jl.] To transplant.

Fruits of hotter countries trangearth'd in colder climates
have vigour enough in themselves to be fructuous accord-
ing to their nature. Feltham, Resolves, i. 19.

transect (tran-sekf), -e. t. [< L. trans, across,
+ secure, pp. sectus, cut: see section.] To cut
across ; dissect transversely.

The meshes of the dotted substance, as described by
other authors, are only the transected sheaths of the tu-

bules. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 488.

transection^ (tran-sek'shon), n. [< transect +
-ion.] In aiiat., the dissection of a body trans-

versely; transverse section: correlated with
lonr/isection. Wilder, N. Y. Med. Jour., Aug.
2, 1884, p. 114.

transection^t, n. See transexion.

transelementt (trans-el'e-ment), v. t. [< trans-

+ element.] To change' or transform the ele-

ments of.

For, as he saith wee are transelemented, or trans-natured,
and changed into Christe, euen so, and none otherwise,
wee saie, the breade is transelemented, or changed into
Christes body. Bp. Jewell, Reply to Harding, p. 238.

transelementatet (trans-el-e-men'tat), V. t. [<
trans- + element + -ate^.] Same as transele-

ment. Jer. Taylor, Real Presence, xii.

transelementationt (trans-el"e-men-ta'shon),
n. [< transelementatc + -ion.] The change or
transformation of one element into another.

He [Minutius Felix] describes the Pagan systems, not
much unlilie that of Epicurus of old, and our later Athe-
ists, who ascribe all to chance or transelementation.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 104.

transenna (tran-sen'a), n. [< L. transenna,
trasenna, plaited work, a net, a lattice.] In
Christian antiq., a carved latticework or grating
of marble, silver, etc., used to inclose shrines,

as those of martyrs. It allowed the sacred
coffer to be seen, but protected it from being
handled. See cut in next column.
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Transenna m Church at the entrance of the Catacombs
of St. Alexander, Koine.

transept (tran'sept), n. [Formerly erroneously
transcept; = F. transept, < L. trans, across, +
septum, seeptum, a partition, inclosure : see sep-

tum.] In arch., the transverse ai-m of a cruci-

form church; technically, one of the two sub-

Salisbury Cathedra), from the northeast, showing the two Transepts.

divisions of this arm, one on each side of the
body of the church, generally described as
the nm-th or the .south transept. Some medieval
churches, particularly in England, have two transepts, as
shown in the cut. See plans under basilica, cathedral,
and squint.

His body was buried in the south Transcept or large south
Isle joyning to the Choir of St. Peter's Church in Westmin-
ster. Wood, Fasti Oxon., II. 146.

transept-aisle (tran'sept-il), n. An aisle of a
transept where, as is commonly the ease in
cathedrals and large medieval churches, the
transept is divided, like the body of the church,
into nave and aisles. See plan under cathedral.

Where there are no transept aisles, as in the east transept
of Lincoln, there are, of course, no vertical divisions in the
facade [end of transept].

C H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 160.

transeptal (tran-sep'tal), a. [< transept + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a transept.

Transeptal towers occur elsewhere in England only in
the collegiate church of Ottery, in Devonshire, where the
cathedral served as a model. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 802.

transeunt (tran'se-unt), a. [< L. ti-ans, over,
+ eun(t-)s, ppr. of ire, go. Cf. transient.] Pass-
ing outward ; operating outside of itself : op-
posed to immanent.
The functions of the subject or psyche . . . may be ex-

haustively divided into (1) sense-presentation. ... (3) vo-
litionally reactive redintegration, with its two stages, im-
manent and transeunt action. Atheiueum, No. 3289, p. 631.

transexionf (tran-sek'shon), n. [EiToneously
tran.section ; < trans- + sex + -ion.] Transfor-
mation as regards sex; change of sex.

It much imneacheth this iterated transection of hares if

that be true which Cardan and other physitians affirm, that
transmutation of sex is only so in opinion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

transfardt. -^ comipt foi-m of transferred.

transfeminatet (triins-fem'i-nat), v. t. [< L.
tran.s, over, -(- fcmina, woman, + -ate'^.] To
change from female to male.

Cardan and other physitians affirm that transmutation
of sex is only so in opinion, and that these transfeminated
persons were really men at first, althougl) succeeding years
produced the manifesto or evidence of their virilities.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

transfer (trans-f6r'), v. t.; pret. and pp. trans-

ferred, ppr. tran.iferring. [= F. transferer =
Sp. Iransferir, trasferir = Pg. transferir = It.

transferire, trasfenre, < L. transferre, pp. trans-

transfer-book

latns, bear across, cany over, transfer, trans-
late, < trans, over, -f- ferre = E. bear^.] 1. To
convey from one place or person to another

;

transport; transmit; pass or hand over: usu-
ally followed by to (unto, into), sometimes by on
(upon) : as, to transfer a thing from one hand to

the other.

In things right true my heart and eyes have erred,
And to this false plague are they now trans/err'd.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxxviL

The war being now trans/erred into Munster, the series
both of matters and times calleth me thither also.

Camden, Elizabeth, an. 1601.

Theyforgot from whence that ease came, and tran^erred
the honour of it upon themselves. Bp, Atterbury.

2. To make over the possession or control of

;

convey, as a right, from one person to another

;

sell; give: as, to transfer a title to land by
deed, or the property in a bill of exchange by
indorsement.
The lucrative right of supplying the Spanish colonies

in America with negroes was trans/erred from a French
company to the English. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., L

3. To convey by means of transfer-paper, as
a written or drawn design to the lithographic
stone from which it is to be printed.— 4. To re-

move from one background to another for deco-
I-ative purposes. In embroidering, this is done by at-

tachment to a new background, the embroidered pattern
being carefully cut out with so much of the old material
as supports it, and sewed upon a new jdece of stuff ; in
lace-making, the sprigs, flowers, or pattern of lace are re-

moved from their old background and sewed strongly upon
a new r^seau or mesh.

transfer (trans'fer), n. [< transfer, p.] 1. Re-
moval or conveyance from one place or person
to another; transference.

The conviction of this reconciled the nation to the
tranter of authority into other hands.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 1.

The Messrs. Betts, transit agents at Suez, had also exert-
ed themselves greatly in expediting the tranter of the
troops. W. H. husstfU, Diary in India, I. 34.

2. The conveyance of right, title, or property,
either real or personal, from one person to an-
other, either by sale, by gift, or otherwise, in
law it usually implies something more than a delivery of
possession. Tranter in English law coiTesponds to con-
veyance in Scots law, but the particular forms and modes
used under the two systems differ very materially. See
conveyance, conveyancinff.

3. That which is transferred. Particularly— (a)
The print or impression on transfer-paper of a writing,
engraving, or drawing intended to be transferred to a stone
for printing, (b) A reversed impression taken by laying
any material upon an original in copying-ink or any other
vehicle that will print, and applying pressure, (c) Milit.,

a soldier transferred from one troop or company to another.

4. In railway transportation : (a) A point on
a railway where the cars are ferried or trans-
ferred over a river or bay. (6) A ferry-boat or
barge for transporting freight-cars, (c) The
system or process of conveying passengers and
baggage in vehicles from one railway-station
in a city to another railway-station or to a
steamer : as, a transfer company. [U. S.] (d)

A ticket issued to a passenger on a line of
transportation, giving passage on a connect-
ing line or branch.— 5. In the United States
Post-office Department, the loan of funds from
one account to another by authority of the post-
master-general. Glossary of Postal Terms.—
6. In naval tactics. See advance, 12 Land-
transfer Act, Transfer of Land Act. See landi.

transferability (trans-fer-a-birj-ti), n. [<
tranafcnihlc + -ity (see -hility).] The character
or condition of being transferable. Also trans-

ferrahility, transferribility.

Its easy and safe transferability, its use in paying foreign
bills of exchange. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 3.

transferable (trans-fer'a-bl), a. [Also trans-

ferrable; = F. transferable ; as transfer + -able.

Cf. transfernble.] Capable of being transferred,
or conveyed from one place or person to an-
other; specifically, capable of being legiti-

mately passed into the possession of another,
and legally conveying all appertaining rights,

etc., to the new holder: as, that ticket or pass
is not transferable.

Paper bills of credit, . . . made (n»iVera2i{« from hand
to hand, like bank-notes.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, v. 2.

transferal, transferral (trans-fer'al), ». [<

transfer -I- -al.] Transfer; transference.

The individual cannot transfer to the nation that which
is involved in his vocation. Since it is the realization of
personality, there can be no transferal of it, but the indi-

vidual is to work in it, and to work it out,

E. Mvlford, The Nation, xlv.

transfer-book (trans'fer-biik), H. A register of

the transfer of property, stock, or sharos from
one party to another.



transfer-day

transfer-day (trans'fer-da), n. One of certain
rejifuiar Jays at the Bank of England for regis-

tering transfers of bank-stock and government
funds in the books of the corporation. Sitn-

moiids.

transferee (trans-f6r-e'), «. [< transfer + -eel.]

Tlie person to whom a transfer is made.
transfer-elevator (trans'fer-el"e-va-tor), n.

An elevator or crane for transferring the cargo
of one vessel to another, and for similar ser-

vice. E. H. Knight.
transference (trans'fer-ens), n. [Also trans-

ferreiice; < transfer + -enee.'} 1. The act of
transferring; the act of conveying from one
place, person, or thing to another; the passage
or conveyance of anything from one place or
person to another; transfer.

There is ... a never-ceasing tran^erence of solid mat-
ter from the land to the ocean

—

transference, however,
which entirely escapes cognizance by the sight, since the
matter is carried down in a state of invisible solution.

Huxley, Physiography, viii.

2. In Scots law, that step by which a depending
action is transferred from a person deceased to
his representatives; revival and continuance.

transferential(tran8-fe-ren'shal), a. [< trans-
ferciire + -ial.'\ Pertaining to or involving
transference.

So the Energy of Kinesis is seen to l)e a mere tran^fe-
retUial mode from one kind of separation to another.

Nature, XXXIX. 290.

transfer-gilding (trins'f^r-gil'ding), ». In
nraiii.: (a) Gilding done by transferring to bi.s-

ciiit a pattern of any sort in oil, and then ap-
plying gold in the form of powder, when a suf-
ticient amount clings to the surface to allow of
burnishing. (6) Gilding done by transferring
gold with oil or some other medium from the
paper to the biscuit.

transfer-ink (trftn8'f^r-ingk),n. In //rtoflr.. amix-
tnre of tallow, wax, soap, and shellac with fine

dry black, which, aftermanipulation with water,
is used as the medium for writing or drawing
on, or of transfer to, a lithographic stone.

transferography (trans-fe-rog'ra-fi), n. [<
iriiiiKfcr + (ir. --^.pafla, < yp&i^tiv, write.] The
act or art of copying inscriptions from ancient
tombs, tablets, etc. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

transferor, ». Same as transferrer: common
in Icfal use.

transfer-paper (trans' f^r-pa'ptr), «. l. In
?( Wio</.,pai)er coated in a thin film with a prepara-
tion of glue, starch, and flake-white, which read-
ily receives an impression of transfer-ink, and
as readily transfers it to a stone.— 2. See paptr.
transfer-press (trans'f^r-pres), n. Same as
trtinxfirriuii-ninchine.

transfer-printing (trans'ffer-prin'ting), n. 1.
The process of making an impression on trans-
fer-paper.— 2. Printing from a stone that has
been prepared with a transfer.— 3. In ccram.,
a common method of decorating the surface of
fine earthenware used for table-service, etc.
An engraving is made npon a copperplate, and Impres-
sions of this on paper are applied to the ware. The pro-
cess is of two kinds, (a) I'reas-printing is done upon the
biscuit. The color which is applied to the copperplate is

mixed with oil, and is kept hot during the process of mix-
ing and application. When this has been printed upon
piiper, the latter is laid upon the ware, and Is rubbed
turcibly \ipi)n the back ; it is then plunged into water, and
llic piipcr is washed olf, while the color mixed with oil re-
mains upon the biscuit. The oil is then entirely driven
iway by heat in the hardening-kiln. This is necessary,

I "cause the glaze would otherwise be rejected by the oily
lor. (6) Bat-printing is done upon the glaze, the en-
ruved copperplate being oiled and then cleaned off, so

I it the oil remains in the engraved lines; this is trans-
ried to a surface of glue, and from that to the already

-lized iK>ttery, upon which the tlesign appears In pure
wil, the color being afterward dusted upon it, and adher-
ing to the oil until fired in the enamel-kilD.

transferral, ». See transferal.

transferrence (trftus-ffer'ens), «. See transfer-
eiu-f.

transferrer (trans-fer'6r), n. [< tran.ifer ¥
;f'.] 1. One who or that which transfers; an
implement used in transferring something.

V system of vessels which continues ... to be the
''"n»ferrer u{ nutriment from the places where it is ab-
ibed and prepared to the places where it is needed for

-Mjwth and repair.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 406.

Specifically— 2. One who makes a transfer or
conveyance.— 3. In an air-pump, a base-plate
for a receiver, by means of which it can be
withdrawn from the pump when exhausted. E.
H. Knif/ht.

transfer-resistance (trans'ftr-re-sis'tans), n.
In electrolytic or voltaic cells, an apparent re-
sistance to the passage of the current from the
metal to the liquid, or vice versa.
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transferribllity (tr&ns-f6r-i-bil'i-ti), n. [<
transferrible + -itij (see -hility).^ See trans-
ferability.

txansferrible (trans-fer'i-bl), o. [= Pg. trans-

ferivel = It. trasferibile; as tranter + -ible.']

See transferable.

transferring-machine (trans-f^r'ing-ma-
shen'), n. An apiiaratus used for transferring
an engraving on a steel plate to a soft steel

roller which may be hardened and used for
printing. It is especially used for preparing printing-
blocks or -rollers for bank-notes. Also called tranter-
press. E. U. Knight

transfer-work (trans'ffer-wferk), n. Decoration
by transferring or transfer-printing.

transfigurate (trans-fig' u-rat). V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. transfigurated, ppr. iransfgurating. [< L.
transfiguratus, pp. of transfigurare, transform,
transfigure : see transfigure.^ To transfigure.
[Rare.]

High heaven is there
Transtnsed, transfiguraled.

Byron, Prophecy of Dante, iv.

transfignration (trans-fig-u-ra'shon), n. [< F.
traiifijiguration = Pr. transfigiiratio = Sp. trans-

figuracio = Pg. transfignra^eio = It. transfigura-
zione, < L. transfiguratio(n-), a change of form,
< transfigurare, transfigure: see transfigure.^

1. A change of form or appearance; particu-
larly, the change in the personal appearance of
Christ, in the presence of three of his disciples
(Peter, James, and John), described in Mat.
xvii. 1-9; hence, some similar transformation.
Of the nature and source of Christ's transfiguration the
Scripture offers no explanation. It took place on "an
high mountain apart, * generally supposed to be either
Mount Hermon or Mount Tabor.

2. [cfljj.] A festival observed in the Greek, the
Roman Catholic, and the Anglican Churches
on August 6th, in commemoration of Christ's
transfiguration. =Syn. 1. .See trojut^orm, r. t

transfigure (trans-tig'ur), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
trausfujiired, ppr. transfiguring. [< ME. trans-

figuren, < OF. (and F.) transfigurer= Pr. trans-

figurar, trasflgurar = Sp. Pg. transfigurar= It.

transfigurare, trasfigurare, < L. transfigurare,
change the figure or form of, < trans, over, +
figurare, form, shape, < figura, form, figure : see
figure.} 1. To transform; change the outward
form or appearance of : specifically used of the
transfigoration of Christ.

I noot wher she be womman or goddeue;
But Venus is it, sothly as I gesse.
. . . Ventls, if it he thy wil.
Vow in this gardyn thus to transjigure.

Chaucer, Knlghfs Tale, I. 247.

And Merlyn com to Vlfyn, and trans^fiffured hym to the
semblauuce of lurdan, and than sente hym to the kynge.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 76.

Jesua taketh Peter. James, and John his brother, and
bringeth them up into an high mountain aj)art, and was
transjigured before them; and his face dia shine as the
sun ; and his raiment was white as the light. Mat. xvii. 2.

2. To give an elevated or glorified appearance
or character to ; elevate and glorify: idealize:
often with direct or indirect allusion to the
transfiguration of Christ.

There on the dais sat another king.
Wearing his robes, his crown, his signet-ring

;

King Robert's self in features, form, and he^ht,
But all transfigured with angelic light

!

It was an AugeL
LongfMnw, Wayside Inn, Bobert of Sicily.

= Syn. Tranxmute, ztc. Hee trans/orm.

transfignrement (trans-fig'iir-inent), n. [=
It. trannfujuramento, trasfigiiramento; as trans-

figure + -ment.'] A transfiguration. [Bare.]
When love dawned on that world which is my mind.
Then did the outer world wherein I went
Suffer a sudden strange transti^/urement. •

if. W. GililcT, The Celestial Passion, When Love Dawned.

transfission (ti'ans-fish'on), n. [< L. trans,
across, -i- fissio(n-), a cleaving: see fission."}

Transverse fission: cross-section, as a natural
process of multiplication with some low ani-
mals.
transfix (trans-fiks'), V. t. [< L. transfixus, pp.
of transfigere (> It. trafiggere), transfix, < trans,
through,+ /(7ere, fix, fasten: aeefix.] Topierce
through, as with a pointed weapon; transpierce:
as, to transfix one with a dart or spear ; also, to
fasten by something sharp thrust through.

Her trembling hart . . .

Quite through transfixed with a deadly dart.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 21.

=8yn. Pierce, etc. ^ee penetrate.

transfixation (trans-fik-sa'shon), «. [< trans-

fix + -ation.} Same as transfixion. Lancet,
i8S!), 1. L'73.

transfixed (trftns-fiksf), a. In her., represent-
ed as pierced with a spear, sword, or other
weapon, which is always specified.

transform

transfixion (trans-fik'shon), n. [= F. trans-
fixion = Sp. transfixion = Pg. transfixSo; as
transfix -I- -ioti.} 1. The act of transfixing, or
piercing through ; the act of piercing and thus
fastening.— 2. The state of being transfixed or
pierced. [Rare.]

Christ shed blood ... in his scourging, in his afflxion,

in his transfixion. Bp. Hall, Sermon, Gal. ii. 20.

3. In surg., a method of amputating by pier-
cing the limb transversely with the knife and
cutting from within outward.

In cutting the posterior flap by transfixion . . . the
surgeon should always support it with his left hand.

Bryant, Surgery, p. 941.

transfluent (trans'flo-ent), a. [< L. transflu-
en{t-)s, ppr. of transfluere, flow or ran through,
< trans, through, -t- fiuere, flow : see fiuent.} 1.

Flowing or running across Or through: as,

a tran^uent stream.— 2. In her., represent-
ed as running or pouring through: thus, a
bridge of three arches same, water transfluent
azure.

transflux (trans-Auks'), n. [< L. trans, through,
-f fliixus, a flowing: see flux, and cf. transflu-
ent.} A flowing through or beyond. [Rare.]
Imp. Diet.

transforate (trans'fo-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

transforated, ppr. transforating. [< L. trans-
foratus, pp. of transforare (>It. <ra/orare= Pr.
transforar, trasforar), pierce through, < trans,
thi-ough, -I- forare, bore, pierce: see foramen.
Cf. perforate.'] To bore through

; perforate

;

specifically, in surg., to perforate repeatedly
(the base of the fetal skull) in performing cra-
niotomy
transforation (trans-fo-ra'shon), n. [< trans-

forate + -ion.} The act of transforating, as in
craniotomy.
transform (trans-fdrm'), V. [< ME. transfor-
men, < OF.' (and F.) transformer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
transformar= It. transformare, trasformare,< L.
transformare, change the shape of, transform,
< trans, over, +formare, form, shape, < forma,
form: see/or>«.] I. trans. 1. To change the
form of ; metamorphose ; change to something
dissimilar.

Love may trantfom* me to an oyster.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 25.

Bat ah I by constant heed I know
How oft the sadness that I show
Traniiforms thy smiles to looks of woe.

Cowper, To Mary.

The delicately-reared imaginations of great investiga*
tors of natural things have from time to time given birth

j

to hypotheses— guesses at truth— which have suddenly
trat^formed a whole department of knowledge.

E. R. Laniester, Degeneration, p. 8.

2. Specifically, in alchemy, to change into an-
other substance ; transmute.

The victor sees his fairy gold
Tran^ormed, when won, to drossy mould.

Scott, Rokeby, i. 31.

3. To change the nature, character, or disposi-
tion of.

Be ye trantformed by the renewing of your mind.
Rom. xii. 2.

These dispositions, that of late transform you
From what you rightly are. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 242.

4. In math., to alter from one figure or ex-
pression to another differing in form but equal
in quantitT. See transformation, 4. =syn. 1-3.
Trar^form, TraTistmite, Transfigure, and Metamorphose
agree in representing a thorough change, tran^onn be-
ing the most general word. Transform is the only one
that applies to change in merely external aspect, as
by a change in garments, but it applies also to internal
change, whether physical or spiritual : as, the caterpil-
lar is transformed into the butterfly ; the drunkard is

transformed into a self-controlling man. Transmute is

founded rpon the idea of a rearrangement of material,
but it really notes the highest degree or the most re-

markable forms of change, a complete change of nature,
amounting even to the miraculous or the impossible:
as, to transmute iron into gold ; the word is figurative
when not applied to physical change. Transfigure is

controlled in its signification by the use of the word in

connection with the change in the appearance of Jesus
Christ, as related in Mat. xvii. , &lark ix., and Luke ix. It

applies only to a cliange in aspect by which a spiritual

uplifting seems to exalt and glorify the whole person, and
especially the countenance. Metamorphose now seems
figurative when not used with scientific exactness accord-
ing to the definitions under metamorphosis.

II. intrans. To change in appearance or
character; undergo transformation; be meta-
morphosed: as, some insects transform under
ground ; the pupa transforms into the imago.

Merlin that was with hem transformed in to the sem-
blaunce of a yonge knyght of xv yere age.

Merlin (K. E. T. S.), Hi. 607.

His hair tratiffonns to down.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Hetamorph., it



transformable

transformable (traus-t6r'nia-bl)

a disguise. ^

you from discovery
^f-.^on) semblance;

transformation ('^^^'f'^^lrm&.

From fool to wise from earthly to divine,

Is work lor Him that made liim^_^_
^^^^ ^ ^95.

The iran^onna^n of barren rock into life-supporting

BoU takes countless ages^
spmcer Social Statics, p. S78.
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8t. The shape to which some person or thing transformator (trans-for'ma-tor), n.^

1.00 V.QQT. tronafnrmAil tranM'(>rmatfir.<.~has been transformed.

.„».o-iv,. ^.j ™.„ ... [< NL.

has been transtormea. ' tran.rformator, < L. transformare, transform :
see

If it should come to the ear of the court how I have transforn,.] In <;/«c* same as
«'-«"«/''"«f?;-

been transformed, and how my tramfarmaUan has been transformer (trans-for mer), n. Une wbo or

washed and cudgelled, they would melt me out of my fat that which transforms. The alternate-current trans-
•

"-'• " "' •' "' • ' ""
former, which is the one most extensively used in elec-

tricity, is an apparatus similar to an induction-coil, con-

sisting of two coils of insulated wire wound on an iron

drop l)y drop. Shah.

Arguesian transformation, a transformation between
two spaces where the relation between the two sets oftwo spaces wnere me reiauon uei-ween ine lwu sei/s ui

point- or line-coordinates is defined by the equations

xx' = mf = ia: = WW'. Every surface will thus be trans-XX =yy = zz = WW . J^.very suriace wui uiiia ue nuiis-

formed into a surface having tlie edges of the tetrahedron

of reference as nodal lines—Backlund's transforma-
tion, a transformation between two pseudospherical sur-

faces liaving equal negative curvature.—Bilinear trans-
formation, a transformation defined by a llneoliiiear

'•—(luation.— Biquadratic transformation, a ti-ansfor-
ordi..! j,j, substituting for one set of vai-iables othei-s
certain biquadratic functions of them.— Birational
" T^Ssnation, a transformation where the variables
<"'*:~^, TVpi- two sets are rational functions of those of -"-".^ =
mation DeiwLeu

j^^^^ y^^ ^.^^.^^Ijj^g are homogeneous co- transformism (trans-for'raizm),

other plane, anubii^j^^^^
correspondence is indetermi,

y•'!''^.''nlents -Cubfeeesy transformation. See cate-

vP'^v substituthig for'onnatlon, a birational transfor-
tion br™"™J,!"" *,them.«. Every curve in one plane
arc cul>ic '""ctions of [hem. j

deficiency in the
tlon. See the quotation.

^^.__ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^ through
When the points of ^,^P'"'"^'':ng certain lines as mul-

dence with those of another space .^^j ^ transfoi-ma.

thB nianes and the right lines oi 8 e
j^bles others that

{ g maiion, a iransionna^

tne niaiieB »"— - -=- ",
, „f vaiialjles others that

IrifT/J"^^ S/r^rand that the Inverse

is of the ««' degree.
1) correBpfjn-

the homogeneous variables
">^^"™;:;»=tire 'minors of X\n

are such that *i'^".."'_5ioinoKraphic tranafonna- ecoraiM/re, a i,..;, ««.
Hessian of the flJ'a'«f,-.„„Xe"een two planes or spaces .,^i ,rarupeci<aion»ta«^Ss jn on|<»n;^^% th^otherhai

old variable with the new one. p ^^^^ y^^

-"^„? r:Smon^rraUo.^m.afiinar^ trans-

SlSting or two cons OI insuiaLCU wu-u wouuu uu an iiou

core for the purpose of furnishing, by means of a current

of small quantity and high potential in one circuit, a cur-

rent of large quantity and low potential in another cir-

cuit. One of tlie coils, called the primary, of comparative-

ly high resistance and large number of turns, is included

in the high-potential circuit, while the other is included

in the low-potential circuit. The mechanical transformer

consists of a motor driven by a high-potential current,

combined with a dynamo driven by this motor, and fur-

nishing a current of potential and quantity adapted to the

circumstances where it is to be used. This form is appli-

cable to direct as well as to alternating currents.

Tansformism (trans-for'raizm), »(. [< trans-

form + -ism.] In Mol., the fact or the doc-

trine of such modification of specific charac-

ters in any organism as suffices to change one
species into a different species, whether im-

mediately or in the course of time ; transmu-

tation of' species (see transmutation, 1 (c)). The
term has nothing to do with the transformation or meta-

morphosis which any organism may undergo in the course

of its uidividual life-cycle. It has attached to some ex-

treme views of tlie natural possibilities of transmutation,

as of a plant into an animal, a horsehair into a hairworm,

and the like— nothing of this sort l)eing known as a fact

in nature. But in the scientific conception of the term,

tramfirrmism. like tratmnutation in its biological sense,

is simply the doctrine of descent with modification on ac-

cepted principles of evolution, and, so understood, com-
mands the assent of nearly all biologists. See Darwinimn,
emlulion, 2 (o), selection, 3, species, r>, transmutation, 1 (c),

-pn the other hand, we may suppose that crayfishes have
1 ited from the modification of some other form of liv-

'^^ atter; and this is what, to borrow a useful word
Again French language, is linown as tran^ormism.

believed Utudey, Crayfish, p. 31S.

DaHaU archlyb'^sf^s^^r"-'^^^^
larva
c, the

is called twimgraviiv: ""^'"'f^ "
jniaglnary trans- ue.ie,^.. „,™.„, ^... ,^.

value of an anharm^ucj^atm-^agina^^
^^^^^^^ ."st (trans-for'mist), «. \<transforvi

formation. ^^^J^^^An irtdd. the y?^^l^ transform, believer in or an advocate of the
formation, a trastormauo

,j,|^^ i„m.itesimal f„,.,,,;.f -1- -i„„..,f„^.„^ :„ „„„ «Pn«B_

SS^^S." S^S-SilS^on. la.v„-s>ci„

every germ undergoes i" «>™Pi?«»tl*VgfS'^X"-
ditionfas those obsenjedw^h^u the e^?8

-^ designates

morpAom, according ^ the same
exclusion from

the alterations which are undergone
^^_^^ ^^^^

the egg, and ^luch alter extensively tn^^g.^
distinction of

mode of lite of «''!
"'f^Veiton maintained. See ««««-

ume of an oblique prism ^ "feq^Tvolume. Especially

tlon of it into a nght pitsra »' ^qu^
, expression to an-

-(a) The passage t™™. ""|,fj^e g™ e from one equation

other in otlier terms W The
P^«^»^fJJ j, ,„bstitut-

to another «Pre»'»''L„t ™iaMe8 it involves their val-

ing for the h>deP«ndent vmables it in^.^^^^^

ues in terms of another ??^."'. "
,ied a tramSorrmtwn

number t« the old ones Tto.8 caued
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

of the «9«^'f<™; .i'?' ^hstUuted for another, it is inaccu-

set of coordinates 'f.^^hstitutea lo
^^^^ ^^

rately but universally called a i. ht^j
transformation

Sna?e« W A 'XrnrcSiaL"lre conceived to be

of coordinates the new coorm
.^ „„,,, a projection

. .--- believer in or an advocate of the
formi.it + -'-ansformism, in any sense.
to transform.^

^ little too earnest a tramformist, and
In the chapter !„ algse could become animals,

rious transformisl^ pgp^ s^_ Mo., XXXVIII. 267.

frsawTadm'i't"the"intaitesimal
t>;ansformation t^ ..-^

ans-for-mis'tik), a. [< trans-

LsSden^s transformation t™C, iinc^'„\ni9 m a transfreightt. f-
' rtaimng to transformism or

^he English n-tl.ematicnu, JohnJ^nd^^a,^^ ^> „.„,,,,,„„,, Apok

l™';tch US modufus cCigedtom \to the a^^itlinje^ transfreta,tlOnt (t
,pp^,„, „, „,„, the y=^

^„^eometricTmean of V and unity.-Ue'Btransfor fransfretatio{H-), cr'> ^ ^^J-^^^ed in review.

gent to one surface at eichpoin ^ ^^^^ .^ „g p„,„t.--

formatlon, a transformation in wmcn_-. •

ij„,i,„al

increased by inflnitesimal amounts 11
^^^^ ^^

transformation
^..''f ,. itnd S + er, for y, where e is in-

stitution of X +ji f»'^H„H ntfnn can be made in a difler-

finitesimal. If *iB "nb ff
>°" «an M

.^ ^^^^ „„„
ential eanation by virtue oltnai

-J fj,,.„„tion £, -).-

said to admit the inflmtesin ai v
.^.^ ^j^^_

—

^'^-=^iir;irSZSo^frP^^ -t'oipakngovera ,,„„^,,,^,,,,
tangent to anothei surtace »

,„,,^^tio„ by means of ^ ^ ^„ugh Passage tgg) go. (Latham.)

hli-s as linear functions oi ine neiv. ui".. r „„^,„i ^ „t.

cc

strait

:

narrow sea. [Also, corrupt-

Shortely after that kyngHenw.j^^ _ g ,,.„„^..

es the new eooramave. » ^ .™.-
jection

measured in adiflerent «P^/„" 1,°'^^'^^ ,VtMs, iSeing still

or correspondence has taken
P^'J^^^ ^ ^ tram-

called a tramSomwXim, K^yes rise to sue v
nation of

fanrmti^n between two vl^ne^
„ --W,V" 1/2', we effect a

a conic we substitute* = 1/^,2/
"^j^s may be regarded as

transfonnationof theequaliom in sn y
^^^^^^ ^^^ j

signifying a "ere tranrformatto^o. e^^

^^ ^ correspond.
!, «, i are conceived toJ)e com

measured
i„'g''i«int in the same or ano^er^P^^^^^^^

simdarly to
J,

!/, ^> we O"'" a
unicursal quar-

planes, which transforms the come i

identical under
Sc. The whole aj.al5rtical *^«^,^^^^^tfo„ has been

consists m the "O'^^V+^anme other part, as

"'I''
"^^^Jftmrtrafe'c'LlerTedlntoclrt^ag^orwhen «°"

P^'Jrlnsfomation is generally a de-

inteeral See modular.

Sffion. See»—;^^ra«^^^^^^^

tion. Same as */r«e "/ «/™^„rf„rmation in which

nal transformation, a 1 near 1
remains un-

tl^ sum of the W'fes ofthe vma
^ transforraa-

changed.-Polar «smsformation. t ^
,^^^a by two

tion in which two variables r ana o aii
g ^ mff,

others ^ and^, ^y '"^a^ »' «.e e^nat^^^^
, ,s- his manerot "7;"'-°. ^ ,. >ver. -1- fretum, a

i-l^.om^t^'^ere^oMe^^ Lagrai^e.^^^^^^^^ t,,,,,frc.ntal ( raus-frou & ^^^^ ^-^^^.^ -^^

^V%SSs£kr=S ^^^^S^^h^ —convenient

noda? points -Rational transfomauo^^^^^^^

al —Keclprooal tra-nstormaxiuu^ ^ _, . ^ _, . j, _,

means of the equations x.«.^ i.j „ jrans-

-l^Transformation by »y™?SStiwfoi the variable

fonnation of »" -l»»\\""X,tbyS s of the properties

a rational function of the rootsMjm ^^ energy.
of symmetric functions.— ITanBiuiiua."

ii.„„i,irTihau-

fr^tier:] 'Bey^d"^the fr.
j;,J<

taining to what is beyond A '

trans,

Trav-
what IS »eyo""e brain : specify

transfrontier tnhes (that
Bud's Hand-

beyond the frontier ot
^^^

of symmetric luncv.o....- "-j-----
,, _Tscmmliau-

pire). jr), a. [< trans- -t-

Of the new maps, 4,062 wei^jp^ ^^ ^f ^^ pg^.
and heavy demands conUnm ^'^^ ^^^^^^
maps, andmapsof ipper r '

„„ ..;^sforination:the exp-s,^^^^^ „,p and maP-^;,-
i,, usually, the tribes

tion of an unknown l^JMueans of y^ ^^ „ ^e- transfUgO (trans fuj).,' ^„ i^J^diau em-
,
that unknown, lui an.n^^^B^j.^^^^u^jjuociuiar fi.^i„gpga,transfiigo,

'^
tion in that ""{'"^-b^g^^'e'eqSo'n.-U^odUlar

St of thfa^ul^-e ; specific^lly^^^l^^^^^^^^^

Bcene at tbe.concUision of the bur
q^^^^^^^

pantomime, m which tne prm"i;» ^ j^- f

Le supposed to be transformed into me

transfuga, < ^. «'•«''?
pn,,,!,,,^,,^^^;^^ the year,

qere, desert, nee ovcj^
^^ ^^^^^^ j^^ traiisfroraicr

"over, + .fuge^^: "^"^ rmah. Science, XIV. 216.

in the military sens
j-^ p_ transfuge = Sp.

The protection of ^efsfuga, trdsfu'go= Pg. It.

Ble rule of ev|;j f^"i. a deserter, < transfu-
Lord Stanhope. ' .-

abler

pantomime, in wuicn ^"^
i;""%-''i;to the chief ^7" """"r:' the othe

arsSeS^m^^rt^r^wiCbarle,^^^^
-- - ^-— Edectic Bex

over,

fiflf-

the other side, < trans,
" A deserter,

ade. /+„ir,a fftr'ma-tiv), a. [< L- ./".''''• -^jff,t^,„ 1« and (ron?f«^e« is the invari-

transformative (*™°*V"!°fX™aVe transform transfund (ti-ans-fj^^^^^ij"'

transformatus, VV- of
,i'f"*^Sg power or a fnndir = It. «ra oeorge Ticknor, May 12, 1855.

(see tramform), + -^ve.] Having powe j ^^^ ^^^ on.-,.j_j.^ - „ r<;
f^

insfuge. ] Same as trans-

Worcester. )

'),v. t. r=Sp. Pg. trans-

ndere, < L. transfandere,

assel into another, < traits,

tendency to transform.



transfimd

over, + fundere, pour: see /o«/iri3. Cf. trans-

fuse.] To transfuse.

Trans/unding our thoughts and our passions into each
other. Barrmv, Works, I. viil.

transfuse (traus-fuz' ), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. trans-

fti.std. ppr. transfusing. [= F. transfuser, < L.
transfusus, pp. of transfundere, pour out from
one vessel into another: see transfund."] 1.

To pour out of one vessel into another ; trans-
fer by pouring.

All the unsound juices taken away, and sound juices
immediately transfused. Arbuthnot.

2. In med., to transfer (blood) from the veins
or arteries of one person to those of another,
or from an animal to a person; also, to inject
into a blood-vessel (other liquids, such as milk
or saline solutions), with the view of replacing
the bulk of fluid lost by hemorrhage or drained
;iway in the discharges of cholera, etc.— 3. To
<ause to pass from one to another; cause to be
iustilled or imbibed.

Into thee such virtue and grace
Immense I have trai^fused. MUton, P. L., vL 704.

And that great Life, transfused in theirs,

6431 transiliency
'Tis time my hard-mouth'd coursers to control,
Apt to run riot, and transgress the goal.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's .Metamorph., xv. 669.

When this lantern was attempted to be landed here for
the purpose of transhipment to ilontevideo.

Mirming Chronicle, Dec. 2, 1719. (Jodrell.)

The Furies, they said are attendants on justice, and if transhuman (trans-hu'man), a. [< trans- + hu-
the sun in heaven should transgress his path tliey would
punish him. Emerson, Compensation.

Hence— 2. To overpass, as some law or rule
prescribed ; break or violate ; infringe.

It is evident that Aristotle transgressed the rule of his
own ethics. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Jledici, 1. 65.

Whilst men continue social units, they cannot trans-
gress the life principle of society without disastrous con-
sequences. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 488.

3t. To offend against (a person); disobey;
thwart; cross; vex.

I never
Blasphem'd 'em, uncle, nor transgress'd my parents.

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2.

=-Syil. 2. Infringe upon. Encroach upon, etc. (see trespass,
V. tA pass, transcend, overstep, contravene.

II. intrans. To offend by violating a law; sin.

The troubler of Israel, who transgressed in the thing ac-
cursed. 1 Chron. ii. 7.

man.] More than human ; "superhuman. [Rare.]
Words may not tell of that transhuman change.

Cary, tr. of Dante's Purgatory, i. 68.

transhumanize (trans-hu'man-iz), V. t. [<
transhuman + -»re.] To elevate or transform
to something beyond what is human ; change
from a human into a higher, purer, nobler, or
celestial nature. [Kare.]
Souls purified by sorrow and self-denial, trdrushumari-

ized to the divine abstraction of pure contemplation.
Lmcett, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 43.

transience (trau'shens), n. [< transien(t) -t-

-ce.] Transientness; also, that which is tran-
sient or fleeting.

Man is a being of high aspirations, "looking before and
after," whose *' tlioughts wander through eternity," dis-
claiming alliance with transience and decay; existing but
in the future and the past. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 332.

I would not marry her, though she were endowed with transiency (tran'shen-si), H. [As transience
all Adam had left him before he transgressed. (see -cy).\ Same as transience.

SAa*., Much Ado, ii. 1.260. „ . , , , . . ^,. .

AwaiU thy faith. FA^, Chapel of the HermiU. transgtessible (trans-gi-es'i-bl), a. [< trans- J'^'i.^i^''
''"'^'^

'cXlTe^'S^'^^^J:^^^^^^
transfuser (trans-fu'z6r), n. [< transfuse + grr.<!s + -ibic.']

- • •
•

-erl.] ( )ne who or that which transfuses. The
Nation, XUX. 319.

transfusible (trans-fu'zi-bl), a. [< transfuse
+ -il)te.\ Capable of being transfused. Boule,
Works, II. 121.

transfusion (trans-fii'zhon), », [< F. transfu-
'<» = Sp. transfusion = Pg. transfusSo = It.

i nnsfusione, < L. tninsfusio(n-), a pouring from
•ic< vessel into another, < transfundere, pp.
iinsfusiis, pour from one vessel into another:

-If transfuse.] 1. The act of transfusing, or of
pouring, as a liquid, out of one vessel into an-
other ; hence, in general, transmission ; trans-
ference.
Poesy is of bo sabtOe a spirit that in the pouring out

f one language into another It will all evaporate ; and if

- . , .^ - ^'''^'o to transgression, or ca- transient (tran'shent), a. and
pable of bemg transgi'essed. Imp. Diet.

.... - ••

transgression (traus-gresh'on), ». [< F; trans-
gri.'isifin = Pr. transgressio = Sp. transgresion,
tragresinn = Pg. transgrcssao = It, transgres-
sione, trasgressione, < L. transgressio(n-), a, pass-
ing over, transposition, also a transgression
of the law, < tranxgrcdi, pp. transgressus, pass
over : see transgress.] The act of transgress-
ing; the violation of any law; disobedience;
infringement; trespass; offense.

Whosoever committeth sin trangreaseth also the law

:

for sin Is the transgression of the law. 1 John ili. 4.

They that are in the flesh . . . live in sin, committing
many actual tranKreuiont.
Book o/Common Prayer, Baptism of those of Riper Years.

= Syn. .Sin, Trespass, etc. (see crime), infraction, breach.
:xw spirit be not added in the Iransfiuion, there will transgressional(trans-gresli'on-al), n. [< trans-
i.ian. nothing but a "caput mortuum." Sir y.XienAam. gression -t- -<il.] Pertaining" to" or involving
ii.„ ii.i . i_..i ._. , ., .. transgression. [Rare.]I'heir wild, imaginative poetry, scarcelycapable of trans-

fusion Into a foreign tongue. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.. i. 8.

2. In mcil., the transmission of blood from one
living animal to another, or from a human be-
ins or one of the lower animals into a human
l"ing, with the view of restoring the vigor of
• xhausted subjects or of replacing the blood
l')st by hemorrhage; al.so, the intravenous in-
jri'tion of other liquids, such as milk or saline
solutions, in order to restore the circulating
lliiiil to its normal vohime, as after severe
lifiiiorrhage. This operation is of old date, but

Forgive this transgresnoMU rapture ; receive my thanks
for your kind letter. Bp. Burnet, Life, I. p. xllx.

transgressive (trins-gres'iv), a. [< LL. trans-
gres.tifu.'i, that goes or passes over, < L, trans-
gredi, pass over: see tran.<<gre,'<s.] Inclined or
apt to transgress; faulty; sinful; culpable.
Permitted unto bis proper principles, Adam perhaps

would have sinned without the suggestion of Satan, and
from the traasgressite infirmities of himself might have
erred alone, u well aa the angels before him.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 1. 10.

have eniiud generally irj failure until about"l834, the transgressivcly (trftns-gres'iv-li), adv. 1, In

.... [< L. tran-
sien(,t-)s, ppr. of transire, go over, pass over,
pass through, < trans, over, + ire, go: see iter^.

Cf. amtyient a,nA transeunt.] I. a. 1. Passing
across, as from one thing or person to another;
communicated.
Thus indeed it is with healthiness of the body ; it hath

no transient force on others, but the strength and healthi-
ness of the minde carries with it a gracious kinde of in-
fection. Hales, Kenniins, Sermon on Rom. xiv. 1.

Transient in a trice
From what was left of faded woman-slough
To sheathing splendors and the golden scale
Of harness. Tennyson, Princess, v,

2. Passing with time; of short duration; not
permanent ; not lasting or durable ; temporary

:

as, a fraH,«/V«i impression.
How soon hath thy prediction, Seer blest.
Measured this transient world, the race of time.
Till time stand flxd ! . Milton, P. L., xii. 664.

A spirit pervaded all ranks, not transient, not boisterous,
but deep, solemn, determined.
D. Webster, Speech, Bunker Hill Monument, June 17, 1825.

3. Hasty; momentary; passing: as, a transient
glance of a landscape.
He that rides

tient view.

liief cause of failnre probably being the want of due pre-
I uutions to exclude the air during the process.

Mem, that at the Epiphanie, 1640, when I wu at Ills
house, he then told me his notion of cureing diseases, Ac.,

transfusion of bloud out of one man iiiUi another, and
.t the hint came into his head retlecting onoviil's story
\lu<lea and Jason. Aulirey, Lives (Francis Potter).

Direct <ir Immediate transfusion, the transmission of transgressor (trftns-gres'or), n.
blof)d directly from the viiiis of the donor into those of
ihH recipient. - Indirect "r mediate transfusion, the

•ctioii into the veins of the recipiint of blood which
- bein first allowed to flow into a buwl or otliir vessel
1 there deflbrinated.— Peritoneal transfusion, the
ction of dcflhrinated blood into tlie peritoneal cavity,

;h a view to its absorption into the system.
transfusionlst (trans-tii'zhon-ist), n. [< frans-
7«.si«« -(- -i.st.] One who is skilled in the sur-
gical |)rocoss of transfusion; one who advocates
tinit pnicess.

II.. .-irly transfuMonUU reasoned, in the style of the
I hristian Scientists, that the blood Is the life.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XX.XIV. 80a

transfusive (trans-fu'siv), a. [< L. transfusus,
pp. of lran.ifundere, transfuse, -(- -ire.] Tend-
ing or having power to transfuse.
transfusively (trims-fu'siv-li), adr. So as to
transfuse; in a transfusive manner. [Rare,]

The Sunne ... his beames transfusively shall run
Through Mars his Sphere, or loves benlgner'star.

lleywood. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 278.

transgangetic (trans-gan-jet'ik), a. [< tratis-
+ ihnigctic] On the opposite side of the
Ganges; pertaining or relating to regions be-
yond the Ganges,
transgress (tr^ns-gres'), V. [< F. transgresser,
a freij. form (ilue in part to the noun transgres-
sion) of OF. transgredir = Sp. transqredir.'tras-
gredir = Pg, tranxgredir = It. transgredire, tras-
gredire, < L, trausgrcdi, pp. transqrcssu.'i, step
across, step over, transgress, < trans, over, -I-

gradi, step, walk: see graded. Cf. aggress, con-
gress, digress, progress, etc.] I. trans. 1. To
pass over or beyond

;
go beyond.

a transKvessive manner; by transgressing.

—

2. In gcol., unconfomiably.
Let us suppose, fur example, that a mountain range con-

sists of upraised Lower Silurian rocks, upon the upturned
and denuded edges of which the Carboniferous Lime-
stone lies Iransgnstttdg. A. Oeikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 371.

[< ME, trans-
grrxsimr, < OF, transgresseur = Vt. transgressor
= Sp, transgresor, trasgresor = Pg. tra n.sgressor
= It. tra.igres.iorc, < L. transgressor, an infringer,
transgressor, < transgredi, pp. transgrcssus. pass
over: see transgress.] One who transgresses;
one who breaks a law or violates a command;
one who violates any known rule or principle
of rectitude; a sinner; an offender.

Good understanding giveth favour ; but the way of traru-
gressors it hard Ithe way of the treacherous is rugged,
K- v.). Prov. xllL 16.

transhape (tran-shap'), v. t. [< tran(s)- +
sliajic] Same as trans-shape. [Bare.]
transhape (triu-shap'), " [< transhape, v.] A
transformation.

If this displease thee, Mida-s then 111 shew thee.
Ere I proceed with (.'upid and his love.
What Kind of people I commerc'd withal
In my transhape.

Heyumod, Love's Mistress, p. 16. {HaUiwett.)

tranship (tran-ship'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. tran-

shipped, ppr, transhipping. [Also tran.s-ship ; <
tran(s)- + ship.] To convey ifrom one ship, car,
or other conveyance to another; also, to trans-
fer in this way and convey to some destination,
Sunday, August 4th. This day ... the loading was

completed, "'""""" "^ ' ....

rides post thronghacountry may, from the (ran-
, tell now in general the parts lie. Locke.

4. In music, intermediate— that is, serving as
a connective, but unessential in itself: as, a
transient chord, modulation, or note. Compare
passing-note.^11011316111 act. See act—Transient
action. Sec m( inn ttntt acti'in. under action.— Transient
cause. ,'<ec <•«!«(•, 1, Transient chord, see r/mn/, 4.— Transient effect, in p'iatiitn. a representation of an
appearance in nature produced by a cause tliat is not per-
manent, as the shadow cast by a passing cloud. Also
expressed by nccMfcnf.- Transient matter. Same as
matter of generation (which see, under rnatter).=SyD. 2
Transient, Transitory, Fleeting. Strictly, transietU marks
the fact that a thing soon passes or will soon pass away :

as, a transient impression : a transient shadow. Transitory
indicates that lack of permanence is in the nature of the
thing: as, «ra»i««or!/ pleasure ; this (raimfnri/ life. Fleet-
ing is by figure a stronger word than transient, though in
the same line of meaning. See list under transitory.

II. n. 1. One who or that which is tempo-
rary, passing, or not permanent.
For before it can fix to the observation of any one its

object is gone : Whereas, were there any considerable
thwart in the motion. It would be a kind of stop or ar-
rest, by the benefit of which the soul might have a glance
of the fugitive transient.

QlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, ix. (Encyc. Diet.)

Specifically— 2. A transient guest. [CoUoq.]
Many surroundings (to coin a word to describe us sum-

mer transients) now flit along these streams.
Seribners Mag., VIII. 496.

transiently (tran'shent-li), adv. In a transient
manner; in passing ; for a short time; not with
continuance ; transitorily.

I touch here but transiently ... on some few of those
many rules of imitating nature which Aristotle drew from
Homer. Dryden.

transientness (tran'shent-nes), n. The state
or quality of being transient; shortness of con-
tinuance; speedy passage. Winer, Grammar
of New Testament, p. 281.

transiliac (trans-il'i-ak), a. [< trans- + JKacl.]
Extending transversely from one iliac bone to
the other: as, the transiliac axis or diameter of
the pelvic inlet.

[^ iransilien(t-)

\m\ all the baggage and presents put on board
the large junks, t<j be transhipped into smaller ones.

Ix/rd Macartneif, Works, II, 180.

The system of pipe transport from the wells to the rail. transiliCHCe (tr&n-sil'i-ens), n
way station, whence they are to be transhipped either to -f -ce.] .Same as tranSllienci/.
the refinery or the sea-board. Ure. Diet., IV. 568. transiliency (tran-sil'i-en-si"), «. [As trausiH-
transhipment { tran-ship ment),n. [Also<r«n,s- cure (sen -cy).] A leap"from one thing to an-
shipment; < tranship + -ment.] The act of tran- other. G«anii«;e, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xii.
shipping. See tranship. [Rare.]



transilient

transilient (tr&n-sil'i-ent), a. [< L. traimli-
en(t-)g, ppr. of transilire, transsilire, leap or
spring across or over, < trans, over, + satire,

leap, jump: see salient.'] Leaping or extend-
ing across, as from one base of support to an-
other

—

Transilient fibers, nerve-flbers passing from
one convolution of tlie brain to another not immediately
adjacent.

transillumination (trans-i-lu-mi-na'shon), n.

[< L. trans, through, + LL. iIluminatio{n^), illu-

mination.] A shining through ; the process of
causing light to pass through; specifically, in
med., the throwing of a strong light through
an organ or portion of the body as a means of
diagnosis.

It (a tooth] was translucent by electric tranMllumina-
tion, showing that the pulp was living.

Lancet, 1890, 1. 480.

transincorporation (trans-in-k6r-po-ra'shgn),
«. [< trans- + incorporation.] Transmigration
of the soul ; metempsychosis. [Rare.]

Its contents are full of curious information, more par-
ticularly those on the transincorpffralion of souls.

W. Robberds, Memoir of W. Taylor, II. 305.

transinsular (trans-in'su-lar), a. [< L. trans,

across, + «»««/a, island: see insular.] Inanat.,
traversing the insula of the brain: said of a
fissure of the island of Keil. Bueli?s JBandbook
of Med. Sciences, VIII. 149.

transire (trans-i're), n. [< L. transire, go across,
cross over: see transient, transit.] A custom-
house permit to let goods pass or be removed.
Anderson, Law Diet.

transischiac (tr&ns-is'ki-ak), a. [< trans- +
iscbiac] Extending transversely from one is-

chiao bone to the other: as, the transischiac
diameter of the pelvic outlet.

transisthmian (trans-ist'mi-an), a. [< L. trans,

across, + isthmus, isthmus.] Extending across
an isthmus : used chiefly with reference to the
isthmus of Suez, or to that joining North and
South America.
A tranS'igthmian canal will be a military disaster to the

United States. The AUantie, LXVI. 822.

transit (tran'sit), n. [< F. transit = Sp. tran-

sito = Pg. transito = It. transito, a going over,
a passing, passage, transition, < L. transire, pp.
Iransitus, go across, pass: see transient. Cf.

exit, circuit. Bee &\so trance'^, trance"^.] 1. The
act of passing; a passing over or through; a
passage; the act of moving, or the stateof being
conveyed ; also, the act or process of causing
to pass; conveyance: as, the transit of goods
through a country; the problem of rapid tran-
sit in cities.

For the adaptation of his [man's] moral being to an ulti-

mate destination, by its transit through a world full of
moral evil, the economy of the world appears to contain
no adequate provision. Wheweli.

The necessity of suljjecting the thousands of tons of pro-
visions consumed daily by a large army to such long and
complicated transit limits the transportation by wagons
considerably, and renders the powerful assistance of steam
indispensable, both by water and by rail.

CoT/ite de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 202.

2. A line of passage or conveyance through a
country: as, the Nicaragua transit.— 3. In as-

tron.: (a) The passage of a heavenly body
across the meridian of anjr place. The right
ascension of such a body is the sidereal time
of its upper transit. (6) The passage of a ce-
lestial body (specifically either of the planets
Mercury and Venus) across the sun's disk, or of

a satellite, or the shadow of a satellite, across
the face of its primary. The passage of the
moon across the sun's face, however, is called
an eclipse. The planet Mercury passes across the sun's
face usually at intervals either of 13 or of 7 years, tran-

sits at the planet's ascending node occurring in Novem-
ber, and those at the descending node in May. November
transits have occurred or will occur in 1651, 1664, 1677,

1690, 1697, 1710, 1723, 1736, 1743, 1758, 1769, 1776, 1782, 1789,

1802, 1815, 1822, iaS5, 1848, 1861, 1868, 1881, 1894, 19(J7, 1914,

1927, 19M), 1963, 1960, 1973, 1986, 1999, and May transits in
1674, 1707, 1740, 1753, 1786, 1799, 1832, 1845, 1878, 1891, 1924,
19:)7, 1970, 2003. Owing to the proximity of Mercury to
the sun, its transits do not have the astronomical impor-
tance of those of Venus, as they are less suitable for de-
termiiiing the solar parallax. Transits of Venus occur at
intervals of 8, 122, 8, 105, 8, 122, . . . years, and always in

June or December. They are of great importance to tlie

astronomer, for they afford an excellent method of deter-
mining the sun's parallax. The actual calculation of this

from a transit is very intricate, as many sligtit corrections
and sources of error have to be considered. The prin-
ciple involved, however, will be understood from the dia.

Transit ot Venus.
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gram, in which AB represents the earth, and V and S Ve-
nus and the sun. Observerb at A and B see Venus pro-
jected on the sun's disk at A' and B' respectively, the
observations being made simultaneously. The apparent
Eositions A', B' are carefully determined by photo^iaphy,
y micrometric measures, or otherwise ; and a subsequent

comparison of notes gives the angle a. If R and r denote
the respective distances of the earth and Venus from the
sun, the angle ^ is given by the equation a :^ = r : R. The
ratio r : R is known with great precision from the sidereal
periods of Venus and the earth, and since a was found by
observation, the foregoing equation determines )3. The
angle ABB (being the angle subtended by the earth's di-

ameter at the sun's distance) is equal to double the solar
parallax, or to 2n. From the triangle AVE' it follows that
^ = a + 27r, or TT = t (j3 - a) = ia (K/r— 1). The transit of
1769 was observed by expeditions sent out expressly for
the purpose by the British, French, Russian, and other
governments. The celebrated expedition of Captain Cook
to Otaheite was one of them. The transits of December
8th, 1874, and December 6th, 1882, were also observed by
various government expeditions. The next two transits of
Venus will takeplaceon June 8th, 2004, and June 6th, 2012,
respectively. The satellites of Mars, Uranus, and Neptune
are too small to be seen in transit, and even Titan is an
unsatisfactory object to follow across the face of Saturn.
Great interest attaches, however, to transits of the satel-

lites of Jupiter, or of the shadows of these satellites.

When one of them crosses a dark belt it can usually be
followed entirely across the disk as a round shining spot.
The brightness of the satellites is variable, however, and
sometimes they look like dusky or even black spots when
seen against the disk of the planet. The transit of a
satellite's shadow is readily observed. The shadow may
be on the disk when the satellite casting it is off, or the
two may be seen on the disk at tlie same time. The shad-
ows are not always black, but are sometimes so bright
as to be invisible. They are often, and perhaps usually,
different in size from the satellites casting them ; and
they have repeatedly been seen elliptical in outline. On
a few occasions comets are thought to have been seen in
transit.

4. An abbreviation of transit-circle or transit-

instrument.— 5. An
instrument used in
surveying for mea-
suring horizontal
angles, it resembles
a theodolite, but is not
intended for very pre-
cise measurement. Most
transits read only to the
nearest minute of arc,

though some read to the
nearest half-minute, or
twenty seconds, or even
ten seconds.— Lower
transit. Same as sub-
polar transit.— Stop-
page in transit. See
gtoppacfe. — Subpolar
transit, a transit across
that part of the merid-
ian which lies below the
pole.— Upper transit,
a transit across that part
of the meridian which
lies above the pole, or
on the zenith side of it
Transits are always un-
derstood to be upper,
unless distinctly called
subpolar.

transit (tran'sit),

r. t. [< transit^ w.]

To pass over the disk of, as of a heavenly
body.

It was also well known that Venus would transit the
northern part of the sun during the forenoon of the 9th
of December, 1874. Science, XVI. 303.

transitationt, w. Passage; lapse.

He obuiated a rurall person, and interrogating him con-
cerning the Transitation of the time, . . . found him a
meere simplician, whereas if in his true speech he had
asked him what was the clocke, . . . his ignorance might
of the simplician haue beene informed.

Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628),

[p. 205.

transit-circle (tran'8it-s6r''''kl), n. An astro-

nomical instrument for observing the transit
of a heavenly body across the meridian, it

consists of a telescope mounted upon a fixed axis which
is perpendicular to the plane of the meridian and carries
a finely graduated circle. In the sidereal focus of the
telescope cross-wires are placed; by observing the in-

stant at which a star passes the center of the field of
view, and, taking the corresponding reading of the circle,

the right ascension and declination of the object are de-

termined if the clock error is known ; or, vice versa, the
clock error and latitude of the observer are determined
if the right ascension and declination of the star are
known. The instrument is now more usually called the
meridian-circle (which see). Compare transit-instrumerU.

transit-compass (tran'sit-kum''''pas), h. Same
as transit, 5.

transit-duty (tran'sit-du^ti), n. A duty paid
on goods that pass through a country.

transit-instrument (tran'sit-in^strs-ment), n.

An astronomical instrument for observing the
passage of a celestial body across the meridian

:

often used in the same sense as transit-circle^

but properly an instrument whose chief object
is the determination of the time of transit.
The circle fixed to the axis of the ordinary transit^instru-

ment is intended simply as an aid in setting the iustru-

Surveyors' Transit,

17, tripod stand ; b, leveling- plates; c,

leveling-screws; rf, tangent screws ; e,

clamping-screws; y, vernier;^, com-
pass; A, A', levels; »', vertical circle;

J, clamping-sctew ; A, telescope.

transitionally

ment properly, and not for the determination of zenith
distance or declination. The idea of having an instru-
ment fixed in the plane of the meridian is as old at least
as the time of Ptolemy. The first transit-instrument, as
the word is now understood, was constructed in 1<)89 by
the Danish astronomer Olaus Roemer. In 1704 Roemer
constructed a private observatory near Copeniiagen, into
which he put a transit-instrument combined with a verti-

cal circle for measuring declinations. This was the first

transit-circle made.—Prime vertical transit-inBtru-
ment. See prime.

transition (tran-sish'on), n. •[< F. transition =
Pr. transitio = Sp. transicion = Pg. transi^ao =
It. transizione, < L. transitio(n-), a passing over
or away, < transire, go or pass over: see transi-

ent, transit.] 1. Passage from one place, state,

or act to another ; change : as, a sudden trans-

ition from anger to mirth; a state of transi-

tion.
Thence, by a soft trangiHon, we repair
From earthly vehicles to these of air.

Pope, B. of the L., L 49.

What sprightly transitions does she make from an
opera or a sermon to an ivory comb or a pincushion !

Addison, Spectator, >'o. 45.

When Bunyan passed from this honible condition [of

doubt] into a state of happy feeling, his mind was nearly
overthrown by the transition. Souttwy, Bunyan, p. 3S.

2. In rliet., a passing from one subject to an-
other.

So here the archangel paused
Betwixt the world destroy'd and world restored. . . .

Then, with transition sweety new speech resumes.
Milton, P. L., xiL 5.

3. In music, same (usually) as modulation.
Sometimes, however, the term is used more precisely
either for a sudden, abrupt shift from one tonality to
another unrelated to it, or for a modulation without
change of mode. The latter is the technical usage of the
tonic sol-faists.

4. In geol , the English form of the name (used
attributively or as an adjective) given by Wer-
ner to certain strata which he investigated in
northern Germany, and found to have, to a cer-
tain extent, the mineral character of the so-
called primitive rocks, while also exhibiting
indications of a mechanical origin, and even
containing occasional fossils, thus indicating
a transition or passage from primary to secon-
dary. The name was afterward extended so as to em-
brace rociis of similar character in other regions. The
argillaceous sandstone called by the Germans grauwadce
(see graywacke) fonned a part of the transition formation,
and it was the rocks previously called ffrauwacke and
transition limestone whicli Murchison studied in Eng-
land and Wales, and to which, having worked out their
order of succession, he gave the name of Silurian. See
Silurian.

5. In art hist., an epoch or stage of change
from one style or state of development in art
to the next succeeding; especially, in Greek
art, the stage of change from the archaic to the
bloom of art, and in medieval art, that from
the round-archoil or Eomanesque to the Point-
ed style—Transition resistance. See resisloTice.—

Transition-tint. See .specific rotatory power, under ro-

tatory.— TiaXieiXiOTl tumor, a tumor which, upon recur-
ring after removal, tends to assume a malignant form.

transitional (trau-sish'gn-al or -sizh'on-al), a.

[< transition + -al.] I. Of or pertaining to
transition; containing, involving, or denoting
transition; changing; passing: as, the trans-
itional stages of a tadpole ; the transitional

plumage of a molting bird. (The word may have a
strong sense, like metamorphie or transmutational(see def.

2), but is usually much weaker, and more nearly synony-
mous with transitory or transient.]

One of the commonest transitional rocks deserves in
several respects a further description.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, i. 66.

At Parenzo, the real charm is to be found in the traces
which it keeps of the great transitional ages when Roman
and Teuton stood side by side.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 100.

Every period, however original and creative, has a
tran^twnal aspect in its relation to the years before and
after. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 14.

2. In Mol., of intermediate or intergraded char-
acter between two or more species, genera,
etc., and thus, as it were, exhibiting or illus-

trating a transition from one to another form
of organic life; transmutational : as, a transi-

tional specimen ; also, pertaining to or effect-

ing such transmutation : as, a transitional the-
ory; a, transitional proeess.— 3. Specifically, in

art. relating to, characterizing, or belonging to
an epoch or stage of change from one style or
state of development to the next succeeding,
and especially to that between archaism and
full development in Greek art, and to that
between the Eomanesque and the Pointed in

medieval art Transitional epithelium. See epi-

thelium.

transitionally (tran-sish'on-al-i or -sizh'on-
al-i), adv. In a transitional manner. Mature,
XLI. 514.



transitioiiary

transitionary (tran-sish'on-a-ri), a. [< trnnsi-

tiiiii + -anj.'\ tia,ine as transitional. Imp. Diet.

transitive (tran'si-tiv), a. and ». [< F. tran-

.titij' = Pr. transitiu = Sp. Pg. It. transitivo =
I).' fiaitnitief = G. Sw. Dau. traiisitiv, < LL.
transitivii.'i, transitive, passing over (applied to

verbs), < L. transire, pass or go over: see transit.]

1. a. 1. Having the power of passing, or mak-
ing transition ;

passing over into something.

Cold is actiye and transitive into bodies adjacent, as

well as heat. Baeon, >'at. Hist., § 70.

Acts may be called iraimtive when the motion is com-
municated from the person of the agent to some foreign
iKxiy : that is, to such a foreijfn body on which the effects

of it are considered as being material, as where a man
runs against you, or throws water in your face.

Betttham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vii. 13.

2. Effected by, or existing as the result of, trans-

ference or extension of signification ; deriva-

tive; secondary; metaphorical. [Rare.]

Although by far the greater part of the transiiice or de-

rivative applications of words depend on casual and unac-
countable caprices of the feelings or the fancy, there are
certain ca-ses in which they open a very interesting field

of philosophical speculation. D. Stewart.

3. In gram., taking a direct object; followed
by a substantive in an accusative relation:

said of a verb, or of the action expressed by a
verb. Tranntire is opposed to intraimtive ; but the dis-

tinction, though practically valuable, is only of minor im-
portance, since no transitive verb is in English incapable
of intransitive use, and also many intranaitives can be used
transitively, and verbs that are transitive in one language
are the opposite In another, and so on. Abbreviated (. and
traivt.

4. .Serving as a medium or means of transition.

[Rare.]
An image that is understood to be an image can never

be made an idol ; or, if it can. it must he 'by having the
worship of God passed through it to (Jofl ; it must be by
being the analogical, the improper, the traimtive, the rela-

tive (or what shall I call it) object of Divine worship.
Jfr. Tat/lor, Rule of Conscience, II. ii. 6.

Transitive copula, a copula which signifies a transitive
relation.— Transitive function,* function which admits
a system r.f transitive substitutions.—TransitlYe group.
Sir /r.ii(;<i .—Transitive relation. See relatvm, 3.

II. ". -V transitive verb.

transitively (tran'si-tiv-li), adv. In a transi-

tive irianiier.

transitiveness (tr&n'si-tiv-nes), n. The state
or i-liai-iu-tcr of being transitive.

transitivity (tran-si-tiv'i-ti), n. The character
of being transitive, as a group.

transitorily (tran'si-to-ri-li), rtrfr. In a transi-

tory manner; for a little while.

I make account to be in London, trangUorHy, about the
end of August. Donne, Letters, xliil.

transitoriness (tr&n'si-to-ri-nes), n. The state

of being transitory; short continuance; eva-
nescence ; transientness.

The worldly man is at home in respect of his alTections

;

but he is, and shall be a mecr soj<mnier in respect of his
traimifrrine«s. Bp. llaU, Kemains, p. 20*2. (Latham.)

We ... are reminded of the tramitorinem of life by
the mortuary tablets under our feet

Ijowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 178.

transitorionst (tran-si-to'ri-us), «. [< L. tran-

si (on «.s. transitory: see <rrtN»(7«ry.] Transitory.

.Saynt Eanswyde, abbesse of Folkstane in Kent, Inspyred
of the deuyll, dylfyned christen marryage to be barren of
all vertues, t<» bane but trftiuiittiiryouse frutes, and to be a
fylthye corruptyon of vlrginitie.

Bp. Bale, Eng. VotArles, i.

transitory (tran'si-to-rl), n. [< ME. trannitorie,

< OF. 'tran.titorir, transitoire = F. transiUrire =
Pr. tra».-.itiiri = Sp. transitorio = It. transitorio,

< Ij. tran.sitoriii.1, having a passageway, LL.
passing, transitory. < trannire, pass over: see
transit.} 1. Passing without continuing; last-

ing only a short time; unstable and fleeting;

speedily vanishing.

For the Ricchesse of this World, that is tranintorie, is

not worthe. Maiuleville, Travels, p. '2SH.

Considering the chances of a traiinOrrif life, I would not
answer for thee a moment.

Sterne, Tristram Sliandy, vii. 19.

2t. Occurring or done in passing; cursory.
[Rare.]

'I'hat adventure . . . gave him also a tranjtitort/ view of
that excellent Ijjdy whom the supreme Moderator of all

things Iiiid reserved for him.
//. l/K-^lriiwje, KelgT] of K. Charles (ed. 10.',.',), p. X

Cliose transitory. .See cA«i«2. - Trtmsltory action,
in lair, an action which may be brought in any county, aa
actions for debt, detliuic, or slander: distinguished from
Utcnl artinnit, which must be brought in the place where
the property to be affected is. or where the transaction in

(ineation occnrrefl. etc.—Transitory venue. See ivntwi.
= 8yn. 1. Flpetiwi. etc. (see transient), terap<jrary, evanes-
cent, ephemeral, momentary, short-lived.

transit-trade (tran'sit-trad), n. In C(M»., the
trade wliieh arises from the passage of goods
through one country or region to another.
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transjordanic (trans-j6r-dan'ik), a. [< L. trans,

across, -I- lordanu.'t, Jordan.] Situated across
or beyond the Jordan. [Rare.]

Abalaa. The Egyptian name of a Iraiujardanie town.
Cooper, Archaic Diet., p. 8.

translatable (trans-la'ta-bl), a. [< translate +
-able.] Capable of being translated, or rendered
into another language ; that may be expressed
in other words or terms.

What is really best in any book is tramlatable—any real

insight or broad human sentiment. Emerson, Books.

translatableness (trans-la'ta-bl-nes), n. The
character of being translatable. Athenaeum,
March 4, 1882, p. 278.

translate (trans-laf), v.; pret. and pp. trans-

lated, ppr. translating. [< ME. translaten, < OF.
(obs.) tran.ilatfr = Pr. translator = Sp. trasla-

rfrtr = It. translatare, < ML. translatare, transfer,

translate, < L. translatus, pp. of tramferre, bring
over, carry over, transfer: see transfer. Cf.

tralation.] I. trans. 1. To bear, carry, or re-

move from one place to another; transfer; spe-

cifically, in mech., to impart to (a particle or
body) a motion in which all its parts move in

the same direction.

By turning, tranidating, and removing the [land] marks
into other places they may destroy their enemies navies,

be they never so many.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), it 1.

The weeping Xiobe, trandated hither
From Phrygian mountains.

B. Jonmn, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

After dinner you may appear again, having trandated
yourself out of your English cloth cloak into a light Tur-
key grograra. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 97.

Now let the two parts while superp08e<l be translated

to any other position, then the piece B may be slid off and
back to its original position. Encyc. Brit., X\'. 660.

2. To transfer from one office or charge to an-
other. In eeUet. law: (a) To remove from one see to an-
other : said of a bishop.

At home, at this time, died John Peers. Archbishop of

York, in whose place succeeded Matthew Hatton, traTig-

lated from the See of Durham. Baker, Chn^nicles, p. 381.

(6) In Scottish Presbyterian churches, to transfer from
one pastoral charge to another: said of a clergyman.

3. To remove or convey to heaven without
death.

By faith Enoch was tratulated that he should not see
death. Heb. li. 5.

4t. To put into an ecstasy ; ravish
; put out of

or beside one's self.

He [St. Paul] was (randaUd out of himself to behold
it [Heaven] : but being returned into himself could not
express it. Sir T. Browne, Religio .Medici, L 49.

5t. To cause to remove from one part of the
body to another: as, to translate a disease.

—

6. To change into another form ; transform.
• Unnethe the peple hir knew for hir faimesse.

Whan she tranxlated was in swich richesse.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. .3'29.

Re-enter Puck, and Bottom with an ass's head. . . .

Quince. Bless thee. Bottom ! bless thee I thou art trant-

laUd. ShaJc., M. N. D., iil. 1. 122.

Poets that can men into stars trandate.

And hurle men downe under the feete of Fate.

Brome, Sparagus Garden, fit. 5.

7. To render into another language; express
the sense of (something expressed in the words
of one language) in the words of another lan-

guage; interpret.

And see schulle undirstonde, that I have pat this boke
out of Latyn into Frensche, and trandated it ajen out of
Frensche int^j F.nglyssche, that every man of my nacioun
m;iy undirstonde it. MamleviUe, lYavels, p. xi.

Neither of the rivals [Pope and TickellJ can be said to
liave trandated the •'Iliad," unless, indeed, the word trans-

lation be used in the sense which it bears in the ".Mid-
summer Night's Dream." Macaulay, Addison.

8. To explain by using other words ; express in

other terras ; hence, figuratively, to present in

another form.
Trandalinij into his own clear, pure, and flowing lan-

guage what he found in books well known to the world,
but too bulky or too dry for boys and girls.

Maeaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

There is a magnificent series of stalls, which are simply
the intricate embroidery of the tombs translated into pol-

ished oak. U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 247.

9. To make clear or evident to the mind or
to tlie senses without speech; convey to the
mind or tlie senses, as by experience.— 10. To
manufacture from old material ; especially, in

cheap shoemaking, to make (shoes or boots) by
using parts of old ones. [Slang.]

Among these things are blankets, . . . trandated \iootz,

mended trowsers.
Mayhew, London Livbour and London Poor, II. 110.

11. In teleg., to retransmit (a message). See
translation, 7. =Syn. 7 atul 8. Ilmder, Inlerprel, Trans-
late, Construe, /tender is the most general in its mean-
ing, but is usually followed by into: as, to render Uray's

translation

"Elegy" into Latin verse; to render a learned discourse
into vernacular. Interpret, like render, does not neces-
sarily mean to change to another language, but it does
mean, as render need not, to change to intelligible form,
generally by following the text closely: as, to interpret

an inscription ; to interpret an address by a foreigner.

Trandate is literally to turn from one language to ano-
ther, which is presumably one's own. unless another is

mentioned, but the word has, figuratively, the meaning
of interpret. To construe is to translate or to interpret,

generally by following along word by word or clause by
clause ; hence the word is very often used of the work of

a beginner: as, the painful construing of a sentence of

Caesar's "Commentaries." In its figurative use it retains

much of this meaning : as, I cannot construe his language
in any other way. See explain.

II. intrans. 1. To be engaged in translating,

or practise translation.

All these my modest merit bade translate.

And own d that nine such poets made a Tate.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 189.

2. In teleg., to retransmit a message automati-
cally over another line, or over a continuation
of the same line.

translating-SCre-W (trans-la'ting-skrS), n. A
screw used to move any part of a machine or

apparatus relatively to another part or parts,

either as a part of some general action of the
machine or for purposes of adjustment ; specifi-

cally, in breech-loading ordnance, a screw for

moving in or out the wedge in the fermeture.

translation (trans-la'shou), «. [< ME. trans-

lation, transUicion, < OF. (and F.) translation =
Pr. translatio — Sp. translacion, traslaeion =
Pg. tran.'ilagSo = It. translazione, traslazione, <

L. translatio{n-), transference, transplanting,

version, transferring, translation, < translatus,

pp. of transferre, transfer, translate : see trans-

late, transfer.] 1 . The act of translating, (a) The
removing or conveying of a thing from one place to an-

other ; transportation ; removal.

Made and done was the trandacion [to Paris] . . .

Off bed and of the glorious body (of St Louis].

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6206.

The solemn translation of St. Elphege's body from Lon-
don to Canterbury is taken especial notice of in the Saxon
Chronicle under the year 1023.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 352, note.

(6) The removal of a person from one office to another, or
from one sphere of duty to another; specifically, the re.

moval of a bishop from one see to another ; in Scotland,

the removal of a clergyman from one pastoral cliarge to

another.

Does it follow that a law for keeping judges indepen-
dent of the crown by preventing their trandation is ab-

solutely superfluous? Brougham.

We can quite understand . . . Richard I. meditating
the trandation of the Archbishop of Monreale to Canter-
bury. Stubhs, Medieval and Mo<lern Hist., p. 134.

(c) The removal of a person to heaven without death.

Time, experience, self-reflections, and God's mercies
make in sonic well-tempered minds a kind of trandation
before death. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 6.

(<f) The act of turning into another language ; interpre-

tation.

The cliiefest of his [King Athelstan's) Works for the Ser-

vice of God and <:ood of bis Subjects was the Traildation
of the Bible into the Saxon Tongue.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 10.

At best, the trandation of poetry is but an imitation of
natural flowers in cambric or wax.

Lovxll, .Study Windows, p. 324.

2. That which is produced by turning into an-
other language; a version; the reproduction
of a literary composition in a language foreign
to that of the original.

The English Trandation of the Bible Is the best Traiu-
lation in the World. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 20.

3t. In rhet., transference of the meaning of a
word or phrase ; metaphor.
Metaphors, far-fet, hinder to be understood ; and, af-

fected, lose their grace ; or when the person fetcheth his

trandatians from a wrong place. B. Jonson.

4. In med., a change in the seat of a disease

;

metastasis.
His disease was an asthma; the cause a metastasis or

translation of humours from his joints to his lungs.
Harvey.

5. The process of manufacturing from old ma-
terial. [Slang.]
Trandation, as I understand it (said my informant), is

this— to take a worn old pair of shoes or boots, and by
repairing them make them appear as if left off with hard-
ly any wear, as if they were only soiled.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II, 40.

6. In mech., motion in which there is no rota-

tion ; rotation round an infinitely distant axis.

A change of place in which there is no rotation is called

a trandation. In a rotation the different parts of the body
are moving in different ways, but in a trandation all parts

move in the same way. W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 12.

7. In ttleg., the automatic retransmission of a
message received on one line over another, or

over a continuation of the same line. This is used
on long lines to increase speed of working, and also at re-

ceiving-stations, and the translation is made from the line-

circuit to a local circuit containing a local battery and the
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receiving-instrument, the object being to obtain a strong
cun-ent to work the soniuler or recorder.— Energy Of
translation, equation of translation, principle of
translation, surface of translation. See enenjy, etc.

— Translation of a feast, the postponement to some
future day of the observance of a feast, wlien the day of

its ordinary observance falls upon a festival of superior
rank. =Syn.l. (d) TrajwiadVm, ('ersion, rendering. Trans-
lation and version are often the same in meaning. Trans-
lation is rather the standard word. Version is more likely

to be employed in proportion to the antiquity of tlie

work : as, the .Syriac version; Dryden's vcrsionoi the Nun's
Priest's Tale ; it is also more commonly used of the Bible

than of other books : as, a comparison of the authorized
with the revised version. Where translations differ, they
are often spoken of as versions, as Lord Derby's and Mr.
Bryant's translations or tvrsions of Homer. Version ap-

plies more to the meaning, translation more to the style.

Each has meanings not shared by the other.

translational (trans-la'shgn-al), (I. [< traiis-

latkin + -ill.] Pertaining to of having the char-

acter of translation. See translation, 6.

The whole trartslational enei^y . . . must ultimately

become transformed . . . into vibrational energy.
Philos. Mag., 5th ser., XXX. clxxxii. 95.

translatitioust (trans-la-tish'us), a. [< L.
trayislaticiiis, translatitiiis, handed down, trans-

mitted, hereditary, < translatus, pp. of trans-

ferre, transfer, translate: see translate. Cf.

tralatitious.} 1. Transmitted; transferred; he-

reditary.

I have frequently doubted whether it be a pure indigene,

or translatitious. Evelyn, Sylva, I. iv. § 8.

2. Same as tralatitious.

A delegated translatitious Majesty we allow.

Milton, Answer to Salmasius, vii. 179.

translative (trans'la-tiv), a. [= Sp. transla-

tivo, iraslativo = It.' traslativo ; as translate +
-ii'e.] Relating or pertaining to translation;

especially, involving transference of meaning;
metaphorical. [Rare.]

If our feete Poeticall want these qualities, it can not be
sayd a foote in sence translatiue as here.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 56.

translator (trans-la'tor), «. [= F. translateur

= It. traslatore (ef. Sp. Pg. trasladador = It.

traslatatore), < L. translator, one who transfers

or interprets, < translatus, pp. of transferre,

transfer, translate: see translate.'] One who
or that which translates.

The changer and tranjAator of kyngedoms and tymes.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, v.

Specifically— (o) One who renders something spoken or
written in one language into another: as, he held the
office of public translator.

A noble author would not be pursued too close by a
translator. We lose his spirit when we think to take his

body. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

(6) A cobbler of a low class, who manufactures boots and
shoes from the material of old ones, selling them at a low
price to second-hand dealers. [Slang,

|

The cobbler is attronteil if you don't call him Mr. Trans-

lator. Tom Brawn, Works, III. 73. (Davies.)

(e) pi. Second-hand boots mended and sold at a low price.

[Slang.]

A costermonger . . . will part with everything rather

than his boots, and to wear a pair of second-hand ones, or

translators (as they are called), is felt as a bitter degrada-
tion by them all.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 51.

(d) In teleg., a sensitive receiving-instrument used for

retransmitting a message, or for translation : commonly
called a relay, (e) Any instrument for converting one form
of energy into another : thus, the magneto-electric engine
which transforms the power of a steam-engine into elec-

tricity is a translator.

translatoiy (trans'la-to-ri), fl. [< translate +
-ory.'] 1. Transferring; serving to translate.

The translatory is a lie that transfers the merits of a
man's good action to another more deserving. Arbuthnot.

2. Same as translational.

The translatory velocity ol the whirlwind itself.

The AUantic, XLIX. 331.

translatress (trans-la'tres), n. [< translator +
-ess.} A woman who translates, in any sense

of that word.
Your great Achilles, Cardinal Perron (in French ; as also

his noble Translatress, misled by him, in English), . . .

hath made bold with the Latin tongue.
Chitlingworth, Religion ol Protestants, I. vi. | 29.

transla'vationt (trans-la-va'shon), n. [< L.

trans, over, + lavatioin-)', a. wasting: see ?awi.]

A laving or lading from one vessel into an-
other.

This trandavation ought so long to be continued out of

one vessell into another, until! such time as it have done
casting any residence downward.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxiv. 18.

transleithan (trans-li'than), a. [< trans- +
Leitlia (see def.) + -an.] beyond the Leitha, a

river flowing partly along the boundary between
Hungary and the archduchy of Austria : noting

that division of the empire of Austria-Hungary
which has its seat in Budapest. Compare Aus-

trian^.
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transliterate (trins-lit'e-rat), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. transliterated, ppr. tran,iliterating . [< L.
trans, over, -\- litera, letter: see letter^, literate.]

To express or write, as words of a language
having peculiar alphabetic characters, in the al-

phabetic characters of another language ; spell

(the same, or approximately the same, sound)
in different characters.

Greek names transliierated into a Latin alphabet are
subject to the laws of Latin phonology.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I., Pref., p. ix.

transliteration (trans-lit-e-ra'shon), n. [<
transliterate + -ion.] The act of transliterat-

ing; the rendering of a letter or letters of one
alphabet by equivalents in another.

The transliteration does not profess to give all the exact
vocalic differences. The Academy, June 28, 1890, p. 448.

transliterator (trans-lit'e-ra-tor), n. [< trans-

literate + -oj'i.] One who transliterates; one
who makes a transliteration.

It seems to have been the object of the transliterator to

represent, at least approximately, in Anglo-.Saxoii letters

the current pronunciation of the Greek words.
J. Hadley, Essays, p. 128.

translocalization (trans-16'''kal-i-za'shon), 11.

[< trans- + localization.] Same as transloca-

tion.

Patients often unfold a train of reminiscence extempore
upon any theme, and sometimes cannot repeat the same
pseudo-experience twice alike, translocalizations in time
being especially common. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 538.

translocate (trans-lo'kat), r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

translocated, ppr. translocating. [< L. trans,

over, -I- locatus, pp. of locare, place: see locate.]

To cause to change place, or to exchange places

;

put in a different relative position ; displace

;

dislocate.

In the Batrachians the ribs have been tran.docated from
the original position on the intercentrum to the neura-
pophyses. Amer. Nat., XXI. 944.

translocation (trans-lo-ka'shon), n. [< traiis-

-h location.]. The act of translocating, or the
state of being translocated. Also translocali-

zation.

The translocation of the souls of beasts into such matter
as is most fitting for them.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, iii. 13.

translucet (trans-liis')> " * [<Ij. translucere,

shine across or through : see translucent.] To
shine through.

Let Joy transluce thy Beauties' blandishment.
Davies, Holy Roode, p. 26. {Davies.)

translucence (trans-lii'sens), )(. [< translu-

cen{t) + -ce.] Same as triinslucency.

translucency (trans-lii'sen-si), n. [As trans-

lucence (see -CI/).] The property of being trans-

lucent.
The spheres

That spight thy crystalline translucencie.

Davies, Witte's Pilgrimage, slg. C iv. b. (Latham.)

translucent (trans-lfl'sent), a. [< L. translu-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of translucere, shine across or
through, < trans, over, + lucere, shine: see h«-

cent. Ct. tralucent.] 1. Transmitting rays of

light, without being transparent, as alabaster.

The subtle essence acted on him like a charmed draught,
and caused the opaque substance of his animal being to

grow transparent, or at least translucent ; so that a spir-

itual gleam was transmitted through it with a clearer lus-

tre than hitherto. Hawthorne, Seveu Gables, vii.

2. Transparent; clear.

The golden ew'r a maid obsequious brings.

Replenish 'd from the cool, translucent springs.
Pope, Odyssey, i. 180.

translncently (trans-lii'sent-li), adv. In a
translucent manner. Drayton, Edward IV. to

Mistress Shore, Annotation 3.

translucid (trans-lu'sid), fl. [= F. transhidde

= Sp. traslucido = Pg. translucido = It. trans-

lucido, traslucido, < L. translucidus, traslncidits,

shining through, < translucere. shine through:
see transhicent. Cf. ludd.] Translucent.

Flowers whose purple and translucid bowls
Stand ever mantling with aerial dew.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 3.

translunar (trans-lii'nar), a. [< L. trans, across,

-I- luna, moon: see lunar.] Being beyond the

moon : opposed to sublunary. Drayton, To Hen-
ry Reynolds.
translunary (trans'lu-na-ri), a. Same as trans-

lunar.

transmarine (trans-ma-ren'), a. [< F. trans-

marin = Pg. transmarino = Sp. It. transmarino,

trasmarino, < L. transmarinus, beyond or from
beyond sea, < trans, over, + mare, sea, marinus,

of the sea, marine: see marine.] liooated or

existing beyond the sea.

Their Dutch appellations arc really too hard
To be brought into verse by a transmarine Bard.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 19.

transmigration

transmeable (trans'me-a-bl), fl. [< L. trans-

mearc, tramcare, go over or through (see trans

mcate), + -ahle.] Capable of being transmeated
or traversed. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

transmeate (trans'me-at), V. t.; pret. and pp.
transmeated, ppr. transmeatiny. [< L. trans-

meatus, trameatus, pp. of transmeare, trameare,
go over or through, < trans, over, -f- meare, go,
pass: see )Hefl<».s. Ct. permeate.] To pass over
or beyond. Coles. [Rare.]
transmeation (trans-mf-a'shon), n. [< trans-

meate + -ion.] The act of transraeating, or

passing through. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]

transmedian (traus-me'di-an), a. and n. [<

trans- + median.] I. a. Passing or lying across
the median line of the body, as a muscle. Also
mediotransvcrse.

H. n. The transmedian muscle of a brachio •

pod. T. Davidson, Encyc. Brit., IV. 193.

transmeridional (trans-me-rid'i-o-nal), a. [<

trans- + meridian + -a? (see meridional).] Cross-
ing a meridian ; forming an angle with a merid-
ian.

How the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean shores came
to have general transmeridional trends is a question
which must find its solution in the events of Mesozoic
and Ceenozoic geological history.

WincheU, World-Life, p. 355.

transmewt (trans-mii'), V. t. [Also transinue;

< ME. iransmeicen, transmuen, transmuwen, <

OP. transmuer = Pr. transmndar, trasmudar =
Sp. transmutar, trasmutar = Pg. transmndar =
It. transmutare, trasmutare, < L. transmutare,
change into another form : see transmute. Cf

.

metc^.] To transmute; transform; metamor-
phose.

Thow moost me ferst transmuwen in a stoon.
Chaiuxr, Troilus, iv. 467.

Men into stones therewith he could transmew.
Spenser, F. (J., I. vii. 35.

To transmew thyself from a holy hermit into a sinful

forester. Scott, Ivanhoe, xi.

transmigrant (trans'mi-grant), fl. and n. [< L.
transmigran{t-)s, ppr. of transmigrare, transmi-
grate : see transmigrate.] I. «. Passing into

another country or state for residence, or into

another form or body ; migrating. Imp. Diet.

II. n. 1. One who migrates or leaves his own
country and passes into another for settlement

;

a colonist.

There are other . . . implicit confederations. That of

colonies, or transmigrants, towards their mother nation.
Bacon, Holy War.

2. One who passes into another state or body.
Imp. Diet.

transmigrate (trans'mi-grat), V. ; pret. and pp.
transmigrated, ppr. transmigrating. [< L. trans-

migratus, pp. of transmigrare (> It. trasmigrare
= Sp. transmigrar, trasmigrar=Y . transmigrer),

remove from one place to another, < trans, over,
-1- migrare, depart, migrate: see migrate. Cf.

emigrate, immigrate.] I. intrans. 1. To mi-
grate

;
pass from one country or jurisdiction to

another for the purpose of residing in it.

This complexion ... is evidently maintained by gener-

ation, ... so that strangers contract it not, and the natives

which transmigrate amit it. not without commixture.
Sir T. Browne, Viilg. Err., vi. 10.

2. To pass from one body into another; be
transformed ; specifically, to become incarnate

in a different body ; metempsychosize.
It [the crocodile] lives by that which nourisheth it ; and,

the elements once outol it, it transmigrates.
Shak., A. and C, ii. 7. 51.

Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela records in the 12th century

of the Druses of Mount Hermon: " They say that the soul

of a virtuous man is transferred to the body of a new-born
child, whereas that of the vicious transmigrates into a

dog, or some other animal."
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 13.

II. trans. To cause to pass or migrate from
one region or state of existence to another.

Excellent Spirits are not by Death extinguished or neg-

lected, but are rather transmigrated from the earth, to

reigne with the Powers aboue.
Heywood, Hierai'chy of Angels, p. 463.

transmigration (trans-mi-gra'shon), )i. [< ME.
transmigracioun, < OF. (and F.) transmigration

= Sp. transmigracion, trasmigracion = Pg. trans-

migraqao = It. trasmigrazione, < LL. transmi-

gratio{n-), < L. transmigrare, transmigrate: see

transmigrate.] Theact of transmigrating; pas-

sage from one place, state, or form into another.

Lately hath this peerlesse man (Isaac Casabonus) made
a happy transmigration out of France into our renowned
island of great Britaine. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 4S.

What see I on any side but the transmigrations of I*ro-

tens? Emerson, History.

Specifically- (o) In physiol., the passage of cellb through

a membrane or the wall of a vessel ; as, the transmigration
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of the white blood-corpuscles from the capillaries into the
surrouiuliiig tissues in conimencing intlammation. (b) The
siipposeil passing of the soul into another boily afterdeath

;

metempsychosis ; reincarnation.

In life's next scene, if tran»miffration be,
8ome bear or lion is reserv'd for thee.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, iii. 1.

The theory of the Tranrniijpvtion of Souls, which has
indeed risen from its lower stages to establish itself among
the huge religious communities of Asia, great in history,
enormous even in present mass, yet arrested and as it
seems henceforth unprogressive in development ; but the
more highly educated world has rejected the ancient be-
lief, and it now only survives in Europe in dwindling
remnants. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 2.

transmigrationism (trans-mi-gra'shon-izm), n.

[< transmigration + -ism.'\ The theory or doc-
trine of metempsychosis. Fortnightlu Rev.,
N. S,. XLIII. 103.

i> J ,

transmlgrator (trans'mi-grS-tor), n. [< trans-
migrutc^ + -o/l.] One who transmigrates,

transmigratory (trans-mi'gra-to-ri), a. [<
transmigrate + -ori/.'i Passing' from one place,
body, or state to another,

transmisst, r. '. [< L. transmissus, pp. of trans-
mittere, transmit: see transmit.'] To transmit.

Bag. Any reversions yet? nothing tranmtm'dt
Rime. No gleanings, James? no trencher analects?

W. Carttrright, The Ordinary (1651X (Nara.)

transmissibility (trans-mis-i-bil'i-ti), n. [<
trau.imissible + -ity (see -bility).'] fhe character
of being transmissible.
Lately the tranrniumlntUy of acquired mental facnltiea

has come to be an acknowledged fact.

E. Montgumery, Mind, IX. 370.

transmissible (trans-mis'i-bl), «. [= OF. tratis-
inissihle = Pg. trunsmissivel, < L. as if 'trans-
missihilis, < transmittere, pp. tranxmiKxiis, trans-
mit (see trammit), + -ible.'\ Capable of being
transmitted, in any sense.

Wisely discarding those establishments which have con-
nected with hereditary possessions in the soil, and tram-
mumble dignities in the state. Everett, Orations, I. 218.

transmission (trans-mish'on), n. [= F. trans-
mission = >Sp. trunsmisioii, trasmision = Pg.
transmissao = It. trasmissionc, < L. transmix-
sio(n-), a sending over, passage, < transmittere,
send over, transmit: see transmit.'] 1. The act
of transmitting, or the state of being transmit-
ted; transmittal; transference.
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The transmittal to England of two-thirds of the revenues

of Ireland.
swift.

Letter of transmittal, a written official communica-
tion from one person to another, notifying or advising
the recipient that other documents, which usually ac-
company the letter, are sent or otherwise made over to
him by the writer. The phrase is official or technical in
various departments of the United States government,
transmittance (trans-mlt'ans), n. [< transmit
+ -ancc] The act of transmitting, or the state
of being transmitted ; transmission ; transfer.
transmitter (trans-mit'er), n. [< transmit +
-e/-!.] One who or that which transmits.

The one transmitter of their ancient name,
Their child. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Specifically— (o) In teleg., the sending or despatching in-
strument, especially that under the automatic system, in
which a paper strip with perforations representing the
Morse or a similar alphabet is passed rapidly through an
mstrument called an avtmnatic transmitter, in which con-
tacts are made by metallic points wherever a perforation
occurs, and are prevented where the paper is unpierced.
i. U. Knight. (6) In telephony, the microphonic or other
apparatus, togetlier with the tunnel for receiving the
voice and converging the waves of sound upon the thin
iron diaphragm. See telephone.

transmittlble (trans-mit'i-bl), a. [< transmit
+ -iftte.] 1. Transmissible.— 2t. Capable of
being put or projected across.
A transmittlble gallery over any ditch or breach in a

town-wall.
Marqjiis nf Worcester, Century of Inventions, § 73.

VJjatham.)

transmute
The fluids and solids of an animal body are easily trai\»-

mutable into one another. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

transmogrification (trans-mog'ri-fi-ka'shon),
«. [<. transmogrify + -ation.'] The act of trans-
mogrifying, or the state of being transmogri-
fied. [Humorous and contemptuous.]
But of all restorations, reparations, and transmogrijica-

ftoiu, that inflicted upon the "Cnidian Venus" (an un-
draped sUtne, which has been partially draped in painted
tin) of the Vatican is the most grotesque.

The Xation, March 20, 1884, p. 250.

Although an author's style may lose soinewhat byfniiu-
manwn, it loses little in prose if it is good for anything-
not BO in poetry.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Alfleri and Metastasio.

2. In biol., specifically, same as heredity.

An organism, as a rule, inherits — that is to say, is boni
with - the peculiarities of iu parenU ; this is known as
Tranmusion. E. ft. Laniester, Degeneration, p. 13.

8. In phi/sic^, a passing through, as of light
through glass or other transparent body, or of
radiant heat through a diathermanous body.
Each transparent substance has its own rate of trans,

mission for ether-waves of each particular frequency.
A. Danieli, Prin. of Physics, p. 459.

transmissive (trans-mis'iv), a. [< L. trans-
mittere, pp. transmissus, transmit (see transmit),
+ -ire.] Transmitted; derived from one to
another; sent.

His praise, eternal on the faithful stone,
Had with transmissive honour grac'd his Son.

Fetiton, in Pope's Odyssey, I 308.

transmit (trans-mif), ». t.
; pret. and pp. trans-

mitted, ppr. transmitting. [= F. transmettre =
Sp. transmitir, trasmitir = Pg. transmittir = It.
trasmcttere, < L. transmittfre, tramittere, cause
to go across, send over, despatch, transmit, <
Irons, over, + mitttre, send: see mission.] 1.
To .send over, onward, or along; hand along or
down; transfer; communicate: as, to transmit
a letter or a memorial ; to transmit despatches.
Whatever they le«m and know is transmitted from one

to another. Barnn, Fable of Perseus.
-To soliclte this Peace, Peter Reuben the famous rich

[ ainter of Antwerp
. . . as Agent was «ra»w7n«(«i hither.

H. L Estrange, Reign of K. Charles (ed. 1656), p. Kjfl.

.nU't^'"^"!'? '/u'^S to posterity not only their namesand blood, but their principles also.
D. Webster, Speech, Concord, Sept. 30, 1834.

2. To suffer to pass through ; conduct.
A love which pure from soul to soul might pass,
As light transmitted through a crystal glass'

Drydien, Tyrannic love, v. 1.

The shell of sense, growing daily thinner and more
transparent, transmuted the tremor of his quickened
spirit. //. .lames, Jr.. Passionate Pilgrim, p. 107.

Bevel-gear transmlUlng dynamometer. Same as
l>alnn,:.,l,ii,iniii,mcleT.

transmittable (trans-mit'a-bl), a. [< transmit+ -alile.] Transmissible,
transmittal (trins-mit'al), n. [< tranmit -(-

-at.] Transmission.

transmogrify (trans-mog'ri-fi), r. t.; pret. and
pp. tran.imogrijied, ppr. transmogrifying. [For-
merly also transmography ; a substitute for
transform, the termination -mography simulat-
ing a Gr. origin (cf. geography, etc.), -mogrify
a L. origin (cf. modify).] To transform into
some other person or thing, as by magic ; con-
vert or transform in general. [Humorous and
contemptuous.]

I begin to think . . . that some wicked enchanters have
tratumographied my Dulcinea.

fielding. Lore In Several Masques, v. 4.

Jonathan was for an instant paralysed by our impu-
dence; but Just as we were getting before the wind, ho
yawed, and let drive his whole broadside: and fearfully
did it transmogrify us. Jf. Scott, Tom Cringles Log, iii.

transmontane (trans-mon-tan'). a. [< ME.
trnnsmon tone, < OF. tran-wion tane, < L. transmon-
tfinns, beyond the mountains, < trans, beyond,
+ mon(t-)s, mountain, montanus, of a moun-
tain: see mountain. Cf. tramontane, tramoun-
ttiin. Ct.aXso ultramontane.] Across or beyond
a mountain or mountains.
In that Lend, ne in many other* bezonde that, no manmay see the Sterre transmontane, that is clept the Sterre

of the See, that is unmeTable, and tliat is toward the
Jiorthe, that we clepen the Lode Sterre.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 180.
Trans-montaju commerce. Science, III. 220.

transmorphism (trans-mor'fizm), n. [< L.
trans, over, -f- Gr. ixnp^, form, + -ism.] The
evolution of one thing from another; the trans-
formation of one thing iijto another.
The Democriteans evolve the higher from the lower by
.? °P''™"o'' o' chance. Proof there is none, and we

will therefore substitute for the guess of traiismmyhism
the assertion of a metaschematism intentionally devised
for ethical ends by the moral ruler of the world.

Amer. Jour. I'hilol., I.\. 417.

transmo'ret (trans-mov'), v. t. [< L. transmo-
vcre, remove, transfer, < trans, over, -H movere,
move : see more.] To transform.

Next Satnme was, . . .

That to a Centaure did him selfe transnwme.
Spenser, ¥. Q., III. xi. 48.

transmuet (trfins-mu'), v. t. See transmew.
transmutability (trins-mu-ta-biri-ti), n. [<
transmutabic + -ity (see -bility).] " The prop-
erty of being transmutable ; susceptibility of
change into another nature or substance;
transmutableness.
transmutable (tr&ns-mu'ta-bl ), «. [< ME. trans-
mutable, < OF. "transmutdhle = Sp. transmuta-
ble, < L. as if *transmutabilis, < transmutarc,
transmute: see transmute.] Capable of being
transmuted, or changed into a different sub-
stance, or into something of a different form
or nature.
Cure 5 essencie is the instrument of alle vertues of thing

transmutable if thei be putt in it, encreessynge an hun-
drid foold her worchingfs,

Book 0/ Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 14,

transmutableness (trans-mu'ta-bl-nes), n.
Transmutability.
Some learned modern naturalists have conjectured at

the easy transmutableness of water. Boyle, Works, III. 69.

transmutably (trans-mu'ta-bli), adv. With or
through transmutation ; with capacity of being
changed into another substance or nature.
transmutant (trans-mu'tant), a. In math., re-
placing facients of a covariant by first derived
functions of a contravariant, or facients of a
contravariant by first derived functions of a
covariant.

transmutatet (trans'mu-tat), V. t. [< L. trans-
mutatus, pp. of transmutare, change, shift, trans-
fer: see transmute.] To transmute; change.

Here fortune her faire face flrst Iransmutated.
Vicars, tr. of Virgil. (Xares.)

transmutatet (trans'mu-tat), a. [< L. trans-
mutatus, pp.: see the' verb.] Transmuted;
changed.
As if the fiery part of the candle were annihilated or

transmutate, as some philosophers imagine, when the can-
dle goeth out, and were not fire and in action still.

Baxter, Dying Thoughts.

transmutation (trans-mu-ta'shon), n. [< ME.
transmutacioun, < OF. tr'ansmuiacion, F. tram-
mutation = Pr. transmutacio = Sp. transmuta-
eion, trasmutacion = Pg. transmutafSo = It.
trasmutazione, < L. transmutatio(n-), a changing,
a shifting, < transmutare, change, transmute-
see transmute.] 1. The act of transmuting, or
the state of being transmuted ; change into an-
other substance, form, or nature.

I seie to you truly that this is the hijeste maistrie thatmay be in transmuiatioun of kynde, for rist fewe iechisnow lyuynge knowe this priuytee.
Book of Quinte Ksnenee (ed. FurnivallX p. 15.

Within our experimental range of knowledge there is no
tron«n««ofton of elements, and no destrdction or creation
of matter. A. Danieli, Prin. of Physics, p. 193.
(o) In alchemy, the changing of baser metals into metals
of greater value, especially into gold or silver.

The conversion ... as if silver should be turned to
gold, or iron to copper ... is better called, for distinc-
tion sake, transmutation. Bacon, Nat. Hist, $ 338.
(6) In geom., the change or reduction of one figure or body
into another of the same area or solidity but of a different
form, as of a triangle into a squ.ire; transformation (e)
In Inol., the change of one species into another by any
means; transpeciation

; transformism. The history of the
idea or of the fact runs parallel with that of transfi/rmism
from an early crude or vulgar notion akin to that in-
volved in the alchemy of metals (see above) to the mod-em scientific conception of transmutation as an evolu-
tionary process, or the gradual modification of one species
Into another by descent with modification through many
generations. •'

The transmutation of plants one into another is "inter
magnalia naturie ": for the tranmnutntion of species is in
the vulgar philosophy, pronounced impossible; . but
seeing there appear some manifest instances of it, the
opinion of impossibility is to be rejected.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 626.
As a palieontologist I have from the beginning stood

aloof from this new theory of transmutation now so wide-
ly admitted by the scientific worid.

Agassiz, quoted in Dawson's Nature and the Bible,
[App. B, p. 241.

2. Successive change; alternation; inter-
change.

This wrecched worldes transmutacioun,
As wele or wo, now poure and now honour.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 1.

And the constant change and transmutation
Of action and of contemplation.

LonyfeHow, Golden Legend, iii.

Transmutation glaze, a name given to certain porcelain
glazes wliK h liave an iridescent changeable luster. =8vn.
1. See tram/i/rm, v. t.

'

transmutationist (trans-mii-ta'shon-ist), n.
[< transmutation -f -ist.] Oiie who believes in
transmutation, as of metals in alchemy or of
species in natural history; a transformist. See
transformism, and transmutation, 1 (a) (c).

Naturalists, being convinced by him | Darwin) as they
had not been by the transmutationists of fifty years' earlier
date, were compelled to take an entirely new view of the
significance of all attempts at framing a " natural " classi-
Bcation. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 809.

transmutative (trans-mu'ta-tiv), a. [< trans-
mutate -1- -ive.] Pertaining to or characterized
by transmutation.

It is this conception which later developed into the the-
ory of an actual transmutative development of lower into
higlier organisms. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 816.

transmute (trans-mfif), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

transmuted, ppr. transmuting. [< late ME. trans-
muten, < L. transmutare, change, transmute, <
trans, over, + mutare. change : see mute^, mewS.
Cf. transmew, the earlier form. ] To change from
one nature, form, or substance into another

;

transform.



transmute
Lord, what an alchymist art thou, whose skill

Trans7nutei In perfect good from pei-fect ill

!

Quartes, Emblems, iv. 4.

A state of feelii.g in which the reasons which had acted
on her conscience seemed to be tratismuted into mere self-

regard. Ueorije Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

= Syn, Metamorphose, etc. See tran^orm.

transmuted (trans-mu'ted), j). a. 1. Changed
Into another substance, form, or nature.— 2.

In Iter., same as counterchanged.

transmuter (trans-mu't^r), n. [< transmute +
-c)i.] One who transmutes. Imp. Diet.

transmutual (traus-mii'tu-al), a. [< trans- +
mutual.'] Keciprocal ; commutual. Coleridge.

Imp. Diet. [Eare.]

transnaturation (trans-nat-u-ra'shon), n. [<

transnature + -atioH.'] The act or process of

changing the nature of anything ; the state of

being changed in nature. [Rare.]

Save by effecting a total traiitiiaturation or stagnation
of the human mind, how could a language be prevented
from undergoing changes? F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 280.

transnature (trans-na'tur), V. t. [< trans- + na-
ture.'] To transfer or transform the nature of.

See the quotation under transelement.

trans-Neptunian (trans-nep-tii'ni-an), a. [<

L. trans, beyond,+ Neptunns, Neptune,+ -ian.]

In astron., being beyond the planet Neptune.
transnominatet (trans-nom'i-nat), V. t. [< L.
trans, over, + nominatus, pp. otnominare, name

:

see nominate.] To change the name of . [Rare.]

He [Domitian] also tranx-iiominated the two moneths of

September and October to Germanicus and Domitian.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 623.

transnormal (trans-nor'mal), a. [< trans- +
normal.] Exceeding or beyond what is normal;
abnormal by excess; supernormal.

The distinctive features which already his [Euripides's]

quickwitted contemporaries found mirrored in his trans-

iwnnal productions.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xxiii.

transoceanic (trans-6-she-an'ik), a. [< L. trans,

beyond, + oceanus, ocean, + -ic] 1. Located
or existing beyond the ocean : as, a transocean-

ic country; of or pertaining to what is across
the ocean.— 2. Crossing the ocean : as, the
transoceanic flight of a bird ; relating to the
crossing of the ocean : as, a transoceanic theory
of the dispersion of human races.

I maintain against all the world that no man knows any-

thing about the transoceanic power of migration.
Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 439.

transom (tran'sum), n. [Formerly transome,

late ME. traunsom; prob., through an OF. form
not found, < L. transtrum, a cross-bank in a ves-

sel, a thwart, in arch, a cross-beam, a transom

;

appar. < trans, across, + suffix -trum. Some
take it to be an accom. form of a supposed Gr.

*dpaviaTfxiv, < Bpamg, a bench, bank.] 1. In
arch., a horizontal bar of timber or stone across
a window ; also, the cross-bar separating a door
from the fanlight above it. See mullion.

Transtra ; Seates whereon rowers sit in shippes boates,

or galeis ; also a transome goyng ouerthwarte an house.
Vitruvius. Cooper, Thesaurus (ed. 1565).

All seemed of gold— the wall, the columns which run
up to the central golden roof, and the transoms which con-
nect them. The Century, XL. 19«.

2. Same as transom-window, 2. [U. S.]

The dome lights and transoms are of rich mosaic glass, in

admirable keeping witli the woodwork.
The Century, XXXVm. 367.

3t. A slat of a bedstead.

Ye Transome of a bed; trabula.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. B. T. S.), p. 161.

Item, to .Tohn Heyth a materas with a traunsom, a peire

shetes, a peire blankettes, and a coverlight.
Paston Letters, III. 288.

4. Naut., one of several beams or timbers fixed

across the stern-

post of a ship to

strengthen the
after part and
give it the figure

most suitable to

the service for
which the vessel
is intended. See
also cut under
counter.— 5. In a
saw-pit, a joist

resting trans-
versely upon the
strakes.— 6. One
of two beams of

wood or metal secured horizontally to the side

frames of a railway car-truck. They are placed
one on each side of the swing-bolster.—7. In
gun., a piece of wood or iron joining the cheeks

Transoms and Frame of Ship,
inside of Stern.

I, main transom ; 2, 2, half transoms ; 3,

transom ; 4, 4, transom-ltnces ; s, stem-post.

6436

of gun-carriages, whence the terms transom-
plates, transom-bolts, etc.— 8. In sun\, a piece
of wood made to slide upon a cross-staff; the
vane of a cross-staff—Deck-traDSom, a beam or
framework across the stem of a vessel, supporting the
after part of the deck.

transomed (tran'sumd), a. Fitted with a tran-

som or with transoms, as a door or window.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition (1886), p. 100.

transomerf, n. [Late ME., < transom + -er"^.]

A transom.
Canvas in the Warderop and fyne Lynen Clothe of

dyuers sortes. . . . Item, iiij transoviers.

Paston Letters, I. 480.

transom-knee (tran'sum-ne), n. In ship-build-

ing, a knee bolted to a transom and after-tim-

ber.

transom-window (tran'sum-win"d6), n. 1. A
window divided by a transom.— 2. A window-
over the transom of a door. Also called tran-

som.
transpadane (trans-pa'dan), a. [< L. transpa-
danus, < trans, beyond, -1- Padua, Po, Padanvs,
of or pertaining to the river Po.] Situated be-

yond the river Po, especially with reference to

Rome.—Transpadane Republic, a republic formed
in 1796 by .Napoleon Bonaparte, out of Lonibardy, and
modeled on that of France. In 1707 it was merged with
the Cispadane Republic into the Cisalpine Republic.

Is it to the Cispadane or to the Transpadane republics,

which have been forced to bow under the galling yoke of

French liberty, that we address all these pledges of our
sincerity ? Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

transpalatine (trans-pal'a-tin), a. and n. [<
trans- -\- ^^alatine^ .] I, a. 'Transverse, as a pal-

atine bone which extends on either side from
the median line.

II. «. The transpalatine bone of certain sau-
ropsidan vertebrates.

transpalmar (trans-pal'mar), a. [< L. trans,

across, -f palnia, palm : see palnO-, palmar.]
Situated across the palm of the hand; lying
crosswise in the palm.—Transpalmar muscle, the
transpal maris.

transpalmaris (trans-pal-ma'ris), n.; pi. trans-

palmares (-rez). [NL. : see transpalmar.] The
transpalmar muscle of the hand ; the palmaris
brevis. See palmaris. Coues, 1887.

transpanamic (trans-pa-nam'ik), a. [< tran.<s-

+ Panama (see def.) + -ic] Existing or locat-

ed on the other side of the Isthmus of Panama
from the position of the speaker. [Rare.]

The Formicariidffi . . . thin out very much in the
Transpanumic subregion on the north.

P. L. Sclater, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XV. 176.

transparet (trans-par'), V. i. [= It. trasparere,

trasparirc, < ML. transparere, shine through, <

L. trans, through, + parere, appear: see ap-
pear.] To appear through something else ; be
visible through something.

But through the yce of that vniust disdaine.

Yet still transpares her picture and my paine.
Stirliny, Aurora, Sonnet xcix.

transparence (trans -par 'ens), n. [Formerly
also traiisjKirance; < F. transparence=Sj>. trans-

parencia, Irasparencia = Pg. transparencia =
It. trasparemia, trasparenza, < ML. transparen-

tia, < transparen(t-)s, transparent: see trans-

parent.] Same as transparency.

(The casements standing wide)
Clearely through that transparance is espy'de

This Glutton, whom they by his habit knew.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 575.

But breezes played, and sunshine gleamed, . . .

Reddened the fiery hues, and shot
Transparence through the golden.

Wordsworth, Yarrow Revisited.

transparency (trans-par'en-si), n. [As trans-

jmrence (see -cij).] 1. 'fhe property or state

of being transparent; that state or property
of a body by which it admits of the passage
of rays of light so that forms, colors, and
brightness of objects can be seen through it;

diaphaneity.

The clearness and transparency of the stream.
Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn, I. 367).

Their silver wings Hashing in the pure transparency of

the air. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, vi.

2. Something intended to be seen by means of

transmitted light, as a picture, a sign, or other
representation; often, an announcement of

news, painted on canvas or other translucent
material and lighted from behind ; hence, by
extension, a frame or construction, usually of

wood and muslin, containing the lights neces-
sary, and having one, two, or four inscriptions,

or the like, on different sides.

Three transparencies, made in a rage for transparencies,

for the three lower panes of one window, where Tintem

transpass

Abbey held its station between a cave in Italy and a moon-
light lake in Cumberland.

Jane Atisten, Slansfleld Park, xvi.

3. In photog., a positive picture on glass, in-

tende<l to be viewed by transmitted light.
Such pictures are in common use for hanging in windows
as ornaments, and are still more common as lantern -slides,

for projection on a screen by the magic-lantern or stereop-
ticon.

4. Icaj).] A translation of the German title

Durchlaucht (Seine Durchlaucht, literally 'His
Perlustriousness,' used like the English His
Serene Highness). [Burlesque.]

Then came his Transparency the Duke [of Pumpernick-
el] and Transparent family. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixii.

transparency-painting (trans-par'en-si-pSn"-
ting), n. A painting designed to be viewed by
transmitted light; also, the art of making such
paintings. It is executed on muslin strained on a
frame and sized with two coats of gilders' size, isinglass,

or gebtin size, which, when dry, is carefully rubbed with
pumice-stone to confer a smooth, paper-like surface, on
which a design is then traced or pounced and afterward
secured by being touched with a lead-pencil, or a reed-
pen charged with India ink. For painting, flat hog-hair
brushes are used, but broad, fiat, and thin tintings may
be rubbed in with a fine sponge, and heavy masses of
color dabbed on with a coarse honeycombed sponge. The
painting may be executed in oil-colors mixed with any
good vehicle, or in water-color with a solution of gum
tragacanth. Pleasing effects are produced l)y the com-
bination of two or three surfaces of muslin strained on
different frames and placed one behind the other. If
three are used, the nearest figures and foreground are
painted on the one in front, the middle distance on the
next, and the extreme distance on the surface behind.

transparent (trans-pSr'ent), a. and n. [< F.
trfinspiiri-nt z= Pr. transparent = Sp. transpa-
rente, trasparente = Pg. transparcnte = It. Iras-

parente, < ML. transparere, shine through : see
transpare.] I. «. 1. Having the property of
transmitting rays of light so that laodies situ-

ated beyond or behind can be distinctly seen;
transmitting light-waves radiated from some
source, without absorption or scattering; per-
vious to light; diaphanous; pellucid: as, trans-

parent g\&sa; ». transparent AisimonA: opposed
to opaque, and distinguished from translucent.

Nor shines the silver moon one half so bright
Through the transparent bosom of the deep.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 31.

2. Admitting the passage of light through in-

terstices.

And Heaven did this transparent veil provide.
Because she had no guilty thoughts to hide.

Dryden, Epitaph on Monument of a Lady at Bath. —
3. Figuratively, easily seen through or under-
stood; easily intelligible. *
He was to exhibit the specious qualities of the tyrant

in a light which might render them transpareTit, and en-
able us at once to perceive the covering and the vices
which it concealed. Macaulay, History.

TranspareTit discourse to a popular audience will be
largely Saxon in its vocabulary.

A. Phelps, English Style, p. 150.

4. Bright; shining; clear.

This fell tempest shall not cease to rage
Until the golden circuit on my head,
Like to the glorious sun's transparent beams,
Do calm the fury of this mad-lired flaw.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iii. 1. 353.

Transparent colors, in paintiny, colors such as will

transmit light, or so delicately or thinly laid on as to veil

without concealing the ground or other colors behind
them : opposed to opaque colors, which only reflect light

;

also, colors which appear only by transmitted light, as

those of stained glass, which, as correctly conceived, should
be wholly transparent and with no opaque shadows.

—

Transparent corpuscles of Norris, colorless bodies
found in the blood, supposed to be decolorized red blood-
corpuscles.— Transparent gold OCher. See ocher.—
Transparent lacquer, leather, soap. See the nouns.

— Transparent oxid of chromium. See ckromiwn.
= Syn. 1. Bright, limpid, crj'stalline.

II. n. A costume consisting of a dress of

lace, tulle, gauze, or other thin fabric,worn over
another dress of rich material. This fashion
seems to have been introduced about 1675.

transparently (trans-par'ent-li), adv. In a
transparent manner; so as to be seen through

;

clearly.

transparentneSS (trans-pSr'ent-nes), n. The
property or state of being transparent ; trans-

parency; diaphaneity.

transpasst (trans-pas'), V. [< ML. transpassare,

pass over, < L. trans, over, -I- ML. passarc, pass:

see pass. Cf. trespass, an older form of the
same word.] I. trans. To pass over.

The river Hyphasis, or, as Ptolemy calleth it, Bipasis,

was Alexander's non ultra ; which yet he transpassed, and
set up altars on the other side.

Oreyory, liotes on Scripture, p. 76. (^Latham.)

II. intrans. To pass by or away.
Thy form and flatter'd hue.
Which shall so soon transpass.

Is far more fair than is tliy looking-glasi^.

Daniel, Description of Beau^.



transpassable

txanspassablet (traus-pas'a-bl), a. [< trans-

pass + -dbli:] Capable of being transpassed.
Imp. Diet.

transpatronizet (trftns-pa'trqn-iz), V. t. [<
trans- + patromze.~\ To transfer the patronage
of. [Rare.]

As to trana-patronize from him
To you mine orphant Muse.

Warner, Albion's England, ix. , To Sir Geo. Carey.

transpeciate (trau-spe'shi-at), v. t. [< trans-

+ sj/ecics + -ate^.] To transform from one
.species to another; change the species of.

I do not credit . . . that the devil hath power to tran-
speciate a man into a horse.

Sir T. Brmcite, Eeligio Medici, i. § 30.

transpeciation (tran-spe-shi-a'shon), n. [<
trattgpeciate + -iO«.] Transformation of one
species or kind into another; specifically, in

Inol,, transmutation of species. See transmu-
tation, 1 (e), and transformism

.

First, that there has been what we may call a nisus of
evolution in nature, and, secondly, that progressive trans-

epeeiations of matter have been events of it.

Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 132.

transperinaeus(trans-per-i-ne'u8), n.
;
pi. trans-

perimei (-i). [NL., < L. trans, across, + NL.
perinssum, q. v.] The transverse perineal mus-
cle ; the trausversus perinsei. Coues, 1887.

transperitoneal (trans-per''i-to-ne'al), a. [<
trails- + peritoneal.'] Traversing the peritoneal
cavity.

transpicuous (tran-spik'u-ns), a. [= It. traspi-

ciio, ( h. as if ' trunspieuus, < transpicere, see or
look through, < trans, through, + speeere, look:
see spy. Ci^conxpicuous, perspicuous.'} Trans-
parent

;
pervious to the sight.

That light.

Sent from her through the wide trantpiewnu air
To the terrestrial moon. Milton, P. L., Till. 141.

transpierce (tr&ns-pers'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
transpierced, ppr. transpiercing. [< F. trans-
pcrcer; as trans- + pierce.'] To pierce through;
penetrate

;
pass through ; transfi.\.

He aaw him wounded and trant-pierced with Steele.
Heyvfood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 2*25.

They . . . were often trangpiereed, horse and rider, by
the MiM>r{Hh darts, impeding the progress of their com-
rades Ijy their dying struggles. Irving, Granada, p. 91.

transpinalis (tran-spi-na'Iis), n.
;

pi. transpi-
nalis (-lez). [NL., < L. tran.f, across, + spina,
spine: see spinalis.] A muscle of the spine
which lies between successive transverse pro-
cesses of the vertebrse ; an intertransverse mus-
cle.

transpirable (tran-spir'a-bl). «• [< OF. tran-
spiraute = Sp. transpirable = It. traspirabile ; as
transpire + -able.] Capable of transpiring, or
of being transpired.

transpiration (tran-spi-ra'shon), n. [< F. tran-

sfiiration = Sp. transpiracion, traspiracion =
Pg. transpira^ho = It. tras/nrazione, < L. as if

'transpirafio(n-), < 'Iranspirare. * transspirare,
breathe through, transpire: nee transpire.] 1.
The act or process of transpiring; especially,
e.\halation through the skin: as, the transpira-
tion of obstructed fluids.

I never neede other powdering to my hair, . . . which
do5 certainely greately prejudice transpiration by filling
up or lying heavy upon the p<jres.

Evelyn, To Doctor Beale.

2. In bot., the exhalation of watery vapor from
the surface of the leaves of plants. A great part
of the water which serves as the vehicle of the nutritious
substances contained in the sap is disjio.'^LMl of i)y transpira-
tion. When thus given out it sometimes appears in the
form 'it fxtrenifly small drops at the tip of the leaf, and
especially at the extreniitje.-s of the nerves,— Pulmonary
transpiration, the exhalation of watery vaiwr from the
hUxii] ciniilatint! through the lungs. It may be made evi-
dent l>y hrcathiTitr on a coM retlecting surface.—Tran-
spiration of gases, the motion of gases through a capil*
lary tube urxier pressure. The rate of motion varies with
the cr)mp<>»ition of the gas, but bears a constant relation
nrjt cohiciding witli deTisity. diffusion, or any other known
pr(ti>erty. The velocity depends not simply on the friction
of the Kiis against the surface of the tube, but much more
on the friction of the ga.-*- particles againi^t each other, and
the transfer of momentum which thus results, A com-
parison of the velocity of transpiration with that of effu-
sion baa led to imiM)rtjint conclusit>ns in regard to molec-
ular maaniiuile" - Transpiration of liquids, the mo-
tion of liqiiiilrt tlirouKli tnitnitt: orifices or capillary tubes
under presMire, 'I'lic ratis of such motions are greatly in-
creased by lieat.

transpiratoiy ftran-spir'a-to-ri), a. [< tran-
s/iire + -at-ori/.] Of or pertaining to transpira-
tion ; transpiring; exhaling.
transpire (tran-spir'), v.; pret. and pp. tran-
spiriit, ppr. transpiring. [< F. transpirer = Sp.
iranspirar, traspirar = Pg. Irawmirar =: It. tra-
spirare. < h. as if ' transpirare, ' tran.<<spirare <
trans, through, + spirare, breathe: see spire'^.]
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1. trans. To emit through the excretories of
the skin or lungs; send off in vapor; exhale.

II. intrans. 1. To send out an exhalation;
exhale. [Rare.]

This, that, and ev'ry thicket doth transpire
More sweet than storax from the hallowed fire.

Herrick, Apparition of his Mistresse Calling him to
[Elizium.

2. To pass through or out of some body, as an
exhalation ; specifically, to be emitted through
the excretories of the skin or lungs; exhale;
pass off from the body in vapor, as in insensi-
ble perspiration.

What [substance] redounds, transpires
Through spirits with ease. Milton, P. L,, v. 438.

They [root-hairs] abound most in plants inhabiting dry
places and in those which transpire freely. Science, V. 36.

But how are we to account, in a mind otherwise sane,
for his [Harrington's] notion that his thoughts transpired
from him, and took the shape of flies or bees?

/, D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., 11. 885.

3. In hot., to exhale watery vapor. See tran-

spiration, 2.—4. To escape from secrecy; be-
come public gradually ; come to light ; ooze
out.

To transpire, ... to escape from secrecy to notice : a
sense lately innovated from France without necessity.

Jotinson, Diet.

So the whole journal transpires at length by piecemeal.
Lamb, Last Essays of Ella,

There is no den in the wide world to hide a rogue. . . .

Some damning circumstance always transpires.

Emerson, Compensation.

5. To happen or come to pass; occur. [An
erroneous use.]

The penny-a-liners " allude " in cases where others would
"refer": and, in their dialect, things *" transpire," and only
exceptionally "take place,"

F. Hall, On Adjectives in able, p. 161.

transpiry (trans'pi-ri), n. [< transpire + -y^.

Cf. expiry.] The act or process of transpiring;
transpiration. [Rare.]

On this belief in the Constancy of Nature are based . . .

all our arrangements from day to day, which are subject
to the transpiry of facts unknown or unforeseen at the
time when these arrangements were made,

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, Int., p. 3.

transplace (trins-plas'), "• '• ;
pret. and pp.

transplaced, ppr. transplacing. [< OF. trans-

placer; as trans- -t- jilace.] 1. To remove; put
in a new place. [Rare.]

It [an obeliskl . . . was transplaced from the left side
of the Vatican into a more eminent place.

Bp. WuHns, Archimedes, x.

2. To cause to exchange places. [Rare.]

TraTwpiace not their proprieties, and confound not their
distinctions. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 1, 31,

transplant (trins-planf), t'. t. [< ME. trans-
plaunten, < OF. (and F.) transplanter = Pr.
transpUtntar = Sp. trasplantar = Pg. trans-
plantar = It. traspiantare, < LL. transplantare,
plant in another place, remove, < L. trans, over,
+ plantare, plant: see plant^.] 1. To plant
anew in a different place.

Every foile is

Maade tender twyes if it be trans^unUd.
Pailadius, HuslMndrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

Methods of transplantiny trees.

To look as if they grew there.
Tennyson, Amphion.

2. In general, to remove from one place to an-
other; especially, to remove and establish for
residence in another place.

These cautions are to be observed : . . . That if any trans-
plant themselves into plantations abroad who are known
schismatics, outlaws, or criminal persons, that they he sent
for back upon the first notice; such persons are not fit to
lay the fouudatiou of a new colony.

Bacon, Advice to Vllliers, vll,

Tliat we may enjoy our consciences in point of Gwl's
worship : the main end of transplanting ourselves into
these remote comers of the earth.

y. Morton, New Enghmd's Memorial, App., p, 418,

He prospered at the rate of his own wishes, being trans-

planted out of his cold barren diocese of St. David's itito

a warmer climate. Clarendon.

3. In surg., to transfer from one part of the
body or from one person to another. See trans-

ptniitdtiiin. '.i.

transplantable (trans-plan 'ta-bl), a. [< trans-

plant -f -able.] That can or may be trans-

planted.
A transplantable an' thrifty femlytree.

Lowell, Blglow Papers, 2d ser., lii,

transplantar (trans-plan'tar), a. [< L. trans,

over, + planta, the sole of the foot: see plan-
tar.] Situated transversely in the sole of the
foot; lying across the planta: as, a transplan-

tar muscle. Coues.

transplantation (trans-plan-ta'shgn), «. [<
¥. transplantation =: Sp. trasplantacion = Pg.

transpontine

transplanta^So; as transplant + -ation.] 1. The
act of transplanting a living plant or shifting
it to new soil.

Athenians . . . pretending that . . . our own religion
is only a cutting or slip from theirs, much withered and
dwarfed by transplantation.

Landor, Imag. Couv., Alcibiades and Xenophon.

2. The removal of an inhabitant or the inhab-
itants of one place or region to a different one
for residence ; also, the persons so removed.
Most of kingdoms have thoroughly felt the calamities

of forcible transplantations, being either overwhelmed by
new colonies that fell upon them, or driven, as one wave
is driven by another, to seek new seats, having lost their
own. RaZeiyli.

For of the ancient Persians there are few, these being
the posteritie of those which haue beene here seated l)y

the tran^antations of Tamerlane and Ismael.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 385,

3. In surg., the removal of living tissue from
one part of the body to another, or from one
individual to another, to supply a part that has
been lost or to lessen a deformity, as in the Tali-

aeotian operation.— 4. A pretended method of

curing any disease by making it pass from the
sick person to another person, or even to an
animal or a vegetable.

A cure by transplantation, performed on the son of one
that was wont to make chymical vessels for me.

Boyle, Works, II. 167.

transplanter (trans-plan'tSr), n. [< transplant
+ -erl.] 1. One who transplants.— 2. In gar-
dening, a hand-tool for lifting and transplant-
ing small plants with a ball of earth about the
roots. It con-
sists essentially
of two pointed
trowels with
long handles,
hinge<l together
like scissors.

3. A machine
for moving
trees, a usual
form consists of
a high-framed
truck fitted with
gearing for hoist-

ing up the tree
between the
wheels from a
hole previously
dug around the
roots, and lower
ing it again into

a new bole. Als(>

called tree-re-

mover. E. H.
Knight

transplant-
ing (trans-

plan'ting), ».

[Verbal n. of
transplant, v.]

1. The act or process of removing and reset-
ting, as a plant ; transplantation.

.So far as the plant is concerned, three or four trans-
plantings are better than one. Science, AIV. 364.

2. That which is transplanted.

Such colonies become so intimately fused with others
that not seldom the transplantings from them turn out
impure. Alien, and Xeurol., X. 470.

transplendency (trin-splen'den-si), n. [< trati-

splenden(t) + -cy.] Supererainent splendor.

The supernatural and unimitable transcendency of the
Divine presence.

Dr. II. More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

transplendent (tran-splen'dent), a. [< trans-
-I- splendent.] Resplendent in the highest de-
gree.

The clear crystal, the bright transplendent glass.

Doth not bewray the colours hid, which underneath it has.

Wyatt, Complaint of the Absence of his Love.

transplendently (tran-splen'dent-li), adv. In
a transplendent manner ; with extreme splen-
dor.

The divinity, with all its adoralile attributes, is hypo-
statically, vitally, and transplendently residing in this hu-
manity of Christ.

Dr. II. More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

transpleural (trans-plo'ral), a. [< trans- +
pleural.] Traversing the pleural cavity.

transponibility (trans-po-ni-bil'j-ti), ti. Capa-
bility of being transposed without violation of

an assutnrd condition.

transponible(trans-p6'ni-bl),rt. Transposable.

transpontine (trans-pon'tiu), a. [= F. trans-

pontin = Sp. iraspontino, < L. trans, beyond,
-t- pons (pont-), a bridge: see pons, pontine^.]

Situated or existing across or beyond a bridge

;

specifically, belonging to the part of London
lying on the Surrey side of the Thames: ap-

plied to the Surrey and Victoria theaters, at

\ ., v.
\



transpontine

which cheap melodrama was formerly popular,
and hence, iu London theatrical parlapce, to
any play of a cheap, melodramatic character.
The incidents are melodramatic, and tlie comic cliarac-

tera are of tlie true transpontine race.
Athemeum, No. 3085, p. 793.

Calls from transpontine and barbaric regions came fast
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transportation

;

2. Involving transportation; subjecting to
transportation.

The statute 7 Geo. II. c. 21 . . . makes it a felony rtrajw- 4." "'
„„_4.;_„i_ /^ . - ... ,., ,

'
,

;)or(aWe for seven years) unlawfully and maliciously to as- transportingly (trans-por'ting-li), adv. In

transposition

act in the eye of intinite wisdom, power, and goodness,
that will crown our endeavours here with happiness here-
after. TiUotwn.

sault another with any offensive weapon or instrument,
with a felonious intent to rob.

Btackstone, Com., IV. xvii.

upon him [O. W. Holmes, in Boston, Massachusetts] as transportagOt (trans-por'tai), n. [< transport
ins popularity gr_ew^

„.. . ,..,. .„, +-«;/«.] Transportation.
"

E. C. Stedman, The Century, XXIX. 506.

transport (trans-port'), r. t. [< ME. transporten,
< OF. (and F.) transporter = Pr. Sp. transpor-
tar, tratsportar = Pg. transportar = It. traspor-

Here be my keyes, my trunks take to thy charge

;

Such gold tit for transportage as I have
He beare along.

Heywood. Fair Maid of the West (Works, ed. 1874, II. 273).

tare, < L. transportare, carry over or across, < transportal (trans-por'tal), n. [< transport +

2t.

trans, over, + portare, carry: see: port^.'] 1
To convey from one place to another; transfer.

The kyng, gredy of comune slaughter, caste hym to trans-
porten |var. traitspor] upon al the ordre of the senat the
gilt of his real majeste. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

Her ashes . . .

Transported shall be at high festivals
Before the kings and queens of France.

ShaJc., 1 Hen. VI., i. 6. 26.

The bee transports the fertilizing meal
From flow'r to flow'r. Cowper. Task, iii. 538.

It is easy to realize the enormous floating and trans-
porting power of such great bodies of ice.

Prestwich, Geology, 1. 186.

To transform; alter.

And in to sorow transport our gladnesse,
Our huge uigour to feblesse this instance.
Our plesire into displesance expresse,
Our full good fortune into gret misc[h]ance.

Ram. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3739.

St. To remove from this world; kill: a euphem-
istic use.

He cannot be heard of. Out of doubt he is transported.
Shale., M. N. D., iv. 2. 4.

4. To carry into banishment, as a criminal to
a penal colony ; carry beyond seas.

But we generally make a shift to return after being
transported, and are ten times greater rogues than before,
and much more cunning.

tSu-i/t, Last Speech of Ebenezer Elliston.

And never mind what Felix says, for he's so masterful
he'd stay in prison and be transported whether or no, only
to have his own way. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxxviii.

5. To carry away by strong emotion, as joy or
anger; carry out of one's self; render beside
one's self.

The hearts of men, . . .

Transported with celestiall desyre
Of those faire formes, may lift themselves up hyer.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Beauty, 1. 18.

Oh, my joys

!

Whither will you transport me?
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 1.

transport (trans'port), n. [< F. transport= Sp.
transporte, trasporte = Pg. transporte; from the
verb.] 1. Transportation; carriage; convey-
ance.
The Romans . . . stipulated with the Carthaginians to

furnish them with ships both for transport and war.
Arbuthnat, Ancient Coins, p. 239.

The transport of blocks by ice in rivers of cold climates
has often been described. Prestitiich, Geology, i. 190.

2t. Transformation; alteration.
Many are now poor wandering beggars . . . who are de-

scended of the blood and lirieage of great kings antl em-
perors, occasioned ... by the transport and revolutions
of kingdoms and empires. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 2.

3. A ship or vessel employed by government
for carrying soldiers, warlike stores, or provi-
sions from one place to another, or to convey
convicts to the place of their destination.
Grant organized an expedition to counteract this design,

and on the evening of November 6 left Cairo with about
3000 men on transports, under convoy of 2 gun-boats, and
steamed down the river. The Century, XXXVI. 575.

4. A convict transported or sentenced to exile

-fl7.] The act of removal from one locality to
another ; transportation.

The relative length of these organs (pistils and stamens]
is an adaptation for the safe transportal by insects of the
pollen from the one form to the other.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 253.

transportancet (trans-por'tans), n. [< trans-
port + -anee,'] Conveyance.

O, be thou my Charon,
And give me swift transportance to those fields
Where I may wallow in the lily-beds
Proposed for the deserver

!

Shak., T. and C, iii. 2. 12.

transportantt (trans-por'tant), a. [< transport
+ -ant.'\ Transporting; ravishing.

So rapturous a joy, and transportant love.
Dr. H. Mare, Mystery of Godliness, p, 227. (.Latham.)

transportation (trans-por-ta'shon), «. [< F.
transportation = Pr. transportacio = Sp. trans-
portacion, trasportacion = Pe. transportacao = J. i /,. . -, ,^
It. trasportazione, < L. tranfportatk>{n.),a. re-

transposal (trans-po zal), n. [<

moving, transporting, < transportare, pp. trans- :" .-'
f
"** ^'^^

"i
transposing, or

tnuisportiiig manner; ravishingly.
transportivet (trans-por'tiv), a. [< transport
+ -it'e.] Passionate; excessive.

It is the voice of traitsportive fury, "I cannot moderate
my anger." Rev. T. Adams, Works, IL 315.

transportmentt (trans-port'ment), n. [< OP.
transportement, < transporter," tT&n&TjiOTt: see
tramporl.] 1. The act of transporting, or the
state of being transported; transference.

Are not you he, when your fellow-passengers.
Your last transportment, being assail'd by a galley,
Hid yourself i' the cabin?

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, Iv. 1.

2. Passion ; anger.
There he attack'd me

With such transportment the whole town had rung on 't

Had I not run away. Digby, Elvira, iv. (Davies.)

transport-rider (trans'port-ri'der), n. A car-
rier. [South Africa.]

I hired myself to drive one of a transport-rider's wag-
ons. Olive Schreiner, Story of an African Farm, IL 11.

transport-ship (trans'port-ship), n. A ship or
other vessel employed in conveying soldiers,
military stores, or convicts; a transport.
transport-vessel (trans'p6rt-ves"el), n. Same
as transport-sliij).

transposable (trans-p6'za-bl), a. [< transpose
+ -able.'] Capable of being transposed. Imp.
Vict.

transpose +
the state of

being transposed ; transposition, liwift. Tale
of a Tub, Pref.

portatus, remove, transport: see transport.] 1
The act of transporting, or conveying from one 4."i^„i,"°' f/^^" - /n < ^ j .

place to another, or thi state of bein| so trans- transpose (trans-poz ), ,;. <• ;
pret. and pp. trans-

• & . . iwsea, ppr. transposing. [< ME. transposen, <
OP. (and F.) transposer, transpose; cf. Sp.
transjwner, trasponer = Pg. traspor = It. tras-

powre, trasporre, < L. transponere, set over.

ported; carriage; conveyance; transmission
There may be transportation and isolation of very small

fragments of a very variable species.

Amer. Jour. Sci., XL. 0.

2. The removal or banishment, for a specified
term, of a convict to a penal settlement in an-
other country. Ihe transportation of persons convict-
ed of crime prevails in France and Russia, but in Great
Britain it is now superseded by penal servitude. See
peTial.

3. Transport; ecstasy; rapture.

She did bite her lips in pronouncing the words softly to
herself ; sometimep she would smile, and her eyes would
sparkle with a sudden transportatioyi.

History of Frandtm (1655). (Nares.)

All pleasures that affect the body must needs weary,
because they transport ; and all transportation is a vio-
lence, and no violence can be lasting.

Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

4. Means of transporting, as wagons or other
vehicles; also, the cost of traveling. [U. S.]

A lot of miscellaneous transportation, composed of rid-
ing-horses, ambulances, and other vehicles, which, over
roads rendered almost impassable by mud, made their
progress to the last degree vexatious and toilsome.

The Century, XXXIX. 564.

Transportation of a church, in Scottish eccles. law, the
erection of a parish church in a different part of the par-
ish from that in which the church formerly stood.

Transportation o.f the church to another part of the par-
ish requires the sanction of the Court of 'I'einds, but not
a mere variation of its site.

W. Hair, Digest of Church Laws, p. 284.

transportedlyt (trans-p6r'ted-li), adv. In a
transported manner; especially, in a state of
rapture.

If we had for God but half as much love as we ought,
or even pretend to have, we could not but frequently (if

not transportedly) entertain our selves with his leaves,
which . . . are at once his writings and his pictures.

Boyle, Works, II. 317.
If he had been a traiMport he could not have been treated tranqtinrtpflTipRa (trnii's nor'tpH ^leR^ « TIiaworse. He told his father that he was driving him on the

wansgOITeaness (trans-por lea-nes;, n. ine
road to transportation

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 470.

5. Vehement emotion
;
passion; rapture; ec-

stasy.

In the afternoone I went againe with my Wife to the
Dutchess of N ewcastle, who receiv'd her in a kind of trans-
port, suitable to her extravagant humour and dresse.

Evelyn, Diary, April 27, 1667.

I broke open my letter in a transport of joy.
Addison, A Friend of Mankind.

Transport screw. Seescrew^.

transportability (trans-por-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [<
transportable + -ity (see -bilitij).] The charac-
ter of being transportable ; the capacity of be-
ing transported.

transportable (tr^ns-por'ta-bl), a. [=F. trans-
2)ortable = It. trasportabile ; as transport +
-able.] 1. Capable of being transported.
The direct result of a union of two or more distinct pro-

toplasmic masses, in plant life, is a condensed, inactive,
and transportable condition of the life of the species— that
la, a seed or spore. Amer. Nat., June, 1890, p. 577.

condition of being transported ; the state of
being beside one's self, as with anger, joy, or
some other emotion.
That we who are old men. Christian philosophers and

divines, should have so little government of ourselves, as
to be puffed up with those poor accessions of titular re-
spects, which those who are really and hereditarily pos-
sessed of can wield without any sucli taint or suspicion
of transjiortedness ! Bp. Hall, Works, VIII. 488.

transportee (trans-por-te'), n. One who has
been transported ; a convict. [Australia.]

transporter (trans-por'ter), n. [< transport +
-c»l.] One who or that which transports or
removes.
What shall become of that unspeakably rich transporter

who carries out men and money, . . . and brings home
gauds and puppets? Bev. T. Adams, Works, II. 571.

transporting (trans-por'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of
transport, v.] Kavishing with delight ; bearing
away the soul in pleasure; ecstatic.
The pleasure which affects the human mind with the

most lively and transporting touches is the sense that we

remove, < trans, over, + ponere, place : see po-
nent andpose^.] If. To remove to a different
place; transfer; transport.

So many other nations of the world haue beene trans-
posed and forced to flie from one region to another.
Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 43.

Bethink you of a place
You may transpose her.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, HL 1.

2. To cause (two or, less frequently, more ob-
jects) to change places.

" This infant was called John Little," quoth he

;

"Which name shall be changed anon
;

The words we'll transpose ; so, wherever he goes.
His name shall be call'd Little John."

Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 222).

3. In alg., to bring, as any term of an equa-
tion, over from one side to the other side. See
transposition, 2.— 4. In rliet., to change the
usual order of (words).— 5. In music, to alter
the tonality of (a piece or passage) from a given
tonality, either in performance or in transcrip-
tion. See transj)Osition, 4.— 6t. To transform.

That which you are my tlioughts cannot transpose ;
Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 21.

Inference of transposed quantity. See inference.—
Transposed quantity. See quantity.

transposet (trans-poz'), n. [< transpose, v.]

Transposition.
This man was very perflt and fortunate in these trans-

poses. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poeaie, ii. (canceled
(pages). (Davies.)

transposer (trans-po'sfer), n. [< transpose +
-«•!.] One who transposes. Imp. Diet.

transposing ''trans-po'zing), p. a. Serving to
transpose; effecting transposition Transpos-
ing instrument, a musical instrument which is construct-
ed or adjusted to be played in a given tonality, as a B-liat
clarinet, but the music for which is customarily written
in another tonality, usually that of C. Music for various
instruments— mostly wind-instruments, such as clarinets,
trumpets, horns, etc., and also double basses and tympani
— is habitually thus written. The name is more or less
deceptive, since all that is meant by writing such music
nominally in the key (tonality) of C is that the desired
tones have certain tonal relations— that is, are definitely
related to a key-note, the pitch of that key-note being fixed
by the construction or the adjustment of the instrument.
Accordingly, a generalized notation, like that of the tonic
sol-fa system, is more appropriate, in which the tonal re-
lations are indicated irrespective of the alisolute pitch of
the key-note,— Transposing pianoforte, a pianoforte
on which transposition caji Ite effected by purely mechan-
ical means. In some cases the strings are moved without
disturbing the keyboard ; in some the keyboard is shifted
bodily, and in some the keyboard is made in duplicate,
the upper digitals being movable over the lower. One of
the last-mentioned devices is called transpositeur. Trans-
posing organs, hai-psichords, etc., have also been made.

—

Transposing scale. See model, 7 (a) (1).

transposition (tvans-po-zisli'on), «. [< F. trans-
position = Pr. transpositio = Sp. transposicion,



transposition

trasposieion = Pg. trusposit;3o = It. trasposi-
zione, < LL. transposUio{n-), < L. transponere,

pp. <ra»i«po»)7u»', transpose : see (raHspo^e.] 1.
The act of transposing; a putting of each of
two things in the place before occupied by the
other; less frequently, a change in the order
of more than two things ; also, the state of be-
ing transposed, or reciprocally changed in place.— 2. In alg., the bringing over of any term or transsection (trans 'sek'shon),
terms of an equation from one side to the other cross-section.
side. This is done by changing the sign of every term so transsepulchral (trans-se-pul'kral), a.
transposed the operation being in effect the adding of the trans, beyond, + sepulcriim, sepufcher,
tenn with its sign reversed to Iwth sides of the equation, t, . ' , •' i .. A . •> "^f ^""-^i

U a r X = b r c, then by transposition we get x = b + e — a,
or X ~b = c~ay or x-ra~c — b, etc.

3. lu rjiet. and gram., a change of the usual
order of words in a sentence ; words changed
from their ordinary arrangement for the sake
of effect.

transrotatory (trans-ro'ta-to-ri), a. [< trans-
+ roUitori/.] Passing through a set of objects
in regular order from first to last, and then
from the last to the first with a reversal of the
sign or position, and then through the whole
set each being so reversed, until finally from
the last reversed passage is made to the first

direct.

Same as

We have deprived ouraelves of that liberty of trarig-
pogilion in the arrangement of words wliicli the ancient
languages enjoyed. //. Blair, Rhetoric, viiL

4. In music, the act, process, or result of alter-
ing the tonality of a piece or passage from a transshift (trans-shift'), v. t.

given tonality, either in performance or in or transpose. [Rare.]
transcription. Transposition in iteelf involves only a i 5.„„ „, ,.„,„, ,^„^ .hiftim, and T«ritechange ofkeynote and a uniform shift of pitch upward or How r»es first^ red and liUes Whitedownwanl : but such a change may also involve more or

came red, andlilies white.

less serious collateral changes. In purely vocal music
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mibstantiatian the sacrament itself be first possessed with
Christ, or no? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 67.

The change of the whole substance of the bread into
the body, of the whole substance of the wine into the blood
[of Christ], only the appearances of bread and wine remain-
ing ; which change the Catholic Church most fitly calls
traii^ubstantiation.

Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent (tnna.), quoted
[in Rom. Cath. Diet., p. 314.

transubstantiationalist (tran-sub-stan-shi-a'-
shon-al-ist), ». [< transiibstantiation + -al-ist.J

Same as transubstantiator. [Bare.]

Making it ["An't please the pyx "] equivalent to "Deo
volente" in the miDOs of transubstantiationaliitfs.

N. a7id Q., 6th ser., IX. 149.

transubstantiator (tran-sub-stan'shi-a-tor), H.

[< transubstantiate + -orl.] One who accepts
or maintains the doctrine of transubstantia-
tiou. [Rare.]
transudate (tran-su'dat), n. Same as transu-
dation, 2 (6).

transudation (tran-su-da'shon), «. [< transude
+ -afiOM.] The act or process of transuding;
the process of oozing through the pores of a
substance. Specifically, in med.: (a) The passage of
fiuid through the pores of any membrane or wall of a cav-
ity; endosmosis or exosmoais. (6) The liquid thus tran-
suded, especially into a cavity. Also transudate.

Herriek, Hesperides, Arg., I. 9. trausudatory (tran-su'da-to-ri), a. [< transude

[<L.... , . , + -al.}

Being beyond the tomb; post-mortem; post-
humous. [Recent.]
transshape (trftns-shap'), v. t. [Also transhape;
< trans- -I- shape.'] To change into another
shape or form ; transform.

Thus did she . . . trans-shape thy particular virtues.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 172.

Suppose him
Tran».ihap'd into an angel.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, iv. 1.

To interchange

•light transpositions are practically immaterial, and con- transship (trans-ship'), c t. Same as tranship.
*" -at-or-y.'] Passing by transudation.

thte^rtrure?h"od[nrMv^nTo,rarelfr«& transshipment (trans-ship'ment), n. Same as transude (tran-sM2 i
;
pret^ and pp. tra,.

given tones are produced.
, ,. ;

~
*

.Transposition In Instrumental music, however, usually '''insniptntnt

involves somewhat radical changes in the mechanism of transtemporal (trans-tem'po-ral), a. [< L.
performance, as In fingering, stopping, etc.; and these trans, across, -f- temuora, temples: see temvo-
changes often involve also extensive changes in the ordi- rai2 1 Travprsiiic- the tpmnnriil Inhn nf tlm
nary stair-notation. Musically such mechanical or graphic T .-J ^'aytrsiug lue temporal lODe Ot the
changes are merely nominal and fictitliius. though they Oram: noting an inconstant fissure. B. G.
often appear to have consideralile importance. ff'ilder. [Recent.]
6. In mcil., sameas metathesis.

2

—Transposition transtimet (trans-tim'), v. t. To change the
of the viscera, a condition in which the organs within time of. [Rare.]
the abilonien and thorax are situated on the side opposite
to that which they normally occupy, the liver being on
the left side, the spleen on the right, etc.

transpositional (trans-p<>-zi8h'on-al), a. [<
transposition + -«/.] Of or pertaining to trans-
position; also, of the nature of transposition;
trauspositive.

The most striking and most offensive error in pronnncia-
tion among the l^ondoners, I confess, lies in the transpo-
tUioiud use of the letters w and v. ever to be heard when
there is any possibility of inverting them. Thus they al-
ways say " weal " for ' veal," " vicked " for " wicked.

Pegge, Anecdotes of the Eng. Lang.

trauspositive (trins-poz'i-tiv), a. [= F. trans-
positif; as transpose + -it-ive.] Of the nature
of transposition; made by transposing; con-
sisting in transposition.

The French language is ... the most determinate in the
order of its words. . . . The Italian retains the most of the
ancient trantpoMiee character. //. Blair, Rhetoric, vii.

transpositively (triins-poz'i-tiv-li), adr. By
transijosition; in a transpositional manner.
Storniontli.

transpositor (tr&ns-poz'i-tor), «. [< L. as if

'transpositor, < transponere, transpose: see
transpose.'] One who transposes; a transposer.
lAindor. {Imp. Diet.)

transprint (trins-prinf), r. t. [< trans- -f-

print.] To print in the wrong place ; transfer
ti) the wrong place in printing. Imp. Vict.
[Riin\]

transprocess (trftns-pros'es), n. [< trans- ¥
process.] A transverse process of a vertebra

;

a diapophysis. Coues. [Recent.]

To transplace or transtime a stated Institution of Christ
without his direction, I think is to destroy it.

JV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 16.

transubstantiate (trin-sub-stan'shi-at), r. t.
;

pret. and pp. transubstantiated, ppr. transub-
stantiating. [< ML. transubstantiatus, trans-
substantiatus, pp. of transubstantiare, transsub-
stantiare (> It. transustanziarc, trasustamiare =
Sp. transusttinciar = Pg. transsubstanciar = Pr.
transsustanciar = F. transsubstantier), change
into another substance, < L. trans, over, -f sub-
«<an(ta, substance: see substance,] 1. To change
from one substance to another.

O self.traitor, I do bring
The spider love which transubstantiates all,

And can convert manna to gall. Donne.

Now the Stomach . . . hath a chymical kind of Virtue
... to transubslanliate Fish and Fruits into Flesh within
and about us. Howell, Letters, I. i. 31.

Memory and imagination [In Dante] transubstaivtiated
the woman of flesh and blood Into a holy Ideal.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser, p. 26.

2. Specifically, in theol., to change from bread
and wine into the body and blood of Christ

:

said of the elements in the eucharist. See
transubstatitiation.

Expounding " This Is my body," that la to say, this Is

converted and turned Into my body, and this bread is tran-
substantiated into my body.
Tyndale, A ns. to Sir T. More, etc. (ed. Parker Soc), p. 244.

There can be little doubt that Queen Elizabeth was a
believer in a real, but not In a transubstantiated presence.

Ettiifs Letters, p. 289, note.

transprojection (trans-pro-jek'shon), n. In transubstantiation (tr^n-sub-stan-shi-
persp., a pcrsjicctive pro.iection in which the
])oiiit of sight lies between the natural object
and the projection.

transproset (trins-proz' ), v. [< trans- + prose.]
To change from verse into prose. The Bucking-
ham quotation (of d.ite 1671) follows and arises out of that
given under tratucerse, v. t., i; and Marvell's title Is evl-
iliHtly a fanciful adapt,itlon of the passage in "The Re-
li'ii-il." The Diyden quotation Is an allusion to Elkanah
.'<<;ttk s giving to his poem upon Dryden's " Absalom and
Acliitophel" (part i.) the title of "Achitophel Transproied."
The uses of the word arc humorous throughout ; and, In-
deed. .Marvells work is prose named from prose, while
Settle's is verse named from veise.

Johtts. Methinks, Mr. Bayes, that putting Verse Into
Prose should be call'd Trangprosing.

Bayes. By my troth, a very good Notion, and hereafter
It shall be so. Buckingham, ITie Rehearwl, 1. 1.

The Rehearsal transprosed, or Anfmadvereions up<jn a
late work intituled "A Preface shewing what grounds there
are of Fears and Jealousies of Popery," by Dr. Sam. Parker,
Bishop of Oxford, lff72. Manell (title of work).

Instinct Ae follows, and no farther knows,
For to write verse with him Is to transprose.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., II. 444.

transregionatet (trans-re'jon-at), a. [< trans-
+ region + -ate^.] Pertaining to a region be-
yond another; foreign. Uanison (Holinsbed's
Chron., I.).

a -

suded, ppr. transuding. [< F. transsuder = Pr.
trassuzar, trassuar = Sp. trasudar = Pg. tratis-

sudar = It. trasudare, < ML. 'Iranssudare, sweat
through, < L. trans, through, + sudare, sweat:
see sudation.] To pass or ooze through the
pores or interstices of a membrane or other
permeable substance, as a fluid (transpire being
commonly said of gases or vapors).
The nutritious fluid . . . transudes through the walls

of the alimentary cavity, and passes Into the blood con-
tained in the blood-vessels which surround It.

Huxley, Biology, xL

transumet (trftn-sum'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. tran-

sumed, ppr. transuming. [< LL. transumere,
transsumcrc, take over, adopt, assume, < L.
trans, over, + sumere, take: see smnpt. Cf. as-
sume, consume, desume.] 1. To take from one
to another; convert. [Rare.]

That we may live, revive his death.
With a well-blessed bread and wine
rraiwuin'if, and taught to turn divine.

Crashaw, Hymn for the Blessed Sacrament.

2. To copy or transcribe. Halliwell.

transumpti (trftn-sumpf), n. [< OF. transumpt,
< ML. transumptum, a copy, neut. of LL. tran-
sumptus, pp. of transumere, take over, assume,
ML. transcribe: see transume.] A copy of a
writing or exemplification of a record. [Obso-
lete or archaic]
The pretended original breve was produced, and a tran-

sumpt or copy thereof offered them.
Lord Herbert, Hist. Hen. Vin., p. 226.

The transumpt of a Papal Breve, three years old, was
exhibited by Stokesley.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., 111.

Action of transumpt, in Scots law, an action compe-
tent to any one having a partial interest in a writing, or
immediate use for it, to snpjwrt his titles or defenses in
other actions, directed against the custodier of the writ-
ing, calling upon him to exhibit it. In order that a copy or
transumpt of it may be made and delivered to the pursuer.
Imp. Diet.

transumption (tran-sump'shon), n. [< L. tran-
sumptio(n-), a taking of one tfiing from another
(see transumpt), < (LL.) transumere, take over:
see transume.] The act of taking from one
place to another. Itnj). Diet.

slion). n. [< V. transsubstantiation = Sp. tran-
sustanciacion, trasustandacion = Pg. tranmub-
stanciagSo = It. transust<imiazione, < ML. tran- .

-

substantiatio{n-),transsubstantiatio{n-) (used for transumptive (tran-sump'tiy^),^a.^ [< L. tran

the first time by Peter Damian, d. 1072; ac-
'"'"'" " ""*"•• ' / ,-r i

\ ^ _.-.

cording to Trench, by Hildebert, d. about 1134),
< transubstantiare, transsubstantiare, change
into another substance: see transubstantiate.]
A change of one substance into another; spe-
cifically, in theol., the conversion, in the conse-
cration of the elements of the eucharist, of the
whole substance of the bread into the body,
and of the whole substance of the wine into the
blood, of Clirist, only the appearances of the transvasate (tr^ns-va'sat), v. t. [<
bread and wine remaining. This is the doctrine of rasatus, pp. of transvasare, pour fro
the Roman Catholic Church. The Greek Church calls the =„i ;„f„ „ ti „„„ <'..„ tGreek Church calls the
change fitrovtrntiai^ (• transubstantiation ' or 'transessen-
tlatlon'); but It Is a disputed question whether It holds
the same doctrine. Transubstantiation Is one of several
forms in which the doctrine of the real presence is held.
See doctrine of the real preserux (under presence), and co^i-
substantiation.

sumptivus, metaphorical, < (LL.) transumere,
take over: see transume.] Taken from one
to another; transferred from one to another;
metaphorical.

Hereupon are Intricate turnings, by a transumptive and
metonynilcal kind of speech, called meanders.

Drayton, Rosamond to King Henry, Annotation 2.

The form or mode of treatment Is poetic, . . . digres-
sive, transumptive,

Loicell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 44.

ML. trans-

from one ves-
see transvase.] Same as

These words, "ITils is my body," . . . must needs be
plain, single, and pure, without . . , any subtle transtib-
stantiation.

Tyndale. Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (ed. Parker Soc), p. 262.

Why do we vainly trouble ourselves with so fierce con- transvase (tr&ns-vas'), V. t.; pret. and pp
tantioiu whether by consubstantiatlon, or else by «ro>i- transvased, ppr. transvasing. [< F. transvaser =

sel into another:
transvase.

The Father and Son are not, as they suppose, transva-
sated and poured out, one Into another, as Into an empty
vessel. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 619.

transvasationt (tr&ns-va-sa'shon), n. [< ML.
"transvasulion, < transvasare, transvase: see
transvase. transvasate.] The act or process of
transvasing. Holland. (Imp. Diet.)



transvase

It. Iravasare, < ML. iransvasare, pour from one
vessel into another, also remove one's resi-

dence, < L. trans, over, + vas, vessel: see rase.']

To pour from one vessel into another; trans-
fuse.

The upper and smaller apertures, or the higher ou-
vreaux, called the lading holes, because they serve for

trammsin!/ the liquid glass. Ure, Diet., II. 608.

transvectant (trans-vek'tant), )(. [< L. trans-

vcctiis, pp. of transveha'e, carry over, + -ant.']

In math., an invariant produced by the opera-
tion of transvection.

transvection (trans-vek'shon), n. [< L. trans-

vectio(ii-), a passing or carrying over, < trans-

vehere, pp. transvcctus, carry over, transport, <

trans, over, + vehere, carry, convey: see vehi-

cle.'] 1. The act of conveying or carrying
over.— 2. In math., the operation of obtaining
a covariant by operating upon one with another.

transverberate (trans-ver'be-rat), )'. t.
;
pret.

and pp. tnmsverbcrated, ppr! transverheratiny

.

[< L. transverberatits, pp. of transrerherare,

strike or thrust through, < trans, over, + verbe-

rare, strike: see verberate.'] To beat or strike
through. [Rare.]

The appetencies of matter and the most universal pas-
sions (passiones) in either globe are exceedingly potent,
and transverberate (transverberant) the universal nature
of things.

Wats, tr. of Bacon's Advancement of Learning, iv. 3.

transversal (trans-v^r'sal), a. and n. [< ME.
transversal, < OF. (and ^.) transversal = Sp.
trasversal = Pg. transversal = It. traversale,

trasversale, < ML. transversalis, transverse, <

L. transversus, transverse: see transtwrse.] I.

a. Transverse ; running or lying across : as, a
transversal line. See II.

A double cours of boording first it have,
Oon transvergal, another cours directe.

Palladius, Ilusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 155.

The vibrations of sound are longitudinal, while the vi-

bratiuns of light are transversal.

Tyndatt, Light and Elect., p. 61.

II. n. 1. In geom., a line drawn across sev-
eral others so as to cut them all. Transversals are
usually understood to be straight, in the absence of any
qualification, but circular transversals are also spoken of.

2. In anat., a transversalis or transversus.

—

Parallel transversals, three segments cut off by the
sides of a trianj^le from three lines through one point
parallel to those sides. There is for every triangle one
point from which the parallel transversals are all equal.

transversalis (trans-ver-sa'lis), «.; pi. trans-
versales {-lez). [NL. (sc. muscuhis): see trans-
versal.] In anat., one of several different mus-
cles, etc., which lie across certain parts.

—

Transversalis abdominis, the innermost of the three
flat muscles of each side of the abdomen, whose fibers run
mostly liorizontally.—Transversalis cervlcis, a flat

• fleshy muscle of the back of the neck, usually united with
the longissimus dorsi, and thus forming the apparent
continuation of the latter in the neck.— Transversalis
colli, the transverse cervical artery (which see, under
transcerse). — Transversalis fascia, the fascia lining the
visceral aspect of the anterior abdominal muscles, con-
tinuous above, where it is thinnest, with the lining of the
diaphragm below, and bleiuling with Poupart's ligament,
or prolonged downward, under that ligament, over the
femoral vessels.— Transversalis mentl, an occasional
muscle of the chin.— Transversalis nasi, a small mus-
cle lying across the nose.— Transversalis pedis, peri-
nSBi. Same as transversus pedis, etc. (which see, under
transversxis).

transversality (trans-vfer-sal'i-ti), n. [< trans-
versal + -itij.] The state or condition of being
transversal.

The condition of transversality leads at once to the de-
sired results. Encye. Brit., XXIV. 450.

transversally (trans-ver'sal-i), adv. In a trans-
verse direction ; as a transversal.

transversantt (trans -vfer'sant), a. [< ME.
transvcrsant, < OF. *transversant, traversant, <

ML. transversan(t-)s, ppr. of transversare, go
across, transverse, traverse: see transverse, v.]

Running across ; transverse.

Make this house wherin thay shal abyde
Light, clene, and playne with perches transversannte
To sitte upon. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

transversary ( trans 'vfer-sa-ri), n.
;
pi. transver-

saries (-riz). [< L. transversarium, a cross-beam,
a net stretched across a river, neut. of transver-
sarius, cross, transverse: see transverse.] See
the quotation.
The cross-staff [in the 17th century] was a very simple

instrument, consisting of a graduated pole with cross
pieces, called transversaries (of which there were four
used according to the altitude^ also graduated, which
were fitted to work on it. Encyc. Brit., X. 187.

transverse (trans-v6rs'), a. and n. [< F. trans-
verse, OF. trovers = Pr. transvers, trovers = Sp.
transversa, trasverso = Pg. transversa = It. tras-

verso, < L. transversus, traversus, lying across,
transverse, pp. of transvertere, cross, transverse,
< trans, across, + vertere, turn: see verse. Cf.

Under View of Left Half
of Skull of Cyelodus, show-
ing Tr, the transverse bone,
connecting .l/:tr,the maxilla,
with PI and Pt, the palatine
and pterygoid. (Other let-

ters as in Cyctodus, which
see.)
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traverse^ n^ I. rt. 1. Lying or being across or
in a cross direction ; cross ; thwart.

A kettle, slung
Between two poles upon a stick transverse.

Cowper, Task, i. 561.

2. Collateral. [Bare.]

When once it goes to the transverse and collateral [line],

they not only have no title to the inheritance, but every
remove is a step to the losing the cognation and relation
to the chief house. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

3. In anat. and zool.^ broader or wider than
long; having its major diameter crosswise;
noting various parts or organs which lie or are

taken to run across other parts, or especially
across the long axis of the whole body. See
transversalis and transversus.— 4. In hot.: (a)

Right and left or collateral with reference to
the median plane, (b) Being at right angles to
the axial direction : for example, see transverse

partition, below.— 5. In herpet.y specifically

noting a bone of the skull
which usually unites the
palatine and the pterygoid
boneswiththemaxilla. itis
usually flattened, plate-like, and
firmly Butund, making a solid

framework of the maxillary and
pterygopalatine bars; but in
some ophidians, as the venomous
snakes, it is a slender rod mov-
ably articulated in front with the
maxilla, and connected behind
with the pterygoid only ; it then
takes great part in the peculiar
movement of the bones of the
upper jaw by which the venom-
fangs are thrown into position for
striking. See also cuts under
Ophidia, Pythonidfie, Crotalus,
and acrodont.

6. In her.y crossing the es-

cutcheon from one side to

the opposite one Bytrans-
verset, confusedly ; out of the
proper order.

Nothing doth flrme and perma-
nent appeare,

But all things tost and turned by
transverse.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 56.

Hallucal transverse muscle. Same as transversus
pedis (which see, under pes^i).~ Transverse artery, one
of several small branches of the basilar arteiy, passing
directly outward to be distributed to the pons Varolii.—
Transverse axis. See axwi.— Transverse cervical
artery, the third branch of the thyroid axis. It passes
outward across the subclavian triangle to tiic anterior mar-
gin of the trapezius, where it divides into the superficial

cervical and the posterior scapular. Also called transver-

salis coHi.— Transverse colon, that portion of the large

intestine which extends across the body from light to left,

from the end of the ascending colon to the beginning of the
descending colon. See cat under inteMine.— Transverse
coxa. See coxa, 3.— Transverse diameter of a conic
section. Same as transverse aa:t>.—Transverse facial ar-
tery, a branch of the temporal artery. It passes forward
through the parotid gland, and breaks up on the side of the
face into numerous branches which supply the parotid
gland, masseter muscle, and the integument.—Trans-
verse fissure, {a) Of the liver. See fissure. (b)0/ the brain,
a fissure beneath the fornix and the liemispheres, above
the optic thalami, through which membranes and vessels

are continued from the pia mater into the ventricles of the
brain.— Transverse flute. See dutei, 1.— Transverse
frontal convolution, the ascending frontal or anterior
central gyrus or convolution. See 5'(/r«s.— Transverse
frontal furrow, tlie precentral sulcus. See precentral.—
Transverse humeral artery. Same as suprascajndar
artery (whicli see, under suprascapular).— Transverse
ligament of the atlas. See Zij/ajH^/i^.— Transverse
ligament of the fingers, a superficial palmar band
stretching across tbe roots of the four fingers.— Trans-
verse ligament of the pelvis, a strong fibrous band
stretching across the subpubic angle near its apex.

—

Transverse ligament of the toes, a plantar band
similar to the transverse ligament of the fingers.—Trans-
verse magnet, a magnet whose poles are not at the ends,
but at the sides, formed by a particular comtnnation of
har-magnets.—Transverse magnetism, or transverse
magrnetization, m:ignftiz:ition at ri^lit angles to the
length of the bar.— Transverse map-projection. See
projection.~ Transverse metacarpal ligament, a band
of fibers passing between the i)alinar ligaments of the meta-
carpophalangeal joints.-Transverse metatarsal liga-
ment, a plantar band similar to the transverse metacar-
pal ligament.—Transverse myelitis, myelitis involving
the whole thickness of tlie cord, but of slight vertical ex-
tent.—Transverse partition, in bot., a dissepiment, aa
of a pericarp, at right angles with the valves, in a silique.—
Transverse perineal artery, an artery usually arising,

in common with the superficial perineal artery, from the
pudic artery at the fore part of the ischiorectal fossa, and
traversing the perineum ; the transperineal artery. It is

distributed to the parts between the anus and the bulb of

the urethra, and anastomoses with the corresponding ar-

teiy of the opposite side.-Transverse process ofa ver-
tebra, a lateral process on each side, of diiferent character,
morphologically, in different regions of the spine ; proper-
ly, a transprocess or diapophysis ; in the cervical region,

usually a diajwphysis and pleurapophysis partially united
in one, inclosing a vertebrarterial foramen ; in this and oth-

er regions often including also a parapophysis, or including
a parapophysis without a pleurapophysis, or consisting
only of a parapophysis : when consisting of a diapophysis
and a parapophysis together, the latter is specified as the

transversmn
inferior transverse j^ocess. See cuts under axis^, 3 (oX
dorsal, neurocentral, re^-tebra, cf^vical, endoskeleton, hypO'
pophysis. and /wj/tira/-.— Transverse rib, in arch. See
rtti.— Transverse scapular artery. Same as siq/ra-

scapular arfe/T/ (whicli see, \u\i\iM- auprancajndar).—Trans-
verse section. See section, 4.— Transverse shade,
in cntom., a shade or band somewhat darker than the
general surface, running transversely across the middle
of the fore wing, between the r«niform and orlticular

spots, of many noctuid moths.— Transverse shaping-
machine, a shaping-machine having a cuttti-htad carried
on a pillar and recii)rocating horizontally. E. II. Knvjhi.
~ Transverse sinus. See «»iw8.— Transverse strain,
in mech. , the strain produced in a beaaii by a force at right
angles to its lengtli ; the bending or flexure of yn elastic

i)eam.— Transverse suture. See mture.— Transverse
thoracic furrow. See (/(r/ractc— Transverse vein, in

cntom., any one of several short veins connecting two lon-

gitudinal ones, and running nearly at right angles to them
and to the length of the wing. They are found especially
in the wings of certain dipters, and are distinguished by
special names, as the small or middle transverse vein, be-
tween the third and fourth longitudinal veins, near the
center of the wing ; the hinder transverse vein, between the
fourth and fifth longitudinals ; and theposterior ba^altrans-
verse vein, between the fifth and sixth longitudinals, near
the base of the wing.— Transverse vibration. Same as
lateral vibration (which see, under lateral).

II. n. In anat.j a transversalis or transver-
sus: as, the transverse of the abdomen, peri-

neum, or sole of the foot.

transverse (trans-v6rs'), fidv. [< transveraej a.]

Crosswise; across; transversely.

A violent cross wind from either coast
Blows them transverse ten thousand leagues awry.

MUton, P. L, iii. 487.

transverse (trans-vfers'),t'.; pret. and pp. trans-

twrsed, ppr. transversing . [< ME. transversen^

< OF. *transverserj traverserj < ML. transversare^

go across, transgress, traverse, < L. transversus,

pp. of transvertere, turn across, turn away: see
transverse, a. Cf. traverse, r.] I, trans, 1, To
overturn ; turn topsyturvy.

And though our Monarchy be quite transverst.

And we as slaues through the wide world disperst,

'Tis not because we put to heauy doome
The great Messias.

Ueywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 284.

2. To change; transpose. Compare transprose.

If there be any Wit in 't, as there is no Book but has
some, I Transverse it: that is, if it be Prose, put it into

Verse, ... if it be Verse, put it into Prose.
Buckingham, The Rehearsal, i. 1.

II. intrans. To transgress; run counter.

Ac treuthe, that trespassede neuere ne transtiersede asens
the lawe,

Bote lyuede as his lawe tauhte.
Piers Plowman (C), iv. 209.

[Rare in all uses.]

transverse-cubital (trans-vers'ku'bi-tal), a.

Same as transvcrsocithital.

transversely (trans-vers'li), adv. In a trans-

verse position, direction, or manner ; crosswise.

At Stonehenge the stones lie transversely upon each
other. StUHngfleet

transverse-medial (trans-vers'me^di-al), a.

Same as transversonwdiah

transverse-quadrate (traus-vers'kwod'^rat), a.

In entom., having approximately the form of a
rectangular parallelogram, which is broader
than it is long.

transversi, «. Plural of transversus,

transversion (trans-ver'shon), n. [< ML. trans-

versio{n-), < L. transvertere, turn across: see

transverse, a. and t\] The act or process of

transversing. See transverse, v.

My first Rule is the Rule of Transversion, or Regula
Duplex, changing Verse into Prose, or Prose into Verse.

Buckinffham, The Rehearsal, i. 1.

transverso-analis (trans-v^r*so-a-na'lis), n,

[NL. : see transverseRnd «««?.] Same as trans-

versus perinm (which see, under transversus).

transversocubital (trans-ver-so-ku'bi-tal), a.

[As transverse + cuhitat.~\ Running across and
dividing the cubital ceDs of the wiiigs of some
insects: noting certain nervures.

transversomeaial (trans-ver-so-me'di-al), a.

[As transverse + medial.'] Crossing the medial
cells of the wings of some insects, as bymeuop-
ters: noting certain nervm'es.

transversospinalis(trans-v^r*s6-spi-na'li8), n.

;

pi. transversospinales (-lez). [NL. : see trans-

verse and spinal."] One of the set or series of

spinal muscles which connect the transverse
with the spinous processes of vertebra.
transversovertical (trans-ver s6-ver'ti-kal), a.

[As transverse + vertical.'] Relating to what
is transverse and vertical.— Transversovertical
index, the ratio of the greatest height to the greatest
breadtli of the cranium.

transversum (trans-v^r'sum), n.
;
pi, transversa

(-sii). [NL., prop. neut. of L. tra7isversns, trans-

verse: see transverse.] In herpet., the trans-

verse bone of the skull: more fullj' called os

transversum. See transverse, «., 5 (with cut).



transversus

transversus (trans-ver'sus), H.
;

pi. transversi
(-si). [XL. : see trans-verse.'] In anat., a trans-
verse muscle: a transversalis Transversus
aurlcul8e, a small muscle on the back o( the ear, rudi-
mentary in man.— Transversus mentl, a portion of the
depressor anguli oris.— Transversus nuchas, an anoma-
lous muscle occurring not infretiuently in man, arising
from tlie occipital protuberance and inserted into or near
the tendon of the stemomastoid. Also c:illed corrugator
posticus, ocdpitnlis (ere*.—Transversus orbitse, an oc-
casional muscle of n\an, traversing the upper part of the
orbit.— Transversus pedis. See p«i-i.—Transversus
perinsei, the transperineal muscle, which traverses the
back part of the perineum from the tuberosity of the ischi-
um to the median raphe, or in the female to the sphincter
vagina;.—Transversiu thoracis. Same as stemocoslalis.

transvertt (trans-verf), V. t. [< ME. tran.fver-
ten, < OF. 'transvertir = Sp. tram-verter, tras-
verter = Pg. transrerter, < L. traiisvertere, turn
across: see transverse.'] To change by turning;
turn about. Craft of Lovers, 1. 419.
transvertible (trans-ver'ti-bl), a. [< transvert
+ -ihlc] Capable of being trausverted. Sir T.
JiriHoic. (Imp. Diet.) [Bare.]

transview (trans-vii'), t-. t. [< trans- + view.]
To look through. [Rare.]

Let V8 with eagles eyes without offence
Transrieip the obscure things that do remain.

Daviet, Minim in Modum, p. 9. (Daviet.)

transvolationt (trans-vo-la'shon), H. [< L.
traiisvolare, pp. transvolatus, fly over or across,
< trans, over, -t- volare, fly: see volant.] The
act of flying beyond or across.

Such things as these . . . are extraordinary egressions
and Iraiunolatimu beyond the ordinary coarse of an even
piety. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 781.

transvolvet (trans-volv'), r. t. [< LL. transvol-
verc, unroU, < L. trans, over, + volvere, roll,

wrap: see volute. Cf. convolve, evolve, revolve,
etc.] To overturn; breakup.
Welcome be the Will of God, who trantvolvet Kingdoms,

tumbles down Monarchies as Mole-hills, at his Pleasure.
Howell, Letters, 111. 2-2.

transwaftt (trans-waff), V. t. [< trans- + waft.]
To waft over or across. [Rare.]

loves Trull
Europa he from Sldon into Creet
Traimca/led, whilest the wane iie're toucht her feet.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 128.

Transylvanian (tran-sil-va'ni-an). a. and n.

[< Transijlrania (see def.), lit. 'tl'ie land beyond
the forest,' namely, the ancient forest separat-
ing the country from Hungary, < L. trans, be-
yond, -I- sylra, silva, forest: see sylva, sylvan.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Transylvania, former-
ly a grand principality, since 1868 incorporated
with Hungary.

II. ». A native or an inhabitant of Transyl-
vania.

trant (trant), V. I. [Formerly also traunt; <
-MK. tranten, < MD. D. tranten. walk slowly.]
1. To walk; go about as a x>eddler. Compare
tranter. [Prov. Eng.]

And had some traunting merchant t« his sire.
That trafflck'd t>oth by water and by Are.

Ucdtg Satiret, IV. 11. (Ifaret.)

2t. To turn
; play a trick.

Quen thay seghe hym |a fox] with sygt, thay sued hym
fast, . . .

& he IranUs & tornayeez thar^ mony tene greue (rough
grove].

Sir Gatcayne and the Green Knighl (E. E. T. S.\ I. 1707.

trantt (trant), n. [< ME. traut, < MD. trant =
Sw. dial. tranf,a8tep; from the verb. ] Atum;
a trick ; a stratagem.

For alle his fare I hym deffle.
I knowe his trantit fro toppe to taile,

He leuys with gaudis and with gileiy.

York Plays, p. 381.

Summe (hunters) fel in the fute, ther the fox bade,
Traylez ofte a trayteres, bl traunt of her wyles.

Sir (Jawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), L 1700.

tranter (tran't&r), ». [Formerly also traunter

;

< trant + -er^.'] An itinerant peddler; a car-
rier. Formerly also called ripper. [Prov. Eng.]

Dick Dewy's father, Reuben, by vocation a tranter, or
irregular carrier.

T. Hardy, Under the Oreenwood Tree, 1. 2.

trapl (trap), n.

tre/ii

8uar(

[< ME. tranpc, < AS. trseppe,
'111)1- = MD. trapue = OHG. trappa, trapa, a
are, trap; cf. OF. trappe, a trap, pitfall, F.

trappe, a trap-door, a pitfall. = Pr. trappa =
Sd. trampa = Pg. trapa = It. dim. trappola, <
ML. trappa, trapa, a trap « OHG.); connected
with MHO. treppe, trappe, G. trejipe, a flight
of steps, stair, ladder, = D. trap, a stair, etc.,
MD. D. MLG. G. trappen, tread: see trap'i,
trape. trump. Hence ult. ^rapnw.] 1. A con-
trivance, as a pitfall or .some mechanical device
that shuts suddenly, often by means of a spring,
used for taking game and other animals.
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She wolde weepe if that she sawe a mous
Caught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde.

Cliaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 145.

We have locks to safeguard necessaries,
And pretty traps to catch the petty thieves.

Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 176.

A sudden sharp and bitter cry,
As of a wild thing taken in the trap.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A device for confining and suddenly releas-
ing or tossing into the air objects to be shot at,
as live pigeons or glass balls.

The traps are usually five in number, the sides being
hinged so that upon the cord being pulled they collapse
entirely, leaving the pigeon in the open.

W. W. Oreener, The Gun, p. 501.

3. A kind of fish-net used especially in Nar-
ragansett Bay, consisting of an oblong inclo-
sure of netting on three sides and at the bot-
tom, anchored securely by the side of the chan-
nel. Into this the flsh enter, and, the bottom of the net
being lifted to the surface at the open end, they are
penned in and driven into a lateral iuclosure, where they
are kept until needed.

4. A double-curved pipe, or a U-shaped sec-
tion of a pipe, with or without valves, serving

A, B, common traps; C, D, modifications of A and B—screwH:aps, as
shown at a, licinK added for cleaning out the traps; E. F. G, venti-
lating traps with air-pipes at * leading to the exterior of a biiilding.

to form a water-seal to prevent the passage of
air or gases through a pipe with which it is
connected. Traps aremade in a great variety of shapes,
the aim being in all to cause a portion of liquid to lodge
in a depression and form a seal. Ihe most common
forms are without valves. Air-pipes used in connection
with traps (see the figures) tiot only conduct away foul
gases, but prevent any regurgitation of gas through the
water or siphoning out of the water-seal resulting from
changes of pressure In the soil-pipe, such as sometimes
occurs In unventUated traps, undue pressure in which
causes the g»» to pass the water-seal, while a very slight

'"ai*"-— o. 10 Deeome sto]
fall below atmospheric pressure causes the water to siphon steam through accumulation of condensed wa-

trap
of two iron-toothed jaws, which close by means of a power-
ful steel spring when the animal disturbs the catch or
tongue l)y wliicli they are kept open.— To he up to trapt,
to understand trapt, to be very knowing or wide-awake.
[Slang.]

Crying out, Split my Wind Pipe, Sir, you are a Fool, and
don't uruierstand Trap, the whole World 's a Cheat.

Tom Brmcn, Works (ed. 1705). (Ashlon.)

trapl (trap), r.
;
pret. and pj). trapped, ppr. trap-

ping. [< ME. trappen (also in eomp. bitrappen),
< AS. 'trseppan (in comp. hetrieppan) = MD.
iroppeji, trap ; from the noun.] 1. trans. 1. To
catch in a trap : as, to trap foxes or beaver.

Mere vermin, worthy to be trapp'd.

Cowper, Task, ii. 683.

2. To insnare; take by stratagem: applied to
persons.

Nimrod (snatching Fortune by the tresses) . . .

Leaues hunting Beastes, and hunteth Men to trap.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

3. To capture (fish) by means of a trap or
trap-net.— 4. To put in a trap and release to
be shot at, as pigeons or glass balls.— 5. In
plumbing, to furnisb with a trap.

To trap the soil pipe before its entrance into the drain.
The American, VII. 328.

6. Theat., to furnish (a stage) with the requisite
traps for the plays to be performed. Saturday
Rev., LXl. 20.— 7. To stop and hold, as the
shuttle of a loom in the warp, or gas, a liquid,
heat, etc., by an obstruction or impervious or
sealed iuclosure, as in the case of liquids or
gases, or by insulating substances, as with heat
or electricity ; specifically, to stop and hold by
a trap for the purpose of removing, as air car-
ried forward by or entangled in water flowing
through pipes, etc., water deposited from com-
pressed atmospheric air when cooled, or con-
densed from steam in the passage of the lat-
ter through pipes, or air from pipes or recep-
tacles into or through which steam is to be
passed. .

II. in trails. 1. To set traps for game: as, to
trap for beaver.
He generally went out alone into the mountains, and

would remain there trapping by himself for several months
together, his lonely camps being often pitched in the vi-
cinity of hostile savages. The Century, XLI. 771.

2. To handle or work the trap in a shooting-
match.— 3. To become stopped or impeded, as

over into the soil-pipe and thus destroy the seal. Various
special forms are called yattraps, yrease-iraps, etc. Also
CiUled trapping.

5. A piece of wood, somewhat in the shape of
a shoe, hollowed at the heel, and moving on a
pivot, in which the ball is placed in playing
trap-ball; also, the game itself. See trap-ball.

Indeed, I have heard you are a precious gentleman
And in your younger (days) could play at trap well.

Shiriey, Hyde Park, II. 4.

6. A trap-tloor.

With that word he gan undon a trappe.

ter in a low part of a horizontal pipe, or in a
steam-radiator by the presence of air which
cannot escape, or the flow of water through a
siphon by accumulation of air in the upper
part of the bend, etc.

trap'-' (trap), n. [< D. trap, a step, degree, =
MLG. trappe, treppe, 6. treppe, a step, round of
a ladder, = Sw. trappa = Dan. trappe, a stair:
see trap'^ and wentletrap.] A kind of movable
ladder or steps ; a ladder leading up to a loft.
Simmonds. [Rare in the singular.]

Doun ye icbolde fallen there.
In a pyt syxty fadme deep

:

Therfore beware, and tak good keep

!

At the passyng ovyr the trappe.
Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's lletr Rom., II. 162).

TVopt under the stage so convenient that Ophelia could
walk from her grave to her dressing-room with perfect
ewe. J. Jefferton, Autobiog., iv.

7. Any small complicated structure, especially
one that is out of order; a rickety thing: so
called in contempt. Compare ra«/<'traj). [Col-
loq.]— 8. A carriage. [Colloq.]

Florae's pleasure was to drive his I>rinces8 with four
horses Into N'ewcome. He called his carriage his trappe
his "drague." Thackeray, Newcomes, fvii.

"I think you must make room for me inside the trap."
It is remarkable how much men despise close carriages,
and what disrespectful epithets they invent for them.

9. Any device or contrivance to betray one into
speech or act, or to catch one unawares ; an
ambush; a stratagem.
How will men then curse themselves for their own folly

in being so easily tempted ; and all those who laid trapt
and snares to betray them by'? StiUingfleet, Sermons, L xi.

lOt. Contrivance ; craft.

Some cunning persons that had found out his foible and
ignorance of trap llrst put liiin in great fright.

Roger Nurtli, Examen, p. 549. (Dames.)

11. A sherifl"s officer, or a policeman. [Slang.]
The traps have got him (for picking a pocket], and that "s

all about It. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xiii.

Dick's always in trouble; . . . there 's a couple of (raiw
in Belston after him now.

//. Kini/sleg, Geolfry Hanilyn, vi. (Davies.)

Flgure-of-four trap. See/yur*.- Running trap. See
rtinning-lrap.- Smalt as a Steel trap, see sinart'.—
steel trap, a trap for catching wild animals, consisting

Chaucer, TroUus, iil. 741. trap^ (trap), n. [= G. trapp = Dan. trap, < Sw.
trapp, trap (rock), so called (by Bergmann, a
Swedish mineralogist) with ref. to the ter-
raced or stair-like arrangement which may be
observed in many of these rocks, < trappa, a
stair: see tr«/)'-.J In geol., any dark-colored
rock having more or less of a columnar struc-
ture and apparently volcanic or eruptive in
origin. It is the old and more or less metamorphosed
eruptive rocks, and especially the various foi nis of l>asalt,
which are most commonly tlms designated. The name is
a convenient one for use before the exact nature of the
rock in question has been ascertained by microscopic ex-
amination.

The term Trap is an indefinite, and therefore sometimes
a very convenient, term applied to eruptive rocks which
cannot be identiHed in the tleld.

Woodimrd, Geol. of Eng. and Wales (2d ed.X p. 662.

Glassy trap. See sordavaliU.
'

"W.'trap,
. - Sp. Pg. tra-

po = It. drappo, < ML. drappus, drapis, trap-
pus, trapus, a cloth, a horse-cloth, trapping;

Erob. of Teut. origin ; cf . drab^, drape.] If. A
orse-cloth; an ornamental cloth or housing

for a horse; ornamental harness; a trapping:
usually in the plural.

Mony trappe, mony croper.
KiTtg Atisaunder (Weber's Metr. Rom., 1. 142).

IJpon a stede whyte so milke
His trappys wer off tuely [scarlet] sylke.

Richard Coer de Lion (1616). (Skeat's Diet.)

2. pi. Belongings ; appurtenances ; impedi-
menta: used frequently of baggage. [Colloq.]

A couple of horses carry us and our traps, you know,
and we can stop where we like.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxx.

The other was a sort o' storeroom, where the old cap'n
kep' all sorts o' traps. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 147.

Jean Ingelow, Off the skelligs, xx. trap-* (trap), «. [< ME. trap2>e, < OF.*trap, drop,
F. draj) = Pr. drap = Cat. drap = Sp. Pg,



trap

trap^ (trap), r. t. ; pret. and pp. trapped, ppr.
trapping. [< ME. tntpxicn, < OF. *trapper, < ML.
"trappare, < tiappus, cloth, horse-cloth: see
trap^, n. Hence tra]>per^.'i To furnish with
trapping or ornamental housing, or necessary
or usual harness or appurtenances, especially
when these are of an ornamental character.

Dnk Theseus leet forth three stedea bringe.
That trapped were in steel al glitteringe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2032.

But leave these relicks of his living might
To deck his lierce, and trap his tonib-blacke steed.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. vili. 16.

Trap our shaggy thighs with bells.

B. Jonson, ^lasque of Oberon.

Their horses trapped in blue, with white crosses pow-
dered on their hangings. Fronide, Sketches, p. 176.

Trapa (tra'pa), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1737), so
called with ref. to the four spines of some
species ; abbr. of ML. calcitrapa, a caltrop : see
caltro2>.'\ A genus of polypetalous plants, of
the order Onagrariex. It is characterized by an
ovary with two cells, each with an elongated ovule pen-

^^ dulous from the

ff^i^'\ ^y^rwM,
partition ; and by
a uut-like spi-

nescent fruit.

There are 3, or
as some esteem
them only 2 (or

even 1), species,
natives of tropical
and subtropical
parts of the Old
World, and ex-

tending to central
Europe. They are
aquatic plants
witli dimorphous
leaves, one kind
submerged, oppo-

_ site, dissected, and
1. Trapa bUpinosa ; a. a flower. 2. Winged root-like,the other

fruit of T. bicomis. a rosette of tooth-
ed rhombic leaves

with inflated spongy petioles, floating on the surface.
They bear axillary solitary whitish flowers with the parts
in fours. ITie species are known as wat&r-caltrop from
the horns or spines of the singular fruit, which con-
tains a single large seed with a sweet and edible em-
bryo which abounds in stai'ch and is composed of two
unequal cotyledons and a radicle which perforates the
apex of the fruit in germinating. T. natang, the best-
known species, native from central Africa to Germany
and central Asia, often cultivated elsewhere, and now
naturalized in Massachusetts in the Concord river, is

known as water-chestnut or water-nut, sometimes as Jestt-

Us' nut. Its seeds are ground and made into bread in
parts of the south of Europe. T. bictjrms of China, there
known as littff or leng, is cultivated in ponds l>y the
Chinese for its fruity which resembles a bullock's head
with two blunt horns. T, bispinosa yields the Singhara-
nut of Cashmere, where it forms a staple food.

trapan (tra-pan'), n. [Also, less prop., trepan;
< OF. trappan, 'trapan, a snare, trap, trapant,
trapen, a trap-door; perhaps < *trappant, ppr.
of *trapper, trap: see trap^, v.'] 1. A snare;
trap. [Obsolete or archaic]
Nothing but gins and snares and trapans for souls.

South, Sermons, III. iv.

2. Same as trapanner.
He had been from the beginning a spy and a trepan.

Macavlay.

trapan (tra-pan'), V. t; pret. and pp. trapanned,
ppr. trapanning. [Also, less prop., trepan; <
trajian, ;i.] To iusnare; catch by stratagem.
[Obsolete or archaic]

My steed's trapan'd, ray bridle's broken.
Fire of Frendraught (Child's Ballads, VI. 179).

Lest I might be trapan'd and sold as a Servant after my
arrival in Jamaica. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 4.

'Tis strange, a fellow of his wit to be trepan'd into a
marriage. Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

Cease your Funning

;

Force or Cunning
Never shall my Heart trepan.

Gay, Beggar's Opera, air xxxvii.

trapanner (tra-pan'6r), n. [Also, less prop.,
trepanner ; < trapan + -eri.] One who tra-

pans or insnares.
The insinuations of that old pander and trapanTier of

souls. South, Sermons, VI. x.

trap-ball (trap'bal), ?!. 1. An old game played
by two or more persons with a ball, bat, and
trap (see trap^, n., 5). By striking the end of the
pivoted trap with the bat, the ball is driven some dis-
tance. The side or players out retire the striker by catch-
ing the batted ball on the fly or by bowling it to the trap
from the place where it falls.

He that of feeble nerves and joints complains
From nine-pins, coits, and from trap-ball abstains.

W. Kiwj, Art of Cookery, 1. 478.

Trap-ball ... is anterior to cricket, and proljaijly co-
eval with most of the early games played with the Ijat and
ball ; we trace it as far Ijack as the commencement of the
fourteenth century. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 176.

2. The ball used in the game of trap-ball.

He went in and out of Hawk's Gully like a trapbail,
and was in .Springfleld "in less than no time."

A. B. Longstreet, Georgia Scenes, p. 116,
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A bat used in the game

II. A bat used in trap-

See bril-

trap-bat (trap'bat), M.

of trap-ball.

trap-bittle (trap'bif'l)
ball. [Prov. Eng.]

trap-brilliant (trap'bril"yant)
liaiit.

trap-cellar (trap'sel'ar), n. In a theater, the
space immediately under the stage.

trap-cut (trap'kut), n. See cut.

trap-door (trap'dor'), n. [< ME. trappe-dore; <

trajA + door.'i A door in a floor or roof which
when shut is flush, or nearly so, with what sur-
rounds it.

" Here at this secre trappe-dore," quod he.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 7.'>9.

Here is the Trap-door, the mouth of the rich mine, which
We'l make bold to open. Brome, Queens Exchange, v.

Trap-door spider, one of several different spiders of
large size, mostly of the genus Cteniza, whose nest is a
tube with hinged lid

which opens and shuts
like a trap-door. Dif-

ferent spiders of this
type construct their
holes variously in size

and shape, and with
variable proportions
of mud and cobweb,
but the principle is the
same with all. The
trap-door arrange-
ment is for their own
hiding and security,
not for the capture of
their prey.

trapei (trap),

Trapezium.

Texan Trap-door Spider (Pac/ty/ome-
rits farolintnsis).

;
pret. and pp. traped, ppr.

traping. [Qi. D. ML(j. G. trappen, tread, tramp

:

see trap^, trap'^, tramp. Cf. also trapes.\ 1. To
trail along in an untidy manner; walk care-
lessly and sluttishly; run about idly; trapes.

I am to go traping with Lady Kerry and Mrs. Pratt to
see sights all this day. Swift.

2. To trail on the ground. HalUwcU. [Prov.
Eng.]
trape^ (trap), n. [Cf. irapi.] A pan, platter,

(II dish. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Trapelus (trap'e-lus), n. [NL. (Cuvier), < Gr.
TfiancAog, easily turned, < rphreiv, turn: see
trope.'] A genus of agamoid lizards, with the
scales small and destitute of spines. They have
no pores on the thighs. T. leijyptius is of small size, can
puff out its body, and is reraarkalile for its changes of color.

trapes (traps), v. i. [Also traipse ; an extension
of trape'^, or from the noun trapes.] To gad or
flaunt about idly.

The daughter, a tali, trapesing, trolloping, talkative may-
pole. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 2.

How am I to go trapesing to Kensington in my yellow
satin sack before all the flne company?

•^ Thackeray, Henry Esmond, ii. 15.

trapes (traps), M. [Also traipse : see trapes, v.]

1. A slattern; an idle, sluttish woman; a jade.

From door to door I'd sooner whine and beg . . .

Than marry such a trapes.

Gay, What d'ye call it? i. 1.

2. A going about; a tramp.

It's such a toil and a trapes up them two pair of stairs.

Mrs. Henry fi^ood. The Channings, lix.

trapezate (trap'e-zat), a. [< trapezium + -ate^.]

Trapoziform.
trapeze (tra-pez'), n. [< F. trapeze = Sp. trape-
cio = Pg. trapccio, < L. trapezium, < Gr. Tpaire^i-

ov, a trapezium : see trajiezium.'] 1. A trapezi-
um.— 2. In gymnastics, a swing consisting of

one or more cross-bars, each suspended by two
cords at some distance from the ground, on
which various exercises or feats of strength and
agility are performed.

trapezia, n. Latin plural of trapezium.

trapezia! (tra-pe'zial), a. [< trapezius + -«?.]

In tiKai., pertaining to the trapezius : as, trape-

zial fibers or action.

trapezian (tra-pe'zian), a. [< trapezium + -an.]

In cr^i'ta^., having tRe lateral planes composed
of trapeziums situated in two ranges between
two bases.

trapeziform (tra-pe'zi-form), a. [= F. trape-

ziforme, < L. trapezium, trapezium, + forma,
form.] 1. Having the shape of a trapezium.

—

2. In «o67., trapezoidal. [A rare and incorrect
use.]

The mentum is trapeziform. Waterfiouse.

Trapeziform map-projection. Hee projection.

trapezihedron (tra-pe-zi-he'drou), n. Same as
trapczohedron.

trapezii, «. Plural of trapezius.

trapezium (tra-pe'zi-um), n.
;
pi. trapezia, tra-

peziums (-a, -umz). [< L. trapezium, < Gr. rpa-

Trit^wv, a table or counter, a trapezium (so called
as being four-sided like such a table), dim. of
Tpdire^a, a table (so called as having four feet~

trapezoidifonn

or legs), < TcTpa-, four, reduced to rfm-, -f- toi'?

(TTorf-) = 'E. foot. Cf. tripod.] 1. In geom., a
plane figure contained by four
straight lines of which no two are
parallel.

In like manner, a trapezium (irpawi^Loi')

originally signifies a table, and thus
might denote any form ; but as the tables
of the Greeks had one side shorter than the opposite one,
such a figure was at first called a trapezium. Afterwards
the term was made to signify any figure with four unequal
sides, a name being more needful in geometry for this
kind of figure than for the original form.

Whewell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, I., p. 1.

2. In anat. : (a) A cross-band of fibers near the
lower border of the pons Varolii, passing from
the region of the accessory auditory nucleus to
the raphe. They may come, in part, down from the cere-
bellum or up from the restiform body, as well as from the
region mentioned, and seem to tei-minate in the superior
olive of the same side, or in the superior olive, the lemnis-
cus, and accessory auditory nucleus of the opposite side.
A group of large sized ganglion-cells among the flbers is

called the nucleus trapezii. Also called corpus trapezoi-
des. (6) The bone on the radial side of the distal
row of carpal bones, articulating with the meta-
carpal bone of the thumb ; carpale I. of the typ-
ical carpus, whatever its actual shape. Also
called multangulum majus. See cuts under Pe-
rissodactijla, scupliolunar, and AoHrf. — Nucleus
trapezii See def. 2 (a).- Oblique ridge of the trape-
zium. See oblique.

trapezius (tra-pe'zi-us), n.
;

pi. trapezii (-i).

[NIj. (sc. muscidus), < L. trapezium ,(\.\.] A large
superficial muscle of the back of the neck and
adjacent parts. It arises from the external occipital
protuberance, the inner third of the supierior curved line
of the occipital bone, the ligamentum nuchee and the
spines of the last cervical and of all the thoracic veitebrte,
and is inserted into the outer third of the clavicle and the
acromion and spine of the scapula. Each trapezius is tri-

angular, and with its fellow of the opposite side forms a
somewhat diamond-shaped figure, little like the trapezium
of geometiy. Also called cucutlaris and cowl-muscle or
shaid-muscle. See cut under musclei.

trapezohedral (tra-pe-zo-he'dral), a. [< trape-
zohedr{on) + -al.] In crystal., pertaining to or
having the form of a trapezohedron Trapezo-
hedral bemiliedrism,tetartohedrlsm. Seethe nouns.

trapezohedron (tra-pe-zo-he'dron), f . [NL., <

Gr. TpdiTtCa, a table, a trapezium base, + frf/M,

a seat, side.] 1. In crystal., a solid belonging
to the isometric system,
bounded by twenty-four
equal and similar trapezoi-
dal planes; a tetragonal
trisoctahedron. — 2. Any
solid having trapezoidal
faces, as the trigonal tra-

pezohedron of a quartz
crystal. See tetartohe-

drism.
Also trapezihedron.

trapezoid (tra-pe'zoid), a. and n. [= P. trape-

zo'ide = Sp. trapezoide (NL. trapezoides, as a
noun also trapezoideum), < Gr. TpaTzeL,oeiiii(, <

rpoTrffa, table, -1- cISoq, form.] I. a. Having
the shape of a trapezoid. See H., 1.

Segments much compressed, trapezoid.

II. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algfe, p. l.'.S.

Trapezoid bone. See ll., 2.—Trapezoid ligament.
See ligament.— Trapezoid line. See K)i«-'.

II. n. 1. In geom., a plane four-sided figure
having two of its opposite sides
parallel, and the other two not
so.— 2. In anat. and zoiil., the
trapezoid bone, oneof thebones
of the wrist, so called from its

shape ; the second one of the

Tetragon..! Trisoctahedron,
or Trapezohedron.

Trapezoid, i.

distal row of carpal bones, on the radial or
thumb side, between the trapezium and the
magnum, in special relation with the head of
the second metacarpal bone; carpale II. of
the typical carpus. Also called multangulum
minus, and trapezoides, trapezoideum. See cuts
under .irtiodactyla, pisiform, hand, and scapho-
luiHir.

trapezoidal (trap-f-zoi'dal), «. [< trapezoid +
-al.] 1. Having the form of a trapezoid: as,

the trapezoidal bone or ligament (in anatomy).

The form of each vaulting compai-tment of an apsidal
aisle is, of course, trapezoidal.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 100.

2. In crystal., having the surface composed of
twenty-four trapeziums, all equal and similar.
— Trapezoidal wall. See warn

.

trapezoides, trapezoideum (trap-e-zoi'dez,
-de-um), H. [NL. : see trapezoid.] In anat.,

same as trapezoid.

trapezoidiform (trap-e-zoi'di-f6rm), a. [< NL.
trapezoides, trapezoid,'-!- L. forma, form.} lu
entom., noting an extended body, as a joint of



trapezoidiform

an antenna, the cross-section of which is every-
where a trapezoid.
trapezophoron (trap-e-zof6-ron), «. [NL., <
Gr. rpdzt^a, table, + (plpeiv = E. feenrl.] In the
(h: Ch., same as ependytes (b).

trapfall (trap'fal), «. A trap-door so made as
to grve way beneath the feet, and cause a per-
son to fall through.
For on a Bridge he custometh to flght,
Which IS but narrow, but exceeding long •

And m the same are many lrap-/als pight.
Through which the rider downe doth fall through over-

^'Kht- Spenser, F. g., V. ii. 7.

trap-fisher (trap'fish'er), n. One who fishes
witli a trap or trap-net.

trap-hole (trap'hol), ». l. a hole closed by a
trap-door.— 2. Milit. See trous-de-loup.
trap-hook (trap'huk), n. A kind of fish-hook
winch works with a spring or snap,

trap-net (trap'net), n. Same as trtqA, 3.
trappean (trap'e-an), a. [< trapS {trapp) +
-«-'(/(.] Pertaining to or of the nature of trap or
trap-rock.-Trappean ash, a scoriaceous fragmental
lorm 01 the old lava formerly very commonly designated
as frap, and now by various other names. (See (ranS > The
trappean ash of the f.ake Superior mining region, some-what important for the copper which it contains, is fre-
([uently desigTiated as the ash-bed.

trapped (trapt), a. [< trap^ + -fff2.] 1. Pitted
or proviiled with a trap or traps.— 2. In gem-
ciittiiKj, having the trap-cut.

trapperl (trap^6r), «. [< trap^ + -erl.] 1. One
who makes a business of trapping wild animals,
usually such as yield fur, as the marten or sa-
ble, mink, otter, beaver, and muskrat.
"A hunter, I reckon?" the other continued. . . "Vou

are mistaken, friend, in calling me a hunter ; I am nothing
better than a trapper.' "I see but little difference whe-
ther a man gets his peltry by the riHe or by the trap,- said
the ill-looking companion of the emigrant.

J. P. Cooper, The Prairie, Ii.

2. A trap-fisher. [Rhode Island.]—3. Inmin-
iiiff, a boy or girl in a coal-mine who opens the
air-doors of the galleries for the passage of
the coal-wagons.— 4. A horse for use in a trap.
[tJolloq.]

'^

6443

Sound and shapely half-bred horses, ponies, nags, Irap-
pert, hacks, chargers, harness-hones, and hunters.

St. JameftOazeUe, Feb. 2, 1887. (Encye. Diet.)

trapper^t (trap'^r), w. [< me. traitper, truppar,
Irtippoiir. trappure,<OF. *lrappeuie,<. ML. trap-
pattira. trappings, housing, < 'trappare, oover
with trappings: see tmpi, r.] The housing
and defensive armor of a horse, especially of a
horse ea|)arisoned for a just or tournament:
generally in the plural. Compare bard-.

The sheeldes brighte, testers and trappuret.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1841.

Iteni, J. pece of skarlot for trappari tor horeys, with rede
crossis and rosys. Poiton Letter,, I. 477

Caparisons and steeds.
Bases and tinsel trappings. Milton, P. t., ii. 36.

= Syn. Accoutrements, equipments, paraphernalia, gear.
decorations, frippery.

-> « r », »«.<.!,

trapping-attachment (trap'ing-a-tach"ment),
)i. A metal or other appurtenance or mount-
ing for horse-trappings. L. Jewitt, in Art Jour.,
N. S.. IX. 345. [Rare.]

trappings, u. pi. See trapping.
Trappist (trap'ist), n. and a. [< F. Trapniste,
so called from the abbey of La Trappe in France :

seedef.] I. ». 1. A member of a monastic body,

o^ne F^^ ' Soligny-la-Trappe, in the department of

^ ,iin^^ V"''"'^^
the abbey of La Trappe was founded

in 1140 by Kotrou, Count of Perche. The abbey soon fellinto decay, and was governed for many years by titular orcommendatory abbots. De Rancd (1U20-170O), who hadbeen commendatory abbot of La Trappe from his boyhoodbecame its actual abbot in 16d4, and thoroughly reformed

TjjT^fS'^"^ 9" °"^<"'- The rules of the order arenoted for their extreme austerity, and inculcate extended

A.'""?" "«""l'^i''!?°'''
"^"'"^t perpetual silence, ab-

^ll™f 'th™ '"'S'''
"'"' ''^'=- ""<' "8»™'" '"sceticism in

l„v,n.;i
" """^er was repressed in France during the

Kevolutionary and Napoleonic periods. There are branch
monasteries in France, Belgium, Great Britain, Italy, etc.

? A-v*!;,"! ^r.V
""«''/""es (Abbey of Gethsemane, Kei,:

tucKy, and Melleray, Iowa).
2. [/. (.] In ornitli., a South American pufif-bird
or fissirostral barbet of the genus Mo)iasa (or
Moiiacha). Also called nun-bird. Both are
book-names, given from the somber plumage
which also suggested Monasa. See cut under
nun-bird.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Trappists.
Trappistine (trap'is-tin). «. [< F. Trappistine,
a nun of the order of La Trappe ; as Trappist -(-

"?^"•J l- ,-^™*'™l><'r of an order of nuns, affili-
ated with the Trappists, founded in 1827, and
established chiefly in France.— 2. [/. c ] A
sweet cordial made at a monastery of Trappist
monks. Compare Benedictine, 2, chartreuse *>

trappoid (trap'oid), a. [< trapi (trapp) {
-<>"i-\ Kcseinbling trap ; having more or less
the character of a trappean rock.

..P*^ w?."''',*
T."' P?" centuries used to crush the ore in

saucer.like hoUows in the solid, tough, trappoid rock, withrounded granite crushers. Ao«u«, XLL 140.

trappourt, «. See trapper'^.
trappous, trapposo (trap'us, -os), a. [< trap^

( Inipp) + .„ ,!.<.] Trappean. Imp. IMct.
Irapp 8 formula. Same ahformula of Christi-
S'lii (which see, under >r/»i(/a).
trappuret, «. See trapper'^.
trappy (trap'i), «. [< frapl -f -j,l.] Of the na-
ture of a trap; treacherous. [CoUoq.]

trash-ice

ikras, break to pieces); connected (by the
change of initial kr- to tr-, seen also in leel.Van*= bw. trana = Dan. tranc, as compared with
t. craned with Sw. krasa = Dan. krase, break,
crash: see crashX, craze ; cf. Sw. fcj-os«rt, bruise,
crush, crash. Trash thus means 'broken bits
of wood,' etc. The forms and senses are more
or less confused.] 1. Something broken,
snapped, or lopped off; broken or torn bits, as
twigs, splinters, rags, and the like. Compare
cane-trash and trash-ice.

bi.^=T/l" Jif
?1"\»"?><' to the hospltall, that warmeshimselfeby thefrowAof strawe?

•u™
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 26B.

Faggots to be every stick of three feet in length •
.this to prevent the abuse ... of filling the middle partand ends with trash and short sticks. Ewlyn, Sylva, IH. 4.

T.^f.I',?'"/'' r."- .'J?^
immediate danger was past; and, es-pying a lead to the northeast, we got under weigh, andpushed over In spite of the drifting trash [broken ice].

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 37.
He keep on totin' off trash en pilin' up bresh.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xvi.

2 Hence, waste; refuse; rubbish; dross; that
which IS worthless or useless.
Counters, braslettes, and garlandcs of glass and counter-

fectestoones,
. . . with suche other <ra«A*, which seemedvnto them precious marchaundies.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
(ed. Arber, p. 150).

"Mn. took what a wardrobe is here for thee

'

toi. Let it alone, thou fool ; it is hut trash.
Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 223.

He who can accept of Legends for good story may anlck-
ly swell a volume with trash. MUton, uTst Eng , ill.

The sort o' trash a feller gits to eat doos beat all iiater.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., ii.

3t. Money. [Cant.]

is no friend without mony. Oreene, James IV., iii. 1.

... . .
I had rather coin my heart.And drop my blood for drachmas, than to wringFrom the hard hands of peasimts their vile trashBy any indirection. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 74.

4. A low, worthless person. See white trash.
Gentlemen all I do suspect this trash [a courtezan]To be a party in this infury. Shak., Othello, Tl. 85.

Cane trash. .See cane-trash.— Vowdy trash coarselypowdered leaves, stalks ef., of the Sy^a^S,' iS^fcl
wi^?t^ t'^oLh'T """'•;>"" I''«cked for transportation—

population of the Southern .States. [.Southern U S ]

The fences might have increased In slie, however with-out being made (ra}>f>!/.
, "im

Daily Telegraph, Nov. 18, 1882. (fcwye. Dic^.)

trap-rock (trap'rok), ». A rock consisting of
trap; trap. *

Round North Berwick trap-rocks rise In all directions.
UarperS Mag., LXXIX 790.

traps (traps), «. pi. See trap*, 2.
trap-seine (trap'san), n. A trap-net specially
adapted to take fish working down an eddy.
[Khode Island.] '

trap-stair (trap'star), n. A narrow staircase,
or step-ladder, surmounted by a trap-door.

. .,,.,. ' - ' trap-stick (trap ' stik ), «. 1. A stick used ill thptrapping! (trap'iiig), „. [Verbal n of trapi, ganie of trapf an object reslmbUngsich a
».J 1. the art, business, or method of a trap- stick.

° "
T*t»r ITl o»i\r uftTiQn

" _
The last time he was in the field, a boy of seven yearsold beat him with a trap-stick.

^

Shirley, The Wedding, iii. 2.

,J\'^ ^^, made a foolish swop between a couple ofthick bandy legs and two long trapsticks that had no cilvea;
Addison, Spectator, No. 6«0.

Sundrie kindes of precious stones, and perles wherewith
ye framwro. barbes, and other furnitures of his horse arecouered. R. Eden, tr. of .Sebastian Munster (First Books

(on America, ed. Arber, p. 16).

trappiness (trap'i-nes), H. The property, state,
or condition of being trappy; treacherousness.
[Colloq.]

Once over thU there were broad pastures and large banksand ditches, innocent of Iraminem for the most part be-
fore the riders. The Pield, 6ec. 28, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

per, in any sense
Tra/iptna has been there so long carried on that Inheri-tance may have come into play.

".uwi

Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 48.

2. \d drainage: (a) The process of furnishing
with a trap or traps.

Fever could be traced to the neglect of the most obvious
precautions in the trapping and ventilation of drains.

Lancet, 1889, 1. 44.

(b) Same as trap^, 4; also, traps collectively.
The defects in drainage arrangements, such as want ofproper trappings, . . . were very numerous.

Lancet, 1890, II. 1125.

3. The cutting of a brilliant in the form known
as trap-brilliant. See brilliant.

The trap cut, or (rappinj, as It is calle<l by lapidariesconsists of parallel planes nearly rectangullr, frrangeiiaround the contour of the stone.
arrangtu

O. Byrne, Artisan s Handbook, p. 217.

trapping'-i (trap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of trai)*,
v.} Ihe housing or harness of a horse, whensomewhat ornamental in character; hence, ex-
ternal ornamentation, as of dress: generally in
the plural. '

Wemay be said to want the gilt and trapping,.
The dress of honour. /I. .tonsim, AlchemisC Iv. 1.

Oood clothes are the embroidered trapping, of pride
Dekker, Oall's ilornbook, p. '35.

2. The cross-bar connecting the body of a cart
with the shafts. Balliwell. [Prov. Eng ]

trap-tree (trap'tre), «. The jack-tree : so called
because it furnishes a glutinous gum used as
bird-lime. In some parts of the East the fiber
of the bark is used for fishing-lines, cordage
and nets. ^ '

trap-tuff (trap'tuf ), n. In geol., a tuff composed
ot hiie detntal material designated as trap. See
tu_ffi and trapS.

-'

trap-yalve (trap'valv), n. Same as clack-valve.
A. H. knight.

trap-weir (trap'wer), n. A trap-net.
traset, ». A Middle English form of tracd.
trashl (trash), n. [Prob. a dial, form of *tra8s
(cf. Orkney truss, E. dial, trous), < Icel. tros
(cf. trassi, a slovenly fellow, trassa, be sloven-
ly) = Norw. tros, fallen twigs, broken branches,
leaves and twigs used as fuel, = Sw. tr&s a
heap of sticks, old useless bits of fencing, also
a worthless fellow (trasa, dial, trasc, a rag, tat-
ter); dial, tros, pieces (sld, i tras, equiv. to sl&

in «,. „»,.. 1,1;;.' J i'. ' ' "" • y"^ '" """ "0 int resin yer own kith and kin, no more An ornary whUe trash.
The Atlantic, XVIII. 84.

trashl (trash), V. t. [Cf. trash\ ».] To free
from superfluous twigs or branches ; lop ; cron •

as, to trash trees. ' f i t^

trash2 (trash), V. [A dial. var. of thrash, thresh

;

in part perhaps also a var. of crash^ (cf. trash^^
as ult. related to cras/jl).] I. trans. To wear
out; beat down; crush; harass; maltreat; jade.

I il?'"f
""''."^''y "' a spare and thin body, and thus rest-

ing ?
"««*"'»" ?<" "I'h reading, writ ng, preachingand traveUing, he hastened his death.

ai.""*.

Life of Bp. Jewell (1685X
II. intrans. To tramp and shuffle about.
I still traslted and trotted for other men's causes

MtddUton, Trick to Catch the Old Oiie, i. 4.

*^f?^^(.*''^»-s^), « [Perhaps ult. a var. of traced
(ME. trais, trays, etc.).] 1. A clog; anything
fastened to a dog or other animal to keep it

or^theTke'"^
"'''*'"'^' ^'''''y'"^' leaping fences,

^J!i?l«^';"'*'"""',''^^"«•.*''erin hee shall also keep hiscooples, llam^ collars, trashes, boxes.
Markham, Countrey Contentment (1615), 1. 1.

Hence-- 2. A clog or encumbrance, in a meta-
phorical sense,
trashs (trash), t>.^ [<trash^,n.-] To hold back
by a leash, halter, or leaded collar, as a dog
in pursuing game; hence, to retard ; clog; en-
cumber; hinder. '

Without the most furious haste on the part of the Kal-mucks^ there was not a chance for them, burdened and
I\Z.i» 'n"^ ""f"''"

anticipate so agile and light cav-alry as the Cossacks m seizing this important pass.
De Quiticey, Flight of a Tartar Tribe.

To trash a trail, to destroy the scent by taking to water •

pursueS^'^TwP/stern'u.^]"' "' '""" """ "' """' '""'"

trashery (trash'6r-ij, n. [< trashl *- -en/.l
Irash; rubbish; odds and ends.

Who comes in foreign trashery
Of tinkling chain and spur.

ScoU, Bridal of Triermain, IL

trash-house (trash'hous), n. A building on a
sugar estate where the cane-stalks from which
the juiee has been expressed are stored for fuel
Simmonds.

trash-ice (trash'is), n. Broken ice mixed with
water. Kane.



trashily

trashily (trash'i-li), a<h: lu a trashy manner,
trashiness (trasU'i-ues), ». The state or prop-
erty of being trashy.

trashtrie (trash'tri), h. [< trash^ + -trie, -in/,

ioT-ry. Cttrashcry.'] Trash ; worthless stuff.

Wi' sauce, ragouts, and sie like trashtrie.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

trashy (trash'i), a. [< <ras/ii + -//i.] Com-
posed of or resembling trash, rubbish, or dross

;

waste; worthless; useless.

I am now buying books : not trashy books which will
only bear one reading, but good books for a library.

Macaiday, in Trevelyan, I. 314.

Traskite (trask'it), ». [< Tmsk (see def.) +
-i7c-.] An early name of the Seventh-Day Bap-
tists, from John Trask, one of their leaders in
England in the seventeenth century. See Bap-
tist.

trass (tras), K. [< G. dial, trass = D. tms(tiras,
ticras) = E. terrace^, q. v.] An earthy or more
or less compact rock, made up in large part of
firmly comminuted pumice or other volcanic
material. It is of a pale-yellow or grayish color, and
rough to the feel. Trass closely resembles pozzuolana,
andlike that is extensively used for hydraulic cement, espe-
cially by the Dutch engineers. It is largely quarried for
that purpose along the Rhine, between Mainz and Cologne.
Also terras. See tuff'^,

trasset, trasshet, o- Middle English forms of
traise.

trastif. An obsolete form of the past participle
of traced. Spenser.

trast2, n. A Scotch form of trest^.

trasyt, »». A spaniel.

A Trasy I do keep, whereby I please
The more my rurall privacie.

Herrick, Hesperides, His Grange.

tratt (trat), n. [ME. tratte, trate. Cf. <)o(2.]

An old woman ; a witch ; a term of contempt.
Tho tvo trattes that William wold haue traysted [deceived].

WaUam of Falenie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4769.

Thus said Dido, and the tathir with that
Hyit on furth with slaw pase lik ane trat.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 122.

trattle (trat'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. trattled, ppr.

frattliHg. [An irreg. var. of tattle, twattJe.'] To
chatter; gabble. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Styll she must trattle; that tunge is alwayes sterynge.
Bp. Bale, Kynge Johan (ed. Collier), p. 73.

Keep thy clattering toung.
That tratUes in thy head.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 4).

trattoria (trat-to-re'a), n. [It.] An Italian
eating-house ; a cook-shop.
He heard, though he did not prove this by experiment,

that the master of a certain trattoria had studied the
dough-nut of New England till he had actually surpassed
the original in the qualities that have undermined our di-
gestion as a p'^ople. W. D. Hmcells, Indian Sunmier, p. 117.

Traube-Hering curves. Variations in the tra-
cing of arterial pressure, probably due to the
rhythmical action of the vasomotor center al-
ternately contracting and dilating the small
blood-vessels, thus influencing the peripheral
resistance.

trauchle, v. t. See trachle.

traillismt (tra'lizm), n. [< Gr. TpavTiiafid^, a lisp-
ing, < rpavAiCeiv, lisp, < Tpav/ioc, lisping, mispro-
nouncing.] A stammering.
As for ae ae ae &c., I know not what other censure to

pass on them but that they are childish and ridiculous
traulisms.

Dalgarno, Deaf and Dumb Man's Tutor (1680), p. 132.

traul-nett, «. Another spelling of trawl-net.
See trawl, 2.

trauma (tra'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. rpavfta, Ionic
TpiJua, wound, < rputiv, pierce.] 1 . An abnormal
condition of the living body produced by ex-
ternal violence, as distinguished from that pro-
duced by poisons, zymotic infection, bad habits,
and other less evident causes ; traumatism ; an
accidental wound, as distinguished from one
caused by tlie surgeon's knife in an operation.— 2. External violence producing bodily in-
jury; the act of wounding, or infliction of a
wound.
traumatic (tra-mat'ik), a. and n. [= P. trati-
matif/iie, < Gr. TpavfiaTmoc, < Tpavfia{--), wound
(see trauma), + -jc] I. a. 1. Of or pertain-
ing to wounds: as, <ro«(»ia<ic inflammation.— 2.
Adapted to the cure of wounds ; vulnerary : as,
traumatic'baXsa.m.—Z. Produced by wounds: as,
traumatic tetanus.— 4. Pertaining to or of the
nature of trauma or traumatism Traumatic
fever, pyrexia caused by traumatism, especially where,
as in simple fractures, it seems to be independent of in-
fection.

II. «. A medicine useful in the cure of wounds.
tratunatically (tra-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a trau-
matic manner.
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traumaticin (tra-mat'i-sin), n. [< traumatic +
-(((2.] A 10 per-cent. solution of gutta-percha
in chloroform, employed like collodion to pro-
mote union of the edges of a wound.
traumatism (trii'ma-tizm), n. [= F. trauma-
tisnie, < Gr. Tpavua(T-), wound (see traumatic),
+ -(»')«.] Any morbid condition produced by
wounds or other external violence ; trauma.
traumatopnoea (tra"ma-top-ne'a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpa;>/ia{T-), a woiind, -f irvoij/ for :rvii//,

breath, < rrvslv, blow, breathe.] Respiratory
bubbling of air through a wound in the chest.

trauncet,". An obsolete form of fra«cei, trance^.

trauncht, '' An obsolete form of trench.

trauntt, trauntert. See trant, tranter.

Trautvetteria (trat-ve-te'ri-ii), «. [NL.
(Fischer and Meyer, IS-S,"!), named after E. R.
Trautcetter, professor of botany at Kieff, Rus-
sia.] A genus of plants, of the order Ranmicu-
laceie and tribe Eanitnculcie, distinguished from
the tjTie, lianuncnhis. by tlie absence of petals.
The only species, T. palmata, the false bugbane, is a per-
ennial herb, a native of North America and Japan, bear-
ing a few palmately lobed leaves, and numerous small
white flowers in a coiymbose panicle. Compare bugbane.

travaill (trav'al), ». [An earlier form of travel,

now differentiated in a particular use (def. 2)

:

see travel, n.'\ If. Labor; toil; travel: same as
travel, 1.— 2. Labor in childbed; parturition.
[Archaic]
In the time of her travail, behold, . . . twins were in

her womb. Gen. xxxviii. 27.

After this thy travel sore.
Sweet rest seize thee evermore.

Milton, Epitaph on Marchioness of Winchester.

travaill (trav'iil), v. i. [As with the noun, an
earlier form of travel, now differentiated in a
particular use (def. 2) : see travel, v.] It. To
labor; toil; travel: same as travel, 1.— 2. To
labor in childbed; suffer the pangs of child-
birth ; be parturient. [Archaic]

No». that relyques of the stones of the place there our
Lady was borne is remedy and consolacion to women that
trauayll of childe. Sir R. Guylforde, I'ylgrymage, p. 30.

And when she heard the tidings . . . she bowed herself
and travailed ; for her pains came upon her. 1 Sam. iv. 19.

(Jueen Jeanie travel'd six weeks and more.
Till women and niidwives had quite gi'en her o'er.

Queen Jeanie (Child's liallads, VII. 75).

tra'Vail2(F. pron. tra-vay'), n.; F. pi. travaux
(tra-vo'). [< F. travail, a brake, trave, < ML.
'trabaculiim (also, after Rom., trabale, iraval-
lum), a, hrake, shackle: see travel, n.l A means
of transportation, commonly used by North
American Indians and voyageurs of the north

Travail, as used by the Sioux Indians.

and northwest, for the conveyance of goods or
of sick or wounded persons. It consists of a rude
litter made of two lodge-poles about 16 feet long, having
one end of each pole attached on each side to a pack-sad-
dle, the other end trailing on the ground. A kind of sack
or bag is then made by lashing canvas or lodge-skins to
the cross-bars, for the reception of the goods or the sick
or wounded person. Also called Iravois, travee.

In a month "Richard 'shimself again," ready to fly over
the grassy sward with his savage master, or to drag the
travaux and pack the buxom squaw.

The Century, XXXVII. 339.

tra'vailert, »R An old spelling of traveler.

travailoust, «. See travelous.

travale (tra-val'), n. In tamhourinc-playing, an
effect produced by rubbing the wetted finger
across the head of the instrument. The double
travale is simply the same effect made twice as
rapidly as usual.

trave (triiv), n. [Early mod. E. also trere; <
ME. trave, < OF. traf. tref, trief, a cross-beam,
a brake, shackle, = Pr. trau = Sp. trabc, traba
= Pg. trava, trave= It. trave, < L. trabs, trabis, a
beam. Hence ult. travaiU, travel.'\ 1. A cross-
beam ; a beam or timber-work crossing a build-
ing.

The Ceilings and Traves are, after the Turkish manner,
richly Painted and Guilded.

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 12.'>.

2. A kind of shackle for a horse that is being
taught to amble or pace.

She sproong as a colt doth in the trave.

ClMmer, Miller's Tale, 1. 96.

Also travis.

travet (trav), v. t. [< ME. traven; < trave, w.]
To cross ; thwart ; run counter to.

This traytoure traues va alway. York Plays, p. 381.

travel

travee (tra-ve'), n. Same as travail^.

travel (trav'el), n. [Formerly also travail (still

retained archaically in one sense); <ME. travel,

travail, travayl, traveile. traveyle, < OF. travail.

F. travail, labor, toil, work, trouble, a brake,
shackle, = Pr. trabalh, treballi, trebail = Sp.
trabajo = Pg. trabalho = It. travaglio (trabajo),
an obstacle, impediment, Olt. travaglio, pen for
cattle, ox-stall, < ML. *travoculum, *trabacii-
liim (also, after Rom., trabale, travalliim), a
brake, shackle, impediment, < *travare,^trahare
(> Pr. travar = F. en-traver), impede, hinder,
shackle, fetter, < L. trabs, a beam: see trave.

Cf. embarrass, as connected with bar^.l If.
Labor; toil; effort.

Ine hnet [what] trauaU he heth yleued, hou he heth his
time uorlore [wasted].

Ayenbiteo/Inun/HE. E. T. 8.), p. lEO.

He was wery for traveile of yevinge of strokes and re-

ceivings Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 629.

Generally all warlike people are a little idle, and love
danger better tiian travail.

Bacon, True Greatness of Kingdoms (ed. 1887X

I am grieved for you
That any chance of mine should thus defeat
Your (I must needs say) most deserving travails.

B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

Who having never before eyed me, but only heard the
common report of ray virtue, learning, and travel.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

2. Theactof traveling or journeying; particu-
larly, a journeying to distant countries: as, he
is much improved by travel; he started on his
travels.

Travel, in the younger sort, is a part of education; in
the elder, a part of experience. Bacon, Travel (ed. 18iB7).

I cannot rest from travel; I will drink
Life to the lees. Tennyson, Ulysses.

When travel has become a memory, all the richness of it

rises to the surface like cream.
C. W. Stoddard, Mashallah, p. 204.

3. 2)1. An account of occurrences and observa-
tions made during a journey; a book that re-
lates one's experiences in traveling: as, travels
in Italy : formerly in the singular.

The Voiage and TravaUe of Sir John Maunde'vile, Kt.,
wliicli trcateth of the way to Hierusalem, and <if Marvayles
of Inde. ilandeville, Travels, Title.

Histories . . . engage the soul by a variety of sensible
occurrences ; . . . voyages and travels, and accounts of
strange countries, . . . will assist in this work (of fixing
the attention]. Watts, Improvement of Mind, I. 15.

4. Progress; going; movement.
Thus thou mayest, in two or three houi-s' travel over a

few leaves, see and know that which cost him that writ it

years, and travel over sea and land, before he knew it.

W. Wood, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 172.

The more the variety of characters is multiplied, the
more travel of the compositors hand over the cases is ne-
cessary for picking them up, and by so much is the speed
of his work retarded. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 701.

5. In mech., the length of stroke of any mov-
ing part: as, the travel of the bed of a planer;
the travel of a pendulum. Also called excursion.

The travel of each valve is 6} in., and can be varied by
means of slotted levers on the reversing shaft.

The Engineer, LXV. 388.

The great fault of this gun [a central-flre hammerless
gun] is the ditliculty in manipulating it, on account of
the enormous travel required by the lever.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 325.

6. The passage or concourse of travelers
;
per-

sons traveling: as, the travel was very heavy on
outgoing trains and boats. [Colloq.] —7t. La-
bor in childbirth. See travail^, 2. [Archaic]
= S3m. 2. Voyage. Tour, etc. Seejourney.

travel (trav'el), v.; pret. and pp. traveled, trav-
elled, ppr. traveling, travelling. [Formerly also
travail (still retained archaically in one sense)

;

< ME. travelen, travaillen, Iravayllen, irareylen,

< OF. travailler, F. travailler = Pr. trebalhar.

trcbailhar = Sp. trabajar, trabalhar = Pg. tra-

balliar z= It. travagliare, labor, toil, etc.; from
the noun.] I. inirans. If. To labor; toil.

According as it was committed unto us, we have dili-

gently (rrtt'dt^frf in this present visitation of the univer-
sity.

Quoted in J. Bradford's Works (Parker Soc., 1&53), II. 369.

If we l.ibour to maintain truth and reason, let not any
think that we travel about a matter not needful. Hooker.

2. To pass or make a journey from place to
place, whether on foot, on horseback, or in any
conveyance, as a carriage or a ship ; go to or
visit distant or foreign places; journey: as, to
travel for health or for {)leasure.

For the Marchauntes come not thidre so comounly for
to bye Marchandises as thei don in the Loud of the gret
Chane; for it is to fer to travaylle to.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 270.

A wench
That travels with her buttermilk to market
Between two doi-sers.

Shirley a/uf Cltapinan, The Ball, iv.



travel

How difficult it was to trawl where no license made it

safe, where no preparations in roads, inns, carriages, made
it cpnvenient. De Quiiicey, Style, ii.

3. Specifically, to make a journey or go about
from place to place for the purpose of taking

orders for goods, collecting accounts, etc., for

a commercial house.

Brown Brothers, of Snow Hill, were substantial people,

and Mr. Snengkeld travelled in strict accordance with the
good old rules of trade. TroUope, Orley Farm, ix.

4. In mccli., to traverse; move over a fixed

distance, as a movable part of a machine. See
travel, «., 5.— 5. To proceed or advance in any
way; pass from one point to another; move;
wander : as, his eye traveled over the landscape

;

also, to move at a specified gait, pace, or rate

:

as, that horse travels wide.

Time travels in divers paces with divers persons.
Shak., As you Lilte it, iii. 2. 326.

News travelled with increase from mouth to mouth.
Pope^ Temple of Fame, 1. 474.

The home manufacture of gas ... is a part of the in-

ventor's scheme which does not entirely depend for suc-

cess upon the power of gas to travel. Ure, Diet., II. 538.

6. To walk. [Colloq.]— 7. To move onward
in feeding; browse from one point to another:
said of deer, etc.

If the deer is travelling, as it is called, one has to walk
much faster, and scan the ground as best he can.

Sportsman's Gazetteer^ p. 88.

To sue, labor, and traveL See tuei.— To travel bod-
ifin ."^leSw/Kiii. -To travel dak. .See da*.— Totravel
out of the record, t^> stray from the point, or from the
prescribed iir authorized line of discussion.

I have travelled mtt of the record, sir, I am aware, in

putting the point to you. Dickens, Little Dorrit, ii. 28.

Traveling-apron oven. See oven.

II. trans. If. To harass; trouble; plague;
torment.

If a man be traueylid with a feend, and may not be de.
lyuerid fro him, lete him drinke a litil quantite of oure 5

essence. Book of Quinte Esuence (ed. Fumivall), p. 10.

Such a distemper as travailed me at Paris : a fever, and
dysentery. Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

As if all these troubles had not been sufficient to travail

the realm, a great division fell among the nobility.

Hayward. (Johnson.)

2. To journey through; pass over; make the
tour of: as, to travel the whole kingdom of
England.
These, and a thousand more such sleights, have hy-

pocrisie learned by trauailing strange countries.
Naxhe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 68.

He had subsequently travelled New England and the
Middle States, as a pedler, in the employment of a Con-
necticut manufactory of cologne-waterand other essences.

Haicthome, Seven Gables, xiL

3. To cause or force to journey, or move from
place to place.

They [the corporations) shall not be travelled forth of
their own franchises. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Their horses are bnt smal, but very swift (t hard ; they
traueil them vnshod both winter and Somnier.

HaHmjt's Voyaget, I. 479.

Landholders, most of whom are owners of sheep which
have Uy be travelled twice a year.

W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 152.

traveled, travelled (trav'eld), p. a. [Pp. of
Irrinl, r.] If. Harassed; tormented; fretted.

It is liere to be understoode, euerie yoke naturally to
Itet' hf.'iuif, sliiiq>f, harde, and painefull : and the beast
that (iraweth the same goeth bound and trauelled.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 47.

2. Worked over ; turned up with the spade

;

tilled.

"It's travelled earth, that," said Edie; "it howks sae
eithly. I ken it weel, for ance I wrought a simmer wi'
auld Will Winnett, the bedral, and howkit niair graves
than ane in my day." Scott, Antiquary, xxiii.

3. Having made journeys; -having gone, or
having been carried, to distant points or eoim-
tries : as, traveled Madeira is highly prized.

From Latian syrens, French Circsan feasts.

Return well traveU'd, and transform'd to beasts.
Pope, Imit of Horace, I. vl. 123.

One whose Ara)> face was tanned
By tropic sun and boreal frost.

So travelled there was scarce a land
Or people left him to exhaust.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

4. Having gained knowledge or experience by
labor or travel ; hence, experienced; knowing.

I am not much travelled In the history of modern times.
Fielding. (Imp. Diet.)

A man of fashion, too, he made his tour,
Leam'd vive la bagatelle, et vive I'amour

;

So travelled monkeys their grimace improve.
Burns, A Sketch.

traveler, traveller (trav'el-tr), «. [< ME. trav-
ailliiur. < f)F. tnivailleur. F travailleur, a labor-
er, toiler, < travailler. labor: see travel.'^ If. A
toiler; laborer; worker.
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It is therefore no smal beneflte that suche persones dooe

to a common weale, which are willingly trauailers in this

kinde of writing, Udall, Pref. to K. Edw. VI.

2. One who or tliat which travels in any way;
one who makes a journey, or who is on his way
from place to place; a wayfarer; one who or

that which gets over the ground : as, his horse

is a good traveler.

O traveller, stay thy weary feet,

Drink of this fountain pure and sweet.
Longfellow, Inscription on Drinking Fountain at Shank-

[lin, Isle of Wight.

3. One who journeys to foreign lands ; one who
visits strange cotintries and people.

When a traveller returnetli home, let him not leave the
countries where he hath travelled altogether behind him,
but maintain a correspondence by letters.

Bacon, Travel (ed. 1887).

Sometimes we had rather believe a traveller's lie than
go to disprove him. Donne, Letters, xvii

4. A person who travels for a mercantile firm

to solicit orders for goods, collect accounts, and
the like. Also called commercial traveler, and
formerly rider.

John Kenneby . . . had at last got into the house of

Hubbies and Grease, and had risen to be their bookkeep-
er. He had once l)een tried by them as a traveller, but in

that line he had failed. TroUope, Orley Farm, xxiv.

5. Sameas«(f«(7»ian,2. [Australia.]— 6. That
which travels or traverses. Specifically— (a) Naut.

:

(1) An iron ring or thimble fitted to traverse freely on
a rope, spar, or metal rod, and used for various purposes
on shiplward, (2) A rod fastened to the deck on which
a thimble carrying the slieet of a fore-and-aft sail may
slide from side to side of the vessel, or a rod or rope
up and down a mast along which a yard may slide. (6)

A crab on a long beam moving on wheels on an elevated
track in a stone-yard, workshop, etc. It is often used
with a dinerential pulley for raising and moving heavy
weights, and is a device of the nature of the traveling

crane. .See third cut under pulley, (c) In riny-spinning,

a small metal ring or loop used to guide the yarn in wind-
ing it upon the spindle, (d) Theat., moving mechanism
alMjve tlio stage for carrying fairies and apparitions,

—

Commercial traveler. .See def. 4.— Ring-and-trav-
eler spinner, .same as ring-frame.— to tip the trav-
eler, to humbug ; in allusion to travelers' tales or yarns.

[Slang.]

"I'd rather see you dead than brought to such a dilem-
ma." " Mayhap thou wouldst." answered the uncle; "for
then, my lad, there would be some picking ; aha ! dost thou
tip me the traveller, niy boy ?

"

Smollett, Sir L. Greaves, vi. (Davits.)

Traveler's hut, the quarters provided on every Austra-
lian station for persons traveling on the road who are not
of a class to be asked to the squatter's house, such as
stockmen and swagmen. [Australia.]

traveler'8-joy (trav'el-6rz-joi), n. The virgin's-

bower, Clemiiti.s Vitalha : so named as climbing
over hedges and adorning the way. This is a vig-

orous species, with a woody stem sometimes as thick as the
wrist, and widely climbing Itranches. Its inner bark is

used in Switzerland for straining milk; the slender slioots

in France serve to bind fagots ; while the young tips are
sometimes pickled. An infusion of the loots and stems in

Ixjiling oil IS asuccessful application for itch. Also called

lady'tiower. See cut under virgin's-bower.

One [cottage], . . . summer-blanch'd,
Was parcel-bearded with the traveler's-joy
In Autumn, parcel ivy-clad.

Tennyson, Aylmer'a Field.

traveler's-tree (trav'el-ferz-tre), m. a tree of

JIadagascar, Kavenala Madagasearicnsis : thus
named as furnishing drink from its hollow leaf-

stalks. See liaiennla.

traveling, travelling (trav'el-ing), n. [Verbal
n. of travel, ».] It. The act of laboring; la-

bor; toil.

He . . . wolde ich reneyede begging
And lyvede by my traveylyng.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 6788.

2. The act of making a journey, especially in

foreign countries.

In travelling by land there is a continuity of scene, and
a connected succession of persons and incidents, that carry
on the story of life, and lessen the effect of absence and
separation. Irving, Sketch- Hook, p. 17.

3. Motion of any kind ; change of place
;
pas-

sage.
The mains in the streets are nearly five miles in length,

and the gas is said to bear travelling through this length
of pipe very well. Ure, DicL, II. 638.

traveling, travelling (trav'el-ing), p. a. X.

Itinerant; peddling.

By and by there 's the travelling doctor gives pills, lets

blood, draws teeth. Browning, Up at a Villa.

2. Movable; moving: as, a traveling crane.
See crane"^, 1.— 3. Naut., movable from place
to place on a t raveler Traveling backstays. See
backstay.— Traveling elder. See elderi , .5 (c).

— "Suvel-
Ing forge, gaimtree, post-offlce, etc. See the nouns,

traveling-bag (trav'el-ing-bag), II. A bag or
wallet, usually of leather, for carrying neces-
saries on a journey : sometimes provided with
a special set of toilet articles, and then known
in the trade as a fitted bag.

traverse

traveling-cabinet (trav'el-ing-kab'i-net), n.

A small chest of drawers, of which the drawers
and other compartments are secured by outer
doors, and which could be carried easil.v by a
man on horseback or in other ways. Cabinets
of this kind were common in the seventeenth
century, and were often richly decorated.

traveling-cap (trav'el-ing-kap), n. A soft cap
of a form convenient for travelers.

traveling-carriage (trav'el-ing-kar"aj), n. A
large and heavy four-wheeled carriage, fitted

with imperials and a rumble, and used for

journeys before the introduction of railways.

Lucy and Mr. Talboys cantered gaily along ; Mr. Foun-
tain rolled after in a phaeton ; the travelling-carriage came
last. C. Reade, Love me Little, x.

traveling-chest (trav'el-ing-chest), n. A coffer

or large box, often richly decorated, made for

containing personal property on a journey.

traveling-convert (trav'el-ing-ko-var'), n. A
set of table utensils, as knife, fork, spoon, and
drinking-cup, made to pack closely, for use in

traveling. The longer articles were sometimes made
so as to separate into two parts, or with hinges by which
they could be closed togetlierfor convenience in packing.

traveling-dress (trav'el-ing-dres), n. A dress

of plain and serviceable material and commo-
dious fit, to be worn in traveling.

The darker melanges are made into travelling and beach
dresses and long wraps for summer jaunts.

Xew York Evening Post, April 25, 1891.

travelled, traveller, etc. See traveled, etc.

travelonst (trav'el-us), a. [Early mod. E. also

travailous; < ME. travelous, travailous, traval-

ous, < OP. "travaillons, < travail, labor: see

travel, n.l Laborious; toilsome.

We are accustomed in the begynnynge of dyggynge of

mynes especially to caule for the grace of god that it may
please hym to be presente with his ayde to owre douhtfull
and traualimis [read tratiaitous] woorke.

R. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on
(America, ed. Arber, p. 357).

travel-soiled (trav'el-soild), a. Same as travel-

stained.
All dripping from the recent flood.

Panting and travel-soil'd he stood.
Scott, h. of the L, ill. 21.

travel-stained (trav'el-stand), a. Having the
clothes, etc., stained with the marks of travel.

travel-taintedt (trav'el-tan'ted), a. Same as
travel-stained.

I have foundered nine score and odd posts ; and here,

travel-tainted as I am, have, in my pure and immaculate
valoor, taken Sir John Coleville.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 40.

travel-'WOrn (trav'el-wom), a. Fatigued and
dishevele'l by traveling.

Fromall that elegant crowd of travellers he . . . picked
us out, the only two in the least disreputable and travel-

worn. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 494.

traverst, a., n., and adv. An obsolete variant
of traverse.

traversable (trav'6r-sa-bl), a. [< traverse +
-ahk.'\ 1. Capable of being traversed or

crossed.

Most of Toledo is traversable only for pedestrians and
donkeys. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 36.

2. Capable of bein^ traversed or denied: as,

a traversable allegation.

As to presentments of petty offences In the town or leet.

Lord Mansfield has said that it cannot be true that tliey are

not traversable anywhere.
Sir J. T. Coleridge, Note on Blackstone's Com., IV. xxiii.

3. In law (of an allegation in pleading), such
that traversing or denying entitles to trial as

an issue of fact, as distinguished from an alle-

gation which is not material, or which relates

only to the measure of damages.
traversantt (trav'tr-sant), a. [ME. traversaun t,

< OF. traversant, ppr. of traverser, traverse:

see traverse, v., and ef. transversant.'] Cross;

thwart; unfavorable.

Thou hast a dominacioun traversaunt,

Wythowte numbre doyst thou greeve.

MS. Cantab. Yl. I. 6, f. 137. (HalliweU.)

traverse (trav'6rs), a. and n. [< ME. travers,

< OF. travers, F. travers, lying across, thwart,

transverse (travers, m., a breadth, in mod. P.

irregularity, etc., traverse, t, a cross-bar, cross-

road, etc.), = Pr. travers, transvers = Sp. tra-

vesio = Pg. travesso = It. traverso, < L. traver-

sus, transversus, lying across, transverse: see

transverse, of which traverse is a doublet.] I.

a. 1. Situated or acting across or athwart;

thwart; transverse; crossing.

Trees . . . hewen downe, and iayde trauers, one ouer

auother. Bemers, tr. of Frolssart's Chron., II. clxxxvl.

The paths cut with traverse trenches much encum-
bered the carriages. Sir J. Hayward.



traverse

2. In her., crossing the escutcheon from side
to side, so as to touch both the dexter and
sinister edges,-ToU traverse. See wzi.—Traverse
flute. Same as transverse Jtutelwhioh see, under /wfei,!).— Traverse in point, in her., covered with narrow trian-
gular bearinps like points, alternating from ilexter to sin-
ister and from sinister to dexter; therefore, the same as
pily bancise— the triangular figures from eacii side of the
escutcheon being equal in size.— Traverse jury, sail-
ing, etc. See the nouns.— Traverse pily, in her., same
as traverse in point.

n. n. 1. Anything that traverses or crosses

;

a bar or barrier, (ot) A curtain, usually low, and ar-
ranged to be drawn ; a sliding screen ; in the old theater,
a curtain used as a substitute for scenes or scenery.

Men drynken and the travers drawe anon.
Chaueer, Jlerchant's Tale, 1. 673.

I will see them ;

They are behind the traverse; I'll discover
Their superstitious howling.

Webster, White Devil, v. 4.

(6t) A railing or lattice of wood or metal.

The Communion Table . . . he injoyned to be placed at
the East end, upon a graduated advance of ground, with
the ends invei-ted, and a woodden traverse of railes before
it, to keep Profanation off.

H. LEstrange, Reign of K. Charles (ed. 1655X p. 137.

(c) A seat or stall in a church with a lattice, curtain, or
screen before it. [Scotch.]

James regularly attended his chapel every forenoon in
his traverse (retired seat with lettice), and Margaret was as
formal. Pinkerton's Hist. Scot., Tl.S3,Dote. (Jamieson.)

(d) A strong beam ot hard wood laid across several loose
pieces of s(juare timber, and having these pieces secured
to it so as to form a crib ; also, a transverse piece in a
timber-framed roof, (e) In weaving, a skeleton frame to
hold the bobbins of yarn, which are wound from it upon
the warp-frame. E. H. Knight.

2. That whicli thwarts, crosses, or obstructs

;

an untoward accident.

If, in the traverses of our life, discontents and injuries
be done, Jesus teaches how the injured person should
demean himself. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 270.

In all traverses of fortune, in every colour of your life,

maintaining an inviolable fidelity to your Sovereign.
Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

3t. A dispute ; a controversy.

And whanne they were at travers of thise thre,
Everiche holdynge his opinioun.

Lydgate, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 18. (HalliweU.)

The olde men of your age ought much to flee brawling
with your aduersaries, either traiwrse in words with your
neighbours.

Gvevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 183.

4. In fort., an earthen mask, similar to a para-
pet, thrown across the covered way of a per-
manent work to protect it from the effects of
an enfilading fire. It generally extends from the
counterscarp to the passage left between it and the in-

terior slope of the glacis to serve as a coninmnication
throughout the covered way.

The Irauerses were made on ech side with good artillery
great and smalL Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 86.

5. The act of traversing or traveling over; a
passage ; a crossing.

The Readers . . . could not so well acquiesce in my
Description of Places, Ac, without knowing the particu-
lar Traverses I made among them.

Dumpier, Voyages, I., Pref.

In the first of those traverses we were not able to pene-
trate so far north by eight or ten leagues as in the second.

Cook, Third Voyage, vi. 4.

6. In gun., the turning of a gun so as to make
it point in any required direction.— 7. Naut.,
the crooked or zigzag line or track described
by a ship when compelled by contrary winds
or currents to sail on different courses. See
traverse gailing, under sailing.— 8. In arch., a
gallery or loft of communication from one side
or part of the building to another, in a church
or other large structure.— 9. In law, a denial;
especially, a denial, in pleading, of any alle-

gation of matter of fact made by the adverse
party. At common law, when the traverse or denial
comes from the defendant the issue is tendered in this
manner; "and of this he puts himself on the country."
When the traverse lies on the plaintiff, he prays "this
may be inquired of by the country." The technical words
introducing a traverse at common law after a plea of new
matter in avoidance are absque hoc, without this— that
is, denying this which follows.

Item, I wolde that William Barker shulde send me a
copye of the olde traverse of Tychewell and Beyton.

Paston Letters, I. 518.

10. In geom., a line lying across a figure or
other lines; a transversal.— lit. A turning; a
trick ; a pretext.

Many shifts and subtile traverses were overwrought by
this occasion.

Proceedings against Garnet (1806). (Tmp. Diet.)

Things which could afford such plausible pretenses,
such commodious traverses for ambition and Avarice to
Ivrke behind. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

12. In her., a bearing resembling a point or
pile— that is, a triangle, of which one side
corresponds with either the sinister or dexter
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edge of the escutcheon, and the point of which
reaches nearly or quite to the opposite edge.
It is, therefore, the same as point dexter re-

moved or point sinister removed.— 13. A slid-

ing screen or barrier. E. H. Knight.— 14. In
the manufacture of playing-cards, one of the
eight strips into which each sheet of card-
board is cut. Each traverse makes five cards.— 15. Same as trevis, 2. HalliweU. [Prov.
Eng.] — 16. A bolster.- In traverset. (o) Again;
back ; around.

As soone as the sauage man hir saugh comynge he turned
his heed in trauerse and be-gan to laughe as in scome.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 429.
(b) Across ; in opposition.

Wherein wee sticke and stande in trauers, shewyng what
we haue to sale in our owne behalfe.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, p. 7.

On traverset, a traverset. Same as in traverse.

Than Grisandol com toward hym and swetly praide hym
to telle wherefore he lough, and he loked proudly ojt trau-
erse. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 426.

To oast a point of traverse. See casti.-Tom Cox's
traverse (iiaut,), a slang term formerly used to signify an
attempt to shirk or avoid work Ijy pretending to be other-
wise busy.- Traverse ofan indictment, in law: (a) The
denial of an indictment by a plea of not guilty. (6) The
postponement of the trial of an indictment after a plea of
not guilty thereto.— Traverse of office, a proceeding to
impeach the truth of an inquest of office.—With trav-
erset, in return.

If the dog in pleading would pluk the bear by the throte,
the bear ivith trauers would claw him again by the skalp.
Robert Laneham, Letter from Kenilworth (1575), quoted

[in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 111.

tra'Verse (trav'ers or tra-vers'), odv. [< trav-
erse, «.] Athwart; crosswise; transversely.

He . . . swears brave oaths and breaks them bravely,
quite traverse, athwart the heart of his lover.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 4. 45.

He through the armed files

Darts his experienced eye, and soon traverse
The whole battalion views. Milton, P. L., i. 568.

tra'verse (trav'ers), v.; pret. and pp. traversed,
ppr. traversing. [< P. traverser = Pr. traversar
= Sp. travcsar = It. traversare, < ML. transver-
sarc, go across: see transverse, v., and cf. trav-
erse, a.] I. trans. 1. To lay athwart, or in a
cross direction; cause to cross.

Myself and such . . .

Have wander'd with our traversed arms and breathed
Our sufferance vainly. Shak., T. of A., v. 4. 7.

The parts (of the body] should be often traversed (or
crossed) by the flowing of the folds.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

2. To pass across
;
pass over or through trans-

versely; wander over; cross in traveling.

With a grave Look in this odd Equipage,
The clownish Mimic traverses the Stage.

Prior, Merry Andrew.
What seas you traversed, aiid what fields you fought

!

Pope, Imit. of Horace, ii. 1. 396.

Swift cruisers traversed the sea in every direction,watch-
ing the movements of the enemy.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

3. To pass in review ; survey carefully.

My purpose is to traverse the nature, principles, and
properties of this detestable vice, ingratitude. South.

A field too wide to be fully traversed.
D. Webster, Speech, Concord, Sept. 30, 1834.

4. In gun., to turn and point in any direction.

Hearing one cry out. They are traversing a piece at us,
he threw himself in at the door of the cuddy.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 40.

From the britch of the Gun there is a short stock, for
the man who fires the Gun to traverse it withal, and to
rest it against his shoulder. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 73.

5. In carp., to plane in a direction across the
grain of the wood: as, to traverse a board.— 6.
To cross byway of opposition; thwart; obstruct.

If ever malignant spirit took pleasure or busied itself in
traversing the purposes of mortal man— it must have been
here. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 19.

Fortune, that had through life seemed to truverse all

his aims, at last indulged him in this.

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke.

7. To deny; specifically, in law, to deny in
pleading: said of any matter of fact which the
opposite party has alleged in his pleading.

When the matter is so plaine that it cannot be denied
or Iruuersed, it is good that it be iustifled by confessall
and auoidance. I call it the figure of admittance.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 190.

That [act} of 1427 gave the accused sheriff and knight
the right to traverse the decision of the justices.

SttMs, Const. Hist., § 421.

To traverse an indictment. See traverse of an in-
dictment, under traverse, n.— To traverse a yard (naut.),
to brace it fore and aft.

II. ititrans. 1. To cross ; crossover.
Thorught the wodes went, athirt trauersing.
Where thay found places diuers and sondrye.

Rom. of Purtenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 169.

2. To march to and fro.

travertin

Fal. Put me a callver into Wart's hand, Bardolph.
Bard. Hold, Wart, traverse ; thus, thus, thus.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 291.

They watch'd the motions of some foe.
Who traversed on the plain below.

Scott, Mamiion, vL 18.

3. In fencing, to use the posture or motions of
opposition or counteraction.

To see thee fight, to see thee foin, to see thee traverse.
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 3. 25.

4. To turn, as on a pivot ; move round ; swivel

:

as, the needle of a compass traverses.— 5. To
digress in speaking. HalliweU.— 6. In the
manege, to move or walk crosswise, as a horse
that throws his croup to one side and his head
to the other— Traversing elevator, a traveler or
traveling crane.— Traversing Jack, (u) A jack adapted
for lifting engines or cars and drawing them upon the
rails. (6) A lifting-jack with a standard movable upon
its bed, so that it can l>e applied to different parts of an
object, or can move an object horizontally while the bed
remains fixed. E. H. ^ntV/A*.- Traversing mandrel.
See mandrei.- Traversing plate(Jnrt!'(.),oiie of two iron
plates nailed on the hind part of a truck-cairiage of guns
where the handspike is used to traverse the gun.— Trav-
ersing platform, in artillery,̂ a platform to support a gun
and carriage, which can be easily traversed or turned round
a real or imaginary pivot near the muzzle by means of its
trucks running on iron circular racers let into the ground.
There are common, dwarf, and casemate traversing plui.
/ormg.- Traversing pulley, a pulley which runs over
the rod or rope which supports it; applied in many ways
for the transportation of weights.— ^aversingsawing-
engine, a three-cylinder metal-sawing engine traveling
longitudinally as it cuts the material, which remains sta-
tionary. The power is derived from a hydraulic cylinder,
and the speed is regulated by a slide-valve. Such saws for
cutting cold steel are made of soft iron, and are caused to
revolve with such speed as to melt the sparks of steeL

—

Traversing screw-jack, a traversing jack.

traverse-board (trav'ers-bord), «. Naut., a thin
circular piece of board, marked with all the
points of the compass, and having eight holes
bored for each point, and eight small pegs hang-
ing from the center of the board, it was formeriy
used to record the different courses run by a ship during
the period of a watch (four hours or eight halfhoursX
This record is kept by putting a peg in that point of the
compass whereon the ship has run each half-hour.

traverse-circle (trav'ers-ser'kl), H. A circu-
lar track on which the chassis traverse-wheels
of a barbette carriage, mounted with a center
or rear pintle, run while the gim is being point-
ed. The arrangement enables the gun to be directed to
any point of the horizon. In permanent fortifications it

is of iron, and is let into the stone-work ; in field-works it

is frequently made up of pieces of timber mitered together
and embedded in the earth. E. H. Knight.

traversed (trav'erst), a. In her., same as con-
toiirnc.

traverse-drill (trav'fers-dril), n. l. A drill in
which the drill-stock has a traverse motion for
adjustment of the distances between holes
formed bv it.— 2. A drill for boring slots. Itis
so arranged that, when the required depth has been at-
tained, a lateral movement can be given to either the drill

or the work. E. H. Knight.

traverser (trav'er-ser), 11. [< traverse + -eel.]

1. One who traverses; specifically, in taic, one
who traverses or denies his adversary's alle-
gation.

The traversers appealed against the judgment, which
was reversed by the House of Lords.

W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 147.

2. In rail., a traverse-table.

traverse-saw ( trav'ers-sa), n. A cross-cut saw
which moves on ways transversely to the piece.
E. n. Knight.

traverse-table (trav'ers-ta''bl), n. 1. In
navig., a table containing the difference of
latitude and the departure made on each indi-
vidual course and distance in a traverse, by
means of which the difference of latitude and
departure made upon the whole, as well as the
equivalent single course and distance, may be
readily determined. For facilitating the resolving
of traverses, tables have been calculated for all units of
distance run, from 1 to 300 miles or more, with every
angle of the course which is a multiple of 10', together
with the corresponding differences of latitude and de-
parture. Tables in common use by navigators give the
course for every quailer-point and for every degree, and
the distance up to 300 miles. Such a table is useful for
many other purposes.

2. In rail., a platform having one or more
tracks, and arranged to move laterally on
wheels, for shifting carriages, etc., from one
line of rails to another; a traverser.

travertin, travertine (trav'er-tin), ?i. [= F.
travertin, < It. trarertino, an altered form (due
to some interference) of tiburtino, < L. tiburti-

iius, sc. lapis, travertin, lit. 'stone of Tibur,' so
called as being formed by the waters of the
Anio at Tibur, < Tibur, an ancient town of
Latium, now Tivoli.] The calcareous deposit
from springs which occurs in many localities



travertia

in Italy, and is extensively quarried for use in

building;, it is a soft, porous straw-colored rock, easily

wrought when freshly quarried, and afterward hardening,
and seeming, under the climate of Italy, to he very dura-
hie. The exterior walls of the Colosseum and of St, Peter's

are built of this material.

Blackening in the daily candle-smoke,
They molder on the damp wall's travertine.

Brovming, Pictor Ignotas.

travesst, «• Same as trevis,

travestt, v, t. [Tn pp. travested; < F. traves-

tir, pp. travestt, disguise, travesty, lit. cause a
change in clothing, < L. tranSy over, + vestireQ
OF. vestir, F. v4tir), clothe : see vest, r.] To dis-

guise; travesty. [Rare.]

Travested, shifted in apparel [dressed in the habit of a
different sex, ed. 1706], disguised. E. PhiUips, 1678.

travesty (trav'es-ti), a. [< OF. travestt, pp. of

travestcr, disguise : see travesty, u.] Disguised

;

burlesqued.
Scarronides : or Virgil Travegtie, being the first book of

Virgil's ^neis In English Burlesque; London, 1864. By
Charles Cotton. (Title. J

travesty (trav'es-ti), V. t. ; pret. and pp. traves-

tiedj ppr. travestying. [< travesty^ a,; of. tra-

vest.'] If. To disguise by a change of vesture.

Aristophanes, in the beginning of his comedy called
the Knights, . . . introduces the two generals, Demosthe-
nes and Nicias, travestied into Valets, and complaining of

their master. Dr. Burney, Hist. Music, I. 352. {Jodrell.)

2. In lit. J to give such a literary treatment or
setting to (a serious production) as to render
it ridiculous or ludicrous ; hence, by extension,
to burlesque ; imitate so as to render absurd or
grotesque. See travesty, n.

Indeed, uncle, if I were as you, I would not have the
grare Spanish habit so travestied; I shall di^^race it, . . .

1 vow and swear.
Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1.

travesty (trav'es-ti), «.; pi. travesties (-tiz).

[< travesty, r.] In /*7., a burlesque treatment
or setting of a subject which had originallybeen
handled in a serious manner; hence, by exten-
sion, any burlesque or ludicrous imitation,
whether intentional or not ; a grotesque or ab-
sxird resemblance. Travesty is in strict use to be dis-

tinguished from parody: in the latter the 8ubject-matt«r
and characters are changed, and the language and style

of the original are humorously imitated ; in travesty the
characters and the subject-matter remain substantially
the same, the language becoming absurd or grotesque.

The extreme popularity of Mont«mayor'8 "Diana" not
only caused many imitations to be made of It, . . . but
was the occasion of a curious travesty of it for religious
puri>oBe8. Tickrwr, Span. Lit,, III. 84.

He was driven to find food for his appetite for the mar-
vellous in fantastic horrors and violent irateiiiesoi human
passion. E. Doicden, Shelley, I. 95.

One of the best of the many amusing tr€n)esties of Car-
lyle's style, a travesty which may be found in Marmaduke
^vage's "Falcon Family," where one of the "Young Ire-

land ' party praises another for having "a deep no-mean-
ing in the great fiery heart of him."

R. H. Button, Modem Guides, p. 17.

= Syn. Burlesquef Parody, etc. See caricature.

travis (trav is), n. Same as trevis,

travois, «• Same as travail^.

The Indian travois, which is a sledge of two long poles,

the anterior ends of which are harnessed to the horse nr
pony, and the rear ends allowed to drag upon the ground.

Scribner's May., VI. 613,

trawl (tral), r. [< OF. tranter, troJUr, troler,

F. trtUer, drag about, stroll about, > E, troll:

see troll^.'] I. trans* 1. To drag, as a trawl-
net.

The net is trairled behind and about the herd so as to
drive them into the tlurd and keep them there.

Fisheries of U. S., V. IL 30«.

2, To catch or take with a trawl-net.

A specimen of Triassic conglomerate, travled seven miles
south of the Deadnian headland, ... is described.

Philos. Mag., Sth ser., XXX. 199.

H, intrnns. To use a trawl-line or trawl-net;
fish with a trawl. =:8yn. Trawl, TroU. These words
and their derivatives are interchangeable in one sense,

and not in another. Both are used of surface-fishing, in
which the line is trailed along the surface after a boat

:

Irnll is more frequent than trawl in literary use. Trawl
atone is ustd of Imttom-fishing with a set-line.

trawl (tral), «. [< trawljV/] 1. A buoyed line,

often of great length, to which short lines with
baited hooks are attached at suitable intervals;

a trawl-line. Each section or single length of a trawl
Is a skate. In England a single trawl is usually forty
fathoms in length, with twenty-six hooks attached )iy

snoods. As many of these lines are united as it is

thought expedient to join, and are shot across the tide as
the vessel sails along, si} that the snoods may hang clear.

There are usually anchors near the ends at inten'als of
forty fathoms, to keep the line in position, as well as
buoys to float it. The trawl used In America consists
of a long line from forty fathoms to several miles in
length, which is anchored at each end to the bottom, the
position of the ends being shown by buoys; lines ab4>ut
2 to 6 feet long, with a hook at the end, are attached at in-
tervals of about 3^ to 15 feet. In some cases the hooks
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on a single line number as many as five thousand; on
the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts the usual num-
ber is from four hundred to three thousand. Bait of

the proper kind is placed upon the hooks, and the lines

are allowed to remain down through a part of a tide.

If set at half-tide, they are sometimes overhauled at in-

tervals of half an hour or an hour. When taking them up
for examination, the fisherman, beginning at one end close

to the buoy, lifts the main line to the surface and carries

it along over one side of the boat, which is hauled
along under the line toward the other end. The fish

found upon the hooks are dropped into the boat by the
man who pulls up the line, while a companion, as the line

Kasses over the boat, puts new bait, if necessary, upon the
ooks and drops them again into tiie water. The princi-

pal fish taken in this way on the United States coast are

the cod, hake, haddock, and skate. It is also called trot-

line, and in Great Britain is known as long-line, spUlan,
spUlar, spiller, spUliard, or bultow; the last is also the
Canadian name.

2. A large bag-net, with a wide mouth held
open by a frame or other contrivance, and often

having net wings on each side of the mouth, de-
signed to be dragged along the bottomby a boat.
A beam about 14 feet long, made of stout iron gas-pipe, has
fitted to it a net about 40 feet deep, fine toward the end
and provided with numerous pockets, for the capture of
bottom-fishes, as well as crabs, lobsters, etc. It cannot
be used where the bottom is rocky or rough. In Great
Britain the trawl-net is a large triangular purse-shaped
net, usually about 70 feet long, about 40 feet broad at the
mouth, diminishing to 4 or 5 at the cod, which forms the
extremity furthest from the lx)at, and is alniut 10 feet long,
and of nearly uniform breadth. The mouth is kept ex-

tended by a wooden beam. The net is furnished with two
interior pockets, one on each side, for securing the fish

turning back from the cod. Trawl-nets in various forms
are also used for submarine exploration in deep water.

It is very desirable that the name traid should be re-

stricted to this net [flattened bag-net, often 100 feet long].

Eneyc. Brit., IX. 246.

Beam-trawl, a large net bag with a long beam across its

open mouth, which is kept about 2 or 3 feet from the bot-
tom by an iron framework at each end of the beam. As
it is dragged along by the tlshing-boat the fish pass into
the net, and are caught in the pockets at the sides.

—

Runner of a trawl, that part of a trawl which stretches
along the bottom, and to which the shorter lines with the
hooks are attached.— To set a trawl, to put a trawl in

working order.—To strip a trawl, to remove the hooks
from the runner.— To throw the trawl, to set a trawl.

trawl-anchor (tral'aug^kor), «. A small an-
chor used on trawl-lines.

trawl-beam (tral'bem), h. The beam by means
of which the mouth of a trawl-net is held open,
usually about 40 or 50 feet long. See traicl, 2.

trawl-boat (tr&l'bot), n. A small boat used to

set or tend the trawl-line or trawl-net.

trawler (tr&'l^r), m. [< trawl + -er^.] 1. One
who trawls, or fishes with a trawl-line or trawl-
net,— 2, A vessel engaged in trawling. Trawl-
ers for cod average about seventy tons burden.

Gentleman Jan himself, the rightful bully of the quay,
. . . owning a tidy trawler and two good mackerel-boats.

KingHey, Two Years Ago, ii.

trawler-man (tr&'l6r-man), n. One who takes
fisli with a trawl; a trawler.

Trawler-Men, a sort of Fisher-Men that us'd unlawful
Arts and Engines, to destroy the Fish upon the Kiver
Thames; among whom some were styl'd Ilcbber-mei^otli-
ers Tinckcrmen, Peter-men, Ac. E. Phillips, 1706.

trawl-flsh (tral'fish), n. ^eejish^.

trawl-fisherman (tr&l ' fish ' er-man), w. A
trawler.

trawl-head (trarhed), n. One of two upright
iron fnuues at the ends of a trawl-beam. [Eng.]

trawling (tr&l'ing), n. [Verbal n. of trawl, v.]

A mode of fishing, (o) Same as trolling: as, trawling
for bluefish with a spoon trailed after a sailing-boat. (6)

In the Ignited States and Canada, the use of the trawl or
trawl-line in fishing; the act of fishing with such a trawl.

(c) In Great IJritain, the use of the trawl ortrawl-net ; the
act or occupation of fishing with such a trawl. It Is the
mode chiefly adopted in deep-sea fishing, and by it most
of the fish for the London market are taken, with the ex-

ception of herring and mackerel. Cod, whiting, and other
white fish are taken by it In large numbers, and some
kinds of flatfish, as soles, can scarcely be taken in any
other way. Trawling can be practised only on a smooth
bottom, as a rough bottom would destroy the net. ITie

term is often incorrectly applied in Scotland to a mode of
catching herrings by fishing with the seine. Also called
trailing.

" henm-trawling" . . . consists in towing, trailing, or
trawling a flattened bag-net, often 100 feet long, over the
bottom in sucli a manner as to cateh those fish especially
which naturally keep close to or upon the ground.

Encyc. Brit, IX. 246.

trawl-keg (tral'keg), n. A keg used to buoy a
trawl-line, or to mark its position, as by means
of a flafj.

trawl-line (tral'lln), h. Same as trawl, 1.

trawl-net (tral'net), w. Same as trawl,2,

trawl-roller (tral'ro'l^r), w. The roller used
on a dory in hauling the trawl. [New Eng.]
trawl-warp (tral'wfi^rp), n. The warp or rope
of a trawl-net, by means of which it is dragged.

trawn (tran), n. The name given in the dis-

trict of St. Ives, Cornwall, to what is called in

other parts of that mining region a cross-course.

tre

trayi (tra), n. [Early mod. E. also treic; < ME.
treye, < AS. tj-eg (glossed by L. aiveolum), tray;
connection with trough is doubtful.] 1, A
trough, open box, or similar vessel used for dif-

ferent domestic and industrial purposes. Spe-
cifically— 2, A flat shallow vessel or utensil
with slightly raised edges, employed for hold-
ing bread, (fishes, glassware, silver, cards, etc.,

and for other household uses. Trays are made in
many shapes of wood, metal, papier-mAch^, etc., and have
various names according to their use, as tea-fray, bread-
tray, silver-(ray, etc. Thin trays of veneers are also used
to pack butter, lard, and light materials for transport in

small quantities. The tray differs from the salver only in

size. Trays are used also in mining, as a washing-(ray, a
picking-(rai/.

Various priestly servants, all without shoes, came in,

one of them bearing a richly embossed silver tray, on
which were disposed small spoons filled with a preserve
of lemon-peel. R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 288.

3. A wide shallow coverless box of wood or
cardboard, used in museums for packing and
displaying specimens of natural history. Trays
for small mammals, birds, etc., are usually from 1 to 3
feet long, half as wide, and from 1 to 3 inches deep ; they
are set in tiers, often in drawers of cabinets, or form such
drawers. Trays for eggs are usually of light cardboard,
from 1 by 2 to 4 by 8 inches wide and very shallow, fitted

in a single layer in larger wooden trays or cabinet-drawers.
The drawers or frames for holding eggs in an incubator
are usually called trays. These are generally skeleton
frames of wood, with bottoms of wire netting, and trans-
verse wooden cleats fixed at intervals corresponding to
the diameter of an egg, to prevent the eggs from rolling off.

4. A shallow and usually rectangular dish or
pan of crockery ware, gutta-percha, papier-
mach^S metal, or other material, used in mu-
seums for holding wet (alcoholic) specimens
when these are overhauled for study, etc.

Similar trays are used for ova in fish-culture,

for many chemical operations, in photography,
etc.— 5t. A hod.

A treie, or such hollowe vessel . . . that laborers carrie
morter in to serue tilers or plasterers. Baret, 1580.

6. A hurdle. [Prov. Eng.]
I have heard or read of these "wicker hurdles" being

called trays, but I do not now recollect in what district.

I do, however, remember the phrase '* the sheep showed
well in the trays," which was explained to mean the small
square pens of hurdles into which, at auctions or lambing
time, small lots of sheep are separated.

The 1-Keld, Jan. 23, 1886. {Encyc. l)!ict.)

tray^t, «. [< ME, traye, treie, tre^e, < AS. trega,

vexation, annoyance, = OS. trego = leel. tregi,

grief, woe, = Goth, tHgo, grief, sorrow; cf,

tray^, r.] Trouble; annoyance; anger.

Yone es the waye, with tene and traye,

Whare synfull saulis sufllris thare payne.
Thomas of Ergseldoxine (Child's Ballads, 1. 104).

Half in tray and teen, half in anger, half in sorrow.

Forth then stert Lytel Johan,
Ila^ in tray and tene.

Lytell Geste of Rohyn Hode (Child's Ballads. V. 81).

tray^t, r. [< ME. trayen, traieHj tregen,< AS. tre-

gian (= OS. trcgan = Icel. trega), grieve, afflict.

Cf. tray^, ».] To grieve; annoy.
Quath balaam, " for thu tregest me

;

Had ic an swerd, Ic sluge [would slay} the."
Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3975.

tray^t, r. t. [< ME, trayen, < OF. trair, betray,
< L. tradere, give up, surrender: see ti'adition.

Cf. traitor, treason, from the same source. Cf.
also trai'Se^.'] To betray.

Lo, Demophon, duk of Athenis,
How he forswor him ful falsly.

And trayed Phillis wikkedly.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 390.

tray^t (tra), «. [ME, traye; < tray^, v.^ Deceit;
stratagem.

Oure knyghtis thai are furth wente
To take hym with a traye. York Plays, p. 256.

tray* (tra), 71. [Another spelling of trey.'} 1.

Same as trey,— 2. The third branch, snag, or
point of a deer's antler.

With brow, bay, tray, and crockets complete. W. Black.

tray-cloth (tra'kl6th), n. A piece of cloth,

usually of linen damask, used to cover a tray
upon which dishes of food are carried.

trayful (tra'ful), n. [< tray^ + -/m/.] As much
as a tray will hold.

He has smashed a trayful of crockery.
The Century, XXVI. 53.

trayst, trayset, w. Middle English forms of

tracf-^^.

tray-tript (tra'trip), «. [< tray^ •¥ trip^.'] An
old game at dice, in which success probably
depended on throwing a trey or three.

Shall I play my freedom at tray-trip, and become thy
bond-slave? Shak., T. N., ii. 5. 207.

Nor play with costarmongers at mumchance, tray-trip,

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2.

tret, «. An old spelling of tree.



treacher

treachert, «• [< ME. treeher, trijchor, trecchour,
treclioure, < OF. tricheor, F. trichcur = Pr. tri-

chaire, trichador (cf. It. treccldero), < ML. trica-

tor, < tricare, > OF. tricher, treclwr^ cheat, trick

:

see trichX, r. For the relation of treacher to
trick, cf. that of lecher, formerly also teacher,

to lick. Cf. treachery,'] A traitor; a cheat; a
deceiver.

Of alle the world is Emperour
Gyle mv fadir, the trechour.

Sam. of the Rose, 1. 7214.

Play not two parts,
Treacher and coward both.
Fletctier (and others), Bloody Brother, iii. 1.

treacherert, «• [< treacher + -er (added super-
fluously, as mpoulterer, etc.).] Same as treacher.
[Rare.]

Whose deep ambitious reach was still Implor'd
To raise more millions of treacherers.

Of homicidial cruel slaughterers.
Ford, Fame's Memorial.

treacherous (treeh'er-us), a. [< treacher,

trcacher-i/ + -oiis.] 1. Using treachery ; vio-

lating allegiance or faith pledged; traitorous
to the state or sovereign

;
perfidious in private

life ; betraying a trust.

Thou common friend, that 's without faith or love.
For such is a friend now ; treacheroits man !

Thou hast beguiled my hopes,
Shakf, T. G. of V., v. 4. 63.

2. Marked by deceitfulness or perfidy; charac-
teristic of a traitor.

You know I am not false, of a treacherous nature.
Apt to betray my friend ; I have fought for you too.

Beati. and Ft., Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

Was 't not a most treacherous part to arrest a man in
the night, and when he is almost drunk?

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iii. 2.

3. Having a good, fair, or sound appearance,
but worthless or bad in character or quality;
deceptive; not to be depended on or trusted.

The treacherous colours the fair art betray.
And all the bright creation fades away

!

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 492.

To the foot
Treach'rous and false ; it [ice] smil'd, and it was cold.

Cowper, Task, v. 176.

= Syn. 1. Faithless, etc. (see perfidious), recreautj treason-
able, f

treacherously (trech'er-us-li), adv. In a
treacherous manner ; by treachery.

If you can't be fairly run down by the Hounds, you will
be treacherously shot by the Huntsmen.

Congreve, Love for Love, i. 2.

treacherousness (trech'er-us-nes), n. The
character of being treacherous ; breach of faith
or allegiance; faithlessness; perfidy.

treachery (trech'6r-i), ».; pi. treacheries (-iz).

[< ME. trecherie, treccherye, tricherie, < OF.
tricherie, trecherie, F. tricherie (= Pr. tricharia
= It. treccheria), treachery, < tricher, trichier,

treeher, cheat: see triek^, v. Cf. trickery.] Vio-
lation of allegiance or of faith and confidence

;

treasonable or perfidious conduct
;
perfidy.

Now am I fawty, & falee, & ferde haf been euer

;

Of trecherye & vn-thawthe bothe bityde sorge.
Sir Gawayne and (he Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.),1. 2382.

1 am the.creatur that 11 kan fene
Any falsed or trectiere.

Book of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 87.

Those that betray them do no treachery.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 3. 24.

= Syn. ^ee perfidious.

treachetourt, "• [An erroneous form, a mix-
ture of treackour and traitor, perhaps confused
with iregetour.] A traitor.

The king was by a Treachetour
Disguised slaine, ere any thereof thought.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 61.

treachourt, » Same as treacher.

treacle (tre'kl), n. [Early mod. E. also triacle;

< ME. triacle,<. OF. triacle, treacle, F. th&riaque
= Pr. tiriaca, triacla = 8p. teriaca, triaca = Pg.
theriaga, triaga = It. teriaca, <"L. theriaca,i
Gr. d//piaK^ (so. awrirforof ), an antidote against the
(poisonous) bites of wild beasts: see theriac]
1. A medicinal compound of various ingre-
dients, formerly believed to be capable of cur-
ing or preventing the effects of poison, particu-
larly the effects of the bite of a serpent. See
theriac.

And therefore I wel alowe your request in this belialf,
that you would haue store of cumfort afore hand ready
by you to reaorte to, and to lay up in your hart as a trio-
de against the poysoa of al desperate dread that might
rise of occasion of sore tribulation.

Sir T. More, Cumfort agaitist Tribulation (1573), p, 6.

Having packed upmypurchasesof books, pictures, casts,
treacle, Ac, (the making and extraordinary ceremony
whereof I had been curious to observe, for it is extremely
pompous and worth seeing), I departed from Venice.

Evelyn, Diary, Maich 23, 1646.

6448
Treacle, a Physical Composition, made of Vipers and

other Ingredients. F. Phillips, 1706.

2. More generally, a remedy; a panacea; a
sovereign antidote or restorative: often used
figuratively.

Crist, which that Is to every harm triacle.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 381.

Love Is triacle of hevene. Piers Ptowtnan (B), ii. 146.

The sovran treacle of sound doctrine.
Milton, Church Government, ii.. Conclusion.

There is, even for the most debauched drunkard that
ever was, a sovereign medicine, a rich triacle, of force
enough to cure and recover his disease.

Hev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 157.

3. The spume of sugar in sugar-refineries : so
called as resembling in appearance or supposed
medicinal properties the ancient theriacal com-
pounds. Treacle is obtained in refining sugar ; molasses
18 the drainings of crude sugar. The name treacle, how-
ever, is very often given to molasses.

Mrs, Squeers stood at one of the desks, presiding over
an immense basin of brimstone and treacle, of which de-
licious compound she administered a large instalment to
each boy. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, viii.

4. A saccharine fluid consisting of the inspis-
sated juices or decoctions of certain vegetables,
as the sap of the birch or of the sugar-maple.

—

5. One of several plants sometimes regarded as
antidotes to poison, ornamed from plants so re-

garded. See the phrases below countryman's
treacle, the common rue, Evta gravedens; also, the com-
mon valerian and garlic, [Prov. Eng.]— English trea-
clet, the w.ater-germander, Teucrium Seordiuvi.— Poor
man's treacle. Same as churVs-treade; also, the garlic-
nniBtard, Sinymbrium Alliaria, and in England the onion.
Allium &«;«»,— Venice treacle. See theriac.

treacle-mustard (tre'kl-mus"tard), n. See
mustard.
treacle-sleep (tre'kl-slep), n. A sweet refresh-
ing sleep. [Oolloq.]

I fell first into a sluggish torpor, then into treade-sleep,
and so lay sound. Carlyle, in Froude (Life In London, vlli.).

treacle-wag (tre'kl-wag), n. Weak beer in
which treacle is a principal ingredient. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
treacle-'Water (tri'M-wa^tfer), n. A compound
cordial, distilled with a spirituous menstruum
from any cordial and sudorific drugs and herbs,
with a mixture of Venice treacle, or theriac.

To make treacle-water, good in surfeits, <ftc.— Take the
husks of green-walnuts, four handfuls; of the juice of
rue, carduus, marigolds, and balm, of each a pint ; green
perasitis roots, one pound; angelica and masterwort, of
each half a pound ; the leaves of scordium four handfuls

;

old Venice-treacle and mithridate, of each eight ounces

;

six quarts of canary ; of vinegar three quarts, and of lime-
juice one quart : which being two days digested in a bath
in a close vessel, distill them in sand.

The aoset of Rarities (1706). (Ifares.)

treacle-wormseed (tre'kl-werm"sed), n. Same
as trcaclc-mustard.

treacliness (tre'kli-nes), B. Resemblance to
treacle ; viscosity. [Rare.]

The property of viscosity or treaclyncss possessed more
or less by all fluids is the general influence conducive to
steadiness. Nature, XXX. 89.

treacly (tre'kli), a. [< treacle + -vi.] Com-
posed of or like treacle • abounding in treacle

;

sweet and viscous.

tread (tred), v.; pret. trod, pp. trod, trodden,
ppr. treading. [< ME. treden (pret. irorf, pp.
troden, treden), < AS. tredan (pret. trsed, pp.
treden) = OS. tredmi= OFries. treda = D. treden
= MLG. LG. treden = OHG. tretan, MH6. G. tre-

ten = Icel. trodha = Sw. trdda = Dan. trsede =
Goth, trudan, tread. The Icel. and GQth. show
a different vowel. Hence \\\t. trade"^, trade,

trod.] I. introius. 1. To set the foot down, as
on the ground.

Ther nis, ywis, no serpent so cruel
Whan man tret on his tayl, ne half so fel.

As womman is, when she hath caught an ire.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 294,

The smallest wtirm will turn being trodden on,
Shak., 3 Hen. VI,, ii. 2. 17.

2. To press or be put down on or as on the
ground.
Every place whereon the' soles of your feet shall tread

shall be yours. Deut. xi. 24.

3. To walk; step; especially, to walk with a
more or less stately, measured, or cautious step.

Whan they han goon nat fully half a myle,
Ryglit as they wolde han troden over a style.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1, 250,

Has it a com? or does it walk on conscience.
It treads so gingerly?

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, Ii. 2.

O welcome, Sir Oluf ! nowlat thy love gae,
And tread wi' me in tlie dance sae gay.

Sir Olvfand the Flf-King's Daur/hter (Child's
[Ballads, L 299),

On burnish'd hooves his warhorse trode.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

tread

4. To copulate, as birds: said especially of a
cock-bird.

When turtles tread, and rooks, and daws,
Shak., L, L, L., v, 2. 915.

To have the bUick ox tread on one's foot*. See ox.

—To tread awry, see awry. - To tread In one's steps
(or footsteps), to follow one closely; imitate one.

The boys take all after their father, and covet to tread
in his steps. Bunyan, Pilgripi's Progress, ii.

To tread on or upon, (a) To trample ; set the foot on in
contempt.

Thou Shalt tread upon their high places.

Deut. xxxiii. 29.

(6) To follow closely.

Year treads on year. Wordsworth.

To tread on one's toes, to vex, offend, interfere with,
or hurt one.

Presently found he could not turn about
Nor take a step i' the case and fail to tread
On some one's toes.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 130.

To tread on or upon the heels of, to follow close upon.

One woe doth tread upon another's heel.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 164.

To tread on the neck of. See neck.

II. trans. 1. To step or walk on.

My roof receives me not ; 'tis air I tread;
And, at each step, I feel my advanced head
Knock out a star in heaven !

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 1.

She herself had trod Sicilian fields. M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

2. To beat or press with the feet: as, a well-
trodden path.

I have trodden the winepress alone. Isa. Ixiii. 3.

They should have stabb'd me where I lay ; . . .

They should have trod me into clay.

Tennyson, Oriana.

3. To crush under the foot; trample in con-
tempt or hatred.

Through thy name will we tread them under that rise up
against us. Ps. .\liv. 6.

Cammomill trodden doth the farther spred.
And the palme prest the higher lifts his head.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

We should not submit to be trodden quite flat by the
first heavy-heeled aggressor that came along.

O. W. Holmes, Professor, iii.

4. To dance.
We have measured many miles

To tread a measure with her on this grass.

Shak., L. L. L, V. 2. 186.

5. To walk.
I am resolv'd

To forsake Malta, tread a pilgrimage
To fair Jerusalem, for my lady's soul.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

6. To copulate with or cover, as a bird.

What shall I say of the House,Cock, which treads any
hen? /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 47.

To tread down, to crush or destroy, as by trampling un-
der foot.

Look on every one that is proud, and bring him low ; and
tread down the wicked in their place. Job xl. 12.

To tread one's shoes straight, to walk straight; go
carefully or discreetly ; be circumspect [Slang.]

And I've heard the old man say, sir, I was further told,
how he had to tread his shoes straight about what books
he showed publicly.

Mayhew, liondon Labour and London Poor, I. 318.

To tread out. (o) To press out wltl^the feet, as wine or
grain.

Thou Shalt not muzzle the oz when he treadeth out the
corn. Deut xxv. 4.

(6) To destroy, extinguish, or obliterate by or as by tread-
ing or trampling.

A little fire is quickly trodden out.

Shak., 3 Hen, VI., iv. S. 7.

To tread the bounds. Same as to Ixat the hounds. See
bounds.—to tread the stage or the boards, to act as
a stage-player ; perform a part in a drama.

So once were rang'd the sons of ancient Rome,
A noble show ! while Roscius trod the stage.

Cowper, Task, iii. f^~.

To tread under foot, to trample on ; despise ; treat with
contempt.

If ever men tread underfoot the Son of God, it is when
they think themselves to be above the need of him.

StUlingfieet, Sermons, I. vi.

To tread water, in swimming, to move the feet and
hands regularly up and down, while keeping the body in
an erect position, in order to keep the head above the wa-
ter,

tread (tred), «. [< tread, r. Ct. traded.] 1. A
step or stepping; footing; pressure with the
foot.

She is coming, my own, my sweet

;

Were it ever so airy a tread.

My heart would hear her and beat,
Tennyson, Maud, xxii. 11.

I cross my floor with a nervous tread.

Whittier, Demon of the Study.

2+. Way; track; path. See frade'>, n., 2.-3.
Copulation, as of birds.— 4. The eicatrieula of

an egg : so called from the former erroneous be-
lief that it appeared only in fecundated eggs laid

by the hen after the tread of tlie cock. Compare

I



tread

trea/Ve.— 5. Manner of stepping: as, a horse

with a good tread.— 6. The flat or horizontal

part of a step or stair; a tread-board.— 7. The
lengthof aship'skeel.— 8. The bearing surface

of a wheel or of a runn^on a road or rail.— 9.

The part of a rail on \wkli the wheels bear.

—

10. The part of a stilt on which the foot rests.

— 11. That part of the sole of a boot or shoe

which touches the ground in walking.— 12.

The top of the banquette of a fortification, on
which soldiers stand to fire.— 13. Th? upper
side of the bed of a lathe between the head-

stock and the back-center.— 14. The width

from pedal to pedal of a bicycle. Bury and
Hdlier, Cycling, p. 346.—15. A wound on the

coronet of a horse's foot, produced by the shoe

of either hind or fore foot of the opposite side.
— Rubber tread, a piece of rubber, usually roughened or

corrugated on one siile. fastened on a cai*- or carriage-step

to give a secure foothold,

tread-behind (tred'be-hind"), n. A doubling;

an endeavor to escape from a pursuer by fall-

ing behind. [Bare.

J

Hia tricks and traps and tread-hehindf.

Xaylor, Reynard the fox, p. 20. (Davief.)

tread-board (tred'bord), «. 1. The horizontal

part of a step, on which the foot is placed.— 2.

Une of the boards of a treadmill upon which its

operator steps,

treader (tred'^r), «. [< <read -t- -erl.] One who
oi that which treads.

The treaders shall tread out no wine in their presses.

laa. xvi. 10

tread-fowlt (tred'foul), n. [ME. tredefowl; <

triad, r., + ohj. foul.'] A cock.

Tbow woldest han been a trede/meel aright
Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 57.

treading (tred'ing), «. [Verbal n. of tread, r.]

1. The act of setting down the foot; a step.

My feet were almost gone, my treadiiing had well-nigh

slipt. Book of Common Prayer, Tsaltcr, I's. Ixxiii. 2.

Treading consista in pressing and kneading the clay-

paste little by little with bare feet. Glatt-making, p. 3u.

2. That which is trampled down.
The off horse walks on the grass, but outside of the line

of cut ; consequently, his treading* are met by the machine
on the return journey, and cut clean. Ure, Diet., IV. 28.

3. The act of the cock in copulation.

treadle (tred'l), n. [Also ireddle; < ME. tredyl,

< AS. tredel, a step, < tredan, tread : see tread.l

1. A lever designed to be moved by the^ot to

impart motion to a machine, as a lathe, sewing-
machine, or bicycle. It consists usually of a form
of lever connected (»y a rod with a crank ; but other forms
employ straps or cords for transmitting the power. In the

bicycle the treadle is practically the crank itself. In the

organ, particularly the pipe-organ, and many machines,
the drop press, etc., where the treadle does not impart a
rotary motion, but only starts, stops, (»r otherwise controls

the machine or instrument, it is more properly apetjai,

but in the reed-organ the ^M>t-levera by which the feeders

are operated are calle<l either treadU* or pedaU. See ciita

under pegger, potter, reed-organ, ripple, gewing-machine,
and wring-hammer,
2. The tough ropy or stringy part of the white
of an egg; the chalaza: so called because for-

merly supposed to be the male sperm. Com-
pare tread, 4.

treadle (tred'l), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. treadled, ppr.

trcadliufj. [< treadle, n.'] To operate a treadle

;

specifically, in playing a reed-organ, to oper-

ate the feeders by means of the foot-levers or

pedals.

treadle-machine (tred'l-ma-shen'), ». A small

printiug-i)i«ss jvorked by the pressure of the

foot on a treadle.

treadler (tred'l^r), n. [< treadle + -erl.] One
who works a treadle. Treadlers' cramp, an occu-
pation neurtwis alfectitig sewitiK-niaLliide operators, scis-

sors-grinders, and others who use treadle-machines: of a
Bimilar nature lo icritern' crawp^whicU see, under writer).

A case of Treadler't Cramp. Laiteet, 1891, 1. 410.

treadling (tred'ling), ». [Verbal n. of treadle,

1.1 The act of using the treadles or pedals of

a rci'd-organ.

treadmill (tred'mil), H. [(.tread \- mHr^.'\ 1.

.An appliance for producing rotary motion by
tlie weight of a man or men, or of an animal, as
a horse, stepping on movable steps connected
with a revolving cyliniler or wheel. The name is

now rarely given to industrial ajipliances of this nature,
but chiefly to those used as means of punishment in some
prisons. Compare horte-power, 3, and see cut in next
column.

Hence—2. Figuratively, a monotonous and
•vearisorae round, as of occupation or exertion:
n, the triadmdl of business.
The everlasting tread-miU of antecedent and consequent

goes nniiid and round, but we can neither rest nor make
progress New Princetvn Itec, I, 187.

tread-softly (tred'soft'li). «. The spurge-net-
tk .liitriiiiliK iireiLi. variety stimulona (or./, sti-

405
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Treadmill.

a, bottom timbera of frame ; *, rollers attached to the treads, one
of which is fully shown at <; rf, rf', brake-shoe and brake-lever re-

spectively, used in stopping the machine ; e. one of the two inclined

planes on opposite sides cf the machine upon which the rollers * run ;

/, inclosure for horse or mule which operates the machine ; g, driving-

wheel, which in use is belted to the machine to be driven.

mitloga), found from Virginia to Florida and
Louisiana. It is a herbaceous plant with a long peren-
nial root, a low weed armed with white bristles half an
inch long, which sting severely. Also called stinging,

bunh.

treadwheel(tred'hwel), «. A contrivance for

utilizing the weight of men or animals to pro-

duce rotary motion, which can then be applied

to various mechanical purposes. It is of two
Erincipal forms: (a) A hollow cylinder set with the axis

orizontal. An animal, as a dog, walks on the inner sur-

face of the cylinder, to which battens are secured as a
foothold, and thus revolves ft. (6) A large flat disk of

wooti or other material set at an angle of al>out twenty
degrees with the horizon. Tlie animal which moves it

stands on the disk at one side of the axis or pivot ; its

weight causes the disk to turn, and it is thus compelled
to continue walking in order to keep its footing.

treaguet (treg), w. [< It. Iregua = Sp. tregua

= Pg. Iregoa = Pr. trega, tregua, treva, trev =
OF. trere. trire, P. trfve,< ML. treuga (also, after

OF., treva), a truce, < Goth, triggwa = OHG.
triiiira = OS. treutca = AS. tredw, truth, truce:

see true, truce.'i A truce.

She them besought, during their quiet treaffue.

Into her lodging to repaire awhile.
Spenser, F. Q., II. U. 83.

treason (tre'zn), ». [< ME. treson, trcsun,treisun,

traixoiiii, trai)son,(.0¥.trahi.ion,traisson,traison,

F. truhison = Pr. traicio, traa:o, tracio, tra.ssio

= Sp. traicion =r Pg. traicdo, < L. traditio{n-), a
giving up, surrender, delivery, tradition, < tra-

dere, pp. traditus, give up. deliver over, betray:

see ?i-flrfifio«, of which ?)'en«OH is a doublet.] 1.

A betraying ; treachery ; breach of faith.

The false Oenelon,
He tliat purchased the treson

Of [*. e., toward) Rowland and of Ollvere.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 1122.

He that did by frea^n work our fall

By treagon hath delivered thee to us.

MarloKe, Jew of Malta, v. 4.

Britton . . . more clearly states the idea of " betrayal

"

u distinct from that of ' lese-majesty, " and includes in

treason any mischief done to one to whom the doer repre-

sent! himself as a friend. Stubbg, Const. Hist., i 463.

Specifically— 2. Violation by a subject of his

allegiance to his sovereign or liege lord, or to

the chief authority of the state, in old English law
it was (o) against the'king or supreme power of the state,

and more speciflcally called high treason, or (h) against

any other superior, as a master, etc., and calletl^?i> treason

or petty treason. Various o!fenses falling far short of what
is now deemed treason, such as counterfeiting money, were
so considered. By modern law in England treason, more
specifically calleti high treason, includes such offenses as
imagining the king's (of queen's) death (that is. proposing
to kill, maim, or restrain him), or levying war against

him, adhering to his enemies, killing his wife or eldest

son or heir, violating his wife or daughter or heir's wife,

or killing the chancellor, treasurer, or a justice in office.

Treason against the United states consists only In levying
war against them, or in adhering to their enemies, or in

giving their enemies aid and comfort; treason against a
State is generally defined as consisting in hostility to a
State only. The former punishment for treason in Eng-
land was that the condemned should be drawn on a hurdle
to the place of execution, and there be hanged and dis-

emboweled alive, and then beheaded and quartered : and
a conviction was followed by forfeiture of land and goods,

and attainder of blood ; but the penalty is now hanging.

Those that care to keep your royal person
From treason's secret knife and traitor's rage.

Shak.,i Hen. VI., lil. 1. 174.

Treason doth never prosper : what 's the reason ?

For if it prosper, none dare call it treason.

Sir John Harington, Of Treason.

Treason is a breach of allegiance, and can be committed
by him only who owes allegiance, either perpetual or tem-
pfirary. Marshall.

ConstructlTe treason, anything which, though lacking
treasonable intent, is declared by law to be treason and
punishable as such. Numerous acts suggestive of disaf-

fection were formerly punished as constructive treason

upon the pretext that they were in law equivalent to actual

treason. Hence the provision of the Constitution of the

United States (Art. III. % i), according to which "Trea-

treasure

son against the United States shall consist only in levy-

ing War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies,
giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be con-

victed of Treason unless on the testimony of two Wit-
nesses to the same overt Act, or on Confession in open
Court. The Congress shall have power to declare the
Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason shall

work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during
the Life of the Person attainted."

Lord George Gordon was thrown into the Tower, and
was tried before IjoyA Mansfield on the charge of high
treason for levying war upon the Crown. The charge
was what is termed by lawyers constructive treason. It

rested upon the assertion that the agitation which he
had created and led was the originating cause of the out-

rages that had taken place.
Lecky, F.ng. in 18th Cent., xiii.

High treason. See def. 8.— Misprision of treason.
See inisprtgtoni.— Petit or petty treason, the crime of

killing a person to whom the offender owes duty or sub-
jection, as for a servant to kill his master, or a wife her
husband. As a name for a specific offense the term is

no longer used, such crimes being now deemed murder
only.— Statute Of Treasons, an English statute of 1352

(25 Edw. III., c. i) declaring, for the first time, what
offenses should be adjudged treason.— Treason Felony
Act. See/rfoni/. = Syn. SeejKr/!dioi«.

treasonable (tre'zn-a-bl), a. [< treason +
-able.'] Of or pertaining to treason; consist-

ing of treason ; involving the crime of treason,

or partaking of its guilt.

Hark, how the villain would close now, after Ma trea-

sotiabU abuses ! Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 347.

= Syn. See perfidious.

treasonableness (tre'zn- a -bl-nes), n. The
character of being treasonable.

treasonably (tre'zn-a-bli), adv. In a treason-

able manner.
treason-felony (tre'zn -feFon-i), n. In Eng.
law, the offense of compassing, imagining, de-

vising, or intending to deprive the king or

queen of the crown, or to levy war within the

realm, in order forcibly to compel the change
of royal measures, or to intimidate either

house of Parliament, or to excite an invasion
in any of the crown's dominions.
treasonous (tre'zn-us), a. [< treason + -oiw.]

Treasonable.

He had giv'n first his military Oath to Aulas, whom if

he had betrai'd, the King might suspect him of like trea-

soiums minde towards himself. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

treasonryt, «• [< treason + -ry.'] Treason.

I am right rad of treasonrie.

Sang o/ the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, 'VI. 27).

treasonyt, »• [< treason + -y^.] Treason;
treachery.

It is tauld me the day, sir knight,
Ye've done me treasonie.

Young Ifaf»T« (Child's Ballads, III. 303).

treasure (trezh'ur), ». [Early mod. E. also

threasure, threasor, in awkward imitation of the

L. spelling the-iaurus; < ME. tresure, tresur, tre-

sor, tresore, tresour, < OF. tresor, later tliresor,

F. tresor, with unorig. r, prop. *teitor, = Pr. tbe-

sanr = Sp. tesoro, 0»p. also tresoro = Pg. the-

soiiro = It. tesoro (dial, trasoro), < L. thesaurus,

< Gr. dijaavpdc, a store laid up, treasure, a trea-

sure-house, store-house, chest, < riBivai, set,

V^ace: see thesis, theme, (UA. Cf. thesaurus."] 1.

Sloney or jewels in store ; wealth accumulated

;

riches hoarded
;
particularly, a stock or store of

money in reserve.

The value of a mine is a matter for a Kings Threasor.
John Dee (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 38).

If thou be'st death, I'll give thee England's treasure.

Enough to imrehase snch another island,

So thou wilt let me live, and feel no jiain.

5/ia*.,2Hen.VL,Iii. 3.2.

8. Specifically, gold, or silver, either as it comes
from the mine, or in bullion, coin, or plate ; es-

pecially, coin.

The several parcels of his plate, his treasure.

Rich stuffs, and ornaments of household.

,
Shak.. Hen. VIII., ilL 2. 12.5.

3. A quantity of anything gathered together;

a store ; a wealth.

We have treasures in the field, of wheat and of barley,

and of oil and of honey. Jer. xli. 8.

4. Something which is greatly valued; that

which is highly prized or very valuable.

O Jephthah, judge of Israel, what a treasure hadst

thou! . . .

"One fair daughter, and no more.
The which he loved passing welL"

SAa*., Hamlet, il. 2. 428.

This gentleman, as humble as you see him.

Is even this kingdom's treasure.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ill. 1.

As bees flee hame wi' lades o' treasure.

Bums, Tain o' Shanter.

6t. A treasure-house ; a treasury.

Asa took all the silver and the gold that were left in the

treasures of the house of the Lord, and the treasures of the

king's house. 1 Ki. xv. 18.



treasure

"Win " will fuim the treamre of thy love.

Shalt., Sonnets, cxxxvi.

Treasure of merits, in Rom. Cath. theol., the merits of

Christ and the saints treasured up, from which satisfac

tion is made, as ol a debt, for the sins of others.

Indulgence ... is "a juridical absolution," including

a payment of the debt from the treaeiire of the Tneritu of

Christ and the saints. Calh. Diet, p. 441.

treasure (trezh'ur), v. t.; pret. and pp. trca-

stir^d, ppr. treasuring. [< treasure, n.] 1. To
hoard up ; lay up iu store ; collect and lay up,

as money or other valuables, for future use or

for preservation; accumulate; store: usually

with up.

And her merchandise and her hire shall be holiness to

the Lord • it shall not be treamred nor laid up.
Isa. xxui. IS.

Some thought it mounted to the lunar sphere,

Since all things lost on earth are treamred there.

Pope, R. of the L , v. 114.

Prayers uttered in secret, according to God's will, are

treatured up in God's Book of Lite.

J. B Neuinan, Parochial Sermons, i. 245.

2. To retain carefully in the mind : often with

up.
Mera'ry. like the bee, . . .

The quintessence of all he read

Had treasurd up before.

Cowper, Burning of Lord Mansfield's Library.

The patient search and vigil long

Of him who treasurer up a wrong.
Byron, Mazeppa, x.

3. To regard as precious; prize

Somewhat did the fresh young day beguile

His treasured sorrow when he woke next mom.
Willuim Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 97.

4t. To furnish or endow with treasures ; enrich.

[Bare.]
Treasure thou some place

With beauty's treasure, ere it be self-kill'd.

Shak., Sonnets, vi.
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an early date a Chancellor of the Exchequer. But in the

reign of George I. the gi'eat office of Lord High Treasurer

was, in English phrase, put permanently 'into commis-

sion "
: its duties, that is, were intrusted tu a board instead

of to a single individual. W. WUwn, State, § 696.

Lord high treasurer of Scotland, formerly, an officer

whose duty it was to examine and pass the accounts of

the sheriffs and others concerned in levying the revenues

of the kingdom, to receive resignations of lands and other

subjects, and to revise, compound, and pass signatures,

gifts of tutory, etc. In 1663 the lord high treasurer was

declared president of the court of exchequer.— Trea-

surer of a county, in England, an official who keeps the

county stock, which is raised hy rating every parish yearly,

and is disposed to cluiritable uses. There are two trea-

surers in each county, chosen by the majority of the jus-

tices of the peace, etc., at Easter sessions.— Treasurer
of the household, an official in the lord steward's de-

partment of the royal household of the United Kingdom,
who bears a white staff, and ranks next to the lord stew-

ard. He is a member of the privy council and of the

ministry, and is a peer or a peer's son.— Treasurer of

the poor, in Delaware, a State officer having charge of

certain departments of the administration of State chiui.

ties.- Treasurer of the United States, an officer of the

Treasury Department who receives and keeps the moneys

of the United .States, disbursing them only upon warrants

drawn by the Secretary of the 'lYeasury, and duly recorded

and countersigned. The payment of interest on the pub-

lic debt, and the issue and redemption of notes, are in his

charge. States, cities, boroughs, and towns also have trea-

surers ; in some cases the State treasurer has the title of

treasurer and receiner-f/eTieral.

treasurersMp (trezh'ur-er-ship), «. [< trea-

surer + -sliip.] The office of treasurer.

The king landed on the !)th of February, 1432; on the

26th Hungerford had to resign the treasurership to John

lord le Scrope of Masham- Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 336.

treasuress (trezh'ur-es), n. [< treasurer + -ess. ]

A woman who has charge of a treasure; a fe-

male treasurer. [Rare.]

You, Lady Muse, whom .Tove the counsellor

Begot of Memory, wisdom's treasuress.

Sir J. Davies, Dancing.

'treat

4. A department of government which has con-

trol over the collection, management, and ex-

penditure of the public revenue. See Depart-

ment of the Trcmurii, under department. The du-

ties of this department of the British government are now
performed by a board of five lords commissioners in-

stead of a lord high treasurer, as formerly. The chief of

these commissioners, or first lord of the treasury, is usu-

ally prime minister, and may be a member of either house

of Parliament. The virtual head of the treasury is the

chancellor of the exchequer. (See c/iaiiceiJor, 3 (c).) The
duties of the three remaining members of the board, the

j unior lords, are merely foi-mal, the heaviest part of the ex-

ecutive functions devolving on the two joint secretaries of

the department (the patronage secretary and the financial

seeretary), who are also members of the lower house, and

on a permanent secretary. The custody of the public rev-

enue is vested in the exchequer, but the function of pay-

ment belongs to the treasuiy, consequently all suras with-

drawn from the exchequer must be vouched lor by a

treasury warrant. The treasury has the appointment of

all officers engaged in the collection of the public revenue

;

the anny, navy, and civil-service supplies are issued under

its authority ; and all exceptional eases and disputes re-

lating to the public revenue are referred to its decision.

Several important state departments are under the gen-

eral authority or regulation of the treasury.

5. The officers of the British treasury depart-

ment.— 6. A name given to a class of subter-

ranean monuments consisting usually of a solid

structure of masonry, of domical form, often

with pseudo-vaulting in horizontal courses, ei-

ther wholly underground or covered with a tu-

mulus. Familiar examples are the structures of this type

at MyceuKj and at Orchomenus. in Greece. The name is er-

roneous, as these structures are now recognized as tombs.

7t. Treasure.

Thy sumptuous buildings and thy wife's attire

Have cost a mass of public treasury.

Shak.. 2 Hen. VL, i. 3. 134.

Independent Treasury system, or Suhtreasury sys-

tem, the present system of fiscal administration of the

United States government, whereby certain officers, under

bonds, receive, disburse, transfer, and account to the Sec.

L i /i. 1 /-- „i,„o(.\ „ i' A atvnno- treasure-trove (trezh'ur-trov'),"- [Earlymod. retaryof'the 'freasury for the moneys oi the government.
treaSUre:Chest (trezh ur-chestM. 1; ^strong tr^ea^SUre .^O^^

y^_^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ formerly t^ev»m<Zor^...reAe^
box made to contain "gold, silver, jewels, or

other articles of value.— 2. Figuratively, a

treasury.
A mere review, however, of the payments Into and out

of the national treasure-chest only tells part of the truth.

Mneteenth Century, XXII. 6.

treasure-city (trezh'ur-sif'i), ». A city for

stores and magazines.

And they built for Pharaoh treasure cities [store cities,

R. V.J, Pithom and Raamses. Ex. i. 11.

treasure-flo-wer (trezh'ur-flou'er), ». A plant

of the genus Gazania. 0. Pavonia, distinguished as

tbe peacock treasure-flower, has heads nearly 3 inches broad

and of an orange color with a dark center, expanding only

in sunshine. It is an ornament of the wayside in South

Africa, and has long been cultivated in greenhouses.

treasure-house (trezh'ur-hous), «. [< ME.
tresurebous; < treasure -I- housed.'] A house or

building where treasures and stores are kept

;

a place where hoarded riches or precious things

are kept; a treasury.

So In the Italian language the first that made it aspire

to be a Treasure-house of Science were the Poets Dante,

Boccace, and Petrarch.
, . „ ^ .

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetne, p. 21.

treasurer (trezh'ar-er), n. [Early mod. E. also

threasurer; < ME. tresurer, tresurere, tresorer,

tresorere, tresourer, treserowr, < OF. tresorer, tre-

sorier, thresorier, F. trisorier = Pr. thesaurier =
Sp. tesorero = Pg. thesoureiro = It. tesoriere, <

ML. thesaurarius, a treasurer, < thesaurus, a treasury (trezh'ur-i),
treasure: see treasure.'] 1. One who or that r<. -^y trpsnrie 'irp.srr,

which treasures or stores up; one who
charge of treasure.

Out of this toune help me through your might.

Sin that ye wole nat ben my tresorere.

Chaucer, I'urse, 1. 18.

And when thy ruins shall disclaim

To be the treasurer of his name.
His name, that cannot die, shall be

An everlasting monument to thee.

B. Jonson, Epitaph on Drayton (Underwoods, xvii.).

2. Specifically, one who has the care of a trea-

siire or treasury ; an officer who receives the

public money arising from taxes and duties or

other sources of revenue, takes charge of the

same, and disburses itupon orders drawn by the

proper authority; also, one who has the charge

of collected funds, such as those belonging to

incorporated companies or private societies.

Now speke y wylle of tresurere [of a lord's household].

Husbonde and honsewyf he is in fere ;

Of the resayuer he shalle resayue, . . .

The tresurer schalle gyfe alkyn wage.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 318.

Lord high treasurer, formerly, a great officer of the Brit-

ish crown, who had under his charge and government all

the sovereign's revenue. The duties of the lord high trea-

surer are now discharged by commissioners entitled Lords

of the Treasury. See treasury.

Originally the chief financial minister of the Crown was

the Lord High Treasurer, with whom was associated at

'tresor trove, a treasure found : tresor, treasure

;

trove, pp. of trover, trouver, find : see trover.]

Treasure found and appropriated ; specifically,

in Eng. law, any money or coin, gold, silver

Elate, or bullion, of unknown ownership, found

idden in the earth or in any private place. In

this case, in English law, the treasure belongs to the crown

;

but if the owner is known, or is ascertained after the trea-

sure is found, the owner and not the crown is entitled to

it It is, however, the practice of the crown to pay the

finder the full value of tlie property on its being delivered

up On the other hand, should the finder conceal or ap-

propriate it, he is guilty of an indicta:ble offense punishable

by fine and imprisonment. In the United states the term

is not often used, and has no technical legal meaning.

The finder of a thing upon land is, if the owner be un-

known, its lawful custodian, and if he cannot be found be-

comes its owner. If the former owner is found, the finder

cannot withhold the thing to exact a reward, unless such

reward has been offered.

Your honor knoweth that Thresor tromv is a very casuall

thing ; and of which, althowgh the Prerogative of the

Queens Majestic do entitle to her a proprietic, yet how
seldome her Grace hath hitherto receyvedany commodity

therby, it is to your honor better known than unto me.
John Dee (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 37).

treasuroust (trezh'ur-us), fl. [< treasure +
-OH.s.] Worthy of being treasured, prized, or

regarded as a treasure. [Rare.]

Goddess full of grace.

And treasurous angel t' all the human race.

Chapman, tr. of Homer's Hymn to Earth, 1. 29.

?i.; pi. treasuries (-iz).

[< ME." tresorie, iresorye, thresorye, tresourc, <

OF. tresorie, contr. of tresorerie, thresoreria. F.

tresorerle = Pr. thezauraria = Sp. tesoreria =
It. tesoreria = Pg. thesouraria, thesouria, < ML.
thcsauraria, a treasury, < L. thesaurus, treasure

:

see treasure.'] 1. Ahouse, room, or chest where

treasure is laid up.

And zet Is the Plate of Gold in the Thresorye of the

Chirche. Mandeville, Travels, p. 18.

And Jesus sat over against the treasury, and beheld how
the people cast money into the treasury. Mark xu. 41.

2. Figuratively, that wherein something pre-

cious is stored or secured ; a repository.

Glastonbury, Glastonbury, the treasurie of the car-

cases of so famous and so many persons I

Hakluyt's Voyages, p. .

.

Canon law as a code, and the civil law of Home as a

treasury of procedure, working together in the hands of

ecclesiastical lawyers, may be for the moment looked at

together. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. ;;13.

3. Specifically, a place where the public reve-

nues are deposited and kept, and where money
is disbursed to defray the expenses of govern-

ment; also, a place where the funds of an incor-

porated company or private society are depos-

ited and disbursed.

The treasury was well filled, and, as against France and

Scotland, England was of one mind.
S«uft6(i, Const. Hist, § 360.

banks, of, during theu- existence, with the first and second

United States banks. In 1840 a law was enacted which di.

rected that rooms, vaults, and sates be procured in which

to keep the public money, that four receivers-general be

appointed, and that the United States mint and the branch

mint at Sew Orleans be places of deposit The treasurers

of the United States and of the mints, the receiversgen.

eral, and all other officers charged with the custody ot

public money, were required to give bonds for its care and

transfer when ordered by the Secretary of the Treasury or

Postmaster-General, and after June 80th, 1843, payments

to or by the United States were to be exclusively in gold

and silver. The next year the law was repealed, but in

1848 it was reenacted substantially, and has been contin-

ued ever since, with some changes. In 1863 the national

banks were authorized to receive deposits of the public

money, except receipts from cnstoniei-s, after furnishing

proper security therefor.—Lords commissioners of the

Treasury. See def. 6.-Register of the Treasury. See

reyisrer'-'.- Solicitor Of the Treasury. See solicitor —
Treasury bench the front bench or row of seats on the

righthand of the Speaker in the British Houseof Commons
so called because occupied by the first lord of the trea-

sury (when a commoner), the chancellor of the exchequer,

and other members of the ministry - Treasury bill, an

instrument of credit issued by the British government to

the highest bidder when money is needed by the Com-

missioners of the Treasury. These bills are drawn for

three or six months, and as they bear no interest are ten-

dered for at a discount, which varies with the rate cur-

rent in the money-market —Treasury hoard, the five

lords commissioners of the British Treasury.— Treasury
note, a note or bill issued by the Treasury Department,

on the authority of the government, and receivable for

government dues.—Treasury warrant, a warrant or

voucher issued by the treasury for sums disbursed by the

exchequer.

treat (tret), r. [Early mod. E. also sometimes

traict; < ME. treten, <"OF. treter, trailer, traicter

F. traiter = Pr. tractar = Sp. Pg. tratar = It.

trattare, < L. tractare, handle, freq. of trahej-c,

draw: see tracts, tract^, r. Cf. entreat, retreat.]

I. trans. 1. To behave to or toward; conduct

one's seif in a certain manner with respect to;

use.

She showed a little dislike at my raillery ; and, by her

bridling up, I perceived she expected to be treated here-

after not as Jenny Distaff, but Mrs. Tranquillus.
Steele, Tatter, No. 104.

The doctrines and rites of the established religion they

treated with decent reverence. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

They (persons] melt so fast into eacli other that they

are like grass and trees, and it needs an effort to treat

them as individuals. Emerson, Nominalist and Realist

2t. To discuss; discourse of ; consider.

And thei camen to Cafamaum. And whanne thei weren

in the hous he axide hem. What tretiden se in the weie?
Wydif, Mark ix. 32.

From this tyme forth, tyrae is to holde my peas

;

Hit werieth me this matier for to trete.

Politieal Poems, etc. (ed. B'urnlvaU), p. S4.

3t. To address ; discourse to.

Then Teutra tho triet men Iretid o this wise

:

" Ye worshipfuU weghes, well be you euer.
"

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), I SSOft

4t. To negotiate ; settle.
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This worthy man Cometh to me
Here, as I beleue. for to trete a pees.

Rom. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4173.

I went to see Sir John Stonehouse, with whom I was
treating a marriage between my Sonn and his daughter-
in-law. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 27, 1679.

5. To handle, manipulate, or develop in any
manner, especially in writing or speaking, or

by any of the processes of art.

Zeuxis and Polygnotus treated their subjects in their

pictures as Homer did in his poetry. Dryden.

The way in which he [Berlioz] treatt it in several parte

of the first movement has some of the characteristic qual-

ities of the best kind of development of ideas and figures,

in the purely musical sense. Grove, DicL Music, IV. 39.

6. To look upon; consider; regard.

The Court of Rome treat! it as the immediate sugges-
tion of Hell— open to no forgiveness.

De Quineey, Military Xun, v. (Encyc. Did.)

7. To manage in the application of remedies

:

as, to treat a fever or a patient.

Disease is to be treated by anything that is proved to

cure it. O. W. Holmen, Med. Essays, p. 318.

8. To subject to the action of some chemical
agent or reagent.— 9. To entertain; give a
pleasure or treat to; especially, to entertain
without expense to the recipient; give food or

drink to, as a compliment or an e.xpressiou of

friendliness or regard.

With apples sweet he did me treat
Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 193).

"Sir, it yon please, I Ijeg that I may treat miss."
"Well settle that another time," answered Mr. Brangh-
ton, and put down a guinea. Two ticlcets of admission
were given to him. Miss Burtiey, Evelina, ixi.

After leaving it and passing out of the two circles of

walls, I treated myself, in the most infatuated manner, to

another walk round the ("it^.

U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 153.

lOt. To entreat; beseech; solicit.

Now here 's a friend doth to thy fame confesae
Thy wit were greater if tliy worke were lease.

He from thy labour treatg thee to give o're.

And then thy ease and wit will be much more.
John Taylor, Works (1&30). {Hares.)

n. intrans. 1. To discourse; handle in writ-

ing or speaking; make discussion: foimerly
used absolutely, now followed usually by of,

rarely by upon.

Now wol I speke of othes false and grete
A word or two, as olde books Irete |var. entret*].

Chaucer, I'anioner's Tale, 1. 1(58.

A wonder stranger ne'er was known
Than what I now shall treat upon.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 218).

First, we treat oj Dress.
Cmtgrece. tr. of Grid's Art of Love.

2. To negotiate, especially for peace; discuss
terms of accommodation: used absolutely or
with a limiting phrase.

I do perceive
Two arrotd men single, that give us lummoiu
As they would treat.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, iv. 3.

The Britans, finding themselvs niaister'd in fight, forth-

with send Embassadors to treat of peace.
Milton, Hist Eng., it.

Wearied and driven to despair, these soldiers were will-

ing to treat. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 139.

3. To give an entertainment which costs the re-

cipient nothing; especially, to bear the expense
of food, drink, or any pleasure for another as a
compliment or expression of good will. Com-
pare to stand treat, under treat, n. [Colloq.]

Our gen'rous Scenes for Friendship we repeat;
And, It we don't Delight, at least we Treat.

Prior, Prol. to the Orphan.

treat (tret), n. [< ME. trctc (orig. in two sylla-

bles: see treaty): seethe verb.] If. Parley;
conference; treaty; discourse; discussion.

Comynycasyon and trtte scbold be had betwyxt hys coun-
sayle and myne. Paston Letters, I. 75.

To leave to him that lady for excheat,
Or bide him batteill without further treat.

Spetiser, F. Q., III. vlil. 16.

2. An entertainment given as a compliment or
expression of regard.

If she will go : why. did you ever know a widow refuse a
treat ? no more than a lawyer a fee.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, L 1.

I dined with Mr. Addison and Dick Stuart, lord Mount-
joy's brother : a treat of Addison's.

Sitifl, Journal to Stella, vii.

3. Something given as an entertainment;
something paid for in compliment to another.
About four in the aftemmm my wife and I by water to

Captain Lambert's, where we t<M.k great pleasure in tlieir

turret-garden, . . . and afterwards had a very handsome
treate, and good musique that she made upon the harp-
sichon. Pepys, Diary, I. 195.

4. One's turn to treat (see treat, r. i., 3); espe-
cially, one of several rounds of drinks : as, it is
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my treat nov!. [Colloq.]— 5. Anything which
affords much pleasure ; that which is peculiarly

eujoyable ; unusual gratification.

Carrion is a treat to dogs, ravens, vultures, fish.

Paley, Nat Theol., xix.

6t. An entreaty.

At last he headlong made
To us to shore, with wofull treats and teares.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632). (,Nares.)

Dutchman's treat, Dutch treat, a repast or other en-
tertainment in which each person pays for himself. [Slang,
1'. 8.1—To Stand treat, to pay the expenses of an en-

tertainment for another or others ; entertain gratuitously ;

treat. (Colloq.]

They went out to Versailles with their families ; loyally

stood treat to the ladies at the restaurateur's.
Thackeray, Philip, xx.

treatablet (tre'ta-bl), o. [< OF. trctable, trait-

able, F. traitable = Sp. tratable= Pg. tratavel=
It. trattabile, < L. tractabilis, manageable, tract-

able, < tractare, manage, treat: see treat. Cf.

tractable, a doublet of treatable.'] 1. Tracta-
ble; well-disposed; affable.

I . . . gan me aqueynte
With him, and fond him ao tretaUe,

Right wonder skilful and resonable.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 533.

2. Yielding; complaisant.

Leteth youre ire, and beth somwhat tretable.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 411.

God had furnished him with excellent endowmente of
nature, a treatable disposition, a strong memoir, and a
ready invention. Parr, Abp. Usher, p. 2. {Latham.)

3. Disposed; inclined.

Tretable to alle gode.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 923.

4. Moderate ; not violent or excessive.

Yet somewhat there Is why a virtuous mind should
rather wish to depart this world with a kind of treatal)le

dissolution than to be suddenly cut off in a moment.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 46.

His [the country parson's] voice is humble, his words
treatable and slow. G. Herbert, Country Parson, vL

treatablyt (tre'ta-bli), adv. [ME. tretabhj; <

treatable + -ly^.'i Tractably; smoothly; with
ease or moderation.

So treataUie speakyng as possible thou can.
That the hearers therof may thee vnderstan.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 342.

There will be always some skilful persons which can
teach a way how to grind treatably the Church with jaws
that shall scarce move. Hooker, £ccle8. Polity, v. 79.

Not too fast ; say (recite) tretaUy.
Manton, What you Will, 11. 1.

treater (tre'tfer), «. [< treat + -cri.] One who
treats, in any sense of the word.

treatillg (tre'tiug), ». [Verbal n. of treat, v.]

The act of one who treats, in any sense. Specifi-

cally— (a) The practice of Inviting one to drink as a com-
pliment or as a civility, often in return for the like favor
previously shown. (6) Bribing In parliamentary (or other)
elections with meat and drink ; In Eng. taw, the olTense
committed by a candidate who corruptly gives, causes to
be given, or Is accessory to giving, or pays, wholly or in

part, expenses for meat, drink, entertainment, or provision
for any person, before, during, or after an election. In order
to be elected or for being elected, or for corruptly Influen-
cing any person to give or refrain from giving his vote.
A voter wno corruptly accepts treathig Is disciualifled for
the pending election, and his vote Is void.

treating-honset (tre'ting-hous), n. A house of
refreshment.
The taverns and treating-houses have eas'd you ot a

round Income. Gentleman Instructed, p. 287. {Davies.)

treatise (tre'tis), n. [< MB. tretis, tretys, a
treatise ; appar. a var., by confusion with tretis,

made, esp. well made (see tretis"^), of trety,

tretee, treaty : see treaty.'] If. Discourse ; talk

;

tale.
Bat lest my liking might too sudden seem,
I would have salved It with a longer treatise.

Shak., Much Ado, I. 1. 817.

2. A written composition in which the prin-

ciples of a particular subject are discussed
or explained. A treatise Is of an indefinite length

;

but the word ordinarily Implies more form and method
than an essay, and less fullness or copiousness than a sys-
tem : yet the phrase systematic treatise Is a very common
designation of some classes of scientific writings.

And amonges alle, I schewed hyni this Tretys that I

had made aftre infomiacloun of men that knewen ot
thlnges that 1 had not seen my self.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 314.

The former treatise have I made, O Theophilus, of all

that Jesus began both to do and teach. Acts I. 1.

3t. A treaty.
Crysede . . .

Ful bisUy to Juppiter besognte,
Geve hym mescnaunce that this tretis broghte.

Chaucer, Trollus, Iv. 670.

treatisert, treatisort (tre'ti-s^r, -sor), n. [< trea-

tisr + -er^, -orl.] One who writes a treatise.

Jerome speaks of the poisoned workes of Origen, and
other dangerous Trentisors.

Bp. Hall, Apology against Brownlsts, } 54.

treaty

treatment (tret'ment), n. [< ME. 'treiement,

< OF. traitement, I*', traiiement = Pr. tractament
= Sp. tratamiento = It. trattamento, < ML.
tractamentum, management, treatment, also a
treaty, < L. tractare, handle, manage, treat:

see treat.] The act or the manner of treating,

in any sense.

I speak this with an eye to those cruel treatments yihlcYi

men of all sides are apt to give the characters of those who
do not agree with them. Addison, Spectator, No. 243.

Little, alas ! Is all the good I can, . . .

Accept such treatment as a swain affords.

Pope, Odyssey, xiv. 71.

The question with the modem physician is not, as with
the ancient, "shall the treatment be so and so," but "shall

there be any treatment beyond a wholesome regimen."
H. Spencer,

The coda [of Schumann's C Major Symphony] Is made by
fresh treatment of the figures of the principal subjects in

vigorous and brilliant development.
Grove, Diet. Music, IV. 35.

Pragmatic treatment. See pragmatic.

treaturet (tre'tur), n. [< late ME. treature; <

treat + -xtre.] Treatment.
He that hath all thynges sublecte to his hestes, as here

is shewed by worchynge of his treature by this water.
Fabyan, Chron., ccvi.

treaty (tre'ti), n.
;
pi. treaties (-tiz). [< ME.

trety, tretee, trete, < OF. traite, traicte, F. traite

= Pr. tractat = Sp. Pg. tratado = It. trattato,

< ML. tractates, a conference, assembly, agree-
ment, treaty (in a great variety of senses), < L.

tractare, pp. tractatus, handle, manage, treat:

see treat, and cf. treatise.] It. A discourse;
account; document; treatise.

Beyonde the terage [territory] of Troy, as the trety sayse,

There was a wonderfull wethur . . .

With a flese ... of gold.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 154.

Now, leeue treendis, greete and smale,
That haue herde this trete,

Praie for the soule that wroot this tale

A Pater noster, cfc an aue.
Hymns to Virifin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.X P- 78.

2t. The act of treating or handling; conduct;
management; treatment; negotiation; diecus-

sion; diplomacy.

By sly and wys tretee, Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 448.

Host. They call me Goodstock.
Lov. Sir, and you confess it.

Both in your language, treaty, and your bearing.
B. Jonson, New Inn, I. 1.

3. An agreement; a compact; specifically, a
league or contract between two or more nations
or sovereigns, in modern usage formally signed
by commissioners properly authorized, and
solemnly ratified by the several sovereigns or

the supreme power of each state. The t»rm treaty

includes all the various transactions into which states

enter between themselves, such as treaties of peace or of

alliance, truces, and conventions. Treaties may be for

political or for commercial purposes, in which latter form
they are usually temporary. In moat monarchies the pow-
er of making and i-atifying treaties is vested in the sover-

eign ; In the L'nited States of America it is vested in the
President, by and with the consentof the Senate. Treaties
may be concluded and signed by diplomatic agents, but
these, of course, must be fiimlsned with full powers by
the sovereign authority of their respective states.

Treaties, allowed under the law of nations, are uncon-
strained acts of Independent powers, placing them under
an obligation to do something which is not wrong.

Woolsey, Intj-od. to Inter. Law, § 98.

In the language of modern diplomacy the term treaty
Is restricted to the more Important International agree-
ments, especially to those which are the work of a con-

gress, while agreements dealing with subordinate ques-
tions are described by the more general term "conven-
tion." Eneyc. Brit., XXIII. 530.

4t. An entreaty.
Now I must

To the young man send humble treaties, dodge
And palter in the shifts of lowness.

Shak., A. and C, 111. 11. 82.

Barrier, convention, extradition, fishery, recipro-
city treaty, see the <iualifying words. - 'Treaties of
guaranty. See i7Mara?i<.v.— Treaty-maWng power,
that power of sovereignty which is exercised in the mak-
ing of treaties with foreign nations. Although It extends
to all classes of treaties, including commercial treaties, a
treaty made by virtue of it does not have the effect to over-

ride the revenue laws of the country when in confiict with
them ; nor does a treaty itself operate as equivalent to an
act of the legislature In a case where the act of the legis-

lature would be otherwise essential. In such case the

treaty Is regarded as a stipulation for legislative action,

which must be had before the courts can enforce the treaty

f)rovision ; for, except so far as the treaty is exterritorial,

t does not dispense with the necessity of legislation to

carry its stipulations Into effect.— Treaty Of Adriano-
ple, a treaty between Russia and Turkey in 1829, favor-

able to the former.—Treaty of Alx-la-Chapelle. (o) A
treaty In 1668, ending the war between France and Spain.

(6) A treaty in 1748, terminating the War of the Austrian

Succession.- Treaty of Amiens,atreaty between France
and Its allies and (;reat I'.ritain in 1802, ending temporarily
the contest between these nations.— Treaty Of AugS-
burg, a treaty in l.^'i.'. by which religious liberties were
secured to the latholics and Lutherans of Germany.—
treaty of Belgrade, a treaty between Turkey and Aug-
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tila In 1789, adTantageous for the former.—^ftwaty Of
Berlin, a treaty, concludeil by the European powers in

1S7S. for the settlement of the Kastern question. liy it con-

cessions of territory were made to Russia, Rumania, Servia,

and Montenegro, the principality of Bulgaria and the prov-

ince of Eastern Rumelia were created. Austria- Hungary
received the administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina, etc.

—Treaty of Breslau, a treaty in 1742, ending the flrst .Si-

lesian war.— Treaty of Bretlgny, a treaty between Eng-
land and France in KtOO, generally favorable to the former.

—Treaty of Bucharest, a treaty between Russia and
Turkey in 1S12.— Treaty of Cambrai, a treaty between
Francis I. of France and the emperor Charles V. in 1529,

generally favorable to the latter.— Treaty of Campo
FormlO, a treaty between France and Austria in 1707, oy

which Austria lost Belgium and Lombardy, receiving the

greater part of the Venetian territories in indemnification.

-Treaty of Carlowitz, a treaty concluded by Turkey
with Austria, \enice, and Poland in 1B99, unfavorable to

the former.— Treaty Of Dresden, a treaty in 174.i, end-

ing the second Silesian war.— Treaty of Frankfort, a

treaty between France and Germany, May 10th, 1.^71, end-

ing the F'ranco-Gernian war.— Treaty of Ghent, a treaty

between Great Britain and the I'nitetl States in December,
1814, ending the war of 1812.—Treaty of Guadalupe-
Hidalgo, a treaty between the Vnited .States and Mexico
in 1848, terminating the Mexican war in favor of the

United States.— Treaty Of Hubertsburg, a treaty in

1763, ending the Seven Years' War.—Treaty Of Jassy, a

treaty between Russia and Turkev in 1792, favorable to the

former.-Treaty of Kutchuk-Katnardjl, a treaty be-

tween Russia and Turkey in 1774, favorable to the former.

—Treaty of London. Among the principal so-called

treaties of London were those in the nineteenth centni-y,

concluded by various European powers, as (o) in 1827,

for the pacification of Greece; (6) in 1831, for the settle-

ment of the Belgian question ; (c) in 1840, for the settle-

ment of the relations between Turkey and Egypt ; (d) in

1871, abrogating the neutrality of the Black Sea.— Treaty
of Lun^^lle, a treaty concluded by France with Austria

and Germany in 1801, by which France received consider-

able territory at the expense of Germany.— Treaty of

Nimwegen, a series of treaties concluded by France with
the Netherlands, the empire, Sweden, etc., in 1678-9, gen-

erally favorable to France.—Treaty Of Nystad, a treaty

between Russia and Sweden in 1721, favorable to Russia.—
Treaty of Oliva, a treaty in 1660, ending the war between
Sweden, Poland, Brandenburg, and the emperor.—Treaty
of Paris. Among the principal treaties of Paiis were — (a)

that of 1763, concluded by Great Britain with France, Spain,

etc., by whichCanada and other territories in America were
acquired by Great Britain

; (6) that of 1814, between France
and the allies ; (c) that of 1815, between France and the

allies, by wliich France wasreduced nearly toitsboundaries
of 1790; (rf) that of 18.56, ending the Crimean war.—Treaty
of Passarowitz, a treaty concluded by Turkey with Aus-

tria and Venice in 1718, generally unfavorable to Turkey.—
Treaty of Passau, a treaty in 15.52 by which the emperor
Charles V. granted religious liberties to the Lutherans.
— Treaty of peace, a treaty the purport of which ia to

establish or continue a condition of peace between the

parties, usually to put an end to a state of war —Treaty
of Pra^e. (a) A treaty between the emperor F'erdinand

II. and Saxony in 16H5. (6) A treaty between Prussia and
Austria in 1866, by which the former power succeeded the

latter in the hegemony of Germany.— Treaty Of PresS-
burg, a treaty between France and Austria in 1805, by

which large concessions were made to FYance and its allies.

— Treaty of Ryswick, a series of treaties concluded by
France with England, the Netherlands, Spain, and the

empire in 1697.— Treaty Of San Stefano, a treaty be-

tween Russia and Turkey, March, 1878. As its provisions

were considered too favorable to Russia, it was superseded

by the treaty of Berlin.— Treaty of the Pruth, a treaty

bstween Turkey and Russia in 1711, favorable to the for-

mer.— Treaty of the Pyrenees, a treaty between France

and Spain in 16,59, favorable to the former.— Treaty of
lllslt, a series of treaties concluded by France with Russia
and [Russia in 1807. Prussia lost a large part of its ter-

ritory.— Treaty of Troyes, a treaty between France and
England in 1420, by which Uenry V. of England became
heir to the French crown.- Treaty of Utrecht, a treaty

in 1713 which, with the treaties of Rastatt and Baden in

1714, terminated the War of the Spanish Succession.-

Treaty of Versailles, a treaty concluded in 1788 by
Great Britain with France, .Spain, and the United States,

by which the independence of the United States was rec-

ognized,— Treaty of Vienna. The principal treaties of

Vienna were— (o) that of 1738, between France, Austria,

etc., terminating the War of the Polish Succession; (b)

that of 1809, between France and Austria, in favor of the

former; (c) that of 1815, by the congress of the European
states, reorganizing the affairs of Europe ;

(d) that of 1864,

between Denmark and allied Austria and Prussia, end-

ing the Schleswig-Holstein war ; (c) that of 1866, between
Austria and Italy, by whiah Venetia was ceded to the latter.

—Treaty of Washlngton,atreaty between Great Britain

and the L nited States in 1,'571, which provided for the settle-

ment of the Alabama claims by the Geneva tribunal, and
for the settlement of the boundary and fisheries disputes.

—Treaty of Westphalia, a treaty or series of treaties in

1648, ending the Thirty Years' War.—Treaty Of Zlirlch,

a treaty concluded by France and Sardinia with Austria

in 1859, by which Austria ceded Lombardy to Sardinia.

(See Crimean, Silesian, «uccemon, icar, etc.)

trebblet, «•. «, and v. An obsolete spelling of

treble.

treble (treb'l), a. and n. [Early mod. E. treb-

hle; < ME. treble, tribill, < OF. treble, treible,

triple, < Ij. triplus, threefold: see triple, of

wliich treble is a doublet.] I. rt. 1. Threefold;

triple.
RegaM estate, coucht in the treUe crowne,

Ancestrell all, by linage and by right.

Puttenham, Partheniades, iii.

A skull hid in the earth a treble age
Shall sooner prate. Ford, Broken Heart, v. 1.

2. In music, pertaining to the voice or tlie

voice-part called treble or soprano; high in
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pitch ; in harmony, occupying the upper place

:

as, a trebU; voice ; a treble violin. See II.

The case of a treble hautboy.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 351.

Unto the violl they danct ; . . .

Then bespake the treble string, . . .

"O yonder is my father the king."

The Miller and the King's Dauyhter (Child's Ballads, II.

(359).

Bob spoke with a sharp and rather treble volubility.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 6.

Cottlsed treble. See cottised.— Treble clef, in musical
nntation, either a soprano clef (that is, a C clef on the
first line of a staff) or a violin-clef (that is, a G clef on
the second line). See clef and 8(«;/:— Treble coursing,
in mining, the expansion of a ventilating current into

three currents or courses.— Treble cross-staff, in her.,

a crozier triple-crossed, or having the papal cross.

—

Treble fltch6. aeefiUM.
II. n. 1. In music: (a) Same as soprano

(which see). The term arose from the fact that in

early contrapuntal music the chief melody or cantus flr-

mus was given to the tenor (which see), and the voice-

parts added above were called respectively the discantus

or alto and the treble (that is, ' third ' part) or soprano.

Hor. Madam, my instrument's in tune.
Bian. Let 's hear. O fle ! the treble jars.

Sftak., T. of the S., iii. 1. 89.

Maidenlike, as far

As I could ape their treble, did I sing.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

(6) A singer with a soprano or treble voice,

or an instrument that takes the upper part in

concerted music.

Hearing of Frank their son, the miller, play upon his

treble, as he calls it, with which he earnes part of his liv-

ing, and singing of a country song, we sat down to sup-

per. Pepys, Diary, Sept. 17, 1663.

Also triplex.

2. In short whist, a game which counts three

points to the winners, their adversaries not
having scored.

treble (treb'l), v. ;
pret. and pp. trebled, ppr.

trebling. [Early mod E. also trebble; < ME.
*treblen, trybylleu; < treble, rt.] I. trans. 1. To
make thrice as much; make threefold; multi-

ply by three ; triple.

To TrybyUe; triplare, triplicare. Cath. Ang., p. 393.

Her streinth in iourneye she (Fame] trebbleth.

Stanihurst, ^neid, iv.

And mine was ten times trebled joy

To hear him groan his felon soul.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

2t. To utter in a high or treble tone ; hence, to

whine.
He outrageously

(When I accused him) trebled his reply.

Chapman, tr. of Homer's Hymns to Earth.

n. intrans. To become threefold.

Ay, now I see your father's honours
Trebling upon you.
Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

treble-bar (treb'1-bar), n. One of certain ge-

ometrid moths, as Anaitis plagiata : a collec-

tors' name in England. A. palttdata is the Man-
chester treble-bar.

treble-dated (treb'l-da"ted), rt. Living three

times as long as man. [Bare.]

And thou, treble-dated crow.
Shak., Phoenix and Turtle.

trebleness (treb'1-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being high in pitch; shrillness.

The just and measured proportion of the air percussed,

towards the baseness or trebleness of tones, is one of the

greatest secrets in the contemplation of sounds.
Bacon, Nat. HisL, § 183.

Compare them as to the point of their relative shrillness

or trebleness. S. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 34.

treble-sinewed (treb'!-sin'''ud), a. Having
thrice the ordinary strength. [Rare.]

I will be treUe-sinew'd, hearted, breathed.

And fight maliciously.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 13. 178.

treblet (treb'let), n. [< treble + -ct. Cf. trip-

let.^ Same as triblet.

treble-tree (treb'l-tre), u. In vehicles, a triple

whiffletree; a combination of whiffletrees for

three horses ; a tliree-horso equalizer.

trebly (treb'li), adv. In a treble manner; in a

threefold number or quantity; triply: as, a

good deed trebly recompensed.

Then bring an opiate trebly strong.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxi.

trebuchet (treb'u-shet), n. [Formerly also tre-

bitcket; ME. *trebitchet. tribochet, trepeget, trep-

get, trepqettc, trcbgot.< OF. trebuchet, trebuquet,

trabnqust, F. trebuchet (= Pr. trabuquet = Sp.

Pg. trabuquete = It. trabocchetto, ML. trebu-

chctim), a military engine for throwing stones,

a pitfall for beasts or birds, a kind of balance,

trechour

a trebuchet; < OF. trehuchcr, trabueher, treg-

bucher, F. trebucher — Pr. trabucar, trasbuchar,

trcbucar = Sp. trabucar = Pg. trabucar. tra-

boccare, stumble, tumble, OF. also overbalance,

overweigh
;
prob. < L. trans, over, -I- OF. buc, the

trunk of the body, < OHG. buh, G. banch, belly:

see fcowA;!.] 1. In medieval warfare, a missile

engine resembling the ballista. It was used espe-

cially by besiegers, for making a breach or for casting

D D
Trelmchet as described and figured in the Album of Villard de

Honnecourt. 13th century. (From VioUct-leDuc's "Diet, do Mobi-
lier fran(;ai5.")

The weight C (a box filled with stones or earth) acted to keep the

lever in a vertical position, AB. The lever was drawn backward
to the position A'B by a tackle acting on the pulley F, which was
hooked at I^ to the traveling pulley I. A pin at E kept these hooks
in place, and when knocked out released the lever. The cords of the

tackle passed over the windlasses D, which were worked l>y the hand-
spikes a, a, acting in the directions b, b. The projectile was held in

the pocket or bag M. As the lever flew up to the vertical, this pocket
was whirled around like a sling. It is supposed that a cord P checked
this rotary motion and released the projectile suddenly, the length o<

the cord determining the angle of the projectile's flight.

stones and other missiles into beleaguered towns and cas-

tles. It consisted of a beam called the verge, turning on
a horizontal axis supported upon uprights. At one end
of the verge was fixed a heavy weight, and at the other a

sort of sling to contain the projectile -a device which
greatly increased its force. To discharge the engine, the

loaded end of the verge was drawn back by means of a

windlass, and suddenly let go. It was possible to attain

with the trebuchet great accuracy of fire. IVince Ix>uis

Napoleon, afterward Napoleon HI., caused to be con-

structed in 1850 a model trebuchet which gave remarkable
results.

"Nay, Will," quod that wyst, "wend thou no ferther.

But lyue as this lyf is ordeyned for the

;

Thou tomblest with a trepget gif thou my tras folwe."

Piers PtoM-mon (A), xii. 91.

Withoute stroke it mote be take

Of trepeget or mangonel.
Ram. 0/ the Bote, 1. 6279.

2. A kind of balance or scales used in weigh-

ing coins or other small articles, the pan con-

taining which tilts over if the balance is not

exact.

The French pattern of trebuchet, or tilting scale, now
largely manufactured here. Lea, Photography, p. 420.

3. A kind of trap for catching small birds or

animals by the tilting of the part on wliich the

bait is placed.—4. A cucking-stool.

She (a common scoldj may be indicted, and. If con-

victed, shall be sentenctjd to be placed in a certain en-

gine of correction called the trebucket. castigatory, or

cucking-stool. Blackstmte, Com., IV. xiii.

trebuckett, «. Same as trebuchet.

trecentist (tra-chen'tist), «. [< It. treeentista,

< trecento, q. v.] An admirer or imitator of the

productions of Italian art or literature in the

fourteenth century ; a follower of the style of

the trecento.

Antonio Cesari (died in 1828) was the chief of the Tre-

centists, a school which carried its love of the Italian au-

thors of the 14th century to affect,ation.

Amer. Cyc, IX. 464.

trecento (tra-chen'to), n. [It., three hundred,

used for 'thirteen hundred' (cf. cinque-ceuto),

< L. tres, three, -I- centum, hundred: see three

and cent.'] The fourteenth century in Italian

art and literature : used with reference to the

distinguishing styles or characteristics of the

productions of Italian artists or writers of that

period.

trechometer (tre-kom'e-t^r), «. [Irreg. < Gr.

Tpc^etv, nm, -I- /lerpov, measure.] An odometer,
or contrivance for reckoning tlie distance run,

especially by vehicles.

trechour t, « Same as treacher.



treck

trecfcl (trek), v. t. See track\
trecfcs, r. and n. See trek.

treck-pot (trek'pot), H. Same as track-pot.
treckschuyt (trek'skoit), n. Same as trek-
scliuit.

tre corde (tra kdr'de). [It., three strings: tre,
< L. tren, three; eonle, pi. of corda, string: see
ehoid,cor(ll.^ In jiianoforte w««ic, three strings:
used as a direction to discontinue the use of
the soft pedal and counteract a previous una
corda.

treddlei, ». See treadle.

treddle- (tred'l), n. [< ME. tridel, tyrdel, <
AS. tiinkl, dim. of tord : see turd. ] 1 . Dung of
sheep or of hares. Holland. [Prov. Eng.]—
2. A prostitute ; a strumpet. Ford. [Slang.]

trede-fowlet, «• A variant of tread-fowl. Chau-
cer.

tredille, tredrille (tre-dil', -dril'), «. [Also
tradnlle; appar. formed in imitation of qm-
drdle, < L. tres, three, + -dille, -drille.'] A game
at cards for three persons.

6453
In whose capacious hall,

Hung with a hundred shields, the family tree
Sprang from the midritf of a prostrate king.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.
(b) A natiu-al figuration having more or less resemblance
to a tree, assumed liy or appearing on the surface of some
substances under certain conditions, (c) In math., a dia-
gram composed of branching lines, (d) In electrolytic
cells, a formation of tree-like groups of crystals projecting
from the plates. In some forms of storage batteries these
'!'*"'-iorinations are apt to give trouble by short-circuiting

3. A gallows or gibbet ; especially, the cross
on which Christ was crucified.

I was playing at eighteen-penny tredrOle with the
Duchess of Newcastle and Lady Browne.

WaipoU, To H. S. Conway, Sept. 27, 1774.

tree (tre), ». ;
pi. trees, formerly also treen. [<ML. tree, tre, treo, treou, trew, trow, < AS. tred,

treow, tridw (pi. treowit, tredw, treo) = ONorth
tre6, tre, trew = OS. trio, treo {trew-) = OFries
tre = MD. tree = Icel. tre = Sw. tra, wood,
trad, tree. = Norw. tre = Dan. irx = Goth!
trill (trite-), a tree, also wood, a piece of wood
(both senses appar. existing in all the languages
cited)

: not in HG. except as in the derived word
cognate with E. tori (for the ordinary G. word
see liolti)( Teut. -/ trew= Indo-Eur. dene-, dorw-',
dru-)

; = W. derw, also ddr (pi. deri) = Olr.
dair (gen. darach), d<tur (gen. daro, dara), later
Ir. darog, darag = OGael. dair, an oak; =
(a) OBulg. drievo = Serv. drijevo = Bohem
drzlievo = Pol. drzewo, a tree, = Upper Serbian
rfreco, wood, = Little Russ. derevo, drero =
White Russ. drero = Euss. derevo, drero, a tree,= Lith. derra, resinous wood (see tarl)

; (b)
OBulg. driva, wood, = Slovenian drca, wood= Bulg. drUro, tree, drUra, wood, = Serv. drvo
tree, dria, wood. = Bohem. drva, wood, = Pol'
di-wa, wood, = Little Russ. dryva, dyrra = White
Kuss. drovi/ = Russ. droia, wood (orig. Slavic
't'^ri-o, tree, 'drivo, chiefly in plural, wood); =

Gr. dpvc, a tree, esp. an oak-tree, Sdnv (orig.
<!f/>u), wood, timber, a spear, = Skt. ddru, wood,

a species of pine, dru, wood, = Zend drit, wood.By some explained as orig. 'a piece of wood
peeled' or stripped of the bark; but the con-
nection with Gr. iepcw, skin, flay (= E. tear^) is
phonetically impossible and notionallv improb-
able, as the sense ' tree' is equally earlv in the
records, and must have been earlier in 'fact; a
standing tree would hardly derive its name from
a name flrst given to a tree cut down and cut to
pieces. Hence ult. tori and prob.«roHr//ii.] 1A perennial plant which grows from the ground
with a single permanent woody self-supporting
trunk or stem, ordinarily to a height ofat least

t^hZ.^.!!'!^- Th«'V'f*»'lch divides trees from shrubs
Is largely arbitrary, and dependent upon habit rather than
size, tl^c tree having a single trunk usually unbrancheU forsome distance above the ground, while a shrub haTusu^
ally several stems from the same root and each without aproper trunk. (See.AniAi.) Certain trees »re MomXusor ambiguous in variooa reapect*. One Is the giant cactul

the tr«. f'."^'""^'
""^^ "^ <r "iW.ro)T1moth^r i^

}„rn. ,'Tli^- f^""
»ines are of such dimensions as toform climbing trees-a«, for example, species of Metro-

S^rtTn.'l'r
'"'"'

f*?'*"."!
","'"'' »' '""«"' destroy thfsup.porting tree and sUnd in its place. Tlie banana and plan-tain, thongh transientand sonfewhat herbaceous are cSKltrees fr.,ni their size. In a special use a low plant (as arose) trained into trec-form is called a tree A lantetrained uneis also sometimes so called. In general, tr^

s^r;L?b^:/l:^z;rf,?"?r;-"^''?'"he,gr^^

Whom they slew am* hanged on a tree. Acts i. 39.

But give to me your daughter dear.
And, by the Uoly Tree,

Be she on sea or on the land,
I'll bring her back to thee. Whittier.

4. The material of a tree ; wood; timber.
In a greet hous ben not oneli vessels of gold and of sil-

uer, but also of tree and of erthe. Wyct^, 2 Tim. il. 20.

For wel ye knowe a lord in his houshold
Ne hath nat every vessel al of gold

:

Somme been of tree and doon hir lord servyse
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 101.

No stone worke is in vse, their roofes of rafters bee.
One linked in another fast, their wals are all of tree.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 386.

6t. A piece of wood; a stick; specifically, a
staff or cudgel.

Lytell Johan toke none other mesnre
But his bowe tre.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Mode (ChUd's Ballads, V. 67).

Anes I slew his sisters son,
And on his breist-bane brak a tree.

Johnie Armstrany (Child's Ballads, VI. 49).

6. In mech., one of numerous pieces or fram-
ings of wood technically so called : generally in
composition, but sometimes used separately in
connection with an explanatory context. For
those used in vehicles, see axletree, doubletree,
mingletree, whiffletree, etc. ; for those in ships,
chess-tree, crosstree, trestletree, etc. ; for others,
boot-tree, saddletree, etc.
They vse sadles made of wood & sinewes. with the tree

K"''^''- aaktuyt; Voyages. I. 314.
All gloves are better and more shapely if dried on glove-

free* or wooden hands. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 123.

Abba-tree, species of the fig in western Africa, to which
attention h:is recently been called as sources of india-rub-
ber.— Barrel-tree. Same as Mtte-free.— Big tree See
ftw' and .sVryf/oiVi.- Blueberry-tree. See aw>pmm.-
Christmas tree, see CArMO,M«._Dominant branch
S,l?;w®Sv"l '""i*-

See d«»a,«i,K.- Genealogical tree.See def 2 (o) and oeneo/o^,-.- Geometrical tree, a <lia-gram like a graph.- Holy tree. Sec Ao(v.- Mammoth
trro. Sameashjrh-ee.— Nephritlctree. Uku nephritic.
-Respiratory tree. See re»piraiory. — it. Thomas
tree. .See «a/i(i.- Santa Maria tree, the calaba-tree

tree-creeper

opossums, and squirrels ; compel to take refugem a tree, as a man fleeing from wolves.
Polly

. . . told us how . . . once her mother . . had
treed a painter, and kept him up in his perch for hours by
threatening him whenever he offered to come down, un-
til her husband came home and shot him.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 357.

2. Hence, figuratively, to deprive of the power
of resistance

;
place at the mercy of an oppo-

nent; corner. [Colloq.]
You are treed, and you can't help yourself.

H. Kingsley, Geotfry Hamlyn, v.

3. To form or shape on a tree made for the par-
ticular use: as, to tree a boot.
The process of crimping, treeing, etc., in the manufac-

turing of leather into boots and shoes.
C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 418.

II. intrans. 1. To take refuge in a tree, as
a hunted animal. [Rare.]
Besides treeing, the [wild] cat w ill take advantage of some

hole in the ground, and disappear, as suddenly as ghosts at
cock-crowing.

T. B. Thorpe, Backwoods, p. 180. (Bartlett.)

2t. To grow to the size of a tree. Fuller.— 3.
To take the form of a tree, or a tree-like shape]
as a metal deposited from a solution of one of
its salts under the action of an electric current.

; 7 1 .;
"'"• \«"»^'"» ttiixiia. uroe, me caiaoa-tree,

talophyUxwi Calaba, of tropical America. It affords a
reddish straight-grained timber, thought to be a suitable
substitute for the plainer kinds of mahogany.- Stinging
toee. Same as ,;e«/f .free, 2.-Three treest. See thfie^
TO bark up the wrong tree. .See inrii.— Top of the
tree, seo (opi.~ Tree calf, see ca;/-i.-Tree-felllnx
engine, a portable engine with saws, employc<l in fellinS
trees-Tree ofBu(liUm,the bo-tree.-Tree of chastity
Vttex Aijnus^nstxis. .See agtiut easlug, under o./nug ~
Tree of heaven. See ^aan(w«.— Tree of Jesse .See
>/e«»eI.— Tree of Liberty, a tree planted or transplanted
to commemorate the gaining of political liljerty as in
France at the time of the Kcvolution.— Tree of life (a)
According to the account in Genesis ii. I), etc., a tree grow-
ing in the midst of the garden of Eden, as a provision for
the unending life of man so long as he remained in a state
of innocence, and hence as a symbol of the source of
heavenly immortality in a future existence.

Lest he . . . take also of the tree qf life, and eat, and
live forever. Gen. iii. 22.

ber b.nh of i,;ii;iduaUamrrf7pec:ieTi"e^S|i?rg^nh^

cally, leaving theni hare in winter, are called de^umu:those of which the foliage falls only partially, a fresh crop

aL«h',,'Zi''''"'''^',f^P"«'' '"^""•« the mature leave?

tw,!f.ht?i ., ' '"^';/«»«' ««r!7ree». Trees are also dis-

ter^r^ h^»rinJ """^r"™' °' "'"-'"^arinK; bacciferoui, or

ft?3' . ^^ •Z""*?''^' <"• cone-bearing, etc. Some are

?e^ /n*^V„m Tli" .''"• "™.''" <« '"«'
:
<"her» are frui^

ser?echi^Hvfni''w '"
P""''^""

»""> "shards
;
othersserve chiefly for shade and ornament.

Be It by ensample in somertyme on froi««,mere somme bowes ben leued and somme bereth none.
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 94.

V^t^l^uu^J"^^? '''^'"'•* '•"^e bonghes be seenBom with the bo<lie8 of vnplanted Treen.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, 1. 2.

LI ^Z'"'" .'«T™^>'nc a tree. Speciflcally- ;a) A

a famUy
.
speciflcally called a genealogical oxfamily tree

(ft) Same as arborntx, 1. (c) In onot.. the arbor-vitie of
the cerebellum.— Tree of lon£ life, l.eptospennum (Ola-
Phyna) nUtdum, a small tree In the high mountains of
the Eastern Archipelago, whose leaves furnish Bencoolen
or .\ralay tea: thus calkil by the nativua, apparently in
allusion to its hardiness.- Tree of Porphyry, a logical
diagram iIlustnitinK' tlie relations Df suliordinate genera.—^ee of the gods, ^-.imu as tree nfhearen. 8ceal)ove— "rree of the knowledge of good and evil, according
to the account in Genesis, a tr«e placed, with the tree of
life In the inldat of the garden of Eden, and bearing the
forbidden fruit the eating of which by Adam and Eve un-
der the persuasion of the sci pent, destroyed their primal
innocence and caused their expulsion from the earthly
paradise.- Tree of the magicians, a solanaceous tree of
Ullll, AcnutiiHd.iin'ipleniim'] ptiliiJi<rruR. Treat), of Bot —
Tree Ofthe universe. Ste Jrw/roifa.—Trembling treeSee fi-fmWe- Triple tree. See (n>j3.-Tyburn tree'the galows; a gibbet.-0p a tree, cut off from escape!
obliged to surrender ; cornered ; entrapped ; nonplussed.
[Colloq.]

He was deploring the dreadful predicament in which he
found himself. In a house full of old women. "Reg'-
larlyupolree, byjingo!" exclaimed the modest boy who
could not face the gentlest of her sex.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxiiv.

Weeping tree, a tree of a weeping habit. See weevina
= Syn. 1. Shrub, Bush, etc. Sec vegetable.

tree (tre), v. [< tree, ».] I. trans. 1. To drive
into a tree, as a hunted animal fitted for climb-
ing, such as aiiimals of the cat kind, racoons

It will not prevent treeing; and therefore it will not
cure that defect, which is one of the most serious defects
of the Faure battery. Scieiux, I V. 392.

tree-agate (tre'ag'at), n. A variety of agate
with red, brown, or black dendritic or tree-like
markings, found in India and Brazil. An artifl
cial product so named is made by staining chalcedony or
natural agate with tree-like markings.

tree-aloe (tre'al"6), n. An aloe-plant, Aloe di-
clwtoina, of southwestern Africa. The hollowed
stem serves as a quiver for poisoned arrows, whence it is
also called qmcer-tree.

tree-asp (tre'asp), h. A venomous serpent of
the family Dendraspididse. See cut under iJen-
dras])is.

teee-azalea (tre'a-za»le-a), n. A shrub or small
tree, Uhododendron arborescens, of the Azalea
section of that genus, found in the mountains
from Pennsylvania to Georgia. It has very fra-
grant rose-colored flowers. Also smooth azalea.

f? o i®^'^
(tre'bSr), n. Tie racoon. [Local,

U. O.J

tree-beard (tre'berd), n. A South American
name of the long-moss, Tillundsia nsneoidcs.
See long-moss, and cut under Tillandsia.

tree-beetle (tre'be'tl), n. One of various bee-
tles wliich feed on trees and shrubs : not spe-
cific.

tree-boa (tre'bo"a), n. An arboricole boa or
anaconda; a large tree-climbing serpent of the
family lioida.

tree-bug (tre'bug), n. One of numerous differ-
ent hemipterous insects which feed on trees
and shrubs by sucking the juices, especially
of tlie family Pentatomidse. Bhaphigaster pennsyl-mnums is the large green tree-bug ; Anna moilesta is themodest tree-bug

; and Pentatoma ligata is the bound tree-
bug. ( <imparo tree-hopper.

tree-cabbage (tre'kab'aj), n. See cabbage^, 1.
tree-cactus (tre'kak'tus), H. The saguaro, and
perhaps other large cacti.

tree-calf (tre'kaf ), n. See tree calf, under cain.
tree-cat (tre'kat),M. A palm-cat or paradoxure
tree-celandine (tre'sel'an-din), n. See celan-
dine.

tree-climber (tre'kli'm^r), n. Any animal, etc.,

,M t!;''
^.''^;it"''l'y ^'imt-s trees. «,) a tree-creeper,

(djlhcclimbing-perch, jln«6a««;(inde»w. See ^nofcos
tree-clipper (tre'klip^'fer), n. A tree-creeper.
[Local, Lng.]

tree-clover (tr^'klo'v^r), n. The sweet clover,
Mchlotus alba, and perhaps other species.

tfee-cofttn (tre'kof'in), n. A coflin made by
hollowing out a section of a tree-trunk.
At Stowborough, Dorsetshire, where a body was discov-

ered in 1767 in a tree-coffin, it appeared to have beenwrapped in skins. Qreenwell, British Barrows, p. 32, note ).

tree-copal (tre'ko'pal), H. Same as anime, 2.
tree-coral (tre'kor"al), H. An arborescent po-
lypidom, as madrepore.

tree-cotton (tre'kot'n), n. A perennial cot-
ton-plant, Gossypium arboreum, becoming a
shrub or low tree, widely cultivated in East
Indian gardens, but scarcely grown for fiber.
Beneath the white wool the seeds are covered
with a dense green down,

tree-coupling (tre'kup"ling), n. In a vehicle,
a piece uniting a swiugletree to a doubletree.
E. H. Knight.

tree-crab (tre'krab), n. A certain land-crab,
Ihrgns latro. See cut under palm-crab

.

tree-creeper (tre'kre"p6r), n. One of many dif-
ferent birds which creep up and down or about



tree-craeper 6454 tree-protector

in trees, (a) The true creepers. See Certhiidit. (6)

The South American birds of the family Anahatidet or

^ZSiS«*- ^'' "" """""^ "'"^'' ""' ""' ""**"'
large drooping fronds. Several species are successfully

tr^; Cricket (tre'krik'et% n. A cricket of the
cultivated in greenhouses. See C.a«^aa^^^^^^

i^nul(Ecw,thm. The sAowy tree-cricket, (E. H®®^''^'^/ -1, M '' n.!n/thp r«lifnr.i„.
lueus, of a delicate greenish-white color, often *ree-fi8h (t%fi«l\)'

' ;,
,
0°«

°.fJ,^,''

Cahfornian

^„^„.»<. ti,o rB«r,h«rrv hv rock-hshes, SeftflsiJcAi/ff/s sen tceps.

tree-fly (tre m), «. A dipterous insect ot the

family Xylophagidm.

fined to the tropics, where they form a striking feature of (Fallows). The name is applicable to the product of any

the landscape, sending up a straight trunk to a height of of the cow- or mllktrees.

feet or more, crowned at the summit with a cluster of tree-IUOSS (tre'nios), n. 1. Any moss or lichen

living on trees, especially a species or Lstica.

See necklace-moss.— 2. A moss or lycopod hav-
ing the form of a miniature tree. See moss'^

injures the raspberry by
laying its eggs in the young
shoots. See (Ecanthus.

tree-crow (tre'kro), «. One
of various corvine birds of

China, India, etc., of a char-

acter intermediate between
jays and crows, and belong-
ing to such genera as Cryp-
sirhina, Cissa (or Kitta), and
Dendrocitta. The temia, Crjip-

tirhina van-
aru, is IS inch-
es long, main-
ly of a bottle-

green color
with black
face and bill

and bright-
blue eyes. It

and Lycopodium.
tree-mouse (tre'mous), n. A mouse of the
family Muridse and subfamily Dendromyinee, of

tree-frog "(tr-e'frog), n. Any batrachian which t^^^XiS^a. [< ME. ireen, < AS. tre<men,
lives in trees, (a) A tree-toad. (6) More properly, a "^"" ' ^ -" k ,,'..,
true frog (belonging to the family lianidie) of arboreal

habits. There ai'e many species, of different genera, in

the Old World. Some have suckers on their toes and

Snowy Tree-cricket {(ScaMthus nivens).

a, male, dorsal view ; t>. female, lateral view.

inhabits the Burmese countries, Cochln-China, and Java.

C. cumllata, of Burma and Upper Pegu, is quite different.

There are at least G species of Dendrocitta. See Cryjmrhi-

jia, tree-pie, and cuts under sirgang and (cmm.— Wattled
teee-crow, a wattle-crow. See Callseatirue, Glaucopinse,

and cut under wattle-crow.

tree-cuckoo (tre ' kuk ' S), »«. An arborieole

cuckoo; especially, such an American cuckoo,

of the genus Coccyzus or a related form, as

the common yellow-billed (C. americamis) or

black-billed (6'. crythrophthalmus) of the United
States. Most cuckoos are in fact arborieole ; but the

name distinguishes those above mentioned from the Ainer- . -UoiV Mro'liSrl «
lean ground-cuckooB, as members of the genus Oeococcyx Y Ki J^ rt -'ru'-l\.\
and others of terrestrial habits. See cut under Coccyzm. tree-neatn (tre hetU),

tree-digger (tre'dig'er), n. An agricultural bruyvix.

imiilement for taking up trees that have been tree-hOOpoe (tre ho po), n.

planted in rows, as in nurseries. It is a form of nus /rrwor (which see, with

double plow with a single bent cutting-share between the

parts, and cuts through the earth at a certain distance on

each side of the rows, and also at the required depth be-

neath the roots. E. H. KragM.

tree-dove (tre'duv), «. One of numerous large

arborieole pigeons of the Indian and Austra-

lian regions, belonging to the genus Macropy-

some have webbed hind toes. See cut under flying-frog.
— Spurred tree-flrog. See spurred.

tree-fuchsia (tre'fu'shia), n. A fuchsia trained

in tree form.
tree-germander (tre'j6r-man"d6r), «. A shrub,

Teucrium fruticaiis, of the Mediterranean re-

gion, also cultivated in gardens.

tree-goldenrod (tre'g61"dn-rod), n. An ama-
rantaceous plant, Bosia Yervainora, of the Ca-

naries, a robust ill-smelling shrub with vir- .

gate branches, bearing nearly spicate axillary
*Jff^3'/"J°/

and terminal racemes of small flowers.
-raa-n

tree-goose (tre'gos), n. 1. A ciiTiped of the

genus Lepas or Anatifa; a barnacle ; a goose-

mussel. See Anatifa, Lepas, and cut under har-

nacle^, 2.— 3. The barnacle-goose, JSeniicto ?eu-

copsis : from the old fable that they grow on
trees from barnacles. See cut under barnacle.

Whereas those scattered trees, which naturally partake
The fatness of the soil (in many a slimy lake
Their roots so deeply soak'd), send from their stocky bough
A soft and sappy gum, from which those tree-geese gi-ow

Call'd barnacles by us. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxviL 304.

Same as Itorsetail-Uchen.

n. See heath, 2, and

triwcn, wooden, of wood, < tre6, tredic, tree,

wood: see tree and -en'^.} 1. Wooden: espe-

cially noting plates and dishes. See trencher^.

Wrie hem quycly with a treen rake.

Pa

A bird of the ge-

eut). Also called wood-
hoopoe.

tree-hopper (tre'hop"6r),

H. Any one ot a number
of homopterous insects

of the families Membra-
cidse, Tettigoniidse, and Jas-

sidse, which frequent trees

or arborescent plants. Cere-

sa bubalus is the buffalo tree-hop-

per, so called from its bison-like hump and horns. It

punctures the twigs of various ti'ees in oviposition, and
injures their vitality.

tree-houseleek (tre'hous^lek), n. Same as

houseleek-tree.

6 '«.

BufTalo Tree-hopper KCtre^

sa bitbalus).

a, lateral view ; b, dorsal

tree-iron (tre'i"6rn), n. In a vehicle: (a) A
reinforcing piece of wrought-iron used to con-

nect a swingletree to a doubletree or a double-
_^^

tree to the tongue. (6) One of the hooks or clips tree-orchis'(tre'6r''lfis)i n. An
by which the traces are attached to the whif- epiphytic genus Epidendrum.
fletrees. E. H. Knight. .

i" i- ^ .
>^ ........ .

tree-jobber (tre' job ''6r), n. A woodpecker.
[Local, Eng.]

alladius, Huslwndrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 140.

Presenting of that meate to the IdoU, and then Carrie it

to the King on a great Leale, in a treene Platter.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 492.

2. Pertaining to or derived from trees.

A large Tract of the World almost altogether subsists

on these Treen Liquors, especially that of the Date.
Evelyn, Sylva, p. 73.

n. An old plural of tree.

treen^ (tren), n. [Manx: see quot.] In the

Isle of Man, a territorial division, of uncertain

origin and purpose, subdivided into estates

called quarterlands.

The number of treens are 180, and nsnally contain from
three to fom- quarterlands. ... In the Manx language,

the word treen is defined to be a township dividing tithe

into three. In this respect it corresponds with the ar-

rangement made by Olave I., who divided tithes into three

parts : one for the clergy, another for the bishop, and a

thh-d for the abbey of Rushen.
N. and Q., 3d ser., VIIL 310.

treenail (tre'nal, technically, in sense 1, tren'l

or trun'l), n. [Also corruptly trenail, trennel,

Irunnel ; < tree + nail. For the corruption, cf.

the nautical gunnel for gunwale, tops'l for top-

sail, etc.] 1. A cylindrical pin of hard wood
used for fastening planks or timbers in ships

and similar constructions. Treenails are made of

oak- and teak-wood, but the best material for them is the

wood of the American locust, from ita great durability

and toughness and its freedom from shrinkage.

2. In arch., same as gutta^. 1.

tree-nettle (tre'nef'l), ». Same as nettle-tree, 2.

tree-nymph (tre'nimf), n. In Or. myth., a, v/ood-

nyniph residing in or attached to a tree, and
existing only during its life ; a hamadryad.

The Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite tells of the tree-nymph,

long-lived, yet not immortal.
E. B. Tylar, Prim. Culture (ed. VglT), XL 219.

tree-of-sadness (tre'ov-sad'nes), n. See Nyc-
tanthes.

tree-of-the-8Un (tre'ov-THe-sun'), «. SeeJSett-

itosjiora.

tree-oil (tre'oil), ». Same as tung-oil.

tree-onion (tre'un'yon), «. See onion.

orchid of the

tree-oyster (tre'ois'ter), n. A kind of oyster,

of tlie genus Dendrostrsea, which grows on the

roots of the mangrove.
tree-kangaroo (tre'kang-ga-r6'), n. An arbo- tree-partridge (tre'par'trij), n. A partridge

See

Tree-dove {Macropy^ia rtimvardti).

gia in a broad sense, as M. reinwardti, from
"the Moluccan and Papuan islands. This is about tree-lilv (tre'lil'i) n
20 inches long, with a long broad tail, red feet, and ashy

j-gHg-jfi

real kangaroo of the genus Dendrolagus.

cut under Dendrolagus.

tree-lark (tre'liirk), n. The tree-pipit, Anthus
. trivialis.

treeless (tre'les), o. l< tree + -less.] Destitute

of trees : as, a treeless desert. Wordsworth, Ex-
cursion, ii.

treelessness (tre'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing treeless. St. Nicholas, XVIII. 472.

A plant of the genus

plumage
ried in some
parts with
white, black,
and chestnut.
There are 24 or
more species of
this group.

tree-duck
(tre'duk), n.

See duck^
and Dendro-
cygna (with
cut).

tree-fern
(tre'fern),n.

One of sev-

eral species

of ferns that
attain to the
size of trees.
They belong
mostly to the
tribe Cyathex,
and are con-

tree-lizard (tre'li^/ard), n. A dendrosaurian

;

a lizard of the group Dendrosaura.

tree-lobster (tre'lob^ster), n. The tree-crab.

tree-lotus (tre'16"tus), ». Same as lotus-tree, 2.

tree-louse (tre'lous), «. A plant-louse; any
aphid. [A dictionary word.]

tree-lungwort (tre ' lung ' wfert), n. A lichen,

Sticta pulmonaria. See lungwort, 3.

tree-lupine (tre'lii"pin), ». See lupine^.

tree-mallow (tre'maFo), n. See Lavatera.

tree-marbling (tre'm!ir"bling), n. The stain-

ing or marbling on the edges of a book or

or quail of the genus Dendrortyx, of the warmer
parts of America. See cut under Odontopho-

rinx.

tree-peony (tre'pe'o-ni), «. Bee peony.

tree-pie (tre'pi), n.
' A tree-crow of the genus

DenarocitUi, of which there are eight Indian

and Chinese species, among them D. leucogas-

tra of southern India, type of the genus. The
best-known is D. rufa, the rufous crow and gray-tailed

roller of the older writers, ranging through India, Assam,
and the Burmese regions to Tenasserim. This is Iti inehcs

long, of orange-brown and sooty-brown shades, varied with

black and pale gray, and with blood-red iris.

tree-pigeon (tre ' pij " on), «. An arborieole

pigeon ; one of many linds inhabiting Asia,

Africa, and Australia, belonging to the group
Carpophaginse. See fruit-piyeon, and cuts under
iree-dore and Treron.

tree-pipit (tre'pip'it), n. A pipit, Anfkus trivi-

alis (or arboreus), one of the several species

which are common in the British Islands and
elsewhere; a tree-lark. Bee pipit &iiA Anthus.

J"'
tree-poke (tre'pok), n. See Phytolacca.

tree-poppy (tre'pop-'i), »). See poppy.

Tree-fern iCybotkium regatt).

the lining of a book in imitation of the pattern tree-porcupine (tre'por'kii-pin), n. An arbo-
used for a binding in tree-calf. ^eal porcupine, especiallv a South American
tree^medic (tre'med'ik), n. Same as moon- porp„piue of the genus Sphingurus. See coen-
trefoil._

, ., . ... CI • rfoo, and cut under ))rc7(p«*'i7c.

tree-mignonette(tre min-yo-net'),n. Seemtgn- tree-primrose (tre'prim'roz), «. See (Enothera.
oncttc.

™, . . - , • tree-protector (tre'pro-tek'tor), n. Anv de-
tree-milk (tre'milk), n. Theouieeofanasclepi- ^jp^ pjaeed about a tree-tnmk to prevent in-
adaceous plant, Gymnema lacttferum, a, stout ggcts from crawling up the bark, itmavbeacir-
elimber found in Ceylon and other parts of the cular trough kept filled with water or other fluid, or t

East Indies. The milk Is used as an article of food band of paper or fabric coated with tar, etc.



tree-pruner

tree-prniier(tre'pr6'ner), II. Any apparatus or
iraplfineut for pruning trees. Inone fonn it con-
sists of a lonjj; pole or statf wliereby pruniiig-sheais may
be placed in position to cut olf small bnuiches which
cannot be reached by the hands while the operator is stand-
ing on the ground, and an iron shaft tunuiig in bearings
attaclicd to the pole, screw-tlireaded at the upper end,
and having the threaded part fitted into a nut swiveled to
a lazj-tongs movement that forcibly closes the shears to
sever the branch. See cuts under aberuncatvr.

tree-rat (tre'rat), «. A West Indian arboreal
rodent of either of the genera Capromyg and
Pkijjiodon. See cuts under j»7ori-ra< and PUi-
(fioilim.

tree-remover (tre're-mS'vfer), n. Same as tram-
pliiiihr, 3.

treescape (tre'skap), n. A landscape abound-
ing in trees. [Rare.]

The treescapes, the wood and water peeps, are fine Just
before you reacll Darlington.

Dr. Gordon StahleK^ quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 206.

tree-scraper (tre'skra' p^r), «. A tool, consist-
ing of a triangular blade attached flatwise to a
handle, for scraping old bark and moss from
trees, and also for gathering turpentine.
tree-serpent (tre'str'pent), u. Any snake of
the family Dendrophidd; a tree-snake.

treeship (tre'ship), «. [< tree + -sliip.l Ex-
istence as a tree; the condition of being or be-
coming a tree. [Rare.]

6455 treget
about two inches long, and of variegated aa well as change- trefl6 (tref-la'), a. [< F. irefle < trSAeable colors. I'he shrill piping heard in spring and sum- „„„ /,,.„/;„ t t„ j,->- . r„\ i/ J- • '

mer in many parts of the United States is made by tree- f^^
*' 'f'^'J 1° ^'^-

:,
(«) Ending in a

toads, as AcrU 'jryllm, A. crepitans, liijla pictterintji, and lobed hgure Or trefoil: said es-
//. versicolar, as well as by some of the small Uylidm which pecially of a crosS of which each
are aquatic, as Heloecetes triseriatus. 'fhe species of tree

'
' ' ...----

trefoil

:

three-

Cross Trefle.

American Tree-toad iHyla versicolor').

toads are very numerous, alx)Ut 175 in number, of which
by far the greater part inhabit tropical .America. Those
of the genua PhiiUomedum are usually included among the
Uxjlida. The lichened tree-toad is Trachycephahis U-
chenatus, of the same family. Members of tlie genus Am-
phignathodon (ot a different family) are of arboreal habits,
and resemble the Hylid/t. Some true frogs (raiiiform ba-
trachlans) are also of arboreal habits, and to these the
name trtf-.frofj should be, though it is not, restricted. See
tree-frixj (6), and cut under Phylloviedufa.

The tret-toad chimed In with his loud trilling chirrup.
5. Judd, Margaret, i, 14.

Olandless tree-toads, the members of a supposed family
Polypedetul/r, mostly nrbure;il nriuida; with dilated toes
and no panitoids. - Spurred tree-toad, dee spurred.

S>ee cut tree-tomato (tre'to-ma'toj, «. 1. See tomato.
2. See Cijiihomanitru.

While thus through all the stages thou hast push'd
Of treeship — first a seedling, hid in grass ;

Then twig ; then sapling. Cowpenr, Yardley Oak.

tree-shrew (tre'shro). «. An animal of the ge-
nus Tiqmia (which see, with cut) ; a squirrel-
shrew. The Peguan tree-shrew is a Burmese
species, T. peruana.

tree-shrike (tre'slmk), Ji. A bush-shrike ; a
bird of the subfamily ThamnophUinee.
under TliainnophiUnie. ^ ..

tree-snake (tre'snak), w. A serpent of the fam- tree-top (tre'top) n.
iiv lididiophidie. See'cnt under Dendrophis. part or a tree.

tree-sorrel (tre'sor'el), «. An arborescent
"

How peaceful sleep
slirub. Kiimcx Lunuria, of the Canaries. The «ree-top» altogether

!

tree-soul (tre'sol), n. A vivifying sentient Browning, Paracelsus, ill,

spirit imagined by tree-worshipers to exist in tree-violet (tre'vi'o-let), n. See violet.

The top or uppermost lobed figure

branch is so finished. (6)Decorat-
ed with triple leaves or flowers
elsewhere than at the end : thus, a
bend trefle\ia,s such flowers along
one side, usually the upper or
sinister side, the trefoil flowers
often resembling the upper parts
of fleurs-de-lis.

treflee (tref-le'), a. [< F. trifle: see trefti.']

Same as trefle.

trefoil (tre'foil), «. and a. [< ME. trefoil, < OF.
trifoil, trefeul, "trefle, treffle, F. trefle = Pr. tre-

fueil = Sp. Pg. trifolio = It. trifoglio, < h. tri-

folium, trefoil, lit. three-leaved (sc. gramen,
rass), < tres, three, + folium, a leaf : see/o(71.]

n. 1. Aplantof the genus Trifoltiim; clover.
The name is given to various other plants with trifoliolate
leaves, in F.ngland somewhat specifically to the black
medic, Medicai/o Itiptdina, grown for pasture. See clover,
Stylosanthes, and specific names below.

The delicate trefoil that muffled warm
A slope on Ida. T. B. Aldrich, Piscataqua River.

2t. The third leaf put forth by a young plant.

To make hem (cabbages] hoor as frost eke crafte is fonde

:

Let grounden glasse goo sifte on hem aboute,
When thaire trefoil or (juaterfoil is oute.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

3. An ornamen-
tal feathering
or foliation
used in medie-
val Pointed

'"""""
architecture in

the heads of window-lights, tracery, panelings,
etc., in which the spaces between the cusps rep-
resent a three-

every tree.

Orthodox Huddhism decided against the tree-Kulg, and
consefiuently against the scruple to harm them, declaring
trees to have no mind nor sentient principle.

B. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 475.

tree-sparrow (tre'spar'o), n. 1. In Great Brit-
am, I'li&ier montanus, a near relative of the
house-sparrow. It has been naturalized to
some extent in the United States. See Passer^
aud sparrow.— 2. In the United States, .SpireH«

tree-warbler (tre'Wdr'bl^r), «. Any Old World
warbler of the genus (or section of Sijlvia) Uy-
polais, as the icterine, H. icterina ; the melodi-
ous, H. polyglotta; the olive, H. otivetorum;
the olivaceous, H. pallida ; the booted, H. cali-
gat/l. 'l"hey are a small group, connecting the willow-
warblers {P/iyUoscopus)w\th the reed-warblers (Acrocepha-
lu»\ having the nearly even tail of the fonner and the
lai-ge bill of the latter. They lay eggs of a French-gray
or salmon groundcolor. Compare parallel use ot wood-
warbler for a certain group of American warblers.

- Detail of tracery from Lincoln
Cathedral, England.

moiilicola. This is a vei7 common sparrow, belonging to treo-wax (tre'waks), w. One of several wax-
the same genus as the chlpping-spaiTow, and much ro-
sembling it, but larger and more tiortherly in habitat
being chiefly seen in the I'nited States in the late fall,
winter, and early spring months. It is at leasts inches
long and 9 in extent. The under mandible is in part
yellow, the toes are quite l)lacki8h. and there is a ilark
spot in the inidille of the breast, as in the song-sparrow, treo-wnol ftre'wiin nbut no streaks on the under parts. The cap Is chestnut,

"ee-WOOl (.ire wui;, n.

much like the chip-bird's, and the back Is streaked with """'• '^«'e pme-needle.
brown, bay, and flaxen. It chiefly haunts shrubbery aiul tree-WOrmt (tre'werm), n

like substances produced from trees in various
ways; specifically, the Japan wax. See tcax^.

Tree-trax (probably that secreted by Coccus Pe-la on
the branches of Fraxinus Chinensls).

Workthop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 336.

Same as pine-needle

undergrowth. The name perpettlates the originaf mis-
take of J. K. Forster (1772>, who took it for the bird of
def. 1.

tree-squirrel (tro'skwur'el), n. A true or typi-
cal stjuirrel ; one of the arboreal species of the
genus Sciunis proper, as distinguished from
any of the gi-ound-squirrels, prairie-squirrels,
marmot-squirrels, flying-squirrels, etc. See
cuts under chicharee, fox-squirrel, Sciurus, and
squirrel.

tree-swallow (tre'swol'o), n. l. An Austra-
lian swallow of the genus Hyloclutidon, called
in that country martin, and laying in holes in
trees.— 2. The white-bellied swallow, Tarhy-
cineta (or Iridoprocne) birolor, which still nests
in trees even in populous districts of the United
States.

tree-swift (tre'swift), n. An Oriental swift of
the genus Dendrochelidon, of which the species
are several, wide-ranging in India and east-

[< ME. treworm ; <
tree, wood, + worm.'] The ship-worm or teredo.
UdUiiri-tl.

tree-wormwood (tre'werm* wtid), ». See worm-
triiiiil.

tree-worship (tr^'w^r'ship), n. Worship or
religious veneration paid to trees by primitive
races of men, from the belief that they were
the fixed abode or a favorite resort of spirits
capable of influencing human destiny. Many
different kinds of trees have been specific objacts of wor-
ship, but particularly the oak, as among the Druids. In
Greek mythology some special tree was in many cases sa-
cred to an individual deity, as the oak to Zeus (Jupiter)
and to Cybele,the laurel to Apollo, the ash to Ares (Mars),

In the triforium
string-course . . .

of the Cathedral of
Amiens, the com-
pound tr^oil orna-
ment is noticeable
for its beauty of
outline.

C. a. J/oore, Goth-
[ic Architec-
[ture, p. 277.

4. In her., a
bearing sup-
posed to repre-
sent a clover-
leaf. It consists usually of three rounded and slightly
pointed leaves set in a formal way at the three upper ex-
tremities of a small cross, the lower extremity of which
terminates in different ways. Also trejle.

6. Abombycidmoth.ifmocam^w *n/oKJ, whose
larva feeds on grass and clover in Europe. Also
called grass-cgger and clover-egger Blrd's-foot
trefoil. See bird's-foot and Lotus, 2.^'Bitumen-trefoU.
See Psoraiea.—Bog-trefolL Same as liy-bcan.— Hare'8-
foot trefoil. See hare'sfoot, 1.— Marsh-trefOll. See
bog-bean and 3f('n^(in(/ie». — Melllot trefoil, the black
medic, Medicayo lupulina. Also trefail-mlilut.— Shrub-
bytrefoil. SameasAop-frce. Seci'teiea.— Snall-trefoll.
Same as snail-cluver.— Spanish trefoil. Same as lucerne.
—Thorny trefoil, a thorny sbnib of the genus Fayania,
order /.ynnphyUeif, especiujly F. Crelica of the Mediter-
ranean region.— Tree-trefoll, the biburnum.— Trefoil
Of the diaphragm. See (fmp/irn.'/m.—Water-trefoil
Same as boy-oean. (See also bean-trefoil, heart-trefoil, hop-
trefoil, moon-trefoil, tick-trefoil.)

II. a. Characterized by the presence or
prominence of a trefoil or trefoils; consisting
of trefoils ; thrice foliated.

The smaller Benedictine church, . . . whose bell-tower
groups so well with Saint Nicolas, employs in that bell-
tower a trefoil arch. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 21.

the olive to Athena (Minerva), the myrtle to Aphrodite trefoiled (tre'foild), a. [< trefoil + -ed^.] 1.

&"Ji.'i.*'".\„.Tff"'J!?™!"!?, *"' .??""''"?- '!'!
.'"" '''"''? Formed like or having the outlines of a trefoil

;

iluddhists, though not enjoined by their scriptures, and
traces of it remain among them, as among many other
pagan peoples; and it existed throughout F.urope before
the introduction of Christianity. The Old Testament has
many indications of its existence among the peoples sur-
rounding the .Jews, and of lapses Into the practice of it
by the Jews themselves.ward,

treet (tret),n. [Prob. ult.<L. fnVJcMm, wheat.l tree-Worshiper (tre'w6r'8hip-6r), n
1a i',.. 1 —1 i :*i.. 1. a « < . ..«..., „,.l:^.; !-:„ i..*_

clover-leafed; three-lobed: &s,s, trefoiled Arch.

It seems by no means improbable that these pointed
domes, gablets, and trefoiled arches may have strongly af-

fected the architecture of the Saracens.
Erwyc. Brit., II. 396.

2. In her., same as hottony.

One who trefoilwise (tre'foil-wiz), adv. In the manner
It. (iround wheat unsifted: flour of whole !"iys religious worship or veneration to trees,
wheat.— 2. A kind of bran. Halliirell. [Prov. ^ heathen who worships trees or a particular
Eng. ] tree.

tree-tiger (tre'ti'gfer), Ji. The leopard. See tref (tref), a. [Heb.] Unlawful; unclean: op-
cuts under leopard and panther. posed to kosher as used by Hebrews.

tree-toad (tre'tod), n. Any arboreal toad, usu- trefallowt, v. t. Same as thrifallow.
ally of the family fTi/lidie. They are true toads (in trefBed (tref'ld), a. In her., same as bottom/.
the sense of being bitfoniforni batrachlans), though often trefle (tref'l), II. [< OF. 'trefle, treffle, F. trefle,
"'"£'"'"' ""-f'-'H'- They are provided with ttdhesive the plant trefoil : see trefoil.] 1 . A trefoil ; an

v

ma„;;;^e "„u<i S;'tVdr'chamire™dikT'cL,,g^s"?^o?::r'' ^^J^^* f"""".'*? ""• representing a trefoil.-2. In tregett. tragett, »• [ME., < OF. tresgiet, a jug-
There is only one F.uropean tree-toad, llyla arborea. The fort, a species of mine 111 the form of a tre- gling trick, < L. trajectus, transjectus, a crossing
corresponding species la the United states is 2/. cerncotor, foil.— 3. In Aer., same as <rc/o»J, 4. or passing over: see trojeci. Cf. tregetour.] Jug-

of a triple foliation, or of a combination of tre-
foils.

Groups of three globulites massed trefoilwise . . . are
not uncommon. Quart. Jour. Qeol. Soc., XLV. tJ4.

trefoliated (tre-fo'li-a-ted), a. [< L. trifoNum
(see trefoil) + -ate^ + -ed'^.] Same as trefoiled.

On the south side of the window is the piscina, with its

trefoliated and cusped arch.
Trans. Hist. Soc. of Lancashire and Cheshire, N. S., V. 141.



treget

glery; illusion: guile; craft; trickery; deceit;
sleight of hand; legerdemain.

All to-fowled is my faire fruyte,
That neuer dyd treget ne truyte
With theuys that loue ryot vnrigte.

Uoly Mood (ed. MorrisX p. 198.

Truyt and treffet to helle schal terve.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 207.

By my treyet I gadre and threste
The grete treaour into my cheste.

Rom. of the Rose, L 6825.

tregetourt, tragetourt, «• [ME., also treget-

tour, trajctour, trajitour, < OF. *tresgettour, tres-

getteres, trajectaire, a juggler, one who leaps
through hoops : see treget.] One who prac-
tised legerdemain or sleight of hand ; a pres-
tigiator; a magician; a juggler who produced
optical illusions by mechanical contrivances;
hence, an impostor ; a cheat.

For ofte at feest^s have I wel herd seye
That tregetours withinne an halle large
Have maad come in a water and a barge,
And in the halle rowen up and doun ;

Some tyme hath semed come a grym leoun.
And somtyme floures aprynge as in a mede

;

Somtyme a vyne, and grapes white and rede

;

Somtyme a castel, al of lym and stoon
;

And whan hym lyked voyded it anoon :

Thus semed it to every mannes sighte.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 415.

Maister John Rykell, soraetyme tregitoure
Of noble Henry kynge of Englonde,

Lydgate, Daunce of Macabre, quoted in J. P. Collier's

[llist. Dram. Poetry, I. 21.

tregetryt, tragetryt, «• [ME.,< treget + -{e)nj.'\

Legerdemain
;
jugglery ; deception.

Soche soteltie thai soght to solas hom with

;

The tables, the top, tregetre also.

And in the moneth of may mekill thai vsit,

With Houres and fresshe bowes fecchyng of somer.
Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), 1. 1624.

They knowe not al my tregetrie.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6382.

trehala (tre-ha'la), n. A kind of manna ex-
creted in Persia and Turkey by an insect, Lari-
mts maculatus, in the form of cocoons, consist-
ing chiefly of starch, sugar, and gum derived
from the species of globe-thistle {Echinops Per-
sica) on which it feeds. Also called Turkish
manna.
trehalose (tre'ha-16s), 11. [< trehala + -o«e.] A
sugar first extracted from trehala, since proved
to be identical with myoose.

treiet, "• See tray^.

treillaget (trel'aj ; F. pron. tra-lyazh'), n. [F.,

< treilte, a trellis: see trail^, trellis.'] In hort.,

a structure of light posts and rails for support-
ing wall-trees, etc. ; a lattice ; a trellis.

Makers of flower-gardens: . . . contrivers of bowers,
grottos, treillages. Spectator.

treille (trel), «. [P., a lattice, trellis: see
trail^, trellis.] 1. In /iec, a lattice. [Rare.]—
2. In lace-maHng, a r^seau or net ground.
trek (trek), V. i. [Also treck; < D. trekken,

draw, draw a wagon, journey : seefo'acfcl.] In
South Africa : (a) To draw a vehicle, as oxen

;

pull a load along.

Bullocks can not trek with wet yokes, or their shoulders
become galled. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXIX. 618.

(6) To travel by ox-wagon ; hence, to travel in
general

;
go from place to place ; migrate.

Thus the early Cape "boers" adopted the nomad habit
of trekking, which simply meant enlarging the range of
their occupation of new land and a further advance into
the interior. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 166.

'trek (trek), n. [T>., pull, tug, draft: see trek,

v., track^, n.] In South Africa, the action of
drawing, as a vehicle or a load ; draft ; trac-
tion; hence, a journey or migration; the dis-

tance between one stopping-place and the next

;

travel : as, that was short trek.

After the rain the trek was heavy.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 619.

When it first became known that the trek was projected,
5,000 Boers were calculated to be upon the point of form-
ing the array of invasion. New York Tribune, May 8, 1891.

trekker (trek'er), n. [< D. trekker, < trekken,

draw, see trek, v.] One who treks; a traveler;
a wanderer; a migrator. [South Africa.]

Quiet people nowadays are no lovers of . . . the carpet-
bagging colonists, the beach-comber, the trekker, the bel-

ligerent missionary. Contemporary Rev., LIII. 634.

trek-oxen (trek'ok'sn), «. pi. Oxen used for
drawing wagons ; draft-oxen. [South Africa.]

Trek-oxen are, without exception, obstinate, perverse
creatures. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 620.

trek-rope (trek'rop), n. A rope used as a trek-
tow. [South Africa.]

trekschuit (trek'skoit), H. [Also trekschuyt; D.
trekschuit, < trekken, draw, + sehuit, a boat: see
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trek, track^, and seout^.] A track-boat or canal-
boat, such as is in common use in Holland.
trek-tcw (trek'to), ». [< D. trek + E. toul.]

In South Africa, an iron chain or rawhide cable
connecting a wagou-pole with the line of yokes
to which the bullocks are attached.

trela'Wny (tre-la'ni), n. [Appar. from the sur-
name Trelawney.] A thin mess, made of bar-
ley-meal, water, and salt. Halliwell. [Prov.
En^.]

trellicet (trel'is),- n. An obsolete spelling of
trellis.

trellis (trel'is), n. [Formerly also trelUce; <
ME. trelys, < OF. treillis, a trellis, < treille, trelle,

F. treille = Pr. treilla, trelha, trilla, < L. trichi-

la, also triela, bower, arbor, summer-house:
see trails.] 1. A structiu'e of light cross-bars,

as of wood, nailed together wliere they cross
one another, or of thin ribbons of metal, or of
wire imitating this.

Through the trellis of the woodwork and the leaves of
the flowering shrub, he just caught a glimpse of some
form within. Bulwer, What will he Do with it? vii. 21.

2. A shed, canopy, summer-house, or the like

composed, or partly composed, of trellis-work.
Such buildings are utilized especially for the
support of growing vines.— 3. In her., same
as treille or lattice, 3.

trellis (trel'is), V. t. [< trellis, n.] 1. To fur-
nish with trellises or trellis-work; especially,

to support or train on trellises: as, to trellis a
vine. Bailey, 1727.

The rich moulding of masques and flowers and fruit . .

.

shone out amid the trellised trees.

J. H. Shorthouse, Countess Eve, ix.

2. To form into trellis-work; interlace; inter-

weave.
The red and golden vines,

Piercing with their trellised lines

The rough, dark-skirted wilderness.
Shelley, Lines Written among the Euganean Hills.

We passed out of a trellised door on to the black lac-

quered floor of a veranda. The Century, XL. 196.

Trellised armor, garments of fence which are repre-
sented in early works of art as consisting of a background
of leather or cloth, upon which are laid crossing bands,

^-S

Trematoda

species; < Gr, rpfj/ia, a hole, < rerpalveiv (-y/ rpa),

bore, pierce.] 1 , A genus of apetalous plants,
of the order Urticaceie and tribe Celtideie. it is

characterized by lateral free stipules, polygamous flowers,
and narrow cotyledons. There are about 30 species, per-
haps to be reduced to 20, widely dispersed through trop-
ical and subtropical regions, often described under the
names Sponia and Celtis. They are trees or tall shrubs,
bearing alternate serrate leaves three-nerved at the base
and usually two-ranked. The flowers are borne in cymes
nearly sessile in the axils, followed by small drupes often
with the perianth and the involute style-branches persis-
tent. T. micrantha, known in Jamaica as iietUe-tree, is a
rough-leaved shrub or small tree, widely diffused from
Cuba to Brazil. Three species occur in Australia, and are
known as hoop-ash; of these T. orientalis, a tree about 40
feet high with evergreen leaves silvery beneath, extends
also to Ceylon, and is known as charcoal-tree in India,where
it springs up profusely in deserted grounds.

2. [?. c] In anaL: (a) A foramen. (6) The
vulva. [Rare,]
Tremadoc slate (tre-mad'ok slat). A division
of the Lower Silurian: so named by Sedgwick
because occurring near Tremadoc in Carnarvon-
shire. It is at the top of this subdivision of the older
rocks of this region, in regard to whose nomenclature there
has been so much dispute, that the line between Cambrian
and Silurian is diawn in England by those English geolo-
gists who desire to use the former name. See Silurian.

tremando (tra-raUn'do), adi\ [It., trembling,
ppr, of tremarCy tremble: see tremble.^ In mu-
6'/c, same as iremolando.

Tremandra (tre-man'dra), w. [NL. (R. Brown,
1814), named from the remarkably tremulous
anthers; < L. frewcrc, tremble, + Gv.aviip (dvrfp-),

male (taken for * anther').] A genus of plants,
type of the order Treiiiandresej distinguished by
its jointed anthers and opposite leaves. The 2
species are natives of southwestern Australia. They are
shrubs, more or less downy with stellate hairs, and bear
ovate dentate leaves and axillary purple flowers. The T.
vertieillata of greenhouse cultivation, now separated as
Plaiyiheca f/alioides, on account of its whorled leaves and
biseriate uiijointed anthers, is known as purple heath-

flower.

Tremandreae (trf-man'dre-e), n.ph [NL. (R.
Brown, 1814), < Tremandra 4- -c«.] An order
of polypetalous plants, of the series Thalami-
florse and cohort Polygalinse. it is chamcterized by
regular flowers with three, four, or five sepals, as many
petals, and twice as many free stamens. It includes 17
species, belonging to the three genera Treinandra (the
type), Platytheca, and Tetratheca, the last including all

but three of the species In the order. They are all natives
of Australia south of the tropics, and are small heath-like
shrubs with alternate, opposite, or whorled leaves, and
solitary axillary flowers, usually red or purple, often with
purple anthers.

Tremarctos(tre-mark'tos),«. [NL.,<Gr. rp^/io,

hole, + apKToc, bear.] The only South Ameri-
can genus of Ursidae, containing the spectacled
bear, T. ornatus. See cut under spectacled.

Trematoda (trem-a-to'da), n, ph [NL., < Gr.
r/j;;//ftr(j^7;f, having many holes,porous: see trem-

atoid."] if. In Cuvier's system of classification,

the second family of parenchymatous entozoa,
containing the flukes proper, the hectocotyls
of cephalopods, and the planarian larvae of

turbellarians. See cuts under Cercaria, Bu-
cephalus, and waier-vascidar.— 2. An extensive
order of parasitic and chiefly entoparasitic
worms, which may be found inside the bodies
of almost any animal, and sometimes on the
gills or skin of fishes ; the flukes or fluke-worms.

Trellised Armor, 9th century.

(From Viollet-le-Due's " Diet, du Mobilier trjin^ais.")

apparently in relief, and bosses in the square or lozenge-
shaped intervals. Another variety of it shows rivets or
studs also at the intersection of the crossing bands. It is

generally assumed that the bands are of leather.

trellis-work (trel'is-werk), n. 1. Same as lat-

ticework.

The pillars support a trellu-woric, which is covered with
vines. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 3.

Birds
Of sunny pltune in gilded treUis-ivork.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A modern kind of fancy work made by cut-

ting out patterns in different materials and ap-

plying them upon a background with needle-
work edging, etc. The name is derived from the
common use of a pattern of vines and climbing plants
supported on a trellis.

treloobing (tre-lo'bing), n. [Cf. loohs,'] Stir-

ring and working the ioobs, or slimy earth of

tin, in a slime-pit, that the mud may partly
wash off with the water and the ore settle at the
bottom (H. Sunt) ; as used by some writers, the
same as tossing. [Cornwall, Eng.]
Trema (tre'ma), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790), from
the small external pits in the endocarp of many

Aspidogaster eonchicola, one of the Trematoda, in profile outline, to
show alimentary and reproductive organs.

ti, mouth ; f>, muscular pharynx ; c, stomach ; d, germarium ; e, in-

ternal vas derereiL*;;y. cuuimon vitellarian duct ; g, vitellarium ; i, k,

oviduct; /, uterus; w, testis: o, vagina; /, penis, continuous poste-
riorly with external vas deferens.

They mostly have a flattened and more or less chitinized
body, and a pair or more of suckers for adhering to the
tissues of the host. Most trematoids are hermaphrodite
or monoecious, but some are dioecious, and all undergo a
series of transformations comparable to those of tapes.

The well-known liver-fluke of man, DiM&ma hepatictim, is

a characteristic example. (See cercaria, Digtoina, fluke-,

hydatid, redia, and sporocyst.) When the order is raised
to the rank of a class, as is done by some, the monogeneous
and digeneous subordere become subclasses, and the cur-
rent families are regarded as orders, as THi<toma and P(dy-
stonia of the former division, and of the latter Hoiw*toma,
Distmna. Gast^rogioma. and Hologtoma. Also lirematoi-

dea, Trematodea, and Trematoida.



trematode

trematode (trem'a-tod), a. and ». [< Gr. rpriiia-

7u.i//i, liaviiigmany holes: see trematoid.^ Same
as tnmatoid.
trematoid (trem'a-toid), a. and n. [< Gr.
"Tpr/iiaTociSJK, eontr. rp^/iarudr/i; having many
holes, < TpT//ia{T-), hole: see Trema.1 I. a. Hav-
ing many holes; suctorial, as an entoparasite
worm : of the nature of or resembling a fluke

;

of or pertaining to the Trematoda.
II. II. A trematoid worm, or fluke; a mem-

ber of the Trematoda.
Trematoidea (trem-a-tol'df-a), ». pi. [NL.: see
treiiKit'iid.^ Same as Trematoda, 2.

Trematosaums (trem"a-to-sa'rus), n. [NL.
(Brami, 1H41),< Gr. -pfjua(T-), hole,+ aaiipoc, liz-

ard.] A genus of extinct labyrinthodont am-

Jim^

Pmx

Side and Top Views of Skull of Trtmiitotaurus : cranial sculpture
omitted from lower half of latter, to show sutures raore distinctly,

f/rt, distinct pointed epiotic: Fr, frontal: J«, jugal; La, lacry-
mal ; .IM, mandible ; Mx, maxilla; A'a, nasal; CV, orbit ; Pa, da-
rietal ; Pmx, premaxilla; Pr^, prefrontal; /'{/', postftontal : PtO,
postorbita); Q/, qua<lratojuf;aI; SO, one of a pair of bones takings
the place of supra-occipitals; ^7, squamosal ; 5r, suprateraporal.

phibians, having the skull mailed and sculp-
tured,

tremblablet (trem'bla-bl), a. [< tremble +
-iihle.} Calculated to cause fear or trembling.

But, what {a tremblable and monstrous, there be some
who, when fiod smites thera, they fly unto a witch or an
inchauntresse, and call for succour.

Ur, O. Betuon. (Imp. DM.)

tremble (trem'bl), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. trembled,

ppr, trembling. [< ME, tremblen, tremlen, < OF,
trembler, tremeler, F, trembler =. Pr. tremblar =
8p. temblar = It. tremolare, < ML. tremiilare,
tremble, fear, he8itate,< L. tremulus, trembling,
< tremere (> It. trenu-re = Sp. Pg. tremer = OF.
tremer) = Gr. Tpcfieiv, tremble. From the game
L. verb tremere are also ult, E. tremor, trem ulous,

etc] 1. To be affected with slight, quick, and
continued vibratory movements ; be moved in
a (juivering manner by gome external force.

The mountayne that the werke was sette on gan to
tremble, that thei semed it wolde synke.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 27.

2. To be affected with involuntary muscular
agitation; be agitated convulsively from either
a physical or a moral cause; be in a tremor;
quake; shake: as, to tremWe with fatigue ; his
hand trembled from excitement.
And as he reasoned of righteonsness, temperance, and

Judgment to come, Feliit trembled. Acts xxiT. 25.

.Scarce can my knees these tremMinj limbs sustain.
And scarce my heart support its load of pain.

Pope, Iliad, x, 100,

3. To feel or manifest a quivering agitation

;

be treraulon.s or shaky; quiver; quaver: as,
his voice trembled from emotion.

Patience perforce with wilful choler meeting
Makes my Hesh tremble. .Stiak., R. and J., L 5. 92.

Her red lips trembled, and her eyes were wet
With tears that fell not,

Waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II, 239.

4. Figuratively, to be in doubt or suspense

;

oscillate between certainty and uncertainty;
hang upon chance.

Seeking but to borrow
From the trembliiuj hope of morrow
Solace for the weary day.

WhittUr, The Ranger.
Their serried masses, overwhelming superiority of num-

bers, and liiild bearing made the chances of victory to
tremljle in the balance. Tlie Centura, X.XXT. 458.

To tremtlle for, to be in fear on account of : as, to trem-
Me/or one's safety.

I tremble for the cause of liljerty, from such an example
to kiURs. I trembU/or the cause of humanity, in the un-
punished outrages of the most wicked of mankind.

Kurke, Rev. in France.

Trembling palsy. Same as jiaratysrut rt,'^/i?w (which see,
und. r /."ri'/'iaX— TrembUng poplar. See poplar.—
Trembling prairie. |Tr. F. prairie tremblantr : limited
in use to parts of Louisiana : also called ihalcing prairie. J
See the quotation.
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Also, in the vicinity of the numerous lakes of the parish

[La Fourche, Louisiana] exist immense tracts called treiiv-

bliiiff prairies. These seem to be a surface composed of
the matted roots and decayed stalks of the marsii vegeta-
tion, floating upon water in some instances, and upon very
soft mud in others. Over these praiitea it is practicable
to walk, and cattle graze upon them, although they vi-

brate at every tread, and a cut of a few feet in depth will
always discover a substratum of water.

S. H. Lockett, Sec. Ann. Rep. Topog. Surv. of Louisiana,

[1871, p. 10.

Trembling tree, the trembling poplar, or more often
the American aspen, Populm tremuloides.

tremble (trem'bl), n. [< tremble, r.] 1. The
act or state of trembling; an involuntary quiv-
ering or shivering as from cold or fear.

There stood Emmy in a tremble.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixv.

2. pi. A form of disease or diseased condition
in man or animals, characterized by continued
trembling or tremulousness ; specifically, in
some parts of the United States, a disease of
domestic animals, under peculiar local condi-
tions, affecting the quality of the milk and flesh,

and known as milk-sickness when communicated
through these to human beings. See milk-sick-
ness.

The flesh of an animal suffering from tremUes, or in the
prodromic stages of trembler, would also produce the dis-

ease. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 9.

Workers in mercury . . . are apt to suffer from a pecu-
liar form of shaking palsy, known as "the trembles," or
mercurial tremor. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 277.

All Of a tremble, trembling all over ; in a state of gen-
eral agitation or excitement, [CoUoq.]

Mrs. GiU . . . came "all of a tremble," as she said her-
self. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xx.

tremblement (trem'bl-ment), 71. [< F. tremble-
meiit (= Pr. tremolamenfj, a trembling or quak-
ing, < trembler, tremble : see tremble and -ment.'\

1. In music, a trill or shake.— 2. A tremor; a
quivering. [Rare.]

The wood . . .

Thrills in leafy tremblemrnt,
like a heart that, after climbing, beateth quickly throtigh

content Mrs. Browning, Lost Bower, St. 4.

trembler (trem'bl^r), n. [= F. trembleur; as
tremble + -erl.] 1. One who trembles; espe-
cially, a person or an animal that trembles from
fear.

Those base submisBions that the covetous mammonist,
or cowardly trembler, drudges under.

Hammond, Works, IV. 479. {Latham.)

Well had the boding treml>lers learned to trace
The day's disasters in bis morning face.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 199.

2. [cap.'] One of a religious sect of the time
of Queen Elizabeth. Imp. Diet.

These quaint-primitive dissemblers
In old Queen Bess s days called Tremblers.

Huditnras Redivivus.

3. That which trembles or vibrates; specifical-
ly, an automatic vibrator used for making and
breaking the circuit of an induction-coil; an
electric bell.

Audible signals are given . . . on board the locomotive
by a trembler belt Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 69, Supp.

trembling-jock, trembling-jocky(trem'bljng-
jok, -jok i). «. The quaking-grass, Bri:a media,
supposed to be obnoxious to mice. [Prov. Eng.]
tremblingly (trem'bling-li), adv. In a trem-
bling manner; tremulously.

Tremblingly she stood.
And on the sudden dropp'd.

Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 346.

trembly (trem'bli), a. [< tremble + -ji.]

Trembling; tremulous. [Colloq.]

So frankly coy, so full of trembly confldences.
Lowell, Birch Tree.

She [a rabbit] sot thar ez upright an* trembly ez me.
M. N. Murjree, Great Smoky Mountains, xliL

Tremella (tre-mel'a), n. [NL. (Fries), go called
in alliLsion to the gelatinous texture of the
plants; < L. tremere, tremble, + dim. -e\la."\ A
genus of gelatinous hymeuomycetous fungi,
tj-pical of the order Tremellinex, having a non-
papillate hymenium which surrounds the whole
of the fungus. See fairy-butter.

Tremellinese (trem-e-liii'e-e), M. ;)/. [NL., <
Tremella + -ineie.'i An order of hymenomyce-
tous fungi. They are gelatinous, of not very definite
form, commonly of wavy outline, and are saprophytic on
old and dead wo<jd. Also Tremellini.

tremellineous (trem-e-lin'e-us), a. In bot.. be-
longing, pertaining to, or resembling fungi of
tlie grout) Tremellinese.

tremelloid (trem'e-loid), a. [< Tremella +
-Old.'] In bot., resembling the fungus Tremella
in substance; jelly-like.

tremellose (trem'e-los), a. [< L. tremere, trem-
ble, + -ella + -ose.] In 6o<., jelly-like; shaking
like jelly ; of a gelatinous consistence.

tremor

tremendous (tre-men'dus), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

tremendo, < L. tremeiidus, fearful, terrible, ge-
rundive of tremere, quake, tremble : see trem-
ble.'] 1. Such as may or does excite trembling,
fear, or awe ; overpowering in character or qual-
ity ; awful ; dreadful : as, a tremendous explo-
sion ; tremendous invective.

.Secondly, [a precept] about blessing, or rather not blas-
pheming the tremendous name of God.

Evelyn, True Religion, 11. 17.

The battle of Ravenna, one of those tremendous days into
which human folly and wickedness compress the whole
devastation of a famine or a plague.

Macavlay, Machiavelli.

Hence— 2. Such as to excite astonishment or
awe; unexampled; wonderful in a high de-
gree ; overwhelming ; astounding : used inten-
sively or hyperbolieally.

The floor of each story was arched, the walls of tremen-
dous thickness. Scott, Keuilworth, xxvi.

From the trees we sometimes saw hanging pythons of
tremendous girth. P. Bobinson, Under the Sun, p. 130.

The skilfuUest crew that ever launched a life-boat would
be dashed in pieces in a moment in those tremendous
rollers. Froude, Sketches, p. 198.

= Syn. 1. Frightful, terrific, horrible, appalling.

tremendously (tre-men'dus-li), adv. In a tre-

mendous manner; in a manner to awe or aston-
ish; with e.xeessive force or magnitude.
tremendousness (tre-men'dus-nes), H. The
state or property of being tremendous.
Tremex (tre'meks), n. [NL. (Jurine, 1807), ir-

reg. < Gr. rpf/fia, a hole.] 1. A notable genus
of hymenopterous insects, of the family Uroce-
ridse, separated from the typical genus trocerus
only by the venation of the wings. T. columba is

a large and handsome North American horntail. the larva
of which bores the trunks of shade-trees, particularly the

,

maple, and is known as the pigeon-tremex.

2. II. c] A horntail of this genus: as, the
pigeon-tremex.

tremolando (trem-o-lan'd^), adv. [It., ppr. of
tremolare,, trerahle: see tremble.] In music, in

a tremulous manner; in a manner character-
ized by a tremolo. Also tremando.
tremolant (trem'o-lant), n. [< It. tremolante :

see tremulant.] Same as tremolo (d).

tremolite (trem'6-lit), n. [< Tremola (Val Tre-
mola, a valley near Airolo in the Alps, where
the mineral was discovered) + -ite^.] A vari-
ety of amphibole, having usually a white to
gray color, and occurring in fibrous or columnar
crystalline masses. It differs from other varieties of
amphibole in containing little or no iron, being essen-
tially a silicate of calcium and magnesium. Also called
grammatite.

tremolitic (trem-o-lit'ik), a. [< tremolite +
-ic.] Pertaining to or characterized by the
presence of tremolite : as, tremolitic marble.
tremolo (trem'o-16), n. [It., < L. tremulus, shak-
ing, quivering: gee tre^nulous.] In music: {a)
A tremulous or fluttering effect in vocal music,
intended to give a sentimental or passionate
quality to the tone, bpt often carried to a pe-
dantic and offensive extreme, (b) A similar
effect in instrumental music, produced by a
rapid reiteration of a tone or chord, (c) A
similar effect in organ music, produced in the
pipe-organ by means of a delicately balanced
bellows attached to one of the wind-trunks,
and in the reed-organ by a revolving fan. (rf)

The mechanical device in an organ by which a
tremolo is produced ; a tremulant. The use of
such a mechanism is usually controlled by a
stop-knob. Also tremolant, tremulant.

tremor (trem'or or tre'mor), n. [Formerly also
tremour; < OF. tremeiir, F. tremeur = Sp. Pg.
tremor = It. tremore, < L. tremor, a shaking, a
quivering, < tremere, shake, tremble : see tietu-

ble.] 1. A shaking or quivering caused by some
external impulse; a close succession of short
vibratory or modulatory movements ; a state
of trembling in a living object or substance : as,

the tremor of the aspen-leaf.

Morauia. Bauaria, and Dacia
Were with the earths like-horrid feuers shaken ; . . .

One of these Tremors lasted forty dayes.
When six and twenty tow'rs and castles fell.

Ileyu'ood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 570.

Kach wave-length of light resulting from a molecular
tremor of corresponding wave-length.

J. N: Lockyer, Spect Anal., p. 118.

Modern research has shown a typical earthquake to
consist of a series of small tremors succeeded by a shock,
or series of shocks. J. Milne, Earthquakes, 11.

2. An involuntary or convulsive muscular shak-
ing, quaking, or quivering, as from weakness,
disorder, or emotion.

At first a tremor of silent fear . . .

Over the hearts of the people went.
Whittier, The Preacher.



tremor

No tremor* through her dainty limbs did pass,

And healthy life alone did paint her cheek.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 115.

Contortions ol the face, and an irregular movement of

the body and extremities, with treitwrs of greater or less

Tlolence. J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 128.

3. A trembling, quivering, or quavering qual-

ity or effect: as, a tremor of light.

To detect, as one or another addressed me, the tremor
of a voice which, in long-past days, had been wont to bel-

low through a speaking-trumpet.
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 14.

Intention tremor, a tremor developed in a part when it

moves to do something.— Mercurial tremor, a tremu-
lous condition of the system caused by exposure to mer-
curial vapors; mercurial palsy; the trembles.— Neural
tremors. See »i««rai.—Purring tremor. SameaspMrr-
ini; (AnVi (which see, under j«(rrI).=Syn. 2. Trepidation,

Emotion, etc. (see agitation), quiver, quivering, quaking.
See trepidation.

tremorless (trem'or-les), a. [< tremor + -?«««.]

Free from tremor or vibration.

The plain of the Channel sea stretched flat on either

hand of me, tremorless as ebony.
The Portfolio, N. 8., No. 1, p. 6.

The . . . tremorless atmosphere of eternal silence.

O. Kennan, The Century, XXXV. 756.

tremoroUS (trem'gr-us), a. [< tremor + -oms.]

Marked by tremors ; vibrating rapidly. H. Ber-
liner.

tremulant (trem'u-lant), ft. and «. [= It. trem-

oJante, < ML. tremujan{t-)s, ppr. of tremulare,

tremble: see tremble. Cf. tremulous.'] I. a.

Trembling.
Hapless De Br6z^ ; doomed to survive long ages, in men's

memory, in this faint way, with tremulent [read tremulant]

white rod I Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 2.

II. w. In music, same as tremolo (d).

.
tremulation (trem-u-la'shon), n. [< 'Mli.*tremti-

latio{n-), < tremulare, tremble: see tremtilant.']

A trembling; a tremulous condition. [Rare.]

I was struck with such a terrible tremidation that it

was as much as three gulps of my brandy bottle could do
to put my chUl'd blood into its regular motion.

Tom Brown, Works, II. 236. (Davies.)

tremulous (trem'u-lus), a. [= Sp. tremulo =
Pg. tremulo = It. tremulo, tremolo, < L. tremtilus,

shaking, quivering, < tremere, shake, tremble:

see tremble.] 1. Trembling; shaking; quiver-

ing; vibrating; unsteady.
A sober calm

Fleeces unbounded ether, whose least wave
Stands tremidous. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 958.

Every fibre is alive with feeling and treinuloiis with
radiant thought. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 114.

That old tremulous laugh which was half a cough.
Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xx.

2. Lacking firmness, resolution, or courage;
feeble; wavering; timid.

The tender tremulous Christian is easily distracted and
amazed by them. Decay of Christian Piety.

Those dry, forlorn, tremulous specimens of female mor-
tality which abound in every village congregation.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 66.

3. In entotn., finely wavy: as, a tremulous line.
— Tremulous poplar. Same as trembling poplar. See
poplar.

tremulously (trem'u-lus-li), adv. In a tremu-
lous maimer.

So linger, as from me earth's light withdraws.

Dear touch of Nature, tremulously bright

!

Lowell, The Eye's Treasury.

tremulousness (trem'u-lus-nes), ». The state

of being tremulous.
Tremulousness of voice is very effectively used by some

vocalists in highly pathetic passages.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 222.

trenlf, v. t. [ME. trennen, < MD. trennen = OHG.
MHGr. G. trennen, separate, factitive of OHG.
'trinnan, MHG. trinnen, separate.] To sepa-

Ucii toth fram other is trenL Rel. Antiq., II. 212.

tren^t, ». [Origin not ascertained.] A fish-

spear. Ainsworth.

trenail, «. A form of treenail.

trench (trench), V. [< ME. 'trenchen, *tranehen,

traunchen, < OF. trencher, trancher, F. trancher

= Pr. trencar, trenchar, trinqttar = Sp. trinchar,

chop, trincar, carve, = Pg. trinchar, cai-ve, trin-

car, crack, break, = It. trinciare, cut, cai've, hew,

slice, Olt. trinceare, trench, trincarc, trim
;
prob.

< L. truneare (LL. *trincare, ML. (after Rom.)
trencare), cut off, lop: see truncate, trunk, v.

Hence trench, n., trenchant, intrench, retrench,

etc.] I. trans. It. To cut, as a notch, hole,

mark, etc.; form by cutting ; carve; incise.

Traunehe that sturgyon.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

This weak impress of love is as a figure

Trenched in ice. Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 7.

View the wound, by cruel knife

Trench'd into him.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.
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2. To cut into ; form a ditch, trench, or other
linear depression in : as, to trench the ground
round a camp or a fort.

Pioneers, with spade and pickaxe arm'd.
Forerun the royal camp, to trench a field.

Or cast a rampart. Milton, P. L., i. 677.

And trench the strong, hard mould with the spade.
Where never before a grave was made.

Bryant, Two Graves.

We found that the older trachytic lavas of the hills had
been deeply trenched by lateral valleys.

A. Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, x.

3. In agri., to furrow deeply, especially with
the spade ; dig deeply and turn over thorough-
ly by means of a succession of contiguous
trenches.

In order to-expedite the growth of ivy, the ground, pre-
viously to planting, should be trenclied two feet deep.

Sci. Amer., N. 8., LVIII. 264.

4. In cabinet-maMng and the like, to work with
a long continuous groove, as a rail which is to

be fitted upon the heads of a series of bars or
balusters.

II. intrans. 1. To cut; slash.

Temir the stout
Rider who with sharpe

Trenching blade of bright Steele
Hath made his fiercest foes to feele . . .

The strength of his braue right arme.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 107.

2. Specifically, to form a trench or trenches;
proceed by or as if by means of trenches.

An underground passage constructed by trenching down
from the surface. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 622.

3. To encroach; infringe ; obtrude as it by cut-

ting into something: used of conduct, expres-

sion, or the like, usually with on or upon : as,

to trench upon another's rights. Also intrench.

The boy with buttons, and the basket-wench,
To vent their wares into my works do trench !

B. Jotison, Time Vitidicated.

Madam, I am bold
To trench so far upon your privacy.

Massinger, Bashful Lover, i. 1.

4t. To reach out; extend; tend.

Many times the things deduced to judgment may be
" meum " and "tuum," when the reason and consequence
thereof may trench to point of estate.

Bacon, Judicature (ed. 1887).

= SjTL 3. Encroach upon. Infringe, etc. See trespass.

trench (trench), n. [< ME. trench, trenche, <

OF. * trenche, a trench (cf. OF. trenche, tranche, a
slice, also a pruning-knife) (OF. also trenchee,

F. tranchee = It. trincea, a trench), < trencher,

cut: see trench, n.] 1. A narrow excavation of

considerable length cut into the earth ; a deep
furrow or ditch. In agriculture trenches are made for

drainage, for loosening the soil deeply, for certain kinds
of planting, etc. In military operations trenches con-
stitute the parallels or approaches used for the shelter of

besieging troops, as before a fortified place, or for protec-

tion and defense, as in an intrenched camp. If the ground
is hard or rocky, trenches are raised above it with fas-

cines, bags of earth, etc. ; but if the earth can be easily

dug, then a ditch or way is sunk, and edged with a para-

pet next to the enemy, formed by the earth thrown out of

the ditch. The depth of the trench, form of the para-

pet, etc., vary according to the purpose or occasion.

There is a very strong and great Castle, invironed with
exceeding deepe trenches and a strong wall.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 9.

2t. A lane or road cut through shrubbery or

woods.
And in a tretich forth in the park goth she.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 384.

Returns of a trench. See retumi.— Tail of the
trenches. See tail^.—To mount the trenches, to

mount guard in the trenches : usually done at night—To
open the trenches, to begin to form the lines of approacli

to alortilied place.— To SCOUT the trenches, to make
a sally upon the guard, force them to give way, drive off

the working party, break down the parapet, fill up the

trenches, and spike the cannon. WUhelm, Mil. Encyc.

trenchancy(tren'chan-si), «. [< trenchan{t) +
-cy.] The state or quality of being trenchant

;

sharpness; keenness; causticity.

Mrs. Elsmere was old enough to know what importance
to attach to the trenchancy of eighteen.

Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, iv.

trenchant (tren'chant), a. [< ME. trenchant,

trenchaunt, < OF. trenchant, F. tranchant, ppr.

of trencher, cut: see trench, v.] 1. Cutting;
sharp; keen.

By his belt he baar a long panade,
And of a swerd ful trenchant was the blade.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 10

Let not the virgin's cheek
Make soft thy trenchant sword.

Shuk., T. of A., Iv. 3. 116.

2. Penetrating; energetic; downright.

I too have longed for trenchant force,

And will like a dividing spear.

M. Arnold, Switzerland, iv., A FareweU.

trencher-coat

Sworn foe of Cant, he smote it down
With trenchant wit unsparing.

Whittier, Randolph of Roanoke.

The . . . sun was warm, and the air was bland, wibh
only now and then a trenc/uint breath from the Alps.

Howells, Venetian Life, xviiL

That trenchant policy of "reconstruction" which fol-

lowed close upon the termination of the war.
W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., L

3. Specifically, in sool., sectorial, as a molar
or premolar; sharp-edged: as, the trenchant

canines of a saber-toothed tiger.

trenchantly (tren'chant-li), adv. In a trench-
ant manner; cuttingly; sharply; keenly.

trench-cart (trench 'kart), n. Milit., a cart

adapted to pass along the trenches, to dis-

tribute ammunition and other supplies. It is

mounted on low wheels so as not to be exposed
to the enemy's fire.

trench-cavalier (trench 'kav-a-ler"), n. Milit.,

a high parapet of gabions, fascines, earth, etc.,

erected by besiegers upon the glacis to com-
mand and enfilade the covered way of a for-

tress.

trencher! (tren'chfer), n. [< ME. *tre>ichour, <

OF. *trencheor {ML. re&ex trencheator), < trench-

er, cut : see trench, v. In def . 2 taken as < trench,

v., + -erl.] If. One who carves at table;

also, one who carves at a side-table for the

company.
I was not born, I take it, for a trencher.

Nor to espouse my mistress' dairy-maid.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, iiL L

2. One who cuts or digs trenches; a trench-

digger or -maker.

All these works were executed by the soldiers, who
showed themselves excellent trenchers.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), L 397.

trencher^ (tren'chSr), ». [< ME. trenchere,

trenchor, trenchour, < OF. trenchoir, trencheoir, a
trencher, lit. a cutting-place, < trencfwr, cut : see

trench, v.] 1. A wooden plate or platter (origi-

nally a square piece of board or slice of wood)
for the table or the kitchen. Trenchers of some form
were used at table till a late period, at first by all classes

and afterward by the common people, either to be eaten

from or for the cutting up of food ; and the number of

changes of them during a meal in early times was regu-

lated by personal rank. Trenchers and plates are some-
times mentioned to?«-ther in later writings, the food being
probably served from the former to the latter.

Thus ye shall serue your souerayne : laye [six or eight]

trenchours, & yf he be of a lower degre [or] estate, laye

fyue trenchours, &yfhebeoflower degre, foure trenchours,

& of an other degre, thre trenchours.
Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 274.

We had no napkins nor change of trenchers, and drunk
out of earthen pitchers and wooden dishes.

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 29, 1663.

To heap the trencher and to fill the caup of an idle

blackguard ne'er-do-weel. Scott, Pirate, iv.

2t. A slice of bread used as a platter to lay

food upon, as thin cakes of bread still are in

some countries. Such slices of bread were either

eaten after the meat placed upon them, or, as commonly
among the rich, thrown into an alms-basket, with other
leavings, for the poor.

Loaves at this period [the 14th century] were made of a

secondary quality of flour, and these were first pared, and
then cut into thick slices, which were called in French
tranchoirs, and in English trenchers, because they were to

be carved upon. Wright, Homes of Other Days, xi.

3. That which trenchers contain ; food ; hence,

the pleasures of the table : often used attribu-

tively.

Those trencher philosophers which in the later age of

the Roman state were usually in the houses of great per-

sons. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

The trencher fury of a riming parasite.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii.

4. Same as trencher-cap— Trencher salt-cellar.
See salt-cellar.

trencher-breadt (tren'cher-bred), n. [< ME.
trenchor brede; < trencher'^ + brcadl.] A kind

of coarse bread, slices of which were used as

plates for other food at table. See trencher^, 2.

Item, that the Trenchor Brede be maid of the Meale as

it cummyth frome the Milne.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 126, Index

trencher-buffoont (tren'ch^r-bu-fon''), n. One
who amuses persons at their meals; the wag
of a company.
trencher-cap (tren'chfer-kap), n. A cap of the

peculiar form worn by professors and students

at some universities; a mortar-board.

trencher-chaplaint (tren'cher-ehap'lan), M. A
domestic chaplain. Heylin.

trencher-coat (tren'cher-kot), n. In gilding, a
preparatory coating applied before the gold-

leaf is laid on. It consists of Armenian bole,

bloodstone, and galena, mixed up in water, with
a little olive-oil.



trencher-critic

trencher-critic (tren'oher-krif'ik), n. A per-

son curious in cookery and table-serviee ; a

gourmet.
trencher-flyt (tren'eher-fli), n. One who haunts
the tables of others ; a parasite.

Or otherwise delighted
In keeping Dogs and Horses, or by hearing
His trencher-FlKS about his table jeaiing.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 171).

trencher-friend (tren'cher-frend), H. One who
Hatters another for the sake of a place at his

table ; a sponger.

You fools of fortune, trencher-friendg, time's flies 1

5Aa*., T. of A.,Ui. 6.106.

trencher-knight (tren'chfer-nit), «. A serving-

man attending at table ; a waiter.

Some trencher-knight, some Dick,
That smiles his cheek in years, and knows the trick

To make my lady laugh. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 464.

trencher-law (tren'cher-la), n. The regulation
of diet; dietetics.

When spleenish morsels cram the gaping maw,
Withouten diet's care, or trencher-law.

Bp. Halt, Satires, Vf. iv. 21.

trencher-loaft (tren'ch^r-lof), ». [< ME.
trencUinire lofe; < trencher^ + loaf^.'] Same
as treitfhcr-hread.

Ye muste haue thre pantry knyues, one knyfe to square
trenchoure Imies, an otner to be a chyppere, the thyrde
shall be sharpe to make smothe trenchoures.

Babea Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

trencherman (tren'ch^r-mau), n. : pi. trencher-

men (-men). 1. An eater: with a qualifying
word noting the degree of appetite : as, a poor
trencherman.

You had musty victual, and he hath holp to eat it ; he
is a very valiant trencher-man. Shak.^ Much Ado, i. 1. 61.

2t. A cook. Johnson.

Palladius assuring him that hee had already been more
fed by his discourses tfaau he could bee by the skilfuUest
trenchermen of Media. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

3. A table-companion ; a treneher-mate.

Mr. Wagg, the celebrated wit, and a led-captain and
trencher-man of my Lord Steyne.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, li.

trencher-mate (tren'chfer-mat), «. A table-

companion ; a guest at dinner or other meal.

These trencher-matea , . . frame to themselves a way
more pleasant. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

trencher-plate (tren'chfer-plat), n. In ccram.,
an earthenware plate of a special pattern, very
flat aud having a small rim, made by different
potters of the eighteenth century. Jewitt, II.

350.

trenchmoret (trench'mor), n. [Prob. < OP.
' Irenche-morc, *tranchemore, a fanciful name,
alluding to the rough swashing manner of the
dancers, < trencher, cut, -I- More, a Moor (cf.

morris-dtinee) ; cf. OF. tranchemontaigne, a
swash-mountain, a swash-buckler, lit. 'cut-
mountain.'] 1. An old English country-dance,
of a lively and boisterous character, common
ill the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Pray you, do not disturb 'em, sir ; here He such youths
WiU make you start, if they but dance their treruhmorei.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

2. Music for such a dance, which was in triple
or sextuple rhythm.
trenchmoret (trench'mor), V. i. [< trenehmore,
n.] To perform the dance so called ; dance the
trenehmore.

Mark, he doth courtesy, and salutes a block—
Will seem to wonder at a weathercock,
Trenchmt/re with apes, play music to an owl.

Martlon, Satires, li. 93.

trenchotirt, trenchurt, n. See trencher^.

trench-plow (treneh'plou), n. A form of plow
for opening land to a greater depth than that
of common furrows; a ditching-plow. Imp.
Diet.

trendi (trend), V. [< ME. Irenden, < AS. *tren-
rlan (found only in deriv. d-trendlian) = MLG.
trenden. roll; cf. OFries. trind, trtind = MLG.
trint, trent, round, = Sw. Dan. trind, roimd (Dan.
trindt, around); MD. 'trent = MLG. trent, a
ring, circle ; whence in the adverbial phrase
MLG. limine den trent, umtrent, LG. umtrent =
D. omtrent = Sw. Dan. omtrent, around. Cf.
trendlc, trundle.} I. intrang. If. To turn ; re-
volve; roll.

Meuynge hath cause fyrste & pryncypally of trendynge
aboute of heueTi.

Barlholomsetu A nntiau, De Proprietatibus Rerum
«trans., ed. Wynkyn de Wordc, 1484), ii.

2t. To travel round or along a region, tract,
etc., at its edge; skirt; coast.

You shall trervi about the very Northeme and most
Easterly point of all Asia. Hakluyts Vayaga, I. 437.
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This Caravan . . . durst not by themselves venture over

the main Desarts : which all this while we had tretited

along, and now were to passe thorow.
Satidys, Travailes, p. 107.

3. To have a general course ordireetion; stretch

or incline ; run : as, the American coast trends

southwest from Nova Scotia to Florida.

Vnder the name of India, heere we comprehend all that

Tract betweene Indus and the Persian Empire on the West,
vnto China Eastward, as it trendeth betwixt the Tartarian
and the Indian Seas. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 452.

Where the river trendg westward into the main he set

up a memorial cross. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 91.

4. Figuratively, to have a general tendency or
proclivity; incline; lean; turn. See trend^,

n., 2.

The discussion with his philosophic Egeria now trended
away from theology in the direction of politics, or, as we
now say, sociology. E. Dmvden, Shelley, I. 164.

5. In geo}. and mining, same as strike, 5.

II. trans. 1. To cause to turn or roll. [Bare
or obsolete.]

Lat him rollen and trenden withinne hymself the lyht
of his inward syhte. Chattcer, Boethius, ill. meter 11.

Not farre beneath 1' th' valley as she trendt
Her silver streame.
W. Broume, Britannia's Pastorals, IL 3. (Narei.)

2t. To follow the course or direction of; coast
along.
We trended the said land about 9. or 10. leagties, hoping

to flnde some good harborough.
Uakiuyti Voyage), III. 206.

trend^ (trend), n. [< fre»idi, r.] 1. A general
course or direction ; inclination of the course
of something toward a particular line or point.

All

The trerid of the coast lay hard and black.
Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

Owing to the westerly trend of the valley and its vast
depth, there is a great difference between the climates of
the north and south sides. The Century, XL. 497.

2. A general tendency or proclivity; a final

drift or bent ; an ultimate inclination.

What can support the dogma against the trend ot Scrip-
ture? BCbliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 571.

I have quoted these few examples to show the trend of

opinion in respect to certain forms of atrophy.
Alien, and Neurol., XI. 308.

3. Xaut., the thickening of an anchor-shank
as it approaches the arms.— 4. A current or
stream. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
trend^ (trend), r. t. [Perhapsfor tren, separate:
sec tren'i.'] To cleanse, as wool. Also trent.

[Local, Eng.]
trend^ (trend), H. [See trend^, v.] Clean or
cleansed wool. [Local, Eng.]
trender (tren'd^r), n. [< trend''^ + -eri.] One
whose business is to free wool from its filth.

[Local, Eng.]
trendle (tren'dl), «. [< ME. trendel, trendil,

trendyl, trenduU, trindel, < AS. trendel, treendel,

tryndel (= MLG. trendel, trindel = MHG. tren-

del), a roller, roll, wheel, < "trendan, roll: see
trend^, v., trendle, v. The noun also appears in

the variant forms trindle and trundle, q. v.] 1.

That which turns or rolls, as a ball, a wheel, or
the like; a roller; a trundle.

Hir Ene as a trenduU turned full rounde,
fflrst on hir fader, for feare that she hade,
And sethyn on that semely with a sad wille.

Destruction of Troy {'E. E. T. 8.), L 453.

And Y schall cumpas as a round trendil in thi cumpasse.
Wyclif, Isa. xxix. 3.

2. A brewers' cooler. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. The
turning-beam of a spindle. Halliwell.

trendlet (tren'dl), v. [< ME. trendlen, trendilen,

trindlen, < AS. "trendlian (in comp. d-trendlian),

tnjndyHan (in pp. tryndyled) (= MHG. trendelen,

Irindehn, trendeln), roll, turn ; freq. of trend^, or
from the noun trendle. The verb also appears
in the variant forms trindle, trundle, q. v.] I.

intrans. 1. To revolve upon an axis ; turn round.

A thynge that trenlyth rounde abowte chitungyth not
place towchyuge al the hole, but . . . towchynge partyes

therof y* trenlyth rounde ab«>wte.

BarthUrmievs A ngticm, De Proprietatibus Rerum
[(trans., ed. Wynkyn de Worde, 1494), ix.

2. To roll along; trundle; bowl.

The hedde trendUd on the borde.

Ouy of Warwick, ed. Zupitza (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3712.

A tlckell treasure, like a trendlynge ball.

Oascoigne, Fruits of War.

H. trans. To roll.

Y sawj a sweuen, and it seemed to me as a loot of bar-

lich maad undir asshen to be trendlid and into the tentis

of Madyaii to goo doun. Wyclif, Judges viL 13.

trendledt, a. [ME. trendled, < AS. 'trendeled,

tri/ndiil'd ; as trendle + -erf2.] Rounded like a
wheel. Jlel. Antiq., I. 225.

trenkett, »• An old spelling of trinketK

trepanize

trennel (tren'l), n. A corrupt form of treenail.

trentl (trent), I', t. Same as trend^.

trent^t (trent), H. [< ME. trent, trente,< OF. (and
F.) trente, thirty,< L. triginta, thirty: see thirty.']

The number thirty; a trental.

On the morwe to seie a irenl of masses atte same ffreres.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

trental (tren'tal), n. [< ME. trental, trentel, <

OF. trentel, trental (ML. reflex trentale), a tren-
tal, set of thirty masses (ML. *trigintalia, pi.),

< trente, thirty, < L. triginta, thirty: see trent'^.']

A collection or series of anything numbering
thirty; specifically, a service of thirty masses
for a deceased person in the Roman Catholic
Church on as many successive days, or former-
ly sometimes in one day. Also rarely trigintal.

" Trentalg," seyde he, *' deliveren fro penaunce
Hir freendes soules, as wel olde as yonge."

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 16.

A trental (thirty) of masses used to be offered up for

almost every one on the burial day.
Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 604, note.

trente-et-quarante (troiit'a-ka-ront'), n. [F.,

lit. 'thirty and forty': trente, < L. triginta,

thirty (see trcnt^); et, < L. et, and; quarante,
< L. quadraginta, forty : see thirty and forty.]
The game of rouge-et-noir.

Trenton limestone. See limestone.

trepan^ (tre-pan'), jj. [Formerly trepane; < OP.
trepane, V. trepan = Sp. trepano = Pg. tre-

pano = It. trepano, trapano, < ML. trepanum,
prop, "trypanum, < Gr. rphvavov, a borer, an au-
ger, a surgeons' trepan, < rpimav, bore, < rpvna,

Tpi/ir?/, hole, < Tpcneiv, turn.] 1. An instrument
for boring; a borer. SpeciflcaUy— (ot) An engine
formerly used in sieges for piercing or making holes in

the walls.

And their th' Inginers haue the Trepan drestj

And reared vp the Ramme for battery best.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, ill.

(6) The name given by the French to a boring-tool used
for sinking wells and mining shafts to great depths and
sometimes of great dimensions.

2. An instrument, in the form of a crown-saw,
used by surgeons for removing parts of the
bones of the skull, in order to relieve the brain
from pressure or irritation. The trephine is an
improved form of this Instrument. See cuts
under crown-saic and trephine.

trepan '^ (tre-pan'), i: t.; pret. and pp. trepanned,
ppr. trepanning. [Formerly also trepane; < OP.
trepaner, F. trepaner, trepan; from the noun.]
To perforate by a trepan, especially by the sur-

gical trepan; operate on with a trepan. -Tre-
panned brush, a drawn brush having the holes for the
nristles drilled pjirtially through the stock to meet lateral

holes drilled from the edge or end. Ihe tufts of bristles

are drawn into these holes by strong silk or thread passing
through the laterals, which holes are then plugged up and
the whole polished. See drawn Inruth, under dravm.

trepan-, «. and v. See trapan,

trepanation (trep-a-na'shon), n. [< P. tr^ana-
tion, < trepaner, trepan: see trepan^, v.] The
operation of trepanning ; the process of perfo-

rating the skull with the trepan or trephine,
or by other means.
Inoculation from the bulb produces rabies In ten and

kills in fifteen days after trepanation.
Nature, XXXVII. 360.

trepanet, n. and v. An obsolete form of trepan^.

trepang (tre-pang'), K. [Also tripang; < Malay
tripung.] A kind of edible holothurian, as
Uolothnria edulis; a sea-slug, sea-cucumber,
sea-pudding, or beche-de-mer; also, such holo-
thurians as a commercial product prepared for

food . Trepang is found chiefly on coral reefs in the East-
ern seas, and is highly esteemed for food in China, where
it is imported in large quantities. The animal is repul-
sive, somewhat resembling a st^ut worm in sliape, but

Trepang {Hoiatkuria edulis).

having rows of processes on its body, and others radiated

about the mouth. It varies in length from 6 to 24 inches.

Much skill and care are required in the operation of cur-

ing, which is performed by gutting and boiling these sea-

slugs, and spreading them out on a perforated platform
over a wood-lire (or sometimes In the sun) to dry. Sun-

dried trepangs are In special request in China for making
soups. The fishery Is carried on In numerous localities in

the Indian Ocean, in the Eastern Archipelago, and on the

shores ot Australia.

trepanize (trep'an-iz), v. t; pret. and pp. trepan-

i:ed, ppr. trepanizing. [< trepan^ + -ize.] To
trepan.

Some have been cured ... by trepanizing the scull, or

drawing bones from it
Jer. Taylor, Miseries of Temporal Life.



trepanner

trepanner^ (tre-pan'or), h. [< trepan^ + -crl.]

One who operates surgically with the trepan
or trephine.

trepanner-, «. See trapanner.
trepanning (tre-pan'ing), n. [Verbal n. of
<«7*«»i, i'.] 1. The operation of making, with
a trepan, an opening in the skull for relieving
the brain from compression or irritation.— 2.
The method of making trepanned brushes
(which see, under trepan^, v.).

trepanning-elevator (tre-pau'iug-el "e-va-tor),
H. In siiiy., a lever for raising the portion of
bone detached by a trepan or trephine.

trepgett, «. Same as trebuchet.

trephine (tre-fen' ortre-fin'), n. [<F. trephine;
appar. intended for *trepiHe, an arbitrary dim.
of trepan, trepan : see trepan^.'] An improved
form of the trepan, consisting of a cylindrical
saw with a handle placed transversely, like

that of a gimlet, and having a sharp steel point
called the center-pin. This pin may be fixed and
removed at pleasure, and stands in the center of the
circle formed by the saw, projecting a little below its

edge. The center-pin is

fixed in the skull, and -^

forms an axis round
which the circular edge
of the saw rotates, and as
soon as the teeth of the
saw have made a circu-
lar groove in which they
can work steadily the
center-pin is removed.
The saw is made to cut
through the bone, not by
a series of complete ro-

6460

Trephine.

A, crown or spherical saw : a, center-
pin for guidiiig the saw ; *, screw for
attachment of the shanlc to a working
handle.

tations such as are made by the trepan, but by rapid half-
rotations alternately to the right and left. The trephine
is used especially in injuries of the head, and in cases,
chiefly of abscess, resulting from injuries, in which the
removal of the morbid material or of a new growth is

necessary. The use of the trephine, which was gradually
being abandoned, has of late years come into prominence
again, in consequence of the discoveries made in cerebral
localization.

trephine (tre-fen' or tre-fin'), v. t; pret. and
pp. trephined, ppr. trephining. [< trephine, n.]
To operate upon with a trephine ; trepan.

trephine-saw (tre-fen 's-X),n. Broadly, a crovra-
saw ; more specifically, a small crown-saw used
by surgeons in trephining; a trephine.

trepid (trep'id), a. [= Sp. trepido = Pg. It.

trepido, < L. trepidus, agitated, anxious, < tre-

pere (found only in 3d pers. sing, trepit), turn,
= Gr. TpcTTuv, turn (> ult. E. trope, tropic, etc.).
The negative intrepid is much more common.]
Trembling from fear or terror

;
quaking : op-

posed to intrepid.

Look at the poor little trepid creature, panting and
helpless under the great eyes

!

Thackeray, Virginians, Ixx.

trepidation (trep-i-da'shon), n. [< OP. trepi-

dation, F. trepidation = gp. trepidacion = Pg.
trepidagao = It. trepidazione, < L. trepidatio{n-),
alarm, trembling, < trepidare, hiirry with alarm,
be agitated with fear, tremble, < trepidus, agi-
tated, anxious: see Oe/rid.] 1. Tremulous agi-
tation; perturbation; alarm.
There useth to be more trepidation in court upon the

first breaking out of trouble than were fit.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

2. A trembling of the limbs, as in paralytic af-
fections.— 3. A vibratory motion ; a vibration.

It Cometh to pass in massive bodies that they have cer-
tain trepidations and waverings before they fix and settle.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

4. In anc. agtron., a libration of the eighth
sphere, or a motion which the Ptolemaic sys-
tem ascribes to the firmament to account for
certain phenomena, especially precession, really
due to motions of the axis of the earth.

That crystalline sphere whose balance weighs
The trepidation talk'd, and that first moved.

Milton, P. L., iii. 483.

=Syil. 1. Tremor, Emotion, etc. (see agitation), flutter,
tremulousness, discomposure.

trepidity (tre-pid'i-ti), n. [< trepid + -ity.']

The state of being trepid ; trepidation ; timid-
ity: o^yposeA to intrepidity. [Rare.]
Treron (tre'ron), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816), < Gr.
rp^pav, timorous, shy, < rpelv, flee in fear.] 1.
An extensive genus of Old World fruit-pigeons

;

the green pigeons, chiefly of Asia and Africa.
The limits of the genus vary much, as many modern gen-
era have been detached and separately named. The tre-
rons are mainly of green plumage shading into lavender
and maroon, and varied with yellow, orange, or scarlet in
some places. They are gregarious and arboricole, and feed
mostly on soft fruits. T. amboinenmi is a characteristic
species of the genus in its most restricted sense. Also
called Vinago. See cut in next column.
2. [/. c] A pigeon of this genus; a vinago.
Treronidae (tre-ron'i-de), «. ^n. [NL., < TreroH
+ -idse.2 The Treroninse ranked as a family.

Amboyna Vinago i.Treron atnboinensis).

Treroninse (tre-ro-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL. (G. R.
Gray, 1840), < Treron + -inie.\ The trerons as
a subfamily of Columbidse.

tresauncef, n. [ME., also tresawnce, tresawne,
tresawnte, tresens; < OF. tresance (ML. trans-
cencia, transcenna), perhaps ult. < L. transcen-
dere, climb over: see transcend.'} A passage;
a corridor. Prompt. Faro., p. 502.

Wt a privee yard to a kechyn, w* a tresau-nce between
the hall and the kechyn. N. and Q., 7th ser.» VII. 81.

tresaylet (tres'al), «. [< OF. tresayle (F. tri-

saieul), < tres (< L. tres, tri-), three, + aieul,

ayle, etc., grandfather: see ayle.} In law, an old
writ which lay for a man claiming as heir to
his grandfather's grandfather, to recover lands
of which he had been deprived by an abate-
ment happening on the ancestor's death.

tresont, «. -An obsolete form of treason.

tresort, tresouret, «• Middle English forms of
trca.siire.

tresoreret, tresoureret, n. Middle English
forms of treasurer.

tresouriet, tresouryt, " . Middle English forms
of treasury.

trespacet, i'- *• An old spelling of trespass.

trespass (tres'pas), V. i. [< ME. trespassen, tres-

pacen, < OF. trespasser, pass over, depart, die,
P. trepasser, die,-= Pr. traspassar, trcspassar,
trapassar = Sp. traspasar = Pg. traspassar, tres-

passar = It. trapassare, < ML. transpassare,
pass over, trespass, < L. trans, over, + passare,
pass : see trans- and pass, v., and ef . transpass.}

It. To pass beyond a limit orboundary; hence,
to depart from life ; die.

Robert de Bruse . . . trespassed out of this vncertayne
worlde. Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Ghron., I. xx.

2. To make entry or passage without riglit or
permission; go unlawfully or unwarrantably;
encroach by bodily presence : with on or upon :

as, to trespass upon another's land or premises.
Go out of the sanctuary ; for thou hast trespassed.

2 Chron. xxvi. 18.

3. To make an improper inroad upon a person's
presence or rights ; intrude aggressively or of-
fensively in relation to something : with on or
upon.

Nothing that trespasses upon the modesty of the com-
pany, and the decency of conversation, can become the
mouth of a wise and virtuous person.

Tiltotson, Sermons, ccxiv.

4. To commit an aggressive offense; trans-
gress in some active manner ; offend ; sin : with
against : as, to trespass against the laws of God
and man. See trespass, n.

A dere God, what Love hadde he to us his Subjettes,
whan he that nevere trespaced wolde for Trespassours
suffre Dethe

!

Uandecille, Travels, p. 8.

If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him.
Luke xvii. 3.

They . . . trespass against all logick. Norris.

5f. To give offense : with to.

And if that any neighebore of myne . . .

... be so hardy to hir to trespace.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 15.

= S5^. 2 and 3. Trespass upon, Encroach upon, Infrench
upon. Trench upon. Infringe upon. Intrude upon, Traiu-
gress. rrej(passMj?on,though figurative, expresses generally
the idea common to these words, that of unauthorized, im-
proper, or undesirable coming upon ground not one's own.
The order is essentially that of strength, and there is a cor-
responding increase in the presumption that the offense is

committed knowingly. To trespass upon another's rights
is literally to step or pass across the line of demarcation
between his rights and ours. To encroach upon anything is

to creep upon it to some extent, and often implies moving
by stealth or by imperceptible degrees and occupying or
keeping what one thus takes : the ocean may thus be said
to encroach upon the land by wearing it away. To intrench
upon, or latterly more often trench upon, is to cut into as
a trench is lengthened or widened ; it does not especially
suggest, as does encroach upon, either slowness or stealth.

tress

Infringe or infringe upon means a breaking into ; hence
it is a much stronger word than those that precede it.

Transgress is stronger and plainer still, meaning to walk
across the boundary, as of another's rights. Intrude upon
suggests especially that one is unwelcome, and goes where
regard for others' rights, as of privacy, or the sense of
shame, should forbid him to press in.

trespass (tres'pas), u. [< ME. trespas, < OF.
tre.'<])as, departure, P. trexms, decease, = Pr.
trihspas, trespas = Sp. traspaso = Pg. traspasso,
trisjtasso = It. trapasso, departure, decease,
digression, trespass; from the verb.] 1. Un-
lawful or forbidden entrance or passage ; oflen-
sive intrusion of bodily presence. See 3 (6).

"There is neither knight or squire," said the pinder, . . .

"Dare make a trespass to the town of Wakefield."
Jolly Pinder of Wakefield (Child's Ballads, V. 205).

2. An aggressive or active offense against law
or morality ; the commission of any wrongful
or improper act; an offense; a sin: as, a ires-

pass against propriety.

You hath he quickened, who were dead in trespasses and
sins. Eph. ii. 1.

Be plainer with me, let me know my trespas
By its own visage. Sfiak., W. T., i. 2. 266.

In 1404 . . . Northumberland's treason was condoned
as a trespass only. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 372.

3. In law, in a general sense, any transgression
not amounting to felony or misprision of felony.
Specifically— (a) An injury to the person, property, or
rights of another, with force, either actual or implied :

technically called trespass viet annis. In this sense it in-
cludes wrongs immediately injurious even when the force
is only constructive, as in the enticing away of a servant,
(6) A wrongful entry upon land of another: specifically
called trespass to real property. Setting foot on another's
land without right or license is technically considered a
forcible trespass. Casting things upon it, sufiering one's
cattle to go upon it, or otherwise interfering with its pos-
session is equally so.

Every unwarrantable entry on another's soil the law
entitles a trespass by breaking his close, . . . For every
man's land is, in the eye of the law, enclosed and set apart
from his neighbour's. Blackstone, Com., IIL xii.

(c) An injury to property by one who has no right what-
ever to its possession or use : technically called trespass to

property. lit this sense it equally implies force, but
relates to property only, and contradistinguishes the
wrong from a conversion or embezzlement by a bailee or
other person having already a rightful possession.

—

Action of trespass, an action to recover damages for
trespass.— Forcible trespass, in criminal Urn, the offense
of committing trespass to personal property with such
display of force as to terrify or overawe. The similar
offense respecting real property is called forcible entry.—
Trespass formesne profits. See action of wMiie profits,
nnder ;vTO^f.— Trespass on the case, an action for a
wrong which is not technically a trespass, because the
injury is not in the strictest sense the direct result of the
act, but where the transgressive character of the transac-
tion appears from the circumstances of the case, as in the
case of libel, malicious prosecution, and the like.

In the 16th century a special form of trespass on the
case became, under the name of assumpsit, the common
and normal method of enforcing contracts not made by
deed, and remained so till the middle of the present cen-
tury. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 454.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Transgression, Wrong, etc. (see crime),
breach, infringement, infraction, encroachment.

trespasser (tres'pas-er), «. [< ME. trespassour,
trc'spasoure,<. OF .* trespassour, < trespasser, tres-

pass: see tres2)ass.'\ One who trespasses, or
commits a trespass ; one who invades another's
property or rights, or who does a wrongful act.

trespass-offering (tres'pas-of'''er-ing), n.

Among the ancient Jews, a sacrifice presented
in expiation for such a sin or offense as ad-
mitted of compensation or satisfaction. The
ceremonial is described in Lev. xiv. 12-18. See
offering.

tress^ (tres), n. [<ME. tresse, trisse, < OF. tresse,

tresce, F. tresse = Pr. tressa, tresa = Sp. trenza
= Pg. tranqa = It. treccia,< Mh.'trichca, tricia,

also trica, a tress, hair interwoven, piob. < Gr.
rpixa, in three parts, < rpct^ (rpi-), three: see
three.'] A plait, braid, lock, or curl of hair;
any distinct portion of the hair of the head,
especially when long; in the plural, the hair of
the head, especially when growing abundantly.

Hir yelow heer was broyded in a tresse

Bihinde hir bak, a yerde long, I gesse.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 191.

Behind her Neck her comely Tresses ty'd.

Prior, Cloe Hunting.

Nazarlte tresses. See Samrite.—To braid St Cathe-
rine's tresses. See braidi.

tressl (tres), r. t. [< ME. tressen, < OF. (and F.

)

tresscr = Pr. tressar = Sp. trcnzar = Pg. tran-

far = It. trecciare, plait in tresses; from the
noun.] To furnish with or form into tresses:
chiefly in the past participle used adjectively.

A brow of pearl
Tressed with redolent ebony.
In many a dark delicious curl.

Tennyson, .Arabian Nights.
Tressed point. See points.

tress-t, »'• An obsolete form of trace.

tress^, ». A dialectal variant of trest^.



Doulile Tressure Flcury-
counter-Reury.

-tress

-tress. A termination of some feminine nouns.
See -CKS (2).

tressed (trest), a. [ME. tressed, y-tressed; <

tress^ + -«fp.] 1. Having tresses; adorned
with tresses; bordered or surrounded by tresses.

Ofte tyme this was hire manere,
To gon ytressed with hire heres clere

Doun by hire coler, at liire bali byhynde,
Which with a tiirede of gold she wolde bynde.

Chatuxr, Troilus, v. 810.

2. Divided into tresses or locks, or consisting

of them ; worn in long tresses.

"In habit maad with chastitee and shame
Ye women shiil apparaille yow," quod he,

"And noght in tressed heer and gay perree."
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Hath's Tale, 1. 344.

He, plongd in payne, his tressed locks dooth teare.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., April,

tressel, 1. See trestle^.

tressfult (tres'fiil), a. [< tress^ + -/«/.] Hav-
ing an abundance of tresses; having lu.xuriant

hair.

Pharo's faire daughter (wonder of her Time) . . .

Was queintly dressing of her Tress-ftd head.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

tressourt, «• [ME., also tresour, < OF. trcssour,

tressoir, a net or ribbon for the hair, < tresse,

tress: see <res«l.] 1. A net or ribbon for the
hair ; a head-dress.

With a riche gold tre»our
Hir heed was tressed queyntly.

Rom. of the Rose, t 569.

2. A tress; in the plural, tresses.; hair.

And bad anon hys turmentours
Do hange hur be hur tretmtryt.

MS. Cantab. Ff. IL 38, f. 38. (,Hattiuna.)

tressiira (tresh'ur), h. [< heraldic F. tressure,

< tresser, weave, plait:

see tress^.] In her., a
modification of the orle,

I nn generally considered as

J Ott oB . being of half its width,

^o '^ F »"<! double. According to
some writers, the treasure is a
double orle— that is, two nar-
row bands separated by a space
about equal to the width of
each of them, and both toge-
ther occupying the same space
as an orle or nearly so. Also
called tract. c

The Scottish arms are a lion with a border, or tresture,

adorned with flower-de-luces.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 2«!l.

tressured (tresh'urd), a. [< tressure + -eiP.']

Emblazoned with a tressure, as an escutcheon.
[The use of the word in the following quotation is erro-
neous, because the fleurs-de-lis are not tressured, but the
tressure is flowered with fleurs-de-lis.

The treasured Reur-de-Ince he claims
To wreathe his shield. Scott, L. of. L. M., iv. aj

tressy (tres'i), o. [< tress^ + -yl.] Of or per-
taining to tresses ; also, having the appearance
of tresses or locks of hair.

The rock half sheltered from my view
By pendent boughs of trettgy yew.

Coleridge, I.ewtL {Daviet.)

trest't, 1. An obsolete form of trusts.

trest- (trest), n. [Also Sc. traist, trast, also E.
dial, tress; < ME. tresis, a trestle, < OF. traste =
Olt. trasto ; prob. = Bret, treiist = W. trawst, a
beam, trestle, < L. transtriim, a beam: see tran-

som, anAci. trestle'^.'] 1. Abeam.— 2. A tres-

tle.— 3. A strong large stool. [Prov. Eng. or
Scotch in all uses.]

trestle^ (tres'i), n. [Early mod. E. also tressel

(still sometimes used), trestyll, thrcstle; also
dial, triisset : < ME. trcstel (pi. trestlis), < OF.
treslel, later Ircsteau, F. tretcau = Bret, trens-

tel = W. trestyl (Celtic from L. ; the W. perhaps
through E. f) (ML. trestellus), < ML. 'traii.ttil-

lum, dim. of L. transtrum, a beam, cross-bar:
eee tresft and tratisom.l 1. A frame, consisting
of a beam or bar fixed at each end to a pair of
spreading legs, for use as a support. A single
trestle is often used by mechanics to rest work against

;

two or more trestles serve as a support for a board or other
object laid upon thent horizontally for some temporary
purpose. Early household t:tbk*8 commonly consisted of
boards laid upon movable tn-stles, the board in this case
being the table proper; and trestle, in the singular. Is

sometimes used for the whole support of a table when the
parts are joined into a framework.

"The trejrtle that stands under this Round Table," she
said, . . .

"It is worth thy Round Table, thou worthy king."
DaUad o/ King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 2.'!2).

He looks in that deep ruff like a head in a platter.

Served in by a short cloak upon two trestles.

B. Jotuum, Alchemist, iv. 1.

2. Same as puncheon^.— 3. In her., a low stool
or bench u.sed as a bearing: usually represent-
ed with three legs.— 4. In civil enyin., a frame-
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work for supporting string-pieces, as of a rail-

way, a bridge, or other elevated structure, com-
posed of uprights with diagonal braces, and
either with or without horizontal timbers be-
low the stringers.— 5. pi. The shores or props
of a ship under construction.

Then they launched her from the tressels.

In the ship-yard by the sea.

Lonff/ellow, Wayside Inn, Musician's Tale, xiii.

6. Same as trestletree.—7. In leather-mamif.,

the sloping plank on which skins are laid while
being curried.

A high trussel is frequently used, across which the lea-

ther is thrown, after undergoing any of the processes,
while the currier subjects other pieces to the same opera-
tion. Ure, Diet., III. 93.

trestle^t, «. -An obsolete form of threshold.

Florio.

trestle-board (tres'l-bord), n. A movable ta-

ble-top for use in connection with trestles, mak-
ing a large table when required.

trestle-bridge (tres'1-brij), «. A bridge in which
the bed is supported upon framed sections or
trestle.i. See trestlework.

trestle-tablet (tres'l-ta'bl), n. A movable
table made of boards laid on trestles, as distin-

guished from the dormant table which super-
seded it.

trestletree (tres'l-tre), n. yaut, one' of two
strong bars of timber fixed horizontally fore-

and-aft, on the opposite sides of the lower
masthead, to support the frame of the top and
the topmast, and on the topmast-head in the
same way to support the crosstrees and the
topgallantraast. See cut under 6166.

trestle'WOrk (tres'l-wirk), «. A series of tres-

tles and connected framing, supports, etc. , form-
ing a viaduct, as for a railway. Trestlework may
be of either wood or iron. It is much used in railroad-

Tresllework.

I. Trestle used In constnictioo ofbridg? at Pnughkeepsie. New York.
a. Section of Iron trestle at Kinzua viaduct, Pennsylvania.

constnictlon for viaducts and In the construction of
bridges, and is often employed in hydraulic engineering
for supporting trunks or sluices for cr)nducting water
across gulches, etc. The term was originally, and is now
more siH'cifically, api)lied to wooden trestles, which it

geiit-njlly lienotes when used without qualiflcation.

trestling (tres'ling), H. [< trestle + -iiig^.'] A
structui-e of trestles; trestlework. New York
Semi-weekly Tribune, May 20, 1887.

trestmt, «. An obsolete form of treason.

tret (tret), 71. [Early mod. E. treat (in a num-
ber of old arithmetics), tretc; < OF. trete (Norm.
trett), F. trait= Pr. trait, trag, trah, draft, allow-
ance for transportation, = It. Jrallo, allowance
for transportation, = Olt. tratta, leave to trans-

port merchandise. It. draft, bill: see tracfl,

trait.'] In com., an allowance formerly made
to purchasers of certain kinds of goods on ac-

count of their being obliged to transport their

purchases. It consisted of an addition of 4 pounds to

every 100 pounds of suttle weight, or weight after the tare

is deducted. It is now so entirely discontinued by nier-

chaitts that it is in many modern txx>ka confounded with
a rebate or deduction from the price.

tretablet, tretablyt. Old spellings of treat-

able, treatubly.

tretet. An old form of treat, treaty, tret.

Tretenterata (tre-ten-te-ra'tS), n. pi. [KL.
(King), < (Jr. rpt/rdq, perforated (< rcTpaivciv,

bore), + ivrtpa, entrails.] A prime division

of brachiopods, contrasted with Clistenterat^ :

same as Lii<iiioiiiiila of Owen. Recent authors are
almost unanimotis in dividing the brachiopods into two
orders, but have used different names for each of the two

tri-

divisions : as, Lyopomata and Arthropomata (Owen, ttie

oldest and the preferable terms) ; Kcardines and Testicar-

dines; Pleuropygia and Apygia ; Inarticulata and Articu-
lata ; besides the above.

tretenterate (tre-ten'te-rat), a. and 11. [< NL.
Tretenterata, q.v.~i I. a. Having the characters
of or pertaining to the Treten terata; not clisten-

terate, as a brachiopod ; aniferous.

II. n. A brachiopod of this order.

tretis^t, ffl. [ME., also tretys, ircitys; < OF. tre-

tis, trcitis, traitis, well-made, neat, long and
slender, < traiter, handle, manage, treat: see
trait,~] Well-proportioned.

Hire nose tretys; hir eyen greye as glas.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 162.

tretis^t, tretyst, «• Old spellings of treatise.

Chaucer.

Tretosterninse (tre'to-stSr-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Tretosternon + -inse.'] A subfamily of chely-
droid tortoises, represented by the extinct ge-

nus Tretosternon, with a plastron of moderate
size and an intergular shield.

Tretosternon (tre-to-stfer'ngn), 11. [NL. (Owen,
1841), also Tretosternmn, < Gr. r/w/rof, perforated

(< Terpa/vfji', bore), -I- orfpvov, breast-bone.] 1.

A genus of fossil chelonians of the Wealden
and Purbeck beds, referred to the family Che-
lydridse, and typical of the subfamily Tretoster-

ninx.— 2. [/. c] An animal of this genus.

trevat (trev'at), n. [Origin obscure.] In
iceaving, a cutting-instrument for severing the
pile-threads of velvet. Also trevette.

trevedt, ». See trivet.

tre'vet (trev'et), n. See trivet.

trevette (tre-vef), n. Same as trevat.

tre'Vis.treviSS (trev'is), n. [Also trevise, trevesse,

trarise, tr<(i-esse, etc.; ult. a reduced form of

traverse,<OF. trovers, across (Jrat'craow, a cross-

beam, etc.; cf. Sp. traves, a flank, al traves,

across, athwart): see traverse.'] 1. A trans-

verse division, as that which separates stalls;

a transom; a bar or beam.
Ryt ouer thwert the chamber was there drawe
A trevesse thin and quhite, all of plesance.

James I. of Scotland, King's Quair, ill. 9.

Beyond the trevist which formed one side of the stall

stood a cow, who turned her head and lowed when Jeanie
came uito the stable. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvi.

2. A stall.

He lay in the trevist wi' the mear (mare), and wadna
come oot. Dr. John Brown, Rab and his Friends.

3. A counter or desk in a shop.
[Scotch in all uses.]

trew^t, ". and n. An old spelling of true.

tre'W'4, ''• '. An obsolete form of trotc^.

trew^t, «. [ME., < OF. treii, < L. tributum, trib-

ute, toll: see tribute.'] Tribute. Sir Ferum-
brasCE. E. T. S.), 1.4393.

tre'waget, "• [Early mod. E. truage, < ME.
trewaijc, trevage, truwage, truage, < OF. treuage,

truage (ML. truagium), tribute, subjection, <

treii, tribute : see trew^.] Tribute ; acknowledg-
ment of subjection. See the quotation under
repent^, v. t., 1.

Romayns haue hadde trewage of V8, and my parentes
haue hadde trewage of theym,

MerUn (E. E. T. S.X III. 642.

tre'wandt, tre'wantt, <i- Obsolete forms of tru-

ant.

tre'we't, tre'welyt. Old spellings of true, truly.

tre'we-t, '• ' An obsolete form of trow^.

tre'West, tre'Wist, «• Middle English forms of
truce.

trewethet, ». A Middle English form of truth.

tre'WS (troz), «. ;)/. [< Ir. trius= Gael, triubhas :

see trousc, trousers.'] Trousers; specifically,

the kind of trousers worn by the men of higher
rank among the Scottish Highlanders. They
are made of tartan cloth of the set or pattern
of the wearer's clan.

But she wou'd hae the Highlandman,
That wears the plaid and trews.

Line Baillie (Child's Ballads, IV. 282).

Trews or drawers, continued to form hose for the lower
limbs, with shoes or low boots, completed the ordinary
costume of the [Anglo-.Saxon] men. Jincyc. Brit. , VI. 466.

tre'WSman (troz'man), ».; pi. irewsmcn (-men).

[< trcu-s + man.] A Highlander who wears the

trews.

tre'Wtht, n. A Middle English form of truth.

trey (tra), n. [< ME. trey, < OF. treis, F. trois,

three, < L. tres, three : see three.'] A card or

die with three spots. Also tray.

tri-. [= F. tri- = Sp. Pg. It. tri-, < L. tri-, com-
bining form of tres, neut. tria, = Gr. rpt-, com-
bining form of Tpd(, neut. rpia, = Skt. tri- = E.

three: see three.] A prefix of Latin and Greek
origin, meaning 'three.'
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triable (tri'a-bl), a. [Also tryable; < try +
HMe.'\ 1. Capable of being tried or tested;

suited for experiment.— 2. Subject to legal

trial ; capable of being brought under judicial

prosecution or determination.

He being irresponsible, but his Ministers answerable for

his acts, Impeachable by the Commons and triable by the
Peers. Brougham.

Many Debtors elsewhere confln'd do by Habeas Corpus
remove into this Prison, which is the proper place of Con-
finement in all Cases tryable in the Queen's Bench Court.

Quoted in Athtim't Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
(II. 245.

triableness (tri'a-bl-nes), n. The state of be-
ing triable.

Triacantllidae (tri-a-kan'thi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Triacanthus + -irfa?.] A family of scleroderra

plectognath fishes, typified by the genus Tria-

canthus. They have a well-developed first dorsal fin of

several spines, and ventral fins with large spines. They
inhabit tropical (chiefly the Indian) seas.

Trlacantuinae (tri'a-kan-thi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Triacanthus + -('««.] A subfamily of triacan-

thoid fishes, typified by the genus Triacanthus,

having incisorial teeth in both jaws and a long
narrow caudal peduncle.
Triacantbodes (tri"a-kan-th6'dez), n. [NL.
(Bleeker, 1858), < Triacanthus, q. v., + Gr. eWof,

form, aspect.] A genus of triacanthoid fishes,

typical of the subfamily Triacanthoditise.

Triacantbodins (tri-a-kan-tho-di'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Triacanthodes + -«'««.] A subfamily of

triacanthoid fishes, typified by the genus Tria-

canthodes, with conical teeth in both jaws and
an oblong caudal peduncle.

triacanthoid (tri-a-kan'thoid), n. and a. I. n.

A fish of the family Triacanthidx.

H. a. Of, or having characters of, the Tri-

acanthidse.

Triacantbus (tri-a-kan'thus),«. [NL. (Cuvier),

< Gr. r/)f(f (Tpi-), three, + amvfta, spine: see

acantha.'\ A genus of scleroderm fishes, typi-
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ment or radical.— 3. In music, a chord of three
tones, including a given tone with its major
or minor third and its perfect, augmented, or

diminished fifth. A triad is named from the
given tone or root: as, triad of G; dominant
triad. See chord, 4. Also trias.— 4. In Welsh
lit, a form of composition characterized by
the arrangement of the contents in groups of

three. The earliest specimens of these triads belong to

the twelfth century. The method was continued for sev-

eral centuries in Wales, but was not imitated elsewhere
except in a few instances in Ireland.

5. In myth., an intimate association of three
kindred or correlated deities, sometimes con-

Triacirnthiis brevirostris.

cal of the family Triacanthidse and the subfam-
ily Triacanthinse, and including such species as

T. brevirostris.

triace (tri'a-se), n. [< Gr. rpeif (rpi-), three, -I-

oK^, a point.] A trihedral solid angle or sum-
mit.

triacbenium (tri-a-ke'ni-um), n. ;
pi. triache-

nia (-a). [NL., < L. tres (iri-), three, + NL.
achenium.'i In bat., a fruit which consists of

three achenia. Also spelled triakenium.

Trlacinse (tri-a-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Triads +
-inie.^ A subfamily of galeorhinoid sharks
with small trenchant teeth and spiracles, typi-

fied by the genus Triads. Also called Triakiaiia.

Triads (tri'a-sis), n. [NL. (Miiller and Henle,
1841, as Triakis), < Gr. rptif (rpt-), three, + iiKig,

a point.] A genus of galeorhinoid sharks,

typical of the subfamily Triadnse.

triaclet, "• An obsolete form of treacle.

triacontabedral (tri-a-kon-ta-he'dral), a. [<
Gr. TpiaKovra, thirty (= L. triginta = fe. thirty),

+ eSpa, seat, base, + -at.] 1. Having thirty

sides.'^S. In crystal., bounded by thirty

rhombs.
triaconter (tri'a-kon-tfer), n. [< Gr. TpiaKov-

TtipTiq, thirty-oared, < rpiaKovTa, thirty, -1- *apeiv,

row.] In Grr. antiq., a vessel of thirty oars.

triact (tri'akt), a. [< Gr. rpnc (jpi-), three, +
(iKTic, ray.] Having three rays, as a sponge-
spicule. See cut under sponge-spicule.

triactinal (tri-ak'ti-nal), a. [< triactine + -a?.]

Having three rays, as a sponge-spicule ; tri-

act.

triactine (tn'ak-tin), a. [< Gr. rpeif (rpi-),

three, + aKTi^ (ciktiv-), ray.] Having three
rays, as a sponge-spicule ; triact.

triad (tri'ad), «. [= F. triade = It. triade =
W. triad, < L. trias {triad-), < Gr. rpidc (rpiad-),

the number three, < Tpelg (rpt-), three: see

three.} 1. A union or conjunction of three; a
group or class of three persons or things closely

related; a trinity.— 2. In chem., an element or
radical which will combine with three atoms
of a monad element or radical ; a trivalent ele-

•u:x,i'xsf^-^*^(sq^^.-i^ .^-jisxs'iissitsiMMatai

Divine Triad of Thebes: Amen. Miit. .uid Kin iisiu— C.ivo-rilievo

sculpture on the fa<;ade of the R.unebeiini.

sidered as having the relationship of father,

mother, and child, and forming a characteristic

conception in some religious systems, as that

of ancient Egypt.— 6. In morphology, a ter-

tiary unit of organization resulting from inte-

gration of an aggregate of dyads. See dyad, 3.

— 7. An indeterminate product of three vec-
tors Hannonic triad, in mumc, a major triad.

—

Harmonic triads, in math. See hamwnic.

triad-deme (tri'ad-dem), n. A colony or aggre-
gate of undifferentiated triads. See dyad-
deme. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

triadelpboiis (tri-ardel'fus), a. [< Gr. Tpeif

{rpi-), three, + a6iX(p6^, a brother. Cf. rpiMeT.-

^ai, the three sisters.] In bot., having the sta-

mens more or less coalesoent in three sets:

said of an andrcBcium.

triadic (tri-ad'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. rpiadiKdc, <

Tptdg (rpiaS-), a triad: see triad.'\ I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to a triad ; constituting or con-
sisting of a triad or trinity.

A triad of activities corresponding to the triadic nature
of God. The IndependerU, June 26, 1862.

2. In chem., trivalent; triatomic.— 3. In ant.

pros. : (a) Comprising three different rhythms
or meters : as, the triadic epiploce. (6) Consist-

ing of pericopes, or groups of systems, each of

which contains three unlike systems: as, a
triadic poem.— 4. In the Gr. Ch., addressed to

or in honor of the Trinity: as, a triadic canon.

II. n. A sum of products of three vectors.

triadist (tri'ad-ist), n. [< triad + -ist.l A
composer of a triad or triads. See triad, 4.

trisene (tn'en), n. [< NL. trieena, < Gr. rpiaiva,

a three-pronged fish-spear, a three-pronged
fork, a trident, < rpel^ (JP'-), three : see three^\

Among sponge-spicules, a cladose rhabdus
which bears at one end three secondary rays or
cladi diverging at equal angles from one an-
other. Various modifications of the trieene have received
specific names. A triajne with recurved arms like a grap-
nel is an anatrisene ; with porrect arms, a protrisene;

with arras at right angles with the shaft, an orthotrixne ;

with bifurcate arms, a dichotrisene ; with trifurcate, a
triclwtrixne. When the cladome, or set of cladi, arises

from the center of the rhabdonie, a centrotrisene results ;

when from both ends of the rhabdome, an ampkitrixne.

triage (tri'aj ; F. pron.tre-azh'), ». \_<F. triage,

< trier, sort out, try: see try.'] That which is

culled, picked, or thrown out; specifically, in

English use, the refuse of whole coffee; broken
coffee-beans and chaff.

The broken beans [of coffee], or triage, must also be
separated by hand from the dust.

Spom' Etieyc. Manvf., I. 705.

triakisicosabedral (tri"a-kis-i"ko-sa-he'dral ),

a. [< triakisicosahedron + -aZ.] Pertaining or
related to a triakisicosahedron.

triaki8icosabedron(tri"a-kis-i''ko-sa-he'dron),
M. [< Gr. TptdKic, three times (< rpti^ (rpi-),

three), -I- dxoai, twenty, + ISpa, seat, base.] A
solid formed by erecting on each face of a Pla-
tonic icosahedron a pyramid of such an alti-

tude as to make all the summits regular. It is
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reciprocally related to the Archimedean trun-

cated dodecahedron. See solirJ, II., 2, fig. 20.

triakisoctabedral (tri"a-ki8-ok-ta-he'dral), a.

[< triakisoctalicdron + -al.] Pertaining or close-

ly related to the triakisoctahedron.

triakisoctabedron (tri'a-kis-ok-ta-he'dron), M.

[< Gr. TpiaKtc, three times' (< Tpeic {rpi-), three), -t-

oKTu, eight, + iSpa, seat, base.] A solid formed
by erecting on each face of the regular octa-

hedron a pyramid of such an altitude as to ren-

der all the summits regular. It is reciprocally

related to the Archimedean truncated cube.
See .mlid. H., 2, fig. 14.

triakistetrahedral (tri"a-kis-tet-ra-he'dral),

a. [< triakistetrahedron 4- -al.] Pertaining or

closely related to the triakistetrahedron.

triakistetrabedron (tri"a-kis-tet-ra-he'dron),

n. [< Gr. Tpidmc, three times (< rpcic (rpi-), three),

+ rhpa- (for reropa, reaaapa), four, + edpa, seat,

base.] A solid formed by erecting on each face

of a regular tetrahedron a pyramid of such alti-

tude that all the summits become regular. It

is reciprocally related to the Archimedean trun-

cated tetrahedron. See solid, II., 2. fig. 12.

trial (tri'al), n. [Formerly also tryal; < OF.
trial, trial', < trier, try: sentry.] 1. The act of

trying or making a test of something ; a put-
ting to proof by examination, experiment, use,

exercise, or other means.
All thy vexations

Were but my trials of thy love, and thou
Hast strangely stood the test.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 6.

2. The act of trying or making an effort; a
seeking to do or effect something ; a determin-
ing essay or attempt.

Thy fear, said Zephon bold,

Will save us trial what the least can do
Single against thee. Milton, P. L., iv. 855.

3. A test of superiority; a contest; a compe-
tition.

But let your fair eyes and gentle wishes go with me to

my triai. Shak., As you Like it, L 2. 199.

4. The state of being tried; probation by the

experience or suffering of something; subjec-

tion to or endurance of affliction.

Others had trial of cruel mockings and sconrgings.

J
Heb. xi. 36.

That which purifies us is trial, and trial is by what is

contrary. Milton, Areopagitica.

5. That which tries or afflicts ; a trying circum-
stance or condition ; a hardship ; an affliction.

O, but he was a conspicuous trial in our lot— a source
of manifold woe to us all ! J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 69.

6. In law, the judicial investigation and de-

termination of the issues between parties;

that part of a Utigation which consists in the
examination by the court of the point in con-

troversy, the hearing of the evidence, if any,

and the determination of the controversy, or

final submission of the cause for such deter-

mination. Whether the word includes the prelimi-

nary steps of the hearing, such as the impaneling of the

jury, and the conclusion reached or the rendering of the
decision, depends on the connection in which it is used.
" When used of a criminal cause, trial commonly means
the proceedings in open court after the pleadings are fin-

ished and it is otherwise ready, down to and including the

rendition of the verdict. Not extending, on the one hand,
to such preliminary steps as the arraignment and giving

in of the pleas, it does not comprehend, on the other hand,
a hearing on appeal." {Bishop.) The modes of trial now
in use in the United States and England are—by a judge
with a jiU7, by a judge without a jury, or by a referee or

similar officer appointed for the purpose. In England as-

sessors or assistants sometimes sit with the judge or ref-

eree. See issue, judgment, jury, summary, verdict, etc

7. Something upon or by means of which a test

is made ; an experimental sample or indicator

;

a trial-piece.

Captaine Newport being dispatched, with the tryalt of

Pitch, Tarre, Glasse, Frankincense, Sope ashes.

Quoted in Capt. John SmOti's Works, I. 200.

And who would to Liberty e'er prove disloyal.

May his son be a hangman, and he his first trial.

Bums, The Toast.

Certain "pyrometrical beads "or trials . . . indicated

the temperature by their tint. Encyc. Brit., XX. 132.

8. In ceram., one of the pieces of ware w-hieh

are used to try the heat of the kiln and the

progress of the firing of its contents. In the fir-

ing of painted porcelain the trials are often painted in

carmine, a colorwhich responds delicately to the degree of

heat to which it is subjected. The trials are observed
through small openings closed with transparent talc.

—

General Court of Trials. See general.— Tievr trial, a

second or subsequent trial allowed toapartyunsucci's.sful

on the original trial, on the ground of error or injustice.

—On or upon trial, on probation ; as an experiment, in

order to more lasting arrangements.

If my husband had been alive when you'd come to

preach upon trial, he'd have been as good a Judge of your
gifts as Mr. Nuttwood. George Eliot, Felix Holt, iv.
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BulO of trial and error, the rule of false. See position, 7.

— State trials.the name given to several collections of re-

ports of public prosecutions, especially for ortenses against
government ami public peace and order.—To put to trial
or on trial. («) T*' bring before a court ana jury for ex-

amination and decision. (6) To bring to a test; try.—Trial
at bar, trial at nisi prius, trial by battle. See &ari,

ni»i priua, battle^.— Triad balance, in double-entry book'

keeping, a method of testing the correctness of the posting
of the ledger (1) as regards the sums i>osted, and (2) as re-

gards the side to which they are posted. This is effected

by summing the debit and credit balances respectively
of the personal accounts, and then adding to the credit

side of this summation the difference between the two
sides of a similar summation of the merchandise accounts.
Should the two sides of this final summation exactly bal-

ance each other, the presumption is that the ledger has
been correctly posted as regards the particulars already
mentioned, but not as regards the individual items being
posted to the right account.— Trial by certificate, aa
old mode of determining a cause according to the written
declaration of some person, usually a public officer, who
was deemed best informed on the point, and whose certifi-

cate was accordingly treated as final.— Trial by ordcaL
See ordeal, i.~ Trial by proviso, by record, by tan-
fhln,etc. SeeproriV', etc.— Trial Judge, Jury, justice.
ee jud'je. etc.— Trial of the py^. See pifz, (See also

eourftin<i-triat,Jiel(f -trial). =SyTl. 1. Trial, Tfnt,j>voof. Trial
is the more general : test is the stronger. Tejtt more often
than trial represents that which is final and decisive : as,

the guns, after a severe public teM, were accepted.— 2. At-
tempt, endeavor, effort, essay, exertion.— 5. Trouble, af-

fliction, distress, tribulation.-— 7. Touchstone, ordeal.

trialate (tri-a'Iat), a. [< L. tres {tri-)j three,
+ alatuSy winged: see alatc'^J] In hot., three-
winged ; having three wings.

trial-case (tri'al-kas), n. Same as trial-»ight.

trial-day (tri'ai-da), ». The day of trial.

Brought against me at my trial-day.

Skak., 2 Hen. VI.. UL 1. 114.

trial-fire (tri'al-fir), n, A fire for trying or
proving; an ordeal-fire.

With trial-fire touch me his finger-end.
Skak., M. W. of W., V. 5. 88.

trial-glasses (tri'al-glas*'ez), «. pL A gradu-
ated set of concave and convex lenses and
prisms used for testing the vision,

trial-ground (tri'al-ground), n. A locality for
the trying or testing of anything.

The >font Cenis tunnel formed the greatest trial-ffround
ever brought to the attention of inventors and makers of
either rock-drills or aircompressors. Ure, Diet, IV. 323.

trial-heat (tri'al-het), «. In racing, a prelim-
iiiarv trial of speed between competitors.

trialism (tri'a-Iizm), n. [< *trial^ (see triality)

+ -ism,] Tfie doctrine that man consists of
body, soul, and spirit, or other three essentially
difTf*rent modes of substance.

triality (tri-ari-ti), «. [< *frm/2(< L. tri-, three,
+ -at) 4- -ity.] A union or junction of three;
threeness : a word invented after the model of
duality. [Rare.]

There may be found very many dlspensatlonB of triality

of benetlces. H. Wharton,

trial-jar (tri'al-jar), w. A tall glass vessel for
holding liquiils to be tested by a hydrometer,
or a jar in which mixed liquids are allowed to
stand that they may separate by gravity.

trialogue (tn'a-log), n. [< ML. irialogus, a
colloquy of three persons: a blundering forma-
tion, based on the erroneous notion that dia-
logue (L. dialog-its) means * a discourse between
two' (as if < Gr. ^io, two, + 7.6yo^, discourse^,
and intended to represent a compound of Gr.
Tpd^ {fpi-)y three, + >.6}og^ discourse (cf, trilo-

gy).'\ Discourse by three speakers; a colloquy
of three persons. Wood, Atheiue Oxon., I. 24.
[Rare.]

trial-piece (tri'al-pes), n. 1. A specimen of
any aggregate ; a sample taken from a mass, or
one of the first productions of some process,
by which to determine the quality or character
of the rest.

Thomas HImon most humbly prays yonr Majesty to com-
pare this bis tryailr-fieee with the Dutch.

IntcnpUon on Simon's Petition Crown, 1663.

2. A production from which to determine the
capacity or ability of the producer.

trial-plate (tri'al-plat), w. In coinage, a plate
of gold or silver of the fineness to which all
coins are to be conformed.
The coins selected for trial are compared with pieces

cut from trial plateg of standard fineness.

Encyc Brit., XVI. 484.

trial-proof (tri'al-prSf ), ?i. In engraving, an im-
pression taken while an engraved or etched
plate is in progress of making, to test the con-
dition of the work.

trial-sight (tri'al-sit), w. A case of lenses used
by ail ofulist to test the sight of his patients.
K. If. K»igh(.

trial-sqnare (tri'al-skwSr), n. A carpenters'
square.
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trial-trip (tri'al-trip), n. An experimental trip

;

especiallyt a trip made by a new vessel to test

her sailing qualities, rate of speed, the work-
ing of her machinery; etc.

triant (tri'an), a. Same as trine^.— in. triani as-
pect. See a^ct and three-quartered.

triander (tn-an'der), n. [< Gr. rpeig (rp/-), three,
-I- ay//p (av(5p-), amale (in mod. bot. a stamen).]
A monoclinous or hermaphrodite plant having
three distinct and equal stamens.
Triandria (tri-an'dri-a), n.2)l. [NL.: see trian-

der.] The third class of plants in the sexual
system of Linnaeus. It comprises those plants which
have hermaphrodite flowers with three distinct and equal
stamens, as the crocus, the valerian, and almost all the
grasses. It comprehends three orders, Monogynia, tH-
ffynia, and Triipjnia. Triandria is also the name of sev-

eral orders in other classes of the Linnean system, the
plants of which orders have three stamens.

triandrian (tri-an'dri-an), «. [< Triandria +
-nu.'] Belonging to the Linnean class TWaHrina.
triandrous (tn-an'drus), a. [< Triandria +
-<msj\ 1. Having three stamens: as, a trian-

drous flower.— 2. Same as triandrian,

triangle (tn'ang-gl), a. and n, [Early mod. E.
also tryangle; < OF. (and F.) triangle = Pr. tri-

angle = Sp. tridngulo = Pg. trianguJo = It, tti-

angolo, three-cornered, as a noun a triangle, <

L. triangulus, three-cornered, having three an-
gles, neut. triangtdum, a triangle, < tre^ (tri-),

three, + angidus, angle: see angle^.] I. a.

Three-cornered; three-angled; triangular.

No Artificer but can tell which things are triangle, which
round, which square, i/ffywood. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 158.

I sent to my house, by my Lord's order, his shipp and
triaixgle virginall. Pepys, Diary, I. 195.

Trlangle-counter-triangle, in her., divided into trian-
gles which conespond to one another, base to base, and
are two alternating tinctures ; the same as barry bendy
lozengy cmtrUerchanged, or barry bendy dexter and sinister
eounterchanged, the two tinctures being always mentioned.

II. w. 1. In geom., a figure composed of three
lines which meet two by two in three points,

# called the vertices of the triangle; especially, a
rectilinear figure of this description. The lines
measured In the shortest way from vertex to vertex are
called the sides of the triangle. I'he angles between the
sides at the vertices measured so that each subtends a
side are called the angles of the triangle.

2. Any three-cornered or three-sided figure,

body, or arrangement; anything having a tri-

angular form or bounding a three-sided space.

Triangle — space between the Lines of Head, Life, and
Fate, or Health. K. St. Hill, Grammar of Palmistry, vii.

The older "vowel triangles" from which the trigram is

adopted. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 385.

3. A musical instrument of percussion, made
of a rod of polished steel bent into the form
of a triangle, and open at one of its angles, it
is sounded by being struck with a small steel rod. It Is

frequently used in modern orchestral music for brilliant
and sparkling effects.

4. [cap.] In astron, same as Triangidum.— 5.
Eccles., a symbol of the Trinity. The equilateral
triangle, aa BymbolUdng the Trinity. Is of frequent occur-
rence, In various combinations, in (^ristian ornament.
6. A chest made in triangular form to hold a
priest^scope. [Archaic]— 7. A three-cornered
straight-edge, with one right angle and the other
angles more or less acute, used in conjunction
with the T-square for drawing parallel, perpen-
dicular, or diagonal lines.— 8. A kind of gin for
raising heavy weights, formed by three spars
Joined at top. See gin^, 2 (c).— 9. Milit., for-
merly, in the British army, a sort of frame
formed of three halberds stuck in the ground
and united at the top, to which soldiers were
bound to be flogged: generally in the plural.

—

10. In ceram., a form of the stilt consisting of
three metal pins held together in the form of
a triangle. See stilt.b.— 11. One of certain
tortricid moths: an English collectors' name.
Tortrix rufana is the red triangle. Samouelle.— 12. In entom., a large three-sided cell found
in the wings of many dragon-flies, it lies near
the middle ofthe basal half of the wing, and its form and
relations to the other cells, both of the anterior and pos-
terior wings, are of much value in classification. It is of-

ten called the discoidal triangle, to distinguish it from the
internal triangle, which adjoins it un the inner side, and
the armZ triangle, which Hl-h close ttj the anal border of the
wing.— Altitude of a triangle, the perpendicular dis-
tance of any vertex to the ojiposite side considered as the
base.— Annex triangle, one of three triangles derived
from a primitive triangle AliC. Three points L, SI, \ are
so taken that the triangles LIU", AMC, ABN are all per-
verted equals of ABC; then, taking A' at the intersection
of BN and .MC, B' at the intersection of CL and NA, and
C at the intersection of AM and LB, the triangles A'BC,
ABC, AliC'are annex triangles.— Anterior triangle Of
the neck, a triaT)gIe on the surface of the neck bounded
by the ventml midline, the sternoclidomafitolrl, and the
lower margin of the mandible. It is divided into the sub-
maxillar}' and superior and inferior carotid triangles. See
cut under mtwciei.—Arithmetical triangle. See aHth'

triangle

metieal, And figurate number (yxwAev figurate).—Charac-
teristic triangle, a spherical triangle having two angles
of SX>° and the third an alitiuot part of ISO", considered in
its relation to the spherical net each face of which is

composed of two or four such triangles.— Circular tri-
angle, a plane figure formed by three arcs of circles in-

tersecting two by two in three angles.— Conjugate tri-
angle, (a) A triangle whose sides are mean proportionals
between the three pairs of opposite edges of a tetrahe-
dron. (&) See conjugate triangles, under conjugate.— Oo'^o-
lar triangles, diagonal triangle. See the adjectives.
— Digastric triangle. Same as submaxillary triangle.

—Eauiangular triangle, a triangle all whose angles are
equal: it is also equilateral.— Equilateral triangle, a
triangle all whose sides are equal : it is also equiangular.
— Fundamental triangle, the triangle which serves
to define homogeneous coordinates in a plane.— Har-
monic triangle, a triangular table of the reciprocals of
successive numbers and their successive differences.—
Hesselbachian triangle. See Ilc^elbacMan.—'Oomol-
Ogous triangles, triangles placed projectively, so that
the lines through con-esponding angles meet in a point,
and the intersections of corresponding sides (produced
when necessary) lie on a straight line. When two trian-
gles ABC and UVW are homologous when A is consid-
ered as corresponding to U, B to V, and C to W, and also
when A is considered as corresponding to V, B to W, and
C to U, they are said to be doubly homologous; and they
are then homologous also when A is considered as corre-
sponding to w, B to U, and c to V.— In-and-circum-
SCribed triangle, a triangle whose angles lie on a given
curve or curves, and whose sides are tangent to a given
curve or curves.— Inferior carotid triangle, a triangle
on the surface of the neck bounded by the median line,

the sternomastoid, and the anterior belly of the omohy-
oid. Also called the triangle of necessity, as the place for
tying the carotid, if it cannot be tied in the superior
carotid triangle. See cut under imt^cle'^.— Inflexional
triangle, an imaginary triangle upon whose sides lie,

three oy three, the nine points of inflexion of a plane
cubic curve. —Infraclavicular, internal triangle. See
the adjectives,— In triangle, in her., arranged in the
form of a triangle : said of bearings usually more than
three in number. When three in number, they are gener- ^
ally blazoned as two and one ; when six in number, they
are blazoned three, two aud one; and the term in triangle
is used for a larger or indefinite number,— Isosceles
triangle, a triangle two of whose sides are equal : the
angles opposite those sides are also equal.— Medial line
of a tri^lgle, a straight line joining a vertex to the mid-
point of the opposite side.— NuU-line Of a triangle, a
straight line the locus of points the sum of whose dis-

tances from two of the sides of a triangle is equal to the
distance from the third side. Every null-line passes
through three intersections of sides with bisectors of in-

ternal or external angles of the triangle.— Oblique tri-
angle, a triangle having no angle equal to i"»°.— Occipi-
tal, ocellar, Pythagorean, quadrantal triangle, see
the adjectives.— Plane triangle, (a) A tiiangle whose
sides lie in one plane. {!>) A triangle whose sides are
rectilinear.— Polar triangle, a triangle each vertex of
which is in any sense a pole of a side of a primitive tri-

angle.— Posterior triangle of the neck, a triangle on
the suriace of the neck Iwunded by the anterior border
of the trapezius, the stcrnoclidomastoid. and the clavicle.

It is divided ii\U\ the suboccipital and subclavian triangles
by the omohyoid. See cut under mu^cfel.— Rational
prime triangle, a triangle whose sides are relatively
prime multiples of a linear unit, while its area is com-
mensurable with the s<iuare of that unit : thus, the sides
may measure lo, 17, 21, tills giving the area 84.— Re-
markable circle of a triangle, a circle having a pecu-
liar relation to any triangle. Such circles are particularly—
(1) the circumscribed circle; (2) the inscribed and the three
escribed circles; (3) the Feuerbach or nine-point circle; (4)
the Brocard or seven-point circle; (5) the Tucker or tripli-

cate-ratio circle: (*0 the ttinc triple-angle circle (constructed
as follows : on the sides of the triangle ABC take D and D'
on BC, E and E' on AC, F and F' on AB such that the an-
gle AEF = AKE' = A, BFD = BD'F'= B. CDE = CE'D' = C

;

then the circle in question passes through D, D', E, E', F, F',

and \)\y : EE' : Fi" = sin 3A : sin yB : sin 3C)
; (7) the Taylor

or six-point circle, which passes through the six feet of per-
ftendiculars drawn to the sides from feet of perpendicu-
ars on the sides from the vertices of the triangle; (8)
ihe Spieker circle, or c\tc\q inscribed in the triangle whose
vertices are the mid-points of the sides of the primitive
triangle. See arc/e.-Remarkable point of a triangle,
a point having unique metrical relations to the triangle.
The remarkable points usually cunsidered are— (1) the
centroid, or intersection of median lines; (2) the orthocen-
ter, or intersection of perpendiculars from the angles upon
the opposite sides ; (3) the circumceiiter, or center of the
circumscribed circle; (4) ihe center of the Feuerbach circle

;

(5) the incenter, or center of the Inscribed circle ;
((t) the

radical center of the escribed circles; (7) the sipnmedian.
Grebe, or Lemoine jxnnt, the intersection of the three lines
each bisecting a side and bisecting a perpendicular from
an angle upon a side; (H) the Spieker point, or mid-point
between the circumcenter and incenter; (9) the Brocard
points, two points of the Brocard circle (which see, under
ctrc/e) (through the symmedian point S of any triangle
ABC lines are drawn parallel to the sides of the latter,

meeting these sides in D and D' on BC, E and E' on AC,
F and F' on AB, so that D, S, E' are collinear. as well as
E, 8, F' and F, S, D'; then the three lines through A paral-
lel to FD, through B parallel to DE, and througli C parallel
to EF meet in one Brocard point 1*, while the lines through
A parallel to DE', through B parallel to E'F', and through
C parallel to F'D'mcet in the other Brocard point F); (10)

the center of the triplicate-ratio circle; besides others.—
Respectant in triangle. See re«^c(«n/.— Scarpa's
triangle, a space on the anterior and inner aspect of the
thigh just below the groin, through which the femoral
artery passes - Self-conjugate triangle. See self-con-

jugate.— Sibicon^nssite triangle. See aibiconjugate.—

Spherical triangle, a triangle formed on the surface of a
sphere by tlie mutual intersection of three great circles.

Spherical triHngU-8 are divided into right-angled, oblique-
angled, emtilateral, isosceles, etc., as plane triangles are.

—

Subclavian triangle, a triangle of the neck bounded by
the omohyoid, sternoclltiomastoid, and clavic Ie.— Sub-
maxillary trianglej a triangle on the surface of the Deck



triangle

bounded above by the lower inarpin of the lower jaw, and
on its other two sides by the diKUStric muscle. See cut
under i/>«scfei.— Suboccipital triangle, a triangle on
the surface of the neck bounded liy tlie anterior border of

the trapezius, the stemoclidonnxstoid, and the omohyoid
muscle. See cut under muscfei.— Superior carotid tri-
angle, a triangle on the surface of the neck bounded
by the sternoclidomastoid, omohyoid, and digastric mus-
cles. Also called triangle of election, with reference to
facilities aiforded for tying the carotid. See cut under
jnuscfei.— Supplemental triangle, a spherical triangle
formed by joining the poles of tliree great circles.

—

Surgical triangle, a triangular space, area, or region
containing imjwrtant vessels and nerves which may re-

quire to be operated upon ; chiefly said of several such
regions of the neck.— Triangle of election, in mrj.,
same as superior carotid tnajiirZe.— Triangle of forces,
a name given to the proposition in statics which asserts
that, if three forces meeting at a point in one plane be in

equilibrium, and if on that plane any three mutually in-

tersecting lines be drawn parallel to the directions of the
three forces, a triangle will be formed the lengths of whose
sides will be proportional to the magnitudes of the forces.

— Triangle of Hesselbach. See IJesselbachian triangle.

— Triajigle of necessity, in surrf., the inferior carotid
triangle, where the artery must be tied, if there be no room
for choice or election.— Triangle of Petit, a triangular
space in the lateral wall of the abdomen, bounded below
by the crest of the ilium and laterally by the obliquus ex-

ternus and latissimus dorsi muscles.— Triangle Of ref-
erence. Same as fimdamental triangle,—Triangles in
cross, in her., a bearing consisting of a number of trian-

gles arranged in a cross, the number being specified in the
blazon. Also called cross of triangles.— Triangles 6fthe
neck, certain triangular spaces or areas on each side of the
neck, bounded by several muscles, notably the sternocli-

domastoid, omohyoid, and digastricus, and by the collar-

bone and lower jaw-bone, and containing important ves-

sels and nerves which may require to be operated upon.
The sides of all these triangles are the natural landmarks
in the topographical anatomy of the neck.—Triangle spi-
der, a spider, as Hyptiotes cavatus, which spins a triangu-

Trianfle Spider iftyptiotts cavatus).

(Spider five times natural size, web one third natural size.)

lar web in trees, which it sets like a net. capable of being
sprung upon its prey by letting go one of the elastic threads
which the spider holds.—Vertical triangle, in entom., a
triangular space on the vertex, formed by the eyes when
they meet in front, as in many Diptera.—Wesical tri-

angle, the trigonum of the bladder.

triangled (tri'ang-gld), a. [< triangle + -«rf2.]

1. Having three angles; having the form of a

triangle; also, belonging to or situated in a
triangle.

The forme or situation of this Citty is like vnto a Tri-

angle. ... In one of these triangled points . . . stand-
eth the Fallace of the Great Turke, called Seralia.

W. Lithgow, Travels, iv.

2. In her., divided into triangles: noting the
field, and equivalent to barry bendy dexter and
sinister, or paly bendy dexter and sinister.

triangular (tri-ang'gti-lar), a. [= F. triangu-

laire = Pr. triangular = Sp. Pg. triangular =
It. triangolare, < LL. triangularis, < L. triangu-

lus, three-cornered, trianguJum, a triangle : see

triangle.'] 1. Of or pertaining to a triangle;

consisting of a triangle.— 2. Three-cornered
and three-sided; included within three sides

and angles : as, a triangular plot of ground ; a
triangular building. Specifically, in bot. and zoiil. : {a)

Flat or lamellar and having three sides : as, a triangular
leaf. (6) Having three lateral faces and edges ; triangular
in cross-section ; trihedral : as, a triangular stem, seed, or
column.

3. Hence, of or pertaining to three independent
things ; three-sided as regards elements, inter-

ests, or parties: as, a triangu-

lar treaty.

The same triangular contest be-

tween the three Henrys and their

partizans.
Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 135.

4 In her., represented as solid

and three-sided: thus, a tri-

angular pyramid or a triangu-

lar pyramid reversed is a point
or a pile which is divided by
a line indicating a projecting
edge, and is treated as if a
solid seen in perspective.

—

Triangular compass, a compass Triangular compass.
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having three legs, two opening in the usual manner, and
the third turning round an extension of the central pin
of the other two, besides having a motion on its own cen-
tral joint. By means of this instrument any triangle or
any three points may be taken otf at once.— TriangtUar
coordinates. See courdijwite.—Triangular crab, any
maioid, whose carapace is more or less triangular. .See

Triangulares.—Triangular fascia, a thin triangular
fibrous band reflected upward and inward beneath the
spermatic cord from the attachment of Giral)ernat's liga-

ment on the linea iliopectina;a to the linea alba. Also
called triangular ligament— TriangVLlax flbrocartl-
lage, file, fret. See the nouns.— Triangular level, a
light frame in the shape of the letter A,
and having a plumb-line which deter-
mines verticality.— Triangular liga-
ment, (a) Same as triangular fascia,

(b) A dense fibrous membrane stretched
across the subpubic arch on the deep
surface of the crura of the penis and the
bulb of the urethra. Also called deep Triangular Level,

perineal or subpubic fascia.— Triangu-
lar numbers, the series of figurate numbers which con-
sists of the successive sums of the tonus of an arithmeti-

cal series whose first term is 1 and the common ditference 1.

Thus, 1, 8, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, etc., are triangular numbers.
They are so called because the number of points expressed
by any one of them may be arranged in the form of an
equilateral tiiangle, - Triangular plexus. See plexus.

—Triangular pyramid, a pyramid whose base is a tri-

angle, its sides consisting of three triangles which meet
in a point called its vertex.— Triangular scale. See
scaled.

triangulare (tri-ang-gu-la're), n.
;
pi. triaiigu-

laria (-ri-ii). [NL. (so. cs, bone), neut. of L.
triangularis: seo triangular.] A peculiar bone
of the tarsus of some animals, as Cryptoprocta

ferox : more fully called triangulare tarsi. Bar-
delvben.

Triangulares (tri-ang-gu-la'rez), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of L. triangularis: see triangular^ A group
of crabs, the maioids or spider-crabs, of more
or less triangular figure. See cuts under Oxy-
rhyncha, Leptopodius, and spider-crab.

triangularis (tn-ang-gu-la'ris), »(.; pi. trian-

gulares (-rez). [NL. (so. museulus, muscle):
see triangular.] In anal. : (a) A triangular

muscle of the thorax, on the inner surface of

the front of the chest, under the sternum and
parts of several ribs : more fully called triangu-

laris sterni. Also sternocostalis. (b) The tri-

angular muscle of the chin; the depressor an-

fuli oris : more fully called triangularis menti.

ee cut under muscle^.

triangularity (tn-ang-gu-lar'j-ti), n. [< tri-

angular + -ity.] The state or condition of be-
ing triangular; triangular form.

triangularly (tri-ang'gu-liir-li), adv. In a tri-

angmar manner ; after the form of a triangle.

triangularyt (tri-ang'gfi-la-ri), a. [< L. triayi-

gutaris, three-cornered: see triangular.] Tri-

angular.

Lifting up in the upper part of the skull the two trian-

gulary bones called sincipital.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 46.

triangulate (tri-ang'gu-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

triangulated, ppr. triangulating. [< NL. *tri-

angulatus, pp. of "triangulare, < L. trianguhis,

three-cornered, triangular : see triangle.] 1 . To
make three-cornered or triangular. Imp. Diet.

— 2. In surv., to divide into triangles; survey
by dividing into triangles of which the sides

and angles are measured.— 3. To determine or

observe trigonometrically ; study by means of
triangulation : as, to triangulate the height of a
mountain.

Before each shot flag signals were exchanged with ob-

servers on shore, who triangulated the range.
Sd, Amer., N. S., LVII. 214.

triangulate (tri-ang'gu-lat), a. [< NL. *trian-

gulatus: see the verb.] In cool., composed of

or marked with triangles. A triangulate bar is gen-

erally formed of triangles with their bases together, so

that the angles touch and sometimes coalesce ; it is a form
of ornamentation common on the wings of Lepidoptera.

triangulately (tn-ang'gu-lat-li), nrfc. Inroo/.,

so as to form triangles: as, a margin or surface

marked triangulately with black— that is, hav-
ing triangular black marks.
triangulation (trf-ang-gu-la'shou), n. [= P.
triangulation; as triangulate + -ion.] 1. A
making triangular; formation into triangles.
— 2. The operation and immediate result of

measuring (ordinarily with a theodolite) the

angles of a network of triangles laid ottt on
the earth's surface by marking their vertices.
The triangulation usually proceeds from a base-line, the
measurement of which is necessary, though no part of the
triangulation proper. The geographical positions of the

extremities of this base having been ascertained, and the

triangulation. or operation of measuring the angles, hav-
ing been completed, by trigonometrical calculations called

the rednctimi of the triangidation (commonly involving a

process of distributing the errors by least squares, called

the adjustment of the triangulation) the geographical posi-

tions of all the other vertices are calculated, assuming the

figure of the earth to be known. By the combination of
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the triangulations of different countries the figure of the
earth is ascertained. See cut under base-line,

triangulator (tri-ai)g'gu-la-tor), n. [< triangu-

late -\- -oj-1.] One who performs the work of
triangulation in a trigonometrical survey.

trianguloid (tri-ang'gu-loid), a. [< L. triangu-
lum, a triangle, + Gr. diog, form.] Somewhat
triangular in shape.

A trianguloid space. H, Spencer, {Imp, Diet.)

Triangulum (tri-ang'gfi-lum), n, [L. : see tri-

angle.] An ancient northern constellation in

the form of the letter delta (A). It has one star
of the third magnitude Triangulum Australe
(the Southern Triangle), a southern constellation, added
by Petrus Theodori in the fifteenth century, south of Aia.
It contains one star of the second and two of the third
magnitude.—Triangulum Minus (the Lesser Triangle),
a constellation introduced by Hevelius in 1690, immedi-
ately south of Triangulum. It is no longer in use.

triantelope, triantulope (tri-an'tf-lop, -tu-

lop), B. [A corruption of tarantula, simulating
antelope.] A tarantula. [Australia.]

Tarantulas, or large spiders (as the bushmen call them,
triantulopes), . . . come crawling down the sides of the
tent in wet weather.

Bush Wanderings of a Naturalist, p. 208.

Triantlieina(tri-an-the'ma), H. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753), < Gr. rptl^ ("p'-), three, + ai-Oijua, a flower-
ing, < avOciv, flower, < dvftjf, a flower.] A genus
of plants, of the order Ficoidese and tribe Aiso-
idese. it is distinguished from the related genus Sesuvium,
by its stipulate leaves, and ovary with one or two cells.

There are 12 species, scattered through warm parts of
Asia, Africa, and Australia, with one American specits. T.
monoggnum, native from Cuba to Venezuela and the Gala-
pagos Islantls. They are usually diffuse prostrate herbs,
with opposite, unequal, entire leaves, and two-bracted
flowers without petals, but with the five calyx-lobes col-

ored within. T. monoggnum is known in Jamaica as horse-
purslane.

trianthons (tn-an'thus), a. [< Gr. rpilc {Tpi-),

three, + avOog, a flower.] In bot., three-flow-
ered.

triantulope, n. See triantelope.

triapsal (tri-ap'sal), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ apsis, apse, + -al,] Same as triapsidal.

There is, so far as I know, only one triapsal church, that
of St. Croix at Mont Majour near Aries.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 462.

triapsidal (tri-ap'si-dal), «. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + apsis {apsid-'j, apse, + -ah] Having
three apses ; subdivided into three apses ; char-
acterized by a triple arrangement of the apse,

as mo8t.Greek churches.

The arrangement of the triapsidal basilica is perfect.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 131.

triarch (tri'ark), a. [< Gr. rpiapxoc, having
three rulers, fig. having three branches, as a
horn, < Tptlg (rpi-), three, + ap;i;of, ruler.] In
bot., noting radial flbrovascular biuidles hav-
ing three rays. Bastin.

triarcll6e (tri-ar'che), a. [Heraldic F., as tri-

+ arch + -eel.] In her., treble-arched ; having
three arches : noting a bridge or the like.

triarchy (tri' ar-ki), «.; -gX. triarchies {-k\z). [<
Gr. rpiapxia, government by three, a tritmivir-

ate, < Tp£(f (rpi-), three, + apxm\ rule.] Eule
by three persons; a three-headed government.

She [the rational soul J
issueth forth her commands, and,

dividing her empire into a triarchy, she governs by three
viceroys, the three faculties.

Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 143. (.Vavies.)

triarian (tri-a'ri-an), a. [< L. triarii, soldiers
of the third rank or class (< tres, tri-, three), +
-an.] Occupying the third post or place in an
array.

Let the brave Second and Triarian band
Firm against all impression stand.

Cowley, Restoration of K. Charles II.

triarticulate (tn-ar-tik'u-lat), a. [< L. ire^i

(tri-), three, + articulatug, jointed: see articu-

late.] In zoiil. and anat,, composed of three
joints or articles: as, a triarticulate palpus; our
fingers are triarticulate. Also triarticulated.

trias (tri'as), n. [NL., < LL. trias, < Gr. rp/oc,

the number tliree: see triad.] 1. In music,

same' as triad, 3.— 2. {cap.] In gcol.. same as

Triassic.— 3. [cap.] In German hist., a name
sometimes given to the old German empire,
reckoned as consisting of three coordinate
parts— Austria, Prussia, and the group of

smaller states.

Triassic (tri-as'ik), a. and ». [= F. triasique =
Sp. tridsico ; as trias + -ic] In geol,, the lower
of the three groat di\nsions of the entire sys-

tem of fossiliferous rocks (Triassic, Jurassic.

Cretaceous) which together make uji the Jleso-

zoic or Secondary series. The Trias.sic lies above
the Permian, and beneath the Jurassic. The threefold
subdivision front which the Triassic derives its name is

best seen in cential Kurope, and especially in northern
Germany, where the bunter-sandstein, niusehelkalk, and
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Keuper (see those wonls) are well-marked features of the
geology. In the Alps, especially toward the e^atern end
of the range, the Triassic is developed to veiy great thick-

ness and in great complexity of subgroups, eu,.h charac-

terized i>y its own peculiar assemblage of fossils. This
comple.vity is specially characteristic of the upper iwrtion

of tile series. In England the line separating the Triassic

from the Permian is much less distinctly marked than it

is on ttie Continent. What was formerly called the "New
Red .Sandstone" is now divided, in accordance with pale-

ontological and not lithological characters, into Permian
and Tria-ssic. In the United States the Triassic plays an
important part, but varies greatly in character in dirtei-ent

parts of the country. The sandstones of the Connecticut
river valley and the continuation of the same formation
to the south, through Pennsylvania and Virginia into

Nortli Carolina, constitute a very marked feature of the
geology of the Atlantic l)elt of States, containing various

fossil plants resembling those found in Europe on the

same horizon, and especially characterized by tracks of

vertebrates, while remains of their bony skeletons are ex-

tremely i-are. The Triassic of the Rocky Mountain region

is also an important formation (see Hed bedSy under redi);

and tliat of the western region of the (Ireat Basin, of

the SieiTa Nevada, and of the ranges further north near
the coast is also extremely interesting, resembling very
closely in the character of its fossils the Triassic of the
eastern Alps. The most striking feature of the flora of the
Triassic is the predonunance of the cycads, hence the
period of deposition of this division of the series has
sometimes been called the ' age of cycads." The earliest

remains of mammalian life are found in the Triassic, in

the form of small marsupials. In the Alpine Triassic, both
in the .Alps and on the western coast of North America,
there is a most remarkable commingling of Paleozoic and
Mesozoic types of cephalopods.

triatic (tri-at'ik), «. [< L. trcs {tri-), three, +
-<itic^.] Forming three angles: only in the
phrase triatic )!tay. See stay^.

triatomic (tri-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. rpelc (rpi-),

three, + d-o/io'i', atom: see atom, atomic] In
chem.: (a) Consisting of three atoms : applied
to the molecules of elements where the atoms
are of the same kind: as, a triatumic element;
or to compounds where the atoms are unlike : as,

friatomjc molecules. (6) Same as fni'afe«/. (c)

Having three hydroxyl groups by which other
atoms or radicals may be attached without al-

tering the structure of the rest of the molecule

:

thus, glycerin is called a triatomic alcohol.

triazal (tii-ak'sal), a. [< L. trcs (tri-), three,

+ ajcis, axis,+ -a/.] Having three axes : as, tri-

axal eoSrdinates.

triazial (tri-ak'si-al), a. [< L. ires (.tri-), three,
+ aria, axis, + -ill.] Having three axes, as
some sponge-spicules.

Although they [spicules] are qnadriradiate, they are
still only triazial. Microt. Seittux, N. 8., XXXI I. 7.

triazon (tri-ak'son), a. and u. [< Gr. rptif (rp;-),

tliree.+ dfur, axis.] I. a. Triaxial.asa sponge-
spicule; having three axes diverging from a
common center, resulting from linear growth
from a center in three tlirections at an incli-

nation of 120° to one another. See cut under
spotige-spicule

.

n. «. A regular figure of three axes diverg-
ing from a common center, as a sponge-spicule
with three such axes.

Triaxonia (tri-ak-s6'ni-a),M.p?. [NL.: seefri-

axoH.] Triaxon sponges as a subclass of cal-

careous sponges with simple canal-system and
triaxon spicules.

triaxonian (tri-ak-so'ni-an), a. Same as tri-

axnn.
A triaxonian star with fire or six rays.

Amur. Nat., XXI. 938.

tribal (tri'bal), a. [< trihe + -al.] 1. Of or
pertaining to a tribe; characteristic of a tribe:

as, fn7j«/ organization ; fn'6n/ customs ; a. tribal

community.
The old tr^xd divisions, which tiad never l>een really ex-

tinguished by Roman rule, rose from tlieir hiding-places.
Stxtbbt, Const. Hist, § 2».

2. In liioh, of or pertaining to phvla or other
broad divisions of the animal kingdom : as, tri-

bal history (that is, phylogeny, as distinguished
from K'Tm-history or ontogeny). Haeckel.

tribalism (tri'bal-izm), «. [< tribal + -ixm.]

The state of existing in separate tribes; tribal

relation or feeling.

No national life, much less civilisation, was possible un-
der the system of Celtic tribatvrm, as it existed at least till

the time of the Tudors. Edinburrjh Itee., CLXIII. 443.

The periixl of the Judges was one of entire tribalism,
with little national union and continuous relapses into
idolatry. Ttte American, XVII. 104.

tribally (W'>al-i)i <"!>' In a tribal manner;
as or with reference to a tribe.

It is probable that Professor Putnam is not justified in
conclnnitig that the people of the two sections were tri-

bally identical. Science, XV. :»(.

tribasic (tri-ba'sik), a. [< Gr. Tpeir (rpt-), three,
+ :i'wir, base, + -ic] In chem., having three
hydrogen atoms replaceable by equivalents of
a base: noting some acids.
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tribble (trib'l), n. [Perhaps a corruption of

cribble, a sieve.] In paper-maiiitf., a larg-e hon-
zoutal frame in the loft or drying-room, with
hairs or wires stretched across it, on which
sheets of paper are hung to dry. E, H. Kiii(/lit.

tribe (trib), ti. [< ME. tribu (in pi. trihitx). <

OF. tribit, F. tribu = Sp. tribu = Pg. tribu = It.

tribo, tribu, < L. tribus, a division of the people,

a tribe, in general tlie common people, the popu-
lace ; traditionally explained as orig. a ' third

part' of the people (one of the three divisions

into which the Eoman people were divided),

and referred to tres {tri-), three (cf. dat. pi. tri-

bus; Gr. dial. TpurTrix for rpiTTi^, a third part).

Cf. W. tref, village; E. thorp, a village.] 1.

In liom. hist., one of the three patrician or-

ders, or original political divisions of the peo-
ple of ancient Rome, the Ramnes, Titles, and
Luceres, representing respectively, according
to tradition, the separate Latin, Sabine, and
Etruscan settlements, having at their union
equal representation in the senate, and retain-

ing their distinctive names for several centu-
ries. Hence— 2. Any one of the similar divi-

sions of a race or nation common in antiquity,

whether of natural or of political origin: as,

the tribes ((pv/xii) of Athens. Ethnical tribes among
the ancients regai-ded themselves as enlarged families,

and generally bore the name of some real or supposed
common progenitor. Such were the twelve tribes of the
Israelites, the tribes of the Dorians and other Greek races,

etc. The thirty (and afterward more) tribes into which
the plebeians in and around Rome were divided, after the
formation of the patrician tribes, were based on locality

;

and tribes nearly corresponding to castes have in some
instances been determined by occupation.

Have Toa collected them by tribetf

Shak., Cor., iil. 3. 11.

3. Specifically, a division of a barbarous race
of people, usually distinguishable in some way
from their congeners, united into a community
under a recognized head or chief, ruling either

independently or subordinately. In general the
tribe, as it still exists among the American Indians and
many African and Asiatic races, is the earliest form of po-
litical organization, nations l>eing ultimately constituted
by their gradual amalgamation and loss of identity in the
progress of civilization.

The characteristic of all these races [I'ralian]. when in

the tril>al state, is that the triheit themselves, and all sub-
divisions of then), are conceived by the men who compose
them as descended from a single male ancestor. ... In
some cases the TVifce can hardly be otherwise described
than as the group of men subject to some one chieftain.

Maim, Early Hist, of Institutions, pp. 05, 69.

4. Any class or body of persons taken collec-

tively -, any aggregate of individuals of a kind,

either as a united body or as distinguished by
some common characteristic or occupation.
[Chiefly coUoq.]

Folly and vice are eaay to describe,
The common subjecta of our scribbling tribe.

Roscommon, A i'rologne, spoken to the Uuke of Yorlc at
[Edinburgh.

And then there flutter'd in.

Half-bold, half-frightened, with dilated eyes,

A tribe of women, dress'd in many hues.
Tennyaon, Qeraint.

6. A family of cattle having a common female
ancestor. Tribesof cattle are particular straina, taking
their names usually from some particular cow appearing
in the pedigrees, as the Princess or Duchess tribes of
shorthorns. There is no absolute rule for naming a tribe,

but it descends through the female line.

6. In zoiil. and6"^, a classificatory groupof un-
certain taxonomic rank,above a genus, and usu-
ally below an order ; loosely, any group or se-

ries of animals : as, the furry, feathery, or finny
tribes; the cat tribe. Linnajus distributed the vegeta-
ble kingdom into three tritte*. namely monocotyledonous,
dicotyledonous, and acotyledonous plants, and these he
subdivided into gentes or nations. By other naturalists
tritte has been Uf^ for a division of animals or plants in-

termediate between order and genus. In botany this is

the current and a very common use, the tribe standing
below the suborder where tliat division is present. Cuvier
divided hisorders into families, and his families into tribes,

including under the latter one or more genera. ^Sjrn. 1-3.
Race, Clan, etc. See people.

tribe (trib), v. t.; pret. and pp. Iribcd, ppr.
tribintj. [< tribe, n.] To distribute into tribes

or classes. [Rare.]

Our fowl, fish, and quadrupeds are well tribed by Mr.
Wlllughby and Jlr. Ray. Bp. Sicolton, Eng. Hist. Lib., i. 1.

tribelet (tnb'let), m. [< tribe + -let.] A little

tribe ; a subordinate division or offset of a tribe.

[Rare.]
When a man marries a woman from a distant locality, he

goes to her tribelet and identifies himself with her people.
Jour. Antlirop. Jngt., XVIII. 2.50.

tribesman (tiibz'man), n. ; pi. tribesmen (-men).

[< tribe's, poss. of tribe, + vian.] A man belong-
ing to a tribe ; a member of a particular tribe,

or of the same tribe as the person speaking or

referred to.

tribromphenol

It was by taking a grant, not as elsewhere of land, but
of cattle, that the free tribe^nan became the man or vas-

sal of an Irish chief.

J. R. Qrecn, Making of England, p. 271.

tribespeople (tribz'pe"pl), «. pi. Persons con-
.stituting a tribe; the members of a tribe.

[Rare.]

He sent me a list of the number of tribespeople,

Jour. Anthrop. In«t., XIX. 90.

triblet (trib'let), n. [Also triboulet, tribolet,

treblet ; < OF. triboulet, a triblet, a dim. form,
prob. < L. tribnlus. < Gr. rpiiioVoq, a three-point-

ed instrument, a caltrop: see Tribulus.] 1. A
mandrel used in forging tubes, nuts, and rings,

and for other purposes.— 2. The mandrel in a
machine for making lead pipe. E. U. Knight.

triblet-tubes (trib'let-tiibz), n. pi. In brass-fit-

ting, thin tubes fitted to slide in and upon other
tubes, usually of the same thickness of metal,
as the tubes of microscopes, telescopes, and
other optical instruments.

Triboloceratidse (trib'o-lo-se-rat'i-de), «. pi.

[NL., < Gr. rpifio'/.o^, three-pointed (see Tribu-

lus), + K^pac (Kepar-), horn, + -idle.] A fam-
ily of nautiloid cephalopods, having depressed
whorls, fluted or hollow abdomen, the sides and
the abdomen ridged lengthwise and the ridges
often spinose, and the sutures with ventral, lat-

eral, and dorsal lobes. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc.
Nat. Hist., 1883, p. 293.

triboluminescence (trib-o-lu-mi-nes'ens), H.

[Irreg. < Gr. -pifieiv, rub, + E. luminescence.]

Frictional luminosity ; light emitted from bod-
ies under the excitation of rubbing.

According to the mode of excitation I distinguish Photo-,
Electro-, Chemi-, and Tribo-tuminescence.

PhUos. Mag., 0th ser., XXVIII. 161.

tribometer (tri-bom'e-ter), H. [< Gr. Tplflciv,

rub, + /lirpov, a measure.] An apparatus, re-

sembling a sled, for measnring the force of fric-

tion in rubbing surfaces.

Tribonyx (trib'o-niks), n. [NL. (Du Bus, 1837),

< Gr. Tpi,ieiv, rub, + 4wf, claw.] A remarkable

Tribonyx ventralis.

genus of Australian and Tasmanian gallinules,

allied to Xotornis : also called BrachyptraUus.
The leading species is T. ventralis.

triboulet (trib'ij-let), n. Same as triblet.

tribrach! (tri'brak), «. [Formerly, as L., tri-

braehys, also tribraehns ; = F. tribraqne = Sp.
tribraquio = Pg. tribraco, < L. tribrachys, < Gr.
rpijipaxvc,, a tribrach, < rpfif (rpt-), three, + (Ipa-

xH, short : see brief.] In anc. pros., a foot con-
sisting of three short times or syllables, two of
which belong to the thesis and one to the arsis,

or vice versa. It is accordingly trisemic and diplasic.

The tribrach was not used in continuous composition, but
as a substitute for a trochee (the troc/taic tribrach, .i w

|

^
for-*

j
«) or for an iambus (the iamlfic tribrach, w

|
si ^ for

^
I
~). The name trochee or choree {trochseus, choreus) was

given by some ancient authorities to the tribrach. Also
tribrachys.

Never take an Iambus as a Christian name. A trochee
or tribrach will do very well.

Coleridge, TableTalk, Oct 8, 1832.

tribrach^ (tri'brak), n. [< Gr. rprif {rpi-), three,

-f- lipax'iuv, arm.] Same as tribrachial.

tribracMal (tri-bra'ki-al), H. [< tribrach^ +
-(«/.] A three-armed figure or utensil ; specifi-

cally, a three-branched flint implement occa-

sionally found.

tribrachic (tri-brak'ik), a. [< tribracIA + -ic.]

In anc. pros. : (a) Consisting of three short times
or syllables; constituting a tribrach. (6) Per-

taining to a tribrach or trlbrachs ; consisting of

tribrachs.

tribracteate (tn-brak'te-at), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + fcrac<crt, athin plate (bract): see bract.']

In bot., having three bracts.

tribromphenol (tri-brom-fe'nol), n. [< tri-

+ brom(ine) + phenol.] A substance fonned



tribromphenol

by the action of a solution of carbolic acid on
bromine-water, and possessing antiseptic prop-
erties.

tribual (trib'u-al), a. [< L. tribus, tribe (see
tribe), + -al.} Of or pertaining to a tribe;
tribal.

Surely this proceedeth not from any natural imperfec-
tion in tlie parents (whence probably the TribiuU lisping
of the Ephraimites did arise). Fuller, Worthies, II. 226.

tribtUar (trib'u-lijr), a. [< L. tribulis, one of
the same tribe as' another, < tribus, tribe: see
tribe.'\ Of or relating to a tribe; tribal: as,
tribular worship. Imp. Diet.

tribulation (trib-u-la'shpn), n. [< ME. tribu
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That little piece of work I commend unto you, as a thing

whereof I doubt not to answer to my comfort before the
tribunul-geat of Jesus Christ.

J. BraO/ord, Letters (Parker .Soc, 1853), XI. 195.

tribunary (trib'u-na-ri), a. [< tribune^ + -ary.'\

Of or pertaining to tribunes.
tribnnate (trib'u-nat), ». [= P. tribitnat = Sp.
Pg. trihuiiado = It. tribunato, < L. tributiatus,
the office and dignity of a tribune, < tribnnus,
a tribune : see tributie^.] Tribuneship.

.Such was the origin of the tribunate—wMcb, in pro-
cess of time, opened all the honors of the government to
the plebeians. Calhmin, Works, I. 94.

The creation of the tribmuUe did, nevertheless, trans-
form the constitution. W. Wilson, State, § 154.

lacwn,tribulacmn, < OP. (and P.) tribulation= tribunel (trib'un), n. [< ME. iribmi (ph trib-
Pr. trebulatio, tribolacio = Sp. tribulacion = Pg,
tribtilagSo = It. tribulazione, tribolazione, < LL.
tribulatio(n-), distress, trouble, tribulation, af-
fliction, < tribulare, oppress, afflict, a fig. use of
L. tribulare, press, prob. also thresh out grain,
< tribulum, also tribula, also trieolum (Gr. rpi/io-

uiies), < OP. tribuH, P. tribun = Sp. Pg. It. tri-

buno = D. tribunn = G. 8w. Dan. tribun, < L.
tribunus, a commander, tribune, magistrate (see
def.), orig. the chief of a tribe, or the represen-
tative of a tribe, < tribus. a tribe: see tribe.l

1. In Bom. hist., originally, a magistrate pre-
/.Of, appar. after the L.), a sledge consisting of siding over a tribe, or representing a tribe for
a wooden block studded with sharp pieces of certain purposes ; specifically, a tribune of the
flint or with iron teeth, used for threshing gram, people ( tribunus plebis), an officer or magistrate
< terere, pp. trttus, rub (cf Gr. Tpijkw, rub, chosen by the people, from the time of the se-
thresh): eee tnte, try.) 1 A state of affliction cession (probably in 494 b. c), to protect them
or oppression

;
suffering

; distress. from the oppression of the patricians or nobles,
That it may please thee to succour, help, and comfort and to defend their liberties against any at-

all who are in danger, necessity and tribufatiou. tempts upon them by the senate and consuls.Boot ofCommon Prayer, Litany. Theif- persSns were inviolable, and any one who trans-
He added that poor Will was at present under great trib-

ulation, for that Tom Touchy had taken the law of him.
Addisoti, Spectator, No. 269.

2. A cause or occasion of suffering ; a trouble
or trial.

Death and bloodshed, strife and sword, calamities, fam-
ine, tribulation, and the scourge. Ecclus. xl. 9.

3. A troublesome or lawless person ; also, such
persons collectively; colloquially, a trial ; a ter-
ror.

Theseare the youths that thunder at a playhouse, . . .

that no audience, but the tribulation of Tower-hill, or the
limbs of Limehouse, their dear brothers, are able to en-
dure. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 65.

Tribulus (trib'ii-lus), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700 ; earlier by Lobel, 1576), < L. tribulus, <
Gr. Tpi^Wof, a caltrop, water-caltrop, and prob-
ably the land-caltrop, T. terrestris, lit. three-
pointed, equiv. to Tpi^eXij^, three-pointed, < rpci^
(rpc-), three, + I3ih>i, a dart, < (}d?iietv, throw.]
A genus of polypetalous plants, of the order
Zygophyllex. it is characterized by abruptly pinnate

gressed in regard to the respect due them was outlawed.
These magistrates were at fli-st two, but their number was
increased to five and ultimately to ten, which last number
appears to have remained unaltered down to the end of
the empire. The tribunes figured especially In the as-
sembly of the tribes {comitia tributa) ; they could Inflict
no direct punishment, but could propose the Imposition
of fines, and from their personal Inviolability could afford
protection to any person. With the advance of time,
they could bring an offending patrician before the coml-
tia, could sit In the senate, could stop summarily pro-
ceedings instituted before any magistrate, could propose
measures of state to the comitia or the senate, and finally
could even Issue peremptory edicts and suspend decrees
of the senate. Their powers were greatly curtailed by
the emperors. The name tribune was also given to any
one of general ofBcers of the legions (tribunus militaris),
and to certain other officers, as the tribunus voluptatum,
or superintendent of public amusements, of Diocletian
and later.

2. Hence, one who upholds or defends popu-
lar rights; a champion of the people. In this
sense the word is used as the name of various
newspapers.
That great tribune, Mr. Bright.

Nineteenth Century, XXVL 736.
leaves, a fruit of from five to twelve indehlscent carpels, tKiVnTiAl nm\^'i-,„\ ... / . „„„* .,•, i * i, 7
and an embryo without albumen. About 35 species have WlDUnel (tnb un), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. tribuned,

been described, of which 15 are now considered distinct, PP'"- tribumiiff. [< tribune'^, «.] To regulate or
natives of warm regions almost throughout the world, manage by the authority of a tribune. [Rare.]
They are herbs with loose prostrate branches, common- Thoap Poamfinn. n,ii«( r„.t >,» fnh^-i.^H ™ t^ik. j

lU"'p^air%"lE"hl„Th^'iS,efr'so'^it=arenf i>y
-t'or'^r^'^l'nrSl^crTtl': L^t'^it^rsa^^

Th'e\XwTwhU flowers^ret^itTryTt^^^^ "^ ^-P"-"*™" "ouncels. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 64.

stipules. Theflve-angledflattenedfruitbearsoneormore tribune^ (trib'un), ». [< P. tribune = Sp. Pg.
fJ?llLl'JiL'"!'!:i?Ll^fll^ll'=,?-':PfJ^,.'E'!,';?P.''S!.''^ it. tribuna, < ML. tribuna, a late form, equiv.
in general as caltrop, especially, in the West Indies, T. max-
imwt, a single-beaked American species common also from
Texas and California to I'anama. Two other species oc-
cur in Lower California, T. ffrandifiorus and T. Calijomi.
CU8, the former extending to New Mexico, and bearing
yellow flowers about 2 inches broad. The European spe.
cies, T. terrestris. Is known as land-caltrop. T. cistoides (see
cut under stigma), a prostrate perennial species with large
yellow flowers, widely distributed along tropical shores of
India, Africa, and America, is known as turkey-blossom In
Jamaica, where it is common in salt^pastures ; it also oc-
curs in Jtlorida, on Key West.

tribunal (tri-bu'nal), n. [= P. tribunal = Pr.
tribunate = Sp. P^. tribunal = It. tribunate, <
L. tribunal, a semicircular or square platform
on which the seats of magistrates were placed,
a judgment-seat, etc., in general an elevation,
embankment, < tribunus, a tribune, magistrate

:

see tribune^. Cf. tribune^.Jl 1. The seat of a
magistrate or judge; the bench on which a
judge and his associates sit to administer jus-
tice.

I' the market-place, on a tribunal silver'd,
Cleopatra and himself hi chairs of gold
Were publicly enthroned. Shak., A. and C, ill. 6. 3.

Hence— 2. A court of justice.

Fenwick . . . eluded the justice of the ordinary tribu-
nals. Macaulay, Hist Eng., xxil.

3. Eccles., the confessional—Revolutionary tri-
bunal, in French hist., an extraordlnai-y court constituted
in Paris by the Convention In March, 17!)3, ostensibly to
take cognizance of attempts against the republic, the
principles of the Revolution, and the public security.
There was no appeal from its decisions ; many persons,
innocent as well as guilty, eminent and obscure, high and
low, were condemned to death, and their property confis-
cated to the state. It was reorganized after the fall of

to L. tribunal, a platform: see tribunal, &nd cf.

tribun€^.'\ 1. In a Roman basilica, the raised
platform at one end of the auditorium, fre-
quently in a small addition of semicircular
plan to the main structure, which formed the
official station of the pretor; the tribunal;
hence, in Christian churches of basiliean plan,
the throne of the bishop (which originally oc-
cupied the place of the pretor's seat), and the
part of the church containing it; hence, again,
in Italian churches generally, any apse or struc-
ture of apsidal form. See cut under basilica.

A nave of four enormous bays is stopped upon a vast oc-
tagonal space, from which, at the east, the north, and the
south, are built out three pentagonal tribunes or apses,
which, as seen from the outside, give to the church
[Duomo of Florence] the common cruciform shape.

C. E. Norton, Church-building In Middle Ages, p. 228.

2. A raised seat or stand ; a platform ; a dais.

Mr. Lyon was seated on the school tribune or dais at his
particular round table. Oeorye Eliot, Felix Holt, xxlv.

Specifically— (a) The throne of a bishop. See def. 1.

He remained some time before his presence was ob-
served, when the monks conducted him to his tribune.

Prescott. (Imp. JXct.)

(b) A sort of pulpit or rostrum where a speaker stands
to address an assembly, as in the lYench chamber of
deputies.

Members [of the French Chamber of Deputies] do not
speak from their seats, . . . but from the triMine, which
Is a conspicuous structure erected near the desks of the
President and secretaries — a Ijox-like stand, closely re-
sembling those narrow, quaintly-fashioned pulpits which
are still to be seen in some of the oldest of our American
churches. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., ii.

Robespierre in 1794, and suppressed In June, 1796. There tribtUiesllip (trib'iin-ship), n. t< tribune'^ +
were also revolutionary tribunals In the departments.— „i,,;,, i The office of a tribune • a trihunatp
Tribunal of Penitentiaries. See penitentiary, 2 (c). ' - " "^ ^ '^" °"°^

'
** t"ounate.

tribunal-R(>a,t (tri-hfi'Tinl-spfi n SBme uB tri
Metellus, to strengthen his hands, had stood for the

?.7,»7; 1
" tribuneship: and, In spite of the utmost efforts of the

ounai, 1, aristocracy, had been elected. Froude, Caesar, p. 163.

tribute

tribunicial, tribunitial (trib-a-nish'al), a. [<
L. tribuuicius, tribunitius, of or belonging to a
tribune, < tribunus, a tribune: see tribune^.

1

Pertaining to or befitting a tribune ; charac-
teristic of a tribune or of his power or func-
tions.

My lord Sejanus
Is to receive this day in open senate
The tribunitial dignity. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v 7.

This insolent tribunitial veto has long encumbered aU
our public affairs. B. Franklin, Autoblog., p. 331.

tribunician, tribunitian (trib-u-nish'an), «.
[= P. tribuniticn (cf. It. tribunizio = Sp. tribu-
nicio), < L. tribunicius, tribunitius, of or belong-
ing to a tribune, < tribumis, a tribune: see trib-
wnel.] Same as tribunicinl.

The title of the tribunician power connected the mon-
arch with the Interest of the lower orders.

W. W. Capes, The Early Empire, i.

tribunicioust, tribunitioust (trib-u-nish'us), a.

[< L. tribunicius, tribunitius, of or belonging to
a tribune: see tribunicial.^ Same as tribuni-
cial.

Let them not come in multitudes, or in a tribunitiout
manner, for that is to clamour councils, not to Inform
them. Bacon, Counsel (ed. 1887).

tribus (tri'bus), ?i
. ;

pi. tribus. [NL. : see tribe.']

In zool. and bot., a tribe as a classificatory
group.
tributarily (trib'u-ta-ri-li), adr. In a tributary
manner.

tributariness (trib'u-ta-ri-nes), n. The state
of being tributary. Bailey, 1727.

tributary (trib'u-ta-ri), a. and n. [< ME. trib-

utarie = P. tributaire = Pr. tribiitari = Sp. Pg.
It. tributario, < L. tribut<iriu.i, of or belonging
to tribute, paying tribute, < tributum, tribute:
see tribute.] I. a. 1. Paying tribute; taxed or
assessed by tribute.

This Mylo Is one of the Ciclades, yles of Grece, and
trybji[ttt]rye bothe to the Turkes and to Uenyce.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 62.

The brave Geraint, a knight of -Arthur's court,
A tributary prince of Devon. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Of the nature of tribute; paid or due as
tribute.

Your tributary^ drops belong to woe.
Which you, mistaking, offer up to joy.

Shak., R, and J., iii. 2. 103.

Yea, so greatly are we indebted to this kinsman of
death that we owe the better tributary half of our life to
him : ... for sleep is the golden chain that ties health
and our bodies together. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 61.

3. Bringing accretions, supplies, aid, or the
like; contributory; auxiliary; subsidiary; spe-
cifically, of streams, affluent.

The imperious seas breed monsters, for the dish
Poor tributary rivers as sweet fish.

Shak., C>mbeline, iv. 2. 36.

Conciseness has been already considered as tributary
to perspicuity and to precision ; it is more conducive to
energy than to either. A. Phelps, English Style, p. 245.

II, H.
;
pi. tribttUiries (-Tiz). 1. A person or

a state that pays tribute; one who or that
which pays a stated sum to a conquering power,
in acknowledgment of submission, or for the
purchase of peace, security, and protection.

They have brought him to be a tributary to them : viz.,
to pay a certain rate of elephants per annum.

B. Knox (Arbei's Eng. Garner, I. 434X
England was his faithful tributary.

SAoi, Hamlet, v. 2. 38.

2. In geog., an affluent; a river or other body
of water which contributes its stream to an-
other river, etc.

A bayou emptying into the Red river is a tributary of
the Mississippi, within the meaning of an Insurance policy.

Miller v. Insurance Co., 12 W. Va. 116.

tribute (trib'ut), n. [< ME. tribute, trybute, trili-

ut, trybut, < OP. tribut (also vernacularlv treii,

> ME. trew: see trewS), F. tribut = Pr. 'trebut,

trabug, trabus, trabut, traut, treu = Sp. Pg. It.

tributo, < L. tributum, tribute, lit. 'a thing con-
tributed or paid,' neut. of tribulus. pp. of tribu-

ere, assign, allot, grant, give, bestow, etc.. usu-
ally derived < tribus, tribe (taken as orig. a
part f): see tribe. Hence attribute, contribute,
distribute, retribute.'] 1. A stated sum of money
or other valuable consideration paid by one
prince or state to another in acknowledgment
of submission, or as the price of peace, security,
and protection, or by virtue of some treaty.

And zit thel zelden Tribute for that Ixmd to the Queen
of Amazolne, the whiche makethe hem to ben kept in
cloos fulle diligently, that thei schalle not gon out on no
syde, but be the Cost of hire Ixind.

Manderille. Travels, p. 266.

Their tributes and rents were brought thither from all

the places of France which yielded so great a revenue to
the Romans. Coryal, Crudities, I. 59.



tribute

2. The state of being liable for such a pay-
ment ; the obligation of contributing.

Undre it there is a Town that hight Sobache ; and there
alle abowte dwellen Cristene men undre TryhuU.

MandevUle, Travel8, p. 104.

His [Burke's] imperial fancy has laid all nature under
tribute, and has collec-ted riches from every scene of the
creation and every walk of art.

R. Hall, Apology for the Freedom of the Press, iv.

3. Formerly, that which was paid by a subject

or a tenant to a sovereign or lord ; a tax ; rental.

The distinction which we should draw between tribute

and rent was seldom if ever marked in early times. The
receiver of tribute was regarded as the landlord, and he
who paid tribute was regarded as a tenant, paying rent.

D. W. Ross, German Land-Uolding, notes, p. 243.

4. See the quotation.
'* In some of the southern parts of Ireland," said Grat-

tan, in one of the tithe debates, " the peasantry are made
tributary to the tithe-farmer, draw home his corn, his

hay, and his turf for nothing ; give him their labour, their

cars, and their horses at certain times of the year for

nothing. These oppressions not only exist, but have ac-

quired a formal and distinct appellation — tributes,

"

Lecky, Eng. iu 18th Cent, xvi.

5. A contribution; an accretion.

From his side two rivers flow'd, . . ,

Then meeting join'd their tribute to the sea.

MiltOTl, P. R., iii. 268.

6. A personal acknowledgment or offering; a
mark of devotion, gratitude, or respect.

He receives a suitable tribute for his universal benevo-
lence to mankind in the returns of affection and good-will
which are paid him by every one that lives within his
neighbourhood. Addison, Spectator, Xo. 122.

The passing tribute of a sigh. Gray, Elegy.

7. In mining, the proportion of ore or its value
which a person doing tribute-work receives for
his labor. = 8yn. L Duty,- Impost, etc. See tax.

tribute (trib'iit), V. t.; pret. and pp. tributed,

ppr. tributing. [< ME. trihuten, \ u. tributus,

pp. of tribuere, assign, allot, grant, give : see
tribute, n.] 1. To pay as tribute.

An amorous trifler, that spendeth his forenoons on his

glass and barber, his aft«moon8 with paint or lust, tribut-

inff most precious moments to the scepter of m fan

!

Whitiodc, Manners of Eng. People, p. 302. (Latham.)

2t. To distribute; bestow; dispose.

Hem I sette in wel pastyned lande.
And thai tributed with telicitee.

Pailadius, Hmibondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

tribute-money (t'rib'ut-mun'i), n. Money paid
as tribute.

But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said, . . .

Shew me the tribute money. And they brought unto him
a penny. Hat xxfi. li>.

tribute-pitch (trib'iit-pich), n. Inminiiig. See
pitchi, 11.

laribnter (trib'u-t*r), n. [< tribute + -erl.] In
milling, one who works in a mine, and receives
as his pay a certain proportion (called tribute)

of the ore raised. See tribute, n., 7.

tribute-work (trib'ut-w6rk), n. In mining,
work taken on tribute. Compare tut-work.

tributoriOUSt (trib-ii-to'ri-us), a. [< LL. tribu-

toriiLS, pertaining to payment, < L. tribuere, as-

sign, give : see tribute, r.] Pertaining to dis-

tril)Ution. Bailey, 1727.

tricapsular (tri-kap'su-lftr), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + capsula, capsule, + -at^.'\ 1. In bot.,

three-capsuled ; having three capsules to each
flower.— 2. In zool., having three capsules or
cells; tricellular.

tricarpellary (tri-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [< L. tre.i

(tri-), three, + NL. carjtellus, carpel, + -ory.]

in hot., having three carpels. See cut under
car/i'l.

tricarpellite (tri-kSr'pe-Ut), n. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + NL. carjiellun, carpel. + -ite2.] A fos-

sil nut of the London clay, having three carpels.

trican)0U8 (tri-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. rpt'i^ (rpt-),

three, + Kap-oc, fruit.] In bot,, consisting of
or l)caring three fruits or three carpels; tricar-

pcHary.
tricaudalis (tri-k&-da'liB), n.; pi. trieauiiales

(-lez). [NL. (sc. mtiJiculug),< L. tres {tri-), three,
+ eauda, tail,+ -«?.] The retrahens auris mus-
cle, which commonly has three separate slips
like tail.s.

tricaudate (tn-kA'dat), a. r< L. tres (tri-), three,
-I- Cauda, tail : see caudate/] In entom., having
three tail-like processes, as the hind margin of
the posterior wing of some Lepidoptera.

trice't (tris), n. [< ME. 'tris. spelled trvse,

tnjyii, and, with excrescent t, tryijste; cf. 8w.
trissa, a pulley, truckle (triss, a spritsail-brace),
= Norw. triss (also dim. trissel), a pulley, =
Dan. tridse, a pulley; cf. LG. trissel, whirling,
dizziness; pernaps. with formative -s, and as-
similation of consonants (trinds- > triss-), from

k

6467

the root "trind of trend, trendle, trindle, trundle,

turn: see ^rcHflfl,] A roller; a windlass. Prompt.
Parv., p. 503.

tricel (tris), r. t
;
pret. and pp. triced, ppr. tri-

cing. [Formerly also trise ; < ME. trisen, trycen,

< MLG. trissen, LG. trissen, tryssen, also drisen,

drysen, wind up, trice, > G. trissen, trice the
spritsail, = Dan. tridse, haul by means of a
pulley: see trice^, n.] 1. Naut., to haul up;
tie up or lash by means of a small rope : com-
monly with tij>.

With trumppez thene trystly they trisene upe thaire

saillez. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 832.

The sails were furled with great care, the bunts triced

up by jiggers, and the jibs stowed in cloth.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 204.

2t. To drag; pull.

By God, out of his sete I wol him tryce;

Whau be leest weneth, soiiest shal he falle.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 535.

trice^ (tria), n. [< ME. tryse (in the phrase at

a tryse); later also in the phrases at, with, on,

or »» a trice; appar. lit. 'a pull, jerk,' i. e. a
single quick motion, < trice^, v. The later form
of the phrase in a trice looks like an adapta-
tion of the like-meaning Sp. phrase en un tris,

in a trice (cf. venir en un tris, come in an in-

stant; estar en un tris, be on the verge; Pg.
en hum triz, in a trice, estar por hum tri::, be
within a hair's breadth), lit. 'in a crack' (a

phrase used in Scotch), < Sp. tris (= Pg. triz),

a crack, crash, noise made by the breaking of

glass or other brittle things, hence an instant,

short time, a trice. According to Stevens (1706),

Sp. tris is " a barbarous fram'd word signifying
nothing of it self but as they make it ; thug,

venir en un tri,^, to come in a trice, no less bar-
barous in English"; prob., as the redupl. tri.<)-

tras, a clattering noise, indicates, an orig. imi-

tative word, like trictrac. It is not clear that
the Sp. phrase has orig. any connection with
the E. phrase.] A very short time; an instant;

a moment: only in the phrase t» (formerly also

at, with, or on) a trice.

The bowndis that were of gret prise
Pluckid downe dere all aC a tryse.

Ipomedon, 1. 392 (Weber's Metr. Rom., II. 29SX

What makes the waxen forme to be of slender price?
But cause with force of fire it melts and wasteth with a

trice. TurtiermUe, To his Friend.

On a trice, so please you.
Even in a dream, were we divided from them.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 238.

That Structure which was so many Years a rearing was
dashed, as it were, in a Trice. Howelt, Letters, I. iii. 30.

/n a triee the whole room was in an uproar.
Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

tricellular (tri-sel'u-lar), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + cellula, a cell: see cellular.'] Having
three cells; consisting of three cells.

tricennarious (tri-se-na'ri-us), a. [Prop, 'tri-

cenarious, < L. tricertarius, containing thirty,

thirty years old,< triceni, thirty, thirty at a time,
< triginta, thirty: see thirty. The spelling tri-

cennarious is due to confusion with tricennial,

which contains the element annus, year.] Tri-

cennial ; belonging to the term of thirty years.

tricennial (tn-sen'i-al), a. [Cf. LL. tricennalis,

belonging to thirty years; < LL. tricennium, a
space of thirty years, irreg. < L. tric(em), thirty

at a time, thirty each (< triginta, thirty), -I- an-
nus, year. ] Noting thirty, or something marked
by the number thirty ; specifically, marked by
the term of thirty years ; occurring once in every
thirty years. Bailey, 1731.

tricentenary (trf-sen'te-na-ri), a. and n. [< L.
'trieenUniirius, 'treeenienarius, three hundred
each, < tricenti, trecenti, three hundred, < Ires

(tri-), three, + centum, hundred. Cf . centetiary.]

Same as tercentenary.

tricentennial (tri-sen-ten'i-al), a. and n. [<
L. tricenti, trecenti, three hundred, + annus, a
year. Cf. centennial.] Same as tercentenary.

tricephalous (tri-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. triceph-

aliis, < ( Jr. TpiKe<l>a/.o(:, tliree-headed, < rprif (rpi-),

three, + Ktipn?.//, head.] Having three heads.
Compare triripital.

tricepbalUS (tri-sef'a-lus), n. ; pi. tricephali (-li).

[NL.: see tricephalous.] In teratol., a three-

headed monster.
triceps (tri'geps), a. and n. [NL., < L. triceps,

having three heads, < tres (tri-), three, + caput,

head.] I. a. Three-headed; tricipital ; spe-

cifically, in anat., noting certain muscles which
arise by three heads.

n, n. ; pi. tricipites (tri-sip'i-tez). A tricip-

ital or three-headed muscle, which has a triple

origin and proceeds to a single insertion ; espe-

Tricbia

cially, such a muscle of the fore or hind limb,
expressly named as in the following phrases.

—

Triceps extensor crurts, or triceps femoraUs, the ex-

tensor of the leg upon the thigh, and in part the flexor of
the thigh upon the pelvis, considered as consisting of three
parts— the rectus fenioris, arising from the anterior border
of the ilium, and the vastus internus and vastus externus,
arising from the front and sides of the femur. Also called
quadriceps extensor cruris when the cruraus muscle is con-
sidered as distinct from the vastus externus. The single
tendon incloses the patella, and is inserted into the tuber-
osity of the tibia. See third cut under muscle^.—Triceps
extensor cubitl.ortricepshumeralls, thethree-headed
muscle which extends the forearm upon the arm, and draws
the humerus backward. It is composed of a long or scapu-
lar head, arising from the axillary border of the scapula,
and an inner and outer or two short heads, arising from
the back of the humerus, separated by the musculospiral
groove and nerve and superior profunda artery ; the three
are inserted together into the olecranon. Also called tri-

ceps brachii. See third cut under muscW^.

tricerion (tri-se'ri-on), n. [< LGr. rpiKr/piov, <

Gr. Tpfif (rpi-), three. + xiypof , wax, a wax-taper

:

see cere.] A candlestick with three lights, sym-
bolizing the Trinity : used by the Greek bishops
in blessing the people. See dicerion.

tricht (trik), V. t. [ME. trichen, tricchen, <0F.
trichcr, trickier, trechier, deceive, trick, = It.

treccare, deceive, prob. < L. tricari, trifle, act
deceitfully, trick, < tricse, trifles. Hence ult. E.
treacher, treachery, etc. Cf. trick^, v. and n.] To
deceive; trick.

Nu thu sest that ha habbeth itricchet te as treitres.

Hati Meidmhad (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

Trichadinse (trik-a-di'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Trichas
(-ad-) + -»««.] A subfamily of Mniotiltidse,

composed of the genera Trichas and Oporornis.
G. B. Gray. [Rare.]

trichangia (tri-kan'ji-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. 6pi^

(rp/;i;-),nair, -(- ayyciov, vessel.] The capillary

blood-vessels.

trichanp^ectasia, trichangiectasis (tri-kan'ji-

ek-ta'gi-a, tri-kan-ji-ek'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ffp/f (rpix-), hair, -I- luraaic, extension : see ecta-

sis.] Dilatation of the capillary blood-vessels.

Trichas (tri'kas), n. [NL., < Gr. rptxac, a bird
of the thrush kind.] In ornith.: (a) Same as
Criniger of Temminck. This name was proposed by
Gloger in 1827, the same year that Swainson named the
following. The two genera have no connection. See cut
under Criniger. (fe) A genus of American war-
blers, giving name to the subfamily Trichadinse:

same as Geothlypis. The common Maryland yellow-
throat used to be called T. marilandica; it is now known
as (?. trichas. See cut under Geothlypis.

trichatrophia (trik-a-tro'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
dpi^ (rptx-), hair, -I- arpo^ia,' atrophy : see atro-

phy.] A brittle condition of the hair, with at-

rophv of the bulbs.

TrichechidSB (tri-kek'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Tn-
chtch us + -idle.] 1 . A family of pinniped mam-
mals, named from the genus Trichechus ; the
walruses. Also Rosmariaie, Gdobienidte, and (in-

correctly) Trichecidie.— 2t. A family of sireni-

ans: same as Manatidee,

trichechine (trik'e-kin), a. and n. [< Triche-
chus + -i«<'l.] I. a. Resembling or related to

the walrus ; of or pertaining to the Trichechidse.

II. H. A walrus.
Trichechodon (tri-kek'o-don), n. [NL., < Tri-

chechus + Gr. 6(!o(f (biovT-) = E. tooth. Cf. tri-

chechodont.] A genus of fossil walruses, whose
tusks occur in the red clay of Suffolk. Also, in-

correctly, Trichecodon.

trichechodont (tri-kek'o-dont), a. [<NL. Tri-

chechus ¥ Gr. bioix (oiovr-) = E. tooth.] In
odontofl., noting a form of dentition in which,
by confluence of tubercles, the molar crowns
present two or more transverse crests. It oc-

curs in the manatee (Trichechus (a)), elephant,
dinotherium, and some marsupials.

trichechoid (trik'e-koid), a. and «. I. a. Of
or relating to the Trichechidse., in either sense.

II. «. One of the 7Vi('/iC<"/((rfa', in either sense.

Trichechoidea (trik-e-koi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Trichechus + -oidea.] 1. Same as Manatoi-
dea.— 2. Same as Bosmaroidea.
Trichechus (trik'e-kus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

6pi( (Tpix-), hair. + Ixeiv, have.] A Linnean
genus of mammals, including the manatee and
the walrus in unnatural association. Specifically

—(at) Restricted to the manatees, and giving name to the

family Tricheehid/r, 2 ; same as Manatus. (6) Restricted

to the walruses, and made type of the family Trichechidse,

Orfi'
•"

•

Triehecwt.
1 : same as Rosinanis and Odobxnus. Also, incorrectly,

tricheriet, n. A Middle English form of treach-

eri/.

Trichia (trik'i-a,), ». [NL., < Gr. dpl^ (rptx-),

liair. ] 1 . A genus of myxomycetous fungi, typ-

ical of the family jfVic/itacea?. Haller.— 2. {I.e.]

A folding inward of the iyelashes; entropion.

Also trichiasis.



Trichiacese

Tricliiacese (trik-i-a'se-e), «. jj/. [NL. (Rosta-
finski, 1875), < Trichia + -accse.'] A family of
myxomycetous fungi, typified by the genus Tri-
chiOy having the peridia sessile or stipitate, ir-

regularly rupturing.

triclliasis (tri-ki'a-sis), w. [NL., < Gr. Tpix'^a-

Gtq^ trichiasis, < Opi^ {rpix-), hair.] In patJiol.:

(a) A disease of the kidneys or bladder, in

which filamentous substances resembling hairs
are passed in the urine. (&) A swelling of the
breasts of women in childbed when the milk
is excreted with difficulty, (e) Inversion of

the eyelashes; entropion. Dunglison. Also
trichia,

trichidium (tri-kid'i-um), n.
;

pi. triehidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. dpi^ (jpt-X')} hair, + dim. -idtov.'] \j\.

hot,y a tender simple or sometimes branched
hair, which supports the spores of some fungoid
plants, as Geastrum,
Trichilia (tri-kil'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnreus, 1763),
< Gr, TpixEt?^oCj three-lipped, < Tpdg (rpi-), three, 4-

Xfi?-of, lip: prob. from the three-lobed stigma.]
A genus of polypetalous plants, of the order
Menaces, type of the tribe Trichiliese, it is char-
acterized by flowers usually with four or five free valvate
petals, erect exserted anthers, and a three-celled ovarj',

which becomes a locuUcidal capsule in fruit. There are
about 112 species, natives of tropical Africa and America.
They are trees or slirubs with axillary panicles of numer-
ous and rather large flowers. The leaves are alternate,

odd-pinnate, and commonly pellucid-dotted. The leaflets

are entire, and usually numerous, sometimes three, or
only two, or very rarely replaced by an undivided leaf.

The stamens are more or less monadelphous; in the 67
species of the section Moschoxylum, formerly separated
as a distinct genus (Adrien de Jussieu, 1830X they are
united nearly to the anthers ; but in 43 others, the typical
section Etitrichilia; they are not united above the middle.
The flrst group is entirely American,except T. Prieureana,
which is African ; its best known species is T. moschata,
often called Moschozylon Swartzii, a low fragrant resin-

ous tree with loose panicles of yellowish flowers, a native
of Jamaica, where it is known as muskwood, incense-tree,

and pameroon-bark tree. (Compare juribali.) To the
typical group belongs T. emetica of Arabia and Africa, a
large tree with densely panicled whitish flowers. (See
roka, elcaja, and inafurra-tree.) Several South American
species are reputed purgatives, as T. cathartica and T.
triffoliaia. T. hirta is known as haMard iromvood and T.
spondi&ides as white bittenvood in Jamaica. T. Triniten-
sis, the naranjillo bianco of Trinidad and Guiana, a small
tree with capsules densely covered with soft prickles,
yields a dark wood of close and even grain. T. Catigna
of Brazil is said to stain leather a bright yellow. The
petals are downy or densely velvety in many species,
especially in T. grandijlora of St. Thomas. T. glandu-
losa of New South Wales, called turnip-wood (which
see) and also rosewood, is now separated as a genus
Syyioum.

Trichiliese (trik-i-U'e-e), n. pL [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1824), < 'Trichilia + -e«.] A tribe
of polypetalous plants, of the order Meliaceas.
It is characterized by monadelphous stamens, ovary-cells
with only one or two ovules, and wingless seeds with thick
cotyledons and without albumen. It includes 19 genera,
of which Trichilia is the type. They are mostly trees or
shrubs of tropical Asia, bearing pinnate leaves with entire
leaflets.

Trichina (tri-M'nS), «. [NL. (Owen, 1835), <

Gr. 6pl^ (rpcx-), a'hair, 4- -i«al.] 1. An im-
portant genus of nematoid worms, typical of the
TrichinidsB. t. spiralis

is a Iiair-like nematoid
worm, which in the larval
state is occasionally found
encysted in lai^e num-
bers in the muscular tis-

sue of man and certain
lower animals. In the
adult state it may inhabit
the intestinal tract of the
same animal. It is the
cause of trichinosis. The
adult male is 1.6 milli-
Toeters, the female from 3
to 4 millimeters long. The
female gives birth to im-
mense numbers of em-
bryos, about one tenth of
a millimeter long. These
pierce the walls of the in-

testine, and either enter
the peritoneal cavity and
thence find their way into
the various muscles, or
else enter blood-vessels
and are canied passively
by the blood-current into
remote parts of the body.
Having reached the mus-
cular tissue, they at first

travel a short distance be-
tween the fibers, then
pierce the sarcolemma of
some one fiber and enter
its substance. When they
have arrived at a certain
maturity, and are from
.6 to 1 millimeter long, Trichina spiralis, highly magni-

they coil themselves up fied. ($, female; rf^.male.)

in the form of a spiral and a, sinRle cyst in which the wonn is

become inclosed in elon- soiled (enlargedjs times) ;
b, human

0'ntpH nr lAmnn ohanc./! n'uscl« 'oiMJ infected (magmfied)

;

gatea or lemon-shapecV
f. human muscle recently infected

cysts about 4 mulimeters (magnified).
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long, the cyst rarely containing more than one worm.
After a variable length of time, the cyst or capsule may
become filled with lime-salts. The worm is thereby more
or less obscured, but the cyst becomes visible to the naked
eye as a minute white speck. The inclosed trichina may
remain alive ten years and even longer, although It under-
goes no further development until the muscular tissue
containing it is consumed raw by man or some susceptible
animal. It then becomes sexually mature in the intes-
tines within two or three days, to give birth to embryos
in five or six days more, thus completing the life-cycle.

T. spiralis has been found in the muscular tissue of man,
swine, cats, rats, hedgehogs, racoons, badgers, martens,
marmots, and polecats, and in almost every part of the
globe.

2. [/. c; pi. trichittse {-T\e), sometimes trichinas
(-naz).] A worm of this genus.

trictiniasis (trik-i-ni'a-sis), h. [NL., < Tri-
china + -iasis.^ Same as trichinosis.

Tricllinidse (tri-kin'i-de), n.pL [NL., < Trichi-

na + -idse.'\ A family of nematoid worms, of
which the genus Trichina is the type.

trichiniferOUS (trik-i-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
Trichina + \j. ferre = E. Sear^.] Containing
triohintB, as muscular or other tissue.

tricllinization (trik^i-ni-za'shon), n, [< trich-

inize + -ation,'] Infection with trichinae; the
state of bein^ trichinized ; trichinosis. It is

sometimes practised upon animals for the purpose of
studying the paiasite or the disease. Also spelled trick-

inisation.

trichinize (trik'i-niz), v. t,
;
pret. and pp. trich-

inizedy ppr. trichinizing, [< NL. Trichina +
-ize.'] To infect with trichinae

;
produce trich-

inosis in. Also spelled trichinise.

The ingestion of badly trichinised meat, insufficiently

cooked, is followed after a few hours by symptoms of indi-

gestion. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1657.

trichinoscope (tri-ki'no-skop), n. [< NL. Trichi-

na + Gr. CKonelVj view, j An instrument for the
examination of meat in order to determine the
presence or absence of trichinae.

trichinosed (trik'i-nozd), a. [< trichinosis +
-ed'^.'] Affected with trichinosis; infested with
trichinae; trichinous; measly, as pork.

On examining trichinosed pork, the parasites are seen as
small white specks dotting the lean parts.

Lancet, 1889, II. 730.

trichinosis (trik-i-no'sis), n. [NL.,< Trichi7ia

+ -osis.^ A disease caused by the presence
of Trichina spiralis in large numbers in the in-

testines, and by the migration of embryos of the
same worm from the intestines into the muscu-
lar tissue. See Trichina. The worms are introduced
into the human body in raw meat from infected swine.
Since many persons may eat meat or sausage from the
same animal, the disease has generally prevailed in epi-

demics. The severity of the disease depends lai-gely on
the number of parasites consumed. It may begin with
chilly sensations or a distinct chill, and there may be a
slight fever of varying intensity in the course of the dis-

ease. Digestive disturbances are very common. They
consist in sensations of discomfort, nausea, vomiting, and
diarrhea. These may appear several hours or days after

the eating of infected meat, or they may be entirely ab-
sent. They are referable to the irritation caused by the
worms in the intestine. Next to these symptoms, those af-

fectitig the muscular system are the most important. In
all cases they begin with asensation of general lameness of
the muscles. This is followed byswelling, firmness, and
great tenderness of the invaded muscles. Mastication, deg-
lutition, and respiration are rendered difticult. Muscular
pains are frequent, especially on moving. Swelling of the
eyelids and of the face, appearing usually,on the seventh
day, is quite characteristic. Edema of the limbs is not
uncommon. The disease, which terminates when the
muscle-trichinse have come to rest, lasts from five weeks
to four months. The mortality varies in different epi-

demics, and has been as high as thirty per cent. The
presence of encysted trichina; in the muscles does not lead
to permanent disability. Trichinosis of swine is of great
economic and hygienic importance, and has received
much attention. In order to detect it, muscular fibers

from the diaphragm, and from the intercostal, abdominal,
laryngeal, and lingual muscles, are examined, because the
worms are most abundant in these localities. Very small,
slender strips are cut from these muscles parallel to the
coui-se of the fibers, crushed between two glass slides and
examined under a microscope. Meat infected with trichi-

nffi is made harmless by thorough cooking. Many authori-
ties refer the source of trichinosis in swine to trichinized
rats eaten by them. Some incline to the view that the
disease is propagated by allowing swine to feed upon the
infected viscera of slaughtered swine. Also trichiniasis.

trichinotic (trik-i-not'ik), a. [< trichinosis

{'Ot-) + -ic.'] Of or pertaining to trichinosis.

However, trichinie cannot be found in the muscles, and
the very long duration of the disease is a slight argument
also against the trichinotic view. Lancet, 1889, I. 901

tricllinous (trik'i-nus), a. [< Trichina + -ous.']

Infested with trichinae; affected with trichino-

sis; trichinosed.

Two out of three hundred and thirty swine were dis-

covered to be trichinous. The American, VI. 45.

trichite (tri'kit), n. and a. [< Gr. 6pi^ (Tptx-)j

hair, 4- -1^2.] j^ ^^ i, A kind of flesh-spicule

or microsclere of some sponges; a fibrillate

spicule, in which the silica, instead of being
deposited in concentric coatings around an

Trichocep-nalus

axis, forms within the scleroblast a sheaf of ex-
ceedingly fine fibrillae which may be straight or
twisted; also, one of these fibrillas: as, "fine
fibrillffi or trichites,^' Sollas.— 2. In lithoL, one
of various dark-colored (or even black) opaque
microliths, having more or less of a curved and
twisted form: frequently seen in thin sections
of vitreous rocks, especially in obsidian.

II. a. Same as trichitic.

Trichite sheaves form in some sponges ... a dense
accumulation within the cortex. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

trichitic (tri-kit'ik), a. [< trichite + -ic] 1.
Finely fibrous or fibrillar, as a trichite; of or
pertaining to triehites.— 2. In lithoK, having
the character of or containing triehites.

Trichiuridse (trik-i-u'ri-de), n.2)l. [NL., < Tri-
chiurus + ~idse.'\ A family of aeanthopterygian
teleost fishes, whose type genus is Trichiurus
and whose limits vary, (a) In GUnther's system, it

covered fishes having the body elongate, the mouth deep-
ly cleft, strong teeth, and the spinous and soft parts of
the fins of nearly equal extent. It thus included the typi-
cal Trichiuridse and others more like Scomhridx. (fc) By
later writers it has been restricted to forms having numer-
ous small anal spines. See cut under Trichiurus.

trichiuriform (trik-i-u'ri-f6rm), a. [<NL. Tri-
chiuruSy q. v., 4- L. forma, form.] Having that
form which is characteristic of the hairtails;
resembling or belonging to the Trichiuridie.

trichiuroid (trik-i-u'roid), a. [< NL. Trichiurus,

q. v., + Gr. eMof, form.] Same as trichiuri-

form..

T?richiuniS (trik-i-u'rus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1766), prop. Trichurus, < Gr. 6pi^ (jpix-), a hair,
+ ovpd, a tail.] In ichth., the typical genus of
TrichiuridcB ; the hairtails: so called from the

Silvery HaiiUiil, lihiurus Upturus).

long filament in which the tail ends. The spe-
cies are also called ribhon-jish. T. lepturtts, the
type species, is the silvery hairtail, or ci^tlas-

fi'sh.

trichloracetic (tri-klo-ra-set'ik), a. [< Gr. rpf/c

{Tpi-)j three, + chlor{in) 4- aceticl Used only
in the following phrase Trichloracetic acid,
acetic acid in which the three hydrogen atoms of the
methyl radical are replaced by chlorin. The formula of
acetic acid being CH3.CO2H, that of trichloracetic acid
is CCI3.CO2H. Trichloracetic acid is a crystalline solid,

easily decomposed.

trichoblast (trik'o-blast), n. [< Gr. 6pi^ {rptx-)j

hair, + li7.aaT6^, germ.] In hot., an internal
hair, as one of those which project into the in-
tercellular spaces of certain water-plants. See
cut under mamjrove.
trichobranchia (trik-o-brang'ki-a), «.; pi. trich-

obranchise (-e). [NL., <Gr. ^p/f (V/)f;(f-), hair, +
(ipayxio-j gills,] A filamentous gill character-
istic of most long-tailed ten-footed crustaceans,
consisting of a stem beset withmany cylindrical
filaments, as distinguished from the lamellar
gills, or phyllobranehife, of many other crusta-
ceans. The developed arthrobranchiie, pleurobranchiBp,
and podobranchiae of crawfishes are all of the trichobran-
chial type.

The whole of the Macrurous Podophthalmia, excepting
the genera Gebia and Callianassa, the Prawns, the Shrimps,
and the Mysidse, have trichobranchia.

Uuxley, Proc. Zodl. Soc, 1878, p. 777.

trichobrancllial (trik-6-brang'ki-al), a. [<
trichobranchia 4- -ah'] "thready or filamentous,
as gills ; of or pertaining to triehobranchieB : as,

a trichobranchia} gill.

Trichobranchiata (trik-a-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL. : see trichobranchia.] Those macrurous
crustaceans which have trichobranchiae.

trichobranchiate (trik-6-brang'ki-at), a. [<
trichobranchia -\--atc.'] leaving trichobranchiae,
as a crawfish.

trichocarpOUS (trik-o-kjir'pus), a. [< Gr. 6pi^

{rp(x-), aliair, + KapTzog, fruit.] In bot.j having
hairy fruit; hairy-fruited.

Trichocephalidse (trik'^o-se-fal'i-de), «. pi.

[NL., < Trichocephahis -f -iWa?,] A family of
nematoid worms, typified by the genus Tricho-
cephalus.

Trichocephalus (trik-o-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
(Goeze, 1782), < Gr. Opt^ (Tpix-)y a hair, + k€-

^aXy, head.] 1. A genus of nematoid worms,
typical of the family Trichocephalidie. The best-

known species is T. dispar, found sometimes in the human
intestine, 1 to 2 inches long, with the head and a'jterior

part of the body filamentous. T. ajinis is the c»cum-wona
of sheep.



Trichocephalus

2. [f. c] The detached hectocotylized third

left arm of the male argonaut, deposited in the

pallial cavity of the female, and regarded as a

parasite by Delle Chiaje, who called it Trichoce-

phalus acctabulwis, making the word a pseudo-
generic name. See cut uatleT Argoiiautklse.

trichocladose (tri-kok'la-dos), «. [< Gr. rpixa,

in three (< Tpiicirpi-), three), + K/.adof, branch.]
Trifiil or trichotomous, as thecladi or branches
of a cladome. See trisene. Sollas.

Trichocladus(tTl-kok'la-dus),«. [NL. (Persoon,

1807), so called with ref"to the woolly branches,
< Gr. S/)/f (rpix-), hair, + K/ddof, branch.] 1.

A genus of polypetalous shrubs, of the order
HumiimeUdefe, distinguished from the type ge-

nus Hamamclis by mucronate anthers, and flow-

ers with the parts in fives. The 2 species are natives

of Soutli Africa. Tliey are evergreen slirul>8 witli opposite

or alternate entire leaves, and wliite flowers densely ag-

gregated into small terminal heads, bearing long narrow

f>etal8 with revolute margins, the pistillate flowers apeta-

ous. T, ellipticus is remarkable for the reddish wool cloth-

ing the under surface of the leaves ; and T. erinitus, the
hairbranch-tree, for its branctilets and petioles, which are

hirsute with l>lackish hairs.

2. [(. c] In ro67., a trichocladose sponge-spic-
ule.

trichoclasia (trik-o-kla'si-a), «. [< Gr. 8pi^

(rpix-), hair, + K/laaiQ, a fracture.] A brittle

condition of the hair. Also trichoclasis.

trichocryptosis (trik'o-krip-to'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Upii (Tpix-), hair, -I-' (cpv7rT(if, hidden,-!- -o*w.]

Inflammation of the hair-foUieles.

tricliocyst (trik'o-sist), «. [< Gr. dpi? (rpix-),

hair, -t- Kvang, bladder: see cyst.l A hair-cell;

one of the minute rod-like or hair-like bodies
developed in the subcuticular layer of many in-

fusorians : so named by G. J. Allman in 1855.

They represent or resemble the cnidaB or thread-
cells of ccelenterates.

trichocystic (trik-o-sis'tik), a. [< trichocyst +
-ic] Pertaining to or having the character of

trichocysts: as, a <n'c7(ocy«tic formation.

Trichoda (tri-kd'da), n. [NL., < Gr. rpixuii/c,

cont r. of TpixoeiAr/(,'\ike a hair, < 8pi^ (rptx-), hair,

-I- £((lor,form.] Agenusofciliat^infusorians, es-

tablished by O. F. Muller in 1786, givingname to

the former family Trichodidee {or Triehodina).
Many animalcules have been referred to this genus which
are now excluded from it. It is now placed in Uie family
Ophryo-jlenidie. and retained for such species as T, car-

mum, found in putrid Infusions, and T. pirum, of pond-
water. These closely resemble forms of Enehelyg, but have
a minute vibratile membrane inclosed in the oral foua.
They are free-swimming, elastic, but of somewhat per-

sistent ovate or pyriform figure, with the mouth at the
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or red colors. One set of species has a short broad tail

;

these are the broad-tailed lories, as of the genera Dotni-

cella and Coriphilm (see cut under domiceUa) ; but the
most characteristic representatives are wedge-tailed.

trichoglossine (trik-o-glos'in), «. Of or per-

taining to the Trichoglossinte.

Trichoglossns (trik-6-glos'us), n. [NL. (Vigors
and Horsfield, 1826); < Gr. fipif (rpix-), hair, -1-

y'Auaaa, tongue.] The leading genus of Tricho-

glossinsB, used with varying limits ; the lories

most properly so called. All are brush-tongued and
wedge-tailed ; they are of moderate or small size, and

Trichonotus

and maidenhair. '\ A large genus of hymeno-
phyllaceous ferns, having the sori marginal, ter-

minating a vein, and more or less sunken in the
frond. The sporangia are sessile on the lower part of

a cylindrical, filiform, usually elongated receptacle, and

X
'V^,.

Swainson's Lory ( Trichoslossui nffvm-hottandim').

chiefly green and red. The genus in a usual acceptation
contains about 40 species, or half of the Trichoglogsinje.

Swainson's lory of Australia is a characteristic example,
mostly green, beautifully varied with red, blue, and yel-

low.

Trichogramma (trik-o-gram'a),?!. [NL. (West-
wood, 1833)^ < 6piS (jp'X-)i tair, + ypafifia, a
writing.] A curious genus of hymenopterous

obliquely truncated atiterior end, approached by an oval
peristome ; the general cuticular surface is finely cUiateil

throughout, and a circlet of longer cilia surrounds the
oral fossa.

Trichodectes (trik-o-dek'tez), «. [NL.
(Nitzsch),< Gr. 0pli(Tptx-), hair,+ Siicniq, taker,

< diKtaBai, (^excadat, receive, take.] A genus of

mallophagoiis insects. T. ipharocephalut is the red-
headed sheep-louse, found in the wool of sheep In Europe
and Anu-rica. See sfteep-louse, 2.

Trichodon(trik'9-<lon), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829,

after Steller), < Gr. 6pi^ (r/w;);-), hair, + oioii^

(ofSoiT-) = E. tooth.] The typical genus of the
family Trichodontidx. T.stelleri, the sand-fish,

is found in Alaska and south to California. See
cut under iiand-fi,sh.

Trichodontida"(trik-6-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Tricli(idii)i((-) + -iVia?.] A family of acan-
thopterygian fishes, typified by the genus IW-
rhiidon; the sand-fishes.

trichodontoid (trik-o-don'toid), n. and a. I.

)i. .\ lish of the family Trichodoniida.

II. ". Of, or having characters of, the Tricho-
donfidip.

trichogen (trik'o-jen), n. [< Gr. Bpi^ (rptx-),

hair, + -yti'K, producing: see -gen.] A sub-
stance or preparation used for promoting the
growth of the hair.

trichogenOUS (tri-koj'e-nus), n. [As trichogen
+ -oK.s-.l Encouraging the ^owth of hair.

Trichoglossidae (trik-o-glos'i-de). n. pi. [NL.,
< Trirhiii/ld.-ixiis + -idee.] The Trichoglossinse
riiiikcd as a fuinily.

Trichoglossinse (trik'^-glo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< TrirhoglosnuH + -inee.] A subfamily of I'sit-

ttiridie, typified by the genus Triehoglossus, and
inexactly synonymous with Loriinx, or includ-
ing the latter; the brush-tongued parrakeets,
among the small parrots called lories and lori-

keets. With the exception of the genus Ctmjllu or Lo-
rurulug (usually put here, but probably Iwlonging else-

where), these parrakeets have the tongue brushy, beset
with p^pillee or filaments, and used for licking the net-tar of
flowers and the soft pulp of fruits. There are more than
bk) species, characteristic of the Australian regions and
Polynesia, but also extending into the Malay countries.
They are among the smaller parrots, and of chiefly green

TrirA^^frafffMa rHt'nttta.

a, fly with wing^ (bided ; #, front wini; ; ^, hind wing ; d, leg ;

/.antenna. (All enlarged.)

parasites, of the family Chaleididx, and typical

of the subfamily Trichogramiiiinae. One rare spe-

cies is known in Europe, hut several are fount! in North
America, where the individuals are extremely abundant,
as of T. minuta. They are all parasitic in the eggs of
lepidopterous insects and of sawflies.

TrichogTamminae (trik"6-gra-mi'ne), n. pi.

[NL. (L. O. Howard, 1885), < Trichogramma +
-ime.] A subfamily of parasitic hymenopters,
of the family Chaleidiilie, containing the small-

est species of the family, characterized by their

three-jointed tarsi (thus forming the section
Trimera) and the regular fringe of minute bris-

tles on the wings. They vary in color from bright
yellow to reddish brown, and ore all parasitic in the eggs
of other insects. Also Trichfxjraminatoida (Kdrster, 1856).

See cut under Triekotjramma.

trichogyne (trik'o-Jin), n. [NL., < Gr. dpi^

(rpix-), hair. -I- ywr/, a female.] In hot, a long
thin hair-like sac springing from the tricho-

phorio part of the procarp of certain crypto-
gams, and serving as a receptive organ of re-

production. See procarp, Floridese.

trichogynic (trik-o-jin'ik), a. [< trichogyne
+ -ic] In hot., of or pertaining to the tricho-
gyne.

trichologia (tiik-o-lo'ji-a). «. [NL., < Gr. as if

'rpixn'oyia^i. Tpixo/.oyelv. pluck hairs (as a symp-
tom),< Op'Sirptx-), hair, + T^eiv, gather, pick.]

Carj'hologia-

trichology (tri-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. e.oi'f {rpix-),

hair, + -/.oyia, < 'Aiyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The
science treating of the anatomy, diseases, func-
tion, etc., of the hair.

trichoma (tri-ko'ma), n. [NL., < 6r. rpixupn,

a growth of hair, < rpixoiv, furnish or cover with
hair. < Sp/f (rpix-), hair.] 1. In pathol., an af-

fection of the hair, otherwise e&WeA plica.— 2.
In hot., one of the cellular filaments which form
the substance of a suborder of alga>. the Nosto-
chinrte. I'arhiw, Marine Algee, p. 11.

Trichomanes (tri-kom'a-nez), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < Gr. rpixo/iavcc, a kind of fern (cf.

rptxo/iavia, a passion for long hair, rpixopaveiv,

have a passion for long hair), < 6pi^(Tpix-). hair,

+ fiaiveadatjhe mad. Cf. the E. names bristle-fern

Bristle-fem {Trfchamanes reiiifcans''.

the indusia are tul)ular or funnel-shaped, and entire or
two-lipped at the mouth. About 100 species are known,
natives of tropical and temperate countries, including two
in the southern I'nited States. All are popularly called

bristle-ffviis. See bristle-fern, and cut (e) under sorus.

trichoiuaphyte (tri-kom'a-fit), «. [< Gr. rpixu-

pa, a growth of hair (see trichoma), + <j>vt6v, a
plant.] A cryptogamic growth which was for-

merly thought to be the cause of trichoma.
trichbmatOSe(tri-kom'a-t6s),<7. [< trichomait-)
-f -o.sr.] Matted or agglutinated together; af-

fected with trichoma: said of hair.

trichome (tri'kom), n. [< NL. trichoma, q. v.]

An outgrowth from the ei)idermis of plants, as
a hair, scale, bristle, or prickle. These may be
very various in form and function, but mor-
phologically they have a common origin.

Trichomonadidse (trik'o-mo-nad'i-de), ». pi.

[NL., < Trichomonas (-inonad-) -I- -idee.] A
family of flagellate infusorians, characterized
by the tapering form posteriorly, and the de-
velopment of several flagella and bodies like

trichocysts at the anterior extremity.

Trichomonas (tri-kom'o-nas), ». [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1838), < Gr. 6p!^ (rpix-), hair, -I- pova(, sin-

gle.] The typical genus of TncAoiwojiadiVte. T.

vielolonthie infests the cockchafer. T. vaginalis

is found in the secretions of the human vagina.

trichomycosis (trik'o-mi-ko'sis), «. [NL., <

Gr. 6pii (rpix-), hair, -I- pvnTic, fungus, + -osis.]

Same as tinca^.

Trichomycteridse (trik'o-mik-ter'i-de), «. ])l.

[NL., < 'I'richomyrtcrus + -idle.] A family of

fishes : same as Pygidiidie.

Trichomycterinse (trik-6-mik-te-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Trichomycterns -( -»na.] A subfamily
of trichomycteroid fishes, with the dorsal fin

posterior, and behind the ventrals when the lat-

ter arc present. It includes most species of the
family. Also Trichomyctcrina and I'ygidiinae.

trichomycterine (trik-o-mik'te-rin), a, and n.

I. a. Of, or having characters of, the Tricho-

mycterime.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Trichomycte-
rin/e.

trichomycteroid (trik-o-mik'te-roid), a. and n.

I. a. Of, or having characters of, the Tricho-

mycterid/e.

II. H. A fish of the family Trichomycteridse.

Trichomycterns (trik'o-mik-te'rus), n. [NL.
(Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1846), < Gr. 0pi^

(rpix-), hair, -I- fWHTtip, nostril.] Same as Pygi-
ditiDi, 2.

Trichonotidas (trik-o-not'i-de), n. 2)1. [NL., <

Trichonotus + -idse.] A family of acanthopte-
rygian fishes, represented by the genus Tricho-

notus.

trichonotoid (trik-o-no'toid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Trichonotidse.

II. n. A fish of the family Trichonotidse.

Trichonotus (trik-o-no'tus), n. [NL.(Bloch and
Schneider, 1801), ^Gr. Sp/f (rpix-), hair, + vuT0(,

back.] 1. In ichth., the typical genus of Tri-

chonotidie : so called from the long filamentous

anterior dorsal ray of J', sctigerus, the original

species. The body Is long and subcylindrical, with



Trichonotus

cycloid scales of moderate size ; the eyes look upward ; the
teeth are in villiform 'bands on the jaws ; the long dorsal

fln is spineless ; the anal is also long ; the Tentrals are ju-

gular, with one spine and five rays; and the caudal verte-

bne are very numerous.

2. lu entom., a generic name which has been
used for certain beetles and flies, but is in each
case preoccupied in ichthyology.

trichopatUc (trik-o-path'ik), a. [< trichopath-y

+ -if.] Relating to disease of the hair,

trichopathy (tri-kop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. 6pi^

(Tptx-), hair, + --^adia, < idBoc, suffering.] Treat-

ment of diseases of the hair.

Trichopliocmae (trik"o-fo-si'ne), ». pi. [NL., <

Gr. Opii (Tpix-)t hair,'+"9(jK)?, a seal, + -inse.'i

A subfamily of the Oiariklee, or eared seals, iu-

cltidinn; the hair-seals as distinguished from the
fur-seals (

Vhphoeinse). There is no type genus.

trichophocine (trik-o-fo'sin), a. Pertaining to

the Tricliophocinie. or having their characters.

trichophore (trik'o-for), ». [< Gr. dpi^ (rpix-),

hair, + -<j>opo(, < <j>epew = E. bear^.] 1. In bot.,

the special cell or chain of cells in certain al-

^ which bears the trichogyne. See Floridese.

Bennett and Murray, Cryptog. Bot., p. 199.— 2.

In zoiil., a process of the integument of certain

annelids, as Polychseta, within which are de-

veloped the peculiar chitinous setae of the para-

podia, and which incloses the bases of the pen-
cil-like bundles of setse (whence the name).
See cut tinder pygidinm.

trichophoric (trik-o-for'ik), a. [< trichophore

+ -/c] In bot. : (a) Of or pertaining to the

trichophore: as, the trichophoric apparatus. (6)

Of the nature of a trichophore : as, the tricho-

phoric part of the procarp of certain crypto-

gams.
tnchophorons (trl-kof'o-rus), a. [As tricophore

+ -OMS.] In eool., bearing hairs or hair-like

parts, as setae ; of the nature of a trichophore.

Trichophyton (tn-kof'i-ton), n. [NL., < Gr.
dpi^ (Tpix-), hair, -t- (jivrdv, a plant.]

_
A genus

of minute saprolegnious fungi, parasitic on the

skin of man, where they grow luxuriantly in and
beneath the epidermis, in the hair-follicles, etc.

T. tonsurans produces the skin-disease known
as tinea or ringworm. See dermatophyte, tinea^.

Trichoplax (trik'o-plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. 6pi^

(i"P'A'-)i hair, -1- TrAaf, a plate.] A supposed
generic type of animal, of wholly undetermined
affinities, so called from the ciliated plate-like

surface. The species is T. adherens.

trichopter (tri-kop't6r), ». [< Trichoptera, q. v.]

A member of the Trichoptera; a caddis-fly.

Trichoptera (tri-kop'te-rii), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of trichopterus: see trichopterous.'] A subor-

dinal group of neuropterous insects, the caddis-

flies : so called because the wings are generally

hairy to an extent not found in other Neurop-
tera. The posterior wings are folded in rest ; the man-
dibles are rudimentary. The group is approximately the

same as Pkryffaneida, being composed of the families

Phryganeidm, LimnaphUidm, and sundry others. See cut

under caddis-worm.

trichopteran (tri-kop'te-ran), a. and n. [< Tri-

choptera -t- -a«.] I. «."Same as trichopterous.

II. ». Amemberof the Tnc/iopte^-a; any cad-

dis-fly or phryganeid.
trichopterous (tri-kop'te-rus), a. [< NL. tri-

chopterus, hairy-winged, '<; Gr. dpl^ (rpix-), hair,

+ nrepdv, wing.] Belonging to the Trichoptera.

trichopterygid (trik-op-ter'i-jid), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Tricliopterygidae ; relating

to or resembling a trichopterygid.

n. « A beetle of the family 2Vicftopter!/3ida?.

Trichopterygidae (tri-kop-te-rij'i-de), n. pi.

[NL. (Burmeister, 1845), < Triehopteryx + -idee.']

A family of clavieorn beetles, including the
smallest beetles known. Theantennse are verticil-

late with long hairs, and the wings are fringed with hair.

A few species are apterous. The larvse are active and
carnivorous ; some of them feed on podurans. Some are

myrmecophilous ; others live under bark. In the genera
Aderces, Astatopteryx, and Newjlenes the phenomenon of

alternate generation has been noticed, a blind apterous
generation alternating with one in which the individuals

have eyes and wings. About 150 species are known, of

which about 60 Inhabit the United States.

Triehopteryx (tri-kop'te-riks), n. [NL. (Hlib-

ner, 1816), <Gr. Sp/f {rpix-), hair, -1- vrcpv^, wing.]
1. A genus of geometrid moths.— 2. A genus
of clavioom beetles, typical of the family Tri-

chopterygidie. Kirby, iS2G. They have the antennaj

elongate', eleven-jointed, the prothorax not constricted be-

hind, the abdomen with six ventral segments, the hind
coxae distant, and the mesosternum carinate. The species

are found on dung and vegetable debris. Over 60 species

are known, and the genus is represented in Europe, Asia,

and N'ortll and South America.

trichort. n. A Middle English form of treacher.

trichord (tri'kfird), n. and a. [< Gr. rpixopdoc,

havingthree string8,< rpcls (jpi-), three, + xop^V:
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string: see cord^, chord.] I. n. In music, any
instrument with three strings, especially the
three-stringed lute.

II. a. Having three strings; characterized

by three strings Trichord pianoforte, a pianoforte
in which most of the digitals nave each three strings

tuned in unison.

trichorexis (trik-o-rek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6pi^

(^rpix-), hair, -t- '^)7f(f, a breaking, < pr/yvm>ai,

break.] Brittleness of the hair Trichorexis
nodosa, a disease of the hair characterized by brittleness

and the formation of swellings on the shaft.

trichorrhea, trichorrhoea (trik-o-re'a), «.

[NL., < Gr. 6pi^ (Tpix-), hair, -1- poia, a flowing,

< pell', flow.] Falling of the hair; alopecia.

Trichosanthes (trik-o-san'thez), n. [NL. (Lin-

nseus, 1737), named from the fringed petals; <

Gr. Opi^ {rpix-)) hair, + avBoq, flower.] A genus
of plants, of the order Cucurbitacem and tribe

Cuciimerineee. It is characterized by entire calyx-lobes,

a five-parted wheel-shaped fringed corolla, coiiduplicate

anther-cells, and numerous polymorphous seeds. There
are about 4-2 species, natives of tropical Asia, northern
Australia, and Polynesia. They are annual or perennial
climbers, sometimes with a tuberous root, bearing entire

or lobed and cordate leaves and unbranched or forking
tendrils. The flowers are white and monoecious— the
male racemed, the female solitary— and followed by a
fleshy smooth or furrowed fruit, often large and globose,
oblong, or conical, sometimes elongated, slender, striped,

and serpent-like. T. anguiTia and T. colubrina are known
as snake-gourd or viper-gourd, also as HTuike-cucumber
(which see, under cucumber).

trichoschisis (trik-os-ki'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

dpi^ (rptx-), hair, -1- axif'ii, a cleaving, < axi^eiv,

cleave : see schi.<im. ] Splitting of the hair.

Trichoscolices (trik"o-sko-li'sez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 0pi^ {~pi-X-)i hair, -t-' aniAi]^, a worm.] A
superordinal division, proposed in 1877 by Hux-
ley to be established to include the Trematoda,
Cestoidea, Turbellaria, and Botifera, in order to

discriminate the morphological type which they
exemplify from that of the Nematoscolices, con-
taining the Nematoidea. See Nematoscolices.

trichosis (tri-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dpi^ (.Tpix-),

hair, -I- -osis.] Any disease of the hair: same
a,s plica, 1.

Trichosomata (trik-o-s6'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Diesing), < Gr. dpi^ (.rpix-), fiair, + acJ/ui{T-),

the body.] The Feridinidse and allied infuso-

rians, corresponding to the Choanoflugellata of

H. J. Clark and W. S. Kent.
trichosoniatous(trik-o-som'a-tus), a. Pertain-
ing to the Trichosomata, or having their charac-
ters ; having the body flagellate, as an infuso-
rian.

trichosporange (trik-o-sp6'ranj), n. [< NL.
tricho.s]i(>r(ingium, q. v.] In bot., same as trieho-

sporanyium.
trichosporangitun (trik"o-spo-ran'ji-um), n.

;

pi. tricfiosporangia (-a). [NL. (Thuret), < Gr.
dpi^ (rpix-), hair, + JfL. sporangium, q. v.] In
bot. , the plurilocular sporangium, or zoosporan-
gium, of the fucoid algEe, consisting of an ag-

gregation of small cells, each one of which eon-
tains a single zoospore. Compare oosporangium.

trichospore (trik'o-spor), «. [< Gr. dpi^ (rpix-),

hair, -(- anopd, seed : see spore^.] In bot., one of

the peculiar spores of the Hyphomycetes : same,
or nearly the same, as conidium.

Trichostema (trik-o-ste'ma), w. [NL. (Lin-

naeus, 176;i), named from the capillary filaments

;

< Gr. dpi^ iTpiX-)< hair, -t- arfiim, stamen.] A
genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order La-
biatse and tribe Ajugoidese. it is characterized by
the four long-exaerted stamens with divaricate anther-
cells, and by the deeply lobed ovary. The 8 species are

all natives of North America. They are clammy glandular
herbs with a strong balsamic odor. They bear entire leaves,

and axillary whorls of numerous mostly blue flowers, the

corolla with a slender tube and nearly equally five-toothed

spreading border, from which the conspicuous arching
stamens project, suggesting the popular name blue-curls

(which see). The species of the eastern United States
have a very strongly two-lipped and depressed calyx, and
loose flower-clusters, as T. dichotomum, the bastard pen-
nyroyal. The western have the calyx normal and the
flower-clusters dense. T. lanatum, with a striking purple-
woolly spike, is known in California as black sage.

trichosyphilis (trik-o-sif'i-lis), ». [NL., < Gr.
dpi^ (rpix-), hair, -I- NL. syphilis.] A syphilitic

disease of the hair.

trichosyphilosis (trik-6-sif-i-16'sis), «. [NL.,
as trichosyphilis + -osis.] Same as trichosyphilis.

trichotballic (trik-o-thal'ik), a. [< Gr. 0pif

(rptx-), hair, -I- daA/i6g, a green shoot: see thal-

lus.] In bot., having a filamentous or hair-like

thallus, as certain algae.

trichotomic (trik-o-tom'ik), n. Pertaining to

trichotomy; influenced by or practising tri-

chotomy.
trichotomous (tri-kot'o-mus), a. £< Gr. rpixa,

in three, + -To/io(, < re/ivew, ra/ielv, cut.] Di-

trick

vided into three parts, or divided by threes;
branching or giving off shoots by threes ; tri-

furcate ; also, dividing a genus into three spe-

cies.

trichotomously (tri-kot'o-mus-li), adv. In a
trichotomous manner; in three parts.

trichotomy (tri-kot'o-mi), «. [< Gr. Tpix", in

three, + To/iia, < rtfivuv, rapelv, cut.] Division
into three parts; specifically, in theol., division

of human nature into body (soma), soul (psy-
che), and spirit (pneuma).

His [Aristotle's] trichotomy into hypotheses, definitions,

and axioms. Barrow, Math. Lects., viiL

trichotrisene (trik-o-tn'en), n. [< Gr. rpix", in

three (< Tpcic; (rp'-), three), + rptaiva, a trident:

see tria;ne.] Of sponge-spicules, a trichoto-

mous triaene ; a cladose rhabdus the three cladi

of which trifurcate. See trisene. Sollas.

trichroic (tri-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. rpixpooc, rpi-

xpov^, also rpixpoii, three-colored (< rpelf (rpi-),

three, -f- xp^^^t W"ft color), -1- -ic] Possessing
the property of trichroism. E. IV. Streeter, Pre-
cious Stones, p. 167.

trichroism (tri'kro-izm), n. [< trichro-ic +
-ism. ] The property possessed by some crj^s-

tals of exhibiting different colors in three dif-

ferent directions when viewed by transmitted
light. It is due to the different degrees of absorption
in the three directions. The more general term pleochro-

ism is often employed,

trichromatic (tri-kro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. TpLxpo>-

fiaro^, three-colored: see trichromic] Charac-
terized by three colors; ic a specific sense,

having the three fundamental color-sensations

of red, green, and purple, as the normal eye,

in distinction from a color-blind eye, which can
perceive only two of the fundamental colors.

trichromic (tri-kro'mik), a. [< Gr. rpnc (rpi-),

three, + XP""") color.] Pertaining to three
colors ; trichromatic.

trichronous (tri'kro-nns), a. [< Gr. rptxpovoc,

of three times or measures, < rpct; (rpi-), three,

+ ;i-/)(Si'of, time.] In anc. pros., consisting of or
containing three times or morae ; trisemie.

trichurt, ". A Middle English form of treacher.

tricing-une (tri'sing-lin), n. A'awi., alineused
to trice up any object, either to stow it or to

get it out of the way.
tricinium (tri-sin'i-um), n. [LL.,< L. tres {tri-),

three, -)- canere, sing.] A musical composition
for three voices ; a trio.

tricipital (tri-sip'i-tal), a. [< L. triceps (tri-

cipit-), three-headed (see triceps), + -al.] In
anat., three-headed ; having three origins : as, a
tricipital muscle. See triceps.

tricircular (tri-ser'ku-lar), a. Referring to

three circles

—

Tricircular coordinates, homogene-
ous point-coordinates for a plane, each of which is equal
to the power of the point relatively to a fixed coordinate
circle divided by the radius of the circle. A linear equa-
tion in such coordinates expresses a circle orthogonal to

the " radical circle " which is ortliogonal to the three coor-

dinate circles ; a quadric equation expresses a bicircular

quartic ; etc.— Tricircular geometry, geometry treated

by means of tricircular coordinates.

tricfci (trik), r. [(a) Prob. an altered form,
reverting to the orig. unassibilated form, of

trich (mod. E. prop, spelled *tritch), < ME. tri-

chen, tricchen (also perhaps unassibilated *trick-

en), < OF. tricher, trickier, trechier (also per-

haps unassibilated *frigMe>-, "tricquer), deceive,

trick (cf. Pr. trie, deceit), = It. treccare, cheat,

< L. tricari, ML. also tricarc, trifle, act deceit-

fully, < tricse, trifles, toys (see trich, treacher,

treachery; cf. tricl'^, n., in the sense of 'trifle,

toy'); (6) the word, as a noun, being appar.

influenced by, if not in part derived from, MD.
treck, D. trek, a trick (een slimme trek, a cun-

ning trick, jeniand eenen trek speelen, play one
a trick, etc.), a word not having the orig. mean-
ing of 'trick' or 'deceit,' but a particular use of

MD. treck, D. trek, a pull, draft, tug, line, < MD.
trecken, D. trekken, draw: see trick^, and cf.

trackX. Cf. F. trigaud, crafty, artful, etmning,
trigauderie, a sly trick. The words spelled trick

have been confused in popular apprehension
and in the dictionaries, and the senses are en-

tangled. See trirk'^, trifkS, trick-*.] I. trans. 1.

To deceive by trickery ; cozen ; cheat.

To be wrapt soft and warm in fortune's smock
When she ... is pleased to trick or tromp mankind.

B. Jonson, New Inn, 1. 1.

He was tricked out of the money while he was writing a

receipt for it, and sent away without a farthing.
Vanbrugh, Journey to London, iv. 1.

2. To bring, render, or induce by trickery; be-

guile ; inveigle ; cajole.

They were thus tricked of their present
Bacon, Physical Fables, IL



trick

Several members of Congress had previously com-
plained tliat the demonetization scheme of 1873 had been
pushed surreptitiously through the courses of its passage,

Congress having been tricked into accepting it, doing it

scarcely knew what. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., iii.

II. intraiis. 1. To use trickery, deception, or

iniposture.

Thus they jog on, still tricking, never thriving,

And murdering plays, which still they call reviving.
Dryden, To Granville.

2. To juggle; play.

We may trick with the word life in its dozen senses
until we are weary of trickiiuj, . . . but one fact remains
true throughout, , . . that we do not, properly speaking,
love life at all, but living. R. L. Stevenmii, Xa Triplex.

3t. To toy; handle idly.

The muses forbid that I should restrain your meddling,
whom I see already busy with the title and trickitig over
the leaves. B, Jonson, Catiline, To the Reader.

tricfcl (trik1, «. [< trick^, r.
;
prob. in part <

JID. treck; t>. trek, a trick, a pull, draft, etc.

:

see trick^, c, and ef. track^.'i 1. A crafty or
fraudulent device; a deceitful expedient; an
artifice ; a stratagem.

There is some trick in this, and you must know it.

And be an agent too.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 2.

But you see they hane some trickes to cousin God, as
before to cousin the Diuell. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 213.

O, the rare tricks of a Machiavelian

!

WebMer, White Devil, v. 1.

2. A feat or an exhibition of skill or dexterity,

as in juggling or sleight of hand.
He can do tricks with his toes, wind silk and thread

pearl with them. B. Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

Entertain any pappy that comes, like a tumbler, with
the same tricks over aud over.

Conffreve, Old Batchelor, i. 4.

3. A roguish or mischievous performance; a
prank; a practical joke; a hoax.

If I be served such another trick, I'll have my brains
ta'en out and buttered, and give tltem to a dog for a new-
year's gift. Shak., M. W. of W., iiL 6. 7.

To play a trick and make some one or other look foolish
was held the most pointed form of wit throughout the
back regions of the manor. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xii.

4. A foolish, vicious, or disgraceful act: with
disparaging or contemptuous force.

Didst thoa ever see me do snch a trickf

Shak., T. G. of V., tv. 4. 43.

I hope you don't mean to forsake it ; that will be but a
kind of a mongrel cur's trick,

Congreve, Old Batchelor, Iv. 5.

5. A peculiar art ; skill; adroitness; knack.
Here 's fine revolution, an we had the trick to see't.

Shak., Hamlet, v. I. 99.

In a little while the trick of walking on the edge of the
water close to the side wall had been learned.

The Century, XXXIX. 220.

6. .\ peculiar trait, manner, habit, or practice;
a characteristic ; a peculiarity; a mannerism.

In you a wildness Is a noble trick,

And cherish'd In ye, and all men must love It.

FleUher and Uoirtey, Maid in the Mill, iU. 2.

What Ahall I say of the manifold and strange fashions of
the garments that are used now-a-days'/ . . . Sometime
we follow the fashion of the Frenchmen. Another time
we will have a trick of the Spaniards.

Becon, Early Writings (ed. Parker Soc.X p. 204.

We've a trick, we young fellows, you may have been told.
Of talking (lu pablic) as If we were old.

0. W. Holmes, The Boys.

7. A trace; a suggestion; a reminder.
He hath a trick of Cceur-de-lion's face.

Shak., K. John, L 1. 85.

8. Something pretended or unreal; a sem-
blance; an illusion.

Truth itself Is lu her head as dull
Anil useless as a candle In a scull,

And all her love of God a groundless claim,
A trick upon the canvas, painted flame.

Cotcper, Conversation, I. 782.

In this poor trick of paint
You see the semblance. Incomplete and faint.
Of the two-fronted Future.

WhUtier, Tlie Panorama.

9. Any small article; a toy; a knickknack; a
trifle; a trap; a mere nothing: sometimes ap-
plied to a child. [Obsolete or provincial U. S.]

Why, 'tis a cockle or a walnut-shell,
A knack, a toy, a trick, a toby's cap.

Shak., T. of the 8., Iv. 3. 67.

The women of this countrey weare aboue an hundreth
tricks and trifles about them, llakluyt's Voyages. II. 84,

Camp tricks should be kept in their places, not thrown
helter skelter, or left lying where last used.

Sportmnan's Gazetteer, p. 640.

Vainly the mother tried to hush the child ; the prisoner
called out, " Gimme the little trick, .Sis ; she jes wants to
get tuh me. The Century. XL. 219.

10. In card-playing, the cards collectively which
are played in one round. In whist and many other
card.games the number of tricks taken makes up the score
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on which the winning or losing of the game depends. A
whist trick is complete when the cards are turned and
quitted.

Here's a trick of discarded cards of us ! we wererank'd
with coats as long as old master lived.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 1.

When in doubt, win the trick.

lloyle, Twenty-four Rules for Beginners, xii.

11. Naut., a spell; a turn; the time allotted to

a man to stand at the helm, generally two hours.

This night it was my turn to steer, or, as the sailors say,

my trick at the helm, for two hours.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 29.

12. A watch. Tuft's Glos.'iari/ of Thieves' Jarnon
(1798). [Thieves' slang.] —The odd trick. See
odd.—To tmcw a trick worth two of that, to know
of some better contrivance or expedient.

Nay, by God, soft ; I know a trick worth two of that,

i' faith. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 41.

Hear what he says of you, sir ? Clive, best be off to bed,
my boy— ho, hoi No, no. We know a trick worth two of
that. Thackeray, Newcoines, i.

To serve one a trick. See serv i .— Tricks ofthe trade,
the expedients, artifices, and dwiges of a cnif t or business

;

devices or stratagems intended to attract custom or to
gain some advantage over one's customers or one's rivals.

= Syil. 1. Manceuver, Stratagem, etc. (see artifice), fraud,
imposition, imposture, deception, fetch.

trick'^ (trik), I', t. [Prob. another use of trick^,

v., as derived from the noun in the sense 'a
dexterous artifice,' or ' a touch.' Cf . also trick*.

According to gome, < W. treeiow. furnish or har-
ness, trick out, < tree, an implement, harness,
gear.] To dress; trim; deck; prank; specifi-

cally, to arrange, dress, or decorate, especially
in a fanciful way, as the person or the hair: of-

ten followed by out or «;».

For he (Cato) found not his Country . . . utterly de-
stroyed, but tossed in a dangerous tempest; and being not
of authority like the Pilot to take the sterne in hand, and
governe the ship, he took himself to tricking the sailes,

and preparing the tackle, so to assist men of greater
power. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 624.

The Canari put their wiues to the drudgery abroad,
whiles themselues spin, weaue. tricke tw themselues, and
performe other womanish functjons at home.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 885.

The women celebrated of old for their beauties yet
carry that fame. . . . They have their head trickt with
tassels and flowers. Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

A conntry playhouse, some rude barn
Tricked out for that proud use.

Wordsworth, Prelude, vil.

tricks (trik), f. t. [< MD. trecken, D. trekken,

pull, draw lines, delineate, sketch, = OFries.
trekka, tregya. North Fries, treckt, traeke = LG.
trekken = MHG. trecken = Dan. treekke, draw;
a causal form of OHG. trehhan, MHG. treclien,

pull, push, shove. From the same source are
ult. E. track^, and tricker, now trigger. Cf.
also trek and trick^. This verb seems to have
been confused with trick^, deck ; cf . trick-

ment.'\ In her.: (a) To draw, as a bearing or
a collection of bearings, or a whole escutcheon
or achievement of arms. The word implies the rep-
resentation graphically of armorial bearings in any sense,
and should be used instead of blazon, which properly
means to describe in words.

They are blazoned there ; there they are tricked, they
and their pedigrees. B. Jonson, Poetaster, 1. L
(ft) Especially, to draw in black and white only,

without color, or to sketch slightly, whether a
bearing or a whole achievement.

This seal was exhibited to the HeraMs at their Visita-

tion of Northants, 1818, "antiquum Sigillum argenteum,"
and is tricked in their original MS.
Trans. Hist. Soc. o/ Lancashire and Cheshire, N. 8., V. 83.

'trick'^t, a. and «. An obsolete form of trii/l.

In two bows that I have, . . . the one is quick of cast,

trick, and trim both for pleasure and proflt ; the other is a
lug, slow of cast, following the string, more sure for to
last than pleasant for to use.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864;, p. 14.

But tell me, wench, hast done 't so trick indeed
That heaven itself may wonder at the deed ?

Peete, Arraignment of Paris, L 3.

trick-dagger (trik'dag'^r), «. A dagger the
blade of which slips back into the hilt.

trickerl (trik'tr), «. [< trickl + -erl. Cf.

treacher.'] One who tricks; a cheat; a trick-

ster.

tricker'^t, "• An obsolete form of trigger.—
Tricker firelock, a hand-flrearm of the close of the reign
of Charles 1., so called because discharged by pulling a
trigger or tricker. .See tricker-lock. Jour. Brit. Archxol.
Ass., XI. "a."-..

tricker-lock (trik'ir-lok), n. A gun-lock ar-

ranged witli a tricker or trigger of any descrip-

tion. Match-tricker locks and wheel-trioker
locks were in use in the seventeenth century.

trickery (trik'er-i), «. [< trick^ + -ery^. Cf.
treachery (ME. Iricherie, < OF. tricherie, etc.).]

The practice of tricks or deceits; artifice; im-
posture.

trickly

The nomination-day was a great epoch of successful
trickery, or, to speak in a more Parliamentai-y manner, of
war stratagem, on the part of skilful agents.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxx.

trickily (trik'i-li), adv. In a tricky manner;
trickishly.

trickiness (trik'i-nes), «. The quality of being
tricky or tricMsh ; triekishness.

The right of the blind to ask charity lapses if it becomes
a mere business and with all the trickiness by which a
street business is sometimes characterised.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 396.

tricking' (trik'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of trick^, v.]

Practising or playing tricks; tricky; deceitful;
artful.

Go get thee gone, and by thyself
Devise some tricking game.

Robin Hood and the Golden Arrow (Child's Ballads, V. 383).

Wepresently discovered that they were as expert thieves,

and as tricking in their exchanges, as any people we had
yet met with. Coc^, Second Voyage, ii. 7.

tricking" (trik'ing), n. [Verbal n. of trick^, r.]

Articles of outfit; appurtenances, especially
ornamental trifles.

Go get us properties,
And tricking for our fairies.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 78.

tricking^ (trik'ing), «. [Verbal n. of trick^, <•.]

In lier., a graphic representation of heraldic
bearings or an entire achievement. See trick'^.

Arms verbally and technically described are blazoned ;

the verbal description is the blazon ; if they are drawn in

pen or pencil in monochrome, showing the lines of tinc-

ture, they are said to be "tricked": such a drawing is a
tricking ; if they are given In gold and colours, they are
illuminated or painted. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 414.

trickish (trik'ish), o. [< <ncfci + -fsfti.] Given
to or characterized by trickery; deceitful; art-

ful.

So loose and slippery and trickish way of reasoning.
Bp. .itterbury. To Pope, March 26, 1721.

I'he chimpanzee . . . is extremely kind to children,show-
ing no triclnsh or malicious temper, even endeavoring to
amuse them, and induce them to play.

Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 435.

= 8yn. Deceptive, roguish. Seecunningt.

trickishly (trik'ish-li), adv. In a trickish man-
ner; arttully; deceitfully.

triekishness (trik'ish-nes), n. The state of be-
ing trickish, deceitful, or artful.

charges of duplicity, management, artifice, and triekish-

ness. V. Knox, Winter Evenings, xxiv.

trickle (trik'l), v.; pret. and pp. trickled, ppr.
trickling. [< ME. triklen, trikilen, trekelen; prob.
a var. of striklen (with which it interchanges),
trickle, freq. of striken, rarely ME triken, go

:

see strike. In mod. times the word has been
regarded as connected with trill^. Cf. Sc. trin-

A-fe, also trintle, trickle.] I. intrans. 1. To flow
in a small interrupted stream; run down in
drops: as, water trickles from the eaves.

The red blode triklond to his knee.
MS. Cantab. ¥t. v. 48, f. 122. (Haltiwell.)

Nay ! ful of sorowe thou now me seest

;

The teeris trikilen dowun on my face.

For "Alius regis mortuus est."

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 207.

2. To let fall a liquid in drops or small broken
streams ; drip.

The three tall fireplaces . . . make one think of the
groups that must foi-merly have gathered there— of all

the wet boot-solea, the trickling doublets, the stiffened
fingers, the rheumatic shanks.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 121.

3. To pass or flow gently like a small stream.

How fluent nonsense trickles from his tongue

!

Pope, Dunciad, IIL 201.

H. trans. To cause to trickle
;
pour or shed

in small,, slow streams.

With adroit and tender hands they aided the doctor,
and trickled stimulants down her throat.

C. Reade, Hard Cash, xxxvii.

trickle (trik'l), n. [< trickle, ».] 1. A trickling
stream ; a rill.

Delicious as trickles

Of wine poured at mass-time.
Browning, Another Way of Love.

2t. See the quotation.

Cacarelle [It.], the trickles or dang of sheepe, goats, rats,

or conies. Florio, l.')98.

)."• [<
trickling stream; a rill.

My business lay in the two Anstruthers. A tricklet of

a stream divides them, spanned by a bridge.

R. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., IV. 511.

trick-line (trik'lin), ». Theat., a cord, made
very strong and smooth, used in the working
of pantomimic changes.

tricklyi(trik'li),adf. [< trtcfci + -^3^2.] Neatly;
deftly; cleverly.

tricklet (trik'let), w. [< trickle + -ei.] A Aaall,



trickly

An other young man feactely and trickely representing
... a certaine . . . playe.

UdaU, tr. of Apophthegmes of Erasmus, p. 121,

trickly2 (trik'li), «. [< trickle + -f^l.] Trick-
ling. [CoUoq.]
Her boots no longer rattle, nor do cold and trickly rills

race down the nape of her neck. R. Broughton, Joan, ii. 10.

trickmaker (trik'ma"k6r), n. A person who or
a card which makes or takes a trick, as in whist

;

specifically, a card of such rank or value as to

be counted on to take a trick. G. W. Pettes,

American Whist, pp. 42, 50.

trickmentt (trik'ment), n. [< trick^ + -ment.']

Heraldic emblazonry; decoration.

Here 's a new tomb, new trickments too.

Beau, and Fl,, Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

No tomb shall hold thee
But these two arms, no trickments but my tears.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

trick-scene (trik'sen), n. Theat., a scene in

which mechanical changes are made in the
sight of the audience.

tricksey, a. See tricksy.

tricksiness (trik'si-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being tricksy. Also trickseyness.

There had been an exasperating fascination in the trick-

siness with which she had— not met his advances, but

—

wheeled away from them.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxviii.

tricksome (trik'sum), a. [< trick^ + -some.']

Full of tricks ; tricksy
;
playful.

With your tricksoms tune
Nick the glad silent moments as they pass.

L. Hunt, To the Grasshopper and the Cricitet.

trickster (trik'st^r), n. [< trick^ + -ster.'] One
who practises tricks ; a deceiver; a cheat.

I'll tell you a Story not mucli unlilte yours, not to go off

from Lewis, who us'd to take a Pleasure in tricking Trick-
sters. N. Bailey, tr, of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 434.

trickster (trik'stfer), V. i. [< trickster, »!.] To
play tricks. [Rare.]

I like not this lady's tampering and trickstcring with
this same Edmund Tressilian. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxvi.

trick-sword (trik'sord), n. A sword made to

divide in the middle of the blade.

tricksy (trik'si), a. [Also tricksey; < trick^ + -sy,

equiv. to -^1.] 1. Trickish; cunning; adroit;
artful; crafty.

My tricksy spirit

!

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 226.

I continued tricksy and cunning, and was poor without
the consolation of being honest. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvi.

2. Deceptive ; fallacious ; illusive ; illusory.

The tricksy thing [idea] . . . comes and goes, my boy,
revealing itself in glimpses which are neither clear enough
nor prolonged enough to make that kind of impression
on the memory which is necessary to fix it.

D. C. Murray, Weaker Vessel, ii.

3. Playful ; sportive ; mischievous.

Thou little tricksy Puck !

With antic toys so funnily bestuck.
Hood, Parental Ode to my Son.

4. Trim; dainty; neat; spruce.

Trincato (It.], . . . spruce, fine, neat, smug, feate, trick-

sie-trim. Florio (ed. 1611).

Their little minim forms arrayed
In the tricksy pomp of fairy pride-

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

trick-track (trik'trak), n. [Also tric-trac (also

tick-tack), < P. trie trac, trick-track, backgam-
mon : see tick-tack.'] A kind of backgammon,
played with botli pieces and pegs.

trick-wig (trik'wig), ». A wig worn by actors,

and so made that the locks of hair may be
caused to stand on end at the will of the wearer.

tricky (trik'i), a. [< trick^ + -y^.] 1. Given
totncks; knavish; artful; sharp; shifty: as,

a tricky wind ; a plausible and tricky fellow.

Able men of high character, and not smart, tricky men.
The Nation, XXXVI. 545.

2. Playful ; roguish ; mischievous.

Tho' ye was trickie, slee, and funny,
Ye ne'er was donsie.

Burns, Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

Tricky ale-yard. See ale-yard, 2. t=Syn. Artful, Sly, etc.

See cumiingi.

Triclada (trik'la-da), ?(. pi. [NL., < Gr. rpt-,

three, + K/drfof, a young shoot.] An order of
dendrocoelous turbellarians orplanarians: dis-

tinguished from Polyclada.

tricUnate (trik'li-nat), a. [< Gr. rpi-, three, +
a'Aivew, bend, + -ate^.] Same as triclinic. Imp.
Diet.

tricliuet, n. [ME. triclyne,<. L. triclinium, a din-
ing-room: see triclinium.] Savae a,8 triclinium.

Half as high thy chambre and tridym
Thou make as it is mesure long in lyne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 15.

tricliniary (tri-klin'i-a-ri), a. [< L. trielinia-

ris,<. (ncWnJMOT, a dining-room: see triclinium.]
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Pertaining to a triclinium, or to the ancient
mode of reclining at table.

triclinic (tn-klin'ik), a. [< Gr. rprff (rpt-),

three, + K/Zweiv, incline, bend, + -ic.] In crys-

tal., pertaining to the inclination of three in-

tersecting axes to each other ; specifically, ap-
pellative of a system of crystallization in which
the three axes are unequal and their intersec-
tions oblique, as in the oblique rhomboidal
prism. Also triclinohedric, tricUnate, anorthic,
asymmetric, tetartoprismatic. See cut 3 under
rhomhohedron.
triclinium (tri-klin'i-um), n. [< L. triclinium, <
Gr. TpiK/uviov, also TpMwoc, a dining-room witli

three couches, < TpiK?.ivoc, with three couches,
< rpdc (rpi-), three, + Mv?/, a couch : see clinic]

Among the Romans, the dining-room where
guests were received, furnished with three
couches, which occupied three sides of the din-
ner-table, the fourth side being left open for
the fi'ee ingress and egress of servants. On these
couches, which also received the name of triclinium, the
guests reclined at dinner or supper. Each couch usually
accommodated three persons, and thus nine were as many
as could take a meal together. The persons while taking
then- food lay very nearly flat on their breasts. See accu-
bation.

triclinohedric (tn-kli-no-hed'rik), a. [< Gr.
TptKMvoi, with three couches (see triclinium), +
c6pa, a seat, side.] Same as triclinic.

triCOCCOUS (tri-kok'us), a. [< Gr. rpinoKKOQ, with
three grains or berries, < rprif (rpi-), three, +
k6kkoc, a berry.] In hot., having or consisting
of three cocci or carpels.

tricolic (tri-kol'ik), a. [< tricolon + -ic] In
anc pros, and rliet., cbnsisting of three cola.

tricolon (tri-ko'lon), n.
;
pi. tricola (-la). [NL.,

< Gr. rpiKu?M(, iiaving three members, < rpelc:

(rpt-), three, + nulov, member.] In anc pros.
and rhet., a period consisting of three cola.

tricolor, tricolour (tri'kul-pr), a. and n. [< F.
tricolore = Sp. tricolor (cf. tg. tricoloreo), < L.

'tricolor, three-colQred, < tres (tri-), three, 4
color, color.] I. a. Three-colored; tricolored:

in zoology correlated with bieolor and unicolor.

The Klilitia . . . added to the two colours of the Pai-i-

sian cockade— red and blue— white, thecolour which was
that of the king. This was the tricolour cockade adopted
on July 26, 1789. N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 167.

II. «. A flag composed of three colors in

large masses equal or nearly equal, as the na-
tional flags of Italy and Mexico; especially,

the flag of France adopted during the Revolu-
tion, consisting of three equal parts— blue next
the mast, red at the fly, and white between, or,

in heraldic language, palewise of three pieces,

azure, argent, and gules. Tlie red and blue
repres'ented the colors of the city of Paris.

We talk of . . . the lilies and tricolor oi France.
Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 3.

tricolored, tricoloured (tri'kul-ord), a. [< tri-

color + -ed^.] Having three colors: as, a tri-

colored flag—Tricolored violet, the pansy.

tricolorous (tri-kul'or-us), a. [< tricolor +
-oxs.] Same as tricolor.

Triconodon (tri-kon'6-don), n. [NL. : see tri-

conodont.] A genus of mammals of the Pur-
beck beds in England, typical of the family Tri-

cotiodontidsp. T. mordax is a species founded
on a mandibular ramus about ij inches long.

triconodont (tri-kon'o-dont), a. [< Gr. rpi-,

tliree, + /cui-of, a cone, + bSov(: (bdovr-) = E.
tooth.] Having three conical cusps, as molars

;

having such molars, as mammals of the genus
Triconodon and related forms.

TriconodontidaB (tri-kon-6-don'ti-de), «. pi.

[NL. (Marsh, 1887), < Triconodon{t-) + -idx.] A
family of supposed marsupials of the Jurassic
period, typified by the genus Triconodon. They
have molars with three stout erect cusps each, and a
strong internal cingulum, stout canines, and semipro-
cumbent or erect incisors.

triconsonantal (tn-kon'so-nan-tal), a. [< L.
tres (tri-), three, + consonan{i-)s, consonant, +
-ul.] Composed of or containing three conso-
nants.
The triconsonantal has been evolved out of a biconso-

nantal root. Smith's Bible Diet., Confusion of Tongues.

triconsonantic (tri-kon-so-nan'tik), fl. [< L.
tres (tri-), three, + consonan(t-)s, consonant, +
-ic] Same as triconsonantal.

The root of tlie Semitic verb is always trilitera], or rather
triconsonantic. Farrar, Families of Speech, iii.

tricom (tri'kom), a. and «. [< F. tricorne =
Sp. Pg. tricorne, < L. tricornis, three-homed, <

tres (tri-), tliree, + cornn, horn.] I. a. Hav-
ing three horns or horn-like processes.

II. n. A hat with three points or horns; a
cocked hat having the brim folded upward

tricuspidate

against the crown on three sides, producing
three angles ; hence, by popular misapplication,
the hat worn bj; the French gendarmes, which
has only two points : usually written as French,
tricorne. See cut 13 under hat.

tricomered (tri-kor'nferd), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + E. corHercf/.] Three-cornered. [Rare.]

The staggering stalks of the Buckwheat grow red with
ripeness, and tip their tops with clustering tricornered
kernels. D. 0. Mitchell, Dream Life, Autumn.

tricornigerous (tn-kor-nij'e-rus), a. [< LL.
tricorniffer, bearing three horns or points, < L.
tres (tri-), three, + cornn, horn, + gercre, bear.]
Having three horns.

tricomute (tri-kor'nut), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + cornutus, homed: see cornute. Cf.
tricom.] In entom., having three horn-like pro-
cesses ; tricornigerous. Westwood.

tricomuted (tri-kor'nii-ted), a. [< tricomute
+ -«/2.] Same as tricomute.

tricorporal (tn-kor'po-ral), a. [< L. *tricorpo-

ralis, < tricorpor, having three bodies, < tres

(tri-), three, + corpus (corpor-), body: see cor-

poral^.] In her., same as tricorporate.

tricorporate (tri-kor'po-rat), a. [< L. tricorpor,

having three bodies, + -ate^.] In her., having
three bodies with only one head
common to the three : as, a lion

tricorporate. The head is usually in
the center of the field, and the bodies
radiate, two toward the dexter and sin-

ister chiefs, the third toward the base.

tricorporated (tri - kor 'po - ra -

ted), a. [< tricorporate + -ed-.]

In her., same as tricorporate. ^'°" Tncorporate.

tricostate (tri-kos'tat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + costatus, ribbed: see costate.] 1. In
hot., having three ribs from the base; three-
ribbed.— 2. In zool., having three costaj or
raised lines.

tricot (tre'ko), n. [F., knitting, < tricoter, OF.
tricoter, estricoter, knit, < G. stridden, knit, <

strick, a cord, string.] 1. A fabric made of

yam or woolen thread, knitted by hand; also,

a similar material made by machines in which
the hand-knitting is imitated. CompareJerafi/.— 2. A cloth used for women's garments.

tricot-stitch (tre'ko-stich), n. One of the
stitches of crochet : a simple stitch producing
a plain rectilinear pattern. Also called rail-

way-stitch.

tricotyledonous (tn-kot-i-le'dgn-us), a. [< Gr.
Tpn( (rpt-), three, + kotv'A^Suv, a hollow: see
cotyledon.] In hot., having three cotyledons
or seed-leaves.

tricrotic (tri-krot'ik), a. [< Gr. rpkpoToc, with
three strokes (see tricrotous), + -ic] Having
three beats: used with reference to the normal
pulse-tracing Trlcrotlcpulse, a pulse showing three
marked elevations on the descending limb of the curve
traced from it.

tricrotism (tri'kro-tizm), n. [< tri€rot{ic) +
-('«)«.] The state of being tricrotic: used of
the pulse. See cut under sphygmogram.

tricrotous (tri'kro-tus), a. [< Gr. TpUporoc,

with three strokes, < rpelg (rpi-), three, + Kporo^,

stroke, beat.] Same as tricrotic.

tricrural (tri-kro'ral), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,

+ cms (cmr-), leg: see crural.] Having three
branches or legs from a common center.

The macro8i>ores are marked on one hemisphere with a
tricrural line.

Le Maout ai\d Decaisne, Botany (trans.X p. 915.

tric-trac, «. See trick-track.

tricuspid (tri-kus'pid), a. and n. [= F. iricus-

pide, < L. tricuspis (tricUspid-), having three
points, < tres (tri-), three, + cuspis, point: see
cusp.] I. a. Having three cusps or points: spe-
cifically noting the valvular arrangement in the
right ventricle of the heart, guarding the auric-

uloventricular orifice, in distinction from the
hicuspid (or mitral) valves in the left ventricle.
This valve consists of three segments, or there are three
valves, of a triangular or trapezoidal shape, each formed by
a fold of tlie lining membrane of the heart, and strength-
ened by a layer of fibrous tissue which may also contain
contractile fibei-s. See cut II. under Aeart.— Tricuspid
murmur, in pathol., a murmur heard in tricuspid valvular
disease.—Tricuspid teeth. See tooth.— Tricuspid val-
vular disease, disease of the tricuspid valve.

II. )(. 1. A tricuspid valve of the heart.— 2.

.\ tricuspid tooth : correlated with bicuspid and
nmlticii.^pid.

tricuspidal (tri-kus'pi-dal). a. [< tricuspid +
-al.] 1. Same as tricuspid.— 2. Having three
geometrical cusps.

tricuspidate (tri-kus'pi-dat). a. [< tricuspid +
-«tei.] Three-pointed; ending in three }>oints:

as, a tricuspidate glume ; tricuspidate teeth.



tricuspidated

tricuspidated (tri-kus'pi-<la-ted), a. [< tricus-

pidate + -ecP.\ Same as triciispidnte.

Over each door is a lofty tricttgpidated arch.

W. Ilomtt, Visits to Remarkable Places, p. 402.

tricycle (tri'si-kl), «. [< F. tricycle, < Gr. Tpfif

{Tpi-), three, + KiK/or. circle, wheel.] A three-

wheeled vehicle. Speclflcally— (at) A three-wheeled
coach. See the quotation.

Tricycles.— Christmas Day was rendered memorable to

the Parisians by the starting of this new species of car-

riage for publicaccommodation. The tricycle is a kind of

coach, mounted on three wheels ; it is drawn by two horses

only. It moves very lightly, although there is an appear-

ance of weight atK>ut it. One wheel is placed exactly as

the leading wheel of the steam coach ; it is capable of con-

taining twenty persons, whom it conveys distances of at

least three miles for five sous each.

Annual RegiOertoT 1828 ("Chronicle," p. 186), quoted
[in N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 148.

(6) A modiflcation of the velocipede or bicycle, having
three wheels. The wheels are variously arranged, as two
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tensively united, with a large pedal opening in front of the
umbones of the shell ; the siphonal orifices, surrounded by
a thickened pallial border, are at the lower margin of the
shell; the gills are double, narrow, the outer pair com-
posed of a single lamina, the Inner thick, with conspicu-

1. Diamond frame
2. Tandem.
3. Drop frame.

in front and one behind, or the reverse. Tricycles are
made for one or two persons; in the latter case the riders

sit either side by side or one before the other. Compare
bicycle.

tricycle (tri'si-kl), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. tricycled,

ppr. tricyclinff. [< tricycle, n.] To ride on a
tricycle. [Recent.]

I have heard the uninitiated say that tricyding must be
BO easy, just like working the velocipedes of our child-
hood.
J.andE.R. Pennett, Canterbury Pilgrimage on a Tricycle.

tricycler (tri'si-kl^r), n. [< tricycle + -er^.}

<Jno who rides on a tricycle. Harper's Mag.,
LXXVII. 491. [Beceiit.]

tricyclist (tri'si-klist), «. [< tricycle + -igt.]

A tricycler. Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 200.

Tridacna (tri-dak'nii), »i. [XL. (Da Costa, 1776),
also erroneously Tridachia, Tridachna, Tridach-
tif-s; < Gr. TpiioKvor, eaten at three bites, < rpti^

(rpi-), three, + dahvav, bite.] A genus of in-

equilateral equivalve bivalve moUusks, forming
the type of the family Tridacnidee. The margin
is deeply waved and indented, the opposite sides fitting

Shell of one of the Giant Clams ( Tridacna tquamesai).

into each other. T. ffigas, thelargest bivalve shell known,
attains a length of 2 or 3 feet and a weight of 500 pounds
<»r more. The animal may weigh 20 pounds or more. It
is a native of the East Indian seas, and ia edible. The
great valves are used (or various purposes, as for baptis-
mal fiiitts, as receptacles for holy water, and, It Is alleged,
as l)abies' bath-tubs. The substance of the shell is ex-
tremely hapl, aii'l calfjflcation progresses until almost
every trace uf orjjanic structure is obliterated. Pieces of
the shell weighing T or 8 {Mjunds are used by the natives
of the Caroline Islands for axes. The other species of the
genus, as T. xqutrntmi and T. eritcea, are much smaller.
Als<» called Petex. .See also cut under Tridacnidfe.

Tridacnacea (tri-<lak-iia'se-ii), n. pi. [NL., <

Triildfiifi + -acca.l A Hiipertaraily of bivalves,
rcpriseiitcd by the Tridacnidte alone.

tlidacnacean (tn-dak-na'se-an), o. and n. [<
Tridiicnacta + -««.] I. «. ("Jf or pertaining to
the Tridacnacea or Tridacnidte.

II. ". A giant dam; any member of the IVi-

'Iticnidff.

Tridacnidae (tri-dak'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tri-

dacna + -idee.} A family of bivalves, named
from the genus Tridacna. The mantle-lobes are ex-

TridacnidM Anatomy of Tridacna crocea.

a, adductor muscle ; b, byssus ; e, valvular excurrent orifice : y, foot

;

e, eills : r, inhalent orilice ; /, pallial muscle : w, mantle-margin : 0,

orifice for foot and byssus ; f, pedal retractor muscle ; -r, siphonal bor-

der ; t, labial palpi.

ously grooved margins ; the palpi are slender and pointed

;

the foot is finger-like with a byssal gi-oove ; the valves are

regular and truncate in front, with an external ligament
and blended subcentral muscular impression formed by
the large adductor with the smaller pedal retractor mus-
cle close behind it. It is a remarkable group, including

the genera Tridai-na and Uippomu (Tridacna (rigas being
the largest member of the Mollusca), and is the basis of

the suborder Metarrhiptie (which see). See also cuts un-
der Uippopxii and Tridacna.

tridacnoid (tri-dak'noid), a. and n. Same as
tridacnacea 11.

tridactyl, tridactyle (tn-dak'til) , a. [< F. tri-

dactylc, < Gr. TpidaKTVAo^, three-fingered, three
fingers long, < rpel^ (rp'-), three, + da/crtv'.of, fin-

ger, toe.] 1. Having three digits, whether
fingers or toes; tridigitate.— 2. Having three
digital parts or processes.
Also tridacti/lous.

Tridactyla (tri-dak'ti-la), n. [NL., < Gr. rpt-

iSiiKri'Mr, three-fingered (three-toed): see (rt-

dacti/l.] In ornith., same as I'icoides^.

tridac^ylous (tri-dak'ti-lus), a. [< tridactyl +
-««.*.] Same as tridactyl.

tridaily (tri-da'li). a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,

+ E. daily.] Made, done, or occurring thrice

a day. Science, IX. 79. [Rare.]

triddler (trid'ler), «. [Origin obscure.] The
pectoral sandpiper, Tringa macula ta: a gun-
ners' name. O. Trumbull, 1808. [New Jersey.]

tride (tnd), a. [< F. tride, lively, cadenced;
origin obscure.] In hunting, short and swift;

fleet : as, a tride pace.

Tride, a wonl signifying short and swift A fr»(i«-pace

is a going of short and swift motions. A horse is said to

work tr^ upon volts when the times he makes with his

haunches are short and ready. Some apply the word only
to the motion of the haunches.

OsbalditUnt, Sportsman's Diet., p. 635.

tridens (tri'denz), n. [L. : see trident.} A
three-toothed or three-bladed implement or
weapon.
In the latter example fa halberd] the axe-blade being

balanced 1^ a tridetu. J. Heuntt, Anc. Armour, II. 269.

trident (tri'dent), n. [= F. trident = Sp. Pg.
It. tridente, < t. triden(t-)s, three-toothed, three-

pronged; as a noun, a
three-pronged spear,

a trident as an at-

tribute of Neptune;
< ires (tri-), three, +
deH(t-)s = E. tooth:

see tooth.'] 1. Any
instrument of the
form of a fork with
three prongs ; spe-
cifically, a three-

pronged fish-spear.
— 2. A spear with
three prongs, usually
barb-pointed, form-
ing a characteristic

attribute of Poseidon
(Neptune), the sea-

god. See also cut
under Poseidon.

Ills nature is too noble for
the world

;

He would not tlatter Nep-
tune for his trident.

Or Jove for's power to
thunder.
Sha*., Cor, 111. 1. 256.

Trident.— Archaistic relief of Nep-
tune, in the Vatican.

3. Hence, marine sovereignty; rule over the

ocean or sea.

To Worlds remote she wide extends her Reign,
And wields the Trident of the stormy Main.

Cangrne, Birth of the Muse.

tridiapason

4. In Sam. antiq., a three-pronged spear used
by the retiarius in gladiatorial combats.— 5.
In geom., a crunodal plane cubic curve hav-
ing the line at infinity

for one of the tangents
at the node. It was dis-

covered and named by
Descartes.

tridentalt (tn-den'tal).
a. [< trident + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a
trident; in the form
of a trident ; possessing
or wielding a trident.

The white-mouth'd water
now usurps the shore.

And scorns the pow'r of her
tridental guide.
Quarlee, Emblems, i. 2. Trident, 5.

Nor Juno less endured, when erst the bold
Son of Amphitryon with tridental shaft
Her bosom pierced. Cowper, Iliad, v. 458.

tridentate (tri-den'tat), «. [= F. tridente, <

NL. *tridentatus, having three teeth, < L. tres

(tri-), three, + dentatus, toothed: see dentate,
and cf. trident.] Having three teeth or tooth-
like parts; tridentated; three-pronged.
tridentated (tri-den'ta-ted), a. [< tridentate
+ -ed-.] Same as tridentate.

tridentedt (tri-den'ted), a. [< trident + -ed^.]

Having three teeth or prongs.

Neptune . . .

Held his tridented mace.
Qtmrles, Hist. Jonah, § 6.

tridentiferous (tri-den-tife-rus), a. [< L. tri-

dentifcr, < triden{t-)s, a trident, + ferre = E.
hear^.] Bearing a trident. Bailey, 1727.

Tridentine (tn-den'tin), a. and 11. [< NL. Tri-

denlimis, < ML. Tridentuni, Trent (see def.).]

1. a. 1. Pertaining to Trent, a city of Tyrol,
or to the. Council of Trent (1545-63): as, Tri-

dentine decrees (that is, the decrees of the
Council of Trent, the authoritative symbol of

the Roman Catholic Church) ; Tridentine theol-

ogy (that is, theology in accordance with those
decrees, Roman Catholic theology).

Tlie King [Henry VIII.] remained a believer in Boman
Catholic forms of doctrine ; but . . . those forms had not
yet, by the Tridentine decrees, been hardened into their
later inflexibility.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p 261.

2. Conforming to the Council of Trent, or its

decrees and doctrine.

Her [Elizabeth's] explanation of her supreme governor-
ship might have satistied every one but the most Triden-
tine papist, but she re-enacted the most stringent part of
her father's act of supremacy.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 324.

Tridentine cateobism. See catechiem, 2.

II. H. A Roman (Catholic: a name implying
that the present system of Roman Catholic
doctrine and practice dates from the Council
of Trent (1545). The creeds of the Roman Catholic
Church are four in number— the Apostles', the Nicene,
the Athanasian, and tile Creed of Pope Pius IV. The last

named is also called the Pro/esnon 0/ the Tridentine Faith.
It was formulated in 1.'>C4, and includes the Nicene Creed,
asuminai7 of the doctrines defined by the Council of Trent,
a recognition of the Roman Church asinotlier and teacher
of all churches, and an oath of obedience to the Pope as
successor of .St. Peter and vicar of Christ. With the ad-
dition of the doctrines of the immaculate conception (pro-
mulgated in 18.'>4) and the papal infallibility (defined in

1870), this creed is that which must be accepted by con-
verts to the Roman Church, except those from the Greek
Church (for whom special forms are provided), and is in-

cumbent on all Roman Catholic priests and teachers.

Tliey called the council of Chalcedon a "council of fools,"
and styled the Catholics Chalcedonians, just as Anglicans
have styled Catholics of the present day Tridentines.

Dublin Rev. (Imp. Diet.

)

Tridentipes (tn-den'ti-pez), n. [NL. (Hitch-
cock, 1838), < L. tres (tri-), three, + dens (dent-)

= E. tooth, + pes = E. font,] A genus of gi-

gantic animals, formerly supposed to be birds,

now believed to be dinosaurian reptiles, known
by their footprints in the Triassic formation
of the Connecticut valley.

triderivative (tri-de-riv'a-tiv), n. [< Gr. T/)«f

(rpi-), three, + E. dcriiaiive.] In chcm., a de-
rivative in which there are three 'substituted

atoms or radicals of the same kind: as, tri-

chloracetic acid is a trideriratire of acetic acid.

tridget, r. i. An obsolete form of trudge^.

tridiametral (tn-di-am'e-tral), a. [< Gr. Tpfif

(rpi-), three, + ikapcTpo^, diameter: see diame-
tral.] Having three diameters.

tridiapason (tri-di-a-pa'zon), n. [< Gr. rpetc

(rpi-), three, + iiaKanuv, diapason: see dia-

pason.] In music, a triple octave, or twenty-
second.



tridigltate

tridigitate (tn-dij'i-tat), a. [< L. ires {tri-),

three, + digitatus, fingered, toed: see digitate.']

1. Having three fingers or toes; tridactyl.— 2.
In hot., thrice digitate.

tridimensional (tri-di-men'shon-al), a. [< L.
tres (tri-), three, + dimcn>no(n-), dimension, +
-ni.J Having three (and only three) dimensions
— that is, length, breadth, and thickness ; of or
relating to space so characterized.

I only cite these theories to illustrate the need which
coerces men to postulate something tridimermonal as the
first thing in external perception.

W. James, Mind, XII. 206. note.

tridingf (tri 'ding), v. Same as trithing, now
ridiiup.

tridodecahedralt (tri-do'dek-a-he'dral), a. [<
Gr. Tpeif (rp'-), three, + duiicKa, twelve, + e(^pa,

base. Cf. dodecahedron.'] In crystal., present-
ing three ranges of faces, one above another,
each containing twelve faces.

triduan (trid'u-an), a. [< LL. triduanm, last-

ing three days, < L. tridiium, a space of three
days, prop. neut. adj. (sc. spatium, space), <

tres (tri-), three, + dies, a day : see dial.] Last-
ing three days, or happening every third day.
[Eare.]

triduo (trid'u-6), n. [Sp. tridtio = It. triduo, <

ML. triduum : see tridiium.] Same as triduum.
Imp. Diet.

triduum (trid-u'um), n. [ML., < L. triduum, a
space of three days: see triduan.] 1. Aspaeeof
three days.— 2. In the Rom. Catli. Ch., prayers
for the space of three days as a preparation for
keeping a saint's day, or for obtaining some
favor of God by means of the prayers of a saint.

tridymite (trid'i-mit), n. [< Gr. rpidv/iog, three-
fold, < Tpclc (rp(-),' three, -t- -6v/mc, as in diivfio^,

double.] A crystallized form of silica, found
in minute transparent tabular hexagonal crys-
tals in trachyte and other igneous rocks, usu-
ally in twinned groups, and commonly of three
crystals. It has a lower specific gravity than
quartz (2.2), and is soluble in boiling sodium
carbonate.
tridynamous (tri-din'a-mus), a. [< Gr. rpeic

(rpi-), three, -I- dvva/iig, power.] In iot., having
three of the six stamens longer than the other
three.

trie^t, V. An obsolete spelling of try.

trie^t, a. [ME. also trye, < OP. trie, tried, pp.
of trier, try: see try. Cf. tried.] Choice; se-
lect; fine; great.

He has a sone dere,
On the triegt man to-ward of alle dougti dedes.

Waiiam o/Pcdeme (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1443.

tried (trid), p. a. [Early mod. E. also tryed; <
ME. tried, tryed; < try + -ed^.] 1. Tested;
proved; hence, firm; reliable.

Seeldome chaunge the better brought

;

Content who lives with tryed state
Neede feare no chaunge of frowning fate.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

O true and tried, so well and long.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

2t. Choice; excellent.

Treuthe is tresour triedest on eorthe.
Piers Ploieman (A), i. 126.

One Ebes, an od man & honerable of kyn,
Of Tracy the trn kyng was his triet fader.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9538.

triedlyt (tri'ed-li), adv. [< tried + -ly"^.] By
trial or test.

That thing ought to seme no newe matter vnto you,
whyche wente long a go before in the triedly proued
prophetes, and lately in Christe. J, Udall, On Peter iv.

triedral (tn-e'dral), a. See trihedral.

trielyt, adv. [ME. trielich, trieliche ; < trie"^ +
-ly'^.] Choicely; finely; excellently.

Than were the messangeres in alle maner wise
So trieliche a-tired.

WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4819.

trient, a. and n. An obsolete variant of trine^.

triencephalus (tri-en-sef'a-lus), n.; pi. trien-

cephali (-15). [NL., < Gr. rpeic (rpt-), three, +
kyKi<pa}j>(, brain.] In teratoL, a monster in which
three organs of sense—namely, hearing, smell,
and vision— are wanting.

triennalt(tri-en'al), n. [ME. trienndl,triennel,

< OF. trienhal, < ML. triennale, a mass said for
three years, < L. triennium, a space of three
years: see triennial.] Same as triennial, 1.

The preest preuede no pardon to Do-wel

;

And demede that Dowel indulgences passede,
Byennals and tryenruds and bisshopes letteres.

Piers Plowman (CX x. 320.

triennial (tri-en'l-al), a. and n. [< L. as if

"triennialis, < WenniMm, a period of three years,
< tres (tri-), three, + annus, a year: see annual.
Cf. triennal.] I. a. 1. Continuing three years:
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as, triennial paxliamenta; specifically, of plants,
lasting or enduring for three years.

There are that hold the elders should be perpetual : there
are others for a triennial, others for a biennial eldership.

Bp. Hall, Episcopacy by Divine Bight, iii. § 6.

2. Happening every thi-ee years.

The triennial election of senators.
The Century, XXXVII. 871.

Triennial abbot. See a66o(.— Triennial Act, an Eng-
lish statute of 1694 which required that a new rarlianient
be summoned at least once in three years, and that no Par-
liament be continued more than three years. It was re-

pealed by the .Septennial Act, in 1716.

—

Triennial pre-
scription, in Scots law, a limit of three years within which
creditors can bring actions for certain classes of debts, such
as merchants' and tradesmen's accounts, servants' wages,
house rents (when under verbal lease), and debts due to
lawyers or doctors.

II. n. 1 . A mass performed daily for three
years for the soul of a dead person.— 2. A plant
which continues to live for three years.—3. Any
event, service, ceremony, etc., occurring once
in three years ; specifically, the third anniver-
sary of an event.

triennially (tn-en'i-al-i), adv. Once in three
years. Jiailey, 1727.

triens (tri'enz), n.
;

pi. trientes (tri-en'tez).

[L., the third part of anything, < tres (tri-),

three: aee three.] 1. A copper coin of the an-
cient Roman republic, the third part of the as;
also, a gold coin of the Roman empire, the third

part of tlie solidus. See as^ and solidus.— 2.

In hnv, a third part ; also, dower.
triental (tri'en-tal), a. [< L. trientalis, that
contains a third, <; trien(t-)s, a third part : see
triens.] Of the value of a triens ; of or per-
taining to the triens, or third part.

Trientalis (tri-en-ta'lis), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737) : see triental.] A genus of gamopetalous
plants, of the order Primulacese and tribe Lysi-

machiese. it is characterized by flowers with a deeply
parted wheel-shaped corolla, bearing the stamens on its

base, and by a flve-valved capsule containing white round-
ish seeds. There are only 2 species, growing in high lat-

itudes or at high altitudes— T. Europsea, in both Europe
and North America, and T. Americana, from the mountains
of Virginia to Labrador, and west to the Saskatchewan.
They are smooth delicate plants, growing in woodlands
from a slender, creeping, perennial rootstock, and pro-
ducing a single slender stem bearing a whorl of entire
leaves, and a few delicate star-like flowers on slender
peduncles. They are known as star-flower, especially T.
Americatia. Both species are also called chidnceed winter-
green.

trientes, ». Plural of triens.

trier (tri'^r), n. [Formerly also tryer, also in
law trior; < OF. *triour, < trier, try: see try.]

1. One who tries; one who examines, investi-

gates, tests, or attempts ; one who experiments.

Than the thre knyghtes answered hotely, and sayde
howe they set but lytell by the. manassyng of a Sonne of a
tryer of bony. Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. ccccii.

The ingenious triers of the German experiment. Boyle.

Specifically— («) In E-ng. hist., a member of a committee
appointed by the king, and charged with examining peti-

tions, referring them to the courts, and reporting them to
Parliament, if so required.

The triers [of petitions] were selected by the king from
the list of the lords spiritual, the lords temporal, and the
justices. Stvhbs, Const. Hist., § 434.

(&) Under the Commonwealth, an ecclesiastical commis-
sioner appointed by the Parliament to examine the charac-
ter and qualifications of ministers for institution and in-

duction.

There was lately a company of men called Tryers, com-
missioned by Cromwell, to judge of the abilities of such
as were to be admitted by them into the ministry.

South, Sermons, IV. i.

(c) One who tries judicially ; a judge.

The almighty powers . . . I invoke as (Wer« of mine in-

nocency and witnesses of my well meaning.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Prepare yourselves to hearken to the verdict of your
tryers. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

(d) In /aw, one appointed to decide whether a challenge to
a juror is just. See trior.

2. That which tries ; a test.

You were used
To say extremity was the trier of spirits.

Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 4.

trierarcll (tri'6r-ark), n. [= P. trierarque, < L.
trierarchus, < Gr. Tpti]papx(K, the commander of

a trireme, < Tpir/p^g, a trireme, + apxi:'v, be first,

rule.] In Gr, antiq., the commander of a tri-

reme; also, a property-holder who was obliged
to build ships and equip them at his own ex-
pense, as a public liturgy.

trierarchal (tri'er-ar-kal), a. [< trierarch +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a trierarch or the tri-

erarchy.
The reform in the trierarchal law was proposed by De-

mosthenes. M. L. D'Oofje, Note on Demosthenes's Oration
[De Corona (ed. 1876), p. 182.

trierarchy (tri'er-iir-ki), n. [< Gr. rpit/papxia,

the office or dignity of a trierarch, < rpi^papxog,

trifle

a trierarch: see trierarcli.] 1. The office or
duty of a trierarch.— 2. The trierarehs collec-

tively.— 3. The system in ancient Athens of
forming a national fleet by compelling certain
wealthy persons to fit out and maintain vessels
at their own expense.

triett, «• An obsolete variant of tried.

trieteric (tri-e-ter'ik), a. [< L. trietericus, < Gr.
TpicT!ipiK6<:, occurring once in three years, < Tpei(

(rpi-), three, -I- iroq, a year: see veteran.] Tri-
ennial ; kept or occurring once in three years.
[Rare.]
The trieteric festival on Mount Parnassus.

C. 0. MiiUer, Manual of ArchKoL (trans.), 5 390.

trieterical (tri-e-ter'i-kal), a. [< trieteric +
-al.] Same as trieteric.

The trieterical sports, I mean the orgia, that is, the mys-
teries of Bacchus.

Gregory, Notes on Scripture (ed. 1684), p. 107.

trietericst (tri-e-ter'iks), n. pi. [< L. trieterica

(sc. orgia), a triennial festival, neut. pi. of trie-

tericus : see trieteric] A festival or games cele-

brated once in three years.

To whome in mixed sacrifice

The Theban wiues at Delphos solemnize
Their trieterickcs.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, v.

'trifacial (tri-fa'shal), a. and n. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, +/ac»es, face.] I. o. 1. Of or pertain-
ing to the face in a threefold manner: specifi-

cally applied to the fifth cranial nerve, or tri-

geminus,which divides into three main branches
to supply the face and some other parts, and
has the threefold function of a nerve of mo-
tion, of common sensation, and of special sense
(gustatory). Also called trigeminal, upon other con-
siderations, llie term trifacial is contrasted with facial,
applied to the seventh cranial nerve, the main motor
nerve of the muscles of the face. See /acta/.

2. Of or pertaining to the trifacial nerve Tri-
facial neuralgia, neuralgia of some portion of the face
in the distribution of the trifacial nerve.

II. n. The trigeminal nerve. In man this is the
largest cranial nerve, and resembles a spinal nerve in some
respects, arisingby two roots, a small anterior simple motor
root and a large posterior ganglionated sensory root. The
superficial or apparent origin from the brain is from the
side of the pons Varolii, where the two roots come off to-

gether. It passes to a depression upon the end of the pet-

rosal bone, where the sensory fibers form the large semi-
lunar ganglion known as the Gasserian ; the motor fibers

accompany but do not enter into the formation of this gan-
glion. Beyond the ganglion the nerve immediately di-

vides into three main branches, the ophthalmic, supramax-
illary, and infraraaxillary, which leave the cranial cavity
separately, respectively by the foramen lacerum anterius,

foramen rotundum, and foramen ovale of the sphenoid
bone. The motor fibers supply the muscles of mastica-
tion. The character of the nerve varies much in the verte-

brate series. See cuts under l>rain, Cyclodus, Esox, and
Petromyzontidx.

trifallO'Wt (tri'fal-6), V. t. Same as thrifallow.

The beginning of August is the time of trifallowing, or
last plowing, before they sow their wheat. Mortimer.

trifarious (tri-fa'ri-us), a. [< L. trifarius (=
Gr. TpKJMBioc), of three sorts, threefold, < tres

(tri-), three, + -fariiis as in hifarius: see hifa-

rious.] Arranged in three ranks, rows, or se-

ries; in hot., facing three ways; arranged in

three vertical ranks ; tristichous.

trifasciated (tri-fash'i-a-ted), a. [< L. tres

(tri-), three, + fascia, band: seefasciate.] Sur-
rounded by or marked with three bands.. Pen-
nant. Brit.'Zool. (ed. 1777), IV. 88.

trifld (tri'fid), a. [< L. trifidus, < tres (tri-),

three, + findere, cleave: see hite. Cf. hifid.]

Divided into three parts. Specifically— (o) In hot.,

divided half-way into three parts by linear sinuses with
straight margins; three-cleft. (6) In zool., three-cleft;
deeply tridentate ; divided into three parts ; trichotomous,

triflstulary (tri-fis'tu-la-ri), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + fistula, pipe.] Having three pipes.

Many ... of that species . . . whose triflstulary bill or
crany we have beheld. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., iii. 12.

triflagellate (tri-flaj'e-lat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -I- flagellum, a whip.] Having three fla-

gella, as an infusorian ; trimastigate.

triflel (tri'fl), n. [< ME. trifle, irifel, triful, try-

fiile, trefle, trefelc, trufle, truful, trufful, truyfle,

< OF. trufle, truffle, trofle, a jest, jesting, mock-
ery, raillery, a var., with intrusive T (as in

treacle, chronicle, etc.), of trufle, a jest, mock,
flout, gibe : supposed to be a transposed use of

truffe, F. tnifl'e, a truffle (cf . P. dial, truffe, treufe,

potato), = Pr. trufa = Sp. trufa = It. trufl'a, a
truffle (a truffle being regarded formerly, it is

thought, as a type of a small or worthless ob-
ject): see truffle.] If. A jest; a joke; a pleas-

antry.
Efterward byeth the bourdes [jests] and the truftes uol

of ueltbe and of leazinges, thet me clepeth ydele wordes.
AyenbiU of Inwyt (E. E. T, S,.\ p. 58.

2t. A trick; a fraud; a lie.
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trifle

" A trejte," qaHth he, " trewlie ! his treuth is full litell
!

"

Piers Plmcman's Crede (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 362.

This ydelnesse is the thurrok of alle witcked and vileyns

thoghces, and of alle jangles, trujUs, and of alle ordure.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

3. An idle speech or tale ; vain or foolish talk

;

twaddle; nonsense; absurdity.

Holde thi tonge, Mercy I

It is but a trufle that thow tellest.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 147.

4. Anything of slight value or moment ; a pal-

try matter ; an insignificant fact, circumstance,
object, amount, etc.: often used in the adver-
bial phrase a trifle: as, to feel a trifle annoyed.
Thas ther stondes in stale the stif kyng hisseluen,
Talkkande bifore the hyge table of trifies ful hende.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 108.

A snapper-up of unconsidered trifles.

Shak., fr. T., iy. 3. 26.

The bank it«elf was small and grave, and a trifle dingy.
C. Reads, Love me Little, xL

5. A dish or confection consisting mainly of

whipped cream or some light substitute, as
the beaten whites of eggs, and usually con-
taining fruit or almonds, and cake or pastry
soaked in wine or brandy.

I really must confess that the Log, for long, long after I

first went to sea, . . . could be compared to nothing more
fitly than a dish of trijte, anciently called syllabub, with a
stray plum here and there scattered at the bottom.

M. Scott, Tom Cringle's Log, i.

6. Common pewter, such as is used for ordi-

nary utensils, composed of eighty parts of tin

anil twenty of lead.

trifle'^ (tri'fl), v.; pret. and pp. trifled, ppr. tri-

fling. [< ME. triflen, trifelen, tryflen, treoflen,

iroflen, tniflen, < OF. truffier, truffer, jest, mock:
see trifle'^, u.^ I. intrans. 1. To jest; make
sport ; hence, to use mockery ; treat something
with derision, flippancy, or a lack of proper re-

spect: often followed by with.

The stcde fa church) Is holy, and is y-zet to bidde god,
naat uor to iangli, uor to Ihegge [laugh], ne uorto trujty.

AyenbiU of Inwyt (E. E. T. .S.), p. 214.

Look to yourself, dear sir.

And iri/e not with danger that attends you.
Fletcher, Doable Marriage, It. a

For is there nothing to trifie with bat Ood and his Ser-
vice? StiUinffJteet, Sermons, I. 11.

2t. To use trickery or deception ; cheat; lie.

Thow art feble and false, and noghte bot faire wordes ; . . .

I red thowe trette of a trewe. ami trojie no lengere.
Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3933.

3. To talk or act idly; busy one's self with
trivial or useless things; act frivolously; waste
one's time ; dally; idle.

Treojlinae heo smot her & ther in another tale sone.
JRoft. o/ Gloucester (ed. Morris and Skeat, II. 21X

We wotUd not trifle long at this place.
HaUuyfs Voyages, II. U. 28.

I can only trifle in this Review, It takes me some time
to think a>x>ut serious subjects.

Sydney Smith, To rrancia Jeffrey, July, 1810.

4. To play, as by lightly handling or touching
something; toy.

Hold still thy bands, moae not thy feete, beware thou of
tryfling. Babees Book (E. E. T. S,.), p. 75.

Stretch your blind hands and 'rifle with a match
Over a mine of Oreek Are. Browning, An Epistle.

Tlie two gentlemen had finished sapper, and were now
trifling with cigars and maraschino.

R. L. Steventon, The Dynamiter, p. 134.

n. trans. It. To turn into jest or sport;
hence, to treat lightly or flipi)antly

;
play with.

How dothe oure bysshop tryfle and mocke vs, sythe he
kepeth aboute hym the greatest brybour and r*jbbor in
all Fraunce, and wolde that we shulde gyue hym oure
mcjney. Berners, tr. of Froissart's Cliron., I. cc.

2. To spend on trifles; pass idly or foolishly;
waste; fritter: often followed by aico.v.

We trifle time in words. Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

The scarcest of all [medals] is a Pescennius Niger on a
medallion well preserved. It was coined at Antioch,
where this emperor trifled atoay his time till he lost his
life and empire.

Addieon, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 504).

3. To utter or perform lightly or carelessly.

She used him for her sport, like what he was, to trifle a
leisure sentence or two with. Lamb, Old Actors.

4. To reduce to a trifle; make trivial or of no
importance. [Rare.]

This sore night
Hath trifled former knowings.

Shak., Macbeth. VL 4. 4.

trifler (tri'fl^r), B. [< ME. trifler, tn/fler. trif-

fl'iiir, < OF. 'trufflour, < triifflcr, jest, mock:
see triflf.'^ One \vho trifles; especially, a shal-
low, light-mindeii, or flippant person ;"an idler.

" A '. Peres," quath y tho, "y pray the, thou roe telle
More of thise tryflers, hou trechurly thei libbeth."

Pvers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. 3.), 1. 475.
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The .Agows knew well that they were in the hands of

one who was no trifler. Bruce, Source of the Nile. II. 618.

trifle-ring (tri'fl-ring), «. A ring having some
hidden mechanism or play of parts, as a gim-
mel-ring, puzzle-ring, or one composed of three
or more hoops working on pivots.

trifling (tri'fling), H. [< ME. 'trifling, 'trufling,

trouflijng ; verbal n, of trifle, r.] The act or
conduct of one who trifles, in any sense.

He returned his answer by a letter dated at Crogh the
thirtith of October, 1579, vsing therein nothing but tri-

flings and delaies.

Stanihurst, Chron. of Ireland, an. 1579 (Holinshed's
[Chron., I.).

PVesumptuous dallyings, or impertinent triflings with
God. Bq.rrow, Sermons, I. xxxi.

trifling (tri'fling), p. a. [Ppr. of trifle, r.] 1.

Inclined to trifle ; lacking depth or earnestness

;

shallow; frivolous; idle; vain.

His serious impassioned look . . . was so completely
sincere and true that her trifling nature was impressed in

spite of everything.
Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xixvl.

2. Trivial; unimportant; insignificant; slight;

small.
My Arab insisted to attend me thither, and, upon his

arrival, I made some trifling presents, and then took my
leave. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 54.

3. Good-for-nothing; worthless ; mean. [South-
em and western U. S.]

A person mean enough to "take the law onto" his
neighl>or was amounted too "triflin' " to be respectable.

E. EggUeton, The Graysons, xii.

triflingly (tn'fling-li), adv. In a trifling man-
ner; with levity; without seriousness or dignity,

triflingness (tri'fling-nes), n. The state or
character of being trifling.

The triflingness and petulancy of this scruple I have rep-
resented upon Its own proper principles.

Bp. Parker, Rehears. Transp., p. 39. (Richardson.)

trifloral (tn-flo'ral), a. [< L, tres (tri-), three,
-I- flo.i (flor-), flower, + -a/.] In bot., same as

triflorou.s.

triflorous (tri-flo'ms), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ flt>.i (flor-), flower, + -o««,] Three-flowered

;

bearing three flowers : as, a triflorous peduncle.
trifluctuationt (tri-fluk-tu-a'shon), II. [< L.
tres (tri-), three, + fluctmitio(n-), fluctuation.]

A concurrence of three waves.
The Greeks, to express the greatest wave, do use the

number of three, that is, the word Tpntvfxia, which is a con-
currence of three waves in one, whence arose the proverb
rpiKvuta KOKui', or a trifluctuation of evils, which Erasmus
doth render malonim fluctus decumanus.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vil. 17.

trifold (tri'fold), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three, +
-fold.} Threefold; triple; triune.

trifolia (tri-fo'li-a), «. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ folium, leaf.] A curve of the eighth order
whose equation is Cr3 = (sin f 6)2.

trifoliate (tri-fd'U-at), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
-t- Miatiis, leaved, i folium, a leaf. Cf . trefoil.^

Having three leaves ; trefoil ; specifically, in
bot. , having three leaves or leaflets : used chief-
ly, in the latter sense, of compound leaves, as a
shortened form of trifoliolate. See cut d under
leaf.

trifolia'ted (tri-fo'li-a-ted), a. [< trifoliate +
-td-.] Same as trifoliate.

Silver beaker, the base trifoliated.

South Kensington Cat. Spec. Ex., No. 4803.

Trifoliese (tri-fo-U'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bronn,
18"J2), < Trifoliiim + -ea?.] A tribe of legumi-
nous plants, of the suborder Papilionacese. it is

characterized by usually trifoliate leaves minutely toothed
by the projection of their straight excurrent veins, by
flowers usually borne in a head or raceme on an axillary
peduncle, and by in ovary with two or more ovules, form-

( ing in fruit an unjointed two-valved or small and indehis-
cent pod. The 6 genera are chiefly herbs of north tem-
perate regions, Trifolium (the type) including the clovers.
See also MelHotut, Medicago, Trigonella, Ononis, and Paro-
chetus.

trifoliolate (tri-fo'li-o-lat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -I- NL. foliolatus. foliolate.] In bot., hav-
ing three leaflets: more commonly trifoliate.

Trlfolium (tri-fo'li-um), «. [NL. (Rivinus,
1()91 ; earlier in Brunfels, 1530), < L. trifolium,

trefoil, < tres(tri-),t\iree,+foliiini,\ea{:seefoili.

Cf. trifoly, trefoil, trefle.'] A genus of legumi-
nous plants, type of the tribe Trifoliem, and in-

cluding most of the plants commonly known as
clover. It is characterized by usually withering-persis-
tent petals, all, or the lower ones, adnate at the base, or
higher, to the stamen -tube, and by a usually indehiscent
membranous legume included within the persistent keel-

petals or calyx. .\lK>ut ;!oo species have been described,
of which aliout 170 are now tliought distinct. They are
abundant in north temperate and subtropical regions ; a
few occur on mountains within the tropics in America, or
beyond In Africa and .South America. They are herbs,

usually with digitate leaves of three leaflets, or rarely

more; in 3 perennial species of the Sierra Nevada, with

triform

five to seven leaflets ; in 13 or more species, the section
Chronosemium, the arrangement of the three leaflets is

pinnate. Their stipules are conspicuous, adnate to tlle

petioles, and often large and veiny, especially in T. pro-
tense and in the Californian native fodder-plant T./uca-
turn. The flowers are red, purplish, white, or yellow

;

sometimes the same flower combines two colors, as white
and rose-color in T. hybridum: They commonly change
to brown in fading ; in brown clover, T. spadiceum, they
are brown from the first. They form a head or dense spike
or raceme— rarely umbellate, as in T. Lupinaster, or soli-

tary, as in T. uniflorum. A group peculiar to western
parts of North and South America, with 11 species in
California, is remarkable for its involucrate heads. Many
species are among the most valuable of fodder-plants, espe-
cially T. pratense, red clover, and T. repens, white clover.

Among more locally cultivated species, T. agrarium, yel-

low clover, is valued for sandy soils ; T. hybridum, the
alsike, for wet places ; T. reflexum, the buft'alo-clover of
tile central United States, for alluvial land; and T. incar-
natum, the carnation, crimson, or Italian clover, for gyp-
sum regions. T. Alexandrinum is the bersin clover, much
grown in Egypt, producing three crops a season, and fur-

nishing the principal fodder. 7*. subrotundum is the
mayad clover, cultivated in northern and central parts of
Africa. For the species in general, see clover, trefoil, and
shamrock; for others, see stone-clover, strawberry-clover,

hop-trefoil, lupinaster, mountain-licorice, purple-grass, cow-
grass, and running bufl'alo-clover (under running).

trifoly (tri'fo-li), H. [<L. /ri/o?(«;«, three-leaved
grass: see trefoil.'] Trefoil. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
She was crowned with a chaplet of trifoly.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

Braid moonfern now with mystic trifoly.

Browning, Sordello, iii.

Sea-tlifolyt, the sea-milkwort, Olaux viaritima.— Souz
trlfolyt, the wood-sorrel, (kcalis Acetosella. Britten and
Holland.

Triforidae (tn-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Triforis
+ -irfcP.] A family of tsenioglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Triforis, and characterized
by the radular teeth, the central and lateral

being very short, wide, and midticuspid, and
the marginal small. The shell is like that of the
Cerithiidx. but is almost always sinistral, and has pecu-
liarities of the aperture. The numerous species are of
small size.

Triforis (tri'fo-ris), x. [NL. (Deshayes, 1824),
< tres (tri-), three, + foris, a door, opening.] A
genus of gastropods, typical of the family Tri-

foridee, with the siphonal canal closed except
at the end, and with a small subsutural tubular
opening—these, together with the mouth, form-
ing three apertures.

triforiuin (tri-fo'ri-um), II.
;
pi. triforia (-a). [<

ML. triforiiim, < L. tres (tri-), three, + foris, a
door, opening: see door.] In medieval arch., a
gallery above the arches of the nave and choir.

Trifolium, 13th century, at Saint Leu d'Esserent, France.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's •* Diet de rArchitccture.")

and often of the transepts, of a church, general-

ly in the form of an arcade. Galleries of the same
kind existed in several of the ancient basilicas. The name
is often inappropriate, as the triple opening which it im-
plies is far from being a general characteristic of the Iri-

forium. In many churches built after the middle of the
thirteenth century the triforluni appears merely as a nar-

row passage for communication, with broad windows be-

hind it, and is so treated that it forms practically a con-

tinuation of the clearstory above ; but in large churches
built earlier than that date, as the Cathedral of Paris, it is

very freqtlently spacious, and affords additional room for

the assembled people. See also cuts under toy, blind-story,

and dearstory.

triform (tri'form), «. [= F. triforme = Sp. Pg.

It. triforme, < L. triformis, having three forms,



triform

< tres (<)•»-), three, + fwma, form.] Same as
tri/oniied.

The . . . moon
With borrow'd light her countenance triform
Hence Alls and empties. Milton, P. L., lii. 730.

Goddess Triform, I own thy triple spell.

Lowell, Endymion, vii.

triformed (tri'formd), a. [< triform + -erf2.]

1. Formed of three parts, or in three divisions
or lobes: as, a triformed wreath of laurel to
indicate England, Scotland, and Ireland.— 2.
Having three shapes, or having three bodies,
as the "triple Hecate."
triformity (tri-f6r'mj-ti), II. [< triform + -iti/.J

The state of being triform. Bailey, 1727.

triformous (tri-for'mus), a. [< triform + -ous.']

Same as triformed. Wilkinson, Manners of the
Egyptians (ed. Birch), II. 514. {Encye. Diet.)
[Bare.]

triforoid (tri'fo-roid), o. and n. [< NL. Triforis,

q. v., + -oid.y I. a. Of or related to the Tri-

foridae.

II. n. One of the Triforidse.

trifoveolate (trS-fo've-o-lat), a. [< L. tres ( tri-),

three, + NL. /o»eote'+ -afel.] In entom.,
having three round shallow pits or foveffi.

trifurcate (tri-fer'kat), «. [< L. trifurcus, hav-
ing three forks, < tres {tri-), three, + furca, a
fork: see furcate. '\ 1. Forking or forked into
three parts; three-pronged; trichotoraous.

—

2. In hot., three-forked ; divided into three
branches or forks.

trifurcate (tn-fer'kat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. tri-

furcated, ppr. trifurcating. [< trifurcate, a.]

To divide into three parts.

The anus of a triaene may bifurcate (dichotrieene) once,
twice, or oftener, or they may trifurcate.

Encije. Brit., XXII. 417.

trifurcated (tn-fer'ka-ted), a. [< trifurcate +
-ed2.] Same as trifurcate : specific in the phrase
trifurcated hake, a gadoid fish otherwise known
as tadpole-hake. See Raniceps.

trifurcation (tri-fer-ka'shon), n. [< trifurcate +
-JOH.] The state of being trifurcate ; a trifur-

cate shape, formation , or aiTangement. Quart.
Jour. Geol. Sac, XLV. 657.

trig^ (trig), a. and n. [< ME. trig, tryg, < Icel.

tryggr = Sw. trygg, trusty, faithful, true, = Dan.
tryg, secure, safe, = Goth, triggws, true, faith-

ful: see true, of which trig is a doublet. Cf.
trick*, a.] I. a. 1. True; trusty; trustworthy;
faithful. Halliwell.

Thin laferrd birrth the buhsumm beon
& hold & trigg & trowwe. Ormulum, 1. 6177.

2. Safe; secure.
In lesuris and on leyis litill lammes
Full tait and tri^ socht bletand to thai'e dammes.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 402.

3. Tight; firm; sound; in good condition or
health.

Some o' them will be sent back to fling the earth into the
hole, and make a' thing trig again. Scott, Antiquary, xxiv.

I never heard a more devilish pother. I wish I was in
mid-ocean all trig and tight. Then I would enjoy such a
passion of wind. A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, xvii.

4. Neat; tidy; trim; spruce; smart.

Atild Reekie aye he keepit tight.
An' trig an' braw

;

But now they'll busk her like a fright—
Willie 's awa' ! Burns, To W. Creech.

The stylish gait and air of the trig little body.
The Century, XXVIII. 541.

5. Active; clever. Halliwell.

n. n. A dandy; a coxcomb.
You are ... a trig.

And an Amadis de Gaul, or a Don Quixote.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

[Obsolete, provincial, or colloq. in all uses.]
trigl (trig), V. t.; pret. and pp. trigged, ppr. trig-

ging. [< trig^, «.] To dress; trick: with up.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

trig2 (trig), V. t.; pret. and pp. trigged,y\iv. trig-

ging. [< Dan. trykke = Sw. trycka = OHG.
drucchen, MHG. driicken, drueken, G. driicken,
drucken = AS. (At^ccoh, press.] To fill; stuff;

cram. Grose; Brockett. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.]
By how much the more a man's skin is full trig'd with

flesh, blood, and natural spirits.

Dr. II. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 10.'). (Latham.)

trig2 (trig), o. [See trig^, «.] Full. Brockett.
[Prov. Eng.]

trig3 (trig), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. trigged, ppr.

trigging. [Perhaps a particular use of trig^,

cram. Some compare W. trigo, stay, tarry, Pr.
trigar, stop, ML. trigare, tricare, delay.] 1. To
stop; obstruct; specifically, to skid; stop (a
wheel) by putting a stone, log, or other obstacle
in the way.
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Kever trijfd his way.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

Tf any Demiurgic Teamster is disposed to drive the Cart of
Peace and Goodwill over the Earth, I stand ready to trig the
wheels in all the steep places. S. Judd, Margaret, iii

2. To prop ; hold up. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. To set a mark on, as a standing-place for
the player in the game of ninepins.

Trigged, having a Mark set to stand in playing at Nine
Fins. Bailey, Vl-n.

trigS (trig), n. [< trig^, v.'] 1. An obstacle;
a prop; a skid; a brake-shoe for a wheel to
ride upon in descending steep hills; a small
wedge or block used to prevent a cask from
rolling.

Nor is his suite in danger to he stopt.
Or with the trigges of long demurrers propt.
Sir R. Stapylton, tr. of Juvenal, xvi. 62. (Davies.)

2. The mark at which the player stands in the
game of ninepins or bowls. Halliwell. See
trig'^, v., 3.

trig* (trig), t'. «.; pret. and pp. trigged, -ppv. trig-

ging. IGt tridge, trudge.] To trudge; trundle
along.

There 's many of my own Sex
With that Holborn Equipage trig to

Gray's-Inn-Walks

;

And now and then Travel hither on a Sunday.
Etherege, The Man of Mode, iii. 3.

As they rode on the road.
And as fast as they could tri^,

Strike up your hearts, says Johnston,
We'll have a merry jig.

The Three Merry Butchers. (Kares.)

trigamist (trig'a-mist), n. [< trigam-y + -«'«(.]

One who has been thrice man'ied; especially,
one who has three wives or three husbands at
the same time. Sometimes used attributively.

Trigamist (trigamus), he that hath had three wives.
Blount, Glossographia, 1670.

trigamous (trig'a-mus), a. [= F. trigame =
Sp. trigamo = Pg.' trigamo, < LL. trigamus, < Gr.
Tpiyafiog, thrice married, < rpelg (rpi-), three, -I-

yd/joc, marriage.] 1. Of or pertaining to trig-
amy.— 2. In hot., having three sorts of flow-
ers in the same head— male, female, and her-
maphrodite.
trigamy (trig'a-mi), n. [< F. trigamie = Sp.
Pg. trigamia, < LL. trigamia, < Gr. rpiya/ila, < rpi-

yafiog, thrice married : see trigamous.] Triple
marriage ; the state of one who has been thrice
married ; especially, the state or offense of
having three wives or husbands at the same
time.
Some few of their Priests are learned. For them it is

lawfull to marry ; but bigamy is forbidden them, and trig-

amy detested in the Laiety. Sandys, Travailes, p. 64.

It is what he calls trigamy, Madam, or the marrying of
three wives, so that good old men may be solaced at once
by the companionship of the wisdom of maturity, and of
those less perfected but hardly less engaging qualities
which are found at an earlier period of life.

0. W. Holmes, Professor, i.

trigastric (tri-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. rprif (rpt-),

three, -I- yaoTr/p (yaarp-), belly.] In anat., hav-
ing three fleshy bellies, as a muscle.
trigeminal (tri-jem'i-nal), a. and n. [< L. tri-

geminiLs, three at a birth (see trigeminous), +
-al.] I. a. 1. In a»rti. and ro67., triple, triune,

or threefold: specifically noting the trifacial or
fifth cranial nerve (which see, under trifacial).

Also trigeminous.— 2. Of or pertaining to the
trigeminal nerve : as, a trigeminal foramen.
A preliminary stage of trigeminal neuralgia.

Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, III. 16.

II. n. The trigeminal nerve ; the trigeminus.
See trifacial.

trigemini, «. Plural of trigeminus.

'trigeminous (tri-jem'i-nus), a. [< L. trigemi-

nus, three at a birth, triple, < tres (tri-), three, +
geminus, a, twin: eee gemitious.] 1. Being one
of three born together; born three at a time.
— 2. In anat. and eoiil., same as trigeminal.

trigeminus (trl-jem'i-nus), «.
;

pi. trigemini

(-ni). [NL., < L. trigeminus, three at a birth

:

see trigeminous.] In sool. and anat., the trifa-

cial nerve. See trifacial.

trigent, ». Same as trigon^. Kersey, 1708;
Bailey, 1731.

trigesimo-secundo (tri-jes'i-mo-se-kun'do), a.

[L. : see thirtytwo-mo.] Same as thirtytwo-mo.

trigger (trig'er), n. [Formerly tricker; < MD.
treckcr, D. trekker {='Da.n. trsekker, a trigger), lit.

a drawer, puller, < MD. trecken, D. trekken, pull

:

see trick'i. The G. is driicker, a trigger, < driicken,

press: see trig^.] 1. Any device by means of

which a catch or spring is released and a trap
sprung or other mechanism set in action ; spe-
cifically, in firearms, a small projecting tongue
of steel which, when pressed, liberates the ham-

Triglochin

mer of the look ; by extension, in crossbows and
similar arms, the lever which, when pressed, lib-

erates the string of the bow. See hair-trigger,
and cuts under gun, revolver, and rifle.

As a goose
In death contracts his talons dose.
So did the knight, and with one claw
l"he tricker of his pistol draw.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 628.

2. A catch to hold the wheel of a carriage on a
declivity.— 3. In ship-building, a wooden piece
employed to hold up a dogshore. It is removed
just before launching, when the dogshore is

knocked away.— Hair trigger. .See hair-trigger.—
Set trigger, a form of trigger wTiich can be set as a hair-
trigger by being pushed into a certain position; also, a
second trigger which, when ijressed, converts another
into a hair-trigger, and so serves to set the latter. Each
of these devices is or has been a common attachment
of sporting-riftes. — Trigger area, or trigger point, in
med., a sensitive region of the body, irritation of which
may give rise to certain phenomena, either physiological
or pathological, in some otlier part.

triggered (trig'ferd), a. [< trigger + -ed2.]
Having a trigger: generally used in compo-
sition : as, a Ao\ih\e-triggered gun.

trigger-finger (trig'er-'fing''''gfer), n. An affec-
tion of the finger in which a movement of flex-

ion or extension is arrested for a moment in
one of the joints and then resumed with a jerk,
sometimes accompanied with an audible snap.

trigger-fish (trig'^r-tish), n. A fish of the ge-
nus Balistcs— Pig-faced trigger-flsh, the flle-flsh,

Batistes caprisctis. See cut under Batistes.

trigger-guard (trig'er-gard), n. Same as guard,
5 (b).

trigger-hair (trig'er-har), n. A minute tac-
tile filament or palpieil set at the mouth of the
cnida or thread-cell in some Cffilenterates, serv-
ing to touch off the cell and so fire out the
cnidocil or stinging-hair ; a kind of hair-trigger
attached to a nematocyst.

trigger-line (trig'er-Hn), ». In ordnance, tho
cord by which a gun-lock is operated.

trigger-plant (trig'er-plant), n. A plant of
the genus Candollca (Stylidium).

trigintal (tia-jin'tal), n. [< ML. triginiale, < L.
i)'(V/(«te, thirty : see thirty. Ct.trental.] Same
as trental. [Rare.]

Trentals or trigititals were Vl number of masses to the
tale of thirty, instituted by Saint Gregory.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

Trigla (trig'lii), n. [NIj. (Linnaeus, 1758), < Gr.

Gurnard [Trivia ^urnardus).

TplyTM, Tpiy7.ri, a mullet.] The typical genus of
Triglidee; the gurnards. See gurnard.

triglandular (til-glan'du-lar), a. [< L. tres

(tri-), three,-l- *glandula, Sim. otglans (gland-),

acorn (see glandule), + -ar"^.] In bot., having
three nuts or nutlets in one involucre.

triglans (tri'glanz), o. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
-I- glans, acorn, nut: see gland.] In bot., con-
taining three nuts within an involucre, as the
Spanisli chestnut. Lindlcy.

Triglidae (trig'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Trigla +
-idx.] A family of aeanthopterygian fishes,

whose typical genus is Trigla: used with wide-
ly varying limits. It has included all the mail-cheeked
fishes, i)eing gradually restricted, and is now by some au-
thors limited to the gurnards and closely related forms,
having a parallelepiped head, entirely mailed cheeks, and
three free pectoral rays. See Trigloidea, and cut under
Trigla.

Triglochin (tn-glo'kin), n. [NL. (Linna2us,
1737), so called in allusion to the three angles
of the capsule ; < Gr. rptlc (rpi-), three, -I-

y/MX'v, y^Mxii, any projecting point.] A genus
of monocotyledonous plants, formerly known
as Juncago (Tournefort, 1700). It is the type of
a group of 3 or 4 small genera of bog-plants, the Juiicafji-

neee, by many long made a suborder of the order Alis-

maceje, but now classed as a tribe of the order Saiadaccje.
'Ihe genus is characterized by bisexual bractless flowers
with three to six carpels, each with one ovule. It includes
10 or 12 species, natives of salt-marshes and fresh-water
bogs of the colder parts of both hemispheres. They are
erect scape-bearing plants, usually from a tuberous root-

stock, their roots sometimes also tuber-bearing. They
produce elongated flat or somewhat cylindrical leaves,
sometimes floating, and ratlier small greenish flowers in
an erect spike orraceme. They are known as arrow-grass;
two species occur iu the northeastern United States.



trigloid

trigloid (trig'loid), a. and n. [< Trigla + -oid.']

I. a. Resembling or related to the gurnards;
belonging to the Triglidee in a broad sense; of

or pertaining to the Trigloidea. Proc. U. S. Is^at.

Mii.feitm, XI. 588.

II. )i. A gurnard or related fish; any mem-
ber of the Trigloidea.

Trigloidea (trig-loi'de-a), «. i>l. [NL., < Trigla

+ (jr. firSof, form.] A superfamily of acanthop-
terygian fishes, represented by the Triglidm and
related families. The poat-temporal forms an integral

part of the cranium ; the posteroteniporal is contiguous
to the proscapula; and the third sulwrbital is greatly en-

larged and covers the cheek, articulating behind with the
anterior wall of the preoperculum.

triglot (tri'glot), «. [< Gr. Tptif (rpi-), three, +
; 'f.ioaoa, y/MTTa, tongue.] Containing, composed
ill, or relating to three languages: as, a triglot

dictionary.

trigly (trig'li), adv. [< trij/1 + -ly^.'i In a trig

manner; neatly; trimly; finely. [Provincial

or coUoq.]

So he that hathe a consciens cleere

May stand to hys takkell trykiye,

Etderton, Lenten Stuffe (1570). (Halliuxtl.)

O bask yir locks trigly, an' kilt up yir coatles.

Tarrag, Poems, p. 124. {Jamieton.)

triglyceride (tn-glis'e-rid or -rid), n. [< Gr.

-ptif ("P'-), three, + E. glycer-in + -«del.] In
chcm., a substitution product formed by there-
placement of three hydrogen atoms in glycerol

by acid radicals. The triglycerides formed by stearic,

palmitic, oleic, and butyric acids make up the larger part
of most animal and vegetable fats.

triglyph (tri'glif), «. [= F. triglyphe, < L. tri-

(ihjjiltus, < Gr. Tpiy7.v<^<:, a three-grooved block
in the Doric frieze, prop, adj., three-grooved, <

Tptif (rp(-), three,+ ykii^iv, carve, groove, >/i'^'/,

a cutting, a channel: see glyph.^ In arch., a
structural member in the frieze of the Doric
order, repeated at equal intervals, usually over
every column and over the middle of every in-

tercolumniation. The typical Greek triglyph is a mas-

A Triglyph of the P.i;

block in;

:r<iove in one side of the
ii_h Uic m':lLt-t was &lid.

live bloek incised with two entire vertical grooves cat
lo a right angle, called glyphs, framed between three fil-

lets, and with a semi-groove at each side. The block Is

grooved on both sides to receive the adjoining metopes,
which are thin slabs slid into their places from alxjve. The
triglyphs represent the ends of the ceiling-beams of the
primitive wooden construction. In Greek use the ex-

terior triglyphs of a range are. always slightly displaced,
Sf> as to occujiy the angles of the frieze instead of coming,
like the others, over the centers of the columns -, in Ro-
man and artlliated architectures this refinement does not
occur; and in Koman and even someof tlielater<Jreek ex-

amples tlie triglyphs ure merely carved in relief in the
face of till' frieze-blocks, instead of being, as properly, in-

dependent blocks. See also cuts under entablature and
m/jnotrigli/ph.

All round between the triglypht in the frieze there are
most exquisite alt-reliefs of combats with centaurs, lions,

and many on horses.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 11. 163.

triglyphal (tri'glif-al), a. [< triglyph + -«/.]

Siiiiic as triglyphic. Amer. Jour. Areh{gol.,\J.'>4.

triglypllic (tri-glif'ik), a. [< triglyph + -ic.']

1. Consisting of or pertaining to triglyphs.

—

2. Containing three sets of characters or sculp-

tures.

triglypMcal (tri-glif'i-kal), a. [< triglyphic +
-«/.] Same as triglyphic.

trigness (trig'nes), 11. The state of being trig

or trim ; neatness. [Provincial or coUoq.]

The lassies who had been at Nanse Bank's school
were always well spoken of . . , for the trigness of their
houses, when they were afterwards married.

Gait, Annals of the Parish, p. 29.

trigonl (tri'gon), n. [< F. trigone = 8p. tri-

gono, also trigon = Pg. It. trigono, < L. trigo-

num, also trigoniiim, < Gr. rpryuvov, a triangle, a
musical instrument so called, neut. of rpiyovuf,

three-cornered, triangled, < rpei^ {rpi-), three, +
yuvia, angle.] 1. A triangle.

6477
As when the cranes direct their flight on high,
To cut their way, they in a trigon flie

:

Which pointed figure may with ease diuide
Upposiiig blasts, through which they swiftly glide.

Sir J. Beaumont, Bosworth Field.

2. In astral. : (a) The junction of three signs,

the zodiac being divided into four trigons:

the icatery trigon, which includes Cancer, Scor-

pio, and Pisces; the earthly trigon, Taurus,
Virgo, and Caprieornus; the airy trigon, Gem-
ini, Libra, and Aquarius; and the fiery trigon,

Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius.

Look (in the almanac] whether thefiery Trigon, his man,
be not lisping to his master's old tables, his note-book, his

counsel-keeper. SiMk., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 28S.

(ft) Trine : an aspect of two planets distant 120

degrees from each other.— 3. Inanfi^. : (o) A
kind of triangular lyre or harp. Also called

trigotion. (6) A game at ball played by three
persons standing so as to be at the angles of a
triangle.— 4. An instrument of a triangular

form, used in dialing. Kersey, 1708.— 5. In
conch., a shell of the genus Trigonia.

trigon^t (trig'on), n. [Also trigen; appar. for

*triygin, a dial, form of 'trigging, < trig'-^ +
-iH(/l.] A trig; a skid.

And stoppeth the wheel with a Trigen [Sufflaraine] in a
steep descent. lloole, tr. of The Visible World, Ixxxvl.

Trigon, a Pole to stop the Wheel of a Cart, where it

goes too fast down a steep Place. Bailey, 1731.

trigonal (trig'o-nal), a. and n. [< trigon'^ +
-«/.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to a trigon ; having
the form of a trigon ; triangular.— 2. In entom.,

triangular in cross-section; having three long
edges; trihedral; prismatic: as, trigonal antea-
nss; <r»</onn( joints.— 3. In 6o(., same as frigro-

nous.— 4. In anat., noting a triangular space
at the base of the bladder. See trigonum (o).

—Trigonal coordinate, one of a set of three coordi-

nates of a point in a plane, which are related to trilinear

coordinates as follows. Let i«+i = i/»/z», yn+, = lnlxn,
Zn*\ = x>t!ytt, and let Xf,, y^, z„ be trilinear coordinates.

'Then xn, y», z» are called trigonal coordinates of the nth
class. Trigonal coordinates are 8Ul)ject to the equation
XftynZi = l, which does not vary with the triangle of refer-

ence. They are valuable for studying higher plane curves.
Thas, a linear equation in trigonal coordinates of the first

class represents a cubic. They were invented by S. Levi
in 187(1, and must not be confoui.ded with Walton's tri-

gonic LMjordiiiatcs—Trigonal residue. .See residue.—
Trigonal trapezoliedron. see tetarfohedrism.—Trig-
on^ trlSOCtaLedron. See trisoctaliedron.

II. n. In nnat., the triangular space at the
base of the bladder; the trigonum.

Trlgonalidse (trig-o-nal'i-de). n. pi. [NL., <

Trigoiialy.f + -idx.] A family of parasitic hy-
menopters, having the single genus Trigonalys.

trigonally (trig'6-nal-i), adv. Triangularly.

Tngonalys (tn-goii'a-lis), «. [NL. (West-
wood, 1835), < Gr. Tpiy<MO(, three-cornered, +
(irreg.) a/'jjc, a threshing-floor, a disk: see halo.]

An anomalous genus of hymenopterous insects,

formerly placed in the family EeaniidM, now
considered as forming a family by itself. The
abdomen is attached to the extremity of the thorax, the
fore wings have two recurrent nervures, and the first

submarginal and first discoidal cells are distinct. Three
European and four North American species are known.

trigonate (trig'o-nat), o. [< trigon^ + -afcl.]

In tntoni., same as trigonal, 2.

trigone (tri'gon), n. [= F. trigone, < NL. tri-

gonum, < Gr. Tpiyuvoc, three-cornered.] The tri-

j;onum of the bladder. See trigonum (a).

!mgonella (trig-o-nel'S), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

17;i7), so called with re'f. to the three-cornered

appearance of the flower;

< Gr. Tpiyufoc, three-cor-

nered (see trigon'^), + dim.
-eUa.'] A genus of legumi-
nous plants, of the tribe

Trifoliex, characterized by
obtuse keel-petals, nu-
merous ovules, and a pod
which is straight, falcate,

or arcuate, but not spiral.

There are about 60 species, na-

tives of Europe, Asia, and North
Africa, with a few in South Afri-

ca, and one, T. suamMtima. in

the interior of Australia. They
are usually strong-smelling
herbs, having pinnately trifoli-

ate leaves with adnate stipules.

Most of the species bear yellow
or white fiowers in a head or

short raceme. The pod is lin-

ear, its veins being reticulated

in the section Buceras; in Fal-

catula it is broad and com-
pressed, and its veins ar3

straight. In a few similar spe-

cies, the section Pocockia, the
pod bears winged or fringed su-

tures. In three smaller sections

with beaked pods, the flowers in „,//„ FMni'mermcum
Uncinella are usually pendulous, ,t, a fruit.

[NL. (Brugui^re,

A Trigon (Tri'^pnitj cosiata).

Plant with Floweis and
Fruits of Fenugreek ; Tri^o-

trigonocerous

in Fsenum-gr^ecum solitary, in Granvmocarpus blue. Sev-
eral of the species, especially T. Fsenum-greecum, are
known as fenugreek (which see). T. cserulea is the Swiss
melilot, T. omit/iopodioides is the bird's-foot fenugreek,
a reddish-flowered prostrate species growing on British
heaths. T. omithorliynetiue is the bird's-bill fenugreek, a
yellow Russian species with tleshy leaves, spiny pe-
duncles, and pods with a recurving beak. T. suavissirrM
has been found valuable for pasturage in Australia.

trigonellite (trig-o-nel'it), n. [As Trigonella +
-ite2.] A fossil shelly substance. See aptychtis.

trigoneutic (tri-go-nu'tik), a. [< Gr. rpeli {rpc-),

three, + yovevew, beget.] In entom., triple-

brooded ; having three broods in a single year.

See trivoltine.

trigoneutisin(trl-go-nu'tizm),n. [< trigoneut{ie)

+ -i«m.] The state or character of being trigo-

neutic or triple-brooded.

Trigonia (tri-go'ni-ii), n.

1791), < Gr. rpiyuvo^,

three-cornered: see tri-

jrojil.] 1. The typical

genus of the family Tri-

goniidse. T. margari-
tacea is the pearly tri-

gon. See also cut under
Trigoniidie.—2. [I. c] A
shell of the genus Tri-

gonia or family Trigoni-

idse; a trigon : also used
attributively: as, the fn-
gonia beds or grits Trl-

f;onla beds, a subdivision of
lie Corallian division of the

Jurassic, especially well de-
veloped at (Jsiniiigton near Weymouth, England.— Tri-
gonia grits, subdivisions of the Oolite in England. The
Vpper and Lower Trigonia grits are subdivisions of the
Upper and Ix>wer Ragstunes, which are themselves divi-

sions of the Inferior Oolite in Gloucestershire.

Trigoniacea (tri-go-ni-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Trigonia + -acea.'\ A superfamily of integri-

palliate isomyarian bivalve moUusks, repre-
sented by the family Trigoniidae.

trigoniacean (tri-go-ni-a'se-an), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the 'Trigoniacea.

II. n. A member of the Trigoniacea.

trigonic (tri-gon'ik), a. [< trigon^ + -ic.'] Per-
taining to a trigon or triangle— Trigonic coor-
dinate, one of a set of three coortiiiiates detcniiining
the position of a point in a plane, these being the three
angles subtended between three points of reference as

seen from the point wliose position is in question : in-

Tented by William Walton ill 1S6S, and not to be con-

founded with trilinear or with trigonal coordinates.

Trigoniidae (trig-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tri-

gonia + -idle.]
' A family of dimyarian bi-

valves. The mantle-
margins are free and
without siphons ; the
hranchiee are ample and
unequal ; tlie foot is-

long and angulated be-
hind; the palpi are small
and pointed ; the shell is

equivalve and nacreous
within : the umbones are
antemedian ; the liga-

ment is external ; the
cardinal teeth are diver-
gent, and more or less

transversely striated

;

and the pall ial impression
is entire. It is a group
of mollusks whose living
species are few and con-
fined to the Australian seas, but which had an extensive
range from the Triassic to the Cretaceous epoch. The
typical genus is Trigonia. Also Trigoniadse, Trigonidse.
See also cut under Trigonia.

Trigonocarpus (trig"o-no-kiir'puB), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tplyuvoi, three-cornered, 4- /tapjrof, fruit.]

The generic name given by Brongniart (1828)
to certain fossil fruits, very abundant in the
coal-measures of both the Old World and the
NewWorld, the botanical relations of which are
still uncertain. These fruits are ovoid in shape, with
either three or six strongly marked ribs, which are more
distinct toward the base, and sometimes disappear above ;

at the apex is a small round or triangular cavity,

trigonocephalous (trig'o-no-sef'a-lus), a. [<
•Gr. Tpi}uvo(, three-cornered, -I- Kt(j>a7.Ti, head.]
Having a flattened and somewhat triangular
head, as a venomous serpent of the genus Tri-

goHOcephalus.

Trigonocephalus (trig'o-no-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
(Oppel, 1811), < Gr. rpiyuvoi, three-cornered, -t-

KKpa?.^, head.] A genus of venomous serpents,

of the family Crotalidm: used with various ap-

plications. See Ancistrodon, Craspedocepha-

lug, Toricophis, copperhead, fer-de-lance, and
moccasin^.

trigonocerous (trig-o-nos'e-rus), a. [< Gr. rpi-

yuvo(, three-cornered, -(- iclpaf, horn.] Having
horns with three angles, edges, or ridges—that

is, triangular in cross-section.

structure of Triyottu'dm {Trigonia
pectinata).

a, a', adductors : /, foot ; A/, hinge-
ligament ; I/, labial tentacles or pal-

t>i
: m, margin ; o, mouth ; /, paUial

inei t, t', dental sockets; v, cloaca.



trigonoid

trigonoid (trig'o-noid), n. [< trigonX + -oid.']

A plane figure composed of three arcs of circles

of equal radius, especially when two of these
arcs subtend 60° and one 120°.

trigonoidal (trig-o-noi'dal), a. Like a trigonoid.

trigonometer (trig-9-nom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. Tpi-

yuvov, triangle, + /jerpov, measure.] An instru-

ment for solving plane right-angled triangles

by inspection. In the fomi shown In the figure, a
graduated arm turns about one of the comers of a square



triU

trilllt (tril), V, [Early mod. E. also tril, tryU;

< ME, trillen, trylleu, < Dan. fn7/e, roll, trundle

{trille, a disk, irillehorj wheelbarrow), = Sw.
trilla, roll {trilla, a roller) ; cf. troW^. The word
has been more or less confused with thrilP- and
drill^ (to which its resemblance appears to be
accidental), and with triU^.'\ I. tram. 1. To
turn round rapidly; twirl; whirl.

TriUe this pin, and he wol vanishe anon.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 32a

I tryli a whirlygig round aboute. Je pirouette. ... I

holde'the a peny that I wyll tryll my whirlypig longer about
than thou shalte do thyne. PaXsyrave, p. 762.

The sundrie sodaine smartes
Which daily chaunce aa fortune triUeg the ball.

Qascoigne, Fruits of War.

2. To roll to and fro; rock,

git myst the mylde may among
Her cradel triUe to and fro.

And syng, Osye, thi song

!

Holy Jiood(E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

3. To throw; cast.

I Trj/U. Je jecte. Palsgrave, p. 762.

4. To pour out.
For her tender Brood

Tears her own bowells, trUUth out her blood
To heal her young.

SylvegUr, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, I. 5.

n, intrans. 1. To roll.

If it [the tennis-ball] trUle fast on the grounde, and he
entendeth to stoppe, ... he can nat than kepe any mea-
sure in swiftnesse of mocion.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemoor, L 27.

2. To rock; swing to and fro; shake; quiver.

As bomyat syluer the lef onslydez
That thate con tnjUe o\\ vcha tynde (branch],

Quen glem of glodez agaynz hem glydez,

Wyth schymerynge schene ful schrylle thay schynde.
Aliiterative Poems (cd. Morris), i. 78.

3. To roll down, as water; trickle.

With many a teare trilling (var. trikttfng] on my cheke.
Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 156.

From these hie hUles as when a spring doth fall,

It trilletk downe with still and auttle course.
Wyatt, Comparison of Love to a Stream.

A cold sweat triUs down o'er all my limbs.
Dryden, Temi>est, IL 4.

trilP (tril), v. [= D. U-illen = MHG. triUicren,

G. trillern, dial, trillen = Dan. trillc. < F. trilfer

= It triUare (ML. trillare) (cf. 8p. Pg. trinar),

trill, quaver; prob. intended as imitative; cf.

ML. trillare, explained in a German gloss as
*' tryllsingen als triltril." Hence, by variation,
thrill^. Cf. fn«i.] 1. intrans. 1. To sound with
tremiilouB vibrations.

To judge of trilling notes and tripping feet Dryden.

Thro' my very heart it thrilleth

When from crimson-threaded Hps
Silver-treble laughter triUeth.

TennysoHf Lilian

2. To sing in a quavering manner; specifically,

to execute a shake or trill.

I do think she will come to sing pretty well, and to triU

in time, which pleases me well. Pepys, Diary, III. 84.

O Swallow, Swallow, if I could follow, and light
Upon her lattice, I would pipe and trill.

And cheep and twitter twenty million loves.
Tennynon^ Princess, It. (song).

H. trans. 1. To sing in 3 quavering or trem-
ulous manner; pipe.

While In oar shades,
Through the soft silence of the listening night,
The sober-salted songstress triU» her lay.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 745.

And the night-sparrow trUU her song
All night with none to hear.

BryarUf Hunter's Serenade.

2. To pronounce with a quick vibration of the
tongue; roll, as the sound of r.

trill2(tril), n, [= F. trille = It. iriUo; from
the verb.] 1. A quavering, tremulous sound

;

a rapid, trembling series or succession of tones;
a warbling.

Within my limits lone and still

The blackbird pipes in artless trill.

T. Wartoii, Inscription in a Hermitage.

2. In music^ same as nlmke^ 5; also, formerly,
the effect now called the vibrato.

I have often pitied, in a winter night, a vocal maslclan,
and have attributed many of his triUg and quavers to the
coldness of the weather. Steele, Tatler, No. 222.

In arioso trilln and graces
Ve never stray,

But gravissimo, solemn basses
Ve hum away. Burrut, To J. Smith.

3. A consonant pronounced with a trilling
sound, as r— Passing trill, in mtutic, a melodic em-
bellishment consisting nf a rapid alternation of a prin-
cipal tone with the next tone above.—Prepared trUl.
See »r^/wre.

trillabubt (tril'a-bub), «. See triUibuh.

trillando (tril-l^n'do), a. [It., ppr. of trillarej

trill: see trilV^.'\ In mwfic, trilling.
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trillibub (tril'i-bub), w. [Also trillabub; early
mod. E. trullihubh€y trullybuh; also in dial. troUi-

hags, trollyhags (appar. simulating bag); origin

obscure. For tbe form, cf. sillibub, syllabub.']

Tripe ; figuratively, anything trifling or worth-
less, [Prov. Eng.]
There cannot be an ancient tripe ov trillibub in the town

but thou art straight nosing it.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

I forgive thee, and forget thy tricks

And trillabubs, and will swear to love thee heartily.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iil. 2.

trillichan (tril'l-chan), n. [< Gael, trilleachany

the pied oyster-catcher.] Same as tirvm.

trillilt, V. t. [Appar. an imitative extension of

trill^.'] To drink with a gurgling sound. [Rare.]

In nothing but golden cups he would drlnke or quaffe
it; whereas in wodden mazers and Agathocles' earthen
stuiTe they trUHld it off before.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 166). (Davies.)

trilling (tril'ing), n. [< L. tres {tri-)j three, + E.

-ling^, after twilling (< two, twi-).] 1. One of

three children bom at the same birth.— 2. A
twin crystal composed of three individuals.
Also threeling.

trillion (tril'yon), n, [= F, triUian = Sp. iril-

lon = Pg. irilU&o.i It. trillione, < L. tres {tri-)j

three. Cf. million.'] In the original and most
systematic sense, sometimes called English
numeration, though of Italian origini the third

power of a million— a million of millions of

millions; in the French numeration, usual in

the United States, a thousand billions, or a mil-
lion millions, in Italian arithmetics from the last

quarter of the fifteenth century the words bilione or rf«t-

lione^ trUione, ^uadrilione or quattrUione, quintilione, cin-

quilione, or quinquilione, sedione or aestilione, »etiiliitne, otti-

tione, novilwne. and decUioiie occur as common abbrevia-
tions of due volte mUlioni, tre volte millioni, etc. In other
countries these words came into use much later, although
one French writer, Nicolas t'huquet, mentions them aa
early as 1484, in a book not printed until 1881. The Ital-

ians had, besides, another system of numeration, proceed-
ing by powers of a thousand. The French, who, like other
northern peoples, took most if not all their knowledge of

modem or Arabic arithmetic from the Italians, early con-
founded the two systems of Italian numeration, counting
in powers of a thousand, but adopting the names which
{)roperly belong to powers of a million. The result hiis

>een that the names billion, trillion, etc., have, owing to
their ambiguity, been almost discarded. A triliar, or a
thousand millions, is called a milliard by bankers, and
when a name for a thousand milliards comes to be wanted
it is probable that some other augmentative fonu will be
borrowed from the Italian or Spanish. Compare billion.

trillionth (triryontii), «. and n. [< trillion +
-th~.] I. a. 1. Being last in order of a series

of a trillion.— 2. Being one of a trillion parts.

H. n. One of a trillion parts; the quotient
of unity divided by a trillion.

Trillitun (tril'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753),

so calletl with ref . to the numerical symmetry in

threes; < L. tres {tri-), three: see three.] 1. A
?enu8 of liliaceous plants, of the tribe Medeoleie.
t is characterized by a solitary flower, usually with the

three oater segments green and herbaceous, and the three
inner segments larger, colored, and withering-persistent.
There are al)out \h species, 14 of which are natives of North
America; 2 occur in Asia from the Himalayas to Japan.
They are singular and attractive plants with a short, thick,

fleshy rootstock (see cut under rhizome) producing a low
unbranched erect stem terminated l)y a whorl of three
broad deep-green leaves, each with three to five nerves,

and also finely netted-veined. From their center rises the
sessile or pedicelled flower, either reddish, purple, white,

or greenish, with a large three-celled and three- to six-

angled ovary bearing three slender spreading stigmas, and
becoming in fruit an ovoid reddish berry. The contrast
presented by the colored petals and prominent green sep-

als is an unusual one in the order, but It disappears m
T. (?ouonton«mand in T. rirtrf«*c«w(now esteemed a va-

riety of T. UMsUe), in which the perianth-segments are all

colored alike. They are known by the generic name, and
as ihree-lea/ed nightshade, the white species also as wake-
robin, white bathl hirthroot, and in the West as wood-lUy.
T. erectuin, the puri>le trillium, a strong-scented species,

is also known locally a» Indian balm, India7i shamrock, and
noae-bUed. Of the 7 species in the northeastern Tnited
States, 3 protluce white and .3 dull-purple (lowers ; in one,

T. erylhrocarpum, the painted trilliimi, the white petals

are beautifully marked with deeji-red lines. Two species
of North Carolina, T.;>iwi^/ww and T. <v/"«/m,bear respec-
tively flesh-colored and rose colored flowers. The large
handsome white petals turn rose-color in T. grandifiomm
of the Eastern and Central States, and in its Caliioniian
representative,r.oi)atum; in other species they commonly
turn greenish. T. 4«wtZ«, the only species extending across
the continent, is remarkable for its closely sessile flower

;

T. cernuum; for its nodding peduncle ; and T. petiolatum,
of Oregon, for its extremely short stem. See cuts under
rhizome and loake-robin.

2. [/. c.] A plant of the above genus.

A very pretty flower which we began to meet well np on
the mountain-side was the painted trtUium, the petals
white, veined with pink.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXXVI. 613.

Trillium family, a group of liliaceous plants including
TriUium, formerly classed as an order TrUliace«, now as
a tribe Medenlete.

trillo (tril'6), n. [< It. trillo. trill : see trim. //.]

Same as trilV^. Blount, Glossographia (1656).

trilobite

Myself humming to myself . . . the frtUi^ and found by
use that it do come upon me. Pepys, Diarj', I. 198,

Charming sweet at night to dream
On mossy pillows by the trilloes

Of a gently purling stream.

, Addison, The Quardian, No. 134.

trilobate (tn-lo'bat or tri'lo-bat), a. [< L. tres

{tri-)y three, + NL. lobatus, lobed: see lobate.]

Three-lobed ; having three lobes
or foils: noting a part divided
from the apex to the middle
into three sections which recede
somewhat from each other.

trilobated (tn-lo'ba-ted), a.

[< trilobate + -erf2.] Same as
trilobate.

Pointed windows . . . trilobated or
with elaborate tracery. Trilobate Leaf of

Amer. Jour. Archseol., VI. 594. //<"««« ^''""^

trilobed (tn'lobd), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three, +
E. lobe + -ed^.] Same as trilobate.

Trilobita (tri-lo-bi'ta), «. pi, [NL.: see trih-

bit4?.] An ordinal group of articulated animals
which existed in the Paleozoic period, and have
been extinct since the close of the Carbonifer-
ous ; the trilo-

bites. See trilo-

bite. The name is

fixed, but the taxo-
nomic value of the
group has been dis-

cussed, and its sys-

tematic position
much disputed. It
has usually been con-
sidered crustacean,
sometimes arachni-
dan, and again inter-

mediate between
these classes. The
Trilobita are obvious-
ly related to the Eu-
rypterida (see cut
there), and it is con-
ceded by aJl that their
neai-est living repre-
sentatives are the
horseshoe-crabs (lA-

mulidx). Their rela-

tionship with isopods
has been specially
noted by various nat-
uralists, and they
have even been in-

cluded in Isopoda, or
located between that
onler and Phyllopoda,
and in other ways re-

ferred to theentomos-
tracous or edrioph-
thalmous (tetradeca-
pod) crustaceans. Of angfe.'

late a subclass of
crustaceans, named Gigantoxtraea and Palteocarida, haA
Ijeen characterized to include the Trilobita with the eu-
rypterida and limulids. (See also Merngtomata (c).) The
known forms of Trilobita are vei7 numerous. Also, rarely
and more correctly, Trilobitse.

trilobite (tri'lo-bit), n. [< Gr. rpel^ (rpi-), three,
+ /Mfidc, a lobe, + -ite^.] Any member of the
Trilobita : so called from the three lobes or
main divisions of the body— cephalic, thoracic,
and abdominal. See Trilobita. Trilobites are of
much popular as well as sclentitlc interest ; some of them
occur in profusion in I'aleozoic foi-mations. and trilobites

as a group are among the longest and most widely known
of fossils, not yet entirely divested of a problematical char-
acter. In the Linnean system all of the few forms then
known were considered one species, named Kntornolithus
paradoxus, and a sort of likeness to chitons caused La-
trellle to range these organisms near those mollusks.
Trilobites are the most characteristic fossils of their class

throughout the Paleozoic rocks. More than 50<) species
have been described, and upward of 70 genei-a have been
named and referred to several higher groups. Upward
of 3(KI species, of about 5*t genera, mostly of the Cambrian
and Silurian, are described as liritish; 8.'»o species, of 42
genera, are recorded from the Idwer Paleozoic rocks of Bo-
hemia; the Devonian forms are comparatively few; and
the series closes with some small Carboniferous species,

mostly of two genera. The oldest genus is named Agnos-
tus. Some of the trilobites are of comparatively gigan-
tic size, as species of Parndoxides, 2 feet long. An ordi-

nary trilobite, a species of Dahnanites, is figured alwve.

The body of a trilobite is generally of a flattened oval fig-

ure, whose upper side presents, besides the obvious trans-

verse division into three parts, a median longitudinal ele-

vation from one end to the other. The bead, composed
of several coalesced segments, and presenting certiun su-

tures, constitutes a cephalic shield rounded in front, with
an axial raised section, the glabellum, on each side of

which are large compound eyes (not unlike those of the

horseslioe-crab). and whose lateral limbs or borders are

prolonged backward to a varying distance on each side of

the thorax (in some eases produced beyond all the rest of

the body). The second division of the body consists of a
var>ing number (up to twenty-six) of separate thoracic

segments, which were more or less freely movable upon
one another, so that some trilobites could roll themselves
up in a ball, like a sowbug (isopod) of the present day.

The raised axis of the thoracic division Is the tergum, and
parts on each side of it are the pleura, Tlie thira division

of the body is the abdomen or pygidium, of a variable

number (up to twenty-eight) of segments, in general re-

Diagram of Dalfnanites, showing struc-

ture of Trilobita.

A, head, or cephalic shield ; B, thorax
or carapace: C, abdomen or pygidiuni

;

I, marginal band or border of the cepha-
lic limb; 3, marginal groove, internal to
I ; 3. occipital segment ; 4, gl.-\bellum :

5, great or genal suture ; 6, eye : 7. axis
or tergum ; 8, pleuron ; 9, tei^al part of
pwidium ; 10, pleural part of pygidium :

, nxed gena ; h, movable gena ; ^, genal



trilobite

sembling the thoracic segments, and with an axial raised
portion, but united together. Of the under surface of a
trilobite almost nothing was Icnown until recently, and
much still remains to be accurately determined. A well-
developed lip-plate or hypostome had been recognized,
but nothing further was known until 1870, when the un-
der side of a species of Asaphus, showing indistinct appen-
dages, was described by liill ings. Other investigators have
pursued this subject, by means of sections of fossils, with
the result of showing the presence of articulated appen-
dages, or legs, and of other organs regarded as gills. The
embryology of trilobites, so far as known, agrees most
nearly with what has been accurately determined in the
case of the horseshoe-crab. What may be inferred of the
mode of life of trilobites is that probably their iiabits were
like those of these crabs.—Dudley trilobite, a common
name of the trilobite Calymene hlumenbachi : so called
from its abundance in the vicinity of Dudley, England,

trilobitic (tri-lo-bit'lk), a. [< trilobite + -i'c]

Of or pertaining to trilobites ; having the char-
acter of trilobites or afifinitjf with them ; con-
taining trilobites, as geological strata.

trilocular (tri-lok'ii-lar), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + loculus, cell, + -ar^.] Having three
cells or compartments. Specifically — (o) In bot,
having three cells or loculi : noting a pericarp. (6) In
anat. and zoot., having three loculi, compartments, or
chamberlets : as, the trilocitlar heart of a reptile. Also
triloeuiate.

triloculate (tri-lok'u-lat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -I- loculus, cell, -t- -afel.] Same as trilocu-

lar.

trilogy (tril'o-ji), n. [= F. trilogie, < Gr. Tpi-

'/.oyia, a series of three tragedies, < rpcif (jpi--),

three, -I- AiJjof, a tale, story, narrative, speech,
< y.iyeiv, say, tell : see logos, and cf . -ologij.']

Originally, in the Greek drama, a series of three
tragedies, each forming a complete part or
stage in a historical or poetical narrative

;

hence, any literary, dramatic, or operatic work
consisting of a sequence of three parts, each
complete and independent save in its relation
to the general theme. Thus, the name trilogy is

given to .Shakspere's "Henry VI.," and to Schiller's "Wal-
lenstein."

Trilophodon (tri-lofo-don), 11. [NL. (Falcon-
er), < Gr. rpelQ (rpi-), three, + /.6<fioc, ridge,

crest, -i- cdoiic (biovT-) = E. too<7«.] A genus
of mastodons whose molar teeth have crests in
three rows. See Mastodontinse.

trilophodont (tri-lof'o-dont), a. [< NL. Tri-

lopUodon{t-).'] Having'three crests, as the teeth
of certain mastodons ; belonging or related to

the genus Triloj)hodo7i.

trilost (tri'lost), n. [Corn, trilost, < tri (= W.
tri), three, + lost (= W. Host), tail.] A term
occurring only in the name cardinal trilost, used
locally in Cornwall for a sting-ray ( Trygon pas-
tiuaca) having two spines on the tall.

triliuuinart (trl-lfi'mi-nar), a. [< L. tres {tri-),

three, -\- lumen (-in-), light, + -a)'3. Cf. ML.
triluminare, a candlestick with three branches.]
Having three lights. Bailey, 1727.

triluminoust (tri-lii'mi-nus), a. [< L. tres {tri-),

three, -I- lumen {-in-), light, + -ous.'\ Same as
triluminar. Bailey, 1727.

trim (trim), a. [Early mod. E. also trimme,
trym, trymme; an altered form, after the verb,
of *trum, < ME. trwn (only in eomp. mistrum, un-
trmn), < AS. tru7n, firm, strong, = OLG. trim, in
the deriv. betrimmed, betrimmd, decked, trim-
med, adorned, trimmke, an affected, overdressed
person; root unknown.] If. Firm; strong.

It taketh no i*ote in a briery place, ne in marice, nether
in the sande that fleeteth awaye, but it requireth a pure,
a trymme, and a substaunciall grounde.

J. Udall, On Jas. 1.

2. In good order or condition
;
properly dis-

posed, equipped, or qualified; good; excellent;
flue : often used Ironically.

Thirteene trim barkes throughlie furnished and ap-
pointed with good mariners and men of warre.

Holinshed, Chron., Edw. III., an. 1372.

I, be Gis, twold be trim- wether.
And if it were not for this mist.

Mariage of Witt and Wisdome. (Nares, under sris.)

A trim exploit, a manly enterprise,
To conjure tears up in a poor maid's eyes
With your derision ! Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 157.

The Dr. gave us a sermon this morning, in an elegant
and trim discourse on the 89th Psalm.

Evelyn, To Dr. Bentley.

3. Neat; spruce; smart.

I will make thee trim
With flowers and garlands that were meant for him.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

He put his hand around her waste
See small, so tight, and tritn.

Robin Hood and the Tanner's Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[V. 335).

But there were trim, cheerful villages, too, with a neat
or handsome parsonage and gray church set in the midst.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

trim (trim), adv. [Early mod. E. also trimme;
< trim, a.] In a trim manner; trimly.
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Young Adam Cupid, he that shot so trim
When King Cophetua loved the beggar-maid I

Shak., R. and J., ii. 1. 13.

trim (trim), r.
;

pret. and pp. trimmed, ppr.
trimming. [Early mod. E. also trimme, trymme

;

< ME. irimen, trymen, trumen, < AS. trymian,
trymman, make firm, strengthen, also set in
order, array, prepare, < trum, firm, strong : see
trim, a.] I. trans. 1. To set in order; put in
order; adjust; regulate; dispose.

Beyng ryght wery of that Jorney, flfor the bestysthat we
rode vpon [were] ryght weke and ryght simple, and evyll
trymed to Jorney with.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 55.

Andrea Bragadino . . . had charge on that part of the
castle, . . . trimming and digging out new llanckers for
the better defence of the Arsenall.

Haklmjl'e Voyaget, II. i. 122.

Back to my lonely home retire,

And light my lamp, and trim my Are.
Scott, Marmion, ii., Int.

You don't care to be better than a bird trimming its

feathers, and pecking about after what pleases it.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, x,

2. Naut., to adjust or balance, as a ship or
boat, by distributing the weight of the lading
so equally that it shall sit well on the water. A
vessel is said to be trimmed by the head or by the stern
respectively when the weight is so disposed as to make it

draw more water toward the head than toward the stern,

or the reverse.

With all hands she did lighten her sterne, and trimme
her head. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 448.

My old friend . . . seated himself, and trimmed the boat
with his coachman, who, being a very sober man, always
serves for ballast on these occasions.

Addison, Spectator, No. 383.

Trim the Boat and sit quiet, stem Charon reply'd.
Prior, Bibo and Charon.

3. To fit out; equip; furnish, especially with
clothes; hence, to dress; deck: sometimes with
up OT forth.

The Harte, vice admiralle, with the Paunce and Sir An-
drewe Dudley, being but single manned, had a greate con-
flicte with three Scottisheshippes, beeyng double manned
and trimmed with ordinaunce. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1540.

Trimm'd like a younker prancing to his love.
SAoJ-.,3Hen VI., ii. 1. 24.

See, the jolly clerk
Appears, trimmd like a rufhan.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 4.

4. Specifically, to embellish with ornaments

;

decorate, as with ribbons, fringe, etc.

Who reades Plutarchs eyther historic or philosophy,
shall flnde hee trymmeth both theyr garments with gards
of Poesie. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie, p. 59.

The Lady Mayoress was dressed in green velvet, lined
with white satin, trimmed with gold fringe and a tiorder

of Brussels lace. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 69.

5. To reduce to a neat or orderly state, as by
clipping, paring, pruning, lopping, or otherwise
removing superfluous or disfiguring parts.

I trymme, as a man dothe his heare or his busshe. . . .

Trymme my busshe, barber, for I intende to go amongest
ladyes to day. Palsgrave, p. 782.

Before I went to bed, the barber come to trim' me and
wash me, and so to bed, in order to my being clean to-mor-
row. Pepys, Diary, I. 187.

She inquired when the gardener was to come and trim
the borders. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vii.

6. To cut off in the process of bookbinding : said

of the ragged edges of paper or the bolts of book-
sections.— 7. To remove by clipping, pruning,
or paring ; lop or cut : with off or aicay : as, to

trim off shoots from a hedge.— 8. In carp., to
dress, as timber ; make smooth ; fit.— 9. To re-

buke ; reprove sharply ; also, to beat ; thrash

:

sometimes indelicately applied to a woman.
Compare untrimmed, 2. [Colloq.]

An she would be cool'd, sir, let the soldiers trim her.

Fletcher (and another). False One, ii. 3.

.Soh ! Sir Anthony trims my master : he is afraid to reply
to his father— then vents his spleen on poor Fag.

Sheridan, The Bivals, ii. 1.

10. To spend or waste in trimming: with awa^.
See IL
He who would hear what ev'ry fool cou'd say.

Would never fix his thought, but trim his time away.
Dryden.

Rough-trimmed, having only the protruding parts of

leaves cut off, but not cut smooth : said of the edges of

books.— To trim the shore, to follow the shore closely

:

said of a school of fish.— To trim the yards or sails, to
brace the yards so that the wind will strike the sails at the
suitable angle.— To trim up, to put in order ; arrange ;

garnish, as a costume or any part of it.—Trimmed edges,
the edges of books whose leaves are cut off smoothly. = Syn.
1. To arrange.— 3 and 4. To adorn, garnish, array, trick

out.

II. intrans. To keep an even balance; hold
a middle course or position, especially in a eon-
test between parties, so as to seem to incline

to neither, or to both alike : from the nautical
meaning. See I., 2.

Trimera
He commends Atticus for his Trimming, and Tully for

his Cowardise, and speaks meanly of the Bravery of Cato.
Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 195.

He trimmed, as he said, as the temperate zone trims be-
tween intolerable heat and intolerable cold— as a good
government trims between despotism and anarchy— as a
pure church triirm between the errors of the Papists and
those of the Anabaptists. Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

To trim sharp (naut.), to haul up to the wind, and brace
the yards sharp.

The next Morning we again trimm'd sharp, and made
the best of our way to the Lobos de la Mar.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 145.

trim (trim), m. [< fnm, t'.] 1. Adjustment; or-

der; condition; arrangement.
And tooke them in the trim

Of an encounter. Chapman, Iliad, v. 565.

Ere dusk fires were lit up stairs and below, the kitchen
was in perfect trim; Hannah and I were dressed, and all

was in readiness. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxlv.

2. Naut, the state of a ship, or of her cargo,
ballast, spars, etc., with reference to her fitness

for sailing.

A nobler ship did never swim.
And you shall see her in full trim

:

I'll set, my friends, to do you honor.
Set every inch of sail upon her.

Wordsicorth, The Wagoner, IL

We . . . prepared to get everything in trim for a long
stay. R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 301.

When they had trimmed, but not yet with the capstan,
Arents called to the captain, who returned an answer im-
plying that the ship had come up again, and that the trim
as it was would serve. W. C. Russell, Death Ship, xxiiL

3. Mode of appearance or equipment; guise;
garb; especially, the becoming or prescribed
mode of dress, ornament, etc. ; the fashion ; full

dress; of a ship, full sail.

I'd court Bellona in her horrid trim.
As if she were a mistress.

Massinger, Bondman, i. 1.

Uncomb'd his locks, and squalid his attire,

Unlike the trim of love and gay desire.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 540.

"First we must put you in trtm." " In fn'm.'" said Mor-
ton, " what do you mean?" " Why, we must put on these
rough bracelets [handcuffs]." Scott, Old Mortality, xii.

4t. Dress; trapping; ornament.
Death himself in all his horrid trims.

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 3.

Virtue, though in rags, may challenge more
Than vice set off with all the trim of greatness.

Massinger, Bondman, v. 3.

5. Nature; character; sort; stamp.
And they

Did all that men of their own trim
Are wont to do to please their whim.

Shelley, Peter Bell the Third, iv.

"Why, kings are kittle cattle to shoe behind, as we say
in the north," replied the Duke ; "but his wife knows his

trim, and I have not the least doubt that the matter is

quite certain." Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxviiL

6. In carp., the visible woodwork or finish of

a house, as the base-boards, door- and window-
casings, etc.

No wood having been used in construction except for
floors, doors, and trim.

Nero York Evening Post, April 14, 1SS4.

Out of trim, not in good order ; not evenly balanced

:

specifically said of a vessel with reference to uneven stow-
age of her cargo.—Trim Of the masts (naut.), the posi-

tion of the masts In regard to the ship and to one another,
as near or distant, far forward or aft, upright or raking.

trimacular (tri-mak'u-lar), a, [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + macula, spot, + -ar^.'] Same as tri-

maculated. Encyc. Diet.

trimaculated (tri-mak'u-la-tedj, a. [< L. tres

(tri-), three, + macula, spot, -I- -ate^ + -ed^.

Cf. trammel.'] Marked with three spots.

Trimaculated Wrasse ; ... On each side of the lower
part of the back fin were tw*o large spots, and between the
fin and the tall another.

Pennant, Brit. Zool. (ed. 1776), III. 248.

trimastigate (tri-mas'ti-gat), a. [< Gr. rprif

(rpi-), three, -t- paari^ (fiacmy-), whip, scourge,
-I- -afei.] Having three flagella, as an infuso-
rian; triflagellate.

trimembral (tri-mem'bral), a. [< LL. trimem-
bris (> Sp. It. trimembre), having three sets of

limbs, triple-membered, < L. tres (tri-), three,

-I- inembrum, member: see viember.'\ Having
or consisting of three members.

trimenstret, a. [ME. trymenstre for *trimestre,

< L. <)»He«fr»s, of three months: see trimester.']

Trimestrial; specifically, ripening three months
after sowing.

Trymenstre seede in erthe is nowe to strle.

Paltadius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

trimensual (tn-men'su-al), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + mensis. month: see mensual.'\ Hap-
pening every three months.
Trimera (trim'e-rii), «. p?. [NL., neut. pi. of

"trimerus: see trimcrous.'] In entom.: (a) A



Trimera «

division of Coleoptera, including those beetles
whose tarsi have normally three joints apiece.
Also called Psendotrimera. See cut under laili/-

hird. Compare Tetrnmeru and Pentamera, and
see tarsal system (under tarsal). (6) A section of
the hymenopterous family Chalcididee, includ-
ing the forms with three-jointed tarsi. They
all belong to the subfamily Trichogrammhite.
See cut under Trichofiramma. Forstcr, 1856.

trimeran (trim'e-ran), a. and n. [< trimer-oits

+ -(/«.] I. a. In entom., same as trimerous, 2.

H. II. A trimerous insect; any member of
the Trimera. in either sense.

trlmerite (trira'e-rit), «. [< Gr. Tpifttpri^, hav-
ing three parts (see trimerous), + -ite'^,'} A
rare mineral consisting of the silicates of beryl-
lium, manganese, and calcium. It occurs in pris-
matic crystals of tiexagonal fomi, l)ut sliown optically to
be twins of three triclinic individuals. It is intermediate
in form betweLMi the man};anese silicate (tephroite) and
the beryllium silicate (phenacite), and is also related to
the latter in form.

trimerous (trim'e-rus), a. [< NL. 'trimerus,
< Gr. rpifiepi/^, having three parts, tripartite,

threefold, < rptif {rpi-), three, + ijipof. a part.]
1. In bot., of three members; having the parts
or members three in each cycle. Frequently
written 3-iiieroiis.— 2. In entom.: (a) Divided
into three joints; having three segments, as the
tarsus of a beetle, thus: ->=3ij^. (6) Having the
tarsi normally three-jointed, as a beetle; of or
pertaining to the Trimera. Also trimitaii.—
Trimerous thorax, a thorax distinctly divided into three
rings, ;ts in most Seuropterok Kirby.

trimester ( tri-mes'ter), II. [= F. trimestre= 8p.
It. trimestre, < L. trimestris, of three months, <

tres (tri-), three, + ine»«»», month: see month.
L'f. semester.'] A term or period of three months.
Imp. Diet.

trimestral (tri-mes'tral), a. [< L. irxmestris
(see trimester) + -al-l Same as trimestrial.

Diurnal, heixlomadal, monthly or trimegtral.

Southey, The Doctor, ccx.

trimestrial (tri-mes'tri-al), a. [< L. trimestris
(see trimester) + -<il.'\ "Of or pertaining to
a trimester ; occurring every three months

;

i|Uarterlv. Imp. IHct.

trimetallic (tri-me-tal'ik), a. [< Gr. rptif (rpi-),

three, -I- uiTa/.'/m; metal: see metalUc.^ Per-
taining to or involving the use of three metals,
as in currency. [Rare.]

The metal coinage system of the world is not therefore
mono-metallic, nor bimetallic, but trimetallic.

Contemporary Rev., LII. 812.

trimeter ftrim'e-t^r). «. and «. [= F. trimetre
= It. trimetro, < L. trimetrus, < Gr. Tpi/urpof,
containing three measures, < rprif (rpi-), three,
+ pirpov, measure.] I. a. In pros., consisting
of three measures, especially of three iambic
measures.
n. M. In pros., a verse or period consisting

of three measures. A trochaic, iambic, or anipestlc
ti inieter consists of three dipodies (six feet) : a trimeter of
other rhythms is a hexapody, or period of six feet. ITie
nhme Is apeciflcally given to the iambic trimeter,
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Who knows but what I might have yielded to the law of trimorphic (tri-mor'fik) a
nature, that thorough (ninjiifr of balances? . , E " . y •

H. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, 1.

(c) One who finishes with trimming : one who decorates
or embellishes : as, acoat-(n'mmer; a bonnet-irimm^r. (d)
One who cuts, clips, prunes, or pares ; speciflcally. In old
use, a barber.

.4t the going out of the halls which belong to the ladies'
lodgings were the pei-fumers and trimmers, through whose
hands the gallants past when they were to visit the ladies.

Urqutiart, tr. of Kabelais, i. 55.

(c) A tool used for clipping, pruning, or paring : as, a nail-
trimmer; a wick-(n'?n?n€r; specilically, a knife or cutting-
tool of various forms for trimming the edges of photo-
graphs previous to mounting them on cardboard ; also, a
form of paper-cutter used in bookbinding for trimming
the edges of books.

[< trimorph-ous +
-(<.] Same as trimorpiions. Dartvin.
trimorphism (tri-mor'fizm), n. [< trimorph-ous
+ -w/«.] 1. In crystal., the property of crys-
tallizingin three fundamentally different forms.
Titanium dioxid, Ti02, is an exampleof trimorphism. In
one form it is the mineral octahedrite or auatase ; in an-
other, rutile ; in a third, brookite.

2. In biol., existence under three distinct forms.
It is not rare among insects.

regularly with penthemlnieral or hephthemlmeral cesura.
This is the usual verse of the dialogue of the ancient Greek
• irama-

trimethylamine (tri-meth'il-am-in), «. [< fri-

+ iiiftlii/l + amine.'} A substituted ammonia
in which tlie three hvdrogen atoms are re-
I.laced by methyl, N((5H3)3. it is prepared from
li'-rring-brine. or more commonly from a waste product

f thu beet-sugar manufacture, and is a volatile liquid
luble in water, and having a penetrating flsh-llke odor.

1 1 h:i8 been used in medicine for the treatment of rheu-
iinitisni.

trlmetric (tri-met'rik),a. [< Gr. rpifurpof, con-
taining three meastires (see trimeter), + -iV-.]

1. Same as trimeter. Aiiier. Jour. PhiloL,
"

'-'-4.— 2. In eryslal., same as orthorhombic, 2.

trimetrical (tri-met'ri-kal), a. [< trimetric +
-«/.] Same as trimeter. Imp. Diet.

trimly (trim'Ii), adr. [< trim + -//^2.] In a
trim manner; neatly; finely; well.

Wheel print trimmers, which cut clean edges much bet-
ter than do knives. Tlie Engineer, LXVII. 298.

2. One who does not openly incline to either
side in a contest between parties ; hence, one
who tries to curry favor with both or with all

parties; a time-server. The name was originally
given, in English politics, to a party which followed the
Marquis of Halifax, during the period from about 1680 to
1890, in trimming between the Whigs and the Tories.

The innocent word trimmer signifies no more than this

:

That if men are toget her in a boat, and one part of the com-
pany should weigh it down on one side, another would
make it lean down as much to the contrary ; it happens
there Is a third opinion, of those who conceive it would
do as well if the boat went even without endangering the
passengers.

Marquin of Halifax, Character of a Trimmer, l^ef.

He who perseveres In error without flinching gets the
credit of boldness and consistency, while he who wavers
In seeking to do what la right gets stigmatized as a trim-
mer. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 270.

3. In arch., a piece of timber inserted in a
roof, floor, wooden partition, or the like to
support the ends of any of the joists, raftere,
etc. See cut under joi«^— 4. One who chas-
tises or reprimands; a sharp, severe person;
a strict disciplinarian ; also, that by which a
reprimand or chastisement is administered;
hence, in general, something decisive; a set-
tler. [Colloq.]

I will show you his last epistle, and the acroll of my an-
swer — egad, it Is a trimmer

!

Scott, Antiquary, xi.

You've been spelling some time for the rod.
And your Jacket shall know I'm a Trimmer.

Hood, Trimmer't Exercise.

Bent trimmer, tailors' ahean bent at the handle to fa-
cilitate the work of cutting cloth on a table,

trimming (trim'ing), w. [Verbal n. of trim, «.]
1. The act of one who trims, in any sense.

Sudden death . . . hath in it great inconveniences acci-
dentally to men's estates, to the settlement of families, to
the culture and trimming of souls.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 5.

All the trimming he has used towards the court and No-
bles has availed him nothing.
Jf/Terson, To John Jay(Je(reraon'sCorrespondence, II. 487).

2. Specifically, a dressing; a sharp scolding;
a drubbing or thrashing. [Colloq. J

Young Branghton . . . was again himself, rude and fa-
miliar : while his mouth was wide distended Into a broad
grin at hearing his aunt give the beau such a trimming.

Miss Burney, Evelina, xlvil,

3. Anything used for decoration or finish; an or-
namental fitting of any sort : usually in the plu-
ral : as, the trimmiiif/s of a harness or of a tat.

His sheepskin gown had a broad border of otter fur. and
on his head was a blue cloth cap with sable trimmings.

The Century, XLI. 002.

4
ust:

There are, also, cases of dimorphism and trim^yrpfmnn,
both with animals and plants. Thus, Mr. Wallace . . .

has shown that the females of certain species of butter-
flies, in the Malayan archipelago, regularly appear under
two or even three conspicuously distinct forms, not con-

Darwin.

three distinct

Trimorphism in Flowers
ofLytMrum Salicaria.

a, the long-styled
form ; tr, the intermedi-
ate form : c, the short-
styled form ; s, style.
The calyx and corx)IIa

have been removed.

nected by intermediate varieties.

3. In bot., the occurrence of
forms of flowers or other parts
upon the same plant, or upon
plants of the same species.
In trimorphous flowers there are
three sets of stamens and pistils,

which may be called respectively
long-, middle-, and short-length,
and in which the pollen from the
long stamens is capable of fertilizing
only the long-styled forms, the mid-
length stamens the mid-styled, etc.

t'ompare dimorphism, and see heter-
Oi/onous trimorptiism, under heterogo-
nous.

trimorphous (tn-mdr'fus), a.

[< Gr. rpipopipof, having three
forms, < r/jfif, rpla (see tri-),

three, + popifn/, form.] Of or
pertaining to, or characterized
by, trimorphism; having three
distinct forms.

Some substances are stated to be even trimorphous, that
is, they crystallize in three different systems.

W. A. MiUer, Elem. of Chem., I. Hi. 4.

trimtramt (trim'tram), II. [A varied redupli-
cation of insignificant syllables ; cf . flimflam,
Khimwham.'\ A trifle; an absurdity; a piece
of folly or nonsense. Smollett, Sir Lancelot
Greaves, xiii.

Our consciences, now quite unclogged from the fear of
his (the Pope's] vain terriculaments and rattle-bladders,
and from the fondness of his trimtrams and gugaws.

Palton (Arber s Eng. Garner, III. 70).

Trimurti (tri-mor'ti), «. [Skt. trimurti, < tri,

three, + rnHrti, shape.] The name of e later
Hindu triad or trinity, Brah-
ma, Vishnu, and Siva, viewed
as an inseparable unity. The
sectaries of Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva respectively make their god
the original and supreme deity

;

hut considered in their connection
Brahma is the creating, Vishnu the
preserving, and Siva the destroying
principle of the deity, while Trinmrti
is the philosophical or theological
unity which combines the three sep-
arate fonns in one self-existent be-
ing. The Trimurti is represented

symbolically as one lK>dy with three heads. Vishnu at the
right, Siva at the left, and Brahma in the middle.

trimyarian (trim-i-a'ri-an), a. and ii. [< Gr.
rpfif (rpi-), three, -t- pic, a muscle, + -anon.]
I. a. Having three muscular impressions or
ciboria on the inner surface of the shell, as a
bivalve moUusk : correlated with monomyarian,
dimuarian, etc.

II. «. A trimyarian bivalve.

Trimurti, fram Cole-
man's" Hindu Mythol-
ogy"

.X'^tT/^^^r'^Io::r'^^'''''^'''''- trtnalTtn-naD, •,...[< LL. trinaUs,<l.^rini,

Whenever I ask a couple of dukes ana a marquis or so
to dine with me, I set them down to a piece of beef, or a
leg of mutton and trimmings.

Tliackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

Champion, by acclamation of the College heavy-weights,
broad-shouldered, bull-necked, square-jawed, six feet and
trimmings. 0. W. Holme*, Professor, lit

X. trimming-board (trim'ing-bord), n. A flat

surface of hard wood on which paper is laid to
be tritnmed by the bookbinders' knife.
trimming-joist (trim'ing-joist), m. In carp.,
one of two joists into which the ends of a tim-
ber trimmer are framed. See cut under joist.

To ioyne learnyng with cumlle exercises. Conto Balde- trimmingly (trim'ing-li). nrfr. In the manner of
tier (•a.,tlglione, in his booke, Cortegiane, doth trimlie „ trinuiier; with or by 1teaChe. Aschnm Thf Srhnlptnnati.r n fjl . . .

' - . * .p. (its.
teache. Ascham, The Scholemaatcr,

This spruce young guest, so (ntnfj/ drest.
ttarham, Ingoldsby Legends. I. 227.

trimmer (trim'^r). H. [< fnm + -<t1.] 1. One
who or that which trims, in any sense of the
» oril

. (a) One who arranges or disposes ; one who puts
nr keeps In place : as, a grain-fn'inimn-.

The coal handling plant. . . may he resolved into three
parts

: rhe elevators, which discharge the twats. empty-
ing them of Iheii cargo ; the trimmers, which take the
coal from the elevators and deposit it upfin the heaps

;

riiid finally the reloaders. Sci. Amer., S. s., LXII. 360.

'j One who adjusts as to poise or balance.
407

trimming.
trimming-machine (trim'ing-ma-shen''), «. i.
In sheet-metal work, a lathe for forming and
finishing the edges of sheet-metal pans and
other hollow ware.— 2. In shoe-man iif., a ma-
chine for ornamenting and finishing the edges
of upper-leathers. E. H. Kiiii/ht.

trimming-shear (trim'ing-sher), ». A machine
for cutting the edges of mats of coir and other
heavy material. E. H. Knight.
trimness (trim'nes), n. The state or quality
of being trim ; compactness ; neatness ; snug-
ness.

three each, t&reefold, triple : see trine.'] Three-
fold; triple.

There is a trinall kinde
Of seeming good religion, yet I flnde
But one to be embrac'd. which must be drawne
From Papist, Protestant, or Purltane.

rimes' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

That far-beaming blaze of majesty.
Wherewith he wont at Heaven's high council-table
To sit the midst of Trinal Unity,
He laid aside. Milton, Nativity, 1. 11.

trinary (tii'na-ri), a. [< ML. "trinarius (equiv.
to L. ternariii-t : see ternary), <. L. trini, three
each, threefold : see trine."] Consisting of three
parts, or proceeding by threes ; ternary Trina-
ry proposition. See proposition.

Trincomali-WOOd, «. See halmalille.

trindle (trin'dl), n. [Early mod. E. also triiidel;

< ME. trindel; a var. of trrndle, trundle.] 1.

Something round or circular; a ball or hoop; a
wheel (especially of a wheelbarrow), or the felly

of a wheel. [01)solete or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

Ae auld wheelbarrow, malr for token,
Ae leg an' baith the trams are broken ;

I made a p*)ker o' the spinle.

An' my auld niither brunt the trin'le.

Bums, The Inventory.

2t. A taper made of a long string of wax rolled

or wound into a coil.
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Whether they have not removed all images, candle-

sticks, trindrU, or rolls of wax.
Abp. Cramtier, Articles of Visitation.

These long strings of wax taper were not very thick,

and instead of l)eing cut into sizes short enough for use

6482 trinity

The Sun in trine to Mars "cooperates to increase prob- tllngoid (tring'goid), a. [< Tringa + Gr. tWof,

ity, industry, honour, and all laudalile qualities.

ZadkieVs Gram, of Aslrol., p. 390.

4. In Iter., a group of three, especially three

animals, used as a bearing.
at the altar and about the churcli, were left in their one

t_ijjg3 (trin), V. ;
pret. and pp. Mmtl, ppr. trin-

entire length, coded up, however, .nto folds,_so as to form Wine
(^ ^^ .^.^^^ ,^

I^

^ ^^JP ,^^ ^^^
II _^ .^

the aspect of trine,
what we are to understand by trindles, or rolls of wax.

WUkim, Con., iv. 7, in Rock's Church of our Fathers, III.

(i. 237, note.

3. In bookbinding, one of several pieces of

wood or generally metal, of this formC '

which are put between the cords and boards to

flatten the back and the fore edge of the book
preparatory to cutting.

Before the face [of a book] is cut, it is necessary to have
the back nattened by passing trindles through between the

cords and the boards. Em;yc. Brit.. IV. 43.

trindle (trin'dl), 1'. ;
pret. and pp. trindled, ppr.

triiidUng. [< ME. trindlen; a var. of tretidle,

trundle/] 1. intrans. 1. To roll.

His hevid trindeld on the sand.

Iwain and Gawin, 1. 3259 (Ritson's .Metr. Rora

I tryndell, as a boule or a stone dothe. Je rouUe.
Palsgrave, p.

I.).

762.

2. To move with an easy, rolling gait ; bowl

;

trundle ; trot.

Just like the Laird o' Kittlegab's French cook, wi' his

turnspit doggie trindling ahiut him.
Scott, Waverley, xlii.

n. trans. To trundle ; roll ; bowl. Jamieson.

[Obsolete or dialectal in all uses.]

trindletailt (trin'dl-tal), n. Same as trundle-

tail.

Your Dogges are trindle-tailes and curs.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works, II. 99).

trinelf, ''• [ME. trinen (pret. tron, trone), < Sw.

trina = Dan. trine, step, tread.] I. intrans. To
step; go; proceed.

Then he bowez fro his hour in to the brode halle, . . .

Tron fro table to table * talkede ay myrthe.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 132.

The wenches hym wyth ... by the way fol3ed ; . . .

Trynande ay a hyge trot that tome neuer dorsten.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 976.

II. trans. To follow; pursue, as a path or

course.
To-warde the throne thay trojie a tras.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 1112.

trine^t, » *• [ME. trinen for atrinen, < AS.
sethrinan, touch upon, touch, < xt, at, on, +
lirinan, touch : see rine2. For the apheresis, cf.

twit, twite, for atwite.] To touch ; handle; feel

of.
Alle hij were vnhardy that houede ther other stode.

To touche hym other to tryne hym other to take hym doun
and graue hym. Piers Plmmnan (C), xxi. 87.

trine^ (trin), a. and n. [Formerly also (in her-

aldry) trian, trien; < ME. trine, tryne = F. trin,

trine = Sp. Pg. It. trino, < L. tritius, threefold,

pi. trini, three by three, three each, < tres (tri-),

three: see three.1 I. a. 1. Threefold; triple:

as, trine dimension (that is, length, breadth,

and thickness).
The Eternal Love and Pees,

That of the tryne compas lord and gyde is.

Chaucer, Second Mun's Tale, 1. 45.

That Power, Love, and Wisdom, one in essence, but

trine in manifestation, to answer the needs of our triple

nature, and satisfy the senses, the heart, and the mind.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 118.

pertaining to a trine; being in

By fortune he was now to Venns trined.

And with stern Mars in Capricorn was join'd.

Dryden., Pal. and Arc, ill. 389.

Il.t intrans. To hang: in allusion to the

tri2>le irfe— that is, the gallows. [Old cant.]

There be of these Rogues Curtails, wearing short cloaks,

that will change their apparel as occasion servetb, and
tlieir end is either hanging, which they call Trining in

their language, or die miserably of the pox.
Harman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 31.

trinely (trin'li), adv. In a threefold manner or

measure.
One God,

In Essence One, in Person Trinely^odAe.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

trinervate (trJ-ner'vat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + nervus, nerve, + -a(cl.] 1. In hot.,

three-nerved; having three nerves extending

from the base to the apex: as, a trinervate leaf.

— 2. In entom., having three nerves, nervures,

or veins, as an insect's wing; trinerved.

trinerve (tn-nferv'), «. [< L. tres (tri-), three,

-1- nervus, nerve.] Same as trinervate.

trinerved (tri-nervd'), «• [< trinerve + -e(f2.]

In hot. and entom., same as trinervate.

Tringa (tring'ga),«. [NL. (Linnffius),for*Jr^/K-

fi^a«, < Gr. -piyyag, a bird, the same as nhyapyo^

form.] Kesembling the genus Tringa; like a
sandpiper. The Thinocoridee have been singu-

larly called tringoid grouse.

Tringoides (tring-goi'dez), ». [NL. (Bonaparte,
1831). < Tringa + Gr. f«Sof, form.] A genus of

small tattlers; the spotted sandpipers. Also
called Actitis. The common sandpiper of Europe, etc.,

is T. hypoleucus; the spotted sandpiper of America, T.

maculariut. The latter is 7 or 8 inches long ; the upper

Spotted Sandpiper (
Trttigoidts

parts are Quaker-color, finely marked with black; the

under parts are white, crowded witli round black spots;

the bill is pale-yellow, tipped with black, and the feet are

flesh-colored. This sandpiper abounds in suitable places

throughout the United States, breeds at large in its North

American range, and lays four eggs in a slight nest on the

ground. It is familiarly known as the sand-lark, peetweet

(from its cry), and teetertail, tittup, tipvp, from its habit

of jetting the tail.

see ;)wn»-'7««).] 1- A genus of sandpipers, of Trinia (trin'i-a), n. [NL. (Hoffman, 1814),

the family Scolopacidee. It was formerly very com-
prehensive, embracing not only the sandpipers proper, but

J .'Jwt;

Knot or Canutf ( Tringa canittus). I full plumage.

2. In astrol.

trine.

Why, I saw this, and could have told you, too.

That he beholds her with a trine aspect

Here out of Sagittary.

Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, iv. 2.

Trine immersion or aspersion, the immersion or tringine (trin'jin), a
sprinkling of a person in baptism thrice—once in the • " >

"

name of each person of the Trinity.

H. n. 1. A set or group of three; a trio; a

triad.
Appeare then. O thou treble Trine

Of number, with the Muses nine.

Heyaood, Prologues and Epilogues (Works, ed. 1874, VI.

A single trine of brazen tortoises. Mrs. Browning.

2. [.cap.] Specifically, the Trinity.

If a good Disputant, then, in the stead

Of finding out the Truth, with Truth I wrangle

;

Or, if into Arithmeticke incline.

In studying Number, I forget the Trine.

Ueywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 489.

The mighty Trine the triple empire shaied.

Dryden, Britannia Bediviva, 1. 38.

3. In astrol., the aspect of two planets distant

from each other 120 degrees, or the third part

of the zodiac. The trine was supposed to be

a benign aspect.

Fortunate aspects of trine and aextile.

Beady to pour propitious influences.

Tamkis (!), Albumazar, ii. 3.

all the short-billed scolapacines, including most tattlers or

Totaninm. It is now restricted to such forms as the knot,

T. canntits, and a few closely related sandpipers, often dis-

triljiited In several sections, as Arquatella, Ancylochilne,

Pelidna, Actodromas, etc. See sandpiper (with cut), also

cuts under dunlin and stint. A few of the four-toed plov-

ers, as the squatarole, used also to be placed in Tringa.

2. [I. c] A sandpiper, or some similar small

wader Coot-footed tringa, a coottoot. See cut un-

der phalarope. Edteards.

Tringese (trin'je-e), n. pi. [NL., < Tringa +
-€«.] The true sandpipers, as a section of the

subfamily Scolopacinx. See cuts under dunlin,

sandcrling, sandpiper, and stint. Cones, 1861.

Tringidaet (trin'ji-de), «. pi. [NL., < Tringa +
-idx.] The sandpipers regarded as a family

apart from Scolopacidx.

Tringinse (trin-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Tringa +
-inie.] The sandpipers as a subfamily of Sco-

lopacidm.
[i Tringa + -ine^.] Hav

named after Ka'i-l von Tnnius (d. 1844). a bota-

nist of St. Petersburg, and a writer upon grass-

es.] A genus of umbelliferous plants, of the

tribe Ammineie and subtribe Kuammintie. It is

characterized by flowers with obsolete calyx-lobes, acute

petals, and fruit with its ridges traversed Ijy conspicuous

oil-tubes. The 7 or 8 species are natives of the Mediter-

ranean region and of temperate parts of Asia. They are

smooth branching perennials with decompound leaves,

and usually yellow dioecious flowers in compound umbels,

with few rays, and few or no bracts and bractlets. For

T. vulgaris, see honewort.

trinidadot, » [So called from the island of

Trinidad. See tobacco.] Trinidad tobacco.

And make the fantastic Englishmen, above the rest,

more cunning in the distinction of thy roll Trinidado,

leaf, and pudding than the whitest-toothed blackamoor

in all Asia. Dekker Gull's Hornbook, p. 31.

Body o' me ! here 's the remainder of seven pound since

yesterday— was seven— night. Tis your right Trinidado.

B. Jonson, Every 51an in his Humour, iii. 2.

Trinitarian (trin-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< Trin-

ity + -aria n.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the Trin-

ity or to Trinitarianism; believing in the Trin-

ity: distinguished from Vmtnrian. —2. Pertain-

ing to the order of Trinitarians.

At the dissolution there were eleven Triniiarian houses

in England, five in Scotland, and one ... in Ireland.

Cath. Did., p. 810.

n. n. 1. One who believes the doctrine of

the Trinity. See Trinity, 3.-2. A member of

a monastic order founded at the close of the

twelfth century for the purpose of redeeming
Christian captives from Mohammedans by pur-

chase. Also called Mathurin and redemptionist.

Trinitarianism (trin-i-ta'ri-an-izm),«. [< Trin-

itarian + -ism.] The doctrine of the Trinita-

rians. See Trinity, 3.

trinitrate (tri-ni'trat), n. [< tri- + nitrate.]

A nitrate containing three nitric-acid radicals.
— Trinitrate of glyceryL same as nitroglycerin.

trinitrin (tri-ni'trin), )i. [< tri- + nitric + -in^.]

„ , . ,, . -. ^ame a.s nitroglycerin.

ing the character of a sandpiper; belonging to trinitrobenzol (tri-ni-tro-ben'zol), n. [< tri-

the Tringinas or Tringem: distinguished from
-i- nitric + bensol] A svibstance, C6H3(N02)3,

scolopacine and totanine. prepared by the continued action of nitric acid

tringle (tring'gl), n. [< F. tringle (Genevese „„ benzene, and convertible into picric acid by
tringuc), a curtain-rod, a lintel, reglet, OF. also tjjg action of a stronger oxidizing agent,

a rodused in joining stones, a flat piece of wood; trinity (trin'i-ti), n. [< ME. trinitee. trynite, <

cf. ML. tarinca, an iron pin; Gael, tarung, ia- oF. trlnite, ]?. trinite^Tr. trinitat=iSf. trini-

runn, a nail.] 1 . A rod upon which rings may
run, as for a curtain ; hence, by extension, as

such rods were commonly used for supportirg

bed-curtains, the strip, bar, or the like which
joins the heads of high bedposts, and serves to

support the canopy.— 2. In gnn., a ribbon or

piece of wood nailed on the sides of a travers-

ing-platform, to prevent the trucks from run-

ning off in the recoil.— 3. In arch., a little

square molding or ornament, as a listel, reglet,

or platband.
tringlette (tring'glet), n. [Dim. of tringle.]

A pointed stick used for opening the cames of

fretwork and diamond-paned windows. E. U.
Knight.

dad = Pg. irindade = It. trinitd = G. trinitdt =
W. trindod = Ir. trionnoid = Gael, trionaid, <

LL. trinita(_t-)s, the number three, a triad, in

theol. the Trinity (the word in all senses being

first found in Tertullian), < L. trinus, threefold,

pi. trini, three by three: see trineS.] 1. The
condition of being three ; threeness.— 2. A set

or group of three; a triad; a trio; a trine.

The world's great trinity, Pleasure, Proflt, and Honor.
Roger WHltamt.

3. [cap.] The union of three persons— Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit— in one Godhead: Ihe

threefold personalitv of the one divine being.

The statements of the doctrine of the Triinty in the creeds

of Christandom are the result of attempU to reconcile



trinity

the accepted teaching of Scripture (1), with reference to

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, that each pos-

sesses the divine attributes, and is worthy to receive

divine worship, and (-^X as opposed to every form of

polytheism, that there is but one Uod. To harmonize
these two propositions has been one of the problems of

theology ; and the church iloctrine of the Trinity has been
the result. The most ancient symbol in which there oc-

curs a distinct statement of this doctrine is the Athana-
sian, in which it is thus stated; "We worship one tjod

in Trinity, and Trinity in unity; neither confounding tile

Persons, nor dividing the substance." The term Trinity

is applied, however, in ecclesiastical literature to differ-

ent philosophical e.\planations of the Eiblical teaching.

Some have held to a trinity of manifestation, one God re-

vealitig himself to mankind in three persons; some to a
unity of will and a difference in other elements of be-

ing: othei-s, again, to a subordination, though not an in-

feriority, of the Son to the Father, and of the Holy Spirit

to the i'ather and the .Son; others have attempted a mys-
tical explanation of the Trinity, as, for example, the Swe-
denborgians, who hold that "the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit are three essentials of one God, which make one,

just as the soul, IXMly, and operation make one in man";
while still others have used language in explanation of

the Trinity which makes it, as thus explained, approach
tritheism — that is, the doctrine that there are three Gods.
The received doctrine of the Christian church among
Trinitarians may be fairly stated to be that we are taught
by the Scriptures to believe that there is but one God,
and yet three equal subjects in the one Godhead, who are
described as persons, but that we are unable to determine
in what sense these three are sepai-ate and in what sense
they are united in one.

So at his Baptizynge was alle the hool Trynytee.
Mandevilte, Travels, p. 104.

Jhesu that syttyth yn Tryiiytr,

Blesse the fadur that gate the.
Octavian (ed. HalUwellX 1. 958.

O holy, blessed, and glorious Trinity, three Persona and
one God. Bock of Common Prayer, Litany.

4. A symbolical representation of the mystery
of the Trinity, frequent in Christian art. One
of the most genenil forms in which the Trinity has been
symbolized consists of a iigure of the Father seated on a
throne, the head surrounded with a triangular nimbus, or
surmounted with a triple crown, Christ with the cross in

Trinity, late 13th century.— Church o( St. Urbain, Troyes, France.
(From V'iollet'lc-Duc's " Diet, de I'Architecture.")

front, and the Holy Spirit, in the form of a dove, resting
on the cross. The mystic union of the three persons has
also been sym)>olized by various emblems or deviceft fn
which three elements are combined into one whole, as,

for instance, by the equilateral triangle, or a combination
of the triangle, the circle, and sometimes the trefoil.

6. In her., a bearing compounded of an orle,

a pall, and four roundels, three at the angles
of the orle where the bands of the pall meet it,

the fourth at the intersection of the bands of
the pall. This last roundel bears the word deta; the
other three, the words pater, filivs, and gpiritut sanetiu
respectively; each part of the pall bears the word est; each
part of the orle the words non ett.— Trinity r^lg, a
ftnger-riiig decorated with three very prominent and em-
phasized bosses (brother ornaments, Sm-h rings in bronze,
of three tyj>e», havebeen found in Ireland, and are of very
great anti(|uity. The name was given ity ignorant Anders,
who assume<l that they were made for Christian ecclesi-
astics.— Trinity Simday, tlie .Sunday next after I'ente-
cost or Whitsunday, observed by the Rotnan Catholic and
Anglican churches. It falls upon the octave of Pente-
cost as the day kept in honor of the third person of the
Trii:ity. The corresponding Sunday in the (ireek Church
is called Alt Saintjt' Sunday. The .Anglican Church names
the Sunilays succeeding this day, until Advent, ftrtt, tec-
ond. third, etc., Sunday after Trinity, while the Roman
Catholic Church reckons these Sundays from Pentecost.
— Trinity term. See term.

trinityhood (trin'i-ti-hud), n. [< trinity +
-/('«>(/.] The state or character of being in a
trinity. Ilestmiiister Kfv.,CXXyU.200. [Kare.]

triniunityt (trin-i-ii'ni-ti), «. [< L. trini, three
each, trii>le (see truie^), + unUa{t-)s, unity : see
unity.] Triunity; trinity. [Rare.]
As for terms of trinity, iriniunity, . . . and the like,

they reject them as scholastic notions not to be (ountl in
Scripture. MUUm.
tlinkW (tringk), n. [Prob. a var. of trick^. taken
as the base of trinkery, trinket^. Cf. E. dial.
trincums, trinkets.] A trick or fancy. [Rare.]
Hiz beard smugly shaven ; and yet his shyrt after the

nu trink. with ruffs fayr starched, sleeked, and glistering
like a payr of nu 8h(x>z.

H. Lanehnm, Letter (1676X in J. Nichols's Progresses,
(etc., of Queen Elizabeth, 1. tm.
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trinket (tringk), «. [Origin obscure ; Sp. trin-

cu, a rope, cord, trincas, lashings, = It. trinca,

a cable. Cf. trinket^.] A kind of fishing-net.

iliiisheu, 1617.

ITEM it is ordained, That the standing of Nets and En-
gines called Trinkg, and all other Nets, which be and were
wont to be fastened and hanged continually Day and Night,
by a certain Time in the Year, to great Posts, Boats, and
Anchors, overthwart the River of Thames, and other Riv-
ers of the Realm, ... be wholly defendetl forever.

Stat. 2 Uen. VI., xv.

trinkeryt, a. [< trink^ + -ery (cf. trumpery, a. ).]

Ornamental.
Long for thee Princesse thee Moors gentilitye wayted,
As yet in herpincking not pranckt with trinckerye trinck-

ets. Stanihurst, Maeid, iv.

trinketi (tring'ket), n. [Early mod. E. also
trinkcttc, trynket, tryukette, treiiket; < ME. tryn-

ket, treiiket, trenkctt, < OF. "trenquet, also assibi-
lated trenchet, tranchet, a shoemakers' knife (=
Sp. trinchete, a shoemakers' paring-knife, tran-
cbete,a, shoemakers' heel-knife, a broad curved
knife for pruning), < "trenquer, trencher, F.
trcDicher, cut: see trench. Theorder of develop-
ment seems to have been 'knife," ornamental
knife,' 'any glittering ornament.' There may
have been some confusion with the difif. word
trinket'^, Cf.triiik^, trinkery.] If. A knife, espe-
cially a shoemakers' knife. Cath. Ang., p. 392.

Trenket, sowtarys knyfe. Prompt Parv., p. 502.

Trenket, an instrument for a cordwayner— batton a
torner. Palsgrave, p. 282.

What husbandlie husbands, except they be fooles.
But handsom have storehouse for trinketa and tooles?

Tus9er, Husbandry.

2. A trifling ornament; a jewel for personal
wear, especialljr one of no great value; any
small fancy article; a cherished thing of slight
worth.

I have pullyd down the Image of your lady at Caver-
sham, with all trynkettes abowt the same, as schrowdes,
candels, images of wexe. crowches, and brochys, and have
thorowly defacyd that chapell.

Letters relating to the Suppression of Monasteries, 1538
[(Camden Soc.X cix.

Here are my trinkets, and this lusty marriage
I mean to visit ; I have shifts of all sorts.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, L

The same teachers with Chrlstes doctrine mingled Jew-
ishnes and supersticlous philosophle, . . . honouring the
sunne, the moone, and starres, with such other small
tritdcetta of this world. J. Udall, Colossians, Argument.

I have sold all my trumpery ; . . . not a ribbon, glass,
pomander, brooch, table-book, ballad, knife, tape, glove,
shoe-tie, bracelet, horn-ring, to keep my pack from fast-

ing : they throng who should buy first, as If my trinkets
had been hallowed, and brougltt a benediction to the
buyer. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 613.

She wears more " jewelry," as certain young ladies call

their trinkets, than I care to see.

O. W. Holmes, Professor, 1.

trinket^ (tring'ket), v. i. [Formerly sometimes
trinqiiet; < trinket^, «.] To deal in a small,
selfish way ; hold secret communication ; have
private intercourse ; intrigue; traffic.

Had the Popish Lords stood to the interest of the Crown,
. . . and not (n'rU-rfeti with the enemies of that and them-
selves. It Is probable they had kept their seats in the
House of LoiyIs for many years longer.

Roger North, Examen, p. 63. {Davies.)

Mysell am not clear to trinket and traffic wi' courts o'

justice, as they are now constituted ; I have a tenderness
and scruple in my mind anent them.

ScoU, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvllL

trinket^t (tring'ket). It. [Perhaps < W. tranced,

a cup with ahandle,appar. confused with drink,

or with OF. trinquer= It. trincare, drink, quaff,

carouse, < MHG. G. trinkcn, drink: see dritik.]

A vessel to drink or eat out of. See the quota-
tions.

Trinket; aPorringer. i?atf,EDg.Word8(ed.ie91),p. 125.

Mrs. Bargrave asked her whether she would drink some
tea. Says Mrs. Veal, 1 do not care If I do; but I'll war-
rant you, this mad fellow (meaning Mrs. Bargrave's hus-
band) has broke all your trinkets. Hut, says Mrs. Bar-
grave, I'll get something to drink in for all that.

Defoe, True Relation of the Apparition of One Mrs.
[Veal ... to One Mrs. Bargrave.

trinket^t (tring'ket), n. [Also trinqiiet, trin-

kettc; < OF. trinqiiet, the highest sail (Cotgrave),
F. trinqiiet, foremast (in lateen-rigged vessels),

trinquette, forestaysail, storm-jib, = Sp. trin-

quete, foremast, foresail, trinket, also tennis
(trinquetilla, forestaysail) (Newman), = Pg.
trinquete, trinket, = It. trinchctto, a topsail,

etc.; perhaps orig. a 'three-cornered' sail, <

L. triqitetrus, three-cornered, triangular: see
triqiiftroiia. The nasalization may liave been
due to association with Sp. trincar, keep close

to the wind (trincar los cabos, fasten the rope-
endg), < trinca, a rope for lashing fast (see
trink'^).] A topsail; perhaps, originally, a la-

teen sail carried on the foremast.

trinomial

The trinket and the mizen were rent asunder.
Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 411.

A small Sayle of a Shippe. called the Trinkette, or fore-
sayle, which is most properly the toppe-sayle of all the
Shippe. Minsheu (1617).

Sir "W. C. writes from Brussels that the French . . .

made account to have kept a brave Christmas here at
London, and for that purpose had trussed up their trinkets
half topmast high. Court and Times of Charles I., II. "iOH.

trinket* (tring'ket), n. [Appar. for *trinklet, <.

trinklc^ + -et; a var. of tricklet,] A streamlet.
[Prov. Eng. and Iiish.]

Trinket ... is used about Dublin, and also In the north-
ern counties, with the sense of " a little stream or water-
course by the roadside." N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 372.

trinketer (tring'ket-er), ». [< trinket^ + -eel.]

One who trinkets, traffics, or intrigues, or car-

ries on secret petty dealing.

I have possessed this honourable gentleman with the
full injustice which he has done and shall do to his own
soul, if he becomes thus a trinketer with Satan.

Scott, Kenilworth, ix.

trinketry(tring'ket-ri),)i. [< trinket^ + -(c))-^.]

Trinkets collectively.

The Moor, who had a little taste for trinketry, made out
to get into his heap the most of the pearls and precious
stones, and other baubles. Irving, Alhambra, p. 314.

trinkle' (tring'kl), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. trinkled,

ppr. trinkiing. [< lat^ ME. trinkleu ; appar. a
nasalized var. of trickle, prob. due to confusion
with triiitle, irindle.] 1. To trickle. Halliwell.

[Obsolete or dialectal.]

Ouer all his l)ody furth set the swete thik,

Lyke to the trynkland blak stremes of pik.
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 307.

And ae he kiss'd her pale, pale lips.

And the tears cam trinkiing doun.
Lord Loixl (Child's Ballads, IL 163).

2. To hang or trail down ; flow. [Scotch.]

Her yellow hair, beyond compare.
Comes trinkiing down her swan-white neck.

Bums, Oh Mally's Meek.

trinkle^ (tring'kl), v. j. ;
pret. and pp. trinkled,

ppr. trinkiing. [A var. of tinkle.] 1. To tin-

kle. [Rare.]

Along the dark and silent night,
With my Lantern and my Light,
And the trinkiing of my Bell,

Thus I walk, and this I tell. Herrick.

2. To tingle; throb; vibrate. [Scotch.]

The main chance is in the north, for which our hearts
are trinkiing. Bailiie's Letters, I. 445. {Jamieson.)

trinkle^ (tring'kl), v. i.; pret. and pp. trinkled,

ppr. trinkiing. [Appar. a var. (if so, unusual)
of trinket^.] To treat underhand or secretly
(with); tamper, as with the opinions of ano-
ther. Balliicell. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Many discontented persons in England . . . were sus-

fiected to have trinkled, at least with Holland, about rais-

ng seditions, and perhaps itisurrections in England.
Sir W. Temple, Works, II. 286.

trinoctial (tri-nok'shal), «. [< L. trinoctialis,

for three nights, < trinoctium, a space of three
nights, < tres (tri-), three, + nox (noct-), night:
see night.] Comprising three nights.

trinodat (tri-no'da), ». [ML., fem. of "trinodus,
equiv. of L. trinodis, having three knots, hence
threefold, < tres (tri-), three, -1- nodus, knot: see
node, knot^.] An old land-measure, equal to
three perches.
trinodal (tri-no'dal), a. [< L. trinodis, having
three knots, < tres (tri-), three, -I- nodus, knot,
node.] 1. In bot., zool., and anat., having three
nodes or joints, as a stem or the fingers; triar-

ticulate.— 2. In math., having three nodes.
trinoda necessitas. [ML., threefold obliga-
tion: ML. trinoda, fem. of 'trinodus, threefold;
L. necessitas, necessity, obligation.] In Anglo-
Saxon law, the three services due to the king
in' respect of tenure of lands in England; ob-
ligations of the military service incumbent on
the fyrd, or body of freemen, and correspond-
ing to the feudal services of tenants in later
times.

The trinoda necessitas, to which all lands were subject.

This consisted of the duty of rendering military service
(expeditio), and of repairing bridges and fortresse8(pontIs
arclsve constructio). These were duties imposed on all

landowners, distinct from the feudal services of later

times, thus tending more and more to become duties at-

taching to the possession of the land owed to and capable
of being enforced by the king or the great man of the dis-

trict. A'. E. Digby, Hist. Law of Real Property, p. 13.

trinode (tn'ndd), «. [< L. trinodis, having three
knots, < tres (tri-), three, -f- nodus, knot: see
node.] In geom.,& singularity of a plane curve
formed by the union of three nodes.

trinomial (tn-no'mi-al), a. and n. [After F.
trinfinie, < L. tres (tri-), three, -H nomen, name



trinomial

(term), + -«J. Cf. biiiomial.i I. a. 1. In zool.

and bot. : (a) Consisting of three tenns, as the
technical name of a subspecies; trionymal:
thus, the name Certhia familiaris amci'icana is

trinomial. See binoviial, polynomial. (6) Using
or admitting trinomial or trionymal names in

certain cases: as, the trinomial system of no-
menclature. Also trinominal.— 2. In o7jf., con-
sisting of three tenns connected by either of

the signs + and— : thus, a + b + c,orx''^ — 2x1/

+ 1/2 is a trinomial quantity.

n. H. 1. A technical name consisting of three
words, of which the iirst is the name of the

genus, the second that of the species, and the
third that of a geographical race, subspecies,

or variety; a trionym. The use of trinomials, for-

merly interdicted and* supposed to be contrary to the

canons of nomenclature, has of late become common, es-

pecially among American naturalists. (See trinmnialigm.)

A name of three terms the second of which is a generic

name in parenthesis (see ^ibgenus) does not constitute a

trinomial, and no proper trinomial admits any mark of

punctuation, or any word or abbreviation, between its

three terms. Thus : Qu^ats coccinea var. Hnctoria is not
a pure trinomial.

2. In alt/., a trinomial expression. See I., 2.

trilloniialisni(tri-n6'mi-al-izm), »!. [< trinomi-

al + -ism.l The practice of naming objects of

natural history in three terms; the use of tri-

nomials, or that system of nomenclature which
admits them; trionymal nomenclature. Trino-

mialism is one of the two most distinctive features of

what is called the American school in zoology, the begin-
ning of the zoological system with 1758 (instead of 1786

:

see synotvfm, 2) being the other; and it has been advo-
cated with special persistency by the ornithologists.

trinomialist (tri-no'mi-al-ist), n. [< trinomial

+ -«*•?.] One who uses trinomials or favors the

trinomial system of nomenclature.
trinomialityttri-no-mi-aruti), H. [< trinomial

+ -itij.l The character of being trinomial; the
expression of a name in three words; trinomi-

alism. See trinomial, n., 1.

trinomially (tri-no'mi-al-i), adv. According to

the principles or by the method of trinomialism

;

by the use of trinomials: in any given case, as

that cited in the quotation, implying the re-

duction of what had been before rated as a
full species to the rank of a conspecies or sub-

species.

There has been quite a consensus of opinion among some
of the German ornithologists that they [the yellow wag-
tails] ought to be treated trinomially. Nature, XXX. 257.

trinominal (tri-nom'i-nal), a. [< L. trinominis,

having three names, < tres (tri-), three, + no-

men, na,zne: see nomitial. C{. trinomial.^ Same
as trinomial, a., 1. Also trionymal.

trinquett. An obsolete spelling of trinket^,

triiilets.

trintle (trint'l), V. A dialectal (Scotch) variant

of trindle.

trinuniont (trin-u'nyon), ». [< L. trinusi three-

fold, -1- unio(n-), union : see trine^ and union.}

A trinity. [Bare.]

But that same onely wise Trin-vnion
Workes miracles, wherein all wonder lies.

Davies, Microcosmos, p. 79. {Daviei.)

trinunionhoodt (trin-ii'nyon-hxid), n. [< trin-

union -t- -/)o»rf.] Triunity. [Bare.]

Who(were it possible) art more compleate
In Ooodnesse than Thine owne Trin-vnionhood.

Davies, Milse's Sacrifice, p. S2. {Davies.)

trio (tre'6 or tri'6), n. [= F. Sp. Pg. trio = G.

Dan . Sw. trio, < It. trio, a musical composition
in three parts, a trio, glee, < L. tres, neut. tria,

three: see three.'] 1. In music, a composition or

movement for three solo parts, either vocal or
instrumental, usually without accompaniment.
Specifically, either (a) an instrumental work for three in-

struments and planned like a quartet, or (6) a second or

subordinate division of a minuet, scherzo, or march, usu-

ally in a contrasted key and quieter in style, so as to be a

foil to the principal division : so called because originally

performed by a trio of instruments.

2. A company of three vocalists or instrumen-
talists who perform trios.— 3. A group, com-
bination, or association of three.

The trio were well accustomed to act together, and were
linked to each other by ties of mutual interest and advan-
tage. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop, li.

4. In the game of piquet, three aces, kings,

queens, or knaves, held in one hand : a count-
ing combination of cards.

triobolart (tri-ob'o-lar), a. [Also, erroneously,
triobular; < L. triobolus, < Gr. rpiuJ3oh>v, a three-

obol piece, < rpclc (rpt-), three, + 'ojio/.6^, obol:

see obol.} Of the value of three oboli ; hence,
mean ; worthless.

A trivial and triobular author for knaves and fools, an
image of idleness, an epitome of fantasticality, a mirror
of vanity. 6. Harvey, Four Letters.
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triobolaryt (tri-ob'o-la-ri), a. [As triobolar.}

Same as trioholar liowell, Letters, ii. 48.

triocephalus (tri-6-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., irreg.

for tricnvepkalus.'] Same as triencephalus.

trioctile (tri-ok'til), n. [< L. ires (tri-), three,

+ octo, eight, + -He (cf. octile).} In astro!., an
aspect of two planets, with regard to the earth,

when they are three octants or eighth parts of

a circle (that is, 135°) distant from each other.

triod (tri'od), »(. [< 6r. TfKif (rpt-), three, + otioc,

way.] A sponge-spicule of the triaxon or trira-

diate type, having three equal rays; a three-

way spicule.

Triodia (tri-6'di-a), H. [NL. (R. Brown, 1810)

;

named from the three-toothed flowering glume,
< Gr. rpeic (rpt-), three, + bihvg, tooth.] A genus
of grasses, of the tribe Fcstucese, type of the sub-
tribe Triodieae. it is characterized by panicled spike-

lets of numerous flowers, the three-nerved flowering glume
bearing three teeth or lobes, the middle tooth forming a
cusp or awn. There are 26 species, natives of temperate and
subtropical parts of Africa, Europe, Australia, New Zea-

land, and America, in the last extending sparingly within
the tropics. They are perennial grasses, often hard, rigid,

and with a branching or stoloniferous base, bearing usually
naiTow, stiff, convolute leaves, sometimes tapering into a
pungent point. The inflorescence is highly polynioiphous,
sometimes narrow and composed of but few spikelets, or

ample and dense, or lax and spreading, with weak, elon-

gated flliform branchlets. The former genera Uralepis

(Nuttall, 1817) and Tricuspis and Triplasis (both of Beau-
vois, 1812) are now included in this. T. cuprea, known
as tall redtop, is an ornamental grass of sandy places

from New York southward,with a large compound panicle,

sometimes a foot broad, bearing very numerous shining
purple spikelets. For T. purpurea, a small species re-

markable for its acid taste, see sand-grass, 2. Three other
species occur on the Atlantic coast in Florida or north-

ward. For T. decumbens, see heather-grass.

Triodion (tri-6'di-on), «. [MGr. rpu^dtov, < rpeif

(rpt-), three, + otSof, way.] An office-book of

the CJreek Church, containing the offices from
the Sunday before Septuagesima to Easter eve.

Triodites (tri-o-di'tez), n. [NL. (Osten-Saeken,

1877), < Gr. TfiiodtTK, one who frequents cross-

roads, a street-lounger, also common, vulgar. <

Tpio(^o(, also rpmSia, a meeting of three roads:

see triod.} A genus of bee-flies, of the dip-

terous family Bombi/liidie. They have the appear-

ance of an elongated Anthrax, but the eyes of the male are

Trioditts thus, female.

contiguous for a short distance on the vertex. The only
known species, T. mus, of the western United States, is a
notable insect in that its larva is a voracious feeder on
the eggs of the short-horned grasshoppers, including the
destructive Rocky Mountain locust, Mclanoplus spretus.

Triodon (tri'o-don), «. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), <

Gr. rpelg (rpi-j, three, + btlovi = E. tooth.} 1. A
genus of pleetognath fishes, typical of the fam-
ily Triodontidx.— 2. [I. c.} A member of this

genus.

Triodontidse (tri-o-don'ti-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Triodon{t-) + -idee.} A family of gymnodont
plectognaths, typified by the genus Triodon.
They have an extensive abdominal fold of skin like a dew-
lap, and rhombiforni scales; the upper jaw is divided by
a median suture, but the under jaw is undivided, the two
jaws thus giving the appearance of three teeth (whence
the name). Also Triodontes, Triodoiiloidei, Triodontmdea.

triodontoid (tri-o-don'toid), a. and n. I, a. Of
or pertaining to the Triodontidse.

II. n. A triodon, or any member of the above
group.

Trioecia (tn-e'shia), n.pl. [NL. , < Gr. rptif (rpi-),

three, + okof, hoiise.] The third orderof plants
in the class Polyqamia, in the Linnean system.
It comprises plants'with unisexual and bisexual flowerson
three separate plants, or having flowers with stamens only

on one, pistils on another, and bisexual flowerson a third.

The flg-tree and fan-palm {Chamferops) are examples.

trioecious(tri-e'shus), n. [<Gr.T|)£Zf(r/5(-), three,

-I- oIkoc, house.] In bot., having male, female,

and hermaphrodite flowers, each on different

plants; pertaining to the order Trioecia.

trioeciously (tri-e'shus-li), adr. In a trioeeious

manner.
trioicous (tri-oi'kus), a. In bot., same as trice-

cioiis.

Triopidx

triole (tre'61), H. [Dim. of trio; cf. triolet.} In
music, same as triplet.

Is called a triole, and means that the three notes are to
be played in the time of [two],

S. Lanier, Science of Eng. Verse, p. 106.

triolein (tri-o'lf-in), «. [< L. tres {tri-), three,

+ E. ole(ic) + -!n2.] a glycerol ester contain-

ing three oleic acid radicals. It is at ordinary
temperatures a clear oily liquid, nearly colorless, and is

the chief constituent of all fatty oils.

triolet (tre'o-let). n. [< F. triolet, a triolet, OF.
triolet, a triolet, also trefoil. < It. trio, three : see

trio.] 1. A poem in fixed foi-m, borrowed from
the French,and allied to the rondel and rondeau.
It consists of eight lines on two rimes, and is generally
written in short measures. The first pair of lines are re-

peated as the seventh and eighth, while the first is repeated
as the fourth. Representing the repeated lines by capital

letters the rime-scheme would thus be A, B, a. A, a, b,

A, B. In humorous examples a fresh sense is often skil-

fully given to the fourth line. The first French triolet is

said to have been by Adam le Roi (end of thirteenth cen-
tury). Triolets were written in England as early as 1651 by
Patrick C^arey, whose eftorts Sir Walter Scott published
in 1820.

2. In music, same as triplet.

trional (tri'o-nal), J(. A synthetic remedy used
as a liypnotic. [Becent.]

Triones (tri-6'nez),n.j)i. [NL., < L. <riones, the
plowing-oxen : see Septentrion.} In astron., a
name sometimes given to the seven principal

stars in the constellation Ursa Major, popularly
called Charles's Wain.
Trionychidae (tri-o-nik'i-de), n. 2^1. [NL., < Tri-

(i)iyx (-onych-) + -idle. ] A family of turtles, typ-

ified by the genus Trionyx; soft-shelled turtles.
This family, though not a large one, is an old type, repre-

sented from the Cretaceous period onward, and at the pres-

ent day by several generic types of the warmer waters of

both hemispheres, being thus very widely (listributed. The
body is very flat and subcircnlar or disk-like, and covered
with soft, tough integument instead of a shell ; the skin is

variously roughened or tuberculous in different cases ; the
feet are clubl>ed, webbed, and formed for swimming, and
end in three claws; the neck is long, and the snout is

shai-p. These turtles are entirely aquatic, and live in

ponds, where they usually lie half buried in the mud.
They are chiefly carnivorous, highly predaceous and fero-

cious, and bite severely. The flesh of some species is

highly esteemed. The largest living soft-shelled turtle

is Chiira indica, sometimes taken as type of a different

family. (SeeChitra,ChiXradee.) Several American forms
occur in the Cnited States, as Trionyx (or Aspidonectes)

/erox, the southern soft-shelled turtle, of the lower Missis-

sippi and of other rivers flowing into the Gulf of Mexico,
12 to 18 inches in length of body ; Aspidonectes spinifer,

with several conical protuberances on the back (see cut
under Agpidonect£«)\ and Emyda tnutica, a smaller spe-

cies, up to 12 inches in length of carapace, inhabiting the
middle and upper Mississippi region and some of the
tributaries of the St. Lawrence river (see Emyda). Also,

wrongly, Trionycid^e.

trionychoid (tn-on'i-koid), a. Eesembling or
related to a turtle of the genus Trionyx; be-

longing to the Trionychoidea.

Trionychoidea (tri-on-i-koi'de-a),n.j)?. [NL.,
< Trionyx (-onych-) + -oidca.} The Trionychi-

dee regarded as a suborder of Chelonia, of equal
rank with Athecee (the Sphargididse) and with
Testudinata, 2, or Thecophora (all other chelo-

nians).

trionsnn (tri'o-nim), n. [< Gr. rprif (rpi-), three,

-t- bw/ia, name.] A name consisting of three
terms ; a trinomial name in zoology or botany

;

the name of a subspecies in the trinomial sys-

tem of nomenclature. See trinomial, n., and
trinomialism. Cones, The Auk. 1884, p. 321.

trionymal (tri-on'i-mal), a. [< trionym + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a trionym ; trinomial. J.

A. Allen, The Auk, 1884, p. 352.

Trionyx (trl'o-niks), n. [NL. (Geoffrey St.

Hilaire, 1809)", < Gr. rpfif (rpi-), three, + inii

(bwx-), a nail: see oiiyx.} A genus of soft-

shelled turtles, typical of the Trionychidee : in-

exactly synonymous with Aspidonectes. It is

so called" from the three claws in which the
webbed feet end. See Trionychidie.

Triopa (tri'o-pa), n. [NL. (Johnston), <• Gr.

Tptif (rpi-), lihree, + ottt/, opening, hole.] The

CIul»bed Dorid (Triopa cltnnger^.

typical genus of Triopidse, having a row of

clubbed processes along each side of the man-
tle, as T. clarii;er.

Triopidae (tri-op'i-de). n. pi. [NL., < Triopa +
-id{p.] A family of nudibraneh gastropods, typ-

ified by the genus Triopa; the chibbed dorids,

having slightly hooked teeth in very numerous
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rows on a broad radula. aud tentacles retractile

within plaited slieatlis. See cut under Triopa.

trior (tri'qr), II. [See trier.] In lair, a person
appointeci by the court to examine whether a
eliallenge to a juror or a panel of jurors is just.

triorcUs (tri-or'kis), n. [NL., < Gr. Tpu( (jpi-),

three, + bpxii, testicle.] One who has three
testicles.

triorthogonal (tri-6r-thog'6-nal), a. [< L. ires

(tri-), tliree, + E. orthogoiial.l Having three
lines, or systems of lines, crossing all at right

unfiles to one another.

Triosteum (tri-os'tf-ura), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753), < Gr. rprif (rpi-), three, + oartoi; bone.]
A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order
Ciii>rifnli(icese and tribe I.oiiicerese. It is char-

acterized l)y a tubular bell-shaped corolla gibbous at the
base, and a three- to five-celled ovary with one ovule in

each cell. There are about species, natives of Asia and
the eastern and central I'nited States. They are herbs
with a perennial root and little-branched stem with scaly

buds. The leaves are sessile, entire, opposite, and some-
what connate at the base. The dull-yellow, purple, or

whitish rtuwers are solitary, or clustered in the axils, or
rarely condensed into short terminal spiiies. The fruit

is a coriaceous or fleshy berry, with smooth, Iwny, angled
or ribbed seeds. T. per/aiiatum, a rather coarse erect
species with purplish flowers and orange-colored berries,

occurring from Canada to Alabama, is known SkS/ewrrcott
also as horse-ffeiitian. Tinker's-we*d, wild ipecac, and wild
coffee; it produces a long, thick, yellowish or brownish root
with a nauseous taste and odor, locally used as a cathartic
and emetic. One other species, T. anuustifolium, with yel-

lowish flowers, occurs in the I'nited States; one, T. hir-

sutum, with irreguliu* corolla, in Nepal and China; and
two others in China, one of which, T. ginualum, extends
to .Japan.

triovulate (tri-o'vu-lat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + NXi. ovulam, ovule, + -a<el.] In bot.,

having three ovTiles; three-ovuled.

trioxid, triozide (tri-ok'sid, -sid or -sid), n. An
oxiil containing three oxygen atoms: as, sul-

phur trioxid, SO3. Also tritoxid, tritoxide.

trip' (trip), v.; pret. and pp. tripped, ppr. trip-

piii'j. [Early mod. E. also tryppe ; < ME. trip-

pen = JID. trippen, step lightly, trip, cause to
stumble, D. trippen, trip, skip, = Sw. trippa =
Dan. trippe, tread lightly, trip; cf. freq. D. trip-

peleii = LG. trippein, > G. trippeln, trip; prob.
a secondary form of the verb appearing as the
source of trap'^, trap^, trapS, and ult. of tramp.']

1. iiitrann. 1. To run or step lightly; skip,

dance, or walk nimbly along; move with a
quick, light tread.

•She has twa weel-made feet.

And she tript upon her taes.

The Laird of Warittoun (Child'sAtllads, in. 107).

Come, and trip It, as you go.

On the light fantastick toe.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 34.

2. To make a brisk movement with the feet;

prance.
This hors anon bigan to trippe and daance
Whan that this knyght leyde hand upon hiareyne.

Ctiaucer, Squire's Tale, L 304.

3. To take a voyage or journey; make a jaunt
or excursion.

But yet, we hope youll never grow sowiae;
For, if you should, weand ourComedfes
Must trip to Norwich, or for Ireland go.

Etharege, Love In a Tub, ProL

4. To stumble; strike the foot against some-
thing so as to lose the step and come near fall-

ing; make a false step; lose the footing.

My slipp'ry footing fall'd me ; and you tript

Just as I slipt
Quarlef, Emblems, il. 14.

Hence— 5. Figuratively, to make a false move-
ment; err; go wrong; be guilty of an inconsis-
tency or an inaccuracy.

St. Jerome, whose custom is not to pardon ever easily
his adversaries if any where they chance to trip, presseth
him as thereby making all sorts of men in the world Ood's
enemies. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2d.

The captain, a wise man, after many endeavours to
catch me tripping in some part of my story, at last began
to have a better opinion of my veracity.

Sinjt, Gulliver's Travels, It. 11.

For Jenny, my cousin, bad come to the place, and 1 knew
right well

That Jenny had tript in her time ; I knew, but I would not
tell. Tennyson, The (Jrandmother.

6. To rush by ; said of deer.

A hundred head of red deer
Come tripping the sheriff full nigh.

Xolrin Hood and tlie BuUher (Child's Ballads, V. 37).

=8yiL 1. Hop, Leap, etc. See«fr*pl,

U. trans. 1. To perform with a light or trip-
ping step, as a dance.

Every maid
Fit for this revel was arrayed.
The hornpipe neatly tripping.

thagton, Nymphldla.

2. To cause to stumble or fall, make a false
step, or lose the footing by catching or en-
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tangling the feet or suddenly cheeking their

free action : often followed by up.

A stump doth trip him in his pace

;

Down comes poor Hob upon his face,

Drayton, Nymphidia.

Your excuse must be that ... a mop stood across the
entry, and tript you up.

Sivift, Advice to Servants (Footman).

3. To cause to stumble by placing an obstruc-
tion in the way; hence, to give a wrong turn
to, or cause to halt or stutnble, by presenting
a mental or moral stumbling-block.

Be you contented,wearing now the garland, . . .

To trip the course of law and blunt the sword
That guards the peace and safety of your person,

Shak., i Hen, IV,, v. 2. 87.

4. To catch in a fault, offense, or error; de-
tect in a misstep or blunder.

Yea, what and whosoeuer he be that thinkes himselfe a
very good Italian, and that to trip others.

Flario, It. Diet,, Ep, Ded., p. [5J.

He must, sir, be
.\ better statesman than yourself, that can
Trip me in anything ; I will not speak
Before these witnesses.

Fletcher {and another), Noble Qentleman, iii, 4,

5. yaut. : (a) To loose, as an anchor from the
bottom by means of its cable or buoy-rope.
(6) To turn, as a yard, from a horizontal to a
vertical position.

The royal yards were all tripped and lowered together.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 218.

6. Theat., to double in the center: said of a
drop so situated that there is not room enoujgh
to hoist it out of sight.— 7. In mech.: (a) To
strike against, as a moving part against an
obstruction. (6) To release suddenly, as the
clutch of the windlass of a pile-driver, or the
valve-closing mechanism in the trip-gear of a
steam-engine, etc.

trip'^ (trip), n. [Early mod. E. also tryppe; <

ME. trippe = Dan. trip, a short step; from the
verb.] 1. A light, short step; a lively move-
ment of the feet.

More flne in trip then foote of running roe.

More pleasant then the field of flowring grasse.
England'! Helicon (1614). (Xaret.)

"Where gang ye, young John," she says,

"Sae early in the day?
It gars rae think by your fast trip

Your journey's far away."
The Faiwe Lover (Child's Ballads, IV. 90).

2. A journey or voyage ; an excursion ; a jaunt

;

specifically, in transportation, the performance
of service one way over a route, the perform-
ance of service both ways being a round trip.

An aungell . . . bad me See
With hym and the

On- to Egipte.
And sertis I dred me sore
To make my smal trippe. York Plays, p. 142.

She, to return our foreigner's complaisance,
At Cupid's call, has made a trip to Prance.

Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, Epil.

By thns advancing its base of operations on the same
line, or by changing from one line to another, the wagons
were relieved of two tripg.

ComU de Parit, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 213.

3. A sudden seizure or catch, as that by which
a wrestler throws his antagonist.

Of good hope no councell thou craue
Til deeth thee caste with a trippe of dissalte.

Hymne to i'irgin, etc. (B. E. T. S,), p, 75.

Or, stript for wrestling, smears his limbs with oil,

And watches, with a trip his foe to foil,

Dryden, tr, of Virgil's Oeorgics, il. 776.

4. A stumble by the loss of foothold or a strik-

ing of the foot against an object.— 5. In mach.,

a hitting of a moving part against some obstruc-
tion to its free movement.— 6. A failure; an
error; a blunder.

And mad'st imperfect words with childish tripg.

Half unpronounced, slide through my infant lips.

Milton, Vacation Exercise, 1, 3.

How, Cousin? I'd have you to know, before this faux
pas, this Trip of mine, the World cou'd not talk of me.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

7. In the fisheries, the catch, take, or fare of

fish caught during a voyage ; the proceeds of a
trip in fish.— 8. Xaiit., a single board or tack
in plying to windward. Admiral Smyth.— 9. In
coiirsinfi, an unsuccessful effort of the dogs to

kill. Ennic. Brit.. VI. .51.').— 10. A stnall arch
over a drain, ffalliicell—Jonah trip. Siee Jonah.
— Round trip. See def. 2,—To fetch trip, to go back-
ward in order to jump the further, HalliuvU. (Frov.

Eng.l-Tohail for a trip. See A«a:i. =SyTl. 2. Tour,
Travel, etc. Het; journey.

trip- (trip), II. [< ME. trip, trippe: supposed
to be a var. of troop, or from the same ult.

source.] 1. A number of animals (rarely of

persons) together; a flock. [Provincial.]

tripaschal

That men calleth a trip of a tame swyn is called of wylde
swyn a soundre; that is to say, gif the^be passyd v. or
vj". togedres. MS. Bodl. 54B. (UaUiweU.)

A trip of halibut which arrived on Friday [at Gloucester,
Massachusetts] could not be sold,

PhUa. Times, July 23, 1883.

A trip of Widgeon (according to the quantity).
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 638.

2. Race; family. HnUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
trip3 (trip), II. [ME. trippe. trype; origin ob-
scure. Cf. tripe.] It. A piece (?).

A Goddes kechyl, or a trype of chese.
Or elles what yow lyst, we may nat cheese,

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 39.

2. New soft cheese made of milk. HalliweU.
[Prov. Eng.]

trip'*t (trip), n. [A modification of thrip, q. v.]

Three pence sterling.

The same vingten is woorth our trip, or English 3d., or
woorth halfe a Spanish royall. Hills, Vulgar Arithmetic.

tripaleolate (tri-pa'le-o-lat), a. [< L. tres

(tri-), three, -t- NL. paleola, dim. of palea,
straw : see jialea.] In bot., provided with three
pales or palese, as the flower of a bamboo.
tripang, ». See trepang.

tripapulated (tri-pap'i-la-ted), a. [< L. tres

(tri-), three, + papilla, a nipple, teat: see pa-
pilla.] Having three papillae, as the head of
an ascaris. H. Allen.

tripart (tri'piirt), o. Triparted ; tripartite. The
Engineer, LXVIII. 500.

triparted (tri'piir-ted), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ pars (2>art-). part, -^ -ed^. Cf. tripartite.] Di-
vided into three parts, in heral-
dry it is used of the field, in which case
it is equivalent to tierce, or is applied
to a cross (see the phrase). Also tripar-

tite.- Cross tripariied, a cross of
which each bar or arm is composed of
three narrow ribbons, not interlaced or
lying one over the others, but in the
same plane.— Saltier triparted. See
saltieri.

tripartible (tri-pUr'ti-bl), «. [<

qp
Cross triparted.

L. tres (tri-),

three, + partibilis, divisible : see partible, and
cf. tripartite.] In bot., exhibiting a tendency
to split into three parts or divisions.

tripartient (tri-par'shient), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -¥ purtien(t-)s, ppr. of partiri, divide: see
part, r.] Dividing into three parts: said of a
number that divides another into three equal
parts.

tripartite (trip'ar-tit or tri-par'tit), a. [< late

ME. trypartyte, < OF. (and F.) tripartite = Pr.
tripartit=H^. Pg. It. tripartita, <L. tripartitus,

tripertitiis, divided into tnree parts, < tres (tri-),

three, + partitus, pp. of partiri, part, divide:
see partite.] 1 . Divided into three parts ; three-

parted.
She blazed abroade perdy a people small.
Late landetl heere, and founde tliis pleasaunt He,
And how that now it was diuided all.

Made tripartite, and might witliin a while
Bee won by force, by treason, fraud, or guile.

Mir. for Mags., I. 43.

Wisdom is tripartite : saying, doing, avoiding,
Landor, Imag, Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

The tripartite division of government into legislative,

executive, and Judicial, Banarcift, Hist, Const,, II. 327.

2. Having three corresponding parts or copies.

This Indentur tripartita made the twenty dey of Aprile,
the yere of our lorde godd a tliowsaunde fyve hundreth
and fourteyn. English Gilds (E. E. T. S,), p, 143.

Our indentures tripartite are drawn.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., HI. 1. 80.

3. Made or concluded between three parties

:

as, a tripartite treaty.

The College, myself, and Mr. Lintot, the bookseller, en-
ter into a tr%t,artite agreement upon these terras.

W. Brtrme, Letters of Eminent Men, II. 9«.

4. In her., same as triparted.— 5. In eniom.,
divided from the apex to the base by two slits,

forming three nearly equal parts.— 6. In bot.,

divided into three segments nearly but not
quite down to the base: as, a
tripartite leaf. Also triparted.
— 7. In math., homogeneous in

three sets of variables.

tripartitely (trip'ar-tit-li or
tri-par'tit-li), adr. In a tripar-

tite manner; by a di-vision into

three parts.

tripartition (tri-par- or trip-ar- Trfpartiie Leafof

tish'on), H. i< tripartite -f- -ion.] ^*;^S'»«":''°"

'"''

1. A division into three parts.
— 2. A division by three, or the taking of a
tliird part of any number or quantity.

tripaschal (tri-pas'kal), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three. -1- LIj./>a»'f/(a,passover: seepasch.] In-

cluding three passovers. See the quotation

under hipaschal.



trip-book

trip-book (trip'buk), «. A book in which the
account of a voyage of a fishing-vessel is made
up, showing the shares belonging respectively
to the vessel and the crew. [Massachusetts.]
trip-cord (trip'kord), n. In agri., a cord which
when pulled trips the lever or detent of a hay-
carrier, or apparatus for unloading hay from
wagons and transferring it to mows in barns.

tripe (trip), n. [< ME. tripe, trype = MD. trim,
tripe, < OF. tripe, F. trijte = Sp. Pg. tripa = It.

trijppa, entrails, belly, tripe; cf. Ir. triopas, pi.,

tnpes, entrails, W. tripa, entrails; Bret, stri-

pen, tripe, pi. stripennou, stripou, entrails.] 1.

The entrails, bowels, intestines, or guts ; hence,
the belly : chiefly used in the plural. [Now only
in low use.]

Of Inde the gredy grypes
Myght tere out all thy trypes!

Skelton, Phyllyp Sparowe, 1. 308.

No flight of fatall Birds,
Nor trembling tripes of sacrificed Heards.

Sylvester^ tr. of Du Bartas's Weelcs, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

The Turk, when he hath his Tripe full of Pelaw, or of
Mutton and Rice, will go . . . either to the next Well or
River to drink Water. Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

2. The greater part of the stomach of a rumi-
nant, as the ox, dressed and used for food.
Tripe includes the whole of the cardiac division of the
stomach — that is, of the two compartments known as
the rumen, or paunch, and the reticulum. The former
(called plain tnpe) is the most extensive ; the latter is the
best, being that called honeycomb tripe. See cut under
Ruminantia.

How say you to a fat tripe finely broil'd ?

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 20.

tripedal (trip'e-dal or tri'ped-al), a. [< L. tripe-

dalis, < trex (<r(-), "three, 4- pe's(ped-), foot: see
pedal.'i Three-footed: a,s, a, tripedal stand.

tripe-de-roche (trep'de-rosh'), n. [F. : tripe,

tripe ; de, of; roche, rock.] Avegetable substance
sometimes eaten by hunters and arctic explorers
when no better food is to be found. It is fur-
nished by various lichens of the genera Oyrophora and Uin-
bilicaria. Tripe-de-roche is slightly nutritive, but bitter
and purgative. See Pyxinei.

tripel (trip'el), n. Same as tripoli.

tripeman (trip'man), «. ; pi. tripemen (-men).
J^ man who prepares tripe and hawks it about.
[London, Eng.]

These portions [of the bullock], with the legs (called
"feet" in the trade), form wliat is styled the tripe-vmn's
portion, and are disposed of to him by the butcher for
6«. 6d. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 9.

tripennate (tri-pen'at), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + pennatus, winged: see pennate/] In
bot, tripinnate.

tripersonal (tri-p6r'son-al), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + persona, person : see personal.] Con-
sisting of three persons.

One TripersonaU Godhead.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

tripersonalist (tri-per'son-al-ist), n. [< trijjer-

sonal + -ist.] A believer in the Trinity; a
Trinitarian.

tripersonality (tri-pfer-so-nal'i-ti), n. [< tri-

personal + -ity.'] The state of existing in three
persons in one Godhead ; trinity.

As for terms of Trinity, Triunity, Co-essentiality, Tri-
personaUty.^n^X tlic like, they [the Arian and the Socini-
an] reject them as .Scholastic Notions, not to be found in
Scripture. Milton, True Religion.

tripery (tri'pfer-i), n.; pi. triperies (-iz). [=
F. triperie (= Sp. triperia), < tripe, tripe: see
tripe and -ery.] A place where tripe is pre-
pared or sold. Quarterly Rev.

tripes (tri'pez), n. ; pi. tripedes (-pe-dez). [NL.,
< L. tripes, having three feet, < tres (,tri-), three,
+ pes, foot. Cf. trivet.] In teratol., a monster
having three feet.

tripe-stone (tnp'ston), n. A variety of anhy-
drite occurring in contorted plates, so named
from bearing some resemblance to the convo-
lutions of the intestines. It has been found in
Poland.

tripetaloid (tn-pet'a-loid), a. [< Gr. rprif {rpt-),

three, + nira'Aov, leaf (petal), + eldoc, form.]
In hot., appearing as if furnished with three
petals: as, a tripetaloid perianth.

tripetalOUS (tri-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. rpelc (rpi-),

three, + Kha7jov, leaf (petal), + -ous.] In hot.,

three-petaled ; having three petals or flower-
leaves.

tripe-Tisaged (trip'viz'ajd), a. Having a face
resembling tripe, either in paleness or sallow-
ness, or in being flabby, baggy, and expression-
less. [Rare and humorous.]

Thou damned tripe-visaged rascal

!

,SA<i*.,2Hen.IV.,T.4.9.

trip-gear (trip'ger), ». In a steam-engine, any
combination of devices by which, when the
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piston has reached a definite point in the
stroke, or when, as in automatically variable
cut-offs, it has reached a point dependent upon
the work demanded of the engine, a sudden re-

lease of the valve-opening mechanism from the
induction-valve is effected, leaving the latter
under control of mechanism which rapidly ef-

fects closure. The gear is, in this operation, said to
trip the valve-closing mechanism, and the operation is

called irippiny. An example of such valve-gear is illus-

trated in a cut under gteam-engiiie. Also called trip cut-off.

trip-bamiuer (trip'ham'er), n. A tilting-ham-
mer or machine-hammer operated by a cam or
other device, which trips tne lever and allows
the hammer to fall. It is essentially the same
as the tilt-hammer (where see cut).

triphane (tri'fan), n. [< Gr. rpupavr/c, appear-
ing threefold, < rptif (rpi-), three, + -<jMvr/c, <
ipaivuv, show.] Hatty's name for spodumene,
still often used, especially by French mineralo-
gists.

tripharmacum (tri-fiir'ma-kum), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tpuc (rpi-), three, + (fdp/xaKov, a drug.] A
medicine having three ingredients.

Triphasia(tri-fa'si-a), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790),
< Gr. TpKpdaioc, threefold : see trifarioits.] A ge-
nus of polypetalous plants, of the orderRutacex
and tribe Aiirantieee. It is characterized by fiowers
with three calyx-lobes, three petals, six stamens, and a
thi-ee-celled ovary with a solitary ovule in each cell. The
only species, T. Aurantiola, the lime-berry, is said to be a
native of China, and is widely cultivated throughout the
tropics. It is a thorny shrub bearing alternate leaves witli
ovate obtuse and usually crenate leaflets. The fragrant
white flowers are solitary in the axils, and ju-e followed by
small reddish berries with a sweet pleasant taste, resem-
bling gooseberries in size and shape, and sometimes im-
ported from the West Indies as a preserve. The shrub is

known in the West Indies as liine-myrtie, and sometimes
incorrectly as bergamot ; it is used in Key West for hedges,
and is often confounded witli tlie trifoliate species or
variety of Citrus in use as a stock on which to graft tlie

orange.

triphony (trif'o-ni), n. [< MGr. "Tpupuvia, <

rpKpumg, three-voiced, < Gr. rpelg (rpi-), three,
+ ^uvfi, voice.] In early medieval music, diaph-
ony for three voices.

triphthong (trif'thdng or trip'thong), n. [=
F. triphthongtie = Sp. triptongo = Pg. triptongo,

tritongo = It. trittongo, < NL. triphthongus, <

MGr. Tpi<jidoyyoi, with triple sound or vowel, <
Gr. Tptlg ("Tpi-), three, + ipdoyyi/, ipBoyyoQ, voice,
sound.] A combination of three vowels in a
single syllable forming a simple or compound
sound; a group of three vowel characters rep-
resenting combinedly a single or monosyllabic
sound, as eau in heau, ieu in adieu, eye, etc. ; a
vowel trigraph.

triphthongal (trif-th6ng'gal or trip-th6ng'gal),
a. [(.triphthong + -al.] Pertaining to a triph-
thong; consisting of a triphthong.
triphyline (trifi-lin), n. [< Gr. Tpeic (jpt-),

three, + i^vAij, tribe, community (see phyle), +
-ine^.] A mineral consisting of the phosphates
of the three metals iron, manganese, and lithi-

um. It occurs usually in cleavable masses of a bluish- or
greenish-gi-ay color. Lithiophilite is a variety of salmon-
yellow or clove-brown color, containing chiefly manganese
and lithium with very little iron.

triphylite (trif 'i -lit), n. [< Gr. Tpdg (jpi-),

three, + (pv7ifj, tribe, -I- -ite'^.] Same as triphy-
line.

triphyllous (tri-fil'us), a. [< Gr. Tpi<t>v?.>.oi,

three-leaved, < Tpclc (rpi-), three, + ^vXhyv, a
leaf.] In 6ot, three-leaved; havingthreeleaves.
Triphysite (ti-if'i-sit), n. [< Gr. rpd^ (,Tpc-),

three, + ^iotf, nature, + -ite^.] One of a party
in Spain in the latter part of the seventh cen-
tury which held that there are three natures
in Christ—the human, the divine, and a third
nature resulting from the union of the two.
Tripier's operation. See operation.

tripinnate (tri-pin'at), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
-I- jrinnatus, winged: see pinnate.] In hot.,

threefold pinnate : noting a leaf in which there
are three series of pinnee or leaflets, as when
the leaflets of a bipinnate leaf are themselves
pinnate.

tripinnately (tri-pin'at-li), adv. In a tripin-

nate manner.
tripinnatifld (tri-pi-nat'i-fid), a. [< tri- +pin-
natifid.] In hot., pinnatifid with the segments
twice divided in a pinnatifid manner.
tripinnatisect (tri-pi-nat'i-sekt), a. [< tri- +
pinnatisect.] In hot., parted to the base in a
tripinnate manner, as a leaf.

tripitaka (tri-pit'a-kS), n. [Skt., 'three bas-
kets,' < tri, three, + pitaka, basket.] The com-
plete collection of the northern Buddhist scrip-

tures, in the three divisions of Sutra, Vinaya,
and Abhidharma.

Triple Window. Medieval Geomet-
ric style of middle of 13th century.-
I-incoln Cathedral, England.

triple

triplasiant (tri-pla'si-an), a. [< Gr. TptnTJtaioq^

three times as many, < rpelQ (rpi-)^ three, +
-TrTidaio^ as in SnrAduio^, twofold.] Threefold;
triple; treble.

triplasic (tri-plas'ik), a. [< LL. triplasius, < Gr.
TptnAaaio^'. see triplasian.'\ Triple; threefold;
specifically, in anc, pros., constituting the pro-
portion of three to one: as, the triplamc ratio
(of times or semeia in thesis and arsis); char-
acterized by such a proportion of thesis and
arsis: as, a triplasic foot. The only clear instance
of a triplasic foot seems to be an amphibrach standing
at the beginning of a colon or verse of Ionics a majore.

Beside these three
ratios of arsis and the-
sis» . . . Aristoxenus
mentions two others:
the triplasic, in which
the two parts of the
foot are as 3 to 1 . . .

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 98.

triple (trip'l), a.

and n. [< F. triple

= Sp. Pg. It. trijylo,

< L. triplus (=r Gr.
Tpnr?i6o^y rpt7r?iOv^),

triple, threefold, <

tres {tri-)f three,

+ -pliis, akin to E.

-fold. Cf. treble,

from the same"
source, and thrib-

ble, a mixture of
triple, treble, with
three.'l I. a. 1.

Consisting of
three; threefold;
characterized by a
subdivision into
three parts or into
threes: as, a triple

knot ; a trijyle win-
dow.

By thy triple shape, as thou art seen
In heaven, earth, hell, and everywhere a queen,
Grant this my first desire.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iiL 232.

2. Three times repeated ; treble.

The glorious Salust, morall, true-divine, . . .

Makes Ueav'n his subject, and the Earth his stage,
The Arts his Actors, and the jTnp/e-Trine.

G. Gay-Wood, Sonnet to J. Sylvester.

The pineapples, in triple row.
Cotcper, Pineapple and Bee.

3t. Being one of three; third.

Many receipts he gave me ; chiefly one . . .

He bade me store up, as a triple eye,
Safer than mine own two, more dear.

Shak., All's Well, ii. 1. 111.

Triple Alliance, (a) A league between England, Swe-
den, and the Nctht-rlands, formed in 16fiS, and designed to
check French aggressions, (b) A league between France,
Great Britain, and the Netherlands, foniied in 1717, and
directed chiefly against Spain. After the accession to it of
Austria in 1718 it was known as the Quadruple Alliance.
(c) An alliance between Germany. Austria-Hungary, and
Italy, formed about 1882, and designed to check Russia
and also France. It is chiefly the creation of Prince Bis-
marck, and by its provisions the three powers are bound
to support one another in certain contingencies. Its influ-

ence has succeeded to that of the League of tlie 'I'hree Em-
perors (the German, Austrian, and Russian), which was
also largely the creation of Bismarck.— Triple-COilnest-
sprlng, a form of spiral spring consisting of three coils fit-

ted one within another. — Triple COngruency. See con-
ynteticy.—Triple counterpoint. See counterpoitif-^, S (c),

—Triple crown, in /ter. : (a) Same as tiara, 6. (b) A bear-
ing representing three royal or imperial crowns set one
upon another in pale. Such a bearing, having also clouds at
the base, forms part of the arms of the London iJrapers'

Company.— Triple-cylinder steam-engine, an engine
having three cylinders connected at diJt'erent angles with
the same shaft, used to avoid a dead-center. Another form
takes the steam from two cylinders, and exhausts alter-

nately into a large one —Triple equality, see double
equality, under e^xtalUy — Triple expansion-engine.
See expansion-engitie and sieam-e?!*/*'"^.— Triple fugue, a
fugue with three subjects. See/wf/u^.— Triple octave, in
music, the interval of three octaves, or a tone at such an in-

terval from a given tone.— Triple phosphate, phosphate
of ammonium and magnesium, found in the urine in the
shape of prismatic crystals.—Triple pile. See pile'-i.—

Tripleplume, in Afr., three feathei-s combined in a plume
or set side by side, as in the case of the ostiich-feather
badge of the Prince of Wales, which has varied in design at
ditterent times. — Triple point, line, plane, a point, line,

or plane formed by the coincidence of three, and counting
as three.—Triple progression, in immc, an old name
for a series of perfect fifths.— Triple ratio. See ratio,—
Triple rhythm, see rhythm. 2 (0).- Triple salts, the
name foraierly given to chemical compounds consisting of
one acid and two different bases, or of two acids and one
base: but such salts are now more properly designated
double salts, most of them consisting of thesiinie acid and
two different bases, as Rochelle salts, which lU'e comiwsed
of soda, potassa, and tartaric acid.— Triple SCreW. See
screu''^.— Triple suspension. See ^-^s^ji^ioji— Triple
telephone, a form of teleplione in which the mouthpiece
is so placed relatively to two ear-receivers that the mes-



triple

aage may be transmitted and received without moving
the position of the head.— Triple time, in mugic. See
rhythm, -i.— Triple tree, the (raliows; in allusion to the

two posts and cross-beam of which it is often composed.

This is a rascal desei-ves to ride up Ilolborn,

And take a pilgrimage to the Irijde tref,

To dance in hemp Derrick's coranto.
Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 1.

TrlTPle vase. See cow.— Triplex. SameaaXXX.
ll. II. It. Ill mu»ic, same as treble.

Againe he heard that wondrous harmonie ; . . .

The Immane voices sung a triple hie.

To which respond the birds, the streames, the winde.
Fair/ax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xviii. 24.

[(Kichardmn.)

2. pi. In change-ringing, changes rung on seven
bells.

triple (trip'l), r. ;
pret. and pp. tripled, ppr.

trii>liHg. [< F. tripler (= Pr. triplar), make
threefold, < triple, threefold, triple: see triple,

a.] I. tran.i. 1. To make threefold or thrice

as much or as many; treble.

Enriched with annotations triplitig their value.

Lamb, Two Races of Men.

2. To be thrice as great or as many as.

Their losse . . . did triple ours, as well in quality as in

quantity. Halduyt't Voyages.

3. To alter from single or double to triple ac-

tion, as a single or double expansion-engine
into a triple e.xpansion-engine ; fit up with triple

expansion-engines, as a vessel which has pre-

viously used a single or double expansion-en-
gine.

II. intra nn. To increase tlireefold.

Their appropriations for this purpose have about tripled

in twenty years. New York Evening Po$t, Dec., 1890.

triple-awned (trip'l -and), a. In hot., having
three awns. — Triple-awned grass. Same as three-

awned grasn {which see, under thre-e-au^ned).

triple-crowned (trip'l -kround), a. Having
three crowns ; wearing a triple crown, as the
Pope.

triple-grass (trip'l-gris), n. Some species of

TriJ'iiUnm or clover; shamrock, iloore, Irish

Melodies. (Britten and- Holland.)

triple-headed (trip'l-hed"ed), a. Having three
heads: as, the triple-headed dog Ceibeiua.

triple-nerved (trip'l-n6rvd),a. In hot., noting
a leaf in which two prominent nerves emerge
from the middle one a little above its base.

triple-ribbed (trip'I-ribd), a. Same as triple-

nerred.

triplet (trip'let), n. [< triple + -et.'] 1. A col-

lection or combination of three of a kind, or
three united.

At Trani each of the Beren arcbea of the nave has a
triplet of round arcbeaover it, and a single clerestory win-
dow above that. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. ;i05.

2. In poetry, three verses or lines riming to-

gether.
He laugh'd as is his wont, and answer'd me
In riddling triplets of old time.

Tennyton, Coming of Arthur.

3. In music, a group of three tones to be per-
formed in the time of two or four. Such groups
are marked 'i^. Compare scxtuplet, dceiniole,

etc.— 4. A combination of three plano-convex
lenses in a compound microscope, which serves
to render the object clear and distinct, and free
from distortion— an improvement upon the
doublet (see doublet, 2 (b)); also, a hand-micro-
scope con.sisting of three double-convex len-
ses.— 5. In math., a system of three families of
surfaces such that one of each family passes
through each point of space.— 6. One of three
children bom at one birth. [Collo<i.]

We have in mind at this moment a case of three females,
iripleU, all of whom lived past midtlle age.

Flint, Physiology, p. Wl.

7. pi. Three links of chain, generally used to
connect the cable with the anchor-ring.— 8. A
bicycle for thrne ri<lers.— Orthogonal triplet, a
system of three faniilifsnf surfacts cnttmu'one another at
right aii'.'les.— Triplet monster, in Irratol., a minister
havim: parts triple cl. Welngarten triplet, .m ..rthog-
onal trijtlet <tt wliirh oiif family coiisisis n( surfaces all
havidii the same constant iiirvatnre tlirougliout.

tripletail (trip'l-tal), n. A fish. Lobotcs gitri-

namenxix, whose dorsal and anal fins end be-
hind in a figure like that of the caudal fin, giv-
ing an appearance of three tails. Also called
flanker and black perch. See cut under Lobotex.

triplet-lily (trip'let-lil'i), n. Same as star-
ftmrer On.

triple-tumedt (trip'l-temd), a. Three times
faithless.

This foul Egyptian hath betrayed me.
. . . Triple-turned whore I 'tis thou
Hast sold me to this novice.

Shai., A. andC, Iv. 12. 18.
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triplex (tri'pleks), n. [< L. triplex, threefold,

< trea (tri-), three, + plicare,to\A: see ply. Cf.

duplex.} Triple time in music.

The triplex, sir, is a good tripping measure.
Shak., T. N., v. 1. 41.

triplicate (trip'li-kat), a. and h. [< L. tripli-

catus, pp. of triplicare, make threefold, treble,

< triplex, t\rceelo\A: see triplex.'\ I. a. Triple;

threefold ; consisting of or related to a triad, or

three corresponding parts; composed of three
similars: as, a ()ip?iC(;<« certificate.

I did meet with Thadeus, this courier, which brought
certain expeditions triplicat; the one unto the prothono-
tar Gambora, the other unto Gregory de Cassali, and the
third unto me. Bp. Burnet, Records, I. ii. 4.

In several cases [of attempted quantitative spectrum
analysis!, duplicate and even triplicate readings were
made with the same specimens.

J. y. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 225.

Triplicate ratio, in math., the ratio which the cubes of

two quantities bear to each other, as compared witli the
ratio of the quantities themselves. Thus, the ratio of a^*

to ft:* is triplicate of the ratio of a to b. Similar solids are
to each other in the triplicate ratio of their homologous
sides or like linear dimensions.

II. M. One of three things corresponding in

every respect to one another.

A triplicate of said certificate or return shall be issued
to the railroad company delivering said property.

New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 211.

triplicate (trip'li-kat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. trip-

licated, ppr. triplicating. [< triplicate, n.] To
treble ; repeat a second time ; make threefold

;

produce a third corresponding to a first and
second.
They had duplicated, triplicated, and quadrupled many

of the cables upon their systems.
Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXVm. 87.

triplicate-temate (trip'li-kat-tfer'nat), a. In
txit., tliric^e temate: same as triternate.

triplication (trip-li-ka'shon), n. [= P. tripli-

cation = Sp. tripticaeioH = Pg. triplicacdo = It.

triplicasione, < L. triplicatio{n-), a tripling, <

triplicare, triple: see triplicaUi.} 1. The act of
trebling, or making threefold, or adding three
together.— 2. Threefold plication; formation
of triplicates ; that which is triplicate or three-
fold: as, a triplication of peritoneum.— 3. In
civil law, same as surrejoinder in common law.

triplicature (trip'li-ka-tilr), ». [< triplicate +
-Mrc] A fold or folding into three layers ; trip-

lication, or a triplication: correlated with du-
plicature and quadruplicature.

triplicity (tri-plis'i-ti), n. [< OF. "tripliciie, F.
Iriplicitc = Pr. triplicitat = Sp. triplicidad = Pg.
triplicitade = It. Iriplicita, < L. * triplicita{t-)s,

tnplicity, threefoldness, < triplex, threefold

:

see triplex.'] 1. The state of being triple or
threefold; trebleness; threefoldness.

Hauynge onely one god, whom we honour in triplicitie of

Serson, ... we do not woorship that kind of men with
iuine honoure.
Peter Martyr (tr. of Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 65).

Yotir majesty standeth invested of that triplicity which
In great veneration was ascribed to the ancient Hermes.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1.

2. A trinity; a triad.

Many an Angels voice
Singing before th' eternall majesty.
In Uieir trinall tripticities on hye.

Spenier, F. Q., I. zlL 39.

3. In astrol., the division of the signs accord-
ing to the number of the elements ; also, each
division so formed, consisting of three signs.

Every planet governs some triplicity, either by
night or by day. See trigorO-, 2.

He sees
The powerful planets, how, in their degrees.
In their due seasons, they do fall and rise

;

And how the signs, in their triplicitieg.

By sympathizing in their trine consents
With those inferior forming elements, . . .

Drayton, Man in the Hoone.
Fiery triplicity. See fiery.

triplicostate (trip-li-kos'tat), a. [< L. triplus,

threefold, + casta, rib.] In bot., tripllnerved;
triple-nerved or triple-ribbed.

triplifonn (trip'U-form), a. [< L. triplus, three-
fold, + forma, form.] Triple in form ; tri-

formed ; formed by three. [Rare.]

One symbol was tripll/onn, the other single.

T. Jnman, Symbolism, Int.
,
p. xii.

tripllnerved (trip'li-nfervd), a. [< L. triplus,

threefold, -I- nervus, nerve, + -erf^.] Jn bot.,

same as triple-nerved. See nerration.

triplite (trip'Ut), h. [< triple + -ite'^.~\ A mineral
occurring in brownish-red crystalline masses,
often fibrous. It is essentially a fluophosphate
of iron and manganese.
triploblastic (trip-lo-blas'tik), a. [< 6r. rpt-

jr/Ciof, thieefold, +' jiTMard^, germ.] Having

tripod

three blastodermic membranes or germ-layers,
consisting of epiblast, mesoblast, and hypo-
blast ; of or pertaining to the Triploblastica: dis-

tinguished from diploblastic as cwloniatous from
cwleiitcratc. Most animals are triploblastic.

Triploblastica (trip-l6-blas'ti-ka), n.j)/. [NL.

:

see triploblastic.'] 'triploblastic animals, or
those whose body consists of at least three
blastoderms, the endoderm, mesoderm, and ec-

toderm: an alternative name of the Ccelomata,

as Diploblastica is of the Cceleiitera. It includes
all those metazoic animals which have a true coelom or
Ijody-cavity separate from the intestinal cavity.

triploidite (trip'loi-dit), n. [< tripl(ite) + -aid +
-ite^.] A phosphate of iron and manganese oc-

curring in monoclinic prismatic crystals, also

in columnar to fibrous masses of a reddish-
brown color. It closely resembles triplite, but
differs from it in having the fluorin replaced
by hydroxyl.
Triplopidse (trip-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tri-

plopus + -idse.] A family of extinct Eocene
perissodactyls of the tapiroid series, estab-
lished for the reception of the genus Triplopus.

Triplopus (trip'lo-pus), H. [NL., <Gr. -pm/doQ,

threefold, + izoi'i; = 'E. foot.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Triplopidx, related to Uy-
racliyus, but lacking the fifth digit of the manus.
triplbpy (trip'lo-pi), ». [< Gr. Tpiir?.6oc, three-

fold, + uip, eye.] An affection of the eyes which
causes objects to be seen triple.

triplum (trip'lum), n. [ML., neut. of L. triplus,

threefold, treble : see triple, treble.] In medie-
val music: (a) The third part in polyphonic com-
position, counting upward from the tenor as one

;

treble. (6) A composition for three voices.

triply (trip'li), adv. In a triple or threefold
nianiier Triply ribbed, in W, triple-ribbed.

trip-madam (trip 'mad "am), H. [< F. tripe-

madame, trique-madame, stonecrop.] A spe-
cies of stonecrop, Sediim reflexum.

tripod (tri'pod), a. and n. [Formerly tripode ; =
Sp. tripode = Pg. It. tripode = G. tripode, tripus,

< L. tripus {tripod-), < Gr. Tpi-mvi; (rpaod-), three-

footed, having
three feet or three
legs; as a noun, a
three - legged ta-

ble, a three-legged
stool, a three-foot-
ed brass kettle, a
musical instru-
ment, etc. ; < T/3fif

(rp(-), three, + vrot'f

(Trod-) = E. foot.
Cf. trivet.] I. a.

Having three feet

or legs. — Tripod
vase, in art, a vase
with three feet, or sup-
ported on a stand, es-

pecially if of ornamen-
tal chai-acter, having
the form of a tripod.

II. «. 1. In clas-

sical antiq., a seat,

table, or other ar-

ticle resting on
three feet. Specifi-

cally — (o) A three-
legged seat or table.

(6) A pot or caldron
used for boiling meat,
and either raised upon
a three-legged frame
or stand, or made with
three feet in the same
piece wit h itself, (c) A
bronze altar, originally identical in form with the caldron
described aliove. It had three rings at the top to serve
as handles, and in many representations shows a central
support or upright in addition to the three legs. It was
when seated upon a tripod of this nature, over a cleft in
the ground in tlie innermost sanctuary, tliat the Pythian
priestesses at Delphi gave tlieir oracular responses. The
celebrity of this tripod, wliicli was peculiarly sacred to the
Pythian Apollo and was a usual attribute of him, led to in-

numerable imitations of it, which were made to be used in
sacrifice; and ornamented tripods of similar form, some-
times made of tlie precious metals, were given as prizes
at the Pythian games and elsewhere, and were frequently
placed as votive gifts in temples, especially in those of

Apollo. See cut on following page, and cut under Pythia.

After the Persian war the victors at Plateea dedicated
as a thank-offering to the Delphic Apollo a gold tripod

mounted on a bronze pillar composed of three intertwined
serpents. C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 246.

2. Hence, any object having three feet or legs,

as a three-legged stool.

The Prophetess . . . was seated on a tripod in front of

the fire, distilling strong waters out of pennyroyal.
Kingsley, Westward Ho, iv.

3. A three-legged frame or stand, usually
jointed at the top, for supporting a theodolite,

Tripod Vase.



tripod

Prophetic Tripod of the Delphian Apollo.— From a Greek red-fig-
ured hydria, in the Vatican-

eompass, camera, or other instrument. See
cuts under rock-drill and traimt.— 4. In anat.
and zool., a tripodal formation ; a three-pronged
or triradiate structure, as a bone. The pre-
maxillary bone of birds is a tripod Tripod of
life, or vital tripod, the brain, the lungs, and the heart,
upon the continuous and consentaneous action of whicli
life rests as on a triple support.

tripodal (trip'o-dal), a. [< tripod + -al.'i Hav-
ing or forming tiree feet, in any sense ; mak-
ing a tripod : as, a tripodal base of support ; a
tripodal bone.

tripodic (tri-pod'ik), o. [i tripod + -ic] Three-
footed. [Rare.]

I have observed this tripodic walk in earwigs, water
scorpions, aphides, and some beetles.

Nature, XLIII. 223.

tripod-jack (tri'pod-jak), n. A screw-jack
mounted on three legs connected to a common
base-plate to give them a sufficient bearing.
E. H. Knight.

tripody (trip'o-di), n. ; pi. tripodies (-diz). [<
6r. Tpmodia, < tpiTvovi; (rpiwoS-), having three
feet: see tripod.'] In pros., a group of three
feet. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 225.

tripointod (tri-poin'ted), a. [< tri- + points +
-e52.] Having three points. [Rare.]

For, how (alas !), how will you make defence
'Gainst the tri-pointed wrathfull violence
Of thedrad dart?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

tripoli (trip'o-li), n. [So called from Tripoli in
Africa, < Gr. TpiitoJ.iQ, a district containing three
cities : see Tripolitan.'] A substance consisting
of decomposed impure limestone, extensively
used as a polishing-powder : same as rottenstone.
The name tripoli is also frequently given to any kind of
siliclouB material which can be used for the same purpose
as the real article of that name, and especially to infusorial
silica. Also tripoly and tripel.

tripolinel (trip'o-lin), a. [< tripoli + -mel.] Of
or pertaining to tripoli.

Tripoline^ (trip'o-lin), a. [< Tripoli (see def.)
-I- -inel.] Pertaining to Tripoli or Tripolis, (o)

a Turkish vilayet on the northern coast of Af-
rica, or (6) the capital of this vilayet, or (c) a
city of Phenicia.

Tripoli senna. See senna.

Tripolitan (tri-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [= F. tri-

politaiii, < L. Tripoliianus, of or pertaining to
Tripolis, < Gr. TpiwoXig, Tripolis (various dis-

tricts were so called), lit. 'three cities,' < rpcZf

(rpi-), three, + tt6mq, city.] I. a. Relating or
belonging to Tripoli.

H. «. A native of Tripoli.

tripolite (trip'9-lit), n. [< Tripoli (see tripoli)

+ -ite.] In mineral., silicious infusorial earth

;

tripoli.

tripoly, n. See tripoli.

tripos (tri'pos), n. [An erroneous form, appar.
simulating the common ending -os of Gr. words,
of tripus, < L. tripus (tripHs), < Gr. TpinovQ {rpi-

TTod-), a three-footed stool, etc.: see tripod."] 1.

A tripod.

Crazed fool, who would'st be thought an oracle,
Come down from off the tripos, and speak plain.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, v. 1.

The frieze (of the temple of Melasso] is adorned with
triposes, bulls heads, and pateras ; the cornish and the
pediments at each end are very richly ornamented with
carvings. Pococte, Description of the East, II. ii. 61.

2. In Cambridge University, England, the list

of the successful candidates for honors in the

stag Trippant.

In
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departments specified in the quotation; also,
the honor examination itself in any of these
departments. In the mathematical tripos the three
grades of the first part of the examination are respectively
wranglers, senior optimes, and junior optimes; in the other
triposes, and in Part II. of the mathematical tripos they
are first, second, and third classes.

The strange genealogy of the Cambridge term Tripos,
as equivalent to " Honour Examination," is traced by .\Ir.

Christopher Wordsworth, in "Social Life in the English
Universities in the Eigliteenth Century," as follows : 1.

The B. A. who sits on a three-legged stool to dispute with
the "Father" in the Philosophy School on Ash Wednes-
day, was called Mr. Tripos, from that on which he sat. 2.

The satirical speech made by him was called the Tripos
speech ; and 3. His humorous verses, diBtril)uted by the
bedells, were called Tripos verses. 4. His office became
obsolete in the last century ; and similar verses being still

circulated by authority, each sheet of verses was called a
Tripos or "Tripos Paper." 5. On the back of each sheet,
after the year 1748, a list of "Wranglers" and "Senior
Optimes " or of "Junior Optimes " was published. These
lists were called the "Triposes" or first and second "Tri-
pos lists " respectively. 6. The Mathematical Examina-
tion, whose interest centred in the list, was called the
Tripos. 7. When other Honour Examinations were insti-
tuted, they were distinguished as the "Classical Tripos,"
etc., from the "Mathematical Tripos." There are now
nine Triposes, . . . founded in the following order: Math-
ematical, Classical, Moral .Sciences, Natural Sciences, The-
ological, Law, History, Semitic [Languages,] and Indian
Languages. (There has also been a Medieval and Modern
Languages Tripos from 1885.]

Dickens's Diet. Cambridge, p. 124.

trippant (trip'ant), a. [< trip^ + -ant.] In her.,
represented as walking or trotting, having
usually one of the fore hoofs
lifted and the other three on the
ground : said of one of the beasts
of chase, as the antelope or the
hart. Also tripping.

The arms on the bishop's tomb were
Or, on a chevron vert between three
bucks trippant proper as many cinque
foils of tlie field, etc.

N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 115.

trippant-counter (trip'ant-koun"t6r),
her., same as counter-trippant.

trippet, n. An obsolete form of trip^, trip^.

tripper (trip'er), n. [< tripi -h -erl.] 1. One
who trips or moves nimbly; also, one who
stumbles, or who causes another to do so.— 2.
An excursionist ; a tourist. [Colloq.]

There are two men in her, and they've got no oars in the
boat. Ignorant trippers, I suppose.

Walter Besant, Amiorel of Lyonesse, ii.

The dialect is dying out in Manx before the inroads of
the tripper. The Academy, Jan. 4, 1890, p. 3.

3. A street-railroad conductor or driver who
is paid according to the number of trips which
he makes, or who is employed to make special
trips, as in the place of others who are laid off

for any cause. [U. S.]— 4. In mach., a part
which causes another part to be suddenly re-
leased, or to trip— Land-tripper, the common sand-
piper, Trinyoides hypoleucits. [Local, Eng.]

trippetl (trip'et), ». l< tripl + -et.] 1. A hard
ball used in the game of trip. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. In mach., any projecting part de-
signed to strike some other part at regular in-
tervals, as a cam, lifter, toe, wiper, or foot.
E. H. Knight.

trippet^ (trip'et), n. [< <njp2(?) -I- -«i.] A quar-
ter of a pound. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

tripping (trip'ing), n. [Verbal n. of trip^, v.]

1. The act of one who trips.— 2. Alightdance.
Here be, without duck or nod,
Other trippings to be trod
Of lighter toes. MUton, Comus, 1. 961.

3. Naut., the act of loosening the anchor from
the ground.
tripping (trip'ing), p. o. [Ppr. of trip'i-, v.] 1.
Quick ; nimble ; stepping quickly and lightly.— 2. In her., same as trippant.

tripping-line (trip'ing-lin), n. Naut, a small
line attached to the snotter of a topgallant- or
royal-yard, by which the lower lift and brace are
unrigged from the yard-arm and the yard guided
to the deck. Sometimes called fancy-line.

trippingly (trip'ing-li), adv. In a tripping man-
ner ; with a light, nimble, quick step or move-
ment; with agility; nimbly.

Sing, and dance it trippingly. Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 403.

Speak the speech . . . trippingly on the tongue.
Shak., Hamlet, Hi. 2. 2.

trippingness (trip'ing-nes), n. The quality of
being tripping; lightness and quickness; nim-
bleness.

Tlie basso could not forgive the soprano Tor the tripping-
ness of her execution. The Atlantic, LXVI. 765.

tripping-valve (trip'ing-valv), H. A valve oper-
ated by the impact of some other part of the
machinery.

tripndiate

Tripsacum (trip'sa-kimi), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
1763); origin obscure.] A genus of grasses,
of the tribe Maydcse.
It is characterized by
peduncled androgynous
spikes with two-fiowered
male spikelets above and
one-flowered fertile spike-
lets below, the latter em-
bedded in each joint of the
rachis, and there filling a
cavity which is closed by
the polished and indurated
outer glume. There are 2
or 3 species, natives of
warm parts of America, ex-
tending from Brazil into
the United States. They
are tall robust grasses,
with long leaves resem-
bling those of Indian corn.
T. dactyloides, known as
gama-grass (which see),

one of the largest grasses
of the United .States, is an
ornamental reed-like per-
ennial reaching from 4 to 7
feet high, occurring from
Connecticut to Florida near
the coast, and from Illi- 1, osm^gTSLss {Trtpsucum due-
nois southward, where it tyloidesy, 3, the spikes; 3, lower

" " part of the spikes, showing male
and female spikelets; a, a male
spikelet; A, a female spikelet.

is used for fodder, and its

seeds are said to have been
found available for food.
It has also been called buffalo-grass and sesame-grass.

trip-shaft (trip'shaft), n. A supplementary
rock-shaft used for starting an engine. E. H.
Knight.

tripsis (trip'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Tplxpii. rubbing
friction, < rpiftctv, rub, wear away by rubbing.]
1. The act of reducing a substance to powder;
trituration.— 2. In med., the process of sham-
pooing. See shampoo.
trip-sMn (trip'skin), n. 1. A piece of leather
worn on the right-hand side of the petticoat
by spinners with the rock, on which the spin-
dle plays, and the yam is pressed by the hand
of the spinner. Forby. (Halliwell.)— 2. The
skinny part of roasted meat, which before the
whole can be dressed becomes tough and dry,
like the piece of leather formerly worn by spin-
ning-women. Forby. (Halliwell.) [Prov. Eng.]

trip-slip (trip ' slip),« . A slip of paper in which
the conductor of a horse-car punches a hole as
record of each fare taken. [U. S,]

tripterous (trip'te-ms), a. [< Gr. Tpel( (rpi-),

three, -I- nrep&v, wing.] In bot., three-winged;
having three wings or wing-like expansions.

triptict, tripticht, «• See triptych.

triptote (trip'tot), n. [= F. triptote, < LL. trip-

totum (sc. nomen), a noun with only three cases,
neut. of triptotus, < Gr. tpitttuto^, with only
three cases, < rpeic (rpi-), three, + nroiaif, inflec-

tion, case, < mTTTtiv, fall.] In gram., a noun
having three cases only.

triptych (trip'tik), n. [Formerly also, errone-
ously, triptich, triptic; also tryptychon; < Gr.
TplvTvxov, neut. of Tplirrvxo^, consisting of three
layers, threefold, < rpelq (rpi-), three, + irri'f

(irrvx-), TTTVXV, a fold, < TTTvaacw, fold, double
up.] 1. A picture, carving, or other repre-
sentation in three compartments side by side

:

most frequently used for an altar-piece. The
central picture is usually complete in itself. The subsid-
iary designs on either side of it are smaller, and frequently
correspond in size and shape to one half of the principtd
picture, to which they are joined by hinges so that they
can be folded over and form a cover to it. The outsidea
of the folding parts or shutters have sometimes designs
painted on them.

The Mantegna triptych, from which the detail of "The
Circumcision " is taken, is in the tribune of the Uflfizi,

Florence, and is composed of The Adoration of the Magi,
The Circumcision, and I'he Ascension.

Tlie Century, XXXIX. 400.

2. A series of writing-tablets, three in number,
hinged or tied together. When used for spreading
with wax, and writing with the stylus, the outer leaves
were recessed for the wax on the inside only, the middle
leaf on both sides. These are made of fir-wood, beech-
wood, baked clay, ivory, and other material.

These triptychs . . . were libelli of three tablets of wood,
cleft from one piece and fastened together, like the leaves
of a book, by strings passed through two holes pierced
near the edge. Encyc. Brit, XVIIL 154.

triptychon (trip'ti-kon), n. Same as triptj/ch.

tripudiary (tri-pii'di-a-ri). a. [< L. tripudiiim,

a kapiug or dancing, a religious dance (see tri-

pndiate), + -ary.] 1. Of or pertaining to dan-
cing; performed by dancing.— 2. Of or pertain-
ing to the divination called tripudium.

Soothsayers in their auguriall and trijmdiary divina-
tions, collecting presages from voice or food of birds.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 4.

tripndiate (tri-pii'di-at), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
tripudiated, ppr. tripudiating. [< L. tripudia-

tus, pp. of tripudiare, OL. tripodare, leap, dance,



tripudiate

< tripudium, a measured stamping, a solemn
religious dance ; formation doubtful . to the
Romans themselves; prob. < tres {tri-), three,
+ pod- (= Gr. Tod-). a form of the root of pes
(lied-), foot. According to Cicero, contracted
from 'terripudiiim for 'terripavium, striking the
earth, < terra, earth, + pavire, strike: seepave.l
To dance.

A sweet chorus of well-tuned affections, and a spirit
(npi/rfio/in^ for Joy. C«/t>er«.ea, Tlie Schisme. (Latham.)

tripudiation (tri-pu-di-a'shon), n. [< tripudi-
ate + -toH.] The act of dancing. Carlyle.
txipudium (tri-pu'di-um), ?(. [L., a leaping
or dancing: see tripudiate.'} In Rom. antiq.:
(a) A solemn religious dance. (6) A kind of
divination practised by the augui-s from inter-
pretation of the actions of birds when fed, in
later times always of domestic chickens, which
were kept in coops for the purpose. If the fowls
ate greedily, the omen was good ; if they refused
their food, the prognostic was very bad.

tripupillate (tri-pu'pi-lat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),
three, + pupilla, pupil.] In entom., having
three central spots or pupils close together:
noting an oeellated spot.
Tripylaea (trip-i-le'a), ». pi. [NL., < Gr. rpdc
(rp(-), three, + tti'/j?, a gate.] An order of
silieoskeletal liadiolaria, whose central capsule
has a single nucleus, a double membrane, and
more than one perforate area, the polar aper-
ture being supplemented by one or more other
openings. The skeleton is diversiform, often composed
of tubes, and the capsule is pigmented with pheodium
Urrtm.j, 1S79. Also called Plurodaria.

tnpylaean (trip-i-le'an). a. and n. [< TripyJxa
+ -««] I. «. Of or pertainingtothe Tripylxa,
or having their characters

; pheeodarian, as a
radiolarian.

II. H. A member of the TripuUea: a phteo-
darian.

tripyramid (tri-pir'a-mid), ». [<Gr. Tpelc(Tpi-),
thrc.., -I- TTvpa/iii, pyramid.] A kind of spar
composed of three-sided pyramids.

triquetral ari-kwet'rit), n. [NL., fem. of L
fri^«<;<r««, three-cornered: see triquetrous.} A
symmetrical interlaced ornament, of three arcs
or lobes, of frequent occurrence in early north-
ern art in Europe. .

triquetral, n. Plural of triquetrum.
triquetral (tri-kwet'ral), a, [< tnquetr-oiis +
-at.] Same as triquetrous.

triquetric (tri-kwet'rik), a. Pertaining to the
tnquetra.

triquetrous (tri-kwet'rus), a. [< L. triquetrm,
three-cornered, triangular, < tres(tri-), three, +
^uetrus, proh. a mere formative. Cf. trinkets.}
Three-sided; triangular; having three plane
or concave sides, (o) In a>uu.. noting the triangularW ormian bones of the skull. See triquetrum. (b) In «r».
torn, noting a part or organ whose cross-section is an
equilateral triangle, (c) In fcot, having three acute an-
gles with concave faces, as the stem of many pUnto-
thnc-Lcliieil ; three-cornered. * i- "•",

triquetrously ( tri-kwet'rus-U), adv. In a tri-
quetrous form; triangularly. Stormonth.
tnquetrum (tri-kwet'rum), n.\ pi. triquetra
(-ra^ [NL.: see triqwtrom.} In anat., one of
the irregular, often triangular. Wormian bones
found in the lambdoid suture of the skull : more
fully called os triquetrum, and generally in the
plural ossa triquetra.

triquinate (tri-kwi'nSt). a. [< L. tres (tri-),
three,-!- quutt, five each, + -^itel (gee quinatel) 1
In hot., divided first into three parts or lobes
and then into five.

triradial (tri-ra'di-al), a. l< h. tres (tri-),
three. -I- radius, ray: Bee radial.} Same as tri-
riiduitr.

triradially(tri-ra'di-al-i),arfr. With three rays.
tnradiate (tri-ra'di-at), a. and n. [< L. tres
Uri-j three, -I- radiatus, rayed: see radiate.}
1. a. 1. Radiating in three directions; sending
off three rays or processes ; trifurcate.
The well-known tnradiate mark of a leech-bite.

Uuxtey, Anat Invert!, p. 189.

2. In anat., specifically noting one of the lat-
eral h.ssuresof the brain.—3. In sponges, noting
ajype of spicule. See II. -Triradiate sulcus. 8«

II. n. A triradiate sponge-spicule.
The chief modlflcatlon of the triradiate spicule is due

i?n1JJ
'"?"'',"" "' ?"? ™>'' d'stingnlshed as apical, theshorter paired rays being termed basal, and the whole

"Picule a sagittal triradiate. Enajc. Brit, XXIL 417?

triradiated (tri-ra'.li-a-ted), «. [< tnradiate
-f- .fii._

) .Same as triradiate.
triradiately (tn-ra'di-at-li), adv. In a triradi
at« manner; in three radiating lines.
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trirectangular (tn-rek-tang'gu-lar), a. [< L.
tres (tri-), three, + rectus, right, + angulus,
angle (see recta lu/ular).} Having three right
angles, as certain spherical triangles.
trireme (tn'rem), II. [= F. trireme = Sp. Pg.
It. trireme, < L. triremis, a vessel with three
banks of oars, prop. adj. (sc. navis, vessel),
having three banks of oars, < tres (tri-), three,
+ remus, oar.] A vessel with three benches,
ranks, or tiers of oars on a side : a type of an-
cient Greek war-ship of great efficiency, copied
by the Romans and other peoples. The triremewas provided with one, two, or three masU, which were
unstepped when the vessel was not under sail. At llrst
naval battles were simply contests of weight or force, and
the victory fell to the trireme which had the greatest num-

'^'''S'L"^
CniSB-section of an Athenian Trireme, as restored <i88i)by M. Kaoul Uemaltre. (From " Revue Archiologique.")

ber of fighting men, or the best-disciplined, on hoard, nau-
tical manojuvers being scarcely attempted. The Athenians
however, in the fifth century b. c, introiluced very skilful
naval tacties, and made hand-to-hand fighting by the ma-
rines subordinate to the attempt to disable the enemy's
ship by ramming her amidships, or by crushing her banks
oi oars. Tlie perfected trireme resembled more closely in
theoiT and tactics the modern steam-ram than any form

i« "".i ?" 'nt'^f^e""!- It was long, narrow, and
swift; themotlern steam-engine was represented by the
mechanical rowingof about 17(i men, carefully trainee! andunder perfect command

; and it wasenth-ely independent
of its sails, which were not hoisted unless, while cruising
the wind chanced to be favorable.

Thucydides writeth that Aminocles the Corinthian builtme llrst trireme with three rowcs of ores to a side.
Holland, tr. of Pliny,' vii. 5«.

trirhomboidal (tri-rom-boi'dal), «. [< tri- +
rhomtxtidnl.} Having the form'of three rhombs.
trisacramentarian (tn-sak'ra-men-ta'ri-an), n.
[< L. tres

( tri-), t hree,+ sacranientum, sacrament
(see sacrament), + -arian.} A name given to
those who maintain that three, and only three
sacraments are necessary to salvation— name-
Iv, baptism, the eucharist, and absolution.
Trisagion (tri-sa'gi-on), n. [< Gr. Tpiadyioc,
thnce holy, < r/./f (= L. ter for *ters), thrice (<
TfKic (Tpi-), three), + ajwf, holy, sacred.] Ahymn of the eariy and Oriental churches, ap-
parently of Jewish origin, consisting of the
words '

'
Holy God, holy (and) mighty, holy (and)

immortal, have mercy upon us.'^ It Is sung in theGreek Church at the Uttle Entrance (see entramx' n \and occurs fr«iuently in the Greek daily office. It is also
found in almost all Eastern liturgies. In the West the
Trisagion was used in the Gallicati liturgy and in the
Saruin prime. It is still sung in Greek and Latin at the
Be^roacbes on Good tViday. The anthem "Yet, O Lord

:ii" "^ ' • ~God mort hoW, in the Anglican burial ofBce, representa aform of the Trisagion. The name Trimgim is often in-
correctly applied to the Sanctus (Teraanctua).

triscele, «. See triskele.

triset, r. and n. An obsolete spelling of fncel
trisect (tri-sekf), r. t. [< L. tres (tri-), three,'
+ sectus, pp. of secure, cut: see secant. Cf.
bisect.} To cut or divide into three parts, es-
pecially into three equal parts.

trisection (tn-sek'shon), n. [= F. trisection
= Sp. triseccion = Pg. trisecqSo = It. trisezione;
as insect + -ion. Cf. section.} The division
of a thing into three parts; particularly, in
geom., the division of a straight line or an an-
gle into three equal parts. The trisection of an
angle, geometrically, was a problem of great celebrityamong the Greek mathematicians. It has been proved
to be Iropossilde with the rule and compass alone (though
it IS of course easy to trisect certain angles), but can
be pei^ormed with any one of immerous machines which
have been invented for the purpose. See cut under
tinxage.

trisectory (trl-sek'to-ri), a. [< trisect(ion) +
-ori/.} Conducive to the trisection of the angle,
as <'ertain curves of the third order.

triseme (tri'sem), «. and n. [< Gr. Tpeig (rpj-)
three, -!- ar}/in, sign : see tri^emic.} I. o. Con-
sisting of three semeia; trisemic.
H. n. A trisemic time or syllable.

trisemic (tn-se'mik), a. [< LL. trisemus, < Gr.
T/Hat/fiot, having three times or morse, < rpelf

trispermum
(Tpt-), three, + aijfta, sign, crinelov, sign, mora.]
In cmc. pros., containing or equal to three se-
meia or morre: as, a trisemic long (one half
kmger than the usual long) ; a trisemic foot.The tnsemie feet (tribrach, trochee, iambus)
are all diplasic.

trisepalous (tri-sep'a-lus), a. [< L. tres (tri-),
three, -I- NL. sepalum, sepal, -I- -ous.} In hot'
liaving three sepals. See cut under calyx.

triseptate (tn-sep'tat), a. [< L. tres (tri-),
tnree, + septum, partition, + -afel.] in hot.
and zool., having three septa or partitions.

triserial (tri-se'ri-al), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ series, series, -t- -al.} In jo67., anat, and hot.,
set in three rows ; disposed in three series ; tris-
tichous; trifarious. Also triseriate.

triserially (tn-se'ri-al-i), adv. In three series

;

so as to be triserial.

triseriate (tn-se'ri-at), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ series, series, + -ate^.} Same as triserial.

triseriatim (tn-se-ri-a'tim), adv. [< L. tres
(fr;-), three, + series, series, -I- -atim as in seri-
atim.} In three ranks or rows; so as to make
three series ; triserially.

trisetose (tn-se'tos), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
+ sefa, a bristle: see setose.} In e/ttom., bear-
ing three setw or bristles.

Trisetum (tn-se'tum), «. [NL. (Persoon, 1805),
< L. tres (tri-), three, -!- seta, sseta, a bristle.]A genus of grasses, of the tribe Avenex and sub-
tnbe Euarenea- it is characterized by a spike-like
or loosely branched panicle ; spikelets with two or more
bisexual flowers, their axis produced beyond them ; and
a thin-keeled flowering glume bearing a dorsal awn andtwo terminal teeth. There are neariy M species, widely
scattered through temperate and mountain regions, i hey
are chiefly perennial tufted grasses with flat leaves and
shining spikelets. Two species, T. mibspicalum and T. va-
ixigtre, occur m the northeastern United .states T cer-mmm, of California and Oregon, is said to afford pasturage.

trisinuate (tn-sin'u-at), a. [< L. tres (tri-),
three, + sinus, a fold: see sinuate.} In entom.,
having three sinuses: noting a margin when it
has three inward curves meeting in outward
curves.

triskele (tris'kel), n. [Also triscele; < Gr. rpta-
«f/w, three-legged, < rptif (rp,-), three, -I- mf/of,
leg.] A figure formed of three lines radiating
from a common point or small circle, or a modi-
fication of this in which each radiating arm has
the form of a hook so as to give the appearance
of being in revolution, or of a bent human leg.
Also called three-armed cross. Compare sun-
snuke, fylfot.

trismus (tris'mus), w. [NL., < Gr. Tptaud^, a
creaking or croaking, < rpil^uv, squeak, grind
or gnash (the teeth).] A tonic spasm of the
muscles of mastication, causing closure of the
lower ^aw, occurring as a manifestation of teta-
nus^ either alone or in conjunction with other
tonic muscular spasms ; lockjaw.- Trlsmuanas-
centtum, or trismus neonatorum, a form of tetanus
occuiTing in new-born infants; infantUe tetanus. The
muscles of the neck and jaw are first affected, but usually
general tetanic spasms soon follow. The disease occura
with special frequency in the negro race and in tropical
countries, though severe epidemics have also prevailed In
the eilrcme north.

trisoctaliedral (tris-ok-ta-he'dral), a. [< tris-
octahedron + -at.} Boiinded by twenty-four
equal faces

; pertaining to a trisoctahedron, or
having its form.

trisoctahedron (tris-ok-ta-he'dron), «. [< Gr
rpif, thrice, -!- E. octahedron.}
In crystal., a solid bounded
by twenty-four equal faces,
three corresponding to each
face of an octahedron. The
trigonal trisoctahedron has each
face an isosceles triangle, and in the
tetragonal trisoctahedron, or trape-
lohedron, each face is a quadrilat-
eral. See also cut under trapezohe-
dron.

trispast, trispaston (tn'-
saast, tri-spas ton), n. [< L. trispastos, a ma-
chine with three pulleys, < Gr. rp/oTraffroc'drawn
threefold (rpianaaTov bpyavov, a triple pulley,
TpioTzaiyrnv, a surgical instrument), < rpc'cg (rpi-),
three, + "aTracri'x;, verbal adj. of ojrai', draw: see
.fpasm.} A machine witli three pulleys acting
in connection with each other, for raising great
weights. Brande and Cox.
trispermons (tri-sp^r'mus), a. [< Gr. Tpeig
(Tpt-), three, + ampfta, seed.] In hot., three-
seeded; containing three seeds: as, a trisper-
mous capsule.

trispermum (tri-sp6r'mum), n. [NL.,< Gr. rprif
(rpi-), three, -I- OKep/ia, seed.] A poultice, for-
merly in vogue, made of crushed cumin-, bay--
and siuallage-seeds.

Tri|fon;il Trisoctahe-
dron.



trisplanclmic

trisplanchnic (tri-splangk'nik), a. [< Gr. -pfic

(rpi-), three, + trrldyxva, viscera: see splanch-
nic.'\ Pertaining to the viscera of the three
great caNaties of the body— the cranial, thora-
cic, and abdominal: noting the sympathetic
nervous system.

trisporic (tri-spor'ik), a. [< Gr. rpelg (rpi-),

three, + a-JTvpa, spore.] In hot,, having three
spores ; trisporous.

trisporous (tri-sp6'rus), a. [< Gr. rpclc (jpi-),

three, + oTropa, spore.] In hot., having or com-
posed of three spores.

tristlf, "• and n. An obsolete form of trixst^ and
tryst.

trist^t (trist), a. [< ME. trist, < OF. (and F.)
triste = Sp. Pg. It. triste, < L. tristis, sad, sor-

.

rowful. Cf. tristesse, tristful, tristy, contrist.']

Sad; sorrowful; gloomy.
With that these thre knyghtes be lepte on theire horse,

but the tether thre be trist and dolent.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 672.

tristachyous (tri-sta'ki-us), a. [< Gr. Tpilq

('pi-), three, -I- araxv^, an ear of com.] In hot.,

three-spiked ; having three spikes.

Tristania (tris-ta'ni-a), n. [NL. (E. Brown,
1811), named after THsian, a Portuguese trav-

eler (during 1440-47) on the African coast.] A
genus of plants, of the order Myrtacex, tribe

Leptospermese, and subtribe Metrosidercx. It is

characterized by numerous stamens united in five col-

umns opposite the petals. There are from 10 to 15 spe-

cies— 9 in Australia, and the others in the Indian archi-

pelago and New Caledonia. They are trees or small shrubs,
bearing alternate or somewhat whorled leaves sometimes
clustered at the ends of the branches. The flowers are
usually small, yellow or white, and grouped in axillary

cymes. Several species yield very durable and valuable
wood, used for ship- and boat-building, for posts, flooring,

etc., as T. cottferta, known in New South Wales as red-box;

T. suaveoleng, called swamp-mahogany; and T. neriifolia,

the ooramilly or water-gum tree. The first is a tree ad-
mired for its shade and as an avenue-tree, reaching some-
times 150 feet high ; the others are small trees or shrubs,
or, in T. sttaveolens, sometimes becoming a tall tree of 100
feet.

tristet, "• An obsolete form of tryst.

tristearin (tri-ste'a-rin), n. [< tri- + stearin.'\

A glycerol ester containing three stearic acid
radicals: a white crystalline non-volatile solid

with a fatty feel, which makes up a large por-
tion of certain solid fats, like tallow.

tristellt, «• An obsolete form of trestle^.

tristelyt, adv. An obsolete form of trustily.

tristemania (tris-te-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., irreg.

< L. tristis, sad,-t- Gfr. pavla, madness.] Melan-
cholia,

tristesse (tris-tes'), w. [ME. tristesee, < OF.
tristesce, tristesse, F. tristesse = Sp. Pg. tristeza

= It. tristieia, tristezza, < L. tristitia, sadness, <

tristis, sad: see trist'^.~\ Sadness; melancholy:
in modem use as a French word.

Save only that I crye and bidde,
1 amm in tristesce alle amidde.

Goioer. (Halliwell.)

There, I thought, in America, lies nature sleeping, over-
growing, almost conscious, too much by half for man in

the picture, and so giving a certain tristesse, like the rank
vegetation of swamps and forests seen at night, steeped in
dews and rains, which it loves ; and on it man seems not
able to make much impression.

Emerson, Prose Works, II. 299.

tristful (trist'ful), a. [< trisf^ + -/»?.] Sad;
sorrowful. [Obsolete or archaic]

Convey my tristful queen

;

For tears do stop the flood-gates of her eyes.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 434.

Souring my incipient jest to the tristful severities of a
funeral. Lamb, The Wedding.

tristfullyt ( trist 'ful-i), adv. Sadly.

tristichous (tris'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. Tp(OT(;i^o<:, of

three rows or lines, < rptif (rpi-), three, + nrixo^-,

a line, row.] In hot., arranged in three vertical

rows or ranks; trifarious. See 2)hyllotaxis.

tristigmatic (tri-stig-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. Tpdg
(rpi-), three, + criypa (ariyfiar-), a mark: see
stigma'^.] In hot., having three stigmas.

tristigmatose (tri-stig'ma-tos), a. [As tristig-

niat-ic + -osc.} In hot., same as tristigmatic.

tristitiatet (tris-tish'i-at), ji. t. [< L. tristitia,

sadness (see tristesse), + -aie2.] To make sad;
sadden.
Nor is there any whom calamity doth so much iristiti-

ate as that he never sees the flashes of some warming joy.

Feitham, Resolves, i. 41.

Tristoma (tris'to-mS), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),
also Tristomum (Sieliold, 1838), < Gr. rpel^ (rpi-),

three, + ardpa, mouth.] 1. A genus of mono-
geneous trematoid worms, typical of the family
Tristomidee : so called from one large ventral
sucker behind two smaller adoral ones. They
are of broad and flat oval or discoid form, and
infest the skin and gills of fishes.

—

2. [/. c.

;

Trisula, from fig-

ure of Siva at Vei-

6490

pi. tristomm (-me) or tristomas (-maz).] A worm
of the above genus.
Tristomidae (tris-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tris-

toma + -idee."] A family of flukes, typified by
the genus Tristoma. Van Beneden.

tristyt (tris'ti), a. [< <ris<2 + .yl,-] Son-owful;
sad.

The king was tristy and heavy of cheer.
Ashrtwlc's Theatrum Chemicum, p. 264. {Latham.)

tristylOUS (tri-sti'lus), a. [< Gr. rpelc ^rpi-),

three, -t- crrv?M(, style : see style''^.}

In hot., three-styled; having
three styles.

trisula, trisul (tri-so'la, -sol'), ti.

[Skt. tripda,<. tri, three, -I- *cilla,

spit, spear-head.] In Hindu
myth., the three-pointed or tri-

dent emblem of Siva : also used
attributively : as, a trisul cross.

The trisul or trident emblem which
crowns the gateways may, . . . and I
am inclined to believe does, represent
Buddha himself.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 97.

trisulct (tri'sulk), a. and n. [Also
trisulk; = Sp. Pg. It. trisulco,< L.
trisidcus, three-pronged, three-
forked, three-cleft, lit. 'three-fur-

rowed' (noting a thunderbolt,
ete.),< tres (tri-), three,-!- sidcus,

furrow: seesulk'^.'\ I. a. Three-
forked ; three-pronged.
One sole .Tupiter, ... in his hand

A trisulc thunderbolt, or fulminous
brand.

Ileywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 63.

II. n. Something having three forks, as the
three-pointed thunderbolt of Jove, the trident
of Neptune, or the trisula of Siva.

Hand once againe thy Trisulk, and retire

To Oeta, and there kindle 't with new fire.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 160).

trisulcate (tri-sul'kat), a. [< trisulc + -ate^.']

1. In 6o*., three-grooved; three-furrowed.— 2.
In zoiil., tridactyl; divided into three digits or
hoofs: as, a tn'SM^cate foot. Covap&ie bisulcate.

trisulkt, «• and n. See tristdc.

trisyllabic (tris-i-lab'ik), a. [< L. trisyllabus

(see trisyllable) + -i'c] Pertaining to a trisyl-

lable; consisting of three syllables: as, a iri-

syllahic word or root.

trisyllabical (tris-i-lab'i-kal), a. [< trisyllahic

+ -al.] Same as trisyllahic.

trisyllabically (tris-l-lab'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of a trisyllable ; in ttiree syllables.

trisyllable (tri-sil'- or tri-sil'a-bl), n. [Cf. F.
trissyllahe = Sp. trisilaho = Pg. trisyllaho = It.

trisillaho, < L. trisyllabus, <. Gr. Tpiab'/.^fioc, hav-
ing three syllables,< Tpel( (rpi-), three, -I- ova'/m^t],

a syllable : see syllable.} A word consisting of

three syllables.

trit. An abbreviation of the Latin tritura, im-
perative of triturare, triturate: used in phar-
macy. Dunglison.

tritactic (tn-tak'tlk), a. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
-)- tactus, touch: see tarf.] Touching In three
consecutive points Tritactic point. See pointi.

tritSBOphya (trit-e-of'i-a), re. [NL.,< Gv.Tptraio-

<j)v>ic, the nature of a tertian fever, < Tpiraioc, on
the third day,+ ipvecv, bring forth, produce.] A
tertian malarial fever.

tritagonist (tn-tag'o-nist), n. [< Gr. rpiTaya-

viarrK, tritagonist, < TpiTog, third, -1- ayovKni/g,

an actor: see agonist.^ In the anc. Gr. drama,
the third actor. His part is usually that of the evU
genius, or the promoter of the sufferings of the protago-
nist, or first actor. The third actor was first brought into

the drama by Sophocles.

Creon, although said to be the tritagonist, entered by
the central door. Athenaum, No. 3270, p. 841.

trite^ (trit), a. [= It. triio, < L. iritus, pp. of

terere, rub, wear, = OBulg. trieti, tr&ti = Serv.

trti = Bohem. trzhiti = Pol. treei!= Buss, tereti

= Lith. triti, trinti, rub. From the L. terere are

also ult. E. triturate, tritnre, try, etc., contrite,

detritus, etc.} If. Rubbed; frayed; worn.
My accent or phrase vulgar ; my gai-ments trite.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

Hence— 2. Used till so common as to have lost

its novelty and interest; commonplace; worn
out; hackneyed; stale.

So trite a quotation that it almost demands an apology
to repeat it Goldsmith, English Clergy.

trite^ (tri'te), n. [Gr. rpiT?/, fern, of Tplrnc, third

:

see third.} In anc. Gr. music, the third tone
(from the top) of the conjunct, disjunct, and
extreme tetrachords. See tetrachord.

tritely (tnt'li), adv. In a trite or common-
place manner; stalely.

triticeum

other things are mentioned . . . very tritely, and with
little satisfaction to the reader.

Wood, Athence Oxon. {Latham.)

triteness (tnt'nes), n. The character of being
trite ; commonness ; staleness ; the state of be-
ing hackneyed or commonplace.
Sermons which . . . disgust not the fastidious ear of

modern elegance by tritene^ or vulgarity,

Wrangham, Sermons, Pref.

tritemate (tri-t6r'nat), a. [< tri- + ternate.}

In hot., three times temate: applied to a leaf
whose petiole divides and twice subdivides into
three, thus bearing twenty-seven leaflets, as in

some Vmhelliferse. Also triplicate-ternate.

triternately (tri-t^r'nat-li), adv. In a triter-

nate manner.
tritheism (tri'the-izm), n. [= F. tritheisme =
Sp. triteismo; < Gr. Tpelg (rpi-), three, -t- feof,

god, + -ism.} The doctrine that there are
three Gods, specifically that the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit are three distinct Gods.

tritheist (tri'the-ist), n. [< trithe(ism) + -ist

:

see theist.} One who maintains the doctrine of
tritheism.

tritbeistic (tri-the-is'tik), a. [< tritheist + -ic.}

Of or pertaining to tritheism or tritheists.

tritbeistical (tri-thf-is'ti-kal), a. [< tritheis-

tic + -al.} Same as tritheisiic.

tritheitet (tri'the-it), «. [< Gr. TpidthrK, < Tpe'iQ

(rpi-), three, -I- ftcif, god.] A tritheist.

tritbemimeral (trith-e-mim'e-ral), a. [< Or.
rpi&ripipipr/Q, consisting of three Calves, < Tpiroc,

third, -1- r/ptpepi/(, half, < r/ui-, half, + pipo(, part.]

In pros., of or pertaining to a group of three
half-feet; pertaining to or consisting of one
foot and a half. Sometimes, incorrectly, trihe-

BiJmcroZ.— Trithemlmeral cesura, the cesura after
the thesis (metrically accented syllable) of the second foot
of a dactylic hexameter. See cesura, hephthemimerai.

trithingt (tn'THing), n. [< ML. trithiuga, a form
of E. tltriding,*thrithing : see riding^.} Same
as riding'^.

The division of Deira into three Trithings or Ridings.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 115.

trithing-reevet (tri'qPHing-rev), n. The gov-
ernor of a trithing.

tritbionate (tri-thi'6-nat), n. [< trithion-ic +
-ate.} A salt of trithionie acid.

tritbionic (tri-thi-on'ik), a. [< Gr. rpd^ (rpi-),

three,-!- fleioi', sulphur, -t- -ic.} Containing three
sulphur atoms—Trlthlonlc add, a sulphur acid hav-
ing the formula H2S.iOfl. It forms a strongly acid, bitter,

odorless solution, which decomposes veiy readily.

Tritbrinaz (trith'ri-naks), n. [NL. (Martins,

1823), from the three petals and three-parted ca-

lyx ; < Gr. rpe'iQ, three, + Tlirinax, a related ge-
nus.] A genus of palms, of the tribe Voniphcse.
It is characterized by bisexual flower* with imbricated
petals, filaments united into a tube, and a style terminal
in fruit. The 3 or 4 species are natives of Brazil and Chili.

They are thomless palms bearing smooth, roundish, fan-

shaped leaves, deeply many-parted into two-cleft indupli-
cate segments. The leaf-stalks are sharply biconvex, ex-

tending above into a hard cordate ligule, and below into

a fibrous sheath which is densely set with erect or reflexed
spines. The flowers are small, on the flexnous branches
of a spreading, thick-stalked spadix with many obliquely
split spathes. Several species are included among the fan-

palms of greenhouse cultivation : T. caiapestris is remark-
able as one of the most southern of all palms, extending
in the Argentine Republic to 82° 40' south, and is also pe-

culiar for its woody leaves, more rigid than those of any
other palm.

triticalt (trit'i-kal), a. [< trite + -ical, appar.
in imitation of enfica?.] Trite; common.
A tedious homily or a tritical declamation.

/. Disraeli, Amen, of Ijt., I. 326.

triticallyt (trit'i-kal-i), adv. In a tritical or
commonplace manner.
This sermon upon the.lewish dispensation, . . . 'tis all

tritical, and most tritically put together.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vL 11.

triticalnesst (trit'i-kal-ues), n. The state or

character of being tritical; triteness.

triticeoglossus (tri-tis'e-o-glos'us), )).; pi. tri-

ticeoglossi (-1). [NL., i L. trificeus, of wheat
(see triticeous), + Gr. y'Aiicaa, the tongue.] A
small muscle occasionally found in the human
larynx, connected with the triticeous nodule in

the posterior thyrohyoid membrane, and pass-

ing forward to the tongue.

triticeous (tri-tish'ius), a. [< L. triticeiis, of

wheat, < triticum, wheat: see Triticum.} In
anat.. small and roundish, like a grain of wheat
or millet-seed : nodular Triticeous nodule, one
of the small cartilaginous nodules in the lar>nx— the
cartilago triticeus, or corpus triticeum.

triticeum (tri-tis'e-um), »i.; pi. triticea (-&).

[NL., neut. (se. corpus, body) of L. triticeus,' of

wheat : see triticeous.} The triticeous body or

nodule of the larynx ; the triticeus.



triticens

triticeus (tri-tis'f-us), ». ;
pi. triticei (-i). [NL,,

8C. cartilago, < L. triticeus, of wheat: see triti-

ceoiis.} The triticeous cartilage of the larynx

;

the triticeum.

Triticum (trit'i-kum), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. triticum, wheat, < tererc, pp. tritus,

rub, grind, thresh: see trite, try.'i A genus of

grasses, of the tribe Hordeeee, type of the sub-

tribe Triticex. It is characterized by two- to flve-flow-

ered somewhat compressed spilteiets solitary at the nodes,

aiid by an oblong or ventricose five- to nine-nerved flower-

ing glume, the lateral nerves not connivent. The genus
includes the cultivated species or varieties of wheat, long
diffused widely through all temperate regions, and from
10 to 15 speciee in the wild state, natives of the Mediter-
ranean region and of western Asia, They are annual or
biennial erect flat-leafed grasses, with a terminal elongated
or cylindrical spike, its axis usually without joints, but
flexuons with alternate excavations, into which the spike-

lets are set. For the polymorphous cultivated species T,

tatxmim {T. vid'jare), see wheat, spelts, leijhnrii, mummy-
wheat, and cut under Mtmoeotytedone$ ; and compare amet-
com and ^EffUops, 2. For T. (now Agropt/rum) repetis, see
qvitch-'jrass.

tritocere (tri'to-ser), n. [< Gr. rpiroq, third, +
KipaQ, horn.] "fhat tine of a deer's antler which
is third in order of development, or developed
after the third year.

tritonie8al(tri-to-me8'al),a. [< Gr. TpiVof, third,

-t- /ifoof, middle: see meson.] In cHtom., noting
the third longitudinal series of cells in the wing
of hymenopters, corresponding to the subme-
dian second discoidal and first apical cells of

modern entomologists. Kirby.

tritomite (tri'to-mit), «. [< Gr. Tpiro/iof, thrice

cut, < rpcif {TjX-), three, + -T0fiOQ,<. rifiveiv, -a/ieiv,

cut.] A silicate found In Norway, occurring in

forms resembling a triangular pyramid. It con-
tains thorium, the cerium metals, boron, cal-

cium, and other elements.

Triton (tri'ton), n. [< L. Triton, < Gr. Tpirun,

Triton ; cf. Skt. trita, a superhuman being of

uncertain origin and attributes.] 1. In Gr.
and Latin myth., a son of Poseidon and Amphi-
trite, who dwelt with his father and mother in

a golden palace on the bottom of the sea, and
was a gigantic and redoubtable divinity, in the
later mytliology Tritons appear as a race of subordinate
sea-deities, fond of pleasure, and figuring with the Nereids
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Old World family Salamandridx, but extends to others of
similar habits in America, as members of the genus Spe-
lerpeg, belonging to another family (Plethodontidse). The
crested newt or triton of Europe is Trituii {Hemualaman-
dra) crUtatus (see cut under newt); the smooth triton is

T. {Lissotriton) piuietatus. Most of the tritons of the Old
World fall in the genus Molge, as the great marbled newt
of Europe, M. marmorata, and the red-bellied, M. alpestris.

A conspicuous triton of cold springs in the United States
is Spelerpes ruber, chiefly bright-red, but marked with
black in very variable pattern. See cut under Spelerpes.

tritone (tri'ton), n. [< Gr. Tpirmog, having
three tones, < rpfif {rpi-), three, + t6i'o^, tone.]
In music, an interval composed of three whole
steps or "tones"— that is, an augmented
fourth, as between the fourth and seventli

tones of a scale. The older harmonists regarded this
interval, even when only suggested, as peculiarly objec-
tionable, whence the proverb "mi contra /a diabolus
est." See mi.

Tritonia (tri-to'ni-il), n. [NL., < L. Triton, <

Gr. Ipiruv, Triton: see Triton.~\ 1. A genus
of nudibranehiate gastropods founded by Cu-
vier in 1798, typical of the family Tritoniidee,

Triton with Nereid.— From an ODtkiue sculpture in the Vatican.

in the train of the greater sea-gods ; they are conceived as
combining the human figure with that of lower animals
or monsters. A common attribute of Tritons is 8 shell-
trumpet, whicli they blow to soothe the restless waves.

And all the way before them [Neptune and Amphitrite], as
they went,

TriKm his trompet shrill before them blew.
Spemer, F. Q, IV. xi. 12.

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea.
And hear old Trilon blow his wreathed horn.

Ward»worth, Misc. .Sonnets, i. 33.

2. In her., a bearded man
with a fi.sh's tail, and
usually holding a trident.
Also called merman and
Xeptunc.— 3. Inconch.: (n)
A genus of gastropods, giv-
ing name to the Tritonid«;
the tritons, concha, trum-
pet-shells,or sea-trumpets.
Montfort, 1810. (6) [/. c]
A member of this genua
or family.— 4. In herjiet.:

(a) An extensive genus of
newts, efts, or salaman-
ders, named by Laurenti
in 1768, since variously
applied or divided into
several others, (fc) [/. r.]

A newt or salamander of
this genus or a related
form. Tlie name applies chief-
ly to the aquatic species of the Triton tritenii.

Tritonia fUbtia. (Line shows natural sixe.)

with such species as T. jylebeia.— 2. A genus of

lepidopterous insects. Geyer, 1832.— 3. (Ker,
1805.) A genus of monocotyledonous plants, of

the order Irideie and the tribe Ixiese. It is char-
acterized by an ovoid or oblong capsule and by a slender
perianth-tube not enlarged at the summit, with a concave
or bell-shaped, regular or oblique border, upon the base
of which the more or leas unilateral stamens are inserted.

There are about 34 species, all natives of South Africa.
They are ornamental plants from a scaly or mostly solid

and fiber-bearing bulb, producing a simple or slightly
branching stem and a few narrowly linear or sword-shaped
leaves, which are often falcate. The handsome yellow,
orange, blue, or white flowers are sessile, and scattered
along a simple or branching pe<]uncle. each flower soli-

tary in a short membranous spathe. They are known in
cultivation by the generic name Tritonia, and sometimes
by a former generic name Monlbretia.

4. [/. c] A plant of this genus.
Tritonida (tri-ton'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Triton
+ -irfa'.] in eonr:h., the family of eanaliferous
tasnioglossate gastropods whose typical genus
is Triton, The animal has a moderate foot, truncate in
front, and the radnla with a wide multicuspid median
tooth and narrow denticulate admedian and acnleifomi
lateral teeth. The operculum is corneous, with an apical
or submarginal nucleus. The shell is turreted, and has
not more than two varices on each whorl, which generally
alternate with those of contiguous whorls. The species
mostly inhabit tropical seas, and some reach a considera-
ble size, as Triton triUmig. See cut under Triion.

Tritoniida (tn-to-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tri-

tonia + -if/a?.] A family of opisthobranehiate
gastropods, whose typical genus is Tritonia. The
branchial appendages are disposed in two dorsal rows,
a frontal veil is developed, mandibles exist, the teeth of
the radula are multiserial, aiul the liver is compact. Spe-
cies exist in most temperate and warm seas. Also Tri-
toniiidte. .See cut under IVitonia.

tritonioid (tri-ton'i-oid), a. Of or related to
the Tritoniidse.

tritonoid (tri'to-noid), a. Of or related to the
Tritonidae.

Triton's-hom (tri'tonz-hdm), n. Same as
conch , 4.

tritorium (tri-to'ri-um), n. Same as triturium.

tritova, «. Plural of tritovum.

tritovertebra (tri-to-v6r'te-bra), n. [< Gr. Tpi-

rof, third. -I- L. vertebra, vertebra.] In Carus's
nomenclature (1828), a limb-bone, or the bony
framework of the limbs considered as verte-
bral elements developed in special relation with
the muscular system, or locomotorium: corre-

lated with dentorirteiira and protovcrtebra.

tritovertebral (tri-to-vtr'te-bral), a. [< trito-

vertebra + -n/.] Having the character of a tri-

tovertebra ; serving a loeomotory purpose, as
the skeleton of the limbs.

tritovum (tri-to'vum), n. ; pi, tritova (-va).

[NL., < Gr. rpirof, third, + L. ovum, egg: see
ovum.'] The third stage of an ovum, or an ovimi
in a third stage, succeeding a deutovum.

trltoxid, tritoxide (tri-tok'sid, -sid or -sid), V.

[< Gr. rpiru^, third, + E. oxid.] Same as tri-

oxid.

tritozodid (tri-to-zo'oid), n. [< Or. rpiroc, third,
+ C<^v, an animal, + tMof, form (see zooid).]

lazool., a zooid of a third generation, result-
ing from a deuterozooid. H. A. Nicholson.

tritubercular (tri-tti-b^r'ku-lar), a. [< L. ires

(tri-), three, + tuberculuni, tubercle, + -ar3.]

Having three tubercles or cusps, as a molar or
premolar tooth ; tricuspid ; characterized by
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such teeth as a type of dentition; tritubercu-
late ; of or pertaining to trituberculism.
trituberculate (tn-tu-bfer'ku-lat), a. [< L. ires

(tri-), three, -f- tuberculum, tubercle, + -afel.]

Same as tritubercular.

trituberculism (trf-tu-ber'ku-lizm), n. [< L.
tres (in-), three, -I- tuberculum, tubercle, +
-8S)«.] Tritubercular state or condition of teeth

;

presence of three tubercles on a molar or pre-
molar tooth. A"a<!(re, XLI. 466.

triturable (trit'u-ra-bl), a. [= F. iriturable =
8p. trituraile = Pg. trituravel = It. triturabile

;

as if < LL. * triturabilis, < triturare, thresh, trit-

urate : see triturate.'] Capable of being trit-

urated.

triturate (trit'u-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. tritu-

rated, ppr. triturating. [< LL. trituratus, pp. of

triturare, thresh, triturate, < L. tritura, a rub-
bing, threshing: see triture.] 1. To rub, grind,

or bruise; specifically, to grind to a powder.

The triturated skeletons of corals and echinoderms and
the shells of molluscs, constituting an intensely white
coralline sand. Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 520.

Considering the power which worms exert in triturating
particles of rock. Varwin, Vegetable Mould, p. 258.

2. In physiol., to grind with the grinders ; mas-
ticate with the molar teeth ; chew to a pulp.

triturate (trit'u-rat), n. [< LL. trituratus, pp.
of triturare. triturate: see triturate, v.] A form
of medicine in which an active substance has
been thoroughly powdered and mixed by rub-
bing up with sugar of milk Tablet triturate, a
small disk of some soluble material, usually sugar of milk,
chai'ged with a certain dose of a medicinal substance.

trituration (trit-u-ra'shon), n. [= F. tritura-

tion = Sp. trituraeion = Pg. trituragao = It.

triturazione,<. LIj. trituratio(n-),<. triturare,tvitxi-

T&te : see triturate.] 1. The act of triturating,

or reducing to a fine powderby grinding. Tritu-
ration is a dry process, and thus distinguished
from lecigation.— 2. In pliar., a finely com-
minuted powder : as, a trituration of elaterin.

—

3. In i)hy8iol., reduction to pulp by grinding
between the teeth ; molar mastication, or some
corresponding process: as, the trituration of
food before swallowing; trituration in the giz-

zard of a bird is assisted by little pebbles swal-
lowed.

triturator (trit'u-ra-tor), n. '

[< LL. triturator,

< triturare, pp. trituratus, triturate: see tritu-

rate.] One who or that which triturates; spe-
cifically, an apparatus for grinding drugs.

triturature (trit'u-ra-tur), «. [< triturate +
-ure.] A wearing by rubbing or finction.

trituret (trit'ur), n. [< L. tritura, a rubbing,
threshing (see triturate), < terere, pp. tritus,

rub, ^nd, thresh: see trite,] A rubbing or
grinding.

Goats' whey being a natural infusion, from gentle heat
and gentle triture, of the fine aromatic and nitrous vege-
tables on which goats feed.

Q. Cheyne, On Kegimen, p. 44. {Lathanx.)

triturium (tn-tti'ri-um), n.
;

pi. trituria (-a).

[Also, and prop., tritorium, < L. as if "tritorium,

neut. ot'tritorius, < terere, pp. tritus, rub, thresh.
The form triturium imitates tritura, a thresh-
ing (separating grain from straw) : see triture.]

A vessel for separating liquors of different
densities.

tritylene (trit'i-len), «. [< Gr. TpiroQ, third, -f-

yl + -ene.] In chem., same &8 propylene: so
named because third In the series of olefines.

Tritylodon (tri-til'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. rpelc

(rpi-), three, + riTAo^, a knob, -I- hSoix {oSovt-)

= E. tooth.'] A genus of Mesozoic mammals
from the Upper Triassic of South Africa and
Europe, typical of the family Tritylodontidae.

Owen, 1884.

Tritylodontidae (tn-til-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NC, < Tritylodon(t-) + -idle.'] A family of pro-
totherian mammals of Triassic age, typified by
the genus Tritylodon. They had on each side of the
upper jaw two incisors, no canine, two premolars, and two
molars; the median incisors were scalpriform, the lateral

minute, and the molars had trituberculate ridges.

tritylodontoid (tri-til-6-don'toid), «. and «. I.

a. Of or relating to the Tritylodotitidse.

II. n. One of the Tritylodontidee.

Triumfetta (tri-um-fet'a), n. [NL. (Plumier,

1703), named after an Italian botanist, G. B. Tri-

onfetti (1656-1708).] A genus of polypetalous

flants, of the order Tiliaceie and tribe Grewiex.
t is characterized by an echiuate or bristly globose cap-

sule. There are about 50 species, natives of warm coun-
tries. They are herbs or shrubs with stellate hairs, bear-

ing serrate entire or three- to five-lobed leaves. The flow-

ers are axillary, or opposite the leaves, chiefly yellow, and
usually with numerous stamens on an elevated gland-
bearing torus. Some of the small-flowered species are
very widely distributed ; others are mostly confined to Aus-
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tralia, Madagascar, or South Africa. A group of American
species produces large dense masses of siiowy cymulose
flowers. Tile fruit is two- to five-celled, and separates into
distinct carpels, or is indehiscent and bnr-like, its priclcles

often ending in hooks, as in T. Lappula, a common tropi-

cal weed known in Jamaica as greaticort. The species in

general are known in the West Indies as burweed orparra-
keet-bur, the ripe fruit being a favorite food of the green
parrakeet. Several species are used medicinally in the
tropics on account of their mucilaginous properties; sev-

eral also yield a tenacious fiber, as T, rhomboidea, a wide-
spread tropical weed, and T. semitrUoba (for which see bur-
bark).

triumph (tri'umf ), n. [< ME. triumphe, tryumphe,
< OF. tnumpbe, triomphe, F. triomphe = Pr. tri-

onife = Sp. triuiifo = Pg. triumpho = It. trionfo,

triunfo = D. triomf, triumf =: G. triumph = 8w.
Dan. triiimf, triumph (in OF. and it. also a game
of cards so called), < L. triumphus, OL. triumptis,

in the earliest use triumpe, triumpe, triumpe, an
exclamation used in the solemn processions of
the Arval brethren ; in classical use a solemn
entrance in procession, made by a victorious
general (see def.), accompanied by the shout lo
triumphe! hence fig. a victory, triumph ; = Gr.

dpiaftfioQ, the procession at the feast of Bacchus,
also a name for Bacchus; ult. origin unknown.
Hence *rMmj)3.] 1. In Bom. aniig., a procession
and religious ceremony in honor of a victory
and the victorious leader. This, the highest mili-

tary honor which a Roman commander could attain, was
granted by the senate to such as, holding the otfice of dic-

tator, consul, or pretor, had secured a decisive victory or
the complete subjugation of a province. In the triumph
the general, crowned with laurel, and having a scepter in

one hand and a branch of laurel in the other, entered the
city of Rome in a chariot drawn by four horses, preceded
by the senate and magistrates, musicians, the spoils, the
captives in fetters, etc., and followed by his army on foot,

in marching order. The procession advanced in this order
along the Via Sacra to the Capitol, where a bull was sacri-

ficed to Jupiter and the laurel wreath was deposited in the
lap of the god. Banquets and other entertainments con-
cluded the solemnity, which was generally brought to a
close in one day, though in later times it sometimes lasted
for three days. During the time of the empire the em-
peror himself was the only person who could claim a tri-

umph. A naral triumph differed in no respect from a
military triumph, except that it was on a smaller scale,

and was marked by the exhibition of beaks of ships and
other nautical trophies. An ovation was an honor inferior

to a triumph, and less imposing in its ceremonies.

If we lose this battle,

You are contented to be led in triumph
Thorough the streets of Rome?

ShaJc., J. C, V. 1. 109.

Though triumphs were to generals only due,
Crowns were reserv'd to grace the soldiers too.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, I. 512.

2t. A public festivity or display of any kind, as

an exhibition of masks ; a tournament, stately

procession, or pageant ; a spectacle.

We retournyd ayen to Venys, whiche day was a grete
tryumphe and Feste there in remembrauce of a Victorye
that the Venycyans had y« same day in gettynge of Pa-
dowa. Sir S. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 7.

You cannot have a perfect palace except you have two
several sides, . . . the one for feasts and triumphs, and
the other for dwelling. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

3. The state of being victorious ; the flush of

victory.

The avenging force of Hercules, from Spain,
Arrived in triumph^ from Geryon slain.

Dryden, Jineid, viii. 267.

Hail to the Chief who in triumph advances

!

Scott, L. of the L., il. 19.

4. Successful enterprise or consummation;
achievement; conquest.

With Death she humbly doth insinuate

;

Tells him of trophies, statues, tombs, and stories

His victories, his triumphs, and his glories.

ShaJc., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1014.

All the triumphs of truth and genius overprejudlce and
power, in every country and in every age, have been the
triumphs of Athens. Maeaulay, Mltford's Hist. Greece.

5. Joy or exultation for success; great glad-
ness; rejoicing.

Great triumph and rejoicing was in heaven.
Milton, P. L., vii. 180.

If a civilized nation, or any men who had a sense of
?;enero8ity, were capable of a personal triumph over the
alien and afflicted. Burke, Rev. in France.

6t. A card of a suit which outranks all others

;

a trump. See trump^, 1.

You must mark also that the triumph must apply to
fetch home unto him all the other cards, whatsoever suit

they be of. Latimer, Sermons on the Cai'd (Parker Soc), i.

She, Eros, has
Pack'd cards with Csesar, and false-play'd my glory
Unto an enemy's triumph. Shak., A. and C, iv. 14. 20.

7t. An old game of cards, from which whist
is probably derived; trump. See ruff^ and
trump^, 2.

The game that we will play at shall be called the tri-

umph, which if it be well played at, he that dealeth shall

win. Latimer, Sermons on the Card (Parker Soc), i.

8t. See the quotation and tarot.
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Tarocchi, a kinde of playing cardes vsed in Italy, called

terrestriall triumphes [var. called Tarocks, or terestriall

triumphs, 1611]. Florio, 1698.

To ride triumph, to be in full career ; ride rough-shod.

"'Tis some misfortune," quoth my uncle Toby. "That
it is," cried my father, ** to have so many jarring elements
breaking loose, and riding triumph in every corner of a
gentleman's house."

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 157. {Davieg.)

=SyiI. 5. Joy, Delight, etc. (see gladness), jubilee, jubila-
tion.

triumph (tri'umf, formerly also tri-umf), v.

[< F. triompher = Pr. triomfar = Sp. triunfar
= Pg. triumphar = It. trionfare, triunfare, < L.
trimnphare, < triumphus, a triumph: see tri-

umph, M.] I. intrans. 1. To enjoy a triumph,
as a victorious general; ride in a triumph;
celebrate successful achievement.
Wouldst thou have laugh'd had 1 come coffin'd home.
That weep'st to see me triumph? Shak., Cor., ii 1, 194.

We wear
The dignity of Christians on our breasts.

And have a long time triumph'd for our conquests

;

These conquer'd a long time, not triumph'd yet.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 1.

2. To gain a victory ; achieve success; prevail.

He did but climb the cross, and then came down
To the gates of hell ; triumph'd, and fetch'd a crown.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 3., Epig.

Attired with stars, we shall for ever sit

Triumphing over Death, and Chance, and thee, Time.
Milton, On Time, 1. 22.

3. To rejoice for victory ; exult or boast.

Let not mine enemies triumph over me. Ps. xxv. 2.

How will he triumph, leap, and laugh at it

!

SAo*.,L.L.L.,iv. 3.148.

4t. To take a trick; trump.
Except the four knaves entertain'd for the guards
Of the kings and queens that triumph in the cards.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

5. To shine forth ; make a brilliant show.
The clear unmatched red and white

Which triumph'd in that sky of his delight.

5AaA:., Lucrece, 1. 12.

H.t trans. 1. To succeed in overcoming;
prevail over ; subdue ; conquer.

Two and thirty legions that awe
All nations of the triumph'd world. Massinger.

2. To cause to triumph
;
give victory to.

He hath triumphed the name of his Christ ; he will bless

the things he hath begun.
Bp. Jewell, Works (Parker Soc.), II. 983.

3. To exult over ; boast over.

So oft they fell

Into the same Illusion, not as man.
Whom they triumph'd, once laps'd.

MUton, P. L., X. 572.

triumphal (tri-um'fal), a. and «. [< F. triom-

phal = Sp. triunfal = Pg. triumphal = It. tri-

unfale, trionfale, < L. triumphalis, pertaining to a
triumph, < triumphus, a triumph : see triwiiph.']

1, a. Pertaining to triumph; commemorating
or used in celebrating a triumph or victory : as,

a triumphal crown or car; a triumphal march.
On Ascension day the Duke . . . is rowed thither in the

Bucentoro, a triumphall galley, richly and exquisitely

guilded. Sandys. Travailes, p. 2.

Who [mighty men] have led Kings in chains after their

Triumphal Chariots, and have been served by those whom
others have adored. StillingJUet, Sermons, II. iii.

Triumphal arch. See arcAi.—Triumphal column,
among the Romans, an insulated column erected in com-
memoration of a conqueror to whom had been decreed the
honors of a triumph. It has been imitated in a few in-

stances in modern times, as in the bronze column of the
Place Vend6me in Paris, set up in honor of N'apoleon I.

—

triumphal crown, a laurel wreath awarded by the Ro-
mans to a victorious general.—Triumphal Hymn. Same
as Sanctus, 1.

II. K. It. A token of victory.

So, struck with dread and anguish, fell the fiend

;

And to his crew, that sat consulting, brought
(Joyless triumphals of his hoped success)
Ruin, and desperation, and dismay.

Maton, P. R., iv. 578.

2. An ode or song in celebration of victory or
of peace ; a peean ; a hymn of rejoicing.

Those [rejoicings] of victorie and peace are called Trt-

umphaU, whereof we our seines haue heretofore giuen
some example by our Triumphals written in honour of her
Maiesties long peace.

Ptittenham, Arte of Eng, Poesie, p. 37.

Man, if triumphals here be in request.
Then let them chaunt them that can chaunt them best.

Peele, An Eclogue.

triumphant (tri-um'fant), a. [< F. triomphant
= Sp. triunfante = Pg. triumphante = It. triun-

fante, trionfante, < L. triumphan(t-)s, ppr. of tri-

umphare, triumph: see triumph, ».] If. Cele-
brating victory by a triumph, as a successful
Roman general; also, used in, pertaining to,

or appropriate to a triumph ; triumphal.

Praise the gods,
And make (rtuntpAanf fires ; strew flowers before them.

Shak., Cor., v. 6. 3.

trimu'Tirate

The King rideth on a triumphant cart or wagon all

gilded. HaHuyt's Voyages, II. i. 236.

The streets so broad that tenne men may ride in front,
and paued, adorned with many triumphant Arches, and
shops on both sides. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 436.

2. Kejoicing for or as for victory ; triumphing;
exulting.

Think you, but that I know our state secure,
I would be so triumphant as I am?

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2. 84.

3. Victorious; successful; graced with con-
quest.

His noble hand
Did win what he did spend, and spent not that
Which his triumphant father's hand had won.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 181.

He had slain men with his own hand, for aught I know

;

— certainly, they had fallen, like blades of grass at the
sweep of the scythe, before the charge to which his spirit

imparted its triumphant energy.
Hawthorns, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 24.

4. Of supreme magnificence and beauty
;
glo-

rious.

She 's a most triumphant lady, if report be square to her.
Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 189.

Church triumphant. See church.

triumphantly (tri-um'fant-li), adv. 1. In a tri-

umjihant manner; in tlie manner of a victor;

with the joy or exultation that proceeds from
victory; victoriously: often implying insolent
triumph.

Or did I bragge and boast triumphauntly.
As who should saye the field were mine that daye?

Gascoigne, Lookes of a Louer Forsaken.

The King and Queen enter the Town [Calais] trium-
phantly, and make their Abode there.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 122.

2t. Festively ; rejoicingly.

Dance in Duke Theseus' house triumphantly,
And bless it to all fair prosperity.

Shak., M. N. D.,iv. 1. 94.

triumpher (tri'um-fer), H. [< triumph + -e»'l.]

1. One who triumphs or rejoices for victory;
one who is victorious.

Hee sayd Souldiours were the noblest estate of man-
kinde, . . . triumphers both in Camps and Courts.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

2. One who was honored with a triumph in

Rome.
August was dedicated to Augustus by the senate, be-

cause in the same month he was the first time created con-
sul, and thrice triumpher in Rome. Peacham, On Drawing.

triumphingly (tri'um-flng-li), adv. In a tri-

umphing manner ; with triumph or exultation.

Triumphingly say, O Death, where is thy sting?
Bp. Hall, Remedy of Discontentment, I. ii. § 1.

triumvir (tri-um'ver), «. ; pi. triumviri, trium-
virs (-vi-ri, -verz). [< L. triumvir, < trium,

gen. of tres, three, + vir, man: see virile. Cf.

dmimvir, decemvir.'] One of three men united
in office; specifically, in ancient Rome, a mem-
ber of one of several groups of joint magistrates
chosen for various purposes, as for establish-
ing colonies, revising the lists of knights, guard-
ing against fires by night, or to fiU various ex-
traordinary commissions on special occasions.
Among the more important of these magistrates were the
triumviri capitales, who were elected by the people, and
whose duty it was to inquire into capital crimes, to arrest
offenders, to superintend the prisons, and to cause the ex-

ecution of condemned persons. 1'hey could punish sum-
marily slaves and persons of the lowest class. See triunt^

virate.

A man may compare Echatana of the Medes, Babylon
on Euphrates, and Niniue on Tigris, to the Triumviri at
Rome. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 77.

triumviral (tri-um'vi-ral), a. [< triumrir +
-al.'] Of or pertaining to a triumvir or a trium-
virate.

I am about to mount higher than triumviral tribunal,

or than triumphal car.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Lucullus and Cscsar.

triumvirate (tri-um'vi-rat), n. [= F. Iriumvi-

rat = Pg. triumvirato = Sp. It. triunvirato, < L.
'

triumviratus, the office or dignity of a triumvir,

< triumvir, triumvir: see triumvir.'] 1. The of-

fice or magistracy of a triumvir, specifically of
one of the ancient Roman groups of triumviri.
— 2. Government by three men in coalition.

—

3. A group of three men in office or authority

;

specifically, in Rom. hist., either the coalition

(First Triumvirate) between Pompey, Julius
Ciesar, and Crassus, 60 B. c, which controlled

the Roman world for several years, or that {Sec-

ond Triumvirate) between Mark Antony, Oc-
tavian (Augustus), and Lepidus, 43 B. c, which
overthrew the republican party and ordered the
second proscription, in the latter Lepidus was soon
practically deposed, and Antony and Octavian shared the
power until the overthrow of the former, 31 B. c.

Jeiferson, Madison, and Gallatin were a triumvirate
which governed the country during eight years.

H. Adams, Gallatin, p. 274.
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triumvirate

4. A party of three men ; three men or three

personifications in company or forming one
group; also, a trio or triad of any kind.

Still purposing to grant no more then what seem'd good
to that violent and lawless Triumvirate within him, under
the falsifl'd names of his Reason, Honour, and Conscience.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxii.

Theology, Philosophy, and Science constitute our spir-

itual triumvirate. G. H. Leuvs, Hist. Philos., I. p. xvii.

triumviri, «. Latin plural of triumvir.

triumviryt (tri-um'vi-ri), «. [Fortnerly also tri-

vmveric; < triumvir + -i/^-] A triumvirate.

Thou makest the triumviry, the corner-cap of society.

Skak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 53.

Take for thine ayde afflicting Miserie,

Woe, mine attendant, and Dispajre, my freend.

All three my greatest great Triumuerie.
G. Markhain, Sir E. Grinuile, p. 55. (Davies.)

triune (tri'un), a. l< L. tres (.tri-), three, +
uiius. one: see three and one.'] Three in one.

We read in Scripture of a triuite Deity. Bp. Burnet.

Triune vase. Same as triple vase (which see, under vote).

triungulin (tri-ung'gu-lin), 11. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + uiigula, a hoof, claw.] The first lar-

Triungulin.

1. ^e-pod of a ^as&boppcr, Calopltnus ctifferentialit; b, eggs of
same : c, triunf^lin of Eficaula vittata; 4, second larval stafrc of
same (line shows natural size) ; e, side view of rf//, triungulin within
egg-pod of the grasshopper.

val stage of the hypermetamorphie blister-bee-

tles, or Meloidse. See also cut under Meloe.

triunity (tri-ii'ni-ti), n. [< triune + -ity. Cf.

unity.] The state or quality of being triune;

trinity.

The triunity of the Oodhead.
Dr. II. More, Mystery of Oodliness, p. 203. {Latham.')

Triurideae (tn-u-rid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883),< THuriaX-urid-) + -<•«.] An
order of monocotyledonous plants, of the series

Apocarprse. It is characterized by nniseiual racemose
flowers with a regular perianth of three to eight valvate
segments in a single row. It includes 2 genera, 7'n'ur>»(the

type) and Sciaphila, the latter comprising about 14 spe-

cies of white or reddish plants of South America, India,
the Malay archipelago, and Papua. The order is nearest
akin to the Ali^nacete. but la terrestrial and saprophyt-
ic, growing upon decayed wood and leaves. Its species
are diminutive, slender, but rather rigid leafless plants,
wholly white, yellow, pink, or red, with a few scales at
the base, and producing a few long flexuous onbranched
roots. The small stellate flowers are numerous and race-
mose, or fewer and somewhat corymlmse ; they hang on
decurved pedicels, and are often papillose or minutely
fringed.

Tritlris (tri-ii'ris). n. [NL. (Miers, 1841), so
calk'd with ref. to the appendaged calyx-lobes;
< (jr. Tpiir, three, -I- <ivpd, a tail.] A genus of
plants, tyjie of the order Triurithte. It Is charac-
terized l)y anthers immersed in a large conical receptacle,
and hy a nearly or quite terminal style. The 2 species, T.
hyalina and T. lutea, are natives of Brazil. They are yel-

low, white, or colorless and transparent plants, with two
to four slender-pedicelled flowers on a filiform stem, each
of the three or six triangtUar-ovate perianth-segments ex-
tended into a filiform tail.

trivalence (tri'va- or triv'a-lens), n. [< triva-

leii(t) + -re.] The quality of being trivalent;
triatomic valence.

The conclusions drawn therefrom as to the trivaience of
aluminium cannot be maintained.

Atherueum, No. 3183, p. 668.

trivalent (tri'va- or triv'a-lent), a. [< L. tres
(tri-), three, + vnlen(t-)s, ppr. of ralere, be
strong: see valid.] In chem., equivalent in com-
bining or displacing power to three monad at-
oms; tri.Tdio: applied to an element or a radi-
cal. Also triatomic.

trivalve (trl'valv), a. and «. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -I- r«/i(i, door: see valve.] I. a. Having
three valves, as a shell; trivalvular Trivalve
spectUam, s vaginal speculum having three blades.
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H. «. In conch., a trivalve shell.

trivalved (tri'valvd), a. [< trivalve + -ed^.]

Three-valved; trivalvular.

trivalvular (tri-val'vu-lar), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, -H valvula, dim. of valva, door: see val-

vular.] Three-valved; having three valves.

trivantt (triv'ant), a. and «. An obsolete vari-

ant of truant. [Rare.]
Thou art . . . atrifler, atripffrii, thou art an idlefellow.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Eeader, p. 10.

trivantlyt (triv'ant-li), adv. [< trivant + -ly'^.]

In a trivant or truant manner. [Rare.]

Him that by reason of a voluble tongue, a strong voice,

a pleasing tone, and some trivantty Polyanthean helps,
steales and gleanes a few notes from other mens Harvests,
and so makes a fairer shew than he that is truly learned
indeed. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 188.

trivet, f.'. [Abbr. from coH*n'rel.] To contrive.

The thrifty that teacheth the thriving to thrive.

Teach timely to traverse the thing that thou trive.

Tusser, Husbandry, Brief Conclusion.

triverbiai (tn-ver'bi-al), a. [< L. tres (tri-),

three, + verbum, word: see verb.] Of three
words: applied to certain days in the Roman
calendar which were juridical, or days appoint-
ed to the pretor for deciding causes : so named
from the three characteristic words of his office,

do. dice, addico. They were also called diesfasti.

In the Roman calendar there were in the whole year but
twenty-eight judicial or triverbiai days allowed to the prae-

tor for deciding causes. Blackstone, Com., III. xxvi.

trivertebral (tri-v&r'te-bral). a. [<L. tres(tri-),

three, + recifAra, vertebra: see vertebral.] Com-
posed of three vertebrae.

The last cervical {of Glyptodmi] and the anterior dorsal
vertebrsB are ankylosed together into a single tri-vertebral

bone, which moves by a hinge joint upon the third dorsal.

U-uxley, Anat. Vert., p. 2!ll.

trivet' (triv'et), «. [Also trevet; early mod. E.
also tryvet, trivette, irevett; < ME. treved, trevid,

< OF. trepied, trepie, tripied = OSp. trevede,

treudes = Olt. trepie, trepiedi, trespido, trespito,

< ML. tripes (triped-), a three-footed stool, a
tripod, < L. tripes (triped-), having three feet, <

tres (tri-), three, + pes (ped-) = E. foot. Cf.

tripod, ult. a doublet of trivet. For the form,
cf . the equiv. D. drievoet= MLG. drivot, drevot,

a trivet, = E. three-foot.] 1. A three-footed
stool or stand ; a tripod ; especially, an iron
tripod on which to place cooking-vessels or
anything which is to be kept hot by the fire.

He shulde fynde in one place a friyngpan, in an other a
chauldron, here a tryuet, and there a spytt^ and these in
maner in euery pore mannes house.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

(Arber, p. 145).

She got up to set the pot of coffee back on the trivet.

E. EggleHon, The Graysons, xxxii.

2. In her., a bearing representing the three-

legged iron support used in cooking, it is usu-
ally represented in plan, or as looked at from above, the
feet or aprights seen in perspective.— Right aa a triv-
et, standing steadily (In allusion to the fact that a tripod
stands Ann on irregular surfaces); hence, proverbiidly,
entirely or perfectly right. [Colloq.

)

ni warrant you'll find yourself rif/kt ag a trivet .'

Barbam, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 71.

"As to the letter, Rokesinlth," said Mr. Boffin, "you're
as right <u a trivet." Dickent, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 14.

trivet^ (triv'et), n. [Formerly also trevat; ori-

gin obscure.] A knife for cutting the loops of

terry fabrics, such as velvets or Wilton carpets,

in which the looped warp is formed over wires
in the shed. Each wire has a groove at the top to serve
as a guide for the trivet, which can be run rapidly along
the wires, cutting all the loops and thus making a pile

fabric or cut pile fabric. E. II. Knight.

For velvets, Ac, the wires are provided with a groove
on their upper face, and along this groove a cutting knife
called a tnvet is run to cut the loops.

Eneyc. Bra., XXIV. 467.

trivet-table (triv'et-ta'bl), n. A table sup-
ported by three feet.

The trivet-tat)le of a foot was lame.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., vili. 84.

Trivial (triv'i-S), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray), named
in allusion to its trivial size and value ; < L. tri-

vius, of three roads: see trivium.] The typical

genus of the family Tririidse, containing a num-
ber of small species of vari-

ous parts of the world,
among those known as sea-

beans. See sea-bean, 2. See
also cut under Triviidee.

tri'Via-, H. Plural of trivium.

Triviacea (triv-i-a'se-a), M.

pi. [XL.,< 2VifiV(l + -acea.]

Same as Triviida.

trivial (triv'i-al), a. and «. [< F. trivial = Sp.

Pg. trivial = It. triviale, < L. trivialis, of the
cross-roads, hence common, commonplace, ML.

trivium

of the trivium, or three liberal arts, < trivium, a
meeting of three roads, in ML. the first three
liberal arts: see trivium. Cf. bivial, qtiadrivial.]

1. a. 1. Such as may be found everywhere;
commonplace; ordinary; vulgar.

In the infancy of learning . . . those conceits which
are now trivial were then new.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

The trimal round, the common task.

Would furnish all we ought to ask.
Keble, Christian Year, Morning.

2. Trifling; insignificant; of little worth or im-
portance; paltry.

Trivial objections to the plan were made at the time by
cavillers. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 141.

3. Occupying one's self with trifles; trifling.

As a scholar meantime be was trivial and incapable of
labour. De Quincey.

4. Of or pertaining to the trivium, or the first

three liberal arts—grammar, rhetoric, and
logic; hence, initiatory; rudimentary.

Whose deep-seen skill

Hath three times construed either Flaccus o'er.

And thrice rehears'd them in his trivial floor.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. i. 173.

5. In Mfil. and bot.: (a) Common; popular;
vernacular; not technical : noting the popular
or familiar names of animals or plants, as distin-

guished from the technical New Latin names.
. (b) Specific ; not generic : noting what used to

be called the nomen triviale— that is, the sec-
ond or specific term in the binomial technical
name of an animal or a plant, such terms being
often adopted or adapted from a popular name
or epithet. Thus, in the several designations Bomo
sapiejw, Felis leo. Mug mugculvs, Kofta canina, the words
sapiens, leo, muxctilus. and canina are respectively the
trivial names of the species they designate. See specific,

3(6).

6. In echinoderms, specifically, of or pertaining
to the triWum : as, the trivial (anterior) ambu-
lacra of a sea-urchin.

II. n. 1. One of the three liberal arts which
constitute the trivium.— 2. A coefficient or
other quantity not containing the quantities of
the set considered.

'tri'vialism (triv'i-al-izm), n. [< trivial + -ism.]

A trivial matter; a trivial remark. Carlylc.

triviality (triv-i-al'i-ti), n. [< OF. trivialite,

F. trivialite = Sp. tr'ivialidad = Pg. trivialidade

= It. tririalitd ; as trivial + -ity.] 1. Trivial or
paltry character or quality.

The triviality of its meaningless details. J. Caird.

2. PI. trivialities (-tiz). A trivial thing ; a trifle;

a matterof little value or importance. Cotyrave.

It is in these acts called trivialities that the seeds of

Joy are forever wasted, until men and women look round
with haggard faces at the devastation their own waste has
made. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xlii.

trivialize (triv'i-al-iz), I', t.; pret. and pp. triv-

ialized, ppr. trividliring. [< trivial + -ize.] To
render trivial or paltry.

Southey. . . . We are now at the Sonnets (of Milton).
1 know your dislike of this composition.
Landor. In English, not in Italian ; but Milton has en-

nobled it in our tongue, and has trivialized it in that.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Southey and Landor, 11.

tri'Vially (triv'i-al-i), adv. In a trivial manner.
Neither Is money the sinews of war (as It is trivially saidX

Bacon, True Oreatness of Kingdoms, etc. (ed. 1887).

tri'Vialness (triv'i-al-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being trivial; triviality.

We always seem to be living just on the brink of a pure
and lofty intercourse, which would make the ills and triv-

ialness of life ridiculous. Thoreau, Letters, p. 13.

Tri'Viidse (tri-vi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Trivia +
-idsp.] A family of involute tsenioglossate gas-
tropods, typified by the genus Trivia. They are
of small size, and closely related to the cowries, but differ

in the multicuspid median teeth and ungulform marginal
teeth of the radula, and the shell is generally transversely
ribbed. They chiefly

habit tropical seas, but one
{Trivia europfea) occurs in

British waters. See also
cut under Trivia.

Triviinae (triv-i-i'ne),

H. pi. [NL., < Trivia + -inse.]

Trivia eurcfi
per aspect;
pect.

Trivia eurofma, seen from above-

A subfamily
otTrivildee (or of Cyprseidm), including the ge-

nus Trivia, and characterized by the completely
involute shell with concealed spire.

tri'Vium (triv'i-um), «.; pi. trivia (-a). [NL.,
< L. trivium, a meeting of three roads, ML. the

first three liberal arts (see def.), neut. of trivius,

of three roads, < tres (tri-), three, -t- via, way,
road.] 1. In the schools of the middle ages,

the first three liberal arts (grammar, rhetoric,

and logic)— the other four (namely, arith-

metic, music, geometry, and astronomy) be-

ing termed qtmdrivium.— 2. In echinoderms,
as any sea-urchin, the three anterior ambula-



triviam

era, taken collectively and distinguished from
the two posterior ones taken together. See
hhium, and cut under Spatangoida.

trivoltin (tri-vol'tin), n. [< L. tres (tri-), three,
4- It. volto, turn : see volfi.'] A race of the silk-

worm of commerce (Sericaria mori) which has

three annual generations, thus producing three

crops of cocoons each year; also, such a silk-

worm. Also trivoltine.

triweekly (tri-wek'li), a. [< tri- + weekly.'] 1.

Oeeun-iiig, performed, or appearing once every
three weeks.— 2. Less correctly, occurring,

performed, or appearing thrice a week: as, a
triioeekJy newspaper.
TrizagllS (trik'sa-gus), n. [NL., < Gr. TO(f(5f,

var. of rpiaadc, rptTTd^, threefold (< Tp«? (''P'-),

three), -I- ayew, drive, do.] A genus of beetles

:

same as Throscus.

trizomal (tri-zo'mal), a. [For *trirhizomal, <

Gr. rpel^ (jpi-), three, -I- pi^u/ia, root, + -a/.]

Formed of the sum of three square roots Tri-
zomal curve, a curve whose equation is

where o, fi, y are parameters, and X, Y, Z three curves of
the same system. '

troat (trot), V. i. [Said to be imitative.] To
cry as a buck in rutting-time.

troat (trot), n. [< troat, v.] The cry of a buck
in rutting-time.

trobelliont, «. [ME., < OF. »trobeUion, *torhel-
lion, < L. turbella, a bustle, stir, < turba, a bus-
tle, stir, disturbance: see trouble.'] A storm;
disturbance. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 324.

trocar (tro'kar), n. [Also trochar ; < F. trocar,
trocart, also trois-quarts (as if involving quart,
a quarter), < trois, three, + carre, side, face,
OF. quarre, a square : see three and square^.]
A surgical instrument used for withdrawing
fluid from the body in cases of dropsy, hydro-
cele, etc. It consists of a perforator, or stylet, and a
cannula. After the puncture is made the stylet is with-
drawn, and the cannula remains for the escape of the fluid.

trocha (tro'cha), n. [Sp.] 1. A narrow path.— 2. Millt., a strategic line of defenses across
a given territory.

Trochacea (tro-ka'se-a), n. pi. Same as Tro-
chidee.

trochaic (tro-ka'ik), a. and re. [=P. trodiaique,

< L. trochaicus, < Gr. rpoxaUd^, pertaining to or

consisting of troohee8,< rpoxaioi, a trochee : see
trochee.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or character-
istic of a trochee: as, trochaic rhythm.— 2.

Constituting or equivalent to a trochee : as, a
trochaic foot.— 3. Consisting or composed of

trochees: as, trochaic verses. Trochaic verse is

measured by dipodies, of the form .^ ^ — w. In ancient
metrics the dipody Is the shortest and the hexapody the
longest trochaic colon, and the tetrameter catalectic (see

tetrameter) the most usual meter. In English poetry tro-

chaic meter is not infrequent in hymns and lyrics, and in
Longfellow's "Hiawatha" the dimeter (tetrapody) is used
throughout, as in the Kalevala, as a narrative (epic) meter.
See ithyphallic, octotiariug, scazon, septenarius.—Troclialc
cesura. See cesura.

II. n. A trochaic verse or period.

trochaical (tro-ka'i-kal), a. [< trochaic + -at.]

Same as trochaic.

trochal (tro'kal), a. [< NL. *trochalis, < trochus,

< Gr. rpox^i, a wheel (cf. Gr. TpoxfOi^i, running,
round, < rpox^i, a wheel): see trochus.] 1.

Wheel-like; rotiform; discoidal: as, a trochal

disk or organ (see below). Also troehate.— 2.

Having a trochal disk or organ ; troehate ; tro-

ehiferous.— 3. Encircling or surrounding, like

the tire of a wheel or the rim of a disk : as, a
trochal set of cilia.— 4. Revolving; spinning
like atop; trochilie TroclialdlBk,ini{oti/«ra, the

Trochal Disks of Various Rotifers, showing arrangement of the cii ia.

I, II, larval and adult f-acinularia ; III, Philodena ; IV, Brachio-
nils; V, Suphanoctros. v/, anus; vV, mouth : G, ganglion.

oral organ characteristic of the rotifers ; the wheel of the
wheel-animalcules ; the velum.

Trochalopteron (trok-a-lop'te-ron), re. [NL.
(E. Blyth, 1843), also Trochalopterum (Agassiz,

1846), < Gr. Tpoxa/.d^, round (< Tpox6c, a wheel),
-I- irTep6v,wing.] An extensive genus of orien-
tal timeliine birds, whose type is T. squamatum.
These birds range in the hill-countries of India, in Burma,
through China, and in some of the islands, as Formosa and
Hainan ; the species are 2rj or '.iO. Most of them have been
properly identified only of late years, as T. canorum, the
so-called Chinese thrush of Latham (1783), described many
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years before that as Turdus ehinensis by Osbeck. The ge-

nus is also called Pterocyclus and Leucodioptron.

trochanter (tro-kan'ter), H. [= F. trocanter,

< NL. trochanter, < Gr. TpoxnvTJ/p, the ball on
which the hip-bone turns in its socket, < rpexeiv,

run: see trochus.] 1. In anat. and ro67., a tu;

berosity, protuberance, or apophysis of the up-
per part of the femur or thigh-bone, for the in-

sertion of various muscles which flex, extend,
or rotate the limb. There may be one (elephant), two
(usually), or three (horse) such processes ; in man there are
two, called thegreater and the lesser trochanter, the former
for the gluteal muscles and those collectively called rota-

tors, the latter for the psoas and iliacus. In birds the great
trochanter enters into the construction of the hip-joint, as

a shoulder of the femur which abuts against the ilium.

Trochanters commonly have an independent center of os-

sification, and are therefore of the nature of epiphyses. See
cuts under epiphysis and femur.
2. In entoni., the second joint of an insect's

leg, succeeding the coxa. The trochanter is some-
times two-jointed, in which case the proximal one of its

two joints takes the name of trocttaittin, the other being
the trochanter proper. See cut under coxa.— Intercept-
ing trochanter. See intercept.

trochanterian (tro-kan-te'ri-an), a. [< tro-

chanter + -i-an.] Of or pertaining to the greater
trochanter of the femur.
trochanteric (tro-kan-ter'ik), a. [< trochanter
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a trochanter, in any
sense ; trochanterian or troehantinian : as, a tro-

chanteric tuberosity Troclianteric fossa. Same
as digital fossa (which see, under digital).

trochantin, trochantine (tro-kan'tin), n. [<
trochant{er) + -in'^ .] 1. In OHni. and 2od7., the
lesser trochanter of the femur.— 2. In entom.,
the first or proximal one of two joints of which
the trochanter may consist (see trochanter, 2).

It is often united with the coxa.

troehantinian (tro-kan-tin'i-an), a. [< trochan-

tin + -i-an.] Of or pertaining to the lesser tro-

chanter of the femur.
trochar, n. See trocar.

troehate (tro'kat), o. [< NL. 'trochatus, < Gr.
Tpoxi^, a wheel : see trochtis.] 1 . Same as tro-

chal, 1.— 2. Trochiferous
;
provided with a tro-

clial organ.
troche^ (troeh or trok; commonly tro'ke: see

etym.), n. [< NL. *trochus. a circular tablet, <

GT.Tpox6c, a round cake, a pill: see trochus. The
word troche, for which no corresponding forms
are found in the Bom. languages (they use, in-

stead, forms corresponding to the dim. trochisk,

q. v.), seems to have been formed in E, directly

from the NL. or Gr. In the absence of a vernac-
ular pronunciation and of obvious analogies, va-
rious pronunciations have been given to it : (a)

troeh, as if from a F. *troche, not found in this

sense (though existing in the plural, as a hunt-
ing-term, troches, fumets, the (round) droppings
of deer)

; (6) trosh, supposed to be a more exact
rendering of the assumed F. *<roc/(e; (c) trok,

an E. accommodation of the NL. "trochus

(tro'kus), Gr. rpox^^; {d) tro'ke, an erroneous
pronunciation now common, appar. due to con-
fusion with trochee, or to a notion that the word
is NL. "troche, < Gr. Tpox'l (which exists only as
a by-form of Tpdxoi;, course), (e) A more exact
E. form of the Gr. term would be "troeh (trok),

after the analogy of stich, the only other in-

stance, and that technical or rare, of an E. mon-
osyllable from a Gr. word ending in -x-oi; (other

instances are polysyllables, as distich, tetrastich,

acrostic^ for "acrostich, etc.).] A small circu-

lar cake, as a lozenge or other form of tablet

composed of some medicinal ingredients mixed
into a paste with sugar and mucilage, and dried.
It is intended to be gradually dissolved in the mouth, and
slowly swallowed, as a demulcent, especially to allay irri-

tation of the throat.

Take of Benjamin six ounces, wood of aloes eight
ounces, styrax calamite three ounces, musk half a dram,
orrice two ounces, sugar candy three pound; powder
them, and with rose-water make trocJies.

Co«m«(icJ-8 (1600), p, 138, (Halliu-ell.)

troche^t, v. [< OF. trochcr, branch. Cf. troch-

inff.] To branch.
Whan he [a hart] hath tracked on that one partye .iiij.

and on the other .v., than is he of .xvj. of defaunte. Whan
he is trochid on bothe sydes .v., than is he of . xvj. atte fulle.

Hel. AlUlq., I. 151.

Teste de cerf trocMe I V. ], troched or whose top is divided
into three or four small branches. Cotgrave.

trochee (tro'ke), «. [Formerly also, as L., tro-

ehaeus; = F. trochee = Sp. troqueo = Pg. It. tro-

cheo, < L. trochsens, a trochee, also a tribrach, <

Gr. Tpoxa'uK, a trochee, tribrach, prop. adj. (so.

Toiif, foot), running, tripping, < rpdxoc, a run-
ning, a course : see trochus.] In pros., a foot of

two syllables, the first long or accented and
the second short or unaccented. The trochee of

modern or accentual versification consists of an accented

Trochilinae

followed by an unaccented syllable. The trochee of Greek
and Latin poeti7 {—

\ ^) consists of a long time or syllable,

forming the thesis (or metrically accented part of the foot),

succeeded by a short as arsis, and is accordingly trisemic
and diplasic. Its resolved form is the (trochaic) tribrach
(.i w

I

w). In the even places of a trochaic line an irra-

tional trochee or spondee is frequently substituted for

the normal trochee (-^ — for -^ ^), as also in the so-called
'•basis" of logaoedic verse. The irrational trochee may
take an apparently anapestic form (^ ^ — for -^ — for -* ^).

This foot receives its names of tro<:hee (running) and choree
or choretts (dancing) from its rapid movement and fitness

to accompany dances.—Trochee semantus, in anc. pros.,

one of the greater feet, consisting of three double or tetra-

semic longs, the first two of whicli belong to the thesis
and the last to the arsis. Compare orthixts,

Trochidse (trok'i-de), n. pi. [NL,, < Trochus +
-idse.] A family of rhipidoglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Trochus ; the top-shells.
They have the foot moderately broad, the cpipodium
fringed with lobes or tentacular filaments, the tentacles
elongate and simple, the eyes pedunculated at the outer
bases of the tentacles, a pair of intertentacular appendages,
and a spiral, generally conic, shell with a rhombifomi aper-
ture closed by a multispiral corneous operculTmi. It is a
large group of marine shells, many of which exhibit a bril-

liant nacre or ornamentation. See cuts under Monodonta,
operciUum, radvla, top-shell, and Trochus.

trochiform (tro'ki-form), a. [< NL. trochus, a
top,-)- h. forma, form.] In conch., specifically,

of the form of a top-shell; belonging or allied

to the Trochidse.

trochil (tro'kil), re. [= F. trochile = It. tro-

chilo, < L. trochilus : see trochilus^. Cf. thrall.]

The trochilus. See trochilus^, 1 (a).

He (the crocodile] opens his chaps to let the Trochil pick
his teeth, which give it feeding.

Sir T. Herbert. Travels, p. 323.

Trochili (trok'i-li), re. pi. Same as Trochilids.

trochilie (tro-kil'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. rpox''^,
Tpoxi'Ma, a revolving cylinder, a pulley, < rpi-

xeiv, run: see trochilus^.] I. a. Pertaining to or
characterized by rotary motion ; having power
to draw out or turn round. [Rare.]

Thus farre had I proceeded in names, when it was hie
time to stay, for I am aduertised that there is one which
by arte trochitick will drawe all English surnames of the
best families oute of the pitte of poetrie, as Bourchier
from Busyris the tyrant of -Egypt.

Camden, Remains, Surnames.

Il.t re. The doctrine of the composition of

circular motions.
trochilics (tro-kil'iks), re. [PI. of trochilie (see

-ics).] The science of rotary motion. [Rare.]

For the better conceiving of this invention, it is requisite
that we rightly understand some principles in trochilics,

or the art of wheel-instruments. Witkim, Dsedalus, liv.

Trochilidae (tro-kil'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Tro-

chilus^ -h -idee.] A family of tenuirostral mac-
rochirous piearian birds peculiar to America,
whose typical genus is Trochilus; the humming-

Lodtiigtsta mirabtlis, one of the Trxhilidm.

birds or colibris. See humming-bird (with cut),

for description, and cuts under Atthis, Calypte,

Docimastes, Eriocnemis, Eutoxeres, sappho, shear-

tail, Spnfhura, suu-qem, and thornbiU.

trochilidine (tro-kii'i-din), a. [< Trochilidie +
-!»fl.] Of orpertainingtothe Trof/(i(i(7« or hum-
ming-birds: as, <TOc7ii?»di«e literature. Coues.

trocbilidlst (tro-kil'i-dist), H. [< Trochilidie +
-ist.] A monographer of humming-birds; one
who is versed in the study of the Trochilidse.

Enet/c. Brit, XII. 358.

Trochiliidaet (trok-i-li'i-de), re. pi. [NL. (West-
wood, 1843), < Trochilium + -idee.] A family
of moths ; the clear-winged hawk-moths. See
Mgeriidx and Sesiidse.

Trbchilinse (trok-i-li'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Tro~

('7((7ha'1, 2, -(- -inse.] It. The humming-birds.
Same as Trochilidse.— 2. One of the subfamilies

of Trochilidse, containing most of the species.
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TrocMlium

Trochilium (tro-kil'i-um), h. [NL. (Scopoli,

1777). < Or. Tpo'x'/oc, some small bird: see tro-

cliilus^.] A genus of clear-winged hawk-moths,
including large species with transparent >vings,

obsolete tongue, ^ubclavate antennas with a
brush of hair at the tip, and rather densely
clothed legs, which, however, are not tufted.

T. upiformis of the United States is so called

from its bee-like appearance.
trochilusi (trok'i-lus), «. [NL., < L. trocliilus,

< Gr. 7po,i;//.of, some small bird, < rpexecv, run:
see trochiis. Cf. trochil^.'] 1. A troehil; one
of several different birds, (a) A bird described by
Bome ancient writers, as Herodotus, as a kind of wagtail

or sandpiper which enters the mouth of the crocodile and
feeds by picltiiie; the reptile's teeth. Many surmises have
been made in the attempt to identify this bird. It is cer-

tainly one of the small plover-like birds of the region of

the Nile, probably either the Egyptian courser, crocodile-
bird, or sicsac, Ptumanus xf/ypHus, belonging to the sub-
family Cursoriinse (see cut under Pluvianus), or the Egyp-
tian spur-winged plover, Hoplopterug gpirwgus (see cut
under »pitr-u'i>iped). (6) One of several very small Euro-
pean warbler-like birds, as the golden-crested wren, or
kinglet, Refjidus cnstatus (see cut under (/o^rfcr?^/), and the
wiUow-warlder, Phyltoncopug trochilus, etc. (c) Some or
any humming-bird ; a colibri.

2. [«y).] In oniitli., a Linnean genus of hum-
ming-birds, type of the family Trochilid/e, for-

merly including all the species then known,
since divided into perhaps 200 modern genera.
The generic name is now commonly restricted to such
species as the common ruby-throated humming-bird of

the I'nited States, T. coiubris, and the black-throated hum-
ming bird of California, T. alexandri. See cut under hum-
miH;/-6iFd.

trochilus'-^ (trok'i-lus), H.; pi. trochili (-U). [<
L. Irochilu.i, < Gr. r/w;ifi/.of , a broad hollow mold-
ing running round the base of a column, a
casement, scotia, < rplxfif, run.] In arch., same
as Kcotia.

trochin (tro'kin), n. [< Gr. rpoxi^, wheel, some-
thing spherical or circular (see troc/iiw), +-111'.]

The lesser tuberosity of the head of the hume-
rus, in man the site of the insertion of the sul)-

scapularis muscle. See trochiter, and cut un-
der hiimirus.

trochingt, «. [< troche'^ + -iwj/l.] One of the
.small snags or points surmounting the antlers
of tlie stag. Howell.

trochinian (tro-kin'i-an), a. [< trochin + -ian.'\

Of or pertaining to the trochin, or lesser tuber-
osity of the humerus.
trochiscus (tro-kis'kus), n. ;

pi. trochisci (-i).

[< L. trochiscus : see trochink.^ Same as troctiisk.

trochisk (tro'kisk), H. [< OP. trochisque = Pg.
trochisco, troci.ico ^ It. trochisco = G. trochisk,

< L. trochiscus, a pill, troche, < Or. Tpox'ioKo^, a
small wheel, a small disk or ball, pastil, troche,
dim. of rporSc, a round cake, a pill : see tro-

ehus, trocbei.] A troche.

I would have trial made of two other kinds of bracelets,
for comforting the heart and spirits : the one of the trochisk
of vipers, made inU} little pieces of beads; for since they
do great good inwards, especially for pestilent agues, it is

like they will be effectual outwards, where they may be
applied in greater quantity. There wonld be trochisk
likewise mftde of snakes, whose flesh dried is thought to
have a very opening and cordial virtue.

Bacon, Nat Hist (ed. MontaguX i 965.

Ood tlndsout a way t<> improve their evils to advantage

;

and teaches them, of these vipers, to make sovereign trea-
cles, and safe and powerful trochitees (read trochitkes].

Bp. HaU, Balm of GQead, xviL i 4.

trochite (tro'kit), «. [< Gr. rpoxk, a wheel, +
-ifc2.] One of the disks or wheel-like joints of
the stem of an encrinite ; a wheelstone, screw-
stone, or eiitrochus. [Rare or obsolete.]

trochiter (trok'i-t6r), n. [An arbitrary variant
of trocbaiitcr.'i The ^eater tuberosity of the
head of the humerus, in man the site of the in-
sertion of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and
teres minor muscles. See trochin, and cut under
humerus.

trocMterian (trok-i-te'ri-au), a. [< trochiter +
i<i)i.] Of or pertaining to the trochiter: as, the
triichiteriiiu fossa (a depression upon the trochi-
ter for insertion of the infraspinatus muscle).

trochitic (tro-kit'ik), a. [< trochite + -jc] Of
the nature of a trochite

;
pertaining to a tro-

chite.

troclllea ftrok'Ie-a), w. ; pi. trochlea (-e). [NL.,
< L. trochlcfi, trocha, a pulley, sheaf, block, ML.
also a vrindlass, roller, small wheel, < (jr. rpox'-
/.«!, rpoxi'Ma, TpoxaUa, a pulley, a block; cf.

T()oxn/.6^, running, < rpexriv, run : see trochus.
Hence ult. E. truckle.'] In anat. and sool., a
pulley or pulley-like arrangement of parts, af-
fording a smooth surface upon which another
part glides. .Specifically— (a) A fibrous loop in the
upper inner comer of the orbit of the eye, throngli which
runs the tendon of the superior oblique muscle of the
eyeball. The line of traction of the muscle is by this
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contrivance deflected at nearly a right angle. This troch-
lea is not found below mammals. Similar loops (sel-

dom, however, taking the name trochlea) bind down and
alter the direction of some other double-bellied muscles,
as the digastricus and omohyoid. See cuts under eyei

and eyeball. (&) In the elbow-joint, the articular surface
of the inner condyle of the humerus, with which the
ulna articulates: distinguished from the capitellum, or
outer convex surface for the articulation of the radius : so

called because in man it is concave from side to side,

though very convex in the opposite direction, thus afford-

ing a surface like that of the rim of a pulley-wheel. See
cuts under capitellum and eptcondyle. (c) In entom., the
orifice of the metathorax through which passes the tendon
of the abdomen, and whose smooth rim serves as a sort, of
pulley. Kirby and Spetice.—Tibial larochlea. See/iWoZ.

trochlear (trok'lf-iir), a. and n. [< NL. troch-

learis, < L. trochlea, pulley: see trochlea.'] I. a.

1. Pulley-like; fonuing a loop that acts like a
pulley for a tendon to run through, or affording
a surface like that of a pulley, upon which a
bone may ride back and forth. See trochlea.—
2. In bot., circular, compressed, and contracted
in the middle of its circumference, so as to re-

semble a pulley, as the embryo of C'ommeliiia
communis. Also trocbleatc.— 3. Pertaining to or
connected with a trochlea: as, a trochlear mus-
cle or nerve; trochlear movements Trochlear
fossa, a small depression in the orbital plate of the frontal
bone, situated near the internal angular process, for attach-
ment of the trochlea of the eye.— Trochlear muscle, the
superior oblique muscle of the eyeball, whose tendon runs
through a trochlea. See cut under eyeball.— Trochlear
nerve {nemts trochlearig), the fourth and smallest of the
cranial nerves. Its superficial origin is just behind the
corpora quadrigemina. It supplies the superior oblique
muscle of the orbit. It is purely motor in its function.
-Also called jHit/ietictut, oculanniyciilaris superior. See sec-

ond cut under brain. Trochlear spine. See spine-—
Trochlear surface of the femur, the smooth depres-
sion forming the anterior part of the articular surface of
the condyles, for articulation with the patella.

II. «. A trochlear muscle or nerve; a troch-
learis.

Also trochleary.

trochlearis (trok-le-a'ris), M.; pi. trochleares
(-rez). [NL. (sc. miisctilus): see trochlear.] In
anat., a trochlear muscle or nerve. See phrases
under trochlear.

trochleary (trok'lf-a-ri), a. and n. [< trochlea

+ -arij.] In anat., same as trochlear.

trochleate (trok'le-at), a. [< NL. 'trochleatus,

< L. trochlea, a pulley: see trochlea.] In bot.,

same as trochlear, 2.

Trochocarpa (trok-o-kSr'pii), n. [NL. (B.
Brown, 1810), from the fruit; < Gr. rpoxoc, a
wheel, + Kapno^, fruit.] A genns of gamopet-
alous plants, of the order Epacridacese and tribe

Sttfpheliese. It is characterized by a ten-celled ovary,
and a drupaceous fruit with five to ten one-seeded nutlets.
The s species are natives of Australia. They bear petioled
polymorphous leaves, either scattered, two-ranked, or
somewhat whorled. The small flowers form axillary or
terminal spikelets. T. thmnifolia, a small Tasmanian
shrub, is cultivated under the name of urheelseed. T. lau-
rina is the beech- or brush-cherry of New .South Wales
and Queensland, a tree reaching 20 or 40 feet high, with
tough flne-grained wood, used for turning.

trochoid (tro'koid), a. and n. [= F. trochoide,

< (jr. rpoxocii^i, round like a wheel, < rpoxi^, a
wheel, + fMof, form.] I. a. 1. In geom., tro-

choidal.— 2. In anat., rotating or revolving like

a wheel
;
pivotal, as an articulation ; troehoidal

:

applied to that kind of rotatory arthrosis in

which a part revolves to some extent upon an-
other, as the head of the radius in the lesser
sigmoid cavity of the ulna in pronation and
supination of the forearm, or tne atlas about
the odontoid process of the axis in shaking the
head.— 3. In conch., top-shaped, like a shell of
the genus Trochus; conical with a flat base; of
or related to the Trochidse.

H. n. 1. \ngeom., a prolate or curtate cycloid
or curve traced by a point in fixed connection
with, but not generally on the circumference
of, a wheel which rolls upon a right line. If

the point is outside the circumference, the tro-

choid has loops; if inside, it has waves. See
cycloid.— 2. In anat., a rotatory or pivotal
joint; diarthrosis rotatorius; cyelarthrosis.

—

3. In conch., a top-shell, or some similar shell;

any member of the Trochidee.

troehoidal (tro'koi-dal), a. [< trochoid + -al.]

1. Pertaining to a trochoid; partaking of the
nature of a trochoid : as, the troehoidal curves,

such as the epicycloid, the involute of the cir-

cle, and the spiral of Archimedes.— 2. In anat.

and conch., same as trochoid.

trochometer (tro-kom'e-tfer), n. [< Gr. rpoxi^,

a wheel, + /iirpov, a measure.] Same as tre-

chometcr.

Trochosphsera (trok-o-sfe'ra), n. [NL. : see
trocbosphere.] If. A supposed genus of roti-

fers, as T. xquatorialis of the Philippines.
Semper.— 2. [I.e.] A trochosphere.

TrochotatHa coHU.
loidts.

[NL., pi. of

trod

trochosphere (trok'o-sfer), «. [< Gr. Tpoxk, a
wheel, 4- aipalpa, a sphere.] That larval form
of various annelids, moUusks, andmulluscoids
which has a circlet of cilia. The trochosphere in
Moltusca is an advanced gastrula or gastrular stage of the
embryo, prior to the veliger stage, when the original blas-
topore has been lost or transformed, a rudimentary mouth
and anus have appeared, and there is an equatorial circlet
of cilia about the spheroidal body. In mollusks also
called neoembryo (see typembryo).

trochospherical (trok-6-sfer'i-kal), a. [< tro-

cbo.ipbere + -ic-al.] Etaving a spherical figure
and a ciliated circlet ; Oi or pertaining to a tro-

chosphere.
Trochotoma (tro-kot'o-ma), H. [NL. (Deslong-
champs, 1841), < Gr. rpoxk,
wheel, + -TOfio(, < -efiveiv,

Taut'iv, cut.] A genus of

pleurotomarioid gastropods
with a trochiform shell, an
infundibuliform base, and a
slit above the carina, obliter-

ated except near the margin
of the aperture. The spe-
cies flourished in the Liassic
seas.

Trochozoa (trok-o-z6'a), n. pi. _

trocbozoon.] Those invertebrates, as annelids
and mollusks, whose larval forms in one stage
are trochospheres ; also, loosely, such larvae,

collectively considered, or hypothetical organ-
isms from which annelids and mollusks are
supposed to have been derived.

trOChOZOOn (trok-o-zo'on), n. [NL., < Gr. rpoxof,

wheel, + Cv"", animal.] Any member of the
jfyos/joroa, considered as hypothetical ancestral
forms of annelids and mollusks. Stand. Nat.
Hist., I. 236.

The Balanoglossus occupies an intermediate position
between the worms and the Chordata. It has originated
from a trochozobn which acquired some features in com-
mon with worms. Nature, XLII. 94.

trochus (tro'kus), M. [< L. trochus, ML. also
trocus, hoop, ML. also wheel, top, < Gr. rpoxAi,
something round, as a wheel, hoop, circle, cir-

cuit, ring, cake, pill, < rpexciv, run. Hence
ult. (from rpoxii or the orig. verb) E. troche^,

trochiscus, trochisk, trochee, troehil, trochilus,

trochanter, truck^, truckle, etc. See especially
trocfecl and <rMcfcl.] If. Awheel. Bailey, VISZ.— 2t. A round lump. Bailey, 1733.— 3. [cap.]
[NL.] In conch., the typical genus of Trochidse,

having a regular conic
form with flat base,
oblique and rhombic
aperture, and a homy

Trochus ebeh'scuj. Trochus MiMyphtHUs.

operculum of many whorls ; top-shells. T. zizy-
phinus and T. obeliscus are examples. Some of the spe-
cies grow to a large size, are handsomely marked, and
when cut and polished show an extremely brilliant nacre.
See also cuts under opercidum, radxila, and lop-shell.

trock (trok), V. A Scotch form of truck^.

troco (tro'ko), n. [< Sp. iruco, "a truck table
to play on" (Stevens, 1706): »ee truck^.] An
old English game, formerly known as lawn-
billiards. It is played on a lawn with wooden balls
and a cue ending in a spoon-shaped iron projection. In
the center of the green there is an iron ring moving on a
pivot, and the object is to drive the ball through the ring.
Points are also made by caroming— timt is, by the strik-

ing of two balls in succession with the player's own ball.

trod (trod), n. [< ME. trod (cf. Norw. trod, a
way or path much trodden), < AS. tredan (pret.

treed), etc., tread: see tread, and cf. trade,

traded.] Tread; tramp; track. [Obsolete or
Scotch.]

This is the worst o' a' mishaps,
'Tis war than death's fell trod.

Tarrcts, Poems, p. 59. {Jamieson.)

Hot trod, the pursuit or tracings of moss-troopers or
reavers ; literally, a fresh track or footstep.

The pursuit of Border marauders was followed by the
injured party and his friends with blood-hounds and bu-
gle-horn, and was called the hot-trod. He was entitled, if

his dog could trace the scent, to follow the invaders into

the opposite kingdom, a privilege which often occasioned
bloodshed. Scott, L. of L. M., v. !», note.

trod, trodden (trod, trod'n), p. a. [Pp. of

tread, v.] Trampled; crushed; hence, insult-

ed; degraded: much used in composition with
an adverbial element : as, Ao-fin-trodden.

Then to the well-trod stage anon,
If Jonson's learned sock be on.

MiXton, L'Allegro, I. 131.



trode

trode (trod), n. [A var. of trod, traded.'] Foot-
ing

;
path. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

In humble dales is footing fast,

The trode is not so tickle.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

trogerite (tr6'g6r-it), ». [< Trdger (see def.) +
-fte^.] A hydrous arseniate of uranium, occur-
ring in thin tabular crystals of a lemon-yellow
color: named after B. Troger, an inspector of
mines at Neustadtel in Saxony.
troggin (trog'in), n. [Cf . track, truck^.'] Small
wares. Burns, An Excellent New Song.
[Scotch.]

troggS (trogz), >!. pi. [Cf. troggin.'] Duds;
clothes. [Scotch.]

"By my troggg," replied Christie, *' I would have thrust
ray lance down his throat." Scott, Monastery, xiv,

troglodyte (trog'16-dit), «. and n. [Formerly
also troglodite; < ^. troglodyte = Pg. troglodyta
= Sp. It. troglodita, < L. troglodyta, only in pi.

Troglodytx, Trogodytse (as a proper name), < Gr.
Tpayh)d'trrr/(, cave-dweller, lit. 'one who creeps
into holes,' < Tpay'/j/, hole, cave, -f- dveiv, enter,
creep into.] 1. a. Inhabiting caverns; cave-
dwelling; cavernicolous; speleean; troglodytie:
specifically noting human beings, apes, and
birds.

II. ». 1. A cave-dweller; a caveman; one
who lives in a naturally formed cavity in the
rooks, or, by extension, one who has his abode
in a dwelUng-plaee of that kind, whether con-
structed by enlarging a natural cave or by
making an entirely new excavation. The word
troglodyte is rarely used except in translating from the
classic authors, or in discussions with regard to the nature
of the people so denominated by them, or as applied to
members of some prehistoric tribes, as those of the Medi-
terranean caves near Mentone. in Italy. Caves were nat-
ural places of refuge and residence in the early stages of
man's development^ and were very frequently thus occu-
pied by various prehistoric races, as has been proved by
explorations made in different parts of the world. These
explorations have in numerous instances revealed the ex-
istence of human remains mingled with implements and
ornaments made by the hand of man, together with the
bones of living and extinct species of animals, the whole
occurring in such a way as to prove be.vond a doubt that
they were contemporaneous. Several classic authors —
among whom are Herodotus, Aristotle, Strabo, and Pliny
—speak of the troglodytes, and give this name to cave-
dwellers in various rather vaguely designated regions.
Cave-dwellei-8 still live in a few places in the United
States, as some of the Yavasupai Indians in caves in the
side caflons of the Colorado river.

Q. Are there still any troglodytes, or inhabitants of caves,
and are they numerous ?

A. The district between Marsa Susa and Cyrene is full
of caverns in the very heart of the mountains, into which
whole families get by means of ropes ; and many are born,
live, and die, in these dens,without ever going out of them.

W. H. Smyth, The Mediterranean, p. 497.

Paleeolithic man was unquestionably a true troglodyte,
the caves which he is known to have inhabited being very
numerous. J. Oeikie, 3*ehistoric Europe, p. 19.

2. Hence, one living in seclusion; one unac-
quainted with the affairs of the world. Satur-
day Rev.— 3. In mammal., an anthropoid ape
of the genus Troglodytes, as the chimpanzee or
the gorilla, especially the former, which was
earlier known to naturalists and was called Si-

mla troglodytes. The name is actually a misnomer,
arising from some confounding or comparing of these apes
with peoples who in ancient times were called troglodytes.
See Troglodytes, 2, and cuts under chimpaiviee and go-
rilla.

4. In ornith., a wren of the genus Troglodytes
or family Troglodytidse. The term is a misno-
mer, since no wrens live in caves.

Troglodytes (trog-lod'i-tez), n. [NL. : see trog-
lodyte.'] 1. Inornith.: (n) Agenus of wrens,type
of the family Troglodyt'tdse, based by Vieillot in

1807 on T. aedon. The type is taken to be the common
wren of Europe, T. europseus or T. parvulus, formerly Syl-
via troglodytes. The name, erroneous in fact,was changed
by Rennie in 1831 to Anorthura. It has been used by differ-

ent writers for nearly all the birds of the family Troglo-

Wuiter Wren iTroglodytes hiemalu).
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dytidm (and for some others). Thus, the common winter
wren of the United States is T. hiemalis; the house-wren,
T. aedon; the great Carolina wren was T. ludovidanus

;

Bewick's wren, T. bewicki; the long-billed marsh-wren, T.
palustris; the short-billed marsh-wren, T. bremrogtris.
The last four named are now placed in other genera. See
cuts under margh-uren and Thryothorus. (ft|) In the
form Troglodites, a Linnean name (1744) of
humming-birds, later(1748-66) called Trochibis.
Compare similar confusion of trochilus, 1 (6)
and (c).—2. In mammal., a genus of anthropoid
apes, instituted by Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire
after 1807, containing the chimpanzee, T. niger,
and the gorilla, T. gorilla. The generic name being
preoccupied in ornithology, and therefore strictly unten-
able in mammalogy, this genus was called Mimetes by
Leach in 1819, and nftevward Anthropopithecus by De Blain-
ville ; but Troglodytes is still much used. See cuts under
chimpanzee and gorilla.

troglodytie (trog-lo-dit'ik), a. [< L. troglodyti-
cus, < Gr. Tpoy/MdvTiKoc, pertaining to a cave-
dweller, < TpuyAodiiTTK, a cave-dweller, troglo-
dyte : see troglodyte.] Of or pertaining to the
troglodytes or cave-dwellers; relating to or
having the habits of the cave-dwellers.

The dwelling-places or the burial vaults of a troglodytie
tribe closely akin to the Guanches of the Canaries.

The Academy, No. 891, p. 370.

troglodytical (trog-lo-dit'i-kal), a. [< trog-
lodytie + -al.] Troglodytie in character or
habits; relating to the troglodytes or cave-
dwellers.

Troglodjrtidae (trog-lo-dit'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Troglodytes + -idae.] In ornith., a family of
oscine passerine birds, whose typical genus is

Troglodytes; the wrens. The family is of no fixed
limit or satisfactory definition. The birds referred to it,

in its usual acceptation, are mainly American, and very nu-
merous in tropical and subtropical America. These are
well distinguished from most New World passerines, ex-
cepting from the mocking-birds, thrashers, and the like,

toward which they grade so closely, through such forms
as the cactus-wrens, for example, that they have often
been associated with them in the family Liotrichidx (the
mockers, etc., being then removed from Turdidse to en-
ter into this association). But the Old World wren-like
birds have so many and varied relationships that they
have thus far proved entirely unmanageable. The whole
of tliem, therefore, together with the American forms,
have been thrown in the ornithological waste-basket
(Timeliidse). See wren, and cuts under Campylorhyn-
chus, marsh-wren, Pnoepyga, rock-wren, Tesia, Thryotho-
rus, and Troglodytes.

Troglodytinae (trog-lod-i-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Troglodytes + -inee.] The wrens, most properly
so called : (a) As one of the restricted groups
of Troglodytidse, when the latter name is used
in a broad sense. (6) As a subfamily of Lio-
trichidse or of Timeliidse.

troglodytism (trog'lo-dit-izm), n. [< troglodyte
-F -ismj] The
state or con-
dition of trog-
lodytes ; the
habit of liv-

ing in caves.
See troglo-

dyte.

Trogon (tro'-

gon),K.. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpuyuv,
ppr. of rpu-
yetv, gnaw,
chew.] 1.

A genus of
birds, type
of the fam-
ily Trogoni-
dse, formerly
conterminous
with the
same, subse-
quently vari-
ously restrict-

ed.— 2. \l. c] Any bird of tlie genus
Trogon in a broad sense, as a curucui
or quetzal. The most brilliant and splendid
of these birds, and one of the most gorgeous of
all the feathered tribes, is the famous quetzal,
or sacred bird, of the ancient inhabitants of
Central America, variously known as the
long-tailed, paradise-, or peacock-trogon,
Trogon paradisevs, T. pavoninus, Calunis
resplcndeiis, Pharomacrus mocinno, and by
other names. The body is about as large
as a pigeon's, but the long upper tail-

coverts project beyond tlie tail for two
feet or more, forming a graceful spray-
like train. The bird is rich golden-
green above, and mostly bright-crim-
son below.

Trogonidse (tro-gon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tro-
gon + -idse.] The only family of heterodaety-
lous and heteropelmous birds, belonging to the
order Picarise; the trogons or curucuis. They

An African type of Trogpuida i^Hopaloderma
(Onxtnntia).

Troic

are very beautiful birds, including about 50 species inhab-
iting tropical and subtropical countries of both hemi-
spheres, most nu-
merous in the Ne-
otropical, less so
in the Oriental,
and least so in the
Ethiopian region.
A principal tech-
nical character is

the structure of
the feet ; for,

though many oth-
er birds are yoke-
toed or zygodac-
tyl, in all except
the trogons the
first and fourth
toes ai'e reversed,
in trogons the first

and second ; and
this character is

correlated with
the heteropel-
mous disposition
of the flexor ten-
dons of the digits.

In the skull ba-
sipterygoids are
present and the
palate is desmognathous, the sternum is double-notched
on each aide behind, there is only one carotid (sinistralX
caeca are present, the oil-gland is nude, the pterylosis is
somewhat passerine, there are large aftershafts of the
contour-feathers, and these feathers are peculiarly soft
and of brilliant hues. The trogons inhabit the depths of
the forest, and are both frugivorous and insectivorous.
The African type of trogons is the genus Hapalodenna

;

the Oriental is Harpactes; the West Indian forms are
Priotelus and Temnotrogon. The more numerous trogons
of continental America have a characteristic coloration,
the upper parts being green or brown, and the lower red
or yellow with a white throat-bar. There are several gen-
era of these besides Trogon, including PhartmiacTus. One
species, T. ambiguus, extends over the Mexican border
of the United States in Arizona. See cut under Trogcm.

trogonoid (tro'go-noid), a. [< trogon + -aid.'}

Resembling a trogon; belonging to the Trogo-
nokJcse.

Trogonoideae (tro-go-noi'de-e), n. jiL [NL., <
Trogon + -oidcse.'] 'The trogons as a superfam-
lly of pi carian birds, characterized bybeing het-
erodactylous and heteropelmous: a needless
synonym of Heterodactylse. Stejneger^ 1885.

Trogonophidae (tro-go-nof'i-de), n. ph [< Tro-
gonophis + -idsB.^ A family of ophiosaurian
lizards, typified by the genus TrogonophiSj and
characterized by the acrodont dentition and the
absence of fore limbs.
Trogonophis (tro-gon'o-fis), n. [NL. (Kaup),
< Gr. Tpijyuv (see Trogon) 4- bipig, a snake.] A
genus of snake-like lizards destitute of limbs,
typical of the family Trogonophid^.

TrogOSitaCtro-go-sI'ta), n. [NL. (Olivier, 1790),
< Gr. rp6y£tVj gnaw, + oiroCj corn, grain.] A
cosmopolitan genus of clavicom beetles, typi-
cal of the family Trogositidse. They have the eyes
transverse, the tibiae not spinous, and the thorax trun-

Trogosita ccrticalis.

a, larva ; c, its mandible : d, antenna : f, under side of the head ;

y, the two-homed anal plate ; d. the beetle ; A, its antenna ; t, the
mandible ; ^, labium and its palpi : j, cne of the maxillas and its

palpus. (L^ines show natural sizes of a and d.)

cate at the apex, with the lateral margin deflexed at the
middle. About 50 species are known. T. (Tenebriotdes)
VKiuritanica is a common cosmopolitan species found in
stored grain. T. {Tenebrioides) corticalis is Americ&n. Also
l^rogosites,

Trogositidse (tro-go-sit'i-de),w.pJ. [NL. (Kir-
by, 1837), < Trogosita + -idae,'] A family of
clavicom beetles, allied to the Xitidulidse, but
separated by the slender tarsi, whose first joint

is short. The family contains two groups, members of
the first of which are elongate, with the prothorax nar-
rowed behind, those of the second rounded and somewhat
flattened. About 160 species are known, of which nearly
50 inhabit the United States ; many are found under bark,
and others live in fungi.

trogue (trog), ». [A var. of trough.] A wooden
trough. [North. Eng.]
Troic (tro'ik), a. [< L. Troiats^ < Gr. TptoiKo^j

of or pertaining to Trov, < T/>t>c, a Trojan;
cf . Tpwdf, the Troad, L. Troia, Troja, Troy.] Of
or pertaining to ancient Troy or the Troas-,
Trojan; relating to the Trojan war, Glad%
stone.
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troika (troi'ka), ?!. [Russ. troika, < troe, trot,

three: see t/icfe.] A team of three horses
abreast, peculiar to Russian traveling-convey-
ances; hence, the vehicle itself to which the
horses are attached, or the vehicle and horses
taken together.

troilt, I". '• [ME. troilen, < OF. troiller, truiller,

charm, deceive, < Icel. trylla, charm, fascinate,

< troll, a troll: see trolft.} To deceive; be-
guile.

By-hihtest heore and hyra after to knowe,
Aa two pcMies, with god bothe good and ille

;

Thus with treison and with trecherie thow iroUedegt hem
bothe. Piers Floumian (C), xxi. 321.

troilite (troi'lit), n. [Named after D. Troili,

who in 1766 described a meteorite containing
this species.] A native iron sulphid often oc-

curring in meteorites, and especially meteoric
irons, as embedded nodules or generally dis-

seminated. It may be identical with the terrestrial

pyrrhotite, but most authorities regard it as the protosul-
phid of intn (FeS), a substance not otiierwise l^nown out-
side of the laboratory.

troilus (tro'i-lus), H.; pi. troili (-li). [NL., <

Troilus, a mythical hero of Troy.] A large
swallow-tailed butterfly, Papilio troilus, com-
mon in the United States, it is for the most part
black, but has yellow marginal spots on the fore wings
and blue spots on the hind wings. The larva feeds on
laurel and sassafras.

Trojan (tro'jan), a. and n. [=F. Troyen, < L.
Trojanus. < Troja, Troia, Troy, < Tros, < Gr.
Tpuf, a Trojan, also the mythical founder of
Troy, in Asia Minor.] I. a. Of or relating to
ancient Troy, a celebrated city in Mysia, Asia
Minor.— Trojan War, in clamcal myth., a war waged for
ten years by the confederated iJreeks under the lead of
Agameniiion. king of Mycenie and Argolis, against the
Trojans and their allies, fpr the recovery of Helen (wife
of Menelaus, king of Sparta or Lacedremon). who had been
carried away by i'aris (son of the Trojan king Priam).

II. H. 1. An inhabitant of Troy.—2. Aplucky
or determined fellow; one who fights or works
with a will. [CoUoq.]

He bore it [the amputation of his hand]. In cors, like
a Trojin. Thackeray, Vellowplnsh Papers, Mr. Deuceace

[at Paris, vii.

3. A boon companion; an irregular liver: some-
times used loosely as a term of opprobrium.

Tut I there are other Trojant that thou dreamest not
of, the which for sport sake are content to do the profea*
sion some grace. Shak., 1 Hen, IV., U. 1. "7.

Sam the butler *s true, the cook a reverend Trojan.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night- Walker, il. 1.

4. pi. In eniom., a name given by Linnteus to
certain butterflies, mostly tropical and now gen-
erally included in the genu.s Papilio, charac-
terized by their velvety-black colors with crim-
son spots on the wings and breast. Allied spe-
cies of different colors were called Greekg, and both to-
gether fonned the group FquiUi. It is now known that
certain "Trojans" are sexual varieties of the "Greeks,"
but the names are still occasionally used.

troke (trok), V. and n. An obsolete or Scotch
form of truck^.

trolU (trol), V. [Formerly also trole, troul,
trotcl; < ME. troilen, roll, stroll, < OP. trailer,

traiikr, troler, run hither and thither, range,
stroll, F. trdler, lead, drag about, also stroll,
ramble (Picard droler, go hither and thither.
Norm, treider, idle, lazy), prob. < MHG. troilen,
G. troilen, roll, troll, run, dial. (Swiss) trohlen,
roll, trohlen, roll, bowl, = MD. drollen = LG.
drulen, roll, troll. Cf. W. troelli, turn, wheel,
whirl, troell, a whirl, wheel, reel, pulley, wind-
lass, screw, trolian, trwlian, troll, roll, trolio,
trwlio, roll, trohjn, a roller, trol, a, roller, etc.;
Bret, trdel, a winding plant, trd, a circle. Tlie
relation of the Teut. and Celtic forms is uncer-
tain. Cf. Irolli, n., and trolley.} I. trans. 1.
To roll; turn round.

To dress, and trcU the tongue, and roll the eye.
Milton, v. L., xi. 82a

2. To circulate
; pass or send round, as a ves-

sel of liquor at table.

TrM about the bridal bowl.
B. Joiuon, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

3. To sing in the manner of a catch or round;
also, to sing in a full, jovial voice.

Who still led the rustic ging,
And could troll a roundelay
That would make the fields to ring.

Drayton, Sliepherd's .Sircna.

4. To angle or fish for; especially, to angle for
in a particular manner. Heo trolling. Hence—
6. To allure; entice; draw on.

He . . . (roirb and baits him with a nobler prey.
llaminond. Works, IV. viil.
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6. To angle or fish in.

With patient angle trolls the flnny deep.
Ooldmnith, Traveller, 1. 187.

U, intrans. 1. To roll; roll in.

This little ape gets money by the sack-full,

It fro«s upon her.
Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, i. 6.

2. To go round
;
passj circulate : sometimes

with an indefinite it. Middleton, Chaste Maid,
iii. 2.

The Bells a ringing, and the Bowls a trmding. the Fid-
lers fumbling and Tumbling. Brome, Queens Exchange, ii.

3. To stroll ; ramble.

This thretty wyuter, as I wene, hath he gone and
preched ; . . .

And thus hatll he trolled forth this two and thretty wynter.
Piers Plvuinan (B), xviii. t96.

We at last trolled off, as cheery and merry a set of young-
sters aa the sun ever looked upon in a dewy June morning.

//. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 414.

4. To wag ; move glibly.

Fill him but a boule, it will make his tongue troule.

F. Beamnont, Ex-Ale-Tation of Ale.

5. To take part in a catch or round; sing

catches or rounds. Qiiarles, Emblems, ii. 11.

—

6. To angle or fish in a particular manner. See
trolling. = syn. 6. See trawl.

troUl (trol), n. [< troin, v. Cf. MD. drol, a top,
little ball, etc., = MLG. drol, drul, anything
round.] 1. A going or moving round; roll;

routine; repetition.

The troll of their categorical table might have informed
them that there was something else in the intellectual
world besides substance and quantity.

Burke, Eev. in France.

2. A song the parts of which are sung in suc-
cession; around.— 3. A reel on a fishing-rod.

—

4. Same as trolley,!.— 5. An artificial lure used
in trolling.— 6. Any long unshapely thing that
trails on the ground; any longthing. [Scotch.]
— Feathered troll, a metal troll of oval or flsh-like form
revolving at the head of the shank of the hook, and hav-
ing feathers attached to attract the flsh : used by anglers.
Sometimes hair, as deer's, is used instead of feathers.
Ihe metals used are silver, copper, brass, etc., or a com-
bination of these.

troU'-^ (trol), H. [< Icel. troll = Sw. troll= Dan.
trold, a troll, = D. drol = LG. droll, a troll, a
humorous fellow, droll, = G. droll, troll, a troll,

etc.: see droll.'] In Northern myth., a super-
natural bein^, in old Icelandic literature repre-
sented as a kind of giant, but in modem Scandi-
navia regarded as of diminutive size and inhab-
iting a fine dwelling in the interior of some hill

or mound, answering in some respects to the
brownie of Scotland. The trolls are described as
obliging and neighborly, lending and borrowing freely,

and otherwise keeping up a friendly intercourse with man-
kind. But they have a sad propensity to thieving, steal-

ing not only provisions, but even women and children.
They can make themselves invisible, can confer personal
strength and prosperity upon meo, can foresee future
events, etc. KeightUy.

troller (tro'ler), n. [< troll^ + -«ri.] One who
fishes bv the method known as trolling.

trolley, "trolly (trol'i), «. [< troia + -ey, -y^;

or from one of the Celtic nouns mentioned un-
der trolft.] 1. A narrow cart used by eoster-
raongers, and pushed by hand or drawn by a
donkey. Also troll.— 2. A small truck or car
for running on tracks in a rolling-mill or fur-

nace. It is used to move heavy materials, and
can be used as a tip-car.— 3. In Eng. lace-mak-
ing, lace the pattern of which is outlined with
a thicker thread, or a flat narrow border made
up of several such threads. The ground is usu-
ally a double ground, showing hexagonal and
triangular meshes.—4. A metallic roller or pul-

ley arranged to travel over, upon, and in contact
with an electric conductor suspended overhead,
and connected with a flexible conductor or a t rol-

ley-pole for conveying the current into the mo-
tor circuit on an electric car, as in many electric

street-railwa,j's Honlton trolley, Honiton lace
made with a trolley ground. It was one of the earliest

forms of this lace.—Trolley system, the system of elec-

trical railway in which the current is taken from tlie

conductor by means of a small wheel or trolley. The
conductor or Insulated electrode is usually suspended
overhead alwve the cars, or in a passage beneath the
tracks.— Trolley-thread, in lace-mnking, one of the
thick threads fonniug the border of the pattern in trolley-

trolley-car (trol'i-kar), n. A car used on an
electric trolley-road.

trolley-line (trol'i-lin), «. A line of clectrio
cars run on the trolley system.
trolley-pole (trol'i-pdl), n. In electric rail.,

a pole, carrying a conducting wire, connected
with a street-railway car by a universal joint,

and having at the upper end a trolley for cou-

troUopee

ducting the current into the circuit of the mo-
tor on the car.

troll-flower (tr61'flou'''6r), n. [< trolV^ + flower.']
The globe-flower, Trollius Europeeus. See globe-
flower.

trolling (tro'ling), n. [Verbal n. of troll^, v.]

Inflshing: (a) The method of dragging or trail-
ing a fishing-line and hook behind a boat, at or
near the surface of the water ; trawling. The
tackle consists of a strong hand-line from 2.'i to 75 yards
long, and a spoon-hook, or one of the many kinds of spin-
ning-baits, trolling-spoons, propellers, etc. Trolling is also
sometimes practised from the shore with a rod. The hook
may be baited, as with a minnow, but artificial lures are
most used. (J) In Great Britain, a mode of fish-

ing for pike with a rod and line, and with a
dead bait, used chiefly when the water is full
of weeds, rushes, etc. A gudgeon is the best bait,
and is used by running longitudinally through it a piece
of twisted brass wire, weighted with a long piece of lead,
and having two hooks attached. The bait is dropped into
holes, and is worked up and down by the lifting and falling
of the rod-point. Compare trawling.

trolling-bait (tro'ling-bat), n. A metallic re-
volving bait or lure used in trolling ; a spoon-
bait; a trolling-spoon. It is made of many
shapes and sizes as variations of the troUing-
sjioon.

TroUinger (tr6'liug-6r), «. A kind of grape.
See Hamburg, 1.

troUing-hook (tro'ling-huk), n. A fish-hook
used in trolling.

troUing-rod (tro'ling-rod), n. A rod used in
trolling, usually made of undressed bamboo,
and about nine feet in length.

trolling-spoon (tro'ling-spon), n. A trolling-

bait or spoon-bait, fashioned like the bowl of a

Trolling-spoons.

spoon, with a hook or hooks at one end, and
the line attached at the other.

Trollius (trol'i-us), n. [NL. (Rivinus, 1690;
first used by C. Gesner, about 1555) ;

prob. < G.
troll, a troll : see troll^.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants, of the orHer Rantinctdacc^, tribe Hel-
leborcie, and subtribe CaUUese. it is characterized
by small narrow entire petals destitute of scales, and by
palmately lobed or dissected leaves. There are about 9
species, natives of north temperate and cold regions. They
are erect herbs from a perennial root, with alternate leaves,
and large yellow or lilac-colored flowers usually with nu-
merous regular deciduous colored sepals, and fewer elon-
gated linear clawed petals, each bearing a nectariferous
gland. The fruit is a head of separate follicles. Several
species are cultivated in gardens, and are known as globe-

flawer, especially T. Europteug, also known ^& globe ranun-
culus and troll-Jtower, and in England as golden-bait and but-
ter-basket, and northward Hslockingowan and tappergowan.
For T. laxus, see spreading globe-Jtower, under spread.

troU-madamt (trol'mad'am), 11. [An accom.
form of OF. trou-madame, a game so called.]
An old English game: same as pigeonholes. Also
called trunks.

A fellow, sir, that I have known to go about with troU-
my-dames. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 92.

trollol (trol'lol'), V. [< trol lol, like tra la,fol
de ml, and other mere syllables used in sing-
ing.] To troll ; sing in a jovial, rollicking way.
They got drunk and troUoU'd it bravely.

Roger North, Examen, p. 101. {Davies.)

trollop (trol'op), V. i. [An extension of troll^;

for the termination, cf. wallop, gallop. Cf. trol-

lop, n.] 1. To draggle; hang in a wet state.

—

2. To walk or work in a slovenly manner. Wedg-
toood. [Scotch in both senses.]

trollop (trol'op), H. l< trollop, v.] 1. A loose,

hanging rag. [Scotch.]— 2. A woman who is

slovenly in dress, appearance, or habits; a
slattern ; a draggletail ; also, a woman morally
loo.se.

Does it not argue rather the lascivious promptnesse
of his own fancy, who from the harmelesse mention of a
Sleekstone could neigh out the remembrance of his old
conversation among the Viraginian trollops?

Stilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

troUopeet (trol-0-pe'), «. f[<. trollop + -ce^.] A
loose dress for women.
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There goes Mrs, Roundabout : I mean the fat lady in
the lutestring trollopee. Goldamithj On l>res8.

trolloping (trorop-ing), a. [< trollop + -ing^.'\

Slovenly: sluttish; troUopisli.

"Saw ever ony body the like o" that?" "Yes, you
abomii^able woman," vociferated the traveller, "many
have seen the like of it, and all will see the like of it that
have anything to do with your troUopiiig sex

!

"

Scott, Antiquary, i.

trollopish (trol'op-ish), a. [< trollop + -ish^.'i

Like a trollop, especially in the^ense of loosely

or carelessly dressed, or accustomed to dress
carelessly and without neatness ; slovenly and
loose in habit: noting a woman.
troUopy (trol'op-i), a. [< trollop + -i/i.] Same
as trollopish. Jane Austen, Slansfield Park,
xxxviii.

troll-plate (trol'plat), n. In mach., a rotating
disk employed to effect the simultaneous con-

vergence or divergence of a number of objects,

snch as screw-dies in a stock, or the jaws of a
universal chuck. E. H. Knight.

trolly, n. See trolley.

tromba (trom'ba),w. [It.: see*n«»ipi.] Same as
trumpet Tromba marina. Same as sea-trumpet, i.

trombidiid (trom-bid'i-id), «. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Trombidiidte; related to or resem-
bling a harvest-mite.

H. n. A mite of the family TromUdiidx; a
harvest-mite.

Trombidiidse (trom-bi-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Leach, 1814, as Tromhidides), < Tronibidium +
-id«.] A family of tracheate acarids, whose
type genus is Trombidium; the ^ouud-, gar-

den-, harvest-, or soldier-mites, which have the

palpi converted into raptorial organs. They are

closely related to the Tetranychidie, or spinning-mites,

but are larger, velvety and opaque, and usually of brilliant

colors, as scarlet or vennilion. They also differ in being
predaceoiis and carnivorous, the spinning-mites being
vegetable-feeders. Several genera and many species have
been described, and the family is represented in all parts

of the world. Trombidium /asciculatum of the East In-

dies, one third of an inch long, is the largest acarid known.
The TromMdiidx are strictly predatory in the adult stage,

but their larvie, although originally no more parasitic than
a gnat or a leech, will yet attach themselves to the bodies
of animals, or even to man himself, and are usually sepa-

rated only by death or artificial means, causing consider-

able irritation while present. Some are known by the
name of harvest-bug in England, and rouget in France, be-

ing the Leptus autumiialis of earlier entomologists.

Trombidium (trom-bid'i-um), n. [NL. (Fabri-

eius, 1776, as Trombidion).'] A genus of mites,

typical of the
family Tromhi-
diidee. The body
is divided into two
parts. The small
anterior and infe-

rior part bears the
eyes, mouth, and
first two i>airs of
legs ; the other,
much larger, swol-
len and velvety,

bears the last two
pairs of legs.

These mites are
mainly parasitic,

and many of them
are bright-red. T.
locuxtarum feeds
upon the eggs of the Rocky Mountain locust or hateful
grasshopper, Catoptenus (or Mdanoplus) sprettts. See also
cut under harvest-tick.

trombone (trom'bon), ?i. [< F. trombone, < It.

trombone, trombone, trumpet, sackbut, < fro»w6o,

a trump, trumpet: see trump^.'] A large mu-
sical instrument of the trumpet family, it has
a long tube twice bent upon itself, and one of the loops is

double, so that the outer tube, or slide, can be slipped over
the inner like a sheath. When the slide is extended, the

Locust Mite ( Trombuiiutn locusiarunt).

I, mature mite, natural size in outline ; i

larva, same relative enlargement.

Trombone, with Slide.

length of the tube is increased and its proper tone lowered.
Since a full set of harmonics can be produced from any of
many positions of the slide, the compass is long, and the
intonation may be made very precise. The tone is pecu-
liarly rich and solemn, Excf^edingly fine harmonic effects

may be produced by combining trombones of different sizes

and fundamental pitches, which are called alto, tenor, and
bass trombones respectively. The trombone is thought to
have been known in ancient times. It is now a regular
constituent of the orchestra and of the military band. For
the latter it is sometimes made with valves or keys instead
of a slide, but its characteristic tone and its flexibility of
intonation are thus lost.

trombonist (trom'bo-nist), n. [< trombone +
-j«t] A player on tlie trombone.
trommel (trom'el), n. [< G. trommel, a drum:
see drum.'] In mining, a revolving cylindrical

sieve for cleaning or sizing ore. Also called

sizing-trommel and washing-drum or washing-
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trommel, according as it is used for sizing or for
cleaning ores. See sizing^, 3.

A trommel is a barrel in the form of a cylinder or of a
truncated cone, horizontal or slightly inclined, turning
round its own axis. It is the machine employed for simi-

lar purposes in most other industries : the only wonder
is that so long a time elapsed before it was adopted in

dressing ores, for it furnishes the best possible means
not only of cleaning the ore, but also of sizing it.

Gallon, Lectures on Mining (trans.).

tromometer (tro-mom'e-ter), «. [< Gr. rpofioc,

a trembling (< Tpe/tew = L. tremere, tremble : see
tremble), + /lirpov, measure.] An instrument
for measuring very slight earthquake-shocks,
or vibrations of the earth's surface such as are
sometimes called earth-tremors; a microseis-
mograph. Numerous arrangements have been tried

for this purpose, most of which combine the pendulum
with some form of micrometric apparatus.

tromometric (trom-o-met'rik), a. [< tromom-
eter + -jc] Of or pertaining to the tromom-
eter. Nature, XLIII. 520.

trompt, trompe^t. Obsolete forms of trmnp^.

trompe'* (tromp), n. [F. trompe, lit. a trump

:

see trumps.] The apparatus by which the blast

is produced in the Catalan forge. It is a sun-

pie, effective, and Ingenious contrivance for producing a
continuous and equable blast, but its use is restricted to
localities where a fall of water from a height of several
yards can be obtained. The principle is tliat water can
be made to fall through a pipe in such a way that it will

draw in tlirough side openings a considerable amount of
air, which by a simple and ingenious arrangement can be
utilized as a constant current or blast, and which has the
merit of costing almost nothing. It has been utilized to
a limited extent elsewhere than in the department of
Ari^ge, in the south of France, where it was formerly very
generally employed. Iron has been made in that district

for more than 600 years, but the use of the trompe was
not introduced until the end of the seventeenth century.
Frav^ois.

trompille (trom-pel'), n. [F.] One of the two
long conical tubes through which the air en-
ters the so-called "tree" (arbre) or air-pipe of

the trompe, according to a method sometimes
adopted, in general, however, the air finds admittance
through two similar rectangular holes at the top of the
tree, opposite each other, and inclining downward at an
angle of about 40°.

trompourt, trompert, ». Obsolete forms of

trumper.
tron (tron), n. [Avar, of iconel.] 1. A wooden
pillar or post set up in a market-place and sup-
porting a horizontal beam on which were hung
the town scales for weighing wool and other
articles : hence the phrases tron weight, tron

stone, tronpound,etc. Also <cone.— 2. Awooden
air-shaft in a mine Tron weight, a standard of

weight formerly in use in Scotland, for weighing wool,
cheese, butter, and other home productions. The tron
pound ranged, in different counties, from 21 to 28 ounces
avoirdupois. The later tron stone contained 16 tron
pounds of 1.3747 pounds avoirdupois each.

trona (tro'na), n. [Prob. a North African
form ult. connected with natron.] The native
soda of Egypt, a hydrous carbonate of sodium,
Na2C03.HNa(i!03 + 2H2O. It also occurs at Borax
Lake San Bernardino county, California, in Churchill
county, Nevada, and elsewhere. Urao, from a lake in
Venezuela, is the same compound.
tronage (tron'aj), n. [< tron + -age.] 1. A
royal tax upon wool. See tronator.— 2. See
the quotation.

Next unto this stockes is the parish church of S. Mary
Woll-Church, so called of a beame placed in the church-
yard which was thereof called Wooll church-haw, of the
tronage, or weighing of wooll there used.

Stowe, Survey of London (ed. 1683), p. 244.

tronator (tron'a-tor), n. [ML., < trona, a tron

:

see tron, trone^.'] An official whose duty it was
to weigh wool and receive the custom or toll

termed tronage. Archeeol. Inst. Jour., XVII. 165.

tronchon^t, troncbount, »• Obsolete forms of

truncheon..

troncbon^t, n. See trunchon^.

tronQOnn^e (F. pron. tr6n-so-na'), a. [F. tron-

conne, < tronqon, a stump: see truncheon.] In
her., same as shivered: noting a tilting-lance.

tronel (tron or tron), n. [< OF. trone (WL.trona),
a weighing-machine, < loel. trana, trani, m., =
Dan. trane, a crane: see crane^.] 1. Same as
fj'OB, 1.

And frae his body taken the head.
And quarter'd him upon a trone.

The Gallant Qrahmns (Child's Ballads, VII. 143).

2t. A market or market-place— Trone weight.
Same as tron weight (which see, under tron).

trone^ (tron), n. A small drain. [Prov. Eng.]

trone^t, »• and v. A Middle English form of

throne.

troolie-palm (trS'li-pam), n. A name of the

bussu-palm.
troop (trop), n. [Formerly also troope, troupe

(still used in some senses); < F. troupe, OF.
troxie, trupe = Pr. trop = Sp. Pg. tropa = It.

troopial

truppa (ML. troppus, tropus), a company, troop;
origin unknown. According to Diez, a change,
ill the mouth of Germans, from L. turba into

*trupa, whence, by change of gender, tropus,

troppus. Ct.tropel.] 1. An assemblage of peo-
ple ; a multitude ; a company ; a band.
We come by troops to the place of assembly, that, being

banded as it were together, we may be supplicants enough
to besiege God with our prayers.

Tertullian, quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, v. 24.

Honour, love, obedience, troops of friends, I must not
look to have. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 25.

There was a troup o' gentlemen
Came riding merrilie by.

Th£ Broom 0/ Cowderiknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 45).

2. A body of soldiers : generally used in the
plural, signifying soldiers in general, whether
more or less numerous, and whether belonging
to the infantry, cavalry, or artillery.

Farewell the plumed troop, and the big wars.
That make ambition virtue

!

Shak., Othello, iiL 3. 349.

Colonel Prendergast, the commandant of the station,

had but 800 troops, of whom 200 only were Europeans, to
meet a force of overwhelming superiority in numbers.

CornhiU Mag., Oct., 1888, p. 380.

3. In cavalry, the unit of formation, consisting
usually of sixty troopers, commanded by a cap-
tain, and corresponding to a company of in-

fantry.

When a troop dismounts and acts on foot, it is still

called by that name. Stoequeler.

Hence— 4. The command by commission and
rank of such a troop of horse.

His papa would have purchased him a troop— nay, a
lieutenant-colonelcy— some day, but for his fatal excesses.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

5. A band or company of performers ; a troupe.
— 6. A particular roll or call of the drum ; a

signal for marching.

Tony's beat of the troop was the signal for the soldiers to

assemble. 5'. Judd, Margaret, i. 13.

7. A herd or flock of beasts or birds: as, a
troop of antelopes or sparrows Household
troops. .See AotaeAoW.— Subsidiary troops. See»«6-
sidinry.

troop (trop), ». [< troop, n.] I. intruns. 1. To
assemble or gather in crowds ; flock together.

"What would ye, soldiers ? wherefore troop ye
Like mutinous madmen thus ?

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 7.

Now from the roost . . .

Come trooping at the housewife's well-known call

The feather'd tribes domestic. Cowper, Task, v. 61.

The Maids of Nazareth, as they trooped to fill

Their balanced urns beside the mountain rill.

0. W. Holmes, The Mother's Secret.

2. To march; to march in or form part of a
troop or company. 1

Nor do I as an enemy to peace
Troop in the throngs of military men.

Shai., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 62.

3. To march ofif in haste.

Aurora's harbinger.
At whose approach, ghosts, wandering here and there,

Troop home to churchyards. Shak., M. N. D., ill. 2. 382.

But, whatever she had to say for herself, she was at last

forced to troop off. Addison, Spectator, No. 464-

He was generally seen trooping like a colt at his mother's
heels. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 48.

4t. To associate or consort.

A snowy dove trooping with crows.
SAo*., R. and J., i. 6. 8a

II. trans. 1. To associate as in a troop or

company.
To troope my selfe with such a crew of men
As shall so fill the downes of Affrica.

Greene, Orlando Furioso, 1. 213.

2. To form into troops, as a regiment— Troop-
ing the colors, in the British army, an elaborate cere-

mony performed at the public mounting of garrison guards.

troop-bird (trijp'berd), «. A troopial.

trooper (tro'per), n. [= F. troupier; as troop

+ -erl.] 1. A private soldier in a body of cav-
alry ; a horse-soldier.

The troopers, according to custom, fired without having
dismounted. Scott, Old Mortality, xvi

2. A cavalry horse ; a troop-horse.— 3. A troop-

ship—Native trooper, in Australia, a member of a

body of mounted police recruited from the aborigines and
officered by white men.— Trooper's damn. See damn.

troop-fowl (triip'foul), «. The American scaup:
same as flocking-fowl. F. C. Browne. [Massa-
chusetts.]

troop-borse (trSp'hors), «. A cavalry horse.

How superlatively happy, however, must he have been
in the possession of one of these wonderful horses! —
warranted chargers— troop-horses, every one

!

J. Ashion, Social Life in Eeign of Queen .\nne, 1. 11.

troopial (tro'pi-al), n. [Also iroupial; < F.

troupiale, < <)o«j>e, troop : see troop.] A book-



troopial

name, originating with French naturalists, of

those American blackbirds (Icteridee) which go
in flocks. They are mostly the marsh-blackbirds, of

the stiManiUies Agelxinte and Quiscalinx, as the cow-
'roopial, red-winged blackbird and crow-blackbird or pur-

Common Troopial {Uterut vui^ris).

pie grackle. The term extends to the whole family, and
thus includes the American orioles or haiignests, as the
Baltimore and the orchard orioles. The bird here figured
is one of the orioles ; it is /« troupiale of Hrisson, the type
species of his genus Icterus (see Icterus, 3), from which
the family Trterids' is named. The male is jet-black and
rich-yellow in large massed areas, varied with white on
the wings. This troopial is native of tropical America,
and is often seen in cages. See also cuts under Agelxinx,
cniC'bird, cT'iw-blackbird, and riigty.

troop-mealt (trop'mel), adr. [< troop + -meal
lis ill y/ftcoHeai, etc.] By troops; in crowds.
s n r njope-meale Troy pursu'd awhile, laying on with swords

and darts. Chapman, Iliad, xvii. 634.

troop-ship (trop'ship), «. A ship for the con-
veyance of troops ; a transport.

In that terrible storm off the Cape, in .September, 1824,
... I certainly did suffer most cruelly on that horrible
troop-ship. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

troostite (tros'tlt), n. [Named from Dr. G.
Trodst, of Nashville, Tennessee.] A variety of

the zinc silicate willemite, occurring in hex-
agonal crystals of a reddish color. It contains
considerable manganese.

tropseolin (tro-pe'o-lin), H. [< Tropseolum +
-in-."[ The general name of a number of orange
dyes of very complex composition. They are
sulphonic acids. ,

Tropaeolum (tro-pe'o-lum), n. [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1737), < Gr. TpoTraioc, of a turning or
change : see trophy.'] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Geraniacese, distinguished
from Pelargonium, the other genus of the tribe
Pelargonieee, by its solitary ovules and indehis-
cent carpels without beaks. There are about 40
species, all natives of South Americaor Mexico. They are
climbers or rarely diffuse herbs, bearing alternate lobed or
dissected leaves which are peltate or palmately angled.
The flowers are red, orange, or yellow, rarely purple or
blue. They are solitary in the axils, often on long pedun-
cles, and are followed by a fruit of three rugose indebis-
cent carpels, pervaded by a pungent principle, as is the
whole plant, and sometimes used as pickles. Many spe-
cies are cultivated for ornament under the name ruutur-
tium, especially T. jnajus, also known as Indian crest and
lark's-hed. For T. pere^frinum, see canary-bird Aower, un-
der canary-bird. See nasturtium, 2, and cut under spur, 2.

troparion (tro-pa'ri-on), M.
;
pi. troparia (-a).

[< LGr. Tptmapiov, a modulation, short hymn,'
stanza, dim. of rpdrrof, a musical mode.] In
the (ir. Ch., a short hymn or a stanza of a hymn.
This name is given to the stanzas of the odes of a canon
{an initial and model stanza being, however, called a
hirwfsx and in general to any of the short hymns which
abound in the offices of the Greek Church.

trope (trop), n. [< F. trope = Sp. Pg. It. tropo,
< L. tropiui, a figure in rhetoric, a song, ML. a
versicle,< Gr. rpdrro^, a turn, way, manner, style,
a trope or figure of speech, a mode in music, a
mode or mood in logic, < rpiTveiv, turn, = L.
'trepere (trepit), turn. Cf. troper, trover, trouba-
iliiiir.'] 1. In rhet., a figurative use of a word;
a word or expression used in a different sense
from that which properly belongs to it, or a
word changed from its original signification to
another for the sake of giving spirit or empha-
sis to an idea, as when we call a stupid fellow
an ass, or a shrewd man a fox. Tropes are chiefly
of four kinds : metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and
irony

: but to these may be added allegory, prosopopceia,
liyperlKile, antonomasia, and some others. Tropes are in-
rludfd under tlgures in the wider sense of that word. In
:i narrower sense, a trope is a change of meaning, and a fig.
ire any ornament except what ijecomes so iiy such change.

Is not the trope of music, to avoid or slide from the
close or cadence, common with the trope of rhetoric, of
deceiving expectation?

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Wee acknowledge and heleeve the Catholick reformed
('hurch, and if any man be dispos'd to use a trope or fig-

ure, as Saint Paul once did in calling her the common
Mother of us all, let him doe as his owne rethorick shall
perawade him. Hilton, Dn Uef. of Uumb. Remonst
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Your occasional tropes and flowers suit the general

coarseness of your style as tambour sprigs would a ground
of linsey-woolsey. Sheridan, Critic, i. 1.

Tropes are good to clothe a naked truth,

And make it look more seemly.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 4.

2. In Gregorian music, a short cadence or clos-

ing formula by which particular melodies are
distinguished. Also called differentia and dis-

tinctio.— 3. In liturgies, a phrase, sentence, or

verse occasionally accompanying or interpo-
lated in the introit, Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis,

Sanctus, andAgnus Dei in different parts of the
Western Church. Since the sixteenth century
tropes have no longer been used.— 4. A geo-
metrical singularity, the reciprocal of a node.
In the case of a plane curve, it is a multiple tangent ; in
the case of a torse, a multiple plane ; in the case of a sur-
face, either a plane having a conic of contact or a torse
t)eaiing two or more lines of contact. =SyiL 1. See simile.

tropelf, «. [ME. tropel, < OF. tropel, later trou-

peau, a troop, dim. of trope, troop: see troop.]

A troop. Barbour, Bruce, xiii. 275.

troper (tro'per), ». [< ME. tropere, < AS. tropere,

< ML. troparium, troparion (also troparius), a
book of tropes, < tropus, a trope, versicle: see
trope, 3.] An oflSce-book formerly used in the
Western Church, containing the tropes and se-
quences. See trope, 3. Also tropary, troperium.

Tropere (or ympner, H. or an hymnar. P.), Troparius
(hymnarius. P.). Prompt. Parv., p. 603.

trophesial (tro-fe'si-al), a. [< trophesy + -alJ]

Noting disorder of tlie nervous function which
regulates nutrition.

tropbesy (trof 'e-sl), n.; pi. trophesies (-siz).

[Irreg. < Gr. rpoijni, nourishment, + -sy, appar.
taken from dropgy, palsy, etc., with a vague
notion that it denotes a morbid state.] The
result of a disorder of the nerve-force regulat-
ing nutrition.

Excessive thought, without anxiety, uses up the ma-
terials subservient to sensory excitation. . . . But exces-
sive thought, with mental anxiety, care, and pain, as grief,

is much more exhausting, and therefore more commonly
followed by trophesies. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 349.

trophi (tro'fi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Tpo<ji6i, a feeder,
nurse, < rpf^eiv, nourish, feed.] 1. In entom.,
those mouth-parts which are employed in tak-
ing food anil preparing it for swallowing. The
trophi Include the labium, labrum, maxillee, mandibles,
ana lingua. They were formerly called inarumenta ci-

baria.

2. The teeth of the mastax or pharynx of ro-

tifers ; the calcareous mastacial armature of
wheel-animalcules. They are diversiform and often
complicated structures. Named parts of the trophi are
a median incudal piece, or incus, consisting of a central
fnlcnim and a pair of rami, and two hammer-like pieces,
the malleoli, each consisting of a handle or manubrium
and a head or uncus, which is often pectinate.

trophic (trof'ik), a. [< Gr. rpixfiii, nourishment,
nutrition, food (< rpiifieiv, nourish), -I- -t'c] Of
or pertaining to nourishment or nutrition ; con-
cerned in nutritive processes.

If the trophic series b« abnormal, the kinetic series is apt
to be abnormal. F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 278.

The ganglia upon the dorsal roots of the myelonal nerve
trunks seem to preside in some way over the nutrition of
those roots, and are therefore said to have a trophic action.

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 371.

Trophic center, a nerve-center that regulates nutrition.

—Trophic nerve, a nerve which directly influences the
nutrition of tlie tissue to wliich it goes.

trophical (trof'i-kal), a. [< trophic + -al.]

Same as trofihic. [Rare.]
trophied(tr6'fid),a. [i trophy ¥ -etP.] Adorned
with trophies.

Some greedy minion, or imperious wife.

The trophictt arches, storied halls invade.
And haunt their slumbers in the pompous shade.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 303.

Trophis (tro'fis), n. [NL. (Linuffius, 1763), so
named because its leaves and twigs are used
in Jamaica as fodder; < Gr. Tp6<jii(, well-fed, <
Tpeij>ctv, nourish, feed.] A genus of plants, of
the order Urticaceie, tribe Moreie. and subtribe
Eumoreie. It is characterized by dioecious flowers, the
female tubular and disposed in few-flowered spikes, the
male in loose or interrupted spikes. There are 5 or 6 spe-
cies, all American, occurring in the West Indies, Mexico,
and the Andes. They are trees or shrubs with alternate
petioled leaves, which are finely and conspicuously feather-
veined and reticulated. The flowers are sessile or nearly
BO, their spikes solitary or twin in the axils, the fertile

followed Ity a globose fleshy fruit closely united with the
perianth-tube and crowned by its minute border. For T.
Americana, see ramoon.

trophoblast (trof 'o-blast), n. [< Gr. rpo^^,

nourishment, + fi'/aarof;, a germ.] An external
epiblastic layer that does not enter into the
formation of the embryo, but does take an ac-
tive part in nutritional processes intended for
it ; the blastoeystic ectoderm.

trophosphere

If we agree to drop all these [old names] where the
lower mammals are concerned, and henceforth to desig-
nate the outer layer alone as trophoblast, the outer layer
plus a thin layer of somatic mesoblast witliout blood-
vessels as diplotrophoblast (= V. Baer's serous envelop),
the portion of tlie diplotrophoblast against which the
yolk-sac with its area vasculosa adheres as omphaloidean
diplotrophoblast, that against which the allantois does
the same as allantoidean diplotrophoblast, then we have
avoided misunderstandings that might arise from the in-

discriminate use of the term chorion.
Hubrecht, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci., N. S., XXX. 383.

trophoblastic (trof-o-blas'tik), a. [< trophoblast
+ -ic] Of the nature of a trophoblast

; pertain-
ing to trophoblasts. Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci.,

N. S., XXX. 301.

trophocalyx (trof'o-ka-liks), n. [< Gr. Tfxxpr/,

nourishment, -I- xd/lDf, a calyx: see calyx.] See
trophosphere.

tropbodisk (trof'o-disk), n. [< Gr. rpcxpfi, nour-
ishment, + dloKOi, a quoit, disk: see disk.] See
trophosphere.

tropbolecithal (trof-o-les'l-thal), a. [< tropho-
lecithus + -al.] Of the nature of or pertain-
ing to the tropholeoithus ; trophic or nutritive,

as yolk.

tropbolecitbus (trof-o-les'i-thus), n. [NL., <

Gr. rpcxpl/, nourishment, -I- MkiBoq, the yolk of
an egg.] In embryol., the food-yolk, or nutri-

tive yolk ; the vitellus nutritivus of a meroblas- *
tic egg, not undergoing segmentation, as dis-

tinguished from the morpholecithus, or true for-

mative yolk.

The nutritive yelk, ... or tropholecithns, . . . is a mere
appendage of the true egg-cell, and contains hoarded food-
substance, so that it forms a sort of storehouse for the
embryo in the course of its evolution.

llaecket, Evol. of Man (trans.X I. 216.

trophoneurosis (trof 'o-uu-r6'sis), n.; pi. tropho-
neuroses (sez). [NL.,< Gr.T/)o0?/, nourishment,
-t- NL. neurosis, q. v.] The disturbance of the
nutrition of a part through derangement of
the trophic action of nerves supplying it. See
trophopathy and trophesy Romberg's tropho-
neurosis, facial hemiatrophy.

trophoneurotic (trof'o-nu-rot'ik), a. [< tropho-
neurosis (-ot-) + -ic] Pertaining to or of the
nat ure of trophoneurosis.
Trophonian (tro-fo'ni-an), a. [< Gr. Tpo^eJwof,

Trophonius (see def. ), -^ -an.] Pertaining to
Trophonius, a mythical Grecian architect, or
his cave or his architecture. Trophonius was said
to be the inspired builder of the original temple of Apol-
lo at Delphi, and part of the structure of the adytum
of the historical temple was held to have survived from
his work. After his death he was worshiped as a god,
and had a famous oracle in a cavern near Lehadia in
Bceotia.

trophopathy (tro-fop'a-thi), H. [< Gr. TfMipii,

nourishment, -I- TrafcfjSuffering.] Perversion
of the nutrition of some tissue.

trophophore (trof 'o-for), n. [< Gr. rpo^, nour-
ishment, + ififpetv = E. ftcarl.] One of the wan-
dering nutritive amoebiform cells of sponges
which accumulate in the inhalent passages and
ciliated chambers of the sponge, and from which
gemmules or embryos are formed.
trophophorous (tro-fof'o-rus), a. [< tropho-
phore + -ous.] Of the nature of trophophores

;

pertaining to trophophores.
trophoplast (trof'o-pl&st), n. [< Gr. Tpofi/,

nourishment, -t- jr/Uim-fif, verbal adj. of KUaatw,
mold orform in clay, wax, etc.: see plastic.] In
hot., a plastid. Meyer.
Each protoplast possesses the organs necessary for con-

tinuous transmission : the nucleus for new nuclei, the
trophoplasts for new granules of all kinds, according to
the needs of the plant. Science, XIV. 355.

trophosomal (trof'o-s6-mal), o. [< trophosome
-t- -al.] Nutritive, as an aggregate of gastro-
zooids; forming or pertaining to a trophosome.
trophosome (trof'o-s6m), n. [< Gr. Tpo^ij, nour-
ishment, -t- aufia, body.] The body of nutritive
zooids of any hydrozoan ; an aggregate of gas-
trozooids forming a colony of polypites which
do not develop free generative persons: dis-

tinguished from gonosome, both being among
the parts of an entire hydrosome. Allman.
trophosperm (trof'o-sp^rm), «. [< Gr. Tpo(pr/,

uourishmeTit, + anipfia, seed.] In hot., same
as traphospe rm in m.

trophospermium (trof-6-sp^r'mi-um), n. [NL.

:

•see trophosperm.] In "bot., same as placenta.
Uichard.

trophosphere (trof 'o-sfer), n. [< Gr. rpo^ij,

nourishment, -I- a(fia'ipa, a sphere.] In embryol.,

a zone of modified cellular tissue interposed
between the decidual stroma and the blasto-
cyst, formed of the trophoblastic (embryonal)
and trophospongiau (maternal) layers, it is bo
called in Erinaceus, where it is of a spherical shape, but
in other mammals it may he called trophodisk, trophocalyx.
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etc., according to its sliape. Quart. Jovr. Miens. Set.,

N. 3., XXX. S-J2.

trophospongia (trof-o-spon'ji-a), n. [< 6r.

rpfxfi/, uourishment, + anoyyia, a sponge.] In
embryol., a compact cell-layer between the
trophoblast and the decidual tissue ; the mater-
nal layer of the trophosphere in Erinacem, or
of a corresponding part in other Mammalia.

trophotropiC (trof-o-trop'ik), a. [< 6r. rpo^^,

nourishment, + Tpt'mw, turn.] In hot., exhib-
iting or characterized by trophotropism.
trophotropism (trof'o-tro-pizm), n. [< tropho-
trop-ic + -ism.] In hot., the phenomena in-

duced in a growing organ by the influence of
the chemical nature of its environment, as
when Plasmodia that are spread out on sur-

faces which yield little or no nutriment move
toward bodies which contain nutrient sub-
stances. De Bury. .

trophozooid (trof-o-zo'oid), n. [< Gr. rpo^r/,

nourishment, + E. ~o6irf.] A nutritive zooid
of any organism; a gastrozooid. See tropho-

some. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 615.

trophy (tro'fl), «.; pi. trophies (-fiz). [Early
mod. E. trophie, trophee, < OF. trophee, F. tro-

phee = Pg. tropheo = Sp. It. trofeo, < L. trophae-

um, prop, tropseum, a sign of victory, a vic-

tory, a mark, sign, monument, < Gr. rpo-n-aiov,

a monument of an enemy's defeat, a trophy,
neut. of TpoTralo(, Attic rpSwaiog, of defeat, of

change or turning, < rpoTrr/, defeat, rout, put-
ting to flight, lit. ' a turning' (hence also the
solstice), < Tpe-ireiv, turn: see trope, tropic.'] 1.

In antiq., a monument or memorial in com-
memoration of a victory. It consisted of some of
the arms and otlier spoils of the vanquislied enemy hung
upon tlie trunlc of a tree or a pillar or upright by the vic-

tor, either on the field of battle or in his home city. If

for a naval victory, the trophy was set up on the nearest
land. The custom of erecting trophies was moat general
among the Greeks, but it passed at lengtli to the Romans,
It was the practice also to have representations of trophies
carved in stone, bronze, etc. In modern times trophies
have been dedicated (see def. 2), in churches and other
Sublic buildings, to commemorate victories. See cut un-
er Nik£.

And thou thy selfe (O Saul), whose Conquering hand
Had yerst with Tropheis filled all the Land,
As far as Tigris, from the laphean Sea.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weelts, ii.. The Trophies.

And trophies, reared of spoiled enemies,
Whose tops pierced through the clouds and hit the skies.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

2. Anything taken and preserved as a memo-
rial of victory, as arms, flags, or standards cap-
tured from an enemy.

And for a trophy brought the Giant's coat away,
Made of the beards of Kings.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 317.

Over the chimney-piece was a small mirror, and above
that the trophy of a fox's brush.

Bvlwer, Eenelm Chillingly, ii. 9.

3. Something regarded as a memorial or evi-

dence of victory; a prize.

This is that famoused trophy which Philip would have
his son Alexander in the games of Olympus to wrestle for.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, ii.

4. A memorial; a memento.
The mere word 's a slave

Debosh'd on every tomb, on every grave
A lying trophy. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3. 146.

At one point we met a party, women among them, bring-

ing off various trophies they had picked up on the battle

fteld. O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 40.

6. An ornamental group of objects, such as
weapons, memorials of the chase, or flags, ar-

ranged on a wall, or a
symbolic or typical
grouping of exhibits at

an exposition or the
like ; also, in decoration,

a representation of such
a group. See trophy dec-

oration, under decora-
tion.

His gorget, sash, and sabre
of the Horse Marines, with
his boot-hooks underneath in
a trophy.

Tlmckeray, Book of Snobs,
IzxvL

Confiding customers lent
them silver plate, and wo-
men's taste and a few ribbons
make a gorgeous trophy.
J. Ashton, .Social Life in Reign

[of IJueen Anne, II. 100.

trophy-cress (tro'fi-

kres), n. Same as tro-

phy^wort.

trophy-lock (tro'fi-lok),

n. A lock of hair cut
from the head of a slain enemy, used to adorn
a weapon or shield.

Trophy.— From the I'orte St.

Denis, Parts; end of i/lh cen-
tury.
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trophy-money (tr6'fi-mun'''i), n. A duty for-

merly paid annually in England by house-
keepers toward providing harness, drums,
colors, etc., for the militia.

trophy-wort (trd'fi-w6rt), n. The Indian cress,

TropxaUun. Also trophy-cress.

tropic (trop'ik), a. and n. [< OF. (and F.) tro-

pique = Pr. tropic= Sp. tropico = Pg. It. tropica

(cf. D. G. tropisch = Sw. Dan. tropisk, a.), < LL.
tropicus, of or pertaining to the solstice (.Cajjri-

eornus tropicus, the tropic of Capricorn), as a
noun, one of the tropics; < Gr. Tpo-nmoQ, of or
pertaining to a turn or change, or the sol-

stice, or a trope or figure, tropic, tropical ; as
a noun, 6 TpojnKd^ (sc. kvkaoc;), the solstice, pi.

oi TpoTTMoi (sc. Kmloi), the tropic circles ; < rponri,

a turn, turning, solstice, trope: see trope.] I.

a. Pertaining to the tropics (the regions so
called); tropical.

II. n, 1+. The turning-point; a solstitial

point.

This signe of Capricorne is also cleped the iropik of
wyntur, for thanne bygynneth the Sonne to come agayn
to us-ward. Chaucer, Astrolabe, 1. 17.

How that the Sun performing his course in the winter
Tropick, and exhaling much moysture from Nilus, dimin-
isheth him contrary to his nature. Sandys, Travailes, p. 77.

2. In astron., one of two circles on the celestial

sphere whose distances from the equator are
each equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, or
23^° nearly. The northern one touches the ecliptic at
the sign Cancer, and is thence called the tropic of Cancer,
the southeni one being for a similar reason called the
tropicof Capricorn. The sun's annual path in the heavens
is Ijounded by these two circles, and they are called tropics

because when the sun, in his journey northward or south-
ward, reaches either of them, he, as it were, turns back,
and travels in an opposite direction in regard to north anil

south.

3. In geog., one of two parallels of latitude,

each at the same distance from the terrestrial

equator as the celestial tropics are from the
celestial equator— that is, about 23J°. The one
north of the equator is called the tr(^nc of Cancer, and
that south of the equator the tropic of Capricorn. Over
these circles the sun is vertical when his declination is

greatest, and they include the part of the globe called the

torrid zone—a zone 47° in width, having the equator for its

central line.

4. pi. With the definite article : the regions ly-

ing between the tropics of Cancer and Capri-

corn, or near them on either side.— Malignant
fever of the tropics. See /eoeri

.

tropical (trop'i-kal), a. [< tropic + -ah] 1.

Of or pertaining ito the tropics; being within
the tropics; characteristic of the tropics or of

the climate of the tropics.— 2. In eoogeog.,

inhabiting the tropics ; tropicopolitan.—3. In-

cident to the tropics: as, tropical diseases.

—

4. [< trope.] Figurative; rhetorically changed
from its proper or original sense.

There are many things delivered rhetorically, many
expressions therein merely tropical.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, Pref.

Tropical abscess, abscess of the liver, occurring as a
result of long residence in the tropics.—Tropical dis-
eases, diseases met with, as a rule, solely in the tropics.

—Tropical duckweed. See PisKa.—Tropical grape.
Same as sea-grape (which see, under grape^).— Tropical
homonym. See homonym.—Tropical lichen, in pathol.,

prickly heat. Enci/c.I>ic(.—Tropical month. Seem«i;(A,
1 (c).—Tropical year. See year.

Tropicalia (trop-i-ka'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. rpoTri-

k6c, tropic, + d?.c, sea.] In zoogeog., the trop-

ical marine realm, one of the prime zoological
divisions of the seas of the globe, between the
isocrymes of 68° F. north and south: same as
Dana's torrid-zone or coral-reef seas.

Tropicalian (trop-i-ka'li-an), a. [< Tropicalia
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to Tropicalia.

tropically (trop'i-kal-i), adv. In a tropical or
figurative manner.

The Mouse-trap. Marry, how ? Tropically.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 247.

tropic-bird (trop'ik-berd), n. One of several

natatorial totipalmate birds of the family Phae-
thontidee: so called because usually seen in

tropical regions. They are beautiful birds of buoyant
and dashing flight, resemliling sea-swallows or terns, but
with the two middle tail-feathers filamentous and long-

exserted beyond the rest. They are somewhat larger than
pigeons, wliite variously marked with black on the upper
parts, and tinted with pink or salmon-color, especially on
the long tail-feathers, and when adult have the bill red or

yellow. The feet are small, and all four toes are united by
webs. The two best-known species are the yellow-billed

and the red-billed, Phaethon Jlavirostris and P. jethereus.

Though resembling terns, they belong to a different order
of birds, their nearest relatives being the frigate-pelicans

or man-of-war liirds. See cut under PhaHthon.

tropicopolitan (trop'i-ko-pori-tan), o. [<.trop-

ic + Gr. voAirr/i, a citizen. Cf. coxmopolitan.]

In zoogeog., belonging to the tropics ; found
only within the tropics; common to the whole
of the tropics.

tropology

Among birds and reptileswe have several fanilies which,
from being found only within the tropics of Asia, Africa,
and America, have been termed tropicopolitan groups.

A. R. Wallace.

tropides, «. Plural of tropis.

tropidial (tro-pid'i-al), a. [< tropis {-id-) +
-ial.] Of or pertaining to a tropis, or keel of
acymba: as, troj)idial pteies. See jitere. En-
rye. Brit., XXII. 417.

Tropidogaster (trop''''i-do-gas'ter), n. [NL. (Du-
m6ril and Bibron), < Gr. rpd-jri^ (rpoiriiU), keel, +
yaa-T/p, stomach.] 1. A genus of iguanian liz-

ards, as T. blainvillei, having the ventral scales

three-keeled and no femoral pores.— 2. [/. c]
A member of this genus.
Tropidolepis (trop-i-dol'e-pis), n. [NL. (Cu-
vier, 1829), < Gr. rpoTnq (rponiA-), keel, + /IfTrif,

scale.] 1. A genus of lizards: a synonym of

Sceloporns.— 2. [I.e.] A member of this genus.
I'he common fence-lizard of the I'nited States, Sceloporus
undulatus, has been called the waved tropidolepis. .See cut
under Sceloporns.

Tropidonotus (trop"i-do-n6'tu8), n. [NL.
(Kuhl), < Gr. Tp6-i( (rpomrf-), keel,+ vtJrof, vurov,

the back.] A genus of ordinary colubriform
serpents, of the family Colubridx, including

Common Ringed Snake (.Tropidonotus natrix").

such as T. natrix, the common ringed snake of

Europe. The name has been loosely used for many ser-

pents not generically the same as the above. See also

cut under snake.

Tropidorhynchus (trop''''i-do-ring'kus), «. [NL.
(Vigors and Horsfield, 1826), < Gr. rpomc (rpo-

vi6-), keel, + pijyx<K, snout, beak.] A genus of

Australian meliphagine birds. T. corniculatus

is the well-known friar-bird or leatherhead.

See cut xmdeT friar-bird.

tropidostemal (trop'i-do-ster'nal), a. [< Gr.
TpoTTig (rpoirtS-), keel, + arepvov, breast-bone.]

Keeled, as a breast-bone ; having a keeled
sternum; carinate, as a bird. See cut under
carinate.

Tropidos'temii (trop'i-do-ster'ni-I), n. pi.

[NL. : see tropidostemal.] One of the primary
divisions of recent birds, including those which
have the sternum keeled: equivalent to Cari-

natie, and opposed to Homalosternii. [Rare.]

tropis (tro'pis), «.; pi. tropides (trop'i-dez).

[NL., < Gr. rp6inq, keel, < rptTrttv, turn.] Of
sponge-spicules, the keel or backward curve of

a oymba, or C-shaped flesh-spicule ; the part be-

tween the ends or prows. See cymba. Encyc.

Brit., XXII. 417.

tropist (tro'pist), 11. [< trope + -ist.] One who
deals in tropes ; especially, one who explains the
Scriptures by tropes, or figiires of speech.

tropologic (trop-o-loj'ik), a. [< tropolog-y +
-ic] Same as tropological.

tropological (trop-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< tropologic

+ -al.] Figurative : as, tropological interpre-

tation.
We are to take the second signification, the tropological

or figurative. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), II. 121.

tropologically (trop-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a
tropological or figurative manner.

tropologize (tro-poro-jiz). r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

tropologi:ed, pp'r. tropologi:ing. [< tropolog-y +
-ise.] To use in a tropological sense, as a word;
change to a figurative sense ; use as a trope.

If Athena or Minerva be tropologized into prudence.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 620.

tropology (tro-pol'o-ji), H.; pi. tropologies (-jiz).

[< Gr. rpoTTof, a figure of speech, a trope, -I-

-7.oyia,<.Uyeiv,sa,y (see -ology).] 1. A rhetori-

cal or figurative mode of speech; the use of

tropes or metaphors.
Hee also blamed those that by Allegories and Tropolo-

gies peruert and obscure the Historic of their Gods.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 87.
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Whether due to tropUogy, or to whatever other cause,

moltivocals . . , are unwisely condemned, or deprecated.
F. BaU, Mod. Eng., p. 170.

2. A treatise on tropes or figures.

Learned persons who have written vocabularies, iropoio-

giei, and expositions of words and phrases.
Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1S35), II. 121.

3. Specifically, that use of a Scripture text

which gives it a moral significance apart from,

or rather implied or involved in, its direct

and temporary meaning.
troppo (trop'po), adi\ [It. ; = F. trop, too much

:

see de trop.'] In »««»!<, too much; excessively.
Most frequently used in such directions as allegro, vivace,

andante, etc. , ma non troppo (allegro, vivace, andante, etc.

,

but not too much so). See tanio.

trosserst, n. pi. An obsolete form of trousers.

And troiseri made of thy skin to tumble in.

Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, ii.

trotl (trot), r.; pret. and pp. trotted, ppr. trot-

ting. [< ME. trotien, < OF. irottei; troter, F.

trotter = Pr. Sp. Pg. trotar = It. trottare, trot,

< ML. 'trottare, trotare, trot, go; prob. < OHG.
trotton, tread, MHG. trotten, run (G. trotten,

trottieren, trot, after Rom.), freq. of OHG. tre-

tan, MHG. G. treten, tread: see tread, and ef.

trod, trade. The usual derivation, < ML. 'tolu-

tare, through the assumed series *tiutare, > "tlo-

tare, > trotare, trot (see tolutation), is improba-
ble.] I, intrans. 1. To go at a quick, steady
pace; run; go.

Al be it so that no man fynden shal

Noon in this world that trotteiti hool in al,

Ne man, ne beest Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 294.

Being priclced with as strong an itch to be
Abroad, and trot about the world, as she.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vL 222.

2. Specifically, to go at the quick, steady pace
known as a trot. See trot^, n., 2, and trotter.

Succe«8ire PositiOD* ofa Hotse ia TiDttinc.

i After iostanuneous pbotoffraphs made by Eadweard Muybrldge.)

Sometimes he troU, as if he told the steps,

With gentle majesty and modest pride.
Sliali., Venus and Adonis, 1. 277.

This is true, whether they [animals] move per latera,

that is, two legs of one side together, which is tolutation
or ambling, or per diametrum, lifting one foot before and
the cross foot behind, which is succussation or trotting.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

I saw lAdy Suffoltc trot a mile in 2.26. Hora Temple
lias trotted close down to 2.20, and Ethan Alien in 2.26,

or less. 0. W. Holmes, I'rofessor, vii.

n. trans. 1. To cause to trot; ride at a trot.

He that can trot a courser, break a rush.
And, arm'd in proof, dare dure a straw's strong push.

Martton, .Satires, 1. 28.

2. To ride over or about at a trot.

This lovely bo^ . . . bestrid a Scythian steed,
Trotting the ring, and tilting at a glove.

Marlowe, Tamburlalne, II., L 3.

He made him turn, and stop, and bound.
To gallop and to triA the round ;

He scarce could stand on any ground.
He waa so full of mettle.

Itrayton, Nymphidia.

3. To use a "pony" or some similar means in
studying; "pony'': as, to ^r(*( a lesson. [Col-
lege slang, U. S.] — To trot out, to cause to trot,u
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a horse, to show his paces ; hence, to bring or draw out
for exhibition. [Colloq.]

They would sit for hours solemnly trotting mit for one
another's admiration their commonplaces of the philo-

sophical copy-book, until I tingled from head to foot.

D. Christie Murray, Weaker Vessel, xiii.

troti (trot), n. [< ME. trot, < OF. trot = Pr.

trot = Sp. Pg. troie = It. trotto (G. trott) ; from
theverb.] 1. Quick, steady movement; "go":
as, to keep one on the trot all day. [Now col-

loq.]— 2. A gait faster than the walk and slow-

er than the run. in the trot of bipeds both feet are
alternately off the ground at the same time for an inter,

val in each step ; in that of quadnipeds, in a very slow trot

there ia always one foot on the ground, a part of the time
two feet, and a part of the time three. If fast, there are two
intervals in each stride when all the feet are off the ground
(the stride being the distance in time or space between the
successive points on the ground touched by the same foot),

the horse leaving the ground from the hind feet in succes-

sion, while in the run he leaves the ground from a fore foot.

In the trot the limbs move in pairs, diagonally but not
quite simultaneously, even in the "square trot." If the
difference becomes considerable, it constitutes "single-

footing"; if the difference becomes so great that the ac-

tion is reversed, and the pair of limbs on the same side

move together, it becomes "pacing." While the trot

is naturally a slower gait than the run, it has become
the instinctive fast gait in certain breeds of horses. See
trotter, and cut in preceding column.

The canter is to the gallop very much what the walk is

to the trot. Youatt, The Horse (Treatise on Draught).

In those days, the Star Cambridge Coach, which left the
Belle Sauvage Yard in Ludgate Hill about 4 P. H. . thread-
ed all the streets between Its starting-point and Shore-
ditch Church at a trot Quarterly Sev., CXLVI. 198.

3. A toddling child ; in general, a child : a tei-m

of endearment.

Ethel romped with the little children— the rosy little

trots. Thackeray, Newcomes, x.

4. A "ponv"; a "crib." [College slang, U. S.]
— 5. A trot-line. [U. S.]—6. A small line that

sets off from the main trot-line, to the extreme
end of which the liook is fastened. See trot-

line. [U. S.] — Eggwife-trot. Same as egg-trot.

trot^t (trot), n. [A var. of trat.l An old wo-
man : a term of disparagement.

An aged trot and tough did marie with a lad.

TurberriHe, Of a Ckmtrerie Mariage.

An old trot with ne'er a tooth In her head.
SAa*.,T.oftheS.,L2.80.

trotcozy, trotcosy (trot'ko-zi), n. ;
pi. trotco-

zies, trotcosiis (-ziz). [Appar. so called as en-
abling one to 'trot,' drive, or travel 'cozy' or
warm, < trot + cozy; less prob. orig. *throat-

cozy, < throat + cozy.^ A warm covering for

the head, neck, and breast in cold weather when
one is traveling. [Scotch.]

The upper part of his form . . . was shrouded in a large
great-coat belted over his under habiliments, and crested

with a huge cowl of the same stuffs, which, when drawn
over the head and hat, completely overshadowt'd botli,

and, being buttoned beneath the chin, was called a trot-

cozy. Scott, Waverley, i. 31B.

trotevalet, "• [ME., appar. < OF.'trotcvale (per-

liaps referring orig. to Scandinavian myths), <

Iccl. Thrudhvaldr, a title of Thor {Thrudhvaldr
godlia, the heroic defender of the gods), <

Thrudhr, used only as the name of a goddess
and of a woman, also in compound names (=
AS. Thrylho, the name of a woman ; cf. OHG.
truta, G. dial, trute, drude, a witch), + -valdr, <

vald<t, rule : see meld. Cf. walterot.'] A trifling

thing.
Yn gamys and festys and at the ale

Love men to lestene trotevaie.

MS. Uarl. 1701, f. 1. (flaUiweU.)

3wan thre traitouta at o tale to-gidere weren agein me
sworn,

Al ye maden trotenale (read troteuale] that I haved seid bi-

forn;
ge ledde me hi dnune and dale, as an oxe hi the horn.

Til ther as him ia browen bale, ther his throte schal be
schorn. n'alter Mapes, Poems (ed. Wright), p. 337.

troth (troth or troth), n. [< ME. trouthe, trowthe,

troiiglit, etc., var. of treouthc, treuthc, truthc, <

AS. tredwth, truth : see truth, the commoner
form of the word. The proper historical pron.

of troth is troth; so betroth, prop, be-troth'.

The pron. trdth (given by Sheridan) and the

worse pron. troth (given by Walker and his

copiers) are irregular, and are prob. artificial,

the word in educated use being chiefly literary,

scarcely occurring in vernacular speech.] 1.

Truth ; verity : as, in troth (a phrase used inter-

jectionally, and often colloquially reduced to

troth).

I conld wish that from hencefoorth he would learne to

tell truth. UaUuyt's Voyages, I. 6tiO.

Troth, and I would have my will then.
Middletun {and others). The Widow, ii. 1.

MoU. When will yon come home, heart?
Ten. In troth, self, I know not.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, L 2.

troubadour

2. Faith; fidelity: as, to pledge or plight one's
troth.

To a gret lady that day be trought plight,
Ryght at the fontain of thurstes gladnesse ay

;

Nothyug so loue ne likyng to my pay.
Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), L 822.

Having sworn too hard a keeping oath.
Study to break it and not break my troth.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 66.

troth (troth or troth), v. t. [< troth, n.] To
plight; betroth.

So says the prince and my new-trothed lord.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 38.

trothlessf (troth'les or troth'les), a. [< troth

+ -less. Ct. truthless.'] Faithless ; treacherous.

A trothlesse or perfidious fellow.

Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 209.

Now, trotldess King, what fruits have braving boasts?
Peele, Edward I.

troth-plight (troth'plit), a. [Early mod. E.

trouthe-ptyght.] Betrothed; espoused; affianced.

[Obsolete or provincial.]

This is your son-in-law.

And son unto the king, who, heavens directing.

Is troth-plight to your daughter.
Shak., W. T., V. 3. l.'JI.

That wench will be troth-plight to th* first man as will

wed her and keep her i' plenty.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, x.

troth-plight (troth'plit), v. t. [Early mod. E.
trouthe-plyght; < troth-plight, a.] To betroth
or affiance. Palsgrave. [Obsolete or provin-
cial.]

troth-plight (trdth'plit), «. [< troth-plight, r.]

The act of betrothing orplighting faith, whether
in friendship or in marriage. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

278. [Obsolete or provincial.]

troth-plighted (tr6th'pli''ted), a. Having
plighted troth

;
pledged. [Obsolete or provin-

cial.]

troth-ring (troth'ring), n. A betrothal ring.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, ix. [Rare.]

trcrth-tellingt (troth'tel'ing), a. Truth-telling.

Wyrhcrley, (Jentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1.

trot-line (trot'lin), «. A kind of trawl-line,

consisting of a stout cord, commonly one or
two hundred yards long, with baited hooks
attached by short lines at intervals of two or

three feet. One end of the line is tied to a stake or
tree on the bank, and the other is sunk by means of a
weight. The trot-line takes catfish and other bottom-
fish. SeelrawJ. (Southern U. S.]

trotter (trot'fer), n. [< ME. trotter, < OP. frotier,

< ML. trotaritia (cf. also tolutarius), a trotter, <

trotare, trot: see trot^.] 1. One who or that
which trots; specifically, a trotting horse, espe-
cially one of a breed of horses noted for speed
in trotting. A great part of the best trotters in the
United States (where the breed has been brought to per-

fection) are descended through Hambletonian from the
English thoroughbred Messenger. The mile record is now
(1896) lield by Alix, which in 1894 at fJalesbnrg, III., trotted

a mile in 2 minutes 3^ seconds. On the race-track trotters

are driven in light skeleton wagons called sulkies. See
(rot I, n., 2.

Item, ther be bowt for yow lij. horse at Seynt Feythys
feyer, and all be trotterys, ryth fayir horse, God save hem,
and they be well kepyd. I'aston Letters, I. 631.

My chestnut horse was a fast trotter.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey. (Latham.)

The trotter represents a breed which has not yet reached
its limit oi speed, and there are very few in the extreme
front. It waa just so with the running horses in the early

days of that breed, so far as we can judge from the data
we now have.
W. H. Brewer, in Rep. Conn. Board of Agri. for Jan., 1890.

2. A foot, (a) The human foot. ISlang.] (ft) The
foot of an animal used for food ; as, pigs' trotters; sheep's
trotters.

trotter-boiler (trot'ir-'boi'XkT), n. One whose
business it is to treat the hoofs of animals by
boiling and other operations for separating from
the homy parts the fat, glue-stock, etc. 'Fork-

shop Beceipts, 2d ser., p. 308.

trotter-oil (trot'^r-oil), ». An oil obtained in

boiling down sheep's and calves' feet.

trottles (trot'lz), n. [Origin obscure.] The
prickly comfrey, Symphytum asperrimum.

trottoir (trot-wor'), «. [F., sidewalk, < trot-

ter, trot: see trot^.\ A footway on each side

of a street ; a sidewalk.

Paris is very badly lighted at nights, and the want of a
trottoir is a very gre«(t evil.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

troubadour (tro'ba-dSr), «. [< F. troubadour, <

Pr. trobador (Pr. also trobaire = F. troiivcre) =
Sp. Pg. trovador = It. trovatore (< ML. as if *tro-

pator), < OF. trover, truver, F. trouver = Pr.

trobar = Sp. Pg. irovar = It. trovare, find, in-

vent, compose, < ML. *tropare, compose, sing,

< tropus, a song, orig. a figure of speech, trope

:

see trope, trover. Cf. trouvdre.'] One of a class



troubadour

of early poets who first appeared in Provence,
France. The troubadours were considered the inven-
tors of a species of lyrical poetry, characterized by an
almost entire devotion to the subject of chivalric love,

and generally very complicated in regard to meter and
rime. They tlourished from the eleventh to the latter

part of the thirteenth century, principally in the south
of France, Catalonia, Aragon, and northern Italy. The
most renowned among the tronbadours were knights who
cultivated music and poetry as a polite accomplishment;
but the art declined, and in its later days was chiefly cul-

tivated by an inferior class of minstrels. See trouv^re.

troublablet (tmb'la-bl), a. [ME. trouhlahle. <

OF. 'trottblablc, < iioubler, trouble: see trouble

and -able.'] Troublesome; causing trouble;
vexatious.

Lecherie tormenteth hem in that oon syde with gredy
venims and trowblabU ire. Chaucer, Boethias, iv. meter 2.

trouble (trub'l), r.-, pret. and pp. troubled, ppr.

troubling. [< ME. troublen, trublen (also trans-

posed tnrblen), < OF. troubler, trubler, trobler,

also tourbler, turbler, torbler, F. troubler, trou-

ble, disturb, < ML. *turbulare, < L. turbula, dis-

orderly group, a little crowd of people, dim.
of turba, crowd (> turbare, disturb), = Gr. rip/J?/,

disorder, throng, bustle (> rvpfial^ew, disturb):

see turbid, turbulent, and cf. disturb, disturble.']

1. tratis. 1. To stir up; agitate; disturb; put
into commotion.
An angel went down at a certain season into the pool,

and trauNed the water. John v. 4.

A woman moved is like a fountain trout^d.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 142.

2. To disturb ; interrupt or interfere with.

We caught here a prodigious quantity of the finest fish

that I had ever before seen, but the silly Rais greatly
troubled our enjoyment by telling us that many of the flsh

in that part were poisonous.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 312.

3. To disturb in mind; annoy; vex; harass;
afflict; distress; worry.

Thou didst hide thy face, and I was troubled. Ps. xxx. ".

The boy ... so trmiMeg me
Tis past enduring. Shak., W. T., U. 1. 1.

Not so sick, my lord,

As she is troubled with thick coming fancies, .

That keep her from her rest. '

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 38.

This great Tartarian Prince, that hath so troubled all

his neighbours, they alwayes call Chan.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 33.

He was an infidel, and the head of a small school of in-

fidels who were tnyuMed with a morbid desire to make
converts. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xix.

Nothing troubles social life so much as originality, or

political life so much as the spirit of liberty.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 140.

4. To put to trouble, inconvenience, pains, or

exertion of some kind : used conventionally in

courteous requests: as, may I trouble you to

shut the door ?

Your master's a right honest man, and one
1 am much beholding to, and must very shortly
Trouble his love again.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, v. 2.

I shall trouble you to give my services to my friends at

Oxford. Arbuthnot, in Letters of Eminent Men, I. 180.

To cast oil on troubled water. See tvater. = Syn. 3.

Afflict, Distress, etc. (see afiict); perplex, agitate, plague,
pester, badger, disquiet, make uneasy, anxious, or restless.

II. intruns. It. To become turbid or cloudy.

Put a Drope of Bawme in clere Watre, in a Cuppe of Syl-

ver or in a clere Bacyn, . . . and gif that the Bawme be
fyn and of his owne kynde, the Watre schalle nevere trou-

He. MandevUle, Travels, p. 52.

2. To take trouble or pains; trouble one's self;

worry : as, do not trouble about the matter.

We have not trovMed to shade the outside of this dia-

gram. J, Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 281, note.

trouble (trub'l), n. [< ME. *trouble, truble, tru-

buil, torble, turble, < OF. trouble, tourble, trouble,

also a crowd, P. trouble, trouble ; from the verb.]
1. Vexation; perplexity; worry; difficulties;

trials ; affliction.

Man is born unto trouble, as the sparks fly upward.
Job V. 7.

When we might be happy and quiet, we create trouble

to ourselves. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 206.

2. Annoyance; molestation; persecution.

For " loseph shulde dye " playnly dyd they say,

But pacyently all theyr truble dyd he endure.
Joseph 0/ Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

Tyre alone gave those two powerful princes, Nebuchad-
nezzar and Alexander the Great, more trouble than any
other state in the course of all their wars.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 84.

3. Disturbing, annoying, or vexatious circum-
stance, affair, or state ; distress ; difficulty.

To take arms against a sea of troubles.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1. 69.

What was his Trouble with his Brother Geoffrey but a
Bird of his own hatching 1 Baker, Chronicles, p. 53.

6502
Fears concerning his own state had been the troutle

with which he had hitherto contended.
Southey, Bunyan, p. 24.

The trouble about owning a cottage at a watering-place
is that it makes a duty of a pleasure.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 193.

4. A source or cause of annoyance, perplexity,

or distress: as, he is a great trouble to us.— 5.

Labor ; laborious effort : as, it is no trouble.

Is twenty hundred kisses such a trouble?
Sfiak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 522.

Insomuch as they have not diu'cd to hazard the revenue
of Mgypt by sea, but have sent it over land with a guard
of Souldiers, to their no small trouble and expences.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 40.

6. In law, particularly French Ian; anything
causing injury or damage such as is the sub-
ject of legal relief.— 7. A disease, or a diseased
condition; an affection : as, a cancerous trouble.

— 8. In mining, a small fault. Also called a

throw, slide, slip, heave, or cAeci:. =Syn. 1-3. In-

convenience, embarrassment, anxiety, adversity, misfor-
tune, calamity, sorrow, tribulation, misery, plague, tor-

ment. See the verb.

troublet, «• Same as troubXy.

troubledlyt (trub'ld-li), adv. In a troubled or

confused manner; confusedly.

Our meditations must proceed in due order ; not trou-

Hedly, not preposterously.
Bp. Hall, Divine Meditation, xvi.

trouble-houset (tmb'l-hous), «. [< trouble, v.,

+ obj. housed.], A disturber of the peace of a
house or household.

Ill-bred louts, simple sots, or peevish trouble-hmues.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 53.

trouble-mirth (trub'l-merth), n. [< trouble, v.,

+ obj. mirth.'] One who mars or disturbs en-

joyment or mirth, as a morose person ; a kill-

joy ; a spoil-sport.

But once more to this same trouble-mirth, this Lady Var-
ney. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxvii.

troubler (trub'ler), n. [< trouble + -eri.] One
who or that which troubles or disturbs; one
who afflicts or molests ; a disturber.

Let them . . . hurl down their indignation
On thee, the trouMer of the poor world's peace

!

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 221.

trouble-restt (trub'l-rest). «. [< trouble, v., +
obj. re.i.<l.] A disturber of rest or quiet.

Foul trouble-rest, fantastik greedy-gut.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Furies.

troublesome (trub'l -sum), a. [< trouble +
-some.] 1. Annoying; vexatious: as, a trou-

blesome cough; a troublesome neighbor.

Lord Plausible. I wou'd not have my Visits trouMesome.
Manly. The only way to be sure not to have 'em trouble-

some is to make 'em when People are not at home.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

The Arabs and people of the country are civil enough,
and shew it in their way. by coming and sitting about
you; tho' they are troubles&nu by being too observing,
curious, and inquisitive.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 181.

2. Difficult; trying: as, a troublesome shoal or

reef; a troublesome fellow to deal with.

I beshrew him for his counsel ! there is not a more dan-
gerous and troublesome way in the world than is that into

which he hath directed thee.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

The Rais said he had a design to have anchored there
last night; but, as it was troublesmne to get out in the
morning by the westerly wind, he intended to run over
to I'erim island to pass the night.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 311.

3. Tumultuous; turbulent; boisterous.

There arose in the ship such a troublesome disturbance
that all the ship was in an vprore with weapons.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 1. 111.

When cloudless suns
Shine hot, or wind blows troublesome and strong.

Wordsworth, Naming of Places, vi.

4t. Troublous; disturbed.

In the troublesome times 'twas his happinesse never to

be sequestred. Aubrey, Lives (Francis Potter).

=S3m. 1 and 2. Harassing.wearisome, perplexing, galling.

troublesomely (trub'1-sum-li), adv. In a trou-

blesome manner; vexatiously.

He may presume and become troublesomely garrulous.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiv.

troublesomeiiess(trub'l-sum-nes),ji. The state

or character of being troublesome.

The lord treasurer complained of the troublesomeness of

the place, for that the exchequer was so empty. Bacon.

trouble-Statet (trub'1-stat), «. [< trouble, v., +
obj. state.] A disturber of the community ; a
disturber of the peace. Also used attribu-

tively.

Those fair bates these trouble-states still use
(Pretence of common good, the king's ill course)

Must be cast forth. Daniel, Civil Wars, III.

Soul-boiling rage and trouble-state sedition.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 14.

trough

troublous (trub'lus), a. [<. trouble + -ous.] 1.
Agitated; disturbed.

As a tall ship tossed in troublous seas.

Whom raging windes, threatning to make the pray
Of the rough rockes, doe diversly disease.

Spenser, V. Q., II. U. 24.

The street shall be built again, and the wall, even In
troublous times. Dan. ix. 26.

2. Restless; unsettled.

His flowing tonng and troublous spright.
Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 4.

Some were troublous and adventurous spirits, men of

broken fortunes, extravagant habits, and boundless de-

sires. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 501.

3. Disturbing; disquieting.

They winced and kicked at him, and accused him to
Ahab the king that he was a seditious fellow, and a trou-

blous preacher. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

My troublous dream this night doth make me sad.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 22.

troublyt (trub'li), a. [< ME. troubly, trowbly,

trobly, trubyly, trouble, trowble, < OF. trouble,

troble, pp. of troubler, trobler, trouble : see trou-

ble, v.] 1. Turbid; stirred up; muddy; murky.
In Ethiope alle the Ryveres and alle the Watres ben

trouble, and thei hen somdelle salte, for the gret hete that
is there. MandevUle, Travels, p. 166.

These fisheris of God shulden . . . not medle with
mannis lawe, that is trobly water.

WycHf, Select Works, 1. 1*.

A trouble wyne anoon a man may pure.
Pailadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 201.

Thei loked towarde lanneriur, and saugh the eyr trouble,

and thikke of duste. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), it 236.

2. Troubled; confused; distraught.

It may fall sumtyme that the trubylyere that thou base
bene owtwarde with actyfe werkes, the mare brynnande
desyre thou sail hafe to Godd.

Hampote, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

The trowbly erroure of oure ignoraunce.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 5.

3. Turbulent; tempestuous; stormy.

The trowble wynde that hyht Auster.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 7.

trouflypgt, "• A Middle English form of trifling.

trough (trof), w. [< ME. trough, trogh, trou, <

AS. trog, troh, a trough, a small boat (trohscip,

trochscip, a cock-boat), = D. trog = OHG. MHG.
troc (trog-), G. trog = Icel. trog = Dan. trug =
Sw. trdg, a trough; cf. It. truogo, a trough, <

Tent. ; lit. ' a thing of wood,' or perhaps ' a log'

(sc. hollowed out) ; from the root of E. tree, AS.
tredw, etc.: see tree. Cf. trow^, trogue, and
tray^.] 1. An open receptacle, generally long
and narrow, as for water. Specifically— (a) A wood-
en receptacle or basin in which to knead dough.

She lifted the mass of dough out of the trough before
her, and let it sink softly upon the board.

BoweUs. Annie Kilbum, liv.

(6) A large vessel, usually oblong, designed to hold water
or food for animals.

One meets everywhere in the roads [of Switzerland] with
fountains continually running into huge troughs that stand
underneath them, which is wonderfully conmiodious in a
country that so much abounds with horses and cattle.

Addisoti, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 519).

(c) A conduit for rain-water, placed under the eaves of a
building; an eaves-trough, (d) Inpritiling: (1) A water-

tight box in which paper is dipped to dampen it for the
press. (2) The iron or metal-lined box in which inking-roU-

ers are cleaned and forms are washed, (c) In Jish-culture,

a hatching-trough.

2t. A small boat; a canoe or dug-out.

If none had proceeded further then the inuentions of

our predecessors, we had had nothyng in the Poets aboue
Andronicus, and nothing in histories aboue the Annales
or Cronicles of Bysshoppes, and had yet haue sayled in

troughes or in boates.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. ilviii.).

There is a great caue or ditch of water . . . where come
every morning at the break of day twentie or thirtie canoas
or troughes of the Indians. Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 4,^4.

3. Aconcavityorhollow; a depression between
two ridges or between two waves ; an oblong
basin-shaped hollow : as, the trough of the sea.

Where the trough of one wave coincides with the crest

of another, if that crest be equal, the resultant motion at

that point is null. This is the result of tlie mutual inter-

ference of waves. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 129.

4. The aiTay of connected cells of a voltaic bat-

tery, in which the copper and zinc plates of each
pair are on opposite sides of the partition.— 5.

In chem., a vat or pan containing water over
which gas is distilled.— 6. In electroplating, a

tray or vat which holds the metallic solution.

E. H. Knight Glass trough, (a) A deep and narrow
box of clear'glassforholdingobjects for microscopic study

in their natural liquids. (5) A similar device for holding
the developing or fixing bath in dry-plate photography,
in order that the changes in the plate submerged in the bath
can be observed,—Pneumatic trough. See pneumatic.

—Trough of barometric depression, an advancing
area of low pressure, the line of places, lying transverse



trough

to the direction of motion, at which the barometer has
reaclu-d its lowest point, and is about to rise. In V-shaped
depressions the advancing trough is frequently associated

with a coincident advancing line of squalls.

trough (trof), V. [< trough, h.] I. intrans. To
feed (TTOssly, as a hog from a trough. ' Richard-

s<ni. Clarissa Harlowe, VIII. 168.

n. trans. To make into a trough, or into the

shape of a trough. Proc. Soc. Psychical Be-
srarch, III. 461.

trough-battery (tr6f'bat'6r-i), ». A form of

voltaic battery in which the glass or porcelain

cells are replaced by a trough of wood or other
insulating material divided into sections by
insulating plates. Cruikshank's trough-battery con-
sists of a trough of baked wood divided into cells by me-
tallic partitions consisting of a plate of zinc and a plate of

copper soldered back to back.

trough-fault (trof'falt), K. In geol., two faults

having nearly the same direction, but dipping
toward each other, so that the mass of rock in-

cluded between them has more or less of the

form of a wedge. The fault-block in such cases is tri-

angular in cross-section, instead of being rectangular, as
it would be if the faults both had the same dip.

trough-gutter (trof'gut 'er), n. A trough-shaped
gutter below the eaves of buildings.

trough-room (tr6f'rom), «. In fish-culture, a
hatching-house.

trough-shell (trof'shel), n. A round clam ; a
member of the Mactridae (where see cut), espe-

cially the British Mactra solida and M. stul-

torum. These have a shell of nearly triangiilar form,
with thick opaque valves covered with brownish epider-

mis : a V-siiaped cardinal tooth is in one valve, with a
long lateral t^Kjth on each side, fitting into deep grooves
of the opposite valve. Both species live buried in the
sand near low-water mai'k. In some places they are es-

teemed for the table, and in the Netherlands the shells are
much used for making roads and paths.

troult (trol), t'. and n. An obsolete form of troll^.

trounce (trouns), v. t.; pret. and pp. trounced,

ppr. trouncing. [Early mod. E. <ro«»!«e; < OF.
troncer, cut, mutilate, = Sp. tromar, shatter, <

OF. trance, a piece of timber, tranche, a great
piece of timber, a stump ; cf. OF. trarw, tnink

;

cf. also trancon, tronsan, a truncheon ; < L. trun-

cus, a trunk: see trunk and truncheon.'] To
punish or beat severely ; thrash or whip smart-
ly; castigate. [Now colloq.]

The I/>rd tromued [discomfited. H.T.] Siaara and all bis
charettes. BMt 0/ 1551, Judges It. 15.

Well, sir, yoall dearly answer this :

My master's constable ; hell trounce you for 't.

Beau, and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, 1. £.

troupe (tr6p), n. [< F. troupe, a troop, a com-
pany: see troop.] A troop; a company; par-
ticularly, a company of players, operatic per-
formers, dancers, acrobats, etc.

She showed me a troupe of falre ladles, every one her
lover colling and kissing, chinning and embracing.

Breton, Dreame of Strange Effects, p. 17.

troupial, «. See troopial.

trous-de-loup (trO'dfe-lo'), n. pi. [F. : trous,

\i\. of trou, hole ; de, of ; loup (< L. lupus),

wolf : see wolf.] Trap-holes or pits dug in the
ground, in the form of inverted cones or pyra-
mids, each with a pointed stake in the mid-
dle, to serve as obstacles to an enemy.

trooset (trouz), n. [Also trews, q. v. ; < OF.
trousse: Bee trousers, truss.] Trousers; trews.

[Ventidias] served as a footman in his single trwiaet and
grieues. Holland, tr. of Pliny, 1. 177.

trousedt (trouzd), a. [< trouse + -ed?.] Wear-
ing trousers ; clothed with trousers. Drayton,
Polyolbiou, xxii. Also trowsed,

trousering (trou'z6r-ing), n. [< trousers +
-01,71.] Cloth for making trousers, especially
material made for the purpose.

trousers (trou'zfers), w. pi. [Formerly also trow-
yens, trow^ers, trossers; a later form, with appar.
accidental intrusion of r, of trouses, trawses (also
triince. trews), < OF. trousses, pi., trunk-hose,
breeches, pi. of trousse, bundle, package: see
truss, of winch trousers is thus ult. a dlflferen-

tiated plural.] A garment for men, extending
from the waist to the ankles, covering the lower
l)art of the trunk and each leg separately; origi-
nally, tightly fitting drawers; pantaloons. See
Strossers. in the early part of the nineteenth century
long frilled drawers reaching to the ankles were worn by
girls and women, and called trousers.

The youth and people of fashion, when in the country,
wear trotcgers, with shoes and stockings.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 10.

Trousers (braccfie) were not woni till after the Parthian
and Celtic wars, and even then only by soldiers who were
exposed to northern climates. Encyc. Brit., V'l. 457.

On the abandonment of the latter [bases] these large
breeches or sloppes became an important and splendid
part of apparell ; and while the long hose were either sup-
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planted by or new christened the tratises [read trouset],

the upper stock or the breeches worn over them received

the name of trunk hose. Planch^.

= S3m. Breeches, Trousers, Pantaloons. Breeches are prop-

erly short clothes, reaching just below the knee; the use

of the word for trousers is erroneous and vulgar. Troxt-

sers is the old word for the gai-ment common in Occidental

nations to cover the legs of men ; many, especially in Kng-
land, still insist upon the word, and confaie pantalooyis to its

historical sense. Many, however, especially in America,
are satisfied with pantaloons (colloquially, pants) for trou-

sers.

trousse (tros), n. [P., a bundle, quiver: see

truss.] A number of small ,

utensils carried in a case
or sheath together ; espe-
cially, such a sheath with
knives, tweezers, and the
like, hung from the girdle,

and worn diu-ing the mid-
dle ages. Compare etui.

equipage"^, 4. The trousse
is now rather a collection of
tools or implements for serious
work, and for men rather than
for women : as, a surgeon's
trousse.

trousseau (tro-s6'), n.;

pi. trousseaux (-soz'). [<
F. trousseau, a bundle, kit.

bride's outfit, trousseau, OF. trousseau, torseau,

a little truss or bundle (cf. It. torsello = Pr.

trossel = Sp. tarsal), dim. of trousse, a bundle,
truss: see truss. Cf. trousers.] 1. A bundle.

There (in the 'scrutoire] lay the total keys, in one mas-
sive trousseau, of that fortress impregnable even to armies
from without. De Quincey, Spanish Nun, § 5.

2. The clothes and other outfit of a bride which
she brings with her from her former home,
troutl (trout), n. [< ME. troute, trotcte, < AS.
truht, < OF. truite, < L. tructa, also tructus (ML.
trutla, trotta), < Gr. rpuicrric, a sea-fish, < rpuyeiv,

gnaw, eat.] 1. A fish of the family So?monjrf«,
Salmo trutta, with blackish spots, common in

the colder fresh waters of Europe, and highly
esteemed as a food-fish and game-fish; any spe-
cies of the same section of Salmo(8ee Salmo (!>));

a river-salmon, salmon-trout, or lake-trout, (a)

In Europe, under the names S. trutla and S.fario, numer-

Troussc, from a French il-

lumination of 1350. a, the
trousse. (From VioUel-lc-
Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier
fran9ais.")

European Trout iSalfne trutla ).

ous forms have been alternately combined and then sepa-
rated into subspecies and varieties, or accorded full spe-

cific rank. Day considers that there are but two si>ecie8

of British Sal-monidse— the salmon, Salitut solar, and the
trout, S. trutta. Others divide the latter into S. trutta and
S. fario, and these again into others, as S. cambricus, the
sewin ; S. gallieeniis, the Qalway trout ; S. stomaehieus, the
Oillaroo trout ; S. levenensis, the Loch Leven trout ; etc.

(6) In America there are several black-spotted trouts, spe-

cifically distinct from the European S. trutta, but belong-
ing to the same section of the genus Salmo, commonly
called trout, with or without a qualifying terra (like the spe-

cies of Salvelinus; see def. 2). All these inhabit western
portions of the continent Such are S. ijairdneri, with
moderate-sized scales, 120 to 150 in a row, and 10 anal rays,

of the Pacific slope waters ; the rainbow-trout, S. irideus

(see cut under raiiitmW'troul), closely related to the forego-

ing, native of streams west of the Sierra Nevada, and now
much ditTused by pisciculture ; the Rocky Mountain trout,

iS. jmrpuralvt (see lake-trout, 1, and cut under Salnw).

And now, having caught three brace of TroxUs. I will

tell you a short tale as we walk towards our breakfast.
/. Waltoti, Complete Angler, p. 99.

2. A fish of the family SalmoHidte and genus
Salvelinus (with its section Cristivomer), re-

sembling those called in Europe char. See Sal-

relinns, and cuts under char* and lake-trout, 2.

All the American chars are called trout, with or without a
qualifying term. These are red-spotted. The leading forms
are the common speckled trout, or brook-trout, of eastern
North America, S. fontinalix; the blue-l)acked trout, S.

omuuta, of Maine, Vermont, etc. ; the Dolly Varden trout
of the Pacific slope, 5. malma, whose red spots are very
large; together with the great lake-trout, S.(CristivoTner)

namayeusk. See phrases following.

3. Any fish of the family Galaxiidx (which
see).— 4. With a qualifying word, one of sev-

eral fishes, not of the family Salmonidse, resem-
bling or suggesting a trout. See phrases be-
low.— Bastard trout, the weakflsh tJynoscion n/)thus.

(Charleston. U. S.] — Bear-trout, the great lake-trout.

[Lake Superior. ]
— Black-finned trout, .Salmo nitjripin-

nis of England.— Black-spotted trout, .SVi(»no purpura-
tus, the silver or mountain trout of western Xorth Anu-r-

ica: specified as .*>. pleuriticus.— Black trout, the Lake
Tahoe trout : specilied as .Salmo henshaici.^ Blue-backed
trOMt, Salmo offuossa ; the oquassa.- Brook-trout. (a)

'ITle common American char. Salvelinus Jnntinalu. See
cut under char. lEastern North America.] (b) One of

trout-spoon

several different trouts (not chars) of the western parts
of North America, of the genus Salmo. See def. 1 (6).—
Brown trout, the conm)on European trout, Sal-mo /ario.
— Californlan brook-trout, the rainbow-trout, Salmo
irideus. See cut under rainbow-trout.— Cutthroat trout,
the Rocky ilountain brook-trout.—Deep-water trout,
(a) The great lake-trout. (Great Lakes.] (b) Aweaktishor
sea-trout, C>/noscion tltalassimiS. [Charleston, V. S. 1

— Dol-
ly Varden trout, a Californian char, Salvelinus vialnm.—
Galway trout, Salmo gallivensis of England.— Gillaroo
trout. Salmo stomaehieus of England.— (Jolden trout,
the rainbow-trout.—Gray trout, a sea-trout— the sque-
teague. See cut under weakfish.— Great lake-trout.
(a) Salvelinus namaycush. See def. 2. (6) Salmo ferox of
England.— GroUnd-tTOUt, a malformed common trout
(Salmo fario) of Penygant in Yorkshire, England, having
a singular protrusion of the under jaw.— Lake Talioe
trout, a variety of Salmo purpuratus found in Lake 'J'a-

hoe. Pyramid Lake, and streams of the Sierra Nevada.
Also called locally silver trout and black trout..— Loch
Leven trout, Salmo levenensis of Great Britain.—Loch
Stennis trout, Salmo orcadensis of Great Britain.

—

Mackinaw trout, the great lake-trout. .See cut under
lake-trout, 2.—Malma ^out, the Dolly Varden trout.

—

Mountain-trout. («) The black-spotted trout (6) The
black-bass, Microptcnts salmoides. [Local, U. S.]— Ocean
trout. See occnii.— Pot-bellied trout, the great lake-

trout.— Red-spotted trout. («) Same as brook-trout (a).

(b) The Dolly Varden trout— Red trout, the great lake-

trout—Reef-trout, the great lake-trout.— Rio Grande
trout, Salmo spilurus, inhabiting also the streams of the
Utah basin.— River-tJTOUt, the common European trout,

Salmo fario.— Rocky Mountain brook-trout, Salmo
purpuratus, the Vellowstone trout, or salmon-trout of
the Columbia river. See cut under .S'a^mo.— St. Mary's
trout, the three-bearded roekling. (Local, British (Pen-
ryn).]— Salt-water trout, a sea-trout -the sqneteague,
or a related species of Cimoscion. See Cynoacion, and cut
under weakfish.— Schoodic troUt, the great lake-trout
— SehagO trout, the great lake-trout.—Shad-trout, the
trout-shad or squetcague.— Shoal-water trout, the great
lake-trout.— Silver trout, (a) A malfonned common
trout (S.fario) of Malham Tarn in Yorkshire, England, hav-
ing a defective gill-cover, (b) The black-spotted trout, or
mountain-trout of western North America, (c) The Lake
Tahoe trout—Speckled trout, the brook-trout.— Spot-
ted trout, (a) One of different American trouts spotted
(1) with black (see def. 1 ^6)): (2) with red— a speckled
trout (see def. 2). (b) The weakflsh or sea-trout Cynoscion
nw/ci//a(us.— Sun-trout, the 8que*eague, Cjmoscion rega-
lis.—Waha Lake trout, a local variety of Sahno purpu-
ratus, found in Waha Lake, Washington.—White trout.
(a) A variety of 5«/iHo/nrio. See/nnoc. (6) The bastard
trout.—Yellowstone trout, Salmo purpuratus, the Rocky
Mountain brook-trout. See cut under Salmo.—Yellow
trout, a malformed trout with the same defect as the sil-

ver trout (a). (See also bulltrout, lake-trout, rainbow-trout,
rock-trout, salmon-trout, sea-trout.)

trout^ (trout), V. i. [< trout^, n.] To fish for or
catch trout,

trout^t (trout), V. i. [Var. of troat.] Same as
troat.

Bere. To bellow as a Stag, to trout as a Buck. Rrer. To
bellow, to bray (in tearmesof hunting we say that the red
deere bells, and the fallow troytes or croynesX Cotgrave.

trout-basket (trout'bfts'ket), «. An anglers'
creel for carrying trout, it is usually made of wil-
low or osier, and of a size capable of containing from ten
to twenty pounds of fish.

trout-bird (trout'bferd), n. The American gold-
en plover, Charadrius dominicus. H. P. Ives.

[Massachusetts.]
trout-colored (trout'kul'ord), a. Speckled like

a trout : specifically noting a white horse spot-
ted with black, bay, or sorrel.

trout-farm (trout'farm), n. A place where
trout are bred and reared artificially.

troutful(trout'ful),a. [<troui+ -ful.] Abound-
ing in trout. [Kare.]

Clear and fresh rivulets of troutful water.
Fuller, Worthies, IL 1.

trout-hole (trout'hol), n. A sheltered or re-

tired place in which trout lie.

trout-hook (trout'huk), «. A fish-hook specially
designed or used for catching trout.

troutless(trout'les), a. [< trout + -less.] With-
out trout. [Bare.]

I catch a trout now and then, ... so I am not left trout-
less. Kingsley, Life, xxiii.

troutlet (trout'let), n. [< trout + -let.] A young
or small trout ; a troutling. Hood, Dream of
Eugene Aram,

trout-line (trout'lin), n. Afishing-line specially
designed for or tised in fishing for trout.

troutling (trout'ling), n. [< trout -I- -ling^.]

A troutlet.

trout-louse (trout'lous), ». Same as sug.

trout-net (trout'net), n. The landing-net used
by anglers for removing trout from the water.

trout-perch (trout'p^rch), n. 1. A fish, Percop-

sis guttattis, of the family Percopsidee. See cut
under Percopsis.— 2. The black-bass. [South
Carolina.]

trout-pickerel (trout'pik'fer-el), n. Beepickerel.

trout-rod (trout'rod), n. A fishing-rod specially

uila])tc(l for taking trout.

trout-shad (trout'shad), «. The sqneteague.

trout-spoon (trout'spon), n. A small revolving
spoon used as an artificial bait or lure for trout.



trout-stream

trout-stream (trout'strem), n. A stream in
which trout breed or may be taken.

trout-tackle (trout'tak"!), n. Fishing-taekle
specially adapted or designed for taking trout.

trouty (trou'ti), a. [< trotit^ + -jl.] Abounding
in trout.

Little inconsiderable rivers, as Awber, Eroways, and tlie

lilce, scarce wortli naming, but trouty too.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 231.

trouvfere (tro-var'), n. [F., < trouver, find: see
troubadour.'] One of the medieval poets of

northern France, whose productions partake
of a narrative or epic character, and thus con-
trast broadly with the lyrical, amatory, and
more polished effusions of the troubadours.
Tlie works of the trouv^res include the chansons de geste,
the faoUaux, poems of the Kound Table cycle, the "Ro-
mance of the Rose," "Reynard the Fox," etc. Also trou-
veur.

It is to the North of France and to the Trouvires that
we are to look for the true origins of our modem litera-

ture. Lowellf Study Windows, p. 242.

trover (tro'vfer), ». [< OF. trover, F. trouver =
Pr. trohar= Sp. Pg. trovar = It. trovare, find, in-

vent, < ML. 'tropare, compose, sing. Cf. trou-

haclour, irouvere, and treasure-trove!] Properly,
the finding of anything; specifically, in law:
(a) the gaining possession of personal prop-
erty, whether by finding or otherwise; (6) a
common-law action for damages for the wrong-
ful taking or detention of goods from the posses-
sion of another. Originally this action was based on the
finding by defendant of the plaintiff's goods and converting
thera to his own use. In course of time, however, the
suggestion of the finding became mere matter of form, and
all that had to be proved was that the goods were the
plaintiff's and that the defendant had converted them to
his own use. In this action the plaintiff could not recover
the specific chattel, but only damages for its conversion.
The action for such damages is now called an action for
conversion.

trow^ (tro), V. t. [< ME. trowen, troiiwen, treti-

wen, treowen, < AS. treoxoian, truwian, believe,

trust, confide, also show to be true, justify, =
OS. trmn = OFries. trouwa = D. vertrouwen,
trust {trmiwen, marry), = MLG. triiwen = OHG.
triuwen, triiwen, triien, MHG. triiwen, truen, trou-

wen, trowen, G. trauen, hope, believe, trust, =
Icel. trua = Sw. Dan. tro, believe, = Goth, tran-

an, believe, trust; connected with the adj. AS.
treowe, etc., true, from a root (Teut. / tru)

found also in trust: see true, a., true, »., and
trust.] If. To believe ; trust.

Whoso yfoltrowe her love
Ne may offenden never more.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 8215.

Then repentant they 'gan cry,

my heart that trow'd mine eye

!

Green£, Isabel's Ode.

2. To think ; suppose.

Thei saugh the Castell so fer fro thens that thei trowed
not the gounde of the home myght not thider ben herde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 605.

We'll ca' our horse hame masterless,
An' gar them trow slain men are we.

Battle of Bothudl Bridge (Child's Ballads, VII. 150).

Said the Cardinal, I trow you are one of the King's
Privy-Chamber, your Name is Walsh.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 279.

Doth he thank that servant because he did the things
that were commanded him ? I trow not. Luke xvii. 9.

I trow, or trow, a phrase added to questions, and expres-
sive of contemptuous or indignant surprise: nearly equiv-
alent to / wonder.

What tempest, I trow, threw this whale . . . ashore?
Shak., M. W. of W., U. 1. 64.

What have I done, trow.

To bring these fears about me ?

Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

What ails he, trow f Chapman, All Fools, iii. 1.

trow^ (trou), «. [A var. of trough."] 1. A
channel or spout of wood for conveying water
to a mill; a flume: sometimes used in the
plural with the same sense : as, the rmW-trows.
[Scotch.]— 2. A boat with an open live-well
for fish; a sort of fishing-smack or lighter.

To assist and counseil theym in theire byeng and bar-
ganyng with the Bagers,such as bryngeth whete to towne,
as wele in trowys as otherwyse. by lande and by watir, in
kepyng downe of the market.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 424.

trow** (trou), n. Same as drow^ and trolP.

trowandiset, «. Same as truandise. Rom. of
the Rose, 1. 3954.

trowantt, a. and n. A Middle English form of
truant.

trowel (trou'el),m. [Early mod. E. trowell, tru-

ell; < ME. truel, truUe, trowylle, < OF. truelle, tru-

ele, < L. trulla, a small ladle, a dipper, dim. of
triM, a stirring-spoon, skimmer, ladle.] 1. A
tool, generally consisting of a flat long triangu-
lar, oval, or oblong blade of iron or steel, fitted
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with a handle, used by masons, plasterers, and
bricklayers for spreading and dressing mortar

Trowels.

a, Lowell pattern brick-trowel ; i, bricklayers' trowel ; c, London
pattern trowel : r/, Pliiladelphia pattern brick-trowel ; ^,y,^, molders'
trowels; A, pointing-trowel ; *', plasterers' trowel ; y, comer-trowel;
i, garden-trowels.

and plaster, and for cutting bricks, and also by
molders for smoothing the surface of the sand
or loam composing the mold.

In one hand Swords, in th' other Trowels hold.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

2. A gardeners' tool, like a small spade or scoop,
used for taking up plants and for other pur-
poses. See figs, k, above.

The truel firste ful ofte it must distreyne.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 16.

3. A tool used in oil-cloth manufacturing to

spread paint and remove what may be super-
fluous. It is made of steel, is 2 feet long, and
very elastic, and has a handle near the broad
end To lay on with a trowel, to lay or spread thick-

ly and coarsely ; hence, to flatter grossly.

Well said : that was laid on with a trowel.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 2. 112.

trowel (trou'el), V. t; pret. and pp. troweled,

trowelled, ppr. troweling, trowelling. [< trowel,

n.] To dress, form, or apply with a trowel : as,

troweled stucco.

trowel-bayonet (trou'el-ba'^o-net), n. See bay-
onet.

trowelbeak (trou'el-bek), n. One of the broad-
throats, or birds of the ts,m\]y Eurylseinidm ; the
Corydon sumatranus of Sumatra : so called from

Trowelbeak i.Corydon sumatranus'). with outline of beak
from above.

the shape of the very broad, depressed beak,
which is about as wide at the base as it is long.

trowlt, V. and ». An obsolete spelling of trollX.

trowsedt, a. See troused.

trowseringt, n. An obsolete spelling of trou-

sering.

trowserst, trowzerst, «• jp^- Obsolete spellings

of trousers.

Trox (troks), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1792), < Gr. rpa^,

a weevil, lit. ' a gnawer,' < rpuyeiv, gnaw.] A cu-
rious genus of laparostict searabseid beetles,

having five ventral segments visible and the

Trifx ntona^hus.

a, larva ; 6, pupa ; c, beetle ; d. t. f, leg, cervical plate, and
maxdia (with palpi) of larva, enlarged.

truant

epimera of the mesothorax not reaching the
rounded coxas. They are oval dark-colored beetles,
usually with a rough surface. They feed upon decompos-
ing animal matter, and many species are found about the
refuse of tanneries and upon the hoofs and hair of decaying
animals. About 100 species are known, of which about 20
are found in the United States, as T. monackws.

troy (troi), n. Short for troy weight.

troy weight (troi wat). [Early mod. E. also
Troie weight, earlier weight of Troy (weyght of
Troyes, Arnold's Chron., p. 108) : so called with
ref. to Troyes, a town in France, southeast of
Paris, of considerable importance in the four-
teenth century. Nearly all the principal towns
or seats of commerce in the middle ages had
their own weights and measures, the pound,
foot, gallon, etc., varying from one town to an-
other, sometimes even from one quarter to an-
other. The pound of Troyes in the early part
of the fourteenth century was adopted to some
extent in other places and in England, but was
then specifically designated as " of Troyes" (E.

of Troy). Later, troy weight losing recognized
connection with a locality, the first element
became a mere attributive, and the phrase was
thus generally reduced to troy.] A weight chief-
ly used in weighing bread, silk, gold, silver, and
articles of jewelry, but now only for gold and
silver. It was brought into England in the latter part
of the reign of Edward III., and was adopted for the
coinage in 1627. The table of troy weight is as follows

:

Fotmd. Ounces. Pennyweights. Grains.

1 = 12 = 240 = 6,7«0
1 = 20 = 480

1 = 24

The pound avoirdupois is equal to 7,000 grains troy. See
avoirdupois and weight.

Item, to do make me vj. sponys, of viij. ounce of troy-

wyght, well facyond and dubbyl gylt.

Paston Letters, I. 422.

trut, «. See true.

truaget (tro'aj), «. See trewage.

truancy (tro'an-si), n. [< truan^t) -t- -cy.] Tru-
ant conduct; the habit or practice of playing
truant.

I had many flattering reproaches for my late truaney
from these parties. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 563.

Agent of truancy. See agent.

truandt, truandingt. Old spellings of truant,
truanting.

truandlset, n. [ME., also truaundise, truwan-
dise, trowandise, trowantyse, < OF. truandise, <

/rwanrf, vagabond: iee truant."] A vagrant life

with begging. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6664.

truant (tro'ant), n. and o. [Formerly also tri-

rant; < ME. truant, truaunt, truand, trewande,

truont, trowant (= MD. trouwant, trawant, tru-

want), < OF. truand, truant, a vagabond, beg-
gar, rogue ; also adj. truand, beggarly, roguish

;

= Pr. truan {truanda, fem.), a vagabond, = Sp.
truhan = Pg. truao (ML. reflex truannus, tru-

dainis, trutanxis, trutannus), a buffoon, jester;

prob. < Bret. * truan, later (after F. ) truant, vaga-
bond (ef. truel; a wretch, truez, pity, etc.), =
W. truan, wretched, truan, a wretch (cf. tru,

wretched), etc.] I. n. If. A vagabond; a va-
grant ; an idler.

All thynges at this day faileth at Rome, except all onely
these ydell trewandes, iestours, tumblers, plaiers, . . .

iuglers, and such other, of whom there is mow and to
many. Golden Book, xiL

2. One who shirks or neglects duty ; especially,

a child who stays away from school without
leave.

I have a truant been to chivalry.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 94.

To play truant, to stay from school without leave.

—

Truant-school, a certified industrial school to which in

Great Britain children who habitually absent themselves
from school without leave, or who frequent the company
of rogues or criminals, are committed by order of a magis-
trate, under the provisions of the Elementary Education
Act, 1876.

II. a. 1. Idle; loitering; given to shirking
duty or business, or attendance at some ap-
pointed time or place : especially noting chil-

dren who absent themselves from school with-
out leave.

A tntant boy I pass'd my bounds,
T' enjoy a ramble ou the banks of Thames.

Couper, Task, i. 114.

2. Characteristic of a truant ; idle; loitering;

wandering.
Ham. But what, in faith, make you from Wittenberg %

Hot. a truant disposition, good my lord.

Shak.. Hamlet, i. 2. 169.

To lag behind with truant pace.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 70S.

truant (tro'ant), r. [< ME. truanten, trowanten,

truanden, < OF. truander, play the truant, < tru-

and, tvu&nt: S6& truant, n.] T..intrans. To idle

away time or shirk duty; play truant.



truant

His backwardnesse in the Vniuersitie hath set him thus
forward ; for had hee not truanted there, he had not beene
so hastie a Diuine.
Bp. Earie, Micro-cosmographie, A Young Rawe Preacher.

They lost their time, and truanted in the fundamental!
grounds of saving Itnowledge.

MUton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

n. trans. To waste or idle away. [Rare.]

I dare not be the author of trvnniing the time, Fffrd.

troantingt (tro'ant-ing), H. [< ME. *truanting,

truaunding ; verbal n. of truant, r.] Same as
tniandise. Eom. of the Hose, 1. 6721.

truantly (tro'ant-li), a. l<. truant + -ly^.'] Tru-
ant ; idle ; inclined to shirk school or other
duty. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 640.

Yet heere-hence may some good accrewe, not onelie to
trwintlie .^chollers . . or to new-entred nouices . , or to
well-forwarde students , . .

Florio, It. Diet., Ep. Ded., p. [5].

tmantly (trS'ant-ll), adv. [< truant + -ly-.'i

As a truant. Imp. IMct.

truantship (tro'aut-ship), ». [< truant + -ship.']

The conduct of a truant; neglect of employ-
ment or study.

I would not haue tiw master either froune or chide with
him, if the cbilde haue done his diligence, and vsed no
treicandship therein. Agcham, Scholemaster, p. 27.

trubl (trub), n. [See truffle.] A truffle,

trub- (trub), ». [Origin obscure.] A slattern,

trublet. An old spelling of trouble.

tmbtailf (trub'tal), n. A short, squat woman.
Ainsicorth. (Imp. Diet.)

tmbylyt, «• A Middle English form of troubly.

tniccaget, n. An obsolete spelling of truckage^.

truce ( t ros), n. [Early mod. E. also truse, trewse;
< ME. treires, treowes, triwes, truwes, truwis,

truen. trowis, triws, trus (> OF. trues), pi. of

trewe, obs. E. true, a truce, pledge of reconcili-
ation: see true, n. Truce is thus ult. a plural
of true. Cf. dice, pi. of die, pence, pi. ot penny,
bodice, pi. of body.] 1. An intermission of
hostilities ; specifically, a temporary cessation
or suspension of hostilitips mutually agreed
upon by the commanders of two opposing
forces, generally for some stipulated period, to
admit of negotiation, or for some other purpose.

The batell thanne beganne new ayeyn

;

No trewys was talien ne noo poyntement.
Butt strong feightyng and many knyghtez alayn.

GenerydaiE. E. T. S), 1. 3006.

A temporary suspension of the operations of war at one
or more places is called truce or armistice. A trtux may
be special, referring to operations before a fortress or in
a district, or between certain detachments of armies; or
general, implying a suspension of hostilities in all places.

Woolaey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 1 148.

2. Respite; temporary quiet or intermission of
action, pain, contest, or the like.

Take truce a while with these immoderate mournings.
Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, iv. 4.

Let me hare truee, vexation, for some minutes.
Shirley, Traitor, IL 1.

3t. Reconciliation; peace.

Behold the peaceful! Doue
Brings in her beak the Peace-branch, boading weal
And truce with God.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Ark.

Flag of trace. See Jlag'^.

—

Truce of God, a suspension
of private feuds which was observed, chiefly in the elev-
enth and twelfth centuries, in France, Italy, England, etc.
The terms of such a truce usually provided that such
feuds should cease on all the more important church fes-

tivals and fasts, or from Thursday evening to ^londay
morning, or during the period of I.ent, or the like. This
practice, irttroduced by the church during the middle
ages to mitigate the evils of private war, fell gradually into
disuse as the rulers of the various countries became more
powerful.

truce-breaker (tros'bra'kfer), n. One who vio-
lates a truce, covenant, or engagement. 2 Tim.
iii. 3.

truceless (trOs'les), a. [< truce + -less.] 1.
Without truce: as, a <rMccte«« war.— 2. Grant-
ing f)r holding no truce ; unforbearing.
truchmant, trudgemant (truch'man, truj'-
man), n. [Also truchcman, trouchnian, truch-
mcnt, trugman ; < F. trucheman, trucUi ment = Sp.
trujaman, < Ar. tarjemdn, an interpreter: see
dragoman, drotjman.] An interpreter.
The great Turke answered them by his truckman.

Uakluyt'i Voyages, IL 91.

Having by his truunehman (read lrouchman'(\ pardon
crav'd. Peele, Polyhymnia.

I am truehmin, and do Hourish before this monsieur.
J5. Jongon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

tmcidationt (trS-si-da'shon), n. [< L. trucida
tio()i-), < trueidare, kill.]

" The act of killing.
Corl.rriim.

trucfci (truk), v. [< ME. truHen, trukien, < OP.
Iroquer, trocher = Sp. trocar = Pg. trocar = It.

truccare, truck, barter (Olt. also scud) ; origin
unknown.] I. intrans. To exchange; swap;
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barter ; hence, to traffic ; deal ; trade by ex-
changing commodities ; bargain ; negotiate :

followed with with or for {tcith a person, for a
thing).

Neithir would they take any money for their fruite, but
they would trucke for olde shirtes.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 227.

How brave is he ! inagardedcoat ! You were best (r«<*
icith him ; e'en strip, and truck presently ; it will become
you. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Eair, ii. 1.

H. trans. 1. To exchange
;
give in exchange

;

barter; swap: as, to (rucfc knives for gold-dust.

To buy, sel, tntcke, change and permute al and euery
kind and kindes of wares, marchandizes, and goods.

Hakluyt's Voyages, L 259.

To truck the Latin for any other vulgar Language is

but an ill Barter. Hoivell, Letters, ii. 66.

Then died a Rambler ; not the one who sails

And trucks, for female favours, beads and nails.

Crabbe, Works, I. 117.

2. To peddle ; hawk.
We showed him the wares we brought for him, and the

cotton yarn we had trucked about the country.
R. JTnoi (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 406).

tmck'^ (truk), n. [< OP. troq, troc, P. troc =
Sp. trueco, trueque, exchange, barter, = Pg.
troco, change of a piece of gold or silver, troca,

barter ; from the verb.] 1 . Exchange of com-
modities; barter. See truck syste7n, below.
And no commutation or trucke to be made by any of the

petie marchants without the assent aboue said.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 228.

The earliest form of exchange must have consisted in
giving what was not wanted directly for that which was
wanted. This simple traffic we call barter or truck, the
French troc. Jevons, Money and Slech. of Exchange, p. 3.

2. Traffic; intercourse; dealing. [Colloq.]

&Iuch other trucke we had, and after two dayes he came
aboord, and did eate and drinke with vs very merrily.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 82.

3. The truck system.

It is no doubt difficult to work the lumber trade, where
f:angs of men are despatched great distances, or the fish-

ng trade, without some resort to truck.

Sir C. W. DUke, Probs. of Greater Britain, 1. 2.

4. Commodities for barter or trade, (o) Small
wares ; stun ; goods ; gear ; belongings ; hence, rubbish.
ICoUoq.]

Retaining Tisquautum to send from place to place to
procure truck ioT us.

Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New England's Me-
(mortal, p. 360.

They gin' her a "bundance of truck ; I don't know what
all ; and none of 'em holp her at all.

A. B. Longstreet, Georgia Scenes, p. 192.

(fc) The produce of a market-garden, (tl. S.l— ftnick
Act (a> An English statute of 1831 (1 and 2 Wra. IV., c.

37) requiring wages of workmen to be paid in coin or cur-
rent money instead of goods. (&) A statute of 1870 (33 and
34 Vict, c. 105X also called tlie Truck Commission Act,
which appointed a commission to inquire into the work-
ing of the act of 1S31.— Truck system, the practice of
paying the wages of workmen in goods instead of money.
This practice has prevailed in <;reat Britain and else-
where, particularly in the mining and manufacturing dis-

tricts, the masters establishing warehouses or shops on
which the workmen in their employment receive orders
from time to time for supplies of provisions, ete., the rest
of their wages, if any, being paid in money at the end of
the month, or in orders which may be discounted at the
store. In some instances the workmen receive payment
of their wages in money on a tacit or express understand-
ing that they are to leaort to the premises of their mas-
ters for such necessaries as they require. Under this
system the workmen have often to pay exorbitant prices
for their goods, and from the great facility atforded to
them of procuring liberal supplies of go<,>ds in anticipa-
tion of wages, they are apt to be led into debt. The system
was prohibited in Great Britain in 1831, by statute 1 and 2
William IV., c, 37, which requires that the wages of work-
men be paid in coin or current money, and not in goods.
The system, however, still flourishes more or less openly.

track- (truk), ». [Appar. (by corruption of tr<j-

ehus to* truckus, trucks, whenae the assumed sin-

gular truck f ) < L. trochus, a hoop, ML. a wlieel,

top, etc., < 6r. Tpox^c, a wheel, disk : see trochus.

Cf . truckle. ] 1 . A small wooden wheel notbound
with iron; a cylinder.— 2. A wheeled vehicle.

truck-farm
two very low wheels near one end, on which sacks, bales,
boxes, or other heavy packages may be tilted to be moved

of which there are many kinds, used for moving
or transporting burdens, (a) A small barrow with

Trucks.

a, hand'truck ; i, crane-neck truck.

from one place to another ; a sack-barrow. (6) A two-,
three-, or four-wheeled ban-ow used for handling baggage
at a railway-station ; a baggage-truck, (c) A strong and
heavy two- or four-wheeled vehicle, typically with small
wheels and a low body, for carrying stone, iron, and other
heavy loads. Trucks receive a number of descriptive
names according to their use or construction, as stone-
truck, cotton-truck, crajie-neck truck (with a curved reachX
building-truck (for moving buildings), etc. (d) An open
railway-wagon, used for conveying goods by rail. [Eng.]

3. A gi'oup of two, three, or more pairs of wheels
in one frame, for supporting one end of a rail-

way-car or locomotive ; a ear-truck. The frame
carried by the four wheels of a horse-car is also called a
truck; but the term appears to be applied chiefly to the
Ijogie-truck. See cut under car-truck.

4 . In (/««., a circular piece of wood or metal, like

a wheel, fixed on an axletree. for moving ord-
nance. See casemate-truck.— 5. A circular piece
of wood fixed on the head of each of a vessel's

highest masts, and having small sheave-holes
in it through which signal-halyards are rove.

We painted her, both inside and out, from the trrtck to
the water's edge. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 55.

Back-truck locomotive, double-truck tank-locomo-
tive. See locomotive.— Hand-truck, a two-wheeled bar-
row for moving freight. It has low wheels and a pair of
upright handles. See cut a, above.— Hose-truck, a two-
or four-wheeled vehicle for cai-rying fire-engine nose.—
Ladder-truck, a long four-wheeled vehicle for carrying
ladders, hocks, and other supplies of the fire-service.

—

Leading truck (no«(.), a small cylindrical piece of wood
with a hole in it. seized on to the rigging as a fair-leader
for some rope.— Sack-holding truck, a truck arranged to
hold sacks upright while being filled. It has a hoop to
hold the mouth of the sack open. E. H. Knight.—Swing-
motlon truck. See swing-motion.

truck- (truk), V. t. [< truck^, n.] To put in a
truck ; send or convey by truck : as, to truck
cattle.

The first run of the blood from the cut throat of the ani-
mal is collected in round, shallow pans, which are trucked
to cool shelves, where coagulation soon follows, and then
the albumen Is dried and sold to button manufacturers.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVIIl. 376.

truck^ (truk), n. [< It. trueco, "a kind of play
with balles at a table, called billiards, but prop-
erly a kind of game vsed in England with east-
ing little bowles at a boord with thirteene holes
in it " (Florio), = Sp. truque, truck, truco, a push
at truck, also a table for playing truck

;
pi. tru-

cos, truck. Cf . troco, from the same source.] A
kind of game (see etymology). Compare troco.

This is called the French game [ot billiards], and much
resembled the Italian method of playing, known in Eng-
land by the name of Trucks, which also had Its king at one
end of the table. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 397.

truckage^ (tmk'aj), «. [Formerly also true-
cage; < trucks -i- -age.] Exchange; barter.
Without the truccage of perishing Coine.

MUton, Reformation In Eng., ii.

truckage^ (tmk'aj), n. [< truck'i + -age.] 1.
Conveyance by trucks or wagons.— 2. Money
paid loT conveying goods or merchandise in
trucks; charge for or the expense of convey-
ance by truck.

truck-bolster (truk'b61''st6r), n. (a) A beam
or cross-timber in the middle of a railway-
truck, attached by a center-pin to the body-bol-
ster, and supporting the car-body. See cut un-
der car-truck, (b) In a six-wheeled truck, a
frame composed of two timbers at each end
called spring-beams, resting upon springs, and
one in the middle called a truck-center beam,
the center-plate being secured to it, and the
three timbers being connected by longitudinal
iron bars or wooden beams.
Truckee pine. See pine^.

trucker (tmk'fer), n. [< truck^ -I- -cr^.] 1. One
who trucks; one who traffics by exchange of

goods.
Let them not in ;

I know them, swaggering, suburbian roarers.

Sixpenny truckers. Massinger, City Madam, III. 1,

2. A truck-farmer; a market-gardener, or one
who sells garden-stuff, especially at wholesale.
[U. S.]

truck-farm (truk'fiirm), n. A farm devoted to
market-gardening. [U. 8.]



truck-farmer

truck-farmer (truk'far'mer), )i. A farmer who
raises vegetables, fruits, etc., for the market;
a market-gardener on a large scale. [U. S.]

truck-house (truk'hous), n. A house erected
for the storage of goods, used by early English
settlers in America in trading with the Indians.

trucking-house (truk'ing-hous), h. Same as
triicl-lioiisc.

The JYench came In a pinnace to Penobscot, and rifled

a trucking-hottse belonging to Plimoutb.
Winlhrop, Hist. New England, I. 94.

truck-jack (trak'jak), ». A lifting-jack sus-

pended from a truck-axle, and used to lift logs

or other heavy objects for loading upon low-
bodied sleds or wagons. E. H. Knight.

truckle (truk'l), «. [Early mod. E. troecle, <

ME. 'trok-el, trookyl (in eomp.), < ML. troclea,

a small wheel, a wheel of a pulley, a pulley, <

L. troclea, trochlea, a sheaf, pulley, < Gr. rpoxi-

/Ja, TpnxMa, a pulley, < rpox^^, a wheel : see
trochus, and of. trochlea, trochiltis^. Cf. trucks,

as related to trochus.1 If. A wheel of a pulley

;

also, a pulley.

Jnbol, a truckle or pollie. . . . Mtmfie, a truckle for a pul-

lie. Cottjrave,

2. A small wheel or caster. Sterne, Tristram
Shandy, ii. 200.— 3. A small flat cheese.
[Prov. Eng.]—4. A truckle-bed. &oH, Abbot,
I. 236.

Where be those kitchinstuiTes here? shall we have
no attendants? shew these Gentlemen into a close roome,
with a standing bed in 't, and a truckle too

;
you are wel-

come, Gentlemen.
Heywood, Royal King (Works, ed. 1874, VI. 46).

truckle (truk'l;, v.
;
pret. and pp. truckled, ppr.

truckling. [< truckle, «.] I. ti-ans. To move
on rollers or casters ; trundle.

Tables with two legs and chairs without bottoms were
truckled from the middle to one end of the room.

Miss Bumey, Camilla, iii. 13. (Dames.)

H. intrans. If. To sleep in a truckle-bed.

See truckle, n., 4, and truckle-hcd.

Drawer. Now you are up, sir, will you go to bed?
Pedro, ni truckle here, boy ; give me another pillow.

Beau, and Fl. , Coxcomb, i. 6.

Hence— 2. To be tamely subordinate, as a pu-
pil to his tutor, or a servant to his master

;
yield

or bend obsequiously to the will of another;
submit; cringe; act in a servile manner: usu-
ally with to or under.

He will never, while he lives, truckle under any body or
any faction, but do just as his own reason and judgment
diiects; and, when he cannot use that freedom, he will

have nothing to do in public affairs.

Pepys, Diary, III. 237.

The government truckles, condescends to cajole them,
and drops all prosecution of their crimes.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 333.

truckle-bed (tmk'l-bed), «. [Early mod. E.
trocclehed; < ME. trookylbed; < truckle + bed^.

Cf. trundle-bed, a diff. word of equiv. meaning.]
A bed the frame of which runs on wheels ; es-

pecially, one which is low enough to be wheeled
under a high or standing bed, remaining there

during the day, and rolled out for use at night

;

a trundle-bed. The truckle-bed was formerly
appropriated to a servant or subordinate, and
also to children.

There 's his chamber, his house, his castle, his standing-

bed and truckle-bed. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5. 7.

Well, go thy ways, for as sweet a breasted page as ever
lay at his master's feet in a truekte-hed.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, i. 4.

First, that he lie upon the truckle-bed,

While his young master lieth o'er his head.
Bp. Hall, Satires, ii. 6.

Augustus . . . slept on a truckle bed without hangings.
Froude, Short Studies on Great Subjects, 3d ser., p. 264.

truckle-cheese (truk'1-chez), n. Same as

truckle, .'S.

truckler (truk'lfer), n. [< truckle + -eri.] One
who truckles or yields obsequiously to the will

of another.

Let him call me truckler. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 4.

truckling (tmk'ling), p. a. Apt to truckle

;

cringing ; fawning ; slavish ; servile ; also, char-

acteristic of a truckler: as, a truckling expe-
dient.

They were subdued and insulted by Alexander's cap-
tains, and continued under several revolutions a small
truckling state. Swift, Nobles and Commons, ii.

truckman^ (tmk'man), n.
;
pi. trucknten (-men).

[< truek^ + man.'] One who trucks or exchanges.

truckman^ (tmk'man), n.; pi. truckmen {-men).
[< truck'^ + man.} A truck-driver; a carter or

carman.
truck-master (truk'mi8''t6r), «. An officer

charged with the supervision of trade with the
American Indians. Compare truck-house.
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truck-pot (truk'pot), n. Same as track-pot.

truck-shop (truk'shop), n. A shop conducted
on the truck system; a tommy-shop.

truck-store (truk'stor), n. Same as truck-shop.
Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 84.

trucos (tro'kos), n. [Sp. : see truck^.] A game.
See trucks. Prescott.

truculence (tro'ku-lens or truk'u-lens),«. [<L.
truculentia, < truculentus, truculent: see trucu-

lent.'] The state or character of being trucu-
lent; savageness of manners and appearance

;

ferociousness ; ferocity.

truculency (tro'ku-len-si or truk'u-len-si), n.

[< truculence (see -ci/).] Same as truculence.

He loves not tyranny ; . . . the trucuten.cy of the sub-
ject who transacts this he approves not.

Waterhouse, On Fortescue (1663X p. 184.

truculent (tro'ku-lent or truk'u-lent), a. [< OF.
truculent = Sp. Pg. It. trucutenio, < L. trucu-

lentus, fierce, savage, ferocious, < trux (true-),

fierce, wild.] 1. Fierce; savage; barbarous.

A barbarous Scythia, where the savage and trucvlent

inhabitants . . . live upon milk, and flesh roasted in the
sun. Ray.

2. Inspiring terror ; ferocious.

The trembling boy his brethren's hands
Their truculent aspects, and servile bands,
Beheld. Sandys, Christ's Passion.

3. Cruel ; destructive.

Pestilential seminaries, according to their grossness or
subtility, cause more or less truculent plagues, some of

such malignity that they enecate in two hours.
Harvey, The Plague.

truculently (tro'ku-lent-li or truk'u-lent-li),

adv. In a trucxdent manner ; fiercely ; destruc-
tively.

Trudeau's tern. See temi.

trudge^ (truj), V. i.; pret. and pp. trudged, ppr.
trudging. [Formerly also tridge; origin obscure.
Connection with tread, unless by confusion with
drudge'^, is impossible. Skeat suggests as the
prob. source Sw. dial, truga = Norw. truga =
Icel. ihruga, snow-shoe.] To make one's way
on foot; walk; travel on foot; especially, to

travel wearily or laboriously on foot.

Thence dyd I trudge hoamward, too learne yf she haplye
returned. Stanihurst, .^neia, ii.

Nay, if you fall to fainting,

'Tis time for me to trudge.
Fletcher (and Massingerl), Lovers' Progress, i. 2.

He was a faithful, affectionate, simple soul as ever
trudged after the heels of a philosopher.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 33.

trudge! (truj), n. [< trtidge^, v.] A weary or
laborious walk or tramp. [Colloq.]

We set out for the two miles* trudge to Doughtown.
Arch. Forbes, In Eng. Illust. Mag., Aug., 1884, p. 698.

trudge^t (truj), «. [Abbr. of trudgeman.] An
intei'preter.

One thing said twice (as we say commonly) deserueth a
trudge. I^ly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 137.

trudgemanf, n. See truchman.

true (tro), a. [Early mod. E. also trew, trewe;

< ME. true, truwe, treue, trewe, triwe, treowe, <

AS. tredwe, trywe (also getredwe, getrywe) = OS.
triuwi= OFries. triuwe= D. trouw=MLG. truwe,

LG. trou = OHG. *triuwi, MHG. triuwe, G. treu

(also OHG. gitriuwi, MHG. getriuwe, G. getreu)

= Icel. tryggr, trUr = Sw. trogen = Dan. tro =
Goth, triggws, true; from a root (Teut. •/ tru,

Aryan \/ dru) seen also in trow^, trust, etc., and
in OPruss. druwi, druwis, faith, druwit, believe.

Hence ult. true, n., truce, truth, troth, etc. Cf.

also trow^, trusf^, and trig.] 1. Conformable
to fact; being in accordance with the actual
state of things ; not false, fictitious, or errone-
ous : as, a true story ; a true statement.

Sum Men seyn that thei ben Sepultures of grete Lordes,
that weren somtyme ; but that is not trewe.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 62.

What proposition is there respecting human nature
which is absolutely and universally tme?

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

[True in this sense is often used elliptically for that is true,

otitis true.

True, I have married her. Shak., Otliello, i. 3. 79.

Cham. Your only road now, sir, is York, York, sir.

Oreen. True, but yet it comes scant of the prophecy

:

Lincoln was, London is, and York shall be.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.]

2. Conformable to reason or to established rules

or custom ; exact
;
just ; accurate ; correct.

They were all illiterate men ; the ablest of them could
not write true English— no, not common words.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, n. 175.

Apelles drew
A Circle regularly true.

Prior, Protogenes and Apelles.

A translation nicely true to the original. Arbulhnot.

true

It is not always that its [the tiumpet's] notes are either
true or tuneful. Dickens, Martin Chnzzlewit, xil.

3. Conformable to law andjustice ; legitimate

;

rightful : as, the true heir.

An oath is of no moment, being not took
Before a true and lawful magistrat>e.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 2. 23.

4. Conformable to nature ; natural; coiTect.

No shape so true, no truth of such account.
Shak., Sonnets, Ixii.

5. In biol. : (a) Conforming or conformable to

a type, norm, or standard of structure; typi-

cal: as, an amoeba is a true animal; a canary
is a true bird ; the lion is a true cat ; a frog or
toad is not a true reptile, (b) Genuine ; true-
bred; not hybrid or mongrel: as, a (rue merino
sheep. Also used adverbially: as, to breed
true.— 6. Genuine; pure; real; not counter-
feit, adulterated, false, or pretended.

For vntrue praise neuer giueth any true reputation.
Puttenfiam. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 22.

Never call a true piece of gold a counterfeit.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 4. 539.

Unbind the charms that in slight fables lie,

And t«ach that truth is truest poetry. CowUy.

7. In anat., complete; perfected: as, «r«e ribs

(that is, those which articulate with the breast-
bone, as distinguished from false or floating

ribs) ; the true pelvis (that part of the pelvis
belowthe superior strait oriliopectineal line); a
true corpus luteum (the complete corpus luteum
of pregnancy, as distinguished from the same
body unaffected by the result of conception).

—

8. Free from falsehood; habitually speaking
the truth; veracious; truthful.

Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest the
way of God in truth. Mat. xxii. 16.

I am too plain and true to be suspected.
Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 2.

9. Firm or steady in adhering to promises, to

friends, to one's principles, etc. ; not fickle,

false, or perfidious; faithful; constant; loyal.

Ne noon may be trewe to hym-self but he first be trewe
to God. Merlin (E. E. T. S-X i. 55.

Fair is my love, but not so fair as flckle

:

Mild as a dove, but neither true nor trusty.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, I. 86.

There is no such Treasure as a true Friend.
Howell, Letters, I. vL 56.

A mercenary Jilt, and true to no Man.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, ProL

He had seen the path of duty plain before him. Through
good and evil he was to be true to Church and king.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

10. Honest.
For why a treu)e man, withouten drede.
Hath nat to parten with a theves dede.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 464.

Kich preys make true men thieves.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 724.

11. Sure; unerring; unfailing.

At first she appear'd in Rage and Disdain, the truest

Sign of a coming Woman ; But at last you prevail'd, it

seems; did you not? Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iv. 1.

Identically true. See identically. — Out Of true, not
exat-t or true as to relation of lines or adjustment of parts.
— To come true. See come. — True apogee. See apogee,

1.—True as toucht. See touch.—True bill, in law, a
bill of indictment indorsed by a grand jury, after inves-

tigation, as containing a well-founded accusation.

—

True
course, croup, discount, error, horizon, etc. See
course^, 5. croMpi, etc.—True place of a star or planet,
in astron., the place which a star or planet would be
seen to occupy if the effects of refraction, pai-allax, aber-

ration, and equation of light were removed, or the place
which it would occupy if viewed from the earth's center,
supposing the rays coming from it to move with inflnite

velocity and not to be subject to refraction. Sometimes
only refraction and parallax are supposed removed.

—

True suture, vein, etc. See the nouns. = Syn. 1. Veri-

table, actual. See reality.— 8 and 9. Sincere, honorable,

truet (tro), n. [< ME. truwe, tru, trewe, < AS.
trcow, also tredwa, trUwa, truth, faith, fidelity,

compact, = OS. trewa = OFries. triuwe = MLG.
truwe, trouwe, LG. troite = OHG. triuwa, MHG.
triuwe, G. treue = Sw. Dan. tro, truth, faithful-

ness, = Goth, triggwa, a covenant ( > It. tregua

= Sp. tregua = Pg. tregoa = Pr. tregua = OF.
trive, trieve, F. treve, a truce ; cf. treague) ; from
the adj., AS. tredwe, etc., true, faithful: see

tru.e, a. Hence the plural trues, now truce as
a singular.] 1. Truth; fidelity.— 2. Agree-
ment; covenant; pledge.

. He seide that he yede to seche treipys of the princes and
the barouns from the kynge Arthur that the Saisnes myght
be driven oute of the londe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 546.

Leages and trues made by princes, ... to the breache
where of none excuse is sufficient.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, iii. 6.

3. A temporary cessation of war, according to

agreement; respite from war; truce. See truce.

In tyme of trewe on haukynge wolde he ryde.
Chaucer, Troilua, iii. 1779.



tme
Thanne shal Deth withdrawe, and Derthe be iustice.

And Dawe the dyker deye for hunger.
But if God of his goodnesse graunt vs a treice.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 332.

He [Charles the Simple] therefore sente him (the Bishop
of Rouen) an Ambassade to . . . RoUo, to require a trve

or truse for iiL monthes. Fdbyan, Chron. (ed. 1559), I. 227.

true (tro), V. t.; pret. and pp. trued, -ppT. truing.

[<<)•((«,«. Cf. ^ro«;i.] It. To verify.

Be also intreated to have a continuall and conscientious
care not to impeach the Parliament in the hearts one of

another by whispering complaints, easilier told then tryed
or trued. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 81.

2. To make true in position, form, adjustment,
or the like : give a right form to ; adjust nicely

;

put a keen, fine, or smooth edge on; make ex-

actly straight, square, plumb, level, or the like:

a workmen's term.

About six sizes of washed emery progressively finer are
employed for grinding the lenses to the true figure, or, as

it is called, tnteing the lens.

ByTfte, Artisan's Handboolc, p. 162.

true-blue (tro'blo'), a. and n. I. a. See true

blue, under blue.

For his Religion . . .

Twas Presbyterian, true-blue.

S. BuOer, Uudibras, I. i. 191.

II. «. A person faithful to the principles or
eharaeteristies of a body or class.

Be merry, true-blue, be merry ; thou art one of my friends
too. Randolph, Hey for Honesty, ii. 3.

" This gentleman "— here Jermyn made a slight back-
ward movement of the head— "is one of ourselves ; he is

a true blue." George Eliot, Felix Holt, xvii.

Especially— (a) A Scotch Covenanter. (6)A British sailor

:

a maii-of-war's-man.

true-born (tro'bom). a. Of genuine birth; hav-
ing a right by birth to any title.

Where'er I wander, boast of this I can,

Though banish'd, yet a truebom Englishman.
Shak., Rich. II., i. S. 309.

true-bred (trS'bred), a. 1. Of a genuine or
i^eognized breed : as, a true-bred horse.— 2. Of
genuine breeding or education : as, a true-bred

gentleman.
true-derived (tro'de-rivd'), a. Of lawful de-
seent; legitimate. S/mfc., Rich. III., iii. 7. 200.

[Rare.]

true-devoted (trS'df-vd'ted), o. Pull of tme
devotion and honest zeal. Shak., T. G. of V.,

ii. 7. 9. [Kare.]

true-disposing (tro'dis-po'ziug), a. Dispos-
ing, arranging, or ordaining justly

;
just.

Shak:. Rich. 111., iv. 4. 55. [Rare.]

true-divining (tr8'di-vi''nin^), a. Having a
true presentiment. Shak.. Tit. And., ii. 3. 214.

[Rare.]

true-hearted (tro'har'ted), a. Being of a faith-

ful heart; honest; sincere; not faithless or de-
ceitful : as, a true-hearted friend.

true-heartedness (tro'har'ted-nes), n. Fidel-
ity; loyalty; sincerity.

true-love (tro'luv), ji. and a. [< ME. trewe-love,

orig. two words: see true, a., and torel, n. The
word has an accidental resemblance to Icel.

truto/a (= Sw. trolo/ia = Dan. troloie), betroth,
< trua, faith, + lofa, praise: see true, «., and
love^, r. The elements are only ult. related.]

1. «. 1. One truly loved or loving; one whose
love is pledged to another; a sweetheart.
" Where gat ye your dinner, my handsome young man? "

"I dined wi' my true-love."

Lord liandal (Child's Ballads, II. 249).

2. A plant of Europe and temperate Asia, Paris
quadrifolia : so named because its four leaves
are set together in the form of a heraldic true-
love knot. Also herb-truelore. See herb-parin
and Paris.— 3t. A condiment for sweetening
the breath.

Under his tonge a trewe-love he beer,
For therby wende he to ben gracious.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 606.

4t. An ornament, probably shaped like a true-
love knot. Fairholt.

My lady gan me sodenly beholde,
And with a trewe-love, plited many-folde.
She smote roe thrugh the harte as blive.

Court of Love, 1. 1410.

Out of his bozome drawne foortha lappet of his napkin,
edged with a blu lace, and marked with a truioov^, a hart,
and a D. for Damian ; for he was but a bachelar yet.
R. Laneham, Letter (l.'JBS), in J. Nichols's Progresses, etc.,

[of Queen Elizabeth, I. 462.

n. a. Indicating genuine love ; affectionate;
sincere. [Rare.]

Wash him fresh again with true-love tears,

Shak., Rich. II., v. 1. 10.

True-love knot. SeeiTwei. Mm true-lovert' Imot.

trueness (tro'nes), n. [< ME. trewnesse. treow-
)ie>i,ir: < trtie + -negs.] The character of being
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true; truth; faithfulness; sincerity; reality;

genuineness; exactness; accuracy.

Clariz iherde thes ille reuthe
Of treumesse and of trewthe.

Kini; Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

In trueness, and so methinks too.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

truepenny (tro'pen'''i), n. [< true + penny.']

An honest fellow. [Familiar.]

Say'st thou so? art thou there, truepenny? ^

Shak., Hamlet, L 5. 150.

Go, go thy ways, old True-penny ! thou hast but one fault

:

Thou art even too valiant. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 3.

truer (tro'er), )(. A truing-tool.

true-stitch (tro'stieh), n. Through-stitch: ap-
plied to embroidery exactly alike on both sides

of the foundation.

Sister, i' faith, you take too much tobacco

;

It makes you black within, as you are without.
What, true-stitch, sister 1 both your sides alike

!

Be of a slighter work ; for, of my word,
You shall be sold as dear, or rather dearer.

B. JoTison, Case is Altered, ii. 3.

true-tablet (trS'ta'bl), n. A table for playing
hazard.

There is also a bowling-place, a tavern, and a true-table

[var. trey-table]. Evelyn, Diary (1646), p. 193. (Davies.)

truff It (truf ), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To steal.

[Scotch.]

Be sure to truffhlt pocket-book.
Ramsay, Lucky Spence.

truff^t, M. A transposed form of turf.

No holy trufe was left to hide the head
Of holiest men.

Sir J. Davies, Humours, Heaven on Earth, p. 48. {Daviee.)

truffle (truf'l), n. [Formerly also trufle; = D.
truffel = G. triip'el = Sw. tryffel = Dan. troffel,

< OF. trufle, with unorig. /, for trufe, trtiffe, F.

truffe = Pr. trufa — Sp. trufa, truffle
;
prob. < L.

tubera, neut. pi. (taken later as fem. sing.) of

tuber, an esculent root, a tuber: see tuber. Cf.

F. tartoufle, < Olt. tartuffola, tarioffalo (Milan-
ese tartuffol, Venetian tartufola), truffle (>G.
tartuffel, kartoffel, potato), also tartuffo, tartufo,

truffle; prob. < L. terrx tubera, 'earth-tubers':

terree, gen. of terra, earth ; tuber, tuber. Cf. tri-

/el.] A subterranean edible fungus, especially
of the ascomycetous genus Tuber. The common
English trufile, T. xstivum, is roundish in shape, and is

covered externally with polygonal warts. It is black out^
side, and brownish veined with while inside, and grows
in calcareous soils, usually under birch- or oak-trees.
Truffles are much esteemed as an ingredient in high-
seasoned dishes. As there is no appearance above ground
to indicate their presence, dogs and pigs are frequently
trained to find them by the scent, and scratch or root
them up. Many persons also become expert iu selecting
the places where
they are likely to
?:row. The most
amous field for tlu'

production of truf-

fles is the old prov-
ince of P^rigord in
France. The com-
monest species of
the French mar-
kets Is T. metano-
sporurn, T, mag-
natum is the garlic-

scented truffle of
Italy. Other edible
species of Tuber are
T. brmntUe, T.
inesentericum, etc.

The celebrated po-
tato-like truffle of
Italy, etc.. Is Ter-
/ezia leonia. Tlie
false truffle, which
is fretiueptly sold
in the English and
continental markets, is Scleroderma mdgare, allied, as is

the so-called red truffle, Melanogaster variegatus, to the
puiTballs. See Tuber, 2, and compare tuekahoe.

A dish of tnijtes, which is a certaine earth nut, found
out by an hogg train'd to it, and for which those animals
are sold at a greate price. Evelyn, Diary, Sept 30, 1644.

truffled (tnif'ld), a. [< truffle -{ -erf2.] Fur-
nished, cooked, or stuffed with truffles: as, a
truffled turkey.

truffle-'worm (truf'l-wferm), n. The larva of a
dipterous insect which infests truffles.

truflet, truflfullet, «• and "• Middle English
forms of trifle^.

trugl (tnig), n. [Appar. a var. of trogue, ult.

ot trough.] 1. A hod for mortar. Bailey.— 2t.

A measure of wheat, as much as was carried in

a trough, three trugs making two bushels.— 3.

A kind of wooden basket for carrying vegeta-
bles, etc. [Prov. Eng.]

trug^t (trug), n. [Origin obscure.] A trollop;

a trull.

A pretty middle-sized trug.

Middleton, Your Five OaUanU, L 1.

Truffle ( Tuifr mtlarusporum).
a, section, showing the interior structure ;

b, an ascus.

trumeau

trugmant, ". Same as truchman.
trmng-tool (tro'ing-tol), «. An apparatus for
cutting the face of a grindstone, etc., to keep
it true or accurate ; a grindstone-truer. E. H.
Knight.

truish (trB'ish), n. [(.true + -ish^.] Somewhat
true. [Rare.]

They perchance light upon something that seems tntish
and newish. Bp. Qauden, Tears of the Church, p. 198.

truism (tro'izm), H. [< true + -ism.] An un-
doubted or self-evident truth.

Conclusions which in one sense shall be true and iu

another false, at once seeming Paradoxes and manifest
truisin^. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher, vii.

= SyiL Aphorism, Axiom, Maxim, etc. See aphorism,

truismatic (tro-iz-mat'ik), a. [< truism + -at-

-ic'^.] Of or pertaining to truisms ; consisting
of truisms. [Bare.]

truit6 (trwe-ta'), a. [F., spotted like a trout,

< truite, a trout : see trout.] Having the siu'-

face covered with crackle of the most minute
and delicate sort: noting porcelain and some
of the varieties of the hard pottery of Japan.
truUl (trul), V. t. [Appar. a var. of troin.] To
trundle. [Local.]

trulP (trul), «. [Early mod. E. also trul; cf.

G. trolle, a trull; Swiss trolle, Swabian trrdl, a
thick, fat woman ; cf. also <roHop2.] l. Alow
vagrant strumpet ; a drab; a trollop.

I never saw in all my life such an ugly company of truU
and sluts as their women were. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 104.

2t. A girl ; a lass ; a wench.
Pray, bear back— this is no place for such youths and

their tndls— let the doors shut again.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, L 2.

Be thy voyce shrill, be thy mirth scene

;

Heart! to each swaine. scene to each troll.

Sir H. WoUon, in England's Helicon.

Trullan (trul'an), fl. [< ML. trullus, truUum,
a dome-shaped building, a dome, < L. trulla,

a scoop, ladle : see trowel.] Pertaining to the
council in trullo—that is, in the trullus, or domed
room in the imperial palace in Constantinople.
This epitliet is usually given to the (Julnisext Council, 691
(though the sixth Ecumenical Council also met in the trtU-

lus), considered as ecumenical in the Eastern Cliurch. but
not so acknowledged in tlie Western. It allowed the con-
tinuance in marriage of the priests, and passed a number
of canons inconsistent with Roman autliority and Western
legislation and usages. See Constantinopolitan.

trullization (trul-i-za'shon), n. [< F. trullisu-

tion, < L. trulHssatio(n-),< trullissare, trowel, <

trulla, a trowel : see trowel.] The laying on of

layers of plaster with a trowel. Imp. Diet.

truly (tro Ii), adv. [Early mod. E. also truely;

< ME. truely, treuly, treuli, irewely, treowliche, <

AS. tredwlice (= D. trouwelijk = MLG. truwlike

= OHG. getriuwelicho, MHG. getriuweliche, ge-

triuliche, G. getreulich = Sw. troligen), truly, <

iredwe, true: see true,] X. In a true manner;
in accordance with truth, (o) In accordance or
agreement with fact.

He whom thou now bast is not thy husband : in that
saidst thou truly. John iv. 18.

(6) With troth ; truthfully ; rightly.

The King is truly charg'd to bee the first beginner of
these civil Warrs. Milton, Eikonoklastes, z.

(c) Exactly ; accurately ; precisely ; correctly ; unerringly

;

unmistakably
;
justly.

Ye ought to allow them that time that best semes your
purpose and pleaseth your eare most, and truiiest aun-
sweres the nature of the ortographle.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 88.

(d) Naturally ; with truth to nature.

A pageant truly play'd. Shak., As you Like it, ill. 4. 65.

(«) Sincerely ; faithfully ; loyally ; constantly ; honestly.

We have always truly served you.
Shak., W. T., II. 3. 147.

(f) Certainly ; surely.

Certes ouersome know it shal surely.

And then in hert gret dole shall haue truely !

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2798.

(g\) VerUy.

Jhesu answeride, and seyde to him, Treuli, treuli, I seye
to thee, no but a man schal be born agen, he may not see
the kyngdoni ot God. Wyclif, John ill. 3.

2. According to law ; legitimately.

Leontes lis] a jealous tyrant ; his innocent babe truly

begotten. Shak., W. T., iii. 2. 185.

3. In deed; in truth; In reality; in fact: often

used emphatically, sometimes expletively.

Treuly that is a gret Myracle of God.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 48.

Truely Aristotle himselfe in his discourse of Poesie

plainely deterniineth this question.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 35.

Truly, madam, I suspect the house to be no better than
it should be. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

trumeau (trij-mo' ), n.
;
pi. trumeaux (-moz' )• [^

F. trumeau, a leg of beef, a pier, pier-glass.]
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trtunpet

The elephant curled up his trunk, gave one shrill trum-
pet, and made 08 into the bush. SI, Nicholas, XVII. 845.

6. A funnel- or trumpet-shaped conductor or
guide used in many forms of drawing, doubling,
spuming, or other machines to guide the sliv-

ers, rovings, yarns, wire, or other materials to
the machine, and at once to compact them. It

is made in many shapes, but in all the flaring
trumpet-mouth is suggested.— 6. The flaring
mouth of a draw-head of a railway-car, serving
to guide the coupling to the pin or other fasten-
ing.— 7. A trumpet-shell or sea-trumpet ; atri-
ton. See cuts under f/ia«i2and3VitoH.— 8. One
of the pitcher-plants, Sarracenia flava. Sec
trunqyetleaf.—Teast, of txumpets, a feast among thi
Jews, enjoined by the law of Moses, held, as a celebration
of the New Year, on the first and second days of the month
Tisri, the seventh month of the Jewish civil year and the
first of the ecclesiastical year. It derived its name from
the especial use of trumpets in its s».>leninities.— FIOUTlSll
of trumpets. See/foumA.—Hearing-trumpet. .Same
as ear-frMm;*^— Marine tnmipet. Same as gea-tniin-
pel—SpeaMng trumpet. See speakiiv/trumpet— To
blow one's own tnmipet. See w»ui.— Trumpet
marine. Same as sea-trumpet.

trumpet (trum'pet), V. [< F. trompeter = Sp.
trompetear = It. tromhettare ; from the noun.]
1. trans. 1. To publish by soiuid of trumpet;
hence, to blaze or noise abroad

;
proclaim ; cel-

ebrate.
So tart a favour

To trumpet such good tidings

!

Shak., A. andC.,H. 6. 39.

2. To form with a swell or in the shape of a
bell or funnel.

Their ends [of wire) were passed into two small trum-
peted holes in a stout brass plate and soldered to the back
of the plate. Philos. Mag., 5th ser., XXVIII. 9S.

n. intrans. To sound a trumpet; also, to
emit a loud trumpet-Tike sound or cry, as an
elephant.

They [elephants] became confused and huddled, and
jostled each other until one old bull, furiously trumpeting,
led the way to the shore. St. yichUeU, XVII. 763.

tnunpet-animalcTlle (tmm'pet-an-i-mal'kul),
«. A steutor. See cuts under FollicuUna and
Sleiihir.

trmnpet-ash (trum'pet-ash), n. See trumpet-
ereeper.

trompet-banner (trum'pet-ban'fer), n. A small
flag attached to a trumpet so as to hang down
and be displaj-ed when the trumpet is sounded.
In the middle age« it was customary to depict upon the
flag the arms of the noble in whose service the trumpet
was sounded.

trumpet-call (trum'pet-kal), n. A call by the
soimd of the trumpet; hence, any loud or im-
perative summons to action
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60 pounds—Sergeant trumpeter. See sergeant.—
Trumpeter's muscle, in una*., the buccinator.—Trum-
peter-swan. See def. 6.

./<^«^

Tnimpctcr-swan {Oior buciinaror).

trumpet-fish (trum'pet-fish), 7(. 1. A fish of
the family Centrisddse, as Centriscus scolopax;
a bellows-fish or sea-snipe : so called from the
long tubular snout. See cut under snipe-fish.— 2. A fish of the family Fistulariidm ; a to-
bacco-pi|)e fish.

trumpet-flower (trum'pet-flou''6r), n. 1. A
plant of the genus Tecoma or of the allied genus
Bignonia : so called with reference to the shape
of the flowers. The best-known, perhaps, is T. radi-
cans, the trumpet-creeper. T. graiidijlora, the great
trumpet-flower of China and Japan, is a less hardy and
less high-climbing, but even more showy vine, having
orange-scarlet bell-shaped flowers 3 inches broad, borne in
clusters, each flower drooping. T. gtaim, the shrubby trum-
pet-flower, is a neat shiub 4 feet high with lemon-yellow
flowers in large clusters, hardy only southward. Green-
house species are T. Capensis of South Africa with curved
orange flowers, and T. jamninoides ut Australia with white
flowers purple in the throat. Bignonia capreolata of the
southern United States, the cross-vine or quarter-vine (see
both words!, or tendriled trumpet-flower, has large red-
dish-yellow flowers borne singly, and is moderately hardy
at the north. B. remtsta from Brazil is a gorgeous green-
bouse climber with scarlet flowers.

2. One of various plants of other genera, as
Solan(lra,Brunfelsia,Catalpa(7fe&tlaA\es),B,rL(i
7>a<^(^•a, especially Z>.5Mareo?cnsand other South
American species, being trees with pendent
blossoms— Evergreen trumpet-flower, the yellow
Jasmine, QeUemiuin ^niiK'nircnn, onct- classed in the ge-
nus Bii/nonui.— Peach-colored trumpet-flower, So-
landra grandifiuni. Shrubby trimipet-flower. See
def. 1.—TendrUed trumpet-flower. See def. 1.—Vir-
ginian trumpet-flower, a foreign name of the trumpet-
creeper.

trumpet-fly (trum'pet-fli), n. Same as gray-

trumpet-conch (trum'pet-kongk), n. A trum- trumpet-gall (trum'pet-gal), n. A small trum-
pet-shell; amemberof the IVitowwte. See cut pet-shaped gall occurring commonly upon
uniler7n?o«. ,,,-.,> .

grape-vines in the United States. The adult fly
trumpet-creeper (trum pet-kre'per), n. A fs not known, but from the gall alone the species has been
woody climbing vine, Tecoma radicans, native in called by Osten Sacken Cecidomyia mlis-viticola.

the south of the United States, and cultivated trumpet-gourd (trum'pet-g6rd),». See^ourrf,!.
elsewhere for ornament. Itbearspinnateleaveswith trum|)et-noney8Uckle (trum'pet-hun'i-suk-l),
nine- or eleven-toothed leaflets, and flowers with a tubular "• see honei/suckie, 1.
funnelfonn corolla approaching 3 inches in length. It is trumpeting (trum'pet-ing), n. [< trumpet +
quite hardy and a vigorouB grower, climbing high trees, or .,„„1 1 1 The net of aniinditKT a triiTmCot r^f
covering walls, by means of aerial rootlets. It is at iU ". .'.J ^'. ^ "^ act ot sounaing a trumpet, ot

best in alluvial soils southward. More often, but less
specifically, called trumpet-flower, sometimes trumpet-vine
and trumpet-ash. See cut under Bignoniaceae.

trumpeter (trum'pet-*r), n. [= D. trompetter
= G. Dan. trompeter = Sw. trumpetare; as
trumpet + -erl. Cf. OF. trompeteur, trompet

truncate

trumpet-reed (trum'pet-red), n. See reed^.
trumpetry (trum'pet-ri),». [< trumpet + -\e)ry.'[

Trumpets collectively. [Bare.]
A prodigious annual pageant, chariot, progress, and flour-

ish of trumpetry.
Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, Thorns in the Cushion.

trumpet-shaped (trum'pet-shapt), a. Formed
like a trumpet; specifically, in zool. and hot.,
tubular with one end dilated, like a trumpet.
trumpet-shell (tmm'pet-shel), n. A shell of
the genus Triton, as T. tritonis; any one of the
Tritonidse ; a triton ; a sea-trumpet. These concha
attain a large size, some being a foot or more in length, and
are used for blowing upon like trumpets. The name ex-
tends to any conchs which are or may be blown. See cuts
under chank'^ and Triton.

trumpet-tone (trum'pet-ton), n. The soimd or
sounding of a trumpet; hence, a loud voice:
generally in the plural : as, proclaim the truth
in trumpet-tones.

trumpet-tongued (trum'pet-tungd), a. Hav-
ing a tongue vociferous as a trumpet.

His virtues
Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against
The deep damnation of his taking-off.

Shak., Macbeth, L 7. 19.

trumpet-tree (trum'pet-tre), n. A tree, Cecro-
pia peltata, with hollow stem and very large
peltate leaves. Also trumpetwood and snake-
wood.
trumpet-vine (trum'pet-vin), n. Same as trum-
pet-ercepcr—Trumpet-vine seed-worm, the larva of

emitting a trumpet-like sound, or of publishing
by or as by sounding a trumpet.— 2. In coal-
mining, a division made in a shaft for ventila-
tion or other purposes, what is generally called
trumpeting is a compartment or passageway built verii-
cally along one comer of the shaft by an arched brattice

teur; also Sp. trompetero = Pg'. trombeteiro = ^I,^"'^* ;. „s » /^ , 4. , ^ a
It. trombettiere.-i {. One who sounds a trum- trumpet-jasmine (trum pet-jas'min), n. See

pet leaima.
trumpet-keck (trum'pet-kek), n. See Iceck^.

trumpet-lamp (tmm'pet-lamp), n. The name
given by cnal-rainers in England to the Mueseler
or Belgian safety-lamp. See safety-lamp,
trumpetleaf (tmm'pet-lef), «. One of several
species of Sarracenia or pitcher-plent, found in
the southern United States, witn leaves more

8. 36.

Trumpeters,
With brazen din blast you the city's ear.

Shak., A. and C, iv.

2. One who proclaims or publishes.

Is it not meant damnable in us, to be trumpeters of our
unlawful intents

!

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 32.

3. A breed of domestic pigeons, so called from
the peculiarity of their cooing. There are sev-
eral color-varieties.— 4. A South American
bird of the genus Psophia or family Psophiidse.
The common or gold-breasted trumpeter is P. crepitans ;
there are several others. .See cut under agami.
5. The trumpeter-swan, Olor buccinator, the
largest swan of North America, distinguished
from the common swan, or whistler, bv having
no yellow spot on the bill, which is also differ-
ently shaped, the nostrils occupying a different
relative position, as well as by its notably larger

like trumpets than like pitchers. Of these 5. ytaco,
yellow trumpetleaf or trumpets, has yollow flowers, and
erect leaves from 1 to 3 feet long with an open mouth and
erect hood ; S. variolaris, spotted trumpetleaf, also yel-
low-flowered, has the leaves spotted toward the end,
broadly winged, with an ovate hood overarching the
mouth ; S. rubra, red-flowered trumpetleaf, has crimson
flowers and slender leaves, with an erect hood around the
mouth ; and S. Drummondii. great trumpetleaf. has simi-
lar but longer leaves, with the hood variegated and pur-
ple-veined, the flowers deep-purple and very large,

trumpet-lily (trum'pet-lil'i), «. The calla-lily,

Richardia Africana; also, Liliutn longiflorum,
and some other true lilies.

A head
size. It Inhabits chiefly western parta of the continent, . . . ,^ , ^ -«. ,
but has been seen In Canada. See cut in next column, and trumpct-majOr ftrum pet-ma'jor), n.
compare hooperi, a name of an English swan. tnimiiotir i 11 a Ijiind or regiment.
6. A large food-fish of New Zealand and Aus- trumpet-milkweed (trum'pet-milk''wed), n.
tralian waters, r.ritris hecateia, belonging to the Same as wild lettuce (b) (which see, under Ut-
familyCirrffK/a", and attaining a weight of about tuce). Also trumpetweed.

1 runi[,et-vine Seed-worm (Ctydonoftermt ttcomK).

a, part of pod broken so as to show larva, natural sire : 6, larva,
side view ; t, pupa, ventral view ; </, male moth expanded : e, female
moth at rest ; /, hole from which moth issued. (Hair-lines siiow
natural sizes.)

a tortricid moth, Clydonopleron tecoma, which lives In the
seed ix>ds of the trumpet-creeper, Tecoma radicans.

trumpetweed (trum'pet-wed), n. 1. A large
South .Airiean seaweed : same as sea-trumpet, 2.— 2. The joepye-weed or gravelroot, Eupatori-
umpurpurcum: so called from the use to which
the stems are put by children.

They were hidden and shaded by the broad-leaved horae-
and trumpet-weeds in the fence-row.

The Century, XXXVI. 80.

3. Same as wild lettuce (b) (which see, under
lettuce).

trumpet'WOOd (trum' pet-wid), n. Same as
trumpet-tree.

trumpie (tmm'pi), n. [Origin obscure.] A
skua-gull or jager. See cuts under skua and
Sfercorarius. [Orkneys.]
truncal (trung'kal), a. [< L. truncus, trunk, +
-al.} Of or pertaining to the truncus or trunk
of the body.
truncate (tmng'kat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. trun-

cated, ppr. truncating, [< L. truncatus, pp. of
trMwcare, cut off, reduce to a trunk: see trunk, v,"}

1. To reduce in size or quantity by cutting;
cut down; maim.
The examples are too often Injudiciously truncated.

Johnson, Diet., Pret.

2. In crystal., to cut off an angle or edge by a
plane section.

If a rhorabohedron be positioned so as to rest upon one
of its apices, the faces of one hexagonal prism would
truncate the lateral edges of the rhombohedron, while the
faces of the other hexagonal prism would truncate its

lateral solid angles. Kiicyc. Brit., XVI. 848.

Truncated cone or pyramid, a cone or a pyramid whose
vertex is cut oU by a plane parallel to its base ; the frus-



Truncate I^af of
Tulip-tree.

Truncation of the
Edges of a Cube by
Doaecahedral Planes.

truncate

tain of a cone or pyramid. See cut under fru^um.—
Truncated cube, cuboctabedron, dodecahedron,
icosabedron, Icosldodecahedron, octabedron, tet-
rahedron, ^ee the nouns.

troncate (tnmg'kiit), a. [< L. truncatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Truncated. Specifically— (o) In

bot, appearing as if cut short at the tip

by a transverse line, as the leaf of the
tulip-tree, Liriodendron Tulip{fera. (6)

In zoul. and anat^ cut off ; cut short

;

shortened by the removal of a part from
either end. Especially—(1) Cut squarely
off; cut straight across; hence, square,
straight, or even at the end, as if so cut

:

as, the truncate tail of a fish or a bird.

(2) In coiich., broken off, as the apex of

a conical or spiral shell ; having lost the
point of the spire.— Truncate eljrtra, those elytra which
are cut off squarely at the apex, leaving the tip of the ab-
domen exposed. See Truncatipennes,

tnincately (trung'k^t-li), adv. In a truncate
maimer; so as to be or to seem truncated.

truncation (trung-ka'shon), n. [< LL. iriinca-

tio{n-), < L. truncare, pp. truncatus, cut off:

see truncate.'] 1. The act of truncating, or
the state of being truncated ; also, a truncated
part.

Decreeing judgment of death or tru7ication of mem-
bers. Prynne, Huntley's Breviate (1637), p. 48.

2. In crystal., the replacement of an angle (or

edge) by a crystalline face.
In truncation proper, the replacing
face malces equal angles with the
adjacent faces ; otherwise it is said
to be obliqtie,

Truncatipennes (trung-ka-ti-

pen'ez), n. pi. [NL., < L.
truncatus, cut off, + penna, a
wing.] An artificial group of
caraboid beetles, correspond-
ing to some extent with the
family Bracliinidx: so called from the trunca-
tion of the elytra in the typical forms. Latreille.

tmncatosinuate (tmng-ka-to-sin'u-at), a. [<
L. truncatus, truncate, -I- sinuatus, sinuate.] In
entom., truncate, with a sinus or slight inward
curve on the edge of the truncation.

truncature (tmng'ka-tur), n. [= It. tronca-
tura, < L. truncare, pp. truncatus : see truncate.']

In zoiil., same as truncation.

truncbt (trunch), re. [Also tronch; < OP. tranche,

a fern, form of trotic, trunk : see trunk.] A stake
or small post.

In the midst of them were four little tranches knocked
into the ground, and small sticks laid over, on which they
hung their pots, and what they had to seeth.
Mourt'sjoumai, in New England's Memorial, App., p. 352.

trunclieon (trun'chon), re. [Formerly also trun-

chion; < ME. trunchon, trunchone, trunchyne, tron-

chon, tronchoun, < OP. trongoti, tronson, a trun-
cheon, a thick slice, a piece cut off, P. trongon
(= Pr. tronso, ironcho, trenson = Sp. troncon =
It. troncone), dim. of tronc, a stump, trunk: see
trunk.] 1. A trunk, stock, or stump, as of a
tree ; hence, a tree the branches of which have
been lopped off to produce rapid growth.

And tho bowis grewen out of stockis or trorwhons, and
the tronchong or schaftis grewen out of the roote.

Bp, Pecock, Kepressor, i. 6.

2. The shaft of a spear or lance.

He foyneth on his feet with his tnynchoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1757.

They carry also the truTicheons of their Lances with their
Standards and Ensignes trailing along the ground.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 304.

3. A short staff; a club; a cudgel. Prompt.
Parv., p. 504.

One with a broken tmnchemi deals his blows.
Drydeii, Pal. and Arc, lii. 612.

4. A baton or staff of authority; specifically,

in her., the staff of the earl marshal of England.
Two of these truncheons are borne saltierwise behind the
escutcheon of the Duke of Norfolk, who is hereditary earl
marshal, iiee marshal's staf, uwier marshal^

.

Well, believe this, . . .

The marshal's truncheon, nor the judge's robe.
Become them with one half so good a grace
As mercy does. Shak., M. for M., il. 2. 61.

No sooner are the Three Strokes given, but out jumps
Four Trunchion Officers from fheir Hovel, and with a sort
of ill mannerly Reverence receive him at the Grate.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[II. 243.

truncheon (trun'chon), i'. t. [< truncheon, re.]

To beat or belabor with a truncheon or club

;

cudgel.

An captains were of my mind, they would trunch&m
you out, for taking their names upon you before you have
earned them. 5A<t*., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 164.

truncheoned (trun'chond), a. [< truncheon +
-ed'^.] Furnished witli a truncheon ; hence, by
extension, armed with a lance or other long-
handled weapon.
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tmncheoneert (trun-chon-er' ), re. [< truncheon
+ -cer.] Same as truncheoner.

truncheonert (trun'chpn-er), n. [< truncheon +
-er^.] A person armed with a cudgel or staff.

I ... hit that woman, who cried out "Clubs!" when
I might see from far some forty troncheoners draw to her
succor, which were the hope o' the Strand, where she was
quartered. Sh/ik., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 54.

trunchonlf, « A Middle English spelling of
truncheon.

trunchon^t, re. [Also tronchon; appar. connect-
ed with trunchon'^, truncheon.] An intestinal

worm. Prompt. Parv., p. 504.

truncus (tnmg'kus), re.; pi. tritnci (trun'si). [L.:

see trunk.] 1. In bot., the stem or trunk of a
tree.— 2. In 2odl., the trunk; the axial part of

an animal minus the head, limbs, and tail. See
soma^.— 3. The main stem or trunk of a nerve
or vessel of the body.—4. In entom., the thorax.
—Extensor truncl Same as erector spinas (which see,

under erector).—Truncus arteriosus, an arterial trunk

;

the main trunk of the arterial system, in most cases more
distinctively named. See pylangium.

trundle (tmn'dl), n. [A var. of trendle, trindle.]

1. A wheel small in diameter, but broad and
massive so as to be adapted to support a heavy
weight, as the wheel of a caster.— 2. A small
wheel or pinion having its teeth formed of cyl-

inders or spindles: same as lantern-wheel.— 3.

One of the spindles of such a wheel.— 4. A
small carriage with low wheels; a truck.— 5.

Atrundle-be(l.— 6. Inher., a quill of threadfor
embroiderers, usually represented as a spool
or reel, and the thread as of gold.

trundle (tmn'dl), v. ; pret. and pp. trundled,

ppr. trundling. [< OF. trondeler, trundle ; ult.

a var. of trendle, trindle.] I. intrans. 1. To
roll, as something on low wheels or casters;

move or bowl along, as a round body; hence,
to move with a rolling gait.

Betty. They are gone, sir, in great Anger.
Petulant. Enough, let 'em trundle.

Congreve, Way of the World, i. 9.

Fast our goodman trundled down the hill.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 203.

The four horses . . . seemed dwarfed by the blunder-
ing structure which trundled at their heels.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 11.

2. To revolve ; twirl.

And there he threw the wash about.
On both sides of the way,

Just like unto a trundling mop.
Cowper, John Gilpin.

II. trans. 1. To roll, or cause to roll, as a
circular or spherical thing or as something on
casters or low wheels: as, to trundle a hoop; to

trundle a wheelbarrow ; hence, to cause to move
off with a rolling gait or pace.

She took an apple out of her pocket.
And trundled it along the plain.

Sir Hugh (Child's Ballads, III. 336).

They . . . who play at nine holes, and who (rwndie little

round stones. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1089.

I'll clap a pair of horses to your chaise that shall trundle

you off in a twinkling.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

TruTuUing the hoop is a pastime of uncertain origin.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 490.

2. To cause to revolve; twirl: as, to trundle a

mop.
The English workman attains the same result by trun-

dling the glass during reheating, and by constantly with-
drawing it from the source of heat. Glass-making, p. 65.

trundle-bed (trun'dl-bed), n. A low bed mov-
ing on casters, and designed to be pushed under
a high bed when not in use ; a truckle-bed.

My wife and I in the high bed in our chamber, and AVil-

let in the trundle-bed, which she desired to lie in, by us.

Pepys, Diary, IIL 269.

trundle-head (trun'dl-hed), h. 1. The wheel
that turns a millstone.— 2. Naut., the drum-
head of the lower member of a double capstan.
— 3. One of the end disks of a trundle-wheel.

trundle-shot (tmu'dl-shot), «. A projectile

consisting of a bar of iron sharpened at both
ends and having near each end a ball of lead

:

so called because it turns in its flight.

trundletail (tmn'dl -tal), n. 1. A curled or

curly tail, as a dog's.

Like a poor cur, clapping his trundle tail

Betwixt his legs.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iii. 3.

2. A dog with such a tail. Formerly also grin-

dletail.
Hound or spaniel, brach or lym.
Or bobtail tyk^or trundle-taU.

Shak., Lear, Ui. 6. 73.

Also trindletail.

trundle-'Wheel (trun'dl-hwel), «. In mach.,

same as lantern-wheel.

trunk

trunk (trungk), H. [< ME. trunke, truncke =
MI), tronck, D. tronk, < OF. (and F.) tronc, the
trunk, stock, or body of a tree, a trunk or head-
less body, also the alms-box in churches, = Pr.
tronc = Sp. Pg. It. tronco, < L. truncus, a stock,
trunk, < truncus, OL. troncus, cut off, maimed,
mutilated. Hence ult. (< L. truncus) E. trun-
cate, trunch, truncheon, etc. Cf. Lith. trinku,

block, log.] 1. The woody stem of a tree, from
which the branches spring.

Lowe on the truncke as wounde him in the rynde,
A lite humoure whenne oute of it is ronne,
With chaved ciey the wounde ayein to bynde.

Palladius, llusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 212.

2. In arch., the shaft of a column ; the part be-
tween the base and the capital. The term is

sometimes used to signify the die or body of a
pedestal. See cut under coZMwm.— 3. The main
part or stem of a branching organ or system of
organs, considered apart from its ramifications:
as, the trunk of an artery, a vein, or a nerve

;

the trunk of a zoophyte or coral. Also truncus. J— 4. The human body or that of an animal with- ij

out the head and limbs, and, in animals, the
tail, or considered apart from these ; in literary
use, the body, in entomology the trunk Is the body ex- j
elusive of the head, legs, wings, and elytra ; the word was !
used by the older entomologists in describing those in- m
sects which have the thorax closely united to the abdo- '

men, as the beetles and grasshoppers. The trunk was
said to be distinct when it was separated from the head.
Some entomologists, following Kabricius, restrict tru}ik

to the thorax (in which sense also truncus).

To hold opinion with Pythagoras,
That souls of animals infuse themselves
Into the (run*« of men.

Shak., M. of V.,lv. 1. 133.

What new friend have I found, tliat dares deliver
This loaden trunk from his afflictions?

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 3.

Now his troops
Covered that earth they had fought on with their truiiks.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6. . fi

111 hazard M
My head, III work the senseless trunk t' appear 4
To him aa it had got a second being. I

Massinger, Duke of Milan, v. 2. I

5. A receptacle with stiff sides and a hinged
cover or upper part, used especially for carry-

ing clothes, toilet articles, etc., for a journey.

To tie like pawns locked up in chests and trunks.
Shak., K. John, v. 2. 141.

Then for to show I make nae lie,

Look ye my trunk, and ye will see.

Lord Dim/Kail (Child's Ballads, I. 292).

John soon after arrives with her trunks, and is installed

in her school. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 219.

6. In fishing, an iron hoop with a bag, used to

catch crustaceans. E. II. Knight.— 7. A tube
of various kinds and uses, (ot) A speaking-tube.

This fellow waits on him now in tennis court socks, or
slippers soled with wool : and they talk each to other in a
trunk. B. Jonson, Epiccene, i. 1.

Are there no trujiks to convey secret voices ?

Shirley, Traitor, iii. 1.

(6t) A telescope.

Oh, by a trunk ! I know i^ a thing no bigger than 8
flute-case: a neighbor of mine, a spectacle-maker, has
drawn the moon through it at the bore of a whistle, and
made it as great as a drum-head twenty times, and brought
it within the length of this room to me, I know not how
often. B. Jonson, World in the Moon,

(ct) A pea- or bean-shooter ; a long tube through which
peas, pellets, etc., were driven by the force of the breath.

While he shot sugar-plums at them out of a trunk which
they were to take up. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 37-

In a shooting trunk, the longer it is, to a certain limit.

the swifter and more forcibly the air drives the pellet.

Bay.

(d) A boxed passage for air to or from a blast-apparatus
or blowing-engine ; an air-shaft, (e) A boxed passage up
or down which grain or flour is conveyed in an elevator
or mill. (/) A box-tube used to send attle or rubbish
out of a mine, or to convey coal to a wagon or heap,
broken quartz from a mill to the stamps, etc. (ff) A long,

narrow trough which was formerly used in Cornwall in

dressing copper- and tin-slimes, (h) A wooden box or
pipe of square section in which air is conveyed in amine.
(Bristol, Eng., coal-fleld.] (i) A kibble. [Yorkshire, Eng.)

8. A trough to convey water from a race to a
water-wheel, etc. ; a flume ; a penstock.— 9.

In trunk-engines, a section of pipe attached to

a piston and moving longitudinally with it. its

diameter being suiHcient to allow one end of

the connecting-rod to be attached to the crank
and the other end directly to the piston, thus
dispensing with an intermediate rod : used in

marine engines for driving propellers, also in

some stationary steam-engines, and extensively

in caloric engines.— 10. A proboscis: a long
snout; especially.theproboseisofthe elephant;
less frequently, the proboscis of other animals,

as butterflies, flies, mosquitos and other gnats,

and certain mollusks and worms. See the ap-
plications of proboscis.—1 1 . pi. Tr«nk-h«se.



trunk
He look'd, in his old velvet trunks

And his slic d Spanish jerljin, like Don John.
Beau, and Ft., Captain, iii. 3.

Red striped cotton stockings, with full trunks, dotted
red and black.

Mayheur, London Labour and London Poor, III. 120.

12. Ill hat-manu/.. the tube or directing pas-
sage in a machine for fonuingthe bodiesothats,
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trunk-ligllt (trungk'nt), II. A skylight placed
over a trunk, or boxed shaft.

trunk-line (tnmgk'lin), «. The main line, as
of a railway or canal, from which branch-lines
diverge.

trunkmailt (tnmgk'mal), M. Same as trunk, 5.
Sometimes trunkmale. Scott, Monastery, xv.

which confines the air-cuiTCnts, and guides the ^f^^'^^^il (t™"g'^''i^l)» « A nail with a
fibers of fur from the picker to the cone. E.
H. Knii/ht.— 13. pi. Same as troll-madam or
pHjeoiiholcs. Cotgrare, 1(511.

trunk (trungk), D. t. [< ME. trunlen. < OF. (and
¥.)tronquer= iiy. Pg. troncar, triotcar= It. troii-

care, truncarc, < L. truncare, lop, maim, muti-
late, < truncus, lopped, maimed : see tniuk, and trunk-sleeve (trungk'slev), n,

large, ornamental, convex head, used for trunks
and for cheap coffins.

trunk-road (trungk'rod), n. A highway; a
main road.

cf. truHcale.l If. To lop off: curtail; truncate.

Eke sum her aged vynes wol repare.
And trunke hem of alle hie above grounde.

PaUadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 107.

2. To separate, as tin or copper ore, from the
worthless veinstone, by the use of the trunk.
What [copper ore] runs off the hindmost part of the pit 4. , . _xi /^ " ,, "

... is slimy, and must be trunked, buddledl and tozed as trunK-tUrtle_(trungk ter "tl), n.
the slimy tin. Burlase, Nat. Hist. Cornwall.

trunkal (tnmg'kal), a. Same as truncal.
trunk-alarm (tningk'a-liinn'), H. A device . ,

for souniling an alarm'when a trunk is opened, trunk-workt (trungk'wferk), ». Work involv-
trunkback (trungk'bak), H. The trunk-turtle '"^ concealment or secrecy, as by means of a
or Icatlicrback. See cut under feo//(erfc«cA-. trunk,

trunk-bearer (tnm<jk'bar*er), H. Any probos- This has been some stair-work, some trunku:ork some
cidilirous gastropod. /'. P. Carpenter. hehind-door work. Shak., W. T., iii. 3. 75.

trunk-brace (trtingk'bras),n. Oneof thestrap.s trunnellf.n. An obsolete variant of <)U«d/e.
or tapes which support the lid of a trunk when trunnel- (trun'el), 11. A variant of treenail.
raised, and prevent it from falling backward, trunnion (trun'yon), n. [< OF. trogmn, tron-
trunk-breecnes (trungk'brich "ez), ». pi. Same giion, the trunk or stump of a tree, F. trognoii, a

Englebourne was situated on no trunk road.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xxiil.

„ ,, A sleeve of
which a part, usually that covering the upper
arm, is ptiffed or made very full and stiff: so
called from analogy with trunk-hose.

Tat. (Reads.) "Witli & trunk sleeve."
Gru. I confess two sleeves.

Shak., T. of the .S., iv. 3. 142.

trunk-stay_(tmngk'sta), «. A trunk-brace.

,, - 1. A species
of tortoise, Testmlo arcuata.—2. The leather-
back, ])ermochrly.i (or Spliargis) coriaceus. See
lit under leatherback

V

tniii/.-hiisf. ^Iniuy, Knickerbocker, p. 321.
trunk-cabin (tnmgk'kab'in), 11. yaut., a
cabin partly below and partly above the spar-
deck.

trunk-case (trungk'kas), n. In entom., that
Ijart of tiie integument of a pupa which covers
tlic thorax.

trunked itrungkt). a. [< trunk + -erf2.] 1.
Having a trunk, in any sense: generally used
in compounds
Strong and veW-truncked Trees of all sort*.

HouxU. Vocall Forrest (ed 1645) p 32.

2. In her.

when the

stump, stalk, core, < Ironc, Iron, a stock, trunk:
see trunk, and cf. truncheon. The F. word for
'trunnion' is ti>urillon.'\ 1. One of the cylin-
drical projections on the sides of a cannon, cast
or forged in one piece with the cannon itself,
which support it on its carriage. In the United
States artillery service the diameter of the trunnion in
smooth-liore guns has generally been equal to the diame-
ter of the bore. See cut under houitzer.

2. In steam-engines, a hollow gudgeon on each
side of an oscillating cylinder, which supports
the cylinder, and through which steam is re-
ceived and exhausted.

(a) Having a trunk: used only trunnioned(trun'yond), a. [< trunnion + -e(P'.'i
trunk is of a different tincture Provided with truni'iions, as the cylinder of an

from the rest of the bearing: as, a tree vert oscillating steam-engine.
trunked azure. (6) Couped of all its branches trunnion-lathe (trun'yon-laTH), n. A lathe
and roots— that is, having them cut short so as especially designed for 'forming the trunnions
to show only stiimps. (c) Same as caboshed.— of onlnaiice or of oscillating cylinders. Ji. H.""

• -
-

Knight.

trunnion-plate (trun'yon-plat),M. l. A raised
rim forming a shoulder around the trunnion on

3 Truncated; beheaded.
The trutteked beast fast bleeding did him fowly dight

Spenser, F. «., II. r. 4.

trunk-engine (trungk'en'jin), n. See engine.
trunk-fisn (tmngk'fish), n. Anv ostraciont.
trunkful (trungk'fiil), n. [< trunk -I- -ful.) As
nine 1 1 as a trunk will hold,
trunk-hose (tmngk'hoz), n. pi. Properly, that
part of the hose which covered the trunk or

the side of the gun.— 2. A plate of iron cover-
ing the top of a wooden gun-carriage on each
side, and carried down into the recess for the
trunnion so as to take the weight of the gun, truss (trus). n. [< ME. trusse = MHO. trosse. G.

truss

tie, tuck up, truss, = It. toreiare, twist, wrap,
tie, < ML. 'tortiare, < L. tortus, pp. of torquere,
twist: see tort^. Cf. to)r/(l,<ML. tor«o,atorch,
orig. a piece of twisted rope. Hence ult. truss,
n., trouse, trousers, troH.sseuu.] 1, trans. 1. To
tie up

;
pack in a bimdle ; bundle : often with

up.
It was trussed up in his walet.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T.. 1. 681.
Within fewedayes after [Nicuesalcommaunded them to

trusse vp theyr packes, and make them redye to departe
Peter Martyr (tv. in Edens first Books on Ameiica,

[ed. Arber, p. 112).

You might haue truss'd him and all his Apparell into an
Eele-skinne. .SA«*., 2 Hen. IV. (folio 1623), iii. 2. 350.

2. To tie, bind, or fasten : sometimes with up.
And [they) hadde the heed of the Geaunte trussed at

Bediuers sadell by the heir. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 650.

Then Beauty stept before the bar, whose breast and neck
were bare,

U'ith hair trttsst up.
A Praise of Mistress Hyce (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 38).

3. Specifically, to adjust and draw closely the
garment or garments of, as a person; also, to
draw tight and tie, as laces or points.

Trusse his poyntes. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

The Consul Silla, wheji he sawe Julius Caesar, being a
young man euill trussed, and worse girt, . . . said vnto
all those of his band, beware of ill girt youth, that although
he appeareth to be such, yet this is he that shal tyrannize
the citie of Rome, and be the ruine of my house.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 165.

Enter AUwit in one of Sir Walter's suits, and Davy truss-
ing him. Middteton, Chaste Maid, ii. 3.

4. To seize and hold firmly; seize and carry
off: said especially of birds of prey.

Brave falcons that dare truss sl fowl
Much greater than themselves.

Chapman, hussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

5. To make fast, as the wings of a fowl to the
body preparatory to cooking it ; skewer.
The second course was two ducks trtissed up in the form

of nddles. Sm/t, Gulliver's Travels, ill. 2.

6. To hang : usually with up.

The Jury such, the Judge unjust

:

Sentence was said I should be trusst.
Gascoigne (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 63).

I have been provost-marshal twenty years,
And have truss'd up a thousand of these rascals.

Beau, niul Fl., Little I'rench Lawyer, v. 3.

7. In building, to furnish with a truss; suspend
or support by a truss.— 8t. To drive off; rout.

The Brehaignons went out thaim faste trussing,
Wheroff Brehaigne was nstoned sore.
And diffendyd thaim felily euerniore.

Itim. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), L 2164.

n.t intrans. 1. To pack; make ready.— 2.
To go; be off: begone, as one who has been
sent packing.

He has nou3wher wel-come for his mony tales.
Bote ouur-al i-hunted and hote [ordered) to trusse.

Piers Plowman (A), ii. 194.

and prevent it from crushing the wood
cut under gun-carriage

body, as distinguished from those parts which trt^^l^OD-nilK ('"'"'yon-ring), « In old-fash-
ioned cannon, a ring cast solid with the piece
and near tlie trunnions, usually between them
and the muzzle. See cut under cannon.

trunnion-sisht (trun 'yon-sit), n. A front sight
placed on the rirobase of a cannon. A lug is
usually left on the curved surface to form a
base for the sight.

trunnion-valve (tnm'yon-valv), n. A valve
attached to or included iii the trunnions of an
oscillating-eylinder steam-engine so as to be
reciprocated by the motions of the cylinder.
Trupialis (tro-pi-a'Iis), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
18.50, after Merrem, 1826), < F. troupiale: see

. rt/.] A genus of Neotropical Icteridm, of
the subfamily Sturnellinie, and very near Sttir-
nella itself, as T. militaris. These birds closely re-
semble the common field.larks or meadow-starlings of the
United States, but have a brickyred color on the parts
which are yellow in the latter. The name was originally
an exact synonym of Agelaus ; in its present sense it is
synonymous with Leisles.

trusht, ». An obsolete form of truss.

trusion (tro'zhon), n. [As if < L. *trusio{n-), <
trHdere,pp.tni)ius, push: see threat. Cf. intru-
sion.'} The act of pushing or thrusting. [Now
rare.]

See tross, < OF. (and F.) trousse = Pr. trossa = Sp.
traja = Pg. trouxa, a bundle, pack; from the
verb.] 1. A bundle; pack.

Undir his hede no pllowe was.
But in the stede a trusse of gras.

Horn, of the Rote, 1. 4004.

The halfe of them carying harquebushcs, and the other
halfe Turkish bowes, with their trusses of arrowes.

Bakluyt's Voyages, II. US.
He took his truss and came away with them in the boat

Winthriip. Hist. New England, I. 376.

Specifically— 2. A bundle of hay or straw.
(a) A quantity of hay tied together, and having a definite
weight, usually stated at .50 pounds, but, according to a
statute of Geoi-ge III.. 5(i pounds of old hay or 60 pounds of
new. Statutes of George II. legalized local trusses of 36
pounds in London and 7 pounds in Bristol, (b) A bunch

troopinl.-\ A genus of Neotropical Jcterid^~'ot "J^'l^l^l^±'-°^l^^^^'-.^l'^f'''l'''^^^
«*»"^'J at.sopounds,

:i.. v»...,., ?;...„ ._,f ,,.
quantity'c
haystack, approximately cubical in form.

which is, however, merely the London truss of hay. (c) A
quantity of h.iy cut by a special knife out of the mass of a

Trunk -hose.
I. Charles IX. of France. 1550-74. 3. Robert Carr, Earl of

Somenet (died 1645).

covered the limbs; hence, a garment covering
the person from the waist to the middle of the
thigh or lower, and shaped like a bag through
which the legs are thrust, the whole being usu-
ally made wide and full.

The short Trunk-Uose shall show thy Foot and Knee
Licentious, and to common Eye-sight free.

Prior, Henry and Emma,
were gathered in closely either at

th
The trunk-hose

.

I I ildille of the thigh or at the knee, and then they were *_„^ /f,.,„>
I'bly puffed out as they rose to meet the Jerkin or jacket trUSS ( trus)

wdich was open in front and reached only to the hips
Fncyc. Brit., \1. 471.

Engines and machines work by trusion or pulsion.
Cudworth, Intellectual .System, v. § 5.

By attraction we do not here understand what is im-
properly, though vulgarly, called so in the operations of
diawing, sucking, pumping, <tc., which is really pulsion
and trusion. BcnOey, Boyle Lectures, Sermon vii

3. In hort., a compact tei'minal flower-cluster
of any kind, as an umbel, corymb, or spike.

—

4. In surg., an appliance consisting of a belt
or an elastic steel spring encircling the body,
to which is attached a pad, used in cases of rup-
ture to hinder the descent of the parts, or to

Erevent an increase in size of an irreducible
ernia.— 5. A garment worn in the sixteenth

century and previously: probably so called from
being laced closely to the person.
Thus put he on his arming truss, fair shoes upon his feet,
About him a mandllion. Chapman. Iliad, x. 119.

Puts off his palmer's weed unto his trtMi, which bore
The stains of ancient arms.

V. [< ME. trussen, trushen = MHO.
trossen, < OF. trusser, trosscr, trousser, torser, F.
trousser = Pr. trossar = Sp. trozar, pack, bind.

6t. pi. Trousers;
trnuse, trousers.

Drayton.

tight-fitting drawers. See

We diuide Christ's garment amongest vs in so manie
peeces, and of the vesture of saluation make some of us
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labies and apes coatea, others straight trusses and dluells trUSSel^ (trus'l), n. Same aS trestle'^.

breeches, some gaily gascoynes or a shipmans hose. trUSSeltrCe (trus'l-tre), n. Same as trestletree.

Gasp, canst be close?
^""**' '^-^ ''-"«-' P' ^'^ trusser (U'er), ». One who or that which

Oorg. As ... a pair of trusses to an Irishman's but- trusses.
tocks. Shirley, Love Tricks, i. 1. g^y and straw trvssers. The Engineer, LXVII. 292.

7. In building, a stiff frame; a combination of trussest, n. pi. See truss, 6.

timbers, of iron parts, or of timbers and iron- tniSS-hoop (trus'hop), v. In coopering, a tem-
work, so arranged as to constitute an unyield- porary hoop whicli may be placed around a
ing frame. The simplest example of a truss is the prin-

cipal or main couple of a roof (see cuts under roo.fi and
queen-post), in which the tie-beam is suspended in the mid-
dle by the king-post to the apex of the angle formed by the

meeting of the rafters. The feet of the rafters being tied

barrel and tightened, to draw the staves snug-
ly together or to hold them in position while
one that has become broken or decayed is be-
ing replaced. E. M. Knight.

together by the beam, and being thus incapable of yielding trUSSillK (trus'ing), )?. [Verbal n. of truss, v.']
i.^ *\^.^ Al.,n^ttr^.. r^f *\..^i..i^.^n*^, thai,. ar\ov ItOfntnoa t, i^votl .- . ..V. ^ .. . ,^ . . , . , n
in the direction of tlieir length, their apex becomes a fixed

point, to which the beam is trussed or tied up to prevent
its sagging, and to prevent the rafters from sagging struts

are inserted. There are other forms of truss suited to dif-

ferent purposes, but the conditions are the same in all —
namely, the establishing of fixed points to which the tie-

beam is trussed. Two points of attachment are sometimes
substituted for the single one, and two suspending posts

are required ; these are called queen-posts, and the truss is

called a queen-post truss. The principle of the truss is of

very wide application in bridge-building. Trusses of vari-

ous forms are much used in iron-construction.

8. In arch., a large corbel ormodillion support-

ing a mural monument or any object projecting

In /«(i7rfi)i(7, the timbers, etc., which form a truss.
— Diagonal trussing, in ship-buUding, a particular
method of binding a vessel internally or externally, or
both, by means of a series of wooden or iron braces laid di-

agonally on the framing from one end of the ship to the
other.

trussing-bedt (trus'ing-bed), n. A bed which
could be packed, as in a chest, for traveling.

Halliwell.

trussing-machine (trus'ing-ma-shen"), n. In
coopering, a machine for forcing truss-hoops

E. H. Knight.upon casks.

from the face of a wall. Se7 cros«e<^ fcaXwHh truss-piece (trus'pes), n. A filling piece be-

cut.— 9. In ship-building, a short piece of carved tw'een the compartments of a framed truss. E.

work fitted under the taffrail: chiefly used in ^-o- -"^"W"; ,,,,,, ., .,

small ships.- 10. A heavy iron fitting by which truss-plank (trus'plangk), «. In a railway pas-

the lower yards of vessels are secm-ed to the senger-car, a wide piece of timber fastened on

lower mast and on which they swing. Formerly t^® inside of the car to the posts of the frame

yards were kept in place by trusses of rope which passed directly above the siUs.

round the yard and mast and were kept taut by truss- trUSS-rod (trus'rod), n. A tie-rod fastened to
tackles which were hooked to the truss-pendants.— the ends of a beam and bearing against a Mng-
Howe truss, a beam-truss having its oblique members
in compression and with vertical tie-rods. The counter-

Trusses.

a, Pratt truss ; *, Howe truss.

braces pass between the main obliques.—Linville truss,
a beam-truss of which the web-members are composed of

vertical posts and diagonal rods or bars extending from
the head of one post to the foot of the second post beyond.

—McCallum Inflexible arch-truss, a beam-truss with
an arched upper chord, and inclined struts extending
from it to the abutment end of the lower chord. It has
posts and diagonals, the distance between the former di-

minishing from the middle toward the ends. See fifth cut
underfrrtdsrei.—Mocmain truss. See mocmnm.—Pratt
truss, a beam-truss having vertical posts and inclined
tension-members. See flg. o, above.— Eider truss. See
rider.—Truss-arch bridge. See trussed-arch bridge, un-
der ftridge^.

truss (trus), a. [<<n(«s, «.] Bunchy; stumpy;
stocky ; round and thick.

The tiger-cat is about the bigness of a bull-dog. with
short legs, and a truss body, shaped much like a mastiff.

Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1676.

truss-beam (trus'bem), «. A wooden beam re-

inforced by a tie-rod, or a compound wooden
beam composed of two or more wooden mem-
bers and reinforced by means of a tie-rod, or a
built-up beam of iron arranged in the form of

a truss. The most simple form is a single piece of tim-

ber having an iron tie-rod on the under side secured at

Truss-beams,

rt. with cast-iron strut ; *, with wrought-iron tension-rod.

each end of the beam, serving to resist the strain of ten-

sion on the under side of the beam when carrying a load.

The lower beams of a railroad passenger-car are a good
example. Another and less common form is a wooden
beam having cast-iron struts to resist the strain of com-
pression. Several beams united and reinforced by a tie-

rod may form a compound trnss-beam. Iron truss-beams
have usually only tie-rods of wrought-iron, with some-
times box-beams for the upper chord. Truss-beams are

used in car-building, in roofs of all kinds, and for short
bridges. See beam, truss, and bridged.

truss-block (trus'blok), n. A block between
a truss-rod and the compression-member of a
trussed beam. It keeps the two at their proper
distance apart.

truss-bridge (trus'brij), «. A bridge which de-

pends for its stability upon an application of

the principle of the truss. See bridge^.

trussed (trust), a. [< truss + -ed^i.] 1. Pro-
vided with some form of truss: as, a trussed

roof; a trits.ied beam.— 2. In her., same as

closed, 10 (/) : used of a bird. — Trussed-arch
bridge. See tndsrei.- Trussed girder. See r/irderi, 2.

trussellf (trus'el), n. [ME. trussel, <Oi\ iruus-

sel, F. trousseau, a bundle, dim. of trousse, a
bundle: see tnw«, and cf. trousseou.] A bundle.

post at the middle, or against queen-posts or

truss-blocks between the rod and the beam at

intermediate points. It serves to resist deflec-

tion of the beam.
truss-tackle (trus'tak"l), n. A tackle former-
ly used with rope trusses for lower yards to

truss the yard close in to the mast.
trustl (trust), «. and a. [Also, in a sense now
differentiated, tryst, q. v.; < ME. trust, trost,

also trist, tryst, trest (not found In AS., and in

part of Scand. origin) ; = OFries. trdst, com-
fort, = MD. D. troost, comfort, consolation,

= MLG. trost, consolation, confidence, trust, =
OHG. MHG. trost, G. trost, trust, help, protec-

tion, = Goth, trausti, covenant, treaty, = Icel.

tfaust, trust, protection, shelter, confidence,

reliance, = Sw. Dan. trost, comfort, consolation;

cf . OS. getrost, a following, ML. tritstis, a pledge,

a following; Icel. traustr, adj., safe, strong,

firm; akin to AS. treowe, etc., true, trcowian,

believe, trow, from the Teut. i/ tru : see true,

trow^.'] I. n. 1. Reliance on the veracity, in-

tegrity, justice, friendship, or other virtue or

sound principle of another; a firm reliance on
promises or on laws or principles ; confidence

;

belief.

Always han fuUe trust and beleeve in God oure Sov-

ereyn Lord. Mandeville, Travels, p. 167.

Gramercy! for on you is al my triste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1305.

I hope a true and plain relation of my misfortunes may
be of use and warning to credulous maids, never to put
too much trust in deceitful men.

Stei/t, Story of the Injured Lady.

There did not seem a sufficient number of men worthy
of trust to assist the king with their councils, or fill with
any degree of dignity the places that were vacant.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 121.

2. Confident expectation; assured anticipa-

tion; dependence upon something future or

contingent as if present or actual ; hope.

To desperation turn my trust and hope

!

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 228.

His trust was with th' Eternal to be deem'd
Equal in strength. Milton, P. L., ii. 46.

Sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave,

Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

3. That on which one relies or in which he con-

fides; ground of reliance, confidence, or hope.

Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust.

Ps. xl. 4.

Who in the fear of God didst bear
The sword of power, a nation's trust.

Bryant, Abraham Lincoln.

4. Credit, (a) Mere reliance on the character or rep-

utation of a person or thing, without investigation or evi-

dence : preceded by on : as, to take opinions or statements

on trust.

For we live in an age so sceptical that, as it detei^nines

little, so it takes nothing from antiquity on trust.

Dryden, Dei. of Epil. to 2d pt. Conq. of Granada.

Some . . . taking things upon trust, misemploy their

power of assent by lazily enslaving their minds to the dic-

tates and dominion of others.
Locke, Human Understanding, I. iv. § 22.

trust

(6) Confidence In the ability and intention of one who
does not pay ready money to pay at some definite or in-

definite time in the future : as, to buy or sell on trust.

Ev'n such is time ; which takes in trust

Our youth, our joys, our all we have I

And pays us nought but age and dust.
Raleigh, Ellis's Spec, of Early Eng. Poetry, II. 224.

I fear you must be forced, like the rest of your sisters,

to run in trust, and pay for it out of your wages.
Swift, Advice to Servants (VN aiting-Maid).

5. In laiv : (a) A confidence reposed in a per-

son by making him the nominal owner of prop-
erty which he is to hold, use, or dispose of for

the benefit of another. (6) The right on the

part of such other to enjoy the use or the profits

or to require a disposal of the property for his

benefit, (c) The relation between persons and
property which arises when the legal owner-
ship is given to one person, called the trustee,

and the beneficial enjoyment or advantages of

ownership are given or reserved to another, the
cestui que trust or beneficiary. Property is some-
times said to be held in trust when the possession of it is

intrusted to one person while another remains both legal

and beneficial owner; but this is not technically a trust,

although the person so intrusted in some respects may be
held to the same duty and accountability as a trustee,

and is sometimes spoken of as such.

The fictitious entities characterised by the two abstract

terms trust and condition are not subalternate but dis-

parate. To speak with perfect precision, we should say

that he who is invested with a trust is, on that account,

spoken of as being invested with a condition : viz. the

condition of a trustee.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 26, note.

6. That which is committed or intrusted to

one, as for safe-keeping or use. (a) That which
has been committed to one's care for profitable use or for

safe-keeping, of which an account must be rendered.

Although the advantages one man possesseth more than
another may be called his property with respect to other
men, yet with respect to God they are only a trust. Siri/t.

The English doctrine that all power is a trust for the

public good [was] . . . making rapid progress.
Macaulay, Walpole's Letters.

Public office is a public trust.

Dorman B. Eaton, in Cyc. Polit. Science, I. 479 (ISSl).

(6) Something confided to one's faith ; a charge given or

received in confidence ; something which one is bound in

duty and in honor to keep inviolate ; a duty incumbent
on one.

To violate the sacred trust of silence

Deposited within thee. Milton, S. A., 1. 428.

Humility obliges no Man to desert his Trust, to throw
up his Privilege, and prove false to his Character.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 137.

"If men accept trusts they must fulfill them, my dear,"

cries the master of the house. Thackeray, Philip, xv.

7. Specifically, in mod. com. usage, an organiza-

tion for the control of several corporations un-
der one direction by the device of a transfer by
the stockholders in each corporation of at least

a majority of the stock to a central committee or

board of trustees, who issue in return to such
stockholders respectively certificates showing
in effect that, although they have parted with
their stock and the consequent voting power,
they are still entitled to dividends or to share in

the profits— the object being to enable the trus-

tees to elect directors in all the corporations,

to control and suspend at pleasure the work of

any, and thus to economize expenses, regulate

production, and defeat competition. In a looser

sense the term is applied to any combination of estab-

lishments in the same line of business for securing the
same ends by holding the individual interests of each sul)-

servient to a common authority for the common interests

of all. It is against public policy for a stockholder to di-

vest himself of his voting power ; hence such a transfer

of stock if made is revocable at the pleasure of the maker-
So far as the object of such a combination is shown to be
the control of prices of and the prevention of competition

in the necessaries or conveniences of life, it is held a crimi-

nal act upon the principles which rendered engrossing

and forestalling punishable ; and a corporation which by
corporate act surrenders its powers to the control of a

trust thereby affords ground for a forfeiture of its charter

by the state.

8. The state of being confided in and relied

on ; the state of one to whom something is in-

trusted.

I do profess to be no less than I seem ; to serve him
truly that will put me in trust. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 15.

It seemes when he was deputy in Ireland, not long be-

fore, he had ben much wronged by one he left in trust with
his affaires. Evelyn, Diary, Oct 27, 1676.

9. The state of being confided to another's care

or guard ; charge.

His seal'd commission, left in trust with me.
Doth speak sufficiently he 's gone to traveL

Shak., Pericles, i. 3. 13.

10. Keeping; care.

That which is committed to thy trust. 1 Tim. vi. 20.

lit. Trustworthiness.

A man he is of honesty and trust.

Shak., Othello, i. 3. 285.



trust

In suits which a man doth not well understand, it is good
to refer them to some friend of trust and judgment.

Bacon, Suitors (ed. 1887X

There is not
In any court of Christendom a man
For quality or trust more absolute.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, I. 2.

Active or special trust (in Scots law called accessory

trtist), a trust in which the trustee is clothed with some
actual power of disposition or management which cannot
be properly exercised without his having the legal estate

and right of actual possession: as distinguished from a
simple trust, naked trust, or jxissive trust (in Scots law called

proprietor}/ trust), where the trustee is intended to be
merely a figurehead to hold the apparent title, leaving the
use or control to the beneficiary. Naked or passive trusts

in land are now generally superseded by the rule (intro-

duced originally by the statute of uses (see use), and ex-

tended in the United States by statutes of trusts) that, when
a person attempts to create such a tnist, no estate vests

in the trustee, but the entire and absolute estate vests in

the intended beneficiary.— Bareach of trust. Bee breach.

—Cliarltable Trusts Acts. See cAdntofc^*'.— Con-
structive tanist, the legal relation similar to an ex-

press trust which arises ujwn circumstances which ought
in equity to be dealt with as if there were a trust, irre-

spective of whether one was intended or not : thus, where
a guardian transfers property of the ward without re-

ceiving an equivalent, the person receiving it may be
made accountal)le as holding in trust for the ward by
construction of law, Irrespective of whether he intended
to receive it for the ward's benefit or not.— Declara-
tion Of trust. See declaration.— "Deed Of trust. See
d«d.— Executed trust, (a) Technically, an express
trust the objects and administration of which are so fully

designated as to require no further act on the part of the

creator of the trust to define the duty of the trustee, as
distinguished from an executory trust, or one in which the
instrument of creation reserves the declaration of the uses
or some part thereof for further instructions, (fc) A trust

is also said to be executed when the trustee has performed
his entire duty, (c) When the instrument creating a trust

in land has the effect by virtue of the statute of uses of

vesting the entire estate in the intended beneficiarj-, the
trust is said to he exectded by the statute.-Express trust,
a trust which is created or declared in express terms, and
usually, but not always, in writing, as distinguished from
an implied trust, or one the existence of which is inferred

from the conduct of the parties or the circumstances of
the case. The phrase implied trust is sometimes loosely,

but not improperly, applied to those constructive trusts In

which there may be circumstances indicating that perhaps
the parties intended a trust rather than a fraud.— Im-
plied trust. See expregs trust.~ljx trust, as a trust ; as

a charge ; for safe-keeping, or for the use of another to

whom account is due. - Loan and trust company. See
banlfi, 4.—Naked trust, a nominal or ostensible trust;

a trust in which the trustee is not clothed with the right
of possession or controL By the statute of uses, such
trusts in land are executed, that is to say, the legal title is

declared by law to be in the l>eneflciary, who has the right

of possession and control, notwithBtan<ling the contrary
intent of the instrument creating the trust.— On trust,
on credit; without present payment or security f«^)r pay-

ment: as, to buy on trust; to conduct one's business on
friMt.—Passive trust. See a«tiw«nae.—Private trusts.
See wn'rate.— Proprietary trust. See active trust,

-

PabUc trust, see /yj/Wtr— Resulting trust, a trust
which is conclusively implied by rules of law from given
circumstances ; more specifically, that species of con-
structive trust which arises in favor of one who pays the
price for real property on its conveyance to another.
When one perstm obtained title to land for a considera-
tion paid i>y another, the courts of chancery thus held the
former to he a trustee of the property for the latter. By
statute in many of the I'nited States this result is pre-

cluded, except where the person paying is ignorant that
the title is so taken, or where the claim to reach the prop-
erty Is made by his cre<litor8.— Special trust. See
i|p«ciai.— Spendthrift trust, a trust authorizing the
tenstees to pay the income for life to one person, the
principal being given over to another on his death: so
called under systems of law, as in Pennsylvania, which
protect such income against claims of creditors.— To
run in trust*, to run in debt; get credit. Webster.—
Trust certificate, one of the certificates issued by the
committee of tfustees formed for the control of several
corporations, sboiring the interest on profits accepted
by one who was a stockholder in one of such corpora-
tions, upon surrendering his stock. See def. 7.— ftust
deed, a conveyance in trust. More specifically— (a) A
deed by a debtor conveying property to a person as
trustee for payment of his debts. (6) A deed conveying
property to a creditor in tnist to sell and pay himself
and restore the residue: a kind of mortgage.~ Trust
estate, an estate under the management of a trustee or
trustees : or an estate given Ut be held in trust.— Trust
ex maleficlo, any constructive trust arising by reason
of wrongdoing or intentional fraud on the part of the
person charged as trustee, as where an attorney obtains
title to his client's pn>perty in violation of duty. =Syn.
1 and 2. Faitli, credence, assurance, dependence, expecta-
tion.

n. a. Held in trust: as, trust property; trust

money.
[trnst^ (trust), V, [Also, in a sense now differ-

entiated, tryst, q. V. ; < ME. trusten, Irosten, also
tristenjtnfstenj tresteuy fraw^ffM(<Icel.)= 0Frie8.
tra8ta= yi\y. 1). troostcii=:WijG. trosten = OHG.
irostctif MHG. ircestetiy G. trosteiiy comfort, con-
sole, = Icel. treysta, refl., trust to, rely on, =
8w. trifst/iy comfort, = Dan. troste, comfort, for-
troste, confide; from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To place or rej>ose confidence in (a person);
rely upon ; depend upon. *

Not withstoudeng I wote wele what ye raene,
Bat tr<Me me wele it goo not as ye wene.

Qenerydea (E. E. T. S.), I. 1624.
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I have a mistress, and she has a heart.

She says ; but, trust me, it is stone, no better.

Beau, and Fl, Maid's Tragedy, i. 1.

You would have trusted me
Once, but the time is alter'd.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

To him thus Nestor: Trust the pow'rs above,
Nor think proud Hector's hopes conflrm'd by Jove.

Pope, Iliad, x. 114.

The lower races . . . can seldom be trusted in their sto-

ries of long-past ages. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 35.

2. To believe; credit; receive with credence,
as a statement, assertion, or the like.

Whos tristeth this Y holde him wode [madl-
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

If he be credulous and trust my tale.

I'll make him glad to seem Vincentio.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 67.

3. To intrust: with wi?^ before the object con-
fided.

I will rather trust a Flemming tdth my butter.
ShaJc., M. W. of W., U. 2. 316.

Whom with your power and fortune, sir, you trust.

Now to suspect is vain. Dryden.

4. To commit, consign, or allow with confi-

dence
;
permit to be in some place, position, or

company, or to do some particular thing, with-
out misgiving or fear of consequences: as, to

^•M5i one's self to another's guidance.

I wonder men dare trust themselves with men.
Shak.,T, of A.,L 2.44.

Fool'd and beguiled ; by him thou, I by thee.

To truf^ thee from my side. Milton^ P. L., x. 881.

I did not choose to trust these letters with our boatman.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 103.

Merchants were not willing to truH precious cargoes to

any custody but that of a man-of-war. Macaulay.

5. To give credit to; supplywith goods or some-
thing of value in the expectation of future pay-
ment.
He that Is a great gamester may be trusted for a quarter's

board at all times. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 126.

It was your old mercer Shortyard, that you turned off a
year ago, because he would trrut you no longer.

Vanbruffh, Journey to London, iv. 1.

6. To entertain a lively hope; feel sure; expect
confidently : followed by a clause.

And we trusted to haue reched to ye Yle of Melyda for

our hertx)roughe the same nyght, but the wynde was so
scarse that we were put bak to the Yle of Medzo,

Sir Jt. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 74.

Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, liv.

H. intrans, 1, To repose confidence; place
faith or reliance ; rely : with on or in.

But who may beste bigile if hym liste

Than he on whom men weneth best to triste.

Chaucer, Trollus, v. 1267.

He is a more foole then any mute best
That trustith on the [fortune), or in thy behest!

Rom. <tf Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 270.

Trust in the lord, and do good. Ps. xxxvii. 3.

Alb. Well, yon may fear too far.

Oon. Safer than trust too far.

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 351.

2. To give credit for something due; sell on
credit: as, to trust recklessly.

Should we see the value of a German prince's ransom
gorgeously attiring each of our belle-dames, if neither mer-
chant, batcher, brewer, . . . mould trust?

Brooke, Fool of Quality, xvi.

To trust to (or unto), to depend or rely on ; have confi-

dence in.

The men of Israel . . . tmsted unto the liers in wait
Judges XX. 36.

The mouse that always trusts to one poor hole
Can never be a mouse of any soul.

Pope, Wife of Bath, 1. 298.

Banyan had a trade to which he could truM, and the
young woman liad been trained up in the way she should
go. Southey, Bunyan, p. 14.

tmst^f , An obsolete spelling of trussed, preterit

and past participle or truss.

trustee (trus-te'), n. [< trusts + -eci.] 1. A
person to whom property or funds have been
committed in the belief and trust that he will

hold and applv the same for the benefit of those
who are entitled, according to an expressed in-

tention, either by the parties themselves, or by
the deed, will, settlement, or arrangement of
another; also, by extension, a person held ac-
countable as if he were expressly a trustee in

law. Compare guardian, 2.

I have made over all my Wealth to these
Honest Gentlemen ; they are my Trustees.

Eiherege, Love in a Tub, Epil.

Philip's mother's trustee was answerable to Philip for

his property. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

Their [the clergy's] gigantic wealth was in a great de-
gree due to the legacies of those who regarded them as
the trustees of the poor. Leeky, Europ. Morals, II. 89.

trusty

2. In the United States, a person in whose
hands the effects of another are attached in a
trustee process (see the phrase below) Trustee
Chtirches Act. See cAurc/t.— Trustee of banltrupt's
estate. Same as assignee in ha}ikruptcy (which see, under
(r«8^we).— Trustee process, a species of attachment of
rights of action of a debtor or property belonging to him
in the hands of a third person, by making the debtor to
him or the third jwrson, as the case may be, a party to the
proceedings, so as to charge him with the money or the
property as a trust for the attaching creditor of the debt-
or (equivalent to the process known in English law as
foreign attachment). It is called trustee process in some
jurisdictions, as distinguishing it from attachments which
go to the length of taking the said property or fund into
the actual custody of the law by seizure.

trustee (trus-te'), r. t, [< trustee^ «.] To at-

tach by a trustee process. See trustee, n., 3.

trusteeship (trus-te 'ship), n. [< trustee +
-ship.'] The office or functions of a trustee.

truster (trus'ter), n. [< trust^ + -erl.] 1. One "

who trusts or relies, or who accepts a thing as
true; a believer.

Nor shall you do mine ear that violence
To make it truster of your own report
Against yourself. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 172.

2. One who trusts or gives credit; a creditor.

Bankrupts, hold fast

;

Rather than render back, out with your knives,
And cut your trusters' throats !

Shak., T. of A., iv. 1. 10.

3. In Scots law
J
one who grants a trust deed

:

the correlative of trustee.

trustful (trust 'ful), a. [< trusts + -/«/.] 1.

Full of trust; confiding: as, a person of a (/'Ms^

ful disposition.

Consider, again, how much that Is loveable and praise-

worthy and energetic for good in individuals springs from
the trustful and affectionate element in our nature.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 263.

2t. Worthy of trust; faithful; trusty. Starii-

hurst,

trustfully (trust'ful-i), adv. In a trustful man-
ner.

trustfulness (trust'fid-nes), n. The state or
character of being trustful.

trustily (trus'ti-li), adv. [< ME. trustily, iris-

tiliche; < trusty + -ly'^.'} 1. In a trusty man-
ner, (a) FaithfuUy ; honestly.

Thus having her restored trustily,

As he had vow'd, some small continuance
He there did make. Spenser, ¥. Q., VI. iii. 19.

(6t) On tnistworthy information ; with certainty.

Then I sent for the printer of this book, . . . requiring
him that I might have some servant of his to watch him
[a suspected person] faithfully that day, that I might un-
derstand trustily to what place he would repair at night
unto. Harman, Caveat for Cursetore, p. 69.

(ct) Courageously ; stoutly.

Than turned thei titli ajen & trustili gon fl3t.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3904.

trustiness (tms'ti-nes), «. The quality of be-
ing trusty; especially, that quality of a i>erson

by which he deserves the confidence of others;
fidelity; faithfulness; honesty.

If the good qualities which lie dispersed among other
creatures, innocence in a sheep, trustiness in a dog, are
singly commendable, how excellent Is the mind which en-
nobles them into virtues ! N. Grew, Cosniologla Sacra.

trusting (tms'ting), 2). a. Trustful ; confiding.

trustingly (trus'ting-U), adv. In a trusting
manner; with trust or implicit confidence.

trustless (trust'les), a. [< trusts + -less.'\ Not
worthy of trust; unfaithful; delusive; treach-
erous.

To catche ech trustlesse traytor, see thou faythfuU doe re-

mayne. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

O ! trustlesse state of miserable men.
That builde your blis on hope of earthly thing.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1, 197.

The trustiest! wings of false desire. Shak., Lucrece, I. 2.

trustlessness (tmst'les-nes), n. The state or
character of being trustless; unworthiuess of
trust.

trustworthiness (trust'w6r*5Hi-nes), n. The
state or character of being trustworthy.

The properties which constitute trustworthiness in a
' o, correctness and completeness.

Beniham, Judicial Evidence, I. il.

In the trial of Reason versus Perception, Reason claims

superior truetvwrthin^ss.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 391.

trustworthy (trust'w^r*THi), a. [< trusts +
worthy.] Worthy of trust or confidence; trusty;

reliable; that may be relied on.

The greatest advantage which a government can possess

is to be the one trustu^rthy government in the midst of

govenimenta which nobody can trust.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

= SjTl. Faithful, honest.

trusty (trus'ti), a. and n. [< ME. trusty, trosty,

tristy, tresty (=Dan. trostig, confident); < trust^



trusty

+ -jl-] I. a. 1. Tme; trustworthy; faithful;
that may be implicitly confided in : applied to
persons : as, a trusty servant.

Use careful watch, choose trttgty sentinels.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 54.

2. Not liable to fail; that maybe relied upon,
as in an emergency ; strong ; firm : applied to
things : as, a trusty sword.

The neighing steeds are to the chariots tied.
The trusty weapon sits on every side.

Dryden, ^neid, vii. 886.

St. Trusting; trustful.

He [who is born under Mercury] wilbe (soe his state there-
by may mend)

Apt Ui deceive even his most trusty friend.
Tima' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

4. Involving trust and responsibility. [Bare.]
It were fit you knew him, lest ... he might at some

great and trusty business iu a main danger fail you.
Skak., Alls Well, iii. 6. 16.

H. M. ; pi. trusties (-tiz). A trusty person;
specifically, a well-behaved and trustworthy
convict to whom special privileges are granted.

By far the greater number of criminals confined in the
jails of the far West are there for a class of offenses pecu-
liar to the country. They are men dangerous in one di-

rection, perhaps, but generally not depraved. The trus-
ties are often domesticated upon ranches near the town,
and apparently are unwatched, and on the best of terms
with the ranchman's family. The Century, XXXVII. 448.

tmt, interj. [ME. trut, also ptru.pt, ptrot, <

OF. trut, an interj. of contempt. Cf. tut^.'\

An interjection of contempt. Prompt. Parv.,

p. 415.

truth (troth), ». [Also, iu a form now differen-

tiated, troth, q. v.; < ME. truthe, treuthe, trcwthe,

treuwethe, treouthe, treowthe, etc., also trouthe,

trotcthe, < AS. trcowthu, treowth (tredwth-,
treotli-) (= OHG. *triuwida, in comp., = Icel.

tfyggtk), truth, faith; with formative -th, <

treowe, true: see true.^ 1. The state or char-
acter of being true ; trueness. (a) Conformity of
thought with fact ; conformity of a iudgment, statement,
or belief with the reality ; exact correspondence of sub-
jective and objective relations.

All admit that by truth is understood a harmony, an
agreement, a correspondence between our thought and
that which we think about. This definition we owe to the
schoolmen. " Veritas intellectus," says Aquinas, " est adae-
quatlo intellectus et rei, secundum quod intellectus dicit
esse quod est, vel non esse quod non est."

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxvii.

In common life we call truth the agreement between an
object and our conception of the object. We thus pre-
suppose an object to which our conception must conform.
In the philosophical sense of the word, on the other hand,
truth may be described, in a general and one-sided way.
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Deame thee best in euery doate
Tyl the trouthe be tryed oute.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 332.

You peradventure think aptness and ableness all one

;

whereas the truth is that, had we kept our first ableness,
grace should not need. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

For my mouth shall speak truth. Prov. viii. 7.

For truth is truth
To the end of reckoning. Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 45.

Oh, Truth, thou art a mighty conqueress

!

Fletcher (and aiwther), Queen of Corinth, iv. 3.

Truth is the most unbending and uncompliable, the
most necessary, firm, immutable, and adamantine thing in
the world. Cuduiorlh, Morality, IV. v. § 3.

Kant regards it as a duty owed to oneself to speak the
truth, because " a lie is an abandonment or, as it were,
annihilation of the dignity of man."

//. SidtjiiMk, Methods of Ethics, p. 292.

(6) A verified fact ; a true statement or proposition ; an
established principle, fixed law, or the like.

Fundamental truths, . . . like the lights of heaven, are
not only beautiful and entertaining in themselves, but give
light and evidence to other things that without them
could not be seen.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, § 43.

(c) That which is righteous or In accordance with the
divine standard.

He that doeth truth Cometh to the light, that his deeds
may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God.

John iii. 21.

3t. Faith pledged
;
pledge; troth. See <ro(7i.

I'll give thee the truth of my right hand

;

The truth of it I'll freely gie.
Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 4).

Cartesian criterion of truth. See CarteHan.— Com-
plex truth. See compfex.— Contingent truth, a truth
which is not absolute, but contingent on something else.

—Criterion of truth. .See criterion.— 'Ethical truth.
See c;Aica(.— Fewness and truthf . See .fewness.— For-
mal, fundamental, gospel truth. See the adjectives.— God's truth. See &Wi.— Immediate truths. See
tnmicrfi'afc, 4.— In truth, truly; in fact; also, sincerely.—
Logical, material, objective truth. See the adjectives.
— Of a truth, of trutn, in truth ; in reality ; certainly.

Ffor of trewthe he ys not content with no man that ys
famyliar witli the company that ys at tlie Rodes, ffor that
hell broude takys them as hys mortall enimies.

Torkirujton, Diarie of F,ng. Travell, p. 22,

Of a truth it is good to be with good people.
Thackeray, Virginians, xxiii.

Physical, pure, real, secondary, transcendental,
etc., truth. See the adjectives. =Syn. Seerealityi.

truth (troth), V. t. [< truth, «.] To affirm or
declare truthfully. [Rare.]

The ancients
Who chatted of the golden age feigned trifles.

Had they dreamt this, they would have trulh'd it heaven.
Ford, Fancies, ii. 2.

as the agreement Of the subject-matter of thought With it- trUtniUl (troth'ful), a. [< truth + -Jul.^ 1
self. Hegel, logic (tr. by Wallace), p. 43.

(6) The state of being made true or exact ; exact conform-
ity to a model, rule, or plan; accuracy of adjustment;
exact adaptation.

Ploughs, to go true, depend much on the truth of the
iron-work. Mortimer, Husbandry.

Most gun-stocks are twisted over— that is to say, the
toe of the butt is more out of truth with the barrels than
the heel. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 432.

(c) In the fine arts, the proper and correct representation
of any object in nature, or of whatever subject may be

Full of truth ; habitually speaking the trutli

;

veracious.
The perfectly truthful man cannot entertain the pro-

posal to say what is false.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 666.

2. Conformable to truth; correct; true: as, a
truthful statement. =Syn. Sincere, honest, candid,
frank, open, ingenuous, artless, guileless.

truthfully (troth'ful-i), adv. In a truthful man-
ner; with truth.

under treatment; specifically, in arch., avoidance of de- truthfulneSS (troth'ful-nes), n. The character
.. ... >-,..»...._.. J

..
, j_

of being truthful : as, the (r!((/i/H?Hf*s of a per-
son or of a statement.
truthiness (tro'thi-nes), n. Truthfulness.
[Rare.]

Truthiness is a habit, like every other virtue. There I
hold by the Peripatetics. Noctes Ambrosianse, Feb., 1882.

truthless (troth'les), a. [< truth + -less. Cf.
trothless.'] 1. Lacking truth ; lacking reality;
untrue.— 2. Faithless.

Cast all your eyes
On this— what shall I call her '>— truthless woman !

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

truthlessness (troth'les-nes), ». The charac-
., r ter of being truthless.

that is to seyne, m Love, in Trouthe, and in gode Accord fnifh-lnvpr arotti'li7v"Ar1 n Onp rlpvofprl tr,-no man schallc ben of powere to greve zou.
wuin-iover (rrotn luv er), «. une Qevotea to

MandevUle, Travels, p. 229. ^'^'^ trutli.

Truth-teller was our England's Alfred named

;

celts in construction or decoration, as of non-concordance
of apparent and real structure, or of imitation of stone or
marble in paint or plaster.

The agony of the Laocoon, the action of the Discobulus,
the upspringing of the Mercury, are all apparently real in
their action by the innate truth of their conformation.
. . . Truth is therefore the highest quality in Art.

Fairholt, Diet, Terms of Art.

In truth and skill of modelling even the sculptures of
Chartres and St. Denis, which are a century earlier in date,
surpass those of Wells.

C. //. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p, 286.

id) Habitual disposition to speak only what is true ; vera-
city ; purity from falsehood ; truthfulness ; sincerity ; up-
rightness ; honesty : as, a man of truth.

For als longe as zee ben bounden to gedere in places

Love is all truth. Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 804.

(f) Disposition to be faithful ; fidelity ; constancy.

Long since we were resolved of your truth.
•Shak., 1 Hen. VI. , iii. 4. 20.

Now I shall try thy truth. If thou dost love me.
Thou weigh'st not any thnig compar'd with me.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 1.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth

;

But whispering tongues can poison truth.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

(/) The state of not being counterfeited or adulterated

;

genuineness
;
purity.

The truth of thy love to me.
Shak., As you Like lt> 1. 2. 13.

2. That which is true, (o) Fact; reality; verity:
as, a lover of truth: often personified.

"Sygrem," he seid, "to yow I will not leyne,
I shall yow telle the trmith of this mater."

Gencrydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2284.

Truth-lover was our English Duke.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vii.

truthnesst (troth'nes), n. Truth. Marstou.
[Rare.]

truth-plightt (troth'plit), i\ [< ME. truthplytcn,
truplytcn; < truth +pli(jht^. Cf. troth-plight.'] To
pledge one's faith; betroth; affiance. Promp>t.
Parv., p, 504,

truth-teller (troth'tel'fer), n. One who tells

the truth. See tlie quotation imder truth-lover.

truth-'Writ (troth'rit), a. Truthfully written.
George Eliot. [Rare.]

truth'y (tro'thi), a. [< truth + -yl.] Truthful

;

veracious. [Rare.]

They would have a more truthy import than what at
present they convey.

W. G. Palsgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia, I. ix.

try

trutinatet (tro'ti-nat), v. t. [< L. trutinatus, pp.
of trutinare, trutinari, weigh, balance, < truti-

na, < Gr. Tppravr/, a balance, a pair of scales.]
To weigh ; balance.

-Madam, sayes he, be pleas'd to trutinate
And wisely weigh your servants gracefuU voyce.
Whiting, Albino and Bellama (lfi38), p. 10. (Xares.)

trutinationt (tro-ti-na'shon), 71. [< trutinate -t-

-ion.l The act of weighing; examination by
weighing.

Men may mistake if they distinguish not the sense of
levity unto themselves, and in regard of the scale or deci-
sion of trutination. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

truttat (trut'a), )i. [ML.: see <roH<.] Same as
trout.

truttaceous (tru-ta'shius), a. [< ML. trutta, a
trout, -f -aceous.'] Of orpertaining to the trout

;

resembling a trout: as, a truttaceou-s fish.

tru'wet, a. and n. A Middle English form of
true.

try (tri), v.; pret. and pp. tried, ppr. trying.
[Early mod. E. also trie, trye; < ME. trien, tryen,
trigen, < OF. trier, pick, choose, separate, cull,
orig. thresh (gi'ain), = Pr. triar, separate, pick,
choose, thresh (grain), = It. tritare, thresh,
grind, bruise, wear, < ML. tritare, rub, thresh,
freq. of L. tererc, pp. tritus, rub, thresh : see
trite^.'] I. trans. If. To separate, as what is

good from what is bad; separate by sifting;
sift.

The wylde come, beinge in shape and greatnesse lyke to
the good, if they be mengled, with great diflicultie wyll be
tryed out. .Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 14.

Hence— (a) To select; cull; pick out.

The kinges sone aswithe let sembul miche puple,
& triced him to a tidi ost of the tidesist bumes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3556.

(6) To ascertain by sifting or examination. Alisaunderof
Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 761.

Master More was once sent in commission into Kent, to
help to try out, if It might be, what was the cause of Good-
win Sands. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. YL, 1650.

2. To separate (metal) from the ore or dross by
melting; refine; assay. [Not a technical use.]

Silver tried in a furnace of e<Trth, purified seven times.
Ps. xii. 6.

The fire seven times tried this;
Seven times tried that judgement is

That did never choose amiss.
Shak., M. of V., 11. 9. 63.

3. To separate or reduce by boiling or steam-
ing; render: generally with out: as, to try out
lard or blubber.

Aysell and wyne eke oute of hem men trie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. a), p. 53.

Palm. All my fat Oxen and Sheep are melted to this
[money]. Gentlemen.

Whead. Their Grease is well try'd, Sir.

Etherege, Love in a Tub, IL 3.

4. To put to the test or proof ; subject to ex-
perimental treatment, comparison with a stan-
dard, or the like, in order to determine the truth,
accuracy, power, strength, speed, fitness, or
otherquality of; test; prove: as, to <ry weights
ami measures ; to try a new invention ; to try
conclusions ; to try one's patience, or one's luck.

This word of God trieth all doctrine.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 9.

It is a true Observation that, among other effects of Af-
fliction, one is to try sl Friend. Howell, Lettere, I. vi. 56.

If God come to trie our constancy, we ought not to
shrink, or stand the lesse firmly for that

Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

Had we no other way of trying the continuance of God's
goodness to us but by exercising his patience by our
greater provocations ? Stilliivjfieet, Sermons, I. i.

Your Goblin's Skill shall now be try'd.

Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

5. To use, apply, or practise tentatively; ex-
periment with : as, to try a new remedy ; also,
to experiment upon; treat tentatively.

A bulbe of sqylle eke summen wol devyde.
And ther into this plannte of fig-tree trie.

And bynde it so therto that it abyde.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 124.

He [a hare] was ill three days, during which time I nursed
him, . . . and by . . . trj/m^ him with a variety of herbs
restored him to perfect health.

Coicper, T'reatment of Hares.

If that child were mine, Francis, I should try her with
a little taraxacum.

Mrs. Annie Edwardes, Ought we to Visit her? xi.

The artist sometimes tried an attitude on a grouping,
and then, dissatisfied with the effect, abandoned it

Harrison and Verrall, Ancient Athens, p. cxi.

6. To endeavor experimentally to find out.

We are four damsels sent abroad,
To the east, west, north, and south.
To try whose fortune is so good
To find these champions forth.

Bobin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 412),



try
Bat (rv with me, whether Heav'ns bridle will
Not curb your I.ady'8 fierce career to hell.

J. BeauinoiU, Psyche, li. 109.

make me try,
By sleeping, what it is to die.

Sir T. Brmrnie, Religio Medici, ii. 12.

He tried the effect of frowns and menaces. Frowns and
menaces failed. Macavlay, Uist Eng., vii.

7. To e.vperienee ; have knowledge of by ex-
perience.
Or try the Libyan heat or Scythian cold. Drydm.

8. To undertake ; attempt ; es.say.
Let U8 try advent'rous work. Milton, P. L., i. 254.

I'll couch me here till evening gray,
Then darkling try my dangerous way.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 28.

9. To examine judicially; bring or set before
a court with evidence or argument, or both, for
a final judicial determination; submit to the
examination and decision or sentence of a judi-
cial tribimal : as, to tnj a ease ; to try a pris-
oner. The word is used in law with reference to the is-
sues raised by the pleadings, not with reference to motions
and other interlocutory questions.

1 do not deny.
The Jury passing on the prisoner's life.
May in the sworn twelve have a thief or two
Ouiltier than him they try.

Shak.. M. for M., ii. 1. 21.

Why, he was tried at York for stealing a coral and bells
from the .Mayoress's baby.

D. Jerrold, Men of Character, Job Pippins, v.

10. To bring to a decision; determine; settle;
hence, to decide by combat.
Nicanor . . . durst not try the matter by the sword.

2 Mac. xiv. 18.

That 's a question : how shall we try it?
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 421.

The quarrel shall soon Iw try'd.
Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 415).

11. To bear hardly upon; subject to trials or
suflfering; afflict: as, the familv has been sore-
ly tried.—12. To strain: as, to try the eyes.—
13. To incite to wrong; tempt; solicit.

In part she is to blame that has been try'd ;He comes too near, that comes to be deny'd.
Lady M. W. MotUoffu, The Lady's Ecsolve.

14t. To invite; escort.

Thane gerte he in his awene tento a table be sette.
And tryede in with tronippez travaillede biernez;
Serfede them solempnely with selkouthe metez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.^ L 1946.

16. In joinery, to dress with a trying-plane.
See 'n/(»,/-/,/«»^._TotryafaU. See/aBL-To try
conclusions with a person. .'<ce conclxuitm.— To try
It on the other leg. See ley.-to try on. (o) To put
on, as a garment, in order to teat the fit, etc.

Tlie daugliters only tore two pair of kid-leather gloves
with trying em on. Conjreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 8.

(6) To attempt; undertake. [Slang.]

It wouldn't do to try it on there. Dickrm.
To try one's hand, one's lungs, etc. See the nouns.

II. intruns. 1. To exert strength; make an
effort; endeavor; attempt: as, to fry (or a situ-
ation.

If at first you don't succeed, Try, try agajn.
Oldtong,

2. To find or show what a person or a thing
is; prove by experience; make or hold a trial.
Well, Time Is the old justice that examines all such of-

fenders, and let Time try. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 204.

3t. \aii^, to lie to in a gale under storm-sails so
as to keep a ship's bow to the sea.
Down with the topmast: yarel lower, lower 1 Bring

lier U, try with main course. Shak., Tempest, I. 1. 37.

When the barke had way, we cut the hawser, and so gate
the sea to our friend, and tryed out al that day with our
malne corse. IlaHuyfe y^oyayet, I. 277.

To try back, (a) To go back, as in search of a road that
one has missed

; revert, as in conversation, in order to re-
cover some i>oiiit that one has missed; hark back.

.She was marvellously quick to discover that she was
astray and try back. Lecer, Davenport Dunn, xL
The leading bounds ... are trying back.

T. Uughee, Tom Brown at Rugby, I 7.

\Vo„id it not Iw well then to tn/ back' to bear in mind
as the first anil most fundamental truth of all, that meatU suitable for grown men, that milk is suitable for babes ?

Nineteenth CeiUury, XXII. 812.

(6) In angling, to fish again over a pool or stream where
the fish have refused to bite before, as with a different
cast of flies, from another direction with regard to the
wind or sun, etc.: also used transitively: as, to trti back
the water. -- To try Out. (o) To separate, as fat or irease
from a snlistance roasted, boiled, or steamed' as the
grease trum out of ham in cooking, [fence— (ft) To tran
sudc orooze out, as sweat: as, the ptrsnlration iatrvinn
out of him. [Low, New Eng.j-Trylng up, in Joi,ier^,
the operation of taking off a shaving extending the entire
Uiiigth of the stuff.- Trylng-up machine, a planlng-
machinc used for trying up scantling. =Syn. 1. To seek,
essay, strive. '

try (Iri), n. [< try, r.] 1. The act of trying
;

atrial; experiment; effort.
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This breaking of his has been but a try for his friends.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 11.

Don't give it up yet ; . . . let 's have a try for him.
Mrs. Ooikell, Mary Barton, xxvii.

The rock lies within a few feet of the surface, and any
buildings that may have existed upon it have totally dis-
appeared. A fresh try was made for tombs in a large field
to the north of the same road.

Amer. Jour. Archeeol., VI. 358.

2. In foot-ball, in the Rugby game, the right
to carry the ball in front of the goal and try to
kick a goal. When goals are equal, the game
IS decided by the majority of tries.— 3. A sieve

;

riddle; screen. [Prov. Eng.]
They wUl not pass through the holes of the sieve, rud-

dle, or try, if they be narrow.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 86. (Trench.)

tryable, a. See triable.

try-cock (tn'kok), «. a gage-cock.
tryet, ' An obsolete spelling of try.

tryet, a. [< ME. trie, trye, < OF. trie, pp. of trier,
pick, choose: see try, v.j Choice: select; ap-
proved; excellent.
Sugre that is so trye. Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 145.

Those hands of gold.
And eke her feete, those feete of silver trye.

Spen$er, ¥. Q., V. ii.

tryedt, a. An obsolete spelling of tried.
Trygonl (tri'gon), n. [NL. (Geoffrey St.Hilaire,
1809, trom Adanson's manuscript), < L: trygon,
< Gr. Tpvyiw, a sting-ray: said to be so named
from the expansive pectoral fins, likened to a
dove's wings; a transferred use of rpvyuv, a
dove. Compare similar use of am/el-fish, and
see Trygon^.] In ichtJi., a genus of rays, giv-
ing name to the family Trygonidfe; the sting-
rays, having the long slender lash-like tail
armed with a strong serrated spine near the
base

. These rays attain a large size and abound in warm
seas. The genus is also called Z>a»!(6artM(Walbauin 1793).
a name varying to Da»yatU (RaHnes<iue, ISIOX Daeibatit
(Gannan) and f>n«/((a(w (Jordan). See cut under dttnn-rov
Trygon-' (tri'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. rpvyuv, a
dove.] In ornith., a monotypic genus of Papuan
pigeons, based by Hombron and Jaequinot in
184(3 (in the form Triigon) upon T. terrestrig, and
subsequently variously applied.
Tiygonids (tri-gon 'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Trygon
+ -trfa?.] A family of batoid elasmobranchiate
fishes, whose typical genus is Ti-ygon; the
sting-rays. The tail is armed with a sharp serrated
spine or spines capable of inflicting a severe wound
The genera are about 10 and the species 60 in number-
they are ovoviviparous, and found in most warm seas'
some of them reaching comparatively high latitudes, and
otherslnhabiting fresh waters of Central and South Amer-
ica The family is also caUed Datybatida. See Trunon
and cut under gting-ray.

'

try-house (tri'hous), n. A building or shed in
which oil is extracted from blubber, or in which
lard or the like is rendered.

trying (tri'ing),^. a. [Ppr. of try, ».] Of a
kind to test severely or thoroughly ; difficult;
severe: as, a trying ordeal: trying circum-
stances; a color trying to one's complexion.
He was restless as well as idle, a combination which is

more trying to the peace of your housemates than any
other can be. Mrt. OliphaiU, Poor Gentleman, i

try-pot

trynet, «. An old .spelling of trine^.
Tryngites (trin-ji'tez), n. [NL. (Cabanis, 1856),
< Gr. rpvyyac, a bird so called by Aristotle, a
sandpiper, -t- -ites. Cf. Tringa.'] A genus of
small tattlers, of the family Scolopacidx; the
marble-winged sandpipers. They resemble true
sandpipers very closely, but are totanine, not tringiiie ; the
bill IS short and extremely slender; the toes are cleft to
the base, or with a mere trace of webbing ; the tail is not
barred, and the tliglit-leathers have a peculiar tracery like
Uie veining of maible, of black on a pearly-white ground
T. rufescem (or mbruficoUii) is the buff-breasted sand-
piper of both Americas, very wide-ranging, and breeding
in high latitudes; it is about 8 inches long and 18 in ex-
tent of wings. This bird is a near relative of Bartrams
sandpiper among North American forms, and is still more
closely related to certain Polynesian sandpipers. See cut
in preceding column.

Trypanosoma (trip'a-no-so'ma), n. [< Gr. rpv-
jrai'oi', a borer. -t-(j<i/;a, body.] A genus of flagel-
late mfusorians, typical of the family Trypano-
somatidse. T. sanguinis, also called Undulina
ranarnm, occurs in the blood of amphibians.
Trypanosomata (trip"a-no-s6'ma-ta), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of trypa'noso'mattis :"iiee'trypano-
somatous.'] An order of infusorial animalcules,
formed for the reception of the Trynanoso-
matidie (which see).

Trypanosomatidae (trip"a-n6-s6-mat'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Trypanosomata +'

-i'dee.] The only
family of Trypanosomata. These animals are free-
swimming, of compressed form, with one side produced as
a thin undulating frill, the anterior end sometimes with a
flagellate appendage, but without distinct oral aperture
trypanosomatous (trip"a-n6-som'a-tus), a.
[< NL. trypaniwimatus, < Gr. Tpviravov, a borer,
auger (see trepun^-), + aij/ia, body.] Of or per-
taining to the Trypanosomata.
Tiypanostoma (trip-a-nos'to-mS), «. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpl'Travnv, a borer, + ardfia, mouth.] A
genus of univalves : same as Pleuroeera.

Tr3rpeta(tri-pe'ta),n. [NL.(Meigen, 1803),<Gr.
Tpv-t/rr/^, a borer, < rpvirav, bore : see tre]>an^.'\
A notable genus of flies, typical of the family
Trypetidie. of medium size, and yellowish-gray
or greenish-yellow in color, with banded, spot-
ted, or clear wings, it is a large and wide-spread ge-
nus, the species of which mainly breed in the flower-heads
of composite plants, often making gall-like deformations.

trying-plane (tn'ing-plan), n. In joinery, a
plane, used after the jack-plane, for taking off
a shaving the whole length of the stuff, which
operation is called trying up. Seeplanc^.

trying-square (tri'ing-skwar), n. Same as try-
square. E. H. Knight.
tryma (tn'mii), n.; pi. trymata (-ma-tft). [NL.,
< Gr. Tpipa, Tphpri, a hole, < Tpvilv,"i\\\,.'\ In
bot., a drupe or drupaceous nut with a fleshy
exocarp which is at length dehiscent or other-
wise, as in the walnut and hickory-nut. it may
be accurately deflned as a one-seeded fruit with a well-de-
fined stony endocarp, and with the outer part of the peri-
carp fleshy, leathery, or Hbrous ; it is distinguished from
the drupe by being derived from an inferior instead of a
superior ovary.

Apple-maggot ( Tryfila femoneltat ami Fly. enlarged four Hmes.

%
h^':.

Buff-brt.tst..l ^yi\'\\>\];»ex (Tryngitea ru/*i€*n*\

The larva of T. pomonella is the common apple-maggot
or railroad-worm of the United States ; it often does great
damage to the apple-crop, particularly in the northeastern
States. T. ludens in the larval state bores into oranges in
Mexico. About 25 species occur in Europe, while more
than 80 are known in North America. The genus has
l)een divided into a large number of subgenera.
Trypethelium (trip-e-the'li-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tpimm; bore, + 'BrfAij, nipple.] A genus
of verrucariaceous lichens, having immersed
apothecia and ellipsoidal (usually four-celled)
spores. About 30 species are known, mostly
of intertropical regions, there being but 3 in
North America.
Trypetidae (tn-pet'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Loew,
1862), < Trypeta + -jrfa».] A family of acalyp-
trate flies, typified by the genus Trypeta. iiiey
have the neuratfon complete, the front on each side with
two rows of bristles, the border of the mouth with no vi-
brissee, and only the middl* tibiee spuired. The ovipositor
is horny, consisting of three elongated retract lie segments,
the last of which ends in a simple point. See cut under
Trypeta.

trypograpMc (trip-o-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. Tpvnav,
bore, perforate, -f- ypaiptiv, write.] Pertaining
to or produced by tryjiographic printing: as, a
trypograpMc stencil, circular, or letter Trypo-
grapblc printing, a method of printing by the use of
paper stencils, in which the stencils are formed by placing
the paper sheets on a flat steel surface, uniformly cut after
the manner of a file, and writing upon tliem wltil a stylus.
1'he paper is thus minutely perforated under the marks
made by the stylus. The stencils are used in the same
way as ordinary stencils for reproducing the written text.

try-pot (tii'pot), n. In whaling, the vessel in
which blubber is tried out.



Trypoxylon

Trypoxylon(tri-pok'si-lon), it. piL. (Latrcille,

18(M), < Gr. TpvTzdVj bore, + ^i^.ov^ wood.] A
goniis of fossorial hymenopterous insects, of
the family Crahronidie, composed of small soli-

tary wasps having the eyes deeply emarginate
within, the abdomen long and clavate, the mar-

TTyPoxylon albitarse. (Line shows natural size.)

ginal cell long, pointed at the apex, and the neu-
ration of the posterior wings complete. They
are noted for adapting the old nests of other species to

their own use. T. alMtartte is found abundantly in the
old cells of wasps of the genus Pelopseus in the United
States. Three Eui*opeau and fourteen North American
species are known.

trypsin {trip 'sin), n. [Prob. for tripfiinc, so
called because it was first obtained by rub-
bing down the pancreas with glycerin; < Gr.
Tpirpi^y a rubbing (< Tpllkiv, rub), + -in'^j\ The
proteolytic ferment which is the active prin-

ciple of the pancreatic fluid; pancreatin. it
is active in neuti-al or alkaline solutions, and not only
produces peptones fi-om the proteid matter of the food,
but further converts a portion of the peptones into leuciu
and tyrosin.

trypsinogen (trip-sin'o-jen), n. [< trypsin +
-gen.'] A granular substance in the cells of the
pancreas which is the antecedent of trypsin.

tryptic (trip'tik), rt. [< tri/ps'in (trypt-) + -io.]

Of or pertaining to trypsin: as, tryptic action.

tryptone (trip'ton), v. [< trypt-ic + -one.'] A
substance formed by the action of pancreatic
juice on proteids.

trysail (tn'sal or tri'sl), lu A fore-and-aft sail

set with a gaff and sometimes with a boom on
the foremast and mainmast of ships, or on a
small mast called a trysail-mast. See mast^.

try-square (tri ' skwar), n. A carpenters'
square. Also trial-square and trying-square.

See square^, 5.

tryst (trist), n. [< ME. trist, tryst, a variant of
trust: see triist^. The present spelling tryst

instead of trist is due to Scotch use.] If.

Same as trust^j in various senses.— 2. An ap-
pointment to meet ; an appointed meeting: as,

to keep tryst; to break tryst.

There was a knight and a lady bright
Had a true trysit at the broom.
The Broomfield Hill (Child's Ballads, I. 131).

W'ae 's me for the time, Willie,
That our first tryst was set

!

Motherwell, My Heid is Like to Keiid, Willie.

3. An appointed place of meeting; a rendez-
vous.

lo, holde the at thy trygte cloos, and I
Shal wel the deere unto thy bowe dryve.

Chancer, Troilus, ii. 1534.

4. An appointed meeting for the exchange of

commodities; a market: as, Falkirk tryst (a

noted horse- and cattle-market held at Falkirk
in Scotland).

I neither dought to buy nor sell,

At fair or trygt where I may be.

Thmnas the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 112).

To bide tryst, to wait at the appointed time and place
to meet one according to engagement or agreement.

"You walk late," said I. ... "I bide trf/ste," was the
reply, "and so, I think, do you, Mr. Osbaldistone."

Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

tryst (trist), r. [< ME. tristenj trysten ; var. of

trust^. Cf. tryst, «.] I, trans. 1. Same as trtist^j

in various senses.— 2. To make an appoint-
ment to meet at a given time and place ; en-
gage to meet.

Sae cunningly 's I trygted her
Unto yon shade o' broom.

WiUiaut Guiseman (Cmd's Ballads, III. 51).

Why did ye tryst me here?
The Hireman Chiel (Child's Ballads, VIII. 238).

n. intrans. To agree to meet at any particu-
lar time or place. [Scotch.]

trystell-treet.w. [Formerly also in«^Z; <*trys-
tell for tryster^ + tree,'] A tree at which a meet-
ing is appointed.

Welcome be thou, gentiU knyght,
Under my tryatell tree.

Lytell Gegte of Hobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 92).

tryster^ (tris't^r), n. [< tryst + -er^.] 1. One
who trysts; one who sets or makes a tryst ; one
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who fixes a time and place of meeting.— 2. One
who attends a tryst or market,

tryster^t, n. [< ME. trystcr, trister, tristre, trys-

tor, tristur; < OF. tristre, perhaps a var. of ter-

trCf a piece of ground, a mound; confused in

ME, with tryst.] An appointed place; a sta-

tion; a rendezvous.
Thenne watz ho went, er he wyst, to a wale truster.

Sir Qmvayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 1712.

trystilyt, <'^''« A Middle English form of trustily.

trysting (tris'ting), n. [Verbal n. of tryst, v.]

The act of appointing a meeting; an appointed
meeting.
trysting-day (tris'ting-da), «. An appointed
day of meeting or assembling, as of military
followers, friends, etc.

By the nine gods he swore it,

And named a trysting day.
Macatday, Horatius.

trysting-place (tris'ting-plas), n. An arranged
meeting-place ; a place where a tryst or appoint-
ment is to be kept.

At our trysting-place for a certain space
I must wander to and fro. Scott, Eve of St. John.

try-works (tri'werks), n. sing, and pJ. The
boilers and furnaces, either on board a whale-
ship or on shore, for converting blubber into oil.

It was also necessary to build try-works, as they are
called, being furnaces for melting the blubber.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 210.

t. S. An abbreviation of tasto solo,

Tsabian, n. See Sabian^.
tsamba (tsam'ba), n. [Tibetan.] The prin-
cipal cereal product of Tatary, Tibet, and parts
of China.
The principal grain is tsing-kou or black barley, from

which the tsamba, the principal aliment of the whole pop-
ulation [of Tibet], rich or poor, is made.

Uxic, Travels (trans. 1852), II. 153.

Fortunately I bought enough tsamba and butter to last

for a day or two, for on the morrow the courtyard was de-
serted. The Century, XLI, 720.

tsar, tsarevltcli, etc See czar^ czarevitch, etc.

tsatlee (tsat'le), «. [< Chinese Tsat-U, the name
of a place noted for the production of this kind
of silk, < tsat, a dialectal form of ts^ih, seven, +
//, a mile.] A variety of Chinese raw silk, said
to be the finest known.

tscheffkinite (chef'kin-it), n. [Named from
Gen. Tschcjfkin, chief of the Mining Depart-
ment of Russia.] A rare mineral occuiTing in

massive forms of a velvet-black color, it is a sili-

cate containing titanium, iron, the cerium metals, and
other elements ; its exact composition is doubtful.

tscbermlgite (cher'mi-git), «. Same as am-
moniahnn.
Tschudi, Tscbudic. See Chudi, Clmdic.

Tsech, ». See Czech,

tse-hong (tse'hong), n, [Chinese, < tsCj tsz',

beautiful, fascinating, + hong, hung, red.] A
purplish-red pigment, consisting of white lead
with alumina, ferric oxid, and silica, used by
the Chinese for painting on porcelain.

tsetse (tset'se), n. [Also tsetze, tzetze, tzetse;

South African.] An African dipterous insect,

Tsuga
members, in the form of a shifting helve or a pivoted pro-
trnctor, for adjusting the blade at different angles on the
drawing-table. See square^, 5.

tsuba (tso'ba), «. [Jap.] The guard of a
Japanese sword, it is a flat disk of metal, of rounded
or irregular form, and is typically treated as an indepen-

Tsetse {Glossina tnorsitans), four times nahiral size.

of the family StomoxyidsB and genus Glossina,

G. morsitans, whose bite is often fatal to some
animals, as horses, cattle, and dogs.

tsetse-fly (tset'se-fli), n. The tsetse.

tsien (chen), n. See cash^, 1.

T-square (te'skwar), n. A ruler or guide used
in mechanical and architectural drawing, it

consists of two wooden arms joined together at right an-
gles like the letter T. the shorter ann, called the helve,

projecting so that it can slide along the edge of the draw-
ing-table, which serves as a guide, and tlie longer ami or
blade serving as a ruler. Some squares have additional

Japanese Tsuba of Piorced Work.

dent work of art, being in general pierced with fretworlt,

decorated with low i-elief, engraving, damaskeening, or
the like.

Tsuga (tsii'ga), n. [NL. (Carri^re, 1855), < Jap.
tsuga,t\ie name of T. Araragi, lit. 'yew-leafed'
or * evergreen.'] 1. A genus of coniferous
trees, of the tribe Abietinese, including the hem-
locks, and intermediate between Ficea, the
spruce, and Abies, the fir. lu staminate flowers and
its seemingly two-ranlced flat linear leaves resemble those
of Abies, but it agrees with Picea instead in its persistent
petiole-bases and in its reflexed cones with persistent
scales. The 6 species are evergreens with slender flat or
often pendulous branchlets, and narrowly linear leaves,
flat above (convex or keeled in T. Pationiana), and spirally
inserted, but spreading in two i*anks. The main branches
are mostly horizontal, and are irregularly inserted, not
whorled as in the fir and spruce. They ai'e tall trees (ex-
cepting T. Caroliniana), reaching 80 to 100 feet high, with
large cylindrical trunks and thick brown bark, which is

deep-red within. The cones are small and brown, an inch
or less long, or in T. Pattoniana cylindrical and 2 or 3
inches long ; in this and in T. Mertensiana they are bright-
purple until ripe. Two species are found on the Atlantic
and 2 on the Pacific side of Kortli America, and 2 in Asia.

In each case one of the two species is interior, alpine, and
more or less local, while the other is more wide-spread,
and approaches the coast. T. Canadensis, the hemlock-
spruce, is most high-
ly developed in the
Alleghany range,
extending south to
Alabama, and form-
ing the larger part
of the dense forests

northward. Its

trunk is often %
sometimes 6, feet in

diameter, forming
in the oldest trees a
nearlyuniform shaft
for two thirds of its

length. Itfurnishes
the principal tan-

bark of the eastern
I'nited States, and a
coarse wood, the red
and the white hem-
lock of lumbermen.
It is the source of

hemlock-pitch, used
in stimulating plas-
ters, and of a fluid

extract sometimes
used as an astrin-

gent. It is now
planted for hedges
and to ornament
lawns in the east-
ern States, also in

Europe and Austra-
lia, and is much ad-
mired in its earlier
growth for its deli-

cate spray with
light-green leaves
silvery beneath, and hung with small oval brown cones
ab(nit the ends of the branches. (See cut under tmftrtcdie.)

In middle life the long-persistent dead lower branches
often render it unsightly, and impair tlie value of the
wood. T. Carolitiiana is the Carolina hemlock, a small
and rare tree of dry rocky ridges in thei'arolinas, having
lai^er, glossier, blunter leaves, and larger cones with wide-
spreading scales. T. Mertensiana, tlie western hemlock,
fonns large forests in Oregon, extending to Montana and
Alaska; it yields the principal tanning-material of the
northwestern States and a coarse inferior lumber: it ex-

cels the eastern species in its size, being sometimes 150

feet high and 12 feet in diameter, T. Pattoniana, the al-

pine spruce, occurring locally from British Columbia to

California, sometimes 7 feet in diameter, peculiar in the
dettexed base of its spreading branches and its finer satiny
wood, is exceptional in the genus in its scattered quad-
rangular leaves, with the persistent petiole-base hardly
prominent, two-lobed pollen-grains like those of pines,
and large leather-brown cones with their scales reflexed.

It is therefore separated by Lemmon (18P0) as a genus,
llesperopeuce. T. A raragi (T. Sieboldii) of Japan, the ori-

ginaj species, forms large forests on Fusiyama and other

Branch with Cones of Hemlock-qMucc
(Tsug^a Caundensis).
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monntaina. Is planted about temples, and yields a fine-

grained yellowish timber, much used by the Japanese and
Chinese for turning and for furniture. Its variety nana,

a dwarf species 2 or 3 feet high, itnown as Jime tmiga, is

there a favorite garden shrub. T. dumom (T, Brutwni-

ana), the tang-sing of Bhutan— a tall tree with graceful

drooping branchlets, used for incense by the Hindus— is

one of the handsomest forest-trees of the Himalayas, often

growing to from 6 to 8 feet in diameter.

2. [l. c] A tree of this gemis.

tsun (t.sun), n. [Ctinese.] An inch, being the

tenth part of a Cliinese chih or foot.

tsung-tull(tsung'tu')> n.sing.andpl. [Chinese,

< tmoKj, general, + tiili, overeeer.] The higli-

est provincial officer in China; a viceroy or
governor-general, having the general control

of all civil and military affairs of one or more
pro\'inces, and subject only to the throne. The
eighteen provinces of China proper are governed by eight

tsung-tuh or viceroys, and sixteen futal or governors.

tuart, II. See tooart.

tuatera (to-a-ta'ra), n. The gigantic lizard of

NewZealanil, Hat'teria (or Spheno(lon)j)unctata.

See cut under Hatteria.

tnath (tii'ath), H. [< Ir. tuath, people: see

Dutch.'] An Irish territorial division, or an as-

sociation of persons. See the quotation.

The term Tuath was at the same time genealogical and
geographical, having been applied to the people occupy-
ing a district which hod a complete political and legal ad-

ministration, a chief or Rig, and could l>ring into the field

a battalion of seven Imndred men. The word was also ap-

plied, liowever, to a larger division, consisting of three or
four, or even more, Tuaths, called a M6r Tuath, or great
Tuath, which were associated together for certain legal

and legislative purposes, and the troops of which were
united together in war under one commander.
W. K. SuUimn, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. Ixxix.

tub (tub), n. [< ME. tuhbe, < MD. D. tobbe =
MLGr. tubbe, tobbe, LG. tubbe, a tub ; origin un-
known. Some suppose, against phonetic proba-
bility, a connection with LG. ttker = OHG. r«-

bar, XIHG. zuber, zober, G. zubcr, zober, a vessel,

a contracted form of OHG. zwibar, zuipar, a
vessel with two handles (cf. OHG. einbar, MHG.
einber, eimber, G. einier, a vessel with one han-
dle) ; < LG. to, OHG. zwei, swi-, two, + -bar,

connected with E. bear'^ (see amber'^).^ 1. An
open wooden vessel made of staves, held toge-
ther by hoops, surrounding a bottom: as, a
wash-<K6/ a buttcr-(«6; the tub in which the
tow-line is coiled in a whale-boat.— 2. The con-
tents of a tub; as much as a tub will hold; as

a measure of capacity, sometimes erroneous-
ly confounded with firkin. A tub of butter, by a
statute of George III., waa 84 pounds or lA iirldns, but lo-

cally still larger. As a measure of com, by a statute of
George II. , the tub was 4 bushels. A tub of tea is 60 pounds.

3. Any wooden structure shaped like or resem-
bling a tub. (a) A pulpit: used contemptuously. Com-
pare tub-preacher, tub-thumper. [Slang, £Qg.]

High on a gorgeous seat, that far out-shone
Henley's gilt tub, or Flecknoe's Irish throne.

Pope, Dunciad, IL 2.

" The Rev. Moses Barraclough : Vtub orator you call him
eoHietimes, Ithink." "Ah 1" said the Rector. . . . "He's
a tailor by trade." CharlotU Bronte, Shirley, viii,

(&) A clumsy, slow boat or vessel ; so called In contempt.

Tliere is no uglier vessel than a real old north-country
|jeordieorcoalman,with the run of a sugar-lwz. . . . The
name of tliis deep and wallowing tub was the Richard and
Anti. W. C. liuiiell, A Sea Queen, xvi.

(c) A boat used for practice-rowing.

The (reabmen are pat into harness in ti^-palrs or four-

oars. Dickens's Diet. Ck^ord, p. 17.

lYactice in gigs, or more technically styled tubs (small
lK>ats to hidd a pair of oarsmen, and in the stem of which
the coach steers and advises the rowers).

Daily Telerfraph, Feb. 9, 1887. (Bneye. Diet.)

4. A small cask for holding liquor, especially in

the eiglitoenth century, and before the change
in English revenue laws; such a cask in which
brandy, gin, or the like was smuggled from the
Continent.

I made three seizures, besides sweeping up those thir-
ty-seven tube. MarrycU, Three Cutters, ii.

5. A receptacle for water or other liquid for
bathing the jjerson. See bath-tub.

The retiring bower.
So fumisli'd as might force the Persian's envy.
The silver bathing-(u6, the cambric rubbers.

Mamnyer, Guardian, ii. 5.

6. Hence, the act or process of bathing in a
tub; specifically, a sponge-bath taken while
standing in a tub. [CoUoq.]
From early mom till dewy eve, when she had It out of

him in the cold tub before putting him to bed.
T. Huxjhee, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. 2.

7t. Sweating in a heated tub, formerly the com-
mon mode of treatment of lues venerea. Com-
pare pmoderiiKj-tuh, 2.— 8. In miiiiny : (a) A
bucket for raising ore from a mine, (b) A box,
wagon, or tram for conveying coal from the
working-face to the pit-bottom or gangway, or
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for undei^ound haulage in general. The names
given to the various vehicles or receptacles used for trans-

porting coal, as well as their shape and size and the mate-
rial of which they are made, vary considerably in differ-

ent English collieries. HeebuggyK (c) Same as fcet'e.

—9. The top of a malt-kiln. HalliiceU. [Prov.

Eng.]— 10. The gurnet. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.] — Cat under a tub (nawi.), a supposed hindrance
or obstacle ; an accidental unavoidable delay. Thus, when
a vessel is prevented from sailing by unavoidable circum-
stances, it is said that some one has a cat under a tub, it

being a superstition that if a cat is put under a tub it will

hinder the vessel from sailing. [New Eng.]— CulliSK-
tub, a receptacle into which mackerel are thrown to be
sorted.— 6rog-tUb (naut.X a tub for holding the grog
which used to form part of the crew's rations.— Powder-
ing tub. See poivdering-tub. — Quenching-tUb. See
quenching.— Tale Of a tub, an idle or silly fiction ; a cock-

and-bull story.

Ye say they follow your law.
And vary not a shaw.
Which is a tale of a tub.

Bp. Bale, Comedy Concerning Three Laws, iyares.)

You shall see in us that we preached no lyes, nor tales

ofiubg, but even the true word of God. Coverdaie.

To throw a tub to a whale, to create a diversion in or-

der to avoid a danger.— Tub-camphor. See the quota-
tion.

Japanese camphor is distinguished from Formosan by
being coarser grained, clearer, of pinker hue, and by sul>-

liming at a lower temperature. It is also known as
" Dutch " or **(?/& " camphor, the latter name arising from
its being imported to Europe in tubs covered with matting,
each placed within a second tub secured on the outside by
hoops of twisted cane. Spons' Encyc. Manuf., p. 574.

tub (tub), V.
;
pret. and pp. tubbed, ppr. tubbing.

[< tub, ».] I, trans. 1. To plant or set in a
tub: as, to tub plants.— 2. To bathe in a tub
or bath.
You shall be soaked, and stroked, and tubbed, and

rubbed. B. Jonmn, Alchemist, iv. 1.

3. In mining, to line (a shaft) with a easing of

wood or iron. See tubbing.

H, intrans. 1. To bathe or wash the person
in a bathing-tub ; especially, in colloquial use,

to take the morning bath. [Eng.]
AVe all tub in England. Spectator.

2. To row in a tub
;
practise in a tub. See tub, h,

tuba (tii'ba), n.
;

pi. tuba, tubas (-be, -has).

[L., a trumpet: see iube.] 1. A musical in-

strument of the
trumpet family,
of very large size

and low pitch. It
is essentially similar
to the bombardon,
though not always
niaile in the same
shape. Its compass is

nearly fouroctaves, In-

cluding, by means of
three or five valves, all

the chromatic tones.

The fundamental tone
is Qsuaily the third F
or E»j l)elow middle C.

Lower vaiieties are of-

ten called 6asf or con-
tra-boMt tvbat. The
tuba Is much used In
military bands, and Is

more or leas common
in the orchestra, where
It Is used in conjunc-
tion with the trom-
bones.

2. In organ-build- Tuba.

ing, a reed-stop of

large scale, so connected with a separate bel-

lows with extra weights that the tones are of ex-

ceptional power and majesty. Usually called

tuba mirabilis.— 3. In anat. and zool., a tube or

tubular part or organ ; specifically, the Eusta-
chian tube, or salpinx. See hijdra tuba (under
hydra), and cut under scijpliixtiimii— Bass tuba,
a musical Instrument, the largest of the trumpet family,

and the deepest and most sonorous member of the brass

wind division of the orchestra, having a large and long
metal tube and five valves : its compass is about four oc-

taves from the fourth A below middle C. It was invented
in isis.— Dilatator tubse. See dilatator.

tubage(tii'biij), «. [< tube + -age.] 1.1a gun.,

the act or process of lining a heavy gun by in-

serting a tube of wrought-iron, bronze, or steel.

The present short steel tube has been the result of the
essays in the tubage of guns.

Report 0/ Chief o/ Ordnance, 1882, p. 244.

2. In med., the insertion of a tube into one of

the passages, usually the esophagtis or larynx;
intubation— Tubage of the glottis. Same as intu-

bation of the larynx (wiiich see, under intutnttion).

tubal (tu'bal), a. [< tube + -al.] In med., of
or relnting'to one of the passages called tubes
in the body, more commonly the Fallopian
tube Tubal dropsy, dropsy of one or tx)th Fallopian
tubes.— Tuba] nepuritls, Bright's disease of the kidneys.
— Tubal pregnancy, the development of the embyro
to some extent within the Fallopian tube Instead of the
uterus.

tube

tnbar (tii'bSr), a. [< tube + -ar^.] Same as tu-

bal : as, tnbar pregnancy.
tubarium (tu-ba'ri-um), n.; pi. tubaria (-a).

[NL., < L. tubus, pipe, tube : see tube.] A tube
or system of tubes secreted and inhabited by
polypides or polypites ; a tubular zooeeium or
zoothecium.
tubate (tii'bat), a. [< NL. *<M6afMS, < L. tubus,

tube: see <t(6e.] Forming a tube; tubiform;
tubar ; tubular ; also, provided with a tube or
tubes; tubulate.

tubbeck (tub'ek), n. [Burmese.] A sash of
silk, or silk and cotton, usually red, worn by
women in Bvirma.

tubber (tub'er), «. [<<M6 + -erl.] 1. A cooper.
Mainwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. Tn mining, a, sort

of pickax. Also called beele.

tubber-man (tub'er-man), n. In mining, the
man who uses a tubber. Also called beele-man,

tubbing (tub'ing), 11. [Verbal n. of tub, v.] 1.

The art of making tubs.— 2. Material for tubs.
— 3. In mining, a method of keeping out the
water in sinking a shaft in very watery ground

;

also, the material employed for this. It consists

in providing a water-tight lining for the shaft, which is

inserted piece by piece as the sinking progresses, thus re-

ducing the extent of surface from whicli the water enters

the shaft as quickly and as completely as is possible.

Tubbing was formerly usually made of oak timber in

France, where this method of sinking was first introduced

;

but iron has been employed in England, in the form l)oth

of segments of cylinders and of complete rings. Tubbing
of masonry has also been used in England and Germany.

4. The act or process of bathing or of being
bathed in a tub ; a tub-bath.

In spite of all the tubbing, rubbing, scrubbing.
The routing and the grubbing,

The Blacks, confound them ! were as black as ever I

Hood, A Black Job.

5. Tlie act of racing in tubs. See tub-race.

A good deal of tubbing has been got through In the morn-
ings. The Field, March 6, 1887. (Eneye. Diet.)

tubbing-'Wedge (tub'ing-wej), n. A wedge of
yellow pine, about 4 inches in length. Wedges
of this kind are driven in between the joints of tubbing in
order to make them water-tight.

tubbish (tub'ish), a. [< tub + -ish^.] Like a
tub ; tubby ; round and fat.

He was a short, round, large-faced, tubbigh sort of man.
Dickens, Sketches, Characters, vil.

You look for men whoso heads are rather tubbuth.

Or drum-like, better formed for sound than sense.

Wolcot (Peter PlndarX Works, p. 136. {Vavies.)

tubby (tub'i), a. [< tub + -i/l.] 1. Tub-
shaped ; round like a tub or barrel.

We had seen him coming up to Coyent Garden in hia
green chaise-cart with the fat, tubby little horse.

Dickene, Sketches, Scenes, vi.

2. Having a sound like that of an empty tub
when struck; sounding dull and without reso-

nance: applied to stringed musical instruments.

tub-drubbert (tub'drub'''^r), «. A tub-thumper
or tub-preacher. [Slang.]
Business and poetry agree as ill together as faith and

reason : which two latter, as has been judiciously observ'd
by the fam'd tut)-drubber of Covent Garden, can never be
brought to set their horses together.

Tom Brotcn, Works, III. 198. (Daviet.)

tube (tub), n. [< F. tube = Sp. Pg. It. tubo, <
L. tubus, a pipe, tube ; cf. tuba, a trumpet.] 1.

A pipe or hollow cylinder, especially when of
small size and used as a conduit for liquids, or
for containing liquids, as in some forms of sci-

entific apparatus. Mechanically there Is no distinc-
tion between a pipe and a tube ; but In use the two words
are often somewhat arbitrarily distinguished. Thus, when
the form of the thing is chiefly considered, tube is regular-
ly used : as, a steam-boiler hav ing ttic shape of a large tube
— not pipe ; so, also, with reference to ceitiun mechanical
uses one word or the other Is exclusively used : as, a gas-
pipe, a drain-pipe, a test-tube. The words are also distin-

guished in use, but less clearly, according to the material
employed : as, an iron pipe, a rubber tube, a brass tube, etc.

He lifts the tube (a gun], and levels with his eye

;

Straight a short thunder breaks the frozen sky.

Pope, Windsor Forest, I. 129.

2. Specifically, the main body of a musical in-

strument of either the wood wind or the brass

wind group. The bore of such instruments is

usually conical, but sometimes cylindrical.

—

3. In anat. and zool., a hollow tubular organ;

a pipe, canal, or duct conveying fluid or gas

;

especially, a pipe which seems to be empty

—

that is, conveys air: as, the bronchial tubes;

the Eustachian tube. An artery or a vein. Is a tube,

but nearly If not all the structures which convey special

fluids receive distinctive names. See tuba, tubule.

4. In bot, any hollow elongated body or part

of an organ : ajiplied especially to a gamopet-
alous corolla or gamosepalous calyx, also to a

united circle of stamens (see cut 9 under sta-

men).— 6. A priming-tube.— 6. A telescope, or

that part of it into which the lenses are fitted.
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A spot like which, perhaps,
Astronomer in the sun's lucent orh
Through his glazed optic txibe yet never saw.

MUton, i\ L., iii. 590.

Philosophic hibe,

That brings the planets home into the eye
01 Observation. Cotrper, Task, iii. 229.

7. The barrel of a chain-pump.— 8. A small re-

by compressing the coiulueting material in the case of a tube-germination (tub'jer-mi-na"shoii), n. In
powder.-Respiratory brpacMal tube. Sameas lobu-

;,„( (jjg germination of a spore whict first pre-
war bronchial («()(!.— Respiratory tube. See respira- ,,„„' „ 3l^^ t„v,„

^ ^
ton/.-SaUvary tubes of Pflueger. See salivary.- ^""""^^ ^ g? "S/^^^;!, •

,/.i. J^ tt •

Test tube, see to(-("fii;.- Torricellian tube. See tube-nearted (tub'har"ted), a. Having a sim-
TorricelUan— Tracheal tube, the trachea or windpipe, jjle tubular heart: specifying the Leptocarilia

.

See frocAea.-Traclieotomy.tube ?.ee tracheotwny- tube-macUnC (tub'ma-shen"), «• A" machine
Tube of force, m t'i'Y^ and ?;irt^;«e(i«n, a space bounued «•;'»'»'***"'.*'***•*« v

... i * t

by rnuraber of lines of force. The total electric force is f<"; making tubes Or pipes ; a tube-drawing ma-
-

i^'i ij „„„i„„j „(' „„i„„-„„t„i„j., v„i„. constant across any section of a tube of force.— Tube of chine.
ceptacleofdrawnlead.ofapproximatelytubular ^^j^^^ sameas8<t«!/.(«fe-Tubesof Ferreln. Same tube-nosed (tiib'nozd), a. Having tubular nos-
form. closed at the bottom by bending it over as(»teKo/ferrem.-nterinetu^^

trils, as a petrel; tubinarial. See Tubinares.
twiceorthree times on itself,andhav,ngaserew- See FaU^an and «(.r,«^-V scera vo^

tube-plate (tub'plat), n. In steam-boilers, same
cap at the top, used to hold pigments or similar ^^'^^.^'i^J^^^liX^Xrjr 2.^ flue-plate.
matter in a semifluid condition.-Auricular tube. t„j,g ft^y^) ^,. ^.. prgt. and pp. tubed, ppr. tub- tube-plug (tub'plug), n. In locomotive engines,

t^eHd::^:foVnSi;iw,^b;.-Bo^'^-'sc^^^^^^^^ "'.</ [<tube,.4 L To furnish with a tube or a plu^gffr driving into the end of tubes when
- tubes.— 2. To receive or inclose in a tube. burst by the steam.

A recent improvement in the spinner Judcg the yam, tubC-pOUCb (tub'pouch), n. A pouch for hold-
rendering it smoother and more even than any process jng priming-tubes,
yet devised, leaving little to be desired in the manufac- - - -

-

ture of rope. Luce, Seamanship, p. 598.

tubes. See coniffl?.— Bronchial tubes, f^cel'mm-hial.

— Capillary, cardiac, cerebromedullary, conarial
tube. Sec the adjectives.— Circulating tubes, tubes

placed in steam-generators to afford or establish a circnla-

tion ofthe water.—Conversation-tube, i^ecmirersation.
— Crookes tubes. See vanmm-tvbe.— Dentinal, deto-
nating, diffusion tube. Seethcqnalifyingwc.nls. Eso- tube-bearing (tilb'bar"ing), a
phageal tube. Same as dfowwcA-fi/ie.- Eustachian,
Fallopian, gelatinous, hepatic tube. See the inialify-

ing words.— Feeding-tube, an elastic tube pas.sed into the

stomach, throuftb wliirh foiiil is introduced.— Gelssler'S
tube, an apparatus in which lisht is produced by an electric

discharge through rarefied gases. It is used with the induc-

tion-coil, and consists of a sealed tube with platinum con-

nections at each end, through which the electric spark is

transmitted. The color and intensity of the light depend
upon the nature of the gas with which the tube is charged.

— Impregnatlng-tube. See impref/nn/e.— Intubation
tube, a short hollow cylinder of peculiar shape, having a
flange at its upper extremity, which is inserted between
the vocid cords in cases of laryngeal obstruction, especially

In entom.jtubu-
liferous : specifically noting the Tubulifera.

tube-board (tiib'bord), n. See the quotation.

The channels, the resonators above the reeds, are not
varied in size or shape [in the American reed-organ] as in

the harmonium ; they exactly correspond with the reeds,

and are collectively known as the tube-board.

Encyc. Brit, XI. 483.

tube-breather (tub'bre''TH6r), «. Any animal
which breathes through tubes, trachero, or spir-

acles; a tracheate, as an insect: distinguished

from gill-breather.

in croup.-Laryngeal tube, a short hollow cylinder of tube-brush (tub'brush), n. A cylindrical or

special form, used in iTitubatioii of the larynx.- Latlcif- spiral wire brush used to clean the flues of a
erouB tubes. Seeiafici/eroui—Lelter's tube or coil, steam-boiler
a long flexible tube made into a coil surrounding the tl,i,„ „aa4.a (tlih'lcA.8ts^ « nl Minute cvlinders
body or a limb, through which hot or cold water is allowed lUDe-Ca8T;S^(,tUD Kasts;, »^J"-_ j™'^°"^^"/yi3_U,.i_
to flow in order to raise or lower the temperature of the
part.— Lightning-tube. Same as /w^^wn'^c— Lobular
bronchUQ tube, Malplghlan tubes, medullary tube.

See lobular, Malpiyhian, medullary,

—Mllk-testlng tubes, a form of lac-

tometer containing a number of tubes
graduated alike, in which different

samples of milk can be put for com-
parison under identical conditions.
— Muscular, nasal, pericentral
tube. See the adjectives.— Pitot's
tube, in hydraulics, an instrument
for ascertaining the velocity of water

found in the urine in certain forms of Bright's

disease. They are formed in the tubules of

the kidneys. See renal cast, under cast^.

tube-clamp (tiib'klamp), n. 1. A clamp for

engaging by compression and frictional con-

tact the outer surface of a tube or pipe. Also
tuhe-clip.— 2. In well-boring, a tool for lifting

well-tubing and drawing it up. It consists of two
jaws which can be clamped securely on the tube, each jaw
having a bail in which the tackle-hook engages. E. 11.

Knight.

in rivers, etc.; a current-rheter. It tube-cleanor (tiib'k]e"n6r), M. An instrument
consists in its simplest form of a bent fg^ scraping or brushing out the interiors of

l\1r i" ™clamanner\l^Uts'i'o4er tubes, as a steel bnish a combination of steel

end is horizontal, and opposed to the springs arranged spirally about an axis, etc.

direction of the flowing water. In tube-cUp (tub 'klip), n. 1. A form of tongs
consequence of the momentum ofthe „gg^ ^,y chemists, etc., for holding heated tubes

renSSe''?i'itiiSl';rpr,i^^;;i or similar objects. E.U.Knight.-2. Sameas
al to the velocity of the stream.— tube-clamp, 1.

Pneumatic despatch tube. See tube-COCk (tub'kok), «. A cock consisting of a
jjneumadic.--Pneumatic tube, a

iioj,ie within which is inserted an india-rubber

rharJurofmrs'si'es^astefegtpmc tube with a screw-valve to compress it when
despatches or items of news inclosed in suitable boxes, are the opening is to De closed,
rapidly transmitted from one point to another by means tube-COlOTS (tub'kuForz), w. pi. See color.

tube-compass (tub'kum''''pas),w. Adraftsmen's
compass, having tubular legs containing slid-

ing extension-pieces adjustable to any required

length by means of set-screws.

tube-coral (tub'kor^'al), n, Tubipore.

tube-cutter (tub'kut*6r), n. A tool for cutting

metallic tubes. The usual forms have a jaw to

grasp the pipe, and an adjustable rotary cutter.

E. H. KnigU.
tube-door (tub'dor), n. In a steam-engine, a
door in the outer plate of a smoke-chamber, af-

fording access to the tubes for examination and
cleaning. E. H. Knight.

tube-drawing (tub'dr^'^ing), ». The forming
of tubes by drawing them down from thick

cylinders.

tube-ferrule (tub'fer''''il), to. In a steam-boiler,

The rhizome of /Cri'jj^t'a Dande/icri, t^howing

the tubers, T, at the end of the lone stolons,

S, and one laivcr tiiber from which the
plant has been developed ; C, stem, under,
ground ; Ji, roots.

Pitot's Tube.

W, tube; B, line to
which water is raised
by the force ot the cur-

rent.

of air-pressure
The difference of
pressure neces-
sary to effect the
desired move-
mentmay be pro-
duced by forcing'
air in behind the
carrier-box, after

placing the lat-

ter in the tube,
or by exhaust-
ing air from the
space in front; or
both these meth-
ods may be em-
ployed.—Postal
tube, pyloric
tube, receiv-
ing tubes of
the kidney. See
the qualifying
words.— Rectal
tube, an elastic

rubber tube in-

troduced into the
rectum to give
exit to the intes-

tinal gases, or to
facilitate the giv-

ing of enemata.
— Eealfltance-
tube, in elect. , a
tube containing
powdered car-
bon, water, or
other conduct-
ing material
used for intro-

ducing resist-

ance intoan elec-
tric circuit. The
resistance is usu-
ally made adjusts
able either by
changing the dis-

tance between
the terminal
plates in the
case of a fluid, or

tuber (tu'ber), n. [< L. i«&er, abump, swelling,

tumor, knob on plants, truffle, etc.; perhaps
< -/ ^M in tumere, swell. Hence ult. prob. truffie.~\

1. In hot.j a subterranean body, usually of an
oblong or rounded form, consisting morpho-
logically of a stolon-like branch of a rhizome,
much thick-

ened, common-
ly at the end,
and beset with
*'eyes," which
are properly
modified axil-

lary buds. Some
of these buds nor-
mally sprout the
second season,
giving rise to a
new plant, for the
nourishment of
which the tuber
is richly stored
with starch. Typi-
cal examples are
the common po-
tato and the Jeru-
salem artichoke
(see Helianthus,
with cut); less

familiar are the
tubers of the dwarf dandelion (Krigia Dandelion), the

American ground-nut (.4pio« ttiberosa), and the ground-nut
of Great Britain, Conopo-
diuni denvdatum {Bu-
nium fiexumum), Monil-
iform tubers occur, as in

Eqttisetum fluviatUe (see

monil\fonn) and Hydro-
cotyle Americana (see

Uydrocotyle). Strictly,

the tuber is to be distin-

i ..lanum guished from the tuber-
i/(ct'to»'/<;. cle (see tubercle (d) (3))

and the tuberous root

(see tuberous); but the term often embraces these, espe-

cially the former.

2. [cap.'\ [NL.] A genus of subterranean dis-

comycetous fungi, the truffles, having the perid-

ium warty or tubereled, without definite base,

the asei ovoid or globose, and one- to three-

or (rarely) four-spored. About 50 species are

known. T. sestivum is the common truffle. See

truffle (with cut).— 3. In pathoL, anat.y and
zool., some rounded swelling part; a tuberosity;

a tubercle ; a knot or swelluig which is not the

result of disease: used chiefly as a Latin word
(with Latin plural ^w6cra)._oifactoiT tuber.
Same as caruncida maminillaris (which see, under canin-
cula).— Tuber annulare, the annular tuber of the brain ;

the pons Varolii —Tuber calcis, the tuberosity of the cal-

caneum ; the backward projection of the bone of the heel.

—Tuber Clnereum, a conical projection from the lower
part of the cerebrum, just behind the optic chiasma and
in front of the corpora albicantia.— Tuber COCblese, the
pnmiontoiy of the tympanum. &ee prowontor;/, 2 (6).

—

Tuber ischli. See ischium.—Tuber radii, the tuberosity

of the radius, for the attachment of the biceps.

a short slightly tapered metal sleeve driven Tuberacea (tu-be-ra'se-e), «. pi [NL., < L
over the end of a tube between the tube and the

tube-sheet which supports the end, for the pur-

pose of securing the parts firmly together by
wedging. E. H. Knight.

tube-filter (tiib'fll"t6r), n. A chamber with

tuber, a tuber. + "-acceel'i An order of hypoge-
nous or subepigenous discomycetous fungi,

typified by the genus Tuber, having the gleba
traversed by veins, and one- to

eight-spored asci.
porous or perforated walls, placed at the bot- t^yjerated (tu'be-ra-ted), a. [<
tom of a driven well-tube or a pump suction-

tube, to exclude gravel and other foreign mat-
ter.

tube-flower (tiib'flou'Sr), n. An ornamental
shrub. Clerodendron Siphonanthus, native in the

East Indies, widely cultivated in the tropics.
It is an erect plant wltl'i few straiglit branclies, and bears
panicled wliite flowers witli a very long curving coroUa-
tul)e (whence the name).

valve ;<, different style of ^^{jg.flQe (tilb'flo), W. In a fumaCC, a tubC
:d: rf.windowintopof box; , , i • i_ ji ti rr 7;-„'„j.*

ing entrance to a; ir. through wliich flame passcs. A. a. Kmglit.

,enS%°'fo7t?ndiS" tube-foot (tiib'fut), n.
",

^l. tubc-feet (-tet). One
' ' • . .

.

. , , , r

^j.y pg^egjg of

the ambulacra of echinoderms, as star-fishes

and sea-urchins ; a water-foot.

tube-form (tiib'form), a. Same as tubiform.

Pneumatic Tubes.

a, one of the exhaust-pipes connecting ex-
haust-fan apparatus with series of transiiiittint;

boxes of central station, one of which is shown
in section at y;
valve; f', valve closed; rf, window in top
f, perforated screen covering entrance to a
J, transmitting-tubes : A, !

sisting of two compartm
for" receiving messages, separated by per^ of the numCrOUS tubular loCOmOtory pedicols of

forated partition ; k, carrier-lxjx of leather of - - ~ ,

diameter to fit tubes, and adapted to contain
messitge : /, open tubes for receiving and send-
ing the carrier-lioxes ; nt, door to boxy, where
messages are received through tubes n.

LL. tuberatus, covered with knots
or bosses (< L. tuber, aknob,boss

:

see tuber), + -ed^.'\ In her., hav-
ing a rounded projection, ormore
than one. A serpent tuberated

is tied in a knot or a close coil

near the middle of the body.

tubercle (tu'ber-kl), «. [< OF. tubercle, F. tuber-

cule = Sp. tuberculo = Pg. It. tuherculo. < L.

tubercnluni, a small swelling, a pimple, tubercle,

dim. of tuber, a swelling : see iuber.'i A little

tuber, or tubercule ; a small tuberosity ; espe-

cially, a small projection of a bone, for the at-

tachment of a ligament or tendon, as of the
femur, hyoid, scaphoid, ulna, tibia, zygoma,



tubercle

eto. See tiibereulum and tuherositi/. (o) A small
rough elevation of the surface ; a wart or pimple ; a hard
papilla; a little swelling : as, tubercles about the base of

the bill of a bird, or on a toad's back. (6) In Echimdse,
one of the numerous small rounded elevations of the body-
wall to which the spines are articulated. See Echinidx,
and cuts under Echinus, Echinoidea, and semita. (c) In
pathoL: (1) A hard, circumscribed, rounded elevation or

nodule on the surface of the body or an organ. (2) A
nodular mass of varying size, composed of granulation-

cells, which often undergo caseation : the characteristic

lesion of tuberculosis. (3) The affection called tubercu-
losis, (d) In hot. : (1) Any wart-like or knob-like excres-

cence. (2) A very small tuber. (3) A root-growth resem-
bling a tul>erous root (see iuberous\ except that it bears
adventitious buds, especially near the top, thus approach-
ing a tuber, whose buds, however, are normal : tlie sweet
potato is an example ; also, a tumefled kind of root pro-

duced by species of Orchis and related genera, definite in

number and shape, apparently developed from the base
of buds on the lower extremity of the stem, as in Orchis
macidata and Ophrys apifera (see cuts under palnuiie and
OphryA). Vonipare tuhercule. {e) \n etitom., s&me Vl& supple-
?n€;Urtri/(?j/f (which see, under )f«ppietn^Mtari/).—Acoustic,
amygdaloid, carotid tubercle. See the adjectives,—

Anatomical tubercle, in pathoL, a wart-like growth of-

ten seen on tlic hands of those who constantly dissect or
make i>ost-m<irteni examinations.— Conoid tubercle, a
roughness of the clavicle for the attachment of the conoid
ligament.— Cimeate tubercle, the slight eminence of

the cuneate funiculus on a level with the adjoining clava.

—Cuneiform tubercles. See cuneiform.— Darwin's
tubercle, a n<Mlnle on tlie edge of the helix of the human
ear, l>elieved to be the vestige of the point of a pointed
ear. such as is attributed to the fauns and satyrs of classic

mythology, and as man may have had in an early stage of

evolution of the human species.— Deltoid tubercle, (a)

A roughness on the clavicle for the attachment of the del-

toid ligament. (6) A roughness on the humerus for the
insertion of the delt^>id muscle : usually called deltoid

n</;/f.— Genial tubercles. See jremo/-'.- Genital tu-
bercle, the tlrst appearance of the external organs of
generation in the felns—Lacrymal tubercle, a small
projection of the superior maxillary Imjuc, at the beginning
of the iaci-ymal duct : a guide to the surgef)n in operations
up<}n the duct.- Laminated tubercle. Same as nodule
(a). -Madreporic tubercles. See Kini/rf/wnc— Mam-
millary tubercle. Sec »mi/i)/ii'Hnr.v.— Mental tuber-
cles. .samea3;/f(ua;(i<'«'rri«».— Miliary tubercle, same
as i^utum.— Ocular tubercle. Same as eye-eminence.
— Olfactory tubercle. Same as cnmncula viammUlaris
(which see, under ear"ncula).— Q-^XXc tubercles. See
oj)iie. Pearly tubercle. Same asynidim.- Pharyn-
feal, plantar, scalene tubercle. See the adjectives.—
osterior tubercle of the thalamus. Same as pul-

vinar. 2.-^ Supra-anal tubercle. Sec supra-anal.—
Tubercle-bacillus, the bacillus characteristic of tuber-
culosis. See cut under tul/ercutf/sis.— TuberCle Of a rib,
the shoulder of a rib, which articulates with the transpro-
cess of the corresponding vertebra; a tuberculum.—Tu-
bercle Of Lower, a prominence, not constant, between
the oi-itlces of the superior and inferior vense cavse in the
right auricle.— Tubercle Of Rolando. Same as tuhercu-
lum cltwreuin liftfiidi (which see. under tulterctUuvt).—
Tubercle of the epiglottis, see cwhum uf the epiglot-

tis, under epi'ilnitit.— Tubercle of the ulna, the rough
area at the ba-se of the coronoid process, for the attach-
ment of the brachialis anticus muscle.

tubercled (tu'ber-kld), a. [< tubercle + -cd2,]

In hot., :i>(>l., aiKlpa</ioi.,tubereulate; provided
witli or affected by tubercles,

tubercula, «. Plural of tuberculum,

tubercular (tu-ber'ku-lar), a. [=F. tubercvlaire

= Sp. tubercular,<.iih. *iubercularU,<. L. tubercu-

lum. tubercle: see tubercle.'] 1. Formed like a
tubercle; forming a tubercle; shaped into a little

tuber or tuberosity : as, tubercular elevations.

—

2. Having tubercles; tuberculate.— 3. In pa-
thol., characterized by the presence of tubercles

;

of or j)ertaining to tuberculosis; tuberculous.
— Tubercular consumption, tuberculosis of the lungs.
— Tubercular diathesis, a constitutional predisposition
to tiii>erculo8is.— Tubercular laryngitis, tuberculosis
of the larynx ; laryngeal phtliisis.— Tubercular leprosy,
a form of leprosy characterized by the presence of macula;
or of nmiules of varying size on the surface of the body,
especially the face: ieo?)tiasis; elephantiasis Oracorum.
— Tubercular meningitis, an infiammatlon of the me-
ninges of the iirain, usually in children, due to the action
of the tuberculous ixjison ; acute hydrocephalus.— Tu-
bercular peritonitis, .see p<Titoni(w.— Tubercular
phthisis, tul»ercnlosis, especially tuberculosis of the
lungs. Tubercular process, an elevation on the trans-
verse process of a vertenra supporting the facet that articu-
lates with ttie tubercle of the corre8pon<iing rib.—Tuber-
cular sputum, the sputum of one suffering from pul-
nionan,' tuberculosis, usually containing large numbers
of the tuVierde-bacilli. It is a common means of spread-
iTig the contagion of tuberculosis.

Tubercularia (tu-ber-ku-la'ri-ii), n. [Nil.

(Ti>Je),< ]j. («6erci(/«)H, tubercle : see tubercle.'}

A genus of hyphomycetous fungi, having the
eonidia in filiform, usually branched sporo-
phores. which are ovoid or oblong, hyaline, and
typically solitary. The species, of which more than
CO are known, are not well characterized. T. vulgaris,
one of the commonest forms, occurs on trees or shrubs, as
of the genera Corylvx, Prunus, Rubus, etc.

Tubercularieae (ti)-b6r"kii-la-ri'e-e), n. i)l.

[.XL. (Ehnnbcrg, 1818), < tubereularia + -e«.]

A family of liyphorayeetous fungi, typified by
tlie gpiiiis Tuhcrcularifi.

tubercularize (tii-b<T'ku-lar-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

j)p. tubercuUirized, ppr. tulicrciUarizing. [< tu-

bercular + -ire] To infect with tuberculosis.

6519
Spittoons should always be emptied into the flpe, and

cleansed with boiling water. They should never be
emptied on dung heaps, on garden soil (where they may
tubercularize fowl) . . . Science, XIV. 177.

tubercularly (tu-ber'ku-lar-li), adv. With re-

gard to a tubercle or tubercles ; so as to exhibit

tubercles. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXVI. 260.

tuberculate (ta-ber'ka-lat), a. [< NL. tubercu-

/a<K,s, < L. tuberculum, tubercle: see tubercle.}

Same as tubercular.

tuberculated (tu-ber'ku-la-ted), a. [< tubercu-

late + -erf'-'.] Same as tuberculate.

tuberculatlon (tu-ber-ku-la'shon), «. [< tuber-

culate + -ion.'] The formation of tubercles;

the disposition or arrangement of a set of

tubercles; a tubercular part, organ, or system.

tubercule (tu'ber-kul), n. [< F. tuberaile, < L.

tuberculum : see tubercle.] 1 . A tubercle or tu-

berculum.— 2. In bot., any root of a class em-
bracingboth tuberous roots and tubercles : used
specifically by Lindley Clneritlous tubercule.
(a) The tuber cinereum. (6) The tuberculum cinereum of

Rolando.

tuberculi, n. Plural of tubcrculus.

tuberculiionn (tu-ber'ku-li-f6rm), a. [< L. tu-

bcrculuni, tubercle, -I- forma, form.] Like a
tubercle in form; tubercular.

tuberculin (tu-b6r'ku-lin), n. [< tuberculum +
-i)fi.] 1. A liquid prepared by Koch (first in

1890) from cultures of tubercle-bacillus, ad-

ministered by hypodermic injection in tuber-
culosis as a therapeutic or diagnostic measure.
Also called Koch's lymph, Koch's specific, and
2>aratoloid.— 2. A ptomaine formed by the
action of the tubercle-bacillus.

tuberculization (tu-ber"ku-li-za'shon),n. [=F.
tubercuUsatioH ; as tubercule + -ize + -ation.]

Inpathol., the formation of tubercles, or the con-
dition of becoming tubercled.

tuberculize (tu-ber'ku-liz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

tuberculi:ed, ppr. tuberculizing. [K tubercule +
-i:e.] Same as tubercularize. Medical News,
LIII. 187.

tuberculoid (tu-b6r'ku-loid), a. [< tubercule +
-oid.] In ro67.', having the appearance or shape
of a tuberole ; tuberculifomi.

tuberculose (til-bfer'ku-los), a. [< NL. tuber-

ch/o.sh.i ; see tuhercidous.] Tuberculate.

tuberculosed (tu-b6r'kfi-16st), «. [< tubercu-

losis + -etP.] In pathol., affected with tuber-

culosis. Medical Neics, LIII. 216.

tuberculosis (tu-bfer-ku-16'sis), n. [NL., < L.

tuherculum, tubercle, H- -osis.] A speclfie dis-

ease affecting most
of the tissues of the
body, characterized
by the formation of
tubercles and the
presence in the dis-

eased parts of the
tubercle -bacillus.

—

Acute miliary tuber-
culosis, an acute affec-

tion characterized by the
deposit of large numbers
of minute tubercules In
various organs of the
body, accompanied by
high fever, rapid pulse,
and marked prostration

;

galloping or quick consumption. The disease is almost
always rapidly fatal.— Laryngeal tuberculosis. Same
as tubercular laryngitis (wnicn see, under tubercular).—
Pulmonary tuberculosis, tuberculosis of the lungs,
popularly called consumption.

tuberculous (til-ber'ku-lus), a. [= F. tuber-

culeux — Sp. Pg. tuberculoso = It. tubercoloso,

< ML. * tuberculosus, < L. tuberculum, a tubercle

:

see tubercle.] 1. Tubercular; tuberculate.

—

2. In j)«t/io?., affected by tubercles; exhibiting
or containing tubercles.— 3. Pertaining to or
of the nature of tuberculosis.

Greek elephantiasis . . . Is a (wfeeriju/oiM disease affect-

ing especially the skin, the mouth, and the nasal fossse,

and the organs of voice and respiration.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 39.

Tuberculous arthritis, tuberculosis of a joint.— Tu-
berculous inflammation, inflammation caused by the
presence of the tubercle-bacillus.

tuberculum (tu-bir'ku-lum), n.
;
pi. tubercula

(-lii). [L.: see tubercle.] 1. A little tuber ; a
small tuberosity.— 2. In pathol.: (a) A hard,
circumscribed, rounded elevation of small size

on the surface of the body or an organ. ( 6) A
nodule, of varying size, composed chiefly of

granulation-cells: the characteristic lesion of
tuberculosis Tubercula quadrlgemlna, the cor-

pora quadrigcmina. See c'jrpits.—Tuberculum annu-
lare, the pons Varolii.— Tuberculum cinereum Ro-
landi,ari eminence between the cuneate funiculus and the
posterolateral grmive of the oblongata, formed by the
approach of the caput cornu posterioris to the surface.

—Tuberculum dolorosum, a small painful nodule;

Biteiltus tuberculosis, very fiiglily

magnified.

tube-shell

neuroma.— Tubercultmihypoglossi. Sameas trigonum
hypoglossi.

—

Tuberculum mallei. Same as short process
o/inalteus (which see, under process).

—

Tuberculum of a
rib, the protuberance or shoulder by which a rib abuts
against a transverse process of a vertebra, as opposed to

its head or capitulum. See cut under endosketeton.— Tu-
berculum pubis, tuberculum pubicum. Same as pu-
bic spine (which see, under pubic).—Tuberculum sellse,

the olivary eminence. See olivary.

tuberculus (tu-ber'kfi-lus), n.
;

pi. tuberculi

(-li). [Nh.: see tttberculum, tubercle.] Ine7itom.,

same as snpplevientary eye (which see, under
siqyplementary).

tube-retort (txib're-tort'''), '!. A chemical retort

consisting of a glass tube having one end
closed, and sometimes made with an enlarged
bulb. E. S. Knight.

tuberiferous (tu-be-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. tuber, a
tuber, -f- ferre = E. bear^ .] Producing or bear-

ing tubers: as, a tuberiferous root. See cut un-
der moniliform.

tuberiform (tu'b6r-i-f6rm), a. [< L. tuber, a
tuber, + forma, form.] -In fcof. , tuber-shaped.

tuberont (tii'ber-on), n. [< OF. tiburon, < Sp.

tiburon, a shark.] A shark.

There waited on our ship fishes as long as a man, which
they call Tuberon^s.

T. Stevens, 1679(Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 133). (Davies.)

tuberose'^ (tu'ber-6s), a. [< L. tuberosus, tuber-

ous: see tuberous.] Tuberous; having knobs
or tubers.

tuberose^ (tu'be-ros or tiib'roz: see the ety-

mology), n. [="F. tubereuse = Sp. Pg. tuberosa

= It. tuberoso = G. tuberose, < NL. tuberosa, the
specific name of Poliavthes tuberosa; prop. fem.
of L. tuberosus, tuberous : see tuberose*, tuberous.

The name has become popularly confused with
rose, and is, though prop, pronounced tu'be-ros,

commonly pronounced tub'roz, as if < tube +
rose'^.] A garden and greenhouse bulb, Polian-
thes tuberosa, much cultivated for its creamy-
white, exceedingly fra^ant flowers. These have
a funnel-shaped perianth with thick lobes, often doubled,
and are racemed at the summit of a wand-like steni 2 or 3
feet high. An American variety called the pearl has a
much lower stem with larger flowers, and is preferred for

forcing. In northei-n latitudes the bulbs are imported—
in Europe, from France and Italy, and in the northern
United States, formerly from Europe, but they are now
grown in Florida and Geoi-gia, or even in New Jeisey.

Where the season is short, the bulb is sprouted under cover
before setting out. The tuberose affords a perfumer's oil

—Wild tuberose. See Spiranthes.

tuberosity (tii-be-ros'i-ti), »!.; pi. tuberosities

(-tiz). [< F. tuberosite =: Sp. tuberosidad = Pg.
tuberosidade = It. tuberosita, < ML. *tuberosi-

ta{t-)s, < L. tuberosus, tuberous: see tuberous.]

I. The state of being tuberous.— 2. A swell-

ing or prominence ; especially, in anat. and
zoiil., a large rough projection or protuberance
of bone; a bony tuber, generally serving for the
attachment of a muscle : as, the tuberosity of the
ischium, or tuber ischii ; the greater and lesser

tuberosities of the humerus. Small tuberosities

of bone are generally called tubercles. See cuts
under crus, femur, humerus, and innominatum.
Whether he . . . swell out in starched ruffs, buckram

stuffings, and monstrous tuberosities.

Carlyle, Sal-tor Resartus, i. 5.

Gluteal tuberosity. Same as gluteal ridge (which see,

under gluteal).

tuberous (tu'ber-us), a. [< OF. tubereux, F.
tubereux = Sp. Pg. It. tuberoso, < L. tuberosus,

full of lumps or protuberances, < tuber, a knob,
lump : see tttber,] 1 . Covered with knobby or
wart-like prominences; knobbed.— 2. In bot.,

of the nature of or resembling a tuber ; bearing
tubers.—Tuberous angioma, a subcutaneous form- of

angioma, resembling at tunes lipoma.— Tuberous pea.
Same as heath-pea. See also Lathyrus and knapperts.—
Tuberous root, a true root, commonly one of a fascicle,

so thickened by the storage of nutriment as to resemble
a tuber. It bears no buds itself, but nourishes those pro-

duced on the persistent base of the stem. The root of the
dahlia is an example. See cut under raot^.

'

tuberously (tu'b6r-us-li), adv. With tubers or

with tuberosity. Bull, of III. State Laboratory,
II. 28.

tuberonsness (tu'b^r-us-nes), ». The state or

character of being tuberous; tuberosity.

tuberous-rooted (tu'b6r-us-ro''ted), a. An epi-

thet properly of plants with tuberous roots, but
more often applied to those bearing true tubers.

tube-scaler (tfib'ska'lfer), n. A tube-cleaner

for cleansing the interior of steam-boiler flues

from soot and incrustations. E. H. Knight.

tube-scraper (tub'skra'i)er),». A tube-cleaner;

especially, one with springs or blades, as dis-

tinguished from one made of wire.

tube-sheet (tub'shet), n. Same as flue-plate.—
Tube-sheet cutter, a tool for cutting holes to receive

the tubes in the tube-sheets of boilers. E. II. Knight.

tube-shell (tub'shel), n. A bivalve mollusk of

the family Gastrochsenidse in a broad sense, or



tube-shell

TuhicoUdtey as the watering-pot shell and re-

lated forms. They ^ree in secreting a shelly tube
about the long siphuns, and in extreme eases this for-

mation makes them look very unlike ordinary bivalves.

The case is like that of the related teredos or ship-worms.
Both valves may be of considerable size and separate
fn»m the tube (see cut under Gastrochtena), or one may be
free from the tube and the other fixed to it, as in Vlava-

ijella; or lM>th may be very small and soldered to a large
tube of singular construction, as in the true watering-
pots. See cut under watering-pot

tube-spinner (tub'spin'^er), », A tube-weaver.
tube-stopper (tub'stop^^r), n. In steam-engin.,

a tube-plug.

tube-vaive (tub'valv), «. A valve consisting
of a tube, which is held against its seat by a
ball-weighted lever. E, H. Knight.

tube-vise (tub'vis), «. A vise especially adapted
for seizing tubes or pipes ; a pipe-vise.

tube-weaver (tub'we'^v^r), «. Any spider of

the group Tuhicolse or Tubitelse; a tube-spinner.

Compare orh-weaverj tunnel-weaver, etc.

tube-well (tub'wel), w. A device for obtain-

ing water from beneath the ground, consisting

of a wrought-iron pipe armed with a sharp
point, and having a series of perforations at

the lower end above the point, it is driven into

the soft ground until water is reached. For many local-

ities, where water is comparatively near the surface, a
tube-well answers for all domestic pui-poses. In soils

where the water is abundant near the surface, four or
more tube-wells may be driven a few feet apart and united
at the top by branch pipes, and may serve to supply a
steam fire-engine, etc., by a direct connection, or to feed

a steam-pump. It is commonly called, in the United
States, a driven ivell, or drive-weU.

tube-worm (tub'werm), n. A tubicolous worm
;

one of the sedentary annelids which live in

cases; especially, a serpula. SeeTubicol3ej2(b).

tube-wrench (tiib'rench), n. A pipe-wrench.

tub-fake (tub'fak), «. A coil of tow-line in the
line-tub of a whale-boat. J. W. Collins.

tubfastt (tub'fast), n, A process of treatment
for the cure of venereal disease by sweating in

a heated tub for a considerable time, during
which strict abstinence had to be observed.

Bring down rose-cheeked youth
To the tub-fast and the diet.

5Aa*., T. of A., iv. 3. 87.

tub-fish (tub'fish), n. The sapphirine gurnard,
Trufla hirundo. See gurnard. [Local, Eng.]

tubfol (tub'fiil), n. [< tuh + -/«?.] A quantity
sufficient to fill a tub; as much as a tub will

hold.

tub-gig (tub'gig), n. A Welsh car. See the
quotation.

The brothers [Carlyle] went in a steamer from Liverpool
to Bangor, and thence to Llanberis, again in a tub-gig, or
Welsh car. Froude, Carlyle (Life in London, xi.).

tubi, n. Plural of tubus.

tubicen (tii'bi-sen), n, [L., a triunpeter, < tuba,

trumpet, + cancrc, sing, play.] A trumpeter.
tubicinate (tu-bis'i-uat), c. i. ;

pret. and pp. tu-

bicinatcd, ppr. tubicniating, [< L. tubicen (-cin-)^

a trumpeter (see tubicen)^-^ -ate'^.'\ To blow a
trumpet, [Rare.]

Tubicolae (tu-bik'o-le), w. jil. [NL., pi. of tu-

bicola: see tubicoie.l 1. A group of spiders
which spin and inhabit a tubular web of silk,

often strengthened outside with leaves or other
materials; the tube-spinners. Compare T«6*^c?cC.

— 2. A group of annelids. (a\) In Cuvier's classifica-

tion, the first order of Annelides, consisting of such genera
as Serpula, Sabdla, Terebel-
la, Amphitrile, and Deniali-
um: thus a heterogeneous
association of certain mol-
lusks and worms. (6) Now,
the sedentary or tubicolous
annelids, or those worms
which live in tubes. They
comprise a part of the poly-
chsetous annelids, and in-

clude several families, as
Serpulidm, Sdbellidse, Tere-
bellidff, Araphictenidie, and
others. They are also called
Sedentaria, from their hab-
its (as distinguished from
ErrarUia), and Cephalabran-
chia or Capitibraiichia, for

the reason that the branchi-
al organs are confined to the
head or anterior part of the
body. These are the pro-
cesses which project Bo con-
spicuously from the tube.
The tubes are of various sub-
stance ana texture ; they
may be calcareous secre-
tions of the animal, as in
the serpulaa, or composed
of sandy and shelly or stony
grit agglutinated together
by a viscid secretion, as in the terebellas and others, or
simply membranous. The tubes are straight or curved,
sometimes spirally coiled, and usually form a complete
case or covering Into which the animal can withdraw for

A Serpula, one of the Tnbicotmt
withdrawn from its tube, which is

shown separately.
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protection. Also Tu6u«rftd«. See also cuts under ProfuZa
and Serpida.

tubicolar (tiVbik'o-liir), a. [< tulncole + -a)-3.]

Same as tubicolous.

Spirorbis and other tubicolar annelids occur as early aa

the Silurian period. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 62.

tubicole (tu'bi-kol), a. and «. [< NL. tubieola,

living in a tube (i. e. in a tubular web), < L.

tubus, tube, + colere, dwell, inhabit.] I. a. In-

habiting a tube or a tubular web, as a spider;

tubicolar or tubicolous, as an annelid.

II. «. A tubicolous annelid.

Tubicolidae (tu-bi-kol'i-de), n.pJ. [NL., < Tu-
bicolse + -idie."\ 1. In conch., a family of bi-

valves: same as (iastrochxnidee. See tube-shell.

— 2. Same as Tuhicolse, 2 (6).

tubicolous (tu-bik'o-lus), a. [< tubicole + -ous."]

InrooV., inhabiting a tube; tubicole; tubicolar;

spinning a tubular web, as a spider; secreting

a tubular ease, as an annelid or a rotifer; hav-
ing a tubular or fistulous shell, as a moUusk.
See Tubicolee, tube-shell, and cuts under Protula
and Serpula. — Tubicoloxis rotifers, those wheel-
animalcules, as distinguished from the free foi-ms, which
are inclosed in gelatinous cases which they secrete. The
elongated body ends behind in an adhesive disk, by which
the animalcules, singly or several together, are fixed.

The foot or peduncle, by which they are attached, is a
process of the neural side of the body, and thus dilfers

from the foot of most free rotifers, which is a median
process from the opposite side of the body, usually seg-

mented and ending in a pair of movable stylets.

tubicorn (tii'bi-korn), a. and )/. [< L. tubus,

tube, -f- corim, horn.] I. a. Hollow-horned, as
a ruminant; cavicom.

II. n. A tubicorn or cavicom ruminant.
Tubicornia (tii-bi-kor'ni-a), n. 7)?. [NL.: see
tubicorn.'^ The hollow-horned ruminants : same
as Cavicornia.

tubifacient (tu-bi-fa'shient), a. [< L. tubus,

tube, + facicn(t-)s, ppr. offacere, make.] Con-
structing a tube in which to dwell; tubicolous.

tubifer (tii'bi-ftr), n. [< L. tubus, tube, -I- /ore
= E. 6e«)l.] That which bears a tube, as a tu-

bicolous annelid.

tubiflorous (tii'bi-flo-rus), a. [< L. tubus, tube,

-I- flos (flor-), flower.] In bot., having tubular
flowers or florets.

tubiform (tii'bi-ffirm), a. [= F. tuhiforme, <

L. tubus, tube, + forma, form.] Tubular; ca-

nalicular; having the form or character of a
tube. Also tubseform.

tubilingual (ta-bi-ling'gwal), a. [< L. tulms,

tube, + lingua, tongue: see liiu/ual.'] Having
a tubular tongue, as various honey-suckers and
other birds.

Tubilingues (tu-bi-ling'gwez), n.pl. [NL. : see
tuhiliuyual.} In ornith., in Sundevall's system,

a synonym of Cinnyrimorphee : so named be-

cause the long extensile tongue constitutes a
tubular suctorial organ.

Tubinares (tii-bi-na'rez), n.pl. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < L. tubus, tube, -I- nares, nostrils.] The
tube-nosed or tubinarial water-birds, having
the nostrils formed into a tube which lies upon
the base of the culmen, as in the petrels, or into

a pair of tubes, one on each side of the base of

the bill, as in the albatrosses ; the petrel family,

ov Procellariidse. Also called JVas«?«. See cuts

under albatross, fulmar, hagdeii, and CEstrelaia.

tubinarial (til-bi-na'ri-al), a. [As Tubinares
+ -ial.] Having tubular nostrils, as a petrel;

tube-nosed ; of or pertaining to the Tubinares.

tubing (tii'bing), n. [Verbal n. of tube, t).] 1.

The act of making tubes, or providing with
tubes.— 2: A tube or tubes collectively: as,

ten feet of tubing Rubber tubing, flexible tubing
made of caoutchouc. Such tubing is made impervious
to coal-gas by coating it with a solution of sodium sili-

cate, or water-glass.

Tiibingen school. See school^.

tubiparous (tu-bip'a-rus), a. [< L. tubus, ttibe,

4- parerc, produce.] Giving rise to tubes or
tubules: as, a tubiparous gland. Micros. Sci.,

XXXI. 186.

Tubipora (tu-bip'o-rii), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1748), < L. tubus, tube,"+ pones, pore, passage.]
The leading genus of Tubiporidse, or organ-pipe
corals. T. musica is the best-known species.

See cut in next column.
Tubiporacese (tii"bi-po-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of tubiporaceus : see tubiporaceous.1

An order of alcyonarian polyps, containing the
Tubiporidse or organ-pipe corals.

tubiporacean (tii"bi-po-ra'se-an), a. and n. [<

tubij>orace-ous + -an/]
' Same as tubipore.

tubiporaceous (tii"bi-po-ra'shius), a. [< L.
tubus, tube. -1- 2><>rus, pore, passage, -1- -aceous.]

Having the character of organ-pipe coral ; be-
longing to the Tubijioraceee.

ta-brugge

Organ-pipe Coral I Tubipffr.i musica).

tubipore (tu'bi-por), a. and n. [< L. tubus, tube,
+ porus. poro, passage.] I. a. Having tubu-
lar corallites, each one of which opens by a pore

;

tubiporaceous; belonging to the Tubiporidse.

II. n. An organ-pipe coral.

TubiporidsE (tu-bi-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tuhijiora -\- -idse.~\ A family of alcyonarian
polyps, typified by the genus Tubipora, which
secrete a hard corallum in the form of tubular
thecffi bound together by epitheca; and with-
out internal septa; the organ-pipe corals. The
polyps have eight pinnately fringed tentacles, and are
therefore octocoralline, not hexacoralline as most corals.

They are completely retractile within their tubes, and are

of a violet or grass-green color. ITie coral grows in large

masses, usually red or purplish, and is found in the Indian
and Pacific oceans. See cut under Tubipora.

tubiporite (tii'bi-p6-rit), n. [< Tubipora -t- -ite'.^.]

A fossil organ-pipe coral, or some similar organ-
ism.
Tubiporites (tii"bi-po-ri'tez), n. [NL. (Schlot-

heim) : see tubiporite.'] A genus of tubipo-
rites.

tubiporous (tii'bi-p6-rus), a. [As tubipore -I-

-ims.] Same as tubipore.

Tubitelse (tii-bi-te'le), K. pi. [NL.,< L. tubus.

tube, -h tela, a web.] A group of rectigrade
spiders, the tapestry-weavers, which have cy-

lindrical spinnerets and spin tubular webs, as
the genera Agclena, Tegenaria, and others: op-
posed to Inequitelee, Orbitelse, etc.

tubitelar (tii-bi-te'lar), a. [< luUtelie + -ar'^.]

Of or pertaining to the Tvbitelse.

Tubitelariae (tii"bi-te-la'ri-e), n.pi. [NL.: see
I'ubitclee.] Same as Tubitelse.

tubitelarian (tu"bi-te-la'ri-an), a. and n. [<

Tubiteiarise + -an.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to

the Tubiteiarise; tubitelar.

II. H. A spider of the division Tubiteiarise.

tubivalve (tii'bi-valv), n. and a. [< L. tubns,

tube, -t- valva, door: see valie.] I. n. A bi-

valve mollusk with tubular siphonal sheath;

a tube-shell.

II. a. Having a tubular or fistulous shell.

tubman (tub'man), «.; pi. tubmen (-men). A
barrister in the Court of Exchequer in England
who had a precedence in motions. See post-

man'^.

tubo-abdominal (tii''bo-ab-dom'i-nal), a. [< L.
tubus, tube, -H abdomen {-inin-), abdomen, ¥
-al.] Pertaining to a Fallopian tube and to

the cavity of tbe abdomen Tubo-abdomlnal
pregnancy, a form of extra-uterine pregnancy in which
the ovum is arrested near the fimbriated extremity of

the Fallopian tube, projecting thence in the course of it*

development Into the abdominal cavity.

tub-oar (tub'or), «. In whale-fishing, the oar
which is pulled opposite the line-tub; also,

the tub-oarsman.
tub-oarsman (tub'orz'man), n. In tohale-fish-

ing, a man whose place in a whale-boat is near
the tub containing the whale-line, and whose
business is to see that no entanglement of the
line takes place.

tubo-OVarian (tti"b6-o-va'ri-an), a. [< L. tubus,

tube, + ovarium, ovary, + -a^i.] Pertaining to

the ovary and to the Fallopian tube.

tubovarian (tu-bo-va'ri-an), a. Same as tubo-

orarian.

tub-preacher (tub'pre''ch&r), «. [< tub, a kind
of pulpit, -f- jireacher.'] A contemptuous term
for a dissenting minister; hence, a ranting,

ignorant preacher. Also tubster.

Here are your lawful ministers present, to whom of lat«

you do not resort, I hear, but to tub-preachers in conven-

ticles. Bp. Hackel, Abp. Williams, ii. 166. (Daviet.)

tub-race (tub'ras), «. A race in which the con-
testants i)addle with the hands in tubs.

tu-brugget, «. [ME., < tu, a form of toitJl, +
brugge, brU\ge: see toic''- and bridge^ .] A draw-
bridge. Halliwell.



tu-brugge

Nou storit the heved above the tit-bruf/ge

Kaste bi Waleis.
Execution of Sir Sitmn Friuer (Child's Ballads, VI. 282)i

tub-saw (tub'sa), n. A cylindi-ical saw which
cuts staves from a block, aud rounds them
transversely: same as annular saw (a) (which
see. under saw^. E. H. Knight.

tub-size (tub'siz), r. t. See the quotation.

If paper is to be tub-gized as well as engine-sized, an
animal size, made by soaking out the gelatine from clip-

pings of horns, hides, ete., is mixed with dissolved alum
and placed in a tub or vat, through which the web of
paper is run after leaving the first set of driers.

Harpers Mag., LXXV. 124.

tubstert (tub'st^r), n. [< tab + -steri.] Same
as tub-prcaclier.

He (says the tubgter) that would be rich according to the
practice of this wiclced age must play the thief or the
cheat. Tom Brown, Works, III. 68. (Davieg.)

tub-sugar ftub'shug"ar), «. Sugar packed in
chests, and covered over with fine clay.

tub-thumper (tub'thum'per), n. A violent or
gesticulating preacher; one who employs vio-
lent action to give the effect or appearance of
earnestness to his sermons. [Slang.]

tub-tbumping (tub'thum'ping), a. Ranting.
[Shing.]
Very modest gifts, l>eloiigiiig to what may be called the

tub-thumping school of oratory, Iiave been known to fill a
large church with eager congregations.

Contemporary Rev., UV. 253.

tubular (tu'bS-lar), a. [= F. tiibulaire = Sp.
Pg. tithular = It. tubulare, tubolare, < NXi. 'tttbu-

laris, < L. tubiilu.^, a small pipe: see tubule.'i

1. Having the form of a tube or pipe, without
reference to size; tubuliform; tubiform; tubar;
fistulous.— 2. In fco<., tube-like; tube-shaped;
having a tube; tubulous: as, a tubular corolla
or calyx.

Tubular filiform very fine colourless rootlets.
Le Maout and Decaiaw, Botany (trans.), p. 917.

3. As applied, to respiratory sounds, noting a
sound like that i)rodueed by a current of air
through a tube— Horizontal tubularsteam-boiler.
Sec tteam-bailer.— Rotary tubular steam-boiler. See
rojan/.—Tubular-arch bridge. See drirf^d.—Tubular
bridge. See ^rW'/fi.— Tubular car, a car of which the
sills and lliwr-franiing are made of iron ga»-pii>e.— Tubu-
lar crane, a crane with a hollow or tubular jib. Large
tubular cranes sometimes have jibs made uf i>oiler-plate
rolleii into tubular form and joine<l with rivets.—Tubu-
lar floating dock, a dock formed of capacious tubes,
wliicli may be sunk or floated, according as the tubular
spaces are filled with water or with air. —Tubulkr
f;irder, any hollow girder of metal, whatever the form
11 section. See 3irrf<?rl.— Tubular glands, compound
glands in which the divisions of the secreting cavity as-
sume a tubular form.— Tubular lantern, a lantern hav-
ing no guards except a rectangular frame of tubes through
which the air-suj)ply iscarried. Cnr-Iluilder'x Z>ic(.— Tu-
bular respiration. See reyifiratioil.— TubUlaX retOril.
Same as titf^'-rfl.ort.— TubulaX Steam-boller. ^imtram-
biiiler. - Tubular surface, in geom. See tur/aee.

Tubularia (ta-bu-hl'ri-ii), «. [NL. (Linnasus,
1755), iiout. pi. of
"tubularis, tubular:
see tubular.'] An
old genus of tubu-
larian hydroids.now
restricted as the
type of a family Tu-
hiitariidee. T. indi-
risa is an example.
Tubulariae (tu-bu-
la'ri-e), H.p/. [NL.

:

see Tubularia.] The
tubularian hydroids,
or gymnoblastie hy-
dromedusans ; the
Athecdta or Gymno-
blastea.

tubularian (tii-bu-
la'ri-an), a. aud «. ^
i<

Tubularia + -an.] TubuUnan Polyp < ri<«/,/ar/» i«rfi.

. a. Hydriform in ,
';"''?•

,, „
*..v 1 u -i-i I, group or polypites, half n.itural
tubular shape with size ; », anglThvUranth. enlaiged ;

.1 wide disk, a manU- " i"?"*. suirounded by tentaclis ; »,

brium, and solid ten-
tacles; of orpertainingtothe Tuhulari/e, or gym-
noblastie hydrozoans Tubularian hydroids, the
Oymiufblagtea.

II. H. A member of the Tulmlarite. The tubu-
larian polyps form an extensive series, by some authors
divided into many families. Some of them resemble slen-
der-stemmed ciimpositc Mowers, as a dandelion, for exam-
ple. In the usual forms the hydranth is flower-like and
borne upon the cud of a slender stalk (hydr(x;aul), several
of which may unite below into a nxjt-like part (hydrorlliza).
The hydranth bears the gonophores upim stalks (blasto-
styles); these may be permanently attached (sporosacsX
or may become detached and float off as free medusoids.
Both hyilranths and gonophores are naked (gymnoblastie
or athecate).

tubularidan (tii-bu-lar'i-dan), a. and n. Same
as lubularuiK.
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Tubulariidae (tii"bu-la-ri'i-de), w. pi. [NL., <
Tubularia + -idse.] A restricted family of tu-

bularian hydromedusans, represented by the
genus Tubularia, having the polyp-stock in-

vested with a hard perisare. Also Tubularidse.
See cut under Tubularia.
tubularity (tu-bu-lar'i-ti), n. [< tubular +
-ity.] The quality of a tubular sound. See
tubular, 3.

tubularly (tu'bu-lar-li), adv. In the form of a
tube.

Cells, either expanded or tvbuLariy or vesicularly con-
creted. U. C. Wood, Fresli-Water Algie, p. 182.

tubulate (tu'bu-lat), a. [= F. tubule = Pg. tu-

bulado, < L. tubulatus, formed like a pipe, < tu-

bulus, a small pipe, a tube: see tubule.] Formed
like a tube ; tubulated.

tubulate (tii'bu-lat), V. t.
; pret. and pp. tubu-

lated, ppr. tubulating. [< tubulate, a.] To form
into a tube; also, to furnish with a tube. Elect.

Rev. (Amer.), XV. xxv. 2.

A tubulated glass shade with a metal base.
Atkimon, tr. of Ganot's Physics, § 763.

Tubulated retort, a retort having a small tube, furnished
with a stopper, so placed above the bulb that substances
can be introduced into the retort without soiling the neck.
A receiver with a similar tube and stopper is called a tu-
bulated receiver.

tubulation (tu-bu-la'shon), n. [< tubulate +
-ion.] Tlie formation of a tube or tubule; the
disposition or arrangement of a set of tubes.
tubulature (tu'bu-la-tilr), «. [< tubulate +
-ure.] The mouth or sKort neck at the upper
part of a tubulated retort.

tubule (tu'bul), n. [= F. tubule = It. tubolo,

< L. tubulus, a small pipe, a water-pipe, < tu-

bus, a pipe, tube : see tube.] A small tube or
pipe: as, the uriniferous or seminiferous tu-

bules. See tubulus, and cut under Malpighian.
tubuli, ". Plural of tubulus.

tubulibranch (tu'bu-li-brangk), a. and n. [< L.
tubulus, a tube, + branchise, gills.] I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Tubulibranchiata ; tubulibran-
cliian; tubulibranehiate.

II. H. A member of the Tubulibranchiata.

tubulibranchian (tu'bu-li-brang'ki-an), a. and
«. [As Tubulibranchi(ata) + -a».]" Same as
tubulibranch.

TubulibrancMatat (tu'bu-li-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL., iK'ut. pi. of tubulihraneliiatus : see
tubulibranehiate.] In Cuvier's classification,

the seventh order of gastropods, having a more
or less irregularly tubular shell, and consisting
of 3 genera— Vermetus, Magilus, and Siliquuria :

an artificial group. See cuts under the generic
names.
tubulibranehiate (tu'bu-li-brang'ki-at), a. and
«. [< NL. tubulibranchiatus, < L. tubulus, tube,
+ branchiif, gills.] Same as tubulibranch.

Tubulicols (tu-bu-Uk'6-le), «. pi. [NL., pi. of
'tubulicola: see tubulicole.] In Cuvier's classi-

fication, an order of polyps, including the tubu-
larians.

tubulicole (tu'bu-li-kol), a. and n. [< NL. "tu-
bulicola, inhabiting a tube, < L. tubulus, a tube,
+ colore, dwell, inhabit. Cf. tubicole.] I. a.

Inhabiting a tubule, as a polyp ; belonging to
the Tubulicolse.

H. «. A j>olyp of the group Tubulicolse.

Tubulidentata (tti''bii-li-den-ta'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of 'tubulidentatus: seetubuliden-
tate.] One of
the groups of
\ho Entomopha-
ga, or insectiv-

orous Edenta-
ta, represented
by the aard-
vark, or Cape
ant-eater of
South Africa,
Orycteropus ca-
pensis. They fur-
nish the only in-

stance known
among mammals
of truly compound
teeth, these organs
being composed of
bundles of parallel
upright denticles, so that their substance is traversed by
a number of parallel vertical canals. See also cut under
aardvark.

tubulidentate (tu'bu-li-den'tat), a. [< NL.
"tubuliilentatus, < L. tubulus, a tube, + dentatus,
toothed : see dentate.] Having compound teeth
composed of tubular bimdles of denticles ; of or
tx'rtaiiiiiig to the Tubulidentata.

Tubulifera (tii-bu-lif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treille, 1807), neut. pi. of *tubuli/er: see tubu-

Tuiulidentata,
Part of Tooth of Aardvark iOtyctgrofius ca-
pensis^, in cross-section, higiily magnilied.

tubus

liferous.] 1. In Latreille's system, the second
tribe of hymenopterous insects, including the
families Proctotrupii and Chrysidides, by Mac-
Leay and West\¥Ood restricted to the family
Chrysididse: opposed to 5ee«ri/era.—2. Astirps
of the order Thysanoptera, including the genus
Phlaiothrips. Haliday, 1836.

tubuliferous (tii-bu-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. *tu-

bulifer, < L. tubulus, tube, -f- ferre = E. bear^.]
In entoni., having a tube-like ovipositor (see
tubulus, 2) ; of or pertaining to the family Chry-
sidides or suborder Tubulifera.

Tubuliflorse (tu"bii-li-fl6're), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1836), fern. pi. of ' tubuliflorus :

see tubuHJlorous.] A suborder of composite
plants, including 11 tribes, or all of the order
except the Mutisiacex and Cichoriacess. it is

characterized by flower-heads with all the perfect flowers
tubular. Many genera possess ray-flowers, which are
either pistillate or neutral. The types of tribes included
are the genera Vemonia, Eupatorium, Aster, Inula, Heli-
anikus, UHenium, Anthemis, Senecio. Calendula, Arctotis,

and Cynara. The composite genera having all tlie flowers
ligulate were fonnerly classed in the suborder Liguliflorte.

tubuliflorous (tii"bu-li-fl6'nis), a. [< NL. *tu-

bulijlorus, < L. tubidus, tube, + flos (flor-), flow-
er.] In bot., having the flowers of a head (in

Compositse) all with tubular corollas ; of or per-
taining to the Tubuliflorse.

tubuliform (tu'bu-li-f6rm), a. [< L. tubulus,

tube, -f- forma, form.] Having the form of a
small tube or tubule ; tubular. Huxley, Anat.
Invert., p. 381.

Tubulipora (tii-bu-lip'o-ra), n. [NL. (La-
marck), < L. tubulus, a tube, -I- porus, pore.]
The typical genus of Ttibuliporidee, containing
such species as T. serpens.

tubulipore (tu'bu-li-p6r), n. [< NL. Tubulipo-
ra.] A polyzoan of the family Tubuliporidse.

Tubuliporidae (tu'bu-li-por'i-de), n.^rf. [NL.
(Johnston, 1838), < Tubulipora + -idee.] A
family of polyzoans, typified by the genus Tu-
bulipora, and characterized by the tubular cal-

careous calyeles.

tubuliporoid (tii"bu-li-p6'roid), a. [< tubuli-

pore + -oid.] Resembling, characteristic of,

or pertaining to the Tubuliporidse.

Tubulosa (tii-bii-16'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
"tubulosus, tubulose: see tubulose, tubulous.] A
group of Paleozoic corals of doubtful character,
named by Edwards and Haime for such forms
as Aulopora and Pyrgia. They have compound or
simple corallum (in the former case the corallites united
by liranches and creeping ctjenenchyme), tubular or pyri-
form tlieca", rudimentary septa, and no tabulee.

tubulose (tu'bii-los), a. [< NL. *tubulosus: see
tubulous.] Tubular or tubuliform ; fistulous.
Specifically—.(o) Of or pertaining to the Tubulosa. (6) In
entom., noting the lingua or tongue when it is very long,
tubular, and capable of inflation, but without any termi-
nal orifice, so that liquids cannot be sucked through it, as
in the bees, (c) In bot., tubular.

tubulous (tii'bu-lus), a. [< F. tulmleux = Pg.
tubuloso = It. tuboloso, < NL. *tubulosus, tubu-
lar, < L. tubulus, tube: see tubule.] Tubulose;
tubular. Sci. Amer. , N. S. , LXIV. 160.

tubulure (tu'bu-lur), n. [< F. tubulure; a,s tu-

bule + -ure.] In client., a short open tube at
the top of a retort, or in a receiver or bell-jar.

tubulus (tu'bu-lus), n.; pi. tubuli (-li). [NL.,
<h. tubulus, tuhe: see tubule.] 1. In anat. and
zool., a tubule: chiefly in the plural: as, tubuli

lactiferi, the milk-ducts; tubuli uriniferi, the
urinary tubules.— 2. In entom., a prolongation
of the abdomen, consisting of several rings
which can be retracted one into another like a
pocket-telescope, serving as an ovipositor. It

IS found in the females of many flies and of the
hymenopterous family Chrysididse. See Tubu-
lifera, 1.— 3. In bot., in Hymenomycetes, a tube
on the surface of the pileus which is lined with
the hymenium; in Pyrenomyeetes, same as neck
(seepore"^, 3); in Diatomacese, same as cornu, 2
(b)— Tubuli lactiferi. See def. 1, and galactophorous
ducts, under rfticf.- TubUll of Ferreln, the tubules com-
posing the pyramid of Ferreln. Also called tubes of Fer-
rein.— Tubuli recti, short straight sections of the semi-
niferous tubules situated between the convoluted secret-

ing tubules and the rete testis.

Tuburcinia (tii-ber-sin'i-a), M. [NL., < L. tu-

burcinari, eat greedily, devour.] A genus of

molds. T. scabies is known by the name of

potato-scab.

tubus (tu'bus), n.
;

pi. tubi (-bi). [NL., < L. tu-

bus, a pipe, tube: see tube.] 1. In anat. and
zool., a tube. [Little used.]— 2. In entom., the
mentum, or basal part of the labium, of a bee,

forming with the bases of the maxillte a tube
leading to the epipharynx Tubus Astronomlcus,
a constellation ; same as Telescopiuin.— Tubus vertebra-
lls, tubus medullaris, the spinal canal; the hollow of

the spinal column, containing tlie spinal cord.



tub-wheel

tub-wheel (tub'hwel), H. 1. A form of water-
wheel which has a vertical axis and radial spi-

ral floats placed between
two cases attached to the
axis. The water is precipi-

tated between the cases from
a chute, and is discharged at

the bottom of the wheel. E.
H. Knight.— 2. In tanning,

a hollow revolving drum in

which skins or leather are
washed by being tumbled in

water. Similar wheels are
used in other industries.

tncan (to'kan), n. [< Mex. tucan (Hernandez).]
The Mexican pocket-gopher, Geomys mexicanxis.
It is one of tlie largest gophers, 10 or 11 inches long, or,

with the tail, from 13 to 14 inches, and resembles the qua-
chil, but has soft, sleek fur. The incisors arc each bisect-

ed by a single median furrow, which distinguishes the ani-

mal from all United States gophers except G. castanopg.

The tail and feet are clothed as usual in the genus. The
coloration is a pure chestnut-brown, the hind feet and tail

are mostly whitisli, and sometimes there are small white
patches on tlie under parts. The under fur is plumbeous,
and some specimens vary from the normal cliestnut to a
plumbago or anthracite color. Also tugan-, tuca, iuza.

Tucana (tu-ka'ua), n. [NL., < toucan, q. v.]

1. A soutliern constellation, the Toucan, south
of the Phoenix, made by Petrus Theodori in

the fifteenth century.— 2. In ornith., same as

Ramphastos. Brisson, 1760.

tucett (tu'set), )(. [< L. tttcetmn, tuecetum, a thick

gravy: see fuclcet^.'] A steak. See tucket^.

The Cisalpine tucets or gobbets of condited bull's flesh.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons (1653), p. 212. ^Latham.)

tucht, n. An obsolete spelling of touch.

tuck'^ (tuk), V. [< ME. tucken, tukkcn, also touken;

partly < AS. iucian, pull, pluck, full (cloth);

partly < MLG. tucken, LG. tukken, tokken, pull

up, draw up, tuck up, also entice, LG. also

tuken, wrinkle, as a badlymade garment, = MD.
tocken, entice, = OHG. zucchen, zukken, MHG.
G. zucken, ziioken, draw in, draw together, shrug,

etc. ; a secondary form of the verb represented
by AS. teoH (pret. teah, pi. tugon) = OS. tiohan

= MLG. tien, ten, LG. teen = OHG. Ziehen,

MHG. G. Ziehen = Goth, tiuhan, draw : see tee^,

and cf. towjl, tug, tick''-, touch. Hence tucker'^,

tucker^.] I. trans. 1. To draw close together;
pull together. Specifically— (a) To thicken ; full: said

of cloth. Compare tucking-mill. [Now prov. Eng.]

Cloth that Cometh fro the weuyng is noujt comly to were
Tyl it is fulled vnder fote, or in fullyng-stokkes, . . .

Ytmtked, and ytented. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 447.

(6) To gather up ; draw or pull up, or in any direction

;

draw into folds : frequently followed by up.

And you tucke nat your gowne rounde aboute you, you
shall be daggled by yonde all mercy. Palsgrave, p. 763.

They tuck up the skirts of their coats when they fight

or march. Sandys, Travailes, p. 38.

She txakt her girdle about her middle,
And ranne close by his side.

The Knight and Shepherd's Daughter (OiiM'i Ballads, III.

(262).

So, Dick Adept, htck back thy Hair

;

And I will pour into thy Ear
Remarks, which none did e'er disclose.

Prior, Alma, iii.

(c) In needlework, to lay and sew tucks in ; as, the waist
was tucked lengthwise. See tuck^, n., 2.

2. To press or crowd into a narrow space or

compass ; stuff ; cram.

I . . . carry pistols about me, which I have always
tucked within my girdle. Steele, Tatler, No. 164.

They [footmen] would come to an honest labourer's cot-

tage, eat his pancakes, tuck his fowls into their pockets,
and cane tiie poor man himself.

Macaulay, St Denis and St. George.

The little cushions tucked in around her spine were of

Bilk-covered eider-down. The Century, XL. 269.

Hence— 3. To pack in barrels. [Prov. Eng.]

185 hogsheads [of pilchards] were tucked on Sunday.
Morning Chronicle, Aug. 28, 1857. (Encyc. Diet.)

4. To gird ; clothe tightly or compactly ; hence,
to cover snugly with wrappings, as with bed-
clothes or rugs.

He departed from Blaase and com to Bredigan, and he
waa tukked, and on his heede a felt, and bar a longe staif

on his bakke, and he was sklender and lene.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 279.

A bonnie lasse she was, verye well tuckt up in a russet
petticoate. Greene's Visum,

The pigeons were snugly ptit to bed in a comfortable
pie, and tucked in with a coverlet of crust.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 428.

6. To put into one's stomach ; eat : usually with
in. [Slang.l— 6. In seJ«e-/i«/M»!(/, to gather or
draw (fish) out of a seine by means of a tuck-
seine which is shot inside of the seine.

Tucking the fish is the next operation, and this is per-
formed with the tuck-sean, which we described as being
very deep in the middle. Encyc. Brit., IX. 264.
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7t. To pinch; nip; wound by the pressure of

the finger-nail.

If any of the Freshmen came off dull, or not cleverly
[in speaking], some of the forward or pragmatical Seniors
would Tuck them— that is, set the nail of their Thumb to

their chin, just under tlie Lipp, and by the help of their

other Fingers under the Chin they would give him a
Mark which sometimes would produce Blood.

Life of A. Wood (by himself), p. 45.

To tuck up. (a) To gather or draw up. (b) To string up

;

hang. [Slang.]

I never saw an execution but once, and then the liang-

man asked the poor creature's panlon, and wiped his

mouth as you do, and pleaded his duty, and then calmly
tucked up the criminal.

/{icAardson, Pamela,!. 141. (Davies.)

H. intrans. 1. To contract; draw together.

An ulcer discharging a nasty thin ichor, the edges tuck
in, and, growing skinned and hard, give it the name of a
callous ulcer. Sharp, Surgery.

2. To make tucks : as, a sewing-machine that
tucks and gathers.

tucfcl (tuk), n. [< tuck^, V.'] If. A garment
tucked, girt, or wrapped about one ; in the fol-

lowing quotation, a turban.
Vpon his head a goodly white tucke, containing in length

by estimation fifteene yards. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 113.

2. In needlework, a flat fold in a fabric, or in a
part of a garment, fixed in place by stitches,

and frequently one of a series laid parallel.
Tucks are used either by way of decoration, or in order
to dispose of extra material in a garment, with a view to

letting it out as the wearer grows or as the fabric shrinks.

3. A short pinafore. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
— 4. In bookbinding, a flap on one side of the
cover, made to fold over the other side and tuck
into a strap which holds it fast.— 5. A kind of

net.

The Tucke ... is naiTower meaahed, and (therefore

scarce lawfull) with a long bunt in the midst.
P. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

6t. A pinch ; a nip. See the quotation under
tuck', V. t., 7.

If dull, nothing was given to him [the freshman] but
salted Drink, . . . with («c*« to boot.

Life of A. Wood (by himself), p. 46.

7. Naut., that part of a vessel where the after

ends of the outside planking come together
under the stern.— 8. Eatables; viands; es-

pecially, sweets or pastry. Also tucker, in Aus-
tralia. [Slang.]

Nothing can stop the mouth of a (i«;J:-hunter.

A. Bunn, The Stage, I. 295.

The Slogger looks rather sodden, as if he didn't take
much exercise and ate too much tuck.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.

9. An appetite. Halliwell. [Slang.]—Nip and
tuck. See nip^.

tuck^ (tuk), n. [< OP. cstoc, a rapier, also the
stock of a tree, also a thrust (see tuck^), = It.

stocco, a truncheon, short sword, tuck: see

stock^, stuck^. For the form tuck, < OF. estoc, cf.

ticket, < OF. "cstiquet, etiquet.'] A rapier. See
estoc.

That wicked pernicious fashion to fight in the fields in

duels with a rapier called a tucke only for the thrust.

Dareie, Annals of Elizabeth, quoted in Encyc. Brit., IX. 70.

Dismount thy tuck, be yare in thy preparation, for thy
assailant is quick, skilful, and deadly.

SAaJ-.,T. N.,iii.4.244.

Now with their long Tucks thrusting at the face, now
with their piked Targets bearing them down.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

tuck^ (tuk), n. [< ME. tuk (So. tuick, touk), <

OP. estoc, a thrust, = Olt. iocco, a knock, stroke,

as on a bell, peal of a bell; cf. tuck^, tucket'-,

andWci'i.] l.Ablow; astroke; atap; abeat;
especially, the beating of a drum. See heat or

tuck of drum, under beat'. [Scotch.]

Hercules it smytis with ane mychty tmik.

a. Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 249.

Panmuir with all Iiis men did cum.
The provost of braif Aberdene,
With trumpets and with tuick of drum,

Came schortly in thair ai-mour schene.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 185).

So gallantly you come,
I read you tor a bold Dragoon,

That lists the imk of drum.
Scott, Rokeby, iii. 17.

2. A blast; a flourish; a tucket.

With the tuk of a trump, all his tore knightes
He assemblit full sone.

Destruction of Troy(E. E. T. 8.X1. 7107.

Wherever death has his red flag a Hying, and sounds his

own potent tuck upo!) the cannons.
R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 101.

tuck^ (tuk), V. i. [< tuckS, n.] To beat; tap:

said of a drum.
The armies met, the trumpet sounds.
The dandring drums alloud did touk.

Battle of Ilarlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 186).

tuckahoe (tuk'a-ho), n. [Formerly also tockaw-

huugh; from aii Amer. Ind. name represented

tucker

by Delaware ptucqui, a (round) loaf or cake, <
petukqui, Cveepettikmoto, round, globular.] If.

Formerly, either of the plants the Virginia
wake-robin, Peltandra undulata (/'. Virginica,

once Arum Virginicum), and the golden-club,
Orontium aquaticum, both aquatics with deep
fleshy and starchy rootstocks, which, rendered
edible by cooking, were used by the Indians of

Virginia as food.
They [the aborigines of Virginia] haue two roots; . . .

tlie other called Tockawhottgh, growing like a fiagge, of
the greatnes and taste of a Potato, which passeth a fiery

purgation before they may eate it, being poyson whiles it

is raw. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 761.

2.A subterranean fungus, Pachyma Coco«,other-
wise known as Indian bread, Indian head, and In-

dian loaf, found widely in the southern United
States. It grows in light loamy soils on old roots as a
saprophyte, or perliaps a parasite. Its size, form, and bark-
like exterior give it the outward appearance of a cocoa-

Tuckahoe ( Pachyma Cores).

a, a root with growth of tuckahoe ; *, mass of tuckahoe :

c. microscopical section of the same.

nut; within it presents a compact wfiite mass without
apparent structure. When first taken from the ground,
it is moist and yielding; but in drying the white sub-
stance becomes very hard, cracking from within. It is

entirely tasteless, insoluble in water, without starch, and
is composed in large measure of pectose.

tuck-creaser (tuk'kre'''ser), n. An attachment
to a sewing-machine which creases the fabric

as it passes through the machine, in order to

make a guiding line for the next tuck. It

usually consists essentially of an adjustable

spring-bar.

tucked (tukt), p. a. [Also tuckt; < ME. tukked;

pp. of tuck', v.] Treated, affected, or arranged
in any manner noted by the verb tuck'-.

A short tuckt garment of flame-colour.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

Tucked up. (o) Having the clothes drawn up so as to

clear the ground.

The tuck'd-up sempstress walks with hasty strides.

While streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.

Swift, A City Shower.

(6) Hung high in the stock, so that the top is above the
pivots or gudgeons : noting large bells.

It is difficult to set a much tuckcdup bell tolling, though
easy to keep it up afterwards.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches, and Bells, p. 380.

(c) Contracted ; narrow ; as, a tucked-up room. [CoUoq.]

(d) Cramped. [Colloq.]

If a man is riding an ordinary fifty-eight inch roadster,

it is clear that a closely built fifty-eight inch racer will be
noticeably too short in the reach for him, and he will feel

that he is what cyclists call "tucked up," "cramped," or
"going short." Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 189.

tuckerlf (tuk'er), n. [< ME. "tucker, tokJicr,

touker, towkcr, tuker, toucher, a fuller, < tuken, <

AS. tucian, pluck, pull, tease, full: see tuck'.'\ A
fuller.

Wollene websteris and weueris of lynen,

Taillours, tanneiis, & iokkeris liothe.

Piers Plowman (A), ProL, 1. 100.

tucker^ (tuk'6r), «. [< tuck'- + -cr'.'] 1. One
who or that which
tucks.— 2. A piece
of linen, lace, or

other delicate fab-

ric, covering the

neck and shoul-

ders of a woman
above the top of the
bodice. Its form va-

ried greatly at different

times from the middle
of the seventeenth till

the middle of the eigh-

teenth century: it was
sometimes drawn close

with a string passed
through a hem at the
top, and sometimes was
merely arrangetl like a

^ kerchief, the two ends

Tucker, .8th century. being crossed and



tucker
tucked in. It was also sometimes a narrow rufRe. In its

latest form the tucker is a kerchief or other piece of thin
material covering tlie shoulders antl neck loosely above
the edge of the iwdice, often merely a frill or fold in the
neck of a high waist. Compare modesty-piece.

There is a certain female ornament, by some called a
tii£ker^ and by othei-s the neck-piece, being a slip of line

linen or muslin that used to run in a small kind of ruffle

round the uppermost verge of the women's stays, and
by that means covered a great part of the shoulders and
bosom. Addison, Guardian, No. 100.

Hrown dresses, made high, and surrounded by a nar-
row tticker about the throat.

Charlotte Brontr, Jane Eyre, v.

3. Food: same as tuck'^, n., 8. [Slang, Aus-
tralia.]

Mr. Green says will you give Jackson tea and tucker for
ten men ? . . . I expect they would like their tticker now

;

tliey won't have time to eat when the lire comes.
Chambers's Journal, quoted in N. Y. Evening Post,

(May 17, 1890.

Hence— 4. Work by which a miner is hardly
able to make a living. [Slang, Australia.]
tucker^ (tuk'er), V. t. [Appar. < tucker^, the
phrase flicker out being appar. equiv. to ravel
out.'] To tire; weary; cause to be tired or
exhausted : commonly in the phrase tuckered
out, as a fish by struggling on the hook. [New
Eng.]

Hard work is good an' wholesome, past all doubt

;

But 'taint so ef the mind gits tuckered out.

Lowell, Kiglow Papers, 2d ser., ii.

She '8 tired to death — quite tuckered, you know.
W, D. UoweUs, Lady of the Aroostook, xxii.

tucker^ (tuk'tr), «. [< tucker^, j'.] A state
of fatigue or exhaustion: as, to put one in a
mif^lity tucker. [New Eng.]
Tucker circle. See circle.

tucker-in (tuk'6r-in'),n. A chambermaid. Jlal-
liicell. [Prov. Eng.]

tucket! (tuk'et), n. [< It. toccata, prelude to
a piece of music, < toccata, a touching, touch,
< toccare, touch: see touch. Cf. tuck^.] A
flourish on a trumpet; a fanfare. The tenn
may originally have been used of a drum-
signal.

Let the tnimpeta sound
The tucket sonance and the note to mount

Shot., Hen. V., iv. 2. 3.5.

A tucket sounds. B. Jonson, Case is Altered, L 2.

tuckef'^t (tuk'et), K. [< It. tocehetto, a ragout
of fish or flesh, < tocco, bit, morsel, appar. not
connected with LL. tucetum, tuccetum, a thick
gravy: see tucet.'] A steak; a collop.
tucket* (tuk'et), )i. [Origin obscure.] A small
ear of maize in the green and milky stage of
growth. Also used attributively: as, tucket
com. [Local, U. S.]

He had made, during the day,frequent depmits of green
corn, of the diminutive species called tucket,

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 25a

tuck-folder (tuk'fol'der), n. An attachment
to a .sewing-machine which folds a tuck ready
for the machine to sew. It consists of a gage for the
interval Ijetween the tucks, and a kind of mold or form in
passing through which the stutT is folded in tucks.

tuck-in (tuk'in), n. Same as tuck-out. [Slang.]
They set nie down to a Jolly good tiuk-in of bread and

meat. Daily Telegraph, Jan. 1, 1886. {Encyc. Diet.)

tucking-gage (tuk'ing-gaj), n. A creaser.
tucking-girdlet (tuk'ing-ger'dl), n. A girdle
l>y nu-aiis of which the skirt was tucked up for
worlf or for running.
Tuckyng kyrdell [read i7yrde{ij— nlncture a econmr.

Palsgrave, p. Z&'J.

tucking-millt (tuk'ing-mil), n. A fulling-mill.
tuck-joint (tuk'joint), a. Jointed so as to give
the appearance of tucks: said of pointing in
masonry. See pointing.

tucklers (tuk'K-rz), n. pi. [Prob. ult. < Jwcfcl,

draw.] Short chains by which men were for-
merly raised or lowered in a shaft. [Leices-
tcrsliirf, Eng.]

tuck-marker (tuk'miir''k6r), n. A tuck-creaaer.
tuck-net (tuk'net), n. A small net used to take
fisli from a larger one.
tuck-out (tuk'out), n. A full meal, especially
of dainties; a treat. AXao tuck-in. [Slang.]

His father . . . gave hlni two guineas pul)licly, most of
which he spent in a general tuck out for the school.

Thackeray. Vanity Fair, v.

" What a tuck-out I had !" said Sandy, after a very lioun-
tiful and well-cooked dinner had been disjKjsed of tiy the
Pif'y- St. Nicholas, XVIII. 126.

tuck-seine (tuk'san), n. A small fishing-seine
used in I ucking. it is from seventy to eighty fathoms
long, tight fathoms at the wings, and ten fathoms In the
middle or Imnt. .See tuck^, v. t., ti.

tuck-shop (tuk'shop), «. A shop where tuck
or fo(Kl, j)articiilarly sweet stuff, pastry, etc., is
sold. [Slang.]
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Come along down to Sally Harrowell's ; that 's our school-

house tuck-shop— she bakes such stunning murphies.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. 6.

'tuck-Stickt (tuk'stik), n. A sword-cane or dag-
ger-cane.

tucum (to'kum), n. [Braz.] A Brazilian palm,
Astrocari/um vulffare. it is of great importance to the
Indians, who make cordage, bowstrings, fishing-nets, etc.,

from the fine durable fiber consisting of the epidermis of
its unexpanded leaves. Hammocks, hats, fans, etc., are
also fabricated of this thread. The pulp of the fruit yields
an oil useful in many ways. Its products are known as
tucum^Jiber or -thread and tucum-ml. Tecum appears to
be a form of this name.
tucuma (to'ko-ma), n. [Braz.] A palm, Astro-
caryum Tt«;«»ia, allied to the tucum, affording
a less-used fiber and a fruit prized by the na-
tives. Another related species, A. tucumoides,
bears the same name.
tucu-tucu (to'ko-to'ko), n. [Braz.] A small
rodent of South America, Ctenomys brasiliensis,

belonging to the family Octodontid/B. It is of
nocturnal habits, lives underground, forma extensive bur-
rows, and is attout as large as the common rat, with fur
like that of a squirrel. Also ttico-tucu, tuko-tuko. See cut
under Ctciiomys.

-tude. [< F. -tude — Sp. Pg. -tud = It. -tudine, <

L. -tudo i-tudin-), a formative of abstract fem.
nouns from adjectives, as amplitudo, largeness,
< amplus, large.] A suffix of many nouns of
Latin origin, as atiipUtudc, latitude, aptitude,
attitude, lassitude, rectitude, turpitude, etc.

Tudor (tvi'dor), a. [< W. Tetcdyr, an aecom.
form of LL. Theodorus, < Gr. Geddupof, a man's
name (> E. Theodore), < feoc, god, -I- dCijiov, a
gift.] 1. Of, pertaining, or relating to an Eng-
lish royal line (1485-1603) descended from
Owen Tudor of Wales, who married Catherine
of France, the widowed queen of HenryV. The
first of the Tudor sovereigns was Henry VII.

;

the last, Elizabeth.— 2. Of, pertaining, or be-
longing to the Tudor style of architecture : as,
a Tudor window or arch.

A Tudor-chimneyed bulk
Of mellow brickwork on an isle of bowers.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

Tudor rose, (o) The conventional flvc-Iobed flower
adopted as a badge by King Henry VII., and occurring in

tuff

Continent. It is charncterized by a flat arch, shallow
inoldinjfa, debased and inorganic carved decoration, and
a profusion of paneling on the walls.

Tudor-flower (tu'dor-flou*6r), ». A trefoil or-

nament much used in Tudor architecture, it

'
'r^i -^^ ''/«/' fV''
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Tudor Rose.— From gate of St. John's College, Cambridge.

decorative art of his and succeeding reigns. (6) In ?ier.

See ronei.—Tudor style, in arcA., a name frequently given
to the latest En^rliali medieval style. It was tlie List pliase
of the Perpendictllar, and is wjmetimea called Horid Outh-
ic. The period of this style itegins In 14S5, and is com-

Tudor Architecture.— Heograve Halt, Suffolk, r538.

monly extended to the end of the Elizabethan epoch in

1603. The style resulted from the Influetice exercised
upon the Perpendicular by the Henaissance styles of the

Tudor-flower.— From a cast in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

is placed upright on a stalk, and is employed in long rows
as a crest or ornamental flnishing on cornices, ridges, etc.

tue^ (tu), V.
;
pret. and pp. tued, ppr. tuiiig. See

tew^.

tue^, tui (to'e, -i), n. [Maori.] The New Zea-
land parson-bird or poe-bird, Prosthemadera
vnvie-:elandisc. See cut under parson-hird.

Tuedian (twe'di-an), a. [< ML. Tneda (< E.
Tweed) + -ian.] Of or belonging to the river
Tweed in Scotland, or the vicinity of that
stream ; specifically, in geol., the name applied
by G. Tate to distinguish the lowest beds of the
Carboniferous as developed in Northumberland
and the Tweed valley.

tuefall (tu'fal), n. An erroneous spelling of
tofall.

tue-iron (tii'i''*m), n. [Said to be a corrup-
tion (simulating iron) of twyer, tuyere.'] 1.

Same as twyer.—2. pi. A pair of blacksmiths'
tongs.

tnelt (tii'el), n. An old spelling of tewel.

Tues. An abbreviation of Tuesday.
Tuesday (tiiz'da), «. [< ME. Teicisday, Tiwes
day (cf. Tisdsei, Tisdei, < leel. T^sdagr), < AS.
Tiwes dseg (= OH6. Ziestac, MHG. Ziestac,
Ziestag, Zistac, Zistag = leel. Tysdagr = Sw.
Tisdag = Dan. Tirsdag): Tiwes, gen. of Tiw
(not found except in the name of the day) =
OHG. Zio = Icel. Tyr = Gr. ZfiV (gen. A«5f for
•Aiftif) = OL. Diovis, later Jovis (nom. rare;
gen. Jovis, used with nom. Juppiter) = Skt. dyu
(gen. divas); orig. the skjr, heaven, day, then
personified as a god, and in Gr. myth, the chief
god, and so in Teutonic thought the god of war.
See J<n>e, Jupiter, Zeus, deity.] The third day
of the week. See tceek^.

In the tyme that kynge Leodogan hadde somowned so
his peple, it be-flU on a Tewisday, at euen, in the entreynge
of May. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 205.

He swore a thing to me on Monday night which he for-
swore on Tuesday morning. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 170.

Fastens Tuesday, shrove Tuesday. [Scotch.]— Pan-
cake Tuesday, shrove Tuesday. Heepancake.— Shrove
Tuesday. See»Arocel.

tufa (to'fii), H. [< It. tufa, calcareous rock, tufa

:

see tuffS.] A rock having a rough or cellular
texture, sometimes a fragmental volcanic ma-
terial, and sometimes a calcareous deposit from
springs. The word tt^fa is rarely used by English geol-
ogists except with the epithet calcareous, when it has the
same meaning as the tophus of Virgil and Pliny, or the tra-
vertino of the modern Italians. See travertin and tuf'i.

Calcareous tu/a, travertine, pisolite, osteocolla, &c.,
are deposits formed by the chemical precipitation of car-
bonate of lime from waters holding bicarljonate of lime
in solution. RuOey, Study of Eocks, xiv.

tufaceous (ta-fa'shius), a. [< It. tufaceo, < L.
tofaceus, tofacius, < tofus, sandstone : see tujP,
tufa, toph.] Made up of tufa, or resembling it

in a greater or less degree.
tufifl (tuf), n. [< ME. 'tuffe (cf. tuft), < OF.
tuffe, F. touffe, aggregation or bunch of trees,
flowers, feathers, etc., prob. < OHG. so2)f, MHG.
G. zopf, top, tuft, = LG. topp =:I).top = E. top :

see tojA. Cf. OF. top (= Sp. tope = It. tojtpo),

F. dim. toux>et (> E. toupet, toupee), tuft, crest,

bunch of hair; from the LG. forms of the same
word. Hence tuft^, q. v.] Same as tuft'^. Halli-
well.

tuff^t (tuf), a. An old spelling of tough.

tuff3 (tuf), n. [< F. tuf, formerly also tuffe, soft

stone, < It. tufo, soft stone, tuja, tufa, < L. to-

phus, tofus, a soft sandy stone. Cf. toph, tufa.]
A volcanic fragmental rock, varying from
coarse deposits made of materials resembling
fine gravel in size to those which are like the
finest sand. Corsi defines txi,fo as being similar in com-
position to peperino, but bearing the marks of having been
transported by and deposited from water. The tophus of
Vitruviua and Columella was of volcanic origin ; that of
Virgil and I'liny was calcareous. The tufooi the Italians,
at tlie present time, is volcanic, and is the same rock which
was designated t)y the Romans as lapis ruber; it closely
resembles peperino (the lapis Albanus of the Romans), and
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does not differ, except in color and degree of compactness,
from the niotiern sperone (lapis Gabinus), or from tlie so-

called manzi^iia (tapis Anitianlts). These are all frag-
mental itx-ks made up of more or less firmly compacted
volcanic cinders and ashes, and are all included under the
term fujf as used by English geologists,

tuff-cone (tuf'kou), «. A conical elevation
made up of ashes or other fragmentary erup-
tive material accumulated around a volcanic
orifice.

The materials of a tuff-cone are' arranged in more or less

regulai'ly stratifled beils.

Geikie, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 227.

tuffoont, «. An obsolete form of typhoon.

Tufnell S bandage. An immovable baudage
stiffened with a paste of white of egg and flour.

Also called cgg-and-flotir bandage.
tufti (tuft), n. [< ME. toft, a piece of ground,
< AS. toft, < Icel. topt, tupt, toft, tuft, tomt, a
piece of ground: see to/<l.] 1. A green knoll.

See toft^.— 2. A grove ; a plantation; a clump.

If you will know my house,
Tis at the t^ft of olives, here hard by.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 75.

Yon tvft of hazel-trees. W&rdsw&rth, Green Linnet.

tufti (tuft), V. t. [< <m/<i, »«.] To beat up (a

thicket or covert) in stag-hunting.

With his hounds
The labouring hunter ttifts the thick unbarb^d grounds
Where harbour'd is tlie Hart.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 112.

tuft^ (tuft), n. [Also tuff; < ME. tuft, toft, a
later form (with unorig -t, prob. due in part to

confusion with tiift^) of tuffi^: see tuff^.] 1.

A bunch of soft and flexible things fixed at the
base with the upper part loose, especially when
the whole is small : as, a tuft of feathers.

Upon the cop right of his nose he hade
A werte, and thereon stood a tuft of heres.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. B56.

With a knoppe, othirwyse callyd a tvJH, of blak sylke.

Bury WUls (ed. Tymms), p. 36 (in a will of 1463).

A light-green tuft of plumes she bore.
Closed in a golden ring.

Tennyson, Launcelot and Guinevere.

2t. A turban.

Tiara, a Turkish tuffe, such as the Turkes weare at this

day on their head. Nmnenclator, 1585. (Ifares.)

Antonius, being brought to the king where hee wintered,
was gladly received, and graced with the promotion to

weare a tuffe or turbant (which honour they enjoy that be
allowed to sit at the kings boord. and who for good desert
among the Persians may open their mouthes in solemne
assemblies, to persuade and deliver their minds).

Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Xares.)

3t. A crest.

He is my nephew, and my chief, the point,

Tip, top, and ti^t of all our family !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, 11. 1.

4. An imperial. [CoUoq.]
Do yon like those tu/ts that gentlemen wear sometimes

on their chins? Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

5. In anat., a rete; a glomerulus. See cut
under Maljnghian.— 6. In bot, a fascicle of
flowers on their several partial peduncles; a
cluster of radical leaves ; a clump or tussock of

stems from a common root, as in many grasses
and sedges ; hence, any analogous bundle.

The round tu/ts or heads of Fennell, which containe the
seed, are exceeding wholsome to be eaten.

T. Venner, Via Recta (ed. 1637), p. 219.

7. An undergraduate who bears a title: so
called from the tuft worn on his cap to indi-

cate his rank. [Eng. university slang: com-
pare quotation imder tufted, 1.]

He used to give the young noblemen the most painful
and elaborate breakfasts. ... It was good to watcli him
in the midst of a circle of young tujts, with his mean,
smiling, eager, uneasy familiarity.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xiv.

Branchial, Malpighlan, etc., tuft. .See the adjectives.

—London-tuft. Same as London-pride, 2.—Spanish-
tuft. See Thalictrum.

tuft'-' (tuft), V. [< tuft'^, M.] I. trans. 1. To
separate or combine into tufts.

Weeds cluster and tuft themselves on the cornices of
ruins. Uau-thome, Marble Faun, viii.

2. To affix a tuft to ; cover or stud with tufts,

or as if with tufts.

l°he iu/ted tops of sacred Llbanon,
To climb Mount Sion, down the stream are gon.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bai-tas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

To make old bareness picturesque.
And tu/t with grass a feudal tower.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxvUi.

Fines begin to tv/t the slopes of gently rising hills.

J- A. Synwnds, Italy and Greece, p. 295.

3. In upholstery, to draw together (a cushion or
an upholstered covering) by passing a thread
through it at regular intervals, the depressions
thus produced being usually covered with tufts

or buttons.
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II. intrans. To grow in tufts ; form a tuft or
tufts. Holland.

tuftaffetat (tuf-taf'e-ta), n. [< tuffl + taffeta.']

A taffeta woven with a pile like that of velvet,

arranged in tufts or spots.

Sleeveless his jerkin was, and it had been
Velvet, but 'twas now (so much ground was seen)
Become tufftaffaty. Donne, Satires, iv.

This fellow ! that came with a tufftaffata jerkin to town
but the other day, and a pair of pennyless hose.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

tufted (tufted), ;). a. [< tuff^ + -ed2.] 1.

Having a tuft or tufts ; especially, crested: as,

the tufted duck.
The goXA-tufted cap,

which at Cambridge
only designates a John-
ian or Small-College
Fellow-Commoner, is

here [at Oxford] the
mark of nobility.

C. A. Bristed, English
[University, p. 176.

2. Formed into a
tuft or cluster;
growing in tufts; tufty: as, tufted moss; tufted

structure in mineralogy—Tufted columbine. See
rAaZtc(rum.— Tufted duck, Fulirjula cristata, a common
duck of the Palearctic region, very near the scaup and
the pochard, with crested head. The male is 17 inches
long, with a leaden-blue bill having a black nail ; the feet

Tufted Structure.— Stilbite.

'lufteti Uuck i,Fitlt^itla crislata).

are dusky ; the general plumage is black, iridescent on the

head, on the back minutely dotted with gray ; the belly

and a large wing-area are pUre-white ; the female is mainly
brown where the male is black.— Tufted fabric, a fabric

in which tufts are set, as in the old form of Turkish and
Persian carpets, in which tufts are set in on the warp and
then locked in by the shooting of the weft and the cross-

ing of the warp-threads. E. H. Jf)n';;7i!.— Tufted loose-
Btarlfe. See loosestrife.— IvdieA tit or titmouse. See
liV^, and cut nnAer titmouse.— Tufted umber. .See umber-
bird, and cut under Scopus.— Tvifted vetch. See vetch.

tufter (tuf'ter), n. [< tuft^ + -crl.] A stag-

hound employed to drive a deer out of cover.

Encijc. Brit., XII. 394.

tuftgill (tuft'gil), M. Atuft-gilled fish, orlopho-
branch.
tuft-gilled (tuft'gild), a. Having tufted gills

;

cirribranehiate or lophobranehiate. Specifically
— (a) Noting the tooth-shells or Dentaliidm. See Cirri^

branchiata. and cut under tooth-shell, (b) Noting the sea-

horses and related fishes. See Lophobranchii, and cuts
under Hippocampidse, pipe-fish, and Solenostomus.

tuft-hun'ter (tuft'hun'''ter), n. One who seeks
or covets the society of titled persons ; one who
courts the acquaintance of celebrities at any
sacrifice of personal dignity ; a toady ; a syco-

phant. The term took its rise at the English universi-

ties from a tuft worn on the cap by young noblemen.
[Slang, Eng.]

At Eton a great deal of snobbishness was thrashed out
of Lord Buckram, and he was birched with perfect impar-
tiality. Even there, however, a select band of sucking
tuft-hunters followed him. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, v.

He was at no time the least of a tufthunter, but rather

had a marked natural indifference to tufts.

Carlyle, Sterling, ii. 3.

tuft-hunting (tuft'hun'''ting), n. The practice of

a tuft-hiinter. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 8.

tufting-button (tuf'ting-but^'on), n. A style

of button used in upholstery. See tuft"^, v. t.,

3. Car-Iiuilder's Diet.

tuft-moccadot (tuft'mok''a-d6), H. Tufted moc-
cado. See moccado.
Shee had a red lace, and a stomacher of tvft mockadn.

Greene's Vision.

My skin all overwrought with worke like some kinde of

tuft mttckado, with crosses blew and red.

Vr. Deet Diary, quoted in Draper's Diet, p. 225.

tuggingly

tuftyl (tufti), a. [< tuftl + -yl.] Abounding
in tufts ; wooded.
The sylvans . . . about the neighbouring woods did dwell.
Both in the tufty frith and in the mossy fell.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 387.

tuftjr'-i (tufti), a. [< tuft^ + -2/1. ] 1 . Abound-
ing in tufts or knots.

Here the ground lay jagged and shaggy, wrought up
with high tufts of reed, . . . this tufty, flaggy ground.

it. D. Blacknwre, Lorna Doone, lix.

2. Growing in tufts.

Where tufty daisies nod at every gale.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

tug (tug), V.
;
pret. and pp. tugged, ppr. tugging.

[< ME. tuggen, toggen, togen, a secondary form
of tuifcen, pull : see <«cfel, iowl, <««!.] I. trans.

1. To pull or draw with sturdy effort or vio-
lent strain ; haul with force

;
pull.

Togyd with tene [sorrow] was god of prys

;

To don hyra sorwe was here delys [their delight];
He seyde no word loth.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivallX p. 248.

Turkes slauish tugging oares.

Dekker, Londons Tenipe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 119).

As when a slaughter'd bull's yet^reeking hide,
Strain'd with full force, and tugg'd from side to side,

The bi-awny curriers stretch. Pope, Iliad, xvii. 451.

And [the satyrs] tug their shaggy Beards, and bite with
Grief the Ground. Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

2. To tow by means of a steam-tug: as, the
vessel had to be tugged into port.

II. intrans. 1. To pull with great effort;

haul; drag.

The meaner sort [of Dalmatians] will tug lustily at one
oare. Sandys, Travailea, p. 2.

2. To exert one's self; labor; strive; struggle;
contend; wrestle.

The seas are rough and wider
Than Ms weak arms can tug with.

Ford, Perkiu Warbeck, v. 2.

They tug, they strain !— down, down they go,

I'he Gael above, Fitz-James below.
ScoU, L. of the L., v. 16.

tug (tug), n. [< tug, v.; in part ult. a var. of

tow", a rope, etc., and connected with tic^, a

band, rope, etc. ; all from the ult. verb repre-
sented by teel.] 1. The act of pulling, drag-
ging, or hauling with effort, exertion, or diffi-

culty.
The idle vessel slides that wat'ry way,
Without the blast or tu{f of wind or oar.

Quarleg, Emblems, iv. 3.

2. A supreme effort; the severest strain or
struggle ; a contest ; wrestle ; tussle.

She had seen from the window Tartar in full tug with
two carriers' dogs, each of them a match for him in size,

Charlotte Bronte, Sldrley, xx.

3. A vehicle used in some parts of England for

conveying timber or fagots.

I have seen one tree on a carriage which they call there

[in Sussex] a Tug, drawn by twenty-two oxen.
Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 204. (Davits.)

4. A small but powerful steam-vessel, whether
screw or paddle, constructed for the purpose of

towing other vessels.— 5. A chain, strong rope,

or leather strap used as a trace ; a trace (of a
harness).

It [tugge] signifieth the pull or draught of the oxen or
horses, and therefore the leathers that beare the chiefe

stresse of the draught the cartars call then tugges.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng, Poesie, p. 229,

My fur ahin* [off wheel-horse] 's a wonly [worthy] beast
As e'er in tug or tow was trac'd. Bums, The Inventory,

6. In mining, an iron hoop to which a tackle is

affixed.—To hold one tugt, to keep one busily em-
ployed ; keep one in work.

There was work enough for a curious and critical Anti-

quary, that would hold him tugg for a whole yeare.

Life of A. Wood (by himselfX p. 206.

To hold tugt, to stand severe handling or hai-d work.

—

Tug of war. (a) A severe and laborious contest

When Greeks join'd Greeks, then was the tug of War.
Lee, Alexander the Great, iv, 2.

(b) An athletic contest in which a number of persons,
generally four on each side and limited to a certain weight,

tug at the ends of a rope, each side trying to pull ttie rope
from the other, or to pull the other side over aline marked
on the ground between the contestants. -Uso called rope,

pull.

tugan, «. Same as tucan.

'tugboat (tug'bot), n. A strongly built steam-
boat used for towing sailing and other vessels

;

a towboat ; a tug.

tug-carrier (tug'kar'i-er), n. An attachment
to the back-strap of a wagon-harness. E. H.
Knight.
tugger (tug'er), n. One who tugs, or pulls with
effort.

The luggers at the oar. William Morris, Sigurd, L

tuggingly (tug'ing-li), udv. With laborious

puUiug.
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tug-hook (tug'liuk), «. In saddlery, a hook on tulchan, tulchin (tul'chan, -chin), n. [Origin

tulle

the hame to which the trace is attached. £. H.
KnUjh t.

tug-iron (tug'i'^rn), «. The hook on the shaft
ot a wagon to which the traces are attached.
tugman (tug'man), n. ; pi. tugmen (-men). One
wlio is employed on board a steam-tug. Elect.
Htr. (Amer.), XII. ix. 5.

obscure.] A calf's skin stuffed with straw, and
set beside a cow, to make her give her milk:
used formerly in Scotland Tulchan bishops, a
name derisively applied to the persons appointed as titu-
lar bishops to the Scottish sees immediately after the Kef- ,

ormation, in whose names the revenues of the sees were tullD-ear (tu'lin-er'> n
drawn by the lay barons who had impropriated them. Car- „n.^„ Ho<r= «fc«,„
Ji/(f, Cromwell's Letters and Speeches, Int., iv. [Scotch.] .''tF

^'^ ""^S- »««(«)._

tugmutton (tiig'muf'n), ?j. It. Same as m«<- tule (to'le), «. [Amer. Sp.] A bulrush or club- ''^^IP"®*^^" (™ "P-^'"d), «• Prick-eared, as a
tiiH-miiiiijcr. John Taylor. [Slang.]— 2. A great rush of either of two species which in Califor- . ,^-.
jhitton. HaUiicelt. [Prov. Eng.] —3. An Ameri- nia and adiaeent regions occupy large areas of tulipiet, »• An obsolete form of tulip.

- ^- .. .. P - .
f-'

.
e> +„1,«,o+/t,-,'ii„_;„t\ „_ [< tulip + -ist.^ A cul-

Sir T. Browne, Um-burial,

belonging to 7 genera, ot which Txdipa is the type. They
are natives of north temperate regions, usually producing
large and handsome (lowers. The tribe includes the lily,
crown-imperial, tulip, dog-tooth violet or adder's-tongue,
and mariposa-lily. The genera Lilium, Erythronium, and
Uoydia are partly American, and CalochoHus wholly so;
for the others, see Fritillaria, Gagea, and Tulipa.
„ „ „„- /t,-./i:„ x_\ „ j^ upright or prick-

i-an wood resembling bo.x, formerly imported overflowed bottom-land and marsh. One of these
tuUpiSt(tu lip-ist), i

into England for making fans. 6'a»y)»n, Hand- is the common bulrush, Sct>pt« iac!«(™, which there, in tivator of tulips.

Turning, p. 259
tug-slide (tug'slid), «. In saddlery, a metallic
frame serving instead of a buckle to adjust the
length of a tug. fj. H. Knight.
tug-spring (tug'spring), )!. In saddlery, a frame
containing a spring to which the tug is fastened.
It serves to diminish the jerking^ strain on a
horse in starting and stopping, — —

tui, K. See «Mc2.

tuille (twel), n. [< OF. tuiU, tiiille, < L. tegula,
tile : see <i7el.] In armor, a plate of steel hang-
ing below the tassets, or forming the lowermost
division of the tassets. Sometimes two tuilles were

the variety occidentalin, becomes sometimes 8 or 10 feet Ep. Ded.
high and an inch or more thick at the base. Theotherspe- tnlinotnaTiia Ctfi"li-Tin-Tna'7ii HI <i r_ P u.ii
cies is the very similar S. Tatora. found eastward to t.nnisi-

^uupomailia ^lu n p9-ma m-a), n. [= b . tul%-

ana, and also in South America. See Scirpus (with cut).

tule-wren (to'le-ren), ». A kind of marsh-
wren, Cistothorus or Telmalodytes palusfris, var.
paludicola, which abounds in the tule-marshes
of California.

!fe. H. Knight, tulip (tu'lip), n. [Formerly also tulipe, tulipie,
also tulipa; = MD. tulpe, D. tulp = G. tulpe =
Ir. tulp, < OF. tulipe, tulippe, F. tulipe= OSp. tu-
lipa = Pg. tulipa = It. tulipa (NL. tulipa) ; also
MD. tulpaan = Dan. tulipan = Sw. tulpan, < OF.

_ '«'»/'a» = Sp. <«/i>a» = It. (M^yjowo, a tulip ; so -,
worn on each side-a large one in front, and a smaller one called from its likeness to a turban : a particu- tulipomaniac (tu"li-po-ma'ni-ak), n. [<

toguUhiSfronrthf/uiireJ;!^*
*^*' *"" '•"'."se of OF.' tulipan, tulipant, tulpani, etc., >E. pomania -(- -«c.] One 'who is affeited wit

pomanie (Manage) ; as E. tulip + Gr. fiavia, mad-
ness: see mania. The D. term is tulpcnhandel,
tulip-trade.] A craze for the cultivation or
acquisition of tulips; specifically, that which
arose in the Netherlands about the year 1634,
seized on all classes like an epidemic, and led
to disasters such as result from great financial
catastrophes. Tulip-marts were established in various
towns, where roots were sold and resold as stocks on the
exchange. A single root of Semper Augustus was sold for
13,000 florins. After several years the government found
itjiecessary to interfere.

tiili-

with tu-

tuillette (twe-lef), ». [OF., dim. of tuille.'] In
armor, a smaller form of the tuille, used espe-
cially to protect the hip when the larger tuille
covered the front of the thigh, the tuille and
tuillctte hanging side by side from the tasset.

tuilyie, ttlilzie (tol'yi), ». Same as toolye.
Srolt, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvi. [ScotchJ
tuism (tu'izm), n. [< L. tu, thou, + -istn.} The
doctrine that all thought is addressed to a sec-
ond person, or to one's future self as to a second
person.

tuition (tu-ish'on), «. [Early mod. E. also tui-
eyon ; < OF. tuition, tuicion = Sp. tuicion, < L.
tuitio(n-), guard, protection, defense, < tueri,

pp. tuitus, watch, guard, see, observe. Cf. intui-
lion, tutor.] It. Guard; keeping; protection;
^guardianship.

The . . . tuyoion of your »eld realme of Fraanche.
Paaton Letters, I. 103.

As I can, I shall commend you unto the tuition of our
shepherd Christ

J. Brad/ord, Letters (Parker .Soc., 1853), II. 127.

2t. The particular watch and care of a tutor or
guardian over his pupil or ward.
The Prince had been a Student in Queen's Colledge in

tulipant, etc., NL. tulipa, etc., a tuvban: See tur- Hpomania. H. Spencer, Education, p. 66.
hau.] 1. A plant of the genus TMKpa, of which tulip-poplar (tu'lip-pop'''lar), re. Same as te/ip-
several species are well-known garden bulbs tree.

with highly colored bell-shaped flowers, bloom- tulip-root (tu'lip-rot), re. A disease of oats,
ing in spring. The common garden tulips are derived caused by a nematoid worm of the family An-
chiefly from T. Oesneriana, 3 native of centi'al and south- guillulidse, Ti/lenchiis derastatrix, which causes

ie^rift"sre?sti?f:'p'^;e':rkfpi\fat^i';rsLe*oi''{i;f '^±^zf tv'*r,l°
'"''" ™*" " ^°'"'^^''*

divisions, or a partly yellow claw. Varieties of tjiis species
resemoies a tUlip-DUlD.

have been developed with great care, especially in the tUlip-SncU (tu lip-shel), re. A shell of the fam-
Netherlands.theseatatonetimeofa'Hulipomania." The ily FaseiolariidiB ; specifically, Fasciolaria tu-
catalogue of a llaiirlem florist of recent date ottered 1,800 /,,,„ Sp^ »„t nr\dpr Fn^nnl/rL
varieUea. They are divided into four classes: namely, + i;!; +,-l/f-'i^ ?->,/• x- . . .
"breeders "or "self-flowers," with the natural plain color; ''^P"V"° ^'•" "P-'re), n. A tree, Lmodendron
"bizarres.'havingaclear yellow ground with red, brown- Tutipifcra, . found in North America, where,
ish maroon, or purple markings: " bybtemens," with a among deciduous trees, it is surpassed in sizewhite background marked prevailingly with red orshades onlv bv the SVcamore (PlnfnmX orri,l^«inuf\of purple: and "roses, "with white background variegated / tif

""* fy*"i™o™ (J^iatanus ocmaentatts)
with shades of rose-color, deep-red, or scarlet. It is said ^"" ''"^ "^''d cypresa (Tarodiiim distichum).
that when a self tulip once " breaks, " the new variety re-

mains always the same. Another long-cultivated tulip is
the I>uc Van Thol. T. suai'eolens, with fragrant scarlet, yel-
low, or variegated flowers, early, and especially suited for
pot-culture and forcing. T. pr/ecox, having scarlet flowers
with large black-purple spots surrounded with yellow near
the base, also affords varieties. Less conspicuous or less
known species are T. Oeulus-snlis, the suns-eye tulip, with
a brilliant scarlet perianth, having black spots at the base
of the segments ; T.^udralis(T. Celsiana), with bright-yel-
low flowers smaller than the common kinds ; T. Clumina,
low and delicate, having the three inner divisions pure-

rhancellorof that university. i^I'cS,^'^: ^I'l^^^^^l^Sr^^l^^^^it^X
3. Instruction ; the act or business of teacbintr Turkestan tulip, one of the most showy and
the various branches of learning.

Who, if their sons some slight tuitinn share,
Deem it of no great moment whose, or where.

Cowper, Tirocinium, I. 783.

4. The fee for instruction.

The tuition is usually low. The Century, XXXIX. 474.

=8yiL 3. rmWon dilTers from the words compared under
instruction chiefly in being a rather formal and business-
like word : as, the charge for tuition ia SlOO : it representii
the act or series of acts, but not the art.

tuitional (ta-ish'on-al), a. [< tuition + -al]
Saiiic as tuitionar'y. "iMncct, 1890, II. 482.

tuitionary (tu-ish'on-a-ri), n. [< tuition + -ary.]
Ot or pertaining to tuition. M. C. Tuler, Hist.
Amer. Lit., H. 93.

tult, prep, and coiij. An old form of tilP.

There they thought tut a [to haye] had their prey.
Rookkupe Ryde (Child's Ballads, VI. IM).

tula (to'la), re. [Mex. (f).] Same as istle.

tulasi (to la-si), 11. [Telugu.] Same as toolsi.

tula-work (to'la-werk), ». Niello; niello-
work; a kind of decorative work somewhat

• similar to enameling, done chiefly on silver.
Niello-work has been long known, and is described by

all known tulips, bearing goblet shaped flowers, common-
ly of a vivid orange-scarlet hue, also purple or yellow, from
4 to C inches broad when fully expanded.
2. In ordnance, a bell-shaped outward swell of
the muzzle of a gun, as a rule abandoned in
modern ordnance.
The armament of the CoUlngwood consists of four 45ton

steel breech-loading gmis, 27 ft. 4 in. long, and gradually
tapering from a diameter of 4 ft. 7 in. at the breech to 17
in. near the muzzle, which possesses what artillerists call
a tulip or "swell." The Engineer, LXVUI. 314.

A tree believed to be identical with it is found in China.
The wood is soft, fine, and straight-grained, and is easily
worked

;
it is used in construction and for inside flnish,cab-

inet-work, pumps, woodenware, etc. The bark, especial-
ly of the root, is acrid and bitter, and is used domestically
as a stimulant tonic. The tulip-tree is quite hardy, and is
a much-admired shade and ornamental tree, Its timber,
or the tree itself, is known as u'hitewood, though the wood
turns yellowish on exposure, and as poplar, tulip-poplar,
or yellow ptiplar. An old name, saddletree or saddle-leaf,
refers to the form of the leaf ; another, canoe-wood, to the
use in which it was found among the Indians. The pres-
ent name (the best of the common names) has reference to
the flowers, which in form and size resemble a large tulip,
the petals greenish yellow marked with orange. See Lirio-
dendron (with cut).

The large tulip tree, which we call a poplar.
Beverley, Hist. Virginia, iv. § 18.

Chinese tulip-tree, (a) The North American tree de-
fined above. (!>) Michelia (Mn:fmilia)/uxat'i.— La.Uiel-
leafed tulip-tree, the magnolia, especially Magnolia
grandiJUrra (M. Jcptida).— (Jueensland tulip-tree. See
««ii«-arpi«.-Tulip-tree of the West Indfes, Uilmcus
{I arUtum) elatus, a tree of the size of the horse-chestnut.
With large flowers, which are pale primrose-color in the
morning, and become orange and deep-red as the day ad-

fS?i^u*l!SVeSfpll'J.Torp^?tfy'^t^^^^^ 1 The wood Of the
(iM. of lalit.iniia.-Capetulip. (a) See Il^manthus. (6)

'"'jP-tree.

—

^. One of several other woods, so
AliliaceoM.spliiiit, lS/i->niielracolumeUaris (Tulipa Breyni- Called from their color and markings, (u) A choice
ana), of the Cape of (jcx.d Hope.— Checkered tulip, rose-colored and striped wood imported into Europe from
Ofroopmg tulip. See u-ild tulip («), bi-lcw.— Due Van Brazil, the product of Physoealyiimm floribundum. It is
Thol tulip. See def. 1. - PaXTOt-tUllp, varieties of T. used for inlaying costly furniture, in turnery, etc. (6) See
acumtnala (T. Turcica\ of a dwarf habit, with the petals Harpullia. (c) .See Owmia.
curved and fantastically fringed, variegated, partly green, tulkt, re. [ME., also tolk, < Icel. tfdkr, an inter-the form and color suggestnig the name; also, a viu-ietyot nreter snokpsmnn hrnWoi- — Ttar, «w f.,il-theccjTnmon tulip: the former sonietinics distinguished as

JJjp
.',^P"'i?^'"'!:?' ''™?J''L' = -L"'"- °^- '"« =

Flurenline parrot tulip.— Sun's-eye tulip. See def. 1.

Turkestan tulip. See def. 1.—Van Thol tulip. Short
tor Ihic Van Thol tulip. .See above.— Wild tulip, (a) In
England, Tulipa st/lcestHs, the only native species ; also,
provincially. the guinea-hen plant, Fritillaria Meleagris,
similarly called checkered and drooping tulip. (&) In Cali-
fornia, same as Ijutterjty-tulip: see above.I'liny, by whom its invention is attributed to the l^y^ T,,l na rt VlT ^^7., Tmt ^M„T^f;i.) IfiT..

tians. It differs from enamel in that this latter Is a^tVe^
lUllpa (tu ll-pa), n. [NL. (Malpighl, 1675

;

"US compound, while niello is a combination of sulphur
with silver, copper, and lead, the relative proportion
of the ingredienU, as given by different authors, varying
greatly. The composition of niello, according to Pliny, is
three parts of silver with one of copper, anil no lead. All
'»!•• more m'xleni recipes demantl less silver and some

"I, the quantity of the precious metal diminishing from
iitury to centurv. Itcnvenuto Cellini gives one sixth sll-

.ui
.
one third copper, and one half lead as the composi-

tion of niello. The above has reference to the metallic in-
greilicnls of this article ; in its manufacture sulphur is
generally added in excess, that which is not taken up by
the metals being volatilized in the process, which is per-
formed ill a crucible, a little sal ammoniac lieing used as
- flux.

••••••
2t. [/. C] A tulip.

tulipantt, re. An obsolete form of turhan.
.Viellowork has Iwen done In Russia for many TulipeSB (tu-lip'e-e), n. »/. [NL. (Lindley, 1845),

Sty-tr-'tfil^enc:;.' .5te«rra^'iv''e ll^^^^C^^l^. < ^'"'>" ^ T^ \^''' "^ liMaceous'planti
said that more artistic specimens are turned out at other

e"aracterized by solitary or loosely racemod
P,',»':es in that country. .Niello is called in Russia " black "Owers, and a leaf-bearing stem produced from

See nicUo. a coated or scaly bulb, it includes over 200 species

tolch, D. tolk = ML(J. tolk, tollik, an in-
terpreter, prob. (the D. and LG. through the
Scand.) < Lith. tulkas, an interpreter. See
talk^.] A man.

Telagonius full tite at a tulke asket
Who the freike was in faith that fraynit his nome.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13926.

lier'by" Lobe'lj' 1576)
:" see tuKp.T 1. A genus tulkt, v. t. [ME. tulken, < Icel. tulka= Sw. tolka

of liliaceous plants, the tulips, type of the tribe = Dan. tolke = MD. tolchen, D. tolken = MLG.
Tulipeie. It is characterized by flowers which are usu- ^^^- tolken, interpret, translate ; from the noun

:

ally erect, bell-shaped, and marked by spits near the base, see tulk, n.] To speak to; address.
but without nectar-bearing glands; and by oblong, linear. tk« t.,ki.«. /..it-j ..» ™i*i. *„ i-- ji j
erect, basiflxed anthers. There are about .10 species. lial ^^ ^"^^^ '"'*''* "' *'* **""• ^"^ ^'««""^. P- 83.

tivcs of Europe an(| Asia, eitendingfrom England to Ja- tuUt, »'• t. An obsolete form of till^.

With empty hand men may none haukes tvXle.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, I. 214.

tulle (tol), re. [So called from Tulle, a city in
the department of Corr^ze, France.] A fine

nan, and southward into northern Africa. They are bul-
bous plants, with a simple stem bearing few leaves, linear
or broader, and a handsome solitary flower, rarely two or
three. .See tulip.

silver.'

and thin silk net, originally made with bobbins
(compare bohhin-nct), but now woven by ma-
chinery. It is used for women's veils and in dressmaking;
it is sometimes ornamented with dots like those of blonde-
lace, but is more commonly plain.— Tulle embroidery,
needlework done with flosssilk or similar material on a
background of tulle.



Tnlllan

Tullian (tul'i-an), a. [< L. Tullianus, of orper-
taiuiiig to the gens Tullius, or to one of that

gens, < Ti(Wi««, Tullius : seedef.] Of
,
pertain-

ing to, or resembling Tully, or Marcus Tullius

Cicero ; Ciceronian.

tnllibee (tul'i-be), n. [Amer. Ind. (?).] The
mongrel whitefish, Coregonus tullibee, of the

Great Lakes.
Tally limestone. [< Tiilly, a town in Onondaga
county, New York.] A thin and not very per-

sistent bed of limestone, lying between the

Genesee shale and the Hamilton beds, divisions

of the Devonian as developed in western New
York.
TuUy's powder. See potcder.

tulwar (tul'war), 11. [Also tulwaur anA erro-

neously thulwar; < Hind, tultcdr, tarwdr,\a,te Skt.

taravari, a saber.] A saber carried by the peo-

ple of northern India, as the Sikhs.

The lance is the favorite weapon of the Indian cavalr>'-

soldier, although he can also make very deadly use of his

tulwar (aword), which, kept in a wooden scabbard, has an
edge so sharp that it cuts all it touches.

Sir Garnet WoUeley, N. A. Eev., CXXVII. 155.

tulyt, o. and n. [Early mod. E. also teiehj ; <

ME. tule; origin obscure.] A kind of red or

scarlet color.
A mantel whit so melk,
The broider is of tuli selk.

Beves of Hamtmn, p. 47. (HalUweU.)

A skane of teirly silk. Skelton, Garland of Laurell.

For to make bokeram tuZy or tuly thread, ... a manner
of red colour, as it were of crop madder.

Sloane US. 73, f. 214. (Ilalliuell.)

tum^t (turn), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To card

(wool) for the first time ; according to Ray, to

mix wool of divers colors. Halliwell.

After your wooU is oyl'd and anoint«d thus, you shall

then turn it, you shall put it forth as you did before when
you mixed it," and card it over again upon your stock

cards; and then those cardings which you strike off are

called tummings, which you shall lay by till it come to a

spinning.
Markham, English House-Wife (1675), p. 126. (Halliwell.)

tum^ (tam). A vocable imitating the vibration

of a musical string: generally repeated, turn,

turn. Compare tom-tom.

Since the day of the fw?/i, fur/i, tuvi of the plantation

banjo . . . there has been a wonderful improvement in

construction. Musical Record, No. 328, p. 26.

tumbt, "• i- {^ ME. tumben, tomben, < AS. ttim-

bian, tumble, dance, = OHG. tumon, MHG.
tumen, turn round, = Icel. tumba, tumble (<

AS. ?); cf. OF. iomber, tumber, turner, F. tomber,

dial, turner = Pr. totnhar, tumbar = Sp. tumbar
= Pg. tombar = Olt. *tombare, tomare. It. dim.
tombolare, fall, tumble. The relation of the

Teut. to the Rom. forms is uncertain. Cf. tum-

6i«.] To tumble; jump; dance. Trevisa, tr.

of Higden's Polychronicon, iv. 365 ; Verstegan,

Restitution (1628), p. 234.

tumbak, n. Same as tombac.

tumbekl (tom'bek-i), )(. [Turk.: see tobacco.'\

A kind of tobacco exported from Persia. Also
written toumbcki.

tumbestert (tum'bes-ter), n. [ME. also tombes-

ter, tombestere, tymbesier, tymbestcre, timbestere ;

< tiimb + -ster.'\ A female tumbler or dancer.
As the professional dancers of medieval times were
usually also tumblers or acrobats, the words for dance
and tumble were commonly used as synonymous. (Com-
pare hop, dance, hopster, a female dancer, Latin saltator,

mltalrlx, a dancer, literally 'leaper.') The daughter of

Herodias, who danced before Herod, is often pictured

in medieval art as tumbling, walking on her hands, or

standing on her head. Compare tumble, 5.

Herodias doujter, that was a twnbestere, and tumblede
byfore him [Herod] and other grete lordea of that contre,

he grantede to geve hure whatevere he wolde bydde.
irs. Harl. 1701, f. 8. (UalliweU.)

And ryght anon than comen tombeaterea

Fetys and smale, . . .

Whiche ben the verray deueles offlceres

To kindle and blowe the fyr of [lecherye].

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 15.

[In this passage the word is the same as the above, but it

is an erroneous translation of the Old French tymberesse, a
female player on the tambour (tymbre).^

tumble (tum'bl), »
.;

pret. and pp. tumbled, ppr.

tumbling. [E. dial, also tummle; < ME. tumblen,

tomblen, tumlen = MD. tumelen, tummelen, tom-
melen, D. tuimelen = MLG. tumelen = OHG.
tumilon, MHG. tumeln, tumeln, G. taumeln, tuvi-

meln = Sw. tumla = Dan. tumie, tumble, stag-

ger, wallow ; freq. of ME. tumben, tomben, < AS.
tumbian = OHG. tumon, MHG. tumen = Icel.

t«7H6a, dance: see <«»i6.] 1, intrans. 1. To roll

about by turning one way and another; toss;

pitch about ; wallow : as, he tumbles and tosses

from pain ; the tumbling sea.

Hedge-hogs which
Lie tumblinff in my barefoot way.

Shak., Tempest, U. 2. 11.

6526

Hon. ni write to her to-morrow.
Bird. To-morrow! shell not sleep, then, but fumWe ; an'

if she might have it to-night, it would better please her.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 2.

Just at this time a shoal of jolly porpoises* came rolling

and tuvibling by, turning up their sleek sides to the sun.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 112.

2. To lose footing or support and fall to the

ground; come down suddenly and violentlv; be
precipitated : as, to tumble from a scaffold.

He tit ouer his hors tayl tonibted ded to therthe.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3866.

And here had fall'n a great part of a tower,

^Vhole, like a crag that tuinbtes from the cliif.

Tennyson, Geraint.

In making the ascent of some of these precipitous moun-

tumbler

Should I llounder awhile without a tumble
'Tliro' this metriflcation ol Catullus.

They should speak to me not without a welcome.
All that chorus of indolent reviewers.

Tennyson, Experiments, Hendecasyllabica.

In their (the clowns'] absurd impertinences, in their im-

possible combinations, in their mistakes and tumbles, in

their failing over queens and running up against mon
archs. J. H. Shorthouse, .lohn Inglesant, xxi.

2. A state of entanglement or confusion.

John Fry began again, being heartily glad to do so, that

his story might get out of the tumble which all our talk

had made in it. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

3. Same as tumbling-box—To take a tumble to
one's self, to make introspection ; reflect how one's con-

duct is viewed by others : usually in the imperative mood.
[Slang.]

tain sides, now and then a mule would lose its footing and tumble-bug (tum'bl-bug), n. One of several
go tumbling and rolling many feet down

The Century, XLI. 773.

3. To move or go in a rough, careless, or head-
long manner.
They [Hottentots] have no Beds to lie on, but tumMe

down at night round the lire. Dampier, Voyages, I. 539.

We stood or sat in a group, . . . out of the way of the

men when they should come tumbling aft to make sail or

liaul upon the ropes. W. C. liusmll, A Strange Voyage, v.

4. To play mountebank tricks by various

Springs, balancings, posturings, and contortions

of the body.

You daunce worse than you tumble. PaZsgraoe, p. 147.

5t. To dance.

The doujtir of Herodias daunside [ether tuvMide,
margin] in the myddil, and pleslde Heroude.

Wydif, Mat xiv. 6.

Hyt telleth that Eroud [Herod] swore
To here that tumbled yn the flore.

US. Uarl. 1701, 1. 19. (Halliwell.)

6. To fall rapidly, as prices : as, fancy stocks

have tumbled. [Commercial slang.] —To tum-
ble home. Same as to tumble in (a).— To tumble in.

(a) Said of a ship's sides when they incline in above the

extreme breadth. (6) To turn in ; go to bed.—To tumble
to, to recognize or understand ; be up to: as, to tumMe to

another's scheme or game ; also, to go at (work and the

like) vigorously. [Slang.]

The high words in a tragedy we call Jaw-breakers, and
say we can't tumble to that barrikin.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 15.

To tumble up. (a) To get out of bed ; get up. [Slang.]

Mr. Bailey . . . opened the coach door, let down the
steps, and, giving Jonas a shake, cried, " We've got home,
my flower ! Tumble up then

!

"

Dickeiis, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxviii.

(6) Naut, to come up hastily and in a scrambling way
through the hatchway on a ship's deck, as a sailor or a
number of sailors together : as, the starboard watch tum-
bled up.

II. trans. 1. To turn over ; toss about as for

examination or search ; revolve in one's mind

:

usually with over.

Tumbling it ovenr and over in his thoughts, ... he Ijst

all patience. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 96.

They tumbled all their little Quivers o'er

To chuse propitious Shafts.
Prior, Henry and Emm i.

2. To disorder; rumple: as, to tumble bed-
clothes.

She had her bonnet in her hand (a bruised muslin one,

with tumbled satin strings).

E. S. Sheppard, Charles Auchester, I. 11.

kinds of scarabffioid beetles, or dung-beetles,

which roll up balls of dung in which their

Carolina Tumble-bug (Copris Carolina^.

a, larva ; *, a section of the hollow excrementitious ball in which Uie

insect undergoes its transformations.

eggs are laid, and in which their larvse trans-

form ; a straddle-bug, or similar large awkward
scarab. The particular habit noted is characteristic of

the subtribe Ateuehini (see Ateuchus) of the laparostict

Tumble-bug iCanChvn Ixvis). Upper figure male, lower female,

the former pulling and the latter pushing the ball in which are the

eggs, and which is thus tumbled into a hole in the ground. (About
natural size.)

Scarabseidse. It has been noted from remote antiquity,

as in the case of the Egj-ptian tumble-bugs, and has given

rise to some famous myths and symbols. See also cuts

under ecarab, Scarabseus, Copris, and galea. [CJ. S.]

tumble-car (tum'bl-kiir), n. A cart drawn by
a single horse: probably so named from the

axle being made fast to the wheels and turn-

ing round with them. JJaUiwell.

3. To throw by chance or with violence; fling; tumble-down (tum'bl-doun), a. In a falling
- - state; dilapidated; decayed; ruinous.

A tuinWe-doim old Lutheran church.
pitch.

With it a blow that laid him full low.

And tumbl'd him into the brook.

Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 219).

A girl bare-footed brings and tumbles

Down on the pavement green-flesh melons.

Longfellow, Hyperion, ii. 9.

A few dirty-looking men assemble at the door of a tum-
ble-doum building standing against the ruined castle.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 340.

Browning, De 0..stibus.
tuiiii,ie.dung (tum'bl-duug), n. [< tumble, v.,

4. To bring down ; overturn or overthrow; + o,,j dung.-] A tumble-bug.

tumble-home (tum'bl-hom), «. A^«m«., the part

of a ship which inclines inward above the ex-

treme breadth. [Rare.]

tumbler (tum'blfer), n. [< ME. tumbler, tombcler, .

tunihire (cf . AS. tumberc) (= MLG. tumeler) ; <

tumble -I- -crl.] 1. One who tumbles; one who
performs by turning somersaults, walking on

the hands, etc., as a mountebank.
There is no tuwbkr

Runs through his hoop with more dexterity

Than 1 about this business.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, iL 1.

The tumbler is walking upon his hands.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 288.

[frt/i.] One of the religious sect known as

cast to the groimd ; fling headlong.

Jerusalem hathe often tyme ben destroyed, and the
Walles abated and beten doun and tombled in to the Vale.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 95.

And wilt thou still be hammering treachery,

To tumble down thy husband and thyself

From top of honour to disgrace's feet ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, i. 2. 48.

This ability to tumble a hare at full speed with the shot-

gun is no mean accomplishment.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 95.

5. To polish by revolution in a tumbling-box.

Small castings can be tumbled and thus deprived of

much of their adhering scale and sand.
Wahl, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 529.

To tumble in, in carp., to fit, as a piece of timber, into

other work.— Tumbled up and down, agitated; per-

plexed.

They were greatly tumUed up and down in their minds,

and knew not what to do. Banyan, Pilgrim's Pi-ogress, ii.

tumble (tum'bl), n. [< tumble, «'.] 1. A fall;

a rolling or turning over ; a somersault.

A tumble of heels over head, a feat performed by beg-

gar-boys on the roads.
Landor, Imag. Conv., General Lacy and Cura Merina.

Duukers' BeeDunker^.—Z. A breed of domestic

pigeons which perform certain aerial evolutions

called tumbling, during which they fall through

the air for a distance before making play with

their wings. This performance is an exaggeration of the

sweeping of gyrating flitrht charact«risticof wild pigeons,

and an approach to it may be shown by any pigeons, when,

for example, a hawk dashes into a flock. Ttuubl-rs have a

short round head with high forehead and vcrv short beak.
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They are classed in two series, those bred to flight and
those bred to color. The former are the ordinary or flying

tumblers, most noted for their performances in mid air

:

some are even trained to tumble in a room. .Some tum-
blers, known as Oriental rollers, are noted for leaving the
tiook individually and rising to execute the movement.
Tumblers bred to color without special reference to their

fligixt are of many strains, known by color-names, black, red,

or t/eUow mottle, red or yellow a(jate, altiujmi-splash, etc.

4. A kiud of greyhound formerly used in cours-
ing rabbits: so called in allusion to his charac-
teristic motions and springs.

I have seene
A nimble tumbler on a burrow'd greene
Bend cleane awry his course, yet give a checke
And throw himselfe upon a rabbit's necke.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 4.

5. A porpoise. [Scotch.]

Delphinus Phoccena, . . . Scot. Pellock. TwjnWer. Mere-
swine.

Dr. Walker, Essays on Xat. Hist., p. 532. (Jamieson.)

6. The aquatic larva of a mosquito, gnat, or
other member of the Culicidse; a wriggler: so
called from the manner in which they roll over
and over in the water. [Local, U. S.]— 7. A
figure or toy representing a fat person, usually
a mandarin, sitting with crossed legs. The
base of the figure is rounded, so as to rock at

a touch.

Her legs tucked up mysteriously under her gown into
a round ball, so that her figure resembled in shape the
plaster tumMerg sold by the Italians.

Mayhew, London Lalxiur and London Poor, II. 570.

8t. One of a band of London reckless profli-

gates in the early part of the eighteenth cen-
tury.

A third sort [of Mohocks) are the tuTnblers, whose office

it is to set women on their heads.
Steele, Spectator, Xo. 324.

9. A drinking-glass. (a) One with a rounded or
X>ointed lx)ttom, so that it may not be set down without
being emptied and inverted. (6) One without stem or
foot, simply cylindrical or conical in form.

She . . . remind^him of days which he must remember,
when she had a wine-glass out of poor Pa's tumbler.

Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

10. A sort of spring-latch in a lock which de-
tains tlie bolt so as to prevent its motion un-
til a key lifts it and sets the bolt at liberty.

—

11. Same as tumhling-hox.— 12, In a gun-
lock, a piece of the
nature of a lever,

attached to the
pivot of the ham-
mer of the lock,

and swiveled to
thetipofthemain-
spriug, which,
when the ham-
mer is released by a, body;

e, swivel-;
*. arbor ; *, square ; rf, pivot

;

and pinhole ; /, tumbler-,. J pinhole ; /,

pulling the trig- screw hole; ^.cocfc-notch; a, half-cock

ger, forces the °°'^-

hammer violently forward, causing it to strike

and explode the charge. See also cut under
gun-lock.— 13. A form of printing-machine
which rocks or tumbles to the impression-sur-
face. [Eng.]— 14. Naut., one of the movable
pins for the engagement of the cat-head stop-
|jir and shank-painter. These pins, moving Blmiil-
tuneously, release the ends of the cat-stopper and shank-
painter, thus letting go the anchor.

15. In wenvinfi, any one of a set of levers (also
called coupcrs) from which in some forms of
loom the heddles are suspended,— 16. Same
US tumbrel, 1.

lleliind them [the gipsies) followed the train of laden
- ^t.^s, and small carts, or tianhlern, as they were called in

:li:tt country [south of Scotland |.

Scott, Guy Mannering, viii.

tumbler-brush (tum'bler-brush), n. A brush
made for the special puri)Ose of cleaning the
inside of a tumbler or drinking-glass.

tumbler-cart (tum'bler-kiirt), n. Same as tum-
hrcl. 1.

More recently tumbUr cartA with solid wheels, mere
Hhibs of timber, were substituted.

QuarUrlt/ Ret., CXLVL 38.

tumbler-dog (tum'bler-dog), n. A catch to hold
I 111' hasp of a padlock locked except when it

crilers tlic tumbler. Car-Builder'8 Diet.

tumbler-drum (tum'bl6r-drum), n. Same as
/»,„/,/„„;-//„.,.

either trodden in it with the feet, or put
v.^ . Irum. Workshirp Receipts, lA bet., ^. '^'A.

tumblerful (tum'bl6r-ful), n. [< tumbler + -ful.]

The quantity of liquid which fills or nearly fills

a tumbler: as, to drink a tumblerful of water.
tumbler-glass (tum'bltr-glis), n. Same as
tunihlrr, '.),

tumbler-holder (tum'bKT-hol'dfer), «. A cir-

cular frame of metal with a handle, into which

I
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a glass of soda-water, etc., is set, for conve-
nience in drinking.

tumbler-lock (tum'bler-lok), n. A lock having
a set of disks or latches which must be arranged
in some particular waywith reference to one an-
other before the bolt can be shot. It is a form
of permutation-lock. See cut under lock.

tumbler-punch (tum'bler-punch), n. In gtm-
smithiiig, a small punch with two blades, used,
in taking a gun apart, to remove the arbor of
the tumbler, etc. '

tumbler-Stand (tum'bler-stand), n. A tray for
tumblers, used with a soda-water fountain, etc.

Some are fitted with appliances for washing the
tumblers. Compare tumbler-icaslier.

tumbler-tank (tum'bler-tangk), n. In plumb-
ing, a flush-tank in which an oblong tilting re-

ceiving vessel pivoted midwise, and having a
midwise partition, is fitted and poised in such
manner that when water runs into one of the
compartments of the vessel a quantity must
accumulate before it can tilt and discharge its

contents, and in such manner that the tilt

brings the opposite compartment into position
to be filled. A considerable volume of water is thus
suddenly discharged at each tilting of the receiving ves-
sel, although the stream affording the supply may be
small.

tumbler-washer (tum'blfer-wosh'^r), n. A tum-
bler-stand so contrived as to wash automati-
cally the tumblers placed upon it. A usual form
consists of a basin fitted with upright projecting pipes, on
which the tumblers are hung bottom up, and from which
jets of water escape into the tumblers, used with soda-
water fountains, etc.

tumbleweed (tum'bl-wed), ». A branching
plant whose top assumes a globular figure and
in autumn is detached and rolled over the plains
by the wind, scattering its seed. The name is

given to several such plants in the western United States.
.Species so called are Ainarantus albug (compare ghost-
plant) and A. blitoides, Psoralea laiiceolata (iSakota and
Montana), the bug-seed, Corispermum hymopi/oiium, and
the winged pigweed, Cyclotoina ptatyphylla. Also called
roUing.weed.

The list of plants having the habit of rounding up their
stems and branches so as to form a nearly spherical plant
body, which at the end of the season breaks away at the
root, thus forming a tumble-weed, must be increased by
adding the winged pig-weed. Amer. Nat., XXI. 929.

tumbling (tum'bling), n. [Verbal n. of tumble,
«'.] The act of falling; also, the act of turn-
ing somersaults, and the like ; specifically, the
action of the tumbler pigeon in flight.

tumbling (tum'bling), a. [< ME. towmblynge

;

ppr. of tumble.^ Falling; fleeting; passing;
transitory.

VVolthow thanne trusten in the towinblyttge fortunes of
men '! Chawxr, Boethius, ii. meter 3.

tumbling-barrel (tum'bling-bar'el), n. See
barrel.

tumbling-bay (tum'bling-ba), n. In hydraulic
engin., tliat part of a weir in which the surface
of the outflowing water assumes a downwardly
directed curvilinear form.

tumbling-bob (tum'bling-bob), «. In mach., a
weighted arm or lever wnich, when moved to a
certain point, reacts and by its weight produces
movements in other parts of the machine.
tumbling-box (tum'bling-boks), ». A box or
cylindrical vessel of wood or iron, pivoted at
each end or at two corners, so that it can be
made to revolve. Small castings, shot, pens, needles,
buttons, and similar objects are placed in the box, with a
quantity of loose emery-powder, sand, sawdust, or other
abradant, and when tlte box revolves the abradant and the
objects fall or tumble over, rubbing against each other and
becoming quickly cleaned or polished. The device is large-
ly used in many manufactories to save labor in cleaning
and polishing material of all kinds, and in mixing or dis-
stjiving gums, etc. Also called, in various forms, tumbler
or clfanjnn;f-mitt, tumble, tumMer-drum, tuitibling.wheel,
rolliwj.barrel, seouring-barrel.

tumbling-net (tum'bling-net), n. A trammel-
net.

tumbling-shaft (tvim'bling-sh&ft), «. The cam-
shaft used in stam)>ing-mills, threshing-ma-
chines, etc. E. If. Knight.

tumbling-trough (tum'bling-trof), n. In the
manufacture of sulphuric acid in the so-called
cascade apparatus, a trough or box of pipe-clay
constructed on the principle of the tumbler-
tank for conveying nitric acid into the leaden
chambers.
tumbling-wheel (tum'bling-hwel), n. In
mach., a variety of the tumbling-box, used es-
pecially for polishing wooden bobbins, shoe-
pegs, etc.

tumbly (tum'bli), a. [< tumble + -y^."^ Uneven,
rough, humpy, or lumpy, as if full of debris
which has tumbled upon it ; covered with loose
rocks, as a sea-bottom or fishing-ground.

tumidity

tumbrel (tum'brel), n. [Also tumhril, and for-
merly tumbrell, tumrell; < ME. tomberel, tomerel
tumrel, < OF. tumbrell, tumberel, tomberel, tum-
breau, tumbereau, tombei-eau, F. tombereau, a
dump-cart, < tomber, fall, tumble: see tuiub,

tumble.'] 1. A low cart used by farmers for the
removal of dung, etc. ; a dung-cart. The body of
the cart was a separate box, sometimes called a which
(see whichi), in which the dung or other load was placed,
to be dumped by upsetting the box. The name is often
given to the carts used to convey the victims of the French
Revolution to the guillotine, but contemporary plates rep-
resent these as large four-wheeled wagons.

What stinking scavenger (if so he will.

Though streets be fair) but may right easily flU
His dungy tumbrel? Marston, Satires, iv. 13.

Along the Paris streets the death-carts rumble hollow
and harsh. Six tuinbrUs caiTy the day's wine to La Guillo-
tine. Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, iii. 15.

A yoke of staiveling steers, in a tumbril cart, the wheels
of which were formed from a solid block of wood.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 4.

2. A covered cart with two wheels, which ac-
companies artillery, for the conveyance of tools,

ammunition, etc.— 3. A chair fixed on a pair of
wheels and having very long shafts, used to
punish scolds. On its being wheeled into a pond back-
ward, and suddenly tilted up, the woman was plunged into
the water. Compare cuckiny-stool and dxicking-stool.

In this town [Shepton-Mallet, Whitstone, Somersetshire]
was anciently a tumbrell or cucking-stool, set up . . . in
the time of Henry III, for the correction of unquiet women.

J. CoUinson, Hist. Somersetshire (ed. 1791), III. 460.

4. A sort of circular cage or crib, made of osiers
or twigs, used in some parts of England for hold-
ing food for sheep in winter.
tumefacient (tu-me-fa'shient), «. Swelling;
swollen.

The infant , . . had grown unctuous and tumefacient
under the kisses and embraces of half the hotel,

Bret Uarie, By Shore and Sedge, p, 73.

tumefaction (tii-me-fak'shon), n. [< F. tume-
faction = Sp. tumefaccion, < L. tumcfacere, pp.
tumefactus, sy/ell: see tumefy.] 1. The act or
process of swelling or rising into a tumor; also,

the condition of being tumefied or swollen.— 2.
That which is tumefied or swollen; a tumid
part ; a tumor.

The common signs and effects of weak fibres are pale-
ness, a weak pulse, tumefactions in the whole body or parts.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi.

tumefy (tu'me-fi), v.; pret. and pp. tumefied,
ppr. tumefying. [< F. tumifier, cause to swell,

< LL. 'tumeficare, < L. tumcfacere, cause to swell,
< tumere, swell, + facere, make : see tumid and
-fy-] I. trans. To swell, or cause to swell or
be tumid.
To swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the diction only, but the

tenor of the thought. J)e Quincey.

n. intrans. To swell; become tumid.
tumescence (tu-mes'ens), ». [< tumescen(t) +
-cc] 1. The state of growing tumid; tumefac-
tion.— 2. A swelling, tumid part, or tumor; an
intumescence.
tumescent (tu-mes'ent),"a. [< L. tumescen(t-)s,
ppr. of tumcicere, begin to swell or swell up,
incejitive of tumere, swell: see tumid.] 1.
Swelling; tumefying; forming into a tumor;
intumescent.— 2. In bot., slightly tumid or
swollen.
tumid (tu'mid), a. [= Sp. tiimido = Pg. It. tu-
mido, < L. tumidus, swollen, swelling, < tumere,
swell; cf. tumulus, a mound (see tumulus), Gr.
Tvjifioi, a mound (see tomb), Skt. tumra, swell-
ing, standing out, •/ *«, swell, increase.] 1.

Swollen; slightly inflated; tumefied: as, a tu-

mid leg; tumid nesh.— 2. Protuberant; rising
above the level.

So high as heaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep.
Capacious bed of waters. Milton, P. L,, vii. 288.

3. Swelling in sound or sense
;
pompous ; bom-

bastic ; inflated: as, a tumid expression; a tu-

mid style.

A mind no way tumid, light, effeminate, confused, or
melancholic. Bacon, Political Fables, v., Expl.

The real poet, who is not dilven by failing language or
thought into frigid or tumid absurdities,

R. W. Church, Spenser, ii.

Tumid Wing, in entom., a wing in which the membrane
of every celHs larger than the cell itself, so that it pro-

jects slightly, as in the saw-flies,

tumidity (tu-mid'i-ti), ». [< LL. tumidita(t-)s,

a swelling, a tumor, < L. tumidus, swollen: see

tumid.] 1. The state or character of being
tumid or swollen.

The swelling diction of .Eschylus and Isaiah resembles
that of Almanzor and Maximin no more than the tumidity
of a muscle resembles the tumidity of a boil. The former
is symptomatic of health and strength, the latter of debil.

ity and disease. Macavlay, Dryden.
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Hence— 3. A jjompous or bombastic style;
turgidness; fustian.

tumidly (tii'mid-li), adv. In a tumid manner
or form.

tumidness (tu'mid-nes), «. The state of being
tumid, in any sense. =Syn. Bathos, Fwstian, etc. See
botnbast.

tumika-oil (to'mi-kii-oil), n. A concrete fixed
oil from the seeds ot the wild mangosteen, Di-
ospyros Embryopteris.

tummer (tum'tr), k. A connecting cylinder in

a earding-machiue.

The carding engines [in cotton-manufacture) are often
made with two main cylinders and a connecting cylinder
called the tuniTner. Encyc. Brit., VI. 494.

tummle (tum'l), v. A dialectal form of tumble.

tnmogo, n. [African.] An African antelope,
the water-buck, Kobus ellipsiprymnus.

tumor, tumour (tu'mor), n. [< F. tumeur = Sp.
Pg. tumor = It. tumore, < L. tumor, a swell-

ing, the state of being swollen, < tuviere, swell:

see tumid.] 1. A swell or rise of any kind.
[Rare.]

One tumour drown'd another, billows strove
To outswell ambition, water air outdrove.

B. Jmmm, Prince Henry's Barriers.

2. In med.: (a) A swelling; one of the four
necessary accompaniments, according to the
older pathologists, of inflammation—namely,
calor, dolor, rubor, et tumor (heat, pain, red-

ness, and swelling). (6) An abnormal promi-
nence existing upon any of the cutaneous, mu-
cous, or serous surfaces in any part of the
body, and not due to acute inflammation. A tu-

" mor is usually a new formation of tissue foreign to the
part in which it exists, and is thus distinguished in gen-
eral from hypertrophy, though a hypertrophy may occa-
sionally be so localized as to constitute a true tumor. A
neoplasm is called a tumor when it forms a prominence
on any sui-face. A swelling may be acute or chronic, and
may be circumscribed or diffuse; a tumor is a chronic
circumscribed swelling.

3. A swelling port or style ; tumidity; bombast.
She satisfies and fills the mind, without tuTtwur and os-

tentation. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 174.

Adipose tumor, a lipoma.— Aneurismal tumor, an
aneurism.— Apostoll's method for the treatment of
fibroid tumor of the uterus, destruction of tlie tumor
by electrolysis.— Benign tumor, a tumor which does not
recur, as a rule, after reiiioval, and is not inimical to the
life of the patient.— Cavernous tumor, a tumor formed
of loosely reticulated tissue.—Dermatoid or dermoid
tumor, a cystic tumor the inner wall of which is com-
posed of cutaneous tissue, and which often contains some
of the appendages of the skin, such as hair, nails, or even
teeth.—Encysted tumor. See encyst.—Erectile tumor,
a tumor composed of a vascular tissue resembling erec-

tile tissue.—Fibroid tumor, a tumor composed of fibrous
tissue ; usually referring to a fibromuscular tumor of the
uterus.— Fibroplastic tumort. See gpindle.celled sarco-

ma, under sarcoma.— Floating tumor, a movable body
within the abdomen, usually the spleen or a kidney, which
has loose attachments, allowing of change of position of

the organ.— Gubler'S tumor, a prominence on the back
of the wrist, seen in cases of wrist-drop from lead-poison-
ing.—Histoid tumor, a tumor composed of connective
tissue.—Malignant tumor, a tumor which tends to recur
after removal, :uul eventually to cause the patient's death.

— Margaroid tumor, cholesteatoma.— Mixed tumor,
a tumor composed of more than one kind of tissue.

—

Ova-
rian tumor. See ovarian.— Phantom tumor, a cir-

cumscribed abdominal swelling, occurring usually in hys-
terical women, due to muscular contraction or to an ac-

cumulation of intestinal gases. The swelling commonly
disappears when the patient is asleep or under the influ-

ence of an anesthetic. It is sometimes very deceptive in
its appearance, and has not infrequently been mistaken
for pregnancy.— Sand tumor, psammoma : so called be-
cause of the sand-like calcareous matter which it contains.

— Teratoid tumor. Same as teratoma.—Thomas's op-
eration for the removal of uterine fibroid tumors.
See a7>eraU'oH.— Transition tumor. See transition.—
Tumor albus, tuberculous synovitis, especially of the
knee-joint: white-swelling.—Vascular tumor. Seeva«-
cular.— Warty tumor. See warty.

tumored, tumoured (tii'mord), a. [< tumor +
-ed2.] Affected with a tumor or tumors; swol-
len; tumid; distended. [Bare.]

I might behold his legs tnmar'd and awel'd.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 362.

tumorous! (tu'mor-us), a. [= Pg. It. tumoroso,
< LL. tumorosus, swollen, inflated, bloated, < L.
tumor, a swelling: see tumor.] 1. Swelling;
protuberant.

Who ever saw any cypress or pine small below and
above and turtwrous in the middle, unless some diseased
plant? Sir H. Wolton.

Z. Vainly pompous; bombastic, as language or
style; fustian.

According to their subject these styles vary; ... for
that which is high and lofty, declaring excellent matter,
becomes vast and tuynorous, speaking of petty and inferior
things. J5. Jonson, Discoveries.

ttimour, tumoured. See tumor, tumored.
tump (tump), n. [< W. tuimp, a round mass, a
hUlock; cf. L. tumulus, a mound: see tumulus,
tomb.} A little hillock ; aheap; a clump.
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He stopped his little nag short of the crest, and got off

and looked ahead of him from behind a tump of whor-
tles. B. D. Blactrmore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

tump (tump), V. t. [< tump, «.] In hort., to

form a mass of earth or a hillock round (a plant)

:

as, to tump teazel.

tump-line (tump'lin), n. [Perhaps a corrup-
tion, among the Canadian Indians and the
French voyageurs, of E. *temple-line (or of a
corresponding F. terra), < temple"^ (F. tempc) +
linc^.'] A strap by which a pack is carried
across a portage or through the woods. It
crosses the forehead, the advantage being that its use in
this position leaves the hands free for clearing the way
with an ax or otherwise; it is frequently shifted in posi-
tion so as to cross the breast, for temporary relief. This
method of carrying is common through the St. Lawrence
valley and to the furthest Northwest, alike among whites,
half-breeds, and Indians. The term is used in Maine and
on its borders : elsewhere the strap is called portage-strap
or pack-strap.

tumpy (tum'pi), a. [< tuvip + -»/!.] Abound-
ing in tumps or hillocks; uneven. Halliwell.

[ftov. Eng.]
tum-tum (tum'tum), n. [Appar. ult. imitative
of the beating of a drum; cf. tum^ and tom-
tom.] 1. A favorite dish in the West Indies,

made by beating boiled plantains quite soft in

a wooden mortar. It is eaten like a potato-pud-
ding, or made into round cakes and fried.— 2.
Same as tom-tom,
tumular (tii'mu-lar), a. [< F. tumulaire, as if

< L. *tumularis, < tumulus, a mound: see tumu-
lus.] Same as tumulary. Pinkerton.

tumulary (tu'mu-la-ri), a. [As tumular, q. v.]

Consisting in a heap; formed or being in a
heap or hillock.

tumulatel (tu'mu-lat),». t.
;
pret. and pp. tumu-

lated, ppr. tumulating. [< L. tumulatus, pp. of
tumulare, cover with a mound, entomb, < tumu-
lus, a mound: see tumulus.] To cover with a
mound; bury.

tumulate^t (tii'mu-lat), V. i. ; pret. and pp. tu-

mulated, ppr. tumulating. [Irreg. (after tumu-
lus, a mound) < L. tumere, swell : see tumid.]

To swell.

His heart begins to rise, and his passions to tumulate
and ferment into a storm. Bp. Wilkins, Nat. Keligion, i. 17.

tumuli, ". Plural of tumulus.

tumulose, tumulous (ts'mu-los, -lus), a. [< L.
tumulosus, full of mounds or hills, < tumulus, a
mound : see tumulus.] Full of mounds or hills.

Bailcn, 1727. [Rare.]

tumulosity (tu-mu-los'i-ti), n. [< tumulose 4-

-iUf.] The state of being tumulous. Bailey,

1727. [Rare.]

tumulous, a. See tumulose.

tumult (tii'mult), n. [< F. tumulte = Pr. tumult
= Sp. Pg. It. tumulto, < L. tumultus, commotion,
disturbance, tumult,< tumere, swell, be excited:
see tumid.] 1. The commotion, disturbance,
or agitation of a multitude, usually accompa-
nied with great noise, uproar, and confused
talking; an uproar; hence, a noisy uprising,

as of a mob.
What meaneth the noise of this tumult ? 1 Sam. iv. 14.

There is this difference between the tumults here [in

Cairo] and those at Constantinople, that the latter are
commonly begun by some resolute fellows among the jani-

zaries, whereas here the mob is generally raised by some
great man, who envies one that is a riviil to liira.

Pococke, Description of the Bast, I. 169.

2. Violent commotion or agitation, with con-
fusion of sounds.

In this piece of poetry, what can be nobler than the idea
it gives us of the Supreme Being thus raising a tumult
among the elements, and recovering them out of their con-
fusion, thus troubling and becalming nature?

Addison, Spectator, No. 489.

3. Agitation; high excitement; irregular or
confused motion.

The tumult in her mind seemed not yet abated.
Ooldsmitk,YicSiT, xix.

= Syn. Disturbance, turbulence, confusion, hubbub, fer-

ment, outbreak, jnc\6e.

tumilltt (tu'mult), II. J. [^<. tunntU, H. Qt. tumul-
tua te. ] To make a tumult ; be in great commo-
tion. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

tumultert (tu'mul-ter), n. [< tumult + -er^.]

One who raises or takes part in a tumult. Bak-
luijt's Voyaf/cs, I. 466.

tumultuarily (tii-mul'tu-a-ri-li), adv. 1. In a
tumultuary or disorderly manner.

Divers thousands of the Jews tumultuarily resisted.

Sandys, Christ's Passion (1640), notes, p. 96.

2. Without system or order.

I have, according to your desire, putt in writing these
Minutes of Lives tumultuarily, as they occur'd to my
thoughts, or as occasionally I had information of them.

Avtbrey, Lives, Int. Ep.

tun

tumultuariness (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-nes), ». Dis-
orderly or tumultuous conduct ; turbulence

;

disposition to tumult. Eikon Basilike.

tumultuary (tii-mul'tu-a-ri), a. [< F. tumultu-
aire = Sp. Pg. It. tumultuario,<. L. tumultuarius,
full of tumult, hurried, < tumultus, tumult : see
tumult.] 1. Disorderly; riotous; promiscuous;
confused : as, a tumultuary conflict.

It would be too long to relate the tumultuary insurrec-
tions of the inhabitants of Constantinople, Antioch, and
Alexandria. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, iv.

2. Restless; agitated; unquiet.

Men who live without religion live always in a tumul-
tuary and restless state. Bp. Atterbury.

tumultuatet (tu-mul'tu-at), v. i. [< L. tumultu-
atus, pp. of tumuUuari (> It. tumultuare = Sp.
Pg. tumultuar), make a tumult, < tumultus, a
tumult: see towmH.] To make a tumult. Milton,
Ans. to Salmasius, x.

tumultuation (tu-mul-tu-a'shon), n. [< tumul-
tuate + -ion.] Commotion; irregular or dis-

orderly movement. Boyle. [Rare.]

tumultuous (tu-mul'tii-us), fl. [< F. tumultu-
etix = Sp. Pg. it. tumultuoso, < L. tumultuosus,
full of tumult, < tumultus, tumult: see tumult.]

1. Full of tumult, disorder, or confusion; eon-
ducted with tumult ; disorderly.

And in this seat of peace tumultuous wars
Shall kin with kin and kind with kind confound.

Shak., Eich. IL, iv. 1. 140.

2. Characterized by uproar, noise, confusion, or
the like : as, a tumultuous assembly.

Strange the far-off rooks' sweet tumultuous voice,

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 114.

3. Agitated; disturbed, as by passion.

His dire attempt, which, nigh the birth.

Now Tolling boils in his tumultuous breast.
Milton, P. L., iv. 16.

4. Turbulent; violent.

Furiously running in upon him, with tumultuous speech,
he violently raught from his head his rich cap of sables.

KnolUs.
=Syn. 2. Uproarious, riotous.

tumultuously (tu-mul'tu-us-li), adv. In a tu-

multuous manner; with tumult or turbulence

;

by a disorderly multitude.

tumultuousness (tu-mul'tu-us-nes), n. The
state of being tumultuous, in any sense ; dis-

order; commotion.
tumultus (tu-mul'tus), n. [L., commotion,
tumult: see inmult.] Commotion ; irregular ac-
tion— Tumultus cordis, irregular action of the heart.
— Tumultus sermonis, a form of aphasia in which the
patient stutters when reading aloud.

tumulus (tii'mu-lus), «. ;
pi. tumuli (-li). [<

L. tumulus, a mound, < tumere, swell: see tu-

mid. Cf. <»?«joi and to?n6.] A sepulchral mound,
as the famous Mouud of Marathon raised over
the bodies of those Athenians who fell in repel-
ling the invading Persians; a barrow; very
frequently, a mound covering and inclosing a
more or less elaborate structure of masonry.
The raising of mounds over the tombs of the dead, par-
ticularly of distinguished persons, or those slain in battle,

was a usual practice among very many peoples from the
most remote antiquity.

tunl (tun), n. [Also ton (now used only in the
sense of a measure); early mod. E. tunne,

tonne, < ME. tunne, tonne, < AS. tunne = MD.
tonne, D. ton = OHG. tiinna, MHG. tunne, G.
tonne = Icel. tmitia = Sw. tunna, OSw. tynna
= Dan. tonde ; cf. P. tonne (dim. tonneau, OF.
tonnel = Pr. Sp. Pg. dim. tonel), ML. tunna, Iv.

and Gael, tunna; root unknown ; it is uncertain
whether the Teut. or the Celtic forms are ori-

ginal. Hence tunnel.] 1. A large cask for

holding liquids, especially wine, ale, or beer.
See toni.

As who so filled a tonne of a fresshe ryuer.

And went forth with that water to woke with [add water
to] Themese. Piers Plounnan (B), xv. 331.

Take four and twenty bucks and ewes.
And ten tun of the wine.

ChUde Vyet (Child's Ballads, II. 76).

The tallow to be saponified is placed in a lai^e, slightly

conical, wooden tun, which is made of oak or cedar, and
is tightly bound with iron hoops.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 254.

2. Any vessel ; a jar.

Wei offer of the welle than of the tonne
She drank. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 159.

3. In a brewery, the fermenting-vat or -tank.

E. H. Knight.— 4. A measure of capacity, equal
by old statutes to 252 wine-gallons. There was a
local tun of beer in London of 2 butts, and a customary
tun of sweet oil was 236 gallons, and of syrup 3j barrels.

As all measures of capacity are regarded by metrologists

as having been defined first by weight, soni e have supposed
the tun was originally a short ton weight of water.

5. In conch., a shell of the genus DoUum or

family Doliidx; a tun-shell.— 6. The upper



tun

part of a chimney: also, the chimney itself.

SaUiwcll. [Prov. Eng.]

My newe hous with the iij. tunnys of chemeneyis.
Bury With (ed. Tymnis), p. 20.

Bolt and tun. In her. See bolti.

tun^ (tun), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. tunned, ppr. tun-

ning. [<<«»;!,«.] 1 . To store in a tun or tuns,

as wine or malt liquor ; hence, to store in ves-

sels of any sort for keeping.

Amongst the rest with the apples of Adam ; the juice
V hereof tliey tun up and send into Turlcy.

Sandygy Travailes, p. 175.

2t. To fill as if a tun.

A vale of tears, a vessel tunn'd with breath,
iSy sickness broach'd, to be drawn out by death.

Quarlei, Emblems, iii. 8.

3. To mingle with liquor w^hen it is stored, as
for the purpose of flavoring it, or making it

keep better.

The women of our northern parts do tun the herb ale-

houve into their ale.

Gerard's Herball (1579), quoted by Bickerdyke, p. (&

tuil't, " An obsolete form of town.

tunal (to'na), n. A fish. See Thynnus, Sarda,
Orcynm, and tunny.

ttuia- (tu'na), K. A species of prickly-pear,
Ojiuntia Tuna, orits fruit. It grows erect, sometimes
20 feet high, is spiny, and is much used for hedges in south-
em Europe. It« fruit, which is barrel-shaped and 2 or 3
inches lortg. is much eaten, fresh and dried. It is one of
the foremost cochineal-plants, and is said to be the only
specits used for this production in the Canaries.

tunable (tu'na-bl), rt. {_Also tuneable ; <tu»e +
-able.'} 1. Capable of being put in tune, ormade
harmonious.
God ringing the changes on all accidents, and making

them twtabie to His glory.
Fuller, Holy State, IV. Tiii. li

2. Harmonious; musical; ttmeful. [Rare.]

More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear.

Skak., M. N. D., 1. 1. 184.

tunableness (tii'na-bl-nes), n. The state or
quality of being tunable ; harmony; melodious-
ness. Also tuneableness.

The tunaUenegs and chiming of verse.

Swift, Advice to a Young Poet.

tunably (tii'na-bli), ade. In a tunable manner;
harmoniously; musically. Also tuneably.

They can sing any thing most tunably. Sir, but Psalms.
Brome, Jovial Crew, i.

tun-belliedt (tun'bel'id), a. Having a large
protuberant belly

;
pot-bellied ; paunchy.

Their great huge rowling tutibeltyed god Bacchus.
Carlwriytd, Koyal Slave (1651). (Nara.)

tun-belly (tun'bel'i), n. A large protuberant
belly.

A double chin and a tunbeUy.
Tarn Brown, Works, IBt. 152. (XteriM.)

tun-disht (tun'dish), n. A funnel.

Filling a bottle with a tun-duih.
Shak., M. for M., HI. 2. 182.

tundra (ton'dra), n. [Also toondra ; < Russ. tun-

dra, a marshy plain.] In the northern part of
Ru.ssia (both in Europe and in Asia), one of the
nearly level treeless areas which occupy most of
that region, and do not differ essentially from
tlie steppes, except that, Ij'ing further north,
their climate and vegetation are more decidedly
arctic than tho.se of the country to the south,
with a corresponding increase in the number
of small lakes and morasses.

A short distance south of Yefremov Kamen begins the
veritable tundra, a wo^xiless plain, interrupted by no
mouTitain heights, with small lakes scattered over It, and
narrow valleys crossing it, which often make an excursion
on the apparently level plain extremely tiresome.

Nordenskiold, Voyage of the \ ega (trans.), I. 377.

tundun (tun'dun), n. A toy: same as bull-roarer.

tune (tun), n. [< ME. tune, < OF. ton, F. ton =
Pr. Ion = Sp. ton, tono = It. iuono, < L. tonus,
< Gr. -ovor, a tone: see tone^, of which tune is a
doublet.] 1. A sound, especially a musical
tone.

Leave your betraying smiles.
And change the tunex of your enticing tongue
To penitential prayers.

Fletclier {and aruiiher\ Love's Cure, iii. 3.

Whose senses in so evil consort their stcpdame Nature lays
That ravisliing delight in them most sweet tunes doth not

raise. Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gainer, I. 570).

2. A well-rounded and pleasing succession of
tones; an air; a melody; especially, a brief
melodic piece in simple metrical form. The
term is often extended to include the harmony
with which such a melody is accompanied.
Specifically— 3. A musical setting of a hymn,
usually in four-part harmony, intended for use
in public worship; a hymn-tune; chorale.— 4.
Same as entr'acte. Sometimes called an act-
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tune.— 5. Correct intonation in singing or play-
ing on an instrument; capacity for producing
tones in correct intonation; the proper con-
struction or adjustment of a musical instru-
ment with reference to such intonation; mu-
tual adaptation of voices or instruments in

pitch and temperament.
Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.

Sluik., Hamlet, iii. 1. 166.

A continual Parliament (I thought) would but keep the
Common-weal in tune, by preserving Laws in their due
execution and vigour. Eikon Basilike, p. 27.

6. Frame of mind ; mood ; temper, especially
temper for the time being: as, to be in tunc
(to be in the right disposition, or fit temper or
humor).

The poor distressed Lear 's i' the town

;

Who sometime, in his better tune, remembers
What we are come about. Shak., Lear, iv. 3. 41.-

7. In j)7iren.,one of the perceptive faculties, of
which the organ is said to be situated above the
external an^le of the orbit of the eye, as high
as the middle of the forehead, on each side of
the temporal ridge. This faculty is claimed
to give the perception of melody or harmony.
See phrenology—in tune, in correct or properly ad-
justed intonation ; harmonious.—Out of tune, in incor-
rect or improperly adjusted intonation ; inhai-monious.

—

To Change one's tune, to alter one's manner and way of
talking.

O gin I live and bruik my life,

I'll gar ye change your tune.
Wedding of Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads,

(V. 184).

To sing another tune. See sinff.—To the tune of, to
the sum or amount of. [Colloq.J

Will Hazard has got the hipps, having lost to the tuneof
Ave hundr'd pound, tho' he understands play very well, no
body better. Swift, Tatler, Jfo. 230.

tune (tun), v.; pret. and pp. tuned, ppr. tuning.

l<tune,n. Ct. attune.'] I. trans. 1. Toadju.st
the tones of (a voice or a musical instrument)
with reference to a correct or given standard of
pitch or temperament. See tuning.

Tune your harpe.
Ye angels, to that sound.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, ii. 1.

2. To play upon
;
produce melody or hai-mony

from.
When Orpheus tuned his lyre with pleasing woe.
Rivers forgot to run, and winds to blow.

Addison, Epil. to Granville's British Enchanters.

3. To express by means of melody or harmony;
celebrate in music.

Fountains, and ye that warble, as ye flow.

Melodious murmurs, warbling tune hia praise.

Milton, P. L., V. 196.

4. To give a special tone or character to ; at-
tune.

To that high.sounding Lyre I tune my Strains.
Conyreve, Pindaric Odes, i.

In peace, Love tunes the shepherd's reed.
ScoU, L. of L. M., liL 2.

5. To put into a state proper for any purpose,
or adapted to produce a particular effect.

Come, let me tune you ; glaze not thus your eyes
With self-love of a vow'd virginity.

Mastinger and Dekker, Virgin-Martyr, il. 3.

6. To bring into uniformity or harmony.
Elizabeth might silence or tune the pulpits : but It was

impossible for her to silence or tune the great preachers
of justice, and mercy, and truth.

J. R. Qreen, Short Hist Eng., p. 456.

n. inirans. 1. To give forth musical sound.
Tuning to the water's fall,

The small birds sang to her.

Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

2. To accord with some correct or given stan-
dard of pitch or temperament.— 3. 'To utter in-

articulate musical sounds with the voice; sing
without using words; hum a tune. Imp. Vict.

[Rare.]— To tune up, to begin to sing or play: as,

birds tune up after a shower. [Colloq.]

tuneable, tuneableness, etc. See tunable, etc.

tuned(tund),a. [< tutie + -ed^.] Toned: usu-
ally in composition : as, a 8hrill-^(«erf bell.

tuneful (tOn'fiil), a. [< tune + -ful.] Full of

melody or tune, (a) Melodious ; sweet of sound.

The tunefuZ voice was heard from high.
Dryden, Song for St. Cecilia's Day.

(b) Producing sweet sounds ; musical.

The Minstrel was infirm and old ; . . .

His tune/ul brethren all were dead.
Scott, L. of L. M., Int.

tunefully (tun'ful-i), adv. In a tuneful man-
ner; harmoniou.sly; musically.

tunefulness (tiiu'ful-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being tuneful.

tuneless (tiin'les), a. [i ttme + less.] 1. Un-
musical; inharmonious.

tnngstite

How often have I led thy sportive choir.
With tuneless pipe, beside the mnrmuring Loire I

Ooldsmith, Traveller, 1, 244.

2. Not employed in or not cajiable of making
music.

When in hand my tunelesse harp I take,
Tlien doe I more augment my foes despight.

Spenser, Sonnets, xliv.

3. Not expressed rhythmically or musically;
silent ; without voice or utterance.

On thy voiceless shore
The heroic lay Is tuneless now

;

The heroic bosom beats no more !

Byron, Don Juan, ilL 86.

tuner (tii'ner), n. l< tunc + -cr^ .] 1. One who
tunes or puts in tune; also, one who makes
music or sings.

The pox of such antic, lisping, affecting fantasticoes,
these new tuners of accents I Shak., R. and J., 11. 4. 30.

Our mournful Philomel,
That rarest tuner.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirena.

Specifically— 2. One whose occupation it is to
put musical instruments in proper tune and
repair.

There are a good many blind tuners.
J. H. Ewing, Story of a Short Life, vili.

3. In organ-building, an adjustable flap or open-
ing near the top of a flue-pipe, whereby the ef-

fective length of the air-column may be altered,
so as to alter the pitch of the tone.

tungt, "• An old spelling of tongue.

tung-oil (tung'oil), 11. [< Chinese t'ung + E.
0(7.] A fixed oil obtained from the seeds of
the tung-tree, Aleurites cordata, forming 35 per
cent, of their weight. It is produced In Immense
quantities in China, where it is universally employed for
calking and painting junks and boats, and for varnishing
and preserving all kinds of woodwork. In drying quality
it surpasses all other known oils. It is also used for light-
ing, but is inferior for the purpose to tea-oil. It is not
known in European commerce. Also tree-oil or wood-oil.
Spons' Encyc. Manuf.

tun-greatt (tun'grat), a. [ME. tonne greet; <
<««! + great.] Having a circumference of the
size of a tun.

Every pller, the temple to sustene.
Was tonne-greet, of iren bright and shene.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1136.

tungstate (tung'stat), n. [< tungst(ic) + -ate^.]

A salt of tunojstic acid : as, tungstate of lime.

—

Sodliun tungstate, a crystalline salt prepared by roast-
ing wolfram with soda-ash. It is used as a mordant, and
to render fabrics uninflannnable.

tungsten (tung'sten), n. [= P. iunnstdne = Sp.
Pg. It. tungsteno = G. tungstein, < Sw. tungsten
(= Dan. tungsteen), < tung, heavy, = Dan. tung
= Icel. thungr, heavy (cf. tliungi, a load, thunga,
load), + sten, stone, = Dan. steen = G. stein =
E. stone, q. v.] 1. Chemical symbol,W; atomic
weight, 184.4. A metal some of whose ores have
long been known (see wolfram and scheelite),

but they were supposed to be compounds of tin.
That scheelite (tungstate of lime) was a compound of lime
with a peculiar metallic acid was proved by Scheele and
Bergman in 1781, and the composition of wolfram was also
determined by the brothers U'Elhujar a few years later.
Metallic tungsten, as obtained by the reduction of the tri-

oxid, is a gray powder having a metallic luster and a spe-
cific gravity of l».129(Ro8coe). The most interesting fact
in regard to tungsten is that tungsteniferons minerals,
especially wolfram, are very frequent associates of the ores
of tin. (See wolfram.) Tungsten has been experimented
with in various ways, as in improving the quality of steel
by bei[ig added to it In small quantity; but no alloy contain-
ing tungsten has come into general use. (.See tungsten
steel, nndersteeti.) Anew alloy called sideraphite, contain-
ing a large percentage of Iron, with some nickel, alu-
minium, and copper, together with 4 per cent, of tung-
sten, has recently been introduced ; this is said to resem-
ble silver, and to be very ductile and malleable and not
easily attacked by acids. Another alloy called minargent,
consisting chielly of copper and nickel, is said sometimes
to contain a small percentage of tungsten. Tungsten is

chemically related to molybdenum and uranium. Certain
chemically remarkable conipoundsoftung8ten(tungstates
with tungsten dioxid) have been employed as substitutes
for bronze-powder.

2. The native tungstate of lime Tungsten
SteeL See steell.

tungstenic (tung- sten 'ik), a. [< tungsten +
-ic] Of or pertaining to or procured from
tungsten ; tungstie.

tungsteniferous (tung-stcn-if'e-rus), a. Con-
taining tungsten.
tungstie (tung'stik), a. [< tungst(en) + -ic]

Of or pertaining to or obtained from tungsten.
—Tungstie acid, an acid obtained by precipitating a so-

lution of tungstie oxid in an alkali by the addition of an
acid. It is dibasic, having the composition H2WO4.

—

Tungstie ocher. Same as tungstite.

tungstite (tung'stit), «. [<. tungst{en) + -ite^.]

Native oxid of tungsten, oceumng in pulveru-
lent form, of a bright-yellow color, usually in

connection with wolfram, the tungstate of iron
and manganese. Also called tungstie ocher.



Tunic or Chiton of Ionian form (over it is

Srirded the Dionysiac nebris or fawn-skin),
from ti Greek amphora of the 4th century
B. C, found at Perugia. (Frora "Monu-
ment! deli' InsCituto.")

tungstous

ttmgstOllS (tung'stus). a. Same as tungstic.

tung-tree (tuug'tre), n. [< Chinese Vung + E.
/>((.] The Chinese varnish- or oil-tree, Aleu-
rites cordatOj extensively grown in China for
its oil product. See tung-oU,

TungUSic (tun-go'sik), a. A designation applied
to a group of Ural-Altaic or Scythian tongues
spoken by tribes in the northeast of Asia. The
most prominent dialect is the Manehu, spoken
by the tribes who conquered China in 1644.

tlinhoof (tun'hof), ?i. The ground-ivy, Nepeta
Glechoma,

ttmic (tu'nik), n. [< ME. ^tunike (?) (ef. tuni-

cle) (cf. AS. tu>nc€f tuniese = OHG. tunihhd);
< OF. (and F.) tunique = Pr. Sp. Fg. tunica =
It. tonica, < L. tunica, a tunic ] 1. In Bom.
antiq., a gar- ^
ment like a shirt

or gown worn by
either sex, very
often an under-
garment: hence
a general term
applied to gar-
ments, of all pe
riods and mate-
rials, which are
worn depending
from the neck,
whether girded
at the waist or
not, or kept in

place by other
garments worn
outside of them,
and whether
such garments
are long and full

or short and
scant. Thus, the
name is given to the
Greek chiton in its

various fcrms, to the
early English gar-
ment worn under
the cloak, and even
to the hauberk of
mail. In the breast
of the tunic of the
ancient Roman senator a broad vertical stripe of purple
(called latus claims) was woven ; the equites wore two
narrow parallel stripes (called angusti clavi) extending
from the shoulders to the bottom of the tunic. Hence
the terms laiiclavii and anffusticlavii applied to persons
of these orders. See also cut under atola,

Tunick or Tunicat, a Jerkin, Jacket, or sleeveless coat,
formerly worn by Princes. Blount, Glossographia (1670).

2. At the present time, a garment generally
loose, but gathered or girded at the waist, worn
by women, usually an outer garment; a sort
of wrap or coat for street wear.
Her Majesty wore a white satin petticoat, over which

was a silver llama tunic, trimmed with silver and white
blonde lace. Firgt Year of a Silken Reign, p. 230.

3. Eccles.j a vestment worn over the alb in the
Roman Catholic Church and in some Anglican
churches by the subdeacon or epistler at the
celebration of the mass or holy communion, it
is similar in shape and color to the dalmatic, but sometimes
smaller and with less ornamentation. The bishop's tunic
is worn under the dalmatic, and is shorter than the sub-
deacon's. See tunicle.

4. A military sureoat.— 5. In the British army,
the ordinary fatigue-coat: applied usually to
the coat of a private, but sometimes to that of
an officer. [CoUoq.]

"Please show me your Victoria Cross." "It's on my
tunic, and that 's in my quarters in camp."

J. H. Etving, Story of a Short Life, vii.

6. A natural covering ; an integument, specifi-
cally —(o) In anat., a covering or investing part; a tuni-
cle ; a coat, as of the eyeball, the stomach, or an artery. See
tunica, (b) In zool., one of the layers forming the covering
of an ascidian. See Tunicata (with cut), and cut under
Ascidia. (c) In bot, any loose membranous skin not
formed from epidermis the skin of a seed ; also, the pe-
ridium of certain fungi.— Albugineous tunic. Same as
a/^w'/i/tea.— Arachnoid tunic. Same as arachnoid, 3.—
Inner tunic, in bot., a membi-ane, more or less colored,
which surrounds the nucleus or hymeninm in the genus
Verrucaria. situated immediately beneath the perithe-
cium. /*CTifAfr(n,BritLichens.—Euyacllian tunic. Same
aacAonoca^iam.—Talaric tunic. See (aian'c. and Ionic
chiton, under cAt(<wi.—Vaginal tunic. See vaginal and
eyei, 1.

tunica (tu'ni-ka), w.
;
pi. Uoiicse (se). [NL.,<

|j. tunica^ tunic: see tunic.'] Same as tunic.—
Tunica abdomlnalls, the aponeuroses of the abdominal
muscles of some animals, as the horse, forming a strong
fascia or sheet for the support of the abdominal viscera.—
Tunica adnata, one of the coats of the eyeball, lying be-
tween the sclerotic proper and the conjunctiva. It is the
expansion of fibrous tissue, or aponeurosis, whereby the
muscles of the eyeball are inserted iTitothe sclerotic. Also
called adnata, tunica albwjiw-a. — TwiiCSi, adventitia.
See adoeutitia.— Tunica albuglnea. HsLnma&albuginea.
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—Tunica arachnoidea. («) The arachnoid membrane,
a thin membrane forming one of the coverings of the brain
and spinal cord, (b) Oneof the layers of the choroid coat of
the eye.—Tunica choriocapiUaris. Same as choriocapU-
^am.— Tunica coniunctiva. Same as conjunctiva, 1.—
Tunica cornea pellucida. Same as cor7iea,i.— Tunica
granulosa, the graimhu- lining of the cavity of a Graafian
follicle.- Tunica intima. Same as in(wna.— Tunica
muscularis mucosSB, a thin and at places incomplete
layer of smooth muscle-fibers in the mucous membrane of
the alimentary canal. Also called simply mu^-cidaria mit-
cosff.—Tunica propria, in anat.: (a) The proper coat of
some stiiieture, as an artery ; the layer which specially
constitutes such a structure, as distinguished from other
layers which may form a part of it by investing or lining it.

The tunica propria of the spleen is a strong elastic con-
nective-tissue coat lying immediately beneath the serous
coat; that of the testis is defined under tunica vaginalis
testis. (&) Specifically, the membrane lining the Iwny laby-
rinth of tlie ear ; the walls of the membranous labyrinth.
— Tunica reflexa, the outer wall of the tunica vaginalis
testis.—Tunica Ruyschiana. Same as choriocapiUaris.

—Tunica vaginalis oculi, a sheathing fascia which sur-
rounds the optic nerve and part of the eyeball, formed of
fascia. - Timica vaginalis testis, the serous investment
of the testicle, fonned of a pouch or process of the peri-
toneum, usually a shut sac : it has two walls, the tunica
propria, upon the testis itself, and the tunica refiexa,
separated from this by the cavity.- Tunica vasculosa
Halleri. Same as cftonoca^i^^an>.— Tunica vasculosa
testis, the pia mater of the testicle, a vascular layer un-
derlying the tunica albuginea.

tunicary (tu'ni-ka-ri), w,; pi. tunicaries {-viz).

[< tnnic + -ary.'] A tunicate.

Tunicata (tii-ni-ka'ta), n. pi [NL., neut. pi.

of iuiticatuSj clothed with a tunic: see tunicate.']

A class, superclass, or phylum of animals inter-

mediate between and connecting the inverte-
brates with the true vertebrates, now made a
prime division of chordate animals (see Chor-
data); the ascidians, tunicaries, or sea-squirts.
The evidence of vertebrate aftinity or character is chiefly
in the larval state, when there is

a sort of notochord, the urochord
(see Urochorda), which In one group
persists in the adult (see Appendicu-
lariidas). The tnnicates are so called
from the thick, tough, leathery
integument or tunic, the name hav-
ing been given by Lamarck in 1816
to the forms then known, and the
class having been placed in his sys-

tem between the worms and the
radiates. The tunicates had before
been regarded as polyps or even as
sponges ; with Ouvier they formed
a division (A^wda) of moUusks ; af-

terward and for many years they
were considered as moUuscoids, and
associated with or approximated to
the brachiopods and polyzoans.
The discovery of the urochord by
Kowalevsky in 1866 gave the first

evidence of their proper position
among chordate animals, and con-
sequently of their vertebrate altini-

ty. They were thereupon regarded
as the "ancestors" of the verte-
brates, of which, however, they ap-
pear rather to represent a degener-
ate or retrograde side-shoot. The de-
velopmental history is intricate and
perplexing. Alternation of genera-
tion has been determined for the
whole group, and some members of
it occur under two distinct forms.
One of the most lemarkable pecu-
liarities of Tunicata is the presence K^ai opening; jr. stom

in the integument of tuniein, a kind I'^^^'.p
intestme; /,

of animal cellulose— cellulose hav- arorifice^w.^endostyle-
ing been supposed to be peculiar «. heart.'

to plants. Tunicates are very dis-

similar to one another in outward appearance, though they
conform to a type of structure most parts of which can be
clearly homologized with those of vertebrates. An ordi-
hary simple ascidian resembles a leathern bottle fixed at
the base, and provided with two openings, through one of
which water is indrawn, and through the other of wliich
it can be expelled with some force when the animal
contracts, whence the name sea-squirt; other fanciful
names are sea-pear, sea-peach, sea-pork, and sea-potato.
Other tunicates, also fixed, are social, aggregate, or colo-
nial ; some are free-swimming, or fixed and free at differ-

ent stages of their development, and of the free forms
some are simple and others are linked in chains. The
salps and pyrosomes are phosphorescent. All tunicates
are marine; most live on the shore or surface, but some
at great depths. Their classification has been almost as
changeal)le as their location in the system. The arrange-
ment of H. Milne Edwards (1820. and long current with
little modification) has been entirely remodeled. Ac-
cording to the latest views, Tunicata rank as a class di-

vided into three orders: (a) Larvalia, tailed when adult,
represented by the family Appendicvlariid^e {sqq cut un-
der Appendicidarid) \ (b) Thaliacca, free-swimming, sim-
ple or compound, without a tail in the adult, and either
cyclomyarian (Doliolidse) or hemimyarian (Salpidfip and
Octacnemidff) (see cuts under Doliolidx and Salpa); and
(c) Ascidiacea, of which there are three groups or sub-
orders— (1) Salpiformes, resembling salps in being free-
swimming, colonial, and luminous, with one family, Py-
rosomatidie; (2) Compositpe, fixed, reproducing by gem-
miition and so forming compound organisms, with seven
families, of which Botrijllidx is the best-known, a member
of it having been described in 1756 ; and (3) Simplices, fixed
(exceptionally free) and solitary (rarely social — that is,

imperfectly composite), witli four families. Molgulidfe,
Cynthiidx, Ascidiidie, and CUtKellinidte. The last named
are the social ascidians ; the second and third families are
each divided into subfamilies ranked as families by some

Phailusia fnentitla,
one of the Tunicata,
the test removed; the
cut is in effect a longitu-
dinal section.

a, oral aperture; b,

ganglion ; c, circlet of
tentacles; d, branchial
sac, the three rows of
marks at its upper part
indicating the stigmata;
e, l^ii^uets; /, esopha-

tuning-fork

writers, and are also the largest families, represented by
the numerous genera and species which come most fre-
quently under observation, and to which the common
name ascidian is specially pertinent. (See cuts under ^*f-

cidia and gastrulation.) A former broader arrangement,
which ignored the peculiarities of the Larvalia, was into
two orders, by means of which the salps and the dolio-
lids on the one hand were contrasted with all other tuni-
cates on the other; and each of these orders had a num-
ber of different names. Also called Ascidioida.

tunicate (tu'ni-kat), a. and n. [< L. tunicatuSj pp*
of tunieare, clothe with a tunic, < tunica, tunic:
see tunic] I. a. 1. In co67.. coated; covered
with tunics or integuments; specifically, en-
veloped in membranous integuments or tunics,
as an ascidian ; of or pertaining to the Tunica-
ta ; tunicated.— 2. In entom., covered one by
another, like a set of thimbles, as the joints of
some antennge.— 3. In 6o^., covered with a tunic
or membrane ; coated.— Tunicate club or capitu-
lumof an antenna, a club or capitulum formed of tuni-
cate joints, the outer joints being visible only at the end.— Tunicate joints, in entom., joints set one into another
like funnels.

II, n. If. A tunic. Blount.— 2. An ascid-
ian, tunicary, or sea-squirt ; any member of the
Tunicata.

tunicated (tu'ni-ka-ted),ff. [< tunicate + -cfJ^.'}

Same as tunicate—Tunicated bulb, a bulb composed
of numerous concentric coats, as an onion.

tuniein (tu'ni-sin), «. [< tuuic{ate) + -in^.]

The peculiar substance, resembling if not
identical with vegetable cellulose, found in the
integument of the tunicates; animal cellulose.

Eiicyc. Brit.,XXlU. 609.

tunicle (tu'ni-kl), n. [< ME. tunicle, < OF. *tU'

nicle. < L. tunicula, dim. of tunica, tunic: see
tunic*] 1. A tunic ; especially, a fine, thin, or
delicate tunic; a slight coat or covering.

The humours and tunicles [of the eye] are transparent, to
let in colours, and therefore tinctured with none them-
selves. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 34.

2. Eccles., same as tunic, 3. When used in the plu-
ral it signifies both the dalmatic and the tunic. Also
spelled tuTutcle.

Where there be many Priestes, or Decons, there so many
shalbe ready to help the Priest . . . as shalbe requisite:
And shall haue upon theim lykewise the vestures ap-
pointed for their ministery— that is to saye, Albes, with
lunacies.

Book ofCommon Prayer, Edw. VI., 1.549 (ed. Pickering), fol.

(ci. (The Supper of the Lord).

tuning (tu'ning),«. [Verbal D. of tune^r.] The
act, process, or result of adjusting the intona-
tion of a musical instrument. The process varies
with the mechanical construction of the instrument. In
stringed instruments, like the pianoforte, violin, harp,
etc., it consists in adjusting the tension of the strings by
means of tuning-pins or -pegs. In wind-instruments, like
the flute, clarinet, trumpet, etc., it consists in adjusting
the length of the tube l)y means of some kind of sliding
joint or crook, so that the fundamental tone of the tube
shall be correct. In a bell it consists in adjusting the
thickness of the sound-bow. In the organ it consists in
various adjustments of the effective length of the air-

column in flue-pipes, or of the vibrating part of the reed
in reed-pipes. The intricacy of the process depends chiefiy
on the number of separate toneswhose intonation is fixed,

and is most conspicuous in instruments with a keyboard,
like the organ and the pianoforte. On these instruments
some system of compromise temperament is a necessity.
if freedom of modulation is desired. Accordingly, great
pains is taken to set the temperament in a single central
octave, and all other octaves are then adjusted thereto.
Tuning is much facilitated by the phenomenon of beats,
especially in the case of the organ. See temperament and
6ca(i.— Flat or French flat tuning, one of the methods
of tuning a lute: so called because the French pitch was
lower than that elsewhere used.— Pythagorean tuning.
See Pythagorean.

tuning-cone (tu'ning-kon), n. A cone of brass,
usually hollow, used in tuning metal organ-
pipes. When the pitch is to be raised the point of the
cone is driven into the top of the pipe so as to increase its

flare, and when the pitch is to be lowered the base of the
cone is driven over the top of the pipe so as to decrease
its flare. Also tuning-horn.

tuning-crook (tu'ning-kruk), n. In musical in-

struments of the brass wind group, a crook or
loop of tube which may be inserted to change
the fundamental tone of the tube.

tuning-fork (tu'ning-fork), n. A steel instru-
ment with two prongs, designed to produce,
when struck, a
musical tone of

some particular
pitch. Its inven-
tion is ascribed to

John Shore, in the
middle of the eigh-
teenth century.
Tun i ng-forks are
particularly useful
because their tone
is comparatively
free from harmon-
ics, and because
their pitch is not
disturbed by ordinary changes of temperature. They are
therefore much employed iu acoustical investigation and

Tuning-fork.



ttming-fork

to famish convenient standards of pitch. Compare to-

nometer, and see pitchi,

tuning-hammer (tu'ning-ham'er), n. A wrench
used in tuning the pianoforte, consisting of a
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Tuning-hammer, with adjustable heads.

long wooden handle with two hollow metal
heads made to fit over the tuning-pins: so
called because of its general shape.
timing-hom(tii'iMng-h6rn), ». Same as tuning-

See key^.

It. Same as reed-

Same as tun-

See peg, 1 (c).

Same as tuning-

See glide, 9 (c),

tuning-key (tu'ning-ke), n.

tuning-knife (tii'ning-nif),

knife.

tuning-lever (tu'ning-lev'fer), n.

iiiil-Udmmcr.

tuning-peg (tii'ning-peg), n.

tuning-pin (tu'ning-pin), n.

pi (I.

tuning-slide (tu'ning-slid), »,

and horn. 4 (c).

tuning-wire (tu'ning-wir). n. Seepipe^, 2 (6).

Tunisian (tu-nis'i-an), a. and n. [= F. tunisien;

as Tnuis + -ian.~] I. a. Pertaining to Tunis, a
regency and protectorate of France, in north-
em Africa, or to Tunis, its principal city.

H. »i. A native or an inhabitant of Tunis.
tnnist (tii'nist), n. A tuner. Sedley Taylor,
Science of Music, p. 132. [Rare.]

tunk(tiingk), H. [Cf. WiKBi/).] A blow; a stroke;
a liit. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]
Tunker, ". See Bunker'^.

tun-moot (tun'mot), ».. [Repr. AS. tUngemot,
< tnn, town, -f- (/emdf, meeting: see moot^.'\ In
early Hmj. hist., an assembly, court, or place of
meeting of the town or village. See moot^.

There is no ground for believing that the ttm-moot was
a judicial court. Its work was the ordering of tile village
life and the village industry ; and traces of this still sur-
vive in our institutions.

J. R. Green, Making of England, p. 187.

tunnage (tun'Sj), n. [< <uh1 + -age. Cf. ton-

imije.J A tax or duty of so much per tun for-
merly imposed in England upon all imported
wines. Sometimes spelled tonnage, and used
chiefly in the phrase tunnage (or tonnage) and
poundage. See poundage^, 1.

The parliament, which met on the 4th of November un-
der Hedford. signalised its gratitude by granting . . . tujt.

natje andpoundagt for life. Stubbt, Const. Hist., f 82ti.

tunnegar (tun'e-gar), n. A funnel. Halliwell.

tunnel (tun'el), n. [Early mod. E. also tonnel,
tonnell ; < ME. tonnell, < OP. tonnel, later ton-
neau, m., a tun, cask, pipe, a tunnel for par-
tridges (P. tonneau, a tun, cask, ton), also OF.
tonnelle, F. tonnelle, f., an arbor, arched vault,
a tunnel for partridges, etc., dim. of tonne, a
tun, cask, pipe: see tun. Hence P. tunnel, a
tunnel (def. 7).] 1. The opening of a chimney
for the passage of smoke ; a flue.

One great chimney, whose long tonnell thence
The smoke forth threw. Spenter, ¥. Q., II. ix. 29.

2. Hence, figuratively, a nostril. [Rare.]
He does take this same filthy roguish tobacco, the finest

and cleanliest ! it would do a man good to see the fume
come forth at *s tonntU.

B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, L 3.

3. A funnel. See funnel, 1.

His (a vainglorious man's] barrel hath a continual spigot,
but no tunnel ; and, like an unthrift, he spends more than
he gets. Ret. T. Adanu, Works, I. 501.

4t. A long pipe-like passage made of wire, into
which partridges were decoyed.

Tonnelle, a tunnell or staulking horse for partridges . . .

Tonneller, to take Partridges with a Tunnell or Staulk-
ing horse. Cotgrave.

6. A tunnel-net.— 6. An arched drain. [Prov.
Eng.]— 7. A gallery, passage, or roadway be-
neath the ground, under the bed of a stream,
or through a hill or mountain. Tunnels are used in
military operations, in mining, in conveying water, and as
passageways for vehicles and railway-trains. They are of
various construction, according to the character of the soil
or rock thmuiih which they pass. In soft silt or sand, as in
subways benertlh a stream, the interior of the tunnel is lined
with brickwork, with. In some instances, a shield of plate-
iron outside the bricks. In soil, soft rock, or nuicksands.
heavy masonry lining is sometimes reiinired. In solid
rock, a simple excavation is generally siiflicient, as In many
of the shortt-r railniad-tunnels. The section of a tunnel
is usually a cylindrical or elliptical arch, with sometimes,
in soft 8*)ils, an Inverted arch below. The earlier modern
tunnclswere excavated by hand-drilling and blasting: ijut
machine-drilling, by means of compressed air, has been
brought to great perfection, and the rate of progression has
been Increased and the cost of excavatifin reduced. In
the Ureathead system of tunneling, the tunnel is made by

The Greathead System of Tunneling as used in the Hudson River
Tunnel at New York.

A, longitudinal vertical section ; B, transverse section, looking
toward bulkhead ; C, elevation of shield, looking toward the face ;

D, detail view of the erector : a, shell ; b, shield ; c, brick bulkhead ;

rf, platforms in shield; d', platfonn at bulkhead; e, air-locks; /,
Moir's erector, whereby the neavy cast-iron segments of the shell are
lifted or carried into position ; ^, support for the erector, restint; on
the brackets A ,• i, openings in the face of the shield, through which the
silt is caused to flow by pressure (as shown in A); j. jacks, by which
the shield is pressed forward into the silt : *, k'. railway-tracks, the
upper for the erector, the lower for transporting excavated material
to the elevator /, at the bulkhead ; m, car, by which the excavated
material passed through the air-locks is received for removal.

the use of a cylindrical shield driven forward by hydrau-
lic pressure; the excavation is lined with a cast-iron shell,

and the interspace between the shell and the sides of the
excavation is lined with grout forced in by air-pressure.
The shell is made of segments bolted together. Silt and
mud are forced through doors in the face of the shield,
and excavated material Is taken out through air-locks in
the bulkhead of the tunnel. The longest railroad-tunnel
is the St. Gotthard, through the Alps (about 9 miles); the
longest in the United States is the Hoosac tunnel, in west-
ern Massachusetts (4} miles).

8. In mining, any level or drift in a mine
open at one end, or which majr serve for an
adit. See adit, 1.— 9. In zool., the under-
ground burrow of some animals, when long and
tortuous, as of the mole or of the gopher.

—

Pilot tunnel, a device for directing a tunnel in the pre-
scribed grade, consisting of a flanged tube made up of in-
terchangeable plates, which can be bolted to the shield
and forced concentrically into the silt in advance of the
face of the heading. From this measurements in any
direction can be made to limit the cutting to the proper
dimensions and distance from the center.

—

Tunnel Of
Corti, in anal., a canal, triangular in section, between the
inner and outer sets of the slanting Cortian rods, tilled

with endolymph. Also Cortian tunnel.

tunnel (tun'el), v.; pret. and pp. tunneled, tun-
nelled, ppr. tunneling, tunnelling. [< tunnel, ?».]

I. trans. 1. To form, cut, ordig a tunnel through
or under.— 2. To form like a tunnel ; hollow
out in length.
Some foreign birds . . . plat andweave the fibrous parts

of vegetables together, and curiously tunnel them, and
commodloasly form them Into nests.

Derham, Physico-Theol., Iv. 13.

3. To catch in a tunnel-net.

II. intrans. To form, cut, or drive a tunnel.
tunnel-disease (tun'el-di-zez"), n. A form of
anemia caused by the parasite Dochmivg.
The Italians who died from cholera in digging the Suez

Canal, or from tunnel-diseage in the St. Gothard Tunnel.
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 150.

tunneled (tun'eld), a. [< tunnel + -erf2.] Pro-
vided with a tunnel Tunneled sound, in mrg., a
metallic sound having a central cavity or bore by meatus of
which it can be passed over a more slender Instrument pre-
viously introduced, called a 'juide : used when it is desired
to effect an entrance through a very narrow passage, as in
tight stricture of the urethra. See gound*, n.

tunnel-head (tiin'el-hed), ». In metal., the top
of a blast- or shaft-furnace.

tunnel-hole (tun'el-hol), ». The throat of a
blast-fnrnace.

tunnel-kiln (tun'el-kil), n. A lime-kiln in
which the fuel used is coal, as distinguished
from a flame-kiln, in which wood is used. £.
If. K nil/lit.

tunnel-net (tun'el-net), n. 1. A fishing-net
with a wide mouth and narrow at the opposite
end.— 2. A part of a poimd-net through which
fish pass into the bowl. [Lake Michigan.]

tunnel-pit (tun'el-pit), «. Same as tunnel-

Klwft.

tunnel-shaft (tun'el-shaft), ». A shaft sunk
from the top of the ground to meet a tunnel at

a point between its ends.

tunnel-vault (tun'el-vftlt), ». In arch., a bar-
rel- or cradle-vault ; a semicircular vault. See
cylindrical rauUing, under cylindric.

tunnel-weaver (tun'el-we'vfer),»i. Any spider
of the group Territelariee : distinguished from
orb-uieaver.

Tupaia

tunning (tun'ing), n. [Verbal n. of tun\ v.J
1. The act of brewing; also, that which is

brewed at one time.

You have some plot now,
Upon a tunninff of ale, to stale the yeast.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 1.

2. The process of being put into a cask or tun.

So Skelton-laureat was of Elinour Ramming,
But she the subject of the rout and tunning.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. 3.

tunning-cask (tun'ing-kask), n. A cask in
which fermented ale is stored when racked
off. See <««!, V. t.

tunning-dish (tun'ing-dish), n. If. Same as
tun-disli.— 2. A wooden dish used in dairies.

Hallhcell. [Prov. Eng.]
tunny (tun'i), n.

;
pi. tunnies (-iz). [Formerly

also tunnie, tuny, tonny, sometimes tliunny; ap-
par. a dim. form of what would reg. be "ton,

< OP. ton, thon, P. than = Pr. tlion = It. tonno, <
L. thunnus, thynnus, ML. also tinnus, prob. also
*tunnus, < Gr. diiwog, dvvoc, a tunny, prob. lit.

' darter,' < divew, dart along.] A scombroid fish

of the genus Oreynus, as O. thynnus. Thegermon,
or long-flnned tunny, is 0. ffertno or alalonga. (See cut un-
der albacore.) The true tunny of the Mediterranean and
Atlantic waters has been the object of an important fish-

ery, systematically conducted from remote antiquity, as
by the Phenicians, to the present day. It is one of the
largest food-flshes, growing to a length of 10 feet, and ac-
quiring a weight of one thousand pounds or more. It ia

a near relative of the bonito and albacore, but is distin-
guished from the latter by the much shorter pectoral fins

;

the body is deepest about the middle, whence it tapers
rapidly to a slender caudal peduncle ; there are eight or
nine short separate Unlets behind the dorsal and anal fins;

the dorsals are two, of which the first rises high in front;
the caudal fin is very short, but its upper and under lobes
extend high and low. The color Is dark-bluish above, and
below grayish, irregularly silvery. The tunny is a fish of
the hi^h seas, but periodically wanders in large shoals
coastwise. The fiesh is eaten fresh, or preserved in salt or
in oil.

To see the small fish Tuny scape the net.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 171).

tun-shell (tun'shel), ». In conc7i.,a tun. See
Voliidse, and cut under Dolium.
tuny (tu'ni), a. [< tune + -y^.'\ Abounding in
tunes; characterized by melody, especially as
distinguished from harmony. [Colloq.]

Let our modern eesthetes, who sneer at Mozart for being
tuny, say what they will. " N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 30.

tup (tup), n. [So. also tij>; < ME. tuppe, tupe,

a ram. Cf. LG. tuppen, toppen, pull by the hair.]

1. A ram; the male of the sheep.

Nowe putte amonge the shepe thaire tuppes white.
Not oonly woolled, but also thair tonge,

PaUadius, llusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16«.

2. In mech. engin., the mass which forms the
striking face of a tilt-, drop-, or steam-ham-
mer. It is usually so arranged that it can be
removed when worn out or broken. G^tn Foun-
dry Board Report, p. 37.

tup (tup), V.
;
pret. and pp. tupped, ppr. tupping.

[' tup, n.] I. trans. 1. To cover or copulate
with: used specifically of a ram. Shak., Othel-
lo, i. 1.89.— 2. To butt. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. To
bow to before drinking. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

TL.intrans. 1. To copulate, as a ram.— 2. To
butt, as a ram. [Prov. Eng.]
Tupaia (tu-pa'ia), H. [NL. (Sir S. Raffles, 1821),
from a native name.] The typical genus of the
family Tupaiidse, the squirrel-shrews, contain-

Banxring ( Tufaia Javanica").



Tupaia

ing several species of India, the Malay penin-
sula, and various Malayan islands. They are
pretty little creatures of arboreal habits, with long bushy
tails, feeding upon fruits and insects, with the general as-
pect and manners of squirrels. Some are called banxring
and tana. Also whtten Tupaja, Tupaya.

Tupaiidse (tu-pa-i'i-de), n.ph [NL.,< Tupaia +
-irfa".] A family of squirrel-like arboreal and di-

urnal insectivorous mammals. They have a devel-
oped cfecum, a comparatively large brain-case, completed
orbits, large zygomatic arches, buUate tympanic bones,
tibia and fibula separate, the pubic symphysis long, the
hind limbs moderately exceeding the fore in length, and
thirty-eight teeth. There are at least 2 genera, Tupaia, the
banxrings, and PtUocercus, the pentails, inhabiting Asia
and Malaysia, with several species. See cuts under PtUo-
cercus and Tupaia. Also Tupaiadx.
tupelo (tii'pe-16), n. [Amer. Ind.] One of sev-
eral species of A't/ssa, most commonly N. si/l-

vatica (N. mtiltiflora), the pepperidge, sour-gum,
or black-gum. See black-gum, and cut under
Nyssa. The sour tupelo is N. capitata, otherwise called
gopher-plum and Ogecchee lime. (See livie'i.) The large
tupelo, cotton- or tupelo-gum, is N. unijtora, a large tree
of deep swamps and river-bottoms in the southern United
States. Its wood, which is light, soft, and unwedgeable,
is used in turnery, largely for woodenware, for wooden
shoes, etc.; that of tlie root is used for the floats of nets.
5ori7enf. — Tupelo tent, a small rod of tupelo which is in-

serted into the mouth of the womb when it is desired to
dilate this passage. The tupelo effects this by increasing
in size through absorption of the fluids of the parts.

Tupistra (tu-pis'tra), n. [NL. (Ker, 1814), so
called from the shape of the stigma ; < Gr. Tmi(,
or TV7zd(, a mallet, < tvkteiv, strike : see type,^

A genus of liliaceous plants, of the tribe Asjn-
distreie. it is characterized by flowers in a dense cylin-
-drical spike with spreading perianth-lobes, and a thick
peltate stigma wliich is deeply lobed or is nearly entire
.and closes the throat of the flower. There are 3 or 4 spe-
cies, natives of Burma and of the Himalayas. They are
perennial herbs, with long ample leaves contracted into
an erect petiole, growing from a thick rhizome which is

either elongated or short and tuberous. The violet or lurid
flowers are sessile, crowded between smaller green or sca-
rious bracts upon an erect or recurved scape. They are
known as maltet-JIower. T. squalida, the original species,
and T. nutans, the nodding mallet-flower, are sometimes
cultivated under glass.

tup-man (tup'man), n. A breeder of or dealer
in tups. [Locali Eng.]
tupsee (tup'se), n. The mango-fish, Polynemus
paradoxus.

tuque (tiik), n. [Canadian F. form of F. toque,
a cap : see togwe.] A cap worn in Canada. See
the quotation.
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an African name.] A bird of the family Muso-
phagidse and any of the genera Turacns (or Cory-
tliaix), ^clii-orliia. etc. ; a kind of plantain-eater:
sometimes extended to all the birds of this fam-
ily. The species are numerous, all African, of large size
and striking appeai-ance. In the membeis of the genus
Turacus the plumage is mostly bright-green and rich-red.

Tuq
(I, folded to fit the head ; ft. as knitted.

But the tnque is disappearing, we are sorry to say, and
ordinary caps are taking its place. It alone served to

mark the habitant. It is something like a long stocking,
knit and closed at both ends, and one end being pushed
into the other to double it, it is drawn over the head, down
the back of the neck, and indeed over the whole face
and shoulders if necessary. . . . The sash . . . has been
adopted as an ornamental and useful appendage by the
citizens ; and the snow-shoe clubs have adopted the tuque.

The Century, II. 464.

tu QUOCLUe (tu kwo'kwe). [< L. tu quoque, ' thou
too,' i. e. 'you have done the same thing,' or
' you're another' : <tf = E. thou ; quoque, also,

too, perhaps orig. *quomque, < quom, quum, as,

when, -t- -que, and.] A retort consisting of a
charge or accusation similar to that which has
been made by one's antagonist, as in the case
of a person charged with bribery who replies

that his accuser's hands are not clean of corrup-
tion: also used attributively: as, the tu quoque
argument is not conclusive.

tur (tor), n. The urus.

turacin (to'ra-sin), n. [< turacou, touracou, +
-in'^.^ The red or crimson coloring matter of

the feathers of the turakoo. In solution turacin
gives two absorption-bands of its spectrum like those of
oxyhemoglobin. It contains about six per cent, of cop-
per, which cannot be isolated without destroying the pig-

ment. Turacin is said to wash out more or less daring the
rainy season, leaving the feathers that were scarlet of a
pinkish white.

turacou, «• See turakoo.

turacoverdin (tu"ra-ko-ver'din), n. [< turaco
+ F. vert, green (see verd), + -in^."] The green
coloring matter of the feathers of the turakoo.

Turacus (tu'ra-kus), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800), <

F. touraco or touracou.'] A genus of turakoos,
now restricted to species with feathered nos-
trils, as T. persa, T. corythaix, and about 12
others. It has several synonyms, the most
prominent of which is Corythaix (lUiger, 1811).

Also Touraco,
turakoo (to'ra-ko), n. [Also turako, turaco,

tourakoo, touracou, touraco, etc. (NL. Turacus);

Giant Turakoo iCoryihuala cristata').

and there is an elegant helmet-like crest which the birds
instantly erect when excited or alarmed. They live in the
woods in small companies, and their voice is very loud and
harsh. One of the best-known is T. corythaix, the white-
crested turakoo of South Africa. The Senegal turakoo is

T. persa. Another is Schizorhis africanus of West Africa.
The gray turakoo is a plainer species, S. concolor, of South
Africa. The giant turakoo, Corythseola cristata (formerly
Turacus (riganteus, T. cristatus, Musopkaga cristata, etc..

the blue curassow of Latham, 1823), is a plantain-eater
very near the species of Musophaga proper, with oval ex-

posed nostrils, and a helmet crest ; the plumage is chiefly
verditer-blue, without crimson ; the tail has a broad black
subterminal bar ; the bill is yellow and scarlet ; the eyes
are red ; the total length is 28 inches. This turakoo in-

habits West and Central Africa.

Turanian (tii-ra'ni-an), a. and n. [< Turan (see
Iranian) 4- -ian.'\ A word loosely and indefi-

nitely used to designate a family of languages,
sometimes applied to the Asiatic languages in
general outside of the Indo-European and Se-
mitic families, and so including various discor-
dant and independent families, but sometimes
used especially or restrictedly of the Ural-Al-
taic or Scythian family.

turbt, n. [< L. turba, a crowd.] A troop ; a
throng or crowd.

In the secund turbe was Maister Coradin.
Rob. of Brunru, 1. 188.

AUe the tourbe of deuellis fleying in the ayer fledde back-
warde. Oolden Legend, fol. 24. {Richardson Supp.)

turba (ter'bii), n. [L., a crowd : see turbid, trou-

ble.'] The chorus in medieval passion-plays,
representing the Jewish populace.
turban (ter'ban), n. [Early mod. E. also tur-

band, turbant','turbent, turribant, iurbanto = MD.
turbant= G. Sw. Dan. turban, < OF. turban, tur-

bant, F. turban = Sp. Pg. It. turbante; also in

a more orig. form, early mod. E. tuliban, tolli-

ban, tulibant. toUbant, tuHpant, tolipant, toli-

pane = D. tulband, tidpe, < OF. toliban, tollipan,

tolopan (ML. tulipantus, also tulijia); < Turk.
tulbend, dulbend = At. dulband, < Pers. Hind.
dulband, a turban. From the same source is E.
tulip, lit. 'a turban': see tuli]>.] 1. The dis-

tinctive head-dress of men of the Moslem na-
tions, consisting of a scarf or shawl wound
aroimd the tarboosh. The color and material of the
scarf differ with the rank and position of the wearer,

Turt)ai]s of Modem Levantines.

1, green turban of Mohammedan saint (in this case a poor water-
carrier) ; 2. turban of Maronite (Christian) priest ; 3, turban of citizen

of Damascus.

though not uniformly. Thus, a sherif, or descendant of

Mohammed, is entitled to wear agreen wrapper for the tur-

ban, and the doctors of the law sometimes wear a turban
of extraordinary size, of which the exact style, number of

turns in the twist, etc., are important.

turbid

Old Cybele, arayd with pompous pride,
Weanng a Diademe embattild wide
With hundred turrets, like a Turribant.

Spencer, F. Q., IV. iL 28.

Vpon his head was a tUipane with a sharpe end stand-
ing vpwards halfe a yard long, of rich cloth of golde.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 346.

They wrappe and fold togetlier . . . almost as much
linnen upon their heads as tlie Turks doe in tliose linnen
caps they weare, which are called Turbents.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 90.

2. A modification of the Oriental turban, worn
by women in Europe and America during the
first half of the nineteenth century.

I was anxious to prevent her from disflguring her small
gentle mousey face with a great Saracen 's-head turban.

Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, ix.

3. A head-dress consisting of a bright-colored
handkerchief or square of cotton,worn by negro
women in the West Indies and the southern
United States.

A black woman in blue cotton gown, red-and-yellow
Madras turban, . . . crouched against the wall.

O. W. Cable, Au Large, i.

4. During the latter half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, a hat consisting of a crown either without
a brim or with a brim turned up close alongside
the crown, worn by women and children.— 5.
In her., a high rounded cap, supposed to be the
oflScial head-dress of the Sultan of Turkey: it

is usually represented with plumes attached
to its sides, with jeweled clasps, and the like.

Also called Turkish crown.— 0. In conch., the
spire of a univalve shell. See spire'^, 2, and uni-
valve (with cuts)—Mamamouchl turban, a kind of
cap, made in supposed imitation of a Turkish turban ; the
name is taken from Moli6re's play "Le Bourgeois Gentil-
homme."
turbandt (tSr'band), n. Same as turban.
turbaned (ter'band), a. [< turban + -ed^.]

Wearing a turban.

A malignant and a turban'd Turk
Beat a Venetian. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 363.

turban-shell (t^r'ban-shel), n. The test or case
of a sea-urchin.

turban-stone (t^r'ban-ston), n. The typical
form of Mohammedan tombstone. It is a low
cylindrical pillar with a representation of a
turban carved on its top.

turbantt, " An obsolete form of turban.

turban-top (ter'ban-top), n. A plant of the
genus Hclrella, a kind of fungus or mushroom.
turbary (ter'ba-ri), n. [< ML. turbaria, < L.
turba, turf: see tvrf^.'] 1. In law, a right of dig-
ging turf on another man's land. Blackstone.

Turbarie (Turbaria) is an Interest to dig Turves upon a
Common Kitchin, foL 94. Cowell's Interpreter.

2. A peat-bog, peat-moor, or peat-swamp; any
locality where peat occurs in considei-able
quantity. See the quotation under peat-moor.
A small bit of turbary land, given up by the parish to the

curate for teaching a school.
Raines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 683.

Common of turbary. See common, 4.

Turbellaria (ter-be-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., so
called in allusion to the currents caused by their
moving cilia; < L. turba, a crowd, -1- -ella +
-aria.] A class of worms, or an order of fiat-

worms, characterized by the ciliation of the
body, by means of which they set up little cur-
rents or vortices of water; the whirl-worms.
The name was given in 1831 by Ehrenberg to worms which
had long been known as planarians (see Planaridd), and
was a mere substitute for or synonym of the earlier des-
ignation. It has been used with various extensions and
restrictions, and has included the nemeiteans or so-called
rhynchocoelous turbellarians (see A'eniertea). These are
now excluded, and the Turbellaria, as an order of flat-

worms, are those whose body is ciliated and which have a
mouth and with few exceptions an alimentary canal, but
no anus. Most of them fall in the two main divisions of
rhabdoccelous and dendrocoelous turbellarians, according
to the simple or branched condition of the alimentaiy ca-

nal. They are mainly free-swimming worms, some of mi-
croscopic size, others several inches long ; some forms in-

habit fresh and others salt water. See cuts underDendro-
coela, Rhabdocoela, and Rhynchoccela.

turbellarian (t^r-be-la'ri-an), a. and m. [<

Turbellaria + -an.] I. a. Causing little cur-
rents or vortexes of water by ciliary action, as
the more minute members of the class Turbel-

laria ; belonging to this class, as a worm.
II. n. A member of the class Turbellaria.

turbellariform (ter-be-lar'i-form), a. [< NL.
Turbellaria, q. v., + 1,. forma, form.] Like or

likened to a turbellarian : as, the turbellariform

larva of Bnlanotjlossus.

turbetht, ". An obsolete form of tvrpeth.

turbid (tcr'bid), a. [< L. turbidus, disturbed, <

turbare, disturb, < turba, mass, throng, crowd,
tumult, disturbance. From the same source are
E. disturb, trouble, turbine, etc.] 1. Properly,
having the lees disturbed; in a more general



turbid

sense, muddy; foul with extraneous matter;

thick ; not clear: used of liquids of any kind, or

of color.

ThouBh their stream is loaded with sand, and turbid

with alluvial waste. O. »'. Holmes, Autocrat, iii.

2. Confused; disordered; disquieted; disturbed.

I had divers Fits of Melancholy, and such turbid Inter-

vals that used to attend close Prisoners.
Howell, Letters, ii. 30.

A grim man in a flannel shirt, hatless and with turbid red

liair. George Eliot, Felix Holt, tsx.

Turbidae (t6r'bi-de), n. pi. [NL. (J. E. Gray,

1S40), irreg. < Turbo + -irfff.] Same as Turbin-

ids.

turbidity (ter-bid'i-ti), n. [= Sp. turbiedad =
It. turbidita; < turHid + -ity.] The state of be-

ing turbid; turbidness.

turbldly(ter'bid-li), adB. 1. In a turbid or mud-
dy manner.— 2. With disorder or roughness;
l)oisterously ; vehemently. [Rare.]

A person of small merit is anxiously Jealous of imputa-
tions on his honour; . . . one of great merit turbidly re-

sents them.
Young, Estimation of Human Life. (Bichardmn.)

turbidness (tfer'bid-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being turbid; turbidity.

tnrbillion (tfer-bil'yon), n. [< F. tourUllon =
Sp. turbion = Pg. turbilhao, < L. turbo (turbin-),

a whirl, whirlwind, hurricane: see turbine.'\ A
whirl; a vortex.

Each of them is a sun, moving on its owu axis, in the
centre of its own vortex or turbillion.

StteU, Spectator, No. 472.

Tnrbinacea (ter-bi-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < Tur-

bo {Turbin-) + -aeea.'] S&iae &a Turbinidee. La-
marck; 1822.

turbinaceous (t^r-bi-na'shius), a. [Erroneous
form for ' turbaceous, < ML. turba, turf, +
-aceous.^ Of or belonging to turf or peat ; turfy;

peaty. [Rare.]

The real turbinaeeoiu flavour no sooner reached the nose
of the Captain than the beverage was turned down his

throat with symptoms of most unequivocal applause.
ScoU, St. Ronan 6 Well, xiiL

turbinal (t6r'bi-nal), a. and n. [< L. turbo (tur-

bin-), a top, -1- -al.'] I. a. Same as turbinate.

II. ». In ^067. and anat. : (a) A turbinate
bone ; one of the spongy or scroll-like bones of

the nasal passages specified as ethmoturbinal,

maiilhturbinal, and sphenoturbinal (see the dis-

tinctive names). See turbinate, and the phrases
there, (ft) In the Ophidia, a bone of the skull

different from (a). See the quotation, and cut

under Pythonidx.

Forming the floor of the front part of the nasal cham-
ber, on each side, is a larjre concavo-convex bone, which
extends from the ethmoidal septum to the maxilln, pro-

tects the nasal gland, and is commonly termed a turbinal ;

though, if it be a membrane- bone, it does not truly corre-

spond with the turblDals of the higher Vertebrata.
Uwdey, Anat. Vert., p. 201.

Allnafial ttirbinaL .See alinawl.

turbinate (ter'bi-nat), u. [= F. turbine = Sp.

Pg. turbinado = It. turbinato, < L. turbinatus,

shaped like a top or cone, < turbo (turbin-), a
top: see turbine. i 1. Shaped like a whipping-
top. Speciflcally— (a) In 6o<., shaped like a top or a cone
inverted : narrow at the base and broad at the apex : as,

a turbinate germ, nectary, or pericarp. (6) In eoneh., spiral,

as a univalve shell ; whorled from a broad base to an apex.

2. In anat., whorled or scroll-like in shape;
turbinal ; spongy in texture, or full of cavities

:

applied to certain bones and parts of bones in

the nasal fossce.— 3. Whirling in the manner
of a top. - Inferior turbinate bone, a distinct bone
attached to the nasal suriace of the superior maxillary
bone, separating the middle from the inferiornasal fossa;
the niaxilluturbinal. See cuts under mouth and noKU.—
Middle turbinate t>one, an indefinite lower section of
the lateral mass of the ethmoid.— Superior turbinate
iMne, an indfrtnite upper part of tlie lateral mass of the
ethmoid. The superior and middle turbinate bones, ta-

Iten together, are the ethinoturbiTiiiI tK>ne. See cuts un-
der mj/uth and na«af-— Turbinate crest. See turbinated
cre/tt, under crwrf.— Turbinate process. See process.

turbinate (t6r'bi-nat), r. ; pret. and pp. <«rfti-

nati'd, ppr. turbinaliny. [< L. turbinatus, like a
top: nee turbinate, a."] I. trans. To fashion like

a top. Bailey, 1731—Turbinated crest. See crest

II. intran.H. Torevolve like a top; spin; whirl.
[Rare.]

turbinate-lentiform (ter'bi-nat-len'ti-f6rm),
«. In bot., between turbinateand lentiform in
shape.

tnrbination (t^r-bi-na'shon), n. [< L. turbina-
tiiiin-), a pointing in the form of a cone, shaped
like a top, < turbinatiis, cone-shaped : see tur-

binate.'^ 1. The act of turbinating, or the state
of being turbinate. Bailey, 1727.— 2. That
which is turbinated ; a whorled or scroll-like

formation, as a shell.
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turbine (ter'bin), n. [< P. turbine = Sp. tur-

bina, turbine, = It. turbine, a whirlwind, < L.
turbo (turbin-),

also turben, tn ^£,
anything that * xZ^ InR . >4J?^\y
whirls around,
a wheel, a top,

a whirlwind, <

turbare, dis-

turb, move, <

turba, distur-

bance, uproar,
turmoil, also a
crowd: see tur-

bid.'i A water-
wheel driven by
the impact or re-

action of a flow-

ing stream of
water, or by im-
pact and reac-

tion combined.
Turbines are usual-
ly horizontally rota-

ting wheels on ver-

tical shafts. They
are of various con-
structions, and may
be divided into re-

actionturbiries, or
those actuated sub-
stantially by the re-

action of the water
passing through
them (their buck-
ets moving in a di-

rection opposite to
that of the flow);
impulse-tttrbines, or
those principally
driven by impact
against their blades
or buckets (the
buckets moving
with the flow); and
cirmbined reactvm
and impulse wheels,

which include the
best modern types
of turbines. They
are also distin-

guished, by the
manner in which

Turbine.

a, cylinder : *, lower flange of case : c,

fates, which also act as guides to direct the
owupon the buckets, ana which are pivoted

medially to balance the hydrostatic pressure
upon them; </, upper flange, orcrown-plale;
e, gate-pinion, which gears with the toothed
segmcnty. connected oy an arm with the
gale-arm hub £' ; h,k, gate-rods pivoted
at their inner ends to f, and at their out-

er ends to the gates c, c, by which mecha-
* " ' "

causes the

; gate-
operated independently

or controlled by a governor for regulating
the flow of water to the buckets ; J, sleeve,

which is held by the bush * and set-screws
on the shaft /, the sleeve holding the gate-
hub in position : »,, clutch-coupling for con-
necting with a shaft for transmitting power.
A is a vertical section, with two diagrams,
showing bridge-tree n. which carries the
locust or lignum-vit« step o, fitted to a con-
cave bearing in the bottom of the shaft /.

It also shows the upper and centr.-il dis-

charge-buckets p, and the lower and ver-

tical discharge-buckets J.

er cnus to inc gaics c.t, uy wuicii

nism the turning of the pinion e cai

opening or closing of the gates

;

pinion shaft, either operated indepe

they discharge the water, into outward-, vertical-, or een-

trm.dischar'je wheels. In some types of turbines the dis-

charge is partly vertical and partly central. Such is the
case with the wheel shown in the cut, which is constructed
and set so that the water enters at the perimeter of the
case. By the modem turbine a very high percentage of

the potential energy of water is converted intowork while
passing through the wheel. Compare cut under scroll.—
Alr-turblne, a wheel of turbinate form driven by wind,
or air ejected from a pipeortube.— Joumal-turblne, a
turbine having a downward discharge, as distinguished
from those in which tlie discharge is outward, oblique,
combinett. etc.—Steam turbine, a turbine impelled by
steam-Jets, the steam impinuiiiL: upon vanes or buckets
on the circumference of a rotating disk or cylinder. The
steam turbine has come into common use, and competes,
in it.-* economical jicrformance, with the simpler and less

cciMiiMtiiciil tyjit-s nf -taudar-l stcain-eniiine.

turbine-dynamometer (ttr'bin-di-na-mom'e-
t6r), H. In hydraulic enyin., a modification of

the Prony brake, which adapts that device for

application to vertical shafts or to horizontally

revohnng wheels on vertical shafts. It is used
more especially for testing the power delivered from tur-

bines (whence the name). A spring-scale is used instead
of a weight in applying the brake-band. Compare Prony'

s

dipuimometer.

Turbinella (tfer-bi-nel'a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1799), < Turbo (Turbin-) + dim. term. -ella.'\

The typical genus of
the family TurbineU
lidae. T. pyrum is the
famous chank (which
see, with cut).

Turbinellidae (t^'r-bi-

neri-<]e), h. pi. [NL.,
< Turbinella + -idse.'\

A family of large ma-
rine gastropods, whose
typical genus is Turbi-

nella ; the so-called

false volutes, turnip-

shells, or pap-boats.
The piincipal genua, besides the type, Is Cyntidonta (or

Vasum).

turbinelloid (t^'r-bi-nel'oid), a. Of or relating

to tlif family Turbinellidie.

turbine-pump (t6r'bin-pump), n. A pump in

which water is raised by the acti()n of a turbine-

wheel driven by exterior power in the opposite

direction from that in which it turns when used

as a motor. Also called propeller-pump. Com-
pare turbine.

Turbinidse (ter-bin'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Turbo

(Turbin-) + -if/«.] A family of scutibranohiate

turbot

gastropods, whose typical genus is Turbo. The
stony opercula of some of the species are known as eye-

stones and sea.l>eans. Various kinds of turbinids are pol-

ished and much used as mantel-ornaments, etc., under the
name of wreath-shells. The family has been variously lim-

ited, and is now usually restricted to the numerous spe-

cies, of all seas but especiallyof tropical ones, which have
a long cirrous appendage of the foot, a pair of iuterten-

tacular lobes, and eleven radular teetlti in each cross-row.

The shell is generally turbinate or trochiform and highly
nacreous, and its aperture is closed with a thick calcareous
operculum whose nucleus is centric or eccentric. See cuts
under Turbo and Imperator. Also Turbidee, Turbinacea.

turbiniform (ter'bi-ni-form), a. [< L. turbo

(turbin-), awheel, top, + forma, form.] Top-
shaped, as a shell; having turbinate whorls or

spire; resembling or related to the Turbinidee;

turbinoid.

turbinite (tfer'bi-nit), n. [< L. turbo (turbin-),

a top, + -t7e2.] A fossil shell of the family

Turbinidee, or some similar shell. Also tur-

bite.

turbinoid (t6r'bi-noid), a. [< L. turbo (turbin-),

a top, -1- Gr. eMof, form.] Top-shaped; turbini-

form; spirally coiled, wreathed, or whorled, as
the turns of a shell. Specifically applied—(o) To
shells, whetherof foraminifers, gastropods, or cephalopotis,

whose whorls rise in a conical or conoidal figure, as com-
pared with shells coiled flat in one plane. (6) To gastro-

pods resembling or related to the Turbinidee.

turbit^t, n. An obsolete form of turbot.

turbit- (ter'bit), v. [Origin unknown.] A
breed of domestic pigeons with white body and
colored wings, ruffled breast, very short stout

beak, flattened head, and peak-crest or shell-

crest or both. There are several color-varie-

ties ; some are whole-colored.

turbite (tfer'bit), n. [< L. turbo, a wheel, top,

+ -ite-.] Same as turbinite.

turbitht (ter'bith), n. Same as turpeth.

turbitteen (tfer-bi-ten'). «• [< turbit^ + -teen as

in sateen, velveteen, etc.] A strain of domestic
pigeons of the turbit breed, which occurs in

several colors.

Turbo (tfer'bo), Ji. [NL., < L. turbo (turbin-),

a whirl, wheel, top: see turbine.'] 1. The typi-

cal genus of the family Turbinidse, formerly very
extensive, now
restricted to spe-
cies with a regu-
larly turbinated
shell, rounded
aperture, smooth
beveled columel-
larlip, and a cal-

careous opercu-
lum with a cen-
tral or subcentral
nucleus. Some at-

tain considerable
size, and when pol-

ished show beautiful
colors, as green, red.
and nearly-white, the Wreath-shell ( Turdo marmoratus).
last highly iiidescent
with nacreous luster. Various species, as T. sannaticus
and T. marmoratus, are common parlor-omaments. See
sea-bean, 3, and cut under operctdum.

2. [I. c] A shell of this genus.

turbot (tfer'bot), n. [Early mod. E. also turbet,

turbit, turbuite, etc.; < ME. ttirbote, turbut (=
MD. turbot, terbot, tarbot, D. tarbot) ; cf. Ir. tur-

bit = Gael, turbaid = W. torbict (prob. < E.) =
Bret, turboden, turbozen (prob. < P.) ; < OP. tur-

bot, a turbot, prob. < L. turbo (turbin-), a top (cf.

ML. turbo, a turbot; Gr. p<5///Jof, a top, also a
turbot). The ME. forms turbut, turbutte appar.
simulate a connection with butt^, which is con-
tained in halibut.'] 1. One of the larger flat-

fishes, Fsetta maxima (formerly Bhombus maxi-
mus), belonging to the family Pleuronectidee.
With the exception of the halibut, the* turbot is the largest

flatfish of European waters, attaining a weight of from 30

CynodoHta comigera.

to 40 pounds. It is white on the lower or blind side ; the

colored upper side is of variegated dark-brownish shades,

and the tins are much spotted. It is very highly esteemed
as a food-fish. Also called baniwck-fivke.



turbot

The Greekes and Latines botli call it [the lozenge] Rom-
bus, which may be the cause, as I suppose, why tliey also
gaue that name to the fish commonly called the Turbot,
who beareth iustly that figure.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 76.

2. In the United States, one of several large
flounders more or less resembling the above, as
Bothiis maeuJatiis, the sand-flounder or window-
pane of the Atlantic coast, more fully called
spotted turbot. and Hijpopsetta guttulata, tlie dia-
mond flounder of California.— 3. The file-fish.

[Bermudas.]— 4. The trigger-fish.—Bastard
turbot. See bastard.

turbulence (ter'bu-lens), 11. [< F. turbulence =
Sp. Pg. turbulencid = It. turboleuza, turbnleuzia,

< LL. turbulentia, trouble, disquiet, < L. turbii-

lentus, turbulent: see turbulent.] The slate
or character of being turbulent; a disturbed
state ; tumultuousness ; agitation ; disorder

;

commotion; refractoriness; insubordination.
They were necessitated by the turbulence and danger of

those times to put the Kingdome by thir owne'autority
into a posture of defence. Milton, Eikonoklastes, viii.

=Syn. Tumult, riot, sedition, mutiny, insurrection.

tUTDulency (ter'bu-len-si), n. [As turbulence
(see-cy).] Turbulence. J/J/toM,P. R., iv. 462.

turbulent (ter'bii-lent), a. [< F. turbulent =
Pr. turbulent, turbolent = Sp. Pg. turbulento =
It. turbolento, turbulento, < L. turbulentus, rest-
less, stormy, < turbare, trouble, agitate: see tur-

bid.] 1. Disturbed; agitated; tumultuous;
being in violent commotion : as, the turbulent
ocean.

'T has been a turbulent and stormy night,
Shak., Pericles, iii. 2. 4.

2. Restless; unquiet; refractory; disposed to
insubordination and disorder ; hence, violent

;

tumultuous; riotous; disorderly.
It were happy for Government if these turbulent spirits

could be singled out from the rest in their fli-st attempts.
StUlingfieet, Sermons, I. vii.

3. Producing commotion or agitation; inducing
turbulence.
A froward retention of custom is as turbulent a thing as

an innovation. Bacon. Innovations (ed. 1887).

= Syn, 2 and 3. Obstreperous, uproarious, brawling ; se-
ditions, mutinous, revolutionary.

turbulently (t6r'bu-lent-li), adv. In a turbu-
lent manner ; tumiiltuously ; with violent agi-
tation; with refractoriness.

Turcism (ter'sizm), n. [< ML. Turciis, Turk
(see TurJc^), + -ism.] The religion, manners,
character, or customs of the Turks.

Preferring Turcism to Christianity. Bp. Atterbury.

Tiirck's column. See columns of Tiirck, under
column.
Turcol (tiir'ko), n. [F., < turc (or It. Turcot),
Turk: see Turk.] One of a body of light in-
fantry raised among the natives of Algeria for
service in the French army, and properly called
Algerian tirailleurs. Also Turko.

turco^ (ter'ko), n. A small Chilian bird, Hy-
lactes megapodius

turcois, n. Same as turquoise.

Ttircoman, n. See Turkoman.
Turcophile (ter'ko-fll), n. [< ML. Turcus, Turk,
+ (jr. tpu-Eiv, love.] One who favors the Otto-
man Turks, or their principles or policy. The
Times (London), June 16, 1876.

TurcopMlism (ter'ko-fil-izm), n. [< Turcophile
+ -ism.] The course or principles of a Turco-
phile. Jtheneeum, Feb. 10, 1887.

Turcophobist (ter'ko-fo-bist), n. [< ML. Tur-
cus, Turk, + Gr. (pofieiv, fear.] One who ear-
nestly opposes the Ottoman Turks or their pol-
icy. J. Baker, Turkey, p. iv.

tnrcopolier (tfer'ko-po-ler), «. [OF. (AF.) tur-
copolier, also turcopilier, trieoplier, tureupler,
also turcopole, turcople, commander of light
cavalry called turcopules, turcoples, < ML. turco-
puli, < MGr. TvpKoirnv/.oi, light-armed soldiers,
so called < Tvprnq, Tovpicoc, Turk, -t- 7roD?.of, child
(Gr. iT(Jlo(, colt).] An officer of the Knights of
St. John of Jerusalem of the tongue of England.
The Turcopolier of the Knights Hospitallers was always

an Englishman ; he was the commander of the light in-
fantry of the order.

Slubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 206.

turd (t6rd), m. [< ME. tord, toord, < AS. tord
= MD. tord, a lump of excrement. Hence dim.
treddle^, < ME. ti/rdel, < AS. tyrdet, dim. of tord.]
A ball or lump of excrement; dvmg. [Low.]
Turdidae (ter'di-de), «. ;j/. [NL., < Turdiis +
-idee.] A large and nearly cosmopolitan family
of dentirostral oseine i)asserine birds, named
from the gen us Turdus ; the thnishes and thrush-
like birds, sometimes called Merulid/e. The Tur-
didee form the leading group of turdoid, turdiform, or
cichloniorphic birds, respecting neither the definition
nor the subdivision of which aie any authors agreed.
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The Sylviidx, which form an extensive group, are alter-
nately included in and excluded from it; and the same is

true of five or six other nominiil families of less extent, as
Saxicolidtf, Cinclidie, Pycno)Witi(lie, Mitnidse, Troiilodyiidse,
some of the Tinudiid^, etc. The most typical Turdidx are
characterized by the combination of notched gry'paniform
bill, booted tarsi, ten primaries of which the first is short
or spurious, and the spotted coloration of the young birds.
Such Turdidx constitute a subfamily, Turdinx, to wliich
the family name is sometimes restricted. True Turdidx
abound in the Palearctic, Ethiopian, Nearctic, and Neo-
tropical regions. Some of them are among the most fa-
miliar of birds, as the fieldfare and blackbird of Great Brit-
ain, and the robin and wood-thrush of the United States.
See Turdus and thrush^.

turdiform (ter'di-form), a. [< NL. turdiformis.
< L. turdus, a thrush, + forma, form.] Thrush-
like ; resembling or related to a thrush ; belong-
ing to the rHrf/i/'or??!^*; turdoid; cichloinorphic.

Turdiformes (ter-di-f6r'mez), n.pl. [NL.: see
tiirdiform.] The thrushes and thrush-like birds

;

the turdoid Passeres; the Cichlomorphae.

Turdinse (t^r-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Turdus -f-

-insB.] The leading subfamily of Turdidse, rep-
resented by the genus Turdus and its near al-

lies, and equivalent to the family Turdidee in a
restricted sense ; the true thrushes, often called
Merulinse. See Turdidse, Turdus, and thruslA.

turdine (ter'din), a. [< Turdus + -i«el.]

Thrush-like in a strict sense; of or belonging
to the Turdinte.

turdoid (ter'doid), a. [< L. turdus, a thrush, -I-

6r. fiJof, form.] Thrush-like in a broad sense

;

turdiform or eichlomorphic : especially used in
the phrase turdoid Passeres, applied by Wallace
to such birds in distinction from sturnoid, tana-
qroid, and formicarioid Pas.seres.

Turdulus (ter'du-lus), M. [NL. (Hodgson, 1844),
dim. of Turdus, q. v.] A genus of Oriental
ground-thrushes, containing such as the Indian
T. wardi, now usually referred to Geocichla.

Turdus (ter'dus), n. [NL. (Linnajus, taken as
of 1758), < L. turdus, a thrush, fieldfare : see
thrush'^.] A genus of thrushes. It formerly in-
cluded any of the Turdidee and various other birds sup-
posed to be thrush-like ; later it was variously restricted,
and it is now usually confined to species like the Euro-
pean mistlethrush (7*. viscivorus}, song-thrush (7*. muMcv^),
fieldfare (r.ptVnrts), and redwing (T. iVt^rtcws). In these the
sexes are similar, the throat is not streaked, and the gen-
eral color is not black. (See cuts under fieldfare, niistle-

thrush, and thr-ush^.) In the narrowest sense, the genus is

coincident with the family in geographical range, being
represented in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. The
blackish or dark thrushes, such as the common black-
bird or ouzel of Euiope, T. merula, and the ring-ouzel, T.
torquatus, represent an extensive group, either kept in
Turdus proper or separated under the name of MenUa.
(See cuts under ouzel and blackbird.) The common robin
or migratory thrush of North .\merica represents a group
indifferently called Planesticus (as a subgenus of Turdus)
or merged in 3/erM/a. (Seecut underro^n, 2.) Thesong-
thrushes of North America represent a section of Turdus
named Uylodchla, as the wood-thrush, T. (//.) musteli-
nus; the hermit-thrush, T. (Il.)pallaM{see cut under Acr-
mit-thrush); the tawny or Wilson's thrush, or veery, T.
ill.)/uscescens {see cut under veery); the olive-backed or
Swainson's thrush, T. {H.) swainjsoni; the gray-cheeked
or Alice's thrush, T. (H.) aliciee; all of which are common
woodland songsters of the United States. The varied
thrush, or Oregon robin (see cut under thrxisK^), formerly
T. naevius, represents a section Hesperocichia, or is taken
out of the genus and called Geocichta nxvia. See Tur-
didse and thrush^.

Turdus Solitarius (ter'dus sol-i-ta'ri-us).
[NL., 'solitary thrush': L. turdus, thrush; sol-

itarius, solitary.] A constellation introduced
by Le Monnier in 1776, on the tail of Hydra,
and encroaching on the southern scale of Libra.
It is no longer used.
tureen (tu-ren'), n. [A false form of terreen,

more prop, terrine, < F. terrine, an earthen ves-
sel : see terrine. The spelling tureen seems to
have arisen in cook-books. There is a story
that Marshal Turenne once used his helmet as
a soup-dish, and thus gave a name to the dish.
This is a mere fiction.] A deep dish with a cover,
for holding liquids at table ; especially, such a
vessel, holding a gallon or more, intended for
soup.
turf 1 (tferf ), n. ;

pi. turfs (tferfs), obsolescent turres
(tervz). [< ME. turf, torf (pi. turves, torves), <
AS. turf (dat. and pi. ty'rf) = OFries. turf =
MD. torf, turf, D. turf= MLG. LG. torf= OHG.
surba, zurf, G. dial, turbc (G. torf, < L(jr.) = Icel.

torfa, f., torf, n., = Sw. torf=: Dan. tiirv (cf. F.
tourbe, Sp. Pg. turba. It. torba, ML. turba, <
Tent.), turf; ef. Skt. darbha, a kind of grass.]
1. The surface or sward of grass-land, consist-
ing of earth or mold filled with the roots of grass
and other small plants, so as to adhere and
form a kind of mat; earth covered with grass.

The shepherd that complain'd of love.
Who you saw sitting by me on the turf.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 4. 52.

2. A piece of such earth or mold dug or torn
from the ground ; a sod.

turfy

In a litel herber that I have,
That benched was on turves freftshe ygl-ave,
I bad men sholde me my couche make.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 204.

Those that are first cut vp are called Turffes, . . . and
such as are taken downward are called Peates.

A'orden, Surveyor's Dialogue (ieo»), in Harrison's Eng-
tland (New Shak. Soc), II. 183.

3. In Ireland, same as pea f. Hee peat.

In this rude hostel, however, the landlord . . . offered
a seat at the («r/-flre. Thackeray, Irish .Sketch-Book, lix.

A typical red bog gives four kinds of peat : near the
surface is the clearing of more or less living organic mat-
ter, from 2 to (i feet in thickness: under this white turf,
then brown turf, and lowest of all, black or stone turf.

Kinahan, Geol. of Ireland, p. 269.

The tur^ the race-course ; hence, the occupation or pro-
fession of racing horses.

We justly boast
At least superior jockeyship, and claim
The honors of the turf as all our own

!

Cowper, Task, ii. 277.

All men are equal on the turf or under it.

Lord Oeorye Bentiuck. (Imp. Diet.)

To stool turfs. SeeefooJ.— Turf web-worm. Same as
sod-wonn.

turfl (terf), V. t. [< turfi, n.] To cover with
turf or sod: as, to turf a, bank or border. Ba-
con, Gardens (ed. 1887).

turf2t (terf), n. [< ME. tyrf, tyrfe; prob. < torven,

turn : see torre, topsyturvy.] The turn of a cap,
hood, or sleeve.

Tyrfe of a cappe or suche lyke. Jiebras.

Palsgrave, p. 281.

turf-ant (t^rf'ant), n. A small yellowish ant
of Europe, Lasius flavus, which makes its hills

on tm-f.

turf-bound (terf'bound), a. Covered and held
together, by a close and unyielding surface of
turf.

These fields and mountains are so turf-bound that no
particle of soil is carried away by the water.

The CetUury, XXVII. 419.

turf-charcoal (tfirf'char''k61), «. Same a,speat-
charcoal.

turf-clad (terf'klad), a. Covered with turf.

V. Knox.
turf-cutter (terf'kut'''er), n. A paring-plow.'
E. H. Knight.

turf-drain (t^rf'dran), n. A drain covered
with turf. E. B. Knigh t.

turfen (ter'fn), a. [< turf^ + -en2.] Made of
turf; covered with turf: as, t!<r/en steps. Dis^
raeli, Coningsby, vii. 5.

turfert (ter'fer), «. [< ME.'turfer, turvare ; <

turf^ + -crl.] A clod-breaker ; a plowman.
Turvare. Glebarius. Prompt. Pan., p. 507.

turferyt, ". Same as turbary. Skinner.

turf-gravert (terf'gra''''v6r), n. A plowman.
Htillin-ell.

turflness (t&r'fi-nes), n. The state or quality
of being turfy.

turfing-iron (t6r'fing-i'6m), w. An implement
for paring ofl turf.

turfing-spade (ter'fing-spad), n. An instru-
ment for under-cutting turf when marked out
by the plow.

turfite (ter'fit), n. [< turf^ + -ite^.] A fre-

quenter of the turf; one devoted to horse-
racing. [Colloq.]

The very flashy turfite at Hyde Park Corner, and the
less flashy, but quite as turfy, gentleman who operates at
the other corner of Piccadilly. Thackeray.

turf-knife (t^rf'nif), «. An implement for tra-

cing out the sides of drains, trenches, etc. It

has a simitar-like blade, with a tread for the
foot and a bent handle.

turfman (torf'man), n. ; pi. turfmen (-men).
One wlio is devoted to horse-racing.

turf-moss (terf'mos), n. A tract of turfy,

mossy, or boggy land.

turf-plow (terf'plou), n. A plow adapted to
remove the turf from the surface of the ground
preparatory to deep plowing, or for destrojing
grubs, etc.

turf-spade (terf'spad). ». 1. A spade used for
cutting and digging turf or peat, longer and
narrower than the common spade.— 2. A spade
for cutting turf for sodding lawns, etc. See cut
d under spade.

turf-'worm (terf'werm), n. Same as sod-icorm.

See cut under Crambidae.

turfy (t^r'fi), 0. [< turfI + -i/l.] 1. Abound-
ing or covered with turf ; covered with short

grass ; also, having the qualities, nature, or ap-
pearance of turf.

Thy turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 62.

Can you see many long weeds and nettles among the
graves, or do they look turfy and flowery ?

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiii.
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turfy

A iurfy slope surrounded with groves.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. S90.

2. Of or connected with the tui-f or raee-

ground; characteristic of the turf or of horse-

racing; sporting.

Mr. Bailey asked it again, because— accompanied with

a straiUlliiig action of the white cords, a bend of the knees,

and a striking forth of the top-lKx>ts—it was an easy, horse-

fleshy, turfy sort of thing to do.

Dickem, Martin Chuzzlewit, x.\vi.

turgent (ter'jent), a. [< ME. iurgeut. < L. tur-

<j(ii{t-)s, ppr. of turgere, swell. Cf. turgid.'\ 1.

Swelling; tumid; rising into a tumor; puffy.

The turgent trunke let scarifle,

That humour effluent oute of it hie.

PaUadim, Husliondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 125.

2f. Tumid; turgid; inflated; pompous; bom-
bastic.

.All honour, offices, applause, grand titles, and turgent

epithets are put upon him. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 212.

turgesce (ter-jes'), ('. i. ; pret. and pp. turgesced,

ppr. turgescing. [< L. turgescere, inceptive of

turgere, swell : see turgeut.'] To become turgid

;

swell; become inflated. [Rare.] Imp. Vict.

turgescence (ter-jes'ens). n. [= F. turgescence

= Sp. Pg. iiirgencia = It. turgenza ; as turges-

een(t) + -ce.] 1. The act of swelling, or the

state of being swelled.— 2. In med., the swell-

ing or enlargement of any part, usually from
congestion or the extravasation of serum or

blood.— 3. Pomposity; inflation; bombast,
turgescency (ter-jes'en-si), «. [As turgescence

(see -(•//).] Same as turgescence.

turgescent (tt-r-jes'ent), a. [=F. tiirgescent, <

L. turg<ftcen(t-)s. ppr. of turgescere, begin to

swell: see turgesce.] Growing turgid; swell-

ing. Bailey, 1727.

tnrgescible (ter-jes'i-bl), a. [< turgesce + -ible.l

Capable of swelling or becoming turgescent.

Similar but less extensive turgetcible tissue exists In

other portions of the nasal mucous membrane.
Medical yews, XLIX. 214.

tnrgid (t*r'jid), a. [< F. turgide = Pg. It. turgido,

< L. turgidiis, swollen, < titrgere, swell out : see

turgent/] 1. Swollen; bloated; tumid; dis-

tended beyond its natural or usual state by
some Internal agent or expansive force: often
applied to an enlarged part of the body.

These lurking particles [of air] so expanding themselves
must necessarily plump out the sides of the bladder, and
so keep them turgid. Buyle, Works, I. 114.

2. Tumid; pompous; inflated; bombastic: as,

a turgid style.

It is much easier to write in a turgid strain than with
. . . delicate simplicity. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

Turgid palpi, palpi the last Joint of which appears blad-

dery, as ill the male crickets. =Syn. 1. Swollen, putted up.
— 2. Stilteil, grandiloquent. Hee turgidnegs,

tnrgidity (ter-jid'i-ti), II. [< turgid + -ity.] 1.

The state of being turgid or swollen; turgid-

ness; tumidity.
The forerunners of an apoplexy are . . . vertlgos, weak-

ness, wateriness, and turgidity of the eyes.
Arbuthnol, On Diet, ilL

2. Bombast; turgidness; pomposity.

We call him [Johuaonl affected for his turgidity.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and Walter Landor.

turgidly ft^-r'jid-li), adc In a turgid manner;
with swelling or empty pomp; pompously.
turgidness (ter'jid-nes), n. 1. The state of

being turgid; a swelling or swelled state of a
thing; distention beyond the natural state by
some internal force or agent, as of a limb.— 2.

Pompousness ; inflated manner of writing or
speaking ; bombast : as, the turgidness of lan-

guage or style. =8yn. 2. Fustian, Bant, etc. See Ixm-
hoM.

turgidoust (ter'jid-us), a. [< L. turgidus, swol-
len : sec turgid.] Turgid.

Puflie, inflate, turgidous, and ventoslty are come up.
B. JoHson, Poetaster, v. 1.

turgite (t^r'jit). n. [< Turginsk; a copper-mine
in the Ural, -t- -ite^.] A hydrous oxid of iron,

occurring in mammillary or stalactitie masses
much resembling limonite, from which, how-
ever, it is easily distinguished by its red streak.

Also called liijdrohemutite.

turgometer (ter-gom'e-ter), «. [Irreg. < L. tur-

giire. swell. + Gr. furpov, measure.] That wliich
measures or indicates the amount or degree of
turgidity. See the quotation. [Rare.]

The more the cells [of Drosfra dickotonui] lose their
turgidity, the more does the plastuid tend to assume a
spherical form. Its Bpindle-8hai>od elongated form may,
however, be restored oy again bringing atnmt turgidity,

e. g., by injection of water into the tissue. Thus the
plastoid may be regarded as a turgoineter, since it indi-

cates the state of turgidity of the cell.

If'. Gardiner, Proc. Boy. .Soc., XXXIX. 232.

turgor f K-r'gfir), «. [< LL. turqor, a swelling, <
L. turgere. swell: see turgent.'] 1. \n physiol.,
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the normal fullness of the capillaries and small-

er blood-vessels, upon which is supposed to de-

pend in part the resilience of the tissues: usu-

ally qualified by the epithet rital. [Rare.]

With the cessation of the circulation and vital turgor,

the skiu becomes ashy pale, and the tissues lose their elas-

ticity. Quoin, Med. Diet., p. 328.

2. In hot. See the quotation.
The state of turgor, as it has long been called by botan-

ical pliysiologists, by virtue of wliich the framework of

the protoplasm of the plant retains its content with a te-

nacity to whicli I have already referred, is the analogue
of the state of polarization of Bernstein. Nature, XL. 524.

Turin grass. The couch- or quitch-grass, Agro-
jiyrum repens.

Turin nut. The fossil fruit of a species of wal-
nut, Juglans nux-taurinensis : so called because
the kernels occur inclosed in calc-spar in the

Upper Tertiary of Turin.

turio (tii'ri-6), n. ; pi. turiones (ti-ri-o'nez).

[NL. : see turion. ] Same as turion.

turion (tu'ri-on), n. [< L. turio(n-), a shoot,

sprout, tendril.] A scaly shoot from a sub-
terranean bud, becoming a new stem, as those

annually produced by many perennial herbs, as

the asparagus, the hop, and many grasses.

turioniferous (tu'ri-o-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. tu-

riu(n-), a sprout, -t- ferre = E. hear^.] In hot.,

having tunons
;
producing shoots.

Turk (t&rk), H. [C ME. Turk, < OF. and F. Tare
= Sp. Pg. It. Turco = D. Turk = MHG. Turc,

Turke, Tilrke, G. TMrfc= Dan. Tyrk= Sy!. Turk,

< ML. Turcus, NL. also Turea = LGr. TovpKog

= OBulg. Turuku = Russ. Turoku = Lith. Tur-

kas, < Turk. Turk, a Turk (now applied to an
Asiatic or provincial Turk, a rustic, the reg.

word for Turk as a national name being Os-

mdnli: see Osmanli, Ottoman^,= Ar. Tiirk, <

Pers. Turk, a Turk, Tatar, Scythian, hence bar-

barian, robber, villain, vagabond; tradition-

ally derived from a mythical son of Japhet,
named Turk. Hence ult. Turkish, turkis^, tur-

quoise, etc., Turki, turkey, etc.] 1. A member
of the race now dominant in Turkey; an Otto-

man. See Ottoman^.— 2. In an extended sense,

a member of a race regarded as related to the
Mongols, and a branch of the Ural-Altaie fam-
ily. In this sense the Turkish race includes

the Petchenegs, Uzbegs, Turkomans, Ottoman
Turks, etc. Hence— 3. A savage fellow; a
"Tartar": as, he is a regular Turk.— 4. A Mo-
hammedan: so called from Mohammedanism
being the established religion of Turkey.
Have mercy upon all Jews. Turks, infidels, and heretics.

Boole of Common Prayer, Collect for tiood Friday.

5t. A sword or saber, probably a simitar.

That he forthwith unsheathd his trusty turke,

Cald forth that blood which in his veines did lurk.

Uist. of Altnno and Bellama (itJ3«), p. 108. (Nares.)

6. A Turkish horse.— 7. In entom., the plum-
weevil or plum-curculio, Conotrachclns nenu-

phar: more fully little Turk: so called from
the crescentic punctures made by the female,

in allusion to the emblem of the Ottoman em-
pire. See cut d under Conotrachclus— SelliUt
Turks. See Seljui.—To turn Turk, to become a Mo-
hammedan ; be a renegade ; hence, to undergo a complete
change for the worse.

If the rest of my fortunes (urn Turk with me.
Skak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 287.

Turk satin, Turk's satin. See saiiri.

TurkeisH, «• [Early mod. E. also Turkes; <

ME. 'Turkeis, < OF. 'Turkeis, Tur^ueis, Tur-
quois, < ML. "Turcensis, < Turcus, Turk: see

Turk. Cf . turkeis^, turkis, now usually turquoise,

orig. (in OF.) fem. of this adj.] Tiirkish.

TurkeisH, r. t. [< Turkeis^, a.; prob. suggested
by turkis^.] To render Turkish in character,

etc.; cause to conform to Turkish ideas. [Rare.]

The Tnrkes, when they turkeised it [the Mosque of St.

Sophia], threw downe the Allars.
Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

turkeis^t, n. A Middle English form of tur-

quoinc.

turken (tfer'ken), v. [< ME. torkanen, with for-

mative -c»i, prop, tnrkcn, < OF. torquer, twist,

tuni,< L. torquere, tviiat: see tort^. Gt.turkisi.]

I. intrans. It. To turn toward: with with.— 2.

To revolve ideas in the mind ; ponder ; muse,
as on what one means to do. Sometimes spelled

toorcan. Say; Grose; Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

n.t Irans. To turn; alter.

This poeticall licence is a shrewde fellow, and . . . tur-

keneth all thioKS at pleasure.

Gascuigne, Notes on Eng. Verse (Steele Glas, ed. Arber,

IP. 37).

His majesty calleth for subscription unto articles of re-

ligion ; but they are not either articles of his own lately

devised, or the old newly tttrkened.

Rogers, On the Thirty-nine Articles, Pref., % 28.

turkey

TurkeSCot (ter-kes'ko), a. [< Sp. Turquesco =
It. Turchesco. < ML. *Turciscus, < Turcus, Turk:
see Turk. Cf. Turkeis^.] Turkish.

The said danine is of siluer, hauing the Turkesco stampe
on both sides. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 272. .

Turkess (ter'kes), n. [< Turk + -ess.] A fe-

male Turk.

Disdainful Turkess. Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., iii. 3.

Turkestan tulip. See tulip.

turkey (ter'ki), n. [Formerly also turky, tur-

kie; short for Turkey-cock or Turkey-hen, 'cock'

or 'hen of Turkey,' Turkey here meaning
'Tatary' or vaguely '-Vsia,' whence the bird
was at* first supposed to come ; < F. Turqnie,

Turkey, < Turc, Turk: see Turk. The bird was
also supposed to come from India, being also

called cock of India, F. poule d'Inde, now dinde,

•hen of India,' Sp. gallina de India, 'hen of In-

dia,' It. gallo ov gallina d' India, 'cock' or 'hen
of India,' G. Indianische henn or hun (Minsheu),
'Indian hen,' also Calecutischer hahn or henne

(cf. D. kalkoen) 'cock' or 'hen of Calicut.' It

was also referred to Africa, being called Guinea-

hen (Ginnie henne, etc.), or hen of Guinea (henne

of Guinie, etc.), and confused with the guinea-

hen as now so known; Sp. gallina Morisea,

'Moorish hen,' etc. (So maize, or Indian cora,

was supposed to come from 'Turkey' or Asia,

and was called Turkey-icheat.) The Hind, name
is2>erii, perhaps referring to its American ('Pe-

ruvian ') origin. The Ar. name in Egypt is dik

riimi, 'fowl of Turkey.'] 1. An American gal-

linaceous bird of the genus ileleagris; any spe-

cies of Meleagrids'. See the technical names.
Turkeys are of two totally distinct species ; one of these has
two varieties, both widely known and with a long intricate

history ; the other species is practically unknown, except
in ornithology, (a) The turkey now living wild in -Mexico,

and everywhere domesticated, became known to Euro-
peans almost immediately upon the discovery of Mexico
by the .Spaniards in 1518. It was described by Oviedo, in

or alwut 1527, as already domesticated among Christians

and elsewhere than in New Spain (Mexico); it was called

pavo, and tile strutting of the gobbler with stiffly erect

spread tail, like that of the peacock, was noted. It is

traditional, and not incredible though unproved, that the
turkey reached England in 1624, and certain that it was
established in domestication in Europe by 1530. 'i'here is

English documentary evidence of the turkey in 1541 ; the

bird was first figured, Iwtb by Belon and by Gesner, in

1555 ; and by 1.575 it had already taken up its since estab-

lished connection with Christmas festivities. It is quite

probable, but not in evidence, that there were other and
very early (perhaps the earliest) European importations of

turkeys from New England; if so, the domestic bird would
be a composite of the two feral varieties noted below.

From Gesner on, for about 200 yeais, the usual technical

name of the turkey was gallopam (with variants gallo-

pavus and gallopava, sometimes pavogallus, and qualified

as gallopavo sylrestris, gaUopavo cristatus, simulating a
modern binomial). But meanwhile, by some confusion
with the African guinea hen, the exact date and occasion

of which are open to conjecture, the turkey as domesti-
cated in Eui-ope was called vuleagris (so Charieton, *' Ex-
ercltationes," 1«77, and on to Linnmus, "Fauna Suecica,"

1746). These two synonyms thus ran parallel for many
years, till in the Linnean "Systema Natunc," 1758, they
were united in the onym Meleagris gallopavo. There had
not then been, nor was there for some time afterward, any
suspicion that two different species, or well-marked feral

races, of the turkey existed in America (both covered by the

term M. galloiiaco). One of these, the ordinary wild turkey
of the United States, was flrst technically specified by Wil-

liam Bartram, In 1791, as M. amtricana, and was soon alter

^k>

-'T^-ff

Wild Turkey of the United States i,MtUaffris gallopnvo
americana), male.

twice renamed by Vieillot, as M. sylvestris and M.,fera. The
other of these, native in Mexico, and also extending into

adjoining regions of the United States, was by .John Gould,

in 185n, specified as M. mexicana. This renaming accentu-

ated the acttnil distinctions between the two kinds of tur-

ijeys, and also the fact, not before made prominent, that

Gould's Mexican species was more like the ordinary do-

mestic bird than like the feral bird of the United States.

Hence M. mexicana is rightly taken to be a mere synonym
of M. gallopavo, which latter name, as baaed mainly or

wholly upon domesticated descendants of the Mexican
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form, is properly restricted to tliese and to tlieir feral tUTkeyback (ter'ki-bak), «. A large variety Turkey-hone (ter'ki-hon), n. Same as Turlcy-

turkey-leather (ter'ki-leTH'er), n. A leather
prepared by oil-tawing without first removing
the hair side, the flesh side being blackened in

the usual way: used for women's boots and
shoes.

stocl£ ; and tlie distinctive onym of tlie United States
wild turkey becomes M. atnericaiM (after Barti-am), or M.
sylveMris (after N'ieillot, with those who decline to rec-

ognize Bartrani's names on the ground that his nomen-
clature was not systematically binomial). The distinc-

tions, though not trenchant, aie obvious. (1) The north-

ern wild turkey inhabits or has inhabited the eastern . , - /j.. /i • i /,-\ t mi ^ -j.

hSf of the United States, north into Canada, where it turkey-berry (ter'ki-ber"i), J). 1. The fruit

of the yellowshank, Totanus melanoleuetis.

TruiiihuU, 1888. [Salem, Massachusetts.]

turkeybeard (ter'ki-berd), n. A liliaceous

plant of the genus Xernjthi/llum. Also turkcy's-

bcard.

still occurs, northwest to some parts of the Missouri of species of Uhamnus, used in dyeing. See turkey-lOUSe (ter'ki-lous), «. Goniodcs sti/lifcr,

and southwest to Texas; it has been for many — • -
.... „ t,. . » , . , ,, ,

.
. » ., .Persian berries, under Persian,— 2. Either of

tlie plants Solanum mammosum and S. torviim.

[West Indies.]— 3. A West Indian tree, Cordia
VoUococca, bearing a small purple drupe ; also,

its fruit.

See

region,
yeai-s extirpated from New England, where it formerly
abounded; it lingers in the Middle Stales, still occurs

in the immediate vicinity of Washington, and is com-
mon in the South and West The head and upper
part of the neck are naked, bristly, and carunculate, with ^^^ ,,,...,.

an erect fleshy process on the former and a dewlap on tnrtoiTViomr trpp CtHr'ki-bpv.i -trSI n
the latter; a long bunch of coarse hairy feathere hangs tUTKeyOerry-tree (.ter Ki- Dei -1-tiej, n.

from the breast ; the tai-si are naked, scutellate before and tiirkey-oei ry, A.

behind, and spurred in the cock ; the tail is broad and turkey-bird (ter'ki-bferd), n. The wryneck,
rounded, of fourteen to eighteen feathers, capable of erec- j,.,,^. torquilla. [Local, British.]
tion into a circular disk (indicating the relationship of the 4.,,lt„_ vjlnoantn rti^r'ki-hlnq'Miml n Sep Tri-
turkey to the peafowl, and so of the MdeagridiB to the tUTKey-DlOSSOm (ter Ki-Dios um;, n. oee ±n
Phofianidm). The plumage is compact and lustrous, and Oulns.
thatofthebodyisalmostentirelyof blackish bronzed tints, turkey-bUZZard (ter'ki-buz"ard), n. An Amer-
not markedly whitening on the rump, upper tail-coyerts,

jgjj^ vulture of the family Catliartidx, the Ca-
and ends of the tail-feathers. The cock or gobbler is

3 feet or more in total length, and may acquire a weight
of 30 pounds, though tlie average is much less; the hen
is considerably smaller and lighter. The wild turkey is

confined to woodland. It continues abundant enough to

retain economic importance, and its chase is a distinct

branch of Held sport; it is usually pursued with the shot-

gun, like other game-birds, or stalked with the rifle, like

larger game ; it may be decoyed by imitating its gobbling
(see turkey call), and where abundant may be trapped
(see turkey-pen). The female nests on the ground, and
lays a numerous clutch of eggs of a buff color profusely

speckled with dark brown. The eggs have often been
hatched under the domestic turkey, but the difficulty of

immediately domesticating this fei-al stock is great. (2)

The Mexican turkey, found wild in Texas, New Mexico,
and Arizona, as well as southward, is mainly distinguished

by the chestnut-brown upper tail-coverts with paler or

whitish tips, and the similar light tips of the tail-feathers.

This marking is usually distinctive, as when dark-colored

individuals of the tame turkey are marketed unplucked
for wild turkeys. Under domestication, now protracted

for more than 30O years, this turkey has tended to enor-

mous development of the caruncles and dewlap, oc-

casionally sports a topknot of feathers, and runs into

several color-strains which may be perpetuated by me-
thodical selection. One of these, known in England as

the Nor/dk, tends to melanism, being chiefly of a luster-

less blackish color ; but the usual variation is in the oppo-
site direction, resulting in the variegated plumage of the

breed known in England as the Cambridgeshire, and in tlie

butf, the pied, and even the white color-strain. (See also

bronze turkey, under bronze.)

Hares, Patridges, Turkies, or Egges, fat or leane, young
or old, they devoure all they can catch in their power.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 131.

The Turkey (in New England] is a long Fowl, of a black
colour, yet is his flesh white ; he is much bigger than our
English Turky ; He hath long Leggs wherewith he can
run as fast as a Dog, and can fly as fast as a Goose.

S. Clarke, Four Plantations in America (1678), p. 36.

(6) The second species of Meleagrig is M. ocellata, the ocel-

lated turkey of Honduras and some other parts of Central

America. This is much smaller and more beautiful than

tliartes aura, common and wide-spread through
the greater part of North and South Amer-
ica: generally so called in the United States

in distinction from the black vulture, or car-

rion-crow, of that country, Catharista atrata:

more tulXy e&Wed red-headed turkey-bttz^ard. This
well-known and very useful bird is abundant in most of

the States, extends northward to Canada, and in the

a bird-louse or mallophagous insect of the fam-
ily Philopteridse, which infests the domestic
turkey, having the sides of the abdomen fringed
with long hairs.

Turkey myrrh. See myrrh.
Turkey oak. See oak.

turkey-pea (tur'ki-pe), ». 1. Same as s^uirrcZ-

corn. Also icild-turkeypea.— 2. The hoary pea,
Tcphrosia Virginiana. See Tephrosia. [South-
ern U. S.]

turkey-pen (ter'ki-pen), n. A pen contrived
fo» trapping turkeys in parts of the United
States where they were abundant, it was simply
constructed of rails forming four sides and a top, with a
low entrance at one place to admit the birds, which were
tolled by sprinkling corn to some distance from the open-
ing, as well as inside the inclosure. There was no special
contrivance to prevent exit, as the efficiency of the trap
depended on the fact that the'turkeys, on flnding them-
selves shut in, would carry their heads too high to notice
the place through which they had crept to pick up the
corn.

turkey-poult (ter'ki-polt), n. The pullet or
Southern states is an efficient scavenger. It is from 27 to _ _

30 inches long, and about 60 inches in extent, of a blackish- young ot tne turkey,
brown color, blacker on the wings and tail, and grayer on Turkey red. 1. See red^.— 2. The cotton cloth
the wing coverts ; the whole head is bare of feathers, and j,,g,j ^f ^i^jg poJor, formerly brought from the
of a reddish color ranging from livid crimson to pale car- y^ . , . made in wpiitpni Fnrnnp and in
mine in the adults; the beak is white ; the feet are flesh- Ji'ast, put now maae in western iurope ana in

colored, and the eyes brown. The naked skin of the head America— Mock Turkey red. See barwood.—Tal-
is wrinkled and sparsely bristled ; the feathers begin in a key red OU. See redi.

circle around the upper part of the neck, and do not run Turkey-slato (ter'ki-slat), «. Same as Turkey-
np in a point on the hindhead as in the black vulture
Though ill-favored and bad-smelling when in hand, on
the wing the turkey-buzzard is one of the most graceful

ot birds, soaring and sailing with a strong and buoyant
flight on motionless pinions, and affording one of the best

examples of this kind of flight. It nests on the ground
or near it in liollow stumps and logs, and lays usually two
eggs, white or creamy, boldly spotted and blotched with
shades of rich brown and neutral tints. The young hatch
clothed with whitish down. Tliis vulture has the trick of

"playing possum " when captured. The question whether
it finds its food by scent or sight, or both, is still dis-

cussed. See cut under Caihartes.

turkey-call (ter'ki-kal), n. An instrument pro-

ducing a sound which resembles the cry of the

female turkey, used as a decoy.

Turkey carpet. See carpet.

turkey-cock (ter'ki-kok), n. [Orig. Titrkey-cock

stone,

Turkey-stone (tfer'ki-ston), n. [Formerly also
tiirky-stone; < Turkey (see turkey) + stone.'] If.

A turquoise.
She shows me her ring of a Turky-gtone, set with little

sparks of dyamonds. Pepys, Diary, Feb. 18, 1667-68.

2. A very fine-grained silieious rock, commonly
of a yellowish or bluish color, it is used with oil

for sharpening small cutting-instruments. It is common-
ly called Turkey oil-stone, as it comes from the interior of
Asia Minor. All the so-called hones and oil-stones are al-

most entirely made up of very Arte particles of silica, and
the quality of the article varies with the fineness and
sharpness of the grain and the compactness of the stone.

Some varieties of hone and oil-stone are highly valued for
gutting a fine edge on delicate cutting-instruments^ and
ring very high prices.

or Tin-key cock (Turkie-cock, etc.), < Turkey, the turkey-Tulture (ter'ki-vul'tur), n. The tur-

country so called (see turkey), + cock'>-.~\ The key-buzzard: more fully called red-headed tur-

bird now called turkey (including the female); key-rnlturc.

properly, the male of the turkey, called the Turkey wheat. See wheat.

(jobbler; hence, a person of great personal Turkic (ter'kik)^ " «<""'Same as Turkish. An-

vanity and foolisb pride: so called in allusion

to the strutting of the bird.

Puppet like thou dost advaunce thy crest^

And swell in big lookes like some turkie-cocke.

Ready to burst with pride.
Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

Here he comes, swelling like a turkey-cock.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 1. 16.

Ocellated 1 tirkey ( Meitaetis oceliata)

the other ; the plumage is intensely lustrous, and in part
eyed with iridescent ocelli, recalling those of the peacock;
the bare head is deep-blue, studded with caruncles of an
orange color, and no dewlap is developed.

2. With qualifying term, one of several differ-

ent Australian birds which resemble or suggest
the turkey. See phrases below— Bronze turkey.
See brome.— Cambridgeshire turkey. See def. i (a) (2).

[Eng.]— Colorado turkey, see TarefaiiM.— Crested
turkey, a variety of the domestic turkey having a top-

knot of featliers. This has long been known ; it was fig-

ured by Albin in 1738, and was the gallopavo cristatun of

various authors.— Honduras turkey, the ocelluted tur-

key.—Mexican turkey. See def. 1 (a).—Native turkey,
the Australian bustard, Otis {ChoHotU) australis. [Anglo-
Australian.]—New El^land wild turkey, the feral tur-

key of the region named. This was early noted as differ-

ing from the domestic bird in its dark color and supposed
greater size, and was the gallopam sylvestris of various

writers, as Ray, 1713. Its size was usually exaggerated,

even up to a weight of CO pounds (Hrisson, 1760). See def.

1 (a) (1), and quotation from Clarke.- Norfolk turkey.
Seedef. l(o)(2). [Eng.]— Ocellated turkey. .See def 1

(ft).—Wild turkey. See def. 1 (a). (See &\m>bru3h-turkey,

water-turkey.)

dionale),
size.

•y-pn
aboilUt ten times natural

thropol. Jour., XIX. 30. [Bare.]

turkiest, n. See turquoise.

turkis't, r. t. [Also lorkess; < OF. torquiss, ior-

quer, turn: see turkeii.'] To turn; alter.

He taketh the same sentence out of Esay (somewhat
turkised) for his poesie as well as the rest.

Bp. Bancroft, Survey of Pretended Holy Discipline (1593),

[p. 6. {Davies.)

turkis^ (tfer'kis), n. Same as turquoise. Ten-
nyson.

Turkish (ter'kish), a. and n. [= D. Turksch
= G. Tiirkisch = Sw. Turkisk = Dan. Tyrkisk;

as J'lo-A-l + -j,?7(l. Cf. Turkeis^.] I. n. Of or
pertaining to Turkey or the Turks ; cliaraeter-

istic of, made in, or derived from Turkey: as,

Turkish misrule; Turkish rugs Turkish bath.
See 6o(Ai.— Turkish carpet. See carpet.- Turkish
crown, in Aer. Sanieas/wrftan.— Turkish manna. Same
as trehala.— Turkish music, music produced entirely
with Oriental instruments of percussion. like drums, cym-
bals, bells, etc.— Turkish poimd. See lira 1 , 2.— Turkish
saddle, tobacco, etc. See the nouns.—Turkish sponge,
the Turkey cup-sponge, Sponiria adriatica, a bath-six>nge

of fine quality.— Turkish towel, Turkish toweUng, a
rough towel or toweling-material with a long naj) which
is usually composed of uncut loops. Besides it.s use for

the batli, etc., it is often made a background for embroi-
dery.—Turkish wheat. See wheat.

II. n. The language ot the Turks, a member
of the Ural-Altaic family of languages, having
several dialects, of which the literary language
of the Ottoman Turks is the best-knomi. It is

commonly written with the Arabic alphabet.

Turkishly (t6r'kish-li), adv. In the manner
of tbf Turks. Quarterly Rev.

Turkisbnesst (ter'kish-nes), n. The character
or condition of being Turkish ; hence, heathen-
ism

;
paganism ; barbarism. Ascham, Toxophi-

lus, i.

turkle (t^r'kl), «. [Also tarkle.] A turtle or
tortoise. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

turkey-corn (ter'ki-kom), n. Same as squirrel-

corn.

Turkey corn. See maize, 1.

turkey-fat ore (ter'ki-fat or). A bright orange-

yellow variety of zinc carbonate (smithsonite),

colored by cadmium sulphid. It occurs in

mammillary forms in the zinc region of south-

western Missouri. [Local.]

turkey-feather laver (tfer'ki-feTH"er la'ver).

A plant : same as peacocl^s-tail.

turkey-gnat (ter'ki-nat), n. A small black fly,

Simulium meridio-

nale, which attacks
poultry in the south-
ern and western
United States, par-
ticularly in the Mis-
sissippi valley. Com-
pare cut under Simu-
lium.

turkey-gobbler(ter '
-

ki-gob"ler), n. The
turkey-cock. See gob-
bler^.

turkey-grass (tfer'ki-

gras), n. The cleav-

ers or goose-grass,
Galium Aparine. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
Turkey gum. See gum arabic, under gum^. _ _
turkey-hen (ter'ki-'hen), «. [Orig. Turkey-hen Turkman (terk'man), «. [< TiirA-l -l- man. Cf.

or Turkey hen : see turkey-cock and turkey.} The Turkoman.'] Same as Turkoman. Byron, The
hen or female of the turkey. Island, ii. 19.



Turko

TurkO, « See Turcot.

turkois, ». See turquoise.

Turkoman (ter'ko-man), n. [Also Turcoman

;

— F. Turcoman, Turkoman = G. Turlomane
(Russ. Turhncnetsil, etc.); ult. < Pers. Turk.
Turk, Turk.] A member of a branch of the
Turkish race, found chiefly in central Asia (in

Russian territory), Persia, and Afghanistan.
Nearly all are noraads. Among the tribes are the Tekkes
of Merv aiul Akhal, the Sariks, etc. Also Turktnan.—
Turkoman carpet, a cai-pet made by the nomads on
the northern frontiers of Persia, usually simple in design,
but of soft and long uap and rich colors.

Turk's-cap (terks'kap), n. 1. The martagon-
lily, Lilium Martagon ; also, the American
swamp-lily, L. supcrbiim. Also called Turk's-

cap lily. See martagon and lily.— 2. A species
of melon-cactus, Melocuctus communis. Also
Turk's-cap cactus, Turk's-kead.—3. A variety of
winter squash.

Turk's-head (terks'hed), n. 1. Bame as Turk's-
cap. 2.— 2. Xaut., a form
of knot made by weaving
turns of small cord round
a larger rope. A similar
knot is largely used iu or-

namenting whip-handles.

—

3. A long broom with spherical head, for sweep-
ing ceilings, etc.

He saw a great Turk'ihead besom jwked up at him.
Bulwer, My Xovel, x. 20.

4. A pan for baking cake, having a tin core in
the center, thus bringing heat into the middle
of the cake.

Tvtrk's-turban (t6rks't6r'ban), to. A plant of
the genus Ranunculus ; crowfoot,

tnrky't, n. An obsolete spelling of turkey.

turky-t, ". [Abbr. of Turky-stone, Turkey-stone.^
Same as Turkey-stone, 1. Sandys, Travailes,
p. 173.

Turky-stonet, «. See Turkey-stone.

Turky-wheatt, w. See Turkey-wheat.

Turlington's balsam. See benzoin.

tnrl0U£h (ter'locli), «. [< Ir. turloch, a dry
lake, <tur, bare, dry, + loch, lake : see lough.'\

In Ireland, a temporary pond or lake in certain
limestone districts.

Some [sluggas] are abrupt deep holes, others open into
shallow hollows; and when the water during floods rises
in the latter, it orerflows the adjoining lands, formingthe
turlowjhg, which are usually lakes in winter and callows
in summer. Kinahan, Geol, of Ireland, p. 325.

Tnrlnpin (ter'lu-pin), h. [OF., appar. a par-
ticular use, in contempt, of turlupin, "a grub,
raushrome, start-up, new-nothing man of no
value" (Cotgrave, ed. 1611); origin unknown.]
In eccles. hist., a name given to the members of
a French sect of about the fourteenth century,
which held views very similar to those of the
Brethren of the Free Spirit.

The Turtuping were first known by the names Beghards,
or Beghins, and brothers and sisters of the free spirit.
The common people alone called them Turluping, a name
which seems obviously to be coimected with the wolvish
howli[]g8 which these people, in all probability, would
make in their religious ravings. Their subsequent name
of the fraternity of p<x»r men might have been the cause
why the wandering rogues, called Bedlam beggars, as-
sumed or obtained the title of Turlupint or Tnrlygoods,
especially if their mode of asking alms was accompanied
by the geaticulationa of madmen.

Douce, 111. of Shakspeare.

turm (term), n. [< L. turma, a troop ; cf. turba,
a troop, crowd: see turba, turbid.] A troop;
a turma.

Legiona and cohorts, turvu of horse and wings.
MUtan, P. R., iv. 66.

tonna (tf'r'mil), «.; pi. turmm (-me). [L. : see
turm.] Among the Romans, a company of cav-
alry, consisting at first of thirty and afterward
of thirty-two men.
tormalin, tnrmaline (t6r'ma-lin), ». Same as
tourmalin.

turmeric (ter'me-rik), «. [Formerly also tur-
merick{iiij. turnierica, Minsheu); cf. P. terre-me-
rite (NL. terra merita), turmeric (as if < L. terra,
eartii, -t- merita, deserved, deserving, taken in
the forced sense of 'excellent'); both prob. cor-
ruptions of an Oriental name, perhaps of Ar.
kurkum, saffron: see curcuma.] 1. The rhi-
zome of Curcuma tonga, a plant of the ginger
family, native and long enltivated in the East
Indies. It has a central ovoid body and lateral elongated
tubers, called respectively rrnmd and long turmeric, former-
ly supposed to come from diJTerent species. Turmeric is
of a deep brownish or greenish yellow, inwardly orange, of
a resinous consistence and peculiar aromatic odor. It is
prepared for use by grinding. In India it is most largely
employed as a condiment, particularly as an ingredient in
curry-powders. It has the property of an aromatic stim-
ulant, and Is there given internally for various troubles.
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and applied externally for ekin-diseaaes. In western coun-
tries its chief use (now declining) has been that of a dye-
stutf, in which capacity it affords beautiful but fugitive
shades of yellow ; at present a leading use is in the prep-
aration of a test-paper called turmeric-paper or curcuma-
paper. The coloring matter is called curcumin; and the
oil to which its aromatic taste and smell are due, tur-
meric-nil or turmerol. Sometimes called Indian saffron.
The Hindu name is hiddee.

2. The plant producing tm-merie.— 3. The
bloodroot, Sanquinaria Canadensis AfWcan tur-
meric, the rootstock of a species of Cannu, having prop-
erties like those of turmeric, cultivated in Sierra Leone,
and much used by the natives for dyeing yellow.

turmeric-oil (ter'me-rik-oil), )(. The oil of tur-
meric.

turmeric-paper (ter'me-rik-pa'per), n. See
paper.

turmeric-plant (ter'me-rik-plant), TO. Same as
turmeric, 2.

turmeric-root (ter'me-rik-rot), TO. 1. The com-
mon turmeric.— 2. The yellowroot, Hydrastis
Canadensis.

turmeric-tree (tfer'me-rik-tre), n. Arutaceous
tree, Acronychia Bauiri, of southeastern .Aus-
tralia. It is a moderate-sized tree with a hard, close-
grained, and strong yellow wood, and a bright-yellow
inner bark used for dyeing.

turmerol (ti-r'me-rol), ». [< turmer(ic) + -ol.]

Turmeric-oil.

turmoil (ter'moil), v. [Formerly also turmoyle;
prob. from an OF. verb connected with OF. tre-

mouille, also trameul, also tremoie, tremuye, tre-

inie, the hopper of a mill, < tremuer, agitate, < L.
tremere, shake, tremble : see tremble.] I. trans.
To disturb ; agitate ; trouble ; disquiet.

A ship vnto a certaine haven bent,
TurmoUde in Xeptunes watry element.

Titnes' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 143.

In his time Island was tunnoiled with many fierce muti-
nies. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. ii71.

Quentln resorted to a solitary walk, . . . and there
endeavoured to compose his tunnoiled and scattered
thoughts. ScoU, Quentln Durward, v.

n.t intrans. To labor amid trouble, worri-
ment, or vexation ; be disquieted or in trouble

;

worry.
I was once in examination before five or six bishops,

where 1 had much turmoiling. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

.Some notable Sophlster lies sweating and turmcyling
under the inevitable and mercilesse dilemma's of .Socrates.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus,

turmoil (tfer'moil), H. [Formerly also turmoyle;
< turmoil, v.] Distracting stir, bustle, commo-
tion, confusion, or din; tumult; disturbance;
agitation; trouble; disquiet.

There 111 rest, as after much turmoil
A blessed soul doth in Elysium.

Shak., T. O. of V., ii. 7. 87.

=SyiL Confusion, bustle, uproar.

turmoiloust, «. [Early mod. E. termoylous; <
turmoil + -ous.] Troublous.

Saynct Angustyne . . . was surelye an excellente man,
of dyuyne witte, and knowledge, and so trauayled in set-
tynge foorth Christes true Relygion in those termoylous
dayes . . . that he is worthelye called a Doctom- and Pyl-
ler of Christes Chimihe.

R. Eden, First Books on America (ed. Arber), p. 10.

turn (t6m), V. [Early mod. E. also tourn, torn ;
< ME. turncn. tyrnen, tirnen (< AS.), also tournen,
tornen (< OF.); AS. tyrnan, turnian, turn (cf.

O. turnen, tilt, just, practise gymnastics, also
MHG. G. turnieren, tilt, just, tourney, = Icel.

turna, turn, turnera, tilt, tourney, < OF.), =
OF. torncr, tourner, F. tourner = Pr. Sp. Pg.
tornar= It. tornarc, < L. tornarc, turn in a lathe,
round off, ML. ttim (in various uses) (cf. Gr.
ropveieiv, work with a turners' chisel, turn in a
lathe, round off, turn, ropvovadai, make round),
< tornus, < Gr. rSpvoc, a tool used by carpenters
to draw circles with, a kind of compasses, also a
turners' chisel ; akin to ropdc, piercing, < rdpew,
pierce, L. tercre, rub away: see terebrate, trite,

'n/.] I. trans. 1. To form or fashion (a piece
of wood or metal), with a chisel, while the
object is rotated in a lathe; shape, as wood,
metal, or other hard substance, especially into
round or rounded figures, by means qf a lathe

:

as, to turn the legs of a chair or a table ; to turn
ivory figures.

A tumid beddstedd corded x».

Quoted in //. Hall's Society in Elizabethan Age, App., I.

I could turn you a rare handle for that crutch-stick.
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iv. 16.

2. To round; e.xecute in rounded outlines;
bring to perfection of shape, form, or style;
hence, to form, fashion, or shape in any way

:

as, to turn a sentence.

The edge ... Is decked with many pretty litle turned
plllers, either of marble or free stone, to leane over.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 205.

turn
Bring all to the forge and file again ; torn it anew.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

To play with this smooth, round,
And weU-(om«d chin, as with the billiard ball.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 2.

But now, my muse, a softer strain rehearse.
Turn every line with art, and smooth thy verse.

Addison, The Greatest English Poets.

Then her shape
From forehead down to foot perfect— again
From foot to forehead exquisitely tum'd. '

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. To adapt ; make suitable, fit, or proper.

However improper he might have been for studies of a
higher nature, he was perfectly well turned for the occu-
pations of trade and commerce.

Addison, Spectator, Xo. 108.

A man who is not turned for mirthful meetings of men,
or assemblies of the fair sex. Steele, Spectator, >'o. 49.

My self not trying, or not tum'd to please,
May lay the Line, and measure out the Ways.

Congreve, Of Pleasing.

4. To cause to revolve about an axis, or to move
round on or as on a center ; cause to rotate : as,
to turn a crank.

She would have made Hercules have turned spit.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 261.

5. To execute by whirling or revolving.

Here Is a boy that loves to run. swim, kick football, turti
somersets. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, viii.

6. To revolve in the mind ; regard from differ-

ent points of view ; consider and reconsider

;

ponder.
Turn these Ideas about In your mind, and take a view

of them on all sides. WaUs.

7. To go, pass, or move round
;
go or get round

or to the other side of : as, to turn the stake-
boat in a race.

My tutor appears so able that ... it must be my own
fault if I am not a complete rogue before I (Mm the comer.

SheridaTi, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

8. To change the course or direction of ; cause
to move, tend, or be aimed or pointed in an op-
posite or different direction, or toward a differ-

ent object, purpose, or the like ; divert from
one way, course, or channel into another.
Hell turn your current In a ditch. Slutk., Cor., iii. 1. 96.

He had very much turned his studies . . . Into the lives
of Don Bellianis of Greece, Guy of Warwick, 'the Seven
Champions," and other historians of that age.

Steele, Tatler, No. 95.

The king now turned his thoughts upon a nobler object.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 72.

The king, who would never have made such a devise in
his better (lays, was more easily turned from his purpose
now than he would once have been.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

Hence— (a) To head off: as, to turn a runaway horse.
(6) To reverse; repeal.

God wlU turn thy captivity, and have compassion npon
thee. Deut. xxx. 3.

It is not in thy power to turn this destiny.
Fletcher (and another '!), Prophetess, iii. 3.

(c) To direct; aim : as, to turn the hose on a burning build-
ing.

A man, though he turns his eyes toward an object, yet
he may choose whether he will curiously sturey it. Locke.

As he gazed with wonder, the youth turned upon him a
piece of lighted bog-wood which he carried in a lantern.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxix.

(d) To put or apply; use or employ; utilize: as, to (urn
everything to advantage or account

Great Apollo
Turn all to the best ! Shak., W. T., iii. 1. 15.

I am a man out of all business, and would willingly turn
my head to any thing for an honest livelihood.

Addison, Spectator, No. 251.

Some, who turn their travels to the greatest advantage,
endeavour to mix with the people of the country, and with
all strangers, in order to make proper observations on cus-
toms and manners.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 277.

(«) To blunt (literally by turning over) : as, to turn the
edge of a knife. See the phrase below. (/) To send

;

drive ; force : with off, out, upon, etc. : as, to turn cattle
out to feed ; to turn a servant oitt of the house.

And gif the! talke of tales vn-trewe.
Thou torn hem out of that entent.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 108.

Let me be corrected.
To break my stubbornness, if it be so.

Rather than turn me off; and I shall mend.
Beau, and Ft., Philaster, ii. 1.

A vessel sent by some merchants to carry provisions to
La Tour was fallen into the hands of D"Aulnay, who had
made prize of her, and turned the men upon an island.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 267.

9. To change the position of ; shift or change to
or as to the top, bottom, front, or back ; reverse
or invert; turn upside down or inside out: as,

to turn an hour-glass; to turn flapjacks on a
griddle ; to turn one's coat.

If I were angry, I might turn the Buckle of my Gh-dle
behinde me.

S. Alexsander, quoted in Winwood's Memorials, 1. 453.



turn

This house is turned upside down since Kobin Ostler
died. Shafc., 1 Hen. IV., ii. l. ll.

I tatke and prate, and lay 't not on their jackes.
And the proud Jacks care not a fig forme;
But bones a me, lie turne another leafe.

Heytcood, If you Know not me (Works, ed. 1874, 1. 257).

When she (the hen] has laid her ejigs in such a manner
that she can cover them, what care does she take in turn-
ing them frequently, that all parts may partake of the vital
warmth. Addison, Spectator, >'o. 120.

10. To throw; overthrow; overturn.

All Troy for to.take and time at hor wille.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4508.

The Troiens with tene thai tirnyt to ground,
Kyld of hor knightes & coniyns full nioiiy.

Destruction of Troy (E. E, T. 8.), 1. 10282.

lit. To set.

The Troiens thaire tore shippis hade tumyt on ffyre.

Wold haue brent hom barly, botis & other.
Destntction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7112.

12t. To return; send back.
Tell her I sent it to make merry with.
Shell turn us thanks at least

!

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

13. To transfer; put into other hands; turn
over.

Our inheritance is turned to strangers, our houses to
aliens. Lam. v. 2.

14. To fold so that the other side may appear:
as, to turn down one's collar.— 15. To remake
with the inside turned out ; make over again by
reversing the material : as, to tur7i a garment.
A pair of old breeches thrice turned.

Shafc., T. of the S., iii. 2. 44.

Mrs. Cratchit, . . . dressed out but poorly in a twice-
tumed gown. Dickens, Christmas Carol, iii.

Her satin gown had been turned and made over till

«very possible capability of it was exhausted.
H. B, Stowe, Oldtown, p. 51.

16. To change to another opinion or party;
-change with respect to convictions, sentiments,
feelings, or conduct ; convert or pervert.

One suffering for the truth tumeth more than a thou-
sand sermons. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

Will nothing turn your unrelenting hearts?
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4. 59.

So, turn, good Lord, O turn the hearts of Princes,
Whose Rage their realms with Saints deer bloud berinses.

Sylvester, tr. of Bethulians Rescue, vi.

Wisest woman
That ever tipped her tongue with point of reasons.
To turn her hearers ! B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

17. To change or alter the nature, character,
or appearance of in any way ; change into some-
thing else; transform; transmute; metamor-
phose.

Watir to wyne he turned ryue,
He garte corne growe with-outen plogh,

Wher are was none. York Plays, p. 205.

There an Aungel helde Jacob stille, and turned his Name,
and cleped him Israel. MandevUle, Travels, p. 86.

There was sometime in (Esea a woman called Circe, which
by enchantment . . . used with a drink to turn as many
men as received it into divers likeness and figures of sundry
beasts SirT. More, Life of Picus (Utopia, Int., p. Ixxxi.).

You may as well go about to turn the sun to ice with fan-
ning in his face with a peacock's feather.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 212.

They 11 turn me in your arms, Janet,
An adder and an ask.
The Young TanUane (Child's Ballads, 1. 122).

Nay, must my mirth be so suddenly turned into bitter
bowlings, and my ease into a bed of flames?

SliUingjieet, Sermons, I. xi.

18. To change from one language or form of
expression to another; paraphrase; translate;
construe.
Most of these things we had from his own mouth, and

heard him turn the oriental languages into Latin very
readily. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 233.

At the age of eleven [Emerson] was turning Vii^il into
very readable English heroics. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, i.

19. To change from a fresh, sweet, or other-
wise natural condition; cause to ferment, be-
come sour, or the like : as, warm weather turns
milk.

You've almost turned my good affection to you

;

Soured my sweet thoughts, all my pure purposes.
B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 3.

20. To put or bring into a certain state or con-
dition : as, the wine has turned him sick,

A slave that still . . . turns me to shame.
Shak., T. G. of v., iv. 4. 67.

Should I tell you gravely that without the help of coins
we should never have known which was the first of the
emperors that wore a beard, or rode in stirrups, I might
turn my science into ridicule.

Addison, Dial(^ues on Medals, i.

21t. To get around; trick; beguile; cheat.

Til he had tomed him he coude not blinne.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 100.

22. To render unbalanced or unsound ; dis-
tract: as, to ^Hrn one's head. See the phrase be-
low.—Not to turn a hair. See Aatri.—To be turned,
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or to be turned of, to be or to have advanced beyond

:

said with regard to age.

Irus, though he is now turned of fifty, has not appeared
in the world in his real character since flve-and-twenty.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

When they [miners] are turned of thirty they begin to
look thin, and are much subject to plurisies and palsies.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 227.

Of late, trouble of another kind has been added. Tina
is a little turned of fifteen ; she is going to be very beau-
tifuL H. B. Stou^e, Oldtown, p. 406.

To turn a cat-in-pan. See caii.—To turn adrift.
See adrift— To turn against, (a) To use to the disad-
vantage or injury of : fia, his argument was turned against
himself ; they turned their arms against their friends. (6)
To render unfriendly or opposed to : as, his old comrade
was turned against him by false reports.—To turn an
enemy's flank line, or position, to manoeuver so as to
pass round his forces and attack hnn from the rear or on
the flank ; hence, tO tum one's flank, in a figurative
sense, to circumvent or outwit one.

Tom felt at once that \x\^ flank was turned.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 6.

A number of attempts were made by the enemy to turn
our T\%\it Jlank, where Sherman was posted, but every ef-

fort was repulsed with heavy loss.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 339.

To turn a penny. See penny.—^o tum aside, to turn
to one side ; ward otf ; avei-t : as, to tum aside a blow or
a thrust.— To turn away, (a) To turn in an opposite
or difi'erent direction ; avert.

She turns aivay the face, Shah^ Lucrece, 1. 1711.

(6) To tum aside; avert.

We pray to God to tum away some evil from us.

Whole Duty of Man.
(c) To dismiss from service; discharge; discard.

I must turn away some of my followers.
Shak.,U. W. of W.,i. 3. 4.

The Master of the House may tum away all his Servants,
and take whom he please. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 63.

To turn back, (a) To cause to return or retrace one's
footsteps : as, I was turned back by stress of weather. (6t)
To send back ; return.

We tum not back the silks upon the merchant
When we have soil'd them. Shak., T. and C, ii. 2. 69.

To turn down, (a) To fold or double down.

Is not the leaf turn'd down? Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 273.

(6) To lower by turning a stop-cock or the like : as, to
tum down the gas. (c) To snub ; suppress. [Slang, U. S.J

—To turn flukes. SeeJlukei.—T!o turn forth, to drive
or cast out ; expel.

Tum melancholy /oriA to funerals.
Shak., M. N. D.,i. 1. 14.

To turn headt, to turn round ; face about.

Turn head, and stop pursuit. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 69.

To turn in. (a) To fold or double in.

Thus a wise tailor is not pinching.
But turns at every seam an inch in.

Uudibras. {Imp. Diet.)

(6) To turn inward : said especially of the toes.

I gives 'em the hornpipe and the bandy jig, that's dan-
cing with my toes turned in.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 200.

(c) To hand over or deliver : as, to turn in the unexpended
balance.—To tum in a deadeve or block, to fasten the
shroud or strap round the deadeye or block.—To tum
OflF. (a) To dismiss or put away summarily ; discard ; dis-

charge.

He turned off his former wife to make room for this
marriage. Addison,

Servants sent on messages are apt to stay out somewhat
longer than the message requires. . . . When you return,
the master storms, the lady scolds ; stripping, cudgelling,
and turning ojf is the word.

Stir^t, Advice to Servants (General IMrections).

(&t) To give over; consign.

The murmurer is turned off to the company of those
doleful creatures that inhabit the ruins of Babylon.

Government of the Tongue.
(c) To turn aside ; divert.

The institution of sports and shows was intended, by
all governments, to turn off the thoughts of the people
from busying themselves in matters of state.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 34.

(d) To perform; accomplish; complete.

Whatever he may say of its quality, the German official

or man of business is always appalled at the quantity of
work his compeer here can ttirn off in a given time.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 306.

(c) To shut off, as a fluid, by means of a stop-cock, valve,
etc., so as to prevent its operation or effect ; stop or with-
draw the effective supply of : as, to turn off the gas, the
water, or the steam. (/) To hang, as a criminal ; hence,
with humorous allusion to the "noose," to put through
the marriage ceremony ; marry. [Slang.] •

Some minutes after he was turned off, a Reprieve came
for him, and being immediately cut down, he soon reviv'd,
to the admiration of all Spectators.
The Flying Post, Dec. 11, 170.% quoted in Ashton's Social

(Life in Ileign of Queen Anne, II. 215.

I saw them turned off at igsackly a quarter past 12.

Thackeray, Yellowplush Papers, Mr. Deuceace at Paris, ix.

ig) To give a different turn or direction to, or a different
meaning or effect to; turn aside: as, to turn off a. joke.

—

To tum on, to open a passage to, or admit, as a fluid by
means of a stop-cock or valve, so as to bring into actual
operation or use ; bring into play the effective supply of

:

as, to turn on the gas, steam, or water.—To turn one's
coat, to change sides ; go over to another party, sect, or
the like ; become a pervert Compaie tunwoat.

turn
They blackguarded him like good 'uns — said he only

wanted to get into the House to finger the salary and then
tum his coat. Grenville-Murray, Member for Paris, xx.

Mr. Bright should be the last man to charge a political
opponent with turning his coat.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 526.

To tum one's hand, to apply or adapt one's self.

A good Servant shou'd tum his Hand to every thing in
a Family. Steele, Tender Husband, iL 1.

To all things could he tum his hand.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To tum one's head or brain, (a) To make one giddy
or dizzy, as by looking down from a great height. (6) To
infect one with extravagant notions, as of pride or conceit

:

as, the attentions shown him quite turned his head.

For the benefit of such whose heads are a little turned,
... I shall assign one of the sides of the college which
I am erecting for the cure of this dangerous distemper
[pride]. Steele, Tatler, No. 127.

The spirit of public fanaticism txirned their heads.
Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

The rush of invitations, and the struggle for his society,
. . . would have been quite enough to a/r7i«n?/A^arf less
strong than his. Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, viii.

To turn out. (a) To put out ; drive out ; expel : as, the
unruly persons were turned out.

The triumphantparty arenot at all in the humour to be
turned out every time his lordship has drunk a bottle too
much. Walpole, Letters, II. a.

(b) To put out to pasture, as cattle or horses, (c) To pro-
duce as the result of labor, or training, or any process of
manufacture; furnish in a complete state; send out fin-

ished : as, this factory turns out 1,000 pieces of cloth in a
week.

One thing is very certain— that the [public] schools
turned out splendid scholars, and their powers of writing
Latin and Greek verse were wonderful.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 155.

(d) To tum inside out; reverse ; hence, to bring to view;
show ; produce : as, to turn out one's pockets ; tum out
your cards.— To tum over, (a) To change the position
of the top, bottom, or sides of; overturn : as, to tum over
a box; the seats were turned over in the struggle. (6) To
hand over; deliver; transfer; refer: as, the business was
turned over to his creditors.

If he [the footman} be not for your Tum, (wmhim over
to me again when I come back. Hou}ell, Letters, I. v. 13.

Tis well the debt no payment does demand

;

You tum me over to another hand.
Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

(c) To do business, or sell goods, to the amount of : as, he
turns over about iglOOO a week, (d) To open and turn the
leaves of for the purpose of examining.

Some conceive they have no more to do than to turn
over a concordance. Swift.

(et) To turn off; hang. [Slang.]

Criminals, condemned to suffer.

Are blinded first, and then turned over.

S. Buder, Hudibras, III. ii. 698.

To tum over a new leaf. See leaf.— To turn tail
See (ai?i.— To turn the back, to tum away; hence, to
leave a place or company

; go off ; run away.

Make mouths upon rae when I tum my back.
Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 238.

Sam, Quarrel, I will back thee.
Gre. How ! tum thy back and run?

Shak., E.. and J., i. 1. 41.

To turn the back on or upon one. See &a^*i.— To
tum the buckle of the belt behind. See buckle^.—
To tum the cat in the pan. («t) To reverse the order
of things so as to make them appear the opposite of what
they really are. y. E. D., under cat.

There is a cunning which we in England call "the turn-
ing of the cat in the pan "

: which is when that which a
man says to another he lays it as if another had said it to
him. Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1S87X

(6) See to tum a caZ-in-pan, under ca(i.— To tum the
cold shoulder. See cold.—To tum the die or the
dice, to change the luck.

Fortune confounds the wise,
And, when they least expect it, turns the dice.

Dryden.

To turn the edge of, to deprive of sharpness or keen-
ness ; blunt.

This news, I think, hath turn'd your weapon's edge.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii, 1. 179.

To tum the paunch, to vomit ; disgorge, as fish. [New
Eng.]— To turn the scale, to make one side of the bal-
ance fall ; hence, figuratively, to give superiority or suc-
cess; decide; determine.

You weigh equally ; a feather will tum the scale.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 32.

If I survive, shall Troy the less prevail?
A single soul 's too light to tum the scale. Dryden.

To tum the stomach of, to cause nausea or disgust in

;

make qualmish or disgusted.

They [Tonquinese] have many sorts of dishes, that wou'd
turn the Stomach o/a stranger, which yet they themselves
like very well. Dampier, Voyages, II. L 30.

This filthy simile, this beastly line,

Quite turns my stomach.
Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 182.

To tum the tables. See taUe.—Totum tippett. See
tippet.— To turn to the right-about. See right abmtt.
— To turn turtle. See turtle'^.-To tum up. (a) To
bring to the surface; bring from below to the top; tum
over : as, to tum up the sod or the soil.

Yellow " bobs " turned up before the plough
Are chiefest baits ; with cork and lead enough.

J. Dennys (Arber'a Eng. Gamer, I. 176).
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He strewed the City . . . with salt, having first turned

up the ground with a plough. Coryat, Crudities, I. 131.

(W To bring or put a different surface or side uppermost

;

place with the face upward : as, to turn up a card.

Your lordship is the most patient man in loss, the most
coldest that ever turned up ace. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 3. 2.

(c) To give an upward turn or direction to ; bring the end,

tip, or point of uppermost ; tilt up : as, to turn up one's

nose (an expression of contempt).

Her deuotion at the Church is much in the turning vp

of her eye, and turning downe the leafe in her Booke
when shee heares nam'd Chapter and Verse.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, AShee Precise Hypocrite.

(d) To refer to in a book : as, to turn up a passage or text.—

TO turn upon (or on), to direct or cause to operate upon

or against ; hence, to cast back upon ; retort : as, he turned

his sword upon himself ; to turn the arguments of an op-

ponent ujAj/i himself.—To tum up one's toes, to die.

(Slang.)— Turned conunas, reversed commas ("), used

in marking the beginning of a quotation, and under a

word or words to indicate repetition.— Tuxning-Off ma-
chine, in slixiriiiy-manuf.. a machine for closing the seam
in stockings which have been knit flat. K H. Knight.

n. intrans. 1. To have a revolving or roll-

ing motion ; move round, as on an axis, pivot,

or hinge ; revolve.

He that is giddy thinks the world turns round.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 2a

If it [a cannon.ball) should strike any part of the body
when the Telocity ... is greatly diminished, it does not

carry it away, . . . but, in consequence of its circular or

rolling motion, it tunii round the part, in the same man-
ner as a wheel passes over a limb.

J. M. Carnoehan, Operative Surgery, p. 134.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, to move as on a point

of support; hinge; depend: with o?^ or «pon

;

as, the question turns upon this point.

The Chorus ought to tum upon the Argument of the
Drama, and support the Design of the Acts.

Jeremy CMier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 149.

Great eventa often turn upon very small circumstances.
Swift, Conduct of Allies.

A playfulness that turned on her supposed oddity was
not at all to Maggie's taste.

Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 1.

3. To move so as to face in a different direction

or in some specified direction ; direct one's face,

course, efforts, attentions, thoughts, etc. (in

some partietilar direction) : as, to turn toward
Mecca in prayer ; to turn down a shady lane

;

I know not which way to turn.

At thys present time of it speke no more,
Vnto my purpos torn shall 1 therfore.

Jiom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 518.

Abjure this magic, tum to God again.
Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, It 1.

I know not where to tum. O, welcome home I

Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 197.

Trust me. Sir, I thought we had wanted three miles of

this house ; . . . now we are at it, we'll turn Into it, and
refresh ourselves with a cup of drink.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 56.

Just within the Gate, we turned up a Street on the left

hand, and were conducted by the Consul to his own house.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 67.

Great souls by instinct to each other turn.

Demand alliance, and in friendship bum.
Addi»on, The Campaign.

There is no Point of the Compass to which they cannot
tum, and by which they are not turn'd.

Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 6.

4. To change the position or posture of the
body, as in bed; shift or roll from one side to

the other.

I turn'd and try'd each comer of ray bed.
To find If sleep were there, but sleep was lost.

Dryden.

5. To change direction; take an opposite or

different course or way.

Then Shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
Turn, and te-tum, indenting with the way.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 704.

6. Specifically, to put about; tack.

He spy'd a Dutch Sloop turning to get into the Road,
and saw her at the evening Anchor at the West end of
the Island. Dampier, Voyages, I. 52.

7. To change one's attitude or policy; hence,
to rebel; offer resistance; show figlit: often
with upon : as, to turn upon one's accuser. See
to tum on (o), below.

Should I turn upon the true prince?
Shot., 1 Hen. IV., IL 4. 297.

Even the instinctive worm on which we tread
Tumi, though It would not.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

8. To retrace one's steps
;
go or come back

;

return.

Either thou wilt die, by God's just ordinance.
Ere from this war thou tum a conqueror.
Or 1 with grief and extreme age shall perish.
And never look upon thy face again.

Shak., Rich. III., It. 4. 184.

9. To retreat; run away; also, to desert; go
over to the enemy. [Bare.]
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Whan thi haf o' thi Gordones desertit,

An' turnit wi' Murray in a crack.

BatUe o/CoricAfe (Child's Ballads, VII. 213).

10. To change or become altered in nature,

character, quality, appearance, or the like ; be
converted, transformed, or transmuted ; hence,

in general, to become
;
grow : as, to turn gray

;

to turn pale.

He that kepeth it clanly a yere, aftre that yere, hyt

tumeth yn to Flesche and Bloode.
UandemUe, Travels, p. 124.

Thy mirth shall turn to moan.
Shak., 1 Hen. 'VI., ii. 3. 44.

All the happiness
Bestow'd upon me turns into disgrace.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iil. 1.

Why how now eyes? what now? what's heere to do?
I'me gone, or I shall straite tume baby to.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works,
[ed. 1874, II. 150).

That every one who turned Christian was sure by that

means to forfeit the favour of his prince, and to be looked

uix)n as an apostate from the religion of his country.

Bp. Atteriury, Sermons, I. lii.

Their design was to tum pirates, and plunder the Span-

lards. Sun/t, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 1.

You're a nice article, to tum sulky on first coming
home : Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxvi.

One of them asked her when her hair had begun totwm.
Harper's Mag., LXXVU. 135.

In particular— (o) To shift.

Now all this Scene shall to Arcadia tum.
The Seat of happy Nymphs and Swains:

Congreve, Semele, ii. 3.

(6) To change from a fresh or sweet condition ; become
sour or spoiled, as milk or cider.

Cow-milk thus prepared I judge to be better for a con-

sumption than ass-milk, which , . . tumeth not so easily,

but IS a little harsh. Bacon, Nat Hist., § 61.

(c) To become light, dizzy, or giddy, as the head or brain

;

reel ; hence, to become distracted, demented, or mad.

I'll look no more,
Le«t my brain tum. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 23.

(d) To become nauseated, qualmish, sick, or disgusted, as

the stomach, (e) To become inclined in another direc-

tion. (/) To change from ebb to flow or from flow to ebb,

as the tide.

The tide turned, and rushed as fiercely in the opposite

direction. Macaulay, Von Ranke's Hist Popes.

11. To be changeable, fickle, or inconstant;

vacillate.

She bade love last, and yet she fell s^tuming.
Shak., Faasionate Pilgrim, 1. 100.

12. To tend; result: with to.

I asked If he wasunwiUing to be made knowne to some
greate man, for that I believed it might tum to his profit

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1671.

Of late the West India coffee, which is not so good, haa

sold so cheap that it does not tum to account to send It

to England. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 134.

13. To take form on the lathe; undergo the

process of turning on a lathe : as, ivory turns

well To turn about, to turn the face In another direc-

tion ; wheel or face about : as, he turned about and faced

me.
O think na ye my heart was wae.
When I turn'd about, away to gae?

The Lament of the Border Widow (Child's BaUads, III. 87).

To turn again, (o) To return.

Oure Lady cam to hem, and bad hem toumen agen.
MandexnUe, Travels, p. 61.

Therefore, O ye children of Israeli, tume agayne, like as

ye haue exceaded in your golnge backe.
BibU of 1551, Isa. xixl. 6.

His big manly voice,

Twming again toward childish treble.

Shak., As you Like It, IL 7. 162.

(6) To make a stand and face the enemy ; tum on an

enemy.

Can honour pull the wings of fearful cowards.

And make 'em tum again like tigers?

Fletcher, Valentinian, Hi. 3.

To turn against, to rebel against ; become unfriendly

or hostile to : as, my friends have all turned against me.
—To turn aside, (o) To leave a straight course; go
off in a different direction.

I have therefore turned aside from that beaten path, and

chosen though a less easy yet a more profitable way.
Uooker, Eccles. Polity, I. 16.

(p) To withdraw from the presence or the notice of others

;

avert the face : as, to tum aside to hide one's blushes

—

To turn away, (a) To leave a straight or usual course

;

deviate ; depart.

When the righteous tumeth aumy from his righteous-

ness, . . . shall he live? Ezek. xvill. 24.

(6) To turn the face In another direction; avert one's

looks.

She paused, she turned atcay, she hung her head.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

To turn back, to go or come back ; return.

Turn back to me.
And play the mother's part

Shak., Sonnets, cxlill.

To turn in. («) To bend or point Inward : as, his toes

tum in. (6) To enter.

Tum in, I pray you, Into your servant's house.
Gen. xlx. 2.

turn

Take ye that, my hireman chiel,

.And tum in here and dine.

The Hireman Chiel (Child's Ballads, VIII. 235).

There is nothing so Interesting as one of these Oriental

cafis, and so I turned in from the street, drew a square
straw-covered stool up to a low table, and held up one
finger. The Century, XLII. 77.

(c) To go to bed. [CoUoq.]

I mean to toss a can, and remember my sweetheart,

afore I turn in. Congreve, Love for Love, HI. 15.

No man can be a sailor, or know what sailors are, unless

he has lived In the forecastle with them— turned in and
out with them, and eaten from the common kid.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 57.

(d) To tum about.— To tum off, to deviate from a course

;

be diverted : as, the road turns offto the right- To turn
on or upon, (a) To show anger, resentment, or hostility

toward ; confront in a hostile or angry manner.

Tum on the bloody hounds with heads of steeL
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 2. 61.

Pompey turned upon him again, and In effect bade him
be quiet. Bacon, Friendship.

(b) See def. 2.—To turn out. (a) To bend or point out-

ward ; as, her toes tum out. (6) To come abroad ; assem-

ble out of doors ; muster : as, the volunteers turned out

in force ; the people turned out to see the show.

Then from evei-y house and hamlet the men turned out.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 126.

(c) Specifically, of workmen, to abandon work In order to

go on strike.

" What do you say to a strike, by way of something pleas-

antto talk about? " "Have the hands actually (urjwd out?"

asked Mrs. Thornton. Mrs.Oaskell, North and South, xviiL

(d) To get out of bed; rise. [Colloq.) (e) To prove In the
result or issue ; appear or show in the end ; terminate ; re-

sult : as, the affair turned out better than was expected.

That you have a wealthy uncle I have heard ; but how
your expectations will turn md is more, I believe, than
you can tell. Sheridan, School for Scandal, Hi. 3.

I never had a wife, but I have had two or three broom-
stick matches, though they never turned out happy.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 353.

To turn over, to move, shift, or change from side to side,

or from top to bottom : as, to turn over In bed.—To turn
round, (a) To turn so as to face the other way ; reverse

one's position. (6) To reverse one's opinions or relations

;

go over to another side or party : as, he turned round and
voted with the Whigs.— To turn rusty. See rusty'i.—

To turn to. (o) [To, prep.] (1) To be directed toward:
as, the needle turns to the pole. (2) To tend to; result

or terminate in. Compare def. 12. (3) To apply one's self

to ; betake one's self to ; direct one's efforts or attention

to ; resort to.

What is that which I should tum to, lighting upon days
like these?

Every door Is barr'd with gold, and opens but to golden
keys. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

(6) [To, adv.) To begin operations ; set to work.

I found that no time was allowed for day-dreaming, but
that we must (uni to at the first light.

jR. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 8.

To turn Turk. See Twr*.—To tum under, to be bent,

doubled, or folded downwaidorunder.—To tumup. (o)

To point upward : as, her nose turns up slightly. (6) To
come to the surface; hence, to come to light; appear;
happen ; occur : as, to be waiting for something to turn up.

Those accidental visitations of fortune are like prizes

In the lottery, which must not be put into the year's In-

come till they turn up.
Sydney Smith, To John Allen, Jan. 24, 1813.

"And then, " said Mr. Mlcawber, ... "I shall, please

Heaven, begin to be beforehand with the world, ... if

— in short, if anything turns up."
Dickens, David CopperfieUI, xl.

If after three thousand years a black swan turns up,

must we not suppose it possible that In three thousand
years more we may see a candle burn In an atmosphere of

pure nitrogen ? J. Fiske, Cosmic Phllos., L 54.

(c) To turn belly upward : said of a dying whale.

t'Om (tern), n. [Early mod. E. also toiirn, tourne,

torn; < ME. turn, tourn, torn, < OF. tourn, tour,

a turn, trick, round, etc., F. tour, a round,

travel, tour, etc. ; from the verb. Cf. tour^.]

1. Movement about a center ; circular motion

;

rotation; revolution: as, the turn of a wheel;

a tum of the wrist.

His Passion is Metamorphos'd In the Tum of a hand.
Jeremy CoUier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 227.

A gallant daunce, that liuely doth bewray
A spirit and a vertue masculine, . . .

With lofty tumes and capriols in the ayre.

Sir J. Davies, Dancing.

2. A turning into another or a different way

;

a change of movement or direction ; a devia-

tion ; also, the point at which such a change of

course is made.
True Repentance is the turn of the whole Soul from

the Love as well as the Practice of Sin.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. 1.

When one sees the beggars and the commonplace and
shabljy condition of Spanish Granadii, ... he may per-

haps give a new tum to his reflections by visiting Tetuan.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 181.

Specifically-(o) Change to an opposite direction, or the

point at wlilch such change is effected : as, the turn of the

tide. (6) Deviation from a straight-line course or direc-

tion ; bend : curve ; flexure ; angle : as, a tum in the road

cut off the view.



turn
The river nobly foams and flows,
The charm of this enchanted gronnd,

And all its thousand turns disclose
Some fresher beauty varying round.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. i>5 (song).

(c) A variation in the course of events ; a change in the
order, position, tendency, or aspect of things; hence,
change in general ; chance; happening; befalling.

O Tis a Heav'nly and a happy hirn,
Of godly Parents to be timely born.

Sylvejster, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii,, The Fathers.

'Tis a happy Turn for us, when Kings are made Friends
again. This was the end of this Embassy, and I hope it

will last our days. Lister. Journey to Paris, p. 3.

Blame not the turns of fate, and chance of war.
Addison, The C-ampaign.

(d) Turning-point ; crisis ; the point at which a change
must come : as, the turn of the year ; the turn of a
fever.

And yet the spring was breaking forth, as it always does
in Devonshire when the tiirn of the days is even.

H. D. Blackm&re, Lorua Doone, vii.

(e) A twist, bias, or cast.

It would, in fact, be almost impossible to give a tragic
turn to any proceedings for contempt of Court.

H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, x.

3. Form; shape; mold.
T have sometimes wondered to see the Roman poets, in

their descriptions of a beautiful man, so often mentioning
the turti of his neckand arms, that in our modern dresses
lie outof sight, and are covered under part of theclothing.

Addison, Ancient Medfds, ii.

4. Tendency; bent; aptitude; disposition; hu-
mor: as, a person of a lively turyi.

A man should always go with inclination to the tumof
the company he is going into, or not pretend to 1)6 of the
party. Steele, Spectator, No. 386.

This Abd el cader no sooner was arrived at Masuah than,
following the turn of his country for lying, he spread a
report that a great man or prince whom he left at Jidda
was coming speedily to Masuah.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 292.

I'never had the least turn for dress— never any notion
of fancy or elegance. Miss Burney, Evelina, IxxxiiL

Mrs. Bennet had no turn for economy.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 261.

But these things must have come to you with your
mother's blood. I never knew a Pyncheon that had any
turn for tnem. Ilaivthome, Seven Gables, v.

5. Particular foi-m or character; mode; style.

The Turk Imentlon'd . . . came after this happen'd to
see me, who I found was so disagreeable to the Aga that
he order'd him to leave the house, giving it this turn, that
he would not permit the people to come and teize me for
presents. Pococke, Description of the East, 1, 119.

The very txtm of voice, the good pronunciation, and the
polite and alluring manner which some teachers have at-

tained will engage the attention.
Watts, Improvement of the Mind, i. 2.

The conventional atmosphere of a drawing-room, in
which the gravest problems were apt to be forgotten in
the flash of an epigram or the turn of a bon mot.

The Century, XLT. 804.

No man rallies with a better grace, and in more sprightly
turns. Swift, Tale of a Tub, Ep. Ded.

6. In music, a melodic embellishment or grace,
consisting of a principal tone with two auxiliary
tones lying respectively next above and below
it in the diatonic series, it is indicated by the sign^.
When the sign is placed over the given note the upper
aoxiliary tone is sounded first ; but when it is placed after

Written. h

=1= 4=

Performed.

the given note that note is sounded first. Chromatic al-

terations are indicated by accidentals over or under the
sign. A turn occurring in two parts at once is called
double,aind is indicated by the sign ^. A turn in which
the lower auxiliary tone is performed first is called inr
verted or a back-turn, and is indicated by the sign \.

7. One round or return of rope, cord, or the
like, when laid in a coil or skein.— 8. A short
walk, ride, or drive which includes a going and
a returning; a promenade.

You and I must walk a turn together.
Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1. 94.

He told me that his master came to town last night, and
would be glad to take a turn with me in Grays-Inn walks.

AddisoTij Spectator, No. 209.

Moore left his desk, and permitted himself the recrea-
tion of one or two turns through the room.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxviii.

9, A spell, as of work; a job: as, he has not
done a turn of work for several montlis.

Not able ... to do a hand's turti for myself.
Lever, Davenport Dunn, v.

10, Opportunity or privilege enjoyed in alter-
nation with another or with others ; the time or
occasion which comes in due rotation or order
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to each of a number of persons when anything
has to be got or to be done ; recurring chance
or opportunity.

The nymph will have her turn to be
The tutor; and the pupil, he.

Sicift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

Even the few solitaries left on guard at Mr. Atkinson's
. . . condescend a little, as they drowsily bide or recall
their turn chasing the ebbing Neptune on the ribbed sea-
sand. l>ickens. Uncommercial Traveller, xvi.

11. An act; deed; especially, an incidental or
opportune act, deed, office, or service; act of
kindness or of malice: as, a shrewd turn.

In requyting a good tourne, shew not thy selfe negligent
nor contrarye. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

For your kindness I owe you a good turn.
Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 62.

One good turn requires another.
Beau. a7id Ft. , Little French Lawyer, iii. 2.

Chilon was wont to say. That it is commendable in men
to forget bad (w.nes aone, but to bee mindefuU of courte-
sies receiued. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 535.

12. A stratagem; a trick.

Of all the tomes that he cowthe he schewed him but oon.
Ta;le of Gamelyn, 1. 244.

13. Convenience ; requirement ; emergeneyj
present need : as, to serve one's turn.

Pilia. Jew, I must have more gold.
Bar. Why, want'st thou any of thy tale?
Pilia. No, but three hundred will not serve his turn.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 5.

But for my daughter Katherine, this I know,
She is not for your turn. Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 63.

'And if the garden would not serve their turn, then was
the park the fittest place.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 33.

The Bible is shut against them (hinderersof reforma-
tion] as certaine that neither Plato nor Aristotle is for
their tumes. Milton, Reformation in En^, ii.

14. A nervous shock, such as is caused by
alarm or sudden excitement. [Colloq.]

What a hard-hearted monster you must be, John, not to
have said so at once, and saved me such a turn!

Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, ii.

Mrs. Tulliver gave a little scream as she saw her, and
felt such a turn that she dropped the large gravy-spoon
into the dish, with the most serious results to the table-
cloth. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 7.

15t. An execution by hanging: from the former
practice of making the criminal stand on a lad-
der, which was turned over at a signal, leaving
him suspended.— 16t. In law^ same as tourn,— 17. pi. In nted., monthly courses ; menses.

—

18. In furriery^ a bundle of five dozen skins.— 19. A load ; a pack; as much as can be car-
ried at one time by a man or an animal.
Sometimes he would bring a turn of wood, sometimes a

bag of meal or potatoes.
J. C. Harris, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 704.

20. Inprintiuffj a type turned upside down and
showing black in proof, as a temporary substi-
tute for a letter that is missing; also, a letter
wrongly placed so that the face is turned.

He shows a curious printer's blunder at the end of one
page, where the whole of the last reference-line is put in
upside down. . . . A (urn of this magnitude could hardly
have occuiTed if the letters had been set in the forme type
by type. Encyc. Brit, XXIII. GQS.

By turns, (a) One after another; alternately; in suc-
cession.

Every one of the flue went through the guard to fetch a
childe each after other by turns.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 140.

By turTis to that, by turns to this a prey,
She knows what reason yields, and dreads what madness

may. Crabbe, Works, I. 51.

And love and prayer unite, or rule the hour by turns.
Byron, Childe Harold, i. 67.

(6) At intervals.

Feel by turns the bitter change.
Milton, P. L., ii. 598.

Dead turns. A dynamo-electric machine through which
the current is kept constant is found to have an electro-
motive force nearly proportional to the angular velocity
of the armature less a constant. This constant, expressed
in turns per second or per minute, has been called the
dead turns of the machine.—Direct turn, in music, an
ordinary turn, as distinguished from an inverted turn.—
Ill turn, (a) An unkind, injurious, or spiteful act. (&)
A change for the worse, especially in a case of illness.—
In turn, in due order of succession.—On the turn, at tlie

turning-point; hence, changing ; altering; on the point
of or in process of reversal : as, the tide is now on the
turn ; our fortunes are on the turn.

And now by-gynueth thi gyle a-gayn on the tume,
And my grace to growe ay wydder and wydder.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 402.

Partial turn, in music, a turn in which the last tone is

prolonged, so that the first three tones amount to a triple

appoggiatura. In a slow teni^K) a turn on a long note is

usually thus rendered.- Racking tums. See racA-l.

—

Round turn. See rowHrfl.—Shenff'S turn. See sheriff.

—The turn of a hair. See Aa/ri.^To a turn, to a
nicety ; exactly

; perfectly : as, the meat is done to a turn:
from tlie practice of roasting meat on a revolving spit

turnbuckle

She watched the fish with as much tender care and
minuteness of attention ... as if her own heart were
on the gridiron, and her immortal happiness were in-

volved in its being done precisely to a turn!
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

To seirve a turn, the turn, or one's turn, to be suffi-

cient for the purpose, occasion, or emergency ; answer the
purpose.

A cloak as long as thine will serve the turn.
Shak, T. G. of V., iii. 1. 131.

To take a turn, to take a short walk, ride, or drive. See
def. 8.— To take one's turn, to occupy the place be-
longing to one, or to do what is assigned to one, in proper
or allotted order.— TO take tums, to take each the
other's place alternately.—Tuin. abOUt. See about.—
Turn and turn about. Same as turn about.

Tacitus says that the land in his time was occupied by
the whole community turn ai^d turn about. Brougham.

Enoch would hold possession for a week

:

"This is my house, and this n.y little wife."
"Mine too," said Philip, " turn and turn about."

Tennyson, Enoch Arden*

Turn of life. See tnenopauM.— TamtolL See tolli.

turnabout (tem'a-bouf), n. 1, A merry-go-
round; a carrousel.

The high swings and the turnabouts; the tests of the
strength of limb and lung. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 560.

2. One who turns things about; an agitator;
an innovator.

Our modern turnabouts cannot evince us but that we feel
we are best^ atfected when the great mysteries of Christ ara
celebrated upon anniversary festivals.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 36. (Davies.yi

3. A disease in cattle characterized by giddi-
ness and staggering.

The Turn-about and Murrain trouble Cattel.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

turn-again-gentlemen (tern ' a - gen - jen ' tl -

men), h. The martagon, or Turk's-cap lily.

Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
Tumagra (ter'na-gra), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1837).
prob. < Tur(dus) •¥' {Ta)na(/ra.] A genus of
thrush-like birds peculiar to New Zealand, t.
crassirostris, originally described by Latham in 1T83 as the

Titrttagya crassirostris.

thick-billed thrush, was formerly common on the South
Island of New Zealand, but is now nearly extinct. A sec-
ond species is T. tanagra of the North Island. Also called
Kerojda, Otagon, and Ceropia.

turnback (tern'bak), n. In saddlery, a local
name for the strap which goes from the hames
back to the hip-strap. See cut under harness.

turn-bench (tern 'bench), n. A simple portable
lathe, used by clock- and watch-makers.
turn-bridge (tern'brij), n. A swing- or swivel-
bridge; a pivot-bridge. Also turning-bridge.

E. H. Knight. See cut under bridge^.

The span of all the tumbridges is 75 ft. in the clear.

The Engineer, hXX. 391.

turnbroacht (tem'broch), n. [Early mod. E.
turn-brochc ; < turnj r., + obj. broach!} A turn-
spit.

Tume-broches, les galopins.
Palsgrave, p. i>0£> (Du Guez, Introductorie).

Has not a deputy married his cook-maid?
An alderman's widow one that was her turn-broach^

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iii. 1.

turnbuckle (tern'buk'^l), n. A device for con-
necting and tightening two parts of a metal
rod or bar. it is essentially a right-and-left screw
coupling. A common fonn is that of a hnk one or both

t^^^r^W^D
open Turnbuckle.

ends of which screw on the ends of the parts of the bar ; if

one end, the other is fitted with asuivel ; if both ends, one
has a right-handed and the other a left-handed screw.—
Pipe-tumbuckle, a right-and-left pipe-coupling.— Sin-



tnmbuckle
gle-screw tumbuckle, a swivel-link used for connect-
in? litrhtning-rods.

Turnbull's blue. A species of Prussian blue
wliieli is thrown down when potassium ferri-

eyauiile (red pvussiate of potash) is added to a
solution of a ferrous salt. When dry it has a
beautiful blue color with a reddish luster.

turncap (tern'kap), n. A chimney-top which
turns round with the wind,
turncoat (tem'kot), n. [< turn, v., + obj. coat^.l
One who "turns his coat"— that is, forsakes
his party or principles.

Beat. Courtesy itself must convert to disdain, if you
come in her presence.
Bene. Then is courtesy a turncoat.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 125.

Crafty Turn-coat ! Are you not asham'd to shift bands
thus in things that are Sacred?

MUtan, Ans. to Salmasius, Pref., p. 13.

turncock (tern'kok), n. The servant of a water-
company who turns on the water for the mains,
regulates the fire-plugs, etc.

A meditative turncock . . . gives the fire-plug a dis-

paraging wrench with that large tuning-fork of his.

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xxi.

tnm-down (tern'doun), a. Folded or doubled
down.
The other lad was . . . plainly dressed, but with a high-

ly-developed Byronic turn-down collar.

Kingdey, Two Years Ago, i.

turned-shells (temd'shelz), n. pi. The gastro-
pod himWy Actxonidse.

tnmementf, «. An old spelling of tournament.
turnept, ". An old spelling of turnip.

turner! (ter'ntr), ji. [< ME. turner, turnere; <
turn + -erl; in def. 4, < G. fiirHcr, one who per-
forms, exercises, or practises gymnastics, a
gymnast, < turnen, practise gjTnnastics, < F.
tourncr, turn: see turnj] 1. One who or that
which turns; .specifically, one whose occupation
involves work with a lathe.

Turners of vessels.

Dettmction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 1586.

>ometimes all wound close in a ring, to which as fast they
spun

As any wheel a turner makes, being tried how it will run.
Chapman, Iliad, xviil. 545.

2. A small piece of fire-clay molded into the
form of a segment of a sphere, and serving as
a pivotal support to a small circular disk which
it.self supports a watch-dial while in the en-
ameling-furnaee, during which time it must be
constantly tiu-ned to subject the enamel to uni-
form conditions of heat.— 3. In seal-fishing : (a)
Same as turner-harp, (b) Same as turner-hood.—4. A tumbler; a gymnast; specifically [cn^j.],

a member of one of the gymnastic bodies (G.
Turnrereinc) first instituted by F. L. Jahn about
1811, and especially in favor among Germans.— 5. .\ kind of tumbler-pigeon,

turner- (ttr'ner), n. [Prob. a popular var. of
f«rH(>y2.] A Scottish copper coin issued by
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^ Obverse. Reverae.
B Turnerof Charles II.— British Museum, (Size of the oriifinal.}

James VI. and by later sovereigns, worth 2rf.

Scotch (about one third of a United States
cent) at the time of issue. Compare bodle.

Tumera (tur'n^r-S), ». [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after W. turner (about the middle of
the 16th century), a physician, author (1551)
of an English herbal.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants, type of the order Turnerareie. it is

characterizeil by usually perigynous stamens and by three
or more multind stigmas. There are M species, natives of
tropical America, with one naturalized In the Old World.
They are herbs or shrubs with scattered leaves, which are
often glan(l-l>eariiiK at the base. The flowers are yellow,
and usually solitai-y in the axils, peculiar in the frequent
union of the pediuicle with the petiole, the (lower there-
fore seeming to spring from the base of the leaf. .Several
species are cultivated under glass fur their very handsome
flowers, whieli often resemble those of ThuiJjerqia. T.
apifera is used as an astringent in Brazil. T. ulmi/olia,
a species widely distributed from the West Indies to Bra-
zil, and kiKiwn as hoUif-rone and mfje-rone. is a reputed tonic
and eipertorant. The stimulant ilnig damiana is largely
prepared from T. micTuphyltn, and from T. difma and its
variety aphrijdmaca, especially from the latter, which is
a native of I'eias, Mexico, and Ijjwer California. This,
which is widely known by the name damiaim, is also used,
in the form of a hot tea, as a blo<id-purifier and as a bever-
age, and is sold in preparations with spirits as a tonic or
diuretic, as well as for alleviating colic and nervous dis-
orders. Hee cut in next column.

Flowering Plant of Damiana ( Tumera diffusa, var. aphrodisiaca).
a, a flower ; b, the calyx and the two bracts ; c, the fruit.

Turneraceae (tur-ne-ra'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kunth, 1823), < Turnera +' -acese.] An order
of polypetalous plants, of the cohort Passiflo-
rales. it is characterized by bisexual flowers vith five
stamens, and a free ovary with three distinct filiform styles
which are usually two-cleft and flabellately fringed. The
85 species are classed in 6 genera, of which Turnera is

the type. They are mostly American and tropical ; three
yellow-Howered species of one genus, Piriqueta, extend
into Florida or North Carolina.

turner-harp (ter'ntr-harp), n. A harp-seal of
the age of three years. [Newfoundland.]
turner-hood (t^r'n^r-hud), «. The hooded seal
in its third year, when turning to be an old
hood. [Newfoundland.]
tumerite (ttr'ntr-it), n. [After Edward Tur-
ner, an English chemist and mineralogist.] A
variety of monazite occuiTing in small brillmnt
crystals of a yellowish-brown color.

Turner's cerate. See cerate.

Turner's yellow. See yellow.

turnery (ter'n6r-i), n.
;

pi. turneries (-iz).

[Formerly also toiirnerie ; < F. tournerie, turn-
ers' work, <. tourner,tvinx: see turn.l 1. Turn-
ing; especially, the forming of articles upon a
lathe.— 2. Articles made, or partly made, on
the turning-lathe.

In another room are such rare tumeriet in ivory as are
not to be described for their curiosity.

Evelyn, Diary, Oct 2'^ 1844.

3. Ornamentation produced by means of the
turning-lathe, as bands or grooves running
around an object of wood or ivory.

Chairs of wood, . . . the backs, arms, and legs loaded
with turnery. H. Walpole.

4. A place where articles are turned.

It would probably pay well to establish small turneries
in the works, to use up odds and ends of timber now
wasted. Spom' £ncyc. Manu/., I. 13.

ttimeyif (ter'ni), p. and n. An obsolete Bpell-
ing ot tourney.

tumey^t, n. [< OF. toumois, a French penny,
the tenth part of a penny sterling, < F. Tour-
iiois. of or pertaining to Tours, < Tours, a city
in France. Cf. toumois.'] A piece of black
or copper money current In Ireland in the
reign of Edward III., coined at Tours and
surreptitiously introduced. The circulation
of turneys was prohibited under severe penal-
ties.

tum-flle (ttm'fil), n. An instrument used by
comb-makers in sharpening a kind of tool called
a float.

Tumicidae (tcr-nis'i-de), K. pi. [NL., < Tumix
(Turnii-) + -idle.] A family of birds, typified
by the genus Tumix; the hemipods.
Turnicimorphae (tfer-ni-si-mor'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
< Tumix (Turnic-) + Qr. /lofxjil/, form.] A su-
perfamily of birds : same as Hetnipodii. Also
Tumieomorphie.

tumicimorphic (t*r-ni-si-m6r'fik), «. Having
the form or structure of the Turnicidte; belong-
ing to the Turnicimorphee.

turnicine (tfer-ni'sin), a. Of or pertaining to
the Turnicidx.

turning (ti-r'ning), n. [< ME. tumynge, tottrn-

yng ; verbal n. of. turn, v.] 1. The act of one
who or of that which turns. Specifically— 2.
The practice of regular gymnastics according
to the system of F. L. Jahn. See turner^, 4.—
3. A winding; deviation from the straight, di-

rect, or established course; a bend; a turn;
also, the place where a road or street diverges
or branches out from another.

turning-saw
At the foot of that Hille, Melchisedeche, that was Kyng

of Salem, in the tumynge of that Hille, mette Abraham in
comynge azen from the Bataylle, whan he had slayn Abym-
eleche. Mandeville, Travels, p. 114.

They [the ways] were . . . full ot windings and intri-
cate turnings. Caryat, Crudities, I. 92.

I'll bear you Company as far as the next Turning.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 115.

Every turning in the road showed the boundless forest
below in some new point of view.

itacaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 337.

4. Milit., a manoeuver by which an enemy or
a position is turned.—5. In obstet., the recti-
fication of a malpresentation by bringing down
the head or the feet. See version.— 6. The art
ot practice of shaping objects by means of cut-
ting-tools while the objects themselves are re-
volved rapidly on a lathe.— 7. pi. The chips
detached in the process of turning.— 8. In
ceram., the operation of completing or rectify-
ing the shape of a vase, or the like, before it is

fired. This is done to give great accuracy of form, and
avoid the least unevenness between opposite sides, and is
verycommon in modern manufacture.

9. A turn ; a movement back and forth.

Many a tour}ieynge
Upon the freshe grasse spryngnge.

R'm. of the Rose, 1. 1407.

10. The part of any textile fabric, leather, or
any similar material turned in or under, to
avoid making a raw edge— Turning In, the opera-
tion of bending a rope firmly around a deadeye in the
score, also called strapping the deadeye.—Turmng up,
in bookbinding, the taking of the round out of the back
of a book by the use of trindles, to enable the forwarder
to cut the book on the fore edge. It is done only on
board-work.

turning-bridge (tfer'ning-brij), n. Same as ttirn-

bridgc.

turning-carrier (ter'ning-kar'i-fer), n. A lathe-
dog; a lathe-carrier.

turning-chisel (t^r'ning-chiz"el), n. A chisel
for finishing work which has been roughed out
by the gouge. Such chisels are made in different forms,
some being rectangular with an oblique whet, and some
having a chisel-edge chamfered on lx)th sides of the blade,
the edge crossing the end of the blade obliquely, if. H.
Knight.

turning-engine (t^r'ning-en'jin), n. A lathe
fitted with an engine of some kind to turn it

without the use of the treadle or hand-power.
turning-gage (t6r'ning-gaj), «. 1 . A gage, often
improvised, for measuring the width and deter-
mining the shape of a cutting.— 2. A gage used
in setting the tail-stock of a lathe in adjusting
it for turning tapers.

turning-gouge (tfer'ning-gouj), n. Any one of
a set of gouges used in turning, having the cor-
ners of the bit rounded off, and generally hav-
ing a longer handle than gouges used in car-
pentry and cabinet-making.
turning-lathe (t6r'ning-laTH), n. A lathe used
by turnei-sin wood or ivory. See lathe^, turn,
V. t., 2, turner^, turning.

turning-machine (tfer'ning-ma-shen'), n. In
boot-making, a machine for tiirning boot-legs
after the seams have been sewed and rolled
flat. E. H. Knight.
turning-mill (t^r'ning-mil), n. A machine-
tool for boring heavy ironwork. It is a form
of horizontal lathe. E. H. Knight.
turningnesst (t^r'ning-nes), n. The quality of
turning; tergiversation; subterfuge.

So nature formed him to all tumingnesa of sleights.

Sir P. Sidney.

turning-piece (tfer'ning-pes), n. In arch., a
board having a circular edge for turning a thin
brick arch upon.

turning-plate (t^r'ning-plat), n. 1. Same as
turn-tMe.— 2. Same aa fifth wheel (which see,
under fifth). E. B.' Knight.
turning-point (t6r'ning-point),n. 1. The point
on which a thing turns; the pointat which mo-
tion in one direction ceases and that in a con-
trary or different direction begins ; the point
at which a decisive change takes place, as from
good to bad, from increase to decrease, or the
opposite.— 2. In engin., a temporary bench or
bench-mark, the exact elevation of which is

determined in leveling before the instrument is

advanced, as a starting-point for determining
its height after resetting.

turning-rest (ttr'ning-rest), n. 1. In hand-
turning, a support, usually of iron, upon which
the cutting extremity of the turning-tool is

rested as on a fulcrum. It is usually socketed
in an adju8tal)le support clamped to the frame
of the lathe.— 2. A slide-rest.

turning-saw (tfer'ning-sa), «. 1. A saw with
a thin blade which can make a curved kerf,



tnming-saw

as for chair-backs, scrollwork, etc. Also called
stceejisaw, bow-saw, frame-saw, scroll-saw.— 2.
A keyhole-saw.

turning-steel (ter'ning-stel), n. A smooth
harileued and tempered piece of round bar-
steel, either with or without a handle, used to
turn the edge of a tool, or give it a slightly
flauged form, by rubbing.

turning-tool (ter'ning-tol), «. A sharp steel
tool used iu turning and shaping the ends of
other tools in seal-engraving, to suit each style
of work.
tuming-treet (tfer'ning-tre), )(. The gallows.

Ami at the last she and her husband, as they deserved
were apprehended, arraigned, & hanged at the foresayd
tumymj tree. Hall, Hen. VIII., p. 816.

turnip (ter'nip), n. [Formerly also turnep

;

perhaps orig. "turn-nep, < turn, implying some-
thing round, + nep, neep, < ME. item, < AS.
K«7). a turnip : see ncep'^.'] The thick fleshy root
of the plant designated by Linnreus as Brassica
Hapa, but now believed to be a variety, together
with the I'ape (which see), of B. eavqjestris, a
plant found wild, in varieties corresponding
to these plants, in Europe and Asiatic Kussia
(see navew); also, the plant itself, a common
garden and field crop. The rutabaga, or Swedish
turnip, with smooth leaves, and root longer than broad,
Is referred with probability to the same source. The
turnip proper has the root rounded, often broader than
long, the root-leaves usually lobed, rough and hairy.
The turnip was cultivated by the Greeks and Bomans,
and is now widely grown in tempei-ate climates for use in
soups and stews, or as a boiled vegetable, mashed or whole,
and for feeding cattle and sheep, forming in Great Britain
a valuable rotation crop. The young shoots of the second
year, known as turnip-tops, are dressed for early greens.
The turnip is little nutritious, containing from 90 to 92
per cent, of water. The rutabaga is somewhat more nu-
tritious, but less easily grown. The varieties of both
plants are numerous. The crop sometimes suffers from
an atfection called Jinf/er-atid-toe or dactylorhiza, in which
the root divides into branches, apparently a tendency to
revert to the wild state. Various insects attack the tur-
nip. See (iiraip-^i/.— Devil's tumip, the common bry-
ony, Bryonia dioica.— Indian tumlp. .See /7ldMm,— St.
Anthony's tumiv, iiaynmcnlua bidoofnis, its bulbs being
a favorite food of pigs, and St. Anthony being the patron of
pigs. Also called St. Anthony's rape.— Swedish turnip.
See rutabaya.—'leltov turnip, a variety grown in Ger-
many, with roots but 1 inch thick and 3 inches long, the
rind having a very piquant flavor, whence it is much
valued for soups and stews.—Turnip flea-beetle. See
Phyllotreta and tumip-jly ic).—Tumip-stemmed Cab-
bage, the kohh-abi.—Wild tumip. (a) The common
turnip in its native state. See def. (b) Same as Indian
turnip. [U.S.] {?>eQslwilion'S'turnip,prairU-tximip.)

turnip-aphid (tfer'nip-afid), n. The plant-
louse Aphis rapx, which affects the turnip. Also
turnip-aphis.

turnip-cabbage (t6r'nip-kab"aj), n. Same as
kohlrabi.

turnip-cutter (tfer'nip-kuffer), n. In agri., a
root-cutter.

turnip-flea (t6r'nip-fle), n. Same as turnip-
.liij (c).

turnip-fly (t^r'nip-ili), 11. One of several differ-

ent winged insects which are injurious to tur-
nips, (a) A dipterous insect of the genus Anthomyia,
as A. radicum, whose larva lives in the turnip-root. See
cut under Anthomyia. (b) A hymenopter of the genus
Athalia, as A. centi/olise, whose larva), known as niggers,
injure the leaves of the turnip, (c) A coleopter of the
genus Ualtica, as II. (Phyllotreta) nemorum; a turnip flea-

beetle. lEng.)

turnip-maggot (ter'nip-mag'^ot), n. The larva
of Anthomyia radicum. See turnip-fly (a).

turnip-parsnip (ter'uip-pars"nip),«. See^ars-
nip.

tumip-pest (ter'nip-pest), n. Any of the in-
sects which are very injurious to the turnip,
and most of which have distinctive names. See
turnip-fly, and cut under Plutella.

turnip-puller (t6r'nip-piil"er), «. An agricul-
tural implement used for pulling turnips from
the ground. E. H. Knight.
tumip-pulper (ter'nip-pul"p6r), n. A root-
cutter or root-pulper.

turnip-radish (t6r'nip-rad"ish), n. A turnip-
shaped vuriety of the common radish.

turnip-rooted (ter'nip-r6"ted), a. Having a
short, thick, rounded root like a turnip Tur-
nip-rooted celery. Same as celeriac.— Turnip-rooted
parsnip, tlie turmp-parsnip.

turnip-shaped (ter'nip-shapt), a. Shaped like
a turnip; napiform.

turnip-shell (ter'nip-shel), n. A shell of the
family Turbinellidse, and especially of the genus
Hapa. See cut under Turbinella.

turnip-tailed (t6r'nip-tald), a. Having a tur-
nip-sliaped or napiform tail, swollen at the
base and suddenly tapering: noting a gecko.
tumipwood (ter'nip-wud), n. The Australian
rosewooil, Synnum glandulosuni. The wood when
fresh is of a deep-red color and rose-scented. It is used

Turnkey, 3.
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for cabinet purposes, also for lining in houses and in ship-
building. This name is from the smell of the bark, which
resembles that of a Swedish turnip.

turnipy (ter'nip-i), a. [< turnip -1- -i/l.] Tur-
nip-like. Encyc. Brit., I. 175. [Rare.]
Turnix (ter'niks), n. [NL. (Bonnaterre, 1790),
said to be clipped from Voturnix, q. v.] A ge-
nus of hemipods or button-quails, giving name
to the family Turnicidse: same as Hcmipodius,
and of prior date.

turnkey (tfern'ke), n. [< turn, v., + obj.fcei/l.]

1. The person who has charge of the keys of
a prison, for
opening and
fastening the
doors ; a pri-

son warden.

—

2. An instru-
ment, now al-

most obsolete,
used for ex-
tracting teeth.

turnout (tern'out), n. [< turn out: see under
<«)».] 1. The act of turning out or coming
forth.

The bugles were sounding the turn-out.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Tax.

Specifically— 2. A quitting of employment, es-
pecially with a view to obtain increase of wages
or some other advantage ; a strike.

M\ his business plans had received a check, a sudden
pull-up, from this approaching turnout.

Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, xviii.

3. One who has turned out for such a purpose

;

a striker.

Those were no true friends who helped to prolong the
struggle by assisting the turn-outs. And this Boucher-
man was a turn-out, was he not?

Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, xx.

4. A short side-track in a railway designed to
enable one train to pass another.— 5. People
or things that have turned out; persons who
have come out to see a spectacle, witness a per-
formance at the theater, attend a public meet-
ing, or the like.— 6. A carriage or coach with
the horses ; also, carriages or equipages collec-
tively.

The annual procession of his majesty's mails on the
king's birthday was a sight equal, in the smartness of the
whole equipment, to the best turnout of the Coaching or
Four-in-hand clubs of our day.

S. Dmcai, Taxes in England, III. 50.

7. The net quantity of produce yielded
;
pro-

duction.
If a large tum-ovt is necessary, carbonization may be ef-

fected in twelve or thirteen hours, but a slower process,
say sixteen hours, gives better results.

Spons' Encyc. Manuf., I. 10.

turnover (t6rn'6"v6r), n. and a. [< turn over:
see under <«>•«.] I. n. 1. The act or result of
turning over: as, a turnover in a carriage.— 2.
A kind of pie or tart in a semicircular form : so
called because made by turning over one half of
a circular crust upon the other.

Other children surveyed the group, and with envious
eyes and watering mouths beheld the demolition of tarts
and turnovers. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 109.

3. An apprentice whose indentures have been
transferred or turned over to a new employer.
Also called turnover apprentice. [Eng.]

That no Turn-oners be received by any Master Printer
but from a Master Printer; and that no Master Printer
turning over any Apprentice to another Master Printer
may be permitted to take any other Apprentice in his
place till the full time of the said Apprentice so turned
over be expired.
Case and Proposals ofthe Free JoumeymenPrinters,qaoled

[in English Gilds (E. E.T. S.), Int., p. clxi., note.

4. A piece of white linen formerly worn by
cavalry over their stocks.— 5. The amount of
money turned over or drawn in a business, as
in a retail shop, in a specified time.

The Simbirsk fair, having a tumocer of some 6 million
roubles, still maintains its importance.

Encyc. Brit, XXII. 77.

6. A kitchen utensil: same as slice, 3 (Ji).

II. a. Turned over or down ; capable of be-
ing turned over or down— Turnover apprentice.
See I., .1.— Turnover table, (a) A table the top of which
is fitted with a movulile panel which can be taken out and
reversed. Such tables have sometimes a chess-board on
one side of the movable panel, and cloth on the other for
card-playing. (6) A turn-up table— that is, a table whose
top can be moved into a vertical position.

turnpike (tem'pik), n. [< turn + pil-e^.'] If.

A frame of pikes or pointed bars, a kind of re-

volving cheval-de-frise, set in a narrow passage
to obstruct the progress of an enemy.

Love storms his lips, and takes the fortresse in,

For all the bristled turn-pikes of his chin.
F. Beaumont, Antiplaton.

turnspit

2. A turnstile.

I move upon my axle like a turnpike.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, ill. 1.

3. A gate set across a road, in order to stop
carriages, wagons, etc., and sometimes foot-
travelers, till toll is paid ; a toll-bar ; a toll-gate.

She married afterwards, . . . and now keeps with her
old husband a turnpike, through which I often ride.

Thackeray, Fitz-Uoodle's Confessions.

4. A turnpike road.

The road is by this means so continually torn that it is

one of the woi-st turnpikes round about London.
De/oe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 178. (Davies.)

5. A turnpike-stair. [Scotch.] -Turnpike road,
a road on which turnpikes or toll-gates ai-e established by
law, and which are made and kept in repair Ijy the toll col-
lected from carriages, wagons, cattle, etc., which travel on
them, or by the income derived fi'om farming such toll.

—

Turnpike sailor, a beggar who goes about dressed as a
sailor. [Thieves' cant.]

I became a turnpike sailor, as it's called, and went out
as one of the Shallow Brigade, wearing a Guernsey shirt
and drawers, or tattered trowsers.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 415.

turnpike-man (tem'pik-man), n. A man who
collects tolls at a turnpike or toll-gate.

How in a trice the turnpike-men
Their gates wide open threw.

Coieper, John Gilpin.

turnpike-stair (tem'pik-stSr), «. A spiral or
winding staircase. [Scotch.]
turn-pin (tern'pin), n. Aconical plugforclos-
ing the open end of a pipe; a tube-stopper.
E. H. Knight.

turn-plate (tem'plat),j(. A turn-table. [Eng.]
turn-poke (tern'pok), n. A large game-cock;
a shake-bag.

The excellency of the broods, at that time, consisted in
their weight and largeness, . . . and of the nature of what
our sportsmen call shake-bags or Turn-pokes.

Archeeologia (1775), III. 142.

tum-rO'W (tem'ro), n. The cross-row at the
end of the furrows through which the plowman
goes from one side to the other of his patch.

All adown the turn-row between the ranks of com.
The Atlantic, LXl. 677.

turn-screw (t^m'skro), n. A screw-driver or
a screw-wrench.

turn-servingt (tern'8^r"ving), n. The act or
practice of serving one's turn or promoting
private interest. Bacon, Letters, p. 12.

turnsick (tern'sik), a. and n. [< ME. turneseke;
< turH + sick^.'] I. a. Giddy; vertiginous.

Tumeseke: vertiginosus; vertigo est ilia inflrmitas.
CotA. Ang., p. 397.

II. n. Vertigo; also, the gid, sturdy, or stag-
gers of sheep.

[Obsolete or provincial.]

turnside (tem'sid), n. A turnsick disease of
the dog. See the quotation.

Turnside is more frequently seen in the dog than teta-
nus, still it is by no means common. It consists in some
obscure affection of the brain, resembling the "gid " of
sheep, and probably results from the same cause.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 327.

turnsol, turnsole (tem'sol), n. [< ME. tnrnc-
sole; < OF. (and F.) tournesol, dial, tournesoleil

(= It. tornasole), < tourner (= It. tornare), turn,
+ sol, sun, < L. sol: see turn and so(l, and cf.

parasol.'] 1 . Any one of several plants regard-
ed as turning with the movement of the stin.
This is the classical meaning of the word, which is the
equivalent of heliotrope; and it has been so understood in
later use, although according to some it refers to the ap-
pearance of the tlowers at the summer solstice. In mod-
ern times the name has been applied (n) to the sun-spurge
or wartwort. Euphorbia Helioscopia, i-arely to the sunflow-
er {Helianthus), more often to the heliotrope {Heliotropi-
urn), and (6) as in def. 2.

2. Aplant, f'/irorop7(orrt tinctoria, ofthe Euphor-
biaceee, found in the Mediterranean region and
eastward to Persia and India. Its juice is rendered
blue by ammonia and air, and linen dipped in it is a test
for acids. The plant is of a poisonous character. The
name is also given to a deep-purple dye obtained from the
plant.

Tumesde is good & holsom for red wyne colowrynge.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.),p. 127.

3. Same as turnsole-blue.

turnsole-blue (tem'sol-blo), «. A color ob-
tained from archil, and formerly used for dye-
ing. It was claimed that the color was extracted from
the turnsol, in order to keep its true source a secret Also
written toumesol-blue.

turnspit (tern'spit), ji. [< turn, v., + obj. spit^.

Cf. turnbroach.'] 1. A person who turns a spit.

I am thGiiturnspit, indeed : they eat and smell no roast-
meat but in my name. B. Jonson, Mercui-y Vindicated.

2. A kind of dog of small size, long-bodied and
short-legged, formerly used to work a kinil of
treadmill-wheel by means of which a spit was
turned.



turnstile

turnstile (tera'stil), «. [< turn + stile''-.'] A
post surmounted by four horizontal arms which
move round as a person passes through ; a turn-

pike. Turnstiles are usually placed on roads, bridges, or
other places, either to prevent the passage of cattle, horses.

Turnstile, with Tunistilc-registcr.

vehicles, etc., but to admit that of persons, or to bar a pas-
sage until toll or passage-money is collected ; they are also
placed (sometimes with a turnstile-register) at the en-
trance of buildings, as where there is a charge for admis-
sion, or where it is desired to prevent the entrance of too
many persons at one time.

turnstile-register (tern'stfl-rej'is-ttr), n. A
recording device for registering the number of
persons passing througii a turnstile, as at the
entrance of a toll-bridge, a place of amuse-
ment, etc. It works by means of gear-wheels.
tumstone (tem'ston), n. [< turn, v., + obj.
stone.] A small grallatorial bird of the genus
Strepsilas, allied both to plovers and to sand-
pipers : so called from its habit of turning over
little stones or pebbles on the sea-shore in search
of food. The common tumstone or sea-dotterel is S. in-
terprfg. In full summer plumage this is one of the hand-
somest of its tribe, being pied with blacic, brown, white,
and chestnut-red, and having orange feet; it is 8 to 9
inches long, and alwut 17 in extent of wings. It is nearly
cosmopolitan in its extensive migrations, and breeds in
high latitudes. It is common in North America, especially
coastwise, and there has many local names, as brant-bird,
beach-bird, ichale-bird, heart-bird, chicken-bird, calico-bird,
calico-back, calico-jacket, checkered gnipe, gparked-back,
ttreaked-back, recUegs, red4egged plover, bithop-plover,
maggot-gnipe, horae-/ofA mipe, ehuckatuck, creddock, jinny,
etc., derived from its appearance or habits. Among its

Tiim.t' :\ in full summej plumage.

English names arc // Ipiptr and variegated
plocer, stone-peekfr. In If ic. Tile black-headed
tumstone. .S. mtfinnttcrphuhi--, L-, ;i ililfert-nt variety or spe-
cies, mostly of a blackit-h color, found on the coasts of the
North I'acitlc. .See .Sfryixifa*.— Plover-bllled tum-
stone. .Same as gur/-bird. Seebohm.

turn-table (tem'ta'bl), n. 1. A circular plat-
form designed to turn upon its center, and sup-
ported by a series of wheels that travel upon a
circular track laid under the edge of the plat-
form. This is the original form of the railroad turn-
table, and is still in use. The platform is laid with a sin-
gle line of ralta, and the ruDuing-gear, pivot, wheels, etc..
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tumtalet (tem'tal), n. [< turn, v., + tale^.'] An
apostrophe. See the quotation under turmvaij.

turn-tippett (tern'tip"et), «. [< turn, v.,+ tvp-

l>et.] A turncoat ; a time-server.

The priests, for the most part, were double-faced, turtu
tippets, and flatterers.

Cranmer, Works (Parker Soc), II. 16. (flames.)

turn-under (t^m'un'der), n. Same as fall-
en der.

tum-up (tern'up), n. [< turn up: see under
turn.] 1. A disturbance; a commotion; a
shindy or scrimmage.

I have seen many a tumrup, and some pitched battles
among the yokels ; and, though one or two were i-ather too
sanguinary for my taste, no serious mischief was done.

Nodes AmbrogiansB, Dec, 1834.

2. One who or that which turns up unexpect-
edly or without prearrangement.
The type of men of which Emerson and Carlyle are the

most pronounced and influential examples in our time, it

must be owned, are comparatively a new tum-up in liter-

ature. The Century, XXVII. 926.

[CoUoq. or slang in both uses.]

tumus (t6r'nus), n. [< NL. turmis, the specific
name, < L. Turmis, a man's name.] The ti-

ger-swallowtail, Papilio tumus, a large yellow

Turaus ^Pafilie tumus), one half natural size.

turpin

live method is practised of removing a piece of bark and
conducting the flow into earthen vessels. The crude
turpentine is subjected to distillation, separating the oil,
or so-called spirit or spirits of turpentine, from the rosin— the oil in the case of the long-leafed pine constituting,
it is said, 17 per cent., and in the case of the maritime
pine 24 per cent. This when pure is limpid and colorless,
of a penetrating peculiar odor, and a pungent bitterish
taste. Spirit of turpentine is very extensively used in
mixing paints and varnishes. In medicine it is stimulant
and diuretic, an anthelmintic, and externally arubefacient
and counter-irritant.

Men sellen a Gome, that Men clepen Turbentyne, in
stede of Bawnie ; and thei putten there to a littille Bawme
for to seven gode Odour. MandemUe, lYavels, p. 61.

2. The oil or spirit of turpentine; turps: an
ordinary but less precise use.—Aleppo tunien-
tlne, an article resembling, but not equal to, the Bordeaux
turpentine, obtained in Provence from Pinus Halepengis.— Canada turpentine, Canada balsam. (See balsam.)
During the American civil war, turpentine of the com-
mon sort was obtained from the Canadian red pine, Pinus
reKTMwa.— Carpathian turpentine, usually called Car-
pathian balsam, a turpentine from the Swiss stone-pine,
Pinus Cfwiin-a.—CMan turpentine, the product of the
turpentine-tree (which see), obtained by incision. It is of
a feebly aromatic and terebinthinous ilavor, not bitter or
acrid, and of a characteristic pleasantly aromatic and tere-
binthinous scent. It was formerly of medicinal repute,
then fell nearly into disuse, but latterly has been used with
some success fur cancer. Also Cyprian or Scio turpentine.
— Hungarian turpentine, the product of the dwarf pine,
Pinus Pumilio, usually called Hunyarian balsam, an ar-
ticle scarcely met with in commerce. Its essential oil is

used as an inhalant in throat-diseases.— Larch turpen-
tine. Same as V^enetian turpentine.— Mineral turpen-
tine, a deodorized benzoin used in painting as a substi-
tute for turQpntine.— Solo turpentine. Same as Chiail
(MrpenftVie.— Strasburg turpentine, the product of the
silver ftr, Abies alba, much resenii)Hng common turpen-
tine, but pleasantly odorous, and not acrid and bitter. It
was formerly much esteemed in medicine, but is now
nearly obsolete.— Turpentine camphor. Same as arli-

Jicial camphor, ^a camplior.— Turpentine Ointment.
See oiH<?)ien(.— Venetian or Venice turpentine, the
oleoresiu of the European larch. Lariat Ettrop/ea, secreted
chiefly in its sapwood. It is less siccative than any other
kind. It is useful for plasters, and is often prescribed
in veterinary practice ; but the genuine article is con-
sumed mostly in continental Europe.

turpentine (tfer'pen-tin), v. t. [< turpentine, h.J
To apply turpentine to ; rub with turpentine.

Or .Martyr beat like Shrovetide cocks with bats,
And fired like turpentined poor wasting rats.

Wolcot (P. Pindar), Subjects for Painters*
black-striped swallow-tailed butterfly common
in the United States. One striking variety of the fe- . .. . . ,,,^ , ^- , , ,

male has the wings entirely black. The larva, of a deep tUrpentine-naCK (ter pen-tm-hak), n. A hand-
velvety-green color, feeds on sassafras, alder, willow, oak, tool for cutting or boxing pine-trees, to start
apple, and various other trees. the flow of crude turpentine. E. H. Knight.
tumverein (tom'fe-rin'), n. [G. turn-verein,< turpentine-moth (tfer'pen-tJn-moth), «. " Any
titrnen, practise gymnastics (see turn, turner), one of several tortrieid moths whose larva) bore
+ verein, union, association, < ver-, E. for-, -t-

ein, one, = E. one.] An association for the
practice of gymnastics according to the system
of tlie turners. See turner^, 4.

tumwayt (t^m'wa), «. [< turn, v., + tcayi, ».]
An apostrophe. [Rare.]

Many times, when we haue runne a long race In our tale
•spoken to the hearers, we do sodainly flye out & either
speake or exclaime at some other person or thing, and

the twigs and shoots of pine and fir, causing-
an exudation of resin and killing the twig. Re.
tinia resijiana is the common turpentine-moth of Europe ;
It. comstockiana and B. frustana are common in the I' nited
States.

turpentine-oil (t6r'pen-tin-oil), n. The oil of
turpentine. See turpentine. Also called j)i«e-
oil— Hydrochlorate ofturpentlne-oU, artificial cam-
phor. See camvh<jr.

therefore the Greekes call such a figure (as we do) the turpentine-StlU (t6r pen-tm-stil), n. An ap-
turnway or turntale. paratus for distilling spirit from turpentine, or

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 199. turpentine from pine-wood.
turn-wrest (t^m 'rest), a. Noting a plow having turpentine-tree (ter'pen-tin-tre), n. 1. The
a reversiblemold-board, whereby a furrow may t«''robinth-trce, Pistaeja Terebinthus, the source
bo turned either to the right or to the left, ac-
cording to the position of the mold-board.
Turonian (tii-ro'ni-an), n. [Irreg. < Touraine
in France, wliere the system is well developed,
+ -ian.] In H'oJ., a division of the Cretaceous
system, according to the continental geologists.

of Chian or Scio turpentine. Though the range of
the terebinth is wide, the moderate demand is met by
about l,(iiJO trees, some of them 800 or 901) years old, on.
the isle of Scio. See terebinth.

2. The Australian Syncarpia laurifoHa (Trista-
nia albens) and Tristania conferta, trees afford-
ing an aromatic oil. See the generic names.

It lies between the Cenomanian and the Senonian, and is *.„™«-,4.i„i„ /* a,, ^^ +;„/ji \ „ r/ ^ j-

the equivalent of the English Lower Chalk, or •' Chalk with- turpentiniC (ter-pen-tin 1 k) , a. [< turpen tine

out flints"— the chalk of the cliffs of Dover and Shake- -'"-J Kelated to turpentine— Turpentlnlc acid>
speare Cliff. In the more detailed nomenclature of the Same as lerebic add (which see, under terebic).

French geologists it includes the Santonian and Clam- turpeth (ter'peth), ii. [Formerly also tiirbcth,
P»"'»n- turbith, turbit; < ME. turbi/te, < OF. (and F.)

turpentine (t^r'pen-tin), n. [Formerly also ter- turbith = Pg. turbit (ML! turpethiim), < Ar.
pentine; (.'MIE. turbentyne =:iiD. terjyentijn, ter-

~

a aA
Turn-uble.

a, side elevation of tum-table. pivoted at the central j,ier A ; *,
toilets which support the ends and upon which the latter turn around
on a circular flat-topped rail ; c, £', fixed rails and tum-table rails
respectively.

are sunk In a circular pit. so that the track is level with
the connecting tracks. In some cases a second line of
rails is laid on the platform, at rigllt angles with the first.
The turn-table for turning locomotives, as at the end of
local lines, is now usually simply a wooden or iron girder,
pivoted at the center and having each end supported on
wheel* that move on a circular track in a pit, the plat-
form being dispenseti with. Small turn-tables for moving
cars from one track to another, as in narrow yards where
there is no room for curves or switches, are sometimes
used. Also called turning-jiate.

2. A device used in tracing the circular cement-
cells for microscope-slides. E. U. Knight.

inentijn, D. terpentijn = G. Sw. Dan. terpentin, <
OF. turbentinr. trrrbrntine, turpentine, tereben-

thine, ML. trrrliiiitiiid, NL. terefti«</ii«a, turpen-
tine, < L. tercbiiithina (sc. resina), tern, of tere-

binthinus, of the terebinth, < terebinthus, < Gr.
Tepijiivdo(, terebinth: see terebinth, and ef. tere-

binthine.] 1. An oleoresinous substance se-

turbid, < Pers. turbid, a cathartic, turbad, su

purgative root.] 1. The root of Ipomsea (Con-
voltulus) Turpcthum, a plant of Ceylon, Mala-
bar, and Australia, which has a cathartic prop-
erty. (iieelndianjalaj>,underjaiap.) Itissome-
times called vegetable turpeth, to distinguish it

from mineral turpeth.— 2. Turpeth-mineral.

—

— Resin of turpeth. See resin.

creted by the wood or bark of a number of turpeth-mineral (ter'peth-min*e-ral), n. A
trees, all coniferous except the terebinth, which name formerly given to the yellow basic mer-
yields Chian turpentine. It consists chiefly of an cury sulphate (HgS042ngO). It acts as a powerful,
essential hydrocarbon oil (CioHie) and a resin called emetic, and was formerly given in croup, but it is now
colophony or rosin. The common turpentine is derived in seldom used internally. It is a very useful errhine im
tYance from the maritime pine, Pinus marilima (tYench cases of headache, amaurosis, etc.

or Itordeaux turpentine); in Russia and Germany, from turpifvt (t6r'pi-fi), f. t. [< L. * turinficare, in
the Scotch pine, K(w'i«»(m; in Atlstria and (Vm

turpificatus, made tou\. < turpis, foul, base,
the (ore Ican pme, P. Lancio; in the Last Indies ant! ^."^ -'-'-- ' . __ i^'.' .»
Japan, from several pines; and in the United States, most
largely in North Carolina, from the southern or long-
leafed pine, P. paluxtriif. and somewhat from the loblolly-

eine, P. Tseda. For other turpentines, see the phrases
elow. In the United States turpentine is obtained by

cutting a pocket in the side of the tree (boxing), whence
it is periodically collected. In JiYance the less destruc- tuipillti ^

+ -ftcarCj Kfacerej make.] To calumniate ; stig-

matize.

O [that] ... a woman , . . should thus turpifie the*
reputation of my doctrine with the superscription of a,:

fool

!

Sir P. Sidney^, Wanstead Play, p. 620. {Davies.y

An obsolete corruption of terrapitu.



Turpinia

Tnrpillla (tfer-pin'i-S), ». [NL. (Ventenat, turret^ (tur'et), n.

1803), named after P" J. F. Turpin, a French tmirette, touret,

naturalist and artist (1775-1840).] A genus of

polypetalous plants, of the order Staphyleaceee.
it is characterized by a three-lobed ovaiy indehiscent in

frait. Tlie 8 species are natives of Asia and America,
especially in Cliina, India, and tlie West Indies. They
are smooth trees or shrubs with terete branchlets bearing
opposite leaves, usually composed of opposite serrulate

leaflets. Tlie small white flowers form terminal and axil-

lary spreading panicles. Some species produce an edible

drupaceous fruit. T. occidentalu. a tree from 20 to 30 feet

liigh, is known as cassava-wood or c&romant£e drumwood
in Jamaica. (See drumicood.) 7'. pomifera of India and
China, the toukshama of Burma, a very variable species

from 12 to 40 feet high, in its typical state bears a fleshy,

smooth, and roundish yellow, green, or reddish drupe,

sometimes 2 inches in diameter.

turpis causa (ter'pis ka'za). [L. : tiirpis, base,

vile; foiisn, cause, reason: seecatwe.] In Scots

laio, a base or vile consideration on which no
action can be founded. This would be called in

English law a consideration contra bonos mores,

or against jniblic policy.

turpitude (tSr'pl-tiid), «. [< F. turpitude = It.

turpitudine, < L. turpitudo, baseness, < turpis,

base.] Inherent baseness or vileness ; shame-
ful wickedness ; depravity.

All maner of conceites that stirre vp any vehement pas-

sion in a man doo it by some turpitude or euill and vnde-

cency tliat is in them.
PiOUnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 242.

How wouidst thou have paid

My better seiTice, when my turpitude

Thou thus dost crown with gold

!

Shak., A. and C, iv. 6. 38.

Whose political vices, at least, were imputable to men-
tal incapacity, and to evil counsellors, rather than to any
natural turpitude of heart. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

turps (terps), n. A workmen's name for the oil

or spirit of turpentine.

The spirit of turpentine will be designated by the word
turps, which is in general use, has only one meaning, and
has the advantage of brevity.

SpoTis' Encyc. Manuf., p. 2026.

turauett, »• [Appar. < OF. *Turquet, dim. of

Turc, Turk : see Turk.] A figure of a Turk or

Mohammedan.
Let anti-masques not be long ; they have been com-

monly of fools, satyrs, baboons, wild men, antics, . . .

turquets, nymphs, rustics, Cupids, statues moving, and the

like. Bacon, Masques and Triumphs (ed. 1887).

turquoise (ter-koiz' or tfer-kez'), n. [A word
of unstable form and pronunciation, the older

forms being now largely displaced by turquoise

after mod. E., the pron. wavering between that

belonging properly to the word (ter'kis), and
that belonging only to the later form turquoise,

namely ter-koiz': other pronunciations aretfer-

kez', ter-kes'. Now most commonly spelled

turquoise, also turkoise, also turquois, turkois,

turcois, also turkis (as in Tennyson) ; early mod.

E. turquoise, turquois, turkoise, tourquoise, also
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[< ME. turet, toret, < OF.
a turret or small tower: see

tower. The W. twrcd, tower, is from the E.]

1 . A little tower rising from or otherwise con-

turtle

turriculate (tu-rik'u-lat), a. [< L. turricula,

a little tower (see turricula), + -ofel.] 1. Hav-
ing tuiTets ; characterized by the presence of

a number of small towers; turreted.—2. In
conch., turreted. Also
turriculated.

turriculated (tu-rik'u-la-

ted), a. [< turriculate +
-cd''^.'] Same as turricu-

late, 2.

turrilite (tur'i-lit), n. [<
Turrilites.'] A fossil am-
monitoid cephalopod, the
shells of which occur in the
cretaceous and greensand
formations, and which be-

longs to the genus Tur-

rilites or a related form.
The shell is spiral, turreted, and
sinistral. Tliere are about 37

species.

Turrilites (tur-i-li'tez), n.

[NL. (Lamarck, 1801). <

L. turris, a tower, + Gr.

?.i0oc, stone.] A genus of

fossil cephalopods, gener-
ally referred to the family
Stephanoceratidee, but by
some considered as the
type of a family Turrili-

tidee; the turrilites, as T.

cosiatus or T. catenatus.

turriont.M- [< It. ioj-rioHc]

A tower or bastion of a

neeted with a larger building; a small tower, J,^I^M 'l^^^rfT^'tf^i,,,,
often crowning or finishing the angle of a wall, turrited. a |<.L^«»mt«.,

etc. Turrets are of two chiefclasses— such as rise imnie- „„ ,^„„J . .,721 ««„' »,,.«„*^j i
diately from the ground, as staircase turrets, and such as f^ee louer), ">- -ew.i oeo mrreiea, t.

are formed on the upper parts of a building, often corbeled TuiTltella (tur-1-tei a), n. [JNL. (Lamarck,
out from the wall and not extending down to the ground, 1799), < L. turritus, towered, + -ella.^ 1. The
us bartizan turrets. See also cuts under pecZ and 6ar(i2M7..

typical genus of Turritellidx, having along
2. In medieval warfare, a movable building ot a

t;^^picuiate spirally striate shell, with rounded
square form, consisting of ten or even twenty

aperture, as T. imbricata.—2. [l. c] Any mem-
stories, and sometimes 180 feet high, usually

-^^^ ^^ ^.j^'^^ „guug
moved on wheels, and employed in approaches

imritellidse (tur-i-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
to a fortified place for carrying soldiers, en-

Xurritella + -idle.] A family of tajnioglossate

Turrets,i3thcentury.—Main entrance to the Abbey of Mont St. Michel,

Normandy. (From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

Turrilites costatus.

gines, ladders,"etc.— 3. IliHt., a tower, often

revolving, for offensive purposes, on land or

water. See cut underjHOMto)-.— 4. Inher.-.ja)
turritelloid (tur-i-tel'oid), a. [< Turritella -f

tot ,..,,-, T.„„„„y,i;„„ „„„_„.,„ „v, -

holostomous gastropods, whose typical genus is

Turritella; the screws or screw-shells.

A small slender tower, usually forming part

a bearing, being set upon a larger tower. See
-oid.] Resembling a screw-shell ; of or pertain-

ing to the Turritellidx. P. P. Carpenter.

jj .„, ..„,„^ .». »„.., , X -7 on the bed, with holes around it for dies

7urqueis"T^re]^ lurca^} not found in Me! (but turret^ (tur'et), n. [Prob. < OF. *to«ref,equiv.

prob. existent) ; = D. turckois, turcoys, now tur- to tournet, a ring in the mouth of a bit, < tourn.

turreted, 3. (6) A bearing representing a kind ^.^^S.^j
(t^r'si-6), n. [NL., < L. ihrsio, a kind

of scepter having both ends alike and resem-
^j ^^^ resembling the dolphin.] 1. A kind of

bhng the ends of the cross avellane. See tir- ^^^^ DelpMnus tursio, of British and other
ret. [Bare.] —5. In a railroad-car of American ^^^^^ Atlantic waters, 6f rather large size and
model, the raised part of the middle of the root,

j^^^^ ^^jj^j .^^,5^^ comparatively large and few
utilized for affording light and ventilation.— teeth.— 2t. [Cfl/).] Same as Tursiops.
6. In a lathe a cylindrical or polygonal block

im-gjopg (t^r'si-ops), n. [NL., < Tursio (see tur-
„„ .1,. 1,.,! „„fi. i,„i.c o,.„.H ,t f^. H,p« If y

aspect.] A genus of Delphinidg,

a turn : see turn.] Same as terret.

The silver turrets of his harness.
J)e Quincey, Eng. Mail Coach.

hoois = MHG. tiirkis, turkoys, turggis, G. turc-

kiss, tiirkis, now turkiss = Dan. turkis, tyrkis =
Sw. turkos; < OF. turquoise, tourques, F. tur-

quoise = Sp. turquesa = Pg. turqueza = It. tur- turreted (tur'et-ed), a. [< turret -h -cd'^.] 1.

cliese (ML. reflex turchesius), & turquoise, lit. - ~ ^ ,

' Turkish stone ' (being brought through Turkey
ult. from Persia, or ' Turkish ' meaning practi-

cally 'Asiatic') (cf. Turkey-stone); fem. of OF.
Turquois, etc. (ML. 'Turceiisis), Turkish (see

Turkeis), < Turc, Turk: see Tnrk.] An opaque
blue or greenish-blue precious stone, consist-

ing essentially of a phosphate of aluminium turret-gun (tur'et-gun), n. A
containing a little copper and iron. The true or gun especially designed for use
Oriental turquoise, a favorite ornamental stone in rings jj, „ revolvine turret
and other articles.of jewelry, isfot.ndin a ""jun^a^y^r^e-

turret-head (tur'et-hed), «. The
revolving head of a bolt-cutter.

named from the resemblance of its members
to the tursio, and including such species as T.

gilli of the North Pacific, which shares with
various cetaceans the name cowfish. Also for-

merly Tursio (a name preoccupied in another

, ,, _ connection).
Furnished with tuiTets.— 2. In 7(cr., having turtle^ (ter'tl), n. [< ME. turtle, tortle, turtel.

small towers or turrets set upon it, as a castle

or a city wall.— 3. Formed like a tower: as, a

turreted lamp.— 4. In conch., having a long or

towering spire; turriculated.

Also turrited. See also cut un-

der Turrilites

Turreted Shell of
Latirus pilbulti, a
member of the Fas-
ciotariidx.

gion in Persia, and was originally brought into

Europe byway of Turkey. A variety found in New Mexi-

co, usually of a greenish-blue color, is also used in jeweliy.

The principal locality is in the Los Cerillos Mountains,

where the turquoise was mined by the Indians in very

early times. A greenish turquoise is also found in Nevada.
See botie-turquoise.

Turkis and agate and almondine.
Tennysmi, The Merman.

Reconstructed turquoise, imitation turquoise made
of finely powered ivory wliich is deposited in a solution of

copper. This deposit is dried, baked very slowly, and
cut.— Rock-turquolse, a name given to a matrix of tiir-

quoise when small grains of turquoise are embedded in it.

In commerce turquoises are said to come from the old and
the new rock — the specimens from the old rock being

true turquoise, and those from the new being odontolite, a

fossil ivory stained with copper.

turquoise-green (t6r-koiz'^'en), n. A some-
what pale color intermediate between green

and blue. ,--• > .,,_,,•• , ^ • , , l-^
turr(t6r), n. [Burmese.] A three-stringed viol turricula (tu-rik'u-la), «.; pi. turnculse (-le).

used in Burma. [ML. ,< L. <«mc«/a, a little tower, dim. of iwrns,

turrel (tur'el), «. [Prob.ult. < OF. to«r,aturn: tower: see turret^, tower.] Any utensil, as a

see tour, turn, and cf . turref^.] An auger used candlestick, having the form of a tower, espe-

by coopers. oially ^n ornamental art.

E. B. Knight.

turret-lathe (tur'et-laTH),«. A
screw-cutting lathe the slide of

which is fitted with a cylindri-

cal or polygonal block or turret

pierced around its periphery

with openings to receive dies,

which are secured in place by
set-screws. E. H. Knight.

turret-ship (tur'et-ship), n. An armor-plated

ship of war with low sides, and having on the

deck heavy guns mounted within one or more
cylindrical iron turrets, which are made to ro-

tate, so that the guns may be brouglit to bear

in any required direction. See monitor, 7.

turribantt (tur'i-bant), n. Same as turhan

turtul, also tortor (also turtre, < OF.), < AS. tur-

tle = G. turtel{taubc) = OF. turtre, P. tourtre

(also dim. tourtereau, tourterelle) = Pr. tortre =
Sp. tortora, t4rtola= It. tortora, tartola, < L. tur-

tur, a turtle ; a reduplicated form, prob. imita-

tive of the cooing of a dove.] A turtle-dove.

The wedded turtel with her herte trewe.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 355.

Greenland turtle, the sea-pigeon, or Greenland sea-dove,

Uria. grylle. See cut under guillemot,

turtle'-^ (ter'tl), n. [Formerly also tortle; prob.

a corruption of tortoise, or an accom. form, first

used by English sailors, of the Sp. tortuga or Pg.

tartaruga, a tortoise: see tortoise. In either

case the alteration appears to have been assisted

\V"i..-

Turtle iSkelopus ma.



turtle

by a whimsical association with turtle'''. The
application to the smaller land-tortoises seems
to be later.] 1. A tortoise ; any ehelonian or

testudinate; any member of the Chelonia or
Tesiudinata (see the technical names) ; espe-

cially, a marine tortoise, provided with flippers

;

absolutely, the green turtle, as Chelonia midus
(see cut below), highly esteemed for soup. See
cuts referred to under tortoise, also cuts under
Aspidonectes, Eretmochebjs, periotic, Pleurospon-
di/lia, slider, and stinkpot.

The tortoise, which they call turtle, eats like veal.

S. Clarke, lour Plantations in America (1670), p. 21.

A turtle— which means a tortoise— is fond of his shell.

0. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

2. The detachable segment of the cylinder of

a rotary printing-machine which contains the
tj'pes or plates to be printed: so called from
its curved surface. In practice, the turtle is removed
from the machine to the type-setting room. The types
are made up on the curved surface, and firmly held in

place by rebated column-rules, thicker at the top than at
the bottom, and firmly grooved in the turtle. When the
types have been locked up by screws on the turtle, they
can be placed on the machine for printing without risk of
falling out, or they can be molded in thin curved form
by the papier-mache process, and the curved plate made
therefrom can be used in printing. The stereotype meth-
od is preferred.— BaStaxd Vi:vctLe,Tk(UtuM€helys A-em-

jn.—Box-turtle. .See bf/z-tttrtaise, Cigtudo, eooter. Pyxis,
— Chicken-turtle. .Same as ekicken-tortoige, (Southern
r.S.]—Diamond-backed turtle. See diamond-backed.
— Greaved turtle, u tortoise of the genus Podocnemw, as

P. expand.— Green turtle, one of several species of tur-

tles, belonging to the natural order Chelonia, family Chelo-
niidx, and genus Chelonia (which see for the technical
zoological characters). They are all marine, and feed al-

most exclusively on algs or seaweeds. The common species
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turtle-deck (ter'tl-dek), n. See deck, 2.

turtle-dove (ter'tl-duv), n. [< ME. turteldoufe
= D. tortelduif = OHG. turtulatuhd, turtiltubd,

MHijr. ticrteltube, tiirteltube, G. turteltaube =
Dan. titrteldue = Sw. turturdufva ; as turtle^ +
doi'el.] 1. The turtle; any member of the ge-
nus Turtur in a broad sense; specifically, T.

vulgaris, a dove native in the British Islands

Turtle-dove iTurttir vulgaris).
Tuscan Order, after Vignola.

Creea Turtle iCheiania tnidas).

ot the West Indies is Chelonia midas; that of Pacific waters
is C. virfjata. The former conies on the coast of the United
States, from tile (Julf of ilexico northward, occasionally
even to Ixmg Island Sound or even on the New England
fishing-banks. It attains great size, individuals having
been taken weighing from 600 to »U0 pounds. It lives
chiefly in deep water, but also seeks the mouths of rivers
and estuaries. It breeds from April till July, and iti April,
and especially in May, large numbers come ashore to lay
their eggs, which are nmch esteemed and eagerly sought
for. The animal itself is celebrated as the source of real-

turtle soup. The Pacific species ranges along the wh»^tle

southern coast of Califontia, and is regularly taken to the
San Francisco markets.— Hawk-billed or' hawk's-biU
turtle, a marine turtle, the caret, Eretmochebjs imbricala,
the source of cimmereial tort^iise-shell. See cut under
irefinw/wf;/'.— Loggerhead turtle. See loogerhead, 4.

— Mock turtle. See m«*i.— Palited turtle. Same
as paint'''! trrritpin (which see, under ^^rrrt/n/i). — Soft-
shelled or soft turtle. See m/l-rhelled. Tritmychidir,
and cut uniier Aapi'Ionectes.— To turn turtle, to capsize

:

said of a vessel (Naut slang.) (See also oHt</a/or-turW<,
land-turtle, mud-turtle, gea-turtle^, snappinff-turtle.)

turtle^ (tfer'tl), r. 1. ;
pret. and pp. turtled, ppr.

turtlinfj. [< turtle'^, »^.] To pursue or capture
turtles; make a practice or business of taking
turtles.

When going on a turtling excursion a gaper is caught,
and the more experience*! natives have%o great difficulty
in procuring one when required.

Anthrop. Jour., XIX. 349.

turtleback (t&r'tl-bak), «. l. A West Indian
hehnct-shell, f'n.ssis tuberosa. Imp. Diet.— 2.
Something having tlie shape of a turtle's back,
(a) A rude stone implement, of a shape suggesting the
name, by some supposed to represent a failure to chip out
a more elatxirat^ or perfect form.

The familiar turtle-back or one-faced stone, the double
turtleback or two-faced stone, together with all similar
nide shapes.

W. If. Holmes, Amer. ,\nthrop., Jan., 1890, p. 13.

(6) An arched protection erected over the upper deck of a
steamer at the Ijow, and often at the stern also, to guard
against damage from the breaking on board of heavy seas

;

a whaleback.

turtle-cowry (t^r'tl-kou"ri), n. A large hand-
some cowrv, Ci/prsea testudinaria.

turtle-crawl (ter'tl-kr41), n. 1. The track of
a turtle to and from its nest.— 2. A pen con-
structed in the water for confining turtles.
(Flori.la.J
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and other parts of Europe, and thence extend-
ing into Africa and Asia. There are many others, of
most parts of the Old World, as the Cambayan, T. Senegal-
ensis; among them is T. risorius, commonly seen in cap.
tivity and caJled ring-dove.

2. The common Carolina dove orpigeon, Zcnai-
dura carolinensis. Also called mourning-dove.
See cut under dove. [Local, U. S.]^3. The
Australian dove Stictopelia cuneata. [Local.]

turtle-eggiUK (tir'tl-eg'ing), n. The act or in-

dustry of taking turtles' eggs. The turtle digs a
hole in the sand, in which the eggs are deposited and then
covered over. To ascertain where the nest is located a
sharp stick or iron rod is used to prod the ground.

turtle-footed (ter'tl-fufed), a. Slow-footed.

Turtle-footed peace. Ford. (Imp. Diet.)

turtle-grass (t^-r'tl-gras), «. See Thalassia.

turtle-nead (ter'tl-hed), n. See Chelone, 2.

turtle-peg (t#r'tl-peg), n. The spear or har-
poon used in striking turtles; a peg. It is a
small sharp piece of iron, made fast to a cord, and mounted
on a long shaft. The turtle is pegged by a thrust into
the shell, where the head of the spear is held firmly ; the
staff is then withdrawn, and the turtle is brought in by
the cord. [Horida.)

turtler (ter'tlfer), n. [< turtle'^ + -frl.] One
who makes a business of hunting for turtles or
their eggs.

turtle-run (t6r'tl-run), n. A .turtle-crawl.
[Florida.]

turtle-shell (t^r'tl-shel), n. 1. Tortoise-shell;
especially, the darker and less richly mottled
tortoise-shell used for inlaying in wood, etc.

—

2. In conch., the turtle-cowry.

turtle-soup (tiT'tl-sOp'), n. A rich soup the
chii'f ingredient of which is turtle-meat.

—

Mock-turtle soup, see vwck-turtle.

turtle-stone (ttr'tl-ston), «. In geol., a sep-
tariuni.

turtling (ter'tling), n. [Verbal n. of turtle^, t;.]

'The act or method of catching turtles ; the busi-
ness of a turtler.

turtosa (tfr-to'sa), n. The African teak or
oak, Oldfieldia Africana.

turtourt, « [Mfi., also iorior (also turtre, < OF.
turtre), < L. turtur, a turtle: see turtle^.} A
turtle-dove.

Oon litel and obscure.
With whete and mylde in that thi turtours fede.

Palladitu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

Turtur (tfr't^^r), n. [NL., < L. turtur, a turtle :

see turtle^.'] A genus of doves, based by Selby
in 1835 upon the common turtle of Europe, C6-
lumba turtur of Linnteus, now called Turtur
communis, vulgaris, or auritus. (See cut under
turtle-dove.) There are many other Old World
species, among them T. risorius, probably the
turtle of Scripture.

turves, ». An obsolescent plural of turf^.

turvy-topsyt, adv. Same as top,syturvi/. Cited
by F. Hull, The Nation, March 28, 1880, p. 268.

turwar (tur'war), n. [E. Ind.] The tanning-
bark obtained in India from Cassia auriculatu.

Tuscan (tus'kan), a. and n. [= F. Toscan, <

It. Toscano, < L. Tuscanus, < Tu.fcu.<i, Thuscus,
Tuscan. Cf. Etruscan.'] I. a. Pertaining to

Tuscany, a former grand duchy, now a com-
partimento of the present kingdom of Italy,

corresponding goiieriilly to the ancient Etruria.
— Tuscan order, one of th*e five orders of architecture,

accordinfc' to Vltruvlus and Palladio. It admits of no or-

tusk
naments, presents the lack of refinement of the other Ho-
man orders, and the columns are never fluted. It differs
so little, however,
from the Roman —^^ . .

Doric that it is

generally regard-
ed as being only
a variety of the
latter. See Do-
ric. — Tuscan
straw, plaited
straw of fine yel-
low color, used
for making hats
and fine mats and
baskets.

II. n. 1. An
inhabitant of
Tuscany.— 2.
In arch., the
Tuscan order,

tush^ (tush), II.

[< ME. tusch,

tosch ; an as-
sibilated form
of i««fcl.] A
long pointed
tooth ; a tusk

;

specifically,
one of the foui-

canine teeth
of the horse.

That great wolf [Gardiner], . . . whose teeth are like to
the venomous toshes of the ramping lion.

Beeon, Works (Parker Soc), III. 237.

And whom he strikes his crooked tushes slay.

SAo*., Venus and Adonis, 1. 624.

tusll^ (tush), inter). [Formerly also twish; ef.

tut and Irish.'] An exclamation expressing re-

.
buke, impatience, or contempt, and equivalent
to'pshaw! be silent': as,iush! tush! nevertell
me such a story as that.

There is a cholerike or disdainfull interiection vsed in
the Irish language called Boagh, which is as mucli in Eng-
lish as twish.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, i. (Holinshed'8Chron.,I.).

Tush, man ; in this topsy-turvy world friendship and
bosom-kindness are but made covers for mischief, means
to compass ill. Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

tUShS (tush), p. i. [itnsh'i, inter].] To express
impatience, contempt, or the like by the ex-
clamation ''Tush!"
Cedric tuthed and pshawed more than oflce at the mes-

sage. Scott, Ivanhoe, xliv.

tushed (tusht), a. [< tmhl + -cd^.] Having
tushes; tusked.
tuskl (tusk), n. [< ME. tusl; also transposed
tux (also assibilated tusch, tosch: see tushi^), <
AS. tusc, also transposed tux = OFries. tusk,
tusch = Icel. to.skr (cf. Gael, tosg, < E.), a tusk,
tooth; prob., with orig. adj. formative -k or-sk
(as in AS. -isc, E. -wfti), from the orig. form of
tooth (AS. toth, Goth, tunthus, etc.), the radical
th + k or th + sk reducing to sk, as th -I- i or th
+ st reduces to st. The supposition that AS.
ttisc is a contr. of 'twisc, < twi-, two, though
phonetically tenable (cf. twikar, twiscur), does
not meet the sense.] 1 . A long pointed tooth

;

especially, a tooth long enough to protrude
from the lips when the mouth is closed. Tusks
are extremely prominent in some animals, as elephants,
mastodons, and other proboscideans; the narwhal among
cetaceans ; various pachyderms, as the hippopotamus.
boar, and babirussa ; the walrus among pinniped carni-
vores; and the fossil saber-toothed tigers among ordinary

a, tusk of walrus (cauine toothl : *, tusk of elephant
oncisor tooth).

carnivores. Tusks may be upper or lower ; they are usn-
nlly upper, but in the dinotherium lower. They are
either iitcisors or canines in different animals, but are usu-
ally canines. They are always paired, except In the nar-
whal. The single developed upper incisor of the male
narwhal is the longest tusk known, reaching a length of

10 or 12 feet, and it is spirally grooved as if twisted. Ele-

phants' tusks are upper incisors, and furnish most of the
ivory of commerce. The tusks of the walrus are upper
canines ; those of the boar tribe are canines, both upper
and lower. The tusks of the dinotherium are a pair of

lower Incisors turned down out of the mouth. The so-

called tusks or tushes of the horse are ordinary canines.

See cuts under babirussa, boar, Dinotherium, elephant,

Mastodontinie, vwnodon, narwhal, Phacocluerus, saber-

tootlied, and walrus.



tusk
Bat bit his lip for felonous despight,
And gnaslit his yron tuakes at that displeasing sight.

Spenter, F. Q., IV. x. 33.

2. A sharp projecting point resembling in some
degree a tusk or tooth of an animal. Speciflcally

—(a) A tooth of a harrow. (6) The share of a piow.

Shortly plough or harrow
Shall pass o'er what was Ismail, and its tusk
Be unimpeded by the proudest mosque.

ByroHt Don Juan, vii, 63.

(e) In locks, a sharp projecting point or claw which forms
a means of attachment or engagement
3. In carp., a bevel shoulder on a tenon to give
it additional strength.— 4. A tooth-shell. See
DentaUidse, and cut under tooth-shell.

tusfci (tusk), f. [< <MsA.i, «.] I. tram. 1. To
gore with the tusks.

My poor mistress went distract and mad
When the boar tusk'd hira. Keats, Endymion, ill.

2. To move, turn, or thrust with the tusks.

The Wilde boare has tvsked up his vine.
Dekker, Londons Tempe (Worlds, ed. Pearson, IV. 120).

H.t intrans. To gnash the teeth, as a boar

;

show the tusks.

Never tusk, nor twirl your dibble; . . . you shall not
fright me with your lion-chap, sir, nor your tuslcs.

B. Jcnisoit, Bartholomew Fair, ii, 1.

tusk^ (tusk), n. [A reduced form of torsh. Cf.

cusk.'] A fish : same as torsk.

tusk^ (tusk), K. [Early mod. E. tuske, also as-

sibilated tttshe; cf. Dan. dusk, a tuft, tassel,

Sw. dial, tiiss, a wisp of hay; ef. also W. ttis,

tusw, a wisp, bundle. The relations of these
forms are uncertain. Cf . tussock.^ A tuft ; a
bush. Palsgrave.

tuskar (tus'kar), n. [Also tiishkar, twiscar; <

leel. iorfskerl, a turf-cutter (cf. torfskurdhr,
turf-cutting), < torf, turf, -t- skera, cut: see turj^

and shear."] An implement of iron with a wood-
en handle, for cutting peat. [Orkney and Shet-
land.]

tusked (tuskt), a. [< <««fcl + -ed2.] Having
tusks ; tusky : used in heraldry only when the
tusks are of a different tincture from the rest

of the bearing. Also tushed.

His wide mouth did gape
With huge great teeth, like to a tusked Bore.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 6.

tuskee (tus'ke), «. [Amer. Ind.] The prairie-
turnip, PgOralea esculenta. See Psoralea.

tusker (tus'ker), n. [< tiisk^ + -ejl.] An ele-

phant whose tusks are grown and retained.

Every one knows that elephants are found there [in Cey-
lon], but it is not so generally known that t^tskers are so
rare that not one male in 300 has tusks.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 587.

tusk-shell (tusk'shel), »j. A tooth-shell : same
as tusk^, 4.

tusk-tenon (tusk'ten"on), n. Atenon strength-
ened by having a shoul-
der or step on the lower
side. This form has the ad-
vantage of permitting the mor-
tise into which it enters to
be cut at a higher point in a
horizontal beam, thus weak-
ening the latter less than if

cut at or below the neutral
line of deflection.

tusk-vase (tusk'vas), n.

A decorative vase form-
ed of a part of the tusk of an elephant, hol-
lowed and mounted with the point downward
on a stand; hence, a vase of any material re-

sembling a tusk so mounted.
tusky (tus'ki), a. [< <«sfcl + -!/l.] Having
tusks ; tusked : as, the tusky boar. Pope, Odys-
sey, xiv. 124.

tusmosef, n. See tuzzimnzzy.

tuSBah-silk (tus'a-silk), ». Same as tusser-

silk. Spans' Encyc. Mannf., I. 520.

tussal (tus'al), a. [< tussis + -al.] Relating to
or caused by cough.
tussemoset, «. See tuzzimuzzy.

tusser (tus'er), n. [Also tussur, tussore, tusseh,

tussah,tu.ssa, tasar; prob. at first in comp. tusser-

silk, lit. 'shuttle-silk,' perhaps from the form
of the cocoon (Yule), < Hind, tassar, < Skt. tas-

«ara, «ras«ra, shuttle.] 1. Same as ^Msser-s^7^.— 2. An oak-feeding silkworm, Antherxa my-
Utta, furnishing a silk of great strength, but of
coarse quality and hard to reel.

tusser-silk (tus'er-silk), ». The raw silk pro-
duced by various silkworms other than the
ordinary Sericaria mnri, as by Anthersea my-
litta. The silk is naturally of a dark fawn-color; the
cloths made from it are generally plainly woven, without
patterns, brocading, or even cords.

tusser-wonn (tus'er-w6rm), n. Same as tus-

ser, 2.

Tusk-tenon.
A, tenon ; B, tusk.
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tusses (tus'ez), n. pi. [Appar. for tushes, pi. of
tiish,vnT. of tusk: cf. tuski, n., 3.] Projecting
stones left in masonry to tie in the wall of a
building intended to be subsequently annexed.
Halliicell.

And also forsaide Richarde sail schote out tusses in the
west ende for makyng of a stepill.

Contract/or Catterick Church, Yorkshire (1412), quoted in
[N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 490.

tussicular (tu-sik'u-lar), a. [< L. tussicularis,

< tussicula, dim. of tussis, cough.] Of or per-
taining to a cough.
Tussilago (tus-i-la'go), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700; earlier in Lobel, 1576), <L. tussilago, the
herb coltsfoot.] A genus of composite plants,
of the tribe Senecionidese, type of the subtribe
Tussilaginese. it is characterized by radiate flower-
heads with erect uniseriate involucral bracts, the disk-
flowers with undivided styles. The only species, T. Far-
fara, the coltsfoot, is widely distributed through north
temperate regions in the Old World, in America natural-
ized in the North Atlantic States and Canada. It is a per-
ennial herb, more or less covered with snowy wool, grow-
ing from a deep-seated rootstock. The leaves are radical,
large and roundish, and somewhat angulate; the flower-

heads are yellow, of medium size, and solitary upon a
scale-bearing scape. See coltsfoot (with cut), and compare
coughwort and foalfoot.

tussis (tus'is), ?(. [L.] In ?H«d., a cough. Goxa-
paxe pertussis. [Now rare.]

tussle (tus'l), n. [Formerly also <MSse?; avar.,
with shortened vowel, of tousle : see tousle.] A
struggle ; a conflict ; a scuffle. [Colloq.]

"It is some comfort, when one has had a sair tttssel,"

continued the captain, . . . "that it is in a fair leddy's
service." Scott, Heart of Mid*Lothian, li.

tussle (tus'l), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. tussled, ppr.

tussling. [< tussle, n.] To struggle; wrestle
confusedly; scuffle. [Colloq.]

tussock (tus'ok), n. [Formerly also tussuck

,

supposed to be another form, with aecom. dim.
suffix -oek, of tiisk^.] 1. A clump, tuft, or small
hillock of growing grass.— 2. Same as tuft-, 1.

There shoulde not any such tussocks nor tufts be seen
as there be, nor such laying out of the hair.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

3. A tussock-moth, as of the genus Orgyia
(which see); a vaporer: so called from the
tufted larvce. The larva of the white-marked tussock,
0. leucostigma, is a very destructive caterpillar in the
United States. The pale tussock is the European 0. pudi-
bunda : so called in England.

4. Same as tussock-grass.

tussock-caterpillar (tus'ok-kat"er-pil-ar), 11.

The larva of any tussock-moth.
tussock-grass (tus'ok-gras), n. 1. A tall and
elegant grass, Poa flahellata (Dactylis aespito-
sa), a native
of the Falk-
land Islands,

Tierra del
Fuego, and
southern Pat-
agonia, de-
lighting in
boggy and
peaty ground.
It grows in great
tufts ortussocks
sometimes 5 or
6 feet in heiglit,

the long taper-
ing leaves grace-
fully recurved.
The plant is

highly nutri-
tious, containing
a large amount
of saccharine
matter, and is

sought after by Tassock-en^ss iPaaJtaitltala).

cattle. Severed
attempts have been made to establish it in seaside dis-

tricts in Scotland.

2. In Australia, a plant of the lily family, Lo-
mandra {Xcrotes) longifolia, considered the best
native substitute for esparto. Though it is of taller

growth in wet ground, the best quality is from dry lands.

Also called mut-rush. Spone' Encyc. Manuf.
3. A tufted grass, Aira csespitosa. Britten and
Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
tussock-moth (tus'ok-moth), n. One of various
bombyeid moths whose larvee are tufted; a
tussock; a vaporer: as, the hickory tussock-

moth, Halesidota caryse, the larva of which feeds
mainly on the foliage of hickory, but also upon
other forest- and orchard-trees in the United
States. See cut under Orgyia.

tussock-sedge (tus'ok-sej), n. A sedge-plant,

Carcx stricta. growing in swampy grounds in

dense clumps, the bases of which at length be-
come elevated into hummocks.
tussocky (tus'ok-i), a. [< tussock + -i/l.]

Abounding in or resembling tussocks or tiifts.

tutenag

tussore, w. Same as tusser.

tussuckt, n. An old spelling of tussock.

tussyt, " An old spelling of tuzzy.

tutl (tut), r. i. [Var. of toot^, totel.] To pro-
ject.

tut^ (tut), n. [Also tote : see tut^, v., and toot^.]

A hassock ; a footstool. [Prov. Eng.]
Paid for a tut for him that drawes the bellowes of the

orgaines to sit upon. ivd.

ChwardeTis Accounts of Cheddle, 1637. (Davies.)

tut^ (tut), !i. [Also tote; origin obscure.] A
piece of work; a job.

tut^ (tut), V. i. ; pret. and pp. tutted, ppr. tutting.

[< tuts, ,j.] To do work by the tut or tote ; work
by the piece. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
tut* (tut), interj. [Cf. tush^ and trut.] An ex-
clamation used to cheek or rebuke, or to ex-
press impatience or contempt. It is synony-
mous witn tush^.

Tut, tut!

Grace me no grace, nor uncle me no uncle.
Shak., Rich. II., it 3. 87.

Tut, I am confident in thee, thou shalt see 't.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 3.

tut* (tut), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. tutted, ppr. tutting.

[< tut*, interj.] To express impatience, con-
tempt, or the like by the interjection tut.

In another moment the member of parliament had for-

gotten the statist, and was pishing and tutting over the
Globe or the Sun. Bvlwer, Caxtons, viiL 3.

tutaget (tu'taj), n. [< L. tutari, protect, defend,
4- -age ; or, rather, an error for tutelage (?).]

An object of tutelage ; tutelage.

Trim up her golden tresses with Apollo's sacred tree.

Whose tutage and especial care I wish her still to be.

Drayton, Eclogues, iii.

tutamen (tfl-ta'men), n.; pi. tutamiiia (-tam'i-

na). [L., defense, protection, < tutari, watch,
protect, defend, freq. of tueri, watch: see tui-

tion.] In anat., a defense or protection ; that
which makes safe or preserves from injury.

—

Tutamina cerebri, the scalp, skull, and membranes of
the brain.

—

Tutamina OCUll, the eyelids and their ap-
pendages.

tutamentt (tii'ta-ment), n. [< L. tutamentum,
protection, defense, < tutare, watch, protect,

defend: see tutamen.] Protection.

The holy Crosse is the true Tuiameiit,
Protecting all ensheltered by the same.

Dairies, Holy Roode, p. 19. {Davies.y

tutamina, n. Plural of tutamen.

tutania (tu-ta'ni-S), n. [NL., an intentional or
accidental variant of tutia: see tutty".] The
trade-name of a variety of Britannia metal. n»e
word is not in common use, and the reported analyses of
alloys said to be called by the name tutania differ greatly
from each other. So-called "English tutania" (accord-
ing to Hiorna) is an alloy of equal parts of tin, antimony,
bismuth, and brass.

tutet, V. An obsolete form of toot^. toot^.

tutelage (tu'te-lSj), «. [< tutele + -age.] 1.

Protection; guardianship: as, the king's right

of seigniory and tutelage.

The childhood of the European nations was passed un-
der the tutelage of the clergy. Macautay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. The state of being under a guardian; care
or protection enjoyed.

Your wisdom is too ripe to need instruction
From your son's tutelage. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 2.

tutelar (tii'te-lHr), a. [= F. tutclaire = Sp. Pg.
tutelar = It. tuiclare, < LL. tutelaris. < L. tutela,

a watching, guardianship, protection: see tu-

tele.] 1. Having the guardianship or charge
of protecting a person or a thing; guardian;
protecting: as, tutelar genii; tutelar goddesses.

God, that dwells in us, will sustain the building and
repair the building out of ourselves : that is, he will make
us tutelar angels to one another. Donne, Sermons, v.

2. Pertaining to a protector or guardian ; tend-

ing to guard or protect; protective : as, tutelar

powers. Landor.
tutelary (tii'te-la-ri), a. [< LL. tutelaris: see
tutelar!^ Same as tutelar.

I could easily believe that not only whole countries hut
particular persons liave their tutelary and guardian angels.

Sir T. Brouiu, Religio Medici, i. 33.

tutelet (tu'tel), «. [< F. tutele = Sp. Pg. It.

tutela, < L. tutela, a watching, guardianship,
protection, < tueri, pp. tuilus, tutus, watch,
guard: see tuition.] Guardianship: tutelage.

He was to have the Tutele and Ward of his Children.
Iloieell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

tutenag (tii'te-nag), n. [Also tutcnague, toot-

nague, formerly tuthinag, toothenague ; < F.

tuienaguc, tutenage, touteuague, toutenage, tutu-

nac, tintenaque, etc., = Sp. Pg. tutenaga; prob.

< Pers. Ar. tUtit/a, an oxid of zinc (see tutty-),

+ (?) Pers. -ndk, an adj. suffix, or Hind, udga,

lead.] The name given to the zinc imported
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into Europe from China and the East Indies, and
formerly, especially in the second half of the
eighteenth century, an article of considerable
commercial importance— this raetal having
been purchased by the Dutch in China and by
them distributed through the East Indies and
supplied to India proper, whence more or less
of it found its way to Europe, where its manu-
facture seems to have been begun on a small
scale, both in Germany and in England, about
1730. It is said tliat the name tutenag was first given to
an alloy imported from tlie East by tlie Portuguese, and
tliat tliis alloy was the gong-metal of the Chinese, which
is a variety of bronze. This would seem to be probable,
since the first mention of this alloy, so far as known, is
that of Libavius, who, in his work "De Xatora Metallo-
rum," publislied in 1597, describes a white bronze (xs al-
tnim\ which he says is not zinc, but a peculiar kind of
tin brought from the East Indies, and which is sonorous,
for which reason it was called by the .Spaniards lintinaso,
from tintlnnare, 'to resound.' Whether this name was a
variant of tuienag (also spelled in a great variety of other
ways, among which lintinague) or an independent desig-
nation of the alloy is not known. The whole matter of
the early nomenclature of zinc is eitremely obscure. See
zinc.

tutiorism (tu'ti-or-izm), n. [< L. tutior, com-
par. of tutus, safe (pp. of tueri, watch, guard:
see tuition), + -;>/«.] Eigorism, especially in a
mild form.

tntiorist (tii'ti-or-ist), n. [< tutior(ism) + -ist.'\

A rigorist; especiaUy, one who holds the doc-
trines of rigorism in a less rigid or severe form.

Tutivillust, ". [ML. : see tt«iv7.] A demon
who was said to collect all the fragments of
words which the priests had skipped over or
mutilated in the performance of the service,
and to carry them to hell. Halliwell.

Tutitratus, the devyl of hell.
He wryteth har names, sothe to tel,

admissa extrahantes. . . .

For his love that jou der bojth,
Hold 30U stil, and fangel no3th,

sordem aperte deprecantes.
Sd. Antiq., I. 257.

tnt-monthedt (tut'moutht), o. Having a pro-
jecting under jaw. Holland.
tnt-nose (tut'noz), n. A snub-nose. [Prov.
Eng.]
tutor (tu'tor), n. [Early mod. E. also tutotir, in-
ter; < ME. tutour, < OF. tuteur, F. tuteur = Sp.
Pg. tutor = It. tutore, < L. tutor, a watcher, pro-
tector, guardian, < tueri, protect: see tuition.
In the legal sense the word is directly from the
L. tutor.'\ 1. A guardian.
And kynde wit be wardeyn soure welthe to kepe,
And tutour of sowre treaoiire and take hit 30W atte nede.

Pien Plmcman (C'X li. 52.

ni have mine own power here,
Mine own authority ; 1 need no tutor.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 1.

The guardian— the (trfor in Scottish phraae— of the or-
phans and their land.

K. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 252.

2. In law, the guardian of a boy or girl in pu-
pilarity. in the absence of other provision, the fa-
ther is the tutor, and failing him there may be a tutor
nominate, a tutor-al-law, or a tutor dative. A tutor nomi-
nate is one nominated in a testament^ etc., by the father
of the child or children to he placed under guardianship
A father may nominate any number of tutors. A tutor-
at-law is one who acquires his right by the mere dispoai.
tion of law, in cases where there is no tutor nominate or
where the tut<jr nominate is dead, or cannot act, or has not
accepted. A tutor dative is one named by the sovereign
on the failure of both tutors nominate and tutors-at-law
In civU law it was originally considered as a right of the
nearest relative to be named the tutor in order to preserve
the fortune for the family, and it was only gradually that
the protectloTi of the infant himself came to be considered
the prnicipal object, and the filling of the office of tutor
more as a duty which had to be fulfilled unless there were
special circumstances to excuse, than as a right which a
relative could claim.

3. One who has the care of instructing anotherm various branches or in any branch of learn-
ing; a private instructor; also, a teacher or
instructor in anything.

Thou Shalt be as thou wast,
The tutor and the feeder of my riots.

5Aat., 2Hen. IV.,T. 5.66.
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in all business transactions with its members. . . . The
Tutor himself does not necessarily lecture or teach.

Dickens's Diet. 0/ Cambridge, p. 124.

5. In U. S. colleges, a teacher subordinate to
a professor, usually appointed for a year or
a term of years.
tutor (tu'tor), V. t. [< tutor, n.l 1. To have
the guardianship or care of.— 2. To instruct;
teach.

Then gave I her, . . . tvtor'd by my art,
A sleeping potion. Shak., E. and J., v. S. 243.

She trills her song with tutored powers.
Or mocks each casual note.

Wordsworth, The Contrast, i.

tutorage (tii'tor-aj), n. [< tutor + -age.'\ The
office, occupation, or authority of a tutor or
guardian; guardianship.
Children care not for the company of their parents or

tutors, and men will care less for theirs, who would make
them children by usurping a tutorage.

Government 0/ the Tongue.

tutoress (tii'tor-es), n. [Formerly also tuteresse,
tutrcss; < tutor + -ess.] A female tutor; an in-
structress ; a governess.

What a good helper, what a true instructer I

In all good arts a tutretse and conductor.
Bexjwood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874 VI. 177)

tuzzimuzzy
tuttyi (tut'i), H.; pi. tutties (-iz). [Also hissy,
tosty, and in many other confused forms

;
part-

ly due to toe-, tuzzy, q. v., but perhaps in part
connected with tut», in sense 'tuft.'] A nose-
gay; a posy. [Prov. Eng.]

Joan can call by name her cows.
And deck her windows with green boughs

;

She can wreathes and tuUyes make.
And trim with plums a bridal cake.

T. Campion (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 383).

tutty2 (tut'i), n. [Formerly also tuty, tutie; <
ME. tutic, < OF. (and F. ) tutie = Sp. tutia, atutia
= Pg. tutia, < ML. tutia, < Ar. Pers. ttitiya, an
oxid of zinc. Cf. tutenag.'] Impure zinc pro-,
toxid, collected from the chimneys of smelt-
ing-furnaces. it is said also to be found native in Per-
sia. In the state of powder tutty is used for polishing and
in medicine to dust irritated surfaces.

TxOU (tutia) a medicinable stone or dust, said to be the
heavier foil of Brass, cleaving to the upper sides and tops
of brass-melting houses; and such ordinary Apothecaries
pass away for Tuty; whereas the true Tuty is not heavy
but light, and white like fiocks of wooll, falling into dust
so soon as it is touched ; this is bred of the sparkles of
brazen furnaces, whereinto store of the mineral Calamine
hath been cast. Blount, Glossographia (1670).

4. In Eng. universities, an officer who is special-
ly intrusted with the care of the undergraduates
of his college.

By the midillc of the sixteenth century, the modem sys-tem of admitting students not on the foundation was fully
established

; and, as a natnrnl result, the office of tutor inthe present meaning of the term then first appears, being
probably Introduced at King's Hall, the chief of theeariier
foundations absorbed in Trinity itollcge, "where the
students were much younger than elsewhere."

(Quarterly llev., CXLV. 40.%
The college officer with whom the rndergrailuate hasmost frequent contact is the Tutor. He not only directsine studies of his pupils, but also deals with them in allpohits, material as well as inU-llectual. He collects the

(Allege bills, and generally acU as agent for the College

tutorial (tu-to'ri-al), a. [< LL. tutorius, belong
iug to a guardian (< L. tutor, a guardian :. see tu-
tor), + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or exercised by
a tutor or instructor.

The Commissioners had two purposes plainly before
them, which events have shown to be incompatible in the
form which they were made to take. The one was to en-
large and strengthen the Professoriate, the other was to
extend and encourage what is called the Tutorial system
by which is meant the instruction of the undergraduates
in work for their examinations by certain College officials.

Contemporary Eev., LVI. 928.

tutorially (tu-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a tutorial man-
ner; as a tutor. The Academy, Jan. 31, 1891,

tutorism (til'tor-izm), n. [< tutor + -ism.']
The office, state, or duty of a tutor or of tutors

;

tutorship. North British Rev. [Bare.]
tutorlyt (tu'tor-li), a. [< tutor + -ly-^.] Like,
befitting, or belongipg to a tutor; pedagogic.
The King had great reason to be weary of the Earl who

was grown so infirm, peevish, and forgetful, as also not a
little tutorly in his Majesty's affairs.

Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 453. (Davies.)

tutorship (tii'tpr-ship), n. [< tutor + -ship.]
1. Guardianship; tutelage.

This young Duke William, the second of that name and
seauenth Duke of Normandie, being vnder tutorship and
not of himselfe to goiierne the countiy.

'

Verstegan, Best, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 169.

2. The office of a tutor or instructor.
tutory (tii'tor-i), n. [< tutor + -y3.] Tutor-
ship; tutorage; guardianship; instruction.
The guardianship or tulorie oi a king.

Holimhed, Hist Scotland, an. 1524 (Chrou. I.).

Their reciprocal prospecMve rights of tutory were de-
feated, and the minutioof either tutor or ward put an end
to a subsisting guardianship. Eneye. Brit., XX 687.

tutrice, «. See tuteur.

tutrix (tii'triks), n. [< LL. tutrix, fern, of L. tu-
tor, a guardian : see tutor.] A female guardian.
The Jacobites submitted to the queen, as tutrix or regent

for the prince of Wales, whom they firmly believed she
intended to establish on the throne.

Smollett, Hist. Eng., I. vii. § 28.

tutsan (tut'san), n. [Formerly also tutsain ; <
OF. toutesain'e, also tutsan, F. toutesaine, < tout
(< L. totus), all, + sain (< L. sanus), sound: see
total and sane^. Cf. allheal.] A species of St.-
John's-wort, Hypericum Androssemum, once re-
garded as a panacea, or particularly as healing
to wounds. Also parkleaves. Sometimes ex-
tended to the whole genus; by LintUey to the
order Hypericaccee.

The healing Tutmn then, and Plantan for a sore.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xili. 204.

tutti (tSt'ti), a. and n. [It., pi. of tutto, all, < L.
U)tu.s, pi. toti, all: see total.] I. a. In music,
all the voices or instruments together; concert-
ed : opposed to solo, in concertos the term is applied
to passages in which the orchestra is used without the solo
instrument. It is also loosely used of any loud concerted
passage.

II. M. A concerted movement or passage in-
tended for or performed by all the voices or in-
struments together, or by most of them: op-
posed to solo.

They were bent upon a surfeit of music : tttttit, finales,
choruses, must be performed.

Long/ellow, Hyperion, iv. 4.

tutti-frutti (t6t'ti-frot'ti),H. [It.] A confec-
tion flavored with or containing different kinds
of fruit ; specifically, ice-cream so made.

Tutty ointment. See ointment.

tutty-more (tut'i-mor), n. [< toHyl -t- more^.]
A flower-root. [Prov. Eng.]

tutucuri, n. The European mink, Putorius lu-
treola.

tutulus (tu'tu-lus), ». ;
pi. <t(t«K (-li). [L.] 1.

In arcliaeol., an ancient Etruscan female head-
dress of conical form ; hence, any similar head-
dress.

In rainy weather a hood like the Etruscan tutulus was
"""•• Encyc. Brit., VI. 457.

2. One of the hollow conical objects thought
to be covers of the round hanging vases with
which they are found associated in Scandina-
vian lands, h'orsaae, Danish Arts, p. 101.

tut-work (tut'werk), w. 1. Work done by the
piece. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. Specifi-
cally, in mining, any work which is paid for
according to the number of fathoms sunk or
run, or according to the amount actually ac-
complished, and not by the day or in tribute.
[Cornwall, Eng.]

tut-'Worker (tufwer'-kSr), «. A tut-workman.
tut-workman (tnt'w6rk'man), n. One who
does tut-work.
tuum (tu'um). [L., neut. of teas, thine, < tu,
thou: see thou.] Thine; that which is thine.—Meum and tumn. See meumi.

tu-'Whit (tp-hwif), «. A word imitating the
cry of the owl.

Then nightly sings the staring owl.
Tu-whit,

Tu-who, a merry note.

Shak., L. I. L., v. 2. 928.

tu-'^lioo (tiJ-hwS'), n. Same as tu-whit. Also
tu-who and too-whoo.

tu--whoo(t9-hwo' ),».». [< tu-whoo, n.] To cry
tu-whoo: said of owls. Also too-whoo.
An owl was toowhooing from the church tower.

Thackeray, Bluebeard's Ghost.

tuyere (twe-ar' or to-yar'), n. [< F. tuyere:
see twyer.] Same as twyer.

tuyformt, n. A variant of twiform for twiformed.
tuza (to'za), «. Same as tucan. it is now also
the technical specific name of the common pocket-gopher
of the southern United States, Geomyshaa, otherwise <?
ptnetis.

tnzz (tuz), n. [< W. tusw, wisp, bunch: see
tuak^, tussock. Hence dim. tuzzy.] A tuft or
knot of wool or hair. [Prov. Eng. ]

With odorous oil thy head and hair are sleek

;

And then thou kemb'st the tuaes on thy cheek.
Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, Iv. 90.

tuzzimuzzy (tuz'i-muz''''i), «. and a. [Also
tuzzie-muzzie, tussy-mussy, tuzzy muzzy; a rimed
form, < ME. tussemose, tusmose, a form appar.
associated with tytetust, tytetuste, E. dial, teesty,
tosty, or simply tosty, a nosegay, appar. con-
nected with tuzz, tuzzy, ttisk^, tussock, etc. ; cf.
also tuttyl.] I. M. 1. A nosegay; a posy.
Florio. [Prov. Eng.]
Un bouquet. A garland of flowers : a nosegay : a tuzzie-

muzzie: a sweet posie. Nomenclator. (Sares.)

Another commanded to remove the tuzzimuzztes of flow-
ers from his feete, and to take the branch of life out of
his hand.

Trewnesse 0/ the Christian Jieligion, p. 391. (Latham.)

2. The feather-hyacinth, a monstrous variety
of Muscari comosum, with the perianth parted
into filaments. Britten and Holland. [Prov.
Eng.]

II. a. Rough; ragged; disheveled. HaUi-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
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tnzzy (tuz'i), »!. ;
pi. tuszies (-iz). [Formerly

also tiissy ; dim. of tu::z; of. tiizeimuszi/.'] 1.

A tuft or bunch of hair. See the quotation.
[Prov. Eng.]

A ball of horsehair, such as is used by copper plate print-
ers to assist in freeing their hands from ink (they call it a
tuzzy). Sci. Amer., N. S., UCII. 131.

Hence— 2. A cluster or bunch of objects, as
flowers; a bouquet. [Provincial.]

A girdle of flowers and hiMkgot all fruits, Intertyed and
following together.
Donne, Hist. Septuagint (ed. 1633), p. 49. (Richardson.)

twa (twa or twa), a. An obsolete or Scotch form
of two.

Twaddell (twod'l), «. [Named after its inven-
tor.] A hydrometer graduated so that each
division represents tlie same change of density.
It is used for densities greater than that of water, and the
excess above unity is found by multiplying by 5 and divid-

ing by 1,000— that is, 200 divisions of the scale represent
unity. Sometimes spelled Twaddle.

A Twaddle instrument constructed for liquids.

O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 03.

twaddle (twod'l), v. i. ; pret. and pp. twaddled,
ppr. iicdddliiig. [A var. of twattle.'} To bab-
ble ;

gabble
;
prate ; especially, to keep up a

foolish, prosy chatter.

Harr>' Warrington is green Telemachus, who, be sure,
was very unlike the soft youth in the good Bishop of Cam-
bray's twaddling story. Thackeray, Virginians, xviii.

To be sure, Cicero used to twaddle about Greek litera-

ture and philosophy, much as people do about ancient art
now-a-days. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 155.

twaddle (twod'l), n. [< twaddle, «.] 1. A
twaddler.

The fashionaljle words or favourite expressions of the
day, . . . being superseded by new ones, vanish without
leaving a trace behind. .Such were the late fashionable
words, a bore and a twaddle, among the great vulgar.
Grune, Class. Diet, of Vulgar Tongue (ed. 1788), Pref., p. ix.

The devil take the twaddle! ... I must tip him the cold
shoulder, or he will be pestering me eternally.

Scott, St. Konan's Well, xxx.

2. Idle, senseless talk; gabble; prosy nonsense.

He [Fielding] couldn't do otherwise than laugh at the
puny cockney bookseller (Richardson), pouring out endless
volumes of sentimental twaddle.

Thackeray, Hogarth, Smollett, and Fielding.

3. Perplexity; confusion. Gz-ose, Diet, ofVulgar
Tongue. =Syn. 2. Chatter, Jargon, etc. See.pm(tte, n.

twaddler (twod'ler), n. [< twaddle + -erl.]

One who twaddles; a babbler; a prater.

The cardinals appeared a wretched set of old twaddlers,
all but about three in extreme decrepitude.

GrevlUe, Memoirs, April 4, 1830.

twaddling (twod'ling), w. [Verbal n. of twad-
dle, v.] The act of one who twaddles; silly,

empty talk ; twaddle.
twaddly (twod'li), a. [< twaddle + -i/l.] Con-
sisting of twaddle ; twaddling.

It is rather an offensive word to use, especially onsid-
ering the greatness of the writers who have treated the
subject [old age]; but their lucubrations seem to me to be
twaddly. Helps.

twae (twa), a. and n . A Scotch form of two.

twaggert (twag'fer), «. [Cf. twigger.^ A fat

lamb.
And I have brought a twagger for the nones,
A bunting lamb ; nay, pray, you feel no bones :

Believe me now, my cunning much I miss
If ever Pan felt fatter lamb than this.

Peele, Arraignment of Paris, i. 1.

twain (twan), a. and n. [< ME. twayn, twayne,
twein, twey, tweyn, tweyne, twaien, twegen, < AS.
twegen (= 08. OFries. twene = D. twee = MLG.
twene, tweine, LG. tvene = OHG. zwene, MH6.
zwene, Or.(oha.) zween= T)a,n. tvende=Sw. tvenni
= Goth, tweihnai), two; the maso. form of two:
see two.'] I. a. Two. [Obsolete or archaic]
He . . . bad Bette kut a bow other tweyne.

Piers Ploummn (B), v. 32.

By than the yere was all agone
He had no man but twayne.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 120).

Riding at noon, a day or twain before,
Across the forest call'd of Dean.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

To be twain, to Yte two different persona or things

;

hence, to be separate or sundered.

Reason and I, you must conceive, are twain;
'Tis nine years now since first I lost my wit.

Drayton, Idea, i.x.

n. n. Two units, occurring or regarded either
singly or separate ; a couple ; a pair. [Obsolete
or archaic]
A roan . . . shall cleave to his wife ; and they (wain shall

be one flesh. . . . They are no more twain but one flesh.

Mat. xix. o, 6.

Go with me
To bless tbis Unain, that they may prosperous be.

Sliak., Tempest, iv. 1. 104.
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This very sword

Of mine slew more than any twain besides.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 2.

All is over— all is done,
Twain of yesterday are one !

Whittier, The New Wife and the Old.

In twain (formerly also on twain), in or into two parts

;

asunder.

With that stroke he brake his sheld on twayn.
Oenerydes (E. E. '1'. S.), 1. 2632.

Now Death has come intill his bower.
And split his heart in twain.

Bonny Bee-Ho'm (Child's Ballads, III. 58).

twaint (twan), V. t. [< ME. twaynen; < twain,

a. Cf. twirfl, r.] To part in twain; divide;
sunder.

We in twynne wern towen & twayned.
Alliterative Poeins (ed. .Morris), i. 251.

It were great sin true love to twain !

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 48).

twain-cloud (twan'kloud), n. In meteor., same
as cumulO'Stratus. See cloud^, 1.

twaitei (twat), n. An obsolete or dialectal
variant of thwaite^. Coke, Instit., iv. b. {Blount,
Glossographia, 1670.)

twaite^ (twat), n. [Formei'ly also tweat; also,

appar. by error, thwaite; origin not ascertained.]
A kind of shad, Alosafinta. Also twaite-shad.

The peel, the tweat, the bottling, and the rest.

With many more, that in the deep doth lie.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 175).

twal, twall (twal), a. Scotch forms of twelve.

twa-iofted (twa'lof'ted), a. Having two lofts

or stories. [Scotch.]

Folks are far frae respecting me as they wad do if I

lived in a twa-lo/ted sclated house.
Scott, Bride of Lammerraoor, xxiv.

twalpennies (twarpeu'lz), n.2)l. Twelvepence
in the old Scottish currency, equal to one penny
sterling.

Saunders, in addition to the customary twalpennies on
the postage, had a dram for his pains.

Gait, Ayrshire Legatees, ii.

twant. An obsolete preterit of twine^.

twangt (twang), V. [Early mod. E. also twangue;
ult. imitative; cf. tang and ting.'] I. intrans.

1 . To give out a sharp, metallic ring, as the
string of a musical instrument, a bow, etc,
when plucked and suddenly set free : said also
of other instruments which make a similar

sound.
To Twangue, resonare.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

Yet, shooting upward, sends his shaft, to show
An archer's art> and boasts his twanqing bow.

Dryden, MneiA, v. 688.

Hark ! 'tis the twan{ring horn o'er yonder bridge.
Cowper, 'I'ask, iv. 1.

Twang out, my fiddle

;

Tennyson, Amphion.

2. To make music on a stringed instrument
that is played by plucking or snapping ; cause
a sharp ringing sound like that of a harp or
bowstring: as, to twang on a jews'-harp.

When the harper twangeth or singeth a song, all the
companie must be whist.
Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, viii. (Holinshed's Chron.,

II.).

3. To have a nasal sound: said of the human
voice ; also, to speak with a nasal twang : said
of persons.

Every accent twanged. Dryden.

4t. To shoot with a bow ; make a shot; hence,
figuratively, to surmise

;
guess.

Hot. These be black slaves ; Romans, take heed of these.

Tuc. Thou twang'st right, little Horace : they be in-

deed a couple of chap-fallen curs.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

To go off twanglogt, to go well ;
go swimmingly.

An old fool, to be guU'd thus ! had he died, . . .

It had gone off twanging.
Massinger, Roman Actor, ii. 1.

H. trans. 1. To cause to sound with a short
sharp ring; set in quick, resounding vibration,

as the tense string of a bow or a musical in-

strument that is played by plucking : said less

frequently of wind-instruments.

The Fleet in View, he twang'd his deadly Bow.
Pope, Iliad, i. 67.

The old original post, with the stamp in the comer, rep-
resenting a post-boy riding for life and twaufjing liis horn.

Mrs. Gankell, Cranford, v.

A black-haired girl . . . twangs a stringed instrument
with taper fingers. Harper's Mag., LXXI.X. 492.

2. To sound forth by means of a twanging in-

strument.
The trumpeter strutted up and down the ramparts

twanging defiance to the whole Yankee race, as does a
modern editor to all the principalities and powers on the
other side of the Atlantic. Irving, Snickerix>cker, p. 225.

twat

3. To utter with a short, sharp, or nasal sound

;

specifically, to pronounce with a nasal twang.
A terrible oath, with a swaggering accent sharply

twanged off. Shak. , T. N. , iii. 4. 198.

The cicerone twangs his moral, and the blue sky shines
calmly over the ruin. 'Thackeray, Congreve and Addison.

twangl (twang), )). [< twatigi, r.] 1. The
sound of a tense string set in sudden sharp vi-

bration by plucking ; hence, any sharp, ringing
musical sound.

If Cynthia hear the twang of my bow, shell go near to
whip me with the string.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

The sharp clear twang of the golden chords
Huns up the ridged sea. Tennyson, Sea Fairies.

2. A sharp, ringing nasal tone, especially of

the human voice.

I like your southern accent; it is so pure, so soft. It
has no rugged burr, no nasal twang, such as almost every i

one's voice here in the north has. i

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

No signs of life occurred near him, but occasionally the
melancholy chirp of a cricket, or perhaps the guttural
twang of a bull-frog from a neighboring maish.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 446.

twangl (twang), interj. or adv. [An elliptical

use of twang^, v.] An exclamation or sound
imitative of the twang of a bowstring, harp-
string, etc

It made John sing, to hear the gold ring.
Which against the walls cryed twang.

Utile John and the Four BeggarsH^hilA's Ballads, V. 327X

There 's one, the best in all my Quiver,
Twang ! thro' his very Heart and Liver.

Prior, Mercury and Cupid.

twang^t (twang), Ji. [A var. of tang"^.] A sharp
taste ; a disagreeable after-taste or flavor left

in the mouth; a tang; a flavor. [Prov. Eng.]

Such were my reflections ; ... it seems, from the illus-

tration, they already began to have a twang of commerce
in them. Scott, Rob Roy, xviii.

Hot, 1)ilious, with a confounded ticaiig in his mouth,
and a cracking pain in liis head, he st<>od one moment and
snuffed in the salt sea breeze. Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 6,

twang'^ (twang), n. [Prob. < twang^, with
sense imported from twinge.] A sharp pull;

a sudden pang, a twinge. Halliicell. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

My curse upon thy venom 'd stang.
Tliat shoots my torturM gums alang.
An' through my lugs gi'es mony a twang.

Bums, Address to the Toothache.

twangle (twang'gl), r.; pret. and pp. twangled,

ppr. twangling. [Freq. of twang^.] I. intrans.

To twang lightly or frequently : said either of

an instrument or of its player.

She did call me rascal fiddler

And twangling Jack. Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 159.

Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about uune ears, and sometimes voices.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 146.

"Ay, fool," said Tristram, "but 'tis eating dry
To dance without a catch, a roundelay
To dance to." Then he twangled on his harp.

Tennyson, Last Tournament

II. trans. To cause to twangle.

The young Andrea bears up gayly. however ; twangles
his guitar. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, ii.

twanglet (twang'gl), «. [< twangle, v.] A
twangling sound; a twang or clang.

Loud, on the heath, a twangle rush'd.

That rung out Supper, grand and big,

From the crack'd bell of Blameygig.
Colman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 111. (Davies.)

twangler (twang'gler), n. One who twangles
or twangs.
Beaters of di-uras and twanglers of the wire.

Library Mag., III. 773.

twank (twangk), V. i. [A var. of twang^, imply-
ing a more abrupt sound.] To emit a sharp
twang.
A freeman of London has the privilege of disturbing a

whole street, for an hour together, with the tu-anking of a

brass kettle or a frying-pan. Addison, Spectator, No. 251.

twank (twangk), n. [< twank, v.] A sharp
twang. Inqi. Diet.

twankay (twang'ka), «. [< Chinese fun-k'i. a

rivulet near Yen-chow fu, in the west of the

province of Che-kiang, where this kind of tea

is grown.] A brand of green tea grown and
prepared in the western part of the province
of Che-kiang, China.

'twas (twoz). A contraction of it teas.

Farewell, you mad rascals. To horse, come. 'Twos
well done, 'twas well done.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 4.

twat (twot), «. [Origin obscure.] The female
pudendum. Fletcher, Poems, p. 104. {Halli-

well.) [Vulgar.]

Tu'ot. Pudendum muUebre. Bailey, 1727.



twat
[Found by Browning in the old royalist rimes "Vanity of

Vanities, and. on the supposition that the word denoted

"a distinctive part of a nun's attire that might fitly pair

off with the cowl appropriated to a raonlc," so used by him
in his "Pippa Passes."]

twatterllghtt, «. Same as twitterlight.

What niak'st thou here this twatterlight'

I think thou 'rt in a dream.
way Beifuiled (Hawkins, Eng. Dr., III. 331).

twattle (twot'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. twattled, ppr.

tifultliiig. [Freq. of »<if«t,< Icel. thicxtta, talk,

gabble, = Norw. twsetta = Dan. tnxttc, jabber,

talk nonsense; perhaps connected with leel.

thicsetti in urthicseiti, slops from wash, refuse
(Sw. trcitta = Dan. tvsette, wash), < thwd — Sw.
tiA = Dan. toe, wash : see toueli^.} I. intrans.

To chatter unmeaningly or foolishly; jabber;
gabble ; tattle ; twaddle.

Prattlers, which would go from house to house, Ueattling,

and babbling out frothy speech that was good for nothing.

W. Whateley, Redemption of Time (1634), p. li. (Latham.)

Idle pei-sons, that will spend whole hours together in

twalUiiuj and talking idly, and of other men's matters.
Baxter, .Self-Denial, xivii.

n. trans. 1 . To utter incoherently or fool-

ishly ; repeat idly ; tattle.

As readye forgde fittons as true tales vaynelye toe twattle.

Stanihwtst, Jilneid, iv. (ed. Arber, p. 101).

2. To make much of; fondle; pat, as a horse,
cow, dog, etc. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

t'Wattle (twot'l), n. and a. [< twattle, v.'] I,

H. 1. Chatter; gabble; tattle; twaddle. Com-
pare tvittle-twattle.— 2. A diminutive person

;

a dwarf. Halliwell.

H.t «. Twattling; trifling; petty.

They show him the short and twattle [petit*] verses that
were written. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ill. 18. {Davies.)

twattlebaskett (twot'l-bas''ket), n. An idle

chatterer: a babbler; a prater; a twaddler.
Bailei/, 1727.

twattler (twot'lfer), ». [< twattle + -cri.l

One who twattles or prates; a gabbler; a
twaddler.

Let vs. in Gods name, leane lieng for varlets. herding
for ruffians, facing for crakers, chatting for twaUers.
Stanihv rst, Descrip. of Ireland, vi. (iloUnshed'sChron.,!.).

t'Wa'ttling (twot'ling), n. [Verbal n. of twat-
</<.] A chatter; a gabbling.

You keep such a twatiling with you and your bottling

;

But I see the sum total, we shall ne'er have a bottle.

Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, Dec. 14, 1719.

twattling (twot'ling), p. a. 1. Gabbling; prat-
ing; twaddling.

It is not for eveiy twatUing gouip to undertake.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Small; trifling; insignificant.

You feed us with twatling dishes soe small

;

Zounds, a blacke-pudding is better than alL
King and Miller of Mantfield (Child's Ballads, VIII. 43).

twayt (twa), a. and n. Same as fico.

twayblade (twa'blad), n. [Var. of twiblade.^

Primarily, a European orchid, Listera ovata,

a simple-stemmed
plant a footormore
high, bearing a
slender raceme of
green flowers, and
about six inches
from the ground a
single pair of
broadly ovate
leaves, to which
the name refers.
The name is extended
to the other species of
the genus, 3 of which
are found in North
America, L. convaUa-
rimdeg being the most
notable. In America
the name is also ap-
plied to the members
of the genus Liparit,
which bear two leaves,
sprinL'ing. however,
from the root. L. lUii-

folia, with purple flow-
era, is a very handsome
species.

In autumn, under the beeches which clothe the long
slope of the (Juantocks up from Bishop's Lydiard, you will
hardly find any thing, except perhaps a l-way-ttlade or a
herb-paris. The Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 241.

tweagf, t'weaguet (tweg), v. t. Old forms of
ticeitki, tweak^.
tweakl (twek), v. t. [Formerly also tweag.
ticedf/Ke; a var. of ticick; unassibilated form of
ficifr/i.] 1. To twitch; pinch and pull with
or as with a sharji jerk ; twinge.

Now tweak him by the nose— hard, harder yet.

B. Jonaort, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4.

a, llcwer.
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Her bones were wrung by rheumatic twinges ; her old

toes tweaked with corns.
L. Wingfield, The Lovely Wang, ii.

2. To put into a fret, pei-plexity, or dilemma.
Jiiiileij. 1731.

t'Weafcl (twek), n. [< tuieak^, v.] 1. A sharp
pinch or jerk; a twitch.

Bobs o' the Lips, Tweaks by the Nose, Cuffs o' the Ear,

and Trenchers at my Ilead in abundance.
Brmne, Northern Lass, ii. 5.

2. A pinch; dilemma; perplexity: as, to be
in a sad tweak. E. Phillips, 1706. Also ttceag,

ttceague.

I fancy this put the old fellow in a rare tweague.
Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, iii. 6.

t'weak^t (twek), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A
prostitute.

Your tweaks are like your mermaids, they have sweet
voices to entice the passengers.

Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iv. 4.

2. A whoremonger. Halliwell.

tweasome (twe'som), n. A dialectal form of
twosome. Halliwell.

t'Weatt, «• See twaite'2.

twee (twe), 71. [By aphesis from etwee, ettwee,

etui: see etui. Cf. tweeze.'\ Same as etui.

Planche, p. 183.

tweed (twed), n. and a. [Said to be an acciden-
tal perversion of tweel for twill^ : see the quota-
tion.] I, «. A twilled fabric, principally for

men's wear, having an unfinished surface, and
two colors generally combined in the same yarn.
The best quality is made wholly of wool, but in inferior

kinds cotton, etc., are introduced. The manufacture is

largely carried on in the south of Scotland. The word
is sometimes used in the plural.

It was the word "tweels" having been blotted or im-
perfectly written on an invoice which gave rise to the now
familiar name of these goods. The word was read as

tweeds by the late James Locke of London, and it was so

appropriate, from the goods being made on the banks of

the Tweed, that it was at once adopted, and has been con-
tinued ever since. Border Advertiser. (Imp. Diet.}

He was manly, vigorous, and distinguished ; nor did he
wear at entertainments a shabby suit of mustard-colored
tweeds. The Century, XL. 578.

H. a. Pertaining to or made of tweed.

Round hats and txceed suits are no sign of independence
of thought. Fortnightiy Rev., N. S., XL. 3.

tweedle (twe'dl), r. ; pret. and pp. tweedled, ppr.

tireedliiig. [Prob. a var. of twiddle, in sense 3

perhaps by confusion with wheedle.'i I. trans.

1. To handle lightly and idly; twiddle; fiddle

with.—2. To play on a fiddle or bagpipe. Bai-
ley, 1731.— 3t. To wheedle; coax.

Aflddler. . . broughtin with him a body of lusty young
fellows, whom be had tweedled into the service.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 3.

H. intrans. Towriggle; twist one's self about.

Dick heard, and Iweedling, ogling, bridling.
Turning short round, strutting and sideling.

Attested, glad, his approbation.
Cowpcr, Pairing Time Anticipated.

t'Weedle (twe'dl), «. [< tweedle, n.] A sound
such as is made by a fiddle.
[The words tweedledum and tweedtedee are humorous
expansions of tweedle, used together to indicate distinc-

tions that are almost imperceptible.

Strange all this difference should be
'Twixt tweedledum and tweedUdee.

Byrom, Feuds between Handel and Buononcini.l

Tweed Ring. See ritig^.

Tweed's case. See casei.

tweeg (tweg), H. [Amer. Ind.] Themenopome
or hellbender, Menopoma alleghaniensis. See
cut under hellbender.

tweel (twel), n. and v. A Scotch variant of

twilft. Compare tweed.

'tween (twen), pre]). A contraction of between.

The iron bit he cnisheth 'tween his teeth.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 269.

'tween-brain (twen'bran), «. The cerebral
segment between the fore-brain and midbrain

;

theinterbrain, diencephalon, or thalamenceph-
alon. Also 'twixt-briiin.

'tween-deck (twen'dek), a. Being or lodging
between decks.

The crew and the 'tween-deck passengers.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxxviii.

'tween-decks (twen'deks), adv. and n. Same
as between-decks.

The blubber is cut into pieces about a foot square and
stowed into the 'tween-decks. Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 528.

tweeny (twe'ni), n. ;
pi. tweenies (-niz). [< 'tween

+ -y2.] A servant who works between two
others, or assists both. [Prov. Eng.]

Being in want of a girl to ease both the cook and the
housemaid, my wife made her requirements known to some
neighbour, who replied, "Oh, yes; I see. You want a
tweenie." N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 458.

Twelfti-day

tweerH (twer), v. and «. See twire^.

tweer^ (twer), n. [An aeeom. E. form of F.

tuyere: see twyer.^ Same as twyer. E. H.
Knigh t.

tweeze, tweese (twez), n. [See twee, etui, and
. cf. tweesers.'i 1. A surgeons' case of instru-
ments.
Drawing a little penknife out of a pair of tweezes I then

chanced to have about me. Boyle, Works, II. 419.

2. pi. Same as ttceesers, 1.

Take anything that 's given you, purses, knives, hand-
kerchers, rosaries, tweezes, any toy, any money.

Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, it 1.

tweezer! (twe'zer), v. [< tweezers, n.] I. in-

trans. To use tweezers.

I like Eichhorn better than Paulus : there Is less microl-

ogy, less tweezeri}ig at trifles, in his erudition.

W. Taylor, To R. Southey, Dec. 7, 1806 (in Robberd, II.

(146).

II. trans. To extract with or as with tweezers.

Having tweezered out what slender blossom lived on lip

or cheek of manhood.
Tennyson, quoted in James Hadley's Essays, Philol. and

[Critical, p. 301.

tweezer^ (twe'zfer), n. The American mergan-
ser. Also called weaser. G. Trumbull, 1888.

tweezer-case (twe'zer-kas), «. 1. A case for
carrying tweezers safely, as about the person,
or on a journey.

There heroes' wits are kept in pond'rous vases,

And beaux' in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.

Pope, R, of the L., v. 116.

2. Same as tweeze, 1.

tweezers (twe'zfers), n. pi. [Formerly tweeser;

prob., with -er for orig. -el, and by confusion
with tweeze, tweese, a var. of E. dial, tioissel, a
fork of a tree, also a double fruit, < ME. twisel,

double (twisel tunge, a double tongue), < AS.
twisel, fork : see twissel. The word appears to

have been confused with tweeze, and in def. 2

is considered a corruption of txoeezes, the pi.

of tweeze (cf. trousers from trouses).'] 1. An
instrument, resembling diminutive tongs, for

grasping and holding: intended for taking up
very small objects, plucking out hairs, etc.

Also called volsella.

In the inside of the case were the usual assortment of

silk aud needles, with scissors, tweezers, <tc.

Scott, Heait of Mid-Lothian, xxxviiL

2. Same as tweeze, 1. E. H. Knight.

tweifoldt, a. A Middle English form of twofold.

tweinet, «. An old spelling of twain.

twelfth (twelfth), a. and n. [With -th for ear-

lier -t, < ME. twelfie, < AS. ttvelfta (= OFries. twi-

Ufla, tolfla= D. twaalfde= MIjG. twelfte, twolfte,

LG. twolfte, twolfte = OHG. zwclifio, zicelifte,

MHG. zwelfte, G. zwolfte = Iccl. tOtfti = Sw.
tolfte = Dan. tolvte = Goth. 'ttcalifta), twelfth;
as twelve + -th^.^ I, a. 1. Next in order after

the eleventh: an ordinal numeral.— 2. Being
one of twelve equal parts into which a whole
is regarded as divided Twelfth cranial nerve,
the hypoglossal, or motor nerve of the muscles of the
tongue : in the old enumeration the ninth.

II. n. 1. One of twelve equal parts of any-
thing; the quotient of unity divided by twelve.
— 2. In early Eng. law, a twelfth of the rents
of the year, or of movables, or both, granted
or levied by way of tax.— 3. In music, a tone
twelve diatonic degrees above or below a given
tone, or the interval between two such tones;
a compound fifth.— 4. In organ-building, a stop
giving tones a twelfth above the normal pitch
of the digitals used.— 5t. Twelfth-day. Paston
loiters, 111. 33.

Twelfth-cake (twelfth'kak), n. A cake prepared
for the festivities of Twelfth-night, into this
cake a bean is intnxluced, and, the cake being divided by
lot, whoever draws the piece containing the bean is en-
titled, as the bean-king, to preside over the ceremonies.
In the same way a queen has sometimes been chosen in

addition to or instead of a king. Coins have occasionally
been substituted for the bean.

Scarcely a shop in Ix)ndon ... is without Twelfth-
cakes and finery in the windows on Twelfth-day.

Uone, Every-Day Book, I. 50.

The celebration of Twelfth-Day with the costly and ele-

gant Twelfth cake has much declined within the last half-

century. Chambers's Book of Days, I. 64.

Twelfth-day (twelfth'da). n. [< ME. Twclthe-

day; < Uoclfth -f day.l The twelfth day after

Christmas; the festival of the Epiphany, oc-

curring on the 6th of January. Also called

Twelfth-tide. See Epiphany.

And my Lord of Wynchestr and my Lord of Seint Jones
were with him on the morow after Tweltheday, and ho
speke to hem as well as ever he did.

Paston Letters, I. 315.

In its character as a popular festival, Ttvelfth-Day stands

only inferior to Christmas. The leading object held in



Twelfth-day

view is to do honour to the three wise men, or, as they &re

more generally denominated, the three kings.
Chatnbers's Book of Days, I. 62.

Twelfth-night (twelfth ' nit), n. The eve of

the festival of the Epiphany. Many social rites

and ceremonies have long been connected with Twelfth-

night. See bean-feast. 2, ri<W/(A.«a*e.— Twelfth-night
cards, a series of cards representing different characters

to be assnnie<i by the persons to whom the different cards

fall, during the Twelfth-night celebration. The charac

ters indicated, usually those of king, queen,
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The twentieth century will begin not, as supposed, in

January, 1900, but in January, 1801.

N.aTid C, 7th ser., XI. 64.

2. Being one of twenty equal parts into which
anything is divided.

II. n. 1 . The quotient of unity divided by
twenty ; one of twenty equal parts of anything.
— 2. In early Eng. law, a twentieth of the rents

of the year, or of movables, or both, granted or

levied by way of tax.

maids of honor, or ludicrous or grotesque personages, are t-^entV (twen'ti), a. and m. [< ME. twenty,
hence known as Twelfth-night characters.

John Britton, in his Autobiography, tells us he " sug-

gested and wrote a series ol Twelfth-Night Characters, to

be printed on cards, placed in a bag, and drawn out at

parties on the memorable and merry evening. . . . They
were sold in small packets to pastry-cooks."

Chainbers's Book of Days, I. 64.

Twelfth-tide (twelfth'tid), n. The time or fes-

tival of Twelfth-day.

Come then, come then, and let us bring

Unto our prettie Twelfth-Tide King
Each one his severall offering.

Uerrick, Thi Star-song : aCaroU to the King.

twell (twel), prep, and conj. A dialectal vari-

ant of till^.

twelve (twelv), a. and n. [< ME. twelve, twelf,

< AS. twelf, twelfe = OS. twelif= OFries. twelf,

twelef, twilif= D. twaalf= MLG. twelf, twelef,

twolf, LG. twolf, twolve = OHG. ewelif, MHG.
eweiif, zwelf, G. zwolf = Icel. tolf = Sw. tolf=
Dan. tolv = Goth, twalif, twelve; < AS. twd, etc.,

two, + -lif, an element found also in eleven,

q. v.] I, a. One more than eleven ; twice six.

twenti, twentiz, < AS. twentig, twentig, ONorth.
twoentig, twcegentig = OS. twentig = OFries. twin-

tich = D. twintig = LG. twintig = OHG. zwein-

ziig, MHG. zwensic, zweinzec, G. zwanzig = Icel.

tuttugu = Sw. tjugu = Dan. tyve_= Goth, twai-

tigjus, twenty; < AS. twegen, twa, etc., two, +
-tig, etc.: see twain and -<i/i.] I. a. 1. One
more than nineteen ; twice ten: a cardinal nu-

meral.— 2. Proverbially, an indeiinite number

:

sometimes duplicated.

As for Maximilian, upon twenty respects he could not

have been the man. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 350.

I could satisfy myself about twenty and twenty things,

that now and then I want to know.
Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, I. xlvii.

twichild

2. A broadsword: so called from a misimder-

standing of the word. See the quotation.

Where Twibil hung, with basket-hilt,

Grown rusty now, but had been gilt.

Cotton. Scarronides, iv.

3. A kind of double ax; a kind of mattock the

blade of which has one end shaped like an ax
and the other like an adz.

Yit toles moo
The mattok, tuyble, picoys, forth to goo.

Palladitis, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

She learn'd the churlish axe and twybill to prepare.

To steel the coulter's edge, and sharp the furrowing share.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xvili. 77.

4. A mortising-tool.

A twybill, which is a toole wherewith carpenters make
mortaises. Nomendator. (.Nares.)

5. A reaping-hook. Drayton. (Imp. Diet.)—

6t. Same as roaring boy (see roaring).

Those lawless ruffians who, to the disgrace of the city,

under the various names ol Mohawks, . . . TwibUls, . . .

etc., infested the streets, . . . from the days of Elizabeth

down to the beginning ol the last century.

Gifford, note in Ford's Sun's Darling, L 1.

twlbilled (twi'bild), a. [< twibill + -ctP.]

Armed with a twibill or twibills.

But if in this reign
The halberted train

Or the constable should rebel.

And make this twybill d militia to swell.

Loyal Songs. (Mason's Supp. to Johnson.)

II. K.; pl. twenties (-tiz). 1. The number
which is one more than nineteen ; twice ten ; a

score.— 2. A symbol representing this number,
as 20, XX, or xx.— 3. An old division of Eng- twiblade (twi'blad), n. [Also twyblade; < twi

lish infantry (see thousand and hundred). The + Uade.'] Same astwayblade
commander of a twenty was called vintiner.

Twenty-first rule. See rule^.
or three times four : a cardinal numeral.-Lady Twentv-flve Articles. See articU.

rSS^r^-'l^°e¥?e'¥ib?:i'"irX.^^'^"^''-
'^-^

twent/-fold (twen'ti -fold), «. [< twenty +

II »i. 1. The number made up of ten and -Jold.] Twenty times as many,

two ; a dozen.— 2. A symbol representing this twenty-four (twen ti-for ), a. and «. I. a.
""">" <. „ »; „ »^- Four more than twenty: a cardinal numeral.
number, as 12, XII, or xii.— 3. pl. Same as duo-

decimo.

The nation must then have consisted ol young readers,

when a diminutive volume in twelves was deemed to be

overlong. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 312.

Broad twelves, a duodecimo leaf of extra width, of me-
dium size, about 5J inches wide by 7J inches long.—Long
twelves, an oblong sheet ol paper, folded lor eight pages

in its greater length and in three pages lor its shorter

length. 01 medium size, it is about 4J inches wide and 8

inches long.—Quorum oftwelve. See jMorMm.— Square
twelves, an arrangement of duodecimo pages lor a sheet

nearly square, in which the folded sheet has six pages in

width and lour pages in length.—The Twelve, the twelve

apostles. See apostle, 1.

And Judas Iscariot, one ol the twelve, went unto the

chief priests, to betray him unto them. Mark xiv. 10.

Twelve-day writ. Seewrif.

twelvemo (twelv'mo), «. and a. [An English

reading of 12»iO, which stands for XIIoto, i. e.
~

, (»») duodecimo : see duodecimo. Cf . sixteen-

mo.'] Same as duodecimo : commonly written twentyfour-mo (twen'ti-for'mo), n.

12OT0-

twelvemonth (twelv'munth), n. [< ME. twelf-

moncth, < iwelmond; < twelve -I- month.'] A year,

which consists of twelve calendar months.

A twelmond & two wekes twynnet we noght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13230.

I sware a vow before them all, that I,

Because I had not seen the Grail, would ride

A twelcemonlh and a day in quest of it.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Twenty-four hours, a day, as consisting ol so many
hours.

Botanists may find it worth while to observe il it [the

Martagon lily] smells offensively at any time during the

tweiUy-/our hours. N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 193.

II. n. 1 . The number made up of four and
twenty.— 2. A symbol representing this num-
ber, as 24, XXIV, or xxiv.— 3. x>l. In itrinting :

(a) A form of composed type or plates con-

taining twenty-four pages properly arranged

for printing and folding in consecutive order.

(6) A sheet of paper printed from a form ar-

ranged as above described, (c) A book made
up of sections of twenty-four pages.

I have observed that the author of a folio . . . sets him-

self above the author of a quarto ; the author ol a quarto

above the author of an octavo ; and so on, by a gradual de-

scent and subordination, to an author in twenty-fours.

Addison, Spectator, So. 529.

[An Eng-
lish reading of 2imo, which stands forXXlVmo,
i.e. L. (in) vicesimo quarto, 'in twentyfourth '

;

cf. twelvemo, duodecimo, etc.] 1. A leaf from

a sheet of paper regularly folded for a book in

twenty-four equal parts. When the size of paper

is not named, it is supposed to be a medium 24mo, of which
the untrimmed leaf is about 3| by 6i inches.

2. A book made up of leaves folded in twenty-

four equal parts.

Usually written 24mo.

twelvepence (twelv'pens), ». [Orig. two words, twentymo (twen'ti-mo), M. [Cf. twentyfour-

tweUe pence.] A shilling. mo.] A sheet regularly folded to make twenty

twelvepenny (twelv'pen''i), a. 1. Sold for or leaves of uniform size. Written shortly 20mo.

costing a shilling; worth a shilling. C. T. ./aco6*. Printers' Vocab.

When, at a new play, you take up the twelve-penny twenty-SeCOnd (twen'ti-sek'ond), n. In music,

room, next the stage. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, Proem. ^ fgne distant three octaves from a given tone.

or the interval between two such tones;

triple octave.

'twere (twer). A contraction of it were.

You are so ridiculously unworthy that 'twere s, Folly to

reprove you witii a serious Look.
Etherege, She Would if She Could, iv. 2.

2. Hence, of little value; cheap; trifling; in-

significant.

That men be not excommunicated for trifles and twelve-

penny matters.
Ueylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 371. (Davies.)

twelve-score (twelv'skor), a. and n. I. a.
. _j. ,j c ..•..<• u

Numbering twelve times twenty, or two hun- tweyt, tweynt, tweyfoldt. See twain, twgold.

dred and forty: as, ft»e«w-«core seamen. twi-. [Alsotoy-; < ME *wj-, < AS. (im-=OFnes.
.^^^„^,^.^_

II. n. Twelve-score yards, a common length twi-^B.twee-=Mh(x.twi-,twe-,l^(^.twe-=Vi±i^. ^^QQ.^^^^,^Q^ (^tv/is'staM). a. In entoni., hav
for a shot in archery, and hence often alluded MHG. zwi-,Q. zwie-= Icel. te», a combining form ^^wice bt,d,oueu v

to formerly in measurement. of AS. twa, etc., E. *ico; see two, and <tt hi-i,

di-'i.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, a form

twice (twis), adv. [Early mod. E. twise; < ME.
twies, twiges, < AS. twiges (= MLG. twiges, twies

= MHG. zwies), with adv. gen. -es, < AS. twiica,

ME. ticie, twice : see twie.]. 1. Two times; on
two occasions; in two instances.

That Cytee was wont to be righte strong ; hut it waa
twyes wonnen of the Cristene Men.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 46.

Thus twyes in his slepynge dremed he.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 192.

What, wouldst thou have a serpent sting thee tuAce?

Shak., M. of v., iv. 1. 69.

2. In twofold degree or quantity; doubly.

Their arrowes an ell long, which they will shoot trrtce

as fast as our men. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 844.

If any Stranger be desirous to bring away any for Nov-

elty's sake, he must be a great Favourite to get a pair of

Shoes of them [Chinese women], though he give ttcue

their value. Dampier, Voyages, I. 408.

And, if you asked of him to say

What tirice 10 was, or 3 times 7,

He'd glance (in quite a placid way)
From heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.

C. S. Calverley, Gemini and Virgo.

At twice, (a) At two distinct times; by two distinct

operations.

He took out an Instrument, bored thu-ty holes at twice.

As they sailed to the Lowlands low
Ballad of the Qoulden Vanitee, quoted in Mrs. Gordon's

[Christopher North, p. 433.

"Did Mr. Tulliver let you have the money all at once?"

said Mrs. Tulliver. . . . "No ; at tirice," said Mrs. Moss.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 3.

His Grace should have ... a glass and a halt of Cham-
pagne. His Grace » on't drink his wine out ol a tumbler,

so perhaps your ladyship won't mind giving it him at

twice. Trollope, Phineas Redux, xxv.

(6) The second time ; by or on a second trial, perlorm-

ance, etc.

I could hardly compasse one of them [pillars] at twice

with both my aimes. Coryat, Crudities, I. 220.

Please hut your worship now
To take three drops of the rich water with you,

I'll undertake your man shall cure you, sir.

At tuice i' your own chamber.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, iv. 2.

Twlce-lald rope. See ropel.

twicet (twis), a. [< twice, adv.] Occurring

twice.
And, more to our sorrow, we heard ol the twice retume

ol the Paragon, that now the third time was sent vs three

moneths agoe. Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 236.

t'Wicer (twi'sfer), n. [< twice + -erl.] At>T)Og-

rapher who works at both composition and
presswork. [Eng.]

I'll procnre this lat rogue a charge of loot ; and I know
his death will be a marcli of twelve-score,

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 4. 598.

Twelve-tidet, n. Same as Twelfth-tide.

Seven night at the lest after twelve-tide last, on a cer-

taine night he came downe into the parlor, fynding Alice

Gedsale & Elizabeth Buppell folding clothes.

Darrelt Papers (H. Hail's Society in Elizabethan Age,
[App. ii.).

twentieth (twen'ti-eth), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also twentith; < ME. twentithe, twenteothe,

< AS. twentigotha, etc., twentieth; as twenty +
-eth.] I. a. 1. Next after the nineteenth : an
ordinal numeral.

of two in c<)mposition. It occurs in twibill, twi-

blade, twifallow, twifold, twilight, etc.

twibill (twi'bil), n. [Formerly also twibil, twy-

bill, twybil, twyble; < ME. ttvibil, twyble, < AS.
twibill, < twi-, two, + bill, a bill: see twi- and
bill^.] 1. A double-bladed battle-ax, especial-

ly that carried by the Northern nations. Such
battle-axes are often mentioned in literature, although but

few heads of double axes have been found among thou-

sands of other types. Compare Danish ax (under Danish),

and axi.
At Byzantium many a year ago

My father bore the twibil valiantly.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 5.

ing two red marks like stabs on the dark ground

of the elytra: as, the twice-stabbed ladybird,

Chilocorus bivulnertis.

twice-told (twis 'told), a. Told or related

twice; hence, trite; hackneyed.

Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale

Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man.
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 108.

t-wice-writhen (twis'riTH"n), n. The bistort,

Poli/gonum Bistorta. See Polygonum.

t'wicht, twichert. Old spellings of twitch^,

twitcher.

t-wichildt (twi'child), a. [Also twychild ; < twi-

-I- child.] Being in second childhood. Com-
pare twitcliel^.



twichild

And when thow shalt grow ttcychUd, she will bee
Carefull and kinde (religiously) to thee.

Davies, Scourge of Folly, p. 218. {Ballivxll.)

"twickt (twik), r. [< ME. ticikkeii, twyUen; the
imassibilated form of twitch^. Cf. ticeak^ and
iiciy^,] I. trans. To tweak; twitch.

Voide leves puld to be . . .

With fyngers lightly twyk hem from the tree.

Palladium, Huabondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 150.

II. intrans. To jerk or haul, as at a rope.

Quartus Tortor. .Som can twyk, who so it is,

Sekes easse on som kyn syde.
Primtt^ Tortor. It is better, as I hope,

Oone by his self to draw this rope.
Townetey Mysteries, p. 220.

twick (twik), n. [< twick, r. Cf. twitch^, n.,

and ttciff'.'] A twitch ; a tweak ; a sudden jerk.

Balliirell. [Prov. Eng.]
twick-bine (t>vik'bin), n. The rowan, Pyrus
Aiieiiparki. Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

twiddle (twid'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. twiddled, ppr.

twiddling. [Formerly also twidle, also tweedle ;

origin obscure. Cf. quiddle.'] I. trans. 1. To
twirl idly; hence, to fiddle or play with.

"May I be allowed to walk with you as far as your
house?" says Philip, twiddling & little locket which he
wore at his watch-chain. Thackeray, Philip, liv.

Straw-colored crickets that sit and twiddle their long
antennte at you as if they never intended moving again.

P. Robineon, Under the Sun, p. 72.

Then he sat silent for a moment, staring into the fire

and twiddling his thumbs, unconscious of what he was do-
ing. Mrs. OliphaiU, Poor Gentleman, ix.

2. To move or propel by repeated light touches.
With my fingers upon the stupe, I pressed close upon

it, and txpidled it in, first one side, then the other.
Wixman, Surgery.

To twiddle one's lingers, to do nothing ; be idle. ICol-

oq.)

11. intrans. 1. To twirl; revolve.

She rose, . . . made a majestic courtesy, during which
all the bugles in her awful head-dress began to twiddle
and quiver. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxiv.

2. To play or trifle with something, as by
touching or handling ; toy.

Marm, I seed him a twiddling with your gown. He
done it for a lark arter the fair, and ought to stand some-
thing. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 481.

3. To be busy about trifles
;
quiddle. [Prov.

Eng.]
twiddle (twid'l), n. [< twiddle, ».] 1. A slight

twirl with the fingers.— 2. A pimple. [Prov.
En-.]
twiddler (twid'16r), n. [< twiddle + -erl.] One
who or that which twiddles.

"Give you fair warning— look out, you know— that's
all," said the mustachio-Cuod^^.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiv.

twiddling-line (twid'ling-lin), n. It. A small
rope securing a ship's steering-wheel when not
in use.— 2. A string fastened to one o'f the
^mbals of a compass, and having its end hang-
ing out of the binnacle so that the helmsman
may by pulling it cause the compass-card to
play freely.

twidlet, V. See twiddle.

twiet (twi), adv. [ME., also twye, < AS. twiwa,
twice, < twi-, twa, two : see twi- and two. Hence
twies, now twice. Ci. tlirie^.'} Two times; twice.

Ihc o3te dele tuye with riste,

O [onel deth for the, on other for me.
King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 70.

twier i twi'6r), n. Same as twyer.

twiest, adv. An old spelling of twice.

twifacedt (twi'fast), a.. \^Aiso twyfaeed ; < twi-

+ faced. '\ Having two faces; hence, deceitful.

And twy-fac'd fraud and beetle-brow'd distrust
Quarleg, Emblems, v. 14.

twifallowt (twi'taUo), V. t. [Also twyfallow

;

< twi- + fullow'^.'\ To plow a second time, as
fallow land, to prepare it for seed.

In May, at the furthest, twifaUow thy land.
Much drought may else after cause plough for to stand.

Tusser, May's Husbandry.

For my owne part, I was never so good a husband to
take any delight to heare one of my ploughmen tell how
an acre of wheat must be fallowed and twyfallowed.

Sir J. Harington, Apol. of Poetry.

twifallowt (twi'fal"6), n. [< twifaUow, ».] The
process of twifallowing land.

TwifaUuw once ended, get tumbrell and man,
And compass that fallow, as soon as ye can.

Tuntr, May's Husbandry,

twifoil (twi'foil), n. [Formerly also ffPjf/'oiV; <
twi- + /'«71.] In her., same as dufoil.

twifold (twi'fold), a. [Formerly also twofold;
< ME. twifold, twifald, < AS. tmfeald = OPries.
twifald = OHG. zwifalt, MHG. zioivalt (G. nrie-
fiiltiii) =Icel. trifaldr, twofold; as twi- + -fold.
Cf. fico/oW.] Twofold. [Archaic]
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They [Centaurs], their twy-fold bosoms over-gorg'd,
Oppos'd in fight to Theseus.

Cary, tr. of Dante's Purgatory, xxiv. 121.

twifold (twi'fold), adv. [< ME. tioifold ; < twi-

fold, fl.] In a twofold manner or measure.
[Archaic]

Your T beard is the fashion.
And twifold doth express the enamour'd courtier.

Fletcher {aiid another). Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

twiforkedt (twi'forkt), a. [Also twyforked; <

twi- -i- fork -i- -ed'^.'i 'Two-forked; biforked.

But this [shaft] exceeds, and with her flaming head,
Twi-/ork'd with death, has struck my conscience dead.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 13.

twiformt (twi'form), a. [Also ttcyform; < twi-

-I- form.'i Same as twiformed.

She had there been left

A guard upon the wain, which I beheld
Bound to the twy/orm beast [the gryphon].

Cary, tr. of Dante's Purgatory, xxxii. 95.

t'Wiformedt (twi'formd), a. [Also twyformed;
< twi- + form -i- -ed^.'] Having a double form

;

biform.
The eye of heauen did rowle the house about
Of that fell twi-form'd Archer.

Davies, .Scourge of Folly, p. 23. (Davies.)

twigl (twig), n. [ME. twig, tioyg (pi. twigges,
twygges), with shortened vowel, earlier twig,

twi (pi. twiges), with long vowel, < AS. ticig

(pi. twigu) = D. twijg = LG. twich = OHG. :icig,

zwi, MHG. zicie (zwig-), ztci, G. zweig, a twig;
perhaps, with a formative -g, orig. -j, < ttvi-, etc.

,

two, with ref . to a forked twig ; cf . twissel, a
forked twig, from the same source.] 1. A
small shoot of a tree or other plant ; a small
branch ; a spray.

Take ferules eke, or saly twygges take
*

Ye may.
Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. SS.

We liken a young childe to a greene heigge, which ye
may easilie bende euery way ye list.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 205,

Who set the Ticigs shall he remember
That is in Haste to sell the Timber?

Prior, Alma, iii.

2. A divining-rod.

The latest revival among old beliefs is that in the divin-
ing-rod. ** Our liberal shepherds give it a shorter name,"
and so do our conservative peasants, calling the "rod of
Jacob" the twig. ComhiU Mag., XLVII. 83.

3. In oeram., a thin strip of prepared clay used
in modeling a pottery vessel, especially in the
imitation basketworkcommon in Leeds pottery.
—To hop the twig. See Aopi.— To work the twig,
to use the divining-rod. Cornhill Mag., XLVII. 83.

twigl (twig), V. ; pret. and pp. twigged, ppr.
twigging. [< twig'^, n.] I. trans. To switch;
beat. Halliwcll.

H. intrans. To be vigorous or active; be en-
ergetic. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]

Ewes yearly by twinning rich masters do make

;

The Iamb of such twinners for breeders go take

:

For twinlings be twiggers, increase for to bring,
Though some for their twigging peccavi may sing,

Ttuser, January's Husbandr>'.

twig- (twig), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. twigged, ppr.

twigging. [A var. of twick, unassibilated form
of twitch : see twick, ttvitch^, and cf. tweak^.'i To
twitch; jerk. [Scotch.]

Not one kynge hath bene in Englande sens the conquest
but they haue twygged hym one way or other, and bad
theyr false flynges at him. Bp. B<Ue, Apology, lol. 142.

Let rantin billies tvng the string.

An' for anither mutchkin ring.
Morison, Poems, p. 78. (Jamieson.)

twlg2 (twig), n. [< twig'^, v. Cf. twick, ticeak^,

K.] A twitch; a jerk; a quick, sudden pull.

Jamieson. [Scotch.]

twig* (twig), c.
;

pret. and pp. twigged, ppr.
twigging. [Prob. < Ir. tuigim, I understand,
discern, = Gael, tuig, understand.] I. trans.

1. To notice; observe narrowly; watch.
Mug. Gentlemen of the Corporation of Garratt
Heel-Tap. Now, twig him ; now, mind him ; mark how

he hawls his muscles about,
Fo<ae, Mayor of Garratt, it 2.

The word seems to have got into English through the
ugliest kind of jargon, as in the choice morsel of thieves'
cant '^ twig the cull, he 's peery "

;
" observe the fellow, he

is watching." Macmillan's Mag. {Imp. Diet.)

2. To comprehend; understand; perceive; dis-

cover.
From the sudden erubescence of his pallid. Ill-fed cheek,

... I twigged at once that he didn't himself know what
it meant. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 1st ser., p. 306.

What is that first instantaneous glimpse of some one's
meaning which we have when in vulgar phrase we say we
twig it? W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 263.

II. intrans. To understand ; see; "catch on."

Don't you twigf T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, III. 11.

"I twig," said Mick. Disraeli, Sybil, v. 10.

[Slang in all uses.]

twig-rash

twig-blight (twig'blit), n. See pear-blight, un-
der blight.

twig-borer (twig'b6r'''er), ». One of numerous
small beetles which bore the twigs of trees, as

Twig-borer lAntpliicerus bicniuialus',.

a, b, beetle, dorsal and side views ; r. twig showing entrance ; d, twig
cut to show burrow.

the ptinid AmjMcerus bicatidatus, which infests

the grape and the apple in the United States.

twig-bug (twig'bug), n. Same as stick-bug, 1.

twigged (twigd), a. [< twig^ + -etf-^.] Having
twigs or small shoots.

twiggent (twig'n), a. [< twig"^ + -eii^.] 1.

Made of twigs or osier ; wicker.

A large basket or tudggen panier.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 10.

2. Covered with osier or wicker.

I'll beat the knave into a twiggen bottle.

Shak., Othello, IL 3. 162.

twiggen-WOrkt (twig'n-wferk), n. Wicker-
work.

An Indian dish or potager, made of the bark of a tree,

with the sides and rim sewed together after the manner
of twiggenwork. N. Grew, Museum.

twigger (twig'fer), n. 1. One who or that which
is active or energetic. Compare twig^, i: i.

Twinlings be t^viggers, increase for to bring.
Tusser, January's Husbandry.

2t. A wanton person of either sex.

Now, Benedicite, her mother said

;

And hast thou beene already such a twiggerf
PasquWs Night Cap (1612). (Nares.)

The mother of her was a good twigger the whilst.
Middleton, No Wit like a Woman's, iv. 1.

twig-girdler (twig'gfer'dlfer),

n. A longicom beetle, Onci-
deres cingulatus, which gu--

dles twigs of apple, oak, and
other trees in the United
States, producing a decay-
ing condition of the wood
fitting it as food for the
laxvte.

twiggy (twig'i), fl. [< twigl

+ -^.] 1. Consisting of or
resembling twigs; made of
twigs.

Small twiggie stalkes.
Gerarde, Herball (1699), p. 804.

Oziers . . . are of innumerable
Kinds, . . . being so much smaller
than the Sallows, . . . and requir-
ing constant moisture. It likewise
yields more limber and fiexible

twigs ... for all wicker and twig-

gy works. Evelyn, Sylva, L 20.

2. Full of twigs.

They [the black withies] grow the slowest of all the
twiggy trees. Evelyn, Sylva, i. 20.

twight't. An obsolete past participle of twitch^.

twight'-'t, V. An erroneous spelling of twit.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 12.

twig-insect (twig'iu'sekt), n. Same as stick-

bug, 1. Also twig-bug.

"The so-called stick insects," or "walking-twigs," as
they are often called — the Phasmidee of the naturalist,
"these tipig insects." h. Proctor, Nature Studies.

twigless (twig'les), a. [< twig^ -I- -less.'] Lack-
ing twigs.

Unbranching and twifjless stems. Nature, XLII. 161.

t'Wig-pruner (twig'prd^nfer), «. A longicom
beetle of the genus Elaphidion. The larvse of the
parallel twig-pruner, E. parallelum-, live in the twigs of
oak- and apple-trees and other forest- and fruit-trees in the
northern I'nited States, and pupate in their burrows. The
beetlesoviposit by preference in the cut ends of twigs, and
the larvBB work into the live wood by boring down the cen-
ter. ,See cut under Elaphidion, and compare twig-borer.

tlirig-nish (twig'rush), n. A plant of the cy-
peraceous genus Cladinni, this name as well as
the genus name referring to the repeatedly
branching cyme of the original species, C
Mariseus. This is a tall perennial rush-like plant with
long slender leaves toothed on the edges and the keel,

found in bogs in most temperate and some tropical re-

gions. It occurs in the western United States, and in the
southern if the sintilar C. effutnim (see saw-grass) be in-

cluded in it. C. mariecoides grows northward in North
America. There are in all about 33 species.

Twig-gtrdler {Oncideres
cingulatus).

a, beetle ; b, point of
oviposition ; c, girdling

the twig ; e, egg.of



twigsome

twigsome (twig'sum), a. [< iicif/i + -some.]

Abounding in twigs. [Bare.]

The Ueigsome trees by the wayside (which, I suppose, will

never grow leafy, for they never did).

Dickeng, Uncommercial Traveller, vii.

twilight (twi'lit), «. and a. [Formerly also

UcyUyht; < ME. twilight, twijehjghte = LG. twi-

lecltt = G. ztcielicht (cf. MHG. zwisclienlieht) ; <

twi- + light^.'] I. n. 1. The light from the sky
when the sun is below the horizon at morning
and evening. It has generally been agreed by observ-

ers in different countries that this light rises in the morn-
ing and seta in the evening when the sun is 18° or 19° below
the horizon. The former depression is given by Ptolemy,
Gemma Frisius, Magini, Kepler, and Gassendi ; the value
19' is given by Posidoiiius and Alhazen. Under some cir-

cumstances a second twilight appears, separated by an
interval of darkness from the first. Twilight is certainly

due to reflection from the upper atmosphere, but the phe-
nomenon is somewhat complicated by the zodiacal light,

Twye lyghte, be-fore the day. Diluculum.
Twye lyghte, a-fore the nyjhte. Crepusculum.

Prompt. Farv., p. 505.

Txeilight no other thing is. Poets say.

Then the last part of night, and first of day.
Herrick, Hesperides, Twilight.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

MOton, P. L, Iv. 598.

2. Hence, any faint light
;
partial darkness

;

shade.
Through many a woodland dun,

Through buried paths, where sleepy tuiZight dreams
The summer time away. Keats, Endymion, ii.

The oak and birch, with mingled shade.
At noontide there a twiZight made.

Scott, L. of the L. , ill. 26.

3. Figuratively, an indistinct medium of per-

ception; also, a state of faint or hazy mental
illumination.

What shall I do? what conduct shall I find

To lead me through this twy-light of my mind ?

Buckingham, Kehearsal, ill. 2.

In the greatest part of our concernment he has afforded

us only the twiligfU of probability, suitable to our state of

mediocrity. Locke.

We are always inwardly immersed in what Wundt has
somewhere called the timlight of our general conscious-
ness. W. Javies, Prin. of Psychol., I. 620.

II. a. 1. Belonging, pertaining, or peculiar
to twilight; seen by twilight; crepuscular, as
a bat or moth.

Nymphs and shepherds . . .

On old Lycteus, or Cyllene hoar.
Trip no more in twilight ranks.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 99.

When twilight dews are falling soft

Upon the rosy sea.

Moore, When Twilight Dews.

2. Faintly illuminated; shady; dim; obscure:
either literally or figuratively.

Some few sparks or flashes of this divine knowledge may
possibly be driven out by rational consideration ; philoso-

phy may yield some twilight glimmerings thereof.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xlv.

Twilight groves and dusky caves.
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 163.

A timlight conscience lighted thro' a chink.
Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

Twilight curve, the boundary of the earth's shadow,
which rises in the east after the sun has set and cuts olf

the twilight glow. Within this arc, which sometimes
appears very sharply defined, the atmosphere receives no
direct light from the sun, and reflects only the diffuse light

that comes from other parts of the sky. As the sun de-

scends, the arc rises to the zenith and then passes over to

the western horizon, its arrival at the latter point marking
the end of twilight.

twilight (twi'lit), r. t. [< twilight, n. The form
of the pp. in the second quotation is irregular.]

To illuminate faintly or dimly.

The temple's dim cavernous recesses, faintly starred
with mosaic, and twUighted by twinkling altar-lamps.

Uowelts, Venetian Life, xi.

He was like some one lying in tivilit, formless pre-exis-
tence. £. L. Stevensort, Will o' the Mill.

'twill^ (twil), V. t. [Also dial. (Se.) tweel, twell,

tweil, tweal; < LG. Iwillen, make double, also
fork into branches, as a tree ; cf . LG. twill, twille,

twehl, a forked branch, any forked thing; D.
tweeling = G. zwilling = Sw. Dan. tvilling, twin

;

Sw. dial, tvilla, produce twins (said of sheep);
OHG. zwilih. zwilihh, MHG. zwilich, zwilch, G.
zicillich, twill (fashioned after L. bilix, having
two threads); with formative -/, < twi-, two: see
twi-, two, and cf. twin^.'\ To weave in a par-
ticular way (see twilft, «.), producing diagonal
ribs in the stuff.

At last she stood complete in her silvery twilled silk, her
lace tucker, her coral necklace, and coral ear-drops.

George Eliot, Silas Mamer, xi.

twill^ (twil), n. [i twilU,v.'\ 1. A variety of

textile fabric in which the weft-threads do not

Eass over and under the warp-threads in regu-
ir succession, as in common plain weaving,
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but pass over one and under two, over one and
under tliree, or over one and under eight or ten,

according to the kind of twill. The next weft-thread
takes a set oblique to the former, throwing up one of the
two deposed by the preceding. The effect of thisis to pro-

duce the appesirance of parallel diagonal lines or ribs over
the whole surface of the cloth ; but the regularity of the
parallel lines is broken in various ways in what is termed
fanciful twilling. The goods so manufactured are strong-

er than those made by plain weaving. In twilled cloth

the number of heddles used is equal to the number of

threads contained in the interval between two intersec-

tions of the warp and weft, as when every third thread
is to be interwoven three leaves are used, for six threads
six leaves, etc. Twills are called, according to the number
of leaves employed in the weaving, three-leaf twill, six-leaf

twill, etc.

Special duties were charged upon Scotch linens called

tuiU and ticking, on importation into England.
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 61.

2. The raised line made by twilling.

A right hand tvHl is said to appear much bolder if the
thread be twisted to the right hand,

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 99.

Colored twill, a stout cotton material made in all prin-

cipal colors, and employed for linings of curtains and em-
broideries. It will not bear washing.—French twilL
See .f'reTlcA.— Full tWiUS, twilled fabrics of cotton and
woolen, usually of plain color.— Herring-bone twill. See
herring.bone.— Kirriemuir twUl, a fine twilled linen

cloth manufactured in Scotland, and often used as a back-
ground for embroidery.

twill^ (twil), n. [A var. of quill^ ; of. twilt for

quilt.'] A reed ; a quill ; a spool to wind yarn
on. [Prov. Eng.]
A Twill : a Spoole ; from Quill. In the South they call

it winding of Quills, because anciently, I suppose, they
wound the Yarn upon Quills for the Weavers, though now
they use Reeds. Ray, Eng. Words (1691), p. 77.

t-will2 (twil), V. t. [< twiW^, ».] To quill ; trim
with quilling or fluting.

The great fat pincushion lined with pink inside, and
twilled like a lady's nightcap.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xvi.

twill** (twil), prep, and conj. A dialectal vari-

ant of tilP.

'twill (twil). A contraction of it will.

twilled (twild), a. [An uncertain word, used
only in the following passage. If correctly

printed in the original, it may be < twill^ +
-ecP, meaning 'ridged, terraced,' or, as com-
mentators say, 'hedged'; or < twill^ + -^d^,

meaning then 'reeded, reedy.' But it is not
likely that Shakspere overused twill^tor quill.]

See the etymology.
Thy banks with pioned and turUled brims.
Which spongy April at thy best betrims.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 64.

twilt (twilt), n. [A var. of quilt, as twill^ for

quill^.] A quilt. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Beds of state, turilts, pands and testors, napery and
broidered wark. Scott, Bride of Laramermoor, xxvi.

twin! (twin), a. and n. [< ME. twin, twyn,

twinne, twynne, < AS. geticin, double (pi. ge-

twinnas, twins) (= Icel. tvinnr, tvennr, two and
two, twin), < twi-, two: see twi-. Cf. twinling.

See also twinc^.] I. a. If. Two; twain.

Forr Crist iss bathe Godd & mann,
an had off txHnn^ kinde.

Ormulum, 1. 1361 (Morris and Skeat, I. 52).

A wain thai had thair gere wit-in.

That draun was wit oxen tuin.

Cursor Mundi, 1. 278 (Morris and Skeat, II. 78).

Thou do to gedder x. and ij.

'I'he laghis [laws] twin sal thou flnde squa [so].

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 119.

2. Consisting of two separate, closely related,

and equal members ; twofold ; double ; specifi-

cally, consisting of or forming twins or a pair

:

as, twin children.

An apple cleft in two is not more turin

Than these two creatures. Shak.,T. N., v. 1. 302.

Parrots with twin cherries in their beak.
Cowper, Task, i. 38.

3. One, each, or either of two ; one of a pair,

specifically of two born at a birth : as, a twin

brother or sister.

The water up-stod, thurgh godes migt.
On twinne half, also a wal up-rigt.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3248.

A Boat twin-sister of the crescent-moon

!

Wordsu'oTth, Peter Bell.

4. In hot., growing in pairs; didymous.— 5.

Consisting of two chief parts alike, or nearly
alike, and held firmly together : as, a tvnn bot-

tle ; a twin vase. The plural is used in the same
sense: as, (wt« vases.— 6. In eniom., geminate:
applied to spots, punctures, spines, etc., which
are close together in pairs, and distant from
others.—The Twin Brothers or Brethren, Castor and
Pollux ; the Twins.

These be the Great Twin Brethren
To whom the Dorians pray.

Macaxday, Battle of Lake Kfigillus, st. 40.

Twin Valve, or Double Gate-valve.

twin

Twin boat, a boat having two hulls, or a double huIL
See twin ttteamer.— Twin, cones. See co7i€.— Twin crys-
tal. See II., 3.—Twin engine. See engine.— Twin
graptolites. See Graptolithidse.— Twill ocelll, two
similar ocellated fijjots close together and inclosed in a
coniinon colored ring.—^Twln-SCrew, a steam-vessel fit-

ted with two propellers on separate shafts, one under each
quarter, having right-handed and left-handed twists re-

spectively. Being turned in contrary directions in driving
ahead, they counteract each other's tendencies to produce
lateral vibration. Also used attributively.

The Rodney, Admiral Fitzroy's flagship, ... is also in

the Admiralty list called a 'Hvxin-Bcrew cruiser," as from
her great powers of speed she well may be.

Fortnighay Rev., N. S., XLIII. 390.

Twin steam-engine, an adaptation of the steam-engine
in which two complete engines are associated to perform
the same work; a duplex engine.— Twin steamer, a
form of Bteam-vesael occasionally employed in ferries,

the deck, etc., being 8upporte<i on two distinct hulls
which are placed
some distance
asunder, with the
paddle-wheels be-
tween them.—
Twin valve, a
fonn of valve with
a double coimec-
tion, used at the
discharge - orifice

of a pump, and
serving the double purpose of supplying water to a steam-
boiler and to a line of hose or pipe. E. U. Knight.

II. n. If. Two; twain; a pair; a couple.

The scharp of the schalk schyndered the bones,
& schrank thurg the schyire grece. A.- scade hit in twynne.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 425.

Hit is brused, other broken, other byten in twynne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1047.

I saw the roote in great disdaine
A twinne of forked trees send forth againe.

Spenser, Visions of Bellay, 1. 70.

2. One of two ; one of a pair or couple linked
together by a particular tie or relation; the
mate, counterpart, or fellow of another; spe-
cifically, one of two creatures produced at a
birth : said of the young both of human beings
and of beasts.

He was most princely : ever witness for him
Those tivins of learning that he raised in you,
Ipswich and Oxford. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 58.

Time and Place are twinnes and vnseparable compan-
ions. Purchas, Filgi-image, p. 50.

Two were never found
Twins at all pointa. Cowper, Task, iv. 738.

They see no men,
Not ev'n her brother Arac, nor the ttcins

Her brethren. Tennyson, Princess, i.

3, A compound crystal one part of which is in

a reversed position with reference to the other,

as if it bad been revolved through 180° about
an axis (twinning-axis) perpendicular to a
plane which is called the twinning-planej and
is usually a fundamental plane of the given
crystal. Thus if (flg. l) one half of the octahedron as

indicated is revolved through ISO" about a vertical axis.

1. Octahedron, showing position of twinnin^-plane. 2, Twinned Octa-
hedron, the upper half in revereed position.

the twinned octahedron of flg. 2 results, the twinning-
plane being here a face of the octahedron ; such twins are

common with spinel, and are hence called spinel twins.

This is also called a jiiztaposition- or contact-tu'in, in dis-

tinction from a penetration-twin, such as is represented

in fig. 3, where each crystal is complete and interpene-
trates the other. If the molecu-
lar reversal is often repeated in

the growth of a crystal, a poly-

synthetic ttvin may result, consist-

ing of successive thin layers or
lamellffi of two sets, alternately

in reversed position to each
other. This is common among
the plagioclase feldspars, and is

the cause of the fine striation

often observed on a cleavage-sur-
face. (Seealbitetwin&ndpericlitie
tioin, below.) When the angle
between the axes of the two parts of the twin ci78tal is an

aliquot part of 360% repeated twinning may occur (thus,

3 X 120°, 4 X 90", 5 X 72", etc., complete the form): the

resulting compound crystal may then imitate (mimetic

form) a form of higher symmetr>* than belongs to the sin-

gle crystal, and hence be a case of pseudosymmetr>' ; for

example, the twins of aragonite (which has a prismatic

angle not far from 120°) have often the form of a pseudo-

hexagonal crystal; the six-rayed stellate twins of ceru-

site give another common example of a repeated twin.

In some cases the imitation is so perfect that the true

nature of the form can be determined only by an inves-

tigation in polarized light.— Albite twin, a kind of twin

common with albite and the other triclinic feldspars,

where the twinning-plane is the brachydiagonal plane of

the crystal, and the twinning gives a reentrant angle od

,
Penetration-twin

iCubes).



twin
the basal plane or surface of most perfect cleavage • such
twins are usually polysynthetlu, and give rise to a series
of flue lines seen on the basal cleavage-face.— Baveno
twin, a kind of twin crystal of orthoclase feldspar, first
noted in cr>stals from Baveno in Italy. The twinning-
plane is a cliiiodome inclined about 43° to the base, and
the twin lias nearly the form of a square prism.— Carls-
bad twin, a name given to the common twin crystals
of orthoclase feldspar often observed in granites tra-
chytes, and other crystalline roclis, as at Carlsbad in
Bohemia- The twinning-axis is here the vertical crystal-
lographic axis, and the twins are commonly of the pene-
tration type.—In twlnt, a twlnt, in two ; apart.

The kyng depertid his pupull. put honi in tttn/n.
In batels on his best wise for boldyng hym-seluyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1181.

Paragenetic twin, an ordinary twin crystal in which
the compound structure may be considered to belong
to It from the beginning of its formation : sometimes
used in distinction from metai/enetic twin where the
molecular reversal seems to have begun after the crys-
tal had reached a certain development ; the latter kind is
Illustrated by the geniculated twins of lutile.-Parasitio
twin, m teratot. See automte.— PeTlCline twin, a twincommon with the variety of albite called pericline, also
with the other triclinic feldspars, where the twinning-axis
IS the macrodiagonal axis. Such twins are often polysyn-
thetic, and then give a series of striations on the brachy-
diagonal plane or surface of second cleavage ; the direction
of these striations varies with the composition of the feld-
spar according to a definite law.— Spinel twin. See
*

Ji^'' "tii^"'
''"' •^•-THe Siamese twins. See Sianiese.— Tne Twins, a constellation and sign of the zodiac-

Gemini.

When now no more the alternate Tieins are flredAnd fanccr reddens, with the solar blaze,
Short is the doubtful empire of the Night.

'Jlunmon, Summer, 1. 43.

twinl (twin), V.
; pret. and pp. twinned, pnr.

tiCDimng. [< twm\ o.] I. tran^. 1. To cou-
ple; pair; mate; join intimately or link to-
gether: said of two united or of one joined to
another.

We were m turinn'd lambs that did frisk i' the sun
Skak., W. T., 1. 2. 67.

In Oeraini that noble power is shown
That tiring their hearU, and doth of two make one.

S. Jonaon, Hue and Cry.

... .
True liberty

18 lost, which always with right reason dwells
1 wmn a, and from her hath no dividual being.

Milton, P. U, xli. 85.

2. Specifically, in mineral., to form or unite
into a compound or twin crystal by a reversal
of the molecular structure according to some
dennite law.
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"Alas !

" said I, " what ruefu' chance
Has ticin'd ye o' your stately trees?"

Bunig, Destruction of the Woods near Drumlanrig.
twin-born (twiu'bom), a. Bom at the same
birth

; bom along with another.

,„ . . . ,
O hard condition,

Tmn-bom with greatness, subject to the breath
Of every fool

!

shak.. Hen. V., iv. 1. 261.
But such a connection between lordship and land was

a slowly developed notion, not a notion tirin-bom with
the notion of government. w. Wilson, State, § 15.

twin-cylinder (twin'sil 'in-der), a. Having
twin cylinders: as, a twin-cylinder engine.

Twin-cylinder Ensfine.

t^^'^.'^'^^'^'- *.f. '"in cylinders; c, c', piston-rods: rf, rf-. imides

rZSTf'f'^i Im hi ""I"'"''
-O'l'inel^'a'n connected tothe' fiZf-

,^ii^'-( ^ ^''"'blocks pivoted to the ends of the beam anj plav-

J^„r\il^'^-" sl'd'-ays ngidly attached to the rodi: The pajt

at /in ih, hi^™'"'"^ *
wo.ks between the slides .-, ., and U pivoted

?ii^tnv i^t . .
• '

V.
*; '5«ntric

; /, eccentric-strap ;»,.!«. ec-

and"he"a?ve^" '
'"<=''=*»"» '"'i':'' "P"*'" ">« vaive-st^ms ».

»'

twindle (twin'dl), n. [Var. of "twinnle, dim.
of <m!!h1.] a twin. [Prov. Eng.]

fhSj}!Z^'"r?}^^4YL^^">'' "Geomancle of Maisterthristopher CatUn") the word twindle (Fr. Oemeaux) oc-curs for the sign Gemini, two twins in one. Is it known
elsewhere ? jf. and Q., 7th ier" X 4^1

Occasionally a simple form is twinned with a more com-
plex one, as in chabasite. Encyc. Bril., XVI. Jfti.

n, intrans. 1. To be coupled or paired; be
mated, as one with another: specifically, to be
twin-born.

He that is approved in this offence,
TTiough he had twimt'd with me, both at a birth.
Shall lose me. simk., Othello, li. 3. 212.

Were it to plot against the fame, the life
Of one with whom I twiuiud.

B. Jomon, Sejanus, lit. 3.

2. To bring forth two at a birth.
Ewes yearly by twinning rich masters do make.

Tuster, Januarys Husbandry, st 28.

twin2t (twin), V. [Also tirine; < ME. ticinnen,
ticynnen, lit. go in two (cf. in twin, above), <
twin, two: see ticinl. Cf. twined, v.} I in-
trans. 1. To be parted in twain: be divided
or sundered; come apart.

Ther hit onez is tachched, twynne wil hit neuer
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2512.

My saule, ihesu, take I to thee
When my bo<ly and it sal tuiytme.

Political Poemi (ed. FumlvaUX P- loa
Thy faith and troth thou «aU na get
And our true love shall never (inn.

Clerk Saunderi (Child's Ballads, II. 50).

2. To part ; depart
; go away.

Fortutie wolde that he moste tmnne
Out of that place which that I was Inne.

Chaucer, Squh-e's Tale, 1. 569.
Loke thou thin herte fro him not twynne

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 23.

3. To be separated (from) or deprived (of): as,
to ^cin wath one's gear. Jamieson. [Scotch ]

11. trans. 1. To partin twain; sever; sunder.
Haiti well.

There were twenty and too, to tjivn hom in Bonder
Degtruction oj Troy (E. E. T, S.), 1. 2747.

Itselth, "Alias! whi (jrj/n/wd be we tweyne?"
Chancer, Troilus, v. 679.

When two lovers love each other weel
Great sin it were them to twinn. '

Ytmng BearweU (Child's Ballads, IV. 302).

2. To part, as from another person or thing-
separate; sunder; especially, to deprive.
From helle he wille them twyn.

Toicneley Mytteriet, p. 49.
.She's taen out her little penknife, . .And finnn'd the sweet babe o' its life

ftn« «oi«rr. «n the VaUey (Child s Ballads, II. 266X

twindle-pippint, «. A double pippin.
I dreara'd my husband, when he came first a woingCame 1 th liknes of a Kentish twindle-pippen.

Sampson's Vow Breaker (ime). (Nares.)

twinel (twin), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
tjcune; < ME. twine, twyne, twin, double thread,
< AS. ton (= D. twijn; cf. Icel. tvinni), a double
thread,< <tci-, two: see /iTi-. Cf. towil.] I n. 1A double thread ; a thread made of two strands
twisted

; hence, any coarse strand or cord, or,
by extension, a fabric woven of such threads;
in modem use, a cord composed of several
strands, especially when made of hemp or
mamla; also, a strong thread made of hemp or
cotton, used in sewing sails.

Of there hude (hide) he kairf eiine thwoiig
>e8 (nor was] the thwong noht swithe bried [broad]Buteu swulc a twines thncd.

Layamon (MS. Cott. Calig., A, ix.), I. 14220.
No shetes dene, to lye betwene.

Made of threde and twyne.
The Xut-Brown Maid (Percy's Keliques, II. i. 6).

2- The act of twining or twisting; spinning.
l_-iXflr6. J

As she some web wrought, or her spindles tinine
8ne cherish'd with her song.

Chapman, Odyssey, x. 306.

3. A curving, winding, or twisting movement
or form

; a convolution ; a coil ; a twist.
With an yvle twryne his waste is girt about.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 14.

Dancing chearely in a siiuer tuine.
Toummr, Trans. Jletamorphosis, Epil.

Typhon huge ending in snaky twine.

. , , .
Milton, Nativity, I. 226.

4. A clasping; an embrace.
Milke white leaves, and branches greene,
Folded in amorous twines together.

Ueywood, Prologues and Epilogues (Works, ed. 1874, VI.
(352).

5. An intertwining or interlacing; a tangle-
a snarl.

So multiplied were reasons pro and con
Delicate, intertwisted, and obscure.
That law were shameil to lend a finger-tip
To unravel, readjust the hopeless twine.

a. 1^ ,-,. ,-•„ ,
Browning, Ring and Book.

Of. Duality. [Rare.]
Th' Vnitie dwels in God ith' Fiend the Tmne.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The MagniBcence.
Paver twine, wrapping-twine made of long, continuous
•trips of paper, stretched, twisted, and sometimes sized or
vamisbed.

twine-cutter

n. a. Consisting of double (usually coarse)
thread; specifically, consisting or made oftwme. See I., 1.

May live in peace, and rule the land with a twine thread
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

Twine cloth, a fine cotton cloth used as a substitute forlinen. Compare calico shirting, under shirting
twinel (twin), t.-.; pret. and pp. twined, ppr.
twtinng. [< ME. twinen, twynen = D. twijnen (ct
Iceh tnnna = Sw. tvinna= Dao. tvinde), twine.
twist, ht. ' double,' < AS. twin, a double thread:
see <if»Hel, «.] I. trans. 1. To make double,
as thread, by twisting two strands together;
hence, to twist; intertwine.

To a torche other to a taper the Trinite is likenedAs wexe and a weke were twyned to-gederes
And fuyr flaumed forth of hem bothe.

Piers Plowman (C), xx. 169.
These Rufflers after a year or two at the farthest be-come Lpright men, unless they be prevented by tu-intdnemp. Uarman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 15.

2. To form of twisted threads or filaments

;

make by intertwining; in general, to weave.
Take aff, take all his cosily jupe

(Of gold well was it twin'd).
Hardylmute (Percy's Reliques, II. i. 17).

...^iTk •"? ^^^^ ^'^'^ ["' ""^ tabernacle] southward there

S-^i
be hangings for the court of flue twined linen of anbundled cubits long for one side. Ex. xxvii. 9.

The Naiads, and the Nymphs, . .

i;pon this-joyful day, some dainty chaplets twine.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xv. 139.

3. To wind or coil about something, as in clasp-
ing or embracing it; wreathe; coil.

She 's turined her arms about his waist.
And thrown him into the sea.

May Coloin (Child's Ballads, II. 274).
Fill the Bowl with rosie Wine
Around our Temples Roses twine.

Cowley, Anacreontics, viii.

4. To encircle; entwine; curl around.
The plant lAmellus] in holy garlands often tirines
The altars posts, and beautifies the shrines.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

Let wreaths of triumph now my temples turine.
Pope, R. of the L., iii. 161.

5. To interweave; interlock; iuterminele-
mix; blend. ^ '

And all-fore-seeing God in the same Line
Doth oft the god-less with the godly twine
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Dec-iy.

The child would twim
A trustful hand, unasked, in thine.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

n, intrans. 1. To blend or unite by twisting
or winding; intertwine; be interwoven.

In twining hazel bowers.
Bums, Sleep St Thou, or Wak'st Thou?

The light soul tiHnesiaxA mingles with the growths
Of vigorous early days. Tennyson, Lover's Tale, f.

2. To wind; curl; coil; specifically, of plants,
to grow in convolutions about a support. See
ttcining.

And, as she runs, the bushes in the way
Some twine about her thigh to make her stay.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 873.
With the tinning Lash their Shins resound.

Gay, Trivia, iii. 38.
Aft ha'e I roved by bonnie Doon,
To see the rose and woodbine twine.

Bums, Ye Banks and Braes.
A single stick was given to each lot of plants to twine

op. Darmn, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p 33

3t. To warp.
Because it (tetnefA and casteth not, it is passing good forhinges and hookes. for sawne bords, for ledges in doresand gates. HoUand, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 40

4. To make tums or flexures ; wind ; meander.
As rivers, though they bend and twine. Swift.

Nae gowden stream thro' myrtles tirines.

Bums, On Pastoral Poetry.

twineZ (twin), r. [Var. of twin^.'] I. trans.
It. To separate; divide; part.

And sighing says this lady fair,
"They shou'd gar twa loves twine."

The Water o' WearieS Well (Child's Ballads, I. 200X
2t. To turn.

.She shrikes, and ttcines away her sdaignefull eyes
r rom his sweet face.

Fairfax, Godfrey of Boulogne, 11. 128.

n. intrans. If. To fall.

Right on the front he gaue that ladie kinde
A blow BO huge, so strong, so great, so sore.
That out of sense and feeling downe she twinde.

Fair/ax, Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 43.

2. To languish; pine away. Probably con-
fused with dwlnc. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
twine-cutter (twin'kuf'er), n. Aknifeor blade,
of various form, fixed to a counter, table, stand,
etc., to cut tie twine used in tying up parcels



twine-holder

twine-holder (twin'hol'der), n. A ease, usually
of metal or wire, for holding a ball of twine in

a convenient position for unwinding.
twine-machine (twin'ma-shen*), ». A spin-

ning-machine for making small cord or string.

It is a form of the thread-machine. E. H.
Knight.

twiner (twi'n^r), «. [< twine^ + -erl.] One
who or that which twines. Specifically—(o) A ma-
chine for twining threads or fibers, as in cotton-spin-

ning.

Mules and Twiners for Spinning Cotton, etc.

The Engineer, LXVI. 231.

(6) A plant which supports itself by twining.

Some plants twine with the sun and some twine against

it ; and most twiners have nearly allied species that do not
climb at all. Princeton Rev., March, 1878, p. 288.

twine-reeler (twin're'lfer), «. A kind of mule
or spinning-machine for making twine or twist-

ing string; a mule-doubler.
twin-flower (twin'flou'fer), n. In hot., a slen-

der creeping and trailing evergreen, JAnniea
horealis, with rounded leaves and thread-like

Twining Seems.

I, Hedge-bindweed, Convolvulus {Ca.
lystt£id) septum; 2, Hop, Humulus LU'
futus.

[Obsolete or prov.

Flowering Plant of Twin-flower {_Linnsea borealis).

branches leafy below, forking near the summit,
and bearing a pair of nodding fragrant flowers.
The corolla is funnelforra, purplish rose-colored or whit-

ish, under half an inch long. The plant is found in cool

woods and bogs northward in both hemispheres, in Amer-
ica extending south to the mountains of Maryland and of

Colorado and to the .Sierra Nevada, from these points reach-

ing within the arctic circle. This modest but extremely
beautiful plant was a favorite of Linnseus, who first point-

ed out its characters and to whom it was dedicated.

Beds of purple twin-ftmver. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

twinge (twinj), V. ;
pret. and pp. twinged, ppr.

twinging, [(a) < ME. twingen, appar. altered

from *thwingen,<. AS. "thwingan (pret. "tliwang)

= OS. thwingan = OFries. dwinga, twinga =
MD. dwinghen, D. dwingen = 0H6. dwingan,
thwingan, press, constrain, oppress, conquer,
MHG. twingen, dtvingen, G. zwingen = Icel.

thvinga, weigh down, oppress, compel, = Dan.
tvinge = Sw. tvinga, constrain, (b) < ME. ttven-

gen= MD. dwenghen = OHG. zwengan, dwcngan,
MHG. twengen, G. zwangen, press, constrain, a
secondaryverb (associated with the noun, OHG.
zwang, dwang, gidwang, MHG. zwanc, twanc, G.
zwang, constraint, compulsion), from the orig.

strong verb above. Cf . thong, from the same
ult. source.] I. trans. If. To press; constrain;
oppress; afflict.

And wharfore mumed in I go,
Whil that twinges me the fo?

Anglo-Saxon and Early Eng. Psalter (ed. Stevenson, 1843),

[xli. 10.

2. To pull with a sharp, pinching jerk ; tweak

;

twitch.

He tuengde & schok hire [the Devil] bi the nose that the
fur [fire) out-blaste.

Sob. 0/ Gloucester, St. Dunstan, 1. 81. (Morris and Skeat,

[II. 22.)

Twinge three or four buttons
From off my lady's gown. B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

When a man is past his sense.

There 's no way to reduce him thence
But tmnging him by th' ears and nose,

Or laying on of heavy blows.
S. Butter, Hudlbras, III. i. 1155.

3. To torment with sharp, darting pains ; sting

:

said of physical or mental pain.

The gnat charged into the nostrils of the lion, and there
twinged him till he made him tear himself, and so mas-
tered him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The poor wretch has a little shrivelled bit of conscience
left. It tuinges him sometimes, like a dying nerve in a
rotten tooth. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

II. intrans. To have a sharp, jerking pain,

like a twitch ; suffer a keen, shooting pain.

I've a twinging knee
Oft hinders dancing.

George Eliot, Spanish Gypsy, i.

twinge (twinj), n. [< twitige, ».] 1. A nipping
or pinching ; a twitch ; a tweak.

6554
How can you fawn upon a master that gives you so many

blows and twinges by the ears'i Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. A sharp, darting pain of momentary con-
tinuance; a pang, physical or mental.

The wickedness of this old villain startles me, and gives

me a twinge for my own sin, tho' it come far shoi-t of his.

Dryden, Spanish I'riar, iv. 1.

" What is it, my dear child 'I" cries kind Mrs. Lambert,
as he started. " Nothing, Madam ; a twinge in my shoul-

der," said the lad. Thackeray, Virginians, xxii.

= Syn. 2. Seepaml &-aA agony.

twingle-twanglet (twing'gl-twang'gl), n. [A
varied redupl. of twangle.1 A twangling sound

;

a jangle.

With the rare discord of bells, pipes, and tabors.

Hotch-potch of Scotch and Irish twingle-twangles.
Ford, Peikin Warbeck, ill. 2.

t'Wining (twi'ning),p. a. Twisting; winding;
coiling ; embra-
cing. — Twining
stem, in hot., a stem
which ascends spiral-

ly around another
stem, a branch, or a
prop, either to the
right or to the left.

See righUkanded, 3.

twiningly (twi'-

ning-li), adv. In
a twining man-
ner; by twining.
Bailey, 1731.

twinfcl (twingk),
V. i. [< ME.
twinken, twytilcen,

< AS. *twincan
(= MHG. swinken,
zwingen), wink.
Hence twin'kle.'] To wink.
Eng.]
Twynkyn, with the eye. . . . Conquinisco.

Prompt. Parv., p. 605.

Some turne the whites up, some looke to the foote.

Some winke, some twinke, some blinke, some stare as fast.

Lane, Tom Tel-Troths Message (1600). (Nares.)

twinfcl (twingk), n. [< imwfcl, f.] A wink; a
twinkling.

But in a twinck methought
'A chang'd at once his habit and his steed.

Peele, Honour of the Garter.

twink^ (twingk), V. t. [Imitative ; cf. <j«A,l and
twank.'] To pour out in bird-notes; twitter;

chirp.
As a swallow in the air doth sing

With no continued tune, but, pausing still,

Twinks out her scatter'd voice in accents shrill.

Chapman, Odyssey, xxi. 548.

t'Wink^ (twingk), «. [Cf. twink^, v., also pink,

spink, finch, etc.] The chaffinch.

twinkle (twing'kl), v.; pret. and pp. twinkled,

ppr. twinkling. [Early mod. E. twynkle, twyn-

kcll; < ME. twinclen, twynclen, < AS. twincUan,

twinkle; freq. of *ttvincan, wink: see twink^.^

1. intrans. 1. To shut an eye or the eyes with
an involuntary twitch or with a quick volun-

tary and significant action ; blink; wink.

She hath now twynded fyrst upon the with wyckede eye.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 3.

I fwj/nien with the eye. Jeclignette. . . . Yoatwynkell
with your eye, do you? I trusteyou never the better.

Palsgrave, p. 764.

The owl fell a moping and twinkling.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Of the eyelids, to open and shut with fre-

quent involuntary twitches ; hence, of anything
that moves rapidly, to dart to and fro.

Myne eye twynkleth somtyme and I can nat cease it.

Palsgrave, p. 764.

No lips so sweet
That I may worship them? No eyelids meet
To twinkle on my Iwsom? Keats, Endymion, iv.

The feet of said partner never ceased to twinkle in and
out from beneath her skirts.

New York Evening Post, April 26, 1891.

3. To pass in and out of sight rapidly, as a light

;

flash at almost insensible intervals; shine with
quick, irregular gleams ; scintillate ; sparkle, as

a star.
AH the fixed Tapers

He made to ttdnkle with such trembling capers.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

The chiefe Monntaines, them of Pennobscot, the twin-

kling Mountaine of Acocisco, the great Mountaine of Sas-

sanow, and the high Mountaine of Massachuset.
Capt. John Stnith. Works, II. 195.

Here plots of sparkling water tremble bright
With thousand tliousand twinkling points of light.

Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

I see his gray eyes twinkle yet
At his own jest.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

II. trans. 1. To open and shut rapidly ; wink

;

blink.

twinleaf

Phcebe took leave of the desolate couple, and passed
through the shop, twinkling her eyelids to shake off a dew-
drop. Hawthorns, Seven Gables, xiv.

The bats whirled . . . their wings and twinkled their
small eyes. Disraeli, Alroy, x. 17.

2. To emit in quick gleams; flash out.

The sun and moon also Thou mad'st to give him light

;

And each one of the wandring stars to twinkle sparkles
bright Surrey, Paraphrase of Ps. viii

3. To influence or charm by sparkling.

That affectionate light, those diamond things.
Those eyes, those passions, those supreme pearl springs.
Shall be my grief, or twinkle me to pleasure.

Keats, Endymion, iv.

twinkle (twing'kl), n. [< twinkle, i).] 1. A
twitching of the eyelid; a blinking; a wink.

Old David moved from place to place about his ordi-

nary employments, scarce shewing, unless by ... an oc-

casional convulsive sigh, or twinkle of the eyelid, that he
was labouring under the yoke of such bitter affiictlon.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xiv.

2. A quick, tremulous light ; a glimmer; a spar-

kle ; a flash.

Glimmers and dies the fire-fly's spark—
Like starry tieinkles that momently break
Through the rifts of the gathering tempest's rack.

J. -ft. Drake, Culprit Fay.

3. The time required for a wink; a twinkling.

twinkler (twing'klfer), n. [< ME. twynclere (=
MHG. zwinkeler) ; < twinkle + -erl.] One who
or that which twinkles. Specifically— (o) A winker

;

a blinker ; especially the eye.

The twynclere with the 030 forgeth wicke thingus.

WycHf, Ecclus. xxvil. 25.

Youll just be pleased . . . not to be staring at me, fol-

lowing me up and down with those tu-inklers of yours.
Marryatt, Snarleyyow, I. vii.

(6) That which glimmers, sparkles, or flashes; a sparkler.

Aram. The stars have done this.

Clar. The pretty little twinklers.
Vanbrugh, Confederacy, ill. 2.

Such tiny tudnklers as the planet-orbs
That there attendant on the solar power
With borrowed light pursued their narrower way.

Shelley, Queen Mab, ix.

twinkling (twing'kling), n. [< ME. twinkling,

twinkelinge ; verbal n. of twinkle, ».] 1. The act
of one who or that which twinkles; especially,

a quick twitching or fluttering movement of

the eye ; a wink.
Boys in their first bloom, skilled in the dance, . . .

smote the good floor with their feet. And Odysseus gazed
at the twinklings of the feet, and marvelled in spirit.

Butcher and Lang, tr. of Homer's Odyssey, vlii. (ed. Mac-
[millan, 1881, p. 123).

2. The phenomenon of scintillation of the fixed

stars, consisting of fluctuations of light and of

color at the rate of from fifty to a hundred per
second. The fluctuations of light did not escape the no-

tice of the ancients ; those of color were noticed by Robert
Hooke in 1665. The phenomenon was, without any rea-

son at all, generally supposed to have Us origin in the
eye, until William Nicholson, the chemist, showed In

1813 that. If the Image of a twinkling star was stretched

out into a ribbon by an irregular movement of the tele-

scope, the fluctuations would appear as variations of light

and color along this ribbon. Charles Dufour, In 1866, pub-
lished the following genei-alizatlons of his observations,

now known as Du/our's laws: (1) the pale stars twinkle

more than the chrome, and the chrome more than the
ruddy ones ; (2) at different altitudes the twinkling Is pro-

portional to the coefficient of astronomical refraction mul-
tiplied by the trajectory of the ray ; and (3) the twinkling
diminishes as the diameter of the star Increases. Lorenzo
Bespighl, In 1868, examined the effect of twinkling upon
the spectra of stars. He found that oblique bands of

shade pass over the spectrum In different directions

according as the star is east or west of the meridian.

Finally, Charles Montigny, with a special instrument called

a scintillometer, has made extensive observations concern-

ing the differences of the rate of twinkling at different

seasons, under different meteorological conditions, and
for different stars. It Is certain that twinkling is due In

some way to the entrance and passage of the light in the
atmosphere, but how Is not altogether settled. Twinkling
is entirely distinct from the "dancing" of stars, which is

frequent, especially In winter.

3. The time required for one twinkle or wink,

as of the eye ; a flash ; hence, a very short time.

This world in an iges twynkeling
Thou maist dlstrole, noon may defende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 173.

We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a

moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump.
1 Cor XV. 61, 62.

Rie. AVhat you do, do in a tirinkling, sir.

Vol. As soon as may be.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 2.

He vanlsh'd frae her sight,

wr the tieinklino o' an eye.

Courteous Knight (Child's Ballads, VIU. 277).

Or in a twinkling of this true blue steel.

Sir H. Taylor, Philip van Artevelde, II., iil. 1.

In the twinkling of a bedpost. See bedpost.

twinleaf (twin'lef). n. .An American herb, Jef-

fcrsonia diphylla : so named from the pair of

leaflets into which the blade of the leaf is di-

vided. See cut on following page.



twinleaf

Twinleaf iJefferstmia diphytla),

a, pistil and stamens ; b, ripe fruit; c, full-grown leaf, showing
ner^'atioiL

twinling (twin'liiig), n. [< ME. "ttcinling, twyn-
lijnge (= OHG. zwiniling, MHG. ewineling, zicil-

linc, G. zwilUng = Dan. tviUing, twin) ; as twhO-

+ -W/ii/l.] A twin.

Se ee the sonder pore womman how that she is pyned
Withe twynlengeg two.

Rom. 0/ Cheuelere Assigne (E. E. T. S-X 1. 27.

We may rede and see like thyng in the lyuynj? and the
condicons of the bretheren gemellys callid twyrUyngeg,
Soke 0/ TuUe of Old Age (ed. Caxton, 1481), g2. {Richard-

[mn'g Supp.)

twinne^t, twinne-t. A Middle English spell-

iiii; of twiiii, twin^.

twinner (twin'fer), n. [< twin^ + -eA."] One
who or that which produces twins. Tusser,

January's Husbandry.
twinning^ (twin'ing), n. [Verbal n. of <«-»>il,

r.] The process or state of being twinned: said
of crystals. See twin^, «., 3 Secondary twln-
ning.'a molecular reversal produced after the formation
of the cr>'8tal, for example by pressure, as often observed
in cr>-stals of pyroxene and the grains of a crystalline
limestone. In many cases this may be artificially imitated.

twinning-t (twin'ing), n. [< ME. twynnynge;
verbal n. of (iti«2^ »•.] Separation; parting.

The sothe is, the twynjiyn{fe of as tweyne
Wol us disese and crueliche anoye.

Chatuxr, Troilus, iv. 1303.

twinning-azis (twin'ing-ak'sis), n. See twin^,

«., :i.

tvanning-machine (twin'ing-nia-shen'), n. A
machine for cutting out the teeth of combs: so
called because the combs are cut in pairs or
twins. It has a cutter consisting of two chisels which
act perpendicularly and alternately upon a plate passed
beneath them, each cutting one side of two teeth, and sev-

ering one of them from the back of the comb to which it

does not belong. E. U. Knight.

twlnning-plane (twin'ing-plan), «. See twiti^,

H.. :i.

twinning-saw (twin'ing-8&), ». A saw for cut-
ting the teeth of combs : so called because the
teeth for two combs are cut at one operation,
the material being bent over in conve.x form
to bring it within range of the instrument. Af-
ter the sawing, each tooth is cut separately
from the back of the opposite comb by means
of a plugging-awl. E. U. Knight.
twin-pair (twin'par), n. A pair of objects al-

togcttif/r similar and equal and without any
third— Twin-pair sheet, in geom., the surface of a
cubic or higher cone which meets the concentric sphere
in two distinct closed curves.

twin-shell (twin'shel), «. One of the pair of
symmetrical shells of the dipleuric nassellari-
ans.

twinship (twin'ship), n. [< ticinl -I- ship.'] The
character or relation of being twin.

The sentence which has gone forth for the severance of
the two measures (the Home-rule Bill and the Irish I-and
Bill) is irresistible, and . . . the tui'rwAtp which has been
for the time disastrous to the hopes of Ireland exists no
longer.

Gladstone, quoted in the .Spectator, No. 3035, p. 1133.

twin-spot (twin'spot), a. Having a pair of like
spots: as. the twin-spot carpet, a British moth.

twin-stock (twin'stok), n. A beehive contain-
ing; two colonies. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 73.

twinter(twin'ttr),H. [<ME.*<icin<er,"<iri«-i;i?;-c,

< AS. twiwintre (= MLG. tiointer), two winters
old, < lici-, two, + icintcr, winter.] A beast two
winters old. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
twirelf (twir), r. i. [Also tweer ; = G. dial.
(Bay.) zwiren, zwieren, spy, glance; connected
with zwerch, etc., cross : see rjueer^ and thwart^.

1

1. To glance shyly or slyly; look askance;
make eyes; leer; peer; pry.
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Which maids will twire at 'tween their fingers thus

!

B. Joneon, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

I saw the wench that tmred and twinkled at thee.

Fletcher, Women Pleased, iv. 1.

The tweering constable of Finsbury, with his bench of

brown-bill men. Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

If I was rich, I could twire and loll as well as the best
of them. Steele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

2. To twinkle ; sparkle ; wink.
When sparkling stars twire not, thou gild'st the even.

Shak., .Sonnets, xxviii.

The sun, . . .

Who with a fervent eye looks through the twyring glades.
And his dispersed rays commixeth with the shades.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiiL 169.

twirelf (twir), n. [Also tweer; < twire^, v.] A
sly glance ; a leer.

The formal Bows,
The affected smiles, the silly By-words, and Amorous
Ticeers in passing. Etherege, Man of Mode, ilL 3.

twire'^t (twir), n. [= D. tweern = MHG. zwirn,
zicirm, G. zicirn, twine; akin to twine^.] A
twisted filament ; a thread.

They put the cocons in hot water, and so stirring them
about with a kind of rod, the ends of the silk twires of the
cocons stick to it, which they laying on upon a turning
reel draw off from the cocons. Locke, Obs, upon Silk.

twirC'' (twir), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. twired, ppr.
twiriug. [Perhaps a dial, form of 'twere, < ME.
'thweren, < AS. "thweran, in comp. a-thweran,
agitate, stir, = OHG. dweran, MHG. twern, G.
dial. (Bav.) zweren, stir. Cf . twirlc, tmrl.'\ To
twist; twirl.

No sooner doth a yong man see his sweet-heart com-
ing, but he . . . twires his beard.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 534.

twireasont (twi're'zn), n. [< twi- + reason.']

A twofold reason. [Rare.]

You shall pardon me
For a twi-reamn of state.

B. Jongon, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4.

twirepipet (twir'pip), n. [< twire^ + pipe^.']

One who peeps or peers ; a peeping Tom.
Vou are ... a twirepipe,

A Jeffrey John Bo-peep !

Beau, and Ft., Monsieur Thomas, iii. 1.

twirk (twferk), V. t. [Freq. of twire^.] To pull
or tug; twitch; twirl.

If shee have her hand on the pette [pit> dimple] in her
cheeke, he is twyrHr\g of his mustachios.
Breton, Praise of Vertuous Ladies, p. 57. (Daviet, under

[petU.)

twirk (twtrk), n. [< twirk, v.] A twitch or
twirl. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

twirl (tw^rl), V. [Early mod. E. twijrle; < ME.
*twirlen (f) ; cf. D. dwarlcn = G. dial. (Swiss)
zwirlen, twirl

;
prob. connected with AS. thwiril,

a chum-stafif, stirrer, = OHG. dwiril, MHG.
ttcirel, twirl, G. quirl, querl, a twirling-stick,

Bav. zwirel, a stirrer. Cf. Icel. thrara, a stick

with a scraper at the end for stirring, Gr. ropvvji,

a stirrer, L. trtta, a stirrer (see trowel); from
the verb represented by twire^ : see twire^, and
cf. twirk. Cf. also tirl.] I, trans. To cause
to revolve rapidly; spin; whirl; turn round
and round, usually in an idle, purposele.ss way

;

twiddle.

Leave twirling of your hat, and hold your head up.
And speak to the lady. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, ii. 3.

With what ineffable carelessness would he twirl his gold
chain

!

Lamb, Old Actors.

To twirl one's thumbs, to twiddle the thumbs, for lack
of better employment ; hence, to do nothing ; be idle.

L'pon my word, Walter, you are pretty cool ! Will it

amuse me, pray, to twirl my thumbs in your studio?
If'. E. Sorris, Miss Shafto, xxiv.

n. intrans. 1. To move round; especially,

to revolve rapidly; be whirled about.

Take bothe your handes, and txcyrle vpon his fa sheep's]
eye, and if he be ruddy, and haue reed stryndes in the
white of the eye, than lie is sounde.

Fitzherbert, Husbandry (Eng. Dialect Soc), p. 51.

I had arrived at very considerable agility in the waltz-
ing line, and could twirl round the room with him at such
a pace as made the old gentleman pant again.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

Away they jumped, with more and more vigour, till Mag-
gie's hair Hew from behind lierears, and twirled about like

an animated mop. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 1.

2. To twine; wind; coil; curl. [Rare.]

So when the wriggling snake is snatch 'd on high
In eagle's claws, and hisses in the sky,

Around the foe his ticirliny tail he flings.

And twists her legs, and writhes about her wings.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iv.

twirl (tw6rl), n. [< twirl, ».] 1. A rapid cir-

cular motion.

He watched the wreaths of steam, until, at the special

instant of projection, he caught up the iron vessel and
gave it one delicate twirl, causing it to send forth one gen-
tle hiss. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, 1. 13.

twist

2. A twist; a convolution ; a curl; a flourish.

Jem, in all the pride of newly-acquired penmanship,
used to dazzle her eyes by extraordinary graces and twirls.

Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, xxi.

twirler (twfer'lfer), «. [< twirl + -erl.] One
who or that which twirls.

Critics [in base-ball] are still looking for the pitcher par
excellence. Although they acknowledge that the point
of excellence has been nearly approached at times, still

their ideal twirler of the diminutive globe has not yet
made his appearance. Tribune Book oj Sports, p. 81.

twiscart (twis'kar), n. Same as tuskar. Scott,

Pirate, xii.

twisselt (twis'l), a. and w. [Also twistle; < ME
twiscl, twisil (= MHG. zwisel), < AS. twi-, etc.,

two: see tici-, two, and cf. twist, etc.] I. a
Double ; twofold.

Enhancing, and pride, and the shreude wei, and the
mouth of the twisil tunge I wlate [loathe].

Wyclif, Prov. viii. 13.

II. n. 1. That which is double, as a double
fruit, or fruit growing in pairs*

As from a tree we sundrie times espie
A tunssell grow by Natures subfile might,

And beeing two, for cause they grow so nie.

For one are tane, and so appeare in sight.

TurbermUe, The Lover Wisheth, etc.

2. That part of a tree where the branches sepa-

,

rate from the trunk or bole,

'twissel-tonguedt (twis'l-tungd), a. [ME. twis-

iltunged; < twissel + tongue + -ed^.'] Double-
tongued.
Repref forsothe and strif the euel man shal eritagen,

and eche synnere enuyous and twisil-tungid.

Wyclif, Ecclus. tL 1.

t'Wist (twist), n. [< ME. twist, < AS. twist (in

comp. msest-twist), a rope, = MD. twist, a forked
branch, = leel. tvistr, the two or deuce in cards

;

also in another sense, = D. twist = LG. twist

= MHG. G. zwist = Sw. Dan. tvist, discord,
strife, odds, = leel. tvist, in the phrase a tvist og
hast, scattered to the four winds ; with forma-
tive -st, < AS. tici-, etc., two: see twi-. Cf.

twine^, toi/il.] 1. A thread, cord, rope, or the
like made of two or more strands wound one
about another; anything resembling such a
rope or coU.

Breaking his oath and resolution like

A twist of rotten silk. Shak., Cor., v. 6. 96b

I saw about her spotlesse wrist
Of blackest silk a curious twist.

Herrick, Upon a Black Tunst Rounding the Arm of the
[Countess of Carlisle.

A twist of gold was round her hair.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Specifically— (a) A kind of strong, close silk thread used
for sewing.

All the fine sewing sUk was proved to be free from lead
or other metal. But we found metal very abundant in
what is called " tailors' twist " and "hatters' twist," espe-
cially the latter. Ure, Diet., IV. 624.

(b) A kind of cotton yam of several varieties.

Being from two roves in place of one, it [cotton yarn for
stockings] is called double-spun twist,

Encyc. Brit., VI. 600.

(c) In tfcapinY7,thewari)-thread of the web. E. H. Knight.
(d) A loaf or roU of twisted dough baked.

In short order the dough is turned into twists, high
loaves, pan loaves, and other styles of the same quality.

SW. Amer., N. 8., LIX. 273.

(e) A kind of manufactured tobacco made in the form of a
rope or thick cord.

2t. A fabric made with a double and hence
heavy thread; coarse cloth. Compare twine^,

«., 1, and twine^, a.

Ne to weare garments base of wollen twist.

But with the finest silkes us to aray.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 460.

3t. A forked branch ; a twig; a spray.

On his bak she stood.
And caughte hire by a twiste, and up she gooth.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1105.

So long as a aprigge, twist, or braunche is yong, it is

flexible and bowable to any thing a man can desire.

Stubbes, Anat. of Abuses (ed. Funiivali), I. 76.

4t. Same as fork, 5.

A man of common heigth miglit easilie go vnder his
twist without stooping, a stature incredible.

Harrison, Descrip. of Britain, v. (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

5t. A hinge. '

And the herris, ether twistis, of the temple schulen
greetli sowne. Wyclif, Amos viii. 8.

6. An intertwining or interlacing; a knot or

net, or other interwoven contrivance.

He tames a Heifer, and on either side.

On either horn a three-fold twist he ty'd

Of Osiar twigs.

Sylnester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Handy-Crafts.

7. A spiral form, disposition, or arrangement,
such as may be produced by bending round both
ends of an object in opposite directions; also,

spiral or progressive rotary motion, or the path



twist

described by an object so moving: as, the twist

given to a ball in pitching causes it to curve;
the twist of a billiard-ball in play.

II he had only ullowed for the twtet .' but he hasn't, and
so the ball goes spinning up straight in the air.

T. Hughes, Toiu Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

The screw or twist [in billianls] is made by striking the
ball low down, with a sharp, sudden blow.

Encyc. Brit., III. 676.

It is the titists in the rods that cause the figure to ap-
pear in the barrels, and all iron so twisted is called Da-
mascus. W. W. Greetier, The Gun, p. 226.

8. Specifically, in firearms— (a) The spiral

formed by a groove in a rifled piece; the in-

clination of the grooves of a rifled piece to the
axis of the bore.

Some of the rifles and rifled ordnance in the service are
made with gi-ooves which have a very slight twist at the
breech, but the twist is increased regularly until it reaches
the muzzle ; this is known as the increasing or gaining
twist. Farrow, Mil. Encyc, I. 727.

If the angle of inclination be equal at all points, the
twist is said to be uniform. ... If the angle increases
from the breech to the muzzle, the twist is called increas-
ing ; if the reverse, decreasing.

Tidball, Manual of Artillery, p. 38.

(6) Iron and steel twisted and welded together,
used as a material for gun-barrels.— 9. In arch.,

the wind of the bed-joint of every course of
voussoirs in a skew arch.— 10. In rope, cord-
age, and the like, the way in which the spiral

strands are laid, the number of strands, the
degree of turn of the spiral, etc. : as, these two
ropes differ in their twist.— 11. A convolu-
tion ; a curve ; a flexure ; a bend or turn.

Unkus, alias Okoco, the Monahegan sachem in the twist

of Pequod River, came to Boston with thirty-seven men.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 319.

Knowing every twist and turn of rock, our drivers
brought us at the camping-time almost to the verge of
the chaparral. R. D. Blachmore, Erema, Iviii.

12. A turning about, as on a pivot or axis; a
turn ; a twirl.

A wink of his eye, and a twist of his head.
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.

C. C. Moore, A Visit from St. >'icholas.

13. A wresting out of place; distortion; a
wrench ; a strain.

Which ligament keeps the two parts of the joint so

firmly in their place that . . . none of the jerks and
twists to which it [the limb] is ordinarily liable . . . can
pull them asunder. Paley, Nat. Theol., viii.

Generally, it was after a number of twistings in both
ways, from the initial position of no twist, that the tran-

sient current settled to its final value.
Philos. Mag., London, 5th ser., XXIX. 124.

14. Figuratively, a peculiar bent, turn, or
cast ; a variation or perversion from the usual
or normal type.

Heads with some diverting twist in them— the oddities
of authorship please me most. Lamb, Mackery End.

An exclusively scientific training will bring about a
mental tunst as surely as an exclusively literary training.

Huxley, Science and Culture.

You might have called him, with his humorous twigt,

A kind of human entomologist.
Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

15. An appetite for food. HalliweU. [Prov.
Eng.]— 16. A mixed drink, generally named
from the spirit with which it is compounded.
[Eng.]
When he went to the Back Kitchen that night, . . . the

gin-tirut and devilled turkey had no charms for him.
Thackeray, Pendennis, xxxix.

17. In rf^Mctm,, a twist-velocity.— 18. In 7nath.:

(a) A torsional strain or distortion, (b) A dis-

placement along and around a screw; a trans-
lation combined with a rotation round an axis
parallel to the direction of translation; in the
non-Euclidean geometry, a compound of two
rotations about conjugate polars to the ab-
solute.— Damascus twist. See damasant.— GaAning
twist. Same asiiicreasetwM.—GTSiVe-yine tWlst. See
grape-viTie.— R&mp and twist. See ram^j.— Slack
twist, a loose twist.— Twlst dllll. See drtiU.— TwlSt
of the wrist, the movements of pronation and supina-
tion, which bring the hand quickly into various posi-

tions ; hence, quick and adroit use of the hand ; dex-
terity; knack.

twist (twist), V. [< ME. ticisten, twysten = MD.
twisteHy twist ; cf . MD, D. twisten = MLG. LG.
twisten = Sw. tvista = Dan. tvistCj strive, quar-
rel, = Icel. tvistra., divide, scatter : see twist, «.]

I, trans. 1. To unite, as two or more strands
or filaments, by winding one about another;
hence, to form by twining or rolling into a
single thread; spin.

The smallest thread
That ever spider tvrigted from her womb.

Shak., K. John. iv. 3. 128.

It was worth while to hear the croaking and hollow tones
of the old lady, and the pleasant voice of Phoebe, min-
gling in one twitfted thread of talk.

Haulhorne, Seven Gables, v.
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2. To intertwine ; interweave; combine.
Falsehood is strangely joined and twisted along with

truth. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Let earth and hell conspire their worst, their best,

And join their tmsted might.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12.

His [God's] great intention was to tuist our duty and our
happiness together. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

3. To weave ; fabricate ; compose.
Thou shalt have her. Was 't not to this end
That thou began'st to twist so fine a story?

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 313.

Consort both harp and lute, and tivist a song
Pleasant and long.

G. Herbert, The Church, Easter.

4. To wreathe ; wind ; twine.

Green, slender, leaf-clad holly-boughs
Were tuisted gracefu' round her brows.

Burns, The Vision, i.

5. To bend or turn spirally, as by causing both
ends to revolve in opposite directions; alter
in shape so that parts previously in the same
straight line and plane are located in a spiral
curve ; also, to caiise to move spirally or with
a progressive rotary motion, as a ball when
pitched in a curve, or a billiard-ball when Eng-
lished.

By all that is hirsute and gashly ! I cry, taking off my
furr'd cap, and twisting it round my finger, I would not
give sixpence for a dozen such.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. 215.

The fountain . . . playing now
A twisted snake, and now a rain of pearls.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

Others [columns] have twisted fluting.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 130.

The square rods of prepared iron are first twisted to give
the Damascus figure. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 22-1.

6. To curve; bend; deflect: as, to ^m^ a thing
into a serpentine form ; twisted like the letter S.

At length a generation more refin'd . . .

Gave them [stools] a twisted form vermicular.
Cowper, Task, i. 30.

7. To thrust out of place or shape ; contort or
distort; pervert; wrench; wrest; warp: used
literally or figuratively.

There sat . . . the dumb old servitor, on deck,
Winking his eyes, and twisted all his face.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

I call it a poor-spirited thing to take up a man's straight-

forward words and twist them.
Ge&rge Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

8. To press hard; wring.
She taketh hym by the hand and hard hym twiste.

So secrely that no wight of it wiste.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 761.

9f. To lop, as a tree, by cutting off branches
or twigs. Cath. Ang— To double and twist. See
dotible.—To twist roxmd one's (little) finger, to move,
mold, or influence (a person) at will; have under complete
control or subjection. [CoUoq.]— To twlst the Uon's
tall. See (aiH.—Twisted bit, Cartesian, cubic. See
the nouns.— Twisted curve. See skeiv curve, under
cwrye.— Twisted ironwork, iron bars, straps, etc.,

twisted or plaited together for ornamental purposes : the
name of a patented invention introduced about 1870.—
Twisted leather. See ?ea(Aer.—Twisted net, a ma-
chine-made net used for linings in dressmaking, etc., gen-
erally of cotton, and composed of three threads.

II, intrans. 1. To be intertwined or inter-

woven.
Too well he knows the tioisting strings
Of ardent hearts combin'd,

When rent asunder, how they bleed.
How hard to be resign'd.

YouTig, Kesignation.

2. To be wreathed or coiled ; wind.

O how these arms, these greedy arms, did twine
And strongly twist about his yielding waist

!

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 12.

3. To be bent round and round spirally; also,

to move in such a manner or with continuous
revolutions.

The ball comes skimming and twisting along about three
feet from the ground.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

The rod is carefully watched whilst twisting, and, should
one part commence to twist more rapidly than another, a
man is ready with a pair of tongs to hold that part of the
rod, so that it is prevented from tutting.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 224.

4. To curve; circle; revolve; move in a circle

or spiral.
At noon, or when the lesser wain

Is twisting round the polar star.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cl.

5. To be bent, turned, or contorted; writhe;
squirm.

The eels lie twisting in the pangs of death.
Pope, Iliad, xxi. 413.

Its limbs were gnarled, . . . twisting down almost to

the earth. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 447.

Let him cry like a woman and tn-ist like an eel.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

Twisted Columns.—
Cloisters of St. John L.ate-
ran, Rome-

twistle

6t. To be parted or cleft in twain; be divided,
severed, sundered, or separated.

The onderstondinge . . . tuysteth ine tuo, huanne me
wylneth of one half to god, and of otherhalf to the wordle.

Ayenbile 0/ Inwyt (E. E. T. .S.), p. 16*.

twistable (twis'ta-bl), a. [< twist + -able.]

Capable of being twisted or turned.

This amendment is twistahle into an advice, an imperti-
nent advice to a foreign nation.

New York Tribune, March 28, 1862.

twisted (twis'ted), a. [< twist + -eri2.] 1. In
eutom., noting a joint of the legs, etc.. when
the faces tend to turn spirally on the joint, as
if this had been subjected
to a twisting force.— 2. In
hot., contorted or bent on
itself. In estivation, same
as convolute Twisted col-
umn, a shaft so shajied as to pre-

sent the appearance of having
heen twisted. Columns of this

form are frequent in minor or-

ders in Romanesquearchitecture,
and occur in works of the Renais-
sance, — Twisted eglantine.
See honeysuckle, 1.— Twisted
pine, a stunted pine, Finns con-

torla, of the western coast of
North America ; also, P. Teocote
of Mexico, also called candle-
wood yiiw.— Twisted suttire,
in surg., a suture in which the
edges of a wound are pierced
transversely by a needle over
which a thread is wound in fig-

ure-of-8 form ; a harelip suture.

twisted-flower (twis'ted-
flou"er), K. See Strophan-
ti) us.

twisted-horn (twis'ted-
hora), n. See Helicteres.

twisted-stalk (twis'ted-
stak), n. See Strcptopus.

twisted-stick (twis'ted-stik), n. See HeUcteres.

twister (twis'ter), «. l< ME. twyster ; <. twist +
-f-rl.] 1. One who or that which twists. Spe-
cifically

—

(a) In weaving, the person whose occupation
it is to twist or join the threads of one warp to those
of another.

Now, in conse(iuence of the " cross " keeping the threads
of both the warps in consecutive order, the " twister-in

"

has no difficulty in finding the proper threads to twist
together. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 311.

(6) An implement or device used for twisting yarns
threads, cords, etc. (c) In carp., a girder, (d) That which
is twisted or which moves with a twist, as a ball in cricket
or billiards.

The cover-point hitter, that cunning man, goes on tobowl
slow turisters. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

He has learned the trick of playing with a straight bat
the examiner's most artful twist£rs.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIV. 547.

(c) That which twists, writhes, or contorts.

He . . . ran through the whole electrical pharmaco-
poeia, . . . utilising an induction coil to produce the most
powerful but involuntary contortions of the diseased limb.

After an extra vigorous twister the doctor would say, " How
does that feel?" Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 525.

(/t) One who trims trees by lopping. CatJi. Ang. (g) A
bird that flies with twisting or zigzag flight, as the snipe.

2. In the manege, the inner part of the thigh

:

the proper place to rest upon when on horse-

back.— Labrador twister. See the quotation.

Those very small wii7, compactly feathered, weather-
tanned birds [woodcock), who appear in October and who
are called, perhaps locally, Labrador twisters.

H. D. J/iiiot, Land -Birds and Game-Birdsof New England
K1877X p. 405.

twisting (twis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of twist, ».]

Torsion.

twisting-crook (twis'ting-kruk), «. A throw-
crook.

twisting-forceps (twis'ting-f6r"seps), «. In
surp., same as torsion forceps (which see, under
torsion).

twistingly (twis'ting-li), adv. In a twisting
manner; by twisting or being twisted. Bailey,

1731.

twisting-machine (twis'ting-ma-shen'), n. A
machine for twisting rope and cordage ; a rope-
maehine.
twisting-mill (twis'ting-mil), n. In spinning,

a tliread-frame.

twist-joint (twist'joint), n. A joint formed by
laying the ends of two wires past each other a
few inches and binding the end of each several

times round the other wire : much used in Amer-
ican telegraph-lines.

twistlel (twis'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. twistled,

ppr. iwistling. [A freq. of twist.~] To twist.

Jamieson (spelled twisle, twussle). [Scotch.]

twistlei (twis'l), «. [< tn-istle^, v.] A twist;

a wrench. [Scotch.]
The L 's cause ne'er got sic a twistle

Sin' I ha'e min'. Burns, Twa Herds.
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twistle^ (twis'l), «. Same aa ticissel. BalUwell.

twist-machine (twist'ma-shen"), n. A form of

laee-makiiig machine. E. H. Knight.

twist-stitch (twist'stieh), n. Same as cord-

stitch. Diet, of Xeedlework.
twist-tobacco (twist'to-bak''6), n. See tobacco.

twist-velocity (twist'vf-los'j-ti), n. The state

of a body at auy instant when it has a rotational

velocity round a certain axis compounded with

a linear velocity along that axis.

twisty (twis'ti), H. [< twist + -y'>-.1 See Helic-

tercs.

twit (twit), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. txcitted, ppr. ttcit-

tintj. [Foi-merly also twite, twiglit: by aphere-
sis from atwite,'< ME. atwiten, < AS. setwitan, re-

proach, < xt- (see a<-l) -t- witan, reproach: see

wite.'] 1. To reproach; upbraid, especially

with past follies, errors, or offenses ; annoy by
reproaches; taunt.

I twhyU one, I cast« hyra in the tethe or In the nose.

Je luy reprouche. . . . This terme is also northren.
Palsgrace, p. 7C4.

And evenliore she did him sharpely tin<jht

For breach of faitli to her, which he had finnely plight.

Spenser, ¥. Q., V. vi. 12.

Alas ! what should I touch their parents, or twit them by
their other friends? • G. Haryey, Four Letters.

2. To charge or reproach with ; upbraid on ac-

count of; bring forward as a taunt.

Envy, why twit'gt thou me my time's spent ill ?

B. Jonsort, Poetaster, i. 1.

Shall they (Papistsl twit us that Our Father hath taken
from the church what their Paternoster bestowed on itV

Rec. T. Adamt, Works, I. 4t)9.

To twit In the teethf , to taunt maliciously ; cast offen-

sive facts or charges in the teeth of. Beau, and Ft.. Wit
at Several Weapons, v. = Syn. Cha^, Mock, etc. See taunts.

twit (twit), II. [< twit, P.] A reproach ; a taunt

;

an upbraiding or gibing reminder or insinua-
tion.

I'pon Condition there be no Twits of the
Uood Man departed. Ettterege, Love in a Tub, v. 5.

twitch' (twich), r. [< ME. twiccheii, twichen, also
twikkiii (pret. twight, twijght, twighte, twigtc), <

AS. twiccian, twitch, pull, = LG. twikken =
OHG. "zwicchcn, MHG. G. zxcicken, fasten with
nails, shut in, peg, pin, grip, nip, twitch; cf.

G. zwick, a uip, pinch. Cf. twick, tweak^, twig-.']

1. trails. 1. To pull or draw with a hasty jerk

;

snatch; jerk away.
His swerde anon out of his shethe he tipyghte.

Ctuiucer, TroUus, iv. nsr».

My cap 's quite gone : where the villain twitched it. I

don't know. Miss Burney, Evelina, xxxiv.

Saint Praxed in a glory, and one Pan
Ready to tmtcti the nymph's last garment off.

Brownintj, The Bishop Orders his Tomb.

2. To give a short, sudden pull or tug at; jerk
at ; cause to move quickly or spasmodically.

Petit-Andr^, slapping the other shoulder, called out,
"Courage, ray fair son I since you must begin the dance,
let the ball open gaily, for all the rebers are in tune."
tmlctiinff the halter at the same time, to give point to his

joke. Scott, Quentin l5urward, vi.

3. To nip; squeeze; make fast; tie tightly.

UaUiwell. [Frov. Eng.]
Be the neck sche hym tieyfjhte.

And let hym hange all nyghte.
MS. Cantab., Ft. li. 3S, f. 117. (Bailiwell.)

Sub. And shall we twitch him?
Face. Thorough both the gills.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, il. 1.

They tintch the offender about the waste with a towell
. . . untili they have drawn him within the compaase of a
spati. Sandys, l^vaQes, p. 49.

II. in trans. 1 . To be suddenly jerked ; move
or contract quickly or spasmodically, as a mus-
cle.

They [rooTeroenta] vary, in sensitive frogs and with a
proper amount of irritation, so little as almost to resemble
m their machine-like regularity the perfonnances of a
Jumping-jack, whose legs nmst twitch whenever you pull
the string. \Y. James, l*rin. of Psychol., 1. 15.

2. To carp; sneer; make flings. Compare JerA;!,

r. i., 2.

Try to barter one with the other amicably, and not to
twitch and carp.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

twitch "^ (twich), n. [Formerly also twich; <
iiritclA,r. CI. twick, twig^, ticcuk^.1 1. A short,
-liarp pull or tug; a jerk or snatch.

I felt him take hold of my flesh, and give me such a
deadly tmtch back that I thought he had pulled part ''f

me after himself. Itunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, L

2. A short, spastic contraction of the fibers of
muscles; a stitch; a twinge: as, a twitch in the

, side; convulsive twitches; especially, such a
movement when causing xjain : sometimes ap-
plied to moral pangs.

So crackt their backe bones wrincht
With horrid twitches. Chapman, Iliad, xxiii. 620.
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These twitches of Conscience argae there are some quick

touches left of the sence of good and evil.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. ii.

3t. A pair of nippers or tweezers.

Take therefore a twich of silver, and therewith lift up
subtilly the ungle from the tunicle, proceeding to the lach-

rimall where it grew, and there cut it away.
Barrouijhs Method of Phydcle (1624). (Narei.)

4. A noose attached to a stock or handle and
twisted around the upper lip of a horse so as

to bring him under command when shoeing or

clipping: an instrument used for holding a vi-

cious horse.— 5. In wfiwing', a sudden narrow-
ing of a vein so that the walls come nearly or
quite together. [North. Eng.]
twitch^ (twich), f. A dialectal variant of touch.

HaUiioell.

twitch^ (twich), n. [A dial. var. of quitch'^.']

The quitch or quitch-grass, Agropyrum repens.
The name is also applied to the bent-grass, Agrostis mtl-

ffaris, and to a few other grasses, as the sheep's-fescue,
Festuca ocina, called lAack twitch.

t'witchel^ (twich'el), «. [< twitch'^ + -el.] A
narrow passage; an alley. Compare twitch^,

«., .5. [Prov. Eng.]
All persons passing by this TwitcheltiTe requested to go

up or down directly, without loitering, causing obstruc-
tion, etc. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VH. 275.

t'witchel- (twich'el), n. [A var. of twichild.']

A childish old man. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
t'Witcher (twich'fer), «. [Formerly also twicher ;

< twitch^ + -crl.] 1. One who or that which
twitches.— 2. pi. Small pincers. Halliicell.—
3t. An instrument used for clinching hog-rings.
Davies.

Strong yoke for a hog, with a twicher and rings.

Tvsser, September's Husbandry, Husbandly Furniture,
[St. 17.

twitch-grass (twich'gris), n. Quitch-grass;
twitch.

twitching (twich'ing), n. [Verbal n. of twitch'^,

r.] The act of one who or thatwhich twitches

;

especially, an involuntary convulsive jerking
of the muscles, etc. See twitch^, n., 2.

On the coarser semi-convulsive movements, twitchings,

ierkings, and grimacings not rarely met with in hysteria
do not dwell. Lancet, 1890, I. 284.

Fibrillary twltchin^r, irregular spasmodic contraction
of the fibrils of a muscle independent of each other.

t'Wite^t, '' t. An obsolete form of twit.

twite'-i, V- A variant of thwite.

They ne rekke in what wyse, where ne when.
Nor how vngoodly they on theyre mete twyte.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.X p. 7.

t'Wite' (twit), «. [Said to be imitative of the
cry of the bird.] A kind of linnet, the moun-
tain-linnet, Linaria niontium or L. flarirostris, a
European bird of the family FringiUidx, nearly
related to the redpoll, siskm, and goldfinch.

twite-finch (twit'hnch), n. The twite.

twit-lark (twit'lark), M. A titlark or pipit.

[I'rov. Eng.]
t'Witter^ (twit'fer), r. [< ME. twiteren, ticitren

= I), k-wetteren = OHG. zwiziron, MHG. zwit-

zern, G. zwitschern = Sw. quittra = Dan. Icvidre,

twitter; prob. orig. imitative.] I. intrans. 1.

To utter a succession of small, tremulous
sounds, as a bird; sing in bird-notes; chirp.

The breezy call of incense-breathing Morn,
The swiUlow ttcitt'ring from the straw.built shed.

Gray, Elegy.

2. To titter
;
giggle. [Obsolete or provincial.]

How the fool bridles ! How she twitters at him !

FleUher, Pilgrim, iii. 6.

3. To quiver; tremble; palpitate; hence, to

be in a flutter or fright. [Prov. Eng.]

My Heart Twitters. Bay, Eng. Words (1691)^ p. 77.

How the slave twitierg ! You look not up at greatness

:

yon mind too much the worldly things that are beneath
you. Brome, Sparagus Garden, iii. 5.

To the unhinged toper and the twittering child, a huge
bulk of blackness seemed to sweep down.

/(. L. Stevenson, .Scribner's Mag., IV. 511.

II. trans. 1. To sing or utter in bird-notes

;

chirp out.
Some small bird, half awake.

Twittered an early ditty for his sake.

B. U. Stoddard, The King's Bell.

2. To spin unevenly. [Prov. Eng.]

To twitter thread or yam. Bay, Eng. Words (1691), p. 77.

t'Witterl (twit'er), n. [< tieitter^tV.] 1. A chirp
or series of chirps, as of a bird, especially the
swallow.

Hark, 'tis the sparrows' good-night twitter

About your cottage eaves !

Browning, The Lost Mistress.

2. A fit of laughter; a titter. HaUiwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 3. A tremble ; a flutter ; a general ex-

citement ; a pother : as, to be in (or of) a twit-

two
ter, or to be in or on the twitters. [Prov. Eng.
and U. 8.]

I am all of a twitter to see my old John Harrowby again.
Colman and Garrick, Clandestine Marriage, i. 1.

This hangin' on mont' arter mont'
Fer one sharp purpose 'mongst the twitter,

I tell you, it doos kind o' stunt
The peth and sperit of a critter.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., vii.

twitter^ (twit'fer), n. [< twit + -erl.] One
who twits or reproaches. Imp. Diet.

twitter^ (twit'er), M. [Perhaps a dial, corrup-
tion of flitter'^ or fritter.] A shred; a frag-

ment: used in the plural. HaUiwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
twitter* (twit'fer), «. [A dial. var. of quitter^.]

The refuse or residimm of the case of the sperm-
whale, a gummy and thready substance left

when the case is squeezed.
twitteration (twit-^-ra'shon), n. [< ticitter^ +
-ation.] A twitter ; a flutter. [Slang.]

When they struck up our blood-stirrin' national air, it

made me feel all over in a ticitteration, as if 1 was on wires
a'most, considerable martial.

Ualiburton, The Clockmaker, p. 373. {Encyc. Diet.)

twitter-hit (twit'6r-bit), n. [Origin obscure.]
The bottom of the countersink receiving the
head of the screw which holds the blades of

scissors together. E. H. Knight.

twitter-hone (twit'fer-bon), n. [< twitter*, as a
var. of quitter^, + bone^.] An excrescence on a
horse's hoof, due to a contraction. HaUiwell.

twitter-boned (twit'er-bond), a. Affected with
twitter-bone; hence, shaky.

His horse was either clapp'd, or spavin'd, or greaz'd ; or

he was twitter-bon'd or broken-winded.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

twittering (twit'fer-ing), «. [Verbal n. of ticit-

tcr^,v.] 1. Thechirpingof birds; also, any se-

ries of small, clear, intermitted sounds resem-
bling the notes of a bird.

Phoebe awoke . . . with the early twittering of the con-
jugal couple of robins in the pear-tree — she heard move-
ments below stairs. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

2. A quivering; a flutter; a state of tremulous
excitement indicative of alarm, suspense, de-

sire, etc.

A widow which had a twittering towards a second hus-
band took a gosslpping companion to manage the job.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

t'Witterlightt (twit'6r-lit), n. Twilight.

You can steal secretly hither . . .

At twilight, twitter-lights !

Middteton, Your Five Gallants, v. 1.

twittingly (twit'ing-li), adv. In a twitting
manner ; with taunts.

In a long letter, having reckoned all his civilities to the
English nation, he twittingly upbraided them there-wlth.

Camden, Hist. Queen Elizabeth, an. 1569. (Richardson.)

twittlet (twit'l), 1!. t. [A var. of tittle^; cf.

twitter^ in sense of titter^.] To chatter; bab-
ble; tattle.

His hystorie . . . twilled . . . tales out of schoole.

Slanihurgt, Epistle to Sir H. Sidney (.Eneid, ed. Arber, Int.,

[p. xi.).

twittle-twattlet (twit'l-twot''l), n. [< twittle

+ twattle, or a varied redupl. of twattle.] Tit-

tle-tattle; gabble.

All that ever he did was not worth so much as the (mi*(.

tle-twattle that he maketh.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 85.

twit-twat (twit'twot),M. [Imitative.] The Eu-
ropean house-sparrow, Passer domesticus. See
cut under Passer.

't'wixt (twikst), pre}). An abbreviation of be-

twixt.
It shall be cause of war and dire events,

And set dissension 'twixt the son and sire.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1160.

'twixt-brain (twikst'bran ), n. Same as Hween-
brain. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 503.

twizzle (t'wiz'l), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. twizzled,

ppr. twizzling. [A var. of *twissel, v., lit.

'double,' < twissel, a.] To roll and twist. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

If a couple of waxed-ends [in the game of "cob-nut"]
became tmzUed, the boy who flrst could shout—

Twizzler, twizzler!

My fost blow

—

took the first stroke when the waxed-ends were untwisted.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 138.

two (t6), a. and «. [< ME. two, twa, prop. fem.

and neut., the mase. being twaye, tweye, twayn,

tweiii, tweijn, tweien, tweige, etc. (see twain),

< AS. tweijen, m., twa, f., twd, tii, n., = OS.
twene, m., twd. two, t, twe, n., = OFries. twene,

m., twd, f. and n., = D. twee = MLG. twei. twe,

LG. twee = OHG. zwene, m., zwo, f., zwei, n.,

MHG. zwene, m., zwo, f., zwei, n., older G.

zween, m., zwo, f., zwei, n., now zwei in all gen-



two
ders, = loel. tveir, m., tvser, f., ivau, n., = Sw.
tvenne, tv& = Dan. tvende, to = Goth, twai, m.,
ticos, t., two, n., = Olr. <la = Lith. du = Kuss.
dva, etc., < L. rfno (> OF. dui, dous, deus, deux,
F. deux = Pr. dui, mod. dous = Sp. rfos = Pg.
dous, dots = It. due) = Gr. (Jio = Skt. dro =
Zend dra, two ; root unknown. The word ap-
pears as a prefix also as twi-, twy-, in the orig.

masc. form as twain, and in numerous deriva-
tives, as twiti^, ttDin^, twine^, twine^, twist, twis-

sel, twizzle, etc.] I. a. One and one ; twice one

:

a cardinal numeral.
Ech of yow, to shorte with oar weye^

In this viage, shal telle tales tweye, . , .

And homward he shal tellen othere two.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 792.

A water was tham twa by-twene,
And a brig all ouer it clene.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 125.

In two, into two parts ; asunder : as, to cut a thing in two.

At its full stretch as the tough string he drew,
Struck by an arm unseen, it burst in two.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 545.

Thetwo tables. Same as taUes of the law (which see, un-
der (aWe).—To be In two minds. Seemt'ndi.

II. H. 1. The number which consists of one
and one.— 2. A symbol representing this num-
ber, as 2, II, or ii.— 3. A group consisting of

two individuals ; a duality ; a pair.

They were a comely tway.
Lord Livingston (Child's Ballads, III. 344).

Apostles who may go out in twos to acaderaize the cul-

ture of the manufacturing districts.

Saturday Rev., XXXVII. 217.

To be two, to be at variance or irreconciled, as opposed
to being at one.

Pray, miss, when did you see your old acquaintance
Mrs. Cloudy? You and she are two, I hear.

Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

To put two and two together. See j)«(i.— Two all.
See all.

two-blocks (to'bloks), adv. In the position of
block and block; chock-a-block.

two-cleft (to'kleft), a. Bifid ; divided half-way
from the border to the base into two segments.
two-decker (t6'dek"6r), n. A vessel of war car-
rying guns on two decks. Simmonds.
two-edged (to'ejd), a. Having two edges, or
edges on both sides ; hence, cutting or effective
both ways : as, a two-edged sword ; a two-edged
argument.
She has two-edg'd eyes ; by Heaven,they kill o' both sides.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 4.

two-eyes (to'iz), n. The partridge-berry: al-

luding to the two calyx-marks on its double
fruit. [Local, U. S.]

two-faced (to'fast), a. 1. Having two faces,
like the Roman deity Janus. Hence— 2.
Double-faced in intention; double-dealing;
practising duplicity.

Who, who can trust
The gentle looks and words of two-fac'd man?

Fletcher {and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

two-flowered (to'flou"6rd), a. Bearing two
flowers at the end, as a peduncle.
twofold (to'fold), a. [< two -I- -fold. The ear-
lier form was twifold, q. v.] Double, in any
sense ; characterized by duality or doubleness.

And Sense like this in vocal Breath
Broke from his two-fold Hedge of Teeth.

Prior, Alma, iii.

Twofold point, line, or plane, two coincident points,
lines, or planes.

twofold (to'fold), adv. [< twofold, a.] In a
double degree ; doubly.

Ye make him twofold more the child of hell than your-
selves. Mat. xxiii. 16.

two-forked (to'forkt), a. Divided into two
parts somewhat after the manner of a fork;
dichotomous, as the stem of a plant, the tongue
of a snake, a deei^'s antler, etc.

two-hand (to' hand), a. Same as two-handed, 2.

Dorus . . . ran as the noise guided him, . . . and, . . .

overthrowing one of the villains, took away a two hand
sword from him. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

two-handed (tD'hau'ded), a. 1. Having two
hands; bimanous, as man.— 2. Requiring two
hands to wield or manage: as, a two-handed
sword.
But that two-handed engine [the executioner's ax] at the

door
Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 130.

3. Using both hands equally well; ambidex-
trous; hence, handy at an3i;hing; adaptable;
generally efficient.

A man soon learns to be two-handed in the bush.
Whyte Melville, Good for Mothing, xxvii.

4. Adapted for use by two persons ; requiring
the hands of two persons : as, a two-handed saw
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(a whip-saw with a handle at each end) ; a ttco-

handcd float (a plasterers' float so large as to
require two men to work it).

two-headed (t6'hed"ed), a. 1. Having two
heads or faces on one body, as the god Janus
or a natural monstrosity.

Now, by two-headed Janus. Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 50.

2. Directed by two heads or chiefs ; existing
under two coordinate authorities.

Mr. Bagehot . . . has avowed very grave doubts as to
the practical advantage of a two-headed legislature.

W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., iv.

two-leaved (to'levd), a. Having two distinct
leaves, as some part of a plant; furnished with
or consisting of two leaves, as a table or a door.
Isa. xlv. 1.

two-legged (to'leg^ed or -legd), a. Having or
furnished with two legs: as, two-legged ani-
mals; two-legged shears Two-legged tree, the
gallows. (Humorous slang.]

two-line (to'lin), a. In printing, having a depth
of body equal to two lines of the type men-
tioned or used: as, two-line brevier or pica.

twollng (to'ling), n. [< two -I- -ling'^. Cf. twil-

ling.'\ A twin crystal consisting of two indi-
viduals. [Rare.]

two-lipped (to'lipt), a. 1. Having two lips.

—

2. In hot., divided so that the segments resem-
ble the two lips when the mouth is more or less
open; bilabiate (which see, with cut).

two-needle (to'ne"dl), «. Performed with two
needles

—

Two-needle operation, a procedure for
tearing through the opaque posterior capsule, which some-
times interferes with vision after the extraction of a cata-
ract : it is done by means of two needles whose points are
separated after being engaged in the substance of the
capsule.

twoness (to'nes), n. [< two + -ness.] The
state or condition of being two ; doubleness

;

duplicity.

two-parted (to'par'ted), a. Bipartite ; divided
from the border almost, but not quite, to the
base, as some leaves.

twopence (to'pens or
tup'ens), n. [< two +
pence, pi. of penny.']

1. In (Jreat Britain,
the sum or value of
two pennies, or one
sixth of a shilling.

—

2. An English silver

coin, also called a
half-groat, of the value of two pence (4 United
States cents). It was issued by Edward III. and by
succeeding sovereigns, but since 1662 has been struck
only as maundy money

If you do not all show like gilt twopences to me, . . .

believe not the word of the noble.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 55.

3. An English copper coin of the reign of
George III., of the value of two pence, issued
in 1797. —Twopence- or twopenny-grass. Same as
herb-twoperux.

twopenny (to'pen'i or tup'eu-i), a. and n. [<
two -\- jyenny.'] I. a. Of the value of twopence

;

hence, mean; vulgar; of little worth.

II. n. A kind of beer or ale, so called be-
cause originally sold at twopence a quart.

This sort of liquor [pale ale] was principally consumed
by the gentry; the victualler sold it at 4rf. the quart,
under the name of twopenny.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 122.

two-petaled (to'pef'ald), a. Bipetalous; hav-
ing two distinct petals only.

two-ply (to'pli), a. 1. Composed of two strands,

as cord.— 2. Of textile fabrics, consisting of

two webs woven into one another : as, a tico-ply

carpet.— 3. In manufactured articles, consist-

ing of two thicknesses, as of linen in a tico-pbj

collar or cuff— Two-ply carpet, an ingrain carpet in
which the web is double, each web having a weft and warp
so arranged as tobeintercliangeable, the warps beingraised
alternately above each other as the shuttle is thrown. By
this means a diversity of color may be produced on either
surface. In the three-ply or triple ingrain carpet three
webs are combined. Also called Kidderminster.

two-ranked (to'rangkt), a. In hot. and zolil.,

alternately disposed on exactly opposite sides
of the stem so as to form two rows ; bifarious

;

distichous.

two-seeded (to'se'ded), a. In 6o<., dispermous;
containing two seeds, as a fruit.

twosome (to'sum), «. [= Sc. twosome, twaesome:
< two + some.~\ 1 . Being or constituting a pair

;

two.
If ae kail-wife pou'd afl her neighbour's mntch they wad

hae the twascmie o' them into the Parliament House o' Lun-
nun. Scott, Rob Roy, xiv.

2. Twofold ; double ; specifically, performed by
two persons, as a dance.

^^ If*

Obverse. Reverse.
Twopence, Maundy Money.— Brit-

(Size of original.)
open
1 Mu;

Tyburn ticket

The Mussulman's eyes danced twosome reels.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Fancy Ball.

two-speed (to'sped), a. In niech., adapted for
producing two rates of speed Two-speed pul-
ley. See dmd}le-8peed pulley, under pulley.

two-spotted (to'spot'ed), a. Notably marked
with two spots of color: specifying one of the
paradoxures, Xandinia binotata.

two-throw (to'thro), a. In viech., adapted for
producing alternating throws or thrusts in two
directions: as, a two-throic crank.
two-tongued (to'tungd), a. Double-tongued;
deceitful.

I hate the two-tongued hypocrite.
G. Sandys, Paraphrase of Ps. ixvi.

two-toothed (to'totht), a. Having two teeth;
doubly dentate ; bident.

two-valved (to'valvd), a. Bivalvular, as a shell

or pod . See bivalve.

two-way (to'wa), a. 1. In mech., having two
ways or passages.— 2. In
math., having a double m^^^^ .»»4n>»-
mode of variation. Thus, *5^^B''^B3?~
a surface is a two-way a mm TT *

spread

—

Two-way cock, a
cock by which a fluid may be
distributed to each di two
branches or to either of them c , 1 1 d
separately,orbe entirely shutoif. ^" ^^
—Two-way series, a series of ... _ ,

the foi-m Ao,o 4- Ao,l -f Ao,2 -f
Two-way Cock.

I A ", 4 j_ 4 J_ ". position which distri-
" T a''" T a'^ , A

'^ butes water to two branches;
• . . -r A2,0 -i- A2,l -t- A2,2 -r d. c, positions in which the
. . . Such a series presents no in- water is passed through

trinsic peculiarity, but is readily only one branch
;

rf. posi.

capable of being expressed as an •'°" '"' ''°pp'"K "°"-

ordinary infinite series.

twussle (twus'l), V. t. A variant of twistle^.

t'wybillt, «• See twibill.

t'Wyblade (twi'blad), n. Same as twayblade.

twychildt, a. An obsolete spelling of teJcAJ?rf.

twyet, adv. See twie.

twyer (twi'er), m. [Also tuyere, tweer, tuyer,

and twier ; accom. forms of F. tuyere, a nozle;
cf. tuyau, a pipe : see tewel, tuel.'] A tube or
pipe through which the blast of air entere a
blast-furnace. In blast-furnaces working with cold air

this passes direct from the blowing-engine into the "l>last-

main"or "horseshoe-main" (a circular pipe nearly sur-

rounding the hearth on the outside), and thence through
the twyers into the furnace. When the hot blast is used
precautions have to be taken to prevent the twyers from
melting, and this is done by making them hollow truncat-
ed cones through which a supjily of water is constantly
circulating. In the so-called "Scotch twyer," which is

also much used, instead of a truncated cone there is a spiral

wrought-iron tube inclosed in a cast-iron casing, through
which tube water is continually flowing. Copper and phos-
phor-bronze have also been used for twyers. Also called

tue-iron. See cut under smeltiny-fumace.-^TwyeT arch.
See arch^.

twyfallowt, V. t. See twifallow.

't'wyfoil, «. See twifoil.

t'wyforked, a. See twiforVed.

twyformed, a. See twiformcd.

t'wynt, twynnet, v. Variants of twin^.

Twyne's case. See case''-.

tyt, V. An old spelling of tie^.

-ty . [< ME. -(;/, -ti, < AS. -tig, etc., a suflSx, in

Goth, a separate noun, 'a ten' or 'decade,' =
Goth, tigus ; a form of ten, used in numerals:
see ten, and the words twenty, etc., as cited.] A
termination of numerals—namely, in twenty,

thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety,

originally meaning 'ten' (twenty, 'twain tens.'

thirty, 'three tens,' etc.).

-ty2. [< ME. -tie, -tye, -tee, -te, < OF. -te, -tee, F.
-te = Sp. -dad = Pg. -dade = It. -td, -taie, -tade,

< L. -tas (-tat-), usually preceded by a stem-
vowel -i- (-itas, > E. -ity), a suffix used to form
abstract nouns from adjectives, as in ugilitas,

agility, < agilis, agile, bonitas, goodness. < bonus,

good, unitas, oneness, < unvs, one, etc.] A suf-

fix appearing in many abstract nouns taken or

formed from the Latin, as in agility, anxiety, be-

nignity, humanity, unity, etc. it is commonly pre-

ceded, as in these cases, by a stem-vowel -i- (the termina-
tion -ity being so common as to be often used as an English
formative) ; but in some words the original vowel has dis-

appeared, as in bounty, loyalty, royalty, etc., or none ex-

isted in the Ljitin, as in liberty, poverty, etc. In some
words the sufiix is not recognized as such, as in city.

tyallt, «. [Perhaps ' irreg. < tie^, formerly tye,

+ -al (?).] A bell-rope, or something tied to a
bell for ringing it.

The great bell's clapper was fallen down, the tyall was
broken, so that the bishop could not be rung into the
town. Latimer, 6th Serm. bef. Edw. VI., IMD.

Tyburn ticket. A certificate formerly given
to the prosecutor of a felon to conviction, the
original proprietor or first assignee of it being
exempted by a statute of William IH. from all

parish and ward ofliees within the parish or

ward where the felony had been committed.



Tyburn tippet

Tyburn tippett. See tippet.

Tyburn tree. See tree.

Tyche (ti'ke), n. [< Gr. Tvxr!, personification

of rL,x'/, fortune.] In Gr. myth., the goddess
of fortune, a divinity whose protection was
believed to assure prosperity, wealth, and good
luck : often in the form Agathe Tyche (Good For-
tune). Compare agathodxmon.
Tycbonic (ti-kon'ik), a. [< Tycho (see def.) +
-H-(C.] Pertaining to Tycho Brahe, a famous
Danish astronomer (1546-1601), or to his sys-

tem of astronomy.

The Copemican hypothesis is more probable than the
Tijehonic. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., \,

tycoon (ti-kon'), n. [Also taikun, taicoon ; <

Jap. taikun, 'great prince,' < Chinese ta, great,

+ kiun, prince : said to have been coined in 1854
by a preceptor of lyesada, the shogun, as a fit-

ting title for his master in the treaty which he
was then concluding with Commodore Perry.
The phrase, however, seems to have been used
much earlier, having been applied to lyemitsii

( 1623-49), the third of the Tokugawa shoguns,in
a letter sent by his government to Corea, in or-

der to impress the " barbarian " Coreans with his
greatness.] The title by which the shoguns of
Japan were known to foreigners from the sign-

ing of the treatv negotiated in 1854 by Commo-
dore Matthew terry, on behalf of the United
States, and lyesada, the shogun and supposed
"temporal emperor"' of Japan, to the end of
the shogunate in 1868, but never recognized by
the Japanese.

The style Tai Kun, Great Prince, was borrowed, in order
to convey the idea of sovereignty to foreigners, at the time
of the conclusion of the lYeaties.

MUford, Tales of Old Japan, p. 5.

tycoonate (ti-kS'nat), ». [< tycoon + -afeS.] The
stiof^iinate.

tydet, «. An obsolete spelling of tide^.

tydyt, K. An obsolete spelling of tidy'i.

tye', '•• An obsolete or archaic spelling of tie^.

tyel (ti), n. 1. An obsolete or archaic spelling
of tie'i-.— 2. Xaut., the part of a topsail-halyard
which passes through a block or sheave-hole
at the masthead, and is attached to the yard.
— PeaJc-tye. See peaki

.

tye- (ti), n. [Cf. tye"^, ».] In mining, a kind of
narrow buddle used with a quick current of
water for roughly washing tin or lead ore.
[Eng.]

tye'-^ (ti), V. t.; pret. and pp. tyed, ppr. tying.

[Perhaps ult. < AS. thtcedn, wash: see towelK']
To wash with the tye, as ore. Compare lye^, ii.

tye-block (ti-blok), h. Ta heavy ships, a block
on the topsail-yard through which the tye is

rove, the standing part being made fast to the
masthead.

tyert, ». An obsolete spelling of tier^, tire^.

tye-wig, n. A variant of tie-wig.

tyfoont, 1. An obsolete spelling of typhoon.
tygt, «. An obsolete spelling of ^V/.

tygert, ». An obsolete spelling of tiger.

tying (ti'ing), n. [Verbal n. of tie^, «•.] The
act of fastening with a string, rope, or chain;
also, a fastening: as, the tyings were of blue silk,

tykt, r. An old spelling of tick^.

tyke^ n. See tike^.

tyke'-t, n. An obsolete form of tick^.

tylarus (til'a-rus), «. ; pi. tylari (-ri). [< Gr.
ri'/.or, a knot, knob.] In omith., one of the

Foe* (rf a Hawk {AceipiUr caofitrii, four fiftlu natural size.
X. X, some of the tylari.

ftllons pads or cushions on the under side of
the toes, .such tmlls of the toes are little apparent or
non-existent in birds with soft skinny feet, but well
m.irked in most perchers whose toes are homy, and e«pe-
ci<ally prominent in birds of prey.

tylet. An old spelling of tile'^, tile^.

tyleberry (til'ber''i), ». The coral-plant, Jatro-
liha miiltiMa. Its seeds have properties like those
of the physic-nut (see Jatropha), and it is sometimes
called French physic-nut.
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Tylenchus(ti-leng'kus),n. [NL., also Tylelen-

chits (Bastian, 1865), < Gr. Tv/.og, a knot, knob,
+ eyxoc, a spear.] A genus of minute para-
sitic nematoid worms, of the family^n(/Hi7?«/i(/a'.
Some of them do much damage to crops, as the wheat-
worm, T. tritici, which causes the disease called ear-cockle
and purpies, and T. devastatrix, the stem-eelworm of clover.
Some of these worms were early known as vibrios, and they
were formerly placed in the more comprehensive genus
Anffuiltula.

tyler, «. An obsolete or archaic form of tiler.

Tylerism (ti'16r-izm), n. [< Tyler (see defs.) +
-ism.'} 1. A phase of New England Calvinism
named from Dr. Bennet Tyler of Connecticut
(1783-1858). It reaffirmed the positions of the older
Calvinism concerning divine sovereignty, as against the
positions of Taylorism. Out of Dr. Tyler's controversy
with Dr. Taylor of New Haven grew the theological semi-
nary now at Hartford, Connecticut.

2. In U. S. politics, the methods of President
Tyler. See Tylerize.

Tylerize (ti'l^r-Iz). v.i.; pret. and pp. Tyler-
ized, ppr. TyUrizing. [< Tyler (see def.) +
-ize.'] In U. S. politics, to follow the example
of President Tyler (1841-5),who turned against
the Whig party, to which he owed his office;

become a renegade to one's party while hold-
ing an office conferred by it.

The Democratic party evidently had two ways of return-
ing, or trying to return, to office and power. They might
either assail and unseat the Administration, or else per-
suade the Executive to Tylerize. The Nation, I. 227.

tyli, «. Plural of tyliis.

tyllt, tyllet, prep. Obsolete forms of till^.

tyllett, II. See tillet^.

Tylopnora (ti-lof'o-ra), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1808), from the tliick fleshy segments of the
staminal corona; < Gr. TiXof , a knot, knob,+ -<po-

pof,< <j>{peiv = E. 6forl.] A genus of gamopeta-
lous plants, of the order Asclepiadaceee and tribe
Marsdenieee. it is characteriied by a somewhat wheel-
shaped corolla with a corona of five fleshy scales laterally
compressed and introrsely adnate to the stamen-tube,
and by small globose or ovoid pollen-masses. There are
about 4IJ species, natives of Africa, Asia, and Australasia.
They are shrubby or herbaceous twiners, or rarely par-
tially erect ; they bear opposite leaves and small cymose
flowers. T. {Hoya) barlmta is sometimes cultivated ; for
7'. asthmatica, see Indian ipecac, under ipecac.

tylopod (ti'lo-pod), a. and h. [< Gr.ri ?.«f, a knot,
knob, callus, + ffoif (jro(5-) = E. fooi.^ I. a.

Having padded instead of hoofed digits ; having
the ends of the digits like pads ; of or pertaining
to the Tylopoda ; phalaiigigrade, as a camel.

II. ». A member of the Tylopoda, as a camel
or llama.

Tylopoda (ti-lop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. (Uliger,
1811, as a family of bis Bisulca) : see tylopod.']

The tylopod or phalangigrade artiodactyl ru-
minants, represented by one family, the Camc-
lidee. The feet are tylopod ; the lower part of the thigh
is exserted from the trunk of the body ; the lower canines
are specialized ; the lateral upper incisors are persistent;
the stomach is incompletely (luadripartite ; and the pla-
centa is dilfuse. More fully called Pecora tylopoda, and
also Phnlangigrada.

tylopodous (ti-lop'o-dus), a. Same as tylopod.

tylosis (ti-lo'sis), n'.; pi. tyloses (-sez). [< Gr.
Tv'/jx;, a knot, knob, callus, + -o.«'«.] 1. lu hot.,

a growth formed in the cavity of a duct by the
intrusion of the wall of a conti^ous cell through
one or more of the perforations of the duct.— 2. An afifection of the eyelids characterized
by an^ndurated thickening of their edges.

—

3. Same as leucoplacia.—4. Callosity.

tylostylar (ti-lo-sti'lar), a. [< tylostyle + -ar3.]

Of or pertaining to a tylostyle ; resembling a
tylostyle ; knobbed at one end and pointed at
the other, like a dressing-pin.

tylostyle (ti'lo-stil), «. [< Gr. riXof, a knot,
lump, knob, 4- (rrii/of, a pillar : see style^.] In
sponges, a supporting spicule of cylindrical
form, knobbed at one end and pointed at the
other.

tylostylus (ti-lo-sti'lus), «. ;
pi. tylostyli (-li).

JTNL. : see tylostyle.'] A tylostyle.

Tylosums (ti-lo-sii'rus), n. [NL. (Cooco), irreg.

< Gr. Tv'Aac, a knot, lump, + ovpd, a tail.] A ge-
nus of garfishes, of the family Bclonidee, differ-

ing from Belone in the absence of gill-rakers and
vomerine teeth. These gars are comparatively large
(3 or 4 feet long) voracious fishes of most seas. The spe-
cies are numerous, and some of them, as T. longirostri^

(or marinu*), are known as bill-fish and needle-fish, from
the long sharp Jaws. See cut under Betonidm.

tylotate (ti'lo-tat), a. [< tylote + -afel.]

Knobbed at both ends, as a sponge-spicule

;

having the character of a tylote. Sollas.

tylote (ti'lot), n. [< Gr. tv?.ot6c, verb. adj. of
Tv?Mvv, make knotty, < nh)^, a knot, knob.] A
tylotate sponge-spieule ; a simple spicular ray
of the monaxon biradiate type, or a rhabdus,
knobbed at each end. a tylote knobbed at one end

tympanic
and pointed at the other becomes a tylotoxea or tylo-
style. Sollas.

tyloti, «. Plural of tylotus.

tylotic (ti-lot'ik), a. [< tylosis {-ot-) + -ic] Of
or relating to tylosis.

tylotoxea (ti-lo-tok'se-a), n.; pi. tylotoxese {-e)

.

[< Gr. Tv/MTdg, knobbed, + ofif, sharp, keen.]
A tylote knobbed at one end and pointed at
the other ; a tylostyle. Sollas.

tylotoxeate (ti-lo-tok'se-at), a. [< tylotoxea +
-flifl.] Knobbeil at one end and pointed at the
other, as a sponge-spicule of the rhabdus type

;

having the character of a tylotoxea. Sollas.

tylotus (ti-lo'tus), «. ;
pi. tyloti (-ti). [NL., <

Gr. Tv^uTOf, knobbed : see tylote.'] A tylote.

tylus (ti'lus), Ji. ; Tp\. tyli (-li). [NL.,< Gr. ri/lof,

a knot, knob, lump, protuberance.] In heter-
opterous insects, a central anterior division of

the upper surface of the head, often projecting
in front, and separated by depressed lines from
the two lateral lobes.

tymbalt, » See timbal.

tymbalont (tim'ba-lon), n. A false form of
tymhal.

War-music, bursting oat from time to time
With gong and tynihalon's tremendous chime.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Veiled Prophet.

tymp (timp), II. [Shortened from tympan or
tympanum.] 1. In the blast-furnace, the crown
of the opening in front of the hearth, a little

below and in front of which is the dam-stone.
The tymp is sometimes a masonry arch (the tymp-arch),
sometimes a block of refractory stone (the tymp-stone),
and sometimes a hollow box or block of iron (the tymp-
plate) through which water is kept constantly circulat-
ing, so as to protect it from the heat and the corrosive
action of the slag.

2. In coal-mining, a cap or lid ; a short piece of
timber placed horizontally for supporting the
roof. [Eng.]
tymp. An abbreviation of tympano or tympani.
tympan (tim'pan), n. [Formerly also timpan,
timpanc ; < F. tympan = Sp. timpano = Pg. tim-

pano, tympano= It. timpano= Ir. Gael, tiompan
= W. tympan, a drum, timbrel, ete.,< L. tympa-
num, < Gr. Tv/iTvamv, poet, also rvvavov, a drum,
roller, area of a pediment, panel of a door, etc.,

< Tvnrttv, beat, strike : see type. From the same
source are tympanum, timber^, timbre^, etc.] If.

A timbrel or drum. Bailey.— 2. An ancient
Irish musical instrument, the exact nature of
which is disputed. Probably it had strings, and
was played with a bow, thus resembling the
crowd.

It should be remarked that the [Irish] tympan was not
a drum, as was formerly supposed, but a stringed instru-
ment, and by the researches of the antiquaiy O'Curry it is

proved to have been played with a bow.
Sir R. P. Stewart, in Grove's Diet, Music, II. 20.

3. A stretched membrane, or a tense sheet of
some thin material, as that of a drumhead.
This [carbon] lozenge ia pressed gently by a tympan.

Oreer, Diet. Electricity, p. 170.

4. In a printing-press having a platen, a framed
appliance interposed between the platen and
the sheet to bo printed, for softening and equal-
izing the pressure, by means of blankets be-
tween its two parts, the outer and the inner
tympan. The latter has a frame fitting snugly into that
of the former, and both are tightly covered with parch-
ment or strong linen cloth. In a hand-press the tympan
is hinged to the outer end of the bed, has the frisket fixed
by hinges to its top, receives the sheets to be printed, and
completely covers the bed when folded down upon it, the
platen, when lowered, fitting into the frame of the inner
tympan. See cut under priiiiing-press.

5. In anat., a tympanum.— 6. Inarch., a tym-
panum.—Tympan of an arch, a spandrel. [Kare.]

tympana, n. Latin plural of tympanum.
tympanal (tim'pa-nal), a. [< tympan{um) +
-ah] Same as tympanic.

tympani, n. Plural of tympano.
tympanic (tim-pan'ik), a. andjj. ![<. tympan(nm)
+ -ic] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
a tympan or tympanum ; similar to or acting
like a drumhead.— 2. In anat., of or pertaining
to the tympanum : as, the tympanic cavity.

The "tyTnpanie wing "of the exoccipital [cartilage in
birds]. Encyc. Brit., III. 702.

The tympanic sense . . . comes in to help here.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 204.

T^nnpanlc artery, a small branch of the internal max-
illary artery, which passes through the Glaserian fissure

to be distributed to the structures within the tympa-
num and to the tympanic membrane.— Tympanic bone.
See II. See also temporal bone, under temporal'^.— Tym-
f)ailic cartilage, a gristly prolongation of the carti-

age of the outer ear, attached to the circumference of the
bony external auditory meatus.—Tympanic cavity, the
drum of the ear. .See tympanum, 2.— Tympanic mem-
brane, the drum-membrane of the ear— a ntembrane
stretched across the bottom of the external auditory
meatus, separating the cavity of that meatus from that of



tympanic
the tympanum, and connected with the malleus in a mam-
mal or with the quadrate bone in a bird. It is very su-
perficial in the human infant, where the tympanic bone is

merely annulai-, and in those animals in which tiiis bone
is rudimentary or wanting ; but it is generally situated
at the bottom of a deep tube. See cuts under tympanmn
and tfflri.—Tympanic nerve, a branch of the glosso-
pharyngeal, which enters the tympanum through a canal
of tile temporal bone to supply tlie mucous membrane
of that cavity and of the Eustachian tube. Also called
Jacobson's and Andergch's nerve.—Tympanic notch.
See notch.— Tympanic pedicle, tlie suspcnsorium of
the lower jaw in tishes. See epiUjmpanic.—Tympanic
plate, the lamina of bone which forms tlie anterior wall
of the tympanum and external audit4.iry meatus, and tlie

posterior part of the glenoid fossa.— Tympanic plexus.
See plexug.— Tympanic resonance, tympanitic reso-

nance (which see, under regonance).—Tympanic ling,
an annular tympanic bone or cartilfige, to whicli tlie tym-
panic membrane is attaclied. This bone of tlie ear may be
a permanent complete ring, or may form an incomplete
circle. In either case, it may characterize only the embryo
or the infant, and grow into a tubular form, or may be in-

flated as a tympanic bulla, sometimes of enormous dimen-
sions. In man the ring is at hrst simply annular and
incomplete, so that tlie ossicles of the tympanum are
readily seen from the outside of the sliull of the infant

;

it acquires with age a tubular form, and l>ecomes auljy-

losed with other elements of the temporal bone.

H. «. 1 . A bone of the ear of man and mam-
mals, supporting the tympanic membrane, gen-
erally annular or tubular, forming most of the
meatus atiditorius externus, or external audi-
tory passage, its outer extremity is known in human
anatomy as the external auditory process ; it is annular at

birth, subsequently becoming elongated and cylindric.

2. Below mammals, in animals in wliicli the
true tympanic is rudimentary or wanting, the
quadrate or pedicellate bone, the representa-
tive of the malleus ; the suspensorium of the
lower jaw, or especially its uppermost piece,

the hyomandibular or epitympanic : so called

by some who suppose it to be the tympanic
bone, from the fact that it in part supports
the tympanic membrane. See quadrate, n.,

3 (o), hyomandibular, epitympanic, and other
compounds of tympanic there cited.— 3. In
ornith., sometimes, the tympano-occipital, con-
sidered as the true representative in birds of

the tympanic of a mammal.
tympanicliord (tim'pa-ni-k6rd), re. [< NL.
tympanutn + Gr. xop'^V, a string.] That branch
of the facial nerve which traverses the tym-
panum; the so-called chorda tympani. See
chorda. Coues, 1887.

tympanichordal (tim"pa-ni-k6r'da.l ), a. [< tym-
panichord + -al.'] Of or pertaining to the tym-
panicliord. Coues.

tympaniform (tim'pa-ni-f6rm), o. [< NL. tym-
panum + li.forma, form.] Resembling or hav-
ing the form of a tympanum ; stretched like a
dmmhead: as, a tympaniform membrane. Htix-

ley, Anat. Invert., p. 378.

tympanism (tim'pa-uizm), n. [< Gr. Tviinavm,

a drum, -t- -isvi.'] In pathol., distention by gas.

tympanist (tim'pa-nist), re. [< Gr. rviinavov, a
drum, -I- -ist.'] One who plays a tympan or
drum. [Rare.]

" Why is the Timpan called Timpan Naimh (or saint's

Timpan), and yet no saint ever took a Timpan into his
hands?" "I do not know," said the iiinpanigt.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxxi.

Tympanistria (tim-pa-nis'tri-a), n. [NL.
(Reiclienbach, 1852), < Gr. TviinavioTpia, fem. of
rv/nraviaT!/;, a drummer, < Tviiiravov, a drum : see
tympanum.^ 1. In orrejtt., a monotypio genus
of South African doves. T. bicolar, the tambourine,
is credited with a peculiar resonance of voice or sort of
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2. In entom., a genus of hemipterous insects.

Stai. 1861.

tympanites (tim-pa-ni'tez), n. [NL., < L. tym-
panites, dropsy of the belly, < Gr. Tv/inavtT?i(:, of

or pertaining to a drum, < rvftTzavov, a drum:
see tympanum.'] Distention of the abdomen
caused by the presence of air either in the in-

testine or in the cavity of the peritoneum ; ab-
dominal tympanism Uterine tympanites, tym-
panism of tlie womb ; physometra.

tympanitic (tim-pa-nit'ik), a. [< L. tympani-
ticus, one who is afflicted with tympanites, <

tympaniteSjtyvafa,w\\es: see tympanites.'] Per-
taining to or of the nature of tympanites.

Since then all he had eaten or drunk or done had flown
to his stomach, producing a tympanitic action in that or-

gan. //. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xii.

Tympanitic dullness, the quality of a percussion-note
in which tlie resonance is subnormal and in whicli the
vesicular quality is absent.—Tympanitic resonance.
See resonance.

tympanitis (tim-pa-ni'tis), n. [NL., < tympa-
n(um) + -itis. C(. tympanites.] 1. Inflammation
of the lining membrane of the tympanum, or
middle ear.— 2. Incorrectly, tympanites.
tympanizet (tim'pa-niz), v. [< Gr. Tv/iTTavii;etv,

beat the drum, < Tv/inavov, a drum: see tympa-
num.] I. trans. To make into a drum. Oley,

Life of G. Herbert (1671), M. 2. b. (Latham.)

II. intrans. To act the part of a drummer.
Coles.

tympano, re. See timpano.
tympano-Eustachian (tim"pa-n6-u-sta'ki-an),
a. Of or pertaining to the tympanum and the
Eustachian tube.

tympanohyal (tim"pa^n6-hi'al), n. and a. [<
tympan{um) + hy(oidj+ -at.] I, n. In zool. and
anat., a small cartilage or bone of man and
some other mammals, recognizably distinct at

an early period,subsequently fused with its sur-

roundings, constituting one of the elements of

tympanum

II. re. A part of the skull of cetaceans, the
so-called ear-bone of those animals, which con-
sists of the periotic bones united with one an-
other and with the tympanic, forming a single

specially hard and durable bone readily de-
tached from the rest of the skull.

tympanosquamosal (tim'pa-no-skwa-mo'sal),
a. Common to the tympanic and the sijuamo.sal

bone, as a suture or ankylosis: as, the Glaserian
fissure of man is tympanosqunmosat.
tympanons (tim'pa-nus), a. [Formerly also tim-

panous; < tympari-y + -ous.] Swelled or puffed
out; inflated; distended; figuratively, pompous.
His proud tympanotat master, swell'd with state-wind.

Middleton, Game at Chess, ii. 1.

tympanum (tim'pa-num), re.; pi. tympana
(-nil), sometimes tympanums (-numz). [NL.,
< li. tympanum, < Gr. rvfiTravov, a drum, roller,

area of a pediment, panel of a door: see tym-
pan.] 1 . An ancient tambourine or hand-drum,
either with a single head like the modem tam-
bourine, or with both front and back covered
(the back sometimes swelled out as in a ket-

tledrum), and beaten either with the hand or

with a stick.— 2. In anat. and zoot.: (a) The
ear-drum considered as to its walls, its cavity,

and its contents. In man and other mammals the
tympanum is the middle ear, a hollow or recess in the

Maa

ventrlloqulal effect (whence the name). It is extensively
whitish, with black-tipped wings and tail, and inhabits
woodland.

Visceral Arches of Chondrocranium of Human Fetus at third month,
somewhat diagrammatic, enlai^ed.

1, preoral (pa l.itopterygoid) arch; 2, first postoral (mandibular)
arch ; 3, second postoral (nyoidean) arch : IP, internal pterygoid car-

tilage ; EC, Eustachian cartilage ; AL, anterior ligament of malleus

;

Af, malleus: In, incus; IL, loi^ internal lateral ligament of lower
jaw, connecting the malleus with the mandible (of which latter co is

the coronoid process, cd the condyle, and an the angle) ; bh, basi-

hyal ; /A, thyrohyal ; ch, ceratohyal; SH, stylohyoid ligament, sus-

pending thehyoid to 5/*, stylohyal, or so-called styloid process of the
temporal bone, at the root of which, in line with the tncui is TH, the

tympanohyal. (From the Proceedings of the Zoiilogica^ Society of
London. 1884, p. 572.)

the compound temporal bone, and in man situ-

ated at the root of the styloid process, in the
course of the hyoidean arch.

II. a. Specifying this cartilage or bone.
tympanomalleal (tim''''pa-n6-mare-al), a. Per-
taining to the tympanic bone and the malleus

:

specifying a bone in the batrachian skull, later

identified as the quadratojugal. See cuts un-
der Uana and temporomastoitL

tympanomandibular (tim^'pa-no-man-dib'-
u-liir), a. Of or pertaining to* the tympanum,
or tympanic bone, and the mandible, or lower
jaw-bone, of some animals, as fishes: specify-

ing one of the visceral arches of the head. See
epitympanic^ k., and tympanic, n., 2,

tympano-occipital (tim''''pa-no-ok-sip'i-tal), w.

In ornith., a small bone, or slight ossification,

in relation with the exoccipital bone and the

outer ear of a bird, bounding the external ori-

fice of the ear posteriorly, and considered to

represent the true tympanic bone of a mam-
mal.

tynipanoperiotic(tira''''pa-n6-per-i-ot'ik), a, and
H. I. a. Including or consisting of a tympanic
bone united with the periotic bone proper:
used especially with reference to the ear-bone
of cetaceans. Miixley, Anat. Vert., p. 345.

Tympanum of Human Ear.—The tympanic cavity, enlarered. is here
viewed from the inside : the circular object is the tympanic membrane,
or membrane of the ear-drum, upon which rests Mall, the malleus ;

Inc, the incus: St, the stapes; ab, the horizontal axis atx>ul which
the malleus and incus turn slightly; MC, cells in the mastoid part cf

the temporaL

temporal bone, among several of the bones of which the
temporal is composed, shut otf from the meatus auditorius
externus by the tympanic membrane, communicutini?
with the back of the mouth by the Eustachian tube, in

relation with the labyrinth, or inner ear, its Inner wall
forming part of the wall of the latter, and containing the
chain of little bones called osaicula auditus, and usually
the chorda tympani nerve. It is a part of the passage-
way which in the early embryo is uninterrupted between
the pharynx and the exterior, and in the adult is occluded
only by the membrane of the tympanum. In the dry
state of the parts, the bony walls of the human tympa-
num present several openings: that leading outward
through the external audjtory meatus ; the orifice of the
Eustachian tube; the opemngs of mastoid cells; the fe-

nestra ovalis and fenestra rotunda, respectively the ter-

minations of the scala vestibuli and sella tympani, com-
municating with the vestibule and cochlea of the inner
ear; the iter posterius, by which the chorda tympani
nerve enters the tympanum from the aqueduct of Fallo-

pius; the iter anterius, by which the same nerve leaves

the tympanum by the canal of Huguier ; the canal for

the tensor tympani muscle; the Glaserian fissure, between
the squamosal and the tympanic bones, for the laxator

tympani muscle, tympanic artery, and slender process of

the malleus, tliese last two openings being rifts between
component bones of the parta communicating, like the
Eustachian tube, with parts outside the temjwral bone;
and the minute orifice at the apex of the pyramid, for

the passage of the stapedius muscle. In animals below
mammals, as birds and reptiles, the tympanum contains
the columella, when that bone exists, and is the cavity of

the external ear when there is no external auditory mea-
tus. Its membrane is often upon the surface of the head,
and in some cases is a conspicuous structure of the ex-

terior, as in a frog or toad. This is well shown in the

cut under parotoid, where the circular formation just

in front of the parotoid is the tympanum. See also cuts

under eari and temporal, (b) The tympanic mem-
brane ; the ear-drum, in the restricted sense

of that term : so used in physiology and aural

surgery, and in common speech: as, a rup-

ture of the iympamnn. See tympanic mem-
hrancj under tympanic, (c) In ornith.: (1) The
labyrinth at the bottom of the windpipe of

sundry birds, as the mergansers and various

sea-ducks: a large irregular bony or gristly

dilatation of the lower part of the trachea,

often involving also more or less of the up-

per ends of the bronchi. It is chiefly found,

or most developed, in the male sex. (2) The
naked inflatable air-sac on each side of the

neck of certain birds, as grouse, especially

the sage-grouse and prairie-hen, in which the

ordinary cervical air-cells of birds are inor-

dinately developed and susceptible of great

distention. See cut under Cupidonia. (d) In

entom., a tympanic membrane, stretched ui^on

a chitinized ring, one surface being directed to

the exterior, the other to the interior, in rela-

tion with a tracheal vesicle and with nervous
ganglia and nervous end-organs iu the fonn of



tympannin

clavate rods, as in the Orthoptera, where such

an arrangement constitutes an auditory organ.
— 3. In«r(7(. : (o) The triangular space form-

ing the field or back of a pediment, and included

between the cornices of the inclined sides and

Tympaaum of the south portal of the Abbey Church of SL Denis,
Prance.

the horizontal cornice ; also, any space similarly
marked off or bounded, as above a window, or

between the lintel of a door and an arch above
it. The tympanum often constitutes a field for

sculpture in relief or in the round. See also

cuts under j)ediment and pedimented.

The triforium openings consist of a pointed arch in each
bay, spanning a sub-order of two pointed arches. . . . The
tympanum is pierced with a trefoil.

C. //. Moore, Oothic Architecture, p. 60.

(6) The die or drum of a pedestal. See cuts un-
der dndo and pedestal, (c) The panel of a door.
—4. (n) In Ayrfrnu^ enjftw., a water-raising cur-

rent-wheel, originally made in the form of a
dnim. whence the name, it is now a circularopen-
frame wheel, fitted with radial partitions so curved as to

point upward on the rising side of the wheel and down-
ward on the descending side. The wheel is suspended so

A

A, side elevation, showing fonu of curved radial partitions, or buck-
ets; i', front elevation, a, anntitus fur dischiii^e of water; ^, floats

by which the wheel is propelled in a running stream ; b', buckets ; c,

supports forJoumaUot the wheel; ^, spout or chute for conveying the
water lifted.

that its lower edge is jnst subinerged, and is tamed by
the current (or by other power), the partitions scooping up
a (tuantity of water wlticli, as the wheel revolves, runs
baclv to the axis of the wheel, where it is discharged; or
it may discharge at some point of the periphery. While
one of the moat ancient forms of water-lifting machines,
it is still use<i in drainage-worka, though for small lifts

it is now superseded by the aeoop^utheel. E. U. Knight
(6) A kind of hollow tread-wheel wherein two
or more persons walk in order to turn it, and
thus give motion to a machine.— 5. In bot., a
membranous substance stretched across the
theca of a moss, .^Laxator tympant .Sec taxator.
— Membrana tjrmpani, tlie tympanic membrane, or
dniin of the e:ir. Sec- cut in def. 2.— Pyramid of the
tympanum. See //vrai/iW. — Tegmen tympanl. See
te'jinra, 4. TenSOr tympa&L See Umor, and tllird cut
under U'tnpt/ral,

tympany (tim'pa-ni), n. ; pi. tympanies (-niz).

[Formerly also iimpany; \ OF. tympanic = Sp.
timpano = Pg. tympuno = It. timpano, < Gr. rvfi-

Tmviac, a kinil of dropsy in which the belly is

stretched like a drum, < rv/iTravov, a drum: see
tympiin, and cf. tympanites.'] 1. A swelling out
or inflation ; an inflated or puffed-up mass or
condition; hence, turgidity; bombast; conceit.
'Archaic]
The idle timpanieg of a windy brain.

Randrilph, Muses' Looking-Glasa, iv. 4.

2. In pathol., an inflated or distended condition
of the abdomen or peritoneum ; tympanites.
she cured her of three tympanieg, but the fourth car-

ried her off. Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, 1. 1.

tympanyt (tira'pa-ni), I'. <. [< tympany, n."] To
swell or puff up; inflate; dilate; distend.

It likewise proves
.More simple truth in their chaste loves
'Ihaii greater Ladies, tympany'de
With much more honour, state, and pride.

llrywrmi, I'elopcea and Alope (Works, ed. 1874, VI. 297).

tymp-plate (timj)'plat), n. A cast-iron sup-

Irt
for a tymp-stone, built into the masonry

a furnace. The dam-plate forms a similar facing

412
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and support for the dam-stone. Both tymp-plate (or tymp)
and dam-plate are kept cool by the circulation of water
in a hollow coil about them. See tym^.

tymp-stone (timp'ston), n. A heavy block of

stone which forms the upper part of the front

side of the hearth or crucible of a furnace, the
lower part being inclosed by the dam-stone.
See tymp.

^ndt, " • A spelling of tincP.

Tyndaridse (tin-dar'i-de), n. pi. [L., pi. of Tyn-
daride.f, < Gr. Ivniapid?/^, a descendant of Tyn-
dareus, < TmSapt/c, TmSapioi;, a mythical king of

Sparta, husband of Leda, and father of Castor
and Pollux.] The male children of Tyndareus
— Castor and Pollux: a name applied to the
electric discharge commonly known as St.

Elmo's fire. See corposant.

tyne. See tine'^, tine^, etc.

Tynewald, Tine'wald (tin'wold), n. [Also
Tynicald ; a var. of the word which appears in

a more original form in the Shetland tingwall,

< Icel. thing-follr, the place where a parliament
sat, < thing, a parliament, assembly, + viillr (=
AS. weald), a wood: see thing^ and wold^.~\ The
parliament or legislature of the Isle of Man,
consisting of the governor and council, consti-
tuting the tipper house, and the House of Keys,
or lower house, it is independent of the British Par-

liament, its acta requiring only the assent of the sovereign
in council.

tsmsent, «. Same as tinsel^.

tjrp. An abbreviation of typographer or typog-
raphy.

tsrpacanthid (tip-a-kan'thid), a. [< Gr. rmof,
type, + uKavOa, spine, + -trfl.] Having the
usual or typical aiTangement of the spines, as
a starfish: opposed to autacanthid.

typal (ti'pal), a. [< tyj)e + -al.] In biol., of
or pertaining to a typo ; forming or serving as
a type; typical. R. Owen.
type (tip), n. [< F. type = Sp. tipo = Pg. typo,

tipo = It. tipo = D. type, typns = G. typus =
Sw. typ = Dan. type, < L. typus, a figure, im-
age (on a wall), in med. the form, type, or char-
acter of a fever, ML. (also tipus) access of fe-

ver, fever, a figure, prototype, etc., < Gr. rijrof,

a blow, an impress, a mark, also something
wrought of metal or stone, a figure, general
form or character, the original type or model
of a thing, type or form of disease, MGr. a de-
cree, etc.; < TVKTetv, rm-elv (•/ rtm-), strike; cf.

Gr. (jTt)0£/Uft(v, strike, smite ; L. tundere (V tud,

i/ "stud), strike, = G. stosseii, strike : see s/otl.

From the same Gr. source are ult. E. tympan,
tympanum, ete.] 1. A distinguishing mark or
sign ; a classifying stamp or emblem ; a mark
or an object serving for a symbol or an index,

or anything that indicates office, occupation, or

character. [Now chiefly technical.]

The faith they have in tennis, and tall stockings.
Short blister'd breeches, and those types of travel.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3. 31.

On the obverse is the leading type of the city where the
coin was issued, in relief.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int, p. lil.

2. Something that has a representative or sym-
bolical significance ; an emblem, or an emblem-
atic instance.

Borne of our readers may have seen in India a cloud of
crows pecking a sick vulture to death — no bad type of

what happens in that country as often as fortune deserts

one who has been great and dreaded.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3. Specifically, a prefigurement; a foreshadow-
ing of, or that which foreshows, some reality to

come, which is called the antitype; particular-

ly, in theol., a person, thing, or event in the
Old Testament regarded as foreshowing or be-
tokening a corresponding reality of the new
dispensation; a prophetic similitude: as, the
paschal lamb is the type of Christ (who is the
antitype).

The nature of types Is in shadow to describe by dark
lines a future substance.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 115.

As ho sees his Day at a distance through Types and
Shadows, he rejoices in it. AddUon, .Spectator, No. 369.

4. A characteristic embodiment; a definitive

example or standard; an exemplar; a pattern;

a model.

For loftie type of honour, through the glaunce
Of envies dart. Is downe in dust prostrate.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 657.

Tophet thence
And black Gehenna call'd, the type of hell.

iiaton, P. L., i. 40,5.

Aristophanes la beyond question the highest type of pure
comedy. Lowell, Study Windows, p. '218.

type

5. A representative style, mode, or structure;
a characteristic assemblage of particulars or
qualities.— 6. In hiol., specifically, a main divi-
sion of the animal or vegetable kingdom ; a sub-
kingdom, branch, phylum, or province. Thus,
Leuckart divided animals into the six types Ccelenterata,
Echinodermata, Yenned, Arthropoda, Mollugca, and Verts-
brata (the protozoans not being treated). The vegetable
kingdom is similai-ly divided into main groups called types
of vegetation ; and in general, in any department of biol-

ogy, type is predicable of the structure or morphological
character of a division or group of any grade in taxonomy,
down to the species itself, as compared with another group
of its own grade : as, a family type ; a generic type. (See
type genus, type species, type specimen, and unity of type,
below.) The term has both a concrete or material sense,
in its application to actually embodied form, and an ideal
sense, as applied to form in the abstract. See archetype,
prototype, antetype.

Natural Groups are best described, not by any defini-

tion which marks their boundaries, but by a Type which
marks their centre. The Type of any natural group is an
example which possesses in a marked degree all the lead-

ing characters of the class.

Whewell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, I. p. xxxii.

The whole animal kingdom can be broken up into sev-

eral large divisions, each of which differs from the rest by
a number of special characteristics. The essential char-
acter may be recognized in all the subdivisions, and even
under great individual variations. This has been called
the type. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 64.

7. A model or style that serves as a guide ; a
general plan or standard for the doing of any-
thing; especially, in the arts, the plan, idea, or
conception upon which anything is modeled or
according to which any work is executed.— 8.
A right-angled prism-shaped piece of metal or
wood, having for its face a letter or character
(usually in high relief), adapted for use in letter-

press printing; collectively, the assemblage of
the stamped characters used for printing ; types
in the aggregate. Types of wood are of large size, and
are now used only for posting-bills. Types for books or
newspapers are of founded metal. (See type-metal, ma-
trix, and Tnold*.) In Great Britain the standard height

Brilliant. MfrchlJklmnopintamTi

Diamond. abederKhijklmDofqntufwz;!

Pearl. abcdefghijklranopqrstuvwxyz |
Agate. abcdefgh^klmnopqrstuvwxyz I
Nonpareil, abcdefghtjklmnopqrstuvwxyz B
Minion. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz |
Brevier. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz |
Bourgeois, abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz |
Long piimer. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy H
Small pica, abcdcfghijklmnopqrstuv ^
Pica. abcdefghijklmnopqrst ^
Engiuh. abcdefghijklmnopq ^
Great primer, abcdefghijklmno H
of typ© Ib .9166 inch ; in the United States it is vari-
able, from .9166 to .9186 inch. French and German types
are higher. Tlie features of type are face, counter, stem
(thick stroke, or body-mark), hair-line, serif, neck or beard,
shoulder, body or shank, pin-mark, nick, feet, groove.
(See cut below.) The names of printing-types, given in
an increasing scale as to size, are excelHor, hritliant, dia-
moiul, peart, af/ate or ruby, nonpareil (the type in which
this is printed), emerald or niinimiette, minion, brevier
(the larger size of type used throughout this diction-
ary), bvnrtjeim, long primer, small pica, pica, Kntjlish, tico-

line brevier, great primer, paragon, double tnnall pica, dou-
ble pica, doxtble English, dotme great primer, meridian
or tra/algar, and canon. All sizes larger than canon are
named by the regular multiples of pica, &s^ve-line pica,
six-line pica. The
smaller sizes are or
should be graded
so that each size
will be doubled in

its seventh pro-
gression. (See
jwtH«i,14(6).) The
names here given
define the dimen-
sions of the bodies
only. The faces
or styles of types
most used are ro-

man and italic,

which form the
text of all books in
English. Antique,
gothic, clarendon, and black-letter are approved styles

for display. The type for headings of entries in this

dictionary and for phrase-headings is antique condensed.
Ornamental types are too irregular for classittcation. Of
each style many vai'ieties are made, which are usually

labeled with a special name. Roman types are broadly
divided into two classes, modern and old-style. The lead-

ing forms of modern roman are broad-face, Scotch-face,

French-face, thin-face, bold-face. Old-style types are re-

productions of the styles of early printers: the Caslon
and the Baskerville (English styles^ of the eighteenth
century; the French and the Elzevir, of the seventeenth
century ; and the Basle, or early Italian, of the sixteenth

Type.
a, stem, body-mark, or thick stroke; d,

serif; c, counter; <f, hair-line; e. beard or

neck:/; shoulder ; jp", pin-mark; A, nicks;
i\ groove ; j, feet. The top is known as the
face ; the part between shoulder and feet is

the body or shank.



type

century. The shapes of types as to width arc defined by
the following names: np to standard is a type of which
the lower-ease alphabet measures 12 ems or squares of its

own body from bourgeois to pica, or more than 12 ems for

the smaller sizes (on newspapers the standards for widths
of tj-pes range from 14 to 17 ems for the alphabet) ; leati or
leai^/aced type is a name applied to types slightly below
the standard ; condensed type is seriously below the stan-

AMO
Extra-

condensed.

AMO
Standard
width.

AMO AMO
Lean-
faced.

AMO
Expanded. Extended.

AMO
Fat-faced,

dard (see condensed); extra-condensed and elongated are of

unusual thinness
; fat letter or fat-faced is slightly wider

than the standard ; expanded is still wider ; extended is of

unusual breadth. The Roman types for book- and newsr
paper-work are in three series : capitals or upper-case. A,
B, C, D; small capitals, A, B, c, d; lower-case, a, b, c, d,

sometimes called small letters, or minuscules. A two-
line type is a capital of the face height of two lines of its

accompanying text. A double type is the height of two

specimens of Styles of Types.

ANTIQUE.
CLARENDON.

2Marfe?1ltttct:.

Wjxumention M

(^afi^.

GOTHIC.
DORIC.
Cjmrrli (^iit.

ITALIC.
RUNIC.

M ThisM is two-line non-
pareil : lines with text

This is Caslon old style. This is Elzevir old style.

This is the Title-type of some newspapers.

TITLE OR TWO-LINEil^oiJSi^:
MThis M is double non-

pareil: does not line.

bodies of the size specified by its name. Copper-faced
type is type covered on its face" only with a thin coat of
copper by an electrotyper's battery. White-faced type or
barefaced type is type uncoppered : so called to distin-

guish it from the coppered, or to specify type that is new
and that has never been covered with ink. Nickeled type

is type plated on its face with nickel. Bastard type is a
type with a face too large or too small for its body. Type-
high is of the standard height of type. Type high to x>aper
is above the standard of height. High-bodied type is a
type with too high shoulders. American type-founders
apportion the characters of a font, or complete collection
of characters, by weight. In a font of 1,000 pounds there
are of roman lower-case 514 pounds; capitals, 86; small
capitals, 20 ; figures, 40 ; points, 28 ; spaces, 85 ; quadrats,
122; fractions, 5; italic lower-case, 73; italic capitals, 23;
sundries, 4— total, 1,000 pounds. The numbers of the types
of ordinary width in 800 pounds of pica roman are as fol-

lows:

a .



type-measure

type-measure (tip'mezii''^ur), «. Same as type-

scale.

type-measurer (tip'mezh''''ur-er), w. In print'

iiKjj a graduated rod on tlie sides or edges of

which the body of each different size of type

is marked, in use it is laid alongside a column ol mat-

ter or proof, to ascertain the number of lines and the num-
ber of ems.

type-metal (tip'met'al), n. An alloy of lead

with antimony, or with tin and antimony, used
to make types for printing. The value of the al-

loy is consid'erably increased liy the addition of a small

amount of tin (from 6 to 8 per cent.). Copper and iron

have also been used in small quantity to j?ive greater re-

sistance to the alloy. The proportions of the metals used
vary considerably with the quality desired, and in differ-

ent type-foundries. The metal used in some foundries for

small types, from brilliant to brevier, consists of hXt pounds
of leati, 4o pounds of antimony, and "in pounds of tin;

while larger types, from bourgeois to pica, are cast from
100 pounds of lead, ;^0 pounds of antimony, and 15 pounds
of tin. Extra hard or copper-alloy metal contains 100
pounds of lead, 44 pounds of antimony, 24 pounds of tin,

and 6 percent of copper. Electrotype-metal contains 100

pounds of lead, 4 p4>unds of antimony, and .'» pounds of tin.

Stereotype-metal contains lOO pounds of lead, 20 pounds
of antimony, and 1\. pounds of tin. Soft metal, such as

is usetl for leads and quadrats, contains a very large pro-

portion of lead, and but little tin and antimony.

type-mold (tip'mold), n. See mokl^j 3.

type-punch (tip'punch), n. See punch"^^ 6.

type-scale (tip'skal), «. A measuring-rod of

stout paper, ivory, or thin brass, which shows
the dimensions of the most-used bodies of type.

It is used to measure composed types.

type-setter (tip'sef^^r), n. 1. A composer of

types; a compositor.— 2. A type-setting ma-
chine. See tijpe-setting.

type-setting (tip'set^ing), n. The act or pro-
cess of setting or combining types in proper
order for printing. It is usoally done by picking up
each type from an exposed case, and arranging the types
so collected in a composing-stick in lines of even length.—
Type-setting macnine, a mechanism intended to tiuick-

en the oi)t.Tation of type-setting. In the simpler forms
of niechaniciil type-sett tTS, the types, separately arranged
in inclined tubes or channels, are successively dislodged
by the pressure of appropriate levers moved by the fingers

of the operator on a keyboard. As the types fall, they
are collected in a long line, and afterward subdivided in

lines of proper length. The Kastenbein and Mc.Millen
machines are of this construction. Distribution of types
is usually done by a separate machine, of which there are
many varieties. In all, each distinct letter or character
is provided with its own special nick, which serves the

Thoroc Type-setting Machine.
a, distrfbiitinj^'-'jylinclcr; b, settinif-cylinder; c, mechanism actuat-

I-t; </, driving mechanism actuating type-car-
H, j>ackcr, kcytwianl. levers, etc. ; e, shaft,
-cr to ail parts excepting the distnbutinij-cyl-
ilsk ; A', packer, which lifti the type singly

into .1 ij' [iTim •.'oar<I; (, levers, conncctint^ keyhriard
ith bott^^m of •

; y, copy-holiler ; *, jiistifymi; mecha-
lUiM ; /, iron ( . nfhyphens; m, type-bank, containing
Iks. which .iT'- . .., l:^nd as required : h, case for small cap-

in some iii.i4.hiQeik for fractKXK and utber odd characters, to be
it in by hand.

ne purpose as the nicks or channels in a key for the
rds of its b>ck. When the types are successively pre-

lented before outlets with wards, the proper nick (bids
*m proper wanl, and is discharged in its proper channel.
ome machines combine the two operations of setting
nd distribution, as the lliome and I'aige machines. The
Paige macliine add.^ the operation of automatic justifying,
"T making itA lines of even length. A more complex f<»rm

machine dispenses with types and distribution, and
ftkes the types as they are needed. The operator at the

Pleyboard moves levers that assemble the matrices in
rtiper order over a mold, and justifies the words of each
ne, in a line evenly spact-d ami of uniform length. The
Hold is then instantly filled with melted typu-metal,
Vhich casts all the wortls in one piece. The Mergenthaler,

liootype, and the Kogers are of this form. The Lan>
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ston casts single types by the pressure of the finger on a
keyboard, and arranges the cast types in lines for print-

ing. The first type-setting and type-making machine was
planned at London by Dr. I'hurch in 1824. More than fifty

varieties of machine type-setters have been invented, but
few are in use.

type-wheel (tip'hwel), ». A disk or revolving
sector bearing letters in relief on its periph-
ery: used in some adaptations of the telegraph
and in some type-writers.

type-write (tip'rit), r. t. and i. To print or re-

produce by means of a type-writer; practise
type-writing. [Recent.]

t3^e-writer (tip'ii''''t^r), n. 1. A machine for
mechanical writing, operated by hand, and
printing one letter, or combination of letters,

at a time, by the impress of type adapted to the
purpose. There are now several distinct types
of these machines.— 2. An operator on a type-
writing machine ; one who prints characters on
paper by means of a type-writer Automatic
type-writer telegraph. See telegraph.

type-writing (tip'ri'''ting), n. The process of

printing letter by letter by the use of a type-
writer; also, work done by this process.

Typha (ti'fa), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700; ear-
lier by Lobel, 1576), < Gr. rr^, cattail.] A ge-
nus of plants, type of the order Typhacese. it is

distinguished froni Sparganium, the other genus of the
family, by its linear anthers, stalked ovary,and dry. indehis-
cent fruit. There are 13
species, natives of fresh-
water swamps in both
tropical and temperate
regions. They are smooth
herbs with strong creep-
ing rootstocks from which
grow erect unbranched
and often tall and robust
stems with a submerged
base. The leaves are chief-

ly radical, long and linear,

spongy, and at first some-
what fieshy and watery.
The moncecious flowers
form a cylindrical termi-
nal spadix, the upper part
of which is staminate and
deciduous ; both parts
are partly covered in the
bud by very perishable
thin spathaceous bracts.
The long-stalked minute
fruit is produced in
great abundance, over
«),000 to the average
spike in the common
species; each fruit con-
tains a single seed, and
is'surrounded near the base by twenty to forty long slen-

der white hairs which expand at maturity, aiding in dis-

fterslon by the wind. The plant usually reaches from 5 to 9
eet high : in California T. Doviingeims sometimes reaches
18 feet, including an inflorescence of 3 feet ; in the com-
mon T. lati/olia the handsome dark rusty-brown fertile

part of the spike is usually from 5 to 8 inches long, some-
times 14, and is much used for rustic decoration. The
abundant mealy pollen is made into bread in India and
New Zealand ; it is inflammable, and has been used as a
substitute for tinder and for matches. The powdered
flowers have been used for iK>ultices, and the farinaceous
rootstocks are considered astringent and diuretic in east-

em Asia. The long leaves are much used in central New
York to make chair-bottoms, and are elsewhere woven
into mats and baskets. Three species occur in the United
States, of which T. lati/olia, with four-grained pollen, and
T. angvstifolia, with single-grained pollen, are widely dis-

tributed throughout the northern parts of both hemi-
spheres ; the latter Is in the United States more Ifjcal and
lai^ely maritime, and often shows a distinct interval be-
tween the male and female divisions of the spike. The
other and larger species. T. Domingengis, occurs In the
West Indies, Mexico, Texas, f'alifomia, and the Argentine
Republic. For T. elephaniina, see elephant-grass ; for the
others, cattail, reed-mace, and reree; and compare marsh-
beetle and dunehe-doum. They are also commonly known
as Jlag and as btdruth.

Typhacea (ti-fa'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1805), < Typha + -accse.'] An order
of monocotyledonous plants^ of the series A'^m-

dijiorie, it is characterized by usually monoecious
flowers with a perianth of irregular membranous scales
or of very slender elongated hairs. It includes about 10
species, belonging to 2 genera, Typha (the type) and Spar-
ganinm (where see cut), both marsh-plants of wide distri-

bution, with unjolnted watery stems and long entire alter-

nate leaves which project stiffly out of the water or in a few
cases float on its surface. The small crowded flowers con-
tain six or more stamens with elongated flaccid filaments,

and a single superior ovary usually with a single cell and a
single ovule,

typh-fever (tif'fe*v6r), n. [< typh{us), typh(oid),

+ frvrr^.'] A term proposed to include both
tj7)lnis and typhoid fevers.

typhinia(ti-fin'i-a),«. [NXj., < Gr. rv^or, smoke,
mist: see typhus!] ln.pathol.^ relapsing fever.

[Rare.]

typhlitic (tif-lit'ik), a. [< typhlitis + -ic] Per-
taining to or of the nature of typhlitis ; affected

with typhlitis.

typhlitis (tif-li'tis), n. [NT^., < Gr. Tv<t>U^, blind
(with ref. to the caecum). -H -iUs.'] Itiflamma-

tion of the c©cum and vermiform appendix.

Cattail {Typha latifotid).

a, the spaciix, with male flowers
above and female ones below; b, a
male flower; c, a female flower.

typhomanla

typhlognteritis (tiMo-en-te-n'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. rt>^/ldf, blind, + evrepov, intestine, + -itis.^

Same as typhlitis.

t5;5hloid (tif'loid), a. [< Gr. Tu^A<if, blind, +
f(()of, form.] Having defective vision, as a
blindworm.
typhlology (tif-lol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. TvipU(, blind,
+ -loyia, < Xeyeiv, speak: see -ology.'\ The sum
of scientific knowledge concerning blindness.

typhlope (tif'lop), n. [< NL. TypJilops.'i A
small snake of the family Typhlopidee, ; a worm-
snake or blindworm.
Typhlophtlialnii (tif-lof-thal'mi), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. Tvif>16(;, blind, + oipdaA/id^, eye.] In Cope's
classification, -a superfamily of pleurodont liz-

ards, represented by the Atielytropidee, Aconti-
idee, and Aiiiellidx.

typhlophtlialinic (tif-lof-thal'mik), a. [< Typh-
lophthalmi + -jc] Of or pertaining to the
Typldophthalmi.

Typhlopidae (tif-lop'i-de),M.^?. [NL., < Typh-
loj>s + -idfe. ] A family of angiostomatous scole-

cophidian serpents, typified by the genus Typli-

lops ; the worm-snakes or blindworms. It for-

merly included all the small serpeirts with the mouth not
distensible and teeth only in one jaw, upper or lower, being
the same as Typhlopoidea. By the division of these into
two families, Catodonta and Epanodonla, with lower and
with upper teeth only, respectively, the Typhlopidm are
restricted to the latter, and contrasted with Stenostmnidx.

Typhlopoidea (tif-lo-poi'de-ii), «. pi. [NL., <

Gr. TxxpAoi;, blind, -f- uY', eye, -I- clio^, form.]
A suborder of Opkidia, containing the small
scoleeophidian or angiostomatous snakes of the
families Typhlopidae and Stcnostoviatidx, and
thus equivalent to TijphlopidiB in a broad sense.
They differ from all other ophidians in having no trans-
verse bone of the skull, the pterygoid disconnected from
the quadrate, the palatines with their long axes transverse
and hounding the nasal choanal behind, and the ethmo-
turbinal forming part of the roof of the mouth.

TypMopS (tif 'lops), n. [NL. (Schneider), < Gr.
Ttxp'Auf, blind, < Tv<j)7.6(, blind, + iiip, eye.] The
typical gentis of Typhlopidee, having the muzzle
covered above with rostral and internasal
scutes, and one ocular, one preocular, and one
nasal plate.

typhlosis (tif-16'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Tvf/xuoiQ, a
making blind, blindness, < rv^iiovv, make blind,
< Tv(p.6i;, blind.] Blindness.

typhlosolar (tif-lo-so'lar), a. [< typhlosole +
-0)3.] Of the character of or pertaining to a
tA-ptlosole. Micros. Sci., N. S., XXVII. 565.

typhlosole (tit'la-sol), n. [< Gr. TiHpTid^, blind,
-1- nu'/iiv, tube, pipe : see solen.'\ A thick fold-

ing of the intestine of certain annelids, mol-
lusks, etc., formed by the involution of the wall
of the intestine along the dorsomedian line, and
projecting into the intestinal cavity. Huxley,
Anat. Invert., p. 196.

TyphoBan (ti-fd'e-an), o. [Also, erroneously,
Typhcean, Typheun;\ L. Typhosus, < Gr. Tu^uei^f,

contr. Tt)0<jf, Typhoeus (see def.) ; cf. Typhon'^.'\

Of, pertaining to, or resembling Typhoeus (or
Typhos), a monster of Greek mythology, who
tried to conquer the gods, but was overcome
by Zeus and buried under Mount Etna. Typhoeus
is described as vomiting flame from a hundred mouths,
and thus typifies a volcano.

typhoid (ti'foid), a. and n. [= F. typhoids, < Gr,
'TwjioeiSri^, contr. rvipuSTii;, delirious, of persons
suffering from fever, also of the fever itself,

< ri^f, smoke, also stupor arising from fever:
see typhus.'] I. a. Resembling typhus : noting
a specific continued fever BUlous typhoid fe-
ver. See /ereri.—Typhoid bacUlus, or Eterth's bacil-
lus, a micro-organism found in the intestinal ulcers, and
elsewhere in the bodies, of those dying from typhoid fever,

and believed to be the cause of this diseaae.— Typhoid
condition or state, a condition occurring sometimes in

the course of acute diseases of a depressing type, in which
there is marked lowering of all the vital forces, shown by
prostration, muttering delirium, carphologia, muscular
twitchings. unconscious discharges from the bladder and
bowels, a dry, cracked, often blackish tongue, etc.— Ty-
phoid fever. .See/eperi.—TjTphoid pneumonia. See
jmeumonia.

II. «. Typhoid fever. See/CTcrl.
typhoidal(ti'foi-dal),a. [i typhoid + -al.'] Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of typhoid fe-

ver: as, li/jihoidal syraptoms.
typhomalarial (ti"fo-ma-la'ri-al), a. [< tr/-

pho{id) -t- malarial.] Involving both typhoid
and malarial characters: applied to a disease

caused by the combined influence of filth and
the malarial poison, or a typhoid fever in which
the symptoms are modified by the action of ma-
laria. Whether either of these conditions ex-

ists has been a subject of dispute among medi-
cal writers.

tjrphomania (ti-fo-ma'ni-a), «. [< Gr. Tvi^ioi,

stupor (see typhus, typhoid), + imvia, madness.]



typhomania

A low, muttering delirium with stupor, but with-
out sleep, as seen in severe eases of typhus
fever. Also typhonia.

typhonlt (ti'fon), n. [< NL. typhon (Bacon), <

Gr. Ttxpiiv, also rvipuc, a furious whirlwind ; ef.

lixjMv, Typhon, one of the giants, son of Ty-
phosus, and Tti^uf, Tt>0t)«>f, father of Typhon,
and a god of the winds; cf. rixjioc, cloud, smoke,
mist, < Tv<j)eiv, smoke; cf. Skt. dkiipa, smoke.
Cf. typhus. The word has been merged in ty-

phoon, q. v.] A whirlwind.

Typhon^ (ti'fon), n. [< L. I^phon, < Gr. Tvipav,

one of the giants: see def. and typhon^.'] 1.

In &r. myth., a son of Typhosus, and the father
of the winds: later confused with Typhns or
Typhoeus.— 2. The Greek name of the Egyp-
tian divinity Set, the personification of the
principle of evil.— 3. \l. <;.] A large East In-
dian heron, Ardea stimatrana.

typhonia (ti-fo'ni-a), «. [NL., < Gr. ri^of,

stupor: see typhus.'] Same as typhomania.

typnonic (ti-fon'ik), a. [< typhon'^ + -ic.'] Of
or pertaining to a typhon or typhoon; having
the force or character of a typhoon.
typhoon (ti-fon'), »• [Formerly also tyfoon; al-

tered, in simulation of typhon^, from the earlier

tuffoon (1680), tuffou (1610), touffon {1567), < Pg.
ti^ao, < Ar. Pers. Hind, tufdn (whence in re-

cent Anglo-Ind. tufan, toofan, toofami, touffan),

a sudden and violent storm, a tempest, hurri-

cane. The Ar. Pers. Hind, tufdn does not ap-
pear to be original in any of those languages,
and may have been derived from the Gr. Tixfiav,

whence also E. typhon : see typhon'^. Cf. Chi-
nese t'aifung, ' a great wind' (of any kind) : to,

t'ai, great; fung (also given as fang, feng), in

Canton fong, wind. The term tai fung, a cy-
clone, a local name in Formosa, may be from
the Chinese t'aifung in its general sense. The
Chinese names for typhoon are pao fiing, lit.

'fierce wind,' kiufung, lit. ' cyclone wind' (Jciu,

a furious cyclone, whirlwind, a wind which
comes from four sides at once). The Chinese
terms have prob. no connection with the Ar.
Pers. Hind, word.] A violent hurricane oc-

curring in the China seas and their environs,
principally during the months of July, August,
September, and October. Typhoons are prolonged
cyclonic storms of great intensity, and correspond in
every respect to the West Indian hurricanes which occur
in the game latitudes in the western hemisphere.

I went aboord of the shippe of Bengala, at which time it

was the yeere of Touffmi: concerning which Touffon ye
are to vnderstand, that in the East Indies often times
there are not stormes as in other countreys ; but euery 10.

or 12. yeeres there are such tempests and stormes that it

is a thing incredible, . . . neither do they know certainly

what yeere they wil come. HaJduyft Voyages, II. 370.

Tuffoons are a particular kind of violent Storm blowing
on the Coast of Tonquin. . . . It comes on fierce and blows
very violent, at N. E. twelve hours more or less. . . .

When the Wind begins to abate, it dies away suddenly,
and falling flat calm it continues so an Hour, more or less ;

then the Wind conies at}Out to the S. W,, and it blows and
rains as tierce from thence as it did before at N. E. , and as
long. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 2;i9.

typhotoxin (ti-fo-tok'sin), re. [< Gr. rvijMC, stu-

por (see typhus), + to^(ik6v), poison, + -j«2.]

A toxin (C7H17NOQ) obta,ined from cultures of

the bacillus of typhoid fever.

typhous (ti'fus), a. [< typh{us) + -om«.] Of or
relating to typhus.
typh-poison (tif'poi"zn), n. [< typh(us), ty-

pih(oid), + poison.] Poison or virus which when
admitted into the system produces typh-fever,
or continued low fevers, as typhus or typhoid.

typhus (ti'fus), re. [= F. typhus = Sp. tifo =
Pg. typho = It. tifo = D. G. typhus = Sw. Dan.
tyfus, < NL. typhus, typhus (cf. L. typhus, pride,

vanity), .< Gr. rixpoi, smoke, vapor, mist (hence,
vanity, conceit), also stupor, esp. stupor arising

from fever, < tix^uv, smoke: see typhon^.] A
fever accompanied by great prostration, usu-
ally delirium, and an eruption of small reddish-
purple spots; ship-fever; jail-fever. Compare
typhus fever, under fever Abdominal typhus
fever. .See/erari.— Malignant bilious typhus fever.
See /eceri.— Surgical tyrhus fever, pyemia.—Typhus
abdominalifl, typhoid ffvcr. See/ct-cri.— Typhus am-
bulatorius, walking typhoid fever.— Typhus caree-
rum, jail-fever. Typhus castrensis, camx>-fever. See
/everi—-Tjfphus exanthematicus, typlms fever.— Ty-
phus fever. See def. aijd.Aieri. -Typhus gangUarls,
typhoid fever.— Typhus icterodes, yellow fever. See
/ei«ri.— Typhus petechialls, typhus fever.— Typhus
recurrens, relapsing fever.

typic (tip'ik), a. [= F. typique = Sp. tipico =
Pg. typico (cf. D. G. typisch = Sw. Dan. typisk),

< L. typicus, < Gr. rvTrmdc, of or pertaining to a
type, conformable, typical, < rtiTrof, impression,
type: see type.] Constituting or representing
a type ; typical. [Bare.]
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Thou Gracious deign'st to let the fair One view
Her Typic People.

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

Here 's Smith already swearing at my feet
That I'm the typic she. Away with Smith !

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, ix.

Typic fever, a fever that is regular in its attacks, or that
follows a pai'ticular type ; opposed to erratic fever.

typical (tip'i-kal), a. [< LL. typicalis, < L.
typicus, typic: see typic and -al.] 1. Having
the character of a significant or symbolic type

;

serving as an index or a symbol of something
past, present, or to come ; representative ; em-
blematic ; illustrative.

The description is, as sorted best to the apprehension of
those times, typicall and shadowie.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

On the right hand of Popery sat Judaism, represented
by an old man embroidered with phylacteries, and distin-

guished by many typical figures, which I had not skill

enough to unriddle. Addison, Tatler, No. 267.

Typical remains of every disposition must continue
traceable even to the remotest future.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 329.

2. Constituting or conforming to a type or pat-
tern ; representative in kind or quality ; serv-
ing as a characteristic example of a group or
an aggregate : as, a typical animal, plant, spe-
cies, or genus; a typical building; typical con-
duct. Also typal. Compare attypical, etypical,

subtypical.

I need hardly name David and Jonathan ; yet I cannot
pass them by ; for theirs is, and will remain, the typical
friendship of the world. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 455.

3. Of or pertaining to a type or types; signifi-

cantly characteristic or illustrative; indicative

;

connotative : as, a typical example or specimen

;

typical markings, colors, or limbs Typical cells,
ill hot., same tis fundamental cells (which see, under fun-
damental).

typicality (tip-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< typical + -ity.]

The fact or state oi being typical ; existence
as a type or symbol; also, adherence to types
or standards. [Rare.]
Such men . . . have spumed the empty typicality of

the church whenever she has pretended to appease that
immortal want [of a really divine righteousness].

B. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 222.

typically (tip'i-kal-i), adv. In a typical man-
ner; representatively; symbolically.
Other Levitical lambs took away sin typically, this

really. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 113.

In the Eucharist he [Christ] still is figured . . . more
clearly, but yet still but typically, or in figure.

Jer. Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery, II. ii. § 3.

typicalness (tip'i-kal -nes), 11. The state of

being typical.

typicum (tip'i-kum), n. [< MGr. rvmKdv, a book
of ritual, an imperial decree, neut. of Gr. tv-i-

Kdg, of or pertaining to a type: see typic.] In
the Gr. Ch., same as directory, 1.

Typidentata (ti^pi-den-ta'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

L. typus, type, + dentatus, toothed.] A division

of placental mammals, containing all except-
ing the Edentata.

typification (tip"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< typify +
-ic-at-ion.] The act or state of typifying.

typifler (tip'i-fl-er),«. l< typify + -cr^.] One
wno or that which typifies.

A modern typijier, who deals only in similitudes and
coiTespondences. Warburton, Works, XI. 403.

typify (tip'i-fi), )'. t.
;
pret. and pp. typified, ppr.

typifying. [< L. typus, type, -I- facere, make
(see -fy).] 1. To represent by an image, form,
model, or resemblance ; show forth

;
prefigure.

Our Saviour was typified indeed by the goat that was
slain. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. To be or constitute a type of; embody the
typical characteristics of; exemplify: as, the
tiger typifies all the animals of the cat kind.

typist (ti'pist), n. [< tyj)e + -ist.] One who
uses a type-writer. [Recent.]

typo (ti'po), re. [Abbr. of typographer.] A com-
positor. [CoUoq.]
typocosmy (ti'po-koz-mi), ». [< Gr. rl'jrog, type,
-f K6afiog, the world.] A representation of the
world; universal terminology. [Rare.]

Books of typocosmy, which have been made since ; being
nothing but amass of words of all arts, to give men coun-
tenance, that those which use the terms might be thought
to understand the art.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Typodontia (ti-po-don'shia), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
Tv-oc, type, -t- odovg (ix^ovr-) = E. tooth.] In
Blyth's edition of Cuvier, an order of placental
Mammalia, comprehending the Bimana, Quad-
rumana, and Carnaria (carnassicrs) of Cuvier;
one of two orders constituting Blyth's zoopha-
gous type of mammals. [Not in use.]

typo-etching (ti'p6-ech"ing), n. The process
ofmaking a plate for relief printing by etching

typtologist

with acid the parts of the surface of a stone
which have not previously been protected. See
lithography. Encyc. Brit., XXllI. 704.

typog. An abbreviation of typograpihy or typog-
rapher.

typograph (ti'po- or tip'o-graf ), n. [< Gr. rtmor,

type, -t- ypa<pia, < ypa(j>eiv, write.] A type-mak-
ing and type-setting machine. Science, VIII.
252.

typographer (tl-pog'ra-ffer), n. [< typograph-y
-1- -c)!.] 1. One who prints with or from types,
or by typographic process.

There is a very ancient edition of this work [Jastinian's
" Institutes "J, without date, place, or typographer.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 381, note.

2. A beetle of the genus liostrychus, as B. ty-

piographicus : so called from the characteristic
markings its larva makes on the bark of trees.

typographic (tip-o- or ti-po-graf'ik), a. [= F.
tyj'ograjihique = Sp. tipogrdfico = Pg. typogra-
phico = It. tipografico ; as typograph-y + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the art of printing from
types, woodcuts, or plates in high relief.

—

Typographic machine, a machine for impressing a ma-
trix from which a stereotype plate may be cast. It has
keys which, as they are depressed, operate types in the or-

der desired. E. H. KnigIu.—Tyvosra.Vi>ic point. See
pfdnti, 14 (b).

typographical (tip-o- or ti-po-graf 'i-kal), a. [<
typographic + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to ty-

pography, or the use or manipulation of types
for printing: as,typographieal errora.— 2t. Em-
blematic; figurative; typical.

typographically (tip-o- or ti-po-graf'i-kal-i),

adr. 1. By means of types; after the manner
of type-printers, as opposed to lithographic
or copperplate methods.— 2t. Emblematically

;

figurativeljf.

typographist (ti-pog'ra-fist), n. [< typograph-y
-(- -ist.] A student of typography; a person
concerned with the art or history of printing.

A thenmum. No. 3282, p. 412. [Rare.]

typography (ti-pog'ra-fi), re. [= F. typographic
= Sp. tipografia = I*g. typographia = It. tipo-

grafia = G. typographie = Sw. Dan. typografi,

< Gr. ri'Trof, impression, type,+ -ypaijiia, < ypa<pew,

write.] 1. The art of composing types and
printing from them.

Caxton taught us typography about the year 1474.
Johnson, Idler, No. 69.

2. In a restricted use, type-work; the branch
of printing connected with composition ; the

,

preparation of matter in type for use in print-

J

ing.— 3. The general character or appearance'
of printed matter.— 4t. Emblematical or hiero-

glyphic representation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err.

typolite (tip'o-lit), re. [< Gr. rijTroi, impression,
+ 'aWo(, stone.] A stone or petrifaction im-
pressed with the figure of an animal or a plant

;

a fossil, in an ordinary paleontological sense.

typological (tip-o- or ti-po-loj'i-kal), a. [< ty-

polog-y + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to typology

;

relating to types or symbols : as, typological

exegesis. Encyc. Brit., XI. 606.

typcflo^ (ti-pol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. rtn-of, type,
-t- -loy'ia, < Xeyeiv, speak : see -ology.] The doc-
trine of types or symbols ; a discourse on types,
especially those of Scripture.

typomania (tip-o- or ti-p6-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr.

TvTTog, type, -I- /iavia, madness.] A mania for

the use of printing-types ; a strong propensity
to write for publication. [Humorous.]
The slender intellectual endowments and limited vital

resources which are so very frequently observed in asso-

ciation with typomania.
O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LI. 66.

typonym (ti'po-nim), «. [< Gr. Ti'Trof, type, -1-

ovv/ia, name.] In zool. and hot., a name based
upon an indication of a type species or of a type
specimen. Coues, The Auk (1884), VI. 321.

typonymal (ti-pon'i-mal), a. Same as typo-

nymic.

typonymic (tip-o- or ti-po-nim'lk), a. [< typo-

nym + -ic, Named with reference to a type,

as a genus whose type species is declared, or a
species a type specimen of which is recorded.
Voucs, 1885.

typorama (tip-o- or ti-po-ra'ma), n. [< Gr. ri--

TTOf, type, + bpaua, view: see panorama.] A
view of something consisting of a detailed plan
ormodel; a representation in facsimile. [Rare.]

The typorama, a plaster of Paris model of the Under-
clitf. Isle of Wight. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 214.

typtological (tip-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< typtolog-y

-f -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to typtology.

typtologist (tip-tol'o-jist), re. [< typtolog-y +
-ist.] In spiritualism, one by whose agency the



typtologist

so-called spirit-rappings iiro produced ; also, a

believer in the spiritualistic theory of these
phenomena.
typtology (tip-tol'o-ji), H. [Irreg. < 6r. Tv-n-reiv,

striko, -1- -/-iiyia. < /Jyeiv, speak: see -ology.} In
spiritualism, the theory or practice of spirit-

rapping; also, the key to spirit-rappings.

Tyr(tir),«. [Icel. Tyr : see Tito, Tuesduy.] In
Xortliern myth., the god of war and victory,

son of Odin. He is the same as the Anglo-
Saxon Tiw.

tyrant, «• and v. An obsolete form of tyrant.

tyrannesst (ti'ran-es), n. [< tyran + -ess.'\ A
female tyrant.

And now the tyrannesse beares all the stroke.

Clogging her suffering neck with servile yoke.
Titties' Whigtle (E. E. T. .S.), p. 92.

tyrannic (ti-ran'ik), a. [< F. tyrannique = Sp.
tirdniro = Pg. tyrannico = It. tirannico, < L.
tyruniiicus, ML. tiramiicus, < Gr. rcpawiKo^, of

or pertaining to a tjTant, < rvpavvoc, tyrant : see
tyrant.'i Same as tyrannical.

Brute violence and proud tyrannic power.
Milton, P. R., i. 218.

tyrannical (ti-ran'i-kal), a. [< tyrannic + -al.']

1. Having the character of a tyrant; acting
like a tyrant ; despotic in rule or procedure

;

arbitrary; imperious: as, a tyrannical master.— 2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a tyrant

;

unjustly severe in operation; oppressive: as, a
tyrannical goxeTmnent; tyrannical actions.

In this point charge him home, that he affects

Tyrantiical "^yfer. 5AaA-., Cor., iii. 3. 2,

= Syn. nomineering, severe, oppressive, galling, grind*
ing. S,.-e ik.vp<>tigm.

tyrannically (ti-ran'i-kal-i), adv. In a tyran-
nical manner ; with arbitrary or oppressive ex-
ercise of power. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 356.

tyrannicalness (ti-ran'i-kal-nes), «. Tyran-
nical ilispiisition or practice.

tyrannicldal (ti-ran'i-si-<lal), a. [< tyranni-
ciili- + -o/.] Relating to tyrannicide.

tyrannicide^ (ti-ran'i-sid), n. [< P. tyranni-

cide, < L. ttjrannicida, a slayer of a tyrant, <

tyrannun, tyrant, + -cida, < cxdere, slay.] One
who kills a tyrant.

HearwhatXenophonsays in HIero: "People . . . erect
statues in their Temples to the Honour of Tyrannicides."

Milton, Answer to .Halmasius, v.

tyrannicide^ (ti-ran'i-sid), n. [< F. tyranni-

cide, < L. tyrannicidium, the slaying of a tyrant,
< tyrannim, tyrant, -t- -eidium, < ceedere, slay.]

The act of killing a tyrant ; the putting a tyran-
nieiil ruler to death on account of his acts.

Tyrannidx (ti-ran'i-<le), n. pi. [NL., < Tyran-
nus + -idse.'] A family of passerine birds, named
from the genus Tyraiinus ; the tyrant-birds or
tyranr-ltvcatchers. There are many genera, and
upward of 400 species, confined to America, and chiefly
represented in the N'eotropical region. They are readily
distinguished l^y the non-oscino (clanmtnrial or mesoniy-
odiaii) L-haracter of tlie syrinx, the scutclliplantar tarsi of
the exaspidean type, t«n primaries of which the Drst is not
spurious, twelve rectrices, and the I>iII almost invariably
ho-.Iced at the end by an overhanging point of the upper
mandible. The rictus as a rule is strongly bristled; the
hind toe Is eleutherodactylous, or freely movable apart
from the others (as in oscine FaiateTe»\ and the outer and
middle toes are unit«d only at their bases. It Is one of the
moct extensive and characteristic groups of its grade in
the New World, only the Taiiatfriilx and Trnchilidx ap-
proaching it in these respects. It« relationships are with
the other non-oscine Ptumres highly developed in and
peculiar to the Neotropical region, namely the Pipridx
and Cfitinffidx ; but not with the true flycatchers, or Mra-
cicapui», to which many of the long-known species used to
be referred. Only H or 9 genera extend into the United
States, and of these oidy 5 (Tyranntis, Myiarchus, Sdyornvt,
Contiipus, and Empidonax) have any extensive distribution
in tliat country. The genus Oxyrhyncbtu, without any
hook of the beak, is often now separated aa the type of
another family; aside from this the Tyrannidx are by
Sclater divideil Into i subfamilies — 7'«nu>pf«rtrUK, Platy-
rhtjnchinje. El^niinfr, and Tyranninse. See cuts under
Ctmtopm, Kmjmb'nax, FlttvicoUl, king-bit^, Megarbynchtut,
MUntlwi, jfcirit, Platyrhiitwhus, Pyrocephalut, Sayornis,
gciMmrtatl, Tienviptern, Toflirogtrutn, nnd TyranntUits.

Tyranninaeitir-a-ni'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Tyranmts
+ -iti!e.\ A subfamily of Tyrannidse, contain-
ing the true tyrant-fiycatehers, of arboreal hab-
its, and usually more or less extensively oliva-
ceous coloration, sometimes gray, varied chief-
ly with white or yellow, and often with a bright-
olored spot on the crown. Birdsofthisgroup abound
ttoughont the woo^Ilands of America, from the limit
I trees both north and south, and play an imp<jrtant part
I the economy of nature, comimraiile to that of the true
*catcher«(,«««CT<;npWflp)iit theOld Worid. Inthellnited
iates the scissortuil (^MUinihtif /firficatutt), the common
dnghinl or bee-martin (Ti/rantutjt car(ilineti«inX the great
pested flycatcher ( 3fi^'nrrAtM crinitttn), the pewit or water-
ewee (Saycrttit (or ktrij/iifian) /i/jtctiJt\ the WfMMl-pewee or
hoebe-i)ird (Corttopuir rire/wt). and several smaller flycat^-h-
^1 of the genuK Hinj/idotiax fnrnisli characteristic exam-

of the Tyrannitue. There are in all about '20 genera.
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tyrannine (tlr'a-nin), a. [< Tyrannns + -jnel.]

Of or pertaining to the Tyranninse ; relating to

or resembling the genus Tyrannns: in a narrow
sense applied to the larger tyrant-flycatchers, in

distinction from the smaller tyrannuline forms.

Tyranniscus (tir-a-nis'kus), «. [NL. (Cabanis
and Heine, 1859), dim. of Tyrannus, q. v.] A
genus of small tyrant-flycatchers, of the sub-
family Elseniinm, containing about 11 species,

ranging from Guatemala to southern Brazil, as
T. niijrirapillus and T. cinereiceps.

tyrannise, «. See tyrannize.

tyrannisht (ti'ra-nish), a. [< ME. tyrannish, ti-

rannish ; < tyran + -ish^.'\ Like a tyrant ; char-
acteristic of a tyrant; tyrannical.

The proude tirannish Romain
Tarquinius, which was than king.

Omcer, Conf. Amant., vil.

tyrannize (tir'a-niz), v.
;
pret. and pp. tyran-

nized, ppr. tyrannizing. [< F. tyranniser = Sp.
tiranizar = Pg. tyrannizar = It. tirannizzarc,

< Gr. TvpavviCew, take the part of a tyrant, <

Tipavvoc, tyrant: see tyrant.~\ I. intrans. 1.

To act as a tyrant; exercise tyrannical power;
rule despotically or cruelly : used of persons,
with over before an object.

I made thee miserable.
What time I tlirew the people's suffrages
On him that thus doth tifrannize o'er me.

'

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 3. 20.

Hence— 2. To have a tyrannical influence;
exercise oppressive restraint; maintain arbi-
trary control : used of things, commonly with
over.

Nor, while we trust in the mercy of God through Christ
Jesus, [shall] fear be able to tyrannize over us.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 47.

The first and last lesson of the useful arts Is that Na-
ture tyrannizes over our works. Emerson, Art.

U. trans. 1 . To rule, treat, or affect tyran-
nically ; act the tyrant to or over.

This is he that shal tyrannize the citie of Rome, and be
the mine of my house.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 164.

They would enjoyne a slavish obedien(;e without law,
which is the known definition of a tyrant and a tyratmiz'd
people. Milton, Apology for .Smectymnuus.

2t. To make tyrannically oppressive ; convert
into an instrument of tyranny.

Boisterous edicts tyrannizing the blessed ordinance of
marriage into the quality of a most unnatural and un-
chrlstiaidy yoke. MUton, Divorce, ii. 20.

Also spelled tyrannise.

tyraimoid (tir'a-noid), a. [< Tyrannus + -oid.'\

liesembliug or related to a tyrant-bird ; be-
longing to the Tyrannoidete.

Tyrannoidese (tir-a-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

I'yratiiius + -iiidem.'] A superfamily of passer-
ine birds, containing those families of Passeres
which have a mesomvodian tracheobronchial
syrinx and an independently movable hallux, di-

vided into Heteromeri and Ilomatomeri, accord-
ing to the situation of the main artery of the
thigh, and consisting of the families Xenicidse
(New Zealand), Philepittidm (Madagascar),
Pittidse (Ethiopian, Oriental, and Australian),
and the American Tyrannidee, Pipridse, Cotin-

l/idse, and Phytotomidm. Nine tenths of the
species are American, and most of these Neo-
tropical,

tyrannous (tir'a-nus), a. [< tyran + -oua.']

Of tyrannical character or quality; given to or
marked by tyranny ; harshly despotic.

And, like the iyranrums breathing of the north.
Shakes all our buds from growing.

Shak., Cymbellne, 1. 3. 36.

And now the storm-blast came, and he
Was tyrannotis and strong.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, L

t3rrannously (tir'a-nus-li), adv. In a tyran-

nous manner; wit!fi tyrannical force or intent;

despotically; cruelly.

There, being both together In the floud.

They each at other tyrannotisly flew.

.Spenser, F. Q., V. il. 13.

Julius before his Death tyramwtialy had made himself
Emperor of the Roman Commonwealth.

MUlon, Hist. Eng., IL

Tjrrannula (ti-ran'u-la), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1H27), dim. of Ttjrannus, q. v.] 1. A genus of

tyrannuline flycatchers, the type of which is

T. harbata. It has been loosely used for many small
olivace<»us species now distributed in different genera.
Owing to its similarity to the name Tyrannidus of prior

date, it Is now disusccf. the species properly belonging to

Tyranntda lieing called Myiobius.

2. [/. c] A small tyrant-ftycatoher of the above
or some related genus; a tyrannuline.

tyrannuUne (ti-ran'u-lin), a. and n. .[< Ty-

rannula + -i«fl.] I. a. Pertaining or related

tyranny

to the tyrannulas, or small tyrant-flycatchers,
as distinguished from the larger or tyrannine
form.s.

II. n. A little olivaceous flycatcher; a mem-
ber of the genus Tyranmda, or some similar
bird. They are such as those figured under
Contoptis, Empidonax, &uA pewit.

Tyrannulus (ti-ran'u-lus), n. [NL. (Vieillot,

1816), dim. of Tyrannns, q. v.] A genus of very
small tyrant-flycatchers of tropical America,
of the subfamily Elxniinse. The type Is T. ela-

ttts, the so-called gold-naped wren of early writers, about

Tyrannulus elatus.

23 inches long, with yellow crest, white throat, and short
bill, tail, and wings, inhabiting the valley of the Amazon,
and found northwai'd to Panama.

Tyrannus (tl-ran'us), «. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),

< L. (i^raHWHS, tyrant: see tyrant.'] The name-
giving genus of Tyrantiidse, formerly loosely ex-

tended to embrace most of the larger species

then known (so named from their irritable or
irascible disposition and their tendency to tyr-

annize over other birds), now restricted to a
few large stout flycatchers like the common
king-bird or bee-martin of the United States,

T. tyrannus, T.pipiri, T. intrepidns, or T. caroli-

nensis. They have the head with a vertical crest, the bill

stout, hooked, and well-ljristled, several outer primaries
eraarginate, the tail even or emarglnate, and the coloration

black and white, or gray and white, or olive and yellow.
The gray king-bird of the West Indies and southern United
States iT. dmiiiniceims or T. yrisetis), the Arkansas fly-

catcher (T. verticalis)oi the Western States and Territories,

Cassin's and Couch's flycatchers of the .'Southwestern States

and southward (T. vociferatts and T. tnelanchoticus), are ad-

ditional examples; and others occur in the West Indies
and Central and South America. See cut under kitig-bird.

tyranny (tir'a^ni), n.
;
pi. tyrannies (-niz). [<

ME. tirannyeji OF. (and F.) tyrannic = Pr. ti-

rannia = Sp. Urania = Pg. tyrannia = It. tiran-

nia, < ML. tyrannia, tyrania, < Gr. rvpawia, tv-

pavvic, tyranny, < Tvpavvoc^ a tyrant : see tyrant.']

1. The rule of a tyrant m the ancient sense;
the personal government of one of the Greek
tyrants; a state or government having an un-
controlled ruler bearing the title of tyrant.

His [Cypselus'sl moderation and clemency are allowed
by all ; yet he is universally called by the (irecian writers •

Tyrant of Corinth, and his government a Tyranny.
J. Adatns, Works, IV. 607.

One might have thought . . . that, amid the endless
changes that went on among the small commonwealths
and tyrannies of that region, it would have been easier for

the Republic to establish its dominion there than to es-

tablish it over great cities like Padua and \'erona.

E. A. Frcetnan, Venice, p. 288.

2. The office or incumbency of a tyrant; a ty-

rant's administration or tenure ; the system of

government by tyrants.

Aristotle . . . assigns to the tyranny of Perlander a
duration of 44 years.

Smith's Diet. Or. and Bom. Biog., III. 191.

Hence— 3. A tyrannical government; a law-
less autocracy or despotism.

Polyblus, ... In the Sixth Book of his History, says

thus :
" When Princes began to Indulge their own Lusts

and sensual Appetites, then Kingdoms were turned Into

so many Tyrantiies." MUton, Answer to Salmaslus.

4. Arbitrary or unrestrained exercise of power;
despotic abuse of authority; unmerciful rule.

Insulting tyranny begins to jet

Upon the Innocent and aweless throne.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 4. 61.

Tlie tyranny of wealthy and powerful subjects was the

characteristic evil of the times.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist

5. A tyrannical action or proceeding; an in-

stance of despotic rule or conduct.

My meditations are how to revenge
Thy bloody tyrannies. Lust's Dotninian, v. 2.

'Tis a tyranny
Over an humble and obedient sweetness
Ungently to insult. Ford, Lady's Trial, v. %
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6. Severity; harshness; stringency.

The tyranny of the open night 's too rough
For nature to endure. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 2.

=SyiL 1. De^potmn, Autocracy, etc. See dfiepotism.—i,
Oppre^on, Despotigm, etc. See oppreseion.

tyrant (ti'rant), «. [Early mod. E. also tirant,

also tijriui, tyranny ; < ME. tyrant, tirant, ty-

raunt, tiraunt, also tyran, tiran, < OF. tirant

(with unorig -t), tiran, tyran, F. tyran = Pr.
tiran = Sp. tirano = Pg. tyranno = It. tiranno
= D. tiran, tyran = G. Sw. tyrann = Dan. ty-

ran, < L. tyrannus, < Gr. rvpamo^, lord, master,
sovereign, tyrant; root unknown.] 1. In an-
cient Greece, an irresponsible chief or magis-
trate with unlimited powers, owing his office

primarily to insurrection or usuipation. The
first tyrants, so called, were generally the leaders of ris-

ings against the oligarchies during the seventh and sixth
centuries B. c. They ruled with the popular consent in

neaily all the Greek states and colonies at one time or
another, transmitting their power to their heirs until
democracies or new oligarchies overthrew them. Others
raised themselves to the position by direct conquest or
conspiracy. The arbitrary government of the tyrants
was sometimes beneficent, but more often extremely
oppressive and cruel. The typical tyrant in the latter
sense of the word was Dionysiua the Elder, of Syracuse
(405-367 B. C).

The tyrant of the Chersonese
Was freedom's best and bravest friend

;

That tyrant was Miltiades

!

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 8&.(8ong).

Hence— 2. A wilfully arbitrary monarch or
person in authority ; a ruler or master who uses
his power cruelly or oppressively ; any person
who treats those bound to him in any way as
slaves to his wUl; an autocratic oppressor.

Let us define a Tyrant, not according to vulgar conceits,
but the judgment of Aristotle, and of all Learned Men.
He is a Tyrant who regards his own welfare and profit

only, and not that of the People.
Milton, Ans. to Salmaslus, xii.

A tyrant cannot reign and oppress by his single force

;

he must really interest, and interest prodigiously, a suffi-

cient number of subordinate tyrants in the duration of his
power. Ames, Works, II. 280.

3. A tyrannical or compulsory influence ; some-
thing that constrains the will inexorably; an
overruling power.

For lordly love is such a Tyvanne fell

That where he rules all power he doth expell.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

Thought emancipated itself from expression without
becoming its tyrant.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 326.

4. In ornith., a tyrant-flycatcher; one of the
Tyrannidee—Bald tyrant. Same as baldhead, s.~
The Thirty TjrrantS, a committee of thirty sympathizers
with the oligarchs and with Sparta, who ruled Athens with
absolute power 404-403 B. c. They were overthrown by
the democracy under Thrasybulus.

tyrantt (ti'rant), V. [Early mod. E. also tyran;
< tyrant, «.] I. trans. To tyrannize over.

What glorie or what guerdon hast thou [Love] found
In feeble Ladies tyranning so sore?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. Til. 1.

H. intrans. To play the tyrant ; tyrannize

:

sometimes with indefinite it.

This encouraged the Irish grandees (their O'a and Mac's)
to rant and tyrant it in their respective seignories.

Fuller, Worthies, Buckinghamshire, I. 203.

t3rrant-bird (ti'rant -herd), )(. A tyrant-fly-

catcher.

tyrant-chat (ti'rant-chat), n. Some tyrant-fly-

catcher which resembles or suggests a chat.

tyrant-flycatcher (ti'rant-fli"kach-6r), m. Aty-
rant-bird ; any member of the Tyrannidee.

tyrantlyt (ti'rant-li), adv. [< ME. tyrauntly;

< tyrant + -ty^.} In the manner of a tyrant

;

tyrannically.

He afikyde me tyrauntly tribute of Rome,
That tenefully tynt was in tyme of myne elders.

MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 271.

tj^rantryt (ti'rant-ri), n. Same as tyranny.

U'ydif, :i Ki. [I'tCi.] xvi. 20.

tyrant-shrike (ti'rant-shrik), «. One of the
larger tyrant-flycatchers with a stout bill resem-
bling a shrike's, as any species of the genus Ty-
rannus proper, like the king-bird or bee-martin.
Some of these used to be placed in the genus
Lanius, being mistaken for shrikes. See cut
under king-bird.

tyrant-wren (ti'rant-ren), n. One of the smaller
tyrant-tiycatchers, as a species of Tyrannulus,
resembling a wren in some respects. See out
under Tyrannulv^.

tyre^t. An obsolete spelling of tire.
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tsrre'^ (tir), ». [E. Ind.] A preparation of milk
and rice used by the East Indians.

tjrremesis (tj-rem'e-sis), n. [< Gr. rvpdq, cheese,
-f- ifitai(, vomiting: see etnesis.l Vomiting of
cheesy or curdy matters. Also tyrosis.

Tyrian (tir'i-an), a. and n. {= F. Tyrien, < L.
l)/rius, < Gr. 'ivpioc;, < Tvpoc, L. Tyrus, Tyre (see
def.).] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the ancient
city and state of Tyre in Phenioia, on the Med-
iterranean.— 2. Of a purple color characteris-
tic of Tyre— Tyrian Cynosure, the constellation Ursa
Minor, anciently called the Cynosure, which served as a
guide to the Tyrians in their long voyages.

And thou shall be our star of Arcady,
Or Tyrian cynosure. Milton, Comus, 1. 342.

Tyrian purple. See purple.

II. n. A native of i'yre.

tyriasis (ti-ri'a-sis), n. [< Gr. rvpdg, cheese,
-\- -iajiis.1 1. Elephantiasis Arabum.— 2. Fall-
ing ofl: of the hair; alopecia.

tyrite (ti'rit), «. [< Icel. Tyr, Tyr (see Tyr), -H

-ite^.'] A variety of fergusonite found near
Arendal in Norway.

t3nrO (ti'ro), n. [Formerly, and prop., tiro ; < L.
tiro, misspelled tyro, a newly levied soldier, a
young soldier.] A beginner in learning any-
thing ; one who is employed in learning or who
has mastered the rudiments only of any branch
of knowledge ; a novice.

There stands a structure on a rising hill.

Where tyros take their freedom out to kUl.

Qarth, Dispensary, iii.

tyrociniumt (ti-ro-sin'i-um), n. Same as ty-

rociny. Gayton. ' Compare tirocinium.

tyrociny (ti-ros'i-ni), n. [Prop, "tirociny; < L.
tirocinium, first service or trial, < tiro, a newly
levied soldier: see tyro.'\ The state of being a
tyro, beginner, or learner; pupilage; appren-
ticeship ; unskilled effort.

To thee I write my Apotheosie,
Maecenas, strengthen ray Tyrocinie.

Toumeur, Trans. Metamorphosis, Ded.

Tyroglyphidse (ti-ro-glif'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tyroglyphus + -idx.] A family of atracheate
Acarina, typified by the genus Tyroglyphus,
They all have eight legs developed, of five joints apiece,

chelate mandibles, skeleton composed of sclerites in a
soft skin, and two front pairs of legs set below the body.
The Tyroglyphidm are usually parasitic during the curious
hypopial sts^je, although they do not seem to require any
nutriment from the host ; and some species would appear
to be parasitic in the adult stage, as Glyciphagiis balxna-
rum. The related families Sarcoptidse and Myohiidx are
strictly parasitic during every stage of their existence.

Tyroglyphus (ti-rog'li-fus), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1796), < Gr. Tvp6(, cheese, + jjiv(l>eiv,

carve.] A notable genus of acarids or mites,
typical of the family TyroglyjiMdee, having a
tarsal claw and a sucker. Those of the subgenus
Rhizoglyphxts feed upon vegetable products, and comprise

Phylloxera-mite (Tyrof^Iyphus phylloxerte').

a, dorsal view of female ; *, ventral view of female ; f, mouth-parts

;

rf, /, g, h, forms of tarsal appendages ; t, ventral tubercles of male.
(All the figures are nmch enlarjfed.J

about a dozen species. Those of Tyroglyphus proper feed
upon animal products, and include among others the well-

known cheese-mites, T. siro and T. longior— the latter

feeding also upon farinaceous substances. (See cut under
JUmr-mite.) T. phylloxeree preys upon the grape-vine
phylloxera ; T. entomophagus is a well-known pest in ento-
mological collections.

l^oler (ti-ro'l^r), n. [< G. Tyroler, Tiroler, a
Tyrolese, < Tyrol, Tirol, Tyrol: see Tyrolese.]

A native of Tyrol ; a Tyrolese. [Rare.]

Tyrolese (tir-o-les' or -lez'), a. and n. [< Tyrol
(G. Tirol, and improperly Tyrol) + -ese.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Tyrol (often called the
Tyrol), an Alpine province forming with Vor-
arlberg a crownland of the Cisleithan division
of Austria-Hungary.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or the natives
of Tyrol.

tzopilotl

Tjnrolienne (ti-ro-li-en'), «. [F., fem. of Tyro-

licn, of or pertaining to Tyrol, < Tyrol, Tyrol.]

A dance of the Tyrolese peasants, or a song or

melody suitable for such a dance. The charac-
teristic folk-songs of Tyrol abound in yodels.

tyroline (tir'o-lin), «. A violet dye produced
by treatment of aniline ; aniline \'iolet. I're,

Diet., HI. 1050.

tyrolite (tir'6-lit), n. [Also tirolite; < Tyrol
+ -ite^.'] A liydrous arseniate of copper, oo-

cuning in orthorhombie crystals and in aggre-
gates having a foliated micaceous structure.
It is very soft, sectile. and flexible in tliin scales, and has
a bluish-green color. It is known from a number of local-'

ities, but is named from that at Falkenstein in Tyrol.

tyroma (ti-ro'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. TvpoQ, cheese.]
Falling off of tlio hair; alopecia.

tyrouism (ti'r6-nizm\ n. [< tyro{n-) + -ism.']

The state of being a tyro. Also tironism.

tyrosin (ti'ro-sin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. rfpof, cheese,
4- -jh2.] a white crystalline body, odorless,

and insoluble in cold water, having the formula
C9H11NO3. It is an amido-acid, and forms salts with
both acids and bases. It is a product of the decomposi-
tion of proteids, either by the ferment trypsin, by putre-
faction, or by boiling with acids.

tyrosis (ti-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. rvpof, cheese,
+ -osis.'] 1. Same as tyremesis.— 2. The curd-
ling of milk.

tyrothrix (ti'ro-thriks), «. [NL., < Gr. Tvp6(,

cheese, + dpi^j hair.] A bacterium found in

cheese.

tyrotoxicon (ti-ro-tok'si-kon), n. [NL., < Gr.

Tvp6c, cheese, + to^ik6v, poison.] A ptomaine
produced in milk or cheese, the cause of the
symptoms of poisoning occasionally observed
to follow the eating of ice-cream. It is either

identical with or closely related to diazobenzol.

Tyrrel's case. See ca«ei.

Tyrrel's fascia. The rectovesical fascia.

Tjrrrel's hook. A fine hook used in certain oper-
ations on the eye for drawing forward the iris.

Tyrrhene (ti-ren'), a. [< L. TyrrhcnusA Gr. Tvp-

pTfvoc, < Tvppr/via, the Gr. name of Etruria or Tus-
cany.] Same as Tyrrhenian.

Tyrrhenian (ti-re'ni-an), a. and n. [< Tyrrhene
•+ -»a«.] I. a. Etruscan: used poetically, or in

connection with subjects having some Greek
relation or bearing Tyrrhenian Sea, a name still

used for that part of the Mediterranean which lies be-
tween Tuscany and the mainland southward and the isl-

ands of Sardinia and Corsica.

II. n. An Etruscan.
tyrritt, »!• An old spelling of tirret.

ifyrtaean (tfer-te'an), a. [< L. Tyrteetts, < Gr.

IvpTaioi, Tyrt8Bus"(seedef.), + -««.] Of or per-

taining to Tyrtteus, a Greek poet of the sev-

enth century B. c, who wrote marching-songs
and elegiac exhortations for the Spartans.

tysant, n. A variant of tisane.

Tysonian (ti-s6'ni-an), a. [< T;/son (see def.)

+ -ian.~\ Of or pertaining to, or named after,

the anatomist Tyson: specifying the preputial

glands or follicles which secrete the sebaceous
substance smegma.
tysonite (ti'son-it), n. [After S. T. Tysoti, the
discoverer.] A rare fluorid of the cerium met-
als, occurring in hexagonal crystals and mas-
sive, of a wa.x-yellow color: found in Colo-

rado.

Tyson's glands. See gland and Tysonian.

tyssewt, n. An old spelling of tissue.

tystie (tis'ti), n. The black guillemot, Uria
grylle. See cut under guillemot. [Orkney and
Shetland.]

tytt, tytet, tjrttet, adv. Obsolete spellings of

tite^.

tythet, "• and r. An obsolete spelling of tithe^.

tythingt, «. An obsolete spelling of tithing^.

tythingst, ». An obsolete form of tidings. See
tiding.

Tyzack's anchor. See anchor, 1.

tzar, tzarina, etc. See cear, etc.

tzetze, tzetse, n. See tsetse.

Tzigany (tsig'a-ni), n. and a. [Hung. Cigany,

Tzigany (cf. It. Zingano, Zingaro, G. Zigeuner,

etc.), (jipsy: see under Gips^.] I. n. A Hun-
garian Gipsy.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Hungarian Gipsies

:

used in English chiefly with reference to their

music.
tzopilotl (tso'pi-lotl), n. [Mex.] Same as

gopilote.
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Uckewallist

Uckewallist (uk-e-wol'ist), n. [< Ucke WaUis
(or Wallcs), of Friesland, + -ist.'] A member
of a Meimonite sect which held that Judas and
the murderers of Christ will probably be saved
because of their ignorance.

uda (O'dil), H. [Hind. M(?a, purple.] A peculiar
purplish brown used in the decoration of Hin-
du pottery; also, certain glazed ware painted
with it.

udal (ii'dal), a. and n. [Also oddl ; < Icel. othal

= Norw. oM, allodium, patrimony, = OHG. uo-

dil, nodal, odhil, farm, homestead, = OS. twdhil,

odhil, othil = AS. ethel, hereditary possession,

home: see allodium, athcl, and Odelstliiiig.'i I.

a. Noting that right in land which prevailed in

northern Europe before the introduction of the

feudal system. Udal tenure still prevafla in Orkney
and Shetland. This t«nure, which was completed by un-
disturbed possession provable by witnesses, has been held
by the Scotch Court of Session to be the same as allodial.

Also odal.

The homestead of the original settler, . . . with the
share of arable and appurtenant common rights, bore
among the northern nations the name of Odal, or Edhel.

Stubbs, Const, ilist., § 24.

II. «. An allodium ; a freehold.

ndaler, udaller (ii'dal-er), ». [< udal + -crl.]

One who holds property by udal right ; a free-

holder without feudal dependencies. Also
odaller.

The Udallers are the allodial possessors of Zetland, who
hold their possessions under the old Norwegian law, in-

stead of the feudal tenures introduced among them from
Scotland. Scott, Pirate, i., note.

udalman (u'dal-man), n.
;
pi. udalmen (-men).

Same as udaler.

udder (ud'er), n. [< ME. *udder, uddyr, iddyr,

< AS. uder (udr-) = OFries. uder = MD. uyder,

uder, later uider, uir, D. uijer = OHG. utar,

MH(i. iuter, uter, G. enter= Icel.jugr (for *judr)

= Sw. jufoer,jur (> E. dial, yure) = Dan. yver =
Gael. Ir. uth = L. uber (for *udher) = Gr. ovBap

(oWaT-), .^olie ov(pap = Skt. udhar, udhan, ud-
der: root unknown. Cf. uberous, exuberant, etc.]

The mammary glands of cattle and various other
animals, especially when large and baggy and
with more than one teat, as two or four; the
milk-bag. Single glands with one nipple apiece
are more frequently called teat or dug.

A lioness, with udders all drawn dry.

Lay couching, head on ground.
Shak. , As you Like it, iv. 3. 115.

ndder-cloud (ud'6r-kloud), k. A cloud consist-

ing of a group of udder-shaped festoons falling

from cumulus or strato-eumulus clouds, partic-

ularly in the immediate rear of summer storms.
Also called rain-balls.

Ilddered (ud'ferd), a. [< udder + -ed^.] Hav-
ing an udder or udders: as, "the udder'd cow,"
Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday.

udderfol (ud'er-ful), o. [< udder + -ful.'] Hav-
ing a full udder. G. Meredith, The Egoist, Prel.

udderless (ud'er-les), a. [< udder + -less.'\

Having no udder to suek ; hence, without food,

or motherless, as a young animal. [Rare.]

Gentle girls who foster up
Udderless lambs. Keats, Endyraion, i.

udometer (u-dom'e-ter), n. [= F. udomHre =
Sp. udometro, < L. udus, moist, damp (for "uvi-

dus, < 'uvere, be wet or humid, ppr. uveas, wet:
see humid), + Gr. fihpov, measure.] A plu-

viometer; a rain-gage. See cut xaiAeT pluvi-

ometer.

udometric (u-do-met'rik), a. [< udometer + -ic]

Pertaining to or made by means of a udometer.
'udsbloodt, iiiterj. See 'sblood.

Uds blood, ni lay him cross upon his coxscomb next
day. Vekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

'udsfoott, interj. See 'sfoot.

'Udsfooi, I am monstrous angry with myself!
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iy. 8.

TU; (ug), n. [Also ugg ; < ME. ugge, < Icel. uggr,

fear, akin to ogn (= Goth, ogan), fear, terror,

agi (= Goth, agis = AS. ege), terror: see aioci.

Hence ug, v., ugly, ugsome.'] If. Fear; horror.
— 2. A surfeit. [Prov. Eng.]
Ug (ug), V. i. [Also ugg; < ME. uggen, < Icel.

ugga, fear, < uggr, fear: see ug, n.] 1. To fear;

feel horror; shudder with horror. Prompt.
Parv., p. 509. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. To feel re-

pugnance. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

And thare was so mekiUe folke dede in that bataile that
the sone wexe eclinte, and withdrewe his lighte, ugyande
for to see so mekilie scheddynge of blude.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 10. (UalUwell.)

For tha paynes ar so felle and harde,
AIb yhe sal here be redd eftyrwarde.
That ilk man may Uf/ge bothe yhowng and awlde
That heres thaime be reherced and tawlde.

Ilampole, MS. Bowes, p. 189. (UalUwell.)

6568

Uggingt (ug'ing), n. [ME. ugging; verbal n. of

ng, ('.] Horror.
Uggtir-oil (ug'er-oil), n. [< uggur, < Hind, agar,

wood of aloes, < Skt. aguru, agalloehum : see

agallocltum.'i An Oriental perfume oil distilled

from agalloehum.
Ugh (u), interj. An expression of horror or aver-
sion, usually accompanied by a shudder.

Uglesomet (ug'l-sum), a. [Formerly also uggle-

some ; also dial, uglysome; < ugly + -some. Cf.

ugsome.'] Ugly: as, an ttjrtesome countenance.
Latimer, 7th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Her body being straight waies changed into blew and
black colours most ugglesmne to behold.

Stubbes, Anatomic of Abuses (1595), p. 43.

Uglification (ug"li-fi-ka'shon), «. [< uglify (see

-fication).~\ The process of uglifying or disfigur-

ing. Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, ix.

[Humorous.]
Uglify (ug'li-fi), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. uglified, ppr.

uglifying. i< ugly + -fy .] To make ugly; dis-

figure.

It defourmeth and uglyfyeth the skinne.
Touchstone of Complexions, p. 117. {Davies.)

She [Mrs. Crewe] is certainly, in my eyes, the most com-
pletely a beauty of any woman I ever saw. . . . She ugli-

fies everything near her. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 417.

A protest against that uglifying process by which women
are coaxed into resignation to old age and death.

New Princeton Rev., I. 107.

Uglily (ug'li-li), adj). In an ugly manner; with
deformity. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Ugliness (ug'li-nes), n. [< ME. uglincs, uglynes,

uggclynesse ; < ugly + -iiess.] The property or

character of being ugly, in any sense.

Vice in its own pure native ugliness. Crabhe.

The features of his countenance were irregular, even to

ugliness. Scott, Quentin Durward, viii.

= Syn. See ugly.

Ugly (ug'li), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also ougly;

< ME. ugly, uggely, uglike, < Icel. uggligr, fear-

ful, to be dreaded, < uggr, fear, + -ligr = E. -?!/l

:

see tig, n., and -ly'^. Ct. Icel. ygligr, terrible, <

ygr, fierce.] I. a. 1. Unpleasing or repulsive

in appearance; offensive to the sight; of very
disagreeable aspect.

The heuen was vphalt, liot vgly ther vnder.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2078.

Full vgly and ful ill is it.

That was ful faire and fresshe before.
York Plays, p. 83.

O, I have pass'd a miserable night,

So full of ugly sights, of ghastly dreams

!

Shak., Kich. III., i. 4. 3.

My house was considered the ugliest in the county, but
all admitted it was one of the most comfortable.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vii.

2. Morally repulsive or deformed ; hideous

;

base; vile.
How base and ugly

Ingratitude appears, with all her profits!

Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 3.

The supervisor represents the very ugliest side of federal

supremacy ; he belongs to the least liked branch of the
civil service. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., i.

3. Disagreeable; offensive; suggestive of or

threatening evil ; associated with disadvantage
or danger: as, an ugly rumor of defeat.

Thay wern wakened al wrank that therin won lenged.

Of on the vglokest vnhap that euer on erd suffred.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 892.

t^p came their murderous deeds of old,

The grisly story Chaucer told.

And many an ugly tale beside.
0. W. Holines, At the Pantomime.

An ugly thrill spread from the spot he touched.
R. L. Stevenson, Will o' the MiU.

It was as ugly a little promenade as I ever undertook.
J. W. De Forest, Harper's Mag., XXXV. 341.

4. ni-natured; cross-grained; quarrelsome; ill-

conditioned. [U. S.]

He was jest the crosses!, ugliest critter that ever ye see,

and he was ugly jest for the sake o' ugliness.

U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 196.

5. Threatening painful or fatal consequences

;

dangerous: as, an tigly blow; an u{/ly cut—An
ugly customer, a troublesome or dangerous person. [Col-

loq.l

He must have been a hard hitter if he boxed as he
preached— what "The Fancy" would call "an ugly cus-

tomer." Dr. J. Brown, Eab and His Friends, p. 6.

The Ugly man, of three persons concerned in garroting,

the one who actually commits the crime, and whose es-

cape is covered by the pals known as fore-stall and back-

stall. Also called ?M«(t/-jnon. [Thieves' slang.l=Syn. 1.

Unsightly, homely, ill-favored, hard-favored, hideous.—4.

Cross, sulky, morose, ill-tempered, crabbed.

II. w.; pi. uglies (-liz). 1. An ugly person.

[Colloq.]

There were all the beauties, and all the diamonds, and
not a few of the uglies of London.

Walpde, Letters, II. 422.

Ujimyia

2. A shade for the eyes worn as an appendage
to the bonnet by women about the middle of
the nineteenth century. It was generally of

the character of a calash, but smaller. See
sunshade (b).

"Cab-heads, hoods, what do you call 'em?" he asked
of Miss Kicklebury. Indeed, she and her sister wore a
couple of those blue silk over-bonnets which have lately

become the fashion. . . . "Those hoods," she said—"we
call those hoods Uglies

!

"

Thackeray, Kickleburys on the Rhine.

Plug ugly. A plug ugly.

Uglyt (ug'li), «!. «. l<ugly,a.'] To make ugly;
disfigure ; uglify. [Rare.]

It is impossible I should love him ; for his vices all ugly
him over, as I may say. Richardson, Pamela, I. 220.

XJgrian (o'gri-an), a. [From the name of a
Finnish tribe.] Noting the Finno-Hungarian
group of languages, comprising the tongues of

the Lapps, Finns, and Magyars or Hungarians.
It is a branch of the Ural-Altaic family.

Ugric (o'grik), a. Same as Ugrian.

XJgro-Altaic (o'gr6-al-ta''ik),a. Same as Ural-
Altaic. See Altaic. A'ato'P, XXXIV. 41.

Ugsome (ug'sum), a. [< ME. ugsom; < ug, n.,

+ -some.] Ugly; hideous; disgusting; loath-
some. [Obsolete or provincial.]

An ugsom. noyse, that noyet the pepull.
With wepyng and waile wo to beholde.

Destruct/on of Troy (E. E. T. a), L 137S4.

Since she has kiss'd your ugsome mouth.
She never shall kiss mine.

Sir Hugh le Blond (Child's Ballads, HI. 266)i

Ugsomeness (ug'sum-nes), n. The state of be-
ing ugsome ; ugliness. Bj). Fisher, Seven Peni-
tential Psalms, Ps. xxxviii. [Now only pro-
vincial.]

uhlan, ulan (6'lan or ii'lan), n. [= F. uhlan,
hulan, houlan,<. d. uhlan, uhlane, ulane, a lancer,

< Pol. ulan, hulan (barred I) = Bohem. ulan,

hulan, a lancer, uhlan, < Turk, oglan, oglan,

oghlan, in popular pron. ohm, a son, boy, lad,

servant, < Tatar oglan, a son, child (formerly
used as a title of princes) ; cf . Turk, ogul, ogul,

oghl, < Tatar ogul, a son.] A soldier mounted
and armed with a lance, and wearing a kind of

semi-Oriental dress with loose hanging sleeves

and very baggy trousers : originally known in

the eastern countries of Europe. Uhlans were
armed with a curved simitar besides the lance. Under
Marshal Saxe, a corps of uhlans was teniporaiily estab-

lished in the French army. At the present time the name
is given to light cavalry armed with the lance ; the Prus-
sian uhlans are especi^y renowned.

Uigurian (wi-go'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining to

a tribe of the Turkish race called Uigurs. Eneyc.

Brit., XVI. 750.

uintahite (u-in'ta-hit), n. [< Uintah (see def.)

-I- -ite2.] A native hydrocarbon resembling
asphaltum, found in considerable deposits in

the Uintah Mountains in Utah. It is black, lus-

trous, breaks with a conchoidal fracture, fuses in a candle-

flame, and burns, giving a bright flame, like sealing-wax.

It has also been called gilsonite.

Uintatheriidse (u-in'ta-the-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Uintutherium + -idse.] A family of fossil pe-

rissodactylmammals of huge size, from the low-

er Tertiary formations of the western United
States, representing an order Dinocerata, wide-
ly distinct from any of the existing perissodac-

tyls: named from the genus f7t«tot/imM»i. See
cut under Dinoceras.

ITintatherium (li-in-ta-the'ri-um), «. [NL.
(Leidy, 1872), < Vintak{t\ie Uintah Mountains
in Utah) + Gr. drjpiov, a wild beast.] 1. The
typical genus of Uintatheriidx, originally based
on fragmentary material, and now believed to

be synonymous with IHnoccras of same osten-

sible date.— 2. \l. c] An animal of this genus.

uji (o'ji), ». [< Jap. vji, maggot.] A disease of

the silkworm of commerce, occurring in Japan,

due to the attacks of a tachinid fly, Ujimyia (or

LesHa) sericaria. See Ujimyia.

uji-fly (o'ji-fll), n. A dipterous insect of the

tachinid genus Ujimyia (or LesVia), U. seri-

caria, whose larva is the silkworm-parasite of

Japan.
Ujimyia (ii-ji-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Rondani, 1870,

as Ugimyia), < Jap."»y(, maggot, + Gr. fivia, fly.]

A genus of tachinid flies, perhaps synony-

mous with Lcs-

Icia, erected for

the uji-fly of

Japan, U. seri-

earia. This fly is

said by Sasaki to
possess the abnor-
mal habit of depos-
iting its eggs upon ,' '/.

the mulbelTy-leaf, w fc

which is then eaten Uji-fly {Ujimyia uricttria), natural size

I
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by the silkworm, the eggs hatching and the larvae de-

veloping within the body of the latter, instead of, as is

usual with tachina-flies, laying its eggs upon the body of

the worm. See Leskia,

U. K. An abbreviation of United Kingdom (of

Great Britain and Ireland).

ukase (u-kas'), «. [= F. ukase, oukase = Sp.

iic(i.-<e = Pg. ukase = G. ukas, < Russ. ukazu, an
ordinance, edict; cf. ukazuivati, ykazati, show,
indicate, order, prescribe, <.y- + kaMti, show.]

1. An edict or order, legislative or adminis-

trative, emanating from the Russian govern-

ment. Ukases have the force of laws till they are an-

nulled by subsequent decisions. A collection of the ukases

issued at different periods, made by order of the emperor
Nicholas, and supplemented since year by year, constitutes

the legal code of the Russian empire.

In former times, cruel punishments with whips used to

be ordained in episcopal circulars as well as in Imperial
uituxi!. A. J. C. Hare, Bussia, i.

Hence— 2. Any oflScial proclamation.

Lord Canning is probably not nearly as enthusiastic with
respect to the effect of the Proclamation as he was last

March, when he issued his famous ukage to the landlords

of Oude. W. H. RutseO, Diary in India, II. 280.

ulan, n. See uhlan.

ulcer (nl'ser), ». [= F. ulcere = Sp. Pg. ulcera

= It. ulcera, ulcere, ulcero, < L. ulciis {ulcer-),

also hulcus (hulcer-), a sore, ulcer, = Gr. Hkoc,

a wound, sore, ulcer.] 1. A sore in any of

the soft parts of the body, open either to the

surface or to some natural cavity, and attend-

ed with a secretion of pus or some kind of

discharge ; a solution of continuity of the skin

of the body, or of the investing tissue of any
natural cavity, the result of morbid action, not
of mechanical injury nor of a healthy repara-

tive process. A wound may become an ulcer, but is

not such unless disease*! action is set up. An abscess is

an ulceration within the tissue of a part which has formed
a morliid excavation with a contracted oriflee or none. Ul-

cers have been divided into local and coiuttitutwtuil, but
the distinction is not obvious. They are also treated as

simple or specijic sores. Most ulcers are Ixjth constitution-

al and specillc — that is, the local exhibition of a specific

poison which infects the whole system, as the diphtheritic,

the syphilitic, or the carcinomatous ; others are less ob-

viously specific, as the scrofulous or the scorbutic.

2. Hence, figuratively, a sore, blot, stain, or
cause of reproach, in an ethical sense : as, an
ulcer of the body politic.

To feed the living ulcer of a corroding memory.
Burke, Rev. in France.

Aden or Aleppo ulcer, a cutaneous affection occurring
in the East, which, beginning as a small red papule, grows,
suppurates, and finally ulcerates. The etiolojfy is obscure,
and apparently there has been great freedom in the appli-

cation of the name to skin-diseases of this type when oc-

curring in the East. There seems to be no essential dif-

ference in the meaning of the following terms : Delhi boU,

Aleppo evil, Aleppo boil, Aleppo gait, Biskra buUon, Pend-
jeh ulcer, Delhi xnre, Oriental sore, Persian vlcer, and many
others (fualitled liy the name of some Eastern town or coun-
try. Tlu-y are all cla.ssed under the one name etidemie
Ki<»T.- Perforating ulcer of the foot. See per/i/rat-

«'ii<;.—Varicose ulcer, see canowe.— Warty ulcer. See
tcarli^.

ulcer (ul'sfer), V. i. and t. [< OF. ulcerer, P. uJ-

ccrer = Sp. Pg. ulcerar = It. ulcerare, < L. ulee-

rare, make sore, < ulcus (ulcer-), a sore, ulcer:

see ulcer, h.] To ulcerate. Fuller, Holy and
Prijfane State, V. vi. 3. [Kare.]

nlcerable (ul'sSr-a-bl), a. [< ulcer + -able.']

Capable of becoming ulcerated.

ulcerate (ul'sfer-at), v.; pret. and pp. ulcerated,

ppr. ulcerating. [< L. ulceratus, pp. of ulcerare,

make sore : see ulcer, t'.] I. intrans. To form an
ulcer or ulcers; become converted into an ulcer.

n. trans. To affect with, or as with, an ulcer
or ulcers.

Some depend upon the Intemperament of the part ul-

cerated; others upon the continual afflux of the lacerative

humours. Harvey, Consumptions.

His heart was ulcerated with hatred.
Macaulay, Frederic the Qreat

.cerated tooth, a popular term for purulent inflam-
lation c)f the gums alH>ut a decayed, dead, or loose tooth.

.ceration (ul-se-ra'shon), M. [< OF. ulceration,

ulceration = Sp. ulceracion = Pg. ulceracSo
It. ulcerazione, < L. ulceratio{n-), a breaking
t into sores, < ulcerare, pp. ulceratus, make
re: gee ulcer, ulcerate, v. '\ 1. The formation

f an ulcer.— 2. The result of such formation;
,n ulcer.

jtatlve (ul'se-ra-tiv), a. [< OF. ulceratif,

ulceratif = Pr'.' ulceratiu = Sp. It. ulcerativo

;

,8 ulcerate + -ive.'\ 1. Pertaining to or of the
' nature of an ulcer or ulcers.— 2. Causing or pro-

ducing ulcers. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiii. 2.

Tllceratory (ul'se-ra-to-ri), a. [< ulcerate +
-ory.

] IHcerative.

^^^cered (ul'sird), a. [< ulcer + -cd2.] Having
^^Kbecome an ulcer; affected with an ulcer; ul-
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ulcerous (ul's^r-us), a. [< OF. ulcereux, P.

ulcereux = Sp. Pg. It. ulcerosa, < L. ulcerosus,

full of sores, < ulcus (ulcer-), a sore : see ulcer.
'\

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of an ulcer or

ulcers.

She whom the spital-house and ulceroti^ sores
Would cast the gorge at. Shak. , T. of A., iv. 3. 39.

2. Exhibiting ulceration ; affected with an ul-

cer or ulcers.
Strangely-visited people.

All swoln and ulcerous. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 151.

Ulcerous stomatitis. See stomatitis.

ulcerously (ul'ser-us-li), adv. In an ulcerous
manner.
ulcerousness (ul'ser-us-nes), n. The state of

being ulcerous.

ulcuscle (ul'kus-1), n. [< L. ulcusculum, dim. of

ulcus (ulcer-), a sore: see ulcer.'] Same as ul-

cuscule.

ulcuscule (ul-kus'kiil), n. [< L. ulcusculum : see
ulcuscle.] A small ulcer.

ule (ii'le), n. [< Mex. ule, hule, caoutchouc]
The ule-tree.

-ule. [P. -ule = Sp. Pg. -ulo = It. -ulo, -olo, <

L. -ulus, m., -ula, f., -ulum, n., a dim. termina-
tion. Cf. -cule, -de.] A diminutive termina-
tion in many words from the Latin, as in caj>-

sule, glandule, globule, nodule, etc. it often ap-
pears unrecognized as -te, as in circle, scruple, etc! , and in

the original Latin form 'Ulug in calculus, annulus, etc.

It also appears in the compound terminations -cule, -de
(which see). It is much used in the formation of new
terms in zoology and botany.

ulema (o'le-ma), n. [= P. ulema, oulema = Sp.
ulema, < Ar. 'Ulema, pi. of 'alim, learned, one
who knows, < 'alama, know : see alma.] The
Moslem doctors of sacred law and theological

science, especially those belonging to the re-

ligious hierarchy of the Turkislnempire, with
the Sheik ul Islam at their head: a collective

term.

ule-tree (fi'le-tre), n. A Mexican tree, Castilloa

elasticu, from the milky juice of which caout-
chouc is obtained. See cut under Castilloa.

XJlex (u'lekg), n. [NL. (Linnaius, 1737), < L.
ulex, a shrub resembling rosemary; according
to some, furze, or perhaps Anthyllis Herman-
nise.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the
tribe Gcnisteie and subtribe Cythiae ; the furze.
It is distinguished from the related genus Cjftistis by its

deeply two-lippeil membranous and colored calyx. It in-

cludes alK>ut 10 or 12 species, natives of western Europe
or northwestern Africa— one species, U. ruinus, extending
east nearly to Nice ; and another, U. Europseus, perhaps to

a- 'S c
1' lowering Branch of Furze t,UUx Eurofmuj).

a, (lower ; *, fruit ; c, branch with leaves and spines (transformed
branches).

Tuscany. They are spiny shrubs without genuine leaves,

the leaves being reduced to a spine, petiole, or scale. The
yellow flowers are solitary or racemose at the ends of the

branches. For Ulex genistoides (.Stavracanthus aphifllus),

see cross-spine. U. Kurop/eus, which also extends to the
Azores and Canary Islands, and occurs naturalized on high
mountains in Jamaica, is the common furze, gorse, or whin
of Great Britain. See/u«e.

Ulezine (ii'lek-sin), n. [< Vlex + -I«e2.] An
alkaloid prepared from Ulex Europeeus, the
common gorse or furze. It h~'- been employed
as a diuretic in cases of dropsy due to heart-

disease.

ulexite (u'lek-sit), n. [Named after G. L. Ulex,

a German chemist.] A hydrous borate of cal-

cium and sodium, occurring in loose rounded
masses with fibrous structure and white color.

Also called horonatrocalcite, natroborocalcite.

uliginose (u-lij'i-nos), a. [< ME. uliginose, < L.
uliginosus : see uliginous.] 1. Moist; muddy;
uliginous. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.),

XJlmus

p. 180.— 2. In nat. hist., living or growing in

the mud or in muddy places. Also ulignose.

uliginous (ii-lij'i-nus), a. [< P. uUgineux = It.

uliginoso, < L. uliginosus, full of moisture, damp,
< uUgo, moisture, marshiness, for *uviligo, <

uvere, be wet or damp : see humid. Cf . uligi-

nose.] Muddy; oozy; slimy. Woodwart^.

ullage (ul'aj), n. [< OP. eullage, oeillage, "the
filling up of leakie wine vessels" (Cotgrave), <

oeiller, eullicr, auilUer, '

' fill up wine vessels that
have leaked" (Cotgrave), lit. fill to the 'eye' or

bung, < oeil, eye, < L. oculus, eye : see ocular,

eyelet. According to Skeat, the OF. verb is

prob. < OP. cure, ore, border, brim, < L. ora,

brim : see orle.] In com., the wantage of a cask,

or the estimated measure of the empty part of

a cask of liquor.

uUet (ul'et), n. [A dial, form of owlet.] A
howlet or hoot-owl; specifically, the tawny,
brown, or wood owl, Strix (or Syrnium) aluco.

XTllmannia (ul-man'i-a), n. [NL., named after

J. C. Ullmann, a German mineralogist and
statesman (1771-1821).] The name given by
Goppert (in 1850) to a fossil plant previously
considered to belong to the Algse, but now
placed among the conifers. Only leaves and stems
of this plant, found chiefly in the Permian, are as yet
known, which is placed by Schenk, together with Walchia
and Pafjiophijllum, in the family Waichiese.

ullmannite (ul'man-it), n. [Named after J. C.

Ullmann: see Ullmatinia.] A sulphid of nickel

and antimony, part of the latter being fre-

quently replaced by arsenic. It generally oc-

curs massive with a granular structure, and is

of a gray color with a metallic luster.

XJUoa's circle. See circle of Ulloa, under circle.

TTlmacese (ul-mii'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Mirbel,

1815), < Ulmus + -acem.] A former order of

plants, the elm family, consisting of the two
tribes Ulmese and Celtidem, both now classed

under the order Urticacese.

ulmaceous (ul-ma'shius), a. In hot., of or per-

taining to the Vlmaceas.

Ulmese (id'me-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley, 1847), <

Ulmus + -ex.] A tribe of trees, the elm tribe, of

the order Urticaceee. it is characterized by erect an-

thers, two stigmatose style-branches, a straight embryo
with broad cotyledons, flower-buds produced on leafless

yearly brandies, and a compressed fruit with ol»lique apex,

commonly a dry samara. The tribe includes, besides the

type genus ITltnus, three monotypic genera— two of India
and Brazil, and one, Plattera, native in the United States.

ulmic (ul'mik), a. [< L. ulmus, elm, + -ic]

Noting an acid found in earth-mold, a product
of the decay of vegetable matter. See ulmin.

ulmln (ul'min), n. [< L. ulmus, elm, -f- -i«2.]

1 . A name given to various substances which
are present in vegetable mold, peat, etc. The
name has also been applied to a dark-nrown substance
which exudes from the elm, oak, and various other trees.

It has also been called humus, humin, yein. See humus.

2. A brown substance produced by the action
of strong acids or alkalis on various organic
bodies, especially by heating treacle or alcohol
with strong sulphuric acid, thoroughly wash-
ing the residue with water, then triturating it

with gum, and drying the mixture.
ulmo (ul'mo), n. A rosaceous tree of Chili:

same as mtiermo.

ulmous (ul'mus), a. [< L. ulmus, elm, -I- -ous.]

In chem., noting a group of brown or black sub-
stances in which ulmin or ulmic acid is pres-

ent, occurring in vegetable mold, peat, etc;

humous.
Ulmus (ul'mus), m. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700),

< L. ulmus, elm: see elm.] A genus of trees,

the elms, type of the tribe Ulmese in the order
Urticacese. it is characterized by a stalked fruit sur-

rounded with a broad wing, and containing flat cotyledons.
There are aljout 16 species, widely scattered through the
north temperate regions, extending in Asia to mountains
within the tropics. They bear alternate serrate two-
ranked feather-veined leaves on slender atid often re-

curving branches which form a graceful flat spray. The
flower-clusters contain numerous small apetalous flowers,

almost all perfect or mainly stamlnate, in 4 North Amer-
ican species preceding the leaves, and followed by disk-

like notched and veiny samaras, which fall as the leaves

expand. (See cut under samara.) Several other species

are evergreen and late-flowering, as U. parvifolia of

China and Japan. Five species occur in the United
States (for which see elm, slippery-elm, rock-elm, and
wahno). Three species occur in Europe, all of them ex-

tending into Asia— IT. campestris, the common Old World
elm (see cut under elm), parent of very numerous cul-

tivated varieties; II. efum (U. pedurumlata). the water-

elm of central Europe ; and U. montana, the wych-elm,
the only one thought to be native to Great Britain. U.

AmericarM, U. effusa, and also U. WaUichiana, the Hima-
layan elm, sometimes reach a very large size, from 90 to

100 feet high, and 7 to 8 feet in diameter. U. pumila, the
dwarf elm of Siberia, a very low shrub, forms the other
extreme of the genus. 17. effusa, the common village elm
of lYussia, is peculiar in forming sharp ribs about its base
in old age, which serve as natural buttresses.



ulna

Tllna (ul'nft), M.; pi. iilnse (-ne). [NL.,< L. ulna
= Gr. u/fw/, elbow : see ell^.'] 1. The inner
one of the two bones of the forearm, between
the elbow ajid the wrist, the other being the
radius; the bone which makes a strict hinge-
joint at the elbow with the humerus, and about
which the radius revolves in pronation and
supifiation, when the ulna reaches to the wrist
and these movements are practicable. The ulna

6.570 ultimatum
scare are concentrically arranged, which become more or ultima (ul'ti-mS) a and
less obscure, or are entirely obliterated, with the growth -••"• ' •

of the plant. The natnre and function of these peculiar
scars have been the object of much discussion among fossil
botanists ; but the most generally received opinion is that
they were the points of attachment of masses of inflores-
cence, which consisted of sessile cones formed of imbri-
cated scales in a manner similar to a flr-cone. Ulodeiidron
is a widely distributed genus in Europe and America, and
very characteristic of the lower section of the Carbonif-
erous series.

is commonly the smaller one of the two bones, especially UlOUatat (u-lo-na'ta), n. pi. [NL. (Fabricius,

HnnT,f'Vh'7t!.t^f'"t'hA"",!".'T''''
'?*"

f "'I?'
'",'•<"»- 171>y): formation uncertain

;
perhaps < Gr.aiXui.,t,on of the w„st. the hand being almost entirely borne a hollow, a narrow space.] A group of manl

hand being almost entirely borne
upon the end of the radius. In many animals the ulna is
reduced by shortening, and in some it appears merely as
a process of the radius, ankylosed upon the proximal end
of the latter, as in bats, and in hoofed quadrupeds gen-
ei-ally. In man, in animals generally which use their fore
paws as hands, and in birds it is perfect, and extends
tlie whole length of the forearm. Its proximal end has a
large sigmoid cavity for articulation with the humerus,
often a lesser sigmoid cavity for the head of the radius,
and a prominent process, the olecranon, or head of the
ulna, forming the greatest convexity of the back of the
elbow. See cuts under carpus. Catarrhiiia, Elephantine,
forearm, pinion, Plesiomurus, and shoulder.

dibulate insects, in the system of Fabricius,
composed of the genera4<;r^rfiM»«,0c^HM.s,3')HX-
alis, Forficula, Blatta, Mantis, Aclieta, and Lo-
custa : an obsolete synonym of Ortlioptcra.

Ulophocinae (ii"lo-fo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
oi'Aof, woolly, + '(puiiri, a seal, + -inae.J A sec-
tion of Otariidse, containing the true fur-seals,
as distinguished from the Trichophocime or
hair-seals of the same family. Also OuJoplw-

- cinse. See cut ViiiAev fur-seal.
2. In entom., the stigmatic or marginal vein of ulophocine (ii'lo-fo-sin), a. Of or pertaining to
the fore wing. Walker; Halulay.—Z. A unit the Vlophocinse'.
oflength; acubit;anell.—4. Inic7(«(.,thehy- ulorrhagia (u-lo-ra'ji-a), n. Same as ouJor-
pereoracoid. Owen.—OMique line (or ridge) of the W««/(/.
ulna.. Seeo6Kj««.-TuberqleoftheuIna. Sce«uterrfe. Ulothrix (ii ' lo - thriks), n. [NL. (Kutizing,

1845), < Gr. ov'/M^, woolly,+ 8pi^ (TpixAt bair.] A
genus of eonfervoid algae, typical of the order
Ulotrichacex.

Ulotrichacese (u"lo-tri-ka'se-e), n.j)?. [NL.,<
Ulotlirix (-trich-) + -acese.']

' A small order of
eonfervoid algee, typified by the genus Llothrix.
They are aquatic or terrestrial green or yellowish-green
plants, each composed of an unbranched filament of short

Ulnad (ul'nad), adv. [< tilua + -rt(/2.] Toward
or in the direction of the ulna; toward the ul-
nar aspect of the forearm.
ulnaget (ul'naj), ». Same as alnage.
ulnagert (ul'naj-er), H. Same as alnager.
ulnar (ul'nar), a. [< NL. ulnaris, <'L. tdna,
ulna: see ulna.'\ 1. Of or pertaining to the
tilna.— 2. Of or pertaining to that side of the
fore limb upon which the ulna is situated : as, ^'''l*

*?* "'<' usually broader than they are long.

the MZ«ar border of the forearm; the ulnar hone Ulotnchan (u-lot n-kan), n. and a. [< Ulotri-

of the wrist (see nhiarc) : opposed to radial.— "'" + """j J •».• ''• ^ member of the Ulotrichi.

Anterior ulnar vein. Seemn.— Common ulnar vein. H- " Ulotrichous.
See Mm.— Ulnar artery, the larger^of the two vessels re- Ulotriclli (i>lot'ri-ki), ii. pi. [NL., pi. otulot-
suiting from the division of the brachial at the elbow, ex-
tending along the inner side of the forearm into the palm
of the hand, where it forms the superficial palmar arch.
Besides numerous muscular branches, it gives o(f the an-
terior and posterior ulnar recurrent arteries (see recur-
rent), the interosseous, and the anterior and posterior ulnar
carpals.— Ulnar carpal arteries, two small branches,

' the anterior and the posterior, given off from the ulnar
artery at the wrist to the anterior and posterior surfaces.— Ulnar nerve, a large branch of the brachial plexus, from
the inner cord, distributed to the elbow-joint, ulnocaipal

richus: see ulotrichous.'] One of the two pri-

mary groups into which the races of men are di-
vided byBory de Saint-Vincent, the other being
the Liotnchi. The Ulotrichi aie those with crisp or
woolly hair. The color of the skin varies from yellow-
brown to the blackest known ; the hair and eyes are nor-
mally dark ; the skull is dolichocephalic, with a few ex-
ceptions among the Andamanislanders. The negroes and
Bushmen of ultra-Saharic Africa and the Negritos are
members of this group.

and deep digital flexors, and some of the muscles and a niotrlriiniiaCii-lot'ri-kiisI n r< NT. iilnlrinh,,^
part of the skin of the hand. It gives off the dorsalis ul- 7 p "„n ? i^ i? i fl // '->

'V^
•'

"'^^1''"'.''*'

naris, or dorsal cutaneous branch, to the skin of the wrist ^ V"^- ""'^"f' woolly, + Opi^ (rpix-), hair. J Having
and hand, the palmaris superflcialis to the palmaris brevis crisp woolly hair ; belonging to the Ulotriclli.
and skin of the little finger, and the palmaris profundus to ulster (ul'ster), n. [< Ulster, a province ofmost of the small muscles of the palm,

ulnare (ul-na're), n.; pi. ulnaria (-ri-a). [NL.
(sc. OS, bone), neut. of wteam; see «&rtr.] 1.
A bone of the wrist, that one of the proximal
carpal bones which is upon the ulnar side, in
man the cuneiform: opposed to radiale. See
cuts under Artiodactyla, carpus, hand, Perisso-
dactyla, and Plesiosaurus.—2. In ornith., that
one of the two free oai-pal bones which is upon
the ulnar side (the other being the radiale), not t?,'

/"'''•-' 5*^™'

necessarily with the implication that it is the
"^^ter custom

cuneiform of a mammal. See cut miAerpinion.
nlnocarpal (ul-no-kar'pal), a. Common to the
ulna and the carpus : as, an ulnocarpal articu-
lation.

nlnometacarpal (ul-no-met-a-kar'pal), a. Of
or pertaining to the ulna and the metacarpus

:

specifying certain muscles of a bird's wing.
Also ulnimetacarpal.

ulnometacarpalis (ul-n6-met"a-kar-pa'lis), n.
;

pi. tdnometacarpales (-lez). [NL.: cf. ulno-
metacarpal.'] In ornith., a muscle of the wing
which arises from the ulna and is inserted
into a metacarpal bone. Two such muscles

Ireland.] 1. A type of long loose overcoat,
worn by both men and women : originally made
of frieze cloth in Ulster. The peculiarity of the coat
is that it is cut almost straight for both sexes, reachingvery
nearly to the feet, and is sometimes girded with a belt ; it

often has a hood or cape.

Over my shoulders was a drenched Leopard skin, be-
neath which could be seen my travel-stained, much-worn
Ulster overcoat. O'Donovan, Werr, xvi.

2. [cap.] Same as Ulster hing-at-arms.
The form of tenant-right (in

full, Ulster tenant-right custom) established by
custom in the province of Ulster in Ireland,

n. [L., fem. of ulti-

miis, superl. of idter, that is beyond or on the
other side: see «/((»(«te.] I, a. Most remote;
furthest; final; last— Ultima ratio, the last reason
or argument.— Ultima ratio regum, the last reason of
kings ; resort to arms or war.— Ultima Thule. See Tkule.

II. «. In gram., the last syllable of a word,
ultimata, «. Latin plural of ultimatum.
ultimate (ul'ti-mat), a. [= Sp. Pg. ultimado,
< ML. ultimatus, furthest, last, pp. of L. ulti-

mare, come to an end, < ultimus, last, final, su
perl, of niter, that is on the other side: see ul-
tra-.] 1. Furthest; most remote in place.

Looking over the ultimate sea.

Bret Ilarte, The Two Ships.

2. Last; the last of a series of three or more
members, especially of a series in which an in-
quiry is traced from one member to another : as,
the ultimate signification of a phrase; an ulti-

mate princijAe; an ultimate {a.et. tTZttma/e applies
to the last of a series of events in time, as well as to other
series. In special cases it is synonymous v,-ithJinal. except
that it implies at least two preceding members, which filial
does not ; and this circumstance gives the idea of a climax,
and so emphasizes ultimate. But more frequently the se-
ries to which ultimate refers is a regressive one, so that it

is quite opposed to Jinal. Thus, ultimate cause means the
original cause beyond which no causation can be traced;
hut Jinal cause is the end toward which action is directed.

Worst is my port.
My harbour, and my ultimate repose.

MUtml, P. E., iii. 210.

What are we? and whence came we? What shall be
Our ultimate existence? Byron, Don Juan, vi. 63.

Those ultimate truths and those universal laws of
thought which we cannot rationally contradict. Coleridge.

[Sciencel is teaching the world that the ultimate court
of appeal is observation and experiment, and not author-
ity- Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 118.

Any great building seems to me, while I look at it, the
ultimate expression. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 79.

There is no doubt a real difficulty here ; and the short-
est way of dealing with it would be to confess it insoluble
and ultimate. W. James, Mind, XII. 27.

3. In entom., specifically noting a stage of the
second larva, after the third molt, of those in-
sects which undergo hypermetamorphosis, as
the blister-beetles (Meloidie). It succeeds the
scarabeeidoid stage, and is followed by the co-
arctate larva,—Prime and ultimate ratios. See
roKo.— Ultimate abstraction, the consideration of any-
thing in so far as it is described in its delinition, without
reference to any other circumstance.— Ultimate analy-
sis, in chem., the resolution of a substance into its abso-
lute elements : opposed to proximate analysis, or the reso-
lution of a substance into its constituent compounds.

—

Ultimate cause, a primary cause.

Jlr. Adams had a great mind, quick, comprehensive,
analytical, not easily satisfied save with ultimate causes.

Theo. Parker, Historic Americans, John Adams, vi.

Ultimate element, an indecomposable element— Ulti-
mate end, an end to which no other is ulterior.— Ulti-
mate fact, a fact not capable of being explained, ren-
dered intelligible, or in any way .subjected to reason ; a
brute fact.— Ultimate principle, a first principle-
Ultimate slgnificate, in notmnali.-<tic lo'tic, an individual
significate, not a universal whicll, considered as a name,
has a further significate.— Ultimate species, a species
between which and the individuals there is no lower spe-
cies : a lowest species. = Syn. 2. Eventual, Conclusive, etc.
See Jinal,

\

34 Viet., c. 46) and 1881 (44 and 45 Vict., e. 49)
It is regarded as including the right of a yearly tenant to
continue his occupancy so long as the rent, or a fair rent
adjusted in view of the value of the land exclusive of
buildings, is paid, to dispose of his tenancy to a suitable
successor, and to require compensation if the landlord
resumes possession for his own use.

ul8tered(ul'sterd),a. l< ulster + -ed^.] Wear-
ing an ulster. B. Brougliton, Second Thoughts,
i. 5.

Ulstering (ul'ster-ing), n. [< xilster + -ing.]

„,„ j.„.. • u -J 7 .. I- . ,- C\ot^ltov ulsters. Manufacturers' Iter., 'XX. in.Are aiatuigmshea, a,s ulnometacarpahs ventralzs [A trade-word 1
' '

Ulster king-at-anns.

and recognized by the statutes of 1870 (33 and ultimate (ul'ti-mat), v. «.; pret. and pp. ulti-
o.. -.r, . ,„s , -„„ ._. mated, TpTjiT.ultimating. l<Mh. ultimatus, pp. of

L. ultimare, come to an end, be at the last

and dorsalis. Also ulnimetacarp'alis.

nlnoradial (ul-no-ra'di-al), a. Of or pertaining
to the ulna and the radius ; common to these
bones, as an articulation.

Ulodendron (ii-lo-den'dron), n. [NL., < Gr.
oi/^, a scar (< ov'^itv, be wfiiole or sound, Ibecome
healed), + devdpov, tree.] A genus of fossil
plants, closely allied to Lepidodendron, and by
some authors considered as belonging to, or be-
ing a peculiar condition of, this genus. The leaf-
scars of Ulodendron aie disposed in spiral order, are com-
paratively small, and do not vary much in dimensions, not
being much larger upon trunks of great size than upon
smaller ones. They are either rhomboidal in shape or
drawn out at both ends into a spindle-shape. The fructifi-
cation is a long cylindrical strobile. The characteristic
feature of Ulodendron is the existence of a double series of
concave disk-like depressions, of large size, round or oval
in shape, and increasing in dimensions with the growth of
the plant from below upward. These large scars, or disks
as they are sometimes called, are arranged in vertical rows

see
ultimate, a.'] To result finally ; end. [Rare.]

Believing that they [the socialistic tendencies of our
time] muRt ultimate, if successful, in an increase of ego-
ism and restriction of individual liberty.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 664.

ultimately (ul'ti-mat-li), adv. As an ultimate
or final result; at last; in the end or outcome:
at the furthest point of a series; finally.

ultimateness (ul'ti-mat-nes), n. The state or
character of being ultimate; a final or defini-
tive condition.
To have in it a certain completeness, ulHmatet>ess, and

sacredness. The Century, XXVni. 636.

The king-at-arms for
Ireland. See king-at-arms.

ult. An abbreviation of ultimo. ... .. , , .

ulterior (ul-te'ri-or), a. and n. [= F. ulterieur Ultlfliationt (ul-ti-ma shon), n. [= It. ultima

= Sp. Pg. ulterior = It. ulteriore, < L. ulterior, «*»»?.' ^s ultimate + -ton.} A last offer or con-

compar. of ulter, that is beyond. Cf . ultra-.]
session

;
an ultimatum.

I. a. 1. Being or situated beyond or on the Lord Bolingbroke was likewise authorized to know the

further side of any line or boundary._2. Not 'fl^t'^^O^^^r'^^,^^^, „, Q„een Anne,
at present in view or m consideration; m the . i4.._ j. , , .- -,. >

future or in the background; beyond what Ultimatum (ul-ti-ma turn)

is seen or avowed; remote: as, what ulterior
measures will be adopted is uncertain.
The ulterior accomplishment of that part of it [Scrip-

ture]. Boyle, Works, II. 130.

When a thing has served an end to the uttermost, it is
wholly new for an u/fertor service. Emerson, Natnre, v.

II. n. The further side; the remote part.
Coleridge. [Rare.]

alternating on each side of tlie stem, and are marked in the ulteriorly (ul-te'ri-or-li), adv. In an ulterior
center by a small mammilla, around which scales or leaf- manner ; more distantly ; remotely.

{Latham.)

,H.; p\. ultimatums or
ultimata (-tumz, -ta). [= F. ultimatum. <. NL.
rdtimatum, a final statement, neut. of ML. ulti-

matus, final, ultimate : see ultimate, a.] A final

proposal or statement of conditions ; especially,
in diplomatic negotiations, the final terms of
one of the parties, the rejection of which may
involve an immediate rapture of diplomatic re-
lations and even lead to a declaration of war.
He delivered to the mediators an ultimatum, importing

that he adhered to the treaties of Westphalia and Nime-
guen. Smollett, Hist. £ng., i. 5.
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ultimet (ul'tim), a. [< F. ultime = Sp. Ultimo =
Pg. It. ultima, < L. ultimiis, last: see ultiynate.}

Last; final; ultimate. iJncoM, Nat. Hist., J 99.

Nothing was wanting now to tlie perfecting of this

League but the ultitthe and compleating act, the solemn
confirmation by oath.

U. L'Egtraiige, Keign of K. Charles (ed. 1655), p. 105.

ultimityt (ul-tim'j-ti), n. [< ML. i(ltimita{t-)s,

< L. ultimus, last: see ultime, ultimate.'^ The
last stage or consequence. Bacon, Nat. Hist.,

^ 8:}s.

ultimo (ul'ti-mo), adr. [L., abl. sing. maso. (sc.

meiii<<; mouth) of ultimus, last: see ultime.'] In
the month which preceded the present; in the
last month, as distinguished from the current

or j)resent month and aU others. It is usually ab-

breviated idt: as, on the 12th W/.— that is, on the 12th

day "in the last mouth,' ultimo being a Latin adjective

agreeing with jnetme, month, understood. Compare in-

stant, (t-, 1, and proximo,

tUtimogeniture (ul'ti-mo-jen'i-tur), n. [< L.
ultimus, last, + genitura, geniture.] A system
of inheritance, such as is called in England
borotnjIi-Knglish, by which the youngest son suc-

ceeds to the estate : opposed to j>rimogeniture.

altimus hseres (ul'ti-mns he'rez). [L.: ulti-

mus, last; hsercs, heres, heir: see ultimate and
heir.] In laie, the last or final heir. Thus, in

cases of intestate succession, failing relations of every
kind, the succession devolves on the state or crown as
uUimug hseres.

nltion (ul'shon), ». [< OF. ultion, < L. ultio{n-),

an avenging, < ulcisci, pp. ultus, take vengeance
on, punish.] Revenge.
To forgive our enemies is a charming way of revenge,

. . . and to do good for evil a soft and melting ultion, a
method taught from heaven, to keep all smooth upon earth.

.Sir T. Broume, Christ. Mor., lii. 12.

nltra (ul'tra), a. and «. Q< ultra-, q.v.] I. a. Ex-
treme; extravagant; fanatical: as, ultra mea-
sures.

The extreme or Ultra party.
MUman, Latin Christianity.

II. «. One who advocates extreme views or
measures; an extremist; an ultraist.

The "(Tltrax" would have owned him for their leader,
and would have admitted that he went beyond them in the
uncompromising consistency of his extravagant dogmas.

Brougham, Hist. Sketches, Burke.

ultra-. [< L. ultra, adv. beyond, further, more-
over, more, besides, prep, beyond, on the fur-

ther side, past ; orig. fem. abl. of ulter, on the
other side : see ulterior, ultimate. Hence ultra,

a. and u., and outrage^.] A Latin preposition
used as a prefix, signifying 'beyond.' (o) Beyond

;

on the further side of : chiefly with words implying natu-
ral objects forming great barriers, boundaries, or land-
marks : as, u/tramarine, ii/(romontane, i//tramnndane. (6)
Kxce(;dingly ; excessively; beyond what is reasonable,
natural, or right : with words admitting of degrees, es-

pecially political and polemical terms: as, u^Croconserra-
tiVL', w//raliberal, t//truradical, uitrocatholic.

nltrabemoullian (ul"tra-b6r-no'lian), a. Re-
sulting from an extension of the theory of Ber-
nouUiau numbers Ultrabemoulllan numbers,
the coefHcients of the development

n''=|,-A,,,|(n-H)l/(»-(-t-r)!r!j.

ultracapillary (ul-tra-kap'i-l»-ri), a. In bot.,

exceedingly slender- composed of exceedingly
fine capillary filaments: as, an ultracapillary

thallus.

nltracentenarianism (ul-tra-sen-te-na'ri-an-
izm), 11. Tlie state or condition of living to
tlif age of more than one hundred years.

Poll. Sri. Mo XX. 97. [Rare.]

Tlltraclassical (ul-tril-klas'i-kal), a. Being ex-
cessively classical, or classical to an extreme or
exaggerated degree: as, an ultraclassical mu-
sical composition.
ultTaconserratism (ul "tra-kgn-sfer'va-tizm), n.

Unreasonable conservatism; extreme opposi-
tion til innovation or change.
ultraconservative (ul'trii-kon-sfer'va-tiv), a.

CoMscrvative in the extreme.
ultracosmopolitan (iil-tra-koz-mo-pol'i-tan),
a. t'osniopolitan in an extreme or offensive
degree. Xcw Princeton KeiK, I. 2.

ultracritical (ul-trii-krit'i-kal), a. Excessively
critical: over-critical.

_ultra-elliptic (ul'trii-e-lip'tik), a. Hyperellip-
tic.

Itrafashionable (ul-ti^-fash'on-a-bl), a.

Pashionatile in the extreme; over-fashionable.
|trafederalist (ul-tra-fed'e-ral-ist), n. In
"J. .S'. Iiixt., an extreme federalist.

Itra-gaseous (ul-tra-gas'e-us), a. See radiant
miter, under radiant.

Ktrage (ul'traj), «. [< ML. ultragium, < L. ultra,

beyond: see outrage^.] Outrage.
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ultraism (ul'tra-izm), ». <{< ultra- + -ism.] 1.

The principles of ultras, or men who advocate
extreme measures, as a radical reform, etc.

New England Senators and Representatives have, from
the vei-y idea of their ultraisin, little or no direct weight
in Congress. Wendell Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 354.

2. An extreme or radical statement or action.

We would also, in spite of some ultrai^tns in thought
and language, . . . recommendheartily the papers of Dr.
Forbes. Dr. J. Brown, Spare liours, 3d ser., p. 98.

ultraist (ul'tra-ist), «. [< ultra- + -ist.] An
ultra ; an extremist.

ultramarine (ul'tra-ma-ren'), n. and a. [= Sp.
Pg. ultramarino, < L. ultra, beyond, -I- marimis,
marine.] I. ». 1. A beautiful natural blue pig-

ment, obtained from the mineral lapis lazuli, a
variety of haiiyne. This stone occiu^ in Siberia, Per-
sia, Tibet, and some other localities. (See lapui lazuli, un-
der tapis.) Small golden specks of iron pyrites are usually
scattered thi-ough it. To prepare the pigment, selected
pieces are heated, and cooled in water, producing disinte-

gration. The powder is then purified by repeated wash-
ings, the several wash-waters depositing pigments of dif-

ferent depths of color, the gray powder known as ultra-

marine ash being the last and least valuable product. Ul-
tramarine is very permanent under all conditions, and is,

in color, the purest blue available. Its use is limited, how-
ever, by its great cost, and also by the fact that artificial

ultramarine is practically as valuable. The color of both
natural and artificial ultramarine is a rather dark and in-

tensely chromatic violet blue. The natural ultramarine
is only sliglitly violet, the artificial is very much 90. Also
called tazulite-blue.

2. Azure-stone Artificial nltramarine, the com-
mon ultramarine of commerce, prepared by grinding to-

gether a mixture of clay, carbonate of soda, sulphur, and
rosin : discovered about 1S30 by the chemist Gmelin, and
now produced on a large scale in Germany, France, and
the United States. The mixture is heated in closed cru-
cibles in a furnace for several hours, and slowly cooled. A
greenish porous cake is the product. This is the green
ultramarine of commerce. The material is again pow-
dered and again subjected to calcination, when upon cool-

ing there results the proper blue color. It has never
been determined to what cause this color is due. Certain
variations in the proportion of the ingredients produce
violet-blue colors. Also French, Guirnet, new, Audperma-
ne-nt blue.— Green Ultramarine. See artificial ttltrama-
riw, above.— Native ultramarine. Same as def. 1.—
Yellow ultramarine, iciriuni chromate. See barium.

II. a. Situated or being beyond the sea.

The loss of the ultramarine colonies lightened the ex-

penses of France. Bwke, State of the Nation.

Ultramarine ashes, the residuum of lapis lazuli after

the ultramarine has been extracted, used as a pigment by
some old masters as a middle or neutral tint for flesh,

skies, and draperies: it is a purer and tenderer gray
than that produced by mixture of more positive colors.

Fairhott.— Ultramarine blue. See I.— Ultramarine
green. Seei^reen'.

ultramicroscopic, ultramicroscopical (ul-tra-

mi-kro-skop'ik, -i-kal), a. Beyond the power of

a microscope to make visible; too small to be
seen with a microscope. Jmer. Meteor. Jour.,

IIL 131.

ultramontane (ul-tra-mon'tan), a. and n. [= F.
ultrumoutaiu = Sp. Pg. It. ultramontano, < NL.
'ultramonlanu.s, < L. ultra, beyond, + montanus,
of or pertaining to a mountain, < mon(t-)s,

mountain. Cf. transrtumtane.] I. a. Being or

lying beyond the mountains; tramontane: op-
posed to i'i.smontane. Specifically—(«) Lying or be-

longing to the north of the Alps, in reference to Italy : the
sense In which the epithet was originally used. Tramon-
tarie is now more generally employed, (b) Lying to the
south of the Alps - that is, beyond the mountains as re-

gards the countries to the north of the Alps ; Italian ; spe-

cifically, of or belonging to the Italian party in the Church
of Rome; holding the doctrines of ultramontanism.—
Ultramontane party, in German politic, the Center
party, which opposes legislation supposed to be inimical
to the Church of Rome.

II. n. One who resides beyond the moun-
tains; a foreigner. Specifically— (a) Formerly, one
who resided north of the Alps ; hence, one who maintains
the rights of the northern churches, as the Galilean, in

opposition to the claims of universal supremacy put foi-th

for the popes ; one who is unfavorable to papal claims of
supremacy and infallibility.

He is an tdtramontan£, of which sort there hath been
none [no pope] these fifty years. Bacon, Obs. on a Libel.

To the petition of the Bannerets of Rome for a promo-
tion of Cardinals, he [fope Urban VI.] openly avowed his

design to make so large a nomination that the Italians

should resume their ascendancy over the Ultramontanes.
Milvian, Latin Christianity, xiii. 1.

(6) One who resides south of the Alps, or who identifies

himself with the Italian party in the Roman Catholic
Church, and maintains the doctrine of absolute papal su-

premacy. See ultramontanism.

To the 67(raTftontan«, holding that the temporal welfare
no less than the eternal salvation of men depends on sub-
mission to the Church, it is incredible that Church-author-
ity h:i8 but a transitory value.

//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 299.

ultramontanism (ul-tra-mon'ta-nizm), n. [=
F. ultraniontanisme = Sp. Pg. ultramontanismo

;

as uUramontaue -t- -isinT] The doctrines of ul-

tramontanes; the views of that party in the
Church of Borne which places an absolute au-

Ulula

thority in matters of faith and discipline in the
hands of the Pope, in opposition to the views
of that party which would place the national
churches, such as the Galilean, in partial inde-
pendence of the Roman curia, and make the
Pope subordinate to the statutes of an ecumen-
ical council. According to ultramontanism, the Pope
is superior to general councils, independent of their de-
crees, and is considered to be the source of all jutisdiction
in the church. The Vatican Council of 1869-70 virtually
established the views of ultramontanism as dogmas of the-
Roman Catholic Church.

Ultramontanist (ul-tra-mon'ta-nist), n. [(^ul-

tramontane + -ist.] (5ne of tte ultramontane
party; a promoter of ultramontanism.
ultramundane (ul-tra-mun'dan), a. [< L. ul-

tra, beyond, -1- mundus, world: see mundane.]
1 . Being beyond the world, or beyond the limits

of the solar system : as, ultramundane spaces.
Boyle, Works, V. 140.

These atoms [all atoms in space] he [Le Sage] calls ultra-
Tnundane corpuscles, because he conceives them to come
in all directions from regions far beyond that part of the
system of the world which is in any way known to us.

Encyc. Brit., III. 46.

2. Being beyond this world, or the physical
sphere of existence.

ultranominalistic (ul-tra-nom"i-na-lis'tik), a.

Maintaining that nothing is real but individual
substances, and that all resemblances and other
relations are words, and nothing more.
ultrapartizan (ul-tra-par'ti-zan), a. Partizan
in the extreme ; offensively partizan.

ultra-Pauline (ul-tra-pa'Iin), a. Excessively
Pauline; rigidly attached to the doctrines of
the apostle Paul. The Congregationalist, June
28, 1883.

ultra-Protestant (ul-tra-prot'es-tant), a.

Protestant in the extreme.
ultra-Protestantism (ul-tra-prot'es-tan-tizm),

n. Ultra-Protestant doctrines or methods.

A spirit of ultra-Protestantism mingled with and became
an animating principle of the opposition which was raised
against his [James II. 's] assaults upon the constitution.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const, p. 276.

ultra-red (ul'tra-red), a. Beyond the red : used
of the invisible heat-rays, less refrangible than
those forming the lower or red part of the spec-
trum, more commonly called the infra-red rays.

See spectrum.

ultra-religious (ul'tra-rf-lij'us), a. Religious
in the extreme ; excessively religious.

They were all prophetical, Toryish, ultra-religious.

Carlyte, in Froude (First Forty Years), IL viii.

ultra-sensual (ul-tra-sen'su-al), a. Above or
beyond tlie sensual. Carlyle, in Froude (First
Forty Years), II. xvi.

ultra-violet (urtra-vi"o-let), a. Beyond the
violet: used of the invisible rays of the spec-
trum which are more refrangible than the vio-
let, and consequently lie beyond them. See
spectrum.

ultra vires (ul'tra vi'rez). [L. : ultra, beyond
(see ultra-); rires, ace. pi. of vis, strength,
power: see vim.] Beyond one's power; spe-
cifically, beyond the legal or constitutional
{)ower of a person, court, or corporation, in the
aw of corporations an act is said to be ultra vires— (a)
when it is not within the scope of the powers of the cor-
poration toperfonn it under any circumstances or for any
purpose; or (6) with reference to the rights of members,
when the corporation is not authorized to perform it

without their consent; or (c) with reference to some spe-
cific purpose, when it is not authorized to perform it for
that purpose.

ultra-Virtuous (ul-tra-ver'tu-us), a. Pharisaic.

An ultra-virtuous Irish Barney.
George Eliot, Silly Novels by Lady Novelists.

ultra-zodiacal (ul"tra-zo-di'a-kal), a. Passing
beyond the zodiac Ultra-zodiacal planet, one of
the planetoids between the orbits of Mars and .Jupiter : so
called because most of them have orbits much inclined to
the ecliptic.

ultromotivity (uKtro-mp-tiv'l-ti), n. [< li.ultro

(see ultroneous) + motivity.] Capability of

spontaneous movement.
ultroneous (ul-tro'ne-us), a. [< LL. ultroneus, of

one's own accord, voluntary, < L. ultro, sponta-
neously, on his, their, etc., part, lit. on the other
side, beyond, further, abl. neut. of ulter, < tilter,

being on the other side: see ultra-, ulterior.]

Spontaneous; voluntary. Jer. Taylor— Ultro-
neous witness, in Scots law, a witness who offers his

testimony witliout being regularly cited.

ultroneously (ul-tro'ne-us-li), adv. In an ul-

troneous manner; of one's own free will. Sir

W. Hamilton.

ultroneousness (ul-tr6'ne-us-nes), n. The
character of being ultroneous ; spontaneity.

Ulula (u'lu-la), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817, after

Barrfere, 1745), < L. ulula, a screech-owl.] 1.



inula

A genus of hoot-owls. It has been variously
applied, but is now usually regarded as a syn-
onym of Syrnium. Compare uUet. See cut un-
der hatok-owl.— 2. A genus of neuropterous in-
sects. Rambur, 1842.

Ululant (ul'u-lant), a. [< L. ululan(t-)s, ppr.
of i(/Mfcr)-e, howl, yell : see ululate.'] Ululating;
howling ; hooting or screeching, as an owl.
ululate (ul'u-lat), V. i.

; pret. and pp. ululated,
ppr. ululating. ["< L. ululatus, pp. of ululare
(> It. ululare, ulolare = Sp. Pg. ulular), howl,
screech: see owl.'] 1. To howl, as a dog or a
wolf. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 113.— 2. To
hoot or screech, as an owl.

ululation (ul-u-la'shon), II. [< L. ululatio{n-), a
howling, a wailing, < ululare, howl : see ululate. ]A howling, as of the wolf or dog; a wailing.

ll a temporal loss fall on us, we entertain it with vlvla-
(ioiM and tears. iJeu. T. Jdam*, Works, 1. 416. (Davks.)

There sighs, complaints, and tdulations loud
Hesounded through the air.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 22.

TTlulius (ii-lu-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ulula +
-iiite.'] A subfamily of Strigidse, containing
owls of the genus Vlula and some others.
Ulva (ul'va), n. [NL., < L. tdva, sedge.] A
genus of algse, typical of the order Ulvacese,
having a flat membranaceous bright-green
frond. U. lattssima and U. Lactuca are some-
times eaten. See green laver (under laver'^), sea-
lettuce (under lettuce), and Enteromorpha.

Ulvacese (ul-va'sf-e), ». pi. [NL., < Ulva +
-aceie.] A small "order of fresh- or braoklsh-
water algae of uncertain systematic position,
but usually placed with the Florideee. They have
a flat or tubular frond of a bright-green color, comjwsed
of either one or two layers of cells. Propagation is by
means of zoogonidia.

ulvaceous (ul-va'shius), a. In hot., resembling
or belonging to Viva or the Ulvacese.

ulwan (ul'wan), n. [E. Ind.] Plain cloth of
the shawl-wool of cashmere, such as is seen in
the plain center of embroidered India shawls.

ulyie, ulzie (ul'ye), n. Scotch forms of oil.

Scott, Pirate, xvii.

um-. [< ME. um-, umbe-, emhe-, < AB.ymb-, yrribe-,

embc-, prefix, ymbe, ymb, prep., around, about, =
OS. umbi = OPries. um = D. om- = MLG. um-
= OHG. unibi, umpi, umbe, MHGr. umbe, Or. %tm =
Icel. umb, um = Sw. Dan. om, around, about,
= L. ambi- = Gr. afujil- = Skt. abhi, against,
about, also used as a prefix : see ambi-, ampin-,
etc. This prefix exists, unrecognized, in ember^
as used in comp. ember-days : see ember^.] A
prefix of Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian origin,
meaning 'around, about,' cognate with ambi-
and amphi-. It was formerly common, but is

now wholly obsolete, except in a few Scotch
words.
umbart, n. Same as umber'^, 4.

umbe, prep. [ME., also embe, < AS. ymbe, ymb,
around, about: see um-.'] Around; about;
after. [Obsolete except in dialectal use in
composition.]
To speke so embe nogt.
Early Engliih Poem* and Lives of Saints (ed. FumivaU),

(xix. 164.

[They] hade meruell full mekull of that mayne place,
Of the walles that wroght were wondmiy faire.

With high toures full torrit all the toun vmbe.
Destruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 4966.

umbecast (um'be-kast), v. i. To cast about;
make a circuit.

The hound came fast after, and umbecast about, for she
had lost the perfect fewt of the hind.

Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, III, cxxiv.

umbel (um'bel), n. [= F. ombclle = Sp. mjb-
bcla t= Pg. It. umbella, < NL. umhella, an umbel, <
L. umbella, a sunshade, parasol, umbrella, dim.
of umbra, a shade, shadow : see umbra.] 1 . An

• inflorescence consisting of a number of flower-
stalks or pedicels, nearly equal in length,
spreading from a common center, their sum-
mits forming a level, convex, or even globose
surface, more rarely a concave one, as in the
carrot. See cuts under inflorescence, Thapsia,
and (Enanthe.—2. In zool., an umbelliform tuft,

cluster, or group of parts, as of polypites borne
upon a polypidom. See cut under Umbellularia.
—Compound, simple umbel. See the adjectives.—
Universal umbel, m bot., a primary or general umbel

;

the tlrst or largest set of r.ay8 in a compound umbel : op-
posed to partial uinbel. A universal involucre is not in-

frequently placed at the foot of a universal umbel.

umbella (um-bera), M.
;
p\.umbellee(-e). [NL.:

nee umbel.] In 6o<., an umbel.
umbellal (um'be-lal), a. [< umbella + -ah] In
bot. and zool., same as umbellate; specifically,

in bot., of or pertaining to the cohort Umbel-
lales. Lindley.
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TTmbellales (um-be-la'lez), n.pl. [NIj. (Lind-
ley, 1833), < umbella, umbel: see umbel.] A co-
hort of polypetalous plants, of the series Calyci-
floree. it is characterized by an inferior ovary, crowned
with a disk with distinct or partly divided styles, and
with the ovules solitary and pendulous in their cells. It
includes the 3 orders UmMl{ferss, Araliacese, and Coma-
ceee, the parsley, ginseng, and dogwood families.

umbellar (um'be-lar), a. [< umbella + -ar^.]
In bot. and zool., same as timbellate.

umbellate (um'be-lat), a. [= It. umbellato, <
NL. *umbellatu8, < umbella, umbel : see umbel.]
1. In bot., bearing umbels; arranged in um-
bels; umbel-like: as, umbellate plants, flowers,
or clusters.— 2. In zool., having an umbel, as
a polyp; umbelliferous; having the shape of
an umbel ; umbelliform.
umbellated (um'be-la-ted), a. [< umbellate +
-ed'-^.] In bot. and zool., same as umbellate.
umbellately (um'be-lat-li), ado. In an um-
bellate manner. De Bary, Fimgi (trans.),

p. 153.

umbellet (um'be-let), n. [< umbel, umbella, +
-et.] A little or partial umbel ; an umbel formed
at the end of one of the primary rays of a com-
pound umbel; an umbellule. See cut under
Osmorrhiza.

umbellifer (um-bel'l-f6r), n. [< NL. umbelUfer

:

see umbelliferous.] In bot., a plant of the or-
der Umbelliferse.

Umbelliferae (um-be-lif'e-re),«.jji. [NL. (A. L.
de Jiissieu, 1789), fern, pi.' (sc. L. plants, plants)
of umbellifer : see umbelliferous^ An order of
plants, of the cohort Umbellales, known as the
parsley family, it is distinguished by a two-celled
ovary forming in fruit a cremocarp consisting commonly
of two dry one-celled and one-seeded mericarps or achenes,
separating from each other at maturity, and hanging from
the top of a slender axis or carpophore. It includes about
179 genera with about 1,400 species, classed in 9 tribes,
of which Hydrocoiyle, Mulinum, Sanictda, Ecbinophora,
Ammi, Seseli, Peucedanum, Caucaiis, and Laserpitium are
the types. They are natives chiefly of north temi>erate
regions, especially numerous in Europe and Asia, reach-
ing the arctic zone and mountains within the tropics, also
numerous in the temperate parts of South America, South
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Most of the species
are herbs with dissected alternate leaves of many ternate
or pinnate leaflets, the petiole commonly dilated into a
sheathing base. The flowers are small, usually white or
yellow, and borne in simple or compound umbels, gener-
ally furnished with a row of narrow bracts forming an
involucre or involucel. Each flower consists commonly
of flve small imbricated petals, as many stamens inflexed
in the bud, and an ovary crowned witli an epigynous two-
lobed disk which rises into two conical stylopodia, each
tipped with a distinct filiform style. The fruit is com-
moidy traversed by canals (oil-tubes or vittse) filled with
a liquid or gummy oil of a highly penetrating and cliar-

acteristic odor. The genera resemble one another closely,
and are distinguished mainly by the ridges, the oil-tubes,
and the commissure or inner face of the fruit ; each carpel
bears flve primary ridges (Juga), and frequently also Ave
intermediate secondary ones, the channels {valleculse) be-
tween them often containing oil-tubes. Many are pro-
terogynous, or mature their pistils earlier than the sta-

mens, thus securing cross-fertilization. The order is one
of strongly marked properties ; many umbelliferous plants
contain a poisonous, acrid, watery liquid, especially the
hemlock (see also Conium, Cieuta, (Enanthe, and jEthtisa).
Many species yield stimulating gum-resins, as asafetida,
asadulcis, galbanum, opopanax, and gum ammoniacum
(see also Ferula, Thapsia, and Laserpitium). Others con-
tain a carminative aromatic oil, and furnish condiments,
as anise, dill, caraway, coriander, and cumin. iYom an-
other group these principles are nearly absent, and the
stem or leaf becomes edilfle, as parsley, celery, and sam-
phire, or the root, as the caiTot, parsnip, and skirret.
Others are of great medicinal repute, as fennel and spe-
cies of Eryngium and Archangelica. The order is re-
markable for its little resemblance or close relationship
to any other except the Araliaceie, which are, however,
readily distinguished by their usually fleshy fruit, often
of more than two carpels. Perhaps no other order is so
free from variation or from exceptional forms, although
in a few genera the characteristic habit is greatly dis-
guised— as in -Eryn/Tiwm, where the umbels are replaced
by compact heads ; Hydrocoiyle, with roundish undivided
leaves ; and Xanthosia, with broad and showy white invo-
lucres.

umbelliferous (um-be-lif'e-ms), a. [< NL. um-
bellifer, bearing an umbel, < umhella, umbel, +
L./crre = E. bear^.] In bot., bearing an umbel
or umbels ; of or pertaining to the Umbelliferx

:

as, an timbellifcrotis genus.
umbelliform (um-bel'i-form), a. [< NL. um-
bella, umbel, + L. forma, form.] Forming an
umbel, or having its form.
Umbellularia (um-bel-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL.
(Nees, 1836), from the umbellate flowers: < um-
bellula, a little umbel: see umbellule.] 1. A
genus of apetalous trees, of the order Lauritieee

and tribe Litseucese. It is distinguished from Litsea
(the type) by extrorse anthers in the fourth row, and forms,
in its stamens, a connecting-link to the other chief tribe,

Perseaceie. The principal species, U. Califoniica,the spice-
tree (which see), mountain-laurel, or Californian bay-tree,

is a tall smooth Californian tree, reduced southward and
in the mountains to a small shrub. It bears alternate
veiny and odorous evergreen leaves, and numerous short-

pedicelled yellowish-green flowers, each umbel at first in-

Umbetlularia grcenlatt-
diea.

umberer
eluded in a caducous globose involucre, and followed by
one or two roundish dark-purple drupes. A second spe-
cies occurs in
Mexico.

2. In zool., a
genus of deep-
sea alcyona-
rian polyps,
having the po-
lypites clus-

tered in an um-
bel on top of
the polypidom,
and a long
slender stalk
somewhat bul-
bous at the
base, as in

U. eyicrinus or
U.grmnlandica.
Lamarch, 1801.

umbellulate (um-bel'u-lat), a. [<
NL. *uynbellulatus, < *umbellida, an
umbellule : see umbellule.] In
hot., provided with or arranged in
umbellules or umbellets.
umbellule (um-bel'al), n. [< NL. "uvibellula,
dim. of umhella, umbel: see umbel.] A partial
timbel ; an umbellet. See umbel.
umberl (um'ber), n. [Also timbre, formerly also
omher (def. 2) ; < ME. umber, < OF. (and F.)
ombre, shade, shadow, umber (fish), = Sp. um-
bra, umbla, umber (fish), = It. umbra, shade, <
L. umbra, shade, shadow, a fish so called : see
umbra.] 1. Shade.

Or floures sweete of vyne or other tree
In umber dried may reserved be.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 198.

2. A fish, the grayling. See Thymallus.

Salvian takes him [the grayling] to be called Umber from
his swift swimming, or gliding out of sight more like a
shadow or a ghost than a flsh.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 121.

3. The umber-bird.—4t. Same as umbrel, 3.

umber^ (um'b6r), n. and a. [Formerly also
timbre, ombre, oumber; < P. ombre (= It. om-
bra), umber (short for terre d'ombre) (= It. terra
di ombra = Pg. terra de ombria), umber, lit.

'shade-earth' (cf. Sp. sombra de Venecia, Ve-
netian umber; tierra de sombras, umbra), <
L. umbra, shade, shadow: see umber^.] I. ;i.

A natural pigment somewhat resembling an
oeher, but darker and browner, due to the pres-
ence of oxid of manganese. It probably originally
came from Umbria in Italy, but now the best varieties
come from Cyprus. The natural earth is called raid um-
ber. When it is heated to almost a red heat in a fur-
nace, the brown hydrated oxid of iron is changed into
the red oxid of iron, and the pigment becomes redder and
deeper in color, and is called burnt umber. Both these
umbers are very important colors, both for artists and in
house-painting. They are permanent, pure in tone, and
of great service in making various tints.

Ill put myself in poor and mean attire,
^And with a kind of uviber smirch my face. ?

Skak., As you Like it, i. 3. 114.

These figures are (at least) as big as the life ; they are
donne only with umber and shell gold, and the shadowed
itmbre, as in the pictures of the gods on the dores of Veru-
lam-house. Aubrey, Lives, Francis Bacon.

Burnt umber. See def.—Eaw umber, a highly chro-
matic but ver>' dark yellow color, like that of the pigment
so called. Owing to the small luminosity, it appears green-
ish, or tending slightly toward olive ; but under high il-

lumination it is seen to incline a little toward orange.
Its luminosity is about one fourth that of bright chrome-
yellow.

II, a. Of a brown color; dark; dusky.
The umber shade

That hides the blush of waking day.
J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, xxxii.

umber^ (um'ber), r. *. l<umber^,n.] To color
with umber, or as with umber; shade or darken.
Red-ochre rascals umbered with soot and bacon as the

English gipsies are. Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

Thy dark cloud, with umber'd lower.
That hung o'er cliff, and lake, and tower.

Scott, Marmion, v.. Int.

I thought the umbered meerschaum was dearly bought
at the cost of a brain enfeebled and a will enslaved.

O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, v.

umber-bird (um'bfer-b^rd), n. The shadow-
bird, umber, or umbrette, Scopus umbrctta. an
African altricial grallatorial bird allied both to
the storks and to the herons, about as large as
the night-heron. It is somber-colored, of a dusky
brown, with an occipital crest, lives in the woods, and
builds a huge domed nest in trees, in which it lays from
three to flve white eggs. See cut under Scopus.

umberer (um'b6r-6r), n. The vizor of a helmet.
And then Sir Lamorake kneeled downe and unlaced first

his U7nberere and then his owne ; and then either kissed
other with weeping teares.

Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, IL xIl



umbery
• ninbery (um'b6r-i), a. [< umher^ + -i/l.] Of

or pertaining to umber; of the color of umber;
dark-brown ; dark; dusky.
umbilic (um-birik), n. and a. [< L. iimhilicus

:

see unibilicus.'] I, «. Ingcom., a point of a sur-
face where the radii of curvature are all equal,
ami a sphere osculates the surface. The number
of iimbilics, real and imaginary, on a surface of the nth
order, i3 n(10n*J —28n + 22). With the older geometrical
writers, an umbilicus is a focus ; and an umbilic in the
modern sense is analogous to a focus.— Coulcal umbiliC,
a conical point of a surface.

n. a. Same as umbilical.

nmbilical (um-bll'i-kal), a. [= P. omhilical =
Sp. Pg. umbilical = It. umbilicale, < NL. *«m-
bilicalig (ef. LL. umbiliciiris: see umbilicar), < L.
umbilicus, tia,ve\: see umbilicus.'] 1. Of or per-
taining to the umbilicus; umbilic; omphalic.— 2. Formed or placed like a navel; navel-
shaped; central.

The Chapter-house is large, supported as to its arched
roof by one umbilical pillar.

De/oe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 336. (Davits.)

3. Connected through the female line of de-
scent.
The point is interesting, aa it relates to the direct lineal

ancestress in the female Tine, or what is sometimes termed
umbilical or uterine ancestress, of Queen V'ictoria.

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 493.

Umbilical arteries, the continuation of the hypogastric
arteries in tlie fetus from the umbilicus to the placenta,
forming, with the umbilical vein, the most essential part
of the umbilical cord. These arteries convey venous blood
from the fetus to be oxygenated in the placenta. See
urachtu. Umbilical cord, (a) In omj«. Seecordl.and
cut uimUt utrrrtx. (6) In hot., same &s funicle, 4.—Um-
bilical Assure, hemia, notch. .See the nouns.— Um-
bilical perforation, the large open umbilicus of certain
cephalopods, as the nautlloids.— Umbilical points, in
malh., same tafod. See /ocm.— Umbilical region. See
abdominal Tegiont, under abdominal. — Umbilical ring,
the fibrous circumference of the navel, through which
hernia may protrude.— Umbilical Sac. Same as umMli-
col vesicle.— Umbilical veins (paired at flret, usually only
one of them persistent), the veins communicating between
the placenta and the fetus, along the navel-string, and with-
in the body of the fetus thence to the liver and vena portaj
and ductus venosus, and consequently between the pla-
centa and general venous system of the fetus. They con-
vey arterialized blood from the placenta to the fetus ; at
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akin to Gr. o/i^aXcif, navel : see navel, and cf

.

numbles.'] 1. In ana*, and .joo7., the more or less
nearly central point in the walls of the abdomen
where the yolk-bag or umbilical vesicle of the
embryo hangs, or where the navel-string or
umbilical cord enters the belly; the navel;
the omphalos. With the absorption of the yolk-bag
or the casting off of the navel-string, the umbilicus re-
mains as a characteristic mark or scar. In man it is a
little round pit or depression, its center being hollowed
in by the traction of the umbilical vessels inside the belly,
as these degenerate into fibrous cords passing to the liver
and to the bladder, forming the round ligament of the
former and the urachus of the latter viscus.

umbrage
of each valve of a bivalve toward the umbo and within the
pallial line ; that part of the shell which is delimited bv
the mantle-margin.

umbonate (um'bo-nat), o. [< NL. *umbonatus,<
L. umbo(n-), a boss, knob.] 1. Having a boss or
umbo, as a shield or disk of any sort.— 2. In
zool. : (a) Formed into an umbo, a boss, or a
knob; button-like; umbonal; umbonic. (6)
Having an umbo, as a shell; bearing umbones
of this or that kind; umbonated: as, both valves
strongly iMHftojjate.— 3. In 6o«., bearing anumbo
or boss in the center, as the pileus of many
species of Agaricus.

[< umbonate +Hence— 2. Some navel-like formation; some umbonated fum'bo-na-ted), o,

circumscribed depression or elevation ; a sort -crfs.] Same as umbonate.
of button, or a place in which a button might umbonation (um-bo-na'shon), n.
fit: when elevated instead of depressed, oftener
called umbo. Specifically— (a) in concA., a circular and
more or less centric pit or hollow of the body-whorl of a spi-
ral shell; an umbilicated formation. It is
well shown in the figure of the snail here-
with, (b) In omith. : (1) The little pit
or depression on the scape of a feather,
at the junction of the rachis and calamus,
where the vanes begin to grow. (2) The
contracted opening at that end of a
feather which is inserted into the skin.
These are also known as the superior um-
bilicus and injerior umbilicus respective-
ly, the former being at the top and the lat-
ter at the bottom of the calamus.

[< umbo-

a. Umbilicus of
a snail {.Helix
lapicida).

note + -ion.] The formation of an umbo; an
umbo.
Simple or forked spines, hair-like processes, wmftona-

tions, etc. H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algse, p. 101.

umbones, n. Plural of umbo.
umbonic (um-bon'ik), a. [< L. m)ibo(n-), a boss,
knob, + -«c.] Of or pertaining to an umbo;
umbonal. Huxley. Acat. Invert., p. 406.
umbonulate (um-bon'u-lat), a. [< NL. *umbo-
nulus, dim. of L. umbo{n-), a boss, knob: see
umbo.] In bot., terminated by a very small boss
or umbo.

birtli they are partly cast off with the navel-string, partly UmbilifetOUS (um-bi-lif 'e-rus), a. [< L. umbi-
li(cics), tlie navel, -I- ferre = E. ftearl.] Having
an umbilicus or navel-like formation.
umbiliform (um'bi-li-f6rm), a. [< L. umbili-
((«.s), the navel, + forma, form.] Having the
form or aspect of the umbilicus; like a navel.
umblet (um'bl), a. An old spelling of humbled

Religioun umble and trewe also.

Horn, o/ the Rose, I. 6164.

umble-pie (um'bl-pi), n. Same as humble-pie.
umblest, «. pi. The entrails of a deer: same as
itumbles.

This day I had a whole doe sent me by Mr. Hozier, which
is a fine present, and I had the umbUs of it for dinner.

Pepys, Diary, III. 301.

umbo (um'bo), n.
;

pi. umbones (um-bo'uez).
[NL., < L. umbo(n-), the boss of a shield, any
boss, knob, projection, alsopoet. a shield; akin
to Gr. auliuv, a boss, elevation, pulpit (see a»j-

bo), and to L. umbilicus,
Gr. o/KjiayM;, navel : see um-
bilicus.] 1. The boss of

3. In bot: (at) [cap.] An old generic- name Umbra^ (um'bra), m.
;

pi. wmftras (-bre). [NL.,
(A. P. de CandoUe, 1801) for the navelwort, " '^'" -'--

- '
—

'

' • - -

Cotyledon Umbilicus. (6) The part of a seed
by which it is attached to the placenta ; the
hilum. See cut under hilum. (c) A depression
or an elevation about the center of a given sur-
face. Henslow.— 4. In amfi*;., an ornamented
or painted ball or boss fastened upon each end
of the stick on which manuscripts were rolled.— 5. In geom., a term used by the older geome-
ters as synonymous with focus; in modem
works, a point in a surface through which all
lines of curvature pass.— 6. The raised cen-
tral boss of a large plateau or dish, often made
to fit the hollow foot of the ewer which stands
upon it and forms one design with the dish.

degenerate into the round ligament of the liver.— Umbili-
cal vesicle, .tee vehicle. — Umbilical vessels, in aimt.

,

the umbilical arteries and vein or veins : chicHy allantoic
structures, to be distinguished from the oniphalomescraic
vessels of the umbilical vesicle. See cutfi under embryo
and uterus.

umbilicar (um-bil'i-kiir), a. [< LL. umbilicarii,
pertaining to the navel, < L. umbilicus, navel

:

see umbilic and umbilicus.] In math., of or per-
taining to an umbilic— Umbilicar focal conic.
See/ocoi—Umbilicar focus, a focus having a real plane
of contact,

nmbilicaria (um-bil-i-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (Hoff-
man), < LL. umbilicaris, umljilical: see umbili-
car.] A genus of gymnocarpous lichens, giving
name to the family Vmbilicariei, natives of tem-
perate and arctic regions. In times of scarcity some
of the arctic species are used as food, as U. arctica, the so-
called faniiuc-bread. See lichen, 1.

Umbilicariei(um-bil'i-ka-ri'e-i), n.pl. [NL.,<
Umbilicaria.] A family of gymnocai-pous par-
meliaceous lichens, having a horizontal foli-

aeeous blackish-brown coriaceous thallus at-
tacliid to the substratum at a single point.
umbilicate (um-bil'i-kat), a. [< L. umbiUcatus,
navel-shaped, < umbilicus, navel : see umbilicus.]
1. Shaped like a navel ; resembling a navel, as
being round and depressed or concave, or as
being focal or central, as some pit or depres-
sion; umbilicated; umbiliform.— 2. Havin-
an umbilicus or umbilicated formation, ii^

shell or a feather, or marks of the sculpture ui
an insect; pitted, as a pustule.
umbilicated (um-bil'i-kMed), a. [< umbilicate
+ -fff-^.] Same as umbilicate.

umbilication (um-bil-i-ka'shon), n. [< umlrili-
eate -(- -ion.] A central navel-like depression,
like that seen in vesicles of vaccinia or of small-
pox; also, the condition of having such a de-
pression.

umbilicular (um-bi-lik'u-lSr), a. [Appar. in-
tended for umbilicar, < lAj.'umbilicaris, pertain-
ing to the navel: see umbilicar.] Of or per-
taming to the navel ; hence, intensely intro-
spective, in allusion to Indian mystics alleged
to attain great sanctity by eoutiiiuous contem-
plation of the navel.
This change in tone . . . I attribute to a great extent to

the new vistas opened np by the school of evolutionists,
and by the writers who have drawn attention off mere um
buicular contemplation, such as Morris, Rossetti, and
.Swinburne. Pop. .5a'. Mu., XXII. 613.

umbilicus (um-bl-li'kus), «.
;

pi. umbilici (-si).

[= F. ombilic (also nombril) = Sp. ombligo =
Pg- embUjo = It. umbilico, < L. umbilicus, navel.

< L. umbra, shaile, shadow: see umber^, umber^.
Hence ult. umbel, umbrel, umbrella, umbrere,
penumbra, adumbrate, etc.] 1. A shadow or
shade. Specifically, in astrm. : (a) The total shadow of
the earth or moon in an eclipse; the dark cone projected
from a planet or satellite on the side opposite to the sun.
See penumbra (with cut), (b) The dark central part of a
sun-spot, which is surrounded by a brighter annular part
called the penumbra. See cut under sun-spot.

2. Among the Romans, one who went to a feast
merely at the solicitation of one invited : so
called because he followed the guest as a
shadow.— 3. In alg., a symbol which, when
paired with another, makes the symbol of a
quantity. See umbral notation, under umbral.
— Umbra recta, twelve times the cotangent of an angle

;

umbra versa, twelve times the tangent of an angle.
These terms are derived from dialing, and refer to two
scales upon an astrolabe.

Umbra^ (um'bra), «. [NL. (Gronovius ; Cuvier
and Valenciennes, 1846), < L. umbra, a fish, the
umber: see «m6erl.] 1. The only genus of Tm-
bridse; the mud-minnows. See minnow- 2 (c).

Mud-minnow (Umbra limi).

and TJmbridse. There are two species, respec-
tively of Europe and North America, U. krn-
meri and [-. limi.— 2. [I. c] A scisenoid fish,

Vmbrina eirrosa ; the umbrine. See out under
Vmbri)M.
umbraced (um'brast), a. [Appar. an error for
or misreading of vambraced.] In her., same as
rambraced.

a shield, c'entrai "in°°the lun^raclet (um'bra-kl), n. [< L. umbraculum,

ease of a circular shield, anything that furnishes shade, a shade, shady
place, umbrella, dim. of umbra, shade : see um-
bra.] A shade ; umbrage.

That Tree (that SouU-refreshing umbracle
Together with our sinne) His Shouldei-s teares.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. 15.

umbracula, ». Plural of umbraculum.

Theumbowas sometimes hollow,
convex toward the outer side and
within allowing the hand to pass
into the hollow and grasp a trans-
verse bar ; this form occurs es-

pecially in small round shields
(see buckler): sometimes the um
bo terminated in a spike which umbraculate (um-brak'ii-lat), a. [< NL. *um-
iZl

'°™""""« '^^''PO'' "' "'• braculatus, < L. umbraculum, umbrella : see um-
2. A boss orknob. (o)In(w(.,

{"""cie.] In cwtom., noting the head when near-
the knob in the center of the pi- ly covered by a frontal process which falls over
lens or cap of an agaricoid fun- the face and eyes, shading it like an umbrella,
gus (6) In zord a small circum- as in a few Orthontera.
scribed protul)erance or convex ,,_,v..nn«ij*™..» / v, i - i-ct \ ry
umbilicus ; a button like forma- ^UnbracullferOUS (ura-brak-u-lif'e-rus), a. [<
tion. Specifically- (1) In concA., L. umbraculum, umbrella, + ferre = E. bcar^.]

, ^
.the beak of a bivalve shell ; the In bot., bearing an organ or part in the form of

protuberance of each valve above the hinge. The umbo an exnanded iimbrfillB SRfw>iit imrlBi- nitnher
represents the apex of a conoidal figure, and is usually a ,

expanaea umoreua. oee cut unaer pttclier-

mere protuberance ; sometimes, however, it Is gi'eatly
plant.

prolonged into a kind of horn, which may even be twisted UmbraCUlifonU (um-brak'li-li-f6rm), O. [< L.
or spirally turned. See cuts under dimi/artffn, PJicati/Ja, «/«&r«ct(/i/»», umbrella, +/or>Ma, form.] Hav-

ing the general form of an umbrella, as a mush-
room. See cut under .igaricus.

umbraculum (um-brak'u-lum), n.
;
pi. umbracu-

la (-VA). [NL., < L. «»i6rocM/«jK, umbrella: see
umbracle.] In bot., any one of certain umbrel-
la-shaped appendages. See cut under piteher-
plant.

umbrae, «. Plural of umbra.
umbrage (um'brai), M. [< F. ombrage, shade,
shadow, < L. umbraticus, of or pertaining to

shade, being in retirement, < umbra, shade,

a. Umbo on Rondache
Shield of the Carlovingian
Krriod. (From Viollet-lc-

uc's '• Diet, du Mobihcr
frantjais.'*)

and Mt/tUus. (2) In echinoderms, a pore-plate ; one of
the little elevated amiiulacral plates or pieces which are
perforated for the passage of pedicels or tube-feet. See cut
under ambulacrttm. (3) In entmn. , one of certain movable
tx)8ses, each surmounted by a spine, on the prothorax
of some beetles, as of the genus Macropus, of AcroHnus
lont/imanus, titc. Kirby and Spence. (c) In a/m£., a promi-
nence (jf the tympHiiic membrane, or drum of the ear, at
the point where the handle of the malleus is attached.

umbonal (um'bo-nal), a. [< L. umbo{n-), a boss,
knob, + -al.] Protuberant, like a knob, boss,
or umbo; umbonic; umbonate: as, an umbonal
formation—Umbonal area or region. In conch., a part



umbrage

shadow: see ttwtfera, umber'^.'] 1. Shade; a
shadow; obscurity.

We are past the twilights of conversion, and the uin-

bragei of the world, and walk in the light of God.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 841.

His [Wordsworth's] angels and fiends are human
thoughts and feelings, and he can awake them at will

from the umbrage of the old Kydal woods.
Nodes Ambrosianse, April, 1832.

2. That which affords a shade; specifically, a
screen of trees or foliage.

The linnets warhle, captive none, but lur'd

By food to haunt the uinbrage ; aJl the glade
Is life, is music, liberty, and love.

W. Mason, English Garden, iv.

Into trackless forest set
With trees, whose lofty umbrage met.

WordswoHk, Tour in Scotland (1814), The Brownie's Cell.

3. A slight appearance; an apparition; a
shade.

Some of them being umbrages . , . rather than reali-

ties. Fuller, Holy War, v. 25., {Encyc. Diet)

A penitent is not taken with umbrages and appearances,
nor quits a real good for an imaginary.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 183.

The opinion carries no show of truth nor umbrage of rea-

son on its side. Woodward.

4. The feeling of being overshadowed, as by
another standing in one's light or way; hence,
suspicion of slight or injury; offense; resent-
ment

I say, just fear, . . . not out of «m6ra(?e«, light jealous-
ies, apprehensions afar off, but out of clear foresight of
imminent danger. Bacon, Wai- with Spain.

So they parted for that time without the least Umbrage
of Discontent, nor do I hear of any engendered since.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 23.

The Persian ambassador . . . did not care to see any
Franks, the port being very suspicious, and the minister
very wisely avoided giving umbrage without any reason.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 100.

No part of Henry's conduct gave such um,brage to his

nobles as the facility with which he resigned himself to
the control of favorites. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

= SyZL. 4. See piqtte^ and animosity.

umbrage (um'braj), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. wm-
hragedy ppr. umbraging. [< umbrage, «.] To
shade.
A ridge or hillock heavily umbraged with the rounded

foliage of ever^een oaks. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 733.

umbrageous (um-bra'jius), a. [Formerly also

umbragious ; < F. ombrageux, shady, < ombragej
shade : see umbrage.'^ 1 , Forming or affording
a shade; shading; shady.
Consider but the rudiment of a tall and umbrageous tree,

from so minute a seed as may be borne away by every
blast. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 29.

Ash far-stretching his umbrageous arm.
Cmcper, Task, i. 311.

Do they play as formerly with thy crisp glossy curls, so
delicate and umbrageous f

Landor, Imag. Conv., Alcibiades and Xenophon.

2. Shaded; shady: as, an MWi6r«Y/co?^5 glen.

Umbrageous grots and caves
Of cool recess. Milton, P. L., iv. 257.

3t. Obscnre ; doubtful, as if from being dark-
ened or shaded; hence, suspicious; *' rather
shady."

In the present constitution of the Court (which is very
ombrageous). Sir H. Wotton, RellquiEe.

4t. Apt or disposed to take offense ; taking um-
brage.
umbrageously (um-bra'jius-li ), adv. In an
umbrageous manner.
umbrageousness (um-bra'jius-nes), n. The
state or quality of being umbrageous; shadi-
ness: as, the umbrageousness of a tree.

umbraidf (um-brad'), v. t. [ME. umbrayden, um-
breyden; < um- + braid^. Cf. upbraid.l To up-
braid.

Whan she of his falsenesse him umbreyde.
Chaucer^ Good Women, 1. 1671.

I umbrayde one, I cast one in the tethe of an offence
that he hath done. . . . What though he have done a
mysse. it was nat thy parte to umbrayde hym.

Palsgrave, p. 766.

umbraidt, n. Strife; contention. HalliweU.
umbral (um'bral), a. [< umbra + -at.'] Per-
taining to an umbra.— Umbral notation, a nota-
tion for determinants invented by the French mathema-
tician Vandermonde (17.35-96) in 1772, l)ut substantially
known to Leibnitz. Each constituent of the detenninant
is represented as the product of two letters, one for the
row the other for the column, which letters do not, of
course, denote quantities, but only the numerical position
of the row or columns, so that the product of one of one
set by one of the other is equal to a quantity. If the um-
bral multiplication is commutative, the determinant is

symmetrical; if polar, it is skew symmetrical. The name
was given by Sylvester.

Umbral (um'bral), n. [< L. umbra^ shade, twi-

light, + -al.'\ In the classification of the Pale-
ozoic series of Pennsylvania, according to H.
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D. Rogers, a group of rocks of great thickness,
belonging to tlie Carboniferous, and lying be-
tween the Serai or Millstone-grit and the Ves-
pertine. The I'mbral and Vespertine together consti-
tute the Subcai'boniferous of some authors, (jr that part of
the Carboniferous which lies below the Millstone-grit.

umbratet (um'brat), v, t. [< L. umbratusy pp.
of umbrare (> F. ombrer), shade, overshadow, <

Mwferrt, shade, shadow: seeumber^.'] To shade;
shadow ; foreshadow.
Umbrated (um'bra-ted), a. [< umbrate + -ed*^.']

In her, : (a) Shadowed, or casting a shadow.
{b) Same as entrailed. Neither of these uses is

strictly heraldic.

Those ensignea which are borne umbrated.
Bossewell, Workes of Armorie (1572), p. 25. {Encyc. Diet)

umbratict (um-brat'ik), a. [< L. umbraticus, of

or pertaining to shade or shadow, being in re-

tirement, secluded, < umbra, shade: see umbra,
nmber^. Ci. umbrage.'] 1. Shadowy; foreshad-
owing; hence, casting shadows.
Those umbratick representations (or insinuations) did

obtain their substance, validity, and effect.

Barrow, Sermons, II. xxvlL

2. Keeping in the shade or in retirement; se-

cluded ; retired.

umbraticalt (um-brat'i-kal), a. [< umbratic +
•aL] Same as umbratic.

Whole volumes dispatched by the umbratical doctors on
all sides. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

umbratilet (um'bra-til), a. [< L. umbi-atiHs, re-

maining in the shade, retired, < umbra, shade:
see umbra.] 1 . Being in the shade or in retire-

ment; secluded.

Health that hath not been softened by an umbratUe life

still under the roof. BoA^on.

. play the geometrician with our soul,

ndf
We must not . , _

as we may with lines and figures, and things obnoxious to

our senses, in this umbratUe state and dependence.
Evelyn, True Keligion, I. 56.

2. Pertaining to or resembling a shadow or
shadows; shadowy.

Shadows have their figure, motion.
And their umbratUe action from the real
Posture and motion of the body's act.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 3.

3. Unreal; unsubstantial.
This life that we live disjoyned from God is but a shadow

and umbratU imitation of that.

Dr. U. More, Philos, Poems, p. 337, notes.

umbration (um-bra'shon), n. [< LL. umbra-
tio{n-), a shading, shadowing, <L. umbrare, pp.
umbratus, shade: see umbrate.] 1. A fore-

shadowing ; adumbration.
I^or all this by transient and superficial knowledge, fig-

ures, and uinbrations, but immediate and intuitive notices.

Evelyn, True Keligion, I. 241.

2. In her., same as adumbration.
umbratioust (um-bra'shus), a. [Irreg. var. of
umbrageous, after umbratic, etc. : see umbra-
geous.] Apt to take umbrage; tetchy. [Rare.]

Age, . . . which ... is commonly . . . umbratious and
apprehensive. Sir H. Wotton, Keliquiee.

umbra-tree (um'bra-tre), n. Same as bella-

sombra-trec.

umbre, «. See umber^.
umbrel (nm'brel), n. [< OF. ombrelle, an um-
brella: see umbrella. In def. 3 confused with
the form umbrere, which is used in the same
sense.] If. An umbrella.

Each of them besides bore their umbrels.
Shelton, tr, of Don Quixote, i. 8. (Latham.)

2\. A lattice. HalliwelL— 3. A defense for the

nmbrella-ant

umbrella (um-brol'a), n. [Formerly also nm-
brclUt (also umbrel, q. v.) ; < It. omhrefla, umbrel-
la, an umbrella, sunshade, dim. oiombra, shade,
< L. umbra, shade: see umbra. Cf, umbrailc,
umbel, umbella.] 1. A portable shade, screen,
or canopy which opens and folds, carried in the
hand for the purpose of sheltering the person
from the rays of the sun or from rain. The name
was formerly given to a sort of fan used to protect the face
from the sun. but is now applied to a light canopy of silk,

cotton, or other cloth, extended on a foldiiig frame com-
posed of bars or strips of steel, cane, etc., which slides on
a rod or stick. A small and light form of umbrella, car-
ried by women as a protection from the rays of the sun,
often in gay colors, or ornamented with ribtwns, lace,
etc., is habitually called a parasol. The umbrella had
its origin in very remote times in the far East, ami in
some Asiatic countries it was (and still is) regarded as an
emblem of royalty or a mark of distinction. In ancient
Greece its use was familiax' among women for protection
from the sun, and it is frequently represented in vase-
paintings and terra-cottas. As a defense from rain or snow
it was not used in western Europe till early in the eigh-
teenth century. The word is sometimes used figuratively.
Compare doak.

UmbreUaes, that is, things that minister shadow unto
them [Italians] for shelter against the scorching heate.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 13.5.

Umbrdlo (Ital. Ombrdla), a fashion of round and broad
Fans, wherewitli the Indians (and from them our great
ones) preserve themselves from the heat of the sun or
fire; and hence any little shadow, Fan, or other thing
wherewith women guard their faces from the sun.

Blount, Glossographia (1670).

The tuck'd up sempstress walks with hasty strides,

While streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.

Swift, A City Shower.

The inseparable gold umbrella, which in that country
[Burma] as much denotes the grandee as the star or garter
does in England.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 90.

Moreover, he [Jonas Hanway] is said to have been the
first man who made a practice [al>out 1750] of using an
umbrella while walking in the streets of London.

Diet Nat. Diog., XXIV. 31.1.

2. In^ooV. : (a) The gelatinous disk or swim-
ming-bell of an acaleph, as a jellyfish, by tlic

rhythmical contraction and expansion of whieli

the creature swims, taken either with or with-
out the velum, it is usually the largest, most symmet-
rical, and most coherent part of the jellyfish, from which
other parts hang like streamers, either around its marjrin
or from the center of the under surface. If we compare
this bell to a woman's sun-umbrella, lined as well as cov-
ered with silk, and having a fringe, then the outer or aboral
surface is the exvmbrdla; the inner or under lining sur-

face is the adumbrella, or adoi-al surface surrounding the
mouth, from which large mouth -parts may hang in the po-
sition of the stick or handle of the umbrella; the ring of
metal which slides up and down the stick may represent
the gastric cavity of the creature, and the metal ribs of the
umbrella may suggest the radial canals which go out to the
circumference. At points around the margin are the se-

ries of adradial, perradial, and interradial sense-organs or
other appendages, as tentacles, and where these are long
and streaming they represent the fringe of the imagined
parasol. See cuts under acaleph, Aureha, Discophora, and
Will8i4X.

In . . , [Discophora], the alwral end of the hydranth is

dilated into a disk or umbrella, which is susceptible of
rhythmical contractile movements.

littxley, Anat. Invert, p. IIS.

(6) In conch. [NL. (Lamarck, 1809).] (1) [cap.]

A genus of tectibranchiate or
pleurobranehiate gastropods

:

the umbrella-shells, as V. urn-

bcllata. Also Ombrella. (2) A
limpet-like tectibranchiate
gastropod of the genus Um-
brella or family CmbreUidx:
an umbrella-shell.

The umbrdlas are very large crea-
tures, wearing a flat limpet on the
middle of the back, not immersed in
the mantle. P. P. Carpenter, Lect. on

[Mollusca(lS61), p. S(>.

umbrella-ant (um-brerii-ant), n. A parasol-
ant or leaf-earrying ant, which when foraging

Umbrella -shell (^'w-
drei/a utnbellata).

^yfl- -^mm .- ^ilnMl

Helmet with Umbrel, i6th century, (hrwn "L'Art pour Tous.")

face, attached to a helmet. Also called shade.

See also cut under armet.

UmbretU-anl ( (Ecodoma cefihalotes).

Center figure, queen ; right, worker ; left, soldier.

carries bits of leaves over its back as though
for protection, as the sauba-ant, (JEcodoma

cephalotes. See sauba-ani.



umbrella-bird

umbrella-bird (um-brerji-lierd), )i. One of

several dragoon-birds, or South American fruit-

crows, of the genus Cephalopterus : so called

Umbretla-bird iCephatopltrus ornatus).

from the radiating crest which overshadows
the head, as in C. ornatus, C. penduUger, and
r. ffUihriroUi.'i,

Umbrellacea (um-bre-la'se-a), n. [NL., < Um-
brella + -acem.'] Same as ifmhrellidie. Menke,
1828.

vunbrellaed (um-brel'ad), a. [< umbrella +
-ifl-.] Having, or protected by, an umbrella.
[CoUoq.]

The opening door reveals the advent of more umbrel-
laed and mackintoshed waterfalls.

Rhoda BrowjMon, Alas, i.

umbrella-fir (um-brel'S-ffer), n. Same as «>«-

brellti-piiic.

umbrella-grass (um-brera-gr^s), n. 1. An
Australian grass, Panicum dccompositum, whose
millet-like seeds are made by the natives into
cakes. Also called Australian millet, it is a
semi-aquatic plant, often tall and stout, capable of thriv-

ing in poor soils.

2. The Australian grass Aristida ramosa.— 3.

A fj-jjorafeous plant of the genus Fuirena.

umbrella-leaf (um-brel'a-lef), n. A plant of
the Berberidaceie, Diphylleia cymosa, found in

wet or springy places in the mountains of Vir-
ginia and southward. It has a thick h(jrizontal root-
stocli sending up each year a huge, centrally peltate, cut-
lobed and rounded leaf, ora flowering stem with two leaves,
peltate near the side, the stem terminated by a cyme of
white flowers. The genus has but one other species, which
belongs to Japan,

umbrella-mau (um-brera-man), n. A dealer
who has a small stand unJler an umbrella.

I learned from one umbrella man that, six or seven
years previously, he used to sell more portraits of •Mr.
Edmund Kean as Richard III." than anything else.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 329.

umbrella-palm (um-brel'a-pam), n. See um-
brt'lUi palm, under /)a7m2.

umbrella-pine (um-brera-pin), n. See <Seia-

(Uipitllx.

umbrella-sliell (um-brel'a-shel), n. A shell of
the family Vmbrellidse, and especially of the
genus Umbrella ; an umbrella. See cut under
umbrella.

imibrella-stand (um-brel'a-stand), w. A stand
for lioliiiiig umbrellas. lii a usual form, it has an
uprisfht surrouiHied at a convenient height by a number
of rings, thruUKh any of which a folded umbrella may be
thnist, and a pan at the b^)ttom to receive water trickling
from wet umltrelias. .Sometimes it has the form of a
largt: metal r»r porcelain Jar.

umbrella-tree (um-brera-tre), «. 1 . An Amer-
ican magnolia, ^fal|nolia tripetala (M. Cmbrel-
»), widely distributed, but not common, from
Pennsylvania southward and southwestward.

i is a tree of 30 or 40 feet, with irregular branches, and
aves 18 or 20 inches long by 8 or 10 inches broad : these,
tdiating from the ends of the shoots, suggest the name.
be flowers are cream-white, 4 or ;' inches deep, unpleas-
tljr scented. The tree is fairly hardy, and frequently
knted for ornament. The bark, like that of other mag-
ollas, has the property of a gentle stimulant aromatic
pnic. Also called elkwood (which see). The screw-pine,
undanus ixlt/ratviHmu^, Is also called by this name.

_
See Thespesin.- Ear-leafed umbrella-tree, Mag-
Sa Frateri, otherwise called numntain nwfrnfilia and
jAeaJed cuctunlifr-tri-f. similar to M. trijfetata, but hav-

ng the leaves aiiriclod :it the ttase, sweet-scented flow-
«, etc.— Ouinea umbrella-tree, llHiiKun (Variiinm)
lineeruu.— Umbrella-tree of Queensland, Bramiia
Unophylla, of the Araliacr/e, a handsome tree 40 feet
Rh.

brella-wort (um-brel'a-wert), n. See Oxy-
aphus.
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Umbrellidae (um-brel'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1840), < Umbrella + -idee.'] A family of
pleurobranehiate gastropods, named from the
genus Umbrella. See cut under umbrella.

nmbrellot (um-brel'o), n. An obsolete form of

umbrella.

umbreret, »• [Early mod. E. also nmbriere
(also umber: see umber^) ; < ME. umbrere, otim-

brere, < OF. ombraire, "omhrierc, a shade, the
shade over the si^ht of a helmet, sometimes
attached to the vizor, < ombre, shade: see um-
6crl.] Same as umbrel, 3.

Knells downe to the cors, and kaught it in armes,
Kastys upe his umbrere, and kysses hyme sone!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3963.

But the brave Mayd would not disarmed bee,
But onely vented up her nmbriere.
And so did let her goodly visage to appere.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 42.

nmbrette (um-bref), n. [< F. ombrette, dim. of
ombre, shade.] The umber or umber-bird. See
cut under Scopus
Umbrian (um bri-an), a. and n. [= F. Ombri-
en, < L. Umbria, < "Umbri. a people of Italy (see
def.).] I. a. Of or pertaining to Umbria, an an-
cient region of central Italy, and compartimen-
to of the modern kingdom, or its inhabitants
or language—tJmbrlan scbool of painting, one of
the chief groups of development in Italian art, w.liich as-

sumed a distinctive character toward the end of the four-

teenth century, and was preeminent at the beginning of the
sixteenth. Among its most notable masterswere Ottaviano
Nelli of Gubbio, Gentile da Fabriano, the graceful Piero
della Francesca, Perugino (the able master of Raphael),
Pinturicchio, and the wonderfully facile and gifted Ka-
phaelof Urbino, with the many lesser names which cluster
alx)Ut his.— Umbrian ware, a name formerly given to
Italian majolica, from the number of factories of this ware
contained within the limits of Umbria.

II. n. 1. One of an ancient Italian people
who inhabited Umbria.—2. The language of
the Umbrians: it was an Italic tongue, allied to
Oscan and more distantly to Latin. Its chief
monument is the Eugubine tables. See Eugu-
biiie.

Umbrid8e(um'bri-de), n.j)?. [NL., < Umbra +
-idee.l A family of acanthopterygian fishes,typi-

fied by the genus Umbra; the mud-minnows.
They are small carnivorous fishes living in the mud, or
among the weeds of ponds and sluggish streams, extreme-
ly tenacious of life, and able to survive when the water is

almost dried up. The relationships of the family are close
with the pikes {Esocidse). See minnow, and cut under
Umbra.

umbrieret, «. See umbrere.

umbriferous (um-brif'e-rus), a. [< L. umbrifer,
shade-giving, shady, < umbra, shade, -I- ferre =
E. ftearl.] Casting or making a shade. Blount,
Glossographia (1670).

umbriferously (um-brif'e-ms-li), adv. So as

to make or cast a shade: as, "growing umbrif-
erously," Tyndall.

nmbrilt, «. Same as umbrel.

Umbrina (um-bri'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),

< Sp. umbrina, < L. umbra, shade, shadow: see

utnbra.'i 1. A genus of seisenoid fishes, hav-
ing the dorsals contiguous, the second dorsal

much larger than the anal, vertebrse about 10

abdominal and 14 caudal, lower jaw not pro-

Bearded Umbrine ^Umbrina cirrosa), one fifth natural size.

jecting, hypopharyngeals distinct, a single bar-

bel, an air-bladder, and two anal spines. The
type l» Seiana cirrhom of Linna;us, now U. cirrom. Spe-

ciea are found in most warm seas. (/. broussoneti inhabits

West Indian and Florida waters. U. roncador, the yellow-

flnned roncador of the Pacific coast, is one of the handsom-
est scia;noids, about 15 inches long.

2. [I.e.] A fish of this genus; an umbra orum-
brine.— 3. In entom., a genus of dipterous in-

sects. Desvoidy, 1830.

umbrine (um'brin), «. [< F. umbrine (Cot-

grave), < NL. umbrina: see Umbrina.] A fish

of the genus Umbrina; an umbra; specifically,

U. cirrosa, known to the ancients, now the

corvo of the Italians, ranging in the Mediter-

ranean, and southward along the west coast of

Africa. See cut under Umbrina.

umbrose (um'bros), a. [= F. ombreux = Sp.

Pg. itmbroso = It. omhroso, < L. umbrosus, full

of shade, shady, < umbra, shade, shadow : see

umbra.] If. Shady; casting a large shadow

umwhile

or heavy shade. Bailey, 1731.— 2. In ornith.,

dusky; dark-colored Umbrose warblert. See
warbler.

umbrosityt (um-bros'i-ti), n. [< L. as if *um-
brosita(i-)s, < umbrosus, shady: see umbrose.]
The state or quality of being umbrose ; shadi-
ness. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

umiak (om'yak), n. [Eskimo umiak, also writ-

ten oomeak.] The native name of the women's
or larger kind of Eskimo boat, carrying ten
or twelve people, and consisting of a wooden
frame covered with sealskins, with several
seats. It is used for fishing and for transporting fami-
lies, and is worked by women. It often has a mast and a
triangular sail.

umlaut (om'lout), n. [< G. umlaut, modification
of vowels, < um, aroutid, about, also indicating
change, alteration (see um-), + laut, sound: see
loud.] In jjfcito?., the German name, invented
by Grimm, for a vowel-change in the Germanic
languages, brought about by the influence of

a vowel in the succeeding syllable : namely, of

the vowel i, modifying the preceding vowel in

the direction of e or i, and of the vowel u,

modifying the preceding vowel toward a or u.

Only the former, or the change by a following i (now
generally lost or altered), is found in English or Ger-
man: thus, German mann, manner; fall, fallen; inaus,
mduse; fus8,fusse; etc.; in English the plienomena are
only sporadic remains, like man, men; .fall, fell ; mouse,
mice ; foot, .feet. In Icelandic both kinds of umlaut are
frequent and regular changes. An English name some-
times used for 'umlaut* is mutation. Compare aUavt.

umlaut (6m ' lout), I', t. [< umlaut, n.] In
philol., to form with the umlaut, as a form;
also, to affect or modify by umlaut, as a sound.

We have the umlauUd a (J).
The Academy, March 17, 1888, p. 190.

umpirage (um'pSr-aj), ». [< umpire + -age.]

The post of an umpire ; the act of one who arbi-

trates as umpire; the decision of an umpire
;

arbitrament.

I gave him the first notice of the Spaniards referring

the umpirage of the peace 'twixt them and Portugal to the
French King. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1666.

umpire (um'pir), n. r^ ME. umpei'e, oumpere,
owmpere (a form due to misdivision of a nuni-

pere as an umpere)
;
prop, nompere, noumpere,

nounpere, nounpier, < OF. "nomper, wojiper, later
nompair, not equal, odd, < non, not, + per (< L.
par), equal: see non^ and par"^, pair^, jyeer^.]

1. A person to whoso sole decision a contro-
versy or question between parties is referred

;

one agreed upon as a judge, arbiter, or referee
in case of conflict of opinions; speeiflcally, a
person selected to see that the rules of a game,
as cricket or base-ball, are enforced, and to de-
cide disputed or debatable points.

And if ge thinke it to many lenied men, take ze one,

and he another ; and if they may not accorde, ze and 1 to
be umpere, for we stande bothe In like cas.

Paston Letters, I. 120.

'Twixt my extremes and me this bloody knife
Shall play the umpire. Sttak., R. and J,, iv. 1. 63.

2. In law, a third person called in to decide a
controversy or question submitted to arbitra-
tors when the arbitrators do not agree in opin-
ion. =S3nL L Arbitrator, Referee, etc. See judge.

umpire (um'pir), v.
;
pret. and pp. umpired, ppr.

umpiring. [K umpire, n,] I. trans. 1. To de-
cide as umpire; settle, as a dispute. South,
Sermons, VI. ii. [Rare.] Specifically— 2.
To enforce the rules of (a game), and decide
disputed points : as, to umpire a game of base-
ball.

II. ititrans. To act as umpire.
We list not to vmpire betwixt Geographers, but to re-

late our Historic. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 328.

umpireship (um'pir-ship), n. [< umpire +
-ship.] The office of an umpire ; arbitrament

;

umpirage.
We refuse not the arbitrement and umpiership of the

Holy Ghoste. Bp. Jewel, Def. of ApoL, p. 63. (Rictiardsmi.)

umpresst (um'pres), M. [Vor "timpircss, <. um-
pire + -ess.] A woman who is an umpire ; a
female umpire. Marston.

umquhile (um'hwil), adv. and o. A Scotch
form of umwhile.

umstroket (um'strok), n. [< um- + stroke.]

Boundary line; extreme edge.

Such towns as stand ... on the very umstroke, or on
any part of the utmost line of a map. Fuller.

umula (o'mo-la), n. Eccles., same as mozetta.

umwhile (um'twil), adv. and a. [Sc. umquhile;

< ME. umwhile, umwhyle, umwile, umquile, umbe-
while, orig. two words, umbe while, lit. 'at

times,' at some time : umbe, around, about, at

;

while, time : see um-, umbe, and while.] For-

merly; late; whilom. [Obsolete or Scotch.]



tunwhile

There was Inughyng and louryng and " let go the cuppe,"
And seten so til euensonge and songen vmwhUe.

Piers Plounnan (B), v. 345.

Throgh whlche treason betydes, A ternys vmqichUe
Bolde men to batell and biker with hond

;

That draghes vnto dethe, <fe deris full mony.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2943.

Miss B.irbara Cllnkscale, daughter to the umqtihile, and
sister to the then existing Cllnkscale of that ilk.

Scott, Pirate, iv.

umZTUnbit (um-zum'bit), n. [Native name, said

to mean ' ironwood.'] A leguminous Soutli Af-
rican tree, Milletia Caffra, or its wood. The tree
grows 20 or SO feet high ; its wood is of a brown color, is

very hard and close-grained, and is said to surpass lignum-
vitfie in resistance to wear, and to be impervious to the te-

redo ; it is used for liearings, walking-sticks, tool-handles,

etc.

'un, n. A dialectal corruption of one. it is com-
mon in the southern United States, in the phrases we 'uns,

you 'ung, a sort of expanded plural, equivalent to we all,

you ail, which are used in much the same way.

tin-1. [< ME. ««-, < AS. mi-, sometimes on-, not,

= OS. «H- = OFries. nn-, on- = MD. D. on- =
MLG. un- = OHG. MHG. G. un- = loel. «-, 6-

(contraeted from *un-, *on-) = Sw. Dan. «- =
Goth, un- = L. in- (see jh-3) = Gr. av-, a- (see

a»-5, a-l**) = Skt. an-, a-; a common nega-
tive prefix, meaning ' not.' Cf . un-^.'] An in-

separable prefix, meaning ' not.' (o) It is prefixed
to adjectives (including participles) and to adverbs, to

express simply the negative, as unable, unfair, untrue,
unwise, etc., unbending, unyielding, undouhting, unchang-
ing, utUhinfcing, etc., unbent, undoubted^ unchanged, etc.,

'not able,' 'not fair,' etc. The adverbs or nouns derived
from such adjectives or participles (as unfairly, unfair-
itess, etc.) may be regarded as formed from tlie adjec-
tive in un-, with the adverbial or noun formative « un-
fair -{- Ay'^, unfair -f -ness), or as formed from such de-

rived forms by prefixing the negative « «n-i -f fairly,
«n-i -h fairness, etc.). ib) It is prefixed to some nouns
to express the absence, incompleteness, or the contrary of
what the noun expresses, as in unrest, untruth, unwisdom,
undress. Before an adjective in iiig'^, un- is nearly equiva-
lent to A.ess after a noun : unresting is neai'ly equivalent
to restless, unchanging to changeless, etc. This negative
may be prefixed to any adjective or participle whatever,
whether of native or of foreign origin. It is equivalent
to its cognate tn-3 of Latin origin, an-^, o-is of Greek ori-

gin, and also to tion-, sometimes to dis-, etc., of Latin ori-

gin (the Latin forms, in-'A, etc., being used chiefly before
adjectives of Latin origin, but also before other adjec-
tives) ; thus, uncomplete, incomplete, and potentially nmi-
complete; unelastic, inelastic, non-elastic ; unemphatic, non-
emphatic, etc. ; unreputable, disreputable, etc. As un-i
may be prefixed to any adjective or participle whatever,
it is needless, and it would be impracticable, to include
all such formations in the dictionary. In the following
pages only such are entered and defined as have had a
special development, are used in senses not merely re-

versing the original adjective, or are in Middle English
or Anglo-Saxon use, and so form the basis of all the later

compounds, or are for other reasons noteworthy. For the
meaning and history of the other forms in wn-1, see the
corresponding simple forms. Of the forms here entered
the etymology is usually obvious, and it is therefore not
expressly given, except in the older and the exceptional
words ; the history will be found under the simple form.
See also «n-2.

un-2. [< ME. un-, on-, < AS. un-, on-, ond-, an-,

and- (as in on-luean, unlock, on-le6san, unloose,
etc. ), a particular use of an-, and-, back, against,

= G. ent-, etc. : see and-, an~^, a-5. This prefix

has been more or less confused with un-^, the
notion of reversal in the one (AS. ««-, on-, etc.,

'back') being in many cases practically iden-
tical with the notion of negation in the other
(AS. un-, 'not'). There are three different

senses possible to a form with the prefix in M»i-2

and the suffix -ed^— e. g., unarmed may mean
(a) 'not now armed' (< Mii-i + armed, p. a.);

(6) 'not yet armed' « kh-I + armed, pp.); (c)

'that has been deprived of arms,' 'no longer
armed' (pp. of unarm, i. e. < unarm + -ed'^).

So unlocked, (a) 'not now locked' (< «n-l 4-

locked, p. a.); (6) 'not yet locked' (< mh-1 +
locked, pp.) ;

(c) ' no longer locked,' 'open' (pp.
ot unlock, i. e. < unlock + -ed^); unlearned, (a)

'not learned,' 'ignorant' (< M«-i + learned, a.)

;

(6) 'not yet learned' (< mk-1 + learned, pp.); (c)

'no longer learned,' 'rejected' (pp. of unlearn,
i. e. < unlearn + -ed^); etc.] An inseparable
prefix of verbs (generally transitive), meaning
' back,' and denoting the reversal or annulment
of the action of the simple verb : as, undo, un-
learn, unlock, unmake, etc. It is very common as
prefixed to verbs made from nouns, implying privation of
the object named by the noun, or the qualities connoted
by it : as, unarm, uncowl, unfrock, unhelm, unhorse, etc.,

to take off or deprive of one's arms, cowl, frock, helm,
horse, etc. ; unman, unsex, to deprive of the qualities of

a man, of sex, etc. When used with verbs denoting ut-

terance (which cannot actually be reversed or undone), it

implies retractation ; as, to unsay, unspeak, unswear, etc.

Words with this prefix are much confused with words
having the prefix un-^ (see etymology). In the following
pages words with the prefix «n-2 are generally so marked,
while words with the prefix un-l are left without etymo-
logical note, except in special cases. See remarks under
un-l.
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[Of the thousands of self-explaining words
formed with the prefix «h-1, some, from fre-

quency or convenience of employment, call for

mention though not for definition. A selection

of these is given in the following list.]

nn-

unabating
unabbreviated
unabridged
unabsolvable
unabsolved
unabsorbable
unabsorbed
unabsorbent
imaccentuated
unaccepted
unaccommodating
unadax)table
unadapted
unaddressed
unadjusted
unadmitted
unadmonished
unadulterated
unaffiliated

unafflicted
unagglutinated
unaggressive
unalienated
unalleviated
unallotted
unallowable
unanalytical
unanalyzable
unanalyzed
unanuealed
unannexed
unannounced
unanticipated
unapocryphal
unappetizing
unargumentative
unashamed
unassailably
unassignable
unassigned
unassimilable
unassociated
unassorted
unastronomical
unattacked
unattainably
unattained
unattracted
unavenged
unavowedly
unawaked
unawakened
unawed
unbandaged
unbare
unbargained
unbeknowing
unbelted
unbendable
unbetrothed
unbewailed
unbiblical
unbigoted
unblenching
unbloodily
unblunted
unboiled
unbooted
unborrowed
unbound
unbowdlerized
unbranded
unbreakable
unbribed
unbridgeable
unbridged
unbroached
unbruised
unbrushed
unbnrnished
unbuttressed
uneadenced
uncalcified
unealcined
uncalculating
uncalendered
unealked
uncanceled
uncannily
uncapsizable
uncaring

uncarpeted
uncarved
uncatalogued
uncatechized
uncaught
unceded
uncensurable
uncensured
uncertificated
uncertified
unehalked
unchanted
uncharacterized
unehastened
unehastised
uncherished
unchid
unchidden
unchilled
tmchiseled
uncholeric
unchopped
unchristened
unchristianlike
unchurched
unchurchly
unchumed
uncircumscribed
uncireumspect
imcited
unclaimed
unclarified
unclasped
unclassed
unclassic
unclassical
unelassifiable
unclassified

uncleaned
uncleansed
uncleared
uneleavable
uneleft
tmclerioal
undipped
unclogged
uncoacted
uncoagtilated
uncoated
uncocked
uncognoscible
uncollapsible
uncolonized
uncombable
uncombed
uncombined
uncomforted
uncommanded
uncommemorated
uncommended
uncommensurable
uncommercially
uncommissioned
unooramuted
uncompensated
uncompetitive
uncomplete
uncompleted
uncomplimentary
uncomplimented
uncomprehending
uncompressed
uncompromised
uncompromisingly
unconcealable
unconcealed
unconoeded
unconciliatory
unconcltided
uncondensed
unconferred
unconfiding
uncongealed
uncongeniality
uncongenially
uncongested
unconjugal
unconnectedly
unconscientiousness
unconservative
unconsoled

unconsoling
unconstituted
unconstricted
unconsulted
unconsumed
uncontaminated
uncontemplated
uncontracted
uncontrite
uneontrollability
uncontroversial
unconventionally
unconvicted
unconvinced
unconvincing
uncookable
uncooked
uncoordinated
uncopied
uncorrected
uncorrelated
uncorroborated
uncorroded
uncourted
uncourtierlike
uncoveted
uncracked
uncrafty
imcredited
uncritically
uncriticizable
uncriticized
unerowded
uncrushable
uncrystalline
uncrystallizable
uncrystallized
uncultivatable
uncultured
uncurdled
uneured
uncurried
unourtailed
uncushioned
undamaged
undamped
undaughterly
imdazzled
undealt
undebaiTed
undebased
undebated
undebauched
undecayed
undeeaying
undeceived
undeeiphered
undeclared
undecomposed
undefeated
undefrauded
undefrayed
undegenerate
undegraded
undelayed
undeliberative
undelineated
undeliverable
undelivered
undelved
undemanded
undemocratic
undemonstrably
undemonstratively
undemonstrativeness
imdenounced
undeplored
imderived
undeserved
undesignated
imdespatched
undestroyed
undetachable
undetected
undeterred
undiffused
undiluted
undiminished
undiminishing
undimmed
tmdipped
undiscriminative
undisfigured
undisheartened
undisinfected
undistilled
undistressed

undistributed
undisturbing
undivested
undomestic
undrained
undfamatic
undried
undrilled
undyed
unedified
unedifying
unedited
uneffaeed
uneffectuated
unegested
unelaborated
unelectrified
unelectrolyzed
uneliminated
imemphatie
unemphatical
unencumbered
unendowed
unenduring
unenforceable
unenforced
unenfranchised
unengaging
unengrossed
unenlarged
nnenriehed
imenrolled
unenslaved
unentered
unenthusiastic
unenumerated
unepiscopal
unequilibrated
unequipped
unesthetic
unetehed
unevangelized
unexacting
unexaggerated
unexamined
unexeavated
unexcelled
unexchanged
unexcited
unexcommunicated
unexcused
unexemplified
unexercised
unexerted
unexhausted
unexhibited
unexpanded
unexpended
unexpiated
unexpired
unexplainable
unexplained
unexploded
unexploited
unexported
unexpounded
unexpressed
unexpurgated
une.xterminated
unextinct
unextinguished
unextirpated
unextricated
unfaceable
unfaded
unfallen
unfatigued
unfearing
imfeeundated
unfelled
unfeminine
unfermentable
unfertilized
unfilled

unfilling

unfiltered

unfindable
unfired
mifitted
unflooded
unfocused
unfordable
unforgetting
unformulated
unfoughten
unfound
unfraternal
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iinfreighted
unfrozen
ungallantly
ungalvanized
ungan slionated
ungartled
ungarrisoned
uugiven
ungladden
ungleaned
ungloved
ungranted
ungraspable
ungreeted
unground
ungrudged
unguaranteed
unguessable
unhabited
unhandseled
unharvested
unhasting
unhealed
unheated
uuhelped
unhemmed
unheralded
unhewed
unhewn
unhindered
unhit
uuhomelike
unhoping
unhosed
unhuUed
unhurried
unhushed
unhusked
unhygienic
unidentified
unidiomatic
unignited
unillustrated
unimparted
unimpeded
imimpregnated
unimpressed
unimpressionable
unimpressive
unimproving
unimpugned
unineorporate
unindebted
unindemnify
unindexed
unindictable
unindulged
uninfected
uninfectious
uninHamed
uninflated
uninflected
uninfluential
uninfringed
uninitiated
uninoenlated
uninquiring
uninspiring
uninstigated
uninstituted
uninstrueted
iminsulated
uninsiirable
uninsure<l
unintellectual
unintended
uninterdicted
uninterred
unintoxicating
uninured
uninvestigated
uninvited
uninviting
uniuvitingly
uninvoked
uninvolved
unirrigated
unirrigating
unissued
unjoined
unjustified
unkilled
unkindled
unkneaded
unknotted
unlabeled
unladylike
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unlaminated
unlashed
unlaundered
unleaded
unlearnable
unlet
unlighted
unlikable
unlisted
unlit
unliterary
unloealized
unlodged
unlooped
unlovable
unlowered
unlying
unmacadamized
unmagnetic
unma^rnified
unmailed
unmaintainable
nnmagisterial
unmalted
nnmanfuUy
unmanifested
unmapped
unmasticated
unmatchably
unmated
unmatriculated
unmatured
umnelodiously
unmelted
unmended
nnmentioned
anmerciless

' unmeritorious
unmesmerized
unmet
unmetaled
unmetamorphosed
unmetaphorical
unmetrically
unmilked
unmilled
unministerial
unminted
unmirthfully
nnmissed
unmistaken
unmodulated
unmolten
unmonastie
unmooted
unmordanted
unmortgaged
unmotived
unmuzzled
unnegotiable
unnetted
unnotched
unnoticeable
unnoticeably
unnotified
unnourished
unnutritious
unobjectionable
imobliging
unobliterated
unobscured
unobtainable
unobtained
unobtruded
unoffended
unoffered
jjnofficial

unofficinal
unopenable
unopened
unoperated
unorganizable
unoxidated
unoxidizable
unoxidized
unpacifiable
unpaeified
unpacked
unpaged
unpainted
unpampered
unparaphrased
unpardoned
unpared
unparted
unparticipative
unpartizau

unpatented
unpatriotically
unpeeled
unpenciled
unpenetrated
unpenned
unpeptonized
unperfected
unperforated
unpersuaded
unphilanthropic
unphilological
unphonetic
unphysioked
unphysiological
unpioturesque
unpillaged
unpinned
unpitiable
unpitied
unplaned
unplastered
unplated
unpledged
unplighted
unplowed
unpolarized
unpolishable
unpolitical
unpolitically

unpooled
unpopulated
unpotable
unpowdered
unpraised
tinprayerful
unpreceded
unprecise
unpredestinated
unprefaced
unpresented
unpreserved
unpretendingly
unpretentiously
unprevalent
unprimed
unprinted
unprobed
unprocurable
unproduced
unprofessed
unprofessing
unpromulgated
unpropitiated
unproseouted
Tinprostrated
unprotracted
unprotruded
unproven
unprovineial
unpulled
unpulped
unpulvorized
unpurchasable
unpurified
unpursued
unquaffed
unquakerlike
unquartered
unquellable
unquelled
unquestioning
unquestioningly
unqnickened
unquotable
umquoted
unransomed
unrated
unratified
unravaged
unravelable
unrazed
unrealizable
unreaped
unrebuked
unrebutted
unrecalled
unrecanted
tmreceipted
unreeeivable
unreciprocated
unrecited
unrecognized
unrecruited
unrectified
unredeemable
unredressed

unreduced
unreducible
unreelable
unreeled
unrefleeted
unreflectingly
unreformed
unrefreshed
unrefreshing
unrefunded
unrefuted
unregainable
unregal
unregretful
unregretted
unregulated
unrehearsed
unrejeeted
unrelaxing
unreliglous
unrelinquished
unrelishable
unrelished
unreluctant
unremarkable
unremarked
unremedied
unreminded
unremittable
unremittent
unremunerative
unrenowued
unrented
unrepaired
unrepeated
unrepelled
unrepenting
unrepined
unreplaced
unreportable
unreported
unrepresentative
unrepressed
unreprimanded
unreprinted
unreproving
unrepublican
unrequiting
unrescinded
unrescued
unresented
unresenting
unresigned
unrespected
unrespirable
unresponsively
unrested
unrestrainable
unrestrainably
unretraeted
unrevealed
unrevered
unreverenced
unrevised
unrhythmic
unridden
unrighted
unrimed
unrinsed
unrisen
unroasted
unrobbed
unrounded
unroused
unrubbed
xmruptured
unrusted
unsaddled
unsanctioned
unsaponified
unsated
unsatiated
unsaved
unsawed
unsawn
unsayable
unsealed
uuscalped
unscattered
unscheduled
unscholarlike
unscholarly
unscientific
unscientifically
unsecured
unseductive
unseizablo

unselected
unsensational
unsensitized
unseparated
unserved
unsewed
unsewered
unsewn
unshackled
unshady
unshapable
unsharpened
unshattered
unshaved
unsheared
unsheathed
unshelled
unsheltered
unshepherded
unshielded
unshocked
unshrinkable
unshrived
unshrunk
unshuttered
imsignalized
unsigned
unsignified

unsilenced
unsimulated
unsinful
unsinged
unsinkable
unskinned
unslacked
unslakable
unslandered
unslaughtered
unsleepy
unsliced
unslurred
nnsmelted
unsmiling
unsmitten
unsmoothed
unsmuggled
unsocially
unsoftened
unsoiled
unsold
unsoldered
unsoldierlike
unsoldierly
unsolemnized
unsolidified

unsophistical
unsounded
unsoured
unsowed
unspannable
unsparred
unspecialized
unspecific
unspectacled
unspellable
unspelled
unspillable
unspliced
unsplit
unspoiled
unsportsm anlike
unsprinkled
unsquandered
unsqueamish
unsqueezed
unstably
unstainable
unstarched
unstarred
unstartled
unstated
unstatesmanlike
unstationed
unstemmed
unstopped
unstiffened
unstifled
unstilted
unstimulating
unstinted
unstitched
unstopped
unstoppered
unstored
unstrengthened
unstretenable
unstretched

unstriped
unstrung
unsubjected
unsubscribed
unsubsidized
unsubstantiated
unsuokled
unsued
unsuffocated
unsuggestive
unsummoned
unsunk
unsupped
unsurfeited
unsurgieal
unsurmised
unsurmounted
unsurpassing
unsuspended
unswallowed
unsweetened
unsympathetic
unsympathetically
unsympathizing
unsj'stematized
untanned
untarnishable
untarred
untasked
untasteful
untearable
untechnical
unteleological
untenable
untended
unterrified
untested
untethered
unthickened
unthoughtful
unthrashed
unthreadable
imthreshed
unthriving
unthwarted
untidily
imtiringly
untransplanted
untransportable
untransported
untransposed
untransmissible
untransmitted
untraversable
untreated
untrilled
untrumpeted
untrusted
untuneful
untwined
untwisted
untypical
unutilized
unuttered
unvamped
unventured
unverifiable
unverified
unvictorious
unvisited
unvitrifiable

unvitrified
unvocal
unvouched
unvuleanized
unwaked
unwalkable
unwalled
unwanted
unwarmed
unwatered
unwaxed
unwearable
unweary
unwearying
unwedded
unweighted
unweldable
unwelded
unwhisperable
unworkable
unworked
unworkmanlike
unwrathfully
unwronged
unyielded
unyouthful



tmabased

nnabased (un-a-basf), a. Not abased ; not low-
ered. Bp. Gaudcn, Tears of the Church, p. 274.

unabashed (un-a-bashf), a. Not abashed; not
confused with sliame or by modesty.

Earless on high stood unabash'd De Foe.
Pope, DuDciad, ii. 147.

unabated (un-a-ba'ted), a. Not abated; not
lessened or lowered ; not diminished.
To keep her husband's greatness unabated.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

unabilitvt (un-a-bil'i-ti), ». [ME. unahlete; <
«H-1 + ability. '\ Inability. WycHf; Milton, Areo-
pagitiea.

unable (un-a'bl),a. [ME.unable; < joi-i + afeZti,

a.] 1. Notable.
Who [Congreve] was confined to his chair by gout, and

. , . was unable to read from blindness.
Macaulay, Comic Dramatists of the Restoration.

2\. Lacking in ability; incapable.
Among us now a man is holde unable,
But if he can, by som conclusioun,
Don his neighbor wrong or oppressioun.

Chaucer, Lack of Steadfastness, 1. 10.

3t. Weak; helpless; useless.
Sapless age and weak unable limbs.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI. i iv. 6. 4.

tuiabledt(un-a'bld),a. Disabled ; incapacitated.
We are the cedars, they the mushrooms be,
UnaUed shrubs unto an abled tree.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, ii.

nnableness (un-a'bl-nes), «. The state of be-
ing unable; inability. J. Bradford, Letters
(Parker Soc, 1853), II. 121.

unabletet, ». See unability.

unabullet, v. An erroneous Middle English
form of enable.

unaccented (un-ak-sen'ted), a. Not accented

;

in music, receiving only a relatively slight rhyth-
mical emphasis: used both of beats, pulses, or
parts of measures, and of tones or notes that
occur on such beats or parts Unaccented oc-
tave. Same as small octave (which see, under octave).

unacceptable (un-ak-sep'ta-bl), a. Not ac-
ceptable; not pleasing; not welcome; not such
as will be received with pleasure ; displeasing.

The marquis at that time was very unacceptable to his
countrymen. Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

unacceptableness (un-ak-sep'ta-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unacceptable. Collier,

Pnde.
unaccessible (un-ak-ses'i-bl), a. Inaccessible.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, vi. 9.

unaccessibleness (un-ak-ses'i-bl-nes), 11. Inac-
cessibleiiess. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind,
p. 18.

unaccommodated (un-a-kom'o-da-ted), a. 1.

Not accommodated; not fitted, adapted, or ad-
justed.— 2. Not furnished with accommoda-
tions, or with necessary conveniences or appli-
ances.
Unaccommodated man is no more but such a poor, bare,

forked animal as thou ai't. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 111.

unaccompanied (un-a-kum'pa-nid), a. 1. Not
attended ; having no attendants, companions, or
followers; not followed, as with a consequence.
The travels and crosses wherewith prelacy is never un^

accompanied, tliey which feel them know how heavy and
how great they are. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

2. lu music, without instrumental accompani-
ment or support: used especially of vocal mu-
sic : as, an unaccompanied solo or quartet.
unaccomplished (un-a-kom'plisht), a. 1. Not
accomplished; not finished; incomplete.

The gods, dismay'd at his approach, withdrew.
Nor durst their unaccomplish'd crime pursue.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 660.

2. Not furnished, or not completely furnished,
with accomplishments.

.Still unaccomplish'd may the maid be thought
Who gi-acefuUy to dance was never taught.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

unaccomplishment (un-a-kom'plish-ment), n.

The state of being unaccomplished. Milton,
To the Parliament of England. [Rare.]
unaccordant (un-a-k6r'dant), a. Inharmoni-
ous; discordant; disagreeable in sound.
unaccorded (un-a-k6r'ded), a. Not accorded;
not brought to harmony or concord ; not agreed
upon. Bp. Hall, Peace-maker, § 5.

unacconntability (un-a-koun-ta-bil'i-ti), n. 1

.

The state or character of being unaccountable.— 2. PI. unaccountabilities (-tiz). That which
is unaccountable, or incapable of being ex-
plained.
There are so many peculiarities and mtaccountabilities

here. Mme. DArblay, Diary, III. 262. (Davies.)

unaccountable (un-a-koun'ta-bl), a. 1. Not
to be accounted for; not explicalsle; not to be
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explained by reason or by the knowledge pos-
sessed; inexplicable; hence, strange.

As unaccountable as one would think it, a wise man is

not always a good man. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

Nothing is more unaecourUable than the spell that often
Im'ks in a spoken word. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, xxv.

2. Not subject to account or control; not sub-
ject to answer ; not responsible.

Hee met at first with Doctrines of unaccountable Pre-
rogative; in them hee rested, because they pleas'd him.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

No human being should be at liberty to lead at his own
pleasure an unaccountable existence.

Froude, Sketches, p. 146.

3t. Not to be counted; countless; innumera-
ble. [Rare.]

Shew him, by the help of glasses, still more and more
of these flxt lights, and to beget in him an apprehension
of their utiaccountable numbers.

Wollagton, Beligion of Nature, v.

=S3m. 1. Mysterious.

UnaCCOUntableneSS (un-a-koun'ta-bl-nes), n.

1. The state or character of being unaccount-
able, or incapable of being explained or ac-
counted for.

The unaccountablene88 of this theory. OlanvUle.

2. The character or state of being not subject
to account or control; irresponsibility.

An unaccountablenegs, in practice and conversation, to
the rules and terms of their own communion.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, iv.

unaccountably (un-a-koim'ta-bli), adv. In an
unaccountable manner; strangely.
unaccredited (un-a-kred'i-ted), a. Not accred-
ited ; not received ; not authorized : as, an un-
accredited minister or consul.

unaccurate (un-ak'ii-rat), a. Inaccurate. Wa-
terland. Works, III. '178. [Rare.]

unaccurateness (un-ak'u-rat-nes), n. Inaccu-
racy. J?02^/c, Works, II. '49l. [Rare.]
unaccusably (un-a-kii'za-bli), adv. So as to be
beyond accusation; unexceptionably.
But the slightest attempts to copy them [Leonardo's

sketches) will show you that the terminal lines are inim-
itably subtle, uyiaccusably true, etc.

Buskin, Lectures on Art, § 162.

unaccustomed (un-a-kus'tomd), a. 1. Not ac-
customed; not used; not made familiar or ha-
bituated.
A bullock unacctistomed to the yoke. Jer. zxxi. 18.

2. Not according to custom ; not familiar; un-
usual; extraordinary; strange.

These apparent prodigies,
The unaccustom'd teiTor of this night.

Sfta*., J. C, ii. 1. 199.

My children have had other birthplaces, and, so far as
their fortunes may be within my control, shall strike their
roots into unaccust&m^d earth.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 11.

unaccustomedness (un-a-kus'tomd-nes), M.

Tlie character of being unaccustomed ; strange-
ness. Scribncr's Mag.. VIII. 368.

unaching (un-a'king), a. Not aching; not
giving or feeling pain. Slial:, Cor., ii. 2. 152.
[Rare.]
unacknowledged (un-ak-nol'ejd), a. 1. Not
acknowledged; not recognized: as, an unac-
knowledged agent or consul.

An unacknowledged successor to the crown.
Clarendon, Civil Wars, I. 75.

2. Not owned; not confessed; not avowed:
as, an unacknowledged crime or fault.

A scepticism which is unacknowledged and merely pas-
sive. J. Walker, Reason, Faith, and Duty.

3. Not noticed; not reported as received: as,

his check has remained unacknowledged Unac-
knowledged note, in music, same as unessential or pass-
ing note.

unacknowledging (un-ak-nol'ej-ing), a. Un-
thankful; ungrateful. [Rare.]

Your condition shall be never the worse for Miss Glan-
ville's unacknoiiledging temper. . . . You ai'e almost as
unacknowledfring as your sister.

Mrs. Lennox, Female Quixote, iii. 8. (Davies.)

tmacquaintance (un-a-kwan'tans), «. Want
of acquaintance or familiarity ; lack of know-
ledge; ignorance. Trench, Study of Words,
p. 153.

unacquainted (un-a-kwan'ted), a. It. Not well
known; unusual; strange.

Kiss the lips of unacquainted change.
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 166.

2. Not acquainted, or without acquaintance:
usually followed by tcitli.

Bounded on the South-east side with a bay of the Tyr-
rhen Sea unacquainted with tempests.

Sandys, Travailes (1652), p. 198.

Being a Londoner, though altogether unacquainted, I
have requested his company at supper.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

unadvisedly

unacquaintedness (un-a-kwan'ted-nes), n. The
state of being unacquainted. South, Sermons,
xl. 9.

unacquirable (un-a-kwir'a-bl), a. Not acquir-
able.

unacquirableness (un-a-kwir'a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being unacquirable. A. Tucker,
Light of Nature, xviii.

unacquired (un-a-kwird'), «. Not acquired;
not gained. Jer. Taylor.

unacted (un-ak'ted), a. Not acted; not per-
formed; not executed.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 527.

[Often used with on or upon, then signifying not affected
(by) : as, a metal unacted upon by an acid.

An extremely good non-conductor of electricity is un-
acted upon by acids or alkalies, and is therefore adapted
for making galvanic batteries.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXVI. 261.]

unactivet (un-ak'tiv), a. Not active ; inactive,
(a) Listless ; not active or acting ; slothful.

Think you me so tame.
So leaden and unactive, to sit down
With such dishonour?

Fletcher {and another?). Prophetess, v. 1.

(6) Inoperative ; not producing effects ; having no efficacy.

In the fruitful earth . . .

His beams, unactive else, their vigour find.

Maton, P. L., viii. 97.

(c) Marked by inaction ; not utilized.

While useless words consume th'unactice hours.
No wonder Troy so long resists our pow're.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 408.

unactivet (un-ak'tiv), ». «. [< unactive, a.~\ To
render inactive or incapable; incapacitate.
Fuller, Pisgah Sight, ii.

unactivelyt (un-ak'tiv-li), adv. Inactively.
Locke, Education, ^ 125.

unadditionedt (un-a-dish'ond), a. Without a
title ; not titled ; not being mentioned with an
addition or title.

He was a Knight, howsoever it cometb to passe he is
here unadditioned. Fuller, Worthies, I, 465. {Davies.)

unadjectived (un-ad'jek-tivd), a. Not quali-
fied by an adjective.

The Noun Adjective always signifies all that the unad-
jectived Noun signifies.

Tooke, Diversions of Purley, II. vii.

nnadmire (un-ad-mir'), v. t. To fail to admire.
[Rare.]

Joan looks away again, utterly unadmiring herself.
B. Broughton, Joan, xxi.

unadinired(un-ad-mird'), a. Not admired; not
regarded with affection or respect ; not admir-
able.

The diction and the sentiment, the delicacy and dignity,
passed unadmired. V. Ktwx, Liberal Education, § 21.

unadorned (un-a-domd'), a. Not adorned; not
decorated; not embellished.

Loveliness
Needs not the foreign aid of ornament.
But is, when unadorn'd, adorn'd the most.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 206.

unadulterate (un-a-dul't^r-at), a. Not adul-
terated; genuine; pure.

A breath of unadult'rate air. Cowper, Task, iv. 750.

unadvantaged (un-ad-van'tajd), fl. Not prof-
ited or favored. Fuller,'Worilaies, Staffordshire.
[Rare.]

unadventurous (un-ad-ven'tur-us), a. Not ad-
venturous ; not bold or resolute. Milton, P. R.,
iii. 243.

unadvisability (un-ad-\a-za-biri-ti), n. Inad-
visability. Lancet, No. 3514, p. IS. [Rare.]
unadvisable (un-ad-vi'za-bl), a. Inadvisable.
Lowth. Life of Wykham,^ 5. [Rare.]
unadvisableness (un-ad-vi'za-bl-nes), n. In-

advisability. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p.
272.

unadvised (un-ad-vizd'), fl. [< ME. unavised: <

Jia-i -f- advised.] 1. Not prudent; not discreet;

indiscreet.

Thou unadvised scold. Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 191.

2. Done without due consideration : rash ; ill-

advised.
I have no joy of this contract to-night

:

It is too rash, too unttdvised, too sudden.
Shak.,B.. and J., u. 2. 118.

3. Not advised; not having received advice or
advices.

Without a guide the precise spot would be exceedingly
difficult to find ; and from the forbidding nature of the
precipice, few would be bold enough to make the essay
unadvised. J. C. Brown, Reboisement in FYance, p. 294.

unadvisedly (un-ad-vi'zed-li), adv. Impru-
dently; indiscreetly; without due considera-
tion; rashly.



A poor, cold, unspirited,
Beau, and Fl.,

TmadTisedness

onadvisedness (un-ad-vi'zed-nes), 11. The
character of being unadvised; imprudence;
rashness; indiscretion.

Unadvigedness coupled with heedlessness, and mis-ad-

visedness coupled with rashness, correspond to the culpa

sine dole.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, ix. 17.

unaflfable(iin-af'a-bl),a. Not affable; reserved.

Dunicl. To Sir T. Egerton.

unaffeared (un-a-ferd'), a. Not frightened;

not afraid. Daniel, Civil Wars, iii. 76.

unaffected (un-a-fek'ted), a. Not affected, (a)

Not acted upon ; riot influenced ; not altered.

The same unaffected, unbiassed, unbribable, unaffrighted
innocence. Emer8on, Essays, p. 47.

(6) Not moved ; not having the heart or passions touched

;

destitute of affection or emotion.

, unaffected fool.

,
Thierry and Theodoret, li 1.

(c) Not showing affectation ; plain ; natural ; not artificial

;

simple.

A wise, sober, seemly, unaffected deportment.
Bp. UaU, Sermon, Eccles. iii. 4.

(i) Real ; not pretended ; sincere: as, unaffected sorrow.

nnaffectedly (un-a-fek'ted-li), adv. In an un-
affected manner; without affectation, or the at-

tempt to produce false appearances; simply.

rmaffectedness (un-a-fek'ted-nes), n. The
character of being unaffected. Athenseum, No.
3233. p. 479.

unaffied (un-a-fid'), a. Not allied or afBanced.

Not unrelated, unaffied.

But to each thought and thing allied,

1b perfect Nature's every part.
Ermrmn, Woodnotes, ii.

unaffiledt (un-a-fild'), a. Undefiled.

No strength of love bowe might
His hert«, whiche is unaffiled.

Oower, Conf. Amant., i.

unaffrighted (un-a-fri'ted), a. Not frightened.
FUtclter, Double Marriage, i. 2.

unafraid (un-a-frad'), a. Not afraid. Thomson,
Castle of Indolence, ii. 28. [Bare.]

unagreeable (un-a-gre'a-bl), a. Not agreeable.
(a) Not pleasing; disagreeable; distasteful. [Rare.)

Myu anpietouslyfdraweth along umi^ea^dwellynges
in me. Chaucer, Bobthius, L meter 1.

(6) Not consistent ; unsuitable.

The manner of their living unoffreeabU to the profes-
sion of the names of Christians.

E. Knight, Trial of Truth, fol. 63.

The Summer well nigh ending, and the season unagree-
abte to transport a Warr. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

nnagreeableness (un-a-gre'a-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of beingunagreeable, in either
sense. Decay of Christian Piety. (Richardson.)

unagreeably (un-a-gre'a-bli), adv. Not agree-
ably, (a) Disagreeably. (6) Unsuitably ; inconsistently.

unaided (un-a'ded), (I. Not aided; notassisted.

Thy allies ... for thy sake . . .

Perish unaided and unmissed by thee.
Coicper, Iliad, xvi. 662.

onalming (un-a'ming), a. Having no particu-
lar aim or direction. [Rare.]

The noisy culverin, o'ercharged, lets fly.

And bursts, unaiming, in the rended sky.
GranviUe.

unakert, «. See the quotation, and Bowporce-
luiti (under porcelain).

The clay [Bow porcelain], which was called unaker, was
brought from America, and was probably an impure kind
of kaolin. Encyc. Brit., XIX «1.

unalienable (un-al'yen-a-bl), a. Inalienable.
t'iilfriilijr. [Rare.]
nnalienably (un-al'ven-a-bli), adv. Inaliena-
bly, i'ouiifi. Night Thoughts, iv. [Rare.]

unalistt (u'nal-ist), n. [< L. unus, one (see
one), + -al-isi, formed on analogy of /)/MroH«t.]

~^€cles., a holder of only one benefice: opposed
) pluralist. V. Knox, Spirit of Despotism, ^ 33.

"are.]

ElUayedt (un-a-lad'), a. Unalloyed.

I

Our happiness is now aa unalloyed aa general.
Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 8.

talliable (un-a-li'a-bl), a. That cannot be ai-

led or connected in amity.

] Perpetual and unalliahle aliens.

Burke, Letter to Sir Henry Langrishe.

allied (un-a-lid'), «. 1. Having no alliance
' connection by nature, marriage, or treaty:
B, unaUicd families, nations, substances.— 2.
laving no powerful ally or relation. Young,
Sfight Thoughts, v.

flUoyed (un-a-loid'), a. Not alloyed ; not de-
ased or reduced by foreign admixture ; hence,
are; complete; entire: as, vaeta.\% unalloyed

;

alloyed satisfaction.

llterability (un-aKtfer-a-bil'i-ti), H. Unalter-
(iblencHs. liiiskin, Elements of t)rawing, p. 145.
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unalterable (un-fi,l't6r-a-bl), a. Not alterable

;

unchangeable ; immutable.

The law of nature, consisting in a fixed unalterable re-

lation of one nature to another. South, Sermons.

unalterableness (un-al'ter-a-bl-nes), n. Un-
changeableness; immutability. J. Edwards,
Works, IV. 185.

unalterably (un-al'ter-a-bU), adv. Unchange-
ably; immutably. Milton, P.Ij., v. 502.

unaltered (un-al'terd), a. Not altered or
changed.
Keep an even and unaltered gait.

B. Jamon, The Forest.

unambiguous (un-am-big'u-us), a. Not ambig-
uous; not of doubtful meaning; plain; per-
spicuous; clear; certain.

unambiguously (un-am-big'u-us-li), adv. In a
manner not ambiguous; without ambiguity;
plainly; clearly.

unambitious (un-am-bish'us), a. 1. Not am-
bitious; free from ambition; not marked by
ambition.

My bumble muse, in unarribitious strains.

Pope, Windsor Forest.

2. Not affecting show; not showy or promi-
nent; unpretending ; as, unambitious orna-
ments.
onambitionsly (un-am-Msh'us-li), adv. In
an unambitious manner; without ambition.
ICordsworth, Excursion, vii.

unamendable (un-a-men'da-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of being amended or corrected. Pope, Let-
ter to Swift, Oct. 9, 1719.

un-American (un-a-mer'i-kan), a. Not per-
taining to or resembling America or Ameri-
cans; not characteristic of American princi-

ples or methods ; foreign to American customs

:

noting especially the concerns of the United
States : as, un-American legislation ; un-Ameri-
can manners.
So far as the law permits such wrongs, it is unequal and

un-American law, by which some men's rights are wrong-
fully abridged in order that the privileges of others may
be wrongfully enlarged. New Princeton Rev., IV. 327.

un-Americanize (un-a-mer'i-kan-iz), V. t. To
render un-American In character; assimilate
to foreign customs and institutions. [Bare.]

Foreign interests and alien population tend to ui\-

Americanize the place. The American, VII. 117.

unamiability (un-a'rai-a-biri-ti), n. The char-
acter of being unamiabile. "R. Broughton, Be-
linda, iv.

nnamiable (un-a'mi-a-bl), a. Not amiable or
lovable ; not inducing love ; not adapted to

gain affection ; repelling love or kind advances

;

ill-natured ; repulsive.

These ladies of irresistible modesty are those who make
virtue unamiable. Steele.

unamused (un-a-miizd'), a. Not amused; not
entertained; not cheered by diversion or re-

laxation.

Instead of being unam-u^ed by trifles, I am, as I well
know I should be, amused by them a great deal too much.

Sydney Smith, to Francis Jeffrey.

unamusing (un-a-mu'zing), a. Not amusing.
Athemeiim, No. 3301, p. 150.

unamusingly (un-a-mii'zing-li), adv. In an un-
amusing manner. Athenseum, No. 3254, p. 316.

unamusive (un-a-mii'ziv), a. Not affording
or characterized "by amusement. [Bare.]

I have passed a very dull and unamu^ve winter.
Shemtone, Letters, L 83. (Latham.)

unancestried (un-an'ses-trid), a. Not having
a distinguished ancestry. Lowell, Study Win-
dows, p. 163. [Rare.]

unanchor (un-ang'kor), V. [< !ra-2 + anchor^.']

I. trans. To loose from anchorage.

Kate will have free elbow-room for unanchoring her
boat. De Quiticey, Spanish Nun, § 5. (Davies.)

II, intrans. To become loose from anchor-
age ; become detached. [Rare.]

It soon comes in contact with a colony of the organism
in the perfectly flagellate condition, attaches itself to one
of them, which soon unanchorn, and both swim away.

I'op. Sci. Ho., Aug., 1878, p. 511.

unanealedt, unaneledt (un-a-neld'), a. Not
having received extreme unction. See aneal^.

Unbousel'd, disappointed, unaneled.
Shak., Hamlet, L 5. 77.

unangular (un-ang'gil-lar), a. Not angular;
having no angles. [Rare.]

Soft, smooth, unangular bodies.

Burke, On the Sublime and Beautiful, § 24.

unanimalized (un-an'i-mal-izd), a. Not formed
into animal matter.

unappeasable

Unanimate^ (tm-an'i-mat), a. [< MH-1 -I- ani-
mate.] Inanimate. Tomto (?), Albumazar, ii. 5.

[Rare.]

unanimate^t (u-nan'i-mat), a. [< L. unanimus,
of one mind (see unanimous), + -fl(el.] Of one
mind; unanimous. [Rare.]
unanimated (un-an'i-ma-ted), a. 1. Not ani-
mated; not possessed of life. Dryden, Mneid,
Ded.— 2. Not enlivened; not having spirit;

dull; inanimate.
Unanimatelyt (ii-nan'i-mat-li), adv. [< unani-
tnate^ + -ly^.^ Unanimously.
To the water foules unanimately they recourse.
Naghe, Lenten StuHe (Harl. Misc., VL 170). (Davies.)

unanimity (ii-na-nim'i-ti), n. [< P. unanimite
= Sp. unanimidad = Pg. unanimidade = It.

unanimity, < LL. unanimita(t-)s, < L. unanimus,
unanimis, unanimous: see unanimous.} The
state of being unanimous ; agreement in opin-

ion or resolution of all the persons concerned.

Where they do agree on the stage, their unanimity is

wonderful. Sheridan, The Critic, iL 2.

unanimous (u-nan'i-mus), a. [= F. unanime
= Sp. unanime = Pg. unanime = It. unanime,
unanimo, < L. unanimus, unanimis, of one mind,
< unus, one, -t- animus, mind: see animus.'] 1.

Being of one mind; agreeing in opinion or de-
termination; consentient.

Both in one faith unanimous. Milton, P. L., xii. 603.

2. Formed with unanimity; exhibiting ima-
nimity : as, a unanimous vote.

Human nature is often malleable or fusible where reli-

gious interests are concerned, but in affairs material and
financial opposition to tyranny is apt to be unanimous.

MoUey, Dutch Republic, II. 286.

unanimously (ii-nan'i-mus-li), adv. With one
mind or voice; with unanimity. Jer. Taylor,

Of the Real Presence, § 3.

imanimousness (u-nau'i-mus-nes), n. The
character or state of being unanimous.
unanswerability (un-an'ser-a-bil'j-ti), n. Un-
answprablcnoss.
unanswerable (un-an'sfer-a-bl), a. Not to be
satisfactorily answered ; not susceptible of ref-

utation: as, an unanswerable argument. =Syn.
Irrefutable, irrefragable, incontrovertible.

unanswerableness(un-an'ser-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unanswerable.
unanswerably (un-an'sfer-a-bli), adv. In a
manner not to be answered; beyond refuta-

tion. Jcr. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 3.

unanswered (un-an's6rd), a. 1 . Not answered

;

not replied to ; not opposed by a reply : as, an
unanswered letter.

Must I tamely bear
This arrogance wmnswer'd? Thou 'rt a traitor.

Addison.

2. Not refuted: as, an unanswered argument.
— 3. Not suitably returned ; unrequited.

Quench, Corydon, thy long unanswered fire.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ii. 105.

unanziOUS (un-angk'shus), a. Free from anx-
iety. Toung, Night Thoughts, i. [Bare.]

unapostolic (un-ap-ps-tol'ik), a. Not apostolic

;

not agreeable to apostolic usage; not having
apostolic authority.

unapostolical (un-ap-os-tol'i-kal), a. Same as
unapostolic.

unappalled (un-a-p&ld'), a. Not appalled; not
daunted; not iniipressed with fear; dauntless.
Milton, P. B., iv. 425.

unapparel (un-a-par'el), V. t.; pret. and pp.
unappareled, unapparelled, ppr. unappareling,
unapparelling. [< m»«-2 + apparel.] To un-
cover; undress; unclothe; disclose.

Ladies, unapparel your dear beauties.
Middteton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iL 2.

unappareled, unapparelled (un-a-par'eld), a.

Not wearing clothes; habitually unclothed.
[Rare.]

They were unapparelled people, according to the clime,

and had some customs very barbarous. Bacon, Holy War.

unapparent (un-a-par'ent), a. Not apparent;
obscure ; not visible.

Bitter actions of despite, too subtle and too unapparent
for law to deal with. Milton, Tetrachordon.

The Zoroastrian definition of poetry, mystical, yet exact,

"apparent pictures of unapparent natures."
Emerson, Complete Prose Works, II. 276.

unappealable (un-a-pe'la-bl), a. 1. Not ap-

pealable ; incapable of being carried to a high-

er court by appeal : as, an unappealable cause.
— 2. Not to be appealed from ; final : as, an un-

appealablc .iudge. South, Sermons, V. iii.

unappeasable (un-a-pe'za-bl), a. Not to be
appeased or pacified; implacable: as, unap-
peasable anger. Milton, S. A., 1. 963.



tmappeased

unappea8ed(uTi-a-pezd'),a. Not appeased; not
pacified; not satisfied: &s, unappeased hunger.
Hooker, Eeeles. Polity, v.

Unapplausive ^un-a-pl4'siv), a. Not applaud-
ing; not eheenng or encouraging by or as by
applause.

Instead of getting a soft fence against the cold, shadowy,
utiapplaimve audience of his life, had he only given it a
more substantial presence?

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xx. (Daviee.)

unappliable (un-a-pli'a-bl), a. Inapplicable.
[Rare.]
Best books to a naughty mind are not UTUippliable to

occasions of evill. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 16.

unapplicable (un-ap'li-ka-bl),a. Inapplicable.
Boyle, Works, II. 485. [Ijare.]

unapplied (un-a-plid'), «• Not specially ap-
plied ; not put or directed to some special ob-

ject or purpose.
Men dedicated to a private, free, unapplied course of

life. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Uliappreciable(un-a-pre'shi-a-bl), a. Inappre-
ciable. [Rare.]
unappreciated (un-a-pre'shi-a-ted), a. Not ap-
preciated, (o) Not perceived or detected. (6) Not es-

timated at the true worth; not sufficiently valued.

unappreciative (un-a-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. Inap-
preeiative. Tlie Academy, May 3, 1890, p. 309.

unapprehended (un-ap-rf-hen'ded), a. 1. Not
apprehended; not taken.— 2. Not understood,
perceived, or conceived of.

They of whom God is altogether unapprehended are but
lew in number. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

unapprehensible (un-ap-rf-hen'si-bl), a. In-
apprehensible. South, Sermons, V. v.

unapprehensive (un-ap-re-hen'siv), a. 1. Not
apprehensive ; not fearful or suspecting.

Careless of the common danger, and, through a haughty
ignorance, unapprehensive of his own.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. Not intelligent; not ready of conception,
perception, or understanding.

TJnlemed, Unapprehensive, yet impudent.
MUton, Hist. Eng., iii.

3. Unconscious; not cognizant. [Rare.]

I am not unapprehensive that I might here indeed , , ,

have proceeded iu another manner.
J. Howe, Works, I. 28.

unapprehensiveness (un-ap-re-hen'siv-nes), n.

The state of being unapprehensive. Bichard-
son, Clarissa Harlowe, iii. 5. (Davies.)

unapprised (un-a-prizd'), a. Not apprised ; not
previously informed.

You are not unapprized of the influence of this officer

with tlie Indians.
Jefferson, to Gen'l Washington (Works, I. 185).

unapproachable (un-a-pro'cha-bl), (I. That can-
not be approached or approximated ; inaccessi-

ble; unattainable. iira»i»iOH(i, Works, IV. 613.

unapproachableness (un-a-pro'cha-bl-nes), «.

The character of being unapproachable. Haw-
thorne, Marble Faun, x.

unapproachably (un-a-pro'cha-bli), adv. So
as to be unapproachable. Contemporary Ben.,

unapproached (un-a-prochf), «• Not ap-
proached ; not to be approached ; not approxi-
mated.

God Is light,

And never but In unapproached light
Dwelt from eternity. MUton, P. L., iii. 4.

Those scenes of almost unapproached pathos which
make the climax of his [Dante's] Purgatorio.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 76.

unappropriate (un-a-prd'pri-at), a. 1. Inap-
propriate. [Rare.]— 2. Not assigned or al-

lotted to any person or persons ; unappropri-
ated. Warburton.
unappropriate (un-a-pr6'pri-at), V. t. To take
from the possession or custody of particular
individuals ; make open or common to the use
or possession of all. [Rare.]

Unappropriating and unmonopolising the rewards of

learning and industry from the greasy clutch of igno-
rance. Milton.

unappropriated (un-a-pro'pri-a-ted), a. Not
appropriated, (a) Having no particular application.

Ovid could not restrain the luxuriancy of his genius
. . . from wandering into an endless variety of flowery
and unappropriated similitudes, and equally applicable
to any other person or place. T. Warton, Essay on Pope.

(6) Not applied or directed to be applied to any other ob-
ject, as money or funds; as, unappr(tpriated funds in the
treasury, (c) Not granted or given to any person, com-
pany, or corporation : as, unappropriated lands, (d) Not
appropriated by any person ; as, an unappropriated sub-
ject for a poem.

unapproved (un-a-provd'), a. 1. Not ap-
proved; not having received approbation. Mil-
ton, P. L., v. 118.— 2t. Not justified and con-
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firmed by proof ; not corroborated or proved.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 53.

unapt (un-apf ), a. [< ME. unapt; < «n-l + apt.l
1. Not apt; not ready or inclined.

I am a soldier, and unapt to weep.
Shak., I Hen. VI., v. 3. 133.

A most merciful man, as ready to forgive as unapt to
take or give an offence.

Penn, Kise and Progress of Quakers, v.

2. Dull ; not ready to learn : same as inapt, 2.

Very dull and unapt. Bacon.

3. Unfit; inappropriate; unsiutable; not quali-

fied ; not disposed.

Was never man or woman yet bigete
That was unapt to soferen loves hete
Celestial, or elles love of kynde.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 978.

Unapt 1 am, not only because of painful study, but also

for this short warning.
Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Why are our bodies soft and weak and smooth,
Unapt to toil and trouble in the world?

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 166.

No unapt type of the sluggish and wavering movement
of that mind. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

unaptly (un-apt'li), a(iu. Unfitly; improperly.
unaptness (un-apt'nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being unapt, in any sense.

unaquitt, «. [ME.,< wn-i -I- aquit, pp. of aquit, ».]

Unrequited.
Charitee goth unaquit. Qower, Conf. Amant., U.

unaracedf, a. [ME., < «w-l + araced.'] Same
as unraced.

unargued (un-ar'giid), o. 1. Not argued ; not
debated; also, not argued with ; not disputed;
not opposed by argument.

My author and disposer, what thou bidd'st
Unargued I obey. MUton, P. L., iv. 636.

2t. Not censured. B. Jonson.

unarm (un-arm'), V. [< ME. unarmen; < jtw-2 -I-

arm^.'] I. trans. 1. To strip of armor or arms;
disarm.

To vnarme hym the kyng made in that place.
Bom. qfPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5666.

Sweet Helen, I must woo you
To help unarm our Hector.

Shak., T. and C, iiL 1. 163.

2. To render incapable of inflicting injury;
make harmless.
Galen would not leave the world too subtle a theory of

poisons, unarming thereby the malice of venomous spirits.

Sir T. Browne.

II. intrans. To take off or lay aside one's arms
or armor.
While thei were in vn-armynge, thei saugh comynge the

squyer of Elizer and the yoman.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 555.

Will ye unarm, and yield yourselves his prisoners?
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 7.

unarmed (un-armd'), a. [< ME. unarmed, on-
armed, unarmit; < un-^ + armed.'] 1. Not hav-
ing on arms or armor ; not equipped with arms
or weapons.

I am unarm'd; forego this vantage, Greek.
Shak., T. and C, v. 8. 9.

2. Not furnished with scales, prickles, or other
armature, as animals and plants; in entom.,
noting parts destitute of projections, spines,
points, etc., where such structures are com-
monly found : as, ttnarmed tibia?.

unarmored, unarmoured (un-ar'mord), a. Not
armored; specifically, not plated or sheathed
with metal as a defense from projectiles: not-
ing ships of war: as, an unarmored cruiser.

unarrayed (un-a-rad'), o. 1. Not arrayed; not
dressed; unappareled.

This infant world, yet unarray'd, naked and bare.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, i. 1.

2. Not organized; not an-anged.
unartedt (un-iir'ted), a. [< unA + art^ + -ed^.]

1. Ignorant of the arts.

God, who would not have his church and people letter-

less and unarted.
Wat£rhouse, Apology for Learning (1653), p. 19.

2. Not artificial
;
plain ; simple.

Unarted meat, kind neighbourhood.
Feltham, Resolves, i. 99.

unartftll (un-ilrt'ful), a. 1 . Not artful ; artless

;

not having cunning; guileless; frank; genuine.

I'm sure unart/ul truth lies open
In her miud. Dryden, The Tempest, iii.

2. Wanting skill; inartistic. [Rare.]

unartfully (un-iirt'ful-i), orft'. Without art; in

an unartful manner; artlessly. Burlce.

unartificial (un-ar-ti-fish'al), a. Inartificial;

not artificial ; not formed By art.

The coarse unartificial arrangement of the monarchy.
Burke, Rev. in France.

unattempted

unartificially (un-ar-ti-fish'al-i), adv. Without
art or skill ; in an unskilful manner. Milton,
Hist. Eng., iii.

unartistic (un-ar-tis'tik), a. Inartistic. Edin-
burgh Itev.

unascendable (un-a-sen'da-bl), a. Incapable
of being ascended, climbed, or mounted; un-
scalable.

unascended (un-a-sen'ded), a. Not having
been ascended, as a throne waiting for its king.
[Rare.]

It was for thee yon kingless sphere has long
Swung blind in unascended majesty.

Shelley, Adonais, xlvL

unascertainable (un-as-er-ta'na-bl), a. Not
capable of being ascertained ; incapable of be-
ing certainly known.
unascertained (un-as-^r-tand' ), a. Not reduced
to a certainty; not made certain and definite;
not certainly known.
Most of the companies administer charities of large but

unascertained value. Encyc. Brit., VI. 225.

unascriedt (un-as-krid'), a. Not descried or
seen. Hall.

unasked (un-askt'),a. 1. Not asked; unsolicited.

Indeed I thought
That.news of ill unasked would soon be brought

Wittiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 310.

2. Not sought by entreaty or care. [Rare.]

The bearded com ensu'd
From earth unas^d. Dryden.

unaspectivet (un-as-pek'tiv), a. Not having
regard to anything; inattentive. Feltham, Re-
solves, ii. 74.

unaspirated (un-as'pi-ra-ted), a. Having no
aspirate

;
pronounced or written without an as-

pirate.

unaspiring (un-as-pir'ing), a. Not aspiring;
not ambitious: as, a modest and unaspiring
person.

unassailable (un-a-sa'la-bl), a. Not assailable;
incapable of being assailed; incontestable;
hence, not to be moved or shaken from a pur-
pose.

I do know but one
That unassailable holds on his rank,
Unshaked of motion. Shak., J. C, iii. 1. 69.

iinassailed (un-a-sald'), a. Not assailed; not
attacked.

To keep my life and honour urmssaiTd.
Milton. ComuB, 1. 22a

unassayed (un-a-sad'), a. Not essayed ; not at-

tempted; not subjected to assay or trial; un-
tested.
To be ridd of these mortifying Propositions he leaves no

tyraimical evasion unassaid. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xL

unassimila'ted (un-a-sim'i-la-ted), a. Not as-

similated, (a) Not made to resemble; not brought
into a relation of similarity. (6) In physiol., not united
with and actually transformed into the fluid or solid con-
stituents of the living body ; not taken into the system as
nutriment : as, food still unassimUated.

unassisted (un-a-sis'ted), a. Not assisted ; not
aided or helped ; unaided. Addison.
unassuetude (un-as'we-tiid),n. Unaccustomed-
ness. [Rare.]
We walked about for an hour or two, admiring the

beauty and grand bearing of the women [of Genezzano],
and the picturesque vivacity and ever-renewing unassue-
tude of the whole scene. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 252.

unassuming (un-a-sii'ming), a. Notassuming;
not bold or forward; not arrogant; modest;
not forthputting; retiring.

Thou unassuming common-place
Of Nature, with that homely face.

Wordsworth, To the Same Flower (the DaisyX

unassured (un-a-shord'), a. 1. Not assured;
not bold or confident.— 2t. Not to be trusted.

The fayned friends, the unassured foes.

Spenser, Hymn in Honour of Love, 1. 263.

3. Not insured against loss : as, goods nnassured.

unattached (un-a-tachf), a. Not attached;
free. Specifically— (a) In law, not seized on account of

debt. (6) MUit., not belonging to any special body of

troops or to the staff, as an officer who is waiting orders.

una'ttainable (un-a-ta'ua-bl), a. Not to be at-

tained or gained.

unattainableness (un-a-ta'na-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unattainable, or be-
yond reach.

unattainted (un-a-tan'ted), a. Not attainted;

not corrupted; not affected; hence, impartial.

With unattainted eye.

Compare her face with some that I shall show.
SAoJt., R. and J.,i.2.90.

unattempted (un-a-temp'ted), a. 1. Not at-

tempted; not tried; not essayed; not under-
taken.

Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.
MUton, P. L., i. 16.



tmattempted

2. Not subjected to a trial or test ; not tried, as
by temptation. [Rare.]

But for my hand, as unattempted yet,
Like a poor beggar, ralleth on the rich.

Shak., K. John, li. 1. 691.

imattended (un-a-ten'ded), a. 1. Not attend-
ed; not aeeompanied ; having no retinue or at-
tendance; without a guardian. Milton, P. h.,
viii. 60.— 2. Not attended to ; not dressed: as,
unattended wounds.
unattending (un-a-ten'ding), a. Not attend-
ing or listening; not attentive. Milton, Comus,
1. '272.

unattentive (un-a-ten'tiv), a. Inattentive;
careless. Clarke, Evidences, v.

unattested (un-a-tes'ted), a. Not attested;
having no attestation.

6581 unbattered
I am not unaware how the productions of the Grub- the amount of roclt-excavation turn out to be very small

street protnerhood have of late years fallen under many and the amount of earth-excavation very laree
prejudices. ^'n/*. Tale of a Tub, Int. unballast! (un-bal'ast),t;. «,

'^
•*

"

Thus God has not left himself unattested, doing good,
sending us from heaven rains and fruitful seasons.

Barrow, On the Creed.

unattire (un-a-tir'), v. t. [< ««-2 -t- attire.'] To
take oflE the dress or attire, especially robes of
state or ceremony; undress. [Rare.]

We both left Mrs. Schwellenberg to unattire.
Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, v. 209. (Davies.)

unattractive (un-a-trak'tiv), a. Not attractive
or pleasing.

nnattractiveness (un-a-trak'tiv-nes), n. The
state of being unattractive. Fortniqhtlti Sev.,
N. S.,XLnr. 764.

unau (ii'na), n. [S. Amer.] The South Ameri-
can two-toed sloth, Cholopus didactylus.
cut under Cholopiis.

nnaudienced (un-4'di-enst), a. Not admitted to
an audience; not received or beard. Richard-
son. [Rare.]
unauspicious (un-as-pish'us), a. Inauspicious.

Ingrate and unauepicioua altars. Shak., T. N., t. 1. 116.

unanthentic (un-a-then'tik), a. Not authentic

;

not genuine or true. T. Warton.
nnanthenticated (un-a-then'ti-ka-ted), a. Not
authenticated; not attested; not shown to be
genuine. I'aleij.

nnauthenticitv (un - a - then - tis'j - ti), n. The
character of being unauthentic'.' Athenaeum,
No. 3193, p. 15.

unauthoritative (un-a-thor'i-t»-tiv), a. Not
authoritative. Enq/c. Brit., V." 7.'

unauthoritiedt, a. [Early mod. E. unautoritied

;

< KH-l -1- authority + -eiP.'] Unauthorized.
Nor to do thus are we unautoritied either from the mor-

all precept of Salomon to answer him thereafter that prides
him in his folly. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst., Pref.

unauthorized (un-a'thor-Izd), a. Not author-
ized; not warranted by proper authority; not
duly commissioned. Sliak., Othello, iv. 1. 2.
Also spelled unauthorised.

unavailability (un-a-va-la-bil'i-ti), n. The
character of being unavailable.
unavailable (un-a-va'la-bl), a. 1. Not availa-
ble ; not capable of being used with advantage

:

as, «nat!ai7<j6te manuscripts.—2t. Useless; vain.
But to complain or not complain alike
Is unavaiiable. Abp. Potter.

unavailing (un-a-va'ling), a. Not availing or
haying the effect desired ; ineffectual; useless;
vain: as. unarailinn efforts; unavailing prayers.
=8yn. Fruitlem, Inefectual, etc. See ugeUn.

unavailingly (un-a-va'ling-li), adv. Without
avail. Fortnightly Rev., K. S., XLI. 820.
unavisedt, «. Unadvised.

Wit unariied, sage folic. Born, oj the Rote, 1. 4738.

unavoidable (un-a-voi'da-bl), a. 1. Incapable
of being made null or 'void.— 2. Not avoid-
able: not to be shunned; inevitable: as, una-
toid/ihk evils. Evelyn, Diary, March 18, les.").

unavoidableness (un-a-voi'da-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unavoidable ; inevi-
tableness.

unavoidably (un-a-voi'da-bli),arft;. Inevitably
on account of some unavoidable thing or event.'
unavoided (un-a-voi'ded), a. 1. Not avoided
or shunned.— 2t. Unavoidable; inevitable.

We see the very wreck that we must suffer
And unavoided is the danger now.

Shak., Rich. II., il. 1. 268.

unavowed fun-a-voud'), a. Not avowed or
openly acknowledged : as, unavowed dislike,
imaware ^un-a-wSr'), ". Not aware ; not heed-
mg; heedless; unmindful: often used adver-
bially.

_ .. ,
Asone that unawore

aath dropp d a precious Jewel in the good.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, I. 823.

Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire
Belike through impotence, or unaware »

'

MUton, P. L , ii. 15«.

Dead-asleep, unaware as a corpse.
Browning, King and Book, vi. 13!).

Answers nothing, save with her brown eyes,
Smiles ujMware, as if a guardian saint
.Smiled in her. jl/r». Brmiming, Aurora Leigh, v.

unawares (un-a-warz'), adv. [< unaxcare +
adv. gen. -e«.]" 1. While the person is una-
ware; unexpectedly; without previous know-
ledge or preparation ; suddenly.
Take the great-grown traitor unawares.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 63.

There may be stupidity in a man of genius if you take
him unawares on the wrong subject.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 165.

2. Without premeditated design; inadver-
tently.

As when a ship, that flyes fayre under sayle,
An hidden rocke escaped hath unwares.
That lay In waite her wrack for to bewaile.

Spenser, ¥. Q., I. vi. 1.

They [Pharisees) did not know themselves; they had
unawares deceived themselves as well as the people.

J. H. Neunnan, Parochial Sermons, I. 127.

At unawares (erroneously at unaware), unexpectedly.
By his foe surprised at unawares.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 4. 9.

I came to do it with a sort of love
At foolish unaware. Mrs. Brmming.

unawned (un-and'), a. In hot., not provided
with an awn.

See unazotized (un-az'o-tizd), a. Not azotized;
not supplied with azote or nitrogen. Bentlev.
Botany, p. 739.

unbacked (un-bakf), a. 1. Not having been
backed ; not taught to bear a rider; unbroken.

.. ,, {iun-^ + hallast.']
To free from ballast; discharge the ballast
from.

Like unbacl^d colts they prick'd their ears.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 176.

2. Unsupported; left without aid; unaided; in
sporting, not supported by bets : as, an unbacked
horse.— 3. Not moved back or backward. C.
Richardson.
unbag (un-bag'), V. t. [< «»i-2 -f- bag.] To let
out of a bag; pour out of a bag; take from or
as if from a bag: as, to unbag a fox; to unbag
grain. [Rare.]

Mrs. TuUiver . . . unbagged the bell-rope tassels and
unpinned the curtains.

Omrge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 3.

unbailable (un-ba'la-bl), a. Not bailable : as,
the offense is U7tbailable.

unbaized (un-bazd'), a. Not covered with
baize. [Rare.]

It slid down the polished slope of the varnished and un-
bailed desk. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxviii.

unbaked (un-bakf), a. Not baked; hence, im-
mature; ill-digested.

Your son was misled with a snipttafTeta fellow there,
whose villanous saifrou would have made all the UTibaked
and doughy youth of a nation in his colour.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 6. 3.

Songs she may have,
And read a little uiibak'd poetry,
Such as the dabblers of our time contrive.

Fletcher and another. Elder Brother, ii. 2.

unbalance! (un-bal'ans), v. t. [< «n-l -I- bal-
ance, n.] To throw out of balance.

It is true the repeal of these laws might restore harmony
between the railroails, but only by a further unbalanHn'j
of the relations between the railroad companies and the
public. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 368.

unbalance^ (un-bal'ans), «. [< «k-2 + balance,
v.] Want of balance ; derangement. [Rare.]
The paralyzing influence of disease in this class of cases

operates, in a degree, like that arising from congenital
deficiency and unbaiance observed in another class of
cases. Alien, and lferarol.,Vin.hH.

unbalanced (un-bal'anst), a. 1 . Not balanced

;

not poised.

Let earth, unbalanced, from her orbit fly.

Planets and suns run lawless through the sky.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 256.

Such were the fashionable outrages of unbalanced par-
ties. J. Adams, Works, IV. 287.

2. Not brought to an equality of debt and
credit : as, an unbalanced account.— 3. Un-
steady ; easily swayed ; deranged ; unsound.

Thus good or bad to one extreme betray
Th' unbalanced mind. Pope, Imit. of Horace, i. 6.

Unbalanced bid, in public contracts, a bid for the per-

formance uf a given work at specified rates for each of the
various kinds of labor or materials required, which, by
being made on an erroneous e8tim.ite of quantities of each,

appeal's, assuming those quantities to be correct, to be low
in comparison with other bids, when a computation based
upon the true quantities would make the tiid high. Thus,
if the estimates are of a very large quantity of rock-exca-
vation and a very small quantity of earth-excavation, a bid

for the entire work at a very low rate for the former and
a very hiKli rate for the latter might appear to be the
lowest bid but might prove to be the highest, should

unballast^! (un-bal'ast), a. [For unballasted.]
Unballasted. Addison, tr. of Ovid's Meta-
morph., ii.

unballasted (un-bal'as-ted), a. Not furnished
with ballast; not kept steady by ballast or by
weight; unsteady: literally or figuratively : as,
unballasted wits.

unhanded (un-ban'ded), a. Having no band,
especially in the sense of being stripped of a
band, or lacking one where one is needed.
Your bonnet unbanded.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 398.

Unbank (un-bangk'), u. t. [< «H-2 -f bankl.]
1 . To take a bank from ; open as if by leveling
or removing banks. [Rare.]

Unbank the hours
To that soft overflow which bids the heart
Yield increase of delight.

Taylor, Edwin the Fair, I. 5. (Dames.)

2. To cause (a tire) to burn briskly by raking
off the ashes from the top, opening drafts and
the ash-pit door, etc. See to bank afire, under
bank^. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 315.
unbankable (un-bang'ka-bl), a. Not bankable.

All the gold that France has paid, or can pay, were a
poor exchange for the treasure of German idealisni, un-
bankable as it is.

B. L. Gildersleeve, Essays and Studies, p. 56.

unbaptized (un-bap-tizd'), a. Not baptized;
hence, figuratively, unhallowed; profane.

For those my untntptized rhimes.
Writ in my wild unhallowed times, . . .

Forgive me, God.
Harrick, His Prayer for Absolution.

unbar (un-biir'), i: t. 1. To remove a bar or
bars from : said especially of a gate or door.

Unbar the sacred gates, and seek the pow'r
With offer'd vows, in Ilion's topmost tow'r.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 111.

Then to the castle's lower ward
Sped forty yeomen tall,

The iron studded gates unbarred . . .

And let the drawbridge fall.

Scott, Mai'mion, i. 4.

2. To open ; unlock : especially in figurative
uses.

The sure physician, death, who is the key
To unbar these locks. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 8.

Soon as Aurora had uribarr'd the Morn.
Prior, Colin's Mistakes, ii.

unbarbed (un-barbd'), a. If. Not sheared,
shaven, or mown; unshaven.

Must I go show them my unbarbed sconce?
Shak., Cor., iii. 2. 99.

The thick unbarbed grounds. Drayton.

2. Not furnished with barbs or reversed points,
hairs, or plumes.
unharhered (un-bar'b6rd), a. Unshaven.

We'd a hundred Jews to larboard
Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered.

Thackeray, The White SqualL

unbark^t (un-bark'), V. t. [< M«-2 + bark^.]
To strip off the bark from, as a tree; bark.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 654.

unbark^t (un-bark'), V. [< Mn-2 -1- barkS. Cf.
disbark, disembark.] To disembark; land. Hak-
luyVs Voyages, II. 214.

unbarricade (un-bar-i-kad'), v. t. [< ?<n-2 -t-

barricade.] To throw open ; unbar. Sterne.
unbarricadoed (un-bar-i-ka'dod), a. Not bar-
ricaded, stopped, or blocked up; unobstructed.
Burke, To Wm. Elliot, Esq.
unbase (un-bas'), a. Not base, low, or mean;
riot degrading or disgraceful. Daniel, To Henry
Wriothesly.
unbashedt (un-bashf), a. Not filled with or
not feeling shame ; unabashed. Sir P. Sidney,
Arcadia, iii.

unbashful (un-bash'fiil), a. Not bashful ; bold

;

impudent; shameless. <SAafc., As you Like it,

ii. 3. 50.

unbated (un-ba'ted), a. If. Not bated; una-
bated; undiminished.

My guards
Are you, great Powers, and the unbated strengths
Of a firm conscience. B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 4.

2. Unbltinted : noting a sword without a but-
ton on the point.

The treacherous instrument is in thy hand,
Unbated and envenom'd. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 828.

unbathed(un-ba'FHd'),a. Not bathed; not wet.
Dryilen. Cymon and Iphigenia.
unbattered (un-bat'6rd), a. Not battered ; not
bruised or injured by blows. Shak., Macbeth,
V. 7. 19.
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unbefooKun-be-fol' ),«•'• [<.un-^ + befool.} 1.

To change from a foolish nature ; restore firom

the state or condition of a fool. South, Sermons,
VII. viii.— 2. To open the eyes of to a sense of

folly.— 3. To undeceive. [Bare in all uses.]

unbefriend (un-be-frend'), V. t. [< MM-l + he-

friend.} To fail to befriend; deprive of friend-

ly support. [Rare.]

And will not unbefriend the enterprising any more than
the timid. The American, XXTX. 104.

unbefriended (un-bf-fren'ded), p. a. Not be-

friended; not supported byfriends; havingno
^j^^gyg^ej (un-be-le'v6r), «. 1. An ineredu-

unbay

lUlbayt (un-ba'), «• t- To open; free from re-

straint.
To utibay the current of my passions.

Norris, Miscellanies.

ttnbet (un-be'), f. t. To cause not to be, or not

to be the same ; cause to be other.

How oft, with danger of the field beset,

Or with home mutinies, would he unbe
Himself

!

Old play.

nnbear (un-bar' ), v. t.
;
pret. unbore, pp. miborne,

ppr. tinbearing. To take off or relax the bear-

ing-rein of: said of a horse.

Unbear him half a moment to freshen him up.
Dickens, £leal( House, Ivi.

unbearable (un-bar'a-bl), a. Not to be borne
or endured ; intolerable. Sir H. Sidney, State

Papers, II. 228.

nnbearableness (un-bar' a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being unbearable.

unbearably (un-bar'a-bli), adv. In an unbear-

able manner; intolerably.

unbearded (un-ber'ded), «. Having no beard,

in any sense ; beardless.

Ih' unbearded youth.
B. Jomon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetiy.

The yet unbearded grain.
Dryden, Britannia Rediviva, 1. 260.

unbearing (un-bar'ing), a. Bearing or pro-

ducing no fruit ; sterile; barren. Dryden.

unbeast (un-besf), v. t. To divest of the form
or qualities of a beast. [Rare.]

Let him unbeast the beast.
Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii,

unbeaten (un-be'tn), a. 1. Not beaten; not
mi^jegtliled (un-be-gild'), a. Not beguiled or

-2. Untrodden^ not beaten deceived. Congreve, tr. of Homer's Hymn to

Venus.
unbegun (un-be-gun'), a. [< ME. unbegonne, un-

begunnen; <.un-^ + begun.} 1. Not yet begun.

A work unbegun. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 66.

2t. Having had no beginning ; eternal.

The mighty God which u-nbegonne
Stonte of hym selfe.

Oower, Conf. Amant, vIlL

unbeholden (un-be-hol'dn), a. Unseen.

Lilte a glow-worm golden
In a dell of dew,

Scattering unbeholden
Its aerial hue. Shelley, To a Skylark, x.

unbehovablet, «• Not needful; unprofitable.

Sir J. Cheke.
It neither unbecomes God nor men to be moved by rea- unbebovelyt, a. Not behooving ; unseemly,

son. Bp. Sherlock, On Providence, Ix.
q^^^.^^ Conf. Amant., vi.

unbending

unbelievable (un-be-le'va-bl), a. Not to be be-

lieved; incredible. J. Udall.

The pine shot aloft from the crag to an unbelievable height.
Tennyson, Voyage of Maeldune.

unbelieved (un-be-levd'), a. Not beUeved,
credited, or trusted ; also, incredible.

As L thus wrong'd, hence unbelieved go.

Shak.,M. forM.,T. 1. 119.

I made his valour stoop, and brought that name,
Soar'd to so unbeliev'd a height, to fall

Beneath mine.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii 2.

friendly aid.

Alas for Love

!

And Truth who wanderest lone and unbefriended.
Shelley, Hellas.

unbeget (un-bf-gef), v. t. To undo the beget-

ting of. [Rare.]

Wishes each minute he could unbeget those rebel sons.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, i. 1.

unbeginning (un-be-gin'ing), a. Having no
beginning.
An unbeginning, midless, endless ball. Sylvester.

unbegot (un-be-gof), a. Unbegotten.

Your children yet unborn and unbegot.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. 88.

unbegotten (un-bf-got'n), a. 1. Not yet gen-

erated; not yet begotten.— 2. Having never
been generated ; self-existent.

The eternal, urJiegotten, and immutable God.
Stmingfleet.

lous person ; one who does not believe.— 2
One who discredits Christian revelation, or the

mission, character, and doctrines of Christ.

They, having their conversation honest and holy
amongst the unbelievers, shined like virgin-tapers in the

midst of an impure prison, and amused the eyes of the

sons of darkness with the brightness of the flame.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 166.

3. One who does not believe in or hold any
given religion.

Who think through unbelievers' blood
Lies their directest path to heaven.

Moore, Fire-Worshippers.

=Syn. Skeptic, Disbeliever, etc. See infidel.

unbelieving (un-be-le'ving), a. 1. Notbeliev-

unbeguile (un-be-gil'), v. t. To undeceive ; free

from the influence of deceit. Daniel. [Rare.]

treated with blows.-
by the feet: as, unbeateti paths.— 3. Not con-

quered; not surpassed; unexcelled; never
beaten: as, an unbeaten record; an unbeaten

competitor.
unbeauteous (un-bii'te-ns), a. Not beautiful;

having no beauty ; not possessing qualities that

delight the senses, especially the eye and ear.

unbeautiful (un-bu'ti-ful), a. Not beautiful;

plain; ugly. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 531.

nnbeavered (un-be'verd), a. 1. Without the

beaver or hat ; bareheaded. Gay, The Espou-
sal.— 2. With the beaver of the helmet open.

See beaver.

unbecomet (un-be-kum'), V. t. Not to become

;

not to be suitable to; misbecome.

unbecoming^ (un-be-kum'ing), o. 1. Not be-

coming; improper;' indecent; indecorous.

Unbecoming speeches. Dryden.

2. Not befitting or suiting; not suitable or

proper (for or in).

There were no circumstances in our Saviour's appear-

ance or course of life which were unbecomitig the Sou of

God, and the design he came upon.

unbeingt (un-be'ing), a. Not existing.

Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 25.

unbejnggled (un-be-jug'ld), a. Undeceived by
trick or artifice. Atlantic Monthly, LXV. 569.

[CoUoq.]
unbeknown (un-bf-non'), « Unknown. [Now
only colloq.]

Especially if God did stir up the same secret instinct in

thee to sympathize with another in praying for such a
thing unbeknown one to another.

T. Goodwin, Works, III. 372.

"I was there," resumed Mrs. Cluppins, "unbeknown to

Mrs. Bardell." Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

3. Not esthetically suited to the wearer, as an unbeknownst (un-be-nonsf), a. Same as un-
article of dress ; not enhancing the beauty of beknown. [Colloq.]'

Stmingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

But something ere the end.

Some work of noble note, may yet be done.

Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods.
Tennyson, Ulysses.

its subject, as an attitude or a gesture.

unbecoming^ (un-bf-kum'ing), n. A transition

from existence into non-existence ; dissolution.

[Rare.]
Are we to look forward to a continued becoming or to

an ultimate unbecoming of things? Will evolution on
earth go on for ever t Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 317.

unbecomingly (un-be-kum'ing-li), adv. In an
unbecoming manner, in any sense.

unbecomingness (un-be-kum'ing-nes), n. The
state or character of being unbecoming, in any
sense.

unbed (un-bed'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. imbedded,

ppr. unbedding. To raise or rouse from or as

if from bed. [Rare.]

Eels unbed themselves and stir at the noise of thunder.

ing; incredulous; skeptical; doubting.— 2.

Infidel; discrediting divine revelation, or the
mission, character, and doctrines of Christ: as,

" the unbelieving Jews," Acts xiv. 2.

unbelievingly (un-be-le'ving-li), adv. With un-
belief. Clarke.

unbellerophontic (un-be-ler-o-fon'tik), a. Not
like Bellerophon. See Bellerophon. [Rare.]

In tones, looks, and manners he was embarrassing, and
this I was willing to consider as the effect of my own un-
bellerophontic countenance and mien.

Coleridge, Letter to Sir George Beaumont.

unbeloved(uu-be-luvd'),a. Not loved. Dryden.

unbelt (un-belf), V. t. 1. To ungird; remove
the belt or girdle from.— 2. To remove from the

person by undoing the belt which supports it.

The officers would have unbelted their swords.
De Quincey, Roman Meals.

unbend (un-bend'), «.; pret. and pp. unbent, ppr
unbending. I. intrans. 1. To become relaxed

or unbent.— 2. To rid one's self of constraint:

act with freedom ;
give up stiffness or austerity

of manner; be affable.

He [Charles IL] might be seen . . . striding among the
trees, playing with his spaniels, and flinging corn to his

ducks ; and these exhibitions endeared him to the com*
mon people, who always love to see the great unbend.

ilacaulay. Hist. Eng., iv.

II. trans. 1. To free from flextire; make
straight : as, to unbend a bow.
Unbending the rigid folds of the parchment cover, I

found it to be a commission, under the hand and seal of

Governor Shirley. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 33.

I only meant
To draw up again the bow urwent,

Whittier, Mogg Megone,

2. To relax; remit from a strain or from ex-

ertion; set at ease for a time: as, to unbend
the mind from study or care.

You do unbend your noble strength, to think
So brainsickly of things. Shak., Macbeth, IL 2. 45.

She unbent her mind afterwards, over a book.
Lamb, Mrs. Battle on Whist

3. Naut. : (a) To unfasten from the yards and
stays, as sails. (6) To east loose, as a cable

from the anchor, (c) To untie, as a rope.

unbendedt (im-ben'ded), fl. Relaxed; unbent.

He ruddy Nectar pours,
And Jove regales in his unbended Hours.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Belief consists in accepting the affirmations of the soul ; unbending^ (un-ben'ding), q. [< i/n-^ + bend-
i-,..^ ... j„_..: ».. j;-™,,.™, iu™to.„„..

ing.} 1. Not suffering flexure ; not bending.

Sir T.

So by & by I creep up softly to my own old little room,
not to disturb their pleasure, <fc unbeknovmst to moat.

E. S. Phelps, Sealed Orders.

imbelief (un-be-Ief), w. 1. Incredulity; the

withholding of belief; disbelief; especially,

disbelief of divine revelation.

[Truth] shines in all who do not shut it out
By dungeon doors of unbelief and doubt.

Abraham Coles, The Evangel, p. 181.

unbelief, in denying them. Emerson, Montaigne.

2. Disbelief of the truth of the gospel; dis-

trust of God's promises and faithfulness, etc.

Mat. xiii. 58; Mark vi. 6; Heb. iii. 12.=Syii. 1.

Distrust.—1 and 2. Disbelief, Unbeli^(aee disbelief), skep-

ticism.

and not only, as some think, by the motion or stirring of UUbelieffult (un-be-lef fvU), a. [Mi., unbeteve-
' ^ '

o ,,,..,. ,-. piiU of unbelief ; im-the earth which is occasioned by that thunder
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 118.

unbedded (un-bed'ed), a. 1. Not yet having
the marriage consummated, as a bride. [Rare.]

We deem'd it best that this unbedded bride

Should visit Chester, there to live recluse.

Sir H. Taylor.

2. Not existing in beds, layers, or strata. See
bedded, 3. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 393.

nnbedinned (un-be-dind'), a. Not made noisy.

L. Hunt, Rimini, i. [Rare.]

unbefitting (un-be-fit'ing), a. Not befitting;

unsuitable; unbecoming. Shak., L. L. L., v.

2. 770.

Flies o'er the unbending com and skims along the main.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 373.

2. Unyielding; inflexible; firm.

Nobody demands from a party the unbending equity of

a judge. Maeaulay, Warren Hastings.

The arrogant Strafford and the unbending Laud had as

bitter rivals in the palace as they had enemies in the na-

tion. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 379.

Unbending column, a column in which, as in a Doric

column, the thickness in proportion to the length is so

great that fracture under vertical pressure can occur only

bv detrusion, or by sliding apart in a plane or planes whose
angle is dependent upon the material, and not by ten-

dency to lateral bending inducing transverse fracture.

And anon the fadir of the child criynge with teeris seide
: unbending'^ (un-ben'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mm-

Lord, I beleve, help thou myn ™''^'^'p'''^\^^^
j^ 24.

*'''"'' ''•] ^ relaxing; remission from a strain

;

, ,. , .... , .,.-,- ,,,/• Jn t temporary ease.
unbelieyablllty (un-be-le-va-bil i-ti), «. In- gj^,^^^^ ^^_j _.^y^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^„,y_ „
capability of being believed ;

incredibility. second, to H., cliampion of the county, and not iivcapable

Boiling mud-oceans of Hypocrisy and Unbelievability. of genial unbendings when the fasces were laid aside.

Carlyle, Life of Sterling, I. xv. (Daviet.) Lowell, Fiieside Travels, p. So.

fid; < un-i + beliefful.}

believing.

He that is unbeleveful to the sone, schal not se euer-

lastinge lyf. Wyclif, John iii. 36.

unbelieffulnesst (un-be-lef'ful-nes), n. [ME.
ujibilcrcfulness; < unbeliefful + -ness,} Unbe-
lief; want of faith.
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unbending- (un-ben'ding), a. [< unbend + All men . . . lean to mercy when unbiased by pas- Every inordinate cup is uniitesged.

-i««2.] Given up to relaxation or amusement. ^'""^ " '"'S^J'- ..^ „.,. . ,^ „ ,, , ,, ... SAa*-, OtheUo, ii. 3. 31L

I hope it may entertain your lordship at an unbending ^

.

«»'''«'»'*. C>t.zen ol the World, letter xxxvm.
unbleSSedueSS (un-l)les'ed-nes), n. The state

hour. /{oMi«. unbiasedly, unbiassedly (un-bi'ast- 11), adc. of being unblessed; wretchedness. Udall.

unbendingly (un-ben'ding-li), «4i). Without Without bias or prejudice; impartially, iocie, unblest (un-blesf), a. [A later spelling of «»-
bending: obstinately. Conduct of the Understanding, § 3. blessed.} Not blessed; excluded from bene-
unbendingness (un-ben'ding-nes), «. Thequal- unbiasedness, unbiassedness (un-bi'ast-nes), diction; hence, cursed; wretched; imhappy.
itv of being unbending; inflexibility. Landor. >': The state of being unbiased; freedom from 111 that He hlesses is our good,

unbeneficed (un-ben'e-fist), a. Not enjoving Oias or prejudice ; impartiality. And unblest good is ill.

or having a benefice.
' Dryden, Hind and Pan- unbld (un-bid'), a. 1. Not bid; unbidden. P- ^- F<^>^. Hymns.

ther, iii. 182. Thorns also and thistles it shall hring thee forth UnbUud (un-blind'), v. t. [< M«-l + blind.l To
unbeneficial (un-ben-e-fish'al), a. Not bene- ^"*'<'- Milton, f. I., x. 20i. free from blindness; give sight to; open the
licial : not advantageous, useful, profitable, or 2f. Without having said prayers. Spe7iser,F.<^., eyes of. [Rare.]

helpful. Milton. I. is. 54. It is not too late to wnWind some of the people.

unbeneflted (un-ben'e-fit-ed), a. Having re- unbidden (un-bid'n), a. [< ME. wiftirfew; <mm-1 £p. ffactet, Abp. WiUiams, ii. 196. (Davles.)

ceived no benefit, service, or advantage. V. + bidden.) 1. Not bidden; not commanded; Keep his vision cleai- from speck, his inward sight ttnWwid.

A'nox, Liberal Education, App. hence, spontaneous.— 2. Uninvited; not re- ^,. ,,, x,,. ,. „
^eate, Birthplace of Burns,

unbenighted (un-be-ni'ted), a. Not benighted; quested to attend. Unblissful (un-blis ful), a. Unhappy. Tenny-

never visited by darkness. Milton, P. I;., x. 682. Unbidden guests »on. Dream of Fair Women.
Unbenign (nn-be-nin'), a. Not benign ; the re- ^^ '>"*° welcomest when they are gone. unblithe (un-bliTH'), « [< ME. unhlithe, < AS.
verseofbenign; malignant. Jf«ton,P.L.,x.661.

SAo*., l Hen. VL, ii. 2. 55. unblithe (= OHG. unblidi); as m»-1 + blithe.]

unbenumb (un-be-num'), r. t. To relieve from unbidet (un-bid'), i'. i- To go away; refuse to Not blithe; not happy.

numbness; restore sensation to. Sylvester. tT. remain or stay. Testament of Love. unblock (un-blok'), i'. «. In »;»«<, to play an
of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts, unbind (un-bind'), u. <.; pret. and pp. ««6oHn(?, unnecessarily high card, in order to avoid iuter-

[Rare.] PP'"- Jinbindiiig. [< ME. unbinden, < AS. nn- rupting a partner's long suit,

unbequotbent, «• IME. unbiquothen; < «n-l 6»nflfa» (= OFries. «nrf6i«d(i, onfeirerfa = D. ow?- unblooded (un-blud'ed), «. Not marked or dis-

+ bequothcn, ohs. -pp. ot bequeath, T.] Not be- binden = G. entbinden); as un-^ + bindi^.] 1. tinguished by improved blood ; not thorough-

queathed. To release from bands or restraint, as the hands bred: as, an «(«6too(ie<i horse.

I wuU that the resldewe of the stuffe of myn houshold or feet of a prisoner; free. unbloodied (un-blud^id), a. Not made bloody.
vnbiquothen be divided equally betwen Edmund and WU- Tak now my soule unbind me of this unreste Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 193.
liam, my sones, and Anne, my daughter. ' CAauccr, Good Women, l'. 1339. Unbloodv (un-blud'i), a. 1 . Not stained with

Paston Letters, HI. 288. „ , . .... hlnnii__v. .._. / t,- -r \ r» How myst god me of care imittTide, oioou.
Unoereaven (un-be-re vn), a. [An erroneous Sithen god loueth trouthe so verrUi? This hath brought
form, prop, unbereft.] Not bereaved; unbe- Hj/mrw (o rir^rfn, etc. (E. K T. S.X p. 97. Sweet peace to sit in that bright state she ought,

re^ft. Mrs. Browning, Child's Grave at Florence. 2. To unfasten, as a band or tie. a'^rlTKiTgWs^ Coronation Entertainment

Uibereft (un-be-reff), a. Not bereaved or be- '^''
''''''''

"'^^tX^Knl'ght of St John
^- Not shedding blood; not cruel.-3. Notac-

reft Sandiis Maeid
trntitier, jvnigntoi at jonn. compamed with bloodshed.

iinhpR«pmCun'-be-SBm''l » « K un.l + heiwem -\

Unbirdly(un-b6rd'li), adv. Unlike or unworthy Many battails, and some of those not unftioodje.

"Nofrb^Kr^rwo^rthy^fV^unbe*^^^^ „ ,

Af«<«», Hist. Eng., IL

nr Tinf liAfittinir tn TWori. 1 unbisliop (un-bish up), u. t. [< «n-2 + btshop.] UnWoody sacrifice, a sacrifice which does not involveor noi oentiing to. laaTe.j j,^ deprive of episcopal orders; divest of the the shedding of blood, such as the meat-olfering (meal-of-
Ah! mayst thou ever be what now thou art, rank or nffipp of hiahnn Milton n^FnpmafinTi fering) of the Old Testament ; specifically, the eucharistio
Nor unbtteem the promise of thy spring. P"^ "^ V™*^® "^ Disnop. Mtlton, Ketormation

sacrifice.

Byron,ToIanthe. 'QMg 1. ,
nr , t *i.

UUblotted (un-blot'ed), a. Not blotted, or not
unbeseeming (un-be-se'ming), «. Unbecom- lUlbltt (un-wt

), v.t Naut to remove the blotted out; not deleted; not erased.
ii.cr- „nt licfitfiTitr- I'lTionifoViia tums ot trom the Ditts : as, to «no(<i a cable. „ » i, v ». a j -^u i,- ,> »mg, not befitting, unsuitable.

t,t,W+>^j ,„„.y.it'^A\ „ ' tt^k^hi^^ . .,,,„«„_ Spenser ... _»eems to have been atitisfied with his firstif^ ,
,.wi. yj^^x^^i^^

,
ix^a^xi,a*jiv, •,«'Ui4.+«J / v:*'„.i\ „ TT^i :ji.,j. . .^pcnser . . . seems lo nave oeen saiisnea Wlin nis

Wasnotthat«,^«««f»»aKing? Unbltted (un-bit ed), a. Unbndled; uncon- „,^;„ted thoughts. /. i)/«ra<!(i. Amen, of Lit., II.
trolled.

126.

A-. Battey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 427.
iroueu.

Unblownl (un-bl6n'), a. [< MH-1 -t- WoMJJil.] 1.

unbeseemingly (un-be-se'ming-li), adt!. In an «" carnal stings, our undKfed itwts.

^,^^^^^,333^ Not blown, inflated, or otherwise affected by
unbeseeming or unbecoming manner; unwor- , .. . ... . , ... '.'. ,. '

' '

,.

' the wind.
tliily. Burrow, Works, III., ser. 6. unbltten, unblt (un-bit n, un-bit ), p. a. Not ^ Are unNoum (shall) devour his race.

unbeseemingness (un-be-se'ming-nes), n. The oitten. Sandys, Paraphrase of the Book of Job, p. 31.

state or character of beiiig unbeseeming. Bii. ^"'^ ^y "«' canine of dying rich. Taung. Leisure . . .

Hull. Contemplations Jeroboam's Wife unblamable (un-bla'ma-bl) a. Notblamable; *'«" '"^'^

""VLiS,TuSrisro™thtkarshes.
unbesought (un-be-sot ), o. Not besought; not not culpable; innocent. Also spelled anfttame- o xr^i- „„ a^ 1 „ ,1 • *
sought by petitioi or entreaty. Milton, P. L., able.

^- ^o* caused to sound, as a wind-instrument.

V lO.Vs ™ ,. iu >,,• I . .L < . 1. The lances unlifted, the trumpets unWoiCTi.A. jij.i.^. To secure myself or the public against the future by R.n-on Dpstrnrtinn nf .Spnimi-hprih
Unbespeak (un-be-spek'), r. <. To revoke or positive inflictions upon the injurioul ... is also within ,, „,

/iyron, Destruction of bennachenb.

put off, as sometfiing spoken for beforehand; the moderation of an unJtomoftte defence. UnblOWn-' (un-blon ), a. [< «n-l -t- blown^.]

annul, as an order, invitation, or engagement. Jw. Taj/Jor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 18, Pref. Not blown; not having the bud expanded;

Pretending that the corps stinks, they will bury it to UnblamableueSS (un-bla'ma-bl-nes), n. The l^ence, not fully grown or developed.

night privately, and so will unde^^oi- all their guests. state of being unblamable, of not chargeable My tender babes

!

Pepyg, Diary, Oct. 30, 1661. with blame or fault. South. Also spelled mm- ^'^ unblomn flowers
! Sluik., Kich. III., iv. 4. 10.

I can immediately run back and un2w»p«a* what I have blame'ihleness. UnblusMng (un-blush'ing), a. Not blushing;
**"'*''''•

_
_

Garrick, Lying Valet, i. unblamably (un-bla'ma-bli), adv. In an un- hence, destitute of or not exhibiting shame

;

unbestowed (un-be-stod'), a. Not bestowed; blamable manner; so as to incur no blame, impudent; shameless: &s, &n unblushing asaet-
not given, grantedj or conferred; not disposed 1 Thess. ii. 10. Also spelled unWnmeaWy. tion.
of. JifieoH, Henry VII., p. 216. unblamed (nn-blamd'), o. Not blamed; free That bold, bad man, . . . pretending stiU,

nnbethinkt (un-be-thingk'), t'. «. Not to be- from censure ; innocent.
With hard «n6i™A.n^ front, the public good.

think. [Rare and' erroneous.] so . . . unUamed a life. B. Jan>on, Sejanus, ii. 4. unblushinelv (un-blush'ini-U)"rdt,

'

' Tn In ^^-
TheLacedKmonianfoot(anatlonof another the most ,, . j, ,,,-1,.,, xt 4 vi uj MlDlUSningiy (un oiusn mg<-u;, aat). manun-

obstinate in maintaining their ground) . . . unbethouyht Unbleached (uu-blechf), a. Not bleached; of blusliing or shameless manner,
themselves to disperse and retire. the color that it has after weaving: noting unboastful (un-bost'fid), a. Not boasting;

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, xi. (Daviet.) cloth. unassuming; modest. 27iOHi«OM, Summer. .

nnbetide (un-be-tid'), f. i. To fail to happen unbleaching (un-ble'ching), a. Not bleaching; unbodied (un-bod'id), a. 1. Having no mate-
or betide. ' not becoming white or pale. [Rare.] rial body; incorporeal.

Thilkc thing that God seth to bityde, it ne may nat un- Blood's unbleaching stain. Byron, Childe Harold, L He "s such an airy, thin, unbodied coward,
bityde. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 6. ,, ,. ,,,,.% t^t •,• That no revenge can catch him.

unbettered (un-bet'6rd), a. Not bettered or
unheeding (un-ble ding), a. Not bleeding; Beau, and Ft., King and No King, v. 1.

mitigated [Rare 1

"^^""r^^ or
„ot suffering loss of blood: as, "unbUeding 2. Freed from the body ; disembodied.

From kioKS and priests, and statesmen war arose.
vvounds," i;«Hi€«, To Sir T. Egerton. [Rare.]

1,;^^ ^^ unbodied joy whose race is just begun.

mZT£!f^iXmBi?»^,^u^uZl^^^^ UnblemiShable (un-blem'ish-a-bl), a. Notca- SM/e^,, To a Skylark, iii.

S/W&», Queen Mab, iv. pable ot being blemished Miite. Unboding (un-bo'ding), a. Not anticipating;

unbewarest (un-be-wSrz'), adv. [< ««-l + be-
imblemislied (un-blem isht),a. Not blemished; „„t looking for.

ware ; erroneously for unawares.j Unaware ; Tl *'*'"r'^ '
^'''"'

™f,
^"'Titude, reproach or

j i„ ^^^h, and wit, and sense,

unawares deformity; pure; spotless: as, an ««fefc»i!.s7(e(i trntwfinj; critic-pen.

T,. .1,. i.!.™f .!,»» 1, »i, I
•

I. .u reputation or life ; an unblemished moral char- Tennyson, Will Waterproof, vl.
To the intent that by their coming unbewares they „ '

'
t ji • j / 1 i,. • jf xr ,. . , ...

might do the greater distraction. aoter. UUbodklUed (un-bod kind),o. Unfastened with
y. Brendf, tr. of Quintus Curtius, Iv. uublenchedt (un-blenchf), «• Not daunted or a bodkin; freed from fastening by a bodkin,

•unbias (un-bi'as), iJ. «. To free from bias ; turn 'lisconcerted; unconfounded. Milton, Comus, Mrs. Browning, Duohesa May. [Rare.]

or free from prejudice or prepossession. 1. 730.
„ , 1, ., ^ unbodyt (un-bod'i), v. i. To be deprived of the

The traest service a private man may hope to do his
UnbleSSt (un-bles ), V t [< «»-2 + bless.] To body ; become disembodied,

country is by unlnaming his mind as much as possible. make unhappy; neglect to maKe nappy. -pjjg f^jg ^olde his soule sholde unbodye.
Sitift, Sentiments of a (Jh. of Eng. Man, i. Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother. Chaucer, Troiius, v. 1550.

nnbiased, unbiassed (un-bi'a8t),rt. Free from **«*''^'""''«.'''- unbolt (un-b61t'),t'. [< «n-2 -f- 6oZ«l.] I. trans.

bias, uiMlue partiality, or prejudice ; impartial

:

unblessed (un-blesf or un-bles'ed), a. [< ME. To release or allow to be opened by withdraw-
as, an unbiased mind; an unbiased opinion or unbkssed, onblissed; < un-^ + blessed.] Same ing a bolt: as, to unbolt a door,
decision. aa unblest. He shall «n6oJ( the gates. SAa*., T. and C, iv. 2. 3.



unbolt

n. intrans. To withdraw a bolt and thus open
that which it confined ; hence (rarely), to open

;

unfold; explain.

Pain. How shall I understand you?
Poet. I will unbolt to you. Shak., T. of A., 1. 1. 51.

unbolted^ (un-bol'ted), a. [See bolt^, v.'] Not
bolted ; not fastened by bolts.

unbolted^ (un-bol'ted), a. [See bolt^, t).] 1.

Not bolted or sifted; not having the bran or
coarse part separated by a bolter: as, nnbolted
meal. Hence— 2t. Coarse ; gross ; not refined.

1 will tread this unbolted villain into mortar.
Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 71.

nnbone (un-bon'), f . t. [< ««-2 + feonei.] 1. To
deprive of a bone or of bones. [Rare.]— 2. To
fling or twist about as if boneless. [Rare.]

In the Colleges so many of the young Divines, and those
in next aptitude to Divinity, have bin scene so oft upon
the Stage writhing and unboning their Clergie limmes to
all the antick and dishonest gestures of Trinculo's.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

unbonnet (un-bon'et), v. I. intrans. To un-
cover the head by taking off the bonnet or,

by extension, any head-dress. Scott, L. of the
L., V. 17.

II. trans. To remove the bonnet or, by ex-

tension, any head-dress from, as the head, or
the wearer of the head-dress.

nnbonneted (un-bon'et-ed), a. 1. Having no
bonnet on; by extension, without any head-
dress; bareheaded.

Unbonneted he runs. Shak., lear, iii. 1. 14.

2. Without taking the bonnet or cap off; mak-
ing no obeisance.

I fetch my life and being
From men of royal siege, and my demerits
May speak unbonneted to as proud a fortune
As this that I have reach'd. Shak., Othello, i. 2. 23.

unbooked (un-bukf), a. Unbookish. [Rare.]

With a compass of diction u nequalled by any other pub-
lic performer of the time, ranging . . . from the «n6ooA:e(f

freshness of the Scottish peasant to the most far-sought
phrase of literary curiosity.

Lmvdl, Study Windows, p. 139.

unbookish, (un-buk'ish), a. 1. Not addicted to
books or reading.

It is to be wondered how museless unbookish they were,
minding nought but the feats of war. MUtmi.

2. Not cultivated by study ; imlearned.

His unbookish jealousy must construe
Poor Cassio's smiles, gestures, and light behaviour
Quite in the wrong. Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 102.

nnbookleamed (un-buk'16r"ned), a. Illiterate.

[Bare.]

Vn-book-leam'd people have conn'd by heart many
psalms of the old translation.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., VII. i. 32. (Davies.)

unboret, a. A Middle English form of unborn.
Gower, Conf . Amant., vi.

unborn (un-b6rn'), a. [< ME. unboren, unbore;
< unA + born^.'] Not born; not brought into
life; not yet existing.

ITie woe 's to come ; the children yet unborn
Shall feel this day as sharp to them as thorn.

Shak., Kich. II., iv. 1. 322.

unbosom (un-buz'um), v. [< «n-2 -I- bosom.']

I. trans. To reveal in confidence ; disclose, as
one's secret opinions or feelings: often used
with a reflexive pronoun.

Their several counsels they unbosom shall.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 141.

The rest of this winter I spent in a lonesome, solitary

life, having none to converse with, none to unbosom my-
self unto, none to ask counsel of, none to seek relief from,
but the Lord alone, who yet was more than all.

T. EUwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 227.

II. intrans. To make a revelation in confi-

dence ; disclose one's innermost feelings.

Princes usually treat such persons familiarly ; and, quit-
ting their throne like Luna, think they may with safety
unbosom to them. Bacon, Political Fables, iv., ExpL

unbosomer (un-buz'um-6r), n. One who un-
bosoms, discloses, or reveals.

An unbosomer of secrets. Thackeray.

unbottomed (un-bot'umd), a. 1. Having no
bottom; bottomless.

The dark, unbottom'd. Infinite abyss.
Milton, P. L., Ii. 405.

2f . Having no solid foundation ; having ho re-

liance.

This is a special act of Christian hope, to be thus unbot-
tomed of ourselves, and fastened upon Ood, Hojnmond.

nnbotlgbt (un-baf), a. [< ME. unbouht, un-
bocht, unboht, < AS. unboht; as un-^ + bought^.']

1. Not bought; obtained without money or
purchase.

The unbought dainties of the poor.
Dryden, Horace, Epod. 2.
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2. Unsold; withoutapurchaser: &a,a,nunbouglit
stock of books.
The merchant will leave our native commodities un-

bought upon the hands of the farmer. Locke.

3. Not bought over; unbribed.
Fnbribed, unbought, our swords we dr(iw.

Scott, War Song of the Edinburgh Light Dragoons.

unbounded (un-boun'ded), a. 1. Having no
bound or limit; unlimited in extent; hence,
immeasurably great : as, Mnftoioided space ; un-
bounded power.

The widei, the unbounded prospect.
Addi»on, Cato, v. 1.

2. Having no check or control ; unrestrained.
He was a man

Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes. Shak., Hen. VIIL, iv. 2. 34.

=Syn. 1. Boundless, illimitable.— 2. Uncontrolled.

unboundedly (un-boun'ded-li), adv. In an un-
bounded manner; without bounds or limits.

liyron.

unboundedness (un-boun'ded-nes), n. The
state or condition of being unbounded; free-
dom from bounds or limits; specifically, that
character of a continuum by virtue of which,
if any point be taken, and then any other in-

definitely near the first, a third point may be
found indefinitely near the first,and situated op-
posite to the second with reference to the first.

In the extension of space-construction to the infinitely

great we must distinguish between unboundedness and
infinite extent; the former belonging to the extent rela-

tions, the latter to the measure relations. That space is

an unbounded three-fold manifoldness is an assumption
which is developed by every conception of the outer
world ; according to which at every instant the region of
real perception is completed and the possible positions of

a sought object are constructed, and which by these ap-
plications is forever confirming itself. The unbounded'
ness of space possesses in this way a greater empirical cer-

tainty than any external experience. But its infinite ex-

tent by no means follows from this.

Riemann, Ir. by Clifford.

unboundent (un-boun'den), a. [< ME. unboun-
den; pp. of unbind, v.] Set free ; unwedded.

Were I uiibounden, also mote I thee,
I wolde never eft comen in the snare.

Chaucer, Prol. to Merchant's Tale, 1. 14.

unbowf (un-bou'), V. t. [< M»-2 -1- ftowi.] To
imbend.
Looking back would unbow his resolution.

FuUer, Holy War, p. 118.

unbowablet (un-bou'a-bl), a. Incapable of be-
ing bent or inclined. " Stubbes.

unbowed (un-boud'), a. [< ME. unbowed; <

M»-i + bowed, pp. of bovA, v.] 1. Not bowed or
arched; not bent.

He . . . passeth by with stiff, unbowed knee.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 16.

Hence— 2. Not subjugated; unsubdued; not
put under the yoke. Shak., 'Tempest, i. 2. 115.

unbowelt (un-bou'el), v. t. [< ««-2 -t- bowel.']

To deprive of the entrails ; eviscerate ; disem-
bowel. Dr. H. More.
unboy (un-boi'), v. t. [< «»-2 + boy.] To free
from boyish thoughts or habits; raise above
boyhood. Clarendon. [Rare.]

unbrace (un-bras'),t). [<. un-^ + brace.] 1, trans.

1. To remove the points or braces of; free from
tension or constraint; loose; relax: as, to un-
brace a drum; to unbrace the arms; to unbrace
the nerves.

His joyful friends unbrace his azure arms.
Pope, Iliad, vii. 142.

2t. To carve ; disjoint.

Vnbrace that malarde. Babees Book(E,. E. T. S.), p. 266.

II. intrans. To grow flaccid; relax; hang
loose. Dryden.
unbraced (un-brasf), a. Not braced, in any
sense.
With his doublet all unbraced. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 78.

unbraid (un-brad'), V. f. [< «n-2 -I- braid^.] To
separate the strands of ; unweave; unwreathe.
unbrained (im-brand' ), a. Deprived of brains

;

not brained. Beau, and Ft. [Bare.]

unbrancbed (un-brftnehf), a. Not branched;
not provided with branches.
unbreast (un-bresf), v. t. [< M)i-2 -i- breast.]

To disclose or lay open ; unbosom.
Could'st thou unmask their pomp, unbreast their heart.
How would'st thou laugh at this rich beggerie.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, iv.

unbreathed(un-breTHd'),o. 1. Not breathed;
not having passed through the lungs : as, air ««-

breathed.— 2t. Not exercised; unexercised; un-
practised.

And now have toil'd their unbreathed memories.
Shak, M. N. D., v. 1. 74.

unbreathing (un-bre'THing), a. Not breath-
ing. Byron, Saul

unbuild

unbred (un-bred'), «• It. Unbegot; unborn.
Hear this, thou age unbred

:

Ere you were born was beauty's summer dead.
Shak., Sonnets, civ,

2. Not well bred ; destitute of breeding.

My Nephew's a little unbred; you'll pardon him. Madam.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 17.

3. Not taught or trained.

Unbred to spinning. Dryden, ^neid, vii. 1095.

unbreecb (un-brech'), v. t. [< M)i-2 -H breech.]

1. To remove breeches from.— 2. To free the
breech of, as a cannon, from its fastenings or
coverings.

Let the worst come,
I can unbreech a cannon, and without much help
Turn her into the keel.

Beau, and Fl., Double Marriage, ii. 1.

unbreeched (un-brecht'),a. Wearing no breech-
es ; not yet of the age to wear breeches.

Methoughts I did recoil
Twenty-three years, and saw myself unbreech'd.
In my green velvet coat, my dagger muzzled.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 165.

unbrentt, a. A Middle English form of unburnt.

unbrewed (uu-brod'), a. Not brewed or mixed

;

pxire or genuine.
They drink the stream

Unbrew'd, and ever fuU.
Young, Night ITioughts, vii.

unbribable (un-bri'ba-bl), a. Incapable of be-
ing bribed. Feltharri,

unbridle (un-bri'dl), v. t. To free from the
bridle; let loose. Shak., Lear (Qq.), iii. 7. 86.

unbridled (un-bri'dld), a. Not having a bridle
on ; hence, unrestrained ; unruly ; violent ; li-

centious.

This is not well, rash and unbridled boy.
To fly the favours of so good a king.

Shak., AU's Well, iii. 2. 30.

He, mad with rage
And with desires unbridled, fled, and vow'd
That ring should me undo.

Webster and Dekker, Northward Hoe, i. 3.

unbridledness (un-bri'dld-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unbridled ; freedom from
control or restraint ; license ; violence.

The presumption and unbridledness of youth.
Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet. v.

unbroident, a- U- "w-l + broiden, braided: see
ME. braid, broid.] Unbraided.

Hire myghty tresses of hire sonnysshe heres,
Unbroiden, hangen al aboute hire eeres.

Chaucer, 'I"roilus, Iv. 817.

unbroket (un-brok'), a. Unbroken.
God keep all vows ur\broke that swear to thee

!

Shak., Kich. II., iv. 1. 215.

By age unbroke. Pop^ Odyssey, vlii. 147.

unbroken (un-bro'kn), a. 1. Not broken;
whole ; entire ; hence, left in its integrity ; not
violated.

The clergy met very punctually, and thepatriaioh's let-

ter was produced in the assembly, the seal examined, and
declared to be the patriarch's and uni/roken.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 460.

2. Not weakened; not crushed; not subdued:
as, a mind unbroken by age.—3. Not tamed or

rendered tractable ; not taught; not accustomed
to the saddle, harness, or yoke: as, an unbroken
horse or ox.— 4. Not interrupted; undisturbed:
as, unbroken slumbers; hence, regular.

The allied army returned to Lambeque unpursued and
in unbroken order. Macaiday, Hist Eng., lix.

unbrokenly (un-bro'kn-li), adv. Without break
Or intermission.

unbrokenness (un-bro'kn-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unbroken.
unbrotherliket (un-bruTn'er-lik), a. Unbro-
therly. Dr. H. More.
unbrotherly (im-brulH'er-li), a. Not brother-

ly; not becoming or befitting a brother. Bacon.

unbrute (un-brof), v. t. [< «n-2 -I- brute.] To
take away the character of a brute from. Penn,
Liberty of Conscience, iv. [Rare.]

unbuckle (un-buk'l), v. t. [< ME. unhokelen,

unboclen; < ?/«-2 -I- buckW^.] To release from a
fastening by buckles: as, to unbuckle a shoe.

unbuckramed (un-buk'ramd), a. Not stiffened

or lined with buckram ; tence, not stiff; easy;

natural; informal. Caiman the Younger. [Rare.]

unbudded (un-bud'ed), a. Not having put

forth a bud ; unblown.

The hid scent in an unbudded rose. Keats, Lamia, ii.

unbuild (un-bild'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. unbuilt,

unbuildcd, ppr. unbuilding. [< un-^ + build, i'.]

To demolish, as that which is built; raze; de-

stroy. [Rare.]

To unbuild the city and to lay all flat.

Shak., Cor., iU. 1. 198.
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unbuilt (un-bilf), a- Not yet built; not erect-

ed; imconstructed.
Unbuilt BabeL Drayton, Polyolbion, iv.

unbundle (un-bun'dl), V. t. [< un-- + bundle.']

To unpack; open; disclose; declare. [Kara.]

Unbundle your griefs, madam, and let us into the par-

ticulars. Janig, Don Quixote, II. iii. 6. (^Daviee.)

unbuoyed (un-boid' or un-boid'),o. Not buoyed
or borne up. Edinburgh Eev.

unburden, unburthen (un-b*r'dn, -thu), v. t.

[< ««-- + burden^, burthen^.'i 1. To rid of a
load; free from a burden; ease.

While we
Unburthen'd crawl toward death.

Shak., Lear, i. 1. 42.

2. To throw off as being a burden; discharge;
hence, to disclose ; reveal.

To unburden all my plots and purposes.
Shak., M. of v., i. 1. 1S3.

3. To relieve, as the mind or heart, by disclos-

ing what lies heavy on it ; also, reflexively, to

relieve (one's self) in this way: as, he unbur-
dened himself to his confessor.

Well, now we are alone, there is a subject, my dear
friend, on which I wish to unburthen my mind to you.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

Georgina, when not unburdening her heart to me, spent
most of her time in lying on the sofa, fretting about the
dullness of the house. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

unburdened (un-b^r'dnd), a. Not burdened.
Wholly unburdened with historical knowledge or with

any expurience of life. The Academy, Aug. 2, 1890, p. 96.

unburiable (un-ber'i-a-bl), a. Not capable of

being buried; unfit to be buried. Tennyson,
Gareth and Lynette.
unburied (un-ber'id), a. [< ME. unburied; < «n-l

+ buried.'] Not buried ; not interred.

The dead carcasses of unburied men.
Shak., Cor, iii. 3. 122.

unburned, nnbumt (un-b6rnd', un-b6mt'), a,

[< ME. unbrent; < «n-i + burned, burnt.] 1. Not
burned; not consumed or injured by fire.

He said 'twas folly,

For one poor grain or two, to leave unbumt.
And still to nose the offence. ShaJc., Cor., v. 1. 27.

The source of the heat taken up by the vessel is nothing
but unlmmt gases. Sci. Amer. Supp.^ XXII. 8783.

2. Not baked, as brick.

nnbuming (un-b6r'ning), a. Not consuming
away by fire. [Rare.]

The unburninff fire called light.

Sir K. IHgby, Of Bodies, vii.

unbumt (un-b^mf), a. ''ee unburned.

O bush unbrent, brenning in Moyses syghte.
Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, L 16.

unburrO'W (un-bur'6), r. t. [< «n-2 + burroic^.]

To take from a burrow ; unearth. [Rare.]

lie can bring down sparrows and unburrow rabbits.
Dickeng, Uncommercial Traveller, i. (Dames.)

unburthen, '. t. See unburden.
unbury (un-ber'i), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. unburied,

Epr.
unburuing. [< «M-2 + bury^.] 1. To ex-

urae; disinter. [Rare.]

The hours they are not at their beads, which are not a
few, they employ in speaking ill of us, unburying our
bones, and burying our reputations.

Jarvig, Don Quixote, II. iii. 5. (Davies.)

2. Figuratively, to uncover; reveal; disclose.

Since you have one secret, keep the other

;

Never unbury either. Lytton, Richelieu, L 1.

unbusinesslike (un-biz'nes-lik), a. Not busi-
nesslike.

unbutton (un-but'n), V. t. [< «n-2 + button.]
To unfasten or open, as a garment, by sepa-
rating the buttons and the buttonholes.
What is the life of man ! Is it not to shift from Bide to

side, from sorrow to sorrow?— to button up one cause of
vexation, and unbuUon another?

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 31.

unbuxomt (un-buk'sum), o. [< ME. unbuxom,
unhuxum,unboxum, unbuhsum; < ««-l -f- buxom.]
Disobedient. Piers Plowman (C), iii. 87.

nnbuxomlyt (un-buk'sum-li), adv. In a dis-
obedient manner, (lower, Conf. Amant., i.

unbuxomnesst (un-buk'sum-nes), n. [< ME.''m«-
buxomnet. uubuxsumnes; < unbuxom + -nesa.]

Disobedience.
Sen Lucifer onre ledar es lighted so lawe
For hys wnbuxumrus in bale to be brente.

York Playt, p. 6.

uncabled (un-ka'bld), a. Not fastened or se-
cured by a cable.

Within It ships . . . uneahled ride secure.
Cowper, Odyssey, xiii. 117.

uncage (un-kaj'), ». t. To set free from a cage
ir fi'om confinement.

The uncaged soul flew through the air.

Fanshaw, Poems (ed. 1676), p. 299.

I
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uncalled (un-kald'), a. [< ME. uncalled; < «»-!

+ called.] Not called; unsummoned; not in-

vited; not demanded.
Mild Lncina came uncalled.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Cinyras and Myrrha.

Uncalled for, not required ; not needed or demanded

;

improperly brought forward.

In other people's presence I was, as formerly, deferen-
tial and quiet ; any other line of conduct being uncalled
for. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

Also written U7icalled-/or, when used attributively : as,

most uncalled-for remarks.

uncallow (un-karo), n. The name given in Nor-
folk, England, to the deposits of gravel resting
on the chalk.

uncalm (un-kam'), t'. *• [< ««-2 + calm.] To
deprive of calm ; disturb. [Rare.]

What strange disquiet has uncalm'd your breast.
Dryden.

Uncamp (un-kamp'), tJ. t. [< Mn-2 -1- ca>»y)l.] To
cause to decamp ; dislodge ; expel. [Rare.]

If they could but now uncamp their enemies.
Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

uncandid (un-kan'did), a. Not candid, frank,
or true. The American, VIII. 232.

uncandidly (un-kan'did-li), adv. In an uncan-
did manner.
uncandor (un-kan'dor), n. Lack of candor.
[Rare.]

"It seems to me it was an utter failure," suggested An-
nie. "Quite. But it was what I expected." There ap-
peared an uncandor in this which Annie could not let pass.

Howetls, Annie Kilburn, xxi.

uncanniness (un-kan'i-nes), n. The character
of being uncanny.
Your general uncanninesg.

Qeorye Eliot, Mill on the Floss, p. 277.

uncanny (un-kan'i), a. [Sc. and North. Eng.
See canny.] 1. Not canny, in any sense.— 2.
Eery; weird; mysterious; apparently not of
this world ; hence, noting one supposed to pos-
sess preternatural powers.

I wish she binna uncanny. Scott, Guy Mannering, iii.

What does that inexplicable, that uncanny turn of coun-
tenance mean ? Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

He . . . rather expected something uncanny to lay hold
of him from behind. C. Kinydey, Alton Locke, xxi.

3. Severe, as a fall or blow.
An UTuanny coup I gat for my pains.

Scott, Waverley, Ixvi.

nncanonic (un-ka-non'ik), a. Same as unca-
nonical.

This act was uncanonic and a fault.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 170.

'Uncanonical (un-ka-non'i-kal), a. 1. Not ca-
nonical ; not agreeable to tli'e canons.

If ordinations were uncanonical.
Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, § 32.

2. Not conformed or conforming to rule; not
determined by rule.—3. Not belonging to the
canon (of Scripture) Uncanonical lioiirs. See
hour, .

uncanonicalness (un-ka-non'i-kal-nes),n. The
character of being uncanonical. Bp, Lloyd.

uncanonize(un-kan'on-iz),D. t. [< M«-2 -I- ca?io/i-

i:e.] 1 . To deprive of canonical authority.—2.
To reduce from the rank of a canonized saint.

uncanonized (un-kan'on-izd), a. Not canon-
ized; not enrolled among the saints.

The members of it [the Romish communion] boast very
much of mighty signs an<l wonders wrought by some can-
onized and some uncanonized saints.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. I.

'Uncap (un-kap'), v.; pret. and pp. uncapped, ppr.
uncappir^g. [< Mn-2 -I- cap'^.] I. trans. To re-

move a cap, as a percussion-cap, from, as a gun
or a cartridge, or a protecting cap from, as a
lens-tube.

H. intrans. To remove the cap or hat.

I felt really like ujicapping, with a kind of reverence.
H. James, Jr., Trans. .Sketches, p. 247.

uncapablet (un-ka'pa-bl), a. Incapable.

An inhuman wretch,
Uncapable of pity. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 5.

He who came to take away the sins of the world was
uncapable of pollution by sin.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, V. 178.

nncape (un-kap' ),f. [iun-'^ + cape^.] In hawk-
ing, to prepare for flying at game by taking off

the cape or hood. Various explanations are given to

the word as used by Shakspere, "Merry Wives," iii. 3. 176

:

"I warrant we'll unkennel the fox. Let me stop this way
first. So now uncape." According to Steevens, it means
to turn the fox out of the bag; according to Warburton,
to dig out the fox when earthed; according to Nares, to
throw o(f the dogs or to begin the hunt; according to
Schmidt, to uncouple hounds.

uncaptious (un-kap'shus), a. Not captious;
not ready to take objection or offense.

Uncaria Gatnbier.

a, corolla laid open ; *, calyx-tube laid
open, showing the style and stigma ; c,

fruit with persistent calyx.

nnce
Uncaptioug and candid natures.

Feltham, Resolves, ii. 43.

uncardinal (un-kar'di-nal), V. t. [< Mn-2 -t- car-
dinal.] To divest of the eardinalate. [Rare.]
Borgio . . . got a dispensation to uncardinal himself.

Fuller.

uncared (un-kard'), a. Not regarded; not
heeded; not attended: with /or.

Their own . . . ghostly condition uncared fmr.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 1.

uncareful (un-kar'ful), a. 1. Having no care;
free from care.

This journey . . . has been one of the brightest and
most uncare/td interludes of my life.

Hawthorne, French and Italian Note-Books, p. 272.

S. Taking no care ; not watchful ; incautious.— 3t. Producing no care.

Uncareful treasure. Quarles.

[Bare in all senses.]

Uncaria (ung-ka'ri-a), m. [NL.(Sehreber,1789),
< L. uncus, a hook : see unce^, uncus.] A genus
of gamopetalous
plants, of the or-

der Eubiacese and
tribe Naucleeee. It
is distinguished from
the type-genus JVau-
clea by its valvate co-

rolla and septicidal
capsule. There are

'

about '62 species, most-
ly natives of India
beyond the Ganges,
with one in Africa

. and one in Guiana
and Brazil. They are
shrubby climbers with
opposite short-peti-
oled leaves, and axil-

lary heads of hairy
yellowish flowers, fol-

lowed by large elon-
gated, two-celled,
many-seeded cap-
sules. U. Oanibier,
a native of Malacca,
Java, and Sumatra, is

the source of one of
the most important
tanning-materials of commerce, for which see gambier.

uncamate (un-kiir'nat), a. [< MM-i -f- carnate.]
Not carnate or fleshly ; not incarnate ; notmade
flesh.

The uncamate Father. Sir T. Brmvne, Vulg. Err.

uncamate (un-kiir'nat), t!. t. [< Mn-2 -I- carnate.]
To divest of flesh or fleshliness. Bp. Gauden.
[Bare.]

uncart (un-kart'),». <. l<. un-^ + cart.] To un-
load or discharge from a cart. [Bare.]

He carted and uncarted the manure with a sort of flunkey
grace. George Eliot, Amos Barton, U. {Dades.)

uncase (un-kas'),t>. [<«»-2-f cose^.] I. trans.

1. To take out of a case ; release from a case or
covering: especially (jnilit.) used of the colors
or any portable flag; hence, to disclose ; reveal.

Commit securely to true wisdome the vanquishing and
uncaxiixg of craft and sutletie. Milton, Ref. in Eng., ii.

2. To strip; flay; case. See case2.

The Foxe, first Author of that treacherie.
He did uncage, and then away let flie.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1380.

H.t intrans. To undress. [Rare.]
Do you not see Pompey is uncaging for the combat?

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 707.

uncastle (un-kas'l), V. t. [< MM-2 -I- castle.]

1. To deprive of a castle; turn out of a castle.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. ii. 39. (Davies.)— 2. To
deprive of the distinguishing marks or appear-
ances of a castle. Fuller. [Rare in both uses.]

unca'te (ung'kat), a. [< LL. uncatus, hooked,
curved, < L. uncus, a hook: see nnce^, uncus.]
Same as uncinate.

uncathedraled, uncathedralled (un-ka-the'-
drald), a. Destitute of cathedrals. [Bare.]

If he [Longfellow] had, like Whitfier, grown old among
the uncathedralled paganisms of American scenery and
life, etc. Encyc. Brit., XVf. 862.

uncaused (un-kfl,zd'), a. Having no precedent
cause; existing without an author; uncreated;
self-existent.

The idea of uncaused matter. Baxter, On the Soul, IL 359.

uncauteloust (un-k&'te-lus), a. Incautious.

uncautious (un-k&'shus), a. Incautious. Dry-
den, Pal. and Are., ii. 74.

nncautiously (un-k^'shus-li), adv. Incau-
tiously. Waterland.

Unce^t, n. A Middle English variant of ounce'^.

unce^t, n. [< L. uncus, a hook, barb; cf. uncus,

hooked, barbed, bent: see Uncaria.] A claw.

The river-walking serpent to make sleepe,

Whose horrid crest, blew skales, and unceg blacke.

Threat every one a death.
Heywood, Brit. Xroy, vii. 76. (Nareg.)



Tinceaseable

anceaseablet (un-se'sa-bl), a. Unceasing.
Dekker.

nnceasing^ (un-se'sing), a. Not ceasing; not
intennitting; continual. P. -F/etc/icr, Piscatory
Eclogues, iii. =Syn. Incessant, constant, uninterrupt-
ed, unremitting, perpetual.

unceasingly (un-se'sing-li), adv. Inan unceas-
ing manner; without intermission or cessa-
tion; continually.

Tincement (un-sem'ent, -se-ment'), «'. t. [< «n-2
-I- cemeiit.~\ To dissever; rend apart.

How to uncement your affections.

Chapman and Shirley^ Ciiabot, Admiral of France, iv.

nncemented (un-se-men'ted), a. Not cemented.
The walls being of uncemented masonry.

Jmir. Atithrop. Inst., XIX. 90.

imcereiUOnious (un-ser-e-mo'ni-us), a. Not
ceremonious; familiar; informal.

No warning given ! uncerenwnimts fate

!

Ytmng, Night Thoughts, iii.

unceremoniously (un-ser-e-mo'ni-us-li), adv.
In au unceremonious manner; without cere-
mony; informally.

uncertain (tm-s6r'tan), a. Not certain ; doubt-
ful, (a) Not known in regard to nature, qualities, or gen-
eral cliaracter.

The things future, being also euents very vncertaine,
and such as can not possibly be knowne because they be
not yet, can not be vsed for example uor for delight other-
wise then by hope. Puttenham. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 32.

For many days
Has he been wandering in uncertain ways

:

Through wilderness, and woods of mossed oaks.
Keats, Endymion, ii.

(6) Not known as regards quantity or extent ; indefinite

;

problematical : as, an uticertain number of independent
voters ; a person of uncertain age.

She was not old, nor young, nor at the years
Which certain people call a certain age.

Which yet the most uncertain age appears,
Because I never heard, nor could engage

A person yet by prayers, or bribes, or tears,

To name, define by speech, or write on page
The period meant precisely by that word.

Byron, Beppo, St. 22-

(e) Having doubts ; without certain knowledge ; not sure.

Uncertain of the issue. Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 1. 6L
Thir [the Saxons'] multitude wander'd yet uncertain of

habitation. Milton, Hist. Eng., iiL

(d) Not sure as to aim or effect desired.

Soon bent his bow, uncertain in his aim,
Dryden, ^neid, vli. 691.

Or whistling slings dismiss'd the uncertain stone. Gay.

(fi) Unreliable; insecure; not to be depended on.

The uncertain glory of an April day.
Shak., T. G. of V., i. 8. 86.

Can I, then.
Part with such constant pleasures to embrace
Uncertain vanities ?

Fletcher and another. Elder Brother, L 2.

(/) Not firm or fixed ; vague ; indeterminate In nature

;

fluctuating.

All around
Are dim uncertain shapes that cheat the sight.

Bryant, The Journey of Life.

^ff) Undecided ; hesitating ; not resolved.

The uncertain sickly appetite to please.
Shak., Sonnets, cxlvii.

(A) Not steady ; fitful.

Amid the strings his fingers strayed.
And an uticertain warbling made.

Scott, L. of L. M,,Int.

I could see by that uncertain glimmer how fair was all,

but not how sad and old. Howdls, Venetian Life, xi.

(t) Liable to change ; fickle ; inconstant ; capricious ; ir-

resolute.
Thou art constant

;

I an uncertain fool, a most blind fool.

Be thou my guide.
Beau, and Fl. , Double Marriage, L 1.

Oh, woman ! in our hours of ease
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please.

Scott, Marmion, vL 30.

tincertaint (un-s6r'tan), v. t. [< uncertain, a.]

To make or cause to be uncertain. Raleigh.

uncertainly (un-s^r'tan-li), adv. In an uncer-
tain manner, in any sense.

uncertainness (un-s6r'tan-nes), n. The state
or character of being uncertain,

uncertainty (un-s6r'tan-ti), n.
;
pi. uncertain-

ties (-tiz). 1. The character or state of being
uncertain ; want of certainty, (a) Of things: the
state of not being certainly known ; absence of certain
knowledge ; doubtfulness ; want of reliability

;
precari-

ousness.

The glorious uncertainly of it [the law] is of mair use
to the professors than the justice of it.

Macklin, Love & la Mode, ii. 1.

In bright uncertainty they lie.

Like future joys to Fancy's eye.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 2.

(b) Of persons: a state of doubt; a state in which one
knows not what to think or do ; hesitation ; irresolution.

Here remain with your uncertainly

!

Let every feeble rumour shake your hearts

!

Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 124.
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If she were a long while absent, he became pettish and
nervously restless, pacing the room to and fro, with the
uncertainty that characterized all his movements.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

2. Something not certainly or exactly known

;

anything not detei-mined, settled, or establish-
ed; a contingency.

Until I know this sure uncertainty,
I'll entertain the offer'd fallacy.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 187.

Man, with all his boasted titles and privileges, wanders
about in uncertai7ities, does and undoes, and contradicts
himself throughout all the various scenes of thinking and
living. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiii.

uncessantt (un-ses'ant), a. Incessant.
There is in this Hand also a mountaine, which . . .

continueth alwayes burning, by vncessant belching out of
flames. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 656.

uncessantlyt (un-ses'ant-li), adv. Incessantly.

Whare-fore, what may do faile vn-to hym that couaytes
vn-cessandly for to lufe the name of Ihesu?

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

unchain (un-chan'),t). i. [< MK-2 -I- c/min.] To
free from chains, slavery, or restraint ; let loose.

Unchain yoxir spirits now with spelling charms.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 31.

unchallengeable (un-chal'en-ja-bl), a. Not to
be challenged; secure.

His title and his paternal fortune . . . might be ren-
dered unchallenffeable.

Scott, St. Bonan's Well, xxxiii. (Davies.)

unchallenged (un-chal'enjd), a. Not chal-
lenged; not objected to or called to account.
nnchance (un'chans), n. [< MJi-l -t- chance. Cf

.

wanchance, mischance.'] Mischance ; calamity.
[Scotch.]

unchancy (un-chan'si), a. [< unchance + -?/l.

Ct. wanchancy.'] 1. Unlucky; unfortunate; ill-

fated; uncanny.
I cannot but think that there is no safety in having

such unchancy creatures (as angels, or ghosts, or fairies,

or the like) about ane. Scott, Monastery.

2. Dangerous.
Down the gate, in faith, they're worse,

An' mair unchancy.
Bums, Epistle to John Kennedy.

I never tried him [a dragon-fly] with a hornet, they be-
ing unchancy insects to hold while one hand is otherwise
engaged. J. G. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 96.

3. Inconvenient; unseasonable; unsuitable.

Why had his Grace come at so unchatwy a moment?
TroUope,

[Chiefly Scotch in all uses.]

unchangeability (un-chan-ja-bil'i-ti), n. The
state or character of being unchangeable.
unchangeable (un-chan'ja-bl), a. Not capable
of change; immutable; not subject to varia-
tion: a,a,(jrodisanunchangeableheing. Hooker,
Eeeles. Polity.

unchangeableness (un-ehan'ja-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unchangeable ; im-
mutability. Newton.
unchangeably (un-chan'ja-bli), adv. So as not
to suffer change ; without change ; immutablj'.
unchanged (un-chanjd'), a. Not changed or
altered; unvaried.

Naught do I see unchanged remain.
Scott, Marmion, iv. 24.

unchanging (un-chan'jing), a. Not changing

;

suffering no alteration ; always the same.
Thy face is visard-like, unchanging.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, i. 4. 116.

uncharge (un-eharj'), V. t. [< ME. unchargen;
< «M-2 + charge.] 1. To free from a charge,
load, or cargo; unload; unburden.
For-thi I conseille alle Cristene to confourmen hem to

charite

;

*

For charite with-oute chalenynge vnchargeth the soule.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 338.

2. To leave free of blame or accusation ; ac-
quit of blame ; acquit.

Even his mother sh&U uncharge the practice.
And call it accident. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 68.

uncharged (un-charjd'), p.a. 1. Not charged

;

not loaded: as, the guns were Mncftarjrerf.— 2.
Unassailed. [Rare.]

Open your uncharged ports. Shak., T. of A., v. 4. 55.

unchariot (un-ehar'i-ot), V. t. To throw out of
a chariot ; deprive of a chariot. [Rare.]

Unhorsed and uncharioted. Pope.

uncharitable (un-char'i-ta-bl), a. Not chari-
table ; harsh ; censorious ; severe.

Stone-hearted men, uncharitable,
Passe careless by the poore.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 4.

How unequal, how uncharitable must it needs be, to
impose that whicli Ills conscience cannot urge him to im-
pose, upon him whose conscience forbids him to obey ?

Milton, Tnie Religion.

unchristen

uncharitableness (im-char'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being uncharitable.
Heaven and hell are the proper regions of mercy and

uncharitableness. Bp. Atterbury.

uncharitably (un-char'i-ta-bli), adv. In an
uncharitable manner; witKout charity.

Uncharitably with me have you dealt.

Shak., Rich. III., L 3. 275.

uncharity (un-char'i-ti), n. Want of charity;
uncharitableness.

Much uncharity in you. Webster.

Fought with what seem'd my own uncharity.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

uncharm (un-charm'), V. t. [< un-^ + cliarm.']

To release from some charm, fascination, or se-

cret power. [Rare.]
Nor is there magic

In the person of a king that plays the tyrant
But a good sword can easily uncharm it.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, iv. 2.

uncharming (un-char'ming), a. Not charm-
ing ; no longer able to charm. [Rare.]
Uncharming Catherine.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 209.

unchamel (un-char'nel), v. t. [< «k-2 -I- char-
nel.] To remove from a tomb; disinter; ex-
hume. [Rare.]

Whom would'st thou unchamel? Byron, Manfred, ii. 4.

unchartered (un-char'terd), a. Not chartered;
hence, without restriction.

Me this unchartered freedom tires.

Wordsworth, Ode to Duty.

unchary (un-char'i), a. Not chary; not frugal;
not careful ; heedless.

I have said too much unto a heart of stone.
And laid mine honour too unchary out.

Shak., T. N., lit 4. 222.

unchaste (un-ehasf), a. 1. Not chaste; not
continent; libidinous; lewd.
Kindled with unchaste desire.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 100.

2. Not marked by good taste.

unchastely (un-chast'li), adv. In an unchaste
manner; lewdly.

unchastity (un-chas'ti-ti), n. The state or
character of being imchaste; incontinence;
lewdness; unlawful indulgence of the sexual
appetite.
The time will doubtless come when the man who

lays the foundation-stone of a manufacture will be able
to predict with assurance in what proportion the drun-
kenness and the unchastity of his city will be increased by
his enterprise. Lecky, European Morals, I. 116.

unchet, "• A Middle English form of inclO-.

uncheckable(un-chek'a-bl),a. 1. Notcapable
of being checked or hindered ; that may not be
stopped suddenly or forcibly. J. Peacock, Ser-
mon on Rom. ii. 4.— 2. Incapable of being
checked or examined.
His lordship used him in his most private and uncheck-

able trusts. North, Life of Lord Guilford, ii. 285. (Davies.)

unchecked (un-chekf), a. 1. Not checked;
not restrained; not hindered. Milton, P. L.,

viii. 189.— 2t. Not contradicted. Shak., M. of

v., iii. 1. 2.

uncheerful (un-cher'fiil), a. Not cheerful, (o)

Sad ; gloomy ; melancholy.

In vain I rail at Opportunity,
At Time, at Tarquin, and uncheerful Night.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1024.

(6) Not willing ; grudging : as, uncheerful service.

Niggardly in her grants, and uncheerful.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, L 153.

uncheerfulness (un-cher'ful-nes), n. Want of
cheerfulness; sadness.

unchild (un-child'). t\ t [< Mn-2 -f cAiM.] 1.

To bereave of children ; make childless.

In this city he
Hath widow'd and unchilded many a one.

Shak., Cor., v. 6. 163.

2. To divest of the character of a child in rela-

tion to parents. [Rare in both uses.]

They do justly unchild themselves that in main elec-
tions dispose of themselves without the consent of those
which gave them being.

Bp. Hall, Cont., Samson's Marriage.

'Onchildisht (un-ehil'dish), a. Not childish

;

not fit or proper for children. Webbe.

unchivalric (un-shiv'al-rik), a. Unchivalrous.

I distrusted her, and such vague distrust seemed an un-
chivalric disloyalty. TFirUhrop, Cecil Diceme, xviii.

unchivalrous (un-shiv'al-rus), fl. Not accord-
ing to the rules of chivalry; wanting in chiv-
alry or honor.
Such a bad pupil, monsieur ! so thankless, cold-hearted,

unchivalrous, unforgiving. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxv.

unchristent (un-kris'u), v. t. [< «h-2 + christen.]

1. To annul the baptism of ; deprive of the rite



tmchristen

or sacrament of baptism. Imp. Diet.— 2. To
render unchristian ; deprive of sanctity.

Hath, as it were, unhallowed and unchrisUtied the very

dtttj of prayer itself. MUUin, Eilionoklastes, § 1.

unchristian! (un-kris'tian), a. [< ME. M«-

cristen; < ««-! + Christian.'] 1. Not Christian

;

opposed to Christianity or to its spirit ; contrary

to Christianity or a Christian character.

I feel not in me those sordid and unchristian desires of

my profession. Sir T. Browne, Religio Sledici, ii. 9.

2. Not converted to the Christian faith: as,

tincliristian nations. Hence— 3. Not in ac-

cordance with the civilization that Christian-

ity insures ; rude ; cruel : often used colloqui-

ally to signify improper, unusual, and the like.

My aunt has tum'd me out a-doors ; she has,

At this unchristian hour.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iii. 2.

unchristian^ (un-kris'tian). v. t. [< hk-^ +
Ciiriatian.'] To deprive of the constituent

qualities of Christianitv ; make unchristian.

[Rare.]

Atheism is a sin that doth not only unchriglian, but un-

man, a person that is guilty of it South, Sermons.

unchristianize (un-kris'tian-iz), V. t. To turn

from the Christian faith; cause to degenerate
from the belief and profession of Christianity.

unchristianlyt (un-kris'tian-li), a. Contrary

to the laws or principles" of Christianity; un-
becoming to Christians.

Cnchristianly compliances. MUton, Tetrachordon.

unchristianly (un-kris'tian-li), adv. In an un-

christian manner; in a manner contrary to

Christian principles.

They behaued themselues most vachristianly toward
their brethren. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 809.

They taught compulsion without convinceraent, which
not long before they complained of as eiecuted unchris-

tiajily against themselves. MUton, Hist Eng., iii.

unchristianness (un-kris'tian-nes), n. The
character of being unchristian; contrariety or

the condition or characteristic of opposition to

Christianity.

The unchristianness of those denials. EOon BatUHe.

unchrlstinesst (un-kris'ti-nes), «. Unchristian-

ness. Eil.on BasiUke.

unchurch (un-ehferch'), v. t. [< «n-2 + church.']

1. To expel from a church ; deprive of the char-

acter and rights of a church; excommunicate.

The Greeks . . . for this cause stand utterly «7K:*Kr<;&;d

by the Church of Rome. South, Sermons, VIII. xiv.

2. To refuse the name or character of a church
to.

The papists, under the pretence of the church's tmion,

are the great dividers of the Christian world, unchurching
the far greatest part of the church, and separating from
aji that be not subjects of the pope of Rome.

Baxter, Self-Denial, xuiii.

unci, H. Plural of uncus.

uncia (un'shi-a), n. [L.: see ownccl, inc/il.] 1.

In Rum. antiq.', a twelfth part, as of the Roman
as; an ounce; an inch; etc.— 2. A copper coin

of the ancient Roman republic, the twelfth part

of the as. See as*, 3.— at. A former name for

the numerical coefficient of aJiy term of the bi-

nomial theorem.
uncial (un'shial), a. and n. [= F. onciale, un-

ciale = Sp. Fg.'uncial, < ML. uncialit), of a twelfth

Eart, of an ounce or an inch, an inch high,

ij. Uttira unciales, lit. 'inch letters,' letters of

considerable size ; < L. uncia, a twelfth part, an
ounce, an inch: see uncia, ounce^, inch^.] I. a.

If. Of or pertaining to an ounce. E. Phillips.—
2. In paleog., noting that variety of majuscule
character, or writing, usually found in the ear-

iier manuscripts, as opposed to the later minus-
Je, or cursive. Uncial characters are distinguished

^om capitals (that is, capital letters similar to the siin-

ilest form of those still in use) by relatively greater round-

, inclination, and inequality in height In Greek pa-

[c[>(JDNH ROCDNTOC^
XHepHMCDGTOlMX
CATreXH NOAON KT
eye ixcno ie itgiX'^

T7 1 BOYcxyToy
UncUi Manuscript.— Greek unciiib of the 4th century A. D.

mphy the distinction of capital and uncial Is unim-
ortant. In fjitin manuscripts the diiference is strongly
barked, several of the uncial letters approaching In fonn
Bore or less our present lower-case letters (a, id, ece, f, h,

uncivility

nate.] In anat., the unciform bone of the car-

pus : more fully called os uncinatum.

uncini, n. Plural of uncinus.

Uncinia (un-sin'i-a), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1807),

< LL. uncinus, a hook: see uncinus.] A genus
of sedges, distinguished fi-om the related genus
Carex by the hooked or barbed apex of the ra-

ehilla or spikelet-pedieel. There are about 25 spe-

cies, mostly natives of the temperate and cold parts of the

southern hemisphere, a few in the Hawaiian I&lands, the

West Indies, and the mountains of tropical America and
Mexico. They are herbs with the habit of those species

of Carex which have a simple androgynous continuous
inflorescence. See hamulus, 1 (6).

unciniform (un-sin'i-f6rm), a. Uncinate.
Example of Latin Uncials, from MS. of the 8th century.— Frag UnCiuitaria (un-sin-i-ta'ri-a), Ii. pi. [NL., < L.

nu "• t^ulJi^^
"• "°" "" " ^""^ ''"""'"" '""^ " '"''"''

uncinatus, hooked : see unSinate.] In Sollas's
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1, m, q, u). Uncial manuscripts as old as the fourth cen-

tury are still extant This style of writing continued till

the eighth or ninth century, the transition to minuscule

ceN 6um beUumN c6 17

]> xM ixoA c,>Ui >^n^s t-)ue

mNei^enxlixo^veie

being called Mmtuncto/ writing. The term urteial was
originally a misapplication of St Jerome's expression lit-

tene unciales, "inch-high " (large, handsome) letters. See
majuscule.

II. n. 1. An uncial letter; also, uncial let-

ters collectively ; uncial writing.

classification of sponges, a group, called a sub-

order, of dictyonine hexactinellidan Silicispon-

gix, characterized by the presence of uncinate

spicules, and divided into two tribes, Clavularia

and Scopularia, the former having one family,

the latter five.

Tlie period of the ujKrfai runs from the date of the earli- uncinitariau (un-sin-i-ta'ri-an), a. [< Vneini
est specimens on papyrus to the 9th century.

Encyc. BrU., XVIII. 145.

2. A manuscript written in uncials.

Omitted in several uncials and ancient versions.

Schaff, Hist Christ Church, I. § 81.

uncialize (un'shial-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp. un-

cialized, ppr. uncializing. [< uncial + -ize.] To
shape according to the uncial system ; conform
to the uncial system. [Rare.]

In the 7th century the Irish uncial, which was the old

Roman cursive uncialized, came into competition with

taria + -an.] Having uncinate spicules, as a

sponge ; of or pertaining to the Uncinitaria.

TJncinula (im-sin'u-lil), n. [NL. (L6veill^,

1851), < LL. uncinus, a took: see uncinus.] A
genus of parasitic (pyrenomycetous) fungi, of

the family Erysiphex, having the appendages
free from the mycelium and recurved or coiled

at the tip. Each perithecium contains several asci.

V. ampetopsidis (U. spiralis) is the common or powdery
grape-mildew, and is highly injurious to the grape. See
grape-mildew, Erysipheie, Pyrenomyceies, and mildew.

noman cursive UTicMMizea, came iiiio cuiiipciiiruii wilh h--^ ,—_^-tr ... ., . _ r/ t T
the Roman uncial which was derived from the capitals, UncinUS (un-si nus), H.

;
pi. mtant (-m). l<. LiLi.

" ' uncinus, a hook, barb.] 1. A hook or hook-

let; a hamulus; something small, hard, and
crooked ; specifically, in conch., one of the un-

cinal teeth of the radula.

In the Heteropoda, it [the radula] is so far more highly

developed that the outermost uncini of the transverse

rows may not only be very long, but also be articulated

in such a maimer as to be movable. When, therefore,

the radula is protruded, these teeth are erected, and when
it is drawn back they come together like pincers.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 360.

2. One of the hooked cilia of infusorians.— 3.

One of the numerous minute chitiuous hooks
of the tori of some annelids. See Uncinata.—
4. A weapon used in the eleventh century, re-

sembling a martel-de-fer, but thought to have
only one point or edge.

and borrowed some of its forms.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, TL 204.

unciatim (un-si-a'tim), adc. [L., by twelfths,

by ounces, < uncia, a twelfth part, an ounce : see
OHHfpl.] Ounce by ounce. Imp. Diet.

unciferous (un-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. uncus, a
hook, + ferre = E. be'arl.] In entom., bearing a
curved process or hook: specifically applied to

ovipositors with strongly curved tips, as those

of certain grasshoppers.
unciform (un'si-form), a. and n. [< L. uncus,

a hook, + forma, form.] I. a. Uncinate in

form ; hooked or crooked ; hook-like : specifi-

cally applied in anatomy to certain hook-like

processes of bone : as, the unciform process of

the ethmoid; the unciform process of the unci-

form bone Undform eminence of the brain, the unciphert'(un-si'f6r), v. t. To decipher.
calcar, or hippocampus minor Which letter was intercepted by Captain Abbots, a Cap-

II. «. In anat. and :oiil., one of the bones ot t^in of Dragoons in the army, and is now unciphered.

the wrist, so called from its hook-like process

;

Kushworth Hist. Cott., Pt IV. I. 491 (1647). (Dames.)

a carpal bone of the distal row, the innermost uncircumcised (un-sfer'kum-sizd), a. Not cir-

one on the ulnar or little-finger side, in special eumeised. Rom. iv. 11.

relation with the heads of the fourth and fifth micircuincision(un-s6r-kum-sizh'on),ji. 1. Ab-
metaearpals, supposed to represent earpalia IV gence of circumcision ; the condition of being
and V of the typical carpus. See carpus, and
cuts under Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, hand,

pisiform, and scapholunar.

uncihal (un'si-nal), a. and n. [< LL. uncinus,

a hook: see uncinus.] I. a. Same as uncinate;

in conch., specifically noting one of the several

lateral teeth of the radula. See admedian.

H. n. An uncinal tooth of the radtila; an
uncinus.
uncinata^ (un-si-na'ta), M.; pi. uncinatai {,-te).

[NL., fem. sing, of L" uncinatus, hooked: see

uncinate.] In sponges, a rod-like spicule bear-

ing recurved hook.s throughout its length.

Uncinata^ (un-si-na'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. uncinatus, hooked: see uncinate.] 1. A
division of marine chietopod worms, containing

those whose tori are provided with minute chit-

iuous hooks or uncini. The serpulas, sabellas,

and other tubicolous worms belong to this sec-

tion.— 2. [(. c] Plural of uncinatum

uncircumcised. Rom. iv. 9, 10.—2. Hence, peo-

ple who are not circumcised; the Gentiles: of-

ten with the.

If the uncircumeision keep the righteousness of the
law, shall not his uncircumeision be counted for circum-
cision? Rom. ii. 26.

uncircumscriptt (un-s^r'kum-skript), a. [ME.,
< ««-l + circumscript.] Not circumscribed.

Thou Oon and Two and Thre, eteme on lyve,

That regnest ay in Three and Two and Oon,
Uneircumscript and al maist circumscrive.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1879.

nncircumstantial (un-s6r-kum-stan'shal), a.

1. Not circumstantial; not entering into mi-
nute particulars.— 2t. Not important.

The like particulars, although they seem uncircumMan-
tial, are oft set down in Holy Scripture.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vii. 1.

uncirostrate (un-si-ros'trat), a. [< L. uncus,

a hook, + rostratus, beaked : see rostrate.] In

orniih., having a hooked beak; hamirostrate.

'^^^^^i'!^it''f\^:'':±!::Ji\::'r^^^^^^hooked, barbed, < LL. uncinus, a hook, barb:

see uncinus.] I. a. Hooked or crooked ; hooked
at the end; forming a hook; unciform. Also

uneate Uncinate abdomen, in enlom., an abdomen
In which the terminal segments are turned underneath

the others, as in the males of certain Di'ptera.—Uncinate
antennae, in entom., untennfie in which the last joint is

curved and pointed, bending back on the preceding one.

- Uncinate convolution, gyrus, or lobe, (a) The hip.

pocanipid gyrus (wliicli bi-e. under ^.i/nwl. (6) The anterior

extremity of the hippocanipal gyi us. See cuts under cere-

bral, gyrus, and »«/««.— Uncinate process. See proces-

sus uncinatus, under proccxxtM.— Uncinate wing-nerv-
nres, in entom., wing-nervures which run from the base

toward the apex of the wing, but at the end are turned

back In a hook like form.

II. n. An uncinate sponge-spioule.

iiig to a settled government or settled state of society ; not
civilized ; barbarous ; savage ; hence, not exhibiting re-

hnement; unacquainted with the customs and manners
of good society.

The sanage and mciuill, who were before all science or

ciuilitie, euen as the naked by prioritie of time is before

the clothed. PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

The uncivil kerns of Ireland are in arms.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 310.

(d) Not courteous; illraannered ; rude; coarse: as, an un-

civil answer ; an uncivil fellow.

Let go that rude uncivil touch

!

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 60.

(c) Improper; unusual; not customary.

With midnight matins, at unciirU hours.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 1010.

uncinated (un'si-na-ted), a. l<uneinate + -edZ.] undvilityt (un-si-vil'i-ti), >i. Incivility.

Hhuk nn uncinate.
, , ^-s You were never the gentlemen offered any uncjmjify to

uncinatum (un-si-na tum), n.; pi. uncinata (-ta). „g_ which is strange, methinks, in one that comes from

[NL., neut. of L. uncinatus, hooked: see und- beyond seas. Webster and Dekker, Westward Ho, 1. 2.



imciTlIized

tmcivilized (un-siv'i-lizd), a. 1. Not civilized
or reclaimed from savage life ; rude ; barbarous

;

savage: as, uncivUieed hordes.— 2t. Coarse;
indecent.
The most urmvUized worda in our language. Addiaon.

uncivilly (un-siv'i-li), adv. In an uncivil man-
ner; not courteously ; rudely.

unclad (un-klad'), a- Not clad; not clothed.

unclad (un-klad'). Preterit and past participle
of unclothe. Tennyson.
unclasp (un-klasp'), v. t. [< «h-2 + clasp.'] 1.

To loosen the clasp of, as a purse or a belt.

Vnclasps a huge tome in an antique guise.
Primitive print and tongue half obsolete.

Brouming, Ring and Book, I. 45.

2t. To lay open; reveal; disclose.

Gentle father.
To you I have undasp'd my burden'd soul.

i?(»-d,"ri8 Pity, i. 1.

unclassable (un-klas'a-bl), a. Not capable of
being classed or classified.

Mind remains unclassable, and therefore unlcnowable.
H. Spencer.

uncle (ung'kl), n. [Early mod. E. also unckle,

unhle; < ME. micle = G. Sw. Dan. onkel, < OP. un-
cle, oncle, P. oticle = Pr. oncle, avoncle= It. avun-
culo = Wallaoh. unchiu, an uncle, a mother's
brother, < L. avunculus, in inscriptions also avon-
eulus, avomculus, aunculus, a mother's brother
(a father's brother being patrtius), lit. 'little

grandfather,' dim. of avus, a grandfather. Cf.

avuncular, atavism. See also nM«cfe.] 1. The
brother of one's father or mother; also, the
husband of one's aunt : correlative to aunt.

Then pleas*d and parted ; both go live a-part

;

The Vru:le kept the Mountain for his part.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

2. A familiar title of address to an old man

:

used especially in the southern United States
as a kindly title for a worthy old negro: as,

"Uncle Tom's Cabin": correlative to aunt or
aunty in similar use.

The bleating of goats was heard from the darkey settle-

ment ... as queer old aunties and uncles hobbled out to
milk them. S. Bonner, Dialect Tales, p. 121.

3. A pawnbroker: so called in humorous allu-

sion to the financial favors often expected and
sometimes received from rich uncles. [Slang.]

Fourscore pounds draws deep. Farewell, Doll. Come,
sergeants, I'll step to mine uncle not far off, hereby in
Pudding-lane, and he shall bail me.

Webster and Dekker, Northward Ho, i. 2.

Brothers, wardens of City Halls,
And unites, rich as three golden balls
From taking pledges of nations.

Hood, Miss Eilmansegg.

To talk like a Dutch uncle. See Dutch.—Vncle Sam,
the government or the people of the United States : a
jocular extension of the initials V. S.

-uncle. [P. -uncle, < L. -unculus, a dim. term. <

-U71-, -on-, part of the orig. noun, -t- -cu-lus, a
double dim. suffix : see -de, -cule, -cuius.] A ter-

mination of some diminutive words of Latin
origin, as Iwinuncle (also homuncule), oratitincle,

etc.

unclean (un-klen'), a. [< ME. unclene, onclene,

< AS. unclxne, unclean; as m«-1 + clean.] 1.

Not clean; foul; dirty; filthy.

Thi lande unclene alle dolven uppe mot be.
Of rootes, fern, and weed, to make it free.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

2. Ceremonially impure, (a) Not free from cere-
monial defilement; said of persons, (ft) Causing cere-
monial defilement ; said of animals or things, and specifi-

cally applied to animals forbidden by Jewish law to be
used in sacrifice and for food. Lev. xL 26.

3. Morally impure; foul with sin; wicked; evil;

especially, lewd; unchaste.
Als longe als thei ben of foule and of unclene Lyvynge

(as thei ben now), wee have no drede of hem, in no kynde

;

for here God will not helpen hem in no wise.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 138.

Where an unclean mind carries virtuous qualities, there
commendations go with pity. SliaJc., All's Well, i. 1. 4a

An unclean spirit, a wicked spirit; a demon. Mark i. 27.

uncleanliness (un-klen'li-nes), n. Want of
cleanliness; filthiness; foulness.

uncleanly (un-klen'li), a. [< ME. unclenUch,
onclenlich; < m«-1 + cleanly.] 1, Not cleanly;
not clean ; foul ; filthy ; dirty.

The very uncleanly flux of a cat.

Shak., As you Like it, ill. 2. 70.

2. Not chaste; unchaste; obscene.
Tis pity that these harmonious writers have indulged

anything uncleanly or impure to defile their paper.
Watts.

. uncleanness (im-klen'nes), n. [< ME. unclen-
nes, unclannes, onclennes, < AS. unclMnnes, un-
cleanness; as unclean + -ness.] The state or
character of being unclean.
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unclear (un-kler'), a. Not clear, in any sense of
that word. Leigliton, 1 Pet. iii.

unclench, unclinch (un-klench', -klinoh'), V. t.

and*. [< ME. !«ic/enc/(eH; iun-'^ -h clench, clinch.]

To open, or to force open, as the closed hand.
The fist unclenches, and the weapon falls.

Garth, Dispensary, v.

unclesWp (ung'kl-ship), n. [< uncle + -ship.]
The state of being an uncle; the relation of
an uncle. Lamb, Essays of Elia, p. 388.

unclfcWt (un-klo'), V. t. [< «»-2 -H clew.] To
unwind ; figuratively, to undo or ruin.

If I should pay you for 't as 'tis extoll'd.

It would undew me quite.

Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 168.

unclincll, v. See unclench.

uncling (un-kling'), V. i. [< mh-2 + clinf/.] To
cease from clinging, adhering, entwining, em-
bracing, or holding fast. Milton. [Rare.]
uncloak (un-kl6k'), '0. [< MW-2 -1- cloak.] I.

trans. To deprive of the cloak; remove the
cloak from; hence, to reveal; bring to light.

II. intrans. To take off the cloak, or the outer
garments generally.

uncloatht, v. See unclothe.

unclog (un-klog'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. unclogged,

ppr. unclogging. [< ««-2 -I- clog.] To disen-
cumber of what clogs ; relieve of difficulties or
obstructions; free from encumbrances.

It would unclog my heart
Of what lies heavy to 't. Shak., Cor., iv. 2. 47.

uncloister (im-klois'ter), V. t. [< «»-2 + clois-

ter.] To release from a cloister or from con-
finement ; set at liberty. Norris.

unclose! (un-kloz'), v. [< ME. unclosen; < Mn-2
-t- close^.] I. trans. 1. To open.
Whenne Somer cometh, unclose hem, thai beth sure.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

Thy letters trembling I unclose.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard.

2t. To uncover; take off the covers from.— 3.
To disclose; lay open.
Than thei loked a-boute and be-helde towarde the see
where thei saugh the cristin a litill vn.-closed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 697.

H. intrans. To open ; be laid open.

This flour, when that it shulde unclose
Agayn the Sonne. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 111.

The goddess spoke ; the rolling waves u7iclose.

Pope, Iliad, i. 662.

unclose^ (un-kl6s'), a. [< Mre-1 -t- close^.] Not
close; imreserved; babbling. [Rare.]

Knowen designs are dangerous to act,

And th' vnclose chief did never noble fact.

Sylvester, The Captaines, 1. 1076. (Davies.)

unclosed (un-kl6zd'), p. a. [< ME. unclosed; <

?«!-! -I- closed. ] 1 . Not separated by inelosures

;

open; uninclosed.

I have to longe in this manere
Left hem unclosed wilfully.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3921.

The king's army would, through those unclosed parts,
have done them little harm. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2. Not finished; not brought to a close ; of ac-
counts, not balanced ; not settled.

I don't love to leave any Part of the Account unclos'd.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, iv. 1.

3. Not closed.
His unclosed eye yet lowering on his enemy.

Byron, Giaour.

unclothe (ur^-kloTH'), v. t.; pret. and pp. un-
clothed or unclad, ppr. unclothing. [Formerly
also uncloath, uncloth; < ME. unclothen, un-
clethen; <un-^ + clothe.] 1. To strip of clothes

;

make naked ; divest of covering.

The ceremonies, dances, and sacrifices ended, they went
to vncloth themselues. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 808.

2. Piguratively, to divest ; free; strip.

The fame of Pyrocles and Mnsidorus greatly drew him
to a compassionate conceit, and had already unclothed his
face of all show of malice. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

unclothed (un-kloTnd'), a. Not clothed; be-
ing without clothes.

uncloud(un-kloud'), ?). *. [<«)i-2-l-c?0M(?l.] To
free from clouds ; unveil ; clear from obscurity,
gloom, sadness, dullness, or the like. Beau.
and Fl., Philaster, iv. 2.

unclouded (un-klou'ded), j>. a. Not cloudy;
free from clouds; not darkened or obscured;
free from gloom; clear: as, an unclouded sky;
an unclouded intellect.

uncloudedness (un-klou'ded-nes), n. The state

of being unclouded. Boyle.

uncloudy (un-klou'di), a. Not cloudy ; free

from clouds. Gay.
unclubable (un-klub'a-bl), a. Not elubable;
unsocial.

uncombine ,

"Sir John was a most uncluldble man !" How delighted
was I to hear this master of languages [Dr. Johnson] go
unaffectedly and socially and good-naturedly make words,
for the promotion of sport and good humour

!

Mmc. D'ArUay, Diary, i. 41.

uncluet, V. t. Same as unclew.
unclutcn (un-kluch'), V. t. [< Mn-2 -I- clutch.]
To open, as something clutched, clenched, or
closely shut. Dr. H. More.
unco (ung'ko), a. and n. [A dial, reduction of
uncouth.] I. a. Unknown; strange; unusual.
Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 342).

[Scotch.]

II. n. 1. Anything strange or prodigious.
Gait.— 2. A strange person ; a stranger. Gait.

unco (ung'ko), adv. [< unco, a.] Wonderful-
ly; remarkably; very: as, mmco glad; wnco guid.
[Scotch.]

In this prison there grew a tree,

And it was unco stout and Strang.
Lord Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 254).

uncock! (un-kok'), v. t. [< Mn-2 + cocA;!.] 1.
To let down the hammer of (a gun) easily, so as
not to explode the charge.— 2. To let down or
lower the brim of, as a hat, releasing it from
the fastening which held it cocked up against
the crown.
uncock^ (un-kok'), V. t. [< «n-2 -f cockS.] To
open or spread out from a cock or heap, as hay.

uncoffert, v. t. [< WE.uncofren; < «n-2 H- coffer.]

To take out of a coffer.

uncoffined (un-kof'ind), a. Not furnished with
a coffin ; not put into a coffin.

Unknelled, uncoffined, and unknown.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv.

uncogitable (un-koj'i-ta-bl), a. Not capable
of being cogitated or thought. Sir T. More.
uncoif (un-koif), V. t. [< m«-2 -1- coif.] To pull
off the cap or head-dress of. [Rare.]

Two apple-women scolding and just ready to uncfif one
another. Martinus Scriblerui.

uncoifed (un-koiff), a. Without a coif; not
wearing a coif.

Her majesty's renown'd though uncoifed counsel.
Young, Night Thoughts, viii.

uncoil (un-koil'), V. t. and i. [< MJi-2 + coil^.]

To unwind or open the coils (of).

The snake of gold slid from her hair ; the braid
Slipt and uncoil'd itself.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

uncoin (un-koin'), V. t. To deprive (money) of
its character as coin. [Rare.]

These are the people who frequently uncoin money,
either by melting it or by exporting it to countries where
it is sooner or later melted.

Jevons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 81.

uncoined (un-koind'), a. 1. Not coined: as,

uncoined s\\\ei. Locke.— 2. Not minted ; lack-
ing the stamp of conventionality ; hence, natu-
ral, unfeigned.
A fellow of plain and uncoined constancy.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 161.

uncollected (un-kp-lek'ted), a. 1. Not collect-

ed; not brought to one place ; not received: as,

uncollected taxes; debts uncollected.— 2. Not
having one's thoughts collected; not having
control of one's mental faculties ; not recovered
from confusion, distraction, or wandering.

What a wild beast is uncollected man

!

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

uncolored, uncoloured (un-kul'ord), p. a. 1.

Not colored; not stained or dyed; hence, un-
clouded; clear; specifically, white.

Things uncoloured and transparent. Bacon.

To deck with clouds the uncolour'd sky.

Or wet the thirsty earth with falling showers.
Milton, P. L., V. 189.

2. Not heightened in description; truthful; un-
biased: as, an uncolored statement.— 3. Un-
adorned; plain; chaste.

The contrast was remarkable between the uncolored style

of his [John Foster's] general diction, and the brilliant fe-

licity of occasional images embroidered upon the sober
ground of his text.

De Quincey, Biog. and Hist. Essays, p. 350.

uncolt (un-kolf), V. t. [< «?i-2 + colt.] To un-
horse ; deprive of a colt or horse. [Rare.]

Thou liest ; thou art not colted, thou art uncolted.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 42.

uncombert, v. See uncuniber.

uncombine (un-kom-bin'), v. [< «h-2 + com-
bine.] I. trans. To sever or destroy the com-
bination, union, or junction of ; separate; dis-

connect.
Outbreaking vengeance uncombines the ill-joined plots.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iii.

II. intrans. To become separated or discon-

nected. [Rare in both uses.]



nncombine
The rude conjuncture of uTu^ombiiiing cable in the vio-

lence of a northern tempest. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. ii.

Tmcomeatable (un-kum-at'a-bl), a. [< MH-l +
eome-at-able.'\ Not accessible ; not attainable;

beyond reach or comprehension. [CoUoq.]

He has a perfect art in being unintelliRible in discourse,

and uiuomfatable in business. Steele, Tatler, No. 12.

nncomeliness (un-kum'li-nes), ». 1. Want of

comeliness; want of beauty or grace: as, «»-

comeliness of person, of dress, or behavior.— 2.

Unbeeominguess ; unseemliness; indecency.

He . . . gave such orderly and well-behaved reproof to

all uncoinetitieis that I would have sworn his disposition

would have gone to the truth of his words.
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. CO.

uncomely (un-kum'li), a. [< ME. uncomely, on-

comcli/, uncumelich ; < «>*-! + comely.^ 1. Not
comely: wanting grace: as, an uncomely per-

son; uncomely dress.— 2. Unseemly; unbecom-
ing; tmsuitable; indecent.

Thinke nothing ujicomiy which is honest, for nothing is

comely that is not honest.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 71.

Besides (to say truth) nakedness is UTtcomely, as well in

mind as in body. Bacon.

tincomelyt (un-kum'li), adi\ In an uncomely or
unbecoming manner; indecently. 1 Cor. vii. 36.

Tis most uncomely spoken.
Fletcher (and Maminger ?), False One, liL 1.

uncomfortable (un-kum'f6r-ta-bl), a. 1. Not
comfortable; affording no comfort; causing
bodily or mental discomfort; giving uneasi-

ness;" disquieting: as, an uncomfortable seat or
condition.
Christmas is in the most dead and the most uneomjort-

aUe time of the year. Addison.

How uncamfortahle will the remembrance be of all your
excesses, oaths, injustice and profaneness, when death
approaches, and judgment follows it?

StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. t.

2. Disagreeably situated ; uneasy ; ill at ease

:

as, to feel uncomfortable.
How surely dost thou malice these extremes,
Uncom/ortabie man. Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 3.

uncomfortableness (un-kum'ftr-ta-bl-nes), n.

The state of being uncomfortable, uneasy, or

miserable. Jer. Taylor.

nncomfortably (un-kum'f6r-ta-bli), adv. In

an uueomfortable manner; with discomfort or
uneasiness; in an uneasy state.

uncommendable (un-ko-men'da-bl), a. Not
commendable: not worthy of commendation;
illaudable. [Kare.]

The uncommendable licentiousness of his poetry.
Fettham, On Kccles. ii. 11.

uncommerciable (un-ko-mer'shia-bl), a. [<
M«-i + 'commerciabk; equiv. to commerceable.']

Not capable of being made an article of com-
merce. [Rare.]
By prohibiting all his Majesty's subjects from dealing

in tobacco, one third of the exports of the United states

are rendered uncommerciable here.

That. JtSerum, To Ck>ant De Montmorin (Works, II. 188).

uncommercial (un-ko-m6r'shal), a. 1. Not
comnierciul ; not carrying on or familiar with
or devoted to commerce.
The Uncommercial Traveller. JXckem.

The wisdom of taking measures to keep the river in

good condition is made plain to even the uncommercial
mind. S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 310.

2. Not in accordance with the principles of

commerce.
You did not think it uncommercial to tax the whole

mass of your matmfactures, and, let me add, your agricul-

ture too. Burke, American Taxation. (Encyc. Diet)

nncommi'tted (un-ko-mit'ed), a. [< ME. un-
committed; <. un-^ + committed. } 1. Not com-
litted or done.

Offys uncommitted ofte anoyeth.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 618.

t The uiuommitted sin. Hammond.

Not committed or intrusted.— 3. Not re-

rred to a committee.—4. Not pledged by
Bything said or done : as, uncommitted by rash
romises or statements; an uncommitted dele-

gation to a convention.
icommixedt (un-ko-miksf), a. Not com-
Dixed or mingled. Chapman.
(icommon (un-kom'gn), a. Not common; not
Bual; infrequent; rare; hence, remarkable;
itraordinary ; strange.

[ 1 do not think it foreign to my design to speak of a
an born in Her Majesty's dominions, and relate an ad-
mture in his life, so uticomimm that it is doubtful

I'hether the like has happened to any of human race.
Steele, Engllaliman, So. 26.

i The spiritual Is ever foreign to the material, the un-
" nmon to the common. W. Sharp, D. O. Rossetti, iiL

hSyn. Scarce, unusual, unwonted, unique, 8ingular,queer.
^i common.
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uncommon (un-kom'on), adv. [< uncommon,
a.] Exceedingly; veiT^: as, uncommon cheap.
[Vulgar.]
uncommonly (un-kom'on-li), adv. 1. In an
uncommon manner; raifely; not usually.

We are not uncommonly told that Henry VII. had not
in his own person the shadow of hereditary right.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 343.

2. To an uncommon degree.
A boy who 's uncommonly sharp of his age.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 54.

uncommonness (un-kom'on-nes), n. The state
or character of Iseing uncommon ; rareness of

occurrence ; infrequency.
uncommunicable (un-ko-mu'ni-ka-bl), a. 1.

Incommunicable. Burke.— 2. Not communi-
cative ; reserved ; taciturn. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

uncommunicated (un-ko-mil'ni-ka-ted), a. 1.

Not communicated, not disclosed or made
known to others.— 2. Not imparted or be-
stowed: as, the uncommunicated perfections
of God. Waterland.—3. Not having received
the communion.
uncommunicative (un-ko-mii'ni-ka-tiv), a. It-

Not communicative or disposed to impart one's
wealth ; not liberal

;
parsimonious.

A little too uncommunicative for their great circum-
stances. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, ii. 90.

2. Not communicative ; not disposed to impart
one's thoughts; not free to communicate to

others; reserved; taciturn.

A churlish and uncommunicative disposition.

Chesterfield.

uncommunicativeness (im -ko - mii'ni -ka - tiv-

nes), n. The state or character of being un-
communicative, reserved, or taciturn; reserve.
Eichardfion.

uncompact (un-kom-pakt'), a. Incompact.
Aildison.

uncompacted (un-kom-pak'ted), a. Not com-
pact ; not tirm or settled. Feltham.

uncompanied (un-kum'pa-nid), o. Having no
companion ; unaccompanied. Fairfax.

uncompanionable (un-kom-pan'yon-a-bl), a.

Not coMipanioiiable oi sociable. Miss Burney.

uncompanioned (un-kom-pan'yond), a. Un-
accompanied; without a companion; alone;
solitary; having no equal.

In his hours of uncompanioned darkness.
J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life.

uncompassiona'te (un-kom-pash'on-at), a. Not
compassionate; having no pity. Miiton,S. A.,

1. 818.

uncompatiblyt (un-kom-pat'i-bli), adv. Incom-
patibly. Imp. IHct.

uncompellable (un-kom-pel'a-bl), a. That can-
not be forced or compelled. Feltham.

uncomplaining (un-kom-pla'ning), a. Not
ooiiiplaiiiinfr: not murmuring; not disposed to

murmur; submissive.
Let thy loud heart keep,

Like his, a mute and uncomplaining sleep. •

Shelley, Adonais, ill.

uncomplainingly (un-kgm-pla'ning-li), adv. In

an uueomphiiniug manner; without murmur-
ing or complaint.

Uncomplaisant (un-kom'pla-zant), a. Not com-
plaisant ; not civil ; not courteous- Locke.

Uncomplaisantly (un-kom'pla-zant-li), adv.

Uncivilly; discourteously. Blaclistone.

uncompliable (un-kom-pli'a-bl), a. Unready
or unwilling to yield or comply. Cudworih,
Mornlitv IV. V. « 3.

uncompliant (un-kom-pli'ant), a. Incompliant.
Bp. (rundcn.

uncomposable (un-kom-po'za-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being composed; not to be reconciled or

arranged. lioqer North, Examen, p. (53.

uncompounded (un-kom-poun'ded), a. 1. Not
compounded; not mixed; simple.

For spirits, when they please,

Can either sex assume, or both ; so soft

And uncompounded is their essence pure.
MUton, P. L., I. 425.

2. Not intricate or complicated.

That uncompounded style.

Hammond, On Fundamentals.

uncomprehensiblet (un-kom-pre hen'si-bl), a.

Incomprehensible. Bp. .lewell.

uncomprehensive (un-kom-pre-hen'siv), a. 1.

Not comprehensive ; not including much.— 2t.
Unable to comprehend ; incomprehensive.

Narrow-spirited, uncomprehensive zealots. South.

3t. Incomprehensible.
The providence that 's in a watchful state

Knows almost every grain of Plutus' gold.

Finds bottom in the uncomprehensive deeps.
Shak.. T. and C, iu. 3. 198.

unconditioned

uncompromising (un-kom'pro-mi-zing), a. Not
compromising; admitting of no compromise;
not complying; inflexible; unyielding: as, ««-

compromising hostility. Macaulay, Hallam's
Const. Hist.

unconablet, «. See uncovenable.

unconandt, a. See uncunning.
unconceiledt, a. An obsolete variant of un-
counseled.

unconceivablet (un-kon-se'va-bl), a. Incon-
ceivable. Locke.

unconceivablenesst (un-kqn-se'va-bl-nes), n.

Inconceivableness. Dr. If. More, hnmovtsX. of

Soul, i. 4.

unconceivablyt(un-kgn-se'va-bli), adv. Incon-
ceivably. Locke,

unconcern (un-kgn-s6m'), n. Want of con-
cern; absence of anxiety; freedom from soli-

citude ; indifferentism ; indifference ; apathy.

I can't bear to hear her spoken of with Levity or Uncon-
cern. Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

= Syn. Indifference, Insensibility, etc. See apathy.

unconcerned (un-kgn-semd'), a. Not con-
cerned; not anxious; feeling no concern or

solicitude; easy in mind; not interested; not
aflfected.

The morn.
All unconcem'd with our unrest.

MUton, P. L., xi. 174.

Calm Villain ! how unconcem'd he stands, confessing
Treachery and Ingratitude

!

Congreve, Double-Dealer, i. 6.

= Syn. Unconcerned at, for, about. With at, unconcerned
means not anxious in view of something that is or hap-
pens ; with /or it means not anxious for the safety or
success of some object of interest or desire : unconcerned
at the successes of a rival ; unconcerned /or one's own
safety. With about it generally means the same as with
/m", but sometimes the same as with at

unconcernedly (un-kon-ser'ned-li), adv. In an
unconcerned manner; without concern or anx-
iety.

unconcemedness (un-kon-sfer'ned-nes), n.

Freedom from concern or anxiety. South.

unconcemingt (un-kon-sfer'ning), a. Not in-

teresting; not affecting; not belonging to one.
Dr. U. More.
unconcernment (un-kgn-s6rn'ment), n. The
state of ha\ing no interest or concern. South.

unconcludentt (un-kon-kl6'dent), a. Not de-

cisive ; inconclusive. Sir M. Hale.

unconcludiblet (un-kgn-kl6'di-bl), a. Not to

be concluded or determined.

That which is unconcJudiMe . . . to the understanding.
Dr. H. More, Philos. Poems, notes.

unconcludingt (un-kon-klo'ding), a. Inconclu-
sive.

False and unconcluding reasonings. Locke.

UnconcludingneSSt (un-kon-kl6'ding-nes), ».

The character of being inconclusive.

The uncertainty of the truth, ... by reason of the «n-
concludingness of the arguments brought to attest it.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 344.

unconclusivet (un-kon-kl6'siv), a. Inconclu-
sive. Hammond.
unconcocted (un-kon-kok'ted), a. 1. Not con-
cocted; not digested. Sir T. Browne.— 2. Fig-
uratively, crude; indigested.

unconcurrent (un-kgn-kur'ent), a. Not con-
curring or agreeing. Daniel.

uncondemned (un-kgn-demd'), a. Not con-
demned; not judged guilty; not disapproved;
not pronounced criminal.

They have beaten us openly uncondemn^. Acts xvi. 37.

A familiar and uncondemned practice. Locke.

unconditedt (un-kgn-di'ted), a. [< «n-l + L.
conditus, pp. of condire, season, spice, flavor.]

Unseasoned. [Rare.]

While he estimates the secrets of religion by such mea-
sures, they must needs seem as insipid as cork, or the wt-
condited mushroom. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 60.

unconditional (un-kgn-dish'gn-al), a. Not con-
ditional; absolute ; unreserved ; not limited by
any conditions : as, an unconditional surrender.

O pass not. Lord, an absolute decree.

Or bind thy sentence uncoiiditimuU.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis.

unconditionality (un-kgn-dish-gn-al'i-ti), n.

The character or state ot being unconditional.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 82.

unconditionally (un-kgn-dish'gn-al-i), adv. In
an unconditional manner; without conditions:

as, to suiTcndcr unconditionally.

unconditionalness (uu-kgn-dish'gn-al-nes), n.

The character of being unconditional. J. Fiske,

Cosmic Philos., I. 151.

unconditioned (un-kgn-dish'gnd), a. Not sub-

ject to conditions; not an effect, accident, or

result of circumstances.



unconditioned

This step from conditioned to unconditumed [existence]
implies a pure a priori synthesis.

K Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 623.

The unconditioned, in the philosophy of Sir W. Hamil-
ton, either the .\b8olute. or unconditionally complete, or
the Infinite, or unconditionally unlimited.

unconducingt (un-kou-du'sing), a. Not con-
ducive. E. Phillijis. {Imp. LHct.)

unconfidencet (un-kon'fi-dens), n. Want of
confidence ; uncertainty ; hesitation ; doubt.
BjK Backet. [Rare.]

unconfinable (un-kon-fi'na-bl), a. If. Un-
bounded. Shak., MV W. of W., ii. 2. 21.— 2.
Incapable of being confined or restrained.

unconflned(un-kgn-find'),a. 1. Not confined;
free from restraint ; free from control. Steele,

Spectator, No. 2.— 2. Not having narrow lim-
its; not narrow; comprehensive; broad. Pope,
Essay on Criticism, iii. 639.

unconfinedly (un-kon-fi'ned-li), adv. With-
out confinement or limitation. Barrow.
vmconflrmed (un-kon-fermd'), a. 1. Not firmly
established; not possessed of its full measure
of strength or stability: as, his health was still

unconfirmed.
With strength unpractis'd yet and unconjirm'd.

Bmce, Ulysses, iv. 1.

2. Not fortified by resolution; weak; raw.

In the unconjirmed troops much fear did breed.
Daniel, Civil Wars, iv.

3. Not confirmed or strengthened by addi-
tional testimony.

His witness unconjimi'd. Milton, P. R., i. 29.

4. Eccles.: (o) Not having received the sacra-
ment or sacramental rite of confirmation. (6)
Not having his election as bishop ratified by
the archbishop.

Hys dysgraded abbottes and unconfirmed prelates.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ii.

Tinconformt (un-kon-f6rm'), o. Unlike; dis-

similar ; not analogous.

Not unconform to other shining globes.
MiUvn, P. L, V. 259.

unconformability (un-kon-for-ma-bil'i-ti), n.

The condition of not being conformable : as,

the unconformability of two groups of rocks.
See conformable^, with diagram illustrating the
relative position of conformable and uncon-
formable rocks.

unconformable (un-kgn-tor'ma-bl), «. 1. Not
consistent ; not agreeable ; not conforming.
Moral evil is an action unconformal}le to the rule of our

duty. Watts, Logick.

2. In geol., not conforming in position, or not
having the same dip, with another bed or se-
ries of beds. If certain strata, having been originally
deposited in a nearly horizontal position, are afterward
disturbed, elevated, or turned up on edge, beds which are
deposited in the same region after this disturbance of
preexisting strata has taken place will not have the same
dip as those of prior formation, and the two sets will be
described as being unconformable with each other.

unconformableness (un-kon-f6r'ma-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unconformable.
unconformably (un-kon-f6r'ma-bli), adv. In
an unconformable manner ; so as not to be con-
formable. See unconformable, 2.

unconformistt fuu-kon-for'mist), n. A non-
conformist. Fuller.

unconformity (un-kon-f6r'mi-ti), n. Non-con-
formity ; incongruity ; inconsistency ; want of
conformity. [Kare.]

The moral goodness or evil of men's actions . . . con-
sists in their conformity or unconformity to right reason.

South, Sermons.

unconfoundt (un-kon-found'), V. t. To reduce
froju confusion to order. Milton, Tenure of
Kings.
unconfused (un-kon-fiizd'), a. 1. Free from
confusion or disorder. Locke, Human Under-
standing, ii. 2.— 2. Not confused or embar-
rassed.

uncongeal (un-kon-jel'), V. i. [< «»-2 -1- con-
geal.'] To thaw; melt. [Rare.]

Soften'd airs that blowing steal.

When meres begin to uncongeal.
Tennyson^ The Two Voices.

uncongenial (un-kon-je'nial),o. Not congenial,
unconjunctive (un-kon-jiingk'tiv), a. That
cannot be joined. [Rare.]
Two persons unconjunctive and unmarriable together.

Milton, Divorce, i. 15.

unconnected (un-ko-nek'ted), a. 1. Not con-
nected ; not united ; separate.

The two unconnected facts. J. Morley, Burke, p. 36.

2. Without connections or relations; specifi-

cally, without family, friends, or special obli-

gations.
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If I had been an unconnfeted man,
I, from this moment, should have formed some plan
Never to leave sweet Venice.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

3. Not coherent; not connected by proper
transitions or dependence of parts; loose;
vague; rambling; desultory: as, an unconnect-
ed discourse.

unconningt, ». and a. See uneimning.
unconningnesst, "• See uncunningness.
unconquerable (un-kong'ker-a-bl), a. 1. Not
conquerable; incapable of being vanquished
or defeated ; not to be overcome in contest : as,

an unconquerable foe.

Achilles, her unconquerable son. Cowper, niad, viii.

2. Incapable of being subdued and brought
under control: as, unconquerable passions or
temper.
The unconquerable will. MUtoti, P. L., i. 106.

= Syn. 1. Invincible, indomitable. &eeco7iquer.

unconquerableness (un-kong'kfer-a-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unconquer-
able.

unconquerably (un-kong'kfer-a-bli), adv. In-
vincibly; insuperably.

unconqiiered (un-kong'k6rd), a. 1. Not van-
quished or defeated ; unsubdued; not brought
under control.— 2t. Invincible ; insuperable.
Sir P. Sidney.

unconscionable (un-kon'shon-a-bl), a. 1.

Not conscionable ; unreasonable; exceeding
the limits of any reasonable claim or expec-
tation; inordinate; enormous: as, an uncon-
scionable demand.

His giantship is gone somewhat crestfallen,

Stalking with less unconscionable strides.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1245.

And why you should, for a Respect so contrarie.
Call my poor wit in question to believe you.
Is most unconscionable. Brome, Northern Lass, i. 7.

A man may oppose an unconsciotiable request for an un-
justifiable reason. Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Not guided or influenced by conscience.

No man [is] to be forc'd by the compulsive laws of men
to present his body a dead sacrifice, and so under the
gospel most unholy and unacceptable, because it is his un-
reasonable service, that is to say, not only unwilling but
umionscionable. Milton, Civil Power.

Your friend is an unconscionable dog : but you can't
help that. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

Unconscionable bargain, in law, a contract so obvious-
ly unfair that it is ine(iuitii])le to enforce it; a contract
which no rational man would make and no honest man
would accept.

unconscionableness (un-kon'shon-a-bl-nes), a.

The character of being unconscionable, in any
sense. Bp. Hall.

unconscionably (un-kon'shon-a-bli), adv. Un-
reasonably; in a manner or degree that con-
science and reason do not justify ; inordinately.

Too absurd and too unconscionably gross is that fond
invention that wafted hither the fifty daughters of a
strange Dioclesian King of .Syria. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

unconscious (un-kon'. shus), a. \. Not con-
scious, (a) Not occurring in or attended by conscious-
ness ; subconscious : as, m\conscious inference.

Sleep, fainting, coma, epilepsy, and other unconscious
conditions are apt to break in upon and occupy large du-
rations of what we nevertheless consider the mental his-

tory of a single man.
W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 199.

The only conception we can form of a purely unconscious
state is one in which all is exactly alike, or rather in

which there is no difference.

W. K. Clifford, Conditions of Mental Development.

(6) Not conscious to one's self ; not self-conscious ; not
knowing ; not perceiving ; unaware ; hence, regardless

;

heedless : as, unconscious of guilt or error.

A stately mule, as yet by toils unbroke.
Of six years' age, unconscioxis of the yoke.

Pope, Iliad, xxiii. 756.

Strong poets of a more unconscious day.
When Nature spake nor sought nice reasons why.

Lowell, Agassiz, i. 4.

(c) Not known or perceived as existing in one's self ; not
felt: as, unconscious generosity.

The red rose veils a heart of flame.

And blushes with unconscious shame.
Rose Terry Cooke.

2. Not possessing consciousness; non-con-
scious.

Passive, unconscious substances.
Foley, Nat Theol., iv.

unconsciously (un-kon'shus-li), adv. In an
unconscious manner ; without consciousness.

A religious man, in proportion as obedience becomes
more and more easy to him. will doubtless do his duty
unconsciously. J. H. Neumian, Parochial Sermons, i. 73.

unconsciousness (un-kon'shus-nes), n. The
state of being unconscious, in any sense ; ab-

sence of consciousness or of self-conscious-

ness.

unconsummate

nnconsecratet (un-kon'se-krat), V. t. To de-
prive of sacred character; desecrate.

The sin of Israel had even unconsecrated and profaned
that sacred edifice. South, Sermons.

nnconsecratet fun-kon'sf-krat), a. Not con-
secrated ; unconsecrated.

She was houseled in sight of the people with an host
unconsecrate. Sir T. More, Works, p. 134.

unconsecrated (un-kon'sf-kra-ted), a. Not
consecrated: as, a temple unconsecrated; uncon-
secrated bread. Milton, Church-Government, ii.

unconsenting (un-kon-sen'ting), a. Not con-
senting: not yielding consent.

unconsideratet (un-kon-sid'er-at), a. Incon-
siderate. Sir V. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Unconsideratenesst (un-kqn-sid'er-at-nes), M.

Inconsiderateness. Hales, Sermons, Matt. xxvi.

75.

unconsidered (un-kon-sid'erd), a. Not consid-
ered or regarded; not attended to; not es-

teemed.
A snapper-up of unconsidered trifles.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 26.

unconsidering(un-kon-sid'er-ing),a. Not con-
sidering; void of consideration; regardless.

Swift.

unconspiringnesst (un-kon-spir'ing-nes), H.

Absence of plotting or conspiracy.

A harmony whose dissonance serves but to manifest the
sincerity and unconspiringness of the writers.

Boyle, Works, II. 276.

unconstancyt(un-kon'stan-si), n. Inconstancy.
Fuller, Worthies, Huntingdonshire.
unconstantt (un-kon 'stant), a. Inconstant.
Shak., R. and J., i. 4. 100.'

unconstantlyt (un-kon'stant-li), adv. Incon-
stantly. Hobbes, Human Nature, v.

unconstitutional (un-kon-sti-tii'shon-al), a.

Not in conformity with the constitution of a
country; not authorized by the constitution;

contrary to the principles of the constitution

;

inconsistent with the constitution or organic
law. In the law of the United States a statute which is

unconstitutional is thereby in excess of legislative author-
ity, and void. In English law the word is applied— (1)

to " acts at variance with the recognized spirit of the con-
stitution or principles of government, or with the pres-

ervation of the liberties of the people, as expressed or im-
plied in the various charters, etc., though nut illegal in the

sense of being forbidden by express statute "
( Yonge) ; (2)

to acts which threaten the integrity of the constitution

or govermnent.

'By unconstitutional, WiA distinguished from ''illegal," I

mean a novelty of much importance, tending to endan-
ger the established laws. Hallam.

The dangerous and unconstitutional practice of remov-
ing military officers for their votes in parliament.

Burke, -Account of a late .\dministration (1766)i

There has not been for many years a single important
measui"e which has not been unconstitutional with its op-
ponents, and which its supporters have not maintained to

be agreeable to the true spirit of the constitution.
Macatday, West. Rev. Def. of Mill.

unconstitutionality (un-kon-sti-t>i-shon-ari-

ti), n. The character of being unconstitutional.

His [Jefferson's] election caused the repeal, in effect, of

the alien and sedition laws, and a permanent acquies-

cence in their unconstitutionality. Calhoun, Works, i. 359.

unconstitutionally (un-kon-sti-tu'shon-al-i),

adv. In an unconstitutional manner; in oppo-
sition to the constitution.

unconstrained (un-kon-strand'), a. 1. Free
from constraint; free to act; not acting or

done under compulsion ; voluntary.

God delights not to make a drudge of virtue, whose ac-

tions must be all elective and uiu;onstrained.

Milton, Divorce, ii. 20.

2. Not constrained or embarrassed ; not men-
tally constrained.
A natural and unconstrained behaviour has something

in it so agreeable that it is no wonder to see people en-

deavouring after it Addison, Fashions from France.

Maggie's manner this morning had been as uncon-

strained and indifferent as ever.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 4.

unconstrainedly (un-kon-stra'ned-li), adr. In

an imconstraiued manner, in either sense.

Hooker, Works, II. 49.

unconstraint (un-kon -strant'), n. Freedom
from constraint; ease. R/ton.OntheClassicks.

The thoughts, wived with words above their own level,

are always on their good behavior, and we feel that they

would have been happier in the homelier unconstraint of

prose. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 1S4.

unconsulting (un-kon-sul'ting), a. Taking no
advice; rash; imprudent. [Rare.]

It was the fair Zelmane . . . whom unconsidting affec-

tion . . . had made borrow so much of her natural mod-
esty as to leave her more decent raiments.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

unconsununatet (un-kon-sum'at), a. Not con-

summated. Drydcn, jEneid, x.



Tincontenmed esyi

unconteinned(un-koii-tem(l'),a. Not despised; unconversion (un-kon-vfer'shgn), ».
not contemned. Slink:, Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 10. of being unconverted; impenitence.
uncontended (un-kon-ten'de_d), a. ^"ot dis- unconverted (un-kon-ver'ted), a.
liuted for ; not contested. Drydeti, ^Eneid, v.

uncontentedf (un-kon-ten'ted), a. Diseontent-
ihI. Ikitiiet. PhUotas, Ded.
uncontentednesst (un-kon-ten'ted-nes), n.

Disrijiiteiiti'dness. Hammond, Works, I. 478.

uncontentingnesst (un-kon-ten'tin^es), «.

Want of power to satisfy.

261.

uncontestablet (un-kon-tes'ta-bl), a. Incon-
testable. Locke.

uncontested (un-kon-tes'ted), a. Not contest-
ed ; not disputed ; hence, evident ; indisputa-
ble. Sir B. Blackniore, Creation.
nncontradictable (uu-kon-tra-dik'ta-bl), a.

That cannot be contradicted. "
Carlyle.

uncontradicted (un-kon-tra-dik'ted), a. Not
contradicted; not denied: as, uncontradicted
testimony. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xi.

nncontriving (un-kon-trl'ving), a. Not con-
triving; deficient in contrivance. [Eare.]
The savaj^e, uncorUriuing man.

Not con-
verted

; not changed in opinion ; specifically,
not brought to accept a (specified) religious
faith; in theol., not having abandoned a sinful
life : as, the unconverted.

Unconverted to Christianity.

Jer. Taylor, Of Repentance, vlii.

.Bo3(/e, Works, I. unconvertible (un-kon-ver'ti-bl), a. Not
convertible ; that cannot be changed from one
thing or foi-m to another: as, lead is nnconver-
tible into silver.

Unconiertibte ignorance. Conr/reve, Love for Love, iv. 12.

uncord (un-k6rd'), v. t. [< «m-2 -I- coreii.] To
loose from cords; unfasten or unbind: as, to
uncord a bed; to uncord a package.
uncork (un-k6rk'), V. t. [< ttn-2 + corki.'} 1.
To draw the cork from ; open by drawing the
cork, as a bottle.— 2. To allow to flow out, as
if by removing a cork, as words, feelings, and
the like ; cause (a person) to speak. [CoUoq.
or slang.]

G«[(l«niit*,''Animated Nature. (Latham.) UUCOrrectt (un-ko-rekt'), o. Incorrect. Dry-
den, Wild Gallant'. Pref.uncontrollable (tm-kon-tro'la-bl), a. 1. That

cannot be controlled "or ruled ; ungovernable ;
nncorrespondencyt (un-kor-e-spon'den-si), n.

intolerant of restraint: as, an tmcontrollable ^"'^ '^f"^*' ^'^ *J*"'"g uncorrespondent, or not
' mutually adapted or agreeable. Bp. Gauden.

uncorrespondentt (un-kor-e-spon'dent), a. Not
correspondent; not suitable, adaptecl, or agree-

temper; uncontrollable subjects; uncontroll-
able events.— 2t. Indisputable; irrefragable.
[Rare.]

This pension was granted by reaaon of the King of Eng-
land's uivcontroulaUe title to England. Sir J. Hayward.

uncontroUableness (un-kon-tro'la-bl-nes), «.
The character of being uncontrollable. Bp.
Hall.

uncontrollably (im-kon-tro'la-bli), ode. 1. In
an uncontrollable manner; without being sub-
ject to control.

able. Bp. Gauden
uncorrigiblet (un-kor'i-ji-bl), a. [< ME. un-
corrigihle; < ««-i + corrigible. 1 Incorrigible.
jryclif.

uncorrupt (un-ko-rupf), a. Not corrupt; not
depraved; not perverted; incorrupt; pure: cs,
an uncorrupt judgment ; an uncorrupt text.

For the rest, my Lord Clifford was a valiant uncorrupt
gentleman. Evelyn, Diary, .\ug. 18, 1673.God may uncontrollably and lawfully deal with bis crea-

tures as be pleases. A. Tucker. Uncorruptcd (un-ko-rup ted), a. Not corrupt-
ed, in any sense ; "not debased ; not vitiated

;

not depraved ; not decomposed
2t. Indisputably; Incontrovertibly.

Abundantly and uncorUrdably convincing the reality of
our Saviour's death,

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Christ Crucified.

uncontrolled (un-kon-trold'), a. 1. Not eon-
trolled or governed ;"

free.

But Jove's high will is ever uncontrofd.
The strong he withers, and confounds the bold.

Pope, Iliad, iviL 197.

2. Not yielding to restraint ; uncontrollable.

Do I not know the uncontrolled thoughts
That youth brings with him when his blood is high ?

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iU.

3t. Not disproved ; not refuted.

That Julius CiEsar was so born is an uncontrouled re-
port. Sir J. Bayward.

nncontroUedly (un-kgn-tro'led-li), adv. With-

uncoutMy
The state uncounted (un-koun'ted), a. Not counted ; not
[Rare.] numbered; hence, innumerable.

The blunt monster with uncounted heads.
The still-discordant wavering multitude.

Sliak., 2 Hen. IV., Ind.
The twinkling sea's uncounted smile.

(Villiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 137.

uncouple (un-kup'l), V. [< ME. nncouplen, on-
copelen; < un-^ + couple.l I. trans. To loose,
as dogs from their couples, or railway-cars from
their couplings; set loose; disjoin.

Forth he gothe ther as the hartys hye ;

His houndys were oncopelyd by and by.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 42.

So when our mortal frame shall be disjoined.
The lifeless lump uncoupled from the mind,
From sense of grief and pain we shall be free.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii.

II. intrans. To break loose; exert influence
unrestrained.

Longe tyme it was er tirannye
Or any vyce dorste on him uncouple.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 612.

uncoupled (un-kup'ld), a. 1. Not coupled;
not fastened to a couple or with couplings.

Steeds snort, uncoupled stag-hounds bay.
And merry hunters quit the bower.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

2. Not wedded ; single.

Uncoupled, cold virginity.

Chamberlayne, Pharonnlda (1669).

3. In her., same as decouple.

uncourteous (tm-kfer'tf-us), «. [< ME. uncurteis,
uncortoise; < un-l- -h courteous.^ Not courteous ',

uncivil. Sir P. Sidney. =Sya. See unciml.
uncourteously (un-ker'te-us-li), adv. Unciv-
illy

; impolitely. Sir T. Myot, The Governour,
iii. (5.

uncourtesyt, «• [< ME. uncnrtesie; < «n-l ->r

courtesy.^ Lack of courtesy.
It were to gret uncurtegie. Rom. of the Rose, \. 3687.

uncourtliness (un-kort'li-nes), n. The char-
acter of being uncourtly. Addison, Whig-Ex-
aminer, No. 5.

In the chapel belonging to it lies the body of St Suso- UncoUTtlv (un-kort'li), a. Not courtly, (o) Un
rius their founder, as yet uncorruptcd though dead many trained in the manners of acourt ; hence, not siiave, bland
hundreds of yeares. Evelyn, Diary, Oct 25, 1644.

uncorruptedness (un-kg-mp'ted-nes), n. The
state of being uncornipted. Milton, Areopa-
gitica.

uncorruptibilityt (un-kg-rup-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<
ME. uncorruptibilitie; < uncorruptible + -ity (see
-biUty).'\ Incapability of being corrupted ; in-
corruption.

In meontptHnlUe of quyete or pesible and mylde spirit
Wycl%f, 1 Pet iii. 4.

uncormptiblet (un-kg-rup'ti-bl), a. [< ME. un
corruptible; < ««-l -f- corruptible.']

tible. Rom. i. 23.

Incorrup-

out <'ontrol or restraint; without effectual op- uncorruptiont (un-ko-rup'shgn), n
po.sition.

uncontroversoryt (un-kon-tro-v*r'so-ri), a. [<
»«-i -t- 'controrersory, equiv.' to controversori-
"««.] Free from controversy. [Rare.]
An UTUMntrocergory piety.

Bp. Hall, Def. of Humb. Remonst, { '2.

uncontroverted (un-kon'tro-v6r-ted), a. Not
controverted or disputed ; not liable to be called
in question.

The uncontroverted certainty of mathematical science.

Qlanville.

[< ME. un-

Incorrup.

unconventional (un-kon-ven'shon-al), a. Not
conventional; notbouiid by unswerving rules; uncomiptness (un-ko-rupt'nes), ».
free in character, action, or treatment. uprifjlitiicss. Tit. ii." 7.

unconventionality (un-kon-ven-shqn-ari-ti). uncorvent, a. [ME., < ««-l -f- corven.

corrupcioun ; < u«-l + corruption.']
tion.

Gloria and honour and vneoripcioun to hem that seken
eurhistynge lyt Wydif, Bom. IL 7.

uncorruptivet (un-ko-rup'tiv), a. Incorrupti-
ble.

Those other climes of tmeorruptive joy.

Glover, Leonidas, vii. 413.

Uncorruptly (un-kg-rupt'li), adv. In an uncor-
rupt manner ; truly

;
genuinely.

I shall declare uncorruptlye the sayings.
Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, fol. 198.

Integrity;

A'ert'en, carve : see carve.] Uncut; untrimmed.n.
; pi. unconventionalities (-tiz). Tfie charac-

ter or state of being unconventional; origi-
nality

; freedom from rules and precedents

;

also, that which is unconventional ; anuncon- uncostly (un-k6st'li), a
vent.onal act. high pilce or value.

^^ hately often offended people by the citreme uncon-
ventionalUy of bis manners. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 530.

pp. of

Uneorven and ungrobbed lay the vyne.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 14.

Not costly; not of a

A man's spirit is naturally careless of baser and uncostly
materials. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1836), I. 841.

A quaint little story, notable among other unconvention-
alities tor being a romance without even a vestige of a
love story. The Academy, No 877, p. 1 of adv'ts.

unconversable (un-kgn-v6r'sa-bl), fl. Not free
in conversation; repelling conversation; not
social; reserved.

I soon grew domestic with lord Halifax, and was as often
with lord Somers as the formality of his nature (the only
unconversable 1&n\t he had) made it agreeable to me.

Svi/I, Change in Queen's Ministry.

unconversant (un-kon'vtr-sant), a. Not con-
versant; not familiarly acquainted: followed
usually by with before an object, sometimes uncountable (un-koun'ta-bl), a.
by in. of being counted ; innumerable.

Unconversant in disquisitions of this kind. Those uncountable bodies set in the firmament.
Madox, Exchequer, Pref. Raleiijh, Hist World,

nncounselable, uncounsellable (un-koun'sel-
a-bl), a. Not to be advised; not consistent
with good advice or prudence. Clarendon, Civil
Wars.
uncounseled, uncounselled (un-koun'seld), a.

[< ME. uucounccilcd; < ««-l + counseled.] 1.
Not having counsel or advice. Burke, Letter
to a Noble Lord.—2t. Wrongly counseled; led
into error.

Unamnxiled goth ther noon fro me.
Rom. of the Rote, 1. 6888.

Not capable

pleasing, flattering, or the like.

And this event uncourtly Hero thought
Her inward guilt would in her looks have wrought.

Marloive, Hero and Leander, iii.

(6) Uncivil; rude; coarse; plain.

It would be uiuourtly to speak in harsher words to the
fair. Steele, Spectator, No. 294.

uncousf (tmg'kus), a. [< L. uncm, hooked. <
tiiicus, a hook, barb: see unce^, unctts.] Hook-
like

; hooked. Sir T. Browne.
uncouth (un-koth'), a. [Also dial, unkid, miked,
unkard, Sc. mico (see unco), < ME. uncouth, un-
kouth, onkouth, uncuth, unkuth, uncothe, < AS.
uncUth (Icel. ukunnr = Goth, unkunths), un-
known, unusual, strange; as «m-1 + couth.] 1.
Not known, (at) Not common ; unusual ; rare ; hence,
elegant; beautiful

Ther maystow seen devysing of herneys
So wwouth and so riuhe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1639.

(b) Not commonly known ; not familiar ; strange ; foreign.

(He] rode be the moste vn-cmitke weyes that tbei myght
til] he com to Newerke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. 190.

His fall
May be our rise. It is no uncouth thing
To see fresh buildings from old ruins spring.

B. Jonson, Scjanus, ill. 3.

(It) Strange and suspicious ; uncanny ; such as to arouse
suspicion, dread, fear, or alarm.

An uncouth pain torments my grieved soul.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine the Great, I., ii. 7.

If this uncouth forest yield anything savage.
Shak.

, As you Like it, ii. 6. 6.

The Judges meet in some uncouth dark Dungeon.*
HoweU, Letters, I. v. 42.

(2) Strange and awkward ; characterized by awkwardness,
clumsiness, or oddity : now the usual meaning ; as, uncouth
manners or behavior.

The terms, the principles, the propositions of it [any
human art or science], are all at first sight strange and
uncouth, and make no bright impression upon the mind.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 11. x.

Through thee her Merrimacs and Agiocliooks
And many a name uncouth win gracious looks.

Lowell, To Whittier.

2t. Not knowing; ignorant.

For he taght the mi-couthe and vn-kunnynge by his prech-
ynge. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

= Syn. 1 (&)(2). Ungainly, Bungling, etc. See awkward.
nncouthly (un-koth'li), adv. [< ME. uncouthly,
uncuthlig,<. AS. uncuthlice, < uncuth, unknown:
see uncouth.] If. Rarely; elegantly.

To graythe [adorn] hir wel and muouthly [tr. OF. nobte-
ment]. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 584.

2. In an uncouth manner; oddly; strangely;
awkwardly; clumsily.



Tmcouthly
A labjTinth of peaks and columns, clefts and ravines,

now strangely monumental, now tmcouthly irregular.
Oeikie, Geol. Slcetches, ii. 9.

Tmcouthness(un-koth'nes), «. 1. The state or
character of being uncouth ; strangeness; odd-
ness: as, the uncouthness of a word or of dress.
Dr. H. More.— 2. Something that is uncouth
or odd. [Rare.]

The few uticouthnesses of which Mendoza and Boscan
more especially are guilty (such as certain faults of
rhythmic accentuation). Encyc. Brit, XXII. 3.57.

Tmcouthsomet (un-koth'sum), a. [< uncouth +
-some.'\ Unusual; awkward.
Here a huge tempest of wind surprized us. . . . This

uneovihsmn weather being spent, we had again tlie use of
very favourable gales, until we came unto the Tropicli of
Cancer. Bttcaniers ofAmerica (tr., 1684), p. 6.

uncovenablet (un-kuv'e-na-bl), a. [ME., also
uneouable, uncunable; ( un-^ + covenable.^ 1.

Unsuitable ; unbecoming.
I sey nat that honestitee in clothing of man or womman

is uneovenabU Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Uncivil; churlish; rude; savage.
The nature of som man is . . . overthrowenge to yvel

and . . . uncovenabte [tr. L. importunus].
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

tmcovenanted (un-kuv'e-nan-ted), a. 1. Not
promised by covenant; hot resting on a cove-
nant or promise.— 2. Not bound by a covenant,
contract, or agreement; not having joined in a
covenant, compact, league, or the like ; specifi-
cally, not subscribing to the Scottish Solemn
League and Covenant.
In Scotland a few fanatical non-jurors may have grudged

their allegiance to an uncovenanted liing.

Sir E. May, Const. Hist. Eng., i.

Uncovenantsd civil service. See ctVa.— Uncove-
nanted mercies, such mercies as God may be pleased to
show to those not embraced within the covenant, as, for
example, those who have never heard of Christ, and there-
fore have never consciously accepted him aa a Saviour.

uncover (un-kuv'er), V. [< ME. uncoveren, un-
kerercn; < ?(n-2 + cover^.'] I. trans. 1. To re-
move a cover or covering from ; divest of a
cover or covering, such as a hat, a veil, cloth-
ing, a roof, or the like.

Rather let my head
. . . dance upon a bloody pole
Than stand titwover'd to the vulgar groom.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 128.

None of the Eastern people use the compliment of un^
covering their heads when they meet as we do.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Hence— 2. To lay bare; disclose; lay open to
view.

In vain thou striv'st to cover shame with shame,
Or by evasions thy crime uncover'st more.

Milton, S. A., 1. 842.

3. Mint., in the deployment of troops, to ex-
pose (the successive lines of formation) by the
wheeling to right or left of the lines in front.

When troops deploy, the dilTerent leading companies
or divisions, etc., successively uncover those in their rear,
by marching out from the right or left of the column.

Farrow, Mil. Encyc, III. 626.

II. intraits. To remove the cover or covering
ot something, as the head ; specifically, to take
off one's hat or other head-covering.

Uncover, dogs, and lap. Shak., T. of A., iii. 6. 95.

We are forced to uncover after them. Addison.

uncovered (un-kuv'6rd), a. 1. Not provided
with a cover or covering; having no covering;
bare ; naked ; especially, having no covering on
the head. 1 Cor. xi. 13.

Thou wert better in thy grave than to answer with thy
uncovered body this extremity of the skies.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 106.

2. Not included, embraced, or comprehended.
UncowKun-koul'),?). t. 1, To deprive of a cowl,
as a monk— that is, to unmonk, by the figura-
tive taking from him of his monk's cowl.— 2.
To uncover by removing or throwing back the
cowl, or, by extension, any niuifler or veil.

Men bearded, bald, cowled, uncowled, shod, unshod.
Pope, Dunciad, iii.

I pray you think us friends—«n«ow/ your face.

Ctderidffe.

tincreate (un-kre-af), V. t. [< M;i-2 + create.'}

To annihilate ; deprive of existence.

That I could uncreate
Myself, or be forgotten.

Shirley, The Wedding, i. 4.

uncreate (un-kre-af), a. [< ««-i + create]
Uncreated. Athanasian Creed.

uncreated (un-krf-a'ted), a. 1. Not yet cre-
ated.

Misery, uncreated till the crime
Of thy rebellion. Milton, P. L., vi. 268.

God must have left them [angels and menl unseated if

not endued with liberty of mind. Hooker, Works, II. 432.

6592

2. Not produced by creation; existing without
being created.

There is one particular and peculiar spirit, who is truly
and properly a person, of a true, real, and personal sub-
sistence, not a created, but u-ncreated, person, and so the
true and one Eternal God.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, p. 477.

uncreatedness (uu-kre-a'ted-nes), n. The char-
acter of being uncreated. Waterland, Works,
ii. 326.

uncrediblet (un-kred'l-bl), o. Incredible.
Jiamii. Advancement of Learning.

uncreditt (un-kred'it), V. t. To discredit. Fuller.

uncreditablet (un-kred'i-ta-bl), a. Discredit-
able. J. Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 7.

uncreditablenesst (un-kred'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The
character of being discreditable. Decay of
Christ. Piety.

uncritical (un-krit'i-kal), a. X. Not critical;
not able or disposed to criticize; wanting in
acuteness of judgment or critical analysis.

We are not so rude understanders or uncriticaU speak-
ers. Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 24.

Statements republished by careless sub-editors, and
readily accepted by the uncrilical who believe all they see
in print, ditfuse erroneous prepossessions.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., p. 81.

2. Not according to the rules of just criticism

;

not intelligent from the critical point of view:
as, an uncritical estimate.
While, therefore, we would defend in its entire extent

the general doctrine which Pestalozzi inaugurated, we
think great evil likely to result from an uncritical recep-
tion of his specific devices. H. Spencer, Education, p. 118.

nncropped (un-kropf), a. 1. Not cropped or
plucked.
A fresh uncropped Hower. Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 327.

2. Not cropped or cut, as the ears of a dog.
uncross (un-kr6s'), v. t. [< mh-2 + cro«sl.l To
change from a crossed position.

Mr. Snell uncrossed his legs, and stooped.
The Century, XX\1. 623.

uncrossed (un-kr6st'), a. 1. Not crossed; not
canceled.

Such gain tie cap of him that makes 'em fine.

Yet keeps his book uncrost'd.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 26.

2. Not limited as regards cashability or ne-
gotiability by crossing: as, an uncrossed cheek.
See crossed check, under check^, n.— 3. Not
thwarted; not opposed,
uncrown (un-kroun'), r. t [<«h-'-'-I- o-own.] 1.

To deprive of a crown ; degrade from the royal
dignity; by extension, to reduce from high dig-
nity or preeminence.

ni uncrown him ere 't be long.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 232.

Prepare a welcome to uncroivn the greatness
Of his prevailing fates. Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 4.

2. To remove the crown from.
Uncrown his head. Dryden, ^neid, xii. 448.

uncrowned (un-kround'), a. 1. Not wearing a
crown; not having assumed the crown, as a
sovereign prince who has not yet received coro-
nation. Hence— 2. Having royal rank or pow-
er without occupying the royal office.

unction (ungk'shon), n. [< ME. *mwcKo», m«x-
ioun, < OF. unction, auction, F. onction = Pr.
unctio, onccio = Sp. uncion = Pg. vngao, micgao
= It. unzione, < L. unctio(n-), a besmearing,
anointing, < ungere, unguerc, pp. unctus, smear,
anoint: see unguent, oint.) 1. The act of
anointing, smearing, or rubbing with an un-
guent, ointment, or oil.

It [the weft] glides easily along the metallic warps, re-

quiring no unction, as is sometimes the case.

Ure, Diet., IV. 956.

Especially— (a) Anointing as a symbol of consecration,
dedication, or appointment to an important office. The
practice of unction in religious ceremonials existed in the
Christian church at a vei-y early day, as well as in the Jew-
ish church, and has been continued to tlie present time in

the Roman Catholic, Greek, and some other churches. In
Christian usage it includes the unction of catechumens
both before and after baptism, of candidates at confirma-
tion, of the clergy at ordination, of the sick, of kings at
their coronation, and of various articles dedicated to a
sacred use. The practice is not continued in Protestant
churches. See chrism, and holy oil (under oU).

Thei make but on Unxioun, whan thei Cristene Children.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 19.

The Divine unction of thy Holy Spirit
Thomas d Kenipis, Imit. of Christ (trans.), iii. 19.

Something . . . should dishonour and profane in him-
self that priestly unction and clergy-right whereto Christ
hath entitled him. Milton, Church-Government, IL 3.

(6) Anointing for medical purposes.

Applying only a warm napkin to the place, after the unc-
tion and fricace. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 2.

He paid great attention to the health of body and mind,
using unction and the bath often. Alcott, Tablets, p. ll.'i.

nnculled

2. That which is used for anointing; an un-
guent ; an ointment ; a salve.

With this plaster
And this unction do I master
All the fester'd ill that may
Give him grief another day.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

Hence— 3. Anything that is soothing or leni-
tive.

Lay not that flattering unction to your soul,
That not your trespass, but my madness speaks.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 145.

4. In speech, that quality in the words used,
tone of expression, or mode of address which
excites devotion, fervor, tenderness, sjTnpathy,
and the like in the hearer; especially, those
qualities which induce religious fervor and ten-
derness.

Its diction [the Bible's], . . . when temperately and
soberly used, imparts an unction to a religious discourse
which nothing else can supply.

R. Hall, Review of Foster's Essays.

5. Emotional warmth
;
gush ; specifically, sim-

ulated fervor, devotion, or sympathy ; counter-
feited sentiment; nauseous sentimentality.
The delightful equivoque and unction of the passage in

Farquhar. HaUitt.
Luring us by stories old.
With a comic unction told.

Whittier, To my old Schoolmaster.

Unction of the sick, a sacrament or rite in which sick
persons are anointed with oil. In the Greek Church it is

administered to sick persons whether in danger of death
or not. (Hee etKhetaion.) In the Roman Catholic Church
it is administered only to the fonner class, and is known,
since the twelfth century, as extreme or last unctum. In
this church the body of the sick person is anointed by a
priest with consecrated olive-oil, in the figure of a cross,
on the eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, the palms of the hands,
and the soles of the feet. The oil must be consecrated
by a bishop, except in cases of extreme necessity, when a
priest may receive especial power from the Pope to con-
secrate it.

unctiOUSt (ungk'shus), a. An obsolete variant
of unctuous. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his
Humour, iv. 4.

unctiousnesst (ungk'shus-nes), n. An obsolete
variant of unctuousness.
As if the sappe thereof had a fire-feeding uncti4numess

therein. Fuller, Worthies, Warwickshire.

unctuosity (ungk-tu-os'i-ti), n. [< F. onctuosit

'

= Sp. untuosidad = Pg! unctuosidade — It. lo-

tuosita, < ML. *unctuosiia(,t-)s, < ML. vnctuosu^
unctuous: see «nc<«o!AS.] Unctuousness. licv.

T. Adams, Works, I. 17.

unctuous (ungk'tu-us), a. [< F. onctueux =
Sp. untuoso = Pg'iinctuoso = It. untuoso, < ML.
imctuosits, greasy, oily, < L. unctus, a smearing,
anointing, ML. also ointment, < ungere, ungucre,

pp. iinctus, smear, anoint : see unction, unguen <.]

1 . Of the nature of or resembling an unguent
or ointment; gi'easy; oily; fat; soapy.

Ingrateful man, with liquorish draughts
And morsels unctuous, greases his pure mind.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 105.

2. Having a greasy, oily, or soapy feel when
rubbed or touched by the fingers— a charac-
teristic of steatite, talc, serpentine, and other
magnesian minerals, due to the magnesia
which they contain.— 3. Ha\'ing or character-
ized by unction; tending to religious fervor;
especially, falsely or afi'ectedly fervid, devo-
tional, emotional, gushing, or the like ; exces-
sively bland or suave.

A Quaker could not be drawn without being caricatured
into an unctuous rogue.

J. Ashton, -Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. ISS.

He at first knit his brows ; then smiled with more unr.
tuous benignity than ever. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

Unctuous sucker. See sucker, 1 (d) (3).

unctuously (ungk'tu-us-li), adv. In an unctu-
ous manner; with unctuousness.
unctuousness (ungk'tfi-us-nes), H. The state
of being unctuous, in any sense.

uncturet (ungk'tur), n. [ME. unciure, < L. unc-

iura, an anointing, < ungere, unguere, pp. kmp-

<««, anoint: see unction, unguent.^ An unguent.

For sheep ishorne make uncture of lupyne.
Palladius, Husbondlie (E. E. T. S.), p. 153.

uncuckoldedt (un-kuk'ol-ded), a. Not made
a cuckold.

It is a deadly sorrow to behold a foul knave uncuckctded,
Shak.. A. and C, i. 2. 76.

uncular (ung'ku-lar), a. [< uncle, after arun-

cular.] Of or pertaining to an uncle ; avuncu-
lar. [Humorous.]
The grave Don owned the soft impeachment, relented

at once, and clasped the young gentleman in the Welling-
ton trousers to his uncular and rather angular breast.

De Quincey, Spanish Sun, vi. (Davies.)

uncuUed (un-kuld'), a. 1. Not gathered.— 2.

Not separated; not selected.



The green ear, and the yellow sheaf,
Urumlid, as came to hand. MUton, P. L.

nnculpablet (un-kul'pa-bl), a. Inculpable.

unculled 6593
The wary ploughman, on the mountain's brow,
Undamt bis watery stores.

Dryden, tr. of Georgics, i. 157.

Tincnltt (uii-kulf), «.'"[< «"-l + *«i«'«V< L- C"i- ll^dashed (un-dashf), a. Not dashed; not
tun, pp. otcolere, cultivate: see cult, n. Cf. in- frightened or alarmed; undaunted.
cult] Uncultivated

; rude ; illiterate. Yet stands he stiff, m^a>Ud. unterrifled.
uncultivable (uD-kul'ti-va-bl), a. Not oapa- Itanw^, CivU Wars, vi.

hie of being tilled or cultivated. Hawthorne, imdate (un'dat), a. [< L. mdatus, pp. of un-
Bhthedale Romance, p. loo dare, rise in waves, < unda, a wave: see ound,
uncultivated (un-kul ti-va-ted). a. Notculti- undulate.] I. Wavy; having a waved surface
vated, m any sense of that word Coues.—2. In hot, same as Zndulate.
unculturet (un-kul tur), ». Neglect or want of undatedl (un-da'ted), a. \<un-i + dated.] Not,.nlt„rpn...rlnn«f,„n fip. ^a?/, On Ps.^cvii. 34. dated; havingnodate: as, an «»da«cd letter or
L-ulture or education

imcumbert, v. [ME. uncomberen; < ttw-2 + cum-
ber.] To cease from encumbering.
uncumbered (un-kum'b6rd), a. Unencum-
Ixied. Dryden, To John Driden, 1. 18.

uncunningt (un-kun'ing), «. [< ME. uncunning,
unkunnyny, unconnynge, unhonnynge, onco'n-
ninge; <.un-^ + cunning, n.] " '

""

or skill ; ignorance. Chaucer.
uncunningt (un-kun'ing), a. [< ME. uneonnyng,
uiikunuynge, unconninde, unconnund, unkunand,
unconand; < «/«-l + cunning, a.] Unknowing;
ignorant; dull.

Thiae portours ben unkonnynge everemo.
Chaucer, TroUos, v. 1139.

nncunningnesst (un-kun'ing-nes), n. [< ME.
uncoiinijnijmtinc ; < uncunning, a., + -ness.] Un-
knowinguess ; ignorance.

O word For other myght take by lachesse,
Or perauenture by vnconnyngnesse.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12.

uncurablet (un-kiir'a-bl), a. [< ME. uncuraMl;
< MK-l + curable.] Incurable.

An old man and a yong woman to content is tmeurcMe.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

uncurbable (un-k6r'ba-bl), a. Not capable of
being curbed or checked.
So much uncurbable. S/io*., A. and C, li. 2. 67.

uncurbed (un-kerbd'), a. Not curbed
sense of that word.

bill

undated^ (un'da-ted), a. [< «nda<e + -ed2.] 1.

undefouled
There is hardly a greater and more undeeidaUe problem

in natural theology. South, Sermons, III. vi.

undecidet (un-de-sld'), v. t. [< «b-2 + decide.]
To reverse a decision concerning.
To undecide the late concluded act they held for vain.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vil.

undecided (un-de-si'ded), a. 1. Not decided
or determined ; not settled.

Long undecided lasts the airy strife.

J. Philips, Blenheim.

2. Not having one's mind made up or one's pur-
pose fixed ; irresolute.

So doubted he, and, uTidecided yet.
Stood drawing forth his falchion huge.

Cowper, Iliad, i.

Having a waved surface; rising and falling in undecidedly (uu-de-si'ded-li), adv. In'an u'nwaves toward the margin, as a leaf; waved.
Also undate.—2. In her., same as unde.—Q. In

_ _ bot., same as undulate.
Lack of knowledge undaunted (un-dan'ted), a. Not daunted ; not

subdued or depressed by fear; bold; fearless;
intrepid.

By that Towr-tearing stroak I vnderstand
Th' vndaurUed strength of the Diulne right hand.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks,

decided manner; irresolutely. H. Spencer, D&ta,
of Ethics, p. 125.

undecimole (un-des'i-mol), n. In music, a gr^up
of eleven notes to be performed in the time of
eight. Compare decimole, triplet, etc.
undecipherable (un-de-si'f6r-a-bl), a. Inde-
cipherable. Chesterfield.

undecisive (un-de-si'siv), a. Indecisive. Glan-
The Indian holds his course, silent, solitary, but un- JL'jI" i, , , , ,s . r, o , ^ ,i ^ ,„daunUd, through the boundless bosom of the wilderness. UndeCK (un-dek ), V. t. [< ttn-2 + deck^.] To

/mn^, Sketch-Book, p. 351. divest of ornaments or dress. S/iafe., Rich. II.,

iv. 1. 250.

undecked (un-dekf), a. 1. Not decked; not
adorned.— 2. Not having a deck : as, an un-
decked vessel or barge,
undeclinable (un-de-kli'na-bl), a. 1. Ingram.,
indeclinable.— 2t.

' Not "to be declined or
avoided.

m any

undauntedly (un-dan'ted-li), adv. In an un-
daunted manner; boldly; intrepidly.
A good conscience will make a man undauntedly confl-

oe"t- Bp. Hall, Contemplations, II. 176.

undauntedness (un-diin'ted-nes), n. Boldness

;

fearless bravery ; intrepidity. Boyle.
undawning (un-da'ning), a. Not yet dawn-
ing; not showing the dawn; not growing light.

Thou [winter] hold'st the sun
A prisoner in the yet utidauiunn east.

Cowper, Task, iv. 130.

und6(un'da),a. [<F.ottde: seeoundy.] Inher.,
wavy: noting a heraldic line

With frank and with uncurbed plainness
Tell us the Dauphin's mind. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 244.

such as separates two parts of
the field, or a bearing from the
field, and also of an ordinary,
as a fesse or bend.

uncuripus (un-kii'ri-us), o. 1. Not curious or Undeadlinesst (un-ded'li-nes),
inquisitive; incurious; lacking curiosity.

I would let my correspondents know that I have not
been so uncuriout a Spectator as not to have seen Prince
Eugene. Steele, Spectator, No. S4a

2. Not curious, odd, or strange.
He added very many particulars not uneurioui con-

cerning the manner of taking an audience.
Steele, Spectator, No. 840.

uncurl (un-k^rl'), F. [< Mn-2 -h cmW.] 1. trans.
To change from a curled condition or form;
straighten out, as something which is curled.
The lion uncurlt bis angry mane. Dryden.

II. intrans. To lose its curl; come out of
curl; become straight, as a lock of hair. Shak.,
Tit. And., ii. 3. 34

'

». [< ME. nndeedlinesse, un
deadlinesse, undethlicnesse ; < un
deadly + -tiess.] Incapability of dying; im-
mortality.

King of kyngis and Lord of lordis, . . . which aloone
hath muteedlynetse. Wydif, 1 Tim. vl. 16.

undeadlyt (un-ded'li), a. [< ME. undeedli, un-
dedlic, < AS. undeddlic (= G. untotlieh = Dan.
udodelig) ; as un-l + deadly {deathly).] Not sub-
ject to death ; immortal. Wyclif, 1 Tim. i. 17.

undeaf(un-def'),«;. t. [<«»-2-l-rfea/.] To free
from deafness ; restore the sense of hearing to.
[Rare.]

^

My death's sad tale may yet undea/ his ear.

Shot., Eich. II., ii. 1. 16.

Uncur8et(un-k6r8'), t>. «. [< UB-2 -t- curse.1 To "S^®^®.^'''.*^^^
'"""*'?'^®'"'!*'^*)' "• 1-Noteapa-

free from anv execration; revoke a curse on.
Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2. 137. [Rare.]
uncurtain (un-k6r'tan), V. t. [< M»(-2 + curtain.]
To remove or withdraw a curtain from ; hence,
to disclose; reveal; unveil.

nnctisiung'kus), «.; pi. «nci (un'si). [NL.,<L.
uncus, a hook, barb; cf. uncus, hooked, curved.
Hence unce^, adunc, aduncous, etc.] 1. The
hook-like anterior extremity of the uncinate
convolution of the brain.— 2. In entom., the
beak-like mesial prolongation of the eighth ab-
dominal segment of lepidopterous insects. It
forms no proper part of the organs ancillary to

ble of being deceived; not subject to deception.
Thla sure anchor of oar undeceivable hope.
Bp. HaU, Letters concerning Falling away from Grace.

2. Incapable of deceiving; undeoeitful. J.
Hayward.
undeceive (un-df-sev'), v. t. [< «m-2 -I- deceive.]
To free from deception, cheat, fallacy, or mis-
take ; open one's eyes

I have shown how blameless the Lord Keeper was, and
that the offence on his part was undedinaUe.

Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, p. 107.

undeclined (un-de-klind'), a. It. Not deviat-
ing ; not turned from the right way.

His undeclined ways precisely kept
Sandys, Paraphrase of Job.

2. Not having cases marked by different ter-
minations : as, a noun undeclined.
undecomposable (un-de-kom-p6'za-bl), a. Not
admitting decomposition ;"that cannot be de-
composed. H. Spencer.
undeeded (un-de'ded), a. 1. Not signalized
by any great deed or action. [Rare.]

My sword with an unbatter'd edge
I sheathe again, undeeded.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7. 20.

2. Not transferred by deed : as, undeeded land.
undefaced (un-de-fasf), a. Not defaced; not
deprived of its form ; not disfigured,

flresshe. vnde/acede, & in fyne hew.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8730.

He was his Maker's image unde/aced. Coleridge.

undefatigablet (un-de-fat'i-ga-bl), «. Indefati-
gable.

undefeasible (un-de-fe'zi-bl), a. Indefeasible.
J. I'dall, On Luke xxii.

undefecated (un-def'f-ka-ted), a. Not defe-
cated; not cleared from dregs or impurities;
unrefined; thick.

Mine was pure, simple, unde/ecatfd rage.
Godwin, MandeviUe, ii. 115. {Davies.)

undefiled (un-de-fild'), a. Not made unclean or
impure; unsullied; uneorrupted; unpolluted;
uniinpaired; immaculate; innocent. Ps. cix. 1.

This confirmed me In my opinion, and I was Just going "Jldefbiable (uii-de-fi'na-bl), a. Not definable,
, 1.. .. . .i_ ., ...,,. „„„ =„„„„. ,„.i„c„„i,i. . as, the undefinableto leave him, when one of the natives . . . undertook to

undeceive me. Cook, Second Voyage, ii. 2.

Wounded, undeceived, quivering with pain as he was,
his heart stiD yearned after her.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlvli.
generation.— 3. The head, hook, or comb of j . , j-/ -^ t ,

the malleolus or lateral too'th of the mas^x of '^^^^T^^^^b'^^!^;''!'t
I"'J«'=«"«y- '^^'

a whcel-ainmaltnile.— 4. In bot., a hook
Jayl'^r, Holy Ikying, iv. J 5

uncustomable (un-kus'tum-a-bl), a. Not sub-
lUldecennary(un-de-sen'a-n),a [<L.«ndecim,

ject to customs duties: as, u^cJtoLftte goods. ^''''T" ^S"","*'
°"''' T-^HT' *?v.^'

''**«'' '^^

Imp Diet
</"5guous. analogy of deceyniary^.] Eleventh; occurring

uncugtomed (un-kus'tumd), a. Not subiected "T '° ^"^^7.
^"''l-'^

of eleven years.
• -

..;4"!1!,_"vj .!" nildecennial(un-de-sen'i-al), a. l<Jj. undecim,
eleven; after the analogy of decennial.] Be-

to customs or duty ; also, not having paid duty
or been charged with customs ; smuggled.
One of them [Zacynthusians), at our being here, pursued

a poor sailer for offering but to carry a little bag of Cur-
rans alward uncuttumed, and killed him.

Sandys, Travailes (1652X p. 6.

The buying or selling uneustotmd goods.
iV. A. Rev., CXLIII. 282.

uncut (un-kuf), a. Not cut; specifically, in
bookbinding, not trimmed across the bolts; hav-

«8,*t*',''"''
margin of the untrimmed sheets.u the bolts have been opened with a paper-knife without

longing or relating to a period of eleven years;
occumng or observed every eleven years, or
every eleventh year: as, an undecennial festi-
val.

undecentt (un-de'sent), a. Indecent; unsuit-
able; unbecoming.

Fie, madam, how undecent 'tis for you.
So far unlike yourself, to be seen thus
In th' open streets

!

Beau, and Fl. , Custom of the Country, Iii. 5.

waste of margin, the book is said to be opened, but is «n- Undecentlyt (un-de'sent-li), adv.

undam (un-dam'), V. t. [< w«.2 + daml.] ^„
free froma dam, mound, orobstruetion. [Rare.]

414

.thp. Laud, Hist. Church of Oxford, p. 61.
To undecidable (un-de-si'da-bl), a. Incapable of

being decided, settled, or solved. [Rare.]

in any sense ; indefinable :

bounds of space.
Why simple ideas are undefinable Is that, the several

terms of a definition signifying several ideas, they can all
by no means represent an idea whicli has no composition
^t all. Locke, Human Understanding, ill. 4.

undeflne (un-de-fin' ), ». j. l<un-^ + define.] To
render something indefinite ; confound or con-
fuse definitions. [Rare.]
In fact, their application to logic, or any other subject,

is hereafter only to undefine and to confuse.
Sir W. Hamilton.

undefined (un-df-find'), a. 1. Not defined or
explained; not described by definition or ex-
planation.

Obscure, doubtful, undeflrted words. Locke.

2. Not having limits distinctly marked or seen

;

not definitely limited ; indefinite.

An undefined, undefinable, ideal responsibility to the
public judgement.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

Undefined and undefinable rights.
LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 107.

Indecently, undefouledt (un-de-fould'), a. [ME., < mb-1 +
dcfoulcd.] Undefiled ; immaculate.

Moder of God, and Virgin unde/auled.
Chaucer, Mother of God, 1.



tindeUy

ondeify (un-de'i-fi), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. undei-

fied, ppr. undeifying. [< m«-2 + deifyJ] To re-

duce from the state of deity; deprive of the char-

acter or qualities of a god ; deprive of the honor
due to a god. Addison, Spectator, No. 73.

nndelectable (un-de-lek'ta-bl), a. Not delect-

able or pleasant. Sterne, tristram Shandy, iii.

209.

undelegated (un-del'e-ga-ted), a. Not dele-

gated; not deputed; liot granted.

Your assumption of undelegated power.
Burke, Rev. In France.

undeliberate (un-de-lib'e-rat),a. Not deliber-

ate. Lowell, Agassiz, iii. 1.

undelighted (un-df-li'ted), a. Not delighted;
not well pleased.

The flend

Saw, undeligtded, all delight.

Maton, P. L., iv. 286.

undelightful (un-de-lit'ful), a. Not giving de-

light or great pleasure.

Undemocratize (un-de-mok'ra-tiz), V. t. To
render undemocratic. [Bare.]

Ita consequence was to undemocratize the Democratic
party, and secure Its final defeat.

N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 256.

undemonstrable (un-de-mon'stra-bl), a. Inde-
monstrable. Hooker, liceles. Polity, v. J 9.

undemonstrative (un-de-mon'stra-tiv), a. Not
demonstrative or given to excited or strong ex-

pression of feeling; reserved, from modesty,
diffidence, or policy: as, an undemonstratii'e

person ; undemonstrative manners.
undeniable (un-de-ni'a-bl), a. 1. Incapable
of being denied ; indisputable ; evidently true

:

as, undeniable evidence ; his ability is undeni-

able.— 2. Decidedly and unmistakably good;
excellent. [Colloq.]

The daylight, furnished gratis, was certainly "undeni-
able " in its quality. De Quincey, Roman Meals.

Wise dissenting matrons were divided between fear

lest their sons should want to marry her, and resentment
that she should treat those undeniable young men with a
distant scorn. Qeorffe Eliot, Felix Holt, vi.

= Syn. 1. Indubitable, incontrovertible, unquestionable,
incontestable.

undeniableness (un-de-ni'a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being undeniable. Nineteenth Cen-
tury, XXII. 404.

undeniably (un-df-ni'a-bli), adv. So plainly
as to admit of no contradiction or denial ; indis-

putably. Locke, Human Understanding, iv. 11.

undenominational (un-de-nom-i-na'shon-al),
a. Not denominational ; not pertaining to a de-

nomination ; not professing the tenets of a de-
nomination ; not m the interests of or confined
to any denomination ; unsectarian : as, an un-
denominational charity or society.

undenominationalism (un-de-nom-i-na'shon-
al-izm), H. The absence of denominationalism,
or of denominational teaching.

The Education Act of 1870 practically establishes a new
religion, undenmniiuitionaligrn, for the elementary schools
of the country. CoTUemporary Rev., LIV. 645.

undepartablet (un-df-par'ta-bl), a. [ME., <

«n-l -I- deportable.']
' That cannot be parted

from; inseparable.

No wys man ne may dowte of undepartable peyne of the
shrewes. Chaucer, IJoethiuB, iv. prose 3.

undependable (un-df-pen'da-bl), a. Not de-

pendable.
undependingt (un-df-pen'ding), a. Not de-
pendent; independent.
We may confidently conclude it never will be otherwise

while they are thus upheld undepending on the Church,
on which alone they anciently depended.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

undepraved (un-df-pravd'), a. Not depraved
or corrupted. V. Knox, Essays, No. 70.

undepreciated (un-de-pre'sM-a-ted), a. Not
depreciated or lowered in value : as, undepre-
ciated bank-notes.
undepressed (un-de-presf), a. 1. Not pressed
down; not lowered; not sunk below the surface.

One hillock, ye may note, is small and low.
Sunk almost to the level of the plain

By weight of time : the others, undepressed.
Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

2. Not depressed, dejected, or cast down.
Disarmed but undepressed. Byron, The Corsair, st. 8.

undeprived (un-de-pnvd'), a. Not deprived,
stripped, or dispossessed of any property, right,

or the like ; not divested by authority. Dry-
den, Character of a Good Parson.

under (un'dfer), prep, and adv. [< ME. under,

undur, undir, undyr, onder, < AS. under = OS.
undar = OFries. under, onder = D. onder =
MLG. under, LG. under, unner = OHG. untar,
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under, MHG. G. unter, under, among, = loel.

undir = Sw. Dan. under = Goth, undar, under;
perhaps akin to L. infra, below, inferus, lower
(see infra-, inferior), = Skt. adhara, lower, ad-
has, below; less prob. connected to L. inter,

between, among,= Oscan anter, under, within.]

1. prep. 1. Below; beneath: expressing posi-

tion with reference to that which is above,
whether in immediate contact or not, or which
towers aloft, surmounts, covers, or overtops:
as, all under heaven ; under the earth or the sea

;

und£r the surface ; under the table ; to take
shelter under a tree; to live under the same
roof; to hide a thing under a heap of straw;
to hide one's light under a bushel; to overhear
a conversation under one's windows.

It happed hym to ride

In al this care under a forest side.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 134.

Under the churche of the sayd Syon is the sepulture or
beryall of prophete and kynge of Israeli.

Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 20.

Under these palaces was the private enclosed port of

the Kings, . . . where the Turks, till within this fifty

years, obliged all foreign ships to ride, not suffering them
to anchor under the castle, as they do at present

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 5.

They clambered the ascent to the castle in silence, and
arrived under the dark shadow of its towers without being
discovered. Irving, Granada, p. 30.

The citizens beheld with anxiety the encampment of

this formidable force under their walls.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

Whereon a hundred stately beeches grew,
And here and there great hollies under them.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. In or at a place, point, or position that is

lower than ; further down than ; immediately
below : as, to hit a man under the belt ; to have
pains tmder the arms.

The spear smote him under the fifth rib. 2 Sam. ii. 23.

He most happily
Shot him under his collar-bone.

Sir Andrew BarUm (Child's Ballads, VII. 207).

3. In the position or state of, or while bearing,

supporting, sustaining, receiving, suffering, un-
dergoing, or the like : as, to sink under a load

;

to act under great excitement.
Fainting under

The pleasing punishment.
Shale., C. of E., i. 1. 46.

The remedy which you alledge is the very disease we
groan UTider. MUton, Church-Government^ i. 6.

My Lord Sommers thought of me last year for the Bish-

oprick of Waterford ; so my Lord President may now think

on me for that of Cork, if the incumbent dyes of the
spotted feaver he is now itnder.

Swift, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 343.

Next, when he was trembling in prayer mider a fear that

no word of God could help him, this part of a sentence
darted in upon him, "My grace is suificient."

Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 31.

4. Inferior to in point of rank, dignity, social

position, or the like.

It was too great an honour for any man under a duke.
Addietm.

No person under a diviner can with any prospect of vera-

city conduct a correspondence at such an arm's length.
Lavib, Distant Correspondents.

6. Inferior to or less than, with respect to num-
ber, amount, quantity, value, age, etc. ; falling

short of ; in or to a less degree than ; hence, at,

for, or with less than : as, it cannot be bought
under $20.

Gold and silver, whereof money is made, they do so use
as none of them doth more esteem, it than the very nature

of the thing deserved. And then, who doth not plainly see

how far it is under iron? as without the which men can
no better live than without fire and water.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 6.

Three sones he dying left, all under age.
Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 64.

Medicines take effect sometimes under and sometimes
above the natural proportion of their virtue.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity,

There are several hundred parishes in England under
twenty pounds a year. Smi/t.

6. Of sounds, inferior to, in pitch.— 7. Sub-
ject to. (a) In a position of submission or subordina-

tion to.

At this court in the third month Passaconaway, the
chief sachem of Merimack, and his sons came and sub-

mitted themselves and their people and lands under our
jurisdiction. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 208.

One who by his own act places himself under authority

cannot make conditions about his submission.
Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 197.

(6) Liable or exposed to : as, under fire ; under the pen-
alty of fine or imprisonment.

Under pain of greater displeasure, we must rest con-

tented. Hooker, Eccles. Polity,

(c) Subject to the government, rule, command, direction,

orders, guidance, or instruction of: as, to serve under

under
Wellington ; I studied urxder him ; to sit under a favorite

preacher.

And als moche takethe the Amyralle be him allone as
alle the other Souldyours ban undre hym.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 38.

Happy are they, and onely they, that are vnder this glori-

ous and gracious Souereigntie : insomuch that I accompt
all those abiects that be not hir subiects.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 454.

Under which king, Bezonian ? Speak or die !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV,, v, 3, 118.

According to the usual custom, the great caravan, under
the conduct of tlie governor of Jerusalem, set out for the
river Jordan on Easter Monday.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 30.

Under him were many good and sound scholars bred.
Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

(rf) Subject to the influence or operation of; actuated by.

The Priests and Levites, a Tribe, were of a far different

Constitution from this of our Ministers under the Gospel.
MUton, Touching Hirelings,

I shall, in the first place, take care of one who is under
the most subtle species of pride that I have observed in

my whole experience, Steele, Tatler, No, 127.

8. In accordance with; in conformity with : as,

to sell out under the rule.

He speakes vnder rule and prescription, and dare not
shew his teeth without Machiauell.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A too idly reseru'd Man.

We have . . . spent some time in hearing both parties,

concerning the i>ound8 of those patents under which
yourselves and the other governments do claim,

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 387.

The commentators and lawyers have agreed that, under
these circumstances, the marriage must be dissolved,

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 121.

9. Bound by : as, to be under bonds, or a vow.

The greater part of mankind is slow of apprehension

;

and therefore, in many cases, under a necessity of seeing

with other men's eyes. South, Sermons.

10. In : with reference to circumstances.

To those that live

Under thy care, good rules and patterns give.

Denham, Of Prudence,

I maun be bound to a foreign land,

And now I'm under hiding.

Sir James the Rose (Child^s Ballads, in. 74).

I found the knight under his butler's hands, who always

shaves him, Addison, Sir Roger in Westminster Abbey,

11. In: with reference to category, division,

section, class, etc. : as, to treat several topics

under one head.

Under the double capacity of a poet and a divine.

Felton, On the Classicks.

The lower blunt-headed summit which we had learned

to detest under the name of Mount Avron.
Forbes, Ex. of War, II. 176.

12. In course of: as, to be under treatment,

or under discussion.— 13. In the form or style

of; by the appearance or show of; with the

character, designation, pretense, pretext, or

cover of.

But I do aduertyse you to lyne your lacket vnder this

fasshyon ormaner. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 247.

He thoght his falshed to feyne, vjidur faire wordes.

And his cautels to colour vnder coynt speche.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11490,

It is one of his most crafty and subtle assaults to send

his warriors forth under the badge of God.
Latimer, Misc, Selections.

We read that Einges & Princes haue written great vol-

umes and publisht them vnder their owne regall titles.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

Whosoeuer vnder one name or poesie payeth three pound
in ready money shall receiue six shillings and eight pence.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's I'nie Travels, II. 25.

Art is here represented under the person of Vulcan.
Bacon, Physical Fables, v., ExpL

14. During the time or existence of: said es-

pecially of rulers and their period of rule : as,

Christ suffered under Pontius Pilate; the Ar-

mada was destroyed under the reign of Eliza-

beth; the American revolution broke out w«-

der the administration of Lord North.

The remainder of the demesne was sold under the com-
monwealtli. 5. Douell, Taxes in England, II. 28.

15. With the sanction, authorization, permis-

sion, or protection of: as, under favor; under

leave ; under protection, etc.

Under whose countenance we steal.

Shak., 1 Hen, IV,, i. 2, 33.

Under favour, there are other materials for a common-
wealth besides stark love and kindness, Jeremy Collier.

[The preposition under in adverbial phrases often coalesces

with its noun to form an adverb, from which the adjective

or noun may be derived : as, under ground. "> underground,

adv., > underground, a.\ under hand, > underhand, adf., >

underhand, a. ; so underboard, underearth. under.foot, eta

Such forms are not true compounds, but aie coalesced

phrases, like aground, aboard, a.foot, etc]

Note under handt. See nofei,—Under a cloud. See

ctoudi.—Under arms, armed and equipped for military

or naval service.— Under bare poles. See ixirci.— Un-
der cloudt, conviction, correction, etc. see the nouns.



tmder

—Under cover, protected from the enemy's fire. See
coyeri.— Under fij-e, exposed to the enemy's fire: as, a
general officer should not be under Jire when it can be
avoided.

No man Iinows precisely how he will behave in battle

untU he has been under fire. The Century, XXXVI. 249.

Under foot, (at) Under the real value.

I hold some lands which his mother, the Lady Ann Her-
bert, purchased, as appears by the deeds made to her by
that name, which I can show : and might have held more,
which my grandfather sold underfoot at an under value in

his youth, and might have been recovered by my father
had my grandfather sutTered him.

iMrd Herbert of Cherbury, Life (ed. HowellsX p. 24.

They would be forced to sell their means (be it lands or
goods) far underfoot. ' Bacon, Usury (ed. 1884X

(&) In a state of subjection.

Harold, secure the while and proud of his new Victorie,
thought all his Enemies now underfoot.

MUton, Hist Eng., vi.

(c) Naut. , directly under the bow : said of an anchor when
the chain is up and down.— Under goret. See gore'^.—
Under ground, below the surface of the ground.— Un-
der hatches, -"^ee Aa(cAi.—Under metal, the position
of a gun when the muzzle is depressed below the line
of a level axis.—Under nlghtt, in the night; secretly;
clandestinely.

Let it never be said that a daughter of thine
Was married to a lord under night.

The Douglas Tragedy (Child's Ballads, II. 116).

Under one's hand, signature, or seaL See hand.—
Under one's nose. See no»ei.— Under one's wing.
.See wing.

—

Under saU. See saili

.

Braver ships never
Were seen under sail.

Winning of Calei (Child's Ballads, VII. 124).

Under the (one's) belt, in one's stomach. [Slang.]

They got me down to Clerihugh's, and there we sat birl-

ing, till I had a fair tappit under my belt
Scott, Ouy Mannering, zxxiz.

Under the breath. See breath.— VnAer the harrow.
See Aorroifi.— Under the or one's lee (naut.), to the lee-

ward : as, ttnder the lee of the land.

We thought good to try first the way we were taking

;

. . . this river, being as under our tee, ready to serve and
assist us, if other means failed.

Jt. Knox (Arber's Eng. Oamer, I. 410).

Under the rose. See nwei.— Under the sun, the
weather, etc. See the nouns—Under water, way, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. Beneath, etc. See below.

II. adv. In a lower place; in a lower, subject,
or subordinate condition or degree. The adverb
under is much used in composition —'(a) With verbs and
participles, and some nouns, (1) indicating inferiority of
place, 'below, from below, on the lower part or surface,'

u in undertn^ace, underlay, undermine, underpin, under,
prop, etc.; (2) indicating insufficiency, 'insufficiently, im-
perfectly, below the required standard,' as in underbred,
underdone, underpaid, underrate, understate, etc. (6) With
nouns, denoting persons, as a quasi-adjective (whence in
some cases as an independent adjective), 'inferior, subor-
dinate, deputy' (equivalent to sub-), as in under-sheriff,
urtder-teacher, undersecretary, etc. Compounds of these
classes may be farmed indefinitely; only the principal
ones in use are here given (withoat etymological note, ex-
cept in special cases). Compare remarks under the prep-
osition.

Ye purpose to keep under the children of Judah and Je-
rusalem for bondmen and bondwomen unto you.

2 Chron. ixvili. 10.

But I keep under my body and bring it into subjection.
1 Cor. ix 27.

Rail under. Seeroai.n.- Tobrlngunder. Beebring.
— To Imock under. See knock.

under (un'd^r), a. [< under, adv. See note at
under, adv.'\ 1. Lower in position; situated
beneath : opposed to upper : as, the under side

;

the under mandible.— 2. Lower in rank or de-
ffree. See under, adr., note (6).— 3. Of sounds,
lower in pitch. -Under bevel. See berxl, l.—Under
tall-coveiis, under wing-coverts, in omith., lesser
feathers underlying the quills of the tail or wing. See
enoert, n., 6, and tectriees.

underact (un-<ler-akt').r. /. To act or perform,
as a play or part, inefficiently.

underaction (un'diT-ak"8lign), n. 1. Subordi-
nate action. Dryden, .(Eneid, Ded.— 2. Action
less than is normal; defective action. Buck's
Handf/ook ofMed. Sd., IV. 656.

Underagent (un'dfer-a'jent), n. A subordinate
agent. South, Sermons] II. iv.

Underaid (un-der-ad'), V. t. To aid or assist
secretly. Daniel. [Rare.]
under-back (un'd^r-bak), n. In a brewery or
vinegar-factory, a tank or vessel beneath the
mash-tun into which the wort from the tun
is discharged, and from which it is pumped
into the copper to be boiled with hops. £. H.
h'liii/ht.

nnderbeart (un-dfer-bSr'), v. t. K ME. under-
beren, underhern, onderberen, < AS. underberan,
support, < under, under, + beran, bear: see
fteari.] 1 . To support ; endure. Shak., K.John,
iii. 1. 6.').— 2. To line; make or put in a V)aek-

^^Mround for.

^^HThe Duchess of Milan's gown, . . . underbome with a
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underbearer (un'd6r-bar"6r), n. One who helps
to carry the corpse and accessories at a funeral.
Brand's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 35.

underbid (un-d6r-bid'), V. t.
;
pret. underbid, pp.

underbidden or underbid, ppr. underbidding. To
bid or offer less than (another), as at auctions;
offer to execute work, supply goods, etc., at a
lower price than (another).
underbill (un-der-bil'), V. t. To bill at less
than the actual measure or weight: as, to un-
derbill freight.

underbind (un-der-bind'), V. t. To bind under-
neath. Fairfax. [Bare.]
underbitten (un'der-bifn), a. In etching, in-
sufficiently affected by the application of a cor-
rosive acid: noting copper plates or lines. Un-
derbitten lines are not deep enough to print with
the requisite effect.

underboardt (un'dfer-bord), adv. Secretly;
clandestinely; underhand; unfairly: opposed
to aboveboard. Baxter, Crucifying the World,
§ xvii.

underbrace (un-d6r-bras'), »• t. To fasten or
keep in place by bands or ties beneath or at
the bottom. Cowper, Diad, iii.

underbrancht (un'dfer-branch), n. A twig or
branchlet. Spenser.

underbred (un-der-bred'), a. 1. Of inferior
breeding or manners ; vulgar. Goldsmith , The
Haunch of Venison.— 2. Not pure-bred or
-blooded : as, an underbred horse. Encyc. Brit.,

XII. 198.

underbrush (un'd6r-brush), n. Shrubs and
small trees growing under large trees in a
wood or forest; brush; undergrowth.
underbrush (un'dfer-brush), r. [< underbrush,
«.] To work in the underbrush, as in cutting
and clearing; clear away underbrush from.
[Colloq.]

underbum (un-dfer-b6rn'), V. t. It. To bum
up. Wyclif, Nahum ii. 13.— 2. To bum too
little. Ure, Diet., IV. 158.

underbush (un'dfer-bush), n. Same as under-
brush .

underbush (un'dfer-bush), v. I. [< underbush,
H.] To work in the underbush, as in clearing.
Nature, XXXIII. 269.

under-butter (un'd6r-but'6r), n. The butter
which is made of the second skimmings of milk.
Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
underbuy (un-dSr-bl'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. un-

derbough t, ppr. underbuying. 1 . To buy at less

than the value. Beau, and Fl.— 2. To buy at
a lower price than (another).

undercast (un'dfer-kast), n. In coal-mining, an
air-course carried under a mine-road or -way
by means of an air-tight box, or a passage cut
through the rock or coal beneath the floor.

undercharge (un-d6r-charj'), v. t. 1. To charge
less than a fair sum or price for, as goods.— 2.
To put an insufficient charge into : as, to under-
charge a gun—Undercharged mine. Seeminei.

under-chord (un'd^r-kord), H. In music. See
major, a., 4 (/).

under-clay (un'd^r-kla), n. Beds of clay fre-

quently found immediately underlying beds of
coal. They are generally believed to be the soil in which
the vegetation of the coal grew, and they often contain
stigmaria or roots of trees. Also called seat-earth, poun-
son. etc.

under-clerkship (un'dfer-klferk'ship), n. A sub-
ordinate clerkship.

Under-cliff (un'dlr-klif), n. The name given
along parts of the west of England, as near
Lyme Regis in Dorsetshire, England, to a strip

of very broken ground formed by the combined
action of rain and sea on a mass of strata of

varying lithological character.

underclothed (un-dtr-kloTnd'), a. Not suffi-

ciently clothed ; not properly clad. Lancet, No.
3481, p. 10.56.

underclothes (un'dfer-kloTHz), n. pi. Garments
worn under others ; specifically, those worn next
the skin.

underclothing (un'dfer-klo'THtng), n. Same
as underclothes.

under-coat (un'dfer-kot), ». 1. A coat for

house-wear, or for use in mild weather, as

distinguished from an overcoat.— 2. In long-

haired animals, the under layer of hair.

under-color (un'der-kul''or), n. Color beneath
the exterior or surface color: as, the under-

color of some white-plumaged fowls is blue, of

some brown-plumaged fowls gray; the under-
color of an animal's fur.

under-<;olored(un'd<T-knl'''ord), a. 1. Not col-

ored sufficiently; showing a lack of color.— 2.

underdraln

Of or pertaining to the under-color; having
some under-color, as the plumage or the pelage
of most birds and beasts.

under-conductt (un'd6r-kon''''dukt), «. An un-
derground or subterranean conduit. Sir H.
Wotton, Reliquife, p. 19.

under-craftt (un'd^r-kraft), n. A sly trick.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 19.

undercreept (un-der-krep'), V. i. [ME. under-
crepen; < under + creep.'] To creep secretly or
imperceptibly. Wyclif, Deut. xv. 9.

under-crest (un-d6r-krest'), V. t. To support
as a crest, or as if a crest. [Rare.]

I mean to stride your steed, and at all times
To under-crest your good addition.

Shak., Cor., i. 9. 72.

undercroft (un'd6r-kr6ft), n. Any vault or se-

cret passage under ground. Bock, Church of
our Fathers, III. 299.

undercryt ( un-dfer-kri' ), v. t. [ME. undercryen; <
under + cry.] To cry out. TPycZj/, Luke xxiii. 21.

undercurrent (un'd^r-kur''''ent), a. and n. I. a.

Running below or out of sight ; hidden. Ten-
nyson, Maud, xviii. [Rare.]

II. n. 1 . A current in a body of water or other
liquid, or in the atmosphere, below the upper
or superficial currents.—2. Figuratively, some-
thing at work below the surface or out of sight,

as influence or feeling, which has a tendency
opposite to or different from what is visible or
apparent.

There was a peculiar brightness in her face, due in re-

ality to an under-current of excitement.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

3. In hydraul. mining, an arrangement on the
sluices which is intended to aid in sa'ving the
gold. The coarser material is separated from the finer
by means of a "grizzly " (a set of iron or steel bars placed
about an inch apart in the bottom of the main sluice), and
this finer material is carried into the "undercurrent"
firoper, which is a shallow box of vairing shape but very
arge dimensions, much wider than the main sluice, and
paved with blocks, iron rails, or cobbles, thus forming a
kind of broad sluice by the side of and beneath the main
one, and in the newest arrangements having a consider-
ably steeper gnwie. The material which escapes from the
undercurrent is led back into the main sluice lower down.
As many as six, or even more, of these undercurrents are
occasionally introduced into the sluice-line.

undercurved (un-d^r-k^rvd'), a. In entom.,
curved so as to pass beneath the body : espe-
cially noting parts of the upper surface when
they curve downward and inward at the sides.

undercut (un-dfer-kuf), V. t.; pret. and pp. un-
dercut, ppr. undercutting. 1. In carving and
sculpture, to cut away the material so that the
part affected (of the figure or design) stands
free of the background, or overhangs: as, the
carving of the fneze is much undercut.— 2. In
golf, to hit (the ball), by baffing or otherwise,
so that it rises high in the air, and will not,
owing to its spin, roll far after alighting.

undercut (un'd6r-kut), n. Same as tender-
loin.

undercutter (un'd6r-kut''6r), «. One who un-
dercuts, or a tool or machine used in undercut-
ting. The Engineer, LXXI. 59.

under-dealing (un'd6r-de"liug), n. Clandes-
tine dealing; artifice. Milton.

underdegreedt(un''d6r-de-gred'), a. Of inferior
degree or rank. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe,
iv. 48.

underdelvet (un-d6r-delv'), «. t. To dig down.
Wyclif, Rom. xi. 3.

underditch (un-d6r-dich'), ». '• In agri., to
form a deep ditch or trench in order to drain
the surface of.

underdo (un-d6r-d6'). V. [< ME. underdon, <

AS. underdon (= 0H(3. untartuon, MHG. unter-

tun, G. unterthun), put under, subject, < under,
tinder, -f- don, put, do : see dot.] I. trans. If. To
put under; subject.— 2. To do less thoroughly
than is requisite ; especially, to cook insuffi-

ciently: as, the beef is underdone.

n. intrans. 1. To act below one's abilities

;

do less than one can.

You overact when you should underdo.
B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 8.

2. To do less than is requisite.

Nature much oftener overdoes than underdoes: you
shall find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that hath
none. ^. Grew.

tinderdoer (un-d6r-do'6r), n. One who does
less than is necessary, required, or expedient.
Richardson.

underdose (un-dSr-dos'), v. To give or take
small or insufficient doses.

underdrain (un-dtr-dran'), v. t. To drain by
forming channels under ground.



underdrain

Tinderdrain (un'der-dran), n. A drain or trench
placed under ground.
underdraw (un-d6r-dra'), v. t; pret. under-
drew, pp. underdruwn, ppr. underdrawing. To
represent inadequately, in art, in writing, or in
speech. The Academy, May 3, 1890, p. 300.

under-dressed (un-der-dresf), a. Not dressed
well or elaborately enough, as for a state occa-
sion or an entertainment.
under-driven (un-der-driv'n), a. Driven from
beneath : applied to hydro-extractors in which
the shaft is supported by a pivot-bearing, and
driven by power applied below the basket.

under-eartnt (un-d6r-6rth'), a. Under the
earth ; subterranean. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse,

p. 79.

under-earthlyt (un-d*r-6rth'li), a. Subterra-
nean. /Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, The
Arke.

underestimate {un-d6r-es'ti-mat), v. t. To es-
timate at too low a rate; not to value suf-
ficiently.

underestimate (un-d6r-es'ti-mat), n. An esti-

mate or valuing at too low a rate.

underestimation (un-dfer-es-ti-ma'shon), n.

The act or process of estimating at too low a
rate, or the state of being so estimated ; under-
valuation.

under-exposed (nu'dfer-eks-pozd'), a. In pho-
tog., not exposed to the action of light for a
suJBBcient time to make a good picture : said of

a negative, or in general of any work requiring
to be completed by development. Also ex-
pressed by under-timed.

Two plates were purposely under-expo^d on a portrait.

Wilson's Photographic Mag., No. 386, p. 61.

underfangt (un-der-fang'), V. t. [Early mod.
E. also tmderfong ; < ME. underfangcn, under-
fongen, undervongen, this inf., with pros. ind.

underfangest, miderfaiigeth, etc., being assumed
from the pret. and pp. ; inf. prop, underfon
(ind. underfo, pret. underfeng, underveng, irreg.

underfonge, pp. *u»derfangen, wnderfongen, un-
derfon), < AS. underfon (pret. underftmg, pp.
underfangen) (= 0H&. untarfdhan), undertake,
< under, under, + fon, take, catch, seize, re-
ceive : see fang, v. In defs. 3 and 4 the sense is

forced, as if the verb were a new formation, <

under + fang. ^ 1. To undertake.
He undir/ongith a gret peyne
That undirtakith to drynke up Seyne.

I{(rm. qfthe Rose, 1. 6709.

2. To accept ; receive.
The pope and his prelates presentes vnderfongen,
And meedeth men hem-seluen to raeyntene heore lawes.

Piers Plowman (A), iii. 208.

To thi mercy, lord, me vndir/onge,
The tyde is ebbid, & no more wole fiowe.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

3. To insnare ; entrap ; deceive by false sug-
gestions. [Rare.]

And some by sleight he eke doth under/ong.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 7.

4. To support or guard from beneath. [Rare.]

Mounts underfonging and enflancking them. Nashe.

underfeed (un-der-fed'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. un-

derfed, ppr. underfeeding. To supply with too
little food ; feed insufficiently. Bp. Gauden.
The vast mass of men are overworked and underfed.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 159.

underfellowt (un'd6r-fel"6), n. A mean, sorry
fellow ; a low wretch. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

[Rare.]

underfilling (un'd6r-fil''ing), TO. The lower part
of a building. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquise, p. 17.

under-fired (un-der-fird'), a. In cerara., insuf-
ficiently baked ; hence, either not as hard in the
paste as it should be, or with the colors imper-
fectly developed. Also called short-fired.

underfloor (un-der-flor'), V. t. To floor below;
make a lower floor for. Coues, Key to N. A.
Birds (1884), p. 155. [Rare.]

underflow (un'd6r-fld'), re. A current flowing
beneath the surface, or not in the same direction
with the surface-current, over a certain region

;

an undercurrent: the opposite of surface-flow
or surface-current. J. Croll, Climate and Time,
p. 133.

underfoUowf (un-dSr-fol'o), v. t. [ME. under-
followen, < AS. underfylgan, < under, under, +
fylgan, etc., follow: see follow.'] To follow
after; accompany. Wyclif, Ps. xxii. 6.

underfongt, ». *. Same as underfang.
underfoot (un-d6r-fut'), adv. Under the feet

;

underneath; beneath; below.
Underfoot the violet,

Crocus and hyacinth, with rich inlay,

Broider'd the ground. Milton, P. L., It. 700.
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underfoot (un-d6r-fut'), a. [< underfoot, adv.]
Low; base; abject; trodden down.
The most underfoot and down-trodden vassals of perdi-

tion. Milton, Reformation in England, ii.

underfoot (un-dtr-fut'), »• t- To underpin.

In 1815 some of the pillars of the N. aisle having given
way, and the churcli being considered insecure, they were
all skilfully underfooted and restored.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 27.

underfumish (un-der-fer'nish), v. t. To sup-
ply with less than enough. Jeremy Collier, On
Kindness. [Rare.]
underfurrow (un-d6r-fur'6), adv. Under a fur-
row. [Eng.]—To BOW underflUTOW, in agri., to
plow in seed. [This phrase is applied to other operations
in which something is covered by the furrow-slice.]

underfurrow (un-der-fur'6), V. t. To cover
with a furrow, as seed or manure

;
plow in.

[Eng.]
undergarment (un'der-gar"ment), TO. A gar-
ment made forwearing under another garment.
undergear (un'der-ger), n. Underwear; un-
dergarments. Tlie Atlantic, LII. 365. [Colloq.]

undergett (un-der-gef). V. t. [ME. undergeten,
undergiten, undergiten, < AS. undergitan, under-
stand, perceive, < under, under, + gitan, get:
see get*.] To understand

;
perceive.

The lord of ther inne undergat
That this child murninge sat.

EiW! Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 54.

undergird (un-dcr-gerd'), V. t. To gird round
the bottom; gird beneath. Acts xxvii. 17.

underglaze (un-d6r-glaz'), a. In ceram., hav-
ing the properties that adapt it for paint-
ing on the body before the glaze is applied:
said of a vitrifiable pigment : as, an underglaze
color— Underglaze painting, in ceram., painting in
vitrifiable color upon the body of the piece before the
glaze is applied.

xmdergO (un-d6r-g6'), v.; pret. underwent, pp.
undergone, ppr. undergoing. [< ME. undergon,
< AS. wndergdn (also undergangan) (=. D. on-
dergaan = G. untcrgehen = Sw. undergo = Dan.
undergaa), undergo, < under, under, -I- gdn, go:
see go.] I. trans. If. To go or move under or
beneath. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I.

57.— 2. To bear up against ; endure with firm-

ness ; sustain without yielding or giving way

;

suffer ; bear
;
pass through : as, to undergo great

toil and fatigue ; to undergo pain ; to undergo
a surgical operation.

Some kinds of baseness
Are nobly undergone. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. 3.

3. To be subjected to; go through; experi-
ence: as, to undergo successive changes.

It [Sida] always undenvent much the same fate as Tyre.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. 86.

4t. To be the bearer of; partake of; enjoy.
Shak., M. forM., i. 1. 24.— 5t. To undertake;
perform; hazard. Shale., J. C, i. 3. 123.— 6t.
To be subject to; underlie. iSAafc., Much Ado,
V. 2. 57.

II. intrans. To endure trial, pain, or the like

with firmness; bear up against evils.

But she
Did more, and underwent, and overcame.

Tennyson, Godiva.

undergoingt (un-d*r-g6'ing), a. Suffering; en-
during; patient; tolerant.

An undergoing stomach, to bear up
Against what should ensue.

Shalt., Tempest, i. 2. 167.

undergore (un-dfer-gor'), v. t. To pierce under-
neath. Chapman, Iliad, xiv. 408. (Davies.)
[Rare.]

under-gown (un'd6r-goun), n. A gown worn
under another, or meant to be worn under an
outer garment, outer skirt, or the like. Scott.

under-grade (un'der-grad), a. In engin., hav-
ing the truss beneath the roadway, as a deck-
bridge.

undergraduate (un-der-grad'u-at), TO. and a.

I. TO. A student or member oi' a university or
college who has not taken his first degree.

II. a. Of or pertaining to an undergraduate,
or undergraduates collectively: as, undergrad-
uate studies.

undergraduateship (un-dfer-grad'u-at-sMp), to.

[< undergraduate + -ship.] The position or
condition of an undergraduate. Fortnightly
Rev., N. S., XLII. 705.

Undergroan (un-dfer-gron'), v. t. To groan un-
der. [Rare.]

Earth undergroaned their high-raised feet. Chapman.

underground (un-d6r-ground'), adv. Beneath
the surface of the earth: as, to sink under-
ground.

underhung

underground(un'der-giound'), a. andre. I. a.

Being below the surface of the ground : as, an
underground story or apartment Underground
forest. See 7n««}uf«2,i._Underground railroad, see
railroad.

II. ". That which is beneath the surface of
the ground. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 79.

underground (un'd^r-ground), V. t. To place or
lay underground, as an electric wire. [Recent.]
undergrove (un'der-grov;, «. A grove of low-
growing trees under others that are taller.

Wordsworth, Poems of the Fancy.
undergrow (un-der-gro'), V. i. To grow below
the usual size or height: chiefly in the parti-
cipial adjective undergrown.
undergrowl (un'der-groul), TO. A low growl;
a subdued grumbling or faultfinding. Brit.
Quarterly Rev., LXXXin. 73. [Rare.]

undergrown (un-der-gron'), a. [< ME. under-
growen, undergrowe; pp. of undergrow.] Not
fully grown; of low stature. Chaucer, Gen.
Prol. to C. T.

undergrowth (un'dfer-groth), TO. 1. That which
grows under; especially, shrubs or small trees
growing beneath or among large ones.

The undergrr/wth
Of shrubs and tangling bushes.

Milton, P. L, iv. 175.

2. The state or condition of being undergrown.
Lancet, No. 3524, p. 624.

undergrub (un-der-grub'), V. i. To undermine.
[Prov. Eng.]
underhand (un-der-hand'), a<?f. 1. By secret
means; in a clandestine manner, and often
with an evil design.

It abhorreth from the nature of God to be outwardly a
sharp and severe prohibitor, and underhand an author of
sin. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

2. By fraud; by fraudulent means.

Such mean revenge, committed underhand. Dryden.

underhand (un-der-hand'), a. [< underhand,
adv.] 1. Secret; clandestine: usually imply-
ing meanness or fraud, or both.

All vnder-hand cloaking of bad actions with common-
wealth pretences. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 68.

2. Sly; contriving; deceitful.

She 's an underhand little thiUL^ : 1 never saw a girl of her
age with so much cover. Charlotte BronV', Jane Eyre, ii.

3. Performed or done with the knuckles of the
hand turned under, the palm upward, and the
thumb turned from the body : as, underhand
bowling in cricket—Underhand stoplng. See slop-

ing.

imderhanded (un-der-han'ded), a. 1. Under-
hand. [A loose use.]

Covert, sly, underhanded communications. Diekens,

2. Not having an adequate supply of hands

;

short-handed; sparsely peopled. [Rare.]

If Norway could be brought to maintain a million more
of inhabitants it might defy the world ; but it is much
underhanded now. Coleridge, Table-Talk.

underhandedly (un-d6r-han'ded-li), adv. In
an underhand manner ; secretly.

underhandedness (un-der-han'ded-nes), n.

The character of being underhanded; also, an
underhand act.

underhang (un-dfer-hang'), ). t. To suspend;
hang. -ffo/fe/«(7,tr. of Plutarch, p. 871. [Rare.]

underheadt (un'der-hed), TO. [Prob. for dunder-
head.] A blockhead; a dunderhead. [Rare.]

Underheads may stumble without dishonour.
Sir T. Brovme, Religio Medici, i. 66.

underheavet (un-dfer-hev'), v. To heave or lift

from below. Wyclif.

underhew (un-der-hii'), r. t. To hew less than
is proper or usual ; hew (a piece of timber which
should be square) in such a manner that it ap-
pears to contain a greater number of cubic feet

than it really does. Imp. Diet.

underhole (un-der-h61'), f. To cut away or mine
out the lower portion of a coal-seam or a part

of the underelay so as to win or get the over-

Ijing coal. [Penn. anthracite region.] In
various parts of England to ^ad, hole, undercut,

kirve, and bench. Seejad, n. and v.

underhonest (un-der-on'est), a. Not honest
enough; not entirely honest. Shak., T. and
C. ii. 3. 133. [Rare.]
underhung (un-d6r-hung'), a. 1. Projecting
beyond the upper jaw : applied to the under
jaw.

His jaw was underhung, and when he laughed two
white buck-teetl! protruded themselves. Thackeray.

2. Having the luider jaw projecting beyond the

upper jaw. Goldsmith, Animated Nature, II. 90.
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imderivedness (lui-df-ri'ved-nes), «.
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The By mere chance, . . . though underlined with a provi-

charaeter or state of being underived. Mind, ^^'""^- ""'J' had a full sight ol the infanta.

vT oQ ^^r H' " otton, Heliquise, p. 215.

tmderjawed (un'der-jdd), a. Having a promi- underline (un'd^r-lin), «. The advance an-

nent or heavy under jaw. Atheneeum, No. 3300, nouncement of the production of a play, placed

p. IL'S. [Rare.] under any theatrical advertisement of a regu-

underjoint (un-der-join'), f. i. [< ME. under- lar performance.

joiiien; < under +jmn.} To subjoin, ffyc/j/, underlinen (un'd6r-lin"eu), ». Undergarments
Prol. to P.salms, p. 737. °f linen

; hence, such garments in general, es-

onderkeept (un-der-kep'), r. t. To keep under

;

peeiallj' those of cotton, or, more rarely, of silk,

subtlue. ,Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 33. as distinguished from knitted or flannel under-

TUlder-kind (un'der-kind), n. A lower or infe-

rior kind or class. Dryden, Ab Evening's Love,
i. 1.

nnder-king (un'der-king), n. [< ME. underking,
< AS. undercyning, underkining ; as < under +
king^.'\ An inferior or subordinate king.
nnder-kingdom (un'der-king'dum), n. The
kingdom of an under-king. Tennyson, Merlin
and Vivien.

underlay (un-der-la'), v.
;
pret. and pp. under-

laid, ppr. underlaying. [< ME. underleyan, < AS.
undcrlecgan (= OHG. untarleccan, MHG. G. un-
terlegen), lay under; as under + toy!.] I. trans.

1. To lay beneath
;
put under; specificajly,jn

printing, to reinforce with underlays
support by laying something under.

Our souls have trod awry in all men's sight

;

Well underlay 'em, till they go upright.
Fletcher {and anotj^r). Love's Cure, v. 3.

H. intrans. In mining, to incline from the
perpendicular ; hade : said of a vein. See the
noun.
underlay (un'der-la), ». [i underlay, v. "] 1. In

clothes.

underling (un'der-ling), n. [< ME. underling.

underpart

overthrows ; a secret enemy : as, an under-
miner of the church.

What talke I to them of immoralitie, that are the onely
vndermitiers of honour, & doc enuie anie man that is not
sprung vp by base brokerye like themselues?

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 60.

underministert (un-der-min'is-ter), i: t. To
minister to in a subordinate relation.

underministry (un'der-min"is-tri), H. A sub-
servient or subordinate ministry. Jer. Taylor.
undermirtht (un'der-merth), n. Mirth imply-
ing something indecent or with a hidden mean-
ing. Shirley and Fletcher, Coronation, Prol.

onderling; < under + -ling'^.'] One who is sub- undermoniedt (un-der-mun'id), a. Taken by
ordinate to another, especially in some mean or

' '

'

servile capacity; hence, a mean, sorry fellow.

Extorcions and despit of youre underlyngeg is damp-
nable. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The fault ... is

... in ourselves, that we are underlings.
Shak., J. C, I 2. 141.

Iinderlock (un'der-lok), n. A lock of wool
hanging under the belly of a sheep. Imp. Diet.

underlooker, «. See undeniewer.
underly (un'der-li), a. [< under + -lyl.^ Poor;

_ - _, inferior. Ealliwell. [Prov. Eng."]
•^t- ^o underlying (un-der-li'ing), j>. a. Lying be-

neath or under ; supporting; fundamental: as,
ti/irffWyjKf/ principles; specifically, in i/eoi:, not-
ing a formation, rocks, or strata lying below
others.

nnderman (un-d^r-man'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
undermanned, ppr. undermanning. To furnish
with an insufficient number of men. Nature,
XLI. 520.

most commonly used by miners fn.lSSin^he^ncltat' ^dermasted (un-d^r-mas'ted) a. Inadequate-
tion of the lode: it U the complement of the dip, which V or insufliciently masted : noting a ship when
latter term is in much more familiar use among geolo- the masts are either too small or too short, so
gists than either hade or underlay. that she cannot spread the sail necessary to give
2. In printing, a bit or bits of paper put under her the speed of which she might be capable,
types or a plate to make them of proper height undennatcht (un'd^r-maeh), n. One unequal
for receiving a good impression.- Underlay- or inferior to some one else. Fuller, Worthies,
shaft, in mining, a shaft sunk on the underlay of a lode.

underlayer (un-der-la'fer), ». One who under-
lays.

nnderleaf (un'd6r-lef), n. A variety of apple
good for eider. [Eng.] Imp. Diet.

under-lease (un'der-les), «. In law, a lease
granted by a lessee for a shorter term than he
himself holds, leaving thereby a reversion, of
however short duration, to himself. Digby. An
under-lease of only part of the premises embraced in the
oritfinal lease is commonly called a suMease.

underlet (un-der-lef), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. un-

derlet, ppr. underletting. 1. To let below the
true or the market value. Smollett.— 2. To
sublet. Dickens.

underletter (un-d6r-let'6r), «. One who sub-
lets ; a lessee who grants a lease to another.
underlie (un-der-li'), v. ; pret. underlay, pp.
uudt^rlain, ppr. underlying. [< ME. underliggen,
< AS. underlicgan (= OHG. untarliggan, MHG.
unlerligen, G. unterliegen), lie under

j as under
+ ?i>l.] I. intrans. To lie in a position direct-
ly beneath.

II. trans. 1. To lie under or beneath; be

II. 589.

nndermealt (nn'd6r-mel),ji. [< ME. undermele,
undermel, < AS. undernnixl, morning, morning
tneal, < undent, morning, -I- msel, period, meal

:

see undern Sind meaP.'] 1. The meal eaten at
undem, the chief meal of the day.

I think I am furnished for cather'ne pears, for one «n-
dermeal. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

2. The part or division of the day which in-
cluded undem : originally the morning, later
the afternoon.

Ther walketh now the lymytour hymself
In undermelen and in morwenynges.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 19.

Ujuiermete, Fostraeridiea. Prmnpt. Pan)., p. 611.

3. An after-dinner sleep ; a siesta taken in the
afternoon.

And, hold yon content, this summer an vndenneale of
an aftemoone long doth not amisse to exercise the eyes
withall. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 67.

undermentioned (un'd^r-men'shond), a. Men-
tioned 1h4ow or beneath; undernamed: as, ««-
dermentiimed dates.

corrupt means with money. Fuller.

undermost (im'der-most), a. Lowest in place,
rank, state, or condition. Boyle.

undern (un'd6m), n. [In mod. dial, use in nu-
merous corrupt forms, aandorn, oander, oan-
durth, omdorns, ounder, oneder, aunder, dondin-
ner, doundrins, daundrin, etc.; < ME. undern,
undorn, undarn, undren, ondern, ondre, < AS.
undem, nine o'clock, morning, = OS. undorn,
undern = OHG. untarn, MHG. undern, G. dial.

untern, breakfast, supper, dinner, = leel. un-
dorn, mid-forenoon, also mid-afternoon,= Goth.
undaurni-, in undaurni-mats, a morning meal

:

lit. 'intervening period,' < AS. under, etc., un-
der: see under, and cf. undermeal, undertide,
undertime.'i 1. Nine o'clock in the morning;
the period from nine o'clock to noon; the ca-
nonical hour of terce. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

The folk lyggen alle naked in Eyveres and Watres, men
and wommen to gedre, fro undume of the day tille it be
passed the noon. MandevUle, Travels, p. 163.

At vndren to scole y was sett
To leme lore, as othir dooth.
Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

2. Noon or afternoon ; also, a noon meal. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]
undernamed (un'd6r-namd), a. Named below

;

undermentioned. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 162.

underneath (un-d6r-neth'), adv. and prep. [<
ME. underneth, undernethe, undirnethe, under-
nethen (= Dan. underneden); < under + nethe
as in nether, and in comp. aneath, beneath: see
tiether'>:'] I. adv. Beneath; below; in a lower
place.

Thus thai laiket o the laund the long day ouer,
Till the sun in his sercle set vndemethe.

Deslruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9998.

Or sullen mole that runneth underneath.
Milton, Vac. Ex., 1. 96.

The slate did not lie flat upon it, but left a free passage
underneath. Addison.

situated under ; specifically, in (/coi., to occupy undermine (un-der-min'), v. t. [< ME. under-
a lower position than, or to pass beneath: said
of stratified rocks over which other rocks are
spread out. Thus the Triassic is, in some regions, un-
derlain by the coal-measures, etc. A rock which under-
lies another is, ordinarily, the older of the two.

2. To be at the basis of; form the foundation of.

Underlifing as it does the right organization of society,
the law of e<iual freedom is of higher authority than all
other laws. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 217.

3. To lie under, in a figurative sense; be sub-
ject to ; be liable to answer, as a charge or a
challenge.

I mak plaine.
All Realmes sail vnderiy gret palne.
And sail nocht mys the scnrge and rod
Otf tlie hie puissant and mychtie god.

Lauder, Dewtle of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 196.

I am not only willing but desirous to underlie the ver-
dict even of Fame herself. 0. Harvey. Four Letters, iil.

When the knight of Ivanhoe comes within the four seas
of Britain, he underlies the challenge of Brian de Bois-
Oullbert. Scott, Ivanhoe.

underlie (un'd6r-li), n. l< underlie, v."] Inmin-
ing, same as underlay, 1.

minen; < under + mine'^.'] 1. To form a mine
under; sap; render imstablebydigging or wear-
ing away the foundation of; make an excava-
tion beneath, especially for the pui-pose of caus-
ing to fall, or of blowing up: as, to undermine a
wall ; a river undermines its banks.

If Troy be not taken till these two undermine it, the
walls will stand till they fall of themselves.

Shak., T. and C, il. 8. 9.

2. Figuratively, to subvert by removing clan-
destinely the foundation of; injure by invisible,
secret, or dishonorable means.

Honours now are purchased by stealth
Of vndertnining bribes.

Times' WhiMe (E. E. T. 3.), p. 44.

They . . .

Have hired me to undermine the duchess.
Shak., 2 Uen. VI., L 2. 98.

3. To injure, weaken, or destroy insidiously or
indirectly; wear away; wear out; sap.

The constitution became soundennined [by ostitis] that
I deemed amputation of the thigh necessary.

J. M. Camoehan, Operative Surgery, p. 61.

under-life (un'd^r-li'f), «. Life below the sur- underminet (un'd6r-min), n. 1. Same as 7«f«e2^

face
; hence, a way of living apart and differ- 2 («).

ent from the life open to the common know- They put fire in the tmdemUnes, weening to haue cast
ledge or view. Harper's Man., LXXVI. 753. downe the waU.

[Rare.]

underline fun-d^r-lin'), r. <. 1. Tomarkunder-
neath or below with aline; underscore: as, to
«n</*r/ine words in a letter.— 2t. To influence
secretly.

II. prep. Under; beneath.

And so the stede fell vnder nethe hym dede.
Generydes (E. E. T, S.), 1. 2498.

Underneath this stone doth lie

As much beauty as could die.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxzir.

undemiceness (un-der-nis'nes), H. Deficient
niceness, delicacy, or fastidiousness. Richard-
son, Clarissa Harlowe, v. 8.

undemimt, v. t. [< ME. undemimen, underne-
men (pret. undernam, undernom, pp. undernu-
men, undernomen, undirnomen), < AS. underni-
man (= OHG. untarneman, MHG. unternemen,
G. unternehmen), undertake, perceive, < under,
under,-!- jiiman, take: see ««wi. Ci, underfang

,

underget, undertake.'] 1. To take ; undertake.
We beoth hider come and this flht habbeth ondemame.

Layamon, L 267S4.
2. To receive; feel; perceive.

He the savour undernom
Which that the roses and the lilies caste.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 243.

3. To take up; reprove; reproach.

Inpacient is he that wol nat ben ytaught ne undemome
of his vice. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Who-so vndemymeth me here of I hat hym dedly after.

Piers Plounnan (B), v. 116.

undernote (un'der-not), ». A low or subdued
note ; an imdertone.

How every pause is filled with uTidemoteg.
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

undernoted (un'd6r-n6'''ted), a. Noted below
or beneath : as, the undernoted quantities.

undern-songt, «. An office sung at undem, or
nine o'clock in the morning. Hock.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 86. Undemtimet, n. See undertime.

2. A cave. Holland, Camden, p. 650.

underminer (un-der-mi'nfr), n. 1. One who
undermines, saps, or excavates. Shak., All's

Well. i. 1. 131.— 2. Figiiratively, one who clan-
destinely subverts or injures; one who secretly

underpart (un-der-part'), V. t. To divide (a
part) and assign subordinate portions of it.

[Rare.]
Tlien one part

Is under-parted to a couple of clerks.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, L 2,
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underpay (un-dfer-pa'), <'• '•; pret. and pp. un- underpropper (un-d6r-prop'6r), n. One who underset (un-d6r-set'), V. t.; pret. and pp. un-
derpaid, ppr. underpai/ing. To pay insufficient- or that whieh underprops or supports ; a stay

;

derset, ppr. undersetting. [< ME. un^ersetten, <

ly : as, underpaid employees. a support. Sir T. More. AS. undersettan (= MD. ondersetten, MLG. ««-

Under-peeptCun-dfer-pep'),". f. Topeeporlook underpullt (un-der-piil'), v. i. To do work dersetten); asunder + set^.'] 1. To support by
under. >S/i<7i-., Cym., ii. 2. 20. [Rare.] without one's agency appearing. North, lAfe a prop or stay, as masonry, etc. ; underpin

;
put

underpeert (un-der-per'), V. t. To peer xmder. of Lord Guilford, i. 35. or place under, as a prop; prop; support.
i'H?teH/i«»i, Arteof Eng. Poesie, p. 128. [Bare.] underpuUert (un-der-pul'6r), n. One who vm- We have ... just occasion to make complaint as St

under-peopled (un'd6r-pe''pld), a. Not fully derpulls. Jeremy Collier. Jerome did: "The walls of the church there are enow

peopled. Adam Smith. underputt (un-d6r-put'), f. «. [< UE. under- contented to build, and to «nd«-8eUt with goodly pillars."

underpightt. Freterit of underintch. puttcn ;< under + putK] To put under ; sub- „ To sublet
-„ -.

''"""''^"^^^"'^^y-"'^^-

underpin (im-der-pin'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. un- ject. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 6. '

' '- °'-'

derpinned, yj>r. underpinning. To pin or sup- underquote (un-der-kwof), v. t. To offer at a iaZZX^^TZi'^i^fXe^'^t w?etch"ed Under"
port underneath; place something under for lower price than another; also, to offer lower tenants. Miss Edgeworth
support or foundation when a previous sup- prices than (another). nndprspt fun'der-setl « Xaut a current of
port is removed; underset; hence, figurative- In some Instances merchants have been underquoHng ~: ^ r,'^^ ^„iv„; He' ' ^'""'•' ? '-"rreiii oi

Iv tosuDDorf nroD fal To suoDort (awainwhen makers to the extent of 2s. 6d. to 6s. a ton. water below the surface in a direction contrary

S'excavS fs iafeb^enei?^, b? ^r&^^g ft a n'eV^o " ^A* ^r^fineer, LXXI. 156. to that of the wind, or of the water at the 8ur-

tion of building from the lower level. (6) To support, as undcr-rake (un'der-rak), n. See rake^. **<'®
!
*" undercurrent,

an overhanging bank of earth or rock, by masonry or brick-
xinderrate (un-der-raf) V t To rate too low

;

Undersetter (un'der-set'fer), n. 1. A prop; a

nnHprninninff fim'der mn"in£rl « 1 The act rate below the value ; liidervalue. Burke. pedestal; a support, im.vii. 30 -2 (5ne who
unaerpuming (,un aer-pm ing;, ». 1. J^^e act

' ^ A nrice sublets or undersets. Proc. o/ 1607, m Ribton-
of one who underpins; the act of supporting a unaerrate (un aer-rat;, n. ana a. l. n. A price
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superior part of a wall, etc., by introducing a '"^s than t'^etn.e value.

undersetting (un'der-set'iSg), ». ' 1. Same as
support underneath it.-2 A solid structure, llrZtru^,^rJiIXZn. underpinning, 2.-2. The lower part; the ped-
as a new foundation or other support, tempo- Cowley, The Mistress, Given Love, estal
rary or permanent, introduced beneath a wall, jj^ ^ -q^- ^g,^,^ ^^^ standard ; inferior. Their undersettinas or pedestals,
a building, etc., previously constructed, as when ~, ... „ ,. . .^ j i, . .v -n Sir H IToftojL Eeliauite n 22
i, ;^„ '1 *„,,„ j„t: \,i,„ „,„„„j ;„„„«i„;„„t The whigs carry all before them, and how far they will

""^ " """'"'. iieiiquiK, p. zz.

the original foundation has proved insufficient, ,„, j^lir victories, we underrate whigs can hardly undershapen (un-der-sha'pn), a. Undersized;
or has been impaired from any cause Also tell. 5,<^(. Letter, Jan. 12, 1709. dwarfish.*^ Te««2/«o», Geraint. [Rare.]
called undersetting, and m Scotland goufing. ^der-reckon (un-der-rek'n), v. t. To reckon under-sheriff (un'der-sher"if), «. [Also under-

After this are you surprised . . .that this House, the or calculate too low; underrate. Bp. Mall. shrieve, q. v.; < WE.'undershireve, undreshyreve;

f?ra™1,r^V«"3^1';S;^"a;^^^^^^^^^^
(un'der-rip), a. Not fully ripe; < under + sheriff.:\ A sheriff's deputy ; mor^

trary power? Burke, American Taxation, paitly ripe. specifically, as distinguished from deputy sher-

3. The foundation-wall of a building, especially ^i!r.TL^wl''^^,^;f*^V!;„ir°T^*^n^^n°; '? ^i^t""^^^^' ^
deputy on whom as under-

of a wooden one.-4. A method of well-sinking
"'her; a lower roof. Tennyson, The Dying sheriff the law devolves the powers of sher^

in which a wall is laid in sections. A hole is dug „„Ht'J;-,„i^,^y, hL r,,^ '
1 „ • T,r«t „«deyr„« nr.

'° '"*^*'
° f* '^/«a'ioy, the vice-sheriff having the

as deep as It can be made with safety. A heavy curb of underrUU (un-d6r-run ), V.
;
pret. underran, pp. powers of a deputy meanwhile,

durable wood is laid, and the wall carried up from this, underruti, ppr. underrunmng. I. trans. 1 o run yfl they been putt in comfort there by the meene of a
Excavations are then again carried on as deep as possible, or pass under ; especially (naut.), to pass under, good shyreve and undrethyreve. Pastmi Letters, I. 165
and struts from the bottom are carried up to support the ^s for the purpose of examining: as, to under- „_J__ ahpriffrrt Ciin'dAr Rbpr"if rit n PAlaocurb and its load, while excavations are made beneath it nnhle CtrrT>flR« iinripT' it in a boat in order Unaer-snerUiryt (.un aer-sner li-n), «. LAISO
for another curb and its waU, which is built up to the f" ^ "'i.'^'® ^'? P^ss unaer 11 in a ooai, in oraer

,„,(igrshrieverv, q. v.; < under-sheriff+ -ry.l The
under side of the first curb. A third section is laid in like to examine whether any part of it is damaged ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ under-sheriff. Bacon, Praise (ed.
manner, and thus on to the required depth. or entangled) ; to JmrferrwH a nshing-net. 18871

Underpitcht (un-der-pieh'), v. t. [< ME. under- one part of it [a cold stream from Baffin's Bay, Labra- i,nilpr'RTiirt. run'd^r-sh^rtl « A shirt or similar
picchen; < under + pitchKI To stuff under- dor] u^ermm the Gulf stream, as is shown by the ice- „„°;®Ff,, . „ ,^^^ w!.!.liw „^^ ,^H»^ J,?ifo,!l
neath bergs, which are carried in a direction tending icross its

garment, as of woolen, worn under a shirt and

He drank and wel his elrdel underouahte
course. R. A. Proctor, Light Science, 1871, 1879, p. 136. next to the skin.

CAaiwJr Man of Lot^s Tale, I. 691. To underrun a tackle, to separate its parts and put UndcrshOOt (un-der-shof), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

J , , J. ,-,, . .™ , them in order. undershot, ppr. undershooting. To shoot short
underplay (un-der-pla ), v t. or I. 1. -To play jj intrans. To move under, as a boat when of, as a mark,m an inferior manner.— 2. In whist, to play ^ geine is hauled in over one side of it and Thev overshoot the mark who make it a miracle • theva low card while retaining a high one of the p^id out over the other. „„?e?jAoo7"w1?o make "migict - '

^

same suit. - . Underrunning (un-dfer-run'ing), ». A method J^'utter, Worthies, Lincoln, ii. 5. (Davia.)

underplay (un der-pla), m. The act of under- ^f trawling in use on the Grand Banks, which undershoret (un-der-shor'), f. t. [< ME. ««-
playing, especially in whist.

, ^ , , , permits the removal of the fish from the hooks dershoren; < under + shore^.l To shore or
underplot (un der-plot), n. 1. A plot subor- ^nd the baiting of the hooks in a single opera- prop up.
dinate to another plot, as in a play or a novel, tion. A very slight change in the form of the apparatus ^

J,, ,Lketh hit; ne were it vndershored certes hit
Completeness in unity need not exclude the introduc- is necessary for underrunmng, and the set is made in the sholde nat stande. Piers Plovrman (C) xxlx 47.

tion of one or even more subsidiary actions as contribut- same way as for ordinary trawling. ' \h
• •

ing to the development of the main action. Thesoleim- undersailt (un-der-sal'), V. i. [< ME. tinder- undershot (un'dfer-shot), a. 1 . Moved by water
perative law is that they should always be treated as what gaylen; < under -)- saiU.l To sail under shelter passing under, or acting on the lowest part of.

tSS a"e weu S^'^Zr iiX " "'^" of the land. Wydif, Acts xxvii. 4. -2. Underhung, as a dog.-Undershot wheel. .

^. r. Ward, Eig. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xii. undersayt (un-der-sa'), t7. *. To say by way form of water-wheel having a number of float-boards dis-
' " 'If «^ „ ;,+;„«„„ „„„*-„Vn„4-;.N„ o^^^^a^,n„ posed on its circumference, and turned by the force of a

2. An underhand scheme ; a trick. of derogation or contradiction. Spenser,Shep. liream of water acting on the float-boards at ite lowest

The husband is so misled by tricks, and so lost in a ,"' „ '/ j. i - /\ * m .1 i
part.

^ ,. , ,,, , -^ , ..^ ry
crooked intrigue, that he still suspects an und«rpiof. underscore (un-d6r-skor ), c. «. To draw a mark undershnevalty (un dfer-shre'^val-ti), n. [<

Addism. or line under; underline, as for emphasis. undershrieve + -al-ty as in shrievalty.'] Same
Underpoiset (un-d6r-poiz'), II. «. To weigh or " Your Letty, only yours '; and this as under-sheriffry.

estimate under what is just or below desert. Thrice underscored. Tennyson, Edwin Morris, undershrievet (un'der-shrev), n. Same as ««-

Marston. Antonio and Mellida, Induction. under-scribe (un'd6r-skrib), n. A subordinate der-shcriff.

underpraise (un-dfer-praz'), v. «. To praise be- or assistant scribe. B. Joh«(M(, Alchemist, i. 1. undershrieveryt, n. [< undershrieve + -ry.]

low desert. Dryden. under-searchlng (un-d6r-s6r'ching), a. Search- Same as under-sheriffry. Bp. Parker, Platonick

underprize (un-d6r-priz'), v. t. To value at ing or seeking below. Daniel. [Rare.] Phil., p. 18.

less than the worth ; undervalue. ;SAafc., M. of under-secretary (un'der-sek"re-ta-ri), «. A undershrub(un'd6r-shrub),«. Aplantof shnib-

V., iii. 2. 128. secretary subordinate to the principal seere- by habit, but scarcely attaining the dimensions

under-production (un*d6r-pr6-duk'shon), n. tary : as, an under-.iecretary for Ireland. of a shrub; a very small shrub. See suffrutex

Production that is less than normal, or made- under-secretaryship (un'der-sek"re-ta-ri- undersign (un-dfer-sin'), v. t. To sign under

quate to the demand. sbip), n. The office or position of an under- or beneath; write one's name at the foot or

underproof (un-d^r-prof), a. Having a greater secretary. end of , as of a letter or any legal instrument

;

specific gravity than 0.91984: applied to alco- undersell (un-d6r-sel'), v. t.; pret. and pp. un- subscribe.

holic liquors. Inreducingunderproof liquorstoproof, dersold, ppr. underselling. To sell under, or undersigned (un-der-sind'), j>. a. Written or

a spirit of the specific gravity 0.825 is taken as the stan- cheaper than. subscribed at the bottom or end of a writing.

—

dard for estimation. Thus, if it take 10 volumes of spirit b„ under-setting the market they ruin the trade. The undersigned, the person or persons signing any
having the specific gravity 0.825 to reduce a sample to ' Vanhrugh Relapse iv 2 document; the subscriber or subscribers,
proof, the sample would bs estimated as 10 Mjiderproo/, n„ , j- va n „ n'„„ „,i, 'o„ii= Undersized (un'der-sizd), fl. Of a size less than
and so on, the number preceding the word underproof in Undcrseller (un-der-sel 6r), n. One who sells

eomiiioii or below a standard
all cases indicating the number of volumes of spirit of the an article or commodity at a lower rate than „„j„_ „v,j„i,„_i / '^a- „i,:„^//i,a,\ .. 1 i„
standard strength required to bring 100 volumes of the n^nther selU the same or a similar article Under-SKinkert (un der-sking ker), n. 1. An
sample to proof. The standard strength 0.826 is the light-

another sells tne same or a Similar article,
u^ier-cirawer or tapster.

est spirit that can be obtained by ordinary distillation, and -' '">' ' , "aI -,'' a f ' j T trive thee this nennvworth of surar clanned even now
is called pure spirit in the British excise undersense (un'd6r-sens), n. A loweror deeper ._^I^g^v« thee^th^s^pennyworth^f^sugar, clapped

underprop (un-der-prop'), I', i. To prop from sense. [Rare.] SAo*., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 26.

beneath; support; uphold. A^osfee, Pierce Peni- They [all great men] have a curious undersense of pow- „ at™. < ii.„ ~ „-„i- <.<.„ *i,„ „.,-o„jo =,f<,,wo,./l

lesse p. 23. erlessness, feeling that the greatness is not in themrbut 2 -Zftiuj., the assistant to the purser's steward,

ai. „„!„„„. .!.•«„„„ oui.„ .1.10 through them ; that they could not do or be anything than Admiral Smyth.

TaTlsaTei^unde^^THcb God made them. iiuAn, Keligious Herald, Nov. 11,1886. underskirt (un'der-sk^rt), M. 1. A skirt worn
Throne of the massive ore. Under-Servaut (un'dfer-ser'vant), n. An in- under others.— 2. The foundation of a gown,

Tennyson, RecoUections of the Arabian Nights, fprjor or subordinate servant. " Camden. on whieh drapery or an overskirt is arranged.

underproportioned (un'd6r-pro-p6r"shond), a. under-servicet (un'der-ser'vis), ?i. An infe- under-sky (un'd6r-ski), n. A lower sky; the

Having too little proportion; not in equal or rior or subordinate service. Milton, Church- lower part of the atmosphere. Tennyson, The

adequate proportions. Jeremy C'oHjer, On Pride. Government, Pref., ii. Dying Swan. [Rare.]



undersleep

undersleep (un-d^r-slep'), *'• i. To sleep less
thau is necessary. [Bare.]
8ome men undersleep, and some oversleep.

U. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures on Preaching.

nndersleeve (uii'd6r-slev), «. A sleeve worn
uiuler another; specifically, a separate sleeve
of thin cambric or lace worn under the sleeve
of a woman's gown.

undersoil (un'der-soil), «. Soil beneath the
surface ; subsoil.

undersong (un'd6r-s6ng), H. 1. The burden or
accompaniment of a song; a refrain.

Weepe, Shepheard I weepe, to make my undersong.
Spenaer, Daphnaida.

2. A subordinate strain ; an underlying mean-
\ng. Lundor.
under-sparred (un'dfer-spard), a. Not having
.sufficient spars ; undermasted: said of a vessel.
underspendt (un-d^r-spend'), V. t. To spend
less than. Fuller, Worthies, Lincoln, ii. 23.
(Itaries.)

nndersphere (un'd6r-sfer), n. A lower or in-
ferior sphere. Elegy on Dr. Donne (1635).
undersporet, '• See undershore.

Get me a staf that I may undertpore [read undershore 1].

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 279.

underspreadCun-d^r-spred'), a. Spread under
or beneath.

Every mom I lift my head,
Gaze o'er New England underspread.

Emerson, Monadnoc.

understairt (un-d6r-star'), a. Pertaining or
relating to a lower floor; down-stairs; hence,
humble; low; mean; backstairs.

6599
War,

Open or understood, must be resolved.
Milton, P. L, i. 662.

6. To recognize as implied or meant, although
not expressed ; supply mentally, as a word ne-
cessary to bring out the sense of an author: as,
in the phrase 'All are mortal,' we must under-
stand the word men, living beings, or the like.

If you say to your grandmother "Ma'am, it's a fine
day, • or what not, she would find in the words no other
meaning than their outward and visible one ; but say so
to the girl you love, and she uiuLerstands a thousand mys-
tic meanings in them.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

7. To stand under.

undertake
Their once flaming regard is sobered by time in either

breast, and, losing in violence what it gains in extent, it
becomes a thorough good understanding.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 169.

Men of Understanding, a sect which flourished in the
Low Countries about 1411, professing doctrines similar to
those of the Brethren of the Holy Spirit. It maintained
that the then present reign of the Holy Spirit alforded a
higher illumination and authority than that of the Scrip-
ture

; that the only resurrection of the body ever to take
place had already taken place in Christ; and that the
spirit is not denied by bodily sin.— Predicables Of the
pure understanding. See predicable.

understanding (un-der-stan'ding), p. a. Know-
ing; skilful; --'--""— '-- • -

[A punning use.]
My legs do better understand me, sir, than I understand

what you mean. Shat, T. N., iii. 1. 89.

To give to understand, to let understand, to make
understand, to tell ; inform ; let know.
To make you understatul this in a manifested eSfect.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 169.

To have to understandt, to learn ; be informed. Shak.

,

3 Hen. VI., iv. 4. lO.-To understand trap. See trapi.

II. mtrans. 1. To have the use of the in-
tellectual faculties; be an intelligent and con-
scious being; have understanding; be wise.
What a fry of fools is here? I see 'tis treason to under-

stand in this boase. Shirley and Fktcher,CoToaMon,i.l.
(The] man that is in honour, and understandeth not is

l"lderStan(UngneSSt, n.

like the beaats that perish. Ps. pclix. 20. " '

2. To be informed by another; learn.
I came to Jerusalem, and understood of the evil that

Eliashib did. Neh. xiiL 7.

3t. To give attention ; listen.

Vndirstonde to me, kynge fflualis, and here the be-tok-
enynge of thyn a-vision.

intelligent
; possessed of or ex-

hibiting good sense.
Was this taken

By any understanding pate but thine?
Shak., W. T., i. 2. 223.

Monsieur d'Azout was very Curious and Understanding
in Architecture, for which purpose he was 17 years in Italy
by times. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 99.

understandingly (un-der-stan'ding-li), adv. In
an understanding manner; intelligently; with
full knowledge or comprehension.
Your grace shall find him. in your further conference,

grave, wise, courtly, and scholar like, understandingly read
in the necessities of the life of man.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. I.

[ME. understonding-
ness.'] The faculty

,. . , ...... ^ ,.
=- -•— Jferfin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 633.

Hr".«..',".'?™f
«"<^'-'"'."-<'ffl'=«:-hen he [vainglorious understandable (un-der-stan'da-bl), a.man) would visit the country, he borrows some gallants

cast suit of his servant, and thereui, player-ltke, acts that
part among his besotted neighbours.

Ret. T. Adams, Works, I. 600.

understand (un-der-stand'), r.
; pret. and pp.

uiKlir.itiiiiil. ppr. understanding. [< ME. un-
der.ftaiKk'ii, understonden, onderstanden, onder-
xtonden (pret. understod, pp. understonden, un-
derstonden, also understande, understonde, and
with weak ending understanded), < AS. under-
standaii, understondan (= OFries. understonda =
OHO. understantan = Icel. undirstanda, under-
stand (cf. D. onderstaen, stand under, under-
take), = MHG. unterstan, G. unterstehen = Dan.
understaa, undertake, venture, intervene, hin-
der, resist), < under, under, -f standan, stand:
see under- and. stand.'\ I. trans. 1. To receive
from a word or collocation of words or from a
sign the idea it is intended to convey : with the
thing said, the person speaking, or the language
as the direct object of the verb.

Speketh so pleyn at this tyme, I yow preye,
That we may understonde what ye seye.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, ProL, L 20.

Speak pardon, as 'tis current in our land,
The chopping French we do not understand.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3.

You shew your English Breeding now ; an English Rl-
Tal is so dull and brutish as not to understand Kaillery.

Wycheriey, Gentleman Dancing-Master, v. 1.

2. To interpret the signification of; seize the
idea of; comprehend aa resulting from a
thought, principle, or rule; explain.

I have heard say of thee, that thou canst uttderstand a
dream to interpret it. Gen. ili. 15.

Can any UTiderstand the spreading of the clouds or the
noise of his tabernacle? Job xxxvL 29.

3. To receive information about; learn by pay-
ing heed to what is said and done; consider.
Zee Bchulle undirstonde that, aftre the opynyoun of olde

wise Philosophres and Astronomeres, oure Contree ne
Irelond ne Wales ne .Scotlond ne .Sorweye ne tiie other
Yles costynge to hem ne ben not in the superflcyalte
cownted aboven the Erthe. Mandeviile, Travels, p. 186.

I haue mderstande. And by neighbours knowe.
That largely ye bane children good and fln.

Horn, o/ Farleiiay (E. E. T. S.), L 72.

The heart also of the rash shall understand knowledge.
Isa. xxxii. 4.

I hope to hear from you soon, for I long to understand
how you fare. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 416.

Understand the matter, and consider the vision.

Dan. ix. 23.

4. To know in substance, as a fact or saying;
be acquainted with ; recognize.

This knowen, that his hestes undersUmdeth,
How that the second heste of God is that

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale.
What knoweth thou that we know not? what under-

standeth thou which is not in us? Job xv. 9.

Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall he
make to «n<ier«(on</ doctrine? Isa. ixTiii. 9.

5. To take as meant or implied; imply; infer;
assume; take for granted: chiefly in the past
participle.

,, [< un-
derstand -(- -able.'\ That can be uuderstocd;
capable of being understood ; comprehensible

;

intelligible.

To be understandable is a condition requisite to a Judge.
Chillingworth, A Safe Way to Salvation.

'Understander (un-d6r-stan'd^r), «. [< under-
stand H- -e»'l.] One who understands or knows.

nesse; < understanding
of understanding.
understate (un-d^r-staf), v. I. trans. To state
or represent less strongly than the trath will
admit ; state too low: as, to understate an evil.

Rather understated for so high an honour.
Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

n. in trans. To say less than the full truth.
understatement (un-d6r-8tat'ment), w. l. The
act of understating. Quarterly Ilev., CXXVI.
378.— 2. That which is understated; a state-
ment of less than the full truth.
understock (un-dfer-stok'), f. t. To supply in-
sufficiently with stock

; put too small a stock
in or on: said generally of a farm. Adam
Smith.

Helthecriticof Homer) should rather (with his much ,,„j___4.„.j /,,_ ja_ _i.v„iM i r> t •<. j
better underirtanderSpondanus) submit where he oversees

HHtterStOOtt (un-d6r-stud ). 1. Preterit and
him faulty. CAapmon, Iliad, L, Com. past participle of Mnder«<o«d.— 2. As a par-

understanding (un-der-stan'ding), n. [< ME. ^'^^^j^} ^^)^,^^}7V,.^"^
Comprehended; appre-

under ' ... . -

etc.

standing, understondynge, onderstondinge, ^^^^'^^ (*) Implied; assumed.
verbal n. of «nderA'tond,t).] 1

one who understands or comprehends; eom^
prehension; apprehension and appreciation;
discernment.

The act of understrapper (un'd^r-strap'fer), n. A petty
fellow; an inferior agent; an underling.

This was going to the fountain-head at once, not apply-
ing to the understrappers.

^ The children of Issachar, which were men that h«l «„- „„H«r=t.o„„*„„ t '^l^""f
°y-''" ^'^' "'

demanding of the times. 1 Chron. xli. 32. Untterstrapping (un'dfer-strap''ing), a. Subor-. 32.

A chaplain came up to him [Captain Whitock], to whom
he^deUvered an account of his understanding, and^ I hope

dinate; subservient.
VI. xviii.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy,

of his belief, and soon afterdied
; and my lord hatfi buried Understratum (un'der-stra'tum), n. ; pi. under-him with his own ancestors. i<mj«. Letters, xi. strata {-fa.)

• •
j, .,

yi. u„„vi

2. The knowing power,in general; intelligence;
wit. The old psychologists divided the faculties of the
mind into understanding, or cognitive powor, and wUl.

Vnderstondynge, yn wytte. Intelligencia, Intellectus.
Prompt. Parv., p. 611.

The spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of
counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and the fear „_j„„+_„,,„, ,. ."-',",.

of the Lord. Isa. xi. 2. UnderstlOke^n-der-strok'), r. <,

The power of perception is that which we call the un- •""lerscore.
derstariding. Perception, which we make the act of the
understanding, is of three sorts: I. The perception of
ideas in our mind. 2. The perception of the signification

.. A substratum ; an underlying stra-
tum; the stratum lying immediately beneath,
or forming the lower portion of the one desig-
nated: not often used except figuratively.

There is a vast and virtuous ur^derslratum in society,
which really loves the right and hates the wrong.

Nineteeitth Century, XX; 421.

To underline;

You have understroked that offensive word, to show
that it is to be printed in italic.

Suift, To the Duchess of Queensbury, March 20, 1762.
of signs. 3. The perception of the connection"or repug- ,,—j„™+„j„/ /j. ^ 7,7.T ^,
nancy, agreement or disagreement, that there is between "paerStUay (un d*r-stud''l), n. Tlieat., one who
any of our ideas. All these are attributed to the under-
standing, or perceptive power, though it be tlie two latter
only that use allows us to say we understand.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. § 6.

has made a special study of a particular part,
and is capable of playing that part at a mo-
ment's notice in the absence of the actor or

1 .„!-<» I I 1 ., -J J .. v^ ..
actress to whom it is usually assigned.* '?W"» ?."« "";P1? ."."O'v-ded active being

:

as U p^e^r^ uuderstudy (un 'dfer-stud'i), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

npl
die

understudied, ppr. understudying' [< under-
study, «.] To memorize (a part) as an under-
study.

She 's in the chorus now, but she'll get her chance some
day ; . . . she 's understudied ever so many parts.

Tht Atlantic, LXVIL 250.

celves ideas, it is called the understanding, as i- ^
or otherwise operates about them, it is called the will.

Berkeley, Human Knowledge, i. § 27.

3. The representative faculty; the power of
abstract thought ; the logical power. Kantian
writers restrict understanding to the operation of abstrac-
tive thought concerning objects of possible experience.

And thus we discover a power we have of heightening under-SUit (un'dfer-siit), ». A suit worn under
the colour of our ideas, of changing or directing their or beneath another suit. rEare.lcourse by the application of our notice : and the exercise „, l^'°'°-j
of this power I take to be what is commonly meant by an ^'' '""' under-mit was so well lined,
act of the understanding. Fuller, Worthies, Hants.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, xii. § 1. uuders-ward (un'd6r-sward), n. A sward or turf
As all acU of the understanding can be reduced to Judg- shaded by trees or other plants of some size,

merits, the M)idcr»«oiid«w may be defined as the faculty of imdertakahlft rnti-d^r-tn'kfl hl1 n r< ««rf<.rjudging. For we saw before that the i(n*.-r»«a»d<n£; is the
"^"BiraKaDie (.un-aer-ta Ka-Dl), a. L<, under-

faculty of thinking, and tliinking is knowledge by means '"""* "*"
-"''''^•J *ja

of concepts.
^t-.-n-- .i

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by MiillerX II. 61.

4. Intelligence between two or more persons;
agreement of minds; harmony; union of senti-
ment; also, something mutually understood or
agreed upon: as, there was an understanding
between them.

I love to promote among my Clients a good Understand-
ing. Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

Capable of being undertaken.
Chillingworth.

undertake (un-d6r-tak'), ».; pret. undertook,
pp. undertaken, ppr. undertaking. [< ME. un-
dertaken (pret. undertok, pp. undertaken, under-
take); < under + take.] I. trans. 1. To take
on one's self; often, to take formally or ex-
pressly on one's self; lay one's self under ob-
ligations or enter into stipulations to perform
or execute

; pledge one's self to.



undertake
Thez massengers they shall wele vnderstonde
Among your knyghtez all that ther is on
Shall vnder take to Answer for this lande.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. S17B.

I'll undertake to land them on our coast.

Shak., S Hen. VI., iii. 3. 205.

2. To engage in; enter upon; take in hand;
begin to perform ; set about ; attempt ; essay.

Bycause I couet rather to satistle you particularly than
to tmdertake a generall tradition, I wil not so much stand
vpon the manner as the matter of my precepts.

Gaecoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse, § 3. (Arber.)

I will undertake one of Hercules' labours.
Shale., Much Ado, it 1. 38a

3. To warrant; answer for; guarantee; affirm:
especially with a following clause.

Lending soft audience to my sweet design.
And credent soul to that strong-bonded oath
That shall prefer and undertake my troth.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 280.

A frog would make thee run !

Thou kill a man? No, no ! thy mother's Sonne,
Her only Sonne, was a true coward bred,
rie vndertake a sword shall strike thee dead.
And never touch thee I

Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Mr. Maverick came and undertook that the offenders
should be forthcoming.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 172.

4f. To take in; hear; understand; have know-
ledge of. Spemer, f. Q., "V. iii. 84.— 5t. To as-
sume, as a character.

His name and credit shall you undertake.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 106.

6t. To engage with ; have to do with ; attack.

It is not fit your lordship should undertake every com-
panion that you give offense to.

Shak., Cymbellne, U. 1. 29.

He shall yield you all the honour of a competent adver-
sary, if you please to undertake him.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

7t. To have the charge of.

Who undertakes you to your end.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 97.

=S^L 1 and 2, Essay, Endeavor, etc. See attempLC intrans. 1. To take up or assume any
business, responsibility, or venture.

Hardy he was and wys to undertake.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 405.

It is the cowish tenor of his spirit.

That dares not undertake.
Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 13.

No ill should force the subject undertake
Against the sovereign. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 3.

On the 28th of April, in the morning, I sailed with a
cargo of wheat that did not belong to me, and three pas-
sengers, instead of one, for whom only I had undertaken.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 263.

2. To promise ; be bound ; warrant ; answer
for something

;
guarantee.

He nas nat right fat, I undertake.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 288.

On mine honour dare I undertake
For good Lord Titus' innocence in all.

Shak., Tit. And., 1. 1. 436.

Specifically— 3. To manage funerals, and ar-
range all the details for burying the dead.
[Colloq.]

undertaker (un'd^r-ta-k^r). «. [< undertake +
-eri.] 1. One who undertakes or engages to
perform any business ; one who engages in any
project or business ; a projector.

And yet the undertakers, nay, performers,
Of such a brave and glorious enterprise
Are yet unknown. Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

He shall but be an undertaker with me.
In a most feasible business.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

Promises made by undertakers imply somewhat of de-
merit in their performance.

Goldsmith, Pref. to Hist, of Seven Years' War.

2. Specifically— (a) One who stipulates or
covenants to perform certain work for ano-
ther ; a contractor.

Sir William Ayloffe Knight and Anthony Thomas Es-
quire became Undertakers to drain the said Level.

The Great Level (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 315).

Sat at the Tower with Sir J. Duncomb and Lo. Berkeley
to signe deputations for undertakers to furnish their pro-
portions of saltpetre. Evelyn, Diary, July 14, 1666.

(6t) One who became surety or guarantee for
another, or undertook to answer for him.
For whose innocence . . . you were once a noble and

timely undertaker to the greatest justice of this kingdom.
B. Jonson, Ded. of Poetaster.

(c) One whose business is to make prepara-
tions for the burial of the dead, and to manage
funerals.

While rival undertakers hover round,
And with his spade the sexton marks the ground.

Young.

((J) In British hist., a man of authority or influ-

ence who undertook to induce or assure par-
ticular legislation; usually, one of those who
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assured the king that if he would grant some
concession, they would undertake that the Com-
mons should vote desired supplies, (c) In Eriy.

hist., a contractor for the collection of reve-
nue, or the enforcement of purveyance for
the royal household. (/) In Scots hist., one of
a party of Lowland adventurers who, in the
reign of James VI., by authority of the crown,
attempted to colonize some of the Hebrides,
and so displace the original Celtic population.
Scott, (g) One of a body of English and Scot-
tish adventurers who, in the latter part of the
sixteenth century, undertook to hold lands in
Ireland which were regarded as the property of
the crown or of Englishmen.
undertaking (un-der-ta'king), n. [Verbal n. of
undertake, t'.] 1. The act of one who under-
takes or engages to do any business, ofBce, or
duty.

That which is required of each one towardes the vnder-
taking of this aduenture. Hakluyt's Voyages, iii. 185.

2. That which is undertaken ; a business, work,
or project which a person engages in or at-
tempts to perform; an enterprise.

This is the very ecstasy of love.
Whose violent property fordoes itself.

And leads the will to desperate undertakings.
Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 104.

I had designed to have gone to that place [Tadmor]
from Hasseiah, but I found that it would have been a very
dangerous undertaking.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 139.

3. The business of an undertaker, or manager
of funerals. Imp. Diet.— 4. A promise; an en-
gagement ; an obligation ; a guaranty ; specifi-
cally, in Amer. law, a formal obligation entered
into by or on behalf of a party to litigation, and
usually with sureties, for the payment of money
or performance of some act if it should be ad-
judged due or otherwise become required, such
an obligation being usually required as a con-
dition of taking some step in the action, as, for
instance, appealing or issuing an order of ar-
rest or attachment.
undertakingt (un-d6r-ta'king), p. a. Enter-
prising.

There are never wanting some persons of violent and
undertaking natures, who, so they may have power and
business, will take it at any cost. Bacon, Envy (ed. 1887).

Under-'tenancy(un'd6r-ten''''an-si),>i. A tenancy
or tenure under a tenant or lessee ; the tenure
of an under-tenant.
under-tenant (un'd6r-ten''''ant), n. The tenant
of a tenant ; one who holds lands or tenements
of a tenant.

undertidet (un'dfer-tid), n. [< ME. undertid, <

AS. underntide, < undern, nine o'clock, morning,
+ tid, time : see undern and tide.'\ Undertime.
Ancren Biwle, 1. 400.

undertimet (un'der-tim), n. [< ME. undcrn-
time, undirtiine; as undern + t«*«el.] The part
or division of the day which included undern:
fenerally applied to the after-part of the day.
ee undern.
An dazz att unnderm time. Ormulum, 1. 19458.

He, coming home at undertime, there found
The fayrest creature that he ever saw.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 13.

under-timed (un'd6r-timd), a. I-nphotoff., same
as under-exposed.

under-tint (un'dfer-tint), n. A subdued tint.

Athenseum, No. 3194, p. 56.

undertone (un'der-ton), M. l. A low or subdued
tone; a tone less forcible than is usual, as in

speaking: as, to say something in an undertone.

"What does she mean?" said M. to S. in an undertone.
Scott, Guy Mannering, iii.

And from within me a clear undertone
Thrill'd thro' mine ears in that unblissful clime.

Tennyson, Dream of Fair Women.

2. A state or degree of tone, as of the physical
or mental faculties, below their usual condi-
tion. H. JF..Beecfeer, Yale Lectures on Preach-
ing. [Rare.]— 3. The color of a pigment when
seen in very thin layers on a white or light-

colored surface. Also— (o) A low, subdued color : as,

gray undertones. (6) A tone of color seen through and
giving character to other colors : as, there was a subtle
undertone of yellow through the picture.

undertoned (un'der-tond), a. 1. uttered in a
low or subdued tone. Atlantic Monthly, LXIV.
178.—2. Being in a physical condition in which
the animal functions are not performed with
due vigor.

undertO'W (un'd6r-t6), n. A current of water
below the surface moving in a direction differ-

ent from that of the surface-current ; the back-
ward flow or back-draft of a wave breaking on
a beach. Sometimes called under^water.

underwork
The water [of the in-coming wave] bursts with great

force upon the land, and then sweeps back, as a powerful
undertow, to the sea. Huxley, Physiography, p. 172.

under-treated (un-der-tre'ted), o. Treated
with too little respect ; treated slightingly.
Cibbcr. [Rare.]
undertrump (un-der-trump'), r. t. To throw
a trump to, as a non-trump lead of cards in
whist, lower than one already thrown by one's
partner.

underturnt {un-d6r-tern'), «. t- [< ME. under-
turnen; < under + turn.'] 'To turn upside down

;

subvert; upset. WycUf.
undervaluation (un'der-val-u-a''shon), n. The
act of undervaluing, or valuing below the real
worth ; rate not equal to the worth ; underes-
timation. South, Sermons.
undervalue (un-dfer-val'u), i;. t. l. To value,
rate, or estimate below the real worth. Bacon,
Honour and Reputation.— 2. To esteem light-

ly; treat as of little worth; despise; hold in
mean estimation.

Do not under-value an Enemy by whom you have been
worsted. Seiden, Table-Talk, p. 114.

undervalue (un'der-vaFii), n. 1. A value be-
low the proper or true value ; a low estimate
of worth; a price less than the real value.— 2t.
Undervaluation.

He did not care for chymistrey, and was wont to speajc
against them with undervalue.

Aubrey, Lives (William Harvey).

undervaluer (un-der-val'u-6r), n. [< undervalue
+ -erl.] One who undervalues, or esteems too
lightly. /. Walton.
underverset (un'dfer-vfers), n. The following or
second verse.

Perigot maketh all hys song in prayse of his love, to
whom Willy answereth evei-y underverse.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., August, Gloss.

undervest (un'd6r-vest), n. An undershirt; a
shirt worn next the skin: generally a trade use.

undervie'Wer (un'd^r--vu''^r), n. In coal-min-
ing, the manager or superintendent of the mine
and of the underground workings; the under-
looker, in some coal-mining districts of Eng-
land: nearly the same as the mining captain in
a metal-mine. The usage varies in different districts
in England with regard to the terms viewer and under,
viewer. See viewer.

under-'Water (un'dfer-wa'tfer), «. Same as mh-
dertow. Herscliel.

underwear (un'd^r-war), n. 1. A wearing un-
der the outer clothing: as, clothes suited for
underwear.— 2. Undergarments; underclothes
in general : a trade term.
underweent (un-der-wen'), V. t. To undervalue.
underweeningt (un-dfer-we'ning), n. [Verbal
n. of underwcen, r.] Unders-aluation.

The greatest undenteening of this life is to undervalue
that unto which this is but exordial, or a passage leading
unto it. Sir T. Brovme, Christ. Mor., iii. 26.

underwent (un-dfer-wenf). Preterit of un-
dergo.

underwing (un'd&r-wing), n. A moth whose
under wings are conspicuous in color or other-
wise : specifically, a moth of the genus Catocala.
— CrimsonvoideTwing, Catocala sponjta, anoctuid moth.
—Lunar underwing. .see ;tm<ir.— Orange under-
wing. See orffHyci.- Pink underwing. See Callimor-
pha.— Red underwing, any one of a number of species
of Catocala whose under winf^s are red, banded with black.
See red-undertfhvj. — Straw underwing. See straw-un-
dencing.—YeUov imderwlng, any British moth of the
genus Tripheena.

underwinged (un'der-wingd), a. In ornith'.,

having the lining of the wings conspicuously
colored: as, the underwinged dove, Lei>topHia
(or Engyptila) rtifajcilla. P. L. Sclater.

under-'Witcht (un'd^r-wich), ». A subordinate
or inferior witch. S. Butler, Hudibras. [Rare.]

underwltted (un-d^r-wit'ed), a. Half-witted;
silly. Bp. Kennet, Erasmus, Praise of Folly,

p. 19. (Davies.)

underwood (un'd^r-wud), «. Small trees and
bushes that grow among large trees; coppice;
underbrush. Addison, The Tall Club.
underwork (un'd^r-wferk), n. Subordinate
work; petty affairs. Addison.
underwork (un-d6r-werk'), r. ; pret. and pp.
underworked or undericrought, ppr. underwork-
ing. I, trans. 1. To work or practise on un-

derhand; undermine; destroy by clandestine
measures.

Thou from loving England art so far

That thou hast under-wrought his lawful king.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 95.

2. To put insufficient work or labor on.

A work may be overwrought as well as under-urought.
Dryaen,
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3. To do like work at a less price than : as, one undeservedly (un-de-z6r'ved-li), adv. With- undsviatlngly (un-de'vi-a-ting-li), aril). With-
mason may underwork- another. out desert, either good or evil ; contrary to de- out deviation ; steadily.

U, intraiis. If. To work in secret or elandes- sert or what is merited. undevilt (un-dev'l), r. t [<. un-^ + devil.'] To
tinely. B.Joiisoii.— 2. To do less work than Athletick brutes whom uredesenwiK!/ we call heroes. free from possession by the devil; exorcise.

is required or suitable. Dryden, Pal. and Arc, Ded. Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. iv. 54.

underworker (un'dfer-w^r'kfer), n. [< under- undeservedness (un-de-z6r'ved-nes), n. The undevised (un-df-vizd'), a. Not devised; not
work + -fT-l.] 1. One who underworks.— 2. A state or character of being undeserved. bequeathed by will. Blackstone.

gubordinate workman; one who works in sub- undeserver (un-de-zer'ver), n. One of no undevoted (un-de-v6'ted), a. Not devoted.

jeetion to another. ,Sm:«/<, Nobles and Com- merit ; one who is not deserving or worthy. CVorewdon, Civil War, I. 117.

mons, iv. To sell and mart your offices tor gold " undevotiOU (un-de-vo'shon), n. [< ME. H»rfe-

nnder-WOrkmanCun'der-wferk'man),)!.; pi. MX- To wndesercerg. SAo*., J. C, iv. 3. 12. vocioun; <. un-^ + devotion.] Lack of devotion

(fencorimfM(-men). An inferior or subordinate undggerving (un-de-zer'ving), p. a. 1. Not or devoutness. [Rare.]

workman. Swift. deserving- not havine merit Thanne comth tmdeuoctouTi, thurgh which a man . . .

under-world (un'der-W^rld), n. 1. The world Tour gracious favm.™
'

hath swich languor in soule that he may neither rede ne

VI ViT 1
• . *!,•„ i„„„-„„.i.i. <^i,n O..K1,.

lour gracious lavours smge in holy chirche, ne heere ne thynke of no devocioun.
below the skies; this lower world; the sublu- Done to me, untteBrmnsr as I am. _ CAouccr, Parson's Tale.
nary wor

. r„,,j p.„„..„,_. n xt ^ -i- i-u .^
., . .

o
., .

• '•
^jj^jgy^^j^ (mj.jig.yo^t'N „ Not devout; hav-

™. V.J .V ,
Lo"d *'^« '=.'"19 y«'

.

,

2. Not meriting: witho/; as, a man Mwdeserf- 7^" '"j"
„tir,T."Pitch'd on the topless Apennine, and blows - f hnnniTiesa or of n.iTiisbmATit ™S "° devotion.

To all the under-world, aU nations, the seas, •"fl' V lappmess Or OJ punisnment. ^^^ undevmd astronomer is mad.
And unfrequented deserts where the snow dwells.

_

Undeserving of destruction. Sir P. Sidney. Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

/YeteA^r, Bonduca, ill. 2.
.mideservingly (un-de-z^r'ving-li), adv. With- undevoutly (un-de-vout'li), adv. In an unde-

2. Theopposite8ideoftheglobe;theantipodes. out meriting; undeservedly. Milton. vout manner; without devotion.
Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail Undesigned (un-de-zind'), a. Not designed; undiademed (un-di'a-demd), o. Not having or
That brings our friends up from the UTiderworfd. not intended ; unintentional ; not proceeding wearing a diadem or crown ; uncrowned.

Tennyton, The Princess (song),
j,^^^ purpose : as, to do an undesigned injury. undiaphanOUS (un-di-af'a-nus), «. Not diaph-

3. The world below this world ; the infernal Pole)/, Evidences, iii. 6. anous. lioi/le, Works, 111. 57.
world; the place or state of departed souls; undesignedly (un-de-zi'ned-li), arfti. Inanun- undifferencing (un-dif'e-ren-sing), a. Not
Hades. designed manner; without design or intention, marking any difference ; impartial. Chapman.
Hades. The ghosts of Homer live in the uiiderKiortif, de- Prt/fy, Evidences, i. 3. [Rare.]

pleted of all that fresh and throbbing life which they had uudesigneduess (un-de-zi'ned-nes), n. The uudifferentt (un-dif'e-rent), a. [< ME. undif-
on th^e^l^^

^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ jj^^ ^j ^^^^ State or character of being undesigned; free- ferent; < un-1 + dijfereht.] Not different.

^_, , „ :, jj ^i, "om from design or set purpose. Faley, Lvi- The fourme of tho freikes was, faithfully to se,

4. The lower, inferior, degraded part of man- denees iii 7 Right suche as the syre, that I said first

;

pp. i(H(/er!fri«en(M»wien(;n<,pret. andpp., obso- less • having no artful or fraudulent purpose, undifferentiated (un-dif-e-ren shi-a-ted), a.

lete), ppr. underwriting. [< ME. undencriten, ,„ '
, j • • _, j . o .1 = „ '. Not differentiated; without clear distinctive

y * t^
^^

J -* Zij. J V •!. • Weak, und««iontni7 minds. SoirfA, Sermons. , , „, 'j, i.,*j.i i.

< AS. underwrttan, wnte under, subscribe, < . ,.,.? , ,- . v-i/- +-\ rny, characters: often used by naturalists to note
uiirfcr, under, + mrttan, write.] I. trans. 1. To undesirablllty (un-de-zir-a-bil i-ti), n. The species or groups which do not show well-

write below or under; subscribe. condition or character of being undesirable. marked distinctive characters, or, according to

I was markid withoute mercy, and myn name entrid
Undesirable (un-de-zir a-bl), a. Not desirable

; the theory of evolution, are not yet completely
In the legende of lif longe er I were

;

""t to De wisnea. separated from other species or groups.
Or ellis r/idtr-imfan for wykkid. as witnessith the gospel. A thing not Mnrfem'roftk. Milton, T. L., ix. 823. imdigeUOUS (un-dij'e-nus), a. [< L. «((rfa(\/!/(f-,

/'ier» HoiTOian (A), xi. 255.
Qjidesirableness (un-de-zir'a-bl-nes), n. The i(«rf-), wave, + gignere, "genera (y/ gen-), pro-

Well have thee, as our rarer monsters are, character or state of being'undesirable ; un- duce, + -ous.] Generated by, or owing origin
Pa nted upon a pole, and «nd«ruTU , . ,-,•, ^ ' +„ „.„*„ f,v,„«.. r»„«n 1
'Here may,oulsee the tyrant.- desirability. to, water. ^jrwflH. [Rare.]

Shak., Macbeth, T. 8. 26. undesirably (un-de-zir' a-bli), adv. In an un- Undigested (un-di-jes'ted), a. Not digested, m
2. To agree to pay by signing one's name; sub- desirable manner;' contrary to what is desir- any sense,

scribe
i^ V

..
o c,

able. Filled with fumes of undigested wine.

The»;,bscriptionmoneydidnotcomeinwiththesameUndesired(un-de-zird'), a. Not desired; not &W«« note to Drayton's Polyolbionxvil.

readiness with which it had been underwritten. solicited. Dri/den. UUdlgestlble (un-dl-jes tl-bl), a. Indigestible.
BeverUy, \irginia, I. •[ 1.19. uudesiring (un-de-zir'ing), a. Not desiring; undigbtt (un-dif), v. t. [< un-^ + diglit.] To

Specifically— 3. To agree or undertake by set- not wishing. Drijden, tr. of Persius, satire 5. put off, as ornaments or apparel,

ting one's'name to (a policy of insurance) to undesirous (un-do-zir'us), a. Not desirous. From her fayre head her fillet she und^M.
become answerable for certain losses speci- undespairing(un'-des-par'ing),a. Not yielding Aiwnier, F. Q., I. iii. 4.

fled therein : used chiefly in marine insurance, to despair. [Rare.] undignet, «• [ME., < «n-l + (Z(Y/«f.] Unworthy.
Hence underwriter.— 4. To submit to; put up with steady undMpatnnj; breast. /)»«•, The Fleece, iv. I77idtg'7i« and unworthy
with rRare 1 j -i ./ i -4.1- \ t i- • Am I to thilke honour that ye me bede.Ln-are.j

. ,.. ,
UudespiteOUSt (un-tles-pit e-us), a. Lacking in CT(.uc«-,(lerk's Tale, 1. 303.

Hl.hum^;^^r:^o'min''a,t"""""^''
despite; piteous; kin<f. undi^fied (un-dig'ni-fid), «. Not dignified.

Shak., T. and C, IL 3. 137. Save onely a looke piteous (o) Sot honored ; not rendered dignified. (6) Not con-
—,. , „ ^. . . ^. Of womanhead tt»di»pif«oiM. sistent with dignity; exhibiting an absence of dignity.
n. mtrans. To practise insuring, particu- The JOe 0/ Ladies. 1. 676. ^^e attempts of Henry III. to influence the chapters

larly marine insuring; carry on the business .mj^ggpOQ^lgUt (un-des-pon'dent), a. Not were undiffnt/ied and unsuccessful ; his candidates were
of an underwriter. F. Martin, Hist, of Lloyd's, marked by or given to despondency. seldom chosen. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 706.

^?^^-
.. , ,,^ .„^^ , ^ , . Sorrowing but «.«fe«p<md«n« years. UudifUify (un-dig'ni-fi), t'. t To render un-

underwnter (un der-n'ter), n. One who m- Lowrif, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 119. dignihed ; deprive of dignity ; debase. [Rare.]
sures, or carries on a business of insurance,

j^destined (un-des'tind), a. Not destined. «o«;'-««f. Venetian Life, xii.

especially of marine insurance—Underwriters' ^ /<?,;/,,i- Undilution (un-di-lu'shon), n. The character

Sfrr.'^fy\tZlt:?^™?or'^rS^^^ (un-des-troi'a-bl), a. Inde- or state of being undiluted. [Rai^ ]

underwriting (un'dfrr-ri'ting), n. [Verbal n structible, *.y?«. Works III. 283
rof'^tt?ril?S^"s'JS;frt;.TIrr^^^^^

of underwrite, t\] The practice or business of UndeterminaDle (un-de-ter mi-na-Dl), a. Inde- )„ ,,5 highest degree of purity and undilution.

an underwriter. See underwriter. tei-miuable. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. Uerschet, Popular Lectures on Scientific Sulijects, p. 268.

tmderyoket (un-d6r-y6k'), r. <. [< ME. under- 17-
. , j i. / • ^^ t j Undinal (un-de'nal), o. [<. undine + -al.] Of

yoken; < under + i/oke.] To bring under the undetemunate (un-de-tfer nu-nat), o. Inde- qj. pertaining to an undine, or the belief in
voke ; make subject. terminate. South. such creatures.

Al the erthe he shulde vnduryoke to his empire. undeterminateneSS (^"de-t^r mi-nat-nesX ». undine (un-den' ), n. [= F. ondine, f. {ondin, m.),
iryrf<^, Judith ii. 3. liideterminateness. Dr. if. .Jfore, Divine Dia- = G. «n*Me, < NL. •ttjidina, a water-spirit, < L.

undescendible, undescendable (un-de-sen'di- J^S"*^' ,„„«„„ ,.,„ax ^a, ^s „5'„>,„„n „
««da, wave, water: see undulate, ound.] A wa-

bl. -.hi-V.l ),>,. 1 . Not descendible ; hence, un- nndeterminatlon (up-de - t6r-mi-na shqn), n. ter-spirit of the female sex, resembling in char-

fathornable. Tenm/.wn, Harold, i. 1.— 2. Not Indeterniination. Str M. Hale, Ong. of Man- ^gter the sylphs or spirits of the air, and eor-

capable of descending to heirs.
kind, p. b_l. j- ^a / .^^ • v ^

responding in some measure to the naiads of

undescribable fun-des-kri'ba-bl). a. Inde- ^^detennined (un-de-t6r mind), a 1. Not classical mythology. According to Paracelsus,

scribiible. /<vTO»,Childe Harold, iv. 53. [Rare.]
<leterminea; not settled; not decided.

.j^lieu an undine married a mortal and bore a

undescribed'(un-des-kribd'),a. Not described; rndetcrmin^d differences of kings
.,

, ,„ child she received a soul,

not .l.pi.t.d, defined, or delineated: as, an «n- „ t j„f„^„i„=t^
6Ao*.,K. John, li. 1. 355. undinted (un-din'ted), a. Not impressed by

(^.vmW species 2. Indeterminate. blows; unbattered. SAafc., A. and C., ii. 6. 39.

undescried (un-des-krid'), a. Not descried ; not ^^Ych weTAx'^sctcTa'n^'predsel^a''™""''
'°'""'' '° undiocesed (un-di'o-sest), «. Not possessed of

discovered; not seen. '^
^ LwdwHte The Bee No. 3 or preferred to a diocese. if»to«, Reformation

yiri't

nndeaervpd fun-de-z^rvdM a Not deserved-
PU^PO^^' """orm, regular.

Directly or undwrtiy, secretly or openly,

tuit fn^Vrt^H
'^°'' "^*®'^«"'

Heaven, we are assured, is much more pleased to view S«n/P«, Eccles. Mem., Henry VIII. No. 64.
not ineniea.

repentant sinner than ninety-nine persons who have _„ j{„„.__.i,1n /„r. .H rfir'no ViU n Sottib na
IlheumtoKrwd love of Christ towards us. supi^rted a course of «nderia«/w rectitude. UUdlSCemable (un-di-z6r na-bl), a. Same as

Ca/rin, Sermon on John XV. la GofdmnitA, Vicar, xxii. undh'icernible.



undiscemedly

nndiscemedly (un-di-zer'ned-li), adv. In such
a maimor as not to be discerned or discovered
or seen. Boyle, Works, II. 447.

tmdiscenuble (un-di-z6r'ni-bl), a. Indiscerni-
ble. <$Aafc.,M. for M.,v. 1.373. Also undiscern-
able.

nndiscernibleness (un-di-z6r'ni-bl-nes), n. In-
diseeriiibleness.

undiscernibly (un-di-z6r'ni-bli), adv. Indis-
eernibly. .Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. $ 5.

undiscerning (un-di-z6r'ning), a. Not discern-
ing ; not making just distinctions ; lacking judg-
ment or the power of discrimination. Donne.
undischaxged (un-dis-charjd'), a. Not dis-

charged, (o) Not dismissed; not freed from obliga-
tion.

Hold still In readiness and undischarged.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 3.

(6) Not fulfilled ; not carried out; unexecuted : as, an «»-
dischar^ted duty.

imdisciplinable (un-dis'i-plin-a-bl), a. Inca-
pable of being disciplined. Sir M. Hale, Of
Self-Denial.

undisciplined (un-dis'i-plind), a. Not disci-

plined; not duly exercised and taught; not
properly trained or brought to regularity and
order; raw: as, nndisciplined troops; undisci-
plined valor ; undisciplined minds.

An armed disciplined body is, in its essence, dangerous
to liberty ; undisciplined, it is ruinous to society.

Burke, Speech on Army Estimates, 1790.

undiscloset (un-dis-kloz'), V. t. To refrain from
disclosing: keep close or secret. Daniel.

undisconmted (un-dis-kum'fi-ted), a. Not dis-
comfited.

He may his cheere holde undescaunfited.
Chancer, Boethius, i. meter 4.

nndiscording (un-dis-k6r'ding), a. Not dis-
cording; not disagreeing; not discordant in
sound; harmonious. [Bare.]

With undisc&rding voice. Milton, Solemn Music, 1. 17.

undiscoorsed (un-dis-korsf), a. Not dis-

coursed about; not made the subject of talk
or discussion ; silent. [Rare.]

We would submit to all with indefinite and undie-
coursed obedience.

Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. ISO. (Davieg.)

undiscoverable (un-ilis-kuv'er-a-bl), a. That
cannot be discovered or found out: as, undis-
coverable principles.

undiscoverably (un-dis-kuv'^r-a-bli), adv. In
a manner not to be discovered. " Milton, Tetra-
ehordon.
undiscovered (un-dis-kuv'ferd), a. Not discov-
ered; not seen; not descried; not laid open to
view; lying hid.

The undigcaver'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 79.

nndiscreett (un-dis-kref), a. [Early mod. E.
also undiscrete ; < ME. undiscreet; < mb-1 + dis-

creet.} Indiscreet.

So undiscreet of govemaunce.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 614.

The undiscrete haatinesse of the emperour Claudius
caused hym to be noted for foolisshe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

undiscreetlyt (un-dis-kret'li), adv. Indiscreet-
ly. Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker
Soc, 1850), p. 95.

nndiscreetness (un-dis-kret'nes), n. Indiscre-
tion ; imprudence. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms
of Erasmus, p. 328.

nndiscretiont (un-dis-kresh'on), n. [< ME. un-
discretion ; < «n-l -I- discretion.^ Indiscretion.
Lydyate, Story of Thebes, iii.

nndiscriminating (uu-dis-krim'i-na-ting), a.

Not discriminating ; not distinguishing or mak-
ing a difference. Cowper, Odyssey, xxii.

undiscussed (un-dis-kusf), a. Not discussed

;

not argued or debated. Bj). Hall, Christ Trans-
figured, ii.

nndisgoisable (un-dis-^'za-bl), a. Incapable
of being disguised. Quarterly Rev.
undisguised (un-dis-^zd'), a. Not disguised

;

not covered with a mask or with a false ap-
pearance ; hence, open ; frank ; candid

;
plain

;

artless : as, undisguised anxiety.

Flalne English undisguised. The Me of Ladies, 1. 1460.

Himself he view'd with undisguised respect.
Crabbe, Tales, Works, IV. 129.

undisguisedly (un-dis-gi'zed-li), adv. In an un-
dis^iised manner ; openly ; frankly.

nndisbonored (un-dis-on'ord), a. Not dishon-
ored; not disgraced. ,S/»oA;.,C. of E., ii. 2. 148.

nndisjoined (un-dis-joind'), a. Not disjoined;
not separated or parted. Cowper.
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undismayed (un-dis-mad'), a. Not dismayed;
not disheartened by fear; not discouraged.
The exhortation to be confident and undismayed.

J. A. Alexander, Com. on Mai-k xiii. 11.

undispensable (un-dis-pen'sa-bl), a. 1. Indis-
pensable. Milton.— 2. Unavoidable.
A necessary and undispensable famine in a camp.

Fuller.

3. Excluded from dispensation. Lord Herbert.
undispensed (un-dis-pensf), a. 1. Not dis-
pensed.— 2. Not freed from obligation. Canon
Tookcr.

undispensing (un-dis-pen'sing), a. That can-
not be dispensed with. Milton, Divorce, ii. 5.

undispersed (uu-dis-p6rst'), a. Not dispersed

;

not scattered. Boyle.

undispleasedt (un-dis-plezd'), a. Lacking in
disijleasure ; not resentful.

He would forgive all old trespace.
And undispleased be of time past.

The Isle of Ladies, 1. 925.

Undispose (un-dis-p6z'), V. t. [< MK-2 + dis-

2)0sei} To indispose. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]
undisposed (un-dis-p6zd'),

J), a. 1. Indisposed
as regards the health. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]—
2t. Not disposed; not inclined.

Careless and undisposed to joyne with them. Hooker.

3. Not sold, settled, decided, allocated, or ar-
ranged: with of: as, goods remaining undis-
posed of.

undisposednesst(un-dis-p6'zed-ne8), n. Indis-
position.

undisprivacied (un-dis-pri'va-sid), a. Notdis-
privacied; not deprived of privacy. Lowell,
Cathedral. [Bare.]
undisputable (un-dis-pu'- or un-dis'pu-ta-bl),
a. Indisputable. Spectator. [Rare.]'

A wealth of undisputable evidence is at hand.
Stedman, New Princeton llev., Sept., 1886, p. 156.

undisputableness (un-dis-pu'- or im-dis'pu-ta-
bl-nes), n. The quality or state of being undis-
putable.

nndisputably (un-dis-pu'- or un-dis'pu-ta-bli),
adv. Indisputably. TIte Ungineer, tXX. 31.
[Rare.]

undisputed (un-dis-pu'ted), a. Not disputed;
not contested; not called in question: as, an
undisputed title; undisputed truth. Congreve,
Hymn to Harmony.
undisputedly (un-dis-pii'ted-li), adv. In an un-
disputed manner; indisputably.

undissembled (un-di-sem'bld), a. Not dis-
sembled; open; undisguised; unfeigned.

Undissembled and unlimited veneration for the Holy
Scriptures. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xviii.

The anguish in his inmost soul, and the undissembled
expression of it in his aspect.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter (1876), p. 169.

undissipated (un-dis'i-pa-ted), a. Not dissi-

pated ; not scattered. Boyle.

undissolvable (un-di-zol'va-bl), a. 1. In-
capable of being dissolved or melted.— 2. In-
capable of being loosened or broken : as, the
undissolvable ties of friendship. Bowe, Tamer-
lane, iii.

undissolved (un-di-zolvd'), a. Not dissolved;
not melted; not loosened, dispelled, broken,
etc. Tennyson, Day-Dream.
undissolving (un-di-zol'ving), a. Not dissolv-
ing; not melting; not loosening.

To link soft hearts in undissolring bands.
Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

undistempered (un-dis-tem'perd), a. Free
from distemper, disease, or perturbation ; free
from any disordering influence.

Any unprejudiced and undistempered mind.
Barrow, III. 36.

undistinctive (un-dis-tingk'tiv), a. TJndiscrim-
inating; making no distinctions ; impartial.

Undistinctive Death. Dickens.

undistinctlyt (un-dis-tingkt'li), adv. Indis-
tinctly. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. ^ 68.

undistingtlisliable (un-dis-ting'gwish-a.-bi), a.

Not distinguishable ; indistinguishable.

The quaint mazes in the wanton green
For lack of tread are undistinguishable.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 100.

undistinguishableness (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-
bl-nes), n. The state or character of being un-
distinguishable. Nature, XLIII. 159.

undistinguishably (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bli),
adv. Indistiuguishably.

undistinguished (un-dis-ting'gwisht), a. 1.

Not distinguished ; not so marked as to be dis-

tinctly known from another; not discerned or
discriminated.

undlvidual

Often shrieking undistinguish'd woe.
In clamours of all size, both high and low.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 2a
Beauty, strength, and youth, with old age, weakness,

and deformity, lay undistinguished in the same promiscu.
ous heap of matter.

Addison, 'thoughts in Westminster Abbey.

His ashes undistijiguished lie.

ScoU, L. of L. M., V. 2.

The slopes and rills in undistinguished gray
Melt away. Browning, Love Among the Ruins.

2. Not treated with distinction or marked re-
spect. Pope.— 3. Not separated from others
by extraordinary qualities; not famous; not
distinguished by particular eminence : as, un-
distinguished people.— 4. Not having an air of
distinction : as, an undistinguished appearance
or mien.
undistinguishing (un-dis-ting'gwish-lng), a.

Making no difference ; not discriminating : as,
undistinguishing favor.

A general undistinguishing suspicion is altogether as
apt to mislead a man as a too easy and unwary credulity.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

undistracted (un-dis-trak'ted), a. Not dis-
tracted; not perplexed by contrariety or vari-
ety of thoughts, desires, or concerns. Boyle,
Works, I. 276.

undistractedly (un-dis-trak'ted-li), adv. With-
out distraction. Boyle, Works, I. 254.

undistractedness (un-dis-trak'ted-nes), n. The
state of being undistracted. Boyle, Works, I. 3.

undistracting (un-dis-trak'ting), a. Not dis-

tracting; not confusing the mind by drawing
it toward a variety of objects. Leightun, Ex-
pos, on Psalm xix.

undisturbed (un-dis-terbd';, a. 1. Free from
disturbance or interruption; not molested or
hindered : as, undisturbed with company or
noise ; undisturbed friendly relations.— 2. Not
agitated ; hence, free from perturbation of
mind; calm; tranquil; placid; serene; com-
posed : as, undisturbed by danger.
The undisturbed and silent waters. Dryden.

= Syn. Quiet, peaceful, unmoved, unruffled.

undisturbedly (un-dis-tfer'bed-li), adv. In
an undisturbed or tranquil manner; calmly;
peacefully. Locke.

undisturbedness (im-dis-t6r'bed-nes), n. The
state of being undisturbed; calmness; peace-
fulness.

undiversifled (un-di-ver'si-fid), a. Not diver-
sified ; not varied ; uniform.

A particle of mere undivergijied matter.
Dr. T. Cogan, On the Passions, note R.

undiverted (un-di-vfer'ted), a. 1. Not divert-
ed ; not turned aside.

These grounds have not any patent passages, . . . and
therefore must suffer the greatest part of it (the river) to
run by them undiverted. Boyle, Works, II. 408.

Her young friend, apparently, was an interesting study

;

she wished to pursue it undiverted.
H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 221.

2. Not amused ; not entertained or pleased.

The reader, however, may not be undiverted with its un-
affected simplicity and pathos. Wakefield, Memoirs, p. 8.

undivestedly (un-di-ves'ted-U), adv. With the
absence (of); free. [Erroneous.]

You win (as undivestedly &s possible of favour or resent-
ment) tell me what you would have me do.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, ii. 64. (Davies.)

undividable (un-di-vi'da-bl), a. and n. I. a.

Incapable of being divided or separated ; indi-

visible. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 124.

II, n. Something which cannot be divided.

Reducing the undivideattles into money.
Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, II. v. 9.

undivided (un-di-vi'ded), a. 1. Not divided;
not separated or disunited ; unbroken ; whole

:

as, undivided attention.

God should be the object of our undivided respect
J. Edwards, Works, IV, 177.

2. Not made separate and limited to a partic-

ular sum: as, to own an undivided share of

a business.— 3. In bot., not lobed, cleft, or
branched.—4. In entom., composed of a single

piece: as, an undivided py^Aiuxa.
undividedly (un-di-vi'ded-li), adv. Without
division or separation ; unbrokenly.

Creation, nature, religion, law, and policy make them
[man and wife] undividedly one.

Fdtham, On St Luke xiv. 20.

undividedness (un-di-vi'ded-nes), n. The qual-

ity or state of being undivided; wholeness.
Undividualt (im-di-vid'u-al), a. [< «7i-l + di-

vidual. Cf. itidividual.~\ Not capable of being
divided; indivisible.



undividual

True courage and courtesy are undividual companions.
FulUr, Worthies, Worcestershire.

tindivine (un-di-vin'). «• Not divine; opposed

to what is divine or elevated. Buskin.

undivorced (un-di-voref), a. Not divorced;

not separated.
These died together,

Happy in ruin, undivorced by death.
Young, Night Thoughts, v.

nndivillged (un-di-vuljd'), a. Not divulged

;

not revealed or disclosed ; secret. Shak., Lear,

iii. 2. 52.

nnrinl (uu-d6')i "• '•; pret. undid, pp. undone,

mr. undoing. [< «n-l + dol.] To leave unper-

formed or unexecuted : usually in opposition

with do. [Rare.]

What to your wisdom seemeth ijest.

Do or undo, as if ourself were here.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 196.

mido^ (un-do'), V. t.
;
pret. undid, pp. u/idone,

ppr. undoing. [< ME. undon, ondon (pret. un-

ayde, itndede, pp. undon, ondon), < AS. undon (=
OPries. undua), put back, open, undo, < mm-,

back, + don, put, do: see mh-2 and dol.] 1.

To put back into a former condition ; reverse,

as something which has been done ; annul

;

bring to nought.
Oute of the place swithe thei jede
And the tumbe thei vndede;
So thing ther Inne thei ne founde,
But a manere floure at the grounde.

King Horn (R E. T. S.X p. 98.

Let her not still undo, with peevish Haste,
All that her Woman does.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. To untie or unfasten ; unloose; unfix; open.

Undo this button. Shai., Lear, v. 3. 309.

A knife, a l<nife, I say !— O, Master Allum, if you love

a woman, draw out your knife, and undo me (cut her stay

lace], undo me ! Webster and Dekker, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

But, at the Prioress' command,
A monk undid the silken band
That tied her tresses fair.

Smtt, Marmion, ii. %.

3. To find the answer or explanation of; solve.

[Rare.]
Pray you, undo this riddle,

And tell me how I have vex'd you?
Fletcher (aruL another), False One, Iv. 2.

4. To bring ruin or distress upon; ruin the
morals, character, reputation, or prospects of;

destroy ; annihilate ; spoil ; ruin.

I'his love will undo us all. Shak., T. and C, UL 1. ISO.

Fool that I am ! I have undone myself.
And with my own hand turn'd my fortune round,
That was a fair one.

Beau, arid Fl., King and No King, ir. 2.

Twas I betray'd your sister, I undid her.
FleUher, Loyal Subject, v. 2.

The Wretch by Fortune or by Love undone

!

Congreve, To Sleep.

6t. To reveal; disclose; unfold; explain.

Melakketh bothe English and wit
For to undo hit at the fulle.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 899.

6t. To be too much for the power of; baffle.

Which lames report to follow it and undoes description
to do it. Shot., W. T., v. i. 63.

ondock (un-dok'), »'• '• [< un-'^ + docks.'] To
take out of dock: as, to dock and undock a
ship.

UndOCtor (un-dok'tor), V. t. [< «»i-3 + doctor.']

To divest (one's self) of the character of a doc-
tor. [Rare.]

My brother-in-law is a paragon of the class tphysicians],
but he is so by — in as much as possible — undoctoring
himself. Carlyle, in Froude, If.

tindoer (un-do'er), n. [< undo'^ + -erl.J One
who undoes, in any sense; one who reverses
what has been done ; one who ruins. Sandys,
Travailes (Ifai), p. 12.

And be mine own un<foer. Eeywood, English Traveller.

undoing fun-tlo'ing), n. [Verbal n. of undo^,
v.] 1. The reversal of what has been done:
as, there is no undoing of the past.— 2. Buin;
lestruction.
Tike Ttter vndayng of some honest familie.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 242.

Of havoc tired and rash undoing,
Man left this Structure to become Time's prey.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ill. 47.

domesticate (un-do-mes'ti-kat), r. t. 1. To
estraiijic from home life or duties. Hichardson,
C4randi.Hon, ii. 11.— 2. To make wild or roving;
untamc: as. to undoniesticate an animal. [Rare.]

nndomesticated (un-do-mes'ti-ka-ted), J), a.

1. Not domesticated; not accustomed to a
family life.— 2. Not tamed, as an animal.
domestication (un-do-mes-ti-ka'shon), n.

The act or process of mating wild, as an animal.

^^Tni

IiniTl
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or the state of being nndomesticated. Millican,

Evolution of Morbid Germs, iv. 60. [Rare.]

undone^ (un-dun'), a. [< ttw-l + done.'] Not
done.
These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other

undone. Luke xi. 42.

undone^ (un-dun'). Past participle of undo'^,

undo^.
undose (un'dos), a. [< L. undosus, v/a,vy,<.unda,

a wave : see ound, undulate.] In entom., wavy

;

undate; undulated; having undulating parallel

lines.

undouble (un-dub'l), v. t. [< m«-2 -t- douMe.]
To unfold ; render single.

undoubtable (un-dou'ta-bl), a. Not to be
doubted; indubitable, .ftp. Hall, Specialties.

undoubtably (un-dou'ta-bli), adv. Without
doubt ; undoubtedly. Tlie Engineer, LXVI. 266.

undoubted (un-dou'ted), a. [< ME. undouted;
< KH-i + doubted.] 1. Not doubted; not called

in question ; indubitable ; indisputable.

The undoubted splendour of the line of Hastings needs
no illustration from fable. Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

2. Not filled with doubt, apprehension, fear,

or the like; hence, confident; bold; fearless;

redoubted.
Hardy and undoubted champions.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7. 6.

3. Not being an object of doubt or suspicion

;

unsuspected.
More should I question thee, and more 1 must.

Though more to know could not be more to trust.

From whence thou earnest, how tended on ; but rest

Unquestion'd welcome, and undoubted blest.

Shak., All's Well, iL 1. 211.

undoubtedt (un-dou'ted), adv. [< ME. undouted,
undowted; < undoubted, a.] Undoubtedly.

And vndawted this lytell Chapell of the byrthe of our
Lorde is the most glorious and deuoute place that euer I

come in. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 37.

Undoubted it were moche better to be occupyed in hon-
est recreation than to do nothyng.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, 1. 26.

undoubtedly (un-dou'ted-li), adv. [Early mod.
E. undowghtedly ; < undoubted + -ly"^.] With-
out doubt ; without question ; indubitably.

Undowghtedly in a prince . . . may be notbinge more
excellent . . . than to aduaunce men after the estimation
of their goodnes. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 13.

undoubtful (un-dout'ful), a. 1. Not doubtful;
not ambiguous; plain; evident.

His fact . . . came not to an undoubtful proof.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 142.

2. Harboring no doubt or suspicion; unsus-
picious.

Our husbands might have looked into our thoughts
And made themselves undoubtful.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune.

undoubting (un-dou'ting), a. Not doubting;
not hesitating respecting facts; not fluctuating

in uncertainty: as, an undoubting believer; an
undoubting faith.

They are captivated into a confident and ujidoubting

persuasion that they are savingly wrought upon.
J. Edwards, Works, III. 27.

undoubtingly (im-dou'ting-li), adv. In an
imdoubting manner; without doubting; cer-

tainly.

We know undoubtingly what good is, and what evil Is.

B. S. Holland, Logic and Life, p. 62.

undoubtoUBt, ". [ME. undoutous, undowtous;
< HK-i + doubtous.] Undoubting; certain.

Undowtous feyth. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 1.

undrainable (un-dra'na-bl), a. Not capable
of being drained or exhiausted; inexhaustible.

Mine undrairuMe ot ore. Tennyson, (Enone.

undrape (un-drap'), v. t. [< un-^ + drape.'] To
strip of drapery; uncover.

undraped (un-drapf), a. Not draped; not ar-

ranged in folds pleading to the eye, or so as

to hang artistically; also, not covered with

drapery; not clothed; nude: as, an undraped
statue.

undraw (un-dra'), V. t.; pret. undrew, pp. un-

drawn, ppr. undratving. [< un-^ + draw.] To
draw aside or open.

Angels undrew the curtains of the throne. Young.

undrawn (un-dran'), a. Not drawn. («) Not
pulled, dragged, or hauled.

Forth rushed with whirlwind sound
The chariot of paternal Deity,

Flashing thick flames, wheel within wheel, undraum.
Itself instinct with spirit. Milton, P. L., vL 761.

(6) Not portrayed or delineated.

The deathbed of the just is yet undrawn
By mortal hand. Young, Night Thoughts, ii.

(c) Not drawn, as from a cask.

nndulary
And beer undraum, and beards unmown, display
Your holy reverence for the Sabbath-day.

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

undreaded (un-dred'ed), a. Not dreaded; not
feared.

Unnamed, undreaded, and thyself half-starved.

Maton, P. L., X. 695.

undreamed, undreamt (un-dremd', un-
dremt'), a. Not dreamed; not thought of;

not imagined: often followed by of.

Many things fall out by the design of the general motor,
and uiidreaint of contrivance of nature.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 10.

Unpath'd waters, undreayn'd shores.
Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 578.

undreaming (un-dre'ming), a. Not dreaming;
unmindful: with of.

The days when, undreaming of Theatres and Manager-
ships, thou wert a scholar, and an early ripe one, under
the roofs builded by the munificent and pious Colet.

Lamb, Ella (1877), p, 295.

undress^ (un-dres' orun'dres), n. and a. [< un-^

+ dress, n.] I. n. Ordinary dress, as opposed
to full dress or uniform, regarded as "dress"
in a special sense ; a loose negligent dress.

The Queen came to Lady Bathurst's to see the review,

and held a sort of drawing-room; . . . everybody was In un-
drew except the ofilcers. Greville, Memoirs, July 20, 1830.

I am a woman of quality . , . for all I am in an undress
this morning. Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, iv. 3.

II. a. Pertaining to ordinary attire ; hence,
informal ; unostentatious ; simple : as, an «»-

dress uniform.
His undress life (if we may use the phrase). Swift.

Undress guard-mounting. See parade guardmourU-
ing, under parod«.— Undress parade. See parade.

undress^ (un-dres'), 1'. [< Mn-2 -)- (Jre«s, ».] I.

trans. 1. To take off the clothes of; strip: as,

to undress a child.

Madam, undress you and come now to bed.
Shak.,1. of the S., Ind., L 119.

2. To divest of ornaments or elegant attire;

disrobe. Pope.—3. To take the dressing, ban-
dages, or covering from, as a wound.

II. intrans. To take off one's dress or clothes.

To make me dress and uiidress.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, ii.

undressed (un-dresf), p. a. Not dressed, in

any sense.

unorossy (un-dros'i), a. Not drossy ; free from
dross or other impurities. Pope.

undryt (un-dri'), V. i. [< ME. undrien; < un-^

+ dry.] To become moist.
There is warme and drie,

Ablaqueate hem that thai may undrie.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 189.

undubitablet (un-dti'bi-ta-bl), a. Indubitable.
Locke.

undue (un-dii'), a. 1. Not due; not yet de-

maudable by right; not yet owing: as, a debt,

note, or bond undue.— 2. Not right ; not law-
ful; improper; unworthy: as, an undue pro-

ceeding.

Having first try'd In value all undue ways to procure
Mony, . . . upon meer extremitie he summond this last

Parlament. Milton, Elkonoklastes, t

3. Erring by excess; excessive; inordinate;
disproportioned : as, an undue regard to the ex-

ternals of religion; an undue attachment to

forms ; an undue rigor in the execution of law.

Pleasure admitted in undue degree
F.nslaves the will, nor leaves the judgment free.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 269.

Undue influence, that control which one obtains over
another whereby the latter Is made to do in Important af-

fairs what of his free will he would not do. It differs

wholly from persuasion, in which falsehood does not min-
gle, for that merely leads the will, while undue Infiuence

coerces it. (Cooley.) The undue influence which renders
void a will procured by It is such as imposes a restraint

on the will of the testator, so that the act represents not

his will, but the will of another.

undueness (un-dii'nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being undue. lioget. [Rare.]

un'duke (un-duk'), v. t. [< it«-2 -t- duke.] To
deprive of the rank of duke.

He hath letters from France that the King hath unduked
twelve Dukes. Pepys, Diary, Dec. 12, 1668.

undulant (un'du-lant), a. [= F. ondulant = Sp.

ondulante, < NL. *undulan(t-)s, ppr. of 'undu-

lare, undulate: aee undulate.] Undulating; un-

dulatory.
And on her deck sea-spirits I descried

Gliding and lapsing in an undulant dance.
Taylor, St. Clement's Eve, ii, 2. (Davies.)

Naked arms
More white and undulant than necks of swans.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

undularyt (un'du-la-ri), a. [< L. "undula, dim.
of unda, wave (see undulate), + -ary.] Undu-
lating.



undolary
The blasts and utulidary breaths thereof maintain no

certainty in their course.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 17.

tmdulate (un'du-lat), a. [< L. nndiihitus, waved,
wavy, diversified as with waves, waved, < "un-
dula, a wave, dim. of unda, a wave : see ound,
and cf. undine, iindulous, etc.] Wavy; having
a waved surface, (a) in bot.. wavy ; repand ; bend-
ing, or having a margin which bends, slightly inward
and outward ; as, an undulate leaf ; undulate striae. Also
ujtdate, undulated. Conip<are sinuate (b). (b) In zool.,
marked with wavy lines. .Speciiically. in entimi. : (1) Wavy;
forming a series of gentle curves which meet in reversed
curves ; as, an undulate line or margin. (2) Rising and fall-
ing in gentle curves : said of surfaces and also of margins.
(3) Marked with parallel wavy lines.

undulate (un'du-lat), v.; pret. and pp. undu-
lated, ppr. undulating. [< undulate, a.; ef. F.
onduler = Sp. undular, ondular = It. ondulare,
wave, have a waving motion, < NL. as if *un-
dulare, rise and fall in waves, wave ; cf . L. un-
dulatus, waved, wavy, diversified as with waves,
< "unduta, dim. of unda, wave : see undulate, a.]

6604 uneaths
Between their [mountains'] summits and inland plain,

on whicli the celebrated deposit of nitrate of soda lies,
there Is a high undulatory district.

Darwin, Geol. Obaervations, II. x. 802.

3. Of or pertaining to undulation; assuming
undulating movements of some medium as the
physical explanation-of some class or group of unearthliness (un-erth'li-nes), w.
phenomena: as, the undulatory theory of light, acter or state of being unearthly.— Undulatory current. See electnc current, under cur- • t^ . - » tt ., .>?.

renei.—Undulatory theory of light. See Ughti.

unduUlf (un-dul'), a. [< ME. midull; < «)i-l +
dull.2 Not dull ; sharp.

With a dart vndull tliat the duke bare.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13908.

Undull^t (un-dul'), t-.t [< M«-2 -I- duH.] Tore-
move dullness from.

Undulling their grossness.
Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 477.

Mrs. Tulliver, . . . after running her head against the
same resisting medium for thirteen years, would go at it

again to-day with undulled alacrity.
George Eliot, Mill on the Iloss, L viiL

I. intrans. To have a wavy motion; rise and fall imdulose (un'dii-los), a. [< NL. 'undulosus,
in waves; move in waves. wavy: see MH«?Mio«6-.] Undulous. Quart. Jour.

The dread ocean und«fa(tni7 wide. GeoL aSoc, XLV. 343. [Rare.]
TAomson, Summer, 1. 982. uuduloUS (un'dii-lus), o. [< TSih. "undulosus,

Tall spire from which the sound of cheerful bells wavy, < L. *unduta, a wave : see undulate. ] Un-
just und«7ote« upon the lisfnhig ear. „ . . „ dulating; rising and falling in waves or like

Cowper, Task, 1. Ii5. y^^ves.

He felt the unduloug readiness of her volatile paces
under him. R, D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixv.

=S™. Waver, etc. Ree fluctuate.

II. trans. To cause to
waves ; cause to vibrate.

wave, or move in

Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated and undulated.
Holder.

undulately (un'du-lat-li), adv. In an undulate
manner or form.

unduly (un-du'li), adv. In an undue manner
or degree ; wrongly ; improperly ; excessively

;

inordinately.

undurable (un-dii'ra-bl), a.

Sinuately or undtrfa/eJi/ cut at the apex.
\&&tu^g. Imp. Diet.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Alg», p. 144. UBaUraDly (un-du ra-bli), adv. In an undura-

Undnlating (un'du-la-ting), p. a. 1
vibrating; moving in waves.

All the winds wandering along the shore
Undulate with the undulating tide.

Shelley, Epipsychidion.

2. Having a form or outline resembling that
of a series of waves; wavy. A stretch of country is

said to be xinduZating when it presents a succession of ele-
vations and depressions, resembling the waves of the sea.

Wnvinw ^^® manner; not lastingly.
""""S, ujjflugtl(uji^yst/2^ ^ f li un-^i + dust.l To

free from dust.
ii. 6

unduteous (un-du'te-us), a.

den, .^neid, viii. 429.

undutiful (un-dii'ti-fvd), a.

I know my duty

The Christ is a better character, has more beauty and
grace than is usual with Rubens; the outline remarkaldy
undidating, smooth, and flowing. Sir J. Reynolds.

3. In zool., undulate.
nndulatingly (un'da-la-ting-li), adv. In an un-
dulating manner ; in waves.
undulation (un-du-la'shon), «. [= F. ondula-
tion = Sp. undulacion = tg. undulagao = It. ore-

dolazione, < NL. *undulatio{n-), < *undulare, un-
dulate: see undulate.~\ 1. The act of undulat-
ing ; a waving motion ; fluctuation ; in physics,

wave-motion: as, the undulations of water or
air or the ether. Undulations are said to be progres-
sive when they successively traverse the different parts of
a body, as the waves of the sea ; and they are said to be sta-

tionary when all the particles of a body begin their vibra-
tions simultaneously and end them at the same Instant.
See wave and tvave-motion.

Worms and leeches move by undulation.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Wide dash'd the Waves in undulation vast.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 314.

2. A wavy form ; a form resembling that of a
wave or waves ; waviness.

The root of the wilder sort fis] incomparable for its

crisped undulations. Evelyn, Sylva, ii. 4.

This Wideness had been excusable, if your Lines had
been straight, but they were full of odd kind of Undula-
tions and Windings. If you can write no otherwise, one
may read your Thoughts as soon as your Cliaracters.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 28.

3. In pathol., a particular uneasy sensation of
an undulatory motion in the heart.— 4 . Insurg.,
a certain motion of the matter of an abscess
when pressed, which indicates its fitness for
opening.— 5. A set of waved lines ; a surface
so marked, or such an appearance ; vermicula-
tion; waviness.— 6. In geotn., the coming of
a plane curve into a higher contact than usual
with its tangent without contrary flexure.

nndulationist (un-du-Ia'shon-ist), n. [< undu-
lation + -ist.'i One who aiJvoeates some un-
dulatory theory, especially (and originally) the
undulatory theory of light. Whewell.
undulative (un'du-la-tiv), a. [< undulate +
-i!!'!.] Undulatory. [Rare.]
undulatory (un'du-la-to ri), a. [= F. ondula-
toire = Sp. Pg. undulaiorio = It. ondulatorio

;

a,s undulate + -ory.'] 1. Having the character
of an undulation ; moving in or marked by un-
dulations; undulating: as, an undulatory cur-
rent of electricity; the undulatory motion of
water, of air, or other fluid.— 2. Having the
form or appearance of a series of waves.

you are all undutiful.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 33.

2. Not characterized by a sense of duty or
obedience ; rebellious ; irreverent.

Unduti/vl proceedings and rebellions against the su-
preme natural power.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ill. 5.

undutifully (un-du'ti-ful-i), adv. In an unduti-
ful manner; not according to duty; in a diso-
bedient manner. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Sat-
ires, iv.

undutifulness (un-dii'ti-ful-nes), re. The state
or character of being undutiful.

undy, a. See unde.

undyine (un-di'ing), a. Not dying ; not sub-
ject to death; immortal; hence, unceasing; im-
perishable.

Chains of darkness, and the undying worm.
Milton, P. L., vi. 739.

The undying barytone of the sea,

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

undyingly (un-di'ing-li), adv. Immortally;
imperishablv ; unceasingly. Scribtier's Mag.,
TV. 102.

3. To bring to light; discover; find out; dis
close.

It was the labours of Dr. Pertz and his agents tha
unearthed the Historis Pontiflcalis of John of .Salisbu
among the MS8. of the Bern Library,

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. <

The Chan
W. Black

A Daughter of Heth, iii.

unearthly (un-erth'li), a. Not earthly ; not ter
restrial; supernatural; not like, or as if no,
proceeding from, anything belonging to the!
earth; unworldly; hence, weird; appalling: as,

j
an tinearthly cry or sight.

The night of our arrival was one of those unearth
moonlight nights which belong to Italy.

Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 3L

unease (un-ez'), n. [< ME. micse; < «»-l -I- ease^
)!.] Trouble; misery; uncomfortable state or
condition. [Obsolete or archaic]

My gret unease fuUe ofte I meene [moan].
Rom. of the Rose, 1.

*

It was not any palace corridor
There where we were, but dungeon natural.
With floor uneven and unease of light.

Longfellow, tr. of Daute's Inferno, xxxlv. I

uneasel (un-ez'), v. t. [ME. unesen; < Mn-1
ease, «.] To make uneasy.

Cannetes olde eke tyme is nowe to wede.
And of to kytte it that tliaire roote unesetk.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 81

uneased (un-ezd'), a. Not eased or made easier.}
We leave their sorrows in many degrees unrelieve

and uneased. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. 4.1

Not durable; not tmeasily (un-e'zi-li),a<fi;. 1. In an uneasy man^^
' ner; with uneasiness or pain.— 2. With diC

culty; not readily. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

uneasiness (un-e'zi-nes), n. The state of bein
uneasy; want of ease or comfort, physical ofl
mental. Hhuk., Hen. V., ii. 2. 27.

uneasy (un-e'zi), a. 1. Not easy either in body
or in mind; feeling some lack of ease, eithel
mental or physical ; disturbed; unquiet.

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Hi. L 31.

2. Not easy or elegant in manner or st.yle ; not
graceful; constrained; stiff; awkward.

Shall I live at Home a stlfT melancholy poor Man of
Quality, grow uneasy to my Acquaintance as well as my-
self, by fancying I'm slighted where I am not?

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

3. Causing pain, trouble, constraint, discom-
fort, or want of ease; cramping; constraining;
irksome; disagreeable.

The waiea were exceeding uneasie. For they were
wonderfull hard. Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

He puts a force and constraint upon himself which is
uneasie to any man, and he lets the vizard fall off some-
times when it is more observed than he thinks.

StiUingfieet, Sermons, II. v.

This account was veiy uneasy to me.
T. Ellwood, Life (ed. HowellaX p. 220.

Walpole had, it is plain, an uneasy consciousness of the
frivolity of his favourite pursuits.

Maeaulay, Horace Walpole.

4. Not easy to be done or accomplished ; diffi-

cult.
But this swift business

I must uneasy make, lest too light winning
Make the prize light. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 451.

W, Montague, Devoute Essays

Undutiful. Dry-

1. Not dutiful.

und3dngness (un-di'ing-nes), n. The charae- uneatable (un-e'ta-bl), o. Not eatable; not fit

ter or state of being undjdng; immortal.
liroughton, Cometh Up as a Flower, xii.

unearedt (un-erd'), a. Not eared or plowed ; un-
tilled. Shak., Sonnets, iii.

unearned (un-6rnd'), a. [< ME. unemed; < ««-l

-f- earned.} Not earned ; not merited by labor
or services; not won: as, an unearned salary;
unearned dividends—Unearned increment, the in-

crease of value of land resulting from general causes, such
as the growth of population and consequent demand, as
distinguished from increase due to the labor or improve-
ments put upon the land hy its individual owner. Accord-
ing to the views of some economists, tlie unearned incre-
ment rightfully belongs to the community whose growth
is one of the causes or conditions of it, and should be taken
from the owner by taxation in some form. According to
the views of others, the individual enjoyment of it is an
essential condition of securing general cooperation in the

to be eaten : as, uneatable fruit.

Big scarlet hips—which are uneatable by us.
Grant Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 119.

uneatableness (un-e'ta-bl-nes), n. The quality
or state of being uneatable. Wallace, Naturtd
Selection, iii. 120.

uneaten (un-e'tn), a. Not eaten; not de-
voured; hence, not destroyed.
Therefore I will out-swear him and all his foUowen,

that this is all that 's left uneaten of my sword.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ill

uneath (un-eTH'), a. [< ME. uyiethe, onetlie,

< AS. unedthe, difficult, < un-, not,+ edthe, easy:
see ?«n-iandea«(, a.] Not easy; difficult. [Ob-
solete or archaic]
Uneath it were to tell. Southey,

promotion of public and local improvements, and public uueatht (un-eTH'), adv. [< ME. unetJie, uneth,
spirit and enterprise.

unearth (un-erth'), v. t. [< im-^ + earth.'] 1.
To drive or bring forth from an earth or burrow

;

drive from any underground hole or burrow;
draw from the earth.

A rough terrier of the hills

;

By birth and call of nature pre-ordained
To hunt the badger and unearth the fox.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

2. To uncover from the earth ; dig out of the
ground ; exhume, as fossils ; exfodiate.

To unearth the root of an old tree.

Wordsworth, Simon Lee.

unnethe, mweth, onethe, onnethe, etc., < AS. mm-
edthe, not easily, < un-, not, + edthe, easily: see
eath, adv. Cf. uneaths.] Not easily; hardly;
scarcely.

Atte last a forster came rideng

;

And, wete ye wele, so sorrowfull he was
That he onnethe myght speke to the kyng.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X 1. 977.

Uneath may she endure the flinty street.

Shak., i Hen. VL, it 4. 8.

uneathst (un-e9PHz'), adv. [< ME. unethes, ««-
nethes; < uneath, adv., + adv. gen. -(*.] Samei
as uneath.



nneaths

We are so now ordered and so straitly watched, that

unneaths our servants dare do anything for us.

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parlter Soc, 1863), II. 174.

imebriate (uu-e'bri-at), «. Unintoxicating;

also, unintoxicated. [Rare.]

There were . . . uTiebriate liquors, pressed froni cool-

ing fruits. Bulwer, My Novel, IV. xviL (Daviea.)

Iinedge (un-ej'), v. t. [< uu-^ + edge^.'] To de-

prive of the edge ; blunt.

Here our weapons,
And bodies that were made for shining brass,

Are both unedg'd. Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 3.

unedible (un-ed'i-bl), a. Inedible. Hugh Mil-

ler. [Rare.]

unedifying (un-ed'i-fi-ing), a. Not edifying;

not improving to the mind. Boyle.

nneducate^t (un-ed'u-kat), a. [< «n-l + edu-

cate, «.] Not educated. Solyman and Perseda.

uneducated (un-ed'u-kat), v. t. [< un-^ + edu-

cate, c] To deprive of education; reverse or

annul what has been done by way of educating
or training. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 388.

nneducated (un-ed'u-ka-ted), a. Not educated;
illiterate.

nneffectual (im-e-fek'tu-al), a. Ineffectual.

[Rare.]
The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,

.And gins to pale hia uneffedual fire.

Shot., Hamlet, i. 6. 90.

unelastic(un-e-la8'tik),a. Inelastic. The Engi-
neer, LXXI. 72. [Rare.]

unelected (un-e-lek'ted), a. Not elected; not
chosen; not preferred. Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 207.

tinelegailt(un-el'e-gant),a. Inelegant. Budgell,

Spectator, No. 67. [Rare.]

unelegantly (un-el'e-gant-li), adv. Inelegantly.
Ifidlaiid. tr. of Plutarci, p. 425. [Rare.]

unembarrassed (un-em-bar'ast), a. Not em-
l)a missed, in any sense.

unembodied (un-em-bod'id), a. 1. Disembod-
ied. ISi/riin, When Coldness Wraps. [Rare.]
— 2. Not embodied; not collected into a body

:

as, unembodied militia. /»yj. Diet. [Rare.]

unemotional (un-e-mo'shon-al), a. Not emo-
tional; free from or unaccompanied by an ex-

hibition of emotion or feeling; impassive; not
inducing emotion : as, an unemotional person

;

an unemotional book.

This little Ijook [" Nature "] met with a very unemotionaX
reception.

0, W. Holmtt, Emersou (Amer. Men of Letters, p. 91),

unemotionally (un-e-mo'shon-al-i), adv. In
an unemotional manner; impassively.

unemotioned (un-e-mo'shond), a. Free from
emotion ; impassive. Godwin, MandeTille, iii.

98. [Rare.]

unemployed (un-em-ploid'), a. 1. Not em-
ployed; luiving no work or employment.
Men sour with poverty and unemployed. AddUon.

The fact is, .Africa is a nation of tlie unemptoi/ed.
The Speaker, May 31, 1890.

2. Not in use : as, unemployed capital or money.
An overflow of unemployed energy and vivacity.

M. C. Tyler, Life of Patrick Henry, p. 16.

3. Not accompanied with work or employment.
To maintain able-bodied men in unemployed imprison-

ment. Froude, Hiat. £ng., xvi.

unemployment (un-em-ploi'ihent), n. The con-
(lition of being unemployed ; the state of being
unused. Science, XI. 192. [Rare.]

unemptiable (un-emp'ti-a-bl), a. Not capable
of l)eiug emptied; inexhaustible. Hooker, "Etc-

eles. Polity, ii. 1.

unencapsuled (un-en-kap'siUd), a. Not capsu-
lated. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 6,53. [Rare.]
unenchanted (un-en-chan'ted), a. Not en-
eliiinteil; that cannot be enchanted. Milton,
Comus, 1. 395.

unenclosed, a. See nninclosed.

imencumber, unincumber (un-en-, un-in-
kum'ber), r. t. [< un-"^ + encumber.'] To free
from encuinl)rance; diseneimiber.

unencumberedness (un-en-kum'b<'rd-nes), «.

'I'lie ((walitv or state of being unencumbered.
The Atlantic, LXXU. \fi2. [Rare.]

unendeared (un-en-derd'), a. Not attended
wifli endearment. Milton, P. L., iv. 766.

unended (un-en'ded), a. [< ME. unended, <
AS. ungeended; as un-1 -I- ended.] Endless; in-
finite.

unending (un-en'ding), a. [< ME. "unendinge,
unendande; < un-l + ending.] Not ending;
having no end.

My body in blys ay abydande
Vne[n}iande wltboutyn any endying.

York Ptayt, p. 1.

The unending clrclea of laborious science.
Feltham, On Eccles. 11. 11.
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unendingly (un-en 'ding-li), adv. Without end;
eternally.

unendingness (un-en'ding-nes), ». The char-
acter of being unending.
unendlyt (un-end'li), a. [< ME. "unendly (=
G. unendlich); < «»-! + endly, a.] Having no
end; endless. <SJr P. Sidnei/, Arcadia, p. 224.

unendurable (un-en-diir'a-bl), a. Not to be
endured; intolerable.

Without some touch of it [idealizing] life would be un-
endurable prose. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 189.

unendurably (un-en-diir'a-bli), adv. In an un-
endurable manner ; intolerably.

unengaged (un-eu-gajd'), o. Not engaged, in
any sense.

un-tlnglish (un-ing'glish), a. Not English, (a)

Not characteristic of Englishmen ; opposed in character,
feeling, etc., to what is English. (6) Not properly belong-
ing to, or not in accord with the usages of, the English
language.

un-Englished (un-ing'glisht), a. Nottranslated
or rendered into English. Bp. Hall, Honour of
the Married Clergy.

unenlightened (un-en-li'tnd), a. Not enlight-
ened; not mentally or morally illuminated;
also, not proceeding from or marked by men-
tal or moral enlightenment: as, unenlightened
zeal.

Natural reason, unenlightened by revelation.
Bp. Atterbnry, Sermons, II., Pref.

unentangle (un-en-tang'gl), v. t. [< Mn-2 -(- en-

tangle.] To disentangle. Donne, Devotions,
p. 129. [Rare.]

unentangled (un-en-tang'gld), a. Not en-
tangled; not complicated; not perplexed.

Vnentangled through the snares of life.

Johnson, Lives of the Poets, Collins.

unentering (un-en 'ter-ing), a. Not entering;
making no impression. Southey, Thalaba, ix.

unenterprising (un-en'ter-pri-zing), a. Not en-
tei-prising; not adventurous. ^Mrfre, Thoughts
on French Affairs (1791).

unentertaining (un-en-t6r-ta'ning), a. Not
entertaining or amusing; giving no delight.
dray. To West, Letter xxv. (1740).

unentertainingness (im-en-tfer-ta'ning-nes), n.

The quality of being unentertaining or dull.

Gray, To West, Letter xxvii. (1740).

nnenthralled (un-en-thrald'), a. Not enslaved;
not reduced to thraldom. Jf(7<o«,Eikonoklastes.

unentombed (un-en-tomd'), a. Not buried;
not interred. Dryden, .^neid, vi.

unentranced (un-en-tr&nst' ), a. Not entranced

;

not under the influence of a charm or spell ; dis-

entranced.
His heart was wholly unentranced.

Taylor, Pli. van Art (The Lay of Elena). (Davies.)

unenviable (un-en'vi-a-bl), a. Not enviable.
Milton, Animadversions, Pref.

nnenviably (un-en'vi-a-bli), adv. So as not to

be enviable.

unenvied (un-en'vid), a. Not envied; exempt
from the envy of others. Milton, P. L., ii. 23.

unenviOUS (un-en'vi-us), a. Not envious.; free

from envy. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xxi.

unequable (un-e'kwa-bl), a. Inequable.

March and September, . . . the two most unsettled
anii unequable ot seMODS. Bentley.

unequal (un-e'kwal), a. and n. I. a. 1. Not
equal; not of the same size, length, breadth,
quantity, quality, strength, talents, age, sta-

tion, etc.

Vo shape my legs of an unequal size.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Hi. 2. 159.

2. Inadequate; insufficient; inferior: as, his

strength was unequal to the task.

Atlas becomes unequal to his freight.

And almost faints beneath the glowing weight.
Addigun, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., 11.

The Day
Unequal to tlie Godhead's Attributes
Various, and Matter copious of your Songs.

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

3. Not balanced or matched ; disproportioned

;

one-sided; hence, inequitable; Uinfair; unjust;
partial.

To punish me for what you make me do
Seems much unequal. Shak., A. and C, ii. 5. 101.

We play unequal game.
Whene'er we shoot by Fancy's aim !

Scott, Rokeby, I. 31.

4. Not equable; not uniform; irregular: as,

unequal pulsations.

I have called him the moat original and the most un-
equal of living poeta. Stedman, Vict Poets, p. 838.

6. Not having the two Sides or the parts sym-
metrical : thus, an unequal leaf is one in which
the parenchyma is not developed symmetri-

unestablish

cally on each side of the midrib or stalk. Also
called o6Mg«e.— 6. hientom., composed of parts
or joints of different forms: as, unequal palpi
or antennse—Unequal surface, in entom., a surface
having very sliglit ana indeterminate elevations and de-
pressions.— Unequal temperament. See temperainent.
—Unequal voices, in music, properly, voices of ditferent
quality or compass ; but tlie term is often used in the sense
of mixed «otcc«.— Unequal wings, in etUom., wings of
which the anterior pair are longer or shorter than the pos-
terior, generally the former.

II. n. One not equal to another in station,

power, ability, age, or the like. Milton, P. L.,

vi. 453. [Rare.]

unequalablet (un-e'kwal-a-bl), a. [< M«-l -I-

equal + -able.] Not capable of being equaled;
not capable of being matched or paralleled

;

matchless; peerless. i?o^/e. Works, I. 282.

unequaled, unequalled (un-e'kwald), a. Not to

be equaled; unparalleled; unrivaled. Milton,

P. L., ix. 983.=Syn. Unmatched, matchless, unexam-
pled, peerless.

unequally (un-e'kwal-i), adv. Not equally.

Unequally yoked together. 2 Cor. vi. 14,

Unequally pinnate leaf. See pinnate.

unequalness (un-e'kwal-nes), H. The state
of being unequal ; inequality. Sir W. Temple,
Essay on Poetry.

unequitable (un-ek'wi-ta-bl), a. Inequitable.
A. Tucker.

unequitably (un-ek'wi-ta-bli), adv. Inequita-
bly. Seeker, Charge to Clergy of Oxford (1750).

unequityt (un-ek'wj-ti), n. ["< ME. unequitie; <

un^ + equity. Ci. iniquity.] Want of equity

;

inequity; iniquity. Wyclif,^om. m. 5.

unequivocal (un-f-kwiv'o-kal), a. Not equivo-
cal, in any sense. =Syn. Plain, unambiguous, unmis-
takable. See obscure.

unequivocally (un-f-kwiv'o-kal-i), adv. In an
unequivocal manner.
unequivocalness (un-e-kwiv'o-kal-nes), n. The
character of being unequivocal.
unerrablet (un-er'a-bl), a. Incapable of err-

ing; infallible. Sheldon, Mirror of Antichrist

(1616), p. 142.

unerrablenesst (un-fer'a-bl-nes), n. Incapacity
of error. Decay of Christian Piety.

unerring (un-er'ing), a. 1. Not missing the
mark; certain: as, an unerring aim.

Diana taught him all her silvan arts,

To bend the bow, and aim unerring darts.
Pope, Iliad, v. 68.

2. Committing no mistake ; incapable of error

;

infallible : as, the unerring wisdom of God. Jer.

Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery.
unerringly (un-6r'ing-li), adr. In an unerring
manner; without error, mistake, or failure; in-

fallibly. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 9.

Unescapable (un-es-ka'pa-bl), a. That cannot
be escaped. Buskin.

uneschewablet (un-es-cho'a-bl), a. [< ME. un-
eschuable; < mm-I + eschew ¥ -able.] Unavoid-
able.

An unesehuabte byndynge togydere.
Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 1.

uneschewablyt (un-es-cho'a-bli), adv. [< ME.
uneschuably ; < uneschewable + -ly'^.] Unavoid-
ably.

They ben to comyn unetehwably.
Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 3.

unespied (un-es-pid'), a. Not espied ; not dis-

covered ; not seen. Spenser, Present State of
Ireland.

unessayed (un-e-sad'), a. Not essayed; unat-
tempted. Milton, Eikonoklastes.
unessence (un-es'ens), v. t. [< mk-2 + essence.]

To deprive of essence or distinctive character-
istics. [Rare.]

Not only does truth, in . . . long intervals, unemence
herself, but (wliat is harder) one cannot venture a crude
fiction, for the fear that it may ripen into a truth upon
the voyage. Lamb, Essays of Ella, p. 178.

unessential (un-e-sen'shal), a, and n. I. a. 1.

Not essential ; not constituting the essence or
essential part; inessential; not of prime im-
portance.

The unessential parts of Christianity.
Addison, Freeholder.

Sundry unessential points of church order.

H. B. Smith, Christian Theology, p. 593.

2. Void of real being.
The void profound

Of unessential night Milton, P. L., ii. 438.

n. «. Something not constituting essence,

or not of absolute necessity: as, forms are
among the unessentiaJs of religion.

unestabli8ll(un-es-tab'lish), v. t. [< Mn-2 -I- es-

tablish.] To deprive of establishment; dises-

tablish. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvii. [Rare.]



nnethes

Qnethest, adv. See nneaths.
nnevangelical (un-e-van-jel'i-kal), a. Not
evangelical. Milton, Answer to Eikbn Basilike.
$ 12.

nneven (un-e'vn), a. [< ME. uneven, < AS. un-
efen,< tin-, not, + efen, even : see mk-1 and ece«l.]
1. Not even, (a) Not level, smooth, or plain ; rough •

ragged. SAai., JL N. D., iiL 2. 417. (6) Not straight or di-
rect

; crooked. SAofc, R. and J., iv. 1. 5. (c) Not uniform,
equable, regular, or continuous ; changeable ; jerky.

Light quirks of music, broken and uneven.
Pope, To the Earl of Burlington, Ep. 4.

(d) Not perfectly horizontal or level, as the beam of a
scale ; not at the same height or on the same plane ; hence,
not fair, just, or true.

Belial, in much uneven seal* thou weigh'st
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unexecuted (un-ek'se-ku-ted), a. 1. Not exe-
cuted, in aiy sense. ' BMrA;e, Letter to a Noble -

Lord.— 2t. Unemployed; not brought into use ; unfadable (un-fa'da-bl), a. Incapable of fad-

Unfaee these, and they wil! prove as bad cards as any
in the pack. HushUKrth, Hist. Collections, II. iL 917.

inactive.
You therein

. . . leave unexecuted your own renowned knowledge.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 7. 45.

unexempt (un-eg-zemf), a. 1. Not exempt;
not free by privilege.— 2t. Not exempting
from or depriving of some privilege or the
like. Milton, Comus, 1. 685.

unexpectant (un-eks-pek'tant), o. Not ex- „„<.„jj / <.-,j. ^ , -kt i. ,• ,,, ^ ,

pectant; not expecting, looting for, or eagerly
unfading (un-fa ding), a. 1. Not liable to lose

waitinir for somethinoT ' ^ ^ _strength or freshness of colonng.-2. Not lia-

ing, perishing, or withering.

A crown incorruptible, unfadable.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Abasuerus Feasting.

unfadgingt (un-faj'ing), a. Not suiting ; of un-
suitable shape, quality, or the like.

The potter may err in framing his vessel, and so in an-
ger dash the unfadying clay against the walls.

Mev. T. Adams, Sermons, III. 122. (Daviet.)

waiting for something.
With bent unexpectant faces. Oearge Eliot, Eomola, Iv.

All others by thyself. MUton, P. K., ii. 173. unexpectatiout (un-eks-pek-ta'shon), n. Want
(e) In aritA., odd; not divisible by 2 without a remainder: of previous consideration; want of foresight.

Bp. HaH, Balm of Gilead. § 1.
83, 3, 5, 7, etc., are uneven numbers.

coloring.-
ble to wither or decay.
The unfading rose of Eden. Pope, Eloisa to Abelard.]

unfadingly (un-fa'ding-li), adv. In an unfading
manner; so as not to fade; imperishably.

Uneven pages, pages with odd numbers, like 1, 3, 5, 7, etc
unevenly (un-e'vu-li), adv. [< ME. unevenly;
< uneven + -ly^.'j In an uneven manner; not
smoothly or regularly.-Unevenly even. See eveni.

nnevenness (un-e'vn-nes), n.

character of being uneven, (a) Inequality of sur-
face : as, the unevenness of ground or of roads, (b) Ir-
regularity ; want of uniformity, (c) Want of equableness

;

unsteadiness; variableness.

Wnevenness of temper.

ele : as, it is the unexpected that happens
Thy speech doth please me ; for it ever sounds
As thou brought'st joyful, unexpected news.

Beau, and PI., King and No King, iv. 4.

The state or unexpectedly (un-eks-pek'ted-li), adv. In an"* -' - unexpected manner ; at a time or in a manner
not expected or looked for; suddenly. Milton,
S. A., 1. 1750.

unexpectedness (un-eks-pek'ted-nes), n. The
character of being unexpected. Sterne, Tris-
tram Shandy, iv. 29.

unexpedient (un-eks-pe'di-ent), a. Inexpedi-
ent. Milton, Education. [Kare.]
unexpensive (un-eks-pen'siv), a. Inexpen-
sive. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
unexperiencef (un-eks-pe'ri-ens), n. I
rience. B. Jonson, Magnetict Lady, iii. 4.

Inex-

Addison, Spectator.

Her abruptness and nnevenness of manner were plainly
the result of her secluded and lowly circumstances.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 6.

id) Want of smoothness in regard to style or composi-
tion. Boyle, Works, II. 261.

uneventful (un-e-vent'ful), a. Not eventful:
as, an uneventful reign or life. Southey.
uneventfully (un-e-vent'ful-i), adv. In an uu- , __„„
eventful manner; so as to be without striking unexperienced (un-eks-pe'ri-enst),a'. 1
occurrences. perienced.
unevident (un-ev'i-dent), a. Not evident, clear,
obvious, or manifest; obscure. Bp. Hacket,
Abp. Williams, i. 197. (Davies.)
Unexact (un-eg-zakf), a. Inexact. Imp. Diet.
[Rare.]

unexaminable (im-eg-zam'i-na-bl), a. Not ca-
pable of being or proper to be examined.
The lowly, alwise, and unexaminable intention of Christ

in what he went with resolution to doe.
Milton, Reformation in Eng.

Thou return unexperienced to thy grave.
~"

" "". of the S., iv. 1. 86.

Young at his

S/ulL,T.

first entrance, and
[Ethelbert] was the first raiser of civill War among the
Saxons. MUlon, Hist Eng., iiL

2. Untried

unfailablet (un-fa'la.-bl), a. Not capable of fail-J

ing; infallible. "
'

This unfailable word of truth.
Bp. Hall, Sermon on 2 Pet. i. lOi 1

unfailablenesBt(un-fa'la-bl-nes), w. The char-l
acter or state of being unfailable ; infallibility,

unfailing (un-fa'ling), a. 1. Not liable to fail;,
incapable of being exhausted : as, an unfailingj
spring; unfailing sources of supply.— 2. Notj
missing; always fulfilling a hope, promise, op|
want; not coming short ; sure; certain.

Thou, secure of my unfailing word.
Dryden, Hiad, L 322.

Some god, propitious to the Trojan foe.
Has from my arm unfailing struck the bow.

Inexpe- ^"^^ "'"'*' ""• ^'•

j 4 ^ unfailingly (un-fa'ling-li),adti. In an unfailing
manner; surely.

unfailingness (un-fa'ling-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being unfailing. Bp. Hall, Sermon on
2 Pet. i. 10.

unexperienc'd, he Unfaint (un-fan'), a. [< ME. «n/ain, j(«/ejn, «n-

not yet known from experience;
also, exhibiting inexperience : applied to things.

Unexperienced art. 0. Harvey, Four Letters.

unexperientt (un-eks-pe'ri-ent), a. Inexperi-
enced. Shale., Lover's Complaint, 1. 318.

unexampled (un-eg-zam'pld), a. Having no unexpert (un-eks-p6rt'), a. 1. Inexpert.
example or similar case ; having no precedent "" " " " ^

or rival; unprecedented; unparalleled. Milton,
P. L., iii. 410.

'

Her modest mien
And carriage, marked by unexampled grace.

Wordsworth, Prelude, viL

unexceptionable (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bl), a.
Not liable to any exception or objection; un-
objectionable; faultless; hence, excellent; ad-
mirable.

Men of clear and unexceptionable characters.
Waterland, Works, V. 296.

unexceptionableness (un - ek -sep'shpn -a - bi-
nes), n. The state or character of being un-
exceptionable. Dr. H. More, Seven Churches,
Pref.

'

nnexceptionably (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bli), adv.
In an unexceptionable manner.' "South, Ser-
mons, V. iv.

unexceptional (un-ek-sep'shon-al), a. Not
forming an exception ; in the "regular course

;

usual.

unexceptionally (un-ek-sep'shon-al-i), adv.
Without exception ; in a manner excfuding no-
thing; entirely.

unexceptive (un-ek-sep'tiv), a. Not excep-
tive ; admitting no exception. J. B. Sterling,
Text-book to Kant, p. 11.

Unexcised (un-ek-sizd'), a. Not charged with
the duty of excise
of excise.

Unexclusive(un-ek8-kl6'siv),a. Not exclusive;
general ; comprehensive.
His erudition was as unexclftsive as profound.

Sir W. Hamilton.

unexclusively (un-eks-klo'siv-li), adv. With-
out exclusion of anything; so as not to ex-
clude. Sir W. Hamilton, Beid's Works, Supp.
Diss., Note D, ^ 2.

nnexcogitable (un-eks-koj'i-ta-bl), a. Not ex-
cogitable

; inconceivable. Sir'W. Raleiqh, Hist.
Worid, I. 2.

nnexcusable (un-eks-ku'za-bl), a. Inexcusa-
ble. Fuller, General Worthies.

Unexcusableness (un-eks-ku'za-bl-nes), ». In- unface (un-fas'), V. t.

excusableness. ^amwonrf, Works, IV. 642. cover from ; expose.

T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 1.

My sentence is for open war ; of wiles
More unexpert I boast not ; them let those
Contrive who need, or when they need.

MOton, P. L., iL 52.

2. Without knowledge; unacquainted; igno-
rant.

Him you will find in letters and in laws
Not ui\expert. Prior, Imit. of Horace, i. 9.

unexpertly {un-eks-p6rt'li), adv. Inexpertly.
unexplored (un-eks-pl6rd'), a. Not explored,
in any sense.

unexposed (un-eks-pozd'), a. Not exposed, in
any sense.

unexpressible (un-eks-pres'i-bl), a. Inex-
pressible. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 2.

unexpressibly (un-eks-pres'i-bli), adv. Inex-
pressibly. Bp. Hall, Character of Man.
unexpressive (un-eks-pres'iv), a. 1. Not ex-
pressive; deficient in expression.— 2t. Not to
be expressed ; inexpressible ; unutterable ; in-
effable. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. JO.
unextended (un-eks-ten'ded), a. 1. Not ex-
tended or stretched out.

Unextended arms. Congreve, Mourning Bride, iii.

2. Not having extension ; occupying no assign-
able space.
A spiritual, that is, an unextended substance.

Locke, Human Understanding, iv. 10.

not subject to the payment unextinguishable (un-eks-ting'gwish-a-bl), a.
Inextinguishable.

Unextinguishable fire. MUton, P. L., ii. 88.

unextinguishably (un-eks-ting'gwish-a-bli),
adv. Inextinguishably.

unextricable (un-eks'tri-ka-bl), a. Inextrica-
ble. Barrotv, Sermons, IIl^ xxxvi.
uneyedt (un-id'), a. Unobserved; unnoticed;
unseen; unpereeived. Beau, and Fl., Wit at
Several Weapons, ii.

unfabled (un-fa'bld), a. Not fabled or imagi-
nary; not mentioned in fable ; unconnected or
unmixed with fable ; real.

They are more amusing than plain unfabled precept
Sydney Smith, Works, I. 176. (Dailies.)

To remove the face or

faice, < AS. unfeegen, < un-, not," -1- fsegen, glad

:

see/ainl.] Not fain ; sorry.

All the foike were vnfayn, & of fyn will
To haue reft hir the rynke, for ruth that thai had.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12108.

"A-las," sche sayd, "I am vn-fayn
To se my sone in this dissesse."

Political Poems, eta (ed. FumlvallX p. 210.

^'f unta,inlyi, adv. [_<unfain+-ly^.^ Sorrowfully.
Haltiicell.

unfainting (un-fan 'ting), a. Not fainting;
not sinking or succumbing or giving way.
Thorow which [labyrinth it is] impossible to passe with-

out the conduct of wisdome and exercise of unfainting for-
titude. Sandys, Travailes, p. 8&

unfair (un-fSr'), a. [< ME. unfair. < AS. ««/«-
ger (= Goth, unfagrs), < un-, not, -1- feeger, beau-
tiful: see /atrl.] Not fair, (a) Not beautiful ; not
comely, (it) Not glad ; sad ; sorrowful.

Noght sesyng of sorow, & sobbyng tmfaire
On dayes to Endure, with drouping on nightes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X I- 3290.

(ct) Unseemly; disgraceful.

He watj corsed for his vnclannes, & cached ther-inne,
Done doun of his dyngnet^ for dedeg vr^fayre.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1801.

(d) Not honest ; not impartial ; disingenuous; using trick
or artifice.

You come, like an ut\fair merchant, to charge me with
being in your debt Suift.

(«) Not based on honesty, justice, or fairness ; inequita-
ble : as, unfair advantages ; unfair practices. = S3TX. (d) (e)
Unjust, inequitable, partial, one-sided, dishonest, dishon-
orable. See candid.

unfair (un-far'), V. t. To deprive of fairness or
beauty. Shak., Sonnets, v. [Rare.]
unfairly (un-far'li), adv. In an unfair or un-
just manner. Seeker, Sermons, IV. xiii.

unfairness (un-far'nes), ». The state or char-
acter of being unfair, in any sense. Bentley,
Phileleutherus Lipsiensis.
unfaith (un-fath'), n. Want or absence of
faith; distrust.

Unfaith in aught is want of faith in alL
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien (song).

unfaithful (un-fath 'ful), a. [< ME. unfaythfull ;

< M«-l -I- faithful.'\ 1. Not faithful; not ob-
servant of promises, vows, allegiance, or duty.

Fro all fandyng vnfaythfull thou fende vs.

Here in this worlde of lilTe whille we laste.

York Plays, p. 241.

His honor rooted in dishonor stood.
And faith unfaithful kept him falsely true.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Not performingtheproperdutyorfunction.
My feet through wine uf\faitl[ful to their weight

Pope.



unfaithful

3. Not possessing faith; unbelieving; impi-
ous; infidel. Milton, P. L., xii. 461.— 4. Not
trustworthy; inexact; not conforming to the
letter and spirit: as, an unfaithful account;
an unfaithful translation.

He was a learned man, of immense reading, but is much
blamed for his un/aithfvl quotations.

Aubrey, Lives CWilliam Prinne).

=Syil. 1. Faithless, etc (e^e perfidious); derelict.

Tinfaithfully (un-fath'ful-i), adv. In an un-
faithful manner; without faithfulness

;
perfidi-

ously; negligently: as, work Mn/aitA/uHy done.
unfaithfulness (un-fath'flil-nes), n. The char-
acter of being unfaithful.

A pretext for unfaithfulnegs or negligence.
J. A. Alexander, Sermons, II. 75,

onfalcated (un-fal'ka-ted), a. 1. Not falcated;
not hooked; not bent like a sickle.— 2t. Not
curtailed ; having no deductions.

I am of opinion that a real ui\falcated income of six

hundred pounds a year is a sufficient income for a country
dean in this kingdom.

Sun/t, On Bill for Clerical Residences.

linfalliblet(un-fal'i-bl), a. Infallible. Shnk.,
1 Hen. VI., i. 2. 59.

unfallowed (un-fal'od), a. Not fallowed.

Th' unfallowed glebe. J. Philipg, Cider, L

unfaltering (un-fal't^r-ing), a. Not faltering

;

not failing; not hesitating.

Sustained and soothed
By an ur\falterinff trust, approach thy grave.

Bryant, Xhanatopsis.

unfalteringly (un-fal'tfer-ing-li), adv. In an
unfaltering manner; without faltering.

He inspired all, so that "all felt ready to follow him
unfalteringly into any . . . post of danger.'*

Amer. Antiquarian, IX. 112.

unfamed (un-famd'), «• Not renowned; in-

glorious. [Rare.]

Death unfamed. Shak., T. and C, it 2. 159.

unfamiliar (un-fa-mil'yar), a. Not familiar;
not well known or acquainted; not wonted by
frequent use. Byron, Lara, i.

The unfamiliar handwriting.
W. D. HowelU, Indian Summer, p. 192.

Unfamiliarity (un-fa-mil-i-ar'i-ti), n. The state

of being unfamiliar; want of familiarity. John-
son, Pref. to Diet.

unfamiliarly (un-fa-miryftr-li), adv. In an un-
familiar manner.
unfamoust (un-fa'mus), a. [< ME. unfamous;
< HH-i + famous.'] Not famous; lost to fame;
forgotten. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1146.

unfardlet (un-far'dl), v. t. To unloose and open,
as a pack (fardel) ; unpack. Nashe, Lenten
Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 171). (Varies.)

unfarrowed (un-far'od), a. Deprived of a far-

row or litter. Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.
[Kare.]

unfashionable (un-fash'on-a-bl), a. It. Inca-
pable of being fashionecl or shaped.— 2. Not
fashionable, in any sense.

For there is no Charm in Words as to matters of Breed-
ing, An uT^faghionable Name won't make a Man a Clown,

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1898X p. 221.

3t. Shapeless; deformed. Shak., Rich. III.,

i. 1. 22.

unfashionableness (un-fash'on-a-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unfashionable; devi-
ation from or opposition to the fashion.

unfashionably (un-fash'gn-a-bli), adv. In an
uiif:isliionable manner; not in accordance with
fasliion.

unfashioned (un-fash'ond), a. Not modified by
art; not molded; amorphous; shapeless; not
having a regular form, B. Jonson, Poetaster,
i. 1.

unfast (un-fasf), a. Not fast or safe; not se-
cure Johnson. >

unfastt (un-fasf), f, t. [< ME. unfasten, unves-
ttn, iinfesten; < «n-2 + fast^.] To loose.

unfasten (uu-fa'sn), v. [< ME. unfastnen; <

un-- + fasten.] I. trans. To loose; unfix; un-
bind; untie; figuratively, to detach from any
connecting link or agency; disconnect.

He doth unfasten so and shake a friend.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 209.

II. intrans. To come untied or unloosed.
unfastener (un-fis'nfer), n. One who or that
whiili unfastens,

unfastnesst (un-fast'nes), n. Lack of close-
ness, as of fiber; porousness. [Rare.]
Tin; insolidity and ur^fastn*8s of the tree.

Rtv. T. Adaim, Works, II. 47&

unfathered (un-fii'THferd), a. l. Having no
father; fatherless; hence, x>roduced contrary
to the course of nature. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv
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4. 122.— 2. Not acknowledged by its father;
having no acknowledged father, as an illegiti-

mate child: used figuratively: &8, an unfathered
proposition.

tmfatherly (im-fa'THfer-li), a. Not befitting a
father. Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 866,

unfathomable (un-faTH'um-a-bl), a. Incapable
of being fathomed or sounded ; too deep to be
measured ; hence, not capable of being sounded
by thought or comprehended.
ujuathomableness (un-faTH'um-a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unfathomable, Norris, On
the Beatitudes, p. 133.

unfathomably (un-faTH'um-a-bli), adv. So as
not to be fathomed or sounded. Thomson, Win-
ter.

unfathomed (un-faTH'umd), a. Not fathomed
or sounded ; not to be sounded. Gray, Elegy.
unfatigueable (un-fa-te'ga-bl), a. Incapable
of being fatigued ; unweariable; indefatigable.
Nashc, Pierce Penilesse, p. 58.

unfaulty (un-fal'ti), a. Free from fault, de-
fect, or deficiency. Spenser, Heavenly Love,
1. 233.

tinfavorable, unfavourable (un-fa'vor-a-bl),

a. 1. Not favorable; not propitious; dis-

couraging; adverse. Macaulay, Mill on Gov-
ernment.— 2. Not adapted to promote, some
specified object; somewhat prejudicial: as,

weather unfavorable for harvest; unfavorable
conditions.— St. Ill-favored; ugly; unattrac-
tive ; repulsive.

unfavorableness, unfavoturableness (un-fa'-
vor-a-bl-nes), n. The character of being un-
favorable. Adam Smith.

unfavorably, unfavourably (un-fa'vor-a-bli),
adv. In an unfavorable manner ; so as not to

countenance or promote ; in a manner to dis-

courage. Seeker, Sermons, III. xv.

unfeared (un-ferd'), a. It. Not affrighted ; not
afraid; not daunted; intrepid. B. Jon«on, Cati-
line, iv. 1.— 2. Not feared; not dreaded.
Unfearful (un-fer'ful), a. Not fearful; not in-

fluenced by fear ; courageous.

UnfearefuU preachers of my name. Cdall.

unfearfully (un-fer'ful-i), adv. In an unfearful
manner; bravely. Sandys, Travailes, p. 270.

unfeasible (un-fe'zi-bl), a. Not feasible ; im-
practicable ; infeasible. South, Sermons, III. ii.

tinfeastlyf, a. [ME. unfestUch; < «n-i +feastly.]
Not festive ; not cheerful.

Hir liste nat appalled for to be.

Nor on the morwe unfegtlich for to se.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1, 358.

unfeather (un-feTH'fer), v. t. To strip or de-
nude of feathers, Colman, The Oxonian in
Town, i,

unfeathered (un-fe^H'^rd), o. Not provided
with feathers; featherless, Dryden.

unfeatlyt (un-fet'li), adv. Unadroitly ; with-
out .skill ; not dexterously, Udall, Luke, Pref.

unfeatured (im-fe'turd), a. Wanting regular
features; deformedf. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's
Satires, x. [Rare.]

nnfeatyt (un-fe'ti), a. [< un-'i^ +feat, a.,+ -yi.]

Not feat ; unskilful ; clumsy.

They might talk of book-learning what they would, bnt,
for his part, he never saw more unfeaty fellows than great
clerks were. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii,

unfed (un-fed'), a. Notfed; not supplied with
food; not nourished or sustained. /SAafc., Lear,
iii. 4. 30.

unfeed (un-fed'), a. Not feed ; not retained by
a fee ; unpaid, Shak., Lear, i, 4, 142.

unfeeling (un-fe'ling),o. 1, Devoid of feeling;

insensible; void of sensibility, Shak., 2 Hen.
VI., iii. 2. 145.— 2. Devoid of sympathy with
others; hard-hearted; unsympathetic; cruel.

flrai/. Distant Prospect of Eton College.

unfeelingly (un-fe'ling-li), od». 1. In an un-
feeling or cruel manner.— 2t. Without percep-
tion or comprehension. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 19.

unfeelingness (un-fe'ling-nes), ». The state or
character of being unfeeling; insensibility;

hardness; cruelty.

tinfeigned (un-fand'), a. Not feigned; not
counterfeit; not hypocritical; real; sincere:

as, viifiii/ned piety; unfeigned thanks. Shak.,

T. of the S., iv. 2. 32.

unfeignedly (un-fa'ned-li), adv. In an un-
feigned manner; without hypocrisy; really;

sincerely.
Because it smellis, vnfejneitlie.

To verray percialytie.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (K E, T. a.\ I, 431,

He pardoneth and absolveth all them that truly repent
and unfeignedly believe bis holy gospel.

Bo<^ of Comnwn Prayer, Absolution.

unflnishing

unfeignedness (tm-fa'ned-nes), n. The state
of being unfeigned; truth; sincerity, Leigh-
ton, Com. on 1 Pet. ii. 24.

unfeignlng (un-fa'ning), a. Not feigning; true.

Cowper, Odyssey, xxi.

unfellow (un-fel'6), V. t. To separate from be-
ing fellows or from one's fellows ; sunder ; dis-

sociate. Mrs. Browning. [Rare.]

unfellowed (un-fel'od). a. Not matched ; hav-
ing no equal. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 150.

unfelt (un-felf), a. Not felt; not making its

presence or action known ; not perceived.

An unfelt sorrow, Shak., Macbeth, ii, 3, 142,

unfeltlyt, adv. Imperceptibly,

Into his [Pharaoh's] brest she [Envy] blowes
A banefuU ayr, whose strength m\feUly flowes
Through all his veins.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

unfence (un-fens'), v. t. l. To strip offence or
guard. South, Sermons, IV. iv.— 2. To remove
a fence or wall from.

unfenced(un-fenst'), a. Having no fence ; not
fenced in; also, without protection, guard, or
security; defenseless.
A town . . . unwalled and wnfenced.

Uolinshed, Hist Scotland, an. 1572.

Spreading afar and unfenced o'er the plain.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 1.

unfermented (un-f6r-men'ted), a. 1. Not hav-
ing undergone fermentation.— 2. Not leaven-
ed ; not made with yeast, as bread,

unfertile (un-fer'til),a. Infertile. Dr. H. More.
Unfertileness (un-f6r'til-nes), n. Infertility,

unfertility (un-ffer-til'i-ti), n. Infertility. Nine-
teenth Century, XXIV."834.

nnfestlicht, «• See unfeastly.

unfetter (un-fet'6r), v. t. [< ME. unfeteren; <

«K-2 + fetter.] 1. To loose from fetters; un-
chain; unshackle; remove the fetters from.

She went allone and gan her herte unfettre
Out of desdaynous prison but a lite.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1216.

2. To free from restraint; set at liberty: as, to

unfetter the mind.
unfettered (un-fet'ferd), ^. a. Unchained; un-
shackled; free from restraint ; unrestrained.

Unfetter'd by the sense of crime.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxvii.

unfeudalize (un-fii'dal-iz), v. t. To free from
feudalism; divest of feudal rights or charac-
ter. Also spelled unfeudalise. Carlyle, French
Rev., II. V. 5. (Davies.)

Unflgured (un-fig'urd), a, 1, Not figured. Spe-
cifically— (a) Representing no animal or vegetable figures
or forms. (6) Devoid of figures of any kind ; not spotted
or dotted : as, an unfigured muslin ; an unfigured vase.

2. Literal; devoid of figures of speech. Blair.— 3. In logic, not determined in reference to
figure.

unfile (un-fil'), V. t. [< Mn-2 + /ifei,] To remove
from a file or record. Ford.
unfiled^ (un-fild'), a. [< MW-l + fded, pp. of

file^, v.] Not rubbed or polished with a file;

not burnished.
He was all armd in rugged Steele unfilde.
As in the smoky forge it was compilde.

Spenser, F. Q., IIL vlL 30.

unflled^t (un-fild'), a. [< ME. unfyled; < mm-I +
filed, pp. offile^, v.] Not soiled, polluted, cor-

rupted, or contaminated; undefiled. Surrey,
.iEneid, ii.

unfilial (un-fil'yal), a. Not filial. Shak.,'W.T.,
iv. 4. 417.

unfilially (un-fil'yal-i), adtt;. In an unfilial man-
ner.

unflUeted (un-fil'et-ed), a. Not bound up with
or as with a fiUet. Coleridge, The Picture.

unfine (un-fin'), a. Not fine ; shabby. [Rare.]

The birthday was far from being such a show ; empty
and unfine as possible.

Walpole, Letters (1762), IL 362. (Davies.}

unfinish (un-fin'ish), ». Lack of finish; incom-
pleteness, [Rare.]

It is such a comfort to a tired American — tired of our
fret and burry and unfinish — to see something done and
completed and polished. S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 366.

unfinishable (un-fin'ish-a-bl), a. Incapable of

being finished, concluded, or completed. Jarvis,

tr. of Don Quixote, I, i, 1.

unfinished (un-fin'isht), a. Not finished; not
complete; not brought t-o an end; imperfect,

A garment shapeless and unfinished.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 41&

unflnishing (un-fin'ish-ing), n. The act of

leaving unfinished, or not bringing to an end;
the state of remaining unfinished. [Rare.]

Noble deeds, the unfinishing whereof already surpasses
what others before them have left enacted.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus, § 8
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unfirm (un-ferm'), a. Not firm ; not strong or Whene'er I go to the fleld, Heaven keep me from unforcible (un-for'si-bl), a. Wanting force or
stable

;
feeble

;
infirm. T^^

""'''''"Xi^^SFufil^tS^wVeSo^^Jy.r, i. 2.
|tre°gth: as an ««>rciMe expression. HooJcer,

The sway of earth '
^ ' Eecles. Polity, v. 6 65, [Rare.]

Shakes like a thing unjimu Shak., J. C, i. 3. 4. unfleshly (un-flesh'li), a. Not fleshly ; not hu- iinforebodillg (un-for-bo'ding), a. Not foretell-
So is the «n/irm king man; incorporeal; spiritual. jng. not telling the future: giving no omens.

In three divided. Sluik., 2 Hen. IV., L 3. 78. Those unfleMy eyes with which they say the very air is Pope Odyssey ii

unfirmamented (un-fer'ma-men-ted), a. Not thronged. C. ifeade, Cloister and Hearth, 1.
yjjf/gj'gjjjjQ^a^yJlg'^^.foy.no'a-bl), a. Incapa-

having a firmament; unbounded ; boundless, imflesliyt (un-flesh'i), a. Bare of flesh; flesh- Ijle of In inj? foreknown. Cmlworth.
Carlyle. [Bare.] less. unforeknown (un-for-non'), a. Not previously

tmflrmneSS (un-ferm'nes), ?i. The state of be- G«stly Death's wn^sftji/ feet. Sir J. Davies. known or foreseen. [Rare.]
iug unfirm ; want of firmness

;
instability. Imjp. unflinching (un-flin'ching), a. Not flinching; Which had no less proved certain, «n/ore*not«i.

Diet. not shrinking : as, M«^J»cW«^ bravery. JWfon, P. L.iiL 19.

unfist (un-fist ),v.t. [< ««-l + fisn.^ Toun- unflinchingly (un-flin'ching-li), od);. "Without unforesee (un-for-se'), v. t.; pret. unforesaw,
band; release. [Bare.] fiiiiehing; unshrinkingly. pp. unforeseen, ppr. unforeseeing. [< «?i-l +

You goodman Brandy face, unfiH her, unflower (un-flou'6r), V. t. [< M«-2 + flower.'] foresee.] Not to foresee or anticipate ; have
How durst you^eep my wjfe?^ To strip of flowers^ G.J^teteW, Christ's Victory no previous view or impression of . Bp. Hacket,

kT c ^^^ Triumph. [Bare.] Abp. Williams, i. 171. (Danes.)
unflt (uii-fit ), a. Not fit. (a) Improper; unsuit- unfluent (un-flo'ent), a. Not fluent: unready unforeseeable (un-for-se'a-bl), a. Incapable
able; unbecoming; inappropriate: said of thmgs.

in speech. -Syiwiter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, of being foreseen. >So«tt,"Sermons, V. vi
A most unfit time. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 2. 61. j. 6. unforeseeing (un-for-se'ing), a. Not foresee-

(6) Not suited or adapted ; not fitted. unflush (un-flush'), f. J. l<. un-^ + flush'^-.'] To ing ; not provident. i>anJeZ, Civil Wars, vi.

It cannot be too carefully remembered that air contain- lose a flush of color. Unforeseen (un-for-sen'), a. Not foreseen ; not
ing so nmch carlx)nic acid gas that a candle will not burn The west unfiu»hes, the high stars grow bright. foreknown,
therein is tmfit also to support human life. M. Arrwld, Thyrsis. The sudden and unforeseen changes of things.

IF. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature (1st ed.X p. 73.
^^^^^^^ (un-foild'), «. Not vanquished ; not -Bacon, Political Fables, v., ExpL

(c) Wanting suitable qualiflcations, physical or moral; not defeated; not baffled. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii. The unforeseen, that which is uot foreseen or expected,
competent

;

unable
:

said of persons.
Unfold^ (un-fold' ), V. [< ME. unfolden, unfalden. Nothing is certain but the uvforeneen. Froude.

Unfit to live or die. Shak.. M. for M., Iv. 3. 68. unvoldm, < AS. unfealdan, unfold, < un-', back, unforeskinned (un-for'skind), a. [< «n- +
=Syn. (a) Inapt. See apt. (c) Unqualified, unmeet, un- + fealdan, fold : see un-'^ and fold^, v.] I. foreskin + -efP.l Circumcised. Milton, S. A.,
wmthy, incompetent, insufflcient irans. 1 . To open the folds of ; expand ; spread l HOO TRare 1

unfit (un-fit ), V. t. To make unsuitable; de-
^.^t; change from a folded condition, in any unforetold (un-for-told") a Not predicted orpnve of the proper or necessary qualifications ^^^^^ ^f fjie word fold. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. Tretold IcLwcZ predicted or

for some act, activity, use, or purpose. 1702; Pope, Iliad, ii. 978.-2. To lay open to unforewkmed (un-for'-wamd'), «. Not fore-
Age and blindness had unfitted Lord North for the du- view or contemplation ; make known in all the warned; not previously warned or admonished,

ties of a public prosecutor. Jlfaco«Jay, Warren Hastings,
details; develop; disclose; reveal : as, to M«- miUm, P. U, v. 245.

'^ "^ *= " "

unfitly (un-fit'li), adv. In an unfit manner; /o^d one's designs ; to ««/oM the principles of unforfeited (un-for'fit-ed), a. Not forfeited;
not properly ; unsuitably; inappropriately. B. a science. maintained; not lost. Shak., M. of V., ii. 6. 7.
./OH.'SOM, Alchemist, I o the Reader. The Holy Fader wondred on that he told, unforged (un-forjd') a [< ME unforged <

unfitness (un-fit 'nes), ». The character of Off tho merueles that thergan.^^^ un-^ + forged.] Not forged ; not made,
being unfit, in any sense. Shak., lueav, 1. 4. Rom. 0/ Partenay(E.^. 1. S.),\. Sl2i. „ , ,, *.. v, v 1, .i m w
356 Time shall ra/oZd what plaited cunning hides. Cr»4ftr^«d was the hauberke and the plate.

lUmtting (un-fit'ing), «. [< ME. ««^«W; < SAa*., Lear, i. 1. 283. ,.,,,.
CAa„<.r.iormer Age, 1. «

nn-l + nttiiig.] Not fitting; unsuitable; un- 3. To show, or let be seen ; display. unforgetable (un-for-get a-bl), a. That cannot

becoming. [Lightning] that in a spleen unfolds both heaven and OP forgotten. Also speiiea «n/orj«tao(e.

To assail such a hiduous creature ^'^"' »*«*• ^ «. D., i. 1. 146. Unforgivable (un-for-giv'a-bl), a. Incapable of

on so wondeifuU unfittyng stature. H. intrans. To become opened out ; be spread ^^"}S forgiven
;
unpardonable. Carlyle Life

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4758. apart ; become disclosed or developed ; develop of Sterling, yu. Also spelled unforgiveable.

unfittingly (un-fit'ing-li), ad». In an unfitting itself. ^ unforgiven (un-for-givn), a. Not forgiven;

manner; improperly. TAe ^«fan«c, LXV. 585. I see thy beauty gradually unToid. ^? ^'''^'^^L^
Jip. Jewell, A Keplie to M.

unfix (un-fiks'), J), t. 1. To make no longer Tennyson, -RleinoK. Hardinge, p 546

fixed or firm ; loosen from any fastening ; de- unfold^ (un-fold'), v. t. [< m«-2 -I- fold^.] To unforgiver (un-for-giv 6r), n. One who does

taoh; unsettle : as, to unfix the mind or affec- release from a fold or pen. not pardon or forgive
;
an implacable person

+;r,.,J. +^ >.«<;-,. >ia,r^T,Q+o c. ,1,, •„ J, J , J ^ ,j V • itJC/(a»mon, Clarissa Harlowe, Vll. 26. [Rare.]
tious; to Mn.7!i» bayonets. She [the milkmaid] dares go alone and u?i/bJ(? sheep m „„,__.„.„' /„„ ^a- ™„'; \ „ xT„t *„.,.;„

cr„fe his earth bound root SAat Macbeth iv 1 96 the night, and fears no manner of ill. Unforgiving (un-for-giv ing), a. Notforgiv-
l/^o; his earth-bound root. iAat Macbeth, iv. 1. 96. B

Quoted in Wato.'* Complete Angler, p. 82. ing; not disposed to overlook or pardon of-

2. To melt; dissolve. [Rare.]
unfolder (un-fol'der), n. One who or that which fenses; implacable. S^ro«, Fare Thee Well.

Nor can the rising sun unfolds UnforglVingUeSS (un-fgr-pv'mg-nes), B. The

« J/ ir?,^ '^T.^ :.

"^
unfolding (un-fol'ding), n. [Verbal n. of ««- quality of being unforgiving; implacabiUty.

unfixed (un-flkst ) a. Not fixed, in any sense, j-^i^n ^^ The act of spreading out; disclo- Huhardson, Clarissa Har owe VII. 287.

unflxedness (un-fik sed-nes), ». The state of gure- revelation- development. unforgotten, unforgot (un-fgr-got'n, un-for-
beiug unfixed or unsettled. Barrow, Sermons, '„ , ,j'. , j ' got'), a. Not forgotten ; not lost to memoiT

:

II. vi. ^°"^""-^'^''''^'™'^''°"sS%TheurL3.246. uot overlooked or neglected,

unflxity (un-fik'si-ti), K. The state of being un- ,., ,,, " r, ,,'f^,^i . Clime of the unfori^otfen brave. Bj/nm, ITieGiaoui.
fixed; fluctuation; variableness. [Bare.] unfoldment (un-fold ment), n. [< unfold^ + Z" / 2T L-™ 1 T«„^ ' ^ .,,,,.;„ ,. ... ,

"^
,_ ;^ ,,. -tyient.] Unfolding ; development. [Rare.] uniorm (un-form ), ti. t. [<. un-' + Jortn.] lo

The «n/te«3/ of the inflection of rjiuKTut is shown by the „,..,, . . ^? . , . »• dpstrnv iitimnkp • HpcnTnrvn«e or resolve into
existence of the variant i,i^L,ro, in Phocian inscriptions. The unfoldment of the power of voluntary motion. aesiroy

,
unmaKe

,
aecompose, or resolve into

Classical Rev., HI. 36. ?»?• •Sci- «o., XXXIIL 4. parts.

unflagging (un-flag'ing), a. Not flagging; not unfoldresst (un-fol'dres), n. [< unfoldl + -erl unformal (un-f6r'mal), a. Not formal; infor-

droopmg; maintaining strength or spirit; sus- + -t'*«.] A female who unfolds or discloses.
™|„__„ii„-j ,„_ fAr'mal-izd^ a Not made

tained: a.s, unflagging zeal. South, Sermons, The «rt/-o!dre««e of treacherie. ^l^f ,^?,??i„"°H t^ ^!t= r*^v;«y/i^R^«r/
J}f \, HoKjwAed, Descrip. of Ireland, formal ; unreduced to forms. Charlotte Bronte,

unfiame (un-flam'), v. t. To unkindle; cool, unfoliated (un-fo'li-a-ted), a. Not having a „_fn~l'/7iin fArmd'l n Not hflviTio> been
[Kare.]

^^^^
foUated structure; not foliated. See folia- To^^^fnit^fVsSti; not mledTtf r^e'^"

C-»rtam«« your courage in pursuit.
,.. ^ ^ unfool'(un-f61'), r. «. [< «n-2 -f /oo?l.] Tore- 'ar shape.

. . . , n . .
^f- ? 'T •' Store from folly ; make satisfaction to (one) for Matter unform-d and void. Milton, P. L, vlL 233.

unnated (un-fla ted), a. [< wn-i + L. flatm, calling one a fool; take away the reproach of Unformed stars, in anc. astran., stars not included in

pp. of flare, blow (see flatus}, + -ed^.] Not tn^W ft-nm TRare 1 .-
r any constellation-figure, but considered as belonging to

blown
\ J ft J louy irom. L^are.j ^^^ ^j ^^^^ constellations : generally used with reference

• Have you any way, then, to ur^fool me again ? to Ptolemy's catalogue, a^ the shapes of the constellation-
The "jerk orunflated aspirate. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 120. figures are not so determinate as to distingnish whether

fl ** • .
fl ..^ • 5""^^^

r;^""-**'" UnfOOted (un-fut'ed), a. Not trodden by the
stars „oti b^ Ptolemy are in all cases within or w

^*fs-fi."''-r r'^f.L^; Is^ptrSfd ^-* of man; unvisited. [Rare, ,^1o»'d-(un-f6r'ti-fid), .. Not fortified, in

Stollo -rvvHi Until it came to some TOtrooted plains any sense.

nnflattPrinffiv Cun flat'er inc- U) adr In an
^^"^ '"'' "" ^'"^^ °' ^''"- '^*""' ^"''J"""'"- A heart unfortified, a mind impatient.unnattenngiy (un-nat ei-mg-u), adt. ^ »»

^.forbidden unforbid (un-f6r-bid'n, uu-for- SAot:, Hamlet, i. 2. 9«.
unflattering manner; without flattery. ^- j A CT' ^

T^ ^^- 1 1
v""|^y'

u-iT-'i j ^ » i.« , .. ,,..-< ^ ^^ o , ^- .-^ -,

unfledged (un-flejd'), a. 1. Not yet fledged or ^J? > f
• Not forbidden

;
not prohibited

:
ap- imfortlfyt (un-for'ti-fi), v. t [< hh-2 +,fortify.]

furnished with feathers. phed to persons; allowed; permitted; legal: To strip of fortifications ; dismantle. [Rare.]

Her M»(!«rfn'd hromi Cnumfr Tliiirt ii
applied to things. ..,.,, , „, On the kings name I commaund you to leane yourHer tmytedsrd brood. <^'>«»^'"'*^''^ UUforbiddenneSS (un-f6r-bid'n-nes), n. The armour, to discamp your camp, and to «n/brti>> Tordi-

2. Not having attained to full growth or expe- state of bein" unforbidden. Boyle. sillas. G««iara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 272.

rience
;
not fully developed ; immature. unforced (un-forsf), a. Not forced, in any vinfortunacyt (un-for'tu-na-si), ». [< unfortu-

Unfledged actors. Dryden, Love Triuniphant, L 1. sense of that word. Iia(tc) + -cy.] Misfortune.
Unflesh(un-flesh'), J). <. l< un-^ + flesh.] To de- This gentle and «»\A)rced accord. The king he tacitely upbraids with the untof««<!<««
prive of flesh ; reduce to a skeleton. [Rare.] Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 123. of his reign by deaths and plagues.

unfleshed (un-fleshf), a. Not fleshed; not unforcedly (un-for'sed-li), «*'. In an unforced //eyim, Life of Laud, p. 331. (Daviet.)

seasoned to blood; untried: as, an unfleshed manner. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., unfortunate (un-for'tu-nat). a. and «. I. a.

hound; aM^e^Aed valor. xiii., note. Not fortunate; not prosperous; unlucky; un-



unfortunate

happy: as, an unfortunate adventure; an un-
fi/rtunatc man.

Men ever were most blessed, till cross fate

Brought love and women forth, ut\fortunate
To all that ever tasted of their smiles.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

=8yn. Unsuccessful, ill-fated, ill-starred, disastrous, ca-

lamitous. See/orfu}iate.

II. n. One who or that which is unfortunate

;

one who has fallen into misfortune or misery.

One more unfortuiuite.
Weary of breath.

Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

unfortunately (un-f6r'tu-nat-H), adv. In an
unfortunate manner ; by ill fortune ; unhappily.
Shah., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1029.

nnfortunateness (un-for'tu-nat-nes), n. The
condition or state of being unfortunate; Ul
luck; ill fortune.

Hia greatest UrifortunatetuM was in his greatest Bless-

ing. Baker, Chronicles, p. 102.

nnfossiliferous (un-fos-i-lif'e-rus), a. Desti-
tute ot: fossils. Encyc. Brit.'i XVlll. 622.

unfossilized (un-fos'il-izd), a. Not fossilized.

Quartfrli/ Rev.

nnfostered (un-fos't6rd), a. 1. Not fostered;
not nourished.— 2. Not countenanced or fa-

vored; not patronized: as, a scheme unfosteretl.

unfought (un-faf), ti. Not fought.

If they march along
Unfought withal. Shak., Hen. V., iU. 5. 12.

unfounded (un-foun'ded), a. 1. Not founded;
not built or established. Milton, P. L., ii. 829.
— 2. Having no foundation ; vain; idle; base-
less: as, Mn/o«nded expectations. PaZey, Natu-
ral Theology.
unfoundedly (un-foun'ded-li), adv. In a base-
less or unfounded manner.
unframablet (un-fra'ma-bl), a. Not capable
of bfiufi; framed or molded. Hooker, Eccles.
Polity, i. ^ 16.

unframablenesst (un-fra'ma-bl-nes), n. The
character of being unfraraable. Bp. Sanderson.

nnframet (un-fram'), r. t. [< ««-2 -H frame.}
To destroy the frame of; take apart ; hence, to
make useless ; destroy.

Yon write unto me that you are much offended by many
slanderers that depraue your doings and unframe your
attempts. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 109.

nnframed (un-framd'), a. 1. Not formed ; not
constructed ; not fashioned. Dryden.— 2. Not
provided with a frame ; not put into a frame

:

as, an nnframed picture.

nnfranchised (un-fran'chizd), a. Not fran-
ohised.

imfrangiblet (un-fran'ji-bl), a. Not frangible

;

incapaijle of being broken ; infrangible. Jer.

Taylor.

nnfrankable (un-frang'ka-bl), «. Incapable of
being franked or sent by a public conveyance
free of expense. Southey, Letters (1819), iii. 106.

(Darics.)

unfraugnt (un-fr4t'), a. Not fraught ; not filled

with aload or burden ; unloaded.

But would God tliat without lenger delayes
These galees were vnjraught in fortie dayes.

HaJcluyfi Voyages, I. 195.

unfree (un-fre'), «• [< ME. unfre; < u/i-i -I-

/rec] Not free, in any sense of the word
free.

Below the freeman there were \ii\free men, serfs bound
to the soil and slaves, the conquered foes of past genera-
tions and the captives of his own.

F. FMock, Land Laws, I. 16.

In no previous arrangement between Christian states
had the rule "free ships, free goods" been separated from
the opposite, "unfree or hostile ships, hostile goods."

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, $ 174.

nnfreezet(un-frez'),t7. t. l<un-^+ freeze.'] To
thaw.

Unfreeze the frost of her chaste heart.
T. Uudmn, Judith, iv. 196. (Danieg.)

unfrequency (un-fre'kwen-si), n. The state of
being uufrequent ; infrequency.
The un/rer/tiency of apparitions. QlanviUe, Essays, vi.

nnfrequent (un-fre'kwent), a. Not frequent;
not common ; not happening often ; infrequent.
Spectator, No. 472.

In the Oerman tmlrersitles feuds were not uT[frequent.
Encyc. Brit., XXJll 848.

nnfrectuentt (un-fre-kwenf), V. t. [< u«-2 -I-

frfquent.} To cease to frequent. J. Philips,
Ciller, i. [Bare.]
nnfrequented (un-fre-kwen'ted), a. Not fre-
guented; seldom resorted to lay human be-

solitary: as, an unfrequented place or
Brest. Shak., T. G. ot V.", v. 4. 2.

frequently (un-fre'kwent-li), adv. Infre-
quently. Co^ran, Ou the Passions, i. 2. [Bare.]
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unfrett (un-fref), ». t. [< un-^ + /re<i.] To
smooth out ; relax.

Until the Lord uv/ret his angry brows.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

unfretted (un-fret'ed), a. Not fretted; not
worn or rubbed. Holinshed, Chronicles of Ire-

land, an. 1532.

unfriend (un-frend'), n. [< ME. unfreond, on-
freond (= MHG. unvriunt), hostile person ; < un-
+ friend.'] One not a friend; an enemy. " Car-
lyle.

unfriended (un-fren'ded), a. Lacking friends;
not countenanced or supported. Shak., T. N.,
iii. 3. 10.

He was unfriended and unknown.
Ticknor, Hist. Span. Literature, n. 97.

unfriendedness (un-fren'ded-nes), «. The
qualitv or state of being unfriended. Athensmm,
No. 3148, p. 236.

unfriendliness (un-frend'li-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being unfriendly ; want of kindness ; dis-

favor. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet. ii. 11.

unfriendly (un-frend'li), a. 1. Not friendly;
not kind or benevolent; inimical: as, an un-
friendly neighbor.

I would not breed dissention

;

Tis an unfriendly ofBee.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, ii. 3.

They left their bones beneath unfriendly skies.

Coutper, Expostulation, L 624.

2. Not favorable ; not adapted to promote or

support any object.

The unfriendly elements. Shak., Pericles, Hi. 1. 58.

= Syn. Hostile, inimical, antagonistic. See amicable.

unfriendly (un-frend'li), adv. In an unkind
manner; not as a friend. Wollaston, Eeligion
of Nature, vi.

unfriendship (un-frend'shlp), «. [< ME. M«-
frindship; < unfriend + -ship.'] Unfriendli-
ness ; enmity.
Unfrighted (un-fri'ted), a. Not frighted; not
sciueil (ir terrified. B. Jonson, Epigrams, iv.

unfrightful (un-frit'ful), a. Not frightful ; not
terrifying or repulsive. Carlyle, French Kev.,
I. vii. 4.

unftock (un-frok'), v. t. [< «»-2 + frock.] To
deprive of a frock ; divest of a frock ; hence,
referring to a monk's frock, to deprive of eccle-

siastical rank or authority.

"Prond prelate," she [Elir.abeth] wrote, . . . "If you
do not immediately comply with my request, ... I will

unfrock you !

"

J. R. Green, Short Hist, of Eng. People, viL 3.

unfructed (un-fmk'ted), a. In her., having no
fruit : said of a branch or sprig of some plant
which is usually represented fructed. More
leaves or sprigs are usually shown as forming
part of the branch than when there is fruit.

UnfructUOUSt, a. [< unA + fructuous.] Un-
fruitful. H'yclif.

unfruitful (un-fr8t'ful), a. Not fruitful, in any
sense.

In the midst of his unfruHful prayer.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 344.

nnfruitfuUy (un-frot'ful-i), adv. In an unfruit-

ful manner; fruitlessly. B. t/on*on. The Silent

Woman, v. 1.

unfruitfulness (un-frot'ful-nes), n. The state

or character of being unfruitful; barrenness;
infecuudity; unproductiveness: applied to per-
sons or things.

unfruitoust, a. [ME., also unfruytous; < Mn-l

-I- //-Hi/OKS, fruitful: see fructuoits.] Unfruit-
ful. JlncHf.

unfueled, linfuelled (un-fu'eld), a. Not sup-
plied with fuel; not fed with fuel. Southey,

Thalaba, ii. (Davies.) [Rare.]

unfulfilled (un-fid-fild'), a. Not fulfilled; not
accomplished: as, a prophecy or prediction un-

fulfilled. MiltoD, P. L., iv. 511.

unfuUt (un-fiil'), a. Not full or complete ; im-
perfect. Sylvester.

unfumed (un-fiimd'), a. 1. Not fumigated.

—

2t. Not extracted or drawn forth by fumiga-
tion ; undistiUed: noting odor or scent.

She , . . strows the ground
With rose and odours from tlie shrub unfnmed.

JfiYton, P. L.,v. 349.

unfunded (un-fun'ded), a. Not funded; float-

ing: as, an unfunded Aebt. Seefund^, v. t., and
funded. The unfunded debt of the United Kingdom
exists in the form ot exchequer bills and bonds, treasury

bUls, etc.. Issued by the government wlien it desires to

raise money for temporary purposes, all bearing interest at

fixed rates, and due at specified times ; while the funded
debt of that counti-y is properly no debt at all, the gov-

ernment being under no obligation to repay the principal

•um repreiented by the stock, but only to pay the interest

ungartered

thereon, for the due performance of which a fund consist-
ing of the product of certain taxes or sources of revenue
is set aside,

unfurl (un-ferl'), ». [< un-^ + furl."] I. trans.

1 . To spread or shake out from a furled state,

as a sail or a flag.

Gallia's proud standards, to Bavaria's joined.
Unfurl their gilded lilies in the wind.

Addison, The Campaign.

2. Figuratively, to disclose ; display.

I am resolved to display my unfurled soule in your very
face. A'. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 50.

The red right arm of Jove,
With all his terrors there unfurfd.

Byron, tr. of Horace.

H. intrans. To be spread out or expanded

;

open to the wind.

As marks his eye the seaboy on the mast.
The anchors rise, the sails unfurling fast.

Byron, Corsair, i. 16.

unfurnish (un-f6r'nish), V. t. [< MJj-2 + furnish.]

To deprive of furnishing, furniture, or neces-
saries of any kind. Puttenham, Arte of Eng.
Poesie, p. 170.

unfurnished (un-fer'nisht), a. Not furnished

;

not supplied with furnishings or furniture of

any kind ; unsupplied ; unequipped : as, an un-

furnished house.
We shall be much unfumish'd for this time.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 2. 10.

unfurrowed (un-fur'od), a. Not furrowed ; not
formed into drills or ridges; hence, smooth : as,

an unfurrowed field ; the unfurrowed sea.

The unseeded and unfurrowed soil. Coicper, Odyssey, ix.

unfused^ (un-fiizd'), a. Not fused ; not melted.

unfused^ (un-fiizd'), a. Not provided or fitted

with a fuse, as a mine or a bomb. Science,Y. 74.

unfusible (un-fii'zi-bl), a. Infusible. [Rare.]

unga, ungka (ung'gii, ung'ka), n. The sia-

niang.

ungaint (un-:gan'), a. [< ME. ungain, ungayn;
< HH-l -i- gain, a.] 1. Perilous; dreadful.

[He] gird gomes vnto groundo with vngayn strokes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1332.

2. Ungainly; awkward; clumsy.

A brown boy with a thin face, a huge nose, and as un-
gain as possible. Gray, Letters, I. 86.

ungained (un-gand'), a. Not yet gained ; un-
possessed. Shak., T. and C, i. 1. 315.

ungainful (un-gan'ful), a. Unprofitable ; not
producing gain. Daniel, Musophilus.
ungainliness (un-gan'li-nes), n. The state or
character of being ungainly; ungainly appear-
ance ; clumsiness ; awkwardness.
ungainly (un-gan'li), a. [< ME. 'ungaynly (cf.

ungainly, adv.J; < un-'^ + gainly, a.] If. tfnflt;

vain.

Misusing their knowledge to ungainly ends, as either
ambition, superstition, or for satisfying tlieir curiosity.

Hammond, Sermons, IV. 13.

2. Awkward; clumsy; uncouth: as, a/n. ungain-
ly carriage. Everett, Orations, II. 213.=Syn. 2.

tlncoulh. Bungling, etc See awkward and clumsy.

ungainly (un-gan'li), adv. [< ME. "tmgaynly,
ungeinliche ; < ««-l -I- gainly, adv.] In an awk-
ward manner; clumsily; uncouthly.

Why dost thou stare and look so ungainly ?

Vanbrugh, Confederacy, i. 2.

ungallant (un-gal'ant, -ga-lant'),a. Not gal-

lant ; uncourtly to ladies. Gay, Letter to Swift,
April 27, 1731.

ungalled (un-g§,ld'), a. Unhurt; not galled;

uninjured.
Why, let the stricken deer go weep.
The hart ungalled play.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 283.

ungarment (un-gar'ment), V. t. [< M«-2 + gar-
ment.] To unclothe; strip.

ungarmented (un-gar'men-ted), a. Not having
garments; not covered" with garments; un-
clothed.

And round her limbs ungarmented the Are
Curl'd its fierce flakes.

Southey, Joan of Arc, iv. (Davies.)

ungamished (nn-gar'nisht), a. [< ME. ungar-
nyst; < ««-! + garnished.] Not garnished or

furnished; unadorned; not properly provided
or equipped.

The gome watz vngamyst with god men to dele.

Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX ii. 137.

A plain ungarnish'd present as a thanke-offering to thee.

Milton, Animadversions.

ungartered (un-gar'tferd), a. Not held by gar-

ters, as the hose or stockings; not having or
wearing garters.

You chid at Sir Proteus for going ungartered.
Shak., T. G. of V.. 11. I. 79.



tingatliered

ungatliered (im-gaTH'6rd), a. Not gathered
together; not culled; not picked; not collect-

ed ; specifically, noting printed sheets that have
been folded, but not gathered in regular order
for binding.

Those persons whose souls are dispersed and ungathered
by reason of a wanton humour to intemperate jesting are
apt to be trifling in their religion.

Jer. Taylor, Worlis (ed. 1835), I. 741.

ungear (un-ger'), v. t. [< mm-2 + gear.'] To
strip of gear ; also, to throw out of gear.

imgeneraled, xingeneralled (un-jeu'e-rald), o.

Made not general ; local
;
particular. Fuller.

[Bare.]

ungenerated (uu-jen'e-ra-ted), a. Not gener-
ated; not brought into being. Baleiglt.

nngeiierous (un-jen'e-ms), a. Not generous;
not showing liberality or nobility of mind or
sentiments ; illiberal ; ignoble ; dishonorable.

The victor never will impose on Cato
Ungen'rous terms. Addison, Cato.

ungenerously (un-jen'e-rus-U), adv. In an un-
generous manner ; illiberally ; ignobly.

ungenial (un-je'uial), a. Not genial, (a) Not
favorable to natural growth : as, ungenial air ; ungenial
soils. (6) Not kindly; unpleasant; disagreeable; hai'sh;
unsympathetic : as, an ungenial disposition, (c) Not con-
genial ; not suited or adapted. [Hare.]

Critical explanations of difiQcult passages of Scripture
... do well for publication, but are ungenial to the Iiab-

its and taste of a general audience.
Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

ungenituredt (un-jen'i-turd), a. Wanting gen-
itals ; wanting the power of propagation ; im-
potent. Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 184.

ungenteel (un-jeu-tel'), a. Not genteel; im-
polite ; rude : of persons or manners.
ungenteelly (un-jen-tel'li), adv. In an ungen-
teel manner; impolitely; uncivilly. Edinburgh
Rev.

ungentle (un-jen'tl), a. [< ME. nngentel; < wn-l

+ (jeulle.'] 1. Not gentle; harsh; rough; rude;
ill-bred; impolite.

When nature biddeth thee to be good and gentle to

other, she commandeth thee not to be cruel and ungentle
to thyself. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), ii. 7.

C»sar cannot live

To be ungentle. Shak., A. and C, v. 1. 60.

2. Not noble
;
plebeian.

Sum man hath grete rychesses, but he is ashamyd of his
ungentel lynage. Chaucer, Boetliius, Ii. prose 4.

ungentlemant (un-jen'tl-man), V. t. Same as
ungentlemanize.

Some tell me home-breeding will ungentleman him.
Oentleman Instructed, p. 545. (Dairies.)

ungentlemanize (un-jen'tl-man-iz), v. t. [< mk-1
-I- gentleman + -j^e.'J To deprive of the char-
acter of a gentleman ; make boorish. [Kare.]

Unmanning and un-gentlemanizing themselves to any
extent. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 416.

ungentlemanlike (un-jen'tl-man-Uk), a. Not
like a gentleman ; not becoming a gentleman

;

iingentlemanly. Sydney Smith, To John Allen.

ungentlemanuness (un-jen'tl-man-li-nes), n.

The character of being ungentlemanly. Quar-
terly Rev.

ungentlemanly (un-jen'tl-man-li), a. Not bo-
fitting a gentleman ; rude; uncivil; ill-bred.

Swearing in the Playhouse is an ungentlemanly as well
as an unchristian Practice.

Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 59.

=83^11. See uncivU.

ungentlemanly (un-jen'tl-man-li), adv. In an
ungentlemanly manner ; not as a gentleman.
To defraud and cousen them ungentleiruinly of their

parents love, which is the greatest and fairest portion of
their Inheritance. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 148.

ungentleness (un-jen'tl-nes), n. 1. Want of
gentleness; harshness; severity; rudeness.

—

2. Want of politeness; incivility. Shak., As
you Like it, v. 2. 83.

ungently (un-jent'li), adv. In an ungentle man-
ner ; harshly; with severity; rudely. Shak.,
Tempest, i. 2. 444.

ungenuine (im-jen'u-in), a. Not genuine.
His best Plays are almost always Modest and clean

Complexion'd. His Amphitrio, excepting the ungenuine
Addition, is such. Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 18.

ungenuineness (un-jen'u-in-nes), n. The char-
acter of being ungenuine ; spuriousness.
unget (un-gef), v. i. [< «n-2 -f get^. Cf. un-
beget.'] To treat as if unbegotten. [Bare.]

ni disown you ; 111 disinherit you ;

111 unget you. Sheridan, The Rivals.

nnglfted (un-gif'ted), a. Not gifted, (o) Not
endowed with peculiar faculties.

A hot-headed, ungifted, unedifying preacher.
Arbuthnot, Hist, of John Bull, xxiii.

(6) Not having received a gift ; without a present.

6610
Lest thou depart the coast ungifted.

Cowper, Odyssey, xv.

ungild (un-gild'), V. «. [< M»-2 -t- griWl.] To de-
prive of gilding.

It will ungild one face of the object while the other
face becomes gilt. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 196.

ungllded, ungilt (un-gil'ded, un-gilt'), a. Not
gilt ; not overlaid with gilding.

Our mean ungUded stage. Dryden.

ungilding (un-gil'ding), n. The act or process
of depriving of gilding ; hence, figuratively, a
stripping off of decorations.

By all this wee may conjecture how little wee neede
feare that the unguilding of our Prelates will prove the
woodeniug of our Priests. Milton, Animadversions.

Articles of iron, steel, and silver, which cannot be sub-
mitted to the ungilding-h&th.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 205.

ungill (un-gil'), V. i. [< Mn-2 + giin.'i To re-

lease the gills of (a fish) from the net ; take or
remove from a gill-net, as fish.

ungiltt (un-gilf), r. t. An obsolete variant of
ungiM.

Bycause that there was none yll that did vngilte it.

Golden Boke, ProL

ungiltift,a. [ME.: see«*»g'Mi%.] Without guilt;

innocent.

Is this an lionour unto thy deyte,
That folk ungiltif suffren here injure ?

Chaucer, Troilus, lit 1018.

ungird (un-gerd'), V. t. [< «n-2 -I- gird.] To
loosen by taking off the girdle, as a robe ; also,

to take the girdle or belt from.
The sportive exercises for the which the genius of Mil-

ton ungirds itself. Macavlay.

ungivet (un-giv'), v. [< «»-2 + give.'] To give
way ; relax ; slacken.

That religion which is rather suddenly parched up than
seasonably ripened doth commonly unlive afterwards.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., IL ii. 40. (Davies.)

ungiving (un-giv'ing), a. Not bringing gifts.

Dryden. [Bare.]

ungka, n. See unga.
ungka-puti (ung'ka-put-i), n. [Native name.]
The active gibbon of Sumatra, Hylobates agilis.

Also called nngha, vngka-pati, ungka-ctam.
ungladt (un-glad'), a- [ME. unglad, < AS. tm-
glsed (= Icel. ugladhr), not glad; as aw-l + glad.]

Sorry; sad. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris),
iii. 63.

ungladden (un-glad'n), v. t. [< «b-2 + gladden.]
To deprive of gladness; leave uneheered; make
sad. [Bare.]

It wears, to my eye, a stern and sombre aspect, too
much ungladdened by genial sunshine.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 49.

unglaze (un-glaz'), v. t. [< un-^ + glaze.] To
taKe the glass from, as a window or window-
sash.

unglazed (un-glazd'), a. 1. Unprovided with
glass, or with glass windows.— 2. Not coated
or covered with vitreous matter: as, unglazed
earthenware. See unglazed pottery, under pot-
tery.

ungloomed (un-gl6md' ) , a. Not darkened, over-
shadowed, or overclouded. [Bare.]

With look ungloomed by guile. M. Green, The Spleen.

Unglorifled (un-gl6'ri-fid), a. Not glorified

;

not honored with praise or adoration. Dryden.
unglorify (un-gl6'ri-fi), V. t. [< MH-2 + glorify.]

To deprive of glory. Watts, Bemnants of Time,
§ 31. [Bare.]

unglorioust (un-gl6'ri-us), a. Not glorious;

bringing no glory or honor; inglorious. Wyclif,
Job xii. 19.

unglosedt, a. See unglozed.

unglove (un-gluv'), 1). i. [<. un-^ + glove.] To
take off the glove or gloves from.

JJiiglove your hand.
Fletcher (and Massinferl), Lovers' Progress, ii. 1.

unglozedt (un-gl6zd'), a. [< ME. wiglosed; <

M«-i -I- glozed.] Not glozed or glossed.

Late 30wre confessoure, sire kynge, construe this vnglosed.
Piers Plowman (B), iv. 145.

unglue (un-glo'), !). t [< ?(n-2 -f (/?««.] To sep-
arate, as that which is glued or cemented;
hence, figuratively, to free from any strong at-

tachment.
Unglue thyself from the world and the vanities of it.

Bp. Hall, Christ Mystical, § 24.

unglutted (un-glut'ed), a. Not glutted; not
satiated or saturated ; not cloyed.

Seyd's unglutted eye. Byron, Corsair, ii. 8.

Ungnadia (un-gnad'i-a), n. [NL. (Endlieher,

1833), named for Ungnad, who wrote (1757) on

ungovernably

Persian fruits.] A genus of plants, of the order
Sapindacex and tribe Sapindeee. It is distinguished
from the related genus ^scutus, the horse-chestnut, by iu
alternate pinnate leaves, and by its flowers with a tungue-
shaped disk. The only species, U. speciosa, the Spanish
buckeye, is a native of Texas and Mexico, having a soft

satiny reddish wood. It is a small tree, or sometimes a
low shruVt, with leaves of from 3 to 7 serrate leaflets, the ter-

minal leaflet being long-stalked. The rose-colored flowers
are aggregated in lateral clusters or corymbs, followed l)y

a coriaceous three-lobed capsule containing; three (^iolKjse

seeds resembling those of the horse-chestnut, but with
emetic properties, and reputed poisonous.

ungoardt, a. See ungored'^.

imgod.1 (un-god'), V. t.; pret. and pp. ungodded.
ppT.ungodding. [< un-^ + god'^.] 1. To divest

of the divine attributes or qualities, real or sup-
posed ; divest of divinity ; undeify. I>r. J. Scott.

[Bare.]— 2. To deprive of a god, or cause to

recognize no god ; make atheistical or godless.
[Bare.]

ITiuB men ungodded may to places rise.

And sects may be preferred without disguise.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 742.

ungod^t, a. A Middle English form of niigood.

ungodlily (un-god'li-li), adv. In an ungodly
manner; impiously; wickedly.

ungodliness (un-god'li-nes), n. The quality of

being ungodly ; impiety ; wickedness.

The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all

ungodliness. Rom. i. 18.

ungodly (un-god'li), a. 1. Not godly; careless

of God
;
godless ; wicked ; impious ; sinful : as,

ungodly men or ungodly deeds. 1 Pet. iv. 18.

Glory to him whose just avenging ire

Had driven out the ungodly from his sight.

.Milton, P. L., vii. 185.

2. Polluted by wickedness.

The hours of this ungodly day.
Shak., K. John, ilL 1. 109.

Such an ungodly sickness I have got
That he that undertakes my cure must flrst

O'erthrow divinity, all moral laws.

Beatu arid Fl., King and No King, iiL 1.

3. Outrageous; extremely annoying. [Slang.]

The poisonous nature of the wind, and its ungodly and
uuintermittent uproar, would not suffer me to sleep.

R. L. Stevenson, Olalla.

4. Squeamish; nice. Ilalliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
=Syil, 1. Godless, Unrighteous, etc See irreligious.

ungoodt (un-gud'), a. [< ME. ungood, nngod, <

AS. ungod (= OHG. MHG. unguot, 6. ungut =
Icel. ugOdhr), not good; as Mn-1 -f- good.] Not
good; bad.
ungoodlyt (un-gud'li), a. [< ME. xmgoodly; <

HH-l + goodly, a.] Not goodly; not good; bad.

I nolde holde iiir ungoodly. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3741.

ungoodlyt (un-gud'U), adv. [< ME. ungoodly,
ougoodly ; < «h-1 + goodly, adv. ] Not well ; ill.

He was ongoodly servyd ther in.

Paston Letters, III. 125.

ungored^ (un-gord'), a. [< «n-l + gore'^ + -e(P.]

Not stained or marked with j;ore ; unbloodied.
[Bare.]

Helm^ cf gold
Vngoard with blond.

Sylvester, The Vacation, p. 288. (Davies.)

Ungored^ (un-gord'), a. [< «H-1 -"- gore^ + -ed^.]

Not gored ; not wounded as with a horn or spear.

I have a voice and precedent of peace.
To keep my name ungored.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 261.

ungorged (nn-g6rjd'), a. Not gorged; not
filled ; not sated.

Ungorged with flesh and blood.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria.

ungorgeous (un-g6r'jus), a. Not gorgeous:
not showy or splendid. Carlyle, French Bev.,
II. iv. 8. (Davies.) [Bare.]

ungotten, ungot (un-got'n, -got'), «. 1. Not
gained. Daniel, Civil Wars, vii.— 2t. Not be-

gotten.

Ungotten and unborn. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 287.

ungovernable (un-guv'er-na-bl), a. 1. Inca-

pable of being governed, ruled, or restrained;

not to be regulated by laws or rules; refrac-

tory; unrnly.

So ungovernable a poet cannot be translated literally.

Dryden.

I trust . . . that our enemies, who predict that the in-

dulgence will make us more insolent and ungovernahlc,

may find themselves false prophets.
Franklin, Autobiography, p. 380.

2. Licentious; wild; unbridled: as. MWirocfni-

nfc?^ passions. = SyTL Unm.inageable, intractable, nn-

controllable. See govern.

ungovernableness (un-guv'er-na-bl-nes), n.

The state of being ungovernable.
ungovernably (un-guv'er-na-bli), adr. In an
ungoveniable manner; so as not to be governed
or restrained. Goldsmith.



ungovemed

ungoverned (im-truv'ernd), a. 1. Not gov-

i erued: having no government ; anarchical.

The estate is green and yet unffovcrn'd.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 2. 127.

2. Not controlled; not subjected to govern-

ment or law ; not restrained or regulated ; un-
managed; unbridled; licentious: sts, ungoverned
passions.

To serve ungovemed appetite. Milton, P. L., xi. 517.

ungown (un-goun'), r. t. [< «n-2 + gown.] To
remove from the clerical function; degrade
from the position of priest or clergyman. Com-
pare uncowl, unfrock.

ungraced (un-grasf), c- Not graced; not fa-

vored ; not honored.

Ungraced, without authority or mark.
B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

ungraceful (un-gras'ful), a. Not graceful

;

lacking grace or elegance; inelegant; clumsy:
as, ungraceful manners.

Nor are thy lips ungraceful. Milton, P. L., viii. 218.

The other oak remaining a blackened and ungraceful
trunk. Scott.

ungracefully (un-gras'ftll-i), adv. In an un-
graceful manner; avrkwardly; inelegantly.

Speetatiir.

nngracefulness (un-gras'ful-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being ungraceful ; want of gracefulness;
awkwardness: as, ungracefulness of manners.
Locke.

ungracious (un-gra'shus), a. 1. Rude; un-
mannerly; odious; hateful; brutal.

How ungracious a thing this ambition Is.

Latinier, Misc. Sel.

Ungraeioug wretch

!

Fit for the mountains and the barbarous caves,

Where manners ne'er were preached.
Shak., T. N., iv. 1. r,l.

2. Offensive; disagreeable; unpleasing; un-
acceptable.

Parts which are ungracioits to the sight.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, x. 543.

Anything of grace toward the Irish rebels was as uH'
gracious at Oxford as at London.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

3. Showing no grace ; impious; wicked.

Swearest thou, ungracious boy?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 4. 49a

ungraciously (un-gra'shus-li), adv. In an un-
gracious manner; with disfavor: as, the pro-

posal was received ungraciously.

This that with gjle was geten vngraciouslich is spended.
Piern Plowman (B), xv. 129.

ungraciousness (un-gra'shus-nes), H. The
(liaracter of being ungracious. Jer. Taylor.

ungraining (un-gra'ning), n. The act or pro-

cess of removing the grain of something. Gild-

er's ilanual, p. 23.

ungrammatical (un-gra-mat'i-kal), a. Not ac-

cording t(i tlie established rules of grammar.
ungrammatically (un-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In
a manner contrary to the rules of grammar.
Ongratet (un-graf), a. and n. [< unA + grate^.

Ct.ingratt and ungrateful.] I, a. 1. Not agree-
able.— 2. Ungrateful.

But, Carthage, fle

!

It cannot be ungrate, faithlesse througli feare.

Marston, Sophouisba, 11. 2.

H. n. An ungrateful person; an ingrate.
Sicift.

ungrateful (un-grat'ftil), a. 1. Not gra'teful

;

not feeling thankful or showing gratitude for
favors; not making returns, or making ill re-

turns, for kindness.

I cared not to oblige ;rn ungratefull age ; and perhaps
the world Is delivered bj It from a fardle of Imperti-
nences. Kvelyn, To Samuel Pepys, Esii.

2. Exhibiting ingratitude : characterized by
ingratituile : as, ungrateful conduct ; ungrate-
ful words.— 3. Giving no return or recom-
pense; offering no inducement: as, "th' un-
grateful plain," Uryden.KTo abate his zeal

For his ungrateful cause.
Wordsuorth, Excursion, vl.

, Unpleasing; unacceptable; disagreeable.

It will not be altogether an ungrateful study.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's bevels, 11. 1.

Byn. 1. Hee grateful.

gratefully (un-grat'ful-i), adv. In an un-
grateful manner. Fletcher, Humorous Lieuten-
ant, iii. 7.

ungratefulness (un-grat'ful-nes), n. The state
or character of being ungrateful, in any sense.
ungratifled (un-grat'i-fid), a. Not gratified;
not satisfied; not indulged.

6611
Should turn thee away ungratijied.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, 1.

ungravet (un-grav'), ». t. [< «n-2 + grare^.]

To take out of the grave ; disinter. Fuller, Ch.
Hist., IV. ii. 53. {Varies.)

ungrave (un-grav'), a. [<. un-^ + graved.] Not
grave or serious. Davies.

nngraved^ (un-gravd'), a. [< un-^ + graved +
-er/2.] Not engraved ; not carved.

ungraved^ (un-gravd'), a. [< Mn-2 -I- grave"^ +
-ed'^.] Unburied; not placed in a grave; not
interred. Surrey, ^neid, iv.

ungravely (un-grav'li), adv. Without gravity
or seriousness; without dignity; indecently.
Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 233. [Rare.]

ungreablet, a. An erroneous form of Middle
English unagreeable, occurring in the sixteenth-
century editions of Chaucer.
ungreediness (un-gre'di-nes), n. The character
of being not greedy, in any sense. Encyc. Brit.,

XX. 610.

ungreent (un-gren'), a. [< ME. ungrene, < AS.
nngrene; as un-^ + green.] Not green; decay-
ing.

With seer braunches, blossoms ungrene.
Rom. of the Rote, I. 4749.

ungrounded (un-groun'ded), a. Having no
foundation or support ; not grounded ; un-
founded : as, ungrounded hopes or confidence.

[She] confe.ssed that what she had spoken against the
magistrates at the court (by way of revelation) was rash
and ungrounded. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 310.

nngroundedly (uu-groun'ded-li), adv. In an
ungrounded manner; without ground or sup-

port : without reason. Bale.

ungroundedness (un-groun'ded-nes), n. The
state or quality of being ungrounded ; want of

foundation or "support. Steele.

ungrown (un-gron'), a. Not grown ; immature.

My ungrown muse. P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vi.

ungrubbedt (un-grubd'), a. [< ME. ungrobbed;
< «n-2 -I- grubbed, pp. of grub.] Not dug about.

Uukorven and ungrobfied lay the vine.

Chaucer, Former Age, I. 14.

ungrudging (un-gruj'ing), a. Not grudging;
freely giving ; liberal ; hearty.

No ttngrudgiTtg hand. Lamb.

ungrudgingly (un-gmj'ing-U), adv. In an un-
grudging manner ; without grudge ; heartily

;

cheerfully : as, to bestow charity ungrudgingly.

Eecelve from him the doom ungrudgingly. Donne.

ungual (ung'^wal), o. [Sometimes MM^Meai ; <

L. unguis, nail, claw (see unguis), + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, shaped like, or bearing a nail,

claw, or hoof; unguicular; ungular.—Ungual
matrix, the toot of the nail.—Ungual phalanx. See

p/uilanx.

ungoardt (un-gard'), V. t. [< M«-2 -I- guard.]

To deprive of a guard ; render defenseless.

Some well-chosen presents from the philosopher so soft-

ened and unguarded the girl's heart that a favorable op-

portunity l>ecanie irresistible. Fielding, Tom Jones, v. 6.

unguarded (un-gftr'ded), a. 1. Not guarded;
not watched ; not defended ; having no guard.

Her unguarded nest Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 170.

Took a fatal advantage of some unguarded hour.
Maceiulay, Hist. Eng., xv.

2. Careless; negligent; not cautious; not done
or spoken with caution : as, an unguarded ex-

pression or action ; to be unguarded in conver-
sation.

Every unguarded word uttered by him was noted down.
Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

I feel that I have betrayed myself perpetually;— so
unguarded in siieaking of my partiality for the church !

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 94.

unguardedly (un-gar'ded-li), adv. In an un-
guarded manner; vrithout watchful attention

to danger; without caution ; carelessly: as, to

speak or promise unguardedly.

unguardedness (un-giir'ded-nes), n. The state

of being unguarded. Quarterly Rev.

ungueal (ung'gwe-al), a. Same as ungual.

Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

unguent (ung'gwent), n. [< ME. unguent = P.

onguent = Pr. oiiguen, enguen, enguent = 8p.

Pg. It. ungnento, < L. unguentum, ointment, <

ungere, unguere, smear, anoint, = Skt. aUj,

smear, anoint. From the L. verb are also ult.

E. unction, unctuous, oint, anoint, ointment, in-

unction, etc.] Any soft composition used as

an ointment or for lubrication.

Have odoure like her unguent.
Paltwlius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

And tho' your Unguents bear th' Athenian Name,
The WooU's unsav'ry Scent Is still the same.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love,

ungnlferous

unguentary (vmg'gwen-ta-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

unyueiitario, < l^.unguentarivs, of or pertaining
to ointment, < unguentum, ointment: see un-

guent.] Of or pertaining to unguents Un-
guentary vase, a small vase for unguent*.

unguentot (ung-gwen'to), )i. [It. unguento : see
unguent.] An unguent.

'Tis this blessed unguento, this rare extraction, that
hath only power to disperse all malignant humours.

B. Jonson, Volpone, il. L

unguentOUS (ung-gwen'tus), a. [< unguent +
-ous.] Like an unguent, or partaking of its

qualities. Wright. [Rare.]

ungues, n. Plural of unguis.

unguessed (un-gesf), a. Not arrived at or at-

tained by guess or conjecture; unsuspected.
Spetiser.

And there by night and there by day
The worm unguest and greedlng lay.

Bulwer, tr. of Schiller's Fight with the Dragon, p. 73.

unguical (ung'gwi-kal), a. [< L. unguis, nail,

claw, + -ic-al.] Lite a nail or claw; ungual;
unguicular. [Rare.]

unguicorn (ung'gwi-kom), n. [< L. unguis,

nail, claw, hook, + cornu, horn.] In ornith.,

the homy sheath of the tip of the upper man-
dible, when distinct from the rest of the pieces

composing the sheath of the bill, as it is in

ducks, geese, petrels, etc. ; the dertrotheca.

The inferior unguicorn is the corresponding
sheath of the tip of the under mandible. Also
called myxotheca.

The unguicorn or dertrotheca is large and strong [in

t!ie albatross]. Coues, Proc. Phlla. Acnd., 1866, p. 276.

unguicular (ung-gwik'u-lar), a. [< L. ungui-

eiuus, dim. of unguis, nail, claw, + -ar^.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a nail or claw; bearing
claws; ungual.— 2. Of the length of an un-
guis or human finger-nail ; about half an inch

long. —Unguicular Joint of the tarsus, in entmn., the

last tarsal juiiit, to wbicli the ungues are attached.

Unguiculata (ung-gwik-u-la'ta), «. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of M«(/MiCM/a<f(S ; sec miguiculate.] In
the Linnean classification, one of the primary
divisions, a subclass or superorder, of the Mam-
malia, including the four orders Bruta, Glires,

Ferx, and Primates, or the edentates, rodents,

carnivores, and quadrumanes (including man)

:

correlated with f '«(/«?« to, or hoofed quadrupeds,
and the cetaceans. [Not now used in any ex-

act classificatory sense, though available as a
desi^ation .]

unguiculate (ung-gwik'u-lat), a. and «. [= F.
onguiculc = Sp. unguiculado, < NL. unguiculatus,

< ij. Mwr/uicMiMS, nail, claw : see unguiculus.] I.

a. 1. Having nails or claws, as distinguished

from hoofs; not ungulate nor muticous, as a

mammal; belonging to the Unguiculata.— 2. In
bot., furnished with a claw or claw-like base

;

clawed: said of petals; also, ending in a
point Uke a claw.— 3. In entom., hooked, as if

clawed—Unguiculate antennas or palpi, antennse
or palpi in which the last joint is slender and curved, re-

sembling a claw.— Unguiculate maxillse, subchelate
maxillse, whose lacinla or external lobe has at its apex a
slender tooth wliich can be folded down on the lolje it-

self, as in the CtcfndWtd*.— Unguiculate tll)la, in en-

tmn., a tibia which has the external apical angle prolonged
In a more or less Incurved and p4)iiited process: distin-

guished from the mucronate titna, in which there is a sim-

ilarprolongation on the Inner side.

II. «. A member of the Unguiculata.

unguiculated (ung-gwik'u-la-ted), a. [< un-

guicnlatf + -ed^.] Same as unguiculate.

nnguiculus (ung-gwik'u-lus), »!.; pi. unguiculi

(-Ii). [NL., < L. unguiculus, dim. of unguis,

nail, claw : see unguis.] In entom., an unguis

;

a small claw or hook-like appendage. Sometimes
used to distinguish either tarsal claw, when both claws

and the last tarsal joint are collectively called unguis.

See unguis, 4.

unguidable (un-gi'da-bl), a. Incapable of be-

ing guided.

unguidably (un-gi'da-bli), adv. In an unguida-
ble manner. Carlyte.

unguided (un-^'ded), a. X. Not guided; not

lea or conducted.
A stranger

Unguided and unfriended.
Shak., T. N., ill. 3. 10.

2. Not regulated ; ungoverned.

The accidental, unguided motions of blind matter.
Locke.

unguiferous (ung-gwif'e-rus), a. [< L. unguis,

nail, claw, + ferre = E. bear^.] 1. Bearing

an unguis of any kind : as, the terminal or un-

guiferous phalanx of a digit.—2. Having un-

guiferous phalanges or digits; unguiculate or

ungulate, as a quadruped— Unguiferous prolegs,
in entom., those false or deciduous legs of a caterptlTar

which are armed beneath with many minute hooks.



nngniform

nngniform (ung'gwi-f6rm), a. [= F. ongxti-

forme; < L. unguis, nail, claw, + forma, form.]
Shaped like a claw ; hooked ; unciform Un-
guiform mandibles, in entom., mandibles which are
long, parallel-sided, and curved downward, as in the lar-

v:e of many Dipiera.

UngTliltily (un-gil'ti-li), add. Not guiltily; in,

noeently.
nnguiltmess (un-gil'ti-nes), n. The character
or state of being unguilty or innocent ; inno-
cence.
Your conscience knows my heart's unguUtinefts.

Chapman, Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany, v. 2.

unguilty (un-gil'ti), a. [< ME. nngylti/, on-
gulty (also, with F. term., ungiltif), < AS. nngi/l-

Ug, not guilty; as «»-! + guilty.'] Not guilty;
innocent. Wydif.

ungniinal ("ng'gwi-nal), a. [= Sp. ungiiinal, <

L. unguis, nail, claw: see nnguis.] Of or per-
taining to the unguis, or human nail. [Rare.]

Dr. — reports a case of reproduction of the entire
unffuinal phalanx of the thumb by a single bone-graft
(Pacific Med. Jour.). Pop. Sci. News, XXIII. 143.

nnguinous (ung'gwi-nus), a. [< L. migitinosm,
full of fat or oil,< ungere, unguere, smear, anoint:
see unguent.'] Oily; unctuous; consisting of fat
or oil, or resembling it.

unguirostral (ung-gwi-ros'tral), a. [< L. un-
guis, nail, claw, + rostrum, IJeak.] Having a
nail at the end of the bill, as a duck or goose.
Unguirostres (ung-gwi-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL.

:

see unguirostral.] In ornith., in Nitzsoh's clas-

sification, the duck family : so called from the
nail at the end of the bill: equivalent to the
Lamellirostres or Ansercs of authors, exclusive
of the flamingos.

unguis (ung'gvvis), n.; pi. ungues (-gv/ez). [NL.,
< L. unguis, nail, claw, talon, hoof, = Gr. ovv^,

nail,claw: see nail stnd onyx.] 1. A nail, claw, or
hoof of any animal.—2t. A measure of length,
about half an inch.— 3. In anat.: (a) The
human lacrymal bone: so called because it

resembles the human finger-nail : more fully
called OS unguis, (b) The hippocampus minor,
or calcar, of the brain. Also unguis avis, unguis
Halleri.—4. In entom., one of the curved claws
at the extremity of an insect's tarsus. Generally
there are two of these on each tarsus, but they may i)e

united ; sometimes there is a projection or claw-like or-
gan, the onychium or empodium, between the true claws.
The ungues are attached to a very small piece, wliich, ac-
cording to Huxley, is a true joint, though the preceding
joint is generally called the last of the tarsus : this piece
may be expanded l>eneath into a cushiou-liiie organ, the
pulviUus. Some entomologists apply the term unguis to
the last tarsal joints including the two claws, whicli are
then distinguistied as unguiculi. The ungues assume vari-
ous forms, which are of great importance in classification.
The two claws may be more or less united or connate, even
nearly to the tips. Wlien forming only a slight angle with
each other they are said to ]>e divergent, and when spread-
ing widely they are divaricate. They are cleft when each
claw is split from the tip so that there is an upper and a
lower division ; une(|ually cleft when these divisions are
of unequal size ; cleft with movable parts when the divi-
sions are movable on each other ; bifid when the divisions
are side by side instead of one over the other. According
to the processes on the lower or concave surface, ungues
are toothed when each has one pointed process ; serrate
when there are several small pointed teeth ; serrulate
when these processes are fine and bristle-like

; pectinate
when they are long, slender, and numerous; appendicu-
late when each claw has a membranous appendicle be-
neath. The claws may be unequal in size ; and when they
can be turned back on the last tarsal joint they are said
to be subchelate.

5. In bot., the claw or lower contracted part of
some petals, by which they are attached to the
receptacle, as in the pink, the mustard, Cleome,
etc. It is analogous to the petiole of a leaf.

Also ungula. See cut under claw.

Ongula (ung'gii-18,), n.
;
pi. ungulx (-le). [NL.,

< L. ungula, claw, talon, hoof, dim. of unguis,
nail, claw, talon, hoof: see unguis.] 1. A
slightly hooked or blunt nail—that is, a hoof,
as of the horse, ox, etc.; also, a claw or nail
of any kind ; a talon.— 2. In geom., a part cut
off from a cylinder, cone, etc., by a plane pass-
ing obliquely through the base and part of the
curved surface : so named from its resem-
blance to the hoof of a horse.— 3. In surg., an
instrument for extracting a dead fetus from
the womb.— 4. In hot., same as unguis, 5.

—

5. [cap.] [NL. (Pander, 1830).] A genus of
brachiopods: same as Obolus, 3, and Ungulites.

nngular (ung'gu-lar), a. [< ungula + -ar^.'\

Of the character o? an ungula ; ungual.
Ungulata (ung-gu-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of LL. ungulatus, having claws or hoofs: see
ungulate.'] In the Linnean classification, one
of the primary divisions, a subclass or super-
order, of Mammalia, including all the hoofed
quadrupeds, the two Linnean orders Pecora and
Bellux (except the elephant and walrus, which
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LinnsBus placed in Bruta, an order of his Un-
guiculata). The Ungulata were thus nearly equiva-
lent to the orders Pachydermata, Solidungnla, and Rumi-
nantia, and correspond to the modern orders Artiodactyla
(the ruminants, pigs, and hippopotamuses) and Perisso-
dactiila (horses, tapirs, and rhinocerosesX together with
the Proboscidea and Hyracoidea, and certain fossil groups,
as the Amblypoda. The term, like the correlated Unguicu-
lata, has lapsed from a strict classificatory sense, but is

still used as a convenient designation of hoofed quadru-
peds collectively or indiscriminately.

ungulate (ung'gii-lat), a. and n. [< LL. un-
gulatus, having claws or hoofs, < L. ungula,
claw, talon, hoof : %ee ungula, unguis.] I. a. 1.

Shaped or formed into a hoof ; hoof-like ; un-
gulous.—2. Hoofed, as a quadruped, like the
horse, ox, etc. ; belonging to the Ungulata. See
bisulcate, multungulate, solidungulate, subungu-
late.

II. n. An ungulate or hoofed quadruped.
Unguled (ung'guld), a. In her., having hoofs

:

noting ruminant animals. The epithet is used
only when the hoofs are of a different tincture
from the rest of the bearing.
TJnguligrada (ung-gii-lig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of ungnligrddus : aeeunguligrade.] A
division of ruminant ungulates ; the ruminants
proper, exclusive of the Camelidee; the Pecora
unguligrada, contrasted as a series with the
Pecora tylopoda or Phalangigrada, the latter
including only the camel family. Also Ungu-
lograda.

unguligrade (ung'gu-li-grad), a. and n. [<
NL. unguligradus, < L. ungula, hoof, + gradi,
walk.] I. a. Walking upon hoofs ; having true
hoofs ; cloven-footed, as a ruminant, or solidun-
gulate, as the horse ; belonging to the UiH/u-

ligrada; not phalangigrade or tylopod.
II. n. An unguligi'ade quadruped.

XTngulina (ung-gu-li'na), n. [NL. (Bosoo, or
Oken, 1815), dim. of Ij" ungula, claw, hoof: see
nngula.] A genus of bivalves, typical of the
family Ungulinidse, whose few species are Af-
rican, and live on coral.

ungulite (ung'gu-15t), ». A brachiopod of the
genus Ungulites (or Obolus).

ungulite-grit (ung'gu-lit-grit), «. A division
of the Lower Silurian, extending from near
Lake Ladoga to beyond Reval on the Gulf of
Finland, and characterized by the presence
of so-called ungulites (Obolus apollinis), one of
the characteristic brachiopods of the primor-
dial fauna. So named by Pander.
Ungulites (ung-gu-li'tez), n. [NL. (Bronn,
1818), < L. ungula, a hoof.] A genus of brach-
iopods: same as Obolus, 3. Also Ungula.
ungulous (ung'gu-lus), a. [< L. ungula, hoof,
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or resembling a hoof

;

ungulate.

ungum (un-gum'), V. t. [< un-^ + gum^.] To
remove gum from ; free from gum or a gummy
substance, or from stickiness ; degum.
When ungtimmed. ideached, and combed, it {ramie]

forms the strong brilliant staple now used in the man-
ufacture of Japanese silks.

Bramwell, Wool-Carding, p. 67.

ungyve (un-jiv'), v. t. [< m«-2 + gyve.] To free
from fetters or handcuffs. [Rare.]

Commanded hym to be vngyued and set at libertie.

.Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

unhabilef (un-hab'il), a. [< MM-1 + habile. Cf.
unable.] Unfit; unsuitable.

Puttynge out of their citie their women and all that
were of yeres unhabill for the warres, . . . they [the
Petilians] obstinately defended their wailes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iU. 6.

unhabitable (un-hab'i-ta-bl), a. Uninhabita-
ble. [Obsolete or rare.]

We offer vnto yowe the Equlnoctiall line hetherto vn-
knowen and burnte by the furious heate of the soonne,
and vnhaintahla after the opinion of the owlde wryters, a
fewe excepted.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 64).

Hitherto they had all the like opinion, that vnder the
line Equinoctiall for much heate the land was mihabittthlc.

Haktuyt'8 Voyages, I. 219.

unbacked (un-hakf), a. Not hacked ; not cut
or mangled ; not notched.

With unhack^d swords and helmets all unhruised.
We will bear home that lusty blood again.

Shak., K. John, li. 1. 264.

unhackneyed (un-hak'nid), a. Not hackneyed;
not worn out or rendered stale, flat, or common-
place by frequent use or repetition.

unhair (un-hSr'), v. [< ME. unheeren; < mw-2
+ hair^.] I. trans. To deprive of hair; remove
the hair from ; depilate : as, to unhair skins or
hides. Wydif, Ezek. xxix. 18.

I'll unhair thy head. Shak., A. and C, iL 5. 04.

unhandy
Screens of willow matting or unhaired skins.

Morgan, Contril). to American Ethnology, p. 121

II. intrans. To become free from hair,

The hide is said to unhair in 24 hours.
Workshop ReceipU, 2d ser., p. 370l

unhairing-beam (un-har'ing-bem), n. In lea-
tlicr-tnanuf, a semieylindrical beam resting on
a support at one end and on the floor at the
other, so that it has an inclined position : used
to support the hides as they come from the
lime-pits, and to hold them for treatment with
the unhairing-knife.

unhairing-knife (un-hSr'ing-nif), n. In leather-

manuf., a two-handled iron scraper used to
scrape the hair from hides after they are taken
from the lime-pits. Compare unhairing-beam.
nnhairing-machine (un-har'ing-ma-shen''), 11.

A machine for removing the hair from hides.
It consists of two cylinders tjetween which the hides are
passed, one cylinder carrying spiral scrapers, and the
other l)eIow it caused, by suitaijle gearing, to revolve at
a less speed.

unhalet (un-hal'), a. l< un-^ + hale^. Ct. un-
u-holc.] Unsound; not healthy. Waterhouse,
Apology for Learning.
unhalesomet, a. Same as unwholesome.
unhallow (un-hal'o), v. t. To profane ; dese-
crate.

Acvorth chyrche vnhalwed was, theruor hym was wo.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 349.

This King hath as it were unhallowed and unchristened
the very duty of prayer itself. Milton, Eikunoklastes, { 1.

unhallowed (un-hal'6d), a. 1. Not hallowed,
consecrated, or dedicated to sacred purposes.

Let never day nor night unhallow'd pass.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 85.

2. Unholy; profane; impious.
Unhallow'd hand

I dare not bring so near yon sacred place.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 6.

unhallowing (un-hal'o-ing), n. The act or pro-
cess of profaning or desecrating; profanation.
Who cannot but see the mass, whicli mak6th to the pro-

fanation and unhallowing both of body and soul, to i^e for-
bidden. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1858), II. 323.

unhalsed (un-halsf), a. Not greeted; unsa-
luted. [Scotch.]

unhampered (un-ham'p6rd), a. Not hampered,
hindered, or restricted.

Let soar
The soul unhampered by a featherweight.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 116.

unhand (un-hand'),i'. <. {<. un-^ + hand.] To
take the hand or hands from ; release from a
grasp ; let go.

Unhand me, gentlemen.
By Heaven, III make a ghost of him that lets me

!

Shak., Hamlet, L 4. 84.

What do you mean? Unhand me ; or, by Heaven,
I shall be very angry ! this is rudeness.

Beau, and FL, Captain, i. 3.

unhandily (un-han'di-li), adv. In an unhandy
manner; awkwardly; clumsily.

unhandiness (un-han'di-nes), n. The state or
character of being unhandy ; want of dexterity

;

clumsiness.

unhandled (un-han'dld), a. 1. Not handled;
not touched ; not treated or managed.

Left the cause o' the king unhandled.
Shak., Hen. VIIL, iii. 2. 58.

2. Not accustomed to being used ; not trained
or broken in. [Rare.]
Youthful and unhandled colts.

Shak., M. of v., V. L 72.

unhandsome (un-han'sum), a. It. Not well
adapted for being handled or used; inconve-
nient; awkward; imtoward; unmanageable;
unhandy.
Then the intermedial evil to a wise and religious per-

son is like unhundjfome and ill-tasted physick.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, t 5.

2. Not handsome; not good-looking; not well-

formed; not beautiful.
Were she other than she is, she were unhandsome,

Shak., Much Ado, L 1. 177.

3. Not generous or decorous ; not liberal; un-
fair; disingenuous; mean; unbecoming.
Being taken l)efore the Governor, he demanded my

passe, to which he set his hand, and asked 2 rix-dollars

for a fee, wci> methought appeared very unharidsome in a
Soldier of his quality. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 2, 1641.

unhandsomely (im-han'sum-li), adv. In an un-
handsome manner, in any sense.

A good thing done unhandsomely turns ill.

Browning Ring and Book, H 88.

unhandsomeness (un-han'sum-nes), «. The
state or character of being unhandsome, in any
sense. Sir P. Sidney.

unhandy (un-han'di), a. Not handy in any
sense ; awkward ; inconvenient.

I
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unhang (un-hang'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. unhung

or unhanyed, ppr. unhanging. [< un-^ + hang.']

1. To take or remove from a hanging position,

as a picture or a bell, or a rapier from its hang-
ers ; also, to remove from its hinges or similar

supports, as a door, a gate, or a shutter.

Lend me thy boy to utikang my rapier,
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, v. 2.

2. To deprive of hangings, as a room.
unhanged (un-hangd'), a. [< ME. unhanged,
onhanged; < ««-l + hanged.'} Not hanged; not
punished by hanging. Also unhung.

Thou on-hanged harlott, hark what I sale.

York Plays, p. 313.

There live uot three good men unhanged in England.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 144.

unhapt (un-hap'), n. [< ME. unhappe. unhap,
onhap, unhep (= Icel. ihapp); < «n-l + feapl.]

Ill luck ; misfortune.
Sadly the segge hym in his sadel sette,

As non vnhap had hym ayled.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 438.

Now certes, frend, I drede of thyn unhappe.
Chaucer, Envoy to .Soogan, 1. 29.

unhappily (un-hap'i-li), adv. 1. In an unhappy
manner ; unfortunately ; miserably ; evilly : as,

to live unhappily.
Lucrece the chaste.

Haply that name of " chaste "* unhappily set
This bateless edge on his keen appetite.

Shak., Lucrece, L &
Unhappily deceived, MiUon,

2, By ill fortune ; as Ul luck would have it ; to
some one's misfortune : as, unhappily I missed
seeing him.
The commonplace is unhappily within reach of us all,

Lowell, New Princeton Eev,, I, 177,

3. Not suitably or appropriately ; not aptly,

—

4t. Triekishly; mischievously, Nares.
nnhappiness (un-hap'i-nes), «. 1, The state or
ehnracter of ijeing unhappy, in any sense.— 2,
Misfortune ; ill luck.

It is our great unhappineag, when any calamities fall

npon ua, that we are uneasy and dissatisfied. Abp. Wake.

3t. A mischievous prank ; wildness.

1 am Don Sanchio's steward's son, a ivild boy,
That for the fruits of his unhappinega
Is fain to seek the wars,

Fletcher and another, Iiove's Pilgrimage, li. 2.

unhappy (un-hap'i), a. [< ME. unhappy, un-
hapiii, onhappy; < ««-l + happy. "] 1 , Not happy,
(a) Not cheerful or gay; in some degree miserable or
wretched ; cast down ; sad.

Ay me, unhajfpy

!

To be a queen 1 Shak., 2 Hen. VI,, Ul. 2, 70.

Unhai>py consort of a king distrest

!

Partake the troubles of thy husband's breast.
Pope, Iliad, Mlv. 234.

(6) Marked by or associated with ill fortune, infelicity,
or mishap; inauspicious; illomened; calamitous; evil;
lamentable.

"I must," quod he, *' telle yow myn avise and entent

;

The queue is cause of this onhappy case,"
Generydet (E. E, T, S,)^ L 982.

Unhappy was the clock
That struck the honr. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 153.

My dreams are like my thoughts, honest and innocent

;

Yours are unhappy.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid In the Mill, i. 1.

Nothing indeed can be more unhappy than the condi-
tion of bankruptcy. Steele, .-spectator. No. 456.

(c) Not felicitous; not well suited or appropriate; not apt
2. Not having good hap, fortune, or luck ; un-
fortunate; unlucky.

I am a little unhappy in the mould of my face, which is

not quite so long as it is broad. Steele, Spectator, No. 17.

3t. Full of tricks ; mischievous ; tricksy.

La/. A shrewd knave, and an unhappy.
Count. So he is. My lord that 's gone made himself

much sport out of him. Shak., All's WeU, Iv. 6. 68.

Ay, and beat hitn well ; he 's an unhappy boy.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, II. 4.

=SyiL 1. Downcast, cheerless.

unhappyt (un-hap'i). V. t. To make unhappy.
.S/ia/-., Rich. II., lii. 1. 10.

miharbor,tinharbour(un-har'bor),».*. [<«n-2
+ harbor^. 1 To drive from harlbor or shelter;
dislodge : a hunters' word. Footc, Devil upon
Two Sticks, i.

nnharbored, unharboured (un-har'bord), a.
Not sheltered ; affording no shelter, [bare.]

Trace huge forests and unharbour'd heaths.
Milton, Comns, 1. 423.

nnhardened (un-har'dnd), «. Not hardened;
not indurated: literally or figuratively.

Messengers
Of strong prevallment In unharden'd youth.

S*o*.,.M. N. D., I. 1.35.

nnhardy (un-har'di), a. [< ME. unhardy, un-
hardi; < uh-1 + hardy^.l 1. Not hardy; not able
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to endure fatigue or adverse conditions ; ten-
der.— 2. Not having fortitude ; not bold ; tim-
orous.

Irresolute, unhardy, unadventurous.
Milton, P. B., ill. 243.

unharmed (un-harmd'), a. Not harmed or in-
jured. Shak., E. and J., i. 1. 217.

unharmful (un-hiirm'fvd), a. Not harmful or
doing harm ; harmless ; innoxious.

Themselves unharmful, let them live unharmed.
Dryden, Hind and Panther.

unharmfuUy (un-harm'ful-i), adv. Harmless-
ly; innoxiously. Contemporary Eev., hlV. 676.

unharmonious (un-har-mo'ni-us), a. Inhar-
monious.

Those pure immortal elements that know
No gross, no unharmonimts mixture.

Milton, P. L., xi. 51.

unharness (un-hilr'nes), V. t. [< «n-2 + har-
ness.'} 1. To strip of harness ; loose from har-
ness or gear ; hence, to set free from work ; re-
lease.

An unmerciful day's work of sorrow till death unhar-
ness them. Milton, Divorce, ii. 21.

The sweating steers unharnessed from the yoke.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, it 96.

2. To remove armor or military dress from.
unhasp (un-hasp'), V. t. [< ME. unhaspen; <
((H-2 4- hasp.'\ To loose from a hasp; let' go.

While bolt and chain he backward roll'd,

And made the bar unhasp its bold.
Scott, L. of the L., vL 12.

mihasty (un-has'ti), a. Not hasty ; not precip-
itate; not rash; deliberate; slow.

From her unhastie beast she did alight.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iu. 4.

He is a perfect man . . . who hath .' . . so unhasty and
wary a spirit as that he decrees upon no act before he
bath considered maturely.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 843.

unhat (un-haf), t).; pret. and pp. «?iAaHerf, ppr.
unhatting, [< «J^-2 + hat.'] I, trans. To re-
move the hat from.
n. intrans. To take off the hat; uncover the

head, as from politeness, or in worship.

Unhatting on the knees when the host is carried by.
H. Spencer.

unhatched^ (un-hachf), o. [< wn-l + hatch'^

+ -ed^.'] 1. Not hatched; not having left the
egg.— 2. Not matured and brought to light;
not disclosed.
Some unhalehed practice. Shak., Othello, UL 4. 141.

unhatched^t (un-hachf), «• [< «»-l + hatch^
+ -ed^ ; or perhaps for unhaeked, not hacked.]
Not hatched or marked with cuts or lines ; not
scratched or injured: applied in the quotations
to a rapier not yet used in fight, both literally

and figuratively.

He is knight, dubb'd with unhatched rapier and on car-
pet consideration. Shak., T. N., ill. 4. 267.

Tender and full of fears our blushing sex Is,

Unharden'd with relentless thoughts, unhatchd
With blood and bloody practice.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, it 5.

unhatting (un-hat'ing), n. A taking off of the
hat, especially as an act of politeness, as in
making a bow. [Rare.]

B<jws, and curtseys, and unhattings, H. Spencer.

unhaunted(un-han'ted), a. Not haunted; not
frequented ; not resorted to ; unvisited.

A lone unhaunted place. Donne, Prog, of the Soul, i.

'Onhazarded (un-haz'ar-ded), a. Not exposed
or submitted to hazard, chance, or danger; not
ventured. Milton, S. A., 1. 809.

unhazardous (un-haz'ar-dus), fl. Not hazar-
dous; not full of risk or danger; free from risk
or danger. Dryden, Duke of Guise, Epis.

unheacf (un-hed')j "• '• [^ ""-^ + head."] To
take the head from; remove the head of; de-
prive of the head or of a head.

You . . . did not only dare to uncrown, but to unhead
a monarch. T. Brown, Works, IL 216. (Dories.)

unheal^f (un-hel'), n. [< ME. unheele, nnhele, <

AS. unhxlu, infirmity; as wn-i + heal^, n,]

Miserable condition; misfortune; wretched-
ness.

Envy allone
That sory is of oother mennes wele,

And glad is of his sorwe and his unheele.
Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1, IK.

onheal^t (un-hel'), v. t. [Early mod. E. unhele,

unheel; < ME. tmheelen, unhelen, < AS. unhelan,

uncover; as un-^ + heal^.] To uncover,

Yit wol this werk the roote, as sum men telle,

Unhele, or kirve, and colde it after quelle.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

Then suddeinly both would themselves unhele,
And th' amorous sweet spoiles to greedy eyes revele.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xiL 64.

unheeding

unhealable (un-he'la-bl), a. Not capable of
being healed ; incurable.

An unhealable sprain. Fuller.

unhealth (un-helth'), ». [< ME. unhelthe; < un-'^

+ health.] Want of health ; unhealthiness.

Tens of thousands . . . lead sedentary and unwhole-
some lives . . . indwellings, workshops, what not?— the
influences, the very atmosphere of which tend not to
health, but to unhealth, and to drunkenness as a solace
under the feeling of unhealth and depression.

Kingsley, Health and Education, p. 6.

unhealthful (un-helth'ful), a. Not healthful;
injurious to health ; insalubrious ; unwhole-
some ; noxious, physically or morally : as, an
unhealthful climate or air. Dryden, tr. of Juve-
nal's Satires, iv.

unhealthfuliy (un-helth'fiil-i), adv. In an un-
healthful manner; unhealthily.
unhealthfulness (un-helth'ful-nes), n. The
state of being unhealthful; unwholesomeness

;

insalubriousness. Bacon.
unhealthily (un-hel'thi-li), adv. In an un-
wholesome or unsound manner. Milton, Di-
vorce, Pref.

unhealthiness (un-hel'thi-nes), n. The state
or character of being unhealthy, in any sense.
unhealthy (un-hel 'thi), a. 1. Not healthy;
lacking health ; without vigor of growth ; un-
sound: as, an unhealthy enild; an unhealthy
plant.—2. Not promoting health; unhealthful;
imwholesome: as, unhealthy habits or food.

—

3. Not indicating health; resulting from bad
health; morbid: as, an unhealthy sign or crav-
ing; an ««/iea?tfii/ appearance.— 4. Morally un-
healthful : as, unhealthy literature.

unheard (im-herd'), a. 1. Not heard; not per-
ceived \>y the ear.

Heard melodies are sweet, but those uiiheard
Aie sweeter. Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn.

2. Not admitted to audience or given a hear-
ing; not permitted to speak for one's self.

What pangs I feel unpitied and unheard. Dryden.

Yet it was thought unjust to condemn him [Russell] un-
heard. Macaulay, Hist. Eug,, xix.

3. Not known to fame ; not celebrated.

Nor was his name unheard. Milton, P. L., L 738.

Unlieard-of, unprecedented ; such as was never known
or heard of before.

We deeming it proper to apply some speedy Remedy to
so enormous and unheard-of piece of Villany,

Milton, Letters of State, March 28, 1650.

unhearset (un-hers'), v. t. [Early mod. E. un-
hearse; < Mn-1 + hearse^.] To remove from a
hearse or monument.

And hlmselfe baffnld, and his amies unherst.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ill. 37,

unheartt(un-hart'),v, «, \_< un-^ + heart] To
discourage ; depress ; dishearten.

Yet, to bite his Up
And hum at good Cominius much unhearts me.

Shak., Cor., v. 1. 49.

unhea'7en (un-hev'n), v. t. [< un-^ + heaven.]
To remove from or deprive of heaven. [Rare.]

Unheav'n yourselves, ye holy Cherubins.
Davies, Holy Roode, p. 28.

unhea'Venl^ (xm-hev'n-li), a. Not heavenly;
not pertaining to, characteristic of, or suitable
for heaven. Byron, Manfred, iii. 1. [Rare.]
unhedged (un-hejd'), «. Not hedged.

Our needful knowledge, like our needful food,
Ufthedged, Ues open In Ufe's common field.

Young, Night Thoughts, v.

unheeded (un-he'ded), a. Not heeded; disre-
garded; neglected; unnoticed.

The world's great victor passed unheeded by. Pope.

unheededly (un-he'ded-li), adv. Without being
noticed. [Rare.]

Beneath the fray
An earthquake reeled unheededly away.

Byron, ChUde Harold, Iv.

unheedful (un-hed'fid), a. 1. Not heedful;
heedless; not cautious; inattentive; careless.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.— 2. Not
marked by caution or consideration; rash; in-

considerate.

Unheedful vows may heedfully be broken.
,SAo*., T. G. ofV.,iI. 8.11.

unheedfuUy (un-hed'ful-i), adv. Carelessly;
incautiously. Shak., T. G. of V., i. 2. 3.

Unheedilyt (un-he'di-li), adv. In an unheeding
manner; carelessly; unheedingly. Spenser,

F. Q., IV. X. 13.

unheeding (un-he'ding), a. Not heeding; care-

less; negligent; heedless.

He passed unmark'd by my unheeding eyes. Dryden.



unheedingly

tmheedingly (un-he'ding-li), adv. In an un-
heeding manner: carelessly,

unheedy (iui-he'ai),a. 1. Unheeding; careless.

So have I seen some tender slip . . .

Pluck'd up by some unheedy swain.
Jftlton, Epitaph on Marchioness of Winchester, 1. 38.

2. Precipitate; sudden.
Wings and no eyes figure unheedy haste.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 237.

imheelt, ('. t. See uyiheaV^.

unheired (un-ard'), a. Without an heir.

To leave him utterly unheired. Chapman.

unhelet, «. See unheal.

unhelm (un-helm'), V. t. [<M«-2 + lielm^.'] To
deprive of a helm or helmet. Scott, Ivanhoe.

unbelmet (un-hermet),v. t. [< MW-2 + helmet.']

To unhelm.
anbelpfnl (un-help'ful), a. 1. Affording no
aid. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 218.— 2. Unable
to help one's self ; helpless. Buskin.

tmlielpfully (un-help'ful-l), adv. In an unhelp-
ful manner ; without giving aid.

unhendet (un-hend'), a. [< ME. unhende, on-

hende ; iuti-^ + hend^.'] Ungracious; discour-

teous; ungentle; hard.
Then Am I thyne Enemye moste vnhende.

Political Poeins, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 190.

unheppen (un-hep'en), a. [< M)i-l -I- lieppen,

for 'Itelpen, holpen, pp. of help : see help.} Mis-
shapen ; ill-formed ; clumsy ; awkv^ard. Tenny-
son, The Village Wife. [Prov. Eng.]

Unheritablet (un-her'i-ta-bl), a. Barred from
inheritance ; disqualified as an heir.

Thereby you [are] justly made illegitimate and unher-
itable to the crown imperial of this realm.

Heylin, Ileforraation, ii. 207. {Davies.)

nnheroic (un-hf-ro'ik), a. Not heroic.

nnheroisin (un-her'o-izm), re. That which is

not heroic ; unheroic character or action ; cow-
ardice. [Kare.]

Their greedy quackeries and unheroitmis.
Carlyle, Cromwell, i. 65.

unhesitating (un-hes'i-ta-ting), a. Not hesi-

tating; without misgiving or doubt; prompt;
ready.
unhesitatingly (un-hes'i-ta-ting-li), adv. With-
out liesitation or doubt.

unhidden (un-hid'n), a. Not hidden or con-
cealed; open; manifest. <S7»afc., Hen. V., i. 1.86.

unhidet (un-hid'), f- t. [< ME. unhiden; < m»-1

+ Aidei.] To reveal the nature of ; disclose.

Tyl I this romance may unhide.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2168.

unhillt, v. t. [ME. unhillen, unhilen; < mh-2 -t-

hiW^. Ct.unheaP.] To uncover; unroof.

And if his hous be vnhiled and reyne on his bedde,
He seketh and seketh til he slepe drye.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 319.

unhinge (un-hinj'), v. t. 1. To take from the
hinges : as, to unhinge a door.

Paul's midnight voice prevail'd, his music's thunder
Unhing'd the prison-doors, split bolts in sunder.

Quarles, Emblems, v., Epig. 10.

2. To displace; unfix by violence.

Rather than not accomplish my revenge.
Just or unjust, I would the world unhinge. Waller.

3. To unsettle ; loosen ; render unstable or wa-
vering; discompose; disorder: as, to unhinge
the mind ; to unhinge opinions.

Wingy mysteries in divinity, and airy subtleties in reli-

gion, which have unhinged the brains of better heads.
Sir T. Broicne, Religio Medici, i. 9.

unhingement (un-hinj'ment), n. The act of un-
hinging, or the state of being unhinged. Imp.
Diet. [Kare.]

unhired (un-hird'), «• Not hired. Milton,

Touching Hirelings.

unhistonc (un-his-tor'lk), a. 1. Not historic;

not containing or conveying history ; not being
a part of recorded liistory ; not noticed in his-

tory; unrecorded.
Through how many ages this unhistoric night of Euro-

pean man may have preceded the dawn of civilisation it

is at present vain to speculate. Eneyc. Brit., II. 342,

2. Contrary to history. [Rare.]

Under the influence of crude and unhistoric discussion
of the subject . . . this conception of the American state

has passed from the muids of large bodies of our people.
Bibliolheca Sacra, XLVI. 646.

Of Disraeli, in 1874, there is an equally speculative and
unhistorie judgment. Tlie Academy, Dec. 27, 1890, p. 606.

nnhistoiical (un-his-tor'i-kal), a. Same as un-
historic.

unhitch (un-hich'), v. t. To disengage from a
hitch or fastening ; set free ; unfasten : as, to

unhitch a horse.

'Onhive (un-hiv'), v.t. 1 . To drive from a hive.
—2. To deprive of habitation or shelter.
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unhoard (un-hord'), v. t. To dissipate ; scatter.

Milton, P. L., iv. 188. [Rare.]

nnholdlf (un-hold'), v. t. [< km-I -f ZioWl.] To
cease to hold ; let go the hold of. Otwny.

unhold'-'t. a. [< ME. unhold, < AS. unhold (=
OS. OH6. unhold), < un-, not, + hold, faithful:

see /io/f/2.] Unfavorable; hostile.

unholet, «. A Middle English form of unwhole.

unholily (un-ho'li-li), adv. In an unholy man-
ner. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

unholiness (un-ho'li-nes), re. The character or

state of being unholy; want of holiness.

The unholiness of obtruding upon men remission of sins

for money. Raleigh.

unholsomt, a. A Middle English form of un-
wholesome.

unholy (un-ho'li), a. and re. I. a. Not holy,
(a) Not sacred ; not hallowed or consecrated.

Doth it follow that all things now in the church are
unholy which the Lord himself hath not precisely insti-

tuted ? Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

(6) Impious ; wicked.

Blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, un-
holy. 2 Tim. iii. 2.

= Syn. (o) Unhallowed, unsanctified. (6) Profane, un-
godly.

II. n. ; pi. unholies (-liz). That which is un-
holy. [Rare.]

How many other Unholies has your covering Art made
holy, besides this Arabian Whinstone.

Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus.

unhomogeneous (un-ho-mo-je'ne-us), a. Not
homogeneous; heterogeneous.
unhomogeneousness (un-ho-mo-je'nf-us-nes),

re. The character or state of being unhomo-
geneous; heterogeneousness.
Unhonestt (un,on'est), a. [< ME. unhonest; <

%in-^ + honest.} Dishonest; dishonorable; not
virtuous; unchaste.

Whenne yee er sette, take noone vnhoneste tale.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 4.

Then, lady, you must know, you arc held unhonest

;

The Duke, your brother, and your friends in court.
With too much grief condemn you.

Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

Tinhonestlyt (un-on'est-li), ado. [< ME. un-
honestly ; < unhonest + -ly'^.} Dishonestly; im-
properly ; unchastely.

Speke ueuer vnhonestly of woman kynde.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 306.

Iinhonestyt (un-on'es-ti), re. Dishonesty; im-
propriety; improper conduct.

Unhonesty hath ever present pleasure in it, having
neither good pretence going before, nor yet any profit

following after. Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 39.

unhonort, unhonourf (un-on'gr), v. t. [< ME.
unhonouren ; < mh-2 -t- honor.} To dishonor.

I honoure my Fadir, and ye han unhmiourid me.
Wyclif, John viil.

unhonored, unhonoured (un-on'ord), a. Not
honored ; not regarded vrith honor or venera-
tion.

Unwept, unhoruna'd, and unsung.
Scott, L of L. M., vl 1.

nnhooded (un-hiid'ed), a. Not having or not
covered with a hood.
Up soars one falcon unhooded, while the other is drawn

from its uncertain perch on tlie head of the Arab to join

the others. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 82.

unhook (un-huk'), V. t. To loose from a hook

;

open or undo by detaching the hook or hooks of.

unhoop (un-hop'), v.t. 1. To remove the hoops
of, as a barrel or cask.— 2. To remove the stiff

petticoats or hoop-skirts of, as a woman: prob-
ably jocose, and with allusion to def. 1.

Unhoop the fair sex, and cure this fashionable tympany
got among them. Addison.

unhoped (un-hopf), «• Not hoped or looked
for ; unexpected ; not so probable as to excite

hope.

Whatsoevere thou mayst sen that is don in this world
unhoped or unwenyd. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

With unhop'd success. Dryden, ^neid, vii. 400.

Unhoped-for, unhoped ; not hoped for.

unhopeful (un-hop'ful), a. Not hopeful ; leav-

ing no room for hope ; hopeless. Shak., Much
Ado, ii. 1. 392.

unhopefuUy (un-h6p'ful-i), adv. In an unhope-
ful manner ; without hope ; hopelessly. Fort-
nightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 833.

unhorse (un-h6rs'), V. t. [< ME. unhorsen, on-

horscn; < «re-2 -(- horse.} 1. To throw or strike

down from a horse ; cause to dismount or fall

from the saddle.

But the! were clene onhorsid in the feld.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2464.

He would unhorse the lustiest challenger.
Shak., Kich. II., v. 3. 19.

XTniat

2. To deprive of a horse or horses ; remove the
horse or horses from. [Rare.]

Maidens wave
Their kerchiefs, and old women weep for joy

;

While others, not so satisfied, unhorse
The gilded equipage, and, turning loose
His steeds, usurp a place they well deserve.

Cowper, Task, vt 701.

unhospitable (un-hos'pi-ta-bl), a. Inhospita-
ble. [Rare.]

unhospitalt (un-hos'pi-tal), a. Inhospitable.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 39.

unhostile (un-hos'til), a. 1. Not hostile;

friendly.— 2. Not pertaining to or caused by
an enemy. [Rare.]

By unhostile wounds destroy'd. J. Philips, Blenheim.

unhouse (un-houz'), V. t. 1. To drive from
the house or habitation ; dislodge. Milton, On
the Death of a Fair Infant, 1. 21.—2. To de-
prive of shelter. Imp. Diet.

unhoused (un-houzd'), a. 1. Not housed or
sheltered as by a house ; having no house or
home. Whittier, Tent on the Beach.— 2. De-
prived of or driven from a house, home, roof,

or shelter. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 229.

unhouseledt, unhouselledt (un-hou'zeld), a.

Not having received the sacrament.

Cut off even in the blossom of my sin,

UnhouseVd, disappointed, unaneled.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 77.

unhuman (un-hu'man), a. 1. Not human;
destitute of human qualities, if. L. Stevenson,

Thoreau, IV.— 2. Inhuman. [Rare.]

Unhuman and remorseless cruelty.
South, SeiTHons, XI. iL

unhumanize (un-hu'man-iz), r. t. [< unhuman
4- -i^e.} To cause to cease to be human ; de-

prive or divest of the nature or characteristics

of human beings. Buskin.

unhung (un-hung'), a. 1. Not suspended; not
hung.— 2. Not hanged; unhanged.
UnhlSrt (un-hferf), a. [< ME. unhurt; < ««-! -I-

hurt.} Not hurt ; not harmed; free from injury.

That ye Mayre and citezens haue alle their liberties and
free vsage vnhurt. Arnold's Chron., p. 2.

Tlirough burning climes I passed unhurt.
Addison, Spectator, 'So. 489.

unhurtful (un-hfert'ful), a. Not hurtful; want-
ing the power ofdoing harm or injury. Shak.,

M. for M., iii. 2. 175.

unhurtfuUy (un-hert'ful-li), adv. Without
harm ; harmlessly. Pojie.

unhurtfulness (un-hert'ful-nes),n. Harmless-
ness.

Yoiur unhurtefuXnes shall condemne theyr unclennes.
Udall, 1 Cor. vi. {Eneyc. Diet)

unhusbanded (un-huz'ban-ded), «. 1. Ha\ing
no husband; unmarried:; also, deprived of a

husband; widowed.
With banging head I have beheld

A widow vine stand in a naked field,

Unhusbanded, neglected, all forlorne.

Broicne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. .*>.

2. Not managed with care or frugality; uncul-

tivated.

The plains about are well-nigh overgrown with bushes
and unhusbanded. Sandys, Travailes, p. 110.

unhusbandingf (un-huz'ban-ding), n. [ME.
unhiixhoiidyiiii ; < «H-l + husbanding.} Neglect
totUl; failure to cultivate. [Rare.]

In housbonding is mysse,
Unhusbondyng undooth fertilitee.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

unhusk (un-husk'), V. t. To deprive of a husk,

as corn; hence, figuratively, to cause (a person)

to reveal his thoughts or purposes ; cause to

disclose.

The Duke's Sonne warily enquir'd for me,
Whose pleasure I attended ; he began
By policy to open and unhvske me
About the time and common rumour.

C. Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, L L

uniarticulate (ii"ni-ar-tik'ii-lat), a. [< L. ««««,

one (= E. one), + articulus, joint: see articu-

late.} Having but one joint: single-jointed:

opposed to bi-, tri-, or multi-articulate.

XJniat, Uniate (u'ni-at, -at), «. and a. [< Russ.

uniyatu, a united Greek, < L. unus, one: see

unite.} I. re. A member of one of those com-
munities which have separated from one of

the Oriental churches and submitted to the

supremacy of the Pope, and to the doctrinal

decisions of the Roman Church, while retain-

ing their ancient liturgy, rites, discipline, or

other of their distinctive usages to a greater or

less extent, but with some important modifica-

tions; specifically, one of the United Greeks.

See united.



Uniat

O. a. Of or pertaining to the Uniats. J. M.
yeale, Eastern Church, i. 56.

nniauriculate (u'ui-a-rik'u-lat), a, [< L. units,

one, + auriculd, ear- see auriculate.'] Having
one ear-like process or auricular fonnation, as a
bivalve: as, the uniaurieulate and biauriculate

hammer-shells of the genus Malleus.

UniauricvXate animals, the gastropoda. Sos^iter.

uniaxal (ii-ni-ak'sal), a. and «. Same as uniaxial.

uniaxally (ii-ni-ak'sal-i), adv. Same as uniaxi-

alli/.

uniaxial (ii-m-ak'si-al), a. and n. [< L. mius,

one, + axis, axis: see axial.'] I, a. 1. Having
but one optical axis, or axis of double refrac-

tion. Iceland spar is a uniaxial crystal. See
refraction, and cut under interference.— 2. In

biol., having one main axis to which the other
axes are subordinate; growing lengthwise.

—

3. In bot., having a single axis, as when the
priinary stem of a plant does not branch and
terminates in a flower.— 4. Monaxon, as a
sponge-spieule.

II. n. A uniaxial crystal,

AUn iiniaxal. _ -

oniazially (ii-ni-ak'si-al-i), adv. So as to be
or become uniaxial ; in a uniaxial manner : as,

to grow uniaxially.

nnibasal (ii-ni-ba'sal), a. Having but a single
basal.

Pectoral fins, unibasaX type. Amer. Nat.^ May, 1890

nnible (ii'ni-bl), n. [= Sp. unible = It. univile,

<L uHiCc, unite: see unite.~i Capable of being
uniiied ; that may be made one. [Bare.]

As I said I>efore, either souls are partible substances or
not ; it not partible, how are they uniMe ?

Baxter, Dying Thoughts.

Tmibranchiate (u-ni-brang'ki-at), a. [< L. iinus,

one. 4- lirnnrhise, gills: see iranchiate.'] Hav-
ing but one gill.

unlet (li'nik), M. [< L. unicus, one only, < unus,
one, = E. one. see otw. Cf. umque.] A thing
which is the only one of its kmd; a uniqae
thing.

Sir Charles Mordaunt's gold medal, mean as it is in
workmanship, is extremely curious, and may he tt-rmed
an Unic, being the only one of the Icind that has come to
uur linowleiige. .ircAawJ., IIL 374 (1774). (,Damet.)

unicameral (u-ni-kam'e-ral), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ camera, a chamber, -t- -al.'] Consisting of a
single chamber : said of a legi.slative body.

No one attempt at introducing the unicameral system
in larger countries [than the Italian Bepu)jlics of the
middle ages] has succeeded.

Cr«i»y, On the English Constitution, p. 179.

nnlcamerate (u-ni-kam'e-rat), a. [< L. ««!«,
one, -I- camera, a chamber, + -ofel.] Having
one chamber or loculus ; unilocular.

nnicapsular (li-ni-kap'su-lar), a. [< L. unus,
one, + capsuUi. capsule, + -«r2.] Having a
single capsule ; specifically, monocyttarian, as
a raciiolarian.

nnicarinate (ii-ni-kar'i-nat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ carina, keel, + -afel.] Same as unicarinated.

unicarlnated (u-ni-kar'i-na-ted), a. [< unicari-
uatc + -<'/-.] Having but one ridge or keel.

unicellate (u-ni-sel'at), a. [< L. unus, one, +
cctta. a cell, -f- -<jtei.] One-pronged,a8 a sponge-
spicule.

onicelled (ii'ni-seld), a. [As uniceU(ate) + -erf2.]

Unicellular.

unicellular (ii-ni-seru-lar), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ cclliita, a cell, + -arK'] Consisting of a sin-
gle cell, as some infusorians and some crypto-
gams

;
pertaining to or exhibiting only a single

cell, as most of the protozoan animals and pro-
tophytic plants, and the undeveloped ova of aU
metazoan animals. Most unicellular structures or or-
ganisms are microscopic, but many attain considerable
size, preserving their unicellular state notwithstaniling
the addition of adventition.s protoplasmic material, as the
egirs of Idrds or reptiles. See cut under /*ro<ococclM. Also
m</noci«uiar— Unicellular animals, the Protozoa.

nnicentral (ii-ui-sen'tral), a. [< L. unus. one, +
rentriim, center, + -rt/.] Having a single cen-
ter (of growth), as an animal

;
proceeding from

a center in all directions, as growth or develop-
ment. IT. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 1. 134.
nnichord (u'ni-k6rd), n. Same as monochord.
nniciliate i li-ni-siri-at), a. [< L. unus, one, +
NL cilium + -ate^.] 1. Having one cilium;
uniflagellate. Micros. Set., XXIX. US.— 2. In
6o<., having one cilium or hair-like process: as,
a iiniciliiile bacterium.
uniciliated (u-ni-sil'i-a-ted), a. Same as uni-
ciliafe.

unicism (ii'ni-sizm), n. In med., the doctrine
that there is but one venereal virus producing
chancre, as opposed to dualism, which teaches
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that there are two forms of venereal ulcer, due
to the action of distinct specific poisons, one
being followed by syphilis and the other not. •

unicist (u'ni-sist), n. In med., a believer in uni-
cism.

nnicity (u-nis'i-ti), ». [< L. unicus, one only
(see unic] unique) « unus, one), + -ity.'\ 1.
The state of being unique ; uniqueness. [Rare.]— 2. The state of being in unity, or of being
united into one. De Quincey. [Rare.]

uniclinal (ii-ni-kli'nal), a. [< L. unus, one, +
Gr. nAivuv, slope, bend (see dine), + -a!.] Same
as monoclinal.

unicolor, unicolour (H-ni-kul'or), o. [< L. uni-
color, having one color, < units, one, + color,

color: see color.'] Of but one color; whole-
colored. Also unicolorous.

unicolorate (u-ni-kul'gr-at), a. [< unicolor +
-atel.] Same as unicolor.

nnicolored, nnicoloured (ii-ni-kul'ord), a. [<
unicolor + -ed^.J Same as unicolor.

"
Ure, Diet.,

III. 849.

unicolorous (u-ni-km'or-us), a. [< unicolor +
-oiis.] Same as unicolor.

Uniconchae (ii-ni-kong'ke), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treille), < L. unus, one, + concha, a shell.] The
univalve shells collectively.

uniconstant (ti-ni-kon'stant), a. Characterized
or detined by one constant only.

Lam^ adopted the molecular theory which leads to ttni-

ctmntant isotropy, but expresses his results by biconstant
formulas. Amer. Jour. Sci., XXXIX. 337.

unicorn (u'ui-k6m), n. [< ME. unicorne, uny-
corne, < OF. (and P.) unicorne, < LL. unicornuus
(also called OTOJtoeero«, < Gr. /loviiiepu;), a fabu-
lous one-horned animal, the unicorn, < L. uni-

cornis, one-horned, < unus, one, + cornu, horn,
= E. horn.] 1. A traditional or fabulous ani-

mal, with a single long horn, the monoceros of

classic writers, commonly described as a native
of India, but in terms not certainly applicable
to any known animal. It is supposed that one of
the several large antelopes may have furnished the basis
of fact of accounts, since the long straiglit or recurved
horns viewed iu profile would appear single. See def. 3.

In that Contre ben manye white Olifantes with outen
nouibre, and of Unycomeg, and of Lyouns of many
nianeres, and many of suche fiestes, that I have told be-
fo/e, and of many other hydouse Bestes with outen nom-
bre. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 298.

The roots of Mandioca had almost killed them all, but
by a peece of Vnicmme9 home they were preserued.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 841.

2. A mistranslation in the authorized version
of the Bible (Deut. xxxiii. 17, and elsewhere)
of the Hebrew word rt'em. This named a two-homed
animal, which has l>een supposed to be the urus. In the
revised version the word is translated wild-ox.

3. In her., the representation of the fabulous
animal used as a bearing. It is delineated as a
horse, but with the tail of a lion and a long straight horn
growing out of the forehead between the ears ; often the
hoofs are represented aa cloven. Tlie actual animal most
like this bearing is the gnu.

4. The unicorn-fish, unicorn-whale, sea-uui-

oom, or narwhal, whose enormously long single

incisor tooth projects like a horn. See Mono-
don, monoceros, 3.— 6. The kamichi or homed
screamer, Palamedea cornuta; the unicorn-bird.
N. Grew. See cut under Palamedea.— 6. A kind
of beetle having a single long horn ; a unicorn-
beetle. Various large beetles literally answer to this

definition, being unicornons. with a large single protho-
racic horn. See Dynatttes, elephant-beetlt^, Uerculex-beelle.

7. In conch., a unicom-shell. See cut under
Monoceros.— 8. A pair of horses with a third

horse in front; also, the whole equipage.

Let me drive yon out some day in my unicorn.
Misis Edgew&rth, Belinda, xvii.

9. A Scottish gold coin issued by James HI.,

James IV., and James V., having the figure of

A North

Uniccrn-moth ^Carlcdmys unicornis).

Obreise.

Unicorn, James III.- British Museum.
Reverse.

(Size of originaL)

a unicorn on the obverse. Its standard weight
was 58.89 grains troy, and it was current for 23
shillings Scotch.— 10. [cap.] In astron., the
constellation Monoceros.

unicorn-beetle (ii'ni-k6rn-be"tl), ». Same as

unicorn, 6.

unldeal

unicorn-bird (u'ni-k6m-b6rd), n. Same as uni-
corn, 5.

unlcorneal (ti-ni-k6r'ne-al), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ NL. cornea, cornea, '+"-al.] Having but one
cornea, as an ocellus or simple eye of an insect.

The unicomeal ocelli are principally present in lai-val
life. Claug, Zoology (trans.), p. 63S.

unicorn-fisll (u'ni-k6m-fish), n. The narwhal.
See unicorn, 4.

unicom-motll (ii'ni-kdm-m6th), n,

American bomby-
cid moth, of the
family Notodonti-
dae, Ccelodasys uni-

cornis : so called

from the horn on
the dorsum of the
first abdominal
segment of its

larva. Also called
unicorn prominent.
unicomous (ti-ni-

kdr'nus), a. [<
L. unicornis, one-
homed: see Uni- Larva or Unicom-moth.
corn.] 1. Having
only one horn : as, unicomous beetles. Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 19.— 2. Extended into
but one ovidueal process, as a womb. See
uterus unicornis.

nnicom-plant (ii'ni-k6m-plant), n. See Mar-
tynia.

unicorn-root (ii'ni-k6m-r6t), n. The blazing-
star, Aletris farinosa. The false unicorn-root is Cha-
Tnselirium Carolinianum (Helonian dioica\ also called
devil'x-bit and drooping Harwirrt. Its root is difficult to
distinguish from that of the former, aijd some medical
virtues are also ascribed to it. Also unicorn'H-hom,

unicorn-shell (ii'ni-korn-shel), n. A gastropod
of the family Muricidee, the lip of whose shell

has one large spine like a horn, as of the genus
Monoceros. ' See cut under Monoceros.
unicom's-hom (u'ni-k6mz-h6m), n. Same as
unicorn-root.

unicomuted (u'ni-kfir-nii'ted), a. [< L. unus,
one, + cornutus, horned: see cornute.] Deco-
rated with one horn : said of a helmet or other
object which usually has two horns.

unicom-whale (ii'ni-k6m-hwal), n. The nar-
whal. See unicorn, 4.

unicostate (ti-ni-kos'tat), a. [< L. unus, one, +
casta, a rib; see costate.] 1. Having but one
rib ; in hot., noting those leaves which have one
large vein running down the center, called the
midrib. Those having more than one great di-

vision are called multicostate.— 2. In sool., hav-
ing a single costa, rib, or nervure, as an insect's
wing.
unicotyledonOUS (u-ni-kot-i-le'don-us), a. In
hit., having one cotyledon ; monocotyledonous.
unicursal (ii-ni-k6r'sal), a. [< L. unus, one, +
cursus, course : see course'^.] On one path of a
moving element—UniciirBal curve, a curve wliich
caji be expressed as the locus of a point defined by ra-
tional functions of a single parameter. Not every uni-
partite curve is unicursal, because, though such a curve
may be expressed in terms of a single parameter, it maybe
only by means of an irrational function having but one
real value ; but such curves are only of odd orders. A
unicursal curve may have several branches, owing to its

passing through infinity.

unicuspid (u-ni-kus'pid), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing but one cusp, as an incisor or canine tooth

;

unicuspidate : coiTelated with bicuspid and mul-
ticuspid or pluricuspid.

II. n. A unicuspid tooth.

unicuspidate (ii-ni-kus'pi-dat), a. [< L. unus,
one, -f- cuspis (cu,ipid-), point: see cusp.] Uni-
cuspid. rr. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 403.

unicycle (ii'ni-si-kl), n. [< L. U7ius, one, + Gr.
kvk'/o<:, wheel : see cycle.] A vehicle with only
one wheel : a form of velocipede.

unidactyl, unidactyle (ti-ni-dak'til), a. and n.

iih.unus, one, + Gr.ddKTwAof, digit: see dactyl.]

. a. Having a single (functional) digit, as the
horse; monodactyl; unidigitate.

II, n. A unidigitate or monodactyl animal.

unidactylous (ii-ni-dak'tl-lus), a. [< unidactyl
+ -ow.sj Same as unidactyl.

unideaed (un-i-de'ad), a. Having no ideas or
thoughts; not intelligent; senseless; frivolous.

Pretty unidea'd girls . . . seem to f(frm the beau ideal

of our whole sex in the works of some modern poets.

Mrs. Heiaans (Memorials by Chorley, i. 99). (Davids.)

unideal (un-i-de'al), a. 1. Not ideal ; unimagi-
native; realistic; material; coarse.

This unideal character marks his style of writing, which
is commonly forn)al, stiff, .-ind rather prim.

Theo. Parker, Historic AmericaJis, VVashiugtou



iinideal

tTnideal works of art (the studious production of which
is termed realism) represent actual existing things, and
are good or bad in proportion to ttie perfection of the rep-
resentation. Muskint Moilem Painters, iii. 13, § 2.

2. Having uo ideas; destitute of ideas, thoughts,
or mental action. Johnson, [Rare.]

unidealism (un-i-de'al-izm), n. [< uniclcal +
-ism.'] The quality or state of being unideal;
realism; lack of imagination

;
prosaicism.

His popularity is an empliatic testimony to the singular
unidealism— I had almost written the congenital imbe-
cility—of the English mind in respect of eternal and di-

vine things. Fortnightly lien., N. S., XLIII. 80.

unidentate (ii-ni-den'tat), a. [< L. unus, one,

+ dentatus, toothed: see dentate.] In hot. and
zool., having a single tooth or tooth-like projec-

tion.

unidenticulate (u"ni-den-tik'u-lat), a, [< L.
unus, one, -t- NL. denticulus, denticle, + -ofel.]

In hot. and zool., having but one denticle.

Trans. Hoy. Soc. of Edin., XXXII. 637.

unidigitate (u-ni-dij'i-tat), a. [< L. unus, one,

+ digitatus, fingered : see digitate.] Having but
one finger or toe ; monodactylous.

tuiidiineiisioiial (u"ni-di-meii'shon-al), a. Hav
ing only one dimension; varying iii only one way.

unidirectional (ti"ni-di-rek'shon-al), a. [< Li.

unus, one, -I- directio(ii-), direction, + -at] In
elect., noting currents which flow in the same
direction round a circuit.

uniembryonic (u-ni-em-bri-on'ik), o. In bat.,

having a single embryo.
unifacial (u-ni-fa'sbal), a. [< L. mus, one, +
fades, a face, + -al.] Having only one face,

front, or aspect ; all facing the same way, as the
polypites of some corals; unifarious; secund.
See cut under sen-Mdney.

unifarious (li-ni-fa'ri-us), a. [< L. unus, one,

+ -farius as in iifarius, etc. : see bifarious, mul-
tifarious.] Set in one rank, row, or series; uni-

serial; not bifarious or multifarious.

unifiable (ii'ni-fi-a-bl), a. [< unify + -able.]

Capable of being unified or made one. S. Lanier,

The English Novel, p. 147.

unific (u-nif'ik), a. [< L. unus, one, + -ficus, <

/acere, make. Ct. unify.] Making one ; form-
ing unity ; unifying.

unification (ii"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. %inifi-

cation = Sp. unificacion; K ML. "unificatioin-),

< unificare, make one : see unify.] The act of

unifying, or the state of being unified; the act
of uniting into one.

The view of reason here taken is opposed to all such
views as would make it consist in the logical principle of

, unity, a principle compelling us to unify all our concep-
'

tions, leading, with Kant, up to the three Ideas of the
Pui-e Ueason, God, the World, and the Soul. This unifi-
cation is sufficiently provided for by the principle of Par-
simony, and the facts on which it rests.

S. H. Hodgson, Time and Space, § 64.

unifier (ii'ni-fi-er), n. [< unify + -eel.] One
who or that which unifies.

That History of Culture itself, which is the great unifier
and justifler and purifier of all our teaching.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 292.

nnifilar (ti-ni-fi'lar), a. and n. [< L. unus, one,

+filum, a thread, -I- -ar^.] I. a. Having only
one thread: specifically applied to a magne-
tometer consisting of a magnetic bar suspended
by a single thread. See magnetometer.

II. n. A unifilar magnetometer.
unifiaeellate (ii-ni-flaj'e-lat), a. [< L. unus,

one, + Nil. flagelhim + -ate'^.] Having a single

flagellum; monomastigate, as an infusorian.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., xi. § 419.

unifiorous (ii-ni-flo'rus), a. [< L. unus, one, -I-

flos (flor-), a flower, -1- -ous.] In bot., bearing
one flower only: as, a unifiorous peduncle-

nnifoil (ii'ni-foil), a. and n. [< L. unus, one,
+ folium, a leaf: see/oiU.] I. a. In her., hav-
ing but one leaf : noting a plant used as a bear-
ing.

II. n. In her., a leaf used as a bearing ; espe-
cially, a leaf represented as having been a du-
foil, one leaf being torn away.
unifoliar (li-ni-fo'li-ar), a. Same as unifoliate.

Unifoliate (ii-ni-fo'li-at), a. [< L. unus, one, +
folium, a leaf: see foliate.] 1. In hot., one-
leafed; unifoliar.— Z. Saxae as unifoliolaie.

unifoliolate (ti-ni-fo'li-o-lat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ NL. /oHotenj, a leaflet : Bee foliolate.] Com-
pound in structure, yet having but one leaflet,

as the orange-tree.

nnifolium^ (u-ni-fo'li-um), n.
;
pi. unifolia (-a).

[NL., < L. unus, one, -t- folium, leaf.] A quartic
oval having a single depression.

Unifolium^ (ii-ni-fo'li-um), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763), so named because the original species,

U. bifolium, was seemingly one-leafed; ML.

6616

unifolium, < L. unus, one, + folium, leaf.] A
former genus of plants, of the order Liliacese,

including Smilacina and Maianthemum.
nniforate (u-ni-fo'rat), a. [< L. unus, one, +
foratus, pp. of forare, bore, pierce: see/oro-
;wc».] Having one opening, pore, o^ foramen.
uniform (ti'ni-ffirm), a. and n. [I. a. P. uniforme
= Sp. Pg. It. uniforme, < L. uniformis, having
only one shape or form, < unu.s, one, H- forma,
form, shape. Cf. biform, triform, multiform. II.

n. = D. G. Sw. Dan. uniform, < F. uniforme =
Sp. Pg. It. uniforme, uniform dress; from the
adj.] I. a. 1. Having always the same form;
not changing in shape, appearance, character,
etc. ; in general, not variable ; unchanging.

All human bodies, for example, though each of them
consists of almost an infinite number of parts, are per-
fectly uniform in their structure and functions.

Seattle, Moral Science, ii. 1.

The experience has been uniform that it is the gentle
soul that makes the fli-ni hero after all.

Emerson, Harvard Commemoration.

(a) Not varying in degree or rate ; equable ; invariable

:

as, a uniform heat ; a unijjgrm motion (that is, the mo-
tion of a body when it passes over equal spaces in equal
times).

They [temperature observations] appear to go far to es-

tablish a nearly uniform, temperature for abyssal depths,
not far from the freezing-point of fresh water.

C. Wyville Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 359.

(b) Having only one character throughout; homogeneous.

Sometimes there are many parts of a law, and some-
times it is uniform, and hath in it but one duty.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 6.

(c) Consistent at all times ; not different.

If the Creator is perfect, his action must be uniform;
anything else would be unworthy of him.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 31.

(d) Not different at different times or places : applicable
to all jjlaces, or to all divisions of a country : as, a uniform
tax; a uniform bankruptcy law. (e) Of the same appear-
ance, pattern, or style.

The practice of clothing soldiers by regiments in one
, uniform dress was not introduced by Louis XIV. till 1665,

and did not become general in our army for many years
afterward. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 333.

2. Of the same form or character with others

;

agreeing with each other ; conforming to one
rule or mode.
The only doubt is about the manner of their unity, how

far churches are bound to be uniform in their ceremonies.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Uniform acceleration. See acceleration (p).— Uniform
current, a continuous current of constant strength.

—

Uniform extension, field, function, sandpipert,
ssTnmetry, etc. See the nouns.—Uniform strain.
Same as homogeneous strain (which see, under strain^).

=Syn. Unvarying, unchanging, alike, regular, constant,
undeviating, consistent.

II. n. A dress of the same kind, fabrics,

fashion, or general appearance as others worn
by the members of the same body, whether
military, naval, or any other, by which the
members may be recognized as belonging to

the particular body : opposed to plain clothes,

or ordinary civil dress: as, the uniform of a
soldier, a sailor, or a policeman.

The uniforms in the army were plain and serviceable

;

the most picturesque being that of the Grenadiers, who,
Evelyn says, were first introduced in 1678.

Ashton, Social Life in Heign of Queen Anne, II. 202.

The proposed uniform, sir, of the Pickwick Club.
Dickens.

uniform (ii'ni-fdrm), v.t. [< uniform, a.] 1 . To
make uniform ; reduce to uniformity. Sir P.
Sidney.

The more than Protean travesties which words under-
went before they were uniformed by Johnson and Walker.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 351.

2. To clothe with or as if with a uniform.

This was the first flag bearing the state arms, and was
carried by the first ^lniformed company of militia in the
State [Michigan]. Preble, Hist Flag, p. 642.

uniformalt (ii-ni-f6r'mal),a. [< uniform + -al.]

Uniform ; symmetrical.

Her comlye nose with unifomuiU grace,

Like purest white, stands in the middle place.

Herrick, Appendix, p. 433.

uniformitarian (ii-ni-f6r-mi-ta'ri-an), a. and n.

[< uniformit-y + -arian.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to uniformity or the doctrine of uniformity.
See the noun.
The catastrophist and the uniformitarian opinions.

Whewell, Hist, of Scientific Ideas, IL 289.

The uniformitarian theories of Sir Charles Lyell were
regarded as heresies by many.

Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 544.

II. n. One who upholds a system or doctrine
of uniformity; specifically, in geol., one who
advocates the theory that causes now active in

bringing about geological changes have always
been similar in character and intensity, or,

nni^
in other words, that there has been no essen-
tial change in the character of geological events
during the lapse of the geological ages: the
opposite of catastrophist.

The Catastrophist constructs ITieorles, the Uniformi'
tarian demolishes them. The former adduces evidence
of an Origin, the latter explains the evidence away.

Whewell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, I., p. xxxvi.

uniformitarianism (ii-ni-for-mi-ta'ri-an-i/.m),

n. [< uniformitarian + -ism.] The theory ad-
vocated by uniformitarians : the opposite of

catastrophism. See catastrophe, 3, and catastro-

phism.

The changes of the past must be investigated in the light

of similar changes now in operation. This was tlie guid-
ing principle of the Scottish School, . . . though inider

the name of Uniformitarianism it has unquestionablj'
been pushed to an unwarrantable length by some of the
later followers of Hutton. Oeikie, GeoL Sketches, p. 293.

uniformity (u-ni-f6r'mi-ti), n. [= F. unifor-

niite = Sp. uniformidad = Pg. uniformidade =
It. uniformita, < LL. uniformita(t-)s, uniformity,
< L. unifcrrmis, uniform: see uniform.] The
state or character of being uniform, in any
sense ; absence of variation or difference, (a)

Maintenance of the same character, course, plan, laws,

etc. ; sameness ; consistency.

There is no uniformity in the design of Spenser ; he
aims at the accomplishment of no one action. Dvyden.

Queen Elizabeth was remarkable for that steadiness
and uniformity which ran through all her actions.

Addison.

How far away is the doctrine of uniformity [in nature}
from fatalism ! Itbegins directly to remind us that men
suffer from preventible evils, that the people perisheth
for lack of knowledge. W. K. Clifford, LecL, IL 263.

We see that only as fast as the practice of the arts de-

velops the idea of measure can the consciousness of uni-
formity become clear.

H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL (2d ed.), § 488.

(6) Conformity among several or many to one pattern,

plan, rule, etc. ; resemblance, consonance, or agi'eement

:

as, the uniformity of different churches in ceremonies or
rites.

Houses are built to live in, and not to look on ; there-

fore let use be preferred before uniformity, except where
both may be had. Bacon, Building.

Such is the uniformity of almost al the houses of the
same streete . . . that they are made alike both in pro-

portion of workmanship and matter.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 30.

The skilful campaign by which the triumph of the
Reformation and of uniformity was secured.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

(c) Continued or unvaried sameness or likeness; mo-
notony.

Uniformity must tire at last, though it is a uniformity
of excellence. Johnson.

Acts of Uniformity. See act.

uniformize (ii'ni-form-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

uniformized, ppr. uniformizing. [< uniform +
-ize.] To make uniform ; unify. [Bare.]

The other Congress expressed a similar wish for the
formation of ... an International Commission to fix

units and uniformize methods. Nature, XL. 563.

uniformly (ii'ni-form-li), adv. In a uniform
manner; with uniformity; evenly; invariably.

In a light drab he uniformly dress'd.

Crabbe, Tales (Works, IV. 185).

No assigned nor any conceivable attribute of the sup-

posed archetypal vertebra is uniformly maintained.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol. (Am. ed. 1S72), | 210.

When the simultaneous values of a quantity for differ-

ent bodies or places are equal, the quantity is said to be
uniformly distributed in space.

Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, xxiii., loot-note.

Uniformly accelerated motion. See acceleration (6).

— Uniformly retarded motion. See retard.

uniformness (ii'ni-form-nes), n. The state or
character of being uniform ; uniformity. Ber-
lieley.

unifoveate (ii-ni-fo've-at), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ /o))en, a small pit: see foveate.] Inentom.,
having a single fovea.

unify (u'ni-fi), v.; pret. and pp. unified, ppr. uni-

fying. [< F. unifier = Sp. unificar = It. unifi-

care, < ML. unificare, make one, < L. unus, one,

-t-/acere, make: see -;fy. Gf. unific] I. trans.

To form into one ; make a tmit of ; reduce to

unity or uniformity.

Perception is thus a unifying act. Sir W. Hamilton.

Unless we succeed in finding a rationale of this univer-
sal metamorphosis, we obviously fall short of that com-
pletely unified knowledge constituting philosophy.

H. Spencer, First Principles, p. 397.

II, intrans. To produce unity or uniformity.

These Homeridae were not the only authors of epic

poems, but they had the great advantage over other epic

bards that they were a genos, and that they worked con-
tinuously from generation to generation on the same
poems, adding and unifying, and so they produced the
epics which have outlived all others.

Classical Rev., IL 26&



Tinigenital eei7 uninflammable
nnigenital (u-ni-jen'i-tal), a. [< LL. unigeni- unilocular (u-ni-lok'u-lar), a. [< L. umis, one, why did he not tell his counsel, and authorize them to
tug. onlv-begotten, < L. utius, one, + genitus, + ^ochZma, compartment +-ar^ 1 Inhot zool '^" * story which could not he unimpimant, as it was
begotten: see genital.^ Only-begotten. and pathol., having but one loculus, cavity, or riX^^otl^oundaUmlV'*''"'' "«Zi"'wo;ui'T?T°";,a''
nnigeniture (u-ni-jen'i-tur), «. i<lA.. unigaii- compartment; single-chambered; monothala- '"

I"^'" *»'« '<><:'«"""""
,

B«rfe, Works, Xll. ea

<«*, only-begotten (see ««i>«itaO,+ -«»•«.] The mous, as a foraminifer; uniloculate: as, a ««i- , ^°* assuming ormarked by airs of impor-
state of being the only-begotten. Bp. Pearson, tooi/arperiearpor anther; a jOTjVocMtar heart or

tance or aignity. [Kare.J

Unigenitus (u-m-jen'i-tus), H. [NL., so called shell : correlated with bilocular, trilocular, quad- * ^'^^^' """'vortani, natural, easy manner,

from the first word ("t7«jjfeH(<M« Dei Filius," rilocular, a,nd tnuUilocular OT plurilocular. Also ^- , . ,

-P"?*. letter to Swift,

etc.): see HHigiewita?.] A bull promulgated by moiiolocular. Unimportingt (un-im-p6r'ting), a. Not import^
Pope Clement XI. in 1713, and directed against uniloculate (u-ni-lok'u-lat), a. [< L. unus, one, ^S^' ^^ ,^°Ji"?,°''^^°^

or consequence
; trivial.

Jansenism. It commenced with the words "Unigeni- + ?ofi(?i(s, compartment, + -ate^.l Same as -''i'-
-o"")"*. Paul s Combat.

tuB Dei Kilius," and condemned 101 propositions taken nnilociilar Unimposed (un-im-p6zd'), a. Not imposed;
^^m^Quesnel's"KeflexionsMor.alessurleNouveau Testa, unimaginable (un-i-maj'i-na-bl), a. Not ima- 5°* '''"1 °" or exacted, as a tax, burden, toll,

nnigenOUS(u-nij'e-nus),a. [<L.««Jpc«a,only- gi^able
;
not capable of beiiig imagined, con- S'^ ''<"""^''*^' ^'"^««' ^ask, etc.; not en-

begotten, born of one parent or of one family eeived, or thought of
; inconceivable. "

'"
,, , .^ , • . ..,. .^

or kind < ^cnus, one,+ ^^gnere, beget. Cf. unl „„.-„..„•„„£'""«'/? '!>".' *>>-«" Jtul^^plfal^^^^ '^'^^f^:^:^^}^^::^
genital.} Of one and the same kind; homoge- So umnmjnnoWe as hate m heaven unljidden come into the outward gesture is the greatest
neous. MiU<m, r. L., vn. 54. decency that can be iniagin'd.

uniglobular (ii-ni-glob'u-lar) a Havine or « i, v! ,?' ^"""^ ^''^'^ '""^ '°^^ Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

consisting of a sinlle gioWar part or forma- Srh^fr^LTrdTaV^n pScles unimposing (un-im-p6'zing), a. 1. Not im-
tion. Geol. Jour.,'KL\ll.Q. Shelley, Xlastor. Posi"g ; "ot commanding respect.— 2. Not

unljugate (u-ni-j6'gat), a. [< L. «Mi/«ffi«s, hav- unimaginableness (un-i-maj'i-na-bl-nes), n.
enjoining as obligatory

;
voluntary. [Bare.]

ing one yoke (< unus. one, + jugum, yoke), + The character of being unimaginable: incon- „ Beauteous order reigns,

-afel.] Infeoi.jhavingbut a single pair of leaf- ceivableness. Dr. H. More Manly submission, untmpogij^ toil,

lets
:
said of a pinnate leaf. Unimaginably (un-i-maj'i-na-bli), adv. In an „„,-„„^„„„,.v,-i«„ / . ?°™*°? x " mJ'UnyugOUS (u-m-j6'gus), o. In 6o«., same as unimaginable manner; inconceivably. Boyle.

T"limpressiblllty (un-im-pres-i-bil i-ti), «. The
nimni/ate. Unimaginative (un-i-maj'i-na-tiv), a. Not

quality or state of being unimpressible.

Unilabiate (li-ni-la'bi-at), a. [< L. unus, one, + imaginative; lackinc or not ctaraeterized bv UmmpremWhtrj, which impedes memory, is a conse-

labium, lip, -I- -«^el.] Having a single lip or imagination prosaic. ' ^ S,^ »'
''''''"^'l)"co^'o^rigln1f thl'Fit't°est''V'Sl'bp-hke part: said in entomology of orifices unimaginativeness (un-i-maj'i-na-tiv-nes), «. „r^Z!^r...i^^J^)l

'

t^l 1^ ^with a single fleshy Up on one side, by which The character of being unimaginative.
unimpressible (un-im-pres i-bl), a. Not im-

thev can be closed t ..,,,,? .
pressible ; not sensitive ; apathetic.

•V _. 11 i /- -'i / i-i^ ry T
Tom was in a state of as blank untwiaiTtTwhcenm con- ^ ~,

'

» j ,' , , ^Unilamellate (u-m-lam e-lat), a. [< L. unus, cerning the cause and tendency of his sufferings as if he .
^^"'>- was honest and quiet ; but heavy, mindless, «n-

one. + NL. /owe?Za + -atel.] Having one la- had been an innocent shrewmouse imprisoned in the split
"npreesible. CharlotU BrorUii, Jaae Byre, xxvii.

mclla or layer; unilaminar. trunkof an ash tree in order to cure lameness in cattle. unimprisOU (un-im-priz'n), v. t. To release
unilaminar (ii-ni-lam'i-nar), a. [< L. ««i«, . . ,,

Geor»« Kw(, Mm on the Floss, iL l. from prison ; set at liberty. [Rare.]
one, -I- lamina, lamina, +' -ar2.] Having one Ununagined (un-i-maj'ind), a. Not imagined The green lizard and the golden snake,
lamina ; one-layered ; single-layered. *"" conceived. Like unimprUoned flames, out of their trance awake.

Unilaminate (li-ni-lam'i-nat), a. Same as uni- Vnimagined bliss. Thomson, Liberty, iii. .
Shelley, Adonais, xviii.

laminar. To a long low coast with beaches and heads UUimprOVed (un-im-provd'), a. 1. Not im-
unilateral (ii-ni-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. unus, one, •**' ™° through xmimagined mazes. proved, in any sense ; specifically, of land, not
+ /a<«« (/a(cr-), side" -f -a«el.] 1. One-sided; . .

i<we«, Appledore. tilled; not cultivated; not brought into a con-
of or pertaining to one side only. unimitablet (nn-im'i-ta-bl), a. Inimitable. dition for use by expenditure of labor.— 2\.

Wo note that, although unUateral movements (the more 1''«>" "t »" unimUable. Not tested
;
not proved. Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 96.

voluntary) are lost, the more automatic (the bilateral) are Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 2. UnUUpUgnable (un-im-pu'na-bl), a. Not capa-
"'*'"*'* Pop. Sei.Jfo., XXV. 175. unimmortalt (un-i-mor'tal), a. Not immortal; ble of being impugned ; unimpeachable.
Certain hallucinations, as U well known, are unilateral, mortal. Milton, P. L., £ 611. Mrs. Bolton could not combat a position of such unim-

L e. are perceived when (say) the right eye or ear is act- unimodular (u-ni-mod'u-lar) a r< L unui P«*«aW<; piety in words, Ijut she permitted herself a con-

kf*t e'ye orTar rs'ftee!"'"
'"^""" "

"'"'''"''''MlJ^d^Tm Te™HL.Vo*"4^^-offl +̂ r^] Having '7"*"""' «"'"•
, . ^r«''

^"'- ^'"'""'- -"
Unilaural lesiona. Princeton Rev., July. 1879, p.m ?"ly

""f
modnlus.-Unimodular transformation. "°ff'i^y,°°^!f,,^'(-"':{",? + t'jfl ^l' "•'r'^^

^^
"'"'f'„ - , ., J ., .

.J, o.
, i^ i -u.

In aZj., a transformation whose modulus is equal to unity, one, + »/«cro(«-), point, + -afel.] Having only
2. In 6ot., one-sided; either originating on one unimpaired (un-im-pard'), a. Not impaired, in one tip or point.
side of an axis or all turned to one side, as the any sense. unimuscular (u-ni-mus'ku-liir), a. [< L. unus,
flowers of a. umlateral meevae.—3. Placed on My strength is unimpaired. C™^r, Odyssey, xxL one, + mM.WM?MS, muscle, + -Sra.] Having only
one side only of a surface

;
unifacial, as a set nnimDassioned fun-im-nash'ond^ a Not im °"'* adductor muscle, as a bivalve ; monomy-

of polypites.-Unllateral bond or contract one ^^P~,'°"®': *^ T^t-^^i ? ^"V™" arian.
which binds one party only-Unilateral leaveM^ves passioned

;
not moved or actuated by passion

; Unimusculosa(ii-ni-mus-kn-16'sa) n nl TNLwhich lean toward one side of the stem, as in Cminllnria Uninfluenced by passion ; calm ; tranquil. c T ,?;.„o «„o -u 7
• " '' \' • '

m«((./i„ra. -Unilateral raceme, a raceme whose flow- He [Anselml was exiled he returned the same meek ,
' n ?'

»"'«««^o«"«. musculous
: see

er, .TOW only on one side of the common peduncle. nnoffi.Xg"LTrp<^^!^d man
'""''* '"'

^^U^rl '»"«?'"«*•] 1° CO»cfe., unimuscular bivalves

;

nmlaterallty fu'ni-lat-e-ral'i-ti), n. r< unilat o ..,,. ^ ^
"""«"'• the Monomyana. Reeve,

eral + .ity.^ The char^ter-or state of being eflecUuT?" ""''"•X;;Tii'SrMin^^,^^^^^^^^^ «• Not incensed,
unilateral.

iinimT.fla/.»,QWm-T» i - \. k-i'- ^n inflamed, provoked, or irritated.

l-hl, unilaleralUy U insisted on by Salesbury. T^sKter of bein^ CfCeaciable or' no^
^""^ '

''^«'»' *°" ^nincemed these deeds of Mars?
Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 387.

cnaracier oi oemg ummpeaenaDle, or not Cowper, Iliad, v.

unilaterally (n-ni-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a uni- ?Cm«omr«Z °?rv I4T
'' ^^^""'l'^^^"'^^^-

unincidental (un-in-si-den'tal), a. Unmarked
lateral manner; one-sidedly. unimpeachable (un-ira-pe'cha-bl), «. Not im- ^y any incidents. [Rare.]

"

vy^:tna^rXtZ^rS^'"'^'"''^°'''''''-'°"'- P^acUble; not capable of being impeached. Times of fat quietness and «„i^»^J ease

Lancet No -Mas n. 1201 accused, censured, or called in question ; free • 1 j , • , •

<*, j»'e, u. iw».

.....,,
J^amxc, vio. iva, p. lai. * ju stain or fault- hlamplpo*- iri-P lUlinclosed, Uneuclosed (un-m-, un-en-k ozd').

He recognized thankfully that the goveniment had
'rom guilt. Slain, or lauit, Dlameless, irre- ^^ inclosed- not shut in or KiirroiiTidedabandoned the pretension to settle ecclesiastical affairs proachable. "

y,^°%!.„„ °*^„,', "V ^'^"^ ^"^ °^ surrounded,
unilaterally. ConUmporary Ben., XLX. 282. The unimpeaehabU integrity and piety of many of the ^ lence, wan, eic.

nniliteral (u-ni-lit'e-ral), a. r< L. ««)«, one. Promoters of this petition renders those aspersions as idle Waste and umnciojed lands.
,..,.„..+ lii.r,, liii^r, loftA-."„i„ i<J:«; 1 r. • »• as they are unjust. .ddom SintiA, Wealth of Nations, i. 11.+ /i^ro,|i«<^era,letter: see /Jtera;.] Consisting B«'*e, Speech on the Acts of Uniformity, unincumber fun-in-kum'b^r) v t See «««,of a single letter: as, i 18 the um7t<«-aZ name v vi / • -, t t, ^

vmmciimDer l.un-in-Kum oer;, «. t. bee unen-

of some moths unimpeachableness (un-im-pe'cha-bl-nes), w. cumhrr.

uniilumed(un-i-liimd').o. Notillumined- not
The character of being unimpeacliable. God- unindifferent (un-in-dif'6r-ent), a. Not indif-

liglited up
' """' Maiulfville, 111. 188. ferent. Hooker.

And he^ full eye, now bright now unUlumed,
Unimpeachably (un-im-pe'cha-bli), nrf». In an Unindividualized (un-ln-di -vid'u-al -izd), a

Hpake more than Woman's tfiought uniiiijxiichable manner; blamelessly. Not separated into individuals or component
Coferidje, Destiny of Nations. (Dacies.) Unimpeached (un-im-pechf), a. 1. Not im- parts : specifically noting certain rocks or parts

nnilluminated (un-i-lu'mi-na-ted) a. 1 Not peached; not charged or accused.— 2. Not of rocks, eruptive in origin, which have an un-

illumiuated • not lighted- dark
'

called in question; not objected to or criti- defined base not resolvable into distinct crys-

The outer or'" sporting" door was of' course wide open;
'''^^^ = "«' testimony unimpeached.

J^}^J''l!°I^f- ^^ *¥ /"i^^OS^oP^;
^passing through an interior one of green baize, I blun- His general character is unimiKOched, and there is Umnervate (u-ni-ner vat), o. [< Jj. unus, one,

dered up a narrow and totally unillmniiiated passage. nothing against his credit. -1- nervus, nerve, + -ate^.'\ 1. In ZOol., having
C. ^. Bmfed, English University, p. 73. J). Ifeftirfer, .Speech, Goodrich Case, April, 1817. but one nervure, as an insect's wing; unicos-
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unimplored (un-im-plord'), a. Not implored; tate.— 2. In fto*., one-nerved, as certain leaves.
umilusory (un-i-lu so-n), a. Not producing or not solicited. Milton, P. L., ix. 22. uninerved (u'ni-nfervd), a. [< L. unus, one, -f
(au.sing illu.sion, deception, fallaciousness, or unimportance fun-im-por'tans), )i. Thecharac- nervus, nerve, + -erf2.] Same as uninervate.
the like; not illusory; not deceptive. Dulwer, ter of being unimportant; want of importance, A'atere, XLIII. 454.My Novel,_iii. 22. consequence, weight, value, or the like. Uninflammability (un-in-flam-a-bil'i-ti), n.
unilODar (u-m-Io bar), a. [< L. unus, one, + By such acts of voluntary delusion does every man en- The quality or state of being uninflammable.

', '"'"'•''! 'obe, + -ar^'.] Same as unilobed. deavour to conceal his own unimportance from himself. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXV. 42.
unilobed (u'ni-lobd), a. [<L.«n««, one, -fNL. JoAwion, Rambler, No. 146. uninflammable (un-in-flam'a-bl), a. Not in-
jofcK.?, lobe, y-ed'^.l In eH<o^»^., having a single unimportant (un-im-p6r'tant), a. 1. Not im- flammable; not capable of being inflamed or
lobe: especially noting the maxilla; of certain portant; not of great moment; of little ac- set on fire, in a literal or figurative sense,
""seots. count. Boyle.



uninfluenced

uninfluenced (un-in'flij-enst), a. 1. Not influ-

eneeii ; not persuaded or moved by others, or
by foreign considerations; not biased; acting
freely.

Men . . . uninjluenced by fashion and affectation.

V. Knox, Sermons, V. xxv.

2. Not proceeding from influence, bias, or
prej«dioe : as, uninjluenced conduct or actions.

uninformed (un-in-f6rmd'), a. [< «n-i + in-

/orwerfi.] 1. Not informed; not instructed;
untaught.
He [Jolinsou] inferred that a Greek wlio had few or

no boolcs must have been as uninform^ as one of Mr.
Tlirale's draymen. Macaulay, Boswell's Jolinson.

2. Not animated ; not informed with mind or
intelligence ; not enlivened.

The Picts, though never so beautiful, have dead, unin-
formed countenances. Spectator.

Witliout these [exercises of the understanding and
heart] all oxtern.al service is a dead uninformed mass.

lyr. J. Broim, Discourses on the Lord's Supper, p. 2.

Revolving seasons, fruitless as they pass.
See it [Etna] an uninfomCd and idle mass.

Cowper, Heroism, 1. 26.

3. Not imbued: as, a picture uninformed with
imagination.
uninfringible (un-in-frin'ji-bl), a. That must
not be infringed. Sir TV. Hamilton.
uningenlous (un-ln-je'nius), a. Not ingenious;
not witty or clever ; stupid ; dull. Burke, Late
State of the Nation (1769).

uningenuous (un-in-jen'u-us), a. Not ingen-
uous ; not frank or candid; disingenuous. Jer.

Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 300.

uningenuousness (un-in-jen'u-us-nes), n. Want
of ingenuousness ; disingenuousness. Ham-
mond.
uninhabitability (un-in-hab-i-ta-bil'1-ti), n.

Uninhabitableness. JP". P. Cohbe, Peak in Da-
rien, p. 39.

uninhabitable (un-in-hab'i-ta-bl), a. Not in-
habitable ; not capable of affording habitation;
unfit to be the residence of men. Shale., Tem-
pest, ii. 1. 37.

uninhabitableness (un-in-hab'i-ta-bl-nes), n.

The state of being uninhabitable. " Boyle.

uninhabited (un-in-hab'i-ted), a. Not inhab-
ited ; having no inhabitants : as, an uninhab-
ited island.

uninjured (un-in'jord), a. Not injured; not
hui-t ; having suffered no harm.

And let a single helpless maiden pass
Uninjured. Milton, Comus, 1. 403.

uninomial (H-ni-no'mi-al), a. [< L. umis, one,
-I- nom(en), name, + -ial. Cf. binomial.'] Same
as uninominal.

uninominal (ti-ni-nom'i-nal), a. [< L. unus, one,
-I- nomen (nomin-), name, + -oZ.] Consisting of
a single word or term, as a zoological or botan-
ical name ; also, specifying that system of no-
menclature in which objects are designated by
such names. See the extract.

Perceiving sundry objections to binomial, etc., somehave
sought to obviate them by using binominal, uninominal,
plurinomiual, etc. Couea, The Auk, VL 320.

unin^uisitive (un-in-kwiz'i-tiv), a. Not in-

quisitive ; not curious to search or inquire ; in-

disposed to seek information.

Go loose the links of that soul-binding chain.
Enlarge this uninquisitive belief.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vL

And this not the ruder only, and uninquisitive vulgar,
but the wisest and most considering persons in all times.

J. Howe, Works, I. 26.

uninscribed (un-in-skribd'), a. Not inscribed

;

having no inscription. Pope, Windsor Forest,
1. 320.

uninspired (un-in-spird'), a. Not inspired: as,

uninxpired writings.

The uninnitired teachera and believers of the gospel.
Oibbon^

uninstructed (un-in-struk'ted), a. 1. Not in-

structed or taught ; not educated.
When an uninMructed multitude attempts to see wltli

its eyes, it is exceedingly apt to be deceived.
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 155.

2. Not directed by superior authority; not fur-

nished with instructions.

In an unlucky hour
That fool intrudes, raw in this great affair.

And uninstructed how to stem the tide.

Drijden, Don Sebastian, iii. 1.

Unintegrated (un-iu'te-gra-ted), a. Not inte-

grated ; not subjected to a process of integra-
tion.

unintelligence (un-in-tel'i-jens), n. Want of
intelligence ; stupidity due to ignorance ; un-
wisdom.

6618
Their unintelligence, numbers, and fluctuating associa-

tion prevented them from anticipating and following out
any uniform and systematic measures. Sir W. Hamilton.

unintelligent (un-in-tel'i-jent), a. Not intelli-

gent, (o) Not possessing or not proceeding from intelli-
gence.

What the stream of water does in the affair is neither
more nor less than this : by the application of an unintel-
ligent impulse to a mechanism previously arranged ... by
intelligence, an effect is produced, viz. the corn is grouml.

Paiey, Nat. Theol.,ii.

(6) Not knowing; not having acute mental faculties;
not showing intelligence ; dull.

Unintelligent persons that want wit or breeding.
Sir lU. Hate.

unintelligently (un-in-tel'i-jent-li), adv. In an
unintelligent manner; without reason; dully.

unintelligibility (un-in-tel"i-ji-biri-ti), n. The
character of being unintelligible.

I ondtted, ... in the Introduction to the Abbot, any
attempt to explain tlie previous story, or to apologize for
unintelligibility. Scott, Abbot, I. 8.

unintelligible (un-in-tel'i-ji-bl), o. Not intelli-

gible ; not capable of being understood. Jer.
Taylor, Rule of Conscience, i. 21.

unintelligibleness (un-in-tel'i-ji-bl-nes), n.

Unintelligibility. Bp. Croft.

unintelligibly (un-in-tel'i-ji-bli), adv. In an
unintelligible manner; so as not to be imder-
stood. Locke.

unintentional (un-in-ten'shon-al), a. Not in-
tentional ; not designed ; done" or happening
without design.

It is to be observed that an act may be unintentional
in any stage or stages of it, though intentional in the pre-
ceding : and, on the other hand, it may be intentional
in any stage or stages of it, and yet unintentional in the
succeeding.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, viii. 12.

unintentionality (un-in-ten-sho-nal'i-ti), n. [<
unintentional -\- -ity.'] The character of being
unintentional ; absence of design or purpose.

UnintentioTiality with respect to the event of the action,
unconsciousness with regard to the circunistances.

Bentham; Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvii. 11.

unintentionally (un-in-ten'shon-al-i), adv.
Without design or purpose.

uninteressedt(un-in'ter-est), a. Uninterested.
' That true honour and unintressed respect which I have
always paid you. Dryden, Troll, and Cres., Ep. Ded.

uninterested (un-in'ter-es-ted), a. 1. Not in-
terested; not having any interest or property
in something specified; not personally con-
cerned: as, to be uninterested in business.— 2.
Not having the mind or the passions engaged:
as, to be uninterested in a discom'se or narra-
tion.

The greatest part of an audience is always uninterested,
though seldom knowing. Dryden.

= Syn. See disinterested.

uninteresting (un-in't6r-es-ting), a. Not inter-
esting; not capable of exciting interest, or of
engaging the mind or passions : as, an uninter-
esting story or poem.
Mrs. Henfrey . . . was, to all strangers, an absolutely

uninteresting woman ; but her family knew her merits.
Jean Ingelow, Fated to be Free, xviii.

=Syil. Dull, tiresome, tedious, wearisome.

uninterestingly (un-in'ter-es-ting-li), adv. In
an uninteresting manner,

uninterestingness (un-in'tSr-es-ting-nes), n.

The character of being uninteresting.

Intense monotony and uninterestingness are the chief
characteristics of the river. Nature, XLII. 544.

unintermitted (un-in-tfer-mit'ed), a. Not in-

termitted; not interrupted ; not suspended for

a time; continued; continuous:, as, uninter-

mitted misery. Macaulay.
unintermittedly (un-in-ter-mit'ed-li), adv.
Without being intermitted; uninterruptedly.
unintermitting (un-in-ter-mit'ing), a. Not in-

termitting; not ceasing for a time ; continuing.
unintermittingly (un-in-ter-mit'ing-li), adv.
Unceasingly; continuously.
unintermized (un-in-ter-miksf), a. Not inter-
mixed ; not mingled. Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

uninterpretable (un-in-t6r'pre-ta-bl), a. In-
capable of being interpreted: us, uninterpreta-
ble enigmas
uninterrupted (un-in-tfer-rup'ted), a. Not in-

terrupted; not broken; unintermitted; unceas-
ing; incessant; specifically, in fto<., consisting
of regularly increasing or diminishing parts, or
of parts all of the same size.

uninterruptedly (un-in-ter-rup'ted-li), adv.
Without mterruption; without disturbance;
unintermittedly; unceasingly. Paley.

unintricatedt (un-in'tri-ka-ted), a. Not per-
plexed ; not obscure or intricate. Hammond.

union

unintroduced (un-in-tro-dusf), a. Not intro-
duced; obtrusive. Young.
uninuclear (u-ni-nii'kle-ar), a. [< L. unus, one,

-I- nucleus, nucleus, -I- -ar^.] Having a single
nucleus; uninucleate.
uninucleate (ii-ni-nu'kle-at), o. [< L. unus, one,

-I- nucleus, nucleus, -t- -ate^.] Uninuclear.
uninvented (un-iu-ven'ted), a. Not invented;
not found out.

Not uninvented that, which thou aright
Believ'st so main to our success, I bring.

Milton, P. L., vi. 470.

uninventive (un-in-ven'ti v), a. Not inventive

;

not having the power of inventing, finding, dis-
covering, or contriving.

In every company there is not only the active and pas-
sive sex, but, in both men and women, a deeper and more
important sex of ndnd— namely, the Inventive or creative
class of both men and women, and the uninventive or ac-
cepting class. Emerson, Complete Prose Works, II. 345.

uninventively (un-in-ven'tiv-li), adv. In an
uninventive manner ; without invention.
uninvestigable (un-in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. Inca-
pable of being investigated or searched out.
Barrow, Sermons, III. iv.

uninvite (un-in-vif), v. t. To countermand the
invitation of

;
put off. [Rare.]

One of the houses behind them is infected, ... so I
made them uninvite their guests.

Pepys, Diary, Nov. 26, 1866.

Unio (u'ni-6), n. [NL., < LL. unio, the number
one, oneness: see wnJOH.] 1. The leading ge-
nus of bivalves of the family Unionidx: former-
ly used with great latitude for many species,
some of which are now placed in other families
as well as in other genera.— 2. [I. c] A species
of this genus; any river-mussel.

Uniocular (il-ni-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. unus, one,
-I- oculus, eye, -f- -ar^.~\ Monocular: opposed
to binocular. Lancet, No. 3487, p. 1416.

Uniola (u-ni'o-la), n. [NL. (Lmneeus, 1737),
< LL. uniola, an unknown plant, < unio, unity:
see union.l A genus of grasses, of the tribe
Festuceee and subtribe Hufestuceie. it is charac-
terized by an elongated or ample panicle of broad and flat

I. ^Mtc^d /a/^o/i'a (Spike-grass) ; 2, panicle; a. spikelct; d, floret,

showing the flowering glume, the palet, the single stamen, and the
pistil.

two-edged spikelets, each with the three to six lower
glumes empty. There are 5 species, all North American,
one (U. paniculata) extending into Central and Soutli
America. U. racemijlora of the West Indies differs in its

minute spikelets. The others are tall erect grasses grow-
ing in tufts from strong creeping rootstocks. The leaves
are broad and flat, or convolute ; the panicle loose or
dense, or, in U. gracilis, contrautetl and wand-like, and in

U. racemiJU/ra forming one-sided spikes. In U. panicu-
lata, a tall species reaching 8 feet, and U. latifolia, a short-
er plant with drooping long-pedicelled flowers, the spike-

lets reach an unusually large size, sometimes 2 inches long
and with 30 flowers. U. latifolia and U. gracilis are pas-
ture-grasses ; U. paniculata is valuable from its binding
sea-sands. See spike-grass.

union (ii'nypn). n. and a. [< F. unicrix = Sp. tinion

= Pg. uniao = It. unione, < LL. unio(n-), f., one-
ness, unity, the number one, a uniting, union,
L. tinio{n-), m., a single large pearl, a single

onion (> ult. E. onion), < unus, one : see one. Cf.

unite, etc.] I. n. 1. The act of joining two
or more things into one, and thus forming a
compound body or a mixture ; the state of be-
ing united

;
junction ; coalition ; combination

:

as, the union of soul and body.
So we grew together,

Like to a double cherry, seeming parted.
But yet on union in partition.

Shak., H. N. D., iii. 2. 2ia



union

In the temper of Bacon . . . there was a singular union
of audacity and sobriety. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. In zool., anat., and hot.: (a) The state of

close and immediate connection of parts, or-

gans, or tissues, especially of like parts, or the

process of becoming so united ; a growing to-

gether or its result, as in the different cases of

symphysis, synostosis, synchrondrosis, ankylo-

sis, confluence, concrescence, coalescence, con-
jugation, anastomosis, syzygy, zygosis, and the

like. See the distinctive words. (6) The con-
nection of two or several individuals in a com-
pound organism, as of several zooids in a zo-

anthodeme.— 3. Matrimony; the matrimonial
relation, married state, or conjugal bond.— 4.

Concord; agreement and conjunction of mind,
will, affections, or interest; harmony.
Lay a foundation for a blessed Uni&n among our selves,

which would frustrate the great design of our enemies
upon us. StiUinffjleetf Sermons, II. vl.

Now, when a mutual Flame you have reveal'd.

And the dear Union of our Souls is seal'd.

CongrepCy To Cynthia.

Self-love and social at her birth began

;

Union tlie bond of all things, and of man.
Poite, Essay on Man, iiL 149.

5. That which is united or made into one;
something formed by a combination of various
parts or individual things or persons; an ag-
gregate of united parts; a coalition; a com-
bination; a confederation ; a league.

An amalgamation of the Christian religious unions was
effected with the sacrificial societies of the pagans.

Enfflish GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. bixili.

(a) A confederacy of two or more nations, or of the various
states of a nation : in this sense the United States of
America is s<)metimes called by way of preeminence "The
Union." (6) In England and Ireland, two or more parishes
consolidated into one for theljetter administration of the
poor-laws. It is in the discretion of the l>ocaI Government
Board to consolidate any two or more paiishes into one
union under a single board of guardians elected by the
owners and ratepayers of the component parishes. Each
union has a common workhouse, and all the cost of the re-

lief of the poor is charged upon the common funil. (c)

Two or more parishes or contiguous benefices consolidated
into one for ecclesiastical purposes, (d) An association of
independent churches, generally either Congregational or
Baptist, for the purpose of promoting mutual fellowship
and cooperation in Christian work. It ditfers from most
ecclesiastical bodies in possessing no authority over the
churches wliich unite in it, (e) A permanent comldnation
among workmen engaged in the same occupation or trade.
See tradt-union.

[In old days] if here and there a clergyman, a profes-
sional man, a politician, or a writer, ventured to raise a
voice on Itehalf of the Unions, he was assailed with a
storm of ridicule and abuse.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 722.

6. A union workhouse; a workhouse erected
and maintained at the joint expense of parishes
which have been formed into a union : in Scot-
land called a combination poor-house.

The poor old people that they brick up in the Uniomt.
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, IL 294.

7. That part of a flag which occupies the upper
corner next the staff when it is distinguislied

from the rest in color or pattern, as in the flag

of the tJnited States, where it is blue with
white stars, or in the flag of Great Britain;
the jack. When the flag is hoisted on the staff with the
union below, it is considered a signal of distreM. See
union down, below.

8. A flag showing the union only. See union

flag and union jack; below.— 9. A joint, screw,
or other connection uniting parts of machinery,
or the like ; a kind of coupling for connecting
tubes together.—10. A textile fabric of several
materials, or of different kinds of thread.

Then we had an Irish linen, an imitation, you know, a
kind of Union, which we call double twist. It is made, I

believe, in Manchester, and is a mixture of linen and
cotton. Mayhew, London LalKtur and London Poor, I. 42^).

11. A shallow vat or tray in which partly fer-

mented beer is kept to complete its fermenta-
tion or to cleanse itself.— 12t. A large fine

pearl.
In the cup an union shall he throw,

Richer tlian tliat which four successive kings
In Denmark's crown have worn.

AAoi., Hamlet, v. 2. 283.

Sighelmusbishopof.Schirburne . . . trauailed thorough
India, and returning home brought with him many strange
and precious vnions and costly spyces.

Uakluyt's Voyages, 11. 5.

Pliny says that the name unio was an invention of the
fine gentlemen *tf Rome, to denote only such pearls as
could not be matched. Nares.

Act Of Union, the name by which several statutes or-
ganizing the kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland are
known, (o) A statute of 15.15-6, enacting the imlitical
union of Wales to England. (6) A statute of 170(i, unit-
ing the kingdoms of EngLand and Scotland on and after
May Ist, 17117. (.) A statute of 18011, which united the klng-
domsof Oreat Britain and Ireland on and afterJanuary 1st,

ISOl.— Apperceptive t^nlou. See apperceptive.—'Sor^
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union, in surg., the knitting of a fracture by callus : op-
posed to ligamentous union Customs union. See cus-
tonui-unifin and Zollverein.— Evangelical, hypostatic,
Latin, liberal union. See the adjectives.— Liberties'
Union Act. See liberty.— Union Assessment Acts.
See a.«c«s»icii?.— Union by first intention,in rary., the
healing of a wound without suppuration.— Union by sec-
ond intention, in surg., the healing of a wound by granu-
lation after suppuration.—Union churches, a body of
Protestant evangelical Christians organized in its pres-
ent form about 1863. It recognizes no creed except alle-
giance to the Bilile, no test of membership except charac-
ter, and no ecclesiastical authority superior to that of
menibership in the local church. Its membership is

mainly confined to the Western States in the United
States. —Union down, said of a flag displaying the
union at the bottom instead of in its normal position at
the top. A flag lioisted in this position forms a signal of
distress.— Union flag, the union jack, or national flag of
the United Kingdom. The national flag of England was
the banner of St. George (heraldically described as argent,
a cross gules), and soon after the union of the crowns this
was united with the Scottish national flag, or banner of St.

Andrew (in the language of heraldry, azure, a saltier ar-
gent), thus forming the first union flag. On the legislative
union with Scotland in 1707 a new design for the national
or union flag was adopte<i, descrilted in heraldic terms as
azure, a saltier argent surmounted by a cross gules fimbri-
ated or edged of the second. On the union with Ireland
the red cross or saltier of St. Patrick was introduced, and
as thus modilled the flag now exists.— Union Jack, the
national ensign of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, formed by the union of the cross of St. George
(red on a white ground), the diagonal cross or saltier of
St. Andrew (white on a blue ground), and the diagonal
cross or saltier of St. Patrick (red on a white ground).—
Universal Postal Union. Seepos<a(.=Syn. 1-3. Union,
Unity, Junction, Ctjitnection. Union is the act of bring-
ing two or more together so as to make but one : as, the
unitm of the Mississippi and the ^lissonri ; union in mar-
riage ; or it is the state resulting, or the product of the act

:

as, the American Union. Unity is only the state of oneness,
whether there has or has not been previous distinctness

:

as, the unity of God, the unity of faith, unity of feeling, in-
terest, ialwr. Juration expresses not simply collocation,
but a real and physical bringing into one. Union and
jniKtion dilfer from connection in that the last does not
necessarily imply contact : there may be connection be-
tween houses by a portico or walk. It is literal to speak
of the connection, and figurative to speak of the union, of
England and America by a telegraphic cable.C a. Of or pertaining to a union or to the
Union (see I., 5 (a)); in favor of the Union : as,

the t'nioji party; 6'««om principles ; t'njon sym-
pathies

—

Union Labor party, in U. S. politics, a polit-
ical party formed in 1887, wliich drew support from the
Greenbackers, farmers' organizations, Knights of Lalmr,
etc. It nominated a candidate for President of the United
States in 1888.— Union man. (a) In the United States,
in tiie period of the civil war, an opponent of secession and
upholder of the federal cause. (6) A member of a trade-
union.—Union party, a party which favors the formation
or preservation of a union ; specifically, the Constitutional
Union party. See constitutional.

Unionacea (<i"ni-o-na'8e-a), n. pi. [NL., <
l')iio(n-) + -acea.'i A siiperfamily of integri-
palliate isomyarian bivalve moUusks, repre-
sented by the family Unionidse.

tmionacean (u'ni-o-na'se-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to' the ('monacea.
II. «. A member of the Unionacea.

nnion-bow (ti'nyon-bo), n. A bow made of two
or three pieces glued together, as distinguished
from the single-piece how or self-bow. Also called
bnck-bow.

union-cord (u'nyon-kord), n. A round white
cord made of linen and cotton combined, used
for stay-laces, etc. Diet, ofNeedlework Unlon-
COrd bx^d, a braid composed of two or more cords, usu-
ally a worsted or mohair braid like that called Russia
l/raid.

unioned (u'nyond), a. [< union + -ed2.] Ex-
hibiting symbols and proofs of union. [Rare.]

Great Washington arose in view,
.\ud unioned flags liis stately steps pursue

;

Blest Gallia's hands and young Columbia's pride.
Joel Barlow, Visions of Columbus.

union-grass (u'nyon-gras), n. A name for
grasses of the genus IJniola.

Unionid (u'ni-o-nid), n. A unio; any member
of the I'nionidx.

Unionidae (u-ni-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < TJnio{n-)

+ -idee.'] A family of bivalve mollusks, typified
by the genus Viiio, and variously limited, (ot)
Formerly applied to all fresh-water bivalves nacreous in-

side the shell, (fe) Restricted to tliose with two large and
persistent adductor muscles, and the shell regular, with
thick eiddermis, thin nacreous layer, prominent external

A, Rigllt Viilve of River-musacl {Manocondy/teti para£ytana).
P. River-mussel t,UHU> tittffralis^, left valve.

ligament, and variable hinge (thus including the Mutelida
and Mycetopoilidte). (c) Further restricted to the Unioniux
(6). In the narrowest sense the Unionidx are nearly one
thousand species, of most parts of the world, but espe-

unipartlte

cially numerous and diversified in the United States,
where they are mostly cal\ei\ fresh-water mussels or clams.

unioniform (li-ni-on'i-form), a. [< NL. Unio(n-)
+ L. forma, form.] Like a unio in shape or as-
pect; resembling or related to the Vnionidse.
Also nnionoid.

Unioninae (ii"ni-9-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Umo(n-)
+ -i)iss.] The leading subfamily of Cnionidse,
variously limited, (o) Including allthose unioswhose
branchial orifice is confluent with the pedal, and whose
anal siplion is little prolonged, (b) Restricted to such as
have the foot compressed and securiform (thus contrast-
ing witii Mycetopodidx): same as Unionidse ic).

unionine (fl'ni-o-nin), a. Of or pertaining to
the I'lnouiinje; unioniJEorm in a narrow sense.

unionism (u'nypn-izm), n. [< union + -ism.] 1

.

The principle oi uniting or combining; specifi-

cally, trade-unionism.

I apprehend that the notion which lies at the bottom of
Unionism is this : that a man is bound to think not only
of himself, but of his fellow-workmen.

Jevons, Social Reform, p. 115.

2. Attachment or loyalty to the principle of
union, or to some particular union ; specifical-
ly, attachment or loyalty to the federal union
known as the United States of America, and
opposition to its rupture, as by the secession
of the Southern States in 1861-5.

Mr. Seward had an abiding faith in the Unionism and
latent loyalty of Virginia and the border States.

The Century, XXXV. 609.

3. In British polities, the principles or senti-

ments of the Unionists.

unionist (li'nypn-ist), n. and a. [< union +
-ist.] I, n. 1. One who promotes or advocates
union.— 2. A member of a trade-union ; atrade-
unionist. Jevons, Social Befonn, p. 109.— 3.
One who during the American civil war took
the side of the national government.
At the same station, we met General Shriver of Fred-

erick, a most loyal Unionist.
0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 25.

4. [cap.] In British politics, one who is opposed
to the dissolution or rupture of the legislative
imion existing between Great Britain and Ire-

land, and especially to the separatist principles
and tendencies of those who desire to establish
home rule in Ireland: a name applied to the
Conservatives and Liberal-Unionists.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a union or to
unionism; promoting or advocating union: as,

a unionist movement; a unionist party.

Their [the workmen's] low standard of work, determined
by the unionist principle that the better workers must
not discredit the worse by exceeding them in efficiency.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 211.

2. Specifically, during the civil war in the
United States, of or pertaining to the Union
jjarty or cause,

unionistic (u-nyo-nis'tik), a. [< unionist + -ic]
Pertaining to unionism or unionists; relating
to or promoting union.
The various phases of a unionistic movement.

P. Schaff, Hist Christ. Ch., I. S 22.

nnionite (u'ni-o-nlt), «. [< NL. Unionites, <

Unio{n-), q. v.] A fossil unio, or some similar
shell.

_

union-joint (u'nyon-joint), n. A pipe-coupling

;

a union. E. H. Knight.
unionoid (ii'ni-o-noid), a. and n. [< Unio(n-)
+ -iiid.] I. a. Same as unioniform.

II. H. Same as unionid.

union-pump (u'nygn-pump), n. A pump com-
bined in the same frame with an engine. E.
H. Knight.

union-room (ii'nyon-r6m), n. The room in a
brewery in which the unions for partly fer-
mented beer stand together, and from which
the beer is racked off.

The union-room [Altsop's) contains 1,424 unions, which
can cleanse 230,000 gallons at one time. Bickeidyke,

uniovulate (ii-ni-6'vu-lat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ NL. ovulum, ovule: see ovule.] Having but
one ovule.

unipara (u-nip'a-ra), n. A woman who has
borne one child.

Uniparous (u-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ parrre, bring forth, bear, + -ous.] 1. Pro-
ducing one at a birth : as, uniparous animals.
Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err.— 2. In hot., having
but one axis or branch : as, a uniparous cyme.
unipartite (ii-ni-par'tit), a. [< L. unus, one, +
partitus, parted: see jxirtite.] Not separated
into parts.

In the theory of the single system the conceptions
and symbolism are to a large extent arithmetical, and are
based upon the properties of single integral nnmliers and
their partitions into single integral parts. In this sense
the former theory may be regarded as being unipartite.

Nature, XU. 38a



tmipartite

Unlpartite curve, a curve whose real part forms one
continuous whole (it being understood that a passage
through infinity does not constitute a severing of the
curveX

Olllped (u'ni-ped), a, and «. [< L. nniis, one,
+ pes (ped-), foot.] I. a. Having only one
foot.

II. n. One who or that which is one-footed.
Compare monopode. [Rare.]

One of the best gymnasts in Chicago is a person with a
wooden leg, which he takes off at the beginning of oper-
ations, thus economizing weight and stowage, and per-
forming feats impossible except to unipeds.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 194.

Unipeltatat (ii' ni-pel-ta'ta), 11. pi. [NL. (La-
treille), neut. pi. of *unipeltatns : see 'unipeltate.']

In Crustacea, a division of stomatopods, con-
taining adiilt forms of mantis-shrimps : distin-
gtilshed from Bipeltata. See Squilla.

TUlipeltate (u-ni-pel'tat), a. and n. [< L. urnis,

one, + pelta, a light sliield : see peltate.'] I. a.

Having a carapace of one piece, as a crusta-
cean; not bipeltate, like a glass-crab; stoma-
topodous, as a mantis-shrimp.

II. n. A member of the Vnipeltata. See
Squillidx.

tmlpersonal (u-ni-pfer'son-al), a. [< L. MMJAS,

one, + pei-sona, person: iee personal.'] 1. Hav-
ing but one person ; existing in one person : said
of the Deity.- 2. In gram., used only in one

„n[se' Vq "^^/fl .i sen'a lusl
person : chiefly noting verbs used only in the

Ulisepaious (u-ni-sep a-lus;

third person singular ; impersonal.
unipersonalist (u-ni-per'son-al-ist), n. [< uni-
personal + -ist.'] One wlio believes there is

but one person in the Deity.
tmipersonality (ii-ni-p6r-so-nal'i-ti) ,11. [< uni-
personal + -ity.] Existence in one person only.

unipetalous (ti-ni-pet'a-lus), a. [< L. unus,

but'o^tff'"'"'"'^'*^^'
seepetoi.] Having ^^^^ ^^^ _^_ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^Dut one petal.

series of things.
Such a corolla [consisting of one petal on account of nnispriallv (u-ni-sp'ri-al-i\ n/lv Sn «« tn ho

abortion of the others] is unipetalojtj<. a term quite dis-
lUUSeriaiiy ^u ni se ri ai i;, aav. OO as to De

tinct from monopetalous. Encyc. Bra., IV. 132. nniserial ; m one series.

Uniseriate (u-ni-se'ri-at), o. [< L. U7ms, one,
4- series, series: see seriate.'] Same as vnise-
rial.

tiniseriately (n-ni-se'ri-at-li), adv. Same as
uniserially.

Iiniserrate (ii-ni-ser'at), a. [< L. unus, one,
-I- scrra, saw: see serrate.] Having one row
of teetli or serrations; uniserially serrate.
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n. n. A unique thing ; a thing unparalleled
or sole of its kind.

Sir Charles Mordant's gold medal, mean as it is in work-
manship, is extremely curious, and may be termed an Unic,
being the only one of the kind that has come to our know-
ledge. Archifdogia (1774), III. 874.

Where is the master who could have instructed Frank-
lin, or Washington, or Bacon, or Newton? Every great
man is a unique. Emerson, Self-reliance.

uniCLUely (u-nek'li), adv. In a unique manner

;

so as to be unique.
uniqueness (u-nek'nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being unique.
nniquity (u-ne'kwi-ti), «. [Irreg. < unique +
-ity.] Uniqueness. [Rare.]

Uniquity will make them valued more.
H. Walpole, Letters, iv. 477 (1789). {Davies.)

uniradiate (li-ni-ra'di-at), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ radius, ray: see radiate.] Having only one
raj, arm, or process ; monactinal.
uniradiated (ii-ni-ra'di-a-ted), a. Same as
uniradiate.

uniramose (ii-ni-ra'mos), a. Same as unira-
inons. Micros. Sci., XXX. 109.

Uniramous (u-ni-ra'mus), a. [< L. unus, one,
-I- ramus, branch: see ramus.] Having but
one ramus or branch. See biramoits. Encyc.
Brit., yi. 652.

r - ..
«• [< L. unus,

one, -I- NL. sepalum, sepal: see sepal.] Hav-
ing but one sepal.

uniseptate (ii-ni-sep'tat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ s«p<Mm, partition: see septate.] In rod7. and
hot., having only one septum or partition.

Uniserial (u-ni-se'ri-al), a. [< L. unus, one, +
series, series: see serial.] 1. Set in one row
or series ; one-ranked ; unifari ous. Encyc. Brit.

,

XXII. 190.— 2. Beset with one rank,

imiphonous (ii'ni-fo-nus), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ Gr. (po:.v^, a sound.] Having or giving out
only one sound; monophonic. [Rare.]

That uniphonou^ instrument the drum.
Westminster Beo., Nov., 1832. {Encyc. Diet.)

uniplanar (u-ni-pla'nar), a. [< L. unus, one, +
planum, plane.] Lying in one plane.

Theflrstthreechaptersof the work deal with the usual „v,<qArnifat.p Cii-ni-spr'n-l-itl n Tif, tintiQ
problems of hydrodynamics, being occupied principally

unlseiTUiaTC (u m ser o-Ut), a. L^ ^- ^nus,

with those in which the motion is uniplanar or can be one, + serrula, dim. of serra, saw: see serru-
expressed by two coordinates. late.] Having one row of small serrations;

The Academy, April 11, 1891, p. 349. uniserially serrulate.

Uniplanar dyadic. See dyadic.— Uniplanar node, a unisexual (u-ni-sek'su-al), a. [< L. «»««,
degenerate form of a node or conical point on a surface,
where the cone degenerates into two coincident planes:
same as unode.

uniplicate (u-nip'li-kat), a. [< L. unus, one, +
plicatus, pp. ofplicare, fold: see plicate.] Once
folded ; having or forming a single fold. Com-
pare duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate.
unipolar (ii-ni-p6'lar), a. [< L. unus, one, +
polus, pole : see polar.] 1 , Exhibiting one kind
of polarity.

The so-called "unipolar" induction supposed to be
due to the rotation of the earth, which behaves like a
gigantic magnet. P. O. Tait, Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 330.

2. In hiol., having a single pole, as a nerve-cell
or a rete : correlated with bijwlar, multipolar.

If the rete remains broken up, then it is known as a
diifuse, unipolar, or monocentric rete mirabile.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 597.

Unipolar conduction. Same as irreciprocal conduction
(which see, under irreciprocal).— Unipolar djoiamo, a

+ sexus,8ex: see sexual.] 1. Of one sex— that
is, having the two sexes developed in different
individuals. [Rare.]— 2. For or consisting of
a single sex. [Rare.]

One final provincialism of the mind there is, which a
unisexual college certainly never would have any power
to eradicate. ... It is the provincialism of the exclu-
sively sex point of view itself. The Century, XXXII. 326.

3. Specifically^ in entom., havingonly female in-
dividuals: noting the agamic hvoods ot Ajihidi-
dx and some other insects which, during cer-
tain parts of the year, continue to propagate the
species without any males. See parthenogene-
sis.— 4. In hot., said of a flower containing the
organs of but one sex, stamens or pistil, but
not both; diclinous: opposed to bisexual or her-
maphrodite; monoecious or dioecious. It is also
applicable to an inflorescence or a plant with
such flowers only,

dynamo in which an electromotive force IS UKluced in a .inJapv-iialit.v rfi-ni.BRt-Rfi-jilM.til « r^ imi
conductor by causing it to revolve round one pole of a

unisexuailiy (U m-seK-gu-ai 1-ti;, n. L\ «"»"
sexual + -tty.] The state or character of beingmagnet

unipolarity (ii''ni-po-lar'i-ti), n. [< unipolar +
-ity.] The character of being unipolar.

We do not believe that Ohm ever observed the phenom-
enon of unipolarity in strong sulphuric acid with elec-
trodes of platinum or gold due to a transition resistance.

J'hilos. Mag., XXVI. 129.

nniporous (u-nip'o-rus), a. [< L. unus, one, +
j>on«s, pore.] Having one pore. . ,, .. . ,,_,..,
Wood-cells elsewhere called discigerous tissue, and to ^^ys^^^^^^y

("""I'^^i -ivV'

"

. .

which I applied the terms uniporous and multiporous. 01 either sex, but not ot both sexes, in one in-
Dawson, GeoL Hist, of Plants, p. 160. dividual: as, animals unisexually developed.

unique (u-nek'), a. and n. 1<F. unique= 8p.Pg. unisilicate (li-ni-siri-kat), »». [< li. unus, one,
It. unico. < L. unicu.s, one, only, single, Cunus, + E. silicate.] A salt of orthosilicic acid
one.] I. a. 1. Only; single. (H4Si04): so called because the ratio of oxy-

unisexual, or of having but one sex, as a male
or female individual : the opposite of hermaph-
roditism.

There is some reason to suspect that hermaphrodism
was the primitive condition of the sexual apparatus, and
that utiisexuality is the result of the abortion of the or-
gans of the other sex in males and females respectively.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 67.

So as to be

Do I mention these seeming inconsistencies to smile at
or upbraid my unique cousin ? Lamb, My Relations.

2. Having no like or equal; unmatched; sole;
unequaled ; single in its kind or excellence : of-
ten used relatively, and then signifying rare,
unusual.
That which gives to the Jews their unique position

among the nations is what we are accustomed to regard
as their Sacred History. Spectator, No. 303S, p. 1159.

gen atoms combined with the base to those
combined with the silicon is 1 : 1. This is illus-

trated by zinc unisilicate, willemite, which has
the formula Zn^SiOi or 2Zn0.8i02.
unisolated (un-is'o-la-ted), a. Not isolated or
separated; undistinguished or undistinguish-
able.

The unisolated hyoid muscles of the frog.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 47.

unit

unison (ii'ni-son or -zgn), a. and n. [I. a. Also
unisonous, q. v. ; = Sp. unisono = Pg. unisono,
< ML. «;Hsojii(«,having one sound, < L. untts, one,
-t- «o»!(s, sound : seesound^. II. n. Early mod.
E. unisonne, < F. unisson = Sp. unison = It. uni-
sono, unison, concord of soimds : from the adj.]
1. a. 1. Sounding alone ; unisonous.

All sounds on fret by string or golden wire,
Teniper'd soft tunings, intermix'd with voice,
Choral or unison. Milton, P. L., vii. 699.

2. In music, sounded simultaneously; specifi-
cally, noting two or more voice-parts that are
coincident in pitch, or a passage or effect thus
produced—Unison string, in musical instruments with
strings, a string tuned in unison with another string, and
intended to be souinlfd with it. In the pianoforte most
of the tones are produced from pairs or triplets of strings
thus tuned. Such strings are commonly called unison*.

II. «. 1. Inimisic: (a) The interval, melodic
or harmonic, between any tone and a tone of ex-
actly the same pitch; a perfect prime, acous-
tically represented by the ratio 1 : 1. The term
is also used as a synonym of prime (as, an aug-
mented unison), though this is objectionable.
(6) The interval of the octave, especially when
occurring between male and female voices, or
between higher and lower instruments of the
same class.— 2. The state of sounding at the
same pitch—that is, of being at the interval of
a unison.

"But he wants a shoe, poor creature!" said Obadiah.
" Poor creature

!

" said my uncle Toby, vibrating the note
back again, like a string in unison.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. iL

3. A single unvaried tone ; a monotone. Pojie.—4. Same as unison string.— 5. Accordance;
agreement; harmony; concord.
He chants his prophetic song in exact unison with their

designs. Burke, Rev. in France, xvi.

I had the good fortune to act in perfect unison with my
colleague. D. Webster, Speech, Boston, June 5, 1828.

unisonal (ii'ni-so-nal), a. [< unison + -al.] Be-
ing in unison ; unisonant.
We missed . . . the magnificent body of tone in the

broad unisonal passages in the finale.

Atlumseum, No. 3082, p. 678.

unisonally (ii'ni-so-nal-i), adv. In a unisonal
manner ; m unison.

Tenors and basses burst in unisonally.
Church Times, March 4, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

unisonance (ii'ni-so-nans), n. [= Sp. Pg. uni-
sonancia; as unisonan{t) + -ce.] Accordance
of sounds; unison.
unisonant (ii'ni-so-nant), a. [= OF. unisonnant,
< L. unus, one, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. of sonare,
sound; cf. unison.] Being in unison; having
the same degree of gra^^ty or acuteness.
Whether the order of those sounds was ascending, de-

scending, or unisonant.
Lambillotte, tr. In N. and Q., 7th ser., VIL 161.

unisonous (li'ni-so-nus), a. [< ML. unisonus,
having one sound: see unison.] 1. Being in
unison : said of two or more sounds having the
same pitch ; unisonant. Grove, Diet. Music, II.

763.— 2. Sounding alone ; without harmony.
These apt notes were about forty tunes, of one part

only, and In one unisonous key.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 171.

unispiral (u-ni-spi'ral), a. In bot., having a sin-
gle spiral, as the elaters of certain liverworts.

unisilicate (ii-ni-surkat), a. In hot. and zool.,

having a single groove or furrow ; one-grooved.
unit (li'nit), n. [Foi-merly unite, a later form of
unity : see unity.] 1 . A single thing or person,
opposed to a plurality; also, any group regard-
ed as individual in a plurality of similar groups

;

any one of the individuals or similar groups
into which a complex whole may be analyzed.
When first, amid the general discredit of the experiment

tried by Lord Cornwallis in Bengal proper, the Indian
administrators of fifty or sixty years since began to rec-
ognize the village community as tlie true proprietary
unit of the country, they had very soon to face the prob-
lem of rent. Maine, Village Communities, p. 182.

The family is the integral and formative unit ot the
nation. E. Mulfurd, The Nation, xiL

The elementary tissues, particularly trachear>', sieve,
fibrous, and parenchymatous tissues, are to be considered
as the units, and the term Fibro-vascular Bundle as little

more than a convenient expression of the usual condition
of aggregation of these units. Bessey, Botany, p. 107.

These columns are not fighting units at all, but supply-
units, and may be classed with commissariat trains and
services of like nature. Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XLI. 806.

2. Any standard quantity by the repetition and
subdivision of which any other quantity of the
same kind is measured. The unit of abstract arith-
metic, called unity, is represented by the numeral 1. The
system of units recommended by a committee of the
British Association for scientific calculations, ami known
as the C. 8. S. system (abbreviation of centimeter-gram'



unit

second gysUm), adopts the centimeter as the unit of length,
the ffTam as the unit of mass, and the »econd as the unit
of time. In this system the unit of area is the square
centimeter, the unit of volume is the cubic centimeter, and
the unit of velocity is a velocity of a centimeter per sec*
ond. The unit ofmomentum is the momentum of a gram
moving with a velocity of a centimeter per second. The
unit-force is tliat force which acting on a gram for one
second generates a velocity of a centimeter per second.
This force is called a dyne. The unit of work is the worli
done by the force of a dyne working tlirough a distance of
a centimeter. This is called an erg. Sometimes used at-
tributively.

The ordinary smallest measure we have of either (ex-
tension or duration] is loolced on as an unit in numi>er,
when the mind by division would reduce them into less
fractions. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xv. 9.

For purposes of accuracy it nuist always be remembered
that the pound, the gramme, Ac, are, strictly speaking,
units of mass. J. D. £<>erett,l'mia and Pliys. Const., p. 23.

The unit of magnetic moment is the moment of a mag-
net of unit length the strength of whose poles is equal to
unity, or generally of any magnet the product of whose
strength into its length is equal to unity.

J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., 1. 154.

Absolute unit, a unit of an absolute system of measure-
ment based entirely on arbitrary units of mass, lengtli, and
time ; sometimes, but quite incorrectly, used as the syno-
nym of a unit of the C. G. S. system, wliicli is only a spe-
cial system of absolute units.— Abstract Unit, the unit
of numeration; the numlier represented by 1.—Altemate
units. Same as Hankel's numbers (which see, under
number).— Ti. A. unit of resistance. See oAm.— Con-
crete or denominate unit, a unit of some definite kind,
as a yiinl, u serund. a dollar, a Fahrenheit degree, etc.
—Decimal units, duodecimal units, units in scales
of nuuiliers increasing or decreasing by ten or twelve.—
Electrical units. See efecfros^i'ic— Electromagnetic
units. See efcc(rom<i<;7i«<i<;.— Electrostatic units of
electricity. .See <'(e<;fro8(a«iV.— Fundamental units
See/K(»:<aiH.-nfai.— Magnetic unit, a unit of cKctiical or
magnetic quantity, founded on the forces wliicli act on con-
ductors conveying currents, or on magnets, in a magnetic
field. See electromagnetic unit^, under electromagnetic.—
Monetary unit. See wionefary.— Neural units. See
Jieurai.— Siemens'S unit [named after the electrician
Siemens], a unit formerly employed in measuring the elec-
tric resistance of a conductor: it is the resistance of a col-
umn of pure mercury 1 square millimeter in section and
.1 meter long; it is a little less than an ohm.— Tliermal
unit, a unit adopted for measuring and comparing quan-
tities of heat In the English system of measures the gen-
erally accepted thermal unit is the pound-degree, or the
amount of heat required to raise a pound of water from the
temperature 50° F. to 51° F. (Tait). In the metric system
the unit of heat is the calory— that is, the amount neces-
sary to raise a kilogram of water from 0° to 1* centigrade

;

or the small calory, the heat needed to raise the tempera-
ture of a gram of water the same amount,—Unit angle,
in circular measure, same as rodtan.—Unit field. See
/eW.— Unit Jar, an instrument of various forms devised
for meaaming definite quantities of electricity.—Unit
magnetic pole, a pole which repels a like pole at a unit
distance with unit force —that is, one dyne.—Unit Of Ca-
pacity of a conductor, the farad.— Unit of electrical
resistance, the resistance of a conductor through which a
current of unit strength is maintained by unit electro-
motive force.— Unit Of electric potential, the difference
of potential ijetwcen the emls of a straight conductor, of
unit length, when it is moved with unit velocity in a di-
rection at right angles to lines of force and its own length
in a magnetic field of unit intensity.— Unit Of force the
dyne or the poundal. See def. 2.— Unit Of heat .See
thermal i/niV.—Unit ofillumination. See candle-power.— Unit of length, a length in multiples of which other
lengths are defined. Unit Of measure, a certain conven-
tional dimension or m.ignitude assumed as a standard by
which other dimensions or magnitudes of the same kind
are U> be measured, as a foot, a gallon, an ounce, a pound,
an hour, and the like. See measure, weight.— XJjAt ot
measurement, a quantity used as the consequent of a
ratio for dillnin),' other quantities.— Unit Of Output, a
unit by whicb the rate of working or the activity in an
electric circuit is measured. "" " ~ "

unit of output is 1,000 watts.- ^
photojiKlrte standard, under p/io(o»i«fri>.— Unlt'of re-
sistance. See resistance, 3, and oAwi.—Unit Of self-in-
duction, in elect., in any system of units, the same as tlie
unit of length employed in the basis ot the system. For
the practical unit of induction in the centlnietergram-
second system, an earth quadrant, or a length equal to 109
centimeters, has iieen proposed. This unit has been called
secohm, which has been replaced by henry.—Unit Of tale,
a number of things, generally of a particular kind, recog-
nized as a unit, as a dozen, a score, a sum of nails, a lac of
rupees, etc.-Unit pole. Sec 7<ofe2.-Unit prism, in crys-
tal. .Sec;>rMj/i,.'i.— Unit pyramid, in cr!/»fn(. .Secpi^o-
mid, 3.— Unit rule, in C. .S'. ixilitics, a rule sometimes
adoijted proviiliiig that in a national nominating conven-
tion the votes of the entire delegation from each State shall
be cast in a boiiy for the candidate preferred by the major-
ity ot the delegation, the wishes of the minority being dis-
regarded.

unitable (u-nJ'ta-bl), «. [< unite + -uhU.']
Capable of being united ; capable of union by
growth or otherwise. Also spelled nniteablc.
unital (u'ni-tal), o. [< unit + -al.'] Of or per-
taining to a li'nit; unitary. [Rare.]

In nature there is a great, unital. continuous . . . devel-
• .pment. LittelVs Living Age, Xo. 2071, March 1, 1884, p. 515.

unitarian (ii-ni-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [As unitary
+ -an.'] I. a. 1. Of or relating to a unit or
unity, or to one thing or plan or party ; unitary.

It [division of powers] forms the essential distinction
between a federal systim such as that of America or
Switzerland, and a unitarian syste?]! of government such
as that which exists in England or Russia.

A. V, Dicey, Law of the Constitution, p. 142.
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These two theories, the one duallstlc, the other uni-

tarian, strangely foreshadow the discoveries of modem
dynamics. Encyc. Brit., I. 4ti0.

2. leap.] Of or pertaining to the Unitarians or
their doctrines—Unitarian Church. See II., l.

II. n. 1. leap.] One who maintains the uniper-
sonality of the Deity ; one who denies the doc-
trine of the Trinity ; specifically, a member of
a Christian body founded upon the doctrine of
uuipersonality. The churches of the Unitarian body
are congregational in government, and independent of one
another. They possess no common symbol of doctrine, and
differ widely among themselves. They may be divided into
two schools of thought, though there is no sharply defined
line between them. Tlie conservative Unitarians liold doc-
trinal views in many respects resembling those of the or-
thodox Trinitarians, except in their denial of the triper-
sonality of the Deity. ITiey accept Christ as the manifes-
tation of God in a human life, though they do not regard
him as equal in character or power w ith the Father. They
believe in the work of the Holy Spirit, though they do
not generally regard him as a distinct personality. They
believe in the Scriptures as containing a divine revela-
tion, and in the miracles as an attestation of that revela-
tion. They hold a doctrine of inherited depravity, but
not m guilt, except as the result of a personal choice ; to
a doctrine of future retribution, though not generally to
its endlessness ; to an atonement by Christ for the sins of
mankind, but not to the expiatory theory of that atone-
ment (see atonement) ; and to the necessity of regeuera-
tnjn wrougiit by the Spirit of God, but only with the co-
operation of man; in what is called "irresistible grace"
they do not believe. The doctrines of election, reproba-
tion, foreordination, and decrees, as those doctrines are
interpreted in the Calvinistic symbols, they repudiate as
unscriptnral and irrational. The radical school of Unita- UUitate (li'ni-tat). V. t.; pret. and pp. unitated,nans hold views not materially varyingfrom deism. They ppr uiiitatino PA bapk-fontifltimi from ,/««7yjreverence Christ as a peculiarly holy man, with whom the l^f, n T? "" , ^ ^t '^"°f.*'0"

tromumta-
Spirit of God abode, but in no sense other than that in """•J -lo perform the operation of imitation
wliich he abides with every truly holy man. They respect upon

.

the Bible as a work of transcendent moral genius, but In Unitate (u'ni-tat), n. [As unit + -aiel.T The
Z^H^^Z^'^n t];^:ffs°t"h^Sct' of'-n^r,!?^! -?;-f«J- g-- ^y « ---I'- after diviLn by
causes or regard the accounts of them as mythical and ^ aiglt-

traditionary. They do not accept the doctrines of atone- UnitatiOU (ii-ni-ta'shon), n. [< unit + -ation.l
ment and regeneration, and do not employ the terms; 1. Expression in terms of units:and they both attribute sin to defective education, Intel-

- - -

lectual and moral, and depend upon a right education to
redeem the world from its effects. The Unitarian move-
ment in the United States was developed chiefly in New
England about the beginning of the nineteenth century,
under the lead of Dr. Cbanning. Many of the oldest Con-
gregational churches in New England passed under Unita-
rian control, and the " American Unitarian Association "

was formed in 1825. Outside of the denomination proper.
Unitarian views are held by the Hicksite Friends, some
tlniversalistg, and by individuals in other denominations.
See Ariani, Socinianism.

unite

as, a unitary system of thought ; in politics, cen-
tralized.

Man loves the Universal, the Unchangeable, the Uni-
'«ry. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 110.

Had any one doubted before that the rights of human
nature are unitary, ... the efforts of the advocates of
slavery . . . could not fail to sharpen his eyes.

Lowell, study Windows, p. 173.

We know that the separation and isolation of the dif-
ferent parts of a once unitary community must necessari-
ly bring about a separation of its language into different
dialects. W. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ix.

It of course by no means follows that, because we have
become in the fullest organic sense a nation, ours has be-
come a unitary government, its federal features merged
in a new national organization. W. Wilson, State, § 881.

3. In iiol., monistic, as distinguished from
dualistic.

The tendency called unitary or monistic . . . must ul-
timately prevail throughout philosophy.

Haeckel, Evolution of Man (trans.), I. 17.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of a unit (of
measurement).
A wind pressure of 1,200 pounds for the same unitary

distance is allowed for. Sci. Amer., JT. S., LX. 304.

5. In math., involving a root to unit power.
Unitas Fratrum (u'ni-tas fra'trum). [NL.,
unity of brethren: L. unitas, unity; fratrum,
gen. pi. ot Jrater, brother: see brother.] The
groper official name of the Moravian Church.
ee Moravian, «., 2.

measurement
In accordance with a system of units.— 2. The
operation of adding to the units of a number,
written in the Arabic notation, (10— N) times
the tens (where N is any number less than 10),
(10—N)2 times the hundreds, etc., and repeat-
ing the process until a digit is obtained. This
(diminished by any multiple of N which it ex-
ceeds) is the remainder after dividing the ori-

^__^
ginal number by N.

2. A mon'olheist ;' a"believer in one God, as op- lUlite^ (u-nif), v.; pret. and pp. united, ppr.

f'osed to a polytheist,or a believer in many gods
n this sense it is applicable to all Christians, Jews, anc
Mohammedans, as well as deists.

3. A monist.

Christians, Jews, and
Fletning. [Rare.)

The Realists or Substantialists are again divided into
Dualists, and into Unitarians or Mouists, according as
they are or are not contented with the testimony of con-
sciousness to the ultimate duplicity of subject and object
in perception. St> W. HamMon, Metaphysics, xvi.

4. One who advocates any unitary system ; an
advocate of unity ; in politics, an advocate of
centralization.

The old men studieil magic in the flowers.
And human fortunes in astronomy.
And an omnipotence in chemistry,
Preferring things to names, for these were men,
Were unitarians of the united world,
And, wheresoever their clear eye-beams fell.

They caught the footsteps of the Same.
Emerson, Blight.

The British Hoard of Trade Unitarianism (fl-ni-ta'ri-an-izm), «. [< Unita-
Unit of photometry. See rian + -i.'im.] 1. The affirmation of the uniper-

sonality of the Deity ; the denial of the doctrine
of the Trinity, or (rarely) of polytheism; the
doctrines of the Unitarians.— 2. [I. c] Ajiy
imitary system.
The principle, in short, which gives its form to our gov-

ernment is (to use a foreign but convenient expression)
unitarianism, or the habitual exercise of supreme legis-
lative authority by one central power.

A. V. Dicey, Law of the Constitution, p. 127.

3. [I. c] In philos., the doctrine that mind and
matter are one, or that there is but one gen-
eral kind of substance.

Unitarianize (fl-ni-ta'ri-an-iz), v.; pret. and pp.
Unitarianized, ppr. Vnitarianizing. [< Unitarian
+ -ize.] To cause to conform, or to conform to
Unitarianigm. Imp. Diet.

unitary (li'ni-ta-ri), a. [= P. unitaire = Sp. It.

unitario, unitarian (chiefly as a noun, a Unita-
rian); as unit, unit-y, + -ary.] 1. Of or relat-
ing to a unit; of the nature of a unit; not di-

vided; entire: specifically noting in chemistry
that system in which the molecules of all bodies
are compared, as to their magnitude, with one
molecule—water, for example— and all chemi-
cal reactions are as far as possible reduced to

uniting. [< LL. unitus, pp. of unire (> It. unire
= Sp. Pg. unir = F. unir), make one or as one,
join together, < L. unus, one: see one, a. Cf.
one, v., and adunation.] I. trans. 1. To com-
bine or conjoin so as to form one ; make to be
one and to be no longer separate ; incorporate
in one : as, to unite two kingdoms or two armies.

ITiiite

Your troops of horsemen with his bands of foot
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 164.

As thou hast united our nature to thy eternal being,
thou mightest also unite my person to thine by the inte-
rior adunations of love, and obedience, and conformity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X L 37.

2. To connect, conjoin, bring together, or as-
sociate by some bond, legal or other

;
join in in-

terest, affection, fellowship, or the like ; ally
;

link together ; associate ; conjoin ; couple

;

combine : as, to miite families by marriage; to
unite nations by treaty; to unite fresh adher-
ents to a cause.

Hymen did our hands
Unite commutual In most sacred bands.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 17a

3. To make to agree or be uniform; harmo-
nize.

The king proposed nothing more than to unite his king-
dom in one form of worship. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

4. To cause to adhere ; attach ; connect to-
gether: as, to unite bricks or stones by means
of cement.
The peritonaeum, which Is a dry body, may be united

with the musculous flesh. Wiseman, Surgery.

=Spi. 1. To consolidate, amalgamate, blend, merge.

H. intrans. 1. To become one ; become com-
bined or incorporated ; be consolidated ; coa-
lesce ; combine; commingle.

Virgin Mother, hall.

High in the love of Heaven ; yet from my loins
Thou Shalt proceed, and from thy womb the Son
Of God Most High ; so God with man unites.

Milton, P. L., xii. 382.

2. To join in action ; concur; act in concert.

If you will now unite in your complaints,
And force them with a constancy, the cardinal
Cannot stand under them.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 1.

one typical form of reaction, namely double de- unite^t (u-nif), a. [< LL. unitus, pp. of unire,
composition. fTnto, Diet, of Chem.— 2. Of or unite: see MrMtei,^).] United; joint. IVehster.
pertaining to, or characterized by, unity or uni- unitel (u-nif), «• [< unite''-, v., with ref. to the
formity ; also, directed at or striving for unity : union of the kingdoms of England and Scot-



unite

land alluded to on the coin in the motto ''Fa-
ciam eos in gentem unam," 'I will make them
one nation' (Ezok. xxxvii. 22).] An English
gold coin issued hy James I. and current for
20 shillings; a jacobus. A gold coin of the same
name and value was issued under Charles I., when it was
also called carolus (which see), and under the Common-
wealth and Charles II.

imite''*t, «. An obsolete spelling of unit.

tmiteable, «. See unitable. Dr, H. More.
united (u-ni'ted), p. a. [< united + -erf2,] i.

Joined or combined; made one; made to agree;
allied; harmonious: as, a «Miierf household.

Th' united strength of all the gods above
In vain resists th' omnipotence of .Tove.

Pope, Iliad, L 734.

[Englandl found it difficult to maintain a contest against
the united navies of France and Spain.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. In Born. Cath. nsage^ noting those commu-
nities which have separated from Oriental
churches and imited with the Roman Catholic
Church in what it holds to be essential, but
preserve an individual and distinctive church
organization, acknowledging the supremacy of
the Pope, and accepting the doctrinal decisions
of the Roman Catholic Church, while retaining
to some extent their ancient liturgy, rites, dis-

cipline, and usages—United Armenians. See Ar-
menian Church, under ArmeniaJi.— United Brethren.
See brother and Moraviaii.

—

United Brethren iu Christ,
a Christian denomination, Arminian in doctrine, and es-

sentially, although not universally, Methodist in polity. It
was founded in Pennsylvania in 1800 by Philip William
Otterbein. The government of the church is vested pri-

marily in a general conference. The chief officers of the
church are bishops elected every four years, presiding
elders, and pastors appointed to their charges according
to a system of itinerancy. The denomination makes the
mode of baptism and the practice of feet-washing optional
with each of its members.^ United Colonies of New
England. See New England Confederation, under con-
federation,— JJnited Greeks, the members of those
churches which retain, with some important modifica-
tions, the Greek liturgy and discipline, and other an-
cient Greek usages— as marriage of the lower clergy,
communion under both kinds, and the use of leavened
bread in the comminiion service— but are in union with
the Roman Catholic Church. They are found chiefly in
Austri;i-IIun(jary, Russia, Italy, and Turkey. See Uniat.
— United Inslunen, an Irish society formed in 1791 by T.
W. Tone, for the purpose of procuring parliamentary re-

form and the repeal of the penal laws. It afterward be-
came a secret society with revolutionary aims, and was
influential in causing the Irish rebellion of 1798.— United
Kingdom. See Kn^rfont.— United Original Seceders.
See seceder.

—

United Presbyterian Church. See Pres-
w/(eria».— United Provinces, the seven provinces of the
Low Countries, Holland, Zealand, Utrecht, Friesland, Gel-
derland, Gronlngen, and Overyssel, which in 1579 formed
the Union of Utrecht and laid the foundation of the
republic of the Netherlands.—United States, used at-

tributively^ of or pertaining to the United States of Amer-
ica; American: as, the United States army; the United
States navy ; the United States statutes ; colloquially, the
United States language. The adjective United States is

used where Americaii may appear less exact.

unitedly (u-ni'ted-li), adv. In a united manner;
with united or joint efforts; jointly; amicably.
unitentacular (u-'-'ni-ten-tak'u-lar), a. Having
but one tentacle. Amer. Na'tj XXIII. 597.

uniter (u-ni'ter), n. [< united + -erl.] One
who or that which unites or forms a connec-
tion.

The Priest presides over the worship of the people ; is

the Uniter of them with the Unseen Holy. Carlyle.

uniterablef (un-it'6r-a-bl), a. That cannot be
renewed or repeated.

To play away an uniterable life.

Sir T. Browne, Christian Morals, iii. § 23.

unition (ii-nish'on), w. [< ML. uniUo{n-), a
uniting, i LL. unire, unite: see unite^.'] The
act of uniting, or the state of being united;
junction; union. [Bare.]

As long as any different substance keeps off the unitum,
hope not to cure the wound. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 1.

The precise and total meaning of Christianity ... is

that it affirms the perfect unition of the Divine and human
natures in Christ //. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 242.

unitism (u'ni-tizm), n. [< unit + -ism.'] Same
as moniHm, 1.

unitive (u'ni-tiv), a. [< united + -ivc] Hav-
ing the power of uniting; causing or tending
to unite

;
producing or promoting union ; har-

monizing.

There Is a degree of meditation so exalted that it

chanRe)4 the very name, and is called contemplation ; an(i

it is in the unitive way of religion— tliat is, it consists in

unions and adherences to God.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 71.

A U7iitive power.
J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doct., i. 33,

unitively (ii'ni-tiv-li), adv. In a unitive or
united manner. Cudworth, [Rare.]

unitize (u'ni-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. unitizedj

ppr. unitizing. [< unit + -ize.] To form into
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or reduce to a unit ; make a unit of ; cause to
be one. Imp. IJiet.

unity (u'ni-ti), n,
;
pi, U7iities (-tiz). [Formerly

also unitie (also reduced miitej unit: see unit)
;

< OF. (Si,ndF.)unit^ = S-p.unidad = Pg. unidade
= It. unitd, < L. unita{t-)Sj oneness, singleness,
sameness, uniformity, agreement, < unuh; one :

see one.] 1. The state or property of being
one ; oneness, as opposed to multiplicity ; in-

dividuality, as opposed to plurality.

Now unity, which is defined, is in its own nature more
apt to be understood than multiplicity, which in some
measure participates of infinity. Dryden, Life of Plutarch.

It sufficing to the unity of any idea that it be con-
sidered as one representation or picture, though made up
of ever so many particulars.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxiv. 1.

2. Organic totality; that interconnection of
parts which constitutes a complex whole; a
systematic whole as distinguished from its

constituent parts: as, the unity of conscious-
ness; the wiitu of an artistic creation. See
def. 9.

Tlie simplest human consciousness contains more than
sensation, it contains a reference of sensation to objects;
the simplest human consciousness also contains some
conception of the unity of all objects in one world (were
it but that it represents them all as existing in one space
and one time). Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 203.

An empirical acquaintance with facts rises to a scientific

knowledge of facts, as soon as the mind discovers beneath
the multiplicity of single production the unity of an
organic system. Max Muller.

3. Identity ; self-sameness ; uniformity.

If the unity of the Ego is really illusory, if the perma-
nent identical "I " is not a fact but a fiction, as Hume
and his followers maintain, why should one part of the
series of feelings into which the Ego is resolved be con-
cerned with another part of the same series, any more
than with any other series?

U. Sidgunck, Methods of Ethics, p. 389.

We are able to say that the Unity or Continuity of
nature is a principle or law of experience.

W. It. Sorley, Ethics of ^.'aturalism, p. 267.

4. The state of being united or combined in
one ; especially, union as connected parts of a
complex whole: as, the national unity of the
separate states.

England had hardly as yet [829] realized the need of
national unity, and outside the king's council chamber
there can have been few who understood the need of
union between the nations of Christendom,

J. JL Green, Conq. of Eng., ii.

5. Harmony or accord in sentiments, affection,

action, etc.; concord.

How good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity

!

Ps. cxxxiii. 1.

Unity, secrecy, decision, are the qualities which mili-
tary arrangements require.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist

6. Sameness of character or effect ; agreement;
coincidence.

There is such unity in the proofs. Shak.,Vf. T., v. 2. 35.

7. In math.y a qTiantity which, multiplied by
any quantity of the system considered, gives
that same quantity as the product. Thus, in the
theory of matrices, the matrix of any order having all the
constituents zero except those of the principal diagonal,
which are all ones, is the unity of that order. In ordi-

nary algebra one, or the unit of abstract number, is the
only unity. Unit and unity are words frequently con-
fused; but with accurate writers unit is the standard of
measurement, that which is counted, and has no reference
to multiplication; while unity has reference to multipli-
cation alone. In a multiple associative algebra there
are as many units as the ordinal number of the algebra,
but there can be but one unity, and there need not be any
at all.

8. The principle by which a uniform tenor of

story and propriety of representation is pre-
served in literary compositions ; conformity in

a composition to this principle ; a reference to

some one purpose or leading idea, or to the
main proposition, in all the parts of a discourse
or composition. The so-called Aristotelian law of

unity of time, of place, and o/ action (called 'the unities')
in a drama was the fundamental rule or general idea
from which the French classical dramatic writers and
critics derived, or to which they referred, all their prac-
tical rules for the construction of a drama. This law
demanded that there should be no shifting of the scene
from place toplace, that the whole series of events should
be such as might occur within the space of a single day,
and that nothing should be admitted irrelevant to the
development of the single plot.

The author has not observed a single unity in his whole
play. Addison, Sir Timothy Tittle.

The writers of plays have what they call unity of time
and place, to give a justness to their representation.

Steele, Si>ectator, No. 358.

The so-called unities of time and place are purely fic-

titious principles, to either of which it may be conve-
nient to adhere in order to make the unity of an action
more distinctly perceptible, and either of which may

univalve

with equal propriety be disregarded in order to give the
action probability.

A. W. Ward, Introd. to Eng. Dram. Lit, p. xl

9. In artistic creations, a combination of parts
such as to constitute a whole or to exhibit a
form of symmetry in style and character ; the
quality of any work by which all the parts are
subordinate to or promotive of one general de-
sign or effect.

Among the susceptibilities touched by artistic arrange-
ments may be noticed the sense of Unity in multitude,
arising when a great number of things are brought un-
der a comprehensive design, as when a row of pillars is

crowned by a pediment
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 235, note.

10. In law: (a) The holding of the same es-
tate in undivided shares by two or more

;
joint

tenancy, (b) The joint possession by one per-
son of two rights by several titles.— 11. A
gold coin of the reign of James I. See united.
— Architectonic unity. See architectonic.— At unity,
at one ; in accord or harmony.

A character at unity with itself ... is strong by ita

very negations. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

Formal unity. See/orwa;.— Manchester Unity, see
Of/(/-/'Wtorn— Material t, mathematical, numerical
imity. See the adjectives.— Primitive >Hh root of
unity. See primitive.^ Vnity of apperception. Sec
appercejHion.— Unity Of estate, of possession, of time,
of title. See estate in joint tenancy, under estate.—
Unity of type, in idol. See type.=B7n. 1-4. Junction,
Connection, etc. See unioyi.

univalence (u-niv'a-lens), n. [< univalen{t) +
-ce.] In cheni., the property of being univalent.
univalency (u-niv'a-len-si), n. [As univalence
(see -cy).] Same as univalence. Also called
monoraleney.

univalent (u-niv'a-lent), a, [< L. unus, one,
+ valen{t-)Sj ppr. of ralere, be strong, have
power: see valid.] Having a valence of one;
capable of replacing a single hydrogen atom in
combination.
univalid (u-niv'a-lid), a. Same as univalent.

univalvate (u-ni-val'vat), a. [As univalve +
-atc'^.] Same as univalve,

univalve (u'ni-valv), a. and n. [< L. wn«s, one,
+ valva, valve: see valve.] I. a. 1. Having
one valve only, as a mollusk; not bivalve or
multivalve ; univalved or univalvular. See II.— 2. Having the carapace single, or not hinged
in the middle line : specifying the cladocerous
or daphniaceous crustaceans. [Now rare.]—
3. In bot.y consisting of one valve or piece.

II. n. In conch. ^ a univalve mollusk or its

shell; a shell consisting of a single piece; for-

merly, a member of one of three Linnean di-

visions of Testacetty as distinguished from bi-

valves and multivalves. The great group of gastropods
are univalves. The single valve is sometimes very small,
slight, rudimentary, or hidden beneath the mantle ; Init

in most cases it is large and stout nearly or completely
inclosing the soft parts; and in such cases it usually
acquires a twist or spiral coil, either in "one plane, or,

oftener, rising in u conical spire endlessly varied in de-

Sutur€

L/hsCerior canal

Cohtynella

Outer lip or labrum

.BodywhoT^

Inner lip or labium

AfUeriorcaneU

A Univalve Shell, in longisection, showing: spiral whoils and
other fomiations,

tails of size, shape, etc. Such coiled univalve shells are
familiar objects, as those of the snail, whelk, periwinkle,
etc. Sometimes the coils are quite flat, as in the planor-
bis ; or the spire is so slight, and the tirst whorl so large,

that the resulting figure is ear-like or saucer-shaped, as in

the ormer. Some univalves are simple caps or cones, as the
limpets. Some are tubular, as the tooth-shells ; or tubu-
lar and variously contorted, as the worm-shells or verme-
tids. Some have an egg-shaped or fusiform figure. Many
univalves have actually a second shell or valve, the oper-
culum or lid of the aperture ; this, however, does not
count against their being lunivalvular. Manyforms of or-

dinary univalves have special names, as helicoid, conuid,
discoid, ovoid, trochoid, turbinate, tnrreted. The direc*

tion of the coiling, whether rij^ht or left, is dextrorse or
sinistrorne; a coiling in the opposite from the usual direc-

tion is reversed. The first whorl of a spiral univalve is the
body-tchorl ; its opening is the aperture; the lips of the
aperture are the outer or labnm, and the inner or colu-

mellar, the labium; the lips may be variously produced,
winged or alate, canaliculate, etc. (See kolostomatous,
siphonostomatous.) The central pillar around which the
whorls are coiled is the columella; the whorls above the



nnivalve

body-whorl or aperture are collectively the spire, ending
at the tip, point, or apex. The opix>sitc end of the shell

is the base, which often presents a depression, the uiii'

biiicus; the circumference, a completely lipped aperture,

is the peristome. The spii'al line l)et\veen the successive

whorls or volutions is the suture. See words italicized

f alwve with various cuts there, or there cited.

univalved (u'ni-valvd), a. [As univalve + -ed^.^

Same as univalve.

univalvnlar (u-ni-val'vu-liir), a, [As univalve

+ -H/-//r.] Same as univalve.

universal (u-ui-ver'sal), a. and h. [< F. uni-

versel = Sp. Pg. universal = It. universale^ < L.
universalis^ of or belonging to all or to the
whole. < universuSj all together, whole, entire,

collective, general: see universe. Hence colloq.

i abbr. versal, varsal.'i I. a. 1. Pertaining to

the universe in its entirety, or to the human
race collectively.

Sole monarch of the universal earth.
Shak., R. and J., iiL 2. 94.

All partial evil, universal good.
Pope,^ Essay on Man, i. 292.

2. Pertaining to all things or to all mankind
distributively. This is the original and most
proper signification.

Those men which have no written law of God to shew
what is good or e\il carry written in their hearts the
unicersal law of mankind, the Law of Reason, whereby
they judge, as by a rule which God hath given unto all

men for that purpose. Hooker^ Eccles. Polity, i. 16.

Nothing can be to us Catholic or universal in Beligion
but what the Scripture teaches.

Milton^ Eikonoklastes, xiii.

Which had the universal sanction of their own and all

former ages. Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

3. Belonging to or predicated of all the mem-
bers of a class considered without exception:
as, a universal rule. This meaning arose in logic,

where it is called the cumplex sense of universalf and has
been common in Latin since the second century.

Hearing applause and universal shout.
SfuLk., M. of v., IiL 2. 144.

We say that every argument which tells in favour of the
universal siilfra^e of the males tells equally in favour of
female suffrage. Macaulay, West. Rev. Def. of Mill.

4. In logic^ capable of being predicated of many
individuals or single cases

;
general. This, called

the simple sense of universal^ in which the word is pre-

cisely equivalent to general, is quite opposed to its ety-

mology, and perpetuates a confusion of thought due to
Aristotlf, whose Ka&6\ov It translates. (See II., 1 (&).) In
Latin it is nfarly as old, perhaps older, than def. 3.— Uni-
versal agent, in lau\ an agent with unqualihed i>ower
to act, i[i place of his principal, in all things which the
latter can delegate, as distinguished fron> a general agents
who lias unrestricted power in respect to a particular kind
of business or at a particular place.— Universal arith-
metic, algebra.— universal chuck, a form of chuck
having a face-plate with dogs which can move radially

and simultaneously, to liold obje<ts of dltferent sizes.

—

Universal church, in the<d., tht- church of (Sod through-
out the world— Universal cognition. See cognition.
— Universal compass, h compass with extension legs
adapt'.-'l f<jr stiikin.; circles of either large or small size.—
Universal conception, n general concept.- Universal
conversion, see conversiont 2.—Universal coupling,
a coupling BO ma«le that the parts unilt-il may incct at

various angles, as a gimbal joint.— Universal deluge.
See ddugf, 1.— Universal dial. See dci/.— Universal
ferment. See/'n/cH/.— universal Friends, an Ameri-
can sect of the eighteenth century, followers of Jemima
Wilkinson, who profrssed to have ;iroplietic and miracu-
lous powers.— Universal galvanometer, a galvanom-
eter capable of measuriny; either rurreiits or electromo-
tive forces or resistances. It usually consists of an ordi-

nary galvanometer, which may have any suitable form,
combined with a set of resistance-coils and a slide-bridge
all monnted on one ba-se.— Universal gravitation. See
0Tam7d((>m.— Universal instrument, in astron.^ a spe-
cies of altitude and azimuth instrument constructed so as
to combine portability with great power. The telescope
of the instrument, instead of being a straight tube, is usu-
ally broken into two arms at right angles to each other in
the ndddle uf its length, and at the break a totally reflect-

ing prism turns the rays entering the object-glass along
the eye-end of the telescope which forms part of the hori-
z*»ntal axis of the circle, so that the telescope liecomes
free to move through all altit ndes.—Universal joint. See
>'iHf.— Universal legatee, in Srots lan\ a legatee to
whom a tcBtattir yives liin wh<de estate, subject only to the
biir(h-M of oth>r ick'acies and debts.— Universal lever,
logic, method, partnership. Sec the nouns.—Univer-
sal mood, a mo<^)d of i^ylloL'i^m conclndinu a universal
proposition.—Universal part, a part of a universal whole.
.9ir w. UnmiUun. -Universal Postal Union. Seejwx
Uii. Universal proposition. See proposition.

—

Uni-
versal successor, in S<'ofs law, an heir who succeeds
to the whole of the heritage of a person who dies intcs-
tat.-.— Universal suflFrage. See »u/ra.'^?e.—Universal
switch, an apparatus used in telegraph- and telephone-
otflces for facilitating the connecting of one line to an-
other. It usually consists of a lai-ge board or slab of
insulating material, on tlie face of which are mounted
two seti of parallel condnctlng-rods placed across one
another. Each rod forms the tenninal of one line, and
hence any two lines can be connected together by a ping
where their tenninal rods cross each other. — Universal
syllogism, theorem, time, etc. See the nouns.— Uni-
versal umbel. s*;e I'wV/.—Universal unity, the ca-
paliility of rxiating in many Hubjetrtw while retaining its

identity. This is the uidty of a general character be-
longing to many objects.— Universal validity, cogency

6623
for all men. This is a phrase used by certain writers who
misapprehend the doctrine of Kant.—Universal Whole,
a class with respect to the subjects included under it.

= Syn. 3. General, etc. See commo?i,

n, «. 1. In loffic: (a) One of the five predi-
cables of the Aristotelians, or logical varieties
of predicates, which are said to be genus, spe-
cies, difference, property, and accident, (h) A
general cerm or predicate, or the general nature
which such a term signifies. In order to under-
stand the great dispute concerning universals it is neces-
sary to remark that the word in this sense entirely departs
from its etymology. The universe is incapable of general
description, and consists of objects connected by dynam-
ical relations and recognized by associations of contigu-
ity; while a universal is an idea connected with experi-
ence by associations of resemblance merely. But though
a universal is, in its universality, thus not contracted to
actual existence, it does not necessarily follow that things
real have in their real existence no universal predicates.
The common l)elief is that the mutual actions of things
arc subjected to laws that are really general— that the
laws of mechanics, for instance, are not mere accidental
uniformities, but have a real virtue, Tliese laws may l)e

suliject to exceptions and interference; such has always
been the vulgar belief, and in most ages that of philoso-
phers ; it may l>e they are never precisely followed. But
any tendency in the things themselves toward generaliza-
tions of their characters constitutes what is termed a uni-
versal in re. Before the laws of physics were established
it was particularly the uniformities of heredity, and con-
sequent commonness of organic forms, which specially
attracted attention ; so that mail and km-se are the tradi-

tional examples of universals m re. The dispute concern-
ing universals chiefly concerns the universals in r<?, and
arises from the different degrees of importance attributed
by dilferent minds to the dynamical and to the intelligible
relations of things. Those who follow the common opinion
are called realists. The other party, looking at the blind
dynamical character of the connections of things, denies
that there is any real operation of law or intelligible guid-
ance. These are the nomijmlists, who may take one of
three main positions. First, there are those who hold
that the uniformities of nature are due to the interference
on ev«ry single occasion of general creative ideas, called
universals ante rem. Second, there are those who, ad
mitting that intelligible relations do govern one great de-
partment of creation—namely, the world of thought, so
that there are general conceptions, called universals post
r<??rt— insist that the notion of a law of nature, properly
speaking, is purely illusory. Things as they are are there-
fore entirely incomprehensible, and all that is intelligible

is mere seeming. Yet this seeming has so consistent a
character that it is for alt intents and purposes the real
world ; and this seemingly real world is seemingly gov-
erned by law, which, indeed, is the only feature in it which
makes it seem like real. This is substantially Kantianism.
Third, there are those who deny universals in re, ante
rem, and post rem, holding that association by resem-
blance is reducible to association by contiguity, that gener-
alization takes place only upon paper or in talk, and that
every fact is at Iwttom unintelligible. In the middle ages,
if not at all times, the realistic opinion has often been
carried too far, the mere resemblances of things, which
are nothing but the native tendency of the mind to asso-

ciate them, l>eing supposed to indicate more intimate
dynamical relations than can justly l>e inferred on such a
ground alone.

2t. The whole; the system of the universe.

To what end had the angel been set to keep the en-
trance into Paradise after Adam's expulsion if the uni-
rtrxal had been paradise? Raleigh, Hist. World.

Posterloristic and priorietlc universals. See poste-

ritiristic,

Universalian (ii*'ni-v^r-sa'li-an), a, [< uni-

vfvsal + -ian.] Same as Vnivcrsalist [Rare.]

universalisation, universalise, etc. See uni-

r(rsali::ation^ etc.

TTniversalism (u-ni-ver'sal-izm), n. [< univer-

sal + -ism.'] The doetritie or belief of Univer-
sal ist.s.

Universalist (u-ni-v^r'sal-ist), a. andw. [< uni-

versal + -ist.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Uni-
versalism: as, Vnivei'salist views.

H. w. 1. One who. professing the Christian

faith, believes that all mankind will eventual-
ly be redeemed from sin and suffering, and
brought back to holiness and God. The name is

properly applicable to all those who hold to the final sal-

vation of all men ; but it is specifically applied to a body
of Christians with a distinct church organization, who,
like the Unitarians, have no authoritative symbol of doc-

trine, and on other points than the salvation of the race
differ among themselves.

2. [/. c] One who affects to understand every-
thing. [Rare.]

A modern freethinker is an universalist in speculation

;

a!iy proposition wliatsoever he is ready to decide ; self-

assurance supidles all want of abilities.

B<-ntley, Phileleuthenis Lipsiensis, § 3.

universalistic (u-ui-ver-sa-lis'tik)^ a. [< uni-

versalist + -tr.] 1. Of, relating to, or affecting

the whole ; universal.

Distinguishing he<]onism into the two kinds, egoistic

and universalistic, according as the happiness sought is

that of the actor himself or is that of all.

U. Sjtencer, Data of Ethics, p. 151.

2. Icap.l Of or pertaining to Universalism;
Universalist.

universality (u*ni-v^r-sal'i-ti), n. [< F. univer-

snlite = Sp. universalidad = Pg. universalidade

r= It. universaiitdj < ML. univcrsalita{t-)Sj < L.

university

universalisf nmverssi} : see universal.'] 1. The
state or character of being universal ; unlimit-
ed application or extent.

Set before your faith the freeness and the universality
of the promise. Consider of God's offer, and urging it

upon all ; and that he hath excepted from the conditional
covenant no man in the world. Baxter, Saints' Rest, iv. 4.

Another objection to all this remedy is, its want of wni-
versality. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 14.

2. Unlimited adaptability; boundless versa-
tility.

It was soon manifested that Garrick's universality, by
reason of his natural endowments and acquired accom-
plishments, would no longer admit of any competitor for

theatrical fame. Li/e o/ Quin (reprint lasT), p. 37.

Sf. The universe. Sir P. Sidneijy Arcadia, iii.

universalization(u-ni-ver'^sal-i-za'shon), n. [<
universalize + -ation.] The act or process of

making universal or general; generalization.

Also spelled universalisation.

Reflexion, by separating the essence or species from the
subsistence, obtains the full specific idea {universaliza-

tion). Eneyc. Brit, XX. 853.

universalize (ii-ni-v6r'sal-iz), v. t, and i. ; pret.

and pp. universalized, ppr. universalizing. [=
F. univcrsaliser; as universal + -ize.] To make
universal

;
generalize. Berkeley. Also spelled

universalise.

To find out what is morally right, we have only to ask
what actions may be universalized. Caird, Hegel, p. 121.

The former Realism and Nominalism were lifted into a
higher phase by the principle of the universalising action
of intellect. Encyc. Brit., II. -zm.

universally (u-ni-v^r'sal-i), adv. In a univer-
sal manner ; as a universal ; with extension to

the whole; in a manner to comprehend all;

without exception.

universalness (ii-ui-ver'sal-nes), w. Univer-
sality.

universanimous (ii'^ni-v^r-san'i-mus), «. [< L,
universus, general, + animuSj mind.] Of one
mind or opinion; unanimous. Lowell^ Biglow
Papers, 2d ser., p. 36. [Rare.]

universe (u'ni-v^rs),?*. [< F. univers= Sp. Pg.
It. itniversOj < L. universum, all things, as a
whole, the universe, neut. of universus, OL. oino-

vorsuSj also coutr. oinvorsus, later unvorsus, all

together, whole* entire, collective, general, lit.

turned or combined into one, < nnus^ one, +
vcrtere^ pp. versus^ turn.] 1. The totality of

existing things; all that is in dynamical con-
nection with general experience taken collec-

tively—embracing {a) the Creator and crea-

tion; or (6) psychical and material objects,

but excluding the Creator ; or (c) material ob-
jects only.

For nothing in this wide universe I call,

Save thou, my roee ; in it thou art my all.

Shak., Sonnets, cix.

For this beauty of the universe is an endjlem and reve-
lation of the Divinity. Ckannxng, Perfect Life, p. 13.

2. The whole world, all mankind; all that
meets us in experience, in a loose sense.— 3.
In logiCy the collection of all the objects to

which any discourse refers: as, the universe of

things. The things belonging to a universe cannot be
defined or discriminated by any general characters; for
every universal proposition excludes some general descrip-
tion of objects from the universe which had been supposed
to be found in it. It is only in their dynamical connec-
tions that the objects of the universe can be distinguished
from all others ; and therefore no general term in a prop-
osition can show what universe is meant; but an index
is necessary. See index, n., 2.

Everything in the wntyerse (whatever that universe may
embrace) is either A or not A.

De Morgan, Formal Logic (1847), ii.

We must be supposed to know the nature and limits of
the universe of discourse with which we are concerned,
whether we state it or not. If we are talking of ordinary
phenomena we must know whether we refer to them with-
out limit of time and space; and if not, within what
limits, broadly speaking. If we include the realms of

fiction and imagination we nmst know what boundaries
we mean to put upon them. Venn, Symbolic Logic, vi.

Egg of the universe. .See egg"^.— The hub of the uni-
verse. secAw^*.—Tree of the universe. ^eaYggdragiL
—Universe of discourse, a universe in sense 3, above.

university (ii-ni-ver'si-ti), n.
;

pi, universities

(-tiz). [< ME. univefsite, < OF. universite, F.
universitc = Sp. universidad = Pg. universidadc

= It. universita = D. universiteit = G. universi-

U'it = Dan. Sw. universitct = Russ. universitetii,

< L. universita {t-)8t the whole, the universe, LL.
a society, company, corporation, gild, ML. a
university, < universus, all together, whole, en-

tire, collective, general: see universe.] It. The
whole; the universe.

The eye of intelligence Is heyere, for it surmounteth
the envyronynge of the universite.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 4.

Speaking with respect to the university of things.
Barrow, Sermons, II. 12.



university

2t. A corporation ; a gild.

Some of them are worthy to be expulsed both thence
and out of the university,

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc.), IL 372.

3. An association of men for the purpose of
study, which confers degrees which are acknow-
ledged as valid throughout Christendom, is en-
dowed,and is privileged by the state in order that
the people may receive intellectual guidance,
and that the theoretical problems which present
themselves in the development of civilization
may be resolved. The earliest university was the med-
ical school of Salerno, which was closed in 1817, after a life

of about a thousand years. The two models of all the other
old universities were those of Bologna and Paris, the for-
mer a law school, the latter making theology its chief con-
cern, both founded in the second half of the twelfth cen-
tury— an epoch at which the advantages that were to ac-
crue to the world from certain studies were strongly felt.

The university of Paris had from the outset four faculties,
or branches of study (a word also applied to the associate
body of teachers in each branch)— theology, canon law,
medicine, and arts. But the study of arts— including
logic and rhetoric from the trivium, and the quadrivium
(arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy)—was re-
garded as merely preliminary to the others, which alone,
as attacking vital problems, entitled the university to its

high privileges. Hence, upon inception as a master of
arts aman did notecase to be called a *'scholar"—a word
which has consequently come to imply sound learning out-
side the three professions. It was the elucidation of the-
ology which was above all desired and expected from the
university ; and the faculty of theology was organized
more like a learned academy than as a seminary. The
constitutions of universities are various and for the most
part complicated. In Paris there were in each faculty three
degrees, those of bachelor, licentiate, and master or doc-
tor. Three years' study were required for a master in arts,
and he must be twenty-one years of age. Five years' study
more were required for the first degree in theology. The
instruction was entirely by lectures, and the only exercises
were disputations. Each faculty was presided over by a
dean, and had two bedels and other servants. The four
faculties met in congregation, and were presided over by
the vice-chancellor. The position of chancellor was mere-
ly formal. For the purposes of administration, all the
scholars, including the masters of arts, were divided into
four nations, of Gaul, Picardy, Normandy, and England.
This was an arrangement not going back to the origin of
the university, though students from the same country
had from the first clubbed together. Each nation was
governed by a proctor, and possessed a seal. The students
were mostly gathered into different colleges, hostels, and
pedagogies ; and In 1469 the class of martinets, or unat-
tached students, was abolished. The corporate institution
in Paris and other northern universities embraced only the
masters, not the other students, and for this reason it was
not until late in the fourteenth century that, first In Ger-
many, this body, called the stxtdimn r/enerale, began to
take the name of the universitas, or union— a word which
had before and has since been used to include students of
all grades. Along with the name of unimrsity, from be-
fore the restriction In its meaning, has always been asso-
ciated the epithet of alma mater.— (Jeneral council of
the university. See council.— University extension,
amethod, originating in England, for extending the advan-
tages of university instruction by means or" lectures and
classes at important centers.— University Test Act, an
English statute of 1S71 which abolished the subscribing
to articles of faith, etc., before taking degrees.

univefsityless (ii-ni-ver'si-ti-les), a. [< univer-

sity + -less.'^ Having no'university. Fuller.

universological (u-ni-v6r-so-loj'i-kal), a. [<
unircrsoJog-y + -ic-al.'] Of or pertaining to
universology. [Kare.]
universologist (ii"ni-v6r-soro-jist), n. [< tini-

versolog-y + -ist.'] One versed in universology.
[Rare.]

universology (ii^ni-v^r-soro-ji), n. [< L. uni-

versum, the universe (see universe), + Gr. -Xoyia,

< Myciv, speak : see -ology.'\ The science of the
universe, or of the whole system of created
things; a science covering the whole ground
of philosophy, of the sciences in their general
aspects, and of social polity, or the collective
life of the human world. H. Spencer.
nnivocal (u-niv'o-kal), a. and n. [Cf. F. uni-
voque = Sp. unlvoco = Pg. It. univoco; < LL.
univocus, having but one meaning, < L. imns,
one, + vox {voc-), voice, meaning : see vocal.'^

1. a. 1. Having one meaning only ; having the
meaning unmistakable : opposed to equivocal.

So does every exercise of the life of Christ kindle its
own fires, inspires breath into itself, and makes an univ-
ocal production of itself in a differing subject.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 23.

2. In >Mu.tic, paving a unisonous sound.—3. Cer-
tain; not to be doubted or mistaken. [Rare.]
The true mothers, the univocal parents of their produc-

tions. Jer. Taylor, Bule of Conscience, li. 8.

4. Producing something of its own nature : as,
univocal generation ; a nnivocal cause. [Rare.]
Which conceit ... Is Injurious unto philosophy, . . .

making putrefactive generations correspondent unto sem-
inal productions, and conceiving In equivocal effects an
univocal conformity unto the elficient.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., IL 6.

Univocal action. See o«(ion.— univocal generation,
normal or regular generation, in distinction from equivo.
cal or spontaneous generation.—Univocal predication.
See predication.
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n. n. A word having only one signification
or meaning ; a generic word, or a word predi-
oable of many different species, as fish, tree.

Imp. Diet.

univocally (u-niv'o-kal-i), adv. In a univocal
manner; in one sense or tenor; not equivo-
cally; unmistakably.
The same word may be employed either univocally,

equivocally, or analogously. Whately.

univocation (u-niv-o-ka'shon), n. [= F. uni-
rocation = Sp. univo'cacion — Pg. univocagao =
It. univocazione ; < LL. a/utJociw, having but one
meaning: see univocal.'} Agreement of name
and meaning. Wliiston Limited unlvocatlont,
univocation of a genus, species, difference, property,
or accident ; opposed to transcerident univocation, such
univocation as is possessed by ens, good, true, relation,
absolute, etc.

unjaundiced (un-jan'dist), a. Not jaundiced

;

hence, not affected by envy, jealousy, etc.

An unjaundiced eye. Cowper, To Dr. Darwin,

tinjealous (un-jel'us), a. Not jfealous; not sus-
picious or mistrustful. Clarendon.
unjoin (un-join'), V. t. [ME. unjoynen; < un-^
+ join."] To separate ; disjoin.

Tigris and Eufrates unjoynen and departen hir watres.
Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 1.

unjoint (un-joinf), ?). «. l< un-^ + joint.} To
disjoint; take apart the joints of : a.8, to unjoint
a fishing-rod.

Vnioynt that bytture. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 265.

Unjointing the bones. Fuller, Holy War, p. 247.

unjointed (un-join'ted), a. 1. Having no joints,
nodes, or articulations; inarticulate.— 2. Un-
joined; disjointed; disconnected.
This bald unjointed chat. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 65.

3. Unhinged; out of joint; disarticulated; lux-
ated or dislocated, as a joint.

Unjoyftll (un-joi'fiil), a. [< ME.unjoyful,< «n-l
"• Joyfi'^-} Joyless ; unpleasant.
ThIIke thlnges . . . shollen ben unjoyful to thee.

Chaucer, Boethius, IL prose 5.

This unjoyful set of people. Steele, Tatler, No. 16.

unjoyous (un-joi'us), a. Not joyous; not gay
or cheerful.

Where nothing can be hearty, It must be unjoyous and
Injurious to any perceiving person. Milton, Tetrachordon.

nnjoyously (un-joi'us-li), adv. In an tmjoyous
manner; joylessly.

unjust (un-jusf), a. [< ME. unjust; < un-^ +
justi.2 1. Not just, (a) Not acting or disposed to
act according to law and justice ; not upright.

He maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. Mat. v. 45.

(6) Contrary to justice and right ; wrongful ; unjustifiable.

This is a signe, for-sothe, of a sure, Emperour,
And the coniunctoun vniust is Joynit vs betwene.
Is care for to come, with a cold ende.

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), I. 13831.

And my more-having would be as a sauce
To make me hunger more ; that I should forge
Quarrels unjust against the good and loyal.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 8a

2t. Dishonest; faithless; perfidious.

Gentlemen of companies, . . . and such as indeed were
never soldiers, but discarded unjust serving-men.

Shak., IHen. IV., Iv. 2. 30.

=Syn. 1. Inequitable, unfair, unrighteous. See righteous.

unjustice (un-jus 'tis), n. Injustice. Bales,
Sermon, Rom. xiv. 1.

unjustifiable (un-jus'ti-f5-a-bl), a. Not justifi-

able ; not defensible or right.

The foolish and ut^ustifidble doctrine of indulgences.
Jer. Taylor, Of Repentance, li. 1.

unjustifiableness (un-jus'ti-fi-a-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unjustifiable. Claren-
don.

unjustifiably (un-jus'ti-fi-a-bli), adv. In a
manner that cannot be justified or vindicated.
Burke. Rev. in France.
unjustly (un-just'li), adv. In an unjust man-
ner; wrongfully. Shak., Ken. Y.,!. 2. 40.

unjustness (un-just'nes), n. The character of
being unjust ; injustice.

linked (ung'ked), a. [Also unkid, unketh, un-
kitli, unkard; dial. vars. of uncouth: see uncouth,
and cf. unco.} Unusual; odd; strange; ugly;
hence, solitary ; dangerous. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

It seemed an unked place for an unarmed man to ven-
ture through. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

unkembedf, unkemmedt (un-kemd'), a- Same
as unkempt.

Her head
With long unkemb'd haire loaden.

Marston, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

With long unkemrned hairs.

itay, tr. of Lucan's Fharsalia, vL

unklndredly

unkempt (un-kemf), a. [A later form oif un-
kemhed, also unkemrned; < ME. unkempt; < wn-1
+ kembed, kempt, pp. of kemb.} 1. Uncombed;
disheveled: as, unkempt ha,\v; hence, disorderly.— 2. Figuratively, rough ; unpolished.

But ah ! too well I wote my humble valne.
And howe my rimes bene ragged and unkempt.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.
The aspect of some lawless, urikempt genius.

M. C. Tyler, Life of Patrick Henry, p. 16.

unkenned (un-kend'), a. [Also unkend, unkent;
< M«-i + kenned, pp. of ken^.} Unknown. [Ob-
solete or dialectal.]

To travel through unkenned lands.
Greene, Alphonsus, iv.

unkennel (un-ken'el), V. t.; pret. and pp. un-
kenneled, unkennelled, ppr. unkenneling, unken-
nelling. [< Mre-2 + kennel^.} 1. To drive or
force from a kennel; take out of a kennel.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 174.— 2. To rouse
from secrecy or retreat.

Observe mine uncle, if his occulted guilt
Do not itself unkennel in one speech.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 86.

unkensomet (un-ken'sum), a. [< «n-l -f fcenl

+ -some.} Not recognizable.

It 's unkensome we wad be.
Archie of Ca'field (Child's Ballads, VL 90).

unkept (un-kepf), a. 1. Not kept; not re-

tained; not preserved.— 2. Not sustained,
maintained, or tended.

He . . . stays me here at home unkept.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 9.

3. Not observed ; not obeyed, as a command.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. $ 14.

unkind (un-kind'), a. [< ME. unkinde, unkynde,
uncunde, unkuynde, onkynde, onkende, < AS. «n-
cynde, ungecynde, not natural, < wn-, not, + ge-
cynde, natural, kind: see kind^.} It. Not natu-
ral; unnatural.

Therfor he, of ful avysement,
Nolde never wryte In none of his sermonns
of swiche unkynde abhominaciouns.

Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 88.

2. Not sympathetic ; lacking in or not spring-
ing from or exhibiting kindness, benevolence,
or affection ; not kind ; harsh ; cruel.

Kich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 101

unkindliness (un-kind'li-nes), «. The charac-
ter of being unkindly; unkindness; unfavora-
bleness. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.
unkindly (un-kind'li), a. [< ME. unkindely, un-
kyndely, unkundeliche, < AS. ungecyndelic, unge-
cyndlic, unnatural, < un-, not,+ geajndelic, natu-
ral, kindly: see kindly, a.} If. Unnatural; con-
trary to nature.

And gan abhor her brood's unkindly crime.
Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 9.

2. Unfavorable; malignant.
Forbidding every bleak unkindly fog.

Milton, Comns, 1. 269.

3. Not kindly; unkind; ungracious: as, anun-
kindly manner.
unkindly (un-kind'li), adv. [< ME. unkindely,
unkyndely, unkuyndcliche, unkyndelike,< AS. *un-
gecyndelice, unnaturally, < un-, not, + gecynde-
Jjce, naturally: see kindly, adv.} If. In a man-
ner contrary to nature; unnaturally.

Dronken Loth unkyndely
Lay by his doughtres two unwityngly.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, I. 23.

2. In an unkind manner; without kindness or
affection; ungraciously.

Something unkindly she does take It, sir,

To have her husband chosen to her hands.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, Hi. L

unkindness (uu-kind'nes), n. [< ACE. unkynd-
ncs; < unkind + -ness.} 1. The state or charac-
ter of being unkind ; want of kindness ; want of
natural affection; want of good will; ill will.

Take hede, I prale thee, that our lone be not inuenimed
with vnkyndnes. Golden Book, ix.

Ingratitude, commenly called unkyndncsse.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, IL IS.

2. An unkind act ; harsh treatment; an ill turn.

In all those unkindnesses, rudenesses, <fec., whereof you
accuse yourself, I am enforced to acknowledge myself
most justly condenmed.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1S53), IL 4.

unkindredt (un-kin'dred), fl. Not of the same
kindred, blood, race, or kind ; not related.

One ... of blood unkindred to your royal house.
Route, Lady Jane Grey, ill

unkindredlyt (un-kin'dred-li), a. Unlike kin-
dred. [Rare.]

Her unkindredly kin.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 391. (Davut.^



unkindsMp

nnkindshipt (un-ldnd'ship), n. [ME. unJcynd-

ship ; < unkind + -ship.1 An unnatural act.

The childe his owne father slough ;

Tliat was unkyndship enough.
Gower, Conf. Amant, vi.

nuking (un-king'),t'.<. [< !<k-2 + AiHjri.] To de-

prive of royalty.

They would unkxTifj my father now
To make you way. Southern.

onkingly (un-king'll), a. Not kingly; unbe-
coming a king; not noble.

What shameful words (unkingly as thou art)

Fall from that trembliug tongue and tim'rous heart?
Pope, Iliad, xiv. 90.

nnkingsMpf (un-king'ship), n. [< «n-l + king-

sUip.'i The state or condition of being un-
kinged.

JJn-king»hip was prociaim'd, and iiis Majesty's statues
tlirown down at St. Paul's Portico and tlie Exchange.

Evelyn, Diary, -May 30, 1649.

nnkiss (un-kis'), v. t. To retract or annul by
kissing again, as an oath taken by kissing the
book. Sitak., Kieh. II., v. 1. 74. [Rare.]

nnkith, «. Same as linked.

nnknelled (un-neld'), a. Untolled; not having
the bell tolled for one at death or funeral. By-
ron, Childo Harold, iv.

tmknightliness (un-nit'li-nes), «. The char-
actor of being unknightly.

nnknightljr (un-nit'li), «. Contrary to the
niles of chivalry; unworthy of a knight. Scott,

The Talisman.
unknit (un-nit'), V. t.; pret. and pp. unknitted

or unknit, ppr. unknitting. [< ME. unknytten;
< HH-2 -I- knit.'] I. trans. To untie, as a knot;
unwrinkle or smooth out ; undo, as knitted
work,

ilie wbiche vnknytteth alle care and comsyng is of reste.

Piert Plowman (C), xiL 225.

Untnit that threatening, unlcind brow.
Shak., T. of the S., r. 2. 136.

Where they trick her [the Bride] in her richest onia-
menU. tyin^ on her silken buskins witli knots not easily
unknit. Sandyt, Travailes, p. 52.

n. intrans. To become separated ; relax.

[Kare.]

Lone is so natural to man or woman, and the desire to

be beloued, that where loue amongst them doetli once
cleaue it is a . . . bonde that neuer unknitteth.

Gueeara, Letters (tr. by Helluwes, 1677), p. 187.

nnknot (un-nof), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. unknotted,

ppr. unknotting. [< «»-2 + knof^.] To free from
knots ; untie.

nnknotty (un-not'i), (r. Not knotty; having no
knots. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

[Rare.]

nnknow (un-no'), v. t.; pret. unknew, pp. un-
known, ppr. unknowing. [< ME. unknowen; <

t(n-2 + A-noifl.] 1. To become ignorant of,

or unacquainted with, as something already
known ; lose the knowledge of.

Can I unknoto it?— No, but keep it secret.

Drydcn, Duke of Guise, v. 1.

2. Not to know ; to have no knowledge of or
acquaintance with. Wyclif, Rom. i. 13. [Rare
in botli uses.]

nnknowability (un-no-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< unknow-
able + -itij (see -bility).'] The state or charac-
ter of being unknowable. J. S. Mill.

unknowable (un-n6'a-bl), a. [< ME. unknoic-
able ; < h«-1 + knotcahle.] 1. Incapable of be-
ing known ; not capable of being ascertained or
discovered ; above or beyond knowledge.
Their objects, transcending the sphere of all experience

' tual or possible, consequently do not fall under the cat-

.curles, in other words are positively unkntjwable.
Sir W. Hamilton.

By continually seeking to Icnow, .ind being contiimally
tlirown back with a deepened conviction of the impossi-
Inlity of knowintf, we may keep alive the consciousneiis
that it is alike our highest wisdom and our highest duty
to regard that thruugli which all tilings exist as The Un-
krumalAe. II. Spencer, First Principles, j SI-

2t. Unknown
Liggctli thanne stille al owtrely unknowable.

Chaucer, Boethius, IL Plater 7.

onknowableness (un-n6'a-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unknowable.
Herbert Spencer insists on tlic certainty of the existence

of things in themselves, but also on their absolute and
eternal unknowablenen. J. F. Clarke, Orthodoxy, p. 25.

nnknowably (un-no'a-bli), adv. Not so as to
be known.
unknowet, «. A Middle English form of ««-
ktiojrii.

unknowing (un-no'ing), p. a. [< ME. unknow-
yng, unkiiawynge ; < «n-l" + knowing.'] Not
knowing; ignorant: with o/ before an object.
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Butte vppe they rose, to say yow lerthermore.
And chaungyd horses onto them bothe vnkrwwyng.

Generydes (E E. T. S.), I. 3396.

The second victor claims a mare unbroke,
Big with a mule, unknouting of the yoke.

Pope, Iliad, xxiiL 334.

nnknowingly (un-no'ing-li), adv. Ignorantly;
without knowledge or design.

Unkruncingly she strikes, and kills by chance.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 277.

unknowingness (un-no'ing-nes), n. The state
of being unknowing; ignorance. [Rare.]

A confession of simple unknovnngness.
The American, VIII. 379.

unknowledgedt (un-nol'ejd), a. Not acknow-
ledged or recognized. B. Jonson, The Satyr.

unknown (un-non'), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also unknowen; < ME. tmknowen, iinknowe, un-
knawen; <wh-1 + known.] I. a. 1. Not known;
not become an object of knowledge ; not recog-
nized, discovered, or found out.

Then shall come a knyght vn-kn^wen that longe hath be
loste, and helpe this kynge, that the prince may not hyra
chace oute of the felde ne discounfite.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 417.

For Frensh of Paris was to hire unknowe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 126.

Get thee into some unknovm part of the world.
That I may never see thee.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, iv. 2.

Unkiumm in this sense is often used in the predicate, fol-

lowed by to: as, a man unknoicn ?ofame; a t&ctunknoicn
to the puldic. In this use it is also often used absolutely

:

as, unknoum to me (elliptically for it being unknown to roe),

he made a new contract.

That he, unknown to me, should be in debt.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 2. 48.

2. Not ascertained, with relation to extent,
degree, quantity, or the like ; hence, incalcula-
ble; inexpressible; immense.
The planting of hemp and flax would be an unknown

advantage to the kingdom. Bacon.

3t. Not to be made known, expressed, or com-
municated.

For divers unknown reasons, 1 beseech you.
Grant me this boon. Shak., Kich. IIL, i. 2. 218.

4t. Not having had sexual commerce.
1 am yet unknmcn to woman.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 126.

n. n. One who or that which is unknown,
(a) An obscure individual ; one without prestige. (6) In
viath., an unknown quantity.

unknownness (nn-non'nes), n. The state or
conditiDu of being unknow^l. Camden.
unlabored, unlaboured (un-la'bord), a. 1 . Not
produced by labor or toil.

Unlaboured harvests shall the fields adorn. Dryden.

2. Not cultivated by labor; not tilled.

Let thy ground not lie unlaboured. J. Philipg, Cider, i.

3. Spontaneous ; voluntary ; natural ; hence,
easy; free; not cramped or stiff: as, an un-
labored style.

And from the theme unlabour'd beauties rise. Tiekell.

unlaboring, nnlabouring (un-la'bor-ing), a.

Not laboring or moving with marked exer-

tion.

A mead of mildest charm delays the unlabouting feet.

Coleridge, To Cottle.

unlaborious (un-la-bo'ri-us), a. Not laborious

;

not toilsome; not difficult ; easy. Milton, Areo-
pagitica.

unlaborionsly (un-la-bo'ri-us-li), adv. In an
unlaborious manner; easily.

unlace (un-las'), v. I. [< ME. unlacen, unlasen;
< MH-2 + lace.] 1. To loose from lacing or
fastening by a cord, string, band, or the like

passed through loops, holes, etc. ; open or un-
fasten by undoing or untying the lace of: as,

to unlace a garment or a helmet.

However, I am not sure if they do not sometimes uniace
that part uf the sail from the yard.

Cook, Second Voyage, III. ii.

2. To loosen or ease the dress or armor of.

My lorde, wi-lase you to lye.

Here schall none come for to crye.
York Plays, p. 293.

3. To divest of due covering; expose to injury

or damage. [Rare.]

What's the matter.
That you utUace your reputation thus ?

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 194.

4. To disentangle.

So entrelaced tha^ it is unable to be unlaced.
Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 12.

5t. To carve.

rnlace that cony. Baiees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

unlade (un-lad'), r. f. [< Mn-2 -f /adcl.] 1. To
unload; take out the cargo of.

unlawful
St. Ogg's— that venerable town witli the red fluted

roofs and the broad wareiiouse gables, where the black
ships unlade themselves of their burdens from the far
north. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 12.

Lading and unlading the tall barks.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden,

2. To unburden; remove, as a load or burden;
discharge.

There the ship was to unlade her burden. Acts xxi. 3.

Forth and unlade the poison of thy tongue.
Chapman, Humorous Day's Mirth.

As much as filled three cars,
Unladed now. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ill. 2.

unlaid (un-lad'), a. 1. Not laid or placed;
not fixed.

l"he first foundations of the world being yet unlaid.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Not allayed; not pacified; not exorcised;
not suppressed.

Blue meagre hag or stubboni unlaid ghost
That breaks his magic chains at curfew time.

Milton, Conms, 1. 434.

3. Not laid out, as a corpse. B. Jonson, Un-
derwoods.— 4. Naut., untwisted, as the strands
of a rope.

unlamented (un-la-men'ted), a. Not lament-
ed; whose loss is not deplored; not moaned;
unwept.

Thna unlamented pass the proud away.
Pope, Unfortunate Lady, 1. 43.

unland (un-land'), V. f. [< «ji-2 -I- iowrfl.] To
deprive of lands. Fuller, Worthies, Monmouth,
ii. 117. (Davies.)

unlap (un-lap'), V. t.; pret. and pp. unlapped,
ppr. unlapping. [< ««-2 -t- lap^.] To unfold.

Tapestry . . . unZapt and laid open. Hooker.

Unlarded (un-lar'ded), a. Not larded; not
dressed with lard ; hence, not mixed with some-
thing by way of improvement ; not intermixed
or adulterated.

Speak the language of the company you are in ; speak
it purely and unlarded with any other.

Chesterfield, Letter to his Sou.

unlash (un-lash'), ». «. [< «n-2 -f Zns7il.] Naut.,
to loose, unfasten, or separate, as something
lashed or tied down.
unlatch (un-lach'), V. [< «B-2 -f- latch.] I.

trans. To open or loose, as a door, by lifting

the latch ; also, to loose the latchet of : as, to
unlatch a shoe.

Another unlatched Ben-Hur's Roman shoes.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 25?.

II. intrans. To become open or loose through
the lifting of a latch.

unlaw (un-la'), n. [< ME. unlawe, unlade, <

AS. unlagu, unlage, violation of law, < un-, not,
+ lagu, law: see «»-! and ?aH)l.] If. Violation
of law or justice ; lawlessness ; anarchy ; in-

justice.
Cayphas herde that like sawe.
He spake to Jhesu with un-lawe.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 18. (Halliwell.)

This state of things was what our fathers called unlav\
a state of things wliere law was in tiie mouths of men in
power, but where law itself liecaine tlie instrument of
wrong. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 421.

2. In Scots law : (a) Any transgression of the
law ; an injury, or act of injustice. (6) A fine

or amercement legally fixed and exacted from
one who has transgressed the law.

unlaw (un-la'), V. t. [< ME. unlawen; < ««-2
+ lawl-.] It. To outlaw.

Nyf me dude him untawe. Bobert oj Gloucester, p. 473.

2. To deprive of the authority or character of
law. [Rare.]

That also which is Impious or evil absolutely, either
against faith or manners, no law can possibly permit that
intends not to unlaw it self. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 54.

3. In Scots law, to fine.

unlawed (un-lad'), a. [< «K-1 -t- lawed, pp. of
/ajt'l, v., 4.] See the quotation.

The disabling dogs, which might be necessary for keep-
ing flocks and herds, from running at the deer, was called
lawing, and was in general use. The Charter of tlie Forest,

designed to lessen these evils, declares that inquisition or
view for lawing dogs shall be made every third year, and
shall be then done by the view and testimony of lawful

men, not otherwise ; and they whose dogs shall be tlien

found unlawed shall give three shillings for mercy ; and
for the future no man's ox shall be taken for lawing. Such
lawing also shall be done by the assize commonly used,

and which is, that three claws siiall be cut off without the
ball of the right foot

Scott, Ivanhoe, note to L (Dairies.)

unlawful (un-14'ful), a. [< ME. "unlaweful, un-

lageful ; < m«-1 + lawful.] 1. Not lawful;
contrary to law ; illegal ; not permitted by law,

human or divine ; not legalized : as, an unlaw-

ful act ; an unlawful oath ; an unlawful society.



unlawful

Those that think It is unlawful business I am about, let

them depart. Shai. , W. T. , v. 8. 96.

2. Begotten out of wedlock ; illegitimate.

Shal:, A. and C, iii. 6. 7 Unlawful assembly,
in taw, the meeting of three or more persons to commit
an unlawful act. Most autliorities restrict this phrase to
a meeting contemplating riotous acts and in such man-
ner as to give firm and courageous persons in the neigh-
borhood of such assembly reasonable grounds to appre-
hend a breach of the peace in consequence of it. Tech-
nically it ceases to be termed an unlawful assembly when
the unlawful act is executed, the offense tlien being riot,

or when some steps are tatcen toward the execution of it,

the offense then being deemed a rout, = Syn. Illegal, Illi-

cit, etc. See lairftd.

unlawfully (un-la'ful-i), adv. 1. In an un-
lawful manner ; in violation of law or right ; il-

legally.— 2. Illegitimately; not in wedlock.
Shak:, M. for M., iii. 1. 196.

unlawfulness (un-l&'ful-nes), ». 1. The char-
acter or state of being unlawful; illegality;

contrariety to law.

The unlawfiUneis of lying. South, Sermons.

2. Illegitimacy.

unlay (un-la'), v. t.; pret. and pp. unlaid, ppr.

unlaying. [< tm-^ 4- lay^.'i Naut., to untwist,
as the strands of a rope.

unlead (un-led'), v. t. [< un-^ + leac^.'] In
printing, to remove the leads from (composed
types).

unleal (un-lel'), a. [Early mod. E. (Sc.) also

unleiU ; < ME. unlele, liounlele; < «re-i + leal.1

Not leal; disloyal. Halliwell (under Iwunlele).

unlearn (un-lem'), v. [< un-^ + learn.'] I.

trans. 1. To discard, put away, or get rid of

(what one has learned); forget the knowledge
of.

When I first began to learn to push, this last winter, my
master had a great deal of worl£ upon his hands to make
me unlearn the postures and motions which I had got, by
having in my younger years practised bacii-sword, with a
little eye to the single falchion. Steele, Tatler, No. 173.

2t. To fail to learn ; not to learn. Dr. H. More.
II. intrans. To put away acquired know-

ledge ; become ignorant.

For only by unlearning Wisdom comes.
And climbing backward to diviner Youth.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

nnleamability (un-lfer-na-bil'i-ti), n. [< MB-1
+ learn + -ability.] Inability to learn. [Rare.]

You >vill learn how to conduct it [the camera], with the
pleasure of correcting my awkwardness and unlearnahil-
Uy. Walpole, Letters (1777), iv. 8S.

unlearned (un-16r'ned), a. [< ME. unlerned;
< Mw-i + learned.] 1. Not learned; ignorant;
illiterate; not instructed; inexperienced.

But how it semethe to symple men urtlemed that men
ne mowe not go undre the Erthe, and also that men
scholde falle toward the Hevene, from undre

!

Mandeville, Travels, p. 184.

2. Not suitable to a learned man ; not becom-
ing a scholar.

I will prove those verses to be very unlearned, neither
savouring of poetry, wit, nor invention.

Shak., L. L. L, Iv. 2. 165.

3 (mi-16md'). Not gained by study; not known;
not acquired by investigation.

They learned mere words, or such things chiefly aB were
better unlearned. Milton, Education.

Unlearned Parliament. Same as Parliament ofDunces
(which see, under parKa7n«n(X=Syn. 1. Illiterate, Unlet-

tered, etc. See ignorant.

unlearnedly (un-16r'ned-li), adv. In an un-
learned manner; so as to exhibit ignorance;
ignorantly. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1037.

unlearnedness (un-16r'ned-nes), n. Want of

learning; illiterateness. Sylvester, tr. of Du
Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.
unleash (un-lesh'), v. t. [< mi-^ + leash.] To
free from a leash, or as from a leash; let go.

In chase of imagery unleashed and coursing.
Stedman, Poets of America, p. 301.

unleavet, v. [< «n-2 -l- leaf^, leave^.] I. trans.

To strip of leaves. Puttenham, Arte of Eng.
Poesie, iii. 25. (Davies.)

II. intrans. To lose leaves, as a tree ; become
bare. [Bare.]

Of amorous Myrtles, and immortall Bays
Never vn-leav'd.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

unleavened (un-lev'nd), a. Not leavened: as,

unleavened bread; hence, not affected as if by
leaven.

unlectured (un-lek'turd), o. 1. Not addressed
in, or as if in, a lecture or lectures.— 2. Not
taught or inculcated by lecture. [Rare.]

A science yet unlectured in our schools.
Young, Night Thoughts, v. 618.

unled (un-led'), o. Not led; without guidance

;

hence, in command of one's faculties.
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They will quaffe freely when they come to the house of
a Christian ; insomuch as I have seen but few goe away
unled from the embassadours t.ible.

Sandyt, Travailes, p. 51.

unlefult, a. See unleveful.

unleisuredt (un-le'zhurd), a. Not having lei-

sure ; occupied. Sir F. Sidney.

The hasty view of an unleasur'd licencer.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 31.

unlelsuredneSS (un-le'zhurd-nes), «. Want of
leisure ; the state of being occupied. Boyle,
Works, n. 251.

unless (un-les'), conj. [Early mod. E. also un-
lesse, onless, onlesse, onles, earlier onlesse that, on
lesse that (that being ultimately dropped, as
with for, conj., lest, etc.), a phrase analogous
to at least, at most, etc. : see onl and less^. Cf.

lest.] 1. If it be not that; if it be not the
case that; were it not the fact that; if . . .

not ; supposing that . . . not.

It is not possible for all things to be well, unless all

men were good ; which I think will not be yet these good
many year's. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Unless thou tell'st me where tho« had'st this ring.
Thou diest within this hour.

Shah., All's Well, v. 3. 284.

You should not ask, *le8s you knew how to give.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

2t. For fear that ; in case ; lest.

Beware you do not once the same gainsay,
Unless with death he do your rashness pay.

Greene, Alphonsus, v.

[By omission of a verb, implied in the context, unless may
have the force of 'except,' *but for' : as,

Here nothing breeds
Unless the nightly owl.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 97.

Let not wine.
Unless in sacrifice or rites divine.
Be ever known of shepherds.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.]

= Syn. Except, Unless. Except could once be used as a syn-
onym for unless, but the words have now drawn entirely
apart. Unless is only a conjunction ; except is only a prep-
osition. Except introduces an exception to a statement
which is otherwise general : it may be followed by a clause
when connection is made by a particle, as when, that, as,

while, or especially another preposition : the omission of
such connective makes the structure archaic. Unless in-

troduces a clause, or the abbreviation of a clause, indicat-

ing a limitation or condition.

unlessoned (un-les'nd), ffl. Not taught; not in-

structed. Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 161. [Rare.]

unlettedt, a. [< mw-I + letted, pp. of let^.] Not
prevented; unhindered.

Unletted of every wight. The Isle of Ladies, 1. 1831.

unlettered (un-let'erd), a. Unlearned ; un-
taught; ignorant; illiterate. Milton, Comus,
1. l74. = Syn. Illiterate, Unlearned, etc. Seeignorant.

unletteredness (un-let'ferd-nes), n. The state
of being unlettered.

Unlevefult, a. [ME., also unleful, unlefful; <

ttn-l + levefid.] Unlawful.

I deme it felony and uTileveful.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 3.

A longyng vnleffull light in his hert
Gert hym hast in a hete, harmyt hym after.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 13686.

unlevel (un-lev'l), a. Not level; uneven,
unlevel (un-lev'l), d. t. To make not level or

uneven. [Rare.]

It was so plain as there was scarcely any bush or hil-

lock either t^ unlevel or shadow it.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

unlicensed (un-li'senst), a. l. Not licensed; not
having a license : as, an unlicensed innkeeper.
— 2. Done or undertaken without, or in defi-

ance of, due license or permission : as, an un-
licensed traffic.

unlicked (un-likf), a. Not licked ; not brought
to proper shape by licking : from the old pop-
ular notion that the she-bear licked her cubs
into shape ; hence, ungainly ; raw ; unmanner-
ly ; uncultivated.

A country squire, with the equipage of a wife and two
daughters, ... oh gad I two such unlicked cubs

!

Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 8.

unlightsomet (un-lit'sum), a. Dark; gloomy;
wanting light.

First the sun,

A mighty sphere, he framed, urUightsome first.

Milton, P. L., vU. 854.

unlike (un-lik'), a. [< ME. unlic, unlich, unilieh,

< AS. ungelic (= OFries. unltk = G. ungleich =
Icel. iilikr = Sw. olik = Dan. ulig), < un-, not,

+ gelie, like: see like^.] 1. Not like; dissimi-

lar; diverse; having no resemblance.

What occasion of import
Hath all so long detaiii'd you from your wife.

And sent you hither so unlike yourself?
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 106.

unlimited

Being vnlike in troth of Religion, they must nedes be vn-
like in honestie of lining.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 84,

2t. Not likely ; improbable ; unlikely.

It ne is nat anurUyk myracle to hem that ne knowen it

nat. Chatteer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

It is not vnlike that tile Britons accompanied the Cim-
brians and Gaules in those expeditions.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. L
Unlike auantitles, in math., quantities expressed by
ditferent letters or combinations of letters, or by the same
letters with different exponents.—Unlike signs, the signs
plus (+) and minus (—),

unlike (un-lik'), adv. Not in a like or similar
manner; not like or as.

Oft have I seen the haughty cardinal . . .

Swear like a ruffian and demean himself
Unlike the ruler of a commonweal.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 189.

unlikelihood (un-lik'li-hud), ». The state of

being unlikely or improbable ; improbability.

Thus much may suffice to shew the vnlikelihood or rather
impossibilitie of the supposed connning of our Saxon an-
cestors from elsewhere into Germanic.
Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 39.

The extreme unlikelihood that such men should engage
in such a measure. Paley, Evidences, lit 8.

unlikeliness (un-lik'li-nes), n. [< ME. unlykly-

nesse; < unlikely + -ness.] 1. The state of

being unlikely ; improbability.

There are degrees herein, from the very neighbourhood
of demonstration quite down to improbabiUty and un-
likeliness. Locke.

2. The state of being unlike; dissimilarity.

Uj). Hall, Contemplations, Christ's Baptism.
Strange in its utter unlikeliness to any teacliing, Plato-

nist or Hebrew. Kingsley, flypatia, xxL

3t. Unattractiveness; the incapacity to excite
liking or love.

I that God of Loves servaunts serve,
Ne dar to love for myn unliklynesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 16.

unlikely (un-Uk'U), a. [< ME. unlikely, un-
likly ; \ un-^ + likely.] 1. Such as cannot be
reasonably expected; improbable: as, an tai-

likely event.

That it wrung his conscience to condemn the Earle of

high Treason is not unlikely. Milton, Elkonoklastes, ii.

2. Not holding out a prospect of success or of

a desired result ; likely to fail ; unpromising.

A very unlikely envy she hath stumbled upon against
the princess's unspeakable beauty.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

A strange unlikely errand, sure, is thine.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead, L 83.

St. Not calculated to inspire liking or affec-

tion; not likable or lovable.

Whan I considere youre beautee,
And therwithal the unlikly elde of me.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 936.

unlikely (un-lik'li), adv. In an unlikely man-
ner; with no or little likelihood; improbably.
The pleasures . . . not unlikely may proceed from the

discoveries each shall conmiunicate to another. Pope.

unlikent (un-li'kn), v. t. To make unlike;
feign

;
pretend. Wyclif.

unllkeness (un-lik'nes), n. Want of resem-
blance; dissimilarity.

And he supplied my want the more
As his unlikeness fitted mine,

Tennymn, In Menioriam, Ixxix.

unlimberl (un-lim'ber), a. [< ?(H-i + limber'^.]

Not limber; not flexible; not yielding. Sir H.
Wotton.

unlimber^ (un-lim'b^r), v. [< ««-2 + limber^.]

1. trans. To detach the limbers from ; take off

the limbers of: as, to unlimher guns.
• II. intrans. To detach the limbers from the
guns.

The battery unlimbers and whirls its black-muzzled
guns to the front. Harper's Mag., T.XXVL 7S8.

unlime (un-lim'), v. t. [< M«-2 -I- HjHel.] To re-

move the lime from, as from hides sufficiently

treated with it. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 287.

unlimitablet (un-lim'i-ta-bl), a. Illimitable.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, xxviii.

unlimited (un-lim'i-ted), a. 1. Not limited;
having no bounds ; boimdless.

So unlimited is our impotence . . . that it fetters our
very wishes. Boyle.

The unlimited, though perhaps not indefinite, modifl-

ability of matter. Iluj^ey, Anat. Invert., p. 41.

2. Undefined ; indefinite : not bounded by
proper exceptions.

With gross and popular capacities, nothing doth more
prevail than unlimited generalities, because of their plain-

ness at the first sight Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

3. Unconfined; not restrained; not restricted.

An unguarded, unlimited will. Jer. Taylor.



tmllinlted

nnllmlted function. See/«)k<i'<in.—Dnllnilted prob-
lem, in vuith., a problem which may have an infinite

number of solutions.— Unlimited quantity. See quan-
lit'l.

unlimitedly (un-lim'i-ted-li), adv. In an un-
liiuitf<l manner or degree.

anlimitedjiess (un-lim'i-ted-nes), n. The state

o( being unlimited or boundless, or of being
undefined.

imline (un-lin'), v. t. [< un-^ + ?i«c3.] To take
the lining out of; hence, to empty. [Rare.]

It unli}U8 their purses.
Davieg, Bienvenu, p. G. {Davies.)

tmlineal (un-lin'f-al), «. Not lineal ; not com-
ing in the order of succession. SItak., Mac-
beth, iii. 1. 63.

nnlining (un-ll'ning), «. [Verbal n. of unline,

f.] In bot., Lindley's name for the process of

chorization or chorisis, the ((edoitblement (de-
duplication) of Dunal. See chorisis.

unlink (un-liugk'), « t. [< ««-2 + WhA-i.] To
separate the links of ; loose, as something fas-

tened by a link; unfasten; untwist; uncoil-

Seeing Orlando, it [a snalce] unlinked itself.

Shot., As you Lilce it, iv. 3. 112.

I cannot mount till thou unlink my chains

;

I cannot come till thou release my ))ands.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 9.

unlinked (un-lingkf), a. Not connected by or
as by links. J. Martineau, Materialism, p. 127.

unliquefied (un-lik'we-fid), a. Unmelted; not
dissolved. Addison, 'I'ravels in Italy.

unliquidated (un-lik'wi-da-ted), a. Not liqui-

dated; not settled; unadjusted: as, an unligui-

ddted iXeht , uiiJiquidated accounts. See liqui-

da le— Unliquidated damages. See damage.
nnliquored (uu-lik'ord), u. l. Not moistened
or smeared with liquor; not lubricated; dry.
[Rare.]

Churches and states, like an urdiquored coach, . . . un
tire with their own motion. Bp. Hall, Sermons.

2. Not filled with liquor; not in liquor; not
intoxicated ; sober. [Rare.]

I doubt me whether the very sohemesse of such a one,
lilce an unlicQur'd Silenus, were not starlc drunlc

Milton, Apolo^'y for Smectymnuus.

nnlistening (un-lis'ning), a. Not listening;
not hearing; not regarding or heeding. Thom-
son, Liberty.

unliturgize (un-lit'6r-jiz), V. t. [< «M-2 -I-

liturij-y -t- -ize,'] To deprive of a liturgy. Bp.
Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 609. (Davies.)
[Bare.]

unlivel (un-liv'), v. t. [< un-^ + Krel.] To
live in a manner contrary to; annul or undo
by living.

We must unlive our former lives.

aianviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, Tiit.

unlive'-^t (un-Uv'), r. t. [< «n-2 + life (cf. alive,

tive^).] To bereave or deprive of Ufa.

If in the child the father's image lies.

Where shall I live now Lucrece is untioed t

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1754.

unliveliness (un-liv'li-nes), n. Want of liveli-

ness; dullness; heaviness. 3/j/<o«,Divorce,i.3.

unloaid (un-16d'), V. [< M«-2 -I- foflf/2.] I. trans.

1 . To take the load from ; discharge of a load
or cargo ; disburden : as, to unload a ship ; to
unload a cart.— 2. To remove, as a cargo or
burden, from a vessel, vehicle, or the like ; dis-

charge: as, to wJiJoarf freight.— 3. Figuratively,
to relieve from anything onerous or trouble-
some ; remove and cause to cease to be burden-
some.
.Nor can my tongae unload my heart's great l>urtlien.

SAa*.,3Ilen. VI.,ii. 1.81.

From this high theme how can I part,
Ere lialf unloaded is my heart

!

Scott, Marmlon, Int. to i.

4. To withdraw the charge, as of powder and
shot or ball, from: as, to unload a gun.— 8.
To sell in largo quantities, as stock; got rid
of: as, to unload shares of the A and B rail-

way. [ColloqJ
n. intrans. To go through the process of un-

loading ; discharge a cargo.
No ship could unload in any bay or estuary which he

[the Iting] had not declared to Iw a port.
Macaulaii, Hist. Eng., xviil.

unloader (un-16'd6r), n. One who or that
which unloads ; speeiflcally, a contrivance for
unloading, as hay. Tlie Engineer, LXVIII. 199.

Unloading-block(un-16'(ling-blok), n. Insuyar-
manuf , a bench on which the mold containing
a sugar-loaf is inverted, and on which the
sugar is left standing until removed to the
drying-room.
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unloading-machine (un-16'ding-ma-shen''), n.

An apparatus tor unloading freight from boats,
cars, and wagons. The moat usual form is a sort of
elevator consisting of a series of cups or buciiets carried
by an endless band. E. H. Knight.

unlocated (un-16'ka-ted), a. Not located or
placed ; specifically, in the United States, not
surveyed and marked off: said of land. See
locate, 2.

The disposal of the unlocated lands will hereafter be a
valuable source of revenue, and an immediate one of
credit. A. Hamilton, The Continentalist, No. 6.

unlock (un-Iok'), V. t. [< ME. nnlouken, oii-

loukcn (pret. unlek, pp. unloken, miloke), < AS.
tinlfwan, unlock, < ««-, back, + lUcan, lock: see
«H-2 and locki.l 1. To unfasten, as something
which has been locked ; open, as what has
been shut, closed in, or protected by a lock: as,

to unlock a door or a chest.

I have seen her . . . unlock her closet
Shak., Macbeth, v. 1. 6.

Go in ; there are the keys, unlock his fetters ;

And arm ye nobly both.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 3.

2. To open. In general; lay open.

Thou 'st unlocked
A tongue was vowed to silence.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ii. 1.

Saturday Morning, as soon as my Senses are unlocked, I
get up. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

3t. To spread out.

Vnlouke hus leEges abrod, other iygge at hus ese,
Reste hym, and roste hyni and his ryg turne,
Drynke drue and deepe and drawe hym thanne to bedde.

Piem Plovmtan (CX x. 143.

4. To disclose; reveal; make known.
That sweven hath Daniel untoke.

Oower, Conl. Amant, Prol.

unlocked (un-lokf), a. [< mh-1 -I- locked, pp.
of lock^, r.] Not locked.

unlodge (un-loj'), d. t. [< tm-^ + lodge.'] To
deprive of a lodging; dislodge. Carew.
unloglcal (un-loj'l-kal), a. Illogical. Fullci;
Worthies, Kent, i. 487. (Dacies.)

unlook (un-luk'), V. t. [< «n-2 + toofci.] To
recall or retract, as a look. [Rare.]

He . . . turned his eyes towards me, then from me, as
if he would unlook his own looks.

Riehardton, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 215.

Unlooked (un-liikt'), a. Not expected or an-
ticipated: rare except in the phrase unlooked
for.
By some unlook'd accident cut off

!

Shak., Eich. III., i. 3. 214.

Unlocked for, not looked for ; not sought or searched
for ; not expected ; not foreseen ; not anticipated.

An accident rinlool^d /or put new counsels into thir
minds. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

unloose (un-los'), V. [< «>i-2 (here intensive)
+ loose.] I. trans. 1. To loose; unfasten ; un-
tie; undo; unravel.

The Qordian knot of it he will unloose.
Shak., Hen. V., i. 1. 4«.

2. To let go or free from hold or fastening;
unbind from bonds, fetters, cords, or the like

;

set at liberty; release.

Where I am robb'd and l>ound,

There must I be untooted.
Shak., Hen. VIII., U. 4. 147.

n. intrans. To become unfastened; fall in

pieces ; lose all connection or union.

Without this virtue, the publick union must unlootte, the
strength decay, and the pleasure grow faint.

Jeremy Collier.

unloosen (un-18'sn), V. t. [< «M-2 (here inten-
sive) -f ?o9«en.] To unloose ; loosen. V.Knox,
Essays, ii.

unlord(un-16rd'), " '• l<.
un-^ + lord.] To de-

prive of the title, rank, and dignity of a lord

;

reduce or degrade from a peer to a commoner.
[Rare.]
The worst and strangest of that Any tiling which the

people demanded was but the unlttrdinff of Bishops, and
expelling them the House. Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

So, after that.

We had to dis-arcliblshop and unlord,
And make you simple Cranmer once again.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.

Unlorded (un-16r'ded), a. Not raised or pre-
ferred to the rank of a lord. Milton, Reforma-
tion in Eng., i.

unlordly (un-ldrd'li), a. Not lordly; not arbi-

trary. [Rare.]

The Pastorlike and Apostolik imitation of meeke and
unlordly Discipline. Milton, Keformatlon in Eng., ii.

unlosable (un-16'za-bl), a. Not capable of be-
ing lost. AXso unloseable. [Rare.]

The Epicureans . . . aacribe to every particular atom
an innate and unloteabU mobility. Buyle, Works, I. 445.

unlustrous

unlost (un-losf), a. Not lost. [Rare.]

A paradise nnlost. Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 1071.

unlove (un-luv'), V. t. [< ME. unloven; < Mn-l
(in second quot. «k-2) + love^.] Not to love

;

to cease to love. [Rare.]

I ne kan nor may
For al this world withinne niyn herte fynde
To unloven you a quarter of a day.

Chaucer, Trollus, v. 1698.

I had learnt to love Mr. Rochester ; I could uot unlove
him now. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii,

unlove (un'luv), n. The absence of love ; hate.
[Rare.]

Unlove began its work even in the Apostles' times.
Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 62.

unloved (un-luvd'), "• Not loved. Chaucer.

unloveliness (un-luv'li-nes), n. Lack of love-
liness, (a) Unandableness ; lack of the qualities which
attract love.

The old man . . . followed his suit with all means . . .

that might help to countervail his own urUovelinens.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

(6) Want of heauty or attractiveness to the eye ; plainness
of feature or appearance.

unlovely (un-luv'li), a. [< ME. unloveKch; <
MH-l -I- lovely.] Not lovely, (o) Not amiable ; des-
titute of the qualities which attract love, or possessing
qualities that excite dislike ; disagreeable.

I love thee, ail unlovely as thou seem'st
And dreaded as thou art ! Cou<per, Task, iv. 128.

(ft) Not beautiful or attractive to the eye ; displeasing to
the sight

Dark house, by which once more I stand
Here in the long tinlovely street.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vii.

unloving (un-luv'ing),o. Not loving; not fond;
unkind. J. Udall, On Ephesians, Prol.

unlovingness (un-luv'ing-nes), «. The charac-
ter or state of being unloving.

Time and its austere experience of the outer world's
unlovingness have made her thankfully take affection's

clasp. R. Broughton, Joan, II. xi.

unluckfult (un-luk'fid), a. Bringing ill luck

;

mischievous.

Pallas, ladle of citees, why settest thou thy delite in
three tlie moste vnlucke/ull beaates of the worlde, the
oulette, the dragon, and the people'?
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 375. (Davies.)

unluckily (un-luk'i-li), adv. In an unlucky or
unfortunate manner; unfortunately; imhap-
pily ; by ill luck.

Was there ever so prosperous an invention thus ttnZiwt-
i^»/ perverted and spoiled by a . . . book-worm, a candle-
waster? B.,Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

1 was once in a mixt assembly that was full of noise
and mirth, when on a sudden an old woman unluckily ob-
served there were thirteen of us in company.

Addison, Omens.

unluckiness (un-luk'i-nes), n. The character
or state of being unlucky, in any sense.

unlucky (un-luk'i), a. 1. Not lucky or fortu-

nate ; not favored by fortune ; ixnsuccessful

;

subject to frequent misfortune, failure, or mis-
hap ; ill-fated ; unfortunate ; unhappy.
In short, they were unlucky to have been bred in an un-

polished age, and more unlucky to live to a refined one.
Dryden, Dei. of Epil. to 2d pt. Conq. Granada.

2. Not resulting in success ; resulting in fail-

ure, disaster, or misfortune.

Unlucky accidents which make such experiments mis-
carry. Boyle.

3. Accompanied by or bringing misfortune,
disappointment, disaster, or the like; ili-

omened; inauspicious.

A most ujducky hour. Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 251.

Haunt me not with that unlucky face.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

4. Mischievous; mischievously waggish. [Ar-
chaic]
Why, cries an unlttcky wag, a less bag might have

served. Sir R. L'Estrange.

There was a lad, th' unhicHest of his crew.
Was still contriving something bad but new.

Dr. W. King.

unlustt, n. [< ME. unlust, < AS. unlust, dis-

pleasure, dislike (= OHG. unlust, MHG. G. un-

lust, displeasure, = Icel. liUfst, bad appetite, =
Sw. ohjst = Dan. ulyst = Goth, unlustus), < un-,

not, + lust, pleasure: see Jms(1.] Displeasure;
dislike.

He dooth alle thyng . . . with ydelnesse and unlust.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

unlustrous (un-lus'trus), a. Not lustrous ; not
shining.

In an eye
Base and unlustrous as the smoky light

That s fed with stinking tallow.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6. 109.

[I^e above is the reading in some modem editions ; the
old editions have illustrimu.}
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tmlnte (un-Iut')) »•• '• [< «»-^ + lute^.^ To tUUnanageable (un-man'aj-a-bl), a. Not man- Manyot our subjecta . . . have caused to be planted
separate, as things cemented or luted; take the ageable; not readily sulimitting to handling large CoUonies of ye English nation, in diveree parts of

lute orclay from. or management; not easily reltrained, gov? '''
'^"'''^

''"'"^n^a^^^rrptmouth^pYl^L^^oTr^^^^^
Upon the unlu(tn<7 the vessel, it infected the room with erned, or directed ; not controllable. Locke. n •«-»*„„„„_„j. „„t „„ • i, j i, „

a scarce supportable stink. Boyle, Works, I. 483. unmanageableneSS (un-man'ai-a-bl-nes), n. ^- ^°* manured
;
not enriched by manure,

unmade (un-mad'),«. [< ME. unmnd *u„. The character or state of being unmanage- J.^! aSd attL^thiy"t^co^^e^tSKsba"^^^^^
TOoA-crf; < t«j-l + WKwJel.] 1 . Deprived of form able. which is manured.

aujiuvjim,

or qualities.— 2. Not made ; not yet formed, unmanageably (un-man'aj-a-bli), a(i». In an Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 117.

Taking the measure of an unmade grave. unmanageable maimer; uncontrollably; so as unmarked (un-markf), «• 1. Not marked; hav-
SAot.,E,. andJ.,iii. 8. 70. to be unmanageable. ing no mark: as, the unmarked (south-point-

Used with «jj ; not made up ; not worked into Our eyes are sensitive only to unmanageably short ing) pole of a magnet.— 2. Unobserved; not
shape; not manufactured: as, unmade-up ma- waves. Nature, XLll. 172. regarded; undistinguished; not noted,
terials ; an nnmadc-up dress. Her hair was snow-white and unmanageably coarse. He mix'd, unmark'd, among the busy throng.

Unmagistrate (un-maj'is-trat), V. t. [< nn-^ + ^- Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 484. Dryden, All for Love, iv.

magistrate.'] To degrade from or deprive of the Unmanaged (un-man'ajd), a. Not controlled; unmarketable (un-mar'ket-a-bl), a. Not fit

office and authority of a magistrate. Milton, not restrained; specifically, not broken in, as for the market; not salable; of no merely
[Kare.] a horse; not trained, in general. pecuniary value.

unmaiden (un-ma'dn), v. t. [< un-^ + maiden.'] Like colts or unmanaged horses. That paltry stone brought home to her some thought,
To ravish ; deflower. [Rare.] ,/er. rai/?or, Holy Living, true, spiritual, «7imoric«aWc. ifiji^isfe!/, Hypatia, iix.

He u»»iateie»«(J his sister Juno. An unguided force, and unmonaij'ed virtue. UUmarrcd (un-mard'), a. [< ME. unmerred;
{/"rguAari, tr. of Rabelais, iit 12. {Davies.) -/*'ei(on, Dissertation on Reading the Classicks. < jdj-l -f- marred.'] Not marred or in lured

unmaidenly (un-ma'dn-li), a. Not befitting a unmanhoodt (un-man'hud), n. [< ME. unman- tmmarriablet (un-mar'i-a-bl), a. Not mar-
maiden. Iwde; < MM-l + manhood.] An unmanly or riageable. Milton, Divorce, ii. 15.

The wanton gesticulations of a virgin in a wild assembly cowardly act. unmarriageable (un-mar'aj-a-bl), a. Not fit

of gallants warmed with wine could be no other than rig- !„ g]en hymself myghte he nat Wynne to be married ; too young f'or'marriage.

''X"St Contemplations, John Baptist Beheaded.
But bothe doon «„nmnAode and a synne UUmarriageableneSS (un-mar'aj-a-bl-nes), n.

.f , , , -,, ,,, mu i. i.

tnaucer, iroiius, 1. «J4. The state of being unmarriageable.
unmailable (un-ma la-bl), a. That may not unmanlike (un-man'Uk), a. Not manlike, (a) unmarried (un-mlr'id), a. Not married; sin-
be mailed: applied to matter which, by law Unlike man in form or appearance. (M Unbecoming a gle: as, an MHm«merf woman or man. Commonly
regulation, or treaty stipulation, is excluded man as a member of the human race ; inhuman ; brutal. the word implies that the person to whom It is applied
from the mails, or which, by reason of illegible, it is strange to see the unmanlike cruelty of mankind. has never been married ; but it may be used of a widow
incorrect, or insufficient address, cannot be for- Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i. or widower, and possibly of a divorced person,

warded to its destination. Glossary of U. S. (c) Unsuitable to a man, as opposed to a woman or child ; That die unmorried, ere they can behold

Postal Terms. effeminate; childish. Bright Phoebus in his strength.

Unmaimed (un-mamd'), a. Not maimed ; not By the greatness of the cry, it was the voice of a man ;

Sna*., w. T., Iv. 4. 123.

disabled in any limb ; complete in all the parts

;

"lough It was a very unmanlike voice, so to cry. unmarry (un-mar 1), v. f. [< Mn-2 + marry^.]

unmutilated • entire.
Sidney. To divorce

; dissolve the marriage contract of.

Ti • Av fl i J j*x « * i L 1. • X., This is wnman^ifcc, to build upon such slight airy con- fRare.!

JLo? entlrfand^rl'tV *"
"""T^'lU^^^r^'eU J^'"-" •^-- ^<""-' '""^^^ <«'• 1«=*^^ "" «»^ A law! . . giving permission to unmarry a wife, and

unmakable (un-ma'ka-bl), a. That cannot be lllimaillinessCun-man'li-nes),**. The charac- marry alust Jtfa(«, Divorce.

made " ter of being unmanly; effeminacy. unmartjn: (un-mar'tfer), ti. t. [_< un-^ ¥ martyr,

Unvlakable by any but a divine power. JV. Grew. You and yours make piety a synonym for unmanJiness. «] To degrade from the standing or dignity
, ' .^ „, . ^insrsfe!/, Yeast, 11. of a martyr. [Eare.]

'rSfro^h^ essential form"and ouaUtiea of-
"pmanly (un-man'li), a. Not manly, (a) Not ,

Scotus
.
was made a martyr after his death. . . .

1 o aesiroy tne essenuai lorm ana quauiies 01

,

having the qualities or attributes of a man, as opposed but since Baronlus has unmartvred him.
cause to cease to exist ; annihilate ; uncreate

;

to a woman or child ; not having the strength, vigor. Fuller, Ch. Hist., n. iv. 36.

oroffi'ceX'''
o'-^^^^-^^lly 'l^'^^g'^t'ie'^'^ture

-„Sa^^'ri,t'ShTc\Tld1lh:"Lra"ro;s%VteT«^^ immasculatet (un-mas'ku-lat), f. t. [< „„-2 +
„ , . ,* . j_. , X J. ^ , ., manly vfTetch. (W Unbecoming in a man ; unworthy of 'ifidsculate.] ±0 emasculate.
God when he makes the prophet, does not unmake the a man ; cowardly: as, unmanly fears. The sins of the south unmaseulate northern bodies.

, .

J^ocne.
matchless son Fuller, Holy War (1639), p. 225.

God does not make or unmake things to t^y experl-
j,, j ;„ thy' fath^r's'blessings ; muc'h more blest uumasculine (un-mas'kii-lin), a. Not mascu-^-^urnei. In thine own vertues ; let me dew thy cheeks i;„o «,. moyW MiHr.,, '

Power to make emperours, and to ramoie them agalne. With my unmaniy tears.
imt, oi mduiy. jKiMon. ,„-,.,

Jeweii, A Replie unto M. Hardinge, p. 418. (Eticyc. Diet.) Beau, and Ji";., Laws of Candy, v. lUimaSK (un-mask ;, f. {<. un-^ + mask^.] I.

.
Three observers, separately, on distinct occasions were unmanned (un-mand'), J>. a. Not tamed; not

*'''"'^- Tostripof a mask or ofany disguise; lay
m some way immediately aware when an electro-magnet „„(. f„„,M;„« „,;ti, ™„„ . „ +„«™ •„ *„i„^ ; open what IS concealed ; bring to light.
was secretly "made'' and "unmade." yet familiar with man

:
a term m falconry. ^

t «„, .,„,.,„.i..^ I- > a a
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 236. No colt is so unbroken, ^ "" unmasked, mispinted^undone^

9 To leave iiTiTTinrlp iinfnrmprl unoT-oBtpfl nr Or hawk yet half So haggard or unmanned.' »» . ™ „ '. >
v

< •

uiifashionid
""1-^^^^'-,""*°"^®"' "^created, or

B.Jonson, Sad shepherd, ill. 2. II. intrans. To put off or lay aside a mask.

« 1, 1 „ 7 J 1, 1 V ,• » Come, civil night, . . . My husband bids me ; now I will «nma«*.May make, unmake, do what she list.
. Hood my unmann'd blood, bating in my cheeks, Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 206.

SAa*., Othello, 11. 3. 352. with thy black mantle. SAat., R. and J, iil. 2. 14. „_~„„t_j f,,-, „i„i.t"i „ -NTnt mnsVpfl

''^^^fS^Z:^:ii:^:^^iZt^lCl^, unmannered(un-man'.rd),a. Uncivil; nide; SSSSS-ZstJi ^l ^nlX'^flasks.
which unmakes

undomg, also, that mannerless. unmasterable (un-mas'ter-a-bl),a. [< h«-2 -f

... - »,' ,1 11, , • « 11- , 1 You have a slanderous . . . tongue, umnanner'd lord, master^ + -ahle.] That cannot be mastered
of mlf •""' "' *"' ""*'"« "' fmlTS&^irX ^. " '"^'^' '^""""^'^ ''""^P'™"^' "" ' ''' '^'^'^^'''^- ^"^ ^- ^™'^"«' ^"Ig- Err., iv. 2.

Tr?nt\Tate^o7CS-S"l"- ''"'' ^"rofceaX^of^bXg'unr^U; wl'n^t uLSered (un-m.s't.rd), a. 1. Not sub-

uSue'abyTn-ll"W «.^ C of good manners; breachlf civility ; rudeness dued; not conquered.- 2. ^kot conquerable,

ble ; not capable of being extended by rolling
of behavior. He cannot his «nnias(«-d grief sustain. Dryden.

or hammering, as a metal; hence, not capable unmannerly (un-man fer-h), a. 1 Not man- unmatcbable (un-mach'a-bl), a. That cannot
of being shaped by outside influence ; unyield-

"'''"'y
'
wanting m manners

;
not having good be matched ; not to be equaled ; unparalleled,

ing. ^ ^ •' ' ^ manners; rude in behavior; ill-bred; uncivil. Most radiant, exquisite, and ««ma<cAa6i« beauty.

"I do believe thee," said the Sub-Prior; "I do believe iL'^,f„'/?rj,^fv^K
'° *''''^ '"'"°"' .^ ^,

SAo*., T. >'., i. 5. 181.

that thine [Le., thy mind) is indeed metal unmaiieoiie by Ana not to Kiss you.
-,0. UnmatchableneSS (un-mach'a-bl-nes), n. The

force." Scoit, Monastery, xxxi.
i>naK., nen. viii., 1. 4. as. character of being unmatcfiable : matchless-

ilTimaTi CuTi-mftii'l « ^ • Tiret mifl Tin «Min«>iM<>rf Depart, or I shall be something unmonn«Wi/ with you. ,,„„<,unman (.un man ;, v.i.
,
pret. ana pp. unmmnea, £^„„ „^ p^ g,„ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^j g utss.

pi^T. unmanning. [< Mn-2 + man.] 1. To de- ~ -.r . j- ^ j The presumption of his unma^cAoWenww.
prive of the character or qualities of a human 2. Not according to good manners: as, an ««- Bp. Hall, Epistles, iv. 2. (Daviei.)

being, as reason, etc.
wmMneWj/ ]est.=Syn. See list under «ncm7. ., unmatched (un-machf), a. Matchless; hav-

Pnman not, therefore, thyself by a bestial transforma-^°°»annerlyt .(un-man |r-li), adv. With ill iug no match or equal.
Hon. Sir r. Browne, Christ. Mor., ill. 14. manners ; uncivilly ; mdely. Beauty I O, it is

2. To emasculate; deprive of virility.-3. To „,, ^
Forgive me An unnmfeW blessing or a horrid curs^

.in„™„„ „« *!, „ ij-i-iji If Iliave used myself unmanncriv. i" ora, Broken Heart, 11. 1.
depnve of the courage and fortitude of a man; SAo*., HeiK viil., ilL 1. 176. rmmatcliedness (un-mach'ed-nes) » Thebreak or reduce into irresolution; dishearten; ., , .,,. , r, o_i. ..7 n

uniudiLiieaness ^un macu eo nes;, «. ine

delect- make womanish ' unmantle (un-man'tl), ?>. <. [< «»-3 + manite.] state of being unmatched; incomparableness.

o . '
I.. . ^., J ,,_

, „ ,. , , To deprive of a mantle ; uncover. [Rare.]
Such was his fortitude, that not even the severest trials in_ «i » i. j . „ • , -

could unman him. Latimer, Life and Writings p. xl ITiey unmantled him of a new Plush Cloke. His clear unniafcA«dn««* In all manners of learning.

TT • J .... Howell Letters I i 17 Chapman, Iliad, Pref.
Having made up my mind to hope no more, I got rid of

aoweu, i^euers, 1. 1. n. _ . , , -,i jn xt i. \l j
a great deal of that terror which unmanned me at first, unmanufactured (un-man-ii-fak'tiird), a. 1. nnmatett (un-ma ted), a. Not mated; not

Poe, Tales, L 172. Not made up; still in its natural state, or only paired.
^

4. To deprive of men: as, to unman a ship or partly prepared for use: thus, fiber is nnmanu- unmaterial (un-ma-te ri-al), a. Not material,
town. factured before it is made into thread ; thread The unmaterial fruits of shades. Daniel, Musophilus.

[The daughters of Danaus were] tum'd out to Sea in a is unmanufactured before it is woven into cloth, unmateriallzed (un-ma-te'ri-al-izd), a. Net in
Ship unrnannu jfiVton, Hist. Eng., 1. —2. Not'simulated: as, unmantt/actered grief, bodily sliape; not having become an actual

unmanacle(un-raan'a-kl),». «. [< «n-2 -f TOrtjirt- [CoUoq.] fact:" as. his schemes were MHrnaiermiirfd.
cJe.J To release from or as from manacles ; set unmanured(un-ma-niird'),a. If. Unfilled; un- unmateriatet (un-ma-te'ri-at), a. Not materi-
free. Tennyson, Two Voices. cultivated. Spenser. ate.
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munaze (un-maz'), r. t. [< Mn-2 + maze.'i To
relieve from terror or bewilderment. [Rare.]

This poor Arpiiiate . . .

Vnmaz'd us, and took pains for all the town.
Stapyltoiiy tr. of Juvenal, viii. 312.

unmeaning (un-me'ning), a. 1. Having no
meaning or signification : as, unmeaning words.
— 2. Not having or not indicating intelligence

or sense: mindless; senseless ; expressionless.
Bijron. To Thyrza.
unmeaningly (un-me'ning-li), adv. In an un-
meaning manner; without meaning or sense.

unmeaningness (un-me'ning-nes), K. The char-
acter of being unmeaning. Miss Burney, Ca-
milla, iii. 1.

nnmeant (un-menf), a. Not meant; not in-

tended; undesigned.

But Rha^tus happened on a death unmeant.
Dryden, .Eneid, x. 561.

immeasurable (un-mezh'ur-a-bl), o [< ME.
UHmesiirable ; < tin-l + measurable.'] Immea-
surable.

Glotonye Is unmesuraUe appetit to ete or to drynke.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Their unmeasurdble vanity.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevela, v. 2.

unmeasurableness (un-mezh'ur-a-bl-nes), n.
The state of being unmeasurable. [Rare.]

Showing the unmeasureableneis of his Godhed.
Fnith, Bok made by Him (an. 1633). (Encyc. Diet.)

unmeasurablyt (un-mezh'ur-a-bli), adv. [<
ME. unmi .turaUy ; < wn-l + measurably.'] Im-
measurably.
The nyght folowynge there rose a wondre grete tempeste

of eicedynge moche wynde, and therewlthall it rayned
and hayled so vnitiesuraUy that no man my^'ht luke forthe
aboue the hatches. Sir It Ouyl/orde, Pyli,Tymage, p. 72.

nnmeasured (un-mezh'urd), a. 1. Not mea-
sured; plentiful beyond measure; hence, im-
mense ; infinite ; boundless.

The unmeatrured cycles of a limitless future.
J. li. Macduff, Memories of Patmos, p. 16.

Peopling, they also, the unmeaturul solitudes of time.
Carlyle.

2. Not subject to or obeying any musical rule
of measure, time, or rhythm ; irregular ; capri-
cious.

The unmeamrei notes of that strange lyre. Shelley.

nnmechanize (un-mek'a-niz), v. t. [< un-^ +
mccli(iiii:i'.] To undo or destroy the mecha-
nism of; unmake ; destroy ; throw out of gear.
[Rare.]

Embryotlc evils that could unmeehanixe thy frame.
SUme, Tristram .Shandy, lit 167.

unmeddle (un-med'l), v. i. [< Mn-2 + meddle.]
To undo or repair the eflfects of meddling.
[Rare.]

Lord Granville unmeddles and unmuddles,
Uiggimon, English .Statesmen (1875), p. 167.

nnmeddUng (un-med'ling), a. Not meddling;
not interfering with the concerns of others;
not <]flifious. Chesterfield.

TUUneddlingness (un-med'ling-nes), n. For-
bearance of interposition, or of busying one's
self with something. [Rare.]

If then we Iw but sojourners, . . . here must be an
. uniiieddlinffneM with these worldly concernments.

Bp. Hall.

unmediclnable (un-m§-dis'in-a-bl), a. 1 . Pow-
erless to cure.

Away with his vnmtdcirjsble balme
Of worded breath : forbear, friends, let me rest.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, Iv. 1. (Daviet.)

2. That cannot be cured.

But these, much-med'cine-knowlng men, physicians, may
recure,

Tliou yet unmed'cinaMe still.

Chapman, Iliad, xrl. 24. (DasiM.)

unmeditated (un-med'i-ta-ted), a. Not medi-
tated; not jirepared by previous thought; un-
premeditated. [Rare.]

Fit strains pronounced, or sung
Unmeditated. Milton, P. L., v. 149.

nnmeekt (un-mek'), a. [< ME. unmeke, unmck,
uniiicoc; <. un-^ + meek.] 1. Not meek or gen-
tle; fierce; cruel; harsh; severe.

An unmeke lord. • Chaucer, Boethlus, Iv. Beter 7.

2. Not kind ; disdainful.

•She t<j me was nought untneke. Rom. of the Rote, I. 090.

unmeet (un-mef), a. [< ME. unmet, < AS. un-
!l'nu;t, immoderate, immense, mixed with un-
inete, unmaite, < AS. unmxte (= OHG. umndzi,
MHG. itnmdse, unmeeze, immoderate), < «n-, not,
+ msete, modei-ate: see meet-.] \. Not meet
or fit; improper; not suitable; unbecoming.

2t.
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nnmlter
Ther slepeth ay this god unmerie.

Chaucer, House of Fame, I. ^^.

unmeted (un-me'ted), a. Not meted or mea-
sured. [Rare.]

Some little of the anxiety I felt In degree so unmeted.
Charlotte Bronte, Vlllette, xxxljt. (Daviee.)

unmethodical (un-me-thod'i-kal), a. Not me-
thodical.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 152. unmethodlzed (un-meth'od-izd), a. Not meth-
3. Not suited or fitted ; not adapted. odized or regulated by "method, system, or
Ah Maud, you milk-white fawn, you are all unmeet for a plan ; not systematized. J. Harington, Oceana,

wi'e- Tennyson, Maud. p. 12.

unmeetly (un-met'li), adv. Not fitly; imprcp- unmetrical (un-met'ri-kal), a. Not metrical;
erly ; unsuitably ; unworthily. irregular in meter.
A faire mayden . . . upon a niansy jade unmeeUy set. Unmevablet, a. A Middle English form of un-

The Ladle, hearkning to his sensefull speach,
Found nothing that he said unmeet nor geason.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. I v. 37.

White Angel of the Lord ! unmeet
That soil accursed for thy pure feet.

Whittier, The Peace of Europe.

Unseemly ; coarse ; rustic.

Hlr voice ful clere was ful and swete,
She was nought rude ne umnete.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vi. 16.

unmeetness (un-met'ues), «. Unfitness; un-
suitableness ; unbecomingness.
Vast unmeetiuss In marriage. Milton, Divorce, L 13.

unmellowed (un-mel'od), a. Not mellowed;
not fully matured ; not toned dovfn or softened
by ripeness or length of years.

His head unnudlow'd, but his judgement ripe.

Shak., T. G. of V., iL 4. 70.

unmelodious (un-me-16'di-us), a. Not melodi-
ous; wanting melody ; harsh.
The unuu'todious noise of the braying mules.

Sir T. Herbert

unmelodiousness (un-me-lo'di-us-nes), n. The
character of being unmelodious.
unmentionable (un-men'shon-a-bl), a. In-
capable of being mentioned ; unworthy of or
unfit for being mentioned, named, or noticed.
Whenever he did anything which appeared to her to

savour of an unmentionable place.

movable.

unmew (un-mli'), v. t. [< m«-2 -I- meuA.] To
set free as from a mew ; emancipate ; release.
[Rare.]

But let a portion of etherlal dew
Fall on my head, and presently unmew
My soul ; that I may dare. In wayfaring.
To stammer where old Chaucer used to sing.

Keats, Endymion, I,

linnughtyt(un-mi'ti),a. [< ME. unmighty, uit-

myghty, unmigty, < AS. unmihtig, unmehiig (=
OHG. unmahtig), < ««-, not, + mihtig, mighty.]
Powerless; incapable of success.

He ... Is unmyghty for his shrewednesse.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 858.

unmildt (un-mild'), a. [< ME. unmilde, < AS.
unmilde (= OHG. unmilt), < tin-, not, + milde,
mild.] Not mild ; harsh ; severe. Gower, Conf.
Amant., i.

unmildnesst (un-mild'nes), n. Want of mild-
ness ; harshness. Milton, Divorce, ii. 7.

W. S. OUbert, Lost Mr. Blake. Unmllltary (un-mil'i-ta-ri), a. Not according
to military rules or customs; not of a military
character.

nnminded (un-min'ded), a. Not minded; not
heeded ; not kept in mind. [Rare.]

A poor, tinminded outlaw sneaking home.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 3. 68.

Where was your gratitude, who in your coffers
Hoarded the rusty treasure which was due
To my unminded father ?

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. ].

unmindful (un-mind'fiil), a. Not mindful ; nol
heedful ; not attentive ; regardless ; heedless

;

careless: as, unmindful of Taws; unmindful of
health or of duty.

Unmiruiful of the crown that virtue gives.

Milton, Comus, 1. 9.

For not unmindful of thee are the Gods ; . . .

Even here they seek thee out, In Hela's realm.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

=Syn. Careless, Inattentive (to), heedless, unobservant,
negligent, forgetful, unheedful.

unmindfully (un-mind'ful-i), adv. In an un-
mindful manner; carelessly; heedlessly,
unmindfulness (un-mind'fm-nes), n. Heedless-
ness ; inattention ; carelessness.
unmingle (un-ming'gl), v. t. To separate, as
things mixed. [Rare.]

It will unmingle wine from the water, the wine as-
cending and the water descending. Bacon.

unmentionableness (un-men'shon-a-bl-nes), n
The character of being unmentionable.
unmentionables (un-men'shon-a-blz), n. pi.
Trousers or breeches, as an article of dress not
to be mentioned in polite circles; inexpressi-
bles. [Colloq. and humorous.]
unmercenary (un-m6r'se-na-ri), a. Not mer-
cenary ; not sordid.
A generous and unmercenary principle.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I, i.

unmerchantable (un-mer'chan.ta-bl), a. Not
merchantable ; not of a quality fit for the mar-
ket; unsalable. R. Carew.
No lot of Meats shall be considered suitable for delivery

on contract If twenty (20) per cent, of it is unmerchantable.
Ifew York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 167.

unmerciedt (un-mer'sid), a. [< ««-i + mercy +
-cd'^.] Unmerciful ; merciless. Drayton, Mis-
eries of Queen Margaret.
unmerciful (un-m^r'si-fiil), a. 1. Not merci-
ful; not influenced by mercy; unkind; cruel;
inhuman ; merciless : of persons or things.

God never can hear the prayers of an unmerciful man.
Jer. Taylor, Sermons, I. Iv.

2. Unconscionable ; exorbitant.
Unmerciful demands. Pope.

Unmerciful Parliament Same as merciless Parlia-
ment (which see, under Parliament).

unmercifully (un-mer' si -fill -i), add. In an Unmlngleable (un-ming'gl-a-bl), a. Thatcan-
''' "•"— ' i-_

1 not bo mingled or mixed. [Rare.]
The property of oil being unmingleable with water.

Boyle, Works, I. 536.

unmingled (un-ming'gld), a. Not mingled;
not mixed ; unmixed ; unalloyed

; pure : as, to
view some event with unmingled dread.

Springs on the tops of high hills are . . . pure andun-
mingled. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 396.

, ,, ... Not mi-
raculous. Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

USly (un-mi-rak'u-lus-li), adv. In
an unmiraculous manner; without a miracle.
Unmiry (un-mir'i), a. Not miry ; not muddy

;

not foul with dirt. [Rare.]
WItli safe unmiry feet. Oay, Trivia, ill.

unmerciful manner; without mercy or tender-
ness; cruelly; often, especially in colloquial
use, extremely; very: as, anTOer(n/M% eold wea-
ther.

Full fiercely layde the Amazon about,
And dealt her blowes unmercifully sore.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 31.

unmercifolness (un-m6r'si-ful-nes), n. The „,^,^ ^^^
character of being unmerciful; cruelty; in-

""'2''"^' .,,-,,
humanitv

< J

'

Unmiraculous (un-mi-rakj^u-lus), a.

unmeritablet (un-mer'i-ta-bl), a. Having no J^1!\\?"J:'',J'T' ^

"
i- r ,^

merit or desert; worthless. unmiraculously (un-mi-rak'u-lus-li)^

This Is a slight unmeritable man.
Meet to be sent on errands.

Shak., J. C, Iv. 1. 12.

unmerited ( un-mer'i-ted), a. 1 . Not merited

;

not deserved; obtained without service or unmistakable (un-mis-ta'ka-bl), a. That can-
equivalent: as, «K?«cWte(i promotion. Milton,
P. L., xii. 278.— 2. Not deserved because of
wrong-doing; cruel; unjust: as, Mnmeriierf suf-
ferings or injuries; an unmerited disgrace.

unmeritedness (un-mer'i-ted-nes), n. The
character or state of being unmerited.
The freeness and unmeritedness of God's grace.

Boyle, Works, L 27&

Unmeriting (un-mer'i-ting), a. Not meriting;
not meritorious or deserving.

A brace of unmeriting, proud, violent, testy magistrates.
Shak., Cor., II. 1. 47.

unmerry (un-mer'i), a. [< ME. unmerie, un-
murie; < «»-i + m^rry.] Notmei-ry; not dis-

posed to mirth.

not bo mistaken or misunderstood ; clear; evi-
dent. Also unmistakeable.

Not the Scripture, but unmistakeable and indefectible
oral tradition, was the rule of faith. Tillotson.

= Syn. Palpable, manifest, obvious, patent, unequivocal,
unamliigudus, decided.

unmistakably (un-mis-ta'ka-bli), adv. In an
unmistakable manner; so as not to be mis-
taken. Also unmistakeably.

She went first to the best adviser, God—
Whose finger unmistakably was felt

In all this retribution of the past.
Browning, Ring and Book, i, 116.

unmiter, unmitre (un-mi'tfer), v. t. To de-
prive of a miter ; degrade or depose from the
rank and dignity of a bishop. Milton. [Rare.]



tmmitigable

tuunitigable (nu-mit'i-ga-bl). a. Not capable
of beiug mitigated, softened, or lessened.

Her most unmitigahle i-age. Shall., Tempest, i. 2. 276.

unmitigated (un-mit'i-ga-ted), a. Not miti-

gated ; not lessened ; not softened or toned
down; unassuaged; often, especially in collo-

quial use, unconscionable : as, an unmitigated
scoundrel ; an unmitigated lie.

With public accusation, uncovered slander, unmitigaXed
rancour. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 308.

The unmitigated blaze o( vindicatory law.

J. W. Alexander, Discouraos, p. 62.

niunitigatedly (un-mit'i-ga-ted-li), adv. With-
out mitigation ; in an unmitigated degree

;

utterly.

"Lady Delmar" is neither realistic nor Idealistic; it Is

altogether improbable and unmitigatedly melodramatic.
The Academy, April 11, 1891, p. 342.

unmixed, nnmixt (un-miksf), a. Not mixed;
not mingled

;
pure ; simple ; unadulterated

;

unmingled ; unalloyed.

Thy commandment all alone shall live, . . .

Unmix'd with baser matter.
Shnk., Hamlet, i. 6. 104.

God is an unmixed good. T. Brooks, VVorlts, I. 187.

unmixedly (un-mik'sed-li), adv. Entirely;
purely;, without mixture of other qualities;

utterly. [Bare.]

That superstition cannot be regarded as umnixedty
noxious which compels the hereditary master to kneel
before the spiritual tribunal of the hereditary bondman.

Macaulay.

unmoaned (un-mond'), a. Not bemoaned or
lamented.

Our fatherless distress was left unmoan'd.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 2. 64.

unmodemize (un-mod'6r-niz), V. t. To alter

from a modern fashion or style
;
give an ancient

or old-fashioned form or fashion to.

Unmodemize a poem rather than give it an antique air.

Lamb, Essays.

tuimodifiable (un-mod'i-fi-a-bl), a. Not modi-
fiable ; not capable of being modified.

immodifiableness (un-mod'i-fi-a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unmodifiable.

A nature not of brutish umnodifidbleness.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Iviii. {Dames.)

unmodified (un-mod'i-tld), a. Not modified;
not altered in form ; not qualified in meaning;
not limited or circumscribed.

An universal, unmodified capacity to which the fanatics
pretend. Burke, To Sir H. Langrlshe.

nnmodish (un-m6'dish),o. Not modish; not ac-
cording to custom or fashion; unfashionable;
not stylish.

Your Eloquence would be needless— 'tis so unmodish
to need Persuasion. Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

Who there frequents at these unmodish hours,
But ancient matrons with their frizzled towers.
And gray religious maids?

Oay, Eclogues, The Toilette.

unmoistened (un-moi'snd), a. Not made moist
or liumid ; not wetted ; dry.

And mayst thou die with an unmoisten'd eye,

And no tear follow thee

!

Fletcher (and anotherl), Nice Valour, it 1.

nnmold, unmould (un-m61d'), v. t. [< wn-s 4-

m«M3.] To change the form of; reduce from
any form.

Umnoulding reason's mintage.
Charactered in the face.

Milton, Comus, 1. 529.

unmolested (un-mo-les'ted), a. Not molested

;

not disturbed ; free from disturbance.

Meanwhile the swains
Shall unmolested reap what plenty bows.

J. Philips, Cider, ii.

unmomentary (un-mo'men-ta-ri), a. At the
same time, or without a momeut's intervention.

[Kare.]

From heav'n to earth He can descend, and bee
Aboue and here in space vnmomerUarie.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 439.

unmoneyed (un-mun'id), a. Not having mon-
ey; not possessed of wealth : as, tho unmoneyed
classes. Also unmoiiied.

The unmoneyed v/lght Shenstone,'Ihe School-mistress.

nnmonopolize (un-mo-nop'o-liz), i\ t. To free

from monopoly ; deprive of the character of a
monopoly. Also nnmonopoUse. [Rare.]

The unappropriating and unmonopolizing the rewards
of learning and industry from the greasie clutch of ig-

norance and high feeding.
Milton, Information in Eng., ii.

unmonopolizing (un-mo-nop'o-li-zing), «. Not
monopolizing; not including in a monopoly;
not obtaining the whole of anything. Also un-

monopolising. [Bare.]

eeno

This is an important point, as suggesting the disinter-

ested and unmimopolising side of esthetic pleasure.
J. Sully, Encyc. Brit., I. 216.

unmoor (un-mor'), )). [< «H-2 -I- Hjooi2.] J_

trans. 1. \aut., to bring to the state of riding

with a single anchor, after having been moored
by two or more cables.—2. To loose from an-
chorage or from moorings, literally or figura-

tively.
Thy sitiif unmoor.

And waft us from the silent shore.
Byron, Giaour.

II. intrans. To loose from moorings ; weigh
anchor.

Look, where l>eneath the castle grey
His fleet unmoor from Aros bay '

Scott, Lord of the Isles, i. 12.

unmoral (un-mor'al), a. Not moral; non-moral;
not a subject of moral attributes ; neither moral
nor immoral.
unmorality (un-mo-ral'i-ti), ». Absence of

moral ity ; unmoral character.

The picture is very highly, a trifle too highly, wrought

:

but what pathos for those wliu can see behind it! Tlie need
of counsel, the lack of previous education, tlie al)Sohite

immorality. The Academy Feb. 8, 1890, p. 94.

unmoralized (uu-mor'al-izd), a. 1. Untutored
by morality ; not conformed to good morals.

[Rare.]

A dissolute and unmoralized temper. Nonris.

2. Not subjected to moralizing consideration:

as, an unmoralized thought.

There are no cabinets of unmoralised or half-moralised

conceptions, serving as Illustrations of the evolution hy-

pothesis. New JHrinceton Bev., I. 180.

Also unmoralised.

unmoralizing (un-mor'al-i-zing), a. 1. De-
moralizing.— 2. Not given to or consisting in

moral reflections.

He was primarily the artist, impersonal, unmoralizing,

an eye and a vocabulary. The Atlantic, LXIV. 701.

unmorrised (un-mor'ist), a. [< ««-! + morris
+ -erf2.] Not dressed as a morris-dancer; not
disguised by such a dress. [Rare.]

What ails this fellow.

Thus to appear before me unvmrrised f

Fletcher, Women Pleased, iv. 1.

unmortise (un-m6r'tis), V. t. [< Mn-2 + mortise.']

To loosen or undo as a mortise; loosen the
mortises or joints of.

In a dark nook stood an old broken-bottomed cane-couch,
without a squab or cover-lid, sunk at one corner, and un-
mortised by tlie failing of one of its worm-eaten legs.

Bichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 304.

The wrist is parted from the hand that waved.
The feet unmortived from their ankle-bones.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

un-Mosaic (un-mo-za'ik), a. The reverse of

Mosaic ; contrary to Moses or his law.

By this reckoning Moses should be most un-Mosaie.
Milton.

unmothered (un-muTH'trd), a. 1. Not having
a mother; deprived of a mother. [Rare.]— 2t.
Not having the feelings of a mother.

I e'en quake to proceede. My spirit tumes edge.

I feare me shG^a unmother*d, yet I'll venture.

C. Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, ii. 1.

unmotherly (un-muTH'6r-li), a. Not resem-
bling or not befitting a mother.

Unjnotherly mother and unwomanly
Woman, that near turns motherhood to shame,
Womanliness to loathing.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 195.

unmould, v. t. See unmold.

unmounted (un-moun'ted), a. 1. Not mount-
ed ; not performing regular duties on horse-

back: as, M»j»«ott«terf police.— 2. Not furnished

or set with appro])riate or necessary appurte-
nances: as, an unmounted jewel; not affixed to

a mount or backing, as of stiff paper or card-

board, as a drawing or a photogi-aph ; not pro-

vided with a mat of appropriate si ze and covered
with a protecting glass, as a lantern-slide or

transparency.
unmoumed(un-m6rnd'), a. Not mourned; not
grieved for or lamented.

But still he goes unmoum'd, returns unsought.
And oft, when present, absent from my thought

Byron, Corsair, ii. 14.

unmovabilityt (un-mo-va-bil'i-ti), «. [ME.
nnmocvubleie ; a.s unmovable + -ity.'] Immova-
bility. Also unmoveability.

It is constreyned into symplicite, that is to seyn, into

unmoevablete. Chaucer, Boiithius, iv. prose 6.

unmovable (un-m6'va-bl), a. [< ME. unmoeva-
blCjUnmcvable; <. un-^ + movable.] Immovable.
Also unmoreahle.

It is clept the dede See, lor it rennethe nought, but is

evere unmevable. Mandeville, Travels, p. loa

tmmusically

The Duke hath all his goods moueatile and unmou^abU.
HakluyVs Voyages, I. 242.

unmovablyt (un-mo'va-bli), adv. Immovably.
Also anmoveably. Jer.i'ayior, Works (ed. 1835),

Pref.. I. 16.

unmoved (un-movd'), a. 1. Not moved; not
transferred from one place to another. Locke.
— 2. Not changed in pui'pose or resolution;

unshaken; firm.

Unmoved, unshaken, unseduced. Milton, P. L., i. .554.

3. Not affected; not having the passions or

feelings excited; not touched or impressed;
not altered by passion or emotion ; calm ; apa-

thetic: a,s, an unmoved he&Tt; an mimwed luok.

Who, moving others, are themselves as stone,

UnmoDcd, cold, and to temptation slow.
Shak., Sonnets, xciv.

Can you stand unmov'd
When an earthquake of rebellion shakes the city.

And the court trembles?
Fletcher (ojid another). False One, v. 4.

Who could dwell
Unmoved upon the fate of one so young.

Southey, The Tale of Paraguay-

unmovedlyt (un-mo'ved-li), adv. In an un-

moved manner; without being moved.
If you entreat, I will unmovedly hear.

Beau, arul Fl., Phllastcr, 1. 2.

unmovlng (un-mo'ving), a. 1. Having no mo-
tion.

Unmoving heaps of matter. Cheyne, Phllos. Principles.

Alone, in thy cold skies,

Thou keep'st thy old unmoving station yet.

Bryant, Hymn to the North Star.

2. Not exciting emotion ; having no power to

affect the passions; unaffecting; not touching

or impressive.

unmowed, unmo'wn (un-mod', un-mon'), a.

Not mowed or cut down. Tennyson, Arabian
Nights.
unmuddle (un-mud'l), v. [< un-"^ + viuddle.]

To free from muddle. See the quotation under
unmeddle. [Rare.]

unmuffle (un-muf'l), «. [< mh-S + muffle.] I.

trans. To take a muffler from, as the face ; re-

move a muffler or wrapping from, as a person.

II. intrans. To throw off coverings or con-

cealments.

Unmuffle, ye faint stars, and thou fair moon,
That wont'st to love the traveller's benison.

Milton, Comus, L 331.

unmultiply (un-mul'ti-pli), V. t. [< ««-2 -t-

muUiphj.] To reverse the process of multi-

plication in; separate into factors. [Rare.]

As two factors multiplied together formed a product, it

ought to be possilde to unmultiply or split up (as '* C. W.
M." expresses it) that product into its factors again.

Nature, XXXIX 413.

unmunitioned (un-mu-nish'ond), a. Unfur-
nished with munitions of war.

Cadiz, I told them, was held poor, unmanned, and un-
•munitioned.
Peeks, Three to One, 1625 (Eng. Gamer, L 634). (Davies.)

unmurmured (un-m6r'm6rd), a. Not mur-
mured at. [Rare.]

If my anger chance let fall a stroke.

As we are all subject to impetuous passions,

Yet it may pass unmurmur'd, undisputed.
Fletcher (and anottierT), Nice Valour, iv. 1.

unmurmuring (un-mfer'mfer-ing), a. Not mur-
muring; not complaining: as, unmurmuring
patience. Byron, Bride of Abydos, i. 13.

unmurmuringly (un-mer'mfer-ing-li), adv. In

an unmurmuring manner; uncomplainingly.

unmuscled (un-mus'ld), a. Having the muscles
relaxed; flaccid: as, MwwiKsWerf cheeks. Bich-

ardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 362. (Davies.)

unmuscular (un-mus'ku-lar), a. Not muscu-
lar; physically weak. C.'ifeade, Cloister and
Hearth, Hi. (Davies.)

unmusical (un-mii'zi-kal), a. 1. Not musical;
not harmonious or melodious; not pleasing to

the ear.

Let argument bear no unmusical sound.
Nor jars interpose, secret friendship to grieve.

B. Jonson, Tavern Academy.

Milton could not have intended to close, not only a

period, but a paragraph also, with an unmusical verse.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 296.

2. Not skilled in or fond of music: as, un-

musical people.

unmusicality (un-mii-zi-karj-ti), «. The qual-

ity of being unmusical.

The idea of unmusicality is a relative one.
Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXVII. 356.

unmusically (un-mii'zi-kal-i), adv. In an un-

musical manner ; inharmoniously.

[Lander's] voice was sweet, and he could not speak un-

musically, though in a rage. Sledmaii, Vict. Poets, p. 65.



umnutable

unmutable* (un-mu'ta-bl). a. Immutable,
unmutilated (un-mu'ti-la-ted), a. Not muti-
lateJ ; uot deprived of a member or part ; en-

tire.

unmuzzle (un-muz'l), v. t. [< un-^ + muzzle.']

To loose from a muzzle ; remove a muzzle from

;

hence, figuratively, to free from restraint.

Ay, marry, now unmuzzle your wisdom.
tihak.. As you Like it, i. 2. 74.

unmystery (un-mis'te-ri), r. t. [< un-- +
miistfri/^.] To divest of mystery; make clear
or plain. Fuller, Worthies, Hereford, i. 453.

(Diivics.) [Rare.]

UlUiail (un-nal'), v. t. [< un-^ + nail.] To re-

move or take out the nails from; unfasten or
loosen by removing nails.

Whiles Joseph of Arimathaea and Xieodemns unnaU onr
lA>rd.

,
Hvelynj Perfection of Painting.

unnamable (un-na'ma-bl), a. Incapable of be-
ing named; indescribable. Also tmnatneable.

A cloiul of umtameable feeling.

Poe, Imp of the Perverse,

unnamed (un-namd'), a. 1. Not named; not
having received a name; hence, not known by
name ; anonymous.

Unnamed accusers in the dark.
Byron, Siege of Corinth, iv.

2. Not named ; not mentioned.

Be glad thou art unnam^.
Fletcher (and another\ False One, it 1.

unnapkined (un- nap 'kind), o. Having no
napkin or handkerchief. fRare.]

No pandar's wither'd paw.
Nor an unnapkin'd lawyer's greasy flst,

Hath once slubber'd thee.
Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, i. 3.

unnapped (un-napf), a. Not having a nap;
made without a nap, as cloth; deprived of nap.
nnnative (uu-na'tiv), a. Not native ; foreign

;

not natural; not naturalized, as a word.
Whence . . . this unnatiee fear,
To generous Britons never known before?

Thommm, iiritannia.

unnatural (un-nat'u-ral), a. 1. Not natural;
contrary to nature; monstrous; especially,
contrary to the natural feelings : as, unnatural
offenses.

Unnatural deeds
Do breed unnatural troubles.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 1. 8a

It Is well known that the mystery which overhangs what
is distant, either in space or time, frequently prevents us
from censuring as unnatural what we perceive to be im-
possible. Macaulay, History.

2. Acting without the affections of our com-
mon nature ; not having the feelings natural to
humanity; being without natural instincts: as,

an unnatural parent.
Kome, whose gratitude

Tow'rds her deserved children is enroU'd
In Jove's own t><x>k, like an unnatural dam,
Should now eat up her own. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 293.

3. Not in conformity to nature ; not agreeable
to the real character of persons or things ; not
representing nature ; forced ; strained; affected;
artificial : as, unnatural images or descriptions.

All violences and extravagances of a religious fancy are
. . . unnatural ; . . . I am not sure that they ever con-
sist with humility. Jer. TayUrr, Works, I. 72.

He will even speak well of the bishop, though I tell him
it is unnatural in a beneficed clergyman.

Oeurge Eliot, Middlemarch, L &
=8yn. 1-3. Preternatural, eic &ee lupematuraL—Z.
ArtifiHat, etc. ^e /actitiotui.

nnnaturalism (un-nat'u-ral-izm), M. The char-
acter or state of being imnatural; unnatural-
ness. [Rare.]

The expression of French life will change when French
life changes : and French naturalism is better at its worst
than French nnnaturalism at its best

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 96.^

unnaturality (un-nat-u-ral'i-ti), n. The quality
or state of being unnatural ; unnaturalness

;

unconformity to nature or to reality. [Rare.]
What unkindnes and unnaturaittie may we impute to

you. Fiixe, Actes and Monuments (ed. 1683), II. 1(186.

unnaturalize (un-nat'u-ral-iz), r. t. [< tt«-2 -t-

naturalizi-.] To make unnatural; divest of nat-
ural fliarai-ter.

Such usurpations by Rulers are the unruiluralizingt of
nature, disfranchisements of Freedome.

tf. Ward, Simple Oobler, p. 6L

unnaturalized (un-nat'u-ral-izd), a. 1. Not
naturalized; not made natural ; unnatural.
Adorned with unnaturalized ornaments.

Bralhwayt, Natures Embassie, Ded. (Encyc Diet)

2. Not invested, as a foreigner, with the rights
and privileges of a native subject or citizen;
alien.

6631

unnaturally (un-nat'u-ral-i), a<1v. In an un-
natural manner; in "opposition to natural feel-
ings and sentiments. Shak., 3 Heu. VI., i. 1.

193.

unnaturalness (un-nat'u-ral-nes), n. The state
or character of being unnatural ; contrariety to
nature.

unnature^ (un-na'tur), ». [< m«-1 + nature]
The absence of nature or of the order of nature

;

the contrary of nature ; that which is unnatu-
ral.

So as to be rather unruiture, after all, than nature.
n. Bushnell.

unnature^t (un-na'tur), V. t. [< Mn-2 -t- nature.]
To change or take away the nature of; endow
with a different nature. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia,
iii.

unnavigability (un-nav'i-ga-bil'i-ti), n. The
quality or state of being uniiavigable. lAttell's

Living Aye, CLXI. 88.

Unnavigable (un-nav'i-ga-bl), a. Not navi-
gable; incapable of being navigated; that may
not be sailed on.

That unnavif/able stream. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, x. 12.

unnavigated (un-nav'i-^a-ted), a. Not navi-
gated; not passed over in ships or other ves-
sels ; not sailed on or over. Cook, Third Voy-
age.

unneart (un-ner'), prep. Not near; not close
to ; at a distance from.

Now Cities stand vnneere the Ocean's brim.
Daviev, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 5L (Davies.)

unnecessarily (un-nes'e-sa-ri-li), adv. In an
unnecessary manner; without necessity ; need-
lessly; superfluously. Shak., Tempest, ii. 1.

264.

unnecessariness (un-nes'e-sa-ri-nes), «. The
state of being unnecessary ; iieedlessness. Dr.
H. More.
unnecessary (un-nes'e-sa-ri), a. and n. [<
ME. unneeensarie; < m»-1 + necessary.] I. a.

Not necessary ; needless ; not required by the
circumstances of the case ; useless : as, unne-
cessary labor or care ; unnecessary rigor.

Unjiecessarie
Is him to plaunte yf he be wel ysowe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (K E. T. S.X p. 143.

H, «.; pi. unnecessaries (-riz). That which
is unnecessary or dispensable.

It contains nothing
But rubbish from the other rooms, and unnecesgaiies.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 6.

unnecessityt (un-nf-ses'i-ti), n. The contrary
of necessity; something'unnecessary. Sir T.

Browne.
unneedful (un-ned'ful), a. Not needful; not
wanted; needless; unnecessary.

Speake uot everye truth, for that is vnncec^utL
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

unneedfully (un-ned'ful-i), adv. Needlessly;
unnecessarily. Milton, Apology for Smectym-
nuus.
unneighbored,unneighboured (un-na'bgrd), a.

Having no neighbors.

Scherla, ... an unneighhour'd Isle,

And far from all resort of busy man.
Cowper, Odyssey, vl.

unneighborliness,unneighbourliness(un-na'-
l)or-li-nes), >i. The quality or state of being
uiineighboriy. The Atlantic, LXV. 380.

nnneighborly, unneighbourly (un-na'bor-li),

a. Not iieiguborly ; not in accordance with the
duties or obligations of a neighbor; distant;

reserved; hence, unkind: as, an unneighborly
act.

On the West It Is separated and secure from vnruighbour-
ly neighbours by a sandie wildernesse.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 435.

unneighborlyt, unneighbourlyt (un-na'bor-li),

adv. In an unneighborly manner; distantly;

with reserve ; hence, unkindly.

The French . . . have dealt . . . very unfriendly and
unneighbourly to us.

Strype, Eccles. Mem., Edw. VI., an. 1649.

unnervatet (un-ntr'vat), a. [< ?(H-1 + *ttervate,

< nerve + -ate^ (cf. enervate).] Not strong; fee-

ble; enervated. W. Broome.
unnerve (un-nferv'), v. t. [< «w-2 -l- nerve.] To
deprive of nerve, force, or strength ; weaken

;

enfeeble ; hence, to deprive of power or author-
ity, as a government.

With the whiff and wind of his fell sword
The unnerved father falls. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 498.

Such situations bewilder and unnerve the weak, but call

fortb all the strength of the strong.
Macaulay, Hist Bns., tU.

nnobedient
But that beloved name nnne.rved my arm.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustiint.

unnest (un-nesf), v. [< ME. minesten; < «w-2
+ nest.] I. trans. To turn out of a nest; dis-
lodge.

The eye unnested from the head cannot see.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 258.

The earth on its softly-spinning axle never jars enough
to unnest a bird or wake a child.

11. W. Warren, Eecreations in Astronomy, p. 58.

Il.t intrans. To leave or depart from a nest
or abiding-place (?).

O soule I lurking in this wo unneste.
Fie forth out of myn herte and let it breste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 306.

unnestlet (un-nes'l), v. t. [< mi-^ + nestle. Cf

.

unnest.] To deprive of or eject from a nest;
dislodge; eject.

Lucifer . . . will go about to unnestle and drive out of
heaven all the gods.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 2. (Davies.)

unnetht, adv. Same as uneaih.

unnetted (un-net'ed), a. Not inclosed in a net
or network; unprotected by nets. Tennyson,
The Blackbird.

unniggard (un-nig'iird), a. Not niggard or mi-
serly; liberal. Sylvester.

unniggardly (un-nig'ard-li), a. Not niggardly
or miserly ; unniggar3 ; generous. Tucker.
unnimbea(un-nimd'), a. [< «H-l + niml) +
-ed'^.] Not having a nimbus; represented as
without a nimbus. Smith, Diet, of Christ. .An-
tiq., n. 1400.

unnoblel (un-n6'bl),«. [< mh-I -f- noble.] Not
noble; ignoble; mean.

Can there be any nature so unrMble,
Or anger so Inhuman, to pursue this?

Fletcher, Wife fur a Month, ii. 1.

Unnoble^ (un-no'bl), v. t. [< mm-2 -t- noble.] To
deprive of nobility. Heywood, If you Know
not me (Works, 1874, 1. 236).

unnobleness (un-no'bl-nes), n. The state or
character of being unnoble ; meanness.

Whose unnobleness.
Indeed forgetfulness of good—

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. S.

unnobly (un-no'bli), adi). Not nobly; ignobly.

Why do you deal thus with him? 'tis unnobly.
Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 1.

unnooked(un-nvikt'),a. [<Mn-l + nook+ -e.d^.]

Without nooks or crannies ; hence, figurative-
ly, without guile ; open ; simple.

With innocent upreared armes to Heaven,
With my unnookt simplicitie,

Marston, Antonio and Mclltda, IL, lv.8.

unnoted (un-no'ted), a. 1. Not noted; not ob-
served; not heeded; not regarded; unmarked.
Byron, Corsair, i.— 2. Not marked or shown
outwardly. Shak., T. of A., iii. 5. 21. [Rare.]
unnoticed (un-no'tisd), a. 1. Not observed;
not regarded ; not noted ; unmarked.
How superior in dignity, as well as In number, are the

unrvtticed, unhonored saints and heroes of domestic and
humble life.

Channiny, in Kidd's Hhetorical Reader, p. 217.

2. Not treated with the usual marks of re-
spect; not entertained with due attentions;
neglected.

unnotify (un-no'ti-fi), V. t. [< «n-2 -f- notify.]
To negative, as something previously made
known, declared, or notified. H. Il'alpole, To
Mann, iii. 231. (Davies.) [Rare.]
unnumberable (un-num'b6r-a-bl), a. [< ME.
umiombirablc ; < m>i-1 -I- numberable.] Innumer-
able.

unnumbered (un-nimi'bferd), a. Not num-
bered; hence, innumerable; indefinitely nu-
merous. Beau, and FL, Thierry and Theodo-
ret, iv.

unnumerablet (un-nii'me-ra-bl), a. Innumer-
able. [Rare.]
unnun(un-nun'),ii. <. [< un-^ + nun.] Tore-
lease or depose from the condition of a nun

;

cause to cease to be a nun. [Rare.]

Many did quickly unnun and disfriar themselves.
Fuller.

unnurtured (un-n6r'turd), a. Not nurtured;
not educated ; untrained ; rough.

"Unnurtured Blount !— thy brawling cease;

He opes his eyes," said Eustace ;
'

' peace 1

"

Scott, Marmlon, vL 28.

unobediencet (un-o-be'di-ens), «. [< ME. ««-

obedience; < «n-l + obedieiice.] Disobedience.
Wyclif, 2 Cor. x.

unobedientt (un-o-be'di-ent), a. Disobedient.

Pepin, not unobedient to the Popes call, passing Into
Italy, frees him out of danger.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., iL
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unobjectionable (un-ob-jek'shon-a-bl), n. Not XJnogatat(u-n6-ga'ta), n.i)i. [NL. (Fabrieius, unoriginal (uii-o-rij'i-nal),o. 1. Not original;

liable to objection ; meapable of being con- 1775).] In the Fabrician classification, a di- derived; adventitious; accidental.— 2. Having

demned as faulty, false, or improper. Foley, vision of insects having only maxillary palpi, no origin or birth ;
ungenerated.

Evidences, iii. 6. including the dragon-flies, centipeds, and spi- t^nonV/inai night and chaos wild. JIfWon, P. L., x. 477.

unobjectionably (un-ob-jek'shon-a-bli), adv. ders.
o __ n m < unoriginate(un-6-rij'i-nat), «. [<Mn-l +*on3J•-

In an unobjectionable manner, unoil (un-oil ), K. <. i<.un-^ + ml.^ io tree
,,(110,0.., <lsilj.onginatus,-py.: sue ori(jinaU,v.]

unobnoxious (un-ob-uok'shus), a. 1. Not lia- from oil. Dryden. jjoj originated
ble ; not subject ; "not exposed. unoiled (un-oild'), «• Not oiled ; free from oil.

^^.^^ ^^_^,^^ ^, j,^^,^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ unoriginate. or part
Guardians of Alcinous' gate Unoiled hinges. Toung, Love of Fame, vl. of tlie Unorirjinale. Encyc. Brit., II. 637.

Forever, unob,ioxious to^dee^.
^^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^j^^ (un-61d'), V. t. [< ««-2 -t- oic?.] To make unoriginated (un-6-rij'i-na-ted), a. Not origi-

2. Not obnoxious ; not offensive or' hateful. y°"°f;. '^'^J^^^r*';' •. *^ , ,.,
"'''"^'

^""''"'^ °" ^^^ °' "*"""?•
.

nTinhseniiinnstiPsQ (un -oli-Rfi'kwi -us-nes^ n Minde-gladdiiiK fruit that can urwlde a man. The Father alone is self-existent, underived, vrwngvmODSeqUlOUSnesS (.un-OO-se kw1-us nes;, n.
Si/icesfer, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme. suited. iraleriand, IVorks, II. 348.

The character or state of being incompliant; ., .. ... „,-.„,,. . . , , , _ ..,. - \ -, ,

want of comnliance Unona (u-no'na), n. [NL.(Linna3usfilius,l/81); unoriginatedness (un-9-rg'i-na-ted-ne8), n.
.'^ '^, .J, „„

,

altered from NL. Anona, the name of a related The character or state of being unoriginated or
All„,u>6..g,ao^«^,,to_^the^Mag^^^^^

genus.] A genus of plants, of the order ^«o- without birth or creation.

nTinhsprT7ahl<» hin ob.7^r'va-bl1 a Incaoable
naceee, type ot the tnhe Unonese. it differs from selfexistence or «norti^natedn«««.UnODServaOie ^un-oo-zer va-ui;,a. iucapauio ^gfmina, the papaw of the United States, in its commonly ' Ifaferiand, Works, III, 120.

of being observed; not observable; not ois- moniliform fruit, and from others of its trilje in its corolla . . . , , _ .... -. ,.\ j ii'iv
eoverable Boyle Works, I. 702. with flat open petals, and in having numerous ovules in unongmately (un-o-nj i-nat-li), adv. VVitnout

Unobservance (un-ob-z<.r'vans), «. 1. The state »
f°8'%|^f/;„ S^wlich'^e^African ""The'y °re trXoi ^''"' ""^ °"^'"-

or character of being unobservant ; want of ob- shrubby climbers, usually with large flowers solitary in or He is so emphatically or unongivMdy.

servation; inattention. fTJiiHocfe, Manners of near the axils, their petals often 2 or 8 Inches long, reach-
n aimajM, vi ohls, ii. .ai.

Eng. People, p. 419.— 2. Lack of compliance Ing 6 inches in U. lowjiflora, a shrub of Assam. Their -miornt. unomet. a. [ME., also nnourne, < AS.
with the requirements of some law, rule, or ^^-^Xf- ?radfsrha^%?,^rl;.'''ier^rdT: ^'orne (in nnornUe), old.] Old; worn out;

ceremony: as, the unobservance of the pre- dwcu!or, are covered with white dots or tubercles. Many feeble.
scribed forms of old law. species yield an aromatic bark and fruit, used as a stira- I waxe feble and mumme;

TiTinh<:pnraTit. Am-ob-zfer'vant\ O. 1. Not ob- ulant and febrifuge, t^. discoior, cultivated in India, To flee to God is my beste way.

^rvfn^^mt ittel^tive • heedless- as an uno6- ""d "a"'" »l'o "^hina and the Malay archipelago, is a Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.
servant, not attentive

,
neeaiess. as, an unoo

^ ^j^^ polymorphous leaves, odorous „„„^„„„„f,i ,„„ a, „„ rr,on'ton « -NTot nr
servant traveler or reader. yeiiow flowers with silky petals in several varieties, and Unornamental (un-or-na-men tal), a. Not or-

An unexperienced and unobservant man. purple moniliform fruit with fleshy joints, resembling namental. Mcst, On the Kesurrection, p. AX>.

V. Knox, Essays, xc. small grapes; from the unripe fruit the Chinese make a unomamented (un-6r'na-men-ted), O. Notor-

Q Not cnTpfiil to comnlv with what is pre- P"''Pl''
''/'=• '^^ ?»'!'*>'«.? gigantic climber of Indian uamented ; unadorned ; "not decorated

;
plain.

.i. ISOt careiui to compiy wiiii wnat '» I"e forests, is remarkable for the Imght-green color of ite ,, , •r>i,;i„^„„ f^ tr„rio ,t

scribed or required: as, one ««O0«erTO«i of eti- large flowers. For the former t/. Aomote, now ^r(a(«(n/8 l ow^fri/, rnuemon to nyue, v.

quette.— 3. Not obsequious. Imp. Diet. odoratismma, see tail-grape; lor thv former U. (now Ca- unortnodOX(un-or tho-doks),a. Not orthodox;

riTinliooi-iroH CiiTi-nh-7('rvd") a Not observed: nanga) odorata, see Cananga. See also f/mria and A'y- heterodox; heretical. Decay of Christian Piety.

^otnot^td- not regarded- not heeded
io,,i«, with which tl.e species have been much confused, unorthodoky (un-6r'th6-dok-si), «. The statenotnoiieea, notregaiueu, not iieeueu.
Unoneae (u-no'ne-e), n. "Z. [NL. (Bentham and T, nnnlitv nf Vipinn- iiTi^rtliodox • uTisoundness

Unobserced the glaring orb declines. HookeT VHd'') < Unona + -ea- 1 A tribe of colv- ? ^^^{}% Z i^ unortnoaox
,

unsounaness

Pow, Moral Essays, Epil. it
-HooKer, j»t)^;, <, (ymraa f e». J A triDe 01 poiy m faith ; heterodoxy ; heresy. [Rare.]

„ , , ; , ,.^ J T petalous plants, of the order ^nowaceas, charac- ^, . ' . . ,„ \ \„ , <„,m.
unobservedly (un-ob-zto'ved-h), adv. In an

f3^.i^e^ ^^ fl^^'^g „itj, de„,el crowded sta- ^S^^ZT '"romTo,™ w"r'^"lll im (DaJ^)
unobserved manner; without being observed. ^^^^ j^^/gj^ ^^^^^^^ flattened or conniventpet-

'"""^"''^••'- ^""^ -B™'™' ^°'^^; "'• ^'^- <^''""-'

Unobserving (un-ob-zfer vmg), o. Not observ-
als in two rows, all nearly alike, or the inner unossified (un-os'i-fid), a. Not ossified; not

ing ; inattontive ; heedless. Waterland, Works, ^^^^i or absent. , it includes 16 genera, of which Uno- bony : specifically noting structures which usu-

VI. 176. 11(1 is the type ; J.OT»una and rnVi/jwio are American, the ally become bone in the course of time, or in

unobstructed (un-ob-struk'ted), a. Not ob- others natives mostly of tropical Asia or Africa. other cases,

structed; not fiUeil with impediments; not unoperative (un-op'e-ra-tiv), a. Inopera- mjostentatiOUS (un-os-ten-ta'shus), a. 1. Not
hindered or stopped ; clear: as, an unobstruct- tive. ostentatious; not boastful; not making show
ed stream or channel. Sir B. Blackmore, Crea- If the life of Christ be hid to this world, much more is or parade ; modest. West, On the Resurrection,

tion, iv. his Scepter«no^era«iM but in spirituall things. —2. Not glaring; not showy: as, M«o«ten Ja-

UnobstrUCtive (im-ob-struk'tiv), «. Not pre- ,^
Jf , ton. Reformation mEngii.

^,.^„, .gjoring.

sentiug any obstacle; not obstructive, in any unoperculate, unoperculated (un-o-pei ku-lat, unostentatiously (un-os-ten-ta'shus-li), adv.

sense. Sir B. Blackmore, Creation, ii. -la-ted), a. Inoperculate. In .^^ unostentatious manner; without show,

unobtrusive (un-ob-tro'siv), a. Not obtrusive; unopposed (un-o-pozd'), a. Not opposed; not parade, or ostentation. V. Knox.
not forward ; modest ; inconspicuous. resisted ; not meeting with obstruction. unostentatiousness (un-os-ten-ta'shus-nes), «.

We possess within our own city an instance of merit, aa For what end was that bill to linger beyond the usual The state or character of being unostentatious,
eminent as it is .moWnmce. ,

t oo.
period of an Mn(.i)i»sed measure? , „ •

, , ,™ or free from ostentation.
E. Everett, Orations and Speeches, I. 324. Burke, Speech at Bristol, 1789. ^^^^^ (un-6d'), a. 1. Not owed; not due.

unobtrusively (un-ob-tro'siv-li), ade. In an Unopposed blow. See WowS. _^. Not owned ; having no owner,
unobtrusive manner; not forwardly. unoppressive (un-p-pres iv), a. Not oppres-

F„„i»r,H now i. left

unobtrusiveness (un-ob-tro'siv-nes), «. The sive. ZJMrfce,_Freneh Rev.
To tug and scamWe, ^d to part by the teeth

character or state of being unobtrusive. Uno-rail (u no-ral), a. [Irreg. \ Li. unus, one, jije unawed interest of proud-swelling state,

unobvious (un-ob'vi-us), a. Not obvious, evi- + E. ra«l.] Characterized by a single rail: SAa*., K. John, iv. 3. U7.

dent, or manifest. Boyle, Works, II. 177. noting a traction system for ordinary wagons, unowned^ (un-6nd'), a. [< Mn-2 + owned, pp. of

unoccupied (un-ok'u-pid), a. 1. Notoccupied; in which a single rail is laid for the locomotive, o»h1.] Not owned; having no known owner;
not possessed: as, 'unoccupied land. N. Grew, which grasps it by means of paired driving- j,g^ claimed. Milton, Comus, 1. 407.

Cosmologia Sacra.— 2t. Not used; not made wheels set almost horizontally. E.U. Kmght. Tmowned^ (un-6nd'), a. [< «).-! + on-ned, pp.
use of; unfrequented. unordained(un-6r-dand'), a. 1. Not ordamed. of o,„„2.] Not avowed ; not acknowledged as

This way of late had been much wnoccupt'ed, and was al- 2t. Inordinate. one's own; not admitted as done by one's self

;

most all grown over with grass. The delyte that has iioghtc of unordaynde stynyiigc, unconfessed : as, mioicned faults. Gay, Tri%-ia, ii.

Bunyan, Pilgrim s Progress, ii. and mekely has styrrynge in Ciiste
.nalliwelt ^ Unpack (un-pak'), «. t. [< «n-2 + pacl:.-\ 1. To

3. Not employed or taken up in business or MS.Uncoln A. i. 17 f. 196 iHalhwell.) ^V ^^^,^A '^^^^^ }-^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^j. ^^^^s.-
otherwise: a.s, unoccupied tuae. unorder (un-or d6r), v. t. [< wi--^ -I- orrffr.J 2. To relieve of apack or burden; unload; dis-

anode (u'nod), ». A conical point of a sur- To eounterorder; countermand an order tor.
]jjjr£ien.

face in which the tangent cone has degenerated [Rare.] Unpacker (un-pak'er), «. One who unpacks,
to two coincident planes, so that infinitelynear I think I must wnorA'r the tea. Mi^s Edqeworth Ennui iii. (Davies.)
that point the surface has the form of a thin 3/t«» Burn«y, Cecilia, viii. 3. (flac«s.)

^jpa^j^j (un-pad''), a. 1. Not paid; not dis-

sheet cut off at an edge, both sides of the sheet unordered (un-6r'd6rd), a. [< ME. unordred charged, as a debt. Milton, P. U., v. 782.— 2.
being continuous with one side of the surface (def. 2) ; < i(«-l -1- ordered.'] 1. Not in or ar- Not having received what is due: as. unpaid
generally. Also called wjijptenar «ode. ranged in order; disordered.—2. Not ordered workmen.

unoflfending (un-g-fen'ding), a. Not offending; or commanded.— 3. Not belonging to a reli- „ ^^^ ^^ ^g, „e three years unpaid, she is the less ex-
not giving offense; not sinning; free trom sm gious order. [Rare.] hausted by expense. " £?(rie. State of the Nation.

or fault
;
harmless

;
innocent

;
blameless. ^^^^ ^^^It idere . . . wheither thou be . . . wed- 3 q^^- ^jti^^ut pay ; unsalaried : as, unpaid

Vy r^&^^tllJ:
"""""' °'' *' '"'''"'• '"''' " '"'"' """'" "'

""^'""ihaucer, Parson's Tale, justices.- Dnpaid-for. no't paid for.

Bmu. anJ f7., Laws of Candy, ii.

^jjiorderly (un-6r'der-li), a. Not orderly; ir- Prouder than rustling in Mn]«iM-/or silk,

unoffensive (un-o-fen'siv), a. Not offensive; regular; disorderly. Sooter, Eccles. Polity,
5Aa*., Cymbeline, nt a 24.

harmless; inoffensive. Bp. Fell, Hammond,!, iv. 4. Unpained (un-pand'), o. Not paiued; suffering

onofficious (un-o-fish'us), a. Not officious; not inordinary (un-6r'di-na-ri), a. Not ordinary; no pain. ^. ,/o«6on, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

forward or intermeddling. Jfiiton, Tetraclior- not common ; unusual." Unpainful (un-pan'ful), a. Not painful
;
giving

don. unordinatet, a. [ME., < un-'^ + ordinate.'] In- no pain,

unoften (un-6'fn), ad». Not often; rarely, ordinate, jrwdi/', Ecclus. xlv. 9. An easy and impaiVuJ touch.

[Rare.] Unordinatelyt, adv. [ME., < unordinate + -hj^.] I-^'ke. Human Understanding, Ii. 4.

The man of gallantry not «nn/(«n has been found to Inordinately. JTydj/, 2 Thess. iii. 6. Unpaint (un-piint'), t'. <. \< un-~ + paint.] To
think after the same manner. //am«. Three Treatises, ii. ^jj^jg^nj^ed (un-6r'gan-izd), a. Not organ- efface the painting or color of. Barnell.
We have good reasons for believing that not uno/(en it jyed; inorganized; inorganic: as, metals are unnaired (un-pard'), a. Not paired, in any

'X^^'^tl^ri^\^^^^:Z^SilTle\Z''"'
"'" nnorgani^ed bodies. Locke, Human Under- seLe. unpaid flnL, of flshes the vertical flns -

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 233. standing, 11. 30. namely, the dorsal, anal, and caudal.



unpalatable

unpalatable (un-para-ta-bl), a. Not palatable,
iti any sense; disagreeable.

unpalatably (nn-pal'a-ta-bli), adv. In an un-
palatable manner; disagreeably.

unpalped (un-palpf), a. Having no palpi.
Clau.^, Zoology (trans.), p. 470. [Rare.]

unpanel (un-pan'el), V. t; pret. and pp. un-
jitineled, unpanelled, ppr. unpaneling, tiiipanel-

liiifl. [< nn-^ + panel.'] To take off a panel
from; unsaddle. Also spelled ««^a«He/.

God's peace be with him who saved us the trouble of
unpanTielling Dapple.

Jaruu), tr. of Don Quixote, I. lii. 11. Ifiavies.)

unpanged (un-pangd'). a. Not aflaieted with
pangs ; not pained. [Rare.]

We come unseasonably ; but when could Grief
Cull forth, as unpatuj d Judgment can, fitt'st time
For best solicitation?

Fletcher (and aiwther), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. L

unparadise (un-par'a-dis), V. t. [< ««-2 4-

paradise.] To deprive of happiness like that
of paradise ; render unhappy. [Rare.]

Ghastly thought would drink up all your joy.
And quite unparadiJie the realms of light,

YouTtg, Night Thoughts, i.

nnparagoned (un-par'a-gond), a. Unequaled;
unmatched ; matchless

;
peerless.

Your nnparagoned mistress. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4. 87.

onparallelable (un-par'a-lel-a-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being paralleled.

My unparallelable love to mankind.
Bp. Hall, Mystery of Godliness, vi.

unparalleled (un-par'a-leld), a. Having no
parallel or equal ; unequaled ; unmatched.

The elder Cretans flourish'd many years.
In war. In peace unparallel'd.

Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, i. 1,

unparasitized (un-par'a-si-tizd), a. Not in-
fested, or unaffected, by a parasite.

unpardonable (un-piir'don-a-bl), a. Not to be
forgiven; incapable of being pardoned or re-
mitted: as, a,Ti unpardonable insult.

Tis a fault too too unpardonable,
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 106.

Unpardonable sin, the sin of blasphemy against the
Holy ClioBt (Mat. xii. 31). See blasphemy.

unpardonableness (un-par'don-a-bl-nes), n.
The charaiter or state of being unpardonable.
unpardonably (un-piir'dqn-a-bli), adv. Not in
a pardonable manner or degree; beyond pardon
or forgiveness.

unparegalt, a. [Also unperegal; < ME. unpare-
(jal, unparygal; < «n-l + paregal.] Unequal.

I trowe nat now that I be unparygal to the strokes of
fortune. Chaucer, Boethius, iiL prose 1.

k If]r knarerie growea unptregaM."
Manton, Dutch Courtezan, Iv. 0.

unparfitt, a. A Middle, English form of unpcr-
fecf.

unparliamentarily (un-piir-li-men'ta-ri-li),
ailr. In an unparliaraentary manner.
unparliamentariness (un - par -H -men ' ta - ri-

nes). n. The character or state'of being un-
parliamentary.
unparliamentary (un-par-li-men'ta-ri), a.
Contrary to the usages or rules of proceeding
in Parliament or in any legislative (or by ex-
tension deliberative) body; not such as can be
used or uttered in Parliament or any legisla-
tive body: as, unparliamentary language.
Having failed, too, in getting supplies by unparliairun-

tary methods, Charles "consulted with Sir Robert Cotton
what was to be done."

Carlyle, Cromwell's I^etters and Speeches, Int., Iv.

unparroted (un-par'qt-ed), a. Not repeated by
rote as if by a parrot. [Rare.]

Her sentiments were unparroted and unstudied.
MandecilU, Travels, L 207. (Coctm.)

unpartialt (un-piir'shal), a. Not partial; im-
partial.

I weighed the matter which you committed Into ray
hands with my most unpartial and farthest reach of rea-
"'" A'<> P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

unpartially (un-par'shal-i), adv. Impartially.
Deal Hn;>ar(inf(]/with thine own heart

Bp. Ball, Balm of Oilead, i 12.

unpassable (un-pas'a-bl), a. 1. Not admit-
ting passage ; impassable.
But seeing these North-easterne Seas are so frozen and

vnpassable. Purchoi, Pilgrimage, p. 43.';.

2. Not current; not received in common pay-
ments; uncurrent: ag, unpassable notes or
coins.

Making a new standard for money must make all
money which la lighter than that standard unpayable.

Locke.
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unpassableness(un-pas'a-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unpassable.
Grave authors, who speak of the unpambleness of the

ocean, mention the worlds that lay beyond it.

Evelyn, Navigation and Commerce.

unpassionate (un-pash'on-at), a. 1. Free from
bias; impartial; dispassionate.

This coole unpassionate mildnesse of positive wisdome
is not enough to damp and astonish the proud resistance
of carnal and false Doctors.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. Not e.xhibiting passion or strong emotion

;

especially, not angry.
Sober, grave, and unpassionate words.

Locke, Thoughts on Education.

'Unpassionatedt (un-pash'on-a-ted), a. Dispas-
sionate. Glaiiville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xi.

unpassionatel;^ (un-pash'on-at-li), adv. Dis-
passionately; impartially;' calmly. EikonBa-
silike.

unpassioned (un-pash'ond), a. Free from
passion ; dispassionate. "Sir J. Davies, Witte's
Pilgrimage, p. 48.

unpastort (un-pas'tor), V. t. [< Mn-2 -1- pastor.']
To deprive of the office of a pastor ; cause to be
no longer a pastor. Fuller.

unpathed (un-pathf), a. [< «n-l -t- patli +
-ed^.] Having no paths; pathless; trackless.
[Rare.]

A wild dedication of yoiu^elves
To unpath'd waters. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 67a

unpathwaved (un-path' wad), a. [< M«-l +path-
way + -ecP.] Having no pathway; pathless;
unpathed. [Rare.]

She roves through St. .Tohn's Vale
Along the smooth unpathivayed plain.

Wordsworth, The Waggoner, Iv. 24.

unpatiencef (un-pa'shens), n. [< ME. unpa-
ciencc; < «h-1 + patieiice.] Impatience.

lTnpacie7ice
Causede me to don offence.

Mom. of the liose, 1. 4575.

unpatientt (un-pa'shent), a. [< ME. unpacient;
< nn-^ + patient.] Impatient.
Vnpaeient In alle penaunces and pleyued, as hit were.
On god, whenne me greued ouht and grucched of hus

sonde. Piers Plowman (C), vIL 110.

unpatriotic (un-pa-tri-ot'ik), a. Not patriotic.
QuartirUj Rer. -

unpatronized (un-pa'tron-izd), a. 1. Not hav-
ing a patron; not supported by friends. John-
son, Rambler, No. 120.— 2. Not traded with
customarily; not frequented by customers : as,
an unpatroni'cd dealer or shop. [Commercial
cant.]

unpattemed (un-pat'femd), a. Having no pat-
tern ; unequaled

;
peerless.

Should I prize you less, unpatlern'd Sir.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and 'I'heodoret, iii.

unpaved (uu-pavd'), a. l. Not paved; not
covered with stone.

Streets, which were for the most part unpaved.
The American, VI. 281.

2t. Castrated; gelded. Shak., Cymbeline, ii.

3. 34. [Ludicrous.]
unpayt (un-pa'), v. t. [< «h-2 + pay'^.] To
undo; annul by payment. [Humorous.]
Pay her the debt you owe her, and vnpay the villany

you have done her. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 130.

'Unpayable (un-pa'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
paid. South, Sermons, X. ix.

unpeacet (un-pes'), «. [< ME. tmpece; < wn-l

+ peace.] Absence of peace; dispeace.

unpeaceable (un-pe'sa-bl), a. Not peaceable

;

quarrelsome.
Away, unpeaceable dog, or I'll spurn thee hence !

Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 280.

unpeaceableness (un-pe'sa-bl-nes), n. The
state of being unpeaceable; unquietness;
quarrelsomeness. Mountagu,
nnpeaceful (un-pes'ful), a. Not pacific or
peaceful; unquiet; disturbed. Milton, Ans.
to Eikon Basilike, xviii.

unpedigreed (un-ped'i-gred), a. Not distin-

guished liy a pedigree. B. Follok.

unpeerable (un-per'a-bl), a. [< ««-l + peer^
+ -able.] Such that no peer ean be found ; in-

comparable.
nnpeered (un-perd'), a. Having no peer or
equal ; unequaled.

Such an unpeer'd excellence.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

unpeg (un-peg'), r. <. [<. un-^ + peg.] To pull
out tlie peg or pegs from ; open by removing a
peg or pegs.

unperishing

unpenl (un-pen'), i: t- [< un-" + jjejil.] To let
out or release from being penned or dammed
up ; set free from a pen or confinement.

If a man unpens another's water. Blackstone.

unpen^t (un-pen'), v. t. To deprive of feathers.

A new convert is like a bird newly entered into a net

;

. . . when, by busy and disturbed flutterings, she discom-
poses the order of it, she is entangled and unpenned, and
made a prey to her treacherous enemy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. ias6), I. 10&

unpenetrable (un-pen'f-tra-bl), a. Impene-
trable. Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 25. [Rare.]
unpenitent (un-pen'i-tent), a. Impenitent
Sandys, Paraphrase of Job, p. 52. [Rare.]
unpensioned (un-pen'shond), a. 1. Not pen-
sioned; not rewarded by a pension: as, an ««-
pensioned soldier.— 2. Not kept in pay; not
held in dependence by a pension. Byron, Ma-
zeppa, iv.

unpeople (un-pe'pl), v. t. [< «n-2 -t- people.]
To deprive of people ; deprive of inhabitants

;

depopulate; dispeople.

I'll unpeople Egypt. Shalt., A, and C, i. 6. 78.

Unpeopled offices, untrodden stones.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 2. 69.

They have unpeopl'd the KIngdome by expulsion of so
many thousands. Milton, Keformation in Eng., ii.

unpeppered (un-pep'6rd), a. Unseasoned ; not
piquant. [Rare.]

"Ve Novel-Readers, such as relish most
Plain Nature's feast, unpeppcr*d with a Ghost.

Cobnan, Vagaries Vindicated, p. 203. {Davies.}

unperceivable (un-pfer-se'va-bl), a. Incapable
of being perceived ; not perceptible. South,
Sermons, IV. ix.

unperceivably (un-p6r-se'va-bli), adv. In an
unpereeived manner ; imperceptibly.
unperceived (un-per-sevd'), a. Not perceived

;

not heeded; not observed; not noticed.

An invigorating and purifying emanation, which, un-
seen and unperceived, elevates the debased affections.

Isaac Taylor, Nat. Hist. Enthusiasm, p. 68.

unperceivedly (un-p6r-se'ved-li), adv. So as
not to be perceived ; imperceptibly. Boule,
Works, V. 260.

unperceptiblet (un-p^r-sep'ti-bl), a, Imper-
cei)tible. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 888.

unperch(un-perch'),v. «. \<un-'i+ perch,] To
drive from a perch. [Rare.]

Either rowse the Deere, or vnpearch the Phesant.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 114.

unperegalt, «• Same as miparegal.
unperfect (un-per'fekt), a. [< ME. miperfit, un-

parfit, unperjight; < h«-1 + jterfect.] Not per-
fect, (a) Not consummated, finished, or completed ; un-
developed.

Recharde herniyte reherces a dredfull tale of vn-perfitte
contrecyone that a haly mane Cesarins teliys in ensaniple.

llampole. Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Thine eyes did see mine unperfect substance.
Ps. cxxxlx. 16 [E. v.].

Then Is there monarchy
Unperfect yet. Middleton, Game at Chess, Ind.

'Tis finished what unperfect was before.
Ford, Ben Jonson.

(i<) Deficient ; Imperfect ; faulty ; lacking in something.

The Pope as80(i]lcd hym ther benyngly,
When declared hade hys dedes miperjight.

Rimu of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), I. 6225.

An unperfect actor. Shak,, Sonnets, xxill.

unperfectt (un-p^r'fekt), V, t. To leave unfin-
ished. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

unperfectiont (un-p6r-fek'shon), n. [ME. nn-
perfcccioun; < «h-1 + perfection,] Imperfec-
tion. Wyclif, Ecelus. xxxviii. 31.

Unperfectlyt (un-ptr'fekt-li), adv. Imperfectly.
Tyndalc, Ans. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soc,
1850), p. 207.

unperfectness (un-pfer'fekt-nes), n. Imperfec-
tion.

Being of my unperfectness unworthy of your friend-
ship. Sir P, Sidney, Arcadia, i.

unperformed (im-p6r-f6rmd'), a. Not per-

formed ; not done ; not executed ; not fidfilled
;

hence, not represented on the stage ; unacted :

as, the business remains unperformed ; an un-

performed promise ; the play remained unper-
formed.

This voyage, unperform'd by living man.
Coutper, Odyssey, x.

unperishablet (im-per'ish-a-bl), a. Not per-

ishable; imperishable. Spectator, 'No. 537.

unperishablyt (un-per'ish-a-bli), adv. Imper-
ishably.

Unpeg the basket on the house's top,
Let the birds fly. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 4. 193.

Iiably

unperishing (un-per'ish-ing), a. Not perish-

ing; lasting; dui'able.

Her great sire's unperishing abode. Cov^per, Iliad, tix.



nnperjured

unperjured (un-p^r'jord), a. Free from the
crime of perjury ; not forsworn. Dryden.
unperplsx (un-p^r-pleks'), V. t [< «)i-2 + per-
pwx.J 1. To free fi-om complication; sepai-ate.

Of sciential brain
To imperjiex bliss from its neighbor pain.

Keats, Lamia, i.

2. To fi'ee or relieve from perplexity. Donne,
The Ecstasy. [Eare in both uses.]

unperplexed (un-p6r-plekst'), a. i. i^eofrom
perplexity or complication; simple.

Simple, unperpUxed proposition.
Lockt, Conduct of Understanding, J 39.

2. Not perplexed; not harassed; not embar-
rassed.

nnpersecuted (un-p6r'se-kii-ted), o. Free from
persecution.

1 dare not wish to passe this life unpersecuted of slan-

derous tongues, for God hath told us that to be generally
prals'd is wofuU. Milton, Au Apology, etc.

unpersonable (jm-p6r'son-a-bl), «. Not per-

sonable ; not handsome or of good appearance.
Holland.
unpersonal (un-pfer'sou-al), n. Not personal;

not intended to apply to the person addressed,

as a remark.
unpersonality (un-pfer-so-nal'i-ti), ». The ab-

sence of personality ; the state of being imper-
sonal ; absence of reference to a person or per-

sons. Sidney Lanier, The English Novel, p. 91.

[Rare.J
unpersuadable (un-p6r-swa'da-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being persuaded or iniluenced by mo-
tives urged.

Finding liis sister's nnpermtadable melancholy . . . [he]

had for a time left her court. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

unpersuadableness (im-per-swa'da-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unpersuadable; resis-

tance to persuasion. Ricluxrdson, Clarissa Har-
lowe, II. 64.

unpersuasibleness (un-per-swa'si-bl-nes), n.

Unpersuadableness. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet.
ii. [Rare.]

unpersuasion (un-p6r-swa'zhon), n. The state

of being unpersuaded. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet.

ii. [Rare.]
unpersuasive (un-p6r-swa'siv), a. Not per-
suasive ; unable to persuade.

I bit n»y unpermiosioe lips.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 215. (Davies.)

unperturbed (un-p6r-t6rbd'), a. Not per-

turbed ; not affected by or exhibiting perturba-
tion, in any sense.

These perturbations would be so combined with the un-
perturbed motion as to produce a new motion not less

regxilar tiian the otlier. Wheimll.

unperturbedness (un-per-ter'bed-nes), n. The
quality or state of being unperturbed. H. Sidg-
wick; Metliods of Ethics, p. 172.

unpervert (un-per-verf), V. t. [< «»-2 + per-
vert.'i To reconvert ; recover from being a per-
vert. [Rare.]

His wife could never be unperverted again, but perished
in her Judaism. Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. iv. 64. (Davies.)

I had the credit all over Paris of nnperverting Madame
de V , Sterna, Sentimental Journey, Paris.

unperverted (uu-per-ver'ted), a. Not pervert-
ed; not wrested or turned to a wrong sense or
use.

nnpetrified (un-pet'ri-fid), a. Not petrified;

not converted into stone.

nnphilosophlc (un-fil-o-sof'ik), a. Same as un-
phil(tsi>])liic(d.

unphilosophical (un-fil-o-sof'i-kal), a. Not
philosophical; the reverse of pliilosophical;

not according to the rules or principles of sound
philosophy: as, an unphilosophical argument;
not capable of or not accustomed to philoso-
phizing; not expert in general reasoning: as,

an unphiloaophical mind.
The more to credit and uphold his cause, he would

seeme to have Philosophic ou his side ; straining her wise
dictates to un-philonophicaU purposes.

Milton, Eilconoklastes, vi.

God's unphilosophical children often anticipate His ways
more accurately than their philosophizing bretliren.

E. A'. Kirk, Lecta. on Kevivals, p. 287.

unpMlosOphically (un-fil-o-sof'i-kal-i), adv. In
an unpliilosophical manner; irrationally; not
calmly.
unpllilosopllicalness (un-fil-o-sof'i-kal-nes), n.

The character or state of being unphilosophi-
cal.

UnpbilOBOphize (un-ii-los'o-fiz), v. t. [< %n-^ +
philosophise.] To degrade from the character
of a philosopher.

Our passions and our interests flow in upon us, and un.
philosophize us into mere mortals. Pope,
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unpick (un-pik'), V. [< ME. unpicken; < a»-2
+ i>K*l.] I. iraiut. 1. To pick; open with a
pick or other instrument.

With his craft the dore unpicketh.
Qower, Conf. Amant., v.

2. To pick out; undo by picking: as, to unpick
stitches.

It was she herself who, with very great care, and after

a long examination of the silk threads, unpicked the
stitclies on one side of the letter and sewed them back by
means of a hair.

B. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, III. 377.

3. To pick out the stitches of ; rip.

A robe, half-made, and half unpicked again.
W. CMins.

II. intrans. To pick out stitches.

While we boys unpicked, the bigger girls would sew tlie

patchwork covers. N. and Q., 7tii sen, X. 12.

unpickable (un-pik'a-bl), a. [< uii-'^ + pick-
able.'] Incapable of feeing picked, in any sense.

How wary they are grown ! not a door open now,
But double-barred ; not a window,
But up with a case of wood, like a spice-box

;

And their locks unpickable.
Beau, and Fl. , Coxcomb, ii, 2.

unpicked (un-pikf), a. [< j()i-l + jttjcted.] 1.

Not picked; not chosen or selected.

Wliatsoever time, or the heedlesse hand of blind chance,
hath drawne down from of old to this prew^nt, in her huge
dragnet, whether Fish, or Seaweed, Shells, or Shrubbs,
unpickt, unchosen, those are the Fathers.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

2. Unplucked; ungathered, as fruit.

Now comes in the sweetest morsel of the night, and we
must hence and leave it unpicked.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 397.

3. Not picked or opened with an instrument,
as a lock.

unpierceable (un-per'sa-bl), a. Incapable of

being pierced. Bp. Hall, Saul in David's Care.

unpierced (un-persf), a. Not pierced: not
penetrated. Byron, Mazeppa.
unpillared (un-pil'ard), a. Deprived of pillars

;

not having or supported by pillars. Pope,
Duneiad, iii. 107.

unpilledt (un-pild'), a. [< M«-l -1- pilled, pp. of

piW^.] Unpillaged. Dr. Dee, Petty Navy Royal
(1.576). (Davies.)

unpillowed (un-pil'od), a. Having no pillow;
having the head not supported. Milton, Co-
mus, 1. 3.53.

unpiloted (un-pi'lot-ed), a. Unguided through
dangers or difficulties. Charlotte Bronte, Jane
Eyre, xxxv.

unpin (nn-pin'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. unpinned,

ppr. unpinning. [< ME. unpynnen; < m«-2 +
pin^.] To remove the pin or pins that fasten,
(a) To unbolt.

He . . . gan the stewe dore al soft unpynne.
Chaucer, Troilus, iiL 69&

(ft) To unfasten or unloose by taking out the pins: as, to

unpin a ribbon or a gown ; hence, to loosen the garments
of; undress.

Emit. Shall I go fetch your night-gown?
Des. No, unpin me here. Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 36.

The peremptory Analysis that you will call it, I beleeve
will be BO hardy as once more to unpinne your spruce fas-

tidious oratory, to rumple her laces, her frizzles, and her
bobins though she wince, and iling never so Peevishly.

Milton, Animadversions.

unpinion (un-pin'yon), V. t. [< «n-2 + pitiioti'^.]

To loose from pinions or manacles ; free from
restraint. Clarke.

unpinkedt (un-pingkf), a. Not pinked; not
pierced with eyelet-holes. Shak., T. of the S.,

iv. 1. 136.

unpiteous (un-pit'e-us), a. [< ME. unpitous,

unpietous; < ««-! -I- pJteOMS.] If. Impious;
wicked.— 2. Pitiless; cruel.

Myn unpietous lyf draweth a long iinagreable dwell-

ynges in me. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

unpiteously (nn-pit'e-us-li), adv. [< ME. mh-
piitouMy; ' unpiteous + -ly^.] If. Impiously;
wickedly, ll'yclif, Ecelus. xlvi. 23.— 2. In an
unpiteous manner; cruelly.

Oxford, in her senility, has proved no Alma Mater in

thus so unpiteously cramming her alumni with the shells

alone. Sir W. Hamilton.

unpiteousness (un-pit'f-us-nes), «. [< ME.
unpitoKsnesse; < unpiteous + -ness.] If. Impi-
ety; wickedness. JFycHf,liev.x\x.7.— 2. The
character or state of being unpiteous or cruel.

unpitied (un-pit'id), a. 1. Not pitied; not
compassionated; not regarded with sympa-
thetic sorrow.

Go, and weep as I did.

And be unpitied.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 3.

Stumbling across the market to his death
Unpitied. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

unplausive

2t. Unmerciful; pitiless.

You shall iiave your full time of imprisonment and yonr
deliverance with an unpitied whipping.

Shak., M. for M., iv. i. 13.

unpitiful (un-pit'i-ful), o. 1. Having no pity;

not merciful.— 2. Not exciting pity.

Future times, in love, may pity her ;

Sitli graces such unpitiful should prove.
Sir J. Davies, Wit's Pilgrimage.

unpitifully (un-pit'i-ful-i), adv. In an unpiti-

ful manner ; unmercifully ; without mercy.

Beat him most unpitifully.
Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 2. 216.

unpitifulness (un-pit'i-ful-nes), n. The state

or character of being unpitiful. Sir P. Sidney,

Arcadia, iii.

unpitoust, etc. See unpiteous, etc.

unpityt, n [ME., < wn-l + pity.] Impiety.

WycUf, Rom. i. 18.

unpitying (un-pit'i-ing), a. Having no pity;

showing no compassion.
Hurrying from his castle, with a cry

He raised his hands to the unpitying sky.

Longfellow, Torquemada.

unpityingly (un-pit'i-ing-li), adv. In an unpity-
ing manner; witnout compassion.
nnplace (un-plas'). «'• t- [< ««-^ + place.] To
displace.

The papists do place in pre-eminence over the whole
church the pope, thereby unplacing Christ, which is the
Head of the church.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 142.

unplaced (un-plasf), a. 1. Not arranged or

distributed in proper places ; undetermined in

regard to place ; confused; jumbled.

It is a thousand times more credible that four mutable
elements and one immulablu fifth essence, duly and eter-

nally placed, need no God, than that an army of infinite

small portions, or seeds unplaced, should have produced
tins order and beauty without a divine marshal.

Bacon, Atheism (ed. 1887).

2. Having no place, office, or employment un-
der government.

Unplaced, tinpension'd. Pope, Imit. of Horace, Ii. 1.

unplagued (nn-plagd'), a. Not plagued ; not
harassed ; not tormented ; not afflicted. Shak.,

R. and J., i. 5. 19.

unplaint (im-plan'), a. [ME. unplain ; < «h-1 +
j)lai}i'^.] Not plain; not simple

j
not open; in-

sincere. Gower, Conf. Amant., i.

unplainedt (un-pland'), o. Not deplored; not

bewailed or lamented.

To die alone, unpitied, unplained.
.Spenser, Baphnai'da.

unplait (un-plaf ), )'. f. [< ME. ntipleiten ; < uii-^

+ plait. Cf. unplight^.] If. To unfold; ex-

plain.

Unnete may I unpleytcn my sentence with wordes.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 8.

2. To undo the plaits of; unbraid: as, to uii-

plait hair.

One day she even went the length of unplaiting with
swift warm tlngei-s all the wavy coils of that rippling hair.

A'. Broughton, Not Wisely but Too Well, xxiii.

Unplant (un-planf), "• t- i^ MW-2 + j)?OH?l.]

To remove, as that which is planted ; uproot

;

deprive of plants ; hence, to depopulate.

Being inioyned by our Commission not to implant nor
wrong the Saluages, because the channell was so neere

the shore where now is lames Towne, then a tiiicke groue

of trees, wee cut tht-m dowue.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 99.

implanted (un-plan'ted), a. 1. Not planted;

of spontaneous growth. Waller, Battle of the

Islands, i.— 2. Not cultivated ; unimproved.

Ireland is a country wholly unplanted. The farms have
neither dwelling-houses nor good oilices, nor are the lands

anywhere i»rovided witlx fences and communications.
Burke, On Popery Laws, iv.

unplastic^un-plas'tik), a. 1. Not plastic ; not

readily molded. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 637.— 2.

Not suitable for plastic representation; un-

sculptural.

Thoroughly unplastic in action and conception.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 244.

Unplausible (un-pla'zi-bl), a. Not plausible

:

not liaving a fair or specious appearance.

Such unplaitsible propositions.
Barrow, Sermons, III. xlv.

unplausibly (un-pla'zi-bli), adv. In an un-

plausible manner; not plausibly.

Public suspicions which unjustly (but not altogether

unplausibly) taxed them with Popish leanings.

De Quirtcey, Secret Societies, L

unplausivet (un-pla'siv), a. Not approving;

not applauding ; displeased ; disapproving.

Tis like hell question me
Why such unplausive eyes are bent on him.

Shak., T. and C, iii. 3. 4S,



nnpleadable

unpleadable (nn-ple'da-bl), a. Unfit to be
pleaded or urged as a plea. South, Sermons,
IX. vi.

impleaded (uu-ple'ded), a. 1. Not pleaded;
not urged.— 2. Undefended by an advocate.
Otway.

unpleasable (un-ple'za-bl), a. Incapable of
being pleased. . [Rare.]

Jly unpleasable daughter. Burgoyne, The Heiress, ii. 2.

unpleasance (un-plez'ans), ». Lack of pleas-
ance; displeasure.

nnpleasant (un-plez'ant), a. Not pleasant;
not aBordiug pleasure ; disagreeable.

The unpleasant'gt words
Tliat ever blotied paper.

Shak., M. of v., lii. 2. 2.54.

We have also here and there remarked a little of that
unpieasant trick ... of telling a story by Implication
and allusion. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist

Men of worldly minds, finding the true way of life un-
pleamtil to walk in, have attempted to find out other ami
easier roads. J. II. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 99.

unpleasantly (un-plez'ant-li), adv. In an un-
pleasant manner; in a manner not pleasing;
disafrreeably.

unpleasantness (un-plez'ant-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being unpleasant; disagree-
ableness. jE/oy/.er, Eecles. Polity.— 2. A slight
disagreement or falling out ; a petty quarrel

;

an unimportant misunderstanding. [CoUoq.]
—The late unpleasantness, the civil war. [Humorous,

The weather-boarding in many places is riddled with
bullets— cards left by passing visitors during the late un-
pleamnltiexs. The Century, XLL 326.

unpleasantry (un-plez'an-tri), «. l. Want of
pleasantry; absence or the opposite of cheer-
fulness, humor, or gaiety; disagreeableness.
[Rare.]

It would have been well for a man of so many peculiar-
ities as Dr. Gower if this were all the unplecuantry to
which be 8Qbjecte<l himself.

Jon Bee, Essay on .Samuel i'oote, p. xlL

2. An unpleasant occurrence; especially, a
slight quarrel or falling out. [Rare.]
Now, on the other hand, the goddess and her establish-

ment of hoaxers, at Eleusis, d»l a vast "stroke of busi-
ness' for more than six centuries, without any unpiean-
antrieg occurring. De Quincey, Secret Societies, L

If . . . there are two such imperious and domineering
spirits in a family, unpleasantrieg of course will arise from
their contentions. Thackeray, Newcomes, I. xuiiL

3. A discomfort. [Rare.]

llie minor unpleagantrieg attending a hasty toilet
Chamlient Journal, Oct 9, 186(J, p. 235. (Eneye. Diet.)

nnpleased (un-plezd'), a. Not pleased; dis-
pleased,

lly unpleaged eye. Shak., Rich. II., liL 3. 193.

nnpleasing (un-ple'zing), a. Unpleasant; of-
fensive; disgusting; disagreeable; distasteful.

Despiteful tidings ! O unjileannu news !

Shak., Rich. IIL, Iv. 1. 3V.

A patch of sand is unpleasirut ; a desert has all the awe
of ocean. Lowell, Among n)y Books, Ist ser., p. 318.

Unpleasingly (un-ple'zing-li), adv. In an un-
plia^iiii,' nianucr. /{/). [{all, Death of Absalom,
unpleasingness (un -pie' zing- nes), n. The
state or character of being unpleasing. Milton,
Divorce, ii. 21.

Iinpleasivet (un-ple'ziv), a. [< tt?i-i -1- "pleasive,
< plcdsf + -ire.] Not pleasing ; unpleasant.
Grief is never but an unpleajdoe passion.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 108.

unpleasurable (un-plezh'ur-a-bl), a. Not
plcasiiialile

; not giving pleasure. Coleridge.
unpleasurably (uu-plezh'ur-a-bli), adr. So as
not to give pleasure ; without pleasure.

So, as I.«dy Jackson rewrites the old story once more,
one reads it If but for its sulyect, not altogether unproflt-
ahly or unpleaturably. the Academy, May, 189a

unpliable (un-pll'a-bl), a. Not pliable. IIol-
liixd.

unpliably (un-pli'a-bli), adv. In an unpliable
manner; without yielding.
nnpliant (un-pli'ant), a. 1. Not pliant; not
easily bent; stilT.

The unpliant bow. Cowper, Odyssey, xxi.

2. Not readily yielding the will; not com-
pliant.

A stubliom, unpliant morality. Taller, No. 114.

nnpliantly (un-pli'ant-li), adv. In an unpliant
manner; uncompliantly.

unplightif, ». [ME. vnpligt; < un-i (intensive)
+ i>n,ihn.] Peril.

nnplight^t, '•. t. [MK. unplighten, prop, nnpliten,
var. of iiiipleitcn. mod. E. iinplait, as plif/h0 is
of plait: see plait, plights.] To open; un-
fold.

66.S5 impossibility
And rose to rede, and there was delyuerd to hym ye

booke of Isaie ye pvophete, and as he vnplyyht the booke
he founde the place in the whiche was wryteu, etc. ,,„„„i,-„i,_j / ,,• Li.x

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 60. Unpolisneq (un-pol isht), a

How anger unpolishex the most polite

!

Bichardnon, Clarissa Harlowe, V,

1.

(Davieg.

}

Not polished

;

not brought to a polish: noting surfaces of
marble, wood, metal, etc.

Unpoligh'd gems no ray on pride bestow.
Pope, On his Grotto.

2. Deprived of polish.— 3. Not refined in man-
ners; uncivilized; rude; plain.

nnplltablet, a. [ME., < mplite + -able.'] In-
tricate

; complicated.

Ther was establissedorcryedgrevous aaAunpHtaUe co-
empcion. Chaucer, Boethius, L prose i.

unplucked (un-plukf), a. Not plucked; not
pulled or torn away. Fletcher (and another).
Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

unplug (uu-plug'), r. t. [< un-'^ + plug.] To
remove a plug from. See unplugged.

First, the resistance is measured in the usual manner
with the other end of the cable earthed and with no
plug ill A, and balance is obtained by unplugging a resis-
tance, K, Meet. Bev. (Eng.), XXV. 650.

unplugged (un-plugd'), a. Having the plug re-
moved; also, not plugged: in electrical testing. ^J. , - ,-i, ^ , T , . .

said of a resistance when the plug which shorfl
unpollteness (un-po-ht'nes), «. 1. Lack of pol-

eireuits the coils of wire foming the resistance T\ ^T ^l
''efi'^ement; coarseness, as ot a

in the box of resistance-coils is taken out. ^^^^^ °' ^'"ing-

Unplumbl (un-plum'), «. [< MH-1 + nf«)«62, a.] ^<' outcries are made of the unpoJt(«n««. of the style.

nnnlnPS"^°'r^':^r''S^f7^-2'^ , J. 2. Impoliteness."""*^*^""'
'^"'•^" '"^''°' ^'^"'^'•

*?^?ivi":j?lr.>:;ii':'>:':',t/;T.fJ uiipoiitic(un-poi'i-tik),«. impoutic
unpolled (un-pold'), a. 1. Not polled; not
registered or counted: as, a large unpolled

Those first unpoligli'd matrons, big and bold.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. 12.

unpollte (un-po-lif), a. Not polite; not re-
fined in manners; uncivil; rude; impolite.
Tatler, No. 140.

impolitely (un-po-lit'li), adv. Impolitely.
Rather conscious and confused, Arthur asked his par-

don if he had stared at liim impolitely.

Vickens, Little Don-it, xxiii.

To deprive of lead; remove the lead from
[Rare.]

Their turpitude purveys to their malice ; and they un-
plumb the dead tor bullets to assassinate the living.

Burke, To a Soble Lord.

unplumbed (uu-plumd'), a. Not plumbed or
measured by a plumb-line; unfathomed.

The unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea.
M. Arnold, Switzerland, To Marguerite.

vote.

The opposite party bribed the bar-maid at the Town
Arms to hocus the brandy and water of fourteen unpolled
electors. Dickeng.

2t. Unplundered; not stripped.

Richer than unpoll'd Arabian wealth and Indian gold.
Fanehawe, Poems (1B73), p. 314.

unplume (un-pl6m'), r. t [< M»-2 -I- plume.] unpolluted (un-po-lu'tod), a. Not polluted;
To strip of plumes or feathers ; degrade. Glari-

rillc.

un poco (on po'ko). In mugic, a little ; slightly

;

somewhat: as, un poco staccato, somewhat stac-
cato ; un poco ritardando, retarding a little.

unpoetk (un-po-et'ik), a. Not poetic ; unpoet-
ical.

unpoetical (un-po-et'i-kal), a. 1. Not poetical;
not having or possessing poetical character;
prosaic. T. U'arton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, HI. 444.— 2. Not proper to or becoming a poet. Bj'-
Corbet, On the Death of Queen Anne.

unpoetically (un-po-et'i-kal-i), adv. In an im-
jioctical manner; prosaically.

unpoeticalness (un-po-et'i-kal-nes), n. The
ciiaracter of being unpoetical.
unpointed (un-poin'ted), a. 1. Not having a
point; not sharp.— 2t. Having the points un-
fastened, as a doublet.

His doublet loose and unpoynted.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 266.

3. Having no point or sting; wanting point or
definite aim or purpose.

The conclusion . . . here would have shown dull, flat,

and unpointed, B. Jonson, Magnetic Lady, iv. 3.

4. Not having marks by which to distinguish
sentences; members, and clauses; unpunotu-
ated: as, unpointed writing.— 5. Not having
the vowel points or marks : as, an unpointed
manuscript in Hebrew or Arabic.

not defiled; not coiTupted; pure; unspotted.

Her fair and unpolluted flesh. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 262.

unpope (un-p6p'), v. t. [< «K-2 -+- pope^.] 1.
To divest or deprive of the oflice, authority,
and dignities of pope. [Rare.]

So, guilty ! So, remains I punish guiltl
He is unpoped, and all he did 1 damn.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 17a

2. To deprive of a pope. [Rare.]

Rome will never so far unpope herself as to part with
her pretended supremacy. Fuller.

unpopular (un-pop'u-lar), a. Not popular;
not having the public favor: as, an unpopular
magistrate ; an unpopular law.

We never could very clearly understand how It Is that
egotism, so xtnpopular in conversation, should be so popu-
lar in writing. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

unpopularity (un-pop-u-lar'i-ti), ji. The state
of being unpopular. Burke, Speech on Ecou.
Reform.
unpopularly (im-pop'u-lar-li), adv. In an un-
popular manner ; not popularly.
unportablet (un-por'ta-bl), a. [ME. unpnrta-
ble; < «H-l -I- ]>ortable.] 1. Not portable or
capable of being carried. Raleigh.— 2. Not
bearable, as a trouble ; insupportable.

Wherfore the seyd William, nothyr hese frendes . . .

durst not, ne yet ne 4lar not rydyn ne gw) abowte swyche
occiipacion as he arn nseii and disposed, to here [tlieirj

grete and un2Jortable drede and vexacion.
I'agton Letterg, 1. 17.

The reader of «n;7oi?i/<rf Hebrew . . . supplies for him- ^. , - , -.

self the vowels, by means of which alone the consonants UnpOftlOned (un-por shond), a.

can be raised Into expressive sound.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 203.

unpoised (un-poizd'), a. 1. Not poised; not
balanced.

Oft on the brink
Of ruin . . .

Totter'd the rash democracy ; unpoig'd.
And by the rage devour'd. Thomgon, Liberty.

2t. Unweighed; unhesitating; regardless of
consequences.

Seize on revenge, grasp the stern-bended front
Of frowning vengeance with unpaiz'd clutch.

Not endowed
or furnished with a portion or fortune.

Has virtue charms? 1 grant her heavenly fair.

But if unportioned, all will interest wed.
i'oun^, Night Thoughts, vii.

unpoirtuous (un-p6r'tu-us), a. [< mm-1 + *por-
tnous, < L.portuo.sus, full of ports, < ^or?«s, port:
seeporf^.] Having no ports. [Rare.]

An unportuous coast Burke, A Regicide Peace, lit

unpositi're (un-poz'i-tiv), a. Not positive; not
assertive.

A dumb, unpogitive Hie, under the power of the world.
B. Bughnell, Sermons for the New Life, xvii.Margton, Antonio and Mellida, II., ill. 1.

unpoison (un-poi'zn), «. «. [<^M«-2 +jjOTA'OH.] unpossessed (un-po-zesf), a. 1. Not pos-
not owned; not held; not occupied.

Such vast room in nature unpoggesged

To remove or expel poison from ; free from pot
son. [Rare.]

Such a course could not but In a short time have unpoi-
goiied their jierverted minds. South, Sermons, V. i.

unpollcied (un-pol'i-sid), a. 1. Destitute of
civil jjolity or a regular form of government.
Warhurton, Divine Legation, i. ^5 5.— 2. Void
of policy ; impolitic ; imprudent ; stupid.

That I might hear thee call great Csesar ass
Unpoliciedl Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 31L

nnpolish (un-pol'ish), v. t. [< «n-2 -t- polish.]

By living soul. Milton, P. L., viii. 163.

2. Not in possession : used with o/.

The mind, unpoggegged of virtue.

V. Knox, Christian Philosophy, § 23.

The head is entirely unpoggesged of ciliated lobes.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., p. 463.

unpossessingt (un-po-zes'ing), a. Having no
possessions.

Thou unpoggegging bastard ! Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 69.

i .* To remove polish or gloss from, as varnished unpossibility (uii-pos-i-bil'i-ti), n. Impossi-
wood or blackened boots. Sowell, Letters, I. bility. [Rare.]
V. 9.— 2. To deprive of politeness or elegance

; k, „ou,<i be a matter of utter unpognblUty.
render rough or inelegant. Poe. King Pest



tinpossible

impossible (im-pos'i-bl), n. [< ME. nnpossihJc

;

< «B-i + possible.'^ Impossible. [Obsolete or
rare.]

It is hat'd with ientlenesse, but vnpossible with seuere
crueltie, to call them backe to good frame agaiiie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 46.

For \is to levy power . . .

Is all unpossible. Shak., Kioh. II., ii. 2. 120.

A thing nnpossible to us
This story seems to be.

True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 370).

unposted (un-p6s'ted), a. 1. Not having a
fixed post or situation.

There were also some Queen's officers going out to join

their regiments, a few younger men, unpostedt who ex-

pected to be attaclied to Queen's regiments, as their own
corps were fighting . . . against us. W. II. Rustsell.

2. Not posted or iuformed. [Colloq.]

unpower (un-pou'6r), n. Lack of power; weak-
ness. HaUiiocU. [Obsolete or provincial.]

unpowerful (un-pou'er-ful), a. Not powerful

;

impotent. Cowley, Davideis, i.

impracticable (uu-prak'ti-ka-bl), a. Not prac-
ticable ; not feasible : not capable of being per-

formed; impi-acticable. Barrow, Sermons, III.

xiii.

impractical (un-prak'ti-kal), a. Not practical,
(a) Inclined to give time and" attention to matters of

speculation and theory rather tlian to those of practice,

action, or utility ; careless about things merely profitable

;

hence, unfitted to deal witli realities.

For my own part, I am quite willing: to confess that I

like him [Spenser] none the worse for being unpractical^

and that my reading has convinced me that l>eing too
poetical is the rarest fault of poets.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. IOC.

(6) S^ot dictated l)y or in harmony with experience in

actual work: as, an unpractical scheme. =Syn. See im-
practicable.

tmpracticality (un-prak-ti-kal'i-ti), n. The
character of being unpractical.

TUipractically (un-prak'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
unpractical manner; not practically.

unpractised, unpracticed (un-prak'tist), a. 1.

Not havingbeen taught by practice ; not skilled

;

not having experience ; raw; unskilful.

The French soldiers, which from their youth have been
practised and inured in feats of arms, do not crack or ad-
vance themselves to liave very often got the upper hand
and mastery of your new made and unpractised soldiers.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), i.

2t. Not known ; not familiar through use or as-

sociation.

His tender eye, l)y too direct a ray
Wounded, and flying from unpractised day. Prior.

3. Not practised; not put into operation oruse.

Waragna ordered all his Galla ... to leave tlieir horses
and charge the enemy on foot This confident step, un-
known and unpractised by Galla before, had the desired
effect Brtice, Source of the Nile, II. 627.

unpractisedness (un-prak'tist-nes), n. [< un-
practised + -ness.'] The character or state of

being unpractised ; want of practice.

unpraiset (un-praz'), v. t. [< Mn-2 -I- praise.']

To deprive of praise; strip of commendation.
Youny.
unpray (un-pra'). v. t. [< ««-2 -f pray^.'\ To
revoke, recall, or negative by a subsequent
prayer having a tendency or effect contrary to

that of a former one. [Rare.]

The freedom and purity of his obedience . , . madehim,
as it were, unpray what he had before prayed.

Sir M. Hale, Christ Crucified.

unprayed (un-prad'), a. [Early mod. E. nn-
praied, < ME. tinpreyed; < «)t-l + prayed.] 1.

Not prayed for; not solicited reverently: with
for.

For yf theyleue nothing vnpraiedfor that mai perteine
to the paciflcacion of this diuisio, then must they per-
adventure putte into theyr seruice both matins, masse,
and euen song. Sir T. More, Works, p. 894.

2t. Unsolicited; unasked.

Thow [Death] slest so fele in sondry wyse
Agens hire wil, unpreyed day and nyghte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 613.

nnpreach (un-prech'), v. t. [< un-'^ + preach.']

To preach the contrary of; recant in preaching.
[Rare.]

The clergy their owii principles denied,
Unpreach'd their non-resisting cant

Defoe, True-Born Englishman, iL

unpreacMngt (un-pre'ching), a. Not in the
habit of preaching.

He is no unpreaching prelate.
Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

unprecedented (un-pres'e-den-ted), a. Hav-
ing no i>reeedent or example; unexampled.
The necessity under which I found myself placed by a

most strange and unjyrecedented manner of legislation.

D. Webster, Speech, Boston, June 6, 1828.
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unprecedentedly (un-pres'e-den-ted-li), adv.
Without j)recedent; exceptionally.

unpredictt (uu-pre-dikf), v. i. [< «)(<-2 -f- pre-
dict.] To revoke or retract prediction.

Means I must use, thou say'st : prediction else

Will unpredict, and fail me of the throne.
Milton, P. &., iii. 395.

impregnant (un-preg'nant), a. 1. Not preg-
nant ; not quickened : with of.

Like John-a-dreams, unpremant of my cause.
And can say nothing. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 595.

2. Not quick of wit ; dull.

This deed . . . makes me unpregnani
And dull to all proceedings,

Shak., M. for M., iv. 4. 23.

unprejudicatet (un-pre-jo'di-kat), a. Not pre-

possessed by settled opinions ; unprejudiced.

A pure mind in a chaste body is the mother of wisdom
and deliberation, . . . sincere principles and unprejudi-
cate understanding. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

UnprejUdicateneSS (un-pre-j6'di-kat-nes), n.

The character or state of being unprejudicate.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

unprejudice (un-prej'^-dis), n. Freedom from
prejudice.

Mr. Carlyle is an author wlio has now been so long be-
fore the world that we may feel towards him something
of the unprejudice of posterity.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 121.

unprejudiced (un-prej'g-dist), a. [Early mod.
E. also unprejtidizd ; < wn-l + prejudiced.] 1.

Not prejudiced; free from undue bias or pre-

possession; not preoccupied by opinion; im-
partial : as, an unprejudiced mind.

The meaning of them may be so plain that any unpreju-
diced and reasonable man may certainly understand them.

Tillotson.

2. Not warped by or proceeding from pre-
judice : as, an unprejudiced judgment.— 3. Not
hurt ; unimpaired ; undamaged.

A pair of most dis3em]>ling hypocrites
Is he and this base Earle, on whom I vowe.
Leaning King Lewis vnpreiudizd in peace.
To spend the whole measure of my kindled rage.

Ueywood, 2 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 102).

unprejudicedly (un-prej'ij-dist-li), adv. In an
unprejudiced manner; impartially. [Rare.]

Let us consider this evidence as vnprejudicedhf and
carefully as we can. Amer. Nat., XXIII. 897.

unprejndicedness (un-prej'p-dist-nes), n. The
state of being unprejudiced. Clarke.

unprelate (un-prel'at), v. t. To depose from
the dignity of prelate; depose from the epis-

copate. Bp. llacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 120.

(Varies. )

unprelatical (un-prf-lat'i-kal), a. Unlike or
unsuitable to a prelate. Clarendon, Civil War,
I. 257.

unpremeditable (un-pre-med'i-ta-bl), a. [<
M>i-1 -t- *premeditable, <. premedit{dte) + -able.]

1. Not capable of being premeditated or pre-
viously thought of. /j»j). Diet.—2. Unforeseen

;

unlookedfor; unexpected.

A capful of wind . . . comes against you . . , with
such unpremeditable puffs.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, The Fragment

unpremeditatet (un-pre-med'i-tat), a. Unpre-
meditated.

In sudden and unpremeditate prayer I am not always I

;

and, when I am not myself, my prayer is not my prayer.
Donne, Sermons, xi.

unpremeditated (un-pre-med'i-ta-ted), a. 1.

Not previously meditated or thought over.

My celestial patroness who deigns
Her nightly visitation unimplored.
And dictates to me slumbering, or inspires

Easy my unpremeditated verse.
Milton, P. L., ix. 24.

Profuse strains of unpremeditated art
Shelley, The Skylark.

2. Not previously purposed or intended ; not
done by design: as, an unpremeditated offense.
=Syn. 1. Unstudied, impromptu, offhand, spontaneous.
See extemporaneous.

unpremeditatedly (un-pre-med'i-ta-ted-li),
adv. In an unpremeditated manner; without
premeditation ; undesignedly.
unpremeditation (un-pre-med-i-ta'shgn), n.

Absence of premeditation ; undesignedness.

The Anecdotes of Sierra seem to us to fail in that lark-

like unpremeditation which belongs to the lyric.

The Atlantic, LXV. 563.

unpreparation (un-prep-a-ra'shon), n. The
state of being unprepared ; want of prepara-
tion; unpreparedness. Sir M. Hale, Afflictions.

unprepared (un-pre-pard'), a. 1. Notprepared.
(a) Not fitted or made suitable, fit, or ready for future
use : as, unprepared provisions. (6) Not brought into a
right, safe, or suitable condition in view of afuture event,

contingency, accident, attack, danger, or the like ; not put

unpride

in order ; specifically, not made ready or fit for death or
eternity.

I would not kill thy unprepared spirit.

Shak., Otliello, v. 2. 31.

(c) Not planned ; not worked out in advance ; extemporane-
ous : as, an ttn^e^arcd speech ; unprepared &^-aV\\i%. (rf)

Not brought into a particular mental state ; not trained

:

as, an unprepared student.

2. In music, specifically of g, dissonant tone,

not held over from a preceding chord or other-
wise prepared; reached by a skip.

unpreparedly (un-prf-par'ed-li), adv. In an
unprepared manner or condition ; without due
preparation.

unpreparedness (un-pre-pSr'ed-nes), «. The
state of being unprepared, unready, or unfit-

ted; want of preparation.

unprepossessed (un-pre-po-zesf), a. Not pre-

possessed; not biased by previous opinions;
not prejudiced.

unprepossessing (un-pre-po-zes'ing), a. Not
prepossessing; not attractive or engaging ; un-
pleasing: as, a person of unprepossessing ap-
pearance.
unprescribed (un-pre-skribd'), a. Not pre-
scribed; not authoritatively laid down; not ap-

pointed: as, unprescribed ceremony. -B/;. Hall,

Letter from tlie Tower.
unpresentable (un-pre-zeu'ta-bl), a. Not i)re-

sentable ; not fit for being presented or intro-

duced to company or society; not in proper
trim; unfit to be seen.

I could better eat with one who did not respect the
truth or the laws than with a sloven and unpresentable
person. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 184.

impressed (un-presf), a. 1. Not pressed.

My pillow left unpress'd. ShaJc., A. and C, iii. 13. 106.

2. Not enforced. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Unpresuming (un-pre-zii'ming), a. Not pre-

suming; modest; humble; unpretentious.

Modest, unpresuminff men.
V. Knox, To a Young Nobleman.

unpresumptuOUS (un-pre-zump'tu-us), a. 'Not
presumptuous or arrogant ; humble ; submis-
sive ; modest.

Lift to Heav'n an unpresumptuous eye.
Cowper, Task, v. 740.

unpretending (un-pre-ten'ding), a. Not pre-

tending to or claiming any distinction or su-

periority; unassuming; modest.

To undeceive and vindicate the honest and unpretmd
ing part of mankind. Pope.

unpretentious (un-pre-ten'shus), a. Not pre-

tentious; makingno claim to distinction; mod-
est.

unpretentiousness (un-prf-ten'shus-nes), n.

The character or state of being unpretentious

;

unassumingness ; modesty.

The journal is . . . none the less pleasant for its sim-

plicity and unpretentiousness.
Athenxum, No. 3240, p. 322

Unprettiness (un-prit'i-nes), «. The state oi

being unpretty; want of prettiness.

She says it is not pretty in a young lady to sigh; but
where is the unprettiness of it ?

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, III. 51.

unpretty (un-prit'i), a. Not pretty; lacking

prettiness, attractiveness, elegance, or ehai'm.

His English is blundering but not unpretty.
Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, IL 165. (fiaviet.)

unprevailing (un-pre-va'ling), a. Of no force

;

unavailing; vain.
Tlirow to earth

This unprevailing woe.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 107.

unprfcventable (un-pre-ven'ta-bl), a. That
cannot be prevented.
unpreventableness (un-pre-ven'ta-bl-nes), )i.

The character or state of being iinpreveuta-

ble ; inevitableness. Mind, No. 35, 1884.

unprevented (un-pre-ven'ted), a. 1. Not pro-

vented; not hindered.— 2t. Not preceded by
anything.

Grace . . .

Comes unprevented, unimplored, unsought
Milton, P. L., iii. 231.

unpriced (un-prxsf), «• !• Having no price set

or indicated.

The books offered for sale are unpriced, and customers
are invited to make their offers.

Athenaeum, No. 3177, p. S6S.

2. Priceless ; above or beyond price.

Thine ageless walls are iionded
With amethyst unpriced.

J. M. Neale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny.

unpridet (un-prid'), v. t. To strip or divest of

pride or self-esteem.

Be content to be unprided. Feltham, Eesolves, L 8*.
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unpriest (un-presf). v. t. [< Mn-2 + priest.'] unproductivity (un-pro-duk-tiv'j-ti), «. The unprop (un-prop'), v. t. [< m«-2 + prop.] To
Todepriveof the orders or authority of a priest; quality or state of being unproductive; un- remove a prop or props from ; deprive of sup-
uufrock. productiveness. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. port.

Leo, bishop of Rome, only tmprtesfa him. 836. Unpropeit (un-prop'er), a. 1. Not proper or
J/a<on, Judgment of M.Bucer.xxiv. unprofaned (un-pro-faud'), «• Not profaned confined to one person ; not peculiar,

unpriestly (un-prest'li), a. Unsuitable to or or desecrated; not polluted or violated. Dry- There 's millions now alive
unbecoming a priest. cle)i, ^Eneid, xi. That nightly lie in those tinyrojjer beds

unprince (uu-prins'), «. «. [< wn-S + ^jwce.] unprofessional (un-pro-fesh'on-al), a. 1. Not Which they dare swear peculiar.

To strip of the character or authority of a pertaining to one's profession.— 2. Not be- „ yr . „ .'
"'"e'lo. iv. i. 09,

prince; deprive of principality or sovereignt}'. longing to a profession: as, an improfessional "• Not fit or proper; not suited; improper.

[Rare.] man.— 3. Not befitting a certain profession or ^<"-. Ta^^or, Real Presence, x.

Queen Mary . . . would not unprirux herself to obey a member of a profession ; not in keeping vrith Unproperlyt (un-prop er-li), adv. Unfitly ; im-
his Holiness. Fuller, Worthies, Warwick, the rules of a certain profession : as, unpro- P™perly.

unprincely (un-prins'li), a. Unbecoming a fessional oonAwnt. Fnjjrojjerii/ ascribed to Caucasus,

prince; not resembling a prince. Milton, An%. Tinprofessionally (un-pro-fesh'on-al-i), ado. In PwrcAas, Pilgrminge, p. 41.

to Eikon Basilike, 5 9. an unprofessional manner. " " unprophetic, unprophetlcal (un-pro-fet'ik,

unprinciple (un-prin'si-pl), v. t. [< un-"^ + unproficiency (un-pro-flsh'en-si), n. Want of -i-Kal), a. Not prophetic; not foreseeing or

principJe.'] Todestroy the moral principles of

;

proficiency. Bp. Hall. " not predicting future events,

corrupt. [Rare.] vmprofitt (un-prof'it), ». Want of profit; un- Wretch . . . ol unprophetic soul. Po^jc, Odyssey, xxii.

They have been principled, or rather Mnprtnctpfed, by profitableness; uselessness. Unpropitiablo (un-pro-pish'i-a-bl), a. That
such tutors. H. Brodke, Fool of Quality, I. 111. unprofitable (un-prof'i-ta-bl), a. [ME. unprof- cannot be propitiated.'
unprincipled (un-prin'si-pld), a. [< ««-l + itable; < un-^ + profitable.'] 1. Not profitable

; a noble race is perishing at the hand of that ««j»-oi;i( j-

priitcipkil.] 1. Not having settled principles; bringing no profit; producing no gain, advan- aWe avenger who waits on secular misconduct,

not grounded in principle. [Rare.] tags, or improvement ; serving no useful or de- r/ie Academy, Mai-ch 28, 1S91, p. 290.

So unj>r!nni)!ed ill Virtue's book. sired end; useless; profitless: as, an «»i;))'o/fc(- unpropitious (un-pro-pish'us), a. Not propi-
Jlf«((m, Comus, 1. 367. 6/e business ; an «(>/))-o/i«a6/e servant. tious; not favorable ; inauspicious.

2. Having no sound moral principles ; desti- >fot with grief, for that is unpro^taftle. Heb. xiii. 17. Now flamed the dog-star's M»pro^'(ioiis ray,

tute of virtue; not restrained by conscience; Any beast ««pro;i(oWe for service they kilL
Sn-.ote every brain, and wither'd every ba^

profligate ; immoral. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 86. • . i • i / vn ;
My poor simple, guileless Baynes was trustee to Mrs. 2+ Unimproved' unlearned unpropitiously (un-pro-pish us-h), ad». In an

Dr. Firmin before she married that most unprincipled .

'
^ ' unpropitious manner ; inauspieiously.

Thackeray. Vhmp.xyL ^^Anyuncunnynge^^^^^^
UnpropitiOUSnesS (un-pro-pish'us-nes), «. The

3. Not resulting from good principles; iniqui- CAawcer, Boethius i prose l. quality or state of being unpropitious ; unfavor-
tous; wicked. =Syn. Bootless, unremunerative, fraitless, futile.

' ableness
',

inauspiciousness.
I disclaim all such unpnnctpled liberties— let me but i,Tinrnfita>iloTioao Cnn nrnf, fa W Tloo^ « The UnproportlOnable (un-pro-por slion-a-bl), a.

have truth and the law on
^^;'^^,^^^^^^^ ^ ^,_ ^Efe^^^pSf^fnV^flit'^^^^^^^ u^kls's!

Wanting due proportion ; disproportiSnable

unprincipledness(un-prin'si-pld-nes),«. The
r4'<;fit';hiv7;;ndor'T-hr. , r

'''"'''^'""™'^""°"°VJ;S,'Si::rfn:grri9:

Z'.uftv'^41^dn1ss'""^
unprincipled; im-

"pTfifKaLrrT^ithSrofifg^^^^^^^^ unproportionableness (un-pro-por'.shon-a-bl.
iii<ii,uu\

,
wititeuness.

advantaffp nruse- to nn iinnfl niirnnsB nr of nesl.n. The character or State ot being unpro-
unprison (un-priz n), v.t. [< «»-2 + prison.]

advantage, or use, to no good purpose or et-
'^^^^^^^^^ unsuitability. Bp. Gauden, Tears

I o release or deliver from piisonj set free. ' „„ ^^^^^ „„ „„p,.„^,„M^ ^ of the Church, p. 586. (Davies.)
i»o« He, Ijetter to the Countess ot Huntington. Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns. linproportionate (un-pr6-p6r'shon-at), rt.

[Rare.] .,.,.„, ^t . • •

Cowper, Conversation, l. 357. N(,t, proportionate; disproportionate ;"
unfit.

unprivileged (un-pnv i-lejd), a. Not pnvi- ^ flt^^ („„ f-i.jg^) Not having profit 7taH!W, Civil Wars, vi.
e«(-d; not enjojrmg a particular privilege, or gain

;
profitless. SAafc., T. N., i. 4. 22. unproportioned (un-pro-por'shond), a. Not

liljerty, or immunity. unprofitingf (un-prof'i-ting), a. Unprofitable, proportioned; not suitable.

uo'^IJwe? etas co«m '^ert any «SvTcTa"r"'''''''''''' *' '''""'"'' Epigrams, xc. To melt this unproportion-d frame of nature.^° ^^"^ ri Fre'e^^KZT^ct>.,'p.sai. Unprogressive (un-pro-gres'iv), a. Notpro- iJ.^<.««r., Every Man out of his Humour, i.l.

unprizablet (un-pri'za-bl), a. Incapable of Z''^*^'^^'''';
'^^.^"^"'''f^e. Unproposed (un-pro-pozd'), a. Not proposed;

being prized or having its value estimated,
Unpr?gressivene8S(un-pro-gres'iv-nes),«. The not offered for acceptance adoption, or the

as bling either below valuation or above or ^^f.^^^y
or state of being unprogressive ; stag- like: as, the motion or candidate is as yet un-

beyond valuation. ""^^""^-^^"^a
?"' ^--it^^^l^^ xr .

proposed Dryden.

A baubling vessel was he captain of
Unprohibited (un-pro-hib 1-ted), a. Not pro- unpropped (un-propf), a. Not propped; not

For shallow draught and bulk unprfzofiZe. hibited
; not forbidden ; lawful. Mdton. supported or upheld. Vrydeii, tr. of Ovid's

SAo*., T. N., v. 1. 58. unprojected (un-pr9-jek'ted), a. Not planned; Mctamorph., viii.

Your ring may be stolen too ; so ot your brace of un- not projected. Sotith. Unproprlety (un-pro-pri'e-ti), )i. Lack of pro-
primUe estimations; the one is but frail and the other unprollflc (un-pro-lif'ik), a. Not prolific; bar- priety; error; incorrectness; unsuitableness;
''*'"'•''• SAat., Cjiiibeline, i. 4. 99. ren ; not producing young or fruit ; not fertile impropriety. [Rare.]
unprized (un-prizd'), a. Not valued, as being or fruitful. Sir M. Hale. The interest of a respectable Englishman may be said,
either below or beyond valuation. Unpromise (un-prom'is), v. t. [< «Ji-2 + prom- without any unpropriety, to be identical with that of his

Not all the dukes of watcrish Burgundy isc.] To revoke, retract, or recall, as a promise. "''"• Macaulay, Mill on Government.
Can buy this unprized precious maid of me.

Promises are no fetters ; with that tongue UnprOSOlytO (un-pros'e-lit), V.t. [< ««-2 +pros-

, , ,^,
•'""^•. "jar. •• '• ^"-^

Thy promise past, i-npro»ii«e it againe. elyte.] To prevent being made a proselyte or

EvonTy^thfsunand'lirun^. .

CA«i,mo«, All Fools, ii. 1. convert; win back from proselytism. [Rare.]

H'or<i»i«)r(A, Italian Itinerant. Unpromised (un-prom'ist), a. Not promised or This text . . . happily unproselyted some inclinable to

unprobablyt (un-prob'a-bli), arft'. l. In a engaged ; uncovenanted. his opinions. Fuller, Cb. mst.,X. iv. S (Daviee.)

mannernot to be approved of; improperly. Leave nought «ni»-omMf. 5pcnser, F. Q., V. v. 49. UnprOSperoUS (un-pros per-us), n. Not pros-

TodiminUhbytheauthorityof wise and knowing men, unpromising (un-prom'i-sing), a. Notpromis- P'?™"^; »«* attended with success; unfortu-

things unjustly and unproiMWi/ crept in. ing. not affording a favorable prospect of sue- '
uM"Ccessiui.

Strype, Ecclea. Mem. of pyppIIptipp nf nrnfit of intprpst p*p- A soldier must not think himself imi)ro»pcroi« if he be
2. Improbably. Imp. Diet.

cess, ot excellence, ot profit, ot interest, e.c,
not successful as the son of rhilip.

Unproclaimed (un-pr6-klamd'), a. Not pro- °°* '°°^'°? ^^ '^
H^^^'^

*° *"'''' "-''* '^''"^ ^^' J"^- '^'«vlor, Holy Living, ii. 6.

claimed ; not notified by public declaration. ^"^ «'>promtsing youth
;
an ^mprom^s^ng season, unprosperously (un-pros'per-us-li), adv. Un-

Assassin-like, had levied war Even the most heavy, lumpish, and Mnprommn<7 infants successfully; unfortunately.
War unproclaimed. Milton, P. L, xi. 220. aPPear to

''^ ">'^^^;SX?j^e^',^^„ ,,t„ „„ Tar-w-iter
C>>reticus, flying, secured himself among the Mountains

unproductive (un-pro-duk'tiv), «. 1. Notpro- „ , .. .^. . ,,
' of Wales, where he died after he had unprosperousij/

ductive; barren; more especially, not produ- =*5°" '"""'""=""" ""P^P"'""'' unfavorable, unto- reigned three Years. BoJ-.r, Chronicles, p. 4.

eing large crops; not making profitable returns unprompted (un-promp'ted), a. Not prompt- unprosperousness(un-pros'per-us-nes), «. The
for labor: as, unproductive land ; in polit. econ., gd- not dictated • not urged or instigated ^'ate of being unprosperous

;
want ot success;

not increasing the quantity or exchangeable ' ^ t- t^j^s, unprompted by my Heart. f^^'^oV^
*^' '^"'''"^ """"'* ^'""""""^' ^'"^^'

value of articles of consumption: as, iin})ro- Con^rew, To Cynthia. 1*. 4yd.

iliictirc la\>OT. „„„,„„„„„„„oV.i« ^..^ r.^;; t,«„„'=o i.n ^ i Unprotected (un-pro-tek'ted), a. Not pro-

This nobleman . . . ,
desiring that no part of his prop- "^^t "3unceabli"^ncSe of"beh,^' Tiro"

*««t«^^
'
""* '^'^^''"^"^

'
"""^ s^^PP^^ed. Hooker,

trty or capital should lie traproduch-M during his absence^ Pyot pronounceaDie
,
incapaDie or Deing pro-

Eeeles. Polity.
made the best arrangemeiiL

.„ , ,
°o»°«e^l

!

'i'®?'!'* tV"""""™"® '
''^' ""

' unprotcctedness (un-pro-tek'ted-nes), n. The
^rnoMhe Parables ot Our Lord, p. 624. unpronounceable word.

state of being unprotebted; defenselessness.
I call the man m trade an uniM-odactme laborer who But two, a youth and maiden, The Aflnntic t,XTV .^!i.^

seeks to grow rich suddenly by speculation. Instead of by Were left to brave the storm, J^~t*lJl~^*iJZ(,,'r, Vivnt'po to,i t^^l ,• i Tn
faithful, legitimate business. With Mnprono,m™Me Dutch names, UnprotestaUtlZO (un-prot es-tan-tiz), t. «. io

J. F. CTar*e, .Self-Culture, xii. And hearts with true love warm. cause to change trom the Frotestant religion

2. Not producing some specified effect or re- Ilalleck, Epistles, to some other; render other than Protestant

;

suit: with o/.- as, acts uwprodMcWfe 0/ good. 2. Unfit for being pronounced, named, or men- divest of Protestant characteristics or features.

unproductively (un-pro-duk'tiv-li), adr. In an tioned; unmentionable as being offensive to [Rare.]

iiii|iroduftive manner. cha.ste ears. To Romanize the Cliurch is not to reform it. Tomti-

unproductiveness (un-pro-duk'tiv-nes), n. The unpronounced (un-pro-nounsf). a. Not pro- pro(e8(an(«e is not to reform it. iTmsrsiei/, Life (I86I), ix.

state of being unproductive, as land, stock, nounced; not uttered, -tfffton. Vacation Exer- unprovable (iiu-pr6''va-bl), a. Not capable of

capital, labor, etc. cises, iii. being proved, demonstrated, confirmed, or es-



nnpro7able

tablished. Also spelled unproveable. Bp. Sail,
Dissuasive from Popery.
unproved (mi-provd'), a. [< ME. 'unproved;
< MW-l + praved.;\ I. Not proved; not known
by trial ; not tested.

A fresh unproved knight Spenser.

2. Not established as true by argument, demon-
stration, or evidence.

There is much of what should be demonstrated left un-
proved. Boyle.

UnprovedneSS (un-provd'nes), n. [ME. «»-
proredness; < unproved + -ness.'\ Inexperience.
Wars ofAlexander (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1019.

6638
punished: applied to persons or things. Mil-
ton, Answer to Salmasius, v. 157.

Where an offend, the crime 's unpunishable.
May, tr. of Lucan, v.

nnpunisliably (un-i)un'ish-a-bli), adv. With-
out being or becoming liable to punishment.
Milton, Answer to Eikon Basilike, § 28.
unpunished (un-pun'isht), a. Not punished;
suffered to pass without punishment or with
impunity.

ShaU innocence
In her be branded, and my guilt escape
Unpunish'd ?

Fletcher {and Massingerl), Lovers' Progress, v. 1.

improvide(un-pro-vid ),«•.«. [<M«-2 + wrorJde.] unpure (un-pur' ), a. Not pure; impure. Donne
lo unturuish; divest or strip of qualifications; [Rare.]
in the following quotation, to divest of resolu-
tion.

unpurely (un-piir'li), arfj). Impurely. Bp.Bale,
English Votaries, ii. [Bare.]

I'll not expostulate with her, lest her body and beauty UnpureneSS (un-pur'nes), n. Imnuritv. J XJdall
unproitrfe my mind again. SAai., Othello, iv. 1. 218. On Luke ii. [Rare.]

^ .^
^ ^ ,

unprovided (un- pro- vi'ded), a. 1. Not pro- unpurged (un-p6rjd'), o. Not purged, (a) 0n-
vided; unfurnished; unsupplied: with with, purifled.

formerly of: as, unprovided with money. The rheumy and unpurged air. Shak., J. C, IL 1. 266.

(6) Not cleared from moral defilement or guilt.

I feare it would but harme the truth for me to reason
in her behalfe, so long as I should suffer my honest esti-
mation to lye unpurg'd from these insolent suspicions.

Milton, Apology for Smectyuinuus.

2. Having made no preparation ; not suitably unpurposed (un-per'post), a. Not intended;
prepared ; unprepared. not designed.

Accidents unpurposed. Shak., A. and C, Iv. 14. 84.

unpurse (un-pers'), V. t. [< ME. unpursen; < ttn-2
+ purse.} 1. To take out of a purse
[Rare.]

Ever was the gold unpursed. Qower, Conf. Amant

Utterly unprovided qf all other natural, moral, or spir-
itual abilities. £p. Sprat.

I shall make the public a present of these curious pieces
at such time as I shall find myself unprovided with other
subjects. Addison, Frozen Words.

Tears for a stroke unseen afford relief

;

But, unprovided for a sudden blow.
Like Niobe we marble grow.

Dryden, Threnodia Augnstalis, v,

3t. Unforeseen. Spenser.
unprovidedly (un-pro-vi'ded-li), adv. In an
unprovided manner ; without provision; un-
preparedly.

unprovidentt(un-prov'i-dent), a. Improvident.
Beau, and FL, Thierry and' Theodoret, iv.

unprovoked (un-pro-vokf), a. 1. Not pro-
voked ; not incited.

'

When all on the sudden, the Smectymnuans, a strange
generation of men, unprovoked, unthought of, cry out of
hard measure, and fly in my face, as men wrongfully ac-
cused. Bp. Hall, Ans. to Vindication of Smeotymnuus.

2. Not proceeding from provocation or just
cause : as, an unprovoked attack.

A rebellion so destructive and so unprovoked. Dryden.

unprovokedly (un-pro-v6'ked-li), adv. In an
unprovoked manner ; without provocation.
unprudencet (un-pro'dens), n. [ME. ; < «»-l -I-

prudcnce.'] Want of prudence ; imprudence

;

improvidence.

The mprudenee of foolls [la] erring.

Wyclif, Prov. xiv. 18.

unprudentt (im-pro'dent), a. Imprudent,
unprudential (un-pro-Sen'shal), a. Imprudent.

The most unwise and unprudential act.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxiii.

unpruned (un-prond'), a. Not pruned; not
lopped or trimmed.
Fruit-trees all unpruned. Shak., Rich. IL, iii. 4. 45.

unpublic (un-pub'lik), a. Not public
;
private

;

not generally seen or known. [Rare.]

Virgins must be retired and unpujblic.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

unpublished (un-pub'lisht), a. 1. Not made
public; secret; private.

(Tnpublish'd virtues. Shak., Lear, iv. 4. 16.

2. Not published ; still in manuscript, as a book.
The finest Turner etching is of an aqueduct with a stork

standing in a mountain stream, not in the published se-
ries ; and next to it are the unpublished etchings of the
Via Mala and Crowhurst.

Ruskin, Elements of Drawing, 1872.

unpucker (un-puk'6r), v. t. [< MJi-2 -1- pucker.']
To smooth away the puckers of ; relax.

unqult
Such an extinction of originality in what would be evo-

lutional closure will always be prevented by the feverish
activity of the unquenchable passions of human nature.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 168.

II. n. That which cannot be quenched; fig-
uratively, one whose zeal cannot be quenched
[Colloq.]

unquenchableness (un-kwen'cha-bl-nes), «.
The state of being unquenchable. Hakewill,
Apology, iv. 4.

nnquenchably (un-kwen'cha-bli), adv. In an
unquenchable manner ; so as to be unquench-
able.

That lamp shall bum unquenehably.
Scott, L. of L. M., ii.

unquestionability (un-kwes'chon-a-bil'i-ti), «.
The character or state of beiiig unquestion-
able

; also, that which cannot be questioned or
doubted ; a certainty.

Our religion is ... a great heaven-high Unguestioji-
abUUy. Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 6.

unquestionable (un-kwes'chon-a-bl), a.l. That
cannot be questioned ordoubteil; indubitable;
certain

: as, unquestionable evidence or truth

;

unquestionable courage.
King Henry the Seventh being deceased, his only Son

Prince Henry ... by unquestionable Eight succeeded in
the Crown, at the Age of eighteen Years.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 254.

2. Averse to being questioned ; averse to con-
versation.

An unquestionable spirit, which you have not
SAai., As you Like it, iii. 2. 893.

expend, unquestionableness (un-kwes'chon-a-bl-nes),
n. The character or state of being'un'question-

„ _, , .
able; unquestionability.

2. To rob of a purse or money. Pollok. [Rare.] unquestionably (un-kwes'chon-a-bli), adv
UnpUTVeyedt (un-p6r-vad'), a. [ME., < wn-l + Without doubt ; indubitably. " "

purveyed.] Unexpected; unforeseen.
Hem that she [Fortune) hath left in dyspeyre, unpur-

veyed. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 1.

unqualified (un-kwol'i-fid), a. l. Not quaU-
fied

; not fit ; not having the requisite talents,
abilities, or accomplishments.
The learned are held unqualified to serve their country

as counsellors merely from a defect of opulence.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

2. Not qualified legally ; not having the legal
qualifications; specifically, not having taken
the requisite oath or oaths ; not having passed
the necessary examinations and received a di-
ploma or license : as, an unqualified practitioner
of medicine.
By the statutes for preserving the game, a penalty is

denounced against every unqualified person that kills a
hare. Blackstane, Com., I., Int, § ii.

In the course of time, through relaxation of bardic dis-
cipline, the profession was assumed by unqualified per-
sons, to the great detriment of the regular bards.

Bncyc. Brit., VII. 791.

3. Not modified or restricted by conditions or
exceptions ; absolute : as, unqualified praise.
That women and children taken in war, and such men

At fit howr [Anacktus] setts on alone toward the Camp

;

IS mett, examin'd, and at last unquestimiably known.
Milton, Hist Eng., i.

unquestioned (un-kwes'chqnd), a. 1. Not called
in question ; not doubted.

It is the sober truth of history, unquestioned, I>ecau8e
unquestionable. Story, Speech, Salem, Sept 18, 1828.

2. Not interrogated; having no questions
asked; not examined; not examined into.

It prefers itself and leaves unqurMion'd
Matters of needful value. Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 65.

3. Not to be opposed or disputed.
Their unquestioned pleasures must be served.

B. Jonson.

unquestioningness (un-kwes'chon-ing-nes), «.
The character of being unquestioning ; unques-
tioning action. [Rare.]
The new men . . . have come to be accepted . . . with

. . . cordial unquestiimingness. The Century, XX. 3.

unquick (un-kwik'), a. 1. Not quick; slow.
Imp. Dict.—2t Not aUve or lively. Daniel,
Civil Wars, iii.

unquiescence (un-kwi-es'ens), «. Disquiet;
inquietude.

as have not been slain, naturally fall into unqualified Unquiet^ (un-kwi'et), a. [< «n-l -I- quiet.] Not
servitude, is manifest H. Spencer, Prin. of Socio!., § 456. ^ ' '

' " " ' "

unqualifiedly (un-kwol'i-fid-li), adv. In an
unqualified manner; without qualification; ab-
solutely.

Him of Cyprus, to whom the Syriac versions unquali-
fiedly attribute them. Anur. Jour. Philol., Wltl. 91.

The

quiet; not calm or tranquil; restless; agitated;
disturbed ; also, causing disturbance.

For almost all the world their service bend
To Phoebus, and in vain my light I lend,
Gaz'd on unto my setting from my rise
Almost of none but of unquiet eyes.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, L
A tumhrell or cucking-stool, set up . . . for the correc-

tion of unquiet women.
J. Collins, Hist of Somersetshire (ed. 1791), III. 4«a

t. [< an-2 -I- quiet.]

Let tmt TeufelsdrBckh open his mouth, Heuschrecke's
also unpuekered itself into a free doorway.

Carlyle, Sartor Besartus, i. 3. nnquautified (un-kwon'ti-fid), a.

unpufft (un-puf'), ». «. [<M»-2 -(-;,«/.] To take "

away the vanity of ; humble.
We might rniptifonr heart, and bend our knee,
T' appease with sighs God's wrathfuU Maiestie.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Ba^-tas's Weeks, i. 4.

unpunctual (un-pungk'tu-al), a. Not punc-
tual ; not exact, especially with reference to
time. Pope.
unpunctuality (un-pungk-tu-al'i-ti), n. The
state or character of being unpunctual. H.
Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 285.

unpunctually (un-pungk'fu-al-i), adv. In an unquenchable (un-kwen'cha-bl), a. and «. La.
unpuiK^tual manner; not punctually. Not queiieliable ; incapable of being quenched,
unpunishable (un-pun'ish-a-bl), a. Not pun- extiuguished, allayed, or the like: as, MregwencA-
isnable ; not capable or deserving of being able fire, thirst, etc.

unqualifiedness (un-kwol'i-fid-nes), n.

character or state of being unqualified.

The advertency and unqualifiedness of copiers.
Bibliotheca Biblica, I. 65. (Encyc. Diet.) Unquiet-'t (un-kwi'et), V.

unqualify (un-kwol'i-fi),». «. [<«n-2-t-«MaiJfv.l
To disquiet.

To divest of qualifications
;
disqualify. [Rare.] Between your^c'uslTa^d M"as''te'r"tnly has

Deafness unqualifies me for all company. Swift. Unquieted ns all. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iv. L
unqualitiedt (un-kwol'i-tid), a. Deprived of unq'Uietly (un-kwi'et-li), adv. In an unquiet
the usual qualities or faculties. manner or state; without rest; in an agitated
He is unqualitied with very shame. state ; uneasily

Shak., A. and C, iii. 11. 44.

Not quanti-
fied— Unquantlfled proposition. See proposition.

unquarrelablet (un-kwor'el-a-bl), a. [< ««-i +
quarrel i + -able.] Incapable of being quarreled
with, objected to, or impugned.
Such satisfactory and unquarreldble reasons.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

Tv^s?»e-'^S;fVe'er [Rar.T'^
''° unquietudet (un-kwi-e-tM),";-: Inq-uleTude

^ ^ " A kind of tinquxetude and discontentment
Sir B. Wotlon, Education of Children.

unquitt (un-kwif), a. [< ME. unquit; < un-1

One minded like the weather, most unquietly.
Shai., Lear, iii. 1. 2.

unquietness (un-kwi'et-nes), «. The state of
being unquiet; agitation; excitement; uneasi-
ness; restlessness.

lago. Is my lord angry ?

EmUia. He went hence but now,
And certainly in strange unquietness.

Shak., OtheUo, liL 4. 183.

Although unqueen'd. yet like
A queen, and daughter to a king, inter me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 171.

+ quit.] 1. Not discharged

;

obligation.

un-
not freed from

Oracinus, we must pray you, hold your guards
Unquit when morning comes.

B. JonsoTi, Sejanus, v. 5.



anqoit

2. Unpaid.
The dai Is past, the dette vn-quit.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 110.

imquizzable (un-kwiz'a-bl), a. [< mm-I + quiz
+ -ahk.'] Not capable of being quizzed; not
open to ridicule.

Each was dressed out in his No. 1 suit, in most exact
and unquizzable uniform.

Marryat, Frauk MUdmay, xv. {Dames.)

unracedt, ". [ME., < hm-I + raced, pp. of race^."]

Unbroken ; uudestroyed.

The thinges . . . ben kept hoole and unraced.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 1.

unracked (un-rakf), a. Not racked; not hav-
inj,' the contents freed from the lees: as, an un-
rnrl;id vessel. Bacon, Nat. Hist., J 306.

unraised (un-razd'), «. Not raised, (o) Not ele-

vated.

The flat unraited spirits. Shak., Hen. V., Pro]., 1. 9.

(b) Not abandoned, as a siege.

The siege shulde nat be unreyied.
Bemertt, tr. of Froissart's Chron., L cccxxxviii.

unraked (un-rakf), o. 1. Not raked: as, land
unnikcd.— 2. Not raked together; not raked up.
Where fires thou find'st unraked.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 48.

3t. Not sought or acquired by effort, as by rak-
ing.

He doubtless will command the People to make good
his Promises of Maintenance more honourably unask'd,
unrak'd fur. Milton, Xoaching Hirelings.

unransacked (un-ran'sakt), a. 1. Not ran-
sacked; not searched.— 2. Not pillaged.
KnoUcs, Hist, of the Turks.

unraptured (un-rap'turd), a. Not enraptured,
enchanted, charmed, or transported.

Man unraptured, uniuflamed.
Young, Night Thoughts, iv.

unravel (un-rav'el), V.
;
pret. and pp. unraveled,

unrorrllcd, ppr. unrareling, unrarelling. [< «n-2
+ ravel. The prefix is either reversive or in-
tensive, according as ravel is taken to mean
'tangle' or 'untangle.'] I. trans. 1. To dis-

entangle or separate, as threads ; especially,
to take out the threads of (textile material).
See ravel.

I have talked with my own heart,
And have unravelled my entangled will.

Shelley, The Cenci, ilL 1.

By means of a prism Sir Isaac Newton unravelled the
texture of solar light. Tyndall, Badiation, § 1.

2. To clear from complication or difficulty

;

unriddle; unfold.

These, with fifty other points left urrravelled, you may
endeavor to solve, if you have time.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, IL 19.

At the first glimpse we see that here there is a mystery
to be unravelled. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 74.

3t. To separate the connected or united parts
of ; throw into disorder.

Unravelling all the received principles of reason and
religion. TUlotton, Sermons, I. i.

4. To unfold or bring to a denouement, as the
plot or intrigue of a play. Pope.
U. intrans. To be unfolded; be disentan-

gled.
What webs of wonder shall unravd there

!

Younff, Night Thoughts, vt

unraveler, xmraveller (un-rav'el-tr), n. One
who or that which unravels.

Mythologists are indeed very pretty fellows, and are
mighty unravelleri of the fables of the old Ethuicks, dis-
covering all the Old Testament concealed in them.

T. Brown, Works, III. 279. (Davtei.)

nnravelment (un-rav'el-ment), n. The act or
procisM of unraveling; disentanglement; un-
foliling.

In the course of the unravebnent of the conspiracy
against Belle Carlisle we come across many clever touches
of character. The Academy, Nov. 15, 1890, p. 447.

unrazored (un-ra'zord), a. Unshaved.
Their tinrnzor'd lips. Milton, Comus, 1. WO,

unreached (un-rechf), o. Not reached : not
attained to.

That lofty hill unreached. Dryden.

unreadlf, «. [ME. unred, utined, < AS. unrxd
(= Icel. urddh = Dan. uraad), bad counsel,
< ««-, not (bere 'bad'), + r^d, counsel: see
read, h.] Bad advice or counsel.
unread'^ (un-red'), a. [< «n-i + read, pp. of
rearfl, ti.] 1. Not read; not perused.
These books arc safer and better to be left pabllckly

unread. Hooker, Bccles. Polity.

2. Untaught; not learned in booli;--.

The clown unread, and half-rend gentleman.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 408.
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unreadable (un-re'da-bl), a. Not readable.
(a) Incapable of being read or deciphered; illegible: as,

unreadable manuscript or writing. (6) Not suitable or fit

for reading; not worth reading: as, a dull, unreadable
book or poem.

Goethe . . . wasted his time and thwarted his creative
energy on the mechanical mock-antique of an unreadable
" Achilleis." Lowell, Study Windows, p. 217.

Books almost unreadable to delicate minds.
Littell's Living/ Age, CLXI. 75.

unreadableness (un-re'da-bl-nes), n. The qual-
ity or state of being unreadable; illegibility.
Athenpenm, No. 3300, p. 113.

unreadily (un-red'i-li), adv. In an unready
manner, (o) Unpreparedly. (6) Not promptly; not
quickly, (ct) Awkwardly.
Men being first inforced to write their actes and monu-

ments in beast« skinnes dried, in barkes of trees, or other-
wise perchance as vnreadUy. HaHuyt's Voyayes, II. 171.

unreadiness (un-red'i-nes), n. The character
of being unready, in any sense.
unready (un-red'i), a. [< ME. unredy; < un-^
+ ready.'] 1. Not ready; not prepared; not
fit.

A dismal picture of the general doom

;

Where souJs distracted, when the trumpet blows.
And half unready with their bodies come.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st 254.

2. Not prompt; not quick.— 3t. Awkward;
ungainly.

An unready horse, that will neither stop nor turn.
Boom, Youth and Age.

4t. Not dressed ; undressed.
How now, my lords ! what, all unready so?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 1.

Enter James, unready^ In his night-cap, garterless.
Stage Direction in Two Maids of Moreclaek. {Hares.)

To make unreadjt, to undress or unharness.

Come, where have you been, wench 1 Make me unreaiy.
I slept but ill last night. Fletcher, Island Princess, iii.

Make unready the horses ; thou knowest how.
B. Jonson, New Inn, 1. 1.

unreadyt (im-red'i), v. t. [< unready, a.] To
undress.

Hee remayned with his daughter, to give his wile time
of unreadying herself.

Sir P. Sidnei/, Arcadia, p. 379. {X^ares.)

unreal (un-re'al), a. 1. Not real ; not substan-
tial ; having appearance only ; illusive ; ideal.

Hence, horrible shadow

!

Unreal mockery, hence

!

Shak., Macbeth, lil. 4. 107.

2. Unpractical; visionary.

Those who have most loudly advertised their passion
for seclusion and their intimacy with nature, from Pe-
trarch down, have been mostly sentimentalists, unreal
men. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 206.

Fallacy of unreal middle. See fallacy. — Unreal
quantity, an imaginary quantity.

unrealism (uu-re'al-izm), n. The opposite of
realism.

unreality (un-re-al'i-ti), ». 1. Lack of reality
or real existence.— 2. That which has no re-
ality or real existence.

He ^lulius Caesar) was too sincere to stoop to unreality.
He held to the facts of this life and to his own convic-
tions. Froude, Caesar, p. 649.

3. Unpractical character; visionariness.

The unreality of the optimistic religions of the day was
what he attacked unceasingly from youth to age, with an
energy as honest In Its way as Carlyle's.

The Critic, XIV. 243.

nnrealize (un-re'al-iz), v. t. [< unreal + -ize.']

To take away the reality of; make or consider
unreal ; divest of reality

;
present or treat in an

ideal form. [Bare.]

The men, the women, . . . the lounger, the beggar, the
boys, the dogs, are unrealized at once.

Emerson, Miscellanies, p. 47.

unreason (un-re'zn), 11. Lack of reason; un-
reasonableness; irrationality; nonsense; folly;

absurdity—Abbot of unreason. See abbot.

unreasont (un-re'zn), t). J. [iunreason,n.'] To
prove to be unreasonable; disprove by argu-
ment. [Rare.]

To unreason the equity of God's proceedings. South.

unreasonable (un-re'zn-a-bl), a. 1 . Not reason-
able or agreeable to reason; irrational.

For it is an vnresonable rellgloun that hath rigte nou3te of
certeyne. . Piers Plowman (B), vi. 163.

If he [Henry Vni.] seems to ar-t upon pure self-will, he
Is able to give a reason for his acts, and that such a reason
as we cannot on mere prejudice determine to l)e unreason-
able. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 244.

3. Exceeding the bounds of reason ; beyond
what is reasonable or moderate; exorbitant;
immoderate : as, an unreasonable price.

The pretence was Infinitely unreasonable, and tlieicfore

had the fate of senseless allegations, it disbanded pres-

ently. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 77,

unrecognizably
An alarmist by nature, an aristocrat by party, he [Xen-

ophonj carried to an unreasonable excess his horror of
popular turbulence. Macaulay, History.

3t. Not endowed with reason ; irrational.

The nature of creatures unreasoiutble.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, III. 3.

Unreasonable creatures feed their young.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Ii. 2. 26.

4. Not listening to or acting according to
reason; not guided by reason; not influenced
by reason.

I must be most unreasonable to be dissatisfied at any
thing that he chooses to put In a book which I never shall
read. Trevelyan, in Life of Macaulay, I. 204.

5t. Inconvenient.

We departed to our lodging, desiring to know whether
our coming the next day might not be uneasy or unreason-
able to her. Perm, Travels in Holland, etc.

= Syn. Absurd, Silly, Foolish, etc. (see absurd), obstinate,
wrong-headed, extravagant, imfair, unjust, extortionate.

unreasonableness (un-re'zn-a-bl-nes), «. The
state or character of being unreasonable, in
any sense.

unreasonably (un-re'zn-a-bli), adv. In an un-
reasonable manner; contrary to reason; fool-
ishly; excessively; immoderately.
unreasoned (un-re'znd), a. Not reasoned or
argued; not due to reason or reasoning; not
founded on reason ; not thought out.

Old prejudices and unreasoned habits.
Burke, Rev. in France.

The unreasoned denial of a fact is quite as illogical as
its blind acceptance. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 586.

unreasoning (un-re'zn-ing), a. Not reasoning;
not having reasoning faculties ; characterized
by want of reason.

To these rational considerations there is superadded,
in extreme cases, a panic as unreasoning as the previous
over-confidence. J. S. Mill.

unreasoningly (un-re'zn-ing-li), adv. In an
unreasoning manner; without reasoning or re-
flection. N. A. Rev., CXL. 194.

unreavet (un-rev'), i>. t. To take. to pieces;
disentangle; loose.

The worke that she all day did make.
The same at night she did againe unreave.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxili.

unreavedt (un-revd'), a. Not taken or pulled
to pieces.

Could'at thou think that a cottage not too strongly built,
and standing so bleak in the very mouth of the winds,
could for any long time hold tight and unreaved f

Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead.

unrebated (un-re-ba'ted), a. Same as unhated.

A number of fencers tried it, with unrebated swords.
Hakewill, Apology.

unrebukable (un-re-bu'ka-bl), a. Not deserv-
ing rebuke ; not obnoxious to censure. 1 Tim.
vi. 14. Also spelled unrehukeaUe.
unrecallable (un-re-kal'a-bl), a. Not recall-
able ; incapable of being called back, revoked,
annulled, or recalled.

That which is done is unrecallable.
Feltham, Resolves, i. 89.

unrecallingt (un-rf-kai'ing), a. Not to be re-
called. [Rare.] ' -

And ever let his vnrecalling crime
Have time to wail th' abusing of his time.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 993.

Unreceived (un-re-sevd'), a. Not received; not
taken ; not come into possession ; not em-
braced or adopted. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v.

}54.

unreckonable (un-rek'n-a-bl), a. Not capable
of being reckoned or counted ; immeasurable

;

immense. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ii.

unreckoned (un-rek'nd), a. Not reckoned, com-
puted, counted, or summed up. Dryden, Don
Sebastian, iii. 1.

Unreclaimable (un-re-kla'ma-bl), a. Irreclaim-
able. Hji. Hall, Serinons, 2"Pet. i. 10.

Unreclaimably (un-re-kla'ma-bli), adv. Irre-
clainia1)ly. lip. Hall, Peace-Maker, } 8.

unreclaimed (un-re-klamd'), a. Not reclaimed,
(a) Not brought to a domestic state ; not tamed.

A savageness in unreclaimed blood.
Shak., Hamlet, 11. 1. 34.

Bullocks unreclaimed to bear the yoke.
Dnjden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xlli.

(6) Not reformed; not called back from vice to virtue: as,

a sinner unreclaimed, (c) Not brought into a state of cul-

tivation, as desert or wild land.

unrecognizable (un-rek'og-ni-za-bl), a. Not
recognizable; incapable of being recognized;
irrecognizablo. Coleridge.

unrecognizably (un-rek'gg-ni-za-bli), adv. In

an unrecognizable manner ; witiout or beyond
recognition.



unrecognizably G640 nnremoved
The opening through which we had come had closed «n- The onr«f««7n«f ugliness . . . of a slothful people. =Syn. Relentless, Implacable, etc. {see inexorabW), mer-

recognivMy behind us. The Atlantic, LXVII. 499. Carlyle. ciless, hard-hearted, unsparing, unpitying, rigorous, crueL

unrecognized (un-rek'og-nizd), «. Notrecog- 5. Not taken out of pledge or pawn. unrelentingly (un-re-len'ting-li), arfr. In an
nized, in anv sense. Pawnbroliers lose on an average 10 per cent, on irare- unvelentingmanner; harshly; inexorably. Con-

As de.irSam Johnson sits behind the screen, . . . there
"'"^'^ «''°'^'- ™' •*'"*»• J""- "' ^^- <'^"^'- •^''^'•) 1<»>P'»-<ir], liev., LU. 688.

is no want of dignity in him, in that homely image of unreductt (un-re-dukf), a. Not reduced. unrelentingness (un-re-len ting-nes), n. The
labour ill rewarded, genius as yet unrecognised, indepen- '

Thouirht unreduct to act quality or state of being unrelenting; severity;
denco sturdy and uncomplainu.g.

. _ . . „ Is but an embryon in the truest sense. iuexofableuess.
Thackeray, On Screens m Dimng-Rooms^ Middleton, Family of Love, iii. 1. unreliability (un-re-li-a-bil'i-ti), n. Unreliable-

unrecommended (un-rek-o-men ded), a. Not iinreel (un-rel'), V. [< «H-2 + ,TcU.] I. trans, ness ; untrustwortiiness. "

reeomineuded
;
not favorably mentioned. F. To unwind from a reel, as a line or thread. unreliable (un-r|-li'a-bl), a. Not reliable ; not

„«t»«ii;^!?Jfli'A;., loi,' o .,^^ „ -w^f-^ A measured mile course was laid off, «™fehn(/ from an to be relied or depended on. Coleridge. (Imp.
UnreCOmpensed(uu-rek om-penst), a. Notrec- anchored stake buoy one mile of fine wire. Diet.)
ompensed, rewarded, or requited. The Engineer, LXVIII. 413. Alcibiades, who might (chronologiclly speaking) have
Heaven will not sec so true a love unrecompens'd. H, intrans. To become unwound from a reel, been the son of Pericles, was too unsteady, and (according

/.7«teA.r,^yildgooseCha8e iv.S.
The line will «nr«naster than it is needed, and get into 'V^'-„Sw?F\f^^1'^?;^"^?.^ '"

unreconcilablet (im-rek'on-si-la-bl), a. Irrec- a snarl. Tribune Book oj Sports, v. \<a.
""reconect English, too "umelyuponable.

oncilable. Bi>. iia;/, No Peace with Rome. nnrppvp fun-rev' i »; f • m-pt nnrl nn imrpprptl .. ,. , , ,.
^'^'""^' '"'• "

unreconcilablyt (unlrek'on-sMa-bli), a<lv. Ir- "^f^Z^ ^^r l^elnl ^"[< ""un-i^ ZZ\ unreliableness (un-re-li'a-bl-nes) n. The ^ate
reconclably ii;,. i7««, Contemplations, ii. 381. ^«„<., to withdraw or take out (a rope) from a

^ quality of being unreliable. CoUridge. {Imp.

unreconciled (un-rek'on-sild), a. Not reeon- block thimble etc
mci.)

, , , , . , .

ciled. (a) Not made consistent: as.. ««r.»,«»7rfsw^^^ Unrefined (un-'re-find'), a. 1. Not refined; ^l^^rXl^^^'l^'^^
^"'^^^' '' Admitting of

ments. (ft) Not restored to friendship or favor ; still at ,,„+ vinrifiorl • ^o ^/n^< -fin^w 0,1^0- o Art no reliei or succor.
enmity or opposition: as, a sinner unreconciled to God. ""^ puiiueu. as, nnnjmea sugar.— .i. INOt re-

.lecrGc of distress is unrelievable bv his newer
(ct) N6t atoned for. hned or polishedm manners, taste, or the like.

'^ ° "^^i °<= <" distress is «nre(iCTa6fc^j^li« power. ^
CnreconciJed as yet to licavena^Vace.

These early and Knrr/i»i«d^ges.^
^.^^ ^^^^^ Society Unrelieved (un-re-levd'), a. Not relieved, in

SAo*., Othello, v. 2. 27. „„ , „„vi_ / - c~ > '
-ui-. t!- ^ any sense. Boyle.

«It)IrreconcUable; implacable. Unreformable (un-re-for ma-bl), «• ><ot re- /y ^j (^j^.^g.lg^^^^.ji) ^^ Without
rm even he that once did owe «nrec<m«T<f hate to yon. formable

;
not capable of bemg reformed or

relief or miti<'ation

'

Beau, and «., Woman-Hater, iii. 2. amended. ITooA-cr, Eccles. Polity, vii. 4 24.
leiiei 01 miu^auoii.

unreconciliablet (uu-rek-on-sil'i-a-bl), a. Un- unreformation (un-ref-or-ma'shon) r, The a-S"Sl.''''™VeUL"^yToV"t'°8^'^^^^^^^
reconcilable. Shah:, A. and C, v. 1. 47. state of bemg unreformed; want of reforma- ,,„„„„ j,-,vi» ^,„> r» mi:»rli <, Kn „ t^o^-h;
unreconstructed (un-re-kon-strJik'ted),o. Not tion i?;;. ^«//, Sermons, Eccles. iii. 4. [Rare.] ™'l^^,t™®^,*^,^®iX;y/ "^^' ^^°"'*^'-

reconstructed; specifically, in T. S. ;)oZJHcs, not unreformedness (uu-re-for'med-nes), «. The ,,„°^- 'IlwV^/f^Ve n N^f r»
yet reorganized as a State of the Union : ap- q^^ality or state of being unreformed. Contem- ™°^fX^?!7*JX^^ ^'

plied to seceded States after the civil war; poranj Rev., 1.1^.34^. [Rare.] ! ,' Tl,, ,. , .«., ,

also looselv, to citizens of the South not reeon- unregarded (un-re-gar'ded), a. Not regarded

;

^^v must their [Nobles and People of Scotland) sincere

., ', ,
^' ,, „ , " T,„f Snn.in/1 . „„!- .;„»i„„.i . «„„i„„* A. i' it„j Bud modcratc uroceediiigs hithcrto lic MnrcTjwjdftfr'd.

ciled to the results of that war. not heeded
; not noticed ; neglected ; slighted. ''

Milton, Reformation in Eng., a
On Thursday, Mr. Butler's Committee on Eeeonstruc- Since whose decease, learning lies unregarded. nnrpmemberlnff fun-re-mem'b^r-imrl a Hav-

tion reported in favor of extending for a month the time Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 440. i,.Z^tr^^"Ztt^%). rppnllpotinn '

(luring which .an unreconstructed Southerner may retain The rifts where unregarded mosses be. ^ uicmui v ui iccuiici^uwu.

his Government employment. I'Ae Nation, VIII. 221. Lowell, Sea-Weed. UnrememVring of its former pain. Dryden, ^neld, vL

unrecorded (un-re-kor'ded), o. 1. Not record- unregeneracy (un-re-jen'e-ra-si), n. The state unremembrance (un-re-mem'brans), n. Por-
ed; not registered; not made part of any rec- of being um-egenerate or unrenewed in heart, getfulness; want of remembrance. [Rare.]
ord: as, an Mnrecor^Jed deed or lease. .Soh«(, Sermons. .. , Some words are negative in their original language, but
The unrecorded English words actually in use among UUregOnerate (un-re-jen e-rat), a. Not regen- seem positive, because their negation is unknown : as, am-

the people. Amer. Jour. Philol.,yi.'2aa. orated; not renewed in heart; remaining at en- nesty, an Mnr«m«7nirffnce, or general pardon.

2. Not kept in remembrance bv writing or by mity with God; in a general sense, wicked; bad.
_

^a««. Logic, i. 4.

public monuments. " trnrcffCTwrate carnal man. Unremitted (un-re-mit ed), a. 1. Not remitted;

Not «nr..orrf.d in the rolls of fame. Pope. ^P- ^'"'^- S^™""'- "• ^ ^^\
forgiven

:
as, punishment unremitted.- 2.

unrecOUnted(un-re-koun'ted),a. Not recount- unregenerated (un-re-jen'e-ra-ted), a. Same ^ot ^ajang a temporary relaxation: as, pam

od; not related or' recited. «*aA-., Hen. VIII.,
as ««re</eHfrafe. _ ^

nmemtHed.
•:: o 4u UnregeneratlOnt (un-re-jen-e-ra shon), )2. The It 13 the strongest motive that we can suggest for «nr«-

characfpr or state of bpine- iiTirpp-pnprntp Bn mi«ed diligence in the acquisition of useful knowledge.
unrecoverable (un-re-kuv'6r-a-bl), o. 1. In-

<-"aid(Aei 01 siare 01 ueiug unregeneraie. Jip.
£rere<(, Orations, L 268.

capable of being recovered, found, restored, or
-""">.i\^pentaiiee, vni. ij 4.

iinr-ami+fo/nw Cuti ,.0 mit'ori li-i /.A. Tr, or, ,.n
obtained as-ain- not obtainable frAm n debtor- Unregistered tin-rej'is-t6rd), a. Not regis- Unremittedly (un-re-mit ed-li), a<H. In an un-
o Diaiuea again, nolo Dtaina Die irom a QeDtoi,

f„-p3 . „„* _p„„-^p^ •" ^ remitted maimer; incessantly; continuously,
irrecoverable: as, an jofrecoi'eraft/e article of

i«rtu, noi recorueu.
^ , ,.1' ,_ J

v,rc,-npriv ar\ tinrernrprnhli' ApM „ ,= , .
^"'"^ Newport has an advantage which Swansea has beenproperty, a.n unrecoieraoie aem. tTnrcffwfer'd in vulgar fame. striving for «)ir«mi«(c<iiy. TAe iJn^ijieer, LXVII. 408.

I have a great many debts due to me in America, and I Shak., A. and C, iii. 13. 119. „__._,.4.4.,.__ /„„ ,.;; „;i/;„„N _ M„i „i,„4:„„.
had rather they should remain unrecoverable by Siy law nnrPCTPtfnlnpqs fun re ffret'ful npsl n The

Unremitting (un-re-mit ing), a. Not abating;

than submit to the Stamp Act.
unregretiuiness (un-re-giot lul-nes;, H. ICe not relaxing for a time; mcessant; continued:

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 360. quality or state of being unregretful ; content,
^s, iinremittinq exertions.

2. Noteapable of recovering; incurable; irre-
unreignedt, a. An obsolete speUing of «i»«»«7. How many a rustic Milton hr.s passed by,

mediable Unrein (un-ran'), f. *. [< ««-2 + re»il.] To stifling the speechless longings of his heart

,„.. .,,',, ^. .^ .^,, ^ , , .
loosen the rein of; give the rein to; allow to In unremfuin^ drudgery and care

!

lis the dead palsy, that, without almost a miracle, leaves >|qvr free cnnroo SAfffew, Queen Mab, t.
a man wnrecoceraWe. feifAara, Resolves, ii. 14.

"<^»o i^co v^^^mao.
. .,,. ,., ,

Loss of memory is so commonlvassocialed with «nrr
How negligently graceful he K»mM Unremittingly (un-re-mit ing-li), «dr. In an

co^,^ulZT' IZl r^r P^"l"sS His verse, and writes in loose familiar strains

!

unremitting manner ; without relaxing for a

_ ^-« »vi„ / -1 /• -ui-N .7 T
^d*soH, The Greatest English Poets, time; incessantly. 7ror(f«icorf7(, Excursion, ix.

unrecoverably (un-re-kuv er-a-bh), adv. In unreined (un-rand'), a. [Formerly also «»- unremittingness (un-re-mit'ing-nes), n. The
an unrecoverable manner; irrecoverably; m- ^,i^„,a; < nn-l + reined, pp. of reinl, »;.] 1. ciiaracter or state of being unremitting; con-
ctiraoij. Not restrained by the reins or bridle. Milton, tinuousness.
Long sick, and

'""'^'^^fl>^^.^^^^. , „ ..P. L., vii. 17.— 2. Not held in proper sway or unremorseful (un-re-mors'ful), a. FeeUng no
'

n ows, lu
gubjection; unchecked. remorse; unpitying; remorseless.

UnrecOVered (un-re-kuv erd), a. 1. Not re- This wild «nr«V,n.<J multitude. Z)<m«, Civil Wars, vi. Unrcm^rsefulUte
covered; not found or restored.— 2+. Irrecov- .

, , , . ..;,_:_,_^ . TT„in„„,,„. Did work the falls of those two princes dead,
eraljle. C7«(;>»ia«, Iliad, ix. 247. (Davies.) unrejoicing (uu-re-]oi smg), a. Unjoyous,

A-fcoig, Sir T. Overburys Vision, 16I6. (iMriw.)

unrecruitable (un-re-kro'ta-bl), a. Not eapa- *?'oomy, saa.
iiTirpmnrRpfiillvfun-re-mors'ful-ii adv With-

ble of being recruited, in any'sense. Miltln, Here winter holds his -nrejoioin^^rt.
Tt'^^eTorsS^^unpit^rgly HaJkLe, ofd

On I'jUueation. , . , , , , ,, »t , ,' . Mnnsp n 114
unrecumbent (un-re-kum'bont), a. Not re- unrelated (un-re-la'ted), a. Not related, many ^^jj'^^^^'^^PgJ^^g (un-re-m6rs'les) a [< ««-l
dining or i-eposing. Cowper, Morning Walk.

'^-Xtive"TZ%e^a4iv^ « Not relative in
(l'*-^" intensive) + remorseless.] Showing or

unrecuringt (un-re-kur'mg). a. Incapable of ^yelative (un-rei .a-Uv;, a. iNot relative, m
remorse; unpitying; remorseless,

being cured; incurable. [Rare.] any sense.
[Rare ] ! .»

fe'

Seeking to hide herself, as doth the deer If yon pitch upon the treaty of Munster, do not inter- •-"

His mellifluous breath
That hath received some unrecuritig wound. ™PV '.''' "^'Pf'^S *"•! deviating into other books unrela-

(.^u, j „ot at all charm unremorseless death.
Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 90.

""« *° "• _
Clarendon. Cowley, Elegy on Mr. Richard Clarke.

unredeemed (un-re-demd'), a. 1. Not re- unrelaxed (un-re-laksf). fi. Not relaxed; unremovable (un-re-mij'va-bl), a. That can-

deemed; not ransomed: as, an unredeemed strained; determined. n^j l,g removed; fixed; irremovable. Sir P.

captive; an unrerfeemerf sinner. Jer. Taylor, And even in his best passages, the^traincd expression, ^SMh™, Arcadia, i.

Sermons, III. ii.-2. Not recalled into the trea-
^Jj,';,^""'"^'* ^'^'^'rt'X'^™^ A^'i^isoi' pTo" unremovableness (un-re-mo'va-bl-nes). h. The

sury or bank by payment of the value in money; i j.. / -1 /i.- ^ mi \. j
'

1 state or qualitv of being unremovable, irre-

as, «nre<fee;«erf bills, notes, or stock.- 3. Not unrelenting (un-re-len ting), a. That does not movable, or immovable. £p. Hall, Contem-
fuifiUed, as a promise or pledge. "T ^,^" ".«* "-elent

;
not being or becoming le- i^ti^ne, iv.

Noone'takesthetroubletorecollecthiscontraryopin. ^^''SaV^^e^fre iuills^hos nJ oTcold^ifcx"
nnremovably (un-re-m6:va-bli), adv. In an

Ions or hU «»r«<fe<!»n«<f pledges. De nara, severe, pitiless, nostiie, or coia
,
mcx- unremovable manner; irremovably. Shak.

Maeaulay, Athenian Orntors. orable ; unyielding. T. of A., v. 2. 227.

4. Not counterbalanced or alleviated by any Of «»)ej«n«in» Clifford.
'^ "^ " "'™

unremoved (un-re-movd'), a. Not removed;
countervailing quality ; unmitigated. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. l. 58. not tal<en away ; hence, firm : unsliaken.



Jane Austen, Mansfield

Not reputa-

nnremoved 6641

unrepulsable (un-re-pul'sa-bl), a
of being repulsed, ' " '

Park, xxxiii.

unreputable (un-rep'u-ta-bl), a.
ble; disreputable.

Piety is no unreputable qualification. J. Rogers.

unrequested (un-re-kwes'ted), a. Not request-
ed ; not asked.

An unreguested star did gently slide
Before the wise men to a greater light

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 2.

tmrequisitet (un-rek'wi-zit), a. Not requisite
or necessary; unnecessary. Hooker, Eceles.
Polity, iii. S 11.

unreciuitable (un-re-kwi'ta-bl), a. Not re-
quitable; not capable of being requited, rec-
ompensed, repaid, or the like. Soyle, Works,
I. 274.

Not capable unreqilited (un-re-kwi'ted), a. Not requited;
not recompensed ; not reciprocated.

It is thought a disgrace to love unrequited. But the
great will see that true love cannot be unrequited.

Emerson, Essays, Ist ser., p. 198.

unrequitedly (un-re-kwi'ted-li), ado.
reciprocation.

She was fast falling in love violently, and as it now ap-
peared unrequitedly, with a man her superior in station.

R. Broughton, Not Wisely, but Too Well, vi.

unreserve (un-re-z6rv'), n. Absence of rfeserve;
frankness ; freedom of communication. T. tVar-
lon. Life of Bathurst, p. 86.

unreserved (un-re-zfervd'), a- 1. Not reserved

;

not restricted; not limited; not withheld in
part; without reservation: full; entire: as, un-
reserved obedience to God's commands.

Like Tenerlff or Atlas, unremov'd.
Milton, P. L., iv. 987.

unrenewed (un-re-nud'), a. 1. Not made
anew : as, an unrenewed lease.— 2. Not regen-
erated; not bom of the Spirit: as, an unrenewed
heart. .Sourt, Sermons, IX. ii.— 3. Not reno-
vated; not restored to freshness,

unrent (un-renf), a. Not rent ; not torn asun-
der. Spen.ier, F. Q., VI. vi. 40.

unrepaid (un-re-pad'), a. Not repaid; not
compensated; not recompensed; not requited:
as, a kindness unrepaid. Byron, Corsair, iii.

unrepair (un-re-par'), H. An unsound state,
as of a building; dilapidation.

Allowol to fall into neglect and unrepair.
Pop. Hci. Mo., XXV. 15.

unrepairable (un-re-par'a-bl), o. Irreparable.
Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 48. [Rare.]
unrepeatable (un-re-pe'la-bl), o,

of being repealed.

Ancient and unrepeatable Statute.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

unrepealed (xm-re-peld'), a. Not repealed;
not revoked or abrogated ; remaining in force.
Dryden.

I do suggest that it will be much safer for all, both in
official and private stations, to conform to and abide by
all those acts which stand unrepealed, than to violate any
of them. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 114.

unrepentance (un-re-pen'tans), «. The state
of being unrepentant or impenitent; impeni-
tence. JSp. i7«H, Contemplations.
unrepentant (un-re-pen'tant), a. Not repen-
tant; not penitent; not contrite for sin.

Inhumbled, unrepentant, nnreforro'd.
MUton, P. R., iii. 429.

unrepented (un-re-pen'ted), a. Not repented
of: as, " unrepented sin,'-' Dryden, Theodore and
Honoria, 1. 168.

unrepining (un-re-pi'ning), a. Not repining;
not pievisTilymurmuringoreomplaining. Rowe,
Jam- Shore, v. 1.

unrepiningly (un-re-pi'ning-li), adv. Without
peevish complaints. Sir H. Wotton, Reliqui»,
p. .'!L'2.

unreplenished (nn-re-plen'isht), a. Not re-
plenished; not fiUed;' not adequately supplied.
Boyle.

unrepliablet (un-re-pli'a-bl), a.

beinf; replied to; unanswerable

unrestrainedly

Incapable unrespectable (un-re-spek'ta-bl), a. Not re-
spectable; disreputable; dishonorable.
He makes no distinction of respectable and unrespecta-

ble. H. Bushnell, Sermons for the New Life, p. 341.

A complete and unreserved oblation.
J. A. Alexander, On Ps. h. 21

unrespectivet (un-re-spek'tiv), a. 1. Not re-
garding circumstances or conditions; devoid
of respect or consideration; regardless; un-
thinking.

I will converse with iron-wltted fools
And unrespective boys ; none are for me
That look unto me with considerate eyes,

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2. 29.

O too, too rude hand
Of unrespective death

!

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 3.

2. Not respected ; used at random ; unheeded

;

common.
Nor the remainder viands

We do not throw in ttnrespective sieve,
Because we now are full.

Shak., T. and C, il. 2. 71.

unrespited (un-res'pi-ted), (J. 1. Not respited.— 2t. Admitting no pause or intermission.
Milton, P. L., ii. 185.

Without unresponsalt (un-re-spon'sal), a. Irresponsi-
ble.

A tithe or a crop ofhay or corn which are ready to be car-
ried away by force by unresponsal men.

Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, p. 106. (Davies.)

unresponsible (un-re-spon'si-bl), a. Irrespon-
sible.

His unresponsable memory can make us no satisfaction.
Fuller, Worthies, Essex, i. 370. (Dailies.)

unresponsibleness (un-re-spon'si-bl-nes), n.

Irresponsibility. Bp. Gauden, Hieraspistes,
p. 349.

unresponsive (un-re-spon'siv), a. Not respon-
sive.

2-.^-; frank; concealing or withholding T^ff^^^:,T^X,'-Z-:^^r:±:Z±
as, an unreserved disclosure ofnothing; free

facts.

Mr. Bright was more unreserved in his language.
The American, VIII. 277.

When they met, they were as unreserved as boys.
A. Dobson, Introd. to Steele, p. xl.

unreservedly (un-re-zer'ved-li), adv. in an
unreserved manner, (a) without limitation or res-
ervation. Boyle, (h) With open disclosure ; frankly ;

without concealment Pope.

Incapable of unreservedness (un-re-z6r'ved-nes), n. The
Bp. Gauden, character of being unreserved; frankness;

Tearsof the Chiu-ch, p. 329. (Davies'.) [Rare] openness; freedom of communication; unlim
unreposing (un-re-p6 sing), a. Unquiet; never itcdness. Pope.
resting. [Kare.;I Unresistance (un-re-zis'tans), n. Non-resis-

Tlie murmur of the unrepoting brooks. tance.
Shelley, Revolt of Islam, iL 1. a trembling unresistance. Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, | 66.

unrepresented (un-rep-re-zen'ted), a. Not unresisted (un-re-zi8'ted),rt. 1. Not resisted;
not opposed, bentley.— 2t. Resistless; irre-
sistible; such as cannot be successfully op-
posed. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 282.

unresistedlyt (un-re^is'ted-li), adv. Without
resistance. Boyle, Works, III. 685.

unresistible (un-re-zis'ti-bl), a. Irresistible.

He will win you,
By unresistible luck, within this fortnight,
Enough to buy a barony.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

unresisting (un-rf-zis'ting), a. Not making re-
sistance ; not opposing; submissive; humble.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Pythagorean Philosophy.

ri-iiri-si'iiti'd, in any sense.

unreprievable (un-re-pre'va-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of being reprieved or respited from death.

O, thou unrepreivable, beyond all
Pleasure of grace danibd immediatlle

!

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, v. 1.

unreprieved (un-re-prevd' i, a. Not reprieved

;

not rfs)>it(-d. Milton, P. L., ii. 185.

Unreproachable (un-re-pro'cha-bl), a. Irre-
proachable.

Innocency unreproachable.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 2ia

unreproacbableness (un-re-pro'cha-bl-nes), ».
The i|iinlity or state of being unreproachable; unresistingly (un-re-zis'ting-li), ado. Inanun-
iiTcproacliableness. resisting manner; without resistance ; submis-
unreproachably (un-re-pro'cha-bli), adv. Ir- sively.

reproiichablv. ' " unresolvable (un-re-zol'va-bl), o. Incapable
nnreprovable (un-re-pr8'va-bl), a. [<ME. «»- of being resolved, in any sense. South, Ser-
rejirinable ; < «n-l -I- reprmable.'] Not reprov- mons, V. ix.

able; not deserving reproof ; without reproach; Unresolve (un-re-zolv'), ». [< M»-2 + resolve.'^

not liable to be justly censured. Also spelled To give up or cfiange a resolution. [Rare.]
unreproreable. Tost by contrary thoughts, the man

Unreprovable unto my wyfhood ay. Resolv'd and unresolv'd again.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 691.
Ward, England's Reformation, iv. 387. (Davies.)

My presumption of coming in print in this kind hath unresolved (un-re-zolvd'), a. 1. Not resolved;
hitherto been unreprovable. not determined. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 436.-2.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, Ded.

unreproved (un-re-provd'),a. 1. Not reproved;
not censured.

Christians have their churches, and unreproved exercijK
of reliuion. Sandys, Travalles.

2. Not liable to reproof or blame.
The gentlewoman has been ever held
Of unreproved name.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew.
To live with her and live with thee
In unreproved pleasures free.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 40.

3t. Not disproved.
The unreproveil witnesse of those men's actions.

llakluyVt Voyages, III. 684. (Enryc. Diet.)
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The character or state of being unresponsive.
unrest (uu-resf), ». [< ME. unreste (= MLG.
unreste, unraste= G. dial. unrast) ; <un- + res<l.]

Lack of rest or quietude, physical or mental.
"Is this," quod she, "the cause of youre unreste?"

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 248.

That unrest which men miscall delight
Can touch him not and torture not again.

Shelley, Adonais, xL

unrestt (un-resf), V. t. [ME. unresten; < tm-
restjU.} To disturb; deprive of rest.

Goode is hem to slee.
For thai the swarme unresteth, so thai crie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 165.

unrestful (un-rest'fiil), a. 1. Not restful or at
rest; restless. Sir T. More, Works, p. 961.— 2.
Not affording rest or promotive of rest.

unrestfulness (un-rest'ful-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unrestful ; restlessness;
disquietude.

Whlohe put the said Vortiger to great unrest/ulnesse.
Fabyan, Chronicle, Ixxxii. (Encyc. Diet.)

unresting (un-res'ting), a. Not resting ; con-
tinually in motion or action ; restless. Daniel,
Civil Wars, i.

unrestingly (un-res'ting-li), adv. In an un-
resting manner ; continuously ; without rest.

unrestingness (un-res'ting-nes), n. The state
or condition of being unresting; absence of
repose or quiet. De Quincey, Roman Meals.
unrestored (un-rf-stord'), a. 1. Not restored;
not given back.

Then does he say he lent me
Some shipping unrestored. Shak. , A. and C. , ill. 6. 27.

2. Not restored to a former, and especially a
better, state : as, unrestored health ; unrestored
to favor.

If unrMto/d by this, despair your cure.
Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 637.

3. In the fine arts, remaining, as a work of art,
in the condition in which its author left it,

save for damage of time, from the elements,
etc. Compare restoration, 2.

The Bucentaur lies rotting unrestored,
Neglected garment of her widowhood !

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 11.

unrestrained (un-re-strand'), a. 1. Not re-

strained ; not controlled ; not confined ; not
hindered; not limited.

The banquet that followed was generous ; . . . mirth
unrestrained, except by propriety.

Lord Cockbum, Life of Jeffrey.

2. Licentious; loose.

They say he daily doth frequent
With unrestrained loose companions.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3. 7.

Not resolving; unrestrainedly (un-rf-stra'ned-li), adv. In an
unrestrained manner; without restraint or lim-

Vinrespectt (un-re-spekf), «. Disrespect; want itation.
of respect or reverence ; disesteem. Bp. Hall. She . . . wept unrestrainedly. The Atlantic, LXV. 541.

Not solved; not cleared: as, doubt unresolved.
Ij)cke.— 3. Not separated, to the eye or other
sense, into its constituent parts : as, an unre-
solved nebula; also, not reduced to a state of
solution.

unresolvedness (un-rf-zol'ved-nes), n. The
state of being unresolved or undetermined ; ir-

resolution ; indecision.

Many grow old In an unresolvedness whether to embrace
Christianity or not ; and many continue unresolved as long
as they live. J. Edwards, Works, IV. 389.

unresol'ving(un-re-zorving), a.

undetermined. Dryden.



unrestrainedness

onrestrainedness (un-re-stra'ned-nes), )(. The
character or state of being unrestrained.
No men on earth ever have had liberty in the sense of

uttnthraiitednets of action. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXV. 296.

unrestraint (un-re-stranf), «. Freedom from
restraint. Carlyl'e.

unrestricted (un-rf-strik'ted), a. Not re-
stricted: not limited or confined. JFatts.

unrestrictedly (lui-re-strik'ted-li), adv. In an
unrestricted manner; without limitation.

unrestyt (un-res'ti), a. [ME. unresUj, unristy; <

unrest + -(/!.] Uneasy; unquiet; troublesome.
Yow writ* I myu unresty sorowes sore.

Chaucer, I'roilus, v. 136.5.

unretarded (un-rf-tar'ded), a. Not retarded

;

not delayed, hindered, or impeded. B. Jonson,
Discoveries.

unretentive (un-rf-ten'tiv), a. Not retentive.
Coleridfie.

nnretufnable (un-rf-t^r'na-bl), a. Incapable
of being returned ; impossible to be repaid.

unreturning (un-re-t6r'ning), a. Not returning.

The imretuming brave. Byron, Childe Harold, iii.

Do I hear thee mourn
Thy childhood's unreturning hours ?

Bryant, Earth.

unrevealedness (im-re-ve'led-nes), «. The
state of being unrevealed; concealment.
unrevenged (un-re-venjd'), a. Not revenged:
as, an injury unrevenged.

unrevengeful (un-re-venj'fiil), a. Notdisposed
to revenge. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, p. 191

.

nnreverence (un-rev'e-rens), n. [< ME. ««-
reverence; < m»-1 + revcreHce.~i Want of rev-
erence; irreverence. IVydif.

unreverend (un-rev'e-rend), a. 1 . Not reverend.
—2t. Disrespectful ; irreverent. Shak., T. G. of
v.. ii. 6. 14.

unreverent (un-rev'e-rent), a. [< ME. un-
reverent; < Mn-1 -I- reverent.'] Irreverent; dis-

respectful. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 114.

unreverently (un-rev'e-rent-li), adv. [< ME.
unreverently ; <, unreverent + -ly'^.'] Without
reverence ; irreverently.

They treten unreverently the sacrament of the auter.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

I did unreverently to blame the gods.
B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 2.

unreversed (un-re-v6rst'), a. Not reversed; not
annulled by a counter-decision ; not revoked

;

unrepealed: as, a judgment or decree unre-
versed. Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 223.

unreverted (un-re-ver'ted), a. Not reverted.
Wordsworth.

unre'VOked (un-re-vokf ), a. [< ME. unrevokid;
< MM-i -I- revoked.'] Not revoked; not recalled

;

not annulled.

Also I shall holde, kepe, and raeyntene all laudable or-

dinauncez which hath be made and used afore this tyme
be my predecessours, Maires, Aldermen, Sherifs, and the
coramen counseille of this toune, vnreuokid and vnrepelid.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 417.

nnre'warded (un-re-war'ded), a. Not reward-
ed; not compensated. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

242.

unre'wardedly (un-rf-war'ded-li), adv. With-
out reward or compensation.
He had transfused two months of her life with such a

delicate sweetness, so unrewardedly.
Scribner's Mag., IV. 757.

unre'Warding (un-rf-war'ding), a. Not re-

warding; not affording a reward; uncompen-
sating. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, I. xix.

unrh^hmical (un-rith'mi-kal), a. Not rhyth-
mical ; irregular in rhythm.
unriddle (un-rid'l), t). <. [<un-^ + riddle^.] 1.

To explain or tell something to.

I pray unriddle us, and teach ns that
Which we desire to know ; where is the English prisoner?

Heyumod, Fair Maid of the West (ed. Pearson, II. 381).

2. To read the riddle of; solve or explain; in-

terpret : as, to unriddle an enigma or mystery.

There 's somewhat in this world amiss
Shall be unriddled by and by.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

unriddleable (un-rid'l-a-bl), a. [< wn-i + rid-

dle^ + -able.] Not capable of solution; not
understandable or explainable.

Difficulties in Scripture arc unriddleable riddles.
Lightfoot, Biblical Museum, p. 139, margin.

unriddler (un-rid'lfer), n. One who unriddles
anything ; one who explains an enigma. Love-
lace, Lucasta.
nnridiculous (un-ri-dik'u-lus), a. Not ridicu-

lous. Sir T. Browne, Vtilg. Err., vii. 16.

unrifled (un-ri'fld), a. Not rifled; not robbed;
not stripped.
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They cannot longer dwell upon the estate, but that re-

mains unrijled, and descends upon their heir.

Jer. Taylor, Worlts (ed. 1835), I. 717.

unrig (un-rig'), v. t. [< «n-2 -(- ri{/'^.] Naiit., to
strip, as a ship, of both standing and running
rigging, etc. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires,
xiv., note 24.

unrigged (un-rigd'), a. Without rigging; not
rigged.

Still unrigg'd his shatter'd vessels lie.

Pitt, .«neid, iv. (Bncyc. Diet.)

unright (un-rif), a- [ME. unright, unriht, un-
rigt, mirigt,<. AS. unriht (z= OS. unreht— OYries,.
unriucht, onriucht = MLG. unrecht = D. onregt
= OHG. MHG. unreht, G. unrecht = Icel. urettr
= Norw. urett = Sw. ordtt = Dan. uret), wrong,
not right, < «««-, not, + riht, right : see «h-1 aiid
right, a.] Not right; unrighteous; unjust

j

wrong.
Late hem nener ther to haue niygt
For sikirli hit were vnry^t.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

A rightful Prince by unright deeds a Tyrant groweth.
Sir P. Sidney, Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 566.

unright (un-rif), n. [ME. unright, < AS. un-
riht (= OS. unreht = OFries. unriucht, onriucht
= MLG. unrecht = OHG. MHG. unreht, G. tm-
recht = Norw. tirett, orett = Sw. oratt = Dan.
uret), wrong, injustice, sin, < un-, not, -I- riht,

right, justice: see «)!-! and right, n.] That
which is unright or not right; wrong; injustice.
[Obsolete or archaic]

Certes, I dide yow nevere unright.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 237.

That particular form of unlaw and unright which con-
sisted in abusing the King's authority to wring money out
of all classes. E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 108.

unrightt (un-nf), adv. [ME. unright, < AS. un-
rihte (= D. onregt = OS. OHG. unrehto, MHG.
unrehte), wrongly, crookedly, unjustly, < un-,

not, -(- rihte, straight, right: see «n-l and right,

adv.] Wrongly.
The Sonne wente his course unright.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 661.

unrightt (un-rif), v. t. [< ME. unrighten; <

unright, a.] To make wrong. Gower, Conf.
Amant., ii.

unrighteous (un-ri'tyus), a. [< ME. unrihtwis,
unrigtwis, < AS. unrihtwis {= Icel. Hrettviss), not
righteous, < un-, not, -I- rihtwis, righteous: see
wre-1 and righteous.] Not righteous; unjust;
not equitable ; evil; wicked; not honest or up-
right : of persons or things.

Deliver me out of the hand of the unrighteous.
Ps. Ixxi. 4.

= Syil. Ungodly, Impious, etc. (see irreligious); wrong,
unjust, unfair, iniquitous, sinful.

unrighteously (un-ri'tyus-li), adv. [< ME. 'un-
rightwisely ; i unrighteous + -ly^.] In an un-
righteous manner; unjustly; wickedly; sin-

fully.

You gods, I see that who unrighteously
Holds wealth or state from others shall be curs'd
In that which meaner men are blest withal.

Beau, and Ft., Philaster, ii. 4.

unrighteousness (un-ri'tyus-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unrighteous ; injustice

;

a violation of the divine law, or of the princi-

ples of justice and equity; wickedness.
unrightful (un-riffill), a. [< ME. unrihtful,

onrigtvolle; < un-^ + rightful.] 1. Not rightful;

unjust; not consonant with justice.

Victorie of unryghtful detli.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 3.

2. Not having right ; not legitimate.

And he shall think that tliou, which know'st the way
To plant unrightful kings, wilt know again.

Shak., Rich. II., v. i. 03.

unrightfully (un-riffiil-i), adv. [< ME. unryght-
fully ; < unrightful + -ly^.] Unjustly; un-
righteously.

Anoyinge foolk treden, and thut unrjmht/uUy, on the
nekkcs of hooly men. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 5.

unrightfulness (tm-rifful-nes), n. [< ME. un-
rihtfulnesse; < unrightful + -ness.] The char-
acter or state of being unrightful. [Bare.]

We must beware of seeking to extenuate his [the un-
just Judge's] unrightfulness.

Trench, On the Parables, p. 372.

unring (un-ring'), v. t. [< ttn-2 -f- r/wjrl.] To
deprive of a ring; remove a ring from.
unringed (un-ringd'), a. Not having a ring,

as in the nose.

Pigs unringed. 5. Butler, Hudibrns, ii. 2.

unriotedt (un-ri'ot-ed), a. Free from rioting;

not disgraced by riot. [Rare.]

A chaste, unrioted house.
May, tr. of Lucau's Pharsalia, ix.

unroyally

unrip (un-rip'),ti. <. [< »«-2 -I- ryjl.] To undo
by ripping ; rip ; tear or cut open.

You should have seen me unrip their noses now, and
have sent them to the next barber's to stitching.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii L
O what a virgin longing I feel on me
"To unrip the seal, and read it

!

Massinger, Great Duke of Ilorence, iv. 1.

'Unripe (un-rip'), «• [< ME. unripe, < AS. unripe
(= D. onrijp = OHG. unrifi, MHG. unrcife, 6.

j

unreif), not ripe, < un-, not, -I- ripe, ripe : see I

M»-land n^«;'l.] 1. Not ripe; not mature ; not I

brought to a state of perfection or maturity: as, I

unripe fruit ; an unripe girl. Fletcher, Humor-
ous Lieiitenant, ii. 4.— 2. Not seasonable; not

J
yet proper or suitable. [Rare.]

He fix'd his unrip? vengeance to defer.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., L 254^

8. Not fully prepared; not completed: as, an i

tmripe scheme.— 4t. Too early; premature: as,]
an unripe death. Sir F. Sidney Unripe honey.)
See honey.

unripened (un-ri'pnd), a. Not ripened; notj
matured. Addison, Cato, i. 4.

unripeness (un-rip'ues), n. The state or qual-
ity of being unripe ; want of ripeness ; imma-
turity. Bacon, Delays.

unrivalable (un-ri'val-a-bl),a. [< «»i-l -1- rival

-able.] Inimitable ; not to be rivaled. Southey,
j

The Doctor, i. A. i. (Davies.) [Rare.]

unrivaled, unrivalled (un-ri'vald), a. l. Hav-
ing no rival; having no competitor. Pope, R.
of the L., iv. 105.— 2. Having no equal; peer-
less. Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 144.

unrivet (un-riv'et), v. t. [< t(ji-2 -4- rivet.] To
take out the rivets of; loosen, as anything held
by rivets or pins. Drayton, Battle of Agin-
court.

unrobe (un-rob'), iJ. [iun-^ + robe.] 1. trans.

To strip of a rolje; undress; disrobe.

II. intrans. To undress; especially, to take
off robes of state or ceremony.
unroll (un-rol'), V. [< ««-2 -f- roll.] I. trans.

To open, as something rolled or folded : as, to
«MroHcloth.— 2.Todisplay; layopen. Dryden;
Tennyson, Dream of FairWomen.— 3. To strike
off from a roll or register. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

130.

U. intrans. To become straight or loose, as
in passing from a rolled condition. Shak., Tit.

And., ii. 3. 35.

unroUment (vm-rol'ment), n. [< unroll +
-men t.] The act of unrolling. Boardman, Cre-
ative Week (1878), p. 124. [Rare.]

unromanized (un-ro'man-izd), a. 1. Not sub-
jected to Roman arms or customs.— 2. Freed
from subjection to the authority, principles,
or usages of the Roman Catholic Church.
unromantic (un-ro-man'tik), a. Not romantic

;

contrary to romance. Swift.

unromantically (un-ro-man'ti-kal-i), adv. In
an unromantic manner.
unroof (un-rof), V. t. [< ««-2 -I- roof.] To
strip off the roof or roofs of. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

222.

unroofedi (un-roff ), o. [<.un-^ + roofed.] Not
provided with a roof.

A larger smoke plume ascends from an unroofed oven
of stone. The Atlantic, LXVII. 107.

'anroofed2 (un-rSff ), a. [< wiroof + -erf2.] De-
prived or stripped of a roof.

The walls of the old church are still standing, unro<ifed,
and crumbling daily. The Centunj, XXVL 211.

unroost (un-rosf ), V. t. [< ««-2 -1- roostX.] To
drive from a roost. Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 74.

unroot (un-rof), V. [< «w-2 -1- root^ (confused
with roo(i).] I. trans. To tear up by the roots;
extirpate; eradicate: as, to unroot an oak.
Shak., All's Well, V. 1. 6.

H. intrans. To be torn up by the roots.

Fletcher, Bonduea.
unrope (un-rop'), v. t. [< «)i-2 + ro;)6!l.] To
take a rope or ropes from ; hence, in some parts
of the United States, to unharness : as, to un-

rope a horse, or loosen or remove the ropes
which serve for a harness.

The horse was unroped from the wagon and turned
loose. Philadelphia Times, July 30, 1883.

unrough (un-ruf). a. Not rough; unbearded;
smooth. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 10.

unroyal (im-roi'al), a. Not royal ; unprincely.
Sir I'. Sidney.

unroyalist (un-roi'al-ist), n. One not of the
royal family. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, IV. 56.

U>avie.t.) [Bare.]
unroyally (un-roi'al-i), adv. In an unroyal
manner.



unrude

unrude (un-rOd'), a. [< ME. unrude, unruide,

unride, ounride; < «h-1 (in defs. 2 and 3 inten-

sive) + rude.] 1. Not rude; polished; culti-

vated. Herrick, Hesperides, p. 156.— 2t. Ex-
cessively rude. [Rare.]

See how the unrude rascal backbites him

!

B. Jantan, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1.

3t. Cruel ; monstrous.
unruffle (un-ruf' l), v. i. [< ttn-2 + ruffle^.'] To
cease from being ruffled or agitated ; subside

to smoothness. Ih-yden, ^neid, i. 210.

unruffled (un-ruf'Id), a. Calm; tranquil; not
agitated; not disturbed: as,anu«rw^(/ temper.

The unruffled bosom of the stream. Hawthorne.

unruinable (un-ro'in-a-bl), a. Incapable of

being ruined or destroyed, n'atts, Remnants
of Time, ix. [Rare.]

unniinatet (un-ro'i-nat), a. Not brought to

ruin; not in ruins. Bp. Hall, Apol. against

Brownists, ^ 30. [Bare.]

unruined (un-ro'ind), a. Not ruined; not de-

stroyed. Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, $ 10. [Rare.]

imrtded (un-rold'), a. Not ruled, (a) Notgov-
eriied; not liirecteil by superior power or authority. Spen-

ser, fitate of Ireland, (it) Unruly. Fabyan. (c) Not
raarkeil, by means of a rule or other contrivance, with
lines : as, unruled paper.

unrulily (un-ro'li-lij, adi\ In an unruly man-
ner; lawlessly. Sir J. Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

unrulimentt (un-ro'li-ment), «. [< unruly +
-meiil.] Unruliness. Spenser,F.^.,lV.ix.23.

uuruliness (un-ro'li-ues), n. The state or con-
dition of being unruly; disregard of restraint;

turbulence : as, the unndiness of men or of their

passions. South, Sermons.
unruly (un-ro'li), a. [< ?<«-! + ruly^. Cf. dis-

ruly.] Disposed to resist rule orlawful restraint,

or to violate laws laid down; lawless; turbu-

lent; ungovernable; refractory; disorderly; tu-

multuous: as, an unruly child.

The tongue can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil.

Jaa. iii. 8.

An out-law was this Robin Hood,
His life free and unruly.

In Sherwood livde utout Robin Hood (Child's Ballads,
[V. 4S4).

unrulyt (un-ro'li), adv. [< unruly, a.] Not ac-

cording to rule ; irregularly.

unrumple (un-rum'pl), v. t. [< M«-2 + rumple.']

To free from rumples ; spread or lay even. Ad-
dison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

unsacrament (un-sak'ra-ment), V. t. To de-

prive of sacramental character. [Rare.]

Tlie profaneness of a bad man administering it doth
UTDfoerainent baptism itself.

Fuller, Holy and Profane .State, v. 11.

unsadt (un-sad'), a. [< ME. unsad ; < h«-1 +
sad.] Lacking in seriousness; unsettled; un-
steady.

O stormy peple ! unHod and ever untrewe.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 939.

nnsaddeni (un-sad'n), v. t. [< un-- + sadden.]
To relieve from sadness. WhiUock, Manners
of p:ng. People, p. 483.

unsaddle (un-sad'l), v. [< «n-2 -f saddle.] I.

trdns. 1. To strip of a saddle ; take the saddle
from: as, to unsaddle a horse.— 2. To cause to

dismount or fall from a saddle; unhorse.

If I believe a fair speaker, I have comfort a little while,
though he deceive me, but a froward and peremptory re-

fuser tiiuiaddlaf me at first. Donne, Sermons, xvi.

II. intrans. To take the saddle from a horse

:

as, we unsaddled for an hour's rest.

unsadness (un-sad'nes), n. [< ME. unsadnesse

;

< unsad + -ness.] Infirmity; lack of steadi-

ness; weakness. Wyclif.

unsafe (un-saf), a. Not safe, in any sense.

No Incredulous or unsafe circumstance.
Shot., T. N., iil. 4. aa

unsafely (un-saf'li), adv. Not safely. Dryden,
Eleoiiora.

unsafeness (un-saf'nes), n. The character or
state of being unsafe.

unsafety (un-saf'ti), n. The state of being un-
safe; exposure to danger; insecurity; risk.

hr. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 7.

unsaget (un-saj'), a. Not sage or wise; fool-

ish. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, v. 305.

iDaries.)

unsaid (un-sed'), a. Not said; not spoken;
not uttered: as, unsaid words. Dryden, Cock
and Fox, 1. 467.

unsailable (un-sa'la-bl), a. Notsailable; not
iiiivit;ii))le. May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, v.

unsaintt (nn-sanf), ». «. [<ttH-2 + »«»«<!.] To
deprive of saintship ; divest of saintly charac-
ter; deny sanctity to. South, Sermons.
unsaintly (un-sant'li), a. Not like a saint; un-
holy. Up. tiauden, Tears of the Church.
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unsalability (un-sa-la-bil'l-ti), n. Unsalable-
ness. .'iW(eH«Mm, No. 3281,'p. 352. Also spelled
unsaleahility.

unsalable (un-sa'la-bl), a. and n. I. a. Not
salable ; not in demand ; not meeting a ready
sale : as, unsalable goods.

II. n. That which is unsalable or cannot be
sold.

Also spelled unsaleable.

unsalableness (un-sii'la-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being iinsalable. Also spelled
unsaleableness.

unsalaried (un-sal'a-rid), a. Not provided with
or paid a fixed salary: as, an unsalaried office

or official ; hence, depending solely on fees.

unsalted (un-sal'ted), a. 1. Not salted; not
pickled ; fresh ; unseasoned : as, unsalted meat.

O, your unsalted fresh foole is your onely man.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 2.

2. Not salt; having fresh waters, as a river.

And through the green meadow runs, or rather lounges,
a gentle, uncalled stream, like an English river, licking
its grassy margin with a sort of bovine placidity and con-
tentment. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 70.

unsaluted (un-sa-lu'ted), a. Not saluted ; not
greeted. Shak.',CoT., v. 3. 50.

unsalvable (un-sal'va-bl), a. Without capacity
of being saved ; not savable.
However, I hope there is still a church in England alive

;

or else we were all in a sad, yea, in an unsalvable condi-
tion. Fuller, Appeal of Injured Innocence, ii. 102. (Hall.)

unsanctification (un-saugk"ti-fi-ka'shon), n.

The state or character of being unsanctified.
Coleridge.

unsanctified (un-sangk'ti-fid),o. l.Not sancti-

fied; unholy; profane. F. ^nox, Winter Even-
ings, xxviii.— 2. Not consecrated. Shak.,
Hamlet, v. 1. 252.

nnsanguine (un-sang'gwin), a. Not sanguine

;

not ardent, animated, or hopeful. Young, The
Ocean.
unsanitary (un-san'i-ta-ri), a. Not sanitary;
unhealthy ; not designed or fitted to secure
health. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxiii.

unsaponiflable (un-sa-pon'i-fi-a-bl), o. Not
capable of saponification.

unsapped(un-sapt'),«. Not sapped; not under-
mined or secretly attacked. Sterne.

unsatiabilityt (un-sa"shia-biri-ti), n. Unsatia-
bleness.

nnsatiable (un-sa'shia-bl), a. Incapable of be-
ing satiated or appeased; insatiable. Hooker,
Eecles. Polity.

unsatiableness (un-sa'shia-bl-nes), «. The
state or character of being insatiable; insa-

tiability ; insatiableness.

unsatiabiy (un-sa'shia-bli), adv. Insatiably.
[Rare.]

nnsatiatet (un-sa'shiat), a. Insatiate. Dr. B.
Miirc. Sleep of the Soul, iii. 11.

unsatisfactiont (un-sat-is-fak'shon), n. Dis-
satistiuiion. Bp. Hall, Of Conteutation.

unsatisfactorily (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri-li), adv.

In an unsatisfactory manner. Amer, Jour.

Archseol., VI. 516.

unsatisfactoriness (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri-nes), n.

The character or state of being unsatisfactory;
failure to give satisfaction. Boyle, Works, III.

Pref.

unsatisfactory (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri), a. Not
satisfactory ; not satisfying ; not giving satis-

faction. Sir T. Browne, Letter to a Friend.

unsatisfiable (un-sat'is-fi-a-bl), a. Incapable
of being satisfied: as, unsatisfiable passions.
,kr. r<iiilor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 74.

unsatisfied (un-sat'is-fid), a. 1. Not satisfied;

not gi'atified to the full: as, unsatisfied appe-
tites or desires. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 55.
— 2. Not content; not pleased; dissatisfied.

[Now rare.]

Divere of the magistrates being unsatisfied with this ver-

dict, . . . the defendants at the next court brought a re-

view. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 299.

3. Not fiilly informed ; not convinced or fully

persuaded.
Whataoever the Bishops were, it seems they themselves

were unsatisji'd in matters of Religion.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., 1.

4'. Not paid; unpaid; undischarged: as, an
unsati-ffied \>ill or account. Shak., L. L. L., ii.

1. 139.

unsatisfiedness (un-sat'is-fid-nes), n. The
state of being dissatisfied or discontented.

Uinthron, Hist. New England. II. 31.

unsatisrying (un-sat'is-fi-ing), a. Not satisfy-

ing or affording full gratification of appetite or

desire; not giving content; not convincing the

mind. Addison.

unscre'vr

unsatisfyingness (un-sat'is-fi-ing-nes), n. The
state or character of being imsatisfying or not
gratifying to the full. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed.

1835), I. 859.

unsaturated (un-sat'u-ra-ted), a. Not satu-
rated.

The majority of " alloisomerides " are compounds con-
taining unsaturated carbon. Nature, XXXIX. 119.

unsaturation (un-sat-li-ra'shon), n. The state
of being unsaturated.
unsavorily, unsavourily (un-sa'vor-i-li), adv.
In an unsavory manner. Milton, Animadver-
sions.

unsavoriness, unsavouriness (un-sa'vor-i-
nes), n. The character of being unsavory,
unsavory, unsavoury (un-sa'vor-i), a. l. Not
savory ; tasteless ; insipid. Job vi. 6.— 2. Dis-
agreeable to the taste or smell. Shak., Pericles,

ii. 3. 31.— 3. Unpleasing; offensive, intellectu-
ally or morally ; disagreeable. Chaucer, Par-
son's Tale.

Thou hast the most unsavoury similes.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 89.

=Syil. 2. Unpalatable, ill-flavored, stale.— 3. Disgusting,
nauseous.

unsay (un-sa'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. unsaid, ppr.

unsaying. l<.un-^ + say^.] To recant or recall

after having been said ; retract ; take back : as,

to unsay one's words.

Scorns to unsay what once it hath delivered.
Shak., Rich. II. iv. 1. 9.

Retire a while,
Whilst I unsay myself unto the Duke,
And cast out that iil spirit I liave possess'd him with.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

unscalable (un-ska'la-bl), a. Not to be scaled;
incapable of being climbed or mounted. Shak.,
Cymbeline, iii. 1. 20. Also unscaleable.

Fai- below, out of sight over the edge, lay the torrent

;

unscalable the cliff rose above. The Atlantic, LXVII. 376.

unscale (un-skal'), V. t. [< ttH-2 -t- scaled.] To
remove scales from ; divest of scales.

Unsealing her long-abused sight, Milton, Areopagitica.

unscaly (irti-ska'li), a. Not scaly; having no
scales. Gay, Trivia, ii. 416.

unscanned (un-skand'), a. Not scanned: not
measured; not computed. Shak., Cor., iii. 1.

313.

unscapablet (un-ska'pa-bl), a. Not to be es-

caped.
unscarred (un-skard'), a. Not marked with
scars ; hence, unwounded ; unhurt : as, an mh-
«carrefi veteran. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 209.

unscathed (un-skaTHd'), a. Uninjured. Tenny-
son, Princess, iv.

unsceptered, unsceptred (un-sep'tdrd), a. l .

Having no scepter or royal authority.— 2. De-
prived of a scepter ; unkinged : as, the unscep-
tered Lear. Poetry of Antijacobin, p. 138.

(Davies.)

nnscholart (un-skol'S,r), n. One who is not a
scholar; an illiterate person. Ascham, Toxoph-
ilus, p. 38. (Dalies.)

unschooled (un-skold'), o. Not schooled; not
taught ; not educated ; illiterate ; not developed
by study. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 97.

unsciencet (un-si'ens), n. [< ME. unscience; <
«»-l + scietice.] Lack of knowledge ; igno-
rance.

If that any wyht weene a thing to ben oother weyes
tlianue it is, it is nat oonly unscience but it is deceyvable
opyuyon. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 3.

unscissored (un-siz'ord), a. Not out with scis-

sors; not sheared. Shak., Pericles, iii. 3. 29.

unscottify (un-skot'i-fi), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
unscottified, ppr. unscottifying. [< ««-2 -1- Scot-

Wy-1 To deprive of Scotch characteristics.

[Rare.]

Examples of great power in Scottish phraseology, . . .

which lose their charm altogether when unseoltified.

E. B. Ramsey, Scottish Life and Character, p. 91.

unscoured (un-skourd'), a. Not scoured; not
cleaned by rubbing : as, «nscoM>'crf armor; un-

scoured wool. Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 171.

unscratched (un-skrachf), a. Not scratched;
not torn. Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 225.

unscreened (un-skrend'), a. 1. Not screened;

not covered; not sheltered; not protected.

Boyle.— 2. Not passed through a screen; not
sifted : as, unscreened coal,

unscrew (un-skro'), i'. «. [<Mn-2 + «ore«)l.] To
draw the screws from ; unfasten by taking out
screws ; also, to loosen (a screw) by turning it

so as to withdraw it : often used figuratively.

I should cui-se my fortune,

Even at the highest, to be made the gin

To unscrew a mother's love unto her son.

Fletcher (and another!), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.



unscriptural

onscriptural (un-skrip'tu-ral). a. Not war-
ranted by the authority of tlie Scriptures ; not
in accordance with Scripture : as, an unscrip-
tural doctrine.

Prelacy wag abhorred by the great body of Scottish
Protestauts, both as au unscriptural and as a foreign in-
stitution. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

onscripturally (un-skrip'tu-ral-i), adv. In an
unseriptural manner; in ainaiiner not founded
on or warranted by the Scriptures. Clarke.

unscrupulous (un-skro'pu-lus), a. Not scrupu-
lous; liaving no scruples; regardless of prin-
ciple; unprincipled. Godwin.
unscrupulously (un-skro'pu-lus-li), adv. In
an unscrupulous manner.
unscrupulousness (un-skr6'pu-lus-nes),n. The
state or character of being unscrupulous ; want
of scrupulousness.
nnscrutable (un-skro'ta-bl), a. Inscrutable.
unsculptured (uu-skulp'turd), a. Not sculp-
tured ; not covered with sculpture or markings

;

specifically, in zool., smooth ; without elevated
or impressed marks on the surface.
unscutcheoned (un-skuch'ond), a. 1 . Not hav-
ing, or not being entitled to, an escutcheon, as
being of humble birth.— 2. Not adorned with
an escutcheon or armorial bearings, as a tomb
or a doorway.
unseal (un-sel'), v. t. [< ME. nnselen; < un-^ +
«en/2.] 1. To open (a thing) after it has been
sealed; free from a seal; hence, to open, in a
feneral sense. Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 275.— 2.

'o disclose. [Rare.]

My fears forgetting manners, to unseal
Their grand commission. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 17.

unsealed (un-seld'), a. Not sealed or stamped
with a seal; not ratified; not confirmed; not
sanctioned. Shak., All's Well, iv. 2. 30.

unseam (un-sem'), v. t. [< mh-2 + seam.1 To
rip, as a piece of sewing; hence, to split or
cleave. Sliak., Macbeth, i. 2. 22.

unsearchable (un-s6r'cha-bl), a. and n. I. a.

Incapable of being discovered by search ; not
to be traced or searched out ; inscrutable ; hid-
den ; mysterious. Eom. xi. 33 ; Milton, Eikono-
klastes, xxvi.

n. n. That which is unsearchable or inscru-
table. JVath; Logic, i. 6, § 1.

unsearchableness (un-sfer'cha-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unsearchable, or
beyond the power of man to explore.

The unaearchableTiess of God's ways.
Bramhall, Answer to Hobbes.

unsearchably (un-s6r'eha-bli), adv. In an un-
searchable manner; inscrutably.
unsearched ( un-sfercht' ) , a. Not searched ; not
explored; not critically examined. Shak., Tit.
And., iv. 3. 22.

unseason (un-se'zn), v. t. [< «n-2 + season.']

1. To deprive of seasoning.— 2t. To strike or
affect unseasonably or disagreeably. Spenser.
unseasonable (un-se'zn-a-bl), a. 1. Not sea-
sonable : as, an unseasonable hour. Shak., Much
Ado, ii. 2. 16.— 3. Not suited to the time or oc-
casion

; acting at an unsuitable time ; unfit ; un-
timely; ill-timed: as, unseasonable advisers or
advice.

I would not have let fallen an unseoionaiile pleasantry
in the venerable presence of Misery.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

3. Not agreeable to the time of the year ; out
of season: as, an unseasonable frost. Shak.,
Rich. II., iii. 2. 106.—4. Not in season; taken,
caught, or killed out of season, and therefore
unfit for food : as, unseasonable salmon. Daily
Chronicle, Jan. 2, 1888.

unseasonableness (un-se'zn-a-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unseasonable. Sir
M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.
unseasonably (un-se'zn-a-bli), adv. In an un-
seasonable manner; not at the most suitable
time. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 258.

unseasoned (un-se'znd), o. l. Not seasoned;
not kept and made fit for use : as, unseasoned
wood, etc.— 2. Not inured; not accustomed;
not fitted to endure something by use or habit

:

as, men unseasoned to tropical climates.— 3.
Not qualified by use or experience; unripe;
imperfect.

An ungeaion'd courtier. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 80.

4. Not sprinkled or impregnated with season-
ing or what gives relish : as, unseasoned meat.— 5t. Unseasonable; untimely; ill-timed.

Sir, 'tis a sign you make no stranger of me,
To bring these renegadoes to my chamber
At these unseason'd hours.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, li. 4.

6644
Like a thicke Coate of vnseason'd frieze
Forc'd on your backe in summer.

Ueywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

6t. Irregular; intemperate; inordinate.

Whilst gods and angels
Make but a rule as we do, though a stricter—
Like desperate and unseason'd fools, let fly

Our killing angers, and forsake our honours.
Fletcher, Valeutinian, i. 3.

Your unseasoned, quarrelling, rude fashion.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

unseat (un-sef), v. t. [< m«-2 + seat.] To re-
move from a seat or base : as, to unseat a boiler

;

to unseat a valve. Specifically— (a) To throw from
one's seat on horseback. (6) To depose from a seat in a
representative l)ody : as, to be unseated for bribery.

unseaworthiness (un-se'wer'THi-ues), n. The
state of being uuseaworthy.
unseaworthy (un-se'wer"THi), a. Not fit for
a voyage : applied to a ship not in a fit state,
as to repairs, equipments, crew, and all re-
spects, to encounter the ordinary perils of a
sea voyage.
unseconded (un-sek'un-dedj, a. 1. Not sec-
onded; not supported; not assisted: as, the
motion was unseconded; the attempt was un-
seconded. -S/tofc.,2Hen. IV.jii. 3.34.— 2t. Not
exemplified a second time.

Strange and unseconded shapes of worms succeeded.
Sir T. Browne,

unsecretl (un-se'kret), a. [< unA + secret.]
Not secret ; not close ; not trusty. Sir P. Sid-
ney, Arcadia, iii.

unsecret^t (un-se'kret), v. t. [< un-^ + secret.]
To disclose ; divulge. .Baco», Counsel (ed. 1887).
unsectarian (un-sek-ta'ri-an), a. Not secta-
rian; not intended or adapted to promote a
sect; not characterized by any of the pecu-
liarities or prejudices of a sect.

unsectarianism (un-sek-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< un-
sectarian + -ism.] The character of being un-
sectarian ; freedom from sectarianism ; unprej-
udiced attitude in religious matters.
unsecular (un-sek'u-lar), a. Not secular or
worldly. Eclectic Bcv.

unsecularize (un-sek'u-lar-iz), V. t. [< unsecu-
lar -I- -ise.] To cause to become unsecular;
detach from secular things ; alienate from the
world ; devote to sacred uses.

unsecure (un-se-kiir'), ffl. Inseetire. Denham.
unseduced (un-'se-dusf), a. Not seduced. Shak.,
Cymbeline, i. 4.'l73.

unseeded (un-se'ded), a. 1. Not seeded; not
sown. Cowper, Odyssey, ix.— 2. Not having
or bearing seed, as a plant.

unseeing (un-se'ing), a. Not seeing; bUnd.
Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4. 209.

unseel^t, a. [<_ME. unseele, unsele, unsel, un-
ssel, < AS. *unseel (= leel. usselV) = Dan. v^sel

(= Goth, unsels), unhappy, < un-, not, -t- sel, ssel,

good, happy: see see?i, a.J Unhappy.
unseeUt, '«• [ME. unseele, hoimselc (= Icel. usx-
la); < ««-i -I- seel^, n.] Unhappiness; misfor-
tune.

What right is nowe to repente [it],

Thou scbapist thl selffe vnseele.
York Plays, p. 313.

With muchel hounsele icli lede ml nf.
And that is for on suete wif.

lis. Digby 86, (HaMiwell.)

unseel^t (un-sel'), v. t. [< «n-2 -I- seel^.] To
open, as the eyes of a hawk which have been
seeled ; restore the sight of ; enlighten.

Are your eyes yet unseeUdf dare they look day
In the dull face? B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

unseelinesst (un-se'li-nes), n. Wretchedness;
unblessedness.

I desire gretly that shrewes losten sone thiike unsely-
nysses. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 4.

unseelyKun-se'li), a. [< ME. unsely, unselin, un-
celi, unsMig, < AS. unselig, unsMlig (= OHG. un-
sdlig, MHG. umselic, unsseleo = Icel. useelligr =
Dan. usalig), unhappy, < un-, not, -t- selig, hap-
py: seeseely.] Unhappy; unfortunate; unsuc-
cessful.

*' Unhardy is unseety," thus men sayth.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 290.

unseemt (un-sem'), !).?:. [< mw-1 -f- seeml.] Not
to seem. Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1. 156.

unseemliness (un-sem 'li-nes), H. The charac-
ter of being unseemly; uncomeliness ; inde-
cency ; indecorum ; impropriety. Hooker, Ec-
cles. Polity.

unseemly (un-sem'li), a. [< ME. unsemhj (=
Icel. usxmiligr) ; < an-l -I- seemly.] Not seemly

;

not fit or becoming; uncomely; unbecoming;
indecent; improper.

unserviceable

We have endeavoured to be as far from unseemly
speeches, to make your ears glow, as we hope you will be
free from unkind reports.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Prol.

= 85^1. tTumeet, unfit, indecorous.

unseemly (un-sem'li), adv. In an unseemly
manner; indecently; unbecomingly; improp-
erl}-. 1 Cor. xiii. 4, 5.

unseen (un-sen'), a. [< ME. unsene, unseien,
unsehen, unseie, etc. ; < ««-l + seen'^.] 1. Not
seen; not discovered.— 2. Invisible; not dis-
coverable: as, the unseen God. .Milton, P. L.,
xii. 49.— 3t. Unskilled; inexperienced.
Not unseen in the affections of the court.

Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

The unseen, that which is unseen ; especially, the world
of spirits ; the hereafter.

—

Unsight, unseent. .See un-
sight.

unseizet (un-sez'), v. t. [< un-^ + seize.] To
release ; let go of. Quarles, Emblems, I. xii. 2.

unseized (un-sezd'), a. 1. Not seized; not
apprehended ; not taken. Dryden, Abs. and
Aehit., i. 256.— 2. In law, not possessed ; not
put in possession : as, unseized of land.

unseldom (un-sel'dum), adv. Not seldom;
sometimes ; frequently.

unselfconsciousness (un-self-kon'shus-nes), n.

Absence of self-consciousness. The Academy,
April 19, 1890, p. 259. [Rare.]

unselfish (un-sel'fish), a. Not selfish; not un-
duly attached to one's own interest; generous;
regardful of others.

unselfishly (un-sel'fish-li), adv. In an unsel-
fish manner; generously.

unselfishness (un-sel'fish-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unselfish

;
generosity

;

thoughtfulness for others.

unselfness (un-self'nes), n. Unselfishness. G.
MacDnnald, What's Mine's Mine, xx. [Rare.]
unseminaredt (un-sem'i-niird), a. [< i(«-2 -I-

scmiiiar(y) -f- -ed"^.] Deprived of virility ; made
a eunuch. Shak., A. and C, i. 5. 11.

unsensed (un-sensf), a. [< j(M-2 -I- sensed -i-

-ed^.] Wanting a distinct sense or meaning

;

without a certain signification. [Rare.]
A parcel of unsensed characters.

J. Lewis, Bp. Pecocfc, p. 292.

unsensiblet (un-sen'si-bl), a. 1. Insensible.

[Christ] died not to purchase such honour unto vnsett-
sible things, that man to his dishonour should do them
honourable service.

' Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860X p. 77.

2. Not sensible ; nonsensical.

They barbarously thinking unsensible wonders of me.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

3. Imperceptible.

Tlie lodge . . . being set upon such an unsensible ris-
ing of tlie ground as you are come to a pretty height be-
fore almost you perceive that you ascend, it gives the eye
lordship over a good large circuit.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

unsensiblenesst(un-sen'si-bl-nes),)i. The char-
acter of being unsensible.

unsensualize (un-sen'su-al-iz), r. t. To elevate
from the dominion of tHe senses. Coleridge,
The Destiny of Nations.
Unsent (un-senf), a. 1. Not sent; not de-
spatched; not transmitted: as, an unsent let-

ter.— 2. Not solicited by means of a message:
with /or: as, unsentfor ^Mests.

Unsentenced (un-sen'tenst), a. 1. Not having
received sentence.— 2t. Not definitely pro-
nounced, as judgment ; undecreed. Heylin,
Reformation, ii. 61. (Davies.)

imsentimental (un-sen-ti-men'tal), a. Not sen-
timental ; not apt to be swayed by sentiment

;

matter-of-fact.

Never man had a more unsentimental mother than
mine. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xx.

unseparablet (un-sep'a-ra-bl), a. Inseparable.
Life and sonow are unseparable.

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 1.

unseparablyt (un-sep'a-ra-bli), adv. Insepara-
bly. Milton, Divorce, ii.' 9.

unsepulchered, unsepulchred (un-sep'ul-
kerd), (T. Having no grave; unburied. Chap-
man, Iliad, xxii.

unsequestered (un-sf-kwes'terd), a. Not se-

questered ; unreserved ; open ; frank ; free.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. iii. 4. (Daries.)

Unservice (un-s^r'vis), «. Want of service

;

neglect of duty ; idleness. [Rare.]

You tax us for unservice, lady.
Massinger, Parliament of Love, i. B.

imserviceable (un-ser'vi-sa-bl), a. Not service-
able ; not fit for service; not bringing advan-
tage, use, profit, or convenience; useless: as,

an unserviceable utensil or garment. Shak.,
All's Well, iv. 3. 152.

I



onserviceableness 6645 unsighted
niiserviceableness(iiii-ser'vi-sa-bl-nes),». The shades or gradations of light or color, as a sengers. Hahlmit's rmiaaes I 2''7— 2 To re-
eharaeter or state otbeinguuseTvieeable; use- picture. move from its place ; apecifieally (^aMi.'), to re-
lessness. Bonoic, kermons.m. xiy. unshadowed (un-shad'od), a. Not clouded; move from a place where it is fixed or fitted : as,
unserviceably (un-ser vi-sa-bh), «(jr. Not in uot darkened; hence, free from gloom: as, an to unship an oar; to «««/»» capstan-bars- to
a serviceable manner; not servieeably. fTood- uiishadmced p&th ; unshadowed en}oyment. unship the tiller.
icarrf, Natural History. This is the ship of pearl, which, poets feign, Unshipment (un-ship'ment),)i. The act of un-
nnset (un-set ), a. [< ME. unset; < «n-l -I- Sails the u/wAodcwed main. shipmne, or the state of"bein^ unshitined • dis
sefl.-\ 1 . Not set ; not placed. Hooker, Eccles. O. W. Uolmes, The Chambered Nautilus. piaeemeAt

unsmppea
,

dis-

Polity, iii. 11.-2. Unplanted. unshakable (un-sha'ka-bl), a. Incapable of be- unshod (uu-shod'), a. [< ME. unschod; < w-l
Item, J. Mnse«e poke. Paston Letters, Inventory, I. i7T. mg shaken. Also spelled «m«7tatea6te. + shod."] 1. Not wearing shoes- barefoot:

3. Not sunk below the horizon, as the suni— F««Aa*eaWe beliefs. H.Spe7icer,StudyofSociol.,p. 317. noting a human being. Jer.ii.25.— 2. Nothav-
4t. Not fixed; unappointed. See Steven. unshakedf (un-shakf), a.. Not shaken; un- ing shoes, as a horse: noting a young horse

Al day meteth men at unset stevene. shaken ; firm ; steady. Shak., J. C, iii. 1. 70. never shod, or one from which the shoes have
Chaucer, Knights Tale, 1. 666. unshaken (un-sha'kn), a. 1. Not shaken; not been taken or dropped.

5. Not placed in a setting; unmounted: as, agitated. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 201.— 2. Not Unshoe (un-sho'), i'- f- [Early mod. E. MJwAooe;
«n»e<gems.—6. Not set, as a broken limb. _F«/- moved in resolution; firm; steady. Shak., < un-'^ + shoe.'] To deprive of a shoe or shoes,
let. Worthies. Hen. VHI., iii. 2. 199. as a horse. Sei/uood, Eoyal King (Works, ed.

unsettle (un-set'l), v. [< un-^ + settlel mixed Unshakenly (un-sha'kn-li), adv. In an un- Pearson, 1874, VI. 13).

Viith settle^.] I. tratis. 1. To change from a shaken manner; steadily; firmly. unshookt (un-shuk'),«. Not shaken ; unshaken,
settled state ; make tobe no longer fixed, steady, unshale (un-shal'), r. t. [< «n-2 -I- shale^. Cf . J'ovc, Prol. to Satires, 1. 88.

or established; unhinge; make uncertain or unshelW] To strip the shale or husk from ; un- Unshom (un-shorn'), a. 1. Not shorn; not
fluctuating : as, to unsettle doctrines or opin- shell ; expose or disclose. [Rare.] sheared ; not clipped : as, unshorn locks ; un-
ions. I wil not umhale the jest before it be ripe.

^''OrM velvet. Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 94.

His [John Brown's) ultimate expectation seems to have jKarston, The Fawne, iv. —2. Not shaven: as, J«ns7iorm lips. Longfellow,
been to so t/meWi! and disturb slave property that the in- unshamed (un-shamd'), a. Not shamed; not Skeleton in Armor.
stitution would not be worth maintaining and would col. ashamed; not abashed. Crwdew, Pal. and Arc, Unshot (uu-shof), a. 1. Not hit by shot. Wal-
"'P'^- G. 5. J/errwm, 8. Bowles, I. 249.

;;;_
» ' ' fcr.—2. Not shot ; not discharged; not fired.

2. To move fromaplace; remove. StrB.VEs- unshamefaced (un-sham'fast), a. Sameasttn- The Scots fled from their ordnance, leaving them wmAoe.
tranije.— J. to disorder; derange; make mad: shamefast. Bp. Bale. i'xpedilion into ScoKoTid, 1544 (Arber's Eng. Garner, i, 126).
as, to umettle a person's intellect. Shak., Lear, unshamefastt (un-sham'fast), a. [< ME. un- unshot (un-shof), v. t. To take or draw the shot"„', m , .0 J •

schamefast,onsehamefest,< AS. unsceamfse.<<t, not or ball out of : as, to «««Ao« a gun.n. f'-^ons. To become unfixed; give way; modest, < ««-, not, + sceamfxst, modest: see unshout (un-shout'), v. t. To recall or revoke
oe aisoruerea.

j^^ ^^j ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
shamefast.-] Not shamefast or modest; im- (what is done by shouting). S/mfc., Cor., v. 5. 4.

Lestlshoulddrown, or stab, or hang myself!
modest. [Rare.]

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 2. Unsnameiastlyt (un-sham'fast-li), adv. [< ME. unshowcred (un-shou'6rd), a. Not watered or

unsettled (un-set'ld), a. [< UH-i + settled^
"»«cl«">'ff<tstlij ; < unshamefast + -ly'^.'] With- sprinkled by showers : as, jms/iojoererf grass,

mixed with «e«toP.] I. Not settled; not fixed
out shame

;
boldly. WycUf, Prov. xxi. 29. Milton, Nativity, 1. 215.

in resolution; not determined; unsteady or unshameiastnesst (un-sham'fast-nes), m. The unshown (un-shon'), a. Not shown; not ex-

wavering; fickle; fluctuating; of the mind, dis-
state of being unshamefast; impudence. hibited. ^7(at., A. and C, iii. 6. 52.

turbed ; deranged. ^« •'"'e not wanted this Lent flshe to eate, and also Unshrlned (un-shrind'), a. Not deposited in a
, ,„ J / ci , n. » „ slnnes ynow to confesse

; for the case is come to suche dis- shrine. Southev.An unsettled fancy. Shak., Tempest, y. 1. m. solution .;.nd unshav„;faetne,3e that the gentlemen hold it unshriilkine (un-shrinc'kins) a Not shrink
Account* pcrplex'd, my interest yet unpaid, 'or an estate and aduancement of honour to eate flesh in

"BSarlllKing (.un snrmg King;, a. ISOt snrmlE-

My mind u»Me((ted, and my will unmade. I*nt- Gw«mra, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 86. mg, not withdrawing trom danger or toil ; not
Crabbe. Parish Register (Works, 1. 104). unshape (un-shap'), V. t. To deprive of shape;

'e«0'l"'g <"• hesitating through reluctance or

2. Not determined, as something in doubt; throw out of form or into disorder; confound | f®*'= '^^X
«nsn"»ktng firmness. Shak., Mae-

not freed from uncertainty: as, an unsettled derange. [Rare.] beth, v.8. 4„
question.-3. Having no fixed place of abode; This deed «„.A«^ me quite. SAai.,M.forM.,iv.4.23.

™shnnkingly (un-shring king-li), arf». In an
not estab shed. Hoofcer, Eccles. Polity, ii. 6; „„„i,„„^„ ,„„\[-'^^

ona-c.,m.iorfli.,iv.4. a., unshrinking manner; firmly.

/>ri,rfc«.-4. Unequal; not regular; chanl^ablel T^T'difor;ieH ?,^ v
^^''^^^^> '"'«- unshriven(un-shriv'n), «. Not shriven. Clarke,

as. unsettled weather. Bentleu, Sermons.- 5.
shapen deformed, ugly. unshroud (un-shroud'), )). *. To remove the

Not havine the lees or dretrsdenosited- turbid-
Thou wild tnwAopen antic. shroud from; discover; uncover; unveil; dis-

roily! as ^n«„r«ferfU^^^^^^ „„„>„n»W .
~',?:"^

'"'f:
'^^"^^ "'«' '^

»;
dose. P. pietcher, Pui^le Island', xii.

2. 325.-6. Not adjusted; not liquidated; un- uns^aPely (un-shap li) a. Not shapely; not unshrubbed (un-shrubd'), a. Bare of shrubs;

paid : as, an unsettled dispute ; an tt«.se«/«/ bill,
we'l-formed

;
ill-formed. „ot set with shrubs. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 81.

Chalmers On Romans viii 1 —7 Having no ??','"P';P,''=f
vexteA many an apparently-solid edifice, unshunnablet (un-shun'a-bl), a. Incapable of

• L vV '-. ^ • J V '• "l^'ug no which fell into uiwAape/y ruin at the first rude blast of heiiio- shntiiied - iTipvitMhln >ihnl- OthAllr. iiiinhabitants; not occupied by permanent in- criticism. y. j%*«,Co8micPhilos.,l.26.
'^eing snunnea, inevitable. Afta/L., Uthello, m.

habitants: as, unse«/<?rfland8.— 8. Disturbed; nnaharpd Cnn-shSrd'l o Not shared- not nnr •'--"'- ., , ,,^ -kt ^ ,

lawless
' unsnarea (un snard

;,
a. J>iot snared, not par- ungjimmg^ (un-shund'), a. Not shunned ; not

T . ...J., ...
taken or enjoyed in common: as, ttJisAored bliss, avoided- unshunnahle Shnlc M for M iiiIn early un«(tt«d times the carrying of weapons by Milfnn P T. iv iJSn ^WrT' ""snunnaoie. ^naA:., M. ror M., 111.

each freeman was needful for personal safety; especially JzJi,„llIi.' ,„' „J;^V' „ tt =1, cr
^- ^^-

when a place of meeting far from his home had to be unshavet (un-shav ), a. Unshaven. Surrey, unshutt (un-shuf), v. t. [< ME. unschutteu, un-
reached. i/. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 8 491. Aneul, iv.

.^, , , srhettan; < un-2 -\- shut.-] To open. Chaucer,
unsettledly (un-set'ld-li), adv. In an unset- unshaven (un-sha vn), a. Not shaven; un- Merchant's Tale, 1. 803.
tied manner; uncertainly: irresolutely. X '>i'i"ned. ,. ,, _ , „ ^ unshutter (un-shut'er), ». <. To take down or
BaiU,,. tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 72. unsheathe (un-sheTH ), v. I. trans. To draw open the shutters of. T. Hughes, Tom Brown
unsettledness (un-set'ld-nes), n. The state of from the sheath or scabbard. S/iafc., 3 Hen.VI., at Oxford, xvii.
being un.settled, in any sense. Milton. »• 2. 123—To unsheathe the sword, figuratively, to unshy (un-shi'), a. Not shy; familiar; oonfi-
nnsettlement (un-seti-ment), ». 1. The act '°rf"^Wr«B, To pnn,« o„t frn,„ o «>,B=tt,

<!<'"'- -KicAardTOw, Clarissa Harlowe, IL 50.
of unsettling. /mj>. 7>ic?.— 2. The state of 11. '"«ra««. To come out from a sheath. mavies.)
Ix.in. unsettled; unsettledness; confusion; ™shed

(^"^f
ed ), a 1. N^t divided^ un-

Tj^gjckt ((in-sik'), a. Not sick; well. Thelsleof
disturbance. .Barrow, Sermons, III. .\v.

paneo, as tne nair. <spe««CT-, J<. <^., iv. vii. 4U. ladies, I. 1205.
unsevent (un-seVn), r. t. To make to be no Tf^lJ"^

shed; not spilled: as, blood unshed,
^^^^y^^^^ (un-sik'6r), a. [< ME. unsiker(= Q.

longer seven [Rare.] una(un sheT')', ./. To divest of the shell;
^nsicher); < un-i + sicker.] Not safe ; not se-

To unwren the Sacraments of the Chnrch of Borne. Tivo^^T,* /^f „ oV.oli . v>of«l, . l,o„«o f«™„„i.;.*i, cure.
/'u/ter,Ch.Hlst.,Xl.lL9. (Davie,.)

J"^'!?" fo releli^
'
*>««««' *» g^^^ ^"-th

unsickemesst (un-sik'er-nes), «. [< ME. un-
unsevered (un-8ev'6rd), a. Not severed; not ''"i »'»">'_" '^''";"*»"-

sikerncs; < unsicker + -ness.] The state of be-
narted- not divided- inspnnrahle .S/mt Pnr Of him and none but him ... have I took, sent, or come ine- insecurel>ariui, noiaiviuea.inseparaDie. dhal^., (,oi., inthewindof,thateverYarmouth«n«AeJtedoringendred. '"f-ifX/ -p/t .i\ i tvt ^ •** j1". -'• 4J. J^osAe, Lenten Stufl-e (Harl. Misc., vi. 157). (Davies.) Unsifted (un-sif ted), «. 1 . Not Sifted ; not sep-
unsew (un-so ), v.t. [< ME. unsewen, unsowen; There (behind a nailed-up chimney-board] I remained arated by a sieve. May, tr. of Virgil.— 2. Not
< un-' + «cicJ.] To np. [Rare.] till halt-past seven the next morning, when the house- critically examined; untried. Shak., Hamlet,
Chidynge and reproche . . . umawm the semea of

™»''^'' sweetheart, who was a carpenter, misheUedme. i. 3. 102.
freendshiiMi in mannes herte. CAoucer, Parson's Tale.

i>ic*«w, Sltetches, Watkins Tottle. unsightt (un-sif), a. [Contr. of ««s«<7A«e(f.] Not
unsex (un-seks'), t). <. [< un-^ + sex.] To de- '"^shelve (un-shelv'), u. «. To remove from, seen.— Unslght, unseen, without inspection or exami-

prive of sex or of sexual characters; make other- or as from, a shelf. nation : thus, to buy anyiidng «>i«>A( umeeii is to buy it

wise than the sex commonly is ; transform in unshent (un-shenf). a. Not shent; not spoiled ; ,'^''^?"V*
* '

""" »'''"'="»"=<• "* «»*< «"^»-

respect to sex; usually, with reference to a not^disgraced; unblamed. £-ea<s. Lamia, i.
•^'

yor to mbscrlbe unsight, unseen
woman, to deprive of the qualities of a woman ; unshenflt (un - sher it), v. t. 1 o remove from T' an unknown church's discipline.

make masculme. or deprive of the office of sheriflf. Fuller, Wor- 5. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 637.

Come, you spirits tliies. Kent. There was a great confluence of chapmen, that resorted
That tend on mortal thoughts, uruex me here. Unshiftable (un-shif ' ta-bl), O. Not shifta- from every part, with a design to purchase, which they

Shak., Macbeth, L 6. 42. ijle • shiftless • helpless. Bev. S. Ward Ser- "^''^ '" ''" ^nsioht, unseen. Addison, Spectator, No. 611.

unshackle (un-shak'l), r. t. To unfetter; moi'is, p. 67. [Rare.]
'

unsightable (un-si'ta-bl), a. [ME., < Mn-1 +
loose from bonds; set free from restraint, ylrf- unshiftiness (un-shif'ti-nes), ». The character sight + -able.] Invisible. Wyclif.
'li""!!. of being unshifty ; shiftlessness. W.Mathews, unsighted (un-si'ted), a. 1. Not seen; invis-
unshaded (un-sha'ded), a. 1. Not shaded; Getting on in the World. ible : as, an unsighted vessel. Suckling.— 2.
uot overspread with shade or darkness. -Sir unship (un-ship'), ». t. 1. To take out of a ship Not furnished with a sight or sights: as, an
W. Itavenant, To the Queen.— 2. Not having or other water-craft : as, to M»s/i(y goods or pas- unsighted gun.



Tmsightliness 6646 unsought

unsightliness (iin-sit'li-nes), ». The state of Unionism hitherto has been presented to the wwHiffd unsociality (iin-so-shi-al'i-ti), «. The state of

being unsightly; disagreeableness to the sight

;

'"'"'"" ™'"^ ""''
''"''v.Wff^S/l^.n*,,™ xxvt 798

being unsocial; unsociaVnlity. II. Hazlitt, in

deforniitvT ugliness. i(Jj.s.e»i««,Surgerv. ' ^ ., , ,

A^neteenth Century, xxyi. 728. personal Traits of Brit. Authors (Wordsworth),

unsightly (un-sit'li). a. Disagreeable "to the 2. Destitute of practical knowledge ;
unae- p. igj.

eye; ugly; deformed; repulsive. Shak., Lear, quamted; unfamiliar: as, unsJciled in ehemis- unsocket (un-sok'et), v. i. To take from a

ii 4 159 ^''y-— ^- Produced without skill or dexterity; socket.

un'significant (un-sig-nif'i-kant), a. Having showing no evidence of skill in production. unsoftt (un-soff), a. [ME. unsofte, < AS. u«-

110 si"nificanee or signification. if their unskilled verses were preserved at all, they so/'tc, hard, severe, < tin-, not, + softe, soft,
'^ 1 ^ , . ,. . must have been preserved by those who repeated them rn'ild- see «M-1 and w/'i 1 Hard- harshAn empty, formal, «n».i/»»;ico)rf name. from memory. O. Tiehtur, Spm. Lit., I. IW.

mua
.
see M?i ana .so/s.j naru.narsn.

Hammond, Worlfs, IV. 614. „,.„.,. , ,, i,, » , . , ,,.» , . Thilke brnstles of Ills herd unsofte.
. .„ 4.1 , , . •„• 1 , rv J UnstoUed labor, labor that does not exhibit or does not CAo«cer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 580.

UnSlgnincantlVt (un-Slg-mt i-kant-ll), aav. require special skill or traunng : usually confined to the _ , ,._,^ , ^,^
'

Without siguificauce " simpler forms of manual labor, as the labor of hod-car- unSOftt (un-soff), adv. Not with softness ; not

_. , , , T -ti. Ki f t If ''*''^' '*'''''• softly. iSpeiiser, Shep. Cal., July.

mtahtiwwnot«,Mii?S.^vbesIt°oM^^^^^ t/,«*.7ied Za!,or, requiring only brawny muscle, cannot uUSOlder (un-sod'er), V. t. To separate, as

Jff/(on', Areopagitica. equitably claim the wages of skilled labor, which taxes what is ioined by solder; disunite; dissolve;
„ .

'
. the brain, and requires the drill of a long apprenticeship.

,,,.„„v ,„, Tpj)>h;«/»i Paasincr nf Artlinv
unsimple (un-sim'pl), a. Not simple, in any ii. H. HtfcAcoc*-, Add. on the 48th Anniversary, Union McaK up. -tenwj^^on, rassing oi Jiruiui.

seuse
r

> ^ [Theol. Seminary, unsoldieredt (un-sol'jerd), a. Not having the

Snch' profusion of unsin^ple words. J. Baillie. UUSlain (un-slan'), a [< ME ««.tej»., ««- Q^'alit^es of
^
jo'di^^

5^

"O*
tolnfd*''sold"ers"

,. .. , . ,. ,. ... TIC- slaqen: <.un-^ + slainX.^ Notslain. Wars of neations or appearance or iraiuea soiaiers.

unsimplicity(un-sim-plis'i-ti),n. Lack of Sim-
j^jgrander (E E T S) 1 2475 i*7c<c7(e>-, Loyal Subject, i. 2.

plicity; arttiilness. A'i«srste;/, Westward Ho, vi
ungiafeed (unUlikt'), a.' [<m£ 'tmslaked, &\so unsolemn (un-sol'em) «. [< ME. umolempne

;

unsint (Jin-s.n ) V t. To deprive of sinful „„^,,j.;i,,,,)
< mm-1 -f sWerf, pp. of ^iafcel.] Not < ""-^ + solemn^ Not solemn (a) Not sacred,

character or quality. Fetmam, Resolves, i. 89. _i„i,„h it, ot,,, oonoo serious, or grave. (6) Not accompanied by the due cere-

Unsincere (un-sin-ser'), a. It. Not genuine;
SiaKea in any sense. monies or forms; not regular or fom.al; legally infoi-mal:

adulterated iio,/a.-2. Mixed; alloyed, as a ^"St^^f?^?t%rout?^o2i'a?^ri''ale. 1. 253. ^U^iirbTatd-rr^oTifto fl^'f'

^'''"^''"' P' ^'^^ <^'^

irsiXe.^Sto«r"'
'

.

unsleeping (un-sle'ping), a. Not sleeping; ever The renon nis neyther over^old^ne «^^o,.,jg^.
^^^^ ^

unsincereness{un-sin-ser'nes), ». Insincerity, waketul.
,,_-_i._,_j_<, /„„ „„i'a_, „T_^ ,, * r/ ,monism,,

[KaTe.] The unsleeping eyes of God. JIfiKon, P. L., v. 647. Unsolemnize (HH-soI em-mz), v.t. [< M«so/e»iH

unsincerityt (un-sin-ser'i-ti), ». Wantof gen- unsleptt (un-slepf), «• Having been without o„j™,j
uineuess; adulteration. "Boyie, Works, L 350. sleep.

unsolicited (un-s6-lis'i-ted), a. Not solicited,
unsmew (un-sm'u), v. t. To deprive of strength, Paie as man longe unalept. The IsU of Ladies, 1. 1836. („) ^ot applied to or'petitioned.
might, tirmness vigor, or energy. -SAaA"-, Ham-

^gjjj^g (^^^.gjijjg,) „ ^ To remove from a Not a god left «MoZici(ed. SAa*., Tit. And., iv. 3. 60.

let, IV. /. 10. LKare.J
„„„„„ „ positioninwhiehit has been slung; specifically (6) Not asked for ; not requested : as, un««(iCT<ed inter-

unsing (un-smg ), I!. «. To recant, recall, or re- f„a„«.),totakeoffthesling8of,asayard, acask, fe.ence. Lord Halifax.
tract (what has been sung). De/oe, True-Born

etc ; release from slings; unsolicitous (un-s6-lis'i-tus), a. Not solicitous.
Englishman, 11. (i»fmes.) [Bare.]

,. unslipping (un-slip'ing), a. Not slipping ; not («) Not deeply concerned or anxious, ^. r«cter. (i-)

unsingled (un-sing'gld), a Not singled; not ^^^j^*^^ ^ A
Shak., A. and C, ii. 2 129. us^unsMnfo^shonTjolLlT'

'• °'" ^"'='*'"'"^

^^Jnln^uns^n'l'n.fr Csi^n^^^^^^^
^^^^^''^ (un-slos'), ^. «. To open the sluice r^^iitt^ZllxTd)/a.Tot,o\\6. (a) Not havingunsmning (un-sm mg), a. Not Sinnmg

,
com- ^^ letflow. Drf^den, tr. of Ovid's Meta- o,e properties of a solid ; liquid or gaseous. i(«*e, Human

mittmg no sm; impeccable; untainted with ^'^ .^^^
'

Understanding, ii. 4. (!,) Not sound, substanthU, or firm;

sin: as wmjJKHigr obedience. Jer. Taylor, -^^^^^ ^^,-^^_^^^ „ jj empty ; weak ; vain ; ill-founded.

Works (ed. 1830) n. 20.
. sleeping or lumbering ; always watching or "nsolldlty (iin-S9-lid:i-ti), ». The character or

unsister(un-sis t6r), ei. <. To deprive of a sister
; yieilant X A Ser CXXVI ^75 state ol being unsolid, m any sense. Ihe At-

separate, as sisters. Tennj^son, Queen Mary, 1.1. ^I^^^g (^^]-J^,^j^g)--^- jifot slum- '«"^^c, I^XIH. 655
^, , , , ,- ^

[Kare.] brous; not inviting or causing sleep. &-«„«,,, unsolved (un-sol vd'), a. Not solved, explained,

unsistered (un-sis t^rd), o. Sisterless; having Endvmion i FRare 1
or cleared up : as, an «Mso/»ea nddle. Dryaen,

no sister. O. ;»'. iZo/mes, Professor, p. 286.
^^gi^t, a. '[< ME. wisleiz, unsleie, nnslegh (= Virgil, Ded.

C^^are.J Icelii!oe;/r) ;<««-!+ ^i^!] Not sly. |-j,d*/, unsonsy, Unsoncy (un-son si), a. 1. Not
unsisterliness (un-sis ter-h-nes), n. The char- p^Qy xxiii ''8

' •" sonsy ; not buxom, plump, or good-looking.

acter or state of being unsisterly. unsmirched"(un-smfercht'), a. Not stained; [Scotch ]- 2. Bringing or boding ill luck; un-

unsisterly (un-sis'ter-h), a. ^Not like a sister
; ^^^ ^^-j^^ ^^ blacked ; clean : as, an unsmirched l"<lky ; ill-omened ; unpropitious. [Prov. Eng.

unbecoming a sister. iJic/jardson, Clarissa Har- character. Mai., Hamlet, iv. 5. 119. and Scotch.]
lowe,Vn.412.

., unsmooth (un-smoTH'), a. Not smooth; not Also spelled ««soK^e, wwoncte.

unsittingt (un-sit'ing), a. [ME., < «»-l + sd- ^^^^ '^^_ ^^^^ J^^ p, tj^j^ ^^^ r^^eo- unsoott, "• An obsolete variant of unsweet.

ting.^ Unbecoming; improper. CAflMCer, Troi-
doret iii 3 And cast hem out as rotten and un«oo««.

lus, ii. 307. unsmote '(nn-smof), a. Not smitten. £j/ro»,
*"'^«'-' ^h^P- Cal- December,

unsizable (un-si za-bl), a. Not of the proper Destruction of Sennacherib. [Rare.] unsophisticate(un-so-fis'ti-kat), a. Unsophis-
size, magnitude, or bulk Tatler. unsmotherable (un-smuTH'6r-a-bl), a. Inea- ticated.
unsized (un-sizd ), a. Not sized ot stiffened: ^j ^ ^^ j smothered, suppressed, or re- ^. _ Natnr^ «n*oj,«.(.M.(« by man,

as, «/m^e(i camlet. Co«<//-efe, Way of the
^tr^i^ed. DicW Pickwick, i^viii.

''"'*'""''''''
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UnskilfuY(un-skil'ful),«. HUE. unskilful; < "f^f^
dn-snar'), v. t. To release from a

^s^pjiigticated (un-s6-fis'ti-ka-ted), a. Not
UH-^ + skilful.-\ 1. Not skilful; wanting, or not „_„„„li ,-,,„ sr,arl") « t To disentangle

sophisticated; not corrupted, adulterated, or

evincing, the knowledge and dexterity which ^l^eckftn-Z^' ', :: t To draw thfsneck, perverted, by art; unmixed; pure; genuine;

are acquired by observation, use, and experi- ]^°"]j
qJ. \jqh gf (a door)

"°* artificial ; simple ; artless.

ence; bungling: said of persons or their acts. ' „. , \ . ^
!'

, ., ., It is the only place in Englaml where these stuffs are

I t.-.^,* V *.,t 1-1 1, A
Tip-toe she tripped it oer the floor; ranOie unsophisticated. £TO2y)i, Diary, July 8, 1666.

Scorner and TOsii{/Mi to hem that skil shewede. She drew the bar, ujwnecAred the door. '^
, , .,,../ i-

In alle raanere maners. Piers Plowman (CX vil. 26. Jamieson's Popular Ballads. Sidney had the good sense to feel that it was unsophis-

. , ftca(ed sentiment rather than rusticity of phrase that be-

at. Destitute of discernment ; ignorant. unsoaped (un-s6pt ), a. Not soaped ; unwashed, fitted such themes.

Though it make the unskilful laugh. [Rare.] Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 136.

Shak., Hamlet, ill 2. 29. Tlie unsoaped of Ipswich brought up the rear. unSOphistlcatedneSS (un-s6-fis'ti-ka-ted-nes),

3t. Unreasonable. Dickens, Pickwick, xriv. „ f^e character or state of being unsophisti-

I may not endure that thou dwelle There was a wild-haired imsoaped boy. cated; genuineness; artlessness.
In so unskilful an opynyon 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 69. unsophistlcatioU (un-so-fis-ti-ka'shon), n. Sim-
That ot thy wo IS no cMaoio^

_^^.^^^ ^^^ tUlSOciability (un-s6-shia-bil'i-ti), «. The state plicity; artlessness; uiisophisticatedness.
'

,
..''

' of being unsociable ; unsociableness. unsorrowed (un-sor'6d), a. Not sorrowed,
unskilfully (un-skil ful-i), adv. [< Mi., un- unsociable (un-so'shia-bl), a. Not sociable, in grieved, or mourned (for) ; not lamented or re-
skilfully; < iinskiyul + -ly^.^ 1. In an unsk\\- any sense.

"
gretted: sometimes followed by /or.

ful manner; without skill.— 2+. Indiscreetly. whom, when Time hath made unsociabU to others, we Transgressions . . . unsorrowed for and repented of.

Qwo-so be rebel or vn-buxum ageyng ye aldirman, in become a burden to ourselves. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 72.

tima of drynck or of morwespeche, vnskylfulleche, he xal Baleigh (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 139).
^tie like a fool unsorrowed.

paye to ye lyht iiij. Ii. of wax. Such a behaviour deters men from a religious lite, by
' '

J7«teA<r, Monsieur Thomas.
Ln^.,a aaas (E^E. T. S.),

p^
.6. representing it as an unsociable state, that extinguUhes

u^g^rted (un-s6r'ted), a. 1 . Not sorted ; not
3t. Unreasonably; unwisely. Chaucer, Boe- all joy. Add-on. ^^^ ^^\^ ^ in order; not assorted or
thiuR, 1. prose4; .S'ftafc., M. forM., 111. 2. 156. unsociableness (un-so'shia-bl-nes), n. The

pi^ssified fTa^fs On the Mind xix—2t 111-

unskilfumess (un-skil'ful-nes), n. The char- state or character of being unsociable
;
unso- go^ed • iil-chosen Shak 1 Hen iV ii 3 13

acter of being unskilful. JerTaytor. ciability.
.

, unsought (un-saf), a. [< ME. k«wu/i'(; < m«-1
UnsklUt (im - skil' ), « [< ME. «n«fc»/ ur^Me unsociably (un-so'shia-bli), adv. In an unsocial + ^^ »

,,^_j ^^^ sought. («) Not searched for ; not
(=\<i<i\.uskily, <unA- + sktll.^ 1. Lackofdis- manner ; with reserve. Str R. L'Estrange. sought after.

cemment or discretion ; indiscretion. Genesis unsocial (un-so'shal), a. Not social
;
not adapt-

Hopeless to find yet loath to leave unso<t{iht

and £xo*M«, L 3506.— 2. Unskilfulness. Syl- ed to society ; not tending to sociability ; re-
'

SAo*., C. of E.", i. 1. 136.

vester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden, served; unsociable. Shenstone. My friends have come to me unsouoAf. The great God
(Davies.) UnsOCialism (un-s6'shal-izm), m. [i unsocial + gave them to me. .&n«r»on. Friendship,

unskilled (un-skild'), a- 1 . Lacking skill ; des- -ism.'] The state of ij'eing unsocial; reserve;
(!,) Unasked for; unsolicited.

titute of or not characterized by special skill or unsociability. Congregationalist, Jan. 27, 1887. Loyg sought is good, but given unsought is better.

trained dexterity. [Rare.] shak., T. N., iii. 1. 168,



unsoul

onsoult (un-sol'), r. t. To deprive of mind, soul,

or uuderstanding ; deprive of spirit.

Your sad appearance, should they thus behold you.
Would half utigoul your army.

Chapman^ Revenge for Honour, i. 2.

Thus bodies walk itnsouid ! Furd^ Love's Sacrifice, i. 2.

unsound (un-sound'), rt. [< ME. «HSO!c«d.J Not
sound, (a) Not healthy; diseased; morbid; corrupt;
rotten ; decayed : aa, an unxound body or miud ; unnaurui
teeth ; ungound timber ; unsound fruit, {b) Not solid,

firm, strong, compact, or the like ; not whole or entire

:

as, unsound ice. (c) Not founded on truth or con-ect prin-
ciples ; ill-founded ; not valid ; incorrect ; erroneous

;

wrong; not orthodox: as, unsound reasoning or argu-
ments; unsound doctrine or opinions, (rf) Not sincere;
not genuine or true ; faithless ; deceitful. Spenser^ F. Q.,
V. ii. 38. (ct) Not safe ; injured.

Than assembles fuUe sone sevene score knyghtea.
In sighte to thaire soverayne, that was unsownde levede.

Morte ATthure <E. E. T. S.), 1. 4295.

Of unsound mind, insane. =Syii. Defective, imperfect,
impaired, intii-m.

imsoundable (un-soun'da-bl), a. Not sound-
able ; deep

;
profound ; unfathomable. Leigh-

ton, Com. on 1 Pet. ii.

nnsoundlyt (un-sound'li), adv. In an unsound
manner.

Discipline unaouiulty taught.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., § 8.

unsoundness (un-sound'nes), n. The state or
character of being unsound, in any sense.

The unsoundness of his own judgment
Miit'm, Aas. to Eikon Basilike, § 7.

unspar (un-spar'), *» *. [< ME. unsperren, ini-

speren; < MH-'-^ + sparl.] To withdraw or remove
the spars or bars of; unbolt; unfasten; open.
Loke If the gate be unspered. Ji<nn. of the Hose, 1. 2656.

Forty yeomen tall . . .

The lofty palisade unsparrcd.
And let the drawbridge fall.

Scott, Mamiion, i. 4.

Unspared (un-spard'), a. 1. Not spared; not
saved for future use; not treated with mild-
ness; not saved from destruction, ruin, death,
or the like. Milton, P. L., x. 606.— 2t. Indis-
pensable; not to be spared.

No physician then cures of himself, no more than the
hand feed.'i the mouth. The meat doth the one, the medi-
cine doth tlie other; though the physician and the hand
be unsjmred instruments to their several purposes.

Ret. T. Adams, Works, I. 381.

unsparelyf (un-g^ar'li), adv. [< ME. unsparely,
uiisiiailiche (= Icel. iiifparliiia) ; < «b-1 -t- spare-
ly. '\ Not sparely; unsparingly.

Chefly thay asken
Spycez, that vn-sparely men speded horn to bryng,
& the wynne-lych wyne ther-with vche tyme.
Sir Gnimyne and the Green Kniffht(E. E. T. S.), 1. 979.

unsparing (un-spSr'ing), a. 1. Not sparing;
liberal; profuse; abundant: as, the unsparing
use of money.
Heaps with unsparing hand. MUton, P. L., v. 844.

2. Not merciful; unmerciful: as, tinsparing
publicity.

ITie utupanng sword of justice.

MUton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

unsparingly (un-spar'ing-li), adv. In an un-
sparing manner; profusely; also, mercilessly.

The birch rod had to be unsparingly applied before he
could be induced to enter the school-room.

The Atlantic, LX.VL 481.

unsparingness (un-spar'ing-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unsparing.
unspatial (un-spa'shal), a. Not spatial; not
occupying space ; having no extension. Also
i(ii'!]}ai'i<tl,

unspatiality (un-spa-shi-al'i-ti), n. The char-
acter of being unspatial. Also unspaciality

.

nnspeak (un-spek'), v. t. To recant; retract,
as what has been spoken ; unsay. Shak., Mac-
betli, iv. 3. 123.

unspeakable (un-spe'ka-bl), a. 1. Incapable
of being spoken or uttered; unutterable; inef-
fable; inexpressible.

Joy unspeaiable and full of glory. 1 Pet I. 8.

The day unspeakable draws nit:h.
When bathed in unknown flame all things shall lie.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 217.

2. Extreme; extremely bad : aa, an unspeakable
fool ; an inLtpeakahle play. [Colloq.]
unspeakably (un-spe'ka-bli), adv. In a man-
ner or degree that cannot be expressed; inex-
pressibly ; unutterably. Booker, Eccles. Pol-
ity, V. .54.

nnspeaklng (un-spe'king), a. Without the
power or gift of speech or utterance. Shak.,
Cymlicliiic, V. 5. 178.

unspecified (un-spes'i-fid), a. Not specified

;

not specifically mentioned. Sir T. Brow>ie,Valg.
Err., vii. 1.
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unspedt (un-sped'),a. Not performed; not des-
patched. Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

unspeedt, ». [ME. uusped, < AS. unsped, un-
suecess, misfortune, poverty, < un-, not, -t- sjwd,
success, prosperity: see m»-1 and speed.'] Ill

success ; lack of prosperity.
unspeedfult (un-sped'tul), a. [< ME. unspedful;
< HH-i + speedful.] Unsuccessful; ineffective.

Preyeres that ne mowen ne ben unspedful ne withoute
eifect, Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 6.

unspeedy (un-spe'di), a. Not speedy; slow.
Sa)id)/.s, Travailes (1652), p. 92.

unspell (uu-spel'), V. t. To release from the
power of a spell orenchantment ; disenchant.
Dryden.
unspent (un-spenf ), a. 1 . Not spent: as, money
unspent; not used or wasted: as, water in
a cistern unspent.— 2. Not exhausted: as,
strength or force unspent.— 3. Not having lost
its force of motion : as, an unspent ball.

unsphere (un-sfer'), v. t. To remove from a
sphere.

To unsphere the stars. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 48.

unspied (un-spid'), a. 1. Not spied or narrowly
searched

;
not explored. Milton, P. L., iv. 52S.— 2. Not espied or seen ; not discovered.

unspike (un-spik'), »•. t. To remove a spike
from, as from the vent of a cannon.

unspilled, unspilt (un-spild', -spilt'),' a. It.
Not spoiled ; not marred. Tusser, September's
Husbandry.— 2. Not spilled; not shed: as,
blood unspilt. Denham, Cooper's Hill.

unspin (un-spin'), V. t. To undo, as something
that has been spun.

Oh, cruell fates I the which so soone
His vitall thred unsponjie.

Quoted in HoHnshed's Chron. (Hist. Scot).

unspiritt (un-spir'it), V. t. To depress in spir-
its; dispirit; dishearten. Norris.

unspiritual (un-spir'i-tu-al), a. Not spiritual

;

carnal; worldly. Jer' Taylor, Sermons, II. 1.
= Syn. -Sec worldly.

unspiritualize (un-spir'i-tu-al-iz), V. t. To de-
prive of spirituality. 5o«"(/i, Sermons, VI. 262.

unspiritually (un-spir'i-tu-al-i), adv. In an
unspiritual manner ; without spirituality.

unspleened (un-splend'), a. Devoid of spleen.

Vouchsafe one unspleen'd chiding to my riot
Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 4.

unspoil (un-spoil'), V. t. To undo or destroy
the effect of spoiling or over-indulgence in;
cure of being spoiled or over-indulged. [Rare.]

*' I am quite spoiled, I believe," said Helen ; "you must
unspoil me, Esther." MiM Edgeworth, Helen, xliii.

unspoiled (un-spoild'), a. 1. Not spoiled; not
coiTupted ; not i-uined ; not having lost its natu-
ralness and simplicity: as, an unsjMiled charac-
ter.

Bsthurst ! yet unspoU'd by wealth.
Pope, Moral Essays, iiL 226.

2. Not despoiled or plundered; not pillaged.
Dryden, .^Eneid, x.

unspoken (un-sp6'kn), a. Not spoken or ut-
tered ; hence, unconfessed.
What to speak, . . . what to leave unspoken. Bacon.

These black weeds have sprung up out of a buried
heart, to make manifest an unspoken crime.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 160.

unspontaneous (un-spon-ta'ne-us), a. Not
spontaneous; not voluntary; forced; artifi-

cial : as, unspontaneous laughter. Cowper, Odys-
sey, XX.

unsportful (un-sp6rt'ful), a. Not sportful, gay,
or merry; sadj uncheerful; melancholy. Car-
lyle, French Rev., II. iv. 4.

unspotted (un-spot'ed), a. 1. Not spotted or
stained; free from spots. Emerson, Misc.,

p. 41.— 2. Free from moral stain; untainted
with guilt; immaculate. Jas. i. 27.— 3. Free
from ceremonial uncleanness.

By the sacrifice of an unspotted lambe.
J. Udall, On Mark Ix.

4. Unblemished ; faultless
;
ptire

;
perfect.

Csesar's Commentaries, . . . wherein is scene the un-
spotted proprietie of the Latin tongue.

Ascham, Scholemaster, p. 263. (Latham.)

unspottedness (un-spot'ed-nes), n. The state

of being unspotted. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 3.

nnSQUared (un-skward'), a. 1. Not made
square: as, unsqnared timber.— 2. Not prop-
erly formed or proportioned ; irregular.

When he speaks,
TfB like a chime a-mendiug ; with terms unsquared.

Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 169.

I should feare my form,
Lest ought I ofTer'd were unsquard or warp'd.

Marston, Wliat you Will, lud.

unsteadfast

unsquire (un-skwir'), v. t. [< m«,-2 -I- squire^.]
To divest of the title or privileges of an esquire

;

degrade from the rank of squire. Swift, Letters
to the King-at-arms. [Rare.]

unstability (un-sta-bir.i-ti), n. Instability.
[Rare.]
The unstability of such an association is, however, be-

giiming to be understood. Science, VIII. 401.

unstable! (un-sta'bl), v. t. [< m«-2 -I- stable^.]
To make no longer a stable or filthy abode.
[Rare.]
Our hearts be umtaUed of these bestial lusts.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 326.

unstable^ (un-sta'bl), a. [ME. unstable; < m»-1
-I- stable^.] 1. Not stable; not fixed.

It is true of a social aggregate, as of every other aggre-
gate, that the state of homogeneity is an unstable state

;

and that, where there is already some heterogeneity, the
tendency is towards greater heterogeneity.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 454.

2. Not steady; inconstant; iiTesolute; waver-
ing.

Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel [have the excel-
lency, R. v.). Gen. xlix. 4.

Unstable equilibrium. See equilibrium, i.

Tinstabled (un-sta'bld), a. Not put up in a
stable. .

Behold the branchless tree, the unstabled Rosinaute

!

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxxix.

unstableness (un-sta'bl-nes), n. Instability.
Sir M. Hale, On Eccles. xii. 1.

unstack (un-stak'), v. t. To remove from a
stack ; undo from a stacked position : as, to Mn-
«tecfchay; to «H«tacA; guns.
unstaid (un-stad'), a. Not staid or steady;
not settled in judgment; volatile; fickle: as,

mistaid youth. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 57.

unstaidness (un-stad'nes), n. 1. The state
or character of being unstaid.— 2t. Uncertain
or motion ; unsteadiness.
A kind of shaking unstaidness over all his body.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

unstained (un-stand'), a. 1. Not stained; not
dyed.— 2. Not polluted; not tarnished; not
dishonored: as, an unstained character; un-
stained religion. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

unstamped (un-stampf), a. Not stamped or
impressed; not having a stamp impressed or
affixed: as, an unstamped deed, receipt, or letter.

unstanch, unstauncn (un-stanch ',-stanch
' ), a.

Not stanch ; not strong and tight. HakluyVs
Voyages, I. 465.

unstancliable, unstaunchable (un-stan'cha-
bl, -stiin'cha-bl), a. [ME. unstaunchable ;

"<

tt«-i -f stanch^ -\- -able.] If. Inexhaustible;
illimitable.

Eternite that is unstaunchable and infynyt.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 7.

2. Not capable of being stanched, as a bleed-
ing wound.
unstanched, unstaunched (un - stancht',
-stancht'), a. [< ME. unstaunched ; < «?(-! -I-

stanched, staunched.] 1. Not stanched; not
stopped, as blood.— 2. Unsatisfied; unsated.
Rychesse may nat restreyne avarice unstaunched.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

Stifle the villain whose unstanched thirst
York and young Rutland could not satisfy.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 83.

3. Not made stanch or tight.

The elements . . . came pouring from unstanched
roofs. H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 378. (Davies.)

unstarch (un-starch'), v. t. To take the starch
or stiffening from ; hence, to free from stiffness,

reserve, formality, pride, haughtiness, or the
like; relax.

One that weighs
His breath between his teeth, and dares not smile
Beyond a point, for fear t' unstarch bis look.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Hi. 2.

nnstate (un-staf), «>. t. l. To deprive of state
or dignity. Shak., Lear, i. 2. 108.— 2. To de-
prive of statehood ; cause to cease to be a state.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 23.

unstatutable (un-stat'u-ta-bl), a. Contrary to

statute ; not warranted by statute. Swift, On
the Power of the Bishops.
unstatutably (un-stat'u-ta-bli), adv. In an
unstatutable manner; without warrant of

statute. Encyc. Brit., V. 228.

unsteadfast, unstedfast (un-sted'f&st), a. [<
ME. iinslcilfrist, itn.itcdefast; <mi-^ -t- steadfast.]

1. Not steadfast ; not firmlyfixedorestablished.

A fooles displeasure to a wyseman is found profytable;
For his good will Is vnsted/ast.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 95.

2. Not finnly adhering to a purpose ; incon-
stant; irresolute.— 3. Insecure; imsafe. Shak.,
1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 193.



imsteadfastly

imsteadfastly, unstedfastly (un-sted'fast-li),

(idr. In au uusteadt'iist mauuer; unsteadily.

unsteadfastness, unstedfastness (un-sted'-
fast-ues), II. [< ME. unntedefastnessc ; < uii-

steadfast + -iiess.'] The state or character of

being unsteadfast; inconstancy; fickleness.

Up. Hull. An Humble Remonstrance.
unsteadily (un-sted'i-li), adi\ In an unsteady
manner; without steadiness.

Unsteadily they rove,
And, never flx'd, are Fugitives in Love.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

unsteadiness (un-sted'i-ues), ». The state or
character of being unsteady.
unsteady (un-sted'i), a. Not steady. (o)Not
firmly establiahed or settled. (6) Not fli-ni ; shaking ; stag-

gering ; reeling ; wavering ; trembling ; Auctuating : as,

an unsteady hand ; an unateady flame, (c) Not constant
in mind or purpose ; fickle ; changealde ; unstable ; un-
settled ; wavering : as, an unsteady mind, (d) Not regu-
lar, constant, or uniform ; varying in force, direction,

etc. : as, unsteady winds, (e) Irregular in habits ; dissi-

pated.

unsteady (un-sted'i), v.t. [< unsteady, o.] To
make unsteady ; cause to be fluctuating. The
Engineer, LXX. 506.

unsteel (un-stel'), v. t. To make unlike steel;

disarm; soften, ific/mrfkoH, Clarissa Harlovfe,
V. 310. (Davies.) [Bare.]
unstep (un-step'), V. t. To remove, as a mast,
from its place.

unstercorated (un-st6r'ko-ra-ted), a. Not
stereorated or manured. Scott, Pirate, iv.

unstick (un-stik'), V. t. To free, as one thing
stuck to another: loose. Richardson, Clarissa
Harlowe, "VII. 380. {Davies.)

unsting (un-sting'), D. t. To disarm of a sting;

deprive of the power ofgiving acute pain. SouSi.

[Rare.]

unstitch (un-stich'), V. t. To undo by picking
out stitches ; rip.

unstock (un-stok '),«).<. 1. To deprive of stock.
— 2. To remove from the stock, as the barrel
of a gun.— 3t. To remove from the stocks, as
a ship; launch.

The Troyans fast
Fell to their work, from the shore to unstock
High rigged ships. Surrey, ^neid, iv,

unstockinged (un-stok'ingd), a. Not wearing
stockings. Scott, Kenilworth, vii. [Bare.]

unstooping (un-st6'ping), a. Not stooping;
not bending; not yielding.

(Instoopi-ng firmness. Shak., Kich. II., i. 1. 121.

unstop (un-stop'), V. t. 1. To uustopper.

—

2. To free from any obstruction; open. Isa.

XXXV. 5.— 3. To draw or pull out the stops of
(an organ). Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-
Gotha.
unstopper (un-stop'fer), v. t. To open, as a
bottle, by taking out the stopper.

unstopple (un-stop'l), V. t. To remove a stopple
from.
unstOWed(un-st6d'),«. Notstowed. (a)Notcom-
pactly placed or arranged : as, unstowed cargo or cables.

0) Not filled by close packing ; also, emptied of goods or
cargo.

When they found my hold unsiowed, they went all liands
to shooling and begging.

Smollett, Roderick Kandom, xll. {Davies.)

unstrain (un-stran'), V. t. To relieve from a
strain; relax; loose. JS. Joissok, Love Freed
from Polly.

unstrained (un-strand'), a. 1. Not strained;
not purified by straining: as, unstrained oil.

—

2. Not subjected to a strain.— 3. Easy ; not
forced; natural.

unstranget (un-stranj'), a. [ME. unstrange;
< M«-l + strange.'] Not strange; well known.
Vliawcr, Astrolabe, ii. 17.

unstratified (un-strat'i-fid), a. 1. Inbot.jUot
stratified; not arranged in clearly definable
layers or strata: applied to the thalli of certain
lichens.— 2. In geot., not stratified Unstrati-
fied rocks, rocks which have not been deposited from wa-
ter : massive rocks ; rocks which have been formed by the
action of fire, or were originally part of the earth's crust.

unstrengtht (uu- strength'), n. [< ME. un-
strengthe, unstrencthe ; Cun-^ + strength. ^ Lack
of strength; weakness. Ancren liiwle, p. 232.

[Bare.]

unstressed (un-stresf), a. Not pronounced
with stress, as a vowel ; unaccented.
The a, it should be added, is not French 4, but an un-

stressed form of the Old English preposition on.

The Academy, March 14, 1891, p. 260.

nnstretcll (un-strech'), !;. i. To become un-
stretehed ; relax tension. Philos. Mag., 5th ser.,

XXV. 109.

unstriated(un-stri'a-ted), a. Not striated; un-
striped: as, M?ss<na<erf muscular fiber.
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unstring (un-string'), V. t. 1. To deprive of

strings ; also, to relax or untune the strings of

:

as, to unstring a harp. Coiepcr, Task, ii. 728.
— 2. To loose; untie. Vryden, Eclogues, vi.

28.— 3. To take from a string: as, to unstring

beads.— 4. To relax the tension of; loosen;
weaken: as, to unstring the nerves.

unstringed (un-stringd'), a. Not stringed: as,

an unstringed viol. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 162.

unstrongt (un-str6ng'), a. [ME. unstrong, <

AS. uustrang, unstrong, < ««-, not, + strung,

strong: see «n-l and strong.] Not strong; in-

firm; weak. Owl and Nightingale, \. 561.

unstnick (un-struk'), a. Not struck; not great-

ly impressed. J. Philips, Blenheim. [Rare.]

unstudied (un-stud'id), a. 1. Not studied ; not
premeditated.
Ready and unstudied words. Dryden.

2. Not labored; easy; natural: as, an unstud-
ied style; unstudied grace.— 3. Not having
studied; unacquainted; unskilled; unversed.

Not so unstudied in the nature of councils as not to

know, etc. Bp. Jewell, Life (1686), p. 30.

4. Not devoted to or occupied by study ; not
passed in study.
The defects of then* unstudied years.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

unstufft (un-stuf), V. t. [< ME. unstuffen.] To
empty ; hence, to depopulate.

He seide he wolde not lete the reame be vnstuffed of

peple, but tliei myght hem well deffcnde yef eny enmyes
entred in to the loude. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 368.

unstuffed (un-stuft'), a. Not stuffed; not
crowded. Shak., B. and J., ii. 3. 37.

unsubduable (un-sub-dii'a-bl), a. Not capable
of being subdued or conquered ; unconquera-
ble ; invincible. Southey, Kehama, xviii. 5.

unsubdued (un-sub-diid'), a. Not subdued; not
brought into subjection; not conquered: as,

nations or passions unsubdued.
Unsubdued pride and enmity against David.

J. Edwards, Works, III. 48.

unsubject (un-sub'jekt), a. [< ME. "nnsubget,

nnsuget; < «»-l + subject.] Not subject; not
liable.

By fix'd decrees, unsubject to her wilL J. Baillie.

unsubmission (un-sub-mish'on), n. Unsubmis-
siveness; disobedience. P««e^, Eirenicon, p. 24.

[Bare.]

unsubmissive (un-sub-mis'iv), a. Not submis-
sive; disobedient. South, Sermons, X. v.

unsubmissively (un-sub-mis'iv-li), adv. In an
unsubmissive manner.
unsubmissiveness (un-sub-mis'iv-nes), «. The
character or state of being unsubmissive ; dis-

obedience.
unsubmitting (un-sub-mit'ing), a. Not sub-
mitting; not obsequious; not readily yielding.

Thomson, Seasons, Summer.
unsubordinate (un-sub-6r'di-nat), a. Not sub-
ordinate; not of inferior rank, dignity, class,

or order.
A certaine unquestionable Fatriarchat, independent and

unsubordinate to the Crowne ?

Milton, Reformation In Eng., ii.

unsubstantial (un-sub-stan'shal). fl. 1. Not
substantial; not solid: as, unsubstantial air.

Shak., Lear, iv. 1. 7.— 2. Not real; not having
substance; imaginary; illusive: as, unsubstan-
tial forms. Howe, Lady Jane Grey, iv.— 3. Not
having good substance; not strong or stout : as,

an tinsubstantial huWding; unsubstantial cloth.
— 4. Not giving substance or strength; weak;
not strengthening or invigorating.

Like them [cocoanuts] probably they yield a nutriment
that is watery and unsubstantial.

Cook, First Voyage, III. ix.

unsubstantiality (un-sub-stan-shi-arj-ti), n.

1. The state or character of being unsubstan-
tial, in any sense.

Something of unsubstantiality and uncertainty had be-

set my hopes. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

2. An unsubstantial or illusive thing.

A thing of witchcraft, a sort of fungus-growth out of
the grave, an unsubstantiality altogetlier.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton.

unsubstantialize (un-sub-stan'shal-iz), V. t.

[< unsubstantial + -ize.] To renSer unsub-
stantial. Wordsworth, Excursion, ix.

unsubstantiation (un-sub-stan-shi-a'shon), n.

A depriving of substantiality.

He [Berkeley] would probably have been satisfied with
tliis i^eknowledgnient, as a sufficient vnsubstantiati'jn of

matter. A. C. Fraser, Berkeley, p. 201.

unsucceedablet (un-suk-se'da-bl), a. [< t(«-l

+ succeed -I- -able.] Not capable of succeed-
ing or of bringing about the desired effect or

•unsupportably

result; not able or likely to succeed. Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

unsucceeded (uu-suk-se'ded), a. Not succeed-
ed or followed, ililton, P. L., v. 821.

unsuccess (un-suk-se»'), n. Lack of success;
failure. Browning, Ring and Book. II. 144.

unsuccessful (un-suk-ses'ftd), a. Not success-
ful ; not producing the desired event ; not for-

tunate, ililton, P. L.. X. 35.

unsuccessfully (un-suk-ses'ful-i), adv. In an
unsuccessful manner ; without success ; un-
fortunately. South.

unsuccessfulness (un-suk-ses'ful-nes), n. The
state of being unsuccessful. Milton, Ans. to

Eikon Basilike, ^ 18.

unsuccessive (un-suk-ses'iv), o. Without suc-
cession.

While God to his dimsighted, doubtful thought
Duration boundless, unsuccessive taught.

By. Ken. The Monk and the Bird.

unsuccorable,unsuccourable(un-suk'or-a-bl),
a. Not capable of being succored or remedie('
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

unsucked(un-sukt'),a. Not sucked; notdra'
or drained by the mouth.
The teats, . . . unsuck'd of lamb or kid.

Milton, P. L., ix.

unsufferablet (un-suf'er-a-bl), a. [< ME. «;

sujfrubil ; < M)i-1 + suffefable.] Insufferable
intolerable.

Tormented with the unsufferable load of his Father's
wrath. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 296.

unsufferablyt(un-suf'er-a-bli), adv. Insuffera
bly ; intolerably. Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, i.

unsufficiencet (un-su-fish'ens), n. Insufficience,

unsufficiencyt (un-sU-fish'en-si), n. Insufficien-

cy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 8.

unsufficientt (un-su-fish'ent), a. Insufiicien

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 301.

unsufficientlyt (un-su-fish'ent-li), adv. Insuf-

ficiently. Hooker, Eccles. tolity, vi.

unsufficingness (un-su-fi'sing-nes), «. Insuf-

ficiency. Coleridge.

unsuit(un-sut'), V. t. [< un-l + suit.] To be
unsuitable for; be out of accordance with.

The sprightly twang of the melodious lute
Agrees not with my voice ; and both unsuit
My untun'd fortunes. Quarles, Emblems, IV. xv.

unsuitability (un-sfl-ta-biri-ti), «. The char-

acter or state of being unsuitable ; vmsuitable-
ness.
The title rdle was taken by , a capable artist, whose

earnestness compensated to some extent for her natural
unsuitability for the part. Athoueum, No. 3181, p. 490.

unsuitable (un-sti'ta-bl), «. Not suitable, fit,

or adapted ; incapatjle of suiting ; unfit ; incon-
gruous; improper. Milton, P. B., iii. 132.

unsuitableness (un-sti'ta-bl-nes). «. The state

or character of being unsuitable; unfitness;
incongruity; impropriety. South,

unsuitably (un-su'ta-bli), adv. In an unsuit-
able manner; unfitly; inadequately; improp-
erly; incongruously. TiUotson.

unsuited (un-sii'ted), a. Not suited, (a) Not
suitable or adapted ; unfit. (&) Not accommodated or

fitted; unsuppHed with what is wanted. Burke, Letter
to a Noble Lord.

unsuiting (un-sii'ting), a. Not suiting; not
suitable.

Joys unsuiting to thy age. Diyden, tr. of Lucretius, iii.

unsullied (un-sul'id), a. Not sullied, (a) Not
stained ; not tarnished.

Maiden honour . . . pure
As the mmillied Illy. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 362.

(ft) Not disgraced ; free from imputation of evil ; pure

;

stainless. Pope, Dunciad, i. 15S.

unsung (un-sung'), a. 1. Not sung; not recited

musically, as a song: as, "half yet remains
unsung,"' Milton, P. L., vii. 21.— 2. Not cele-

brated in verse or song. Whittier, Dedication

unsunned (un-sund'), a. Not exposed to tho
sun ; not lighted by the sun ; dark ; hence, fig-

uratively, not cheered; gloomj'. Shak., Cym-
beline, ii. 5. 13.

unsunny (un-sun 'i), a. Not sunny ; not bright,

dazzling, or radiant, as with pleasure or joy

;

gloomy.
We marvel at thee ranch,

O damsel, wearing this unsunny face

To him who won thee glory.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

unsuppliable (un-su-pU'a-bl), a. Not capable
of being supplied. Chillingworth.

unsupportable (un-su-p6r'ta-bl). a. Insup-
portable, lip. Hall, Sermon on Gal. v. 1.

unsupportableness (uu-su-p6r'ta-bl-nes), «.

Insupportableness. Bp. Wilkins, Natural Re-
ligion, ii. 7.

unsupportably (un-su-p6r'ta-bli), adv. Insup-
portablj'. South, Sermons, II. 5.



unsupported 6649 untangle
unsupported (un-su-por'teti), a. Not support- sion, to unswathe; release from bandages, or How true the unmjmp<ithy as well as tlie svmpatliy of
eil; not uplield; not sustained; not maintained ; the like. nature. H iVfter/bice, in Life by E. G. Wilberforce, II. 306.

not eouiiteoanc-ed
;
not aided CTai/. Puppy has scarce «n«,.arf<ited my legs yet. ^ ^. , .,

[(E^icyc. DM.)

unsupportedly (un-su-por ted-li), aai'. In an r«r/c?. What, wisps on your wedding-day? unsystematic (un-sis-te-matik), a. Not syste-
uusupported manner; without support. B. yoiwon, Tale of a Tub, I. 2. matic; not founded upon or in accord with a
unsuppressed (un-su-presf), a. Not sup- unswathe (un-swaTH'),».t [<««-2-l-si/ja(/(el.] syst?™; lot having a defined system or plan;
pressed ; not held or kept under ; not subdued ; To take a swathe from ; relieve from a bandage lacking regular order, distribution, or arrange-
not quelled

;
not put down

: as, unsuppressed i„ the morning an old woman came to unswathe me.
'"'=°*-

laughter or applause ; unsuppressed reoelhon. Adduon Spectator No 90 Desultory Mji«.v«(cjn««»c endeavours.

unsure (un-shor'), a. [< ME. unsure unsewer; unswayable (un-swa'a-bl), a. [< nn-l + sway „_ , . *'f '
°° '"e Present Discontents (1771X

< «)(-! -I- «Mre.] Not sure; not fixed; not eer- + .„J/? 1 Incanableofhpinfr^wavpd .mvprnpH =^y^^ See irregular.

tain. Shak., T. N.. ii. 3. 50. or irfluencerbvSer sl^F Por^ v fi 2fi
vmsystematical (nn-sis-te-mat'i-kal), a. Same

unsured (un-shord'), a. Not made sure; not uiswavedTun Lmm « ^cf^^.Z^ ,:l\ as ««sy/«^f«/«</c.

securely established. ^"weY^lirS ik^iv.^.lTr^rNot^bti'e? unsystemat cally (un-8is-te-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

By this kni)t thou shalt so surely tie controlled, or influenced : as, unswayed by passion or ami 1" an unsystematic manner
; irregularly.

Thy now UMured assurance to the crown. bition. Sa;idi/ji, Travailes (1652), p. 120. Untachet, ('• ^ [ML., < ««j-2 -1- fac/iel.] To carve.
SAo*., K. John, ii. 1. 471. UnswayedueSS (un-swad'nes), n. The state of TjKacAe that curlewe. Babeen Book (E. B. T. S.) v 2eb

unsurely (un-sh8r'li), adv. In an unsure
being unswayed

;
steadiness. £^aie«, Remains, ^ta^k (un-tak'), r. <. To separate (that which

Wars"'
""''^''^' -^^ertainly. 2>«„i«^ Civil

^gweax (un-swar'), .. I. trans. To recant, re-
^^ t'^^'^'^'i)

'
disjoin; loosen; release.

Unsuretyt (un^hor'ti). n. Uncertainty; doubt.
^A^'.^.^nd oath^ "ab^r'^"'"*

°'*^' '''""''
i^el'^^^^t^tf^irJ^lfAt'^l^^^^^^

Sir J. M(ir<, Works, p. 319. "^ * secona oatn
,
abjure. you a fale ere l proceed further.

Unsurmountable (un-ser-moun'ta-bl), O. In- No more than he'll twMwear. S»o*., Othello, iv. 1. 31. if«<m, Reformation in Eng., ii.

surmountable. Warfeurton, Divine Legation, II. Jnirans. To recant or recall on oath. untackle (un-tak'l), r. t [< late ME. «ntocWen;
iv. «2.

. , ^,s .T For who would not oft sweare, < un-2 + tackle.-] To unhitch
;
unharness.

unsurpassable (un-ser-pas a-bl), a. Not capa- And oft unmxare, a Diademe to beare? But vse to vntackle them once in a day.
ble of being surpassed, excelled, or exceeded. Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale. Palladius, Husboudrie, p. 62.

Thtickerai/. unsweatt (un-swet'),». «. To remove or reduce untalntedl (un-tan'ted), o. [< u>i-l + tainted,
unsurpassably (un-ser-pas a-bh), ad». In an the sweating of ; ease or cool after exercise or pp. of toi««l, v.] 1. Not rendered impure by
unsurpassable manner or degree

; so as not to toil. admixture; not impregnated with foul matter:
be surpasse^l. Atlienmum, No. 3263, p. 599. The interim of unmeeating themselves . . . may, with as, untainted air.
unsurpassed (un-ser-past'), a. Not surpassed, profit and delight, be taken up with solemn music. Narcissus pining o'er the «n«am«e<i stream.
excelled, exceeded, or outdone. Byron, Childe MMon, On Education. ^ " Keats, To Sigh Hunt

„^a^r™r!L,»j ,.,r, .., ,. '-^i^^ XT*
Unsweating(un-swet'ing), a. Not sweating or 2. Not sullied; not stained; unblemished.unsurrendered (un-su-ren d6rd), a. Not sur- perspiring: as, an unsweaema brow. Dryden, „^ ^ , . ..x ,

rendered; not given up or delivered: as, an tr. of Juvenal, iii. 117.
What sti-onger breastplate than a lieaH TOfowited

?

unsurrendered prize. Cowper, Iliad, vii. unsweet (un-swef), a. [Formerly also in var. o -m * a a
* " •• '^ ^<'"- *!•< »'• 2- 2S2.

unsusceptibility (un-su-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. The unsoot, q. v. ; < ME. unswete, < AS. unswete, not ^- ,^°* rendered unsavory by putrescence: as,

quality or state of being unsusceptible. sweet, < ««-, not, + swete, sweet: see «»-l and "'i„/l*ljS'^f <- '^ a^ t, , j_ . • . .,

unsusceptible (un-su-sep'ti-bl), a. Not BUS- moeetS Not sweet, in any sense.
untamted-it (un-tan ted), o. \<.un-^ + tainted,

eeptible; insusceptible: as, unsusceptible of T*t^
pp. ot taini^, v.] Not attainted

; not charged
stain. Swift. That i> a flood of h^WeulSwete.

^'^i a crime
;
not accused.

UnSUSpectt (un-SUS-pekt'), a. Unsuspected. CAouciw, House of Fame, l. 72. Within these five hours lived Lord Hastings,

,l//7/»«, P. L., ix. 771. With voice un«oe««. J. BaUlie.
f^n«atn(ed, unexamined, free, at liberty.

unsuspected (un-sus-pek'ted), a. Not suspect- unsweeten (un-swe'tn;, V. t. To deprive of „„t„-„t^^i„ /„„*„-„/..^^ \, T
'" "

ed. (a) Not considered as likely to have done an evil act sweetness ; make unsweet. UJltaintedly (un-tan ted-li), arfi). In an un-
or to have a disposition to evil : as, a person unsuspected ^ „ . ,

tainted manner ; in a manner free from taint,
of evil. />pe, Moral Essays, iii., note, (i) Not imagined Were all my Joys essential, and so mighty stain, or blemish. ,So««(, Sermons, V. i.
^^exist

;

nut surmised
;

not mistrusted
:
as. an unsuspected ^M^'X^Tt'^ireZT^TnLZ^^i all. UUtaiutedneSS (un-tan'te'd-nes), «. ' The state

UnSUSpectedly (un-sus-pek'ted-li) adv In an
Chayman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, v. of being untainted

; freedom from taint, stain,

unsuspected manner; without suspicion. Mil- unswellt (un-swel'), v. i. [< ME. un.^ellen: <
or Flemish. Bp. Hall, Sermon on 1 John i. 5.

ton, Touching Hirelings. «»-2 + swell.] To cease from swelling. untaken (un-ta kn), a. Not taken, in any sense.

UnsUSpectedneSS (un-sus-pek'ted-nes), n. The Ebben gan thewelle I' cannot stand with the love and wisdom of God to

State of being unsuspected. Fuller. Ch. Hist Of hire teres and the hei'te umwelle. ''*^'' such order «n(a«ren as is necessary for the due gov-

X. ii. 27. (Davics.)
^uuer, k.u. nmi.,

CAoucer, Troilua. iv. 1146.
ernment of his Church. i/ooier, Eocles. Polity, ill. 11,

unsuspecting (im-sus-pek'ting), a. Not sus- uns'Wept (un-swepf), a. Not swept, (a) Not untalented (un-tal'en-ted), a. Not talented;
pecting : unsuspicious ; not imairinins that auv <=l«»ne>l ^y passing or rubbing a brush, broom, or besom not gifted ; not accomplished or clever.
ill ia (Ipaio-Tio.l

'^ ' B 6 J over. S/ia*., M. W. of W., V. 6. 48. (6) Not cleaned up „„.. . ,, _. , » „ ». .. « j .,,. ,m 18 aesigneu.
o^ removed by sweeping as dust. Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 126: ^^''^ " '''^ sort of stuff you must be satisfied with from

To circumvent an ujwiMpecKno wight (c) Not moved or passed over with a sweeping motion or ^ Voor untalented g\TI.
,„ . ,

Daniel, Civil Wars, v. action. Richardson, Sir Charles Giandison, vii. 6. (Bavies.)

unsuspectingly (un-sus-pek'ting-li) adv In Foam unwept by wandering gusts. Cowjwr, Iliad, xi. Untalked (un-t&kf), a. Not talked or spoken.

an unsuspecting manner
;
without suspicion, unswerving (un-swer' ving), a. Not deviating tl,e"°uM^t ^f°tf;'lk"°'sAw^anSt^'lifrT '

'"" """'

Unsuspectmgness(un-8U8-pek ting-nes),n. The from any rule, standard, or course; undeviat- untamable (un-ta'ma-bl), a. Not capable of
stateof being unsuspeetmg; freedom from sus- ing; unwavering; firm. being tamed, domesticated, subjugated, or sub-
P"^'"'°- unswervingly (un-swer'ving-li), ad». With- dued ; not to be rendered tame, docile, or ser-
Her quiet eyed unnurpectingneit only makes her the out swerving; undeviatingly ; firmly. vieeable to man; incapable of being brought

moreapartofhU^el^cateenUri.^^^^^^
, ,1

Unsuspicion (un-sus-pish'on), n. Lack of sus- -°™ -^"- (6, Not «>lemnly pronounced or taken.
^f^^"^ tunt^mZlT^or^^ BarrawXZ^l

pioiou ; unsuspieiousness. Her solemn oath remamed ujuworn.
I. iii. A]so untameable

Old men may come here, through their own heedleM- „ . , . , .,, ,,,, tl'^'^' ".fT^'j"' 1UltamableneSS(un-ta'ma-bl-nes),M. Thequal-
nessand un««j«c,on. Dickens, unsyllabled (un-sil a-bld), o. Not syllabled; ity or state of being untamed. Also miMme-

unsuspicious (un-sus-pish'us), a. Not suspi- not articulated, uttered, or pronounced; not ableness.
cious. (a) Not luclined to suspect or Imagine evil ; mi-

<"vided into syllables. Untame (un-tam'), o. Not tame ; wild.
BuspectiiiL'. unsymmetric (un-si-met'nk), o. Same as un- -.a .1 ^ .

f,f . . 1 Ida, . . . uurso of beasts un^afn«.
When a wagon-load of valuable merchandise had been symmetrical.

.,.,,, t , CAai>m«», Iliad, viii. 41.
smuggled ashore, at noonday, perhaps, and directly be- Unsynunetrical (un-si-met n-kal), a. Lack- . , /„„ fo«,/i'\ « r/ iw-p »,„y„«..o^ ...
neath their unsuspicious uodl ing symmetry

;

asvmmetrical : specifically, in "ptamed (un-tamd ), a. [< ME. untamed, un-
Bau^honie, Scarlet Letter, p. 31. botany, said of such flowers as lack numerical ff(""'l ""fu^i',,"^ ""n^ *"""lV ^•^

**T*"^;/M v«t ..«i.,i«™ „- * „ ti * I II 1 ii i I AL _.. • ..t. j.^ (a) Not reclaimed from wildness : not domesticated ; not

m>2^?i ,-n ,T,7, }Tii F ""a",-
»"»P'P'"" ' ^. «>?*«« symmetry—that is, have the parts in the dif- mide familiar with man : as, an intamed beast. Locke.picums conduct, (c) Not passed in suspicion ; free from fprpnt pvpIps of nnpnnal numbpr See vummpf . .. . .

anything likely to cause suspicion. fKare.)
lerent cycles oi unequal numoer. oee symmet- ^„^ ],gr ^y^ ^^ ^ glance more stendy wild

tt„* fat-Awikii «««. « . .
• • , v,t

neat, 5. Tlian oven that of a forest childBUI lareweu now to urwiMpwtOTM nights. unsymmetrically (un-si-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In In Its fearless and untamed freedom should be.

. ,
vowper, lasK, iv. 000. an unsynimetrical manner; without symmetry. WAWwr, Mogg Megoue.

unsuspiciously (un-sus-pish U8-Ii), adv. In an nnsymmetry (un-sim'e-tri) n Want of sym- W Not subdued; not brought under control: as, atur-
unsuHiiicious manner; unsuspectingly; without metry; disproportion; asymmetry. bulent, un«am«(f mind,

suspicion.
T. L* I. * , i «, J- , , A people very stubborn and un(a»n«d.

unsuspieiousness (un-SUB-pish'us-nes), n. The or^^%Ze^n'^?!er/l^:L^S'v^:^^'.;int^^^^^
5pe»,«-, State of Ireland.

chara<-tcr or state of being unsuspicious. from a balance of surrounding actions. untamedness (uii-tamd'nes), «. The character
unsustainable (un-sus-ta'na-bl), «. Not capa- ^- Si^'^i-r, I'rln. of Biol. (Amer. ed. 1872), § 220. or state of being untamed. Leighton, Com. on
ble of being sustained, maintained, or support- unsympathizability (un-sim"pa-thi-za-biri- 1 Peter v. (Encyc. Diet.)
ed. /J'(rr'(ir, Sermons^ I. xviii. ti), n. The quality or stateof being unsympa- untangibly (un-tan'ji-bli), a*\ Intangibly.
unsustained (un-8U8-taud'), o. Not sustained ; thizable. Untangle (un-tang'gl), v. t To loose from tan-
not maintained, upheld, or supported. Dryden, unsympathizable (un-sim'pa-thl-za-bl), a. In- g!es or intricacy ; disentangle; hence, to free
-lEneid. xi. capable of awakening sympathy. from embarrassment, doubt, or uncertainty; re-

unswaddle (un-swod'l), ». t. To remove swad- unsympathy (un-sim'pa-thi), n. Lack of sym- solve; clear up; explain.
Uliug-bands from, as a young child; by exten- pathy. Untangle but this cruel chain. Prior, False Friend, Ul.



untangle

If Leonora's innocent, she may untangle all.

Vanbntgh, Love Disarmed.

ontappicet (un-tap'is), v. [< ««-2 + tajypicc,

tappish.'^ I. intrans. To come out of couceal-
meut.
Now ni untappice.

Fletcher and Massinger, A Very Woman, iii. 5.

II. trans. To drive out of concealment, as
game.
untarnished (un-tar'nisht), a. Not soiled; not
tarnished; not stained; unblemished: as, un-
tarnished silk; an untarnished reputation.

nntastet (un-tasf), v. t. To take away a taste
from ; cause to feel disgust or distaste for.

Conld not by all means might be dcvis'd
Untaste them of this great disgust.

Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

untasted (un-tas'ted), a. Not tasted; not tried
by the taste or tongue ; hence, not experienced
or enjoyed.
nntaugnt (un-taf), "• [< ME. untaught, un-
taght; < «n-l + taught^.'\ Not taught, (a) Not
instructed; not educated; unlettered; illiterate.

Better unfedde then vn-tauqhte.
Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 348.

(6) Unskilled ; not having use or practice.

Suffolk's imperial tongue is stern aud rough,
. . . untaught to plead for favour.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 122.

(c) Not made the subject of teaching or instruction ; not
communicated by teaching.

With untaught Joy Pharaoh the News does hear,
And little thinks their Fate attends on him, and his so

near. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 12.

(d) Not having learned by experience ; ignorant.

Insatiate to pursue
Vain war with heaven ; and, by success untaught.
His proud imaginations thus displayed.

Milton, P. L.,ii. 9.

Untaught that soon such anguish must ensue.
Wordsworth, Female Vagrant.

untax (un-taks'), v. t. To remove a tax from.

Untax the clothing of sixty million people.
Report of Sec. of Treasury^ 1886, I. Ivii.

untaxed (un-takst'),«. Not taxed. (a)Not charged
with or liable to pay taxes. T. Warton. (b) Not charged
with any fault, olfense, etc. ; not accused.

Common speech, which leaves no virtue untaxed.
Bacon, Leai'nlng, i.

nnteach (un-tech'), v. t. 1 . To cause to forget,

disbelieve, or give up what has been taught.

If they chanc't to be taught any thing good, or of their
own accord had learu't it, they might see that presently
untaught them by the custome and ill example of their
elders. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. To make forgotten ; make to cease from be-
ing acquired by instruction.

But we, by art, unteach what nature taught.

J Dryden, Indian Emperour, i. 1.

unteachable (un-te'cha-bl), a. Not teachable
or docile ; indocile. Milton, Tetraehordon.
unteachableness (un-te'eha-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unteachable ; ab-
sence of docility.

unteam (un-tem'), ». t. To unyoke a team
from ; take a team, as of horses or oxen, from.

Justice and authority laid by the rods and axes as soon
as the sun unteamed his chariot.

Jer. Taylor (ed. 1835X Works, I. 212.

untell (un-tel'), V. t. To recall, as what has
been told ; make as if not told or enumerated.

That time could tume up his swift sandy glasse
To untell the dayes, and to redecnie these hours.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

untemper (un-tem'p6r), V. t. To remove the
temper from, as metal ; hence, to soften ; mol-
lify.

I dare not swear thou lovest me ; yet my blood begins
to flatter nie that thou dost, notwithstanding the poor
and untempering effect of my visage.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 241.

The study of sciences does more soften and untemper
the courages of men than any way fortifle and incite

them. Cotton, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, xix. {Davien.)

nntemperatet (un-tem'p^r-at), a. Intemper-
ate. Times' Whistle (E. E. 1?. S.), p. 58.

untemperatelyt (un-tem'p6r-at-li), adv. In-
teraperately.

untempered (un-tem'pferd), a. Not tempered,
(a) Not duly mixed for use ; as, untetnpered lime.

So it was not long that this vntempered mortar would
hold together these buildings.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 273.

(6) Not brought to the desired state of hardness : as, teji-

tempered steel, (c) Not brought to a fit or proper state
generally ; not regulated, moderated, or controlled ; not
mollified : as, untempered severity. Johnson, Life of

Waller.

The untempered spirit of madness.
Burke, Appeal from Old to New Whigs.
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untemptert (un-temp'ter), II. [ME., < «H-l -I-

tempter.2 One wlio does not tempt.
Sothely God is untempter of euyl thingis.

Wyclif, Jas. i. 13.

untemptible (un-tempt'i-bl), a. Not capable
of being tempted.
Absolute purity is untemptible, as in God.

Bushnell, Sermons for Now Life, xiv.

tmtemptibly (un-tempt'i-bli), adv. So as not
to be tempted. Bushnell.

untenability (un-ten-a-bil'i-ti), n. The quality
or state of being untenable; indefensibleness.
untenable (un-ten'a-bl), a. 1. Not tenable;
that cannot be held in possession : as, an »«-

toaWe post or fort. Clarendon.— 2. That can-
not be maintained by argument; not defensi-
ble : as, an mitenahle doctrine.

All other's give up such false opinions as untenable.
Goldsmith, 'the Bee, No. 1,

untenableness (un-ten'a-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being untenable ; untenability.
untenant (un-ten'ant), V. t. [< j(H-2 + tenant^.']

To deprive of a tenant or tena:its; expel or re-

move a dweller from ; evict ; dislodge.
He gets possession of their affections, whence all the

power of man cannot untenant him.
Sev. T. >l(to(ns,Works, \. 202. (Dames.)

untenantable (un-ten'an-ta-bl), a. Not fit to
be tenanted or occupied as a dwelling ; unin-
habitable.
Frozen and untenantable regions. Whewell.

untenanted (un-ten'an-ted), a. Not occupied
l)y a tenant; not inhabited. Sir W. Tem})le.

untender (un-ten'd6r), a. 1. Not tender; not
soft.— 2. Wanting sensibility or affection.

Lear. So young, and so untender ?

Cor. So young, my lord, and true.

Shak., King Lear, i. 1. 108.

untendered (un-ten'derd), a. Not tendered;
not offered : as, untendered money or tribute.
Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 1. 10.

untenderly (un-ten'd6r-li), adv. In an unten-
der manner; without affection.

untent (un-tenf), V. t. [< ?«i-2 -I- tent^.'] To
bring out of a tent. [Rare.]

Why will he not upon our fair request
Untent his person, and share the air with us?

Shnk., T. and C, ii. 3. 178.

untented (un-ten'ted), a. 1. Not inclosed in
or provided with a tent or tents : as, an un-
tented army.— 2. Having no tents erected upon
it: &s, &n untented &e\A.— 3. Not having a med-
ical tent applied ; hence, not having the pain
lessened. [Rare.]

The untented wonndings of a father's curse
Pierce every sense about thee I

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 322.

untenty (un-ten'ti), a. Incautious; careless.
Scott. [Scotch.]

unterminated (un-ter'mi-na-ted), a. Without
end ; having no termination.

Any unterminated straight line extending in the same
direction as this last one which intersects one of the two
former, shall also intersect the other. Nature, XLIII. 554.

untetchet, ». [ME., < un- + tetche, tache.'] An
evil habit; a disgraceful act.

Seththe forsothe til this time * non vn-tetche he ne wrougt,
But hath him bore so buxumly • that ich bum him preyseth.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 509.

untether (un-tcTH'er), v. t. [< un-^ + tether,']

To release from a tether; set free, as an ani-

mal confined to a certain range by a rope or
chain. Atheneetim, No. 3277, p. 226.

unthank^t (un-thangk'), n. [< ME. unthank,
unthonk, unthonc, < AS. mthanc (= OHG. «n-
danc, midanch, MHG. G. undank), ingratitude,

< un-, not, + thane, thank, gratitude : see mh-I

and thank.] 1. No thanks; ingratitude; ill will.

Thus shal Ich have unthonke on every syde.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 699.

2. Harm; injury; misfortune.

Unthank come on his hand that boond hyra so.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 162.

unthank^t (un-thangk'), V. t. [< j(M-2 + thank.]

To recant or recall, as one's thanks ; unsay, as
what has been said byway of acknowledgment.

Duke. We are not pleas'd she should depart.
Seb. Then I'll unthank your goodness.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, iii. 3.

unthanked (un-thangkf), a. 1. Not thanked;
not repaid with acknowledgments.— 2. Not re-

ceived with thankfulness. [Bare.]
Unwelcome freedom, and unthanked reprieve.

Diyden, Pal. and Arc, i. 387.

unthankest. [ME., also nnthonkes, gen. of un-
thank, used adverbiallywith the possessive pro-
nouns, ' not of his, her, their, my, thy, your, our

unthread

accord' : see unthank, and cf. ihankes.] A form
usedonlj'inthe phrases /ms, thy, etc., unthankes,
not of his, thy, etc., accord; involuntarily.

unthankful (un-thangk'fnl), a. 1. Not thank-
ful ; ungrateful ; not making acknowledgments
for good received. Luke vi. 35.— 2. Not repaid
with thanks; unacceptable.
One of the most unthankful offices in the world.

Ouldsmith, The Bee, No. a
3. Giving no return ; unproductive.
The husbandman ought not, for one unthankful year, to

forsake the plough. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

unthankfuUy (un-thangk'ful-i), adi: In an
unthankful or ungrateful manner; without
thanks; ungratefully. Boyle.

unthankfulness (un-thangk'ful-nes), to. Un-
gratefulness; want of a sense of kindness or
benefits; ingratitude.

Immoderate favours breed first unthankfuliiess, and
afterward hate. Sir J. Hayward.

unthink (un-thingk'),«.f. {(. un-^ + think.] To
retract in thought ; remove from the mind or
thought ; think differently about.

To unthink your speaking.
And to say so no more.

Shak., Ueu. 'VIIL, ii. 4. 104.

Tluit the same thing is uot thought and unthmtght, re-

solved and unrestdved, a thousand times in a day.
J. Howe, Works, I. 71.

unthinkability (un-thing-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [< un-
thinkable + -ity {aee-1)ility).'j Tli'e character of

being unthinkable.

But genuine determinism occupies a totally different
ground ; not the impotence but the unthinkability of free-

will is what it affirms.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., IL 574.

unthinkable (un-thing'ka-bl), a. That cannot
be made an object of thought; that cannot be
thought; incogitable.

What is contradictory is unthinkable.
Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Metaph. and Logic, III. v.

nnthinker (un-thing'k^r), n. One who does
not think, or who is not given to thinking; a
thoughtless person. [Rare.]

Thinkers and unthinkers by the million are spontane-
ously at their post, doing what is in them.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iv. 1. (Davies.)

unthinking (un-thing'king), o. 1. Not think-
ing ; heedless ; without thought or care

;

thoughtless; inconsiderate: as, unthinking
youth.

It is not so easy a thing to be a brave man as the un-
thinking part of mankind imagine.

Steele, Spectator, No. 360.

2. Not indicating thought or reflection;

thoughtless.

She has such a pretty unthinking Air, while she saun
ters round a Room, and prattles Sentences.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

unthinkingly (un-thing'king-li), adv. In an un-
thinking manner; without reflection; thought-
lessly. Pope.

Unthinkingness (im-thing'king-nes), n. The
character of being unthinking or thoughtless.

This kind of indin'erence or unJthinking-nefs.

Lord Balifaz.

unthorny (un-th6r'ni), a. Not thorny; free

from thorns. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 5.

unthought (un-thof), a. Not thought; not
imagined or conceived ; not considered : often
followed by of, formerly by on.

The unthotLght-iyn accident is guilty.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 649.

This secure chapelry.
That had been offered to ins doubtful choice
By an unthought-(^ p&tnm.

Wordifworth, Excursion, vii.

To hold one imtbought longt, to hold one's attention
so as to keep one from wearying.

And I will go to jail-house door.
And hold the prisoner unthounht lang.

Billie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 95).

And ay as he harpit to the king.
To haud him unthought lang.

Olenkindie.(Chm's Ballads, IL 8).

unthoughtfulness (un-th6t'ful-nes), n. The
state orcharacterofbeing thoughtless; thought-

A constant ssciuable serenity and u7\thoughtfulne*« in

outward accidents. Bp. Fell, Hanmioiul, § '2.

unthread (un-thred'), v. t. 1 . To di'aw or take
out a thread from: as. to unthread a needle.

—

2. To relax the ligaments of ; loosen. [Rare.]

He with his b:ire wand can unthread thy joints.

And crumble all thy sinews. Milton, Comus, 1. 614.

3. To find one's way through.
They soon unthreaded the labyrinth of rocks.

De ^uincey, Spaidsh Nun, § 16.



unthrift

imtbrift (un-thritf), ». anda. [< ME. unthrift;

< «H-i + thrift.'] I. n. 1. Lack of thrift; thrift-

lessness; prodigality.

For youthe set man iu alle foly«,

In unthrift and in ribaudie.
Rom. of the Rose, .. 4926.

A hater of folly, idleness, and unthri/t.

Harpers Mag., LXXYl. S06.

2t. Folly.

He roghte noght what unthrift that he seyde.
Chaucer, Trollus, iv. 431.

3. A prodigal ; one who wastes his estate by ex-

travagance ; one without thrift.

Hailing his Sonne and heire a notalde imthrift, & de-
lighting in nothing but in hankes and hounds, and gay
apparrell. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 235.

To behold my door
Beset with unthrifts, ami myself abroad?

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 1.

n.t a. 1. Profuse; prodigal.

What man didst thou ever know unthrift that was be-

loved after Ids means? Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 311.

2. Poor; unthrifty.

[Hul hath mucli adoo (poore pcnniefather) to keepe his

unthrift elix>wes in reparations.
Sashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 8.

unthriftiheadt (un-thrif'ti-hed), n. [< unthrifty
+ -head.] Unthriftiness.

Unquiet Care and fond Unthriftyhead.
Spenser, 1. Q., III. xii. 25.

unthriftily fun-thrit'ti-li), adr. [< ME. unthrif-
tily; < unthrifty + -ly'^.] 1. Poorly.

They been clothed so unthriftity.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 340.

2. In an unthrifty manner; wastefully ; lavish-

ly; prodigally.

Why will you part with them (naniesi here unthriftUyt
B. Jonsan, Epigrams, vii.

unthriftiness (un-thrif'ti-nes), H. The state or

character of being unthrifty; prodigality.

staggering, non-prolleiency, and unthriftiness of pro-
fession is the fruit of self. Rogers, Naaman the Syrian.

unthrifty (un-thrif ti), a. [< ME. unthrifty ; <

«ii-l + thrifty.] 1. Profitless; foolish; wretched.

Swich unthrifty wayes newe. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1530.

2. Not thrifty; not careful of one's means;
prodigal; profuse; lavish; wasteful.

T inrich your seines, and your vnthrifty Sons
To Geutilize with proud possessions.

Sytvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 3.

An %mthrifty knave. Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 177.

3. Not thriving; not in good condition; not
vigorous in growth.

Grains given to a hide-bound or u-nthriftyYione recover
him. Mortimer, Husbandry.

At the base and in the rear of the row of buildings, the
track of many languid years is seen in a border of unthrifty
grass. Haicthome, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 3.

4. Preventing thrift or thriving; mischievous;
wicked. Spetiser, F. Q., I. iv. 35.

unthri'vef (uu-thriv'), v. i. [< ME. unthriven,
iDithri/ren, oiithrycen; < «n-2 -1- thrive.] 1. To
fail of success.

For lovers be the folke that ben on lyve.

That most disese ban and most unthrive.
And most endnren sorowe, wo, and care.

Cuckoo a ltd Nightingale, 1. 142.

For upon tnist of Calles promise, we may soon onthryve.
Pastun Letters, IL 237.

2. To fail to thrive or grow vigorously.

Qnyk lime, lite of that, lest it unlhn/ve.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E.T. .S.), p. 122.

unthrone (un-thron'), V. t. To remove from a
throne or from supreme authority ; dethrone.

[The Pope] Thrones and enthrones Kings.
Milton, True Religion, Heresy, Schism.

untidiness (un-ti'di-nes), H. The character or
state of being untidy; lack of neatness ; sloven-
liness.

The place is the absolute perfection of beauty and 7mfi-
iliwjts. Edinburgh Ree., CUCVI. 33U.

untidy (un-tt'di), n. [< ME. untidy, untydy, un-
tydi ; < «n-l -t- firf.i/1.] If. Untimely; unseason-
able.— 2t. Improper; dishonest.—3. Not tidy;
not neat; not orclerly or clean.

[She shall] haue mo solempne cites and semliche casteles
Than 3e treuly ban smate tonnes o[rl mtydi liouses.

William of Palerne(£.. E. T. S.\ I. 1456.

.She omits the sweeping, an4i her house and furniture
become urUidy and unattractive.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXIIL 368.

untie (un-ti'), V. [< ME. unteigen, untigen, < AS.
until/an, untigean, untie, < un-, back, -f- tigan,

etc., tie: see «n-2 and <t«l.] I. trans. 1. To
undo, as a knot.

Bruted it was amongst the Phrygians, that he which
could muie it should be Lord of all Asia.

Purcluu, Pilgrimage, p. 326.
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2. To undo the fastenings, bands, cords, or
wrappings of; loosen and remove the tyings
from: as, to untie a bundle ; hence, to let or set
loose; dissolve the bonds of ; liberate.

Though you untie the winds, and let them fight
Against the churches. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 62.

Most haply too, as tliey untied him,
He saw his hat and wig beside him.

W. Combe, Tliree Tours of Dr. Syntax, i. 3.

All the evils of an untied tongue we put upon the ac-
counts of drunkenness. Jer. Taylor.

3. To loosen from coils or convolutions.
The fury heard, while on Cocytus' brink
Her snakes, untied, sulphureous waters drink.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

4. To resolve ; unfold ; clear.

Tliey quicken sloth, perplexities untie. Drayton.

II. intrans. To come untied ; become loose.

Their promises are but fair language, . . . and disband
and untie like the air that beat upon their teeth when they
spake the delicious and hopeful words.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 887.

untied (un-tid'), «. l. Not tied; free from any
fastening or band.— 2t. Figuratively, morally
unrestrained ; dissolute.

There were excesses to many committed in a time so
r7i/i«^(f as this was. Z»anit'f, Hist, Eng., p. 114. (Davies.)

until (un-til'), prep, and conj. [Formerly also
untill ; < ME. until, vntill, tintyl, ontil, outill; <

un-, as in unto, + till": see till^ and unto.] I.

prep. If. To; unto: of place.

Hire wommen soon untyl hire bed hire broughte.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 914.

Also zit gert he mak tharin
Propirtese by preuti gyn.
That it was like untitt a heuyn.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 123.

He rousd himselfe full Myth, and hastned them untitt.

Spenser, V. Q., I. xi. 4.

2. To; unto; up to: of time.

From where the day out of the sea doth spring,
UntUl the closure of the Evening.

Spenser, V. Q., IIL iii. 27.

II. C071J. Up to the time that; till the point
or degree that: preceding a clause.

Ifntil I know this sure uncertainty,
I'll entei-tain the offer'd fallacy.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 187.

See ye diima change your cheer,
Untai ye see my body bleed.

Ertinton (Child's Ballads, IIL 222).

'Tis held a great part of Incivility for Maidens to drink
Wine until they are maiTied. Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

Until that day conu's, I shall never believe this boasted
point to be anything more than a conventional fiction.

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

We sat and talked until the night.
Descending, Hlled the little room.

Langfellow, The Fire of Drift-Wood.
The English until with thesulijunctive often has a dis-

tinctly flnul sense, and in fact the subjunctive holds its

own at that point better than at any otlier in English,
B. L. (Hldersleeve, Aroer. Jour. Philol., No. 16, p. 422.

untile (un-til'), V. t. To take the tiles from;
uncover by removing tiles ; strip of tiles. Bean,
and Fl., Women's Prize, i. 3.

untillable (un-til'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
tilled or cultivated ; barren. Cow]>er, Iliad, i.

untilled (un-tild'), a. [< ME. untiled; < ««-l

-I- tilled.] Not tilled ; not cultivated, literally

or figuratively.

There lines the Sea-Oak in a little shel;
There growes vntill'd the ruddy Cocheiiel.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, Eden.

His beastly nature, and desert and untilled manners.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, ii. 4.

Untimbered(un-tim'b6rd), o. 1. Not furnished
with timber; not strongly or well timbered.

Where 'b then the saucy boat
Whose weak untiTnber'd sides but even now
Co-rivall'd greatness? Shak., T. and C, L S. 43.

2. Not covered with timber-trees.

untimet (un-tim'), »• [ME. untime, untyme, on-

tyme; < AS. untima, untime; as ««-! + time^.]

Unseasonable time.

A man shal nat ete in untyme. Chatieer, Parson's Tale.

untimeliness (un-tlm'li-nes), n . The character
of being untimely; imseasonableness.

The untimeliness of teniporal death.
Jer. Taylor, To Bishop of Rochester.

untimely (un-tim'li), a. [< !<»i-i + timely, a.]

Not timely, (o) Not 9one or happening seasonably.

Death lies on her like an untimely frost

Upon the sweetest flower of all the field.

Shak., E. and J., iv. 6. 28.

It [Brook Farml was untimely, and whatever is un-
timely is already doomed to perish.

O. B. Frothingham, Reply, p. 188.

(6) Ill-timed; inopportune; unauitable; unfitting; im-

proper.

unto
Some untimely thought did instigate

His all-too-timeless speed. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 43.

He kindles anger by untimely jokes.
Crabbe, Tales, Works, IV. 8.

(c) Happening before the natural time ; premature : as,
untimely death ; untimely fate.

The unXimely fall of virtuous Lancaster.
S/io*.,Rich. IIL,i. 2. 4.

untimely (un-tim'li), adv. [< ME. untimeliche;
< «H-l ¥ timely, adv.] In other than the natu-
ral time ; unseasonably.

Can she be dead V Can virtue fall untimely ?

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 2.

untimeous, untimeously, adv. See untimous,
etc.

untimous (un-ti'mus), a. [Also untimeous ; <
«H-l + timous.] Untimely; unseasonable: as,

untimous hours.

Of untymous persons : He is as welcome as water in a
rivin ship. He is as welcome as snaw in harvest

Ray, Proverbs (1678), p. 377.

His irreverent and untimeous jocularity.
Scott, Qnentin Durward, I. 304.

[I'he knock] was repeated thrice ere . . . [he] had pres-

ence of mind sufhoient to inquire who sought admittance
at that untimeous hour.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 72.

untimously (un-ti'mus-li), adv. [Also untime-

ously ; < untimous + -ly"^.] In an untimous
manner; untimely. a^coW, Kenilworth, xv.

untin (un-tin'), V. t.; pret. and pp. untinned, ppr.
untinniiKj. To remove tin from: as, to untin

waste tin-plates. TJie Engineer, LXXI. 42.

untinctnred (un-tingk'turd),«. Not tinctured

;

not tinged, stained, mixed, or infected ; unim-
bued.
Many thousands of armed men, abounding in natural

courage, and not absolutely untinctured with military dis-

cipline. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

untinged (un-tinjd'), a. 1. Not tinged; not
stained; not discolored: as, water untinged;
untinged heavaa of light.—2. Not infected; un-
imbued. Swift, To Gay, July 10, 1732.

untirable (un-tir'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
tired; unwearied. Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 11.

untired (un-tird'), a. Not tired; not exhausted.
.Shiik., Rich. III., iv. 2. 44.

untiring (un-tir'ing), a. Not becoming tired

or exhausted; unwearied: a,a,untiring pedienee.

untithed (un-tiTHd'), a. Not subjected to
tithes. R. I'ollok.

untitled (un-ti'tld), a. Having no title, (o) Hav-
ing no claim or right: as, an untitled tyrant. Shak.,
Macbeth, iv. 3. 104.

False Duessa, now untitled queene.
Spenser, ¥. Q., V. Ix. 42.

(b) Having no title of honor or office.

The king had already dubbed half London, and Bacon
found himself the only untitled person in his mess at
Gray's Inn. Macaulay, Lord Bacon,

tinto (un'to), 2)rep. and conj. [< ME. unto (not
found in AS.), < 08. unto, untuo, unte = OFries.
ont ti, until, = OHG. ume, unsi, unza, MHG.
ume, untze = Goth, unte, up to, until ; AS. otk,

up to, until, < OS. und, tint = OFries. und,ont =
OHG. MHG. unz = Icel. unz, unm, unst = Goth.
und, up to, as far as, until

;
prob. another form

of the prep, which appears as the prefix and-,

an-^, and with a reversive or negative force as

Mn-2. The same first element appears in until,

<J. v.] 1, prep. To: now somewhat antiquated,
but much used in formal or elevated style.

Thare men gou un to the See, that schal goon «n (o

Cypre. Mandevilte, Travels, p. 125.

A semely man to be a liyng,

A graciose face to loke vnto.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fnrnivall), p. 161.

Lawes ought to be fashioned unto the manners and con-
ditions of the people to whom they are ment.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

God made flowers sweet and beautiful, that being seen
and smelt unto they might so delight.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 6.

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,

and I will give you rest. Mat xl. 28.

Ill follow you unto the death.
Shak., K. John, 1. 1. 154.

They also brought a full intelligence in reference unto
the particulars they were sent al>ont.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 69.

Let the North unto the South
Speak the word befitting both.

Whittier, Texas.

To go in untol. See go.—To look unto. See look.

Il.t conj. Up to the time or degree that; until;

till.

Almighty quene, unto this yer be gon.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 647.

In thys place abide vtito that ye see

Ho bering hym l>est and ho better hnue.
Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 418L



antoiling

untoillng (un-toi'ling), a. Without toil or labor.
Thommn, Castle of Indolence, i. 19.

untold (un-told'), a. [< ME. untold; < !<«-! +
toW.] 1. Not told; not related; not revealed.
Dryden.— 2. Not numbered; uncounted; that
cannot be reckoned: as, money untold.

In the number let me pass untold.
Shak., Sonnets, cxxxvL

Anility and Puerility after all are forces, hthI might do
untoid mischief if tliey were needlessly provoked.

J. It Seelex/t Nat Keligion, p. 129.

untolerablet (un-tol'e-ra-bl), a. Intolerable.
Bp. Jetcell, Defence oi the Apologia, p. 618.

untomb (un-tOm'), V. t. To take from the tomb

;

disinter. Fuller.

untonality (un-to-nal'j-ti), n. The state of be-
ing without definite tonality. Amer. Jour. Psy-
chol., I. 91. [Rare.]

untongniet (uu-tung'), v. t. To deprive of a
tongue or of a voice ; silence.

Such who commend him in making condemn him in
keeping such a diary about him in so dangerous days.
Especially he ought to untongue it from talking to his
prejudice. Fuller, Cli. Hist, XI. ix, 77.

untoomlyt (un-tom'li), adv. Hastily.

Antenor vntmniy turnet his way
Withoutyn lowtyng or lefe, lengit he noght

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1822.

untooth (un-toth'), V. t. To deprive of teeth.
Cowper, Odyssey, xviii.

untoothsome (un-toth'sum), a. Not toothsome;
unpalatable. Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 4.

untoothsomeness (un-toth'sum-nes), ». The
quality of being untoothsome or unpalatable.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iii. 287.

tintormented (un-t6r-men'ted), a. Not tor-

mented; not subjected to torture.

Of his wo, as who seyth, nntormented.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 1011.

nntom (un-tom'), a. Not torn; not rent or
forced asunder. Cowper.
untouchable (un-tuch'a-bl), a. Not capable of
being touched; intangible; unassailable.

Vntouchable as to prejudice. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 66.

untoucbed (un-tuohf), a. 1. Not touched, in
any physical sense; left intact.

Depart untouched. Shah., J. C, iii. 1. 142.

llie fresh leaves, untouched as yet
By summer and its vain regret

Wiltiam Horris, Earthly Paradise, II. 124.

The mineral resources (of Texas] are untouched.
Warren, Common School Geography, p. 44.

2. Not mentioned ; not treated ; not examined.
Untouched, or slightly handled, in discourse.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7. 19.

We are carried forward to explore new regions of our
souls as yet untouched and untrodden.

U. S. Holland, Logic and Life, p. .M).

3. Not affected mentally; not moved; not ex-
cited emotionally.

Wholly untouched with his agonies. Sir P. Sidney.

His heart 's untouch'd and whole yet.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

Time, which matures the intellectual part.
Hath tinged my hairs with grey, but left untouched my

heart. Southey (Reid's Brit Poets, II. 158).

I, untouched by one adverse circumstance,
Adopted virtue as my rule of life.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 219.

untoward^ (un-to'ard), a. [< Mn-1 + toward.']

1. Froward; perverse; refractory; not easily
gfuided or taught.

Tliig untoward generation. Acts ii. 40.

What means this scorn, thou most untoward knave ?

Shak., K. John, i. 1. 243.

Kay, look, what a rascally untoward thing this poetry is.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

2. Inconvenient; troublesome; vexatious; un-
fortunate; unlucky: as, an untoward event;
an untoward vow.
An untoward accident drew me into a quarrel.

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

=Syn. 1. Wilful, Contrary, etc. (see wayvxtrd), intrac-
table.

untoward^t, prep. [ME., < MMto + -jcard.] To-
ward.

Whan I am my ladie fro.

And thynke untowarde hir drawe.
Qower, Gout. Amant, iv.

Untowardliness (un-to'ard-li-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being untowardly.
untowardly (un-to'ard-li), a. Awkward

;
per-

verse ; froward.
Untowardly tricks and vices. Locke, Education.

untowardly (un-to'iird-li), a(i». In an untoward,
froward, or perverse manner; perversely.

Matters (to unlouurdhi on our Side in Germany, but the
King of Denmark will shortly be in the Field in Person.

Howell, Letters, I. iv. 20.
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untowardness (un-to'ard-nes), 71. The state
or character of being untoward ; awkwardness

;

frowardness; perverseness. Bp. Wilson.
untowent, untownt, a. [ME., also untohen,
untohe, < AS. ungetogen (= MLG. untogen, MHG.
ungezogen), uuinstructed, untaught, "< un-, not,
+ togen, pp. of tedn, draw, educate, instruct:
see un- and tce^, and cf. wanton, earlier wan-
towen.'] Untaught; untrained; rude.
untowered (un-tou'6rd), a. Not having tow-
ers ; not defended by towers. Wordsworth.
untrace (un-tras'), v. t. To loose from the
traces or drawing-straps : as, to untrace a horse.

And now the fiery horses of the Sun
Were from their golden-flaming car untrajc^d.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

untraceable (un-tra'sa-bl), a. Incapable of
being traced or followed. South.
untraced (un-trasf), a. 1. Not traced; not
followed.— 2. Not marked by footsteps. Den-
ham, Cooper's Hill.— 3. Not marked out.
untracked(un-trakt'), a. 1. Not tracked ; not
marked by footsteps

;
pathless : as, uniracked

woods. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

—

2. Not followed by tracking.

untractability (un-trak-ta-bil'i-ti), n. Intrac-
tableness.

untractable (un-trak'ta-bl), a. 1. Not tracta-
ble; intractable.

To speak with libertie, and to say you the truth, they
say al in this Court that you are a verie good christian,
and a verie untractable bisliop.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 224.

The high-spirited and untractable Agrippina.
Gijford, note on Jonson's Sejanus.

There was room among these hitherto untractable irregu-
larities for the additional results of the theory. Whewell.

2t. Difficult; rough.
I

Toil'd out my uncouth passage, forced to ride
The untractable abyss. Milton, P. L., x. 476.

untractableness (un-trak'ta-bl-nes), n. Intrac-
tableness.

untradedt (un-tra'ded), a. 1. Not resorted to
or frequented for the sake of trading: as, an
untraded place. Hakluyt's Voyages, iii. 682.

—

2. Unpractised; inexperienced.
A people not utterly untraded ... in his discipline.

J. Udall, On Luke i.

3. Unhackneyed ; unusual ; not used commonly.
That I affect the untraded oath.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 6. 178.

untrading (un-tra'ding), a. Not engaged in
commerce; not accustomed; inexperienced.

Untrading and unskilful hands. Locke.

untragic (un-traj'ik), a. Not tragic; hence,
comic; ludicrous.

Emblems not a few of the tragic and the untragic sort
Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 12. <,Dames.)

untrained (un-trand'), a. Not trained; not
disciplined; uneducated; uninstructed.

My wit untrain'd in any kind of art
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, i. 2. 73.

I cannot say that I am utterly untrain'd in those rules
which best Rhetoricians have giv'n.

Milton, Apoliigy for Smectymnuus.
Not only is the multitude fickle, but the best men, un-

less urged, tutored, disciplined to their work, give way

;

untrained nature has no principles.

J. H. Neimnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 286.

untrammeled, untrammelled (un-tram'eld),
a. Not trammeled, hampered, or impeded.
untrampled (un-tram'pld), a. Not trampled

;

not trod upon. Shelley.

untransferable (un-trans-fer'a-bl), a. Inca-
pable of being transferred or passed from one
to another : as, power or riglit untransferable.
Howell, Pre-eminence of Parliament.
untransformed (un - trans -formd'), a. Not
transformed ; unmetamorphosed.
untranslatability (un-trans-la-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

The quality of being untranslatable. G. P.
Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxviii.

untranslatable (un-t,rans-la'ta-bl), a. Not ca-
pable of being translated; also, not fit to be
translated. Gray, To West, April, 1742.

untranslatableness (un-trans-la'ta-bl-nes), n.

The character of being untranslatable. Cole-
ridge.

Untranslatably (un-trans-la'ta-bli), adv. In an
untranslatable manner ; so as not to be capable
of translation. Athenieum, No. 3238, p. 671.

nntransmutable (un-trans-mii'ta-bl), a. In-
capable of being transmuted.
Each character . . . appeai-s to me in practice pretty

durable and untranmnutahle. Hume.

untransparent (un -trans- par 'ent), a. Not
transparent; opaque: literally or figuratively.
Boyle, Works, I. 735.

untrodden

untraveled, untravelled (un-trav'eld), a. 1.
Not traveled ; not trodden by passengers : as,
an untraveled forest.

UntravelUd parts. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. Not having traveled; not having gained ex-
perience by travel ; hence, provincial; narrow.
An untravelled Englishman. Addition, Spectator, No. 407.

Untread (un-tred'), v. t. To tread back; go
back through in the same steps; retrace.

Untreading a good part of the af<iresaid alley.

SandyK, Travailes (1652), p. 131.

untreasure (un-trezh'ur), v. t. l. To deprive
of a treasure.

They found the bed untreasured of their mistress.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 2. 7.

2. To bring forth, as treasure ; set forth ; dis-
play. [Rare in both uses.]

The quaintness with which he untreamred. . . the
stores of his memory. J. Mit/ord.

untreatable (un-tre'ta-bl), a. [< ME. untretti-

ble; < «M-l + treatable.] If. Unmanageable ; in-
exorable; implacable.

Thow Shalt nat wenen, quod she, that I here untretable
batayle ayenis fortune. Chaucer, Boetbius, ii. prose S.

2t. Not practicable. Dr. H. More.— 3. Inca-
pable of being treated, in any sense.
untrembling (un-trem'bling), a. Not trem-
bling or shaking; firm; steady. J. Philips,
Cider, i.

untrembllngly (un-trem'bling-li), adv. In an
untrembling manner ; firmly.

Untrespassing (un-tres'pas-ing), a. Not tres-

passing; not transgressing.

Others were sent more cheerefull, free, and still as it

were at large, in the midst of an untrespagxing honesty.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Untressedt (un-tresf ),«. [ME., < ««-l -I- tressed,

pp. of tress^.] With hair unarranged ; not done
up in tresses, as hair.

Hir gilte heres with a golden threde
Ybounden were, untresned as she lay.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 268.

untried (un-trid'), a. l. Not tried; not at-
tempted.

By subtil Stratagems they act their Game,
And leave untry'd no Avenue to Fame.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ProL

The generous past, when all was possible.
For all was then untried.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

2. Not yet felt or experienced: as, untried suf-
ferings.

Remains there yet a plague untried for me?
Beau. andFl., Philaster, iv, 2.

3. Not subjected to trial ; not tested or put to
the test.

By its perfect shape, its vigor, and its natural dexterity
in the use of all its untried limbs, the infant was worthy
to have been brought forth in Eden.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 114.

4t. Unnoticed; unexamined.
I slide

O'er sixteen years and leave the growth untried.
Shak., W. T., iv. 1. 6.

5. Not having passed trial; not heard and
determined in law: as, the cause remains un-
tried.

untrifling (un-tri'fling), a. Not trifling; not
indulging in levities. Savage.

untrim (un-trim'), V. t. To deprive of trimming;
strip; disorder.

By chance or natiu'e's changing course untrimm'd.
Shak., Sonnets, xviii.

untrinuned (un-trimd'), a. l. Not trimmed;
not pruned; not clipped or cut; not put in or-

der: as, an untrimmed wick; untrimmed leaves
of a book.

So let thy tresses, flaring in the wind,
Untrimnied hang about thy bared neck.

Ta7icr. and Gism., O. PL, ii. 221. (Sares.)

2t. Virgin.
The devil tempts thee here.

In likeness of a new untrimmed bride.
Shak., K. John, ilL 1. 209.

3. Not furnished with trimmings.
untrimmedness (un-trimd'nes), «. The state
of being untrimmed. [Rare.]

It [an old castle] is not particularly "kept up," but its

quiet rustiness and untrimmednes.^ only help it to be fa-

miliar. B. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 167.

untristet, n. See untrust.

untriumphablet (un-tri'um-fa-bl), a. Admit-
ting no triumph; not an object of triumph. S.

Butler, Hudibras.
untrodden, untrod (un-trod'n, un-trod'), a.

Not having been trod; not passed over; unfre-
quented. Shak., J. C, iii. 1. 136.

I



untrodden
What path uTUrod

Shall I seek out to "scape the flaming rod
Of my otfended, of my angry God V

Quarks, Emblems, iii. 12.

The path from me to you that led.

Untrodden long, with grass is grown.
Lowell, Estrangement

ontrotht (un-tr6th'), 11. [A var. of nntruth, as
trotli is ot truth.} 1. Untruth; falsehood.

If yon find my words to be untroth^

Then let me die to recompense the wrong.
Greene, Alphonsus, ii.

2. All untruth ; a falsehood.

There will be a yard of dissimulation at leasts city-mea-
sure, and cut upon an untroth or two.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iv. 1.

ontroublet (un-trub'l), r. t. To free from
trouble ; disabuse. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet. v.

untroubled (un-trub'ld), a. 1. Not troubled;
not disturbed by care, sorrow, or business; not
agitated ; unmoved ; unmffled ; not confused

;

free from passion: as, an tintroubled voiud.

Quiet, untroubled soul, awake

!

Stuik., Rich, in., V. 3. 149.

2. Not disturbed or raised into waves or rip-

ples: as, Via untrouhled sea..— 3. Not foul ; not
turbid: as, an untroubled stream.

Bodies clear and witroubled. Bacon.

untroubledness (un-trub'ld-nes), n. The state

of being untroubled; freedom ifrora trouble;
uiiconeeni. Hammond, Works, IV. 479.

nntrowablet (un-tro'a-bl), a. [ME., < un-l

+ trow + -ablc.'\ Not to be credited; incredi-

ble, ]VjicUf.

untrucedt (un-trosf), a. Not interrupted by a
truce; truceless.

All those four [elements]
Maintain a natural opposition
And untruc'd war the one against the other.

Middteton, So Wit Like a Woman's, Iii. 1.

untrue (un-tro'), a. [< ME. untrcwe, ontrcwe
(= MLG. untruwe = G. untreu = Icel. utryggr)

;

< «/(-! + true.'] 1. Not true to the fact; con-
trary to the fact; false.

And he shewed him trewe tidynges and vntrewe, for he
made him beleue howe all the conntre of Wales wolde
gladlye haue hym to be their lorde.

Berneri, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. 332.

By what construction shall any man make those com-
parisons true, holding tliat distinction untrue ?

llooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Not true to one's duty ; not faithful; incon-
stant ; not fulfilling the duties of a husband,
wife, vassal, friend, etc. ; not to be trusted

;

false ; disloyal.

Lete V8 take hede to saue the peple and the loiule fro
these VH-treice and mlsbelevynge Sarazins that thus sod-
eidy be entred vpon vs. Merlin (K. E. T. 8.), ii. 174.

For further I could say this man 's untrue.
ShaJCf Lover's Complaint, 1. 169.

3. Not true to a standard or rule ; varying from
a correct form, pattern, intonation, alinement,
or the like ; incorrect.

Henry eliastysed the oldc untrcwe mesnre, and made a
yerde of tlie lencth of his owne arme.

Faljimn, Chronycle, ccxxvl. {Encye. Diet.)

The millboards must l)e sfjuared truly, or the volume
will stand unevenly and the flnisher's design be untrue.
W. Mathewn, Modern Bookbinding (ed. Grolier ClubX p. 35.

In the case of crank-pins wearing untrue, there is

nothins; for it but filing to caliper.

Ttte Engineer, LXIX. 169.

nntmef (un-trO'), adv. [< ME. untrewe; < un-
true, a.~\ Untruly.

EUes he moot telle bis tale untrewe.
Cliaueer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 735.

untrueness (un-tro'nes), n. [< HE. untrewe-
nesne; < untrue + -ness.'] The character of
being untrue.

untruism (un-tr6'izm), n. [< untrue + -«?».]

Something obviously untrue ; the opposite of
a truism. [A nonce-word.]

Platitudes, tmisma, and tmlntunu.
TroUope, Barchester Towers, vi.

untruly (un-tro'li), adv. In an untrue manner

;

not tnily ; falsely.

M;Hter More untruly reporteth of me In his dialogue.
Tiiiidale, Ana. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, I860), p. 14.

untrUSS (un-trus'), ('. t. To untie or unfasten

;

loose from a truss, or as from a truss ; let out

;

specifically, to loose, as to let down the breeches
by untying the points by which they were held
up; undress.

Give me my nightcap, sol
Quick, quick, untrutt me.

Fletcher {and anfittier\ Elder Brother, Iv. 4.

Our Muse la in mind for th* untruinng a poet.
B. JoTuon, Poetaster, v. 1.

The Clerk of Chatham was untruMging his points pre-
paratory to seeking his truckle-bed.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 71.
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untmsst (un-tnis'), n. Same as untrusser.

Thou grand scourge, or second untruss of the time.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

nntrassed (un-tmsf), a. Not trussed ; not tied
up; not bundled up. iiVii)/rtx, Godfrey of Bou-
logne, xviii.

Behold the sacred Pales, where with haire
Untrugt she sitls, in shade of yonder hill.

L. Bryskett, Pastorall Aeglogue.

untrussert (un-trus'er), n. One who untrusses

;

hence, one who unmasks and scourges folly;

one who prepares others for punishment by un-
trussing them.

Neither shall you at any time, ambitiously affecting the
title of the untrugserg or whippers of the age, sutler the
itch of writing to over-run your performance in libel.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 3.

untrustt (un-trusf), n. [< ME. untrust, mitrist

(= Icel. utraust); < «n-i -t-.<r!ts<i.] Lack of
trust; distrust.

Ye have noon oother countenance I leeve.
But speke to us of untrust and repreeve.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 962.

untrustt, a. [ME., also untriste (= Icel. utraustr),

faithless: see untrust, n.] Faithless; distrust-
ful.

Why hastowmade Troylus to me t(ntrt«<«tvar. untruMeV-
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 839.

untrustful (un-trust'ful), a. 1. Not trustful
or trusting.— 2. Not to be trusted; not trust-

worthy; not trusty. Scott. [Rare.]
un'tmstiness (un-trus'ti-nes), 11. The character
of being untrusty ; unfaithfulness in the dis-
charge of a trust. Sir T. Hayward.

untrust'WOrthiness (un-trust'wer'THi-nes), n.

The character of being untrustworthy.

Much has been said about unirustworthinegs of hisiori-

CAl evidence. H. Spender, Prin. of Sociol., p. 75.

untrUSt'WOrthy (un-trusfw^r-'THi), a. Not
trustworthy, in any sense : as, an untrustworthy
servant; an untrustworthy hoat.

It wants it [sifting] aU the more because it is so closely
connected with the early Venetian history, than which no
history is more utterly untrustworthy.

E. A. Freeman, "Venice, p. 228.

untrusty (un-tms'ti), a. [< ME. untrusty, on-
trusty, ontristy ; < wn-l -f trusty.'] Not trusty;
notworthy of confidence; unfaithful. Thomas
Lodge (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, I. 14).

untruth (un-trOth'), «. [Also untroth, q. v. ; <

ME. ontreuthe, untrouthe, untrowthe, < AS. un-
trcdwth, untruth; as un-^ + truth.] 1. The
character of being untrue ; contrariety to truth

;

want of veracity. *

He who is perfect and abhors untruth. Sandys.

2. Treachery; want of fidelity ; faithlessness;
disloyalty.

Untruth has made thee subtle in thy trade.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

3. A false assertion ; a falsehood; a lie.

Moreover, they have spoken «n(r«tAs ; . . . and, to con-
clude, they are lying knaves. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 220.

untruthful (un-troth'ful), a. Not truthful;

wanting in veracity; contrary to the truth.

Clarke.

untruthfully (un-troth'ful-i), adv. In an un-
truthful manner; falsely; faithlessly.

untruthfulness (un-troth'ful-nes), 11. 1. The
character or state of being untruthful ; false-

ness; unveracity.— 2. Inaccuracy; incorrect-

ness: as, the untruthfuliie.ss of a drawing.

untuck (un-tuk'), V. t. To unfold or undo; re-

lease from being tucked up or fastened.

For some, untuck'd, descended her sheaved hat
Shak., Lover's Complaint, I. 31.

untuckered(un-tuk'trd),o. Wearing no tucker:

Siii<l of a woman.
untufted (un-tuf'ted), a. Without tufts or pro-
jecting bunches, as of scales or hairs: specifi-

cally noting certain moths.
untunable (un-tu'na-bl), a. 1 . Not capable of

being tuned or brought to the proper pitch.

—

2. Not harmonious; discordant; not musical.

Then In dumb silence will I bury mine [news],

For they are harsh, untuneable, and bad.
Shak., T. G. of V,, ilL 1. 208.

Also untuneable.

untunableness (un-tu'na-bl-nes), n. The state

of being untunable ; want of harmony or con-

cord; discord. T. Warton.

untunably (un-tu'na-bli), adv. In an untun-
able manner; discordantly. Holland, tr. of

Plutarch, p. 586.

untune (uu-tun'), v. t. 1. To put out of tune;

make incapable of consonance or harmony.

Untune that string. Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 109.

nnusefuUy
Naught untunes that Infant's voice ; no trace
Of fretful temper sullies her pure cheek.

Wordswortti, Sonnets, iii. 16.

2. To disorder; confuse.

Untuned and jarring senses. Shak., Lear, iv. 7. 16.

untuned (un-tiind'), a. Not tuned; unmusi-
cal; unharmonious.
With boisterous untuned drums.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 134.

unturf (un-terf'), v. t. To remove turf from;
deprive of turf. Nature, XLIII. 80.

unturn (un-tem'), V. t. To turn in the reverse
way. as in a manner to open something. [Rare.]

Think you he nought ])ut prison walls did see,

Till, so unwilling, thou unturn'dst the key?
Keats, The Day Leigh Hunt Left Prison.

unturned (un-tei-nd'), a. Not turned Toleave
no stone unturned. See stone.

untutored (un-tu'tord), a. Uninstructed ; un-
taught; rude; raw.
Some untutor'd youth. Shak., Sonnets, cxxxviii.

unt'Wine (un-twiu'), «. I. trans. 1. To untwist;
open or separate after having been twisted;
untie ; disentangle ; hence, figuratively, to ex-

plain; solve.

This knot might be untwined with more facilitie thus.
Holinshed, Snndrie Invasions of Ireland. (Encyc. Diet.)

On his sad brow nor mirth nor wine
Could e'er one wrinkled knot untwine.

Scott, llokeby, iii. 22.

2. To unwind, as a vine or anything that has
been twined around something else: literally

or figuratively.

It requires a long and powerful counter-sympathy in a
nation to untitfins the ties of custom which bind a people
to the established and the old. Sir W. Hamilton.

II. intrans. To become untwined.

His silken braids untuvne, and slip their knots.
Milton, Divorce, I. 6.

unt"Wlst(un-twist'), ». 1. trans. 1. To separate
and open, 9S threads twisted ; turn back from
being twisted. Swift.— 2. Figuratively, to dis-

entangle; solve: as, to untxcist a riddle. Fletcher,

A Woman Pleased, v. 1.

II, in trans. To become separate and loose or
straight from having been twisted.

unt"Wist (un-twisf), n. [< untwist, v.] A twist
in the opposite direction.

Each coil of the cable in the tank as It comes out receives
8 twist in the opposite direction, or untwist.

Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 467.

ununderstandable (un-un-d6r-stan'da-bl), a.

Not to be understood; incomprehensible. Pi-
a££i Smyth. [Rare.]

unundefstood (un-un-dfer-sttid'), a. Not under-
stood; not comprehended. Fuller, Ch. Hist.,

IX. i. 50. [Rare.]

Ununiform (un-ti'ni-f6rm), a. Not uniform;
wanting uniformity. [Rare.]

An ununi/orm piety. Decay of Christian Piety.

ununiformness (un-u'ni-f6rm-nes), n. The
character or state of being ununiform; want
of uniformity. [Rare.]

A variety of parts, or an ununi/ormneis.
Clarke, Answer to Sixth Letter.

unurged (un-ferjd'), a. Not urged; not pressed
with solicitation ; unsolicited ; voluntary ; of

one's own accord. Shak., K. John, v. 2. 10.

unusaget (un-ii'zaj), n. [< M)i-i + usage.] 1.

Unusualness; infrequency.

Defawte of unusage and entrecomunynge of marchaun-
disc. Ctiaucer, Boethlus, ii. prose 7.

2. Want of use. Halliwell.

unused (un-uzd'), a. 1. Not put to use; not
employed; not applied; disused. Shak., Son-
nets, iv.— 2. That has never been used.— 3.

Not accustomed; not habituated: as, hands
unused to labor ; hearts unused to deceit.

Unused to the melting mood. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 349.

Her gaoler's torches fill with light

The dreary place, blinding her unused eyes.

William Moi-ris, Earthly Paradise, I. 263.

4. Unusual; unwonted.
Bitter pain his vexed heart wrought for him,

And filled with unused tears his hard wise eyes.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 145.

unusedness (un-fi 'zed-nes), n. Unwontedness

;

unusualness. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, vii.

[Rare.]

unuseful (un-us'ful), a. Useless; serving no
purpose. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 292.

Those hands that gave the casket may the palsy

For ever make unuseful, even to feed thee

!

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.

unusefully (un-iis'ful-i), adv. In a useless man-
ner. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 236.
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nnusefulness (un-iis'ful-nes), n. The character
of being unuseful. X. A. Rev., CXLIII. 304.

tmasual (un-u'zh^-al), a. Not usual ; not fre-
quent; not common; rare; strange: as, an h«-
usuaJ season ; a person of uyiusual erudition.

Some comet or unusual prodigy,
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 98.

The territory to whose free population Koman citizen-
ship was now extended was of very unusual size accord-
ing to the measure of ancient cities.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 317.

=Syn. rncommon, unwonted, singular, remarkable, odd.

nnusuality (un-ii-zlio-ari-ti), n. [< unusual +
-ity.} The state or character of being unusual

;

unwontedness; rarity.

It is to be said of Sallust, far more plausibly than of
Carlyle, that his obscurity, Ills unutniality of expression,
and his Laconism . . . bore the impress of his genius,
and were but a portion of his unaffected thought

E. A. Foe, Marginalia, Ivi.

unusually (un-u'zhij-al-i), adv. In an unusual
manner; not commonly; not frequently ; rare-
ly; unwontedly. Paley.

unusualness (un-ii'zho-al-nes), «. The state of
being unusual; uncommonness ; infrequency;
rareness of occurrence; rarity.

unutterability (un-uffer-a-bi'ri-ti), n. 1. The
character of being unutterable ; unspeakable-
ness.— 2. 'PX.iinutterahiUties (-tiz). That which
cannot be uttered or spoken.
They come with hot unuttcrabUities in their heart.

Carlyle, French Kev., II. 1. 3.

unutterable (un-ut'^r-a-bl), a. Incapable of
being uttered or expressed; ineffable; inex-
pressible; unspeakable: as, unutterable an-
guish ; unutterable joy.

He is, sir,

The most unutterable coward that e'er nature
Bless'd with hard shoulders.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 4.

He with fflghs unutterable by any words, much less by
a stinted Liturgie, dwelling in us makes Intercession for
us. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

unutterably (un-ut'fer-a-bli), adv. In an un-
utterable manner; unspeakably; beyond ex-
pression.

There would have been something sad, unutterably sad,
in aU this. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 43.

unvaccinated (un-vak'si-na-ted), a. Not vac-
cinated; specifically, having never been suc-
cessfully vaccinated.

unvaluable (un-val'u-a-bl), a. 1. Beingabove
price; invaluable; priceless.

I cannot cry his caract up enough
;

He is unvaluable.
B. Jotiso7i, Magnetick Lady, 1. 1.

2. Valueless; worthless.

If nature . . . deny health, how unvaluable are their
riches

!

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 424.

unvalued (un-val'lid), a. 1. Not valued; not
prized; neglected. Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 19.

—

2t. Inestimable; not to be valued.

Each heart
Hnth, from the leaves of thy unvalued book.
Those Delphick lines with deep impression took.

Milton, Epitaph on Shakspere.

Art or nature never yet could set

A valued price to her unvalued worth.
Middleton, Family of Love, i. 2.

3. Not estimated; not having the value set;
not appraised : as, an estate unvalued.

unvanauisliable (un-vang'kwish-a-bl), a. In-
capable of being conquered. J. Vdall, On John
xvii.

nnvanauislied (un-vang'kwisht), a. Not con-
quered; not overcome. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

141.

unvarlable (un-va'ri-a-bl), a. Not variable;
invariable ; constant. Norris.

unvaried (un-va'rid), a. Not varied; not al-

tered ; not diversified ; unchanged.
The same unvary'd chimes.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, ii. 348.

So far as its [Salem's) physical aspect Is concerned, with
its flat unvaried surface, covered chiefly with wootien
houses. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 231.

unvariegated (un-va'ri-e-ga-ted), a. Not vari-
egated ; not diversified ; not marked with dif-

(ferent colors. Edinburgh,Rev.
unvamlslied (un-var'nisht), a. 1. Not over-
laid with varnish.— 2. Not artfully embellish-
ed; plain.

A round unvamiah'd tale. Shak., Othello, i. 8. 90.

unvarying (un-va'ri-ing), a. Not altering;
not liable to change ; uniform ; unchanging.
Locke.

unvaryingly (un-va'ri-ing-li), adv. In an unva-
rying manner ; uniformly. George Eliot, Silas
Marner, xvii.
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unvascular (un-vas'ku-iar), a. Non-vascular;
containing no blood-vessels,

unvassal (un-vas'al), v. t. [< Mn-2 -I- vassal.}
To cause to be no longer a vassal ; release from

[Bare.]

unveil (un-valM, V. [Early mod. E. unvail; <

un-"^ + veil.'l I. trans. To remove a veil from;
uncover; disclose to view; reveal: a,s, to unveil
a statue. Shak., T. and C, iii. 3. 200.

II. intrans. To become unveiled ; be disclosed
to view ; remove a veil ; reveal one's self.

Unveil, O Lord, and on us shine
In glory and in grace.

J. H. Newman, The Two Worlds.
Also unvail.

unveiledly (un-va'led-li), adv. Plainly ; with-
out disguise. Boyle, Works, IV. 18. [Rare.]
unveiler (un-va'ler), n. One who unveils

;

hence, one who expounds. Boule, Works,
IV. 18.

unvenerable (un-ven'e-ra-bl), a. Not venera-
ble; not worthy of veneration; contemptible.
.S/mA-.,W. T., ii. 3. 77.

unvenomed (un-ven'umd), a. Having no ven-
om ; not poisonous : as, a toad unvenomed. Bp.
Hall, Satires, Postscript.

unvenomous (un-ven'um-us), a. Same as un-
venomed. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church,
p. 297. (Davies.)

unvented (un-ven'ted), a. Not vented; not
uttered ; not opened for utterance or emission.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii. [Bare.]
unventilated (un-ven'ti-la-ted), a. Not ven-
tilated. Sir R. Blackmore.
unveracious (un-ve-ra'shus), a. Not veracious

;

not having a strict regard for truth ; untruth-
ful ; dishonest; false.

unveracity (un-ve-ras'i-ti), n. Want of ve-
racity; untruth; falseliood.

A certain very considerable finite quantity of Unveracity
anil Phantasm. Carlyle.

unverdant (un-ver'dant), a. Not verdant ; not
green ; having no verdure. Congreve, tr. of
Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

unveritablet (un-ver'i-ta-bl), a. Not veritable

;

not true. Puttetiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 21.

unversed (un-versf), a. 1. Not skilled; not
versed ; unacquainted.

A mind in all heart-mysteries unversed.
Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

2. Not put in verse: as, thoughts unversed.
unvesselt (un-ves'el), V. t. To empty. [Bare.]
unvexed (un-veksf), a. Not vexed; not trou-
bled ^ not disturbed ; not agitated or disquieted.
Donne, Anatomy of the World, i. Also unvext.

In the noon now woodland creatures all
Were resting 'neath the shadow of the trees.
Patient, unvexed by any memories.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 174.

unvicar (un-vik'iir), V. t. To deprive of the of-

fice or position of vicar.

If I had your authority, I would be so bold to unvicar
him. Strype, Cranmer, II. vii. (Davies.)

unviolable (un-vi'o-la-bl), a. Not to be vio-
lated or broken, i^hak., Bich. III., ii. 1. 27.

[Bare.]

unviolated (un-vi'o-la-ted), a. 1. Not violated;
not injured.

Th' unviolated honour of your wife.
Shak., C. ofE., iii. 1. 88.

2. Not broken; not transgressed: as, an unvio-
lated vow. Milton, S. A., 1. 1144.

unvirtue (un-ver'tu), n. Absence of virtue;
vice. [Bare.]

They think their children never do unrirtuous things;
and yet they reek with unvirtue.

H. W. Beecher, Christian Union, March 3, 1887.

unvirtuous (un-ver'tii-us), fli. Not virtuous;
destitute of virtue. 'Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.
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unvirtuously (un-ver'tu-us-li), adv. In an un-
virtuous manner; viciously.

unvisiblet (un-viz'i-bl), a. Invisible. Chaucer.
unvisiblyt (un-viz'i-bli), adv. Invisibly. Bp.
Gardiner.

unvital (un-vi'tal), a. Not vital; not essential
to life ; hence, fatal. [Rare.]

Lavoisier showed that the atmospheric air consists of
pure or vital, and of an unvital air, which he thence called
azote. WheioeU

unvitiated (un-vish'i-a-ted), a. Not vitiated;
not corrupted

;
pure.. B. Jonson, Magnetick

Lady, iv. 3.

unvizard (un-viz'ard), V. t. [< M)i-2 -I- vizard."]

To divest of a vizard or mask; unmask.
what a death It is to the Prelates to be thus un-vis-

arded, thus uncas'd. Milton, On Def. of Hunib. Remoust.

unwares

unvoiced (un-voist'),«. 1. Not spoken ; unut-
tered; not articulated or pronounced. Emer-
son.—2. In phonetics, not uttered with voice as
distinct from breath ; unintonated ; surd.
unvoidable (un-voi'da-bl), a. Incapable of
being made void ; irreversible.

He will from on high pronounce that unvoidable sen-
tence.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 173. (Davies.)

unvoluntaryt(un-vorun-ta-ri), a. Involuntary.
Fidler.

unvoluptuous (un-vo-lup'tu-us), a. Free from
voluptuousness; not sensuous. George Eliot,

Middlemaroh, xxiii.

unvote (un-vof), v. t. To retract, annul, or
undo by vote.

This was so sacred a rule that many of those who voted
with the court the day before, expressed their indignation
against It, as subverting the very constitution of parlia-
ment. If things might be thus voted and unvoted again
from day to day. Bp. Burnet, Hist Own Times, an. 1711.

unvowed (un-voud'), a. Not vowed; not con-
secrated by solemn promise.

If vnuovjed to another Order, ... he vows in this order.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 229. (Davies.)

unvoyageable (un-voi'aj-a-bl), a. 1. Incapa-
ble of being navigated ; innavigable. Be Quin-
cey.— 2. Not to be crossed or passed over; im-
passable.

This unvoyageable gulf obscure.
Milton, P. L., X. 366.

unvulgar (un-vul'gar), a. Not vulgar or com-
mon.

Heat my brain
With Delphic Are,

That I may sing my thoughts in some unvulgar strain.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xliv.

unvulgarize (un-vul'gar-iz), v. t. To divest of

vulgarity; make not vulgar or common. Lamb.
unwaited (un-wa'ted), a. Not attended : with
on.

To wander up and down unwaited on.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii.

unwakeful (un-wak'fiil), a. Sleeping easily
and soundly ; characterized by sound sleep.

unwakefulness (un-wak'fiil-nes), n. The qual-
ity or state of being unwakeful; sound sleep.

Unwakened (un-wa'knd), a. Not wakened;
not roused from sleep or as from sleep. Mil-
ton, P. L., V. 9.

unwallet (un-wol'et), v. t. To take from a wal-
let.

The lacquey laughed, unsheathed his calabash, and un-
walleted his cheese.

Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, II. iv. 14. (Davies.)

unwandering (un-won'der-ing), a. Not wan-
dering; not moving or going from place to
place. Cowper, Iliad, xiii.

unwapperedt (un-wop'erd), a. Not caused or
not having reason to tremble ; not made tremu-
lous ; unpalsied ; hence, fearless and strong
through innocence.

We come towards the gods.
Young and unwapper'd, not halting under crimes
Many and stale.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

unwardedt (un-war'ded), a. Unwatched ; un-
guarded. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius,
fol. 81.

unwaret (un-war'), a. [< ME. unwar, onwar, <

AS. unwmr, unheeding, unheeded, unexpected.
< un-, not, 4- wasr, heedful : see (/h-1 and ware''^.]

Unexpected; unforeseen.

Upon thy glade day have in thy mynde
The unwar wo or harm that comth bihynde.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 329.

unwaret (un-wSr'), adv. [ME. unwar; prop,
predicate use of unware, o.] Unawares; unex-
pectedly.

On thee. Fortune, I pleyne.
That unwar wrapped hast me in thy cheyne.

Chaucer, Franklin's 'Tale, 1. 6'28.

He put vp his goode swerde for doute leste he slough
eny man vn-war. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 493.

unwarelyt (un-wSr'li), adv. [< unwarely, unuar-
ly, unwarliche, < AS. unwmrlice, unexpectedly.
< unwier, unexpected: see unware, n.] Una-
wares; unforeseen; unexpectedly.

Elde is comen unuurly upon me.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

unwarenesst (un-war'nes), »i. [< unware +
-ness.l The condition of being unexpected.
Uakhiyt's Voyages, I. 201.

unwarest (un-warz'), adv. [< ME. 'unwares, <

AS. unwmres, < unwxr, unexpected: see un-
ware.'] Unawares ; by surprise.

A great sort of Turks entred Into the bulwarke of

Spalne, . . . and drouc our men out, I can nut tell how,
vnwares or otherwise. Hakiuyt's Voyages, II. 84.



nnwarily

unwarily (un-wa'ri-li). adv. In an unwary
manner; without vigilance and caution; heed-
lessly; unexpectedly. Shale., K. John, v. 7. 63.

nnwariness (un-wa'ri-nes), ». The character of

being unwary; want of caution ; carelessness;

heedlessness; recklessness.

nnwarlike (un-war'lik), a. Not warlike ; not

fit for war; not used to war; not military.

The umcarlike disposition of Ethelwolf gave encou-
ragement, no doubt, and easier entrance to the Danes.

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

onwarm (un-warm'), I', i. [< «n-2 -I- warm.'\

To lose warmth; become cold. [Rare.]

With horrid chill each little heart wnu-amw. Hood.

unwarned (un-wamd'), a. Not warned; not
cautioned; not previously admonished of dan-
ger. LocVe.

unwamedly (un-wslr'ned-li), adv. Without
warning or notice. [Rare.]

They be suddenly and unwamedly brought forth.

Bp. Bale, Select Worlta, p. 88.

unwarp (un-warp'), v. t. [< mm-2 -1- warp.] To
reduce from the state of being warped. Evelyn.

unwarped (un-warpf), a. Not warped; not
biased; impartial ; unbiased. Tliomson, Spring.

unwarrantability (un-wor-'an-ta-birj-ti), n.

The character of being unwarrantable ; unwar-
rantableness.

unwarrantable (un-wor'an-ta-bl), a. Not war-
rantable; not defensible ; not justifiable ; ille-

gal; unjust; improper. South, Sermons.
unwarrantableness (un-wor'an-ta-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unwarrantable.
Bp. Hall, Ans. to Vind. of Smectymnuus, $ 3.

unwarrantably (un-wor'an-ta-bli), adv. In an
unwaiTan table manner; in a manner that can-
not be justified. Bp. Hall.

unwarranted (un-wor'an-ted), o. 1. Not war-
ranted; not authorized; unjustifiable: as, an
unicurranted interference.

What do we weaklings so far presume upon our abili-

ties or success as that we dare thrust ourselves upon temp-
tations unbidden, unwarranted.

Bp. Halt, Contemplations, iv. 221.

2. Not guaranteed ; not assured or certain.

Upon hope of an unwarranted conquest. Baeon.

3. Not guaranteed to be good, sound, or of a
certain (juality : as, an unwarranted horse.

unwarrantedly (un-wor'an-ted-U), adv. In an
unwarranted manner; without warrant; un-
jtistifial)Iy.

unwarrentjt'. t. [< ME. unwareynen ; < ««-2 +
warren.'] To deprive of the character of a war-
ren.

That alle the wareyn of Stanes wyth the apertinaunce Ije

vnKarej/ned and vnforested for euerraore, so that alle tlie

forsayd citezens of London her eyera and successours haue
alle the frauncheses of the wareyn and forest vnblein-
ysshyd. Charter of London, in Arnold's Chron., p. 19.

unwary (un-wa'ri), a. [< «B-l + wary. Cf. tin-

ware, the earlier form.] 1 . Not wary ; not vigi-

lant against danger; not cautious; unguarded;
precipitate; heedless; careless. Milton,!?. h.,
V. 695.— 2t. Unexpected.

All in the open hall amazed stood
At suddenness of that unwary sight

Spenter, T. Q., 1. xiL 2S.

unwashed (un-wo8ht'),n. Not washed. (o)Not
cle.insed t)y water; filthy; unclean: as, unwashed wool;
hent-e, vulgar.

Another lean unwaeh'd artificer.

Shak., K. John, Iv. 2. 201.

Such foul and unwashed bawdryu i> now made the food
of the scene. B. Joniton, Volpone, Ded.

(b) Not overflowed by water : as, a rock utncashed by tlie

waves.— The unwashed, the great unwashed, the
lower class of people. The latter phrase was first applied
to the artisan class, but is now used U> designate the lower
classes generally— the ntob, the rabble.

Unwasbent (un-wosh'n), a. [< ME. unwaschen,
iiniriitschen, < AS. unweescen, not washed; as
un-^ + washen.] Not washed; unwashed. Mat.
XV. 20.

Whan thei hnn eten, the! putten hire Dissches un-
waeschen in to the Pot or Cnwdroun, with remunant of
tlie Flessche and of the Brothe, til thei wole eten azeii.

Mandeville, Travels, ji. 250.

nnwasted (un-was'ted), a. 1. Not wasted or
lost by extravagance; not lavished away; not
dissipated.— 2. Not consumed or diminished
by time, violence, or other means. Sir R.
Blnckmore.— 3. Not devastated ; not laid waste.
The most southerly of the unwanted provinces.

Burke, Nalx>b of Arcoi's Debts.

4. Not emaciated, as by illness.

onwatchfnl (un-woch'ful), a. Not vigilant.
Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. 20.
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nnwatchfulness (un-woch'ful-nes), n. The
state or character of being unwatchful; want
of vigilance. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet. iii.

unwater (un-wa'ter), V. t. In mining, to free, as
a mine, of its water by draining, pumping, or in
any other way. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 457.

unwatered (un-wa't6rd), a. 1. Freed from wa-
ter; drained, as a mine.— 2. Not watered; un-
diluted; unmoistened.— 3. Not supplied with
water; not given water to drink.
nnwaterlng (un-wa'ter-ing), n. [Verbal n. of
umoater, ti.] The act or process of taking wa-
ter from anything; draining; drainage. The
Engineer, LXVII. 298.

unwavering (un-wa'ver-ing), a. Not wavering;
not unstable ; not fluctuating ; fixed ; constant

;

steadfast. Strype, Eecles. Mem., Edw. VI., an.
1551.

unwaveringly (un-wa'v6r-ing-li), adv. In an
unwavering manner ; steadfastly.

unwayedt (un-wad'), a. [< ME. unwaied; < mb-1
+ wayed.] 1. Not used to the road ; unaccus-
tomed to the road.

Colts unwayed and not used to traveL Suckling,

2. Having no roads
;
pathless.

It [the land] shal be vnwaied or wayles.

Wyclif, Ezek. xiv. 16.

unweakened (un-we'knd), a. Not weakened;
not enfeebled. Boyle.

nnweaned (un-wend'), «• Not weaned; hence,
not withdrawn or disengaged.

The heathen Angle and Saxon, still unwearied from his
fierce Teutonic creed. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 128.

nnweariable (un-we'ri-a-bl), a. That cannot
be tired out or wearied. Hooker, Eecles. Pol-
ity, i. 4.

unweariably (un-we'ri-a-bli), adv. In an tm-
weariable manner; indefatigably. Bp. Hall,

Christian Assurance of Heaven,
unwearied (un-we 'rid), a. 1. Not wearied; not
fatigued.

The umvearied sun from day to day
Does his creator's power display.

Addison, Ode.

2. Indefatigable; assiduous: as, Mniccaned per-
severance : of persons.

Would you leave me
Without a farewell, Hubert? fiy a friend
Unwearied in his study to advance you?

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, i. 2.

unweariedly (un-we'rid-li), adv. In an un-
wearied manner; indefatigably; assiduously.
Chesterfield.

unweariedness (un-we'rid-nes), «. The state

of being unwearied. Baxter.

unweary'^ (un-we'ri), a. [< ME. unwery, < AS.
vnwerig, not weary; as «n-l + weary.] Not
weary.

I noot ne why, unwery, that I feynte.
Chaucer, Troilun, i. 410.

unweary'^ (un-we'ri), ». t. To relieve of weari-
ness; refresh after fatigue. [Rare.]

To unweary myself after my studies.
Dryden, Letters (ed. Malone), p. 28.

unweave (un-wev'), v. t. 1. To undo or take to

pieces (that which has been woven, as a textile

fabric).

Untpeave the web of fate. Sandys, Christ's Passion, p. 4.

2. To separate; take apart, as the threads which
compose a textile fabric.

nnwebbed (un-webd'), a. Not webbed; not
web-footed. Pennant.

unwed (un-wed'), a. Unmarried. Shah., C. of

E., ii. 1. 26.

unwedgeable (un-wej'a-bl), a. Not to be split

with wedges; in general, not easily split; not
fissile, as pppperidge. Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 116.

unweeded (un-we'ded), a. Not weeded; not
cleared of weeds. jSAafc., Hamlet, ii. 1. 135.

unweenedt (un-wend'), a. [< ME. unwened, <

AS. unwened, unhoped ; as mm-1 + weened.] Un-
thought of; unexpected.

Unhoped or unwened. Chaucer, Boethlus, iv. prose 6.

unweeping (un-we'ping), a. Not weeping; not
.shedding or dropping tears: aSfUnweeping eyes.

Drayton, Duke Humphrey to Elenor Cobham.
[Rare.]

unweetingt (un-we'ting), a. A variant of un-

witting. SpeiLser.
The unipeetinff Child

Shall by his beauty win his grandsire's heart.
Wordsworth, Vaudracour and Julia.

unweetinglyt (un-we'ting-li), adv. A variant

of unwittingly. Milton, S. A., 1. 1680.

unweighed"(un-wad'), a. 1. Not weighed; not

having the weight ascertained.

Solomon left all the vessels unweiyhed. 1 KL vlL 47.

unwholesomeness

2. Not deliberately considered and examined

;

not pondered; not considered; negligent; un-
guarded: a,s, words unweighed. [Rare.]

What an unweighed behaviour hath this Flemish drun-
kard picked . . . out of my conversation?

Shak., M. VV. of W., ii. 1. 23.

unweighing (un-wa'ing), a. Inconsiderate;
thoughtless.

A very superficial, ignorant, unwexghing fellow.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 147.

unwelcome (un-wel'kum), a. Not welcome;
not pleasing; not well received; producing
sadness: as, &ti unwelcome gaent.

I fear
We shall be much unwelcome.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 1. 35.

The unwelcome news of his grandson's dangerous state
. . . induced him to set out forthwith for Holland.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 203.

unwelcome (un-wel'kum), V. t. To treat as be-
ing unwelcome ; be displeased with. [Rare.]

She can soften the occasional expression of half-con-
cealed ridicule with which the poor old fellow's sallies are
liable to be welcomed— or unwelcomed.

The Atlantic, LXV. 560.

unwelcomely (un-wel'kum-li), adv. In an un-
welcome manner; without welcome.
Garcio is come unwelcomely upon her. J. Baillit.

unwelcomeness (un-wel'kum-nes), n. The
state of being unwelcome. Boyle,V}avks, VI. 43.

unwell (un-wel'), a. 1. Not well; indisposed;
not in good health ; ailing; somewhat ill.

Whilst they were on this discourse and pleasant tattle

of drinking, Oargamelle began to be a little unweU.
Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, i. 6.

The mistress, they told us, was sick, which in America
signifies what we should call being unwell.

Capt. B. Hall, Travels in North America, I, 46.

2. Asaeuphemism,men8truant; havingcourses.
Compare Si'cfcl, a., 6. =Syn. 1. Ailing, etc. See sickl.

unwellness (un-wel'nes), n. The state of
being unwell or indisposed. Chesterfield, Let-
ter, 1755. [Rare.]

nnwemmedt, a. [ME., < AS. unwemmed; as
un-^ + wemmed.] Unspotted; unstained.

Thus hath Crist unwemmed kept Constaunce.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 826.

unwept (un-wepf), a. 1. Not wept for; not
lamented; not mourned.

Unwept, unhonoured, and imsung.
Scott, L. of L. M., vl. 1.

2. Not shed; not wept: as, ««roep< tears.

unwet (un-wef), a. Not wet; not moist or
humid; not moistened; dry.

Though once I meant to meet
My fate with face unmoved and eyes unwet.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 673.

unwhipped (un-hwipf), a. Not whipped; not
punished. Also unwhipt.

Tremble, thou wretch,
That hast within thee undivnlged crimes,
Unwhipp'd of justice, Shak., Lear, iii. 2. 63.

unwholet (un-hol'), a. [< ME. unhol, unhal, <

AS. unhdl (= OHG. unhail= Icel. uheill= Goth.
unhaels), not whole, not sound, < un-, not, -1-

hdl, whole : see ichole.] Not whole ; not sound

;

infirm; unsound. Todd.
unwholesome (un-hol'sum), a. [< ME. *unhol-
sum, onholsom (= Icel. Uheilsamr) ; < m»-1 -t-

wholesomc.] 1. Not wholesome; unfavorable to

health ; insalubrious ; unhealthful : as, unwhole-
some air; unwholesome food.

A certaine Well . . . had once very fonle water, and
unwh(Aesome to drink. Coryat, Crudities, I. 138.

2. Not sound; diseased; tainted; impaired;
defective.

Prithee bear some charity to my wit ; do not tliink it so
unwholesome. Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 125.

3. Indicating unsound health ; characteristic
of or suggesting an unsound condition, physi-
cal or mental ; hence, repulsive.

One from whom the heart recoiled, who was offensive

to every sense, with those white, unwholesome, greasy
bands, the powder, the scent, the masses of false hair, the
still falser and more dreadful smile.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, iliv.

unwholesomely (un-hol'sum-li), adv. In an
unwholesome manner; unhealthfully. The
Academy, April 12, 1890, p. 249.

unwholesomeness (un-hol'sum-nes), n. The
state or character of being unwholesome, in

any sense; insalubrity; unhealthfulness: as,

the unwholesomeness of a climate.

Apulia, part of Italy, near the Adriatick gulf, where
land, it seems, was very cheap, either for the barrenness
and cragged liei^hth of the mountains or for the unwhole-
someness of the air, and the wind Atabulns.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, Iv., note 4.



unwield

nnwieldt (un-weld'), «• [< ME. unweelde, un-
tcelde, < M/i-i + welde, < AS. wylde, powerful,
< weaWan, wield: see wield.} Weak; impotent.

The more he preyseth Eelde,
Though he be croked and unweelde.

Mom. of the Rose, 1. 4886.

nnwieldily (un-wel'di-li), adv. In an unwieldy
manner; cumbrously. Dryden.
unwieldiness (un-wel'di-nes), n. The state of
being unwieldy ; heaviness; difficulty of being
moved : as. the unwieldiness of a person having
a corpulent body. Donne, Love's Diet.

nnwieldsomet (un-weld'sum), a. [< un-^ +
wieldsome.'] Unwieldy. North, tr. of Plutarch,

p. 582.

unwieldy (un-wel'di), a. [Early mod. E. also
unioeldic; < «h-1 + wieldy.^ Movable or mov-
ing with difficulty; unmanageable from size,

shape, or weight; lacking pliability: as, an «»-
wieldy hulk ; an unwieldy rock.

Bestow oil him some more heart, for that grosse and so
vnweldw a body.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 340.

Public business, in its whole unwieldy compass, must
always form the subject of these daily chronicles.

De Quineey, Style, i.

unwildt (un-wild'), V. t. [< «»-2 + !CJM1.] To
tame. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.,

Handie-Crafts. [Rare.]
unwilful (im-wil'ful), a. Not wilful; not char-
acterized by or done through wilfulness : as, an
nnwilful slight. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe,
1. 8. (Davies.)

unwill (un-wir), «. <. l< un-^ + wHl^.l To will

the reverse of ; reverse one's will in regard to.

He . . . who unwills what he has willed. Longfellow.

unwilled (un-wild'), a. 1. Deprived of the fac-

ulty of will; bereft of the power of volition.

[Rare.]
Now, your will is all unwilled.

Mrs. Browning, Duchess May.

2. Not willed; not purposed; involuntary; un-
intentional ; spontaneous. Clarke.

unwilling (un-wil'ing), a. 1. Not willing;

loath; disinclined; reluctant: as, mi unwilling

servant.

If the sun rise unmlling to his race. Dryden.

The next came Nedham in on lusty horse.
That, angry with delay, at trumpet's sound,
Would snoi-t, and stamp, and stand upon no ground.
Unwilling of his master's tarriance. Peele, Polyhymnia.

2t. Undesigned; involuntary.

Patience, I pray you ; 'twas a fault unwilling.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 159.

=Syn. Opposed, averse, indisposed, backward.

unwillingly (un-wil'ing-li), adv. In an unwill-
ing manner ; against one's will; not with good
will; reluctantly. Shak., Tempest,!. 2. 368.

unwillingness (un-wil'ing-nes), n. The state
of being unwilling; loathness; disinclination;
reluctance. Shak., Rich, in., ii. 2. 92.

unwily (un-wi'li), a. Not wily; free from
cunning. Eclectic Rev.

unwind (un-wind'), V. [< ME. unwinden, on-

winden, < AS. unwindan, unwind, < un-, back,
+ windan, -viini: seeMJi-2andwJrefZ2.] I, trans.

1. To wind off; loose or separate, as what is

wound or convolved ; set free or loose : as, to
«»u!ind thread or a ball.— 2. To disentangle;
free from entanglement.

In regard of them who desiring to serve God as they
ought, but being not so skilful as in every point to unicind
themselves where the snares of glossing speech do lie to
entangle them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v, 4.

II, intrans. To admit of being unwound ; be-
come unwound : as, a skein that unwinds easily.

Mortimer.
unwinkt (un-wingk'), V. i. [ME. unwynken; <

«n-2 + wini.] To open; unclose.

When that thaire eeu gyimeth forto unwynk
And thai to brannclie, into the laiide let syiik

A reede right liy.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. lOB.

unwinking (un-wing'king), a. Not winking;
not shutting the eyes ; not ceasing to wake or
watch.
Unwinking vigilance. V. Knox, Essays, No. 17.

unwinning (un-win'ing), a. Not winning; not
adapted to win or gain favor; imconciliatory.
Fulkr, Ch. Hist., II. ii. 7.

unwiped (un-wipf), o. Not wiped; not cleaned
by rubbing. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 108.

unwire (un-wir'), v. t. [< un-^ + wire.l To re-

move the wire of; take out the wire from.
[Bare.]

1 moBt uniffire that cage and liberate the captive.
Walter Colton, Ship and Shore, p. 88.
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unwisdom (un-wiz'dum), n. [< ME. unwisdom,
onmsdom ; < «H-l + wisdom.~\ Lack of wisdom

;

ignorance; foolishness; folly; unwise conduct
or speech.
Let us not commit the unwisdom, rebuked ages ago by

the highest voice, of disputing among ourselves which
should be tlie greatest.

E. A. Freeman, Anier. Lects., p. 98.

unwise (un-wiz'), «. [< ME. unwis, < AS. umvis
(= OS. unwis = OHG. MHG. unwis = Goth, un-
veis), unwise, foolish, ignorant, < un-, not, +
wis, wise: see m»j-1 and wise^.] 1. Not wise;
Lacking wisdom or judgment; foolish; indis-
creet : as, an unwiseman ; unwise kings. Shak.,
Cor., iii. 1. 91.— 2. Not dictated by wisdom ; not
adapted to the desired end; injudicious; im-
prudent: as, unwise measures: unwise delay.
Shak., Rich. HI., iv. 1. 52.

unwisely (un-wiz'li), adv. [< ME. unwisely, un-
wysely, tmwisUche, < AS. unwislice, unwisely ; as
unwise + -ly^.} In an unwise manner; injudi-
ciously; indiscreetly; not wisely; not prudent-
ly: SbS, univisely rigid; unwisely stu.dio'os.

Saue thes fonnet folke, the frigies of troy,
That vnwysely has wroglit with wyttis full febill.

And offendit onr frenchyp thurgh foil of hom seluyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 4207.

unwisht (un-wish'),t!. i. [< ?m-2 -(- wjsft.] To
wish not to be ; make away with by wishing.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 76.

unwished (un-wishf), a. Not wished for;
not sought; not desired; unwelcome. SItak.,

M. N. D., i. 1. 81.

unwistt (un-wisf), a. [ME. unwist, unwyst; <
M»-l + ivist.l 1. Unknown; without being
known.

Unwist of every wyght hut of Pandare.
Chaucer, Troilus, iiL 603.

2. Unknowing; ignorant.

He shal the ese, unwyst of it hymselve.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1400.

unwitt (un-wif), V. t. [< ME. unwiten; < «n-l
4- wit, !).] To be ignorant.

Whan that God knoweth anything to be, he ne unwot
nat that thilke wantith necessite to be.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 6.

unwitt (un-wif), n. [< ME. unwit, unwitt, onwit,

< AS. ungeivit, unwisdom, folly ; as «n-l + wit,

»j.] Lack of wit; folly.

Hym wyte I that I dye.
And myn unwit, that ever I clomb so hye.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 271.

unwltch (un-wioh'), v. t. [< «»-2 + witch.'] To
free from the effects of witchcraft ; disenchant.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 7.

[Rare.]
unwithdrawing (un-wiTH-dra'ing), a. Not
withdrawing; continually liberal.

Such a full and unwithdrawing hand.
Milton, Comus, 1. 711.

unwithered (un-wiTH'ferd), a. Not withered
or faded.
The yet unwither'd blush.

Shirley (and Fletcher?), Coronation, v.

unwithering (un-wiTH'6r-ing), a. Not liable

to wither or fade. Cowper, Task, iii. 570.

nnwithheld (un-wiTH-held' ), a. Not withheld

;

not kept or held back; not hindered. Thomson,
To Sir Isaac Newton.
unwithstood (un-wiTH-stud'), a. Not opposed
or resisted. J. Philips, Cider, i.

unwitnessed (un-wit'nest), a. Not witnessed;
not attested by witnesses ; wanting testimony.
Booker.
unwittily (un-wit'i-li), adv. [< ME. unwittili;

< unwitty + -ly^.2 Without wit; not wittily.

Cowley.

unwittingt (un-wit'ing), n. [< ME. unwittinge

;

< un-^ + witting, ».] Ignorance.

And now, bretheren, I woot that by unwiting gee diden.
Wycl^, Acts iii. 17.

unwitting (un-wit'ing), a. [Formerly also mi-
weeting; < ME. unwittyng, unwityng, unwetyng,
onwitinde, < AS. unwitend (= OHG. unwizsende
= Icel. iivitandi); as un-^ + witting, a.j Not
knowing ; ignorant.

Unwittyng of this Dorigen at al.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 208.

Children that, unudtting why.
Lent the gay shout their shrilly cry.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 20.

unwittingly (un-wit'ing-li), adv. [< ME. untoit-

iyngly, umvetandli ; < unwitting + -ly^.] With-
out knowing ; ignorantly. Chaucer.

They ran from my pen unwittingly, if they be verse.

B. Jo?ison, Poetaster, i. 1.

unwitty (un-wit'i), a. [< ME. umcitti (= OHG.
unwizzig = Icel. Uvitugr); < Mn-l + witty.] If.

unworn

Not knowing; not wise; foolish. Wyelif, Wis-
dom iii. 12.— 2. Not witty; destitute of wit:
as, unwitty jokes. Shenstone, A Simile.

unwivedt (un-wivd'), a. Having no wife.
Selden.

unwoman (un-wum'an), V. t. To deprive of
the qualities of a woman; unsex. Sandys, tr.

of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

unwomanly (un-wum'an-U), a. Not womanly

;

unbecoming a woman ; unfeminine.
A woman sat, in unwomanly rags.
Plying her needle and thread.

Bood, Song of the Shirt

unwomanly (un-wiim'an-li), adv. In a manner ^

unbecoming a woman.
For your poor children's sake, do not so unwomanly

cast away yourself. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

unwondert (un-wun'der), r. t. To deprive of
wonder; explain so as to make no longer a
wonder or marvel.
Whilest Papists crie up this his incredible cnntinency,

others easily unwonder the same, by imputing it partly to
his impotence afflicted with an infirniitie, partly to the
distaste of his wife.

Fuller, Church Hist, II. vi. 17. (Davies.)

unwondering (un-wun'dfer-ing), a. Not won-
dering; incurious.

But, wiser now, the unwonderin{r world, alas I

Gives all poor Ilerschel's glory to his glas.s.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar), p. 236.

unwontt (un-wunf), a. Unwonted; unaccus-
tomed.

Unwont with beards to watch, or pasture sheepe.
.Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 40.

unwonted (un-wun'ted), a. 1. Not wonted;
not common; uncommon; unusual; infre-

quent; rare: as, an wniconterf sight; unwonted
changes. Dryden.

And joy unwonted, and surprise.
Gave their strange wildness to his eyes.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 5.

2. Unaccustomed; unused ; not made familiar
by practice: as, a child unwonted to strangers.
Milton.

unwontedly (un-wun'ted-li), adv. In an un-
wonted or unaccustomed manner.
unwontedness (im-wun'ted-nes), n. The state
of being unwonted ; uncommonness; rareness.
Jcr. Taylor (f), Artificial Handsomeness, p. 121.

unwooed(un-w6d'),a. Not wooed; not courted.
Shak., Sonnets, liv.

unwoof (un-wof), V. t. To remove the woof
of. [Rare.]

unworded (un-w6r'ded), a. Not worded; not
spoken, told, or mentioned; also, not speaking

;

silent.

You should have found my thanks paid in a smile
If I had fell unworded.

Fletcher (and another), Nice Valour, ii. 1.

So, still unworded, save in memory mute.
Rest thou, sweet hour of viol and of lute.

R. W. Gilder, Lyrics, Music and Words.

unwork (un-werk'), v. t. To undo.

If tliey light in the middle or bottom of a dead hedge,
your best way is softly to unwork the hedge till you crime

to tiieni. C. Butler, Fem. Mon., p. 92. (Encyc. Diet)

unworkable (un-wer'ka-bl), a. 1. Not work-
able ; not capable of being nTought into shape.
— 2. Hard to manage or to induce to work;
indocile.

I think it would be difficult to find a body more umeork-
able, or more difficult to bring together or to manage.

Lancet, No. 3S22, p. 505.

unworking (un-wer'king), a. Living without
labor: as, the unworking classes. J. S. Mill.

unworkmanlike (un-werk'man-lik), a. Not
workmanlike; unlike what a good workman
would make or do.

Some of the most inartistic and unworkmanlike of the
products have proudly been pointed to by school commis-
sioners as proofs of the success of the manual-training
course. Ifew York Evening Post, April 2.% 1891.

unworld (un-werld'), v. t. To cause not to be
worldly or to belong to the world. [Rare.]

Take away the least vericulum out of the world, and it

unworlds all. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 21.

unworldliness (un-w^rld'li-nes), n. The state

of being unworldly.
unworldly (un-werld'li), o. Not worldly; not
influenced by worldly or sordid motives; spir-

itual.

unwormed (im-wermd'), a. Not wormed ; not
having the worm-like lytta cut from under the

tongue : said of a dog.
She is mad with love.

As mad as ever unnvnn'd dog was.
Beau, and Ft., Woman Pleased, iv. 3.

unworn (un-wom'), a. Not worn ; not impaired.
Burke.
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unworshipt (un-wer'ship), v. t. [ME., < «n-l unwrinkled (un-riug'kld), a. Not wrinkled;
+ icorship.'] To dishonor ; treat with dishonor, not having wrinkles or furrows; smooth;
Wyclif, Rom ii. 23. hence, flowing; even. Byron, Childe Harold, iv.
tmworshiped, unworshipped (un-wer'shipt), unwrite (un-rif), d. «. To cancel, as that which
a. Not worshiped; not adored. Milton,P.li., is written; erase. —
V. 670.

unworshipful (un-wer'ship-ful), a. [< ME. un-

[Eare.]
Yce write them in your closets, and unutrite them in

your Courts. Milton, Animadversions.
hipfiil; < H«-l + worshipful.-\ Not entitled unwriting (un-ri'ting), a. Not writing; not

to respect ; dishonorable.

The umcorgkip/ut setea of dignitees.
Chmuer, Boethius, iii. meter 4.

nnwortht (un-werth'), a. [< ME. unworth, un-
tcurth, omcorth, < AS. unweorth, not worth, un-
worthy; as ««-l + wortJfi.'l Unworthy; littlo

worth. Milton, Tetraehordon.
unworth (un-werth'), H. Unworthiness. [Rare.]

Tli.'se superstitious blockheads of the twelfth century
had reverence for Worth, abhorrence of ITnicortk,

Carlyte, Past and Present, ii. 9.

unworthily (un-wer'THi-li), adv. In an un-
worthy manner; not according to desert ; either
above or below merit: as, to treat a man un-
tcorthihj; to advance a person unworthily.

Lest my jealous aim might err
And so urucijrthily disgrace the man.

SA<t*., T. G. of V.,iii. 1. 29.

unworthiness (un-w^r'THi-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being unworthy ; want of worth or merit.

If thy unworthine«s raised love in me,
More worthy I to be beloved of thee.

Shale., Sonnets, c1.

unworthy (un-w6r'THi), a. and n. [< ME. ««

assuming the character of an author. [Rare.]
The honest unwriting subject. Arbuthnot.

unwritten (un-rit'n), a. 1. Not written; not
reduced to writing; oral; traditional: as, mh-
written laws ; unwritten customs.
Predestinat thei prechen prechoiu-s that this shewen,
Or prechen inpartlt ypult out of grace,
Vnurryten for som wikkednesse as holy writ sheweth.

Piers Ploiirman (C), xii. 209.

The proverbs themselves are no doubt often taken
from that unwritten wisdom of the common people for
which . . . Spain has always been more famous than any
other country. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 340.

2. Not written upon

;

writing.

A rude, unwritten blank. Soutli, Sermons.

3. Not distinctly expressed, laid down, or for-
mulated, but generally understood and ac-
knowledged as binding : as, an unwritten rule

;

an nnwritlen constitution Unwritten law law
which, although it may be reduced to writiiig.resfs for
its authority on custom or judicial decision, etc., as dis-
tinguished from law originating in written command,
statute, or decree. See common law, under common.

blank; containing no

worthy, umcurfhy, onwurthy ; < un-l + worthy.^
Inwrought (un-rat ) a Notlabored; not man

I. a. i. Not deser>-ing; not worthy; undeserv
'^^^^^^^^- ^o* worked un.

ing: usually followed by of.

ufaetured ; not worked up.

The most unworthy of her you call Rosalind.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 197.

None but those who are unworthy protection conde-
scend to solicit it Goldmiith, Vicar, xx.

2. Wanting merit ; worthless; vile; base.

Look you, now, how unworthy a thing you make of me

!

SAat., Hamlet, iiL 2. 379.

3. Unbecoming; shameful; discreditable.

The brutal action roused his manly mind.
Moved with unworthy usage of the maid.
He, though unarmed, resolved to give her aid.

Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 127.

4. Not ha\-ing suitable qualities or value ; un-
suitable; imbecoming; beneath the character
of : with of.

Something unworthy of the author. Sw(/t.

I will take care to suppress things unworthy of him.

They [of Smyrna] export also a gi-eat deal of unwrought
cotton. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 33.

unwrung
galled.

(un-rung'), «. Not pinched
; not

6t. Not deserved; not justified.

Worthy vengeance on thyself.
Which didst unworthy slaughter upon others.

Shak., Eich. HI., i. 2. 88.

n. n. One who is unworthy. [Rare.]
John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester (1647-1«8(JX bom in Ox-

fordshire in 1047, was one of the ummrthies of the reign
of the " merry monarch, scandalous and poor."

Encyc. Brit., XX 614.

unwott. See unwit.

nnwounded (im-won'ded), a. 1. Not wound-
ed ; not hurt ; not injured by external \aolenoe.

His right arm 's only shot.
And that compcU'd him to forsake his sword;
He's else unwounded.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, iv. 4.

2, Not hurt; not offended: as, unwounded ears.

She, who can love a sister's charms, or hear
Sighs for a daughter with unwounded ear.

Pope, Moral Essays, iL 260.

unwrap (un-rap'), !•. [< ME. unwramyen; < wn-2

Let the galled Jade wince, our withers are unwrmig.
Shak., Hamlet, iU. 2. 263.

unwryt, «•'. To reveal; disclose. Also M)!i«ne,

ttnwray. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 858.

unyielded (un-yel'ded), a. Not having yielded

;

unyielding. [Rare.]

O'erpowered at length they force him to the ground,
Unyielded as he was, and to the pillar bound.

Dryden., Pal. and Arc, iiL 651.

unyielding (un-yel'ding), a. Not yielding to
force, persuasion, or treatment; unbending;
unpliant; stiff; firm; obstinate.

With fearless courage and unyielding resolution.
Edwards, Works, III. 412.

Pope, Letter' to Swift unyieldingly (un-yel'ding-li), adv. In an un-
yielding manner; firmly.

unyieldingness (im-yel'din^-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unyielding; obstinacy;
firmness. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 47.

unyoke (un-yok'), r. I. trans. 1. To loose from
a yoke ; free from a yoke.

The chief himself unyokes the panting steeds.
Pope, Iliad, xiiiL 696.

Her purple Swans, unyoak'd, the Chariot leave,
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2t. To part ; disjoin.

Shall these hands . . ,

Unyoke this seizure and this kind regret?
Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 241.

H. intrans. To become loosed from, or as if

from, a yoke; give over work; hence, to cease.
Ay, tell me that, and unyoke. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 59.

It is . . . but reason such an anger should unyoke, and
go to bed with the sun.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 211.

+ irra;^] I. trans. To open or undo, as what unyoked (un-yokf), a. 1. Not having worn
is wrapped or folded ; disclose; reveal. a yoke.— 2t. Licentious; unrestrained.

Verray need unwrappeth al thy wounde hid. The unyoked humour of your idleness.

Chaucer, Man of Laws Talc, 1. 5. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 220.

n. intrans. To become opened or undone, unyoldent, a. [ME., < «n-l + yolden, pp. of
Electric Her. (Amer.), XV. xvii. 14. yield.'] Same as unyielded.

Unwrastt, unwrestt, «. [ME., < AS. unwreest, By the force of twenty i^ he Uke
iiiliriu, weak, liad, < un-, not, + wriest, strong,
firm.] Infirm; unreliable.
He were vnierast of hus worde that witnesse is of trewthe.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 313.

Vnyotden. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1784.

unzealous (un-zel'us), a. Not zealous; desti-
tute of fervor, ardor, or zeal. Milton, Ans. to
Eikon Basilike, ^ 9.

unwrayt, r. t. A variant otunwry. North, tr. of unzoned (un-z6nd'), a. Having no zone, belt,
Plutarch, p. 2.1. (Nares.) or girdle ; ungirded ; uncinctured.^. .)

unwreaked (un-rekf), a. Not wreaked; un-
uvfnc;iMl: wurcvenged. Spenwr, F. Q., III. xi. 9. Prior, Solomon, II.

'mwreath, unwreathe (un-reth', un-reTu'), up (up), a(to. andprep. [< (a) ME. «j>, «/)j), rare-
'• t. To undo, as anything wreathed; untwine; lyo|), adv. and prep., < AS. up,upi),aAv., = 08.

Full, though umoned, her bosom rose.
Prior, Solomon,

untwist, lioylc.

unwrecked (un-rekf), a. Not wrecked; not
ruined; not destroyed. Drayton, Upon Lady
Aston's Departure for Spain,

unwrestt, «. See unwrast.
unwrinkle (mi-ring'kl), r. t. To reduce from
a wTinkled state; smooth.
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uj), upp = OFries. up, op = T). op = MLG. LG.
up = OHG. MHG. «/, G. atif, adv. and prep., =
Icel. Sw. iqyp = Dan. op = Goth, iiip, adv., up;
(6) ME. uppe, oppe, ope, < AS. uppe = MLG.
ujrpe = Icel. uppi, adv., up; Teut. *up, *iip,

perhaps connected with Goth, uf, under, ufur,
over, = AS. ofer = E. over : see over. Cf. open.]

up

1. adv. 1 . Of position or direction : In, toward,
or to a more elevated position ; higher, whether
vertically, or in or by gradual ascent; aloft:
as, to climb up to the top of a ladder; up in a
tree.

They presumed to go up unto the hill top.

Num. xiv. 44.

True prayers
That shall be up at heaven and enter there
Ere sun-rise. Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 152.

On the east and north side, at the top of the second
story, there is a Greek inscription, but I had no conve-
niency of getting up to read it.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 142.

Ho heard a laugh full musical aloft

;

When, looking up, he saw her features bright
Keats, Isabella.

And the souls mounting up to God
Went by her like thin flames.

2>. O. Rossetti, Blessed DamozeL
Specifically— (o) In or to an erect position or posture;
upright : as, to sit or stand up ; to set chessmen up on the
board ; a stand-up collar ; in a specific use, on one's feet

:

as, the member from A was up— that is, was address-
ing the House.

Pelleas, leaping up.
Ran thro* the doors and vaulted on his horse.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

(ft) Above the horizon : as, the moon will be up by ten
o'clock.

And when the sun was up they were scorched ; and
because they had no root, they withered away.

Mat xiii. 6.

2. At or to a source, head, center, or point of
importance: as, to follow a stream up to its
source ; to run the eye up toward the top of a
page ; to go up to London from Cornwall ; often,
in the direction of the north pole : as, up north

:

sometimes noting mere appi-oach to or arrival
at any point, and in colloquial or provincial use
often redundant.

When thai assent with syn of pride,
vp for to trine my trone vnto.

York Plays, p. 8.

Send for him up; take no excuse.
Pope, Iniit. of Horace, II. vi. 36.

In his seventeenth year Oliver went up to Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, as a sizar. Macaulay, Goldsmith.

1 was posting up to Paris from Bruxelles, following, I
presume, the route that the allied army bad pursued but
a few weeks Ijetore. J. S. he Fanu, Dragon Volant, i.

I'm Captain Joe Bell, out of a job. Seein' your adver-
tisement, I called up. Where is the work, and what is it?

The Century, XXXIX. 225.

3. At, toward, or to a higher point or degree
in an ascending scale, as of rank, quantity, or
value: in many idiomatic andeoUoquial phrases.
Noting specifically —(a) Rank, superiority, or importance

:

as, from a pauper up to a prince ; to be up at the lica.l of
one's class ; to feel set up by success, (b) Extent, amoujit,
or size: as, to swell tip; the death rate mounted k;) to
fifty, (c) Price: as, stocks have gone up 3 percent; sugar
has been up. (d> Pitcli, as of sound : as, this song goes up
to A ; to run up through the chromatic scale.

4. At, of, or to a height specified ; of a particu-
lar measurement upward; as high as: usually
with to or at.

I could tell you an excellent long history of my brother
Ned's envy, which was always up at high-water-mnrk.

Walpole, Letters, II. 160.

The girls and women, too, that come to fetch water in
jai-3, stand up to their knees in the water for a consider-
able time. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 106.

5. At or to a point of equal advance, extent,
or scope ; abreast (of) ; so as not to fall short
(of) or behind; not below, behind, or inferior
(to) : as, to catch up in a race ; to keep «j) with
the times ; to live up to one's income.

We'll draw all our arrows of revenge up to the head
but we'll hit her for her villany.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 2.

The wisest men in all ages have lived up to the religion
of their country. Addison.

^

They are determined to live up to the holy rule.
|

Bp. Atlerbury.

We must therefore, if we take account of the child-mind
at all, interpret it up to the revelations of the mnn-mind.

Science, XVI. 361.

Hence— 6. In a condition to understand, en-
counter, utilize, or do something; well equipped
with experience, skill, or ability; equal (to):

as, to be well uj) in mathematics; to be up to
the needs of an emei'geney. [CoUoq.]

The Saint made a pause
As uncertain, because

He knew Nick is pretty wfU ?/p in the laws.
Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 199.

It was not so well for a lawyer to be over-honest, else
he might not be up to other people's tricks.

(George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

"Come, Mercy, you are up to a climb, I am sure." "I
ought to be, after such a long rest. " " Von may have for-

gotten how to climb," said Alister.

Geo. MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 283.

If an asti-onomer, observing the sun, were to record the
fact tliat at the moment when a sun-spot began to shrink
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there w«a a rap at his front door, we sbonld know that
he was not up to his work.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 11. 137.

7. In or into activity, motion, operation, etc.
Specifically—(o) Out of bed ; risen from sleep.

Fair day, my lords. You are all larkes this morning,
Vp with the Sim : you are stirring earely.

Heywood, If you Know not me, ii.

May. Where is your mistress, villain? when went she
abroad ?

Pren. Abroad, sir ! why, as soon as she was up, sir.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 3.

It was late, it is true, but on a May evening even coun-
try people keep up tlU eight or nine o'clock.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xix.

(6) In commotion, tumult, or revolt ; roused : as, to have
one's temper up; to be up in arms.

Tis treason to be up against the King.
Marlowe, Edward IL, i. 4.

[Within.] Liberty, liberty

!

Buke. What, is the city up?
Boats. They are up and glorious.

And rolling like a storm they come.
Fletcher, Double Maniage, v. 1.

Now my anger's up,
Ten thousand virgins kneeling at my feet,

And witli one general cry howling for mercy.
Shall not redeem thee.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, il. 1.

Till up in Arms my Passions rose.
And cast away her Yoke.

Cowley, The Chronicle, st. 3.

(c) In process of occurrence or performance ; in progress

:

as, what is upf
The hunt is up. Shak., Tit. And., ii. 2. 1.

The woodland rings with laugh and shout.
As if a hunt were up.

Bryant, Song of Marlon's Men.

I'll finish my cigar in the betting-room, and hear what 's

up, Jeaffreson, Live it Down, xxiv.

(d) In or into activity, operation, or use; at work; on;
going.

I^ud is the vale, the voice is up
With which she speaks when storms are gone.

Wordsivorth, At Grasmere after a Storm.

It will suffice just to name the meteorologic processes
eventually set up in the Earth's atmosphere.

//. Speneer, First Principles, § 161.

Tlie Harriet Lane, not having steam up, could not draw
near the scene of action, and confined herself to firing in
the direction of the bridge.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.X II. 639.

(e) In or into prominence or consideration; into or to the
light : as, a missing article turns up ; a question comes up
toT discussion ; to bring up a new topic of conversation.

How dangerous it was to bring up an ill report upon this
good land, which God had found out and given to his peo-
ple. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 400.

His name was up through all the adjoining Provinces,
eev'n to Italy and Rome. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Whether it be possible for him, from his own imagina-
tion, to ... raise up to himself the idea of that particular
shade [previously unknown].

Hume, Human Understanding, ii.

'

8. Onward to or from a specified time : as, an
account up to date.

We were tried friends : I from childhood up
Had known him. Wordsworth, Excursion, i.

All men knew what the conduct of James had been up
to that very time. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

9. To complete existence, maturity, or age : as,

to spring or grow up; to bring mjj a child prop-
erly.

And so he dide, and put his owne sone, whiche was not
fully of half yere age, to be norisshed vp with a-nother
woman. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 112.

Train up a child in the way he should go. Prov. xxii. 6.

10. In or into a place of storage, retirement,
concealment, etc., as for safe-keeping or as not
being used or required at the time ; aside ; by

:

as, to put up one's work for an hour or two ; to
put up medicine in a bottle.

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth.
Mat vi. 19.

Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust them.
Shak., Othello, i. 2. 69.

Those highly-compounded nitrogenous molecules in
which so much motion is locked up.

H. Spencer, First Principles, § 104.

11. In or into a state of union, contraction,
closeness of parts, etc. ; together; close: as, to
fold up a letter; to shrivel up; to draw up
cloth upon a gathering-thread ; to shut up an
umbrella ; to add up a column of figures.

She starts, like one that spies an adder
Wreathed up in fatal folds just in his way.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 878.

To sum up the matter, a study of the statistics reveals
the fact that no absolute participle occurs in Anglo-Saxon
without having a prototype in Latin, either directly or in-
directly. Amcr. Jour. Philol., X. 344.

12. To the required, desired, or uttermost
point; to completion or fulfilment; wholly;
thoroughly; quite: as, to pay up one's debts;
to burn up the fuel ; to build up one's constitu-
tion ; to use uj) one's patience.
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With marble greet ygrounde and myxt with lyme
Folisshe alle uppe thy werke in goodly time.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

He'll win up all the money in the town.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, 1. 1.

The Indians killed up all their own swine, so as Capt.
Lovell had none. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 46«.

13. To or at an end; over: specifically, in
Great Britain, noting adjournment or disso-
lution : as, Parliament is up.

When the tyme was ourtyrnyt, and the tru vp,
Agamynon the grekys gedrit in the flld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7207.

Tliat shall be according as you are in the Mind after your
Month is up.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 446.

The court Is up— i. e., it does not now sit.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 11.

14t. Open.
Hi» door is ujtpe.

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales (F), I. 616 (ed. Skeat).

[Up is often used elliptically for yo up, come up, rise up,
stand up, speak up, and similar phrases in which the verb
is omitted ; and with with following, it has the effect of a
transitive verb. In provincial or vulgar speech the adverb
so used is sometimes inflected as a verb.

I will up, saith the Lord. Ps. xii. 6 (Psalter).

Up with my tent there ! here will I lie to-night

!

Shak., Eioh. IIL, v. 3. 7.

The true-bred gamester ups afresh, and then
Falls to 't again. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 14.

She up with her pattens, and beat out their brains.
The Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIII. 258).

So saying, she ups with her brawny arm, and gave Susy
such a douse on the side of her head as left her fast asleep
for an hour and upward. Brooke, Fool of Quality, 1. 134.]

AU up with. See all.

I saw that it was all up with our animals. Weak as I
was myself, I was obliged to walk, as my ok could not
carry me up the steep inclination.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 269.

Hard up. See hard, adv.—To back, ball, bear up.
See the verbs.—To bear up or put up the helm, to
move the tiller toward the upper or windward side of a
vessel.

Captaine Katliffe (Captaino of the Pinnace) rather de-
sired to beare vp the helme to returne for England then
make further search.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, 1. 150.

To beat, Vlo'w, bring, come, cut, do, draw, fire,
flush, get, give, etc., up. See the verbs.— To have up,
to bring before a magistrate or court of justice.

I'll have you up for assault. Farrar.

To Mtch, hold, hush up. See the verbs.—To look up,
to improve in health, value, etc. : as, the projwrty seems
to ho looking up. See also looki, v. t. [Colloq.]—Tomake,
pull, put, tear, etc., up. See tlie verbs.-To up stick,
to pack up ; make ready to go away. [Slang.]

I followed the cattle-tracks till I came to the great Bil-
lebong where they were fishing ; and I made them up stick
and take me home.

H. Kirtffsley, Hillyars and Burtons, xxviii.

Up and down, (a) in a vertical position or direction

;

upright : in nautical use said of the chain when the ship
is directly over the anchor, (b) Here and there ; to and
fro ; back and forth ; one way and another.

But hit was kept alway with a dragoun.
And many other nierveils, up UTid doun.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1431.

And the Lord said unto Satan : From whence comcst
thou? And Satan . . . said: From going to and fro in the
earth, and from walking up and doum in it. .fob ii. 2.

There are some Sycophants here that idolize him [the
Cardinal], and I hlnsh to hear what profane Hyperboles are
printed up and down of him. Howell, Lettei-s, I. vi. 44.

Mem. Lloyd had, about the beginning of the civill
warres, a MS. of this Saint's concerning Chyniistrey, and
sayes that there are severall MSS. of his up and downe in
England. Aubrey, Lives (Saint Dunstan).

(ct) In every particular; completely; wholly; exactly;
]U8t
He [Phocion] was euen Socrates vp and downe in this

pointe and behalfe, that no man euer sawe hym either
laughe or weepe.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 324. (Davies.)

The mother's mouth «p ond doim, up and doum.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

(d) Downright; bluntly; without mincing matters; "with-
out gloves": as, to handle a matter up and down; to talk
up anddown: sometimes used adjectively : as, to be up
and down with a person. [Colloq.]

Talk about coddling ! it 's little we get o' that, the way
the Lord fixes things in this world, dear knows. He 's

pretty up and doum with us, by all they tell us. You
must take things right off, when they're goin'. Ef you
don't, so much the worse for you ; they won't wait for you-

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 240.

Up to. (a) As high as ; as far advanced as ; equal to. See
defs. 4, 5, 6. (b) On the point of doing ; about to do ;

planning; engaged in. [Colloq.]

"Wot are you up to, old feller?" asked Mr. Bailey,
with , . . graceful rakishness. He was quite the man-
about-town of the conversation.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxvi.

"Here you are, you little minx," said Miss Asphyxia.
" What are you up to now ? Come, the waggin's waiting.

"

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 124.

Then he [King James II.] signified me to kneel, which
I did, . . . and then he gave me a little tap very nicely

upas
upon my shoulder before I knew what he was up to, and
said, "Arise, Sir John Ridd !"

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixviii.

Up to snuff, to the ears, to the elbows, to the hilt.
See sniiffi, eari, etc.—Up to the knocker, up to the
door, reacliing the desired standard ; ''i,(,il ; ixcellelit.
[Slang.)

II. prep. 1. Upward or aloft in or on; to,

toward, near, or at the top of: as, to climb ttp

a tree.

The wedercoc thet is ope the steple.
AyenSite of Jnwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 180.

As you go up the stairs into the lobljy.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3. 39.

A voice replied, far up the height.
Excelsior ! Longfellow, Excelsior.

Elaine, the lUy maid of Astolat,
High in her chamber up a tower to the east
Guarded the sacred shield of Lancelot.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To, toward, or at the source, head, center, or
important part of: as, to walk up town ; often,
toward the interior of (a region): as, the ex-
plorers went up cotmtry.

Up Fish Street I down Saint Magims' Corner

!

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 1.

The author put off at dawn, from a I"rench ship of war,
in a small boat with a handful of men, to row up a river
on the coast of Anam. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 656.

The man who abandoned a farm up the Hudson, which
had been in the family for generations, and came to New
York without having any particular vocation in view, . . .

was a type of a large class. The Century, XL. 634.

3t. Upon or on (in many senses).

A glose ope the sautere.
Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

Helpes hastily hende men i bote, vp sour lines

!

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2378.

I yow forbede up peyne of deeth.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 7.^j;i.

Up a stump, up a tree. See stump, tree.~W hill
and down dale. See hilli.

up (up), a. and n. [<.iip,adv.'] I. o. Inclining
or tending up; going up; upward: as, an up
grade ; an up train ; an up beat in music ; an
up bow in violin-playing.

No sooner were we on up-grades than I exhausted my-
self by my vigorous back-pedalling.
J. and E. R. Pennell, Canterbury Rlgrimage on a Tricycle.

Up-bow mark, in music for the violin, a sign, v, indicat-
ing that a note or phrase is to be played with an up bow.

II. n. Used in the phrase iipn and dotois, rises
and falls; alternate states of prosperity and
the contrary ; vicissitudes.

A mixture of a town-hall and an hospital ; not to men-
tion the bad choice of the situation in such a country ; it

is all ups that should be downs. Walpole, Letters, II. 464.

Every man who has seen the world, and has had his ups
arxd douiis in life, . . . must have frequently experienced
the truth of this doctrine. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

Life is chequer'd ; a patchwork of smiles and of frowns

;

We value its ups, let us muse on its doicns.

F. Locker, Piccadilly.

U. P. An abbreviation of United Presbyterian.
up-and-dO'Wn(up'and-down'),o. Plain; direct;
unceremonious; downright; positive. Com-
pare up and down, under up, adv. [Colloq.]

Miss Debby was a well-preserved, up-and-dotm, posi-
tive, cheery, sprightly maiden lady of an age lying some-
where in the indeterminate region between forty and
sixty. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 291.

upanisbad (o-pan'i-shad), n. [Skt.] In San-
.skrit lit., a name given to a series of treatises of
theosophic and philosophic contents. They are
of different dates. Tliey exhibit the earliest attempts of
the Hindu mind to penetrate into the mysteries of crea-
tion and existence.

An upanishad is a passage of more philosophic or the-
osophic character, an excursus into a higher and freer re-

gion of thought, away from the details of the ceremonial
and their exposition.

Whitney, Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. ].

upas (ii'pas), n. [= F. upas, < Malay (Java)
M/JO.S, poison ; in the Celebes and Philippine Isl-

ands ipo or hipo.] 1. The poisonous sap of
different trees of the Malayan and Philippine
Islands, more or less used for arrow-poison. The
upas-antiar is yielded by the antiar or upas-tree. (See def

.

2 and antiar.) The upas tieut^, or vpas radio, is from the
chettik or tjettek, Strychnos Tiettti, one of the strychnine-
trees.

2. The tree Antiaris toxicaria, one of the larg-

est Javanese trees, having a cylindrical stem 60
or 70 feet high below the branches. Upon incision
a poisonous milky juice fiows from the trunk, concreting
into a gum, which is mixed with the seed of Capsicum
frutescens and various aromatic substances to form ont-

kind of arrow-poison. The action of the poison is first

purgative and emetic, then narcotic, dt-stroying life by
tetanic convulsions. Fable invests this tree with a deadly
intluence upon whatever comes under its liranches. It is

true that when the tree is felled or the liark extensively
wounded it exhales an effluvium producing cutaneous
eruptions ; otherwise the upas may be approached and
ascended like other trees. See Antiaris and sack-tree.



upas
Tierce in dread silence, on the blasted heath,
Fell upas sits, the hydra-tree of death.

Erasmus Darwin.

3. Figuratively, something baneful or perni-
cious from a moral point of view: as, the upas
of drunkenness.
npas-tree (u'pas-tre), n. See upas, 2.

upaventuret, adi: [< up, prep., + aventure.
i'{. ptradretiture.l In case that; if.
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upbraiding (up-bra'ding), n. 1 . The act or lan-
guage of one who upbraids ; severe reproof or
reproach.

I have too long borne
Yonr blunt upbraidings.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 104.

2. Nausea; vomiting. [Prov. Eng.]
Remors de I'estortMc, The vpbraidinr; of the stomacke.

Cotgrave.

They bade me that I should be busy in all my wits to go Upbraiding (up-bra'ding), p. a. Reproachful;
as near the sentence and the words as I could, both that chiding.
were spoken to me and that I spake, upaventure this The nniitiiiu' Im
writing came another time before the archbishop and his And sad uvbraidino eve nf thp Timr mVI
council. Bp. Bale. Select Work,, p. 60. (Da^s.) m7JTo:'CZ7^1^° "^"^^SlLi.V.nr,,. up-COUUtry (up'kun"tri), a*>.
upbear (up-bar'), v. t 1. To bear, carry, or upbraidingly (up-bra'ding-li), adv. In an up

Uphantsnia

upcheert (up-cher'), r. t. To cheer up ; enliven.
Spenser, P. Q., VI. i. 44.

TJpchurch pottery. See pottery.
upclimb (up-klim'), V. t. and i. To climb up;
ascend. [Rare.]

Up-clomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse.
Tennyson. Lotos-Eaters.

upcoil (up-koil'), V. t. and i. To wind up into a
coil; coil.

upcoming (up'kum-lng), n. The act or process
of coming up; uprising. Athenxum.'Ho. iiXd.,

p. 831.

Toward the in-

raise aloft; lift; elevate; sustain aloft.

One short sigh of human breath, upborne
Evn to the seat of God. Milton, P. I,., xi. 147.

Swift as on winga of winds upborn they fly.

Pope, Odyssey, viii. 127.

2. To support; sustain.
His resolve

Upbore him, and firm faith.

Tennyson. Enoch Arden.

Language . . . u^ome by . . . thought.
Lowell. Among my Books, 2d ser.

,
p. 32.'>.

3t. To hold up ; commend.
Ne him for his desire no shame,

Al were it wist, but in pris and upborn
Of alle lovers, wel more than befom.

Chaucer. Troilus, i. 375.

upbind (up-bind'), V. t. To bind up.

Thy injur'd robes up^bind ! Collins. Ode to Peace, st. S.

npblaze (up-blaz'), v. i. To blaze up ; shoot up,
as a Hame. Southey, Thalaba, vi. 8.

upblowt (up-bl6'), V. I. trans. To blow
ill Hate.

His belly was upblovme with luxury.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 21.

II. intrans. To blow up from a given quarter
or point.

The watry Southwinde, from the seabord coate
UpbUncing. Spemer, F. Q., III. iv. 13.

upbraid (up-brad'), v. [< ME. upbraiden, up-
hrayden, upbreiden, upbreyden, oupbreiden, re-

proach, lit. ' seize upon, attack

braiding manner. B. Jonsnnj Discoveries.
upbrayt (up-bra' ), v. A false form of upbraid.
.Spenser, P. Q., IV. i. 42.

upbrayt (up-bra'), n. A false form of upbraid.
•Spenser, P. Q., III. vi. 50

terior ; away from the seaboard. [Colloq.]
up-country (up'kun'tri), «. and a. I. v. The
interior of the country. [Colloq.]

II. a. Being or living away from the sea-
board; interior: as, an i(p-coMn(r2^ village. [Col-
loq.]

upbreak (up-brak'), f. i. To break or force a Upcurl (up-kferl'), v. t. To curl or wreathe up-~ " ... -
ward. <SoM<Ac^, Thalaba, iv., 36.

up-curved (up'kervd), a. Curved upward ; re-
curved: as, in entomology, an up-curved margin.
updelvet (up-delv'), f. t. [< ME. updelven; <up
+ delve.'] To dig up. Palladius, Husbondrie
(E. E. T. S.), p. 174.

way upward; come to the surface; appear.
[Rare.]
When from the gloom of the dark earth upbreaks the

tender bloom. LitUlVs Living Age, CLXXV. 66.

upbreak (up'brak), n. A breaking or bursting
up; an upburst. Imp. Diet. . _.,, ^
upbreaking (up-bra'king), a. Breaking up; updive (up-div'), ». i. To rise to the surface,
dissolving. [Rare.]
An upbreaking and disparting storm. Thence make thy fame updive.
J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish life, p. 104. Dacies, Microcosmos, p. 81.

upbreathet (up-breTH'), v. t. To breathe up updraw (up-drft'), d. t [< ME. updrawen ; < up
or out ; exhale. Marston. + draio.] 1. To draw up. Coi(,;2)er, Iliad, i.

—

upbreedt (up-bred'), v. t. To breed up ; nurse

;

^- Figuratively, to train or bring up.

„ . train up. Holinshed, Hist, of Scotland. * knight, whom from childhode
*^

' upbringt, !». «. To bring up; nourish; educate.
He had «pdra«>« into manhode

Spen.u-r, F. 6., VI. iv. 38
Gower.Cont. Amant., v. (Encyc. Diet.)

upbringing (up'bring-ing), «. The process of "Pdresst (up-dres'), v. t. [< ME. updressen; <

bringing up, nourishing, or maintaining; train- "^ dress.] lo

ing; education. C'aWy?e, Sartor Resartus (1831),

upbuUd (up-bild'), V. t. To build up; edify;
establish. [Rare.]

Plainly the science of zotilMy could not have been up-
built without it. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research. I. 149.

_ . „. .
The act or pro-

cess of building up, in any sense; edification;
establishment.

<up+ braid^, , .,,. , ,.,,,. ,

scold: see braidl &nd abraid.] I. tratis. 1. To Upbuilding (up-bil ding), n.

reproach for some fault or offense ; charge re
proachfully; reproach: regularly followed by
ici//i or/or (rarely

If you refuse ^ , . . . ^ „„.
Upl/raid U8 with our distress. "" father, bright guests, with your wings of upbuoyance

Shak Cor v 1 35
'*'•'*'' *'"" t" J'""'' homes, to your banquets of joyance.

Itwerea thins monstrouslyabsurd and contradictory ^ ^ , ,^ ,

CoterW^e, Visit of the Gods.

tigive the parliament a legislative power, and then to UpDUrSt (up berst), n. A bursting up; a break-
upbraid them /tfrtranagresging old establishments. mg a way up and through; an uprush: as, an

MUton, Ans. to Elkon Basilike, i 19. (Richardson.) upburst of lava. B. O. Forbes, Eastern Archi-

'o/) before the thing imputed, upbuoyance (up-boi'ans), «. The act of buoying „Dflll"(^n
e your aid,... yet do not 'i? °^i'P^"'"t "^^'"TI [RarcV
with nnr dUtTKm Me rather, bright guests, with your wings of uoftuoudnri! .

set up
;
prepare.

He wolde updresse
Engyns, bothe more and lesse,
To cast at us, by every side.

Rom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 7067.

upend (up-end'), V. t. To set on end, as a barrel.

An approaching heavy sea may carry the boat away on
its front, and turn it broadside on, or up-end it.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 611.

ni>endlng-tongs, heavy tongs with a swinging support,
used in iron-works to turn the bloom, that the hammer may
strike upon its end.

fil'), V. t. To fill up; make full.

2t. To offer as an accusation or charge against
some person or thing : with to before the per-
son or thing blamed.

pelago, p. 232.

upby (up'bi), adv. [< up
further on ; up the way.

+ 6yi.] A little way
[Scotch.]

Youshallbevery good friends hereafter, and thia never Upcast (up-kasf), D. f. [(.ME.upcasten; <up +
east.] To cast or throw up.

distance and eek hir child the see upcaste.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 808.

upcast (up'kist), a. 1. Cast up: a term used
in bowling.— 2. Thrown or turned upward; di-

rected up: as, «7>ca«< eyes. Jrfrfi«oM,To Sir (God-
frey Kneller, 1. 61.

to be remembered or upbraided.
B. Jonson, Epic(ene, iv. 2.

It hath been upbraided to men of my trade
That oftentimes we are the cause of this crime.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

May they not Justly to our Climes upbraid
Shortness of Night? /"nor, Solomon, i.

3. Specifically, to reprove with severity; chide.
Then he began to upftroidthe cities wherein most of his

mighty works were done. Mat. xi. 20.

4. To bring reproach on ; be a reproach to.

How much doth thy kindness upbraid my wickedness !

Sir P. Sidney.

Will not the sobriety of the very Turks upbraid our ex-
cesses and debaucheries? Stilling/Uet, Sermons, I. iii.

5t. To make a subject of reproach or chiding.

I would not boast my actions, yet 'tis lawful
To upbraid my beneflts to unthankful men.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

He who hath done a good turn should so forget it as
not to speak of it ; but he that boasts it, or upbraids it,

hath paid himself. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

= 8yn. 1. ifoc*. Flout, etc. See taunti.

n. intrans. To utter upbraidings or re-
proaches.

Have we not kuown thee slave I of all our host
The man who acts the least upbraxAis the most.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 312.

In vain the envious tongue ujbraids

;

His name a nation's heart shall keep
Till morning's latest sunlight fades
On the blue tablet of the deep !

O. W. HUnus, Birthday of D. Webster.

upbraidt, «. [< ME. upbraid, uphraide, up-
liri id. inipbreid ; from the verb.] The act of up

A cup ... to the brim upfiU. Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 42.

upflow (up-flo'), V, i. To ascend; stream up.
Nouthey, Thalaba, ii. [Rare.]
upflcw (up'flo), n, A flowing up ; rise : as, an
upflow of air. Philos, Mag,, 5th ser., XXX. 501.

upfling (up-fling'), V. t. To fling or throw up.
[Rare.]

unfolded (up-f61'ded), a. Polded up. J, Wilson,
Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life. [Rare.]
upgather (up-gaTH'6r), v. t. To gather up or
together; contract. Spenser. [Rare.]
Upgaze (up-gaz'), V. i. To gaze upward; look
steadily upward. Byron, Childe Harold, ii.

[Rare.] •

upgirt (up-g6rt'),a. Girded up. Hie Atlantic,
LXVI. 35. [Rare.]

upcast (up'k&st), n. [< upcast, v.] 1. The act upgiyet(up-giv'), v. t. [< ME. u^given; < up +
of casting or hurling upward, or the state of be- .9W'«1-] To give up or out; yield. Chaucer,
ing cast upward ; also, that which is cast up-
ward ; an upthrow.
Thus fall to the gi-ound the views of those who have

sought for the cause of these movements in the different UpgrOW (up-gro'), V. i.

speciflc gravities of the air in cyclones and anticyclones, P L ix 677 [Rare ]
in the upcoit to which the air must be subject in a cy- uDprowth (iin'i?r6th1
clone. Nature, XLIII. 16.

"PBrowin (U\> grotn;.

Knight's Tale, 1. 1569.

UpgOing (up'go-ing), a. Going up; moving up-
ward. Lancet, No. 3479, p. 955.

To grow up. Milton,

2. In bowling, a cast ; a throw.
Was there ever man had such luck ! When I kiss'd the

jack upon an upcast to be hit away !

Shak., Cymbeliiie, ii. 1. 2.

3. In mining, the shaft or passage of any kind
through which the air is taken out of a mine

;

the out-take : the opposite of downcast (which
see) and down take, intake and out-take are teims
more generally applied to drifts, levels, or horizontal pas-
sages; doicnca.it and upcast to vertical or inclined shafts.

4. An upward current of air passing through
a shaft or the like.— 5. The state of being over-
turned; an upset. [Scotch.]

What wi' the upcast and terror that I got a wee while
syne, ... my head is sair eneugh. Scott.

6. A taunt; a reproach. [Scotch.]

upcaugbt (up-kaf), a. Caught or seized up.

She bears upeaught a mariner away.
Cttwper. Odyssey, xU. 118.

braiding; reproach; contumely; abuse. Chap- npchancet, adv. [< ME. upchaunce; < up.prep.,
wi(« Iliad, VI. .J89. + chance. Ct. perchance.] Perchance; perhaps

U^braider(up-bra'dfer), n. [< upbraid + -er^.] > ^ f

One who upbraids or reproves.
Up-chaunce ye may them mete.

LyteU Geste cif Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 81).

,, n. 1. The process of
growing up ; development ; rise and progress

;

upspringing. </. B. Green.

The prelate still keeping some shreds of civil power
notwithstanding the upgrowth of the plebeian layman's
power. The Century, XXXV. 2.

2. That which grows up or out: as, cartilagi-
nous upgrowths. Huxley, Anat. Vert., i. 22.

upgusb (up-gush'), V. i. To gush upward.

upgusb (up'gush), «. A gushing upward: as, an
upgush of feeling. O. S. Ball, German Culture,
p. 155. [Rare.]
uphand (up'hand), a. Lifted by the hand or
hands: as, an uphand sledge (a large hammer
lifted with both hands).

Tile uphand sledge is used by underworkmen.
Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

uphang (up-hang'), V. t. To hang up; suspend
or affix aloft. Spenser, Visions of Bellay, vi.

[Rare.]

Uphantsenia (u-fan-te'ni-a), n. [NL.] A
generic name given by Vanuxem to a fossil

from the Chemung group in New York, of very



XJphantsenia

problematic character, classed by Scliimper
with Dictyophyton in a group of Alffse to which
he gave the name of Dictyophyteee : but at the
same time he calls attention to the fact that
this most extraordinary fossil possesses some
of the characters of the skeleton of a silicious

sponge, and it has been recently more generally
referred to this class of organisms. See Dicty-
ophyton.

liphasp (up-hasp'), V. t. To hasp or fasten up.
Stanihursi, .lEneid, iv. 254. (Davies.) [Rare.]

Iiphaud (up-had'), V. t. A Scotch form of up-
hold.

upheap (up-hep'), V. t. To pile or heap up; ac-
cumulate. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.),

p. 90.

upheapingt (up-he'ping), )i. [ME. upheping ; <

up + heaping.'] Accession; addition to full

measure.
The ayngler uphepynge of thi welfiilnease.

ChauceTy Boethius, ii. prose 3.

upheaval (up-he'val), ». The act of upheaving,
or the state of being upheaved; a heaving or

lifting up; specifically, in geol., a disturbance
of a part of the earth's crust, having as one
of its results that certain areas occupy a higher
position with reference to adjacent areas than
they did before the disturbance took place.
Upheaval is a part of the process by which mouTitain-
chaiiis have been formed ; it is tlie opposite of sul)sidence.

The subsidence of one region may cause tlie apparent up-
heaval of another adjacent to it.— Doctrine of violent
upheavals. Same as theory of cataclysms (which see,

under cataclysm).

upheave (up-hev'), v. I, trans. To heave or
lift up ; raise up or aloft.

Arcita anon his hand uphaf.
Chaucer, Knighfs Tale, 1. 1570.

Continents are upheaved at the rate of a foot or two in

a century. H/Spencer, Social Statics, p. S78.

II. intrans. To be lifted up ; rise.

Tlie pavement l>ursts, the earth upheaves
Beneath the staggering town

!

0. W. HolmeSy Agnes.

upheaving (up-he'ving), «. The act or process
of lifting up or being lifted up; an upheaval.

All waves save those coming from submarine upheav-
inffs are caused by the wind. Sci. Amer., N. S., UUI. 82.

upheld (up-held'). Preterit and past participle

of uphold.

uphelm (up-helm'), V. i. To put the helm to

windward. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 284.

upher (li'f^r), n. In building, a fir pole of from
4 to 7 inches diameter, and 20 to 40 feet long,

sometimes roughly hewn, used in scaffoldings

and sometimes in slight and common roofs, for
which use it is split. Gtvilt. [Eng.]

uphildt (up-hild'). An obsolete form of upheld,
preterit and past participle of uphold. Spenser,
F. Q., VI. xi. 21.

uphill (up'hil'), adv. Upward; up, or as if up,
an ascent: as, to walk uphill,

uphill (up'hil), a. and n. I. a. 1. Leading or

goiug up a rising ground ; sloping upward : as,

an uphill road.— 2. Attended with labor, fa-

tigue, or exertion ; difficult; severe; fatiguing;
burdensome : as, uphill work ; hence, not "hav-

ing free course; hampered: as, an uphill ac-
quaintance.

What an uphill labour must it be to a leamer.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

These will be uphill intimacies, without charm or free-

dom to the end ; and freedom is the chief ingredient in
confidence. R. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, IV.

Il.t n. Rising ground; ascent; upward slope.

A man can have no even way, but continually high uj>-

hits and ateepe down-hils. Coryat, Crudities, I. 56.

uphiltt (up-hilf), V. t. To plunge in up to the
hilt. [Rare.]

His blayd he with thrusting in his old dwynd carcas up-
hilted. Stanihurst, ^neid, ii. 577.

uphoard (up-hord'), f. *. To hoard up. Shale,
Hamlet, i. 1.136. [Hare.]
uphold (up-hold'), V. t. [< M'E.*upholden; <

up + /ioWl.] 1. To hold up; raise or lift on
high ; keep raised or elevated ; elevate.

The mournful train with groans and hands upheld
Besought his pity. Dryden.

2. To keep erect; keep from sinking or falling

;

hence, to support ; sustain; maintain; keep up;
keep from declining or being lost or ruined : as,

to uphold a person, a decision, or a verdict.

Of whom Judas Maccabeus did uphold their State from
a further declination. Sandys, Travaiiea, p. 112.

While life upholds this arm,
This arm upholds the house of Lancaster.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 106.
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3. To countenance; give aid to: as, to uphold
a lawbreaker.— 4. To warrant; vouch for.

Seventeenth Century Words.
upholder (up-hol'der), n. [< ME. xipholdere, a
dealer; <«// + /(oWer. Ct. upholdster.'\ If. One
who undertakes or carries on a business'; a
tradesman; a broker; a dealer, especially a
dealer in small wares.
Vpholderes on the hul [Comhill] shnllen haue hit to selle.

I'iers Plowman (C), xiii. 218.

Vpholdere, that sellythe smal thyngys. Velaber,velabra.
Prom.pt. Pare., p. 512.

2t. An undertaker; one who has charge of fu-

nerals.

Th* upholder, meful harbinger of death,
Waits with impatience for the dying breath.

Qay, Trivia.

3t. An upholsterer.

Birchover, otherwise Birchin, Lane, in the reign of
Henry VI., "had ye for the most part dwelling Fripperers
or Upholders, that sold old apparel and household stuff

"

(Stow, "Annals," p. 75, ed. 1876).

N. arul Q., 7th ser., X. 328.

4. One who upholds ; a supporter ; a defender

;

a sustainer: as, an upholder of religious free-

dom.
An earnest and zealous upholder of his country.

HoHnshed, Chron. of Ireland, an. 1546.

upholdstert, upholstert, n. [Early mod. E.
also upholstar; < late ME. upholdster, upholster;

< uphold + -ster.'] An upholder or upholsterer.

DpAoidsters—vieswariers.— Euerard the vpholster can
well stoppe a mantel hooled, full agayn, carde agayn,
skowre agayn a goune, and alle old cloth.

Caxton, Booke for Travellers (quoted in Prompt. Parv.,

[p. 61^ note).

These are they that pay the loyner, the rope-maker, the
upholster, the Laundrer, the Glazier.

Heywood, Koyal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 49X

Upholdster or upholsterer, a tradesman that deals in all

sorts of chamber furniture. K Phillips, 1706.

upholster (up-hol'stfer), v. t. [< upholsterer, re-

garded as formed < upholster, v., + -eri: see
upholsterer.'] 1. To furnish with hangings,
curtains, carpets, and the like, and, by exten-
sion, with furniture of different kinds.

Farewell, tbou old Ch&teau with thy upholstered rooms

!

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 97.

2. To provide with textile coverings, together
with cushions, stuffing, springs, etc., as a chair
or sofa.

The (Assyrian] seats were cushioned or upholstered with
rich materials. Encyc. Brit., IX 847.

Hence— 3. To provide with any covering.

The whole thorax liollow is now laid bare and uphol-
stered with the skin-muscle flap. Lancet, No. 3517, p. 218.

upholsterer (up-hol'stfer-^r), n. [< upholdster,

upholster, + -eri (with needless repetition of -er,

Asin poult-er-er).] 1. One who upholsters, or
provides and puts in place curtains, carpets,

textile coverings for furniture, and the like.

—

2. An upholsterer-bee ; a leaf-cutter.

upholsterer-bee (up-h6rst6r-6r-be), n. A bee
of one of cer-

tain genera of
the fajmlyApi-
dee, such as Me-
gachile or Ati-

thocopa, which
upholsters its

cell with regu-
larly cut bits of

leaves or pet-
als of flowers.

Also called leaf-cutter,

ter, tmd poppy-bee.

upholstering (up-bol'stfer-ing), «. [Verbal n.

of upholster, v.] 1. The occupation of an up-
holsterer.— 2. Upholstery.
upholstery (up-hol'ster-i), n. [< upholster + -i/3

(see -ery).] 1. Fui-niture covered with tex-

tile material, and hangings, curtains, and the
like : a general term for all such interior deco-
rations and fittings as are made with textiles.

— 2. The art or trade of using textiles, leather,

and the like in making furniture, decorating an
interior, etc.

uphroe (li'fro), n. [Also euphroe, uvrou; < D.

juffrouw, a young lady, also reduced jnffer, a
young lady, in naut. use applied to "pulleys
witliout truckles put up only for ornaments
sake"(Sewel), also to spars, beams, joists, etc.:

a contracted form of jonkvrouw, jongvrouw (=
G.jungfrau,junfer), a young lady, <.jong, young,
+ rrouic, woman, lady : see ^yM«(/ and /roM-'l, and
cf. younker, junker.'] Naut., an oblong or oval
piece of wood with holes in it through which
small lines are rove, forming a crowfoot, from
which an awning is suspended.

Cell of Upholsterer-bee.

See Megachile, leaf-cut-

uplift

uphurl (up-herl'), v. t. To hurl or cast up.
Stanihurst, MneiA, iii. 633. (Davies.) [Rare.]

upland (up'land),j(. and a. [JSiE. ujtland ; <up,
2>rep., upon, on, + landX. Cf. inland, outland.
In the later use the up is used in its adverbial
sense.] I, n. If. The region in the interior;
inland districts ; country as distinguished from
the neighborhood of towns or populous dis-

tricts.— 2. The higher grounds of a district;

ground elevated above meadows and valleys;
slopes of hills, etc.

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side.

Goldsmith, The Traveller.

3. pi. A grade of cotton. See cotton'^.

II, a. 1. Of or pertaining to the inland dis-

tricts, or the country, as distinguished from
the neighborhood of towns.

Sometimes with secure delight
The upland hamlets will invite.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 92.

Hence— 2t. Rustic; countrified; rude; sav-
age; uncivilized. Compare inland, 4. Chap-
man.— 3. Of or pertaining to uplands, or higher
grounds: as, J/pfa?id pasturage ; also, frequent-
ing uplands : as, the ui>land plover.

I stood upon the upland slope, and cast
Mine eyes upon a ijroad and beauteous scene.

Bryant, After a Tempest.

Upland boneset, a tall branching thoroughwort, Eupa-
torium sessili/oHum, found from Massachusetts to Illinois

and southward along the mountains.— Upland cotton.
.See coKoni.—Upland flake. See/aJrfS.—Upland goose,
Chloephaga magellanica, of South America.— Upland
Mennonite. See Jfen?iom(«.— Upland moccasin, a
venomous serpent of the southern United Statt-s, related
to but probably distinct from the common or water moc-
casin. It is not well determined, but appears to be the
moccasin originally described by Troost in 1836 as Toxi-
cophis atro/uscus, by Holbrook in 1842 as Trigonocephalus
atrofuscus, later rofeired to the genus Ancistrodon, and to
be that commonly called cottonmouth.— Upland plover
or sandpiper, the Bartramian sandpiper, Bartramia Ion-

fjicauda; the uplander. See plover, 3, and cut under Bar-
tramia. [New Eng.]

uplander (up'lan-der), n. 1. An inhabitant of

tne uplands.
But fifty knew the shlpmau's gear.

The rest were uplanders.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 10.

2. The upland plover or sandpiper. [Local,
Massachusetts.]

uplandisht(up'lan-dish),fl. [<ME. uplondish; <

iqdand + -ish.] 1. Of or pertaining to uplands;
pertaining to or situated in country districts:

as, xtplandish towns.

The duke elector of Saxony came from the war of those
uplandish people . . . into Wittenberg.

Tyndale, Aiis. to Sir T. More, etc (Parker Soc.), p. 188.

2. Hence, rustic; rude; boorish; countrified;
uncultured ; unrefined.

Tlie rude and uplandixh ploughmen of the country are
not supposed to be greatly afraid of your gentlemen's
idle serving-men.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), L

3. Upland.
Fifteen miles space of uplandish ground.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), iL

uplay (up-la'), r. t. To lay up; hoard. Donne,
Annunciation and Passion. [Rare.]

uplead (up-led'), V. t. To lead upward. Milton,

P. L., vii. 12.

uplean (up-len'), v. i. To lean upon anything.
[Rare.]

This shepheard drives, vpleaning on his batt
Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 154.

Upleap (up-lep'), V. i. [< ME. uplepen; < up +
leap^.] To leap up; spring up. William of Pa-
lerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3283. [Rare.]

uplift (up-liff), V. t. To lift or raise up; raise;

elevate: literally or figuratively: as, to uplift

the arm ; uplifted eyes.
Earth

Uplifts a general cry for guilt and wrong.
And heaven is listening. Bryant, Earth.

And shall n<tt joy uplift me when I lead
The flocks of Christ by the still streams to feed ?

Jones Very, Poems, p. 100.

1

1

[Rare.]

3fi7(on, P. L.,i. 198.

uplift (up-liff), a. Uplifted

With head uplift above the wave.

We humbly screen
With uplift bands our foreheads.

Keats, Endymion, i.

uplift (up'lift), n. 1, An upheaval. See «;)-

heaval.

A geologically sudden, high uplift of the northeastern
part of the continent. Amer, Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XLI. 40.

2. Raising; elevation; mental. moral, orphysi-
cal exaltation.

The rapidity of the uplift in health in many of the cases.

Lancet, No. 8448, p. 661.



uplift

There has been a wonderful uplift in the enthusiasm
and faith of Ctiristians.

The Congregationalist, Nov. 19, 1879.

uplockt (up-lok'), I', t. To lock up.

His sweet up-locked treasure. Shak., Sonnets, liL

nplook (up-luk'), V. i. To look up.

uplooking (up'luk'ing), a. Looking up ; aspir-

ing.

It takes stalwart and uplookinn faith to make history

[such as the Puritans made]. Phelps, My Study, p. 294.

nplying (up'li'ing), a. Elevated; of land, up-
land.

In up-lijing situations, where the drift consists of raw
material, fluxion-structures are seldom detected. •

Nature, XXX. 530.

npmaking (up'ma'king), n. In ship-buildinff,

pieces of plank or timber piled one on another
as a filling up, especially those placed between
the bilgeways and a ship's bottom preparatory
to launching.

upmost (up'most), a. supcrl. [< up + -7iiost.

Cf. uppermost.'] Highest; topmost; uppermost.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder,
Wherto the climber-upward turns his face ;

But when he once attains the upinogt round,
He then onto the ladder turns his back.

Shak., J. C, ii. L 24.

upon (u-pon'), prep, and adv. [< ME. ujwn, up-
jiriii, upone, opon, oppon, upon, appone, uppen, <

AS. ujipoii, uppan (= Icel. up a, upp a = S\\.]>d

(< uppa) = Dan. paa, upon), upon, up on, < up,

upp, up, + an, on, on: see up andoHi. Cf. AS.
uppan (= OS. uppan = OPries. tinpa, oppa =
OHG. ufen, uffen), up, < up, upp + adv. suffix

-an: see up, adv.'] 1. prep. 1. Up and on: in

many eases scarcely more than a synonym of

on, the force of uj) being almost or entirely lost.

See 01(1, prej). Speciflcally— (o) Aloft on ; in an ele-

vated position on ; on a high or the highest part of : not-

ing rest or location.

The hyge trone ther mogt 3e hede , , ,

The hyge godez self hit set vpone.
Alliterative Poema (ed. MorrlsX i- 1053.

Two thenes also tholed deth that tynie,

Vppon a crosse blsydes Cryst, so was the comune lawe.
Pierg Plowman (B), xviii. 71.

Well have thee, as our rarer monsters are.

Painted upon a pole, and underwrit,
" Here may you aee the tyrant."

Shak., Maclwth, v. 7. 26.

Angels, clap your wings upon the skyes.

And giue this Virgin Christall plaudities.

C. Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, ii. 1,

Four brave Southron foragers
Stoofi hie upon the gait.

Sir WiUiam Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 238).

Three years I lived upon a pillar, high
Six cubits, and three years on one of twelve.

Tennynon, St. Simeon Stylites.

{b) Upward so as to get or be on : involving motion toward
a higher point.

The nihtegale i-h[e)rde this.

And hupte [hopped] uppon on blowe rls [branch].
Owl and Nightingale, L 1636.

And he xal make hym to wryte, and tlian gon upon a
leddere, and settyn the tabyl abovyn Crystes hed.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 324.

They shall climb up upon the houses. Joel iL 9.

Four nimble gnats the horses were, , . .

Fly Cranion the charioteer
Upon the coach-box getting.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

Lucan vaulted upon Pegasus with all the heat and in-

trepidity of youth. Addison.

To lift the woman's fnll'n divinity
Upon an even pedestal with man.

Tennynon, Princess, iii.

2. On, in any sense: conveying no notion of

height, elevation, rise, or ascent. See onl.
Asioe from the uses noted in the foregoing definition, upon
is strictly synonymous with on, and is preferred in certain
cases only for euphonic or metrical reasons. For parallel

uses of the two words, see the following quotations.

I>ere dyn vp-on day, daunsyns on nygtes,
Al watz hap vptrn he^e in halles & chamlirez.

Sir Gawayne and the (Ireen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 47,

Swyerez [Brjuires] that swyftly swyed on blonkez [horses],

A also fele rpon fote, of fre & of honde.
Alliterative Poems iei\. MorriaX iL 88.

The flode with a felle cours flowet on bepis,

Eose vpp<m rockes [i. e., in t<jwering masses] as any ranke
hylles. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ I. 1991.

Also, that eiiery brother and suster schul be boxom, and
come whan they be warned, . . . rpon the oth th* they
haue maad, and on the peyne of xl. d. to paie to the box

;

. . . VfMH the peyne afore-seid, but he haue a verrey en-
chesoun wherfore th' they mowe be excused.

English GUdsfF^ E. T. S.), p. 10.

That Peter's belra should tread on Emperors,
And walk upon the dreadful adder's back.

Marlouv, Faustus, iii. 1.

Upon whom doth not his light arise? (Compare Mat. v.

45 : He maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good. ]

Job XXV. 3.
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Vol. And on a love-book pray for my success.
Pro. Upon some book I love I'll pray for thee.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1. 20.

My saucy bark, inferior far to his,

On your broad main doth wilfully appear

:

Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat.

Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth i-ide.

Shak.i Sonnets, Ixxx.

Upon the head of all who sat beneath . . .

Samson, with these immix'd, inevitably
Pull'd down the same destruction on himself.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1662.

The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon tlie straits ;— on the French coast the light
Gleams and is gone. 3/. Arnold, Dover Beach.

To beatt, blow, fall, pass, etc. , upon. See tlie verbs.
— Upon an average, a thought, occasion, one's
hands, one's oath, etc. See the nouns.

H.t adv. Hereupon; thereupon; onward; on.

Til May it wol suffice uppoti to fede.
But lenger not thenne Marche if it shal sede.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 18L

It is great morning, and the hour preflx'd
Of her delivery to this valiant Greek
Comes fast upon. Shak., T. and C, iv. 3. 8.

upononf, upononet, adv. At once ; anon. See
anon (the same word without the element up).

When mercury hade nienyt this mater to ende,
And grannt me thise gyftis hit gladit my hert.
I onswaret hym esely euyn vponon.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2418.

up-peak (up-pek'), V. i. To rise in or to .a peak.
tStanihurst, JEneii, iii. 209. [Rare.]

upper (up'er), a. and n. [< ME. upper (= D. op-
per = MLCr. uppere), compar. of up: see ttp, and
cf. over.] I. a. 1. Higher in place: opposed
to nether: as, the ujtper lip; the iipi)er side of

a thing; an upper story ; the up2>er deck.

And such a yell was there.
Of sudden and portentous birth.

As if men fought upon the earth,
And fiends in upper air.

Scott, Marmion, vL 25.

2. Superior in rank or dignity: as, the upper
house of a legislature ; an upper servant.

Few of the upper Planters drlnke any water: but the
better sort are well furnished with Sacke, Aquavitaj, and
good English Beere.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's True Travels, IL 258.

Betting proper was not so nmch diffused through all

ranks and classes [in 1845], but was more confined to the
upper circles of society. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 842.

To have or get the upper hand. See Aond.—To have
the upper fortunet, to have the upper hand.

You have the upperfortune of him.
Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, i. 2.

To bold the upper handt. Same as to have the upper
hand.— to keep a stiff upper lip. See ftp.—Upper
Bench, in Eng. fast. . the name given to the Court of King's
Bench during the exile of Cliarles II.— Upper case. See
case'^, 6.— Upi>er coverts, in ornilh., the coverts on the
upper side of the wings and tail ; superior tectrices. See
covert, «., 6.—Upper crust, tlie higher circles of society

;

the aristocracy; the upper ten. [Slang. ]
— Upper CiU-

mination. See ru^»n>)a/i'm.—Upper house. Seefto»jtel.

—Upper keyboard. See J-c.vioard—Upper leather, (a)

Leather usttT in making tlie vamps and quarters of boots
and shoes. (6) Vamps and quarters of boots and shoes
collectively. Also called simply uppers.

Their Tables were so very Neat, and Shin'd with Rub-
bing, like the Upper heathers of an Alderman's shoes.

Quoted in Ashlings Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 227.

Upper story, a story above the ground floor ; the top
story ; hence, colloquially, the head ; the brain.

It knocked everything topsy-turvy in my upper story,

and there is some folks as says I hain't never got right up
thar sence. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 348.

Upper ten thousand, or eliiptlcally upper ten, the
wealthier or mure aristocratic persons of a large commu-
nity ; the higher circles or leading classes in society.

At present there is no distinction among the upper ten

thowiand of the city. N. P. Willis, Ephemera.

Here in the afternoon hours of spring and autumn is the

favorite promenade of the upper ten.

Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 668.

Upper works (naut.). Same as dead-works.

n. H. 1. The upper part of a shoe or boot,

comprising the vamp and quarters.

Ladles' straight top button upper with straight toe cap.
Ure, Diet., IV. 109.

2. pi. Separate cloth gaiters to button above
the shoes over the ankle

—

To be on one's uppers,
to be poor or in hard luck : referring to a worn-out condi-

tion of one's shoes. [Slang.]

uppert (up'er), adv. compar. [< ME. upper;
compar. of up, adv.] Higher.

And with this word upper to sore

Began. CAouccr, House of Fame, I. 884.

upperestt (up'er-est), a. superl. [ME. upper-

este; < upper + -est.] Highest.

By whiche degrees men niyhten clymben fro the nether-

este lettre to the uppereste. Chancer, Boethius, I. prose 1.

upper-growth (up'fer-^roth), n. That part of a

plant or shrub which is above the ground.

Here, too, was planted that strange and Interesting den-

izen of the wilderness, the Saxaous, . . . which with a

upraising

scanty and often ragged upper-growth strikes its sturdy
- roots deep down into the sand. Nature, XXXIX. 470.

upper-machine (up'er-ma-shen"), n. In shoe-
making, any one of the various machines used
in cutting out or shaping the uppers of boots
and shoes, including crimping-, trimming-, and
seaming-machincs.

uppermost (up'er-most), a. superl. [< upper +
most; cf. upmost.] 1. Highest in place; first

in precedence: as, the uppermost seats.

Euen vpon the uppermost pinnacle of the temple.
J. Udall, On Luke Iv.

2. Highest in power; predominant; most pow-
erful; first in force or strength.

Whatever faction happens to be uppermost. Swift.

As in perfumes composed witli art and cost,

Tis hard to say what scent is uppermost.
Dryden, Eleanora, 1. 154.

uppermost (up'6r-mdst), a(?«!. superl. 1. In the
highest position or place; also, first in a series

or in order of time.
They [the primitive Quakers] committed to writing

wliatever words came uppermost, as fast as the pen could
put them down, and subjected to no after-revision wliat

had been produced with no forethought
Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 41.

2t. First in order of precedence.

All Dukes daughters shall goe all-one a ith a nother, soe
that alwayes tlie Eldest Dukes Daughter gn vpermost.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 14.

upper-stockst (up'er-stoks), )(. pi. Breeches.
Also overstocks. Compare nether-stock.

Thy upper-stockes, be they stuft with silk or flocks,

Never become thee like a nether pair of stocks.

J. Heyu'ood, Eplgi-anis. (Nares.)

uppertendom (up-er-ten'dum), n. [< upper ten

+ -dom.] Same as upper ten thousand (which
see, under upper).

up-pile (up-pil'), V. t. To pile up; heap up.
Southey, Thalaba, ii. [Rare.]

upping (up'ing), n. [Verbal n. of *up, v., < up,

adv.] The act of marking a swan on the upper
mandible. See swan-upping.

uppish (up'ish), a. [<U2) + -isli^.] 1. Proud;
arrogant ; airy ; self-assertive ; assuming. [Col-

loq.]

It seems daring to rail at informers, projectors, and
officere was not uppish enough, but his Lordship must
rise so high as daring to limit the power and revenue of
the Crown. Roger North, Exainen, p. 48. (Davies.)

Half-pay officei-s at the parade very uppish upon the
death of the King of Spain.

Tom Brown, Works, 1. 154. {Davies.)

Americans are too uppish; but when you get hold of a
man that Is accustomed to being downtrodden, it 's easy
to keep him so. F. R. Stockton, Merry Chanter, xvil

2. Tipsy. [Slang.]
Lady Head. Not so drunk, I hope, but that he can drive

us?
Serv. Yes, yes. Madam, he drives best when he 's a little

upish. Vanbrugh, Journey to London, ill. 1.

uppishly (up'ish-li), adv. In an uppish manner.
Uppishness (up'ish-nes), n. The character of be-
ing uppish; arrogance; airiness; pretentious-
ness; self-assertion.

I sometimes question whether that quality In him [Lan-
dor] which we cannot but recognize and admire, his lofti-

ness of mind, should not sometimes rather be called up-
pishness, so often is the one caricaturt'd into the other by
a blusterous self-confldence and self-assertion.

Lowell, The Century, XXXV. 512.

up-plightt, v. t. [ME., < up + plights.] To fold

up ; carry off.

The gates of the tonn he hath upplyght.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 69.

up-plow (up-plou'), V. t. To plow up; tear up
as by plowing. G. Fletcher. [Rare.]

up-pluck (up-pluk' ),v.t. To pluck up
;
pull up.

[Rare.]
And you, sweet flow'rs, that in this garden grow, . . .

Yourselves upphtck'd would to his funeral hie.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death.

up-pricked (up-prikf), a. Set up sharply or

pointedly; erected; pricked up. Shak.,Yenxi9

and Adonis, 1. 271. [Rare.]

up-prop (up-prop'), V. t. To prop up; sustain

by a prop. Donne, Progress of the Soul, i.

up-putting (up'puf'ing), «. Lodging; enter-

tainment for man and beast. Scott. [Scotch.]

upraise (up-raz'), ». t. [< ME. vpreysen; < up

+ raised.] To raise ; lift up.

Upon a night

Wlian that the mone upregsed had her light.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1163.

The man
His spear had reached In strong arms he upraised.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 323.

upraising (up'ra^zing), n. Bearing; nurture.

[Scotoh.J
There was nothing of the Corydon about Hunt or his

upraising, as the Scotch call it
The Portfolio, N. S., No. 13, p. 10.



nprear

nprear (up-rer'), r. t. To rear up ; raise.

She doth vprear
Her selfe \\to\\ her feet.

Times' WhistU (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

The distant mountaiiis. that uprear
Their solid bastions to tlie skies.

LongfellcnCf Tlie Ladder of .St. Augustine.

npridge (up-rij'), «'• '• To raise up in ridges or
exteuded lines. Cowper, Odyssey, xix. [Bare.]

upright (up'rit, formerly also up-rit'), a. and n.

[< ME. upriht, uprigt, oprigt, < AS. npriht (= D.
opregt = MLG. uprecht, npricht = OHG. MHG.
ufreht, G. aufrecht = loel. upprettr = Sw. up-
pratt = Dan. opret), straight up, erect, < np-,
up, + riht, straight, right: see right.'] I. a.

1. Erect; vertical.

And sodeynly he was yslayn to-nyght,
Fordronlce, as he sat on his bench upryght.

ChauceVf Pardoner s Tale, 1. 212.

Upright as the palm-tree. Jer. x. 5.

2. Erect on one's feet ; hence, erect as a human
being; in general, having the longest axis ver-
tical : as, an upright boiler.

And there ben othere that han Crestes upon hire Hedes

;

and the! gon upon hire Feet upright.
Mandevitte, Travels, p. 290.

Whoever tasted lost his upright shape.
Milton, Comus, 1. 62.

3. Erected
; pricked up ; standing out straight

from the body.
Their ears upright. Spenser, State of Ireland.

With chattering teeth and bristling hair upright.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 145.

4. Adhering to rectitude ; not deviating from
correct moral principles ; of inflexible honesty.
That man was perfect and upright, and one that feared

God, and eschewed evil. Job i. 1.

1 shall be found as upright in my dealings as any wo-
man in Smithfleld. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

5. In accord with what is right; honest; just.

It is very meet
The Lord Bassanio live an upright life.

Shak., M. of v., iii. 5. 79.

6t. Well adjusted or disposed ; in good condi-
tion; right.

If it should please God ye one should faile (as God
forbid), yet ye other would Iceepe both recconings, and
thin|?8 uprighte.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 270.

Bolt upright, straight upright

Then she sat bolt upright.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, L 266.

Uprlgbt man, a chief rogue; a leader among thieves.
(Thieves' cant.]

An Vpright man is one that goeth wyth the trunchion
of a stalle, which staffe they cal a Filtchman. This man
is of so much authority that, meeting with any of his pro-
fession, he may cal them to accompt, & commaund a share
or snap vnto him selfe of al that they haue gained Ijy their
trade m one moneth. Fraternity o/ Vacabonds (1661).

Upright piano. See jn'ono/orte.—Upright steam-en-
gine. Same as vertical steatn-engine. See steant-engine.
= Syn. 1. Plumb.—4 and 6. Just, Rightful, etc. (see right-
eous), honorable, conscientious, straightforward, true.

II. n. 1. Something standing erect or ver-
tical. Speciflcally, inftm'Win^— (a) A principal piece of
timber placed vertically, and serving to support rafters.

(6) The newel of a staircase.

2. In arch., the elevation or orthography of a
building. Chcilt. [Bare.]— 3. A molding-ma-
chine of which the mandrel is perpendicular.
E. H. Knight.— 4. An upright pianoforte.
upright (up'rit, formerly also up-rit'), ad^. [<
ME. upright, < AS. uprihte, upright, < upriht,
upright: see tipright, a.] 1. Vertically.

Ye wonderful growing and swelling of the water vp-
right ... is to ye height of a huge mountaine.

Webbe, Travels, p. 22.

You are now within a foot
Of th' extreme verge. For all beneath the moon
Would I not leap upright. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 27.

2t. Flat on the back; horizontally and with
the face upward.

The corps lay in the floor upright.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 768.

He All to the erthe vp-right.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), liL 467.

I throwe a man on his backe or upright, so that his face
is upwarde. Je renuerse. Palsgrave.

And Mab, his merry Qtieen, by night
Bestrides young follcs that lie upright . . .

(In elder times the mare that bight).
Which plagues tliem out of measure.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

uprighteouslyt (up-ri'tyus-li), adv. [< upright
+ -eoii>i,&{ter righteous."] Bighteously; justly;
uprightly. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 205.

uprightly (up'rit-li), adv. In an upright man-
ner, (o) Vertically. (6) With strict observance of rec-
titude ; honestly and justly : as, to live uprightly.

I deal not uprightly in buying and selling.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 261.
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uprightness (up'rit-nes), n. The character or
condition of being upright, (a) Erectness; verti-
calness. Waller.

Guards walked their post with a stiffness and upright-
ness th.at was astonishing. The Century, XXIX. 109.

(b) Moral integrity ; honesty and equity in principle or
pi-actice ; conformity to rectitude and justice.

The truly upright man is inflexible in liis uprightness.
Bp. Atterburif.

= Syn. CO Integrity, Honor, etc. (see honesty\ fairness,
principle, trustworthiness, worth.

uprise (up-riz'), v. i.; pret. uprose, pp. uprisen,
ppr. uprising. [< ME. upriseji ; < up- + rise

:

see rise'^.] 1. To rise up, as from bed or from
a seat; get up; rise.

Uprose the virgin with the morning light. Pope.

2. To ascend, as above the horizon : literally
or figuratively.

Floures fresshe, honouren ye this day

;

For, when the sonne upri-st, then wol ye sprede.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 4.

Kor dim, nor red, like God's own head
The glorious sun uprist. Coleridge.

With what an awful power
I saw the buried past vp-rise,

And gather in a single hour
Its ghost-like memories!

Whittier, Mogg Megone.

3. To ascend, as a hill; slope upward. Ten-
nyson, Vision of Sin, v.— 4. To swell; well up;
rise in waves.

At thy call

Uprises the great deep.
Bryant, A Forest Hymn.

5. To spring up ; come into being or percep-
tion ; be made or caused.

Uprose a great shout from King Olaf's men.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 287.

uprise (up'riz or up-riz'), n. [< uprise, v.] If.

Uprising.

The sun's uprise. Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 169.

2. An increase in size; a swelling; a protuber-
ance.

Successive stages may be seen from the first gentle up-
rise to an unsightly swelling of the whole stone.

QeiHe, Geol. Sketches, viii.

3. Rise; development; advance; augmenta-
tion, as of price or value. [CoUoq.]
uprising (up-ri'zing), n. [< ME. uprisinge, opris-
inge (= MLG. oprisinge) ; verbal n. of uprise, v.]

1. The act of rising up, as from below the ho-
rizon, from a bed or seat, or from the grave.

The whiche Ston the 3 Maries sawen tumen upward,
whan thei comen to the Sepulcre, the Day of his Resur-
rexioun ; and there founden an Anngelle, that tolde hem
of oure Lordes uprysynge from Dethe to Lyve.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 91.

Thou knowest my downsitting and mine uprising.
Ps. cxxxix. 2.

2. Ascent; acclivity; rising.

Was that the king, that spurr'd his horse so hard
Against the steep uprising of the hill?

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1. 2.

3. A riot; an emeute; a rebellion; insurrec-
tion

;
popular revolt.

Such tumults and uprisings.
Holinshed, Chronicles of England, Hen. I., an. 1116.

4. The ceremonies connected with the recov-
ery and reappearance in society of a lady of
rank after the birth of a child. Compare lying-

down.
upristt.n. [_<ME.uprist,oprisie; < uprise, v.] 1.

Uprising.
In the gardin, at the sonne upriste.

She walketh up and doun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 193.

2. The resurrection.

Jhesus seide, I am upriste and lif.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab., f. 88. (Balliwell.)

uproar (up-r6r'), v. [< D. *oproeren (= G. auf-
riihren = Sw. upprora = Dan. oprore), stir up,

< op, up, + roeren, stir: see up and rear^. No
connection with roar. Cf. uproar, n.] I. trans.

To stir up to tumult; throw into confusion;
disturb. [Rare.]

Uproar the universal peace. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 99.

II. intrans. To make an uproar ; cause a dis-

turbance. [Bare.]

The man Danton was not prone to show himself, to act
or uproar for his own safety.

Carlyle, French Eev., III. vi. 2.

uproar (up'ror), w. [Early mod. E. uprore; <

D. oproer (= MLG. upror, G. aufruhr = Sw.
uppror = Dan. opriir), tumult, sedition, revolt.

< oproeren, stir up: see uproar, v.] Great
tumult ; violent disturbance and noise ; bustle
and clamor ; confusion ; excitement.

To haue all the worlde in an rrprore, and vnquieted with
warres. J. Udall, On Mark, Pref.

upsees

The Jews who believed not ... set all the city on aii

uproar. Acts xviL 8.
,

There was a greate uprore in London that the rei^U
armie quartering at Whiteliall would plundre the Citty.

Kvelyn, Diaiy, April 26, 1648,1

Many of her acts had been unusual, but excited no up-J
roar. Marg. FtUler, Woman in 19th Cent., p. ^f
uproarious (up-ror'i-us), a. [< uproar + -i-oug.ji
Making or accompanied by a great uproar,'
noise, or tumult; tumultuous; noisy; loud.
Moore.
uproariously (up-ror'i-us-li), adv. In an up
roarious manner; with great noise and tumult;!
clamorously.
uproariousness (up-ror'i-us-nes), n. The statel
or character of being uproarious, or noisy and
riotous.

uproll(up-rdr),t;. «. To roll up. Milton,'P. li.3
vii. 291.

uproot (up-r6t'), V. t. To root up; tear up by
the roots, or as if by the roots ; remove utterly;]
eradicate; extirpate.

uprootal (up-ro'tal), n. [< uproot + -at.] Tha
act of uprooting, or the state of being uprooted
[Bare.]

His mind had got contused altogether with trouble and
weakness and the shock of uprootal.

Mrs. Oliphant, Curate in Charge, xviiL I

uprouse (up-rouz'), V. t. To rouse up; rouse]
iTora sleep; awake; arouse. Shak., B. and J.,J
ii. 3. 40.

uprun (up-run'), V. t. [< ME. uprinnen; <

+ run^.] To run up; ascend. [Bare.]

The yonge sonne.
That in the ram is four degrees upronnc.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 3761

1

He gave me to bring forth and rear a son
Of matchless might, who like a thriving plant
Upran to manhood, while his lusty growth
I nourish'd as the husbandman his vine.

Cowper, Iliad, xviiL|

uprush (up -rush'), V. i. To rush upward.:
Southey, Thalaba, xii.

uprush (up'rush), n. [< uprush, v.] A ru
upward.
These uprushes of most intensely heated gas from tliel

prominences which are traceable round the edge of thai
sun. Stokes, Lects. on Light, p. 237.f
The ideas of M. Faye were, on two fundamental pointi.

contradicted by the Kew investigators. He held spots tol
be regions of uprush and of heightened temperature. f

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 201,|

upsee-Dutcht (up'se-duch'), adr. [Also t(j9*

hutch, upsey Dutch, upse-Dutch ; < D. op zijn

Duitsch, in the Dutch, i. e. German, fashion^
op, upon, in; zijn = G. sein, his, its; Diiitseh,f
Dutch, i. e. German : see Dutch. Cf. upseo-

English, upsee-Ereese. Upsee in this and th<i

following words has been conjectured to mea
'a kind of heady beer,' qualified by the name
of the place where it was brewed. For the
allusion to German drinking, cf, carouse, ult. i

G. gar aus, 'all out.'] In the Dutch fashion oi,

manner: as, to drink tipsee-Dutch (to drink in

the Dutch manner— that is, to drink deeply sol
as to be drunk).

I do not like the dulness of your eye

;

It hath a heavy cast, 'tis upsee Dutch.
B, Jonson, Alchemist, iv. i,l

upsee-Englisht (up'se-ing'glish), adv. [Foundj
as upsey-English ; < D. op zijn Engelsch. in tha
English fashion ; cf. upsee-Dutch.] In the Eng-l
lish manner.

Prig. Thou and Ferret,

And Ginks, to sing the song ; I for the structure.
Which is the bowl.
Hig. Which must be upsey-English,

Strong, lusty London beer.
Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iv. Cl

upsee-Freeset (up'se-fres'), adr. [Also «pse-i

Freeze; < D. op sijn Friesch, in the Friesiaaj
fashion ; cf . upsee-Dutch.] In the Friesian man-l
ner.

This valiant pot -leech that, upon his knees,
Has drunk a thousand pottles upse-Freeze.

John Taylor.
]

upsee-freesyt (up'se-fre'zi), a. Drunk; tipsy.

Bacchus, the god of brew'd wine and sugar, grand pa-
'

tron of rob-pots, upsy-freesy tipplers, and super-naculum
topers. Slassinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

upseek (up-sek'), v. i.; pret. and pp. upsought,

ppr. up.ieeking. To seek or strain upward.
Southey, Thalaba, xii.

upseest (up'sez), adv. [< upsee-Dutch, upsee-

Freese, etc., misunderstood: see upsee-Dutch.]

Same as tipsee-Dutch.

Yet whoop, Barnabyl off with thy liquor.

Drink upsees out, and a fig for the vicar.

Scott, L. of the L., vL &
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apsend (up-send' ), v. t. To send, cast, or throw
up. Cowper, Iliad, xviii. [Bare.]

upset (up-set';, r. [< ME. upsetten, set up (=
MD. opsetten, set up, propose or fix, as the price

of goods, D. ozzetten, set up, raise, raise the price

of, venture, = G. aufsetzen, set up, compose); <

up + se<i.] I. trans. If. To set or place up.

Now is he in the see with saile on mast upsette.

Rob. of BrunriSj p. 70.

2. To overturn; overthrow; overset, as a boat
or a carriage ; hence, figuratively, to throw into

confusion; interfere with; spoil: as, to uj>set

one's plans.

I have observed, however, that your passionate little

men, like small boats with Jarge sails, are easily upset or

blown out of their course. Irving, Kniciterbocker, p. 244.

She had sallied forth determined somehow to upset the
situation, just as one gives a shake purposely to a bundle
of spillikins on the chance of more favorable openings.

Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, I. ix.

3. To put out of the normal state; put in dis-

order ; of persons, to discompose completely;
make nervous or imtable ; overcome.

Eleanor answered only by a sort of spasmodic giir^le in

her throat. She was a good deal upset, as people say.
Trollope.

You needn't mind if your house is upset, for none of us

is comin* in, havin' only intended to see you to your door.
The Century, XXXV. 624.

4. To shorten and thicken by hammering, as a
heated piece of metal set up endwise: said

also of the shortening and resetting of the tire

of a wheel. Wire ropes are upset by doubling up the
ends of the wires after they have l>een passed through the
small end of a conical collar. After upsetting they are
welded into a solid mass or soldered together.

II. intrtiii.'i. To tie overturned or upset.

—

Upsetting thermometer. See thermometer.

upset (up-8et'),w. [(.upset, v.'\ The act of up-
setting, overturning, or severely discomposing,
or the state of being upset; an overturn: as,

the carriage had an upset; the news gave me
quite an uj)set.

Him his sermon baUasts from utter upset.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 20.

If the Constitution is to be experimentally upset to see

how the upset works, the thing upset will never Ijo set

up again. The Spectator, No. 3035, p. 1134.

upset (up'set), p. a. [Pp. of upset, v., prob.
after D. use.] Set up; fixed; determined.

—

Upset price, the price at which any subject, as lands,
tenements, or goods, is exposed to sale by auction ; a price

set iiy the t'xposer l>elow which the thing is not to be sold.
— Upset rate, Taluation, etc same as upset price.

upsetment (up-set'ment), n. [< uj)set + -ment.']

Upsetting; overturn. [Bare.]
upsetter (up-set'6r), n. One who or that which
upsets; also, one who or that which sets up;
sjH'cifically, a tool used in upsetting a tire.

upsetting (up-set'ing), a. Assuming; con-
ceited; uppish. [Scotch.]

upshoot (up-shot'), V. i. To shoot upward.
Trce.s upshootinff high. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 68.

upshoot (up'shot), n. That which shoots up
or separates from a main stem; an offshoot.

.\atiire, XLI. 228. [Bare.]

upshot (up'shot), «. Final issue; conclusion;
end ; consummation : as, the upshot of the mat-
ter. Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 76.

upsid©(up'«id),H. Theupperside;theupperpart.
This glass is in such a horrid light ! I .don't seem to

have l)ut half a face, and I can't tell which is the up-tide
of that I Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Uoldthwaite, v.

To be upsides with, to be even w ith ; Ije quits with. Scott.

(Scotch and prov. Eng.|- Upside dCWn. [Histoiically,

an acconi. form, as if m/> -f sidA -f dtni^n'^, of upse'ttnrn.

upsodovyn: see upsodown. Cf, tf/psideturvy,] With the
upper pai-t undermost, literally or liguratively ; hence, in

complete disorder.

A burning torch that 's turned upside down.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 2. 32.

upside (up'sid),arft!. On the upper side. [Prov.

Eng.]
People whose ages are up-side of forty.

N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 73.

upsiloid (vi'psi-loid), a. Same as hypsUoid.

The early condition of the paroccipital fissure as an
upsHind depressed line with lateral branches.

Buck's Uatidbook of Med. Scieruxs, p. 156.

upsilon (up'si-lon), H. The Greek letter T, v,

corresponding to the English u (and y).

upsittingt (up'sit'ing), K. The sitting up of a
woman to see herfriends after herconfinement;
also, the feast held on such an occasion.

The jest shall be a stock to maintain us and our pewfel-
lows in laughing at christenings, cryings out, and upsit-

tings tin's twelve month.
Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, v. 1.

upskipt (up'skip), n. An upstart.

Put it not to the hearing of these velvet coats, these up-
skips. Latimer, 2d Sennon bef. Edw. VI., 15411.
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upsnatch (up-snaeh'), v. t. To seize or snatch
up. k. Edioards, Damon and Pythias. [Bare.]

upsoar (up-s6r'), V. i. To soar aloft; mount
up. Pope, Odyssey, xv. 556. [Bare.]

UpSOdO'Wnt, adv. [< ME. up so down, up so doun,
up soo doune, up se doun, up swa doune, lit. ' up
as down,' < up + sol -|- down^. Hence the
later aceom. form upside down.'] Upside down

;

topsyturvy.
Shortly turned was al up-80-doun,

Botlie ha))it and eek disposicioun
Of him, this woful lovere, daun Arcite.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 519.

To Tnrne vp so down ; Euertere. Cath. Aug., p. 397.

upsolvet (up-8olv'), V. t. To solve; explain.

You are a scholar ; upsolve me that, now.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, L 3.

Upspeart (up-sper'), ». I. intrans. To shoot up-
ward like a spear, [Bare.]

The bents
And coarser grass, vpspearing o'er the rest.

Cowper, Winter Morning Walk, 1. 23.

TL. trans. To root up; destroy. [Dubious.]

Adam by hys pryde ded Paradyse vpspeare.
Bp. Bale, Enterlude of Johan Bapt. (1538X (Davies.)

upspring (up-spring'), v. i. [< ME. upspringen;
\ up + spring.] To spring up; shoot up; rise.

Seyut "Valentyne ! a foul thus herde I singe
Upon thy day, er Sonne gan upspringe.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 14.

On hU fe«t upspringinq in a hurry.
Hood, The Dead Eobbery.

The lemon-grove
In closest coverture upsprung.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

upspringt (up'spring), n. [< upspring, ».] 1.

A vertical spring ; a leap in the air.

'We Germans have no changes in our dances

;

An almain and an upspring, that is all. Chapman.

2. An upstart: one suddenly exalted. Shak.,
Hamlet, i. 4. 9.

upspumert (up-spfer'n6r), n. A spurner; a
scomer ; a despiser.

Pompeius, that upspumer of the erth.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, iv.

up-stairs (up'starz'), prep. phr. as adv. In or
to an upper stoiy: as, to go up-stairs.

up-stairs (up'starz), prep. phr. as a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining or relating to an upper story or

flat: being above stairs: as, an upstairs room.

II. n. An upper story ; that part of a build-

ing which is above the ground floor. [Bare.]

I was also present on the day when Mr. Coulomb gave
the charge of the upstairs to our party and when he ex-

posed himself audaciously.
B. Hodgson, Proc. Soc Psych. Research, III. 329.

upstancht, upstauncht (up -stanch', up-
stanch'), v. t. [ME. upstaunchen; < up +
stanch^.] To stanch; stop the flow of. Palla-

dius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 153.

upS'tandt (up-stand'), V. i. [< ME. upstanden;
< up + stand.'] To stand up; be erect; rise.

A dight vyne in provinciale manere,
"That like a bosshe upslonte, IIII armes make.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

The kings of the earth upstand
With power. Milton, Ps. il.

upstare (up-star'), v. i. To stare or stand on
end; be erector conspicuous; bristle. [Bare.]

The king's son, Ferdinand,
With hair up-staring, . . .

Was the first man that leap'd.

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 213.

upstart (up-start'), V. i. [< ME. upsterten, up-

stirten; i up + start^.] To start or spring up
suddenly.

with that word upetirte the olde wyf.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath s Tale, 1. 190.

Her father's fiddler he came by, . . .

Upstarted her ghaist before his eye.

The Bonny Bom o' London (Child's Ballads, II. 362).

upstart (up' start), n. and a. [< upstart, v. Cf.

upskip.] 1.11. 1. One who or that which starts

or springs up suddenly; specifically, a person
who suddenly rises from a humble position to

wealth, power, or consequence ; a parvenu.

I think this upstart is old Talbot's ghost
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 87.

A mere upstart.

That has no pedigrer , no house, no coat,

No ensigns of a family ! B. Jomrnn, Catiline, ii. 1.

If it seeme strange that the Turkish Religion (a newer
vpstart) be declared before those former of the Pagans, etc.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 319.

2. One who assumes a lofty or arrogant tone.
— 3. A puddle made by the hoofs of horses

in clayey ground. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
4. The meadow-saffron, Colchicum autumnale.

upthrow

whose flowers spring up suddenly without
leaves.

II. a. 1+. Starting up suddenly; quickly
rising.

With upstart haire and staring eyes dismay.
Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 64.

2. Suddenly raised to prominence or conse-
quence; parvenu: as, " a race of Mp«tor< crea-
tures," Milton, P. L., ii. 834.

New, vp-start Gods, of yester-dayes device.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

An uptitart institution so totally unassisted by secular
power and interest. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 128.

3. Characteristic of a parvenu ; new and pre-
tentious.

Think you that we can brook this upstart pride?
Marlowe, Edward the Second, i. 4.

The wronged landscape coldly stands aloof.

Refusing friendship with the upstart roof.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

upstauncht, v. t. See upstanch.

ups'tay (up-sta'), V. t. To sustain; support.
Milton, P. L., ix. 430.

npstept (up-step'), V. i. To step up; move up-
ward. Mynd Morn (Child's Ballads. IV. 26).

upstirf (up'stfer), n. Commotion; tumult; in-

surrection. Sir J. Cheke, The Hurt of Sedition.

upstream (up-strem'), v. i. To stream, flow, or
flame up : as, upstreaming flames.

up-stream (up'strem'), prep. phr. as adv. To-
ward the higher part of a stream ; against the

current : as, to row up-stream.

up-stream (up'strem), prep. phr. as a. [< up-
stream, adv.] Of or pertaining to the upper part
of a stream ; moving against the current.

An up-stream wind increases the surface resistance.

Oov. Report on Miss. River, 1861 (rep. 1876), p. 270.

up-Street (nip'stvet'), prep. phr. as adv. At or

toward the higher part or upper end of a street.

upsunt (up'sun), n. The time during which the
sun is above the horizon; the time between
sunrise and sunset. Fountainhall. (Imp. Diet.)

upsurge (up-s^rj'), v. i. To surge up. The Cen-
timj, XXVI. 130. [Bare.]

ups'warmt (up-swarm'), V. I. intrans. To rise

in swarms ; swarm up.
ITpswarming show'd

On the high battlement their glitt'ring spears.
Cou^er, lUad, xii.

II. trans. To cause to rise in a swarm or

swarms; raise in a swarm. Shak., 2 Hen. IV.,

iv. 2. 30.

ups'way (up-swa'), V. t. To sway or swing up;
brandish. [Bare.]

That right-hand Giant 'gan his club upsivay.
Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. 16.

up-S'Weep (up'swep), n. A sweeping upward:
as, the up-sweep of a curve ; the up-sweep of an
arch. [Bare.]

ups'well (up-swel'), V. i. To swell up; rise up.
Wordsworth, Ode, 1814.

upsyturvyt (up-sl-ter'vi), adv. [A variation of

topsyturvy, substituting «p for top.] Upside
down; topsyturvy. [Bare.]

There found I all was upsy turvy turn'd.
Greene, James IV., iii. 3.

uptails-allt (up'talz-al), n. Confusion; riot;

hence, revelers. (Davies.)

up'take (up-tak'), V. t. 1. To take up; take
into the hand. Speiiser, F. Q., H. ii. 11.— 2t. To
succor; help.

The right bond of my iust man uptook thee.
Wyclif, Isa. xU. 10.

uptake (up'tak), n. [< uptake, v.] 1. The act

of taking up; lifting.

To this ascensional movement [in cyclones] undoubtedly
must be attributed the rain and cloud which we find there
— rain near the centre, where the ascensional impulse is

strongest ; cloud romid the outside, where the uptake is

less strong. Science, XI. 216.

2. Perceptive power; apprehension; concep-

tion : as, he is quick in the uptake. Scott, Old
Mortality, vii. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]— 3.

The upcast pipe from the smoke-box of a steam-
boiler, leading to the chimney—Gleg at the up-
take. See glegi.

uptakert (up-ta'k6r), n. [ME., < uptake + -«'l.]

A helper; a supporter. Tl'i/c/i/, Ps. Ixxxviii.

uptear(up-tar'),«.«. To tear up. Milton, F.l,.,

vi. 663.

UpthrO'W (up-thro'), V. t. To throw up ; elevate.

UpthrO'W (up'thro), n. [< upthrow, v.] An up-

heaval; an uplift: in mining, the opposite of

down throw. Where a fault has occurred which has been
attended by an up-and-down movement of the rock on each

side, tile displacement in tlie upward direction is called the

upthrow, and that in the downward direction the down-
throw. As a result of this motion, under great pressure,
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of the two adjacent rock-faces, it is sometimes observed
tbat the bedding of the formation has been influenced in
its position along the line of the fault, and to a greater or

1 less distance from it, the dip being downward on the
downtlirow side and upward on the npthrow side of tlie

fault. This is called by the miner "dipping to the down-
throw" and "rising to the upthrow." Also used attribu-
tively.

We rarely meet with a fissure which has been made a
true fault with an upthrow and downthrow side.

Geikie, Geol. Slsetches, xi.

upthrust (up'thnist), n. A thrust in an upward
direction; in geol., an upheaval; an uplift. A
term rarely used, and then generally as meaning a thrust-
ing or lifting upward of a mass of roclc more violent in its

motion and more local in character than is generally under-
stood to be the case when the term upheaval or uplift is

used. Thus, the uplift of a continent ; the upthrust of a
mass of eruptive or intrusive rock. Also used attribu-
tively.

To this mass, wliich I have no doubt is an upthrust por-
tion of the old crystalline floor, succeeds another mass of
** spotted rock." Quart Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVL 216.

upthunder (up-thuu'd6r), v. i. To send up a
loud thunder-like noise. [Bare.]

Central fires through nether seas upthuiidering.
Coleridge, To the Departing Year.

uptiet (up-ti'), t'. ;. To tie or tvfist up ; windup.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 24.

Iiptillt (up -til'), prep. [< up + tilP.'] On;
against ; up to.

She [the nightingale] ... as all forlorn,
Lean'd her breast up-tUl a thorn.
And then sang the dolefull'st ditty; . . .

'*Fie, fie, fie," now would she cry;
"Tereu, tereu," by and by!

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xxi. 10.

uptilt (up-tilf), V. t. To tilt up: chiefly in the
past participle.

He finds that he has crossed the uptilted formations, and
has reached the ancient granitic and crystalline rocks.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ix.

up-to-date (up't5-<iat'), i- Extending to the
present time ; inclusive of or making use of the
latest facts: as, an up-to-date account. [Col-
loq.]

A good up-to-date English work on the islands.
The Academy, Ko. 822, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 73.

uptoss (up-tos'), V. t. To toss or throw up, as
tne head, with a sudden motion. St. Nicholas,
XVII. 866. [Rare.]
uptossed, uptost (up-tosf), o. 1. Tossed up-
ward.— 2. Agitated; harassed.

Uptost by mad'ning passion and strife.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 124.

up-town (up'toun), prep. phr. as adv. To or in
me upper part of a town. [U. S.]

up-town (up'toun'), l)rep. phr. as a. Situated
in or belonging to the upper part of a town: as,

an iip-town residence. [Colloq., U. S.]

uptrace (up-tras'), v. t. To trace up ; investi-

gate; follow out. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1746.

uptraint (up-tran'), V. t. To train up; educate.
Spenser, P. Q., II. x. 27.

liptrill (up-tril'), V. t. To sing or trill in a
high voice.

But when the long-breathed singer's uptrilled strain
Bursts in a squall, tliey gape for wonderment

Coleridge, In a Concert-Koom. {Davies.)

upturn (up-tem'), V. I. trans. To turn up: as,

to upturn the ground in plowing.

With lusty strokes up-tum'd the flashing waves.
• Cou<per, Odyssey, xili.

n. intrans. To turn up.

The leaden eye of the sidelong shark
Upturned patiently. Lowell, The Sirens.

upturning (up-t6r'ning), n. The act of turning
or throwing up, or the state of being upturned.

There was at this time (as the mammalian age draws to
a close) no chaotic upturning, but only the opening of
creation to its fullest expansion.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. 235.

TTpucerthia (u-pu-ser'thi-a), n. [NL. (Isidore
Geoffrey St. Hilaire, 1832; also Uppucerthia,

J V'l«/i-p

Ufuctrlhia ctumetoria.
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the same, 1838), also Huppucerthia, in full form
Vpnpicerthia (Agassiz, 1846), < NL. L'pu{pa) -t-

Certhia, q. v.] A genus of Neotropical birds, of
the family Dendrocolaptidse. There are 6 or 8 spe-
cies, of moderate size and general brownish plumage,
varying much in the size and shape of the bill, which
is as long as the head or longer, and nearly straight or
much curved. The type is U. dumeloria of Chili, Pata-
gonia, and parts of the Argentine Republic. Coprotretis
(Cabanis and Heine, 1859) is a strict synonym; and the
species with the nearly straight bill (f7. rxtftcauda) has
been the type of a genus Ochetorhynchus (Meyer, 1832).

Upucerthidse (i-pu-sfer'thi-de), m. pi. [NL.
(first as Uppucertliidie, D'Orbigny), < Vpucer-
thia + -idse.^ A family of birds : same as Den-
drocolaptidee or Anabatidse^.

Upupa (ii'pu-pii), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1748), <

L. upupa = Gir. ^tto^', the hoopoe: see hoop3,
hoopoe.} The only extant genus of Upupidie.
There are several species, as the connnon hoopoe of Africa
and Europe, U. epops. See cut under hoopoe.

Upupidx (u-pii'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Upupa -\-

-ifte.] 1. A family of tenuirostral piearian or
non-passerine birds, of which the genus XJpiipa

is the type. The family wtis founded by Bonaparte in

1838, but its limits vary with different authors. Gray
makes it cover 3 subfamilies, Upupiiue, Irrisorinse, and
EpivuLchinse ; but it is now restricted to the first of these.

2. A family of upupoid piearian birds, of which
Upupa is the only living genus, of terrestrial

habits, with non-metallic plumage, short square
tail, and large erectile compressed circular
crest; the true hoopoes, as distinguished from
the wood-hoopoes or Irrisoridee.

upupoid (ii'pii-poid), a. [< Upupa + old.'] Re-
sembling a lioopoe ; of or pertaining to the
Upupoideie.

IJpupoidese (fi-pu-poi'de-e), 11. pi. [NL., <
UpU2>a + -oidem.'] A superfamily of tenuiros-
tral piearian birds, approaching the passe-
rines in many respects, but most nearly related
to the hornbills, containing both the terrestrial

and the arboricole hoopoes (not the plume-
birds: see EpimacMnx). The group is pecu-
liar to the Old World, and is chiefly African.
There are 2 families, Upupidse and Irrisoridse.

upwafted (up-waf'ted), a. Borne up ; carried
aloft with a waving or undulatory motion.
Cowper, Iliad, viii.

upwall (up-wal'), V. i. [ME. upwallen ; i up
+ ivalV-.'] To wall up; inclose with a wall.

PalUidius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

upward (up'ward), a. and n. [< ME. *upicard,

< AS. tipweard, upward, upright, < up, up, -t-

-weard = E. -ward. Cf. upward, adv."} I. a.

Directed or turned to a higher place ; having an
ascending direction, literally or figuratively.

Thus far our fortune keeps an upward course.
Shak., 3 Hen. VT., V. 3. 1.

About her feet were little beagles seen.
That watch'd witli upward eyes the motions of theirqueen.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 1264.

Upward irrigation. See irrigation.

II. n. The top ; the height. [Rare.]

Tlie extremest upward of thy head.
Shak., Lear, v. 3. 136.

upward, upwards (up'ward, -wardz), adv. [<
ME. upward, uppard, also upwardes, < AS. "up-
weard, upweardes (= D. opwaarts = MLG. up-
wart, upwort, also r(pwordes = G. aufwdrts), <
up, up, + -weard = E. -ward. Cf. upward, a.]

1. Toward a higher place; in an ascending
course : opposed to downward.

This Nicholas sat ay as stille as stoon.
And ever gaped upward into the eir.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 287.

I felt to his knees, and they were as cold as any stone

;

and so upward and upward, and all was as cold as any
stone. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3. 27.

2. Toward heaven and God.
Crijinge vpward to Crist and to ins clene moder.

Piers Plowman (A), v. 262.

Whose mind should always, as the fire, aspire upwards
to heavenly things.

Sir T. More, Life of Picus (Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxvii.).

3. With respect to the higher part ; in the up-
per parts.

Upward man, and downward fish. Milton.

4. Toward the source or origin: as, trace the
stream upward.

And trace the muses upward to their spring.
Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

5. More : used indefinitely.

Children of th[e] age of .xii. or .xiii. yearcs or vppewarde
are diuided into two companyes, whereof the one breake
the stones into smaule pieces, and the other cary furth that
which is broken.
K Eden, tr. of Diodorus Siculus (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 369).

1 am a very foolish fond old man.
Fourscore and upward. Shak, Lear, iv. 7. 61.

urseuB

6. On; onward.
From the age of xiiii. yeres uppewarde.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 16.

Upward of. more than ; above : as, upward of ten yeais
have elapsed ; upward of a hundred men were present.

I have been your wife . . .

Upward of twenty years.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 36.

upwardly (up'ward-li), adv. In an upward
manner or direction; upward.
A filament was fixed to a young upwardly inclined leaf.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, iv.

upwards, adv. See upward.
upways (up'waz), adv. [< up + ways for -wise.'}

Upward. [Colloq.]

Distance measured upways from O A indicates roughly
the degree of hardness. Elect. Jtev. (Eng.), XXVII. 653.

upwell (up-wel'), V. i. To upspring; issue
forth, as water from a fountain. Scribnefs
Mat/., VIII. 435.

UpwhirKup-hwferl'), t;. I, intrans. To rise up-
ward in a whirl ; whirl upward.

II. trans. To raise upward in a whirling
course. Milton, P. L., iii. 493.

upwind (up-wind'), V. t. To wind up; roll up;
convolve. Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 15.

up-wind (up'wind'), prep. phr. as adv. Against
or in the face of the wind. [Colloq.]

Snipe nearly always rise against and go away up-wind,
as closely as possible.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 256.

up'Wreathe (up-rein'), v. i. To rise with a curl-

ing motion ; curl upward. Longfellow, Build-
ing of the Ship. [Rare.]

upyaft. An obsolete preterit of upgire.

ur (er), interj. [Intended to represent a mean-
ingless utterance also denoted by uh, er, etc.]

Used substantively in the quotation.

And when you stick on conversation's burrs
Don't strew your pathway witli those dreadful vrs.

0. W. Holmes, Urania.

uracanot, n. [Another form of huriicauo, with
an Italian-seeming plural tiracani : see hurri-

cano, hurricane.'\ A hurricane.

lamaica is almost as large as Boriquen. It is extremely
suljiect to tlie uracani, which are such terrible gusts of
Winde that nothing can resist them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 903.

UracllUS (ii'ra-kus), n.
;
pi. urachi (-ki). [NL., <

Gr. ovpax<k, the urinary canal of a fetus, < oipov,

urine: see urine.'] In anat., a fibrous cord ex-
tending from the fundus of the bladder to the
umbilicus. It represents in the adult a part of the sac
of the allantois and associate allantoic vessels of the fetus,
whose cavities have become obliterated. It is that intra-

abdominal section of the navel-string which is constituted
by so much of the allantoic sac and the hypogastric arteries
as becomes impervious, the section remaining pervious
being the bladder and superior vesical arteries. It some-
times remains pervious, as a malformation, when a child
may urinate Ijy the navel. See also ureter.

ursea, ». Plural of urseum.

ursmia, ursemic. See uremia, uremic.

uraeuni(u-re'um), «.; Tpl.ttrsea(-'A). [NL., <Gr.
ovpaiov, the hinder part, the tail ; neut. of oi'paiof,

of the tail, < ovfrn, tail.] In ornith., the entire
posterior half of a bird: opposed to stethiseum.

[Rare.]

urseus (u-re'us), n. [NL., < Gr. nvpalo^, of the
tail: see urxum.] The sacred serpent, either
the head and neck, or sometimes the entire
form, of a serpent, represented by the ancient
Egyptians upon the head-dresses of divinities

Uraeus—Head of Stattie of Menephtah (the supposed "Phataoll
of the Ejtodiis") from Memphis, now in the Berlin Museum.



uraeus

and royal personages, as an emblem of supreme
power. It also occurs frequently on either side of a
wini-'ed solar disk, emblematic of the supremacy of the
sun, of good over evil, or of Horus over Set. The actual
basis of the symbol is supposed to !» the Egyptian asp or
cobra, Xaja haje. See also cut under agp.

nral (u'ral), n. A h}-pnotie remedy, formed by
the combination of chloral hydrate with ure-
thane.

Ural-Altaic (u'ral-al-ta"ik), a. See Altaic.
Uralian(u-ra'li-an),a. [< r)-ai(seedef.) (Russ.
Urcilii) + -i-rt/i.] Relating to the river Ural, or
to the Ural Mountains, in Russia and Siberia.
Uralic (u-ral'ik), a. [< Ural (see def.) + -jc]
Pertaining to the Ural Mountains or river Ural.

nralite (ii'ral-it), n. [< I'ral + -4te2.] The
name given by G. Rose to a mineral which has
the crystalline form of augite, but the physical
properties and especially the cleavage and spe-
cific gravity of hornblende. Uralite is generally

^^''o Uranus
oricius,lS08. They have a short but stout body, anterior Uran-mica (u'ran-mi"ka') n
r,'„"f'Ji'i; 'tr^y^'?^? ^*,^«»al margin, a/d.dentate ,«ic«.T Same aWa^il.'hir^ wings with long tails. They greatly resemble but-
terflies of the genus PapUio, and are sometimes called but-
terfly hawk-moths. They occur most commonly in tropical
and subtropical America. A few species, however, have
been found in Madagascar and on the east coast of Africa.
ihe larva is cylindrical with long delicate seta;, and the
pupa is inclosed within a thin cocoon.
3. In ornith., a genus of humming-birds.
Fitzinger, 1863.

Uranian (u-ra'ni-an), a. [< Uranus +
Of or pertaining to the planet Uranus.
The most singular circumstance attendin

Uranian system,

[< uran(ium) +

Tiranici
the sky i

to the heavens; celestial; astronomfeal.
On I know not what telluric or uranic principles.

Carlyle.

uran-OCher (u'ran-6"k6r), n. [< t(ran{ium) +
ocher.'] A yellow earthy oxid of uranium, it
occurs in soft friable masses, disseminated or Incrusting
along with pitch-blende or uraiiinite, in the granites of
Saxony and France.

uranographic (ii"ra-n9-graf'ik), a. [< uranog-
rapli-y + -/c] Of or pertaining to uranogra-
phy. Also onranographic.

lan.'] uranographical (u"ra-no-graf'i-kal), a. [< ura-
nographic + -al.'\ Same as uranographic. Also

the whole ouranographical.

n. [< uranog-
uranography.

_ . . . .,
— -o /, ••• [^ Gr. ovpav6g,

heaven, + -ypa<j>iaj < ypdfeiv, write.] That branch
of astronomy which consists in the description

calledaparaniorphof hornblende, but this paramorphism •n-.-i-g,'- /-in r/
i^ani/ic. of the fixed stars, their positions, magnitudes,

is froiuently accompanied by some chemical change, es-
<iramc (,u-ran Ik), a. L< uramum + -!C.] Per- colors, etc. ; uranology. Also oiiranooranhii"
*^'"'"? to- ootamed from or containing urani- uranolitet(u-ran'6-lit),». [< Gr. oiporar, hea-um: noting salts of which the base is uranium ven, + aIBoc'. stone.] A meteorite
sesquioxid, orm which uranium oxid acts as an

-
acid.

pecially the elimination of more or less lime, which ap-
pears intermingled with the hornblende in the form of
calcite or epidote. See uralitization.— Viaiite-Byenite,
a variety of syenite, from Tiirgojak in the Ural Mountains,
in which the orthoclase exhibits a very peculiar form of . _
cleavage. There are three cleavage-planes, instead of two UranlferOUS (u-ra-nif'e-rus), a.
as in the ordinary orthoclase, and in all of these lie minute ' ' ' ' '

•

scales of specular iron. Jeremejeff.

uralitic (u-ra-lit'ik), a. [< uralite + -ic] In
litliol, having the characters of uralite in a
greater or less degree; containing, or consist-
ing wholly or in part of, uralite. See uralitiza-
tioii.

... ..,,-- Containing or
eluiraeterizod by the presence of uranium.

^'n*n°f^^2inw";°'''"*^^^l"--/'^ ^fb (W'^st- uranology (u-ra-nol'6-ji),«. l<Gv: oipavoc,wood, 1840) < I'rama+.Klm^ A family of ven, -I- -L/m, U^je/v, speak: 8ee-o?L/.]moths, much resembling butterflies of the fam ^--L.,.:,/ J .. / 'i" occ yioy^.j

..... - - At an early
period m the history of the study of meteorites they were
sometimes called uranolites, more generally aerolites; in
later years the name meteorite has become generally
adopted wherever English is spoken, and the same is true
for most of the other European languages.

hea-

, . „,., The
knowledge of the heavens.

nralitization (u-ra-lit-i-za'shon), n. The para-
morphic cliange of augite to hornblende. See
uralite. This form of metamorphism is of very connnon
occurrence, especially among the diabases, some varieties
of which rock are, for this reason, called uralUe-diabai-e

;

the same is true also of the porphyries and porphyrites,
giving rise to the name uralite-jtorphyry and uralite-por.
phi/rite.

nralitize (fl'ral-i-tlz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ural-

iti:e(l, ppr. nralitizing. [< uralite + -ize.'] In
litltol.. to convert into uralite.

uran (li'ran), ji. Same as »arni!.

nranate (u'ra-nat), n. [< uran{ic) + -afel.]
A salt formed by
the union of uranic
oxid with a metal-
lic oxid.

uran-glinuner
(u'ran-glim"i'r), «,

Same as uranite.

Urania (ii-ra'ni-a),

n. [XL.', < L. Ura-
nia, < Gr. Ovfiavia,

one of the Muses,
lit. 'the Heavenly
One,' fem. of ov-

pavtoi, heavenly, <

ovpai6c,the vault of
heaven, the skj-:

see Uranus.'] 1.

In Gr. myth., the
Muse of astron-
omy and celestial

forces, and the ar-
bitress of fate, sec-
ond only to Calli-

ope in the company
of the Muses. Her
usual attributes are a

ilyF«p,7(o««te, belonging between the SmtfZaj uranometry (ii-ra-nom'e-tri), n.; pi. u:ana /.ijgsenutie. In Wcstwood's system it included the tries (-triz). r< 6r. oi>pav6c. heaven + -forms now senarated in the familv r'»j(*«.V/j» Tho .„„_ - \ ^ "I- ln v^i. oiT^"""!, ueaveii, -r
-,

uranome-
ficrpia, <forms now separated in the family Cattniida. The spe-

cies are all tropical. The principal genera are Urania
and Xyctalxmon.

uraninite (u-ran'i-nit), n. [< uran(ium) + -inl
+ -ite'^.'] A mineral of a pitch-black color and
very heavy, having when unaltered a specific
gravity of 9.5. it usually occurs massive, rarely in
regular octahedrons, and is commonly met with in granitic
rocks. Its exact chemical composition is uncertain, but
itconsistsessentiallyof theoxldsof uraiiium(U03,U0o), „_„_„„i„„*„/-/ - , ..>
also thorium, lead, and other elements in small amount uranoplasty (u ra-no-plas-ti),
with, further, from 1 to 2.5 per cent, of nitrogen. It is the niscoplasty.
chief source of uranium

;
and it is also the only mineral liranOSCOpO (u'ra-no-skop), n. [< NL. Uranosco-

pus.\ A hsh ot the genus Uranoscopus; a star-

perpov, measure.] 1. The measm-ement of stel-
lar distances.—2. A description of the principal
fixed stars arranged in constellations, with their
designations, positions, and magnitudes.

Tlie uranometries of Bayer [16031 Flanisteed, Ai-gelan-
der, Heis, and Gould give the lucid stars of one or both
hemispheres laid down on maps.

Newcomb and Holden, Astron., p. 436.

Same as ura-

ftlobe. which she often
lohl

In the primitive crust of the earth in which the element
nitrogen is known to exist. Also called pitch-blende.

uranlon (u-ra'ni-on), n. A musical instrument,
invented in 1810 by Buschmann. It consisted of a
graduated set of pieces of wood which could be sounded
by pressure against a revolving wheel. It was played from
a keyboard.

uranisci, «. Plural of uraniscus.
uranisconitis (u-ra-uis-kp-ni'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. ohpavioKoi;, the roof of the mouth (see ura-
niscus), + -H-itis.'] Inflammation of the uranis-
cus or palate.

uraniscoplasty (u-ra-nis'ko-plas-ti), n. [< Gr.
ovpaviaKoc, the roof of the mouth, + n7Maattv,
form, mold, shape.] Plastic surgery of the
palate. Also uranoplasty.
uraniscorraphy (u"ra-nis-kor'a-fl), n. [< Gr.
o'vpavianof, the roof of the mouthj+ 'pa(pi], a seam,
a sewing, < paTrretv, gew.] Suture of the palate.
uraniscns (u-ra-nis'kus), n.

;
pi. uranisci (-si).

gazer. See cut under star-gazer.

IJranoscopidse (u'ra-no-skop'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Richardson, 1848), < "Uranoscopus + -idse.'] A
family of acanthopterygian fishes, whose type
genus is Uranoscopus; the star-gazers. The fam-
ily has been variously limited. By American ichthyolo-
gists It is restricted to those species, chietly inhabiting
warm temperate seas ot both hemispheres, which have an
oblong body, cuboid head with nearly vertical eyes and
mouth, oblong anal fin, complete Jugular ventral flns, and
the lateral line running near- the dorsal flu. See cut un-
der star-yazer.

Uranoscopus (i-ra-nos'ko-pus), n. [NL. (Gro-
novius; Linnasus, 1766), <'L. uranoscopus, < Gr.
ovpavooKdiTOQ, a fish called otherwise Ko?.?.i&vvpoc
(see Callionymus), lit. ' observing the heavens,' <
ovpav6c, the heavens, -t- omnelv, observe, view.]
The typical genus of Uranoscopidse. U. scaler
is a Mediterranean fish, known to the ancients.

[NL., < Gr. ovpavioKoc, the roof of the mouth, uranoscopy (u'ra-no-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. "ovpa-

- From an antique in the
Louvre.

Ids in her hand, and
a little statf or a com-
pass for indicating the course of the stars. See Mute^. - . , -

.

2. A genus of large and handsome diurnal moths, ^ran-rmca.

typical of the familvrra/uirfff.asr./M/neKS. Fa- uramtlC (u-ra-nit ik), a. [< uramte +
taming to or containing uramte

lit. 'a little vault,' dim. of ovpavM, the vault of
heaven : see ProHtts.] In ana*., the roof, vault,
or canopy of the mouth— that is, the palate.
See cut \u\Aev palate.

uranite (fl'ra-nit), n. [< uranium + -ite^.] An
ore of uranium, of an emerald-green, grass-
green, leek-green, or yellow color, transparent
or subtranslucent. Mineralogically it includes two
species— autunite, a phosphate of uranium and calcium
(lime uranite), and torhernite, a phosphate of uranium and
copper ^copper uranite). Also called uran~ylimmer and

Jc] Per-

so called in

Oulleifly Hawkmoth {Urania /,ilr"U), two thirds natural size.

uranium (fi-ra'ni-um), n. [NL.
allusion to the planet Uranus, and in compli-
ment to Sir W. Herschel, its discoverer; < Ura-
mis, q. v.] Chemical symbol, U; atomic weight,
240. A metal discovered by Klaproth, in 1789,
in a mineral which had been long known, and
called pitch-blende, but which was supposed to
be an ore of either zinc or iron. The metal itself
was first isolated by P(!ligot, that which Klaproth had sup-
posed to be a metal proving, on further examination, to
be an oxid. Metallic uranium as obtained by the reduc-
tion of the chlorid has a specific gravity of 18.7, and re-
sembles nickel in color. Uranium is far from being a
widely distributed element; its combinations are few in
number, and most of them rare. Pitch-blende is the most
abundant and important of them, consisting chiefly of
uranoso-uranic oxid, with usually a considerable percent-
age of impurities of various kinds, especially sulphuret
of lead, arsenic, etc. I'ranium belongs to tlie chromium
group of elementary bodies. Sodium diuranate, or ura-
nium-yellow, is (|uite an important yellow pigment, which
is used on glass and porcelain, and in making yellow
glass. Uranium pigments are much rarer and more ex-
pensive than those of which chromium forms the essen-
tial part.

vooKoiria, < ovpavoandnoc, observing the heavens,
< oipavdc, the heavens, + OKovelv, view.] Con-
templation of the heavenly bodies.
uranostomatoscopy (li'ra-no-stom'a-to-sko-
pi), «. [< Gr. ovpavoc, the vault of heaven, the
roof of the mouth, -I- ardpa^r-), the mouth, +
oKovelv, view.] Inspection of the roof of the
mouth or palate: as, " phrenopathic uranosto-
matoscopy," Medical News, XLIX. 559. [Rare.]
uranothorite (u'ra-no-thc'rit), n. A variety of
the thorium silicate ; thorite containing a small
percentage of oxid of uranium.
uranous (u'ra-nus), a. [< uranium + -ous.']
Of or pertaining to the metal uranium : noting
salts of which the base is uranium protoxid.
Uranus (u'ra-nus), n. [< L. Ur&nus, < Gr. Ovpa-
vdf, Uranus, a personification of ovpavdc, the
vault of heaven, the sky, heaven, the heavens,
= Skt. Varuna, a deity of highest rank in the
Veda, later a god of the waters, < / rar, cover,
encompass.] 1. In classical myth., the son ot
Ge or (5aia (the Earth), and by her tlie father of
the Titans, Cyclopes, etc. Ho hated his children,
and confined them in Tartarus; but on the instigation of
Gala, Kronos, the youngest of the Titans, overthrew and
dethroned him. Also written (hiraTios.

2. In astron., the outermost but one of the
planets, appearing to the naked eye as a faint
star. It was discovered as a moving body with a disk,
March 13th, 1781, by Sir W. Herschel, but had previously
been observed twenty times as a star by difl'erent observ-
ers. These are called the ancient observations of Uranus.
The planet, seen with a telescope of the first class, appears
as a small bluish disk with two bands. The diameter per-
pendicular to these is less than that parallel to them by ^.
It is a little smaller than Neptune, Its diameter being
31,000 miles; its mass is jjj,, of the sun, or 14.7 times



Uranus
that of the eai'th; its density Is therefore about 1.4, be-
ing a little more than that of Jupiter. It is about 19.2
times as far from the sun as the eartli is ; and its period
of revolution is alxiut eighty-four years and one week. It
has four satellites— Ariel, I'mbriel, Titftnia,and Ol)eron—
of which the first two are extremely difficult telescopic ob-
jects. They revolve in one plane nearly perpendicular to
that of the orbit of the planet.

nrao (o-ra'o), n. [= F. urao; S. Amer. name.]
A native name for natron found in the dried-
up lakes and river-courses of South America

:

same as the trona of the Egyptian lakes. See
natron, trona.

XTrapterygidae (u-rap-te-rij'i-de), n. pi. [NXi.
(Guenee, 1857), (. Urapiiri/x (-pteryg-) + -idas.']

A family of georaetrid moths, typified by the
genus Urapterux, having the fore wings always
actiminate and the hind wings usually caudate.
The siK'cies are mainly tropical, but the family is repre-
sented in all parts of the world. The larvae are much elon-
gated, and are furnished with protuberances, especially
on the eighth segment. The pupae are inclosed in loose
net-liisc cocoons suspended from leaves. Fourteen genera
and more than 100 species have been described. Choerodes
and Oxydiu are tho other principal genera. Also Urap-
terydje^ Ourapteridx, Ourapterygidse, etc.

Urapteryx (ii-;rap'te-riks), n. [NL. (Boisduval,
1832), < Gr. ovpd, tail, + nripv^, wing.] A ge-
nus of geometrid moths, typical of the family
Urapterygidx, having the body moderately slen-
der, the third joint of the palpi indistinct, the
fore wings acute and triangular, and the hind
wings with a caudiform angle on the exterior
border. The species are found in tropical
America, Asia, and Europe. V. sambucaria is

the only European one.
urari (p-ra'ri), H. Same as ciirari.

nrarize {9-ra'riz), a. Same as curarized.

urate (li'rat), n. [< ur-ic + -ate^.'\ A salt of
uric acid. See uric.

uratic Cu-rat'ik), a. [< urate + -jc] Of or
pertaining to the urates Oratlc diathesis, In
iftied.,_ a condition in which there is a tendency to the de-
position of urates from the blood in the joints and other
parts of the body ; a predisposition to gout
uratoma (u-ra-to'ma), n. A deposit of urates
in the tissues; tophus.

uratosis (u-ra-to'sis), n. In med., the condition
in which a deposition of crystalline urates takes
place in the tissues.

Urau^es (u-ra'jez), n. [NL. (Cabanis, 1851), <

6r. ovpa, tail, + avyfj, light, sheen, pi. the eyes.
Cf . Lipaugus.l A genus of African glossy star-

lings, having the tail in the typical species
greatly lengthened, it is based upon the glossy
thrush of Latham (1783), which is the same bird that
served as type of the genera Lamprotomis (Temmincit)
and Juida (Lesson). IJ. caudatus inhabits western and

Uraug^fs catfdalui

northeastern Africa ; the male is 18 inches long, of which
the tail makes two thirds ; the plumage is glossy oil-green,
with steel-blue, purple, violet, and bronze tints, in some
parts marked with velvety black. Several other species
of this genus are described.

urban (er'ban), a. and n. [= F. urhain = Sp.
Pg. It. urbatw, < L. urbanus, of or pertaining to
a city or city life, hence polite, refined, urbane

;

as a noun, a dweller in a city; < urbs, city. Cf.

suburb, suburban. Cf. also urbane.^ I. a. 1. Of
or belonging to a city or town; resembling a
city; characteristic of a city; situated or liv-

ing in towns or cities: as, an urban population;
urban districts.

And, however advanced the urban society may be, . . .

the spirit of progress does not spread very far in the coun-
try. 6. P. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 183.

2t. Civil; courteous in manners; polite. [In
this sense urbane is now used.] —Urban servi-
tudes, in law. See predial sermtude, under servitude.

II. n. One who belongs to or lives in a town
or city.

6666

urbane (er-ban'), a. [< L. urbanus, of or per-
taining to a city or city life, hence refined,
polished, urbane: see urban. Urbane is to
urban as humane is to human.'] 1. Of or be-
longing to a city or town ; urban. [Rare.]

Though in no sense national, he [Horace] was, more truly
than any has ever been since, till the same combination
of circumstances produced B^ranger, an urbane or city
poet. Lowell, .Study Windows, p. 239.

2. Civil; courteous; polite; usually, in a
stronger sense, very polite ; suave ; elegant or
refined : as, a man of tirbane manners.
A more civil and urbane kind of life.

World of Wonders (1608).

So I the world abused— in fact, to me
Urbane and civil as a world could be.

Crabbe, Works, VIIL 159.

= SyiL 2. Civil, Courteous, etc. Seepoiifc.

urbanely (er-bau'li), adv. In an urbane man-
ner; courteously; politely; suavely.

Urbanist(er'ban-ist),TO. [< Urban (L. Urbanus)
(see def.) -I- -««*.] 1. An adherent of Pope
Urban VI., in opposition to whom a faction set
up Clement VII. in 1378, thus beginning the
great schism.— 2. A member of a branch of
the Clarisses following a mitigated rule. See
Clarisse.

urbanity (er-ban'i-ti), n. [< F. urbanite = Sp.
urbanidad = Pg. urbanidade = It. urbanita,<. L.
urbanita(t-)s, politeness, < urbanus, polite, ur-
bane: see urbane, urban.'] 1. The character
of being urbane ; that civility or courtesy of
manners which is acquired by associating with
well-bred people; politeness; suavity; cour-
tesy.

So will they keep their measures true,
And make still their proportions new,
Till all become one iiarmony,
Of honour, and of courtesy,
True valour and urbanity.

B. Jonson, Love Kestored.

Do you find all the urbanity in the French which the
world gives us the honour of?

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 87.

2. A polished humor or facetiousness.

Moral doctrine, and urbanity, or well-mannered wit, are
the two things which constitute the Roman satire.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, Ded.

If in this respect [the wrong use of pleasantry and hu-
mor] we strain the just measure of what we call urban-
ity, and are apt sometimes to take a buffooning rustick
air, we may thank the ridiculous solemnity and sour hu-
mour of our pedagogues.

Shaftesbury, Wit and Humour, I. v.

= Syn. 1. Complaisance, amenity. See polite.

urbanize (er'ban-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. urban-

ized, ppr. urbanizing, [< urban + -ize.] To
render urbane. Hoioell, Forraine Travell, p. 9.

Urbicolset (6r-bik'o-le), n. pi. [NL. (Linneeus,

1758), pi. of Mr&icoZa; see urbicolous.] A group
of butterflies including forms now placed in the
Hesperidie ; the skippers.

urbicolous (er-bik'o-lus), a. [< NL. urbicola,

dwelling in a city, < L. urbs (urbis), city, -1-

colere, dwell in, inhabit.] Inhabiting a city;

urban. Eclectic Rev. [Bare.]

urbi et orbi (fer'bl et or'bi). [L. : nrU, dat.

of urbs, city (see urban); et, and; orbi, dat. of
orbis, the world (see orb).] To the city (that
is, Rome) and the world. The phrase is used in the
publication of papal bulls, and (according to Larousse)
by the Pope in pronouncing his blessing in the church of
the Lateran on Maundy Thursday, Easter, and Ascension
day.

TTxceola (er-se'o-la), n. [NL.,< L. urceolus, a
little pitcher or urn : see urceolus.] 1 . [Box-
burgh, 1798 : 80 called with ref . to the form of
the corolla.] A genus of gamopetalous plants,

of the order Apocynacem, tribe Echitidex, and
subtribe Ecdysantherex. it is characterized by an
urceolate or globose corolla with somewhat induplicately
valvate lobes (in its order a very rare arrangement). It
includes 7 or 8 species, natives of the Malay peninsula and
archipelago. They are shrubby climbers with opposite
feather-veined leaves, and dense cymes of small flowers
corymbosely panicled at the ends of the branches. If. Has-
tica is the caoutchouc-vine of Sumatra and Borneo, a large
climber, often with a trunk as thick as a man's body, cov-

ered with soft, thick, rugged bark. The milky juice which
oozes from incisions separates, on standing in the open
air, into a watery fluid and an elastic mass which has been
used as a substitute for india-rubber. The greenish flow-

ers are followed by twin roundish fruits with rough lea-

thery skin, resembling oranges, and containing a tawny
pulp which is eaten both by Europeans and by natives.

2. [I. c] Eccles., same as cruet, 2.

urceolar (er'se-o-lar), a. [< urceolus + -ar^.]

Same as urceolate.

urceolareine, «. See urceolariine.

Urceolaria (er"se-6-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. ur-

ceolus, a little pitcher (see urceolus), + -aria.]

1. Infeoi.: (a) A small genus of gymnoearpous
lichens, having a uniform crustaceous thallus
and urceolate apothecia (whence the name).

urchin

U. scruposa and U. cinerea are used for dyeing.
(6) Same as Urceolina.— 2. [Lamarck, 1801.]
In zool., the typical genus of Urceolariidie, liav-

ing the posterior acetabulum provided with
an entire internal homy ring. U. ntitra is

found in fresh water as a jjarasite of planariau
worms.
urceolarian (er'se-o-la'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the family Urceolariidse or having
their characters.

II. «. An infusorian of this family.

Urceolariidse (er"se-o-la-ri'i-de), n. pi. [< Ur-
ceolaria + -idle.] A family of commensal or
parasitic peritrichous infusorians, containing
Urceolaria and a few other genera of fresh and
salt water.

urceolariiform (er"se-o-la'ri-i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Urceolaria + L,. forma, form.] In bot., having
the form of lichens of the genus Urceolaria.

urceolariine (er"se-o-la'ri-in), a. In bot., of or
pertaining to the genus Urceolaria. Also spelled
urceolareine.

urceolate (er'se-o-lat), a. {iurceolus + -ate^.]

1. Shaped like a pitcher; swelling out like a
pitcher as respects the body, and contracted
at the orifice, as a calyx or corolla.— 2. Pro-
vided with or contained in an urceolus, as a
rotifer.

urceole (6r'se-61), «. [< L. urceolus: see urce-
olus, urceola.] Same as cruet, 2.

urceolij ". Plural of urceolus.

Urceolina (er"se-6-li'na), n. [NL. (Reichen-
bach), from the sfiape of the flowers; dim. of
L. urceolus, an urn: see ur<^olus.] A genus of
plants, of the order Amaryllidacese, tribe Ama-
ryllex, and subtribe Cyathiferss. It Is character-
ized by broadly tubular or urn-shaped flowers with short
lobes, an ovary with numerous ovules, and stamens more
or less winged at the base, but not united into a cup as
in the related genera. Tlie 3 species are natives of the
Andes, and are bulbous plants with flat-petioled leaves,
ovate-oblong or narrower, and umbels of numerous showy
flowers, usually yellow and green. The genus is also
known as Urceolaria (Herbert, 1821). U. penduta and U.
latifolia are border plants from Peru, known in cultiva-
tion as urn-flmoer, and by the generic names. U. mini-
ata, often called Pentlandia, is a very showy greenhouse
plant, producing a solitary leaf and afterward an umbel
of drooping vermilion flowers.

urceolus (6r-se'o-lus), n. ; pi. urceoli (-li). [NL.,
< L. urceolus, a little pitcher, dim. of urceus, a
pitcher: see urceus.] 1. A little pitcher or
ewer.— 2. In bot., any pitcher- or urn-shaped
body.—3. In zool., the external tubular casing
or sheathing of a wheel-animalcule ; the zoothe-
cium of a rotifer, corresponding to the lorica of

an infusorian. it may be gelatinous and hyaline, or
mixed with hard foreign particles ; in rare cases, as that
of Melieerta, the urceolus is not organic, but fabricated
from extrinsic matter. Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 5.

urceus (fer'sf-us), «.; pi. urcei (-i). [< L. urceus,

a pitcher; cf. orca, a large vessel, Gr. vpxa. a
pickle-jar.] Eccles., a ewer, usually of metal,
to hold water for washing.
urchin (er'ehin), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

urchon, urchone, urchyn; < ME. urchin, urchon,

urchone, urchoun, urchun, irehon, irchoun, hir-

cheounc, < OP. iregon, eregon, herigon. herisson,

herysson, F. herisson = Pr. erisson = Sp. erizo

= Pg. ericio, ourico = It. riccio, < L. "ericioin-),

< ericius, a hedgehog, < er, orig. *her, = Gr. x'lPi

a hedgehog: see ericius.] I. «. 1. A hedge-
hog. See hedgehog and Erinaceus.

Like sharp urchount his here was growe.
Rom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 3136.

The common hedgehog or urchin. Ray.

2. A sea-urchin.

The urchins of the sea called echini.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 31.

3t. An elf ; a fairy : from the supposition that

it sometimes took the form of a hedgehog.
Urchins

Shall, for that vast of night that they may work,
All exercise on thee. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 326.

4. A roguish child ; a mischievous boy.

I trowe the vrckyn will clyme
To some promocion hastely.

Roy and Barlow, Rede me and be nott Wrothe (ed. Arber,

[p. 43).

Pleased Cupid heard, and checked his mother's pride,

"And who's blind now, mamma?" the urchin cried.

Prior, Veims Mistaken.

5. One of a pair of small cylinders covered with
card-clothing, used in connection with the card-

drum in a earding-machine. E. H. Knight.

II. a. 1. Elfish; mischievous. [Rare.]

Oft at eve [she]

, Visits the herds along the twilight meadows.
Helping all urchin blasts and ill-luck signs

That the shrewd meddling elfe delights to make.
MUton, Comus, 1. 846.



2t. Trifling;

urcMn
foolish.

Our Bishop . . . made himself merry with the conceit
how easie it was to stride over such urchin articles. No

6667
111 my selfe I me assured

That in my body I was wel tired.

The Isle of Ladies, 1

man would find leisure to read the whole 36, they are so Uredineae (u-re-din'e-e), n. pi. FNL. fBrOD-
fnvolous. Bp. Backet, Abp.^^dh^ms,u.n. (Davies.) gniart, 1824), <Ured6 (-di„-) ^ -ex.} An order

urchin-fish (er'chin-fish), «. A prickly globe- of minute aseomyeetous fungi, parasitic chiefly
fish or sea-porcupine, Diodon bystrix, or a simi
lar species. See cut under Diodon.
nrchin-form (er'ehin-fonn), H. The form or
type of form of a sea-urchin. Gegenbaur.
nrchont, urchount, « • Obsolete forms of urchin.

urd6 (er-da'), a. [AF. urdee, orde, pointed, <
OHG. MHG. ort, a point, end, angle, e(%e, place,
= AS. ME. ord, point of a sword, point: see
ord.^ In her.: («) Having one or more extremi-
ties pointed bluntly, as by the lines bounding
it making an angle of 90 de^ees. (6) Having
a single blunt-pointed projection from some
part: as, a bend urde, which has usually in the
middle of the upper side a prominence ending
in a blunt point, (c) Same as rarriated. Also
urdy, matehj.

Urdu (or'do), n. [Also Oordoo; = F. urdu, our-
dou; < Hind, urda, Hindustani, so named be-
cause it grew up since the eleventh century in

upon living flowering plants and ferns, and fre-
quently very injurious to them, it includes the
forms known as rust, smut, mildew, etc The order is re-
markahle for the peculiar alternation of forms undergone
by many of the species, which are known as the lecidium
form, uredoform, and teleutoform, and which were long
considered as independent genera. Puceinia gramtnis,
the so-called corn-mildew, may be taken as the type of the
course of development followed by most Uredinem, the
three form-genera ^eidium, Uredo, and Puceinia being
different stages of it. Tlie flrst or aicidium stage is the
cliister-cup of the barberry ; the second or uredoform is
the red-rust of grain ; and the third or Puceinia is the ma-
ture form. See Fungi, Puceinia, rusti, 8, mildew. Micro-
puceinia, Coniomycetes, hetercecism.—TiemeUoid Ure-
Olnes, a group of Uredines: which do not possess a spo-
rocarp generation, but consist of a teleutospoie-bearing
generation with usually softer and more gelatinous mem-
branes.

uredineous (ti-rf-din'e-us), a. [< TJredineie +
-ons. ] 1 . Of or pertaining to the Uredinese.—
2. Affected by uredo.

the camps of the Mohammedan conquerors of Ureoines (u-red i-nez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of I/re-

India as a means of communication between ""-j. I" oo'-i the Uredineee.

them and the subject population of central Hin- liredinoid (u-red'i-noid), a. In lot, resembling
dustan; prop, zaban-i-urdu, 'camp-language,' < vxe Uredinese, or having their characters.

urdi = Turk. ordU, ordi, ordd, a camp, < Pers. Hredinous (u-red'i-nus), a. Same as «re(?i«eotiS.

urda, a court, camp, horde of Tatars, also ordU, Uredo (u-re 'do), n. [NL., < L. uredo, a blight,
whence ult. K. horde.'] A native name for the
present Hindustani tongue. See Hiitdustani.
Also used adjectively.

nrdy (er'di), a. In her., same as urde.
UreH (lir), n. [< ME. ure, < OF. eure, uevre, ovre,
F. aeuvre, work, action, operation, = Sp. Pg.
obra = It. opera, < L. opera, work: see opera,
operate, and ef. inure, manure, maneeuver.'] Op-
eration; use; practice.

And sure it is taken by custome and vre,
Whyle yonge you be there is helpe and cure.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. 8.X p. 34a

His Majesty could wish the ancient statutes were in ure
of holding a parliament every year.

Bacon, Draft of King's Speech, 1614.

a blast, < urere it/us), kindle, burn : see ustion.]
1. A form-genus or stage in the development
of fungi of the order Uredinem. It is the stage
next preceding the final or Puceinia stage, until recently
considered a distinct genus, and many forms whose com-
plete life history is unknown are for convenience still re-
tained under this name. Compare cuts under Puceinia
and spermogonium.

2. [l. c] A receptacle or hymenium in which
uredospores are produced.
uredoform (u-re'd6-f6rm), 71. In bot, the form
assumed by a uredineous fungus in the uredo
condition— that is, that stage in which the
uredospores are produced.

uredo-fruit (u-re'do-frot), n. In bot., same as
iirrdospiirr. •

We will never from henceforth enact, put in ure, pro- nroHo-irnTiiHiiiin ^fi re'rln <rn nirl'i „m1 « Tr,
mulge, or execute any new canons, etc.

ureao-goniOllun ju-re ao-go-ma i-um), n. In
Act o/Submimon of Clergy to Henry VIII., in K. W. '""•> same as uredospore.

.„..„.
. ._ uredospore (ii-re'do-sp6r), n. lnbot.,va Ure-

dinese, the peculiar' spore produced during the

i

(Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., ii., note.

ureH (ur), r. t. and i. [< urel, ».] To work
;
prac-

tise; inure; exercise. More.
ure^t, n. [< ME. ure, < OF. eur, eiir, aiir, F. heur
(in lion-heur, mal-heur), fate, luck, fortune, F.
also augure = Pr. agur = Sp. agiiero = Pg. It.

augurio, < L. augurium, augury: see augury.
Doublet ot augury.] Fortune; destiny.

Myne hole affiannce, and my lady free.

My goddesse bright, my fortune and my ure.

Court of Loce, I. «34.

ure^t (ur), n. [< L. urus, a kind of wild bull:
see urug.] The urus.

The third kind is of them that are named urei. Thcls
are of bignes somwhat lesse than elephantes, in kind and , -.,__,.., ,..„
color and shape like a bull. Golding, CKsar, fol. 163. Uremiaj Uraemia (u-re mi-a), «. [NL,

ure<t,/'roH. A Middle English form of oacl. < Gr.oipoi-, urine, + m/ia, tlood.] A,

ure'^t, ". A Middle English form of hour.
ure^,.H. [< Ir. Gael, uir, mold, earth. Cf . urry.]
^ioil : as, an ill ure (a bad soil). [Scotch.]

ure'', «. See ewer^.

-ure. [F. -ure = Sp. Pg. It. -ura, < L. -ura, a

uredoform stage of the fungus. It is formed by
acrogenous separation from a sterigma, and on germi-
nation produces a mycelium which bears uredospores or
both uredospores and teleutosiwres. It is produced dur-
ing the summer, and serves to reproduce and extend the
fungus rapidly. See Puceinia, 1 (a) (with cutX heteroeeism,
and spore*^.

uredosporic (fl-ro-do-spor'ik), a. [< uredospore
+ -ic.\ In bot., of or pertaining to a uredo-
spore.

ureide (ii're-id or -id), ». [< urea + -idel.] A
compound of urea with an acid radical. The
ureides include a large number of urea-deriva-
tives of very comjilex structure.

'""
ursemia,

condition
resulting from the retention in the blood of
waste products, chiefly urea, that should nor-
mally be eliminated by the kidneys. Its symp-
toms are mainly those of a nervous character, such as head-
ache, nausea, delirium, and convulsions or somnolence fol-
lowed by coma,

term, of fem. nouns denoting employment or uremic, uraemic (u-re'mik), a. [< uremia +
result. It is usually attached to the pp. stem
of verbs, and the noun has the same Kirm as
the fem. of the future participle: examples are
apertura, an opening, armatura, equipment,
junctura, a joining, scriptura, a. yrritiag, textura,
web, etc. In some E. words the termination
-ure represents L. -atura (> OF. -eiire, > E. -ure),
as in armure, now armour, armor, ult. identical
with armature.} A termination of Latin origin,
appearing in the formation of many nouns, as
in aperture, armature, juncture, scripture, tex-
ture, fissure, pressure, etc. It is sometimes used
as an English formative, as in wafture.
urea (u're-ii). «. [NL., < Gr. oipon, urine: see
urine.] Carbamide, CO.(NH2)2. a crystalline
solid, soluble in water, and forming crystalline
compounds with both acids and bases. It is the
final product of the proteid decomposition in the body,
and forms the chief solid constituent of the urine of
mammals. It appears also in the urine of birds.

ic] Of or pertaining to uremia; causing ure-
mia; affected with uremia: as, iiremjc convul-
sions.

XTrena (u-re'na), n. [NL. (Dillenius, 1732), <

uren, its name in Malabar.] A genus of plants,
of the order Malvacese, type of the tribe Urenese.
It is characterized by flowers with five connate bractlets,
and fruit everywhere j-oughened by minute hooks. There
are 4 or perhaps « species, known as Indian mallow, na-
tives of tropical A sia or Africa, with one or two also widely
dispersed through warm parts of America. They are herbs
or shrubs, with usually angled or lobed leaves, and small
yellowish flowers, commonly in sessile clusters. They are
employed medicinally for their mucilaginous properties in
India and elsewhere. In Brazil the flowers of (J. lobata
fnmish an expect<jrant, and the roots and stems a decoc-
tion used UiT colic. IF. lobata and U. sinuata, both com-
mon throughout the tropics, yield from their inner bark
a useful fiber ; that of the former, the guaxima of Brazil,
makes a strong cordage and a good paper. At Penang the
scentless leaves of U. lobata — there an abundant weed,
known as perputut— are collected, dried, and sold for
mixing with patchouli, which they resemble.

ureal (u're.-al), a. [< urea + -al.] Of, relating Ureueae (u-re'ne-e), «. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1862), <^ f'rcno -I- -ea?.] A tribe of poly-
petalous plants, of the order Malvacese. it is

characterized by flowers with ten styles, by the stamen-
column being truncate or five-toothed at the top and ex-
ternally anther-bearing below, and by five carpels, which
separate at maturity. It includes 5 genera, mainly tropi-

cal hi
' - -

to. or I'ontaining urea: as, a ureal solution.
ureameter (u-re-am'e-ttr), n. An apparatus
for ck'tcrniining'the amount of urea in the urine,
ureametry (ii-re-am'e-tri), n. The quantitative
test fur urea in the urine,

uredt, a. [< ure2 + -€d3.] Fortunate. 1 herbs or shrubs. See Pavonia and Urena (the type).

urethra

ure-OX (iir'oks), n. [< ure^ + ox.] The urus.
J. T. White, Diet.
Urera (u-re'ra), n. [NL. (Gaudichaud, 1826),
so called with ref . to the stinging hairs usually
present; irreg. < L. were, burn : see «s«o».] A
genus of plants, type of the subtribe Urereve, of
the order Urticaceie. it is distinguished from the re-
lated genus Urtica by its baccate fruiting calyx. The 22 spe-
cies are natives of tropical America, Africa, and islands of
the Indian and Pacific Oceans. They are shrubs or small
trees. A few are climbers, as U. elata of Jamaica, which is
said to reach a height of 30 feet. They constitute, together
with species of Pilea, the plants known as nettle in the
West Indies, replacing there the genus Urtica. U. glabra
(U. Sandu-icenm^), the opuhe of the Hawaiians, a small tree
free from stinging hairs, yields a valuable fiber highly es-
teemed there for making flshing-nets. Several other spe-
cies furnish fiber for ropes, as U. bacci/era, a small prickly
tree frequent from Cuba to Brazil, used medicinally in the
West Indies as an aperient. U. tenax, a recently described
South African species, yields a fiber resembling ramie.

uresis (u-re'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. ovpr/m^, uri-
nation, < ovpdv, urinate, < oipov, urine: see
urine.] Urination; micturition.

uretal (u-re'tal), a. Same as ureteric.

ureter (u-re ' t6r) , « . [ < Gr. ovprjTtip, the urethra,
also one of the urinary ducts of the kidneys, <
ovpelv, urinate, < ovpcyv, urine: see urine.] The
excretory duct of the kidjiey ; a tube conveying
the renal excretion (urine) to the bladder, when
that structure exists, as in mammals, or into
the cloaca, in case no bladder exists— in any
ease, into the lower part of the allantoic cavity
of the fetus, however modified in adult life. See
cut under kidney, in man the ureter is a very slender
tube, from 16 to 18 inches long, running from the pelvis
of the kidney to the base of the bladder, at the posterior
angle of the trigonum. It rests chiefiy upon the psoas
muscle, behind the peritoneum. Its structure includts
a fibrous coat, longitudinal and circular muscular fibers,
and a lining of mucous membrane, with vessels and nerves
from various sources. The ureter pierces the wall of the
bladder very obliquely, miming for nearly an inch be-
tween the muscular and mucous coats of that viscus.

ureteral (u-re'te-ral), a. Same as ureteric.

ureteric (ii-re-terik), a. [< ureter + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a ureter.

ureteritis (u-re-te-rl'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpririip,

ureter, 4- -his.] Inflammation of the ureter.
ureterolith (u-re'ter-o-lith), n. A urinary con-
cretion formed or lodged in the ureter.
urethane, urethan (u're-than, -than), n. [<
ur{ea) + eth(er) + -ane.] In chem., any ester
of carbamic acid.—Ethyl urethane, CO.NH2.O.CH-,
a white crystalline solid, somewhat used in medicine as a
hypnotic.

urethra (u-re'thra), n.
;
pi. urethrse (-thre). [=

F. urethre = Sp. uretra = Pg. urethra = It. ure-
tra, < L. urethra, < Gr. ohmfipa, the passage for
urine, < ovpelv, urinate, < mpov, urine : see urine.]
A modification of a part of a urogenital sinus
into a tube or a groove for the discharge of the
secretion of the genital or urinai'y organs, or
both ; in most mammals, including man, a com-
plete tube from the bladder to the exterior,
conveying urine and semen in the male sex,
urine only in the female ; in some birds, a penial
groove for the conveyance of semen only. The
urethra of the male is always a part of the penis, or a pe-
nial urethra, continuous usually with the urethral part of
the urogenital sinus ; that of the female is only exception-
ally a part of the clitoris. In man the urethra extends
from the neck of the bladder to the end of the penis, usu-
ally a distance of 8 or 9 inches. It is divided into three
sections. The prostatic is that first section of the urethra
which is embraced by the prostatic gland, li inciies long,
somewhat fusiform ; upon its floor is a longitudinal ridge,
ther^rti montanum or caput gallinaginis, on each side of
which is a depression, the prostatic sinus, perforated by
openings of the prostatic ducts. In advance of the veru
is a median depression or cul-de-sac, variously known as
the vesicula prostatica, vagina masculina, sinus pocularis,
uterus maseulinus, etc. ; and the orifices of the ejaculatory
ducts of the seminal vesicles open here. The membra-
nous is that second section of the urethra, about J inch
long, which extends from the prostatic gland to the cor-
pus spongiosum ; it is contracted in caliber, perforates the
deep perineal fascia, and Is embraced by layers reflected
from this fascia and by the specialized compressor ure-
thrai muscle. The spongy section of the urethra extends
from the membranous section to the end of the peni-s be-
ing all that part of the urethra which is embraced by the
penial corpus spongiosum. It is dilated at its beginning

—

this dilatation being sometimes specified as the bulbous
section of the urethra, and further marked by the opening
of the ducts of Cowper's glands— and at its end, within the
glans penis, this terminal enlargement l^eing the/ossa na-
vicutaris. The urethra ends in a narrow vertical slit, the
meatus urinarius. Numerous submucous follicles, the
glands of Littr^, open into the spongy section of the ure-
thra ; one of these openings forms a recess of considerable
size, the lacwna nuigna. 'The substance of the urethra in-

cludes mucous, muscular, and erectile tissue. In the fe-

male the urethra is very short, about li inches in length,
and much more simple in structure and relations than
that of the male.— Bulb Of the urethra. See bulb.—
Bulbous urethra, that part of the extent of the ure-
tlna which corresponds to its bulb. See bulb.— Crista
urethrse. -See crista.— Membranous urethra, the
membranous section of the urethra. See def.— Penial
urethra, a urethral groove or tube which forms part of



urethra

the penis of any animal ; in man, the spongy urethra.—
Prostatic uretlira, the prostatic section of the urethra.

See def.—Spongy urethra, the spongy section of the
urethra. See lief.— Triangular ligament of the ure-
thra. Seetriatiffular. Also caMeti Camper's ligament &nd
Carcassonne's ligament,

urethral (u-re'thral), a. [< urethra + -a?.] Of
or pertaining to the urethra

—

Urethral crest.
S;ime as crista urethra (wliich see, under crista).— Ure-
thral fever. See/cperi.

urethritic (u-re-thrit'ik), a. [< urethritis +
-ic] Affected with urethritis.

urethritis (li-re-thri'tis), n. [NL., < urethra
+ -itis.'] luflammatiou of the urethra.

urethrocele (u-re'thro-sel), n. Protrusion of a
part of the urethral wall through the meatus
irrinarius.

urethrometer (ti-re-throm'e-tfer), Ji. An in-

strument for measuring the caliber of the ure-

thra, and for locating and determining the de-

gree of contraction of a stricture.

urethroplastic (u-re-thro-plas'tik), a. [< ure-

throplast-y + -i'c.'i Of or pertaining to ure-

throplasty.

urethroplasty (u-re'thro-plas-tl), n. [< Gr.

ovpi/Upa, urethra, + Tr'Aaardg, < nMaasiv, form,

shape, mold: see plastic.] In stirjf., an opera-

tion for remedying defects in the urethra.

urethroscope (u-re'thro-skop), n. An instru-

ment, somewhat resembling a catheter,through
which, by means of a projected light, it is pos-

sible to see the mucous membrane lining the

wall of the urethra.

urethroscopy (u-re'thro-sk6-pi), n. Inspection

of the urethral mucous membrane by means of

the urethroscope.

urethrotome (u-re'thro-t6m), n. [< Gr. ovi>rfipa,

urethra, + -ro/xog, < re/ivciv, rafieiv, cut.] lusurg.,

an instrument for performing internal ure-

throtomy.
urethrotomic (u-re-thro-tom'ik), a. [< urethrot-

om-ij + -ic] Of or pertaining to urethrotomy.

urethrotomy (u-re-throt'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ovpri-

tipa, urethra, + -TOfjca, < ri/iveiv, rafielv, cut.] In
surg., cutting of the urethra, usually for the re-

lief of stricture. ExternaX urethrotomy is division of

the deep parts of the urethra by a Jtnife passed through
the perineum ; internal urethrotomy is division of any
part of the urethra by a cutting-instrument introduced
through the meatus.

uretic (u-ret'ik), a. [Also ourctic; < L. uretieiis,

< Gr. ovpjjTtKdQ, of or pertaining to urine, < ovpelv,

urinate, < ovpov, urine : see urine.] In med.,

of or relating to or promoting the flow of urine.

urf(erf),»j. A stunted, ill-grown child. [Scotch.]

Ye useless, weasel-lilte urf that ye are.

Hogg, The Brownie o' Bodsbeck.

urge (6rj), V.
;
pret. and pp. urged, ppr. urging.

[< L. urgere, press, push, force, drive, urge

;

perhaps akin to vergere, bend, tvu'n, and Gr.
elpytcv {* Feipyuv), repress, constrain, eipyviivai,

shut in, Skt. •/ varj, wrench. Cf. verge'^ and
wrick, wreak.] I, trans. 1. To press; impel;
force onward.

Heir urges heir, like wave impelling wave.
Pope, Imit. of Hor., II. ii. 253.

Evening must usher night, night urge the morrow.
Shelley, Adonais, xxi.

2. To hasten laboriously
;
quicken with effort.

And there will want at no time who are good at circum-
stances; but men who set their minds on main matters,and
Bufhciently urge them in these most difficult times, I find

not many. Milton, Free Commonwealth,

Through the thick deserts headlong urg'd his ilight.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

3. To press the mind or will of; serve as a
motive or impelling cause ; impel ; constrain

;

spur.
My tongue,

Wrg'd by my heart, shall utter all the thoughts
My youth hath known. Beau. andFL, Philaster, v. 5.

4. To press or ply hard with arguments, en-
treaties, or the liKe ; request with earnestness

;

importune ; solicit earnestly.

And when they urged him till lie was ashamed, he said,

Send. 2 Ki. ii. 17.

Urge the king
To do me this last right.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 157.

6. To press upon attention
;
present in an eai--

nest manner; press by way of argument or in

opposition; insist on; allege in extenuation,
justification, or defense : as, to urge an argu-
ment ; to urge the necessity of a ease.

I never in my life

Did hear a challenge uroed more modestly.
Shak., IHen. IV., v. 2. 63.

For God's sake, urge your faults no more, but mend !

Beau, artd PL, Coxcomb, v. 2.

6. To ply hard in a contest or an argument;
attack Driskly.
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Every man has a right in dispute to urge a false religion

with all its absurd consequences. Tillotson.

7t. To provoke ; incite ; exasperate.

Urge not my father's anger. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 3. 27.

The Britans, urg'd and oppress'd with many unsnffer-

able injuries, had all banded themselves to a generall re-

volt. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Il.t intrans. 1. To press on or forward.

He strives to urge upward. Donne.

2. To incite ; stimulate ; impel.

The combat urges, and my soul 's on fire.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 463.

3. To make a claim; insist; persist.

One of his nieu . . . urged extremely for't, and showed
what necessity belonged to 't. Shak., T. of A., iii. 2. 14.

4. To produce arguments or proofs; make al-

legations; declare.

I do beseech your lordships
Tliat, in this case of justice, ray accusers,
Be wliat tliey will, may stand forth face to face,

And freely urge against nie.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 4a

urge (ferj), n. [< urge, v.] The act of urging;
impulse. [Eare.]

Creation dumb, unconscious, yet alive
With some deep iuward passion unexpressed,
And swift, concentric, never-ceasing urge.

Ji. W. Gilder, The Celestial Passion, Recognition.

urgence (er'jens), «. [< F. urgence = Sp. Pg.
urgencia = It. urgcnsa; as urgen{t) + -ce.]

Urgency. Heytcood, Prologues and Epilogues
(Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 356).

urgency (fer'jen-si), n. [As urgence (see -cy).]

The state or character of being urgent. Specifi-

cally— (a) Importunity; insistence; earnest solicitation

:

as, to yield to a person's urgency, (b) Pressure of neces-

sity; imperativeness: as, the urj^eTw:)/ of want or distress;

the urgency of the occnsioTi. (c) In the British Parliament,
a formal declaration that a measure is urgent, in tlie in-

terest of the state, and ought to receive prompt and early

action, taking precedence of all other measures. Urgency
may be declared by a vote of three to one in a house of
not less than 300 meml)ers.

urgent (er'jent), a. [< F. urgent = Sp. Pg. It.

urgente, < Li. urgen(t-)s, ppr. of urgere, push,
urge: see urge.] Having the character of

urging, pressing, or constraining. Specifically—
(a) Of things; Pressing; demanding immediate action;
forcing itself upon notice ; cogent ; vehement : as, an ur-

gent case or occasion. See urgency (c).

Please your highness
To take the urgent hour. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 465.

Which Jesus seeing, He upon him threw
The urgent yoak of an express Injunction.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 147.

He evaded the urgent demands of the Castilians for a
convocation of cortes. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

In ten minutes he had a second telegraphic message on
its way, . . . one so direct and urgent that I sliould be
sure of an answer to it.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 63.

(6) Of persons : Pressing with importunity. Ex. xii. 33.

However, Oedipus is almost out of iiia wits about the
Matter, and is urgent for an account of Particulars.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 107.

urgently (er'jent-li), adv. In an urgent man-
ner; with pressing importunity; insistently;

pressingly; vehemently; forcibly.

urger (er'jer), n. [< urge + -er^.] One who
urges or importunes, i^/ete/ier,Valentinian, i. 3.

urgewondert (erj'wun'''der), n. A variety of

barley.
This barley is called by some urgewonder.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

Urginea (er-jin'e-a), n. [NL. (Steinheil, 1834),

so called with ref! to the compressed seeds; <

L. urgere, press, urge: see urge.] A genus of

liliaceous plants, of the tribe Scillese, including
the officinal squill. It is distinguished from the type
genus SHlla, in which it was formerly included, by its de-

ciduous perianth, a three-angled capsule, and much-flat^

tened seeds. It includes about 24 species, natives of Eu-
rope, Africa, and India, especially of the Mediterranean
region. They are bulbous plants with linear or thong-like

radical leaves, and an unbranched leafless scape bearing
in a terminal raceme many small whitish flowers, rarely

yellowish or pink, usually with a median band of deeper
color along each segment. U. maritima ( U. Scilla), the
ofiicinal squill (see scilla, 2) or sea-onion, produces large

bulbs inclosing many fleshy whitish layers, very acrid

when fresh, but less so on drying: they are imported
from the Mediterranean for medicinal use. U. altissijna

is similiu'ly used in South Africa.

ITrgonian (er-go'ni-an), n. [< L. rrgo{n-), F.

Organ (see def.) + -ian.] A division of the

Lower Cretaceous, according to the systematic
nomenclature of the French and Belgian geolo-

gists. The typical Urgonian from Orgon, near Avignon
(whence the name), is a massive limestone. In places devel-

oped to a thickness of over 1.000 feet, and containing an
abundance of hippuritids and various other fossils.

Uria (u'ri-a), n. [NL. (Moehring, 1752 ; Brisson,

1760), < Jj" urinari, plunge under water, dive:

see urinant, urinator.] A genus of Alcidse; the

guillemots and murres: used with various re-

unnary

strictions for any of the slender-billed birds of

the auk family, as V. troile, the common foolish

murre or guillemot, and U. grylle, the black
guillemot. Since the genus Lomvia was instituted for
the former, Uria has usually been restricted to the latter,

in which sense it is otlierwise called Cephwi or Cepphus.
See cuts under guUlemot and murre.

uric (li'rik), a. [= F. urique = Sp. Pg. urico,

< NL. 'uricus, < Gr. ovpov, urine: see urine.]

Of, pertaining to, or obtained from urine.

—

Uric acid, an acid, C5N4H40;i, characteristic of urine.

It crystallizes in scales of various shapes of a brilliant

white color and silky luster wlien pure, but in the urine
the crystals are of a reddish-yellow color. It is inodorous
and insipid, heavier than water, nearly insoluble in it when
cold, and only to a slight extent dissolved by it when hot.

The solution reddens litmus-paper, but feebly. When it

is dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution is evai>orated
and treated with ammonia, a fine purple color is pro-
duced ; by this reaction uric acid may be detected. It

occurs in small quantity in the healthy urine of man and
quadrupeds, but is the chief constituent in tlie urine of

birds and reptiles ; hence it is often found almndantly in

Peruvian guano. It is normally present in small amount
in the blood as urate, and it constitutes the principal pro-
portion of some urinary calculi and of the concretions
causing the complaint known as the gravel. Sometimes
called lithic acid.

uricemia, uricxmia (u-ri-se'mi-a), n. [NL. uri-

csemia, irreg. < uricus, uric, -f- Gr. dijia, blood.]
Same as litliemia.

Urlconian (ii-ri-ko'ni-an), n. [< Vriconium (see

def. ) + -ian.] The name given by some English
geologists to a series of volcanic rocks, of which
the Wrekin, in Shropshire, England, is chiefly

made up, and which is supposed to occupy a
position very near the bottom of the fossilifer-

ous series. The name is from the Roman sta-

tion Uriconium, the site of the present village

of Wroxeter, in Shropshire.

uridrosis (u-ri-dro'sis), n. The excretion of cer-

tain urinary constituents, notably urea, in the

sweat.
Urllnae (ti-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Uria + -inse.]

A subfamjly of Alcidse, named from the genus
Uria; the murres and guillemots. Also I'rinec.

urlle (ti'ril), n. A kind of cormorant, Phalacro-

corax urile of Gmelin, or P. bicristatus of Pallas.

The fowl urile, of which there is great plenty in Kam-
tschatka. Kraschenninikoff, Kamtschatka (trans.), p. 157.

urim (u'rim), n. pi. [< Heb. urim, pi. of itr,

light, < «r, shine.] Certain objects mentioned
in the Old Testament, with the thummim (Ex.

xxviii. 30, etc.) or alone (Num. xxvii. 21; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 6), as connected with the rational, or

breastplate of the Jewish high priest, and with
oracular responses given by him. The true nature
of the urim and thummim (literally 'lights and perfec-

tions') is not known. They seem to have been small ob-

jects kept inside the so-called "breastplate," which was
folded double, and many authorities believe them to have
been precious stones or figures, used as lots or otherwise.

There is no indication of their use after the time of David,

and after the captivity they are alluded to as lost.

urinaccelerator (u"ri-nak-sere-ra-tor), ?!.; pi.

urinacccleratores (-sel"e-ra-t6'rez). [< L. urina,

urine, + NL. accelerator.] A muscle which
facilitates urination; the accelerator urince.

Coues, 1887.

urinsemia, «. See urinemia.

urinal (u'ri-nal), «. [< ME. urinal, urynal, ory-

nal, < OF. urinal, oriual, F. urinal = Pr. urinal

= Sp. orinal = Pg. ourinol = It. orinale, < ML.
urinal, a urinal, orig. neut. of L. urinalis, of or

pertaining to urine, < urina. urine : see urine.]

1. A vessel tor containing urine, or a bottle in

which it is kept for inspection.

These follies are within you and shine through you like

the water in an urinal Shak., T, G. of V., ii. 1. 41.

2. A convenience, public or private, for the ac-

commodation of persons requiring to pass urine.

urinalistt (u'ri-nal-ist), n. [< urinal + -i^t.]

One who by inspection of a patient's urine pro-

fessed to determine the disease.

My urinalist . . . left no artery
Unstretcht upon the tenters.

Dekker, Match me in London, iii.

urinalysis (ii-ri-nari-sis), n. [Irreg. < L. urina,

urine, + Gr. Xvm^, loosing (cf . analysis).] Chem-
ical examination of urine.

urinant (ii'ri-nant), a. [< L. iirinan{t'-)s, ppr.

of urinari, dive, plunge underwater. < urina, in

the orig. sense 'water': see urine.] In her..

being in the attitude of diving or plunging : not-

ing a dolphin or fish when represented with the

head down.
urinary (u'ri-na-ri), Cf. and n. [= F. urinaire

= Sp. Pg. urinaria = It. orinario. < ML. "iirina-

riiis (in neut. urinarium, a urinal), < L. urinn.

urine: see uritie.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

urine or the organs connected with the secre-

tion and discharge of urine

—

Urinary canal, a

primitive urinary passage.— Urinary cast. Same as
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reruU cast (which see, under cos(i).—Urinary orgfans, ducing or preparing urine : specifically applied urnal (6r'nal), a. [< L. urnalis, of or pertaining
the kidneys, bladder, ureters, and urethra of any higher +« Ami«-n{n +niA«c -.^i-Vi +uir, 9^-,-r^n^^nn it, t\\a ^^w-i- fn qti nvn ^ iti"n.i an mm • ooa i/rM 1 Of r»<»TfoiTi_

vertebrate, as a reptile, bird, or mammal; the Wolffian

bodies and ducts of any embryo vertebrate and of the

adult of any of the lower vertebrates, as a fish ; the organs,

of whatever nature, concerned in the secretion and excre- _ ^^ ^

tion of urine, or of any substance the removal of which urinogenitarv (u"ri-n6-ien'i-ta-ri), a.
from the system corresponds physiologically to the ehm- ,,7:^°^, „,. +\aru 1 Same '

ination of urea. Such are the organ of Bojanus of a niol- nogemi(ai) -r -anj.j oame

to certain tubes with this ftmction in the cort;i-

cal part of the kidney.
urinogenital (u"ri-no-jen'i-tal), a. [< L. uritia,

urine, + genitaUs, genital.] iSame as urogenital.
[As nri-

nogenit{al) +'-ari^.] Same as urogenital.

These plexuses are distributed on the enteric tube, andlusk, the segmental organs of worms, and the water-vas-

cular system of a turbellarian. See urogenital and tiro

poieti^.

II. II.
;

pi. urinaries (-riz). 1. In agri., a

reservoir or place for the reception of urine, urinology (ii-ri-noro-ji), n.

to an urn, < urna, an urn : see wrn.] Of, pertain-
ing to, or resembling an urn.

Umal interments and burnt relics lie not in fear of
worms. Sir T. Brotime, Urn-burial, ill.

urn-flower (ern'flou"er), n. See VrccoUna.
umful (^rn'ful), a. [< nrn + -ful.'] As much
as an urn will hold ; enough to fill an urn.

all the organs derived from it, as also on the vascular um.gliaped (ern'shapt), a. Having the shape
system and unrui-gemtary organs. "^J* t.ii«»i>y.»» \ r /, & f

Gegenbdur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 523. ot an urn.

etc., for manure.— 2. Same as urinal, 2.

nrinate (ii'ri-nat), i'. i.
;
pret. and pp. urinated,

ppr. urinating. [< ML. urinatus, pp. of urinare,

urinate: see urine, f.] To discharge urine;

micturate ; make water.

urination (ii-ri-na'shon), n. [< urinate + -ion.'}

The act of passing urine; micturition— Precip-
itant urination, urination where the desire to pass urine

is very sudden and imperative.

nrinative (u'ri-na-tiv), a. [< tiriiiate + -ive.']

Provoking the flow of urine ; diuretic.

Medicines urinatitx do not work by rejection and in-

digestion, as solutive do. Bacon, Kat Hist, § 43.

nrinator (ii'ri-na-tor), n. [< L. urinator, a diver,

< urinari. dive, plunge under water: see urine,

!•.] 1. A diver; one who plunges and sinks in

water, as in search of pearls. [Rare.]

Those relations of urinators belong only to those places

where they have dived, which are only rocky. Ray.

2. leapS [NL. (Cuvier,1800; Lac6p6de,1801).]

A genus of diving birds, giving name to the

Vrinatoridse: variously applied. Quite recently the

name was revived, and deflnitely restricted to the loons,

whose usual generic name, Colyrnbwt,vfm thereupon trans-

ferred to certain grebes. See Colymbus, and cuts under
loon and tibia.

urinatorial (ii''ri-na-t6'ri-al), a. [See urina-

tor.'i Of or pertaining to the JJrinatoridse ; be-

ing or resembling one of the Urinatoridse.

TJrinatoridse (u'ri-na-tor'i-de), n. vl- [^'L., ^

Urinator -t- -irf«.] A. family of diving birds;

the loons : same as Colymbidte (b). When the

loons are called Urinatoridse, the grebes become
Colijinhidse.

urine (u'rin), n. [< ME. urine, < OF. urine,

orine, ¥. urine= Pr. urina=: Sp. orina= Pg. ouri-

na = It. orina, urina = D. urine = G. Sw. Dan.
tirin, < L. urina, urine, in form as if fem. of *uri-

nus, ot water, < *urum, water, urine, = Gr. ovpov,

urine, orig. water,= Skt. van, vdr, water, = Zend
vara, rain, = Icel. ir = Sw. ur- in ur-vdder,

drizzle, drizzling rain, = AS. wer, the sea.] An
excrementitious fluid excreted by the kidneys

[< Gr. ovpov, urine.

+ -/xiyia, < Xkyeiv, speak: see -otogy.} The sc

entific study of the constitution of the urine,

with special reference to the diagnostic signifi-

cance of changes in its composition and appear-
ance.

urinometer (ii-ri-nom'e-tfer), n. [< L. urina,

urine, -1- Gr. ixtrpov, measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the specific gravity of urine.

It is constructed upon the principle of the com-
mon hydrometer.
urinometric (ii''ri-no-met'rik), a. [As urinome-
try + -tc] Determining the specific gravity of

urine by means of the urinometer; of or per-

taining to urinometry.
urinometry (ii-ri-nom'e-tri), n. [< L. urina,

urine, + Gr. -fterpia, < fiirpov, measure.] The
determination of the specific gravity of urine

;

the scientific use of the urinometer.

urinoscopic (ii'ri-no-skop'ik), o. [iurinoscop-y
+ -tc] Pertaining to the inspection of urine

in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Also
uroscopic.

urinoscopy (ii'ri-no-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. ovpov,

urine, + -aKoiria, < anovclv, view.] Inspection

or examination of urine in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease. Also uroscopy.

urinose (u'ri-nos), a. [<NL.*Hnwost«, urinous:
see urinous.'] Same as urinous. Ray, Works of
Creation, ii.

urinous (u'ri-nus), a. [< F. urineux, < NL.
"urinosus, < L. urina, urine: see urine.] Per-
taining to urine, or partaking of its properties.

urion (ii'ri-on), Ji. [Mex.] One of sundry bur-

rowing quadrupeds, as the marmot-squirrel of

Mexico, Spermophilus mexicanus.

urite (ii'rit), w. [< Gr. oipd, tail, -h -t<e2.] The
sternite, or sternal solerite, of any abdominal urobilin (ii-ro-birin),

or postabdominal segment of an insect; the

ventral section of any uromere ; originally, the

whole of any primary abdominal segment; a
uromere. Lacaze-Duthiers.

urjoon (fer'jon), n. An Indian plant, Terminalia

Arjuna. See Terminalia.

TJroaetUS (ii-ro-a'e-tus), n. [NL. (Kaup, 1844,

and Vraetiis, 1845), < Gr. oijpa, tail, + dfTof, an
eagle.] A genus of Australian and Tasma-
nian eagles, with one species, U. audax, the so-

Uroattus audax.

holding in solution most of the nitrogenous ^,^„„„. ^^.^ i<,,„.,„„i„,.
and other soluble prodticts of tissue-change, urlar (^r'lar) n. See pibroch.
Normal urine isofaclearamberorcitron-yellow color, a , ,>,> •• ' t_ j™. same as rt»-Z/>

bracki-.h taste, a peculiar odor, a faintly acid reaction, and UTle («'')• ,"• ^° "'^i »»™*' "^ ?'i?:

a specific gravity ranging from 1.015 to 1.025. Within tlie urman (er man), n.

[Rare.]

in parts of Siberia, an ex-

called bald vulture of Latham (1801) and the

mountain-eagle of Collins (1804). This eagle is

38 inches long, with the wing 24 inches. When adult it is

of a general black color, varied on the nape with chest-

nut and on the wings and tail with whitish. The bill is

3 inches long, of a horn-color blackening at the tip, the

cere and lores are yellowish, the feet are light-yellow,

and the irides are hazel.

n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,

+ L. bills, bile, + -i«2.] A coloring matter
found usually in small quantities in normal
urine, but often present in large amount in

this fluid in cases of fever. It is derived from
the bile-pigments.

urobiUnuria (u-ro-bil-i-nii'ri-a), n. [< urobilin

+ Gr. ovpov, urine.] A condition in which a
large percentage of urobilin, formed from the

bile-pigments, is present in the urine.

iim'ita of health^ however, It varies greatly in color, reac- tensive tract of coniferous forest, especially a urocardiac (u-ro-kar'di-ak), a. [< Gr. ovpd, tail,

tion,andden9ity,accordingtotheage,occupation,anddiet - "" ' ' '
n.-j __ ..... ,.,,,..

of the individual, the time of day, and the season of the

year. That passed in the morning upon rising is usually

chosen for analysis, as presenting the average characteris-

tics of the entire quantity excreted during the twenty-four
hours. The average amount passed during this period is

estimated at between three and four pints. The propor-

tion of solid matters contained in every hundred parts of

urine varies from three to seven parts or more, from 45

to 55 per cent, of which Is urea, the rest being chlorld of Um (em), ».

swampy forest : a Tatar word closely allied in

meaning to the word cedar-swamp as used in

parts of the (United States) Upper Lake region.

Impenetrable forests andquivering marshes— the dread-

ful urmaru, which are penetrated by man only for some
20 to 60 miles around the widely separated settlements.

£ncyc. Brit., XXIII. 429.

sodium, phosphates, sulphates, ammonia, extractive mat-

ters, and uric add. The chemical analysis of the urine
and the microscopical examination of its sediment are im-

portant aids in the diagnosis and prognosis of many dis-

eases. After its excretion In the cortical part of the kid-

ney the urine passes at once through the ureters to the
bladder, where it is held for a i>eriod and voided through
the urethra at the will of the individual.

The Kyng of the Contree bathe alle wey an Ox with him

;

and he that kepethe him hathe every day grete fees, and
kepethe every day his Dong and his Ifri/n-' in 2 Vesselles

of Gold. Mandevillf, Travels, p. 170.

Ketentlon of urine. See retention.— Svaolsy uiiae.
See smi'lci/. ~ Urine Indlcan. Same as uroxanthin.

Orinet (li'riu), r. i. [< F. urincr = Sp. orinar =
Pg. ourinar = It. orinare, < ML. urinare, make
water, urine (in L. urinari, plunge under water,
dive). < L. urina, urine (orig. water): see urine,

«.] To discharge urine; urinate.

No oviparous animals which spawn or lay eggs do urine,

except the tortoise. Sir T. Browne.

urinemia, urinaemia (u-ri-ne'mi-a), n. [NL.
iirinaeinia, < Gr. ovpov, urine, -I- a'(fta, blood.]
The contamination of the blood with urinary
constituents.

uriniferous (ii-ri-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. urina,

urine. + ferre = E. 6eorl.] Conveying urine:
!is. uriniferous tubes or ducts.

urinific (a-ri-uifik), a, [< L. urina, urine, +
-ficux, i faceri, make.] Secreting urine; uri-

niparous; uropoietic; urogenous.
uriniparous (li-ri-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. urina,

urine, -I- pareri; produce.] In physiol., pro-

[< ME. urne, < OF. (and F.) urne

= Sp. Pg. It. urna, < L. urna, a jar, vase, prop,

a vessel of burnt clay or pottery, < urere, burn

:

see ttsHon.] 1. A land of vase, usually rather

+ KapSia, the heart: see cardiac] Noting cer-

tain calcifications of the posterior or prepyloric

part of the cardiac division of the stomach of

some crustaceans, as the crawfish: correlated

with uropyloric. See cut under Astaddse. Hux-
ley, Anat. Invert., p. 319— Urocardiac process, a

strong calcified process which extends backward and
downward from the cardiac plate of the stomach of the

crawfish, and which articulates with the prepyloric ossicle.

— Urocardiac tooth, a strong bifid process which ex-

tends downward from the lower end of the prepyloric os-

sicle of the crawfish's stomach.

large, having an oviform or rounded body with Urocerata (u-ro-ser'a-ta), n. pi. [NL. (La-
a foot; by extension (since the ashes of the treille), < Gr. ovpd, tail', -f icfpac, horn.] A di-

dead were formerly put into such vessels), any
receptacle for the dead body or its remains.

A vessell that men clepeth an urne,

Of gold. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 311.

Two urns by Jove's high throne have ever stood,

The source of evil one, and one of good.
Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 663.

Storied um and animated bust Gray, Elegy.

2. A place of burial ; a grave. [Rare.]

The most noble corse that ever herald

Did follow to his tim. Shak., Cor., v. 6. 146.

3. A Roman measure for liquids, containing

one half the amphora.— 4. A tea-urn.— 5. In

bot.. the hollow vessel in which the spores of

mosses are produced; the sporogonium or spore-

case; the theca. See cut under moss.— 6. In

the IHcyemida, specifically, a cup-like part of

the infusoriform embryo of a rhombogenous
dicyemid, consisting of a capsule, a lid, and
contents. Sec IHcyemida, and cut under Di-

cyemu Cinerary um. See cinerary.

um (fern), V. t. [< urn, n.] To inclose in an
urn, or as in an um ; inum.

When horror universal shall descend.

And heaven's dark concave um all human race.
Young.

vision of securiferous terebrant Hymenoptcra,
contrasted with Tenthrcdinidse, and correspond-

ing to the modem family Uroceridee (or iSiri-

cidse). See Uroceridee.

XJroceridse (u-ro-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,

1817), < Urocerus + -ida.] A family of phyto-

phagous hymenopterous insects; the horntails,

auger-flies, or Siricidse, named from the genus
Urocerus. They are distinguished from the saw-flies

{Tenthrcdinidse), which they most nearly resemble, by the

fact that the female abdomen is furnished at the tip with

a borer, and not with a pair of saws. The males may be

distinguished by the single apical fore-tibial spur (the

Tenlhredinidee having two-spuiTed front tibice). The
family is not rich in genera and species, but is of wide

distribution, and contains many striking forms. Four

genera and 12 species occur in Europe, and the saijie

number of genera and 40 species In North America. The
pigeon-tremex, Tremex columba, is an example. Also Uro-

cerata, Urocerata, and Uroceridee. The family is called

Siricidse in Europe, Uroceridse being held by American
hymenopterists.

Urocerus (ii-ros'e-ras), n. [NL. (Geo£fi-oy,

1764), < Gr. 'oijpa, tail, + Kfpof, horn.] A genus

of horntails, typical of the family Uroceridee,

and distinguished by the exserted ovipositor,

short neck, and fore wings with two marginal

and three submarginal cells. They are some-
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times called taikd wasps. Sirex (Linnteus, 1767)

is a synonym.
nrochbrd (u'ro-kdrd), n. [< Gr. ovpd, tail, +
Xopih), a chord.'] 1. The caudal chord of an
ascidiau or tunicate, likened to the notoehord,
chorda dorsalis, or dorsal chord of a vertebrate

;

the central axis of the appendage of certain

adult tunicates, as an appendicularian, and the
corresponding structure of embryonic or larval

tunicates in genei'al. It is considered to represent

the primordial spinal column of a vertebrate, and to in-

dicate the affinity of the Tunieata with the Fertebrata.

See Choidata, Urochorda, VerteWata, and cut under Ap-
pendicutaria. Also urocord.

2. Any member of the Urochorda. Sell, Comp.
Aaat., p. 313.

Urochorda (u-ro-k6r'da), n.pl. [NL. : see uro-

ehord.'] The tunicates or ascidlans regarded

as a branch of CViorrfnta, correlated with Hemi-
chorda, Cephalochorda, and Craniata : same as

Ascidia, 1 : so called from the possession, per-

manently or transiently, of a urochord. The
Urochorda have been divided into Larvalia and Saccata,

the latter including the true ascidians, salps,and doliolids,

the former tlie ApimidiaUariidx. The same divisions

are also named Perennichordata and Caducichordata.

See cuts under Ascidia, Appendiadaria, Doliotida, Salpa,

and Tunieata.

urochordal (ii-ro-k6r'dal), a. [< urochord + -al.1

Provided with a urochord; uroehordate; of or

pertaining to the urochord or the Urochorda.

Compare notochordal, parachordal.

uroehordate (ti-ro-kor'dat), a. [< urochord +
-ate'.] Having a urochord, as an ascidian ; be-

longing to the Urochorda.

XTrochroa (ii-rok'ro-a), n. [NL. (Gould, 1856),

< Gr. ovpa, tail, +' XP^a, color.] A genus of

humming-birds, with one species, U. boiigueri

of Ecuador, having a straight bill much longer

than the head, and wings reaching almost to the

end of the nearly square tail, whose feathers

are pointed, it is a large hummer, SJ inches long, the

bill U inches, the wing 2}, the tail 2. The upper parts are

grass-green, bronzed on the rump ; the throat and breast

are dark metallic-blue and the flanks shining-green ; the
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longicaudata, of the Khasia Hills and other hills

of India. It is 4i inches long, the wing and tail each
about 2 inches, and of dark-olive and riisty-bruwn colora-

tion, varied in some parts with whitish streaks.

Urocissa (u-ro-sis'il), «. [NL. (Cabanis, 1850),

< Gr. ovpa, tail, + Kicaa, the magpie.] A genus
of Asiatic Corvidx, with very long and much-
graduated tail, like a magpie's, the central
feathers long-exserted, the wings short, the
head erestless and without wattles, and the bill

stout. Four species range from the Himalayan region
into Bui-ma, Siam, and China : U. occipitalig, U. vuigniro»-

trig, U, erifthrorhyncha (the red-billed jay and black-

headed roller of Latham, with a coralline beak), and IT.

flavirostrig (yellow-billed); a fifth, U. co&rulea, inhabits
Formosa. They are large handsome jays, 20 to 24 inches

long, of which the tail is a foot or more. Blue is the lead-

ing color. See cut in preceding column.

UrocyOll(u-ros'i-on), «. [NL. (S.F.Baird,1857),
< Gr. ovpd, tail, + kikm, dog, = E. hound.'\ A ge-

nus of canine quadrupeds, of which the com-
mon gray fox of the United States, Urocyon vir-

ginianiis, is the type, closely related in most
respects to Canis and Vulpes. The name is derived
from a peculiarity of the hairs of the tail ; but more im-
portant characters subsist in certain cranial bones, par-

Urolestes

Whitetail {Urochroa bougutri").

wings are purplish ; the middle tail-feathers are dark-
green, but the others are white, edged with blackish, and
hence of conspicuous coloration (whence the name).

urochrome (ti'ro-krom), M. [< Gr. ovpm), urine,

-H ;tp6J//a, color.] A yellow pigment of the
urine.

urochs (u'roks), n. Same as aurochs.

Urocichla(u-ro-sik'la),w. [NL. (Sharpe, 1881),

< Gr. oiipd, taU, + nix^-i, a thrush.] A genus of

wrens or wren-like birds, with one species, U.

Red-billed Tree-j»y

ii/rocissa erytkrorhyHcHa').

Gray Fox {Urocyon virginiaHus).

ticularly the shape of the angle of the lower jaw-bone. The
genus includes the coast-fox of California, V. liitvralia.

See also cut under Canidee.

urocyst (ii'ro-sist), n. [< NL. urocystis, < Gr.

olpov, urine, -(- kvoti^, bladder: see cyst.'] The
permanently pervious part of the cavity of the
allantois of a mammal, for the reception and
detention of urine; the urinary bladder; the

cystic vesicle.

urocystic (vi-ro-sis'tik), a. [< urocyst + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the urinary bladder; cystic;

vesical.

urocystis (u-ro-sis'tis), ». ;
pi. uroa/stes (-tez).

[NL.: see urocyst.'] 1. Same as urocyst.— 2.

[^cap.] A genus of ustilagineous fungi, contain-

ing several very destructive species, as U. Ce-

pulm, the smut of onions, U. pompholygodes on
EanunculacesB, etc. See onioti-snmt.

Urodela (u-ro-de'la), n. pi. [NL. (orig. F. pi.

urodiUs, Duni^ril)" neut. pi. of *urodeliis : see

urodelc] An order of Amphibia; the tailed

amphibians; the ichthyomorphic amphibians,
which retain the tail tliroughout life, as distin-

guished from the Amtra, or tailless batrachians.
They have a naked skin, and may or may not retain gills as

well as tail, being thus either perennibranchiate or caduci-

branchiate. The salamanders, sirens, efts, newts, tritons,

etc., are urodele. Equivalent names are Caudata, Ichthy-

omorpha, Saurobatrachia. See cuts under axolotl, hell-

bender, Menobranchu^, newt, Proteus, salanuinder, Sala-

tnandra, and Spelerpes.

urodelan (u-ro-de'lan), a. and n. [< urodele +
-an.] Same as urodele.

urodele (ti'ro-del), a. and n. [< NL. *urodelus,

< Gr. oiipd, tail,-!- <57/?of, manifest.] I. a. Tailed,

as an amphibian ; not anurous, as a batraehian

;

retaining the tail throughout life, as a salaman-
der, newt, or eft ; belonging to the Urodela.

II. «. Any member of the Urodela.

urodelian (ii-ro-de'li-an), a. [< urodeU + -ian.]

Same as urodele.

urodelous (fl-ro-de'lus), a. [< urodele + -ous.]

Same as urodele.

urodialysis (ii''ro-di-al'i-Bi8), n. A partial sup-

prt'ssirtn of urine.

uroerythrin (u-ro-er'i-thrin), n. [< Gr. ovpov,

urine, + E. erytlirin.] A red coloring matter,

seldom if ever found in normal urine, but pres-

ent in this fluid in fevers, especially rheumatic
fever.

Urogalba (ii-ro-garba), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,

1854), < Gr. oiipd, tail,"+ NL. Galb(ul)a.] The
paradise or swallow-tailed jaeamars, a genus of

birds of the family Galbulidse. They have the char-

acters of OaUmla proper, but the middle tail-feathers are

long-exserted. U. paradieea is the hest-known species.

It is llj inches long, purplish-black bronzed on the wings
and tail, with white throat and brown cap. It inhabits

tropical America. See cut in next column.

Paradise Jacamar iUrogtilba ^aradisea).

Urogallus (u-ro-gal'us), n. [NL. (Scopoli,

1777), < urus, bull, -I- gallus, a cock.] A genus
of grouse: a synonym of Tetrao, and now the
specific name of the capercaillie, Tetrao uro-

gallus. See cut under capercaillie.

urogaster (u-ro-gas'tfer), ». [< Gr. ovpov, urine,

-f -)aaTr/p, stoinach.] The urinary intestine, or
urinary passages collectively, which are devel-

oped from the original cavity of the allantois in

connection with the primitive intestinal tract.

It is that part of the allantoic cavity which continues
pervious, with the passages connected with it (if there are

any) subsequently developed. Compare peptogaster.

Urogastric (ii-ro-gas'trik), a. [< urogaster +
-I'c.J 1. Of or pertaining to the urogaster.

—

2. Of or pertaining to the posterior pair of
divisions of the gastric lobe of the dorsal sur-

face of the carapace of a crab. Huxley.

urogenital (ii-ro-jen'i-tal), a. and j). [< Gr. ov-

poi', urine, -)- L.(7CH!7a/(«, genital.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the urinary and genital organs

;

urinogenital. Also urinogenital, urinogenitary,

gemto-urinary Urogenital canal, the urethra,—
Urogenital sinus. See ginus.

II. >i. A urogenital organ.

urogenous (u-roj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,
-1- L. -genus, producing: see -gen.] Secreting

or producing urine ; uropoietic ; uriniparous.

uroglancin (u-ro-gl&'sin), «. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,

-I- y'AavKoc, bluish-green.] A blue coloring mat-
ter occasionally found in alkaline urine in cast>

of inflammation of the bladder.

urohyal (ii-ro-hi'al), a. and «. [< Gr. oi'pd, tail,

-I- E. hy(oid) + -al.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the urohyal.

II. n. In ornith,, the tail-piece of the com-
posite hyoid bone ; the median azygous back-
ward-projecting element of that bone, borne
upon the basihyal ; the basibranchial element,

or base of the first branchial arch.

TJrolestes (ii-ro-les'tez), n. [NL. (Cabanis.

1850), < Gr. ovpd, tail, + >T)oriK, a robber: see

Lestes.] A monotypic genus of African shrikes.

Urolestes tnelanoleucus.

of the family Laniidas, related to

the fiscal shrikes. All the feathers

of the head aud neck are lanceolate, and
the tail is long and much graduatfd,
with the median rectrices long-exserted

and more than twice as long as the winp.
U. tnelanoleucus of southern and east-
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era Africa is glossy black and white, and 19 inches long, of

which the tail is 13 inches ; the wing is only 5i. The re-

semblance of this shrike to a magpie is striking.

urolithiasis (u'ro-li-thl'a-sis), It. Same as

lithidsis (a).

urological (u-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< urolog-y + -tc-

(//.] Of or pertaining to urology.

urologist (u-rol'o-jist), n. [< urolog-y + -«««.]

One who is Versecl in urology. Lancet, No. 3433,

p. 1216.

urology (u-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urme, +
-'/.oyia, < ^iyeiv, speak: see -ology.1 Same as

urinology.
.

uromancy (u ro-man-si), n. Diagnosis and
prognosis of disease by inspection of the urine

6671 urotoxic

excreting urine; urinific; uriniparous; uroge- urosomatic (u"ro-so-mat'ik), a. [< urosome

nous: noting urinary or uriniparous organs (somat-) + -ic.'\ Of or pertaining to the uro-

or their function: as, the M»-6ipo!e«c system; the some; consisting of urosomites, as the seg-

uropoietic viscera. The epithet is applicable not only ments of a lobster's tail.
_

to the kidneys, but to associated structures, as the reni- UTOSOnie (u'ro-som), n. [< Gr. ot'po, tail, +
portal venous system, and also to the representativejiri- a^/ja, body.] In biol. : (o) The last morpho-
nary organs, often very different, of those animals which
have no true kidneys, as the Wolffian bodies of the lower
invertebrates, and the water-vascular system of various

invertebrates.

uropsammus(u-rop-sam'us), n. Urinary gravel.

uropsile (u-rop'sil), n. l< Uropsilus.'] A shrew-
like animal of the genus Vropsilus.

Uropsilus (ii-rop'si-lus), n. [NL. (A. Milne-

Edwards, 1872), < Gr. ovpd, tail, + i//(Aof, bare,

smooth.] A genus of terrestrial shrew-moles

logical segment of the tail; the terminal soma-
tome of a vertebrate. See gephyrocercal. (b)

The post-thoracic region of the body of ar-

thropods ; the abdomen or postabdomen as dis-

tinguished from the cephalothorax, and as com-
posed of a series of urosomites or uromeres.

UrOSOmite (ti-ro-so'mit), n. [< Gr. oiipd, tail, +
E. somite.'] One of the somites, segments, or

^,„^,.„.^... «^ - „.„v,„„„.j »» g,^„„„ „. ^„..

—

-, rings of the urosome ; a uromere.
Uromastix (u-ro-mas tiks), «. [ML,. (Merrem), of the family Talpidse and subfamily Myogali- urosomitic (u"r6-s6-mit'ik), a. [< urosomite +
< Gr. oi'pa, tail, + /latmf, whip, scourge.] A „^ The fore feet are neither fossorial nor natatorial ; _fg-\ Of or pertaining to a urosomite; uro-
genus of agamoid lizards; the thom-tailed there are 2 incisors, l canine, 3 premolars, and 3 molars - ^

asamas, having the tail ringed with spinose in each upper half-jaw, and 1 incisor 1 canine 3 pre-

sfales. Several species inhabit Europe, Asia, '°<"»>^ ?"<» =* -'»°'"' '° «^'=^ I""?'- ^^"r'^'': -^'"= '"'?''

U. Koricipes of Tibet, combines the external form of a

shrew with cranial charactera of a mole.

XJropygi (ii-ro-pi'ji), 11. pi. A suborder of pedi-

palp araehnidans, characterized by a long tail-

like postabdomen, and including the true whip-
scorpions, as the Tliehjplionidse: contrasted with

Amblynygi. See cut under Pedipalpi, and com-

j^ , , , . . -
. pare that under PAr^Hj'da.

tol., a monster having the lower limbs united mopygial (ii-ro-pij'i-al), a. [< urojnjgium +
and terminating in a single foot; s^-rapus. .^^ -| i,i oriiith., of or'pertaining to the uropy-
uromere (u.'ro-iner), «. [< Gr. ovpd, tail, + gjuni or rump: as, uropygial feathers Uropy-
liipoi;, part.] A caudal or posterior segment of gjaj gland. See gland, and cut under elteodochon.

the body ; a urosomite ; any abdominal segment uropygium (u-ro-pij'i-um), n.
;
pi. uropygia (-a).

' " - o T,_-7_.j
[NL., < Gr. oipoTrfcywv, another reading of o^po-

and Africa. Also Mastigurus.

uromelanin (ii-ro-raera-nin), n. [< Gr. oi'poi',

urine, + fitAa^ {/ic?mi>-), black.] A black pig-

ment occasionally found in the urine as a result

of the decomposition of urochrome.

uromelus (ii-rom'e-lus), n.
;

pi. urovieli (-li).

[NL., < Gr. ovpd, tail, + jiOxx;, a limb.] In teru-

of an arthropod. See «toso»i«. A. S. Packard

uromeric (ii-ro-mer'ik), «. [< uromere + -ic]

Of the nature of or pertaining to a uromere.

urometer (u-rom'e-tfer), h. Same as urinometcr.

Uromyces (li-rom'i-sez), n. [NL. (Link, 1816),

< Gr. oi'pd, a tail, + /ivn^u a mushroom.] A ge-

nus of uredineous fungi, having the teleuto-

spores separate, unicellular, pedunculate, and
produced in flat sori. About 180 species have

been described.

Uropeltidae (u-ro-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Uro-

pelti.s + -Ida-.) A family of cylinder-snakes or

tortricoid ophidians, typified by the genus Vro-

peltia, having no rudiments of hind limbs, and
the tail of variable character according to the

genus; the roughtails. The family is also called urorrhagia (u-ro-ra'ji-a), n.

Rhinoplwlie. There are 7 genera. rition ;
diabetes.

Uropeltis (a-ro-pel'tis), «. [NL. (Cuvier), < urorrhea, urorrhoea (u-ro-re'a),

Gr. uipd, tail, + ni'f.rri, a shield.] A genus of tary passage of urine; enuresis.

serpents, giving name to the family VropeU ur08acral(u-ro-sa'kral), a.and «.

tids. tail, + NL. sacrum: see sacral.']

uropiiaSin (ii-ro-fa'e-in), n. A pigment-bodv atedbetwe
contained in the uriiie, to the presence of which pertaining

meric.
XJrOSpermUjn (ii-ro-sper'mum), n. [NL. (Sco-

poli, 1777), so called from the appendaged
achenes ; < Gr. ovpa, tail, + an-ipfia, seed.] A
genus of composite plants, of the tribe Cichoria-

eese and subtribe Scoreonereee. It is distinguished

from the related genua Scorzonera by an involucre of a
single row of bracts and by achenes with a dilated and
hollow beak. The two species are natives of the Mediter-

ranean region ; one, U. jdcroides, also occurs, perhaps in-

troduced, in South Africa. They are annuals or biennials,

hairy or bristly, with radical or alternate deeply cut

leaves, and yellow flowers sometimes with a spiny in-

volucre. The flower-heads become greatly enlarged in

fruit, terminating long swollen hollow branches; the

achenes are long and often incurved, with a long hollow

appendage or stalk below in addition to the elongated

beak, which beara a soft plumose pappus. See sheep's-

beard.
ovpov,
- A

myiov, the rump of birds, < 6p/)oc, rump (oiipd, —-. ,... ^. . .., ,.,, , ^_ r/ Pv „.',

tail), + ^vyf,, nfmp, buttocks.] In ornith., the urosteallth (u-ro-ste a-lith) «. [< Gr. ov,

rump; the terminal section of the body, repre- urme, + cr.ap, fat, tallow + A,0of, stone.]

sented by the caudal vertebne, into which the fatty matter occasionally found m urinary con-

tail-feathers are inserted; also, the upper sur- orotions, but very rarely composing the entire

face of this part, or terminal section of the no- ^^l^''^^^"
"'^^Prl"''''if 1" ™riub''°.'*v^^^^XI. 1- * ^*. A^A^^A c».^ »,,4-a i,n/^ai. ble in alcohol and ether. It burns with a yellow name,

t8Bum, with limits not defined. See cuts under
^^„,^ing „„ ^^^^ „, shellac and benzoin, and when un-

fisrrfl and elseodochon.
^

. mixed with other matters leaves no residue.

uropyloric (ii"ro-pi-lor'ik), a. [< Gr. oiipa. tail, urostegal (ii'ro-ste-gal), a. and n. [< urostege

+ Kh. pylorus: see pyloric] Of or pertaining -(-.<,;.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the urosteges

;

to the posterior part of the pyloric division of being one of the urosteges.
the stomach of certain crustaceans, as the craw- jj_ „ ^^ urostege or urostegite.

fish: as, a uropyloric ossicle: correlated with urostege (ii'ro-stej), n. [< Gr. oiipd, tail, +
'

' " --
OTC}//, a roof.'] In herpet., one of the large

special scales or scutes, generally alternating

or two-rowed, which cover the under side of

the tail of a snake, as the gastrosteges cover

the abdomen. The number and disposition of

the urosteges furnish zoological characters in

many cases. Compare gastrostege.

urorardiac. Huxley.
Excessive mlctu-

». Involun-

[< Gr. oiipd,

I. a. Situ-

the characteristic odor of this fluid has been
attributed.

urophthisis (ii-ro-thi'sis), n. Diabetes melli-

tus. [Rare.]

Uroplania (u-ro-pla'ni-S), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpm,

urine, + ir'/avav, wander: see pUinef.] The oc-

currence or presence of urine anywhere in the

body where it does not belong. Compare ure-

mia, uridrosis.

Uroplatoid (u-r6-pla'toid), a. [< NL. I'roplates

+ -Old.] Of or pertaining to the Vroplatoidea.

XJroplatoidea (u'ro-pla-toi'de-a), «./>?. [NL.,

< I'roplates (the type genus) + -oidea.] A
superfamily of eriglossate lacertiliaus, repre-

sented by a family Uroplatida alone, having
biconcave vertebrse, clavicles not dilated proxi-

mally, and no postorbital or postfrontal squa-

mosal arches. T. Gill, Smithsonian Report,

1885.

nropod (ii'ro-pod), «. [< Gr. oiipd, tail, + irofcc

(Twl-i = E./oof.] Any abdominal limb of an
arthropod; an appendage ol the urosome. A.

S. Packard.
Uropoda (u-rop'o-da), «. [NL. (Latreille,

1806): 8ee«ro/)od.J Agenus of parasitic mites,

of the family Oamasidx, having an exeremental
cord of varying length which attaches each in-

dividual to its host. They are parasitic upon various

tween the sacrum and the coccyx ;
of or

^irostegite (u'ro-ste-jit), n. [< urostege + 4te^.']

iug both to the sacrum and to the coccyx : y,jj, qj- ^i,g urosteges, or urostegal scales,

as, the Kro«/crai region. The term is specifically ap- urosteon(ii-ros'te-on), «. [NL., < Gr. oi'pd, tail,

plied to the numerous equivocal vertebra; of the sacranum ^ ^ ^ bone.]
' A median posterior ossiflca-

of a bird, which ares tuated between the sacral vertebra; "t- oortui, uuut.j .n. ujouinu jj^;oto

proper and the free caudal or coccygeal vertebra;, and are tion of the sternum of some birds, as IMcholo-

ankylosed with one another, with the last true sacral ver- phus cristatus, arising from an independent os-

tcbra, and to a greater or less extent with the ilia or gjgp center. W. K. Parker.
ischia, or both.

, ^ , urostemitc (ii-r6-st6r'nit), n. [< Gr. oipd, tail,

+ 'E.steriiite.] The sternite, or ventral mediann. ". In ornith., any vertebra of the uro

sacral region ; any vertebra between the last

true sacral and the first free caudal. See cuts

under sacrarium and sacrum.

urosacrum (u-ro-sa'kmm), n.
;

pi. urosacra

(-krii). [NL., <'Gr. ovpd, tail, + NL. sacrum,

q. v.] That posterior part of a bird's compound
sacrarium which is formed of urosacral or false

coccygeal bones ankylosed together and with

the sacrum proper. See cuts under sacrarium

and sacrum.
XTrOSalpinz (u-ro-sal'pin^ks)

Stimpson, 1865), < Gr. otipd,

tail, + odJ.TTtjf, a trumpet.]

A genus of gastropods, of

the family Muricidx, having

a fusiform shell with radi-

ating undulations or folds.

U. nnerea, known as the drill or

borer, Is very destructive to oys-

ters, whose shell it perforates, mak-
ing a small round hole by means
of its tjjiigue. See drUl^, 5.

(u-ro-skop'lk)

Drill or borer {Urosal-
pinx cinerga^, en-
larged one half.

beetles. If. americana is commonly teund clustering upon UrOSCOpiC (u-ro-sKop'lK;, O.

the Colorado potato-beetle, Doryphora decemlineata. [< urosciip-y + -ic] Same as

uropodal (u-rop'o-dal), «. [< uropod + -al.] urinoscopic
Of the character of a uropod; pertaining to uTOSCOpist (u'ro-sko-pist), ».

uropods: as, H)opo(/rt7 appendages. One who makes a specialty

uropoesis, uropoiesis (ii-ro-po-e'sis, -poi-e'sis), of urinary examinations; one

M. 1. The formation of urine; the excretion
of urine or of its constituents from the blood,

and its elimination from the body: noting the

function of the uropoietic organs and its result.

— 2. The act of voiding urine; micturition;
, - .> r/ />

^ia:5Sit2-K-^:55::^^m^iSrBzs^S!;iS2S^S^-
poietic] In anat. and physioL, secreting or organs.

who practises uromancy
Actuarius, the (Iroscopist of the ,,,,., ,,

Byzantine court, described in the minutest detail the

visible changes of urine In health and in disease.

Bucks Handbook of Med. Sciences, VII. 403.

selerite, of any somite of the urosome of an
arthropod. Compare urite. A. S. Packard.

urosthene (u'ros-then), n. [< Gr. oipd, tail, +
adevo^, strength.] In sool., an animal whose
greatest strength is in the tail ; an animal whose
organization is comparatively large and strong

in the caudal region of the body, as a cetacean

or a sirenian.

urosthenic (ii-ros-then'ik), a. [< urosthene +
-ic] Strong in the tail, or caudal region of the

body : said of an animal whose organization pre-

ponderates in size and strength in the hinder

part of the body: opposed to prosthenic.

XJrosticte (ii-ro-stik'te), «. [NL. (Gould, 1853).]

A genus of humming-birds, with 2, Ecuadorian

species, £. beiijamini and E. riificrissa, of small

size, 3i inches long, the bill J to I of an inch,

the tail emarginate, and the gorget luminous

green with or without a violet spot, the general

plumage green. They are known as white-tips.

urostylar (u-r6-sti'lar), o. [< urostyU + -ar^.]

Of the nature of or pertaining to a urostyle :
as,

a urostylar bone or process.

urostyle (u'ro-stil), n. [< Gr. ovpd, tail, + ctv-

Aoc, column : see style"^.] A prolongation back-

ward of the spinal column, especially of the last

vertebra, in certain fishes and amphibians: in

some Amphibia forming the greater part of the

so-called sacrum, or a long bone in the axis of

the spinal column behind the sacrum proper,

and approximately coextensive with the length

of the ilia.
-

[< Gr.

ous substances eliminated in the urine.



Urotrichus

Urotrichns (u-rot'ri-kus), n. [NL. (Temminck,
1838), < Gr. ovpa, tail, + Spif (rpix-), hair.] A
genus of fossorial shrew-moles, of the subfam-
ily Myogalinie and family TalpidSB. They have 2
incisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars in each up-
per half-jaw, and 1 incisor, 1 canine, 3 premolai-s, and 3
molars in each lower half-jaw. Urotrichus talpoides is a
small .Tapanese species. This genus formerly contained
the I'nited States species U. ciibbsi, now placed in Neii-
rotrichus.

UTOXanthin (ii-rok-san'thin), n. [< Gr. ovpov,

uriue, + ^aiS6(, yellow, + -j«2.] Urine indican:
a derivative of indol, present in minute quan-
tities in normal urine.

urozin (u-rok'sin), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine, +
oiv(. sharp, + -j»2.] Same as alloxantin.

Uroziphus (u-rok'si-fus), II. [NL., < Gr. ovpa,

tail, + fi'^of, sword.] A genus of hemipterous
insects; the swordtails. The walnut sword-
tail, U. caryee, is an example.
urrhodin (ii'ro-din), ». [< Gr. ovpov, urine, +
^d(!aof, made of or from roses, < podov, the rose.]
A red coloring matter occasionally found in

alkaline urine in eases of inflammation of the
bladder.
Urry (ur'i), n. [Prob. < Gael, uireach, equiv. to
uirlacit, soil, dust, < nir, mold, earth : see ureS.]

A sort of blue or black clay lying near a bed
of coal. [Local.]

In the coal-mines they dig a blue or black clay, that lies

near the coal, commonly called urry, which is an unripe
conl, and is very proper for hot lands, especially pasture-
ground. Mortimer, Husbandry.

Ursa (6r'sa), re. [NL., < L. ursa, a she-bear,
fem. of nrsus, bear : see Ursus.'] A name of two
constellations, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, the
Great and the Little Bear Ursa Major, the most
prominent constellation of the northern heavens, repre-
senting a bear with an enormous tail. There is a rival

figure for the same constellation— a wagon. (See wain.)
Both figures are mentioned by Homer. The name of the
bear is translated from some original Aryan language,
since the constellation in Sanskrit is called riksha—aword
which means in different genders a *bear' and a *star.'

As the seven stars of the Great Bear are in many languages
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nrsid (6r'sid), n. A bear as a member of the
Ursidse.

Ursidse (er'si-de), n.pl. [NL., < Urstis + -idie.'i

A family of plantigrade carnivorous mammals,
the bears, outwardly characterized by large
size, heavy, stout, and clumsy form, a pig-like
snout, rucUmentary tail, and shaggy hair. The
family belongs to the order Ferse, suboi-der Fisnipedia,
and is the type of the arctoid series of the latter. (See Arc-
toidea.) The bears are less exclusively carnivorous than
most other representatives of the order, being frugivorous
as well, and almost omnivorous ; the dentition is corre-
spondingly modified, the grinders being more or less tu-
bercular, not sectorial. There tire two true molars on
each side of the upper jaw, and three on each side of the
lower jaw, all tubercular, as is the last upper premolar

;

there are also special cranial characters. The family was
formerly of greater extent, including the racoon, badger,
glutton, and other plantigrade Camivora; it is now lim-
ited to the genus UrfUH and its immediate relatives, <tr the
bears proper, inhabiting chiefly the northern hemisphere.
There are about 6 genera, of which Metursus or Prochitug
is the most distinct from Urnug proper. See Ur^is and
bear^ (with cuts), and cuts under aswaU, bruang, Planti'
grada, scapholunar, and spectacled.

ursiform (er'si-form), a. [< L. ursus, bear, +
forma, form.] Having the form or aspect of
a bear; related to the bears in structure; arc-
toid.

Ursinse (§r-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ursiis + -hix.2

1. In wiawtma^, the bears proper; the Ursidse in

a strict sense.— 2. In ereiow., the bears: noting
all hairy or woolly lepidopterous larvK. See
bear^, 6, and ursine, a., 2. Burmeister.

ursine (er'sin), a. and n. [= OF. nrsin = It.

orsino, < L. ursinus, of, pertaining to, or resem-
bling a bear, < ursus = Gr. apKTog, a bear (see
arctic).'\ I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a bear or
bears: as, anwrnnegenus; related to the bear;
arctoid: as, the ursine series of Camivora; re-

sembling a bear or what relates to a bear : as,

an ursine walk.— 2. In entovi., thickly clothed
with long, bristle-like, erect hairs : applied es-
pecially to certain lepidopterous larvse Ur-
sine dasyure, howler, sloth. 8ee the nouns.—Ursine
Otary, ursine seal, the northern sea-bear, an eared seal
of the North Pacific, Callorhinus ursinus. See cut under
fur-seal.

II. n. A bear; any member of the family Ur-
sidse.

lirson (er'sgn), n^ [< F. ourson, a bear's cub, <

ours, bear, < L. xirsus, a bear : see ursine.'] The
Canada porcupine, or tree-porcupine of eastern
North America, sometimes called hear-j)orcu-

pine, as by Harlan. The name was given or
applied by Buffon. See Erethizon and caw-
quavj, and second cut under porcupine.

Ursula (^r'su-la), n. [< NL. Ursula, specific

name, < L. "Ursula, dim. of ursa, a she-bear:
see UrsuUne.'] A North American butterfly,
Basilarchia or Limenitis astyanax (formerly L.
Ursula). It is purple-black with slight blue and red

nrtical

now included in Ursid/e. It is now restricted to such
species as the brown bear -of Europe, U. arctos, and the
grizzly and black bears of North America, U. horribilis and

Alula. f>orcaJi9

AluliLoustrnJis

f •

The Constellations Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, and Draco.

called the Septentrions, it ts probable the figure of the
bear, which by its tall would seem to have originated
amon? some people not familiar with bears, may have
been the result of a confusion of sound. Draco appears
to have had formerly a longer tail, twisting down in front
of Ursa Major.— Ursa Minor, a constellation near the
north pole, the figure of which imitates that of Ursa Major,
which its configuration resembles. It also has a rival
figure of a wagon, and is sometimes called the Cynosure,
which seems to mean 'dog's tail.' At the time of the forma-
tion of these constellations the pole must have been near
aDraconis; and during the greater part of history sailors
have steered by Ursa Minor as a whole. See cut above.

ursal (er'sal), n. [< L. ursus, bear, + -«/.] An
ursine seal, or sea-bear. [Rare.]

urset, a. An obsolete variant of worse,
UdB blood, and hang him for urge than a rogue that

will slash and cut for an oman, if she be a whore.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

Ursula [Lintfttitis astyanax), about two thirds natural size.

blotches, and hence is called red-spotted purple. Its larva
feeds on many plants, as willow, oak, blackberry, cherry,
and species of Vacdnium..

Ursulilie (er'su-lin), a. and n. [< NL. UrsuUniis,

< LL. Ursula (see def.), a woman's name, < L.
*Mrsi(?a, dim. of wrsfl, a she-bear: see CV^a.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Roman Catholic or-

der or company of Ursulines.

II. «. One of an order or company of Roman
Catholic women founded by St. Angela Merici
at Brescia in 1537, for the nursing of the sick and
the teaching ofyoung girls. The Ursulines took their
name from St. Ursula, whose protection they invoked. At
first they neither took regular vows nor adopted conventual
rules, but in 1612 they were divided into the congregated
Ursulines. who still adhere to the original organization,
and the religious Ursulines, who take solemn vows, observe
inclosure, and follow the rule of St. Augustine. The order
was introduced into Canada in lf>39, and into the present
territory of the United States in 1727.

Ursus (6r'sus), n. [NL., < L. ursus = Gr. apKTog

= Ir. art = Skt, rikslia, a bear.] A genus of

plantigrade carnivorous mammals, the bears,
of the family Ursidse. it was formerly coextensive
with the family, and was even applied to some animals not

bear \.Urstis afnericanus).

U. americanus ; for the polar bear, spectacled bear, sun-
bear, and honey-bear (or sloth-bear) have been detached
under the names of ThcUassarctos, TretnarctOf, Helarciof^
and Mehirsus (or Prochilus) respectively. See bear^ (with
cuts), and cuts under scapholunar and Ptaniigrada.

Urtica (er'ti-ka), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675;
Brunfels, 1530), <; L. urtica, a nettle, so called
from the stinging hairs, < wrere, bum: see «*-

tion,'] A genus of apetalous plants, the nettles,
type of the order Vrticacese and tribe Vrtice^.
It is characterized by opposite leaves furnished with sting-
ing hairs and fi-ee or united stipules ; by the fruit, a straight
achene; and by its unisexual flowers, the pistillate with
four unequal segments. There are about 30 species, widely
scattered over most temperate and subtemperate regions.
They are annuals or perennials, in a few species woody at
the base. They beai- petioled toothed or lobed leaves, usu-
ally with from five to seven nerves. The small and incon-
spicuous greenish twin flowers are Ixtrne in small clusters
or panicles. For the species in general, see nettle'^ ; for U.
ferox, see onga-onga. Nearly 400 former species are now
classed elsewhere, especially under Laportea, Urera, PileOy
and Boehmeria. England has 3 species, 2 of which, U.
dioica and U. urens, occur occasionally in the United
States ; 6 others are natives of the United States, 5 in the
west and southwest, and 1, U. gracilis, a tall wand-like
nettle of fence-rows and springy places, ranging eastward
and northward from Colorado to the Atlantic.

Urticacese (er-ti-ka'se-e), n.jH. [NL. (Dumor-
tier, 1829), < Urtica' + -aceie.'} An order of
apetalous plants, of the series UnisexualeSy un-
like all the other orders of the series, except
the Euphorhiacese, in the frequently herba-
ceous habit and in the presence of a distinct
free perianth, it bears cymose staminate flowers.
the perianth free from the accompanying bract, with one
stamen opposite each lobe, or rarely fewer. Tlie one-
celled ovary contains a single ovule, the style at first ter-
minal, but usually soon left at one side by the oblique
growth of the indehiscent fruit, which is commonly a
small achene or drupe, or by consolidation a syncarp.
The order includes about 1,500 species, l>elonging to 110
genera, widely dispersed through warm and temperate
regions, and classed in 8 tribes, of which the types are
Ulmusy Celtis, Cannabis, Moru», Artocarpus, Conocepha-
fus, Urtica, and Tkelygonum. A great diversity in habit,
fruit, and milky juice occasioned a former dismember-
ment of the order into the separate orders Ulwacese, Cel-
iideae, Morese, Artocarpese, Urticacese, and CannahineOt
respectively the elm, hackberry, mulberry, breadfruit,
nettle, and hemp families, each coinciding nearly with
the similar tribe now recognized. Among these tribes the
Urticese and about 6 other genera are principally herba-
ceous ; the others are trees or shrubs, sometimes, as in
species of Fiats and Ulmus, reaching a great size. ITieir

leares are usually alternate, in outline entire, toothed,
lobed, or palmately parted, and with deciduous stipules
which often inclose the terminal bud. The infinrescence
is primarily centripetal, but ultimately centrifugal, of-

ten in few-flowered clusters, sometimes forming a dense
spike, raceme, or panicle, or with all the flowers closely
massed on a fleshy receptacle. The order yields a num-
ber of edible fruits— as the fig, breadfruit, jackfruit, mul-
berry, and hackberry— in which the edible part may be
either the ripened ovary, as the hackberry, or a fleshy
calyx, as the mulberry, or the fleshy receptacle, as the
fig, fomiing a syconium, or the thickened seed, as in spe-
cies of Artocarpus, The order also includes several im-
portant dyewoods, as fustic ; sevei-al ornamental as well
as timber trees planted for shade or for hedges, as the elm,
mulberry, and Osage orange ; and many valuable fibers, as
hemp and ramie. Species of some genera produce a nar-
cotic resin, as hops and also hemp. {See hashifh.) Several
of the most notable trees belong here, as the banian, the
bo-tree or sacred fig, the sycamore-fig, and the famed upas-
tree of Java. (See Ficus and Antiaris.) In the tribes Mo-
rem and Artocar2>ese, and especially in the genus Ficwt,
an acrid emetic or poisonous milky juice abounds, either
white or yellowish, in many furnishing india-rubber, in

others becoming resinous, and yielding a gum. In a few,
the cow-trees, it is innocuous, and is used as a beverage.
See also Pseudobiudia, Broussonetia, Streblus, Zelkova,
Planera, and Humulun.

urticaceous (er-ti-ka'shius), a. In hot,, of or

pertaining to the Urticaceae,

urtical (er'ti-kal), a, [< Urtica + -al.} 1. In
hot., of or belonging to the nettles; typified

by the genus Urtica: as, the urtical alilance.



UTtical

Lindley.— 2. Stinging; capable of urtieating;
serving for urtieation, as the trichocysts of in-
fusorians. See trichocyst.

urticaria (6r-ti-ka'ri-ii), n. [= F. urticaire, <
NL. urticaria, nettle-rash, < L. urtica, a nettle

:

see Vrlica.'] Nettle-rash ; uredo ; hives. The dis-
ease is an eruption of wheals, occurring as an idiosyncrasy
in some persons after eating sliell-flsh, certain fruits, or
other food, and almost always dependent upon some gas-
tric derangement. The wheals are indurated elevations of
the skin, of varying size, whitish on the top (the swelling
having forced the lilood out of the capillaries of the skin),
and surrounded liy a reddened zone. They give rise to in-

tense itohini:, especially when on the covered parts of the
body. They appear suddenly and pass away with equal
rapidity, one or more crops often coming and going in the
course of a single day.

urticarial (er-ti-ka'ri-al), o. [< urticaria + -al.']

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or affected with
urticaria. Medical News, LII. 546.

nrticarious (er-ti-ka'ri-us), a. [< urticaria +
-o««.] Same as Mrij'can'a/. Medical News, lAl.
720.

nrticate (er'ti-kat), r.
; pret. and pp. urticated,

ppr. urtieating. [< ML. urticatus, pp. of urti-

care (> OF. ortier; ef. It. orticheggiare), sting
like a nettle, <L. urtica. a nettle: see t'rtjca.J

I. trans. To sting like a nettle; nettle with
stinging hairs; produce urtieation in or of.

II. intrans. To have or exercise the faculty
of urtieating; clTeet urtieation; sting Urtieat-
ing batteries, capsule, filament. See battery, etc.—
Urtieating larva, a larva covered with spiny hairs, which
have a stinging or nettling effect upon the skin of one
handling it. See gtinging caterpillar (with cutX under
gtinriin'j.

urtieation (er-ti-ka'shon), n. [= F. urtieation;
as urticate + -ion.'] The action or result of
urtieating or stinging; a stinging or nettling
operation or effect; specitically, the whipping
of a benumbed or paralytic limb with nettles,
in order to restore its feeling.

Urticeae (er-tis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
doUe, 1805), < Urtica + -<•«.] A tribe of plants,
of the order Vrticaccse, tj-pified by the genus
Vrlica, the nettles. It is characterized by usually
unlsextnil flowers witli one to five anthers reversed in tlie

bini. intlexed filaments, an erect orthotropous ovule, and
a straight embryo. It includes about 40 genera, classed
in 5 suhtrihes, of which Urera, Proerig, Bcehmeria, Parie-
taria, and Forskohlea are the types. For other genera,
see Helxine, Pilea, and Laportea. They are mostly her-
baceous plants, nuirerous l»oth in the tropics and in tern-
I>erate regions, occasionally, as in Urera and jMitortea,
becoming trees. They are remarkable, in the typical sub-
tiilje. the Urerese, for their stinging hairs, and more or
less in all for the presence of abundant cystolitlis or
masses of crystals embedded in the tissues, and usually
of a detinite aspect, as radiating, fusiform, linear, etc.,
which is characteristic of each genus,

urubitinga (O'ro-bi-ting'gii), «. [Braz.,< uruhu,
a vulture, + Tupi tinga, white, bright, beauti-
ful.] The native name of some hawk or other
bird of prey of South America. It is adopted In
ornithology (a) as the specific name of an alleged species
of Calharte9, related to the turkey-buzzard of North Amer-
ica, and (6) leap. ] as the generic name of a number of black-
and-white hawks of the buteonine division of the family
Falcfinvia. V. ztmura of Brazil, etc, is the leading spe-
cies; the anthracite hawk. U. anthracina, ranges from
Central America northward into the United States. The
genus was named as sucli by Lesson in 1836.

urubu (o'ro-bo), n. [Braz.] One of the Amer-
ican vultures; a bird of the genus Catliartes
or Catharista. The name is commonly applied. In
ornithology, Ui the black vulture, or zopilote, the iribu
of Azara, Cattiarinta urubu of Vielllot, Viillur iota orCff-
tharte^ iota of some writers, now usually known as Ca-
tharista atrtita. This resembles the common turkey-
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huzzard of the United States, but differs in the mode of
leathering of the neck, proportions of wings auii tail,
shape of bill, etc. It inljabits the warmer parts of Amer-
ica, from latitude 40° S. to nearly 40° N. , and is common i n
the southern United States as far north as the t'aroliuas.
It is very voracious, and acts as an efflcieiit scavenger in
the towns, w here it liecomes semi-domesticated. See also
cut under Cathartes.

urucuri (6-ro-ko'ri), n. A Brazilian palm, At-
talea cxcelsa. its large oily nnts are burned for their
smoke in curing Para india-rubber. Urucuriitm is the
name of Cocos coronata.

Uruguayan (6'ro-gwa-an), a. and «. [< Uru-
guay (see def.) + -an.'] I, a. Pertaining to
Uruguay, a republic of South America, situ-
ated south of Brazil.

II. «. An inhabitant of Uruguay.
urus (u'rus), M. [NL., < L. urus = Gr. oiipof,

wild ox, from the Tout, name represented by
OHG. ur = AS. «r = leel. Hrr, also in eomp.
OHG. urohso, etc.: see ure^ and aurochs.] 1.
A kind of wild bull described by Csesar; the
mountain-bull, which ran wild in Gaul at the
period of the Roman invasion,but has long been
extinct. Tliis is the Bos urus, or B. primigenius, of nat-
uralists, and is also called reem, tur, ur, ure, and ure-ox.
The urus had long spreading horns, unlike the European
bison (Bison bonasus) or aurochs, and more like ordinary
cattle, of which B. privivjenius is a presumed ancestral
form; but by some misunderstanding the name urus has
also attached to the aurochs, a few individuals of which
still linger wild, but under protection, in the forests of
Lithuania. It has been thought, erroneously, that the
"Chillingham cattle," such as exist in confinement at Chil-
lingham in Northumberland, England, and Hamilton in
Lanarkshire, Scotland, are descendants of the animal de-
scribed by Cffisar. See cut under aurochs.

2. [cap.] A genus of Bovidse, including the
aurochs and extinct bisons: therefore equiva-
lent to Bison as now employed. Bojanus, 1827

;

Oiren, 1843.— 3. A kind of fossil ox from Esch-
scholtz Bay, Alaska. Buckland, 1831.
urva (er'va), ». [NL. urva, from an E. Ind.
name.] 1. The crab-eating ichneumon of In-
dia, Herpestes urva, of a black color, the hairs
anuulated with white, and with a white stripe
on the side of the head.— 2. [cap.] A generic
name of such ichneumons, of which there are 3
Asiatic species, as U. cancrivora. B. M. Hodgson.
urrant (er'vant), a. [Appar. an error for cur-
rant.] In her., same as urred.

urved (ervd), a. [Appar. an error for curved.]
In hei\, turned or bowed upward. Berry.

Ugl (us), pron. The objective ease of we.
US-t, n. An old spelling of ««el.

U. a. An abbreviation of United States (of
America).
U. S. A. An abbreviation (n) of United States
of America, and (6) of United States Army.
usable (u'za-bl), a. [Also useable; < use +
-able] Capable of being used.

A lame carriage-horse threw everything Into sad uncer-
tainty. It might be weeks, it might be only a few days,
before the horse was useable. Jane Austen, Emma, xlii.

USableness (ii'za-bl-nes), n. The character of
being usable. Also spelled useahleness.

usage (ii'zaj), n. [< ME. usage, < OF. (and F.)
usage = Pr. usatge = Sp. usaje = It. usaggio, <
ML. usaticum, usage, < L. usus, use : see use.]

It. Use; enjoyment.

Kept her to his wtagc and his store.

CItaucer, Good Women, L 2337.

2. The act of using.

Nor be thou rageful, like a handled bee,
And lose thy life by usage of thy sting.

Tennyson, The Ancient Sage.

3. Mode of using or treating; treatment.

Deliver what you are, and how you came
To this sad cave, and what your usage was?

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iiL 4.

As I promis'd
On your arrival, you have met no usage
Deserves repentance in your being here.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv, 3.

Base was his usage, vile his whole employ.
And all despised and fed the pliant txty.

Crabbe, The Parish Kegister (Works, I. 64).

4. Long-continued use or practice; customary
way of acting; habitual use; custom; practice:
as, the ancient usage of Parliament. Technically,
in English law, usage has a ditferent signification from
custom, in not implying immemorial existence or general
prevalence. In earlier times cust<ym was defined as a law
created or evidenced by immemorial usage. Some Amer-
ican writers use the terras as practically equivalent, ex-

cept in regarding usage as the lacts by which the existence
of citstom is proved ; others treat usage as the habit of in-

dividuals or classes, such as those engaged in a particular
trade or bu.siness, and custom as the habit of communities
or localities.

Afterward, as is the right vsage,

The lordys all to hir dede homage.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 261.

Usage confirm'd what Fancy had begun.
Prvyr, Henry and Emma,

use
Usages, no matter of what kind, which circumstances

have established . . . become sanctified.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 622.

The custom of making their own Ordinances— like tlie
t7«affes ofaCorporation,the"Customary"ofaManor, . .

.

or the "Bye-laws" of a Parish — is but another illustra-
tion of the old common law of England.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxxviii.

5. Established or customary mode of employ-
ing a particular word, phrase, or construction;
current locution.

The more closely one looks into usage, the firmer must
be one's conviction that its adjudications have greatly
more of freedom and elasticity than find countenance with
mere word-fanciers. F. Hall, Modern English, Pref.

6t. Manners; behavior; conduct. Spenser, ¥.(^.,
IV. vii. 45.

He is able with his tongue and usage to deceive and
abuse the wisest man that is.

Uarman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 61.

By usage, customarily ; regularly.

They helde hem payed of fmites that they ete,
Which that the feldes gave hem by usage.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 4.

Law and usage of Parliament See parliamentary
law, under parliamentary.— The usages, certain forms
and i-ites in the celebration of the eiu-harist maintained
by some of the nonjuring clergy in England and Scotland— namely, the mixed chalice, the invocation and oljlation
in the prayer of consecr.Ttion, and distinct and separate
prayer for the departed. Those who supported the usages
were called usagers, and their opponents non-usagers. All
the usages were enjoined in the nonjurors' communion
office of 1718. The liturgical forms were authorized in the
Scottish communion office of 1764, and the mixed chalice
became an established custom. See nonjuror.— UsSLgeB
Of war. See Karl. = Syn. 4. Habit, Manner, etc. See
cnsto7n.

usager (u'za-j^r), n. [< F. usager, < u^age,
usage: see usage.] 1. One who has the use of
anything in trust for another. Daniel.—2. One
of a party which maintained the usages (see
phrase under usage) among the English non-
jurors and in the Scottish Episcopal Church.
usance (u'zans), «. [< ME. usaimce, < OF.
usance, < usant, using: see usant.] If. Using;
use ; employment.
By this discriminative usance or sanctiflcation of things

sacred the name of God is honoured and sanctified.
Joseph Mede, Diatribe, p. 60.

Bnt why do you call this benefit made of our money
usury and madness? It is but usance, and husbanding of
our stock. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 281.

2t. Usage; custom.
As was her usaunce

To forthren every wight, and doon plesaunce
Of veray bounte and of courtesye.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1476.

3t. Premium paid for the use of money loaned

;

interest.

He lends out money gratia and brings down
The rate of usance. Shak., M. of V., L 3. 46.

4. The time which is allowed by custom or usage
for the payment of bills of exchange drawn on
a distant country. The length of the usance varies
in different places from fourteen days to six months after
the date of the bill, and the bill may be drawn at usance,
half usance, double usance, etc. In recent years a four
months' usance has been established for India, China,
Jiipan, etc.

usantt (u'zant), a. [< ME. usaunt, < OF. tisant,

ppr. of- user, use: see use.] Using; acctistomed.
A theef he was of corn and eek of mele.
And that a sly and usaunt [var. usyng] for to stele.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, L 20.

usauncet, usauntt. Old spellings of usance,
usant.

Usbeg, ". See Vzheg.

uschert, n. An old spelling of usher.

Uscock (us'kok), n. [= G. pi. Uskoken, Serbo-
Croatian fugitives.] One of the dwellers in
Servia and Bosnia who about the beginning of
the sixteenth century settled in Dalmatia and
neighboring regions, on account of the Turkish
invasions.

usei (us), n. [< ME. use, uce, us, < OF. us, us =
Pr. us = Sp. Pg. It. uso, < L. usus, use, expe-
rience, discipline, skill, habit, custom, < uti,

pp. usus, OL. oeti, pp. oesus, use, employ, exer-
cise, perform, enjoy, etc. ; cf. Skt. Uta, pp. of
\/ av, favor. Hence ult. use, v., usage, usual,
usurp, usury, utensil, utilize, utility; abuse,
peruse; disuse, misuse, etc.] 1. The act of
employing anything, or the state of being em-
ployed; employment; application; conversion
to a purpose, especially a profitable purpose.

This word habbeth muchel on vs. Ancren Riwlc, p. 16.

The fat of the beast that dieth of itself . . . may be used
in any other use. Lev. vii. 24.

I know not what use to put her to.

Shale., C. ol E., lii. 2. 97.

Sub. Why, this is covetise 1

Mam. No, I assiu-e you,
I shall employ it all in pious uses.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.



use
If this citizen had not . . . proffered her her diet and

Io<lging under the name of my sister, I could not have told
what shift to have made, for the greatest part of my money
IB revolted ; we'll make more use of him.

Dekker and Webster, Korthward Ho, il. 2.

Constant Use ev'n Flint and Steel impairs.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

8. That property of a thing (or character of a
person) which renders it suitable for a pur-
pose ; adaptability to the attainment of an end

;

usefulness; availability; utUity; servioeable-
ness; service; convenience; help; profit: as,
a thing of no use.

God made two great lights, great for their we
To man. Milton, P. L., viL 346.

We have no doubt that the ancient controversies were
of U8«, in so far as they served to exercise the faculties of
the disputjints. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

It [a sitting] might as well last to Sunday morning, as
there is no tise in making more than two bites at a cherry.

Punch, No. 2066, p. 64.

3. Need for employing; occasion to employ;
necessity; exigency; need.

Be not acknown on 't [handkerchief] ; I have use for it.

Shak., Othello, UL 3. 319.

Heaven has begun the work.
And blest us all ; let our endeavours follow,
To preserve this blessing to our timely uses.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 1.

4. Continued or repeated practice or employ-
ment; custom; wont; usage; habit.

Long use and experience hath found out many things
commodious for man's life.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

How use doth breed a habit in a man t

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 1.

Use makes a better soldier than the most urgent consid-
erations of duty —familiarity with danger enabling him to
estimate the danger. Emerson, Courage.

5. Common occurrence; ordinary experience.
[Rare.]

O Ctesar I these things are beyond all use.
And I do fear them. SAa*., J. C, ii. 2. 26.

6. Interest for money; usury. [Obsolete or
archaic]
D. Pedro. Ton have lost the heart of Signior Benedick.
Beat. Indeed, my lord, he lent it me awhile ; and I gave

him use for it, a double heart for his single one.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 288.

Human life

Id but a loan to be repaid with use.
When He shall call his debtors to account

Cowper, Taslc, iii.

7t. That part of a sermon devoted to a practi-
cal application of the doctrine expounded.

The parson has an edifying stomach, . . .

He hath begun three draughts of sack in doctrines.
And four in uses. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 1.

8. In liturgies, the distinctive ritual and litur-
gical forms and observances, collectively and
singly, of a particular church, diocese, group of
dioceses, or community: as, Sarum nse; Aber-
deen use; Anglican use; Roman use. The term
Is most frequently applied to the varieties of ritual and
liturgical usage in England before the Reformation and to
monastic and Roman usage as differing from these, and
also to the different local varieties of the ancient Galilean
offices. In England the several uses were those of Sarum,
York, Hereford, Bangor, Lincoln, etc. These had a com-
mon family likeness, and differed consideraWy from Ro-
man use. The most important of them was Sarum or
Salisbury nse, which was the form of service compiled
about 1085 from various diocesan uses, English and Nor-
man, by St. Osmund, bishop of Salisbury and chancellor
of England. The use of Sarum prevailed throughout the
greater part of England, and in 1B42 it was ordered to
be observed throughout the whole province of Canterbury.
The Book of Common Prayer, first issued in 1549, and
founded mainly on Salisbury use, established a uniform
liturgy for the whole Church of England, but, except by
Implication of certain rubrics, left the exact mode of
ritual observance in many respects unprovided for. See
liturgy, 3 (4).—Sarum use. See def. 8.—To have no
use for. (a) To have no occasion or need for ; be unable
to convert to a profitable end ; not to want. (6) To have
no liking for. (U.S.]

"I have no use/or him"— don't like him.
Tram. Amer. PhUol. Ass., XVII. 46.

To have no use oft. Same as to have no use for (a).

Our author calls them " figures to be let," because the
picture has no use of them.

Vryden, Parallel between Poetry and Painting.

To make use of, to put in. use; employ.— Use and
wont, use and custom, the common or customary prac-
tice.

nsei (uz), V. ; pret. and pp. 'used, ppr. using. [<
ME. usen, < OF. (and F.) user = Sp. Pg. usar =
It. usare = ML. usare, use, employ, practise,
etc., freq. of L. uti, pp. usns, use : see use^, ».]
I. trans. 1. To employ for the attainment of
some purpose or end ; avail one's self of. (a) To
make use of : as, to use a plow ; to ute a book.

Alwaies in your hands vse eyther Corall or yellow Am-
ber, or a Chalcedonium, or a sweet Pommander, or some
like precious stone, to be worne in a ring vpon the little
finger of the left hand. Dabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 257.
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Lancelot Gobbo, use your legs. Shak., M. of V., ii. 2. 6.

We need not use long circumstance of words.
Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, i. 2.

I am not at my own dispose ; I am using his talents, and
all the gain must be his. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 2.

Since the winds were pleased tiiis waif to blow
TJuto my door, a fool I were indeed
If I should fall to use her for my need.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 268.

((/) To employ ; expend ; consume : as, to use fiour for
food ; to use water for irrigation.

Instant occasion to use fifty talents.

Shak., T. of A., lit 1. 19.

(c) To practise or employ, in a general way ; do, exercise,
etc.

He setteth out the cruelness of the emperor's soldiers,
which they used at Rome.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc), p. 188.

They
Will not, nor cannot, use such vigilance.

Shak., Tempest, ill. 3. 16.

We have us'd all means
To find the cause of her disease, yet cannot.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 4.

Deeds and language such as men do tise,

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, Prol.

In prosperity he gi-atefully admires the bounty of the
Almighty giver, and useth, not abuseth plenty.

Habington, Ca^tara, iii.

He was questioned about some speeches he had used in
tlie ship lately. In his return out of England.

Winthrup, Hist. New Eijgland, I. 324.

(d) To practise customarily ; make a practice of.

To dampne a man without answere of word

;

And, for a lord, that is ful foul to use.

Chaiwer, Good Women, 1. 402.

O what falsehood Is used in England— yea, in the whole
world ! Latimer, Misc. Selections.

As for Drunkenness, 'tis True, it may be u»'d without
Scandal. Etherege, She Would if She Could, i. 1.

Prodigal] in their expence, vsing dicing, dauncing,
dronkennes. Lyly, Kuphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 147.

Use hospitality one to another. 1 Pet. iv. 9.

2. To act or behave toward ; treat: as, to use
one well or ill.

In government it is good to use men of one rank equally.
Bacon, Followers and Friends (ed. 1887).

Oh, brave lady, thou art worthy to have servants.
To be commandress of a family.
Thou knowest how to use and govern it I

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 3.

When Pompey liv'd.
He us'd you nobly ; now he is dead, use him so.

Fletcher {and another). False One, ii. 1.

'Sdeath! what a brute am I to u^e her thus

!

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 2.

3. To accustom ; habituate ; render familiar
by practice ; inure : common in the past jiarti-
eiple : as, soldiers used to hardships.
About eighteene yeers agoue, haning pupils at Cam-

bridge studious of the Latine tongue, I vsed tliem often to
write Epistles and Theanies together, and daiiieto trans-
late some peece of English into Latine.

Baret, Alvearie (1580), To the Reader.

It will next behoove us to consider the inconvenience we
fall into by using our selves to bee guided by these kind of
Testimonies. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

If it be one of the baser consolations, it is also one of the
most disheartening concomitants of long life, that we get
used to everything. Lowell, Wordsworth.

4. To frequent; visit often or habitually.
And zif the Merchauntes useden als moche that Contre

as thei don Cathay, it wolde ben better than Cathay in a
schort while. Mandevilte, Travels, p. 307.

It goes against my conscience to tarry so long in honest
company ; but my comfort is, I do not use It

Shirley, Grateful Servant ii. 1.

These many years, even from my youth, have I used the
seas : In which time the Lord God hath delivered me from
a nmltitude of dangers.

if. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 361).

"I was better off once, sir," he did not fail to tell every-
body who used the room. Thackeray.

5t. To comport; behave; demean: used re-
flexively.

Now will I declare how the citizens use themselves one
to another. Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, ii. 5.

6t. To have sexual intercourse with. Chaucer.
— To use up. (o) To consume entirely by using ; use the
whole of.

There is only a certain amount of energy in the present
constitution of the sun ; and, when that lias been used up,
tlie sun cannot go on giving out any more lieat

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 222.

(b) To exhaust as one's means or strength ; wear out ; leave
no force or capacity In ; as, the man is completely used up.
[Colloq.]

Before we saw the Spanish Main, half were " gastados,"
used up, as the Dons say, with the scurvy.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, I.

But what is coffee but a noxious berry.
Bom to keep used-up Londoners awake ?

C. S. Calverley, Beer.

II. intrans. 1. To be accustomed; practise
customarily ; be in the habit : as, he vsed to go
there regularly. •

use
Also there, faste by, be .ij. stones ; vpon one of them our

Sauyoure Criste vsed to sytte and preche to his disciples.
Sir Ii. Guylfurde, Pylgrymage, p. la

Sir, if you come to rail, pray quit my house

;

I do not i«e to have such language given
Within my doors to me.

Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, iv. 2.

As thou usest to do unto those that love thy name.
Ps. cxix. 132.

So when they came to the door they went in, not knock-
ing ; for folks use not to knock at the door of an Inn.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

2. To be wont; be customary; customarily be,
do, or effect something specified.

Of Court it seemes, men Courtesie doe call,
For that it there most useth to abound.

Spenser, F, Q., VI. i. 1.

Madam, your beauty ums to command.
And not to beg I what is your suit to me?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ill. 1.

How alter'd Is each pleasant nook ;
—

And used the dumpy church to look
So dumpy in the spire ?

Locker, Bramble-rise.

3. To be accustomed to go; linger or stay
habitually; dwell. [Obsolete or provincial.]
This fellow useth to the fencing-school, this to the

dancing school. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 154.

I will give thee for thy food
No fish that useth In the mud.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

Ders er ole gray rat wat uses "bout yer, en time after
time he comes out w'en yon all done gond ter bed, . . .

en me en him talks by de 'our.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xiv.

4t. To communicate ; receive the eueharist.
And the to torches, eneri day in the ger, scullen hen light

and iirennynge at the heye messe at selue auter, from the
lenacioun of cristisbodysacrid, in til that the priest haue
vsud. English Gilds (E. E. T. 3.% p. 27.

When the preste hath don his masse,
Vsed, & his hondes wasche,
A-nothur oryson he moste say.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivali), p. 91.

USe^ (us), n. [< ME. *tics, *ocs, oijss, < OF. ues,
oes, uoes, eus, os, oeps, obs = Pr. obs = OSp. hue-
vos = It. uojw, profit, advantage, use, need, < L.
oi)us, work, labor, need, AL. use, in legal sense:
see opus. The word use^ has been confused with
««el, with which it is now practically identical.]
In laio, the benefit or profit (with power to direct
disposal) of property— technically of lands and
tenements— in the possession of another who
simply holds them forthe beneficiary; the equit-
able ovraership of lands the legal title to which
is in another. He to whose use or benefit the trust is
Intended enjoys the use of profits, and is called cestui que
use. Since the Statute of Uses, the gift or grant of real
property to the use of a person transfers to him directly
the legal title ; and the term trust is now commonly used
to denote the kind of estate formerly signified by use, so
far as the law now permits it to exist (See trusts, 5.)
Uses apply only to lands of inheritance ; no use can subsist
of leaseholds.

And use is a trust or confidence reposed in some other.
Sir E. Coke, Com. on Littleton, 272 b.

Use seems to be an older word than trust Its first oc-
currence in statute law Is in 7 Ric. II. c. 12, in the form
oeps. In Littleton "confidence" is the word employed. The
Statute of Uses seems to regard use, trust, and confidence
as synonymous. According to Bacon, it was its perma-
nency that distinguished the use from the trust

Em-yc. Brit., XXIII. 596.

Charitable uses, CharitaWe Uses Act. See charitable.— Covenant to stand seized to uses. See cnmiant.—
Domain of use. St-e (/<'?/(<///(.— Executed use. ^ceejc-
cM^(f.— Executory uses, siain^inf! uses.— Feoffee to
uses. See/cq//ee.—Ferial use. Festal use. See/mat— Future or contingent use, a use limited to a pei-son
not ascertained, or depending on an uncertain event, but
without derogation of a nse previously limited.— In use.
(a) In employment. (6) In customary practice or observ-
ance.

When abjurations were in use in this land, the state and
law were satisfied if the abjuror came to the sea-side, and
waded into the sea when winds and tides resisted.

D&nne, Letters, vii.

Pious uses, religious uses ; more speciflcallv, that class
of religious uses which was not condemned by the law as
superstitious.—Publlcuse. See jwWiV.—Religious uses,
uses or trusts for the propagation of religion, the supiwrt
of religious institutions, or the performance of religious
rites.— Resulting use. See result, r. i.— Secondary
use. Same as shifting ksc— Shifting use, a use or trust
properly created for the benefit of one person, but so as
to pass from him upon a specified contingencv and vest
wholly or in part in another. Thus, if A enfeoffed B to
the use of C and liis heirs, but if C should die or should
inherit another estate in the lifetime of A, then to D and
his heirs, the occurrence of the contingency would cause
the use (and therefore, under the Statute of Uses, the legal
title) to shift from C to D.— Springing use, the creation
of an estate so as to arise (spring into etfect) on a future
event, after an estate enjoyed liy tlie grantor, liy means
of a feoffment or conveyance under the Statute of Uses.
—Statute of charitable uses. See statute.— &UAxi\A
of Uses, an English statute of 1536 (27 Hen. Mil., c. 10)
against uses and against devising lands by will (a prac-
tice which tended to defeat feudal dues), and intended to
give the legal estate or absolute ownership to those who
are entitled to the lieneflcial enjoyment of land. Tli» prin-
cipal clause enacted that thereafter whoever ahouWWe
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a nse, confidence, or trust in any hereditaments should
be deemed and adjudged in lawful seizin, estate, and pos-
session of the same estate that he had in use—that is, that
he, instead of the nominal grantee or trustee, should be-
come the full legal owner. Tliis principle has been adopt-
ed by provisions, known by the same title, in the legisla-
tion of most of the United States.— Superstitious uses,
such religious uses as were condemned by English law
at or after the Reformation as maintaining superstition,
in which were included the providing of masses for the
dead, etc. In the United States, generally, no restriction
is placed upon uses for these purposes as such, all reli-
gious tenets not involving any contravention of the crim-
inal law being on an equal footing; but trusts for such pur-
poses are required to conform to the same rules as trusts
for charitable or other secular uses, in respect to the exis-
tence of a competent corporate trustee and a deftned or
a«certainable object.— Use and occupation, the enjoy-
ment of possession or the holding of real property be-
longing to another without a written lease, but under
circumstances implying a liability to make compensation
in the nature of rent,-Use plaintiff, a person benefi-
cially interested in a claim, and for whose use or benefit
an action is brought thereon in the name of another, as in
the name of an apparent owner, or in the name of the state.

useable, useableness. See usable, usableness.
usee (u-ze'), n. [< ««e2 + .fg.] A person for
whose use a suit is brought in the name of an-
other. [Bare.]

nseftll (us'fid), a. [< «.9el + -ful.'] Being of
use, advantage, or profit ; valuable for use

;

suited or adapted to a purpose
;
producing or

having power to produce good; beneficial;
profitable ; serviceable.
The Scot, because he hath always been an useful Con-

federate to France against England, hath (among other
Privileges) Right of Preemption or first choice of Wines
In Bourdeaux. Howell, Letters, ii. 64.

Now blind, dishearten'd, sham'd, dishonour'd, quell'd.
To what can I be une/ull Milton, S. A., 1. 564.

The uneful arts are reproductions or new combinations,
by the wit of man, of the same natural benefactors.

Emeriton, Nature.
UsefOl invention. See inverdion. = Syn. Advantageous,
serviceable, helpful, available, salutary.

usefully (us'ful-i), adv. In a useful manner;
profitably; beneficially; in such a manner as
to effect or advance some end.
usefulness (iis'ful-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being useful; conduciveness to some
eiiil: utility; servieeableness ; advantage,
useless (us'les), a. [< use + -less.'] Having no
use; being of no use; unserviceable; usable
to no good end; answering no valuable pur-
pose; not advancing the end proposed; un-
profitable ; ineffectual.

Where none admire, 'tis utelem to excel.
Lord LytUlton.

An idler is a watch that wants both hands.
As uselese if it goes as when it stands.

Covjper, Retirement, I. 682.

=8yn. Utelem, Fmitlets, Ineffectual, Unamiling, boot-
less, profitless, unprofitable, valueless, worthless, futile,
abortive. Uteletgottea implies that the cause of failure
lies in the situation : as, it is useless to try to mend that
clock. Useless is the only one of these words that may
thns be applied by anticipation to what might be at
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huisHer == OSp. uxier, Sp. ujier = Sp. Pg. It.
ostiario ^ It. iisciere, also ostiario, < L. osti-
arius, a doorkeeper, < ostium (> OF. wis, huis), a
door, entrance, < os (oris), a mouth : see ostium,
os2.] 1 . An officer or servant who has the care
of the door of a court, hall, chamber, or the
like; a doorkeeper; hence, one who meets peo-
ple at the door of a public hall, church, or thea-
ter, and escorts them to seats; also, an officer
whose business it is to introduce strangers or
to walk before a person of rank, in the royal
household of Great Britain there are four gentlemen ush-
ers of the privy chamber, together with gentlemen ushers
daily waiters, gentlemen ushers quarterly waiters, etc.

That dore can noon ussher shette.
Gou<er, Conf. Amant, L

The sable Night dis-lodged; and now began
Aurora's Vsher with his windy Fan
Gently to shake the Woods on every side.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Fathers.
P. jun. Art thou her grace's steward?
Bro. No, her usher, sir.

Ti,riil^^^l'l''°'.""^'"'"'*''°"''*"*'*^<'P'"8 '"<=<=; beard-moss, necklace-moss, or hanging-moss. See alsoThy beard IS like a broom. cut under opofAeriKm.

„ . , u
'^°'"°"' ^'^P'^ "' ^^"^^ " Usneei (us-ne'e-i), n. pi. [NL., < Usnea + -«.]

.i. An under-teaoher, or assistant to a school- A family of gymnocarpous parmeliaceous li-
master or principal teacher. cheus, typified by the genus Usnea.
Further yt was agred that, yf Rye' Marlow which ys USquebaUgh (us'kwe-ba), n. [Sc. also usone-

°"_!'.?5''°'^"r,K"-'"J'"»"F3'hereasA,mAerandteache ft«c, iskiebae ; tormerly usquebath, < Gael Ir.

Beard-moss iCsneit barbata).

wrytinge and helpe to teache the petytes, then the sayd
Ocland to have the hole wages, and to fynd his hussher
him selfe and to teache gramer, wrytinge, and petytes ac-
cording to the erection of our sayd Schole.

Christopher Ocland, in Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 65.

I have been an usher at a boarding-school myself ; and
may I die liy an anodyne necklace, but I had rather be an
under-turnkey in Newgate ! Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

3. One of certain British geometrid moths.
Hyberma leucoplicaria is the spring usher.

—

Gentleman usher of the black rod. See blac!--rod.— Gentleman ushers of the privy chamber. See
prii-j/. -Usher of the green rod, an officer of the order
of the Thi;itle, who attends on the sovereign and knights
assembled in chapter. There are also ushers doing simi-
lar duties in the order of St Patrick, the order of the
Bath, etc.

usher (ush'6r), V. t. [< usher, «.] To act as an
usher to ; attend on in the manner of an usher;
introduce as forerunner or harbinger ; forerun;
precede ; announce : generally followed by in,

forth, etc.

No sun shall ever usherforth mine honours.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iu. 2. 410.

And usken in his talk with cunning sighs.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 38.

When he comes home, poor snail, he'll not dare to peep
forth of doors lest his horns usher him.

Webster and Dekker, Northward Ho, v. 1.

He . . . carefully ushered resistance with a preamble of USSUk, n.
Infringed right Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 78. ' ' '

USherancet (ush'6r-ans), n. [< usher + -ance.']

The act of ushering, or the state of being ush-
ered in ; iutroduction. Shaftesbury, Character-
istics, iii.

tempted. Thatwhichis/ruiffc>«,ii«fec(ua/,or«»mOTifm3 ,,_v.lj~ /,,„v,/A-_j,,~ „ r/ „„i.™ .l j t
actually fails, and from hindrances eitenial to itself. Un- '^5?®"'*"° .*"^" er-dum), n. [< usher + -dom.]— •-- ...... 1 he functions or 1)0wer of ushers; ushership;

also,usher8CoUectively. Quarterly Ecv . [Rare.]
usheiian (u-she'ri-an), a. [< usher + -mw.]
Pertaining to, or performed or directed by, an

avaMng is more likely to be nsed than /rui««» or ineffi.
tual where the failure is through some one's unwilling-
ness: as, unavailing prayers or petitions, ineffectual ef-
forts, fruitless labors. Fruitless is stronger and more final
than ineffectual or unavailing.

uselessly (us'les-U), adr. In a useless manner

;

witliiiut ]irofit or advantage.
USelessness (iis'les-nes), «. The state or char-
acter of being useless ; unserviceableness; un-
fitness for any valuable purpose or for the pur-
pose intended.

user' (u'zer), n. [< ME. user; < luwl + -erl.]
One who or that which uses.

usher. [Bare.]
Certain powers were . . . delegated to . . . beings called

I'shers. The usherian rule had . . . always been compar-
atively light Disraeli, Vivian Grey, I. iv.

Usherless (ush'6r-les), a. [< usher +
Destitute of an usher or ushers.

Where usherless, both day and night, the North,
South, East and West windes enter and goe forth.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it. The Handy-Crafts.

l„Yo'?h^^ ytlT^r.rXr'tht'Ju^h^^^'^^rmaTst "^i^^^^^P
(«sh'^r-ship), n. [< usher + -ship.]

here, or have knowlech what ys done in the seid halle, that ^ .'1'^ oince ol an usUer.
it be so stopped by the doers or vsers therof, uppou peyne UBltate (ii Zl-tat), a. [< L. usitatus, used, usual,
of xiii. s. iiij. d. English Giids (E. E. T. S), p. 387. pp. of usitari, use often, freq. of uti, pp. usus.

-less.}

Beauty's waste hath in the world an end.
And, kept unused, the user so destroys it

Shak., Sonnets, ix.

USer2 (fi'zfer). n. [< OF. user, inf. as noun : see
Ksr, r.] In law, the using or exercise, as of a
right; continued use or enjoyment; the acting
in a manner which implies a claim of right so
to do. See «o«-M«er._Adverao user, such a use of
property as the owner himself woulil exercise, disregard-
lug the claim's of others entirely, asking permission from
no one, and using the property under a claim of right
Mitchell, J., 120 Jud. Rep., p. 598.—Right Ofuser, (a) The
right to use, as distinguished from ownership. (6) The pre-
simiptive right arising from continued user.

use : see wsel.] Used ; usual; customary.
He [Hooper] borrowed from Laski, or from Zurich, the

new or revived title of superintendent, and with this he
decorated certain of his clergy, whom he set above the
rest <le8pising, it would seem, the usitate dignities of ru-
ral deans and archdeacons.

R. W. Dixon, Hist Church of Eng., xx.

usitative (li'zi-ta-tiv), a. [< usitate -h -ive.]

Noting customary action: as, "the usitative
aorist," Alford.

U. S. M. An abbreviation (a) of United States
mail, and (fc) of United States marine.

U. S. N. An abbreviation of United States navy.
ush (ush),i-. f. [A back-formation, < ««Aer.] To Usuea (us'ne-a), n. [NL. (G. F. Hoffmann,
"'"" ""'"

'
.. - 1794).] A small genus of gymnocarpous parme-

liaceous lichens, typical of the family Usneei.

usher. [Obsole"te or colloq.]
If he wlnna fee to me
Three valets or four.

To beir my tal! up frae the dirt
And ush me throw the town.

The Vain Oudeuyife, st. 3.

usher (ush'fer), n. [< ME. usher, mcher, usshere,
unrherc, < OF. ussher, usser, ussier, uissier, P.

uisge-beatha, whisky, lit. 'water of life,' < uisge,
water, + beatha, life, allied to L. vita, Gr. /Si'of,

life : see vital, quick^. Cf. F. eau de vie, NL.
aqua vitie, brandy, lit. ' water of life.' Cf . whis-
ky^, another form of the same word without the
second element.] Distilled spirit made by the
Celtic people of the British Islands, originally
from barley. In this sense the term is still used
in Scotland for malt whisky.

The Irishman for usquebath.
Marston and Webster, The Malcontent, v. 1.

In case of sickness, such bottles of usquebaugh, black-
cherry brandy, . . . and strong-beer as made the old
coach crack again. Vanbrugh, Journey to London, i. 1.

Inspirin' bauld John Barleycorn,
What dangers thou canst make us scorn

!

Wi' tippeny we fear nae evil

;

Wi" usquebae, we'll face the devil.

Bums, Tarn o' Shanter.

U. S. S. An abbreviation (a) of United States
Senate, and (b) of United States ship.

usselvent, i^roH. pi. [ME. xisselfe, usselven; <
us + self, selve, pi. of self] Ourselves. Wy-
clif Cor. xi.

We fille accorded by its selven two.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 812.

[Also oozook, ursuk; Eskimo.] The
bearded seal, Erignathus barbatus. See cut
under Erignathus.

Ustilaginese (us'-'ti-la-jin'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Ustikujo (-gin-) + -eee.] An extensive order of
zygomycetous fungi, the smuts, parasitic in
the tissues of living plants, especially flower-
ing plants, causing much damage, particularly
to the grasses. The mycelium is widely spreading.but
soon vanishes. The teleutospores are produced in the
interior of mycelial branches, which often become gela-
tinized. The life-history begins with the production from
the resting-spore of a promycelium which bears sporid-
like gametes. These gametes conjugate in pairs, and di-
rectly, or by means of sporids, produce a new mycelium,
which in turn bears the resting-spores in another host
Ustilago, Urocystis, and Tilletia are the most important
genera. See Cuniomycetes, smut, 3, Fungi.

UStilagineous (us"ti-la-jin'e-us), a. In bat., of
or licrtaiiiiiig to the Cftilaginex.

UStilaginous (us-ti-laj'i-niis), a. [< Ustilago
i-gin-) -t- -ous.] 1. Affected with ustilago;
smutty.— 2. Belonging to the Ustilaginese.

Ustilago (us-ti-la'go), ». [NL., < LL. ustilago
(-gin-), a plant of the thistle kind; prob., like
urtica, < urere (•/ us), burn : see ustion. The
name is applied to smut as looking 'burnt' or
blackened by fire.] 1. A genus of parasitic
fungi, the type of the order Ustilaginese, caus-
ing, under the name of smut, some of the most
destructive of the fungus-diseases of plants.
The teleutospores are simple, produced in the interior
of much-gelatinized swollen liyphee, and when mature
forming pulverulent, frequently ill smelling masses. See
smut, 3, maize-smut, chimney-sweep, 3, bunt*, colly-brand,
collarbags, coal-brand.

2. [I. c] Smut. See smut, 3.

ustion (us'chon), n. [= F. ustion = Sp. ustion
= Pg. ti,stSo = It. ustione, < L. ustio(n-), a burn-
ing, < urere (-y/ us), burn, sear. Cf . adust^, com-
bust, etc.] The act of burning, or the state of
bein^ burned. Johnson

They are frutlculose or more commonly pendulous lichens, UStoriOUS (us-to'ri-us), a. [< L. t<S?or, a burner
having the thallnsterete, usually straw-colored orgrayish, rof dend boHipsI < urere \mrr\^ TTiiviTiir tho
with subterminal peltate apothecia. They are found in ^ "^^ DOQies;, «. urere, Durn.J Having tne

temperate or cool climates, growing on rocks, or more property 01 burning.
commonly on trunks or limbs of trees, whence they are The power of a burning-glass Is by an ustorious quality
called tree-mosMs, resembling iu their drooping growth in the mirror or glass, arising from certain unknown sub-
the southern tree-moss (Tillandsia). If. barbata is the stantial form. Watts,



tistulate

nstolate (ns'tu-lat), a. [< L. ustulatus, pp. of
HStuhire, scorch, dim. of urere, bum.] Colored,
or blackened, as if scorched or singed.

ustulation (us-tu-la'shon), n. [< ustulate +
-lOH.] 1. The act of burning or searing.

SindgiiifT and uatulati(m such as rapid atfrictions do
cause. Sir W* Petty, in Sprat's Hiat. Royal Society, p. 297.

lln the following quotation the word is used in a secondary
sense, with special reference to 1 Cor. vli. 9.

It is not certain that they look the better part when
they chose ustulatioix before marriage, expressly against
the apostle. Jer. Taylor, Kule of Conscience, iii. 4.]

2t. In metal., the operation of expelling one sub-
stance from another by heat, as sulphur and
arsenic from ores in a muffle. Imj>. Diet.—
3. In jiltar. : (a) The roasting or drying of
moist substances so as to prepare them for pul-
verizing. (6) The burning of wine.
usual (ii'zho-al), a. and n. [< F. usuel= Sp. Pg.
iisiKil =z It. usuale,i L. ttsiialis, for use, fit for use,
also of common use, customary, common, ordi-

nary, usual, < itsus, use, habit, custom : see Msel.]

I, fl. In common use; such as occurs in ordi-

narypractice or in the general course of events;
customary ; habitual ; common ; frequent ; or-

dinary.
Necessity

Taught us those arts not usttal to our sex.

Fletcher {aiid another), Sea Voyage, v. 4.

Albeit it be not usuul with me, chiefly in the absence of

a husband, to admit any entrance to strangers.

B. Joiuion, Every Man out of his Humonr, ii. 1.

I was told that it was not usual to pay a kaphar in car-
avans. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 138.

As usual, in such manner as is usual or common ; as often
happens ; after the customary fashion.

Want of money had, a$ usual, induced the King to con-
voke his Parliament. Macaiday, Lord Bacon.

Usual predication. See predico^ion. =Syn. Custotnary,
etc. (see hahiiual), general, wonted, prevalent, prevailing,
accustomed.

Il.t «. That which is usual.

The staffe of seuen verses hath seueu proportions, where-
of one itnely is the vsuall of our vulgar.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 72.

usually (u'zho-al-i), adv. According to what is

usual or customary ; commonly ; customarily

;

ordinarily,

usualness (u'zho-al-nes), n. The state of being
usual; commonness; frequency; customariness.
USUCapient (ii-zu-ka'pi-ent), n. One who has
acquired, or claims to tave acquired, by usu-
eaption.
The burden of debts must in like manner have fallen on

the utfucapient or tutucapients in proportion to the shares
they had taken of the deceased's property.

JSncyc. BrU., XX. 692.

USUCapt (li'zu-kapt), V. To acquire by prescrip-
tion or usucaptioii.

Under the jus civile, on failure of agnates (and of the
gens where there was one), the succession was vacant and
fell to the fisc, tmless perchance it was wiucapted by a
stranger possessing pro herede. Eucyc. Brit., XX. 702.

USUcaptible (H-zu-kap'ti-bl), a. [< L. nsttcap-

tm, pp. of usucapere, acquire by prescription

:

see usticaptioH.'] Capable of being acquired by
possession, prescription, or usucaption.

Any citizen occupying immovables or holding movables
as his own, provided they were usucaptible and he had not
taken them theftuously, acquired a quiritary right in two
years or one as the case might be, simply on the strength
of his possession. Encyc. Brit, XX. 690.

usucaption (u-zu-kap'shon), ». [Cf. F. usuca-
pion, < L. usucapio(n-), an acquisition by pos-
session or prescription, < usucapere, pp. usu-
captus, prop, two words, usw eapere, acquire by
prescription : tisu, abl. of usus, use ; eapere, pp.
capitis, take : see nse and caption.'} In civil law,

the acquisition of the title or right to property
by the uninterrupted and undisputed posses-
sion of it for a certain term prescribed by law.
It is nearly equivalent or correlative to the common-law
prescription, but differs In that possession in good faith
was required to constitute usucaption, but need not be in
good faith to constitute prescription.

As the title here depends on possession, which is a mere
fact, it is plainly reasonalde that the law where the fact
occurs should be applied in questionsof u-aucaption or pre-
scription, which is right growing out of a continued fact.

Woolgey, Introd. to Inter. Law, H 71.

USUdtirian (ii'zii-du'ri-an), n. [Prob. irreg. <

L. usus, use, -t- durus, liard, -I- -«a«.] A pack-
ing-material prepared from unvulcanized rub-
ber combined with other materials. It is a non-
conductor, and when exposed to the action of steam it

becomes vulcanized, and is very durable. By the applica-
tion of naphtha to two pieces of this packing, they are
made to unite homogeneously under pressure, and a
mass of any size or thickness is thus readily built up.
E. II. Knight.

usufruct (ii'zu-frukt), n. [= F. usnfruit = Pr.

usufrug = Sp. Pg. usufructo = It. usufrutto,

uso/rutto, < L. ususfructus (abl. usufructu), also,
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and orig., two words, usus fructus, usus etfrue-
tus, the use and enjoyment : usus, use

;
fructns,

enjoyment, fruit : see «.sel and fruit.'} In law,

the right of enjoying all the advantages deriva-
ble from the use of something which belongs
to another so far as is compatible with the sub-
stance of the thing not being destroyed or in-

jured, Qvasi-usu/ruct was admitted in the civil law in
the case of certain perishable things. In these cases an
equivalent in kind and quantity was admitted to represent
the things destroyed or injured by use. {Amon.) Umi/ruct
is often used as implying that the right is held for life,

ns distinguished from more limited and from permanent
rights.

In the rich man's houses and pictures, his parks and
gardens, I have a temporary itgu/ruct at least

Lamb, Bachelor's Complaint.

usufruct (ii'zii-frukt), v. t. [< usufruct, «.] To
hold in usufruct; subject to a right of enjoy-
ment of its advantages by one while owned by
another.

The cautio usufructuaria that property usv/ructed
should revei-t unimpaired to the owner on the expiry of

the usufructuary's life interest. Encyc. Brit., XX. 709.

usufructuary (ii-zu-fruk'tu-a-ri), a. and n. [=
F. usufruitier = Sp. Pg. usufructuario = It. usu^
fruttuario, < LL. usufructuarius, one who has
the use and profit of, but not the title to (a
thing), < L. ususfructus, use and enjoyment

:

see usufruct.'] I. a. Of or relating to usufruct;
of the nature of a usufruct. Coleridge.

II. n.; pi. usufructuaries (-riz). A person
who has the usufruct or use and enjoyment of

property for a time without having the title.

Ayliffe, Parergon.
I have been ever your man, and counted myself but an

usufructuary of myself, the property being yours.
Bacon, Letter, March 26, 1621.

USUrariOUSt (u-zu-ra'ri-us), a. [< L. usurarius,
of usury: see «s?<rar2/.] Usurious. Jer. Taylor,

Rule of Conscience, i. 5.

usuraryt (ii'zii-ra-ri), a. [= F. usuraire = Pr.
usurari = Sp. Pg. It. usurario, < L. usurarius,

of or pertaining to interest or usury, < usura,
usury: see usure, usury.'] Usurious. Bp. Hall,
Works, VII. 373.

usuret (ii'zur), n. [< ME. usure, < OF. (and P.)
iisure = Sp. Pg. It. usura, < L. usura, use, em-
ployment, interest, < uti, pp. usus, use: see
»««*.] Interest; usury. C7irt«cer, Friar's Tale,
1. 9.

What is vnure, but venyme of patrymonye, and a law-
fuUe thefe that tellyth ys entent?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 32.

usuret (ii'zur), v. i. [< usure, «.] To practise
usury.

I turn no monies in the public bank,
• Nor usure private. JS. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

usurer (ii'zu-rfer), n. [< ME. usurer, < OF.
(also F.) usurier = Sp. usurero= Pg. usureiro

= It. usuriere, < ML. usurarius, a usurer, < L.
usurarius, pertaining to use or interest, < usura,
use, interest : see usure, usury.'] If. One who
lent money and took interest for it.

The seconde buffet be-tokeneth the riche vserer that de-
liteth in his richesse and goth s[c]ornynge his pore nyghe-
bonrs that be nedy whan thei come to hym ought for to
borough. Merlin (B. E. T. S.X iii. 434.

Henry, duke of Guise, . . . was the greatest ustirer in

France, because he had turned all his estate into ol)liga-

tions. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1. 87.

2. One who lends money at an exorbitant rate

of interest ; a money-lender who exacts exces-
sive or inordinate interest. See usury.

USUringt (ii'zii-ring), a. [< usure + -ing^.']

Practising usury ; usurious.

I do not love the usuring Jew so welL
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iv. 6.

usurious (u-zii'ri-us), a. [<. usury + -ous.] 1.

Practising usury; specifically, taking exorbi-

tant interest for the use of money.
Plead not : usurimts nature will have all.

As well the int'rest as the principal.
Qttarles, Emblems, iii. 15.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of usury; ac-

quired by usury.

Enemies to interest, . . . holding any Increase of money
to be indefensibly usurious. Blackstone, Cora., II. 30.

USUriously (u-zvi'ri-us-li), adv. In a usurious
manner.
usuriousness (u-zii'ri-us-nes), ». The charac-
ter of being usurious.

usuroust, a. Same as usurious. B. Jonson,
Every Man out of his Humour, v. 4.

usurp (u-zerp'), v. [< F. usurper = Sp. Pg. usur-

par = It. usurpare, < L. usurpare, make use of,

use, assume, take possession of, usurp, perhaps
orig. usu raperc, seize to (one's own) use : usu,

abl. of usu^, use; rapere, seize: see use^ and

usurpingly a

rop2.] I, trans. 1. To seize and hold posses-

J

sion of, as of some important or dignified place,
offiee, power, or property, by force or without
right; seize, appropriate, or assume illegally or
wrongfully : as, to usurj) a throne ; to usurp the
prerogatives of the crown ; to usurp power.

That hellish monster, damnd hypocrisie, . . .

Vsurps my place & titles soveraigntie.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

Thou dost here usurp
The name thou owest not.

Shak., Tempest, 1. 2. 453.

White Is there usurped for her brow.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iiL 1.

Trade's unfeeling train mk
Usurp the land, and dispossess the swain. 'V

Goldgmith, Des. Vil., L 64. "

2. To assume, in a wider sense
;
put on; some-

times, to counterfeit.

O, if in black my lady's brows be deck'd.
It mourns that painting and usurping hair

Should ravish doters with a false aspect
Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 259.

II. intrans. To be or act as a usurper; hence,
to commit illegal seizure; encroach: with on
or upon.
Ye Pequents . , . wntrped upon them, and drive them

from thence. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 311.

This tendency in political j(nirnals to usurp ujxin the
practice of books, and to mould the style of writers.

De Quincey, Style, L

USUrpantt (u-zer'pant), a. [< L. usurpan(t-)s,
ppr. of usurpare, usurp : see u.<<ttrp.] Inclined or
apt to usurp

;
guilty of usurping ; encroaching.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 473.

usurpation (ii-zfer-pa'shon), n. [< F. usurpation
= Sp. usurpacioH = Pg. usurpa^ao = It. usurpa-
zione, < L. usurpatio(n-), a using, an appropria-
tion, < usurpare, use, usurp: see usurp.] 1.

The act of usurping; the act of seizing or occu-
pying and enjoying the place, power, functions,
or property of another without right; especially,

the wrongful occupation of a throne: as, the
usurpation of supreme power.

The usurpation
Of thy unnatural uncle, English John.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 9.

The Parlament therefore without any usurpation hath
had it alwaies in thir power to limit and confine the exor-
bitancie of Kings, Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

2. In law : (a) Intrusion into an ofiice or as-

sumption of a franchise, whether on account of
vacancy or by ousting the incumbent, without
any color of title, (h) Such intrusion or as-

sumption without lawful title, (c) The abso-
lute ouster and dispossession of the patron of a
church by presenting a clerk to a vacant bene-
fice, who is thereupon admitted and instituted

;

intrusion.— 3t. Use; usage. [A Latinism.]

There can be no kind of certainty in any such observa-
tions of the articles, because the Greeks promiscuously of-

ten use them or omit them, without any reason of their
usurpation or omission.

Bp. Pearson, Exposition of the Creed, ii.

USUrpatory (u-zer'pa-to-ri), a. [< LL. usurpa-
torius, of or pertaining to a usurper,< usurpator.

a usurper, < L. usurpare, pp. usurpatus, usurp

:

see usurp.] Characterized or marked by usur-
pation ; usurping.

USUrpatriz (ii'z6r-pa-triks), n. [= F. usurpa-
trice, < LL. usurpatrix, fem. of usurpator, a
usurper: see usurpatory.] A woman who
usurps. Cotgrave.

USUrpature (u-z&r'pa-tur), n. [< L. usurpare,

pp. usurpatus, usurp, + -ure.] The act of

usurping; usurpation. [Eare.J

Thus, lit and launched, up and up roared and soared
A rocket, till the key o' the vault was reached,
And wide heaven held, a breathless minute-space,
In brilliant usurpature.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 806.

USUrpedly (u-z6r'ped-li), adr. Bv an act or

acts of usurpation ; in a manner ciaraeterized
by usurpation. [Rare.]

They temerariously and usurpcdly take on themselves
to be parcel of the body. Hallam, Const. Hist, III.

usurper (u-zer'per), n. [< usurp + -erl.] One
who usurps; one who seizes power or property
without right: as, the usurper of a throne, of

power, or of the rights of a patron.

Thou false vsurper of Gods regal throne.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

Sole heir to the usurper Capet Shak., Hen.V., i. 2. 78.

usurping (u-zfer'ping), p. a. Characterized by
usurpation.

The worst of tyrants an usurping crowd. Pope,

usurpingly (u-zer'ping-li), adv. In a usurping
manner; by usurpation; without just right or

claim. Shak., K. John, i. 1. 13.
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nstirpressf (u-ztr'pres), n. [< usurper + -es*".]

A female usurper. Howell,\'ocB,\\ Forrest, p. 19.

usury (u'zhS-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also mery ;

< ME. iisurie, itsurye, < OF. "usurie, a collateral

form of OF. mure, interest, usury: see usure.'\

1. Originally, any premium paid, or stipulated

to be paid, for the use of money ; interest. [Ob-

solete or archaic.]

Thou oiightest therefore to have put my money to the

exchangers, and then, at my coming, I should have re-

ceived mine own with usury. Mat. xxv. 27.

2. An excessive or inordinate premium paid, or

stipulated to be paid, for the use of money bor-

rowed ; any such premium in excess of the rate

established or permitted by law, which varies

locally.

I send you herwitb the pylyon for the male, and X«. for

the hyer, whyche is utery, I tak God to rekord.
PaMun Letters, III. 110.

3. The practice of lending money at interest, or

of taking interest for money lent; specifically,

and now almost exclusively, the practice of

taking exorbitant or excessive interest; the
taking of extortionate interest from the needy
or extravagant.

Their [the Jews'] only studies are Divinity and Physick

:

their occupations, brokage and usury,
Sandys, Travailes (1652), p. 115.

The root of the condemnation of usurif was simply an
error in political economy. Lecky, European Morals, 1. 94.

nsns (li'sus), n. [L.] Use; specifically, in

Rom. law, the right to enjoy the use, fruits, and
products of a thing personally, without trans-

ferring them to others. It usually Implied actual
possession — that is, the right to detain the thing; but
the legal possession was in the owner who held subject to

Uflus. More specifically, nsus was the lower form of civil

marriage, in which the wife was regarded as coming into

the i>ossession or under the hand of the husband, as if a
daughter.— Usus loquendi, usage in speaking; the es-

tablished usage of a certain Iangu:ige or class of speakers.

U. S. V. An abbreviation of United States Vul-

unteers.

nsward (us'ward), adv. [<. us + -ward."] To-
ward us. [Rare.]

nt (ot), n. [See gamut.'] In solmizatiott, the
syllable once generally used for the first tone
or key-note of the scale. It is now commonly
superseded, except in France, by do. See sol-

mi:ation and do*.

Uta (li'ta), n. [NL. (Baird and Girard, 1852),

< t7a/i, one of the Territories of the United
States.] A genus of very small American liz-

ards of the family Iguanidm, nearly related both
to Holbrookia and to Sceloporus. There are several

uta eUgttfis.

species, as XJ. elegans, U, stunaburiana, U. omata, etc.,

inhabiting western regions of the United States, as from
Utah southward.

Utamania (u-ta-ma'ni-a), n. [NL. (Leach,
1816), also Utumania.'] A genns of Alcidse,

whose type is the razor-billed auk, Alca or Uta-
mania torda, chiefly differing from Alca proper
in having the wings sufficiently developed for
flight. See cut under razorbill.

Utast, ntist (u'tas, li'tis), n. [Also utass, utast;
< ME. utan, < OF. utes, utas, utus, utaves, oitieves,

oitauves, octaves, F. octaves, the octave of a fes-
tival, pi. of octave, octave, = 8p. Pg. octava = It.

o<tora, an octave; ih.octavas (dies): aee octave.]

1 . The octave of a festival, a legal term, or other
particular occasion— that is, the space of eight
days after it, or the last day of that space of
time : as, the utas of Saint Hilary.

Quod Gawein, . . . "let vs sette the dayof spousaile;"
and than toke thei day to-geder the vtas utter, and com
thus spekynge iu to the halle.

Merlin (E. E. T. 9.), ill. 449.

Uta« of a feest, octaves. Palsyrave.

Hence— 2. Bustle; stir; unrestrained jollity

or festivity, as during the octave of a festival.

By the mass, here will be old Utis ; it will be an excel-
lent stratagem. Shak. , 2 Hen. IV. , 11. 4. 22.

TJte (lit), n. [Native name.] A member of a
tribe of American Indians who belong to the
Shoshone family, and dwell in Utah, Colorado,
and neighboring regions.
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utensil (u-ten'sil, formerly also u'ten-sil), n.

[Early mod. E. utensile; ME. utensyl; < OF. uten-
sile, F. ustensile (with s erroneously inserted in

imitation of OF. ustil, ostil, F. outil, implement
(see hustlement), or us, use) = Sp. utensilio = Pg.
utensiUo = It. utensile, < L. utensile, usually in

pi. utcnsilia, a thing fit for use, a utensil, neut.
of utensilis, fit for use, useful, < uti, use: see
MSfil. Ct. utile.] An instrument or implement

:

as, utensils of war; now, more especially, an in-

strument or vessel in common use in a kitchen,
dairy, or the like, as distinguished from agi'i-

cultural implements and mechanical tools.

The Crucifixes and other Utensils were dispos'd in order
for beginning the procession.

MauTxdrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 72.

I earnestly intreat you to get the utensils for observing
the Quantities of Rain wliich fall at York, which will be
an experiment exceedingly acceptable to every curious
person. W. Derham, in Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 316.

=Syn. Implement, Instrument, etc. See tool.

uteri, n. Plural of uterus.

uterine (ii'te-rin), a. [= F. uterin = Sp. Pg.
It. uterino, < LL. uterinum, born of the same
mother, lit. of the (same) womb, < L. uterus,

womb: see uterus.] 1. Of or pertaining to

the uterus or womb : as, uterine complaints.

—

2. Born of the same mother, but by a different

father.

He [Francis Bacon] had a uterine brother, Anthony
Bacon, who was a very great statesman, and much beyond
liis brother Francis for the Politiques.

Aubrey, Lives (Francis Bacon).

Uterine artery, a branch of the anterior division of the
internal iliac artery, very tortuous in its course along the
side of the uterus between the layers of the broad liga-

ment, giving off numerous branches, which ramify on the
anterior and posterior surfaces and in the substance of
tlie uterus.— Uterine cake. See placenta, 1 (a).—Ute-
rine gestation, plexus, sinus. See the nouns.—Ute-
rine sac, in ascidians, the shortened and widened ovi-

duct, containing the ovarian follicle and ovum. Its ovidu-
cal part is applied to the wall of the ovicyst, or incubatory

eoucli, while the other or inner half contains the ovum.

—

terine souffle. Same asptacental sotijHe (which st-e, un-
der placental).— Vteriae tubes, tympanites, vellum.
See the nouns.

uterocopulatory (u-'te-ro-kop'u-la-to-ri), a.

Vaginal or copulatory, as certain sexual pas-

sages of hermaphrodite gastropods : correlated

with uterodeferent.

Uterodeferent (ii'te-ro-def 'fer-ent), a. Oviducal
or deferent, as certain sexual passages of her-

maphrodite gastropods: correlated with utero-

copulatory.

U'terogestation (u'te-ro-jes-ta'shon), n. [< L.

uterus, uterus, + gestaiio{n-), gestation.] Ges-
tation in the womb from conception to birth.

Uteromania (ii''te-ro-ma'ni-a), n. Nymphoma-
nia.

uterus (u'te-rus), n. ; pi. uteri (-ri). [= F. uterus

= Sp. iitero = Pg. It. utero, < L. uterus, also

uter and uterum, the womb, belly ; cf. Gr. varfpa,

the womb: see hysteria.] 1. The womb; that

part of the female sexual passage to which a ripe

ovum is conveyed from the ovary, and in which
it is detained in gestation until the fetus is ma-
tured and expelled in parturition, it is a section of

an oviduct, originally a Miillerian duct, enlarged, thick-

ened, united witli its fellow of the opposite side, or other-

wise modified, to serve as a resting-place for the ovum
while this is developed t^ or toward maturity as an embryo
or a fetus, whence it is then discharged through a cloaca or

a vagina. The tUerus is single in most Monodelphia, and
doable In Didelphia and Ornithodelphia. When united.

Diagraniinatic Section of Gravid Uterus of Human Female, siiowing

disposition of the fetus and fetal appendages.

u, uterus : c. its neck or cervix ; /, Fallopian tube ; du, decidua

nterina ; dt, decidua serotina ; dr. decidua reflexa, tiiat part of the

decidua utcrina which is reflected over the ovum and consequently

envelops the chorion ; ch, chorion, or outermost fetal envelop proper

(originally the cell-wall of the ovum), lined by am, the amnion, or in-

nermost fetal envelop, in the cavity of which the fetus floats in the

liquor aniuii : nb, the already shrunken umbilical vesicle lyinn be-

tween the amnion and the chorion : al, allantois, fonnmg the navel-

string, or umbilical cord, and the fetal part of the placenta : X, z,

chorionic villi, most of which enter into the formation of the placen-

ta ; os.ixa tincie, or uiouth of the womb.
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but incompletely, it constitutes a uterus hicoi-nis, or two-
liomed womb. In birds the name uterus ia given to that
terminal part of the oviduct where the egg is detained to
receive its shell. The non-pregnant hmuan uterus is a
pear-shaped organ about 3 inches long, with a broad, flat-

tened part above (the body), and a narrow, more cyliiidrical

part below (the cervix). Within is a cavity which passes
out into the Fallopian tube on each side above, and below
opens into the vagina. The cavity narrows as it passes into
the cervix at the internal os, and continues downward as
the cervical canal, to terminate at the external os uteri or
OS tinea). The uterus is supported by the broad ligament,
a transverse fold of peritoneum which embraces it on each
side, and by accessory ligaments, such as the round, vesico-
uterine, and recto-uterine ligaments. It consists of a se-

rous or peritoneal coat, a middle coat of smooth muscular
Abel's, foi-ming most of its thickness, and an epithelial

lining. See also cut under peritoneum.

2. In invertebrates, as Vermes^ a special sec-

tion of the oviduct, or sundry appendages of

the oviduct, which subserve a uterine func-
tion. Gegenhaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 182.

See cuts under germariu7n, Rhahdoccela, Cestoi-

dettf ami Nematoidea.— 3. In Fungi. See 2)eridi-

itm Anteflection of the uterus. See antejlection.—
Anteverslon of the uterus. See anteversion.— Arhor-
Vitae of the uterus, pinnate folds of the mucous mem-
brane of the cervix uteri.— Blfld UterUS, a uterus hav-
ing two bodies instead of one: same as uterus hicofnis.—
BilOCUlar uterus. See uterus bilocularis.— Body of the
uterus. Same as corpus uteri (which see, under corpun).
— Cervix Uteri. See ct'raa:.— Corpus uteri. See corpus.

—DefectUS uteri, complete conj^enital absence of the
uterus.— Double-mouthed uterus. Same as uterus bi-

/or/.>;.—Double uterus, uterus duplex. Same as uterus
didelphys.—Tundns Of the uterus, fundus uteri. See
/undw«.— Gravid uterus, the \vonil> during prej.niancy,

containing the pioiluct of conception.—Heart-shaped
uterus, uterus cordiformis, an imperfect uterus biccr-

niSjthe finulus being slightly depressed in the middle, so as

to give the organ a heart-shaped appearance.— Hernia
of the uterus, a very rare condition in which the womb
is forced through the middle line of the abdominal wall
or through the inpuinal or femoral ring ; hysterocele.

—

Hour-glass contraction of the uterus, a circular con-
traction of the internal os, occurring in rare instances
immediately after childldrth, thus dividing the womb
into two cavities, in the upper of wiiicb the placenta may
be retained.— Inertia Of the UteruS, weak and ineffec-

tive contractions of the uterus during childbirth.— In-
fantile uterus, an undeveloptd uterus.- In UterO, in

the womb.— Inversion of the uterus, an accident that
sometimes, though rarely, occurs after delivery, in which
the flabby uterus turns inside out.— Involution of the
Uterus, the process of restoration of the uterus to its

original size after childbirth. This occurs through fatty

degeneration of the hypertrophied uterine muscle.— Isth-
mus of the uterus, a slight circular depression on the

external surface of the womb, corresponding to the loca-

tion of the internal os.—Neck Of the uteruS. Same as

cervix «(crt (which see, under cervix).— One-homed ute-
rUB. Same as uterus unicornis.^ Q^ uteri, the mouth
of the womb.— Os uteri externum, the external os or

mouth of the womb, forming the (tpening into the vagina.
— Os uteri internum, the internal OS, at the junction of

the cervix with the corpus of the womb.— Pregnant
uterus. Same as gravid «?e7-w#.— Procidentia of the
uterus, an exaggerated condition of prolapse, in which
the organ i>asse8 through the vnlvar orifice.— Prolapse
of the uterus, a descent of the womb fiom its proper
position, owing to relaxation of the parts normally sus-

taining it.—Puerperal uterus, the uterus after child-

birth and before the comidetion of inv<ilution.—Retrac-
tores uteri. See retractor.— Retroflection of the
uterus. See retrojlection.— Retroversion of the ute-
rus. See rerrovernon.— Rupture of the uterus, (a)

A tear in the wall of the womb, taking place during labor

when there is an impediment to the descent of the child

:

a rare and usually fatal accident. (6) Same as hernia oj

the w(crH«.— Septate uterus. Same as vteruH bilocu-

iaris.- Subinvolution of the uterus, delayed or incom-
plete involution of the uterus.-Two-chambered ute-
rus. Same as uterus bUocvlarii^.— Two-homed uterus.
Same as uterus bicornis.— Dterus bicomis, ti tuo-horned
womb, resulting from incomplete union of rit;ht and left

oviducts. It is normal in various animals, abnormal in

woman.— Uterus blforls, a septate uterus in which the

septum exists only at the external os, the cavity above
being single.— Uterus bllOCtUarls, a uterus the cavity

of which is divi<]ed into two by a septum. It is distin-

guished from uterus bicornis by there being no traces of

a division on tlie surface of the organ.— Uterus cordi-
fonnis. See heart-shaped wfen/«.— Uterus dldelphys,
or uterus diadelphys,a condition in which t«o separate
organs, di^itinct in all their parts, exist. Also double ute-

rus.— Uterus masculinus. Same as prostatic vesicle

(which see, under prostatic]. Also called utriculus mascU'
lintts, utriculus hominin, utriculus urethrse, vafiiina mas-
culina, sinus prostaticus sinux pocidaris, and vesicula

proKtadca.— VteTMB unicornis, a defective uterus re-

sulting from absence or arrested development of one Miil-

lerian duct, in consequence of which but one lateral half

of the uterus haa been formed.

Utetheisa (u-te-thi'sa),

1816).] Age-
nus of bom-
byeid moths,
of the fam-
ily Lithosi-

idaSj contain-
ing a few
beautifully
colored spe-
cies of mod-
erate size,

having the antennte simple in both sexes. The
genus is represented in all quarters of the globe, U. pul^

[NL. (Htibner,

utetheisa beila.
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chtlla alone occurring in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Austra-
lia U, (Deiopeia) Sella is a common North American
species of a crimson color with white and black spots,
whose larva feeds upon plants of the genera Myrica,
Lf^edeza, Cnjtalana, and Prun\t9.

Utgard (iit'gard), H. [< Icel. titgarfhar, the outer
building, the abode of the giant Utgartha Loki ;

< at, out, + garthr, a yard: see gartIA and yard.
Cf. Midgard.} In Scand. myth., the abode of the
giants; the realm of Utgard-Loki.
Utia (u'ti-a), n. [Also liutia ; W. Ind.] A West
Indian octodont rodent of the genus Capromys.

Utilet (u'til), a. [< F. utile = Sp. Pg. ntil = It.

utile, < L. utili^, serviceable, useful, < uti, use:
see Msel.] Useful

;
profitable ; beneficial.

The boke of Nurture for men, seruauntes, and chyldren,
with Stans puer ad mensam, newly corrected, very vtyle

and necessary vnto all youth.
Babeeg Book (E. E. T. S.), p. Ixxxvii.

utilisable, utilisation, etc. See utili:able, etc.

utilitarian (u-til-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< util-

ity + -arian. Cf. F. utilitaire.'] I. a. Consist-
ing in or pertaining to utility; having regard
to utility rather than beauty and the like; spe-
cifically, making the greatest good of the great-
est number the prime consideration. See the
quotations.

It was in the winter of 1822-23 that I formed the plan
of a little society, to be composed of young men agree-
ing in fundamental principles— acknowledging Utility as
their standard in etliics and politics. . . . The fact would
hardly be worth mentioning, but for the circumstance that
the name I gave to the society I had planned was the
Utilitanan Society. It was the first time that any one
had taken the title of utilitarian, and the term made its

way into the language from this humble source. I did
not invent the word, but found it in one of Gait's novels,
"The Annals of the Parish." J. S. Mill.

The pursuit of such happiness is taught by the utilita-

rian philosophy, a phrase used by Bentham himself in
1S02, and therefore not invented by Mr. J. S. Mill, as he
supposed, in 1823. Encyc. Brit., II. 57(i.

II. n. One who holds the doctrine of utili-

tarianism.

I told my people that I thought they had more sense
than to secede fronj Christianity to become Utilitariaiis;
fur that it would be a confession of ignorance of the faith
they deserted, seeing that it was the main duty inculcated
by our religion to do all in morals and manners to which
the newfangled doctrine of utility pretended.

Qalt, Annals of the Parish (1821), x.txv.

utilitarianism (u-til-i-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< utili-

tiirian + -ism.'] The doctrine that the greatest
happiness of the greatest number should bo
the sole aim of all public action, together with
the hedonistic theory of ethics, upon which this
doctrine rests, utilitarianism originated with the
marquis Cesare Bonesana Beccaria (1736-93), but its great
master was Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). He held that
the sole possible rational motive is the expectation of
pleasure, as measured by the intensity, propinquity, and
duration of the pleasure, and the strength of the expec-
tation. Utilitarian ethics, however, does not insist that
such considerations need or ought to determine action in
special cases, but only that the rules of morals should
be founded npon them. These views greatly, and advan-
tageously, inlluenced ethical thought and legislation in
France, England, and the United States.

ntilltarianize (u-til-i-ta'ri-an-iz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. utilitarianized, ppr. utilitarianizing.

[< utilitanan + -ize.'\ To act as a utilitarian
toward ; cause to serve a utilitarian purpose.
[Rare.]

Matter-of-fact people, . . . who utilitarianize every-
thing. Mr». C. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania.

utility (u-til'i-ti), n. ; pi. utilities (-tiz). [< ME.
utilitee, tityli'te, < OF. utilite, F. utilite = Sp.
utilidad = Pg. utilidade = It. utilita, < L.
utilita{t-)s, usefulness, serviceableness, profit,

<tt<jfc, useful: see wiite.] 1. The character of
being useful; usefulness; profitableness; the
state of being serviceable or conducive to some
desirable or valuable end.

Rootes smale of noon utilitee

Cutte of for lettyng of fertilitee.

Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

By utility Is meant that property in any object whereby
it tends to produce benefit advantage, pleasure, good, or
happiness. Jevonis, PoL Econ., p. 42

An undertaking of enormous labour, and yet of only
very partial utility.

Fitzedward Hall, Modem English, p. 36.

2. Use; profit.

That money growyng of suche talagis be in the kepyng
of iiii. sad men and trewe, and that to be chosen, and out
of their kepyng for necessites and vtyliUs of the same
cite, and not odur wyse to be spent.

Arnold:! Chrm. (1602), p. 6.

3. A useful thing.

What we produce, or desire to produce, is always, as M.
Say rightly terms it, an utility. Labour It not creative of
objects, but of utUitiet. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. § 1.

Particular utility». .See parti«ifan— Responsible
utility. See renpiinnble. =Syn. 1. Advantaf/e, Benefit, etc.
See admntoj/e and benefit.
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utility-man (u-til'j-ti-man), n. In theat. lang.,
an actor of the smallest parts in a play. A
supernumerary is called a utility-man, or is said
to have gone into the "utility," when he has a
part with words given him.
utilizable (u'ti-U-za-bl), a. [< utilise + -able.']

Capable of being utilized. Also spelled utilis-

able.

utilization (u"ti-li-za'shon), 11. [< utilize +
-atioii.] The act of utilizing or turning to ac-
count, or the state of being utilized. Also
spelled utilisation.

A man of genius, but of genius that evaded utilization.
Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 63.

utilize (ii'ti-llz), V. t.; pret. and pp. utilized, ppr.
utilizing. [= F. utiliser = Sp. Pg. utilizar= it.

utilizzare; as utile -f -ize.] To turn to profitable
account or use ; make useful ; make use of: as,

to utilize a stream for driving machinery. Also
spelled utilise.

A variety of new compounds and combinations of words
[are contained in Barlow's '*Colunibiad"] ... as, to«(i^-
ise; to vagrate, &c. Edinburgh Rev., XV. 28.

In the Edinburgh Review for 1809 . . . exception is

taken to . . . utilize. .. . . Utilize, a word both useful
and readily intelligible, was very slow in becoming nat-
uralized. Fitzedward Hall, Modem English, p. 128.

utilizer (u'ti-li-z<!r), n. [< utilize + -erl.] One
who or that which utilizes. Also spelled util-

iser.

ut infra (ut in'fra). [L. : ut, as; infra, below:
see infra-.] As t)elow.

uti possidetis (u'ti pos-i-de'tis). [L. : uti =
ut, as; possidetis, 2d pers. pi. pres. ind. of pos-
sidere, possess: see possess.] 1. An inter-
dict of the civil law by which a person who was
in possession of an immovable was protected
against any disturbance of his possession, it
could also be used where there was a suit pending about
the title, in order to determine with whom the possession
should remain during the suit. Only the possessor animo
domini was protected, except in a few cases where the
protection of the interdict was extended to certain per-
sons who had the mere physical possession. The ques-
tion of good faith was as a rule unimportant, except
that if the possession had been acquired by force, or by
stealth, or as a mere precaritim from the defendant, the in-

terdict could not be used against him, but the defendant
could not object that the possession had been acquired
in this way from a third person. This interdict and the
corresponding one for movables were called retinendse
possessionig (for retaining possession), as they were gi-anted
(except in some cases, about which the commentators dif-

fer) only to peisons who had not lost their possession, but
had merely been disturbed in it.

2. In international lau; the basis or principle
of a treaty which leaves belligerent parties in
possession of what they have acquired by their
arms during the war.

Utist, ". See utas.

utlagaret, «. [< ML. utlagaria, outlawry: see
outlawry.] Outlawry.

And anon as the seide utlagare was certyfyed, my Lord
Tresorer graunted the seid vij. c. marc to my Lord of Norf-
folk, for the arrerag of hys sowde qeyl he was in Scotland.

Paston Letters, I. 41.

utlandt, n. and a. Same as outland.

utlaryt, utlauryt, ". [< ML. *utlaria, utlagaria,
outlawry: see outlawry.] Outlawry. Camden,
Remains, Surnames.

utlegationt (ut-le-ga'shgn), n. [For "utlagation,

< ML. utlagatio(n-), < utlagare, outlaw: see out-
law, v.] The act of outlawing; outlawry. S.

Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 205.

utmost (ut'most), a. and n. [< ME. utmest, ute-

mest, utemseste, outemeste, < AS. utemest, ytmest,
ytemest, < Ut, out, + double superl. suffix -m-est:
see out and -most. Cf . outmost, a doublet of ut-

most; at. &\s,o uttermost.] I. a. superl. 1. Being
at the furthest point or extremity or bound;
furthest; extreme; last.

Take you off his vtmost weed, and beholde the comeli-
nesse, beautie, and riches which lie hid within his inward
sense and sentence. llakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

Many wise men have miscarried in praising great de-
signes before the utmost event.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

A white gull flew
Straight toward the utmost boundary of the East.

R. W. Gilder, New Day, Prelude.

2. Of the greatest or highest degree, number,
quantity, or the like : as, the utmost assiduity

;

the utmost harmony; the utmost misery or hap-
piness.

ni . . . undertake to bring him
Where he shall answer, by a lawful form.
In peace, to his utmost peril.

SAai., Cor.,iii. 1.826.

Many hane done their utmost best, sincerely and truly,
according to their conceit, opinion, and vnderstanding.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 108.

He showed the utmost aversion to business.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

Utricle

H. n. The extreme limit or extent.

This night 111 know the utmost of my fate.

Webster, White Devil, v. 4.

Hints and glimpses, germs and crude essays at a system,
is the utmost they pretend to.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

To do one's utmost, to do all one can.

Bigoted and intolerant Protestant legislators did their
little utmost to oppress their Roman Catholic fellow-sub-
jects, even in Ireland.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, IL 132.

Utopia (u-to'pi-a), n. [= F. I'topie ; < NL. Vto-
pia (see def.), lit.' Nowhere,' < Gr. ov, no, not, +
t6:t-oc, place, spot.] 1. An imaginary island, de-
scribed by Sir Thomas More in a work entitled
"Utopia," published in 1516, as enjoying the
utmost perfection in law, politics, etc. Hence J2— 2. [_l. c.] A place or state of ideal perfection. M

Unionists charged Socialism with incoherent raving
about impossible Utopias, whilst doing nothing practical
to protect any single trade.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 726.

3. Any imaginary region.

Some say it [the Phtenix] liveth in Aethiopia, others in
Arabia, some in Aegypt, others in India, and some I thinks
in Utopia, for such must that be which is described by
Lactantius— that is, which neither was singed in the com.
bustion of Phaeton, or overwhelmed by the inundation of
Deucalion. Sir T. Brou-ne, Vulg. Err,, iiL 12.

4. In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.

Thomson, 1864.

Utopian (u-to'pi-an), a. and n. [< Utopia + -an.]

1. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling Uto-
pia.— 2. [I. c] Founded upon or involving ^
imaginary or ideal perfection ; chimerical.

Utopian parity isakind ofgovernment to be wished for,

rather than effected.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Reader, p. 64.

3. [I.e.] Belonging to no locality: as, "titular
and Utopian bishops," Bingham, Antiquities,
iv. 6. _

II. n. 1 . An inhabitant of Utopia.

Such subtile opinions as few but Utojnans are likely to m
fall into we in this climate do not greatly fear.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. [/. c] One who forms or favors schemes sup-
posed to lead to a state of perfect happiness,
justice, virtue, etc. ; an ardent but impractical
political or social reformer; an optimist. J
Utopianism (u-to'pi-an-izm), n. [< Utopian + ^
-ism.] The characteristic views or bent of mind
of a Utopian; ideas founded on or relating to
ideal social perfectibility ; optimism.
Utopianism : that is another of the devil's pet words. I

believe the quiet admission which we are all of us so ready
to make, that because things have long been wrong, it is

impossible they should ever be right, is one of the most
fatal sources of misery and crime.

Ruskin, Architecture and Painting, ii.

Utopianizer (u-t6'pi-an-5-z^r), n. [< Utopian +
-iz-er.] Same as iitopian, n., 2. Southey, The
Doctor, ccxli. Also sjielled utopianiser. [Rare.]
Utopiast (u-to'pi-ast), ){. [< Utopia + -ast.] A
Utopian. [Rare.]

But it is the weakness of Utopiasts of every class to place
themselves outside the pale of their own system.

Westminster Rev., CXXVII. 130.

Utopicalt (u-top'i-kal), a. [< Utopia (see Utopia)
-t- -ic-al.]

' Utopian. Bp. Ball, Works, II. 368.

utopism (u'to-pizm), n. [< Utopia + rism.]

Utopianism. [Rare.]

It is utopism to believe that the state will have more
unity, more harmony, more patriotism, because you have
suppressed the family and property. Cyc. Pol. Sci., III. 258.

utopist (ii'to-pist), n. [< Utopia + -ist.] A
Utopian ; an optimist.

Like the utopists of modem days, Plato has developed
an a priori theory of what the State should be.

G. H. Lewes, History of Philosophy (ed. 1880), L 27a

Utraquism (u'tra-kwizm), n. [< L. utraque,

neut. pi. of uterque, both, one and the other,

also each, either (< uter, each, either (see whe-
ther'^), -I- -que, and), -I- -ism.] The doctrines of

the Utraquists or Calixtines, whose chief tenet
was that communicants should partake in both
kinds (that is, of the cup as well as of the bread)
in the Lord's Supper. See Calixtine^.

Utra(iuist (u'tra-kwist), n. [< Utraqu(i.tm) +
-i,st.] One of the Calixtines, or conservative
Hussites. See Calixtine^.

Utrecht velvet. See relvct.

utricle (ii'tri-kl), «. [< F. utricule, < L. utri-

eulus, a little leather bag or bottle, also (only

in Pliny) a hull or husk of grain, a bud or oaly-

cle of a flower, the abdomen of bees, a little

uterus (confused with uterus, womb), dim. of

uter, a leather bag or bottle.] 1. A small sac.

cyst, bag, or reservoir of the body ; an ordinary
histological cell.— 2. The common sinus of the

inner ear; the larger of two sacs in the vesti-



utricle

bule of the membranous labyrinth of the ear
(the smaller one being the saccule), lodgedin the
fovea hemielliptica, of oval and laterally com-
pressed shape, communicating with the open-
ings of the membranous semicircular canals, and
indirectly also with the saccule. Also called
saccitlus communis, sacculus hemiellipticus, sac-

culus semioL-alis; utriculus vestibuli.— 3. In hot.,

a seed-vessel consisting of a very thin loose
pericarp, inclosing a single seed ; any thin bot-
tle-like or bladder-like body, as the perigyni-
um of Carex. See cuts under Sarcobatus and
PerigyIlium. Also uiriculus in all senses.

—

Internal or primordial utricle. See pnnwrdial.—
Utricle of the urethra. Same as prostatic vesicle (which
see, under prostatic). For other names, see uterus masntr
linus, under utertut.— Utricle Of the vestibule. See
def. 2.

utricular (u-trik'u-lar), a. [= F. utriculaire =
Sp. Pg. utricular ; et. L. utricularitis, a bagpi-
per, a ferryman, lit. pertaining to a bag, < L.
utriculus, a leather bag: see utricle.'] 1. Of or
pertaining to a utricle, in any sense ; resem-
bling a utricle; forming a utricle, or having
utricles.— 2. Resembling a utricle or bag : spe-
cifically applied in chemistry to the condition
of certain substances, as sulphur, the vapor of
which, on coming in contact with cold bodies,
condenses in the form of globules, composed of
a soft external pellicle filled with liquid.

ITtricularia (u-trik-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnse-
us, 1737), < L. utriculus, a bag: see utricle.] A
remarkable genus of plants, the bladderworts,
the type of the order Lentibulariese, once known
as Lentibularia (RivLnus, 1690). They are charac-
terized by having a two-parted calyx with entire segments.
The genus comprises about 160 species, or nearly tlie entu-e
order, principally tropical, and American or Australian,
some of them widely distributed over the world. Their
characteristic habit is that of elongated floating rootless
stems, clothed with close whorls of capillary and repeat-
edly forking green leaves, by some considered as branches,
in most cases elegantly dissected and fringe-like. These
become massed together at the apex into a small, bright-
green roundish ball or winter-bud. The flowers are soli-

tary or racenied, two-lipped, strongly personate and
spurred, usually yellow, and borne on mostly naked
scapes projecting from the water ; they resemble other-
wise those of the other personate orders, but have a glo-
bose free central placenta, like the Primtdacese. Most
species produce great numbers of small, obliquely ovoid
bladders, formed of a thin, delicate membrane, open-
ing at the smaller end by a very elastic valvular lid, and
covered within by projecting quadrifld processes, serving
as absorbent organs, and each composed of four divergent
arras mounted on a short pediceL The bladders rerve,
like various appendages in other insectivorous plants, for
the absorption of soft animal matter, forming traps for
minute water-insects, larvae, entomostracaus, and tardi-
grades. Other species are terrestrial, growing upon moist
earth, and often bearing a rosette of linear or spatulate
leaves, or sometimes covered with bladders, as the aquatic
species. A lew species are epiphytes, and produce blad-
ders on multitld rhizomes, as in C montaua of tropical
America. In this and several other species the plant also
forms numerous tubers, which serve as reservoirs of water,
and enable these, unlike all other species, to grow in dry

Flowering Plant of Greater BladJerwort i.Utruuiaria vittgaru't.

a, corolla ; b, pistil, longitudinal section ; c, fruit ; d, part of tlie leaf
with a bladder.

places. There are 14 species In the United States, of which
U. vulgarig is the most widely distributed. U. clandetitina,
a common coast si)ecies, bears numerous globose whitish
cli8ti)Ramous flowers, besides the normal ones, which are
broadly pei-sonatc and yellow. Two species, chiefly of the
Atlantic coast, U. purpurea rinii U. re>ntpinata, are excep-
tional in their purple flowers. U. nelumbifolia of Brazil
is singular in Its growing only in water lodged in the dilateil
leaf-bases of a large TillandJiia, and propagating not only
by seeds, but also by runners, which grow from one host
plant to the next
Utriculate (u-trik'u-lat), a. [< NL. utriculatus,
< L. iitririclus, a little bag: see utricle.'] Hav-
ing a utricle; formed into a utricle; utricular.

ntriculi, n. Plural of utriculus.
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Utriculiferous (ii-trik-ii-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. utri-
culus, a little bag, + ferre = E. bear^.] In bot.,
bearing or producing utricles or bladders.
Utriculiform (u-trik'u-li-f6rm), a. [< L. utricu-
lus, a little bag (see utricle), + forma, form:
see form.] In bot., having the form of a utri-
cle; utricular.

utriculoid (u-trik'u-loid), a. [< L. utriculus, a
little bag, + Gr. diog, form.] Same as utriculi-
form.
Utriculose (u-trik'u-los), a. [< L. utriculus, a
little bag: see utricle.] In bot., same as utric-
ular.

utriculus (u-trik'ii-lus), n.
;

pi. utriculi (-li).

[NL. : see utricle.] In anat., zool., and bot.,

same as utricle.

The differences which are seen in it are partly due to
the way in which the two cavities of the vestibule, the
utriculus and sacculus, are connected together, and to the
course taken by the semicircular canals which spring
from the former. Qegenliaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 636.

Utriculus homlnls, utriculus masculinus. Same as
ulerug inasculinus. See prostatic vesicle, under prostatic.
—Utriculus prostaticus. Same as^08(o«i(;«iKi«(which
see, under 2»ro«fa(i(;).— Utriculus urethrsB, the prostatic
vesicle.— Utriculus vestibuli. Same as utricle, 2.

Utriform (li'tri-form), a. [< L. uter, a leather
bottle, + forma, form.] Shaped like a leather
bottle.

They may be leathern-bottle-shaped (utriform).
Quart. Jour. Qeol. Soc, XLV. iii. 666.

utter (ut'er), a. and n. [< ME. utter, uttur, uttre,

< AS. fitera, utterra, ultra, ytra = OPries. fitere

= OHG. HzerOj uszero = Icel. ytri — Sw. uttre =
Dan. ydre, adj. ; cf. early ME. titter, < AS. Utor,
uttor= OS. utar = OHG. ucar, uzer, MHG. uzer,
6. ausser, adv. and prep. ; compar. of AS. Ut,

etc., out: see out, and ef. outer'^, of which utter
is a doublet.] I. a. If. That is or lies on the
exterior or outside ; outer.

jomon [yeomanj vssher be-fore the dore,
In vttur chambur lies on the flore.

BatKcs Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 316.

To the Bridge's utter gate I came.
Speriser, F. Q., IV. x. 11.

Then he brought me forth into the utter court.
Ezek. xlvi. 21.

He compassed the inner Citty with three walls, & the
vtter Citty with as many. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

2t. Situated at or beyond the limits of some-
thing ; remote from some center ; outward ; out-
side of any place or space.

Ther lakketh nothing to thyn utter eyen
That thou nart blind.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 498.

Through utter and through middle darkness borne.
Milton, P. L., iii. 16.

3. Complete; total; entire
;
perfect ; absolute.

Thy foul disgrace
And utter ruin of the house of York.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1. 254.

Gentlemen, ye be utter strangers tome; Iknowyounot
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 184.

A low despairing cry
Of utter misery : "Let me die !

"

Whittier, The Witch's Daughter.

4. Peremptory; absolute; unconditional; un-
qualified ; final.

Utter refusaL Clarendon.

Utter baiTlSter. See outer bar, under outeri.

II. «. The extreme ; the utmost.
I take my leave readie to countervaile all your cour-

tesies to the utter of my power.
Aubrey, Lives, Walter Kaleigh.

[Excessive pressure] produces an irregxilar indented sur-
face, which by workmen is said to be full of utters.

0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 335.

utter (ut'4>r), V. t. [< ME. uttren, outren (= LG.
iitem = MHG. uzern, inzern, G. aussern = Sw.
yttra = Dan. ytre), put out, utter, < AS. ator,

Uttor, out, outside: see utter, a. Cf. out, v.] 1.

To put out or forth ; expel ; emit.

Who, having this inward overthrow in himself, was the
more vexed that he could not utter the rage thereof upon
his outward enemies. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

He looked in vain for the sage Nicholas Vedder, with his

broad face, double chin, and fair long pipe, uttering clouds
of tobacco-smoke instead of idle speeches.

Irving, Rip van Winkle.

2. To dispose of to the public or in the way of

trade; specifically, to put into circulation, as
money, notes, base coin, etc. : now used only
in the latter specific sense.

With danger uttren we al our chaffare

;

Gret prees at market maketh dere ware.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale (ed. Tyrwhitt),
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Marchauntes do utter . . . wares and commodities.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 30.

Such mortal drugs I have ; but Mantua's law
la death to any be that utters them.

Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 67.

utterer

The coinage of 1723 (which was never uttered in Ire-
land). Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, vii.

3. To give public expression to ; disclose
;
pub-

lish; pronounce; speak: reilexively, to give ut-
terance to, as one's thoughts ; express one's self.

But noght-for-that so nioche of drede had.
That vnne thes myght outre wurde ne say.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2816.

These very words
I've heard him utter to his son-in-law.

' Shak., Hen. VIII., 1. 2. 136.

Stay, sister, I would uXter to you a business,
But I am very loath.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, iii. 3.

In reason's ear they all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious voice.

Addison, Ode, Spectator, No. 466.

4. In law, to deliver, or offer to deliver, as an
unlawful thing for an unlawful purpose. =Syii. 3.
Utter, Enutjciate, Pronounce, Deliver, express, broach.
Utter is the most general of the italicized words; it ap-
plies to any audible voice : as, to utter a sigh, a shriek,
an exclamation. The rest apply to words. Enunciate ex-
presses careful utterance, meaning that each sound or
word is made completely audible: as, enunciate your words
distinctly. Pronounce applies to units of speech : as, he
cannot^onoMTice the letter "r" ; he prcmounces his words
indistinctly ; he pronounced an oration at the grave ; he
p)-onounced the sentence of death : the last two of these
imply a solemn and formal utterance. Deliver refers to
the whole speech, including not only utterance, but what-
ever there may be of help from skilful management of the
voice, gesture, etc.: as, "a poor speech well delivered is

generally more effective than a good speech badly deliv-

ered.'* Deliver still has, however, sometimes its old sense
of simply uttering or making known in any way.

uttert {nt'ir), adv. [< titter, a.] 1. Outside;
on the outside ; out.

The portir with his pikis tho put him vttere,

And warned him the wickett while the wacche durid.
Itichard the Redeless, iii. 232.

2. Utterly.
So utter empty of those excellencies
That tame authority.

Beau, mid Fl., King and No King, iv. 1.

It utter excludes his former excuse of an allegoi-y.

SandySt Travailes, p. 47.

Utterable (ut'er-a-bl), a. [< utter 4- -able.']

Capable of being uttered, pronounced, or ex-
pressed.
He hath changed the ineffable name into a name utter-

able by man, and desirable by all the world.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 53.

Utterableness (ut'er-a-bl-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being utterable.

utterance^ (ut'er-ans), n. [< utter + -mice.]
1 . The act of uttenng. (a) A putting forth ; disposal
by sale or otherwise ; circulation.

What of our coniodities haue most vtterance there, and
what prices will be giuen for them.

Hakluyt'8 Voyages, I. 300.

But the English have so ill utterance for their warm
clothes in these hot countries. Sandys, Travailes, p. 95.

(6) The act of sounding or expressing with the voice ; vocal
expression ; also, power of speaking ; speech.

Where so euer knowledge doth accompanie the witte,
there best vtterance doth alwaies awaite vpon the tonge.

Asckatn, The Scliolemaster, p. 29.

They . . . began to speak with other tongues, as the
Spirit gave them utterance. Acts ii. 4.

Bven as a man that in some trance hath seen
More than his wondering utterance can unfold.

Drayton, Idea, Ivil.

Her Charms are dumb, they want UtteraTice,

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, iii, 1.

2- That which is uttered or conveyed by the
voice ; a word or words : as, the ittterances of the
pulpit.

I hear a sound of many languages,
The utterance of nations now no more.

Bryant, Earth.

Their emotional utterances [those of the lower animals]
are rich and various, and, when we once get the right clue
to their interpretation, reveal a vast life of pleasure and
pain, want and satisfaction.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 15.

Barrel-organ utterance, the involuntary repetition of
a word or phrase just uttered by the speaker or another

;

echolalia. See also recurring utterances.— Recurring
utterances. See recw/Wn^.— Scanning utterance.
Same as HjiUahic wWerance.— Staccato utterance. Same
as syllabic utterance.— Syllabic Utterance, a defect in

speech consisting in an inability to enunciate as a whole
a word of more than one sylhilile, in consequence of which
each syllable must be sounded independently as a sepa-
rate word.

utterance^t (ut'er-ans), n. [An expanded form,
due to confusion with utter^ uttermostj of *ut-

tranc€j tt^iraw/tcc, earlier outrance: see outrance.]

The last or utmost extremity ; the bitter end

;

death.
Come fate into the list>

And champion me to the utterance

!

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 72.

utterer (ut'6r-6r), n. [< utteVf v,y + -erl.] One
who utters. Specifically— (a) One who disposes of, by
sale or otherwise.

Utterers of flsh, maintained chiefly by fishing.

Privy Council (Arber a Eng. Garner, I. 301).



ntterer

(i>) One who pats into circulation : as, an utierer of base
coin, (c) One wlio pronounces, speaJcs, discloses, or pub-
lislies.

Things are made credible, either by the known condi-
tion and quality of the u((erer, or by the manifest likeli-

hood of truth which they have in themselves.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iL 4.

ntterestt (ut'6r-est), a. siiperl. [< ME. uttereste

(= OFries. utersta = OHG. uzarosto, Or. dus-
serst), superl. of AS. iit, etc., out: see out, and
cf. utter, and outerest, of which utt^rest is a
doublet.] Outermost; extremest; utmost.

The utteresteh&rk [of trees] is put ayenis destemperannce
of the hevene, Chattcer, Boethius, iii. prose 11.

uttering (ut'6r-ing), «. [< ME. uttring (= G.
ciusseriotg = Sw. Dan. yttring) ; verbal n. of
utter, t'.] 1. Publishing; circulation.

I was minded for a while to have intermitted the utter-
ing of my writings.

Spenser, Works, App. ii.. Letter to G. H.
2. Utterance.

ntterless (ut'er-les), a. [< utter + -less."] That
oaunot be uttered or expressed in words; un-
utterable ; inexpressible. [Rare.]

He means to load
His tongue with the full weight of utterless thought.

Keatg.

utterly (ut'6r-li), adv. [< ME. utterly, utrely,

utterli, utterliche, utterlike (= ML6. uterKk =
MHG. uzerlich, G. dusserUch); < utter + -ly-.

Cf. outerly, of which utterly is a doublet.] In
an utter manner ; to the full extent ; fully

;
per-

fectly; totally; altogether.

Yet most ye knowe a thynge that Is be hynd,
Touchyng the quene, whiche is to yow vnkynd
And vtterly ontrew in euery thyng.

Ge7ier!/d««(K E. T. S.), 1. 120.

Sendyth me utterly word, for I wolle not melle of it ellys

thus avysed. Paston Letters, I. 155.

May all the wrongs that you liave done to me
Be utterly forgotten in my death.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 1.

Uttermoref (ut'fer-mor), a. [< iittcr + -more.'\

Outer ; further ; utter.

And cast yee out the vnprofltable seniaunt, and send
yee hyra in to vitennore derknessis. Wycl\f, Mat. xxv. 30.

uttermost (ut'er-most), a. and n. [< ME. nt-

tcrmest, uttermaste, uttirmest, < ritter + double
superl. suffix -rn-est: see utter and -most, and
cf. utmosf] I. a. superl. Extreme; being in

the furthest, greatest, or highest degree; ut-

most.
The vttiremeste ende of all tlie kynne.

York Playg, p. 386.

It [Rome] should be extended to the uttermost confines
of the habitable world. Coryat, Crudities, I. 147.

His accounts lie all ready, correct in black-on-white, to
the uttennoal farthing. Caiiyte, French Rev., III. ii. 8.

II. n. The extreme limit ; the utmost ; the
highest, greatest, or furthest ; the utmost power
or extent.

In the powers and faculties of our souls God requireth
the uttermost which oiu* unfeigned affection towards him
is able to yield. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. G.

He is able also to save them to the uttermost that come
unto God by him, Heb, vii. 25.

Uttemess (ut'6r-nes), n. The character of be-
ing utter or extreme; extremity.

Uttrent, v. t. A Middle English variant of utter.

Chaucer.

U-tube (ti'tiib), n. A glass tube in the shape
of the letter U, employed in the laboratory
chiefly for washing or desiccating gases.

Utum (ii'tum), «. [Cingalese name.] A small
brovra owl, Eetupa ceylonensis.

utwitht, adv. and j>re;>. A Middle English form
of outwith.

uva (u'va), n. [NL., < L. wra, a grape, also a
cluster of grapes, a bunch, also the soft palate,
the uvula.] In bot., a name given to such suc-
culent indehiscent fruits as have a central pla-
centa.

Uvaria (u-va'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737),
so called with ref. to the berries, < L. ura, a
grape.] A genus of plants, type of the tribe
Urariese in the order Anonacese. They are charac-
terized by having flowers with valvate sepals, numerous
appendaged stamens, many carpels, aTid many ovules ; the
receptacle and sometimes the stamens are truncate. The
genus includes about 44 species, natives of tropical Asia
and Africa- They are climbing or sarmentose shrubs, with
hairy stems and leaves, and bisexual flowers, usually op-
posite the leaves. The corolla is frequently brown, green-
ish, or pui-ple, and often densely velvety. The flowers of
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several species of India are very fragrant and somewhat
showy, reaching in U. dulcis 2 inches and in U. purpurea
3 inches in diameter. The aromatic roots of U. Xarum, a
large woody climber with shining leaves and scarlet fruit,

ai-e used in India as a febrifuge, and l)y distillation yield a
fragrant gi-eenish oil. Some produce an edible fruit, as U.
Zeylaiiica and U. rnaerophijlla of India. U. Caffra, with
laurel-like leaves, and fleshy berries resembling cheiTies,
occui-8 in Katal, and two other extra-liraital species are
Australian. U. virtjata and U. lauri/olia, two West In-
dian trees known as lancewood, once classed here, are now
referred to tlie genus Oxandra ; and many other former
American species are now assigned to Guatteria. Com-
pare also Unona and Agimina.

UvariesB (u-va-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), < Uvaria + -eee.] A tribe
of polypetalous plants, of the order Anonacem,
characterized by flowers with flattened and
usually spreading petals— all orthe inner ones
imbricated—and by densely crowded stamens
with connective so dilated at the apex as to
conceal the anther-cells, it includes 13 genera, all

tropical, of which Uvaria is the type. The only other
large genera, Guatteria and Dutjuetia, are American ; the
others are principally East Indian, with 4 monotypic gen-
era in Borneo.

uvarovite (o-var'o-vit), n. [Named after S. S.

Vvarov, a Russian statesman and author (1785-
1855).] Chrome-garnet, an emerald-green va-
riety of garnet containing chromium sesqui-
oxid. Also written utcarotcite, ouvarorite.

uvate (u'vat), 11. [< uva + -atei.] A conserve
made of grapes. Simmonds.
UVa-ursi (u'va-er"si), n. See bearberry, 1.

uvea (ii've-a), n. [NL., < L. uva, a grape, a
cluster of grapes: see tiva.l 1. The vascular
tunic of the eye ; the iris, ciliary body, and
choroid taken collectively. Also called tunica
uvea and uveal tract.— 2. The dark choroid coat
of the eye. See cut under eyc'^.

uveal (ii've-al), a. [< uvea + -al.'] Of or re-

lating to ttieuvea.— Uveal tract. Same as uvea, 1.

We may regard the iris as the anterior termination of
the ciliary body and choroid, the whole forming, in reality,

one tissue, the uveal tract. Wells, Diseases of Eye, p. 144.

UVeous (li've-us), a. [< L. uva, a grape, a
cluster of grapes (see uva), + -e-ous.'] 1. Re-
sembling a grape or a bunch of grapes. Imp.
JMct.— 2. In anat., same as uve(il.

The uveous coat or iris of the eye liath a musculous
power, and can dilate and contract that round hole in it

called the pupil or sight of the eye.
Bay, Works of Creation, ii.

uvrou, ». See uphroe.

uvula (ii'vu-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. uva, the
uvula, a particular use of uva, a grape, a cluster
of grapes: see uva.l 1. A small free conical
body, projecting downward and backward from
the middle of the pendulous margin of the soft
palate, composed of 'the uvular muscles covered
by mucous membrane. See cuts under tonsil

and mouth.— 2. A prominent section of the
inferior vermiform process of the cerebellum,
in advance of the pyramid, between the two
lateral lobes known as the amygdalse or ton-

sils : so called from being likened to the uvula
of the palate.— 3. A slight projection of mu-
cous membrane from the bladder into the cystic
orifice of the tirethra ; the uvula vesicse, luette
v^sicale, or uvula of the bladder— Azygos uvulae.
Same as inusculus uvulee.—MusciUus uvulse, the muscle
that forms, with its fellow, the fleshy part of ttie uvula.
It arises from tlie posterior nasal spine. Also called uru-
iam,—Uvula-spoon, a surgical instrument like a spoon,
designed to be held just xuuier the uvula, for the purix)se
of conveying any substance into the cavity behind,—Vesi-
cal UVlUa, the uvula vesicffi. See def. 3.

uvular (li'vu-lar), a. [< umila + -ar^.'] 1. Of
or pertaining to the uvula : as, uvular mucous
membrane; «t'Mtar movements.— 2. Made with
the uvula : said of r when produced by vibra-
tion of the uvula instead of by that of the
tongue-tip, as commonly in parts of France
and Germany and elsewhere.

E must be regarded here as a partial assimilation of
the i to the following uvular r.

Amer. Jour. Philol, VIII. 286.

Uvular muscle. Same as musculua uvulae. See tivula.

UVUlares, n. Plural of uvularis.

Uvularia (u-vii-la'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Linneeus,

1737); used earlier, by Brunfels, 1530, for the re-

lated Euscus Hypoglossum, and by Bock, 1552,
for a Campanula); so called from the pendulous
flower, < NL. uvula, the soft palate : see uvula.']

A genus of liliaceous plants, type of the tribe

Vvularieee. They are characterized by having a slightly

f
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branched stem, and terminal pendulous flowers with erect
and connivent or finally spreading segments. ITie 5 spe-
cies are all natives of tlie eastern and central United States,
2 of them southern, the others extending into Canada.
Tliey are delicate
plants growing from
a thick or creeping
rootatock, with erect
stems, at first wrap-
ped below in a few
dry sheaths, above
bearing alternate
sessile or perfoliate
ovate and lanceolate
leaves. The solitary
or twin flowers hang
from recurving ped-
icels, and are fol-

lowed by triangnlar-
ovoid capsules. They
are known as bell-

wort, especially the
perfnliate species, U.
per/oliata and IT.

grandijlora, which
are widely distrib-

uted. The sessile-

leafed species, U. ses-

silifolia, puberula,
and Floridana, are
now by some sepa-
rated as a genus,
Oakesia. See figures
under sessile, per-
foliate, and stoma.

Uvularieae (ii'vu-la-ri'i-e), ». pi.

Flowering Plant of Bellwort (Uvularia
fier/oliata).

a, flower ; ^, stamen ; c, pistit ; d, fruit.

[NL. (End-
lichcr, 1842), < Vvularia + -ex.] A tribe of lili-

aceous plants, characterized by bulbless, leafy,

herbaceous or climbing stems with alternate
sessile or clasping leaves, extrorsely dehiscent
anthers, and usually a loculieidal capsule. It

includes 9 genera, of which TTvularia is the type. One
other genus, Disporum^ long known as Prosartes, occurs
in America ; the others are natives of Asia or Australia,
or especially of South Africa, as Gloriosa.

uvularis (u-vu-la'ris), «.; pi. uvulares (-rez).

[NL., < L. uvula, uvula: see uvula.] The azy-
gous muscle of the uvula ; the azygos uvulte.

UVUlarly (u'vu-lar-li), adv. With thickness of
voice or utterance, as when the uvula is too
long, [Rare.]

Number Two laughed (very uvularly), and the skirmish-
ers followed suit. IHckens, Uncommercial lYaveUer, iii.

UVUlatome (u'vu-la-tom), «. [< L. wruto, uvula,
+ Gr. -Tofio(, < Tcfiveiv, raficlv, cut.] An in-

strument for cutting off the lower part of the
uvula.

uwarowite, ». Same as uvarovite,

UXOrlal (uk-s6'ri-al), a. [< L. uxor, a wife, +
-i-al.] 1 . Of or pertaining to a wife or married
woman; peculiar to or befitting a wife.

Favorinus . . . calls this said stata forma the beauty of
wives, the uxorial beauty. Bvlwer, My Novel, iv.

2. Same as uxorious.

Riccabocca . . , melted into absolute uxorial imbecil-
ity at the sight of that mute distress.

Bvlwer, My Novel, viiL 12,

[Rare in both uses.]

UXOricidal (uk-s6'ri-si-dal), a. [< uxoricide'^ +
-al.] Of or pertaining to uxoricide ; tending to
uxoricide. CornhUl Mag.
uxoricidei (uk-s6'ri-sld), ». [< L. uxor, a wife,
+ -cida, < csederc, kill.] One who slays his wife.

uxoricide" (uk-s6'ri-sid), H. [< L. uxor, a wife,
+ -cidium, < csedere, slay.] The killing of a wife
by her husband.
uxorious (uk-so'ri-us), a. [< L. uxorius, of or
pertaining to a wife, < uxor, a wife.] Exces-
sively or foolishly fond of a wife ; doting on a
wife.

Towards his queen he was nothing uxorious, nor scarce
indulgent. Bacon, Hist. Henry VIL

UXOriously (nk-s6'ri-ns-li), adv. In an uxorious
manner ; with foolish or doting fondness for a
wife.

If thou art thus uxoriously inclined

To bear thy bondage with a willing mind.
Prepare thy neck. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, vi. 292.

UXOriOUSness (uk-so'ri-ns-nes), n. The state
or character of being uxorious; connubial do-
tage; foolish fondness for a wife.

Uzbeg, Usbeg (uz'-, us'beg), «. [Tatar.] A
member of a Turkish race, of mixed origin,

resident in central Asia.

uzzard (uz'iird), n. A dialectal form of izzard^.
Halliwell.

uzzle (uz'l), II. A dialectal form of omel.
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1. This character, the
twenty-second in our al-

phabet, is (see U) the older
form of the character U,
having been long used
equivalently with the lat-

ter, and only recently
strictly distinguished from
it as the representative of
The words beginning respectively

In the vacmwy
Twixt the wall and me.

Browning, Mesmerism.
(c) An interval of time not devoted to the ordinary duties
or business of life ; unoccupied, unemployed, or leisure
time ; holiday time ; vacation ; relaxation.

No interim, not a minute's vacancy.
Shak., T. K., v. 1. 98.

In his youth he had no Teachers, in his middle Age so
little vacamy from the Wars and the cares of his King-
dome. Maum, Hi8t. Eng., v.

(d) An unoccupied or unfilled post, position, or ofHce : as,
a vacancy in the judicial bench.

We went to see the Conclave, where, during vacancy,
the Cardinals are shut up till they are agreed upon a new
election. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1646.

[Early mod. E. also va

a different sound
with V and V, lilce those beginning with I and" J, were,
till not many years ago, mingled together in diction-
aries. In our present practice, V represents always and
in all situations a fricative sound, corresponding as sonant
or voiced utterance to/as surd or breathed ; it is the rust-
ling made by forcing the intonated breath out between
the surface of the lower lip and the edges of the upper Vacant (va'kant), a.
front teeth, laid closely upon it. A purely labial y (as/; ' "

see F), made without aid from the teeth, is found in some
languages. This sound is also almost the exclusive prop-
erty of the c-sign ; the number of words, as Stephen,
nephew, in which it is written otherwise is extremely
small, and in these words the ph is an etymologicjd
"restoration " (the old and normal English forms being
Steven, neceir). It is a frequent element in our utterance,
mailing on an average over two and a third per cent, of it

(the /-sound only two per cent,). As initial, it is almost
solely of Romanic (French-Latin) origin, altered in pro-
nunciation from the semi-vowel or mj sound, which be-
longed to the same sign in Roman use (see #). At the
end of a woi-d (where, however, it is never written without
a following e), it is found in many words of (jermanic ori-
gin, often alternating with its surd counterpart /, as iu
wife, iriveg, half, halve, etc.

2. As a Romaii_numeral, V stands for 5 ; with
a dash over it (V), 5,000.-3. [?. c] .An abbre-
viation of velocity (in physics); verb; verse; ver-
sus (in law) ; vert (in heraldry) ; vision (in medi-
cine); of verte,vioUno, voce, andvolta (in music);
of ventral (fin), etc.— 4. The chemical symbol
of rnnadium.
V2 (ve), n. [From the letter T.] A five-dollar
bill : so called from the character V which is

conspicuous upon it. [CoUoq., U. S.]
va (va). [< It. va (= F. va), ^o, go on, also
vada (< L. vadere, go), used as impv. 2d pers.
sing, of andare = F. alter, go : see wade.l In
music, go on; continue: as, t;a crescendo, go on
increa.sing the strength of tone ; va rallentando,
continue dragging the time.
vaagmar (vag'mar), n. [< Icel. vdg-meri, a
kind of flounder, 'wave-mare,' < vdff, wave (see
waw^), + mcri, mare: see »i«rel.] The deal-
fish.

vaalite (va'lit), «. [< Faal. a river in South
Atri<'a, + -j<e2.] A kind of veinniculite occa-
sionally found associated with the diamond at „ ., ,

the diggings in South -Africa. It is probably °- Lacking, or appearing to lack, intelligence;

an altered form of a mica (biotite) belonging to stupid
;
inane

quit the occupancy or possession of; leave
empty or unoccupied : as, James II. vacated the
throne.— 2. To annul; make void; make of no
authority or validity.

That after-Act, vacateing the autoritie of the precedent.
Eikon BasUike, p. 10.

If a man insures his life, this killing himself vacates the
bargain. Walpole, Letters, II. 418.

3. To defeat the purpose of; make void of
meaning ; make useless.

He vacates my revenge. Dryden, Don Sebastian, ii. 1.

II. intrans. To quit; leave.

I to pay four dollars and twenty-five cents to-night, he
to vacate at five to-morrow morning.

Thmreau, Walden, p. 48.

Munt; < ME. vacaunt, < OF. (and P.) vacant = vacation (va-ka'shgn), re. [< ME. vacacion, t;a
Sp. Pg. It. vacante, < L. vacan{t-)s, empty, va
cant, ppr. of vacare, be empty, free, or unoc-
cupied: see vacate.'] 1. Having no contents

;

empty; unfilled; void; devoid; destitute: as,
a vacant space; a vacant room.

Being of those virtues vacant.
Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1. 126.

A man could not perceive any vacant or wast place
under the Alpes, but all beset with vines.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 81.

2. Not occupied or filled with an incumbent or
tenant; unoccupied.

Special dignities, which vacant lie
For thy best use and wearing.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 146.

By . . . [Pelham's] death, the highest post to which an
English subject can aspire was left vacant.

Macaiday, William Pitt.

3. Not engaged or filled with business or care
;

unemployed ; unoccupied ; free ; disengaged

;

idle : as, vacant hours.
Alexander, iu tymes vacaunt from bataile, delyted in

that maner huntinge. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 18.

The loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind.
Ooldmiith, Des. VU., 1. 122.

Absence of occupation is not rest

;

A mind quite vacant Is a mind distress'd.

Cowper, Retirement, I. 624.

4. Characterized by or proceeding from idle-
ness or absence of mental occupation.

Every morning waked us to a repetition of toil; but the
evening repaid it with vacant hilarity. Ooldmnith, Vicar, v.

5. Free from thought; not given to thinking,
study, reflection, or the like ; thoughtless.

You, who used to be so gay, so open, so vacant

!

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1,

the original peridotite.

vacancet (va'kans), re. [< F. vacance = Sp. Pg.
vacaiicia = It. vacanzia, vacanza, < ML. vacan-
tia, empty place, vacancy, vacation, < L. va-
can{t-)s, empty, vacant: see vacant.] Vaca-
tion. [Obsolete Scotch.]
The consistory had no vacance at this Yool, but had

little to do.

Spaliiing, Hist. Troubles in Scotland, i. 331. (Jamieton.)

vacancy (va'kan-si), re.
;

pi. vacancies (-siz).
[Xfi vacance (see -ey).] 1. The state of being
vacant, empty, or unoccupied.
The inquisitive, In my opinion, are such merely from a

vacancy in their own imaginations.
Steele, Spectator, No. 282.

2. Specifically, emptiness of mind; idleness;
listlessness.

All dispositions to idleness or vacancy, even before they
grow habits, are dangerous.

Sir B. Wotton, Reliqaise, p. 86.

At chesse they will play all the day long, a sport that
•greeth well with their sedentary vacancy.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 60.

3. That which is vacant or unoccupied. Specifi-
cally— (a) Empty space.

Alas, bow is 't with you.
That you do bend your eye on vacancy ?

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 4. 117.

(&) An intermediate space ; a gap ; a chasm.

Rip stared in vacant stupidity.

cacioun, < OF. vacacion, vacation, F. vacation
= Pr. vaccatio = Sp. vacacion = Pg. vaca(;ao —
It. vacazione, < L. vacatio(n-), leisure, < vacare,
pp. vacatus, be empty, free, or unoccupied : see
vacate.] 1. The act of vacating. Specifically—
(a) The act of leaving without an occupant : as, the vaca-
tion of an office. (6) The act of making void, vacant, or of
no validity : as, the vacation of a charter.

2. A space of time, or a condition, in which
there is an intermission of a stated employment
or procedure ; a stated interval in a round of
duties; a holiday.

To raise Recruits, and draw new Forces down,
Thus, in the dead Vacation of the Town.

Congreve, Pyrrhus, Prol.

Specifically— (o) In law, temporary cessation of judicial
proceedings; the space of time between the end of one
term of court and the beginning of the next; the period
during which a court holds no sessions ; recess ; non-term.
In England the vacations are—Christmas vacation, com-
mencing on December 24th and ending January 6th ; Eas-
ter vacation, commencing on Good Friday and ending on
Easter Tuesday ; Whitsun vacation, commencing on the
Saturday before and ending on the Tuesday after Whit-
sunday ; and the long vacation, commencing on August
13th and ending on October 23d.

Why should not conscience have vacation
As well as other courts o' th' nation?

5. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 317.

(6) The intermission of the regular studies of an educa-
tional institution* of any kind, when the students have a
recess ; holidays : as, the summer vacation.

3. The act of becoming vacant; avoidance:
said especially of a see or other spiritual dig-
nity.— 4t. Freedom from duty ; leisure time.

Whan he hadde leyser and vacacioun
From oother worldly occupacioun.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 683.

vacationist (va-kii'shgn-ist), n. [< vacation +
-int.] One who is taking a vacation ; especial-
ly, one who is journeying for pleasure; an ex-
cursionist. [OoUoq.]

Irving;, Sketch-Book, p. 59. vacationless (va-ka'shon-les), a. [< vacation
7. In law: (a) Not filled; unoccupied: as, a "*" -less.] Without a vacation; deprived of a
vacant office. (6) Empty: as, a vacant house, vacation.

In the law of fire-insurance a house may be vacatur (va-ka'ter), re. [< ML.iJocato', Sdpers.
unoccupied, and yet not be deemed vacant, (c) pres. ind. pass, of vacare, make void, trans, use
Abandoned; having no heir: as, rac««i effects of L. vacare, be empty or void: see vacate.]
or goods Vacant cylinder, lot, possession. See 1° '<""> ^^^ act of annulling or setting aside.
the nouns. =Syn. 1-4. VacaiU, Empty, Void, Devoid. Void VaCCMiry (vak'a-ri), re.; pi. vaccariesX-Tlz.). [<
and_deD»i(f_are now used in a physical senseonly in poetic ML. vaccaria,"< L. vacca, a COw: see vaccine.

Cf . vachery, a doublet of vaccary.] A cow-house,
dairy, or cow-pasture. See vachery. [Prov.
Eng.]
At this time there were eleven vaccaries (places of pas-

ture for cows) in Pendle Forest, and the herbage and agist-
ments of each vaccary were valued to the lord at 10s., or
in all 110«. yearly. Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 25.

or elevated diction ; void is often used of laws, legal in-
struments, and the like : as, the will or deed or law was
pronounced imll and void. Devoid is now always followed
byo/: as, d#poi(f 0/ reason ; a mind rfeytn'do/ ideas. Vacant
and empty are primarily physical : as, an empty box ; a
vaca7\t lot. Empty is much the more general : it applies
to that which contains nothing, whether previously filled

or not : as, an empty bottle, drawer, nest, head. Vacant
applies to that which has been filled or occupied, or is in-

tended or is ready or needs to be filled or occupied : as, a vaCCigCnOUS (vak-sij'e-nus), a. [Irreg. < vaccine
vacant throne, chair, space, ofllce, mind

:
an empty room + L. .qerere, carry.] Producing vaccine : ap-

has no furniture m it; a vacant room is one that is free v .^ * 2\. .i e i^- 4.- •

for occupation. Vacant is a word of some dignity, and is P^'?*^ ^° methods of Cultivating vaccine virus,

therefore not used of the plainest things : we do not speak or to tarms and institutions where the virus 18
of a vacant box or bottle. produced in quantity.
vacantly (va'kant-li), adv. In a vacant man- vaccin (vak'sin), n. Same as vaccine.
ner; idly. vaccina (vak-si'na), re. [NL., < L. vaccinus, of
vacate (va'kat), v.; pret. and pp. vacated, ppr. or from cows: see vaccine.] Same as vaccinia,
vacating. [< L. vacatus, pp. of vacare, be empty Dunqlison.
or vacant. From the same L. verb are ult.

E. vacant, vacuoles, vacuum, etc. Cf. vain.] I.
trans. 1 . To make vacant ; cause to be empty

;
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vaccinal (vak'si-nal), a. [< vaccine + -al.] Of
or relating to vaccine; caused by vaccina-
tion. Med. News, LII. 546 vaccinal erythema.



vaccinal

a bright-red coloration of the slcin occurring Bometimee
in connection with vaccinia,— Vaccinal fever, vaccinia,
especially in its severer forms.

—

Vaccinal scar. Same
as raccine cicatrix (which see, under vaccijie).

vaccinate (vak'si-nat), ('. t.; pret. aud ^ip. vac-
cinated, ppr. raccinating. [< vaccine + -ate^.

Cf. F. raceiner = Sp. vacunar = Pg. vaccinar
= It. raecinare, vaccinate.] 1. To inoculate
with the cowpox, by means of vaccine matter or
lymph taken directly or indirectlyfrom the cow,
for the purpose of procuring immunity from
smallpox or of mitigating its attack.— 2. In a
general sense, to inoculate with the modified
virus of any specific disease, in order to produce
that disease in a mild form or to prevent its at-
tack.

vaccination (vak-si-na'shon), n. [= F. vacci-
nation = Sp. vacunacion == Pg. vaccinafSo = It.

vaccinazione ; as vaccinate + -ion.'} In med., in-

oculation with vaccine, or the virus of cowpox,
as a preventive of smallpox; in an extended
sense, inoculation with the virus of any specific
disease. The utility of vaccination with the virus of
cowpox was discovered by Edward Jenner, an English sur-
geon, in the latter part of the eighteenth century, the tirst

vaccination upon the human subject having been made in
1796. It consists in the introduction under the skin, or ap-
plication to an abraded surface, usually on the upper arm
or thigh, of a minute quantity of vaccine. This is followed,
in a typical case, in about two days, by slight redness and
swelling at the point of inoculation, and on the third or
fourth day by the appearance of a vesicle filled with clear
fluid, and urabllicated or depressed in the center. About
the end of the eighth day a ring of inflammation, called the
aret>la, begins to form around the base of the vesicle ; it is

usually hard, swollen, and painful. On the eleventh or
twelfth day the inflammation begins to subside ; the ves-
icle turns yellow, and then dries up and forms a crust or
scab, which ysually falls off about the end of the third
week, leaving a permanent scar. The appearance of the
areola is sometimes attended with rather severe constitu-
tional disturbance, such as fever, headache, loss of appe-
tite, swelling of the glands above the part, and a gen-
eral feeling of malaise. The appearance of this eruption,
more or less modified from rubbing of the clothes or from
scratching, is the only certain evidence that vaccination
has been successful, or has taken. See also vaccine and
vaccinia.— AutO-vacclnation, relnoculation of a person
with virus taken from himself. This not infrequently oc-
ciu^ accidentally, the lymph from a ruptured vesicle being
carried oa the flnger-nails and introduced at some other
point.

vaccinationist (vak-si-na'shon-ist), n. [< vac-
cination + -ist.'i One who favors the practice
of vaccination. Lancet, 1890, 1. 1084.

vaccination-scar (vak-si-na'shon-skar), n.

Same as vaccine cicatrix (which see, tinder vac-
cine).

vaccinator (vak'si-na-tor), n. [= F. vaccina-
teur = Sp. vacunador = Pg. vaccinador = It.

vaccinatore; as vaccinate -^ -or^.'] 1. One who
vaccinates. H. Spencer, Study of Soeiol., p. 287.— 2. A lancet or a scarificator employed in vac-
cination. See cut under lancet.

vaccine (vak'sin), a. and n. [< F. vaccin = Sp.
vacuno = It. vaccina, vaccine (as a noun, F. vac-
cine = Sp. vacuna = Pg. vaccina = It. vaccina, <
NL. vaccina), < L. vaccinus, of a cow, < vacca, a
cow

;
prob. akin to Skt. / '"df, cry, howl, low

;

cf. voice. Hence vaccinate, etc.] I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to cows ; derived from cows : as,

the vaccine disease, or cowpox.— 2. Of or relat-
ing to vaccinia or vaccination Vaccine agent,
in certain of the United States, a State officer whose duty
it is to procure and distribute a supply of pure vaccine
matter.— Vaccine cicatrix, the scar remaining after a
successful vaccination. It is usually silvery-white, of an
irregularly circular outline, slightly depressed below the
level of the surrounding skin, and foveated, or having nu-
merous shallow pits on its surface.— Vaccine lympb,
matter, virus. Same as II., i.

II. n. 1. The virus of cowpox or vaccinia,
used in the process of vaccination as a preven-
tive of sm allpox. Two varieties of vaccine are in use

:

namely, the bovine, that which is obtained directly from
the heifer, and the humanized, or that which is oljtained
from vesicles on the human subject. The vaccinia follow-
ing inoculation with bovine virus is usually attended with
more pronounced local inflammation and constitutionail
symptoms than is that produced by the humanized lymph.
Vaccine, as employed for vaccination, is prepared in the
shape of dried lymph on quills or small flat pieces of
bone or ivory, of fluid lymph in closed capillary glass
tubes, and of crusts. Also called vaccine lymph, matter,
or virus.

2. In a general sense, the modified virus of any
specific disease introduced into the body by in-

oculation, with a view to prevent or mitigate a
threatened attack of that disease or to confer
immunity against subsequent attacks.
Also vaccin.

vaccine-farm (vak'sin-farm), n. A place where
vaccine virus is cultivated by the systematic
inoculation of heifers.

vaccinella (vak-si-nel'S), n. Spurious vaccinia

;

an eruption which occasionally follows vaccina-
tion, but which is not true vaccinal eruption.
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vaccine-point (vak'sin-point), n. A thin piece
of bone or ivory, or a quill, sharpened at one
end and coated with dried vaccine lymph. The
inoculation may be made by abrading the skin with the
sharp point, thus avoiding the use of a lancet.

vaccinia (vak-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. vaccinus,
of or pertaining to a cow : see vaccine.'] A spe-
cific eruptive disease occurring in cattle, es-
pecially in milch cows. It is characterized by an
eruption, at first papular, then changing to vesicular, sit>

uated usually at the junction of the teats with the udder.
The vesicle is umbilicated, the margin being more ele-
vated than the center, and contains a clear yellowish fluid.

The skin surrounding it is somewhat inflamed, reddish
in color, and indurated. The vesicle increases in size up
to about the tenth day, when the contents become more
opaque, and a crust begins to form. This crust increases
in size for a few days, and then dries up and falls off at
about the end of the third week. During tlxe height of
the disease there may be a little fever and loss of appetite,
and the yield of milk may be somewhat diminished ; but
in general the constitutional disturbance is slight. It is

by inoculation with lymph taken from the vesicles in this
disease as it occurs in the cow or in the human subject
that immunity against smallpox is conferred upon man.
See vaccination and vaccine. Also vaccina and cotvpox.

Vacciniaceae (vak-sin-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Vaccinium + -aceee.'] An
order of gamopetalous plants, of the cohort
Ericales. It is distinguished from the related order
Ericacem by the fact that the inferior ovary forms a
fleshy fruit. It includes about 848 species, belonging to
27 genera (classed in two tribes, the Thibaudiese and Euvac-
ciniex), natives of moist mountain woods in temperate
and cold regions, also numerous in tropical Asia and
America, with 3 genera in islands of the Pacific. They
are erect or prostrate shrubs or trees, often epiphytes,
sometimes with tuberous or thickened stems, and fre-

quently climbing over trees. The leaves are alternate or
scattered, generally evergreen, and the flowers are usually
in bracted racemes. Four genera occur in the United
States, of which Vaccinium (the type), Gaylussacia, and
Oxycoccus are the most important, producing the blueber-
ries, huckleberries, and cranberries of the market; the
other genus, Chioffenes, the snowberry, is transitional to
the Ericacex, or heath family. See cuts under cranberri/,
huckleberry, and Vaccinium,

VacciniaceoUS (vak-sin-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or characteristic of the P'acciniaccx.

vaccinic (vak-sin'ik), a. [< vaccine + -ic] Of
or pertaining to vaccine.

VaccinieSB (vak-si-ni'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de CandoUe, 1813),

<
' Vaccinium + -eee.] A

tribe of plants, of the order Vacdniacex, also
known as Euvacciniex. The flowers are usually
small, their substance delicate, and the filaments dis-

tinct. It includes 9 or 10 genera, of which Vaccinium, is

the type.

vaccinifer (vak-sin'i-fer), n. [< NL. vaccina,
vaccine,+ L./erre = E. 6earl.] 1. The source,
either a person or an animal, of the vaccine
virus.— 2. An instrument used in vaccination.
Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1724.

vacciniola (vak-si-ni'o-lii), n. [NL., dim. of
vaccinia, q. v.] A secondary eruption, resem-
bling that at the site of inoculation, sometimes
seen after vaccination.

vaccinist (vak'si-nist), n. [< vaccine + -ist.]

1. One who performs vaccination.— 2. One
who favors the practice of vaccination.

Vaccinium (vak-sin'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), < L. vaccinium, blueberry, whortleberry.]
A genus of gamopetalous plants, type of the or-
der Vacciniacea and of the tribe Euvacciniex

;

the blueberries, it is distinguished from Oaylusmcia,
the huckleberry genus, by the numerous ovules in each cell
of the ovary and by sometimes having only eight stamens,

Squaw-huckleberry (I^acct'Ht'utrt stamineufn).

1, flowering branch ; z, branch with fruit ; 3, a flower.

and from Oxycoccus, the cranberry genus, by usually hav-
ing the anthers awned on the back. (See cut 7 under sta-

men, 4.) It includes about 110 species, inhabiting the
temperate and frigid regions of the northern hemisphere
and the mountains of the tropics. They are usually
branching shrubs, rarely trees, a few epiphytic. The
leaves are generally small, coriaceous, and evergreen, but
sometimes membranaceous and deciduous; the flowers
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small, white, pink, or red, disposed in axillary or termi-
nal racemes or axillary fascicles, rarely solitary, usually
with bracts. Many of the species yield edible berries.
(See whortleberry and blueberry, and compare huckleberry,
cranberry, hurV'i, and hurtberry.) The 3 well-known ciV-
cumpolar species, V. ilyrtitlus, V. uliyinmum, and V. Vi-
tiji-ldsea, are the only species in Europe, the most im-
portant being V. Myrtillus, the whortleberry, V. uliyi-
nomm, the blueberry or bog-bilberry, a smaller shrub
with terete branches and usually four-parted flowers, is

common in northern Britain and in Canada, V. i'itis.

Idasa, the cowberry or mountain-cranberry, with ever-
green leaves and prostrate stems, yields an acid red berry,
edible when cooked, and sometimes substituted for the
cranberry ; it ranges in America from New England to
Point BaiTOW, 71° 19' north. There are 10 or more species
in Alaska, and 22 in the United States proper, classed in 4

distinct groups, of which the smaller are Vitis-ldaa, with
ovate or globular corolla, and Batodendron, with open
bell-shaped flowers, and berries little edible. (>iee/arkle-
berry and tquauhhuckleberry.) The blueberries, connnon
species of the eastern United States and northward,
forming the subgenus Cyanococcus, are replaced in tlie

Kocky Mountains and I'aciflc States by the biibenies,
species of Vaccinium proper, the typical section, which
are themselves few and rare westward, but range more
extensively in Canada. About 12 species occur in the
northwestern United States, 3 of these and 10 others in
the Southern States, 4 in the Rocky Mountain region, and
6 or more in Oregon or Nevada. Most species are low
bushes ; but V. arboreum, the farkleberry, sometimes
reaches 25 feet in height, and V. corymbogum, the widely
distributed blue huckleberry of the later summer market,
is often 10 feet in height. The American cranberry, Oxy-
coccus macrocarpiig, was formerly, and by some authors is

still, referred to this genus,

Vaccinization (vak"sl-ni-za'8hon), n. [< vaccine
+ -ize + -atioti.l A very thorough method of
vaccination, in which repeated inoculations
are made until the vaccinal susceptibility is

completely destroyed.
vaccinosypMlis (vak'si-no-sif'i-lis), n. [< tioc-

cine -t- syphilis.] Syphilis transmitted by im-
pure humanized vaccine or by infected instru-
ments used in vaccination.

vachet, n. [ME., < OF. (and F.) vache = Sp.
vaca = Pg. It. vacca, < L. vacca, a cow: see vac-
cine.] A cow; hence, a beast.

Therfore, thou vache, leve thyn old wrecchednesse.
Chaucer, Truth, 1. 22.

vacher (va-sha'), n. [< F. vacher, OF. vachier,
vaquier = Pr. vaquier = Sp. vaquero = Pg. r<j-

qiieiro = It. vaccaro, < ML. vaccarius, cowherd,
? L. vacca, a cow: see vache and vaccine, and
cf. vaccary, vachery.] Same as vaquero. S.

De Vere, Americanisms, p. 108. [Rare.]
vachery (vash'6r-i), n.; pi. vacheries (-iz).

[< ME. vacherye, < OF. (and F. ) vacherie, < ML.
vaccaria, a cow-house, fem. of *vaccarius, per-
taining to a cow : see vaccary, vacher.] A pen
or inclosure for cows; also, a dairy. [Obsolete
or provincial.]

Vacherye, or d&yre. Vacaria, Prompt. Parv., p. bffj.

Vaccary, alias Vachary (vaccaria), is a house or ground to
keep Cows in, a Cow-pasture, , , , A word of common use
in Lancashire, Blount, Glossographia (1670),

Vachery (the ch with its French sound) is the name of
several farms in dilTerpnt parts of England,

Latham. {Imp. Diet.)

vacillancy (vas'i-lan-si), n. [< vacillan(t) -I-

-cy.] A state of vacillating or wavering; vacil-
lation; inconstancy; fluctuation. Dr. H. More,
Divine Dialogues. [Bare.]
vacillant (vas'i-lant), a. [< L. raeil1an(t-)s, ppr.
of !'a«Ho»'e, vacillate : see vacillate.] Vacillat-
ing; wavering; fluctuating; unsteady. [Rare.]
Imp. Did.
vacillate (vas'i-lat), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. vacil-

lated, ppr. vacillating. [< L. vacillatus, pp. of

vacillare (>It. vacillare = Pg. vacillar = Sp.
vacilar = F. vadller), sway to and fro, vacil-

late; a dim. or freq. form, prob. akin to Skt.

/ vank, go tortuously, be crooked, vakra, bent:
see wag.] 1. To waver; move one way and
the other ; reel ; stagger.

But whilst it [a spheroid] turns upon an axis which is

not permanent, ... it is always liable to shift and vacil-

late from one axis to another. Paley, Nat TheoL, xxU.

2. To fluctuate in mind or opinion ; waver; be
irresolute or inconstant.

A self-tormentor he continued still to be, vacillating be-

tween hope and fear, Southey, Bunyan, p, 30,

He could not rest.

Nor firmly fix the vacillating mind,
That, ever working, could no centre find.

Crabbc, Works, V. 10.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Waver, Oscillate, etc. (see JiuctuateX
sway.— 2. To hesitate.

vacillatingly ( vas'i-la-ting-li), adv. In a vacil-

lating manner; unsteadily; fluetuatingly.

vacillation (vas-i-la'shon), n. [Formerly also

vacilalion; < OF. (and F.) vacillation = Sp, vaci-

lacion = Pg, vacillacao = It. raeillazione, < L.

vacillatio(n-), a reeling, wavering, < vacillare,

pp. vacillatus, sway to and fro: see vaciUate.]

1. The act of vacillating; a wavering; a mov-



vacillation

ing one way and the other ; a reeling or stag-
gering.

They [the bones of the feet] are put in action by every
Blip or vacillation of the body. Foley, Xat TheoL, xi.

2. Vacillating conduct; fluctuation of resolu-
tion; inconstancy; changeableness.
No remainders of doubt, no vacillation.

Bp. Hall, Peace-Maker, li. § 4.

By your variety and vacillation you lost the acceptable
time of the first grace.

Bacon, Charge in Star Chamber against VV. Talbot.

vacillatory (vas'i-la-to-ri), «. [< vaeillnte 4-

-ory.'\ Inclined to vacillate; wavering; vacil-

lating; uncertain; irresolute. [Rare.]

Such vacillatory accounts of affairs of state.

Uoger North, Examen, p. 25,

vacoa (vak'o-a), n, [Native name.] A general
name in Mauritius for the screw-pines (Pan-
(ianus)y which there abound in numerous spe-
cies, forming trees 20 or 30 feet high or more.
P. vtUis, introduced from Madagascar, growing, if per-
mitted, 30 feet or more high, is commonly planted for its

leaves, which are fabricated into sugar-sacks or vacoa
bags. See cnt under Pandanus.

vacua, n. An occasional plural of vacuum,
vacuate (vak'u-at), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. vacuatedy

ppr. racuating. [< L. vacuatus, pp. of vacuare,
make empty or void, < vacuus^ empty: see vac-
woMv<.] To make empty or void; evacuate.
[Rare.]

Mistaken zeal, . . . like the Pharisee's Corban, under
the pretense of an extraordinary service to God, vacttateg
all duty to man.

Secular Priest Exposed (1703), p. 27. {Latham.)

vacnation (vak-n-a'shon), n. [< vacuate +
-m«.] The act of emptying; evacuation.
BaiJey, 1731. [Rare.]

Vactli8t(vak'u-ist), n. [(^vacuum + -ist.'] One
who holds the doctrine of the reality of empty
spaces in nature: opposed to plenist.

And the vacuists will have this advantage, that if Mr.
Hobbes shall say that it is as lawful for him to assume a
plenum as for others to assume a vacuum, not only it may
be answered it is also as lawful for them to assume the
contrary, and he but barely assuming, not proving, a ple-
num, his doctrine will still remain questionable.

Boyle, Examen of Uobbes, ii.

vacuity (va-ku'i-ti), 71.; pi. vacuities (-tiz). [<
OF. (and 1^.) vacuite = Pr. vacuitat = Sp. va-
cuidnd = Pg. vacuidade = It. vacuitdy < L. va-
cuita{t-)s, emptiness, < vacuus, empty: see vacu-
ous.'] 1. The state of being vacuous, empty,
or unfilled; emptiness; vacancy; the state of
being devoid or destitute of anything.
Men . . . are at first without understanding or knowledge

at all. Nevertheless from this vacuity they grow by de-
?;ree8 till they come at length to be even as the angels
hemselves are. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 6.

Leave weak eyes to grow sand-blind,
Content with darkness and vacuity.

Browning, Development.

2. Space unfilled or unoccupied, or apparently
unoccupied; a vacant space; also, a vacuum.
The sides of the vacuity are set wth columns.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.

The world, so far as it is a negation, Is a negation of in-
finite vacuity in time and space.

Veiteh, Introd. to Descart^s's Method, p. clxii.

But yesterday I saw a dreary vacuity In this direction
in which now I see so much.

Emerson^ Essays, Ist ser., p. 278.

3. AVant of reality; inanity; nihility.

If theyll run behind the glass to cat«h at it, their expec-
tations will meet with vacuity and emptiness. QlanvUle,

4. Freedom from mental exertion; thought-
lessness; listlessness; idleness.

A patient people, much given to slumber and vacuity,
and but little troubled with the disease of thinking.

Irving, Knickerbocker, 11. 1.

6. Lack of intelligence ; stupidity.

He was confounded, and continued looking with that
perplexed vacuity of eye which puzzled souls generally
stare with. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 1.

Vacuna (va-ku'na), n. [< L. vacuna, < vacare^
be at U'isiire: see vacant, vacate.] In Latin
myth., the goddess of rural leisure, to whom
husbandmen sacrificed at the close of harvest.
She was especially a deity of the Sabines.
vacuolar (vak'u-o-lar), a. [< vacuole + -ar^.]
Of the nature o^ or pertaining to a vacuole ; re-
sembling a vacuole: as, vacuolar spaces. See
cut un<\i^r hydranth. Amer. iVaf., October, 1890,
p. 895.

vacuolate (vak'u-o-lat), a. [< vacuole + -flfei
.]

Same as racuolo'te'd. Micros. Sci., XXX. 6.

vacuolated (vak'u-o-la-ted), a. [< vacuolate 4-

-ed.] Provided witli vacuoles; minutely vesic-
ular, as a protozoan.
vacuolation (vak "u-o-la'shon), «. [< vacuolate
+ -tan.] TheforriiationofVacuoles; the state
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of being vacuolated; a system of vacuoles.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 848.

vacuole (vak'u-61), n. [< F. vacuole, < NL. «ra-
cuolum, dim. of L. vacuum, an empty space,
vacuum: see vacuuvi.] 1. A minute cell or
cavity in the tissue of organisms.— 2. In anat.,
a minute space, vacuity, or interstice of tissue
in which lymphatic vessels are supposed to
originate.— 3. In^od7., any minute vesicle or
vacuity in the tissue of a protozoan, as an amoe-
ba. Vacuoles are sometimes divided iwiopermaneM, con-
tractile or pulsating, and ga^ric. The first are sometimes
so numerous as to give the organism a vesiculai- or bubble-
like appearance. The second kind exhibit regular con-
traction and dilatation, or pulsate. Gastric vacuoles, or
food-vacuoles, occur in connection with the ingestion and
digestion of food ; these are formed by a globule of water
which has been taken in with a particle of food, and are
not permanent. See cuts under Actinosphierium, Nocti-
luca, Paramecium, sun-ajiimalcule, and Cestoidea.

4. In bot., a cavity of greater or less size within
the protoplasmic mass of active vegetable cells,

which is filled with water, or cell-sap as it is

called. Active protoplasm possesses the power of im-
bibing water into its substance and, as a consequence, of
increasing in size. When the amount of water is so great
that the protoplasm may be said to be more than saturated
with it, the excess is sepai-ated within the protoplasmic
mass in the form of rounded drops called vacuoles. In
closed cells these may become so large and abundant as
to be separated only by thin plates of protoplasm. As
such vacuoles become larger the plates are broken
through, and eventually there may be but one large vacu-
ole surrounded by a thin layer of protoplasm, which lines
the interior of the cell-wall. Bessey.

vacuolization (vak-u-ol-i-za'shon), w. [< vacu-
ole + -ise + -ation.] In histology, same as vacu-
olation. Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 634.

vacuolize (vak'u-o-liz), v, t.
;
pret. and pp. vacu-

oUzed, ppr. vacuoHzing. To supply or furnish
with vacuoles. Tliausing, Beer (trans.), p. 533.
[Rare.]

vacuous (vak'u-us), a. [= It. vacuo (cf. Sp.
vacio = Pg. vaziOji Jj. vacivus), < L. vacuus,
empty.] 1. Empty; unfilled; void; vacant.

Boundless the deep, because I Am, who fill

Infinitude ; nor vacuous the space.
Milton, P. L., viL 169.

These pulpits were filled, or rather made vacuous, by
men whose privileged education in the ancient centres
of instruction issued in twenty minutes* formal reading
of tepid exhortation or probably infirm deductions from
premises based on rotten scatfolding.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xv.

2. Without intelligence or intelligent expres-
sion; unexpressive ; showing no intelligence:
as, a vacuous look.

Up the marble stairs came the most noble Farintosh,
with that nxcuotM leer which distinguishes his lordship.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xli.

vacuousuess (vak'u-us-nes), n. The state of
being vacuous, in either sense; vacuity,

vacuum (vak'u-um), ». ;
pi. vacuums (-umz),

sometimes vacua (-a). [= F. vacuum = Sp. Pg.
It. vacuo, < L. vacuum, an empty space, a void,
neut. of vacuus, empty: see vacuous.'] Empty
space ; space void of matter : opposed toplenum;
in practical use, an inclosed space from which
the air (or other gas) has been very nearly re-

moved, as bv an air-pump. The metaphysicians of
Elea, Parmeni^es and Melissus, started the notion that a
vacuum was impossible, and this became a favorite doc-
trine with Aristotle. All the scholastics upheld the maxim
that "nature abhors a vacuum." This is the doctrine of
the plenists. Atomism, on the other hand, carried out in

a thoroughgoing manner, supposes empty space between
the atoms. That gases do not fill space homogeneously is

now demonstrated by the phenomena of transfusion and
by the impulsion of Crookes's radiometer ; while the other
observed facts about gases, taken in connection with these,

render some form of the kinetical theory of gases almost
certain. This supposes the molecules of gases to be at
great distances from one another as compared with their

spheres of sensible action. This, however, does not ex-

clude, but rather favors, Boscovich's theory of atoms—
namely, that atoms are mere movable centers of poten-

tial energy endowed with inertia; and this theory makes
each atom extend throughout all space in a certain sense.

But this does not constitute a plenum, for a plenum is

the exclusive occupation of each part of space by a por-

tion of matter. It may he said that the spaces between
the atoms are filled by the luminiferous ether, wliich

seems to be the substance of electricity; but the disper-

sion of light by refraction seems to show that the ether
itself has a moleculaf structure. A vacuum, in the sense of

a space devoid of ordinair ponderable matter, is produced
(more or less perfectly) when the air is removed from an in-

closed space, such as the receiver of pu air-pump, a part of

a barometric tube, etc. In the receiver of the ordinary air-

pump the vacuum can only be partial, since with each
stroke of the piston only a certain fraction of the air is re-

moved(depending upon the relative size of thecylinder and
the receiver), and hence, theoretically, an infinite number '

of strokes would be necessary. Practically, the degree of

exhaustion obtained falls short of that demanded by the-

ory, owing to the imperfections of the machine; thus, in

the common form, the exhaustion is limited to the point
where the remaining air has not sufficient elasticity to

raise the valves. By the Sprengel or mercury air-pump a
much more perfect d^ree of exhaustion is attoinable than

vacuum-pan
with the mechanical form. (See mercury air-pump, un-
der merctiry. ) The most perfect vacuum is obtained when
chemical means are employed to absorb the last traces of
gas left in the receiver exhausted by the mercury air-
pump. The Torricellian vacuum— that is, the space above
the mercury in a carefully manipulated barometer-tube— is more nearly perfect in this respect, but the space
contains a small amount of the vapor of mercury. ;See
Torricellian.

Vacuum . . . signifies space without body.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xiii. 22.

A vacuum, or space in which there is absolutely no body,
is repugnant to reason.

Descartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veiteh), ii. § 16.

Guerlckian vacuum. See Guerickian.

vacuum-brake (vak'u-um-brak), ?«. A form of
continuous brake used on railroads, employing
a steam-jet directly, and the pressure of the
atmosphere indirectly, as a means of control-
ling the pressure. A steam-Jet on the engine is al-

lowed to escape through an ejector, in such a way as to
create a partial vacuum in a continu-
ous pipe extending under all the cars
of a train. Collapsing bellows under
each car are connected with the pipes,
and, when exhausted of the air con-
tained in them, close and draw the
brake-rods. Two forms are used, the
Smith brake and the Eames brake. See
continuous brake, under brake'-i.

vacuum-filter (vak'u-um-fil''''-

ter),n. Aformof filter in which
the air beneath the filtering

material is exhausted to hasten
the process.

vacuum-gage (vak'u-um-gaj),
w. A form of pressure-gage
for indicating the internal pres-
sure or the amount of vacuum
in a steam-condenser, a boiler
in which the steam has con-
densed, the receiver of an air-

pump, etc. A common form consists
of an inverted graduated siphon of
glass, open at one end, and connected
at the other with the condenser or ves-
sel to be tested, and containing a quan-
tity of mercury. When not in use, the
mercury rises equally in both legs of the siphon ; on con-
necting the instrument with a vacuum, the mercury rises
in the leg next the condenser or other vessel, and sinks in
the other leg, the difference between them indicating the
amount of the vacuum. This form is also called barome-
ter-gage. E. H. Knight.

vacuum-pan (vak'u-um-pan), n. In the pro-
cesses of sugar-making, condensed-milk manu-
facture, etc., a large steam-jacketed vessel of
copper or iron, used in boiling and concentrat-
ing syrup, milk, etc. Two forms are used, one con-
sisting of two parts bolted together to form a spheroidal
vessel, and the other of a drum shape with a domed top.
The syrup or milk is placed in the pan, the vessel is closed
air-tight, and connections are made by means of pipes
with a condenser and air-pump. Steam is admitted to
the jacket round the lower pai't of the pan, and to coils
of pipes within it. The air-pump serves to draw off the

Vacuum-gage.

Vacuum-pa 11.

a, copper pan; *, iron steam-jacket; c, copper steam-coil ; rf, flanged
dome; e, measuring vessel used in charjii^f the pan; e', pipe which
connects e with the juice-vat ; /, pipe which connects e with the pan

;

/', cock which admits air into e; k, h, gages which indicate height
of liquid in e and s; i, mercurial vacuum-gage ; -fe, man-hole by which
pan may be entered ; »'. thermometer, showing interior temperature
of the pan ; /, proof-stick forsampliugthecontentsofthepan; w, valve
for admitting steam to the coil ; n, valve for admitting steam to in-

terior of pan for cleaning ; o, window (of which there are two) by which
interior of pan may be inspected ; A saucer-shaped valve, closing or
opening the outlet f according as it is operated by the lever r/ s, over-
flow vessel, to retain any fluid that may boil over.

vapor from the boiling contents, and to create a vacuum
within the pan. The advantages of thus boiling in a
vacuum are found in the lower temperature at which boil-

ing takes place, and, as a result, in the greater rapidity

of the process and purity of the product. Vacuum-pans
are sometimes placed in jJHirs, the steam from one pan
serving to heat the fluid in the second pan. Such an
arrangement is called a double-effect system. Occasionally
three pans are used together, one large pan supplying
steam for two smaller pans. This is called a triple-effect

system. Hee st^ar.



vacuum-pump

vacuum-pump (vak'u-um-piimp), n. A pump
consisting of a chamber or barrel, a suction-
pipe with a valve to prevent return flow, a dis-
charge-pipe which has a valve that is closed
when the chamber is emptied, and a steam in-
duction-pipe providedwitn a valvethat is opened
when the chamber is filled with water, and closed
when the chamber is filled with steam. The
chamber is placed at such a height above the water to be
raised that the exterior atmospheric pressure will cause
the water to rise through the suction-pipe, and fill the
partial vacuum caused by condensation of steam in the
chamber. Steam being admitted to the chamber forces out
the air, and fills the space. The induction-valve is then
closed. The loss of heat from the surface of the cylinder,
or the sudden injection of a water-spray, condenses the
steam. Water then rises, and fills the chamber. Steam
is then again admitted, forcing out the water through the
dischai^e-pipe. As soon as the water is discharged and
the chamber refilled with steam, the cycle of operations
recommences, and it is repeated continuously as long as
steam is supplied to the chamber. The opening and clos-
ing of the valves have been made automatic in this class
of pumps, but they are so wasteful of power that they are
very little used. See cuts under moTite-Jus a.nd pulsometer.
Also called steam vacuuTti-pump.

vacuum-tube (vak'u-um-tub), n. A sealed
glass tube employed to examine the effects pf
a discharge of electricity through air or other
gas rarefied or exhausted to the required degree.

Vacuum-tube.

The most striking phenomenon is the magnificent colored
light with which the tube is filled and the stratification
of the light about the tube, the color of the light being
different at the positive and negative electrodes, and va-
rying with the gas through which the discharge is passed.
Thus, in common air it is purple or red at the positive
end blue or violet at the negative ; in hydrogen, it is

greenish-blue; in carbonic oxid, bright-green, turning to
yellow at the positive, and to blue at the negative. These
tubes were first

]'"•-
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wandering, strolling about, < L. vagari, wan-
der, < vagus, wandering: see vague. Cf. va-
grant.1 I. a. 1. Wandering; moving from
place to place without any settled habitation;
nomadic.
Owre men suppose them to bee a vagabunde and wan-

deringe nacion lyke vnto the Scythians, withowte houses
or certeyne dwellinge places.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.
[Arber, p. 97).

Let them pronounce the steep Tarpeian death.
Vagabond exile, ... I would not buy
Their mercy at the price of one fair word.

Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 89.

2. Floating about without any certain direc-
tion ; driven to and fro.

Like to a vagabond flag upon the stream.
Shak., A. and C, i. 4. 45.

3. Of or pertaining to a vagabond or worthless
stroller; vagrant.— 4. Not sedentary, as a spi-
der; belonging to the Vagabundse.

II. ». 1. One who is without a settled home
;

one who goes from place to place ; a wanderer;
a vagrant : not necessarily in a bad sense.

Reduc'd, like Hannibal, to seek relief
From court to court, and wander up and down,
A vagabond in Afric. Addison, Cato, ii. 4.

He who goes from country to country, guided by the
blind impulse of curiosity, is only a vagabo?id.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vii.

2. An idle, worthless stroller from place to
place without fixed habitation or visible means
of earning an honest livelihood ; in law, an idle,

worthless vagrant. See vagrant.
Wee haue had amongst vs Vagabonds, which call them-

selues Egyptians, the dregs of mankinde.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 590.

3. An idle, worthless fellow; a scamp; a rascal.
[Colloq.]— 4. One of the Vagabundse.— 5. A
pyralid moth, Crambus vulgivagellus. See cut
under CraniUdse—Kogues and vagabonds. See
rogue.

tubes were flrst made by Geissler of Bonn, and hence vacahoTlli fvaff'a-hondl ji i [< rnnnhnnri n ^
have been called Oeisaer's tubes. A Crookes's tube is a ^^&^"°"^ y'^S a Dona;, ^. *. l\ ^ agaoona, n.\

form of vacuum-tube used by Mr. William Crookes in his ^° wander about m an idle manner; play the
investigation of what he has called radiant matter (which vagabond : sometimes with an indefinite it.

see undei radiant). The exhaustion of these tubes is car- Vagabonding In those untrodden places, they were
ried to about one millionth of an atmosphere. guided by the everlasting justice, using themselves to be
vacuum-valve (vak u-um-valv), n. A safety- punishera of their faults. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

valve which opens inward, so connected with vagabondage (vag'a-bon-daj), n. [< vagabmd
a boiler that when there is a vacuum it will be + .„(,e,-\ The state, condition, or habits of
forced open by atmospheric pressure. Also
called air-valve. E. H. Knight.
vadet (vad), V. i. [Another form of fade (as vat
oifat) : see/aalei.] 1 . To become pale or weak,
as a color; hence, to pass away; vanish; depart.
Color evanidus, fugax. ... A vading: a decaying, or a Vagabondise, v. i. See vagabondize.

dead colour. Nmnenclator {li»&). (i^fares.) yagabondish (vag'a-bon-dish), a. [< vagabond
Life doth vade, and young men must be old. -I- -/.s/fl.] Like a vagabond ; wandering.

Greene, Palmer's Verses, yagabondism (vag'a-bon-dizm), «. [< vaqa-

a vagabond; idle wandering, with or without
fraudulent intent : as, to live in vagabondage.

It reestablished the severest penalties on vagabimduge,
even to death without benefit of clergy.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 103.

I know how soon their love vadelh.
Middletan, Family of Love, i. 1.

2. To fade ; wither.

Mine is the heart which vades away as doth the flower or
grass. Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

Fair flower, untimely plucked, soon vaded.
Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 131.

vade-mecum (va'de-me'kum), n. [= P. Sp.
vade-mecum, < NL. vade-mecum, < L. vade me-
eum, 'go with me,' < vade, imp v. of vadere (=
E. wade), go, + me, abl. of ego, I, + cum, with.]
A book or other thing that a person carries with
him as a constant companion; a pocket-com-
panion; a manual; a handbook.
One boracho or leathern bottle of Tonrs . . . Panurge

filled for himself, for he called that his vademecum.
Urquhart, tr. of Aabelais, ii. 28.

vadimonyt (vad'i-mo-ni), n. [< L. vadimonium,
security, recognizance, < vas (vad-), bail, sure

bond + -J67«.] The ways or habits of a vaga-
bond ; vagabondage.
As encouraging vagabondism and barbarism.

The Century, XXX. 813.

vagabondize (vag'a-bon-diz), v. i.
;

pret. and
pp. vagabondized, ppr. vagabondizing. [< vaga-
bond +-ize.'] To wander like a vagabond

;
play

the vagabond : sometimes with an indefinite it.

Also spelled vagabondise.

Vagabondizing it all over Holland.
C. lieade. Cloister and Hearth, liii. (Davies.)

vagabondryt (vag'a-bon-dri), n. [Early mod.
E. vagabundrye ; < vagabond + -ry.'] Vagabon-
dage.
Idlenes and Vagabundrye is the mother and roote of all

theftes, robberyes, and all evill actes and other mischiefs.
Laws of Edw, VI. (1547), quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 89.

ty: seewed,wage.^ In old law] ahovSovvleAee vagabone, «. and«. A corruption of mfifaftowc?.

)u a fixed day: bail. Vagabundae (vag-a-bun'de), n. jjZ. [NL., feiu."
'
-

. -. pi. of L.Drt(/rt6«)(rfM«, wandering: see faf/aftoHrf.]

A division of true spiders, consisting of those
dipneumonous forms which are not sedentary.
They spin no web, and do not lie in wait for
their prey, but prowl in search of it.

vagal (va'gal), a. l<vag(us) + -«?.] Of or
pertaining to the vagus, or par vagum

;
pneu-

mogastrie. See vagus.

to appear before a judge ou
vadium (va'di-um), n. [NL., < L. vas (vad-),
bail, surety: see wed, wage.'] In Scots law, a
wad; a pledge or surety

—

Vadium mortuum, a
mortgage.—Vadium vlvum, a living pledge.

Vaejovis, n. See Vejmis.

vafrityt, «. Craft. Bailey.

vafrous (va'frus), a. [< L. vafer (vafr-), cun-
ning, subtle, + -ous."] Crafty; cunning.
He that deals with a Fox may be held very simple if he Vagancyt (va'gan-si), M. l< vagan{t) -i- -cy.] 1.

expect not his ixifrotM tricks. i^'eitAom, Resolves, ii. 42. Vagrancy; wandering.

Vag (vag), n

Eng.]
Turf for fuel. Halliwell. [Prov.

He may turn many an honest_penny by the sale of vags,
i. e. dried peat The Portfolio, No. 229, p. 11.

vagabond (vag'a-bond). a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also vagabunde, vacabonde, vacahund, < ME.
vagabunde, < OF. vagabond, vacabond, P. vaga-
bond = Pr. vagahon = Sp. Pg. vagabundo = It. vagans (va'ganz), n. In music, same as quinttis.
vagabondo, vagabundo = G. vapabund = D. vage- vagantt (va'gant), a. [< ME. vagaunt, < OF.
bond = Sw. Dan. vagabond, <rLL. vagabundus, (and F.) vagant = Sp. Pg. It. vag'antc, < L. va-

Springlove. Here are the Keys of all my Charge, Sir.

My humble suit is that you will be pleas'd
To let me walk upon my known occasions this Sommer.

Laivyer. Fie ! Canst not yet leave off those Vagan.cies?
Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

2. Extravagance.
Our happiness mayorbe itselfe into a thousand vagan-

cies of glory and delight. 3fiZ(on,Church-Government, i. 1.

vagina

gan{t-)s, wandering, ppr. of vagari, wander, <
vagus, wandering, vague : see vague, v. Hence
vagrant.] Wandering; vagrant.

Fro thi face I shal be hid, and I shal be vagaunt.
Wyclif, Gen. iv. 14.

vagarian (va-ga'ri-an), n. [< vagary + -an.]
One given to vagaries ; a "crank." [Colloq. or ;

rare.]

vagarious (va-ga'ri-us), a. [< vagary + -ous.]
Having vagaries; whimsical; capricious; irreg-j
ular. De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 153.1

vagarish (va-ga'rish), a. [< vagar-y + -isk^.'

Wandering
; given to vagaries.

His eyes were oft vagarish.
Wolcot (Peter Pindar), p. 305. (Daviet.)4

vagarity (va-gar'i-ti), n. [< vagar-y -I- -(7j.]j
The character or state of being vagarious; ca
priciousness; irregularity.

Instances of vagarity are noticeable with each Prince of
i

Wales, many of whom seem to have ignored, or rather not
'

enjoyed, the title [Duke of Cornwall), although probably
they did the revenues. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 89.

vagaryt (va-ga'ri), V. i. [Early mod. E. vagarie;
appar. < Ij. vagari (> It. vagare = Sp. vagar =
Pg. vaguear = P. vaguer), wander, < vagus,
wandering: see vague, a., and vague, v. Cf.
vagary, n. The L. (or perhaps the It.) inf. ap-
pears to have been adopted as a whole, and ac-
commodated to E. nouns in -ary ; but this can
hardly be explained except as an orig. univer-
sity use. There is no L. or ML. adj. "vagarius
or noun *vagaria.] To gad ; range.

Vaguer, to wander, vagarie, stray, gad, roame, raunge,
flit, remoue often from place to place. Cotgrave.

vagary (va-ga'ri), «.; pi. vagaries (-riz). [Early
mod. E. also vagarie, vagare, corraptiy fagary,
figary; appar. < vagary, v.] If. A wandering
or strolling.

The people called Phoenices gave themselves to long
vagaries, and continual viages by sea.

Baniaby Rich, tr. of Herodotus.

I laid the weight
Of mine Estate in Stewardship upon thee

;

Which kept thee in that year, after so many
Sommer vagaries thou hadst made before.

Brome, Jovial Crew, i.

2. A wandering of the thoughts ; a wild freak

;

a whim ; a whimsical purpose.

She 's gone ; and now, sir Hugh, let me tell you you have
not dealt well with me, to put thisfagary into her foolish
fancy. Brome, .Sparagus Garden, ii. 2.

They changed their minds.
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell.

MOton, P. L., Ti. 614.

vagas, n. Same as vakass.

vagationt (va-ga'shon), n. [< L. vagatio(n-), a
wandering, < vagari, pp. vagatus, wander: see
vagant.] A wandering ; a roving about.

Whene the mynde es stablede sadely with-owttene
changynge and vagacyone in Godd.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. 14.

Vagatores (vag-a-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., < L.rn-
gari, pp. vagatus, wander: see vagant.] In or-
nith., a group of birds, constituting the fourth
order in Macgillivray's classification, and con-
sisting of the crows and their allies. The word
has no standing in science, as it designates an artificial
group recognized by no other authors of note.

vagi, n. Plural of vagus.

vagientt (va'ji-ent), a. [< L. ragien(t-)s, ppr.
of vagirc, cry, squall, bleat.] Crying like a
child. I)r. H. More, Psyehathanasia, III. iv. 42.

vagina (va-ji'na), ?!.; pi. vaginse (-ne). [= F.
ragin, < NL. vagina, < L. vagina, a sheath,
covering, sheath of a scabbard, ear of grain,
etc., hull, husk, vagina.] 1. In bot., the sheath
formed by the basal part of certain leaves
where they embrace the stem ; a sheath.—2. In
anat. and zool., a sheath ; a sheathing or cover-
ing part or organ ; a case : specifically applied
to various structures, (o) The sexual passage of the
female from the vulva to the uterus. In all the higher
Mammalia it is the terminal section of a Miillerian duct
or oviduct united with its fellow; in the lower it is dou*
ble, wholly or in part, there being two more or less com-
plete vagina;, right and left. In some oviparous animals,
as birds, the termination of the oviduct, beyond the uterine
part, receives the name of vagiiux. See uterus, and cut un-
der pert(07M;wm. (6) In entom., a sheath-like plate or part
inclosing an organ. In some cases also called valve. Spe-
cifically— (1) The long channeled labrum of the mosquito
and other blood-sucking flies, in which the lant-et-like

mandibles and maxillse are concealed. (2) The jointed
sheath of the promuscis of heniipterous insects, homol-
ogous with the labium of a typical insect. (3) The parts
supporting and covering the tongue of a bee, correspond-
ing to the nientum, maxilla;, and palpi. (4) The tubu-
lar sheath of the sting of a bee or wasp, (e) In Proto-
zoa, the indurated lorica of some infusorians, as the vagi-
nicolous vorticellids. (d) In Vermes, a terminal section
of the oviduct, differentiated into a special canal. See
cuts under Rhabdocaia, TrematoUa, and Cataidea.



vagina

3. In arch., the upper part of the pedestal of a
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^ ^ ^
< vagina + glutasus, gluteus, q. v.] Same as

terminus, from wliieh the bust or figure seems tensor vagirne femoris (which see, under tensor).

to issue or arise ; a sheath or gaine. [Bare or Coues, 1887.

obsolete.]— Columns of the vagina. Sameascoium- vaginigluteal (vai'i-ni-glQ-te'al), a. {<.vagini-
~ '""'

glutseus + -al.J Of or pertaining to the vagini-

Tensor vaelnsB
gluta'iis. Coues, 1887.

sa. Same as epi- vaginipcnnate (vaj"i-ni-pen'at), a. [< L. va-

gina, a sheath, + pennatus, winged: see pen-
natc.l Sheath-winged or sharded, as a beetle

;

coleopterous. Also vaginopennoiis.

vaginismus (vaj-i-nis'mus), n. [NL., < vagina
+ -ismus = E. -ism.'] A spasmodic narrowing
of the orifice of the vagina. Also called vul-

vismus.

vaginitis (vaj-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., < vagina +
-itis.] Inflammation of the vagina.

.w/7«fl, a sheath": see vagina.} 1." Pertaining vaginodynia (vai"i-no-din'i-a), n. [NL., < L.

to'a sheath; sheathing; resembling a sheath: vagina, vagina, + Gr. bdivv, pain.] Neuralgia

as, a vaginal membrane.— 2. Specifically, of of the vagina.

or pertaining to the vagina of the female: as, vaginopennous (vag"i-no-pen'us), a. [<

vaginal mucous membrane; a vaginal syringe, vagina, a sheath, + penna, a feathe

—Vaginal arteries, (a) A branch of the internal iliac Same as vaginipennate.
artery, on either side, passing to the vagina and base of vaginotomy (vai-i-not'6-mi), ». [< L. vagina,
the bladder, corresponding to the inferior vesical arteiy vatritia 4- fir -Touia < riuvciv raaetv fiut 1 Cut-
in the male. (6) The branches of the hepatic artery Z^^'^'.T ^^- ™^ ' ^ "Z""^'") Ta/ietv, out.J l^ui

which supply the walls of the ducts and bloodvessels ting 01 tne vagina,

and Olisson's capsule in the liver, more commonly called vaginovesical (vaj'i-no-ves'i-kal), a. [< L. va-

rue rugaruni (which see, under columna).— Rugae of the
vagina. See rKw— Tensor laminae posterioris va-
ginae recti abdominis, riectemnr.

femoris. See (en^'r.— Vagina cellulosa. same as epi

neurium and pmmy«win.— Vagina femoris, the fascia

lata of the thigh. See/oscin aiul f«<».«i»r.— Vagina mas-
CuUna, tile prostatic vesicle of the male urethra. See

urethra. .\lso called sinus pocularvi, utents nrnsctdimts,

etc.— Vagina portse, the sheath of the portal vein, or

capsule of Olisson, a sort of membrane surrounding the

branches of the portal vein in the liver.— Vagina tendi-

nis, the synovial sheath of a tendon ; a vaginal synovial

membrane (which see, under sj/nom'oi).—Vestlbulum
vaginae. Same as vestibule, 2 (6).

vaginal (vaj'i-nal), a. [< NL. vaginalis,<'h.

-ous.']

the vaginal branches of the hepatic artery.— Vaginal
bemia, a hernia through the posterior or upper wall of

the vagina.— Vaginal plezus. (a) The nerves supplied

to the vagina, coming from the pelvic pleius. <6) Kadi-
cles of the portal vein in the capsule of Gliason. (c) A
venous anastomosis in the wall of the vagina.— Va^nal
process. See prrtcens, and cut 3 under temporal.—Vagi-
nal synovial membrane. See »i/noOToi— Vaginal
tunic. («) See eye'^, 1. (&) The tunica vaginalis testis.

See tuniccr- Vaginal velns. Same as vaginal plexm,
(b) and (c).

Vaginalis (vaj-i-na'lis), n. [NL. (Gmelin, 1788),

< L. vagina, a sheath: see vagina.'] Same as
Cliiiinis. See cut under sheathbill.

vaginalitis (vaj"i-na-li'tis), n. [NL., < vagi-

iKilix (see def.) + -iiis.] Inflammation of the
tmiioa vaginalis testis.

vaginantt (vaj'i-nant), a. [< NL. *vaginan(t-)s,

opr. of "vaginare, sheath: see vaginate, v.]

giiia, vagina, + vesica, bladder.] Same as vesi-

covaginal.

vaginula (va-jin'u-la), n. ;
pi. vaginulae (-le).

[NL., dim. oif L. vagina, a sheath: see vagina.]

1. In 6oi., a diminutive vagina or sheath; spe-

cifically, in mosses, the sheath round the base
of the seta where it springs from the stem.
Also vaginule.— 2. In zool., a little sheath; a
small vagina.
vaginulate (va-jin'u-lat), a. [< vaginula +
-ate^.] Having a vaginula ; sheathed.

vaginule (vaj'i-nul), n. [< NL. vaginula.] In
hot., same as vaginula.

vagissatet, v. i. To caper; frolic. Campbell.

( Wiirrestcr.)

vagitus (va-ji'tus), n. [L., < vagire, cry, squall.]

The cry of a new-bom child
Sheathing; vaginal: as, a DO<7innn< leaf (a leaf yagOUS (va'gus), a. [< L. vagus, wandering.
iiivisting the stem by a tubular base).

Vaginata (vaj-i-na'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut.pl. of

cagiiiatiis, sheathed: see vaginate.] A group
of actinozoans. comprising those which are

sheathed in a calcareous or corneous polypary

;

the sheathed polyps, as the sclerodermic and
sclerobasic corals. See Zoantharia.

vaginate (vaj'i-nat), a. and n. [< NL. vagina-

tiis, sheathed. < L. vagina, a sheath: see va-

gina.] I. a. 1. Sheathed; invaginated; fur-

nished with or contained in a vagina; vagi-

nated.— 2. Forming or formed into a sheath;
vacinal, as a leaf.

II. n. A vaginate or sheathed polyp.

vaginate (vaj'i-nat), v. t., pret. and pp. vagi-

naleit, ppr. vagiiiating. [< NL. "vaginatus, pp.
of 'vaginari', sheath, < L. vagina, a sheath : see

vagina.] To sheathe; invaginate.

vaginervose (vaj-i-ner'v6s), a. [< L. vagus,

wanderiug, + nervus, nerve.] In bot., irregu-

larly nerved ; having the nerves placed with no
ajiparent order.

Vaginicola (vaj-i-nik'o-la), n. [NL., < L. va-

gina, a slieath, + coi«re, inhabit.] The typical

genus of Vaginicolinse, having an erect sessile

forica without an inner valve. The genus was
instituted by Lamarck, and contains many spe-

cies, chii'tly of fresh water, as V. crystalline.

Vaginicolinae ( vaj-i-nik-o-li'ne), ». pi. [NL., <

Vaginicola + -inse.] A subfamily of Vorticelli-

die, containing those vortieellid peritrichous in-

fusorians which are sheathed in an erect or pro-
cumbent indurated lorica which they secrete.
There are numerous modem genera, as Vaginicola, Thu-
rieola, Cofhurnia. Pyxieola, Pachytroeha, Stylocola. Platy.
cola, and Lagenophryg. Also Vaginicolina.

vaginicoline (va.j-i-nik'o-lin),a. [As Vaginico-

la + -i«fl.J Living ill a vagina, sheath, or

lorica, as an animalcule; belonging to the Va-
giniciilime ; vaginiferous.

vaginicolous (vaj-i-nik'o-lus), a. [As Vaginico-
la + -on.H.] Same as vaginicoline.

Vaginifera (vaj-i-nif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of vaginifer: see vaginiferous.] In Forty's

system (1852), a family of spastic infusorians,

represented by the genera Vaginicola and Co-
thiirnia: corresponding to the VaginicoUnie.

vaginiferous (vaj-i-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL. vagi-

nifer, < L. vagina, a sheath. + ferre = E. bear^.]

Producing or bearing a vagina, as an infuso-
rian; of or iiertniuing to the Vaginifera; vagi-
nicoline.

vaginlglutaus,vaginigluteus (vaj 'i-n i-glij-te '
-

us), n.
;
pi. vaginiglutmi, vaginiglutei (-i). [NL.,

strolling: see vague.] If. Wandering; unset-

tled. Ayliffe.— 2. In anat., wandering, as a
nerve. See vagus. [Rare.]

vagrance, n. Same as vagrancy. Johnson.

vagrancy (va'gran-si), «. [< vagran(t) + -cy.]

1. A state of wandering without a settled

home : not necessarily in a bad sense.

Therefore did he spend his days in continual labour, in

restless travel, in endless vagrancy, going about doing

good. Barrow, Sermons, xxxvi.

2. The life and condition of a vagrant; in tow,

the name given to a very miscellaneous class

of offenses against pubuo police and order.

See vagrant.

vagrant (va' grant), a. and n. [Formerly
sometimes vagar<int{a,pyav. simulating uaj/ar^),

< ME. vagauut, < OF. vagant, wandering: see va-

gant. The r is intrusive, as in partridge, car-

tridge, and other words. There is nothing in

vagant to lead to a variation vagrant; but the

fact that there are no other E. words ending
in -agant, and that there are several familiar

words ending in -agrant, as fragrant, flagrant,

with many words in -grant, may have caused
the change.] I. a. 1. Wandering from place to

place ; roving, with uncertain direction or des-

tination; moving or going hither and thither;

having no certain course.

Vagrant through all the world, hopelesse of all.

He seekes with what lands mine hee may fall.

May, tr. of Lucan'a Pharsalia, viii.

His house was known to all the vagrant train

;

He chid their wand'rings, but relieved their pain.

Goldismith, Des. Vil., 1. 149.

The soft mnnniir of the vagrant Bee.
Wordsworth, Vernal Ode, iv.

2. Uncertain; erratic.

The offspring of a vagrant and ignoble love.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

3. Of or pertaining to one who wanders; un-

settled; vagabond.

Titus Dates . . . had ever since led an infamous and
vagrant life. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., 11

Well pleased to pitch a vagrant tent among
The unfenced regions of society.

Wordsworth, Prelude, vii.

4. In njerf., wandering: as, mf/rant cells (wan-
dering white corpuscles of the blood).

II. ». 1. A wanderer; a rover; a rambler.

Historie without Geographie moueth, but in mouing
wandreth as a vagrant, without certain habitation.

Purctias, Pilgrimage, p. 50.

A vagrant and a servant In vile employment, in a strange

countrey. Barrow, Sermons, xlvil

vague

2. An idle stroller ; a vagabond ; a loafer ; a
tramp : now the ordinary meaning.

Vagrants and Out-laws shall oifend thy View

;

For such must be my Friends.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

The fugitive, with the brand of Cain on him, was a va-

grant of necessity, hunted to death like a wolf.
Ribton-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 5.

In law the word vagrant has a much more extended
meaning than that assigned to it in ordinary language,
and in its application the notion of wanderitig is almost
lost, the object of the statutes being to subject to police
control various ill-defined classes of persons whose hab-
its of life are inconsistent with the good order of society.

In the English statutes vagrants are divided into three
grades : (a) idle and disorderly persons, or such as, while
able to maintain themselves and families, neglect to do
so, unlicensed peddlers or chapmen, beggars, common
prostitutes, etc. ; (6) rogues and vagabonds, notoriously

idle and disorderly persons, fortune-tellers and other like

impostors, public gamblers and sharpers, persons having
no visible means of living and unable to give a good ac-

count of themselves, etc.; (c) incorrigible rogues— that

is, such as have been repeatedly convicted as rogues and
vagabonds, jail-breakers, and persona escaping from legal

durance, etc. In the United States the statutes are diverse,

but in their general features include to a greater or less

extent beggars, drunken parents who refuse or fail to sup-

port their children, paupers when dissolute and sick, pros-

titutes, public masqueraders, tramps, truants, etc.

vagrantly(va'grant-li), adv. {(.vagrant + -ly'^.]

In a vagrant, wandering, or unsettled manner.
vagrantness (va'grant-nes), «. The state of

being vagrant ; vagrancy. [Rare.]

vagromt (va'grom), a. A perverted spelling and
pronunciation of vagrant, ascribed as a blunder
to Dogberry in "Much Ado about Nothing,"
and with allusion to this occasionally used by
modem writers.

This is your charge : you shall comprehend all vagrom
men

;
you are to bid any man stand, in the prince's name.

Shak., Much Ado, ill. 3. 26.

You took my vagrom essays in ;

You found them shelter over sea.

New Princeton Rev., VL 114.

vague (vag), a. and n. [< F. vague = Sp. Pg.
It. vago, <-L. vagus, wandering, rambling, stroll-

ing, fig. uncertain, vague. From the same L.
source are E. vague, v., vagabond, vagant, va-

grant, vagary, extravagant, extravagate, strava-

gant, stravaig, etc., also Sc. vaig.] I. a. If.

Wandering; roving; vagrant.

Gray encouraged his men to set upon the oa(7ti«"villain8,

good neither to live peaceably nor to tight.

Sir J. Hayward.

2. Uncertain as to characters and specific desig-

nation, yet limited in scope and application;

restricted in logical breadth, without any cor-

responding fullness of logical depth; said to

be determinate, but without precise expression
of the determination. Thus, if anything is described
as most extraordinary without saying in what respect, the
description is vague; if a word is understood to have a
full import but what that is is doubtful, it is vague; if an
emotion is strong but unaccompanied by a definite im-
agination of its object, it is vague; if a pictorial figure

represents that something exists but fails to show its

shape, situation, etc., it is vague. This meaning of the
word (which occurs seldom before the eighteenth century
without an explanatory accompaniment) seems to be de-

rived from the logical phrase individuum vagum, mean-
ing a single person or thing, designated as one in number,
but without its proper name or any adequate description

:

as, "a certain man.

A vague apprehension of I knew not what occupied
my mind. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 193.

" Conscience ! " said the Chancellor ;
" conscience is a

vague word, which signifies any thing or nothing."
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. Proceeding from no known authority; of un-
certain origin or derivation : as, a vague report.

I have read, in some old, marvellous tale,

Some legend strange and vague.
That a midnight host of spectres pale
Beleaguered the walls of Prague.

Longfellow, The Beleaguered City.

4. Havingunclear perception or thought; not
thinking clearly.

Random cares and truant joys.

That shield from mischief and preserve from stains

Vague minds, while men are growing out of boys.

Wordsworth, River Duddon, xxvi.

Va£ue individual, sense, term. See the nouns. ^Ssm.
2. Dim, obscure, indistinct, ambiguous.

H. n. 1. A wandering; a journey; a voyage.

Hallitcell.— 2t. A vagary; a whim.
Here this fylthy synke of rebels, thus conspired, played

their vages, and lyued with loose brydels In al kyndes of

myschefe. Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 86).

3. An undefined expanse ; indefinite space.

The star-sown vagtie of space. iMwell, After the BuriaL

vaguet (vag), V. i. [Sc. also vaig; < F. vaguer,

wander, = Sp. Pg. vagar, vaguear = It. vagare,

< L. vagari, wander, < vagus, wandering : see

vague, a. Cf. vagary, v.] To wander; rove;
roam

;
play the vagrant.



Tagve
The strange and idlU hegftaris ... are safferit to vaig

and wander throughout the haill cuntrey.
Scotch Laws, 1600, quoted in Eibtou-Turner's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 300.

These small bodies, being hndled perforce one upon an-
other, leave a large Toid space, to i>a<^(« and range abroad.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. &».

vaguely (vag'li), adv. In a vague, uncertain,
or unsettled manner ; without definiteness or
distinctness.

vagueness (vag'nes), ». The state of being
vague, indefinite, unsettled, or uncertain ; am-
biguousness; indistinctness.

Common language has, in most cases, a certain degree
of looseness and ambiguity ; as common knowledge has
usually something of vagueness and indistinctness.

Wheipell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, X. xlviii.

There is a degree of voffuenesg about the use of th?
terms person and personality.

H. B. Smith, Christian Theology, p. 170.

vagus (va'gus), V.
; pi. vagi (-ji). [NL. (sc. ner-

vus, nerve), < ij. va^M.?,wandering: see rague.^ 1

.

The t«nth cranial nerve, or wandering nerve,
the longest and most widely distributed of the
nerves of the brain, extending through the neck
and thorax to the upper part of the abdomen, it
supplies the organsof voice and respiration with motorand
sensory flbers, and the pharynx, esophagus, stomach, and
heart with motor influence. Its superflcial origin is from
the medulla, immediately in front of the restifoim body
and below that of the glossophai-yngeal. It passes out of
the cranial cavity through the jugular foramen.and accom-
panies the carotid arterj' in the neck to the thorax, where
the nerves of the two sides dilter in their course, that of
the right side reaching the posterior surface of the eso-
phagus and stomach, while that of the left goes to the
anterior. It gives off very numerous branches, as the
meningeal, auricular, pharyngeal, laryngeal, pulmonary,
cardiac, gastric, etc., and forms intricate connections with
other nerves of the cerebrospinal system, and with nerves
of the sympathetic system. Also called pneumogagtric,
par cagum, and formerly second division of thi eighth nerve
0/ Waiii.

The vagus nerve, which connects the brain with the vis-
eera. U. Spencer, Education, p. 273.

2. In insects, the principal visceral or stomato-
gastrie nerve, which originates in two parts in
the head, beneath the bases of the antennte,
uniting in a ganglion below the cerebrum, and
passing backward along the upper surface of
the intestinal canal. In the thorax it divides into two
parts, which give off numerous smaller nerves to all the
viscen*—Trigonum vagi. Same as ala cinerea (which
see, under ala).—Vagas ganglion. See ganglion.
Vahea (va'he-ii), n. [KL. (Lamarck, 1791), from
the name of the tree in Madagascar.] A ge-
nus of apocynaceous plants, comprising a few
(perhaps two) species formerly included in the
genus Landolphia. The name Vahea Is also used by
somein place of Landolphia for several other specieswhich
are important rubber-plants, aa V. (L. ) Heudelotii of Sene-
gal, V. (L.)flmda of West Africa, remarkable for the beauty
of its abundant fragrant white flowers, and V. (L.)Owari-
ensis of Angola, which bears an edible, sweet and acidu-
lous, pulpy fruit of the size of an orange.

Vaich, r. i. See vake.
Vaidic, Vaidik (va'dik), a. [< Skt. vaidika, re-
lating to the Vedas.] Same as Fedic.
The earliest religious utterances which have been pre-

served in Aryan literature are known as the Vaidik
hymns. J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 61.

vaigt, V. i. A Scotch spelling of vague.
vaik, V. i. See vake.
vaill, n. and v. See veil.

vail^(val), t!. j. [<. ME.vailen, vaylen ; byapher-
esis from avail : see avail^.] To profit ; benefit

;

avail: a poetical use.

To hym not vaUeth his preching,
Al helpe he other with his teching.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 5766.

VaUs not to tell what steeds did spurn,
Where the Seven Spears of Wedderburne
Their men in battle-order set.

Scott, L. of L. M., V. 4.

vail^ (val), «. [Byapheresisfromauajii, w.] It.
Profit; gain; produce.
My house is as 'twere the cave where the young outlaw

hoards the stolen vaUs of his occupation.
Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, ii. 1.

His commings in are like a Taylors, from the shreds of
brejjd, the chippings, and remnants of the broken crust

:

excepting his vaUes from the harrell, which poore folkes
bay for their hogs, but drinke themselues.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosraographie, An old CoUedge Butler.

2t. An unlooked-for or casual acquisition; a
windfall. Tooke.—3. Money given to servants
by a visitor; a tip: usually in the plural. Also
vale.

Why should he, like a Servant, seek Vails over and
above his Wages? MUton, Touching Hirelings.

"Avails" is good old English, and the vails of Sir Joshua
Beynolds's porter are famous.

' Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

On the smallest provocation, or at the hope of the small-
est increase of wages, or still more of vales, the servant
threw up his place. Lccky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.
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vaiFt (val), V. [Also vale; by apheresis from
obs. avale : see avale.] I. trans. To let or cast
down; let fall; lower; doff, especially in token
of submission.

Then mayst thou think that Mars himself came down,
To vaU thy plumes, and heave thee from thy pomp.

Greene, Orlando t'urioso.

None that beheld him but . . .

Did vail their crowns to his supremacy.
Shak., Pericles, 11. 3. 42.

Now tail your pride, you captive Christians,
And kneel for mercy to your conquering foe.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, v. 2.

n. intrans. 1. To yield; give place; express
respect or submission by yielding, uncovering,
or otherwise ; bow.

Because we vailed not to the Turkish fleet.
Their creeping galleys had us in the chase.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, ii. 2.

Every one that does not know cries, " What nobleman

vair

5. Showy; ostentatious: pretentious.
Load some vain church with old theatric state.

Pope, Moral Essays, It. 29.

For vaint. Same as in vain.

Yea, my gravity.
Wherein— let no man hear me— I take pride,
Could I with boot exchange for an idle plume.
Which the air beats /or vain.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 4. 12.

In vain, to no purpose ; without success or advantage

;

ineffectually.

Butt all that euer he spak it was in vayn.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3062.

In vain they combated, in vain they writ.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

To take a name In vain. Seen«m«i. = syn. 1. Vnreal,
shadowy, dreamy, delusive, false, deceitful.— 2. Bootless,
abortive.— 4. See egotism.

vainfult (van'fiil), a. [< vain + -ful.'i Vain;
empty. Tusser, Husbandry, Author's Epis-
tle, ii.

is that?" all the gallants on the stage rise, vail to me, VaingloiioUS (van-glo'ri-us), a. r< vainnlnru
kiss their hand, offer me their places.

Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

2. To drop ; move down ; take a lower position

;

slope downward.
The same ships in good order valed downe the Riuer of

Thames. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 288.

With all speed I vailed down that night ten miles, to
take the tide in the morning.

Capt. Roger Bodenham (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. S3).

vaiFt (val). n. I<vail3, ».] Submission; de-
scent; decline.

Even with the vail and darking of the sun.
To close the day up. Hector's life is done.

Shak., T. and C, v. 8. 7.

vailablet (va'la-bl), a. [By apheresis from
available.'] Profitable; advantageous. Smith,
Commonwealth, ii. 4. (Richardson.)

vailerl, vailing, etc. Que veiler, eta ._^ . „ ,

vailer^t (va'ler), ». [< »ai/3 -1- .(,^1.] One who valn^loriousness (van-gl6'ri-us-nes), n.

vails ; one who yields or gives place in submis- quality or state of being vainglorious.

+ -ous.'] 1. Filled with vainglory; glorying
in excess of one's own achievements; extrava-
gantly elated; boastful; vaunting.

Vaine-gloriotis man, when fluttering Wind does blow.
In his light winges is lifted up to skye.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 10.

The philosophers of his time, the flustring vain-glorious
Oreeks, who pretended so much to magnify and even adore
the wisdom they professed. South, Sermons, III. vi.

2. Indicating or proceeding from vainglory;
founded on excessive vanity; boastful.

Arrogant and vainglorious expression. Sir M. Hale.
A vainglorious confidence prevailed, about this time,

among the Spanish cavaliers. Irving, Granada, p. 66.

He discourses, in rather a vainglorious way, of himself
as a poet. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 249.

vaingloriously (van-gl6'ri-us-li), adr. With
vainglory or inflated arrogance ; boastfully.

sion or deference.
He is high in his owne imagination; . . . when hee goes,

hee looks who looks ; if hee finds not good store of vaUera
he comes home stiffs.

Sir T. Overhury, Characters, A Golden Asse.

vaimuret, n. Same as vantmure.
vain (van), a. [< ME. vaiyi, vayn, vein, veyn, <
OF. (and F.) vain = Pr. van, va = Cat. va = Sp.
vano = Pg. vUo = It. vano, < L. vanus, empty,
void, fig. idle, fruitless; of persons, idle, decep-
tive, ostentatious, vain

;
perhaps orig. "vacnus,

and so akin to L. vacuus, empty : see vacuous, va-
cant. Some suggest a connection with E. waiie,
want, wan-; but this is improbable. Hence
(from L. vanus) also E. vanish, vanity, vaunt,
evanish, evanesce, etc.] 1. Having no real
value or importance ; worthless ; unsubstan-
tial; empty; trivial; idle.

But, O rain boast

!

Who can control his fate ?

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 264.

Vain matter is worse than rain words.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

She . . . had never proved
How rain a thing is mortal love.

M. Arnold, Switzerland, vi.. Isolation.

2. Producing no good result; destitute of force
or efficacy; fruitless; ineffectual; useless; fu-
tile; unavailing.

It should be but a vaine thing, and counted but as lost
labonre. Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. K T. S.), Pref., p. 2.

Give us help from trouble ; for vain Is the help of man.
Ps. Ix. 11.

Let no man speak again
To alter this, for counsel is but vain.

Shak., Kich. II., iii. 2. 214.

3. Light-minded; foolish; silly.

As school-maids change their names
By vain though apt affection.

Shak., M. lor M., i. 4. 48.

For it is a rain thing to expect, in so open a condition as
we live in here, that no cross Winds should blow upon us.

SliUingfteet, Sermons, I. x.

4. Proud of petty things or of trifling attain-
ments or accomplishments; elated with a high
opinion of one's personal appearance, manners,
or the like; courting the admiration or applause
of others; conceited; self-complacent; also,
proceeding from or marked by such pride or
conceit : as, to be vain of one's figure or one's
dress.

For to be conscious of what all admire.
And not be vain, advances virtue higher.

Dryden, Eleonora, 1. 101.

Mr. Holloway was a grave, conscientious clergyman.

vainglory (van-glo'ri), u. [< ME. vaine glorie,
veingloire, < OF. vaine gloire, F. vaine gloire, <
L. vana gloria, empty boasting: see rain and
glory.] Extravagant pride or boastfulness

;

tendency to exalt one's self or one's own per-
formances unduly; inflated and pretentious
vanity; vain pomp or show.

Vaine-glorie is for to have pompe and delit in his tem-
poral highnesse, and glorie him in his worldly estate.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

But for the fear of incurring the suspicion of vainglory,
he would have sung a psalm with as firm and cheerful a
voice as if he had been worshipping God in the congre-
gation. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

vainglory (van-glo'ri), V. ».; pret. and pp. rain-
gloried, ppr. vainglorying. [< vainglory, h.] To
indulge in vain boasting. [Rare.]

It would be idle and frivolous to mention these points
for the sake of vain-glorying during the Jubilee year.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 465.

vainly (van'li), «(;». In a vain manner. Espe-
cially- (o) Without effect; to no purpose; ineffectually;
in vain.

In weak complaints you vainly waste your breath.
Dryden.

(6) In an inflated or conceited manner ; proudly ; arro-
gantly: as, to strut about vainly.

A stranger to superior strength,
Man vainly trusts his own.

Cmvper, Human Frailty,

(c) Idly ; foolishly ; unreasonably ; hence, erroneously

;

falsely.

Which vainly I supposed the Holy Land.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 239.

We haue sufficient to content our seines, though not In
such abundance as is vainly reported in England.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths Works, II. 36.

vainness (vau'nes), «. l. The state of being
vain; iueffectualness ; fruitlessness: as. the
fawwies* of effort.— 2. Empty pride; vanity.

Vainness, a meagre friend to gratefulness, brought him
... to despise Erona. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Free from vaijiness and self-glorious pride.
Shak., Hen. V., v., Prol.

3t. Foolishness; folly.

O! how great vainnesse is it then to scorne
The weake

!

Speiaer, Visions of the World's Vanity, 1. 83.

I hate ingratitude more in a man
Than lying, vainness, babbling, drunkenness.

Shak., T. >'., iii. 4. 389.

vair (var), n. [Formerly also were; < ME. vair,

vayre, veir, feir, < OF. vair, F. vair = Pr. rair,

var, vaire, fur of the ermine, < ML. rarins, also
varis, the ermine, < L. varius, spotted, varie-
gated : see various. Hence vairy, and the see-

not roin of teUing anecdotes, very learned, particulariy a ond element of miniver.'] 1. A'kind of fur in
good orientalist. T. Wartore, m Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 320. n«p in tViP miHrllo ao-oa t* i „ a,

.. , . . ^ ,
'^^^ '" ^"^^ miaale ages, it is generally assumed to

1 never heard or saw the introductory words "Without have been the skin of a small animal, such as the gray
vanity I may say, etc., but some rain thing immediately squirrel, of which the back is gray and the belly white;
followed. Franklin, Autoblog., p. 3. Compare miniver.



vair

And sythene to bedd he es broghte als it ware a prynce,

and happed with ryche robes appone hyme ynewe, wele

furrede with tayre and the gryse.

MS. Uncoln A. 1. 17, f. 248. (HaUiwell.)

Tho I was strong ant wis,

Ant werede feir and grys,

Rd. Anliq. (ed. Wright and HaUiwell, 1841), 1. 121.

Pall and vair no more I wear.

Nor thou the crimson sheen.
Scott, L. oJ the L., iv. 12.

2. In her., one of the furs. See tincture, 2. it

is represented as in the illustration,

except that the number of rows is not
po.silive!y tt.xed. Compare vair^.

vair^ (va-ra'), a. [Heraldic F.,

< vair, vair: see vair.'] In her.,

composed of divisions like those

of vair, but of other tinctures

than of azure and argent: as,

voire or and gules. According to vair.

gome writers, there must be more than
two tinctures — for instance, four. The tinctures must be
mentioned in the blazon : as, miri gable, ari/eiU, ytdee, and
or. Also coiry, verr4, verry, verrey.

voire (v5r), a. Same as vaire.

vairy (vSr'i), a. Same as voire.

vaisellet, ». An old spelling of I'esse?. Pitscottie.

Vaishnava (vish'na-vii), n. [Skt. Vaishnara, <

n.«/i"". Vishnu: see F«s7(7iM.] Literally, a wor-

shiper of Vishnu. The Vaishnavas form one of the

great divisions into which the adherents of Brahraanism

are divided, characterized by belief in the supremacy of

Vishnu over other gods. This division is again brolien up
into many subordinate sects.

Vaisya (vis'ya), «. [< Skt. vaict/a, < t)tf, settler,

clansman.] A member of the third caste among
the Hindus—that is to say, of the main body of

the Aryan people, as distinguished on the one
hand from the priestly and noble classes, the

Brahmans and Kshatriyas, and on the other

hand from the subjugated aborigines, the Su-

dras and others, and from degraded outcasts.

In modern times they are divided into many
sub-castes.

vaivode, vaivodesMp, «. See voivode, etc.

vakass, n. [Armenian.] In the Armenian
C.ltiirdi, a eucharistic vestment, gemicircular in

shape and usually of metal, having a breast-

plate attached to it, on which are the names,
heads, or figures of the twelve apostles. It is

put on after the miter, sticharion, stole {urar\ girdle, and
epimanikia, and before the chasuble (churchar). It is put

on over the head, afterward let down on the neck and
shoulders, and fastened with a gold chain. It is also

known as the ephod, and is supposed to be an inheritance

fruin the Jewish epho<l. Some authorities identify it

with the Western amice. Also vayas.

vake (vak), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. vaked, ppr. vak-

'iig. [Also raik, vaich; < OF. vaquer= Sp. Pg.
laenr = It. vacare, < L. vacare, be empty or va-

cant : see vacant, vacate.'] To be vacant or un-
occupied; become vacant. [Scotch.]

vakeel, vakil (va-kel'), n. [< Hind, vakil, <

Ar. rakil, an advocate.] In the East Indies, an
ambassador or special commissioner residing

at a court ; a native attorney or deputy.

Viziers, vakefls, sirdars, zemindars, generals, captains,

potentates, antl powers followed in succession, each with
his nuzzur and liis siilaam, whilst the master of the cere-

monies recited their titles in a loud, even-toned voice.

r. U. Itiuadl, Diary in India, II. 247.

Valaisan (va-la'san), a. [< Falais (see def.) +
-nil.'] Of or pertaining to Valais, a canton in

the southern part of Switzerland.

valance, valence^ (val'ans, -ens), ». [Early

mod. E. also voHance, valens ; < ME. valance, val-

ence, prob. < Valence, in France, still famous for

silks (cf . Valenciennes lace, so called from Valen-

ciennes, in France), < L. Valentia, lit. ' strength',

<rn/e«(t-)«, ppr. of I'n/trc, be strong: see valiant,

valentia.] 1. A kind of damask used for furni-

ture-coverings, made of silk, or silk and wool.

Also valentia, Valencia.

One covering for a flelde bedde of green and valent.

Union Inmntories (ed. Nichols), p. 4.

2. A short curtain used upon a bedstead, or

in some similar way, either around the frame
upon which the mattress rests (a base-valance),

or around the head of the canopy (a tester-val-

ance),

A doubble vtUanee ibonte the herce, both aboae and by-

neith, with his worde and his devise written therine.

Bwike of Precedeiux (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 30.

Now is Albanos marriage-bed new hung
With fresh rich curtaines ! Now are my valence up,
Iml>o8t with orient pearle.

Manton, What you Will, lii. 1.

[The sense in the following passage is uncertain.

Cylenius, rydi»tg in his chevauche.
Fro Venus Balance mighte his paleys se.

Chattcer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 146.]

valance, valence^ (val'ans, -ens), v. t. [< val-

ance, «.] To furnish or decorate with a valance

:
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figuratively used in the quotation for 'to deco-
rate with a beard.'

Thy face is valanc'd since I saw thee last.

Skah., Hamlet, ii. 2. 442.

valanchet(va-lmnch'),». [Also voUenge; adial.

aphetie form of avalanche.] An avalanche.

The collenge which overwhelms a whole village was at
first but a little snow-ball.
W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, II. 456. (Daviei.)

The great danger of travelling here when the sun is up
proceeds from wliat they call the vdlaTiches.

Smollett, France and Italy, zxxviii.

Valdenses, Valdensian. Same as Waldenses,
Waldensian.

valel (val), n. [< ME. vale, val, < OF. (and F.)
val = Pr. vol, valh = Cat. vail = Sp. Pg. It.

valle, < L. vallis, a vale ; connections uncertain.
Hence ult. valley, ovale, avalanche, vail^.] 1.

A tract of low ground between hills ; a valley

:

little used except in poetry. See valley.

And when thaire fase war thus for-done.
To the vale of ebron come thai sone.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

Along the cool sequestered vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.
Gray, Elegy.

I pity people who weren't born in a vale. I don't mean
a flat country, but a vale ; that is, a fiat country bounded
by hills. T. Huijhes, Tom Brown at Eugby, i. 1.

2. A little trough or canal : as, a pump-vate to

carry off the water from a ship's pump.=Syn. L
Dale. etc. See valley.

vale^t, ». See vaiP.

vale^ (va'le), interj. [< L. vale, impv. of valere,

be strong, be well: see valid, valiant.] Fare-
well ; adieu. Also used substantively.

I remember that once heretofore I >vrote unto you a vale

or a fai-ewell upon conjecture.
J. Bradjord, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 186.

valediction (val-e-dik'shon), n. [< ML. *rale-

dictio{n-), < L. ialedicere, pp. valedictus, say
farewell, < vale, farewell (impv. of valere, be
well, be strong: see vale^), + dicere, say: see

diction. Cf. benediction, malediction.] A fare-

well ; a bidding farewell.

When he went forth of his colledge ... he alwayes
took this solemn valediction of the fellowes.

Fidler, Worthies, Shropshire, III. 66.

Their last valediction, thrice uttered by the attendants,

was also very solemn. Sir T. Browne, Uni-burial, iv.

valedictorian (vaF'e-dik-to'ri-an), n. [< vale-

dictory + -an.] In American colleges and
some academies and high schools, the student

who pronounces the valedictory oration at the

annual commencement or graduating exercises

of his class : usually chosen as the scholar bear-

ing the highest rank in the graduating class, as

the best representative, for various reasons, of

the whole class, or as otherwise worthy of spe-

cial distinction.

valedictory (val-e-dik'to-ri), a. and n. [< NL.
as if "valedictoriiis, < L.' valedictus, pp. of vale-

dicere, say farewell: see valediction.] I. a.

Bidding farewell; pertaining or relating to a
leave-taking or bidding adieu; farewell: as, a
valedictory speech.

n. n.
;
pi. ialediclories{-T\z). A farewell ora-

tion or address (sometimes in Latin), spoken

at graduation in American colleges and other

institutions by one of the graduating class,

usually by the one who has the highest rank.

Compare valedictorian.

The valedictory, of courae, came last, and I felt rather

awkward in rising to declaim my stilted Latin phrases

before an audience which had been stirred by such vigor-

ous English. Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 66.

valence', «. and v. See valance.

valence^ ( va'lens), n. [< LL. valentia, strength,

< vahn{t-)s, strong, ppr. of valere, be strong:

see valiant, valid.] 1. In chem., the relative

saturating or combining capacity of an atom
compared with the standard hydrogen atom

;

the quality or force which determines the num-
ber of atoms with which any single atom will

chemically unite. The original statement of the law

of valence was that each atom could combine with a certain

definite number of hydrogen atoms, or with an equivalent

number of atoms of any other element, and that this rmm-
ber was fixed and unalterable. This number expressed

the valence, which was a constant, an invariable property

of the element. For example, one atom of phosphorus

combines with three atomsofchlorin, forming phosphorus
trichlorid. As the chlorin atom is univalent, phosphorus
appears to be trivalent. lint in phosphorus pentachlorid

one atom of phospliorus combines with five of chlorin. and
therefore phosphorus in this case appears quinquivalent.

In view of facts like these it is held by some authorities

that the valence of an element is a varying quality de-

pending on the nature of the other combining atoms,

temperature, etc. By others valence is assumed to be in-

variable, but the total valence is not always exhibited or

Valentlnian

In force. Also called valency, equivalence, and, less prop*
erly, atomicity.

2. In biol. : (a) Form value ; morphological
value or equivalency. See morphic. (b) In
sool., taxonomic value or equivalency; classifi-

catory grade or rank of a zoological group.

Valencia (va-len'shi-a), n. [See valance.] 1.

Same as valance, 1.— 2. A linen cloth resem-
bling piqu6, used for waistcoats, etc.

valencianite (va-len'shi-an-it), n. [< Valenci-

ana (see def.) -f- -tte^.] tn mineral., a variety

of orthoclase feldspar, very similar to the adu-
laria of the Alps, found at the silver-mine of

Valenciana, Mexico.
Valencia raisins. Kaisins prepared by dipping
the ripe bunches of grapes into a hot lye made
of wood-ashes, oil, and salt, and then drying
them in the sun. Raisins of the best quality,

known as Malaga or Muscatel, are dried by the

sun on the vine. Also called briefly Valencias.

See raisin, 2.

Valenciennes (va-lon-si-enz'), n. [< Valenci-

ennes, 'm France.] 1. A rich variety of lace made
at Valenciennes, France. See lace.— 2. A pyro-
technic composition, usually employed as in-

cendiary—False Valenciennes lace. See lace.

valency (va'len-si), «.; Y>1.
valencies (siz). [As

valence'^ (see'-ey).] 1. Same as valence'^, 1.—
2. A single unit of combining capacity. Thus,
carbon is said to have four valencies.

Valenginian (val-en-jin'i-an), n. [< Valengin

(see def.) + -ion.] In (leol., in the nomencla-
ture of the French and Belgian geologists, the

name of the lower division of the Neocomian

:

so called from Valengin, near Neuch&tel.

valentiai (va-len'shi-a), n. Same as Valencia,

valance, 1.

Valentia^ (va-len'shi-a), n. [NL. (Stai, 1865).]

A genus of h'emipterous insects.

valentine (val'en-tin), n. [< ME. 'valentine,

volontyn, < OF. valantin, m., valantine, f., a
young man or woman betrothed, according to

a rural custom, on the first Sunday in Lent, the

promise being annulled if the young man failed

to give the young woman a present or an en-

tertainment before Mid-Lent (Roquefort)
;
per-

haps < "volant, a var. of golant, gallant (see

gallant), but popularly identified with the name
"of St. Valentine {i'W^. Valentyne,< OF. Valentin

= Sp. Valentin = Pg. Valentim = It. Valentino

= G. Sw. Dan. Valentin = D. Velten, Valentijn,

< L. Valentinus, a man's name, < valen(t-)s, ppr.

of valere, be strong: see valiant, valid), on whose
day the choice of valentines came to be made
(see def.).] 1. A sweetheart or choice made
on St. Valentine's day. This name is derived from
St. Valentine, to whom Februaiy 14th is sacred. It was a
very old notion, alluded to by Shakspere, that on this day
birds begin to mate: "For this was on seynt Valentines

day. Whan every brid conieth ther to chese his make.

"

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 310.

Thow it be ale other wyn
(Jodys blescyng have he and myn
My none [mine own] gentyl Volontyn
Good Tomaa the frere.

MS. Uarl. 1735, f. 48. (BaUiwett.)

To-morrow is St. Valentine's day,

AU in the morning betime.
And I a maid at your window.
To be your Valentine.

SAa*,, Hamlet, iv. 5. 61.

Tell me
What man would satisfy thy present fancy
Had thy ambition leave to choose a Valentine.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 4.

I am also this year my wife's Valentine, and it will cost

me 51.; but that I must have laid out if we had not been
Valentines. Pepys, Diary, Feb. 14, 1666.

2. A letter or missive sent by one person to

another of the opposite sex on St. Valentine's

day ; a written or printed or painted missive of

an amatory or a satirical kind, generally sent

anonymously. The sentimental class are often highly

ornamental and expensive productions, usually bearing

pretty pictures on the subject of courtship or matrimony

;

the comic class are generally coarse and vulgar produc-

tions, usually with caricatures of the human form depicted

on them, and are often meant to reflect on the personal ap-

pearance, habits, character, etc., of the recipient.

Valentinian (val-en-tin'i-an), a. and n. [< LL.
Valentiiiianiis, < L. Valentinus (see def., and cf.

valentine) + -i-an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Valentinus or the Valentinians.

II. n. A follower of Valentinus, of the sec-

ond century, tho founder of the most influential

and best-known of the Gnostic systems. Valen-

tinus was said to have received his doctrines from a pupil

of the apostle Paul, and also by direct revelation. He as-

serted that from the First Great Cause successively ema-

nated thirty eons, male and female, from the last of which,

Wisdom, proceeded a being who was the creator of the

world. Christ and the Holy Spirit were two eons later

created, and Jesus emanated from all the eons ; and the



Valentinian
redemption wrought upon earth followed and repeated
a redemption wrought in the spiritual world. The Val-
entinians sought support for their system in an allegori-
cal method of exposition of Scripture, especially of Paul's
epistles and the prologue of John's gospel. See GtuMic,
eon, 2, dejnhnyt'.

Valentinianism (val-en-tin'i-an-izm), n. [<
I'alentiniuii + -/«»».] The system of doctrines
maintained by the Valentinians.

valentinite (val'en-tin-it), n. [After Basil
Valentine, an alchemist of the 15th century,
who discovered the properties of antimony.]
Native oxid of antimony (Sb203), occurring in
orthorhombic crystals and massive, of a white
to brown or pink color and adamantine luster.
It has the same composition as senarmontite,
but differs in crystalline form. Also called an-
timomj-hloom.

Valentin's corpuscles. Small roundish bod-
ies found in nerve-tissue ; amyloid bodies.
valeraldehyde (val-e-ral'de-hid), n. [< vale-

r(ian) + aldehyde'^ A mobile liquid having
an irritating odor (C4H9.CHO). It is produced
by the oxidation of amyl alcohol. Formerly
called valeral. An isomeric valeraldehyde with
a fruit-like odor is also known.
valerate (val'e-rat), n. [< F. valerate; as va-
lcr{ion) + -ate^.l A salt of valerianic acid.

valerian! (va-le'ri-an), n. [Early mod. E. va-
leryan; < ME. valerian, < OF. valeriane, F. va-
leriane = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. Valeriana = D. vale-

riaan = Dan. Valeriana, < ML. Valeriana, vale-
rian, prob. < L. Valerianus or Valerius, a per-
sonal name, < valere, be strong: see valiant.']

1 . A plant of the genus Valeriana. The common,
officinal, or great wild valerian is V. officinale, native
through Europe and Asiatic Russia, cultivated for its

medicinal root and somewhat for ornament. It is a herba-
ceous plant with a perennial rootstock ; the stem is erect,
from 2 to 4 feet high, and furrowed ; the leaves are opposite
and pinnate ; and the flowers are small, white or pinkish.

1. Flowering plant of Valerian {l^aleriana tifftcinalis) : 2. the in-

florescence; a, flower with bract; d, section of ovary; c, fruit with
pappus.

in terminal corymbs. The root is an officinal drug having
the property of a gentle stimulant, with an especial direc-
tion to the nerves, applied in hysteria, epilepsy, etc. Its
virtue resides chiefly in a volatile oil— the oi^ of valerian.
It is of a pungent disagreeable odor, which is attractive
to cats, and also, it is said, to rats ; it is therefore used as
a bait. In England in the sixteenth century, valerian,
under the name of $etwaU, was regarded as a panacea

;

but the species appears to have been V. Pyrenaica, a
plant there cultivated, and naturalized from .Spain. V.
Phu from western Asia, called garden valerian, is also
cultivated, and affords a root of weaker property. V.
Diose'rridig is believed to be the true valerian or phu
{<t)ov) of the ancient Greeks. There are three species of
valerian in North America, the most notable being V. edu-
lis, edible valerian, whose thickened roots, after prolonged
cooking in the ground, formerly formed a staple food of
the Digger Indians.

Herbes coude I telle eek many oon.
As egremoin, valerian, and lunarie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 247.

2. The rootstoeks of the officinal valerian, or
some preparation from them.

Valerian, calmer of hysteric squirms.
O. W. Holmes, Rip Van Winkle, M. D., i.

Cats' yalerian, the common valerian.— Qarden vale-
rian. See def. 1.— Greek valerian, primarily Pdemo-
nium cs^mlexnn, the Jacob's-ladder : called by the old her-
balists Valeriana Orseca., having been mistaken for the vale-
rian of the ancient Greeks. 'I'he name is extended to the ge-
nus, includingthe American P. reptans, sometimes named
creeping Greek valerian by translation of the (inapt) spe-
cific name. It is a much lower plant than the Jacob's-
ladder, with weak stems, flowers light-blue, nodding in
small corymbs, delicate, and pretty.— Oil Of ValerlklL
See def. 1.— Red valerian, Centranthtts ruber, native in
the MediteiTanean region, long cultivated for its handsome
oblong panicle of red flowers, which have given it the pro-
vincial name of gcarlet lightning.— Spur or spurred va-
lerian, the red valerian ; thus named from its spurred
coroila^tube. See CentrantAiM.—Valerian-pug, EupUhe-
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da valerianata, a British geometrid moth whose larva feeds
on valerian.— Wild valerian, the common valerian.

Valerian^ (va-le'ri-an), a. [< L. Valerius (see
def.).] Pertaining to any one of the name of
Valerius—Valerian law, the law proposed and carried
by Valerius Publicola when consul (508 B. c.?), granting to
every Roman citizen the right of appeal from the summary
jurisdiction of consuls.

Valeriana (va-le-ri-a'na), H. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700; earlier in Lobel, 1576): see vale-

rian^.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, type
of the order Valerianex, the source of valerian.
It is characterized by triandrous flowers with a spurless
corolla, and fruit crowned with the pappose limb of the
calyx. It contains about l.W species, chiefly perennial
herbs with entire, toothed, or dissected leaves, and white
or pink flowers, usually in terminal cymes. They inhabit
the temperate and arctic regions of both hemispheres,
and mountains further south, a few occurring in India
and in Brazil. For the species, see valerian^, also getwall,
nard, 4, and Celtic and Cretan spikenard (auder spikenard).
There are 8 species in the United States, mostly western,
with one, V. scandens, in southern Florida, and another, V.
paucijlora, peculiar to the middle of the eastern and cen-
tral region. V. sylvatica occurs from New York, and V.
edulis from Ohio, northward and westward. See cut under
valerian'^.

Valerianacese (va-le^ri-a-na'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), i Valeriana ( -acese.] Same
as Valcrianrse.

valerianaceous (va-le"ri-a-na'shius), a. Of, or
characteristic of, the plant-order Valerianex.
valerianate (va-le'ri-an-at), n. [< valerian^ +
-wfei.] A salt of valeric acid.

Valerianeae (va-le-rl-a'ne-e), ». pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle (1815), < Valeriana + -ex.] An
order of gamopetalous plants, the valerian
family, it is distinguished from the three other orders
of the cohort Asterales by its free anthers and exalbumi-
nous seeds. The flowers are either regular or irregular,
commonly with the stamens fewer than the corolla-lobes.
The ovaiy contains a perfect cell with one pendulous
ovule (unlike the erect ovule of the related CompoHtse),
and differs from all the related orders in the usual addi-
tion of two empty or rudimentary cells. There are about
275 species, belonging to 9, genera, of which Valeriana
(the type), Fedia, Nardogtachys, Centranthug, and Valeria-
netla are the most important. They are natives of cold
north temperate regions of the Old World, more abundant
in America, especially in the west and the Andes. They are
annual or perennial herbs, occasionally somewhat shrub-
by, usually with a peculiar odor, sometimes a source of
perfumes, as in spikenard and some valerians. They bear
opposite leaves, often mostly radical, and flowers usually
sessile in dichotomous cymes, either white, red, or bluish,
or, in the genus Patrinia, yellow. Although the order is

closely related to the Compositte, the inflorescence is sel-

dom at all capitate or involucellate. The fruit is an achene
crowned with the persistent border of the calyx. Many
of the species are highly esteemed in medicine for tonic,
anti-spasmodic, or stimulating properties.

Valerianella (va-le"ri-a-nera), n. [NL. (Tour-
nefort, 1700), < Valeriana + tlim. -ella.] A ge-
nus of gamopetalous plants, of the order Va-
lerianese, chiefly distinguished from Valeriana
by its toothed, lobed, awned, or horned, but
never pappous calyx. There are about 55 spe-
cies, annual herbs, dichotomously branched, with entire,

dentate, or pinnatifld leaves, and cymes of white, pale-
blue, or pink flowers. The genus is chiefly confined to
the Mediterranean region, extending into central Europe,
but occurs in North America, and a few species are widely
naturalized. Several species produce tender foliage, eaten
as lettuce. V. olitoria, a species with pale-green leaves
and small slate-colored flowers, widely diffused in Europe,
North Africa, and -Asia, formerly known as white pot-herb
and lamb's-lettuee, and latterly as corn-salad, is now often
cultivated under glass as an early salad under the name
of fetticjis. (See cut under dichotomy.) Twelve spe-
cies, formerly classed under the related monotypic genus
Fedia, are natives of the United States ; four species of
Oregon are peculiar in their spurred corollas. V. Woodsi-
ana, with roundish, and V. chenopodifolia (Fedia Fagopy-
rum), with somewhat triangular fruit, extend from the
south into New York.

valerianic (va-le-ri-an'ik), a. [< valerian^ +
-ic] Same as valeric.

valeric (val'e-rik), «. [< F. vaUrique; as va-
ler(ian) -t- -ic] Derived from or related to
valerian—Valeric acid, an acid having three meta-
meric forms and the general formula C5H10O2. The com-
mon acid distilled from valerian-root is optically inactive,

a mobile liquid with caustic acid taste and the pungent
smell of old cheese. Its salts have been somewhat used
in medicine.

valeryl (val'e-ril), n. [< valer(ian) + -yl.] The
hypothetical univalent radical CgHgO.
Valesian (va-le'shian), n. [< L(jr. Ovakijoioi, <

Ohd'/.tjc, L. Valens, tiieir founder.] One of an
ancient Arabian (Christian sect accused of prac-
tising self-mutilation as a religious rite.

valet (val'et or val'a), n. [Formerly also val-

ett; < OF. valet, vallet, < vaslet, later also varlet,

with intrusive r (> E. varlet, q. v.), P. valet, a
man-servant, valet de chambre, F. dial, vdlei, a
farm-hand, = Pr. vaslet, vaylet, vallet = Wall.
valet, a bachelor, varlet, servant, < ML. vassa-
lettns, dim. of vassalis, a vassal: see vassal.

Doublet of varlet.] 1 . A man-servant who at-

tends on a man's person. Also called valet de
ehambre. Valets, or varlets, were originally the sons of

Valhalla
knights, and later sons of the nobility before they attained •

the age of chivalry, who serred as pages.

The King made him (W. de La Pole] his valect
Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire, III. 439.

On that very morning had . . . [the boots] come for the
first time under the valet's depurating hand.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 23.

2. In the vianege, a kind of goad or stick armed
with a point of iron—Valet de place (vala'ds-plas),
in French cities, and hence outside of France also, a man
who offers his personal services to the public, especially tcj

strangers, for hire, as in the capacity of guide, and for do-
ing errands and commissions.

I was yawning back to the hotel through the palace-
garden, a valet-ile-place at my side, when I saw a young
lady seated under a tree.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

valet (val'et or val'a), r. t. [< ralet, ».] To
attend on as valet ; act the valet to.

He wore an old full-bottomed wig, the gift of some
dandy old Brown whom he had valeted in the middle of
last century. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 2.

Valetudinaria, n. Plural of ralctudinarium.

valetudinarian (val-e-tu-di-na'ri-an), a. and n.

[< valetudinary + -an.] I. a. Being in a poor
state of health; weak; infirm; invalid; deli-

cate ; seeking to recover health.

This kind of valetudinarian effeminacy, this habit of
coddling himself, appears in all parts of his conduct.

Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

My feeble health and valetudinarian stomach.
Coleridge.

H. 11. A person of a weak, infirm, or sickly
constitution; one who is seeking to recover
health ; an invalid.

I would cry out to all the valetudinariajis upon earth—
Drink tar-water.
Bp. Berkeley, To T. Prior on Virtues of Tar-water, i. § 11.

Also valetudinary.

valetudinarianism (val-e-ta-di-na'ri-an-izm),

H. [i valetudinarian + -ism.] A state of feeble
health; infirmity.

valetudinariness (val-f-tii'di-na-ri-nes), n.

The state of being valetudinary.

valetudinarious (val-e-tii-di-na'ri-us), a. [<
~L. valetudinurius : see valetudinary.] Valetudi-
nary.

About the beginning of January he began to be very
valetudinarious, labouring under pains that seem'd Ischi-
atick. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

valetudinarium (val-e-tu-di-na'ri-um), n.
;

pi.

valetudinaria (-a). [L., neut. of valetudinarius:
see valetudinary.] In Bom. antiq., an infii-mary

or hospital. Services of this class were attached to camps
and other military centers. In ancient Greece from a very
early time regularly organized hospitals were connected
with the cult of ^sculapius.

The valetudinarium which appears to have existed in a
Roman camp. Encyc. Brit., XII. 301.

valetudinary (val-e-tu'di-na-ri), a. and n. [<
F. valetudinaire = Sp. Pg. It. valetudinaria, <

L. valetudinarius, sickly, in bad health, as a
noun, a sick or infirm person, < valetudo (-din-),

sickness, infirmity, a bad state of health, a par-
ticular use of valetudo, state of health, < valere,

be strong: see valid.] Same &s valetudinarian.

I had much discourse with his lordship, whom I found
to be a person of extraordinary parts, but a vaietudinarie.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 9, 1665.

valetudinoust (val-e-tii'di-nus), a. [< L. vale-

tudo (-din-), sickness, -I- -ous.] Valetudinarian.
Fuller, Hist. Cambridge Univ., vii. 35.

valewt, "• An old spelling of value.

valgus (val'gus), «. ;
pi. valgi (-ji). [L., bow-

legged.] 1. A bow-legged man. The term 3e?i«

valgum is incorrectly employed for knock-knee,
bow-legs being designated hj genu varum.— 2.

A form of clubfoot characterized by eversion of
the foot: more fully called talipes valgus Hal-
lux valgus, a deformity of the foot characterized by ad-
duction or outward displacement of the great toe, which
often lies across the other toes. It is a frequent cause of

painful bunion.- Talipes valgus. Same as valgus, 2.

Valhalla (val-hal'a), H. [Also Walhalla; =F.
Valhalla, Walhalla = Sp. Valhala, < NL. Val-
halla, < Icel. valholl (gen. ralhalla) (= G. Wal-
halla, Walhall, after leel.), lit. 'hall of the slain,'

< valr, the slain, slaughter (= Dan. val, in comp.
valplads, battle-field, = G. tvahl-, wal- (in comp.
icahl-statt, wal-statt, battle-field) = AS. ical,

slaughter, the slain, a corpse, also in comp. wsl-

stow, battle-field), + 7(67? (hall-) = E. hall. Cf.

Valhyr.] 1. In Scand. myth., the Hall of the

Slain; the palace of immorttility. inhabited by
the souls of heroes slain in battle, who sjjent

much of their time in drinking and feasting.

Hence— 2. A name figuratively applied to any
edifice or place which is the final resting-place

of the heroes or great men of a nation or of

many such, and specifically to the Temple of

Fame built by Louis I. of Bavaria at Donau-



Valhalla

stauf, near Ratisbon, and consecrated to re-
nowned Germans.
The true Valhalla of Mediocrity.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 348.

valiance (val'yans), n. [< OF. vaillance, val-

ance. F. vaillance = Pr. valensa, valentia = Sp.
valentia = Pg. valentia = It. valenza, Valencia,
< L. valentia, strength, < valen{t-)s. strong: see
valiant. Cf. valance, valence^, valence'^.'] Val-
iant character ; bravery ; valor. [Obsolete or
rare.]

One of more resohite valmnce
Treads not^ I think, upon the English ground.

Greene, George-a-Greene.
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I perceived, when the said Italian was to receive an ex-

traordinary great sum for the Spanish ambassador's use,
the whole face of affairs was presently changed, insomuch
that neither my reasons, nor the ambassador's above-men-
tioned, how oalid soever, could prevail.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury (ed. Howells), p. 135.

When one's Proofs are aptly chosen,
Four are as valid as four Dozen. Prior, Alma, i.

3. Good or sufficient in point of law ; effica-
cious ; executed with the proper formalities

;

valley

2. Milit., a cylindrical portmanteau of leather,
about 18 inches long, placed on the saddle of
each off horse of an artillery-carriage, and con-
taining the smaller articles of the driver's per-
sonal equipment.

valise-saddle (va-les'gad*l), n. A form of sad-
dle used for eaeli off horse of an artillery-car-
riage. It serves to carry the valise of the driver, and also
affords a seat for a rider, in case of need. B. H, Knight.

incapable of being rightfully overthrown or set valkyi (val'kir), n. '[Also valkyrin (aZao walkyr,
aside; sustainable and effective in law, as ^ " • ^ ^ -^ ' - • - .^~ ^ -

distinguished from that which exists or took

which fellows him rather
The Century, XXVII. 820.

[As valiant (see -cy).1

This knightly vaiianee . .

with Milton.

valiancy (val'yan-si), n.

Same as valiance.

Men for their valiancy greatly renowmed.
Hakluyt's Voyages, U. 33.

'Valiant (val'yant), a. and n. [< ME. raliani,
valyant, valliant, vailaunt, < OF. (and F.) vaiU
lant, valant = Sp. valiente = Pg. It. valente, < L.
valen(t-)s, ppr. of valere, be strong, be worth.
Cf. Lith. tcala, strength, Skt. baki, strength.
From the same L. verb are ult. valiance, valance,
valence^, valence^, valency, valeS, valediction, val-
etudinary, valid, invalid, valor, value, avaiU,
countervail,prevail, convalesce, equivalent, preva-
lent, etc.] I. a. If. Strong; vigorous in body;
sturdy ; also, strong or powerful in a more gen-
eral sense.

You shall have special regard that all sturdy vagabonds
and valiant beggars may be punished according to the
statute. Quoted in Sir T. Elyot'g Oovemour, ii. 7, note.

The scent thereof [garlic] is somewhat valiant.
Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall, I. 206.

2t. Of a certain worth or value. Compare
airon{f^.

A rich country widow, four hundred a-year valiant, in
woods, in bullocks, in barns, and in rye-stacks.

Middleton, Trick to Catch the Old One, i. 1.

3. Brave; courageous; intrepid in danger;
puissant.

And lepe to horse many a vailaunt knyght and squyer
of pris, and serched and sought thourgh many contrees,
but all was for nought. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 423.

Be thou valiant for me, and fight the Lord's battles.

1 Sam. xviil. 17.

He is not valiant that dares die.
But he that boldly bears calamity.

Mamnger, Maid of Honour, iv. 3.

4. Performed with valor; bravely conducted

;

heroic: as, a valiant action or achievement; a
valiant combat.

Thou bearest
The highest name for valiant acts.

MOtm, S. A., 1. 1101.

Hence— 5t. Brave; splendid.

A mliant buff doublet.Btufled with points.

Middleton, Black Book.

6. Of or pertaining to a brave or valiant man
or valiant men.

The vesere, the aventaile, his vesturis ryche.
With the valyant hloiie was verrede alle over

!

Morte Arthure (E. E: T. S.), 1. 2573.

=8yiL 3 and 4. Gallant, Courageous, etc. (see brave), val-
orous, daring, dauntless, stout.

n.t n. A valiant person.

Four battles, . . . wherein four valiants of David slay
four giants. Heading to 2 Sam. xxi.

valiantiset, n. [ME., also vaillauntise, < OF.
vaUhintisc, < vaillant, vaUant: see valiant.2
Valor.

valiantly (val'yant-li), adv. In a valiant man-
ner; stoutly; courageously; bravely; heroi-
cally.

valiantness (val'yant-nes), n. The state or
character of being valiant; valor; bravery;
courage ; intrepidity in danger.
Thy valiantTuss wag mine, thou suck'dst it from me.

Shale., Cor., iii. 2. 129.

valid (val'id), a. [Early mod. E. valide, < OF.
(and F.) valide = Sp. vdlido = Pg. It. valido, <
L. ralidu-s, strong, < valere, be strong: see val-
iant.'i 1. Strong; powerful; efficient. [Obso-
lete or rare.]

Perhaps more valid arms.
Weapons more violent, when next we meet,
May serve to better us. Miltoti, P. L., vi. 438.

With . . . the hugely clustered architecture of the Vat-
ican rising from them, as from a terrace, they [the walls of
Eome] seem indeed the valid bulwark of an ecclesiastical
"''y- U. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 145.

2. Sufficiently supported by fact ; well-ground-
ed ; sound

; just
;
good ; capable of being justi-

fied or defended; not weak or defective: as, a
valid reason; a valid objection.
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place in fact or appearance, but has not the
requisites to entitle it to be recognized and en-
forced by law : as, a valid deed ; a valid cove-
nant ; a valid instrument of any kind ; a valid
claim or title ; a valid marriage ; a valid or-
dination.— 4. In sool. and hot., having suf-
ficient classifioatory strength or force ; scien-
tifically founded or well-grounded; securely
established: as, a valid family, genus, or spe-
cies; a valid classification.— 5. In logic, hav-
ing, as an argument, that degree of formal
strength and truth that it professes to have.— 6. In chem., having valence : chiefly used in
composition, as in univalid for univalent, etc.
= Syn. 2. Solid, weighty, sufficient.

vallda'te (val'i-dat), V. t.; pret. and pp. vali-
dated, ppr. validating. [< ML. vaUdatus, pp.

walkyyia) ; < Icel. valkyrja (= AS. wselcyrie = G.
walMre, after Icel.), lit. 'chooser of the slain,'

< valr, the slain, + *Jcyrja, < Jcjdsa, choose, = E.
cJioose.'] In Norse myth., one of the company
of handmaidens of Odin, usually said to num-
ber nine, though the number varies. They serve
at the banquets in Valhalla, but are best known as " the
choosers of the slain," being sent forth by Odin to every
battle. They ride through the air and with their spears
designate the heroes who shall fall, whom they afterward
conduct to Valhalla. In the Norse versions of the Nibe-
lungen Lied, Brunhild, the daughter of Odin, appears as a
Valkyr, as also in Wagner's music-drama "Die Walkiire."
See stvan-maiden.

valkyria (val-kir'i-a), m. Same as valkyr.
valkyrian (val-kir'i-an), a. [Also walkyrian;
< valkyria + -an.'] Of or relating to the valkyrs.

Ourself have often tried
Valkyrian hymns. Tennyson, Princess, it.

valla, n. Plural of vallum.
of validare (> It. validare = Sp. Pg. validar vallancyt (val'an-si), n. [Cf. valance (?).] A= F. valider), make strong, make valid, < L. ^ ' ^ " ' " ' "

validus, strong, valid: see valid.] 1. To make
valid ; confirm

;
give legal force to.

The right remaining
For Philip to succeed in course of years^
If years should validate the acknowledged claim
Of birthright. Southey.

2. To test the validity of.

The assembly occupied itself with the work of validat-
ing the votes. The Scotsman.

validation (val-1-da'shon), n. [< F. validation
= Sp. validadon, < ML. *validatio{n-), < vali-
dare, validate : see validate.] The act of giv-
ing validity ; a strengthening, inforcement,
or confirming; an establishing or ratifying.
Blount, Glossographia (1670).

validirostral (val"i-di-ros'tral), a.

kind of peruke worn in the seventeenth cen-
tury.

Critics in plume and white valiancy wig.
Dryden, EpU. at Opening of New House (Theater Koyal),

[1674.

vallar (val'ar), a. and n. [< L. vallaris, < val-
lum, a mound, rampart, < vallus, a stake, pali-
sade : see toalU.] I. a. Pertaining to a rampart
or palisade— Vallar crown, vallar garland, in Aer.

,

a bearing supposed to represent the Roman corona cas-
trensis, and represented as of gold with pointed uprights
as if intended to represent the tops of stakes or pali-
sades.

II. ». A vallar crown.
Garlandes, vallares, and rauralles whiche (as touchyng

honour) were farre aboue the other thynges.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 284.

,, .. [< L. vali- ,, , ,,
dus, strong, -I- rostrum, beak: see rostral] vallary (val a-n), a. bame as vailar.

Having a stout beak or strong bill. See cut vallate (val'at), a. [< L. vallattis, pp. of val-

under Saltator. '(""fi; suiTOund with a rampart, < vallum, a ram-
validity (va-lid'i-ti), n. ; -pi. validities {-tiz). [< P^^""'' wall.] 1. In anat, surrounded with a

F. validite = Sp.'validad = Pg. validade = It. va- walled depression
j
circumvallate. [Rare.] —

liditd, < LL. validita(t-)s, strength of body, ML.
also validness, < L. validus, strong: see valid.]

1. Strength or power in general.
Purpose is but the slave to memory.
Of violent birth, but poor validity.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 199.

With his [the lunatic's) cure from disease and the re-
stored validity of this condition [of sensitive conscience],
responsibility retarns. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 119.

2. The state or character of being valid. .Spe-
cifically— (a) strength or force from being supported by
fact; justness; soundness; etficacy: as, the v(didity of slq
argument or a proof ; the validity of an objection.

The question raised is that of the comparative validities

2. In ^o67., cupped; cup-shaped. [Rare.]
The sponge is goblet-shaped in general form, and not

simply vallate, like T. prolifera.

Micros. Science, N. S,, XXXII. 3.

vallated (val'a-ted), a. l< vallate + -ed^.] Sur-
rounded with or as with a rampart. [Rare.]
The favorite but not vallated domain of literature is

ffisthetics in its true meaning. Science, XII. 306.

vallationt (va-la'shon), m. [< LL. vallatio(n-),
a rampart or intrenchment, < L. vallare, sur-
round with a rampart : see vallate.] A rampart
or intrenchment. T. Warton, Hist. Kiddington,
p. 70. .

of beliefs reached through complex intellectualprocesses —j,i1q*„_—i /„„i/„ 4.= _:-, „ r/ «,/.;;/.*« 4- ™„ i
and beliefs reached through simple intellectual processes.

vaiiaiiOryt (val a-to-n), a. [_<. vallate + -ory.]

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 391. Pertaining to a rampart or vallum.
It is proved that the objective validity of mathematics Mention is made in Ezekiel of "a measuring reed of six

presupposes that time and space are the forms of sense. cubits"; . . . and with such differences of reeds, valla-
£. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 242. tory, sagittary, scrlptory, and others, they might be fur-

(b) Legal efficacy or force ; sufficiency in point of law. nished in Judea. Sir T. Bromie, Misc., i. § 47.

The validity of these new charters must turn upon the vallecula (va-lek'ii-la), n.
;
pi. vallecnlx (-le).

acceptance of them. D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818. [LL., also valliculd, dim. of vallis, valles, vale

:

(c) Scientific strength or force : as, the validity of a genus.

3t. Value.
Nought enters there.

Of what validity and pitch soe'er.

But falls into abatement and low price.

Shak., T. N., L 1. 12.

Objective validity. See oft/ecKoe.- Particular va-
lidity, validity for certain minds only.— Subjective va-
lidity, truth to sensibility, as the truth of the proposi-
tion "sugar is sweet."—Universal validity, validity
for all minds.

validly (varid-li),a(Z«. In a valid manner; so
as to be valid.

validness (val'id-nes), n. The character of be-
ing valid ; validity.

valise (va-les'), n. [Also vallise, earlier vallies,

Sc. also walise, wallees; < F. valise, OF. valise,

also varise, F. dial, vailise (> MHG. velis, G.
felleisen = D. valies) = Sp. balija = It. valigia
(Florio), ML. reflex valisia, a valise ; origin un-

see ««?«!.] 1. In anat., a depression or furrow.— 2. In hot, a groove or furrow, as on the stems
of Equisetum or between the ribs of an umbel-
liferous fruit ; a.stria— Vallecula cerebeUi (valley
of the cerebellum), a depression on the under surface of
the cerebellunij in which lies the medulla oblongata. See
cut under iroin.— Vallecula Sylvll, the depression at
the beginning of the fissure of .Sylvius, the bottom of which
is formed by the anterior perforated space. See cut under
cerebral.—Vallecula unguis, the recess, formed by a du-
plication of the skin, in which the root of a nail lies.

vallecular (va-lek'u-lar), a. [< vallecula +
-«>'3.] Of or pertaining to a vallecula or
groove. Also vallicular— VaUecular canal, in
hot, in Equisetacex, an intercellular canal lying within
the cortical parenchyma, opposite a groove on the sur-
face of the stem.

valleculate (va-lek'll-lat), a. [< vallecula +
-ate^.] Having a vallecula or valleculte. Also
valliciilate.

known.] 1. A receptacle for travelers' use for Valleix's points. Tender spots found by pres-
clothes and articles of toilet. The name is gener- sure along the course of a nerve in certain
ally given to a leather case of moderate size, opening wide cases of neuralgia.
on ahinge or like a portfolio, as distingulslied from a bag Vallpt's nills Pills of carbonnte nf irnn
on the one hand and a portmanteau on the other * ^V 7 P?,- ?' r^ i

'^'*'^"°"?;^^ ^^ ,,. ,

My valise is empty ; and, to some ears, an empty valise
^^lUey (val i), n. [Early mod. E. also vallte ; <

is louder and more discordant than a bagpipe. ML. valey, valeye, valaye, vale = MD. valleye,
Landor, Imag. Conv., Lucian and Timotheua. valey, D. vallei, < OF. valee, F. vallee (= It.



valley

vaUata), a valley, vale, < val, a vale, < L. vallis,

valles, a vale: see rale'^. The Rom. forms
were prob. confused with ML. vallata, t., also
vallatiim, n., a ditch, a place surroimded by a
ditch, < L. vallatus, pp. oivallare, suiTound with
a rampart or intrenehment : see vallate.'} 1. A
depression, or a relatively low and somewhat
level area, more or less completely inclosed by
hiUs or mountains ; the basin of a stream of
any size, or the area drained by it, and, in ac-
cordance with more general usage, the part of
that area which lies near the stream and is

not much raised above its level. The surface of
a mountainous region is made up of hills (or mountains)
and valleys ; but over those great expanses of country
where uniformity of level is the dominant feature the
terra vaUey gives way to some other designation more
epeciflc in its character : thus, in English, heath, prairie,
Ktvanna, plain, desert; in Spauish-speaking countries,
campo, pampa, llano, pdramo; in the Russian empire,
tleppe, tutuira ; in South Africa, veldt, etc. All the tracts
thus designated lie within the basins of certain rivers, and
thus technically form parts of the valleys of those rivers,

but convenience demands and justitles the special desig-
nation. So, on the other hand, in mountainous countries,
or even in those in which the surface is only moderately
broken, the valleys have their forms characterized by
terms suited to express the great variety of features which
they exhibit: thus, in English, daie, dell, dinffle, cove,
comb, gvXly, ravine, gorge, defile, chasm, and many others

;

in tYench, combe, clitse, cirque, etc. ; in Spanish, catlada
(changed to cahon in the western United States), barranca,
quebrada, etc. ; and so through all the various languages
and countries. The forms of valleys are so numerous, and
their existence dependent on such complicated and varied
conditions, that a satisfactory classiiieation of them is not
possible. The simplest division of them, from the oro-
graphic point of view, is into longitudinal and transverse

:

the former are parallel with the mountain-ranges to which
they belong ; the latter, more or less nearly at right an-
gles to them. Of longitudinal valleys the "Great Valley "

of the Appalachian range offers an excellent example, this
being parallel with the Blue Ridge, and having a devel-
opment of about 500 miles in length in Pennsylvania and
Virginia, and a very uniform width within those States
of rarely less than 12 or more than 20 miles. The val-
leys of the Rhone and the Rhine in their upper portions— which rivers start from near the same point, and flow
in exactly opposite directions, pai-allel with the crest of
the Alps — furnish another good illustration of a longi-
tudinal valley ; while an equally satisfactory example
of a transverse one is seen in the course of the Rhone
from Martigny to the Lake of Geneva, where that river
follows a direction at right angles to that which it has in
the upper part of its course. Longitudinal valleys are
more distinctly orographic in character than are the
transverse — that is, their origin is due primarily to the
same causes which have governed the position and direc-
tion of the ranges which make up the mountain-system to
which they belong. Transverse valleys, on the other hand,
though not necessarily independent of preexisting breaks
and faults, are, in general, chiefly the result of erosive
agencies— by which, indeed, the forms of almost all valleys
have been more or less profoundly modified. In some
chains, however, notably in the Himalayas, the tendency
of large streams flowing in longitudinal valleys to break
transversely through lofty and precipitous ranges, and pass
out of what seems their natural and predestined course,
is an extraordinary orographic feature, and one which has
not received a satisfacixjry explanation.

For he chased a saisne that he hath ouertake In this
derke valey, and hath hym smetyn down.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 195.

Through these fore-named vallies glide Simois and di-
Tine Scamander. Saridys, Travailes, p. 17.

2. Hence, any similar depression of any size.— 3. Specifically, in arch., the internal angle
formed by the meeting of two inclined sides
of a roof. The rafter which supports the valley is called
the vaUey-rafter or valley-piece, and the bojird fixed upon
it for the metallic gutter to lie upon is termed the valley-
board.— C!ream of the valley. See creami .— Synclinal
valley. See 8!/?i*>i«i.— Valley of the cerebellum.
Same as vallecula cerebelli (which see, under vallecula).
= Syn. 1. Valley, Vale, Dale, Olen, Ravine, Defile, Gorge,
Catton. These words differ a good deal, according to lo-

cality. Valley is the general word (see def.), but may rep-
resent a region much larger than any of the others: as,

the valleys of the Amazon and the Mississippi. Vale is a
poetic or elevated word for a small valley. Dale belongs
chiefly to the north of England, and Is used of a small val-
ley, especially if cultivated or cultivable. The popular
notion of a glen is that it is secluded and shady. A ravi?ie
is narrow and relatively long. A defile is a narrow passage-
way, especially among hills— a pass so narrow that troops
can go through only by a narrow front, as by flies. A gorge
is presumably deep, with sides somewhat if not quite pre-
cipitous. Cation is a local word (see def.), without figur-
ative extension as yet.

valley-board (val'i-bdrd), n. See valley, 3.

valleylet (val'l-let), n. [< valley + -let.'] A lit-

tle valley. [Rare.]

The infinite ramification of stream and valley, stream-
let and valleylet.

Greenwood, Rain and Rivers (1866), p. 188. (Daoies.)

valley-piece (val'i-pes), n. See valley, 3.

valley-rafter (vari-raf''t6r), n. See valley, 3.

By old writers valley-rafters were termed
sle^ier.s.

valucula (va-lik'u-la), n.
;

pi. vaUieuleB (-le).

Same as vallecula!

vallicular (va-lik'u-lar), a. Same as vallecu-

lar.
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valliculate (va-lik'ii-lat), a. Same as vallecu-
la te.

Vallisnerla (val-is-ne'ri-a), n. piL. (Micheli,
1729), named after Antonio Vallisneri (1661-
1730), an Italian naturalist.] 1. A genus of
monoeotyledonous plants, of the order Hijdro-
charideie, type of the tribe Vallisnerieie. It is dis-
tinguished from the othertwogen era of the tribe by its sim-
ple perianth, fewer stamen8(one to three), and the absence
of a beak to the fruit. There is but one species, V. spira-
lis, the tape-grass or eel-grass, an aquatic plant common in
fresh water, especially slow-flowing rivers, throughout the
temperate and warmer regions of both hemispheres. It is

a submerged herb with a very short stem, sometimes stolo-
nlferous ; very long and narrowly linear leaves crowded
together at the base within a short sheath ; and dioecious
flowers on scapes, the male scapes very short, hearing
clusters of buds within a spathe. These buds break from
their short pedicels, and rise to the surface, where they
open, and shed their pollen among the fertile flowers,
which are raised to the sui-face on long filiform scapes.
These latter subsequently coil up spirally, drawing the
fertilized flowers under water to mature their fruit, which
is berry-like, cylindrical, and elongated, and filled with
numerous oblong seeds. The plant is common in culti-

vation in aquariums, its rapid growth aiding to aerate the
water. In streams flowing into Chesapeake Bay, where it

grows in great masses, it is known as water-celery or wild
celery, and is said to be a favorite food of the canvasback
duck and of the terrapin, and to impart to them their
peculiar flavor. In Australia it is locally known as spri'nf/-

plarU. The square or oblong cells of its delicate flat leaves
often exhibit to a remarkable degree the phenomenon of
cyclosis, or active movement of protoplasm, the current
of protoplasm carrying all the cell-contents, including the
chlorophyl-grains and nucleus, in continual rotation
around the cell, close to the inside of its wall. It is

therefore much used for laboratory demonstration. See
cut under dicecious.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Vallisiieriaceae (val-is-ne-ri-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Link, 1829), < Vallisneria + -aceee.'] A former
name of the order Hydrocharideee.
Vallisnerieae (val"is-ne-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Endlieher, 1836), < Vallisneria + -eas.] A tribe

of plants, of the order Hydrocharidese, charac-
terized by very short, sometimes stolonifer-
ous stems, growing immersed in fresh water,
producing crowded sessile elongated leaves and
peduncled spathes. It consists of 3 monotypic
genera, Vallisneria being the type.

Vallota (va-lo'ta), n. [NL. (Herbert, 1821),
said to have been named after Vallot, a French
botanist (beginning of 17th centtu-y).] A ge-
nus of plants, of the order Amaryllidacex and
tribe A marylleee. it is characterized by a broadly fun-
nel-shaped perianth with short tube usually involucrate
with three bracts, furnished with a small callus between
contiguous lobes, and by tmmerous ovules in two vertical
rows in each cell, ripening into winged seeds. The only
species, V. purpurea, is a native of South Africa. It is a
bulbous plant with thong-like leaves and a stout scape
bearing an umbel of numerous large scarlet flowers, erect
and nearly or quite sessile. It is cultivated under the
name of Scarborough lily.

vallum (val'um), re. ; pi. valla (-a). [L., a ram-
part: see wall^.2 1. A rampart; a palisaded
rampart ; a line of intrenehment ; specifically,

Part of the Roman Wall near Carrow, in the north of England.
a a, ramparts ; b b, ditches or fosses ; w, wall.

the rampart with which the Romans inclosed
their camps, it consisted essentially of two parts, the
agger, or mound of earth, and the sudes, or palisades, that
were driven into the ground to secure and strengthen it.

2. In anat., the supercilium or eyebrow.
Valois head-dress. A style of dressing wo-
men's hair in fashion about 1850, the hair
being drawn back from the forehead, and form-
ing a roll on the crown of the head.
valonia (va-16'ni-a), n. [< It. vallonia, < Gr.
fid?Mi>oc, an acorn, an oak.] The commercial
name for the acorn-cups of the valonia-oak,
which are imported into Great Britain in large
quantities from Asia Minor and Greece for use
in tanning, dyeing, and making ink. They are of
large size, and yield from 25 to 40 per cent, of tannin.
Leather tanned with this material has a rich bloora, and
is little permeable by water.

valonia-oak (va-16'ni-a-6k), re. An oak, Quer-
cus J'jjilops, of Greece and the Levant, it is a
handsome tree, 30 or 40 feet high, nearly evergreen, with
large prickly cupped acorns. The cups form valonia, and
the immature acorns camata. The wood is useful, par-
ticularly for cabinet-making.

valor, valour (val'or), n. [Early mod. E. also
valure; < ME. valour, < OP. valour, valnr, later
valeur, strength, valor, value, F. valeiir= Sp. Pg.
valor = It. valore, < ML. valor, strength, valor,
LL. value, worth, < L. valere, be strong, be
worth: see valiant.] 1. Strength of mintl in

valuable

resisting fear and braving danger; bravery; es-
pecially, courage and skill in fighting.

I knowe well I haue don right euell, not for than I shall
lete hem well wite that I am not hidde, yef in me be so
moche vaioure, though I sholde be deed or all to hewen.

Merlin (E. E. T. S,), iii. 405.

Discretion, the best part of valour.
Beau, and Fl., King and no King, iv. 3.

Some men's valours are in the eyes of them that look on.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L

2t. Value; worth.
For goode dede done thurgh praiere
Is sold and bought to deere iwys,
To herte that of grete valour ( var. valure, 16th cent. edd. ] is.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6236.

And a Coppe ys inestymable, flor they be full sett with
precious stunys of grett valour that may be.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. II.

Of small valure, O lady fair, alas, my name it is

!

Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

Valure wins applause
Thrft dares but to maintain the weaker cause.

B. Jonson, The Barriers,

3. A man of courage ; a brave man. [Rare.]
Leading young valours— reckless as myself.

Btdwer, Richelieu, L 1,

= Sjm. 1. Courage, gallantry. See brave.

valorous (val'or-us), a. [< F. valeureux = It.

valoroso, < ML. valorosus, valorous, < L. valor,

strength, valor : see valor.'] 1. Having or dis-
playing valor ; brave ; courageous ; valiant ; in-

trepid: as, a valorous knight.

The knight, yet wrothfull for his late disgrace.
Fiercely advaunst his valorous right arme.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 34.

The most valorous Hector. Shak., T. and C, ilL 3. 276.

2. Characteristic of or pertaining to valor.

Full well they know the valorous heat that runs
In every pulse-beat of their loyal sons.

0. W. Uolmes, A Family Record.

3t. Having value ; valuable.

Thy garments shall be made of Median silk.

Enchased with precious jewels of mine own.
More rich and valurous than Zenocrate's.

itarlowe, Tamburlaine, I., i. 2.

= Syil. 1. See brave.

valorously (val'or-us-li), adv. In a valorous or
brave manner ; valiantly.

Hold to the track on which thou enteredst In thy early
youth, which thou pursuedst as consul so valorously and
bravely. Cicero to Atticus, tr. in Froude's Caesar, xii

Valparaiso oak. See live-oak.

Valsa (val'sii), re. [NL. (Fries).] A genus
of sphffiriaceous fungi, having the perithecia
immersed in the cortex of the host, and eight-
spored or rarely four-spored asei, which are
sessile without paraphyses. V. Prunastri oc-
curs on the branches of the apricot.

Valsalvan (val-sal'van), a. [< Valsalva (see
def.) + -an.] Of or pertaining to the Italian
anatomist Valsalva (16(36-1723) Valsalvan ex-
periment, the forcing of air into the middle ear by a for-
cible expiration while the mouth and nose are closed.

—

Valsalvan ligament, a fibrous band running from the
pinna of the ear to the temporal bone.—Valsalvan
method, an attempt to obtain coagulation in an aneurism
by reducing the force of the circulation by blood-letting,
purgation, and a low diet.

—

Valsalvan sinus. See sinus
of Valsalva, under sinus.

valuable (val'u-a-bl), a. and re. [Earlj^ mod. E.
also valiaile; altered, to suit value (as if direct-
ly < vahte + -able), < OF. valable, of force or
value, valuable, < valoir, be of force or value

:

see value.] I. a. 1. Capable of being valued

;

capable of having the value measured or esti-

mated.
Commodities are moveables, vahiable by money, the com-

mon measure.
Locke, Further Considerations concerning Raising the

[Value of Money.

I never value people as they value me, but as they are
valuable. Sydney Smith, To Countess Grey, Nov. 1, 1821.

2. Of great value or price; having financial
worth ; representing a large market value : as,

a valuable horse ; vahiable land ; a valuable
house.— 3. Of great moral worth, utility, or im-
portance; precious; worthy; estimable; deserv-
ing esteem: as, a valuable friend; a valuable
companion.
One example Is more valiable, both to good and ill, than

XX. preceptes written in bookes.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 66.

He ought to think no man valuable hut for his public
spirit, justice, and integrity. Steele, Spectator, Ko. 340.

Alumu is esteemed a very valuaUe charm against the
evil eye. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 323.

Valuable consideration. See consideration, ^syn. i
and 3. Valuable, Cosily, Precious, useful, serviceable. That
is valuable which has value, however small, and whether
pecuniary or otherwise. That is costly which has cost or
would cost a large sum of money : figuratively, we may
sometimes call that costly which has cost work, sacrifice,

or the like, or inflicted loss : as, a costly mistake or victory

;

but such use is not common. That Is precious which has a



valuable

very high intrinsic value : hence the term "precious met-
als ": a preciottg stone is also called a jewel ; ttgaratively, a
precious child is one very dear for his own sake. A costly

stone is one that has been made expensive by carving,
polishing, transportation from a great distance, or the like,

as the sarcophagus of Napoleon I.; in 1 Cor. iii. 12 the re-

vised version corrects "precious stones " to "costly stones."
A valuaUe stone is one that can be made useful in some way,
and therefore must not be thrown away. That which we
value for its associations would be called more or less pre-
eious or dear, rather than valuable.

H. «. A thing, especially a small thing, of
value

J
a choice article of personal property;

any piece of precious merchandise, usually of
small bulk : generally in the plural.

Inclining (with my usual cynicism) to think that he did
steal the valuables.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, On a Medal of George
[the Fourth.

valnableness (val'u-a-bl-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being valuable

;
preciousness ; worth.

valuation (val-u-a'shon), H. [= Sp. valuacion;
as value + -ation.'] "1. The act of valuing.
Specifically— (a) The act of estimating the value or worth

;

the act of setting a price; appraisement: as, a valuation
of lands for the purpose of taxation. (6) The act of duly
valuing ; estimation ; appreciation : as, the just valuation
of civil and religious privileges.

2. Value set upon a thing; estimated worth;
value ; worth.

The mines lie vnlaboiu'ed, and of no valuation.
Uakluyt't Voyages, III. 466.

So slight a valuation. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 4. 49.

Home valuation, valuation or appraisement of imported
merchandise according to the market prices at the port
of import ; in contradistinction to foreign valuation, the
method commonly in use by appraising according to the
valuation of the foreign port or country of export The
principle of home valuation was introduced in the United
States by the act of Congress of March -id, 18;i3, which pro-
vided for a gradual reduction of duties, to be followed in

_ 1842 by the principle of home valuation according to regu-
lations to be prescribed, which, however, were never in-
troduced.

valuational (val-u-a'shon-al). a. [< valuation
+ -«/.] Of or pertaining to valuation. Con-
temporary Rev., LI. 285. [Rare.]
valuator (val'u-a-tor), n. [< value + -at-or.']

One who sets a value; an appraiser. Swift,
Considerations upon Two Bills.

value (val'ii), n. [Early mod. E. also valew ; <
ME. valew, value, < OF. value (= It. valuta),
worth, value, < value, fem. of valu, pp. of valoir,

< L. valcre, be strong, be worth: see valiant,
valor.'} 1. Worth; the property or properties
of a thing in virtue of which it is useful or es-
timable, or the degree in which such a charac-
ter is possessed; utility; importance; excel-
lence : applied to both persons and things.

Ye are all physicians of no value. Job xiii. 4.

Ye are of more value than many sparrows. Mat. x. 31.

We had our Water measured out to us, 2 Pints a Man
per day, till we came into our Channel. This was the first
time that I began to know the value of fresh Water.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 111. 5.

To loyal hearts the value of all gifts
Must vary as the giver's.

Tennygon, Lancelot and Elaine.

Always we are daunted by the appearances, not seeing
that their whole ca/u«liesat bottom in the stai^of mind.

Emerson, War.

The only value of universal characters is that they help
us, by reasoning, to know new truths about individual
things. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 479.

2. Estimated or attributed worth; apprecia-
tion; valuation; esteem; regard.

Neither the pomp and grandeur of the World, nor the
smiles and flatteries of it, no, nor its frowns and severities,
could abate anything of that mighty esteem and value
which he [Paul] had for the Christian Religion.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. iv.

I am not vain enough to boast that I have deserved the
value of so illustrious a line.

Dryden, To the Duke of Ormond, Ded. of Fables.

Coesar is well acquainted with your virtues.
And therefore sets this value on your life.

Addison, Cato, 11. 2.

I have a veiy great Value for Mr. Bevil, but have abso-
lutely put an End to his Pretensions.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, iiL 1.

3. The amount of other commodities (com-
monly represented by money) for which a thing
can be exchanged in open market; the ratio in
which one t)iing exchanges against others; the
command which one commodity has over others
in traffic ; in a restricted (and the common pop-
ular) sense, the amount of money for which a
thing can be sold ; price. In political economy value
is distinguished from price, which is worth estimated in
money, while value is worth estimated in commodities in
general.

So thel departed to pore knyghtes and squeres that
neuer after were pore, in so moche that thel kepte not to
bem-aelf the valew of a pcny. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 167.

6691
They [the Switzers] found there great spoyles that the

Duke left behind, to the valew of three Millions.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 42.

By the price of a thing, therefore, we shall henceforth
understand Its value in money ; by the value, or exchange
value of a thing, its general power of purchasing, the com-
mand which its possession gives over purchaseable com-
modities in general. J. S. Milt, Pol. Econ., III. i. § 2.

The word valtie so far as it can be correctly used,
merely expresses the circumstance of Its [a commodity's]
exchanging in a certain ratio for some other substance.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., iv.

He could not manage finance ; he knew values well, but
he had no keenness of imagination for monetary results
in the shape of profit and loss.

Oeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, xxiv.

The sense proper to value in economic discussion may,
I think, be said to be universally agreed upon by econo-
mists, and I may, therefore, at once define it as expressing
the ratio in which commodities in open market are ex-
changed against each other.

J. E. Caimeg, Pol. Econ., I. i. § 1;

4. Price equal to the intrinsic worth of a thing

;

real equivalent.

His design was not to pay him the value of his pictures,
because they were above any price. Dryden.

Worn gold coin received at its bullion value.
Rep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 329.

5. Import; precise signification: as, the value
of a word or phrase.— 6. In muaic, the relative
length or duration of a tone signified by a note

:

as, a half-note has the value of two quarter-
notes, or four sixteenth-notes; to give a note
its full value.—7. In painting and the allied
arts, relation of one object, part, or atmospheric
plane of a picture to the others, with refer-
ence to light and shade, the idea of hue being
abstracted. Thus, a picture in which the values are
correct is one In which the distribution and interdepen-
dence of the light and dark parts correspond to nature,
and particularly preserve the correct rendering of dif-
ferent distances from the observer; while a detail in a
picture which is out of value is one which is too light or
too dark in tone for the atmospheric plane which it should
occupy, or for the proper rendering of its relations to other
objects in the same plane.

It strikes us that the figure of the young preacher stand-
ing erect in the lofty pulpit has less value and atmospheric
envelopment than it should possess in relation to the rest
of the composition. The Academy, No. 890, p. 366.

With all our knowledge of to-day, the valties of this land-
scape could not I>e better expressed ; the composition is
most natural and original, and were it not for the lack of
truth in the values of the figures, and for the intense piety
of the sentiment. It might have been painted yesterday.

Scribtier's Mag., IV. 717.

8. In math., the special determination of a
quantity. Quantities in mathematics are identified by
their general definitions, as satisfying certain conditions,
and are variat)le, or otherwise indeterminate. A complete-
ly determinate quantity, or, more precisely, the quantity
of a completely determinate quantum, is a value. Value
is distinguished from magnitxuie In that the latter refei-s

only to a modulus, or numerical measure, neglecting in
some measure distinctions of kind, while two quantities
which are not equal have not the same value, though they
may have the same magnitude.
9. In biol., grade or rank in classification;

valvate
I thank God, the School of Affliction hath brought me

to such a Habit of Patience, it has caused in me such
Symptoms of Mortification, that I can value this World
as it is. Howell, Letters, iv. 39.

There was in London a renowned chain of pearls which
was valued at ten thousand pounds.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vl.

2. To consider with respect to value, worth,
or importance; rate, whether high or low; re-
gard.

The king must take It ill,

That he 's so slightly valu'd in his messenger.
Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 163.

So little knows
Any, but God alone, to value right
The good before him. Milton, P. L., Iv. 202.

After the initial investigation comes the criticism ; first
we have to identify, then we have to value, our historical
inventory. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 76.

3. Specifically, to rate high ; have in high es-
teem; set much by; prize; appreciate; re-
gard; hold in respect or estimation; reflex-
ively, to pride (one's self).

Value the judicious, and let not mere acquests in minor
parts of learning gain thy pre-existimation.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 4.

These gentlemen . . . value themselves upon being
critics in rust, and will undertake to tell you the different
ages of It by its colour. Addison, Ancient Medals, I.

I valued myself upon being a strict monogamist.
Ooldsmith, vicar, 11.

A man valuing himself as the organ of this or that
dogma is a dull companion enough. Emerson, Clubs.

4. To reckon or estimate with respect to num-
ber or power ; compute ; compare (with another .

person or thing) with respect to price or excel-
lence.

It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophlr.
Job xxvili. 16.

The queen is valued thirty thousand strong.
Shak., 3 Hen. VL, v. 3. 14.

5. To take account of; take into account;
hence, to care for; consider as important.

If a man be in sickness or pain, the time will seem longer
without a clock, ... for the mind doth value every mo-
ment. Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil, v.

I want 'em [maps], and I don't value the price, but I
would have the most exact.

John Tipper, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 316.

6t. To raise to estimation ; cause to have value,
either real or apparent.

Some value themselves to their country by jealousies to
the crown. Sir W. Temple.

7t. To give out or represent as wealthy, or
financially sound.

The scriveners and brokers do value unsound men to
serve their own turn. Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

Sf. To be worth ; be equal in worth to ; be an
equivalent of.

The peace between the French and us not values
The cost that did conclude It.

Shak., Hen. VIII., I. 1. 88.

Valued policy. See policy^. = Sya. 3. Prize, Esteem,

_ _
etc. .See appreciate.

valence: as, a group having the »a/Me of a fam- valueless (val'u-les), a. [< value + -less.'] Des-
ilj'— Annual value. See annual.— Toim value, in titute of value; having no worth; worthless.
6iof.,morphic valence; that grade of structural simplicity SJuik., K.John, iii. 1. 101.
or complexity which any organism presents, or represents valueleSSUeSS (val'u-les-nes), n. The charac-
aa compared with another: as, an ovum and an amceba '""'"^'"j"""*""' ^

. ° ^-L^
^^aia\^

have alike the form value of the simple cell ; any seaur- ^^J O*^ being valueless ; worthlessness.
chin has the /"rm t)aiu« of echinoderms.—Good value, ValUer (val U-6r), n. [< value + -ej'l.]

who values,
'

One
full value or worth in exchange : as, to get good value for wno values, in any sense
one's money.— Local, market, minimum, multiple, x- . ^ > ., .l

par, principal value. See the qualifying words.— Sur- Experienced valuers promptly sent.

plus value. See the quotation. a. and Q., 7th seT.,X., Adv.

The fundamental principle of the Marx school and of ValUTOt, «. An old form of valor.
the whole cognate socialism is the theory of surplus valUTOUSt, C- An obsolete variant of valorous.
mi.«,- the doctrine, namely, that, after the labourer yalva (val'vii), «. ;

pi. valvx (-\e). [NL., < L.has been oaid the wage necessary for the subsistence of , j „ n, i •it j -i i V . '- j ' ...— m anat. and eool..
wage necessary

himself and family, the surplus produce of his labour is

appropriated by the capitalist who exploits It.

Erwyc. Brit., XXII. 211.

Surrender value. Hcc surrender, 2.— Terminal value.
See teriiiinal.— Value in exchange, exchange value,
and exchangeable value, phrases often used to distin-
guish value In the economic sense (see def. 3) from its

more general meaning of 'utility.'

The things which have the greatest value In use have
frequently little or no value in exchange; and, on the con-
trary, those which have the greatest value in exchange
have frequently little or no value in use.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 4.

Value of money. See moncj/.—Value received, a
phrase used especially to indicate tliat a promissory note
has been made, or a bill of exchange has been accepted,
for a valuable consideration, and not by way of accom-
modation. =S7n. 1-4. Worth, Cost, etc. (see price). In-
come, Revenue, Profit, etc. See income.

value (val'u), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. valued, ppr.

valva, the leaf of a door.] 1.

a valve or valvula.— 2. In entom., the maxilla
of a bee, which in repose folds against the
tongue. See cut under Hymcnoptera. Kirby.
—Valva bicuspis, the bicuspid valve of the heart, now
called mitral valve. See valve.—Valva tricuspis, the
tricuspid valve of the heart. See tricuspid.

valval (val'val), a. [< valva + al.'] In hot.,

of or pertaining to a valve: specifically noting
that view or position of a diatom in which one
of the valves of the frustule is next the ob-
server, as opposed to zonal, in which the line of

union of the two valves is nearest. The position
is also spoken of as valve-view.

valvar (val'var), a. [< valva + -ar^.'] Valve-
like ; of orpei-taining to a valve orvalves; val«

vular.

valvasor (val'va-s6r), n. See vavasor.

valuing. [< value, n.'f 1. To estimate the value valvate (val'vat), a. [< L. valvatus, having

or worth of; specifically, to rate at a certain folding doors, < valva, the leaf of a door: see

price; appraise: as, to value lands or goods. valve.] 1. In anat. and zool. : (a) Like a valve

This is the brief of money, plate, and jewels *°
f
°™ ^"^ function

;
resembling or seizing for a

I am possess'd of ; 'tis exactly valued. valve ; forming a valve ; valvular; valviform : as,

Shak., A. and c, v. 2. 138. a valvatetold of membrane. (6) Having a valve;



a, the valvalc estivation
of ttie corolla oi Atnpelopsis
quinque/olia ; b, the flower
of the same. open; <-, stamen
of Berberis "vulgaris, with
the anther dehiscing with
valves ; d, ix)d of Sarbarea
vulgaris with valvate dehis-
cence.

valvate

provided with valves; valviferous; valvated: as,

valvate vessels; a valvate orifice.— 2. In hot.,

united by the margins only, and opening as if

by doors or valves, as the
capsules of regularly de-

hiscent fruits, the anthers
of certain Ericaccse, and
the parts of a perianth
which in the bud meet
without overlapping: said
also of an estivation thus
characterized.

valve (valv), n. [< F.
valve = Sp. Pg. It. valva, <

L. valva, the leaf of a dou-
ble door, pi. valvse, fold-

ing doors, NL. a valve.]

1. One of the leaves of a

folding door; in the plu-

ral, a folding door.

Swilt thro' the txUvet the vis-

ionary fair

Repass'd.
Pope, Odyssey, iv. 1093.

Heavily closed, with a jarring
sound, the valves of the baru-
doors,
Longfellow, Evangeline, 1. 2.

2. Any device or appliance used to control the

flow of a liquid, vapor, or gas, or loose mate-
rial in bulk, through a pipe, passageway, out-

let, or inlet, in any form of containing vessel.
In this wide and general sense, the term includes air-, gas-,

steam-, and water-cocks of any kind, water-gates, air-gates,

and keys to musical wind-instruments. Botary valves are

valves in which the leaf, disk, plug, or other device used
to close the passage is made to revolve for opening or

closing (the common stop-cock being an illustration);

lifting-valves are those in which the ball, cone, or other
stopper is lifted or raised clear of the valve-seat by pres-

sure (usually that of the gas, steam, or liquid in the pipe)

from below, the poppet-, ball-, and safety-valves being ex-

amples; hinged valves constitute a large class used in

both air- and water-pipes, as the butterjly-valves, clack-

valves, and other forms in which the leaf or plate of the
valve is fastened on one side to the valve-seat or open-
ing. Springs are sometimes used to keep such valves

closed. Sliding valves are those in which the gate or leaf

slides aside to open the valve-way, the D-valve and some
forms of water- and gas-main valves being examples.
The long-hinged valves of a pipe-organ, and the round
stoppers operated by keys, as in the flute and other instru-

ments, are called key-valves. The names by which valves

are distinguished are often descriptive of the shape or mo-
tion of the valves, of their use, or of the method by which
they are operated, as globe-valve, screw-valve, blow-through

valve, relief-valve, throttle-valve. In a trade sense, valves

appear to be distinguished from cocks, A cock is a small
plug-valve operated by hand. Other valves moved by
screws or levers, or operated by power through some ma-
chinery, all self-acting appliances, and all large or compli-

cated gates, stoppers, or cocks, are called valves. The
universal use of st^am, gas, and water has led to the inven-
tion of a great variety of valves. In musical wind-instru-
ments of the trumpet class, the valve is a device for

changing the direction and length of the aircolnmn so

as to alter the pitch of the tone. The two forms most in

use are the piston and the rotary valve— the former be-

ing a perforated plunger working in a cylindrical case, and
the latter a four-way cock, both being operated by the
fingers of the player's right hand. The result of using a
valve is to add to the main tube of the instrument a sup-

plementary tube or crook of such length that the proper
tone of the whole is lowered by some definite interval.

The number of valves is commonly three, the first lower-

ing the fundamental tone a whole step (and all its har-

monics proportionally), the second lowering it a half-step,

and the third a step and a half. A fourth valve is some-
times added on large instruments, lowering the pitch two
steps and a half ; and five and six valves have occasional-

ly been tried. Two or more valves are used simultane-

ously with combined effect. Valves are more or less de-

manded to compensate for the incompleteness of the scale

of all instruments of this family, and to provide for rapid
changes of tonality. They are also useful in particular

cases to remedy the inaccuracy for concerted music of cer-

tain of the regular harmonic series of tones. Their ex-

tended application has greatly developed the capacity of

all kinds of brass instruments for rapid and unrestricted
execution. But on the other hand valves and supplemen-
tary crooks cannot always give exactly accurate int<)na-

tion, and the angles which they more or less necessitate

In the air-column tend to injure the purity of the tones.

Various compensations for these drawbacks have been at-

tempted, with some success ; but valve-instruments are

still seldom used in the orchestra, while they are numer-
ous in military bands. .See piston, 2, and compare key'^,

4 (a). See cuts under ba^^k-pressure, ball-cock, conical,

organ, reed-organ, twin-valve, slide-valve, steam-engine,

safety-valve.

3. In anat. and zooL, a membranous part, fold,

or thin layer which resembles a valve, or actu-

ally serves as a valve in connection with the
flow of blood, lymph, or other fluid; a valva
or valvula: as, the valve of Vieussens in the

brain ; the connivent valves of Kerkring in the
intestine ; valves of the heart, of the veins, etc.

See cuts under bulb, Crinoidea, heart, lymphatic,

and vein.— 4. In bot., in flowering plants, one of

the segments into which a capsule dehisces, or

which opens like a lid in the dehiscence of cer-

tain anthers. In IHatomacex each half of the
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silicified membrane or shell is called a valve, valved (valvd), a. [< valve + -eeP.'] Having
See cuts under Marsilea, septicidal, and silicic, a valve or valves, in any sense ; valvate ; val-

— 5. In conch., one of the two or more separa- vular.

ble pieces of which the shell may consist, or the valve-flle (valv'fil), n. A machinists' file hav-

whole shell when it

is in one piece; each
shell, right and left,

of ordinary bivalves,

and each shell, dor-

sal and ventral, of

brachiopods. See 6i-

valve, multivalvc, uni-

valve, equivalve, in-

equivalve, and cuts
under Caprotinidm,
Chamidx, integrojyal-

liate, and sinupal-

liate.— 6. In entom.,

a covering plate or sheath of any organ, gen-

ing two acute and two obtuse angles, used in

finishing valves, splines, feathers, key-ways,
etc. E. H. Knight.

. Mechanism employed

[< valve + -less.'] Hav-

[< valve + -let.'] A lit-

valve-gear (valv'ger),

»

in operating a valve.

valveless (valv'les), a.

ing no valve.

valvelet (valv'let), n.

tie valve ; a valvule.

valve-motion (valv'm6"8hon), n. Same as

ralvc-gear.

valve-pallet (valv 'pal 'at), n. Same as pal-
lefi, 5.

valve-seat (valv'set), n. In mach., the surface

^ J, __j, , ^... upon which a valve rests.

erally one of a pair of plates which unite to valve-stem (valv'stem), «. Arod like a piston-

form a tube or vagina, as those covering the rod by which a valve is moved. See cuts im-
extemal sexual organs, ovipositor, etc Acces- der slide-valve, steam-engine, and passenger-en-
sory, aortic, back-pressure, basal valve. See the gine.
qualifying words.-Aurlculoventricular valves, valves yalve-tailed (valv'tald), a. Noting a Brazilian
ffljiirdliitr Pitlipr ftilriclllnvpntri('lll:ir nrllicc of t.ne heart » «rx » »^ uwxAyfc* v " /, , P , ...

Valves of a Brachiopod (Leptsena').

A, both valves, seen edgewise,
showing hinge-area (V, ventral
valve) ; B, dorsal valve, interior.

guarding either auriculoventriculur orilicc of the heart
on the right side the tricuspid, on the left the mitral. See
cuts under heart.— Bauhinian valve. Same as ileoc3ecaX

uatoe.— Bicuspid valve. Same as mitral tiaftie.— Blow-
through, brake-shoe, conical valve. See blow-through,

etc.— Connivent valves. See valvulte conniventes,\in-

deri'a;i»H(a.— Coronary valve. See coroTwrri/.— Cylin-
drical valve. Sec cyMjirfrJc.— Dellvery-valve. Seede-
livery.

—

Eustachian valve. See Eustachian.

—

Gridiron
valve. See gridiron.— Hasner's valve, an imperfect
valve formed by the raucous membrane at the meatal end

bat, Diclidurus albus, the end of whose tail

occupies a valve-like formation of the inter-

femoral membrane.
valve-'vlew (valv'vii), «. and a. I. n. In bot.,

the valval aspect of a diatom. Also called side-

view. See valval.

II, a. Noting a position in which a valve-

view is presented ; valval.

oriheTa'Sdiact— Herster'^valvi^^ valviferous (val-vif 'e-rus), a. [< L. valva,

membrane at the neck of the gall-bladder and in the cys- valve, -I- ferre = E. bear^.] Bearing a valve

;

tic duct, which present the appearance of a spiral valve, provided with a valve or valvular parts.
See cut under stoinacft.— Hyaraullc,hyT)Opygial,ileo- _51,„.»^_„ ,„„,/• i,A_™\ „ r<' T ,-nl,^n tlioloof
csBcal, Inferior valve, sle the adjectives,-neocoUc Valviform (val vi-form),«. [< L,. fatoa, the leaf

valve. Same as Ueocacal valve.^ Kingston's valve, a of a door (see valve), + forma, form. J t orming .

conical valve forming the outlet of the blow-off pipe of a or acting as a valve ; valvular; valvate. Also
marine engine. It opens through the side of a vessel by ralra>form
turning a screw.—Long valve, in a steam-engine, same '" '^J ' ,, - ,.., , .,„7.., ?„ / is^ rXTT .

asto(w«(id«(which see, undersiirie).— Low-water valve, ValVUla (val vu-la), n., pi. iatviitx(-\e). ISSU..

a valve which opens automatically and allows steam toes- see valvnlc] In nnaf., same as valve,— Valvula
cape when the water in an engine-boiler is reduced too low
for safety.— Mitral valve, a yalve formed by two triangu-

lar folds of the endocardium, or inner lining of the heart,

situated at the opening between the left ventricle and the
auricle, and serving to prevent regurgitation of blood
into the latter cavity. Also bicuspid valve. See cut under
Aear*.— Oral valves. See orai.— Oscillating valve, a
steam-valve which reciprocates on a pivot. It is frequently
used with oscilfating steam-engines.— Overpressure-
valve. See overpressure,— Pocketed valve, a valve fit-

ting into a depression or pocket.— Pot-lid valve, {a) A

Bauhinl, the ileocaecal valve.— ValvulSB connlventes,
transverse folds of the mucous membrane and underlying
tissues found throughout a large extent of the small in-

testine. Their use is probably to retard somewhat the i»as-

sage of the alimentary mass, and at the same time to of-

fer a greater surface for absorption.— Valvula Heisterl,
folds of the mucous membrane, in the neck of the gall-

bladder and in the cystic duct, which present the appear-

ance of a spiral valve. See cut under «<o)«ocA.—Valvula
Vleussensll, the valve of Vieussens (which see, under
valve).

cap-formed valve which shuts down like a cover upon a valvular (val'vu-lar), a. f< valvule + -arS.]
port or the end of a pipe, (o) The cover of the air-pump of vtj * i„. „„ (,-„ „„i™ r... -rrmiinilo • olor,
a steam-engine. £./J ^Af.-Pulmonary valves. See Of or pertaining to a valve or valvula, also,

pulmonary, and cut under Aeore.— Pulmonic valves, having the character ot a valve; valvitorm.

—

Same as pulmonary Da(i)c».— Pyloric valve, (a) A small Valvular disease, disease of one or more of the valves

tubercle situated at the anterior angle of the trigonum of of the heart.— Valvular sinus. See sinus.

the bladder. (6) Any formation serving to obstruct or yalvule (val'viil), «. [i F. valvule ; < L. val-
close the pyloric orifice of the stomach. A pylorus may

, , rnlmiln dim of rnlra the leaf of a door
have a valvular construction, or a muscular sphincter 'f >

laivuia, aim. oriaita, ine itai oi a uoor,

may surround the orifice, ^e pylorus, 2 (6).— Regula-
tor-valve, a throttle-valve.—Reverse valve, in boilers,

a valve opening inward to the pressure of the atmosphere
when there is a negative pressure in the boiler.— Ro-
tary valve. See TOtor.y.- Semilunar aortic valve,
semilunar pulmonary valve. See semilunar, and cut
under Aeart.— Semilunar valve of the brain. Same
as valve of Vieussens.— Sigmoid valve. See sigmoid.

etc. : seet'fl^re.] 1. A little valve. Specifically-

(a) In anat.: (1) The valvula or valve of Vieussens. (2)

One of the valvulse connlventes. (6) In bot., a name for-

merly given to the inner or flowering glumes of grasses,

(c) In entom., a corneous piece at the base of the haustel-

lum of sucking insects, corresponding to the labrnm in

the mandibulate mouth. Kirby and SpcTicc.- Interven-
tricular valvules. See irUervenirieular.

Spiral valve. Seespirar- Steam-thrown valve, in a valvulitis (val-vu-li'tis), «. [NL., < valvula
steam-engine or steam-pump, a valve moved by direct ^ _^^j

-, Inflammation of the tissues form-
steam-pressure, without the mtervention of an eccentric, . -", ,, f .. ,,_1„„„ „f 41,0
crank, cam, or valve-stem. See cut under rock drill.- mg a valve, usually one of the valves of the

Thebesian valve. See Thebesian.—TrlcuamA valve, heart.
See tricuspid.—Twia valve. See «woti.— Undershut vambrace (vam'bras), K. [Also vantbrace, vant-
valve, a valve placed beneath the sole-plate of a pump or

j vauntbrace; abbr. < F. avant-hra3,< avant,
other mechanism, as distinguished from one placed above i""o, nt;""«^' "^^-^ ^-^ '„ .'

the plate, and closed by a force acting from below upward.
E. H. Knight— Valye Of Amussat. Same as Heister's

valve.-Valyo of Bauhin. Same as ileoaecal valve.—
Valve of Hasner. See Hasner's poZdc- Valve of Tari-
nus. Same as valve of FicMsens.- Valve Of Thebeslus.
See Thebesian valve.— Valve Of Tulpius. Same as ilea-

csecal valve.— Valve of Varollus. Sara e as ileocecal valve.

— Valve of Vieussens the delicate transparent roof of

the anterior part of the fourth ventricle, continuous ante-

riorly with the postoptici, posteriorly with the cerebellum
; , , ,1 - iv ry T. _i_

the superior medullary velum.—Valves OfKerkring, the vambracod (vam brast), o. [< vambrace +
valvulse connlventes of the intestine (which see, under -erf2.] Incased in armor: said of an arm, espe-
mlvida).— Valves of the heart See coronary^nUral

j jj j^ gg^ jn heraldry as a bearing. Also
semilunar (aortic, pidmonary). Thebesian, and tricuspid , •' j

Daii;e;alsocutunderAeart.—valvesoftheljrmphatlcs. umoracea. .J
See lymphatic, n. (with cut).— Valves of the veins, vamOSe (va-mos'), v. t. and t.

;
pret. and pp. ra-

folds of the lining membrane of the veins, most numer- moscd, ppr. vamosing. [< Sp. vamos, 1st pers.

before, in front, -t- bras, arm: see van^, avant,

and brace^.] The piece of armor which pro-

tects the forearm from the elbow-joint to the

wrist, whether covering the outer part of the

arm only and worn over the sleeve of mail

(compare garde-bras eini brassart), or inclosing

the whole forearm in a cylinder of iron. See
cut under rerebrace.

ous in those of the lower extremities, which serve to

impede or prevent the backward flow of blood in those
vessels.

valve-bucket (valv'buk*et), n. A bucket fitted

with a valve; specifically, a pump-bucket or
sucker.

valve-cliamber (valv'cham"b6r), n. The cham-
ber in which a pump-valve or a steam-valve
operates. See outs under rock-drill, slide-valve,

and steam-hammer.
valve-cock (valv'kok), n. A form of cock or

faucet which is closed by the dropping of a
valve on its seat. E. H. Knight.

valve-coupling (valv'kup"ling), n. A pipe-

coupling containing a valve.

pi. pres. ind. (acting as 1st and 2d pi. impv.),

used with inf. ir, go ; < L. vadimus, 1st pers. pi.

ind. of vadere, go, = E. wade : see icade.] To be
oflE; be gone; decamp from. [Slang.]

Paul had no such visions ; he did not see human lives

as pictures, as tableaux-vivants. He was sincerely sorry

that HoUis had vamosed in that way.

C. F. Wodson, .Jupiter Lights, xxxi.

The inclination to adopt Spanish or Mexican terms, or

terms derived from them, is shown also in vamosing, dis-

appearing or running away. N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 428.

To vamose the ranch, to clear out ; decamp. [Slang,

U.S.!

My precious partners had vamosed the ranch.
The Century, XVU. 82.



vamp
vampl (vamp), n. [< ME. vanipe, vanmpc, *vam-
piii/, vampies (also tcampe, wavipay), earlier

vampett, vaumpet (iu pi. vaumpes), vauntpe, <

OF. vantpie, aphetle form of avant-pied, F.
avant-pied, the forepart of the foot, < avant,

before, + pied, foot: see ran2 and foot.'\ 1.

That part of the upper leather of a boot or shoe
which is in front of the seam at the ankle. See
cut under hoot.

As a cobbler sews a vamp up,
R. D. Blackmmre, Loma Doone, xlviii.

2. Any piece or patch intended to give an old
thing a new appearance; a piece added for ap-
pearance' sake. See the verb.— 3+. A protec-
tion formerly worn for the ankle and leg, and
perhaps for the foot also. It seems to have
been in most cases a sort of gait«r or spatter-
dash.— 4. In music, an improvised accompani-
ment.
vamp^ (vamp), V. [ME. vampayen ; < rampl, Ji.]

1. trans. 1 . To furnish with a new vamp or up-
per leather, as a shoe or boot.

Item, j. payre of blake hosyn, vampayed with lather.
Patfton Letterg, I. 476.

What a time did we endure
In two-penny commons, and in boots twice vamp'd !

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, ii. 1.

2. To repair ; forbish up
;
give an appearance

of newness to.

ric drill you how to glue the lie, stab In the pnnto, if

you dare not tight, then how to tatnp a rotten quarrel with-
out ado. Dekker and Ford, Sun's Uarling, it.

A new play, or an old one new vamped, by Shadwell,
called "The Royall Shepherdesse " ; but the silliest for
words and design, and everything, that ever I saw in my
whole life. Pepyg, Diary, IV. 109.

A pert vamping chaise-undertaker, stepping nimbly
across the street, demanded if monsieur would have his
chaise refitted. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viL 29.

3. In music, to improvise an accompaniment to.

[CoUoq.]
As soon as I could get in to vamp the tones on the banjo

a little, I went at it too.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 191.

To vamp up, to hatch up ; make up or put together out
of udds and ends, or out of nothing.

I sat myself down and vamped up a fine flaunting poeti-
cal panegyric. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, %%x.

The "Half-Pay Offlcer, " a vamped-up farce, by Molloy.
Doran, Annals of the Stage, I. xvil.

II. intrans. To improvise musical accom-
[laniments. [CoUoq.]
vamp2t(vamp),r. i. [Origin obscure.] To trav-
el

;
proceed ; move forward.

How much of my life has been trifled away in beaten
tracks, where I vamped on with others, only to follow those
that went before us. Locke, To A. Collins, Oct. 29, 1703.

Tampayi, n. Same as vanijA, n., 3.

vamperl (vam'pfir), n. [< vampl + -erl.] 1.

One who vamps ; a cobbler ; one who pieces an
old thing with something new.—2. One who im-
provises musical accompaniments. [CoUoq.]
.V. and Q., 7th ser., II. 180.

vamper'^ (vam'pir), c. i. [Appar. a var. or cor-
ruption of rapor.'] To make an ostentatious
apjicarance. Jamieson. [Local, Scotch.]
vamper-up (vam'p6r-up'), «. A vamper.

But so also was Shakespeare a vamper-upot old stories.

Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 452.

vampire (vam'pir), «. and a. [Formerly also
v(i>ii]iijrc ; < F. vampire = Sp. Pg. vampiro = D.
vampicr — G. vampyr = Sw. Dan. vampyr (NL.
vampyrm), < Serv. vampir = Bulg. vampir, ta-
pir, vepir, vupir = Pol. wampir, also tipior =
Little Kuss. vampyr, repyr, vopyr, opyr, upyr,
opir, uper = White Kuss. upir = Russ. vampiru,
also upirl, upyri, ot>yri (the Pol. wampir, Russ.
vampirii, appar. < Serv.), a vampire; cf. North
Turk, uftcr, a witch.] I. ». 1. A kind of spectral
being or ghost still possessing a human body,
which, according to a superstition existing
among the Slavic and other races on the lower
Danube, leaves the grave during the night,
and maintains a semblance of life by suck-
ing the warm blood of living men and women
while they are asleep. Dead wizards, werwolves,
heretics, and other outcasts become vampires, as do also
the illegitimate offspring of parents themselves illegiti-
mate, and any one killed by a vampire. On the discovery
of a vampire's grave, tlie bwly, which, it Is supposed, will
be found all fresh and ruddy, must be disinterred, thrust
throuKh with a whitethorn stake, and burned in order to
render it harmless.

2. Hence, a person who preys on others; an
extortioner or blood-sucker.— 3. Same as vam-
pire-hat.— 4. Theat., a small trap made of two
flaps held together by a spring, used for sudden
appearances and disappearances of one person.
— Palae vampire, a leaf-nosed bat of South America, er-
roneously supposed to suck blood. See vampire-l>at (6)
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(1), and cut under r(«mp,vrt.— Spectacled vampire.
Same as spectacled gtenoderm (which see, under gteno-
dem^.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a vampire ; resem-
bling a vampire in character; blood-sucking;
extortionate; vampiric.

The strong but disinterested wish to co-operate in re-

storing this noble I'niverslty to its natural pre-eminence
by relieving it from the vampire oppression under which
it has pined so long in almost lifeless exhaustion.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 446.

vampire-bat (vam'pir-bat), H. One of several
different species of bats, (a) One of various large
frugivorous bats of Africa, Asia, and the Malay archipel-
ago, commonly called Jtyinfj-foxes, such as the species of
Pteropus, Uarpyia, etc. The name appears to be due to
some superstition, or to a fancied resemblance of these
creatures to the spectral beings denominated vampires.
(6) One of various bats of South America, of the insec-
tivorous division of the order Chiroptera, only a few of
which are noted for sucking blood. (1) There are nu-
merous species of several genera of the family Phyllosto-
tnatidx, among them the Phyllogtoma spectrum, popularly
known as the vampire-bat, some two feet in expanse of
wing. But this species, like most others of the family,
is perfectly harmless. (2) The bats which actually suck
blood belong to the genera Demnodits and Diphylla, for
which a special group named HmmalophUina or Desmo-
dontes has been formed, and which are also sometimes
separated as a family, Demnodidm. These have a small
bifid foliaceous appendage on the nose ; the tail and inter-
femoral membrane are little developed. Their peculiar
characteristics are two large projecting upper Incisors
and two lancet-shaped superior canine teeth, all sharp-
pointed, and so arranged as to make a triple puncture
like that of the leech; a tongue capable of con.'^iderable
extension, and furnished at its extremity with a number of
papilla! arranged so as to form an organ of suction ; and
an intestine relatively shorter than in any other mammal.
Altogether their structure points them out as designed to
live on blood alone. They attack horses and cattle, and
sometimes even man in his sleep. Also vampire and i;am-
pyre. See cuts under Degmodontes.

vampiric (vam-pir'ik), a. [< vampire + -Jc]
Having the character of a vampire

;
pertaining

to vampires or the belief in them: as, vampiric
habits, literature, or superstition.

vampirism (vam'pir-izm), n. [= F. vam-
pirisme; as vampire + -i8m.'[ 1. Belief in the
existence of vampires. See vampire, 1.

Vampirism prevails all over Russia, Persia, Greece, Bo-
hemia, and Poland, but especially in the Danubian Princi-
palities. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 764.

2. The action of a vampire-bat; the act or
practice of blood-sucking.— 3. Figuratively,
the practice of extortion or preying on others.
Carlyle, French Rev., II. iii. 2.

vamplate (vam'plat), n. [Formerly also vam-
plet; < F. avant-plat, 'fore-plate,' < avant, be-
fore, in front, -t- plat, plate: see plate.'] 1.

The plate of iron carried
upon the lance, the lance
passing through it. it
served as a protection for the
hand when the lance was
couched. It was originally a
roundel, but in the armor of
the just attained very large
dimensions. Also avantplat,
lance-plate.

Amphialus was run through
the vamplate, and under the
arm, so as, the staff appearing
behind him, it seemed to the be-

holders he had been in danger.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

2. In her., a bearing representing a gauntlet.

Berry. The name vamplate, applied to this bearing, is

a mistake arising at a time when medieval armor was not
understood.

vamplett (vam'plet), n. An old form of vam-
plate.

vampyt, «. Same as vamp^, n., 3.

vampyret, n. See vampire.

Vampyri (vam'pi-ri), n.pl. [NL., pi. otvam-
pyrm : see vajnpire.] A group of typical phyl-
lostomiue bats (subfamily Pliyllostomatinee of

Vamplate of Lance of the
end of the 14th century . (From
ViolIet-le-Duc's "LHct. du
Mobilier fran^ais.")

False Vampire ( Pkyllostoma spectrum), one of the i^ampyri.

the family Phyllostomatid/e) confined to the New
Worltl. They have a well-developed nose-leaf, more or

less horseshoe-shaped in front and lanceolate behind, large

interfemoral membrane, long narrow snout, incisors J or

vanadiferous

I, and premolars I or |. Though called vampires, these
bats are not the true blood-suckers, but include numerous
insectivorous and frugivorous species, referable to several
genera. See vampire-bat (6), and compare Desmodontes.

Vamp3?Tid8et(vam-pir'i-de),B.ij;. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1837), < Vampyrus + -idse.] A family of
bats supposed to be vampires; the Vampyri.
Vamp3?TUS (vam'pi-rus), n. [NL. (Leach): see
vampire] The name-giving genus of phyllos-
tomine bats of the group Vampyri (where see
cut) : inexactly synonymous with Pliyllostoma.

vamuret, «. Same as vantmnre.
vanl (van), ». [< OF. van, F. van, a fan, OP.
valine, abird's wing,< L. vannus, afan: see/a«.]
1. A fan or other contrivance for winnowing
grain.

Van. ... A Vanne, or winnowing Sine. Cotgrave.

The other token of their ignorance of the sea was that
they should not know an oar, but call it a corn-va?i.

Broome, Notes on the Odyssey, xi. 152.

2. [< van^, v.] In mining, a test of the value
of an ore, made by washing (vanning) a small
quantity, after powdering it, on the point of a
shovel. Vanning is to a Cornish miner what
washing in the horn 'spoon is to the Mexican.
See van^, v., 2.

"If you could only get that motion into a machine,"
said a gentleman, as he watched the process of making a
van on a shovel, and saw the copper roll up to the highest
point, "it would beat the worltl for sllme-dressing."

F. a. Coggin, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., XII. 64.

3. A vane, as of a feather; hence, a wing.

His vans no longer could his flight sustain.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamoi-ph., xll. 760.

As bats at the wired windows of a dairy.

They beat their vans.
Shelley, Witch of Atlas, xvi.

van^ (van), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. vanned, ppr. van-

ning. [< F. vanncr, < L. vannere, fan, winnow,
< vannus, a fan : see van'^, n., and cf . fan, v.]

It. To winnow; fan.

Vamier. To vanne or winnow. Cotgrave.

The winnowing, vanning, and laying ... up of corne.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 32.

2. In mining, to separate, as ore from vein-
stone, by washing it on the point of a shovel.
See van, n., 2, and vanner.

van^ (van), n. [Abbr. of vanguard (due to as-

sociation of vanguard and rearguard, whence
van, supposed to be related to vanguard as rear
to rearguard).] 1. The foremost division of

an army on the march, or of a fleet when sail-

ing ; hence, by extension, the front of an army
when in line of battle : opposed to rear.

The foe he had surveyed,
Ranged, as to him they did appear,
With van, main-battle, wings, and rear.

5. Butler, Hudibras, L iL 104.

We too can boast of no ignoble spoils

;

But those my ship contains ; whence distant far,

I fight conspicuous in the van of war.
Pope, Iliad, xiii. 360.

2. The leaders of any movement in which many
are engaged ; the foremost individuals of any
moving body ; the front of any advancing body

;

the front generally : literally or figuratively.

Sir Roger, you shall have the van and lead the way.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v.

Come, firm Resolve, take thou the van.
Bums, To Dr. Blacklock.

Doc. Meggar, too, leading the van, sends back over his
shoulder the Parthian arrow of a single oath.

W. M. Baker, New Tunothy, p. 200.

van** (van); «. [Abbr. of caravan, regarded per-
haps as 'carry-van (cf. cariole, taken as carry-
all): see caravan.] 1. Any large covered car-
riage ; specifically, a large covered wagon used
in moving furniture and household effects.

—

2. A kind of vehicle, sometimes covered and
sometimes open, used by tradesmen and others
for carrying light goods, etc.— 3. A close car-

riage attached to a railway-train, for carrying
passengers' luggage, for the accommodation of

the guard, etc. [Great Britain.]

van'*(van), «). <. [<t;a«3, «.] To carry or trans-

port in a van.
van-. A shortened form of avant-.

vanadate (van'a-dat), «. [< vanad(ic) + -ate^.]

A salt of vanadic acid.

vanadiate (va-na'di-at), n. [< vanadium +
-ate^.] Same as vanadate.

vanadic (va-nad'ik), a. [< vanadium + -ic] 1.

Related to or containing vanadium.— 2. Con-
taining vanadium with its maximum valence.
—Vanadic acid, H3VO4, a vanadium acid, analogous to

phosphoric acid, not known iu the free state, but forming
well-defined salts.

vanadiferous (van-a-dif 'e-rus), a. [< NL. vana-
dium, i[. v., + h. ferre = E. bear'^.] In chem.,

containing or yielding vanadiiun.



Tanadinite

vanadinite (van'a-din-It), ». [< vanad(ate) +
-in-ite.^ A mineral consisting of lead vanadate
with lead chlorid. it occurs in hexagonal crystals of
yellow, brown, or red color ; it is isoniorphous with apa-
tite (calcium phosphate), pyromorphite (lead phosphate),
and mimetite (lead arseniate).

vanadions (va-na'di-us), a. [< vanadiitm +
-oiis.'] Containing vanadium with a lower ap-
parent valence than it exhibits in vanadic com-
pounds.
Tanadite (van'a-dit), n. [< vatMd{om) + -ite^.]

A salt of vanadous acid.

vanadium (va-na'di-um), n. [See def.] Chem-
ical syinbol, V; atomic weight, 51.4. A metal
first discovered by Del Rio, in 1801, in a lead
ore from Mexico, and called by him erythroni-
um, because its salts became red when heated
with acids. This supposed new metal was not accepted
by chemists, and Del Rio's name was dropped. Later,
in 1830, Sefstrom described a new metal from Taberg, in
Sweden, for which he proposed the name of vanadium
(from I'fl/wdis, one of the goddesses of the Scandina-
vian mythology); and immediately aft€r it was shown by
Wohler that Del Rio's ore was, in fact, a vanadate of lead.
But the name vanadium has been maintained, and that
of erythronium has never been received. Metallic vana-
dium, as prepared by reducing the chlorid in hydrogen
gas, is a light-gray powder, which under the microscope
has a brilliant silvery luster: it has a specific gravity of
5.5 ; it is verj' little acted on by air or moisture at the or-
dinary temperature; it is easily dissolved in nitric acid,
but is not at all acted on by hydrochloric acid, and is af-

fected by strong sulphuric acid only when heated. Vana-
dium belongs to the antimony group, and, like the other
members of this group, is in its chemical relations close-
ly connected with the elements of the nitrogen group.
Vanadium is an element whose combinations seem to be
quite widely distributed, although occurring only in small
quantity. The most abundant vanadium mineral is vana-
dinite, which is a vanadate of lead with chlorid of lead,
and has been found in numerous widely separated local-
ities. Vanadium resembles titanium in that it has been
detected in various clays and igneous rocks. It is ob-
tained in some quantity from the cupriferous Triassic beds
of the vicinity of Mottram, Cheshire, England, in the form
of the so-called mottramit«, a hydrous vanadate of copper
and lead.—Vanadium bronze, a fine yellow pigment
employed in the place of gold bronze. It is an acid deriva-
tive of vanadium.

vanadous (van'a-dus), a. [< vanad{ium) +
-0M«.] Of or pertaining to vanadium: as, van-
adous oxid : specifically noting compounds in
which vanadium has a lower valence than in
the vanadic compounds.
van-COUriert ( van'k6"ri-er), m. [Early mod. E.
also vant-courier; abbr. of avant-courier.'\ An
avant-courier ; one sent before; a precursor; a
forerunner. Bailey, 1731.

I'll send then my vant-couriffr presently ; in the mean
time march after the captain, scoundrels f

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, 11. 1.

Vancouveria (van-k^-ve'ri-a), n. [NL. (De-
eaisne, 1834), named after Captain Vancouver,
an English navigator, who visited the western
coast of America 1792-4.] A genus of poly-
petalous plants, of the order Serberidacese aiid

tribe Berberese. it is characterized by twelve to fif-

teen sepals, six shorter nectary-like petals and as many
stamens, and a capsule opening into two valves. The
original species, F". hexandra, is a perennial herb grow-
ing from a creeping rootstock, native of shady woodlands
near the Pacific coast from Santa Cruz to Vancouver Isl-

and. It bears dissected radical leaves, and a panicled
raceme of white fiowers on a leafless scape. It has been
called American barrenwort, from its close resemblance
to the European Epimedium alpinum, which has the re-

pute of possessing sterilizing powers. (See barrenwort,)
A second North American species has been recently dis-
covered.

Vanda (van'da), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1820), said
to be < Skt. vdhdana, a parasite.] 1 . A genus of
epiphytic orchids, of the tribe Vandese and sub-
tribe Sarcanthese. It is characterized by unbranched
loose racemes of rather large flowers with very flat and
spreading fleshy sepals and petals, all usually nearly alike
and contracted below ; a lip with a saccate base ; broad
pollen-stalks ; and an unappendaged column. There are
about 20 species, natives of India and the Malayan archi-
pelago, with one, V. Hindm, in tropical Australia. They
bear spreading, flat, two-ranked leaves, commonly fleshy
or coriaceous, and often notched at the apex— in one spe-
cies, V. teres, cylindrical, and resembling a goose-quill.
The handsome short-pedicelled flowers are boi-ne on a
lateral peduncle. Many species are in cultivation under
glass, and from their size, fragrance, beautiful colors, and
ornamental markings, are among the most highly prized
of orchids, a single plant of a rare species h.aving brought
82,000, They are grown on suspended blocks of wood or
cork, and produce several, sometimes forty, flowers on a
plant at once. V. teres, the cylinder-leafed vanda, a na-
tive of Sylhet, in India, bears blood-red white-bordered
flowers 4 inches broad. V. aerulea, with equally large
bright-blue flowers, grows on the oak and banian in In-
dia ; this and V. caervlescens, with numerous smaller pale-
blue flowers, are unusual in color among orchids. K. in-

signi^ and V. suavis are favorites in cultivation for their
fragrance; V. tricolor, for its violet, white, and yellow
flowers; V. giyarUea, for its thick massive leaves. V.
/urva, sometimes called the cmcslip-scented orchid, bears
brownish, rose, and copper-colored flowers ; and several
species are cinnamon-colored.

2. \_l. c] A plant of this genus.
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Vandal (van'dal), n. and a. [= F. Vandale =
Sp. Vdndalo = tg. Vandalo = G. Vandale = D.
Wandel = Sw. Dan. Vandal, < LL. Vandali, also
Vinduli, Vindili, Vandals, Vandalus, adj.. Van-
dal; from the Teut. name seen in D. JVenden =
leel. Vindir, the Wends: see Wend^.'\ I. n. 1.

One of a Germanic race who first appeared in
middle and southern Germany, and in the first

half of the fifth century ravaged Gaul, Spain,
northern Africa, etc., and in 455 Rome itself,

with enormous damage to accumulated trea-
sures of art and literature. Hence— 2. [?. c]
One who wilfully or ignorantly destroys or dis-
figures any work of art, literature, or the like

;

one who is hostile to or wantonly attacks any-
thing that is beautiful or venerable.

II. a. [/. fc.] Of or pertaining to a vandal or
vandalism.

Bestrewn with vandal initials cut in the soft material.
Atheneeum, No. 3067, p. 182.

VandaliC (van-dal'ik), a. [< Vandal + -ic]
1. Pertaining to or characteristic of the Van-
dals. Hence— 2. [I.e.'] Ferocious; rude; bar-
barous; specifically, hostile to art; destructive
of what is beautiful or admirable.
Rash divines might be apt to charge this holy man . . .

with more than Vandalic rage against human learning.
Warburlon, Doctrine of Grace, iii. 2.

Barbarians of the Vandalic race.
Kingstey, Hypatia, xxxL

Vandalism (van'dal-izm), n. [= F. randalisme

;

< Vandal + -ism.'] "1. The conduct of Vandals.
Hence— 2. [I. c.] Wilful or ignorant destruc-
tion of artistic or literary treasures; hostility

to or irreverence or contempt for what is beau-
tiful or venerable.
Vandeae(van'de-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1833),
< Vanda + -ese.] A tribe of orchids, charac-
terized by a single posterior opercular anther,
its cells almost always confluent at maturity,
and closely incumbent above a horizontal ros-
tellum, to which the waxy pollen-masses are
aflixed by a small thick or scale-like gland,
which is often prolonged into a distinct cati-

liele or stalk. It includes about 140 genera, classed
in 8 tribes, the types of which are the genera Eidophiuw,
Cymbidium, Cyrtopodium, Stanhopca, Maxillaria, Onci-
dium, Sarcanthus, and Notylia. These genera alone in-

clude over 530 tropical species, and are all, except per-
haps the first and last, highly prized in cultivation. The
Notylieie (or Podochilex) are aberrant in their erect ros-
tellum, and are thus transitional to the tribe Neottiese.

The two globose or oblong pollen-masses, each sometimes
bisected, are very readily removed by insect or artificial

aid, and insure cross-fertilization. The genera are nearly
all epiphytic. They often produce pseudo-bulbs, but not
tubers; their stems are erect, or reduced to a creeping
rootstock adhering to trees or stones; their inflorescence
is usually lateral, very rarely, as in Cyrtopodium, a ter-

minal raceme. The flowers are commonly large and hand-
some, many of the most valuable among orchids belong-
ing here, as Aerides, Miltonia, SaccolaMum, Odontoglos-
sxnn, Phalsenopsis, Zygopetalum, Lycaste, Catasetum, and
Peristeria. .See cut under Phalsenopsis.

Vandellia (van-del'i-a), n. [NL. (LinnaBus,
1767), named after the Italian Vandelli, who
wrote in 1788 on Portuguese and Brazilian
plants.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of
the order Scrophularincse and tribe Gratioleee,

type of the subtribe Vandellicse. It is distin-
guished from the related genus Ilymnthes by its four
perfect stamens. There are about 30 species, natives of
warm parts of the Old World, 2 species, V. Crustacea and
V. diffusa, occurring in tropical America. They are usu-
ally much-branched annuals, with opposite leaves, and
small flowers which are solitary in the axils, or form a
terminal raceme or umbel. See bitter-blain.

vandoo (van'dS), n. A dialectal variant of ven-
due.

Vandyke (van-dik'), n. and a. [Short for Van-
dyke collar, so called from Vandyke (.Anthony
Van Dyck, 1599-1641), a Flemish painter.] I.

n. 1 . One of a series of relatively large points
forming an edge or border, as of lace, ribbon,
cloth, etc.

An immense straw bonnet, tied down with satin ribbons,
exhibiting two bows, the edges of which were cut in van^
dykes. J. Moore, The Post^Captain, xiv.

In a cairn which had previously been disturbed was a
drinking cup ornamented with Vandykes.

Athenaeum, No. 3288, p. 590.

2. A Vandyke cape or collar. See H.— 3. A
painting by Vandyke.—4. A small cape resem-
bling a very broad collar, worn by women and
girls in the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury.

II. a. Pertaining to the style of dress rep-
resented in portraits by Vandyke ; especially,
ornamented with relatively large points form-
ing a border: noting a broad collar or cape, as
of linen.

It is to such considerations as these, together with his
Vandyke dress, his handsome (ace, and bis peaked beard,

It. A

Vane.— From the Hotel Dieu,
Beaune, France, 1441. iFrom Viol-
let.Ie-Diic's *' Diet, de rArch."l

Vanessa
that he [Charles I.] owes, we verily believe, most of his
popularity with the present generation.

Macaulay, Milton.

Vandyke beard, a pointed beard.—Vandyke brown.
See brown.

Vandyke (van-dik'), v. t.; pret. and pp. van-
dyked, ppr. vandyking. [< Vandyke, «.] To cut
the edge of, as a piece of dress, in points, after
the manner of a Vandyke collar.

vane (van), n. [< ML. vane, a var. of fane, <
AS. fana, a flag, banner: see fane'^.]
flag or pennon.

—

2. A weathercock;
a device which is

moved by the wind
in such a manner as
to show the wind's di-

rection; a weather-
vane.

stormy peple! vnsa-l

and euer vntrewe

!

Ay vndiscreet and
chaunging as a vane.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale,

[1. 940.

A vane blown with all

winds. Shak., Much Ado,
liii. 1. 06.

3. A device used on
shipboard to answer
the purpose of a
weathercock : gen-
erally called dog-
vane. Itisusnallyalong
slender cone of bunting,
which is hoisted at the
masthead and blows in the wind, pointing away from the
quarter from which the wind conies.

4. A device similar to a weather-vane, attached
to an axis, and having a surface exposed to a
moving current, as in an anemometer or a wa-
ter-meter.— 5. In ornith., the web of a feather
on either side of the shaft; the pogonium ; the
vexillum. Also used of an arrow. See feather,
and cuts under aftershuft and penciling.

The arrows having the broader vanes will fall shorter
than those having the narrower ones.

M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 33.

6. One of the plates or blades of a windmill, a
screw propeller, and the like. See cuts under
screw jwojieller (under screw), and smoke-jack.—
7. In surveying-instruments : («) A horizontal
piece of wood or metal slipping on a leveling-
staff. It is raised or lowered to any point of the staff to
indicate the plane of apparent level at which it is cut by
the axis of the telescope. See leveling-staff. Also called
target. (J) Tlie sight of a quadrant or similar
instrument for the measurement of angles,
marking the direction from the eye to the ob-
ject.

vaned (vand), a. [< vane + -ed?.] Furnished
with a vane or vanes.

vaneless (van'les), a. Having no vane: as, a
raneless windmill.

Vanellus (va-nel'us), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1760),
after F. vanneau, lapwing, so called with ref. to

the sound made by its wings ; < ML. vanellus,

vannellus, dim. of L. vamtus, a fan: see fonl.]

A genus of plover-like grallatorial birds, of the
family Charadriidse, having four toes, a long
rectirved occipital crest, lustrous plumage, and
no spur on the wing; the true lapwings. It in-

cludes the well-known pewit or lapwing of Europe, V.

cristatus, and a few similar species. See cuts under lap-

mng, plover (egg), and Pressirostres.

Vanessa (va-nes'a), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1808),

said to be intended for 'Flianessa, < Gr. *qiw,
a mystic ilivinity in the Orphic system.] 1. A
notable genus of butterflies, used variously by

I

Red Admiral (t^anessa a/a/an fa), rxghi wings reversed: female,
natural size.

different aiitliors, but now generally restricted

to a few forms, of which the cosmopolitan V.

atalanta is the type. Of the few known in England,
V. atalanta is the red admiral ; V. io is the peacock ; V.

atUiopa is the Caniberwell beauty (see cut under beauty);



Vanessa

r. polychlonts and V. urtictF are the larger and smaller

tortoise-shells. The comma-butterfly is sometimes placed

ill this genua. See also cut under painUd-lady.

2. [/. c] A butterfly of this genus.

Vanessinae (van-e-si'ne), «. pi. [NL., < Va-

iicaad + -(««.] A subfamily of NymplMlidx,
named from the genus Vanessa. It includes

also the genera Cynthia and Grapta. All the

species are sometimes called angleicings.

vanessoid (va-nes'oid), a. and n. I. a. Re-
sombling or related to a butterfly of the genus
fanessa; belonging to the Vanessinx.

II. H. A butterfly of this group.

van-foss (van'fos), «. [< V. avant-fosse,< avant,

before, + fosse, ditch, trench: see /o,s'«2.] In

fort., a ditch on the outside of the counterscarp.

Tang (vang), «. [< D. vang, a catch, a curb (

<

vanijen, catch), = 'E.fang: see fang.'] A guy
extending from the end of a gaff to the ship's

rail on each side, and serving to steady the gaff.

Vanga (vang'gii), n. [NL. (VieiUot, 1816), < L.

vaiiga, a mattock.] 1. A genus of shrike-like

birds of Madagascar. The name was applied by Les-

son in 1831 to the African shrikes often called Malaeonotus,

and by Swainson in 1837 to certain shrike-like birds of

Australia. It has lately been adopted by O. R. Gray in its

original acceptation. As originally or very early used by
Butfon, and as generically retained by Cuvier, it applied
especially to Lanius curcirogtris (Gmelin) of -Madagascar.

2. [/. f.] A shrike of the genus Vanga; the

hook-billed shrike, V. curvirostris, or the rufous
shrike, V. riifa—both of Madagascar.
vanga-shrike (vang'gii-slmk), n. A vanga.

vangee (van'je), «. [Origin not ascertained.]

A contrivance for working the pumps of a ship

by means of a barrel and crank-brakes.

vanglo, vangloe (vang'glo), ?». [W. Ind.]

Scsiirae or til. [West Indies.]

vanguard (van'gard), n. [Formerly vantgard;

by apheresis from avantgarde, < F. avant-garde,

< arant, before, -I- garde, guard: see guard.'] A
detachment of an army whose duty it is to guard
against surprise from the front and to clear the

way ; the van. Compare van^.

The Earls of Hereford and Norfolk, with the Earl of

Lincoln, led his (Edward I.'s] Vanguard at the famous
Battle of Fonkirk. Baker, Chronicles, p. 97.

Of All The Beasts . . .

I see (as vice-Roy of their brutish Band)
The Elephant the Vantgard doth command.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 6.

In the vani-guard he sat bravely mounted.
Beau, and Ft., Love's Cure, i. 1.

This is the vanguard of the hordes of Attila, the con-

cession made in the regular army to legend and fancy.
Harpers Mag., L.XXVIIL 844.

vangnardt, f. '• [< vanguard, «.^ To stand
as a guard before.

Carthage is strong, with many a mightie tower,
With broad deepe ditch, vant-guarding stately waU.

T. 6. C. J., Remedy of Love, 1. 83. (A'are».)

vanilla (va-nil'a), «. [= F. vanille, < NL. va-

nilla, < Sp. rainilla, formerly vaynilla, the pod or

bean of the vanilla-plant, hence also the plant

itself (also applied to heliotrope), lit. 'little

pod,' dim. of vaina, scabbard, sheath, pod, < L.

vagina, sheath: see vagina.'] 1. A plant of the

genus Vanilla (see def. 3), especially one of sev-

eral species yielding the vanilla of commerce.
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ma the fruit of Selenipedium Chica, and perhaps of some
other orchids, there known as vanilla chica,OT little vanilla,

is used like that of true vanilla. The vanilla-plant is a

climber easily propagated by cuttings, beginning to bear
when three years old, and continuing thirty or forty years.

The Howers need to be artificially fertilized, except in the
plant's natural habitat, where fertilization is effected by
insects. The fruit is a long fleshy pod, known as vanilla-

bean, from its form, not from its seeds, which are minute.

2. The vanilla-bean or its economic e.xtract.
The valuable property of the bean, which resides in a
volatile oil (see vanUlin), is developed by a slow process
of curing involving fermentation- The extract has a

peculiar agreeable odor and aromatic taste. It has the
medicinal property of an aromatic stimulant, with some
effect upon the nervous system. Its chief use, however,
is in the preparation of liquors, in perfumery, and as a
flavoring of chocolate, confectionei-y, creams, etc.

3. leap.] [NL. (Plumier, 1703).] A genus of

orchids, of the tribe Kectticee, type of. the sub-
tribe Vanillese. It is characterized by having tall climb-
ing and branching leafy stems, and large flowers with a
broad concave stalked lip. at the base rolled about the
column, to which the stalk is adnate. There are about 20
species, widely scattered through the tropics. They are
robust climbers, sending out adventitious roots, by which

vanity

All must feel that by his [Shelley's] subtle sense of beauty
he caught many a vanishing hue of earth and sky which
no poet before him had noticed.

J. C. Shairp, Aspects of Poetry, p. 151.

4. To rise or be given off, as breath ; exhale.
[Bare.]

A gentler judgment vanisfi'd from his lips.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 10.

5. In math., to become zero Vanishing circle.
See cj'rc!?.—Vanishing fraction, in alg. See, fraction.

—

Vanishing line, in pergp., the line which represents the
line at infinity in which any given plane cuts all parallel

planes.— Vailishing plane, in relief persp., the plane
which represents the plane at infinity, and thus contains
all vanishing points and vanishing lines.— Vanishing
point, in persp., the point which represents the point at
infinity in which an imaginaiy line passing through the

eye of the observer parallel to any straight line of an ob-

ject to be drawn cuts that line produced and all parallel

lines ; hence, colloquially and in confusion with sense 5,

the point or condition of disappearance of anything.

The margin of profit has been reduced to vanishing-

paint. Quarterly Mm. ,CS.LV. 72.

Vanishing stress.. See stress'^.

they cling to trees, and bearing thick fleshy or coriaceous vanish (van'ish), n. [< vanish, v.] In pho-
leaves. The flowers are usually large, often abundant,
and of delicious fragrance, chiefly white and red, in

several economic species green. The dark^brown pods
are 6 to 9 inches long, and are filled with a dark oily

odorous pulp. (See def. 1 and vanilloeg.) The .Tamaican
species are there known as greenwithe and purplelip. V.

planifolia occurs also in Florida along the everglades,

where its green flowers reach alxmt 2 inches in<iiameter.

Flowering Branch of t'anitla ptani/oHa.

<r, Uie fruit.

V.planif'tlifi is by far the largest source; but other species,

as V. arowatica and V. grantlidora, are also grown for use.

'Vanillais m(»8t largely produced in Mexico, the product be-

ing obtained to a great extent from the wild plant; but the
plant is also found, either wiM or in cultivation, in various
parts of Central and .'<outh America, and is more or less

grown in many warm countries, notably in Mauritius and
the Seychelles, Java, and Tahiti. On the isthmus of Pana-

netics, a sotmd with which another principal

sound vanishes or ends, as the e-sound of a (the

i in ei as pronounced in veil), or the o-sound of

(the u in ou as pronounced in soul).

vanislier(van'ish-6r),«. [(.vanish -h -er'^.] One
who disappears or vanishes. Whittier.

V'tuieteenslai 1^ PAaJ«;i<^ are"cultivatedund7r glass Vanishingly (van'ish-ing-li), adv. In a vanish-
for their flowers, which are large and handsome, yellow- ing manner; so as to vanish; imperceptibly:
ish, ivhite, or orange. - Frosted vanUla (F. vanUle certain probability is vanishinqly small.
gtvr^e), vanilla-beana upon the surface of which vanilhn ' . ., _i / /• \. ji 4.\ r> « • i _i_

fppears in frost-like clystals : the best quality. A. W. Vanishment (van ish-ment), n. [< vayiish +
ffarraon.— Wild vanilla, a composite plant, 7'ra!:«a(ii- -mcnt.] A vanishing.
atris) odoratismma, found from North Carolina to Florida 'Vanist (va'nist), n. [< Vaiie (see def.) + -ist.]
and Louisiana. It is a rather tall erect plant withnumerous q j ^^^ jj^^ England Antinomians, about
small rose-purple heads in a cymose panicle. Iheleaves ,„„„ ii j * „ u« tt„„„.. ^r^^n „„„.<«,«»
have a persistent vanillalike fragrance, and are consid- 163 ( : SO called from Sir Henry Vane, governor
erably used to improve the odor of tobacco. The root- of Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1636.
leaves are much larger than the others, and gain for the vanitied (van'i-tid), a. [< vanity + -ed^.] Af-
plant the name also of de«-'8-(ontf«« or Ao«nd'«-(on!7t«.

fected with vanity. [Bare.]
vanilla-bean (va-mla-ben), n. The fnut of , ^ ^ , \ , ,. ,.

the plant vanilla. See vaniaa, 1 and 2. (JdZvXf "^ ''"'" '
'"'" ""'"

vanilla-grass (va-nil'a-gras), ». A grass of iJicAardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 86. (Davies.)

the genus Hierochloe, chiefly B.horealisj holy-
(van'i-ti), n.

;
pi. vanities (-tiz). [Early

grass. The large-leafed vanilla-grass is B. ^^^^^^_ vanityJjva^tie ; < ME. vanitLe, vanite,
macr<)i>hylla ot Cahtomia,. See Mterochloe. '""-_ » '

. _' ... - '
'

vanilla-plant (va-nil'a-plant), n. 1. See va-

nilla, 1 and 3.— 2. Same as wild vanilla (which
see, under vanilla).

vanillic (va-nil'ik), a. [< vanill{in) + -ic.] Be-
lated to or derived from vanilla

—

Vanillic acid,
a monobasic crystalline acid obtained by the oxidation of

its aldehyde vanillin.

vanillin (va-nil'in), n. [< vanilla + -hfi.] The
neutral odoriferous principle (CgHgOs) of va-

nilla. It forms crystalline needles having a hot, biting

taste, soluble in hot water and in alcohoL It is now pre-

pared artiflcially from coniferin and from oil of cloves, and
iisL-d as a flavoring extract.

vanillism (va-nil'izm), M. [< vanilla + -ism.]

An affection' observed among workers in va-

nilla, characterized by an itching papular ei-up-

tion of the skin, irritation of the nasal mucous
membrane, headache, vertigo, pains in the mus-
cles, and great prostration, it Is supposed to be

due to a poisonous action of the vanilla or of the oil of

cashew with which the pods are coated.

vanilloes (va-nil'oz), «. An inferior kind of

vanilla obtained from Vanilla Pompona.
vaniloquencet(va-niro-kwens), n. [< L. va-

niloquentia, <.''vaniloquen{t-)s, vaniloquent: see

vaniloqtient.] Idle talk; vain babbling. Blount,

Glossographia (1670).

vaniloquentt (va-nil'o-kwent), a. [< L. "va-

niloquen(t-)s, vaniloquent,' < vanus, einpty, +
loquen{t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak, talk.] Talking

idly or vainly. Bailey, 1727.

vanish (van'ish), V. i. [< ME. vanisshen, van-

ischen, vaneschen, vanschen, < OF. vaniss- (stem

of certain parts of *vanir = It. vanire, pres.

vanisco), < L. vanescere, disappear, be in vain,

< t?an««, empty, vain : see tJOOT.] 1. To disap-

pear quickly; pass from a visible to an invisi-

ble state ; become imperceptible.

The heavens shall vanish away like smoke. laa. li. 6.

Of the vanished dream
No image was there left to him.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 96.

2. To pass out of view
;
pass beyond the limit

of -vision; disappear gradually ; fadeaway.

Now when she [the queen) could no longer detain the

Empire from her son, not enduring to survive her glory,

she vantshl out of sight. Sandys, Travailes, p. 118.

3. To pass away; be annihilated or lost; be no
more.

PIck'd from the worm-holes of long-wnisft'd days.
Shak., Hen. V., iL 4.

Before Atrides' rage so sinks the foe,

Whole sQuadroDS vanish, and proud heads lie low.
Pope, Iliad, xi. ':

8«.

< OF. vanite, vanitet, F. vanite = Pr. vanitat,

vanetat = Sp. vanidad = Pg. vaidade = It. va-

nita, < L. vanita(t-)s, emptiness, vanity, < vanus,

empty, vain: see raj'w.] 1. The character or

state of being vain, (o) Worthlessness ; futility ; fal-

sity; unsubstantialness; unrealness; illusion; deception;
emptiness ; folly ; want of substance to satisfy desire ; hol-

lowness.

Nothing, God wot, but vanitee in sweven is.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 102.

Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, all is vanity.
Eccles. i. 2.

All was vanity, feeding the wind, and folly.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

(6) The desire of indiscriminate admiration ; inflation of

mind upon slight ground ; empty pride, inspired by an
overweening conceit of one's personal attainments or

adornments, and making its possessor anxious for the
notice and applause of others.

To be fair.

And nothing virtuous, only fits the eye
Of gaudy youth and swelling vanity.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 3.

They were faine to let him goe on till all men saw his

vanity. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 171.

Vanity is the cordial drop which makes the bitter cup
of life go down.

J. Adams, in Josiah Quincy's Figures of the Past, p. 78.

(c) Ostentation ; ambitious display ;
pompous vaunting

;

pride; vainglory.

They . . . through their owne vanitye . . . doe there-

upon build and enlarge many forged historyes of theyr
owne antiquitye. Spenser, State of Ireland.

When the superior acts out of a principle of vanity, the
dependant will be sure to allow it him.

Steele, Tatler, No. 202.

2. That which is vain ; anything empty, vision-

ary, or unsubstantial, (a) Empty pleasure; Idle

show ; unsubstantial enjoyment ; petty object of pride.

The pomps and vanity of this wicked world.
Book of Comtnon Prayer, Catechism.

They are gilded and adulterate vanities.

Fletcher (and another T), Prophetess, v. 3.

Think not, when woman's transient breath is fled.

That all her vanities at once are dead.
Pope, R. of the L., I. 62.

(b) Fruitless desire or endeavor ; effort which produces no
result.

It is a vanity to waste our days in the blind pursuit of

knowledge. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, il. 8.

There, far in the apse, is seen the sad Madonna standing

in her folded robe, lifting her hands in vanity of blessing.

Huskin, Stones of Venice, II. iii. § 39.

(c) An empty or vain conceit ; a trifle.

I must
Bestow upon the eyes of this young couple
Some vanity of mine art. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 4L
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A l°X^^lb1^i7i.°n^%tL'^'S^^^^^^ vanquisher (vang'kwish-6r), n. l< vanquish +
from this that the phaeton was a mnity started in Puritan

May we conclude
1/ started in Pur

a: and Q., 6th ser., X. 476.

-C)!.]

(d) In the Bible, a heathen deity, as having no proper ex-
istence.

A eonqtieror; a victor.

He would pawn his fortunes
To hopeless restitution, so he might
lie eall'd your vanquUher. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 17.

Are there any among the vanUies of the Gentiles that Vanauishment (vang'kwish-meut), n. [< v(ni-
can cause rain ? Jer. xiv. 22. qiiish + -mcnt.2 The act of vauquishing, or the

3t. One of the personified vices in the old mo- ^?f'^
"* ^^™g vanquished. Bp. Sail, Balm of

ralltles and puppet-shows. Gilead.

You . . . take vanity the puppet's part. "^f?^"?
^^""^ "^> "' ^^^^"-^ ^ond^ra; = F van-

5Ao* Lear ii ' 39 ««'^<'; from a native name.] A large, stout ich-

Vanity Fair, the worid as a scene of vanity or'of osten'
"e^J^oii of southern and western Africa, Her-

tatious folly ; hence, the world of fashion: ao called from Pastes galcra, the marsh ichneumon,
the fair described in Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress " as Van Swieten'S Solution, See solution.
established by Beelzebub, Apollyon, and Legion for the vantt, r. An old spelling of vaunfl.
..... „, .n .,.,.,. „, „.

.^LVJ^Lrr-Sl-i?'^," I'l vant-. A shortened for^ of avant..

vantage (vau'taj), n. [Early mod. E. also vaun-
tage ; < ME. vantage, vauntage; by apheresis

sale of all softs of vanities.
Thackeray as the title of a satirical novel. =Syn. 1. (6)
Pride, Egotism, Vanity, etc. See egotism.

vanmuret, «. Same as vantniuie.
vanner (van'tr), n. [< ea«l -t- -erl.] In min-
ing, a machine for dressing ore; an ore-separa-
tor ; a vanning-maehine. The name is given to vari-
ous contrivances patented and attempted to be brought
into use for dressing ore, in which the peculiar motions
of (he_ shovel in the miner's hands in the operation of
^'making a van" are, or are supposed to be, more or less
successfully imitated. "Berdan's machine " is one of these
contrivances, and has been used to some extent in Cali-
fornia and elsewhere. The most satisfactory machine of
this kind is the so-called *'Frue vanner," which is now
widely known and somewhat extensively used. In this
machine various well-tried methods arecombined with a
satisfactory result; but it cannot be said to be as close
an imitation of the "vanning motion " as Berdan's is.

It is, in fact, a combination of the principle of giving
side-blows, adopted in Rittinger's "side-blow percussion-
table," with that of feeding the ore on an endless travel-
ing belt, slightly inclined in position, ou which the ore is
subjected to the action of a stream of water. " It has the
defect of being able to treat a binary ore only, or at least
to furnish only two products." (Callon.)

Vanner-hawk (van'er-hak), n. The hover-
hawk, wintlhover, or kestrel, Tinnunculiis alau-
darius. Also called windfanner.
Vannet (van'et), n. [< OP. (and P.) vannet, a
scallop-shell, dim. of »o», a fan: see van^.J In
her., a bearing representing a scallop without
the little pointed plates which form the hinge.
vanning-maehine {van'ing-ma-shen"), n. An

from avantage, advantage : see advantage."] If
Advantage; gain; profit.

By-syde hys vantage that may be-falle.
Of skynneg and other thynges with-alle.

Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

Paulus, . . . with more prosperous iomeys then great
vantage, had from his youth trauayled a greate parte of the
world. /{. Eden, tr. of Paolo Giovio (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 309).

2. Advantage ; the state in which one has bet-
ter means of action or defense than another;
vantage-ground.

Petrius . . . cowde well fle and returne at a vauntage,
and well light with his enmyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 634.

A base spirit has this vantage of a brave one ; it keeps
always at a stay ; nothing brings it down, not beating.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 2.

I pawned my limbs to bullets, those merciless brokers,
that will take the vantage of a minute.

Middleton, I'atlier Hubbard's Tales.

3t. Opportunity; convenience.
Be assured, madam, [you will hear from him] . . .

With his next vantage. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 3. 24.

4t. Surplus ; excess ; addition.

Yes, a dozen, and as many to the vantage as would store
the world. Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 86.

5. In lawti-tennis, same as advantage, 6.
of vantage. See c&ign.

-Coign

Cf . ad-

,
I. iv. 49.

Supe-

apparatus for concentrating or cleaning ore,
m which the motion of the shovel in vanmng yantaget (van'taj), v. t. [< vantage, n.
IS attempted to be imitated; a vanner. vantage, v.] T6 profit; aid.
vanquish (vang'kwi8h),».t. f<MKvenquishen, '

., , *,,.
venkisen, vencnsen, < OP. veinquis-, stem of cerl

Needlesse feare did never mn^e none.

tain parts of venquir, veinquir (> ME. venhen, __„i.„„„ „ j , • /j.-- in
fenken), also veincre,vaincre, P vaincre = Pr vantage-ground (van taj- ground) «. .

veneer, vender = Sp. Pg. veneer = It. vincere, < h. ^^^^^ o? position or place
;
the place or con-

vineere, conquer, vanquish. Prom the same L.
^t«>°;^liich gives one an advantage over ano-

verb are ult. E. vietor, victory, convict, convince,
^^""^

'
favorable position.

evict, evince, vincible, invincible, etc.] 1. To con- .
Nopleasure is comparable to the standing upon the ran-

Quer- overcome- Psnecinllv Vn aiiM„o i„ Hot '"H"
Uround ot truth (a hill not to be commanded, andquer, overcome

,
especially, to SUMue m bat- where the air is always clear and serene), and to see the

tie, as an enemy. errors, and wanderings, and mists, and tempests in the
For thus sayth Tullius, that ther is a maner garneson ™'® ^fiiovr. Bacon, I'ruth (ed. 1887).

that no man may tiangHisA ne discomflte, and that is a vautage-loaf (van'tai-lof), n. The thirteenth
Lord to be beloved of his citizems, and ot his peple. \f.„e ;,, „ v,akpr's do7PTi liremer

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus. ^^ ^" ^ ^^^^^ ^ aozen. Urewer.

Then [while he hung on the cross) was he vanquishing
death by his death, and opening for us a gate to life and
immortality. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xviii.

2. To defeat in any contest, as in argument;
get the better of.

He fGarrick] struggled with Quln for mastery— tion-
quiahed him, became his friend, and hung up over his
grave a glowing testimony to his talent and his virtues.

Doran, Annals of the Stage, I. 403.

3. To confute; show to be erroneous or un-
founded; overturn.

n. A favorablevantage-point (van'taj-point),
position ; vantage-ground.

An additional vantage-point for coercing the country.
Motley, Hist. Netherlands, IL 266.

vantage-post (van 'taj -post), n. A vantage-
point.

Father Salvierderra had already entered the chapel
before . . . Allessandro stirred from his vantage-post of
observation. Mrs. II. Jackson, Kamona, v.

This bold assertion has been fully vanquished in a late
reply to the bishop of Meaux's treatise. " --- -

vantbracet, vantbrast, «. See vambrace.
vant-couriert (vant'ko''ri-6r), n. Same as van-
courier.

jBi)."2(terlmryT vant-guardt, ». and «;. 9iee vanguard.
To overpower; prostrate; be too much for. Van Thol tulip. See tulip^.

Sorrow ,„H .ri.f h,v„ .,„„„„-.iw .,1 ,.„ „.„™ vantmurct (vant'miir),M. [Alsofrt«ntow«re,fa«-
mure, vamure, vaimure; by apheresis from P.
avani-mur, < avant, front, before, -I- mur, wall:
see mure^.] In medieval fort., the walk or gang-
way on the top of a wall behind the parapet.
[Rare.]

So many ladders to the earth they threw,

Sorrow and grief have vanquish'd all my powers.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 183.

Love of himself ne'er vanquish'd me.
But through your Eyes the Conquest made.

Congreve, Song to Amynta.

5t. To overpower the peculiar virtue or prop-
erties of; destroy or render inert ; neutralize.

If the dry of Are be vanquished by the moist of water,
air will result ; If the hot of air be vanquished by the cold
of earth, water will result; and if the moist of water be
vanqtiished by the dry of fire, earth will resulL

H. E. Roscoe.

= Syn. Overcome, Subdue, etc. (see conquer), surmount,
overthrow ; rout, crush.

vanquish (vang'kwish), n. [Appar. < vanquish,
f.] A disease of sheep in which they pine away.
Also vinquish. [Prov. Eng.]
vanquishable (vang'kwish-a-bl), a. [< van-
quisii + -able.1 Capable of Being vanquished;
conquerable ; subduable.

That great giant was only vanquishable by the Knights
of the Wells.

Oat/ton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 87. (Latham.)

That well they seeni'd a mount thereof to make.
Or else some vaimtre tit to save the town.
Instead of that the Christians late beat down.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xl. 64.

Giambelat Bey tooke charge, who with great mine rent
in sunder a most great and thicke wall, and so opened
the same that he threw downe more then halfe thereof,
breaking also one part of the vaimure, made before to vp-
holde the assault. Haktuyt's Voyages, H. 124.

vantourt, «. A Middle English form of vaunter.
vanwardi (van'wftrd), n. [< ME. vanwarde,
vantwarde, short for *avantward, as vanguard
for avant-guard.'] The advance-guard of an
army when on the march. Compare rearward^.

Elde the hore was in the vaunt-warde,
And bar the baner by-fore Dcth by right he hit claymede.

IHers Plowman (C), xxUi. 95.

vapor
And her vanlwarde was to-broke.

Rob. of Glomester, p. 362.

The [they] herded hym att an onsett place, and bathe
dystrussyd hym, and hathe slayne the moste parte off hys
vanwarde. Paston Letters, III. 162.

vanward^ (van'wiird), a. [< vun'^ + -ward.]
Of, pertaining to, or situated in the van or
front. [Rare.]

April . . . sometimes cares little for racing across both
frontiers of May— the rearward frontier, and the vanward
frontier. De (iuincey, Autobiog.

, p. 53.

van-winged (van'wingd), «. Having wings
that fan the air like vanes : specifically noting
the hobby, Falco subbuteo, called van-winged
hawk. [Local, Eng.]
vapt (vap), n. [< L. vappa, wine that has lost
its flavor, < vap- in vapidus, that has lost its

flavor, vapid: see vapid.] Wine which has
become vapid or dead; vapid, flat, or insipid
liquor.

Wine . . . when it did come was almost vinegar or
vappe. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 11.

vapid (vap'id), a. [< L. vapidus, that has ex-
haled its vapor, hence, flat, insipid ; akin to va-
por, steam, vapor: see vapor.] 1. That has
lost its life and spirit ; insipid ; dead ; flat.

A vapid and viscous constitution of blood. Arbuthiuit.

This fermenting sourness will presently turn vapid, and
people will cast it out.
Landor, Imag. Conv., Oliver CromweU and Walter Noble.

2. Dull; spiritless; destitute of animation;
insipid.

A cheap, bloodless reformation, a guiltless liberty, ap-
pear flat and vapid Ui their taste. Burke, Rev. in France.

I sing of News, and all those vapid sheets
The rattling hawker vends through gaping streets.

Crabbe, Works, I. 171.

vapidity (va-pid'i-ti), n. [< vapid -I- -ity.] The
quality or state of being vapid, dull, or insipid

;

vapidness.

The violent ferment which had been sthred in the nation
by the attairs of Wilkes and the Middlesex election was
followed, as Burke said, by as renuirkable a deadness and
vapidity. J. Morley, Burke (1B79), p. 60.

She talked more and more, with a rambling, earnest
vapidity, about her circumstances.

H. James, Jr., A Passionate Pilgrim, p. 66.

vapidly (vap'id-li), adv. In a vapid manner

;

without animation ; insipidly.

vapidness (vap'id-nes), n. 1. The state of be-
ing vapid; deadness; flatness; insipidity: as.

the vapidness of ale or cider that has become
stale.— 2. Dullness ; want of life or spirit.

It is impossible to save it [the class meeting] from de-
generating into routine generally, and vapidness and cant
in many cases. B. N. Kirk, Lectures on Revivals, xi.

vapor, vapour (va'por), n. [< ME. vapour, <

OF. vapour, P. vape'ur = Sp. Pg. rapor = It.

rapore,<. L. vapor, Oh.vapos, exhalation, steam,
vapor, in particular awarm exhalation, warmth,
heat, hence ardor; akin to vapidus, that has ex-
haled its flavor, vapid, vappta, wine that has
exhaled its flavor

;
prob. orig. "cvapor, akin to

Gr. Kanv6q (*KFavv6c), smoke (L. 'cro^;or being
related to Gr. Kavvd^, smoke, as L. sopor {'sva-
por), sleep, is to Gr. vTrvo^ (= L. somnus), sleep),
Kairi'eiv, breathe forth, Lith. kwapas, breath,
fragrance, evaporation, kwepti, breathe, smell,
ktoepalas, perfume, Russ. kopotii, fine soot.]
1. An exhalation of moistui'e; any visible dif-

fused substance, as fog, mist, steam, or smoke,
floating in the atmosphere and impairing its

transparency.
It may nat be . . . that where greet fyr hath longe tyme

endured, that ther ne dwelleth som vapotir of warmnesse,
Chaucer, Melibeus.

From the damp earth impervious vajtours rise.

Increase the darkness, and involve the skies.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i. 486.

A bitter day, that early sank
Behind a purple-frosty bank

Of vajx/ur, leaving night forlorn.
Tetmyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

2. In physics, the gaseous form which a solid
or liquid substance assumes when sufliciently
heated. Vapor is essentially gas, and; since all known
gases have now been proved to be liqueflable, no phys-
ical difference can be said really to exist between an or-
dinary gas, such as oxygen, and a vapor, such as steam.
In common language, however, a difference is usually
recognized : a gas is a substance which at ordinarj' tem-
peratures and pressures exists in the gaseous state, while
a vapor is the gaseous form of a substance which nor-
mally exists in a solid or liquid form. An important dis-

tinction exists between a saturated vapor (one which is

on the point of condensation) and a non-saturated vapor
(one which can be compressed or cooled to a certain ex-
tent without condensation). The latter obeys Boyle's and
Gay-Lussac's laws of gases; in the former, however, in-
creased compression produces condensation, but does not
change the pressure of the vai>or. which is a funct'On of
the temperature alone. Superheated steam is a non-satu-



rated vapor. Aqueous vapor is always present as a minor
constituent of the atmosphere, and its amount, which is

very variable both at different places on the earth's sur

vapor 6697
His designe was, if he could not refute them, yet at least

with quips and snapping adagies to vapour them out.

face and in the same locality afdifferent times, forms an „,„„^,v.v+ ,
./«"»' AP"'"^^ '<" Smectymnuus.

important element of climate. By a reduction of temper- vaporaDllUy (va'por-a-Dili-tl), n. [< vapor-
" '"

" uhle + -itij.^ The property or state of being
vaporable.
vaporable (va'por-a-bl), a. [= Sp. vaporable =
It. vaporabile; as vapor + -able.'] Capable of

vaporole

ature the aqueous vapor in the air is brought to the so-
called state of saturation, and then condensed into cloud,
mist, and rain. See ratni.

It would be an error to confound clouds or fog or any
visible mist with the vapour of water ; this vapour is a
Serfectly impalpable gas, diffused, even on the clearest
ays, throughout the atmosphere.

Tyndall, Radiation, § 12.

3t. Effluence; influence.

Man, br)-d, best, flssh, herbe, and grene tre.
They fele in tymes, with vapour eterne,
God loveth, and to love wol noght weme.

Chaucer, Troilus, iil 11.

4t. Wind; flatulence.

For that that causeth gaping ... or stretching is when
the spirits ate a little heavy, by any vapour or the like.

Bacon, Kat. Hist., § 29a

5. In med., a class of remedies, ofiieinal in the

being vaporized or converted into vapor,
The goodnes of the mine may be the cause ... as

eyther it is not of vaporable nature or to be of smaule
quantitie.

£. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 357).

vaporarium (va-po-ra'ri-um), n.
;
pi. vaporari-

ums, vaporaria (-u'mz, -a). [NL., < L. vapora-
rium, a steam-pipe in a liot bath, < vapor, steam,
vapor: see TOjjor.] A Russian bath.
vaporatet (va'por-at), V. i. [< L. vaporatus, pp,
of vaporare, emit vapor: see vapor, v.']

~
emit vapor; evaporate.

British pharmacopoeia, which are to be applied vaporationt (va-po-ra'shon), n. [= Spby inhalation : such as vapor creasoU, a. mix-
ture of 12 minims of creosote in 8 fluidouuces
of boiling water, the vapor of which is to be
inhaled.— 6. Something unsubstantial, fleet-
ing, or transitory ; vain imagination ; fantastic
notion.
Gentlemen, these are very strange vapourg, and very

idle vapours. B. Jonsmi, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

7t. pi. A hectoring or buUying style of lan-
guage or conduct, adopted by ranters and swag-
gerers with the purpose of bringing about a
real or mock quarrel.

They are at it [quarrelling] still, sir ; this they call va-
pours. B. Jongon, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 3.

.... ^ ^ vapo-
racion — Pg. vaporagao = It. vaporazione, < L.
vaporatio(n-),< vaporare, emit vapor: see vapor,
vaporate.l The act or process of converting
into vapor, or of passing off in vapor; evapora-
tion.

This last distillate is diluted with water to a 10 per
cent, strength, and the alcohol determined ... by Geiss-
ler's vaporimeter. Ure, Diet., IV. 668.

vaporing, vapouring (va'por-ing), n. [Verbal
n. of vaimr, ».] The act of bragging or bluster-
ing; ostentatious or windy talk.

Here, take thy satin pincushion, with thy curious half
hundred of pins in "t, thou madest such a vapouring about
yesterday. Vanbmgh, The Mistake, iv. 1.

All these valorous vapourings had a considerable effect.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 866.

The warnings were not less numerous ; the vaporings of
village bullies, the extravagances of excited secessionist
politicians, even the drolling of practical jokers, were
faithfully reported to him by zealous or nervous friends.

The Century, XXXIX. 431.

vappring (va'por-ing), p. a. Vaunting ; swag-
gering; blustering; given to brag or bluster:
as, vaporing talk ; a vaporing debater.

^Q vaporingly, vapouringly (va'por-ing-li), adv.
In a vaporing or blustering manner ; boastfully.
The Corporal . . . gave a slight flourish with his stick

—

but not vapouringly. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. S.

vapor-inhaler (va'por-in-ha"ler), n. An ap-
paratus for administering medicinal or anes-
thetic vapors.

vaporisable, vaporisation, etc. See vaporiz-
ahle, etc.vapor-bath (va'por-bath), re. 1. The applica

tion of the vapor of water to the body in a close Vaporish, vapourish
(
ya'j)or-ish), a. [< vapor

apartment.
The physical organization of the Bengalee is feeble even

to effeminacy. He lives in a constant vapour bath. His
pursuits are sedentary, ... his movements languid,

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. The apartment or bath for such application;
an apparatus for bathing the body in vapor.

' ~ A device8. pi. A disease of nervous debility in which va^por-burner^ (va'por-b6r"n6r),

strange images seem to float hazily before the
eyes, or appear as if teal; hence, hypochon-
driacal affections; depression of spirit; de-
jection; spleen; "the blues": a term much
affected in the eighteenth century, but now
rarely used.

Some call it the fever on the spirits, some a nervous
fever, some the vapmtrs, and some the hysterics.

Fieldiivj, Amelia, iii. 7.

Caused by a dearth of scandal, should the vapours
Distress our fair ones— let them read the papers.

Oairick, Prol. to Sheridan's School for Scandal.

But really these thick walls are enough to inspire the
vapours if one never had them before.

Miss Bumey, Cecilia, vL 2.

Aqueous vai>or. See aqueous.

vapor, vapour (va'por), v. [< ME. vapouren, <
OF. *vaporcr = Sp. fg. vaporar = It. vaporare,
< L. vaporare, iutr. steam, reek, tr. steam,
smoke, heat, warm, < vapor, exhalation, steam,

; see vapor, n.] I,

~

_+-j«7il.] 1. Abounding in vapors; vaporous
in a physical sense: as, a vaporish cave.

It proceeded from the nature of the vapourish place.
Sandys.

2. Affected by vapors; hypochondriac; de-
jected; splenetic; whimsical; hysterical.
A man had better be plagued with all the curses of Egypt

than with a vapourish wife. Fielding, Amelia, iii. 7.

Nor to be fretful, vapourish, or give way
To spleen and anger, as the wealthy may.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 63.

or apparatus for burning a hydrocarbon in the
form of vapor: used for lamps, for heating-
and cooking-stoves, etc. in a usual form the hydro-
carbon is caused to pass through a metallic part which is vaporishness, vapourishness (va'por-ish-
so heated by the flame as to vaporize the liquid as it passes ' ""

' '
' - - .•

through. E. H. Knight.

vapor-douche (va'por-dSsh), n. A topical va-
por-bath which consists in the direction of a
jet of aqueous vapor on some part of the body.
vapored, vapoured (va'pord), a. [< vapor +
-e(P.] 1. Full of vapors; dim or hazy, as if

with vapors.

But I . . . kisse the ground wheras the corse doth rest,
With vapour'd eyes, from whence such streames araile
As Pyramus did on Thisbee's brest bewail.

Surrey, Death of Wyatt.

2. Affected with the vapors; dejected; sple-
netic.

I waa become so vapoured and timorous at home that I
was ready to faint away if I did but go a few stones cast

vapor: see vapor, n.] I. intrans. If. To pass off
'™'" °'"' """ '"'"'"• '^'''^°"' *''='°'"" <"*»>• P- ^^

in the form of vapor; dissolve, as into vapor or '^apor-engine (va'por-en"jin), n. A generic
'^'— -:- t _ _ r

, , . term for motors driven by elastic fluids, as hot
air, steam, vapors of ammonia, alcohol, etc.

vaporer, vapourer (va'por-6r), n. [< vapor +

thin air; be exhaled; evaporate.
Sette it to a litil fler so that it vapoure not.

Book 0/ Quxnte Essetiee (ed. Furnivall), p. 8.

2. To give out vapor, steam, or gas; emit va-
pors or exhalations; exhale; steam.
Swift-running waters vapour not so mnch as standing

waters. Bacon, Nat Hist, § 767.

In the rear of the place stood a cooking-stove, upon
which usually flzzed and vapored a fragrant mess of some-
thing which looked like sausages, and smelled like onions.

Harper's Hag., LXXIi'., Literary Notes.

3. To boast or vaunt; bully; hector; brag;
swagger; bounce.

Pierce. He's Burst's protection.
Fly. Fights and vapours for him.

B. Jonson, New Inn, iii. 1.

He vapours like a tinker, and struts like a juggler.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

H. trans. 1. To cause to pass into the state
of vapor; cause to dissolve or disappear in or
as in vapor, gas, thin air, or other unsubstan-
tial thing.

Vapour it (quicksilver) away in a styllatorie of glasse :

And thus shal yowe fynde the golde In the bottome of the
vessell in maner pure without quickesyluer.

R. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 366).

He now is dead, and all his glorie gone.
And all his greatnes vapoured to nought.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 219.

He'd laugh to see one throw his heart away.
Another, sighing, vapour forth his soul. B. Jonson.

2. To afflict or infect with vapors ; dispirit

;

depress.

He [Dr. Broxholme] always waa nervous and vapoured.
Walpote, Letters, II. 120.

Her have I seen, pale, vapour'd through the day.
With crowded parties at the midnight play.

Crabbe, Works, II. 144.

She has lost all her sprightliness, and vapours me but
to look at her. Miss Bumey, Camilla, v. 6. (Docie*.)

3. To bully; hector.

-erl.] 1. One who vapors, swaggers, or bul-
lies; one who makes a blustering display of
his prowess ; a braggart ; a blusterer.

A ruffian, a riotous spendthrift, and a notable vapourer.
Camden, Elizabeth, an. 1570.

My Tx)rd Barkeley hath all along been a fortunate,
though a passionate and but weak man as to policy, . .

.

and one that is the greatest vapourer in the world.
Pepys, Diary, II. 381.

2. A vaporer-moth.
vaporer-moth (va'por-6r-m6th), «. A common
brown moth, Orgyta antiqua, the female of
which cannot fly ; hence, any member of this
group; a tussock. See tussock-moth, and cut
under Orgyia.

vaporiferous (va-po-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. vapo-
rifer, emitting vapor, < vapor, vapor, -I- ferre =
E. ftearl.] Conveying or producing vapor.
Vaporific (va-po-rif'ik), a. [< L. vapor, vapor,
+ -ficus, ifaeere, make: see -fic.'j That con-
verts or is capable of converting into steam or
other vapor ; exhaling in a volatile form, as
fluids.

The statement by Dr. Thomson refers to the completion,
or last stage, of the discovery, namely, the vaporijic com-
bination of heat. Buckle, Civilization, II. vi., note.

vaporiform (va'por-i-f6rm), a. [< L. vapor, va-
por, + forma, form.] Existing in the form of
vapor,

steam is water In its vaporiform state.

Ure, Diet, III. 888.

vaporimeter (va-po-rim'e-tfer), n. [< L. vapor,
vapor, -I- Gr. /lerpov, measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the pressure of a vapor,
especially one by which the amount of alcohol
in a wine or liquor is determined from the
height of the column of mercury which its va-
por will support.

nes), re. The state or character of being va-
porish or melancholy ; hypochondria; spleen;
the vapors.

You will not wonder that the vapourishness which has
laid hold of my heart should rise to my pen.

Richardson, Clai-issa Harlowe, II. xcvii.

vaporizable (va'por-i-za-bl), a. [< vaporize +
-able.^ Capable of beingVaporized or converted
into vapor. Also spelled vaporisable.
vaporization (va'por-i-za'shon), n. [= P. va-
porisation = Sp. v'aporizacion ; as vaporize +
-atioH.'] The act or process of vaporizing; the
artificial formation of vapor, or the state of be-
ing converted into vapor; treatment with va-
por. Also spelled vaporisation.

All matter, even the most solid, he [ZBUner] says, must
slowly suffer volatilization if its temperature is above the
absolute null point. This he illustrates by the vaporiza-
tion of ice and the smell of metals and minerals.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 131.

vaporize (va'por-iz), v.; pret. and pp. vaporized,
ppr. vaporizing. [= F. vaporiser = Sp. vapori-
zar; as vapor -t- -ize.'] I. trans. 1. To convert
into vapor by the application of heat or by ar-
tificial means ; cause to evaporate ; sublimate.
The energy of our rivers and streams comes from the

sun, too —for its heat vaporizes the water of the ocean, and
makes the winds which carry it over the land, where it falls
as rain, and, flowing to the ocean again, runs our mills and
factories. Jour. Franklin Inst, CXXX. 89.

The World lay still, suffused with a jewel-light as of
vaporized sapphire. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 757.

2. To aft'ect with the vapors ; render splenetic
or hypochondriacal.
As vaporized ladies . . . run from spa to spa.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 358.

II. intrans. To pass off in vapor: as, sul-
phur or mercury vaporizes under certain con--
ditions.

Iodine, allowed to vaporize at the temperature of boiling
sulphur in presence of a large excess of air, showed no
sign of dissociation. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XLI. 323.

Also spelled vaporise.

vaporizer (va'por-5-z6r), n. [< vaporize + -erl.]

One who or that which vaporizes or converts
into vapor ; a form of atomizer. Also spelled
vaporiser.

Take a vaporiser, and let the same be kept well at work
with Mentholised Water night and day.

Latuiet, No. 8468, p. 25 of adv'ts.

Vaporizing-Stove (va'por-i-zing-stov), n. A
form of heater for supplying steam to the air
of a greenhouse. It consists, usually, of a pan
for water placed over a lamp.
vapor-lamp (va'pgr-lamp), n. A vapor-burner,
or a lamp constructed on the principle of the
vapor-burner.
vaporole (va'po-rol), «. [< vajwr + -ole.'] A
small thin glass capsule, containing a definite



vaporole

amount of a volatile drug, covered with a thin
layer of cotton-wool and inclosed in a silk bag:
used for vaporization, the glass being crushed
in the fingers.

vaporose (va'por-6s), a. [< LL. raporosiis, full

of vapor: see cajwroHS.] Vaporous.
vaporosity (va-po-ros'i-ti), n. [< vaporose +
-I?;/.] The state or character of being vaporose
or vaporous ; vaporousness ; blustering.

He is here, with his fixed-idea and volcanic vaporosity.
Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, v.

vaporous (va'por-us), a. [Formerly also va-
prous; = F. va'porcnx = Sp. Pg. It. vaporoso, <

LL. vaporosus, full of steam or vapor, < L. va-
por, steam, vapor: seernpar.] 1. In the form
or having the nature of vapor.

The statements in Genesis respecting the expanse sup-
pose a previous condition of the earth in which it was
encompassed with a cloudy, vaporous mantle, stretching
continuously upward from the ocean.

Daicson, Nature and the Bible, p. 52.

2. Full of vapors or exhalations.

The vaporous uight approaches.
Shale., M. for M., Iv. 1. 68.

Over the waters in the vaporoiis West
The sun goes down as in a sphere of gold.

Brotvning, Paracelsus.

3. Promotive of exhalation or the flow of ef-

fluvia, vapor, gases, or the like ; hence, windy

;

flatulent.

If the mother eat much beans, ... or such vaporous
food, ... it endangereth the child to become lunatic.

Bacon, Nat Hist., § 977.

4. Unsubstantial ; vainly imaginative ; whim-
sical ; extravagant ; soaring.

Let him but read the fables of Ixion, and it will hold him
from being vaporous or imaginative.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

A boy-dreamer [Shelley], . . . whose chief thoughts and
hopes were centred in a vaporous millennium of equality
and freedom. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 246.

vaporously (va'por-us-li), adv. 1. In a vapor-
ous manner; Witt vapors.— 2. Boastingly; os-

tentatiously.

Talking largely and vaporously of old-time experiences
on the river.

S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 496.

vaporousness (va'por-us-nes), n. The state or
character of being vaporous; mistiness.

The warmth and vaporousness of the air.

T. Birch, Hist. Roy. Soc., III. 416.

vapor-pan (va'por-pan), n. A pan for evapo-
rating water.

A vapor-pan is placed at each side of the fire-box for
moistenir]g the air. Jour. Franklin Iiist., CXXII. 398.

vapor-plane (va'por-plan), n. In meteor., the
level of condensation ; the altitude at which
an ascending current of moist air is cooled
to the dew-point and begins to condense. In
summer the base of cumulus clouds shows the
level of the vapor-plane.
vaporspout (va'pgr-spout), n. A waterspout.
[Rare.]

If it were necessary to change the name, which, as in
many other things, was given before the thing was under-
stood, it would be more appropriate to call them vapttr-

spouts, since they are evidently composed of condensed
vapor. Ferret, Treatise on the Winds, p. 419.

vapor-tension (va'por-ten"shgn), n. Vapor-
pressure ; the elastic pressure of vapor, espe-
cially that of the aqueous vapor in the atmo-
sphere : usually measured, like the pressure of
the atmosphere, in inches of mercury.
The author has most wisely abandoned the use of that

most misleading of terms, vapour-tension, and substitutes
therefor simply pressure. Nature^ XXX. 51.

vapory, vapoury (va'por-i), a. [< vapor +
-y'.] 1. Vaporous; producing vapors; com-
posed of or characterized by vapors: as, a va-
pory redness in the sky.

The waxen taper which I bum by night.
With the dull vap'ry dimness, mocks ray sight

Drayton, Rosamond to Hen. II.

Yet one smile more, departing, distant sun I

One mellow smile through the soft vaportf air.

Bryant, November.

2. Affected with the vapors ; hypochondriacal

;

splenetic
;
peevish : as, vapory humors.

vapour, vapoured, etc. See vapor, etc.

vapulation (vap-u-la'shon), n. [< L. vapulare,

be flogged or whipped, + -ation.] The act of
beating or whipping ; a flogging. [Bare.]

The coaches were numbered, although I can only find
one notice of it: "So that, rather than to stand a Vapula-
tion, one of them took Notice of his Number ;

" and the
coachmen were noted for their incivility.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 171.

vapulatory (vap'u-la-to-ri), a. [< vapulate +
-ory.'] Of or pertaining to vapulation. [Rare.]

6698
I am not of course, arguing in favor of a return to those

vapulatory methods ; but the birch, like many other things
that have passed out of the region of the practical, may
have another term of usefulness as a symbol after it has
ceased to be a reality. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

vaqueria (vak-e-re'a), n. [Sp., < vaquero, a cow-
herd: see vaquero, and
cf. vaccary, vachery.} A
farm for grazing cattle ; a
stock-farm.

vaquero (va-ka'r6), n.

[Sp., = F. vaclier, a cow-
herd : see vacher.'] A
herdsman.
The American cowboys of a

certain range, after a brisk
fight drove out the Mexican
vaqueros from among them.

T. Roosevelt, The Century,
[XXXVI. 836.

var. An abbreviation (a)

of variety (frequent in

botany and zoology)
;
(i)

of variant (so used in this
work).
vara (va'ra), n. [< Chilian
vara, a measure of length,
lit. 'a pole,' < Sp. Pg. va-
ra, rod, pole, cross-beam,
yardstick: see t-arel.] A a vaquero.

Spanish-American linear
measure, in Texas the vara is regarded as equal to
33^ English inches ; in California, by common consent, it

is taken to be exactly 33 English inches. In Mexico it is

32.9927 inches.

Choice water-lots at Long Wharf [San Francisco], and
Mty-vara building sites on Montgomery Street.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 201.

varan (var'an), n. [Also wan, ouran, uaran;
= F. varan (Algerian ouran) (NL. Varanvs), <

Ar. waran, ware! (De vie), warn, warl (Newman),
a lizard.] A varanoid lizard ; a monitor.
Varangian (va-ran'ji-an), n. [< ML. * Faran-
?us, Varingus (E. Wiiring), MGr. Bapayyo^, <

eel. Vseringi, a Varangian, lit. ' a confederate,'
< vdrar, pi. of *vdr, oath, troth, plight, = AS.
tt'ffir, covenant, oath, < ueer, true, = L. vertis,

true: see warlock^, very.] One of the Norse
warriors who ravaged the coasts of the Baltic
about the ninth century, and who (according
to common account) overran part of Russia
and formed an important element in the early
Russian people— Varanelaa Guard, a body-guard
of the Byzantine emperors about the eleventh century,
formed upon a nucleus of Varangians.

varanian (va-ra'ni-an), a. and ». [< Varanus
+ -»«».] 1, a. Belonging or related to the Va-
ranidee; resembling a varan.

II. n. One of the monitor-lizards.

Varanidae (va-ran'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Va-
ranus + -idee.'] A family of eriglossate laoer-
tilians, representing alone the superfamily Va-
ranoidea, having confluent nasal bones, and
the tongue insheathed at the base and deeply
bifid anteriorly. The species inhabit Africa (except-
ing Madagascar), the Oriental region, and Australia, Also
called Monitoridse. See cuts under Hydrosaurus and
acrodont.

varanoid (var'a-noid), a. and n. I. a. Resem-
bling a varan or monitor; of or pertaining to
the Varaiioidea.

II, n. A varan or monitor.
Varanoidae (var-a-no'i-de), n. pi. A super-
family of lizards, in which the monitors, living
and extinct, and the extinct mosasaurians, are
together contrasted with the heloderms (as He-
lodermatoidea), both being assigned to the old
group Platynota.

Varanoidea (var-a-noi'de-S,), n. pi. [NL.
(Gill, 1885), < Varanus + -oidea.'] A super-
family of eriglossate lacertilians, the monitors
or varanoids, represented by the single living

family Varanidm. See cuts under -H^3rosa«n/s
and acrodont.

Varanus (var'a-nus), n. [NL. (Merrem), < Ar.
tvaran, lizard: see varan.'] The typical genus
of Varanidse: synonymous with Monitor. Some
of the fossil monitors reached a length of 30 feet, as V.
(MegaloHca) priscus from the Pleistocene of Queensland.
See cut under acrodont.

vardet (var'det), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of verdict. UalKwell. [Prov. Eng.]
vardingalet (var'ding-gal), n. An old spelling
of farthingale.

Or, if they [stiff pickadils] would not bend, whipping
your rebellious vardimjales with my [Cupid's] iww string,

and made them run up into your waists (they have lain so
flat) for fear of my indignation.

B. Jonson, Challenge at Tilt

varelf (var), «. [< Sp. Pg. vara, a rod, pole,

yardstick, < L. vara, wooden horse or trestle

variability

for spreading nets, also a forked stick, < varus,
bent, crooked : see varus.] A wand or staff of
authority.

His hand a vare of justice did uphold

;

His neck was loaded with a chain of gold.
Dryden, Abs. and Achit, 1. 69S.

vare^ (var), n. [Prob. a form of vair.] A weasel.
varec (var'ek), n. [< F. varech, OF. werecq,
wcrech = Pr. varec (ML. warescum, wreckum), in
one view < leel. vagrek, lit. 'wave rack,' goods
or objects thrown up by the sea, < vdgr, a wave,
+ rck, drift, motion (see tt-uwl and rack^) ; but
prob. < AS. wrsec, ME. icrak — D. wrak, etc.,

wreck, wrack: see wreck, wrack.] An impure
sodium carbonate made in Brittany: it corre-
sponds to the English kelp. Brande and Cox.

vare-headed (var'hed"ed), a. Having a head
like that of a weasel ; weasel-headed : as, the
vare-headed widgeon, the pochard, Fuligula fe-
rina. See under weasel-coot. [Local, British.]

vareuse (va-rez'), n. [F.] A kind of loose
jacket.

Cottonade pantaloons, stuffed into a pair of dirty boots,
and a vareuse of the same stuff, made up his dress. His
vareuse, unbuttoned, showed his breast brown and hairy.

G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, Frangoise, i.

vare-widgeon (var'wij"on), n. The weasel-
duck; the female or young male of the smew,
Mergellus albellus. Montagu. [North Devon,
Eng.]
vargueno (viir-ga'nd), n. [Named from the
village of Vargas, near Toledo in Spain.] A
cabinet of peculiar form, consisting of a box-
shaped body without architectural ornaments,
opening by means of a front hinged at the bot-
tom edge, and the whole mounted on columns

Spanish Vaigueno, 17th century. (From '* L'Art pour Tous.*')

or a stand at a height convenient for writing
on the opened cover used as a desk. The decora-
tion is of geometrical character, and makes especial use of
thin ironwork in pierced patterns, sometimes gilded and
mounted on pieces of red cloth, leather, or the like, which
form a background.

varil (var'i), n. [= F. vari (Buffon), the ring-
tailed lemur; prob. from a native name.] The
macaco, or ruffed lemur. Lemur varius.

vari^, «. Plural of varus.

variability (va"ri-a-biri.-ti), «. [= F. varia-
bilitd = Pg. variabilidade = It. variabilita; as
variable + -ity.] 1. The quality or state of
being variable ; variableness.

A very few nebulae have been suspected of variability,

but in almost every instance the supposed change has
been traced to errors of observation, impurity of the at-

mosphere, or other causes.
Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 66.

2. In biol., ability to vary; capability of varia-

tion ; susceptibility to modification under condi-
tions of environment, whether inherited or ac-

quired ; that plasticity or modifiability of any
organism in virtue of which an animal or a plant
may change in form, structure, function, size,

color, or other character, lose some character or
acquire another, and thus de\"iate from its pa-
rent-form ; also, the kind or rate of variation in

a given instance; the fact or act of varying. See
variation, 8, variety, 6. variability or nmtabUity of

some kind and to some extent is inherent in all organisms,
and is transmissible like any other natural attribute or
iiujility ; it is therefore scarcely the antithesis of heredity
(though the latter term often indicates or implies such
fixity of type as an organism may derive from its parent-
form, and which causes it to retain that form instead of

acquiring a different form)
;
yet variability has somewhat

explicit reference to the tendency of organisms to become
unlike thi-ir parents under external influences, and so to
adapt themselves to their surroundings. Hence variabil-



variability

ity. though intrinsic, is called into play by the extrinsic

conditions under which organisms vary, and in this way
is counteractive of heredity, or the tendency to breed true.

(See atavism and selection, 8.) The old notion of species as

special creations, and as among the *' constants of nature,"

subject to variation within very narrow limits which are

themselves fixed in every case, finds no place in modern
biological conceptions. (See species, 5.) The actual extent

of variation which results from variability has been real-

ised in all its significance only within the past thirty years,

during which observations in every branch of natural his-

tory have demonstrated the universality of the fact, and
shown the average rate or degree of variability to be much
greater than had before been suspected. The cases of do-

mestic animals and plants, first systematically studied by
Darwin with special reference to variability, proved to

be much less exceptional than they had been assumed
to be ; and the results of extending the same researches to

the vaiiability of organisms in a state of nature may be
said to have entirely remodeled biology. See Darwinism
and evolution, 2 (a), (b).

We see indefinite variability in the endless slight pe-

culiarities which distinguish the individuals of the same
species, and which cannot be accounted for by inheri-

tance from either parent or from some more remote an-
cestor. Darvrin, Origin of Species, p. 23.

3. In astron.j the fact that a star or nebula
changes its brightness in a more or less peri-

odic manner.— Generative variability, in biol., in-

herited variability; inherent tendency to vary away from
ancestral characters, and thus not to revert or exhibit
atavism. See the quotation.

It is only hi those cases in which the modification has
been comparatively recent and extraordinarily great that
we ought to find the generative variability, as it may be
called, still present in a high degree. For in this case
the variability will seldom as yet have been fixed by the
continued selection of the individuals varying in the re-

quired manner and degree, and by the continued rejection

of those tending to revert to a former or less-modifled
condition. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 154.

variable (va'ri-a-bl), a. and «. [< F. variable

= h^p. variable = Pg. variavel = It, variabilCj <

LL. variabiliSf changeable, < L, variare^ change:
nee vary.'] I. a. 1. Apt to change; changing or
altering in a physical sense; liable to change;
changeable.
Certeyne carpettes, coouerlettes, table clothes and hang-

inges made of gossaraoine silke fynelye wrought after a
straunge diuise with plesante and variable colours.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 129X
Species are more or less variable under the influence of

external conditions, and the varieties so formed may or may
not be true species. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 134.

2. In bot. and zool., embracing many individuals
and groups (varieties, subspecies, forms, states)

which depart somewhat from the strict type:
said of a species or, in a similar sense, of some
particular character.— 3. Liable to vary or
change, in a moral sense ; mutable ; fickle ; in-

constant: as, rariablemoods.
O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb,

Lest that thy love prove likewise variable.

Shak., K. and .1., ii. 2. 111.

Lydington was sent to Leith, where he died, and was
suspected to be poisoned ; a Man of the greatest Under-
standing in the Scottish Nation, and of an excellent Wit,
but very variable; for which George Buchanan called him
the Chamaelion. Baker, Chronicles, p. 349.

4. Capable of being varied, altered, or changed

;

liable to change; alterable; in gram.y capable
of inflection.

I am sure he [Milton] would have stared if told that the
"number of accents" in a pentameter verse was variable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 297.

5. In math., quantitatively indeterminate, and
considered with reference to the various deter-
minations of quantity that are possible in the
case. See II.

A quantity is said to be unrestrictedly variable in a re-

gion when it can assume all numerical values in this re-

gion. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 70.

6. In ofttron., changing in brightness.—Vari-
able cut-off, in engines, valve-gear so arranged as to cut
off the steam or other elastic fluid from its cylinder at
any detennined point in the stroke of the piston, thus
allowing thu remaining effort to be accomplished by ex-
pansion of that supplied at the first part of the stroke.
See e«(-o/.— Variable gear, in mech., a form of geared
wheels designed to intp:irt alternating changes in the speed
of any machine, as a slow ad-
vante ami quick return in re-
ciprocating movements. Such
gears are made in the form of sec-
tors of different radius, which are
brought int<j action alternat*fly
as the gears revolve. Another
form of variable speed mecha-
nism employs geared wheels of
different diatneters, with a broad
drum for a belt, the drum being
divided intrf) different sections,
and each 8ectir>n connected by
a separate shaft or sleeve with
one of the gears. By shifting the
belt to different sections of tiie

drum, variations in the speed
are obtained. In other forms of
variable speed mechanism,cones
and disks are used in frictttmal
contact, the variations being ob- Variable Gear.
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tained by changing the point of contact of the two cones
or disks ; the common case-pulley is also a form of variable-
speed mechanism. See ^ju^iei/.— Variable motion, in
mech., motion which is produced by the action of a force
which varies in intensity.—Variable screw. See screw'^.

— Variable species, in biol. , any species whose variations
are notably numerous or marked, or whose rate of varia-
bility is decidedly above the average. (See def. 2.) All
species are variable, and incessantly varying; but some
show less fixity of characters than others, or are just now
undergoing much modification, or happen to be among
those of which we possess many specimens illustrating
marked departures from the assumed type-form, as sub-
species, varieties, etc.; and such are the variable species
of the naturalists' every-day language, so called by way of
emphasis, not of strict definition. See, for example, straw-
bcrry.—Variable-speed pulleys, an arrangement of
pulleys and gears to produce changing speeds ; variable-
speed wheels.— Variable-speed wheels, wheels com-
bined to transmit variable motion ; variable-speed pul-
leys.—Variable star, in astron., a star which under-
goes a periodical increase and diminution of its luster.

= Syn. 1 and 3. Wavering, unstable, vacillating, fluctu-
ating, fitful.

II. n. 1. That which is variable ; that which
varies, or is subject or liable to vary or change.

There are many variables among the conditions which
conspire for the production of a good photograph.

J. N. Lockyer.

2. In math., a quantity which is indeterminate,
and is considered with reference to its different

possible values ; originally, a quantity capable
of values continuously connected in one dimen-
sion, so that it could be conceived as running
through them all in the course of time. This
meaning still remains ; but we now speak of the position
of a point as variable in two or three dimensions, and we
also speak of the aiguments of functions in the calculus
of finite differences, where there is no approach to con-
tinuity, as variables. The difference between an inde-
terminate constant and a variable is frequently a mere
difference of designation ; but constants, though indeter-
minate, are not usually considered with reference to the
different values which they may take. Mathematically
there is very little (and no precise) difference between a
variable and an unknown.
3. A shifting wind, as opposed to a trade-wind

;

hence, the variables^ the intermediate region or
belt between the northeast and the southeast
trade-winds. The region varies in width from about
150 to 500 miles, and is characterised by calms, shifting
breezes, and sometimes violent squalls, the laws of which
are not so readily understood as are those of the trade-
winds. The name ia also generally given to those parts
of the ocean where variable winds may be expected.

We find uniform trade-winds on each side the equator,
almost uniting near it, and without a space of continuous
" rains'*— a limited interval only of variables and calms
being found, during about ten months of the year.

Fitz Hoy, Weather Book, p. 125.

Complex variable. See compiea;.— Dependent vari-
able, any variable not the independent one.— Indepen-
dent variable, in the calculus, the variable with ref-

erence to which the differentiations are performed ; the
variable to which the differentiations refer; also, the vari-

able which is considered first, or as the parameter for the

others. In any problem which may be proposed, it is a
mere matter of convenience what variable shall be taken
as the independent one ; but after the equation is con-
structed the matter is in many cases determinate. In
partial differential equations, equations of surfaces, etc.,

there arc two or more independent variables.

variableness (va'ri-a-bl-nes), H, The state or

character of being variable, (a) In a physical sense,

susceptibility of change; liableness or aptness to alter or
to be altered ; changeableness ; variability : as, the varia-

bleness of the weather. (6) In a moral sense, mutability

;

inconstancy; unsteadiness; fickleness; levity: as, theca-
riableness of human emotions.

The Father of lights, with whom is no variableness, nei-

ther shadow of turning [with whom can be no variation,

neither shadow that is cast by turning, R. V.] Jaa. i. 17.

variably (va'ri-a-bli), adv. In a variable man-
ner; changeably; inconstantly; unsteadily.

variance (va'ri-ans), n. [< ME. variance, vari-

autice, < OF. ^variance = It. varianzaj<. L, vari-

antiaj a difference, diversity, < varian{t-)s, va-

riant: see variatit.'\ 1. The state of being or
the act of becoming variant ; alteration ; varia-

tion ; change ;
difference.

Withoute chaunge or variaunce.
Rom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 543a

2. In law
J
a discrepancy : {a) Between plead-

ings and proof, as where a complaint mentions
a wrong date, or the facts prove to be different

from what was alleged. (6) Between the form
of the writ or process by which the action was
commenced and the form of the declaration or

complaint. Formerly, when variances were deemed
more important than now, variance v/as often defined as a
fatal discrepancy or disagreement, etc. ; but in civil cases

such variances between pleading and proof as do not ac-

tually mislead the adverse party ai-e now disregarded as

immaterial, and many others are amendable. Under what
is known in the United States as the Code Practice, vari-

ana is used to designate a discrepancy in some particu-

lars only, and Is amendable if it has not misled, while a

failure of proof as to the entire scope and meaning of an
allegation is not regarded as a mere variance, but fatal.

3, Difference that produces disagreement or

controversy; dispute; dissension; discord.

variation

A sort of poor souls met, God c fools, good master,
Have had some little variance amongst ourselves.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ii. 1.

Even among the zealous patrons of a council of state,

the most irreconcilable variance is discovered concerning
the mode in which it ought to be constituted.

Madison, Federalist, No. 38.

4t. Variableness; inconstancy.

She is Fortune verely,

In whom no man shulde affye.

Nor in hir yeftis have fiaunce,

She is so fuUe of variaunce.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 5482.

At variance, (a) in a state of difference or disagreement.

She runs, but hopes she does not run unseen.
While a kind glance at her pursuer flies.

How much at variance are her feet and eyes !

Pope, Spring, 1. 60.

In proportion as men are habituated to maintain their

own claims while respecting the claims of others ... is

produced a mental attitude at variance with that which
accompanies subjection. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 462.

(6) In a state of controversy or dissension ; in a state of

opposition or enmity.

I am come to set a man at variance against his father.

Mat. X. 35.

The Spaniards set York and Stanley at variance; they
poyson York, and seize upon his Goods.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 373.

= Syn. 1 and 3, Disagreement, etc. See diferoice.

variant (va'ri-ant), a. and tt. [< ME. variaunt,

varyaunt, < Op. variant, F. variant — Sp. Pg.
It. variante, < L. varian{t-)Sy ppr. of variare,

change, vary: see vary.'] I, a. 1. Different;

diverse ; having a different form or character

:

as, a variant form or spelling of a word.

He [Hooper] adopted them [Forty-two Articles] so far

as he liked, in his own visitation Articles, anticipating

their publication by two years; and this diocesan variant

edition, so to call it, is of value as giving the mind of the

father of Nonconformity, or at least the most eminent
puritan contemporary, on several important points.

R. \y. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xx., note.

2. Variable; varying; changing; inconstant.

3o variauni, of diversitee
That men in everiche myghte se
Bothe gret anoy and ek swetnesse.

Rom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 1917.

While above in the variant breezes
Numberless noisy weathercocks rattled and sang of muta-

tion. Long/ellow, Evangeline, i. 1.

3t. Unsettled; restless.

He is beer and ther;

He is so variaunt, he ablt nowher.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 164.

II, n. Something that is substantially the
same, though in a different form; in etym.y a
variant form or spelling of the same original

word; in lit., a different reading or spelling.

These stories [French Folk-lore] are . . . interesting
variants of those common to the rest of Europe.

N. A, iiec, CXXVII. 519.

It may be objected that some of these [local circum-
stances] are the characteristics of a variant rather than
of a "version." N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 70.

variate (va'ri-at), v.
;
pret. and pp. variated,

ppr. variating. [< L, variatus, pp. of variare,

change, vary: see vary.] I. trans. To make
different; vary; diversify.

What was the cause of their multiplied, variated com-
plotments against her?
Dean King, Sermon on the Fifth of November, 1608, p. 33.

[(Latham.)

U, intrans. To alter; vary; change.

That which we touch with times doth variate^

Now hot, now cold, and sometimes temperate,
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

This artificial change is but a fixation of nature's incon-

stancy, helping its variating infirmities.

Jer. Taylor (1), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 43. (Latham.)

variate (va'ri-at), a. [< ME. variate, < L. vari-

atus, pp.: see the verb.] Varied; variegated;
diverse.

Olyve is pulde of coloure variate.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 209.

variated^ (va'ri-a-ted), a. [< L. variatus,j>p. of

variare,y&Ty: see variate.] Varied; diversified;

variate.

variated^, a. Same as varriated.

Smooth, variated, unangular bodies.
Burke, Sublime and Beautiful. (Richardson.)

variation (va-ri-a'shon), n. [Early mod. E.

also variacyon, < ME. variaeioun, < OP. (and P.)

variation = Sp. variacion = Pg. variagSo = It.

variazione, < L. variatio{n-), a difference, vari-

ation, < variare, pp. variatus, change, vary: see

vary.] 1. The act or process of varying; par-

tial change in form, position, state, or quali-

ties ; alteration ; mutation ; diversity ; vari-

ance ; modification : as, variations of color ; the
slow variation of language.

After much variation of opinions, the prisoner at the
bar was acquit of treason.

Sir J. Bayward, Life and Eeign of Edw. VI., p. 322.



variation

It Is well known that in some instances of insidious
shock, and in the earlier stages of purulent infection, the
pulse will sometimes beat without abnonmil varialion.

J. M, Carnochan, Operative Sui-gery, p. 120.

2. The extent to whieli a thing varies ; the de-
gree, interval, or amount of departure from a
former condition, position, or relation ; amount
or rate of change: as, a variation of two de-
grees ; a variation of twopence in the pound.
The variations due to fatigue, fluctuation of the atten-

tion, and the like, were largely balanced.
If. U. Bumham, Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 691.

3t. Difference.

There is great variation between him that is raised to
the sovereignty by the favour of his peers and him that
comes to it by the suffrage of the people.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

4t. Variance ; dissension ; discord.

Thus the christen realmes were in variacyoji, and the
churches in great dyfference.

Berjiers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., cccxiiv.

5. In grant., change of form of words, as in
declension, conjugation, etc.; inflection.

The regular declensions and variations of nouns and
verbs should be early and thoroughly learnt.

WattSf Improvement of the Mind, I. vii. § 1.

6. In astron., any deviation from the mean or-
bit or mean motion of a heavenly body, occa-
sioned by another disturbing body. When these
deviations are compensated in comparatively short periods
of time they are called periodic variations, but when the
compensation requires an immense period of time for its

consummation the variation is called a secular variation.

7. In physics and nav., the deviation of a mag-
netic needle from the true north, denoted by the
angle which the vertical plane passing through
the poles of the needle freely suspended, and
undisturbed by local attraction, makes with the
geographical meridian of the place : generally
and more properly called declination. The varia-
tion of the compass does not remain constantly the same in
the same place, but undergoes certain diurnal, secular, and
accidental changes. Of these the diurnal changes amount
to only a small fraction of a degree ; the secular change,
however, may amount to 20° or 30° or more, and goes
through a long cycle requiring for its completion some
three or four centuries. Thus, in the year 1576, in Lon-
don, the variation was 11° 15' east; in 1662 the needle
pointed due north, after which time it traveled about 24J°
to the westward (the maximum being in 1815) ; the varia-
tion la now considerably less, and is continually decreas-
ing. It is very different, however, in different parts of the
globe. In the eastern part of the United States the varia-
tion is now westerly, and has been increasing since the last
decade of the eighteenth century ; but the annual change
is now leas than it was fifty years ago. In the western
United States the variation is easterly, and has been in
general diminishing ; for a region in the extreme south-
west, however, the needle is now stationary. The acciden-
tal variations are such as accompany magnetic storms, and
are most frequent and violent at periods of about eleven
and a half years, corresponding to the sun-spot period.
See declination, agonic, isogonic^.

The divergence of the position of the magnetic needle
from the true north-and-south line is called Its declina-
tion, or, by nautical men, its variation.

Umdey, Physiography, p. 10.

8. In hiol., the act, process, or result of devia-
tion from a given type of form or structure in
a plastic vegetable or animal organization, by
means of natural selection ; or the sum of the
phenomena resulting from the influence of con-
ditions of environment, as opposed to those
which would have been exhibited had the law
of heredity alone been operative. See varia-
bility, 2, and variety, 6. Variation In the biological
sense is the accomplishment of that which variability per-
mits, environment requires, and selection directs; it cov-
ers the whole range of deviation from a given type, stock,
or parent-form. Individual variation may be teratological,
resulting in malformations or monstrosities, which are
quite a8i(ie from the normal course of evolution, and prob-
ably never in perpetuity, though some freaks of nature,
not decidedly pathological or morbid, are sometimes trans-
mitted, as polydactylism in man, and the like. Another
series of variations, less decidedly at variance with an ordi-
nary development, and if not useless at least not hurtful to
the organism, result in numberless sports, especially of
cultivated plants and domesticated animals, which tend to
perpetuation or may be perpetuated artificially. (See selec.

tion, 3(artiftcial and metliodical), sport, Ji., 8, and ««rai)i2,l.)
The usual course of variation on a grand scale is believed
to be by the natural selection of useful characters to be
preserved and increased, with such decrease or extinction
of their opposites as tends to their further improvement.
The first decided steps in this direction are seen in the
(mainly geographical or climatic) varieties, races, subspe-
cies, and conspecies of ordinary descriptive zoology and
botany ; a step further brings us to the species ; and most
biologists hold that such increments of differences by insen-
sible degrees have in fact resulted in the genus, the family,
and all other distinctions which can be predicated among
animals and plants. Variation is used in a more abstract
sense, as nearly synonymous with variability: as, a theory
of variation ; and in a more concrete sense, like variety

:

as, this specimen is a variation of that one.

Some authors use the term variation in a technical
sense, as implying a modification directly due to the
physical conditions of life ; and variations in this sense
are supposed not to be inherited.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 26.
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No two plants are indistinguishable, and no two animals

are without differences. Variation is coextensive with
Heredity. /f. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 85.

9. In music, a tune or theme repeated with
changes, elaborations, or embellishments, es-
pecially when made one of a series of move-
ments aiming to develop the capacities of a
given subject. The impulse to compose sets of va-
riations of a melody was one of the early fruits of the de-
sire for extended works in which an artistic unity should
be manifest. In the beginning of this centuiy this impulse
was doubtless indulged to excess, ingenuity of mechani-
cal invention and the desire for executive display being
unduly prominent. But essentially the idea of the repe-
tition of a given theme with decoration and transforma-
tion is involved in the whole theory of thematic develop-
ment. The particular devices used to produce variations
—such as melodic figuration, alteration of harmonic struc-
ture, change of mode or tonality, change of rhythm, etc.— are too many to be enumerated. Variations were for-
merly called doubles.

10. In the calculus, an infinitesimal increment
of a function, due to changes in the values of
the constants, and affecting it, therefore, in
different amounts for different values of the
variables.— 11. Inalg.: (a) The following of
a -t- sign after a — sign, or vice versa, in a row
of signs. (6) A linear arrangement of some
of a given set of objects or of all. Thus, there are
fifteen variations of the letters A, B, C, as follows : A, B,
C, AB, BA, BC, CB, CA, AC, ABC, BCA, CAB, CBA, BAC,
ACB.— Analogous vaJlatlon, in biol., a variation oc-
curring in a species or variety which resembles a nor-
mal character in another and distinct species or variety

;

a parallel variation. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants.— Correlated variation, in biol., a variation in any part
of one organism which is correlated with and consequent
upon the variation of another part of the same organism.
The idea is that the whole organization of any individual
is 80 bound together during its growth and development
tliat when slight variations in any one part occur, and are
accumulated through natural selection, other parts be-
come modified. Daririn, Orig. of Species, p. 146.—Func-
tion of limited variation. See/uiwKon.— Method of
concomitant variations. See mettiod.— KetboCL or
calculus of variations, a branch of the differential cal-
culus established by the Bernoullis, Euler, and Lagrange,
the object of which is to solve certain problems, called
problems o/isoperimetry, in which one curve, surface, etc.,

is compared with another in regai-d to certain conditions.
For example, the earliest problem of the calculus of varia-
tions was that of the brachistochrone— Given two points
A and B, to find the curve along which a particle will fall

in least time from A to B. A vai-iation is denoted by a
lower-case Greek delta.—Movements of variation, in
^/tJ/»to^., movements exhibited by mol)iie organs in plants,
generally occurring in response to an external stimula-
tion, as in the sensitive plant.—Parallel variation, in
biol., same as analogous variation. Darwin, Var. of Ani-
mals and Plants.— Right of variation, in canon law,
the right of a lay patron during an established period
to suggest, for confirmation by the proper ecclesiastical
authority, the diversion of a benefice already presented to
a different candidate. A right of variation by which the
ecclesiastic having the appointing power is obliged to ap-
point the second candidate presented is called jmvative

;

and the right of presentation by which he may appoint at
his own discretion either of the candidates presented is

called eumulative. McClintock and Strong.— Variation
of parameters, a change in an equation by which some
of its constants ai-e made functions of the variables. The
application of this device to the solution of differential
equations is called the method of the variation o/parame-
ters.— Variation of the elements, a method for the so-
lution of a dynamical problem which differs only slightly
from another whose solution is known.

—

Variation of
the moon, an inequality in the moon's rate of motion,
occasioned by the attraction of the sun. and depending as
to its degree on the moon's position in her orbit, consisting
in an acceleration in longitude from the quadratures to the
syzygies, and a retardation from the syzygies to the quad-
ratures. It w.as discovered by Tycho Brahe (1546-1601).—
Variation-permanence. SeeNetvton'srule, underrtrfei.
— Variations of state, in engraving, the results of all

changes made on a plate by cutting, retouching, erasing
inscriptions and sul)8tituting others, altering publisher's
address, methods of printing, etc., according to which, in
important engravings, the impressions are classified.

variational (va-ri-a'shon-al), a. [< variation
+ -«L] Of or pertaining to variation, espe-
cially in its biological senses : as, a variational
fact or doctrine ; variational characteTs: in the
latter instance, synonymous with varietal. En-
cyc. Brit., XXIV. 77.

variation-chart (va-ri-a'shon-chart), n. A
chart on which lines, called isogonic lines, are
drawn passing through places having the same
magnetic variation. See cut under isogonic.

variation-compass (va-ri-a'8hon-kum'''pas), n.

A declination-compass.

Variator (va'ri-a-tor), n. A joint used in under-
ground electrical mains to allow for the expan-
sion or contraction of the metal with changes
of temperature.
varicated(var'i-ka-ted),a. [<'KL.varix(varic-),
a varix, -t- -ate^ + -eift.'] In conch., having
varices; marked by varicose formations.
varication (var-i-ka'shon), n. [< NL. varix
ivaric-) + -ation,^ In conch., formation of a
varix ; a set or system of varices.

varicella (var-i-sel'a), n. [= F. varicelle, < NL.
varicella, < vari(,ola) + dim. -c-ella.l A specific

variedly

contagious disease, usually of childhood, chap-
j

aeterized by an eruption of vesicles of moder-
ate size, filled with a clear, slightly yellowish
fluid; chicken-pox; swine-pox. There is usnallj

'

but little if any fever or other constitutional disturbancai
Barely one or more of the vesicles will leave a slight pfl
in the skin resemljling a smallpox-scai-. The disease !s^
very mild, and is seldom or never fatal.— Varicella gan-
grenosa, a rare form of chicken-pox in which the eruption '

terminates in gangrenous ulceration.

varicellar ( var-i-sel'iir), a. [< varicella + -aj-3.]

Of or relating to varicella Varicellar fever, (o)
The initial fever of chicken-pox. (6) Modified smallpox

;

varioloid. [Rare and erroneous.]

varicellate (var-i-sel'at), a. [< varicella +
-afei.] In conch., having small varices.

varicelloid (var-i-sel'oid), a. [< varicella +
-oid.~\ Resembling varicella Varicelloid small-
pox, modified smallpox ; varioloid.

varices, n. Plural of varix.

varicifonn (var'i-si-f6rm), a. [< L. varix, a di-
lated vein, -t- /orma, form: see/or»i.] Kesem-
blingavarix; varicose; knotty.
varicoblepharon (var''i-ko-blef'a-ron), n.

[NL., < L. varix {varic-), a dilated vein, + Gr.
PMipapov, eyelid.] A varicose tumor of the eye-
lid.

varicocele (var'i-ko-sel), n. [= F. varicocele,

< L. varix, a dilated vein, -I- Gr. Kn'/.Tj, a tumor.]
A tumor in the scrotum, composed of the vari-
oosed veins of the spermatic cord. The term was
employed by the older medical writers to designate also a
varicose condition of the scrotal veins.

varicoid (var'i-koid), a. [< L. varix, a dilated
vein, + -oid.'^ Same as varici/orm.

varicolored, varicoloured (va'ri-kul-ord), a.

[< L. varius, various, + color, color, -f -ca2.]

Diversified in color ; variegated; motley.

Vary-colowr'd shells. Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

The right wing of Schleiermacher's varicolored follow-
ing. The American, VII. 278.

varicolorous (va-ri-kul'or-us), a. [< L. varius,
various, + color, color, -I- -ous.'] Variously
colored ; variegated in color.

varicom (va'ri-korn), a. and n. [< L. varius,
various, + cornu — E. horn."] I. a. Having
diversiform or variously shaped autennse ; of or
pertaining to the Varicornes.

II. n. A varicom beetle.

Varicornes (va-ri-kor'nez), n.pl. [NL., <

L. varius, various, -I- cornu = E. horn.'] In
some systems, a legion of Coleoptera, including
the elavicorns, lamellicoms, and serricorns.
[Rare.]

varicose (var'i-kos), a. [< L. varicosus, full of
dilated veins, < varix (varic-), a dilated vein:
see varix.] 1 . Of or relating to varix ; affected
with vai-ix.

I observed that nearly all of them [hearers] had large
varixxse veins in their legs, owing to the severity of their
avocation. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 91.

The skin covering the morbid growth was rough, and
showed large blue varicose veins ramifying over the sur-
face. J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 79.

2. Designed for the cure or relief of varicose
veins: applied to elastic fabrics made into
stockings, bandages, etc., used for this pur-
pose.—3. In zool., prominent and tortuous, as
formations upon a shell; resembling or hav-
ing varices ; varicated Varicose aneurism, an
aneurlsmal sac having communication with both an artery
and a vein. See aneurismal varix, under aneurisiual.—
Varicose angioma, dilatation of the minute veins or
venous radicles.- Varicose Ijrmphatics, dilated lym-
phatic vessels.— Varicose Ulcer, an ulcer of the leg
caused by the presence of varicose veins.

—

Varicose
veins, a condition in which the superficial veins, usually
of the lower extremity, are dilated, the valves giving
them a beaded appearance.

varicosed (var'i-kost), a. [< varicose + -ecP.]

In a condition of varix : noting veins.

varicosity (var-i-kos'i-ti), n.; pi. varicosities

(-tiz). [< varicose + -ity.] A varix.

varicous (var'i-kus), a. [< L. varicosus, vari-

cose : see varicose.'] Same as varicose.

varicula (va-rik'u-la), «. ;
pi. varicuUe (-le).

[NL., < L. varicula, iiim. of varix (varic-), a di-

lated vein: see varix.] A varix of the con-
junctiva.

varied (va'rid), p. a. 1. Altered; partially
changed; changed.

These, as they change. Almighty Father, these
Are but the varied God. Thomson, Hymn.

2. Characterized by variety ; consisting of va-
rious kinds or sorts: as, a varied assortment
of goods.— 3. Differing from one another; di-

verse; various: as, commerce with its varied
interests.— 4. Variegated in color: as, the va-

ried thrush Varied pickerel, shrike, thrush. See
the nouns.

variedly (va'rid-li), adv. Diversely.



Variegatse

Variegatae (va"ri-e-ga'te), ti.pl. [NL. (Guen^e,

1852), fem. pi. of LL. variegatus : see variegate.^

An important gi'oup of noctuid moths, belong-

ing to the division Quadrifidie, and including

eight of Guen^e's families, the most important

being the PhmidJE. They have the body small or of

moderate size, the proboscis long or moderate, palpi well

developed, the fore wings metallic or with a silky luster,

or with the inner border angular or denticulate, and the
hind wings of one color, occasionally pale or yellow with

a dftrk l)order. See cut under Plugia.

variegate (va'ri-e-gat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. va-

riegated, ppr. variegating. [= Sp. Pg.variega-

do, < LL. variegatus, pp. of variegare, make of

various sorts or colors, < L. varius, various (see

various), + agere, make, do.] To diversify by
means of different tints or hues ; mark with
different colors in irregular patches; spot,

streak, dapple, etc. : as, to variegate a floor with
marble of different colors.

Each particular thing is variegated, or wears a mottled
coat. Bacon., Fable of Pan.

variegated (va'ri-e-ga-ted), p. a. Varied in col-

or: irretjularly marked with different colors.

—

Variegated copper. .Same as fwmffe.— Variegated
monkey, tlie douc, Semnopithecxts »«ii«tM.— Variegat-
ed pebbleware. !^ee pehbletrare.—VaxiegRted sand-
stone. Same as Xew lied Sandtttone (wliich see, un-

der MHrfyroiic).—Variegated sheldrake, Tadorm mrU-
jnfa. - Variegated sole. .See «&<e'J.— Variegated spi-

der-monkey, Ateles roriejafiw.— Variegated tanager,
thrush, etc. See the nouns.

variegation (va'ri-e-ga'shon), n. [= Pg. va-
rinjiinlo ; a,s variegate + -ion.'] 1. Varied col-

oration ; the conjunction of various colors or

color-marks; party-coloration.— 2. In bot.: (a)

The conjunction of two or more colors in the

petals, leaves, and other parts of plants. (6) A
condition of plants in which the leaves become
partially white or of a very light color, from
suppression or modification of the chlorophyl.
Plants showing this unnatural condition may be otherw'ise

quite healthy, and are often prized on account of their

peculiar appearance. The cause is not well known. It

sometimes occurs in a single branch of a tree, and may
be thence propiigated l)y grafting. As a pennanent and
often congenital peculiarity it is to be distinguished from
e/Uorofi^ (wliich compare).

variegator (va'ri-e-ga-tor), n. [< variegate +
-orl.J One who or that which variegates.

varier (va'ri-er), «. [< vary + -eri.] One who
varies ; one who deviates.

Pious variers from the church. Tennygon, Sea Dreams.

varietal (va-ri'e-tal), a. [< variet-ii + -al.l In
biol., having the character of a zoological or

botanical variety; subspecific, or of the char-

acter of a subspecies; racial, with reference

to geographical variation ; of or pertaining to

varieties; variational: as, »ar»cto J characters;
rarietal differences or distinctions. See varia-

hiUtij, 2, variation, 8, and variety, 6.

varietally (va-ri'e-tal-i). adv. In hioh, in a
varietal manner or relation ; as a variety; to a
varietal extent only; subspeoifically. J. W.
Dawnon, Nature and the Bible, p. 174.

variety (va-ri'e-ti), n. ;
pi. varieties (-tiz). [Ear-

ly mod. E! also varietie, variete; < OP. variete,

f . variite = Sp. variedad = Pg. variedade = It.

varietd, < L. varieta{t-)s, difference, diversity,

< varius, different, various: see various,] 1.

The state or character of being varied or va-
rious; intermixture of different things, or of

things different in form, or a succession of dif-

ferent things; diversity; multifariousness;
absence of monotony or uniformity; dissimili-

tude.

Their Oathes (especially of their Emperors) are of

many cuts, and wtrietie of fashion.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 295.

Variety I ask not ; give me One
To live perpetually uptm.

Cowley. The Mistress, Resolved to be Beloved, i.

Variety 's the very spice of life,

That gives it all iu flavor.

Cowper, Task, ii. 606.

2. Exhibition of different characteristics by
one individual; many-sidedness; versatility.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her inflnite variety ; other women cloy
The appetites they feed. SAa*.. A.andC.,ii.2.241.

3t. Variation ; deviation ; change.
Hee also declared certeyne thynges as conceminge the

variete of the northe pole.
Peter Martyr (tr. In Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 90).

Immouable, no way obnoxious to varietie or change.
lleywood. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 95.

4. A collection of different things; a varied
assortment.

Two Cmciflies of inestimable worth, beset with won-
derful variety of precious stones, as ('arbuiicles. Rubies,
Diamonds. Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.
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5. Something differing from others of the
same general kind ; one of many things which
agree in their general features ; a sort; a kind:
as, varieties of rock, of wood, of land, of soil ; to
prefer one variety of cloth to another.— 6. In
biol., with special reference to classification:
(a) A subspecies; a subdivision of a species;
an individual animal or plant which differs, or
collectively those individuals which differ, from
the rest of its or their species, in certain recog-
nizable particulars which are transmissible,
and constant to a degree, yet which are not
specifically distinctive, since they intergrade
with the characters of other members of the
same species; a race, especially a climatic or
geographical race which arises without man's
interference. See .species, 5. As the biological con-
ception of species excludes the notion of special creation,

or of any original fixation of speciflc distinctions, so the
same conception regards virieties as simply nascent spe-
cies which may or may not be established ; if established,
varieties have become species in the process, as soon as
the steps of that process are obliterated. A variety has
in itself the making of a species, and all species are
supposed to have thus been made. The distinction
tieing always in degree only, and never in kind, the actual
recognition of both varieties and species for the pur-
poses of classification, nomenclature, and description is

largely a matter of tact and experience. See tnnomialism.

(6) A race, as of cultivated plants or domestic
animals; a stock; a strain; a sport; a breed:
a general term, covering all the modifications
which may be impressed upon animals and
plants by artificial selection. See the more dis-

tinctive words, especially race,n., 5 (6). Varie-
ties of this grade seldom reach the permanence of those
attributed to natural selection, and tend to revert if

left to themselves, though the actual differences may be
greater than those marking natural varieties. (See Dyso-
dus.) In like manner the term variety is applied to inor-

ganic substances of the same kind which are susceptible
of classification, to note differences in color, structure,

crystallization, and the like, all the varieties being refer-

able to some one species which is assumed as the typically

perfect standard : as, varieties of quai'tz or of diamond.
.See mibgpecies.— Climatic variety, a natural variety of
any species produced by climatic influences, or specially af-

fected by such influences, or regarded with particular ref-

erence to climate. As climate itself is largely a matter
of geography, a climatic variety is almost necessarily a
geographical variety, and the terms are interchangeable.
See below.— Qeographlcal variety, a natural variety

of any species whose range of distribution is coincident
with a given geographical region, and whose varietal pe-
culiarities have l^n caused by, or are dependent for their

perpetuity upon, local influences, especially climate ; a
climatic variety ; a local race. Animals and plants which
have a wide geographical distribution are almost always
found to run into geographical races, which may be so
strongly marked that there is great difference of opinion
among naturalists respecting their full specific or only
varietal valuation. The principal exceptions are in those
forraswhose individuals may be wide-ranging, through un-
usual powers of locomotion, as those birds which perform
extensive annua] migrations, and are therefore not con-

tinually subjected to modifying local influences. Geo-
graphical variation, under any given degree of climatic
difference, is strongly favored by insulation, or anything
which tends to a sort of natural in-and-in breeding of com-
paratively few individuals, as is well illustrated in the
fauna and flora of islands, where geographical varieties

tend to develop speedily into species distinct from those
of neighboring islands. Mountain-ranges and desert areas

always develop a fauna and flora of a facies peculiar to

themselves. The main climatic factors in the evolution
of geographical varieties are relative temperature and
relative humidity.— Variety hybrid, a mongrel resulting

from crossing individuals of opposite sexes of different

varieties of the same species. They are much more nu-
merous than hybrids between different species, and are

usually very easy to bring about with proper selection of

the stocks from which to breed. They are also usually fer-

tile, » hirli as :i rule is not the case with the progeny of

tliorouglily iUstinct species.

variety-planer (va-ri'e-ti-pla"n6r), n. See
molding-machine, 1.

variety-show (va-n'e-ti-sho), n. An entertain-

ment consisting of dances, songs, negro-min-
strelsy, gymnastics, or specialties of any kind,

sometimes including farces or short sketches
written to exhibit the accomplishments of the

company.
variety-theater (va-ri'e-ti-the''a-t6r), n. A
theater devoted to variety-shows.

variform (va'ri-form), o. [= It. variforme, <

L. varius, various, + forma, form.] Varied
in form; having different shapes; diversi-

form.
variformed (va'ri-fdrmd), a. [< variform +
-erf2.] Same as variform.

Varify (va'ri-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. varified,

ppr. varifying. [< L. varius, various, + -ficare,

< facere, make, do (see -fy).] To diversify;

variegate ; color variously. [Rare.]

May is seen.

Suiting the Lawns in all her pomp and pride

Of lluely Colours, lonely varlfied.

Sylveiter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., The Magnificence.

variola (vii-ri'o-la), n. [= F. variole = Sp. vi-

rueta, < ML. variola, also varioltts, smallpox, < L.

varioloid

carJMS, various, spotted : see vaiioits.'] 1. Small-
pox; a specific contagious disease character-
ized by an eruption of papules, becoming vesic-

ular and then pustular, and attended by high
fever, racking pains in the head and spine, and
severe constitutional disturbance. The eruption
in its vesicular stage is umbilicated, and It is apt to leave
a number of roundish depressed scars, the pits or pock-
marks. See smallpox.

2. [cap.] [NL. (Swainson,1839).] A genus of

fishes—Variola confluens, discreta, hasmorrha-
gica. Same as conjlueyit, discrete, hemorrhagic smallpox.
See smallpox.— Variola inserta, a smallpox produced
by inoculation.— Variola ovina, sheep-pox.

variolar (va-n'o-liir), a. [< variola + -ar'^.]

Same as variolous.

Variolaria (va"ri-o-la'ri-a), M. [NL.,80 called
because the shields of these plants resemble
the eruptive spots of smallpox ; < ML. variola,

smallpox: see variola.] An old pseudogenus
of lichens, the species of which are variously
disposed.

variolarine (va"ri-o-la'rin), a. [< Variolaria +
-ine^.] In bot., of or pertaining to the genus
Variolaria ; pustulate.

variolarioid(va"ri-o-la'ri-oid), a, [< Variolaria
+ -old.] In bot., resembling or pertaining to

the genus Variolaria.

variolate (va'ri-o-lat), a. [< ML. variola +
-ate^.] 1 . In entom., resembling a scar of small-

pox: noting impressions or fovese when they
nave a central prominence.— 2. In bot., thick-

ly marked with pustules or pits, as in small-

pox.
variolated (va'ri-o-la-ted), a. [< variolate +
-erf2.] Inoculated' with the virus of smallpox.

variolation (va"ri-o-la'shon), n. [< variola +
-ation.] Inoculation with the virus of smallpox.
See inocidation, 2. Also variolisation Bovine
variolation, inoculation of acow with the virus of small-

pox, for the purpose of obtaining vaccine virus from the
eruption resulting.

variole (va'ri-61), n. [< F. variole, < ML. variola,

smallpox: see variola.] 1. In zool., a shallow
pit, or slightly pitted marking, like the pitting

of a smallpox-pustule ; afoveole.— 2. Inlithol.,

a spherulite of the rock called variolite.

The spherulites or variolea [of the variolite-diabase from
the Durance] are grouped or drawn out in bands parallel

to the surface, being in some places almost microscopic,
in others 5 centim. in diameter.

Cole and Qre<jory, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, XLVI. 312.

variolic (va-ri-ol'ik), a. [= F. variolique; as
variola + -ic] Variolous.

variolite (va'ri-o-lit), «. [< variola + -ite^.] A
rock in which tliere is a more or less distinctly

concretionary arrangement, giving rise to pus-
tular or pea-like forms which are disseminated
through a finely crystalline ground-mass, and
which, from their resemblance as seen on wea-
thered surfaces to smallpox-pustules, have for

hundreds of years made this rock an object of

curiosity. In India variolite has been held in high re-

spect as a preventive of or cure for smallpox, being worn as

an amulet suspended from theneck, or used in other similar
ways. The name by which it has been known there is ga-
maicu. From the time of Aldrovandi till now, variolite

has occupied the attention of geologists and lithologists.

The best^known locality, by far, of this curious rock is

the region of the river Durance, near the border of France
and Italy. A rock very similar in character to the vario-

lite of the Durance is found in the district of Olonetz
in Russia. Variolite is now most generally regarded as

a product of contact-metamorphism. The varioles or
spherulites of this rock seem rather variable in composi-
tion, but chiefly made up of a triclinic feldspar. The Du-
rance variolite is defined by its latest investigators (Messrs.

ColeandGregory)as being "adevitrifled spherulitictachy-

lyte, typically coarse in structure."

Variolitic (va"ri-o-lit'ik), a. [< variolite +
-ic] In lithol., pertaining to, resembling, or

containing variolite.

variolltism (va'ri-o-lit-izm), n. [< variolite +
-ism.] A less correct form of variolitization.

Lcewinson-Lessing seems inclined to abandon variolite

as the name of a rock-species in favor of splierulitic augite-

porphyrite, retaining it, however, in tlie form of variotit-

wm for that of a process.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 330.

variolitization (va"ri-6-lit-i-za'shon), H. [<

variolite + -ize + -ation.] In lithol. ,
conversion

into variolite ; change in a rock of such a char-

acter as to give rise to the peculiar structure

denominated variolitic. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc,

XLVI. 330.

variolization (va-ri-ol-i-za'shon), n. [< variola

+ -ize + -ation.] Same as variolation.

varioloid (vii'ri-o-loid), a. and n. [= Sp. «)a-

rinloide; < ML. variola, smallpox, + Gr. fWof,

form.] I. a. 1. Resembling variola or small-

pox.— 2. Resembling measles ; having the ap-

pearance of measles, as the skin of diseased

pigs.



arloloid

n. n. Modified smallpox ; a mild form of
smallpox which may abort at the vesicular
stage, occurring usually in those who are par-
tially protected by vaccination. The disease is

seldom fatal, yet it is true smallpox, may be followed by
pitting, and is capable of communicating by contagion the
most virulent form of the disease.

variolous (va-ri'o-lus), a. [= p. varioleux, <
MXi. variolosus, pitted with smallpox, < variola,
smallpox: see variola.'] 1 . Of or pertaining to
or designating smallpox; variolar; variolic.

—

2. In entom., having somewhat scattered and
irregular varioles.
Also variolar.

rariolo-7accine (va-ri'o-ld-vak'sin), n. Lymph
or crusts obtained from a heifer with variolo-
vaociuia.

variolo-vaccinia (va-ri''o-16-vak-8in'i-a), n.

Vaccinia resulting from inoculation with small-
pox-virus.

variometer (va-ri-om'e-t6r), ». [< L. varius,

various, + Gr. fterpov, measure. ] An instrument
used in comparing the intensity of magnetic
forces, especially the magnetic force of the
earth at different points—for example, as va-
ried by local causes. One form consists of four sta-

tionary magnets in whose field is suspended a delicate
magnetic needle ; tlie change in the position of this nee-
dle as the instrument is placed at different points gives a
means of comparing the corresponding external forces.

varionim (va-ri-6'rum), a. [In the phrase va-
riorum edition, a half-translation of L. editio

cum notis variorum, edition with notes of vari-
ous persons ; variorum, gen. pi. of varius, vari-
ous: see various.] Noting an edition of some
work in which the notes of different commen-
tators are inserted: as, a varionvm edition of
Shakspere.

various (va'ri-us), a. [< L. varius, diverse,
various, party-colored, variegated, also chang-
ing, changeable, fickle, etc. Hence ult. variety,

vary, variant, variegate, etc.] 1. Differing from
one another; different; diverse; manifold: as,
men of various occupations.

So many and so varUms laws are given.
MUton, P. L., xli. 282.

How varumg, how tormenting.
Are my Miseries ! Congreve, Semele, 1. 1.

2. Divers; several.

Dukes of the most modern Austria . . . have all of them
at varioits times borne rule over the whole or part of the
older Austria of Lombardy. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 6.

3. Changeable; uncertain; inconstant; vari-
able; unfixed.

My comfort is that their (men's] judgment is too weak
to endanger you, since by this it confesses that it mistakes
you, in thinliing you irresolved or varimts.

Donne, Letters, xc.

The servile suitors watch her various face,

She smiles preferment, or she frowns disgrace.
Sheridan, The Kivals, Epil.

4. Exhibiting different characters; variform;
diversiform; multiform.

A man so varums that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. B45.

5. Having a diversity of features ; not uniform
or monotonous ; diversified.

My grandfather was of a various life, beginning first at
court, where, after he had spent most part of hia means,
he became a soldier, and made his fortune with his sword
at the siege of St. Quintens in France and other wars.

Lwd Herbert qf Cherbury, Life (ed. HowellsX p. 24.

A happy rural seat of various view.
Milton, P. L., iv. 247.

A various host they came— whose ranks display
Each mode in which the warrior meets the flght.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. 57.

It is a common belief that Mr. Webster was a various
reader ; and I think it is true.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 235.

variously (va'ri-us-li), adv. In various or dif-

ferent ways; diversely; multifariously.

variousness (va'ri-us-nes), n. The character
or state of being various; variety; multifari-
ousness.

variscite (var'i-sit), n. [< L. Variscia, Voigt-
land (now part of Saxony), + -ite^.] A hydrous
phosphate of aluminium, occurring in crystal-
line or reniform crusts of a bright-green color.

variz (va'riks), «. ;
pi. varices (var'i-sez). [=

F. varice = Sp. variz, varice = Pg. varix =
It. varice, < L. varix (varic-), a dilated vein, <

varus, bent, stretched: see varus.] 1. Ab-
normal dilatation or tortuosity of a vein or
other vessel of the body ; also, a vein, artery,
or lymphatic thus dilated or tortuous ; a vari-

cose vessel.— 2. [NL.] In conch., a mark or
scar on the surface of a shell denoting a for-

mer position of the lip of the aperture, which
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has passed on with the periodical growth of
the shell. Varices are conspicuous in some
univalves. See cuts under murex and triton.—Aneurismal varix. see ajwun^moZ. - Lymphatic
varix, dilatation of the lymphatic vessels.

variet (var'let), n. [< ME. varlet, verlet, < OF.
varlct, also vaslet, pallet, vadlet, valet, F. valet,

a groom, younker, squire, stripling, youth, ser-
vant, for *vassalet, < ML. "vassaletus, dim. of vas-
sallus, a servant, vassal: see vassal. Doublet
ot vajet.] 1. Originally, a very young man of
noble or knightly birth, serving an apprentice-
ship in kniglitly exercises and accomplishments
while awaiting elevation to the rank of knight;
hence (because such youths served as pages
or personal servants to the knights who had
charge of them), a body-servant or attendant.
(See valet.) The name was also given to the
city bailiffs or Serjeants.

One of these laws [of Richard II.] enacts "that no var-
lets called yeomen " should wear liveries ; the other, " that
no livery should be given under colour of a Gild or frater-
nity, or of any other association, whether of gentry or ser-
vants, or of commonalty.

"

English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. cxlviii.

Call here my varlet; I'll unarm again.
Shak., T. and C, i. 1. 1.

Why, you were best get one o' the varlets of the city, a
Serjeant. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 7.

Three varlets that the king had hlr'd
Did likely him betray.

Bobin Hood Rescuiiuj Will Stully (ChUd's Ballads, V. 283).

2. Hence, one in a subordinate or menial posi-
tion; a low fellow; a scoundrel; a rascal; a
rogue : a term of contempt or reproach.

Was not this a seditious varlet, to tell them this to their
beards? Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Ana. My name is Ananias.
Sub. Out, the varlet

That cozened the apostles I

B. Jonson, Alchemist, IL 1.

Well, I am glad you are not the dull, insensible varlet
you pretended to be. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

3t. The eoat-oard now called the knave ovjack
(in French, valet).

varletesst (var'let-es), 11. [< varlet + -ess.] A
female varlet ; a waiting-woman. Richardson,
Clarissa Harlowe, I. xxxi.

varletry (viir'let-ri), n. [< varlet + -ry : see
-ery.] The rabble ; the crowd ; the mob.

The shouting varletry
Of censuring Rome. Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 56.

vannin, varmint (var'min, var'mint), n. Dia-
lectal variants of vermin. Also varment.

Among the topmost leaves ... a dark looking savage
was nestled, partly concealed by the trunk of the tree, and
partly exposed, as though looking down ... to ascertain
the eJfect produced by his treacherous aim. . . . "This
must be looked to

!

" said the scout. ..." Uncas, . . .

we have need of all our we'pons to bring the cunning
varment from his roost."

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, viii.

The low public-house . . . was the rendezvous of the
press-gang, . . . who were one and all regarded in the
light of mean kidnappers and spies— varmint, as the com-
mon people esteemed them.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, i.

Tamisll (var'nish), n. [< ME. vcrnysh, ver-

nisch, vernysche = D. vernis = MHG. firms, G.
firniss = Sw. fernissa = Dan. fernis, < OF. (and
F.) vernis, varnish (cf. vernis, adj., polished),
= Pr. vernitz = Sp. herniz, barniz = Pg. verniz
= It. vernice (> NGr. (SepviKt), (ML. vernicium,
fernisium), x&Tmsh.: see varnish, v.] 1. A so-
lution of resinous matter, forming a clear lim-
pid fluid capable of hardening without losing
its transparency: used by paintei-s, gilders,

cabinet-makers, and others for coating over the
surface of their work in order to give it a shin-
ing, transparent, and hard surface, capable of
resisting in a greater or less degree the influ-

ences of air and moisture. The resinous substances
most commonly employed for vaniishes are amber, aninie,
copal, mastic, rosin, sandarac, and shellac, which may be
colored with arnotto, asphalt, gamboge, saffron, turmeric,
or dragon's-blood. The solvents are (a) fixed or volatile
oils or mixtures of them (as linseed-oil or spirits of tur-
pentine), and (b) concentrated alcohol or methylated spir-

its; hence the varnishes are divided into two classes, oil-

vamishes and sjnrit-varnishes.

Varnish, that makes ceilings not only shine, hut last.

Bacon, Vain Glory (ed. 1887).

To Greatorex's, and there he showed me his varnish,
which he hath invented, which appears every whit as
good, upon a stick which he hath done, as the Indian.

Pepys, Diary, I. 424.

2. That which resembles varnish, either nat-
urally or artificially ; a glossy or lustrous ap-
pearance.

So doe I more the sacred Tongue esteem
(Though plaine and rurall it do rather seem.
Then schoold Athenian ; and Diuinitie,

For onely varnish, haue but Verity).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

varnish-tree

The varnish of the holly and ivy. Macauiay.

3. An artificial covering to give a fair apjiear-
ance to any act or conduct; outside show;
gloss; palliation; "whitewash."

We'll put on those shall praise your excellence,
And set a double varnish on the fame
The Frenchman gave you. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 133.

Count Orloff, whose gigantic figure was all in a blaze
with jewels, and in whose demeanour the untamed fero-
city of the Scythian might be discerned through a thin
varnish of French politeness. Macauiay, Mme. D'Arblay.

4. In cernm., the glaze of pottery or porcelain.
—Amalgam, amber, antiseptic, asphalt varnish.
See the Qualifying words.— Black vamlsh, a natural
varnish or lacquer, the product of several trees (see var-
nish-tree), chiefly the Burmese or Martaban vaniish, con-
sisting of the sap of Melam.rrhxxa usitata. This is a thick,
viscid, grayish, terebinthinous substance, soon turning
black oil exposure, and drying very slowly. Nearly every
vessel in liurma, whether for holding liquids or solids, is

lacquered with this substance, as well as furniture, idols,
temples, etc.— French vamlsh, a varnish made by dis-
solving white sliellac in alcohol. Sometimes a little gum
sandarac is added.— Lac vamish. Same as iacq^ter.—
Lac water-vamlsh. See iac-'. —Lithographic var-
nish. See raAosrra^Aic.— Piny vamlsh. .Same as ^rfnj/

retfin. ^^nylwj^ and rrt?en'«. — Printers' vamlsh. See
printer.— Sealing-wax varnish. See seuUnq-wax.—
Shellac vamish. See «Ae«ac.—vamlsh colors. See
Mrfor—Varnish sumac. See sumac.

vamish (var'nish), v. [Early mod. E. also ver-
nish; < ME. vernysshen, vernischen = D. vernis-
sen = G. firnissen = Sw. fernissa = Dan. fer-
nisse,<. OF. (and F.) verni.iser, vamish, sleek,
glaze over with varnish, = Sp. barnizar = Pg.
(en)vernizar = It. verniciare, also vernicare (ef.

NGr. jiepvtKidt^eiv, varnish); from the noun, but
perhaps in part from the orig. verb, OF. vernir
(vcrniss-), varnish, perhaps < ML. as if 'vitrinire,

lit. 'glaze,' < ML. vitrinu.t(> Ft. veirin), of glass,
glassy, < vitrum, glass: see vitrine. The Rom.
forms of the noun are somewhat irregular ; the
Sp. Pg. It. are prob. due in part to the OF.]
1. trans. 1 . To lay varnish on for the purpose
of decorating or protecting the surface. See
varnish, «., 1.

Wel hath this millere ven^ysshed his heed ;

Ful pale he was fordronken, and nat reed.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 229.

The iron parts are varnished, either with a fat varnish
or the residuum of some turpentine varnish.

Workshop Receipts, Ist ser., p. 234.

2. To cover with something that gives a fair

external appearance; give an improved ap-
pearance to.

A wither'd hermit, five-score winters worn,
Might shake olf fifty, looking in her eye :

Beauty doth varninh age, as if new-born,
And gives the crutch the cradle's infancy.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 244.

Close ambition, varnisKd o'er with zeal.

Milton, P. L., ii. 485.

3. To give an attractive external appearance to

by rhetoric ; give a fair coloring to
;
gloss over

;

palliate : as, to varnish errors or deformity.

The Church of Rome hath hitherto practised and doth
profess the same adoration to the sign of the cross and
neither less nor other than is due unto Christ himself,
howsoever they vamish and qualify their sentence.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 65.

Cato's voice was ne'er employ'd
To clear the guilty, and to vamish crimes.

Addison, Cato, ii. 2.

Varnished glaze. See glaze.

II. intrans. To apply vamish, in a genferal

sense.

vamisher (var'nish-6r), n. [< varnish + -er^.]

1. One who varnishes, or whose occupation is

to varnish.— 2. One who disguises or palliates

;

one who gives a fair external appearance (to)

;

one who glosses over.

Thou vamisher of fools, and cheat of all the wise.
Pope, Imit. of Earl of Rochester, On Silence.

varnishing-day (var'nish-ing-da), «. A day
before the opening of a picture exhibition on
which exhibitors have the privilege of re-

touching or varnishing their pictures after they
have been placed on the walls.

varnish-polish (var'nish-poKish), ». Sieepol-
ishl.

varnish-tree (var'nish-tre), «. Any one of sev-

eral trees of which the sap or some secretion

serves as a lacquer orvarnish. The most important
of these is the Japan varnish- or lacquer-tree (see lacquer-

tree); also of high importance is the black, Burmese, or
Martaban varnish-tree, Melanorrhcea usitata, the theetsee
of the Burmese, a tree of 50 or 00 feet, yielding on incision

a sap of an extremely blistering property which fonns a

lacquer of very extensive local use (see black varnish, un-
der vamish). In India the marking-nut, or Sylhet varnish-
tree, Semccarpus Anacardium, with one or two allied

species, yields in its fruit an excellent black vaniish, as

does Holigarna lont/i/olia in its bark. These all belong to

the .4 nacardiacefe. See Uinneiuea and Aleurites.— False
varnish-tree, tlie tn^e-of-hcaven, Ailantus glandulosa.—
Moreton Bay vamlsh-tree. See Pentaccras.— Vew
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Granada vamlsh-tree, a rubiaceous tree of the Andes, vary (va n), v.
;
pret. and pp. varied, ppr. var

in Peru and the United States of Colombia(formerly New -•- - r^,r-i7. .-5 ^'^.m /^_ ji7.n .

Granada), EUeagia utilig, which secretes in the axils of the

stipules a i-esinous substance employed by the natives as

a useful and ornamental varnish.

vamish-wattle (var'nish-wot'l), ». See wattle.

varrey, "• See varry.

varriated (var'i-a-ted), a. [Also varmtea; <

varry + -atc^- + -erf"-^.] In her., stepped or bat-

tlemented witt the merlons or solid projec-

tions pointed bluntly, and the crenelles or open- Pl^^^BSd.
J T » 1,. / J ,<.OQ\ „

r'" t^,
i J • ii ,„„ !,„*«„ rersteffoJi, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1828), p.

ings also pointed m the same way, out re- •'
'

' » v

versed: from the resemblance of the shapes

ing. [< ME. varien, varyen, < OF. (and F.) varier

= Sp. Pg. variar = It. variare, < L. variare, tr.

change, alter, make different, intr. change, be
different, vary, < varius, different, various : see
various.'] I. trans. 1. To change; alter: as, to

vary the conditions of an experiment.

It hath diuerae times also happened that the appella-

tion of some of these people haue come to be varied and

produced to vair. Also variated, urde.

Varronian (va-ro'ni-an), a. [< L. Varronianus,

< r«iTo(H-), Varro (see def.).] Pertaining to

any one of the name of Varro, especially to the

Roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro (116 to

about 27 B. c).
The " V^arronian plays" were the twenty which have

come down to ua, alont; with one which has been lost.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 93.

varry. varrey (var'i), n.
;
pi. varries, varreys

(-iz). [See vairy, vair.'] In her., one of the

separate compartments of the fur vair: a rare

bearing.

varsal (var'sal), a. A reduction of univarsal

for universal. [CoUoq.]

I believe there is not such another in the vargal world.

Swift, Polite Conversation, ii.

Every vanai Bool in the library were gone to bed.
Scott.

varsity (var'sj-ti), «.; pi. varsities (-tiz). A
reduction of univarsity for university : used in

English universities, and affected to some ex-

tent in American colleges.

'E [Parson] coom'd to the parish wi' lots o' Varsity debt
Tennyson, Northern Farmer, New Style.

Varsovienne (var-s6-vi-en'), n. [F., fern, of

Farsovicn. of or pertaining to Warsaw, < Var-

sovie (G. Wurschau, Pol. Warszawa). Warsaw.]
1. A dance which apparently originated in

France about 1853, in imitation of the Polish

mazurka, polka, and redowa.— 2. Music for

such a dance, or in its rhythm, which is triple

and rather slow, with strong accent on the

first beat of every second measure.

vartabed, vartabet (var'ta-bed, -bet), ». [Ar-

menian.] In the Armenian Ch., one of an or-

der of clergy, superior to the ordinary priests,

whose special function is teaching. The title

means 'doctor' or 'teacher.'

Armenia has always been honourably distinguished for

the interest the church has taken in education. A dis-

tinct order of the hierarchy has indee<l been set apart for

that purpose; its members are known by the name of Var-

tabeds. They rank between a Bishop and a Priest.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, L 69.

Varuna (var'ij-nS), ». [< Skt. varuna, a deity

(see def.); cf. Gf. oiipavdc, heaven, Uranus: see

Uranus.] In Hind, myth., a deity represented

in the Vedic hymns as of very great and mani-
fold powers— the guardian of immortality,

cherisher of truth, the seizer and punisher of

Ul-doers, the forgiver of sins, protector of the

good, and the like. Ijitterly he became the god of

waters. He is represented later as a white-skinned man,
four-armed, riding on a water-monster, generally with a

noose in one of his liands and a club in another, with
which he seizes and punishes the wicked.

varus' (va'rus), ». ;
pi. vari (-ri). [NL., < L. tio-

rui, bent, stretched, or grown inward, awry,
knock-kneed.] 1 . A deformity characterized

by inversion of the foot. See talipes varus.—
2. A knock-kneed man. The phrase genu varum is

employed by medical writers as synonymous with 6ow-

leg't, knock-kite*' being expressed by genu valgum.

3. leap.} [NL. (Stal, 18()5).] A genus of he-

mipterous insects Talipes varus. See talipes.

varus'-' (va'rus), ». [NL., < L. varus, a pimple,

blotch.] Acne Varus comedo, a pimple resulting

from retention of the secretion witliin the sebaceous duct

;

comedo; blackhead; face-worm.

varveled, varvelled (var' veld), o. [< varvel-s

-H -<y/'-.] In her., having the rings called var-

vels attached : said of the leg of a hawk when
used as a bearing. Compare belled, and see cut
under a la cuisse. Also rerveled.

varvels (var'velz), n. pi. [Also vervels; < OF.
rerrdles, F. vervelles, varvels for a hawk, prob.

same as vervelles, vertevelles, the hinges of a gate,

< ML. vertibella, a hinge, dim. of LL. vertibii-

lum, a joint, ML. also a pair of tongs ; of. It.

hertorello, a flsh-net, also It. dial, bertavel, berta-

2. To diversify; modify; relieve from unifor-

mity or monotony.
Once more I'll mark how love can vary wit.

Shak., L. L. U, Iv. 3. 100.

God hath here
Varied his bounty so with new delights.

Milton, P. L., v. 431.

3. To change to something else ; transmute.
Gods, that never change their state,

Vary oft their love and hate.
Waller, To Phyllis.

We are to vary the customs according to the time and
the country where the scene of action lies.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

4. To make of different kinds ; make diverse

or different one from another.— 5t. To express
variously; diversify in terms or forms of ex-

pression.

The man hath no wit that cannot, from the risiiig of the
lark to the lodging of the lamb, vary deserved praise on
my palfry. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 7. 35.

6. In music, to embellish or alter (a melody or

theme) without really changing its identity.

See variation, 9.

II. intrans. 1. To alter or be altered in any
manner; suffer a partial change; appear in

different or various forma ; be modified ; be
changeable.

Fortune's mood
Varies again. Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol.

Who can believe what varies every day,

Nor ever was nor will be at a stay?
Dryden, Hind and Panther, il. 36.

2. To differ or be different; be unlike or di-

verse: as, the laws of different countries vary.

Zif alle it so be, that Men of Grece ben Cristene, zit they
varien from oure Feithe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 18.

She that varies from me in belief

Gives great presumption that she loves me not.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iii. 4.

I have not been curious as to the spelling of the Names
of Places, Plants, Fruits, Animals, iSc, which in many of

the remoter parts are given at the pleasure of Travellers,

and vary according to their different Humours.
Davipier, Voyages, I., Pref.

3. To become unlike one's self ; undergo varia-

tion, as in purpose or opinion.

He would vary, and try both ways in turn. Baeoa.

4. To deviate; depart; swerve.

Varying from the right rule of reason. Locke.

6. To alter or change in succession; follow

alternately; alternate.

While fear and anger, with alternate grace.

Pant in her breast, and vary in her face.

Addison, Cato, Iii. 7.

6. To disagree; be at variance.

In Judgement of her substance thus they vary,

And thus they vary in judgement of her seat;

For some her chair up to the brain do carry,

Some thrust it down into the stomach's heat.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, ol Soul.

7t. To turn out otherwise.

Anhongcd be swich oon, were he my brother

!

And so he shal, for it ne may noght varyen.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1621.

8. In math, analysis, to be subject to continual

increase or decrease: as, a quantity conceived

to vary, or have different values in the same
equation. One quantity is said to vary directly as an-

other when if the one is increased or diminished the other

increases or diminishes in some definite proportion.

Quantities vary inversely when it one is increased or dimin-

ished the other is proportionally diminUned or increased.

9. In biol., to be varied or subject to variation,

as by natural or artificial selection; exhibit

variation. See variability, 2, variation, 8, and
variety, 6 Varying bare. See hare', i.

varyt (va'ri), »i. l<vary,v.] Alteration; change;

variation.

Renege, affirm, and turn their halcyon beaks

With every gale and vary of their masters
Shak., Lear, 11. 2. 85.

„ , vary-COlored (va'ri-kul'ord), a. An erroneous
velle, hertarel, a fish-net, bird-net, = OF. verveil, gpelUng of varicolored,
verveul, verzeul, verveux, F. verveux (ML. vervili-

.^£g (vas), n.
;
pi. vasa (va'sa). [< L. vas, a ves-

um), a flsh-net, hoop-net ; < L. vertcre, turn : see g^j . ggg vase, vessel.] In driat. and zool., a vas-
verse'^, vertebra.] In falconry, rings, usually of g^ilm, or vessel, as a tube, duct, or conduit con-
silver, placed on the legs of a hunting-hawk, on yeying blood, lymph, or other fluid.—Vasa aber-
which the owner's name is engraved. See cut nuitia (a) Long slender arteries which occasionally

under d la cuisse. connect the brachial or the axillary artery with one of the

vascular

arteries of the forearm, usually the radial. (6) The aberrant
ducts of the testis. See aberrant, (c) Bile-ducts running
an unusual course in the liver.—Vasa afferentia, the
afferent vessels of a lymphatic gland ; the small branches
into which a lymphatic or lacteal vessel divides before
entering a gland.— Vasa ambulacralia cava, hollow
ambulacral vessels ; certain diverticula or caical prolon-
gations of the Poiian vesicles and ambulacral ring in echi-

noderms.—Vasa brevia. (a) The gastric branches of the
splenic artery ; five to seven small branches distributed to

the fundus and greater curvature of the stomach. (6) Trib-

utaries to the splenic vein, corresponding to the arterial

vasa brevia.—Vasa centralla, the central vessels (artery

and vein) of the optic nerve.— Vasa chylifera. Same as

vasa tactea.

—

Vasa efferentla. (a) The efferent tubules

of the testis : from twelve to twenty ducts which receive

the seminal fluid from the vessels of the rete testis, and
transmit it to the epididymis, forming in their course con-

voluted conical masses, the coni vasculosi, which together
constitute the globus major. (6) The efferent lymphatic
vessels: usually small ones, that soon unite into a larger

one.—Vasa Graafiana. Same as vasa efereniia (a).—

Vasa Inferentia. Same as vasa afferentia.— Vans,, in-

testinse tenuis, from twelve to fifteen slender branches

of the superior mesenteric artery, distributed to the je-

junum and ileum.—Vasa lactea, the lacteals; the small

chyliferous vessels of the intestine.— VaSa lymphatlca,
lymphatic vessels. See cuts under lymphatic— Vnaa. rec-

te, the straight tubules of the testis : from twenty to thirty

short ducts formed by the union of the seminiferous tu-

bules, and discharging into the vessels of the rete testis.—

Vasa vasorum, small blood-vessels supplying the walls

of other larger vessels.— Vasa vorticosa, the veins of

the outer part of the choroid coat of the eye, which con-

verge from all directions to form four or five principal

trunks.—Vas deferens, the excretory duct of the testis,

or its equivalent. In man it is a continuation of the epi-

didymis, l>eginning at the lower part of the globus minor,

and ascending with the spermatic cord through the ingui-

nal ring to the base of the bladder, where it becomes en-

larged and sacculated, and finally unites with the duct of

the vesicula seminalis to form the ejaculatory duct. It is

about two feet in length, being greatly convoluted, and an
eighth of an inch in diameter. The duct which receives

this name in various animals differs greatly in anatomical

character. See cuts under Trematoda, Astaeidse, and ger-

mai-iuin.—VaA deferens mulieris, a Fallopian tube.—
Vas prominens, the spirally running vessel in the ac-

cessory spiral ligament of the cochlea.—Vas splrale, a
small blood-vessel of the coclUea, situated opposite the

outer rods of Corti, on the under surface of the basilar

membrane. .

Vasa (va'sa), n. In ornith., same as Vaza.

vasal (va'sal), a. Pertaining to a vas or ves-

sel ; especially, pertaining to the blood-vessels.

vasalium (va-sa'li-um), w.; pi. vasalia (-a).

[NL. : seej/'as.] Vascular tissue proper ; endo-
thelium; ccelarium; the epithelium-like layer

of cells or vascular carpet which lines the

closed cavities of the body, such as the serous

surfaces of the thorax, abdomen, and pericar-

dium, and the interior of the heart, arteries,

veins, and other vessels.

vascula, n. Plural of rasculum.

vascular (vas'ku-liir), a. [= F. vasculaire =
Sp. Pg. vascular= It. vasculare, vaseolare, < NL.
'vascularis, < L. rasculum, a small vessel : see

vasculum.] 1. In anat. and zool.: (a) Of or

pertaining to vessels which convey fluids; of

or pertaining to the conveyance or circulation

of fluids, especially blood, lymph, and chyle;

circulatory: as, the »a«CMfar system ; avascular
function or action. Some vascular systems are spe-

cified as blood-vascular, lymph-vascular, and water-vascu-

lar. See also chylaqueous.

Remotely dependent, however, as the genesis of motion
is on digestive, vascular, respiratory, and other struc-

tures, and immediately dependent as it is on contractile

structures, its most important dependence remains to lie

named: . . . theinitiatoror primary generator of motion
is the Nervous System. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 2.

The machinery of circulation is two sets of vessels—
thehsematic, or vascular system proper, consisting of the

heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries for the blood-circu-

lation ; and the lymphatic, consisting of lymph-hearts
and vessels, for the How of lymph. . . . Those tissues

whose capillaries are large enough for the passage of all

the constituents of the blood are said to be vascidar;

those which only feed by sucking up certain constituents

of the blood, and have no demonstrable capillaries, are

called non-vascular. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 195.

(6) Containing vessels for the circulation of flu-

ids; especially, well provided with small blood-

vessels: as, muscle and bone are very vascular

tissues; cartilage and cuticle are non-vascular

;

a vascular tumor.— 2. In bot.: (a) Consisting of,

relating to, or furnished with vessels or ducts

:

applied to the tissues of plants that are com-

posed of or furnished with elongated cells or

vessels for the circulation of sap. (6) Of or per-

taining to the higher or phanerogamous plants,

these uniformly containing more or less clearly

defined vessels or ducts— Vascular arches. See

visceral arches, under visceral.— Vascular cake, the pla-

centa. [Rare. J — Vascular centers, the centers m the

medulla and spinal cord which are supposed to control

dilataticn and contraction of the blood-vessels.— Vas-

cular cr3T)togams, cryptogams in which the tissues

consist more or less of true vascular tissue. These are

coextensive with the Pteridophyta, or so-called higher

cryptogams— Vascular ganglions or glands. See

o((ind. -Vascular glomerulus. See gUnnendus.--

Vascular plants, plants In which the structure is made



vascular

up in part of vascular tissue or vessels. They compose
the Spermophytn, or ordinary flowering plants, and the
Pteridophyta, or vascular cryptogams (see above) : some-
times technically called Vascidares (which see).—Vascu-
ISLT stimulant, a remedy which accelerates the flow of
blood through the vessels. - Vascular system. See def.

1 and «t/«te/n.—Vascular tissue, (a) Any tissue perme-
ated with blood-vessels, or other vessels large enough to
convey blood -disks or lymph-corpuscles, (b) See vasalium.
(c) In 6o(., tissue composed of vessels orducta; theflbrovas-
cular system.—Vascular toniC, a remedy which causes
contraction of the finer blood-vessels.—Vascular tumor.
(a) An aneurism, (b) A tumor composed chiefly of an ag-

glomeration of dilated terminal blood-vessels, (c) A tumor
which contains an abnormally lai^e number of blood-ves-
sels, bleeding profusely on the slightest injury, (dt) Bleed-
ing internal hemorrhoids.— Water-vascular System.
See water- vascular.

Vasculares (vas-ku-la'rez), w. pi. [NL., pi. of
L. vasculariSf vascular: see vascular.'} In De
Candolle's system of classification (1818), a
name given to that division of the vegetable
kingdom more usually called Phancrogamia or
Phsenogamia, including also the Pteridophyta,
or ferns and their allies^ and so named from the
presence of vascular tissue, which is wanting in
all lower cryptogams. Compare Cellulares,

vascularity (vas-ku-lar'i-ti), n, [< vascular +
-ity.] The character or condition of being vas-
cular.

vascularization (vas*kii-lar-i-za'shon), n, [<
vascularize + -ation.'] 'Tlie process of becom-
ing vascular, as by the formation of new blood-
vessels.

vascularize (vas'ku-lar-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

vascularized, ppr. 'vascularizing. [< vascular +
'ize.'] To render vascular. Micros. SciencCf

XXXI. 168.

vascularly (vas'ku-lar-li), adv. So as to be vas-
cular; by means of vessels; as regards the vas-
cular system.

The conclusion is drawn that "multiple buds, one
springing from another and being vascularly connected
therewith, ought to be considered as normal ramifica-

tions." Nature, XLII. 216.

vasculiform (va8'ku-li-f6rm), a. [< L. vas-
culum, a small vessel, + forrmij form.] In
bot.y having the form of a vessel like a flower-
pot.

vasculomotor (vas'ku-lo-md''''tor), a. [< L. va^-

culunij a small vessel, +* motor, mover,] Same
as vasomotor.

vasculose (vas'ku-16s), a. and n. [= F. vascu-
leux = Sp. vascuioso = It. vascoloso, < NL, *vas-

culosusj < L. vasculum, a small vessel : see vascu-
lum.~\ I, a. Same as vascular.

II. n. In chem.j the substance constitxiting

the principal part of the vessels of plants.

vasculum (vas'ku-lum), n.; pi. vascula (-la),

[NL., < L, vasculum
J
a small vessel, the seed-

capsule of certain plants, LL. also a small bee-
hive,dim. of L. vas, a vessel: see vase, vessel."] 1

.

A botanist's case or box for caiTying specimens
as he collects them, it is usually made of tin, and is

about 18 inches long, oval-cylindrical in cross-section, be-

ing 6 inches wide and 4 inches deep, with a simple cover
opening for nearly the whole length.

2, In hot., same as ascidium,, 2.— 3. In anat.:

(a) A small vessel; a vas. (6) The penis.

vase (vas or vaz), n. [Formerly also vause^ ear-

lier as L., in the pi. vasa, used with added E. pi.,

vasa^s; = D. vaas = G. vase = Dan. vase = Sw.
vas, < F. vase, OF. vase, vaze = Sp. Pg. vaso =
It. vase, vaso, < L. vas, also vasum (rarely vasus),

pi. vasa, neut., a vessel, also an implement or
utensil, pi. equipments, baggage ; cf . Skt. vasa-
na, a receptacle, box, basket, jar, vdsas, a gar-
ment, < ^Z vas, put on, clothe (cover): see vest

and wear^. Hence ult. vessel, extravasate. Ac-
cording to the F. pron, (vaz), and to the time
when the word vase appears to have been taken
into E. (between 1660 and 1700), the reg. E.
pron. would be vaz, with a tendency to make it

conform to the apparent analogy of base, case,

etc.— that is, to pronounce it vas. At the same
time, the recency of the word, and its association
with art, have tended to encourage the attempts
to pronounce it as F., namely vaz, in the 18th
century absurdly rendered also as vaz, the word
being found accordingly in the spelling vause.

In the latter part of the 18th century the word
was pronounced vas by Sheridan, Scott, Ken-
rick, Perry, Buchanan, vaz by Walker (who
says he has "uniformly heard it pronounced"
so), Smith, Johnston, and vaz by Elphinston,
the last pronunciation, vaz, being used, accord-
ing to Walker, ** sometimes by people of refine-

ment ; but this, being too refined for the general
ear, is now but seldom heard" (though Ellis

says (in 1874) that it is the most familiar to him).

The pron. vaz, now affected by many, is a more
successful attempt to imitate the present F.
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pronunciation. In the 18th century the sound
a in foreign words, except before r, was almost
always rendered a by English speakers (cf. sjia,

often written spaw, pron. spa, G. ja, written
yaw (yfii), etc.).] 1. Ahollow vessel, generally
high in proportion to its horizontal diameter,
and decorative in character and purpose. The
term is sometimes restricted to such vessels when made
without covers and without handles, or with two equal

and symmetrical
handles ; but in

the widest sense,

as in spewing of
Greek and other
ancient vases,ves-

sels of any form
whatever are in-

cluded. As a
branch of art de-
velopment, by far
the most impor-
tant production
of vases was that
of the ancient
Greeks during

the creative period of

their art history, for

many centuries pre-
vious to 200 B. 0. The
greater part of the
Greek vases are in fine

potterj-, unglazed, and
decorated with mono-
chrome and outline de-
signs in simple pig-

ments. They are nota-
ble not only for the
great beauty and ap-
propriateness of much
of the decoration,
but for the supreme ,, ^ , . ^ , ^.
plpffftnrp nnattained Vase.— Greek Apodal Dinos, with
elegance, unattamea

^^ ^,g^^ ^^ j^^^ black-figured style,
among other peoples, of pound at Orvieto. Total height, in

a large proportion of stand, 22^ inches. In Museum of

the forms. These Greek Fine Arts, Boston,

vases were in actual use
in antiquity, not only as ornaments, but as utensils for

the various purposes in every-day life. See Greek art

(under Greek) and vase-painting, and the cuts under the
names of the different forms of vases, as amphora, crater,

hydria, oxybaphon, prochoos, stamnos.

Here were large Iron Vasa's upon Pedestals, the first I

had seen of the Kind, painted over of a Copper colour.
Listert Journey to Paris, p. 188.

His [Nost's] widow also sold [in 1712] . . . "the fine

Marble Figures and Bustos, curious inlaid Marble Tables,
Brass and Leaden Figures, and very rich Vauses."

J. Askton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 49.

And, as he flU'd the reeking vase,

Let fly a rouser in. her face.

Swift, Strephon and Chloe, p. 10.

There heroes' wits are kept in pond'rous vases.

And beaux* in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.
Pope, R. of the L., v, 254.

A pure, transparent, pale, yet radiant face,

Like to a lighted alabaster vom.
Byron, Don Juan, vlli. 96.

Hence— 2. An object designed usually for

ornament, but sometimes for other specific

purposes, having somewhat the form and ap-
pearance of the vessel in the primary sense.
Such vases are often made of marble, or of metal, in an
antique or pseudo-antique form, and are used to hold
flowers, to decorate gate-posts, monuments, and the like,

or are placed on a socle or pedestal, or in a range on an
architectural parapet^ facade, or frontispiece. Compare
cut under affi,x.

Timbs says the Lincoln's Inn Fields house has a hand-
some stone front, and had formerly vases upon the open
balustrade. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 343.

3. The body of the Corinthian and Composite
capital: sometimes called tambour or drum.—

The Portland Vase.—From photograph of the replica by WedgvMXKl.

vase-painting

Acoustic vase. See acorwtic.—Alhamhra vase, a large
vase at the Alhambra near Granada, which is a unique
specimen of potterj', and the finest specimen known of
the ware of Malaga.— Bacchic vase. See Bacchic.—
Barberlni vase, same as Portland ya«e.— Borghese
vase, a large (irt*co-Roman vase of white marble with
bas-reliefs representing the thiasus of Bacchus, preserved
in the Louvre Museum.— CanoplC vases. See Canopic.
— Dionysiac vase. Same as Bacchic i^asc.- Encaustic
vase. See e?icau«(ic.-» Etruscan vases, a former mis-
taken name for Greek decorated pottery, due to the dis-
covery in Etrurian tombs, in the seventeenth century and
later, of the first examples of these vases to attract at-

tention in modern times.—Mandarin vases. See muTi-
dan'n.— Peg-top vase. See peo-top.— 'Pilgrim's vase.
See pilgrim.— Portland vase, a roniarkable example of
Greco-Roman cameo-glass with reliefs in opatjue white
glass upon a ground of dark blue, of somewhat doubtful
subject, but interpreted as having reference to the myth
of Peleus and Thetis. This vase, which is 9} inches
high, is preserved in the British Museum. Also called
Barberini vase. See cut in preceding column.— Pro-
fumiera vase, a vase for perfumes, arranged with open-
ings in the cover through which the fragrance can issue,

—Temple vase. See temple^.—Triple vase, a group
of three vases, united by bands of the same materiw,
or by being in contact at the lips or otherwise. Such
vases are often sharply pointed, so that one could not
stand alone.— Tripod vase. See (nporf.— Unguen-
tary vase. See unguentary.— y&se k jaclnthe, an or-

namental vase to which aie attached upon its sides or
cover receptacles for bulbs of a flowering plant, as the
hyacinth, the spikes of the fiowers seeming to form part
of the design of the vase.—Vase Of a theater, in ane.
arch., same as acotistic vase.— V&Me Of Mlthridates, Of
Ptolemy, or of St. Denis, a vase of agate with carved
ornament of Bacchic character, preserved in the trea-

sury of the Abbey of St. Denis, to which it was presented
by Cai'loman. It was brought from Italy by Charle-
magne, and according to tradition belonged to Ptolemy
XI., the father of Cleopatra, and to Mitbridatea, king of
Pontus.

vase-clock (vas'klok), n, A timepiece having
the general form of a vase. In the eighteenth cen-
tury some clocks were made which told the time by means
of two rings, set one upon another and revolving at dif-

ferent rates of speed, the one for the hours, the other for
the minutes. Such rings were combined with the body of
a vase, so as to form part of its decoration.

vaseful (vas'ful), «. [< vase 4- -ful.'] The quan-
tity that a vase "will contain.

This [prostration] was followed by & cup of holy water
and a present to the Sakkas, or*carriers, who for the con-
sideration distributed a large earthen vase/ulin my name
to poor pilgrims. B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 391.

vaseline (vas'e-lin), «. [So named by the pro-
prietor of the article ; irreg. < G. tvas{ser), wa-
ter, + Gr. e/i(aiov), oil, + -mc^.] Same asjtetro-

laium. It is a semi-fluid, viscid, nearly colorless, bland,
and neutral material, and is used in medicine and surgery
as a vehicle.

vase-painting (vas'pan''''ting), n. The decora-
tion of vases with pigments of any kind, espe-
cially the decoration of the pottery of the an-
cient Greeks, which, unless exceptionally, was
executed in monochrome tints and outlines in
unvitrifiable pigments. It is the most important of
the minor arts of ancient Greece. From the variety and
domesticity of the subjects treated, Greek vase-painting is

of the greatest importance for the light shed by it upon
every phase of ancient life ; and from the art side it is

equally valuable, not only from the fine decorative and
creative quality which it frequently shows, but from the
information which it supplies regarding the great art of
Greek painting, which has perished. The work bears some-
thing the relation to the great art that is borne by the comic
and other illustrated prints to the painting of the present
day. Historically, after the very ancient kindred styles of
Asia Minor, the jEgean Islands, and the mainland of Greece
(as at Mycenee and Sparta), in which the rude ornament is

geometric, or based on plants and animals, usually marine,
with occasional admission of human figures, Greek vase-
painting may be subdivided into four styles. (1) The
Bipi/lon or early Attic style, so called because the first ex-

amples recognized were found near the Dipylon gate in
Athens. The ornament is largely geometric, with bands
of slim and grotesque men and animals, the design be-
coming freer with the advance of time. (2) The Coriri'

thian style, in which the characteristic feature is the super-
position of bands of animals and monsters, with rosettes
and elaborate flowered and fringed borders, the whole fol-

lowing very closely the Assyrian and Phrygian embroider-
ies, which were abundantly imported into Greece at this

early time. (See cut under Corinthian.) The earliest dis-

tinctively Cypriote vases blend the characteristics of the
Dipylon and Corinthian styles. (3) The hlai^k-figtired style,

which, though archaic and often rude, has become thor-

oughly Hellenic.
The ornament is in

general black on a
ground of the nat-

ural color of the
pottery, which is

mostoften dull red,
sometimes yellow
or gray. Some de-
tails of dress, etc.,

are put in purplish
red ; the flesh of fe-

male figures is com-
monly painted in
white ; occasionally
bright red, dull
green, and yellow
are introduced. (4)
The red-figured or
fitud style, which
was developed

Uxaiiiple of Bhick-fieured Style of Greek
Vase-paintii^.— Hercmes seizing the tripo*!

of Apotlo; from an archaic hydria.
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early in the fifth centuiy B. c, and continued until vase-
painting was practically abandoned, about 200 B. c. It

embraces the period of transition from the archaic, to
which belong some of the first masters among vase-paint-

ers, and is by far the most important for study. In this

style a tendency toward polychroniy appears occasionally,
but was not consistently worked out, except in the small
but admirable class of Attic funeral lecythi. in some
elaborate pieces of the fourth and third centuries, chiefly

Attic, gilding is sparingly introduced. The style implies
the presence of figures and Of ornamental designs of every
kind, very commonly in bands or zones running around
the vase, in which the design appears in the natural red
of the clay, details being indicated in simple black lines,

and the ground being covered with solid glossy black.
For examples of the red-figured decoration, see cuts under
Greek and Poseidon.

Vasidae (vas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Vasum +
-idie.^ A family of gastropods, named from
the genus Vasum: same as Turbinellklm.

vasifactive (vas-i-fak'tiv), a. [< Xi.van, vessel,

+ factuii, pp. otfacere, make (see fact), + -ive.']

Causing a new formation of blood-vessels; an-
gioplastic. Micros. Sci., N. S., XXX. 313.

vasiform (vas'i-form), a. [< L. vos, vessel, +
fnrina, form.] Having the form of a duet or
other vessel ; of the nature of a vas or vascu-
lum; tubular—Vasiform elements, in plants, the
elements, such as vessels, ducts, etc., which make up
the vascular tissue.— Vasiform tissue, tissue made up
wholly or in part of vessels or ducts.

Vasinas, Vasina (va-si'ue, -nji), n. pi. [NL.,
< Vasum + -inas, -ina.'\ A subfamily of gas-
tropods : same as Cynodon tinse.

vasoconstrictive (vas "6- kon - strik ' tiv), a.

[< L. vas, vessel, + E. eonstrictive.'] Same as
vasoconstrictor. W. James, Prin. of Psychol.,
I. 97.

vasoconstrictor (vas'o-kon-strik'tor), a. and n.

[< L. vas, vessel, -t- E. constrictor .'\ I. a. Serv-
ing to constrict vessels when stimulated, as cer-
tain nerves: opposed to vasodilator. Both are
included under vasomotor.

II. n. That which causes contraction of the
blood-vessels: applied to nerves and to certain
drugs.

vasodentinal (vas-o-den'ti-nal), a. [< vaso-
dciitiiic + -a/.] Pertaining to or having the
character of vasodentine.
vasodentine (vas-o-den'tin), n. [< L. vas, a
vessel, + den(t-).% = E. tooth, + -ine^.] A
vascular form of dentine in which blood circu-
lates; dentine whose capillaries are large
enough for the passage of red blood-disks.
Compare nsteodentine and vitriodentine.

vasodilator (vas'o-di-la'tor), a. and n. [< h.
vas, vessel, + E. dilator.] I. a. Servingto dilate
or relax blood-vessels when stimulated, as a
nerve. See vasomotor.

II. n. That which causes dilatation of the
blood-vessels: applied to nerves and bertain
drugs.

vasoformative (vas-o-for'ma-tiv), a. [< L. vas,
ve.ssel, + E. formative.~i Forming or building
uj) vessels, usuall.v blood-vessels ; vasifactive.

vasoganglion (vas-6-gang'gli-on), «. ;
pi. vaso-

gaiiijlia (-si). [< L. vas, vessel, + E. gan-
glion.'] A network or knot of vessels ; a vas-
cular rete.

vaso-inhibitory (vas"o-in-hib'i-to-ri), a. [< L.
viis, vessel, 4- E. inhibitory.'] Eelating to the
nerve-force causing dilatation of the blood-ves-
sels. See inhibitory.

vasomotion (vas-o-mo'shon), n. [< L. vas, ves-
sel, + E. motion.'] Increase or diminution of
the caliber of a vessel, usually a blood-vessel.

vasomotor (vas-o-mo'tor), a. [< L. vas, vessel,
-I- E. niotiir.] Serving to regulate the tension
of blood-vessels, as nerves ; vasomotoria!, whe-
ther vasoconstrictor or vasodilator. Compare
inhibition, 3. Also vascnlomotor Vasomotor
center. Same as rattcular center. See vascidar.—Vaso-
motor coryza, a name given, in accordance with a theo-
retical pathology,toautuninal catarrh, or hay-fever. A', i'.

Meil. ./mir., .Sept. :),i»s7.—Vasomotor nerves, the nerves
supplied to the muscular coat of the blood-vessels.—Vaso-
motor spasm, spasm of the middle coat of the blood-
veasel.s.

vasomotoria! (vas'o-mo-to'ri-al), a. [< vaso-
motori/ + -ril.] Pertaiiiing to the vasomotor
fiiiK-tion: vasomotor.
vasomotoric (vas"o-rao-tor'ik), a. [< vasomo-
tur + -„-.j Same as va.iomotorial.

vasomotory (vas-o-m6'to-ri), a. [< vasomotor
+ -;/'.] Same as vasorriotorial. Lancet, 1891,
I. 370.

vasoperitoneal (vas-o-per"i-to-ne'al), a. [< L.
«a.f, vessel, + E. prri'toneal.] ' In e'chinoderras,
noting the shut sac which results from the cut-
ting off from the arehenteron of a csecal diver-
ticulum to which the anterior part of that cavity
gives rise. The vestcle subsequently opens on the ex-
terior by a pore, through a diverticulum from itself, and
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divides later into two sections— an ambulacral sac, which
lays the foundation for the whole ambulacral system of
vessels, and a peritoneal sac, which gives rise to the peri-
toneum (whence the name).

vasosensory (vas-o-sen's6-ri), a. [< L. vas, ves-
sel, + E. sensory.] ' Supplying sensation to the
vessels: applied to sensory nerves coiTespond-
ing to_ the vasomotor nerves.
vasquine (vas-ken'), ». Same as basquine.
Scott, Abbot, II. 151.

vassal (vas'al), H. and a. [Formerly also vas-
salt, rarely vassaile; < ME. vassal, < OF. vassal,
P. vassal = Pr. vassal, vassau = Cat. vassal= Sp.
vasallo = Pg. It. vassallo = p. vassaal = G. Sw.
vasall = Dan. vasal, < ML. vassallus, extended
from vassvs, vasus, a servant, < Bret, gwaz, a
servant, vassal, man, male, = W. gwas = Corn.
gwas, a youth, servant; cf. Ir. fas, growing,
growth, and E. u-ax^. Hence ult. varlet, valet,

vassalage, vavasor.] I. n. 1 . A feudatory ten-
ant; one holding lands by the obligation to
render military service or its equivalent to his
superior, especially in contradistinction to rear
vassal and vavasor; a vassal of the first order— that is, one holding directly from the king.
Compare great vassal, below.

The two earls . . . complained of the misrepresenta-
tionsot their enemies and the oppression of their vassals,
and alleged that the cause of their flight was not dread of
those enemies, but fear of God and the king.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 363.

A Vassal or Vasseur was the holder or grantee of a feud
under a prince or sovereign lord.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. ocxxvi.

2. A subject; a dependent ; a retainer; a ser-
vant ; one who attends on or does the will of
another.

Passions ought to be her [the mind's] vassals, not her
masters. Raleigh.

I am his fortune's vassal. Shale., A. and C, v. 2. 29.

I desire not to live longer than I may be thought to be
what I am, and shall ever be your faithful and obedient
Vassal. Baker, Chronicles, p. 164.

3. A bondman ; a slave.

Let such vile vassals, borne to base vocation,
Drudge in the world, and for their living droyle.
Which have no wit to live withouten toyle.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 156.

Not vassals to be beat, nor pretty babes
To be dandled— no, but living wills.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Men's thoughts and opinions are in a great degree vas-
sals of him who invents a new phrase or reapplies an old
epithet. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 326.

4. A low wretch.

Obdurate vassals fell exploits effecting.

Sliak., Lucrece, 1. 429.

Great vassal, under the feudal system, one who held
lands directly from the sovereign without intermediary.
—Rear vassal, under the feudal system, a vassal of the
second degree— that is, one who held land .from a great

II. a. Servile ; subservient.

Silver golde in price doth follow.
Because from him, as Cynthia fi"om Apollo,
She takes her light, & other mettals all

Are but his vassaUe starres.

Times' Whistte (E. K T. S.), p. 41.

Thy proud heart's slave and vassal wretch to be.

Shak., Sonnets, cxli.

vassal (vas'al), V. t.; pret. and pp. vassaled, vas-
sallcd, ppr. vassaling, vassalling. [< vassal, n.]

1. To subject to vassalage ; enslave; treat as a
vassal.

How am I vassal'd then?
Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

2. To command ; rise over or above ; dominate.

Some proud hill, whose stately eminence
Vassals the fruitfall vale's circumference.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 4.

vassalage (vas'al-aj), «. [Formerly also vas-
siittagr, ra.ssellage ; < ME. vassalage, vasselage, <

OF. vasselage, vasalage, vasselaige, the service of

a vassal, prowess, valor, also vassalage, F. vas-

selage = Pr. vassalatge, vasselatge = Sp. vasal-

laje = Pg. vassaliagem = It. vassallaggio, vassal-

age; as vassal + -age.] 1. The state of be-
ing a vassal or feudatory; hence, the obliga-
tions of that state ; the service required of a
vassal.

I protest I shall be proud to do you most obsequious
vassalaije. Marston, What you Will, ii. 1.

2. Servitude; dependence; subjection; slavery.

Do you think that all they who live under a Kingly
Government were so strangely in love with Slavery as,

when they might be free, to chuse Vassolage?
Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, vii.

But, slave to love, I must not disobey

;

His service is the hardest vassala(/e.

Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, iiL 1.

3. A territory held in vassalage; a fee or fief.

vast
And, which makes the more for Bellarmine, the French

King was again ejected when our King submitted to the
church, and the crown received under the sordid condi-
tion of a vassalage. Dryden, Religio Laici, Pref.

The countship of Foix, with six territorial vassalages.
Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 8.

4. Vassals or subjects collectively. [Bare.]
Like vassalage at unawares encountering
The eye of majesty. Shak., T. aud C. iiL 2. 40.

5t. Preeminence, as of one having vassals;
hence, valor; prowess; courage.

Al forgeten is his vasselage.

Chaueer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2196.

Nor for thare plesand parsonage,
Nor for thare strenth nor vassalage.
Lauder, Dewtieof Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), L 284.

Catoun seyth, is none so gret encrese
Of worldly tresowre as for to lyve in pease
Which among vertues hath the vasselage.

Political Poeiits, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 27.

To do one vassalage, to fulfil for one the duties of a
vassal ; render one tne service of a vassal. Heywood,
Hierarchy of Angels, p. 477.

vassalatet (vas'al-at), v. t. [< vassal + -ate'^.]

To reduce to a state of vassalage or depen-
dence; subordinate. Bp. Gaudeii, Tears of the
Church, p. 496. (Davies.)

vassalationt (vas-a-la'shon), n. [< vassalate -i-

-ion.] The state of being vassal or subject;
vassalage.
And this vassallation is a penalty set by the true Judge

of all things upon our attempt to design of our own heads
the forms of good and evil.

Montague, Devoute Essays, xv. 2.

vassalesst (vas'al-es), n. [< vassal -I- -ess.] A
female vassal or dependent.

And be the vassall of his vassalesse.

Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 181.

vassalry (vas'al-ri), n. [< vassal -\- -(e)ry.] The
whole body of vassals ; vassals collectively.

vast (vast), a. and n. [Early mod. E, vaste; <
OF. vaste, P. vaste = Sp. Pg. It. vasto, < L. vas-

'

tus, empty,. unoccupied, desert, waste, desolate

;

hence, with ref . to extent as implied in empti-
ness, immense, enormous, huge, vast ; akin to
AS. weste, waste: see ivaste^. Hence vastate,
devastate, etc.] I. a. If. "Wide and vacant or
unoccupied; waste; desolate; lonely.

Of antres vast and deserts idle . . .

It was my hint to speak. Shak. , Othello, i. 3. 140.

3. Being ht gi-eat extent or size ; very spacious
or large ; enormous ; massive ; immense.

More devils than vast hell can hold.
Shak., M. N. D., V. 1. 9.

Time with his vast Scythe mows down all Things, and
Death sweeps away those Mowings. Howell, Letters, iL 44.

The mighty Rain
Holds the vast empire of the sky alone.

Bryant, Rain-Dream.

Black, thick, and vast arose that cloud.
Whittier, The Exiles.

Swells in the north vast Katahdin.
Whittier, Mogg Megone, IL

3. Very great in quantity, number, or amount.
The King's Plate that is gathered in this Kingdom

[Mexico], together with what belongs to the Merchants,
amounts to a vast Summ. Daiiipier, Voyages, II. ii. 125.

A vast number of chapels dressed out in all their finery
of altar-pieces, embroidery, gilding, and marble.

Gray, Letters, I. 18.

An army of phantoms vast aud wan
Beleaguer the human soul.

Longfellow, The Beleaguered City.

4. Very great as to degree, intensity, difficulty

of accomplishment, importance, etc.; mighty:
used also in exaggerated colloquial speech, be-
ing much affected in the eighteenth century.

'Tis a vast honour that is done me, gentlemen.
Vanbrugh, jEsop, v. i.

Lady Stafford and Mrs. Pitt were In vast beauty.
Walpole, Letters, II. 153.

The affairs of the general government, foreign and do-
mestic, are vast and various and complicated.

D. Webster, Speech, Boston, June 5, 1828.

= S3rn. 2. Spacious.- 3 and 4. Colosaal, gigantic, prodi-
gious, tremendous, stupendous.

II. n. 1. A boimdless waste or space; im-
mensity.
They have seemed to be together, though absent, shook

hands, as over a vast,, and embraced, as it were from the
ends of opposed winds. Shak., W. T. , i. 1. 33.

The vast of heaven. Milton, P. L., vi. 203.

Swifter than thought the wheels instinctive fly.

Flame thro' the vast of air, and reach the sky.

Pope, Iliad, viii. 544.

2. A great deal ; a large quantity or number.
[Local, Eng.]

It were a vast o' people went past th* entry end.
Mrs. Gasketl, Sylvia's Lovers, viL

3. The darkness of night, in which the pros-

pect is not bounded in by distinct objects : only
m the following passage.



vast

The dead vatl and middle of the night.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 198.

vastatet (vas'tat), a. [< L. rastatus, pp. of vas-
ture, make empty or desert, ruin, desolate, < vas-
tus, empty, uuoccupied, waste: see vast, «.]
Devastated; laid waste.

The vastate ruins of ancient monuroenta.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 19,

vastation (vas-ta'shon), n. [< L. vastatio(n-),
a laying waste or ravaging, < vastare, pp. vas-
ta<««, lay waste: see vastate.'] A laying waste

;

waste; devastation. Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1.85.

vastatort, «. [< L. vastator, a ravager, < vastare,
lay waste : see vastate.'] One who devastates or
lays waste. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church,
p. 86. (Davies.)

vasti, w. Plural of vastus.

vastidityf (vas-tid'i-ti), «. [Irreg. < vast + -id^
+ -iti/.] Wasteness; desolation; vastness; Im-
mensity. [Rare.]

Perpetual durance, a restraint,
Though all the world's vagtidity you had,
To a determined scope. SAa*.,M. forM.,ili. 1. 69.

vastitude (vas'ti-tiid), n. [< L. vastitudo, ruin,
destruction, < vastus, desert, waste : see vast.]

If. Destruction; vastation.— 2. Vastness; im-
mense extent. [Bare.]

vastity ( vas'ti-ti), n. [< L. vastita(t-)s, a waste,
desert, vast size, < vastus, waste, vast : see vast.]
1. Wasteness; desolation.

^Notbing but emptinesse and vagtitie.

Xashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 16.

2. Vastness; immensity.
The huge vastity of the world.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 961.

Tb' vnbounded Sea, and vastitie of Shore.
Beywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 4.

vastly (vast'li), adv. If. Like a waste ; deso-
lately.

Like a late-sack'd island, vagtly stood
Bare and unpeopled in this fearful Hood.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 1740.

2. Very greatly; to a vast extent or degree: also
in exaggerated colloquial use (see vast, a., 4).

In the swamps and sunken grounds grow trees as vastly
big as I believe the world affords.

Beverley, Virginia, ii. H 3.

I will be 80 honest as to own that the obliging things
you say to me please me vastly. Walpole, Letters, II. 37.

vastness (vast'nes), «. The state or character
of being vast; greatness; immensity.
The unity reigning through awork upon which so many

generations labored [the Bible] gives it a vastness beyond
comparison, so that the greatest work of individual lit-

erary genius shows by the side of it like some building of
human hands beside the Peak of Teneritle.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 168.

vasturet (v&s'tur), w. [< vast + -ure.] Immen-
sity; vastness.

What can one drop of poyson harme the sea.
Whose hugie vastures can digest the ill?

Edward III. (quarto, 1596), D 1 b. (Nares.)

vastus (vas'tus), n.
;

pi. rasti (-ti). [NL. (sc.
muscuhis) : see vast.] One of the great muscles
upon the front of the thigh, the vastus exter-
nus and intemus, a portion of the latter being
also termed the crurseus. The two together are also
known as the crurseus, in which case they are distin-
guished as extracrurseus and intracrurseus. The vasti,
together with the rectus femoris, constitute the extensor
muscle of the leg, called triceps (or quadriceps) extensor
cruris, and triceps /emoralis. See cut under musclei.

vasty (vas'ti), a. [< vast + -y^.] Vast; bound-
less; being of great extent; very spacious;
immense. [Rare.]

1 can call spirits from the vasty deep,
Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1. 62.

Vastim (va'zum), II. [NL. (Bolten, 1798).] A
genus of gastropods: s&me as Cynodonta. See
eut under Turbinellidee.

vat (vat), n. [< ME. vat, vet, a var. of fat, fet,
< AS. feet, a vat, vessel, cask: see fat^.] 1.

A large tub, vessel, or cistern, especially one
for holding liquors in an immature state, as
chemical preparations for dyeing or for tan-
ning leather.

Let him produce his vats and tubs, in opposition to
heaps of arms and standards,

Addison, Whig-Examiner, .Vo, 3,

2. A liquid measure in the Netherlands, corre-
sponding to the hectoliter— about 22 imperial
gallons.— 3. In metal.: (o) A vessel used in
the wet treatment of ores. (6) A square hol-
low place on the back of a ealcining-furnace,
in which tin ore is laid for the purpose of be-
ing dried— Dripplng-vat, a tank or receiver under a
boiler or haiijfiiig frame to receive the drip or overflow,
— Fermentlng-vat. Sec fermewi.— Holy-water vatt.
Same as holy-water font (which see, under /on(l).
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vat (vat), V. t.; pret. and pp. vatted, ppr. vat-
ting. [< vat, «.] To put in a vat; treat in a
vat.
The vatHng of the unhaired skins is more important in

the manufacture of morocco than any other kind of
leather. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 376.

Rum vatted (on the docks], coloured, and reduced to
standard strength. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 486,

vat-blue (vat'blo), n. Same as indigo blue
(wliich see, under indigo).

Vateria (va-te'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1737),
named afterAbraEam Vater, a German botanist
( 18th century).] A genus of polypetalous plants,
of the order Dipterocarpex, characterized by
flowers with about fifteen stamens, and calyx-
lobes reflexed, but not enlarged in fruit. The 28
species, with one exception, are natives of tropical Asia,
especially Ceylon. They are resin-bearing trees, with entire
coriaceous veiny leaves, and white or pale-yellow flowers
on short lateral peduncles, or forming terminal panicles,
V. Seychellarum of the Seychelles, a tall tree reaching 100
feet high, is exceptional in its calyx, which is not reflexed
in fruit. V. Indica and V. acuminata, are exceptional in
their stamens, which reach fifty in each flower. The latter
is a large handsome tree of Ceylon, its twigs reddened with
dense hairs ; its green resin is valued by the Cingalese for
ceremonial uses. V. Indica, the pinne of the Tamul races,
known as piny varnish-, copal-, or tallow-tree, a native of
Ceylon and Malabar, is the chief source of the white dam-
mar of the bazars of southern India, which issues from
notches cut in its bark as a white, pellucid, fragrant, acid,
and bitter resin, later becoming brittle and yellow or
greenish ; it is known as Malabar copal, gum anime, etc.
(see piny), and is there used as a varnish for carriages
and pictures, is cut into ornaments under the name of am-
ber, is made into ointments, and is used for incense, burn-
ing with a clear white light with pleasant fragrance and
little smoke. The tree bears oblong petioled leaves, and
erect white flowers nearly an inch broad arranged in a
single row on the spreading branches of large terminal
panicles, followed by small oblong three-valved fleshy
fruits, valued in the manufacture of candles (see piny tal-
low, under piny) ; the seeds are eaten to allay nausea ; the
gray heart-wood is employed in making canoes and masts.

Vater's ampulla. See amptdla of Vater, under
ampulla.

Vater's corpuscles. Same as Pacinian corpus-
cles. See corptmcle.

Vater's diverticulum. Same as Vater's am-
pulla.

Vater's fold. A fold in the mucous membrane
of the small intestine, just above the ampulla
or opening of the pancreatic duct and biliary
ducts ; the plica transversalis of the duodenum.
Compare cuts under pancreas and stomach.
vatful (vat'ful), n. [< vat -t- -ful] As much
as a vat will hold ; the contents of a vat.

vatic (vat'ik), a. [< L. vates, a seer, prophet,
poet (from an old Celtic form, appearing in Gr.
ovdTTif (Strabo), priest, Olr. faith, prophet), -H

-ic] Of, pertaining to, or proceeding from a
prophet or seer; prophetic; oracular; inspired.
Mrs. Browning.

vaticalt (vat'i-kal), a. [< vatic + -al.] Same
as vatic.

Vatical predictions.
Bp. Hall, Christ's Procession to the Temple.

Vatican (vat'i-kan), n. [= F. Vatican = Sp. Pg.
It. Vaticano, < L. Vaticamts, so. mons or collis,

the Vatican hill in Rome (see def.).] The pal-
ace of the Popes, a mass of buildings of vast
extent, built upon the Vatican hill, immediate-
ly to the north of the basilica of St. Peter at
Rome. Since the close of the papal schism (about 1418)
the Vatican has been the principal residence of the Popes,
and since the conversion of Rome into the capital of Italy
(1870) officially their only residence. As such, and as
the storehouse of priceless literary and artistic collec-
tions, it is one of the chief treasuries of Rome and of the
world. Hence, the Vatican is used as equivalent to the
papal power or goverrunent : as in the phrase the thunders
of the Vatican, the anathemas or denunciations of the
Pope. The Vatican is also in familiar use as a designation
for the museums of sculpture and painting which are there
aggregated.— Vatican Codex. See codei, 2,— Vatican
Council, the Twentieth Ecumenical Council according to
the reckoning of the Church of Rome, which met in the
Vatican December 8th, 1869, and declared belief in the in-
fallibility of the Pope when speaking ex cathedra to be a
dogma of the church. It was closed October 20th, 1870, ow-
ing to the occupation of Rome by the civil power of Italy,
See infallibility, and Old Catholic (under ca(7iofe).—Vati-
can Fragments, parts of a compendium of law taken
from the writings of jurisconsults and from several im-
perial constitutions. They were discovered by the libra-
rianof the Vatican, and first published in Rome in 1823.

Vaticanism (vat'i-kan-izm), «. [< Vatican -(-

-ism.] The theological and ecclesiastical sys-
tem based on the doctrine of absolute papal
supremacy; ultramontanism.

Vaticanism . . . had disinterred and brought into ac-
tion the extravagant claims of Papal authority.
Gladstone, Harper's Weekly, IVfarch 20, 187.'>, Supp,, p, 248,

Vaticanist (vat'i-kan-ist), n. [< Vatican +
-ist.] A devoted adherent of the Pope; an
ultramontane; especially, an adherent of the
Vatican Council and believer in the infallibility

of the Pope.

Vaudois

vaticidei (vat'i-sid), «. [< L. vales, a seer,
prophet, + -cida, < cxdere, kiU.] One who kills

a prophet.
vaticide^ (vat'i-sid), n. [< L. vates, a seer,
prophet, + -cidium, < exdere, kill.] 'The mur-
der of a prophet.
vaticinal (va-tis'i-nal), a. [< vaticine -f -al.]
Relating to or containing predictions

;
prophet-

ic; vatic. T. (Farton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. 77.

vaticinate (va-tis'i-nat), V.
;
pret. and pp. vatici-

nated, ppr. vaticinating. [< L. vaticinatus, pp.
of vaticinari, foretell, predict, < vates, a seer,
prophet: see vatic] I. intrans. To prophesy;
foretell

;
practise prediction.

The most admired of all prophane Prophets, whose pre-
dictions have been so much scann'd and cryed up, . , . did
vaticinate here. Howell, Vocall I'orrest (ed. 1646), p. 32.

II. trans. To prophesy; utter prophetically
or as a prophet; foretell.

Instinct, intuition, . . . embosom and express whatso-
ever the Spirit vaticinates.

A. B. Alcott, TableTalk, p. 133.

vaticination (va-tis-i-na'shon), n. [< L. va-
iiciiiatio(n-), < vaticinari, foretell: see vatici-
nate.] The act of prophesying; prediction;
prophecy.
For this so clear vaticination they have no less than

twenty-six answers, Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 333,

vaticinator (va-tis'i-na-tor), n. [NL., < L. va-
ticinator, a soothsayer, < vaticinare, foretell:
see vaticinate.] One who vaticinates or pre-
dicts ; a prophet.

Pythagoras, who travelled far to visit the memphitical
vatieinators. Urquhart, tr, of Rabelais, ii, 18,

vaticinatress (va-tis'i-na-tres), ». [< vaticina-
tor + -e6-.s-.] A prophetess.

Their voyage was six days journeying. On the seventh
whereof was shown unto them the house of the vaticina-
tress. Urquhart, tr, of Rabelais, iii. 17,

Vaticinet (vat'i-sin), ». [< L. vaticinium, a
prophecy, vaticinus, prophetical, < vates, a seer,
prophet: see vatic.] A prediction; a vaticina-
tion.

Then was fulfilled the vaticine or prophesie of old Mer-
lin. Qiraldus Cambrensis, Conquest of Ireland, ii, 34

[(Holinsbed's Chron., I,).

vat-net (vat'net), n. A net placed over a vat
or tub, to strain a liquid as it is poured through.

vatting (vat'ing), M. [Verbal n. of t'a<,D.] The
act or process of putting into a vat or vats, or
of treating in a vat. Also used adjectively : as,
vatting charges at the docks.
Vaucheria (va-ke'ri-a), n. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1803), named after Prof. Jean Pierre Eti-
enne Vaucher, of Geneva, author of works on
the Conferva, etc.] A genus of multinucleate
fresh-water algse, belonging to the order Sipho-
nese. The plant consists, when in a non-fruiting state, of
a single elongated cell of a pale-green color, branching in
various ways, and increasing by apical growth. Non-sex-
ual reproduction is of two kinds, by means of motionless
resting-spores and motile zoospores, while the sexual re-

production is by means of oogonia and antheridia, both
oogonia and antheridia being lateral and sessile. There
are above a dozen species in the United States. See Si-
phone/e.

vaudeville (vod'vil), ». [< F. vaudeville, < OF.
vaudeville, vauldevilJe, a vaudeville, roundelay,
country saying, so called from vau-de-rirc, val-

de-vire, the valley of the river Vire, in Norman-
dy: see vale^, de^.] 1. The name given by
Oliver Basselin, a French poet of the fifteenth
century, to his convivial songs composed in the
valley of the Vire, which became very popular
throughout France.

Vaudeville, a countrey ballade, or song ; a Roundelay or
Virelay : so tearmed of Vaudevire, a Norman towne wher-
in Olivier Bassel, the first inueter of them, lined ; also a
vulgar proverb, a countrey or common saying. Cotgrave.

Hence— 2. In modern French poetry, a light,

gay song, frequently embodying a satire, con-
sisting of several couplets with a refrain or bur-
den, sung to a familiar air, and often introduced
into theatrical pieces ; a song popular with the
common people, and sung about the streets; a
ballad ; a topical song. Hence— 3. A light kind
of dramatic entertainment, combining panto-
mime with dialogue and songs, which obtained
great popularity about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century. At present any short, light piece, usu-
ally comic, with songs and dances intermingled with the
dialogue, is called a vaudeville.

vaude'Villist (vod'vil-ist), n. [< vaudeville -(-

-ist.] A composer or singer ^f vaudevilles.
The Academy, March 22, 1890, p. 208.

Vaudoisl (vo-dwo'), n. and a. [F., < Vaud (see
def.).] I. n. 1. The dialect spoken in the can-
ton of Vaud in Switzerland.— 2. An inhabitant
or the inhabitants of the canton of Vaud.



Vandois

n. ft. Pertaining to the canton of Vaud or to

its inhabitants.

Vaudois^ (v6-dwo'), n. and a. [F. : see Wal-
denscs.'] I. n. sine/, and i>l. A member or the
members of the religious body generally known
as Waldenses. See Jl'aldensian.

H. o. Pertaining to the Vaudois or Wal-
denses.

vaudoo, vaudou, vaudoux. See voodoo.

vaultl (valt), «. [With inserted I (as also in

fault), in imitation of the orig. form; early mod.
E. rant, vaiite, vawte, also vout, < ME. vawte,

voute, vawte, vowt, < OF. route, volte, later voulte,

F. roiile (= Pr. volta, vouta, vota = It. volta), a

vault, areh, vaulted roof, < volt, vout, bowed,
arched, < L. volutus (>*robUus, > *voltus), pp.
of volrere, turn around, roll: see voire, volute.']

1. An arched roof ; a concave roof or roof-like

covering; the canopy oi heaven.

O, you are men of stones

:

Had I your tongues and eyes, I 'd use them so

That heaven's vault should crack.
Shak., Lear, v. 3. 259.

A very lofty wim/« . . . is made over his [Antenor's] mon-
ument. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 154.

Nor bird would sing, nor laml) would bleat,

Nor any cloud would cross the vault.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

2. In arch., a continuous arch, or an arched
roof, so constructed that the stones, bricks, or

other materials of which it is composed mutual-
ly sustain themselves in their places upon their

abutments, and that their joints radiate from
some central point or line (or points or lines).

Vaults are of various kinds, cylindrical, elliptical, single,

double, cross, diagonal, pointed, etc. When a vault of

which the curve is an arc of a circle is of greater height
than half its span, it is said to t)e mrmounted, and when
of less height, aurba^ed. A rampant vault is a vault which
springs from planes not parallel to the horizon. One vault

placed above or inclosing anotlier constitutes a double

va^dt. A conical vault is formed as it were upon part of

the surface of a cone, andvL spherical vault upon part of the

surface of a sphere. A vault is simple when it is formed
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served both externally and internally, but the general pro-
portions of the building require the dome to be of greater



vaulting-tile

lessen the weight of the upper parts of large
masses of masonry.
vault-light (valt'lit), n. A cover of a vault
set with glass so that it can serve for the ad-
mission of light.

vault-shell (valt'shel), n. The masonry or
"skin" of a vault; especially, the filling of a
ribbed vault— that is, the comparatively thin
structure which forms a compartment between
adjacent ribs. C. H. Moore, Gothic Architec-
ture, p. 52.

vaulture (val'tur), n. [< vaulO- + -«re.] Arch-
like shape; vaulted work. [Rare.]

The strength and firmness of their vaulture and piUare.
Ray, Works of Creation, iiL (Latham.)

vault-work (v^lt'werk), n. Vaulting.

This Temple was borne vp with Vardt-worlce, with great
lights and secret passages, the space of an hundred steps.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 584.

vaultyt (val'ti), a. [Also vauty; < vaulfl + -^i.]

Vaulted; arched; concave.

The vauUy top of heaven. Shak., K. John, v. 2. 52.

One makes the haughty vauty welkin ring
In praise of custards and a bag-pudding.

John Taylor, Works. (Nares.)

vanncet, v. t. [ME. vauncen, by apheresis for

avauncen, E. advanced] To advance.

Voide vices ; vertues shall vaunce vs all.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 66.

vaunt^ (vant or vant), v. [Formerly also vant;
< ME. vaunten, vanten, also erroneously avaim-
ten, avanten, < OF. vanter, < ML. vanitare, boast,
be vainglorious, < L. vanita{t-)s, vanity, vain-
glory, < vanus, empty: see vain, vanity.~\ I,

intrans. 1 . To make a vain display of one's own
worth, attai;>ments, or powers ; talk with vain
ostentation; boast; brag.

VarMng in wordes true valour oft doth seeme,
Yet by his actions we him coward deem.

Timetf Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. SO.

Some misbegotten thing, that, having pluckt the gay
feathers of her obsolet bravery to hide her own deformed
barenesse, now vaunts and glories in her stolne plumes.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 3.

2. To glory; exxilt; triumph.

The foe vaunts in the field. Shak., Rich. HI., v. 3. 288.

II. trans. 1. To magnify or glorify with vani-
ty; boast of; brag of.

Charity vauTiteth not itself. 1 Cor. xiil. 4.

My vanquisher, spoil'd of his vaunted spoil.

Milton, P. I., iii. 251.

Tbongh at the expense of their vaunted purity of blood.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 17.

2. To display or put forward boastfully ; ex-
hibit vaingloriously.

What shape, what shield, what armes, what steed, what
stedd,

And what so else his person most may vaunt.
Spenser, ¥. Q., III. U. 17.

vauntl (vant or vtat), n. l<. vaunt\v.~\ A vain
display of what one is, or has, or has done ; os-

tentation from vanity ; a boast ; a brag.

Such high vaunts of his nobility.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 50.

vaunt^t (vant), n. [< P. avant, before : see van^. ]

The first part ; the beginning.

The vaunt and firstlings of those broils.

Shak., T. and C, Prol., 1. 27.

vauntbracet, n. See vambrace.
vauntcouriert, »• [See van-courier.'] An old
form of van-courier. Shak., Lear, iii. 2. 5.

vaunter (van'ter or vftn'ter), n. [< ME. vaun-
tour, vantour, < OF. *vanteor, vanteur, boaster,
< iianier, boast: seeva«n<l.] One who vaunts

;

a boaster ; a braggart ; a man given to vain os-

tentation.

Wele I wote, a vauntour am I none, forcerteynly I love
better silence. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 77.

Alas, you know I am no vaunter, I

;

My scars can witness, dumb although they are.
That my report is just and full of truth.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3. 113.

vauntery (van'- or vftn'ter-i), n. [< vaunt^ +
-enj.'\ The act of vaunting; bravado. Also
vantery. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 249,

[Bare.]
For she had led

The infatuate Moor, in dangerous vaunJtery,
To these aspiring forms.

Smtthey, Roderick, the Last of the Goths, xxii.

vanntful (vant'ful or vant'ful), a. [< vaunfi
+ -ful.'] Boastful; vainly ostentatious. Spen-
ser, Muiopotmos, 1. 52.

vauntguardt, n. Same as vanguard. Merlin
(E. E. T. S.), ii. 151.
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vaunting (van'ting or v&n'ting), n. [Verbal
n. of ««««?!, «.] Ostentatious setting forth of
what one is or has ; boasting; bragging.

You say you are a better soldier

;

Let it appear So ; make yoMT vaunting true.

Shak., J. C, iv. S. 52.

vauntingly (van'- or van'ting-li), adv. In a
vaunting manner ; boastfully ; with vain osten-
tation. Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 36.

vauntmuret, ». See vantmurc.
vauntwardt, »• A Middle English form of van-
ward^.
vauqueline (vok'lin), n. [< F. vauqueline, so
called after L. N. Vauquelin (1763-1829), a
French chemist.] 1. A name originally given
by Pelletier and Caventon to strychnine.— 2. A
name given by Pallas to a crystalline substance
obtained from the bark of the olive-tree.

vauciuelinite (v6k'lin-it), n. [< Vauquelin (see

vauqueline) + -ite^.'] Native chromate of lead
and copper, a mineral which occurs in small
green or brown crystals on quartz accompany-
ing erocoite. Also called laxmannite.

vautt, n. and v. An obsolete form of vault"^.

Spenser.

vautert, n. An obsolete form of vaulter.

vautyt, a. A variant of vaulty.

vavasor, vavasour (vav'a-sor, -sor), n. [Also
vavassor, valvasor; ME. vavasour, < OF. vavas-
sour, F. vavasseur, < ML. vassus vassorum, vas-
sal of vassals: vassus, vassal; vassorum, gen.
pi. of vassus, vassal.] In feudal law, a princi-

pal vassal not holding immediately of the sov-

ereign, but of a great lord, and having other
vassals holding of him; a vassal of the second
degree or rank, in the class of vavasors were compre-
hended cMtelains (castellans), who owned castles or for-

tified houses, and possessed rights of territorial justice.

In England the title was rarely used, though Camden de-

fines it as next to baron, while Chaucer applies it to his
Frankeleyn. [Obsolete or archaic]

A Frankeleyn was in his compaignye ; . . .

Was nowher such a worthy vavasour.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 360.

Lord, liegeman, valvassor, and suzerain.
Ere he could choose, surrounded him.

Browning, Sordello.

vavasory (vav'a-so-ri), ». [ME. *vavasorie(^),

<. vavasor: see vavasor."] 1. The tenure of the
fee held by a vavasor.— 2. Lands held by a
vavasor.

vawardt, «• and a. [< ME. vaward, a reduction
of vantwarde, vauntwarde, etc.: see vamoard^.]
I. n. Same as vanward^.

My Lord, most humbly on my knee I beg
The leading of the vaward.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 130.

H. a. Being in the van or the front; fore-

most; front.

My sons command the vaward post.
With Brian Tunstall, stainless knight.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 24.

Vayu (va'y6), «. [< Skt. vdyu, < •/ vd, blow, =
Goth, waian, blow: see wind^, venfi.] la Hind.
myth., the vrind or wind-god.
Vaza (va'za), n. [NL. (G. R. Gray, 1855, after
les vazas oihesaon, 1831), also Vasa.] A genus
of parrots, also called Coracopsis. There are sev-
eral species, of Madagascar, Reunion, the Seychelles, and
Mozambique, one of which was originally called Psittacus
vaza by Shaw. Others are V. obscura {Coracopsis madasca-
riensis), V. nigra, V. comorensis, and V. barkleyi.

vaza-parrot (va'za-par"gt), n. A parrot of the
genus Coracopsis (or Vaza).

v-bob (ve'bob), n. Inmach., a V-shaped form
of bell-crank used to change the direction of
motion, as the horizontal motion of a cross-

head to the vertical motion of a pump-rod. E.
H. Knight. See hoh^.

V. C. An abbreviation of Victoria cross.

V-croze (ve'kroz), n. A coopers' croze used to

cut angular heading-grooves.
V. d. An abbreviation, in book-catalogues, of
various dates.

Veadar (ve'a-dar), n. [Heb.] The thirteenth
or intercalary month which is added to the Jew-
ish year about every third year, after Adar (the

last month of the sacred or ecclesiastical year).

veal (vel), n. [< ME. veel, veil, < OF. veel. vedeJs,

veau, P. veau = Pr. vedel. vedelh = It. vitello (cf.

Pg. vitella, f.), a calf, < L. vitellus, a little calf,

< vitulus, a calf, = Gr. haU^, a calf, = Skt.

vatsa, a calf, perhaps lit. a 'yearling,' < vatsa =
Gr. Ito^, year, allied to L. vetns, aged, vetulus, a
little old man: see veteran. Cf. vellum, ult.

from the same source as veal.] If. A calf.

Intruding into other King's territories (especially these
fruitful ones of ours), to eat up our fat beefs, veals, muttons,
and capons. Eng. Stratagem (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 804).
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2. The flesh of the calf used for food.

Bet than olde boef is the tendre veel.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 176.

Bob veal, (a) The flesh of a calf taken before birth from
a slaughtered cow ; also, the flesh of a new-bom calf. (6)

Same as deaconed veal.— Deaconed veal See deactm.—
Veal cutlet. See cutlet.

veal-skin (vel'skin), n. A cutaneous disease
distinguished by smooth white tubercles of a
glistening character, found on the ears, neck,
face, and sometimes covering the whole body.
vealy (ve'li), a. [< veal + -^i.] Like veal;

young; immature; having the qualities of a
calf: as, a vealy youth; vealy opinions. [Col-

loq.]

Their vealy faces mezzotinted with soot.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 248.

Veatchia (ve'chi-a), n. [NL. (Asa Gray, 1884),

named after Dr. John A. Veatch, who discov-

ered the Cerros Island trees.] A genus of trees,

of the order Anacardiacex and tribe Spondiese.
It is distinguished from the related genus Rhus (the

sumac) by its valvate sepals, accrescent petals, and thin-

walled fruit. The only species, V. discolor (V. Cedrosen-
sis), one of the most singular of American trees, a native
of Lower California, is known as elephant-tree, from the
thick heavy trunk and branches (often 2 feet thick and
not more than the same height, sending out ponderous
bent and tortuous horizontal branches often 20 feet long,

and ending suddenly in short twigs loaded with bright-

pink or yellowish-gray flowers). The trees usually grow
close together, often forming low and impenetrable mats.
On the mainland the species becomes erect and sometimes
25 feet high, and is locally known as copal-quicn. Its bark
is there used in tanning leatlier. The outer bark is a
peculiar brown skin, peeling annually, and increasing
the resemblance to the elephant. The flowers appear
after the fall of the minute leaves, and where the trees

are grouped in masses form a blaze of color visible for

several miles.

veckt (vek), n. [ME. vecke, vekke; origin ob-

scure.] An old woman.
A lympled vekke, ferre ronne in age.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4496.

vectiont (vek'shon), n. [< L. vectio{n-), a carry-

ing, conveyance, < veJtere, pp. rectus, bear, con-

vey : see vehicle.] The act of carrying, or the
state of being carried; vectitation; "a carry-

ing or portage," JSiownf (1670).

vectis (vek'tis), n. [L., a pole, bar, bolt, spike.]

1. la Rom. antiq., a,\)o\t.— 2. [NL.] laohstet.,

a curved fenestrated instrument similar to one
of the blades of the obstetrical forceps, used
in certain cases to aid delivery. Commonly
called lever.

vectitation (vek-ti-ta'shon), n. [< L. "vecti-

tare, pp. vectitatus, bear or carry about, freq.

of vehere, pp. vectus, convey: see vectimi.]

A carrying, or the state of being carried.

[Bare.]

Their enervated lords are lolling In their chariots (a

species of vectitation seldom used amongst the ancients
except by old men). Martinus Scriblerus.

vector (vek'tor), n. and a. [= F. vecteur, < L.

vector, one who carries or conveys, < vehere, pp.
fec<!/.s, carry, convey : seevectioii.] I. n. 1. (a)

In quaternions, a quantity which, being added
to any point of space, gives as the sum that

point which is at a certain distance in a certain

direction from the first. Vectors are said to be equal
when their directions and magnitudes are the same. Unit
vectors in quaternions are considered as equivalent to

quadrantal versors having their axes in the directions of
vectors; the word vector has accordingly sometimes, but
incorrectly, been used in the sense of a quadrantal versor.

Every quaternion can be resolved in one way, and one way
only, into a sum of a scalar and a vector ; and this vector
is called the vector of the (quaternion, and is denoted by
writing V before the sign of the quaternion. Thus, Vq de-

notes the vector of the quaternion q. Hence— {b) A
directive quantity; a quantity determined by
two numbers giving its direction and a third

giving its magnitude.— 2. Same as radius rec-

tor. See radius Addition of vectors. See addi-

tion.— OTigia of a vector. See origin.

II. a. Of the nature of or concerned with
vectors.—Vector analysis, the algebra of vectors.—

Vector equation, an equation between vectors. —Vec-
tor function. See /Hncfton.—Vector potential, a vec-

tor quantity so distributed throughout space that the re-

sult of operating upon it by the Hamiltonian operator

represents some natural quantity.

vectorial (vek-to'ri-al), a. [< vector + -iah]

Of or pertaining to a vector or vectors.—Vecto-
rial coordinates. See coordinate.

vecturet (vck'tur), n. [= F. voitiire = It. vet-

tura, a carriage! < L. vectura, a carrying, trans-

portation, < vehere, pp. vectus, carry: see rfc-

tion.] A carrying; carriage; conveyance by
carrying. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed.

1887).

Veda (va'dii). ». [= F. vcda = G. Veda, < Skt.

veda, lit. knowledge, understanding, esp. sacred

knowledge, the Hindu scripture, <^/vid, know.



[< Vedanta + -in.']

[< Vedanta + -ist.]

Veda
= E. wit: see wsA.] The sacred scripture of
the ancient Hindus, written in an older form
or dialect of Sanskrit, it is divided into mantra, or
sacred utterance (chiefly metrical), brahinaim, or inspired
exposition, and aiitra^ or sacrificial rules. It is also divided
into four bodies of writings : Jtig- Veda or hymns, Sdma-
Veda or chants, Yajur- Veda or sacred formulas, and Athar-
va-Veda, a collection of later and more superstitious
hymns— each with its brahmanas and sutras. It is of un-
known and very uncertain chronology, the oldest of the
hymns being possibly from near 2000 B. c. Sometimes ab-
breviated Ved,

Vedalia (ve-da'li-ii), n. [NL. (Mulsant, 1851).]
1. A genus of Coccinellidse, containing about 6
species of ladybird beetles of predaceous habits,
natives of subtropical regions, v. cardinalis, an
Australian form, was imported by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture from Australia and Kew Zealand
into California in the winter of 1888-9 to destroy the fluted
scale (Icerya purchasi), which result it accomplished in
less than nine months, through its rapacity and remarkable
fecundity.

2. II. c] Any member of this genus: as, the
cardinal vedalia (the species above mentioned).
Vedanga ( va-dang'ga), n. [Skt. fedanga,< veda,
Veda, + anga, limb.] In lit., a limb of the Veda.
This name is given to certain Sanskrit works auxiliary
to the Vedas, and aiding to the understanding of them
and their application to specific purposes. The Vedangas
are elaborate treatises on (1) pronunciation, (2) meter, (3)
grammar, (4) explanation of difficult terms, (5) astrono-
my, (6) ceremonial. They are composed in the sutra or
aphoristic style.

Vedanta (va-diin'ta), n. [< Skt. Veda, know-
ledge, + anta, end: see Ved^x.] A system of
philosophy among the Hindus, founded on the
Vedas. it is chiefly concerned in the investigation of
the Supreme Spirit and the relation in which the universe,
and especially the human soul, stands to it.

Vedantic (va-dan'tik), a. [< Vedanta + -ic]
Relating to the Vedanta.
Vedantin (va-dan'tin), a.

Same as Vedantic.

Vedantist (va-dan'tist), n.

One versed in the doctrines of the Vedanta,
vedette (ve-det '),n. [Also vidette ; < F. vedette,

< It. vedetia, < vedere, see, < L. videre, see : see
vision.] A sentinel on horseback stationed at
some outpost or on an elevation to watch an
enemy and give notice of danger.
Vedic (va'dik), a. [= F. vedimie; < Veda + -ic]
Of or relating to a Veda or the Vedas : as, the
Vedic hymns.

veelet, ». An obsolete dialectal form of /eeA.
veer (ver), v. [Early mod. E. also vere; < F.
i-irer = Pr. virar, < ML. virare, turn, sheer off,

< L. virite, armlets, bracelets. Cf. ferrule'^.'] I.
intrans. 1. To turn; specifically, to alter the
course of a ship, by turning her head round
away from the wind ; wear.

Also, as long as Heav'ns swift Orb shall veer,
A sacred Trophee shall be shining beer.

Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

And, as he leads, the following navy veerg.

Dryden, iEneid, r. 1088.

Fickle and false, they veer with every gale.

Crabbe, Works, I. 174.

2. To shift or change direction : as, the wind
veer.s to the north ; specifically, in meteor., with
respect to the wind, to shift in the same direc-
tion as the course of the sun— as, in the north-
em hemisphere, from east by way of south to
west.

As when a ship, by skllfal steersman wrotight
. . . where the wind
Veers oft, as oft so steers, and shifts her sail.

MUtftn, P. L., ix. 515.

3. To turn round ; vary; be otherwise minded

:

said of persons, feelings, intentions, etc. See
also veering.

Buckingham . . . soon . . . peered round from anger to
fondness, and gave Wycherley a commission in his own re-
giment. Maeatday, Comic Dramatists of the Kestoration.

II. trans. 1. To turn; shift.

Vere the maine shete and beare up with the land.
Spenser, F. Q., xii. 1.

2. Naut., to change the course of by turning
the stem to windward; lay on a different tack
by turning the vessel's head away from the
wind: wear: as, to rcer ship To veer and haul,
to pull tinht and slacken alternately.— To veer away, to
let out

; slacken and let run : as, to veer auaij the cable.
- To veer out, U> suffer to run or to let out to a greater

lenirth : as, to veer out a rope.

veerablet (ver'a-bl), a. [< veer + -able.]
Cliangeable; shifting: said of winds. Dampier.
veering (ver'ing), «. [Verbal n. of veer, v.]
The act of turning or changing: as, the veering
of the wind ; especially, a fickle or capricious
change.

It is a double misfortune to a nation which is thus given
to change, when they have a sovereign at the head of them
that is prone to fall in with all the turns and veerings of the
people. Addison, Freeholder
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veering (ver'ing), p. a. Turning; changing;
shifting.

The veering golden weathercocks, that were swimming
in the moonlight, like golden fishes in a glass vase.

L&ngfell&w, Hyperion, ii. 10.

A subtle, sudden flame.
By veering passion fann'd.
About thee breaks and dances.

Tennyson, Madeline.

veeringly (ver'ing-li), adv. In a veering man-
ner; changingly; shiftingly.
veery (ver'i), n. pi. veeries (-iz). Wilson's or
the tawny thrush of North America, Titrdus
{HijlocicUla) fuscescens, one of the five song-

Veery i,Turdus {.Hyloeichta') fuscescens).

thrushes common in the eastern parts of the
United States, it is 7 J inches long, 12 in extent, above
uniform tawny-brown, below whitish, the throat bufl' with
a few small spots. It is migratory, nests on the ground or
very near it, and lays four or five greenish-blue eggs with-
out spots. It is of shy and retiring habits, frequenting
thick woods and swamps, and is an exquisite songster.

The place flows with birds: . . . olive-backs, veeries,
[and] ovenbirds, S. Judd, Margai-et, ii. 1.

vegal (va'ga), n. [< Sp. vega = Cat. vega = Pg.
veiga, an open plain, a tract of flat land; origin
uncertain.] A tract of ground, low, flat, and
moist. This word is confined chiefly to Spain
and Cuba ; in the latter it often denotes a ' to-
bacco-field.'

The best properties known as vegas, or tobacco farms,
are comprised in a narrow area in the south-west part of
the island [of ('uba].

5. Hazard, Cuba with Pen and Pencil (London, 1873),

[p. 329.

Sometimes the water of entire rivers or vast artificial
reservoirs ... is used in feeding a dense network of canals
distributed over plains many square miles in extent. Such
plains in Valencia and Murcia are known by the Spanish
nameofhuertas (gardens), in Andalusia by theArabic name
of vegas, which has the same meaning.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 299.

Vega2 (ve'ga), n. [= F. v^ga, < Ar. waqi', fall-

ing, i. e. the falling bird, with ref . to Altair, the
flying eagle, situated not far from Vega.] A
star of the first magnitude in the northern con-
stellation Lyra; a LyrsB.

vegetaline

the organs of plants.—Vegetable antimony, the thor-
oughwort, Eupatorimn perfoliatum.—VegetsMe bezo-
ar. Same as caiajntte.—Vegetable brunatone. See
bnmstone and iycopode.-Vegetable bristles, the fibers
of gomuti.—Vegetable butters. See butteri —Vegeta-
ble calomel, Podophyllum peltatum, the May-apple or
mandrake.—Vegetable casern, same as iet/innfn.—Veg-
etable colic, intestinal pain caused by the use of green
fruit.—Vegetable earth. Same as vegetable moW.—Veg-
etable egg, the egg plant ; also, the marmalade-fruit, Lu-
euma mamjiiosn.- Vegetable fibers. See ;S6cri.—Vege-
table flbrtn. See .^ftrira.- Vegetable flannel, a fabric
made from pine-needle wool (which see, underpine-needle).— Vegetable fountain. See I'hytocrene,—Vegeta,Ue
gelatin. See seiattn.— Vegetable glue. See glue.—
Vegetable horsehair, a fiber extracted from the leaves
of the European palm, Chaimerops humilis: used like
horsehair for stufttng ; also, the Spanish moss, Tillandsia
uxneoides, similarly used,—Vegetable ivory. See ivory-
nut.—Vegetable jelly, a gelatinous substance found in
plants; pectin.— Vegetable kingdom, that division of
natural objects which embraces vegetables or plants ; the
regnum vegetabile; Vegetabilia.— VegetsMe lamb, the
Agnus Scythicus or Tatarian lamb. See agnus.

Eyes with mute tenderness her distant dam.
Or seems to bleat, a vegetable lanib.

Erasmus Darwin, Loves of Plants. (Dyer.)

Vegetable leather, marrow, merciuy. See the nouns.— Vegetable mold, mold or soil containing a considera-
ble proportion of vegetable constituents ; mold consisting
wholly or chiefly of humus,—Vegetable naphtha. .Same
as wood-naphtlM.—'Vesetatile oyster. Same as oyster-
plant, 2.— Vegetable parchment. Same as parchment
paper (which see, under pa^wj-).- Vegetable physiol-
ogy, that branch of botany which treats of the vital ac-
tions of plants, or of the offices which their various organs
perform.-Vegetable serpent. Same as snake-cucum-
ber. Seec«CMmier.— Vegetable sheep. Ssacae aa sheep-
plant. See .flaouiia.- Vegetable sUk, a fine and glossy
fiber, kindred to silk-cotton, borne on the seeds of Chort
sia speciosa in Brazil. The name is applicable to various
similar substances. Compare sUk-cotton, under cotton^.—
Vegetable sponge. See sponge-goitrd. —Vegetable sul-
phur. Same as (j/copode.-Vegetable tallow, tissue,
wax, etc. See the nouns.—Vegetable towel, the sponge-
gourd.-Vegetable turpeth. See turpeth, 1.

II. n. 1. A plant. See^toi^l.— 2. In a more
limited sense, a herbaceous plant used wholly
or in part for culinary purposes, or for feeding
cattle, sheep, or other animals, as cabbage,
cauliflower, turnips, potatoes, spinach, peas,
and beans. The whole plant may be so used, or its tops
or leaves, or its roots, tubers, etc., or its fruit or seed.

Sowthistle, dandelion, and lettuce are their favourite
vegetables, especially the last.

Camper, Account of his Hares, May 28, 1784.

Chattel vegetable. See c»a(fe;.—Leather vegetable,
a shrubby West Indian plant, Euphorbia punicea: so
named from its coriaceous leaves. The flower-cluster has
long scarlet bracts. =Syn. Vegetable, Plant, Herb, Tree,
Shrub, Bush, Undershrub, Vine. Vegetable and plant in
scientific use alike denote any member whatever of the
vegetable kingdom. In popular use a vegetable is a culi-
nai-y herb, and a plant is comparatively small, either an
herb, or a shrub or tree when quite young, particularly a
cultivated herb. An herb is a plant without a woody stem,
hence dying to the root, or throughout, each year. A tree
is a plant having a woody aerial stem, typically single be-
low and branching above, the whole with a height of not
less than four or five times the human stature. A shrub is
a woody plant, typically lower than a tree and branching
near or below the ground. A bush is a shrub of medium
size, forming a clump of stems, or at least of a branching
habit. An undershrub is a very small shrub. A vine is an
herb, shrub, or even tree, with a long and slender stem
which is not self-supporting. See the several words.

Vegetabilia (vej"e-ta-bil'i-a), K.pi. [NL.,pl.of vegetablize (vei'e-ta-bliz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
L. t-ejetaftjKs, vegetable : see vegetable.] Plants
as a grand division of nature. Compare Primalia.
vegetability (vej"e-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. veg^-
tabilite = Sp. vegetahiliddd = It. vegetabilitd, ;

as vegetable + 4ty.] Vegetable quality, char-
acter, or nature.

Boetius, , . . not ascribing its [the coral's] concretion
unto the air, but the . . . lapidifical juyce of the sea,
which, entering the parts of that plant, overcomes its

vegetability, and converts it into a lapideous substance.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

vegetablized, ppr. vegetablizing. [< vegetable +
-ize.] To render vegetable in character or ap-
pearance.

Silk is to be vegetablized ... by an immersion in a bath
of cellulose dissolved in ammoniacal copper oxide.

O'NeUl, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p, 38.

vegetal (vej'e-tal), a. and n. [< OP. vegetal, P.
vegetal = ^. Pg. vegetal = It. vegetate, < L. vege-
tus, living, lively: see vegetate.] 1. a. X. Of,
pertaining, or relating to a plant or plants;
having the characteristics or nature of a vege-
table; vegetable.

On the whole it appears to me to be the most convenient
to adhere to the old plan of calUng such of those low forms
as are more animal in habit Protozoa, and such as are
more vegetal Protophyt^

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 281.

2. Of or pertaining to the series of vital phe-
nomena common to plants and animals—name-
ly, digestion and nutritive assimilation, growth,
absorption, secretion, excretion, circulation,
respiration, and generation, as contradistin-
guished from sensation and volition, which are
peculiar to animals.
The first are called the vegetal functions, the second the

animal functions ; and the powers or forces on which they
depend have been termed respectively the vegetal life and
the animal life.

Brande and Cox, Diet. Sci., Lit., and Art, III. 930.

II, 11. A plant ; a vegetable.
I saw vegetals too, as well as minerals, put into one glass

there. B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

S'o'r^'^LtSi^^^^g^tb^i'aS'^^^^^^^
An alkaloid.-Vegetable anatomy, that branch of hot- ^ material consisting of woody fiber treated
any which treats of the form, disposition, and structure of with sulphuric acid, dried and converted into a

vegetable (vej'f-ta-bl), a. and n. [< OF. vege-

table, living, fit to live, vegetable, as a noun, a
vegetable, F. vig^table, vegetable, = Sp. vege-
table= Pg. vegetavel = It. vegetabile, apt to vege-
tate, < LL. vegetabilis, enlivening, animating, <

L. vegetare, quicken, animate: see vegetate.] I.

a. 1. Having life such as a plant has.

Vegetable [F.], vegetable, fit or able to line ; hauing, or
likelie to haue, such life, or increase in groweth, as plants,
&c. Cotgrave.

2. Of or pertaining to plants; characteristic of
plants; also, having the characteristics of a
plant or of plants; resembling a plant or what
belongs to plants; occupied or concerned with
plants.

And all amid them stood the Tree of Life,

High eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit

Of vegetable gold. Milton, P. L,, iv. 220.

Vegetable acids, such acids as are obtained from plants,
as malic, citric, gallic, and tartaric acids.— Vegetable
sethiops, a remedy fonnerly used in the tj^eatment of



vegetaline

fine powder, then mixed with resin soap, and
treated with aluminium sulphate to remove the
soda of the soap, again dried, and pressed into
cakes. The substance may be made transparent by the
addition of castor-oil or glycerin before pressing, and can
be colored as desired. It is used as a substitute for ivory
coral, caoutchouc, etc. E. H. Kniyht.

'

vegetality (vej-e-tari-ti), n. [< vegetal + -ity.~\

1. Vegetable character or quality; vegetabil-
ity.— 2. The aggregate of physiological func-
tions, nutritive, developmental, and reproduc-
tive, which are common to both animals and
vegetables, but which constitute the sole vital
processes of the latter. See vegetal, a., 2.

vegetarian (vej-e-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< vege-
t{able) + -arian.} I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to,
or characteristic of those who on principle ab-
stain from animal food.— 2. Consisting entire-
ly of vegetables.
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likened to the processes of vegetable growth,
as digestion, circulation, secretion, and excre-
tion, which are particularly concerned in the
nutrition or in the growth, waste, and repair
of the organism : opposed to the specially ani
mal functions, as locomotion, cerebration, etc.— 3. Hence, characterized by such physical
processes only ; lacking intellectual activity;
stagnant; unprogressive.

The indolent man descends from the dignity of his na- n ^ •., ", ,
- --

tuie, and makes that being which was rational merely "^gently; torcibiy; ardently; passionately.
vegetative. Steele, Spectator, No. 100. Vebicle (ve'hi-kl), n. [< OF. vehicule, F. velii

vehmgericht

2. Acting with great force or energy; ener-
getic; violent; furious; very forcible.
Swell not into vehement actions which embroU and con-

found the earth. Sir T. Brmmie, Christ. Mor., i. 19.

Gold will endure a vehement Are for a long time.

N. Grew,
= S3m. Impetuous, flery, burning, hot, fervid, forcible
vigorous, boisterous.

vehemently (ve'he-ment-li), adv. In a vehe-
ment manner; with great force or violence;

From the inertness, or what we may term the vegetative
character, of his ordinary mood, Clifford would perhaps
have been content to spend one day after another inter-
minably, ... in just the kind of life described in the
preceding pages. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

4. Having the power to produce or support
growth in plants: as, the vegetative properties
of soil—Vegetative reproduction, a form of repro-

The polyprotodont type [of dentition] prevails in the
American genera ; the diprotodont obtains in the majority
of the Australasian marsupials, and is associated usually
with vegetarian or promiscuous diet.

Owen, Aaat. Vert., § 220, B.

n. n. 1. One who maintains that vegeta-
bles and farinaceous substances constitute the
only proper food for man.— 2. One who ab-
stains from animal food, and lives e.xclusively "'" TZ" , , .,

""^"' ''^'"^ ^"""Kn''

vegetables, together with, usually, eggs, vegetatively (vej e-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a vege
If. ef-.fl_ St.T-iftt vo<rAtomo,,<.oo+,ro«„t„i;i„ „„,] tativf manncr.

means of buds, soredia, gemmse, bulbils, etc., are familiar
examples. See reprodtiction, 3 (a).

Il.t 1I. A vegetable.
Shall I make myself more miserable than the vegetatives

and brutes? Baxter, Dying Thoughts.

milk, etc. Strict vegetarians eat vegetable and
farinaceous food only, and will not eat butter,
egg.s, or even milk.
vegetarianism (vej-f-ta'ri-an-izm), «. [< vege-
tarian + -ism.'\ The theory and practice of
living solely on vegetables. The doctrines and prac-
tice of vegetarianism are as old as the time of Pythagoras,
and have for ages been strictly observed by many of the
Hindus, as well as by Buddhists and others.

vegetate (vej'e-tat). v.
;
pret. and pp. vegetated,

ppr. vegetating. [< LL. vegetatiis, pp. of vege

manner.
Vegetativeness (vej'e-ta-tiv-nes), M. The
character of being vegetative, in any sense.
vegete (vej'et), a. [= Pg. It. vegeto, < h. vege-
tus, vigorous, brisk: see vegetable, vegetate.']
Vigorous; active. [Rare.]
He [Lucius Cornelius] had lived a healthful and vegete

age till his last sickness. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 1.

But would my picture be complete if I forgot that am-
ple and vegete countenance of Mr. R of W. ?

Lowell, Study Windows, p.
tare{>lt.vegetare= Sp.Pgvegetar= F.v^g^ter, vegetivet (vej'e-tiv), a. and «. [< veaete +
grow), enliven, < vegetus, lively, < vegere, move,
excite, quicken, intr. be active or lively; akin
to vigere, flourish. The E. sense is imported
from the related vegetable.] I. intrans. 1. To
grow in the manner of plants; fulfil vegetable
functions.

A weed that has to twenty summers ran
Shoots up in stalk, and vegetates to man.

Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, Prol.

See dying vegetables life sustain.
See life dissolving vegetate again.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 16.

Hence— 2. To live an idle, unthinking, use-
less life ; have a mere inactive physical exis-
tence

; live on without material or intellectual
achievement.

The vast empire of China, though teeming with popula-
tion and imbibing and concentrating- the wealth of na-
tions, has vegetated througli a succession of drowsy ages.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 423.

H. trans. To
[Bare.]

Dmina Is tax'd abroad ot a solecisme in her govern-
ment, that she should suffer to run nito one Grove that
sap which should go to vegetate the whole Forrest.

Howell, Vocall Forrest (ed. 1645), p. 29.

vegetation (vej-e-ta'ghqn), n. [< OF. vegeta-
tion, F. vegetation = Sp.vegeiacion = Pg. vegeta-
qUo = It. vegetazione, < LL. vegetatio(n-), a quick-
ening, < vegetare, quicken: see vegetate.] 1.
The act or process of vegetating; the process
of growing exhibited by plants.— 2. Plants
collectively: as, luxuriant vegetation.

Deep to the root
Of vegetation parch'd, the cleaving fields
And slippery lawn an arid hue disclose.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 440.

3. In pathol., an excrescence or growth on any
surface of the body.-Vegetation of salts.

-ive.]

II.

I. a. Vegetative.

Force vegetiue and sensatiue in Man
There is.

cule = Sp. vehiculo = Pg. veliiculo = It. veicolo,
reiculo = G. vehikel (def. 2.), < L. vehiculum, a
carnage, conveyance, < vehere, carrv, = AS.
ivegan, move : see weighi, and cf . way, wagon,
from the same ult. root.] 1. Any carriage mov-
ing on land, either on wheels or on runners ; a
conveyance.— 2. That which is used as an in-
strument of conveyance, transmission, or com-
munication.
We consider poetry . : . as a delightful wAtrfe for con-

veymg the noblest sentiments.
Ooldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

Shakespeare's language is no longer the mere vehicle of
thought, it has become part of it, its very flesh and blood.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st sen, p. 184.

Specifically —(a) In phar., a substance, usually fluid, pos-
sessing little or no medicinal action, used as a medium
for the administration of active remedies; an excipient.
(b) In painting, any liquid, whether water, as in water-col-
or painting, or oil, as in oilcolor painting, which is used
to render colors, varnishes, etc., manageable and fit for
use. (c) One of two enduements, the one more spiritual
than the other, with which the soul is clothed, according
to the Platonists. One corresponds to vital power, the
other to spirit.

The vehicles of the genii and souls deceased are much-
what of the very nature of the aire.

Dr. U. More, Immortal, of Soul, III. iii. 12.

Great or greater vehicle, and little or lesser vehicle
(translations of .Sanskrit mahayuna and hlnayana), names
.applied to two phases or styles of exposition of Buddhist
doctrine— a more modern and an older, a more expanded
and pretentious and a simpler— and to the treatises in
which these are respectively recorded.

a«i/«iooc?. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 13. vehicle (ve'hi-kl), V. t.-, pret. and pp. vehicled.

cause to vegetate or grow.

n. A vegetable

Make us better than those vegetives
Whose souls die with them.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, i. 1.

vegeto-alkali (vej''e-t6-al'ka-li), n. An alka-
loid.

vegeto-animal (vej''''e-t6-an'i-mal), a. and n. I.
a. Partaking of the 'nature of both vegetable
and animal matter—Vegeto-animal matter a
name formerly applied to vegetable gluten and albumen.

II. n. An organism of equivocal character
between a plant and an animal ; a protist.
vegetoust (vej'e-tus), a. [< L. vegetus, vigor-
ous: see reg'ete.] B&me as vegete.

If she be fair, young, and vegetans, no sweetmeats ever
drew more flies. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 1.

vehemence (ve'he-mens), n. [< OP. vehemence,
F. vehemence = Sp. tg. vehemencia = It. vee-
mema, veemenzia, < L. vehementia, eagerness,
strength, < vehemen(t-)s, eager: %ee vehement.]
The character or state of being vehement ; the
energy exhibited by one who or that which is
vehement.

ppr. vehicling. [< vehicle, n.] To convey in or
apply or impart by means of a vehicle.

Guard us through polemic life
From poison vehicled in pi-aise.

U. Green, The Grotto.

vehicular (ve-hik'u-lar), a. [< LL. vehicularis,
< L. vehiculum, a vehicle : see r-ehiele.] Of, per-
taining to, or relating to a vehicle or vehicles

;

also, serving as a vehicle: as, vehicular traffic.

It is on such occasions that the Insides and Outrides, to
use the appropriate vehicular phrases, have reason to rue
the exchange of the slow and safe motion of the ancient
Fly-coaches, which, compared with the chariots of Mr.
Palmer, so ill deserve the name.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, i.

Vehicular state, the state of a ghost or disembodied
spirit.

vehiculate (ve-hik'u-lat), V. t. and i.
;
pret. and

pp. vehiculaied, pjiT^ vehicnlating. [< L. vehicu-
lum, vehicle, + -ate^.] To convey by means of
a vehicle ; ride or drive in a vehicle. [Rare.]
My travelling friends, vehictdating in gigs or otherwise

over that piece of London road.
Carlyle, Oliver Cromwell, II. 191.

Specifically— (a) Violent ardor; fervor; _„,,.„,..„ , - . .,
\".y" '\

,.^ ,.
impetuosity; Are: as, the tieAej«)ic« of love or aflfection ; VemcUlatlOn (ve-hik-u-la shon), n. [< vehicu-
the vehemence of anger or other passion. late + -ion.] Movement oif or in vehicles
Nay, I prithee now with most petitionary vehemence, [Rare.]

tell me who it is. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 200. The New Road with its lively traflic and vehiculation
(6) Force or impetuosity accompanying energetic action seven or eight good yards below our level,
of any kind ; impetuous force ; impetuosity ; boisterous- Carlyle, Reminiscences (ed. 1881), II. 168.

IZ'vS^^^l
'"''' *' 'hereAemen^cf wind; to speak vehiculatory (ve-hik'u-la-to-ri), a. [< vehicu-

late -i- -or-y.] Pertaining or relating to a

line veptatipn,acry'stalIlne°co~c?e"tron7o™edrf,y"salfs: vihemencv 'rvl"h§ menTiHrafter sofution in water, when set in the air for cvapora!
*?nemency ( ve He-men-sl), n.

(see -c^).] iiavae as vehemence.tion. These concretions appear round the surface of the
liquor, affixed to the sides of the vessel, and often assume
branching forms so as to resemble plants.

vegetative (vej'e-tii-tiv), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. vegetittife; < (JF. vegetatif, Y. vegetatif= Sp.
Pg. It. vegetative, vegetative, < LL. vegetatus,
pp. of vegetare, quicken: see vegetate.] I. a.
1. Growing, or having the power of physical
growth, as plants; of or pertaining to physical
growth or nutrition, especially in plants.
The powar or efflcacie of growinge ... is called vege-

tatife. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 24.

We must look at the curious and complex laws govern-
ing the faculty with which trees can be grafted on each
other as incidental on unknown differences in their vege-
tative systems. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 246.

2. In animal physiol., noting those functions
or organs of the body which, being performed
or acting unconsciously or involuntarily, are

A universal hubbub wild
Of stunning sounds and voices all confused,
Borne through the hollow dark, assaults his ear
With loudest vehemence. MilUm, P. L., ii. 954.

= Syn. Force, might, intensity, passion.

[As vehemence

The vehemency of this passion 's such,
Many have died by joying overmuch.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

vehement (ve'he-ment), a. [< OF. vehement,
F. vehement = Sp. Pg. vehemente = It. veemenfe,
< L. vehemen(t-)s, sometimes contr. veemen(t-)s,
vemen(t-)s, very eager, impetuous, ardent, furi-
ous, appar. < vehere, carry (or *veha, vea, via,
way?), + men{t-)s, mind: see vehicle and men-
tal^.] 1. Proceeding from or characterized
by strength, violence, or impetuosity of feeling
or emotion ; very ardent ; very eager or urgent

;

fervent; passionate.

Note, if your lady strain his entertainment
With any strong or vehement importunity.

Shult., Othello, iii. 3. 251.

I fell into, some vehement argumentations with him in
defence of Christ Coryat, Crudities, I. 71.

vehicle; vehicular. [Rare.]
Logical swim-bladders, transcendental life-preservers,

and other precautionary and vehiculatory gear for setting
out. Carlyle, Life of Sterling, i. 8.

vehme (fa'me), «. r= F. vehme, < G. vehme,
fehme. prop, feme, MHG. veme, punishment. In

;

E. rather an abbr. of vehmgericht.] Same as
j

vehmgericht.

vehmgericht (fam'ge-rieht''), n.; pi. vehmge-
richts (-rich'ta). [< G. vehmgericht, better fehm-
gericht, < fehme, fchm, a criminal tribunal so
called (see def.), + gericht, judgment, tribunal,
law: see vehme and right] One of the medi-
eval tribunals which flourished in Germany,
chiefly in Westphalia, in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. They were apparently descended
from the cantonal courts, and at first afforded some pro-
tection, as the regular machinery of justice had been de-
moralized. Later they misused tlieir power, and practi-
cally disappeared with the increasing strength of the
regular governments. The president of the court was
called .freigra,f, the justices /reischiifen. and the place
of meeting /reistvhl. The sessions were open, at which
civil matters were adjudicated, or secret, to which were
sumnioned persons accused of murder, robbery, heresy,
witchcraft, etc. Those convicted of serious crimes, or



vehmgericht

those who refused to appear before the tribunal, were put
to death. Also fre^ericfUe, Westphalian gerichte, etc.

vehmic (fa'mik), a. [< vehme 4- -ic] Of or

ptrtaiiiiiig to the vehme or vehmgeircht. Also
fehttiic.

veil (val), n. [Formerly also vail, vayle; < ME,
veilef reyle, vayle, /(lyle, < OF. veiley F. voile, a
veil, also a sail, = Ft. vel = Sp. It. velo == Pg.
veOj a veil, vela, a sail, = leel. i(7, < L. velum,

a sail, cloth, covering, < vehere, carry, bear
aloug: see vehicle. Hence veil, r., reveal, reve-

lation, etc.] 1. A cloth or other fabric or ma-
terial intended to conceal something from the

eye ; a curtain.

The veil of the temple was rent in twain.
Mat. xxvii. 51.

2. A piece of stuff, usually very light and more
or less transparent, as lawn or lace, intended
to conceal, wholly or in part, the features from
close observation, while not materially ob-
structing the vision of the wearer; hence, such
a piece of stuff forming a head-dress or part
of a head-dress, especially for women, in the
early middle ages tlie veil was commonly circular or semi-
circular ill shape, and was worn in many ways. At a later

time it was attached to the high and heavy head-dresses,

Veils.

I, from statue, in the Abbey ofSt Denis, of Isabeau of Bavnria, Queen
of France, wife of Charles VI. : the statue probably dates frt>m 1425-

3, as worn in France at the end of ihe t^h and be^^inntn^ of (he i4tn
century. (Froni VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilicr fran^ais.")

such as the esenffion and the kennin, and was a mere orna-
mental appendage, not admittingof being drawn over the
face. The veil, when small, is indistinguishable from the
kerchief. In mfxlem use the veil is a piece of gauze,
grenadine, lace, crape, or similar fabric used to cover the
face, either for concealment or as a screen against sun-
light, dust, insects, etc. In this capacity it usually forms
no necessary part of the head-dress, but is attached to

the bonnet or nat.

Wering a vayle [var. fayle] instide of wymple.
Rom. 0/ the Kose, 1. 3864.

Bonnet nor veil henceforth no creature wear I

Nor sun nor wind will ever strive to kiss you.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1081

Your veil, forsooth ! what, do you dread being gazed at?
or are you afraid of your complexion?

Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

3. Hence, anything that prevents observation

;

a covering, mask, or disguise ; al.so, a pretense.

I will . , . pluck the borrowed veil of modesty from
the so seeming Mistress Page.

Shak., M. W. of W., Ui. 2. 42.

His most objectionable enterprises, even, were covered
with a veU of religion. Pregc*Al, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

4. A scarf tied to or hanging from a pastoral
staff. See orarium^, 3, .Hudarium (</), vexilluiH,

and handfrnle, 1 (6).— 5. In anat. and zool., a
velum.— 6. In hot.i (a) In IJymenomyceteSySSLvae
as velum, 2 (a), (b) In Discomycetes, a mem-
branous or fibrous coating stretching over the
mouth of the cup. (c) In mosseSj same as ca-

lyptra, 1 (a).— 7. In phonationj an obscuration
of the clearness of the tones, either from a
natural conformation of the larynx or from
some accidental condition, as fatigue or a cold.
The natural veil in some gifted and highly trained sing-
ers is often a beauty, while a huskiness due to imperfect
use or accidental interference is a decided blemish. A
voice in which a veil is present is called veiled, or voce

velaia or voix /twrnfrr^e.— Demi-veil, a short veil worn by
women, which superaeded about 1855 the long veil pre-
viously worn.— Egyptian veil, in modern costume for

women, a veil worn around the head and neck and tied

under the chin.— Euchariatic veils, sacramental
ellB, the veils or dotha of linen, silk, etc., used to cover
the eucharistic vtssi'ls ;ind the elements or 8i»ecies during
the celebration iA muss r>r lioly communion. Those ordi-
narily used in tlie Western rhurch are the pall, the chalice-
veil, which covers both chalice and paten before, after,

and during part of celebration, and, in the Anglican
Church, the fKJSt-comniunion veil. To these may be added
the corpfjral (partly use<i t<j cover the bread), the humeral
veil, and formerly the offertory veil. In the (ireek Church
there are separate veils for the paten and chalice, and a
third veil, of thinner material, the air or aer, covering
both.— Humeral, Lenten, ofrertory veil. See the
qualifying words. -Blarginal veiL See velum, 2 (a).—

6711
To take the veil, to assume the veil according to the
custom of a woman when she becomes a nun; hence, to
retire to a nunnery. On fii-st entering the nunnei-y the
applicant takes the white veil ; if after her novitiate she
desires to become a nun, in certain convents she takes
the black veil, when she pronounces the irrevocable vows.
— Veil of the palate. See palate.

veil (val), V, t [Early mod. E. also vaiL vayle;

< ME. veilen, veylleu. < OF. veiler, voiler, F. voiler

= Sp. Pg. velav = It. velare, < L. velare, cover,
wrap, envelop, veil, < velum, a veil : see veil, «.]

1. To cover with a veil, as the face, or face and
head; cover the face of with a veil.

Take thou no mete (be welle wer off itte)

Vnto gi-ace be seyd, and ther-to veylle thi hode.
Booke of Precedence (B. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 58.

Her face was veU'd, yet to my fancied sight
Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person shined.

Milton, Sonnets, xviii.

2. To invest; enshroud; envelop; hide.

I veU bright Julia underneath that name.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

No f(^-cIoud veiled the deep. Whitlier, The Exiles.

She bow'd as if to veil a noble tear.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

3. Figuratively, to conceal; mask; disguise.

To keep your great pretences veU'd tUl when
They needs must show themselves.

Skak., Cor., i. 2.20.

Half to show, half veil the deep intent.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 4.

Veiled calamary, a cephalopod of the genus Ilistioteu-

this, with six arms webbed together, the other arms loose,

and the coloration gorgeous.—Veiled plate, in photo'j., a
negative or other plate of which the parts that should Ije

clear are obscured by a slight fog.— Veiled VOice. See
veil, n., 7.

veiler (va'l^r), n. [Formerly also vailer ; < veil

+ -€/i.] One who or that which veils.

Swell'd windes
And fearefuU thunder, vailer of earth's pride.

Toumeur, Trans. Metamorphosis, st. 3.

veiling (va'ling), u. [Formerly also vailing;

verbal n. of veil, r.] 1, The act of concealing
with a veil.— 2. A veil; a thin covering.— 3.
Material for making veils: as, jmn^^-veiling

;

silk veiling.

veilless (var-
ies), a. [< veil

+ -less."} Des-
titute of a veil.

Tennyson, Ger-
aint.

veilleuse (va-

lyez'), n. [F.,

a night-light,

a float-light, <

veille, watch,
vigil: see t'lV/i/.]

In decorative

art, a shad-
ed night-lamp.
The shade or
screen in such
lamps was fre-

quently the
medium for
richdeeoration.

vein (van), n.

[< ME. veine,

veynCf vayne, <

OF. (and F.)
veine = Sp. It. vena = Pg. veia, < L. vena, a
blood-vessel, vein, artery, also a watercourse,
a vein of metal, a vein or streak of wood or
stone, a row of trees, strength, a person's nat-

ural bent, etc.; prob. orig. a pipe or channel
for conveying a fluid, < vehere, carry, convey:
see vehicle, and cf, veil, from the same source.]

1. In anat., one of a set of blood-vessels con-
veying blood from the periphery to the physi-
ological center of the circulation; one of a set

of membranous canals or tubes distributed in

nearly all the tissues and organs of the body,
for the purpose of carrying blood from these
parts to the heart. The walls of the veins are thin-

ner, as a rule, and more flaccid, than those of the arteries

;

they are composed of three layers or coats — the outer or
fibrous ; the middle, made up chiefly of sparse muscular
fibers; and the inner or serous. The inner or lining

membrane, especially in the veins of the lower extremi-
ties, presents numerous crescentic folds, usually in man
occurring in pairs, known as the valves of the veins, which
serve to prevent a backward flow of che blood. The nu-
trition of the walls is provided for by the vasa vasontm.
The nerves supplying the walls of the veins are few in

number. There are two systems of veins — the systemic,

or those cari-ying venous blood from the tissues of the body
to the right auricle of the heart ; and the pulmonary, or

those carrying tlie oxygenated blood from the lungs to

the left auricle of the heart. The portal system is a sub-

division of the systemic, in which blood coming from the

digestive organs is conducted to the liver by the portal

vein, circulates throughout this organ, is again collected

in the hepatic veins, and is thence carried to the right

vein

auricle of the heart. The veins of the portal system have
no valves. The blood in the systemic veins is dark-red in
color, and flows in a continuous stream. The umbilical
veins of the fetus, like the pulmonary veins, convey oxy-

Veilleuse of gilded bronze, i6th century.
(From '• L'Art pour Tous."l

Veins.

a, vein laid open, showing the valves arranged in pairs ; *, section,
showing action of the valves; c, external view of vein, lowing the
moniliform appearance caused by the valves when distended.

genated or arterial blood. As a general rule, the corre-
sponding veins and arteries run t^ide by side, and are
called by the same names. In fishes and other low ver-
tebrates which breathe by gills, the veins from these or-

gans correspond in function, but not morphologically,
with pulmonary veins. There is a reniportal system of
veins in some animals, as Amphibia and reptiles, by which
tlie kidneys receive blood from veins as well as by renal
arteries. See phrases below, and vena. See also cuts un-
der circulation, heart, liver, lung, median^, and thorax.

[He] hurlet thurghe the hawbei^h, hurt hym full sore

;

The gret vayne of his gorge gird vne ysondur,
That the freike, with the frusshe, fell of his horse.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5829.

2. Loosely, any blood-vessel. Many of the veins
being superficial or subcutaneous, liable to ordinary ob-
servation, and when swollen or congested very conspicu-
ous, the name is popularized, and extended to the arte-

ries, while artery remains chiefly a technical term.

Klesch and veines nou fieo a-twinne,
Wherfore I rede of routhe.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 131.

Let me have
A dram of poison, such soon-speeding gear
As will disperse itself through all the veins.

Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 61.

3. In entom., one of the ribs or homy tubes
which form the framework of the wings of an
insect, and between which the thin membrane
of the wings is spread and supported; a nervure.
Veins result from certain thickenings of the upper and un-
der surfaces of the sac which primarily composes the wing,
these thickenings being exactly coapted, and often hol-

lowed or channeled for the reception of air-tnbes— which
enables the wings to subserve to some extent the functions
of lungs. The primary veins give out veinlets or nervules.
The venation of the wings dift'ers much in different insects,

but is sufficiently constant in each case to afford valuable
classificatory characters. See cuts under Chrysopa, Cirro'
phanus, nervure, and venation.

4. In hot., a fibrovascular bundle at or near
the surface of a leaf, sepal, petal, etc. : same as
nerve, 7. See nervation.— 6. In mining, an oc-

currence of ore, usually disseminated through
a gangue or veinstone, and having a more or
less regular development in length, width, and
depth. A fissure-vein, or true vein, is a vein in which the
ore and veinstone occupy a preexisting fissure or crack
in the rocks, which has been formed by some deep-seated
cause or crust-movement, and may therefore be presumed
to extend downward indefiidtely, and for the same reason
is likely to have considerable development in length. True
veins usually have well-defined walls, on which there is

more or less flucan or gouge, and which are often striated

or polished, giving rise to what miners call slickensidea.

True veins often have the ore and veinstone arranged in

parallel plates or layers, called cmnbs. Experience shows
that true veins are more to be depended on for perma-
nence in depth than other more irregular deposits, al-

though the latter are often highly productive for a time.

A vein and a lode are, in common usage, essentially the
same thing, the former being rather the scientific, the
latter the miner's, name for it. The term deposit, when
used by itself, means an irregular occurrence of ore, such
as a flat-mass, stock, contact deposit, carbona, and the like

;

but when to deposits the term ore or metalliferous is pre-

fixed (ore-depositit, metaUi/erous deposits), the designation
becomes the most general one possible, including every
form of occurrence of the metalliferous ores, and hav-
ing the same meaning as the French gltes inHalliJ'Pres and
the German ErzlagersUitten. A bed of rock forming a
member of a stratified formation, with which it was syn-

chronously deposited, cannot properly be called a vein or

lode, even if it has metalliferous matter generally dis

seminated through it Iti quantity sufficient to be worth
working, as is the case with the cuprifeious slate (ffwp/er-

*rcAie/er)of Mansfeld inPrussia, or when it is concentrated

in pipes or pipe-like masses, occurring here and there in

the stratum, as in the silver-lead mines of Eureka in Ne-
vada. (See ore-deposit.) Further— (a) for forms of ore de-

posits which are not true veins, but which are designated

by the name vein, see gash-vein, segregated vein (also seg-

regatimi), pipe-vein ; (6) for forms qualified, according to

general usage, by the name deposit (which also see), and
which are still further removed from the class of true veins

than those previously noted, see contact deposit (under
contact), blanket-deposit; (c) for other still more irregular

forms of ore-deposit, which have special names, and which,

while not themselves properly designated as veins, are fre-

quently more or less closely connected with true veins,

occurring in close proximity, and forming a kind of appen-
dage, to them, see/aC , \0,pipe^, 16, carbona, impregnation,

4; and (d) for German mining terms applied to various

irregular forms of ore-deposit, not true veins, which terms
are often used by scientific writers in English in describing
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mining regions or in discussing tlie general mode of occur-
rence of the metalliferous ores, see stock^^ 32, stock-work,

/ahlband. See also lodei, 3, leader, 5 (a); also rake veiri. a
term applied in Derbyshire, Enplantl, to true veins to dis-

tinguish them from the flats and pipe-veins witJi which
they are closely connected.

6. A cavity, fissure, or cleft, as in the earth or
other substance.

To do me business in the veins o' the eai-th.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 256.

7. A streak, stripe, or marking, of different
color or shade, as in natural marble or wood
cut so as to show the grain, or glass in which
different colors have been melted irregularly.
The term is applied either to a long and nearly regular
stripe, or to a much broken and contorted one, returning
upon itseU. Also called veining.

8. A streak; a part of anything marked off

from the rest by some distinctive character

;

henCe, a distinct property or characteristic
considered as runniug through or being inter-
mingled with others; a continued strain.

I saw in divers places very fat and fruitfull veines of
ground, as goodly meadows. Coryat, Crudities, I. 50.

He can open a vein of true and noble thinking. Swift.

There was likewise, at times, a vein of something like
poetry in him ; it was the moss or wall-flower of his mind
in its small dilapidation. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

0. Manner of speech or action
;
particular style,

character, disposition, or cast of mind,
I knowe not if my iudgement shall haue so delicate a

veine, and my pen so good a grace, in giuing counsel as
in reprehending.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 132.

This is Ercles' vein, a tyrant's vein.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 2. 42.

I have heard before of your lordship's meiTy V€i7i in

jesting against our sex. Beau, and i^., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

10. Particular mood, temper, humor, or dispo-
sition for tlie time being.

I am not in the giving vein to-day.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2. 119.

X continaed, for I was in the talking vein.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat^ L

Accessory portal veins. See portalK—AJax artery
and vein. See a^ar.—Alveolar vein. See alveolar.—
Anal veins, veins about the anus and lower end of the
rectum ; the hemorrhoidal veins, whose congestion or var-
ication constitutes piles.—Anastomotic vein, a cere-

bral vein, derived from the outer surface of the parietal
lobe, wliich passes along the posterior fork of the Syl-

vian fissure, and then backward to join the superior pet-
rosal sinus. Also caM&dgreat anastomotic vein.—An^-
lar vein. See a?i(/«iar.—Anterior auricular veins.
See auricular.— Anterior Cardiac veins, two or three
small veins which run upward on the fiont of the right
ventricle, and empty into the auricle immediately aljuve
the auriculovcntricular groove.— Anterior facial vein.
Same as facial vein.— Anterior internal maxillary
vein. Same as deep facial vein.—Anterior Ulnar vein,
a small superficial vein of tlie anterior ulnar aspect of the
forearm, uniting with the posterior ulnar vein to forn\
the common ulnar vein. See cut under tnedian^.—An-
terior vertebral vein, a vein receiving blood from the
plexus over the cervical artery, and discharging into the
lower end of the vertebral vein.—Ascending lumbar
vein. See lumbar veins, below.—Auricular veins, veins
collecting blood from the external eai" and its vicinity. See
anterior and posterior auricular veins, under awicular.—
Axillary, azygous, basilar vein. See the adjectives.

—Basilic veins. See basilic, and cut under 7nediani.—
Basispinal veins, the vense basis vertebrarum (which
see, under vena). See also ven^ spinales (under vena).—
Bedded vein. See hlanket-depodt.— Brachial, bron-
chial,buccal vein. See the adjectives.— Capsular vein,
the suprarenal vein.— Cardinal veins, the venous trunks
which in the embryo run forward, one on each side, be-
neath the axial skeleton, to meet the primitive jugular
veins, and turn with them into the heart through the duc-
tus Cuvieri. They are permanent in fishes, but in man
and higher vertebrates form the azygous veins.— Central
artery and vein of retina. See cen(r(rf.— Cephalic
vein. See cephalic, and cut under mtfrfirtni.— Cerebral
veins, the veins of the cerebrum, divided into the super-

ficial, those ramifying upon its surface, and the deep, those
within the ventricles.— Choroid vein. See cfwroid.—
Ciliary veins, tributaries of the ophthalmic vein, corre-
sponding in general with the arteries of the same name.
— Colic veins, vense comitesof the colic arteries, dis-

charging into the mesenteric veins.— Common iliac
vein, a vein formed on each side by the confluence of the
external and internal iliac veins, and uniting to form
the inferior vena cava near the junction of the fourth
and fifth lumbar vertebra;.—Common temporal vein.
Same as temporal vein.—Common Ulnar vein, a short
inconstant trunk formed by the union of the anterior
and posterior ulnar veins, and uniting with the median
basilic to form the basilic vein.—Companion veins,
venae comites of arteries ; veins, usually a pair, which run
in the course of arteries and lie close to the latter : when
paired along the course of any artery, they are usually con-
nected with each other at short intervals by cross veins.

—

Contracted vein, in kydraul. See co7itracted.— COTO-
nary vein. See coronary, and great cardiac vein, below.

—

Coronary vein of the stomach, a vein of considerable
size accompanying the coronary artery, and discharging
into the portal vein.— Costal, cross, crural vein. See
the adjectives.—Deep cervical vein, a vein of large size

beginning in the suboccipital region and descending the
neck, between the complexus and semispinalis muscles,
to the lower part, where it turns forward to join the ver-

tebral vein.—Deep circumflex lilac vein, the vena
comea of the artery of tlie same name.—Deep facial
vein, a vein of considerable size coming from the ptery-
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gold plexus to open into the facial vein below the malar
bone.— Deep median vein, a short, wide tributary of
the median near its bifurcation, communicating with the
deep veins.— Dental veins, companion veins, superior
and inferior, of the arteries of the same name, discliarg-

ing into the pterygoid plexus.— Diploic veins. See rfi-

»ioic.—Dorsal vein of the penis, a large vein, formed
by the union of branches from tlie glans, lying in the me-
dian dorsal groove of the penis, and receiving tributaries

from the corpus spongiosum, corpora cavernosa, and skin,

and terminating in the prostatic plexus.— Dorsispinal
veins. See dorsispinal, and ven^ spinales (under vena).

—Dural veins, numerous small veins anastomosing free-

ly between the iimer and outer layers of the dura mater
of the brain, communicatingalso with the diploic veins.—
Emissary vein, see e??iwsrtr.(/.—Emulgent vein. Same
as renal t?€m.—Epigastric vein. See epigastric.— Eso-
phageal veins, several veins carrying blood from the
esophagus to the azygous veiTis.— Ethmoidal veins, trib-

utaries of the ophthalmic vein, corresponding to the eth-

moidal ai'teries.—External iliac vein, the continuation
of the femoral vein above Poupart's ligament, accompany-
ing the external iliac artery, and uniting with the internal
iliac to form the common iliac vein.—Extemomedian
vein. See extemomedia}i.—Fa.cisd, femoral, free vein.
See the adjectives.—Falciform vein, the inferior longi-

tudinal sinus of the falx cerebri. See sintis.— Frontal
vein, a vein receiving the blood from the forehead, unit-

ing with the supra-orbital at the inner end of the eyebrow
to form the angular vein.— Gastro-eplploic vein, the
companion vein of the gastroepiploic arteiy, discharging
into the splenic vein.— Gluteal vein. See gluteal.—
Great anastomotic vein. See aimstomotic vein, above.
-- Great cardiac vein, the coronary vein. It begins at
the apex of the heart, passes up along the anterior ven-
tricular groove to the base, winds around to the left, and
terminates in the coronary sinus.— Great Jugular vein.
Same as internal jugular vein. See jugiilar.— Hepatic
veins. See A«pa(w;.— Hypogastric vein, the internal
iliac vein. See iliac^.—lUac vein. See iiioc'.— Ilio-
lumbar vein, a vein, corresponding to the iiiulumbar
artery, opening into the common iliac vein.— Inferior
lon^tudinal vein, the inferior longitudinal sinus. See
longitudinal sintis, under sinus.— Inferior palatine
vein, a tributary of the facial, receiving blood from the
plexus surrounding the tonsil and from the soft palate.

—Inferior palpebral veins. See palpebral vein.— la-
ferior phrenic veins, companion veins of the arteries
of the same name, opening on the right into the vena cava,
on the left often into the suprarenal vein.^Inferior thy-
roid veins, veins of large size formed by branches from
the thyroid body, descending on the front of the trachea,
where they form a plexus, and emptying into the innom-
inate veins.— Infra-orbital vein, the companion vein
of the infra-orbital arterj', discharging into the pterygoid
plexus.— Innominate vein. Same as innoininata^ (fc).—

Insulate, intercostal, interlobular, internal vein.
See the adjectives,—Internal mammary veins, a pair
of companion veins of each artery of the same name, dis-

charging by a single trunk on each side into the innom-
inate vein.— Internal maxillary vein, a short vessel,

often double, which passes back from the ptei-ygoid plex-
us to join the temporal. It receives tributaries which are
mostly companion veins of the branches of the ai-tery of
the same name.—Intemomedian vein. See intcrno-
7/ierfian.— Jugular velns. See ^'^(f^wZar.—JugulOCe-
phalic vein. See jugulocephalic.-'LaiCTymaX vein, a
tributary of the ophthalmic vein, corresponding to the
lacrymal artery.—Left cardiac vein. Same as great car-

diac vein.-Lingual,longitudinal,marginalvein. See
the adjectives.—Lumbar veins, veins corresponding to
the several lumbar arteries, discharging into the inferior

vena cava. They are connected with one another, on
each side of the body, in front of the transverse processes,
by branches which thus form a continuous longitudinal
vessel called the ascending lumbar «et«.— Median ba-
silic vein. See basilic, and cut under in^rfiani.— Median
cephalic vein. See median^ (with cut).— Median vein.
See median^ (with cut).— Medullispinal veins, the prop-
er veins of the spinal cord. See venee spinales (under vena).

—Menlngorachidlan veins, spinal veins in the interior
of the spinal column, between the vertebra; and the sheath
of the spinal cord. ^Gcvense spinales {nnAQv vena).— "ilLexi.-

tal veins, veins of the chin, tributaries of the facial.—
Mesenteric vein. See ?n^enteric.—Middle cardiac
vein, the vein which, beginning at the apex of the heart,

passes up along the posterior interventricular groove to
empty into the coronary sinus.— Middle cerebral vein,
one of the inferior superficial cerebral veins, of large
size, from the under surface of the frontal and temporo-
sphenoidal lobes, discharging into the cavernous sinus.
— Middle sacral veins, two companion veins of the
middle sacral artery, discharging by a single trunk into the
left common iliac vein.— Middle temporal vein. See
temporal-.— Hd^dil veins, small branches from the sides

and bridge of the nose, tributary to the angular vein.—
Oblique vein of the heart. See o&^f^uc-Obturator,
occipital, ophthalmic, orbital, ovarian, palatine,
palpebral, pancreatic vein. See the qualifying words.—
Parietal emissary vein. See jiarietal.-VdsoXi^, par-
umbilical, pericardial, peroneal, petrosal, pharyn-
geal, phrenic, plantar, popliteal, portal, postcostal
vein. Sec the adjectives.- Posterior auricular vein.
See auricular.— Posterior cardiac veins, three or four
veins that ascend on the posterior surface of the left ven-
tricle, to open into the coronary sinus.— Posterior ulnar
vein, a superficial vein of the forearm, arising from the
dorsal plexus of the hand, and passing up the posterior ul-

nar aspect of the forearm to unite with the anterior ulnar
or median basilic. See cut under 7n*rftff7ii.— Posterior
vertebral vein. Same as deep cervical rein.— Pubic,
pudic, pulmonary, pyloric vein. See the adjectives.
— Radial vein, (a) A superficial vein of the forearm,
arising from the plexus on the back of the hand, and as-

cending along the outer part of the forearm to form the
cephalic vein by union with the median cephalic. See cut
under median^, (h) In entom. See margiiial mn.— Radi-
ant vein. See radiant.— Ranine vein, one of the lingual
veins conspicuously seen beneath the tongue, on either side
of the frenum, emptying into the internal jugular or facial

vein.— Renal veins. See renal.— Right coronary vein,
a small vein that collects blood from tlie posterior pai"ts of
the right auricular and ventricular walls, and passes in the
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right auriculoventricular groove to empty into the coro-
nary sinus.- Sacral, saphenous, scapular veins. See
the adjectives."- Satellite vein. See satellite-vein.—
Sciatic vein, the vena comes of the sciatic artery.— Seg-
regated vein, an ore-deposit having some of the char-
acteristics of a true vein, but dillering from it in not
exhibiting evidences of the existence of a fissure prior to

the deposition of the ore. Segregated veins usually run
parallel with tJie lamination of the rocks in which they are
inclosed, and do not have well-defined walls and selvages.

— Sinuses of veins. See sinus.— Small coronary vein.
Same as right coronary vein.— Smallest cardiac veins,
minute veinlets of variable number coming from the sub-
stance of the heart, and emptying into the right and left

auricles. Also called veme cordis miniriue.— Spermatic
plexus of veins. See sz^cnnafic.- sphenopalatine,
spinal, splenic, spurious, stellate, stylomastoid,
subclavian, subcostal, submarginal, submaxillary,
submental vein. See the adjectives.— Superior inter-
costal vein, a short vessel which receives the veins from
two or three intercostal spaces below the fiist. that of the
right side joining the large azygous, that of the left empty-
ing into the left innominate vein.— Superior labial vein,
a vein forming a close plexus in the substance of the upper
lip, and emptying into the facial opposite the nostril.—
Superior palatine vein. See palatine vein.— Superior
palpebral veins. See palpebral ijcut.- Supra-orbital,
suprarenal, suprascapular vein. See the adjectives.
— Sylvian vein, a vein running along the bottom of the
Sylvian Assure.- Systemic veins, the veins of the gen-
eral circulation, as distinguislied from those of the portal
or pulmonic system.—Temporal, temporomaxillary,
Thebesian veins. See the adjectives.— Thyroid vein.
(a) Middle, a vein from the lateral lobe of the thyroid body,
emptying into the internal jugular. (6) Superior, a vein
from the upper part of the thyroid Ijody, emptying into the
internal jugular, or frequently into the facinl vein.— To
bar a vein. See bari.— Transverse cervical vein, the
companion vein of the transverse cervical artery, tributary
to the posterior extenud jugular vein. ALso called trans-

versalis colli vein.—Transverse facial vein, one of two
veins from tlie surface of the masseter muscle, tributary
to the temporal.—Transverse vein, the left innominate
vein, which in man traverses the root of the neck nearly
horizontally, and is thus quite different in its course from
the vein of the same name on the right side, than which
it is also much longer.-True vein, Seedef. 5.— Umbili-
cal, vaginal, varicose veins. See the adjectives.— Vein
ofthe corpus striatum, the vein which passes forward in
the groove between the corpus striatum and the optic thai-

ami to unite with the choroid vein.— Vein of Trolars.
Same as anastomotic r^m.—Veins ofBreschet, the diploic
veins.—Veins of Galen. See vense Galeni, under vena.—
Vertebral vein, a vein formed by the union of branches
from the back part of the scalp and the deep muscles of
the nape, behind the foramen magnum, and descending
with the vertebral artery in the vertebrarterial canal to
empty into the Innominate vein.—Vesical veins. See
vesical,

vein (van), v, t [< vein, w.] To fill or furnish
with veins; cover with veins; streak or varie-

gate with or as with veins.

Through delicate embrodered Meadows, often wined
with gentle gliding Brooks. Drayton, Polyolbion, Pref.

Not tho' all the gold
That veins the world were pack'd to make your crown.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

veinage (va'naj), m. [< vein + -ag€.'\ Veining;
veins collectively; markings in the form of

veins. B. D, Blackmore, Alice Lorraine, xlviii.

veinalt (va'nal), a. [< vein + -al. Cf. venaV^.'\

Same as venous, Boyle. {Imp, I>ict,)

vein-bloodt (van'blud), n. [< ME. veyne-hh)od;

< vein + blood.'] Bleeding of the veins.

Nother veyne-Uood, ne ventusinge,
Ke drinke of herbes may ben his helpinge.

Chaucer, Knight s Tale, 1. 1889.

veined (vand), a, [Kvein + -ed^.] 1, Full of

veins; veiny.—2. Characterized by or exhibit-

ing venation, as insects' ^\ings; in hot., hav-
ing veins, as a leaf: traversed by fibrovascular
strands or bundles.— 3. Marked as if with
veins; streaked; variegated, as marble.— 4.

Running in the blood; ingrained. [Rare.]

In thy prayers reckon up
The sum in gross of all thy veined follies.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, v. 1.

veining (va'ning), «. [Verbal n. of vein, r.]

1. The formation or disposition of veins; ve-

nation; a venous network.— 2. Streaking, (a) A
streak or stripe of color, as in a piece of mai-ble. Com-
pare vein, 71., 7. (6) The variegated surface produced by a
number of such streaks or stripes.

3. In weaving, a stripe in the cloth formed by
a vacancy in the warp.— 4. A kind of needle-
work in which the veins of a piece of muslin
are wrought to a pattern.

veinless (van'les), a. [< vein + -less.] Having
no veins ; not venous ; not veined, in any sense.

veinlet (van'let), n. [< vein + -let.] 1, A
small vein ; a venous radicle uniting with an-
other to form a vein ; avenule.— 2. Inentom.,
one of the secondary or lesser veins of the

wings: same as nervule. See vein, it., 3.— 3. In

&ot, a small vein ; one of the ultimate or small-

er ramifications of a vein or rib; a nerville.

—

Intemomedian veinlet. See intemomediaju

vein-like (van'hk), a. Resembling a vein.

veinous (va'nus), a. [< vein + -ous. Cf. r^-

iious.] 1 . Same as venous or veiny, [Rare.]



veinous

He . . . covered his forehead with his large brown
veinous hands. Bickens, Great Expectations, xxxix.

2. In bot. and zoiil., veined
;
provided with veins

or nerves.

veinstone (van'ston), «. 1. The earthy or nou-
metalliferous part of a lode, vein, or ore-deposit.
See (fangue.— 2. A concretion formed within a
vein; a phlebolite. AXao venous calcuhis.

vein-stuff (van'stuf), n. Same as lodestuff.

veinule (va'niU), «. [< F. veinule, < L. venula,
dim. of vena, vein : see vein.'] A minute vein.
veiny (va'ni), «. [< vein + -j/l.] Full of
veins ; veined, in any sense.

Hence the veiny Marble shines

;

Hence Labour draws his tools.

Thomson, Summer, 1. IS.'i.

Vejovis (ve-jo'vis), n. [NL. (Koch, 1836), also
f'iejons,< L. Vejovis, Vmjovis, Vediovis, an Etrus-
can divinity regarded as opposed to Jupiter, <

ve-, not, + Jocis, Jupiter, Jove : see Jcyve.] A
notable genus of scorpions, having ten eyes and
a pentagonal sternum, with some authors giving
name to a family Vejovidse.

vekil I ve-kel'), w. Same as wakil.

vekket, «• Same as veck.

vela, n. Plural of velum.

velamen (ve-la'men), ».; pi. velamina (-mi-na).
[NL., < L. velamen, a covering, veil, < velare,
cover, veil: see veil, r.] Same as velamentum.—
Velamen natlvum, the integument or skin.—Velamen
vulvae, the pudendal apron ; an enormous hypertrophy
of the labia minora, which sometimes hang down in long
flaps on the thighs. It is commonly called Hottentot apron,
from the fact that it is often seen in women of this race.

velamentous (vel-a-men'tus), a. [< velamentum
+ -ou.'i.'] 1 . In the form of a thin membranous
sheet; veil-like.— 2. Resembling or serving as
a sail : as, the vclamentoiis arms of the nautilus.
velamentum (vel-a-men'tum), n.

;
pi. velamenta

(-til). [NL., < L. velamentum, a cover, covering,
< velare, cover, veil: see veil, v.] In anat. and
zoiil., a membrane or membranous envelop; a
covering, as a veil or velum.- Velamenta bom-
byclna, villous membranes.—velamenta cerebralla or
cerebri, the meninges of the brain.—Velamenta Infan-
tls, the enveloping membranes of the fetus. — Velamen-
tum abdominale, the peritoneum.—Velamentum lin-
guae, the gliissii tpiglottlc folds or ligament: three folds
of mucous membrane passing from the root of the tongue
to the epiglottis.

velar (ye'lar), a. [< li. velaris, < re^uTO, veil:

8713 Vellozieje
The pastoral lands or crfds, which extend chiefly around velivolant (ve-liv'o Inntithe outer slopes and in the east, are distinguished, accord-

^«"y,0^an^,/ve uv o-lant),

ing to the nature of the grass or sedge which they pro-
duce, as "sweet" or "sour." Emyc. Brit., V. 42

velet, «. An old spelling of veil.

Velella (ve-lel ' ii), ». [NL. (Lamarck ; Oken
1815), dim. of
L. velum, veil:

see mi.] l.The
typical genus of
Velellidse. The
best-known mem-
ber of the genus is

V. vulgaris, the sal-

lee-man, an inch or
two in length,semi-
transparent, of a AVAcWa. {P'tUllamuiua).
beautiful blue col-
or, floating on the surface of the sea, with a vertical crest
like a sail (whence the name). Another is F. mutica.
2. [I. c] A member of this genus.

Velellidae (ve-lel'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Velella

n. [< L
lan{t-)s, flymg with sails, < velum, sail, + volare.
fly: see i'o?«H<.] Passing under sail. Baileii,
1731. [Rare.]

*'

velll (vel), n. [A dial, form of fell, skin : see
/eZiS, etc.] 1. A skin; membrane.— 2. The
rennet of the calf. [Prov. Eng.]
vell2 (vel), V. t. [< vein, ».] To cut off the
turf or sward of land. [Prov. Eng.]
Vella (vel'a), n. [NL. (Linnaius, 1753), < L.
vela, given as the Gallic name of the plant
called erysimum or irio : see Erysimum.'] A ge-
nus of plants, of the order Cruciferx and tribe
Brassicese. it is characterized by a short, turgid, gib-
bous silique with a broad tongue-like beak, and only one
or two seeds in each cell. The 8 species are all natives of
Spain ; they are much-branched and diminutive shrubs
with erect, rigid, woody, and sometimes spiny stems.
They bear entire leaves, and rather large yellow flowers
somewhat spicately disposed, the lower flowers bracteate.
They are known as Spanish cress and as cress-rocket.

+ -idse.] A family of discoidal oceanic hydro- vellarin (vel'a-rin), n. A substance extracted
zoans, represented by the genera Velella and from Hydrocoii/le, or pennywort.
Porpita, belonging to the order Physopliora velleityt (ve-l§'i-ti), n. [= F. velleite = Sp.
and suborder Discoidese. The stem is converted into
a disk with a system of canalicular cavities, above which
rests a pneumatocyst or float of dense tough texture.
From the disk hang the hydriform persons (see periion, 8),
usually a gastrozooid surrounded by smaller persons
which give rise to generative medusiforms, and by mar-
ginal dactylozooids. The medusiforms mature bejbre their
liberation from the stock; when free, these formed the
pseudogenus Chrysomitra. The Velellidse are nearly re-
lated to the well-known Portuguese man-of-war.

Velia (ve'li-ii), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1807), per-
haps < Velia, a Greek colony in southern Italy.]
A genus of semi-aquatic water-bugs, typical of
the family Veliidse. It is represented by a few species
only, in South America, Mexico, and Europe. V, rivulorum
of Europe is the largest and best-known species. It is
found in England, Germany, France, Spain, and Italy, upon
clear rivers and creeks, from early spring until cold wea-
ther in autumn.

VeliC (ve'lik), a. [< L. velum, a sail, + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a ship's sail.—Vellc point. Same
as center of effort (which see, under centeri).

veliferous (ve-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. velifer, Ball-
bearing, < veliim, a"veil, sail (see veil), -f- ferre
= E. ftearl.] 1. Bearing or carrying sails: as,
"veliferous chariots," Evelyn, Navigation and
Commerce, J 25. [Rare.] — 2. In zooL, having
a velum ; velate ; veligerous ; velamentous.

see veil.] Of or pertaining to a veil or velum; velifonn (vel'i-f6rm), a. [< L. velum, veil, +
forming or formed into a velum; specifically,
mphilol., noting certain sounds, as those rep-
resented by the letters qw, km, qu, produced by
the aid of the veil of the palate, or soft palate.
They [the Semitic alphabets] have no symbols for cer-

tain classes of sounds, such as the velar gutturals, which
are found in other languages.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 160.

velarium (ve-la'ri-um), n.
;
pi. velaria (-ii). [L.,

< velum, veil: see veil.] 1. An awning which
was often drawn over the roofless Roman thea-
ters and amphitheaters to protect the specta-
tors from rain or the sun. Also velum.— 2.
[NL.] In zoiil., the marginal membrane of cer-
tain hydrozoans ; the velum. See velum, 4.

velary (ve'lar-i). a. [< L. velum, a sail, + -ary^.]
Pertaining to a ship's sail.

velate (ve'lat), «. [< L. velatus, pp. of velare,
cover, veil: see veil, v.] Veiled; specifically,
in :<)i)l. and bot., having a velum.
Velates (ve-la'tez), n. [NL. (Montfort, 1810),
irreg. < L. velatus, pp. of
velare, cover, veil: see
veil.] A genus of fossil

gastropods, of the fam-
ily Xeritidx, which lived
during the Eocene age,
as V. perversus.

elation (ve-la'shon), n,

[< LL. velatio{n-), a veil-
ing, < L. velare, pp. vela-
tus, veil: see veil, v.] 1.
A veiling; the act of covering or the state of
being covered with or as with a veil; hence,
concealment; mystery; secrecy: the opposite
of revelation.— 2. Formation of a velum.

forma, form.] Forming a velum ; resembling
or sening as a veil or velum ; velamentous.

veliger (vel'i-j^r), n. [< LL. veliger, sail-bear-
ing : see veligerous.] One who or that which
bears a velum; in Mollusca, specifically, the
veligerous stage of the embryo, or the embryo
in that stage, when it has a ciliated swimming-
membrane or velum (see velum, 3, and typem-
bryo). The veliger develops directly from the mere
trochosphere with its circletof cilia,and continues through
the period of persistence of the ciliated formation, which
assumes various shapes in the different groups of raol-
lusks.

veligerous (vf-lij'e-ms), a. [< LL. veliger, sail-

bearing, < L. velum, sail, veil, + gerere, bear.]
In zool. , bearing a velum ; veliferous : specifi-

Veiattj perversus.

velatura (vel-a-to'ra), n. [It., < velare, cover,
veil

: see veil, "v.] In the fine arts, the art or .
.

process of glazing a picture by rubbing on a Velitationt (vel-i-ta'shon), n.

thin covering of color with the hand. It was '"'" ^ " ^'"' '' " ^ ""

a device much practised by early Italian
painters.

veldt (velt), n. [Also veld; < D. veld, field,
ground, land : see field.] In South Africa, an
uuforested or thinly forested tract of land or Velite (ve'lit), n. [< L. velites, pi. of veles, a
region; grass country. The higher tracts of this '^'"'1 o^ light-armed soldier.] A light-armed
character, entirely destitute of tlml)er, are sometimes Roman soldier. Soldiersof this class were first formed
called the hijjh veldt; areas thinly covered with under- into a corps at the siege of Capua, 211 B. c, and disap*
growth, scrub, or bush are known s.almshveldt. peared about a century later.

Veliferous Hmbryos of Chiton : a, developing from the trochosphere,
wuh a simple circlet of cilia, into b, c, successive velifer stages.

cally noting an embryonic stage of mollusks.
See velum, 3, and cut tinder veliger. Huxley,
Anat. Invert., p. 416.

Veliidse (ve-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Amyot and
Serville, 18i3, in form Velides), < Velia + -idse.]

A family of heteropterous insects, of the section
Aurocorisa, closely related to the Hydrobatidse
or water-striders. The body is usually stout, oval,
and broadest across the prothorax. The rostrum is three-
jointed, and the legs are not very long. They live mainly
upon the sui-face of the water, always near the banks,
but also move with great freedom on land. About 12 spe-
cies, of 6 genera, occur in the United States.

[< L. velita-

tio{n-), a bickering, a dispute, < velitari, skir-
mish, < veles (velit-), a light-armed soldier; cf.

velex, swift, unimpeded : see velocity.] A dis-
pute or contest; a slight skirmish. Blount,
1670.

veleidad = Pg. velleidade = It. velleitd, < ML.
velleita{t-)s, irreg. < L. velle, will, wish: see
wiin.] Volition in the weakest form; an indo-
lent or inactive wish or inclination toward a
thing, which leads to no energetic eflfort to ob-
tain it : chiefly a scholastic term.
Though even in nature there may be many good inclina-

tions to many instances of the Divine commandments,
yet it can go no further than this velleity, this desiring to
do good, but is not able.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 12.

Velleity— the term used to signify the lowest degree of
desire, and that which is next to none at all, when there
is so little uneasiness in the absence of any thing that it
carries a man no farther than some faint wishes for it.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 6.

vellenaget, «• A obsolete irregular form of vil-

leinage. Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 1.

vellett, n. An obsolete form of velvet.

velli, n. Plural of vellus.

vellicate (vel'i-kat), v. [< L. vellicatus, pp. of
vellicare, pluck, twitch, < vellere, pluck, tear
out.] I. trans. To twitch; cause to twitch
convulsively, as the muscles and nerves of
animals.
Convulsions arising from something veUicaMng a nerve.

Arbuthnot.

II. intrans.l. To move spasmodically; twitch,
as a nerve.— 2t. To carp or detract. Blount.

vellication (vel-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. vellica-
tio(n-), a plucking, twiteting, < vellicare, pluck,
twitch: see vellicate.] 1. The act of tvritehiiig
or of causing to twitch.— 2. A twitching or
convulsive motion of a muscular fiber. Com-
pare subsultus.

There must be a particular sort of motion and vellica-
More imprest upon my nerves, . . . else the sensation of heat
will not be produced. Watts, Improvement of Mind, xix.

vellicative (vel'i-ka-tiv), a. [< vellicate +
-ire.] Having the power of vellicating, pluck-
ing, or twitching.

vellon (ve-lyon'), n. [< Sp. vellon = Pg. bil-

U3o, bilhao, a copper coin of Castile : see billon,
bullion^.] A Spanish money of account. The
term is also used like the English word sterling.
The reale de vellon is worth about 4J cents.

Velloped (vel'opt), «. [Appar. a corruption of
jeUoped,u\t.otdewlapped.] In 7ier., having pen-
dent gills or wattles like those of a cock : a term
used only when the gills are borne of a different
tincture from the rest of the bearing.
Vellozia (ve-16'zi-a)j n. [NL. (Vandelli, 1788),
named after a Brazilian scientist Vellozo, who
collected the plants.] A genus of monoeoty-
ledonous plants, of the order Amaryllidaceie,
type of the tribe Vellozieee, and distinguished
from Barbacenia, the other genus of that tribe,
by a perianth-tube not prolonged above the
ovary. There are from 30 to 40 species, natives of tropi-
cal and southern Africa, Madagascai', and Brazil. They
are erect perennials, with a fibrous and usually dichoto-
mous stem densely clothed with the projecting or imbri-
cating bases of fallen leaves, and commonly arborescent.
The rigid linear leaves are crowded at the ends of the
branches ; they are short and strict, or elongated and often
pungent-pointed. The flowers are commonly handsome,
white, sulphur-yellow, violet, or blue, and are solitary or
two or three together within a cluster of leaves ; the peri-
anth Is bell-shaped or funnelform, with equal ovate-ob-
long or long-stalked distinct segments. The fruit is a
globose-oblong or three-angled capsule, sometimes rough-
ened or echinate. The plant is known as tree-lily, the
flowers resembling lilies. The heavy branching trunk,
from 2 to 10 feet high, is often as thick as a man's body

;

its leaves, tufted at the top, suggest those of the yucca.
They impart the characteristic aspect to some of the
mountainous districts of Brazil.

Vellozieae (vel-o-zi'f-e), n.pl. [NL. (Don, 1830),
< Vellozia + -ese.] A tribe of monocotyledo-
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nous plants, of the order AmartjUiiiacea: it is

characterized by a woody and usually branching stem, and
by one-tlowered peduncles, solitary or few together within
a fascicle of leaves, usually with a persistent perianth, and
with six to eighteen stamens. It includes about 58 spe-
cies, classed in the 2 genera VeUozui and Barbiwenia, the
latter entirely South American and the same in habit as
VMoaa.

vellum (vel'um), n. [Formerly also vellam, vel-

ame, early mod. E. velym; < ME. relim, velym, ve-

lyme, < OF. rclin, F. velin, < ML. "vitulinum, also
vituUnium, also pellis vitulina (cf. It. vitellina),

calfskin, vellum, neut. (or fern.) of vitulinus, of
a calf, < L. vitulus, a calf : see veal. Vellum thus
represents the adj. of veal, ' calf.' For the ter-

minal form vellum, < vitulinum, cf. venom, < ve-

nenum.'] The skin of calves prepared for writ-
ing, printing, or painting by long exposure in
a bath of lime and by repeated rubbings with
a burnisher ; also, the skin of goats or kids sim-
ilarly prepared.
By common consent the name of parchment has in mod-

ern times given place to that of vellum, a term properly
applicable only to calf-skin, but now generally used to
describe a mediaeval skin-book of any kind.

Encyc. Diet, XVIII. 144.

Abortive or uterine vellum, a vellum made from the
very thin skins of still-born or unborn animals.—Vellum
paper, see paper.

—

Vellum point. See pmtU i .— Vel-
lum post, a post paper having a smooth finished surface
in imitation of the surface of vellum.—Vellum Wove
paper, a wove writing-paper with a smooth surface in
imitation of the surface of vellum.

vellum-form (vel'um-form), n. In pa}>er-manuf.,
a form of fine brass wirework used to give a
delicate even surface to vellum paper.
vellus (vel'us), n. [NL., < L. vellus, a fleece;
cf. velvet, villous.'] In hot., the stipe of certain
fungi.

vellutet, n. Same as velvet.

veloce (ve-16'che), adv. [It., quick ; < L. velox,

swift: see velocity.'] In wiMsic, with great rapid-
ity; presto. The word is generally appended to a par-
ticular passage that is to be performed in bravura style,

without regard to the fixed tempo of the piece.

velociman (ve-los'i-man), n. [< L. velox (veloc-),

swift, + mantis, hand : see maiifi. Cf. veloci-

pede.] A vehicle of the nature of a velocipede,
driven by hand.
velocimeter (vel-o-sim'e-tfer), 11. [= F. viloei-

mitre, < L. velox (veloc-), swift, -f- Gr. /lerpov,

measure.] 1. An apparatus for measuring ve-
locity or speed. The name is applied to a large num-
ber of instruments, ranging from a ship's log to an electro-
ballistic apparatus, and including the speed-gage and
speed-recorder for machinery.

2. Specifically, an instrument for measuring
the initial velocity of a projectile.

velocipede (ve-los'i-ped), n. [= F. velocipede ;

< L. velox (veloc-), swift, + pes (ped-), foot.]

A light vehicle or carriage, with two wheels or
three, impelled by the rider. One of the older forms
of this carriage consisted of two wheels of nearly equal
size, placed one before the other, and connected by a beam
on which the driver's seat was fixed. The rider, sitting
astride the machine, propelled it by the alternate thrust

Velocipede of 1819. Velocipede of 1869.

of each foot on the ground. This form dates from the ear-

ly part of the nineteenth century. Later, treadles operat-
ing cranks on the axle of the front wheel came into use,

and many modified and improved kinds have become pop-
ular under the name of Wcj/cZe. (,See also (n'cycie.) Light
boats driven by a paddle-wheel or wheels operated by
cranks and treadles, and known as water-velocipedes, have
also been brought into use. See also cuts under bicycle

and tricycle.

velocipedean (ve-los-i-pe'de-an), n. [< veloci-

pede -h -an.] A veloeipedist.

velocipedist (ve-los'i-pe-dist), n. [< velocipede
-h -ist.] One who uses a velocipede.

velocity (ve-los'i-ti), ». ;
pi. velocities (-tiz). [<

OF. vetocite, F. velocite = 8p. velooidad = Pg.
veloeidade = It. velocitd, < L. velocita(t-)s, swift-
ness, speed, < velox {veloc-), swift, akin to vo-

lare, fly : see volant.] 1 . Quickness of motion

;

speed in movement; swiftness; rapidity; celer-

ity: used only (or chiefly) of inanimate objects.
See def. 2.— 2. In physics, rate of motion; the
rate at which a body changes its position in
space; the rate of change of position of a point
per unit of time. The velocity of a body is uniform
when It passes through equal spaces in equal times, and
it is variable when the spaces passed through in equal
times are unequal. The velocity of a body is accelerated
when it passes constantly through a greater space in

equal successive portions of time, as is the case with fall-

ing bodies under the action of gravity, and it is retarded

6714
when a less space is passed through In each successive
portion of time. When the motion of a body is uniform
its velocity is measured by the space described by it in a
unit of time, as one second. If the motion of the body is

not uniform its velocity is measured by the space which
it would describe uniformly in a given time if the mo-
tion became and continued uniform from that instant of
time.

The cool and heavy water of the polar basin, coming
out in under currents, would flow equatorially with equal
(almost mill-tail) velocity.

M. F. Maury, Phys. Geography of the Sea, § 437.

3. In music, decided rapidity of tempo or pace,
particularly in a bravura passage Absolute,
aggregate, angular velocity. See the adjectives.—
Angular velocity of rotation. See ro/adon.—Com-
position of velocities. See composition of displacements,
under composifton.— Initial velocity , the rate of move-
ment of a body at starting : especially used of the velocity
of a projectile as it issues from a firearm, more properly
muzzle-velocity.— JLevaailiing velocity, the velocity of a
projectile at any point of its tlight after leaving the muz-
zle of the piece.— Resolution of velocities. See reso-
lution.— Teimiaal velocity. See tennwiai,— Velocity
diagram, function, potential. See diagram, etc.—
Virtual velocity. See virtual. = %ya. 1. Celerity, Swift-
ness, etc. See quickness.

velonia (ve-16'ni-a), n. Same as vahmia.
velouett, velouettet, «• Obsolete forms of vel-

vet. Chaucer.
velours (ve-lor'), n. [Also velour; < OF. velours,

velvet : see velure.] Same as velurc : the more
common form in trade use jute velours, a sort
of velvet made of jute, used in upholstery.

veloutine (vel-o-ten'), n. [F., < veloute, velvet,
+ -ineS.] A French corded fabric of merino
and fancy wool.

veltfare, veltiver, ». Dialectal forms of field-

fare.

A veltfare or a snipe. Swift.

velum (ve'lum), K.
;
pi. vela (-la). [NL., < L.

velum, a veil, sail : see veil.] 1 . Same as vela-

rium, 1.

I have crossed the town and entered the primitive
theatre, Installed in the court-yard of a house covered
with a velum, the galleries of the first floor constituting
the boxes. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 768.

2. In hot. : (a) In Hymenomycetes, a special mem-
branous envelop which incloses for a time the
whole or a part of the sporophore. When it

extends as a horizontal membrane from the margin of the
pileus to the stipe, it i^c&WtiA 2. velum partiale or marginal
veil. It is ruptured by the expanding pileus, when it forms
the annulus or ring on the stipe. When the velum is a sac
which incloses the whole of the sporophore, it is called a
velum universale, or volva. It is ultimately ruptured at
the apex by the expansion of the cap. (i) In Jsoetes,

the outgrown membranous margin of the fovea.
Also called involucrum.— 3. In Mollusca, the
highly characteristic ciliated formation of the
embryo, which serves as an organ of locomo-
tion in that stage when the embryo is called a
veliger. It is usually soon lost, but in some
cases is permanently retained in a modified
form. See cuts under veliger.— 4. In Hydro-
coa, a kind of flap or circular free edge which
projects inward around the margin of the disk
of many hydrozoans, as those which are bell-

shaped or conical, and which from its presence
are called cra,y)edote ; a velarium. 'Jhe velum
is present in all well-developed hydromedusans, but sel-

dom in scyphomedusans, in which latter it is known as
the pseudovelum. See cuts under Diphyidse and medusi-
form.

5. In Infusoria, a delicate veil-like membrane
bordering the mouth in such forms as Cyclidium
and Pleuronema.— 6. In sponges, one of the
transverse diaphragms or partitions which con-
strict the lumen of an incurrent or excurrent
canal.— 7. In Eotifera, the trochal disk. See
cuts under trochal. Rotifer, and Eotifera.— 8.
In entom., a membrane attached to the inner
side of the cubital spur in certain bees. Kirhy
and Spence.— 9. In anat., a veil, or a part lik-

ened to a veil.— Inferior or posterior medullary
velum {velum m£dullare posterius), a thin white lamella
of a semilunar form, continuous by its superior border
with the central white substance of the vermis inferior

of the eerebellum, and having its concave border free or
continuous with the epithelial covering of the bind part
of the roof of the fourth ventricle. Sometimes called meta-
Wa— Superior or anterior medullary velum (dc-

lum meduUare anterius). ^?a\\ii2.^vdlveof Vieussens. See
Baioe.- Velum interpoBitum, the prolongation of the
pia mater over the third ventricle and optic thalami, its

highly vascular margins, projecting into the lateral ven-
tricles, forming the choroid plexuses of those cavities.

Also called tela choroidea superior and velum triangtdare.
— Velum pendulum, velum palatl, velum palati-
num, the veil or curtain of the palate ; the soft or pen-
dulous palate, especially its posterior part, in many ani-

mals prolonged into a pendent teat-like process, the uvula.
(See cut under tonsil.) In cetaceans the velimi forms a
muscular canal which prolongs the posterior nares Ui the
larynx, which it embraces, an arrangement bearing rela-

tion to the spouting of a whale.— Velum termlnale,
the terminal lamina of the brain ; the anterior boundary
of the general ventricular cavity of the brain,- or front
wall of the third ventricle, from the pituitary to the pineal

velvet

body. In the embryo, before the cerebral and olfactory
lobes extend forward, it is the front of the anterior cere-
bral vesicle, and therefore the anterior termination of the
cerebrospinal axis. Also called tertna, and lamina tertni-

nalis.-VelXUn triangulaxe. Same as veium interpvn-
tum.

velumen (ve-lu'men), n. [NL., < L. velumen,
a fleece ; cf. vellus, a fleece.] 1 . In hot., the vel-
vety coating formed over some leaves by short
soft hairs.— 2. In zoril., velvet; a velvety or
velutinous surface or covering.
velure (vel'ur), n. [< OF. velours (with un-
orig. r), velous, velou, velouz, F. velours, velvet,
< ML. villosus, velvet, lit. ' shaggy' (sc. pannus,
cloth), < L. villosus, shaggy : see villous. Cf . vel-

vet, from the same ult. source.] 1. A textile
fabric having a thick soft nap; velvet or vel-
veteen.

An old hat
Lin'd with velure.

Fletcfier (and another). Noble Gentleman, v.

The bragging velure-cauioned hobby-horses prance up
and down, as if some o' the tilters had ridden 'em.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

2. A pad of silk or plush used by hatters for
smoothing and giving a luster to the surface of
hats. Also called looer, lure.

velure (vel'lir), v. t. [< velure, n.] In hat-mak-
ing, to smooth off or dress with a velure, as the
nap of a silk hat.

The hat is velured in a revolving machine by the applii,..-

tion of haircloth and velvet velmes. Encyc. Brit., XI. 620.

Velutina (vel-u-ti'na), n. [NL. (De Blainville,
1825, or earlier), < fiL. velutum, velvet.] The
typical genus of Velutinidas.

velutine (ve-Wtin), a. [< ML. velutum, velvet,
4- -ine^.] Same as velutinous.

Velutinidae (vel-u-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1840), < Velutina + -idse.] A family of
tsenioglossate gastropods, typified by the genus
Velutina, inhabiting northern seas, having a
fragile, ear-shaped, and mostly external shell,

the median radular tooth squarish and multi-
cu.spid, and the marginal teeth narrow.

velutinous (ve-lii'ti-nus), a. [< velutine + -ons.]

Kesembling velvet ; velvety; soft. Specifically—
(a) In bot., having a hairy surface which in texture resem-
bles that of velvet, as in Rochea coccinea. (b) In entom.,
covered with very close-set short upright hairs, like the
pile of velvet.

velveret (vel'ver-et), n. [Irreg. dim. of velvet.]

An inferior sort of velvet, the web of which is

of cotton and the pile of silk. It is stiff, and
keeps its color badly.

velvet (vel'vet), «. and a. [Also vellet (also vel-

lute, < It. ) ; < ME. velvet, velwet, fcivet, velouet,

velouette, < OF. velvet (Roquefort), velvet (cf.

vellueau, velvet, velu, shaggy, veloute, velveted,
velvety, veluette, mouse-ear), = Sp. Pg. veltudo,

shag, velvet, = Olt. reluto. It, velluio, velvet, <

ML. *viUutu8, found only in forms reflecting the
Rom., namely, vellutus, velutum, velluetum, vel-

luellum, etc., velvet, lit. (like villosus, velvet, >

OF. velouSfF. velours, > E.velure) 'shaggy'cloth,
< L. villus, shaggy hair, wool, nap of cloth, a tuft

of hair, akin to vellus, a fleece; cf. Gr. eipiov,

wool, E. Kool: see tcool.] I. n. 1. A closely
woven silk stuff having a very thick and short
pile on one side, which is formed by earrjing
part of the warp-thread over a needle, and cut-

ting the loops afterward, inferior kinds are made
with a cotton back (see velveret),and are commonly called
cotton-backed velvets. Cotton velvets are also made. (See
cottoni, and also velveteen.) These imitations and Inferior
qualities are so common that real velvet is commonly
called silk velvet or Lyons velvet to distinguish it from them.

By hir beddes heed she made a mewe,
And covered it with velottettes blewe.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 6S6.

Her shirt was o' the grass-green silk,

Her mantle o' the velvet fyne.
Thomas the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 109).

Velvet (from It. velluto, "shaggy") had a silk weft
woven so as to form a raised pile, the ends of which were
cut or shaved off to one even level : hence it is also called

in Italy raso. Eneyc. Brit, XXIII. 210.

2. The covering of a growing antler, consisting
of the modified periosteum peculiar to antlers,

with cuticle and fur. It bears the same relation to

the nutrition of the antler that periosteum does to that of

bone. Its sloughing or exuviation follows the constric-

tion and final obliteration of its vessels — a process which
is accomplished or favored by the growth of the bur about
the base of the antler, which cuts olf or obstructs the cir-

culation of blood. The antler subsequently receives no
nourishment, and is itself shortly afterward exuviated or
cast as a foreign body.

Good antlers "in the velvet" will sell readily for four
dollars a pound in any part of Siberia.

The Century. XXXVU. 646.

3. Money gained through gambling: as, to

play on velvet (that is, to gamble with money
previously won). [Slang.] —Embossed-velvet
work, a kind of needlework done by outlining the raised
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pattern of embossed velvet with gold thread or similar
brilliaDt material.— Genoese or Genoa velvet. See
Oenoese. — Raised velvet, velvet in which theiie is a pat-
tern in relief. .\lso called embossed velmt.— Stamped
velvet. See «(o mil.—Tapestryvelvet or patent velvet
carpet. '<ee (ape»(ri/.— Tartan velvet. See (nrtanl.—
Terry velvet. See terry. — To stand on velvet, to have
made one's bets so that one cannot lose. [Racing slang. ]

—
Uncut velvet, velvet in which the loops are not cut:
same as (crri/.— Utrecht velvet, a plush used in velvet
upholstery, made of mohair, or, in inferior qualities, of mo-
hair and cotton.— Velvet upon velvet, velvet of which
a part of the pile is higher or deeper than the rest, the
raised part forming a pattern. Compare idle upon pile,

under piieK

U. a. 1. Made of velvet.

This morning was brought home my new velvet cloak-
that is, lined with velvet, a good cloth the outside— the
first that I ever had in my life. Pepys, Diary, Oct. 29, 1663.

2. Soft and smooth to the touch ; resembling
velvet in this respect.

The cowslip's velvet head. Milton, Comus, 1. 898.

3. Very soft and smooth to the taste : as, old
velvet Bom-boi)—Velvet ant.a solitary ant, of the fam-
ily MutUidx ; a spider-ant : so called from the soft hairy
covering. Also sometimes c»w-rtn^— Velvet chiton, a
polyplacophorous mollusk, Cryptochiton stelleri, found
from Alaska ta California.— Velvet cork. See cork^.—
Velvet dock. See doc*i, 2.—Velvet duck, velvet
coot. Same as velvet scoter.

Man, that was a fine velvet duekyon sent me— as hand-
some a fellow as ever I set eyes on.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xxi.

Velvet fiddler, a k ind of crab, Portunxis pitber.—Velvet
osier, runner. See the nouns.— Velvet scoter, a kind
of black duck with a large white speculum on the wing, of
the subfamily Fuligidiiue, family AiuUidse; the (Edemia

ftuca. a bird of Europe, the American variety of which fa
sometimes called (Edemia or Melanetta velvetina, while-
winijed scoter, etc. See scoter.-Velvet sponge, tama-
rind. See the nouns.

velvet (vel'vet), V. [< velvet, n.] I. intrans.
To produce velvet-painting.

Verditure ... Is the palest green that is, but good to
velvet upon black in any drapery. Peacham, Drawing.

II. trans. To cover with velvet; cause to re-
semble velvet. [Rare.]
velvetbreast (vel'vet-brest), n. The American
merganser or sheldrake, Mergus americanus.
[Connecticut.]

velvet-bur (vel'vet-ber), n. See Priva.
velvet-cloth (vel' vet-kloth). II. A plain smooth
(lotli with a gloss, used in embroidery. Diet.
of SeeilUK(frk.

velvet-ear (vel'vet-er), n. A shell of the fam-
ily I'lliitiiiidee,

velveteen (vel-ve-ten'),n. l<velvet + -een.'\ 1.
A kind of fustian made of twilled cotton, with
a pile of the same material.— 2. A kind of vel-
vet made of silk and cotton mixed throughout
the fabric. This material has been greatly im-
proved, and almost equals silk velvet in beauty.
— Ribbed velveteen, a strong material of the nature of
fustian, having ribs or ridges of velvety pile alternating
with deprcs.>ie(i Htics which are smooth and without pile.

Velvet-flO'Wer (veI'vet-flou"er), n. The love-
lii's-bleodiiig, .Imarantiis eaudatus : so named
from its soft velvety flower-spikes. In one old
work applied to the French marigold, Tagetes
litttiila.

velvet-grass (vel'vet-gras), n. See Holeus.
velvet-guardst (vel'vet-gardz), n. pi. Velvet
trimmings; hence, persons ha-ving their gar-
ments trimmed with velvet. See guard, «., 5
(c), and guard, v. t., ,3.

To velvetcfuards and Sunday citizens.

.%a*., 1 Hen. IV., Ui. 1. 261.

These velvet-guards, and black-laced sleeves. Prynne.

velveting (vel'vet-ing), «. [< velvet + -tnffl.]
1. The fine nap or shag of velvet.— 2. pi.
Velvet goods collectively; also, a piece of vel-
vet (foods: as, a stock of velvetings.

velvet-jackett (vel'vet-jak'et), n. Part of the
distinctive dress of a steward in a noble family

;

hence, the man wearing it (in the quotation
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it refers to the mayor of a city) ; hence, one m
the service of the king.

Spoken like a man, and true veluet-iacket.
And we will enter, or strike by the way.

Heywood, I Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, I. 17).

velvetleaf (vel'vet-Ief), «. l. A downy-leafed
tropical vine, Cissampelos Pareira, furnishing a
medicinal root. See pareira.— 2. See Lava-
tera.—Z. In the United States, the Indian mal-
low, Abutilon Aviceiinas, an annual plant with
downy heart-shaped leaves. Sometimes called
Americanjute. Seej!*«e2._ E^gt Indian velvetleaf.
See Tminiefortia.

velvet-loom (vel'vet-lSm), H. A loom for mak-
ing pile-fabrics. E. H. Knight.
velvet-moss (vel'vet-mos), n. A lichen, Um-
bilicaria murina, used in dyeing, found in the
Dovre Fjeld Mountains of Norway.
velvet-painting (vervet-pan"tiug), n. The art
or practice of coloring or painting on velvet.
velvet-paper (vel'vet -pa''per), ». Same as
flock-iHiper.

velvet-peet (vel'vet-pe), n. [< velvet + *pee,
"pea, inj>eo-jacket: see pea-jacket.^ A velvet
jacket.
Though now your blockhead he covered with a Spanish

block, and your lashed shoulders with a velvet-pee.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

velvet-pile (vel'vet-pil), ». l. The pile of vel-
vet; also, a pile or nap like that of velvet.— 2.
A material other than velvet, so called from its
having a long soft nap, as a carpet.

velvet-satin (vel'vet-safin), n. A silk mate-
rial of which the ground is satin with the pat-
tern in velvet-pile.

velvetseed (vel'vet-sed), n. A small rubiaeeous
tree, Gnettarda elliptica, of the West Indies and
Florida. [West Indies.]

Velvet-'WOrk (vel'vet-wferk), n. Embroidery
upon velvet.

velvety (vel'vet-i), a. [< velvet + -i/i.] 1.
Resembling velvet ; having a nap like that of
velvet; also, soft and smooth to the eye or to
the touch, somewhat like velvet: as, velvety
texture among minerals.
Textures are principally of three kinds :—(l) Lustrous,

as of water and glass. (2) Bloomy, or velvety, as of a rose-
leaf orpeach. (3) Linear, produced byfilamentsorthreads,
aa in feathers, fur, hair, and woven or reticulated tissues.

liuskin. Lectures on Art, § 135.

2. Having a peculiar soft or smooth taste.
The rum is velvety, sugary, with a pleasant, soothing ef-

fect. Harpers Mag., LXXVII. 216.

3. Having a contact like that of velvet ; touch-
ing softly: as, a velvety touch on the piano.
vena (ve'na), «. ;

pi. vense (-ne). [NL., < L.
vena, a blood-vessel, a vein : see vein.'] In anat.,
a vein. Hee vein— Fossa of the vena cava. See
/o«8al.—Vena azygos, an azygous vein. See arygous.
—Vena cava, either of the two main trunks of the sys-
temic venous system, discharging into the right car-
diac auricle, (a) The ii\ferior or ascending vena cava re-

turns the blood from the lower limbs and abdomen, begin-
ning at the junction of the two common iliac veins in front
of the fourth lumbar vertebra, and thence ascending on the
right side of the aorta to and through the tendon of the
diaphragm to empty into the lower part of the right car-
diac auricle. It receives the lumbar, spermatic, renal,
capsular, hepatic, and inferior phrenic veins. (6) The su-
perior or descending vena cava returns the blood from the
head and neck, the upper limbs, and the whole of the tlio-

rax. It is formed by the junction of the right and left in-

nominate veins, behind the junction of thefirst costal car-
tilage of the right side with the sternum, and descends
nearly vertically to empty into the right auricle of the
heart. It receives the pericardial and mediastinal veins
and the large azygous vein. In vertebrates at large the
two vena) cavae are distinguished as postcaval and precaval
veins. See cuts under circulation, diaphragm, embryo,
heart, lung, pancreas, and thorax.—Vena comes (pL venm
eomites), a companion vein ; a satellite-vein; a vein, often
one of a pair, which closely accompanies an ai-tery in its

course. 'The larger arteries have usually one, the small-
er arteries two.—Vena contracta, in hydraul. See co;i-

tracted vein, under contracted.—'VenSB basis vertebra-
rum,the basispinal veins ; the veins of the body of each of
thevertebne. See venie spinales, below.—Venae comites.
See vena comes, above.— VensB cordis mlnimse, the
smallest cardiac veins (which see, under vein).— Venae
eztenue, in TvJberacete, peculiar white veins observed
on a section of the sporophore, produced by the dense
tissue containing air, which fills the asciferous chambers.
De Bary.—'Venas Gajeni, the veins of Galen; the veins of
the cerebral ventricles, and especially one of the main
trunks by which these veins empty into a venous sinus.

—

Venae tntemse, in Tuberaceie. dark-colored veins seen on
a section of the sporophore, indicating the walls of the as-

ciferous chambers, which arc composed of tissue contain-

ing no air. /> /frtr,'/.—Venae Ijonphaticae. Sameasvcn«
•TitetTUB.-Venae spinales, the spinal veins; the many
veins and venous plexuses in and ort the spinal column,
draining blood from the vertebral bones and spinal cord
and its membranes. In man these veins are arranged and
named in four sets— the basispinal, dorsispinal, meduUi-
spinal, and meningorachidian. All these veins are valve-

less, and form extensive and intricate anastomoses with
one another.—Venae VorticOSaB, ciliary veins: same as
vasa vorticosa. See vas.—Vena lienalls, the splenic vein.

—Vena porta,vena portae, the portal vein. 9,eeportali,

venatically
and cuts under circulation, liver, embryo, mxA pancreas.—
Vena salvatella, the vein of the little finger, emptying
into the superflcial ulnar.

venada (ve-na'da), «. [Sp. venado, a deer, < L.
venatus, hunting, the chase, game: see venatic,
and cf. venison/] A small deer of Chili, Pudua
huinilis, the pudu.
venall (ve'nal), a. [< OF. venal, F. venal =
Sp. Pg. venai = It. venule, < L. venalis, of or
pertaining to selling, purchasable, < venus, also
venum, sale, = Gr. uvo^, price ; ef . umj, purchase,
= Skt. vasna, price, wages, wealth; perhaps <
y/ vas, dwell, exist: see was. From L. venus
are ult. E. vend^, etc.] 1. Ready to sell one's
services or influence for money or other valu-
able consideration, and entirely from sordid
motives; bought or to be bought basely or
meanly for personal gain ; mercenary ; hire-
ling: used of persons : as, a "weHnZ politician.

Venal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient tal-

ents to clothe the thoughts of a pandar in the style of a
bellman, were now the favourite writers of the Sovereign
and the public. Macaulay, Milton.

2. Characterized by or springing from venality;
also, made a matter of sordid bargaining and
selling: used of things.

Beasts are brought Into the temple, and the temple
itself is exposed to sale, and the holy rites, as well as the
beasts of sacrifice, are made verwl.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 108.

All my professions . . . might be ascribed to veiuil in-
sincerity. Goldsmith, To Mrs. Lawder.

= Syn. Venal, Mercenary, Hireling. These words repre-
sent a person or thing as ready to be dishonorably em-
ployed for pay. Each is strongest in one sense. Venal is

strongest In expressing the idea of complete sale to a pur-
chaser—character, honor, principle, and even individuality
being surrendere<l for value received, the venaZ man doing
whatever his purchaser directs, a venal press advocating
whatever It is told to advocate. Mercenary is strongest
in expressing rapacity, or greed for gain, and activity.
Hireling is strongest in expressing servility and conse-
quent contempt, hire having l)ecome an ignoble word for
pay : as, a hireling soldiery ; a hireling defamer. A veiutl
man sells his political or other support ; aviercenary man
sells his work, being chiefiy anxious to get as much pay
as possible ; a hireling will do mean or base work as long
as he is sure of his pay. Venal means a being ready to sell
one's principles, whether he makes out to sell them or not

;

mercenary and hireling suggest more of actual employ-
ment.

venal^ (ve'nal), a. [= Sp. Pg. venal, < NL.
venalis, < L. vena, vein: see vein. Cf. veinal.]

Of or pertaining to the veins ; venous : as, venal
blood or circulation. [Obsolescent.]
venality (ve-nal'i-ti), n. [< OF. venalite, F.
venalite = Sp. vehalidad = Pg. venalidade = It.

venaliia, < LL. venalita(t-)s, capability of being
bought, < L. venalis, purchasable: see venaU.]
The state or character of being venal, or sordid-
ly influenced by money or financial considera-
tions; prostitution of talents, offices, or ser-

vices for money or reward ; mercenariness.
He preserved his independence in an age of venality.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xlIII.

Infamous VeiuUity, grown bold.
Writes on his bosom to be let or sold.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 416.

venallt, w. See vennel.

venally (ve'nal-i), adv. In a venal manner;
mercenarily.

Venan'test (ve-nan'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
venan(U)s, ppr. of venari, hunt, chase: see
venation^.] The hunting-spiders, a group of
spiders so called because, instead of weaving
webs in which to lie in wait, they run or leap
about to chase and catch their prey. See My-
galidse, Lycosidse, and cuts under bird-spider,

Mygale, tarantula, and wolf-spider.

venarylf, n. An obsolete form of venery.

venary'^t (ven'a-ri), a. [Irreg. < L. venari, hunt,
chase: see venation^. Ct. venery^.] Of or per-
taining to hunting. Howell.

venasquite (ve-nas'kit), n. [< Venasque (see

def.) + -ite^.] In»jineroZ.,a varietyof ottrelite,

found at Venasque in the Spanish Pyrenees.

venatic (ve-nat'ik), a. [< L. venaticus, of or per-

taining to hunting, <t)eHa<MS, hunting, the chase,

< venari, hunt, chase : see venationK] 1. Of or

pertaining to hunting ; used in hunting.

Newton's guess that the diamond was Inflammable, and
many instances which must occur to the reader, are of the
true artsmau kind ; he did it by a sort of venatic sense.

Dr. J. Brovm, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 202.

2. Given to hunting ; fond of the chase,

venaticat (ve-nat'i-ka), n. Same as rinatico.

venatical (vf-nat'i-kal), a. [< venatic + -al.]

Same as venatic.

There be three for Venary or VeruUical Pleasure in Eng-
land : viz ., A Forest^ a Chase, and a I'ark.

Howell, Letters, Iv. 16.

venatically (ve-nat'i-kal-i), adv. In a venatic
manner ; in the chase.



Venation of a Hymenopterous Insect(J5j*<-
olus fnercatus), a parasitic bee. (Cross
shows natural size.)

venation

venationlf (ve-na'shon), n. [< L. venaUo{n-),
hunting, a hunt, < veiiari, hunt. Cf. venison, a
doublet of re)(flY(o»l; of. also ceneri^l.] 1. The
art or practice of hunting; pursuit of game.
Sir T. Browne.— 2. The state of being hunted.
Imp. Diet.

venation^ (ve-na'shon), n. [< NL. venafio(n-),

< L. ren<i, a vein : see vetial^, rein.'] 1. In bot.,

the manner in which veins or nerves are dis-
tributed in the blade of a leaf or other expanded
organ. See ner-
vation.— 2. In
entom.: (a) The
mode or sys-
tem of dis-

tribution of
the veins of
the wings. (6)
These veins or
nervures, col-

lectively con-
sidered as to
their arrange-
ment. See vein,

3, and cut un-
der nervure.

venational (vf-
na'shon-al), a. [< venation^ + -al.l In entom.,
of or pertaining to venation: as, venational char-
acters of insects' wings; venational differences
or description.

venatorial (ven-a-to'ri-al), a. [< L. venator, a
hunter (<wna)'j, "hunt: see venation'^-), +-i-al.']

Relating to the chase; pertaining to hunting;
venatic. [Rare.]

Oh ! that some sylvan deity, patron of the chase, would
now inspire Brown with venati^iaZ craft.

FortnigtMy Rev., N. S., XUII. 94.

vencuset, ". A Middle English form of vanquish.

vend^ (vend), V. t. [< F. vendre = Sp. Pg. ven-

der = It. vendere, < L. vendcre (pret. vendidi,

pp. venditus), sell, cry up for sale, praise, contr.
of vennndare, venumdare, also, as orig., two
words, veniim dare, sell, < venum, sale, price, -t-

dare, give : see venaP- and date^.] To transfer
to another person for a pecuniary equivalent

;

sell : as, to vend goods.

Amongst other comodities, they vended much tobaco
for linen cloath, stuffs, &c., which was a good beneflte to
ye people. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 234.

The Greeks . . . tell you that Zebedee, being a Fisher-
man, was wont to bring Fish from Joppa hither, and to
vetid it at this place.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 98.

The other nut>sellers in the streets vend the almond-
nuts. . . . The materials are the same as those of the gin-
gerbread. ... A split almond is placed in the centre of
each of these nuts.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 213.

Vend^t (vend), »». [< wndl, «).] Sale; market.
She . . . has a great vend for them (and for other curi-

osities which she imports).
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 165. (Davies.)

Vend^ (vend), n. Same as Wcnd^.
vendablet (ven'da-bl), a. [ME., < OP. venda-
ble (= Pg. vendavel), < vendre, sell: see vend^.
Cf. vendible.'] Same as vendible.

For love is over al vendaMe. Rom. of the Rose, 1. B804.

vendace (ven'das), n. [Also vendis; < OF. ven-
dcse, vendoise, vandoise, F. vandoise, F. dial.

vatidoise, ventoise, dace; origin unknown.] A
variety of the whitefish, Coregonus willughbyi
or C. vandesius. It is noted for its restricted distribu-
tion, being found in Great Britain only in Lochmaben, in
Dumfriesshire, and in two or three of the English lakes,
and on the Continent in some of the rivers and lakes of
Sweden. The body is deep and compressed, the back
brown, the sides tinged with yellow, the belly silvery, the
tail broadly forked, and the pectoral and ventral flns yel-
low. The average length is from 6 to 7 inches. The fish

is esteemed a great delicacy, and is taken with the sweep-
net about August.

vendaget, »«. A Middle English form of vintage.

Vendean (ven-de'an), a. and n. [< F. Vendeen;
as Vendee (see def.) + -an.] I, a. Of or per-
taining to Vendue, a department of western
France, or the Vendeans.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Vendue

;

specifically, a partizan of the royalist insurrec-
tion against the republic and the Revolution
which was begun in western France in 1793,
and whose chief seat was in 'Vend6e.
vendee (ven-de'), n. [< vend^ + -eel.] The per-
son to whom a thing is sold : opposed to ven-
dor.

If a vicar sows his glebe, or if he sells his corn, and the
vendee cuts it, he must pay the tithes to the parson.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

Vend^miaire (von-da-mi-Sr'), n. [F., < L. vin-
demia, grape-gathering, vintage, wine : see vin-
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demial.] The first month of the French revo-
lutionary calendar, beginning (in 1793) Septem-
ber 22d, and ending October 2l8t.

vender (ven'der), n. [^A.\%o vendor ; < OF. *t'c«-

dour, vendeur,F.vendeur = Sp. Pg. vendedor =
It. venditore, < L. venditor, seller, < vendere, sell:

see vend^. Cf. venditor.] One who vends or
sells; a seller: as, a nevrs-vender.

vendetta (ven-det'a), n. [< It. vendetta, a feud,
< L. vindicta, vengeance, revenge, < vindicare,
claim, arrogate, defend one's self : see vindi-
cate, venge.] A condition of private war in
which the nearest of kin execute vengeance on
the slayer of a relative ; a blood-feud. In Corsica
the vendetta is regarded as a duty incumbent on the fam-
ily of the murdered man, and, failing to reach the real
murderer, they take vengeance on his relatives. The prac-
tice exists, although to a more limited extent, in .Sicily,

Sardinia, Calabria, Afghanistan, etc., and in certain rude
and remote districts of the United States.

The various forms of private vengeance which have be-
come common in this country are in many respects allied
to Italian vendetta as it existed and may to some extent
still exist in Corsica and Calabria, and with modifications
in Naples, where, as has been said, " it is reduced to rule
and recognized by public opinion."

if. A. Rev., CXXXTX. 73.

vendibility (ven-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< vendible +
-it-y ; cf. L. vendibiliter,"sa\a.\Aj.] The state of
being vendible or salable.

The vendibility of commodities.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iv. 1.

vendible (ven'di-bl), a. and n. [< OF. vendible =
Sp. vendible = Pg. vendivel = It. vendibile, < L.
vendibilis, that may be sold, salable, < vendere,
sell: see vend^.] I. a. Capable of being or fit

to be vended or sold; to be disposed of for
money; salable; marketable.
Foie skins, white, blacke, and russet, will be vendiKe

here. Bakluyt's Voyages, I. 309.

Silence is only commendable
In a neat's tongue dried and a maid not vendible.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 112.

n. n. Something to be sold or offered for
sale : as, butter, fowls, cheese, and other ven-
dibles.

vendibleness(ven'di-bl-nes), n. Vendibility.
vendibly (ven'di-bli), adv. In a vendible or
salable manner.

vendicatet, v. See vindicate.

vendis (ven'dis), n. See vendace.

venditatet (ven'di-tat), v. t. [< L. venditatus,

pp. of venditare, offer again and again for sale,

freq. of vendere, sell: see vend^.] To set out,
as for sale; hence, to display ostentatiously;
make a show of.

This they doe in the subtiltie of their wit, ... as if

they would venditat them for the very wonders of natures
worke. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxviL 12.

venditationt (ven-di-ta'shon), n. [< L. vendi-
tatio{n-), an offering for sale, a boasting, <. ven-
ditare, try to sell, freq. of vendere, sell, cry up
for sale, boast: see vend^.] An ostentatious
display.

Some [plagiarists], by a cunning protestation against all

reading, and false venditatimi of their own naturals, think
to divert the sagacity of their readers from themselves.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

The venditation of our owne worth or parts or merits
argues a miserable indigence in them all.

Bp. Hail, Occasional Meditations, § 30.

vendition (ven-dish'on), n. [< L. venditio{n-),

a sale, < vendere, pp.' venditus, sell: see vend^.]
The act of selling; sale. [Rare.]

By way of vendition, or sale, he gives them up.
Langley, Sermons (1644), p. 20. (Latham.)

vendor (ven'dor), n. Same as vender, but more
common in legal use. in the law of conveyanSng

_
the word is commonly used in reference to the prelimi-
nary or executory contract of sale, usually made in writing
before the execution of a deed to transfer the title, and
designates him who agrees to sell, and who after he has
actually conveyed is commonly called the grantor. So if

A contracts, not as agent but on his own account, to sell

and convey property belonging to B, and procures B to
convey accordingly, A is the vendor and B the grantor.

Our earliest printers were the vendors and the binders
of their own books. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 425.

In sales of lands the party selling is almost always
spoken of as "the vendor"; but in sales of goods he is

quite as frequently spokeu of as "the seller."

Mozley and Whitel^y.

Vendor and Purchaser Act, a British statute of 1874
(37 and 38 Vict., c. 78) which enacts that forty years (in-

stead of sixty) be the period of commencement of title to
land sold, unless otherwise stipulated, and further affects
the relations of vendor and purchaser of lands.—Ven-
dor's liens. See lien'^.

vendue (ven-du'), n. [< OF. vendue, a sale, <
vetidu, pp. of vetidre, sell: see vend^.] A public
auction.

I went ashore, and, having purchased a laced waistcoat,
with some other deaths, at a vendue, made a swaggering
figure. Smollett, Roderick Random, xxxvi. {Davies.)

veneer-moth
We'd better take maysures for shettin' up shop.
An' put off our stock by a vend'io or swop.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., v.

vendue-masterf (ven-du'mas"ter), n. An auc-
tioneer. Wharton.
venet, n. A Middle English form of vein.

veneer (ve-ner'), v. t. [Formerly also finecr;
corrupted' (prob. in factory use) from *furnci:r.

< Gr.furniren,fourniren = t>. fornieren,furniren
(cf . Dan. finere, < E. ?), inlay, veneer, furnish,
< OF. fornir, F. fournir = Pr. fornir, formir,
frotnir = Sp. Pg. fornir = It. /onijre, furnish

:

see furnish^.] 1. To overlay or face, as an in-
ferior wood, with wood of a finer or more beau-
tiful kind, so as to give the whole the appear-
ance of being made of the more valuable mate-
rial ; cover with veneers : as, to veneer a ward-
robe or other article of furniture.

The Italians call it [marquetry] pietre commesse, a sort 3
of inlaying with stones, analogous to the Jineering of cabi-

J
nets in wood. Snwllett, Travels, xxviiL f

The bottom and sides of the frame seem to hejiheered, i

and inlaid, probably with ivory, tortoise-shell, and mother- i

of-pearl. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 130. j

2. To cover with a thin coating of substance!
similar to the body, in other materials than

J

wood, as in ceramics.

It [Oiron (or Henri Deux) ware] is strictly a veneered poU
j

tery. . . . The object was formed in clay, and then covered
]

with a thin skin of the same material.
|

^rt Jour., VIIL 155.

'

Hence— 3. To impart a more agreeable appear-
ance to, as to something vicious, worthless, or

]

forbidding; disguise with a superficial attrac-|
tion; gild.

A rogue in grain,
Veneer'd with sanctimonious theory.

Tennysoti, Princess, ProL i

Thoughtfulness for others, generosity, modesty, andl
self-respect are the qualities which make a real gentle-

jman or lady, as distinguished from the veneered article I

which commonly goes by that name. [
Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 8. I

veneer (vf-ner'), n. [< veneer, v.] 1. A thin]
piece of wood of a choice kind laid upon an-
other of a more common sort, so as to give a I

superior and more valuable appearance to the I

article so treated, as a piece of furniture. Choice
|and beautiful kinds of hard woods, as mahogany or rose-
j

wood, are used for veneers, the wood to which they are at- 1

tached by gluing being usually deal orpine. Ivory, mother-
j

of-pearl, and other ornamental substances are sometimes
|

used as veneers for small articles, as cabinets or caskets.

2. A thin coating covering the body of any-
thing, especially for decorative pui-poses : used

jwhen the material of the outer coating is simi-
lar to that of the body, as in ceramics or in pa-
per-manufactm-ing. [Rare.]— 3. Show; su-
perficial ornament; meretricious disguise.

It is still often possible to hush up scandals, to play fast I

and loose with inconvenient facts, to smooth over funda-

J

mental differences with a veneer of external uniformity. I

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 143.
'

The knowing world's people from Lenox said, when they
j

returned from their visit, that they doubted whether the
j

Shaker neatness were more than a summer veneer, and
jwere quite sure that in winter the houses were no tidier i

than other houses. Harper's Mag., LXX.X. 479.

4. In entom., a veneer-moth Veneer-bendlng j
machine, a machine used in putting on veneers, to ap-

}
ply a uniform pressure to every part of a curved or uneven i

surface. It operates by hydraulic pressure transmitted j
through caoutchouc or other flixilde material. E. H. J
X^nif^Af.— Veneer-planing machine, a shaving-tool for

j
smoothing veneered and similar surfaces. E. H. Knight. 1

—Veneer-polishing machine, a machine for rubbing
jand polisliiuf^ veneered or other wooden surfaces.— Ve-

j

neer-stralghtening machine, a machine for flattening
out veneers which have been cut in the form of a scroll

]
from a circular log bolt. Such machines employ a flexible

j

pressure with adjustable tension, and are designed with s
jview to avoid splitting the materiaL
'

veneer-cutter (ve-ner'kut"er), n. A machine
I

for cutting veneers from the log or block of]
wood; a veneer-cutting machine. Two systems]
are used in these machines : in one the log of wood is

f

rotated before a long, thin knife fixed in the machine, the
revolution shaving off a thin veneer of the entire length

'

of the log, the log being gradually advanced to the knife
until completely cut up; in the other system the knife-
blade moves as a slicer over the block of wood or ivory.
Still another method is to use a fixed knife, and to draw a
square block of wood over the edge of the knife. Both
circular and reciprocating saws are also used to make
wood veneers. See veneer-saw.

veneering (vf-ner'ing), n. [Verbal n. of veneer,
v.] 1 . The art or process of laying on veneers.
— 2. Same as veneer, in senses 1-3.
veneering-hanuner (ve-ner'ing-ham'''er), «. A
hand-tool with a thin and wide peen or face,
used to press out the glue from under a veneer
in securing it to an object.

veneer-mill (ve-ner'mil), «. A sawmill de-
signed especially for cutting veneers.
veneer-moth (ve-uer'm6th), n. Any one of
several pyralid moths of the family Crambidse:



veneer-moth

an old English collectors' name, given from the

coloration, which suggests veneering. Crambus
Iwrtuellus is the garden veneer: C. piiiellus, the pearl ve-

neer ; and C. petrificellus, the common veneer. See cut un-

der Crainhidx.

veneer-press (ve-ner'pres), n. A special form
o£ press used to'hold veneers in position while

being glued to woodwork or fnmiture. Various
complicated forms of screw-clanips and screw-presses are

used, some being fitted with steam-pipes to keep the glue
soft until the veneer has adapted itself to the irregular

surface to which it is to be attached.

veneer-saw (vf-ner'sa), n. A circular saw for

cutting veneers from the solid wood, ivory, etc.

It has a thin edge, and is thicker toward the
center. E. H. Kniriht.

veneer-scraper (ve-ner'skra"p6r), n. A tool

with an adjustable blade for dressing veneers.

E. H. Knight.

venefical (ve-nef'i-kal), a. [< L. venefieus, poi-

sonous (gee venefice), + -al."] Same as veneficial.

All with spindles, timbrels, rattles, or other veneftccU

instruments, making a confused noise.

B. Jamon, Masque of Queens.

veneficet (ven'e-fis), «. [< L. veneficium, a poi-

soning. < venefieus, poisoning, < ventmim, poi-

son, -f- -ficus. ifacere, make.] Sorcery, or the
art of poisoning. Bailey, 1727.

veneficial (ven-e-fish'al), a. [< L. veneficium,

a poisoning {sets' vcnefice). + -al.'] 1. Acting by
poison; sorcerous. [Rare.]

Ah for the magical virtues in this plant [the mistletoe],

and conceived efficacy unto veneficial intentions, it seemeth
a pagan relick derived from the ancient druids.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., U. 6.

2. Addicted to sorcery or poisoning.

veneficions (ven-f-tish'us), o. [< L. veneficium,

a. poisoning (see' I7e«e/ice), + -otts.] Same as
veneficial.

To sit crosB-leffged . . . was an old venefieious practice

;

and Juno is made in this posture to hinder the delivery of
Alc-nisena. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

veneflciously (ven-e-fish'us-li), adv. By poison
or witchcraft.

The intent hereof [breaking an eggshell] was to pre-

vent witchcraft ; for, lest witches should draw or prick
their names therein, and veneJicimuUy mischief their per-

sons, they broke the shell, as Oelecampius hath observed.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

veneisunt, «. An old spelling of venison.

venemoust, a. An obsolete spelling of venom-
ous.

venenate (ven'e-nat), V. t. [< L. venenatus,

pp. of venenare, poison, < venenum, poison : see
venom.'\ To poison ; charge or infect with
poison. [Rare.]

Poisoned jaws and venenated stings.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, xvi.

These miasms . . . are not so energic as to venenate the
entire mass of blood. Harvey. (Johnson.)

venenate (ven'e-nat), a. r< L. venenatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Infectedwitb poison; poisoned.

By giving this in fevers after calcination, whereby the
f>enenale parts are carried olf. Woodward, On Fossils.

venenation (ven-e-na'shon), n. [< venenate +
-loH.] 1 . The act of poisoning.— 2. Poison or
venom.

Tliis venenation shoots from the eye : and this way a
basilisk may iinpoison. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

venenet (ve-uen'), a. [Irreg. (as adj.) < L. ve-

nenum, poison: see venom.'] Poisonous; ven-
omous.
Dry air opens the surface of the earth to disincarcerate

venene bodies, or to evacate them.
Harvey, On the Plague.

venenifluons (ven-e-nif'lp-us), a. [< L. vene-

num, poison, -I- fluere, flow : see fluent."] In bot.

and zool., flowing with poisonous juice or ven-
om : as, the venenifluous fang of a rattlesnake.
See cuts under Crotalus and viper.

Venenosa (ven-e-no'sti),n.pl. [NL., neut. pi.

of LL. venenosus, full of poison: see vetienose.]

One of three sections into which serpents
(Ophidia) have been divided, according as they
are venomous or otherwise, the other sections
being Innocna and Su.ipccta. The definition of the
group as having grooved fangs in the upper jaw, followed
by smaller solid, hooked teeth, would make Venenoxa
nearly equivalent to the Proteroijlypha ; but if applied to
poisonous snakes at large it would be eiiuivalent to Pro-
terofjlypha and Solenofjltjpha together, it is disused now,
except as a convenient descriptive term, like Thanato-
pfii'lia. Also called jVocua,

venenoset (ven'e-nos), a. [< L. venenosus, poi-
sonous: see renenoM*.] Full of venom; poison-
ous, as a serpent; belonging to the Venenosa;
nocuous; thanatophidian.

Malpighl . . . demonstrates that all such tumours,
where any insects are found, are raised up by some vene-
nate liquor, which, t^jgether with their eggs, such insects
Shed upon the leaves. Hay, Works of Creation.
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venenosityt (ven-f-nos'i-ti), n. [= F. ven4-

nosite = Sp. venenosidad= Pg. vcnenosidade =
It. venenosita ; < venenose + -ity.] The property
or state of being venenose or poisonous.

venenons (ven'e-nus), a. [< OF. veneneux, F.

veneneux = Pr. venenos = Sp. Pg. It. venenoso,

< LL. venenosus, poisonous, < L. venenum, poi-

son: see venom, Cf. venenose and venomous,
doublets of venenons.] Poisonous ; toxic.

—

Venenous aathelmlutlc, a remedy for intestinal worms,
which acts by destroying the parasite, and not by simply
expelling it : a vermicide as distinguished from a vermi-
fuge.

venerabilityt (ven"e-ra-biri-ti), «. [< venera-
ble + -ity (see -hility).]

" The state or character
of being venerable.

The excellence and veneralnZity of their prototypes.
Dr. H. More, Antidote against Idolatry, viii.

venerable (ven'e-ra-bl), a. [< OF. venerable,

F. venerable = Sp. venerable = Pg. veneravel =
It. venerabile, < L. venerabilis, worthy of ven-
eration or reverence, < venerari, venerate, re-

vere: aee venerate.] 1. Worthy of veneration
or reverence ; deserving honor and respect,

particularly with a suggestion of age or dig-

nity : as, a venerable magistrate ; a venerable

scholar. In the Anglican Church, specifically

applied to archdeacons.

Venerable Nestor, hatch'd in silver.

Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 66.

See how the venerable infant lies

In early pomp.
Dryden, Britannia Rediviva, I. 110.

The world— that gray-bearded and wrinkled profligate,

decrepit without being venerable.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xii.

2. Hallowed by religious, historic, or ether
lofty associations; to be regarded with rever-

ence : as, the venerable precincts of a temple.

The place is vetterable by her presence.
Shirley, Maid's Revenge, i. 2.

We went about to survey the generall decays of that
ancient and venerable church.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 27, 1666.

All alongthe shores of the venerable stream (the Ganges]
lay great fleets of vessels laden with rich merchandise.

Macauiay, Warren Hastings.

venerableness (ven'e-ra-bl-nes), n. The state

or character of being venerable.

The innocence of infancy, the venerablenesg and impo-
tence of old age. South, Sermons, XI. iv.

venerably (ven'e-ra-bli), adv. In a venerable
manner; so as to excite reverence.

At the moment I was walking down this aisle I met a
cleanshaven old canonico, witli red legs and red-tasseled

hat, and with a book under his arm, and a meditative look,

whom I here thanli for being so venerably picturesque.
Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

Veneracea (ven-e-rii'se-a), «.pi. [NL.,< Venus

( Vener-), ."5, + -acea.] In conch. : (a) A family

of bivalves : same as Veneridx. (b) A super-

family or suborder of siphonate or sinupalliate

bivalve mollusks, represented by the Veneridse

and related families^

Veneraceae (ven-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ve-

nus ( Vcncr-), 5, -t-"-ace».] Same as Veneridse.

veneracean (ven-e-ra'se-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Vencracea.

II. n. Any member of the Veneracea.

veneraceous (ven-e-ra'shius), a. Same as ven-

eracean.

venerant (ven'e-rant), a. [< L. veneran(,t-)s,

ppr. of wnerart,Venerate : aee venerate.] Rev-
erent. [Rare.]

'Vhen we pronounce the name of Giotto, our venerant

thoughts are at Assisi and Padua.
Ruskiti, Modem Painters, III. i., 1, note.

venerate (ven'e-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. vener-

ated, ppr. venerating. [< L. veneratus, pp. of

venerari (> It. venerare = Sp. Pg. venerar — P.

v6nirer), worship, venerate, revere; from the

same source as Venus, love: see Venus.] To
regard with respect and reverence; treat as

hallowed; revere; reverence.

While beings form'd in coarser mould will hate

The helping hand they ought to venerate.

Crabbe, Works, V. 214.

The Venetian merchants, compelled to seek safety in

Alexandria, visited the church in which the bones of St.

Mark were preserved and venerated.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 47.

=8yn. Worship, Reverence, etc. See adore.

veneration (ven-e-ra'shon), n. [< OF. venera-

tion, F. veneration = Sp. veneracion = Pg. vene-

ragSo = It. veneraaione, < L. veneratio(n-), ven-

eration, reverence, < venerari, venerate, revere

:

see venerate.] 1. The feeling of one who ven-

erates; a high degree of respect and rever-

venerer

enoe ; an exalted feeling or sentiment excited
by the dignity, wisdom, and goodness of a per-
son, or by the saeredness of his character, and,
with regard to a place, by the sacred or historic

associations that hallow it.

Places consecrated to a more than ordinary veneration,
by being reputed to have some particular actions done In

them relating to the Death and Resurrection of Christ.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 69.

Veneration is the name given to the state of mind com-
prehending both religious regard and a sentiment drawn
out by the more commanding and august of our fellow-
beings. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 92,

2. The outward expression of reverent feeling

;

worship.

"They fell down and worshipped him," after the man-
ner of the Easterlings when they do veneration to their

kings. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 1835), I. 45.

3. In phren., the organ of adoration, reverence,
or respect for what is great and good. See cut
under phrenology. =Syji. l. Reverence, Verteration,

Awe, etc. See reverence.

venerative (ven'e-ra-tiv), a. [< venerate +
-ive.] Feeling veneration ; reverent. [Rare.]

I for one, when a venerative youth, have felt a thrill of

joy at being kindly nodded to . . . by some distinguished
personage. All tite Year Round, VIII. 61.

venerator (ven'e-ra-tor), n. [= P. venirateur

= Sp. Pg. venerador = It. veneratore, < L. vene-

rator, one who venerates, < venerari, venerate :

see venerate.] One who venerates or rever-

ences.
Not a Bcomer of your sex,

But venerator. Tennyeon, Princess, iv.

venereal (ve-ne'rf-al), a. [As venere-ous + -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to venery, or sexual inter-

course: as, TOncreaJ desire.

No, madam, these are no venereal signs.

Shak., Tit. And., ii, 3. 37.

Then, swollen with pride, into the snare I fell

Of fair fallacious looks, ve7iereal trains,

Softerfd with pleasui'e and voluptuous life.

Milton, S. A., 1, 6,33.

2. Arising from or connected with sexual in-

tercourse: as, venereal disease; venereal virus

or poison.— 3. Adapted to the cure of venereal
diseases: a,s, venereal vaeAicines.— 4. Fitted to

excite venereal desire; aphrodisiac.— 5t. Of or
pertaining to copper, which was formerly called

by chemists Venus.

Blue vitriol, how venereal . . . soever, rubbed upon the
whetted blade of a knife, will not impart its latent colour.

Boyle.

Venereal camosity. Same as venereal warte.—Vene-
real disease, a collective term for gonorrhea, chancroid,
and syphilis.— Venereal sore or ulcer, chancre or chan-
croid: more often the latter.— Venereal warts, acumi-
nate condylomata, or warts situated on the mucous sur-

faces of the genitals. They were formerly supposed to be
caused by a venereal poison, but are not now generally
so regarded.

venereant (vf-ne're-an), a. [< ME. venerien, <

OF. venerien '= F. vh'i'erien; as venere-ous + -an.]

1. Inclined to the service of Venus, or to sexual
desire and intercourse.

For certes I am al Venerien
In feelynge, and myn herte is Marcien.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 609.

2. Amorous; wanton.

Others fall in love with light Wives— I do not mean
Venerean Lightness, but in reference to Portion.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

venereate (ve-ne're-at), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
venereated, ppr. venereating. [< venere-ous +
-ate^.] To render amorous or lascivious.

To venereate the unbridled spirits,

Feltham, Resolves, i, 26.

venereOUS (vf-ne're-us), a. [= Sp. venerea =
Pg. It. rener'eo, < L. venereus, venerius, of or

pertaining to Venus or sexual intercourse, <

Venus ( Vener-), Venus, sexual intercourse : see

Venus.] 1. Lascivious; libidinous; lustful;

wanton.
Lust is the fire that doth maintaine the life

Of the venereous man (but sets at strife

The soule & body).
Times' WhisUe (E, E, T, B.\ p. 119.

The male ... is lesser than the female, and very vene-

reoue. Derham, Physico Theol., iv. 15, note s.

2. Giv'ing vigor for or inclination to sexual

intercourse ; aphrodisiac : as, venereous drugs.

No marvell if he brought us home nothing but a meer
tankard drollery, a venereoue parjetory for a stewes.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

venerer (ven'6r-6r), n. [< venery^ + -c»l.]

One who watches game; a gamekeeper; a

hunter.

Our Venerers, Prickers, and Verderers.
Browning, Flight of the Duchess, x.



Venusfaphta, one of the
Vetteridsi.

Venerupis exotica.

VeneridsB

Veneridse (ve-ner'i-de), n. pi. [< Venus (Ve-
ner-) + -\d^'\ A family of siphonate or sinu-

palliate bivalve mollusks,
whose typical genus is Vc-
mts : used with various re-

strictions. It ia now gener-
ally restricted to forms with si-

phons or siphonal orifices dis-

tinct and fringed, linguiform
foot, the outer pair of branchiae
short and appendiculate, an
equivalve shell whose hinge has
generally three cardinal teeth,

and a slightly sinuate pallial
line. The species are mostly of
moderate size, and include the
quahog, or hard clam of the
United States, Venus inercena-

ria, and numerous other species found in temperate and
tropical seas, many of whose shells are highly ornate. See
also cuts under Cytherea, Venerupis, dimitarian, and qua-
hog. Also called Veneracea, Venusids, and Conckacea.

veneriet, «. An obsolete spelling of venery^,
verierifi.

venerite (ven'e-rit), to. [< L. Venus ( Verier-),

Venus, ML. copper, + -ite^.^ 1. A copper ore
from Pennsylvania, consisting of an earthy
chloritic mineral impregnated with copper.

—

2. Same as venuUte.

veneroust (ven'e-rus), a. [< Venus (Vener-),
Venus, + -ous. Cf. venereous.^ Same Sbsvenere-
ous.

ConBum'd with loathed lust,

Which thy venerotis mind hath hasely nurs'd !

Lust's Dominion, v. 3.

A remedy for venerous passions.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 503.

Venerupis (ven-e-ro'pis), n, [NL. (Lamarck,
1818), later Venerupes (Swainson, 1840), < Venus
{Vener-), 5, + L. rupes,

a rock.] 1, A genus of
boring bivalve mollusks
of the family VeneridsBj

as V, perforans or V. irus

and V. exotica.—2. [/. c.
;

pi. venerupes (-pez).] A
member of this genus;
a Venus of the rock.

venempite (ven-e-ro'-
pit), «. [< Venerupis +
-ite'^.l A fossil Venus
of the rock.
veneryl (ven'e-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also ven~
erie ; < ME. venerye^ venorye, < OF. veneriej F.
v^nerie (ML. venaria, beasts of the chase, game),
hunting, a hunting-train, a kennel, < vener, < L.
fejirtn, hunt, chase: ^qq venation'^.'] 1. The act
or exercise of hunting ; the sports of the chase

;

hunting.
An outrydere that loved venerye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 166.

We'll make this hunting of the witch as famous
As any other blast of venery.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

The right of pursuing and taking all beasts of chase or
venary . . . was . . . held to belong to the king.

Blackstone, Com., II. xxvii.

2t. Beasts of the chase
;
game.

Bukkes and beris and other bestes wilde,
Of alle fair venorye that falles to metes.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 1685.

3t. A kennel for hunting-dogs.

The venery, where the beagles and hounds were kept.
Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, i. 55. (Davies.)

venery^ (ven'e-ri), n. [Early mod. E. venerie, <

L. Veneria (sc. res), sexual intercourse, fem, of
VeneriuSj of Venus,< Venus ( Vener-), Venus, sex-
ual intercourse: see venereous, Venus.'] Grati-
fication of the sexual desire.

Having discoursd of sensuall gluttonie,
It foUowes now I speake of venerie;
For these companions as inseperable
Are linckt together with sinnes ougly cable.

Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

They are luxurious, incontinent, and prone to Venerie.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 201.

venesect (ve-ne-sekf). v. [< L. vena, vein, +
secure, cut: see vein Sijxd secant.'] I. trans. To
cut or open a vein of; phlebotomize.
n. intrans. To practise venesection: as, it

was common to venesect for many diseases.
venesection (ve-ne-sek'shon), n. [< L. vena,
vein, +«cc^io(«-), a cutting':' see section.] Blood-
letting from a vein

;
phlebotomy. The operation

may be performed on any of the superficial veins; but
either the median cephalic or the basilic in the bend of
the elbow is usually selected for this purpose. (See cut
under Tn^rftani.) A band is tied around the arm just above
the elbow, so as to cause a turgescence of the veins below,
and then the vein selected Is opened with a sharp lancet.
When the desired amount of blood has been taken away,
the band is removed, and further bleeding arrested by the
application of a small compress and bandage.
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In a Qulnsey he IAret«BU8] used Venegection, and allow'd

the Blood to flow till the Patient was ready to faint away.
Med. Diet, (1745X quoted in Harper's Mag., LXXX. 440.

It is now well understood that spoliative venesection
would be the sure forerunner of disaster to the patient.

J, M. Camochan, Operative Sui^ery, p. 88.

Venesection bandage, a simple flgure-of-eight ban-
dage applied about the elbow after venesection at this
point.

Venetian (ve-ne'shan), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also Venikan, as a noun (def. 2) venytyons;
< OE. Venitian, F. Venitien = It. Veneziano, <
ML. * Venetianus, < Venetia, Venice, li. Venetia,
the country of the Veneti, in the territory
later held by Venice*] I, a. Of or pertaining
to the city, province, or former republic of
Venice, in northern Italy, on the edge of the
Adriatic.

The land of the old Veneti bore the Venetian name ages
before the city of Venice was in being.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 4.

A compoBition neither Byzantine nor Romanesque, un-
exampled hitherto, only to be called Venetian.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 63.

Venetian architecture, Venetian Gothic, the style of
medieval architecture elaborated in Venice between the
twelfth and the early part
of the sixteenth centuiy.
It combines in many re-

spects the qualities of the
arts of Byzantium, of the
Italian mainland, and of
transalpine Europe, but
blends all these into a new
style of high decorative
quality and originality.

The principal characteris-
tics of this style are as fol-

lows: each story is usu-
ally graced with its own
arcaded range of columns
or pilasters, forming an
open balcony or loggia,
and separated from the
other stories by conspicu-
ous friezes or belts, often
in the form of graceful
balustrades ; the arched
windows are ornamented
with small shafts at the
sides, and their spandrels
are often filled with rich
carving ; ornamental para-
pets are common ; and the
window-heads frequently
show plain or pierced cusps
of bold yet delicate outline
and curves of great refinement. The most splendid ex-
ample of the style is the famous Ducal Palace. Like all

Italian Pointed architecture— the so-called /(a^ian Go(Aw— the merits of the style lie chiefly in external design

;

the Italians never sought to master the admirable theory
of arched and vaulted construction securing stability by
balance of opposed pressures, which was elaborated by
northern medieval architects, and raises their architec-
ture to the highest place in the history of the art. Vene-
tian architecture is noteworthy for its lavish use of color
derived from inlaid marbles, porphyries, and other stones
of rich hue, as well as of gilding and brilliant mosaic and
painted decoration. It bears witness in many subtile de-
tails to the close intercourse of the Venetians with the Ori-
ent.—Venetian balL Seeftff^n.—Venetian bar, needle-
work in imitation of heavy lace by buttonhole-stitches
around a thread, producing a series of bare or bands across
an open space. Diet. o/iV'eedicw'orfr.— Venetian blind,
a blind made of slats of wood so connected as to overlap
one another when closed, and to show a series of open
spaces for the admission of light and air when opened.
The term is applied especially to a hanging blind of
which the slats are held together by strips of webbing or
other flexible material. The pulling of a cord lifts the
whole blind, the slats coming in contact with one an-
other as they rise until all are packed closely together
above the window. The pulling of another cord when
the blind is down turns the slats to open or close them.
In the British islands outside slatted shutters are also
so called.— Venetian carpet. See carpe(.— Venetian
chalk. Same as French chalk {-which see, nnAev chalk).—
Venetian embroidery, embroidery upon linen and simi-
lar materials, done by cutting away a great deal of the
background so as to produce an open design like coarse
lace, the edges of the stutf forming the pattern being
stitched, and bars or brides sometimes used to steady
and support the smaller leaves, etc.—Venetian enamel,
an enamel used for clock- and watch-dials.—Venetian
glass. See glass (with cut).—Venetian lace. See rose-
point, under ;?om(i.— Venetian long-stitch embroi-
dery, a simple kind of worsted-work dont^ upon open can-
vas. Diet, of Needlework.— Venetian mosaic. See mo-
saic^, 1.— Venetian pearl, the trade-name for solid arti-

ficial peai-ls. See imitation pearl, under ^wrtri.—Venetian
red. See red1.— Venetian sallet, a foi-m of sallet in
which the neck and cheeks are protected by a long broad
side-piece forged in one with theskull-piece, similar to the
Greek helm with cheek-pieces and without crest.— Vene-
tian school, in painting, the school of Italian painting
which arose to prominence in Venice in the fifteenth cen-
tury, with the Bellinis and Carpaccio, and was preeminent
through a great part of the sixteenth century, when its

chief masters were Titian, Paul Veronese, Giorgione, Tin-
toretto, Palma Vecchio, and Lorenzo Lotto. It was above
all a school of colorists; in the magnificence of its use of
pigments and in technical perfection it has never been sur-
passed ; and in every artistic quality its chief masters will
always rank with the first painters of the world.— Vene-
tian sumac. See a?*mac.— Venetian swell in organ-
building, a swell, or set of blinds, made after the pattern
of Venetian blinds. See *wv^i.— Venetian turpentine.

Venetian Architecture.

An ai^le of the Ducal Palace.

vengeance
See turpentine and tarcA,— Venetian window. See win-
dow.

II, n. 1. A native of Venice.

—

2\. [I. c] pi.

A particular fashion of hose or breeches reach-
ing below the knee, originally brought from
Venice : same as galligaskins, 1.

Item for a ell half of brod taffaty to make him a dublet
and venytyons. 12 Sh. Wardship of Rich. Fermor (1586).

3, A Venetian blind. [Colloq.]

There is not a single pane of glass in the town, badly
closing vetietians being the only means of shutting up the
windows. E. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 102.

4. j>?. A heavy kind of tape or braid made for
Venetian blinds, to hold the slats in place.— 6.
Same as domino, 2.

I then put off my sword, and put on my Venetian or dom-
ino, and entered the bal masqu^. The Century, XLII. 283.

Venetianed (ve-ne'shand), a. [< VenetUni +
-ed'^.'] Furnished with Venetian blinds: as, a
Venetianed window.
The bookcase stood immediately in front of a double

venetianed door.

R. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych, Research, III. 256.

veneur (ve-n^r'), ?^. [< OF. veneor, F. veneur
(= Pr, venaire), < L. venator, a hunter, < venari,

hunt: see venation'^,'] A person charged with
the care of the chase, especially with the hounds
used in the chase. There were mounted ve-
neurs, and those of inferior class on foot.

—

Grand veneur, an oflBcer of the French court chained
with the arrangements for the king's hunting : in later
times, a great dignity of the royal household.

venewt, veneyt, n. Same as renue'^.

Venezuelan (ven-e-zwe'lan), a. andn. [< Ven-
ezuela (see def.) + -an.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Venezuela, a republic of South America,
on the northern coast.

Guzman Blanco could not procure an audience with
Lord Sallsbnry to protest against British seizures of Ven-
ezuelan territory at the north of the Orinoco.

Amer, Economist, HI. 169.

Venezuelan Ipecacuanha, a climbing plant of Vene-
zuela, Philibertia (Sarcogtemma) ylauca.

II, n. An inhabitant of Venezuela.
venget (venj), v. t. [< ME. vengen, < OF. (and
F.) venger = Sp. vengar, < L. vindicare, avenge,
vindicate: see vindicate. Cf. avenge, revenge,
vengeance.] 1. To avenge; take vengeance in

behalf of (a person).

Right as they han verged hem on me, right bo shal I
venge me upon hem. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

I am coming on
To venge me as I may. Shak. , Hen. V. , L 2. 292.

2. To revenge ; take vengeance because of (an
offense).

Would none but I might venge my cousin's death !

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 87.

vengeablef (ven'ja-bl), a. [Karly mod. E. also
vcngihle; < OF. *vengeahle (= Sp. vengable); as
venge + -able.] 1. Capable of being or deserv-
ing to be revenged.

I sought
Upon myselfe that vengeable despight
To punish. Spenser, ¥. Q., IL iv.

2. Characterized by revengefulness; entertain
ing or displaying a desire for revenge; veng
ful.

In mallyce be not vengeable,

As S. Mathewe doth speake.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p.

Alexander . . . dyd put to vengeable deth his dere frende
Clitus. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

3. Terrible; dreadful; awful; extraordinary:
a hyperbolical use.

Paulus . . . was a vengible fellow in linking matters to-

gether. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 7S. {Davies.)

vengeablyt (ven'ja-bli), adv. Revengefully;
in revenge.

Charitably, lovingly, not of malice, not vengeahly, not
covetously. Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1594.

vengeance (ven'jans), n. f< ME. vengeance,
vcngeaunce, venjaunce, vengeans, vengance, ven-

gaunce, < OF. vengeance, venjance, F. vengeance
{= Sp. venganza = It. vengiani:a), < venger,

avenge: see venge.] 1. Punishment inflicted

in return for an injury or an offense. Vengeance
generally implies indignation on the part of the punisher,
and more or less justice in the nature of the punishment

;

it may also be inflicted for wrong done to others, as well

as to the punisher, in which respects it is usually distin-

guished from revenge.

Veniattnce, veniautice forgiue be it neuere.
Piers Plmcmati (B), xvii. 288.

Vengeance is mine

;

I will repay, saith the Lord.
Rom. xii. 19.

2t. Harm, mischief, or evil generally: for-

merly often used as an imprecation, especially

in the phrase what a (the) vengeance!

Whiles the eye of man did woo me,
That could do no venqeance to me.

Shak., As you like it, iv. 3. 48.



vengeance
What the vengeance !

Could he not speak 'em fair?

ShaJc., Cor., iiL 1. 262.

But what a vengeance makes thee fly?

5. BxMer, Hudibras, I. iiL 213.

With a vengeance, vehemently, violently; also, ex-
tremely. [Colloq.]

The fishy fume
That drove him [Asmodeus], though enamour'd, from the

spouse
Of Tobit's son, and icith a vengeance sent
From Media post to Egypt. Milton, P. L., iv. 170.

Manly. However, try her ; put it to her.
Vernish. Ay, ay, I'll try her ; put it to her home, tnth a

Vengeance. Wycherleg, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

=Syn. 1. Retribution, Retaliation, etc. .See revenge.
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veniality (ve-ni-al'i-ti), n. [= Sp. venialidad
= Pg. lenialidade ; &s venial + -ity.] The prop-
erty of being venial.

venom-duct

They palliate wickedness, with the fair pretence of veni-
ality. Bp. Hall, Sermon at Westminster, April 5, 1628.

vengeancet (ven'jans), adv. [Elliptical use of Venice glass, mallow, point, soap, sumac,
^ " turpentine, white, etc. See glass, etc.

Venice treacle. See theriae.

Veni Creator (ve'ni kre-a'tor). [So called from
the first words, "Veni Creator Spiritus," 'Come,
Creator Spirit.' L. : veni, 2d pers. sing. impv. of
venire, come ; creator, creator.] A hymn to the
Holy Ghost, used in the Roman Catholic Church
in the daily oflBce on Whitsunday and during
the octave, also at coronations, synods, ordi-
nation of priests, consecration of bishops, crea-
tion of popes, and translation of relics. In Sarum
use it also formed part of the priest's preparation before
niass. In the Anglican Prayer-book two free versions of
it are given ("Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire," and
"Come, Holy Ghost, eternal God "), to be used at the or-
dination of priests and consecration of bishops, and it is
also used at synods, etc. Its authorship is commonly at-
tributed to Charlemagne, but it is certainly older, and
may be referred with more probability to St. Gregory then— . j4,jq ^Q^g fyjjj,^ y^^. (.yg„(„r Spiritus.

Old spellings of venom.

psalms of the Psalter, except on the nineleenth day of the
month, when it begins the portion for the day in the
Psalter, and at Easter, when it is replaced by a special
anthem. Also, more fully, Venite exultemus.
2. A musical setting, usually in chant form, of

. ,, , .
tte above canticle,

venially (ve m-al-i), od«. In a venial manner ; venivel, venivela (ven'i-vel, ven-i-ve'la), n

^^tfXlo ^; - • , ^ mu [^- ^"'^•] '^'^« velvetleaf, or spurious pareira
venialness (ve m-al-nes), n. The state of be- brava, Cissampelos Pareira
nig excusable or pardonable. Venjet, v. An old spelling of venge.
Venice crown. In Aer., a bearing representing vennel (ven'el), n. [Formerly also venaU; <
the eornu or peaked cap of the Doge of Venice, F. venelle, a small street.] An alley, or na^^w
decorated with a nm of gold like a coronet, sur- ' . .^ .

. .

rounding the brow of the wearer.

niKjennce, h.] Extremely; very.

He's vengeance proud, and loves not the common peo-
ple. Shak., Cor., ii. 2. 6.

I am vengeaiue cold, I tell thee.
Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, ii. 2.

vengeancelyt (ven'jans-li), adv. [< vengeance
+ -ly^.l With a vengeance; extremely; ex-
cessively.

I could poison him in a pot of perry

;

He loves that venffeancefy.
Fletcher (and another'!\ Prophetess, i. 3.

vengeful (venj'ful), a. [< venge + -ful.] Vin-
dictive; retributive; revengeful.

I pray
His vengeful sword may fall upon thy head.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

vengefully (venj'ful-i), adv. In a vengeful
manner: vindictively. vnci. ai»o, more luu;

vengefulneS8(venj'ful-nes),n. Vindictiveness ; venimt, venimet, n
revpiigefulness. venimoust, «. An obsolete form"of venomous.
The two victims of his madness or of his i>en<;e/uin««» Veniplex (ve'ni-pleks), «. [NL., < L. vena.

were removed to the London Hospital.
DaUy Telegraph, June 22, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

vengement+(venj'ment), »i. [< venge + -ment.]
Aveugement; retribution.

He shew'd his head ther left.

And wretched life forlome (or vengement of his theft.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. HI. 18.

vengert (ven'j^r), n. [< F. vengeur = Sp. venga-
dor, < hL. vindicator, avenger, < L. vindicare,
iivenge: see venge. Cf. vindicator.l An avenger.
God is a vengere of synne. Coventry Mygteriet, p. 76.

His bleeding heart is in the vengers hand.
Speneer, F. (J., I. iii. 20.

vengeresst (ven'jfer-es), n. [< ME. vengeresse,
< OF. rcngrresse, fern, of vengeur, an avenger:
see niiger.'^ A female avenger.
This kynge alain was seke of the woundes of the spere

vengeresse, . . . for he was wounded thourgh bothe thyghes
with that spere. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 2-29.

The thre goddesses, furlis and vengeressis of felonies.
Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 12.

veniablet (ve'ni-a-bl), a. [< ME. veniahle, <
LL. veniabHis, pardonable, < L. venia, pardon

:

see venial.'l Venial
;
pardonable.

In things of this nature silence commendeth history

;

'tis the veniaUe part of things lost
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 19.

veniablyt (ve'ui-a-bli), adv. Pardonably ; ex-
cusably.

venial (ve'ni-al), a. and n. [< ME. venial, < OF.
venial, F. veniel = Sp. Pg. venial = It. veniale, <
LL. veniali.s, pardonable, < L. venia, indulgence,
remission, pardon.] I. a. 1. That maybe for-
given; pardonable; not very sinful or wrong:
as, a venial sin or transgression. See 8in^, 1.

There contricioun doth but dryueth it doun Into a venial
synne. Piers Ptourman (B), xiv. 92.

In our own country, a woman forfeits her place in so-
ciety by what in a man is too commonly considered as
an honourable distinction, and at worst as a venial error.

Macaulay, Macbiavelli.

2. Excusable ; that may be allowed or permit-
ted to pass without severe censure.
They are things indifferent, whether kept or broken

;

Mere venial slips, that grow not near the conscience.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 1.

This is a mistake, though a very venial one ; the apoph-
thegm is attributed ... to Agasicles, not to Agesilaus.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 9, note.

3t. Permissible: harmless; unobjectionable.
Permitting him the while

Venial discourse unblamed.
MUtnn, P. L, ix. 5.

=83m. 1 and 2. Venial, Excusable, Pardonable. Excus-
able and pardoiuMe are applied to things small and great,
hut ;«irdonaW< primarily applies to greater offenses, as
pardoning Is a more serious act than excusing. Excm-
aWe may be applied where the offense is only in seem-
ing. Venial applies to things actually done; the others
may apply to inllrinilies and the like. Venial, by theologi-
cal use, is often opposed, more or less clearly, to mortal.
n.t n. A venial sin or offense.

uk '.i;
' f""y Blanches over the breaches of God's Law

with the name of venials and favourable titles of dinilnu-
''°"- Bp. Hall, Dissuasive from Popery.

vein, -f- plexus, a network: see plexus.'] A ve
nous plexus, or plexiform arrangement of veins
forming an anastomotic network. Cones.
veniplexed (ve'ni-plekst), «. [< venipUx + -erf2.]
Formed into a venous plexus or network. Coues.
venire facias (ve-ni're fa'gi-as). [So called
from these words in the writ, lit. 'cause to
come.' L.: venire, come; facias, 2d pers. sing,
pres. subj. (as impv. ) of/acere, make, do, cause.]
In law, a writ or precept directed to the sheriff,
requiring him to cause a jury or a number of
jurors to come or appear in court, for the trial
of causes. Also, in common legal parlance, ve-
nire—Venire facias de novo, or venire de novo, in
law, a new writ for summoning a jury anew ; the process
used at common law when, by reason of some irregularity
or defect apparent on the record, a party was entitled to a
new trial as matter of right. The motion for a new trial
in modern practice may be made on the same grounds,
and also on other grounds, including some that rest in
judicial discretion.

venire-man (ve-ni're-man), n. A man sum-
moned under a venire facias for jury service.

venison (ven'zn or ven'i-zn), n. [Formerly
also ven'son; < ME. venison, venysoun, veneson,
veneisun, < OF. *veueigun, venaison, venoison,
F. venaison, venison, the flesh of the deer and
boar, the principal objects of the chase, < L.
venatio(n-), hunting, also the product of the
chase, game, < venuri, hunt: see venation^, of
which venison Is thus a doublet. For the form
and the dissyllabic pronunciation, cf. menison,
menson, ult. < L. manaiio(,n-).} If. A beast or
beasts of the chase, as deer and other large
game.

A theef of venysoun, that hath forlaft
His likerousnesse and al his olde craft.

Can kepe a forest best of any man.
Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1. 83.

"Come, kill [me] a ven'son," said bold Robin Hood,
" Come, kill me a good fat deer."

Rotrin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads,
[V. 294).

2. The flesh of such game used as food ; specifi-

cally, the flesh of animals of the deer tribe:
now the common use of the word.

Shall we go and kill us venigon f

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 21.

A fair ven'son pastye brought she out presentlye.
King and Milter of Mansfield (Child's Ballads, VIII. 36).

Thanks, my Lord, for your venison, for finer or fatter
Never rang'd in a forest or smok'd in a platter.

Goldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

Fallow venison, the flesh of the fallow deer.—Red veni-
son, the flesh of the red deer.

Venison both red and fallow.

FtUler, Pisgah Sight, I. v. § 2.

Venite (ve-ni'te), n. [So called from the first

words, "'i'enite exultemus," 'O come, let us
sing unto the Lord.' L. venite, 2d pers. pi. impv.

street. [Scotch.]

Some ruins remain in the vennel of the Maison DIeu or
hospitium, founded by William of Brechin in 1260.

Encyc. Brit, IV. 242.

venom (ven'um), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
venome, venim, venime, venym; < ME. venim,
venym, venytne, fenim, < OF. venim, venin, also
velin, F. venin = Pr. vere, veri = Sp. Pg. veneno
= It. veleno, veneno, < L. venemim, poison.] I. n.
1. Poison in general : now an archaic use.

Zif Venym or Poysoun be broughte in presence of the
Dyamand, anon it begynnethe to wexe moyst and for to
swete. Mandedlle, 'ttavels, p. 169.

Full from the fount of Joy's delicious springs
Some bitter o'er the flowers its bubbling venom flings.

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 82.

2. The poisonous fltiid secreted by some animals
in a state of health, as a means of offense and
defense, and introduced into the bodies of their
victims by biting, as in the case of many ser-
pents, or stinging, as in the ease of scorpions,
etc. In vertebrates venom is usually a modifled saliva
secreted by glands morphologically identical with ordi-
nary salivary glands ; and the normal saliva of various
animals acquires at times, or under some circumstances,
an extremely venomous quality, as in the rabies of various
beasts. Venom is normal to few vertebrates, notably all
thanatophidian serpents, and one or two lizards, as the
Gila monster. Venom-glands are connected witli the
spines of the head or flns of a few fishes. Venom of ex-
treme virulence is injected with the bite of a few spiders
(see Latrodectus, and cut under spider), and the punctures
made by the claws or telson of centipeds and scorpions
are envenomed. An acrid or irritating fluid, classable as
venom, is injected with the sting of many insects (see
cases cited under stingi\ and in one case at least may be
fatal to large animals (see tsetse).

Of alle fretynge venymes the vilest is the scorpion

;

May no medecyne amende the place ther he styngeth.
Piers Plourman (C), xxi. 158.

Or hurtful worm with canker'd venom bites.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 63.

3. Something that blights, cankers, or embit-
ters ; injurious influence ; hence, spite ; mal-
ice ; malignity ; virulency.

What with Venus, and other oppressioun
Of houses. Mars his Venim is adoun.
That Ypermistra dar nat handle a knyf.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 2.593.

The venom of such looks, we fairly hope.
Have lost their quality. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 18.

4t. Coloring material ; dye.
They cowde nat medle the bryhte fleeses of the contre

of Seryens with the venym of Tyrie.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 6.

n.t a. Envenomed; venomous; poisonoiLS.

In our lande growith pepper in forestis full of snakes
and other venym, beestes.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxiv.).

Thou art . . .

Mark'd by the destinies to be avoided.
As venom toads, or lizard's dreadful stings.

Shalt., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 13a

My venom eyes
Strike innocency dead at such a distance.

Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, v. 2.

venom (ven'um), V. [Early mod. E. venome,
venime; < ME. venymen, venyncn, by apheresis
from envenimen, < OF. envenimer, poison (see
envenom) ; in part directlyfrom the noun venom.}
I. trails. To envenom ; infect with poison.

The venomed vengeance ride upon our swords.
Shak., T. and C, v. 3. 47.

Here boldly spread thy hands, no venom'd weed
Dares blister them.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

Since I must
Through Brothers' periurle dye, O let me venome
Their Soules with curses

!

Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, ill. 4.

Its bite [that of Conus aulicus] produces a venomed
wound accompanied by acute pain.

A. Adarns, quoted in Stand. Nat Hist., I. 336.

n.t intrans. To become as if infected with
venom.
Take out the temporal sting, that it shall not venom and

fester. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium. (Latham.)

The
of rewire, come.] 1. In KiMri/ira, the 95th Psalm
In the Roman and other Western arrangements of the 'venom-albumin (ven'um-al-bii'''min), «
daily office this psalm is said at matins, accompanied by ..iv,,,Tv,i,, r.f coVo »^,^:urt,,

the invititory and followed, after a hymn, by the aji
-"O"""" 01 suake-poisoi .

polT.tedpsalmsof the hour. In the Anglican Prayer-book VeUOm-dUCt (ven um-dukt), «. The duet which
ft is also said daily at matins or morning prayer before the conveys venom from the sac or gland where it



venom-duct

18 seereted to the tooth or fang whence it is dis-

chai^d.
venomer (ven'um-6r), n. [< venom + -erl.] A
poisoner. [Rare.]

People of noble family would have found a sensiftve
goblet of this sort [Murano glass] as sovereign against the
arts of veno}ners as an exclusive diet of boiled eggs.

Howells, Venetian Life, xii.

venom-fang (ven'um-fang), Ji. One of the
long, sharp, conical teeth of the upper jaw of a
venomous serpent, by means of which a poison-
ous fluid is injected into a punctured wound.
Such a fang is firmly attached to the maxillary bone, and
may be thrown forward or laid flat by a peculiar mecha-
nism by which the bones of the upper jaw change their
relative position. Such a tooth is either grooved (as in
Proterof/lypha) or so folded upon itself as to form a tube
(as in Soienofftypha) for the conveyance of venom, being
also connected with the duct of the receptacle which con-
tains the fluid. The mechanism of the bones is such that
opening the mouth widely causes erection of the venom-
fang, while the forcible closure of the mouth upon the
object bitten causes the injection of the venom into the
wound by muscular pressure upon the venom-sac. Ven-
om-fangs are a single pair or several pairs. Also called
poison-iooth. See cuts under CrotcUtcs and viper.

venom-gland (ven'um-gland), n. Any gland
which secretes venom, mostly a moditied sali-

vary gland.
venom-globulin (ven'um-glob"u-lin), «. The
globulin of snake-poison Water venom-glohu-
Hn See water.

venom-mouthed (ven'um-montht), a. Having
a venomous or envenomed mouth or bite ; speak-
ing as if venomously ; slanderous; scandalous.

This butcher's cur is veTuym-nwiUh'd, and I
Have not the power to muzzle him.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 120.

venomosalivairy (ven'^o-mo-sal'i-va-ri), a.

[Irreg. < venom + salivary.'] Venomous, as
saliva ; of or pertaining to venomous saliva.

I find that it is even easy to see the venamosalivary duct
[of the mosquito] from the outside, shining through the
skin at the base of the head and neck in the undissected
specimen. Amer. Nat., XXII. 886.

venomous (ven'um-us), a. [Early mod. E. also
venimous, vcnemous; < ME. venimous, venymous,
< OF. *venimous, venimeux, venemousc, F. veni-

meux, also (after L.) veneneux = Pr. veretios,

verinos, also venenos= Sp. Pg. venenoso= It. vele-

noso, venenoso, < LL. venenosiis, poisonous, ven-
omous, < L. venenum, poison, venom : see venom.
Cf. venenoug, venenose.] 1. Full of venom;
noxious or hurtful by means or reason of ven-
om; venenose; poisonous: as, a Dewomojts rep-
tile or insect ; a venomous bite.

It is alle deserte and fuUe of Dragouns and grete Ser-
pentes.and fuUe of dyverse venymoiise Bestes alle abouten.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 41.

The biting of a Pike is venomous, and hard to be cured.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 132.

2. Hence, noxious ; virulent; extremely hurt-
ful or injurious

;
poisonous in any way.

I ne telle of laxatyves no store.

For they ben venimous, 1 wot it wel

;

I hem defye, I love hem nevere a del.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 335.

Thy tears are Salter than a younger man's,
And venomous to thine eyes. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 23.

Vene}notis thorns, that are so sharp and keen,
Bear fiowers, we see, full fresh and fair of hue.

Wyatt, That Pleasure is mixed with every Pain.

3. Very spiteful or hateful; virulent; malig-
nant; intended or intending to do harm: as,

venomous eyes or looks; a venomous attack;
eenomoMS enemies—Venomous serpents or snakes.
See Ophidia, Nocua, Protero>jlypha, serpent, snake, Soleno-

fflypha, Venenosa, thailatophidia, and the family names
cited under serpen*.—Venomous spiders. See katipo,
Latrodectus, malmignatte, and cut under spider. = Qyn. 3.

Malignant, spiteful.

venomously (ven'um-us-li), adv. With venom
or poison ; in a venomous manner ; malignant-
ly; spitefully. Shak., Lear, iv. 3. 48.

venomousneSB (ven'um-us-nes), ra. The state
or character of being venomous, in any sense

;

poisonousness ; malignity; spitefulness.

venom-peptone (ven'um-pep'ton), ». The pep-
tone of snake-poison.

venom-sac (ven'um-sak), n. The structure on
each side of the head of a venomous serpent,
near the articulation of the lower jaw, which
secretes and contains the poisonous fluid, and
from which the fluid is conveyed by a duct to
the venom-fang.
venosal (ve-n6'sal), a. Of the nature of a vein

;

venous.
Its ofHce [that of the lung] is to cool the heart, by send-

ing ayre unto it by the Venosal Artery.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 19.

venose (ve'nos), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. venoso, < L.
venosus, full of veins, < vena, vein: see vein.

Ct. venous.] 1. In 6of., having numerous veins
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or branching network ; veiny : as, a venose or
reticulated leaf.— 2. In zool. and anat., same
as venous.

venose-COState (ve'n6s-kos"tat), a. In bot,
between ribbedand veined ; having raised veins
approaching ribs,

venosity (ve-nos'j-ti), n. [i venose + -ity.] 1.

Venose state, quality, or character.— 2. A con-
dition in which the arterial blood is imper-
fectly oxygenated, and partakes of some of
the characteristics of venous blood.
A rapid increase in the venosity of the blood.

Science, VII. 633.

3. A disturbance of equilibrium between the
two circulatory systems, the veins being unduly
filled at the expense of the arteries; general
venous congestion.

venous (ve'nus), a. [< L. venosus, full of veins,
<. vena, vein: see vein. Cf. venose, veinous.] 1.

Of or pertaining to veins ; full of veins ; con-
tained in veins; veined; venose: a,s, the vetious

system; venous blood or circulation; a venous
plexus, sinus, or radicle.— 2. In entom., having
veins or nervures; venose or veined, as an in-

sect's wing—Venous blood, the blood contained in the
veins and right side of the heart. It is of a dark-red color,
and contains carbonic acid and other waste and nutritive
products, which vary in kind and amount in different re-

gions of the body. The venous bloo<l is driven from the
right auricle into the right ventricle of the heart, thence
through the pulmonary artery into the lungs, where it is

oxygenated and purified, and returned through the pul-
monary veins to the left auricle of the heart. In the fetus
venous blood passes from the hypogastric arteries along
the umbilical arteries, and so on to the placenta, where
it is arterialized and returned by the umbilical vein or
veins ; and there is a direct communication between the
right and left auricles of the heart.—Venous calculus.
Same as vein^t^ne, 2.—Venous canal {ductus venosus), a
fetal vein passing from the point of bifurcation of the
umbilical vein to the inferior vena cava. It becomes ob-
literated soon after birth, and then remains as a fibrous
cord.—Venous circulation, the flow of blood through
the veins. See circulation o/ the blood, under circulation.

—Venous congestion or hyperemia, engorgement of
the veins of a part, due to obstruction of the venous cir-

culation. Venous hyperemia is more strictly the engorge-
ment of the subcutaneous veins, or superficial venous con-
gestion.— Venous duct. See ductus venosus, under duc-
tus.—Venous hemorrhage, bleeding from a vein. It is

distinguished from arterial hemorrhage by the darker color
of the blood and by the fact that it occurs in a steady
stream, and not in forcible jets, as when an artery is open-
ed.—Venous hum. See Aumi.—Venous plexus. See
plexus.—Venous pulse, a pulsation occurring in a vein,
especially that which exists normallyin the jugular veins.

—Venous radicles, the finest beginnings of the venous
system, continuous with the capillaries. Sometimes erro-

neously written venous radicals.—Venous sinus, (a) One
of the various large veins formed in the substance of the
dura mater. See the distinctive names under si7i««. (6)

A natural dilatation of a vein, or a cavity into which two or
more veins empty in common. In different cases such a
sinus may correspond to the auricle of a heart, to a cavity
communicating with a heart, as a caval vein, or to a cav-
ity inclosing a heart, as the so-called pericardium of some
invertebrates.

venously(ve'nu8-li),ad». In a venous manner;
as respects the veins or venous circulation.

The membranes of the brain were venoudy congested.
Lancet, 1890, 1. 761.

vent^ (vent), n. [Early mod. E. vente; an al-

tered form of fent, < ME. fente, < OF. fente, a
slit, cleft, chink: see fe7it. The alteration of

fent to vent was not due to the dial, change
shown in vat for fat, vixen iorfixen, etc., but to

confusion with F. vent, wind (see vent^), as
if orig. 'an air-hole.' A similar confusion ap-
pears in the history of vent^ and vent"*, which
have been more or less mixed with each other
and with uewil.] 1. A small aperture leading
out of or into some inclosed space; any small
hole or opening made for passage.

Through little vents and crannies of the place
The wind wars with his torch. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 310.

Now he fiings about his burning heat,

As in a furnace an ambitious fire

Whose vent is stopt. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 2.

Great Builder of mankind, why hast thou sent
Such swelling fioods. and made so small a vent?

Quarles, Emblems, ill. 8.

Between the jaw and ear the jav'lin went

;

The soul, exhaling, issu'd at the vent.

Pope, niad, xvi. 738.

2. Specifically— (a) The small opening into the
barrel of a gun, by which the priming comes
in contact with the charge, or by which fire is

communicated to the charge ; a touch-hole. (6)

The opening in the top of a barrel to allow air

to pass in as the liquid is drawn out ; also, the
vent-peg with which the opening is stopped.

If you are sent down in haste to draw any drink, and
find it will not run, do not be at the trouble of opening a
vent, but blow strongly into the fosset.

Swift, Directions to Servants (Butler).

(c) A hollow gimlet used to make an opening
in a cork or barrel, in order to draw out a small

vent

quantity of liquid for sampling ; a liquid-vent or
vent-faucet, (d) In molding, one of the chan-
nels or passages by which the gases escape from
the mold, (e) The flue or funnel of a chimney.
(/) A crenelle or loophole in an embattled
wall. Oxford Glossary, (g) In steam-boilers,
the sectional area of the passage for gases,
divided by the length of the same passage in
feet. Webster, (/j) In musical instruments of the
wood wind group, a finger-hole. (») The end of
the intestine, especially in animals below mam-
mals, in which the posterior orifice of the ali-

mentary canal discharges the products of the
urogenital organs as well as the refuse of di-

gestion, as the anus of a bird or reptile ; also,

the anal pore of a fish, which, when distinct
from the termination of the intestine, dis-

charges only the milt or roe. See cut under
Terebratididse.— 3. A slit or opening in a gar-
ment.

Item, j. jakket of red felwet, the ventis bounde with red
lether. Paston Letters, I. 476.

The coUer and the vente. Assembly of Ladies, Ixxvi.

4. An escape from confinement, as for some-
thing pent up; an outlet.

My tears, like ruffling winds lock'd up in caves.
Do bustle for a vent. Ford, Lovers Melancholy, v. 1,

This is mischief without remedy, a stifling and obstruct-
ing evil that hath no vent, no outlet, no passage through.

MUton„ Eikonoklastes, xxvii,

5. Utterance; expression; voice.

Free vent of words love's fire doth assuage.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 334.

Madam, you seem to stifle your Kesentment : You had
better give it Vent. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 13.

The poor little Jackdaw,
When the monks he saw.
Feebly gave veiit to the ghost of a caw.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 212.

6t. A discharge ; an emission.

Here on her breast
There is a vent of blood.

Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 352.

To give vent to, to suffer to escape or break out ; keep
no longer pent up : as, to give vent to anger.— To serve
the vent. See served.—To taie vent, to become known

;

get abroad.

Whereby the particular design took vent beforehand.
Sir H. Wotton.

vent^ (vent), V. t. [< vent^, n.} 1. To let out
at a vent ; make an opening or outlet for

;
give

passage to ; emit ; let pass.

How earnest thou to be the siege of this moon-calf? can
he vent Trinculos? Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. Ill,

He vented a sigh e'en now, I thought he would have
blown up the church.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour. ilL 1.

2. To furnish with a veut ; make a vent in.

The gun is then vented. lire. Diet., IV. 82.

It is usually necessary to vent the punch by a small hole.
Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXII. 331.

3. To give utterance, expression, or publicity
to; especially, to report; publish; promulgate;
hence, to circulate.

In his brain
... he hath strange places cramm'd
With observation, the which he verUs
In mangled forms.

Shak. , As you Like it, ii. 7. 41.

Let rash report run on ; the breath that vents it

Will, like a bubble, break itself at last.

Ford, 'Tis Pity, iv. 1.

After many speeches to and fro. at last she was so full

as she could not contain, but vented her revelations.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 294.

And when mens discontents grow ripe there seldom
wants a plausible occasion to vent them. ^

Stiilingfieet, Sermons, II. iv.

As children of weak age
Lend life to the dumb stones
Whereon to vent their rage.

M. Arnold, Empedoclea on Etna, i.

4. Reflexively, to free one's self ; relieve one's
self by giving vent to something.

Adams frequently vented himself in ejaculations during
their journey. Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ii. 10.

vent^t (vent), «. [< OF. rent, wind, air, breath,
scent, smell, vapor, puff, = Sp. riento = Pg. It.

vento, < L. ventus, wind, = E. ivind: see wind^,
and cf. vent^, v., and rent^, w.] 1. Scent; the
odor left on the ground by which the track of
game is followed in the chase.

When my hound doth straine upon good vent.

Turherville.

Let me have war, say I ; it exceeds peace as far as day
does night ; it 's spritely, waking, audible, and full of venL

Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 238.

Vent is a technical term in hunting to express the scent-

ing of the game by the hounds employed in the chase.
Edinburgh Bev., OXXXVI. 176.

2. In hunting, the act of taking breath or air.



vent

The Otter . . . you may now Bee aboTe water at vent,

and the dogs close with him.
/. WalUm, Complete Angler, p. 59.

vent^ (vent), r. [< F. venter, blow, piiff (as the

wind), < vent, the wind: see vent^, n., and ef.

tr«fl, ^^] I.t trans. To scent, as a hound; smell;

snuff up; wind.

I have seen the houndes passe by such a hart within a

yard of him and never veiit him. . . . When he smelleth

or venteth anything we say he hath this or that in the wind.
Turberville.

Bearing his nostrils up into the wind,
\ sweet fresh feeding thought that he did vent.

Drayton, Mooncalf.

To vent up, to lift so as to give air.

But the brave Mayd would not disarmed bee,

But onely vented up her umbriere.
And so did let her goodly visage to appere.

Spenser, V. Q., III. i. 42.

H. intrans. 1. To open or expand the nos-

trils to the air ; sniff; snuff; snort.

After the manner of a drunliarde, that venteth for the

best wine. Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 344.

See how he venteth into the wynd.
Spenser, Shep. Cal. , February.

2. In hunting, to take breath or air.

Now have at him (an otter) with Kilbuck, for he vents

again. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 59.

When the otter vents or comes to the surface to breathe.
Encye. Brit., XII. 396.

3. To draw, as a chimnej', or a house, room,
etc., by means of a chimney.
Forbye the ghaist, the Green Eoora disna vent weel in a

high wind. Scott, Antiquary, xi.

vent* (vent), 71. [< OF. vente, F. ventf, sale,

place of sale, market, = Sp. venta, a sale, a mar-
ket, also an inn (hacer venta, put up at an inn),

= Pg. venda = It. vendita, a sale, < ML. ven-

dita, a sale, < L. vendere, pp. venditus, sell : see

t?«nrfi. Cf. t;cn(*.] 1. The act of selling; sale.

[Rare.]

An order was taken that from henceforth no printer shall

print or put to vent any English book but such as shall

first be examined by Mr. Secretary Petre, Mr. .Secretary

Smith, and Mr. Cecil, or the one of them, and allowed by
the same. . . . 13th August, 1549.

MS. Privy Council Book, quoted In E. W. Dixon's Hist.

(Church of Eng., xvi., note.

The vent of ten millions of pounds of this commodity,
now locked up by the operation of an injudicious tax, and
rotting in the warehouses of the company, would have
prevented all this distress. Burke, Amer. Taxation.

2. Opportunity to sell; market.
We be vncertaine what vent or sale you shall flnde in

Persia. liakluyts Voyayes, I. ;i42.

Pepper . . . grows here very well, and might be had in

great plenty, if it had any vent.

B. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner^ I. 336).

There is in a manner no vent for any commodity except
wool. Sir W. Temple, Miscellanies, p. 11.

vent^f (vent), t'. t. [< vents, ,,, Qf. vend^-, v.]

To vend ; sell.

Whereas other English Marchants in one small Towne
of Germania rent 60 or SO thowsand clothes yearlie.

G. Fletcher, quoted in Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 83.

Familiar with the prices

01 oil and com, with when and where to vent them.
Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, li. 2.

'7ent''t (vent), n. [< Sp. venta, an inn, prop, a
market or place of sale: see vent^.'] An inn.

Our house
Is but a vent of need, that now and then
Receives a guest, between the greater towns,
As they come late.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, I. 1.

venta (ven'ta), n. [Sp. venta, an inn: see »««<*.]

Same as vent*. Scott.

ventage (ven'ta,j), n. [< vent^ + -age.'] A
timallTiole; specifically, in musical instruments
of the wood wind group, a vent or finger-hole.

Govern these ventages with your fingers and thumb.
Shak., Hamlet, ilL 2. 373.

I would hare their bodies
Burnt in a coal-pit with the ventage stopped.

Webster, Duchess of Malfi, ii. 5,

ventailt, ventaillet (ven'tal), n. [ME. ven-
tfiile. vcntaijle, < 01'\ ventaille, the breathing part
of a helmet, < fcn<,wiud, air, breath: seeven^.
Cf. aventaile.'] Same as aventaile.

Galashin helde his felowe at the grounde, and with that
0«>n hande hilde hym by ttie venlaile, and his swerde in
the tother hande redy to smyten of his heed.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iil. 571.

Eftsoones they gan their wrothfull hands to hold.
And Ventailes reare each other to behold.

Spenser, F. IJ., V. viii. 12.

ventannat (ven-tan'a), n. [< Sp. ventana,
window, window-shutter, nostril, orig. opening
for wind (cf. window, lit. 'wind-eye '). < L- ''««-

<««, wind: see fe«<l.] A window. [Rare.]

What after pass'd
Waa far from the ventanna where I sate.

I>ryden, Conquest of Granada, i. 1.
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ventaylettt, n. [ME., dim. of ventail.] Same
as aventaile.

Item, V ventaylettes of bassenets. Item, vj. peces of
mayle. Fasten Letters, I. 487.

vent-bit (vent'bit), n. A bit for boring or for
enlarging the vent of a gun.
vent-busning (vent'bush'ing), n. A cylindrical
piece of metal, generally of copper, which is

inserted through the walls of a cannon over or
in rear of the seat of the charge. A hole driven
through its axis forms the vent through which the charge
is ignited. The vent-bushing prevents the destruction of
the metal (especially in bronze cannon) in the vicinity of

the vent from the heat and erosion of the escaping gases.
Also called vent.piece.

vent-cock (vent'kok), n. A device for admit-
ting air to a vessel when liquid is to be drawn
out, or for allowing gases to escape, it usually
has the form of a valve or faucet, and is designed to be
screwed or driven into the cask, etc. E. H. Eniglit.

vent-cover (vent'kuv''''er), n. A piece of leather
placed over the vent of a cannon to keep the
box dr^. It is secured in place by straps and buckles,
and haa in the middle a copper spike which enters the
vent of the piece. E. H. Knight.

vented (ven'ted), a. [< veiit^ + -ed.] In or-
nitli., having the crissum or vent-feathers as
specified by a qualifying word : as, red-fe»<«(J;

ye\low-vented.

venter! (ven'tfer), n. [< vent^ + -erl.] One
who vents or gives vent (to); one who utters,

reports, or publishes.

What do these superfluities signifle but that the venter
of them doth little skill the use of speech?

Barrow, Sermons, I. iv,

ven'ter^ (ven't^r), ». [In def. 1 < OF. ventre,

F. ventre =It. ventre ; in defs, 2 and 3 directly
< L. venter, the belly, womb.] 1. The womb;
and hence, in legal language, mother: as, A
has a son B by one venter, and a daughter C
by another venter; children by different ven-

ters.— 2. In «H«<. and rooJ., the belly; the ab-
domen. Hence — (a) The whole ventral aspect or sur-
face of the body, opposite the back : opposed to dorsum.
(6t) One of the three large, as if bellying, cavities of the
body containing viscera ; as, the venter of the head, of the
thorax, and of the abdomen : collectively called the three
votters. (c) .Some swelling or protuberant part ; specif-

ically, the fleshy belly of a muscle. See biventer, digas-
tric, n. (d) The belly or concavity of a bone, as opposed
to its dorsum or convexity. (Little used, except in two
of the phrases below.]

3. In ornitli., the lower belly or abdomen, con-
sidered as to its surface.

Abdomen . . . has been unnecessarily divided into epi-

gastrium or pit of the stomach, and venter or lower belly;
but these terms are i-arely used.

Coues, Key to X. A. Birds, p. 961.

4. In entom. : (a) The lower part of the abdo-
men. (6) The under surface : as, the center of
the caterpillar.— 5. In bot., the enlarged basal
part of an archegonium, in which the oophore
IS formed.— In ventre sa mere. See in ventre.—
Venter of the Ilium, tlic iliac fossa.— Venter of the
scapula, the scapnhu- fossa.— Venter propendens, an-
teversioii of the uterus.— Venter renum, the pelvis of
the kidney.

vent-faucet (vent'fa''set), n. A hollow gimlet
or boiing-instrument used to make a vent-
hole in a cask or other wooden vessel, and to

five vent to the liquid. Sometimes acorkscrew and
rush are combined with it, and it may be used to open

ordinary bottles. Also vent-peg. E. II. Knight.

vent-feather (vent'-feTH''6r), «. In ornitJi., one
of the under tail-coverts ; a crissal feather lying
under the tail, behind the anus. See crissum,

tec trices.

vent-field (vent'feld), n. In ordnance, a raised
plate or tablet through which the vent is bored.
When the modem percussion-lock is uged, the
vent-field serves to support it.

vent-gage (vent'gaj), «. A wire of prescribed
size for measuring the diameter of a vent.

vent-gimlet (vent'gim"Iet), n. In ordnance,

an implement or tool, similar to a priming-wire,
made of steel wire, and tempered. It has a
gimlet-point, and is used for boring out ordi-

nary obstructions in the vent of a gun.

vent-hole (vent'hol), «. 1. A vent.— 2. A
buttonliole at the wrist of a shirt. [Prov. Eng.]
venticnlar (ven-tik'u-liir), a. Consisting of

small holes or vents. [Erroneous.]

Distinguished from genuine examples by the so-called
" i»nticw/ar perforations of the mezail," or breathing holes.

Athenaeum, Oct. 14, 1882, p. 602.

ventiduct (ven'ti-dukt), n. [< L. ventus, wind,

-f- ductus, channel: see duct.] In arch., a pas-

sage for wind or air; a subterraneous passage
or pipe for ventilating apartments. Gtcilt.

At the foot of the hill there are divers vents, out of

which exceeding cold winds doe continually issue, such

as by venttduets from the vast caves above Padua they let

ventilation

into their rooms at their pleasure, to quallfle the heat of
the summer. Sandys, Travailes, p. 103.

ventil (ven'til), n, [< L. ventulus, a breeze
{ventilare, ventilate): see ventilate.'] In musi-
cal wind-instruments, a valve, either (a) such
as is described under valve, or (6) speeifioally,

in organ-building, a shutter in a wind-trunk,
whereby the wind may be admitted to or cut
off from two or more stops at once. In some or-

gans the use of many sections of the instruments may
be thus controlled by a single motion of a stop-knob or
pedal.

ventilable (ven'ti-la-bl), a. [< ventil-ate +
-able.] Capable of being ventilated.

The sleeping room is rarely ventilable, and still more
rarely ventilated. Philadelphia Times, Feb. 28, 1886.

ventilabrum (ven-ti-la'brum), ». [L., a win-
nowing-fan, < ventilare, winnow: see ventilate.]

Eccles., same as flabellmn, 1.

ventilate (ven'ti-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ven-

tilated, ppr. ventilating. [< L. ventilatus, pp. of

ventilare (> It. ventilare = Sp. Pg. ventilar = F.
ventiler), toss in the air, esp. toss grain in the
air in order to cleanse it from chaff, fan, win-
now, < ventulus, a breeze, dim. of ventus, wind:
see vent^.] 1. To winnow; fan.

Again I tell you, it is required of us, not merely that
we place the grain in a garner, but that we ventilate and
sift it; that we separate the full from the empty, the
faulty from the sound.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Arlstoteles and Callisthenes.

2. To admit air to ; expose to the free passage
of air or wind; supply with fresh air; purify
by expulsion of foul air: as, to ventilate a room.

In close, low, and dirty alleys the air ispenn'd up, and
obstructed from being ventilated by the winds. Harvey.

3. To purify by supplies of fresh air
;
provide

air for in respiration by means of lungs or gills;

aerate; oxygenate: as, the lungs ventilate the
blood.— 4. To expose to common consideration
or criticism ; submit to free examination and
discussion ; make public.

I ventylate, I blowe tydynges or a mater abrode. . . .

He is nat worthy to be a counsaylour that ventylateth the
maters abrode. Palsgrave, p. 765.

On .Saturday (yesterday sennight) Sir Richard Weston's
case conceniing certain lands and manors he sues for,

which his ancestors sold, was ventilated in tile Star ('ham-
ber. Court and Times of Charles /., II. 98.

My object in this lecture is not to ventilate dogmas, to
Impress any principle, moral or political, or to justify any
foregone conclusion.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 157.

Ventilated bucket. See bucket.

ventilating-brick (ven'ti-la-ting-brik), «. A
large brick perforated so as with others to form
a passage or channel which can serve for pur-
poses of heating, ventilation, etc.

ventilating-heater (ven'ti-la-ting-he*t6r), n.

A stove or heater so arranged that its draft
draws in outside air, which is heated and dis-

charged into the interior of a building.

ventilating-millstone (ven ' ti - la - ting -miH-
ston), n. A millstone connected with a suc-
tion or air-blast which passes a current of air

through its grooves.
ventilating-sa'W (ven'ti-la-ting-sft), «. A saw
the web of which is perforated, so that the cir-

culation of air may prevent excessive heating
of the blade. The perforation also facilitates

the discharge of sawdust.
ventilation (ven-ti-la'shon), n. [< F. ventila-

tion = Sp. ventilacion = Pg. ventilagSo = It. ven-

tilazione, < L. ventilatio(n-), an airing, < venti-

lare, air, ventilate : see ventilate.] If. The act
of fanning or blowing.

The soil, . . . worn with too frequent culture, must lie

fallow for a while, till it has recruited its exhausted salts,

and again enriched itself by the ventUations of the air.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 40.

2. The act or process of replacing foul or vi-

tiated air, in any confined space, with pure air;

the theory, method, or practice of supplying
buildings, ships, mines, chimneys, air-shafts,

etc., with pure air.

Insuring for the labouring man better ventilation.

F. W. RoberUon.

3. Aeration of the blood or the body by means
of respiratory organs ; admission of air in

respiration.

Procure the blood a free course, ventilation, and tran-

spiration. Harvey.

4. The act of bringing to notice and discus-

sion; public exposition; free discussion: as,

the ventilation of abuses or grievances.

The ventilation of these points diffused them to the
knowledge of the world. Bp. Hall, Old Religion, ii.

5t. Utterance; expression; vent.
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To his . . . Secretary, Dr. Mason, whom he [Bucking-
ham] laid in Pallet near him, for natural Ventilation of his
thouKhU, he would . . . break out into bitter and pas-
sionate Eruptions. 5it H, M'otton, Reliquite, p, 227.

Plenum method of ventilation. See plenum.

ventilative (ven'ti-la-tiv), a. [< ventilate +
-ii'f.] Of or pertaining to ventilation ; adapted
to secure ventilation; ventilating: as, ventila-

tire appliances.

ventilator (ven'ti-la-tor), n. [< F. ventilateur
= Sp. Pg. ventilador = It. venUlatore, < L. ven-

tilator, a winnower, < ventilare, winnow, venti-

late: see ventilate.^ One who or that which
ventilates, (a) Any device for replacing foul by pure
air. (&) One who or that which brings some matter to
public notice, as a speaker or a newspaper.

ventilator-deflector (ven'ti-la-tgr-de-flek"tor),

n. A plate So placed in a railroad-ear as to de-

flect the air into or out of the ear, under the im-
ptilse of the motion of the train.

ventilator-hood (veu'ti-la-tor-hud), n. Ashield
above a ventilator on the outside of a railroad-

car, to protect it from sparks, cinders, or rain

:

sometimes serving also as a deflector.

venting-holet (ven'ting-hol), n. A vent-hole.

Certaine out-casts, tunnels, or venting-holeg.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxl. 3.

ventless (vent'les), a. [< vent^ + -less.'i Hav-
ing no vent or outlet.

Like to a restlesse, venUesse flame of fire,

That faine would flnde the way streight to aspire.

DavieSj Microcosmos, p. 61.

ventoseif (ven'tos), a. [= F. venteux = Sp. Pg.
It. ventoso, < L. ventosus, full of wind, windy, <

ventus, wind: see vent'^.~\ Windy; flatulent.

Bailey, 1731.

ventose^t (ven'tos), n. [< OF. ventose, ventouse,

< ML. ventosa, a cupping-glass, fem. of L. ven-
tosus, full of wind: see ventose^, a.] A cupping-
glass.

Hollow concavities, . . . like to ventoseg or cupping
glasses, Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 29.

Ventose^ (von-toz'), n. [F., < L. ventosus: see
ventose^, a.] The sixth month of the year, ac-
cording to the French revolutionary calendar,
beginning (in 1794) February 19th, and ending
March 20th.

Ventosityt (ven-tos'i-ti), n. [< F. ventosite =
Pr. ventositat = Sp. ventosidad = Pg. ventosi-

dade = It. ventositd, < LL. ventosita{t-)s, windi-
ness, < L. ventosus, windy: see vent^.'] 1. Win-
diness; flatulence.

If there be any danger of ventonty, . . . then you shall
use decoctions.

Clalmead, tr. of Ferrand's Love and Melancholy.

2. Empty pride; vainglory; inflated vanity.

The quality of knowledge . . . hath in it some nature
of venom or malignity, and some effects of th^t venom,
which is ventosity or swelling.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

ventouset, v. [ME. ventousen, ventusen, < OF.
ventouser, cup, < ventouse, ventose, a cupping-
glass: see ventose^, ».] To cup.

Nother veyne-blood, ne ventusinge,
Ne drlnke of herbes may ben his helpinge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1889.

ventoyt, n. [< OF. ventau, a fan, < vent, wind,
air: see tien<2.] A fan.

One of you open the casements, t'other take a ventoy
and gently cool my face.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

vent-peg (vent'peg), n. 1. A plug, as of wood,
for stopping the vent of a barrel. .

Pulling out the vent-peg of the table-beer, and trying to
peep down into the barrel through the hole.

Dickeni, Chimes, iv.

2. Same as vent-faucet.

vent-piece (vent'pes), n. 1. In ordnance, same
as vent-bushing.— 2. In a breech-loading gun,
the block which closes the rear of the base.

vent-pin (vent'pin), n. Same as vent-peg, 1.

vent-pipe (vent'plp), ». An escape-pipe, as
for air or steam.

vent-plug (vent'plug), n. 1. Same as vent-peg,
1.— 2. Anything used to stop the vent of a gun
while it is being sponged, the object being to
insure the complete extinction of any sparks
that remain from the last cartridge fired. The
vent-plug is pressed into place by the thumb of one of
the artillerists, while another pushes home the sponge.

vent-punch (vent'punch), n. An instrument
for removing obstructions from the vent of a
gun.
ventrad (ven'trad), adv. [< L. venter, the belly,

-I- -«(/3.] In zoiil. and anat., to or toward the
belly or ventral surface or aspect of the body

:

noting direction or relative situation : opposed
to dorsad or neurad, and equivalent to hemad or
sternad : as, the heart is situated ventrad of the
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spinal colxmin; the coeliac axis branches ven-

trad of the aorta.

ventral (ven'tral), a. and n, [< F. ventral =
Sp. Pg. ventral = It. ventrale, < L. ventralis, of

or pertaining to the belly or stomach, < venter,

belly, stomach: see rewter^.] I. a. 1. In anat.

and zool. : (a) Of or pertaining to the venter,
in any sense; forming a venter; contained in

a venter; having a venter ; hollowed out like a
venter; bellying; abdominal; uterine: as, ven-

tral walls or cavities ; ventral viscera ; the ven-

tral surface of the ilium or scapula ; ventral fins.

(6) Placed ventrad in the body; situated on the
side or aspect of the body opposite the dorsal
or back aspect; anterior or inferior; hemal.

—

2, In bot., belonging to the anterior surface of
anything: as, a ventral suture, which is the line

running down the front of a carpel on the side

next the axis: the opposite of dorsal Ventral
Chord.in enimn., the ventral nervous chord with its gan-
glia.—Ventral fln, in ichth., a ventral. See II., 1.—Ven-
tral folds, in Tunicata, upstanding margins of the sides
of the ventral groove.—Ventral groove, in Tunicata, the
hypobranchial groove, lying in the ventral median line
of the branchial chamber; the endostyle.— Ventral her-
nia, a hernia traversing the abdominal wall at any point
other than the groin or umbilicus.—Ventral laminse,
iu embryol. See lamina.—Ventral medulla, the ven-
tral ganglionic chain of the sympathetic system. Gegen-
haur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 150.— Ventral oars. See
oarl.— Ventral ossifications, bones developed in the
walls of tlie belly of some mammals (as marsupials) and
many reptiles. See cuts under Ichthyofauria and Plesiosau-
rus,—Ventral segment, in acoicgtics, same as loop^, 3.

II. n. 1. In ichth., a ventral fin; one of the
posterior or pelvic pair of fins, corresponding
to the hind limbs of higher vertebrates, and dis-

tinguished from the pectorals : so called irre-

spective of their actual position : as, ventrals
thoracic or jugular. Abbreviated V. or v.— 2.
In entom. , one of the segments of the abdomen
as seen from beneath, especially in Coleoptera.
They are distinguished as first, second, etc.,

counting backward. See urite, uromere.
ventralis (ven-tra'lis), n. ;

pi. ventrales (-lez).

[NL. : see ventral.'] In ichth., a ventral fin.

ventrally (ven'tral-i), adv. In a ventral situa-

tion or direction ; on or toward the belly ; with
respect to the venter.

ventralmost (ven'tral -most), a. Nearest to
the ventral aspect of the body.
ventralward, ventralwards (ven'tral-ward,
-wardz), adv. [< ventral + -ward, -wards.]
Same as ventrad.

The first fold . . . sends off in the course of the third
day a branch or bud-like process from its anterior edge.
This branch, starting from near the dorsal beginning of
the fold, runs ventralwards and forwards.

Foster and Balfour, Embryol., p. 164.

ventric (ven'trik), a. [< L. venter, belly, -f -ic]
Of or pertaining to the stomach. [Rare.]

*' Magister artis . . . venter," says Persius, the art of ac-

curate timekeeping is ventric.

Mortimer Colling, Thoughts in my Garden, I. 41.

ventricle (ven'tri-kl), n. [< P. ven tricule = Sp.
ventriculo = Pg. ventriculo = It. ventricolo, < L.
ventriculus, belljr, stomach, ventricle (sc. cordis,

of the heart), dim. of venter, stomach: see ven-
ter^.] If. The belly; the stomach.

My ventricle digests what is in it. Sir M. HaXe.

2. The womb ; the productive organ, literally

or figuratively.

Begot in the ventricle of memory.
Sluik., L. L. L., iv. 2. 70.

3. In anat. and goal., some small cavity of the
body; a hollow part or organ; a ventriculus:
variously applied— Chyllflc ventricle. See chylific.

— Comua of the ventricles of the train. See cornu.
— Hypoarian ventricle. See hypoarian.— Olia.<AoTy
ventricle, a cavity in tlie olfactory lobe of the brain, con-
tinuous witli the lateral ventricle. It exists normally in

the fetus, but is only occasionally found in the adult.

—

Pineal ventricle. Seeptncai.—Sylvian ventricle. See
Sylvian-.—Ventricle ofArantins, that part of the fourth
ventricle of the brain which extends down into the spinal
cord and forms the upper part of the central canal.— Ven-
tricle of the cerebellum, the fourth ventricle of the
brain ; the metepicnclia.—Ventricle of the corpus cal-
losum, a furrow between the upper surface of the great
transverse commissure of the brain and tlie gyrus forni-

catus, or lip of each hemisphere, whiell rests upon tile

corpus callosum.— Ventricle of the larynx, a fossa on
either side, between the false and true vocal cords of that
side, which leads up by a narrow opening into tlie laryn-
geal pouch, or sacculus laryngis.— Ventricles of the
brain, a series of connecting cavities, containing fluid,

within the brain, continuous with the central cavity of
the spinal cord. They are the remains of the original
neural canal, formed by a folding over of the epiblast.

The lateral ventricles are found one in each hemisphere

;

they communicate with each other and with the third ven-
tricle through the foramen of Monro. The third ventri-

cle lies between tlie optic tlialami. It communicates
with the fourth ventricle through the aqueduct of Sylvius.

The fourth ventricle lies l>etween the cerebellum and
the pons and medulla. The so-called fifth ventricle, or

ventriculus

pseudoccele, has no connection with the other cerebral
ventricles, being of a different nature and simply a small
interval between the right and left layers of the septum
Incidum. The cerebral ventricles or cceliee have lately
been systematically named in a morphological vocabulary
which is irresi>ective of the peculiarities of the human
brain, and based on the encephalomeres of verteljrates.
See aula, 2, coelia, diacoelia. encephalocoele, epicoelia. meso-
coslia, metacaelia, metepicodia, proccelia, rhinoeoelia, and
cuts undGT encephalon, liana, and Petro^nyzontidx.—Ven-
tricles Of the heart, the two chambers in the heart
which receive the blood from the auricles and propel it

into the arteries. The right ventricle forces the venous
blood coming from the right auricle into the pulmonary
artery', and thence through the lungs. The left ventricle
receives the arterial blood from the left auricle and pro-
pels it through the aorta and the rest of the systemic ar-
terial system. See cuts under heart, lun^, Polyptacophora,
and LamHlibranchiata.

ventricornu (ven-tri-kor'nii), Ji.; pi. ventricor-
nua (-nu-ii). [NL., < L. venter, belly, + cornu,
horn.] The ventral or anterior horn or curved
extension of gray matter in the substance of
the spinal cord. See second cut under spinal.

ventricomual (ven-tri-k6r'nu-al), «. [< ventri-

cornu -t- -al.] Of or pertaining to the ventri-
cornu. Buck's Uandboolc of Med. Sciences, VIII.
528.

ventricose (ven'tri-kos), a. [< L. venter {ventr-),

belly, -t- -ic + -ose.] 1. Having a large abdo-
men; corpulent.— 2. In bot., swelling out in

the middle ; swelling unequally, or inflated on
one side; distended; inflated; bellied: as, a
ventricose corolla or perianth.— 3. In conch.,

ventricous. See ventricous, 1 (6).

ventriCOUS (ven'tri-kus), a. [< L. venter
(ventr-), belly, 4- -ic + -ous.] 1. In zool. and
anat.: (a) Bellying; resembling a belly; swelled
up orout; distended; ventricose. (6) In conch.,

having the whorls or the valves of the shell

swollen or strongly convex. See cuts under
Dolium, Turbo, bivalve, and Pectinidse.—2. In
bot., same as ventricose.

ventricular (ven-trik'u-lar), a. [= F. ventri-

culaire = Sp. ventricular = It. ventricolare, <

NL. *ventricularis, < L. ventriculus, ventricle:

see ventricle.] 1. Of or pertaining to a ventri-
cle, in any sense; ventriculous: as, a ventricu-

lar cavity of the brain or heart; ventricular

walls, lining, orifice; ventricular systole or dias-

tole.—2. Bellied or bellying; distended; ven-
tricous. [Rare.]—Ventricular aqueduct. Same as
aqtueductus Sylvii (which see, under aquseductug).—Ven-
tricular hands of the larynx, the false vocal cords.—
Ventricular septum, (a) Same as septum lucidum
(wliich sec, under septum), (b) The muscular wall sepa-
rating the two ventricles of the heart.— Ventricular
space, the system of central communicating cavities, con-
taining fluid, in the cerebrospinal axis. It comprises the
lateral, third, and fourth ventricles of the brain and the
cliannels connecting them, and the primitive centi-al canal
of the spinal cord— the neuroctele— usually obliterated
in the spinal cord, where, however, a part of it may per-

sist as the rhoraboccelia.

ventriculi, n. Plural of ventriculus.

ventriculite (ven-trik'u-lit), n. [< NL. vai-

tricnlites, < L. ventriculus, ventricle : see ven-

tricle.] A fossil sponge of the family Ventricu-

litidm; a so-called "petrified mushroom." They
are of various shapes— fungiform, cup-like,

tubular, or funnel-shaped—and abound in the
Cretaceous.
Ventriculites (ven-trik-u-li'tez), n. [NL.
(Mantell): see ventriculite.] A genus of fos-

sil silicious sponges, typical of the family Ven-
triculitidee.

ventriculitic (ven-trik-u-lit'ik), a. [< ventric-

ulite -\- -ic] Pertaining to or containing ven-
triculites.

Ventriculitidae (ven-trik-iJ-lit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < I'entriculites + -idse.] A family of

fossil hexactinellidan sponges, typified by the
genus Ventriculites.

ventriculobulbous (ven-trik'u-lo-bul'bus), a.

[< L. ventriculus, ventricle, -I- iulbus, bulb.] In
ichth., pertaining to the cardiac ventricle and
the aortic bulb, as the orifice between them.
ventriculose (ven-trik'u-los), a. [< LL. ren-

iriculosus, of the belly, <^ L. ventriculus, belly.]

In bot., minutely ventricose.

ventriculous (ven-trik'u-lus), a. Same as ven-

tricular.

ventriculus (ven-trik'u-lus), n.
;
pi. ventricnU

(-li). [L. : see ventricle.] In anat. and :odl.,

a ventricle, in any sense ; a looulus. Speciflcally
— (a) The true stomach or proper digestive cavity of some
animals, as Ijirds and insects. See prorentriculus. (b) In
sponges, the general interior space or body-cavity, as in

Ascetta. See cut under sponj/c— Ventriculus bulbo-
SUS, the musculai" gizzard of a bii-d ; tlie gi^erium. —Ven-
triculus callosus, the gizzard.— Ventriculus com-
munis, the common cavity of the brain ; the aula.—
Ventriculus conarii. Same as recessu^ injrapinealis.

—Ventriculus dexter, the right ventricle of the heart.—
Ventriculus Galeni, the ventricle of the larynx.— Ven-
triculus glandulosus. Same as j>royen/n"c«Z««, 1.—Ven-



Tentriculus

trlculus lateralis, the lateral ventricle of the cerebrum

;

the lativentriculus or procoelia.— Ventriculus Morga-
gnU, the ventricle of the larynx.- VentrlculUS oUacto- '"^lXX^"/JCl'7"""LTZT^^t\"^
rlus the olfactory ventricle; the rhinocajlia.-Ventrl- VentnpOtent (ven-trip 0-tent), a
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NL. meson, q. v.] The ventral border of the
meson, opposite the dorsimeson. See meson.

vent-Wire

A certain man drew a bow at a venture. 1 Ki. xxii. 34.

= Syn. 1. Hazard, etc. See risH.

rlus, the olfactory '

cuius opticus, the optic ventricle; the mesoccelia.

—

Ventriculus quartus, the fourth ventricle, or ventricle

of the cerel)ellinn ; the nietacoelia (metepiccelia).— Ven-
triculus quintus, the fifth ventricle of the brain ; the

cavity of the septum lueidum; the pseudocoelia.— Ven-
Wculus sinister, the left ventricle of the heart.—
Ventriculus succenturiatus, the duodenum.— Ven-
triculus tertius, the third ventricle of the brain; the

diacoclia.—Ventriculus tricomis.the three-horned ven-

tricle ; the lateral ventricle of the cerebrum. Also called

ventriculiu lateralis and, more properly, procoelia.

ventricumbent (veu-tri-kum'bent), a. [< L.

venter (ventr-), belly, + *cumben{t-)s, ppr. of

(ventr-), beUy, -I- poten{t-)s, ppr,
able, have power.] Of great gastronomic ca
pacity. [Rare and humorous.]
The reH(npoi^»i(mulatto[Dumas], the great eater, work-

er, earner, and waster, the man of much and witty laugh-
ter, the man of the great heart and alas ! of the doubtful
honesty, is a figure not yet clearly set before the world;
he still awaits a sober and yet genial portrait.

R. L. Stevenson, Gossip on a Novel of Dumas's.

ventripyramid (ven-tri-pir'a-mid), n. [< L.
renter (ventr-), belly, + pyramis, pyramid.]
Same as pyramid, 4

:.T'lTf'3''li°r= r.rrfr'LSrr ventrocystorrhaphy (vennro-sis-tor'a.fi),. .
the belly; prone: opposed to dorsicumbent.

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 36. [Rare.]

ventriduct (ven'tri-dukt), V. t. [< L. venter

(ventr-), belly, + ductus, pp. of ducere, lead,

conduct.] To bring or carry (the head of an
animal) to or toward the belly: opposed to

dorsidiict. Wilder and Gage. [Rare.]

ventrilocution (veu'tri-lo-kii'shon), n. [< L.

venter (ventr-), belly, +' locutio(n-), < loqui,

speak. Cf. ventriloi^uy.'] Ventriloquism.

ventriloque (ven'tn-16k), o. [< F. ventriloque,

a ventriloquist: see ventriloquous.'] Ventrilo-

qiiial. Hood, Irish Schoolmaster.

ventriloquial (ven-tri-16 ' kwi-al ),a. [< ven tril-

oqu-y + -a/.] Of or pertaining to, or using,

ventriloquism.
The symphony began, and was soon afterwards followed

by a faint kind of ventriloquial chirping. . . . "Sing out;"

shouted one gentleman. . . . "Ican't,"replledMl88Amella.
Diekent, Sketches, Characters, viii.

Ventriloquial moniey, a South American squirrel-

monki/y "f tlit- (-a'Tius Callithrix.
_

ventriloquially (ven-tri-lo'kwi-al-i), adv. In

a ventriloquial manner. Medical News, LII. 278.

ventriloquism (ven-tril'o-kwizm), n. [< ven-

triloqu-y + -ism.'] The act. art, or practice of

speaking or uttering sound.s in such a manner

[< L. venter (ventr-), belly, + Gr. Kvarig, blad-
der (see cyst), + paifti, seam, < panTciv, sew.]
An operation for the opening of an intra-ab-
dominal cyst and providing for the free dis-

charge of its contents, by previously attaching
its wall to that of the abdomen, thus practical-

ly converting it into a surface-tumor.
ventrodorsally (ven-tro-d6r'sal-i), adv. In a
dorsal ilireetion; from belly to back; dorsad.

ventrofixation (ven"tro-flk-sa'shon), 11. In
surg., the attachment by operation of any of the
viscera, especially the uterus (for correction of

displacement), to the abdominal wall.

ventro-inguinal (ven-tro-ing'gwi-nal), a.

Common to the belly and groin
;
pertainmg to

the abdominal cavity and the inguinal canal

:

as, the spermatic cord becomes ventro-inguinal
during the descent of the testis Ventro-ingui-
nal hernia, direct inguinal hernia.

ventrolateral (ven-tro-lat'e-ral), a. Of or
pertaining to the ventral and lateral sides of

the body: as, the ventrolateral muscles.

ventrolaterally (ven-tro-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In
a ventrolateral position or direction ; to, at, or
on the side of the belly. Huxley and Martin,
Elementary Biology, p. 95

Sameascen-that the voice appears to come, not from the ventromesal (ven-tro-mes'al), a.

person speaking, but from a distance, as from trimesal.

the opposite side of the room or from the ventrosity (ven-tros'i-ti), n. [< LL. ventrosus,

cellar. Ventriloquism differs from ordinary speaking ventriosus, having a large belly, + -ity.] Cor-
mainly in the mode of respiration. A very full inspira- pulence.
lion is taken, which is breathed out slowly and gradually, —ontrntjiTntr tvan irnt'n mi\ n t< ^, venter
the sound of the voice being dexterously modified and Ventrotomy (ven-trot o-mi), n. [\ L,. venter

diminished by the muscles of the larynx and the palate, (ventr-), belly,+ Gr. -Toiua,< Tcuvew, Ta/iciv, cut.]

At the same time the lips of the performer are scarcely In surg., abdominal section ; laparotomy.
moved, and the deception is still further facilitated by vont-searclier (vent's6r'chfer), n. A small wire
the attention of the auditors being directed to the pre-

j^j^^-jj,^, ^ Curved or hooked point, designed to
tended source of the voice. Ventriloquism was kuowu to

the ancient Greeks as well as to the Bomans.

What is called ventriloquigm, . . . and is not uncom-
monly asci-ibed to a mysterious power of producing voice

somewhere else than in the laiyux, depends entirely upon
the accuracy with which the performer can simulate stHinds
of a particular character, and upon the skill with which
he can suggest a belief in the existence of the causes of

these sounds. Thus, if the ventrihxjuist desire to create

the belief that a voice issues from the bowels of the earth,

he imitates, with great accuracy, the tones of snch a
half-stilled voice, and suggests the existence of some one
uttering it by lUrecting his answers and gestures towjirds

detect cavities in the vent of a gun
vent-stopper (vent'stop'fer), n. In ordnance,

a plug or cap used to close a vent-hole. E. H.
Knight.

vent-tube (vent'tiib), «. In bacteriology, a ven-
tilating tube of some culture-tubes ; a slender

straight or curved tube attached to the upper

[< Ij.venter venture (ven'tur), v.; pret. and pp. ventured,

ot posse, be Ppr. venturing. [By apheresis from aventure,

adventure, v.'] I. intrans. 1. To dare; have
courage or presumption, as to do, undertake,
or say.

To whom alone I venture to complain.
Congreve, To a Caudle.

2. To run a hazard or risk; try the chance;
make a venture ; expose one's life, fortune, etc.

There is also a Rope stretched cross the Street brest
high, and no man may pass this place till he is examiii'd,

unless he will venture to be soundly bang'd by the Watch.
Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 77.

Shal. Break their talk, Mistress Quickly ; my kinsman
shall speak for himself.

Slen. I'll make a shaft or a bolt on 't : 'slid, 'tis but tJen-

turiny. Shak., U. W. of W., ill. 4. 25.

Let him venture
In some decay'd crare of his own.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 2.

You have greatly ventured; but all must do so who
would gi-eatly win. Byron.

To venture at, to venture on or upon, to dare to en-

gage in ; attempt without any certainty of success.

11. trans. 1. To expose to hazard; risk;

stake.
We all are soldiers, and all venture lives.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, L L

If every hair of my head were a man, in this quarrel I

would venture them all.

Quoted in Macaulay's Hist. Eng., v.

2. To run the hazard of; expose one's self to.

I should venture purgatory for 't,

Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 77.

No, no, ni walk late no more ; I ought less to venture It

than other people, and so I was told.

Svift, Journal to Stella, June 30, 1711.

3. To put or send on a venture or commercial
speculation.

The catle werey best goods, fory other, being ventured

ware, were neither at ye best (some of them) nor at ye best

prises. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 201.

4. To confide in; rely on; trust. [Rare.]

A man would be well enough pleased to buy silks of one
whom he would not venture to feel his pulse.

Addimn, Spectator, No. 21.

venturer (ven'tur-6r), «. [< venture -I- -C)-i.]

1 . One who ventures or adventures ; one who
risks life, property, etc. ; one who causes risk;

one who puts to hazard.

A merchant venturer of daintie meate.
Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 48.

The venturers with the sword were sixty thousand in

number, . . . because Mustafa had dispersed a rumour
. . . that Famagusta was much more wealthy and rich

then the citie of Nicosia was.
Rakluyt's Voyages, II. I. 129.

2t. A prostitute ; a strumpet. Webster—Mer-
chant Venturerst. ii&me as Merchant Adventurers. See
adventurer.

part of the main tube, and containing the plug venturesome (veu'tur-sum), a. [< venture ¥
of raw cotton,

p. 62.

Dolley, Bacteria Investigation,

theground. The gestures and tones are such as would be venture (ven'tur), n. [< ME. venture, ventur ;
produced by a given cause ; and, no other cause being ap-

parent, the mind of the bystander insensibly judges the
suggested cause to exist. Huxley.

ventriloquist (ven-triro-kwist), n. [As ven-

triloqu-y + -(«(.] One who practises or is skilled

in ventriloquism; one who speaks in such a
manner that his voice appears to come from
some distant place or other quarter.

I regard truth as a divine ventrUoquigt : I care not from
whose mouth the sounds are 8upiM>8ed to proceed, if only
the words are audible and intelligible.

Coleridge, Biog. Lit, Ix.

Ventriloquistic (ven-tril-o-kwis'tik), a. [< ven-

triloquist + -ic] Of or pertaining to ventrilo-

quism or ventriloquists; ventriloquial. H. O.

Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 72.

ventriloquize (ven-tril'o-kwiz), v. i. ; pret. and
pp. ventriloquized, ppr. ventriloquizing. [<t)en-

triloqu-y + -ire.] To practise ventriloquism

;

speak like a ventrilocjuist. Also spelled ven-

triloqui-ie.

ventriloquous (ven-tril'o-kwus), a. [= F. ven-

triloque, < LL. ventriloquus, one who apparently
speaks from his belly, < L. venter (ventr-), belly,

+ loqui, speak.] Same as ventriloquial. The
Century, XXXVI. 719.

ventriloquy (ven-tril'o-kwi), n. [= F. vcntri-

toquie, < LL. ventriloqttus, one who apparently
speaks from the belly, < L. venter (ventr-), belly,

+ loqui, speak.] Same as ventriloquism.

Ventrimesal (ven-tri-raes'al), a. [< ventrimes-

(on) + -iil.l Of or pertaining to the ventri-

mcson; situated at or upon the ventrimeson.
Also ventromesal.

ventrimeson ( ven-tri-mes'on), n. [NL. (Wilder
and Gage, 1882), < L. venter (ventr-), belly, +

by apheresis from aventure, adventure: see ad-

venture.'] 1. An undertaking of chance or dan-
ger; the risking of something upon an event
which cannot be foreseen with certainty ; the

staking of something; a hazard.

I shall yow telle of a ventur certeyn,

And that a strange, if it please yow to here.

-some. Of. adventuresome.] Inclined to ven-
ture ; venturous ; bold ; daring ; adventurous ;

intrepid ; hazardous.

I'hat bold and venturesome act of his.

Strype, Eccles. Mem., Henry VIII., an. 1546.

But for the chance preservation of the word in Latin,

it might seem venturesome to make Spanish explain Um-
brian. Amer. Jour. Fhilol., VI. 244.

venturesomely (ven'tiir-sum-li), adv. In a ven-
turesome or bold or daring manner.

To desperate ventures and assured destruction
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 319.

aenerydes(E.KT.S.y.l522.
yentureSOmOUesS (ven'tur-sum-nes), n. The

J .. j_.......
property of being venturesome. Jeffrey.

venturine (ven'tur-in), n. Same as aventurin.

2. Specifically, a scheme for making gain by venturous (ven'tiir-us), a. [By apheresis from
'''""

avcnturous,adventurous.] 'Dtiring-j'bolii; hardy;
fearless; intrepid; adventurous.

I have a venturous fairy that shall seek the squirrel's

hoard, and fetch thee new nuts. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 39.

Pray you, demand him why he is so ventrirous,

To press thus to my chamber, being forbidden.

B. Jonson, Catiline, 11. 1.

venturously (ven'tur-us-li), adv. In a ventur-

ous manner ; daringly ; fearlessly ; boldly ; in-

trepidly.

Captain Standish and Isaac Alderton went veniurouay,

who were welcomed of him after their manner.
MouH's Jounml, quoted in N. Morton's New England's

[Memorial, App., p. 365.

venturousness (ven'tfir-us-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being venturous ; boldness ; hardiness

;

fearlessness ; intrepidity. Hoyle.

ventusingt, n. Cupping. See ventouse.

vent-wire (vent'wir), n. In founding, a long

steel wire used to make vent-holes in green and

dry sand-molds, to provide an escape for tiie

gases evolved in the process of easting. It is

made with a bow at one end, and a sharp point

at the other. £. H. Knight.

way of trade ; a commercial speculation.

I, in this venture, double gains pursue.

And laid out all my stock to purchase you.
Dryden.

3. The thing put to hazard; a stake; a risk;

particularly, something sent to sea in trade.

My ventures are not in one bottom trusted.
Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 42.

May every merchant here see safe his ventures

!

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 2.

Certainly Aristophanes had no Venture at Sea, or else

must think the Trident signified but very little.

J. Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 89.

4. Chance; hap; contingency; luck; an event

that is not or cannot be foreseen.

Yef thow haddest do alle the gode dedes of the worlde,

and thvn ende were euell, thow were in a venture all for

to lese: Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 98.

Venture hath place in love.

Sari of Oxford (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 699).

At a venture, at hazard ; without seeing the end or

mark, or without foreseeing the issue ; at random.

So fourth she went and left all other thing,

At a venture your welefare for to see.

Oenerydes (E. K T. S.), 1. 1238.
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enue^f (ven'u), n. [Also venew, veney^ venny,
venie; < ME. *venu€f venyw, < OF. venucy a com-
ing, = Sp. venidaj arrival, attack in fencing, =
It. venuta, arrival, < L. venire, come: see come,
Cf. rfn«e2.] 1, A coming.

Eche of these vyve at her venyw
Brougt zyx thousand as har retenyw.

AHhur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 307.

2. In oldfencing, a hit ; attack; bout; a match
or bout in cmigel-play ; especially, a contest of
regulated length, or of a fixed number of thrusts
or blows; hence (because the bout was often
ended when one thrustwas successful), a thrust

;

a lunge.

Three veneyt for a dish of stewed prunes.
Shak., M. W. of W.. 1. 1. 296.

A quick venue of wit Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 62.

And on his head he laies hlra on such load
With two quick vennies of his knotty Goad.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

Y' have given it me.
And yet I feel life for another veney.
Chapman, Revenge of Busay D'Ambois, v. 1.

I've breath enough . . .

To give your perfumed worship three venues.
Middleton, Ma$singer, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 2.

venue^ (ven'u), «, [A particular use of venue^ (<
OF. venue, arrival, resort), appar. confused with
OF. visne (ef. ML. visnetum, vicinitus), neighbor-
hood, venue, < L. vieinia, neighborhood, vicin-

age, i>icinu^, neighboring: see vicine, vicinity.^

In law: (a) The place or neighborhood of a
crime or cause of action ; in modern times, the
county or corresponding division within which
in consequence the jury must be gathered and
the cause tried. (6) The statement, usually at
the top or in the margin, of an indictment or dec-
laration of complaint, indicating the county for
trial, (c) A similar statement in an affidavit

indicating the place where it was taken and the
oath was administered—Change of venue, change
of place of trial.— Local venue, a venue in a case where
the facts show that the action must be local, as an ac-
tion to recover real property.— To lay the venue. See
/ai/i,—Transitory venue, a venue that is changeable or
optional because the cause of action is not local.

veilllla(ven'u-la), K.
;
pl.?;eMw/«(-le). [L. : see

venule.'\ A small vein; a veinlet or veinule.

venule (ven'ul), n. [< L. venula, dim. of vena,
a vein: see vein.'] A small vein; a veinlet;
in entotn.^ same as nervule.

venulite (ven'u-lit), n. [Irreg. < NL. Venus, a
genus of bivalves, + -Hie: see -Zi^e.] A fossil

shell of the genus Venus, or some similar shell.

Properly venerite.

venulose (ven'u-los), a. [< venule + -ose.] In
bot., having veinlets, as a leaf.

venulous (ven'u-lus), «. [< venule + -oms.]

Full of veinlets; minutely venous.
Venus (ve'nus), n. [= F. Venus = Sp. Venus=
Pg. Venus z=lt. Venere, <L. Venus {-eris), \Qnxi^,
orig. the goddess of beauty and love, esp. of
sensual love, also applied to sexual intercourse,
venery; orig. a personification of venus, love,

desire (but appar. used in Latin literature only
as an application of the proper name) ; akin to
venerarij worship, revere, venerate (see vener-
ate), from a root seen in Skt. van, win, = Goth.
winnan, suffer, =Ieel. vmna=OHG.AS. winnan,
strive for: seeioin.] 1, In Bom, myth,, the god-
dess ofbeauty and love, more especially sensual
love. VenuB was of little importance as a Roman god-
dess until, at a comparatively late period, she was iden-
tified with the Greek Aphi-odite. She is represented as tlie

highest ideal of female beauty, and was naturally a favorite
subject with poets and artists, some of her statues being
among the noblest reftiains of classical sculpture. The
following are some of the more important of the inim-
merable surviving antique statues of this goddess. The
Venus 0/ Aries, a fine Greek statue found in 1651 in the
ancient theater at Aries, and now in the Louvre Museum.
The figure is undraped to below the waist. The hands and
forearms are modern restorations. The statue probably
belonged to the Victrix type (for this and other types,
see the phrases). The Venus of Capita, a very note-
worthy antique in the Museum of Naples, discovered in
the amphitheater at Capua. The figure is undraped to
the hips, and is of the Victrix type. It bears a strong re-
semblance to the Venus of Melos, but is distinctly inferior
to that masterpiece. The head is encircled by astephaue.
The Venus of Medici, one of the best-known works of an-
cient sculpture, treasured in the Uffizi Gallery at Flor-
ence. The figure is of Parian marble, wholly undraped,
the face turned to one side, one of the arms extended
with the hand held before the body, and the other arm bent
before the breast. It is shown by the dolphin on the base
to belong U) the type of the Venus Anadyomene. While
the pose is not identical with thatof the Venus of Cnidua,
it is generally held to be a free rendering of that con-
ception. The figure is somewhat under natural size, being
about 4 feet 8 inches in height, but is commonly taken as
the exemplar of perfect proportions in a woman. It was
found in the Villa of Hadrian, at Tivoli, about 1680. The
Venus of Melos (by corruption from the native Greek pro-
nunciation, Venus of Muo), one of the most splendid sur-
viving works of ancient art, discovered by a farmer in the
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island of Melos In 1820, and now the chief treasure of the
Louvre Museum. The statue dates from about the middle
of the fourth century b. c. It is undraped to the hips;

I. The Venus of Medici, in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
2. The Venus of Melos, in the Louvre Museum.

the arms are broken off ; the figure and face are at once
graceful and beautiful, and highly imposing. The type is

that of the Victrix. The Venus of the Capitol, in the Capi-
toline Museum at Rome, undraped, and in attitude and
motive very similar to the Venus of Medici, though the
Capitoline statue displays a more personal element, and
comes closer to the living model. Of the modern statues
representing Venus, there may be mentioned the Venus
Borghese, a celebrated statue by Canova, in the Villa
Borghese at Rome. The statue represents the Princess
Pauline (Bonapaile) Borghese in the character of Venus
Genetrix. The figure is shown reclining, extending the
apple in one hand, the head being a close portrait. See
Aphrodite.

2. The most brilliant of the planets, being fre-

quently visible to the naked eye by daylight.
It is the second from the sun and next within the earth's
orbit, performing its sidereal revolution in 224.7008 days

;

its distance from the sun is 0.723332 that of the earth.
The synodical revolution is made in 584 days. Its orbit
is the most nearly circular of those of the major planets,
the greatest equation of the center being only 47' 3". The
inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic is 3° 23'.5

; and the
earth passes through the ascending node on December 7th.
The mass of Venus (which is not very closely ascertained)
is about 3^Ti^oiT that of the sun, or

} { that of the earth. Its
diameter is a little smaller than that of our planet, which
subtends an angle of 2 x 8".827 at the sun's center, while
Venus at the same distance has a semidiameter of 8".68
by the mean of the best night measures, or 8".40 accord-
ing to the observations at its transit over the sun. Tak-
ing the mean of these (which are affected in opjwsite ways
by irradiation), or 8".54, we find the diameter of Venus
about §f that of the earth. Its volume is about y^, its den-
sity about I, and gravity at its surface about % the same
quantities for the earth. It receives 1.9 as much light and
heat from the sun as we, and the tidal action of the lat-

ter is about 5.3 times as great as upon the earth. The
period of rotation of Venus is set down in many books as
23 hours and 50 minutes ; but recent observations have
led some astronomers to the confident conclusion that
the true period falls short but a little of 225 days, so that
day and night last for many years. The old figure was
deduced chiefly from the observation that a spot ap-
peared nearly in the same place night after night, so that
it seemed as if Venus had made one complete revolu-
tion ; whereas it now appears that there is in one day no
sensible motion. The vast tidal action may account for
the near approach of the periods of rotation and revolu-
tion. Venus has an atmosphere nearly twice as dense as
our own, and we may safely infer that all its water is in
the form of dry steam ; for the dense atmosphere must
cause a greater proportion of the heat to be retained,
I'robably nearly all the carbon is in the form of carbonic
anhydrid or carbonates, leaving little or no free oxygen.
Geological erosion can hardly be great. The mountains
of Venus are shown to be high by the form of the termi-
nator. Still, Venus reflects a great amount of light (its

albedo being 0.9 that of Jupiter, which is perhaps self-

luminous), and much of this appears to come from gen-
eral specular reflection, as from polished level surfaces,
possibly melted metals. The night side of Venus, which
must be intensely cold, shows a faint coppery-red light,

which is somewhat fitful in its appearances, and is prob-
ably of the nature of an intense aurora. No satellite of
Venus has ever been seen. Numerousobservationsof one
were reported in the eighteenth century ; but all these
have been fairly shown to be fixed stars, except one, which
was probably an asteroid. The symbol for Venus is ?

,

supposed to represent the goddess's mirror.

3t. Se.xual intercourse ; venery. Bacon.— 4t.
In old chem., copper.— 5. In her,, green: the
name given to that color when blazoning is

done by means of the planets. See blazon^ n.,

2.— 6. Ill conch. '. (a) The typical genus of bi-

valve shells of the family Vencrida'.: so called
by Linnteus with allusion to the shape of the

VeniLS*s-sIioe

lunule of the closed valves. See cuts under
Veneridse, quahog, and dimyarian. (b) [I. c] A
shell of the genus Venus; any venerid.

The Venuses and Cockles.
A. Adams, Man. Nat. Hist., p. 147.

Celestial Venus. See Venus Urania.— Corona. Vene-
ris, or crown of Venus, a syphilitic eruption of reddish
papules, occurring chiefly on the forehead and temples.

—

Crystals of Venus. See crfistal.— Fresh-water ve-
nuses, the CorWcwZit/*.— Mark of Venus, in palmistry.
Seetnar^l.— Mount of Venus, in j«timi«(ny. See7/*(rtmtl,

5 {g).—Ring of Venus, in palmistry. See ringi.—Venus
accroupie (crouching), in art, a type in which the god-
dess is represented as undraped, and crouching close down
U> the ground, as if in the bath. The most admired ex-
ample is in the Museo Pio Clementino in the Vatican.—
Venus Anadyomene (marine Venus, or V^enus of the
Sea), Venus represented as bom or rising from the foam
of the sea. In art the type has marine attributes, as the
dolphin, and is represented undraped. The Venus of
Medici is an example.—Venus Callipyge or KallipygOS,
a type wrongly attributed to Venus, the subject represent-
ed being essentially mortal. One of the best-known stat-

ues of this type is in the Museum at Naples.— Venus
Genetrix, in art, etc., Venus as the goddess of fecundity.
The tyj»e presents the goddess undraped, partially draped,
or clad in a diaphanous Ionic tunic, with one hand raising
the drapery toward her face from the shoulder accoiding to
the conventional Greek gesture of marriage^ and with the
other extending an apple,— VenuS of Cnidus, the un-
draped type of Venus created by Praxiteles, and dedicated
in the temple in Cnidus, paralleled with the draped type of
the same mast«r, that of Cos. According to tradition, the
beautiful Phryne was the model for this statue. The most
instructive copies accessible are one in the Vatican (as
exhibited, partly masked by painted drapery of tin), and
one in the Glyi>tothek at Munich. The Venus of Medici
is generally held to be a free copy of this type. See cut
under Aphrodite.— YenVLB Of the rOCk, in conch., a bor-
ing bivalve mollusk of the genus Venerupis. See cut un-
der ren«rupi8.— Venus omnlhus, the Greek Aphrodite
Pandemos, Venus as the patroness of unlawful love.—
Venus's basin or bath, a name given to common teazel,

the leaves of which collect water.—Venus's basket, Ve-
nus's flower-basket.—Venus's ear. See carl, and cuts
under abalone and sea-ear.— VenUB'S fan, a kind of fan-
coral or sea-fan ; a large, flat, flabellate alcyonarian polyp
of the family Gorgoniidse, as lihipidogorgia Jiabelluin.

See cuts under Alcyonaria, coral, and lihipidogorgia.—
Venus's flower-basket, a beautiful glass-sponge of the
genus Euplectclla, as E. aspergillum or a similar species.
See cut under Euplectella.— Venus'S flV-tTap. See JHo-
ixsea.— Venus's girdle, Cestuin veneris, a t«eniate cte-

nophoran. See Cestum. and Teeniata.—VenUS'S golden
apple, a rutaceous shrub or small tree, Atalantia tno-

nophylla, of India. It bears a golden-yellow fruit of the
size of a nutmeg, resembling a lime.— Venus's hair, a
delicate little fern, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris : so called
from the blackish, shining capillary branches of the rachis.
It has ovate-lanceolate bipinnate fronds, or the upper part
simply pinnate, with pinnules and upper pinnai wedge-
shaped or rhomboid, long-stalked, theuppermargui round-
ed, and more or less incised or crenate. It is coeniopolitan
in distribution.- Venus's halr-stones, Venus's pen-
cils, fanciful names applied to rock-crystals inclosing
slender hair-like or needle-like crystals of hornblende,
asbestos, oxid of iron, rutile, oxid of manganese, etc.

—

Venus's looking-glass, a plant of the ^enus Spectdaria^
primarily S. Speculum.—Venus'S pencils. See Venus'$
Aa(V-8(one«.—Venus'S-shell. (a) One of many different
bivalve mollusks which suggest the vulva, of the family
Veneridflp, as Cytherea dione. and various others. Numer-
ous genera of such lamellibranchs are named from the
same appearance. See cuts under Cytherea, Venerupis,
and Venus, (b) One of various Cyprteidie or cowries, (c)

Venus's-comb ; a murex. (d)Venus's-slipper. (l)Ahetero-
pod, the glass-nautilus. See cut under Carinaria. (2) A
pteropodof the family Cymbuliidse. See cut under (V*"^-
mm.— Venus's sumac, ^ee sumac, and cut under «m>A-«-

tree.-Vemxa Urania, or Celestial Venus, Venus as the
goddess of divine love, or of love in its abstract and spirit-

ual phase. She is a goddess of noble and majestic type,
akin to that of Venus Victrix, and approaching the concep-
tion of Juno.—Venus Victrix, Venn s victorious, or in the
character of a goddess of victory. This type appears as-

sociated with the war-god Mars, and is illustrated notably
on Roman imperial coins. The goddess is represented
with arms and otherattributesof war.—Venus with the
Apple. See Ve7ius Genetrix.— Warty venUS, a bivalve
mollusk, Venxis verrucosa. The valves have concentric
ridges opening backward, and toward the sides or ends
becoming coarser and forming knot** or tubercles (whence
the name). These are diversified by fine ribs or furrows
radiating from the beaks. The mollusk is common along
the European coasts, and chiefly affects rocky bottoms
about low-water mark, but is also found on sand-banks.
It is extensively used as food, and has been made the ob-
ject of a special culture in France.

Venusidae (ve-nu'si-de), n, pi. [NL., irreg. <

J'cnus + -idse.] Same as Veneridse.

Venus's-comb (ve'nus-ez-kom), «. 1. The
phiiit Scandix Pecten. Also called lody\s-comb,

shephenVs-needle, and needle chervil.— 2. The
tliorny woodcock, Murex tribulus or M. tenui-

spina, a beautiful and delicate shell with long
slender spines, found in the Indian Ocean. See
cut uuder murex*
Venus's-navelwort (ve'nus-ez-na'^vel-w^rt), n.

See naveUvort.

Venus's-needlef (ve'nus-ez-ne^dl), h. Same as
i'enus\^-eonib, 1.

Venus's-pride (ve'nus-ez-prid), n. The bluet,
Honstonia cserulea, otherwise called innocence,
Quaker ladies, Quaker bonnets, etc.

Venus*s-shoe (ve'nus-ez-sho), n. Same as Ve-
nus''s~slippfr, 2.



Venus's-slipper

Venus's-Slipper (ve'nus-ez-slip''6r), n. 1. See
rtiiii/i's-slieU (rf) (under Venits) and slipper^.—
2. Any plant of the genus Cypripedium.

venustt (vf-nusf), a. [< L. venustus, charm-
ing, agreeable. < Venus, the goddess of love
and beauty: see Vemis.'\ Beautiful; amiable.
As the infancy of Rome was venust, so was its manhood

nobly strenuous.
Waterhouse, Com. on Fortescue, p. 187. (Latham.)

vert, ". [< ME. vei; veer, vere, < OF. ver, < L
vei; spring, Gr. lap, r/p, spring. Cf. vernal.'}

spring.
Averil, whan clothed is the mede

With new grene, of lusty Veer the prime.
Chaucer, Troilus, i..l87.

veracious (ve-ra'slius), a. [< L. verax (verac-),
speaking truly, truthful, < verus, true, real

:

see very.] 1. Truthful; habitually disposed to
speak truth ; observant of truth.

The Spirit is most perfectly and absolutely veraeiam.

See the
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crystallizes in short white transparent prisms, which are seat, seated; pUe, paed.—Stromt weak vfirhsoluble ni water and alcohol, and forms crystallizable salts adjectives

owroms, weaic verD.

with the alkalis, which are called Berafrofeg. Ithassome- verbal rver'ba 11 n nyirl « r<' TJ" ,.^«.A„; a„ t>
tmies been called cevadic, cevadillu:, or sabadillic add. .®"„li ?f .fill": "^A x " l< F. ier6a?= Sp. Pg.

veratrine (ve-ra'trin), n., . ,, -. [< Veratr{um) +
iHc2.] An alkaloid, or a mixture of alkaloids,
derived from several species of Veratrum and
trom cevadlUa. it is an exceedingly poisonous sub-
stance, used chiefly in medicine, in the form of ointment,
as an application for the relief of neuralgia.— Oleate of
veratrine. See oleate.

The veratrize (vf-ra'tnz), v. t; pret. and pp. vera-
tri^ed, ppr. veratrizing. [< veratr{ine) + '?.^e.]

To give veratrine to in sufficient dose to pro-
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''"°® '*^ physiological efifeets; poison with ve-
ratrine: a procedure employed sometimes in
physiological e.xperiments upon animals.
veratroidine (ver-a-troi'din), n. [< rcratr(um)
+ -Did + -iHt-a.] An alkaloid, supposed to be
identical with rubijervine, obtained from Vera-
trumviride.

Barrow, Sermons, U. xxxiv. (Latham.) Veratnim (ve-ra'trum), n. [NL. (Toumefort
2. Characterized by truth; true; not false: as,
a veracioiis account or narrative.

The young ardent soul that enters on this world with
heroic purpose, with i»ractoi« insight, . . . will And [It] a
very mad one. Carlyle, Sterling, v.

veraciously (vf-ra'shus-U), adv. In a veracious
manner; truthfully.

Teracity (ve-ras'i-ti), n. [< OF. veracitie, F.
veracite = Sp. vefacidad = Pg. veracidade = It.

veracitd, < ML. veracita{t-)s, truthfulness, < L.
verax {verac-), truthful: see veracious.] 1. The
fact or character of being veracious or true.
Specifically— (o) Habitual regard to or observance of
truth ; truthfulness ; truth : as, a man of veracity.

Let veracity be thy virtue, in words, manners, and ac-
tions. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 20.

Another form of virtue which usually increases with
civilisation is veracittj, a term which must be regarded
as including something more than the simple avoidance
of direct falsehood. Leclcy, Europ. Morals, I. 143.

(6) Consistency with truth ; agreement with actual fact

:

as, the veracity of the senses.

In narratives, where historical veracity has no place, I
cannot discover why there should not be exhibited the
most perfect idea of virtue. Johnton, Rambler, No. 4.

That enthusiasm for truth, that fanaticism of veracity,
which is a greater poBaesaion than much learning ; a no-
bler gift than the power of increasing Itnowledge.

lluxley. Universities.

2. That which is true ; that in wliich truth in-
heres; also, abstract truth.—Principle ofveraci-
ty, (o) The proposition that man has a natural inclination
or propensity t<iward speaking the truth. (6) The propo-
sition that God's veracity requires us to accept without
doubt a given wide spread belief. This was urged by the
English riatonists and others, (c) The proposition that
innate lieliefs must be accepted on account of tlie veracity
of consciousness.—Veracity Of consciousness, the con-
formity of natural beliefs to the truth.

veranda (ve-ran'dji), «. [Also rerandali, former-
ly also vuranda, voranda, feranda, feeraiidah ;
cf. F. veranda = Sw. Dan. veranda (< E.); <
Hind, varandd, Beng. bdrdndd, Malay baraiida,
late Skt. varanda, a veranda, portico ; supposed
by some to be derived from Pers. bardmadah, a
porch, terrace, balcony (< hardmadan, ascend,
< bar, up, -I- dmadan, come, arrive), but perhaps
from the similar OPg. and OSp. terms (which
are found too early to be derived from the Hind,
word), namely OPg. varanda ( 1498), OSp. varan-
da (ISO.i), a balcony, railing (Yule), 'Tailes to
leane the brest on" (Percival; so Minsheu), <
vara, a rod, < L. vara, a rod, stick: see t'arcl.] ^-_-
An open portico, or a light gallery attached ^f^K^„
to the exterior of a building, with a roof sup-
ported on pillars, and a balustrade or railing,
ajid sometimes partly inclosed in front with lat-
ticework. By a popular but erroneous usage,
often called pia:za m the United States.

Veratralbine(ver-a-trarbin),«. [< Veratr(um)
+ alb(um) + -ine^.] An alkaloid obtained from
Vcnitrum album.

veratrate (ve-ra'trat), n. [< veratr{ic)
-atfi.] In chhn., a salt of veratric acid.

Veratreae (ve-ra'tre-e), n.pl. [NL. (Salisbury,
1812), < Veratrum + -ex.] A tribe of liliaceous,
sometimes bulbous, plants, characterized by a
tall leafy stem, or with most of the leaves radi-
cal, and by panicled or racemed and chiefly
polygamous flowers with confluent and finally
orbicular-peltate anther-cells. The 3.3 species are
classed in « genera, of which Schaerwcatdon, Amianthium,
.1

"'""""' *'"* ^}lff'"lenug are confined to America ; the
others, Utenanthium and Veratrum (the type), occur also
In the north of the Old World. They bear purple, green-
ish, or white fiowers, followed by septicidal capsules.

veratric (ve-ni'trik), a. [< Vcratr(um) + -ic]
Of or pertaining to veratrine or the genus Ve-
ratrum—Veratric acid, C9H10O4, the acid with which
veratrine exists combined in Schtetwcaulon ojgicinale. It

1700; earlier by Lobel,l,'i76),<L.wra«>-M»«,helle
bore.] A genus of liliaceous plants, type of the
tribe Veratrese. It is characterized by stems clad with
numerous broad plicate leaves contracted into a sheathing
base. There are 9 species, four of which are natives of
Europe and Siberia, the others of North America. They
are tall, erect, robust perennials, growing from a thick
rootetock with somewhat fleshy fascicled root-fibere. The
flowers are purplish, green, or white, very abundant, in a
terminal panicle, and fol-
lowed by erect or reflexed
capsules separated into three
carpels. The species are
known in general as while
hellebore, especially V. album
and V. niyrum of Europe,
and V. viride of North Amer-
ica, species respectively with
whitish, blackish, and green
flowers ; their rootstocks are
powerfully emetic and ca-
thartic, and are collected in
quantities for medicinal use— V. album in Germany, and
V. viride in North Carolina.
Both are very acrid , occasion -

ing excessive irritation of
the digestive tract. V. album
has also been known as ling-
wort, and, from its effect as
an errhine, as »neezewort ; it

is chiefly subalpine, and oc-
curs from Europe to Japan

;

its roots furnish the alka-
loids veratrine, jervine, rubi-
jervine, and others, also ce-
vadic acid. A poisonous
gniy powder prepared from
it is used to destroy cater-
pillars; the fresh leaves are,
llowever, freely eaten by
slugs and snails. V. viride,
the principal American spe-
cies, known also as Indian
poke, and locally usilchu-eed,
hwjbane.and earth-yall,wii\e-
ly distributed in and near mountain regions from Georgia
into Canada and from Oregon to Sitka, is a coarse herb
from 3 to 7 feet high, with numerous conspicuously ribbed
and plaited ample leaves, which are ovate, pointed, and
clasping. The whole plant is a nearly uniform deep green,
including the conspicuous flowers, which form a pyramidal
inflorescence sometimes over a foot long. Its thick, fleshy
rootstock is sharp and bitter in taste, was used as an emetic
by the Indians, and is also now in local use as a cardiac,
and in fevers as a sedative. Many other species have con-
spicuous and peculiar flowers : they are green in V. parvi-
/olitnn of North Carolina, greenish-purple in V. Woodii
(the Indiana pokeweed), green and white in V. Cali/omi-
cum, dark-brown with the outside hoary in V. interme-
dium of Florida ; in V. jimbriatum, of the Mendocino
plains, they are fringed and spotted.

A Middle English form of very.

verb"(v^rb), n. [< F. verbe = Sp. Pg. It. verba,
< L. verbum, a word, language, a verb, = E.
won?, q. v.] If. A word ; a vocable.

That so it might appear, that the assistance of the
Spirit, promised to the church, was not a vain thing, or a
mere verb. South, Sermons, IX. v.

Flowering Plant of American
White Hellebore, or Indian Poke
iyeratrittn viride).

a, male flower ; *, perfect flower

;

c, capsule.

verbal = It. verbale, < LL. verbalis, consisting of
words, < L. verbum, a word, verb : see verb.] I.
a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or consisting in words!

Cicero the orator complained of .Socrates and his school
that he was the flrst that separated philosophy and rhet-
oric; whereupon rhetoric became an empty and verbal
*"• Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

It is obvious enough that, unless the lower animals have
some substitute for verbal symbols, as yet undiscovered
by us, they are incapable of general ideas and of any
mental processes involving these.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 16.

The future progress of our speech, it may be hoped,
will bring back to us many a verbal Rip Van Winkle.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xii.

2. Relating to or concerned with words only.
If slight and verbal differences in copies be a good ar-

gument against the genuineness of a writing, we have no
genuine writing of any ancient author at this day.

Abp. Sharp, Works, II. iii.

Of those scholars who have disdained to conflne them-
selves to verbal criticism few have been successful.

Macavlay, Athenian Orators.
A verbal dispute. Whately.

3. Expressed in spoken words; spoken; not
written; oral: as, a wr6ai contract ; sjerftaJ tes-
timony.

Made she no verbal question ? Shak., lear, iv. 3. 26.

4. Minutely exact in words ; attending to words
only; insistent about words.

I am much sorry. Sir,
You put me to forget a lady's manners.
By being so verbal. Shak., Cyrabeline, ii. 3. 111.

He 's grown too verbal ; this learning s a great witch.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

Neglect the rules each verbal critic lays.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 261.

5. Literal; having word answering to word;
word for word : as, a verbal translation.

All the neighbour caves, as seeming troubled,
Make verbal repetition of her moans.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 831.

6. Of or pertaining to a verb ; derived from a
verb and sharing in its senses and construc-
tions: as, a verbal noun.
A person is the special difference of a verbal number.

B. Jonson, English Grammar, i. 16.

In its attributive use, finally, the participle throws off
its verbal power and approximates an adjective, as in Ver-
nante silva caremus. Amer. Jour. PIdlol., X. 317.

Verbal amnesia, the loss of all knowledge of the rela-
tion between words and things ; complete aphasia.— Ver-
bal contract. See contract.

—

Verbal definition, a defl-
nition intended to state the precise meaning of a word or
phrase according to usage, but not to state the essential
characters of a form according to the nature of things.—
Verbal degradation. See degradalion, 1 (a).—Verbal
inspiration. See insinration, 3.—Verbal note, in diplo-
macy, an unsigned memorandum or note when an affair
has continued for a long time without any reply. It is de-
signed to show that the matter is not urgent, but that at
the same time it has not been overlooked. Encyc. Diet —
Verbal noun. See II. =Syn. 1-6. Verbal, Oral, Literal.
Verbal is much used for oral: as, a verbal message; and
sometimes for literal : as, a verbal translation. It is an old
and proper rule of rhetoric (Campbell, bk. 2, ch. ii., § 1,
canon 1) that, when of two words or phrases one is sus-
ceptible of two significations and the other of only one,
the latter, for the sake of avoiding obscurity, should be
preferred ; by this rule we should say an oral message,
oral tradition, a literal translation. Verbal nicety or criti-
cism is nicety or criticism about words.

II. «. In gram., a noun derived from a verb
and sharing in its senses and constructions ; a
verbal noun.
verbalism (v6r'bal-izm), n. [< verbal + -ism.]
Something expressed orally; a verbal remark
or expression,

verbalist (v6r'bal-ist), n. l<verbal + -ist.] One
wlio deals in words merely; one skilled in words

;

a literal adherent to or a minute critic of words

:

a literalist ; a verbarian.

2. Inirr«»}.,awordthata8sertsordeelares; that Verbality (vfer-bal'j-ti), n. [< verbal + -ity.J
part of speech of which the office is predication, The state or quality of being verbal ; bare lit-

.^. andwhich,eitheraloneorwithvariousmodifiers eral expression. Sir 2'. Browne.
or adjuncts, combines with a subject to make a Verbalization (vfer'^bal-i-za'shon), n. [< ver-

sentence. Predication is the essential function of a verb,
and this function is all that makes a verb ; that distinc-
tions of tense and mode and person should be involved in
a verb-fonn, as is the case in the languages of our family
and in some other languages, is unessential, and those
distinctions may be and are sometimes wanting. Infini-
tives and participles are not verbs, but only verbal nouns
and adjectives, sharing In the constructions that belong

balize + -ation.] The act of verbalizing, or
the state of being verbalized. Also spelled
verbalisation.

The verbalization, if I may so express it, of a noun'ia
now a diflicult matter, and we shrink from the employ-
ment even of well-authorized old nominal verbs.

Q. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xiv.
"

Auxiliary, contract,
deponent verb. .See the adjectives.— Irregular verb,
a verli not regular; in English Including not only cases
like trinii, nan;/, sunij (usually called strong verbs), but such
&s lead, led ; put, put; work,wrought.—Liquid, personal,
reflexive verb. See the adjectives.- Regular verb, a
verb inflected after the most usual model : in English, by
addition of -ed or -d in preterit and past participle : as,

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., viii.

II. intrans. To use many words ; be verbose
or diffuse.

Also spelled verbalise.

verbally (v6r'bal-i), adv. In a verbal manner.
(a) In words spoken ; by words uttered ; orally.



verbally

Verbally to deny it. Smith.

(6) Word for word : as, to translate verbally. («) like a
verb ; as or in tlie manner of a verb.

The verbally used [3cytliian] fomis are rather but one
stepremovetl from nouns used predicatively, with subjec-
tive or possessive pronominal elements appended.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang.
, p. 233.

verbarian (ver-ba'ri-an), n. and a. [< L. ver-
biim. word, + -arian.'i' I. n. A word-coiner; a
verbalist.

In "The Doctor" Southey gives himself free scope as
a verbarian, much after the way of Kabelais, Thomas Nash,
Taylor the Water-poet, or Feltham.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 21, note 2.

II. ((. Of or pertaining to words; verbal.
verbariuin (ver-ba'ri-tim), H. [Nil., < L. vcr-
buw, word: see verb.'\ A game played with
the letters of the alphabet, (o) A game in which
the player strives to make out a word when all the let-
ters that compose it are giyen to him indiscriminately.
(6) A game in which the player tries to form from the
letters that compose a long word as many other words as
possible.

Verbasceae (ver-bas'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (G. Don,
1835), < Verbascum 4- -ese.] A tribe of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Scrophularineie
and series Pseudosolaneee. it is characterized by
flowers in terminal spikes or racemes, having a wheel-
shaped or rarely concave corolla with five broad lobes, of
which the two upper are exterior. It includes the 3 gen-
era Staurophraynia, CelHa, and Verbascum.

Verbascum (ver-bas'kum), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700; earlier in Brunfels, 1530), < L. ver-

bascum, muUen.] A genus of plants, type of
the tribe Verbasceee in the order Scroplmlari-
nese. it is distinguished from the other genera of its
tribe by its five perfect stamens. About 140 species have
been described, many of them hybrids or varieties: only
100, or a few more, are now admitted. They are natives
bt Europe, North Africa, and western and central Asia.

6726
and slender, sometimes corymbed or panicled. About
14 species are natives of the United States, mostly weedy
and small-flowered; R of these occur within the north-
eastern States, of which the principal are V. haslata, the
blue, and r. urticec/olia, the white vervain, tall plants
with long panicled or clustered spikes. For V. offlciim-
lis, the chief introduced
species, see vervain, herb
0/ the cross (under herb),

pigeon's-grass, simpler's-
joy, and cut under lacini-
ate. Four southwestern
species produce large
showy pink or pui-plish
flower-clusters, which
elongate into spikes in
fruit; among these V.
bipinnatifida ( V. vion-
tana) and V. AuMetia are
sometimes cultivated.
The latter is a creeping
and spreading perennial
with incised leaves, pa-
rent of many garden hy-
l)rids; it occurs in open
places from Florida to Il-

linois, Arkansas, and Mex-
ico, in nature with rose-
colored, purple, or lilac
flowers. The numerous
cultivated verbenas, very
popular in the United
States from their brilliant
and continuous bloom
and from their growth in
masses, are largely de-
rived from the South
American species V. chainadri/olia, V. phlorjifolia, V. teu-
crioides, and V. crinoides, in nature respectively scarlet,
rose-colored, white, and lilac-purple. In cultivation they
include all colors except yellow and pure blue ; many are
striped ; and the best have a distinct eye, or bright central
spot. Several species are also verj' fragrant, especially V.
teucrioides. V. venosa is more often cultivated in England.
2. [/. c] A plant of this genus—Lemon-sceated
verbena. Same as lemon-verbena.

yerbetta Aubletia.

They are herbs, usually biennial, more or less clad in tioc- VerbenaceSB (vfr-be-na'se-e), 11. pi. [NL. (Jus-
sieu, 1806), <. Verbena + -aceae.^ An order of
gamopetalous plants, of the series Bicarpellatx
and cohort Lamiales. it is characterized by an infe-
rior radicle, usually opposite leaves, and irregular bisexu-
al flowers, and is particularly distinguished from the near-
ly related order Labiatce by an entire ovary and a fruit with
either two or four nutlets. It includes about 740 species,
belonging to 65 genera, classed in 8 tribes, of which the
types are Phryma, StUbe, Ctoanthes, Verbena, Vitex, Ca-
ryopleris, Symphorema, and Avicennia. They are either
herbs, shrubs, or trees. Their leaves are usually opposite
or whorled, entire, toothed, or incised, and without stip-
ules. The inflorescence is a spike, raceme, panicle, or
cyme, either simple or compound. The corolla is usually
small, commonly with a distinct tube which is often in-
curved, flve or frequently four imbricate flat-spreading
lobes, and four didynamous stamens ; some genera pro-
duce only two stamens ora two-lipped corolla with oneor
more lobes enlarged or erect. The ovary contains at first

one, soon two, and at length commonly four cells, each
cell usually with one ovule ; in fruit it becomes more or
less drupaceous, with a juicy, fleshy, or dry exocarp, and
an indurated endocarp, which is indehiscent, or breaks
into two or four nutlets, or rarely more. They are rare in
the north temperate zone, common in the tropics and in
temperate parts of South America. They are herbaceous
in colder regions, becoming shrubby in the tropics, or
even very large trees, as the teak. The fruit is sometimes
edible, as in species of Lantana and Premna, but is more
often acrid. Their properties are sometimes aromatic.
Many are of medicinal repute, as species of Callicarpa,
Congea, and Cterodendron. (Compare Stachytarpheta and
Vitex.) Many genera are cultivated for ornament, as Ver-
hena, Lantana, and Clerodendron, or for the colored fruit,
as Callicarpa. Only 4 genera are native within the United
States— Lippia, Callicarpa, Phrmna, and Verbena.

cose wool, commonly tall and erect, rarely low and branch-
ing or spiny. The soft alternate leaves vary from entire
to pinnatifld. The flowers are yellow, purplish, red, or
rarely white, solitary or clustered in the axils of bracts,
and disposed in terminal spikes or racemes, less often in
panicles. The fruit is a twovalved capsule, globular, egg-
shaped, or flattened. The stem-leaves are sessile and often
decurrent, the radical leaves (frequently very large), coarse
and conspicuous. The leaves of V. Thapsus, the common
muUen, are mucilaginous and somewhat bitter, are used
as emollient applications to tumors, and are the source of
several popular remedies. (See mtdlen, with cut.) Four
species are naturalized in the United States; 6 are na-
tives of Great Britain, and about 50 others of continental
Europe. V. Lychnitis and V. pulverulentum, the white
muUens of England and other parts of Europe, produce
stiff branching panicles of yellow flowers with white-
bearded fllaments ; they are covered with a white pow-
dery down which readily rubs off. About a dozen yellow-
flowered species are thought worthy of cultivation for
ornament, among which V. Chaixi is remarkable for its
tall stem. 10 feet high, with large green leaves, and enor-
mous branching panicles of yellow flowers with purplish
fllaments. Y. phoeniceum, from southern Europe, is pecu-
liar in its large spike of showy violet flowers.

verbatim (ver-ba'tim), adv. [< ML. verbatim,
word for word, < L. verbum, word: see verb.'l

1. Word for word; in exactly the same words:
sometimes extended into the phrase verbatim,
literatim, et puiictatim, word for word, letter for
letter, and point for point, as in the most exact
transcription, in bibliography, etc.

Antonius, in a letter which is recited verbatim in one
of Cicero's Philippics, called him [Decinms Brutus] "vene-
flca," witch— as if he had enchanted Cssar.

Bacon, Friendship (ed. 1887). Verbenaceous (v6r-be-na'shius), a. Pertaining
And this I have set downe almost tierftadm from the re- *" °'" having the characters of the Verbenaeeie.

port of the aforesaid Ambrose Earle of Warwicke that Verbena-oil (ver-be'na-oil), n. Same as Indian
now is, who was present at that action, and had his horse
also wounded under him with two or three arrowes.

Sir J. Smyth, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 5«.

2t. By word of mouth ; orally; verbally.

Think not, although in writing I preferr'd
The manner of thy vile outrageous crimes,
That therefore I have forged, or am not able
Verbatim to rehearse the method of my pen.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 13.

Verbena (v6r-be'na), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700; earlier in Brunfels, 1530), < L. verbena,
usu. in pi . verbena, foliage, leaves, branches used
in sacred rites, also plants used as cooling
remedies: see vervain."] 1. A genus of plants,
type of the order Verbenacex and tribe Verbe-
neee. it is characterized by flowers sessile in an elongated

melissa-oil (which see, under melissa-oil).

verbena'tet (ver'be-nat), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
verbenated, ppr. vc'rbenating. [< L. verbenatim,
crowned with a garland of sacred boughs, <
t'erfefHa?, sacred boughs: see Verbena.'] To strew
or sanctify with saered boughs, according to a
custom of the ancients.
verbene (ver'ben), n. [< NL. Verbena, q. v.]
A plant of the order Verbenaeeie. Lindley.
Verbeneae (v^r-be'ne-e), n, pi. [NL. (Reich-
enbaeh, 1828), < Verbena -f- -ex.] A tribe of
plants, of the order Verbenacese. It is character-
ized by a centripetal and usually unbranched inflorescence,
a two- or four-celled ovary, and ovules usually erect from
the base. It includes 19 genera, of which Verbena is the
type.

or flattened spike, and by a dry fruit with four one-seeded verbera'tet (v6r'b6r-at), V. t. [< L. verberatus,
nutlets or cells Included within an unchanged tubular
calyx. There are about 80 species, mostly American.
One, V. ofici7uUis, is widely dispersed over warm and tem-
perate parts of the Old World ; another, V. Bonaritimn,
is naturalized in Afi-ica and Asia ; one only, V. supina, is

peculiar to the Old World, and occurs in the Mediterra-
nean region from the Canary Islands to western Asia;
another, V. macrostachya, is confined to Australia. They
are diffuse decumbent or erect summer-flowering herbs
(shnibby in a few South American species), commonly vil-

lous with uid>ranched hairs. Their leaves are usually
opposite, and incised or dissected ; their flowers are ses- i. .. ^.-l -/, v r-r-, i.
sile, and solitary in the axils of the narrow bracts of a ter- VerberatlOn (ver-be-ra shou), ». [= F. verbera-
minal spike. The spikes are compact and thick, or long tion = Sp. verberacion = Pg. verberagSo, < L.

pp. of verberare (> It. vcrberare = Pg. Sp. ver-
berar), lash, scourge, whip, beat, < verber, a
whip, rod. Ct. reverberate.] To beat; strike.

Bub. I have a great desire to be taught some of your
. . . brave words. . . .

Oorg. Yon shall be verberated, and reverberated.
Shirley, Love Tricks, iiL 5.

Bosom-quarrels that verberate and wound his soul.
Abp. Sancroft, Modern I'olicies, § 1.

verbosity

verberatio(n-), a beating, chastisement, < verbe-
rare. lash, whip, beat: see vei-berate.] 1. The
act of beating or striking; a percussion.
Riding or walking against great winds is a great exer-i

else, the effects of which are redness and inflammation ;

""

the effects of a soft press or verberation.

Arbuthnot, On Air.l

Distinguishing verberation, which was accompanied with j
pain, from pulsation, which was attended with none,

Blackst&ne, Com., III. viil

2. The impulse of a body which causes sound
Verbesina (ver-bf-si'nii), «. [NL. (Linn«iu
1737), altered frorn Verhena on account of a re
semblance in the leaves of the original species.",,

A genus of composite plants, of the tribe HelC-^
anttifridese, type of the subtribe Verbesinese. ittoj
characterized by small or middle-sized corymbose flowe
heads (sometimes large, solitary, and long-pedunclOL
with the rays fertile or larely lacking, and by achena
laterally compressed, distinctly two-winged, sonietimeu
ciliate, and usually awned by a pappus of two rigid or slen-
der bristles. There are about 66 species, natives of warm
parts of America, occurring from the Argentine Republic '

toM exico, and with 9 species in the southern United States
one yellow-Howered species, V. occidentalis, and perhajM
also the white-flowered V. Virginica, extending north
into Pennsylvania. A few species are naturalized in the
Old World. They are herbs or sometimes shrubby, a few
becoming small trees of about 20 feet in height, and are
known as crown-beard. Their leaves are usually toothed
and opposite, and the petioles decurrent. The flower-
heads are usually yellow; after blossoming, they are apt
to become ovoid or globose by the elevation of a conical
receptacle. V. encelioides of Texas, Arizona, and Mex-
ico, now widely dispersed through warm regions, is culti-
vated for its yellow flowers, sometimes under the name
of Ximenegia.

verbiage (v^r'bi-aj), ». [< F. verbiage, wordi-
ness, < L. verbum, word: see verb.] The use
of many words without necessity; superabun-
dance of words ; wordiness ; verbosity.

He evinced a constitutional determination to verbiage
unsurpassed, . . . and only those who knew him could pos-
sibly appreciate his affluence of rigmarole.

J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 98.

=Syn. ^Verbosity, etc. See pleonasm.

verbicide^ (ver'bi-sid), n. [< L. verbum, a word,
+ -eidium, a killing, < cssdere, kill.] The kill-

;

ing of a word, in a figurative sense
;
perversion

1

of a word from its proper meaning, as in pun- <

ning. [Rare and humorous.]
Homicide and verbicide— that is, violent treatment of i

word with fatal results to its legitimate meaning, whiii
is its life— are alike forbidden.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, L

verbicide^ (ver'bi-sid), n. [< L. verbum, a
word, -I- -cida, a killer, < csedere, kill.] One
who kills a word or words. [Rare and humor-
ous.]

These clownish verbicides have carried their antics to
the point of disgust.
if. C. Tyler, The Indei)endent (New York), May 2, 1867.

verbiculture (ver'bi-kul-tur), n. [< L. verbum, a
word, -(- cultura, cultivation : see cidture.] Tlxe
cultivation or production of words. [Rare.]

Our fathers . . . brought forth fruits which would not
have shamed the most deliberate verbiculture.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 289.

verbiflcation (ver''bi-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL.
verbificatio{n-), a talking, < Jj" verbum, a word,
+ facere, do, make.] The act or process of
verbifying. Trans. Amer. Fhilol. Ass., XV. 32,
App. [Rare.]

verbify (ver'bi-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. verbified,
ppr. verbifying. [< verb + -i-fy.] To makeinto
a verb ; use as a verb ; verbalize.

Nouns become verbified by the appending of inflectional
affixes, generally suffixes, and are inflected like verbs.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 27, App.

verbigeration (ver'bi-je-ra'shon), n. [< LL.
verbigere, talk, chat, dispute, < L. verbum, a
word, + gerere, bear about, carry.] In pafhol.,
the continual utterance of certain words or
phrases, repeated at short intervals, without
auv reference to their meaning.
verbose (ver-bos'), a. [= F. revbeux = Sp. Pg.
It. verboso, < L. verbosus, full o| words, prolix,
wordy, < verbum, word : see verb.] Abounding
in words ; using or containing more words than
are necessary

; prolix ; tedious bj' multiplicity
of words ; wordy : as, a verbose speaker ; a «;<)-

base argument.
They ought to be brief, and not too verbose in their way

of speaking. Ayliffe, Parergon.

= Syn. Wordy, diffuse. See pleotiasm.

verbosely (ver-bos'li), adv. In a verbose man-
ner; wordily; prolixly.

I hate long arguments verbosely spun.
Cowper, Epistle to J. Hill.

Verboseness(vfer-b6s'nes), «. Verbosity,
verbosity (ver-bos'i-ti), n. [< F. verbosiie =: Sp.
verbosidad = Pg. verbosidade = It. verbosity, <



verbosity

IiL. verbosii(i(t-)s, wordiness, < L. verbosus,

•wordy: see verbose.'] The state or character of

being verbose ; employment of a superabun-
dance of words ; the use of more words than are

necessary; wordiness; prolixity: said either

of a speaker or writer, or of what is said or

written.

He draweth out the thread of his verbosity finer than the
staple of his argument. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 18.

= SyiL Verbiage, etc. See pleoiiasni.

-verdt (verd), ». [Also (in def. 2) vert; < OF.
veril, vert, F. vert = Sp. Pg. It. verde, green,

greenness, verdure, < L. riride, green, green-

ness, verdure, pi. virklia, green plants, herbs, or

trees, neut. of virklis (> It. Sp. Pg. verde = OF.
verd, vert), green, < virere, be green, be fresh or

vigorous, bloom. From the L. viridis are also

ult. E. t/'erfl (in part identical with verd), ver-

dant, verderer, verdure, verdugo, virid, farthin-
gale, etc., and the first element of verdigris,

verditer, verjuice, etc.] 1. Green; green color;

greenness.

Then is there an old kinde of Rlthine called Vish layes,

deriued (as I haue redde) of this worde Verd whiche be-

tokeneth Greene, and Laye which betokeneth a Song, as

if you would say greene Songes.
Ooicoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse, § 14 (Steele Glas, etc.,

[ed. Arber).

2. The green trees and underwood of a forest:

same as vert.

verdancy (ver'dan-si), n. [< verdan(t) + -cy.]

1. The state or quality of being verdant; green-
ness. Hence— 2. Rawness; inexperience; lia-

bility to be deceived : as, the verdancy of youth.

"Verdant (ver'dant), a. [< OF. verdant (f), F.
verdoyani, becoming green, < L. viridan(t-)s,

ppr. of viridare, grow green, make green, < viri-

dis, green, < virere, be green: see verd.J 1.

Green ; fresh ; covered with growing plants or
grass: as, «errfan< fields ; a, verdant lawn.

The verdant gras my couch did goodly dight.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 13.

2. Green in knowledge; simple by reason of

inexperience ; inexperienced ; unsophisticated;
raw; green.

verd-antique (v6rd-an-tek'), n. [< OF. verd an-
tique, V.vert antique,' ancient green,'= It. verde

antico : see vert and antique^ An ornamen-
tal stone which has long been used and highly
prized, having been well known to the ancient
Romans. It consists of serpentine, forming a kind of

breccia, mingled or interveined with a much lighter ma-
terial, usuiUlycalcite, but sometimes magnesite or steatite,

and sometimes a lighter-colored serpentine, the whole
forming, when jwlished, an extremely beautiful material
for constructive purposes or for interior decoration. Ser-

pentines of various kinds and of different shades of color
were obtained from Italian quarries, and also from those
of Greece and Egypt, and were calle<i by various names,
according to the region from which they came : thus, verde
di Prato, verde di Geneva, verde di Pegli, etc. The verde di

Prato, quarried near Florence, has been extensively used in

various important buildings in that city, as in the cathedral
and the campanile of Giotto, as well as in the church of

Sta. Maria Novella. Serpentine of the verd-antique type
has also been quarried and used in various other regions,
as in Cornwall ; in the counties of Galway, Donegal, and
Sligo in Ireland ; in Banffshire, Scotland ; and in Vermont
and Connecticut in the United States. The objections to
its use in outdoor construction are that, as a general rule,

it does not stand the weather well, and that it is not
easily obtained in large blocks sufficiently free from flaws

to justify their use. Also called ophicalcHe.

The hills of Antioch are part of them of a crumbling
stone, like verd antimie.

Pococke, Description of the East, 11. i. 193.

verdantly (v^r'dant-li), adv. In a verdant
manner, {a) Freshly ; flourishingly. (6) After the man-
ner of a person green or simple through inexperience.
[Collo<i.l

Terdantness (vfer'dant-nes), n. The character
or state of being verdant, in any sense.

verdea (ver-da'ii), n. [< It. verdea (F. verdee),

name of a variety of grape and of wine made
from it, < verde, green: see verd, rcr^l.] 1. A
white grape from which wine is made in Italy.— 2. A wine made from this gi'ape, or in part
from it, produced in the neigliborhood of Ar-
cetri, near Florence.
verde antico. Same as verd-antique.

verde di Corsica. See gabbro.
verdee (ver-dil'), a. In her., same as verdoy.

verdert (ver'der), n. Same as verdure, 3.

verderer, verderor (v6r'd6r-er, -or), n. [For-
merly also verdour (the second -«r being super-
fluous, as in poulterer, fruiterer, etc.), < OF. ver-

dier, < ML. riridarins, one in charge of the trees
and underwood of the forest, < LL. firirfe, green-
ness, pi. green plants : see verd^, vert.] In Eng.
forest law, a judicial officer in the royal forests,

whose peculiar charge was to take care of the
vert—that is, the trees and underwood of the
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forest— and to keep the assizes, as well as to
view, receive, and enroll attachments and pre-
sentments of all manner of trespasses.

_
They [the freeholders] were the men who served on ju-

ries, who chose the coroner and the verderer.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 480.

verdict (ver'dikt), 11. [Formerly also verdit; <

ME. verdit, verdite, verdoit, voirdit, < OF. verdit,

verdict, < ML. veredictxim, a verdict, lit. ' a true
saying or report

'
; orig. two words, vere dictum

:

vere, truly; dictum, neut. of dictiis, pp. of dicere,

say: see diction.] 1. In law, the answer of a
jury given to the court concerning any matter
of fact in any cause, civil or criminal, committed
to their trial and examination. In criminal causes
the usual verdict is "guilty " or "not guilty "

; in Scotland
it may be '* not proven." In civil causes it is a verdict for
the plaintiff or for the defendant, according to the fact.

These are called general verdicts. In some civil causes,
when there is a doubt as to how the law ought to be
applied to the facts, a special verdict is given finding and
stating specific facts, and leaving the court to draw the
proper conclusion. See jury.

He tolde me that he seide to the jurores whiche have
sealed her verdite : " Seris, I wot well this verdite after my
makyng is not effectuel in lawe, and therefore may happe
it shall be makid newe at London." Paston Letters, I. 64.

My soul, . . . thy doubt-depending cause
Can ne'er expect one verdict 'twixt two laws.

Quartes, Emblems, iv. Epig. 1.

2. Decision; judgment; opinion pronounced:
as, the verdict of the public.

Bad him seye his verdit as him leste.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. toC. T., 1. 787.

Nor caring how slightly they put off the verdit of holy
Text unsalv'd. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

We will review the deeds of our fathers, and pass that
just verdict on them we expect from posterity on our own.

Einerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

Open verdict, a verdict upon an inquest which flndf that
a crime has been committed, but does not specify the
criminal, or which finds that a sudden or violent death
has occurred, but does not find the cause proved.— Par-
tial verdict. SeeportfaJ.— Privy verdict. See privy.
— Sealed verdict, a verdict reduced to writing and
sealed up for delivery to the court: a method sometimes
allowed, to avoid detaining the jury, after they have
reached an agreement, until the next session of the court.
— Special verdict, a verdict in which the jury find the
facts and state them as proved, but leave the conclusion
to be drawn from the facts to be determined by the court
according as the law applicable thereto may require.
= SyH. 1. Decree, Judtpnent, etc. See decision.

verdigris (ver'di-gres), ». [Formerly also vcr-

digrease (prob. often associated with E. grease,

as also with ambergris) ; < ME. verdegrese, verde-
grece, rerdegrees, verdgrese, verte grece, verte

grez, < OF. verd de gris, " verdigrease, a Spanish
greene" (Cotgrave), also vert de gris, F. vert-de-

gris (the ME. form verte grece glossed by ML.
viride Ch-ecutn, lit. 'Greek green'): OF. verd,

vert (<Mh.viride), green; de, of; Gm, Greeks,
pi. of Gri, < L. Greecus, Greek: see Greek
and Grew^. For the name ' Greek green,' cf

.

MH6. griienspan, spangriien, G. griinspan, Sw.
spanskgrona, spanskgront, Dan. spanskgrimt, D.
«paan«cA-fliroeH, verdigris, < ML. viride Hispanum
(also viride Hispanicum), 'Spanish green.' The
F. vert de gris has been erroneously explained
as ' green of gray ' (gris, gray : see grise^) ; the
form verte grez as possibly for vert aigret, green
produced by acid (vinegar: see eager^ and vine-

gar) ; also as ' green grit ' (grez, grit : see grit^)

;

or as substituted for another term for uerdi-

</ri.s, namely OF. t'erderis,< ML. »j>idea?m, verdi-
gris, lit. 'green of copper' (eeris, gen. of ses, cop-
per or bronze). Cf. OF. verdet, verdigris, dim. of

verd, green. J A substance obtained lay exposing
plates of copper to the air in contact with ace-

tie acid, and much used as a pigment, as a mor-
dant in dyeing wool black, in calico-printing,

and in gilding, in several processes in the chem-
ical arts, and in medicine. Verdigris, like all the
compounds into which copper enters, is poisonous; and
it is very apt to form on the surface of copper utensils,

owing to the action of vegetable juices. It is, chemically,

a crystalline salt known as the basic acetate of copper. It

ranges in hue from green to greenish-blue, according to

the proportions of acetic acid and copper contained. As
a pigment it is fairly permanent, but has little body, and
is generally used only as a glazing color.

Bole armoniak, verdegrees, boras.

Cfiaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 237.

Distilled verdigris, a neutral acetate of copper, obtained
by dissolving common verdigris in hot acetic acid, and
allowing the salt to crystallize out of the cooled solution.

It forms dark-green crystals.

verdigris (ver'di-gres), V. t. [< verdigris, re.]

To cause to be coated with verdigris ; cover or

coat with verdigris. Hawthorne.

verdigris-green (v6r'di-gres-gren), n. A bright,

very bluish green.

verdin (ver'din), n. [< F. verdin, yellowham-
mcr (= Sp. verdino, bright-green), < vei-d, vert,

green: see verd.] The gold tit, or yellow-

veretilliform

headed titmouse, Auriparus flavicejys, inhabit-
ing parts of Arizona, California, and south-
ward. It is ii inches long, of a grayish color
with bright-yellow head. See tit^ and titmouse.

verdingalet, verdingalt, «. Same as farthin-
gale.

verditt, verditet, «. Obsolete forms of ver-
dict,

verditer (v6r'di-ter), n. [< OF. verd de ierre,

earth-green: verd, green; de, of; terre, earth.]
A name applied to two pigments, one green,
the other blue, prepared by decomposing cop-
per nitrate with chalk or quicklime. See green'^

and blue.

verdituret, "• An erroneous form of verditer.

Feachnm.
verdjuicet, "• An old spelling of verjuice.

verdoy (ver'doi), a. [< OF. verdoyer, become
green, put out leaves, < verd, green : see verd.]

In her., charged with leaves, branches, or other
vegetable forms: especially noting a border.
Also verdee.

verdun (vfer-dun'), n. [< Verdun, a town in

France.] A long straight sword with a narrow
blade, used in the sixteenth century: a vari-

ety of the rapier of that period, carried rather
in civil life than in war. The blade was 3 feet 6 inches
or more in length. This weapon was considered as espe-

cially suitable for the duel.

verdure (ver'dur), n. [< ME. verdure, < OF. ver-

dure, F. verdure (= Sp. Pg. It. verdura), < verd,

vert, <. li. viridis, green: see verd.] 1. Green-
ness; specifically, the fresh green of vegeta-
tion; also, green vegetation itself: as, the ver-

dure of spring.

Alle his vesture uerayly wat§ clene verdure,
Bothe the barres of his belt & other blythe stones.

That were richely rayled in his aray clene.
Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 161.

Innepee she lepte the fenestre vppon,
Aboue beheld she uerdures flouresshing.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3823.

Plants of eternal verdure only grew
Upon that virgin soil.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 196.

Bleak winter files, new verdure clothes the plain.

Coivper, tr. of Milton's Latin Elegies, v.

Hence— 2. Freshness in general.

Whatsoever I should write now, of any passages of these
days, would lose the verdure before the letter came to you.

Donne, Letters, lix.

3. In decorative art, tapestry of which foliage
or leafage on a large sea^e, scenery with trees,

or the like, is the chief subject. Also tapis de
verdure.

A counterpaynt of verder. . . . iije gret kerpettes for
tables ii . . . of fyne arres and the other of verder.

Dame Agnes Hunger/ord's Inventory, temp. Henry VIII.
[(Archffiologia, XXXVIII. 364).

verdure (ver'dur), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. verdured,

ppr. verduring. [< verdure, n.] To cover with
or as with verdure : as, " verdured bank," Par-
nell.

One small circular island, profusely verdured, reposed
upon the bosom of the stream. Poe, Tales, I. 363.

verdureless (ver'dnr-les), a. [< verdure +
-less.] Destitute of verdure ; barren.

verdurous (ver'dur-us), a. [< verdure + -ous.]

Covered with verdure ; clothed with the fresh
color of vegetation ; verdant : as, verdurous
pastures.

Yet higher than their tops
The verduro^is wall of Paradise up sprung.

Milton, P. I,., iv. 143.

Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways.
Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

verecundt (ver'e-kund), a. [= Pg. verecundo
= It. verecondo, < L. verecundus, modest, bash-
ful, < vereri, reverence, respect : see revere^.]

Bashful; modest.
verecundioust (ver-f-kun'di-us), a. [< L. vere-

cundia, modesty, bashfulness, < verecundus,
modest: seeverecund.] Modest; bashful; vere-
cund. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquise, p. 156.

verecundityt (ver-f-kun'di-ti), n. [< verecund
+ -ity.] The state or quality of being vere-

cund; bashfulness; modesty.
veretilleous (ver-e-til'ius), a. [< LL. veretil-

lum, dim. of L. veretrum, the penis: see Vere-

tillmn.] Rod-like; vii-gate; of or pertaining
to the Vereiillidie : as, a veretilleous pennatuloid
polyp.

Veretillidse (ver-e-til'i-de), n.pl. [NL..< Vere-

tillum -t- -idee.] A family of pennatuloid alcy-

onarian polyps, whose type genus is Veretilhim.

veretilliform (ver-e-til'i-f6rm), a. [< LL. vere-

tillmn (see veretilleous) + L. forma, form.]
Rod-like; veretilleous: specifically noting or-

dinary holothurians having a long, soft, sub-



veretilliform

eylindrical body covered throughout with ten-
tacxiliform suckers. See cut uuder trepang.
Veretillum (ver-e-til'um), n. [NL. (Cuvier),
< LL. leretilluiii, dim. of L. veretrum, the pe-
nis.] The tj-pieal genus of VereUlUdie, having
the upper portion of the colony short and club-
shaped, with the polj-pites clustered around
the circumference. V. cynomorium is an ex-
ample.

vergaloo, vergalleu (vfer'ga-is, -lu), n. Same
as finjoideii^c.

vergei (verj), ». [Formerly also virge; < F.
verge = Sp. Pg. It. verga, a rod, wand, mace,
ring, hoop, rood of land, < L. virga, a slender
branch, a twig, rod. From the L. virga are
also ult. E. verger^, virgate^, virgate^, etc.] 1.

A rod, or something in the form of a rod or
staff, carried as an emblem of authority or
ensign of ofBee; the mace of a bishop, dean,
or other functionary.

He has his whistle of command, seat of authority, and
virge to interpret, tipt with silver, sir.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. a
The silver verge, with decent pride,
Stuck underneath his cushion side.

Swift, To the Earl of Oxford, 1713.

2. A stick or wand with which persons are
admitted tenants, by holding it in the hand,
and swearing fealty to the lord. On this ac-
count such tenants are called tenants by the

verge.— 3. In arch.: (at) The shaft of a col-

umn ; a small ornamental shaft. (6) The edge
of the tiling projecting over the gable of a roof,
that on the horizontal part being called eaves.

Encyc. Brit., II. 475.-4. The spindle of the
balance-wheel of a watch, especially that of
the old vertical movement.— 5+. An accent-
mark.
The names ... are pronounced with th[e] accent, as

yowe may Icnow by the verge sette ouer the heddes of the
vowels, as in the name of the Ilande Matinin6, where tlie

accente is in the last vowell.
Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Boolcs on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 166).

6. A quantity of land, from 15 to 30 acres ; a
yard-land; a virgate. Wharton.— 7. The ex-
treme side or edge of anything; the brink;
edge; border; margin.

Nature in you stands on the very verge
Of her confine. Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 149.

ni . . . ding his spirit to the verge of Hell, that dares
divulge a lady's prejudice.

Marston, ^ntonio and Mellida, Ind., p. 11.

Item, ij. galon pottes of silver wrethyn, the verges gilt,

enameled iit the lyddes with iij. floures. Item, ij. flagons
of silver, with gilt verges, etc. Paston Letters, II. 468.

The monopoly of the most lucrative trades and the
possession of imperial revenues had brought you to the
verge of beggary and ruin. Burke, Amer. Taxation.

8. The horizon.

Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail

That brings our friends up from the underworld,
Sad as the last which reddens over one
That sinks with all we love below the verge.

Tennyson, Princess, iv. (song).

9. A boundary; a limit; hence, anything that
incloses or bounds, as a ring or circlet.

The inclusive verge
Of golden metal that must round my brow.

Sliak., Eich. III., iv. 1. 59.

10. The space within a boundary or limit;
hence, room ; scope

;
place ; opportunity.

Come, come, be friends, and keep these women-matters
Smock-secrets to ourselves in our own verge.

B. Jonsoti, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

There 's nothing in the verge of my command
That should not serve your lordship.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 1.

I have a soul that, like an ample shield.
Can take in all, and verge enough for more.

JUryden, Don Sebastian, i. 1.

11. In Eng. laic, the compass of the jurisdiction
of the Court of Marshalsea, or palace-court.
It was an area of about twelve miles in circumference,
embracing the royal palace, in which special provisions
were made for peace and order.

12. In a stocking-frame, a small piece of iron
placed in front of the needle-bar to regulate
the position of the needles.— 13. In anat. and
zoiil., the penis, especially that of various in-
vertebrates.— 14. In liort., the grass edging
of a bed or border; a slip of grass dividing the
walks from the borders in a garden.— 15. The
main beam of the trebuchet, a missile engine
used in medieval warfare Tenant by the verge.
See def. 2. =S3m. 7. See n'mi.

Verge^ (verj), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. verged, ppr.

verging. [< verged, n.] To border.

The land is most rich, trending all along on both sides
in an equall plaine, neither rocky nor mountainous, but
verged with a greene border of grasse.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 111.
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verge^ (verj), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. verged, ppr.

verging. [< L. vergere, bend, turn, incline,
allied to valgus, bent, wry, Skt. vrijana, crooked,

•v/ varj, turn, turn aside; cf. urge and wrick.
From the same L. verb are ult. E. converge, di-

verge, with their derivatives convergent, diver-
gent, etc.] 1. To bend; slope: as, a hill that
per^es to the north. Imp. Diet.— 2. To tend;
incline; approach; border.

I find myself verging to that period of life which is to
be labour and sorrow. Swift.

verge-board (vferj'bord), », Same as large-
board.

vergee (ver'je), n. [< F. terre verg4e, measured
land.] A unit of superficies in the islands of
Guernsey and Jersey, equal to 40 of the perches
there used, or four ninths of an English acre.
Terge-escapement (verj'es-kap"ment), n. See
escapement, 2.

verge-file (vferj'fil), n. A watchmakers' fine
file with one safe side. It was used in working
on the verge of the old vertical escapement.
E. H. Knight.

vergency (vfer'jen-si), «. [< vergen{t) + -cy.']

1. The act of verging, tending, or inclining;
approach.— 2. In optics, the reciprocal of the
focal distance of a lens, a measure of the diver-
gence or convergence of a pencil of rays.

vergent (vfer'jent), a. [< L. vergcn(t-)s, ppr. of
vergere, bend, turn: see verge'^.l Literally,
drawing to a close ; specifically [cop.], in gcoL,
naming one of the divisions of the Paleozoic
strata of Pennsylvania, according to the nomen-
clature of H. D. Rogers. As defined by him, the Ver-
gent series consisted of the Vergent flags, the equivalent
of the Portage flags of the New York .Survey, and the Ver-
gent shales, the equivalent of the Chemung group of New
York. These rocks are not thus divided at the present
time, and the name Vergent, as well as most of the others
belonging to this fanciful nomenclature, has become en-
tirely obsolete.

vergerl (ver'jer), n. [< ME. vergere, < OF. ver-
gier, verger, < ML. virgarius, one who bears a
rod, < L. virga, a rod: see verge''-.'] One who
carries a verge, or staff of office. Especially— (o)
An officer who bears the verge, or staflF of office, before a
bishop, dean, canon, or other dignitary or ecclesiastic. An
olficer of a similar title precedes the vice-chancellor on
special occasions in the English universities. (6) One
who has charge of the details of any company or proces-
sion.

Mynstrells 14; whereof one is verger, that directeth
them all in festivall dales to their stations, to blowings,
pipings, to such officers as must be warned to prepare
for the King and his household att meate and supper.

Uarl. MSS., No. 610, quoted in Collier's Eng. Dram.
(Poetry, I. 31.

(c) An official who takes care of the interior of a church,
exhiljits it to visitors, and assigns seats to worshipei-s.

I was loitering about the old gray cloisters of West-
minster Abbey, . . . and applied to one of the ueri/ers for
admission to the library. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. l.'iS.

Verger-t (ver'j6r), n. [< ME. verger, vergere, <
OF. verger, F. verger, an orchard, < L. virida-
rium, a plantation of trees, < viridc, green, pi.

viridia, green plants, herbs, and trees : see
wrrf, TOr(l.] An inelosure; specifically, an or-
chard.

This verger heere left in thy warde.
Rom. of the Pose, 1. 3831.

And for that the lannde was so grete, Merlin lete rere a
vergier, where-ynne was all maner of fruyt and alle nianer
of flowres, that yaf , . . grete swetnesse of flavour.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii 3ia

vergerism (ver'jer-izm), n. [< verger'^ + -ism.']

The office, characteristics, etc., of a verger.

There is always some discordant civility or jarring ver-
gerism about them [English cathedrals].

Ruskin, Elements of Drawing, ii.

vergership (ver'jer -ship), «. [< verger'^ +
-ship.] The position, charge, or office of a
verger. Swift, Works.
vergescuet (vfer-jes-kii'), n. [< OF. vierge escw,
F. vierge ecu, a virgin (i. e. clear) shield : see vir-

gin and ecu.] A plain shield— that is, one hav-
ing no device upon it to indicate the name or
family of the bearer.

vergette (v^r-jef), n. [< OF. vergette (F.ver-
gette = Pr. Sp. vergueta), a small twig, a small
rod or wand, dim. of verge, a twig, rod : see
verge'^.] In her., same as pallet^, 3.

vergett6 (ver-zhe-ta'), o. [F., < vergette, a
small rod: see vergette.] In Acr., same as pa?yl:
used when there are many vertical divisions or
pallets.

Vergilian, a. See VirgiUan.
vergouleuse (vfer'go-lus), n. Same as virgou-
Icnse.

veridical (ve-rid'i-kal), a. [< veridic(ous) +
-al.] 1. Truth-telling; veracious; truthful.

This so veridical history. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 28.

verify

For our own part, we say. Would that every Johnson
had his veridical Boswell, or leash of Boswells I

Carlyle, Voltaire.

2. True; being what it purports to be.

The difficulty in dealing with all these hallucinations
... is to determine whether tliey are veridical, or truth-
telling—whether, that is, they do in fact correspond to
some action which is going on in some other place or on
some other plane of being.

F. W. U. Myers, Phantasms of the Living, Int, p. Ixiii.

veridically (ve-rid'i-kal-i), adv. Truthfully;
veraeiously ; really.

veridicous (vf-rid'i-kus), a. [= F. veridique =
Sp. vcridico = Pg. It. veridico, < L. veridicus,
truth-telling, < vertis, true (see very), + dicere,
say, tell.] Veridical.

Our Thalia is too veridicous to permit this distortion of
facts. Peacock, Mellncourt, xix.

veriflability (ver'i-fi-a-bil'i-ti), «. [< verifiable
+ -ity (see -hility).] "The property or state of
being verifiable.

verifiable (ver'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< verify + -able.]
Capable of being verified; capable of being
proved or confirmed by incontestable evidence

;

conflrmable.

Classification, which should be based on xxrificMe data.]
Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 49.f

verification (ver"i-fi-ka'shon), w. [< OF. veri-X
jication, F. verification = Sp. verificacion = Pg.|
verificagao = It. verificazione, < ML. *verifica
tio{n-), < verificare, make true, verify: see ver-

ify-] 1. The act of verifying, or proving to b«|
true ; the act of confirming or establishing th»l
authenticity of any powers granted, or of anyJ
transaction, by legal or competent evidence;!
the state of iseing verified; authentication; con-
firmation.

Exceptional phenomena solicit our belief in vain untL
such time as we chance to conceive them as of kinds alread^J
admitted to exist. What science means by verification i»f
no more than this. IF. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 301.

2. In law : (a) A short affidavit appended to a
'

pleading or petition to the effect that the state-
ments in it are true, (b) At common law, the
formal statement at the end of a plea, "and this
he is ready to verify."

veriflcative (ver'i-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< ML. verifir-

catus, pp. of verificare, verify, + -ive.] Serv-
ing to verify ; verifying.

verifier (ver'i-fi-6r), n. [< verify + -erl.] 1.
One who or that which verifies, or proves or
makes appear to be true.— 2. A device for es-
timating the richness of gas. It consistsof a gas-
burner so arranged that the amount of gas consumed by a
flame of standard length in a given time can be measured
and conipared as to volume with a gas of known value. It
is used for testing gas independently of the photometrio
value of the gas, and as a veritter of this.

verify (ver'i-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp. verified, ppr.
verifying. [< OF. verifier, F. verifier = Sp. Pg.
verificar = It. verificare, < ML. verificare, make
true, < L. vcrtis, true, -I- facere, do: see -fy.]
1. To prove to be true; confirm; establish the

,

proof of.

Tills is verified by a number of examples. Bacon,
'

What this learned gentleman supposes in speculation I
have known actually verified in practice.

Addison, Spectator, No. 367.

2. To give the appearance of truth to. [Rare.]
Zopirus . . . fayned himselfe in extreame disgrace of

his King: for verifying of which, he caused his own nose
and eares to be cut ott. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

3. To fulfil, as a promise ; confirm the truth of,

as a prediction.

And now, O God of Israel, let thy word, I pray thee, be
verified, which thou spakest unto thy servant David my
father. 1 Ki. viii. 26.

4. To confirm the truthfulness of; prove to
have spoken truth.

So Shalt thou best fulfll, best verify
The prophets old. Milton, P. E., iii. 177.

5. To confirm or establish the authenticity of,

as a title or power, by examination or compe-
tent evidence.

To verify our title with our lives.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 277.

6. To ascertain to be eoiTcct, or to correct if

found erroneous: as, to verify a statement, quo-
tation, reference, account, or reckoning of any
kind ; to verify the items of a bill, or the total

amount.— 7t. To maintain; affirm.

'Xhey have verified unjust things.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 222.

8t. To second or strengthen by aid; back ; sup-
port the credit of.

For I have ever verified my friends,
Of whom he's chief. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 17.

9. In law : (a) To make an affidavit regarding
(a pleading or petition), and appended to i^



verify

that the statements in it are true. (6) To sup-

¥ort by proof or by argument. =Syn. 1, 3, and 4.

o authenticate, substantiate, corroborate, attest.

veriloquentt (ve-ril'o-kwent), a. [< L. vents,

true, + loquen[t-)s, ' ppr! of Uiqui, speak.]

Speaking truth; truthful; truth-telling; vera-

cious.

verily (ver'i-li), adv. [< ME. rerili, verrili, ve-

raily, lerralij, verreiliche; < very + -ly^.'] 1. lu

truth; in very truth or deed; beyond doubt or

question; certainly.

Thi loue is to us euerelastynge
Fro that tyme that we may it vernli tele.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

But the centurien . . . seide, VerUi, this man was Goddis
sone. Wyclif, Mark xv. 39.

Verily some such matter it was as want of a fat Dioces

that Itept our Britain Bishops so poore in the primitive

times. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

2. Really; truly; in sincere earnestness; with
conviction and confidence : as, he verily believes

the woman's story.

It was nerily thought that, had it not been for four great
disfavourers of that voyage, the enterprize had succeeded.

Bacon.

verimentt, atii'. [ME., also verrayment, vera-

ment, < OF. veraiement, F. vraiment, truly, <

verai, vrai, true: see very.] Truly; verily.

I wol telle verrayment
Of mirthe and of solas.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 2.

verimentt, «• [Also verament; an erroneous
use, as a noun, of veriment, adv.'] Truth ; verity.

Tell unto yon
What is veriment and true.

Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 164. {Vaviee.)

In rerament and sincerity, I never crouded through this

continent Herring-faire.
Kattie, Lenten Stutle (Harl. Misc., VI. 162). (Davies.)

veriscope (ver'i-skop), n. See vituscope.

verisimilar (ver-i-sim'i-lar), a. [After similttr

(cf . Sp. vermmil = Pg. verhimil= It. verisimile),

< L. rerisimilis, prop, veri nimilis, having the

appearance of truth: veri, gen. of vcrum, truth

(neut. of verus, true) ; similis, like : see very and
gimilar.] Having the appearance of truth; prob-

able; likely.

Various anecdotes of him IDante] are related by Boc-
caccio, Sacchetti, and others, . . . none of them verisimi-

lar. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d »er., p. 19.

verisimilarly ( ver-i-sim'i-liir-li), adv. In a veri-

similar manner; probably.

Wordswortli [was] talked of . . . land) represented

verieitnilarty enough as a man full of English prejudices.

Carlyte, in Froude (First Forty Years), II. xiv.

verisimilitude (ver'i-si-miri-tiid), n. [= Sp.

vvrisimilitHii= Pg. verisimilitude = It. vcrisimili-

tudiiie. < L. ririsimilitudo, prop, veri similitiido,

likeness to truth: veri, gen. of verum, truth;

similitiido, likeness: see similitude, and cf. veri-

similar.] 1. The quality or state of being veri-

similar; the appearance of truth; probability;

likelihood: as, the verisimilitude of a story.

The story is as authentic as many histories, and the

reader need only give such an amount of credence to it as

he may judge that it« veriamilitude warrants.
Thackeray, Philip, iii.

These devices were adopted to heighten the verigimili-

tude of the scene. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 119.

2. That which is verisimilar; that which has
the appearance of a verity or fact.

Shadows of tact,— veriamilitudei, not verities.

Lamb, Uld Benchers.

verisimilityt (ver'i-si-miri-ti), n. [< L. *veri

similita(t-)s, equiv. to veri'similitudo, likeness

to truth: nee verisimilitude.] Verisimilitude.

Thu spirit of man cannot be satisfied but with truth or

at iLiist verurimilily. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

verisimilous (ver-i-sim'i-lus), a. [< L. rerisimi-

lis: see verisimilar.] Probable; verisimilar.

A fresh and more appalling, because more self-assertive

and verigimiloitif, invasion of the commonplace.
Geo. MacVonald, Thomas Wingfold, Curate, xll.

veritable (ver'i-ta-bl), a. [< OF. veritable, F.
veritable = It. veritevole, true, < L. verita(t-)s,

truth: see verity.] 1. Agreeable to truth or
fact; true; real; actual; genuine.

Notwithstanding that their writings (those of the seven-
ty-two Biblical interpreters] be veritable, also it is in some
matter obscure, and in other some diminished.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 381.

The inward work and worth
Of any mind what other mind may Juilge

Save (!i»d, who only knows the thing lie made.
The veritable service He exacts ?

Browning, Eing and Book, II. 218.

2. Truthful ; veracious.

In verities he was very veritable. Gulden Book, xiv.

veritably (ver'i-ta-bli), adv. In a veritable or

true manner; verily; truly; genuinely.
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When two augurs cannot meet each other with grave

faces, their craft is veritably in danger.
H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 379.

Veritas (ver'i-tas), n. [F. Veritas (also bureau
Veritas), < L. Veritas, truth : see verity.] A name
given to a register of shipping in Prance on the
principle of Lloyd's. The name has also been
used for the same purpose in Norway and in
Austria.

verity (ver'i-ti), n.
;
pi. verities (-tiz). [Early

mod. E. also veritie, verytee; < ME. veritc, < OF.
verite, F. verite = Sp. verdad = Pg. verdade =
It. verita, < L. verita(t-)s, truth, trutlifulness, <

verus, true: see very.] 1. The quality of being
true or real ; true or real nature or principle

;

reality; truth; fact.

Ffeire frende, now telle me what ye be, and of youre fel-

owea telle me the verite, tfor longe me thinketh it to wite.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 372.

So he gan do in trouth and uerite.

As for to see hym gret pite it was.
His mornyng, his wailyng, his loking bas.

Horn. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 665.

The Prelates thought the plaine and homespun verity

of Christs Gospel unfit any longer to hold their Lordships
acquaintance. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

2. That which is true ; a true assertion or

tenet ; a truth ; a reality ; a fact.

Mark what I say, which you shall find
By every syllable a faitliful verity.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 3. 131.

That which seems faintly possible, it is so refined, is

often faint and dim because it is deeply seated in the
mind among the eternal verities. Emerson, Nature, viii.

3t. Honesty; faith; trustworthiness.

Justice, verity, temperance. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 92.

And fair Marg'ret, and rare Marg'ret,
And Marg'ret o' veritie.

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 52)l

Of a verity, in very truth or deed ; certainly.

0/ a verity his position denoted no excess of ease or en-
joyment. Lever, Davenport Dunn, ii.

verjuice (v^r'ios), n. [Formerly also verjuyce,

verdjuice; < ME. *verjus, verjous, vergeous, < OF.
verjus, verjuice, juice of green fruits, < verd,

green, + jus, juice: see I'ecd and juice.] 1.

An acid liquor expressed from crab-apples,

unripe grapes, etc., used for culinary and other
purposes.

git Moyses this resoun rad,

"Ete soure lambe with soure vergeous."
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 203.

Having a crabbed face of her own, shell eat the less

veryuice with her mutton.
Middleton, Women Beware Women, Iii. 3.

Many leave roses and gather thistles, loathe honey and
love verjuice. Burton, Anat. uf ilel., p. 550.

I pray . . . get a good ship and forty hogsheads of

meal, . . . ahogsheadof wine vinegar, and another of uer-

jmce, both in gwd casks and iron-bound.
Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 454.

2. Sourness or acidity of temper, manner, or

expression; tartness.

verjuice (ver'jos), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. verjiiiced,

ppr. verjuicing. [< verjuice, ».] To make sour

or acid.

His sermons with satire are plenteously verjuiced.
Lowell, Fable for Critics.

Vermale's operation. See operation.

vermaylet, vermeilet, «• Obsolete forms of

vermeil.
For such another, as I gesse,

Afome ne was, ne more vemtmyle.
Horn. 6/ the Rose, 1. 3645.

[Early editions have the spelling vermeile. The French
has vermeiUe.]

vermeil (ver'mil), ». [Early mod. E. also ver-

mil, vermeil (the mod. spelling being a rever-

sion to the F. spelling) ; < ME. vermeile, ver-

mayle, < OF. vermeil (= It. vermiglio), bright

red, vermilion, < L. verniicxdus, a little worm,
LL. (in Vulgate) used for the kermes-insect,

from which the color crimson or carmine was
obtained, dim. of L. vermis, a worm, = E. worm:
see vermicU, vermicule, and wor/n, and cf. crim-

son and carmine, which are ult. connected with

worm. Hence vermilion.] 1. A bright red;

vermilion ; the color of vermilion. Also used
adjectively, and frequently as the first element

of a compound. [Now only poetical.]

How oft that day did sad Brunciiildis see

The ereene shield dyde in dolorous vermellf
Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 24.

A i»rm«a-tlnctured lip. Milton, Comus, L 752.

Daisies, «ermeti-rimm'd and white.
Keats, Endymion, 1.

2. Silver gilt.

The iconostase or screen is a high wall of burnished ver-

meil, with five superposed rows of figures framed in richly

ornainented cases of embossed metal.
Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 334.

Vermetid»

3. In gilding, a liquid composed of amotto,
gamboge, vennilion, dragon's-blood, salt of
tartar, and saffron, boiled in water and applied
to a surface that is to be gilded, to give luster

to the gold. E. H. Knight.— 4. A crimson-red
garnet inclining slightly to orange : a jewelers'
name.
vermeiledt, a. [Also vermiled; < vermeil +
-ed2.] Gilded.

The presses painted and vermiled with gold.

Ph. de C<mimi7ie8, D d 3.

It is all of square marble, and all the front vermiled
with golde. Ibid. (Nares.)

vermelett, «. [< OF. vermeillet, somewhat red,

dim. of vermeil, red: see vermeil.] Vermil-
ion.

bright Regina, who made the so faire ?

Who made thy colour vermelet and white?
Court of Love, 1. 142.

vermeologist (vfer-me-ol'o-jist), n. [< verme-
olog-y + -ist.] One who is versed in verme-
ology ; a helminthologist.

vermeology (vfer-me-ol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < L. ver-

mis, a worm (> NL.' Vermes, the worms), + Gr.

-7xiyia, < 'Aeyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The know-
ledge or description of worms; that branch of

zoology which treats of the Vermes; helmin-
thology.

Vermes (ver'mez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. vermis,

a worm, = E.roorOT.] 1. Worms: formerly in-

cluding animals resembling the common earth-

worm, but having no exact classificatory sense,

and hence no standing in zoology.— 2t. The
sixth and last division of animals in the Lin-
nean"SystemaNaturse" (1766), defined as con-
sisting of those animals which have tentacles,

cold white blood, and an inauriculate unilocu-
lar heart, and comprising all animals which
LinusBus did not dispose under the five other
classes Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia, Pisces, and
Insecta (or- vertebrates and insects). This class

Vermes was divided into five orders, Intestina, Mollusca,
Testacea, Lithophyla, and Zouphyta, comprising all inver-

tebrates except insects, and was thus the waste-basket of

Linnseus (as Radiata was of Cuvier).

3. One of the eight primary divisions of the
animal kingdom; a subkingdom or phylum, one
of the leading types of animal life, comprising
all those animals which have a body-cavity
(Mctazoa), no backbone {Invertebrata), nor-
mally an intestinal canal (which Valentera
have not), not a radiate structure (which Echi-
nodermata have), legs if any not jointed (they
are always jointed in Arthropoda), and body
vermiform if there are no legs. In this acceptation
Vermes form a most comprehensive group, of great diver-
sity of form, but agreeing in certain fundamental struc-

tural characters, being generally soft vermiform animals,
oftenest segmentetl and bilaterally symmetrical, witljout

limbs or with unjointed limbs. Vermes thus defined are
approximately equivalent— (a) in Lamarck's system (1801-

1812), to a class of animals divided into the four orders Mol-
tes, Rigiduli, Hisjiiduli, and Epizoariee (the last including
lemfean crustaceans); ip) in the Cuvierian classification

(1817), to thewholeof Cuvier's first class of Articulata {i\ie

annelids of Lamarck, or red-blooded worms with unjointed
legs) plus his second and third classes of Radiata (Apoda
and Entozoa), plus some of his fourth class of Radiata
(some Polypi), plus his first order (Rotifera) of his fifth

class of Radiata: (c) in Huxley's classification (1869),

to the classes Polyzoa, Scolecida, Annelida, Chietognatha,
and therefore to his two subkingdoms, Annuloida and
Annxdoxa, without the Echinoderinata of the former, and
without the Crustacea, Arachnida, Myriapoda, and Insecta
of the latter; or, in other terms, to his Annuloida minus
Echinoderinata and plus the whole of the anaithropodous
Annulosa. Vermes as here defined have been divided into

seven classes; (1) Platyelmintha, with three orders, re-

spectively the turbellarian, trematoid, and cestoid worms

;

(2) Nematelniintha, with two orders, the nematoid and
acanthocephalous worms— most of these two classes, ex-

cepting the Turbellaria, being entozoic or ectozoic para-

sites, as tapeworms, threadworms, etc.; (3) Chsetognatha,
based on the single exceptional fonn Sagitta ; (4) Gephy-
rea (being Cuvier's second order of Echinoderinata); (5)

Annelida, or ordinar>' segmented worms, with four orders
^Hirudinca (leeehesX OZ^ocA«(a (earthworms, etc.XPoly-
chseta (lobworms, sea-mice, etc.), and Cephalobranchia
(tubicolous worms, etc.) ; (6) Jtotifera, the wheel-animal-

cules; (7) Polyzoa (by most naturalists now dissociated

from Vermes). The tendency at present is to break up
the unmanageable group and discard the name.

The total abandoning of the indefinite and indefensible

group of Vermes. Encyc. Bra., XXIV. 812.

4. II. c] Plural of vermis.

Vermetacea (ver-me-ta'se-a), n. pi. [Nil., <

Vermetiis -I- -acea.] Same as Vermetidae.

Vermetidae (ver-met'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ver-

metus + -idle.] A family of teenioglossate gas-

tropods, whose typical genus is Vermetus; the

worm-shells. The animal has a reduced foot, a single

elongated gill, short tentacles, and the eyes at the exter-

nal sides of the tentacles. The operculum is corneous
and circular. The young shells are regularly conic and
spiral, like those of Turritella ; but as they grow the whorls
separate, and often become crooked or contorted.
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Vermetos

VermetUS (ver-me'tus), «. [NL.
< L. vermis, a worm: see tcorm.'i

genus of J'ermetidie, having the
later whorls of the shell separated
and crooked or tortuous. The shell
strikingly resembles the case or tube of
some of the tubicolous worms, as the ser-

pulas, and is affixed to shells, corals, and
other substances. V. lumbricalis is a
characteristic example.

vermian(v6r'mi-an),a. [<L.tc»-
mis, a worm, + -n».] Worm-like;
of the nature of a worm ; related

to worms ; of or pertaining to Ver-

mes, in any sense : as, the supposed
vermian ancestors of vertebrates.

In this point also we can make out an af-

finity with Vermian larvre (Actinotrocha).
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 307.

Vermicella (v6r-mi-sel'a), «.

[NL. (Giinther, 1858) : ef . vermi-
eeUi.] A genus of colubriform serpents. V.

annulata is the black and white ringed snake.

vermicelli (ver-mi-sel'i or ver-mi-chel'li), ».

[It., rolled paste, pi. of vermicello, a little

worm, < ML. *vermicellus, dim. of L. vermis, a
worm: see worm.'] An Italian paste prepared
of flour, cheese, yolks of eggs, sugar, and saf-

fron, manufactured in the form of long slender
threads, and so named on account of its worm-
like appearance. Vermicelli is the same substance aa

macaroni, the only difference being 'that the latter is made
larger, and is hollow while vermicelli is solid. Both are
prepared in the greatest perfection at Naples, where they
form a principal item in the food of the population, and
are a favorite dish among all classes. Vermicelli is used
in soups, broths, etc. See also spaghetti.

vermiceous (v6r-mish'ius), a. [< L. vermis,

worm, -I- -ceons.'] Worm-like; wormy; per-
taining to worms. Also vermicious. [Bare.]

vermicidal (v6r'mi-si-dal), a. [< vermicide +
-aW] Destroying worms; having the quality or
efEect of a vermicide ; anthelmintic.

vermicide (ver'mi-sid), n. [< L. vermis, worm,
+ -cilia, < ceedere, kill.] A worm-killer; that
which destroys worms: applied to those an-
thelmintic drugs which act by killing, and not
simply expelling, parasitic worms, such as en-

tozoans.

Some [anthelmintics] act obnoxiously on intestinal

worms— destroying or injuring them. . . . These are . . .

the vermicides of some authors.
Pereira, Mat. Med. and Therap., p. 230.

vermicious (ver-mish'us), a. See vermiceous.

vermicle (ver'mi-kl), n. Same as vermicuJe.

[Rare.]

We see many vermicles towards the outside of many of

the oak-apples, which I guess were not what the primitive
insects laid up in the germ from which the oak-apple had
its rise. Derham, Physico-Theol., viii. 6, note.

vermicular (ver-mik'u-lar), a. [= F. vcrmi-

culaire = Sp. Pg. vermicular = It. vermicolare,

< ML. vermicularis, < L. vermiculus, a worm:
see vermicule.'] 1. Like a worm in form or

movement; vermiform; tortuous or sinuous;
also, writhing or wriggling.

In the jar containing the leeches had been introduced,
by accident, one of the venomous vermicular sangsues
which are now and then found in the neighbouring ponds.

Poe, Tale of the B^ged Mountains.

2. Like the track or trace of a worm ; appear-
ing as if worm-eaten ; vermiculate : as, vermic-

ular erosions.— 3. Marked with fine, close-set,

wavy or tortuous lines of color; vermiculated.
— 4. In hot, shaped like a worm; thick, and
almost cylindrical, but bent in different places,

as some roots Vermicular appendix or process.
Same as vermifiyrm appendix (which see, under appendix).

—Vermicular or vermiculated work, (a) A sort of
ornamental work consisting of winding frets or knots
in mosaic pavements, resembling the tracks of worms.

Vermicular Masonry. -Palace of the Lxjuvre, Paris.

(V) A form of rusticated masonry which is so wrought as

to appear thickly indented with worm-tracks. See rugtic

vxyrh, under rtwrfic.
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vermiculate (ver-mik'u-lat), v.; pret. and pp.
vermiculated, ppr. vermiculating. [< L. vermicu-
latus, pp. of vermiculari, be full of worms, be
worm-eaten, < vermiculus, a little worm : see ver-

micide.'] I. intrans. To become full of worms;
be eaten by worms.

Speak, doth his body there vermiculate.
Crumble to dust, and feel the laws of fate ?

Elegy upon Dr. Donne.

II. trans. To ornament with winding and
waving lines, as if caused by the movement of
worms.
Set up [certain pillars] originally with the bark on, the

worms worked underneatii it in secret, at a novel sort of
decoration, until the bark came oft and exposed the stems
most beautifully vermiculated.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 157.

Finely vermiculated with dusky waves.
Corns, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 338.

Vermiculated mosaic, an ancient Roman mosaic of the
most delicate and elaborate character; the Koman opus
vermiculiitum. The name has reference to the arrange-
ment of the small tesserse in curved and waving lines as
required by the shading of the design.— Vermiculated
work. See vermicular work, under vermicular.

vermiculate (v^r-mik'u-lat), a. [< L. vermicu-
latus, pp. of vermiculari, be full of worms, be
worm-eaten: see vermiculate, v.] 1. In zool.:

(a) Forming a vermiculation ; fine, close-set,

and wavy or tortuous, as color-marks ; vermicu-
lar: as, i'en«jc«to<e color-markings. (6) In en-

tomology: (1) Marked with tortuous impres-
sions, as if worm-eaten, as the elytra of certain

beetles; vermiculated. (2) Having thick-set

tufts of parallel hairs.— 2. Full of worms ; in-

fested with worms ; worm-eaten.
It is the property of good and sound knowledge to pu-

trify and dissolve into a number of subtle, idle, unwhole-
some, and . . . vermiculate questions.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

vermiculation (ver-mik-u-la'shon), n. [= Sp.

vermiculacion, <. L. vermiculatio{n-), a being
worm-eaten, K vermiculari, be worm-eaten : see

vermiculate, v.] 1. The action or movement of

a worm; hence, a continuous or progressive
motion along the bowels, which is strikingly

like the action of successive joints of a worm
in crawling; peristaltic action.

My heart moves naturally by the motion of palpitation

;

my blood by motion of circulation, excretion, perspira-

tion ; my guts by the motion of vermiculation.
Sir U. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 31.

2. Formation of worm-like figures or tracery;
vermicular ornamentation, wlfiether of form or

of color ; a set or system of vermiculate lines.

See cuts under rustic and vermicular.

The dusky i«rmicttZo(ton of the under parts [of a shrike].

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 337.

3. The act or art of producing vermiculated
ornament.—4. Worminess; the state of being
wormy or worm-eaten, literally or figuratively.

This huge olive, which flourished so long, . . . fell, as

they say, of vermiculation, being all worm-eaten within.
Howell, Vocall Forrest, p. 70.

vermicule (v^r'mi-kul), n, [< L. vermicuhis,

dim. of vermis, a worm : see worm. Cf . vermicle,

vermeil.] A little worm or grub ; a small worm-
like body or object. Also, rarely, vermicle.

venuicuu (ver-mik'u-li), n. Plural of vermicu-
lus.

vermiculite (ver-mik'u-lit), n. [< L. vermiculus,

a worm, + -ite'^.] In mineral., one of a group
of hydrous silicates having a micaceous struc-

ture, and in most eases derived from the com-
mon micas by alteration. When heated nearly to

redness they exfoliate largely, and some kinds project

out with a vermicular motion, as if they were a mass of

small worms (whence the name).

vermiculose (ver-mik'u-los), a. [< LL. vermi-

culosus, full of worms, wormy, < L. vermiculus, a
little worm: see vermicule.] 1. Full of worms;
wormy; worm-eaten.— 2. Worm-like ; vermi-
form; vermicular.

vermiculous (v6r-mik'u-lus), a. Same as ver-

miculose.

vermiculus (ver-mik'u-lus), n.
;

pi. vermicuU
(-li). [< L. vermiculus, a little worm: see ver-

mictde.] 1. A little worm or grub.— 2t. Spe-
cifically, the kermes- or cochineal-insect ; also,

its product, known as worm-dye. See vermil-

ion, 1. Also i^ermiculum.

vermiform (ver'mi-f6rm), o. [< ISTL. vermifor-

mis, < L. vermis, worm, + forma, form.] Worm-
like in form; shaped like a worm; vermicular.
(a) Long and slender ; of small caliber in proportion to

length ; cylindrical : as, the vermiform body of a weasel

;

the vermiform tongue of the ant-eater. See cuts under
ant-bear and tamandua.

This (a fibrinous clot in the heart], when drawn from its

position, revealed a kind of vermiform prolongation thjit

extended along the tube of the artery.

J. M. Camoehan, Operative Surgery, p. 167.

vermilion

(6) Related to a worm in structure ; allied or belonging U?
the Vermes ; vermian ; helminthic; annuloidorannulose.
(c) Specifically, in entoni. : (1) Noting any maggot or mag-
got'like larva, as those of most Hymenoptera and Diptera.

(2) Noting certain worm-like polyphagous lana-, with
only rudimentiiry iintennte, and apodous or with very short
legs like tubercles, as those of most weevils and longi-

corns.—Vermiform appendix. See oj^pendir.— Vermi-
form echinoderms, the gephyreans or spoonworms. See
Vermv/rarfrt.— Vermiform embryos, in Dicyemida, em-
bryos produced by a neniatogenous dicyema. See Dicyema
(with cut) and .v^?/irt^>i/^*iff.—Vermiform holothurians,
the Synaptidw. See cuts under echinopiedium and Sytiap-
tt'd«.—Vermiform process, (o) Same as leimi/wrin ap-
pendix. (6) The vermis of the cerebellum.

Vermiformia (v6r-mi-f6r'mi-a), M. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of vermiformis: see vermiform.] In
Lankester's classification of molluscoids, the
first section of the third class of Podaxonia, con-
taining only the genus Phoronis.

vermifugal (ver-mif 'u-gal), a. [< vermifuge +
-al.] Having the character, quality, or effect of

a vermifuge ; tending to expel parasitic worms

;

anthelmintic; vermicidal.

vermifuge (ver'mi-ftij), n. [< F. vermifuge =
Sp. vcrmifugo = Pg. It. rermifugo, expelling

worms, < L. vermis, worm, + fugare, put to

flight, expel, < fugire, flee.] A remedy em-
ployed to effect the dislodgment and expulsion
of intestinal worms.

To rescue from oblivion the merit of his vermifuge medi-
cines. Edinburgh Rev., XL. 48.

vermiglia (ver-mil'ia), n. [< It. rermiglia, a
sort of precious stone, < vermiglio, bright-red:

see vermeil.] A scorpsenoid fish, the rock-cod,
Sebastichthys chlorostictus. [Monterey, Cali-

fornia.]

Vermigrada (vfer-mig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.
(Forbes), neut. pi. of vermigradus : see vermi-

grade.] The so-called vermiform echinoderms

;

the gephjrreans or spoonworms and their allies,

formerly regarded as an order of Echiiioder-

mata. See cut under <Sy)i/HC«tes.

vermigrade (v6r'mi-grad), a. [< NL. vermi-

gradus, < L. vermis, a worm, -I- gradi, step.]

Moving like a worm; wriggling along: noting
the Vermigrada.
vermilt, ". An obsolete form of vermeil.

Vermileo (ver-mil'e-o), n. [NL. (Macquart,
1834), < It. vermiglio =^ F. vermeil : see vermeil.]

A genus of snipe-flies, of the family Leptidse:

synonymous with Leptis.

vermilingual (vfer-mi-ling'gwal), a. Same as
vermiUiiguial.

Vermilingues (v^r-mi-ling'gwez), n.pl. Same
as Vermilinguia,2.

Vermilinguia (ver-mi-ling'gwi-a), n.pl. [NL.,
<.1j. vermis, & worm, + lingua, tongue.] 1. In
Illiger's classification (1811), a family of eden-
tates composed of the ant-eaters, aardvarks,
and pangolins, as distinguished from the arma^
dillos (Cingulata), both these being families of

his ninth order, Effodientia: now restricted to

the American ant-eaters, as a subordinal group.

See cuts nnAer ant-hear and tamandua.— 2. In
herpet., a superfamily of lizards, including only
the chameleons ; the Dendrosaura or Bhiptoglos-

sa. Also Vermilingues. See cutunder chameleon.

vermilinguial (vfer-mi-ling'gwi-al), a. [As Ver-

milinguia + -al.] 1. Having a vermiform
tongue, as an ant-eater or a chameleon: be-

longing to the Vermilinguia. See cut under
tamandua.— 2. In ornitli., same as sagiHilin-

gual. See cut under sagittilingual.

vermilion (ver-mil'yon), n. and a. [Formerly
also rermillion, virmilion; OF. rfr»«i7?o«,abright

red, also the kermes-insect. also a little word,
F. vermilion, vermilion (= Sp. bermellon = Pg.
vermelliao = It. vermiglione, vermilion), < ver-

meil, bright-red: see vermeil.] I. h. If. The
kermes- or cochineal-insect ; also, the product
of cochineal; worm-dye.—2. The red sulphid of

mercury, or the mineral cinnabar, occurring in

nature of a red-brown to a carmine-red color;

also, a pigment formerly made by grinding
selected pieces of native cinnabar, but now
made artificially. The pigment is produced in two
ways, (a) In the wet way mercury, sulphur, potash, and
water are mixed together in proper proportions, put into

horizontal iron cylinders containing agitators, and stirred

constantly for about an hour. The mass first turns black,

then brick-red, and finally acquires the desired vemiilion-

red color. The potash is simply a carrier, and does not

enter into the composition of the finished product (ft)

In the dry way mercury and sulphur are mixed and
heated in a kind of retort, the vermilion red subliming

over. By slight variations in the process the color may be

made pale or deep in shade, and may even be made at will

to incline toward scarlet, crimson, or orange. As a pig-

ment it is permanent, becoming dark rather than light on
exposure. It possesses great tx)dy, and is a ver>" brilliant

and vivid red, toning toward orange. It is used exten-

sively in painting and decorating, for making red sealing-
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wax. and for other purposes. The name artificial ver-

milion is also applied to a vermilion red riiade by precipi-

tating the coal-tai- color eosin on orange mineral. It is

quite equal in color, brilliancy, and body to that made
from quicksilver; but it is not very permanent under
the direct action of the sun, unless protected by a coat

of varnish.

3. A color such as that of the above pigment

;

a beautiful brilliant red color.

The armes, that earst so bright did show.
Into a pure vermillion now are dyde.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 9.

4. A cotton cloth dyed with vermilion.

They buy Cotton WooU in London, that comes first from
Cyprus and Smyrna, and at home worke the same, and per-

tlt into Fustians, Vermiliotis, Dymities, and other such
Stutfes, and then returne it to London.

L. Hobertg, Treasure of Traflkke, quoted in A. Barlow's
[Weaving, p. 26.

5. Same as vermeil, 4.

Several Gold Rings set with Turky and VermiUiom.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life In Keign of Queen

[Anne, I. 181.

Antimony vermilion. See 07i<im<mv.— Orange ver-
milion. See orange^.

II. n. Of the color of vermilion ; of the bril-

liant pure-red color common in the bloom of

the single scarlet geranium : as, a vermilion dye.

The land of tears gave forth a blast of wind,
And fulminated a vermilion light,

Which overmastered in me every sense.

And as a man whom sleep hath seized I fell.

LongfelloWy tr. of Dante's Inferno, ilL 134.

Vermilion border, the red part of the human lips, where
the skin passes over into mucous membrane.—Vermilion
flycatcher, a small tyrant-bird of the genus Pyrocepba-
lus, as F. ruhineug, alxmt 6 inches long, the male of which
is dark-brown with all the under parts and a full globular
crest vermilion-red or crimson. A bird of this kind in-

habits Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, and the
regions southward ; and several others are found in the
warmer parts of America. See cut under Pyrocephalus.—
Vermilion lacquer. Same, as coral lacquer (which see,

under coral).

vermilion (ver-mil'yon), V. t. [< vermilion, «.]

To color with or as with vermilion ; dye red

;

cover or suffuse with a bright red.

A sprightly red vermilions all her face.

Granville, A Receipt for Vapours.

vennilyt (v^r'mi-li), n. [Irreg. extended from
vermil, vermeil.'} Same as vermilion. Spenser,

F. Q., III. viii. 6.

vermin (v6r'min), H. [Formerly also vermine
(also dial, varmin, varmint, varment); < ME.
vermine, vermyne, < OF. (and F.) vermine = Pr.

vermena = It. vermine, vermin, noxious insects,

etc., as if < Ij." vermineu.s or *verminus,(. vermis,

a worm: see irorm.] 1. Any noxious or trou-

blesome animal: mostly used in a collective

sense.
Your woful raoder wende stedfastly
That cruel houndes or Bom foul vermyne
Hadde eten yow. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1039.

<a) A worm ; a reptile.

No heart have youi or such
As fancies, like the vennin in a nut.

Have fretted all to dust and bitterness.
Tennyson, FrinceM, vi.

(b) A noxious or disgusting insect, especially a parasite

;

particularly, a louse, a bedbug, or a flea, (c) A mammal
or bird injurious to game, and mischievous or troublesome
in ganiepre«erve» : chiefly an English usage. Such quad-
rupwls as badgers, otters, weasels, polecats, rats, and mice,
and such birds as hawks and owls, are all called vermin.

Inhuman devill ! think some fatall hower
Will bring huge troupes of vermine to devoure
Thy graine & thee.

Times' Whittle (E. E. T. S.X P- 99.

They [of Java Major] feede on Cats, Rats, and other
rennine. Pvrehas, Pilgrimage, p. 540.

Like a vermin or a wolf, when their time comes they
die and perish, and in the mean time do no good.

Jer, Taylor, Holy Living, i. 1.

It is not so much to me and my fraternity as those base
vermin the Otters. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 21.

Hence— 2. A contemptible or obnoxious per-
son; a low or vile fellow; also, such persons
collectively.

You are my prisoners, base vermine.
S. BuUer, Hudibras, II. lii. 1072.

Sir, this vermin of court reporters, when they are forced
into day upon one point, are sure to burrow in another.

Burke, Amer. Taxation.

vermint (ver'rain), I'. <. l< vermin, n.2 To rid
or clear of vermin.

Get warrener bound
To vermine thy ground.
Tusser, Husbandry, January's Abstract.

verminate (ver'mi-nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. ver-

miii'iterl,\>i>r.verminating. ^(.'L.verminare, have
worms, have crawling pains (cf . vermina, gripes,
belly-ache), < vermin, worm: see vermin.'} To
breed vermin; become infested with worms,
lice, or other parasites.

Vennination (vfer-mi-na'shon), ». [< L. vermi-
natio(n-), worms (as a disease), also crawling
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pains, < verminare, have worms, have crawl-
ing pains: see verminate.'] The generation or
breeding of worms or other parasites

;
parasitic

infestation, as by intestinal worms ; helminthi-
asis ;_phthiriasis; the lousy disease,

verminert (ver'mi-ner), n. A terrier.

The beagles, the lurchers, and lastly, the verminers, or,

as we should call them, the terriers.

Ainsivorth, Lancashire Witches, iii. 1.

vermin-killer (ver'min-kil'''6r), n. One who or
that which kills vermin,
venninlyt (v6r'min-li), a. [< vermin + -ly^.}

Like or characteristic of vermin.
They have nothing in them but a verminly nimbleness

and subtlety, being bred out of the putrefactions of men's
brains. Up. Goudc/i, Hieraspistes (1053), p. 379. (Latham.)

verminous (ver'mi-nus), a. [= F. vennineux
= Up. Pg. It. verminoso, < L. verminosus, full of

worms, < t;er»( i«, worm : see vermin.} 1. Tend-
ing to verminate, or breed vermin; affected
with vermination ; infested with parasitic ver-
min: as, BermtnoKS carrion.

Verminous and polluted rags dropt over-worn from the
toyling shoulders of Time. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

Or how long he had held verminous occupation of his
blanket and skewer. Dickens, Tom Tiddler's Ground, i.

2. Due to the presence of vermin ; caused by
vermin: as, TOrminOM^ ulcers. See phthiriasis.—^3. Of the nature of or consisting of vermin;
like vermin.

Do you place me in the rank of verminous fellows,

To destroy things for wages ?

Aftddleton and Rowley, Changeling, iii. 4.

That soft class of devotees who feel

Reverence for life so deeply that they spare
'I'he verminous brood.

Wordsworth, The Borderers, ii.

Verminous and murderous muckworm of the Parisian
Commune. Swinburne, Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 176.

Verminous crasist, a diseased condition supposed to be
due to the presence of intestinal worms.— Verminous
fever, a fever due to the presence of intestinal worms.

verminously (v6r'mi-nus-li), adv. In a vermi-
nous manner, or to a verminous degree ; so as to

breed worms ; as if infested by worms : as, ver-

minously unclean.
vermiparous (v6r-mip'a-rus), a. [< L. vermis,

worm, + parere, bear, ^- -ons.'] Producing or

breeding worms.
A generation of eggs, or some vermiparous separation.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 20.

vermis (vfer'mis), w. ; p\.vermes (-mez). [L., a
worm: see worm.'} In anat., the median lobe

or division of the cerebellum ; the vermiform
process of the cerebellum, divided into prever-

mis and postvermis.

Vermivora (v6r-miv'o-ra), n. [NXi. (Swainson,
1827), < L. vermis, a worm, -I- vorare, devour.]

A genus of birds, the American worm-eating
warblers : now divided into several other gen-
era, including Helmintherus (Helinaia or Uelo-

ntea) and Helminthophaga (or Helminthophila).
(See warbler, swamp-warbler, and cut under Helmintho-
phaga.) The name was applietl by Lesson in 1831 to a dif-

ferent genus(of the family Tyrannidie), and had been used
by Meyer in 1822 in another sense.

vermivorous (vfer-miv'o-rus), a. [< L. vermis,

worm, -I- vorare, devour, -I- -ous.} Worm-eat-
ing ; feeding on worms ; devouring grubs ; eru-

eivorous ; campophagous.
Vermonter (v6r-mon't6r), n. [< Vermont (see

def.) + -erl.] A native or an inhabitant of

Vermont, one of the New England States of

the United States of America.

In 1776 the Vermonters sought admission to the provin-

cial Congress. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 168.

vermuth, vermouth (ver'moth), n. [= F. ver-

mout, wermouth, < G. wermuth, wormwood, =
AS. wermod, wormwood: see loormwood.} A
sort of mild cordial consisting of white wine
flavored with wormwood and other Ingi'edieiits.

It is prepared chiefly in France and Italy, that of Turin

being the most esteemed, and its special use is to stimu-

late the appetite by its bitterness.

vemaclel (ver'na-kl), n. [< L. vernaculus, na-

tive, vernacular: see vernacular.} A vernacu-

lar word, term, or expression. [Rare.]

Vemacles or vernacular terms.

Bm*'s Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 618.

vernacle^t (ver'na-kl), ». A Middle English

form of vernic.le.

vernacular (ver-nak'u-liir), a. and n. [< L.

rerntindii.f, native, domestic, indigenous, of or

pertaining to home-born slaves. < vcrna, a

native, a home-bom slave (one born in his

master's house), lit. 'dweller,' < V vas = Skt.

^ va.1, dvieW: see was.} I. a. 1. Native; in-

digenous; belonging to the country of one's

birth ; belonging to the speech that one naturally

acquires: as, English is our t)e»'»acMiarlanguage.

vernal

The word is always, or almost always, used of

the native language or ordinary idiom of aplace.

This [Welsh] is one of the fourteen vernacular and in-

dependent Tongues of Europe, and she hath divers Dia-
lects. Howell, Letters, ii. 65.

The tongues which now are called learned were indeed
vernacular when first the Scriptures were written in them.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 367.

An ancient father of his valley, one who is thoroughly
vernacular in his talk. De Quincey, Style, IL

2. Hence, specifically, characteristic of a lo-

cality: as, vernacular a.rQ.\i\ie<:ivtre Vernacular
disease, a disease which prevails in a particular country
or district ; an epidemic, or more accurately an endemic,
disease.

II. n. One's mother-tongue ; the native idiom
of a place; by extension, the language of a
particular calling.

He made a version of Aristotle's Ethics into the vernac-
ular. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2,

The English Church . . . had obtained the Bible in

English, and the use of the chief forms of prayer in the
venmcular. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 261.

On the bar we found friends that we had made in Pan-
ama, who had preceded us a few days, long enough to

speaic the vernacular of mining, and to pride themselves
on being "old miners." The Century, XLII. 128.

vernacularism (ver-nak'u-lar-izm), n. [< ver-

nacular + -ism.} 1. A vernacular word or ex-

pression. Quarterly Rev.— 2. The use of the
vernacular: the opposite of classicalism

.

vemacularity (v6r-nak-u-lar'i-ti), n.
;
pi. ver-

nacularities (-tiz). [< vernacular + -ity.} A
vernacularism ; an idiom.

Rustic Annandale, . . . with its homely honesties, rough
vemaculariti^s.

Carlyle, Reminiscences (Edward Irving), p. 264.

vemacularization (ver-nak'''u-lar-i-za'shon),

«. [<, vernacidarize + -ation.} Tte act or pro-

cess of making vernacular; the state of being
made vernacular.

Thousands of words and uses of words, on their first

appearance or revival as candidates for vemaculariza-
tion, must have met with repugnance, expressed or unex-
pressed. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 106.

vernacularize (vfer-nak'u-lijr-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. vernacularized, ppr. vernacularizing. [<.ver-

nacular + -ize.} To make vernacular; ver-

naculate.

vernacularly (vfer-nak'u-liir-li), adv. In ac-

cordance with the vernacular manner; in the
vernacular. »

vernaculate (v6r-nak'u-lat), v. t.; pret. and
pp. vernacidated, ppr. vernaculating. [< L. ver-

naculus, native, + -ate^.} To express in a
vernacular idiom

;
give a local name to. [Rare.]

Very large Antwerp (red raspberry] "patches," as they
are vemacvlated by the average fruit-grower.

New York Semi-weekly Tribune, July 15, 1887.

vemaculoust (ver-nak'u-lus), a. [= Sp. ver-

ndculo = Pg. It. vernaculo, < L. vernaculus, na-
tive, domestic, of or pertaining to home-born
slaves: %ee vernacular.} 1. Vernacular.

Their vemaeulous and mother tongues.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, viii.

2. Of or belonging to slaves or the rabble;
hence, scurrilous ; insolent ; scofiSng. [A Lat-
inism.]

The petulancy of every vernaculous orator.

B. Jonson, Volpone, Ded.

vernaget (vfer'naj), n. [< ME. vernage, < ()F.

vcrnage, < It. vernacda, "a kind of strong wine
like malmesie or mukadine or bastard wine"
(Floricr, 1598) (ML. reraae/iia), lit. 'winter wine,'

< vernaccio, a severe winter, < verno, winter, =
It. Pg. inverno = Sp. invierno = F. hiver, winter,

< L. hibernus, pertaining to winter: see hiber-

nate.} A kind of white wine.

He drynketh ypocras, clarree, and vernage.

Of spices hoote, to encressen his corage.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 663.

Sche brougthe hem Vernage and Crete.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. Ill, Index.

vernal (v^r'nal), a. [< F. vernal = Pr. Sp. Pg.

vernal = It. vernale, < LL. vernulis, of the spring,

vernal, < L. ver, spring: see ver.} 1. Of or

pertaining to the spring; belonging to the

spring; appearing in spring: as, renin/ bloom.

In those vernal seasons of the year, when the air is

calm and pleasant. It were an injury and sullenness against

Nature not to go out and see her riches.
Milton, Education.

The vernal breeze that drives the fogs before it, . . . if

augmented to a tempest, will . . . desolate the garden.
Goldsmith, National Concord.

And beg an alms of springtime, ne'er denied
Indoors by vernal Chaucer.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

2. Of or belonging to youth, the springtime of

life.



vernal

The vernal fancies and sensations of your time of life.

Choate, Addresses, p. 134.

3. In hot. J appeariug in spring: as, vernal
flowers.— 4. Done or aecompHshed in spring:
as, the vernal raigi'ation or molt of birds Ver-
nal ectuinoz. See equinox^ and equinoctial points (under
equinoctial).— Yema.! fever, malarial fever.— Vernal
grass, a (Trass, Anfhoxanthttm odoralum, native in the
nortliem Old World, inti-oduced in >iorth America. It is

a slender plant a foot or two high, with a loose cylindri-
cal spike. From the presence of couniarin it exhales an
agreeable odor, especially at flowering time, and though
not specially nutritious is prized as an admixture in hay
for the sake of its tlavor. Often called sii^et vernal grass,
spring grass, sometimes stveet-scented grass.— YeTasl
signs, the signs in which the sun appears in spring.—
Vernal whitlow-grass. See whitlow-grass.

vernally (ver'nal-i), adv. In a vernal manner.
vernant (ver'nant), a. [< L. vernan{t-)Sj ppr. of
rerttare, flouris"ti, bloom : see vernatcj] Floui'-

ishiug as in spring; vernal.

Else had the spring
Perpetual smiled on earth with vernant flowers.

Milton, P. L., X. 679.

vemate (v^r'nat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. vernatedj

ppr. vernating, [< L. vernatns^ pp. of vernare^
flourish, bloom, < vermiSy of the spring: see ver-

nal.'] To be vernant; flourish.

vernation (v6r-na'shon), n. [< L. vernatio(n-)j
found only in the particular sense the slough-
ing or shedding of the skin of snakes, the slough
itself, lit. * renewing of youth,' < vernare, be like

spring, bloom, flourish, renew itself, of a snake,
to shed its skin, slough: see vemate.'] In hot.,

the disposition of the nascent leaves within the
bud, not with reference to their insertion, but
with regard to their folding, coiling, etc., taken
singly or together, it is also called pre/oliation. and
the word corresponds to the tenns estivation and prejiora-
tion, which indicate the manner in which the parts of the
flower are arranged in the flower-bud. For the particular
forms of vernation, see the terms plicate, conduplicate, in-

fiexed, convolute, involute, revolute, and circinate.

vernicle (ver'ni-kl), n. [< ME. vernicley vcr-

naele, vernakylle,<. ML. veronicula, dim. of veron-
ica: see verofiica.] A handkerchief impressed
with the face of Christ: same as veronica^ 1.

A vemide hadde he sowed on his cappe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 685.

The vernicle, as worn by pilgrims, was a copy of the
handkerchief of St. Veronica, which was miraculously im-
pressed with the features of our Lord.

Piers Plowman (ed. Skeat), II. 101, notes.

vernier (ver'ni-6r), H. [< F. vernier, named
after Pierre Vernier (1580-1637), who invented
the instrument in 1631.] A small movable scale,

running parallel with the fixed scale of a sex-

tant, theodolite, barometer, or other graduated
instrument, and used for measiiring a fractional

part of one of the equal divisions on the grad-
uated fixed scale or arc. it consists, in its simplest
form, of a small sliding scale, the divisions of which dif-

fer from those of the primary scale. A space is taken
equal to an exact number of parts of the primary scale,

and is divided into a number of equal parts either greater
by 1 or less by 1 than the number that it covers on the
primary scale. Fig. 1 represents the vernier of the com-
mon barometer for measuring to the hundredth of an inch.

FiR.I. Fig. 2.

The scale is divided into inches and tenths of inches;
the small movable scale is the vernier, which consists of
a length of eleven parts of the main scale divided into ten
equal parts— each part being therefore equal to eleven
tenths of a division on the main scale, and the difference
between a scale-division and a vernier-division being one
hundredth of an inch. To use the vernier, the zero or top
line of it is set to coincide with the top of the barometric
column, which in the figure stands between 30.1 and 30.2
inches. If the zero of the vernier were set to coincide
with 30.1 Inches on the scale, the first division would be
one hundredth of an inch below 30 on the scale, division
2 two hundredths below 29.9, and so on, division 10 co-
inciding with 29 inches. Hence, as the vernier is raised
its divisions coincide successively with scale-divisions, and
the numbers on the vernier correspond to the hundredths
it lias been raised. In the figure the coincidence is at the
seventh vernier-division—that is, the vernier stands seven
hundredths of an inch above JiO.l, and the height of the
mercury is therefore .S0.17 inches. Fig. 2 represents part
of the limb of a sextant with a vernier. Also called no-
iwus. See also cuts under caliper, square, and transit.—
Vernier-scale sight. See sights.
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vemile (v6r'nil), a. [< L. vemiliSj servile, <

verna, a home-i>om slave: see vernacular.]

Suiting a slave ; servile; slavish. [Rare.]

Vemile scurrility. De Quincey, {Imp. Diet.)

vernility (ver-nil'i-ti), n. [< L. verniHta(f-)s,

servility: < vern (7(5, servile: see sei^vile,] The
character or state of being vernile; servility.

Bhuut. 1670. LRare.]

vernisht, «'• An obsolete form of varnish.

vernix (ver'niks), n. [NL., varnish: see var-
nish.] In med., used in the phrase vernix casco-

sa, a fatty matter covering the skin of the fetus.

Vernonia (v6r-n6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Schreber,
1791), named after William Vernon, an English
botanist, who collected plants in Maryland near
the end of the 17th century.] A genus of com-
posite plants, type of the tribe Vernoniacese and
subtribe Euvernonieie. it is characterized by a poly-
morphous inflorescence, usually with a naked receptacle,
ten-ribbed achenes, and a pappus of two or three series,

the inner slender, copious, and elongated, the outer much
shorter, often more chatfy, sometimes absent. There are
about 500 species. They are chiefly tropical, abundant in

America, numerous in Africa, and frequent in Asia. A few
occur beyond the tropics, in North and South America and
South Africa. One Asiatic species, V. cinerea, is very com-
mon also in Australia, and is naturalized in the West Indies.
None occurs in Europe. They are shrubs or herbs, usually
with straight, crisped, woolly or tangled hairs, rarely stel-

late or scurfy. The leaves are alternate, entire or toothed,
feather-veined, petioled or sessile, but not decurrent ; in

V. oppositi/olia and V. eupatorifolia of Brazil they are oppo-
site. The fruit consists of smooth or hirsute achenes, com-
monly glandular between the ribs. The flowers are purple,
red, bluish, or rarely white ; they form terminal flower-

heads, which are usually cymose and panicled, or cor>'m-
bose, sometimes solitary or glomerate. The large section
Lepidoploa includes over 200 American species, chiefly

with many-flowered subspherical corymbed heads ; to this

belong the 10 or more species of the United States, which
are known as ironweed, perhaps from the hardness of their
stems, and are peculiar in their usually crimson flow-

ers, brown or rusty-colored pappus, and resinous-dotted
achenes. They are polymorphous, and disposed to hybrid-
ize. V. Noveboracensis, also known as Jlattop, extends
north to New England ; V. altissima, to Pennsylvania

;

and V. fasdculata, to Ohio and the Dakotas; the others
are chiefly southwestern. V. arborescens is the fleabane
of Jamaica. A decoction of V. cvnerea is used in India as

a febrifuge. Tlie small black seeds of V. anthelmintica, a
common annual of India, yield by pressure a solid green
oil known as khatzum- or kinka-oil, esteemed of value in
the arts.

Vernoniacese (ver-n6-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(C. H. F. Lessing, 1829), < Vernonia + -acese.]

A tribe of composite plants, characterized by
flower-heads with all the flowers similar and
tubular, and usually by setose or chaffy pappus
and alternate leaves. From the Eupatoriacese, the
other similar tribe of uniformly tubular-flowered Coin-
positse, it is further distinguished by its sagittate anthers
and its subulate style-branches, which are usually much
elongated, stigmatose along the inner side, and minutely
hispid externally. It includes 41 genera, classed in 5

groups or series— one of these series, the subtribe Lgch-
nophorese, peculiar in its densely glomerate small flower-
heads, the others composing the subtribe Euvernoniese,
with the flower-heads separate, and usually panicled or
solitaiy. They are herbs or shrubs, rarely trees. Their
leaves are alternate (except in 3 species), not opposite,
aa commonly in the Eupatoriaceie, and are entire or
toothed, not dissected, as often in other composite tribes.

Their flowers are purple, violet, or white, never yellow,
frequent as that color is in the order. One genus, Stolcesia,

is blue-flowered. Two genera, Elephanfopus and Vernonia
(the type), extend into the middle United States. The
tribe abounds in monotypic genera, chiefly Brazilian, with
two confined to the West Indies, one to Australia, and
three or four to tropical Africa.

vernoniaceous (ver-no-ui-a'shius), a. In hot.,

of the tribe Vernoniacese; characterized like

Vernonia.

Verona brown. See hroicn.

Veronese (ver-o-nes' or -nez')* «• Q>nd n. [<
Verona (see def.) + -ese. Cf.L. Veronensis.] 1.

a. In geog.j of or pertaining to Verona, a city

and province of northern Italy.—Veronese green.
See grecn'i.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Verona.
veronica (ve-ron'i-ka), n. [In ME. veronike and
veronyj < O^. veroniquCy F. veroniqne = Sp. ve-

rdnica = Pg. It. veronica; < ML. veronica, a nap-
kin supposed to be impressed with the face of

Christ (popularly connected with L. vera, true,

+ LGr. e'lKGJv, image : see very, icon), < Veronica,

the traditional name of the woman who wiped
the Sa\*iour*s face, ult. identical with Berenice^

Bernice, the traditional name of the woman
cured of the issue of blood, L, Berenice, also

Beromce, and contr. Bernice, < Gr. BepevUi], the
name of the daughter of King Agrippa and of
other women, Macedonian form of Gr. ^tptvUii,

lit. 'bearer of victory,' < ^k{}Eiv,=. E, hear^, +
viK?^, victory (see Nike). Hence ult. vernicle.]

1. A napkin or piece of cloth impressed with
the face of Christ : from the legend that a wo-
man named Veronica wiped the face of Christ

with her handkerchief when he was on his way

verricule

to Calvary, and that the likeness of the face was
miraculously impressed upon the cloth. Also
vernicle.— 2. [caj).] [KL. (Rivinus. 1690; ear-

lier, about 1554, by Mattioli) .] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Scrophulariy^ese and
tribe Digitalese, type of the subtribe Veronicesp.
It is characterized by opposite lower leaves, a wheel-
shaped corolla with a very short tube and spreading lobes,
and by two stamens with their anther-cells confluent at
the apex. About 220 species have been described, perhaps
to be reduced to 180. Tliey are widely scattered through
temperate and cold regions, and are usually low herbs,
their stem-leaves almost always plainly opposite, but the
floral leaves always alternate, and commonly diminished
into bracts. V. Virginica is exceptional in its whorled
leaves. The flowers are blue, often penciled witli violet,

and varying to purple, pink, or white, but never yellow;
they form terminal or axillary racemes, or are solitarj" and
sessile in the axils. The fruit is a loculicidal or four-valved
capsule, often obtuse or notched, rarely acute. The spe-

cies are known as speedwell, especially K. Chamxdrys, also

called forget-me-not (see speedwell). A few are of medici-
nal repute, especially V. Virginica, known aa bUtck-root

The Upper Pari of the Stem with the Flowers of Culver's-root
(Veronica Virginica).

a, flower ; h, fruit ; r. part of stein with the whorled leaves.

and Culver's-root or Culver's-physic, a tall perennial with
wand-like stem from 2 to 6 feet high, and a white spike
from 6 to 10 inches long, occurring in Canada, the eastern
and central I'nited States, .Japan, and Siberia. The leaves
of V. officinalis have been used as a medicinal tea ; the so-

called Mont Cenis tea is from V. Allionii. Twelve species
are natives of England, 60 of Europe, 6 of Alaska, and 11 of
the United States proper, only two of which are confined
to North America: V. CtisicHi, a large-flowered alpine
plant of Oregon and California, and I'. Americana, known
as brooklime, a petiolate aquatic with purple-striiiL-d pale-
blue flowers, distributed from Virginia and New Mexico
to Alaska. The similar T. Beccabunga of the iHd World
is the original brooklime. Five other species are now nat-

uralized in the United States : of these, V. peregrina and
V. serpyllifolia are almost cosmopolitan. (See neckiceed,

and Paul's hetony (under betony).) For 1'. hedersefolia, see
henbit; and for V. officinalis, see speedwell (with cut) and
Jiuellen. Many foreign species (at least fifty) are valued
for cultivation in gardens, as V. longifolia, or for rockeries,
as V. repens, a creeper forming a mat of pale-blue flowere.

Many are of variegated colors, as V, saxatUis. an alpine
plant with blue violet-striped flowers, narrowly ringed
with crimson around the white center. Numerous spe-
cies occur in high southern latitudes, 14 in Australia, and
24 in New Zealand, one of which, K. elliptica, extends to
Cape Horn, and sometimes becomes a small tree 20 feet
high. The genus reaches its greatest development in New
Zealand, wirere it is present in remarkable beauty and
abundance. Nearly all the species are shrubby, usually
from 2 to 6 feet high, and are cultivated under glass, espe-
cially V. salici/olia and V. speciosa, with wine-colored flow-

ers, the largest^leafed species, as also V. fonnosa of Tas-
mania, V. bux%folia, with purple-veined white flowers, is

sometimes known as New Zealand box; and V. perfoliata,

of southern Australia, as digger's-speedweli. V. tetragona
of New Zealand, from its hard imbricated decussate con-
nate leaves, has been mistaken for a conifer.

veixayt, verraylichet. Middle English forms
of very, verily.

verret, n. [ME.,< OF. (and 'F.)verre, < L. vitruni.

glass: see vitreous. The same word is con-
tained in satidiver and ult. in varnish.] Glass.

Forthy, who that hath an hede of verre

Fro caste of stones war hym in the werre,
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 867.

verr6, verrey(ve-ra'))«* In //cr., same as vaire.

verrelt, n. An obsolete form of ferrule^.
verriculate (ve-rik'u-lat), a. [< verricide +
-ate^.] In cntom., covered with verricules.

verricule (ver'i-kul), «. [< L, rerriculumy a
drag-net, < t^errere, sweep.] In entom., a thick-

set tuft of upright parallel hairs.
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verruca (ve-ro'ka), n.; pi. irrrucaj (-se). [NL.,

< L. verruca, a wart, a steep place, a height.]

1. In iwthoL, a wart.— 2. In bot., a wart or

sessile gland produced upon various parts of

plants, especially upon a thallus.— 3. In zool.,

a small, flattish, wart-like prominence ; a ver-

ruciform tubercle.— 4. [_cap.'] A genus of cir-

ripeds, typical of the family Verrucidse.

verrucano (ver-9-ka'n6), n. [< It. vernieana,

a hard stone used in crushing-mills, < verruca,

< L. verruca, a wart.] The name given by Al-
pine geologists to a conglomerate of more or
less imperfectly rounded fragments of white
or pale-red quartz, varying in size from that
of a grain of sand up to that of an egg, held
together by a cement of reddish, greenish, or
violet-colored silicioiLS or talcose material, it

occurs in numerous localities both north and south of

the Alps, and in northern Italy, sometimes in masses of

great thickness, which often take on a gneissoid or schis-

tose structure. In certain localities the verrucano over-
lies a slaty rock which contains plants of Carboniferous
age: hence some geologists have considered it as belong-
ing to that formation, while others have regarded it as the
equivalent of the Rothliegende, the lower division of the
Permian.

Verrucaria (ver-o-ka'ri-S), n. [NL. (Persoon),
< L. verrucaria, a plant that drives away warts,
< verruca, a wart.] A genus of angiocarpous
lichens, typical of the tribe Verrucariacei.

Verrucariacei (ver-o-ka-ri-a'se-i), n.j)l. [NL.,
< Verrucaria + -acei.} A tribe of angiocar-
pous lichens, having globular apothecia which
open only by a pore at the summit, and a
proper exciple covering a similarly shaped hy-
menium, which is in turn included in a more
or less distinguishable envelop. Also Verru-
cariiei.

verrucariaceous (ver-^-ka-ri-a'shius), a. In
bot., of or pertaining to the genus Verrucaria
or tlie tribe Verrucariacei.

verrucariine (ver-Q-ka'ri-in), o. [< Verrucaria
+ -iiie^.~}i In 6ot., resembling the genus Verru-
caria or the tribe Verrucariacei, or having their
characters.

verrucarioid (ver-o-ka'ri-oid), a. [< Verrucaria
+ -oid.'\ In hot., same as verrucariine.

Verrucidae (ve-ro'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Verruca,
4, + -idsp.] A family of sessile thoracic Cirri-

pedia, characterized by the absence of a pe-
duncle and the lack of symmetry of the shell,

the scuta and terga being deprived of depressor
muscles, movable on one side only, on the other
united with the rostrum and carina. Verruca
is the only genus, with few recent species, but
others are found fossil down to the Chalk for-

mation.
verruciform (ve-ro'si-f6rm), a. [< L. verruca,

a wart. + forma, form.] Warty; resembling
a wart in appearance. Also verrueseform,

vemicose (ver'^kos), a. [< L. verrucosus : see
trrciKVd/.s'.] Same as verrucous.

verrucous (ver'ij-kus), a. [= F. verruqueux, <

L. verrucoKus, full of warts, < verruca, a wart:
see verruca.'] Warty, studded with verruciform
elevations or tubercles.

verruculose (ve-ro'ku-los), a. [< L. verrucula,
a little eminence, a little wart (dim. of verruca,
a wart), + -osc.'\ Minutely verrucose ; covered
witii small warts or wart-like elevations.

verrugas (ve-ro'gjis), ». [< Sp. verrugas, pi. of
verruija, < L. verruca, a wart. J A specific dis-

ease, often fatal, occurring in Peru; framboe-
sia. A prominent characteristic is the appear-
ance of warty growths on the skin. See also
yairs.

vemilet, ". An obsolete form offerrule^.
verry (ver'i), a. In her., same as vairi.

versabillty (ver-sa-bil'j-ti), n. [< versahle +
-//,'/.] The state or quality of being versable;
aptness to be turned round.
Now the use of the Auxiliaries is at once to set the

soul a-going by herself upon the materials, as they are
brought her, and. by the vergabilUy of this great engine,
round which they are twisted, to open new tracts of in-
quiry, and make every idea engender millions.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, t. 42.

versable (vfer'sa-bl), a. [< L. versabilis, mov-
able, changeable, < versure, turn or whirl about

:

see t'er.'fnN^] Capable of being turned. Blount,
1070.

versableness (ver'sa-bl-nes), n. The character
or state of being versable ; versabUity.
versalt (vfr'sal), a. [Abbr. of universal. Cf.
i<(r«(/.] Universal; whole.

.She looks as pale as any clout in the verml world.
Shak., R. and J., ii. 4. 219.

Some, for brevity.
Have cast the verml world's nativity.

S. BuOer, Uudibras, II. iii. 930.
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versant (vfer'sant), a. and n. [< F. versant, <

L. ver8an{t-)s, mT. of versare, turn or whirl
about: see cersei, u.] I. a. 1. Familiar; con-
versant; versed.

I, with great pains and difficulty, got the whole book of
the Canticles translated into each of these languages, by
priests esteemed the most versant in the language of each
nation. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 404.

The Bishop of London is . . . thoroughly versant in
ecclesiastical law.

Sydney Smith, First Letter to Archdeacon Singleton.
[(Davies.)

2. In her., carrying the wings erect and open.
It is generally held to be the same as elevated and pur-
suant, but seems to refer especially to a display of the
under surface of the wings.

II. n. All that part of a country which slopes
or inclines in one direction ; the general lie or
slope of surface ; aspect.

versatile (ver'sa-til), a. [< F. versatile = Sp.
versdtil = Pg. versatil = It. versatile, < L. ver-

satilis, revolving, movable, versatile, < versare,
turn: see verse^, v.] 1. Capable of being
moved or turned round : as, a versatile spindle.

At ye Royall SocietyS' Wm Petty propos'd divers things
for the improvement of shipping : a versatile keele that
should be on hinges. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 20, 1661.

He had a versatile timber house built in Mr. Hart's gar-
den (opposite to St James's parke) to try the experiment.
He would tume it to the sun, and sit towards it.

Avhrey, Lives (James Harrington).

Versatile and sharp-piercing, like a screw.
W. Barte, Eulogies.

2. Changeable; variable; unsteady; incon-
stant.

Those versatile representations in the neck of a dove.
Glanvilte.

3. Turning with ease from one thing to another

;

readily appljring one's self to a new task, or to

various subjects ; many-sided : as, a versatile

writer ; a versatile actor.

An adventurer of versatile parts, sharper, coiner, false
witness, sham bail, dancing-master, buffoon, poet, come-
dian. MaeatUay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Conspicuous among the youths of high promise . . . was
the quick and versatile Montague.

Macatday, Hist. Eng., xx.

The versatile mind, ever ready to turn its attention in a
new and unexplored quarter.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 97.

4. In bot., swinging or turning freely on a sup-
port : especially noting an anther fixed by the
middle on the apex of the filament, and swing-
ing freely to and fro. See cuts under anther
and lily.— 5. In ornith., specifically, reversible:
noting any toe of a bird which may be turned
either forward or backward.

It is advantageous to a bird of prey to be able to spread
the toes as widely as possible, that the talons may seize
the prey like a set of grappling irons ; and accordingly the
toes are widely divergent from each other, the outer one
in the owls and a few hawks being quite versatile.

Caues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 130.

6. In entom., moving freely up and down or
laterally: as, versatile antennae Versatile de-
mentia, a form of dementia in which the patient is talk-

ative and restless, often with a tendency to destroy, with-
out reason, any objects within his reach.— Versatile
bead, in entom. , a head that can be freely moved in every
direction.

versatilely (vfer'sa-tU-li), adv. In a versatile

manner.
versatileness (v^r'sa-til-nes), n. The state or

quality of being versatile; versatility.

versatility (v^r-sa-til'i-ti), n. [< F. versati-

lite = Sp. versatilidad = Pg. versatilidade = It.

versatilitd; as versatile + -ity.'] 1. The state or

character of being changeable or fickle ; varia-

bleness.

The evils of inconstancy and versatility, ten thousand
times worse than those of obstinacy and the blindest preju-

dice. Burke, Kev. in France.

2. The faculty of easily turning one's mind to

new tasks or subjects; facility in taking up
various pursuits or lines of thought or action

;

versatileness : as, the versatility of genius.

I do not mean the force alone.

The grace and versatility of the man.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. Specifically, inorniWi., capability of turning
either backward or forward, as a toe ; the ver-

satile movement of such a digit.

versation (ver-sa'shon), n. A turning or wind-
ing. Blount, 1670.

"

Verschoorist (ver'skor-ist), n. [< Verschoor
(see def.) + -ist."] One of a minor sect in the
Netherlands in the seventeenth century, fol-

lowers of one Verschoor. They are also called

Hebraists, because of their application to the
study of Hebrew.
vers de 80Ci6t6 (vers &k s6-se-a-ta'). [F.]

Same as society verse (which see, under society).

verse

verse^t (vSrs), v. t. [< OF. verser, F. verser =
Sp. Pg. versar = It. versare, < L. versare, OL.
vorsare, turUj wind, twist, or whirl about, turn
over in the mind, meditate ; in middle voice, ver-

sari, move about, dwell, live, be occupied or
engaged or concerned; freq. of vertere, vortere,

pp. versus, vorsus, turn, turn about, overturn,
change, alter, transform, translate; in middle
voice, be occupied or engaged, be in a place
or condition, = AS. weorthan, E. worth, be: see
worth^.'] To turn; revolve, as in meditation.

Who, versing in his mind this thought, can keep his
cheeks dry? Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 344.

verse^ (v6rs), n. [< ME. vers, partly, and in the
early form /era wholly, < AS. fers, partly < OF.
(and F.) vers= Sp. Pg. It. verso= I). G. Sw. Dan.
vers, < L. versus {pl.versus), also vorsus, a furrow,
a line, row, in particular a line of writing, and in

poetry a verse, lit. a turning, turn (hence a turn
at the end of a furrow, etc.), < vertere, pp. ver-

sus, turn: see verse'^. Hence verse^, v., versicle,

versify, etc.] 1. In pros. : (o) A succession of

feet (colon or period) written or printed in one
line ; a line : as, a poem of three hundred verses ;

hence, a type of metrical composition, as rep-

resented by a metrical line ; a meter. A verse
may be catalectic, dimeter, trimeter, iambic,
dactylic, rimed, unrimed, alliterative, etc.

He made of ryme ten vers or twelve.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 463.

They . . . thought themselues no small fooles, when
they could make their verses goe all in ryme as did the
schooles of Salerne. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie. p. 9.

It does not follow that, because a man is hanged for

his faith, he is able to write good verses.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 295.

(6) A type of metrical composition, represented
by a group of lines ; a kind of stanza : as, Spen-
ceria.li verse ; hence, a stanza : as, the first tier«e

of a (rimed) hymn.
Now, good Cesario, but that piece of song . . .

Come, but one verse. Shak., T. K., li. 4. 7.

A young lady proceeded to entertain the company with
a ballad in four verses. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxvL

A stanza— often called a verse in the common speech of

the present day— may be a group of two, three, or any
number of lines. 5. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 239.

(c) A specimen of metrical composition; apiece
of poetry; a poem. [Bare.]

This verse be thine, my friend. Pope, Epistle to Jervas.

(d) Metrical composition in general; versifica-

tion; hence, poetical composition
;
poetry, es-

pecially as involving metrical form: opposed
to prose.

To write, to th' honour of my Maker dread.
Verse that a Virgine without blush may read.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

Who says in verse what others say in prose.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 202.

Poets, like painters, their machinery claim.

And verse bestows the varnish and the frame.
0. W. Holmes, Poetry.

2. (o) A succession of words written in one
line ; hence, a sentence, or part of a sentence,
written, or fitted to be written, as one line;

a stich or stichos. It was a custom in ancient times
to write prosaic as well as metrical books in lines of

average length: (See colometry, stichometry.) This cus-

tom was continued especially in writing the poetical booka
of the Bible, which, though not metrical in form, are
composed in balanced clauses, and in liturgical forms
taken from or similar to these. Hence— (6) In li-

turgies, a sentence, or part of a sentence, usu-
ally from the Scriptures, especially from the
Book of Psalms, said alternately by an ofiiciant

or leader and the choir or people : specifically,

the sentence, clause, or phrase said by the offi-

ciant or leader, as distinguished from the re-

sponse of the choir or congregation ; a versicle.
In the hour-offices a verse is especially a sentence follow-

ing the responsory after a lesson. In the gradual the
second sentence is called a verse, and also that following
the alleluia. Also versus, (c) In church music, a
passage or movement for a single voice or for

soloists, as contrasted with chorus ; also, a so-

loist who sings such a passage, (d) A short

division of a chapter in any book of Scripture,

usually forming one sentence, or part of a long

sentence or period. The present division of verses in

the Old Testament is inherited, with modifications, from
the masoretic division of verses (pesuqim), and has been
used in Latin and other versions since 152s. The present

division of verses in the New Testament was made by
Robert Stephanus, on a horseback journey from Pnris to

Lyons, In an edition published in IB.'il. In English ver-

sions the verses were first marked in the Geneva Bible

of i.')60. (e) A similar division in any book.

—

Adonic. Alcaic, Alcmanian verse. See the adjectives.

— Blank verse, unrimed verse; particularly, that form
of unrimed heroic verse which is commonly employed in

English dramatic and epic poetry. It was introduced by
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the Earl of Surrey (d. 1647), in his translation of the second
and fourth books of the JCneid. It was first employed in
the di-aiua in Sackville and Norton's tragedy of *• Ferrex
and Porres," which was printed in 1565 ; but it was not till

Marlowe adopted it in his play of ' Tamburlaine the Great"
that it became the form regularly employed in the metri-
cal drama, which it has since with only occasional inter-
vals remained. After Milton's nseof it in "Paradise Lost"
it was widely extended to many other classes of compo-
sition.—Elegiac verse. See eleyiat, 1.—Fescenulne
verses. See /'wccHiu'Hf.—Heroic, Hlpponactean.long,
Sattimian, serpentine, society, etc., verse. See the
qualifying words.—To cap verses. See ca^i.— Verse
Lyont. See tlie quotation.

Another of their pretie inuentions was to make a verse
of such wordes as by their nature and manner of construc-
tion and situation might be turned baclvward word by
word, and make another perfit verse, but of quite con-
trary sence, as the gibing monks that wrote of Pope Alex-
ander these two verses.

Laus tua non tua fraus, virtus non copia rerum,
Scandere te faciunt hoc decus eximium.

Which if ye will turne backward they make two other
good verses, but of contrary sence ; thus,

Eximium decus hoc faciunt te scandere, rerum
Copia, non virtus, fraus tua non tua laus.

And they called it Ver^ Lyon.
PvUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 11.

Verse^ (vers), v. [< verse^, re.] I. trans. To re-
late or express in verse ; turn into verse or rime.

Playing on pipes of corn, and versing love.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 67.

He fringed its sober grey with poet-bays.
And versed the Psalms of David to the air
Of Yankee-Doodle, for Thanksgiving-days.

HtUleek.

H. intrans. To make verses.

It is not riming and versing that maketh a Poet, no
more then a long gowne maketh an Aduocate.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 29.

'7ers6 (ver-sa'), a. [P., pp. of verser, turn : see
verse^.'] In her., reversed or turned in a direc-
tion unusual to the bearing in question. Also
renverse.

verse-anthem (v6rs'an''''tliem), n. In Eng.
church music, an anthem for soloists as con-
trasted with a full anthem, which is for a cho-
rus. The term is also applied to an anthem
that begins with a passage for solo voices.

verse-colored (vers'kul'''ord), a. Same as ver-
sicolor.

versed (verst), a. [< verse''- + -ed?, after P. verse.

Cf. versant, conversant.^ 1. Conversant or ac-
quainted; practised; skilled: -with in.

They were . . . very well versed in the politer parts of
learning, and had travelled into the most refined nations
of Europe. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

He is admirably well versed in screws, springs, and
hinges, and deeply read in knives, combs, or scissors, but-
tons, or buckles. Steele, Tatler, No. 142.

He seemed to be a man more than ordinarily versed in
the use of astronomical instruments.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 255.

Versed in all the arts which win the confidence and af-
fection of youth. Macmday, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Turned; turned over 'Versed sine, supple-
mental versed sine. See sine2.

verselet (v6rs'let), n. [< verse"^ + -let.'] A little

verse : used in contempt.
Moreover, he wrote weak little versclets, like very-much-

diluted Wordsworth, abounding in passages quotable for
Academy pictures of bread-and-butter children.

E. I'ates, Broken to Harness, xxi.

verse-maker (vers'ma'''ker), n. One who writes
verses; a rimer. Boswell.

verse-making (v6rs'ma'''king), «. The act or
process of making verses ; riming.

He had considerable readiness, too, in verse-making.
Athenteum, No. 3245, p. 17.

verseman (vers'man), n.
;

pi. versemen (-men).
[< verse^ + mare.J A writer of verses: used
humorously or in contempt.
The God of us Verse-men (you know, Child), the sun.

Prior, Better Answer to Cloe Jealous.

I'll Join St Blaise (a verseman fit.

More fit tlian I, once did it).

F. Locker, The Jester's Moral.

verse-monger (v6rs'mung''''ger), ». A maker
of verses; a rimer; a poetaster.
verse-mon^ering (v6rs'mung''''g6r-ing), n.
Verse-writing; especially, the making of poor
verses.

The contemporary verse-mon{jering south of the Tweed.
LttweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 12(1.

verser^t (vfer'sfer), n. [Appar. < verse'- + -cri.]

One who tricks or cheats at cards ; a sharper.
And so was faine to line among the wicked, sometimes

a slander for the padder [the stander was the sentinel to
the padder or footpad], sometimes a verser for the cony-
cacher [the coney or rabbit was the dupe, the coney-
catcher the sharper who enticed the coney to be fleeced
by the verser or card-sharper].

Sibton-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. .583.

verser^ (ver'sfer), n. [< verse'^ + -erl.] A maker
of verses; a versifier; a poet or a poetaster.
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Though she have a better verser got

(Or Poet in the court-account) than I,

B. Jonson, The Forest, xii.

He [Ben Jon8on]thoughtnotBartas a Poet, but aF«rser,
because he wrote not Fiction.
Drummond, Couv. of Ben Jonson (Works, ed. 1711, p. 224).

verse-service (vSrs'sSr^vis), re. In Eng. church
music, a choral service for solo voices. Com-
pare verse-anthem.

verset (ver'set), n. [< P. verset, dim. of vers,
verse: see verse^.'] If. A verse, as of Serip-
tiu'e; a versicle.

They beare an equall part with Priest in many places,
and have their cues and versets as well as he.

Milton, On Del. of Humb. Remonst.

2. In music, a short piece of organ-music suit-
able for use as an interlude or short prelude in
a church service.

verse-tale (vers'tal), re. A tale written or told
in verse.
Many of the verse-tales are bright and spirited, and even

pathos and melancholy are tempered by a certain quiet

—

sometimes satirical — humour.
The Academy, Oct. 12, 1889, p. 232.

versicle (ver'si-kl), re. [< L. versiculus, a little

verse, dim. of versus, a verse: see verse^.'] A
little verse; specifically, in liturgies, one of a
succession of short verses said or sung alter-
nately by the officiant and choir or people;
especially, the verse said by the officiant or
leader as distinguished from the response (51)
of the choir or congregation. See verse, 2 (6).
Tlie name of the versicles is sometimes given distinctively
to the versicles and responses (preces) alter the creed at
morning and evening prayer in the Anglican Church. Tlie
liturgical sign of the versicle, used in prayer-books, is if.

Doe it for thy name. Doe it for thy goodnesse, for thy
couenant, thy law, thy glory, &c., in seuerall versicles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 198.

The Gloria Patri was composed by the Nicene Council,
the latter versicle by St. Jerome.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 256.

versicolor, versicolour (ver'si-kul-or), a. [<
L. versicolor, versicolorus, that changes its color,

< versare, change (see verse''), + color: see col-

or.'] 1 . Having several different colors
;
party-

colored
; variegated in color.

Chains, girdles, rings, versicolour ribands.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 478.

2. Changeable in color, as the chameleon

;

glancing different hues or tints in different
lights ; Iridescent ; sheeny. Also versicolorate.

Also verse-colored, versicolored, versicolorous.

versicolorate (ver-si-kul'or-at), a. [< versicolor
-\r -ate'-.] In entom., same as versicolor, 2.

versicolored (ver'si-kul-ord), a. [< versicolor

+ -ed^.] Same as versicolor: as, versicolored
plumage ; "a versicolored cloak," Lander.
versicolorous (ver-si-kul'or-us), a. [< versi-

color -)- -ous.] Same as versicolor.

versicular (ver-sik'u-lar), a. [< L. versiculus,

dim. of TOrsMS, verse {see versicle).] Pertaining
to verses; designating distinct di'visions of a
writing : as, a versicular division.

versification (ver''''si-fl-ka'shou), re. [< P. ver-

sification = Sp. versificaciori = Pg. versijicaqao

= It. versificazione, < L. vcrsificatio(n-), < versi-

ficare, versify: see versify.] The act, art, or
practice of composing poetic verse ; the con-
struction or measure of verse or poetry; met-
rical composition.

Donne alone . . . had your talent; but was not happy
enough to arrive at your versification.

Dryden, Essay on Satire.

Bad versification alone will certainly degrade and ren-
der disgustful the sublimest sentiments.

Goldsmith, Poetry Distinguished from Other Writing.

The theory that versification is not an indispensable
requisite of a poem seems to have become nearly obsolete
in our time. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 259.

versiflcator (vSr'si-fi-ka-tor), n. [< F. vcrsifica-
tetcr = Sp. Pg. versificador = It. versificatore, <
L. versificator, < versificare, versify : see versify.]

A versifier. [Rare.]

I must farther add that Statins, the best versificator

next to Virgil, knew not how to design after him, though
he had the model in his eye. Dryden, Essay on Satire.

Alliteration and epithets, which with mechanical versi-

ficators are a mere artifice, . . charm by their conso-
nance when they rise out of the emotions of the true
poet. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 128.

versificatriz (ver'si-fi-ka-triks), re. [< L. as if

"versificatrix, fern, of versificator : see versificor

tor.] A woman who makes verses. [Bare.]

In 1784 Beattie, writing of Hannah More, siiys that John-
son "told me. with great solemnity, that she was* the
most powerful versificatrix' in the English language."

AthensRum, No. 3*244, p. 894.

versifier (ver'si-fi-er), re. [< versify + -er'-.'] 1.

One who versifies; one who makes verses; a
poet.

version

Ther is a versifiour seith that the ydel man excuseth
hym in wynter bycause of the grete coold and in somer
by enchesoun of the heete. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

There haue beene many most excellent Poets that neuer
versified, and now swarme many versifiers that neede neuer
aunswere to the name of Poets.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 28.

2. One who expresses in verse the ideas of an-
other ; one who turns prose into verse ; a maker
of a metrical paraphrase : as, a versifier of the
Psalms.
versiform (ver'si-form), a. [< LL. versiformis,
changeable, < L. versus, in lit. sense 'turning,'
-1- forma, form.] Varied or varying in form.

versify (ver'si-fi), v.
;
pret. and pp. versified, ppr.

versifying. [< P. versifier = Sp. Pg. versificai
= It. versificare, < L. versificare, put into verse,
versify, < versus, verse, +fac€re, make, do (see

-fy)-] I. trans. 1. To turn into verse; make
a metrical paraphrase of: as, to versify the
Psalms.
The 30th Psalm was the first which Luther versified^

then the 12th, 4()th, 14th, 53rd, 67th, l-24th, and 12Sth,
which last Hubs had done before, and it was only mod-
ernised by Luther. Bumey, Hist. Music, 111. 35, note.

Our fair one . . . bade us versify
The legend. Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook.

2. To relate or describe in verse ; treat as the
subject of verse.

I versify the truth. Daniel, Civil Wars, i.

A lady loses her muff, her fan, or her lap-dog, and so
the silly poet runs home to versify the disaster.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xvii.

II. intrans. To make verses.

I receyved your letter, sente me laste weeke ; whereby
I perceive you otherwhiles continue your old exercise of
Versifying in Englishe. Spenser, To Gabriel Harvey.

In versifying he was attempting an art which he had
never learned, and for which he had no aptitude.

Southey, Bunyan, p. 40.

versing (ver'sing), n. [Verbal n. of verse^, v.]

The act of writing verse.

version (ver'shgn), re. [< P. version = Sp. ver-
sion — Pg. versao = It. versione, < ML. versio(n-),

a turning, translation, < L. vertere, pp. versus,
turn, translate: see verse'-.] If. A turning
round or about ; change of direction.

The first was called the strophe, from the version or
circular motion of the singers in that stanza from the right
hand to the left. Congreve, On the Pindaric Ode.

What kind of comet, for magnitude, colour, version of
the beams, placing in the region of heaven, or lasting,
produceth what kind of effects.

Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 1887).

2. A change or transformation ; conversion.

The version of air into water. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 27.

3. The act of translating, or rendering from one
language into another. [Rare.] — 4. A trans-
lation; that which is rendered from another
language. A list of versions of the Bible wiU
be found under the word Bible.

I received the Manuscript you sent me, and, being a
little curious to compare it with the Original, I find the
Version to be very exact and faithful.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 27.

Better a dinner of herbs and a pure conscience than
the stalled ox and infamy is my version.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iv.

5. A statement, account, or description of in-

cidents or proceedings from some particular
point of view: as, the other party's version of
the affair.— 6. A school exercise consisting of
a translation from one language, generallj- one's
own, into another.— 7. In oistet., a manipula-
tion whereby a malposition of the child is recti-

fied, during delivery, by bringing the head or the
feet into the line of the axis of the parturient ca-
nal ; turning. According as the feet or the head may be
brought down, the operation is called podalic or cephalic
version. Pelvic version is that which converts a nial-

presentation into a breech-presentation. Version is called
external when it is effected by external manipulation
only, internal when it is performed by the hand within
the parturient canal, and bimaniMl or bipolar when one
hand acting directly upon the child in the uterus is aided
by the other placed upon the abdominal wall.

8. In mathematical 2)hysics, the measure of the
direction and magnitude of the rotation about a
neighboring point produced by any vector fiinc-

tion distributed through space. I'hus, if the vec-
tor function is the velocity of a fluid at the different
points of space, its curl or version is the rotation of that
fluid at any point where its motion is rotational. The ad-
vantage of the word version over rotation is that it is ap-
plicai)le to cases where there is no motion : as, for example,
to a stress.— Italic version of the Bible. See Italic.

Revised version (sometimes called the rcvisum of th<

authorized version, or the nciv revi^-ioii, or the revision sim-
ply), a revision of the authorized or Kinff .Tames version
of the Bible, executed by two companies of scholars,
one working on the Old Testament, the other on the New
Testament, lh70-84. The work was originated by the
Convocation of the Province of Canterbury, England, in

1870 ; subsequently the cooperation of American scholars
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of different Protestant evangelical denominations was in-

vited : and the work was accomplished by the two inter-

national committees, on the basis of the King James ver-

sion, the rescilutions of the Convocation specifically provid-

ine that " we do not contemplate any new tfanslation of the

liible, or any alteration of the language, except where, in

the judgment of the most competent scholars, such change
is necessary." The work of revising the New Testament
was completed in November, 1880 ; that of the Old Testa-

ment in July, 1SS4. Abbreviated R. V., Rev. Tcr.— Spon-
taneous version, in obstet., the rectification of a mal-
pri'seiiiation by the action of the uterine muscles alone,

without the interference of the accoucheur. = Syn. 4. See
translation.

versional (ver'shon-al), a. [< version + -a?.]

Of or pertaining to a version or translation.

All the suggestions for emendations [of the Bible],

whether textual or vergional.

The Independent (New York), March 23, 1871.

versionist (ver'shon-ist), «. [< version + -ist.']

One who makes a version; a translator; also,

one who favors a certain version or translation.

Gent. Ma{/.

verso (ver'so), n. [< L, rersOj abl. of versnSj

turned, pp. of vertere, turn : see verse'^.'] The
reverse, back, or other side of some object.
SpeciticaUy— (a) Of a coin or medal, the reverse : opposed
to obverm. (6) Of a manuscript or print, the second or any
succeeding left-hand page; a page of even number: op-
posed to redo, or one of uneven number : as, verso of title,

the back of the title-page of a book.

versor (ver'sor), n. [NL., < L, vertere, pp. ver-

sus, twTW. see rfrsei.] A particular kind of qua-
ternion ; an operator which, applied to a vector
lying in a plane related in a certain way to the
versor, turns the vector through an angle with-
out altering its modulus, tensor, or length.
Everj' quaternion is a product, in one way only, of a ten-

sor and a versor, and that versor is called the versor of

the quaternion, and is represented by a capital U written
before the symbol of the quaternion.

Tersoriuin (v^r-so'ri-um), n. A magnetic nee-
dle delicately mounted so as to move freely in

a horizontal plane: so called by Gilbert. En-
cyc. Brit, XY. 220.-

Terst (verst), «. [Also sometimes werst (after

G.); = F. verstey < Russ. verstxiy a verst, also a
verst-post, equality, age; perhaps orig. *tum,'
hence a distance, a space, for 'verttay < Russ.
vertieti (Slav. -^ vert)y turn, = L. vertere, turn:
see verse^,'} A Russian measure of length, con-
taining 3,500 English feet, or very nearly two
thirds of an English mile, and somewhat more
than a kilometer.

Tersual (ver'su-al), a. [< L. versuSj a verse, -^

-al.] Of the character of a verse; pertaining
to verses or short paragraphs, generally of one
sentence or clause: as, the versual divisions

of the Bible : correlated with capital, sectional^

pausaJ
y
pareniheticalj punctualj literal^ etc. W,

Smithes Bible Diet,

Tersus (ver'sus), prep, [< L, versuSy toward,
against, pp. of verterCy turn : see verse^.'\

Against: used chiefly in legal phraseology: as,

John Doe versus Richard Roe. Abbreviated
r., vs.

versute (v^r-suf), a. [< L. versutus, adroit,

versatile, < vertere, pp. verstiSy turn : see verse^y

and ef. versanW} Crafty; wily.

A person ... of versuU and vertigenous policy.

Bp. Gattdeoy Tears of the Church, p. 132. (Davies.)

Vert^ (v6rt), n. [< F. verty green, < OP. verdy <

L. virid€y green, green color: see verd."] 1.

In Eng. forest laxcy everything within a forest

bearing a green leaf which may serve as a cover
for deer, but especially great and thick coverts

;

also, a power to cut green trees or wood.

Cum furca, fossa, sock, . . . twrt, veth, venison.
Charter, Q. Anne, 1707. (Jamieson.)

The Holy Clerk shall have a grant of vert and venison
in my woods of Warncliffe. Scott, Ivanhoe, xl.

1 was interested in the preservation of the venison and
the vert more than the hunters or wood choppers.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 269.

2. In Acr., the tincture green. It

is represented by diagonal lines
from the dexter chief to the

,

sinister base. Abbreviated v.

— Nether vert, underwoods.— Over
vert or overt vert, trees serving for
browse, shelter, and defense ; the great
forest as distinguiahed from under-
woods.— Special vert, in old Eng.
forent law, trees and plants capable of
serving as covert for deer, and bearing fruit on which
they feed : so called because its destruction was a more
serious offense than the destruction of other vert,

vert- (v6rt), «. [Taken for convert and perverty

with the distinguishing prefix omitted.] One
who leaves one chundi for another; a convert
or pervert, according as the action is viewed by
members of the church joined or members of
the church abandoned: said especially of per-
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sons who go from the Church of England to
the Church of Rome. [CoUoq., Eng.]

vert*-^ (v^rt), V. i, [< verify w.] To become a
"vert"; leave the Church of England for the
Roman commimion, or vice versa. [Colloq.,

Eng.]
vertant (ver'tant), a, [< L. vertere, turn, turn
about, + -ant.'i In her., bent in a curved form;
flexed or bowed,
verte (ver'te), v. [L.; vcrte, 2d pers. sing. impv.
of vertere, turn : see rerse^.'] In music, same as
VOlti.~yerte SUbitO. Same as volti subito. Abbrevi-
ated V. 8.

vertebra (ver'te-bra), «. ;
pi. vertehrse (-bre).

[Formerly in E." form vcrteher, q. v, ; = F. ver-

tehre = Sp, vertebra = Pg. It. vertebra, < L.
vertebray a joint, a bone of the spine, < vertere,

turn, turn about: see verse^,^ 1. In Verte-

brata, any bone of the spine; any segment of
the backbone. See backbone and spine, specifi-

cally—(a) Broadly, any axial metamere of a vertebrate,
whether osseous, cartilaginous, or merely fibrous, includ-
ing the segments of the sivull as well as those of the trunk.
(&) Narrowly, one of the usually separate and distinct
bones or cartilages of which the spinal column consists,

in most cases composed of a centrum or body, with or
without ankylosed ribs, and with a neural arch and vari-

ous other processes. The centrum is the most solid and
the axial part of the bone, with which a pair of neura-
pophyses are sutured (see cuts under cervical and neuro-
central), these apophyses forming the pedicels and laminae
of human anatomy, united in a neural spine or spinous
process. Each neurapophysis bears a diapophysis, the
transverse process of human anatomy, and a prezyga-
pophysis and a postzygapophysis, called in man the supe-
rior and inferior oblique or articidar processes, by means of
which the successive arches are jointed; together with,

in many cases, additional processes connected with these
(the anapophysea. metapophyses, and parapophyses), the
trace of one of which in the lumbar vertebne of man is

known as the mammiUary
tubercle. (See cuts under at-

las, endoskeleton, dorsal, hypo-
p(jphysis,&iid lumbar.yCerUdn
other formations on the neu-
rapophyses provide in some
cases for the additional in-

terlocking of these arches,
(See zyjosphene, zygantrum.)
The above-named processes
are eitherautogenous or endo-
genous, or else exogenous, in
different cases and in differ-

ent animals; they are all that «^:. =»• prczvgapophyses or

ordinary vertebrae present ;

^"^*^"°'' ^^^^^^'

and all of them may abort,

especially in the caudal re-

gion, or be disguised, as by
ankylosis, in the sacral region.

(See cuts under epipleura,

sacrarium, and sacrum.) The
centrum of certain vertebrae

of some animals bears a single median inferior process.

(See hypapophysis.) Vertebral centra do not always cor-

respond exactly to neural arches, owing to intercalation

of additional bodies (perhaps corresponding to ordinary
intervertebral disksX so that a given arch, like most ribs,

may articulate with two centra. (See intercentrum, em-
bolmnerous, rachttamous.) Bodies of free vertebra artic-

ulate with one another by their faces, usually with the
intervention of a pulpy flbrocaitilage. According to the
shapes of these faces, they are described as ampkicodian,
procaelian, opisthoccelian (see these words), and heterocce-

tian, and also called biconcave, concavo-convex, convexo-

concave, and saddle-shaped. Arches of vertebrce are often

connected, as in many fishes, with dermal bones. (See
interhemal, intemeural.) Ordinary vertebra) are conve-
niently grouped, according to the region they occupy, ascer-

vical, dorsal or thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and caudal or coccy-

geal, respectively indicated in vertebral formulse by the

letters C, D, L, S, Cd. In man and most mammals this

grouping is well marked by the developed or undeveloped
condition of the ribs in the three former regions, and by
extensive ankyloses in the two latter, as well as by the size,

shape, and otlier characters of the individual l)ones ; but
such distinctions fail of application to some vertebrates.

Cetaceans and sirenians have no sacrum to separate lum-
bar from caudal vertebrte; some cetaceans have consoli-

dated cervicals (see cut under aiikylosis); birds have ex-

tensively ankylosed dorsals and a remarkably complex sa-

crum (see cuts under sacrarium and sacrum) ; snakes have
vertebrce gently graded in character from head to tail ; in

fishes the vertebra; are ordinarily grouped as abdominal,
which extend from the head as far as the cavity of the
belly extends, and caudal, all the rest of the bones, in-

cluding some special elements (see heterocercal, homocer-
cal, epural, hyjmrat). Such regional variations in the char-

acters of vertebrae also give rise to the terms cermcodor-

sal, dorsolumbar, lumbosacral, urosacral, etc. Certain ver-

tebrae have individual names, as atlas, axis, odontoid; see

also phrases given below. The number of vertebrte varies

widely ; it is greatest in some reptiles (over 200). Seven
cervicals is the rule in mammals, with rare exceptions
(see«/o(/(i); but there is no constancy, as regards num-
ber, in any of the other regions of the spinal column. See
skeleton and the cuts there cited, also cuts under atlas,

axis, ckevrt/n-bf/ne, and xenarthrnl.

2. In echinoderras, any one of the numerous
axial ossicles of the arms of starfishes. See
vertebraly a., 5— Cranial vertebra, any one of the seg-

ments of the skull which has been theoretically assumed
to be homologous with a vertebra proper, as by Goethe,

Cams, Oken, Owen, and others. Three or four such ver-

tebne have been recognized in the composition of the

skull, named as follows, from behind forward : (1) the

occipital or epencephalic, nearly or quite coincident with

the compound occipital bone, of which the basiocclpital

Cervical Vertebra o/ Horse,
right side view.

rudimentary spinous pro-

antenor articular processes;
postz^apophyses, or posterior
articular processes; 5, convex
anterior face ofcentrum or body
of the vertebra ; 8, its concave
posterior surface ; 6, 7, trans-
verse processes and rudimentary
ribs, ordiapophyses and pleura-
pophyscs.

vertebral

is the centrum, the exoccipitals are the neurapophyses,
and the supra-occipital is the neural spine (see cuts un.
der Cyclodus, Esox, and skidl^); (2) the parietal, mesen-
cephalic, or otic, represented mainly by the basisphenoid
as centrum, the alisphenoids as neurapophyses, and the
parietals as a pair of expansive neural spines, but also
including parts of the skull of the ear (see cuts under
Balsenidm, parietal, sphenoid, and tympanic); (3) the fron-
tal, prosencephalic, or ophthalmic, represented mainly by
the presphenoid as centrum, the orbitosphenoids as neu-
rapophyses, and the frontal or frontals as a single or
bifid neural spine (see cuts under cranio/acial. Galling,
and sphenoid); (4) the nasal, rhinencephalic, or olfactory,
based mainly upon the vomer, ethmoid, and nasal bones.
Hemal arches of each of these theoretical vertebrae are
sought in the facial, hyoidean, and branchial arches.
Three of these supposed vertebrae are distinctly recogniz-
able in most skulls as cranial segments; but tliese seg-
ments are exclusive of the capsules of the special senses,
and are not regarded as vertebral, since their cartilagi-
nous basis is not metamerically segmented. See skuU^,
parachordal, and cuts under chondrocranium, orbit, skulli,

SiTid parasphenoid.— DoTSOCerylcal vertebrae. Seedor-
«ocenn'cai.— Epencephalic vertebra. See cranial vertc-

bra.—Talse vertebra, an ankyUised vertebra, as of the
sacrum and coccyx of man : an antiquated phrase in hu-
man anatomy.^— Frontal vertebra. See cranial verte-

bra.— Lajninad of a vertebra. See ;a?HMia.— Mesen-
cephalic, nasal, occipital, olfactory, ophthalmic,
otic, parietal, prosencephalic, rhinencephalic ver-
tebra, iieocranial vertebra.— Odontoid. veTtehTQ.. Same
as oictgi, 3 (a).— Spinous process of a vertebra. See
spinous.— Toothed vertebra. Same as axis^, 3 (a).—
True vertebra, a free vertebra : an antiquated phrase
in human anatomy.—Vertebra dentata. Same as axisiy

3 (a).— Vertebra prominens, the prominent vertebra;
that vertebra whose spinous process is most prominent.
In man this is the seventh cervical ; but the most promi-
nent vertebra is usually one of the dorsals.

vertebral (ver'te-bral), a. and n. [= P. verte-

bral = Sp. Pg. v'ertehral = It. vertebrate, < NL.
vertebralis, < L. vertebra, a joints vertebra: see
vertebra."] I, a. 1, Of the nature of a verte-
bra ; characteristic of or peculiar to vertebrae

:

as, vertebral elements or processes; vertebral
segmentation.— 2. Pertaining or relating to a
vertebra or to vertebrae; spinal: as, vertebral
arteries, nerves, muscles ; a vertebral theory or
formula.— 3. Composed of vertebrae; axial, as
the backbone of any vertebrate; spinal; ra-

chidian: as, the tJerf<?6r«Z column.—4. Having
vertebrae ; backboned ; vertebrate : as, a ver-

tebral animal. [Rare.]— 5. In Echinodermata,
axial: noting the median ossicles of the ray of
any starfish, a series of which forms a solid in-
ternal axis of any ray or arm, each ossicle con-
sisting of two lateral halves united by a longi-
tudinal suture, and articulated by tenon-and-
mortise joints upon their terminal surfaces.
See Ophiuridse, and cuts under Asteriidse and
A.strophyton.

Each of these ossicles (which are sometimes termed
vertebral) is surrounded by four plates—one median and
antambulacral, two lateral, and one median and super-
ambulacral. Huxley^ Anat. Invert., p. 482.

6. In entom.y situated on or noting the median
line of the upper surface Anterior vertebral
vein. See vein.— Vertebral aponeurosis, a fascia sepa-
rating the muscles belonging to the shoulder and arm from
those whicli support the head and spine, stretched from
the spinous processes of the vertebrae to the angles of the
ribs, beneath theserratusposticus superior, and continuous
witli the fascia nucha;. Also called vertebralfascia.—Ver-
tebral artery, a branch of the subclavian which passes
through the vertebrarterial canal to enter the foramen
magnum and form with its fellow the basilar artery. It
gives off in man posterior meningeal, anterior and poste-
rior spinal, and inferior cerebellar arteries.— Vertebral
arthropathy, a form of spinal or tabetic arthropathy ac-
companied by changes in shape of the vertebra;.—Verte-
bral border ofthe scapula, in human anat, that border
of the scapula which lies nearest the spinal column. It is

niorphologicjiEy the proximal end of the bone. See scapu-
la and 8A 07/Wer-Wa(/e.— Vertebral canal. See canal^.—
Vertebral caries, a tuberculous disease of one or more
of the bodies of the vertebrie ; Pott's disease of the spine

:

the cause of anguhir curvature of the spine.— Vertebral
chain, vertebral column, same as spinal coiwmn (which
see, under sfdnal).— Vertebral fascia. Same as vertebral

aponeMrom.—Vertebral foramen. See/oramen and ver-

tebrarterial.—Vertebral formula, the abbreviated ex-
pression of the number of vertebite in each of the recog-

nized regions of the ^inal column. The formula normal to
man is C. 7, D. 12, L. 5, S. 5. Cd. 4 = 33.—Vertebral mus-
cles, axial (epaxial, paraxial, or hypaxial)muscle8 which lie

along the trunk in relation with vertebrae or vertebral seg-

ments. In the lower vertebrates, whose axial musculature
is segmented into numerous myocommata (the flakes of

the flesh of flsh, for example), such muscles are coincident,

to some extent, with vertebne. In the higher, most of the
vertebral muscles extend undivided along several verte-

brte, though their segmentation may be traced in their

deeper layers or fascicles, as in the so-called fourth and
fifth layers of the nmscles of the back of man. Those
hypaxial nmscles which lie under (in man, in front of) the
vertebra; are grouped as prevertebral, as the scaleni of the
neck and i)soas of the loins.— Vertebral OSsicle. Same
as ambxdacral ossicle (whicli see, under amlmlacral). See
also veTb'bra, 2, and vert'braf, a., 5.—Vertebral plexus.
See plexus.— Vertebral ribs, in man, the two lowest ribs

on each side, connected with the vertebra; only; the float-

ing ribs : distinguished from vertebrochondral and from
vertebrosternal rt6«.—Vertebral vein. See vein.

II. n. 1. A vertebrate. [Rare.] — 2. A ver-

tebral artery.



ertebralis

vertebralis (v6r-te-bra'lis), n.
;
pi. vertebrales

(-lez), [NL. : see vertebral.^ The vertebral
artery of auy animal.

vertelirally (v6r'te-bral-i), adv. 1. By, with,
or as regards vertebrae : as, segmented rerte-

brally; re^rfc&raH^ articulated ribs.— 2. At or in

a vertebra, and not between two vertebra) : cor-

related with in terperte6ra//y; as, vertebraliy 8id-

justed neural arches.

vertebrarium (v6r-te-bra'ri-um), n. ; pi. verte-

braria (-a). [NL., <*L. vertebra^ a joint, verte-
bra: seeVerte&ra.] The vertebrae collectively;

the whole spinal column.
vertebrarterial (ver*te-brar-te'ri-al), a. Per-
taining to a vertebra and an artery : specifically

noting a foramen in the side of a cervical ver-

tebra transmitting the vertebral artery, a ver-

tebrarterial foramen ia formed by the partial confluence
of a rudimentary cervical rib, or plem-apophysis, witli the
transverse process proper, or diapophysis, of a cervical ver-

tebra ; the series of such foramina constitutes the verte-

brarterial canal. This structure is one of the distinguish-

ing characters of a cervical vertebra in man and many
other animals. Also vertebrcHirterial. See cut under cer-

vical.

Vertebrata (v6r-te-bra'ta), n. })l, [NL., neut.
pi. of L. vertebrahis, jointed, articulated: see
vertebrate.^ A phylum or prime division of the
animal kingdom, containing all those animals
which have a backbone or its equivalent ; the
vertebrates, formerly contrasted with all other
animals (Invertebrata)^ now ranked as one of

seven or eight phyla which are severally con-
trasted with one another. This division was formal-
ly recognized in 1788 by Batech, who united the four Linne-
an classes then current (Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia, and
P«ce«) under the German name Knochenthiere ; and next in

1797 by Lamarck, who called the same group in French ani-
mauz d verUbres, and contrasted it with his animaux saris

vertibreSy whence the New Latin terms Vertebrata and In-
vertebrata. But this identical classification, with Greek
names, is actually as old as Aristotle, whose "Ecai/xa (Enx-
ma\ or 'blooded' animals, were the vertebrates, divided,
moreover, into four classes exactly corresponding to the
modern mammals, birds, reptiles with amphibians, and
fishes, and contrasted with his "Ai'ttt^a {Atuema), or
'bloodless 'animals, these being all invertebrates. Verte-
brates a>*e the most highly organized metazoans, with per-
manent distinction of sex, and consequent gamic reproduc-
tion without exception. Their essential structural charac-
ter is the presence of an axon from head to tail, dividing the
trunk into an upper neural canal or tube containing the
main nervous cord, and an under hemal cavity or cavities

containing the principal viscera of digestion, respiration,

circulation, and reproduction, togetherwith a sympathetic
nervous system. Except in the lowest class of vertebrates
{Acrania), the head has a skull and brain (Craniota).

The alimentary canal is completely shut olf from the body-
cavity, and open to the exterior at both ends. Special
organs of respiration are confined to this canal, and form
in the higher vertebrates lungs and in the lower gills, the
latter structures being developed in connection with cer-

tain visceral clefts (see dU"^, 6) and arches which are pres-
ent in embryos of all vertebrates, but which for the most
part disappear in those above amphibians. Organs of cir-

culation are present in two main systems— the blood-vas-

cular, consisting of a heart or its equivalent, arteries,

veins, and capillaries, and the lymph-vascular, consist-

ing of lyukphatic bodies and vessels. These two systems
communicate with each other, and the lymphatic with
both the mucous and the serous cavities of the body ; the
blood-vascular system is otherwise closed. The main
nervous system is primitively tubular; except in Acraiiia,
it becomes differentiated into a brain and spinal cord,

from both of which pairs of nerves ramify in nearly all

parts of the body, and effect intricate anastomoses with
the sympathetic system. Organs of the special senses
are present, with sporadic exceptions, especially of the
eye. The organs of reproduction in both sexes are con-
nected with the alimentary canal, except in a few fishes

and in all mammals above marsupials. Ova are matured
either within or without the body of the female. The em-
bryo or fetus develops from a four-layered germ, whose
epiblast is the origin of the cuticle and main nervous axis,

whose hypoblast lines the alimentary canal, and whose
mesoblaat, splitting into somatopleural and splanchno-
pleural layers, forms a body-cavity and most of the sub-
stance of the body. All vertebrates have an endoskele-
ton and an exoskeleton, the former constituting the main
framework of the body, and the latter inclosing it in space.
The Vertebrata have been variously classified : (o) IJpon
physiological considerations, into (1) oviparous, ovovi-
viparous, and viviparous

; (2) cold-blooded and wann-
blooded, or Utematocrya and Hsennatotherrna ; (3) those
with nucleated and those with non-nucleated blood-cells,

or Pyrememata and Apyrena^mata. (b) Upon mixed physi-
ological and anatomical grounds, into (1) those with
gills and those without them, or Branchiata and Abranchi-
ata ; (2) those without amnion and allantois in the em-
bryo, and those with these embryonic organs, respective-
ly the jdiwtmnionata or .dnfl^^aft^mdea, and the Amnionaia
or Allanttjidea. (c) Upon the most general considerations,
mainly structural, Vertebrata have been determined to
fall most naturally into three subphyla or superclasses,
defined alike by various authors under different names.
These are (1) fishes and amphibians together; (2) rep-
tiles proper and birds together ; (3) mammas alone.
These three brigades have become best known under Hux-
ley's names— (1) Ickthyopsida, (2) Sauropsida, (3) Mam-
malia. They are also called (1) Lyrifera, (2) Qtiadrati/era,

(3) Mallei/era. The classes into which vertebrates were
long directly divided without brigading were originally

four: Pisces, fishes; Amphibia, amphibians and reptiles;
Aves, birds; Mammalia, beasts. Next there were five,

by separation of the second of these divisions Into the
claases Amphibia and Replilia proper. Finally, the origi<

6736
nal class Pisces was dismembered into four classes : Lep-
tocardia or Pharyngobranchii or Cirrostomi, the lancelets
or acranial vertebrates alone ; Marsipobranchii or Cyclos-
tomi, the monorhine vertebrates, or lampreys and hags;
Selackii or Elasmobraiickii, the sharks and rays ; and Pw-
c«« proper, or ordinary fishes. (See_^«Ai.) None of the divi-

sions of AmphiHa, Reptilia, or Mammalia are usually ac-

corded the rank of classes ; so that the phylum Vertebrata
is now usually taken to consist of the eight classes above
noted. After the discovery by Kowalevsky, in 1866, of
the possession of a notochord by the embryos of ascidians
and by some adults of that group (see urochord, and cut
under Appendicularia), the Tunicata, under the name of
Urochorda, were added to the Vertebrata, and the larger
group thus composed was called Chordata by Bsdfour.
Later the worm-like organisms of the genus Balanoglossus
were admitted to the same association, and it has been
supposed that some others (as Cephalodiscus and Rhabdo-
pieura) may require to be considered in the same connec-
tion, with such extension of the scope of Vertebrata, or
rather the merging of that group in a higher one compris-
ing all the chordate animals which agree in possessing
a (temporary or permanent) notochord, a dorsal neural
axis, and pharyngeal slits, the arrangement of Chordata
becomes (1) Ilemichorda, the acorn-worms; (2) Uro-
chorda, the tunicates; (3) Cephalochorda, the lancelets or
acranial vertebrates ; and (4) Vertebrata proper, or ordi-
nary skulled vertebrates.

vertebrate (v6r'te-brat), a. and n. [= F.
vertehre = Sp. Pg. vertebrado = It. vertebratOy <

L. vertebratttSj jointed, articulated, vertebrated,
< vertebra, joint, vertebra: see vertebra.'} I. a.

1. Having vertebrae ; charaeterizedby the pos-
session of a spinal column; backboned; in a
wider sense, having a notochord, or chorda dor-
salis; chordate; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Vertebrata. Also vertebrated, and (rarely)
vertebral.— 2. Same as vertebral: as, a verte-

brate theory of the skull. [Rare.]— 3. In bot.,

contracted at intervals, like the vertebral col-

umn of animals, there being an articulation at
each contraction, as in some leaves.

II, n, A vertebrated animal; any member
of the Vertebrata, or, more broadly, of the Chor-
data: as, ascidians are supposed to be verte-

brates.

vertebrate (v6r'te-brat), t?. t.-, pret. and pp.
vertebrated, ppr. vertebrating. [< vertebrate, a.J

To make a vertebrate of; give a backbone to;
hence, figuratively, to give firmness or resolu-
tion to. [Rare.]

vertebrated (ver'te-bra-ted), a. [< vertebrate
+ -ed2.] 1, Same'as ter^c&rafe, 1.— 2. Joint-
ed, as the arms of starfishes, by means of ver-

tebrae. See vertebra, 2, vertebral, a., 5, and am-
bulacral ossicles (under ambulacral).

Vertebration (ver-te-bra'shon), n. [< vertebrate

+ -ion.'\ The formation of vertebrae; division
int^o segments resembling those of the verte-
bral column.
vertebret (v6r'te-b6r), n. See verteber.

vertebro-arterial (v^r'''te-br6-ar-te'ri-al), a.

Same as vertebrarterial.

vertebrochondral (v6r'''te-br6-kon'dral), a.

Connected, as a rib, with vertebrae at one end
and at the other with costal cartilages of other
ribs; vertebrocostal, but not vertebrosternal.
—Vertebrochondral riha, the uppermost three of the
false ribs of each side of man, which are connected in front
with one another by their costal cartilages.

vertebrocostal (ver''''te-br6-kos'tal), a. 1. Same
as costovertebral : as, tie vertebrocostal articula-

tion of the head of a rib with the body or cen-
trum of a vertebra. Compare costotransverse,— 2. Same as vertebrochondral: as, man has
three pairs of vertebrocostal ribs.

vertebro-iliac (ver''''te-bro-iri-ak), a. Common
to vertebrse and to tlie ilium ; specifically, ilio-

lumbar: applied to the connection or relation
of the ilium to lumbar vertebrae,

Vertebrosa (v^r-te-bro'sa), n,pl. Same as Ver-
tebrata.

vertebrosacral (v6r*te-br6-sa'kral), a. Of or
pertaining to sacral and antecedent vertebrie;
lumbosacral ; saerolumbar

—

Vertebrosacral an-
gle, in human anat. , the lumbosacral eminence ; the prom-
ontory of the sacrum.

vertebrosternal (ver^te-bro-ster'nal), a. Ex-
tending, as a rib, from the backbone to the
breast-bone; connecting a vertebra or vertebra
with a stemeber or stemebers

—

Vertebroster-
nal ribs, the true ribs ; those ribs which are severally

connected with the sternum through the intervention of
their respective costal cai'tilages.

vertex (ver'teks), n.
;

pi. vertexes or vertices

(-tek-sez, -ti-sez). [= F, vertex (in zool.) = Sp.
Pg. It. vertice, < L. vertex, vortex {-tic-), awhii'l,

whirlpool, eddy, vortex, the top or crown of

the head, the head, the pole of the heavens,
the highest point, peak, summit, lit. *tum' or
' turning-point,' < vertere, vortere, turn, turn
about: see verse^, and cf. vertebra, etc. The
L. vertex and vortex are diff. forms of the same
word, though ancient grammarians attempted

vertlcality

to distinguish them; from the form vortex is

E. vortex, q. v.] 1. The highest or principal
point; apex; top; crown; summit. Speciflcally
— (a) lu anat. and zooL, the crown or top of the head ; of
man, the dome, vault, or arch of the head or skull, between
the forehead and hindhead. See calvariurn, sinciput, and
cuts under &irdi, brain, cranium, and skiUli. (6) The sum-
mit or top of a hill, or the like. Derham. (c) The point
of the heavens directly overhead ; the zenith.

2. In math., a point of a figure most distant
from the center; any convex angle of a polygon.
— Principal vertex of a conic section, the point
where the transverse axis meets the curve.— Vertex Of
an angle, the point in whicli tlie two lines meet to form
the angle.— Vertex presentation, vertex delivery.
See presentation^, 6.

vertical (ver'ti-kal), a. and n. [< F. vertical =
Sp. Pg. vertical = It. verticale, < ML. *verticalis,

< L. vertex (-tic-), the highest point, vertex:
see vertex. Cf. vortical.'} I, a. 1. Of or re-
lating to the vertex ; situated at the vertex,
apex, or highest point; placed in the zenith, or
point in the heavens directly overhead; figura-
tively, occupying the highest place.

I behold him [Essex] in his high-noon, when he . . .

was vertical in the esteem of the soldiery.
Fuller, Worthies, Herefordshire, II. 77.

If zeal ... be short, sudden, and transient, . . . it ia

to be suspected for passion and frowardness, rather than
the vertical point of love. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 3.

'Tis raging noon ; and, vertical, the sun
Darts on the head direct his forceful rays.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 432.

2. Specifically, being in a position or direction
perpendicular to the plane of the horizon; up-
right; plumb. A vertical line or plane is one in which,
if produced, the vertex or zenith lies. The word is applied
to a number of tools and machines, to indicate the posi-

tion in which they are placed or used: as, the vertical

mill ; a vertical planer.

3. In nied., of or relating to the vertex, or crown
of the head.— 4. In ;?o67. and anat.: (a) Per-
taining to or placed on the vertex, or crown of
the head ; sincipital ; coronal : as, vertical stem-
mata of an insect; vertical eyes of a fish; the
vertical crest of some birds is horizontal when
not erected, (b) Placed or directed upward or
downward; upright or downright; being at
right angles with an (actual or assumed) hori-

zon. Vertical in this sense is either (1) intrinsic, with
reference to an actual or assumed horizontal plane of the
body itself, as to the dorsal or ventral surface of most ani-

mals, or (2) extrinsic, with reference to the earth's hori-
zon ; in the latter case it is the same as def. 2.— Median
vertical plane, in any vertebrate, the meson.- Ver-
tical angles, in geom,., the opposite angles made by two
lines which intersect one another. Thus, if the straight
lines AB and CD intersect one another in the point E, the
opposite angles AEC and DEB are vertical angles, as are
also AED and CEB.—Vertical anthers, antliers attached
by the base and as erect as the filaments.—Vertical axis
of a crystal, that axis which stands erect when the crys-
tal is placed in its proper position; in the orthometric
systems it is at right angles to the basal plane.—Vertical
circle. («) Same as azimuth circle (which see, under ari-

muth). (b) See circle.—Vertical composition, musi-
cal composition in which the chief attention is put on
the harmonic structure of the successive chords, as con-
trasted with horizontal composition, in which it is put
on the melodic structure of the several voice-parts.

—

Vertical dial, drill, engine. See the nouns.— Ver-
tical escapement, an old escapement in watches, in
which the plane of revolution of the scape-wheel was ver-

tical.—Vertical fins, in ichth., the median unpaired fins,

extended in the plane of the meson. They are the dorsal,

anal, and caudal, as distinguished from the lateral and
paired pectorals and ventrals. Inmost fishes, in oidinary
attitudes, these flns ai-e actually perpendicular to the hori-
zon; in the flatfishes they are usually horizontal.— Ver-
tical Are. See /re, 13.—Vertical fissure, in anat., same
as precentral sulcus (which see, under precentral).— Ver-
tical force at any point of the earth's surface, in
magnetism^ the vertical component of the total magnetic
attraction of the earth.— Vertical index, in crawioTn,,

the ratio of the greatest height of the skull to its great-

est length. See craniometry.— Vertical leaves, in 6o«..

leaves with the blade in a perpendicular plane, so that
neither of the surfaces can be called upper or under, aa
in the eucalypts of Australia, the compass-piants, etc.

—

Vertical line, any line perpendicular or at right angles
to the plane of the horizon. In conies, a vertical line is

a straight line drawn on the vertical plane which passes
through the vertex of the cone.— Vertical margin, in

entom., the posterior boundary of tlie vertex, where it

adjoins the occiput, fonning with it either a sharp or a
rounded edge.—Vertical orbit, in entom., that part of
the orbit or border of the compound eye which adjoins
the vertex.— Vertical plane, la) A plane perpendicular
to the plane of the horizon. (6) In cotiic gectiom, a plane
passing through the vertex of a cone and through its axis.

(c) In persp., a plane perpendicular to the geometrical
plane, passing through the eye, and cutting the perspec-
tive plane at right angles.— Vertical section. See or-

thograph.— Vertical slur, in musical notation, a name
sometimes loosely given to the curved or wavy sign for

the arpeggio rendering of a chord.— Vertical Steam-
hoiler, steam-engine, triangle, etc. see the nouns.-
Vertical sulcus, in anat., same as precentral sulcus

(wliicli see, luaier 2^ecentral).

II. n. A vertical circle, plane, or line.

—

Prime vertical, in aMron. See .pn'mc— Seismic ver-
tical. See seismic.

vertlcality (ver-ti-kal'i-ti), tK [= r. vertiealite;

as vertical + -iti/.l The state of being verti-



verticallty

cal; verticalness. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.,

vi. 3.

vertically (v6r'ti-kal-i), adv. In a vertical man-
ner, position, or direction; in a line or plane
passing through the zenith; also, upward to-

ward or downward from the zenith.

Butterflies, when they alight, close their wings vertically,

moths expand them horizontally.

G. U. Leweg, Probs. of Life and Mind, let ser., II. 144.

The flakes fell softly and vertically through the motion-
less air, and all the senses were full of languor and repose.

HtnoeUs, Venetian Life, iii,

verticalness (ver'ti-kal-nes), n. The state of
being vertical; verticality.

verticel (ver'ti-sel), n. Same as verticil.

vertices, «. Latin plural of vertex.

verticil (ver'ti-sil), n. [Also verticel; = F.
rerticille = Sp. Pg. It. verticillo, < ,L. verlicillus,

the whirl of a spindle, dim. of vertex, a whirl:
see vertex.'] 1. In bot., a whorl: applied to or-

gans, as leaves or flowers, that are disposed in

a circle or ring around an axis.— 2. In zooL, a
whorl, or circular set of parts radiating from
an axis: as, a verticil of hairs, tentacles, or
processes.

verticillaster (ver'ti-si-las'ter), n. [NL., < L.
verticillxs, the whirl of a spindle (see verticil),

+ dim. -a.ster.] In bot., a form of inflorescence
in which the flowers are an-anged in a seem-
ing whorl, consisting in fact of a pair of op-
posite axillary, usually sessile, cymes or clus-
ters, as in manj' of the Labiatse.

verticillastrate (ver'ti-si-las'trat), a. [< verti-

cillaxter + -(ite^.'] In bot., bearing or arranged
in verticillasters.

verticillate (ver-ti-sU'St), a. [= P. verticilU =
Sp. itrtiHla(lo= Vg. verticillado= \t. verticillato,

< NL. 'verticillatus, < Jj. yerticillus, a whirl: see
verticil.'] Whorled ; disposed in a verticil, as
leaves or flowers; having organs so disposed.
—Verticillate anteimsB, in «nfmn., an tenna? whose joints
are whorled with verticils of hairs.—Verticillate leaves,
in bot., same as gteilate teavei {which see, under gtellate).

verticillated (ver'ti-si-la-ted), a. [< verti-

riU/iti- + -ed-.] Same as verticillate.

verticillately (ver'ti-si-lat-li), adv. In a verti-

cillate manner.
verticillate-pilose (vfer-ti-sU'at-pi'los), a. Pi-
lose or hairy in whorls, as the antennee of some
insects.

verticillation (ver''ti-si-la'shgn), ». [< verti-

cilliite 4- -ion.] The formation of a verticil; the
presence or existence of verticils; a set of ver-
ticils, or one of them; annulation.

In the Diadematidee the spines are hollow, long, and
set with rings or verticiUationg. Staitd. Nat. Hint., 1. 167.

verticillus (ver-ti-sil'us), n.
; pi. verticilU (-i).

[NL. : see verticil.] A verticil,

verticityt (ver-tis'i-ti), n. [< F. verticite =
Sp. verticidad = Pg. verticidade; as vertex (ver-

tic-) + -ity.] A tendency to turn ; specifically,

the directive force of magnetism.
We believe the vertieUy of the needle, without a certifi-

cate from the days of old. Qlanville.

Whether then they be globules, or no ; or whether they
have a verticily about their own centers.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. ti. 12.

Pole of vertlclty. Seepole2.

verticlet (ver'ti-kl), «. [< L. verticula, verticu-

liim, a joint, dim. (cf. vertex, a whirl), < ver-
trre, turn about: see verse^, and cf. vertebra.]

An axis ; a hinge. Waterhouse.
Verticordia (ver-ti-kor'di-a), n. [NL., < L.
Verticordia, a name of Venus, < vertere, turn, +
ror (cord-), heart.] 1. [De Candolle, 1826, so
named because closely akin to the myrtle, sacred
to Venus.] A genus of plants, of the order Myr-
tncese and tribe (hammlauciese. it is characterized
by five or ten calyx-lobes deeply divided into subulate
plumose or hair-lilce segments, and by ten stamens alter-
nate with as many staminodes. The 40 species are all

Australiati. Tlieyare smfwth heath-lil<e shrubs with small
entire opijosite leaves. The white, pink, or yellow flowers
are solitary in the upper axils, sometimes forming broad
leiify c<irymb8, or terminal spikes. Some of the species
are cultivated under glass, under the name of juniper-
inyrtlf.

2. [S. Wood, 1844.] In conch., the typical ge-
nus of Vcrticordiidx.

Verticordiidae ( vfer "ti-k&r-di'i-de), n.pl. [< Ver-
ticordia + -idle.] A family of dimyarian bi-
valve moUusks, typified by the genus Verti-
cordia. The animal has the mantle-margins mostly con-
nected, the siphons sessile, and surrounded by a circular
fringe and one pair of small branchiaj. The shell is cor-
diform, nacreous inside, and the ligament is lodged in a
subintemal grrx>ve, and has an ossicle.

vertiginate (vtr-tij'i-nat), n. [< LL. vertitji-

iKilii.i, pp. of vertiginare, whirl around, < L. ver-
tigo i-i/in-). a whirling: see vertigo.] Turned
round : giddy. Coleridoe. [Bare.]
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Vertiginidse (v6r-ti-jin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Vertigo (-gin-) -f- -idee.] A family of pulmo-
nate gastropods, typified by the genus Vertigo,
generally united with I'upidse or Helicidie.

vertiginous (ver-tij'i-nus), a. [= F. vertigi-
neux = Sp. Pg. It. vertiginoso, < L. vertigo {-gin-),

a whirlingin the head: see vertigo.] 1. Turn-
ing rovmd; whirling; rotary: as, a vertiginous
motion.

The love of money is a vertigirwus pool, sucking all into
it to destroy it. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 300.

2. Affected with vertigo; giddy; dizzy. Jer.
Taylor, Repentance, iii. § 3.— 3. Apt to turn or
change ; unstable.

"He that robs a church shall be like a wheel," of a ver-
tiffinoug and unstable estate.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 124.

4. Apt to make one giddy; inducing giddiness:
as, a vertiginous height.

The vertiginous disease is not so strong with them that
are on the ground as with them that stand on the top of
a steeple. Baxter, Self- Denial, Epistle Monitory.

vertiginously (ver-tij'i-nus-li), adv. In a ver-
tiginous manner; with a whirling or giddiness.
vertiglnousness (ver-tij'i-nus-nes), n. The
state or character of being vertiginous

;
giddi-

ness; a whirling, or sense of whirling; dizziness.

vertteo (ver-ti'go, now usually ver'ti-go), n.

[= F. vertige = Sp. vertigo = Pg. vet-tigem =
It. vertigine, < L. vertigo (-gin-), a turning or
whirling round, dizziness, giddiness, < vertere,

turn, turn about: see versed. Cf. tiego.] 1.

Dizziness
;
giddiness ; a condition in which the

individual or the objects around him appear
to be whirling about. It is called subjective vertigo
when the patient seems to himself to be turning, and
objective vertigo when it is the surrounding objects that
appear to move.

Our drink shall be prepared gold and amber,
Which we will take until my roof whirl round
With the vertigo. B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

That old vertigo in his head
Will never leave him till he's dead.

Sioift, Death of Dr. Swift.

2. [cap.] [NL.] In conch., a genus of pul-
monates, typical of the family Vertiginidse.—
Auditory or aural vertigo, MfSnifere's disease : an af-

fection in which the prominent symptoms are vertigo,
deafness, and ringing in the ears : supposed to be a disease
of the labyrinth of the ear. — Essential vertigo, vertigo
for which no cause can be discovered.— Ocular vertigo.
See ocu/ar.— Paralyzing vertigo, a disease observed in
the vicinity of Oeneva, Switzerland, manifesting itself in
diurnal paroxysms of ptosis, vertigo, p-iresis of various
parts, and severe rachialgia, lasting seldom more than two
minutes. It occurs mostly in summer, and aifects mainly
males who work on farms. Also called Gerlier's disease.

vertu^t, «. An old spelling of virtue.

vertu^, «. See virtu.

vertuet, vertulest. Old spellings of virtue, vir-

tueless.

vertunmalt, a. [Irreg. < L. ver, spring, with
term, as in autumnal.] Vernal.

Her [mystical city of peace] breath is sweeter than the
new-blown rose; millions of souls lie sucking their life

from it ; and the smell of her garments is like the smell
of Lebanon. Her smiles are more reviving than the ver-

tumnal sunshine. Jtev. T. Adatns, Works, II. 333.

Vertunmus (v6r-tum'nus), n. [L., the god of
the changing year, he who turns or changes
himself, < vertere, turn, change, -f- -umnus, a
formative (= Gr. -dfitvoc) of the ppr. mid. of
verbs. Cf. alumnus.] 1. An ancient Roman
deity who presided over gardens and orchards,
and was worshiped as the god of spring or of the
seasons in general.— 2. [NL.] In zool., a ge-
neric name variously applied to certain worms,
beetles, and amphipods.
vertuoust, a. An old spelling of virtuous.

vera (ver'o), «. [L.] A spit.—veru montanum,
an oblong rounded projection on the floor of the prostatic

section of the urethra : same as crista urethra (which see,

under eri>ita).

verucoust, a. A bad spelling of verrucous.

Verulamian (ver-p-la'mi-an), a. [< Verulam
(ML. Verulamium, Verolammm), an ancient Brit-

ish city near the site of St. Albans.] Of or per-

taining to St. Albans, or Francis Bacon (1561-

1626), Baron Verulam, Viscotint St. Albans.

A temper well fitted for the reception of the Verula-
mian doctrine. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

veruled (ver'ijld), a. [< verule-s + -ed^.] In
her., ringed: noting a hunting-horn or similar

bearing when the rings around it are of a dif-

ferent tincture from the rest. Also viroU,

viroled.

verules (ver'Qiz), n. [PI. of verule, var. of virole,

ferule.] In her., a bearing consisting of sev-

eral small rings one within another concen-
trically. Also called vires.

very

vervain (vfer'van), n. [Formerly also vervaine,
verveine, vervine, vervin ; < OF. verveine= Sp. Pg.
It. verbena, vervain, < L. verbena, a green bough,
etc., one of a class of plants used as cooling
remedies, hence later verbena, vervain : see ver-
bena.] One of several weedy plants of the ge-
nus Verbena, primarily V. officinalis, widely dis-
persed in waiTn and temperate regions in both
hemispheres. It is a plant a foot or two high, with
spreading wiry branches, and very small flowers in slender
racemes. It had sacred associations with the Druids, as
indeed among the Romans ; it has been worn as an amulet,
held to be serviceable to witches and against them, used
in love-philters, and credited with virtue against a variety
of diseases. In Christian times it became associated with
the cross, whence much of its repute. It is also called
Juno's-tears, holy-herb, herb-o/-grace or herb of the cross,

and pigeon's-grass. (See pigeon's-grass.) The plant has
a bitterish and astringent taste, and perhaps some slight
febrifugal and other virtue, but is replaced by better rem-
edies. In America several other verbenas receive the
name, as V. hastata, the blue vervain, a tallish slender
plant with small blue flowers, V. stricta, the hoary ver-
vain, a hairy plant with larger purple flowers, and V. ur-
tic^jfolia, the white or nettle-leafed vervain, witli small
white flowers.

With reverence place
The vervin on the altar.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 4.

And thou, light vervain too, thou must go after,

Provoking easy souls to mirth and laughter.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

Bastard or false vervain. See Stachytarph^ta.— Stink-
ing vervain. See stink.

vervain-mallow (ver'van-mal"o), n. A spe-
cies of mallow, Malva Alcea.

verve (verv), n. [< F. verve, rapture, anima-
tion, spirit, caprice, whim.] Enthusiasm, es-

pecially in what pertains to art and literature
;

spirit; energy.

If he be above Virgil, and is resolved to follow his own
verve (as the French call it), the proverb will fall heavily
upon him. Who teaches himself has a fool for his master.

Dryden, Ded. of the jEneid.

verveinet, « • -An obsolete form of vervain.

verveled (yer'veld), a. In her., same as var-
velcd.

vervelle (ver-vel' ), «. [F. : see varvels.] In me-
dieval armor, a small staple or loop, especially
one of those attached to the steel head-piece,
through which the lace was passed for attach-
ing the camail.
vervels (ver'velz), n. pi. Same as varvels.

vervet (v^r'vet), n. A South African monkey,
( 'ircopitliecHS pijgerythrus, or ('. lalandi. it is one
of tlie so-called green monkeys, closely allied to the grivet.
Vervets are among the monkeys carried about by organ-
grinders.

very (ver'i), a. [< ME. very, verri, verray, ver-
rai, veray, verry, verrey, verrei, verre, < OF. verrai,

verai, vrai, way, F. vrai = Pr. verai, true, < LL.
as if *verdcus, for L. verax (verdc-), truthful,
true, < verus (> It. Pg. vero = OP. ver, veir,

voir), true, = Olr. fir = OS. war = OFries. wcr
= MD. waer, D. waar = MLG. war = OHG.
MHG. war (also OHG. wdri, MHG. ware), G.
wahr, true, = Goth, wers, in tuz-wers, doubtful;
cf. OBulg. viera = Russ. viera, faith, belief;
prob. ult. connected with L. velle, will, choose,
E. will : see will^, wale^. From the L. verus are
also ult. E. verily (the adv. of very), veracious,
veracity (the abstract noun of veracious, and of
very as representing L. verax), verity, aver, and
the first element in verify, verisimilar, verdict,

etc.] True; real; actual; veritable: now used
chiefly in an intensive sense, or to emphasize
the identitjr of a thing mentioned with that
which was m mind : as, to destroy his very life

;

that is the very thing that was lost : in the latter

use, often with same : as, the ve)-y same fault.

That was the verray Croys assayed ; for thei fonnden 3
Crosses, on of oure Lord and 2 of the 2 Theves.

Sfandeville, Travels, p. 78.

This is verry gold of the myn.
Book 0/ Qttinte Essence (ed. Fumivali), p. S.

The very Greekes and Latines themselues tooke pleasure
in Kiming verses, and vsed it as a rare and gallant thing.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 8.

Whether thou be my very son Esau or not.

Gen. ixvii. 21.

When all else left my cause.

My very adversary took my part.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, i. 1.

One Lord Jesus Christ, . . . very God of very God.
Nicen£ Creed, Book of Common Prayer.

We have as very a knave in our company [By-ends] as

dwelleth in all these parts. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,

But to be young was very Heaven

!

Wordsworth, Prelude, xL

[Very is occasionally used in the comparative degree, and
more frequently in the superlative.

Thou hast the veriest shrew of all.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 64.



n. [NL., < L. vesania,
vesanus, vxsanus, not of
+ satins, sound, sane : see

very
Is there a verier child than I am now?

Donne, Devotions (Works, III. 506).]

In very deed. See deed and indeed.

very (ver'i), adi: [< very, a. The older adv.
form of very is verily, now somewhat archaic]
1. Truly; actually. [Obsolete or archaic]
These sothely [ben] the mesures oj the auter iu a cubit

most verre. Wydif, Ezelt. xliii. 13.

2. In a high degree; to a gi-eat extent; ex-
tremely

; exceedingly. Venj does not qualify a verb
directly, and hence also, properly and usually, not a past
participle : thus, very much frightened, because it fright-
ened him very nmeh ; and so in other cases. This rule
however, is not seldom violated, especially in England

'

thus, very pleased, instead of very much pleased.
We can call him no great Author, yet he writes very

much, and with the infamy of the Court is maintain'd in
his hbels. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Aturney.

Ye lied, ye lied, my very bonny may.
The Broom of Cowdenknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 49).

Your meat saU be of the very very best.
Johnie of CoeUesmuir (Child's Ballads, VI. 17).

Verzenay (ver-ze-na'), n. [< Verzenay (see
def.).] Wine produced in the ancient province
of Champagne, near Verzenay, a locality south-
east of Eheims. (a) A white still wine. Compare S!l-
lery. (6) One of several brands of champagne, excellent
drinking-wine, but not considered of the highest class.

Vesalian (ve-sa'li-an), a. [< Vesalius (see def.)
+ -«w.] Associated with the anatomist Vesa-
lius (1514-64): as, the Vesalian foramen (fora-
men Vesalii) of the sphenoid bone (a small
venous opening).
'Vesania (ve-sa'ni-a),
vsesanin, madness, <
sound mind, < ve-, not,
s««el.] Disease of the mind ; insanity.

veset, ». [< ME. vese, a rush of wind ; cf. vesen,
fesen, drive away : see feeze.^ A blast of wind

;

a storm ; commotion.
Therout came a rage, and such a vese

That it made al the gates for to rese.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1127.

vesi (va'si), H. [Polynesian.] A leguminous
tree, Afzelia bijuga, found in tropical Asia, the
Seychelles, the Malayan islands, and Polynesia.
It is an erect tree 50 feet in height, with something of the
aspect of the European beech. In the Fiji Islands this
and the tamanu are the best timber-trees, Its wood seem-
ing almost indestructible, and being there used for canoes
pillows, kava-bowls, etc. The tree was held sacred by
the natives.

vesica (ve-si'ka), n.
;

pi. vesicx (-se). [L., the
bladder, a blister, a bag, purse, etc.] 1. In
a«a<., a bladder; a cyst; a sac; especially, the
urinary bladder, or urocyst, the permanently
pervious part of the allantoic sac.— 2. In hot.,
same as w-sifte.-Trlgonum vesicae. Seetrigonum.
—Vesica fellea, the gall-bladder or cholecyst ; the he-
patic cyst.—Vesica piscla (a fish's bladder), a symbol of
Christ, a figure of a pointed oval form, made properly by
the intersection of two equal circles each of which passes
through the center of the other. The actual figure of a
flsh found on the sarcophagi of the early Christians was re-
placed later by this figure, which was a common emblem
in the middle ages, with reference to the Greek ix^vi (=
flsh), a word containing the initial letters of 'lri<Tovi Xpia-
Tos, »eoi y;6s, Siut^p (JesusChrist, Son of God, the Saviour).
It is met with sculptured, painted on glass, in ecclesiasti-
cal seals, etc. The aureola in representations of the mem-
bers of the Trinity, of the Virgin, etc., is generally of tliis
form. See cuts under aureola and glory.—Vesica pros-
tatlca. Same as prostatic vesicle (see prostatic).— Vesica,
urlnae, vesica urinaria, the urinary bladder.

vesical (ve.s'i-kal), a. [= F. vesical; as vesica
+ -«/.] Of or pertaining to a vesica; cystic;
especially, pertaining to the urinary bladder:
as, vesical arteries, veins, or nerves; vesical
distention— Vesical arteries, branches of the ante-
rior division of the internal iliac artery distributed to the
bladder. The inferior is distributed to the lower part of
the bladder, to the prostate, and to the vesiculte semi-
nales, and is also calletl vesicoprostatic artery, 'i'he middle,
a small branch of the superior, is distributed to the base
of the bladder and the vesiculae seminales. The superior,
that part of the hypogastric artery of the fetus which is
not ol)literatcd, supplies the fundus and body of theblad-
oer.— Vesical calculus, stone in the bladder.— "Vesical
ligaments, the ligaments of the bladder, the anterior and
lateral true ligaments.— Vesical plexus, sacculus tri-
ODgle. See the nouns.- Vesical synovial membrane.
Same as bursal synovial msmbrane. See sywidal.—Vesical
trigone. Same as trigonum vesica. See trigmum.—Ves-
ical uvula, the uvula vesicte, or uvula of the bladder a
prominence situated at the inferior angle of the trigonum.
—Vesical veins the veins collecting the blood that has
passed through the capillaries of the bladder. They are
more numerous than the corresponding arteries.

Teslcant (ves'i-kant), a. and re. [= F. vesicant ;

as vesica + -ant] I. a. Producing a bleb or
blister; blistering; epispastio; vesicatory.
n. n. A vesicating agent ; an epispastic or

vesicatory, as cantharides; a blister.
Vesicaria (ves-i-ka'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Rivinus,
1691), from the bladdery pod; < L. vesicaria, a
plant reputed to be efficacious in diseases of the
bladder, < vesica, bladder: see vesica.] A ge-
nus of cruciferous plants, of the tribe Alyssineie.
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It Is characterized by a much-branched stem, stellate pu.
bescence, and fiowers which are usually yellow and are
followed by a globose many-seeded silicle with a slender
style. There are about 32 species, mostly natives of the
United States, with some in southern Europe, .Syria and
Persia

; a few occur in the mountains of Central America
They are herbs with entire sinuate or pinnatifld leaves
hoary with short forking or branching hairs. The flowers
are large and golden-yellow in the American species ; thi

Vesiculata
life in anallantoic animals; but in those animals which
develop an allantols and amnion, and especially a placen-
ta, its function is temporary, being soon superseded by
that of the allantois. See cuts under embryo and uterus— Vasoperitoneal vesicle. Hcv vasoperitmeal.

vesicocele (ves'i-ko-sel), «. [< L. vesica, the
bladder, + Gr. Kylr/, tumor.] Cystocele ; hernia
of the bladder.

otliersdifferinhabit,intheu- larger broadly winged seeds, vesicOPrOStatlc (ves"i-k6-nroR-tat'iV> n Pavand in their yellowish flowers, which become commonly tnirTiTi^tntbo ,,;;,.„„ ki i i i . '/uwhitish or purplish In fading. They arc known as blad- \^^J^^^S
to the urinary bladder and to the pros

der-pod, especially V. ShorUi, in America. V. utrieulata of '''^''6 gland—Vesicoprostatic artery. Same as inj
tlie south of Europe produces conspicuous fruit-pouches "'"' vesical artery. See vesical arteries, under vesical
of the size of a large pea

;
V. vesHta of Persia is peculiar in Vesicopubic (vps"i ko-pu'bik), a. Pertaining

its large persistent sepals. The American species are par- the unnarv bladder and to the nnhZ- VJ L,Zticularly abundant in Texas
; four occur in Colorado and ^„„,,w lIZ^lT ^ ' ' * ^'

Wyoming; one, V. arctica, becomes, at latitude 81- U' in '^"P"""' Ugament.
Grinnell Land, one of the most persistent of arctic plants, VeSlCOtomy (ves-i-kot'6-mi), n. [< L. vesica

down°ve™ fong"dee"s"
"'""' " '"""" ''*^''' ^""""« Sf ^^^^'^%'.' + «F- -:»/"'«'

<,7^f'^ ^Z'-"^'. cut.]
•

' .'""«.'f^.^P ™»'^s- The operation of incising a bladder, usually thi-

OS--

vesicate (ves'i-kat). v.t.; pret. and pp. vesicated, urinarv bladder

^:^:^:L.iisi^:l^i^^ ^s^Ei (ves.-ka,um
and separate the cuticle of ; blister.

bil'i-kal), a.
Pertaining to the urinary bladder and to the

„ , ^,^ ,
umbilicus—Vesico-umbllicalllgament,theurachu8.

yelsus proposes that in all these Internal wounds the VesiCO-Uteilne (ves"i-ko-ii'ter-in') a Pertninexternal parts be vesicated, to make more powerful revnl- w tn Hip ,,riLv^>>lo^L^ ^Zl*J.'*v.' t^*^"^'""
sion from with n. Wiim/m .Snrtrprv 1?^.'"° tne urinary bladder and to the uterus.

—

niseman, surgery.
Vesico-Uterlne Ugaments, two semilunar folds which
pass from the posterior surface <if the bladder to the neck
of the uterus.- Vesico-uterine pouch. See pouch.

vesicovaginal (ves"i-k6-vaj'i-nal), o. Pertain-
ing to the bladder and to the vagina: as, the

II. [= P. vesica-
The formation of

Vesicating collodion, collodion containing cantharides
in solution, used as an external application to produce
a blister.— Vesicating plaster. See plaster.

vesication (ves-i-ka'shon)
lion; as vesicate + -ion.}
blisters; a blister.

vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), a. and re. [= F.
vesicatoire ; as vesicate + -ory.] I. a. Vesi-
cant; epispastic: as, a wst'cf/ton/ beetle.

II. n.; pi. vesicatories (-riz). ' An irritating

u as,
vesicovaginal septum. Also raf/inoresical.—
Vesicovaginal fistula, an abnormal communication be-
tween the bladder and the vagina, generally resulting
from slongliing of the parts consei|uent upon prolonged
pressure of the head of the child in diflicult labor. See
Simon's and Sims's operations, under operation.— Veslco-

. - s - /- 8 vaginal plexus. Seepiemt*.
substance applied to the skin for the purpose Vesicula (ve-sik'u-lii), ;;. ; ^X.vesiculse. (-le). [L.]
of causing a blister. A vesiele.-Veaiculi seminales, the seminal vesicles
vesicle (ves 1-kl), re. [=F. vesicule, < L. vesicu- (T '"'^ *''*' ™'^" vesicle).—Vesicuia feUea, the gall-
te, a little blister, a vesicle, dim. of TCSJca, blad- J>'?aa?''.— Vesicula prostatlca, the prostatic vesicle

der, blister: see vesica] 'l Any small blad- Tat'^^aZiolt^iTsiT^ni^r^^tr"'''^-
«"""='"

bodt^'lri^"::'J,r*l'J.?"',„°Lei'^l^I^"!* ^esicmar (ve-sik'u-Iar), a. [= F. vesieulairebody
; a membranous or vesicular vessel or cav-

ity; a little sac or cyst. Also vesicule. (a) In
attat. and zool., a small bladder or sac : a generic term of
wide application to various hollow structures, otherwise
of very different character and requiring specification by
a qualifying word. Many such formations are embryonic
and so transitory, and have other distinctive names when
matured. (6) In pathol., a cu-cumscribed elevation of the
epidermis containing serous fluid, ic) In bot, a small
bladder, or bladder-like air-cavity. Also vesica.

2. A minute hollow sphere or bubble of water
or other liquid.- Acoustic vesicle. Same as auditory
iKMrie.- Allantoic or aUantold vesicle. Same as allan-
tow.—Auditory vesicle. See auditon/, and cut under
Sj/na^jfida!.— Blastodermic vesicle. See blastodermic.
-- Cerebral vesicles, anterior, middle, and posterior, the
three membranous vesicular expansions of which the brain
primitively consists, corresponding to the fore-brain, mid-
brain, and hind-brain, the various thickenings and foldings
of the walls of the vesicles giving rise to the substance of
the brain, and the modifled communicating cavities of the
vesicles becoming the ventricles of the brain. These vesi-
cles appear(unlettered) in the cut under e»n6n/o. The tliree
commonly become five by subdivision of two of them, cor-
responding to the five main encephalic segments which
are recognized in most vertebrates, and may be specified by
the name of the segment to which they respectively give
rise, as the proseneephalic, etc., vesicle(%ee cut under viscer-
al). Certain other vesicular protrusions of the embryonic
encephalon provide for the fonnation of so much of the
organs of the special senses of smell and sight as is derived
from the brain, one being the rhiaeneephalie vesicle, the
other the ocular, ophtlialmic, or optic vesicle ; both of these
are paired. See cuts under amnion and cerebral (cut 4).—
Embryonal vesicle, in bot. See embryonal.— GeTa^mal
vesicle. See germinal.- GTaa&aa. vesicle, a cavity in
the ovary which contains an ovum ; the capsule or calyx of
an ovum, which, when the ovum is ripe, is ruptured to dis-
charge the ovum into the peritoneal cavity, or the Fallopian
tube or oviduct. Also called Graafian follitle.— Malig-
nant vesicle, anthrax.— Marginal, ocular, optic ves-
icle. See the adjectives.— Ophthalmic vesicle. Snnie
as ondar vesicle.— Oraxian. polar, Pollan, prostatic,
etc., vesicle. See the adjectives.— PuTkinJean vesicle
or vesicle of Purldnje, the germinal vesicle.-Rhluen-
cephallc vesicle, the vesicular protrusion of a part of
the prosenceplialon of the embi-yo to form the rhincn-
cephalon. Its hollow is primitively continuous with that
of a lateral cerebral ventricle, and may persist as a rhino-
crelia, but it is usually obliterated.— Seminal vesicles
two membranous receptacles for the semen, situated one

= Sp. Pg. vesicular, '<; L. vesicula, vesicle : see
vesicle.] 1. In anat. auA zool.: (a) Of or per-
taining to a vesicle; of the form or nature of a
vesicle; cystic; bladdery. (6) Having a vesi-
cle

; vesiculate ; full of or consisting of vesicles,
especially when they are small and numerous

;

areolar; cellular: as, the vesicular tissue of the
lungs; a vesicular polyp.— 2. In bot, pertain-
ing to or consisting of vesicles ; appearing as if
composed of small bladders; bladdery.
The terms Parenchymatous, Areolar, Utricular, and Ve-

sicular, when applied to vegetable tissues, may be consid-
ered as synonymous. Balfour.

3. In gcol., the epithet applied to rocks having
a cellular structure, the cavities being rather
large and well rounded, but not very abundant.
A vesicular structure is intermediate in character betw een
those denominated celhdar and slaggy ; but these dis-
tinctions are not usually very distinctly marked or very
carefully maintained.— Normal vesicular murmur
See murmur.— Posterior vesicular column, Clarke's
column. See column, and cut of siAna! cord (under spinal)
-Vesicular ascldian polypst, tlie Vesiculanidie -
Vesicular column of the spinal cord, the ganglionic
column, composed of a series of nerve-cells.— Vesicular
columns of Clarke. See columns of Clarke, under cd-
wm«.— Vesicular cylinder, Clarke's column. Sec cti-
umn, and cut of spiiml cord (under sj>i)i(lO-— 'Vesicular
eczema. See eczema.— Vesicular emphysema. S .:

emphysema.— Vesicxdai erysipelas, iivsi]iel;is associ-
ated with the formation of vesicles — Vesicular fever
pemphigus.— Vesicular flies. See I'MifKiosa.- Vesicu-
lar glands, in but., glands containing a volatile oil, plac«I
just beneath the epidermis of the leaf, as in St.-John's-wort
and mjTtle, or of the baik, as in the orange.— Vesicular
quality, the quality of sound in vesicular respii-.it ury
murmur.— Vesicular Tile. See riJ^e. -Vesicular reso-
nance. See rMonffjicc— Vesicular respiratory mur-
mur. See rcsji/ratoT!/.— Vesicular stomatitis, same
as ajMhous stomiilitis (which see, under stmnatitis). —Ve-
sicular syno'vlal membrane. See synovial.—VesicMlai
theory, the theory (now abandoned) that the minute drops
of mist, cloud, and fog are hollow vesicles or bubbles.—
Vesicular wormst, the cystic worms, or cysticerci and
hydatids. They were formerly regarded as adult orgiin-
isms, several genera of different families of which were
named.

on each side of the base of the bladder, between it and the VeSlCUlana (ves''l-kii-la n-ii), re. [NL. (J. V.
rectum. In man each consists of a tube of about the size Thompson) : see vesicular.]

" The typical ceuusof a quill, of from 4 to 6 inches in length when unrolled, of Ve/iculariidn! V uva is an PTamiilesomewhat coiled, and repeatedly doubled upon itself, end^ &Li^„i„l^,AlL/ , - , - ?? example,
ing opposite the base of the prostate by uniting with a Viis VeSlCUlarudae (ves-1-ku-la-n'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
""'

'"
' ' - < Vcsicularia -ir -idee.] A family of ctenosto-

rnatous g.'jTnnolsematous polyzoans, whose tj-p

deferens to form an ejaculatory duct. Seminal vesicles
exist in the males of many animals, being in general hol-
low offsets from or diverticula of the deferent duct of the
testis or its equivalent, but also existing under many dif-
ferent modiflcations, especially in invertebrates. The
more comprehensive name of such formations is sperma-
tocyst. The corresponding structure in the female of some
invertebrates, for the reception and detention of the male
secretion, is a spermatotlteca. See cuts under Dendroccela,
Nematoidca, Proteolejias. and Rhabdoccela— Serous ves-
icle, the false amnion (which see, under amtiion).— Um-
bilical vesicle, the yolk-cavity of any vertebrate, when
It has fonned a sac or cyst hanging from the umbilicus, its
cavity being continuous with the intestinal cavity of the
embryo. It is the seat of the earliest blood-circulation,
and the organ of nutrition for the whole period of fetal

ical genus is Vesicularia, having the cellsl of
delicate structure and tubular form, clustered
on slender flexible stems.
vesicularly (ve-sik'u-lSr-li). adv. In a vesicu-
lar manner; as respects vesicles.

Vesiculata, Vesiculatae (ve-sik-u-la'ta, -te), «.
/»/. [XL., iieut. or fern. pi. of 'vesiculatus : see
vesiculate.] 1. The eampanularian polyps, or
calyptoblastic hydromedusans. See Valypto-
hlastea and Vampanulariee.— 2. A division of
radiolarians.



vesiculate

vesiculate (ve-sik'u-lat),«. [< tHi.'vesiculatus,

< L. veaienlti, a little bladder or blister : see vesi-

de.~\ Having a vesicle or vesicles ; formed into
or forming vesicular tissue; vesicular.

vesiculate (vf-sik'u-lat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. ve-

sicii/(ite<l, ppr.vesieulatiiig. [<. vesiculate, a.^ To
become vesicular.

vesiculation (ve-sik-u-la'shon), n. [< vesicu-

late + -ion.'] Tte formation of vesicles; vesi-

cation ; a number of vesicles or blebs, as of
the skin in some diseases ; also, a vesicular or
bladdery condition; inflation.

vesicule (ves'i-kul), n. [< F. vesicule: see vesi-

cle] Same as reside.

vesiculi, «. Plural of vesictilus.

Vesiculiferi (ve-sik-u-lif'e-ri), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of *fcsiciilifer: see vesiculous and -/er.] Same
as Phi/fiomiicstes.

vesiculiferous (ve-sik-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. ve-

sicuta, a vesicle, + ferre = "E. bear^.] Produ-
cing or bearing vesicles; vesiculate; physopho-
rous.

vesiculiform (ve-sik'u-li-f6rm), a. [< L. vesi-

cula, a vesicle, + forma, form.] Like a vesicle

;

vesicular; bladdery.

vesiculobronchial (ve-sik'u-lo-brong'ki-al), a.

Combining vesicular and bronchial qualities:
applied to a respiratory sound Veslculobron-
cmal respiratory murmur. See rexpiratory.

vesiculocavernous (ve-sik"u-16-kav'er-nus), a.

Partaking of both vesicular and cavernous
qualities: applied to a respiratory sound.

—

vesiculocavemoua respiration. See regpiration.

Vesiculosa, Vesiculosae (vf-sik-u-lo'sii, -se),

«. jil. [XL. (Latrtille), neut. or fem. pi. of L.
vesiculosus, full of bladders or blisters : see
resicuUnts.] In entom., a family of dipterous in-

sects, the vesicular flies, having a bladdery ab-
domen; the Cyrtidie or Acroceridse.

vesiculose (ve-sik'u-los), o. [< L. resicnlosus,

full of bladders: see resimclous.] Full of vesi-
cles ; vesiculate ; vesicular.

vesiculotubular (ve-sik'u-lo-tu'bii-lar), a.

Combining vesicular and tubular qualities: ap-
plied to a respiratory sound.— vesiculotubular
respiration, a respiratory soand in wtiioii the normal
vesicular murmur is heard, but with au addeU tubular
or hli'winji quality.

vesiculotympanitic (ve-sik'u-ld-tim-pa-nif-
ik;, n. Partaking of botli vesicular and tym-
panitic qualities: applied to a percussion note.
—Vesiculotympanitic resonance. See resonance.

vesiculous (ve-sik'u-lus), a. [= F. vesiculeux,

< L. n.^iculosK-i, full of bladders or blisters, <

resicula, a little bladder or blister: see vesicle.]

Same as vesiculose.

vesiculns (ve-sik'u-lus), n.; pi. vesiculi (-\i).

S;iiiie as rwirte. £«cyc. -Brt/., XII. 551. [Rare.]

Vespa (ves'pa), n. [NL. (Linnrous, 1758), < L.
rcijia, II wasp, = E. wusp, q. v.] A Linnean
genus i>{ aculeate hymenopterous insects, for-

merly of great extent, now restricted to cer-
tain social wasps and hornets of the modem
family Vespidse, as the common wasp, V. vulga-
ri.i, and the common hornet, F. crabro. See cuts
under hornet and wasp. It at first corresponded
to Latreille's family Dipio]^era, but is now restricted to
forms having the abdomen sessile, broad and truncate
at the base, metathorax very short and truncate, and the
basal nervure of the fore winfrs joininK the subcostal
at some distance before the stigma. TIley are short-bod-
ied wasps with folded wings, and are commonly known
in the United States as ydltnc-jacketg or hurHetg. Their
nests consist of a series of combs arranged one below an-
other, and enveloped in a papery covering. In tropical
regions tla-se nests reach an immense size, those of a Cey-
lonese h|K-cifs often measuring C feet in length. Twenty
specii's occur in the United States and 14 in Europe. V.
ynacidata of North America is the so-ciiUed whUe-/aced
hnrnet. and is isotypical with the European V. crabro.
The latter has been introduced into the United States, and
Mcurs in Sew York and Sew England.

vesper (ves'per), n. [< ME. vesper, the even-
ing star, < OF. vesjyre, evening, the evening
star, vespres, even-song, vespers, F. vi'pre, even-
ing, vepres, vespers, = Sp. ves/trro, the evening
star, = Pg. respero, the evening star, = It. ves-
pero, evening, the evening star, vespers, vespro,
vespers, < L. vesper, evening, even, eventide,
the evening star. poet, the west, the inhabitants
of the west, also, and more frequently, fem.
ves]>era, the evening, eventide, = Gr. iaircpoc,

evening, the evening star, Hesper, of the even-
ing, hTTtpn, evening, = OBulg. vccherii = Serv.
Bohem. reclirr = Pol. wiccznr = Russ. vecheru,
evening, = Lith. vakaras = Lett, nakars, even-
ing; akin to Skt. vasati, night, and to E. west.
Cf . Hesper. ] 1 . The evening star, a name given
to the planet Venus when she is east of the sun
and apj>ears after sunset; hence, the evening.

Black taper't pageants. Shak., A. and C, ir. 14. 8.

6739

2. pi. [< LL. vespera, ML. vesperse, < vespera,
evening.] In the Roman Catholic and Greek
churches, and in religious houses and as a
devotional office in the Anglican Church, the
sixth or next to the last of the canonical hours.
The observance of this hour is mentioned in the third cen-
tury by St. Cyprian. The chief features of the Western ves-
pers, besides the psalms and varying hymn, are the Mag-
nificat and the collect for the day. The chief features of
the Greek vespers (ecTirepcKos) are the psalms, the ancient
hymn "Joyful Light," the prokeimenon, and the Nunc
Dimittis.

_
The old English name for vespera is even-soncf.

The Anglican public evening prayer, also called even-song,
is mainly a combination and condensation of the Sarum
vespers and complin, the part of the office from the first
Lord's Prayer to the Magnificat inclusive representing
vespers. [Occasionally used in the singular.]

They [the priests] concluded that dayes ceremonies with
their Vetpera. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

The far bell of vesper, . . .

Seeming to weep the dying day's decay.
Byron, Don Juan, iii. 108.

Sicilian Vespers. See SictJwm.—Vesper mouse. See
vesper-m/mse.

vesperal (ves'per-al), a. and to. [< LL. vespera-
lis, of the evening, <; L. vesper, vespera, evening:
see vesper.] I. a. Relating to the evening or
to vespers. [Rare.]

H. ». That part of the antiphonarium which
contains the chants for vespers. Lee's Glossary.

vesper-bell (ves'p6r-bel), n. The bell that
summons to vespers.

Hark the little vegper-bell.
Which biddeth me to prayer

!

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vii.

vesper-bird (ves'pSr-bferd), «. The common
bay-winged bunting of the United States, Poce-
cetes gramineiis: so called from its song, often
heard as the shades of night fall. See Pooeeetcs,
and cut under grassfinch. J. Burroughs.
Vesperimus (ves-per'i-mus), n. [NL. (Coues,
1874), < L. vesper, the evening, hence the west,
-f- mus, mouse.] The leading genus of Ameri-
can vesper-mice, having as type the common
white-footed deer-mouse of North America,
usually called He.iperomi/s leucopus. The name
was originally proposed as a 'subgenus, but Hesperomys
has lately (1891) been shown to be untenable in any sense,
and by the rules of nomenclature the species above men-
tioned must be called V. americamu (after Kerr, 1792).
See cut under deer-num^e.

vesper-mouse (ves'pSr-mous), n. ; pi. vesper-
mice (-mis). A mouse of the genus Hesperomys
or Vesperimus, or a related form; in the plural.
native American mice and murine rodents col-
lectively; the Sigmodontes, as distinguished
from the Mures, indigenous to the Old World.
See the technical words. S. F. Baird, 1857.

vesper-sparrow (ves'pfer-spar'o), n. The ves-
per-bird. Coues.

Vespertilio (ves-per-til'i-o), n. [NL., < L. vcs-
pcrtilio( «-), a bat, so called from its flying about
in the evening, prob. for ''vespertinio(n-), < ves-

pertinus, of the evening: see vespertine.] A
Linnean genus of mammals, the fourth and
last genus of the Linnean order Primates, con-
taining 6 species, and coextensive with the mod-
em order C'hiroptera. Most of the longer-known bats
have been placed in Vespertilio. By successive elimina-
tions, the genus has been restricted to about 40 small spe-
cies, of both hemispheres, as the pipistrelle of Europe, V.
pipistreltus, and the little brown bat of the United States,
V. mibulatus, and is regarded as the type of a family Ves-
pertilumidie. The getms now includes only the smallest
and most delicately formed bats, like those just named,
having ample wings, the tail inclosed in the int«rfemoral
membrane, no leafy appendage to the nose, no special de-
velopment of the ears, six grinding teeth in each half of
each jaw, and four upper and six lower incisors. See bat-
and V''>q).-rtiii'inidie.

Vespertilionidae (ves-p^'r-til-i-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Ves2)erlilio(n-) + -idee.] A family of chi-

ropterous mammals, of which the genus Ves-

pertilio is the type, belonging to the naked-
nosed section (Gymnorhina) of insectivorous

or microchiropterous bats. It is distinguished, like

other Gymnorkina, from the Ilistitjphora, or leaf-nosed
section, by the absence of any nasal appendage, and from
the true blood-gucking bats by the character of the den-
tition and digestive organs, and from other Gymnorhina
by having the tail inclosed in an ample interfenioral mem-
brane, and special characters of the teeth and skull. The
nearest relationships are with the molossoid bats (Motos-
ridse and Nnctiliouidx). The family contains numerous
genera, as Vrspertilio, .Synotus, I'lecotvjt, Aialapka, An-
trozffug, Nycticejus, Lanvrus, etc., and about 150 species
(or more than one third of the whole order Chiroptera) of
small bats of most parts of the world. Some of these are
also very rich in individuals, and among the best-known
representatives of the whole order. The family is pri-

marily divided into two subfamilies, VespertUioninee and
yyetiajiiwe. See cut under Synotus.

Vespertilioninse (ves-per-til'i-6-ni'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < VespertiUo{n-) + -('««.] The leading
subfamily of Vespertilionidae, containing about
nine tenths of the family, and represented by
Vespertilio and about 6 other genera.

vessel

vespertilionine (ves-per-til'i-o-nin), (T. and n.

[< Vespertilio{n-) + -ine^.] I', a. Resembling
a bat of the restricted genus Vespertilio ; of or
pertaining to the subfamily Vespertilioninie.
— Vespertilionine alliance, one of two series of micro-
chiropteran bats, having the tail inclosed in the inter-
femoral membrane and a diastema between the middle
upper incisors, containing the families Shinolophidx,
Nycteridse, and Vespertilioiddee. The tribe is contrasted
with the emballonurine alliance.

II. n. A bat of the subfamily VespertiUoninse
or of the vespertilionine alliance.

vespertinal (ves'p6r-tin-al), a. [< vespertine
+ -al.] Same as vespertine. Lowell, Fireside
Travels, p. 73.

vespertine (ves'per-tin), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. ves-
pertino, < L. vespertinus, of or belonging to the
evening, < vesper, evening: see vesper.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the evening; happening or be-
ing in the evening. Sir T. Herbert.— 2. In bot.,

opening in the evening, as a flower.— 3. [^cap.]

In geol., noting one of Prof. H. D. Rogers's di-

visions of the Paleozoic series in Pennsylvania.
It corresponds to No. X. of the numbered series of the Penn-
sylvania Survey, and includes the Pocono sandstone and
Conglomerate, forming the base of the Carboniferous, and
lying immediately beneath the Mauch Chunk Red Shale
(the " Umbral " of Rogers's nomenclature). See Pocono
sandstone, under sandstone.

4. In zool. , crepuscular ; flying or otherwise
specially active in the twilight of evening, as
an insect, a bat, or a bird : as, the vespertine or
evening grosbeak, Hespcriphona vespertina.—
5. In astron., descending from the meridian to
the horizon at the time of sunset.

VesperugO (ves-pe-ro'go), 11. [NL. (Kevser-
ling and Blasius), < L. vesperugo, a bat, \ ves-
per, evening: see vesper, and ef. Vespertilio.]
The most extensive genus of bats of the fam-
ily Vespertilionidx and subfamily Vespertilio-
ninse, typified by the European V. serotinus.
They have the incisors J or J, the premolars 1, §, or j, and
a well-developed post-calcaneal lobule of the'interfehioral
membrane. They are divided into several subgenera, as
Vesperus, Scotozous, lihoget-'ssa, and Lasionycteris. The ge-
nus is remarkable for its wide distribution in both hemi-
spheres, extending from near the arctic circle to the Strait
of Magellan.

vespiary (ves'pi-a-ri), TO.; pi. vespiaries (-riz).

[Prop. *vespary (tlie form vespiary being irreg.

conformed to apiary), < L. vespa, a wasp: see
wasp.] A hornets' nest; the habitation of
social wasps ; also, the colony or aggregate of
wasps in such a nest. See Vespa, and out un-
der wa.i2i, and compare apiary and formicary

.

Vespidae (ves'pi-de>, n. pi. [NL. (Stephens,
1829), < Vespa + -idse.] A family of diplopter-
ous aculeate hymenopterous insects, typified
by the genus Ves2>a; the social wasps and hor-
nets. They are characterized by their two-spurred mid-
dle tibia! and simple tju-sal claws. Every species exists
in the three forms of male, female or queen, and worker.
The males and workers die in the fall, and the impreg-
nated queen alone hibernates. She forms a new colony in
the spring, giving birth at first only to workers, and later
to males and females. The nests are made of paper, and
the young are fed by the workers with nectar and animal
and vegetable juices. The principal genera besides Vespa
are Polistes and Polybia. See Vespa, and cuts under wasp,
hornet, and Polistes.

vespiform (ves'pi-form), a. [< L. vespa, wasp,
-I- forma, form.] Wasp-like ; resembling a wasp
or hornet to some extent or in some respects:
noting certain moths. See hornet-moth.

vespillot (ves-pil'o), TO. [L., also vespulla, also,

according to Festus, vespa, one of the bearers
who carried out the bodies of dead poor at
night, < vcsjier, evening: see vesper.] Among
the Romans, one who carried out the dead in

the evening for burial. Sir T. Brotvne, Religio
Medici, i. § 38.

vespine(ves'pin), a. [< L. «)es;)a, wasp, + -inei.]

Pertaining to wasps; wasp-like. Po^). Sci. Mo.,
IV. 176.

vessel (ves'el), TO. [Early mod. E. also vessell;

< ME. vessel, vesselle, fessel, < OF. vessel, veissel,

vaissel, F. vaisseau = Sp. vasillo = Pg. vasilha =
It. vascello, a vessel, < L. vascellum (in an in-

scription), a small vase or urn, dim. of vas, a

vase, urn : see vase. In def . 6 the word is orig.

collective, ME. vessel, vessell, < OF. *vcssclle,

vaisselle, F. vaisselle, vessels or plate collec-

tively ; < vessel, vaissel, a vessel: see above.] 1

.

A utensil for holding liquors and other things,

as a cask, a barrel, a bottle, a kettle, a pot, a
cup, or a dish.

The Arm and the Hond (that he putte in oure Lordes
syde, whan he appered to him, aftre his Resnrre.xioun

. . .) is zit lyggynge in a Vesselle with outen the Tombe.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 172.

Thou Shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel.

Ps. ii. 9.

The empty vessel makes the greatest sound.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 4. 73.



vessel

Specifically, in metal., the converter in which Bessemer
steel is made. See ftetli.

As far as my observation goes, metallurgical writers al-

most invariably use the word converter, while in the steel
works the word vessel is almost always used.

H. M. Howe, Metal, of Steel, p. 339.

2. A ship; a craft of any kind : usually a larger
craft than a boat, but in law often construed to
mean any floating structure.

Let 's to the seaside, ho

!

As well to see the vessel that 's come in

As to throw out our eyes for brave Othello.
Shot., Othello, ii. 1. 37.

He sent it with a small vessel

That there was quickly gaun to sea.

Jo?m Thmnson and the Turk {Child's Ballads, III. 353).

3. In anat. and zool., any duct or canal in

which a fluid, as blood or lymph, is secreted,
contained, or conveyed, as an artery, vein,
capillary, lymphatic, or spermatic ; especially,

a blood-vessel. A part or organ pervaded or
well provided with vessels is said to be vascular.— 4. In hot., same as duct— that is, a row of
cells which have lost their intervening parti-

tions, and consequently form a long continuous
canal. The walls of the vessel or duct may be variously
marked by pits, or by spiral, annular, or reticulated thick-
enings.

5. Figui-atively, something conceived as formed
to receive or contain ; hence, especially in Scrip-
tural phraseology, a person into whom any-
thing IS conceived as poured or infused, or to
whom something has been imparted ; a recipi-

ent.

He is a chosen vessel unto me, to bear my name before
the Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel.

Acts ix. 15.

What if God, willing to shew his wrath, and to make
his power known, endured with much long-suffering the
fKSsets of wrath fitted to destruction ? Horn. ix. 22.

6t. Vessels collectively; plate.

The vessel of the temple he with him ladde.
Chmicer, Monk's Tale, 1. 158.

' Goth, bringeth forth the vessealx," quod he.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 204.

Of gold ther is a horde, & tretels ther bi.

Of siluer other vesselle gilte fulle richeli.

Hob. o/ Bruniie, p. 152.

Acoustic, ambulacra!, annular, ascending, blind,
capillary, cardiac, coronary, dorsal, gluteal, inter-
costal vessel. See the adjectives— Lacteal vessels,
lymphatics wliicli absorb chyle from the intestinal canal.
See lacteal, «.— Laticiferous, lymphatic, Malplghlan,
merchant vessel See the adjectives.— Milk vessel.
See maj--ee«se;.— Obliterated vessel. See obliterate.—
Scalariform, spiral, umbilical, etc., vessel. See the
adjectives.— Squeezed-ln vessel. .See squeeze.— The
weaker vessel, a phrase applied, now often jocularly, to
a woman, in allusion to 1 Pet. iii. 7 : "Giving honour unto
the wife as unto the weaker vessel."

I must comfort the weaker vessel, as doublet and hose
ought to show itself courageous to petticoat.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4. 6.

vesselt (ves'el), V. t. [< ME. vesselen ; < vessel,

n.] To put into a vessel.

Aloes tweyne unces epatike

;

Let vessel it, and set it uppe in smyke.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 200.

Take that earth and . . . vessel it, and in that ... set
the seed. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 629.

vesselful (ves'el-ful), n. [< vessel + -ful.'] As
much as a vessel will hold.

vesselingt, «. [ME. vessellinge; < vessel + -tng^l.]

Vessels collectively.

Whenne thai beth colde in pitched vessellinffe

And cleyed close hem up,
Palladiws, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 118.

vesselmentt, 'n. [< ME. vesselment, vess^ement,
< OF. vaissellement, vessels, plate, furniture, <

vaisselle, vessels, plate : see vessel.'] Plate ; fur-

niture. Halliwell.

Curteynes or outher vestyment,
Or any outher vesselemertt.

MS. Barl. 1701, f. 62.

Deuised he the vesselment, the vestures clene,

Wyth slygt of his ciences, his souerayn to loue.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1288.

vesses (ves'ez), n. [Also vessels; prob. con-
nected with ME.fasel, a fringe, AS./«s, thread,
fiber.] A sort of worsted. HalUwell.

vessignon (ves'i-nyon), n. [< F. ressigno7i, a
wind-gall (on a horse), < L. vesica, a bladder,
a blister: see vesica.'] A kind of soft swelling
on a horse's leg; a wind-gall.

vest (vest), n. [< P. veste, a vest, jacket, = Sp.
Pg. veste = It. veste, vesta, < L. vestis, a garment,
gown, robe, vestment, clothing, vesture, =
Goth, wasti, clothes ; cf. Gr. foff^?, dress, cloth-

ing ; < / ves = Gr. ivn<vai (-y/ Fca), clothe, = Skt.

\/ vas, put on (clothes), = Goth, wasjan = AS.
tceria», put on (clothes), wear: aeewear^. From
the L. vestis are also ult. E. vest, v., vestment,

vestry, vesture, divest, invest, travesty, etc.] 1.
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An article of clothing covering the person ; an
otiter garment ; a vestment. [Archaic]

Over his lucid arms
A military vest of purple tlow'd.

Hilton, P. L., xi. 241.

The rivets of the veM
Which girds in steel his ample breast.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, iii.

2. figuratively, garment; dress; array; ves-
ture.

Not seldom, clad in radiant vest.

Deceitfully goes forth the morn.
Wordsworth, Near the Spring of the Hermitage.

Wherever he be flown, whatever vest

The being hath put on which lately here
So many-friended was. Lowell, Agassiz, vi. 2.

3. A body-garment for men's wear, at different
times of distinct types, (a) Originally, a garment
like a cassock, said by Pepys to have been adopted by
Charles II. as the fashion for his court, and ridiculed by
Louis XIV. of France, who put his servants into such vests.

You are not to leani.
At these Years, how absolutely necessary a rich Vest
And a Perruque are to a Man tliat aims at their [ladies']

Favours. Etherege, She Would if she Could, iii. 3.

The vegt is gathered up before them [figures on medals]
like an apron, which you must suppose filled with fruits
as well as the coruu-copia;. Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

Under his doublet Charles appeared in a vest, "being a
long cassock," as Pepys explains, "close to the body, of
black cloth and pinked with white silk under it."

Encyc. Brit., VI. 473.

(6) A body-garment of later times ; especially, the waist-
coat in the ordinary modern sense — that is, a short gar-
ment without sleeves, buttoning down the front, and hav-
ing the back concealed by the coat.

Numerous pegs with coats and "pants"and "vests"— as
he was in the habit of calling waistcoats and pantaloons or
trousers— hanging up as if the owner had melted out of
them. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

If tailors would only print upon waistcoats, I would
give double price for a vest bearing this inscription.

H. v. Blackvwre, Loma Doone, Ixvi.

4. An outer garment, or part of such a garment,
for women. Especially— (a) A sort of jacket with or
without sleeves, and known by many different names ac-
cording to changing fashion : as, Breton vest, Oriental vest,

etc. (6) A trimming or facing of the front of the bodice,
sometmies with a different material, and following more
or less closely the form of a man's vest : a fashion often
reappearing. Over the vest of this form a coat is gener-
ally worn.

5. An undergarment knitted or woven on the
stocking-loom. Vest and undervest are more
common in England; undershirt in the United
States.

vest (vest), V. [< OF. vestir, F. vMir = Sp. Pg.
vestir = It. vestire, < L. vestire, clothe, dress, <

vestis, a garment, clothing : see vest, n. Cf

.

wear^, v.] I. trans. 1. To clothe with or as
with a garment, vest, or vestment; robe; dress;
cover, surround, or encompass closely.

Vested all in white, pure as her mind.
Milton, Sonnets, xviiL

2. To invest or clothe, as with authority
;
put

in possession (of); endow; put more or less

formally in occupation (of): followed by icith.

To settle men's consciences, 'tis necessary that they
know the person who by right is vested with power over
them. Locke.

Had I been vested iciih the Monarch's Pow'r,
Thou must have sigh'd, unlucky Youth, in vain.

Prior, To Mr. Howard.

3. To place or put in possession or at the dis-

posal of
;
give or confer formally or legally an

immediate fixed right of present or future pos-
session, occupancy, or enjoyment of ; commit
to: followed by in.

So, instead of getting licenses in mortmain to enable
him to vest his lands in the Gild of the Holy Cross, he
made a deed of feoffment, vesting them in persons therein
named. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 252.

I will not trust executive i)Ower, vested in the hands of
a single magistrate, to keep the vigils of liberty.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

4. To lay out, as money or capital ; invest: as,

to vest money in land. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

II. intrans. 1. To put on clothing or vest-
ments.
Even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was

the common custom for priests, at least in England, to
vest in the sanctuary. Cath. Diet., p. 838.

2. To come or descend; devolve; take effect,

as a title or right : with in.

The supreme power could not be said to vest in them ex-
clusively. Brougham.

It is already the usage to speak of a trust as a thing that
vests, and as a thing that may be divested.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 27, note.

To vest in interest, to pass or devolve as matter of right
or title irrespective of any immediate right of possession.
— To vest in possession, to pass in possession or imme-
diate right of possession. See vested.

Vesta (ves'ta), n. [L., = Gr. 'Earia, the god-
dess of the hearth, •/ vas, Skt. V ush, burn:

The Giustiniani Statue of Vesta
(Hestia).— Torlonia Museum,

Rome.

vested

see ustiany Aurora, Easter.'] 1. One of the'chief
divinities of the ancient Romans, equivalent
to the Greek Hestia,
one of the twelve great
Olympians, the virg:in

goddess of the hearth,
presiding over both the
private family altarand
the central altar of the
city, the tribe, or the
race, she was worshiped
along with the Penates at
every meal, when the family
assembled round the altar or
hearth, which was in the cen-
ter of the house. Jllneas was
said to have carried the sa-

cred fire (which was her sym-
bol) from Troy, and brouglit
it to Italy, and it was pre-
served at Rome by the state
in the sanctuary of the god-
dess, which stood in the Fo-
rum. To guard this fire from
becoming extinguished, it

was watched and tended t^
six stainless virgins, called
vestals. The Roman temples
of Vesta were circular, pre-
serving the form of the pi-im-
itive huts of the Latin race,
because it was in such a hut
that the sacred fire was first

tended by the young girls
while their parents and bro-
thers were absent in the
chase or pasture-ground. See
also cuts under hutttrn and
inonopteron.

2. The fourth planetoid, discovered by Olbers,
at Bremen, in 1807.— 3. [?. c] A wax match
which may be ignited by friction.

The door of a small closet here attracted the young
man's attention ; and, striking a vesta, he opened it and
entered. It. L, Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 178.

vestal (ves'tal), a. and «. [= F. vestale, n., =
Sp. Pg. vestal= It. vestale, < L. Festalis, of Vesta,
as a noun (sc. virgo) a vestal virgin, < Vesta,

Vesta: see Vesta.'] I, o, 1. Of or pertaining to
Vesta, the classical goddess of the sacred fire

and of the household and the state.

When thou shouldst come.
Then ray cot with light should shine
Purer than the vestal tire.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirena.

2, Pertaining to or characteristic of a vestal
virgin or a nun.

Vestal modesty. Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 38.

My vestal habit me contenting more
Than all the robes adorning me before.

Drayton, Matilda to King John.

II. n. 1. Among the ancient Romans, a vir-

gin consecrated to Vesta and to the service of
watching the sacred fire, which was kept per-
petually burning upon her altar. The vestals were
at first fotu* in number, afterward six. They entered the
service of the goddess at from six to ten years of age,

their term of service lasting thirty years. They were then
permitted to retire and to marry, but few did so, for, as
vestals, they were treated with great honor, and had im-
portant public privileges. Their persons were inviola-

ble, any offense against them being punished with death,
and they were treated in all tlieir relations with the high-
est distinction and reverence. A vestal who broke her
vow of chastity was immured alive in an underground
vault amid public mourning. There were very few such
instances ; in one of them, under Doniitian, the chief of

the vestals was put to death under a false charge trumped
up by the emperor.

Hence— 2. A virgin; a woman of spotless
chastity; sometimes, a virgin who devotes her
life entirely to the service of religion ; a nun

:

a religieuse.

Shall 's go hear the vestals sing?
Shak., Pericles, iv. 5. 7.

She would a dedicated vestal prove.
And give her virgin vows to heaven and love.

Crabbe, Works, VTI. 94.

3. lne7ttom.: (a) The geometrid moth -87frrAa

sacraria : popularly so called in England. (6)
A gossamer-winged butterfly ; any member of

the Vestales,

Vestalest (ves-ta'lez), w. pi. [NL.: see venial.']

A group of butterflies; the vestals, virgins, or

gossamer-winged butterflies.

vestamentf, n. Same as vestment.

His vestaments sit as if they grew upon him.
Massinger, Fatal Dowry, iv. L

vested (ves'ted),^?. rt. 1. Clothed; especially,

wearing, orhaving assumed, state robes or sopie

ceremonial costume: as, a vested choir.

A troop of yeWovi-vested white-haired Jews,
Bound for their own land, where redemption dawns.

Broxcning, Paracelsus, iv.

2. In her., clothed; draped: used especially

when the clothing is of a different tincture from
the rest of the bearing. This blazon is more



vested

usual when only a part of the body is repre-

sented. Also clothed.— 3. Not in a state of

contingency or suspension; fixed. In law: (a)

Already acquired ; existing, in contemplation of law, in a

certain persoii as owner : as, a law is not to be construed

so as to impair vested rights without compensation. See

right, (b) Noting the quality of a present absolute right

or interest, as distinguislied from that which is defeasible.

Thus, a legacy is said to be vested when given in such

terms that the legatee has a present right to its future

payment which is not defeasible, and he can therefore

extinguish it by release, (c) Noting the quality of a pres-

ent estate even though defeasible, as distinguished from
that the very existence of which is contingent. Thus, a

devise of land is said to be resteif when the circumstances

are such that the legatee is existuig and known, and would
be iuunediately entitled to possession were the precedent
estate to terminate, although the time may not have come
when he is entitled to receive it, and although it is possi-

ble that beft>re that time comes another person may come
into being who will take in preference to him. Meanwhile
it is said to be vested in interest, but not vested in posses-

sion.— VeBteA remainder, ^e remainder, 3.

vaster (ves'ter), «. One who invests money or

other property ; an investor. [Rare.]

But in another of their papers . . . they declare that

their vesters aim at nothing short of a community in land

and in goods. Southey, To W. 8. Landor, Aug. 22, 1829.

vestiarian (ves-ti-a'ri-an), a. [< vestiary +
-iiH.\ S&me as vestiary.

vestiary (ves'ti-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. vestiaire,

a., = Sp. vesiudrio = Pg. restiario, vestuario,

n., = It. vestiario, a. and n., < L. vestiarius, of

or pertaining to clothes, neut. vestiariuin, a
wardrobe, ML. a robing-room, vestry, < vestis,

clotlnng: see ((«<. Ci. vestry.'] I. a. Of or per-

taining to costume or dress. Bp. Hall, Select

Thoughts, § 93.

II. «• ;
pi- vestiaries (-riz). 1. A room or

place for the keeping of vestments, garments,
or clothes; a wardrobe. Fuller. [Bare.]— 2.

Garb; clothing.

If I throw my cloak over a fugitive slave to steal him,
it is so short and straight, so threadbare and chmky, that

he would be recognized by the idlest observer who had
seen him seven years ago in the market-place ; but if thou
hadst enveloped him in thy versicolored and cloudlike

vestiary, putfed and effuse, rustling and rolling, nobody
could guess well what animal was under it, much less

what man. Landor, Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

3t. A vestibule; a place of entrance ; a court.

The! wenten ... in the hows of a manner man in Ba-
hurym, that had a pit in his vestiary.

Wyeltf, 2 Ki. |8am.) xvlL 1&

vestibula, ». Plural of restibulum.

vestibular (ves-tib'ii-lar), a. [< vestibule +
-n/-3.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a ves-

tibule, in any sense— Vestibular artery, a branch
of the internal auditory artery distributed, in the form of

a minute capillar-y network, in the substance of the mem-
branous labyrinth.— Vestibular membrane. Same as

membrane of Iteissner (wliich see, under membrane).—
Vestibular nerve, tlie i)ranLli of the amlitory nej-ve dis-

tributed to tlie vestitiulu.—VestlbtUar passage, ^ame
as scaia vestihfdi (which see, under *c«ia). --Vestibular
saccule or sacculus. .See sorra/f.— Vestibular seta,
the bristle that projects from the vestiljule of the VorH-
cellidte : originally called in French stjie de Lachmann.
W. .V KeiU.

vestibulate (ves-tib'u-lat), a. [< vestibule +
-fl(<-l.] In awa^and rooV.,havingavestibiUe,in
any sense ; formed into a vestibule ; vestibular.

vestibule (ves'ti-bul), n. [< F. vestibule = Sp.

rcfUhulo = Pg. It. vestibulo, < L. vestihulum. a
forecourt, entrance-court, an entrance; vari-

ously explained: (n) 'a place separated from
the (main) abode,' < ve-, apart, + stabiiliim,

abode (gee stable^); (6) 'abode,' < )/ ves, Skt.

•/ v(m, dwell (see was) ; (c) possibly ' the place
where the outer clothing is put on or off as one
goes out or comes in,' i. e. the place correspond-
ing to that assigned to the modem hat-rack (cf.

restri/), < vestis, garment, clothing.] 1. A pas-

sage, hall, or antechamber next the outer tloor

of a house, from which doors open into the va-

rious inner rooms; a porch; a lobby; a hall; a
nartliex. See cuts under opistliodomitg, parch,
and pronaos.

I
In the intention of the early builders of the church, the

vestibule, or atrium, was regarded as that portion of the
•acred building wliich was appropriated ti> those who had
^t been received into the full standing of members of the
ICborch of Christ.

C. E. Xorton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 186.

Z. In anat.: (a) A part of the labyrinth of the
ear, the common or central cavity, between the

micircular canals and the cochlea, communi-
.ting permanently with the former, and tempo-
.rily or permanently with the latter, from the

__iroper membranous cavity of which it is gen-
erally shut off 8ubse(iuently, opening into the
tympanum or middle ear by the fenestra ovalis,

which, however, is closed in life by a membrane.
See cuts under cnrl and temimral. (b) A trian-

gular space between the nympliEB or labia mi-
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nora of the human female and some anthropoid muscle, a muscle, like those of the external ear, which is of

„„„„ ^ ,.„ . _ ., •«„„ „# ,.1,.^ .,^r.iV,-t.n r.T. use in the lower animals, but poorly developed and scarce-
apes, containing the orifice of the urethra or

, junetional in mm.=Syn.AbJive, etc Seerudimm.
meatus urinarius. More fully called vestibule tary.

of tlie vulva and vesiibulum vaginx. (c) A part vestigiary (ves-tij'i-a-ri), a. [< L. vestigium,
of the left ventricular cavity of the heart, ad- footprint, 4- -ary.] Vestigial.
joining the root of the aorta.— 3. In zoiil.-. (a) vestigium (ves-tij'i-um), n.; pi. vestigia (-a).

A depression of the body-wall of sundry infu- [L.: see vestige.] In anat., a vestige; a vesti-

sorians, as Paramecium and Noctiluca, leading

to the oral and sometimes also to the anal aper-

ture, and thus connected, by means of an eso-

phageal canal, with the endosarc. See Vorti-

cella, Noctiluca, and cut under Paramecium. (6)

In polyzoans, an outer chamber of a cell of the
poljrzoary, which opens on the surface, and into

which, in some forms, the pharynx and anus
both open.— Aortic vestibule. See aortic.— Com-
mon sinus of the vestibule. Same as utricle, 2.—Mem-
branous vestibule, tlie membranous sac contained
within the osseous vestibule, in some animals, as in man, _-(,4.j-„«-,+i
divided into a larger section the utricle or utriculus, and Vestlmenxt, '"

_ 1 ^1 1.. — 1.._ y\__._.._ .-A..»n-.>in VTACTivirr l-^rca i

gial structure of any kind; a trace, as the pit

which marks the closed foramen ovale between
the right and left auricles of the heart Vesti-
gium foramlnis ovalis, the fovea or fossa ovalis.—Ves-
tigia rerum, traces of things. See the quotation.

It is not to be doubted that those motions which give
rise to sensation leave in the brain changes of its sub-

stance which answer to what Haller called "vestigia

rerum," and to what that great thinker, David Hartley,

termed "Vibratijincules."
Utudey, Address before the British Association at Bel-

[fast, 1874.

An obsolete variant of vestment.

a lesser, the saccule or sacculus.- 6"8se"ousves'tli5uiel Vesting (ve's'ting), n. [< vest + -ing^.] Cloth
the bony cavity in the petrosal bone, in nearly all ver- especially made for men's waistcoats: most
tebrates inclosed by the prootic, epiotic, and opisthotic commonlv in the plural
bones, and inclosing the membranous vestibule.— Pyra- _„„4.,-+„_-''/,„„'f; (-^ \ „' r/ i , ,,p<,fire nn w«.
mid of the vestibule. See j)i/r«Hitd.— Utricle of the vestlture (ves ti-tur), n. l<, L,. vestire, pp. ves

vestibule. SeeH(«d«.—Vestibule of the larynx, that «*iH«, dress, clothe {see vest), +
part of the laryngeal cavity which lies above the false

vocal cords.—Vestibule of the mouth, the cavity of the
mouth outside of tlie teeth, technically called vestibidum
orw.- Vestibule of the pharynx, the fauces; the pas-

sage from the mouth to the pharynx, bounded laterally by
thepillarsof the fauces.—Vestlbuleof the VUlva. See
def. •> (b).— Vestibule train. See vestibule, v. t. - Syn. 1.

See detlnitions of porch, portico, hall, lobby, passage.

vestibule (ves'ti-biii), v. t.; pret. and pp. ves-

tibulcd, ppr. vestibuling. [< vestibule, «.] To
provide with a vestibule Vestibuled train, a
train of parlor-cars each of which is provided with a
*' vestibule " at each end — that is, a part of the platfomi
Is so inclosed at the sides that when the cars are con-

nected together a continuous passage from car to car is

formed. [U. S.)

vestibuluin(ves-tib'u-lum),Ji.;pl.®cs<i6Kto(-la).

[Nil.: see vestibule.] In anat. and zool., a ves-

tibule.—Aquseductus vestibull. See aqmeductus.—
Pyramls vestibull. see pyramis.—Scala vestibull.
See »coia.— utriculus vestibull. Same as utricle, 2.—
Vestibulum oris, tlie vest ibule of the mouth (whicli see,

under ie«(*uie)— Vestibulum vagina. Same as vesti-

bule, 2 (b).

vestigatet (ves'ti-gat), v. t. [< L. vestigatus,

pp. of vestigare, track, trace out, < vestigium, a yestment
footprint, track: see vestige. Cf. investigate.] mg^t) „
To investigate. •• . '

vestige (ves'tij), n. [< F. vestige = Sp. Pg.

It. restii/io, < L. vestigium, footstep, footprint,

track, the sole of the foot, a trace, mark.]

1. A footprint; a footstep; a track; a trace;

hence, a mark, impression, or appearance of

something which is no longer present or in ex-

istence ; a sensible evidence or visible sipi of

something absent, lost, or perished ; remains of

something passed away.
Scarce any trace remaining, vestige gray.

Or nodding column on the desert shore.

To point where Corinth, or where Athena stood.

Thomson, Liberty, ii.

I could discover no vestiges of common houses in Den-

dera more than in any other of the great towns in Egypt.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 106.

ure. Cf. ves-

ture, investiture.] It. The manufacture or prep-

aration of cloth. B. Parke.—2t Investiture.
— 3. In zool., the hairs, scales, etc., covering a

surface : as, the vestiture of the thorax of an in-

sect.

vestlet (vest'let), n. [< vest + -let] A tubio-

olous sea-anemone of the genus Cerianthus, as

C. borealis. It is not fixed to any support, and remarka-
bly resembles a ceph-

Vestlet {Certanlhus borealis), one
third natural size.

:r ear

^Kati

^^P>ro
^^era

What vestiges of liberty or property have they left?

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. In biol., any vestigial organ or tissue, having
little or no utility, but corresponding to a use-

ful part existing in some lower animal. See
vestigial and rudiment, 3.=Syn. See«ro«i.

vestigia, ». Plural of vestigium.

vestigial (ves-tij'i-al), a. [< L. vestigium, foot-

print (see vestige), + -al.] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a vestige ; like a mere trace

of what has been; also, rudimentary. In biol-

ogy vestigial has a specific application to those organs or

structures which are commonly called rudimentary, and

are rudiment-ary in fact, but which are properly regard-

ed, not as beginnings or incipient states, but as remains

of parts or structures which have been better developed

in an earlier stage of existence of the same organism, or

In lower preceding organisms, and have aborted or atro-

phied, or become otherwise reduced or rudimental in the

evolution of the individual or of the species. Thus, the -„
, 7 n

parovaria, the canals of (iartner, the male womb, the ura- vestral (ves tral), a. [< vestr-y -r -al.}

chus, and the round ligament of the liver are vestigial pertaining to a vestry
stnictures with reference to the \Volfflan bodies and al-

-ggtrifv (ves'tri-fi), V. t; pret. and pp. vestri-
lantola of the fetus : the thymus of the adult is vestigial

^l"*,"'^^'^,,^,^.'-^,/' r< \estrv + ' " "
with reference to that structure in the infant ; the ver- Jiea, ppr. vestttjpng. \\ oesiri/ -r

miform appendix of the colon is vestigial with reference

to the very large cajcum of a ruminant; the stunted cora-

coid process of tlie scapula of a manifial is a vestigial

structure with reference to the large articulated coracold

bone of a bird. Vestigial structures of any kind, or the

remains of what has been, are to be carefully distin-

guished from rudimentary structures, or the l)eginning

of what is to be (as fully explained under rudimentary).

They are very significant biological facts, of which much
nseiias been made by Darwin and other modem evolution-

ists in tracing lines of descent with nioditlcation and deter-

mining probable ancestry.— Vestigial fold, a projection

of the pericardium over the root of the left lung, caused by

a cord which is the remains of the nearly obliterated duc-

tus CuTierl, or sinus of Cuvier, of the fetus.— Vestigial

alobranchiate worm,
having a long, smooth,
slender body or stalk

tapering to a free base,

and surmounted by a
large double wreath of

tentacles. The stem is

a tube secreted by the
polyp and investing it

(whence the name). It

is 6 or 8 inches long,

and the wreath ex-

pands an inch or more.
See C&rianthus, and
compare cut under Ed-
wardsia.

(vesf-
[For-

merly also vesti-

ment, vestament; <

ME. vestement, <

OF. vestement, F.
vetement = Sp. ves-

timento, m., vesti-

menta, f., = Pg. vestimenta = It. vestimento, m.,

vestimenta, f., < h. vestimentum, clothing, cover-

ing, < wsttre, clothe : see vest, v.] 1. A cover-

ing or garment ; some part of clothing or dress

;

an article of clothing; especially, some part of

outer clothing; specifically, a ceremonial or

official robe or garment.

Hir vestiments which that they were.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2090.

The Judges in their vestments of state attended to give

advice on points of law. MacavXay, Warren Hastings.

2. Eccles.. (a) One of the garments worn, in ad-

dition to the cassock and ordinary dress, by the

clergy and their assistants, choristers, etc., dur-

ing divine service and the administratipn of the

sacraments; especially, one of the garments so

worn by the celebrant, deacon, and subdeacon
during the celebration of the eucharist; spe-

cifically, the chasuble, or the chasuble with the

other eueharistic garments and ornaments, es-

pecially the amice, stole, and maniple. From
monumental and other evidence it appears that the type

of the principal ecclesiastical vestments has always been

nearly the same ; that this agreed on the whole with the

general style of dress among Greeks, Romans, and Orien-

tiils; and that in certain respects it agreed with oflicial

rather than common civil dress and with Syrian rather

than Greek or Roman costume, (ft) One of the cloths

or coverings of the altar.
. e..

-. ., . '> Of or

,„ - - - -fy-'i To
make a vestry of, or make like a vestry ; turn

into a vestry. [Rare.]

In the debate in the House of Commons on the Redis-

tribution of Seats Bill, Dec. 4, 1884, Mr. Chaplin said it

would "tend to ce«(ri/V the House of Commons.
N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 6.

vestry (ves'tri), «. ;
pi. vestries (-triz). [< ME.

vestrye, < OF. 'vestairie (f), vestiaire, F. vesti-

aire, < L. vestiarium, a wardrobe : see vestiary.

For the terminal form, cf . sextry.] 1. A room,

or solnetimes a separate building, attached to

a church, where the vestments of the clergy,



vestry

and sometimes the sacred vessels and other
treastires of the ehureh, are kept. ' Such an apart-
ment is also called sacristy or vestry-room, it is now,
in Anglican churches, generally under the same roof with
the church, and is usually placed at one side of the chan-
cel.

A venfry or sanctuary, on the Gospel side of the altar.

J. Fergmson, Hist. Arch., I. 426.

2. In non-liturgical churches, a room or build-
ing attached to a church, aud tised for the Sab-
bath-school, the weekly prayer-meetings, reli-

gious services, etc.; a chapel.— 3. In £iig.
ecclcs. law, and in Anier. colonial laiv : (a) A
meeting of the inhabitants or ratepayers of a
parish for the despatch of the official business
of the parish. (l>) A meeting or a board con-
sisting of representatives of the ratepayers at
large, all of whom are entitled to vote in their
election, it is not essential to the validity of the meet-
ing that it be held in the vestry, or even in connection with
the church-building. The general charge of the church
property is intrusted to the vestry, together with certain
administrative duties respecting the parish, such as the
care of the poor, and sometimes the paving and lighting
of the streets, etc

The farmers whom he met at vestry.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

4. In the Prot. Epis. Ch. in the United States
of America, a committee (chosen annually by
the members of the congregation) who, in con-
junction with the churchwardens, manage its

temporal affairs. The time and manner of electing
the vestrymen, and their rights and duties, are different in
different dioceses, being determined by diocesan regula-
tions. The vestry has a general charge of the temporali-
ties of the church, and, in the case of a vacancy in the pas-
torate, is the official representative of the parish ; but it
exercises no ecclesiastical control over the rector, either
in his administration of the spiritual affairs of the church
or in the conduct of its services. It nominates the rec-

• tor of tlie parish, subject to the approval of the bishop.—
Common vestry, an assembly of the ratepayers at large.— Select vestry, a board consisting of representatives of
the iiitepayers : sometimes called select vestry only when
renewed by filling its own vacancies, and general vestry
when filled by election by the ratepayers at large.

vestry-board (ves'tri-bord), n. Same as ves-
trif, 3, 4.

vestry-clerk (ves'tri-klerk), n. An officer
chosen by the vestry, who keeps the parish ac-
counts and books.
vestrydom (ves'tri-dum), ». [< vestry + -dom.2
The system of the government of parishes by
vestries.

Kelieved from the incubus of omnipotent vestrydom.
Daily Telegraph, Jan. 8, 188& (Eneye. Diet)

vestryman (ves'tri-man), n.; pi. vestrymen
(-men). A member of a vestry.
vestry-room (ves'tri-rom), n. Same as vestry, 1.

vestu (ves'tu), a. [P.,pp. of w«<jr, clothe: see
vest, V.'] In her., same as revestu.

vestTiral (ves'tur-al), a. [< vesture + -oi.]
Pertaining or relating to vesture or dress.

The vestural Tissue ... of wooUen or other cloth
which Man's Soul wears as its outmost wrappage and
over-all. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 1.

vesture (ves'tOr), n. [< ME. vesture, < OF. ves-
ture, vesteure, < ML. "vestitura, < L. vestire,
clothe: see vest.'] 1. Garments in general;
especially, the dress or costume worn at one
time by any person.

I am a maid, and as by my nature
And by my semblant and by vesture
Myn handes ben nat shapen for a knyf.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2691.

As a vesture Shalt thou fold them up, and they shall be
changed. Heb. i. 12.

Madam, with your pardon,
I kiss your vesture. S. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

2. That which invests or covers; covering gen-
erally ; envelop; integument.
The napless vesture of humility. Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 250.

3. In old law: (a) All, except trees, that grows
on or forms the covering of land : as, the ves-
ture of an acre.

The profits and advantages of the vesture and herbage
of the garden called the Halgarth.

Quoted in Child's Ballads, V. 126.

But the best ground is knowne by the vesture it beareth,
as by the greatnesse of trees, or abundance of weeds.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 115.

(6) Investiture; seizin; possession. =Syn. 1 and
2. See raiTnent.

vesture (ves'tur), v. t.; pret. and pp. vestured,
ppr. vesturing. [< vesture, w.] To put vesture
or clothing on ; clothe ; robe ; vest.

Wyllynge furthermore that he shuld bee honourably re-
ceaued and vestured with alike.

J{. Eden, tr. of Paolo Giovio (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 309).

We never tired of the graceful women walking through
the (treeta vestured in garments of barbaric tint.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 67.
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vesturer (ves'tur-fer), n. [< vesture -I- -erl.]

1. Eccles., a subordinate officer who has charge
of the ecclesiastical vestments.— 2. A sub-
treasui-er of a collegiate church or cathedral.
Lee.

Vesuvian (ve-su'vi-an), a. and ». [= P. Vesu-
vien, < L. Vesuvius (see def.).] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Mount Vesuvius, a volcano near Na-
ples; resembling Vesuvius; volcanic.

II. n. [I. c] 1. In mineral., same as vesuvi-
anite.— 2. A kind of match, used for lighting
cigars, etc. ; a fusee. Also Vesuvius.

Lord Steepleton Kildare, in the act of lighting acheroot;
dropped the Vesuvian incontinently, and stood staring at
Isaacs, . . . while the match sputtered and smouldered
and died away in the grass by the door.

F. U. Crawjmd, Mr. Isaacs, xi.

vesuvianite (ve-sii'vi-an-it), n. [< Vesuvian -f
Jte2.] A m;,ne'ral occurring in tetragonal crys-

veterinary
herb, Lathyrus salivus, extensively grown In southern
Europe as a forage-plant and for its seeds, which are used
like those of the chick-pea. Its cultivation has some-
times been prohibited, as its continuous use is said to In-
duce paralysis of the legs in man and animals.— Orass
vetch. See grass-vetch.— B.a,iry vetCh. Same as tare-
vetch.—Ha.icbet vetch. See halchel-vetch.—'BOTse or
horseshoe vetch, Hippocrepis comosa .- so named from its
curved pods,which were credited with drawing the shoes
of horses that tread upon it : hence also called unshoe-the-
horse. See Hipijocrejjis.—Kiitney vetch. See kidJley-
sefc/i.-LlCOrlce-vetCh, a milk-vetch. Astragalus glycy-
phyllus, having a sweet root.— MiUc vetch. See mt7i-
t)e(cA.— Sensitive Joint-vetch, a plant of the genus
.Mschynmnene. The pod is jointed, and the leaves in
some species are sensitive.—Tare-vetch, the hairy vetch
or tare, Vicia hirsuta.—TutteA vetch, Vicia Cracca, a
species found in the northern Old World and eastern
North America, climbing 2 or 3 feet high, and bearing
clusters of blue flowei-s, turning purple. See def.—Wood-
vetch. See def.

vetchling (veeh'ling), n. [< vetch + -ling^.l
In hot., a name given loosely to plants of the

tals Of a brown to green color, rarely yellow genus Lathyrus. The meadow-vetehling is L.
or blue, it is a silicate of aluminium, calcium, and
iron, and was first found on Mount Vesuvius (whence the
name). Also called idocrase aud egeran. Xanthite, cyprlne,
and wiluite are varieties.

vesuviate (vf-sii'vi-at), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. ve-

suviated, ppr. vesuviating. To burst forth as a
volcanic eruption. [Rare.]

pratensis, a plant difficult to eradicate, but use-
ful for forage.

vetchy (vech'i), a. [< vetch + -^i.] Consist-
ing of vetches or of pea-straw; abounding with
vetches.

A vetchy bed. Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.
Uvemviates This sudden heat in the atmosphere has veteran (vet'e-ran), a. and n. [= F. veteran,
methl!lfif to do with the eriintion nf f.hA TYirtnntaiT, «,liJ/.li o T> "Ti" J 1

.^ . ^^"^f t*",

n., = Sp. Pg. It. veterano, a. and n., < L. vete-
ranus, old, aged, that has been long in use (in
rural language, of cattle, slaves, vines, etc.),
esp., of soldiers, old, experienced, < vetus (ve-
ter-), also veter, old, aged, that has existed a
long time, lit. 'advanced in years,' akin to ve-
teritia, f., veterinum (usually in pi.), a beast of
burden, prob. orig. ' a beast a year old' or more,
and to vitulus, a calf, Ut. 'a yearling' (>ult. E.
veal), < *vetus {'veter-), a year, = Gr. erof {ire-),

orig. *f£ro<r (Farce-), a year; cf. Skt. vatsa, a
year. From the same L. source are ult. invet-
erate, veterinary, and (< L. vitulus) E. veal, vel-
lum.} I. a. 1. Grown old in service.— 2. Hence

(a) Practised and skilful. (6) Entitled to

something to do with the eruption of the mountain which
killed Pliny the elder.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts In my Garden, I. 166.

vesuvin, vesuvine (ve-sii'vin), n. Bismuth
brown. It is used as' a stain in histological
examinations. See brown.
Vesuvius (ve-sii'vi-us), re. Same as vesuvian, 2.

Vesuvius-salt (ve-su'vi-us-salt), n. Same as
aphthitalite.

vet (vet), re. A colloquial contraction of veter-
inary (surgeon).

Great pains are taken with the shoeing, which is under
the direct charge of the accomplished vet employed by
that department. The Atlantic, LXVI. 114.

veta (ve'tii), n. A condition characterized by
nausea, throbbing headache, and vertigo, often
experienced by unacolimatized persons in the consideration and allowance on account of long
punas or elevated table-lands of Peru and Bo-
livia. Also called jjMwa.
vetanda (ve-tan'da), n.pl. [Neut. pi. gerundive
of vetare, forbid : see veto.} Things to be for-
bidden or prohibited.

In general design as well as in details this work [Win-
stanley's Eddystone Light] must be placed among the ve-
tanda of maritime engineering. Encye. Brit., XIV. 616.

vetch (veeh), n. {Also fitch, fetch (?) (seefitclA);
< ME. veehe, also feche, ficche, < OF. veche, vesse,
later vesee, F. vesce= Sp. veza = It. vezza, veccia
= OHG. wiccha, MHG. G. wicke = D. wikke =
Sw. vicker = Dan. vikke, < L. vicia, vetch, = Gr.
fiidov, vetch ; akin to vinoia, vinca, pervinca (see
periiDinkle^),<vincire(Yvic), hind; cf. Und= 'L.

vitis, a vine, vimeti, a pliant twig, < vi, bind: see
vitis, vine, withy.} A plant of the genus Vicia;
the tare. The species are mostly climbing herbs of mod-
erate height ; many of them are useful as wild or cultivated
forage-plants. The common vetch, the species most large-
ly cultivated, is V.
sativa. (See tare'^.)

V. peregrina and
V. cordata are an-
nuals grown in
Italy ; and V. (AY-
vuni) Ervilia of
the Mediterranean
region, known as
black bitter-vetch,

is grown as a for-

age-plant on cal-

careous soils. V.
tetrasperma, the
lentil tare, is said
to be better than
the common vetch
for sandy ground,
and V.hirsuta.tlie
tare-vetch, and V.
calcarata approach
it in value. The
wood-vetch, V. syl-

vatica, the bush-
vetch, V. sepium,
and the tufted
vetch, V. Cracca,
are perennials use-
ful in pastures.
The common bean
of Europe is of
the vetch genus, V.
Faba. (Seeteanl.)
The name is extended to some kindred plants of other
genera.- Bastard hatchet-vetch, Bisemda Pelecinus,
a diffuse leguminous herb, the only species of its genus,
having linear pods, which are extremely flattened con-
trai-y to the valves, thus bearing two false keels which
are sinuate-dentate.- Bastard vetch, a plant of the for-
mer genus Phaca, now inchuU'd in Astragalus.— Bitter
vetch. See W(ter-t!eteA.— Bladder-vetch. Same as !<as-
tard vetch: the name referring to the Inflated pods.

—

Bush Tetoh. See def.— Chickling vetch, an annual

The Upper Part ofUieStemwith Flowers and
Leaves of Vetch {.yitria sativa).

a, flower.

service, (c) In milit. matters, practised and ac-
customed to war, as distinguished from raw,
newly enlisted, etc. A veteran soldier is one who has
been through one or more campaigns, and has gained the
steadiness and confidence which make him a trustworthy
soldier.

The veteran warrior, with nearly a century of years upon
his head, had all the fire and animation of youth at the
prospect of a foray. Irving, Granada, p. 108.

3. Long-continued; of, pertaining to, or char-
acteristic of a veteran or veterans.

Great and veteran service to the state. Longfellow.

II. re. One long practised, and therefore
skilled and trustworthy, or entitled to consider-
ation on account of past services; especially
(milit.), a veteran soldier. See I., 2 (c).

Superfluous lags the veVran on the stage.
Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 308.

The long-trained veteran scarcely wincing hears
The infallible strategy of volunteers
Making through Nature's walls its easy breach.

Lowell, Agassiz, iiL 3.

veteran (vet'e-ran), V. i. [< veteran, a.} Same
a.& veteranize." [CoUoq., TJ. S.]
veteranize (vet'e-ran-iz), v.; pret. and pp. vet-

eranized, ppr. veteranizing. [< veteran + -ize.}

1. trans. To make veteran.
During the civU war In the U. S. the proportion was at

first a little over three pieces for one thousand infantry,
but as the latter became more veteranized this was reduced.

Johnson's Cyc. (revised ed.), I. 266.

II. intrans. To reenlist for service as a sol-

dier: often abbreviated to veteran. rColloq.,
U. S.]

veterinarian (vet"e-ri-na'ri-an), n. [< veteri-
nary + -an.} One wLo practises the art of treat-
ing disease and injuries in domestic animals,
surgically or medically.

The second assertion, that an horse hath no gall. Is very
general, not only swallowed by the people and common
farriers, but also received by good veterinaria'iis, and some
who have laudably discoursed upon horses.

Sir T. Brotcne, Vulg. Err., iiL 2.

To the veterinarian a knowledge of the comparative anat-
omy of the domestic animals is essential to the study of
their diseases. Eticye. Brit., VI. 22.'>.

veterinary (vet'e-ri-na-ri), a. and w. [= F.
veterinaire = Sp. 't'g. It. veterinario, < L. reteri-
narius, of or belonging to beasts of burden,
hence a cattle-doctor, < veterina (sc. bestia),

veterinum (se. animal or jumentmn ?), beast of
burden: see veteran.} I. a. Of or pertaining
to domestic animals; specifically, pertaining to
the surgical or medical treatment of domestic
animals, especially of horses and cattle: as, a



veterinary

veterinary surgeon; ve ferinari/ meiieme; a vet-

criiiari/ college or school.

11. 'i. ; pi. veterinaries (-riz). A veterinarian.

vetiver (vet'i-ver), n. [= F. vetiver, vetyver
(NL. vetiveria), < E. Ind. vitivayr (Littr^), a
name given to the roots of the plant.] The
euseus-gi'ass, Andmpogon squarrosus (A. inuri-

eatiis), of India, the fibrous roots of which are
made into tatties (see tatti/^). The rootstock and
rootlets have a strong persistent odor compared to myrrh,
and yield vetiver-oil, of modern nse in European perfumery.
In India an Jnfusion is used as a cooling medicine.

veto (ve'to), «. [= F. i-eto, < L. veto. I forbid
(see def.), 1st pers. pres. ind. act. of vetare,
forbid, prohibit, oppose, hinder.] 1. In a con-
stitutional government, the right vested in one
branch of it to negative the determinations of
another branch; specifically, the right, under
constitutional restrictions, of the executive, as
a king, a president, or a governor, to reject a
bill passed by the legislature ; also, the act of
exercising this right. This power is often traced to
the privilege enjoyed by the Roman tribunes of annul-
ling or suspending any measures of the senate, decree
of a magistrate, etc., the word mto (1 forbid) having been
at least occasionally used by the tribune in such a case.
This power of the tribunes was properly called iiUer-
cesgio. The attempt on the part of Louis XVI. of France
to exercise the veto assured to him by the Constitution
of 1791 was one of the causes of the revolutionary move-
ments of 1792, which at once dethroned the king and
overturned the Constitution. In Great Britain the power
of the crown is conHned to a veto, a right of rejecting
and not resolving, and even this right has become prac-
tically obsolete, the last occasion of its exercise being
in the reign of William III. The Constitution of the
United States provides that "every Bill which shall have
passed the House of Representatives and the Senate,
shall, before it become a l.aw, be presented to the Presi-
dent of the United .States. If he approve, he shall sign it

;

but if not, he shall return it with his Objections to that
House in which it shall have originated, who shall enter
the Objections at large on their .Journal, and proceed to
reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two-thirds
of that House shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent,
together with the Objections, to the other House, by
which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by
two-thirds of that House, it shall become a Law. ... If
any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten
Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been present-
ed to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he
had signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment
prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law."
(Article I. Sec. 7.) Most of the State Constitutions have a
similar provision.

A man who might be afraid to defeat a law by his single
veto might not scruple to return it for re-consideration.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 73.

Afterwards the veto message of President Jackson put
an end to legislation upon local routes.

T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 26.

Veto. By this expression (Lat. veto, ' I forbid ') is under-
stood in public law the constitutional right of the com-
petent authority, or in republics of the whole people in
their primary assembly, to protest against a legislative or
administrative act, and to prevent wholly, or for the time
being, the validation or execution of the same.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 206.

2. Any right or power of authoritatively forbid-
ding or effectively negativing, or the exercise
of such right or power

;
prohibition ; interdict.

On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an instant
veto. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xviii.

The rector had beforehand put a veto on any Dissenting
chairman. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiv.

Absolute veto, a veto without restrictions.— Llberum
veto, in the fonner kingdom of Poland, the privilege
enjoyed by a single member of the diet of invalidating
any measure.— Pocket veto. See wctet.— Suspensory
veto, a veto to which certain conditions are attached.

—

Veto Act, an act passed by the General Assembly of the
Church of Scotland in 18:i4, decreeing that no one should
l>e admitted a mitdster of any vacant church if a majority
of the male heads of families in full communion with the
church should dissent from his appointment. The Court
of Session, and subsequently the House of Lords (in lSi»),
declared this act of the assembly to be illegal ; and the
dissensions that consequently arose within the church
culminated in the disruption of 1843.

veto (ve'to), ti. t [< ccto, H.] To forbid author-
itatively; specifically, to negative by exercis-
ing the constitutional right of veto: as, to veto
a bill.

vetoer (ve'to-er), n. One who vetoes. Ketc
Ynrk Weekly Tribune, Oct. 24, 1888, p. 1.

vetoist (ve'to-ist), n. [< veto + -»«<.] One who
exercises the light of veto; a vetoer.
Vetterlin gun. See (/i/»i.

Vetterlin repeating rifle. See rifle'^.

vettura (vet-to'rji), «. [it., = F. voiture, < L.
iYT^(/Y(, a carrying, carriage : see vectttre.'] An
Itiiliiin four-wheeled carriage.

vetturino (vet-to-re'no), M.
;
pi. vetfiirini (-ni).

[lt.,<vetti(r(i, a carriage ; see vettura.'} In Italy,
one who lends for hire a vettura or carriage, or
who drives such a vehicle.
Vetust (ve-tusf), (I. [< L. vettisttis, aged, old,
< vetus, old : see veteran.l Old ; ancient.
[Rare.]
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veuglairet, « [OF., < Flem. vogheleer, fowling-
piece, < voghel, a bird : see fowU.} A small
cannon, loaded by a movable chamber fitted
into the breech, used in Europe in the sixteenth
century: same as fowler, 2. Also vo(/ler.

veuve (vev), n. [F.] Any bird of the genus
lidua, in a broad sense, or of the subfamily
Viduinee; a whidah-bird. See Vidua.
vew (vu), n. [Also view and veice (Halliwell).]
The yew, Taxus baccata. Written and Holland.
[Prov. Eng.]

vex (veks), V. [< F. vexer — Sp. Pg. vexar, < L.
vexare, shake, jolf, hence distress, orig. shake
in carrying, freq. of vehere, carry : see vehicle.}

1. trans. 1. To make angry by little provoca-
tions; excite slight anger or displeasure in;
trouble by petty or light annoyances ; irritate

;

tease; fret; plague; annoy; harass.
They that vex and unquiet themselves with cares and

study. Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 11.

Such an injury would vex a very saint.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 28.

O, I shall burst if I cut not my lace, I'm so vext .'

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iL 1.

There
! you stumble on the stair, and are vexed at your

own awkwardness. G. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 10.

2. To make sorrowful; grieve; afiliet; distress.

As all offences use to seduce by pleasing, so all punish-
ments endeavour by vexing to reform transgressions.

Hooker, Eccles. PolitJy, v. 72.

Yet sold they not his Coat ; With this, said they.
As Jacob vexed us. We'll vex Him again.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. IS.'i.

3. To agitate ; disturb; overturn or throw into
commotion; hence, to dispute ; contest; cause
to be discussed: in this sense chiefly used in
the past participle : as, a vexed (much discussed
but unsettled) question.

He was met even now
As mad as the vex'd sea. Shak., Lear, iv. 4. 2.

How are endless fields vexed with ploughshares!
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 157.

Not vexing a question (settled foreverwithout our votes).
B. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xli.

No thought of storm the morning vexes yet.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 291.

=S3m. 1. Annoy, Plague, etc. (see teaseX provoke, gall,
chafe.— 3. To disquiet.

Il.t intrans. To fret: be teased or irritated;
feel annoyed, angry, or distressed.

I do command thee be my slave forever.
And vex while I laugh at thee.

Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 2.

Prithee, sweet Mistress Dorothy, vex not ; how much is

it [a debt] ? Dekker atul Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

vex (veks), «. [< vex, v.} A trouble ; a vexation.
[Scotch.]

My mother gar'd me learn the Single Carritch, whilk
was a great vex. Scott, Old Mortality, xxxvii.

A sair vex to mony a . . . body.
Geo. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock, xliii.

vexation (vek-sa'shon), ». [< P. vexation =
Sp. vcjucion = Pg. vexagSo = It. vessasione, <

L. vexatio(n-}, agitation, annoyance, < vexare,
agitate, vex: see vex.] 1. The act of vexing,
annoying, troubling, grieving, or distressing

;

specifically, a harassing under forms of law; a
troubling, annoying, or vexing by legal pro-
cess, as by a malicious suit.

Albeit the party grieved thereby may have some rea-
son to complain of an untrue charge, yet may he not well
call it an unjust vexation. Bacon.

No noise, no pulling, no vexation wakes thee.

Thy lethargy is such. B. Jotison, Catiline, iii. 2.

2. The state of being vexed, irritated, grieved,
or distressed; irritation; sorrow; grief; annoy-
ance.

All thy vexations
Were but my trials of thy love.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 5.

There 's nothing of so infinite vexation
As man's own thoughts.

Webster, White Devil, v. 2.

One who fails in some simple mechanical action feels

vexation at his own inability — a vexation arising quite
apart from any importance of the end missed.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 517.

3. A cause of irritation, annoyance, distress,

sorrow, or grief ; affliction.

Your children were vexation to your youth.
Shak , Rich. Ill,, iv. 4. 305.

=Syn. 2. Anger, Vexation, Iiidignation, etc. (see angeri).

Chagrin, etc. (see mortification); trouble, exasperation,
chagrin, petulance.

vexatious (vek-sa'shus), a. [< vexati(on) +
-ous.} 1. Causing vexation, annoyance, trou-

ble, or the like; teasing; annoying; trouble-

some: as, a vexatious neighbor; a vexatious

circumstance.

vexmgness
Did they convert a legal claim into a vexatious extor-

tion? Burke, Rev. in France.

Continual vexatious wars. South.

2. Full of trouble or disquiet.
He leads a vexatious life who in his noblest actions is so

gored with scruples that he dares not make a step with-
out the authority of another. Sir K. Digby.

An administration all new and all vexatious was intro-
duced. B. Choate, Addresses, p. 54.

Vexatious suit, in law, a suit begun without probable
cause, or, by reason of other pending proceedings, super-
fluous and serving only to vex or annoy. = Syn. 1. Irritat-
ing, provoking.

vexatiously (vek-sa'shus-li), adv. In a vexa-
tious manner; so as to give annoyance.
vexatiousness (vek-sa'shus-nes), M. The state
or eliaraeter of being vexatious.
vexedly (vek'sed-li), adv. With vexation ; with
a sense of annoyance or vexation. Riehardson,
Clarissa Harlowe, I. Ixix.

vexedness (vek'sed-ues), n. Vexation; annoy-
ance. JJJc/iardsoB, Sir Charles Grandison, in. xe.
vexer (vek'ser), n. [< vax + -cj-l.] One who
vexes ; one who irritates or troubles.

vexil (vek'sil), n. [< L. vexillum, q. v.] In hot.,

same as vexillum.

vexilla, n. Plural of vexillum.

vexillar (vek'si-lar), a. [= F. vexillaire = Pg.
vexillario, < L. v'exillarius, a standard-bearer,
also one of the senior class of veterans, < vex-
illum, a standard: see vexillum.'] 1. Pertain-
ing to an ensign or standard.— 2. In hot., same
as vexillary, 2.— 3. In ornith., of or pertaining
to the vane, web, or vexillum of a feather.
vexillary (vek'si-la-ri), a. and v. [< L. vexil-

/a/'Mtt', a standard-bearer: see fej:JHar.] I, a. 1.
Same as vexillar, 1.— 2. In hot., of or pertain-
ing to the vexillum or standard Vexillary esti-
vation, a mode of estivation in which the exterior petal,
as in the case of the vexillum, is largest and incloses and
folds over the other petals.

II. «. One who carries a vexillum; a stan-
dard-bearer.

Letters like to those the vexillary
Hath left crag-carven o'er the streaming Gelt.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

vexillate (vek'si-lat), a. [< vexill(um) + -a.fa-l.]

Having vexilla or pogonia ; webbed or pogoni-
ate, as a feather.

vexillation (vek-si-la'shon), n. [< L. vexilla-
tio(n-), a body of soldiers under one standard,
a battalion, < vexillum, a standard: see vexil-

lum,.] A company of troops under one vexil-
lum or ensign.

vexillator (vek'si-la-tor), n. [ML., < L. vexil-

lum, a standard: see'vexillum.] A standard-
bearer. See the quotations.
In manner of representation there was no essential dif-

ference between the performance of a morality and that of
a miracle ; the pageants used for one were used for the
other ; vexillators proclaimed the intended performance,
and the performers went from place to place, in both
cases. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 58.

The prologue to this curious drama ["Corpus Christi"]
is delivered by three persons, who speak alternately, and
are called vexillators. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 229.

vexillum (vek-sil'um), ti.
;
pi. vexilla (-a). [L.,

a military ensign, a standard, banner, flag, also
a company, < veJiere, carry: see vex, vehicle.]

1. In Bom. antiq.i (a) Strictly, the standard
of a maniple; hence, any military standard,
whatever its character, except the eagle of the
legion. (6) The troops collected under a vex-

,

ilium; a company; a troop; any body of sol-

diers serving under an ensign separate from
that of the legion ; hence, under the empire, the
body of veteran soldiers connected with a le-

gion who, having served sixteen years in the
legion, were detached under a vexillum of their
own, with special privileges, for their remain-
ing four years of service. These vexilla aver-
aged from 500 to 600 in strength.— 2. Eccles.:
(a) A processional banner; also, a processional
cross, (h) A kind of flag or pennon attached
by a cord to the upper part of a bishop's pastoral
staff. It is folded round the staff, to prevent the metal
of which the staff is made, or with which it is mounted,
from being tarnished by the moisture of the hand. Also
orarium, sudarium, veil.

3. In her., same as banderole, 1 (h).— 4. In
hot., the standard, or large posterior petal, of
a papilionaceous flower. It is external, and
wrapped around the others in the bud. Also
vexil. See cut under papilionaceous.— 5. In
ornith., a pogonium, web, or vane of a feather;
also, both webs together with the raehis upon
which they are borne. Also called standard.

Vexingly (vek'sing-li), adm. In a vexing man-
ner; so as to vex, tease, or irritate.

vexingness (vek'sing-nes), n. The character
or state of being vexing.



veyn

Veynt, " An obsolete form of vain.

vezir (ve-zer'), «. Same as vizir.

V-gage (ve'gaj), n. See gage^.

V-gear (ve'ger), n. A duplex arrangement of
skew-gearing, in which each tooth has the form
of the letter V. £. H. Knight.
V-hook (ve'huk), n. In steam-engines, a gab
at the end of an eccentric-rod, with long jaws
shaped like the letter V.

Vi, Vi-apple (ve, v^'ap^l), n. [Tahitian vi (Vi-

tian wi) + E. applc.'\ The Taliiti apple, Spon-
dias dulcis.

T. i. All abbreviation of verb intransitive.

vial (vi'a or ve'ii), n. [< L. via (> It. Sp. Pg.
via), a way, road, passage, channel, also a jour-
ney, voyage, in rustic speech vea, prop. orig.

*veha = Skt. vah,a = Goth, wigs = AS. loeg = E.

tray ; see wa'ip-. From L. via are also ult. E.
viaticum, voyage, convey, convoy, envoy, invoice,

devious, deviate, pervious, impervious, obvious,

previous, obviate, bivious, trivial, trivium, quad-
rivium, the first element in viaduct, etc.] 1.

A highway ; a road ; a way or passage. The word
is often used adverbially in the ablative case, with the
meaning *by way ' (0/ being understood with the following
noun) : as, to send a letter via Ijondon (that is. by way of
London) ; to go to Washington via Philadelphia.

2. In anat. and med., a natural passage of the
body.

—

Per vias naturales, through the natural pas-
sages; in obstet., a phrase expressing the delivery of the
fetus in the natural way.— Prlmse vise, the first or prin-
cipal passages— that is, the alimentary canal; the bowels.
—Via Lactea, in astroh., the Milky Way, orGalaxy. See
6aZaxy.~Y1^ media, the middle way ; the mean between
two extremes. Tlie plirase has often been applied to a view
of the position of the Anglican Church, which regards it as
half-way between Komanism and Protestantism.

via^ (ve'a), interj. [It. via, come, come on,

away, enough, etc., an exclamation of encour-
agement, impatience, etc., an elliptical use of

f!a,way: seet'ial.] Away! off! formerly a word
of encouragement from commanders to their

men, riders to their horses, etc., and also an
expression of impatience, defiance, etc.

**Via.'" says the fiend; "away!" says the fiend; "for
the heavens, rouse up a brave mind," says the fiend, " and
run." Shak., M. of V., ii. 2. 11.

Via for fate ! fortune, lo, this is all

;

At grief's rebound I'll mount, although I fall

!

JUiddleton, Blurt, Master Constable, ii. 1.

viability (vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. viability,- as
viable + -ity.'\ X, The state of being viable;
capability of living ; specifically, capability in

the fetus of continued existence after removal
from the womb. The necessary condition of viability

is that the vital organs shall be sutficiently well formed to

be able to perform their functions, a state reached when
the fetus has attained the age of about seven months.

2. In nat. hist., the ability to live in certain
conditions of environment, climatic, geographi-
cal, etc.: as, the viability of fish in the water;
the viability of an imported plant or animal in a
country.

'viable (vi'a-bl), a. [< P. viable, < ML. 'vitaM-
lis, capable of life, < L. vita (> F. vie), life: see
vital.'\ Capable of living; likely to live ; spe-
cifically, capable of continued existence out-
side of the womb: notingafetus. See viability,!.

Thanks to the couveuse and gavage, the time when the
fcetus becomes viable may now be placed in the seventh
month. Medicai News, 111. 651.

'Viaduct (vi'a-dukt), n. [= F. viaduc = Sp. Pg.
viaducto, < SiL. viaductus, a viaduct, < L. via,

road, way, + ductus, a leading: see ot«1 and
duct, and of. aqueduct (L. aqu« ductus), -with

which viaduct seems to have been confused in

Viaduct.—Ancient Roman Aqueduct called tlie Pont du Gani, near
Nbnes, France : adapted as a viaduct for the modem tiighway.
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form.] An extensive bridge, consisting strictly

of a series of arches of masonry, erected for the
purpose of conducting a road or a railway over
a valley or a district of low level, or over exist-

ing channels of communication, where an em-
bankment would be impracticable or inexpe-
dient; more widely, any elevated roadway for

which artificial constructions of timber, iron,

bricks, or stonework are established. Compare
aqueduct.

'Viaget, n. An obsolete form of voyage.

vial (vi'al), n. [Formerly also viall, viol, violl,

altered terminally to accord with the L. spell-

ing and with phial; < ME. viole, fiole, fyole, <

OF. viole, an irreg. variant of fiole, phiole (F.

fiole), prop. *fiale = It. fiala, < L. phiala, ML.
fiaJ-a, <Gr. if)ta7ai, a shallow cup or bowl, esp. a
drinking-bowl or a bowl for libations, a patera,
a cinerary urn. Cf. phial, a later form, after

the L. spelling.] A vessel or bottle; especial-
ly, a small glass bottle used for holding liquids,

and particularly liquid medicines. Also phial.

The gobelotes of golde grauen aboute,
& fyoles fretted with flores & fleez of golde,
Vpon that avter watz al aliche dresset.

AUiterative Poem^ (ed. Morris), ii. 1476.

Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole,

With juice of cursed hebenon in ariai,

And in the porches of my ears did pour
The leperous distilment. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 62.

I never valued this ampulla, or vial, at less than eight
crowns. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

To give me a proof of his art, he took a glass of fair
water, and, by the infusion of three drops out of one of
his phials, converted it into a most beautiful pale Bur-
gundy. Addison, Tatler, No. 131.

Anaclastic vial. See anaclastic.—'Leyden vial. Same
as Leydenjar {which see, underjarS).—To pour out vials
of wrath, to take vengeance ; inflict judgment (Rev. xvi.

1); hence, colloquially, to become very angry; storm; rage.

Wal, Miss S. doos hev cuttins-up and pourins-oul o' viats,

But then she hez her widder's thirds, an' all on us hez
trials. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

vial (vi'al), V. t.; pret. and pp. vialed, vialled,

ppr. vidling, viaUing, [< vial, »,] 1. To put
or keep in a vial, or as in a vial.

She with precious viall'd liquours heals.
Milton, Comus, I. 847.

2. To store up for punishment or vengeance

:

with reference to Rev. xvi. 1.

Full on my fenceless head its phial'd wrath
My fate exhaust. Shenstone, Love and Honour.

Also phial.

vialful (vi'al-fTil), n. [< vial + -ful.l As much
as a vial will hold.

viameter (vi-am'e-ter), n. [< L. via, way, -I-

Gr. iihpov, measure.] An instrument for mea-
suring the distance traveled by a carriage by
registering the revolutions made by a wheel
connected with it; an odometer. Imp. Diet.

viand (vi'and), n. [< ME. *viande, vyaunde, <

OP. viand'e, P. viande, < ML. vivenda, also, after

Rom., vivanda, (things) to be lived upon, neut.
pi. gerundive of vivere, live : see vivid.] Food

;

victuals : used chiefly in the plural.

As grete Wormes that men fynden there in Wodes, men
maken Vyaunde Kialle, for the Kyng and for other grete
Lordes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 193.

Upon his board, once frugal, press'd a load
Of viands rich, the appetite to goad.

Crabbe, Works, V. 93.

'Vianderf (vi'an-der), n. [< ME. vianndour, <

OF. *viandour, < viande, viands : see viand.^ 1.

One who provides viands ; a host.

One that, to purchase the name of a sumptuous franke-
len or a good viander, would bid diuerse ghests to a costlie

and daintie dinner.
Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, iv. (Holinshed's

[Chron., I.).

2. A feeder or eater. Cranmer.
Viandryt (vi'and-ri), n. [< viand + -ry (see

-ery).'] Pood ; victuals
;
provisions ; viands. J.

I'dall, On Luke xxiv.

vi-apple, n. See vi.

'Viaryt (vi'a-ri), a. [< L. viarius, of or pertain-

ing to roads or ways, <OTa, road, way: seewai.]
Of, pertaining to, or happening in roads or

ways.
In beasts. In birds, in dreams, and all viary omens.

Feltham, Resolves, 1. 96.

viatecture (vi'a-tek-tur), n. [< L. via, road,

way, + -lecture as in architecture.'] The art of

constructing roads, bridges, railways, canals,

etc. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

'viatic (vi-at'ik), a. [< L. viaticus, of or per-

taining to a journey, < via, way, road : see via^.]

Of or pertaining to a journey or traveling.

viaticals (vi-at'i-kalz), n. pi. [PI. of "viatical,

< viatic + -al.] Things canied or taken along
in traveling ; baggage, especially military bag-
gage ; impedimenta. [Rare.]

vibrant

His [Cicero's] language, so admirable in everything
else, was unfit for it ; his back would have been bent,
bowed down, and broken under the weight of armor and
viaticals which Titus carried with him easily and far.

Landor, Iniag. Conv. , Asinius Pollio and Licinius Calvus, ii.

'Viaticum ( vl-at'i-kum), n. [= F. viatique = Sp.
vialico =:Vg. It. viatico, < li. viaticum, provision
or money for a journey, money made by a sol-

dier in the wars, prize-money, LL. also money
to pay the expenses of one studying abroad,
also the eucharist given to a dying person;
neut. of viaticus, pertaining to a journey : see
viatic. Cf. voyage, a doublet of viaticum.] 1.

Provision for a journey.
A poor viaticum; very good gold, sir

;

But holy men affect a better treasure.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

The smallness of their viaticum and accommodation for
their voyage. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 76.

2. In Eom. antiq., an allowance for the ex-
penses of the journey, made to officers who
were sent into the provinces to exercise any
office or perform any service. Under the republic
it had the form of transportation and supplies furnished
by state contractors ; under the empire it was a fixed
payment of money.
3. The eucharist: in old usage generally, in

modern usage exclusively, employed to desig-
nate it as given to a person in danger of death.
According to Roman Catholic, Greek, etc., ecclesiastical

law, such persons are allowed to receive the communion,
even if they are not fasting, and they may do so again
and again in the same illness if circumstances render it

expedient. The viaticum is given by the parish priest, or
by another priest deputed by him.

She received the heavenly viaticum but the Sunday be-
fore, after a most solemn recollection.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 9, 167a
Shall extreme unction, or other ghostly viaticum (to

Louis, not to France), be administered ?

Carlyle, French Rev., I. i. 8.

4. A portable altar: so called because often
taken to tlie bedside of the dying.

'viator (vi-a'tor), n.; pi. viatores (vi-a-to'rez).

[L. viator, a traveler, < viare, go, joui-ney, < via,

way: see wa^l.] 1. A traveler; a wayfaring
person.— 2. In Bo7n. antiq., a servant who at-

tended upon and executed the commands of
certain Roman magistrates; a summouer or
apparitor.

'Viatorially (vi-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. [< viator +
-ial + -ly^.] As regarils traveling. [Rare.]

They are too far apart, viatorially speaking.
Daily Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

viatoriant (vi-a-to'ri-an), a. Belonging to the
way or to traveling. Blount.

vibez (vi'beks), n.
;
pi. vibices (vi-bi'sez). [NL.,

< L. vibex (vibic-), the mark of a blow, a wale.]

1. In pathol., a large purple spot appearing
under the skin in certain malignant fevers.

They are also called molopes.— 2. A hemor-
rhage beneath or into the skin, having the form
of a line or long stripe.

vibracula, n. Plural of vibraculum.

vibracular (vi-brak'u-lar), a. [< vibracul{um)
-t- -arS.] Of the nature of or pertaining to the

vibracula of a polyzoan.
vabracularium (vi-brak-u-la'ri-um), n.; pi. !!('-

bracularia (-a). [NL., < vibraeul(uni) + -arium
after avicularium, q. v.] In Polyzoa, same as

vibraculum. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.),

p. 132.

'vibraculum (vi-brak'u-lum), «. ;
pi. vibracnlii

(-l|i). [NL., < L. vi-'

brare, shake, agitate:
see vibrate.] One of
the long filamentous
or flagelliform ap-
pendages of the cells

or eetocysts of many
polyzoans, usually ar-

ticulated with short
dilated processes of
the ectocyst, and exe-
cuting constant lash-
ing movements by the
contraction ofmuscles
contained in their di-

lated bases; a flabel-

larium. These lashing
organs are highly charac-
teristic, like the snapping
or beak-like organs with which some polyzoans are also

provided. See avicularium.

'Vibrant (vi'brant), a. [< P. vibrant = Sp. Pg.

It. vibrante, < L. vibran(t-)n. ppr. of librare,

vibrate: see vibrate.] 1. Vibrating; agitated;

specifically, vibrating so as to produce sound:
as, a vibrant string.

Each man has his private barometer of hope, the mer-
cury in which is more or less sensitive, and tlie opinion vi-

brant with its rise or fall. L&well, Fireside Travels, p. lift

V, four Vibracula of the Polyzo-

ariuni of a Polyzoan [Scruficil-
laria/erox) ; a, articulation of the
base of one of them. (Ma^ified.)



xribrant

So stirring and vibrant with commerce and speculation.
The Century, XXVI. 828.

2. Of sounds, resonant; sonorous; character-
ized by a perceptible vibration ; sometimes,
tremulous.

Gaily the old man sang to the vibrant sound of his fiddle.

Lotig/eUmc, Evangeline, i. 4.

Her eyes were brilliant, her glance was tender, . . .

her voice was vibrant with feeling.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 8.

vibrate (vi'brat), v.; pret. and pp. vibrated, ppr.
vibratiny. [< L. vibratus, pp. of vibrare (> It.

vibrare = Sp. Pg. vibrar = F. vibrer), set in
tremulous motion, move to and fro, brandish,
shake; ef. Skt. •/ ry), tremble.] I. intrans.

1. To swing; oscillate ; move one way and the
other; play to and fro, as the pendulum.
The government would vibrate between the two factions

(for such will partieshave become) at each successive elec-
tion. Calhoun, Works, I. 42.

2. To move in any kind of stationary motion
under forces of restitution, commonly with a
rapid motion.— 3. To produce a vibratory or
resonant effect; thrill; quiver: as, a whisper
vibrates on the ear.

Music, when soft voices die.

Vibrates in the memory. SheUey, To .

Stephen had the fibre of nobleness in him that vitiated
to her appeal, George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi 11.

4. To fluctuate or waver, as between two opin-
ions.

II. trans. 1. To cause to move or wave to
and fro; cause to swing or oscillate; hence, to
throw with a vibratory motion ; hurl.

That orator [Pericles] of whom (amongst so many that
vibrated thunderixilts) it was said peculiarly that he thun-
dered and lightened. De Quincey, Style, iii.

2. To affect with vibratory motion ; cause to
quiver: as, vibrated breath.— 3. To measure
or indicate by vibrating or oscillating: as, a
pendulum vibrating seconds.
Vibratile (vi'bra-til), a. [= F. ribratile; as
vibrate + -ile.'\ Capable of vibrating ; suscep-
tible of being vibrated; vibratory: as, a vibra-
tile organ ; vibratile action or motion Vlliratile
antennse, in entmn., antenna; which are slender and con-
stantly quivering or vibrating as tlie insect moves, as in
the Ichiieunumiitie -AuA Bomeother Ilt/mrn/fftti^rfi.—Vibra-
tile cell, a ciliateil cell.— Vibratile epithelium, epi-
thelium composed of ciliated cells.— Vibratile mem-
brane. See membrane.

vibratility (vi-bra-til'i-ti), n. [< vibratile +
-(7i/.] The property or'state of being vibratile;
disposition to vibration or oscillation.

vibration (vi-bra'shon), n. [< F. vibration =
Sp. vibraciou = Pg. vibra^ao = It. vibrazione,
< L. vibratio{n-), a shaking or brandishing, <

vibrare, shake, vibrate: see vibrate.'] 1. The
act of vibrating; a movement to and fro; oscil-

lation ; hence, fluctuation in general : as, a vi-

bration of opinion.

The late proceedings seem to be producing a decisive
vibration in our favor.

Jefferson, To James Madison, Correspondence, L 300.

Lil£e the great cords of a harp, in loud and solemn vibra-
tione. Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 4.

In Virginia there had been a great vitfration of opinion.
Battcro/t, Hist. Const., II. 354.

2. In physics, an oscillating, reciprocating, or
any kind of stationary motion made by a body,
as a pendulum, mu.sical cord, elastic plate, or
mass of air, when forced from the position,
figure, or volume of equilibrium, under the in-

fluence of forces of restitution, when the recipro-
cating movement is comparatively slow, as that of a
peiuiulnra, which is produced by the action of gravity on
the whole mass of the body, the term oscillation is com-
monly used, while the term vibration is generally con-
fined to a motion with rapid reciprocations or revolutions,
as that of a sonorous body, which proceeds from the at.

tractions (with perhaps some repulsions) of the molecules
of the l)ody on each other when a disturbance takes place
in their state of eijuilibrium. In the case of a vibrating
string or rod, the vibrations are distinguished as trans-
verne or linvjiticdinal, according to the direction of the
oscillating movement relatively to the length of the sono-
rous body. Tile term vibration Is also applied to the
motion (generally an elliptical revolution) which is pro-
duced among the particles of a tluid or ethereal medium
when their equilibrium is disturbed by any impulse, by
which means waves or undulations are caused. In all
cases one complete vibration means the double movement
of the particle or vibrating body to and fro about the posi-
tion of etinilibrinm, while the movement forward and
backward on one side only is a half-vibration. The laws
of vibratory motion form the foundation of the theoriea
devised by modem science to account for the phenomena
of acoustics and optics. See sounds, and undulatory the-
ory of light (under lights, IX also cuts under rwdaZ and eo-

nometer.

The phenomena of polarisation demonstrated . . . that
the vit/rations of light take place at right angles to the
direction of the rays. Lommet, Light (trans.), p. 351.

3. In mcrf., same as /re?ni<H.'(.— 4. \n tiat.hist.,

movement to and fro, especially when quick,
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continuous, regular, and of little amplitude ; a
quivering or shivering motion ; tremulousness

;

tremor: as, the vibration of aspen-leaves on
their compressed petioles in the breeze; the
vibration of the ear-drum under sound-waves;
the vibration of a fly's wings in flight. The word
is also somewhat specifically applied to ciliary action,
or the motion of microscopic bodies, as cilia, fiagella, vi-

bracula, vibrios, spermatic filaments, and the like, vibra-
tion being the most obvious activity of such objects, and
a usual means of locomotion, of ingestion of food, etc.—
Amplitude of a simple vibration. See amplitude. —
Amplitude of vibration, the maximum excursion or
displacement of a vibrating body or particle from a posi-
tion of rest.— Free vibration, a vibration whose period
depends only upon the nature and form of the vibrating
body : used in contradistinction to forced vibration, when
the period is more or less modified by some outside influ-

ence, as the vibrations of a neighboring body of slightly
different pitch.— Funipendulous Vibration. See funi-
i)end«tou«.—Harmonic vibration. Same as simple har-
inonic motion (which see, under Aar7Honic).— Lateral vi-
bration. See iatera!.— Period of vibration, the short-
est time between instants at which the displacement and
velocity of the vibrating body arc the same both in amount
and in direction.— Phase ofvibrations, the time elapsed
at an assumed zero of time since the passage of the vibrat-
ing body through equilibrium divided by the complete
period of vibration, this quotient being multiplied by 3W°.

vibrational (vi-bra'shon-al), a. [< vibration +
-al.'] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of vi-

bration .

The vibrational impulse may be given as nearly as pos-
sible at the centre of the mass of air in the resonant box.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 242, note 1.

vibratiuncle (vi-bra'ti-ung-kl), n. [< NL. *vi-

bratiuncula, dim. of L. vibratio(n-), vibration:
see vibration.] A small vibration. Also vibra-
tiiincule. See the quotation under vestigium.

The brain, not the spinal marrow or nerves, is the seat
of the soul, as far as it presides over the voluntary mo-
tions. For the efficacy of the motory vibratiuneles depends
chiefly on that part of them which is excited within the
brain. Hartley, Theory of the Human Mind, 1. § 3.

Hartley supposes that the vibrations excited by a sen-
sory or other impression do not die away, but are repre-
sented by smaller vibrations, or vibratiuneles, the perma-
nency and Intensity of which are in relation with the fre-

quency of repetition of the primary vibrations.
Huxley, Animal Automatism.

vibratiunculation (vi-bra-ti-ung-ku-la 'shon )

,

«. [< NL. * ribratittneula + -ation.] A little

thrill, throb, or throe; a slight shudder; a vi-

bratiuncle. Coues, Dasmon of Darwin (1885),
p. 58. [Bare.]

vibrative (vi'bra-tiv), a. [< vibrate + -ive.]

Vibrating; vibratory; causing vibration.

A vibrative motion. Jfewton.

vibrato (ve-brii'to), n. [It., pp. of vibrare,
vibrate: see vibrate.] A pulsating effect in
vocal music produced by the rapid reiteration
of emphasis on a tone, as if under the impulse
of great emotion, strictly, the vibrato is distinct from
the tremolo, in that the latter involves a perceptible varia-
tion in pitch ; but in common usage the terms are made
synonymous.

vibrator (\'i' bra-tor), n. [< NL. vibrator, < L. vi-

brare, vibrate : see vibrate.] 1 . In elect, or teleg.
,

a reed the vibrations of which are made to open
and close the electric circuit and hence trans-
mit pulsatory currents ; also, a reed acted on
by pulsatory currents by means of an electro-

magnet, and hence made to respond to the vi-

brations of a corresponding reed sending these
currents from a distance. See harmonic tele-

graph, under telegraph.— 2. In the reed-organ,
one of the reeds by which the tone is produced.— 3. In printing, an inking-roUer that has a vi-

brating as well as a rotary movement, which
aids the distribution of ink on the inking-table
of a cylinder-press.

vibratory (vi'bra-to-ri), a. [= F. vibratoire =
Sp. Pg. vibratori'o ;'a.8 vibrate + -ory.] 1. Vi-
brating ; consisting in or belonging to vibration
or osculation ; vibrative.

Vibratory motion of solids, which is really a molecular
disturbance, is aijsorbed by being transformed into other
kinds of molecular motion, and so may finally be trans-

ferred to the ether. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 246.

2. Causing vibration.

The smoothness of the oil, and the vibratory power of
the salt, cause the sense we call sweetness.

Burke, Sublime and BeautifuL

Vibrio (vib'ri-6), n. [NL. (Coha),< L. vibrare,

vibrate: see vibrate.] 1. A genus or form-
genus of Schizomycetes or bacteria, by some
authorities regarded as the same as Spirillum.
They have cylindrical, curved, or spirally wound rigid

cells, provided at each end with a cilium. They occur in

infusions, on teeth, in sea-water, etc. (See Spirillum, Schi-

zomyceteg.) The genus is a very old one, having been char-

acterized l)y O. F. Miiller in 1786 as "elongate infusorians

without external organs," and has included at times vari-

ous minute animals which have nothing to do with it.

See def. 3.

Viburnum
2. {I. c.

;
pi. vibrios or vibriones (vib'ri-oz, vib-

ri-6'nez).] Amember of this genus; avibrion;
a motile bacterium.— 3t. [I.e.] An animalcule
like or mistaken for a bacterium, and misplaced
in the genus I'ibrio : an old name of some mi-
nute nematoids, as those species of Tylenchns
which infest wheat and cause ear-cockles.

vibrion (vib'ri-on), H.; pi. vibriones (vib-ri-6'-
nez). [< F. vibrion, < NL. vibrio{n-) : see Vib-
rio.] One of the microscopic motile filaments
which may be developed in organic infusions

;

a vibrio; a motile bacterium. See Vibrio, 1.

Vibrionidae (^-ib-ri-on'i-de), m. pi. [NL.,< Vib-
rio{n-) + -idle.] A family of microscopic or-
ganisms, named from the genus Vibrio, and in-
cluding some minute nematoid worms which
were confounded with certain microbes. See
Vibrio, 3. Also called Vibrionia and Vibrionina,
and referred to the Infusoria, as by Ehrenberg
and by Dujardin.
vibrionine (vib'ri-o-nin), a. [< vibrion + -inc.]

Pertaining to or resembling vibrios.

vibrissa (vi-bris'a), n.
;

pi. vibrissa (-§). [NL.,
< L. vibrissa, usually in pi. vibrissas, the hairs
in the nostrils.] 1. In mammal., one of the long,
stiff bristles which grow upon the upper lip and
elsewhere upon the head of most mammals ; a
whisker, as of a cat. They are tactile organs, or feel-

ers, and are sometimes called tactile hairs (pili tactiles).

There is a popular notion that the whiskers reach out
just far enough on each side to enable the animal to judge
whether a hole or other close passage is large enough for
it to pass through, and very probably this is true in many
cases. See cuts under mouse, ocelot, panther, serval, tiger,

and tiger-cat.

2. In ornith., a rictal bristle; one of the spe-
cial set of long, slender, bristle-like or bristly
feathers, devoid of vexilla proper, which grow
in a series along each side of the rictus or gape
of the mouth of many birds, as flycatchers,
goatsuckers, and others. When very long, as in the
goatsucker, they are sometimes called vibrissx pectinatse,

and may have lateral filaments, as in the chuck-will's-
widow. The use of the vibrissa; is supposed to be to en-
tangle the legs and wings of insects, and thus diminish
or prevent their struggling when caught, as the bristles
are observed to be specially well developed in insectivorous
birds which take their prey on the wing. See cuts under
Platyrhynchus, flycatcher, goatsucker, and whippoonvilt.

3. In human anat., one of the hairs which grow
in the nostrils.—4. In entom., one of the pro-
jecting lateral bristles on the upper border of
the peristomium or mouth-cavity of certain
THptera.

vibroscope (vi'bro-skdp), n. [< L. vibrare,

vibrate, + Gr. ckotcuv, view.] An instrument
for observing, or for registering, vibrations.

Viburnum (vi-ber'num), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. vihurnum, the wayfaring-tree.] 1.

A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order
Caprifoliaceie and tribe Sambncese. It resembles
the related genus
Samhucus, the el-

der, in its corym-
bose or thyi-soid

inflorescence, but
is distinguished
by the absence of
any pilmately part-
ed leaves. There
are about 80 spe-
cies, natives of the
northern hemi-
sphere and of the
Andes, with a few
species elsewhere in

the southern hemi-
sphere and in Mad-
agascai'. They are
shrubs or small
trees, usually with
opposite branchlets
and large naked
buds. The leaves
arepetioled and op-
posite, or rarely
whoried in threes;
they are entire, ser-

rate or dentate,
rarely lobed. The
white or pinkish
coiyinl)8 of flowers are somewhat umbelled or panicled,

and are axillary or terminal ; the flowers are usually wheel-
shaped, with five equal lobes, and a one- to three-celled

ovary becoming in fruit a dry or fleshy ovoid or globose

drupe usually one-celled and containing a single com-
pressed and deeply furrowed seed. The fruit is edible

but insipid in V. Lentago, acid in V. Opulus, astringent

in others, in which it is said, however, to be edible after

fermentation, and to have been made into cakes liy the

North American Indians. In several species, forming the

section Opulus (also peculiar in its scaly buds), the margi-
nal flowers, of a broad flat inflorescence, are enlarged and
sterile. (See cuts under hobble-bush and neutral, and com-
pare guelder-rose and snowball.) In the five other sections

the flowers are all alike, and the winter buds, unlike most
plants of temperate regions, are without scales. In a few
Himalayan and Chinese species (the section Solenotinus)

the flowers are tubular, elongated, and panicled, and in a
few others funnelform. Three species occur in Europe,

Flowerinjj Branch of Arrow-wood {yihur-
nutn dentatum). a. flowers ; b, fruits.
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ouuuioi 11 r.urope, in lorsicaiorming large forests. Chancellors to the Bishops of Norwich txeruiseil
tivated for its ornaiueiital eversreen leaves, white power of Instituting without special powers in theii
,
and ilarli-blue hemes. 1'. Opultig, the cranberiT- ents so to do. Eev. T. 7'ii;m«r i Ellis's Lit. Letters, dngh cranberry, in tiiglaiul also known as white Th<. r,^,-^ fl^=t on* „f »>,« „„.., ...„ „ j ,

of which V. Tinus is the laiiriistinns, a winter-flowering
shrub of soutliern Europe, in I'orsica forming large forests,
often cultivat-"-" ..

blossoms,
tree or higli __^, ^ _„ „„ ^^
dogwood, vmrsh- or water-elder, and ^a»ter-tr«e, is widely
diffused through the north of both continents : in Norway
it is used for the manufacture of small wooden articles,
of spirits, and of a yellow dye. For the other European
species, V. Lantana, see wayfariny-tree. Fourteen species
occur within the United States: 11 in the northeast; the
others, V. ellipOcum near the I'aciflc, V. dennflorum and
V. obomtum near the South .Atlantic coast ; V. acerifolium
extends north to Kort Yukon, V. pauciftarum to Sitka.

And I also find that the following Vicara General or
Chancellors to the Bishops of Norwitli txurcised this

eir pat-

331).

The Yery first act of the new supreme Head of the
Church of England was to appoint a layman as his Vicar-
general. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 829.

Vicar of (Jesus) Clirlst, a title iissumed by the I'ope
with reference to his claim to stand in the place of Jesus
Christ and possess his authority in the church.— Vicar
pensionary, in the CK o/Eng.. a clergyman appointed
at a flxed stipend to serve a church the tithes of which
belong to a collegiate foundation.

Two American species, V. Lentago and V. pnmifolium, be- Vicarage (vik 'ar-ai), n. [< vicar + -aae 1 1come small trpi^a T1>a hni-b .^f aaif^,.nl o„a.,{flt, Jo .......1 ,-„ mi,., i, c__ :'^ _ __r _ _ ^ J J *come small trees. The bark of several species is used in
the United States as a domestic remedy, and the inner bark
of V. Lantaim is esteemed a vesicant in England. A bever-
age known as Appalachian tea is sometimes made from the
leaves of V. casHnoidex, an early-flowering, thick-leafed
species of American swamps. Several species are known
as orroKvirood, chiefly V. dentatum in the north, V. moUe
in the south, V. elliptieum in California. The species
are somewhat widely known by the generic name, espe-
cially I', aeeri/olium, the maple-leafed viburnum, or dock-
mackie. The sweet viburnum is V. Lentago (for which
see gheepberrg). V. nudum is known as mlhe-rod, V. pmnv

The benefice of a vicar.
Mr. Farebrother's . . . was the oldest church in Mid

dleniarch ; the living, however, was but a vicarage worth
barely four hundred a year.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xvi.

2. The house or residence of a vicar.— 3. Tlie
office, position, duties, or functions of a vicar.
My vicarage is to speak of his [Christ's] compassion and

his tears. Donne, Sermons, xili.

Vicarage tithes. See tittiei, 2.

•M''i!""i'^""/*'"."'"''''<'^;'""''^'""'*'-'<""'"^''«*'''8*<'*- Vicarate (vik'lr-at)," m. r< vicar + -ate3 OfbU-bufh or American wayfaring-tree. The preceding are ^)^ ...-^•,",? -.^i' ~^^ " "'''
• ^'^'

among the mostonianiental of native American slirubs, ad
mired for tlieir white flowers, usually compact habit, and
handsome foliage, also for their fruit, a bright blue-black
in V. prunifoUum, V.pubescem, and V. aeerifolium, blue
in V. dentatum and V. nwlle, and bright red in V. Opidut;
that of K. Lantana is an orange-red turning dull-black.
Garden varieties produced by cultivation from V. Opulm
are the snowball, or guelder-rose, and the rose-elder. V.
rugomm of the Canaries, V. tomentosum (K. plicalum) of
northern China, and V. cotinifMum, of Nepal, are also es-
teemed ornamental shrubs.

2. [/. c] A plant of this genus.
vicar (vik'ar), «. [Early mod. E. also vicker

;

< ME. vicar, viker, vicair, vicairc (also vicary,
q . V. ),< OF. (and F. ) vieaire = Sp. Pg. It. vicario,
< L. vicarius, substituted, delegated, as a noun
a substitute, a deputy, vicegerent, vicar, proxy,
<*yix {vie-), found only in oblique cases (gen.
vicis, etc.) and pi. vices, change, interchange:
see vice*.] 1. A person deputed or authorized
to perform the functions of another; a substi-
tute in office : as, the Pope claims to be vicar
of Jesus Christ on earth.

He hath thee (the Virgin] maked vieaire and maistresse
Of al the world. CAdwcer, A. B. C, L 140.

Consider also the presence of the king's majesty, God's
high vicar in earth.

LaKmcr, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Antichrist wee know is but the Devil's Vicar.
MUton, On Def. of Humb. llemonst.

2. In Eng. eccJes. law, the priest of a parish the
tithes of which belong to a chapter or religious
house, or to a layman, and who receives only
the smaller tithes or a salary. The title is also

vicariate'^.'] i. The office or jurisdiction of
vicar; the territory presided over by a vicar;
a vicariate.— 2. A number of convents united
together under the supervision of a custos or
vicar, but too few to constitute a province.
Encye. Brit.

vicaress (vik'ar-es), n. [< vicar + -e«s.] A
female vicar; the wife of a vicar.
Mother Austin was afterwards VicareM several years.

Arch/eologia, XX VIII. 198.

'Vicarial (vi-ka'ri-al), a. [< L. vicarins, substi-
tuted, vicarious (see vicar, vicarious), + -al.']

1. Vicarious; delegated; substituted.
All deriv'd and vicarial power.

Blaehwall, Sacred Classics, II., Pref., p. xxix.

It has occurred to me, when weai-y and vexed I have
myself gone to lied like a heathen, that another has asked
forgiveness for my day, and safety for my night. I don't
suppose such vicarial piety will avail much.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, viL
2. Pertaining to a vicar.
The tithes of many things, as wood in particular, are in

some parishes rectorial, and in some vicarial, tithes.

Blackstone, Com., I. xi.

3. Holding the office of, or acting as, a vicar.
A resident pastor, either rectorial or vicarial, either an

incumbent or a substitute. V. Knox, Sermons, VI. xxvi.

vicarian (vi-ka'ri-an), n. [< LL. vicarianus, of
or pertaining to a deputy, < L. vicarius, a dep-
uty: seevicar.2 A substitute; a -vicar.

Shall Balbus, the demure Athenian,
Dream of the death of next vicarian ?

Marston, Scourge of Villainy, iii. 134.

now given to incumbents who would formerly have been Vicariate^^ ( vi-ka ri-at), a. [< L. vicarius, dele-
known as perpetual curates (see curate).

Ye persons and vickers that haue cure and charge.
Take hede to the same, and roue not at large.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 354.

All Eectora and Vickers of the same deanery (Bristol).
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 287.

The distinction therefore of a parson and vicar is this

:

the parson has for the most part the whole right to all the
ecclesiastical dues in his parish ; but a mcar has generally
an appropriator over him, entitled to the best part of the
profits, to whom he is in effect perpetual curate with a
standing salary. Blackstone, Com., I. xi.

3. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., an ecclesiastic as-
sisting a bishop and exercising jurisdiction in
his name. He cannot perform acts properly belonging
to the episcopate nor collate to benefices without special
authority.— Cardinal vicar, an ecclesiastical dignitai-y
in Rome who, as delegate of the I'ope, performs his func-
tions as local bishop of the diocese of Rome.—Lay vicar
Clerk vicar, secular vicar. See (o.v4.—Vicar apos-
tolic, in Bmn. Cath. usage, formerly, a bishop, archbishop,
or other ecclesiastic to whom the Roman pontiff dele-
gated a portion of his jurisdiction ; now, a missionary or
titular bishop stationed eitlier in a country where episco-
pal sees have not yet been established or in one where
the succession of Roman Catholic bishops has been inter-
rupted.— Vicar choral, in the Ch. of Eng., an assistant
of the canons or prebendaries in such parts of public
worship as are performed in the chancel or chou-, espe-
cially in connection with the music. They may be either
clergymen or laymen.

In all cathedrals of the old foundation in England,
In St. David's, and in twelve Irish cathedrals, the Vicars
Choral form a distinct corporation, the members of which
vary in number from twelve Vj three: these corporations
are distinct from the chapter as regards property, but in
subjection tolt as to the performance of the services.

Grove, Diet. Music, IV. 260.

Vicar forane, in Itom. Cath. usage, an ecclesiastical dig-
nitary appointed by the bishop to exercise a limited juris-
diction in a particular town ordistrict of his diocese. The
office is analogous to that of rural dean.—Vicar-general
in the Ch. o/ Eng., an ecclesiastical officer wiio assists a
bishop or archbishop in the discharge of his office. The
Ticar-general of a bishop is his chancellor.

For He that is the Formere principal
Hath maked me (Nature) his vicaire-general
To forme and peynten erthely creaturis.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, L 20.

gated (see vicar, vicarious), + -atel.] Having
delegated power; pertaining to such authority
and privilege as a vicar has.
The vicariat authority of our see.

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy, vl. § 10.

vicariate^ (vi-ka'ri-at), n. [< ML. vieariatus,
the office of a vicar. < L. vicarius, a vicar: see
vicar and -ate^.'] The office or authority of a
vicar; office or power delegated by, or assumed
in place of, another; vicarship; specifically,
the jurisdiction of a vicar apostolic.
That pretended spiritual dignity, ... or. as it calleth

itself, the CTcanote of Christ. Lord North. (Latham.)
The further pretensions of the Popes to the vicariate

of the Empire during interregna the Germans never ad-
mitted. Bryce, Holy Rom. Empire, xili.

vicarii, n. Plural of vicarius.

vicarious (vi-ka'ri-us), a. [< L. vicarius, that
supplies the place of person or thing, substi-
tuted, delegated, vicarious: see CTcar.] 1. Of
or belonging to a vicar or substitute ; deputed

;

delegated: as, vicarious power or authority.

—

2. Acting for or officially representing another:
as, a vicarious agent or officer.— 3. Performed
or suilered for another.
The vicarious work of the Great Deliverer. /. Taylor.
All trouble and all piety are vicarious. They send mis-

sionaries, at the cost of others, into foreign lands, to teach
observances which they supersede at home.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Lucian and Tlmotheus.

4. In physiol., substitutive: noting the per-
formance by one organ of the functions nor-
mally belonging to another; compensatory.

—

Vicarious menstruation, a discharge of blood from the
nose, bowels, or other part of the body at the menstrual
period, normal menstruation being absent.- VicaxiOUB
sacrifice, in theol., the sacrifice of Christ on belialf and
in the place of the sinner, in such a way that God accepts
his suffering in lien of the punishment which otherwise
must have been Inflicted on guilty man. L. Abbott, Diet.
Rel. Knowledge. See atowment, 3.

vicariously (vi-ka'ri-us-li), adv. In a vicarious
manner; in the place of another; by substitu-
tion or delegation. Burke.

vice

But such punishment, inflicted not directly upon the
chief offender but vicariously upon his agents, can come
only after all the harm has been done.

W. wason, Cong. Gov., I.

Vicariousness (vi-ka'ri-us-nes), n. The quality
or state of being vicarious.

Dr. Creighton puts forward another favourite assertion
of the opponents of vaccination— the vicariousness of zy-
motic mortality. Lancet, 1889, II. 176.

vicarius (vi-ka'ri-us), n.
; pi. vicarii (-i). [L.

:

see vicar.] A substitute; a vicar.
A new bye-law empowering the President, in his un-

avoidable absence, to appoint a Fellow of the College who
has been a Censor to act as his vicarius was passed for the
Hrst time. Lancet, 1800, I. 274.

vicarship (vik'ar-ship), n. [< vicar -H -ship.]
The office or ministry of a vicar. Swift.

vicary If, n. [< ME. vicary, vikary, vikery, ricari,
< OF. vieaire, etc. : see vicar.] A vicar.

The vykary of welles, that thyder had sought
On the tenth day, that many men dyd se.
Where .iiii. yere afore he stande nor go niought,
Released he was of part of his iiifyrmyte.

Joseph 0/ Arimathie(E. E. T. S.), p. 45.

" Sir preest," quod he, "ai-tow a vicary.
Or art a person ? sey sooth, by my fey

!

"

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, I. 22.

vicary'-^ (vik'a-ri), n. [< vicar + -y3.] A vicar-
age : the quotation refers to the once common
practice of the patron's pocketing the best part
of the vicar's income.

Pale Maurus paid huge simonies
For his half dozen gelded vicaries.

Marston, Scourge of Villainy, v. 66.

vicel (vis), 11. [< ME. vice, vyce, < OF. vice, F.
vice = Sp. Pg. vicio = It. vieio, < L. vitium, ML.
also vicium, a vice, fault; root uncertain.
Hence ult. vicious, vitiate.] 1. Fault; mis-
take

; error : as, a vice of method.
He with a manly voys seith his message, . . .

Withouten vice of sillable or of lettre.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 93.

2. An imperfection ; a defect ; a blemish : as,
a viceoi conformation; a vice of literary style.

Myda hadde under his longe heres,
Growynge upon his heed, two asses eres,
The which vice he hidde as he best myghte.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 90.

Enen so parsimonie and illiberalitie are greater vices in
a Prince than in a priuate person.

PuUcnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 34.

To be wanting therefore in those principal affections
which respect the good of the whole constitution must be
a vice and imperfection. Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. I. § 3.

Ferocity and insolence were not among the vices of the
national cliaracter. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3. Any immoral or evil habit or practice ; evil
conduct in which a person indulges ; a partic-
ular form of wickedness or depravity ; immoral-
ity; specifically, the indulgence of impure or
degrading appetites or passions: as, the vice of
drunkenness ; hence, also, a fault or bad trick
in a lower animal, as a horse.

This Baron was right wise, and full of euell vyces.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 51.

Lord, Lord, how subject we old men are to this vice of
lying ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 3-26.

When OTces become so notorious that they are a reproach
and a by-word to Neighbour Nations.

Stillingftcet, Sermons, II. iv.

Vices so splendid and alluring as to resemble virtues.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist

Him as had no wice, and was so free from temper that
a infant might ha' drove him.

Dickens, Master Humphrey's Clock, Conclusion.

Reared under an open shed, and early habituated to the
sight of men, to the sound and glitter of weapons, and to
all the accessories of human life, the colt grows up free
from vice or timidity. W. G. Palgrave.

4. Depravity; corruption of morals or man-
ners : in a collective sense and without a plu-
ral : as, an age of vice.

Be dilligent for to detecte a seruaunt gyven to vyee.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Vice is the foulest Prison, and in this
Not John, but Herod the close Pris'ner is.

J. Beaumont. Psyche, iii. 167.

Virtue is the Good and Vice the 111 of every one.
Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. ii. { 1.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
The post of honour is a private station.

Addison, Cato, iv. 4.

Civilisation has on the whole been more successful in
repressing crime than in repressing vice.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 167.

6. Depravity or corruption of the physical or-
ganization ; some morbid state of the system

:

as, he inherited a constitutional vice which re-
sulted in consumption.— 6. Viciousness; ug-
liness

; mischlevousness.
Half the vice of the Slogger's hitting is neutralized, for

he daren't lunge out freely for fear of exposing his sides.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, 11. 6.



vice

7. [c«i>.] The stock buffoon in the old English
moralities, or moral plays, sometimes having
the name of one specific vice, as Fraud, Envy,
Covetousness, sometimes of Vice in general. See
Iniquity, 4.

Like to the old Vice, . . .

Who, with dagger of lath,

In his rage and his wratli
Cries, ah, ha ! to the devil.

S/mk., T. N., iv. 2. 134.

Now issued in from the reareward madam Vice, or old
Iniquitie, with a lath dagger painted, according to the
fashion of old Vice in a comedy.

Ou'le's Alinanacke (leiS), p. 12. (Ifares.)

When every great man had his Vice stand by him
In his long coat, shaking his wooden dagger.

B. Jonsaii, Devil is an Ass, i. 1.

= S3m. 3 and 4. Inimttty, etc. See crime.

vice^, «. and r. See vise^.

vice^ (vis), «. [< vice-, prefix, in the words
concerned.] A vice-chairman, vice-president,
or other substitute or deputy, the principal or
primary otfieer being indicated by the context.

The governor . . . was a more imposing personage than
his Vice, and was robed in character with his greater
pretensions. It. Tomes, Americana in Japan, p. 167.

The company
seated in the gr
ton— Mr. Durakins acting as chairman, and Mr. Lutfey
officiating as vice. Dickeiis, Pickwick, vii.

vice-* (vi'sa), prep. [< L. vice, in the place (of),
instead (of) (followed by a genitive), abl. of
'vix, gen. vicis, etc., change, alternation, aliin
to Gr. elKew, yield, AS. wican, etc., yield: see
weak, wichl, wicker.] In the place of; instead
of: a Latin noun used in a position which
gives it, as transferred to English, the effect of
a preposition governing the following noun:
as. Lieutenant A is gazetted as captain, vice
Captain B promoted.
vice- (vis). [< vice*. Hence vice'^. This prefix
appears as vis-, formerly also vi-, in viscount.']
A prefix denoting, in the word compounded with

6747 viceroy
also styled i«ce-<;Aanc«((oj-. (6) An officer of a university vicB-kitie- CvTs-ViTKr'"! « Dno w>,n onto 4^, fi,„who m the older institutions is generally empowered to „?„„„ „*°. V: ^ '' '

^"^ ^"° ^"^^^ ^^ ^'^^
- is generally empowered to

discharge the duties of the chancellor, and is in fact the
admmistrative officer.

place of a king
; a viceroy.

I shall most sojourn in Normandy

;

And thou be my vice-Icing in England.
Tennyson, Harold, ii.

About that time, Tamasese, the vice-king, became prom-
uient as a rebel. The Century, XXXVIII. 24.

I . . . tarried out the whole Act in St. Marie's, the long
speeches of the Proctors, the Vice-Chancellor, the severall
Professors. Evelyn, Diarj-, July 10, 1654.

I have received your Letter, with the enclosed from the
Vice-Chancellour and Heads of your famous University,
myself an unfit object in such manner to be saluted by
such reverend persons.

Thomas Adams, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 147. Viceman, «. See visetnan.

(c) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., the cardinal at the head of the VlCenary (vis'e-na-ri), a.

vice-legate (vis-leg'at), n.

deputy legate. Smollett.
A subordinate or

e company. . . within a quarter of an hour were all vlcecomp<!+ (^vT"s;fi-Vfl'Tn57^
id in the great room of the Blue Lion Inn, Muggle- /w^tl,; Vwt ''

-Mr. Dumkins acting as chairman, and Mr. Lurtev ("*^*'.'" \"P^)- [ML.
:
see OT«

department of the Eoman chancery which drafts and ex-
pedites the bulls and briefs by which the mind of the Pope
IS made known to Christendom, or to particular suitors.
Jiom. Cath. Diet., p. 241.— Assessor of the vice-chan-
cellor. See assessor.

vice-chancellorship (vls-ehan'sel-or-ship), n.

[< vice-chancellor -h -ship.] The office or dignity
of a vice-chancellor.
They have great expectations from your Vice-Chancel-

lorship [at Oxford], which I hope is not far off.

E. Gibson, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 236.

He [the German chancellor] is thus, in effect, ultimately
responsible in every case— even for the non-exercise of
his office. The mce-chancellorship is only a convenience.

W. Wilson, State, § 426.

pi. vicecomites

or slieriff.

These Poi-tgraves are also in divers Records called Vice-
comites, Vicounties, or Sheriftes, as being under an Earle •

for that they then, as since, used that office as the Sher-
iffes of Ix>ndon doe till this day.

Slow, Survey of London (ed. 1633X p. 636.

Even before his recognition as mayor, his signature,
when he signs a document, conies first on the roll after that
of the vicecom^s.

Quoted in The Academy, March 14, 1891, p. 260.

vice-constable (vis-kun'sta-bl), n. A deputy
constable.

Sir Ralph Ashton was accordingly appointed Vice-Con-
stable hac vice, to exercise all the powers of the Lord High
Constable for the particular emergency.

J. tiairdner, Richard III., iv.

it, one who acts in place of another, or one who vice-consul (vis-kon'sul), n
is second in rank: as, ivee-president, vice-aha,n
cellor. It is sometimes used alone as a noun, the word
for which it stands being indicated by the context. Vice-
in some cases indicates a deputy appointed by the princi-
pal officer or authority, and receiving his power by delega-
tion, as in the case of a viceroy or vicegerent : and in other
cases it indicates an alternative officer, alternate, or sub-
stitute appointed or elected by the same power as the pri-
mar)' officer, and receiving his power not by delegation, but
directly in the same manner as the priinai-y officer, and
having no power to act in place of the primary officer ex-
cept in case of a vacancy or, it may be, absence or disabil-
ity, in which case he acts not under the direction of the 'Vice-COnSUlship (vis-kon'sul-ship), n.

the place of a consul ; a subordinate officer to
whom special consular functions are delegated
in a district already under the general super-
vision of a consul, or to whom consular func-
tions are assigned in a district not of sufficient
importance to require the presence of a consul.

[< L. vicenarius, of
or pertaining to the number twenty, < viceni,
rarely vigeni, twenty each, distributive of vi-
ginti, twenty : see twenty.] Belonging to or
consisting of twenty.
vicennial (vi-sen'i-al), a. [Cf. F. vicennal =
Sp. vicenal = Pg. vicennal = It. vicennale, < LL.
vicennalis, of twenty years, < L. vicennium, a pe-
riod of twenty years, < vicies, twenty times (<
viginti, twenty), -I- annus, year.] 1. Lasting or
continuing twenty years: as, a vicennial char-
ter or license.— 2. Happening once in twenty
years: as, a vicennial commemoration Vicen-
nial prescription, in Scots law, a prescription of twenty
yeaj's : one of the lesser prescriptions, pleadable against

.... holograph bonds not attested by witnesses.

viscount.] A viscount Vice-presidency (vis-prez'i-den-si), ». l< vice-
presiden(t) + -cy.] The office or term of vice-
president.

Each party holds during that summer a great conven-
tion composed of party delegates from all parts of the
Union, and nominates the candidates of its choice for the
presidency and vice-presidency.

W. Wilson, The State, § 1099.

vice-president (vis-prez'i-dent), 71. An officer
who is selected in advance to fill the presiden-
tial office in ease of the death, disability, or
absence of the president. The Vice-President of the
United States is chosen by the electors at the' same time
with the President ; on the resignation, removal, death,
or disability of the latter he succeeds to the office of Presi-
dent. He is, unless he has succeeded to the Presidency
as above, the presiding officer of the Senate.

One who acts in Vice-presidentship (vis-prez'i-dent-ship), n. [<
vice-pres-ident + -ship.] The office of vice-presi-
dent; vice-presidency.
The vice-presidentship being a sinecure, a second-rate

man agreeable to the wire-pullers is always smuggled in.
The chance of succession to the presidentship is too dis-
tant to be thought of. Bagehot, Eng. Const., p. 78.

The Europeans have their viee-cmmls and factors here
^Ce-prmcipal (vis-prin si-pal), n. A deputv or

primary officer, but independently as a substitute. This
is the nature of the office of vice-president or vice-chair-
man.

vice-admiral (vis-ad'mi-ral), n. A degree of the
rank of admiral. See admiral, 2.

to transact their business, and letters are brought regu-
larly from Alexandria by land, to be sent by boats to Cairo.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 14.

[< vice-
ship.] The office or duties of a vice-cousul

consul.

The vice-congulship was soon after filled.

„ _ _ H. H. Yates, Fifty Years of London Life.

The r.M-admirai in the middle of the'fleet, with a great Vice-dean (vis-den'). «. 1. In British cathe-
vice-rector fvis-rek'tor) n TMLsquadron of gallies, struck sail directly. drals, a canon annually chosen to represent the "^-''"^ V ^^° ^'^'^ 'i!' ^» " L™J-;-

Kiwlles, Hist Turks, (lean in his absence.— 2. A subdean. '"ff"
"*] '««*<"••] A deputy or assis

vice-admiralty (\is-ad'mi-ral-ti), n. The of- Vicegerency (vis-je'ren-si), n. [< vicegeren(t)
+ -cy.] The office of a vicegerent; deputedfice of a viee-adnnral ; a vice-admiralty court.

—Vice-admiralty courts, tribunals established in Brit-
ish possessions beyond the seas, with jurisdiction over
maritime causes, including those relating to prize.

Vice-agent (\is-a'jent), One who acts for
theanother; especially, a subordinate agent

agent of an agent.

She cannot content the Lord with performance of his
discipline that hath at her side a vassal whom Satan hath
made his vice-agent to cross whatsoever the faithful should
do. TertuUian, quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, v. 41.

vice-bitten (vis'bit'''n), o. Corrupted with vice
;

given over to evil courses.

A man vice-bitten.

Richardson, Sir Charles Orandison, VI. 181. (Davies.)

-vice-chairman (vis-ehar'man), n. An alternate
chairman. See vice-.

-vice-chairmanship (vis -char 'man -ship), «.

[< rice-chairman -i- -ship.] The office or duties
of a vice-chairman.

-vice-chamberlain (vis-cham'b6r-lan), n. The
deputy of a chamberlain; in the royal house-
hold of England, the deputy of the lord cham-
berlain.

The chamberlains [at Worcester] are annually elected,
at the same time as the mayor and aldermen. . . . Their
business, which is performed by a deputy called a Vice-
chamberlain, is to receive the rents and keep all the ac-
counts of the corporation.

Municip. Corp. Reports, 1835, p. 154.

vice-chancellor (vis-chan'sel-or), n. The dep-
uty or substitute of a chancellor. Specifically-
(«) One of three judges in the chancery division of the

power.
To the great vicegerency I grew.
Being a title as supreme as new.
Drayton, Legend of Thomas Cromwell, st. 64.

Vicegerency and deputation under God. South.

Pope poisoned pope, contending for God's vicegerency.
Landor, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and Landor.

Is yonder squalid peasant all

That this proud nursery could breed
For God's vicegerency and stead ?

Emerson, Monadnoc.

vicegerent (-vis-Je'rent), a. and n. [< OF. vice-
gerent, F. vicegerent,'< ML. vicegeren( t-)s, vicege-
rent; as vice- + gerent.] I. a. Having or ex-
ercising delegated power ; acting in the place
of another, as by substitution or deputation.

Under his great vicegerent reign abide
United, as one individual soul.

Milton, P. L., V. 609.

II. TO. An officer deputed by a superior or
by proper authority to exercise the powers of

assistant principal : as, the vice-principal of an
academy.

-vice-queen (-vis-kwen'), n. A woman who rules
as the substitute or deputy of a king or of a
queen ; a viceroy's wife. See vice-king. [Eare.]

[It was] their [the Marquis and Marchioness of Lome's]
common wish that they should proceed to India as Viceroy
and Viceqveen; . . . but there were political objections
to the step. T. H. S. Escott, Society in London, 1. 11.

vicerector; as
assistant rector.

Wesel was one of the professors at Erfurt between 1446
and 1466, and was vice-rector in 1468.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 603.

•viceregal (vis-re'gal), a. Of or relating to a
viceroy or viceroyalty : as, viceregal power.
In Manitoba there are separate Roman Catholic schools,

and these might be protected under the same statute
[British North America Act] by the Viceregal veto.

Sir C. W. Dilke, Probs. of Greater Britain, i. 2.

-vice-regent (vis-re'jent), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to, or occupying the position of, a
vice-regent.

, The [German] Emperor's own will or that of the tiice-re-

gent Chancellor Is the real centre and source of all policy ;

the heads of department are ministers of that will.

W. Wilson, The State, § 1149.

II. TO. A deputy regent; one who acts in the
place of a ruler, governor, or sovereign.
The five Ephors (or Overseers, for such is the meaning of

the title) were originally mere deputies of the kings, ap-
pointed to assist them in the performance of their judicial
duties, to act as vice-regents in the absence of their royal
principals : ... in short, to serve in all things as the as-
sistants of the kings. W. Wilson, The State, § 104.

the higher authority; one having a delegated viceroy (vis'roi), to. [< OP. viceroy, F. viceroi
power; a deputy

;
a vicar. =Pg. Djcem=: It. DJcer^, < ML. OTcerea-, viceroy;

All Protestants hold that Christ in his Church hath left
no Vicegerent of his Power; but himself without Deputy
is the only Head tlierof, governing it from Heaven.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.
Distant nations looked on the Pope as the vicegerent of

the -Almighty, the oracle of the All-wise.

Macatday, Machiavelli.

The temporal sword came too often into collision with
the spiritual— the divine vicegerent at Westminster with
the divine vicegerent at Rome. Stubbs, Const. Hist,, §461.

High Court of Justice in England, holding a separate vipp-ffovpmor Cvis-miv'er-nor') « A dpnutv
fourt, whose decisions are subject to appeal to the lords ,.„„„°"T_™ i:„..I!!t,„"r "L"itL'J

deputy
justices of appeal and to the House of iMids. of which the
lord chancellor is head. There is, besides, a vice-chan-
cellor of the Court of Chancery in Ireland ; the judge of
the local Court of Chancery of the Duchy of Lancaster is

governor; a lieutenant-governor.

The vice-governor of the islands was invited on one oc-
casion to dine on board the " Marchess."

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 322.

as vice- + roy.] 1. A -vice-king; the governor
of a kingdom or colony, who rules in the name
of the king (or queen), as the deputy of the
sovereign : as, the viceroy of India or of Ireland.

This Cittie [Caer, Cairo] standeth in the land of Egipt,
and is vnder the gouernment of the great Turke. And
there is a king ouer the saide Cittie, who is called the.
king of the great Caer, and ye Wize Roy or Lieftenant to
the great Turke. E. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 21.

We are so far from having a king that even the viceroy
is generally absent four fifths of his time. Sw^ft.

2. The areliippus, a handsomely colored Amer-
ican butterfly, Basilarchia archippus, formerly
known as Limenitia disippus. it 1b orange-red with



viceroy
black markings. Its larva feeds on willow, poplar, and
plum, and hibernates in lesif rolls. It mimics in the adult
state (supposably for protection) the large cosmopolitan
Anosia ptexipptu. See cut under didppue. S. H. Snidder.
Viceroyal (vis-roi'al), a. [< viceroy + -al, after
royuh] Pertaining to a viceroy or to vieeroy-
alty.

A riceroyal goTernment was expressly created for it
[Buenos Ayres, in 1777).
Mrs. Horace Mann, life in the Argentine Repub., p. 122.

Viceroyalty (vis-roi'al-ti), n. [=F. viceroyaute;
as viceroyal + -ty.'\ The dignity, office, or ju-
risdiction of a viceroy. Addison.
Upon the question of the Viceroyalty there might be a

difference of opinion. JfineteeiUh Century, XIX. 38.

Viceroyship (vis'roi-ship), ». [< viceroy +
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neighboring,< L. vicinus, near, neighboring: see
riciiie, and ef. vicinity.'] 1. The place or places
adjoining or near; neighborhood; vicinity.

That soul that makes itself an object to sin, and invites
an enemy to view its possessions, and live in the mcuiai/e,
loves the sin iUelf. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 109.

The Protestant gentry of the mcinage.
Macaulay, Hist Eng., xii.

I live in a vicinage beloved by nightingales, and where
they often keep me awake at night.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, II. 104.

2. The condition of being a neighbor or of be-
ing neighborly.

Civil war had broken up all the usual ties of vicinage and
good neighbourhood. Scott.

1- T rm- J- •... <=-•- . -. ,^.^'^'^°y + Common because Of viclna«e. See common, i.
-slttj).] I he dignity, office, or jurisdiction of a vicinal (vis'i-nal), a. [< P. vicinal = It. vicinale,
viceroy; viceroyalty. Fuller.

vice-sheriff (vis-sher'if), n. A deputy sheriff.

Sir William Martyn, who had been elected . . . knight
of the shire for Devon, petitioned the council against the
undue return made by the vicesheriff, who had substituted
another name. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 423.

vice-treasurer (^•is-trezh'ur-6r), n. A deputy
or assistant treasurer.

Vice-treasurershlp (vis -trezh'ur-fer- ship), n.

[< vice-treasierer + -ship.'] The'office or duties
of a vice-treasurer.

So many things are vacant and no acceptors : Treasury,
Navy vacant ; Vice-Treamrership of Ireland, with several
other things that is amazing, goes begging.

Quoted in The Academy, March 7, 1891, p. 225.

vicetyt (vi'se-ti), n. [< vice^ + -ty (after nicety,
etc.).] Faiilt; defect; imperfection.
Old Sherewood's viatty.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

vice versa (vi'se ver'sa). [L. : vice, abl. of
"vix, change, alternation, alternate order (see
vice^) ; versa, abl. fern, of versus, pp. of vertere,
turn, turn about : see verse^.] The order being
changed. The phrase has the complete force of a prop-
osition, being as much as to say that upon a transposition
of antecedents the consequents are also transposed.

This very important paper is an investigation of the
simple illusion which makes a light weight lifted after a
heavy one seem disproportionately light, and trice versa.

Ainer. Jour. Psychol., II. 650.

vice-warden (vis-war'dn), n. A deputy war-
den.

Scawen, a Cornish writer and Vice-Warden of the Stan-
naries. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 690.

Vicia (vis 'i-a), re. [NL. (Rivinus, 1691), < L.
vicia, a vetch: see vetch.'] A genus of legumi-
nous plants, the vetches, of the suborderPapjK-
onacex, type of the tribe Viciese. it is character-

< L. vieinalis, neighboring, < vieinns, neighbor-
ing: see t)ia«e.] Near ; neighboring. [Rare.]

—

Vicinal planes, in mineral., planes whose position varies
very little from certain prominent fundamental planes

:

for example, the planes of the cube in fluor-spar are some-
times replaced by the vicinal planes of atetrahexahedron,
which are very nearly coincident with those of the cube, and
hence are called mcina^.—Vicinal surface. See surface.

Vicinet (vis'in), a. [= OF. veisin, F. voisin =
Sp. vecino = Pg. vizinho = It. vicino, < L. vici-
nus, near, neighboring (as a noun vicinus, m.,
wcJraa, f., a neighbor), lit. 'of the (same) village, viciously (vish'ns-\if,'~a~(tv'.
quarter, or street, ' < mens, a village, quarter of
a city, street : see wick.] Same as vicinal.

For duetie and conscience sake towards God, vnder
whose mercifuU hand nauigantsaboue all other creatures
naturally bee most nigh and vicine.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 229.

Pride and envy are too uncivil for a peaceable city ; the
one cannot endure a vicine prosperity, nor the other a su-
perior eminency. Hev. T. Adams, Works, II. 321.

vicinity (vi-sin'j-ti), ». [< OF. vicinite = It.

vicinita, < L. vicinita(t-)s, < vicinus, near, neigh-
boring: see vicine.] I. The quality of being
near; nearness in place; propinquity; prox-
imity.

The abundance and vicinity of country seats. Swift.

2. Neighborhood; surrounding or adjoining
space, district, or country.
Gravity alone must have carried them downwards to the

vunnity of the sun.
Bentley, Sermon vii., A Confutation of Atheism.

Vicksburg group
When vicious passions and impulses are very strong, it

is idle to tell the sufferer that he would be more happy if
his nature were radically different from what it is.

Lccky, Europ. Morals, I. 83.

4. Impure; foul; vitiated: as, ncioM* humors.— 5. Faulty; incorrect; not pure; corrupt- as,
a vicious style.

Whatsoeuer transgressed those lymits, they counted it
for vitious; and thereupon did set downe a manner of
regiment in all speech generally to be obserued, consist-
ing in sixe pointes.

PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 130.

It is a vicious use of speech to take out a substantive
kernel from its content and call that its object.

W. James, Priu. of Psychology, 1. 275.

6. Not well broken or trained; given to ob-
jectionable tricks: said of an animal.
He was, in fact, noted for preferring vicious animals,

given to all kinds of tricks, which kept the rider in con-
stant risk of his neck. Irving, .Sketch-Book, p. 439.

7. Characterized by severity; virulent; malig-
nant; spiteful: as, a rfCiOHS attack. [Colloq.]
— Vicious circle. See CTVcfe.— vicious intromission.
See ititromission, 3.— VlciouB syllogism, a fallacy or
sophism.— Vicious union, the knitting of the two frag,
ments of a broken Irone in such a way as to cause deform-
ity of the limb or marked interference with its function.
= Syn. 2 and 3. il'icked, Depraved, etc. (see criminal),
unprincipled, licentious, profligate.— 6. Refractory, ugly.'^ - • . .

n.,
. j^ ^ vicious man-

ner. Specifically- (o) In amanner contrary to rectitude,
virtue, or purity: as, a viciously inclined person. (6)
Faultily; incorrectly; as, a picture vicioudy painted,
(c) Spitefully ; malignantly : as, to attack one mawudy.

Viciousness (vish'us-nes), re. The quality or
state of being vicious, (a) The quality or state of
being imperfect

; faultiness ; imperfection ; defectiveness

:

as, the viciousness of a system or method. (6) Corruptness
of moral principles or practice ; habitual violation of the
moral law or disregard of moral duties ; depravity in prin-
ciples or in manners.

When we in our vidougness grow hard.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 13. 111.

The best and most excellent of the old law-givers and
philosophers among the Greeks had an allay of vicious-
ness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X I. 25.

(c) Unruliness ; trickiness

;

bolting horse.
bad training, as of a shying or

A broken-down plough-horse, that had outlived almost
everything but his viciousness.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 436.
(a) Spitefulness ; malignancy.

in the vicinity of this most beautiful of cities [New York],
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 100.

3. Nearness in intercourse; close relationship.
Their [the bishops'] vicinity and relation to our blessed

^^tA. Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, § 40.

.,..-- . . ... ^^, =Syil. Proramt7j/, etc. See neighborhood.
ized by a stamen-tube obltque at the apex, an ovary with viciositv fvish-i-os'i-fil « rRnrlvmn^ V mV;many (rarelv with twoi ovules, and a stvle which i« mns,Hv

*^^^"Sll'y ^ '"" ^ °^ \ ^V' "? Ll^arly mod. li. VICI-

Communipaw
. .. is one of the numerous little villages VlcisSltude (vi-sis'i-tud), re. [= F. vicissitude

many (rarely with two) ovules, and a style which is mostly
filiform and more or less beaked, usually with a terminal
dorsal tuft. About 200 species have been described, of
which probably not over 100 are well defined. They are
widely distributed through north temperate regions and
South America ; one species, V. saliva, long cultivated,
is now naturalized within the southern hemisphere in
the Old World. They are chiefly tendril-climbers, rarely
spreading herbs, or somewhat erect. The flowers are
usually blue, violet, or yellowish. The fruit is a com

ositee; < L. vitiosita(t-)s, < vitiosu's, -vicioua: see
vicious.] Depravity; viciousness; vice; lack of
purity, as of language or style. Also spelled

In which respect it may come to passe that what the
Grammarian setteth downe for a viciositee in speach may
become a vertue and no vice.

PuttenJiam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 129.
pressed two-valved pod with globose seeds. The species vioiniis rvish'iiol n n^nrmorlv <ilo« ,.,M/>«o . /
are known in general as vetch. V. saUva is cultivated in ,?i?"° \"^° ^^A'^- \-^ ormei^ly also tttious, <.are known in general as vetch. V. sativa is cultivated in
the Old World as a fodder-crop, also under the names of
fitches, tares, and lints; 16 or more other species are also
useful for forage. (See (ornZ.) Several species are valued
for their seeds, especially V. Faba (Faba vulgaris), the
horse-bean of Old World cultivation (for which see Faba,
beani, Mazagan). Y. gigantea (V. Sitchensis), a tall, ro-
bust purple-flowered climber growing from San Fran-
cisco to Sitka, produces seeds which when young resem-
ble green peas in size and taatc. Nine species are na-
tives of England, 72 of Europe, about 10 in the United
States, besides a few in Mexico ; 3 species (mentioned un-
der tare) are locally naturalized in the United States ; 3
only are native to the Central States, of which V. Ameri-
cana (see pea-vine) extends west, V. Cracca north, and V.
Caroliniana east ; the last, the Carolina vetch, is a delicate
plant with graceful secund racemes of small lavender flow-
ers ; V. Cracca, the tufted vetch, or cow-vetch, is also native
in the Old World, and is much admired for its densely
flowered racemes, which are first blue, and turn purple.
See cuts under Faba, mucronulate, plumule, pod, and vetch.

viciatet, v. t. An obsolete spelling of vitiate.
Sir T. More, "Works, p. 636.

Vicieae (vi-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bronn, 1822), <
Vicia + -ex.] ' A tribe of leguminous plants, of
the suborder Papilionacem ; the vetch tribe, it
is characterized by a herbaceous stem, leaves abruptly
pinnate, continued into a simple or branching tendril or
bristle, and with their leaflets commonly minutely toothed
at the apex. Their stipules are usually foliaceous, oblique,
or half-sagittate : their flowers axillary and few, solitary
or racemed ; their seeds with a funiculus expanded above,
the cotyledons thick and fleshy and not appearing above
the ground in germination. The 6 genera include most
of the plants known as pea and vetch- the genera Cicer,
Lens, and Pisum belonging exclusively to the Old World,
Vicia (the type), Lathyrus, and Abrus also to the New.

vicinage (vis'i-naj), n. [Formerly also voisinage
(the form vicinage being made to agree with
vicinitj/, etc.); < OF. voisinage, veisinage, P.
voisinage, neighborhood, < veisin, P. voisin, near,

ME. vicious, < OF. vicious, vitious, vicieus, F.
ricieux =Pr. vicios = Sp. Pg. vicioso = It. vizi-
oso, < L. vitiosus, faulty, vicious, < vitium, fault,
vice: see Dicifi.] 1. Characterized by vice or
imperfection; faulty; defective.
Some vitious mole of nature. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 24.

Their [the logicians'] form of induction ... is utterly
vicious and incompetent.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

If a creature be self-neglectful, and insensible of danger,
or if he want such a degree of passion in any kind as is
useful to preserve, sustain, or defend himself, this must
certainly be esteem'd vitious, in regard of the design and
end of Nature. Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. i. § 3.

Mannerism is pardonable, and is sometimes even agree- viclssitudinarv (vi-sjis-i-tfi'iii-iin-ri^ n
able, when the manner, though vicious, is natural.

viyiasiuuiuudry (Vi sis i lu (ll-na-ri), a.

Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

2. Addicted to vice ; habitually transgressing
moral law; depraved; profligate; wicked.

Happy the Roman state, where it was lawful,
If our own sons were vicimis, to choose one
Out of a virtuous stock, though of poor parents,
And make him noble. Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 3.

Wycherley . . . appears to have led, during a long
course of years, that most wretched life, the life of a
vicious old boy about town.

Macaulay, Comic Dramatists of the Restoration.

"I know his haunts, but I don't know his friends, Pen-
dennis," the elder man said. "I don't think they are
vicimis so much as low." Thackeray, Philip, v.

3. Contrary to moral principles or to rectitude

;

perverse; pernicious; evil; bad.
For which cause Richard lohnson caused the English,

by his vicious lining, to bee worse accounted of then the
Russes. Purchas, Pilgrituage, p. 391.

Every vicious action must be self-injurious and ill.

Shaftesbury, Inquiry, IL ii.. Conclusion.

= Sp. vicisitud = Pg. vicissitude, < L. vicissitu-
do, change, < vicissim, by turns, < *vix (vie-),

change: seevice^.] 1 . Regular change or suc-
cession of one thing to another; alternation.
God created them equall, but by this it came to paase

that the vicissitude or intercourse of day and night was
vncertaine. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 200.

Grateful vicissitude, like day and night.
Milton, P. L, yi. 8.

2. A passing from one state or condition to
another ; irregular change ; revolution ; muta-
tion : as, the rici.isitudes of fortune.
But it is not good to look too long upon these turning

wheels of vidssitude, lest we become giddy.
Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 18S7).

His whole life rings the changes — hot and cold, in and
out, off and on, to and fro : he is peremptory in nothing
but in vicissitudes. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 505.

As long as there are Men, there must be malignant Hu-
mours, there must be Vices, and vicissitudes of 'Things.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 45.

Sometimes 'tis grateful to the rich to try
A short vicissitude, and fit of poverty.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Odes, I. xxix. 23.

But vicissitudes so extraordinary as those which marked
the reign of Charles the Second can only be explained by
supposing an utter want of principle in the political world.

Macaulay. Hallam's Const. Hist

The whirlpool of political vicissitude, which makes the
tenure of office generally so fragile.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 12.

[<L.
ricissitudo (-din-), vicissitude, + -ary.] Sub-
ject to vicissitudes ; exhibiting or characterized
by a succession of changes ; vicissitudinous.

We say . . . the days of man [are] vicissitudinary, as
tliough he had as many good days as ill.

Donne, Devotions, p. 313.

vicissitudinous (vi-sis-i-tu'di-nus), a. [< L.
vicis.'<itudo (-din-), vicissitude, -f- -ous.'] Char-
acterized by or subject to a succession of
changes ; vicissitudinary.

Vicissy duck. [< ncissy. a local name (cf. Sp.
vicicilin. a humming-bird), -I- E. ri«ci-2.] The
widow-duck. Simmonds.
Vicksburg group. In geol., a division of the
Tertiary, of importance in the Gulf States froni

Florida west to Mississippi. The name Vieksbtirn
was given by Conrad, who referred this group to tin'

Oligecene, a reference which has been conflnned by Heil-
prin, who, however, prefers the name Orbitoidal, given
with reference to the great abundance of Orbitoides Man-
tetli, the most distinctive fossil of these beds.



vicontiel

vicontielt (vi-kon'ti-el), a. [Also vicountiel; <

OF. (AF.) *i-icontiel, < viconte, sheriff, viseoimt:
see viscount.'\ In old Eng. lair, pertaining to
the sheriff or viscount Vicontiel rents, certain
fanu-rents paid by the sheriif to the king. By 3 and 4
WiUiam IV,, c. 99, such farms were placed under the man-
agement of the connnissioners of the woods and forests.

—

Vicontiel writs, writs triable in the county or sheritf
court.

vicountt, n. A former spelling of viscount.

vicountielt, «• See vicontiel.

victim (vik'tim), n. [< F. victime = Sp. vietima
= Pg. vietima = It. vittima, < L. victinia, a beast
for sacrifice, prob. so called as being adorned
with a fillet or band, < vincire (\/vinc, vie), bind,
bind around, wind: see vinculum. Cf. vicia,

vetch, prob. from the same root, also prob. viita,

a band, fillet, usually derived (as vietima is also
by some derived) from viere, pp. vietus, bend or
twist together, plait, weave, a root prob. ult.

connected with that above mentioned.] 1. A
living being sacrificed to a deity, or in the per-
formance of a religious rite ; usually, some beast
slain in sacrifice : but the sacrifice of human be-
ings has been practised by many peoples with
the object of appeasing the wrath or conciliat-
ing the favor of some deity, or in the ceremo-
nies connected with the making of vows and
covenants.

When the dull ox [shall know] why . . . he . . .

Is now a mctim and now Egypt's God.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 64.

Swift was the course ; no vulgar prize they play

;

No vulgar victim must reward the day
(Such as in races crown the speedy strife)

:

The prize contended was great Hector's life.

Pope, Iliad, xxiL 208.

2. Apersonsacrificed; a person killed or ruined,
or greatly injured, or made to suffer in the
pursuit of an object, or for the gratification of
a passion or infatuation, or from disease or
disaster: as, many have fallen victims to jeal-
ousy, to ambition ; a victim to rheumatism ; the
victims of a railroad accident.

He had seen the lovely learned Lady Frances Bellamy,
and had fallen a victim t^ her beauty and blueism.

T. Hook, Man of Many Friends, p. 4.

The planters [of Jamaica] had been ruined in conse-
quence of the abolition of the slave trade in 1834, and their
case was allowed to present certain features of injustice
of which they were the victiitu.

S. Dowell, Taies in England, IV. 225.

Across the extensive acreage allotted to the vietima of
the sad cholera years the Prince of Zanzibar has ruthlessly
cut his way to form a garden . . .

U. it. Stanley, Through the Dark Continent, I. 4S.

3. One who is cheated or duped; a dupe; a
gull: as, the victim of a confidence man.
He went ofif to the coach without further ceremony,

aud left his respected victim to settle the bill.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xx.

Women are, indeed, the easy victimi both of priestcraft
and self-delusion.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Century, p. lOS.

victimatet (vik'tim-at), V. t. [< Lli. victimatus,

jjp. of vietimare (> F. victimer), sacrifice as a
victim, < L. vietima, a victim: see victim.'\ To
sacrifice; immolate; victimize. BuUokar.
victimization (vik'tim-i-za'shon), n. [< vic-

timize -t- -ation.'] The act of victimizing, or
the state of being victimized. Also spelled
victimisation.

The general victimization of good people by bad, which
is the leading "motif " of the story.

Contemporary Rev., L. 365.

victimize (vik'tim-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. vic-

timizeil.p^T. victimizing. [(. victim + -ize.] To
make a victim of; especially, to make the vic-
tim of a swindling transaction; dupe; cheat.
Also spelled victimise. [Colloq.]

Mrs. Boldero's noble nephew, the present Strongitharm,
. . . was victimized by his own uncle, and a most painful
affair occurred between them at a game at " blind hookey."

Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

A fascinating married man, victimized by a crazy wife,
and ready to throw himself on the sympathies of woman-
hood in this affliction. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 512.

By submitting in turn to be victimized, a party of chil-
dren can secure, at a moderate cost to each, the zest of
the malevolent feeling ; and this I take to be the quin-
tessence of play. A. Bain, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 311.

vlctimizer (vik'tim-i-z6r), n. [< victimize +
-eri.] One who victimizes; a swindler. Also
spelled victimiser.

The invalid had a great hatred and secret terror of her
vietimizer. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xix.

victor (vik'tor), n. and a. [= Sp. Pg. victor, vi-

tiir= It. vittore, < L. victor, a conqueror, < vincere,

pp. vietus, conquer. From the same L. verb are
also ult. victory, victorious, etc., convict, evict,

convince, evince, vincible, invincible, vanquish,
**«•] I, ». 1. One who wins in a contest of

6749

any kind ; one who vanquishes another in any
struggle, especially in war ; one who defeats an
enemy in battle ; a conqueror.

Pericles was a famous man of warre,
And victor eke, in nine great foughten fields.

Gascoigne, Steele Qlas (ed. Arber), p. 64.

If your father had been victor there.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 134.

In love, the victors from the vanquish d fly;
They fly that wound, and they pursue that die.

Waller, To a Friend, on the Different Success of
[their Loves.

2. One who ruins or destroys; a destroyer.
[Rare or poetical.]

There, victor of his health, of fortune, friends,
And fame, this lord of useless thousands ends.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 313.

= S3m. 1. Victor, Conqueror. A mctor differs from a con-
queror inasmuch as the latter achieves a complete success
and conquers his opponent perhaps after a series of vic-
tories, while the victor is so called because of his success
in a single or a particular contest, which may be otherwise
barren of result to him. Victor is also applied to cne who
gains the day in a personal contest or competition, as in a
race.

II. a. Victorious.

Despite thy victor sword and flre-new fortune.
Thy valour and thy heart, thou art a traitor.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 132.

Where 's now their victor vaward wing.
Where Huntly, and where Home?

Scott, Marmionj vi. 33.

victor (vik'tor), e. i. [< victor, n."} To play the
victor; exult.

To runne through all the pamphlets and the toyes
Which I haue seene in hands of Victoring Boyes.
A. Holland (Davies, Scourge of Folly, p. 80). {Davies.)

victorer (vik'tor-er), n. [Early mod. E. vic-
tourer; < victor + -erl.] One who gains vic-
tories; a victor. [Bare.]

The Spaniardes as the mynisters of grace and libertie
browght vnto these newe gentyles the victorie of Clirystes
death, wherel)y they ... are nowe made free from the
bondage of Sathans tyrannic, by the myghty ponre of this
triumphante victourer.

Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 50).

Victorian
low in many circles, at first petaloid and broad with small
anthers, the inner narrow with longer anthers, the in-
nermost differently formed and sterile. The numerous
carpels are sunk within a dilated torus, and produce al-
buminous edible seeds resembling peas. The plant waa
first discovered in Bolivia by Ha!iike, 1801 ; it first flowered
in England in November, 1849, and in the United States in
1853. Compared with other water-lilies, the flowers most
resemble those of Cagtalia, and the leaves those of Eurydle.
3. [I.e.'] A form of low, light, four-wheeled car-
riage, having a calash top, with seats for two

luphi

R..

'Victoress (vik'tor-es), ». [< victor + -ess.] A
female who is •victorious; a victress.

Victoria (vik-to'ri-a), «. [< L. victoria: see
victory.] 1. The twelfth planetoid, discovered
by Hind in London in 1850.— 2. [NL. (Lindley,
1838), named after Queen Victoria of England,
to whom the first flower which blossomed in
cultivation was presented in 1849.] A genus
of water-lilies, belonging to the orAerNymphsea-
cese and tribe Nymphseese. it is characterized by an
inferior ovary, upon which all the parts of the flower are
inserted, and by sterile inner stamens. The only species,
V. regia, is known as the Victoria or royal water-lily, in

Victoria Cross.

victoria Water-lily t,yictffrta refria^.

Guiana (from the leaves) as irupe or water-platter, and
sometimes as water-Tnaize, from the use of the roasted
seeds. The plant is an inhabitant of still waters from Para-
guay to Venezuela,growing chiefly in secondary tributaries
of the Amazon system. It produces a thick rootstock from
which radiate long-petioled circular leaves, each often 6
feet across (sometimes 12), with an upturned rim about 3
inches high. Each leaf resembles a shallow circular float-

ing tray, and is conspicuously marked with a network of
depressed veins, between which the surface is swollen into
slight quadrangular elevations resembling alligator-skin,

which gradually disappear witli age. The leaves are deep-
green alxfve, the under surface pink, and are set with
strong, sharp, conical spines, which also clothe the peti-

oles, peduncles, and ovary. The leaves are very strong;
a single one has borne the weight of two men. A plant
may produce as many as twelve leaves at once, filling a
tank 20 to 40 feet across. The solitary boating flower is

from 12 to 14 inches in diameter (sometimes 24), expand-
ing at night white and fragrant, closing by day, and ex-

panding for the last time the second evening. In one
variety it is rose-color at the second expansion, but with
the odor unpleasant, and partially expands a third time,

then still deeper red, afterward withdrawing beneath the
surface; in a third variety there is a sharp and beauti-

ful contrast between outer white and central deep rose-

red petals. Some have considered these distinct species.

The flower consists of four sepals, numerous petals in

many rows, the outer larger than the sepals, the inner
gradually passing into the numerous stamens which fol-

persons, and an elevated driver's seat in front.— 4. [i.e.] Abreedof domestic pigeons, nearly
the same as the hyacinth Victoria water-lily.
See def. 2.

Victoria blue, (a) A stain used in histologi-
cal examinations. (6) See blue.

Victoria crape. See crape.

Victoria cross. A decoration founded byQueen
Victoria in 1856, and awarded for acts of con-
spicuous bravery.
It is a bronze cross
patt(^, having a circu-
lar disk in the middle,
on which are the royal
crown and crest. This
is suspended from a
ribbon, blue for the
navy and red for the
army, and a bar is at-

tached to the ribbon
for any such addition-
al act of gallantry as
would have won the
cross. Abbreviated
r. C.

Victoria crown-
pigeon. Same as
queen's-pigeo7i. See
Goura (with cut).

Victoria green.
See green^.

victorialt (vik-

t6'ri-al),a. [<OF.
victorial, < LL. vic-

torialis, of or be-
longing to vic-
tory, < L. victoria,

victory : see vic-

tory.] Of or pertaining to victory; victorious.

The howce of Mars vict&riaU.

MS. Lansd. 762 foL 7 v», temp. Hen. V. (Ret. AiMq., I. 206.)

Victoria la'wn. A kind of muslin used for fit-

tings, and sometimes for women's dresses.

Victorian (vik-to'ri-an), a. and n. [< Victoria
(see def.) -t- -an.] 1. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the reign of Victoria, Queen of Great Britain
and Ireland, which began in 1837 : as, the Vic-
torian literature ; the Victorian crown (see first

cut under crown).

We can't do anything better than go back to Queen
Anne, for our furniture. But in respect to women it 's

quite different. We've got a Victorian type in that.

Mrs. Oliphant, The Ladies Lindores, II. xii.

In things specifically poetic he [Matthew Arnold]
touched his readers less than any other Vict^rrian poet .

of the first rank. Athenamm, April 21, 1888, p. 501.

The Victorian age has produced a plentiful crop of paro-
dists in prose and in verse. Eneyc. Brit., XVIII. 319.

Macaulay, the historian of the first Victorian period.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 842.

2. Pertaining to Victoria in Australia Victo-
rian bird-cherry. See PtwiWcrt.— Victorian bottle-
tree. See .Sfc'rcwZm.-- Victorian bower-spinach. See
Australian sjnnach (under ninuach).— Victorian cab-
bage-tree. Sec l.ivixtmin. Victorian cheesewood.
Sec PtVN'rt'^nn/)/!.— Victorian dogwood. Sec J'mstan-
Wtra.— Victorian hedge-hyssop, hemp-bush. See
the nouns.—Victorian laurel. See Pitt(}>'p<irmn.—Vic-

torian lilac. See lIardcnbergia.—WictOX\s:a myaU,
parsnip, etc. See the nouns.—Victorian swamp-oak.
See Viiimmria.—Victorian swampweed. See swamp-
w«cd.- Victorian whitewood. See PittoRporKjn.—Vic-
torian whortleberry. See wfwrtleberry.

II, n. One living in the reign of Queen Vic-
toria, especially an author.

In the use of the pentameter couplet especially there la

more than ordinary skill — something of the music that
the earlier poets of this century were able to extort from
its reluctant syllables with more success than falls to the
Victorians. The AUantic, LXVII. 404.



victorlatus

Victoriatus (vik-to-ri-a'tus), II. [L., < Victo
ria, Victory, a figure of Victory crowning ;.

trophy,formiug til

reverse type of tlu>

coin.] A silver
coin of the Komaii
republic, first is-

sued in 228 B. c,
and in value three
fourths of the de-
narius. Compare
miiiiarius.

[Said to be so called

fiTnO

Obverse. Reverse.

Victoriatus — British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

victorine (vik-to-ren' ), «.

from F. Victoriiie, a woman's name, a fem. forn.
of Victor, < L. victor, a conqueror: see victor.]
1. A fur tippet having long narrow ends, worn
by women.— 2. A kind of peach.

victorious (vik-to'ri-us), (I. [< P. victorieux =
Sp. Pg. victorioso = It. vittorioso, < L. vicforio-
sus. full of victories (prop, applied, according to
etym., to one frequently successful), < victoria,
victory: see victori/.'] 1. Conquering; trium-
phant; having conquered in any conquest or
in battle ; having overcome an antagonist or
enemy.

The great Son returnd
Victorimtg with his saints. Milton, P. L., vii. 186.

The Baharnajrash, tiiough victorious, saw with some
concern that he coulil not avoid the king, whose courage
and capacity, both as a soldier and a general, lejt him
everything to fear for his success.

Bruee, Source of the Nile, II. 208,

Victorious, wreath on head and spoils in hand.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 120.

A body of victarioua invaders may raise some, or the
whole, of its supplies from the conquered country.

//. Speiu^er. M„. of Sociol., § 517. victrCSS (vik'tres), n. [< victor + -ess. Cf. vic-

trice.'i A woman who conquers ; a victrix.

The Victory of Samothrace, in the Louvre Museum.

2. Of or pertaining to victory; characterized
or signalized by victory.

Sudden these honours shall be snatch'd away.
And cursed forever this victorious day.

Pope, R. of the 1., iii. 104.

3. Emblematic of conquest ; denoting victory.

Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths.
Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 5.

victoriously (vik-to'ri-us-li), adv. In a victo-
rious manner ; with defeat of an enemy or an-
tagonist; triumphantly.

Grace will carry us . . . victariouily through all diffl-

culties. Hammond.

She shall be sole victress, Caesar's Csesar.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 336.

Victricet (vik'tris), n. [< OF. victrice = It. vit-

trice, < L. victrix, fem. of victor, victor: see vic-
tor.} A victress.

He knew certes.
That you, victrice

Of all ladies,

Should have tlie prize
Of worthiness.
Udall (Arber s Eng. Gamer, IT. 59).

With boughs of palm a crowned victrice stauti

!

B. Joiison, Underwoods, cii.

victoriousness (vik-to'ri-us-nes), «. The state victriX (vik'triks), n. [< L. victrix, fem. of
or character of being victorious. «'(ctor, victor: see rtotor.] A victress. Char-
victory (vik'to-ri), ?(.

;
pi. OTctone.? (-riz). [< lottc Bronte, \iUette, xxxii. [Rare.]

ME. victorie, < OF. victorie, victoire, F. victoire victual (vit'l), n. [Early mod. E. also vittlc,

= Sp. Pg. victoria = It. vittoria, < L, victoria, earlier vytaylle (the spelling with c, victual, as
victory, < victor, a conqueror, < vincere, pp, vie- in F. victuaille, being a modern sophistication
<M«, conquer: eee victor.'] 1. The defeat or imitating the L. original, the pronunciation re-
overcoming of an antagonist in a contest or an
enemy in battle ; triumph
We also . . . [shall I assemble alle oure peple and ride

vpon the saisnes, and yeve hem bataile in the name of god,
thathegrauntevs the victorie. Merlin(E. E. T. S.), ii. 235.

Davio Deans believed this, and many other such ghostly
encounters and victories, on the faith of the ansars, or aux-
iliaries of the prophets. ScoU, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xv.

Knowing that they led unconquered veterans against a
rude militia they have broken every rule of warfare, and
plucked victory out of extreme peril.

F. Harrison, Oliver Cromwell, ix.

The alloy
Of blood but makes the bliss of victory brighter.

B. W. OUder, The Celestial Passion, Cost.

2. The advantage or superiority gained in
any contest, as over passions, or over tempta-
tions, or in any moral or spiritual struggle.
Thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through

our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 c'or. xv. 57.

Peace hath her xictories
No less renown'd than War. MUton, Sonnets, xi.

3. A female deity of the Greeks and Romans,
the personification of success in battle or in
any active struggle, she is represented as a winged
woman, often bearing as attributes a palm-branch and lau-
rel crown, or a trumpet. The subject is a very frequent
one in ancient art, from some of the noblest of antique
sculpture down to vase-paintings and figurines. Among the
most notable examples are the reliefs from the balustrade
of the temple of Wingless Victory at Athens, one of which
is the well-known figure entitled "Victory Loosing her
Sandal," and the magnificent statue called the " Victory of
Samothrace," a Greek original of the fourth century n. c,
attributed to the school of Scopas, found in the island of
Samothrace, where it stood on a pedestal representing the
prow of a trireme, and now one of the chief ornaments of
the Louvre Museum. See Nike, cut in next column, and
cut under Peioponnesian.

I observed some ancient reliefs at this village [Ertesy],
particularly three victories, holding three festoons under
three heads, on a marble coffin, with imperfect Greek in-
scriptions under them.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 170.

Cadmean, moral, Pyrrhic victory. See the adjectives.

maining that of vittle) ; < ME. vitaiUe, ritai/lc,

ritaile, also vitailes, vytaylles, < OF. vita'ille,

vytaile, later (with inserted c) victuaille, vic-
tiiailles, vytailles = Sp. vitualla = Pg. vitualha
= It. vettovaglia, < LL. rictualia, provisions,
nourishment, neut. pi. of victualis, belonging
to nourishment, < rictus, food, < vivere, pp. vic-
tus, live; see vivid.] 1. Provision of food;
meat; provisions: generally used in the plural,
and signifying (commonly) food for human
beings, prepared for eating.

But alleweyes Men fynden gode Innes. and alle that hem
nedethe of Vytaylle. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 34.

Ther as bagges ben and fat vitaile,

Ther wol they gon. Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 38.

Physicions ben of opynyon that one ought to bepyn the
meate of vitayle (uiandes liqnides) to thende that by that
means to gyve direction to the remenant.

G. du Ouez, quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 107,

[Index.

I.rfjok to those eating rogues that bawl for victuals,
And stop their throats a day or two.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. -2.

Why then we will to the greenwood gang.
For we have no vittles to dine.

Bolrin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 405).

My pig likes a dinner as well as a breakfast. No meal-
time, and no sort of victuals, ever seems to come aniifis to
my pig. Hauihorne, Seven Gables, xix.

There came a fair-hair'd youth, that in his hand
Bare victual for the mowers.

Tennyson, Geraiut and Enid.

2. Any sort of grain or corn. [Scotch.]

—

Broken victuals. See broken tneat, tinder broken.
~'

victual (vit'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. victualed, vic-

tualled, ppr. victualinfl, victualling. [With spell-
ing altered as in the noun ; < ME. vitailcn, vi-
taillcii, <vitaille,tood: see rictiiahn.] I. trans.
To supply or store with victuals or provisions
for subsistence

;
provide with stores of food.

Thy loving voyage
Is but for two months victualVd.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 198.

Vicugna

They resolued to victuaU th e sh ips for eighteene moneths.
Uakluyt's Voyages, I 243.

II. intraiis. To feed; obtain stores or provi-
ions; provision; obtain or eat victuals.

And, victualling again, with brave and man-like minds
i o seaward cast their eyes, and pray for happy winds.

Draiftfui, Polyon)ion, ii. 427.

And soon we found Peggy and Snuler [the horses] in

company, . . . and victualling where the grass was good.
Jt. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, iii.

victualage (vit'l-Sj), n. [< victual + -age.]
Food; provisions; victuals. [Rare.]

I could not proceed to the school-room without passing
some of their doors, and lunning the risk of lieing sur-
prised with my cargo of i-ictualage ; so I stood still at this
end, which, being windowiess, was dark.

Charlotte Brontt:, Jane Eyre, xvii.

victualer, victualler (vit'l-er), ». [Formerly
also vitlcr; < ME. vittellcr, vitaillcr (see victual)
+ -ejl.] 1. One who furnishes victuals or pro-
visions.

That no maner vitteller pay eny thynge for the occnpa-
cion of the kynges Horde, to eny maner offices, for ther
vytelle ther to be sold, that ys to seye withyn the scid cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. .S.). p. 408.

But pray, what connection have you with the suttlers?
You are no victualler here, are you?

Sheridan (?), The Camp, I. 1.

2. One who keeps a house of entertainment;
a tavern-keeper.

Fal. Marry, there is another indictment upon thee, for
suffering flesh to be eaten in thy house, contrary to the
law. . . .

Host. All victuallers do so; what's a joint of mutton or
two in a whole Lent? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. i. 376.

He scornes to walke in Paules without his bootes.
And scores his diet on the vitlers post.

Letting of Humours Blood in the Head-Vaine (1600)i

KHalliicell.)

3. A ship employed to carry provisions for
other ships, or for supplying troops at a dis-
tance; a store-ship. Admiral Smyth.— 4. A
corn-factor; one who deals in grain. .Tamicson.
[Scotch.]— Licensed victualler, in Great Britain, an
innkeeper or keeper of a public house who is licensed to
sell spirits, wine, beer, etc.

victualing, victualling (vit'1-ing), w. [Verbal
n. of victual, v.] The furnishing of victuals or
provisions.

Our vicliuilling arrangements have now been satisfac-
torily settled, and everybody has been put on an allowance
of water. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xii.

victualing-bill (vit'1-ing-bil), n. A custom-
house document warranting the shipment of
such bonded stores as the master of an out-
ward-bound merchantman may require for his
intended voyage.
Victualing-house (vit'l-ing-hous), n. A house
where provision is made for strangers to eat

;

an eating-house.

They chose that the region of Pocchorrosa to inhabyte
. . . that they myght bee baytinge places and vytailynge
houses for snche as shulde iorney towarde the southe'.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 148).

Victualing-note (vit'l-ing-not), «; An order
given to a seaman in the British navy by
the paymaster, when he joins a ship, which is

handed to the ship's steward as his author-
ity for victualing the man. Siiiwionds.

Victualing-office (vit'l-ing-of"is), «. An office

for supplying provisions and stores to the navy.
[Eng.]
We laugh at the ridiculous management of the Navy-

Board, pry into the Rogueries of the Victuatting-OJice, and
tell the Names of those Clerks who were ten years ago
bare-foot, and are now Twenty-Thousand-Pound .Men.

C. Shadwell, Humours of the Navy, i. 1.

victualing-sMp (vit'l -ing- ship), «. A ship
which conveys provisions to the navy ; a vic-
tualer.

victualing-yard (vit'l-ing-ySrd), «. a yard,
generally contigtious to a dockyard, containing
magazines where provisions "and other like
stores for the navy are deposited, and where
war-vessels and transports are provisioned.
(Imp. Diet.) In the United States all navy-
yards are vietualing-yards.

victualless (vit'l-les), a. [< victual + -Ies.<t.]

Destitute of food. Carlyle, in Froude, First
Forty Years. II.

vicugna, vicuna (vi-ko'nya), n. [Also vignnia
and viguna; = F. vigogne, formerly vicugne',<. Sp.
vicuHa, vicugna, < Peruv. ricuna.Mex. viciigne,

the vicugna.] A South American mammal of
the camel tribe, Auchenia vicugna or vicuna, re-
lated to the llama, guauaco. and alpaca, it is

found wild in elevated regions of Bolivia and Chili, and
is much hunted for it« wool ami flesh. It is one of the
smaller kinds, standing abt>ut ;^0 inches at the withers,
and of variegated coloration. It has as yet resisted all

attempts to reduce it to domestication. The short soft



vicugna

wool is very valuuble, ami was formerly much used for

maliiug fine tissues and delicate fabrics. It is less used

Vicuna ^yiid^iuiiiu ^i^miii,.

now, what is known in the trade as vicugna (or r)iguna)V!Ool

being a mixture of wool and cotton.

vicugna-cloth (vi-ko'iiyii-kl6tli), »• Woolen
clotn made from the wool of the vicugna. It

is very soft, and is especially employed for

women's clothes.

vid (vid), n. In math., a letter or unit in Ben-
jamin Pierce's linear algebras.

vida-finch (vi'da-finch), n. Same as uhklak-
hird. See Vidua.

vidame (ve-diim'), w. [F., < ML. rice-dominus,

as t'Jw- -I- dominus.'\ In French feudal juris-

prudence, the lieutenant or deputy of a bishop
in temporal matters ; also, a minor title of
French feudal nobility.

A- Vidame was oritrinally the Judge of a Bishops Tem-
poral .Jurisdiction, or such an Officer to him as the Vi-
count was to the Count or Earl, but in process of time, of
an Officer, he became a honi, t)y altering liis Otlice into a
Fief, held of the Bishoprick he belonged to.

Btvunt, Qlos^ographia (1670).

vide (vi'de). [L., impv. 2d pers. sing, of t't-

(Icre, see: see viitioti.'i See: a word indicating
reference to something stated elsewhere: as,
fide (iiih; 'see before'; vide nupra, 'see above'
(that is, in a previous place in the same book)

;

fide pout, 'see after'; ride infra, 'see below'
(that is, in a subsequent place); quod vide,
which see (usually abbreviated q. v.).

Vid^ (ve-da'), a. In her., same as voided.

videlicet (vi-tlel'i-set), adv. [L., for videre
lictl, it is permitted to see: videre, see; licet,

it is permitted: see vition and license. Cf.
scilicet.} To wit; that is; namely: abbrevi-
ated to ri:., which is usually read ' namely.'
Numberless are the Cliunges she'll dance thro', before

she'll answ er tliis plain (Question ; vitteticet, Have you de-
llver'd my Master's Letter to yimr Lady ?

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ill. 1.

Videlicet is used in law pleadings to point out in con-
nection witli a clause inmiediately preceding a specifi-
cation wliich, if material, goes to sustain (lie pleading
generally, and, if immaterial, may lie rejected as surplus*
age. ... It is the office of a videlicet to restrain or limit
the generality of the preceding words, and in stune in-
stances to explain them. F. Wharton.
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pockets when the dress is changed or removed
for the night, (a,) A bag attached to the bed-curtains.
Compare waleh-pocket. (fi) A vase or bowl, usually of dec-
orative character, and sometimes having a cover.

•vide-rufft, n. An old card-game.
Faith, let it be Vide-rufe, and let 's make honours.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works, 1874, II.

1122).

Videstrelda (vid-es-trel'da), n. [NL. (Lafres-
naye, 1850), < Vid{ua) + "Estrelda.'] A genus
of riduinx, detached from Vidua for the wire-
tailed veuves or whidah-birds,which have in the
male the four middle tail-feathers wire-shafted
with a racket at the end: later called Tetrse-
nura (Eeichenbach, 1861). The type and only spe-
cies is V. reijia, of South Africa, through the Transvaal
to the Zambesi, and in the west to Damaraland. This is

the veuve de la cote d'A/rique and veuve a quaire bring of
early French ornithologists, the sha/t4ailed bunting of
Latham (1783), the Vidua regia of most writers. The male
is 12 inches long, of which length the middle tail-feathers
form three fourths or more ; the color is black, varied
with white, gray, brown, and buff; the bill and feet are
coral-red. See cut in preceding column.

'Vidette (vi-def), n. Same as vedette.

Vidian (vid'i-an), a. [< Vidius (see def.) -I- -«».]
Relating or dedicated to the Italian anatomist
Guido (jruidi. Latinized Vidius (16th century)

:

specifically applied in anatomy to several parts.—Vidian artery, a branch of the internal maxillary ar-
tery which traverses the Vidian canal to be distributed to
the Eustachian tube and the top of the larynx.—Vidian
canal, nerve, plexus. See the nouns.— Vidian fora-
men. Same as Vidian caiuxl.

'vidimus (vid'i-mus), n. [So called from this

word indorsed on the papers : L. vidimus, ' we
have seen,' 1st pers. pi. perf. ind. of videre,

see: see vision."] 1. An examination or in-

spection: as, a vidimus of aecoimts or docu-
ments.— 2. An abstract or syllabus of the con-
tents of a document, book, or the like.

'Vidonia (vi-d6'ni-a), ». [Cf. Pg. vidonho, a
vine-branch (cf. videira, a vine), < vide, a vine-
branch, = Sp. vid, a vine, = It. vite, a vine, <

L. litis, a vine.] A dry wine from the Canary
Islands, formerly much in fashion in England.

Vidua (vid'u-a), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800), a Lat-
inized form, as if < L. vidua, a widow, tr. F.
retire, the name of the widow-bird, itself a
translation of the E. widow^ or widoto-bird, con-
fused with widotc^: see tchidah-bird,] An Af-
rican genus of Ploceidee, giving name to the

Kitvfj Whiflahbird {yid^streltia r^^M), male.

videndum (vi-den'dum), n.
; pi.

ridenda (-da). [L., neut. gerun-
dive of videre, see : see ow»oh.] A
tiling to be seen.

In my list, therefore,of ridemfa at Lyons,
Itiis, tho" last, was not, you see, least.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 31.

vide-poche (ved'posh), n. [P.] A
receptacle for the contents of the

7 ' "^.s^

J-H '^^^

Principal Whidah-bird
{yidua frt'Mcifalis), male.

Viduinx; the veuves, widow-birds,
or whidah-birds. No type having been
originally indicated, the name is practically

conterminous with Viduinee in a narrow j'

sense, and has been variously restricted by

different writers, notably to V. principalig

and V. (Videntrelda) regut. The former of

these has in the male the four middle tail-

feathers immensely lengthened and wide throughout their

length (not wire-shafted). It was originally described (and

figured) by Edwards in 1760 as the lung-tailed sparrow, by

Brisson in the same year as la veuve d'Angola, by Liniiffius

in 1766 as Emberiza vidua, E, inrincipaJis, and E. Serena,

by Latham hi 1783 as the long-tailed, variegated, and Dinnin-

iean bunting, and by Cuvier in 1817 as Vidua prim-ipalis.

The male is 10 inches long, of which length the ample mid-
dle tail-feathers make two thirds or more, the rest of the

tall being scarcely 2 inches, and the wing being only 3;

the color is black and white, chiefly massed in large areas,

and varied with some buff and gray. The female lacks the
extraordinary development of the tail, being scarcely 5

inches long, and is also quite different in color from the
male. I'his bird is widely distributed in Africa. A sec-

ond species is V. hgpocherina (or evlendens) of the Zanzi-

bar district. For V. regia, see Videstrelda; and for other

forms, see Viduina.

viduage (vid'fi-aj), n. [< L. vidua, a widow
(see widow), + -a(ie.] The condition of a widow;
widowhood ; widows collectively.

vie

Vidualt (vid'ii-al), a. [< L. vidualis, of or per-
taining to a widow, < vidua, a widow: see
widow.] Of, pertaining, or relating to the state
of a widow. .Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

'viduate (vid'u-at), n. [< L. viduatus, pp. of

i'!rf«((re, widow : see viduation.'] Eccles., the
office or position of one of the order of widows

;

the order itself.

'viduation (vid-u-a'shon), n. [< L. viduatus, pp.
of viduarc, bereave, widow, < vidua, a widow,
viduus, widowed: see widow.] The state of
being widowed; bereavement.
Viduinae (vid-u-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Vidwi +
-inie.] A subfamily of Ploceidee, named from
the genus Vidua; the whidahs and related
forms : variously restricted, (a) In a broad sense,
lately adopted by some monographers, one of two sub.

families of Ploceidee, containing all those

with very short or spurious first primary
of slender falcate form, of whatever other
character: opposed %o Ploceinse alone. It

thus covers a very large series of about
40 genera of not only African, but also

Oriental, etc., birds, including those

usually called Spervtestinje, as wax-
bills, amadavats, blood-finches, sene-

gals, strawberry-finches, sociable

weavers, etc. See PhVetserus, Py-
renestes, Quelea, Spermestcs, Ama-
dina, T.-eniopggia, Estrelda, v/ith

various cuts, (b) In a narrow
sense, confined to those African
forms in the males of which

the tail is longer than the wings, sometimes extraordi-

narily lengthened into an arched train or of other special

figure ; the whidahs proper. Two of these remarkable
birds are described under Vidua and Videstrelda respec-

tively. A third is the widow of paradise. Vidua (or Ste-

ganura) paradisea. This was first described and figured

by Edwards in 1747 as the red-breasted Imig-tailed finch;
by the early French ornithologists as grande veuve d'An-
goUi and veuve A collier d'or ; and is the original whidah-
bird of Latham, 1783. In the male the four middle tail-

feathers are broad and flattened, and two of them taper to

mere filaments; the length is 11 inches, of which the
tail makes 8A ; the wing is 3 inches ; the color is chiefly

black, varied with white, brown, and buff, and especially

marked with a collar of orange-rufous. The female is

quite different in color, and 6 inches long, of which the
tail is only 2^. This whidah is widely distributed in

Africa, and is the one oftenest seen in cages. A fourth
is Vidua (Ldnura) fischerij of East Africa, 10 inches long,

with all four of the middle tail-feathers wiretl through-
out. The foregoing are all the species in which the
four middle tail-feathers are peculiar and the rest plain.

But in other whidahs all the rectrices share more or

less elongation. Such belong to the three genera Chera,
Coliuspasser (or Penthetria\ and Pen/hetriopsis. Chera
procne of South Africa is the epaulet-whidah, of which
the male is glossy-black above and below, with scarlet

shoulders, and 19 inches long, with a tail of 15 inches.

This is the only member of its geims. The species of

Coliuspasser are several, of which the best-known is C.

ardens (with nearly twenty other New Latin names). The
male of this is black above and below with a scarlet collar

across the fore neck ; it inhabits South Africa. C. laticau-

dus, C. hartlaubi, C. albonotat^t, and C. eques are the other
species of this genus. The tliree members of the geims
Penthetriopsij< furnish the remaining type of whidahs, in

which the males are black, varied with bright-yellow, as

P. macrura of western and eqiiatorial Africa, and P. ma-
crocerca of northeastern Africa.

viduity (vi-du'i-ti), «. [< L. viduita{t-)s, widow-
hood, < vidua, a widow: see widow.] Widow-
hood. Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy,

i. ? 6.

'Viduous (vid'u-us), a. [< L. viduus, widowed,
bereft: see widow.] Widowed. [Rare.

J

She gone, and her viduoug mansion, your heart, to let

her successor the new occupant . . . finds her miniature.

Thackeray, Newcomes, Ixvi.

vle^ (vi), V. ; pret. and pp. vied, ppr. vying. [For-

merly also rye; < ME. vien; by apheresis from
envy^, ult. < L. invitare, invite: see envy^, in-

vite.] I. intrans. It. In the old games of gleek,

primero, etc., to wager on the value of one's

hand against an opponent. *



vie

He Cometh in only with jolly braf^a and great vaunts,
aa if he were playing at post, and should win all by vying.

Bp. Jexcell, Controversy with M. Harding, iv.

To vie was to hazard, to put down a certain sum upon a
hand of cards.

Giffordj Note on B. Jonsou's Every Man in his Humour,
[iv. 1.

2. To strive for superiority; endeavor to be
equal or superior (to); contend; rival: followed
by icithf and said of persons or things.

Fortune did vie with nature, to bestow.
When I was bom, her bounty equally.

Beau, and FL^ Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

Albion in Verse icith antient Greece had vy'd^

And gain'd alone a Fame.
Congrevey Epistle to Lord Halifax.

Gold furze xeiih broom in blossom rte«.

M. Arnold, Stanzas composed at Camac.

H, trans. If. To offer as a stake, as in card-
playing

;
play as for a wager with.

She hang upon my neck, and kiss on kiss

She vied so fast Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 311.

Here 's a trick vied and revied

!

B, Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 1.

2. To put or bring into competition; bandy;
try to outdo in ; contend with respect to. [Ob-
solete or archaic]

Nature wants stuff

To vie strange forms with fancy.
Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 98.

Now thine eyes
Vie tears with the hysena.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

The n^uish eye of J—11 . . . almost invites a stranger
to vie a repartee with it. Lawb, Old Benchers.

Vie^ (vi), n. [Formerly also V7/e ; <^vie^jV. Cf.

€nvy^.~\ A contest for superiority, especially a
close or keen contest; a contention in the way
of rivalry; hence, sometimes, a state where
it would be difficult to decide as to which
party had the advantage ; also, a challenge ; a
wager.

At this particular of defaming, both the sexes seem to
be at a vie, and I think he were a very critical judge that
should determine between them.

Gov&rmneni of the Tongue.

Vie^t, n. [ME., < OF. (and F.) vie = Sp. Pg.
vida = It. vita, < L. wto, life, < vivercj live: see
mtal, vivid."] Life.

We biseche thee for alle that hereth this vie

Off oure ladi seynt Marie,
That Ihesu schelde hem fram grame.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.X p. 99.

vlelle ( vlel), n. [F. : akin to viol : see viol.'] 1

.

One of the large early forms of the medieval
viol.

Afterwards the latter name [viole] was exclusively used,

and ultimately passed into the modern form Violin, while
the name ViHe was given to a totally different instru-

ment, the Organistrum or Symphonia, whence the French
Chifoni^. This is the modern Viol, in which the music is

produced by the rotation of a wheel.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry'a Anc. Irish, p. dxiiv.

2. Same as hurdy-gurdy, 1.

Vienna basin. In geol,, the name given to an
orographically not very well defined area, hav-
ing Vienna near its southwestern extremity
and extending to the Bohemian mountains on
the northwest and the Carpathians on the north-
east, and underlain by a series of Tertiary rocks
remarkable for their extent, size, and compli-
cated development. This Tertiary belongs chiefly to

the Neogene of the Austrian geologists (see Keogene),
and is divided into several subgroups, beginning with the
Aquitanian, followed (in ascending order) by the Sarmatian
and Mediterranean subdivisions— these all being of Mio-
cene age— and then by the Congerian or Pliocene. The
Vienna basin opened out to the east into a broad Miocene
inland sea, slightly brackish, and is believed to have been
connected, in former times, with the Arabo-Caspian basin,

and perhaps even with the Arctic Ocean. It also communi-
cated with the basin of the upper Danube, and with an
area lying north of the Carpathians— in both cases, how-
ever, by narrow channels. Some writers limit the name
Vienna basin to a smaller area lying pretty closely adja-

cent to the northern flanks of the eastern Alps, and partly
included within their spurs.

Vienna caustic. A mixture of caustic potash
and quicklime. See caustic.

Vienna draught. Compound infusion of senna

;

bhn;k-draught.
Vienna lake. A somewhat indefinite product,
but usually a dark-red lake with little strength
obtained from the liquors remaining from the
making of carmine. Also called Florence lake

and Paris lake.

Vienna opening, in chess-playing. See openr

i7ig, 9.

Vienna paste. Same as Vienna caustic.

Vienna powder, work. See jwwder, work^.

Viennese (vj-e-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [= F.

Viennois ; < Vienna (F. Vienne = G. Wien) +
-ese,] I, a. Of or pertaining to Vienna, the
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capital of the Austrian empire, situated on the
Danube, or pertaining to its inhabitants.

II. n. sing, and pi. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of Vienna.
vi et armis (vi et ar'mis). [L.: vi, abl. sing,

of vis, force, violence ; et, and ; armis, abl. of
anna, a weapon, defensive armor: see vis'^ and
«rw2.] In law, with force and arms: words
made use of in indictments and actions of tres-

pass to show that the trespass or crime was
forcible or committed with a display of force

;

hence, with force or violence generally.

view (vu), n. [Early mod. E. also vewe; < OF.
reue, F. vue, a view, sight, < ven, F. vu (= It.

veduta, < ML. as if *vidutus), pp. of voir, < L. vi-

dere, see : see vision.] 1, The act of viewing,
seeing, or beholding ; examination by the eye

;

survey ; inspection ; look ; sight.

She made good view of me. Shak., T. N., ii. 2. 20.

She looked out at her father's window.
To take a view of the countrie.
Lord Jamie Douglas (Child's Ballads, IV. 142).

2. The act of perceiving by the mind; mental
survey; intellectual inspection or examination

;

observation ; consideration.

My last View shall be of the first Language of the
Eartli, the antient Language of Paradise, the Language
wherein God Almighty himself pleased to pronounce and
publish the Tables of the Law. Howell, Letters, n. 60.

For though, in demonstration, the mind does at last

perceive the agreement or disagreement of the ideas it

considers, . . . there must be more than one transient
view to lind it. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. ii. 4.

3. Power of seeing or perception, either

physical or mental ; range of vision ; reach of

sight; extent of prospect.

These growing feathers pluck'd from Ciesar's wing
Will make him fly an ordinary pitch,
Who else would soar above the view of men.
And keep us all in servile fearfulness.

Shak., J. C, I 1. 79.

Stand in her view, make your addresses to her.

Fletcher (and another 7), Prophetess, iii. 1.

The walls of Pluto's palace are in view.

Dryden, ^Eneid, vi. 856.

Keeping the idea which is brought into it [the mind]
for some time actually in view ... is called contempla-
tion, Locke, Human Understanding, II. x. 1.

Who keeps one end in view makes all things serve.

Browning, In a Balcony.

4. That which is viewed, seen, or beheld;
something which is looked upon ; sight or spec-
tacle presented to the eye or to the mind ; scene

;

prospect.

'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view,

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, i. 7.

The country was wild and broken, with occasional su-

perb views over frozen arms of the Gulf, and the deep rich
valleys stretching inland.

B. Tayl&r, Northern Travel, p. 42.

5. A scene as represented by painting, draw-
ing, or photography; a picture or sketch, espe-
cially a landscape.—6. Manner or mode of look-

ing at things ; manner of regarding subjects
on which various opinions may be held

;
judg-

ment; opinion; conception; notion; way of
thinking; theory.

There is a great difference of view as to the way in which
perfection shall be sought.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in the 19th Cent., p. 19.

One Hester Prynne, who appeared to have been rather

a noteworthy personage in the view of our ancestors.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 36.

They have all my views, and I believe they will carry

them out unless overruled by a higher Power.
Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 258.

Persons who take what is called a high view of life and
of human nature are never weary of telling us that money-
getting is not man's noblest occupation.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 193.

7. Something looked toward or forming the

subject of consideration; intention; design;
purpose; aim.

The allegory has another view.
Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

I write without any view to profit or praise.

Swijt, Gulliver's 'lYavels, iv. 12.

8t. Appearance ; show ; aspect.

So, at his bloody view, her eyes are fled

Into the deep dark cabins of her head.
Shak,, Venus and Adonis, \. 1037.

New graces find,

Which, by the splendour of her view
Dazzled before, ;ve ever knew.

Waller, The Night-Picce.

9. In law, an inspection by the jury of property
or a place the appearance or condition of which
is involved in the case, or useful to enable
the jury to understand the testimony, as of a
place where a crime has been committed.

—

10. Specifically, inspection of a dead body;

viewiness

an autopsy.^ 1 If. The footing of a beast.
JffaWiwje?/.—Bird's-eye view. See Wrrf'g-eyc—Dissolv-
ing views, a name given to pictures thrown on a screen
by a lantern in such manner that they appear Uy (lissolve

every one into that following, without any interval of
blank between them. To cause the pictures to "dissolve,"
two lanterns are required, each of which projects its pic-
ture upon the same field on the screen, both being in the
same focus. One picture being projected, to cause it to dis-
appear gradually and the next to take its x^lace, a sliding cap
or hood is mechanically withdrawn from the front of the
second lantern and placed before the first lantern. An-
other method is to turn on the gas of one lantern while
shutting off the gas of the other. The result is the same
by either method, the first picture disappearing as the
second appears, the two melting one into the other till one
is lost and the other becomes clear. By a recent improved
method only one lantern is used, and by appropriate mech-
anism a picture is substituted for that preceding it so
quickly that there is no appreciation of any interval be-
tween them.— Field Of view. See/eirf.— inview of, in
consideration of; having regard to.—On View, open or
submitted to public inspection ; exhibited to the public

:

as, pictures placed on riew.— Point of view. See^^otnfi.

—Side view. See #idei and side-view.—1q the View, so
as to be seen by everybody ; in public.

Mechanic slaves
With greasy aprons, rules, and hammers, shall
Uplift us to the view. Shak., A. and C, t. 2, 211.

View of ftank-pledge, in Eng. law : (a) A court of rec-

ord, now fallen into almost total desuetude, held once in
the year within a particular hundred, township, or manor,
by the steward of the leet, Wharton, (b) In Anglo-Saxon
law, the office of a sheriff in seeing all the frank-pledges
of a hundred, and that all youths above fourteen belonged
to some tithing : a function of the court-leet. Stiinson,

=Syn. 4 and 5. View, Prospect, Scene, Landscape. View
is the most general of these words ; prospect most suggests
the idea that the beholder is at a place somewhat elevated,
so as to be able to see far ; scene most suggests the idea
of resemblance to a picture ; landscape most suggests the
idea of diversity in unity.

view (vii), V. [Early mod. E. also vewe; < view,

n.] I. trans. 1. To see; look on; behold.

When most I wink, then do mine eyes best see,

For all the day I view things unrespected.
Shak., Sonnets, xliii.

The people view'd them wi' surprise.
As they danc'd on the green.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter {ChWd'^ Ballads, I. 177).

2. To examine with the eye ; look on with at-

tention, or for the purpose of examining; sur-

vey j explore; peruse.

Go up and view the country. Josh, vii. 2.

Lords, view these letters ftdl of bad mischance.
France is revolted from the English quite.

Shak., IHen. VI., i. i. 89.

I had not the opportunity to view it.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 137.

For he viewed the fashions of that land

;

Their way of worship viewed he.

Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 2).

3. To survey intellectually; examine with the

mental eye ; consider ; regard.

As Princes be more high and also mightier than the
rest, euen so are they more behelde tk. also more vieu^d
than others.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 10.

And though, oft looking backward, well she vewede
Her selfe freed from that foster insolent

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 50.

When we view an object as a concrete whole we appre-
hend it. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 831.

=^?n. 1. To witness.— 2. To scan.— 3. To contemplate.

II. intrans. To look; takea\'iew. [Rare.]

Mr. Hai'ley is sagacious to view into the remotest con-

sequences of things. The Examiner, No. 6.

viewer (vu'6r), n. [< vimc + -er^.] One who
views, surveys, or examines.

For if I will bee a Judge of your goodes, for the same
you will be a viewer of my life.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 225.

Specifically— (a) An official appointed to inspect or super-

intend something; an overseer; in coal-mining, the gen-

eral manager, both above and below ground, of a coal-

mine. This word, not at all in use in the United States,

is almost obsolete in England, having become replaced by
the terms mining-engineer and agent. The terms used in

the United States are inanager and superintendent.

The Colliery Vieicer [Newcastle-upon-Tyne] superin-

tends the collieries. He has a salary of 601. a year.

Municip. Corp. Report, 1835, p. 1646.

(6) One of a body of jurors who are appointed by a court

to view or inspect the property in controversy or the place
where a crime has been committed. In Scotland two
persons called sfuncers point out the subjects to be viewed.

view-halloo (vii'ha-16'), m. in fox-hunting, the

shout uttered by the huntsman on seeing the

fox break cover. Also view-hallo, view-hoUo,

view-lioUow, etc.

But pray, what is become of the lady all this while ? why,
lady Freelove, you told me she was not here, and, i' faith,

I was just drawing off another way, if I had not heard the

vieu'-hollou'. Colnmn, Jealous Wife, U.

viewiness (vu'i-ues), n. The character or state

of being viewy or speculative. [Colloq.]

We have opinions which were then considered to aflftx

to those who uttered them the stigma of viewiness endorsed

to a great extent by a Conservative Lord Chancellor.

Nineteenth Century, XXU. 14.



viewless

viewless (vu'les), a. [< view + -less.'} Not
capable of being viewed or seen ; not perceived
by the eye ; invisible.

To be imprison'd in the viewless winds.
Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 124.

O'er tlie sheep-track's maze
The viewless snow-mist weaves a glist'niug haze.

Coleridge, Constancy to an Ideal Object.

viewlessly (vu'les-li), adv. In a viewless man-
ner.

viewly ("s^'li), a. [< view + -/j^l.] Pleasing
to the view; sightly; handsome. [Prov. Eng.]
viewpoint (vu'point), «. Point of view. [Col-
loq.J

The manner in which the details of a history are pre-
sented shonld be judged from the standpoint of the wri-
ter, from the general viewpoint of the time.

Edinburgh Jtev., CXLV. 499.

viewsome (vu'sum), o. l<view +-someA View-
ly. [Prov. Eng.]
view-telescope (vii'tel'e-skop), n. See tele-

scope.

viewy (vu'i), a. [< view + -yl.] 1. Holding,
or prone to hold, peculiar views

;
given to views

or schemes that are speculative rather than
practical ; holding the notions of a doctrinaire

;

visionary. [CoUoq.]

Sheffield, on the other hand, without possessing any
real view of things more than Charles, was at this time
fonder of hunting for views, and more in danger of taking
up false ones— that is, he was viewy, in a bad sense of the
word. J. U. Newman, Loss and Gain, i. 3.

A man's identification with the movement was taken as
proof that he was vieury and unfit for leadership.

The American, VI. 278.

2. Showy. [Colloq.]

They [chests of drawers] would hold together for a time,
. . . and that was all ; but the slaughterers cared only to
have them viewy and cheap.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, IIL 230.

vlfda, vivda (vif'dil, viv'da), n. [Perhaps <
leel. vcifat, pp. of veifa, wave, vibrate; cf. Sw.
vefta, Dan. vifte, fan, winnow: see waft.1 In
Orkney and Shetland, beef or mutton hung and
dried without salt. Scott, Pirate, xxix.
vigesimal (vi-jes'i-mal), a. [< L. vigesimus, vi-
cfsiniiix, twentieth, < viginti, twenty: see twen-
ti/.] Twentieth.

vigesimation (\-i-jes-i-ma'shon), n. [< L. vi-

gesimiis, twentieth, + -attoH; formed in imita-
tion of decimation.'^ The act of putting to death
every twentieth man. [Rare.]

'Vigia (vi-je'ii), n. [< Sp. vigia, a lookout, <
viijiar, look out, < vigilia, a watching: see vigil.']

A hydrographical warning on a chart, to de-
note that the pinnacle of a rock, or a shoal,
mav exist therealjout. Hamersly.

vigil (vij'il), H. [Formerly also vigile ; < ME.
vigil, vigile, vigilie, < OF. vigile, vigilie, F. vigile

= Sp. Pg. It. vigilia, a watching, vigil, < L. vigi-
lia, a waking or watohing,< vigil, waking, watch-
ful (cf. AS. wacol, watchful), < vigere, be lively:
see wake^. Hence (from L. vigil) vigilant, etc.]
1. The act of keeping awake; abstinence or
forbearance from sleep at the natural or ordi-
nary hours of rest; the state of being awake
during the natural time for sleep; sleepless-
ness; wakefulness; watch: commonly in the
plural.

There is nothing that wears out a fine face like the viffOs
of the card-table. Addison, Guardian, No. 120.

2. Devotional watching; hence, devotions,
services, praise, prayer, or the like performed
duringthe customary hours of sleep; nocturnal
devotions : commonly in the plural.

So they in heaven their odes and vigils tuned.
Xaton, P. K., i. 182.

At Mary's Tomb (sad. sacred Place
The Virtues shall their VigHt keep.

Prior, Ode Presented to the King, at 1.

3. Eccles.: (a) Originally, in the early church,
the watch kept in a church or cemetery on the
night before a feast, the time being occupied
in prayer. The assembly on snch occasions often lead-
ing to disorders, the custom of holding such vigils came
to be abandoned in the elev.nth or twelfth century. A
trace of the old custom remains in the matins, lauds, and
midnight mass before Christmas day. Hence (6)
The day and night preceding a festival; the
eve or day before a festival; strictly, an eve
which is a fast. Special ofHces or the use'of the col-
lect of the festival mark the vigil. If the day before
such a festival is .Sirnday, the fast is transferred to the
previous .Saturrlay. Vigils are observed in the Roman
Catholic, the Greek, the Anglican, and other churches.

He that shall live this day, and see old age.
Will yearly on the vigO feast his neighbours,
And say, "To-morrow is St. CVfspian."

Shak.,liea. V., Iv. S. 46.

424
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4t. A wake.
Of the feste and pleyes palestral

At my vigil. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 305.

Coma vigil. Seecomat.—vigUs or patchings of flow-
ers, a term applied by Linnajus to the opening and shut-
ting of certain flowers at regular hours of the day. See
sleep, n., 5.

vigilance (vij'i-lans), n. [< F. vigilance = Sp.
vigUancia = It. vigilanza, vigilanzia, < L. vigi-
lantia, watchfulness, < vigilan{t-)s, wakeful,
watchful: see vigilant.'] If. Wakefulness.
Mr. Baxter seems to have thought that the connexion

between the soul and the body subsisted only during a
state of vigiiance. Priestley, Disquisitions.

2. The state or character of being vigilant;
watchfulness indiscovering or guarding against
danger, or in providing for safety ; circumspec-
tion ; caution.

To teach them Vigilence by false Alarms.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. S3.

His face is unruffled, his speech is courteous, till mgi-
lanee is laid asleep. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3. Specifically, watchfulness during the hours
of night.

Ulysses yielded unseasonably [to sleep], and the strong
passion and love for his country that so fully possess'd his
soul should have given him . . . vigilance.

Broome, Notes on the Odyssey, xllL 142.

4. In med., a form of insomnia.— 5. A guard
or watch. [Rare and obsolete.]

In at this gate none pass
The vigilance here placed. Milton, P. L., iv. 680.

Order of ViKilance. See Order of the White Falcon, un-
der/oicon.— VlgUajice committee, an unauthorized or-
ganization of citizens who, in the absence of regular courts,
or when such courts are inefficient, administer summary
justice in cases of heinous crime. [U. S.]

The flrst man hung by the San Francisco VigUarux
Committee was dead before he was swung up, and the
second was alive after he was cut down.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 73.

vigilancyt (vij'i-lan-si), n. [As vigilance (see
c)j).] Vigilance.

Trusting to the vigUancy of her sentineL
Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 191.

vigilant (vij'i-lant), a. [< F. vigilant= Sp. Pg.
It. vigilante, < L. vigilan{t-)s, ppr. of vigilare,

watch, wake, keep watch, < vigil, wakeful,
watchful: see vigil.] 1. Watchful, as one
who watches during the hours for sleep ; ever
awake and on the alert ; attentive to discover
and avoid danger, or to provide for safety;
circumspect; cautious; wary.

Be sober, be vigilant. 1 Pet. y. 8.

Take your places and be vigUant.
SAa*., 1 Hen. VL, ILL 1.

Gospel takes up the rod which Law lets fall

;

Mercy Is vigilant when Justice sleeps.
Browning, Ring and Book, n. 244.

2. Indicating vigilance.

There 's Zanze's vigilant taper ; safe are we

!

Browning, In a Gondola.

=Syn. 1. Wakeful, etc See watchftd.

vigilante (vij-i-lan'te), n. [< Sp. vigilante, vigi-
lant: see vigilant, a.] A member of a vigi-

lance committee. [U. S.]

A little over a year ago one committee of vigilantes in
eastern Montana shot or hung nearly sixty [horse-thieves]
— not, however, with the best judgment in all cases.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 505.

vigilantly (vij'i-lant-li), adv. In a vigilant
manner ; watchfully ; circumspectly ; alertly.

Vigilyt, «• A Middle English variant of vigil.

It is ful fair to been yclept madame.
And goon to vigUies al biiore.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 377.

Viginti'Virate (vi-jin-tiv'i-rat), n. [< L. viginti,

twenty, + vir, man, + -ate^.] A body of offi-

cers of government consisting of twenty men.
[Rare.]

Vigna (vig'na), «. [NL. (Savi, 1822), named
after Dominico Vigna, professor of botany af
Pisa in 1628.] A genus of leguminous plants,
of the tribe Phaseoleee and subtribe Euphaseo-
leee. It is distinguished from the tj-pe genus (Phaseo-
Itis) by the absence of a beak upon the keel-petals, or by
the failure of the beak, if developed, to form a perfect
spiraL I'here are about 45 species, natives of warm re-

gions of both hemispheres. They are usually twining
or prostrate herbs, with pinnate leaves of three leaflets,

and yellowish or rarely purplish flowers in a short cluster

upon an axillary peduncle, followed by cylindrical pods
which become greatly elongated — sometimes, it is said, a
yard long. For V. Catiang, universally cultivated in the
tropics, and now also in southern parts of Europe and the
United .states, see chouiee, and coK'-j^a (under jwai); its

typical form is low and somewhat erect; when tall and
climbing, it has been known as V. Sinensis. V. lanceolata

of Australia, also edible, produces, besides the ordinary
cylindrical pods, others from buried flowers fruiting under

vigor

ground, and resembling the peanut. V. luteola Is known
as seaside bean, and V. unguiculata as red bean, in the
West Indies. One species occurs in the United States,
V. glabra, a yellow-flowered hirsute twiner of brackish
marshes from South Carolina to Mississippi.

vignette (vin-yef or vin'yet), n. [Formerly
also vignett; < P. vignette^ dim. of vigne, vine-
yard, vine, < L. vinea, a vine: see vine.] 1. A
running ornament of vine-leaves, tendrils, and
grapes, as in architecture.— 2. The flourishes
in the form of vine-leaves, branches, etc., with
which capital letters in manuscripts are some-
times surrounded.— 3. In printing, the en-
graved illustration or decoration that precedes
a title-page or the beginning of a chapter: so
called because many of the cuts first made for
books in France were inclosed with a border
of the general character of trailing vines.— 4.
Hence, any image or picture ; a cut or illustra-

tion.

Her imagination was full of pictures, . . . divine
vignettes of mild spring or mellow autumn moments.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, x.

Assisi, in the January twilight, looked like a vignette out
of some brown old missal.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 213.

In bright vignettes, and each complete.
Of tower or duomo, sunny-sweet.
Or palace, how the city glittered

!

Tennyson, The Daisy.

5. A photographic portrait showing only the
head, or the head and shoulders, and so printed
that the ground shades off insensibly around
the subject into an even color, which may be
that of the untreated paper, or a more or less
dark shade produced by a separate operation

;

hence, any picture, not a portrait, treated in
the same way.

'Vignet'te (vin-yef), V. t.; pret. and pp. vignet-
ted, ppr. vignetting. [< vignette, n.] In photog.,
to treat or produce, as a portrait, in the style of
a vignette.

vignetter (vin-yet'fer), n. In photog., any de-
vice for causing the edges of a printed part
of a negative to fade away evenly and gradu-
ally into the background, a form of vignetter may
be interposed between the camera and the subject, so that
the portrait will be vignetted directly on the negative.
See vignetting-glass and vignetting-paper.

vignetting-glass (vin-yet'ing-glas), n. In
photog., a glass frame for the same use and
made on the same principles as the vignetting-
paper. A usual form has an aperture of clear glass in the
middle, around which are carried thin layers of tissue-
paper, every layer projecting a little beyond that placed
upon it Another form is of deep-orange glass, with a
center of white glass, the gradation being effected by grind-
ing away the edge of the encircling orange part. Also
called vignetter.

Vignetting-mask (vin-yet'ing-mask), n. Same
as vignetting-paper.

vignetting-paper (vin-yet'ingrpa''ptr), n. In
photog., a mask used in printing vignette pic-
tures. It is a sheet of thin paper with a piece of the de-
sired size left clear and semi-transparent in the middle,
proceeding from which shading is carried in an opaque
color so as gradually to attain complete opacity, and thus
cause the strongly printed part of the negative in the
middle to fade by even gratlation around its edge to the
color of the unprinted paper. Also called vignetter and
vignetting-mask.

vignettist (vin-yet'ist), n. [< vignette + -ist.]

A maker of vignettes ; an artist who devotes his
attention to vignettes. N. and Q., 7th ser., III.

260.

Vignite (vig'nit), n. A magnetic iron ore.

vignoblet (ve-nyo'bl), n. [F., a vineyard, <
vigne, vine : see vine.] A vineyard.

That excellent vignoble of Pontaq and Obrien, from
whence comes the choicest of our Bordeaux wines.

Evelyn, Diary, July 13, 1683.

vigonia (vi-go'ni-a), n. Same as vicugna.

A herd of thirty-six, including the kinds called llamas,
alpacas, and vicunas or vigonias, were sent from Lima.

Ure, Diet, III. 136.

Vigo plaster. See plaster.

vigor, vigour (vig'or ), n. [< OF. (and F. ) vigueur
= Sp. Pg. vigor = It. vigore, < L. vigor, activ-

ity, force, < rigere, flourish, thrive, be lively.

Cf. vigil, wake. Hence vigor, v., invigorate.]

1. Active strength or force of body; physical
force ; a flourishing physical condition ; also,

strength of mind; mental health and power; by
extension, force of healthy growth in plants.

The sinewy vigour of the traveller.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. SOB.

He who runs or dances begs
The equal Vigour of two Legs. Prior, Alma, IL

And strangely spoke
The faith, the vigour, bold to dwell
On doubts that drive the coward back.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcv.



vigor

2. Strength or force in general
;
powerful or

energetic action; energy; efficacy; potency.
And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
And curd . . .

The thin and wholesome blood.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 68.

The vigour of the Parliament had begun to humble the
pride of the bishops. Milton, Second Defence.

=SJ1L 1. Health, haleness, soundness, robustness, bloom,
thnftiness.— 2. Might, power.

vigort, vigourt (vig'or), v. t. [< LL. rigorare,
make stroi]g,< L. vigor, vigor, strength: see vig-
or. «.] To invigorate.

vigorless(vig'or-les),a. l< vigor + -less. 1 With-
out vigor; feeble. Princeton Bev., Sept., 1879,
]o. 318.

Vlgoroso (vig-o-ro'so), a. fit., = E. vigorous.']
In III iisic, with energy.

vigorous (vig'or-us), a. [< P. vigoureux = Sp.
Pg. It. vigoroso, < ML. "vigorosus (in adv. vigo-

rose), <.Ij. vigor, yigor: see vigor.] 1. Possess-
ing vigor of body or mind ; full of strength or
active force; strong; lusty; robust; power-
ful ; having strong vitality or power of growth,
as a plant; also, having or exerting force of

any kind.
Fam'd for his valour young

;

At sea successful, vigorous, and strong. Waller.

A score of years after the energies of even vigorous men
are declining or spent, his [Josiah Quincy'sJ mind and
character made themselves felt as in their prime.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 94.

Vigorous trees are great disinfectants.

D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, vi.

2. Exhibiting or resulting from vigor, energy,
or strength, either physical or mental; power-
ful; forcible; energetic; strong.

His vigorous understanding and his stout English heart
were proof against all delusion and all temptation.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Vigorous activity is not the only condition of a strong
will. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 64(i.

= Sjm. 1. Hale, sound, sturdy, hearty, thrifty, flourishing.
— 1 and 2. Nervous, spirited.

vigorously (vig'or-us-li), adv. In a vigorous
manner; with vigor; forcibly; with active ex-

ertions.

These ronne vjwn hym with axes, and billes, and swerdes
right v^erousfy. Merlin (^. E. T. S.), iii. 496.

Money to enable him to push on the war vigorously.

Steele, TaUer, No. 7.

vlgoronsness (vig'gr-us-nes), n. The character
or state of being vigorous or possessed of active

strength; force; energy; strength. Jer. Tay-
lor, Holy Dying, i. 2.

Vigors's warbler or vireo. See warbler.

Vigo's powder. See powder.
vigour, n. and v. See vigor.

viguna, «. See vicugna.

vinara (vi-ha'ra), ». [Skt., lit. expatiation,

recreation.] In Buddhist arch., a monastery.
See Buddhist architecture, under Buddhist.

Six successive kings had built as many viharas on this

spot [near Patna], when one of them surrounded the whole
with a high wall, which can still be traced, measuring 1600
ft. north and south, by 400 ft., and enclosing eight sepa-

rate courts. Externally to this enclosure were numerous
stupas or towerlike viharas, ten or twelve of which are
easUy recognised. J. Fergusson, Hist Indian Arch., p. 136.

vihuela (vi-hwa'la), n. [OSp. : see viol.] An
early and simple iform of the Spanish guitar.

viking (vi'king), n. [Not found in ME., but
first in mod. historical use ; = G. viking, < Icel.

vikingr (= Sw. Dan. viking), a pirate, freebooter,

rover, lit. (as indicated by the AS. ivicing, mod.
E. artificially wicking) ' *wick-man,' i. e. ' 'bay-
man, *creeker,' one who frequented the bays,
fords, or creeks and issued thence for plunder

;

< Icel. vikr = Sw. vik = Dan. vig, a bay, creek,

inlet, + -ingr = E. -ing^ : see wick^ and -ing^.

The word has often been confusedwith sea-king,

as it viking contained the word king.] A rover
or sea-robber belonging to one of the predatory
bands of Northmen who infested the European
seas during the eighth, ninth, and tenth centu-
ries and made various settlements in the Brit-

ish Islands, France, etc. KfHn^ has been frequently
identified with sea-king, but the latter was a man con-
nected with a royal race, who took by right the title of

king when he assumed the command of men, although
only of a ship's crew, whereas the former name is appli-

cable to any member of the rover bands.

She was a Prince's child,

I but a Viking wild.
Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.

vikingism (vi'king-izm), n. [< viking + -istn.]

The characteristics, plans, or acts of vikings.

The conquest of Palestine was to Robert of Normandy,
Eaymond of Toulouse, Bohemond of Tarentum, a sancti-

fied experiment of vikingism.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 222.

'vilt, n. Same as vill.
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'Vilayet (vil-a-yef), n. [Turk, vilayet, < Ar.
tvildya, pro'vince, government, sovereignty.]
An administrative territory of the first class

;

a pro'vince of the Turkish empire. Each Turkish
vilayet is ruled by a vali, or governor-general. The divi-

sion into vilayets has replaced the old system of eyalets,

vildt, a. [A corrupt form of vile. lu some
cases the word appears to have been confused
with wild.] Same as vile.

Bethylifene're sovilde. Times' Whisae(E.KT.a.),p. ii.

What vUd prisons
Make we our bodies to our immortal souls

!

Middleton and liowley, Spanish Gypsy, iii. 1.

My act, though vUd, the world shall crown as just,

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iv. 2.

Vilulyt, adv. Same as vilely. Spenser, F. Q.,
I. iii. 43.

'Vile (vil), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also vyle
(also vild, q. v.); < ME. vile, vil, < OF. (and P.)
vil, fem. vile = Sp. Pg. vil = It. vile, < L. vilis,

of small price or value, poor, paltry, base, vile.]

1. a. 1 . Of small value ; held in little esteem

;

low; base; mean; worthless; despicable.

And the tre was vU and old.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Running, leaping, and quoiting be too vile for scholars,
and so not fit by Aristotle's judgment,

Aschavi, Toxophilus (ed, 1864), p, 34.

A poor man in vUe raiment. Jas. ii. 2,

I never knew man hold vile stuff so dear.

Shak., L, L, L., iv. 3. 276.

2. Morally base or impure; depraved; bad;
wicked; abject; villainous; shameful: fre-

quently used as an epithet of opprobrium, con-
tempt, disgust, or odium generally.

Wisdom and goodness to the vUe seem vile.

.Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 38.

"What can his censure hurt me whom the world
Hath censured vile before me

!

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

It were too vile to say, and scarce to be beleeued, what
we endured. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 2.

Rendering those who receive the allowance vile, and of

no estimation in the eyes of mankind,
Btirke, Rev. in France,

In durance vHe here must I wake and weep

!

Burns, Epistle from Esopus to Maria.

=Syil, 1. Contemptible, beggarly, pitiful, scurvy, shabby.
— 2. Groveling, ignoble, foul, knavish.

II.+ n. A vile thing.

Which soeuer of them I touche es a vyle.

Gosson, Schoole of Abuse (ed. Arber), p. 25.

'Vilet, V. t. [Early mod. E. also vyle; < vile, v.]

To make vile.

T vyle, I make vyle. Jauille, . . . Thou oughtest to be
a shamed to vyle thyselfe with thyn yvell tonge.

Palsgrave, p, 765.

'Vileheadt, ». [ME. vilehed; < vile + -head.] Vile-
ness.

Huanne the man thength . . . and knauth his poure-
hede, the vilhede, the brotelhede of his beringe Ibirth],

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E, E, T, 8.), p, 130.

'Vileint, 'Vileiniet. Obsolete spellings of villain,

villainy.

'Vilely (vil'li), adv. [Formerly also vildly; <

ME. villiche; < vile + -ly^.] In a vile manner;
basely; meanly; shamefully; ab.jeetly; oppro-
briously; odiously; badly; vsretchedly; worth-
lessly; sorrily.

He speaks most vilely of you, like a foul-mouthed man
as he is, Shak., 1 Hen, IV., iii. 3. 122.

'Vileness (vil'nes), n. The state or character of

being vile, (a) Baseness ; despicableness ; meanness

;

contemptibleness ; worthlessness.

Considering the vileness of the clay, I have sometimes
wondered that no tribune of that age durst ever venture
to ask the potter. What dost thou make ?

Swift, Nobles and Commons, v.

(b) Moral or intellectual deficiency ; imperfection ; de-

pravity ; degradation ; impurity ; wickedness ; sinfulness

;

extreme badness.

"We, sensible of our corruption and vileness, may be fear-

ful and shy of coming near unto him,
Barrow, Sermons, I, vii.

vileynst, a. See villain.

'Viliacot (vil-i-a'ko), ». [< It. vigliacco, cowardly
(= Sp. bellaco = Pg. velhaco, low, bad), prob. <

ti. vilis, vile: Bee vile.] A 'villain; a scoundrel;
a coward.
Now out, base vUiaco!

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 3.

vilicatet (vil'i-kat), v. t. [Apparently an error

for *vilificate (see vilify).] To defame; vilify.

Baseness what it cannot attaine will viticafe and de-

prave. Ii. Junius, Cure of Misprision.

vilification (vil'^i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL. as if

'rilijic(itifi(n-), < vilificare', pp. vilificatus. make
or esteem of little value : see vilify.] The act

of vilifying or defaming. Dr. H. More.

villa

vilifier (vil'i-fi-fer), n. [< vilify + -ert.] One
who defames or traduces ; a calunmiator.

vilify (vil'i-fi), V.
;

pret. and pp. vilified, ppr.

vilifying. [< LL. vilificare, < L. vilis, vile, +
-ficare, < facere, make: see -fy.] I. trans. 1.

To make vile ; debase ; degrade.

Their Maker's image . . . then
Forsook them, when themselves they vUijied
To serve ungovenied appetite.

Milton, P. L., xl. 516.

The wealth and pride of individuals at every moment
makes the man of humble rank and fortune sensible of
his inferiority, and degrades and vilifies his condition,

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. To attempt to degrade by slander ; defame

;

traduce; calumniate.

This Tomalin could not abide
To hear his sovereign vilified.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

3t. To treat as worthless, vile, or of no account.
You shall not finde our Saviour ... so bent to contemn

and vilifie a poor suitor.

Hales, Remains, Sermon on Luke xviii. 1,

= Syn. 2. Asperse, Defame, Calumniate, etc. (see asperse),

revile, abuse.

II. intrans. To utter slander; be guilty of
defamation. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 153.

vilifying (vil'i-fi-ing), «. ['Verbal n. of vilify,

v.] The act of defaming or traducing ; defama-
tion; slander.

In the midst of all the storms and reproaches and vili-

fyings that the world heaps upon me.
Sir M. Hale, Preparation against Afflictions.

'Vilipend (vil'i-pend), V. [< F. vilipender =
It. vilipendere (cf. Sp. vilipendiar, < vilipendio,

n. ), < L. vilipendere, hold of slight value, dep-
recate, deprive, < vilis, of small price, + peii-

dere, weigh, weigh out: see vile and pendent.]

I. trans. To express a disparaging or mean
opinion of; slander; vilify; treat slightingly or
contemptuously.

It is wicked to sell heavenly things at a great rate of
worldly ; but it is most wretched to vilipend them.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, L 6.

Though I would by no means vilipend the study of the
classicks. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i,

II. intrans. To express disparaging opinions
of a person ; use vilification.

It is profane and foolish to deify public opinion, or in-

deed anything ; but it is not right, it is not safe to err on
the other sidf , to ignore and vUipend.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p, 164.

vilipendencyt (vil-i-pen'den-si), n. [< L. rilipen-

den(t-)s, ppr. of vilipendere : see vilipend and -cy.]

Disesteem; slight; disparagement. Bp. Backet.

Vilityt (-vil'i-ti), n. [< ME. vilte, vylte, < OF.
vilite, viliteii = It. viltd, < L. rilita(t-)s, lowness
of price, cheapness, worthlessness, < vilis, cheap,
worthless, vile : see vile.] Vileness; baseness.

In all his myglite purge he the vUte of syn in hyme and
other. Hampde, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 12,

'Vill (vil), n. [Also vil ; < ME. *ville (only in legal

use or in eomp. in local names?), < OF. ville,

vile, F. ville, a village, town, city, = Sp. villa,

a town, a country house, = Pg. villa, a village,

town, = It. villa, a countrj- house, a farm, a

village, also (after the F. and Sp.) a town, city,

< L. villa, a country house, a country-seat, a

farm, villa; prob. a reduction of *vicla, dim.
of vicus, a village, etc., = Gr. oi/cof, a house:
see wick^, and ef. vicine, vicinity, etc. Hence
ult. (< L. villa) E. villa (a doublet of vill), viF-

lage, villatic, villain, villainy, etc. The word rill

exists, chiefly in the form -ville, as in French,
in many names of towns, taken from or imi-

tated from the French rille, being practically an
English formative applicable as freely as -burg,

-town, or -ton, in the United States, to the for-

mation of local names from any surname, topo-

graphical name, or other term, as Brownsrillc
Pottsville, Jacksonville, Yorkville, Brookrilh.

Bockville, Troutrille. Greenville, Blackvilk.

iniiteville, etc.] A hamlet or village; also, a
manor; a parish ; the outpart of a parish. (See

village, 2.) In old writings mention is made of

entire vilis, demi-vills, and hamlets.

Hence they were called villeins or villani— inhabitants

of the vUl or district. Brougham, Polit, PhUos., 1. '291

.

For a long time the rectors of "Whalley and of Bl.ighorn

were for the most part married men, and the lords of rills.

De Statu Blaghornshire
,
quoted in Raines's Hist. Ijm-

[cashire, II, 1.

The tenantry of thorpe and vUl,

Or straggling burgh,
Wordsioorth, Excursion, viii.

Constable of vilis. See constable, 2.

'Villa (vil'a), «. [= F. villa, < It. villa, a coun-
try house, < L. villa, a country house, a farm:

see«(7^] A country-seat; a rural or suburban
mansion; a country residence, properly one of



villa

some size and pretension, though the name is
commonly misapplied, especially in Great Brit-
ain, to a cottage, or to one of the class of cheap
houses built on speculation in the suburbs of a
city; in oW £ng. law, a manor.
A certaine Gentleman called Bassano . . . lived at a

Villa that he had in the country.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 170.

villadom (vil'a-dum), n. [< villa + -dom.l
Villas collectively ; hence, the persons living in
them. [Rare.]

Villadom of the suburbs votes for the internal divisions
of London, and again in the suburban boroughs.

FortnighUy Rev., >. S., XL. 254.

village (vil'aj), n. and a. [< ME. village, < OF
(and F.) village = Sp. villaje = Pg. rillagem
= It. villaggio, a village, hamlet, < L. villatiats,
belonging to a villa or farm-house, < villa, a
country house, a farm : see rill. Cf. villatic.']

1. n. 1. A small assemblage of houses, less
than a town or city, and larger than a ham-
let. In many of the United States the incorporated vU-
lage exists as the least populous kind of corporate muni-
cipality. Its boundaries are usually not identical with
those of any primarj- division of the county, but include
only the space occupied by houses adjoining or nearlv ad-
Joming. •'

The same daye we passyd Pauya, and lay yt nyght at
Seint Jacobo, a vyllage.

Sir E. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 5.

A walled town is more worthier than a village.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3. 60.

I resolved to go forward until I could discover some
house or viUage. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 1.

2. In law, sometimes a manor; sometimes a
whole parish or subdivision of it; most com-
monly an outpart of a parish, consisting of a few
houses separate from the rest.-Pralrle-doK vil-
lage. See prairie-dog. =Syn. 1. Hamlet, etc. .See Umn.
n. a. Of, pertaining to, or belonging to a vil-

lage
; characteristic of a village; hence, rustic

;

countrified.
The early vUlage cock

Hath twice done salutation to the mom
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 209.

Some vOlape Hampden, that, with dauntless breast.
The little tyrant of his fields withstood. Oray, Elegy.

VlUage cart. See car*.— viuage community Seeemnmumty. See also manor, villeinage. For the villaitecommunity in Russia, see tntr.—yuj^ mark. See

village-moot (vil'aj -met), n. In early Eng.
hist.

, the assembly of the men of a village Se"
moot^.

villager (vil'aj-Sr), n. [< village + -crl.] An
inhabitant of a village.

Brutus had rather be a villager
Than to repute himself a son of Rome
I nder these hard conditions.

Shak., J. C, I. 2. 172.

Villageryt (vil'aj-ri), n. [< village + -(e)ru.'\ A
group of villages.

The maidens of the viUagery. Shot., M. N. D. , li. 1. 35.

villain (vil'an), n. and a. [Also archaically, in
legal and historical use, villein; formerly some-
times villan, early mod. E. viUiyn. etc.; < ME
nlatn, vilein, vileyn, also sometimes vilains, vil-
am, vtleyns, < OF. vilein, vilain, villain, villein,
nom. also vilains, vilains, F. vilain, a farm-ser-
vant, serf, peasant, clown, scoundrel, also adj
base, mean, wicked, = Pp. vilan. rila = Sp. vil-
la no = Pg. viliao = It. villano, < ML. villamis, a
farm-servant, serf, clown, < L. villa, a farm

:

see vill. The forms villain, villein, etc., are his-
torically one, and the attempt to differentiate
them in meamng is idle.] I. n. 1. A member
of the lowest class of unfree persons during the
prevalence of the feudal svstem ; a feudal serf
In respect to their lords or ow'ners the villains had no
rights, except that the lord miBht not kill or maim them,or ravish the females ; they could ac(iuire or hold no pronl
crty against their lord's will ; they were obliged to perlform all the menial services he demanded ; and the cot-

Sf L^, ?'"'" "'land they occupied were held merely at

theirinwi Jh "'kP^'^ however, of other persons besides

vinl. ^ "'*''
?"tf

""^ "«•''« '""^ privileges of freemen,
villains were either regardant (which see) or in grottThey were In view of the law annexed to the soil (adSriiM
™ "r'""''/,'^"/'**). belonging to a manor as flxtures,

th^^S„7 ^ IV**",","
""" conveyed or inherited, and

f,™ .K ,
""} ^^ ""''' " transferred as persons separate

Ior,Twh'"''"1-., ^J"
'""*" belonged personally to their

lord, who could sell or transfer them at wUL
Villain > by my blood,
I am as free-t>orn as your Venice duke !

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, II. 1.

Del«''„'n^^^,""'^
*" ""^

'T'' ^" «"^ »' '•"e" a"") services,

EfrZ^Vi K-
""""« """^'«' "" 'he lands which formnis domain

;
they may not leave the Nfanor without his

^IShtrZV, "".T,"
"' "•<"' "an succeed to the land ofanother without his assent ; and the legal theory even isK V TJ'"^'^"

Pi-operty of the villein belongs to the

»hi .) H,
"""^ confidently be laid down that, in theugnt of modem research, none of theM disadvantages
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Su7„l5"
absolutely servile status, and that all may be ex-plained without reference to it.

J *

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 305.

^S"?
'*''"'" f^ not a slave, but a freeman minus thevery unportant rights of his lord,

JS. A. Freeman, Horman Conquest, V. 320.

Hence— 2. An ignoble or base-bom person
generally; a boor, peasant, or clown.

„f^k^
the blood of the vUlain in one basin, and the blood

Of the gentleman in another, what difference shall hereoe proved / ^^^^

abroad
7^^''^'^^ '' '"""^ ""'stress, vUlain' when went she

Pren. Abroad, sir I why, as soon as she was up sir
Dekker and Webster, NorthwardHo, i. 3.

3. A man of ignoble or base character; es-
pecially, one who is guilty or capable of gross
wickedness; a scoundrel; a knave; a rascal;
a rogue

:
often used humorously in affectionate

or jocose reproach.
One may smile, and smile, and be a villain.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 108.

T-v
™s ring Is mine ; he was a villain

ihat stole it from my hand ; he was a villain
That put It into yours.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, 1. 3.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to, or consisting of,
villains or serfs.

The viUein class notwithstanding legal and canonical
hindrances, aspu-ed to holy orders as one of the avenues
'o ''berty. stttbbs. Const. Hist, S 406:

2 Characteristic of or befitting a villain or
slave; servile; base; villainous.

i„^'"' w°" "* *he moste viUyn knyght that euer I mette
"" "y '"• ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 690.

Jhll'tii.*??"
haue he that vylenis [read vyteinsi] knyght,

that asketh eny tribute of eny trauellynge knyghtes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.^ p. 127.

Vileyns sinful dedes make a cherl.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 302.

ViUain bonds and despot sway. Byron, Giaour.
VlUeln services, in .feudal law, base or menial services
performed in consideration of the tenure of land.

'The records of villein services will be Jealously scanned
in the present state of the controversy on the question of
the village community. Athenaum, No. 3141, p. 11.

Villein SOCilge. See socage.

Villaint (vil'an), V. t. [Early mod. E. also vil-
ayn; < villain, ».] To debase; degrade; vil-
lainize.

When they haue once vHayned the sacrament of matri-
""onye- Sir T. More, Works, p. 344.

villainage (vil'an-aj), n. [< villain + -age. Cf.
villeinage.^ The condition of a villain or peas-
ant.

WhUe the churl sank to the state of villainage, the slave
rose to it. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 322.

Villainizet (vil'an-iz), i>. t. [Also villanize; <
vMain + -tze.'\ To debase; degrade; defame;
revile; calumniate.

Were virtue by descent, a noble name
Could never vUlanize his father's fame.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 405.

Villainizert (vil'an-i-zfer), «. \_A\so villanizer ; <
rillaiiiize + -eri.J One who villainizes.

Villainlyt, adv. [ME. vileynsly ; < villain + -?j2.]
Wretchedly; wickedly; villainously.
And there was oure Lord first scourged ; for he was

scourged and vileynMy entreted in many places.
MandevMe, Travels, p. 95

villanette

villainously (vil'Sn-us-li), adv. In a villainous
manner, in any sense. Also viUanomly.

T^i^lu^^ ^^?°vaiainously narrow that there is notroom m all Pans to turn a wheelbarrow.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vil. 17.

Villainousness (vil'an-us-nes), n. The state or
character of being villainous; baseness; ex-
treme depravity ; vileness.

•villainy ( vil 'an-i),K.;
T^\. villainies {-\z). [Also

villany; < ME. *villainie, villanie, villeinie, vil-
ainee, vdeinie, vileynye, vilanye, vilonye, vylany
vylney, velany, < OF. vilainie, vilanie, vilenie, vilo-
me, of a farm-servant, = Sp. villania = Pg. It.
villania, < ML. villania, the condition of a farm-
servant, villainy, < villanns, a farm-servant,
villain: see villain. The proper etymological
spelling is villany, the form villainy, with the
corresponding forms in ME. and OF. (with
diphthong at or ei), being erroneously con-
formed to the noun villain, in which the diph-
thong has a historical basis.] It. The condi-
tion of a villain or serf; rusticity.

The entertainment we have had of him
Is far from villany or servitude.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., iii. 2.

2. The character of being villainous ; the quali-
ties characteristic of a villain; extreme de-
pravity

; atrocious wickedness.
Corsed worth cowarddyse & couetyse bothe

'

In yow is vylany & vyse, that vertue disstryes.
Air Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2375.

Fear not the frowne of grim authority.
Or stab of truth-abhorring villanie.

Times' Whistle (E. K T. S.), p. 2.

3t. Discourteous or abusive language ; oppro-
brious terms.

He nevere yet no vileinye ne sayde
In al his lyf unto no maner wight.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 70.

Therfore he wolde not that thei sholde speke eny euell
of hym ne vUonye. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 643.

4. A villainous act; a crime.
For, God it woot, men may wel often fyndeA lordes sone do shame and vileynye.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 296.
If I wer ther without I had the mor sadder or wurchep-

luu persones abought me, and ther comyn a meny of
knavys, and prevaylled in ther entent, it shuld be to mebut a vylney. Paston Letters, II. 308.

Cajsar's splendid villany achieved its most signal tri-
"™Pb- Macaulay, Machiavelli.

A private stage
For training infant villanies. Browning, Strafford.

6t. Disgraceful conduct; conduct unbecoming
a gentleman.

If we hennes hye
Thus sodeynly, I holde It vilenye.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 490.
Agravain, brother, where be ye, now lete se what ye

do, ffor I peyne me for these ladyes sake for curtesie, and
ye peyne yow for theire vilanyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 530.

=Syn. 2. Baseness, turpitude, atrocity, infamy. See ne-
farious.

'

Villakin (vil'a-kin), n. [< villa + -kin.'\ 1. A
little villa.

I am every day building vOMdns, and have given over
that of castles. Gay, To Swift, March 31, 1730. (Latham.)

Villainous (vil'an-us), a. [Also villanows, and
archaically villenous; < villain + -ous.l 1. Per-
taining to, befitting, or having the character of
a villain, in any sense; especially, very wicked
or depraved; extremely vile.

One that hath spoke most villanous speeches of the duke.
Shak., M. for M., v. i. 266!

2. Proceeding from extreme wickedness or de-
pravity: as, at'WrtJnoiw action.— 3. Of things,
very bad; dreadful; mean; vile; wretched.

This villanous saltpetre should be digg'd
Out of the bowels of the harmless earth

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., I. 3. 60.

A many of these fears
Would put me Into some villainous disease.
Should they come thick upon me.

B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

ViUanmts, spiteful luck ! I'll hold my life some of these
saucy drawers betrayed him.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, I. 2.

VillainousJudgment, in old Eng. law, a judgment which
deprived one of his lex libera, which discredited and dis-
abled him as a juror or witness, forfeited his goods and
chattels and lands for life, wasted the lands, razed the
houses, rooted up the trees, and committed his body to
prison. Wharton.=Bya. Execrable, Abominable, etc. See
nefarioug.

Villainoust (vil'an-us), adv. [< villainous, a.]
In a vile manner or way; villainously.

With foreheads villainous low.
Shak., Tempest, Iv. 1. 260.

2. A Uttle village.

Villanf, n. An obsolete spelling of villain.
villanage, n. See villeinage.

villancico (ve-lyan-the'ko), «. [Sp., a rustic
song, < villano, of the country, rustic: see vil-
lain.'] A kind of song, akin to the madrigal,
popular in Spain in the fifteenth century, con-
sisting of seven-lined stanzas. The melodies to
which such songs were sungwere often taken as the themes
of contrapuntal music, and hence certain motets are still
called villancicos.

Villanella (vil-a-nel'a), 11. [It. villaneUa, < vil-
lano, rustic: see villain.'] An Italian rustic part-
song without accompaniment, the precursor of
the more refined and artistic eanzonetta and
madrigal. It was not supposed to be amenable
to the strict rules of composition. Also villotte.

villanelle (^^l-a-nel'), «. [F., < It. villanella:
see villanella.] A poem in a fixed form bor-
rowed from the French, and allied to the virelay.
It consists of nineteen lines on two rimes, arranged In six
stanzas, the first five of three lines, the last of four. The
first and third line of the first stanza are repeated alter-
nately as last lines from the second to the fifth stanza, and
they conclude the sixth stanza. Great skill Is required to
introduce them naturally. The typical example of the
villanelle Is one by Jean Passerat (1634-1602), beginning
"J'al perdu ma tourtourelle."

Who ever heard true Grief relate
Its heartfelt Woes in "six" and "eight"?
Or felt his manly Bosom swell
Within a French-made Villanelle f A. Dobsoru

villanette (vil-a-nef), n. [< villa + -n- + -ette.]
A small villa or residence.



villanize

villanizef, v. t. See villainise.

villanizert, «. See villainizer,

villanous, villanously, etc. See villainou.i.

etc.

Villarsia ( vi-liir'si-a), n. [NL. (Ventenat, 1803),

named after the I'reneh botanist Dominique
Villars (1745-1814).] A genus of gamopeta-
lous plants, of the onler GentiaiiacesB and tribe

Menitanthese. it differs from Mmyanihea (the type) in

its usually four-valved capsule, and its entire or irregular-

ly sinuate leaves. Tliere are about 12 species, natives of

South Africa and Australia. They are herbs with long-
stalked radical leaves, nuraerous yellow or white flowers

in cymes which are loosely panicled, or crowded into cor-

ymbs, or condensed into an involucrate head. Several spe-
cies, as V. calthifolia and V. reniformix, sometimes known
as Itetwalmia, are cultivated in aquariums under the name
of marsh-buttercups.

villatic (vi-Iat'ik), a. [< L. villaticus, of or per-
taining to a villa or farm, < villa, a country
house, a farm : see vill, village.'] Of or pertain-
ing to a farm.

Assailant on the perched roosts
And nests in order ranged
Of tame vUlatick fowl. Milton, S. A., 1. 1695.

Tilleggiatura (vi-lej-a-to'ra), n. [It., < vilkff-

giare, stay at a eountry-seat, < villa, a country-
seat : see villa.'] The period spent at a eountry-
seat ; retirement in the country.

Beginning with the warm days of early May, and con-
tinuing till the viUeggiatura interrupts it late in Septem-
ber, all Venice goes by a single impulse of dolce far niente.

Howells, Venetian Life, iv.

Deing just now in villeggiatura, 1 hear many wise re-

marks from my bucolic friends about the weather.
Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, 1. 5.

villein, n. and a. See villain.

villeinage, villenage (vil'en-aj), n. [Also vil-

Idiiayc; < OF. villenage, rilenage, vilonage (= Sp.
villanaje, ML. villenagium), servile tenure, < vil-

lein, vilain, etc., a farm-servant, villain: see vil-

lain. Cf. villainage.] A tenure of lands and
tenements by base— that is, menial— services.
It was originally founded on the servile state of the occu-
piers of the soil, who were allowed to hold portions of land
at the w'll of tlieir lord, on condition of performing base
or menial services. Where the service was base in its na-
ture, and undefined as to time and amount, the tenant
being bound to do whatever was commanded, the tenure
received the name of pure villeinage ; but where the ser-

vice, although of a base nature, was certain and defined, it

was called privileged villeinage, and sometimes villein soc-

age. The tenants in villeinage were divided into two dis-

tinct classes. First, there were the vUlani proper, whose
holdings, the hides, half-hides, virgates, and bovates {see

hide'-'', holding), were correlative with the number of oxen
allotted to them or contributed by them to the manorial
plow-team of eight oxen. Belowthe villani proper were the
numerous smaller tenants of what may be termed the cot-

tier c^a**, sometimes called in Liber Niger "6ordari(' (prob-
ably from the Saxon bord, a cottage), and these cottagers,
possessing generally no oxen, and therefore taking no part
in the common plowing, still in some manors seem to have
ranked as a lower grade of yiUani, having small allot-

ments in the open fields, in some manors five-acre strips
apiece, in other manors more or less. Lastly, below the
villains and cottiers were, in some districts, remains, hard-
ly to be noticed in the later cartularies, of a class of servi,

or slaves, fast becoming merged in the cottier class above
.them, or losing themselves among the household servants
or laiwrers upon the lord's demesne. (Seebohm.) (See
manor, yard-land, heriot.) It frequently happened that
lands held in villeinagedeecended in uninterrupted succes-
sion from father to son, until at length the occupiers or vil-

lains became entitled, by prescription or custom, to hold
their lands against the lord so long as they performed the
required services. And although the villains themselves
acquired freedom, or their land came into the possession
of freemen, the villein services were still the condition of

the tenure, according to the custom of the manor. These
customs were preserved and evidenced by the rolls of the
several courts-baron in which they were entered, or kept
on foot by the constant immemorial usage of the several
manors in which the lands lay. And as such tenants had
nothing to show for their estates but the entries in those
rolls, or copies of them authenticated by the steward, they
at last came to be called tenants by copy of court-roll, and
their tenure a copyhold.

The burden of villenage in England had not been heavy
even under the Nonnan rule, when the ceorl had under the
shadow of his master's contempt retained many of the
material benefits of his earlier freedom. But the English
ceorl had had slaves of his own, and the Norman lawyer
steadily depressed the ceorl himself to the same level. The
ceorl had tiis right in the common land of his township

;

his Latin name villanushad been a symbol of freedom ; but
his privileges were bound to the land, and when the Nor-
man lord took the land he took the villein with it. Still

the villein retained his customary rights, his house and
land and rights of wood and hay ; his lord's demesne de-
pended for cultivation on his services, and he had in his
lord's sense of self-interest the sort of protection that was
shared by the horse and the ox. Law and custom, too, pro-
tected him in practice more than in theory. So villenage
grew to be a base tenure, differing in degree rather than
in kind from socage, and privileged as well as burdened.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 264.

Pure vUleina^e, in feudal laic, a tenure of lands by un-
certain services at the will of the lord, so that the tenant
is V>ound to do whatever is commanded of him : opposed
to privileged villeinage.

Villenoust, a. See villainoiis.

Tilli, n. Plural of villus.
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villiform (vil'i-form), a. [< L. villus, shaggy
hail', -I- forma, form.] Villous in form; like

villi in appearance or to the touch ; resembling
the plush or pile of velvet; having the char-
acter of a set of villi.

Tilliplacental (vil"i-pla-sen'tal), a. [< NL.
rillus + placenhi: see placental.] Having a
tufted or villous placenta of the kind peculiar
to indeeiduato mammals, as the hoofed quadru-
peds, sirenians, and cetaceans.

Villiplacentalia (vil-i-plas-en-ta'li-a), «. pi.

[NL. : see villiplacental.] A series of indecid-
uate mammals having a tufted or villous pla-
centa. It consists of the Vngulata, Sirenia, and
Cetacea.

villitis (vi-li'tis), n. [NL., appar. < villu.s +
-itis.] Inflammation of the coronary cushion
or secreting substance of the hoof-wall of the
horse, leading to the formation of imperfect
horn. Also called coronitis.

villoid (vil'oid), a. [< NL. villus + -old.] In
hot., pertaining to or resembling villi or flne
hairs; villiform.

villose (vil'os), a. Same as villous. Bailey.

villosity (vi-los'j-ti), n.
;
pi. villosities (-tiz). [=

F. villosite, < h" villosus, shaggy: see villous.]

1. A number of villi together ; a roughness or
shagginess resulting from villiform processes ;

a nap or pile, as of an organic membrane ; fine

or short hispidity
;
pilosity.

The villosities may also be peopled with nuraerous ba-
cilli. Sanitarian, XVI. 629.

2. In hot., the state of being villous, or covered
with long, soft hairs; such hairs collectively.

villotte (vi-lof), «. Same as villanella.

villous (vil'us), a. [= F. rilleux = It. villoso, <

L. villosus, hairy, shaggy, < villus, shaggy hair:

see villus.] 1. Having villi; abounding in vil-

liform processes; covered with fine hairs or
woolly substance ; nappy; shaggy; finely hir-

sute or hispid: aSj a t»Ho?(s membrane.— 2. In
l)ot., pubescent with long and soft hairs which
are not interwoven

—

VlllouB cancer, papilloma.

villus (vil'us), n.
;
pi. villi (-i). [NL., < L. vil-

lus, shaggy hair, a tuft of hair.] 1. In anal.:

(a) One of numerous minute vascular pro-
jections from the mucous mcmbiano of the in-

testine, of a conical,

cylindric, clubbed,
or filiform shape,
consisting essential-

ly of a lacteal vessel
as a central axis,

with an arteriole

and a veiulet, in-

closed in a layer of
epithelium, with the
basementmembrane
and muscular tissue

of the mucous mem-
brane, and cellular

or reticular tissue.
The villi occur chiefly in
tlie small intestine, and
especially in tlie ui _

part of that tube ; there
are estimated to be sever-

al millions in man ; they
collectively constitute the beginnings of the absorbent or
lacteal vessels of the intestine. See also cut under lym-
phatic, (b) One of the little vascular tufts or

processes of the shaggy chorion of an ovum or
embryo, in later stages of development entering
into the formation of the fetal part of the pla-

centa. See cut under uterus, (c) Some villi-

form part or process of various animals. See
cut under hi/dranth.— 2. In hot., one of the long,

straight, and soft hairs which sometimes cover
the fruit, flowers, and other parts of plants.

—

Arachnoidal villi, the Pacchionian bodies or glands.

—Intestinal villi. See def. 1.

Vilmorinia (vil-mo-rin'i-a), n. [NL. (A. P.

de CandoUe, 1825), named after P. V. L. de Vil-

morin (1746-1804), a noted French gardener.]

A genus of leguminous plants, of the tribe Galc-

geie and subtribe Rnbinicx. It is characterized by
odd-pinnate leaves, an elongated tubular calyx, oblong pet-

als, the wings shorter than the keel, and by a wingless
acuminate stalked pod. The only species, V. muUiAora,
is an erect shrub, native in Hayti, with downy leaves of Ave
or six pairs of leaflets. It bears axillary racemes of handr
some purple flowers, and is sometimes cultivated under
glass under the name of Vilnwrin's pea-JUmer.

vim (vim), n. [< L. vim, aec. of vis, strength,

force, power, energy, in particular hostile force,

violence, = Gr. if (*f'f), strength. The ace.

form seems to have been taken up in school or

college, from the frequent L. phrases per vim,

by force, rim facere, use force, etc.] Vigor;
energy; activity. [CoUoq.]

Two Villi of the Small Intestine, mag-
Ditied aljout fifty diameters.

a, lymphatic tissue of the villus;
l>. its columnar epithelium, three de-
tached cells of which are seen at *2 ;

r, the artery, and d, the vein, with

t.i.e »,uai. ....e»i.,.e, a„u l'll^f°?"="'5^uf??"'?7,, "S'.'i.,,.,, ' enveloping and hidine^, the lacteal
especially in the upper radideTwfiich occupies the center of

the villus and opens into a network
of lacteal vessels at its base.

Vinalia

The men 1 find at the head of the great enterprises of
this Coast [California] have great business power— awide
practical reach, a boldness, a sagacity, a vim, that I do
not believe can be matched anywhere in the world.

S. Boteles, in Merriam, II. 7.

vimen (vi'men), n. [NL., < L. rimen (-in-), a
pliant twig, a withe, < viere, twist together,
plait: see vine, withe^.] In bot., a long and
flexible shoot of a plant.

Vlminal (vim'i-nal), a. [< L. viminalis, of or
pertaining to twigs or osiers, < vimen (-in-), a,

twig: Bee vimen.] Of or pertaining to twigs or

shoots; consisting of twigs; producing twigs.

Blount.

Vlminaria (vim-i-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Smith,

1804), so called from it's rush-like twiggy
branches and petioles; < L. vimen, a twig: see

vimen.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the

tribe Fodalyriex. It is characterized by a slightly

flve-toothed ctdyx, ample banner-petal, connate keel-pet-

als, an ovoid indehiscent pod, and commonly a solitary

seed with a small strophiole. It is peculiar in the absence

of leaves, which are represented only by filiform elongated

petioles (rarely bearing from one to three small leaflets),

and adding to the broom-like effect of the elongated slen-

der branches. The only species, V. denudata, is a native

of -Australia, there known as swamp-oak and as sivamp- or

rtish-broom; its flowers are small, orange-yellow, borne in

terminal racemes.

vimineous (vi-min'e-us), a. [< L. vimitieus,

made of twigs or osiers, < vimen (-in-), a twig, a

withe : see vitnen.] 1. Made of twigs or shoots.

[Rare.]
In a Hive's vimineous Dome

Ten thousand Bees enjoy their Home.
Prior, Alma, ill.

2. In iot., made up of or bearing long, flexible

twigs; viminal.

vina (ve'na), n. [Also veena; Skt. vind.] A
Hindu musical instrument of the guitar family,

having seven strings stretched over a long fin-

ger-board of bamboo which rests on two gourds

and has about twenty frets, the position of

which may be varied at the pleasure of the per-

former. In playing the instrument, one gourd
is placed on the shoulder and one on the hip.

Also bina.

vinaceous (vi-na'shius), a. [< L. vinanetts, per-

taining to wine or to the grape, < vinum, wine:
see uine.] 1. Belonging to wine or grapes.

—

2. Wine-colored ; claret-colored ; red, like wine.

vinage (vi'naj), ». [< vine + -age.] The ad-

dition of spirit to wine to preserve it or enablr
it to withstand transportation.

VinagO (vi-na'go), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),

earlier in Willughby and Kay, equiv. to a'nas,

so called with ref. to the vinaceous color of the

neck; < L. vinum, wine, grapes: see wine.] 1.

An extensive genus of Old World fruit-pigeons,

variously applied in some restricted senses:

exactly synonymous with Treron (which see).

—

2. II. €.] Any pigeon of this genus ; formerly,

some other pigeon.

vinaigrette (vin-a-gref), "• [< F. vinaigrette,

< vinaigre, vinegar: see vinegar. Cf. rinegar-

ctte.] 1. A small bot-
tle or box used for car-

rying about the per-

son some drug having
a strong and pungent
odor, commonly aro-
matic vinegar. It is usu-
ally fitted witn a double cov-

er, the inner one made of
openwork or pierced, the
drug being either in solid

form or held by a fragment
of sponge.

2. A vinegar sauce.
[Rare.]— 3. A small
two-wheeled vehicle
to be drawn like a
Bath chair by a boy
or a man. Simmonds.
[Rare.]

vinaigrier (vi-na'gri-er), n. [= F. vinnigrier.

< vinaigre, vinegar: see vinegar.] The whip-
scorpion, Thelypkonus giganteus: sa,vae &s gram-
pus, 6. See vinegerone.

vinaigrOUS (vi-na'gms), a. [< F. vinaigre, \-in-

egar, -I- -ous.] Sour like vinegar; hencf.

crabbed, peevish, or ill-tempered.

The fair Palace Dames publicly declare that this La-

fayette, detestable though he be, is their saviour for

once. Even the ancient vinaigrous Tantes admit it.

Cartyle, French Rev., L vii. 9.

Vinalia (vi-na'li-a), n. pi. [L., pi. of vinalis,

of or pertaining to wine. < vinnni, wine: see

vine.] In Horn, antiq., a double festival, cele-

brated on April 22d and on August 19th, at

which an offering of wine from the vintage of

the preceding autumn was made to Jupiter.

vinaigrette of French work-
manship.



vinarian

Vinarian (vi-na'ri-an), n. [< L. rinarius, of or

pertaining to wine, < vinum. wine: see ttvnc]

Having to do with wine—Vinarian cup, a large

and ornamental drinking-cup, especially of Italian origin.

vinarious (vi-na'ri-us), a. Same as vinarian.

Blount, 1670.

vinasse (vi-nas'), "• [< F. rinasse = Pr. vir.aci

= Sp. vimicea = It. vinaccia, dregs of pressed

grapes, < L. tinacea, a grape-skin, < viii «/«,wine

:

gee in«e.] The potash obtained from the res-

idue of the wine-press; also, the residuum in a

still after the process of distillation.

The spirit is then distilled oflf, leaving a liquor, usually

called vinasse, which contains all the original potash

Baits, Spons' Encijc, Manu/., I. 258.

Calcined vinasse, the result of evaporating to dryness

and cal<;ining the vinasse remaining from the distillation

of fermented beet-root. From it are obtained various

potash salts. It is technically called salin,

vinata (vi-na'ta), «. [It.] An Italian vintage-

song.

vinatico (vl-nat'i-ko), n. [< Pg. rinhatico,

wine-colored, < vinho, wine : see iciiie.] A lau-

rineous tree, Plicebe (Persefi) Indica, or its wood.
It is a noble tree, native in Madeira, the Canaries, and
the Aiorea. The wood is hard and beautiful, like a coarse

mahogany, sought for fine furniture and turning.

Vinca (ving'ka), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737), ear-

lier as Pervini'a (Tournefort, 1700), and Vinca-

pervinca (Brunfels, 1530), < L. vinca, rincaper-

vinca, and vinca periinca, periwinkle : see peri-

u-iukle.'] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of

the order JpocynacMC, tribe Flumerieee, and sub-
tribe Eiipliimeriea?. it is characterized by solitary ax-

illaiy Howers, a stigma densely and plumosely tufted witli

hairs, a disk consisting of two scales, biseriate ovules,

and a fruit of terete follicles. There are about 12 species,

of two sections : Lochnera, containing 'i tropical species

with numerous ovules and normal lanceolate anthers;
and /'erwwa, species chietiy of the Mediterranean region,

with usually six to eight ovules in each can>el, and with
peculiar short anther-cells borne on the margin of a broad
connective. They are erect or procumbent herbs or under-
shrubs, with opposite leaves, and usually attractive flow-

ers of moderate size. The species are known as periu-inkle

(see periicinJtle, and cuts under peduncle and opponU),
V, major is locally known in England fis band-plant and
cui-fiwjer, and V. rosea in Jamaica as old-maid,

Vincentian (vin-sen'shian), a. [< Vincent (St.

Vincent de Paul) -I- -i-an."} Of or pertaining to

Saint Vincent de Paul (1576-1660): specifi-

cally applied to certain religious associations

of which he was the founder or patron Vincen-
tian Congregation, an association of secular priests,

devoted to hearing confession, relieving the poor, and di-

recting the education of the clergy.

VmcetOXicilin(vin-8e-tok'si-kum),n. [NL.,<L.
rincerc, conquer, -f- toTicum, poison : see toric.}

The ofificinal name of the swallowwort or tame-
poison, Cijnanchum (Asclepias) Vincetoricum,the
root of which was formerly esteemed as a coun-
ter-poison. Both root and leaves have emetic
properties.

Tincibility (vin-sl-biri-ti), n. [< vincible +
-itij (see -bility}.'] The state or character of

being vincible ; capability of being conquered.
The vineibilUy of such a love.

Jtichardson, Sir Charles Orandison, VI. 49. (Davies.)

vincible (vin'si-bl), a. [< L. vincibilis, that can
bo easily gained or overcome, < viticere, con-
quer: see fi'ctor.] Capable of being vanquished,
conquered, or subdued; conquerable.
The man cannot ... be concluded a heretic unless his

opinion be an open recession from plain demonstrative
^^Dlvine authority (which must needs be notorious, volun-
^^^wy, vincible, and criminal).
^^M Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 373.

^^Hlfor Is any prejudice deeper, or less vincible, than that
^^^B profane minds against religion.
I^^p J. Howe, The Living Temple, Works, 1. 1.

^^ncibleness (vin'si-bl-nes), n. Vincibility.

vincturet (vingk'tur), ». [< L. vinctura, a ban-
dage, a ligature, < vincere, bind.] A binding.
Btount, 1670.

Vincula, ». Plural of rineulum.

Vincularia (vin-ku-la'ri-ii), n. [NL. (De-
franec), < L. vinculum, a band: see rineulum.']

iH^he typical genus of Vinciilariidx, whose mem-
I^^Bers are found fossil from the Carboniferous
^Pfcward and living at the present time.

vinculariidae (vin"ku-la-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Vinculiiria -t- -irfa.] A family of chilostoma-
~ lus gymnoleeniatous polyzoans, whose typical

inus is Vincularia, having no epistome or cir-

ilar lopliophore, and a movable lip of the
mouth of tlie cells. Also called Microporidie.

I'

HCUlate (ving'kfi-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. vin-
tUtted, ppr. rinculuting. [< L. vinculatus, pp.
t rineularc (> It. vincolarc = Sp. Pg. vincular),
Ind, < vinculum, a band: see vinculum.] To
e; bind. [Kare.]
Rev. .John Angell James of Birmingham — the man
horn Dr. Cox described as "angel vinculated between

l~
"""""
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vinculum (ving'ku-lum), n.
;
pi. vinculo (-la).

[NL., < L. vinculum, contr. vinclum, a band,
bond, rope, cord, fetter, tie, < vincere, bind.]

1. A bond of union; a bond; a tie.— 2. In
alg., a character in the form of a stroke or
brace drawn over a quantity when, it consists
of several terms, in order to connect them to-

gether as one quantity and show that they are
to be multiplied or divided, etc., together:

thus, a + bXc, indicates that the sum of a and
6 is to be multiplied by c; whereas the expres-
sion without this character would indicate sim-
ply that 6 is to be multiplied by c, and the pro-
duct added to a.— 3. In printing, a brace.— 4.
In anat., a tendinous or ligamentous band unit-
ing certain parts; a frenum. The reason why we
cannot stretch out the middle or ring finger very well with-
out the other fingers is because of vincula which connect
the several extensor tendons of the fingers so that they
do not work separately.— Divorce a vinculo matrimo-
nii, in law, an entire release from the bond of matri-
mony, with freedom to marry again.— Vincula acces-
soria tendinum, small folds of synovial membrane be-
tween the flexor tendons and bones of the fingers. They
are of two sets— the ligamenta brevia, passing between
the tendons near their insertions and the lower part of
the phalanx immediately above, and the ligamenta longa,
joining the tendons at a higher level.—Vinculum sub-
flavum, a small band of yellow elastic tissue in the liga-

mentum breve of the deep flexor tendons of the hand,
stretching from the tendon to the head of the second
phalanx. See vincxda accessoria tendinum.

vin-de-fimes (P. pron. vaii'de-fem'), «• [Origin
obscure.] The juiee of elderberries boiled with
cream of tartar and filtered : used by wine-mak-
ers to give a rose tint to white wine. Simmonds.
Vindemial (vin-de'mi-al), a. [< LL. vindemia-
lis, pertaining to the vintage, < L. vindemia, a
gathering of grapes, vintage, < vinum, wine, +
demere, take off, remove, < de, away, + emere,

take: see emption. Ct. vintage.] Belonging to

a vintage or grape harvest. Blount, 1670.

vindemiate (vin-de'mi-at), v. i.; pret. and pp.
vindeniiated, ppr. vindemiating. [< L. vindemi-
atus, pp. of vindemiare, gather the vintage, <

vindemia, gathering grapes, vintage: see vinde-

mial.] To gather the vintage. [Rare.]

Now vindemiate, and take your bees towards the expira-
tion of this month.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, August.

vindemiation (vin-de-mi-a'shon), «. [< vinde-

miate + -ion.] The operation of gathering
grapes. Bailey, 1727.

Vindemiatrix (vin-de-mi-a'triks), n. [NL.,
fem. of L. vindemiator, eulsio 2>rovindemiator (tr.

Gr. Tpv}7iTrjp or npoTpvy^i/p), a star which rises

just before the vintage, lit. 'grape-gatherer,

vintager,' < vindemiare, gather grapes: see vin-

demiate.] A star of the constellation Virgo
(which see).

vindicability (vin'di-ka-birj-ti), n. [< vindica-

blc + -ill/ (see -bility).] Tlie quality of being
viudicable, or the capability of support or justi-

fication. Clarke.

viudicable (vin'di-ka-bl), a. [< L. as if *vin-

dicabilis, <. rinrficore, vindicate : see vindicate.]

That may be vindicated, justified, or supported

;

ju.stifiable. [RareJ
vindicate (vin'di-kat), V. t. : pret. and pp. vindi-

cated, ppr. vindicating. [Formerly also vcndi-

cate; < h.vindicatus, pp. otvindicare, archaical-

ly also vindiccre (sometimes written vendicare),

assert a right to, lay claim to, claim, appro-

priate, defend; cf. vindex (vindic-), a claimant,

vindicator, < tJiw-, perhaps meaning 'desire,' the

base of venia, favor, permission, or else vim,

ace. of vis, force (as if vim dicare, 'assert au-

thority,' a phrase not found: see Dim), + dicare,

proclaim, dicere, say: see diction. Hence ult.

(< L. vindicare) E. ienge, avenge, revenge, etc.]

i. To assert a right to; lay claim to; claim.

[Rare.]

His body so perteyneth vnto hym that none other, with-

out his consent, maye vendicate therin any propretie.

Sir T. Blyat, The Goveniour, ii. 3.

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain ?

The birds of heaven shall vindieaUi their grain.
Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 38.

2. To defend or support against an enemy;
maintain the cause or rights of ; deliver from
wrong, oppression, or the like ; clear from cen-

sure, or the like: as, to vindicate an official.

He deserves much more
That vindicates his country from a tyrant

Than he that saves a citizen. Massinger.

Atheists may fancy what they please, but God will Arise

and Maintain his own Cause, and Vindicate his Honour in

due time. Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1G98), p. »6.

If It should at any time so happen that these rights

should be invaded, there is no remedy but a reliance on
the courts to protect and vindicate them.

b. Webster, Kemarks in Convention to lUvise Const, 1821.
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3. To support or maintain as true or correct,
against denial, censure, or objections ; defend

;

justify.

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can

;

But vindicate the ways of God to man.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 16.

We can only vindicate the fidelity of Sallust at the ex-
pense of his skill. Macavlay, History.

4t. To avenge; punish; retaliate.

The senate
And people of Rome, of their accustomed greatness,
Will sharply and severely vindicate,
Not only any fact, but any practice
Or purpose 'gainst the state. B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 4.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Assert, Defend, Maintain, etc. See ccssert.

vindicatet (vin'di-kat), a. Vindicated.

He makes Velleius highly vindicate from this imputa-
tion. J. Howe, Works, i. 2.

vindication (vin-di-ka'shon), n. [< L. vindica-

tio{n-), a claiming, a defense, < vindicare, claim

:

see vindicate.] The act of vindicating, or the
state of being vindicated, (a) A justification against
denial or censure, or against objections or accusations.

This is no vindication of her conduct.
Broome, Notes on the Odyssey, iv. 375.

It was now far too late in Clifford's life for the good
opinion of society to be worth the trouble and anguish of

a formal inndication. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xxi.

(&) The act of supporting by proof or legal process ; the
proving of anything to be true or j ust : as, the vindication

of a title, claim, or right, (c) Defense from wrong or op-
pression, by force or otherwise ; maintenance of a cause
against an assailant or enemy : as, the vindication of the
rights of man ; the vindication of liberties.

If one proud man injure or oppress an humble man, it

is a thousand to one another undertakes his patronage,
defence, and vindication. Sir M. Hale, Humility.

vindicative (vin'di-ka-tiv or vin-dik'a-tiv), a.

[< F. vindicatif; < ML. *vindicativus, i L. vin-

dicare, vindicate : see vindicate. Cf . vindictive.]

1. Tending to vindicate.— 2t. Punitory.

God is angry without either perturbation or sin. Ilia

anger is in his nature, not by anthropopathy, but properly
being his corrective justice, or his vindicative justice.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, IIL 267.

3t. Vindictive; revengeful.

He in heat of action
Is more vindicative than jealous love.

Shak., T. and C, Iv. 5. 107.

Not to appear vindicative.

Or mindful of contempts, which I contemned.
As done of impotence.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

vindicativenesst (vin'di-ka- or vin-dik'a-tiv-

nes). «. Vindietiveness.

vindicator (vin'di-ka-tor), n. [< LL. vindicator,

an avenger, < L. vindicare, vindicate, avenge:
see vindicate] One who vindicates; one who
justifies, maintains, or defends.

A zealous vindicator of Roman liberty.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

vindicatory (vin'di-ka-to-ri), a. [< vindicate

+ -ory.] 1. Tending to vindicate; justificatory.

— 2. Punitory ; inflicting punishment ; aveng-
ing.

Human legislators have for the most part chosen to

make the sanction of their laws rather vindicatory than
remuneratory, or to consist rather in punishments than
in actual particular rewards. Blackstone, Com., Int., ii.

vindicatress (vin'di-ka-tres), n. [< vindicator

+ -ess.] A female vindicator.

vindictive (vin-dik'tiv), a. [Shortened from
vindicative, after L. riwrf/cfa, vengeance, < rjn-

rfjcare (vJnrficere), vindicate: see vindicate.] 1.

Revengeful
;
given to revenge ; indicating a re-

vengeful spirit.

Vindictive persons live the life of witches, who, as they
are mischievous, so end they unfortunate.

Bacon, Revenge (ed. 1887).

2. Punitive
;
pertaining to or serving as pun-

ishment.

This doctrine of a death-bed repentance is inconsistent

. . . with all the vindictive and punitive parts of repen-

tance. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 188.

vindictive damages. Same as exemplary damages
(which see, under damage). =Syn. 1. Vindictive is stronger

than spite/id or rcsentjul, and weaker than revenge/vl.

vindictively (viu-dlk'tiv-li), adv. In a vindic-

tive manner: by way of revenge ; revengefully.

vindietiveness (vin-dik'tiv-nes), n. The state

or character of being vindictive; revengeful

spirit; revengefulness.

vine (vin), n. [< ME. vine, vyne, vimjhe, vigne,

< OF. vine, vigne, F. vigne, a vine, = Sp. vifla

= Pg. vinha, a vineyard, = It. vigna, a vine,

< L. vinea, a vine (a grape-vine), also a vine-

yard, in milit. use a kind of pentice or mantlet,

fem. of vineus, of or pertaining to wine, < vinum,

wine: see M'j'we.] 1. A climbing plant with a

woody stem, the fruit of which is known as the

grape; a grape-vine: often called specifically
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the vine. It is of the genus ViUs, and of numer-
ous species and varieties, the primary species
being the V. vinifera of the Old Worid. See
grape^ and Vitis.

I have seen great trees covered with single vines, and
those vines almost hid with the grapes.

Beverley^ Virginia, iv. % 15.

2. Any plant with a long slender stem that
trails on the ground, or climbs and supports
itself by winding round a fixed object, or by
seizing any fixed thing with its tendrils or

claspers: as, the hop-»>Me; the vines of melons.

The mock-cranbeny's red-berried creeping vine.

The Century, XXVI. 643.

Alleghany, vine, climbing fumitory, AdUtmia cirrhosa.
— Harvey's vine, -see ^(irco/wfrt/«m.— India-rubber
vine. ScLi'H<fi«ru66er.—Isl6-of-Wight vine. See Ta-
mus.—Mexican vine. Same as Madeira-vitie.—'Kilk
vino, (a) See Peri-plwa. (b) A plant of Jamaica, Forste-

ronia fiaribunda of the Apocynaceae. yielding an excellent

caoatchouc.— Red-bead vine, Abnts precatorius. See
Abrus.— Scrub Vine, an Australian plant of the genus
Catsytha, especially C. inelantJta. The species are leaf-

less parasites witli filiform or wiry twining stems resem-
bliug dodder. Though anomalous in habit, the genus is

classed in the Laurinex on account of the structure of the
flowers.— Seven-year vine, a plant of the morning-glory
kind, Jpoma^a tub€rom.vi\dti\y ditfused through the tropics.

Ithas a very large tul>er, and climbs to the top of high trees

;

the flowers are 2 inches long, bright-yellow. Also Spanr
ith arbor-vine,— Sorrel vine. See sorrel-vine.— Spanish
arbor-vine. Same as seven-year vine.—To dwell under
one's vine and flg-tree. see dwell.—Vine bark-louse,
(a) Pulvinaria vitu, a large coccid with large white egg-
sac, common on the vine in Europe. (6) Aspidiotus uvse,

a small, round, inconspicuous scale occurring on grape-
canes in the United States; also, ..1. m(wf, a closely allied spe-

cies occurring in Europe,—Vine Cldarla. Same as vine
inch-iconn.—Vine COlasplS, a leaf-beetle, Colaspis brim-
nea, which feeds upon the foliage of the vine, and passes
its larval state at the roots of the atrawbeiTy. Compare cut
under Coiaspis.— Vine fidla, a small brown leaf-beetle,

Fidia longipes (vitieida of Walsh), which feeds on the
leaves of the vine, and is an especial pest in Missouri
and Kentucky. See Fidia. -VUie flea-beetle, one of

the jumping leaf-beetles. Haltica chabjhea, which infests

the vine. See fiea-beetle.—Wijie gall-louse, the above-
ground form (gallicola) of the grape-vine phylloxera.

—

Vine Inch-worm, the larva of Cidaria diversUineata, a
geometrii moth. The larva is reddish in color, and IJ
inches in length when full-grown ; it feeds upon the leaves
of the grape. Also called grape web-worm, vine cidaria,

and vine mfasurinf/-worm. See cut under Cidaria.— Vine
leaf-folder. See Desmta— Vine leaf-gall, any gall
formed upon the leaves of the vine. Especially— (a) The
trumpet grape-gall of Cecidomyia vitis-viticola, a small,
elongate, conical reddish gall, k of an inch long. (6) The
grape-vine filbert-gall of Cecidomyia vitis-corylfkdes, a
rounded mass of galls 1^ or 2 inches in diameter, spring-
ing from a common center, and composed of from ten to
forty woolly greenish galls, the larger ones the size and
shape of a filbert, (c) The grape-vine tomato-gall of Lasi-
optera vitis, a mass of irregular succulent swellings on the
leaf-stalks of the vine, yellowish-green with rosy cheeks,
or sometimes entirely red. (d) The grape-vine apple-gall
of Cecidomyia vUis-pomum, a globular, fleshy, greenish
gall, nearly an inch in diameter, attached by a rough
l>ase to the stem of the vine, (c) The leaf-gall of the
above-ground form of Phylloxera vastatrix.—Vine leaf-
hopper. See leaf-hopper and Erythroneura.—Vine lestf-

roUer. Same as mne leaf-folder.— Vine measuring-
WOrm. Same as vine inch-worm.—Yine Of SodOm, a
plant referred to in Deut. xxxii. 32, thought to have been
the colocynth, which may also have been the "wild gourd

"

of 2 Ki. iv. 39.—Vine procrls, Procris americana. See
Procris (with cut).—Vine root-borer, any insect which
bores into the roots of the vine, (a) The broad-necked
Pritmus latieollis, or the tile-horned P. iinbricornis. See
Prionus, and cut under Phytophaga. (&) Sesia polistiformis,
a small hornet-moth whose larva bores in the roots of the
vine.- Vine saw-fly, a saw-fly common in the tJnited
States, lilennocamjHi pygmxa (formerly known as Sdan-
dria vitis), whose larvse feed in company on the leaves of
the vine, like those of the vine procris.- -White vine, the
bryony, Bryonia dioica ; also, the traveler's joy. Clematis
VUalba. [Old or prov. Eng.]— Wild Vine, (o) Same as
white vine; also, the black bryony, Tamus communis, (b)

Vitis Ldbrusca, the northern fox-grape of America. See
riK«.—Wonga-wonga vine. See Tecoma.—Wood-vine,
the bryony. (See also cross-vine, cypress-vine, quarter-
vine, sWc-vine, silver-vine, squaw-vine, staff-vine, strainer-
vine, etc.)

Vinea (vin'f-a), n. [L. : see vine.'] In Bom. an-
tiq., a shed or gallery movable on wheels, serv-
ing to protect besiegers and to connect their
works.

vinealt (vin'e-al), a. [< L. vinealia, of or per-
taining to tte" vine, < vinea, vine : see vine.]

Relating to or consisting of vines: as, vineal
plantations. Sir T. Browne.
Tine-black (vin'blak), ». Same as blue-black, 2.

vine-borer (vin'b6r''6r), ». 1. One of the vine
root-ljorers.— 2. The red-shouldered sinoxyIon,
Sinoxiflon hasilare.— 3. Ampeloglypter sesostris.

See vine-gall, 1.

vine-bower (vin'bou'fer), ». A species of Cle-

matis orvirgin's-bower, C. VUicella,ot southern
Europe, a handsome cultivated vine.

vine-clad (vin'klad), a. Clad or covered with
vines.

All in an oriel on the summer side.

Fine-clad, of Arthur's palace toward the stream,
Tbey met^ Tennyson, Lancelot and fUaine.
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vine-culture (vin'kul"tur), n. Same as viticul-

ture.

vine-curculio (vin'ker-ku''''li-6), n. 1. Ampelo-
gtj/pter sesostris. See vine-gall.— 2. Craponius
insequalis, a small weevil which infests grapes.

Also vine-weevil.

vined (vlnd), a. [< vitie + -e(?2.] Having leaves
like those of the vine; ornamented with vine-
leaves.

Wreathed aud Vined and Figured Golumnes.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquice, p. 21.

vine-disease (vin'di-zez"), ». Disease of the
grape-vine, especially that due to the phyllox-
era. See grape-mildew, grape-rot, and cut un-
der Phylloxera.

vine-dresser (vin'dres'''er), n. 1. One who
dresses, trims, prunes, and cultivates vines.

—

2. The larva of a sphingid moth, Ampelophaga
(Darapsa or Everyx) myron. It cuts off the leaves
of the vine in the United States, and also sometimes sev-

ers half-grown bunches of grapes.

vine-feeder (vin'fe"der), ». Any insect which
feeds upon the grape-vine. See the more dis-

tinctive names preceding and following this

entry, and phrases under vine.

vine-forester (vin'for''''es-ter), n. Same a,s for-
ester, 5.

vine-fretter (vin'fret''er), n. Any aphid or
plant-louse which feeds on the grape-vine.

vine-gall (vin'gal), ». 1. The wound-gall, an
elongated knot or swelling on the stem of the
vine, made by the larva of Ampeloglypter sesos-

tris, a curculio one eighth of an inch long, of a
reddish-brown color, with a stout head half as
long as its body. See cut under Ampeloglypter.
— 2. Any one of the vine leaf-galls. See vine

leaf-gall, under vine.

vinegar (vin'e-gar), 71. [Early mod. E. also

vineger; < Mfi. vinef/re, < OF. vinaigre, vine-

gre, F. vinaigre (= Pr. Sp. Pg. vinagre = It.

vinagro), lit. 'eager (i. e. sour) wine,' < vin,

wine, -1- aigre, sour, acid : see wine and eager^.']

1. Dilute and impure acetic acid, obtained by
the acetous fermentation, in wine-countries it is

obtained from the acetous fermentation of inferior wines,
but elsewhere it is procured from an infusion of malt
which has previously undergone the vinous fermentation,
or from apple cider. Common and distilled vinegars are
used in pharmacy for preparing many remedies, and ex-

ternally in medicine, in the form of lotions. The use of
vinegar as a condiment is universal. It is likewise the
antiseptic ingredient in pickles.

Ill spend more in mustard and vinegar in a year than
both you in beef. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i, 3,

2. Anything really or metaphorically sour;
sourness of temper. Also used attributively to

signify sour or crabbed.

And other of such vinegar aspect
That they'll not show their teeth in way of smile.

Though Nestor swear the jest be laughable.
Shak., M. of v., 1. 1. 64.

3. In phar., a solution of a medicinal substance
in acetic acid, or vinegar; acetum—Aromatic
vinegar. See aroTjwiKc.— Beer vinegar. See beeri.—

Beet-root vinegar. See 6ee(-roo(. — Flowers of vlne-

far. See fiower, fermentation, 2, and vinegar-plant.^

[other of vinegar. See mother-, 2, fermentation, 2, mne-
.^ar-pianf.— Pyroligneous vinegar, wood-vinegar.—
Radical vinegar, i^&ma^ glacial acetic acid. Seeacetic
acid, under acefu'.— Raspberry vinegar. See raspber-

»;/.- Thieves' vinegar. See Wier'i.- Toilet vinegar.
Same as aromatic raneyar.-Vinegar Bible. See Bible.—
Vinegar of lead, a liquor formed by digesting ceruse or
litharge with a sufticient quantity of vinegar to dissolve

it.— Vinegar of opium. Same as 6toc*-droj).—Vinegar
of the four thieves. See thieves' vinegar.— Wood-vine-
gar, an impure acetic acid obtained by the distillation of

wood. Also called pyroligneous acid or vinegar.

vinegar (vin'e-giir), u. i. [< OTne;/a)-, m.] 1. To
make into vinegar, or make sour like vinegar.

Hoping that lie hath vinegared his senses

As he was bid. B. Jornon. (Imp. Diet.)

2. To apply vinegar to; pour vinegar over;

also, to mix ?vith

vinegar.

The landlady . . . pro-
ceeded to vinegar the
forehead, beat the hands,
titillate the nose, and un-
lace the stays of the spin-
ster aunt

Dickens, Pickwick, x.

vinegar-cruetC vin 'e-

gar-kro"et), n. A
glass bottle for hold-
ing vinegar ; espe-
cially, one of the bot-
tles of a caster.

vinegar-eel (vin'e-

gar-el), n. A free-liv-

ing nematoid worm of the family Anguillulidse,

as Anguillula aceti-glutinis (or Leptodera oxy-

phila), and other species found commonly in

vinegar-eel iLtptottera oxyphita),
enlarged about 40 times.

m, mouth : o, ovaries.

vinery

vinegar, sour paste, etc. See Anguillulidee, and
cut under Kematoidea.
vinegarette (vin"e-ga-ret'), n. [< vinegar +
-ette, after vinaigrette.'] A vinaigrette.

And at parting I gave my dear Harry
A beautiful vinegarette

!

Thackeray, The Almack's Adieu.

vinegar-fly (vin'e-gar-fli), n. One of several
dipterous insects of the family DrosophiUdx,
which are attracted by fermentation, and de-
velop in pickles, jam, and preserved fruit.

They belong mainly to the genus Drosopihilu.

vinegarisb (vin'e-gar-ish), a. [< vinegar +
-ishK] Like vinegar; hence, sour; sharp.

Her temper may be vinegarish.
The Rover, New York, 1844.

vinegar-maker (vin'f-gar-ma'ker), n. The
whip-tailed scorpion: translating its 'West In-

dian name vinaigrier. See Thelypkonus, and cut
under Pedipaljyi.

vinegar-plant (vin'e-gar-plant), n. The mi-
croscopic schizomycetous fungus. Micrococcus
(Mycoderma) aceti, which produces acetous fer-

mentation. It oxidizes the alcohol in alcoholic liquids,

and acetic acid or vinegar is the result. This micrococcus
takes two forms : the anaerobiotic form, which produces
a mucilaginous mass known as mottier o.f vinegar, and the
aerobiotic form, called theflowers of vinegar. See fermen-
tation, 2.

vinegar-tree (vin'e-gar-tre), n. The stag-horn
sumac, Itlius typhina, the acid fruit of which has
been used to add sourness to vinegar.

vinegary (vin'e-gar-i), a. Having the charac-
ter of vinegar; hence, sour; crabbed.

Altogether, the honeymoon which follows the opening
of a new administration has a vinegary flavor.

The American, IIL 99.

vinegar-yard (vin'f-gar-yard), n. A yard where
vinegar is made and kept. Simmonds.
vinegert, n. An obsolete spelling of vinegar.

vinegerone (vin'''e-ge-r6'ne), n. [A corrupt
form, < vinegar.] The whip-tailed scorpion,

TItelyphonus giganteits: so called on account of

the strong vinegar-Uke odor of an acid secre-
tion notii-eable when the creature is alarmed.
-Also called vinaigrier and vinegar-maker. See
cut under Fedipalpi. [West Indies and Florida.]

vine-grub (vin'grub), n. Any grub infesting

the vine.

vine-hopper (vin'hop''er), n. See leaf-hopper

and Erythroneura.
vine-land (vin'land), n. Land on which vines
are cultivated.

There are in Hungary upwards of 1,000,000 acres of vine-

land. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 610.

vine-leek (vin'lek), n. See leek.

vine-louse (vin'lous), ». 1. The grape-phyllox-
era. See Phylloxera.— 2. Siphonophora viticola,

a brown plant-louse found commonly on grape-
vines in the United States, preferably cluster-

ing on the young shoots and on the under sides

of young leaves, sometimes infesting the young
fruit-clusters.

vine-maple (vin'ma"pl), n. See maple^.

vine-mildew (vin'mil'dii), n. See grape-mil-

dew, Oidium, grape-rot.

vine-pest (vin'pest), n. Same a,s phylloxera, 2.

See cuts under oak-pest and Phylloxera.

vine-plume (vin'plom), «. Ahandsome plume-
moth, OxyjHilus periscelidactylus. Its larva fastens

together tlie young terminal leaves of grape-shoots, and
feeds upon the parenchyma and the young bunches of

blossom. The moth is yellowish-brown with a metallic

luster. See cut under fiume-moth.

vine-puller (vin'pul''''er), «. A machine for

pulling up vines, etc. It consists of a truck-frame
on which is mounted a double-pivoted lever with a chain
from which is suspended a pair of double-gi-ip pincers.

E. H. Knight.

viner^t (vi'n^r), «. [< OF. vingnier = Sp. riOero

= Pg. vinhero, one who takes care of a vineyard,
= It. vignajo, < ML. venearius, a vine-dresser, <

LL. vinearius, of or belonging to vines, < L. ri-

nea, a^vine: see vine. Ci. vintner.] 1. A trim-

mer of vines.— 2. A member of the Vintners'

Company. Marvell.

viner^t, n. [ME., also vynere, < OF. "vinere, vi-

nerie, a place where wine is made or sold, < vin,

wine : see wine, and cf . vine, vinery.] A vine-

yard.

And alle aboute theise Dyches and Vyneres is the grete

Gardyn, fulle of wylde Bestes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 216.

vine-rake (vin'rak), «. In agri.. a horse-hoe
or -rake having a plow-beam and two curved
forks or narrow shares. It is used for cultivating

sweet potatoes and other vines, and for gathering the
vines together preparatory to digging. It is practically a
two-share horse-hoe. E. U. Knight.

vinery (vi'nfer-i), n.
;

p\. vineries (-iz). [<cene
+ -ery.] If. A vineyard.— 2. A greenhouse



vinery

for the cultivation of grapes.-

tively.

OTergrown with masses of vinery.
The Century, XXTL 729.

vine-slug (vin'slug), n. The larva of the vine

saw-fly (which see, under vine).

vine-tie (vin'ti), n. A stout grass, Ampelodes-

m<i tenax, of the Mediterranean region.

vinetta (vi-net'a), n. [It.] A diminutive of

vinata.

Vinette (\'i-net'). '>• Wine of barberries, used
in finishing some kinds of leather. Eeyl, Im-
port Duties.

vinewt (vin'ti), n. [< vinewed.'^ Moldiness.
Hiilland.

vinewedt (vin'iid), a. See fiiiewed.

vinewednesst (vin'ud-nes), n. The state or

quality of being vinewed or moldy; mustiness

;

moldiness. Bailei/.

vine-weevil (vin'we'vl), n. Same as vine-cur-

<»//.', 2.

vinewort (vin'wfert), n. A plant of the order
Vitdceie. Lindley.

vineyard (vin'yard), n. [Formerly also vin-

yard; < ME. vynegerde; (.vine + yard^; substi-

tuted for the earlier wineyard, q. v.] A planta-

tion of grape-vines ; literally, an inclosure or

yard for vines.

Wherein euery man had his Vineyard and Garden ac-

eoriling Ut his degree, wherewith to maintain his family

in time of siege. Purchm, Pilgrimage, p. 56.

Vineyarding (vin'yard-ing), «. [< vineyard +
-in^i'.'] The care or cultivation of a vineyard.

[Rare.]

Fro&t< of vineyarding in California.

The Congregationalitt, May 19, 1870.

vineyardist (vin'yard-ist), «. [< vineyard +
-ist.] One who cultivates grapes.

Vineyardiglg began to ask themseWes why they should
be satlstled with this Mission grape.

SineteetUh Century. XXIV. 257.

vingt-et-un (vant'a-un'), n. [F., twenty-one:
t•^«</^ < L. viginti, twenty; et, < L. et, and;
un, < h. unus, one.] A popular game at cards,

played by any number of persons with the full

pack. The cards are reckoned according to the number
of the pips on them, coat-cards being considered as ten,

nd the ace as either one or eleven, as the holder may
elect. The object is to get as near as possible to the num-
'1>er twenty-one without exceeding it. Also vingt-un.

ic (vi'nik), a. [< L. f/««m, wine (see tci/ie),

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to wine ; found in

wine; extracted from wine.

Icnlture (vin'i-kul-tur), n. [< L. vimim,
wine, + cultura, culture.] The cultivation of

the vine, with especial reference to wine-mak-
ing; viticulture.

viniculturist (vin-i-kul'tur-ist), n. [< vinieul-

tiirc + -wf.] One who practises viniculture.

The harresting of the grape crop is the period of aniiety

for the viniculturist. Sci. Amer., X. S., LIX 327.

Vinifacteur (vin'i-fak-t6r), )i. [F.,< Ij.vinmn,

wiue. -f- factor, a maker: see wine and /acfor.]

Any apparatus, or piece of apparatus, for mak-
ing wine.

viniferous (vl-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. vinifer, wine-
bearing, < »Jn«iH,'wine, + ferre = E. 6earl.]

Yielding or producing wine, as a country.

vinification (vin*i-fi-ka'shon), n. [= Sp. rini-

IJicaeioii,
< L. vinntn, wine, + -Jicatio{n-),<faeere,

tmake, do.] The conversion of a saccharine so-

[intion into an alcoholic or vinous one by fer-

Imentation. [Rare.]

I
Why do we add yeast to our wort? This practice is

f
unknown in the art of vinification.

!
Poiltur, Fermentation (trans.X p. 3.

inificator (vin'i-fi-ka-tpr), n. [< L. vinum,

wine, -I- -fiaitor, < /aoerc, make, do.] A French
apparatus for collecting the alcoholic vapors
which escape from liquids during vinous fer-

mentation. It is a conical cap surrounded by a reser-

voir of cold water. The vapors from the tun are condensed
and run back down the sides of the cap into the ferment-
ing-tun. E. H. Kniyht.

ipotet, w. [<li. iiNMm. wine,-*- ;)otore,drink:

SIC jiotiition.'] A wine-bibber. Blount, 1670.

vinnyt (viu'i), a. [See vinewed,Jinewcd,/enny^.']
Moldy; musty. Malone.

Vinolencet, h. Same as vinoleney. Bailey.

vinolencyt (vin'o-len-si), «. [As vinokn{t) +
-'.v.] Drunkenness; wine-bibbing. Bailey.

Vinolentt (vin'6-lent), a. [< ME. vitiolent, < OF.
linolint = Sp. tgi It. vinolcnto, < L. vinolentus,

drunk, full of wine, < vinum, wine: see wine.^

II.

Full of wine.

2.

Al vinolent as hotel in the spence.
Chaueer, Summoner'B Tale, 1. 223.

Intoxicated.
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-3. Vines collec- In wommen vinolent is no defence.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 467.

vinometer (vi-nom'e-ter), n. [< L. vinum,
wine, + Gr. fitrpov, measure.] A contrivance
for measuring the alcohoUe strength of wine.
Vin ordinaire (van 6r-de-uar' ). [F.: vin, wine

;

ordinaire, ordinary, common : see \cine and or-

dinary.^ Common wine ; low-priced wine such
as is almost universally drunk mixed with wa-
ter throughout the larger part of France, and
to a less extent in other countries of southern
Europe. It is usually understood to be a red wine. In
France it is very commonly supplied without extra charge
at table d'hdte meals.

vino santo (ve'no san'to). [It.: vino, wine ; san-
io, holy: see wine and saint^.2 A sweet wine
of northern Italy.

vinose (vi'nos), a. [< L. rinosus: see otmojw.]

Same as vinous. Bailey. [Rare.]

vinosity (vi-nos'j-ti), n. [= F. rinosite = Sp.
vinosidad = Pg. vinosidade = It. vinosita, < L.
vinosita{t-)s, the flavor of wine, < vinosun, full

of wine : see vinous.'] The state or property of

being vinous. Blount, 1670.

vinous (vi'nus), a. [< F. vineux = Sp. Pg. It. vi-

noso, < L. vinosu.i, full of wine, having the fla-

vor of wine, <OTnw»i, wine: seewj«e.] 1. Hav-
ing the qualities of wine: as, a vinous flavor;

pertaining to wine or its manufacture.-r- 2. In
rooV., wine-colored; vinaceous.— 3. Caused by
wine.

And softly thro' a vinmtg mist
My college friendships glimmer.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

Vinous fermentation, the fermentation by which must
becomes wine, as distinguished from acetic /ermentation.

— vinous hydromel, Uquor, etc. See the nouns.

•vint (vint), V. t. [< vintage, assumed to be
formed from a verb *vint + -age.] To make
or prepare, as wine.

T wouldn't give a straw for the best wine that ever was
vinted after it had lain here a couple of yeai-s.

Trollope, Barchester Towers, ixi.

vintage (vin'taj), ». [Altered, by association
with vintner, from ME. vindage, vendage, < OF.
vcndange, vindange, F. vendange, < L. vindemia,

a gathering of grapes, vintage : see vindemial.]

1. The gathering of the grapes; the season of

grape-gathering; the grape-harvest. Blount.

The vintage time ... is in .September.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

2. The annual product of the grape-harvest,
with especial reference to the wine obtained.

The antient mythology seems to us like a vintage ill

pressed and trod. Bacon, Moral Fables, vL, Int.

A sound wine, Colonel, and I should think of a genuine
vintage. 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

The so-called vintage class, which are the finest wines
of a good year kept separate and shipped as the produce
of that particular year. Encyc. Brit , XXIV. (i08.

3. Wine in general. [Rare.]

Whom they with meats and vintage of the best
And milk and minstrel melody entertain'd.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Blaine.

vintaget (vin'taj), v. t. [< vintage, h.] To crop
or gather, as grapes, at the vintage.

I humbly beseech his majesty that these royal boughs
of forfeiture may not be vintaged or cropped by private

suitors. Bacoti.

vintager (vin'taj-fer), n. [< vintage + -er-l.]

One concerned in the vintage, especially a per-
son gathering the grape-harvest.

Turn ye as a vintager to his basket
Jer. vi. 9. (tr. of Septuagint version).

At this season of the year the vintagers are joyous and
negligent. Bandar, Imag. Conv., Tasso and Cornelia.

vintiner (vin'ti-ner), n. [< OF. vintenier, vingte-

nier, < vingt, twenty, < L. viginti, twenty : see

twenty.] The commander of a twenty. See
twenty, n., 3.

vintner (vint'ner), n. [< ME. vyntner, vintener,

vyntenere, vyntyner, corrupted from the earlier

vineter, viniier, < OF. vinetier, vinotier. F. vinetitr

= Sp. vinatero = P^. vinhateiro, < ML. vineta-

rius, vinitarius, a wine-dealer, < L. vinetum, a

vineyard, < vinum, wine: see wine.] One who
deals in wine, spirits, etc., especially at whole-

sale, or on a large scale.

Men of experience deale

To their best profflt ; & it were as good
Tliat he should be a gainer as ihe brood

Of cut-throat vintnera.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

The Yintiwrs drink Carouses of .Toy that he [the Attor-

ney-General] is gone. HmveU, Letters, I. vi. 17.

Vintnery (vint'ner-i), H. l<.
vintner + -y^ (ei.

vintni).] The trade or occupation of a vintner.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 2.

vlntlTr (vin'tri), n.
;
pi. vintries (-triz). [< ME.

vinitcric, < OF. *vineterie, < vinetier, vintner:

Viol

see vintner.] A storehouse for wine. [Appa-
rently a term applied in the quotation to one
especial establishment of the sort.]

In this neighbourhood was the great house called the
Vintrie, with vast wine-vaults beneath.

Pennant, London, II. 466.

vinum (vi'num), n. [NL., < L. vinum, wine:
see wine.] Inphar., a solution of a medicinal
substance in wine ; also, wine.
Viny (vi'ni), a. [< vine + -y^.] 1. Of or per-

taining to vines
;
producing vines ; abounding

in vines.

Baise's viny coast. Thomson, Liberty, i.

The pastures fair

High-hung of viny Neufchatel.
Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 2.

2t. Vine-like ; clasping or clinging like vines.

These unfortunate lovers . . . were then possessed with
mutual sleep, yet not forgetting with viny embracements
to give any eye a perfect model of affection.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

vinyl (vi'nil), ». [<.'L.viHum,vime,+ -yl] The
compound univalent radical CHoCH, which ap-

pears characteristic of many ethylene deriva-

tives.—Vinyl bromide. Same as ethylene bromide, a
potent cardiac poison.

viol^ (vi'ol), n. [Formerly also violl, viall, voy-

all, voyoi) = D. viool = G. viol (also viola, <

It.) = Sw. Dan. fiol, < OF. viole, violle = Pr.

viola, viula = Sp. Pg. It. viola, a viol
;
prob. =

OHG./dMte= AS. 'fithele, 'E. fiddle {see fiddle),

< ML. vitula, vidula, a viol, appar. so called from
its liveliness (cf . vitula jocosa, ' the merry viol ')>

being prob. < L. vitulari, celebrate a festival,

keep holiday, prob. orig. sacrifice a calf, < vi-

tulus, a calf : see veal. Cf . fiddle, prob. a doub-
\etotviol. 'H.enceviolinT-,violoncello,eto.] 1. A
musical instrument with strings, essentially not
greatly different from the lute and the guitar,

except that the strings are sounded by means of

a bow dra\vn across them, not by plucking them
with the fingers. The viol is the typical representative

of a very large, varied, and widely distributed class of in-

struments, of which in modern music the violin is the
chief member. The type includes the following charac-

teristics : a hollow resonance-box or l)ody, made up of a

front or belly (which Is pierced with one or two sound-holes

of varying shape), a back (both front and back being flat

or only slightly arched), and sides of various contour ac-

cording to the particular variety and the period; within
the body an internal system of braces, including a sound,

post, to withstand the strain of the strings and to give the
tone greater sonority ; a more or less elongated neck, often

with a special finger-board in front, and surmounted by a

head, part of which serves as a peg-box ; several strings,

mostly of gut, fastened at the bottom either to the body
directly or to a tail-piece, stretched thence over a bridge

and over the finger-board and neck, and fastened at the

top to pegs by which their tension and tune can be ad-

justed; and a boiv for sounding the strings, consisting

of a stick or back of wood and a large number of horse-

hairs whose friction is augmented by the application of

rosin. The dilferences between different instruments of

the family in shape, size, number and tuning of strings,

and method of manipulation are very numerous and appa-
rently important ; but the essential similarity between all

the varieties is greater than is commonly thought. The his-

toric genesis of the typical idea of the viol is disputed. By
some its origin is asserted to be found in the gradual devel-

opment, with the addition of sounding by means of a how,
of the ancient lyre into the monochord and the vielle, with
various incidental modifications in shape and adjustment.
By some its precursor is thought to be the Oriental rehab,

or some similar instrument, transplanted into southern
Europe, and modified by contact with the traditions of

the lyre and monochord. By others great historic impor-
tance is attached to the Celtic crowd of western Europe.
The problem is greatly complicated by Ihe confusing use
of terms in the middle ages, the same name beinggiven to

quite distinct instruments, and the same instrument being
known by two or three different names. Apparently, also,

somewhat distinct lines of development went on simul-

taneously in Italy, in Germany, and in western Europe.
Probably the medieval viol, which reached its most dis-

tinctive development in the fifteenth century, was the

joint result of several more or leas distinct tendencies. It

was characterized by a flat back, from five to seven strings

tuned in fourths and thirds, a broad, thin neck, and a close

amalgamation of the neck with the body. This viol was
made in several sizes. The smallest (treble or descant viol)

passed over later into the modem violin; the next larger

{tenori into the viola da braccio and viola d'amore and the

modern viola ; the next (bass), into the viola da gawba and
the modern violoncello ; and the largest (double-bass), into

the violone and the modem double-bass viol.

What did he doe with her brest bone? . . .

He made him a viall to play thereupon.

TAe Miller and the King's Daughter (Child's Ballads, II.

[868).

The worst can sing or play his part o' th' Violls,

And act his part too in a comedy.
Brome, Antipodes, i. 5.

2t. A large rope formerly used in purchasing an
anchor : same as messenger, 4. It was made to lead

through one or more blocks before it was brought to the

capstan, thus giving additional power.—BaSS viol, either

one of the larger of the medieval viols (see dof. 1), or the

modern violoncello.— Chest or consort of viols. See
c*e«(i. —Division viol. Same as viola da gamba.—Viol
d'amore. See vida d'amore, under viola^.
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Above all for its sweetnesse and novelty, the vu>l d^amore
of 5 wyre-strings plaid on with a bow, being but au ordinary
Tiolin, play'd on lyre way. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 20, 1679.

violet, n. An obsolete form of vial.

Tiolal (ve-o'la or vi'o-la), w. [< It. viola, a viol

:

see t'lo?.] 1. Same'asCToJ.— 2. Specifically, in
modem usage, the large violin, properly the alto
violin, though generally called the tenor, in size
about one seventh larger than the violin. It is

provided with four strings tuned in fifths, thus : A, D, G,
and C (next below middle C\ the two lower strings being
wound with silver wire. The viola was probably the first

member of the modern string quartet to be developed.
Its tone is not so brilliant or varied as that of the violin,
though susceptible of a peculiar pathetic quality under
the hand of a good player, while in concerted music it is

highly effective. Music for the viola is usually written in
the alto clef. Also called alto, tenor, bratsche, quint, and
taHU.—Viola iHlStArda, a bass viol, or viola da gamba,
mounted with sympathetic strings like a viola d'amore ; a
barytone. See barytone, n., 1 (6).

The original viola da gamba when so strung came to be
called the viola baHarda. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 244.

Viola da braccdo, a tenor or "arm" viol: so called to
distinguish it from the bass viol, or viola da gamba. It had
pi-operly six strings, tuned thus : G, D, A, V, C, and Q (the
second below middle C), but the lowest string was omit-
ted in the eighteenth
century. It has been
superseded by the
modem viola. Also
viola da spalla.—Vi-
ola da gamba. (a)

A bass or "leg" viol;

60 called to distin*

guishitfromtherioto
da braccio. It had
properly six strings,

tuned thus : D. A, £,
C, G, and D (the sec-

ond below middle C).

It has been super-
seded by the modern
violoncello.

The division or solo
bass viol, usually
known by its Ital-

ian name of viola da
gamba.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV.

[243. Viola da Gamba. (From Harl. MS.)

(6) In oryan-building, a stop with metal pipes of narrow
scale and ears on the sides of the mouths, giving tones of
a penetrating, string-like quality.— Viola d'amore, a
kind of bass viol, common in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, having usually seven ordinarygut strings,
with from seven to fourteen (or even twenty-four) supple-
mentary strings of metal under the finger-board which
Bound sympathetically. The gut strings were usually
tuned thus : D, A, F;, D, A, FI, D (next below middle C).

The sympathetic strings, if few, were tuned diatonically
in the scale of D, or, if many, chromatically. The tone of
the instrument was highly attractive, but the practical
difficulties entailed by the numerous sympathetic tones
were great, and prevented its use in the orchestra. Also
called violet, and sometimes English violet.

Instruments which show these innovations are the
quinton, the lyre, and the viola d'amore.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 243.

Viola da roalla. Same as viola da braccio,— Viola dl
bordone. Same as barytone, 1 (6).—Viola dl fagotto.
Same as viola bastarda.— Viola pomposa, a species of
viola da gamba, invented by J. S. Bach, having five strings,
tuned thus ; E, A, D, G, C (the second below middle C).

Viola2 (vi'o-la), n. [NL. (Bivinus, 1699, earlier
in Brunfels, 1530), < L. viola, violet: see violet.']

A genus ofplants, type of the order Viblariese
and tribe Vtoleie, including the pansies and
violets. It is characterized by flowers with nearly
equal sepals, these and the lower petal both prolonged at
the base, the latter into a spur or sac, and by an ovoid or
globose three-valved capsule with roundish seeds. Over
250 species ha«re been enumerated, perhaps to be reduced
to I.tO. They are herbs or undershrubs with alternate
leaves, persistent stipules, and axillary peduncles. The
north temperate species are typically, as in V. odorata,
delicate plants of moist shady banks, with rounded cre-
nate leaves on long angular stalks, solitary nodding violet-
colored flowers, five orange-yellow anthers forming a cen-
tral cone, and ovate capsules which open elastically into
three boat-like persistent horizontal valves. The stipules
are usually conspicuous, often large and leaf-like, in V.
tricolor, the pansy, deeply pinnatiftd and often larger than
the leaves. (.See first cut under leaf.) The leaves are of
various forms, as cordate, arrow-shaped, lanceolate, ro-
tundate, pedate, etc. The peduncles often bear two flow-
ers, as in r. Uflora, the twin-flowered violet, a saxicolc spe-
cies with brilliant golden-yellow flowers, found from the
Alps to Cashmere and in theEocky Mountains. The petals
are colored, most often in shades of bluish-purple, white,
or yellow, frequently penciled with dark-blue or purple
lines. In some species they are of several colors, as in V.
rlata. var. bicol(fr, the pansy-violet, or velvet violet, and in

tricolor, which in its wild state, the heart's-ease, com-
bines purple, yellow, and blue. Many species are dimor-
phous in their flowers, producing through summer minute
apetalous ones which are more fertile and are self-ferti-
lized, a fact first observed by Linnaeus in the small moun-
tain species V. miralnlis. In some, as V. Chamissoniarm,
the common Hawaiian violet, the later flowers, though
minute, are well developed and petal-bearing. There are
22 species in Canada and over 30 in the United States, of
which 17. besides 2 or 3 introduced, occur in the North-
eastern States, and 16 in the .Southern, where they di-
minish southward, only 4 extending into Texas. The na-
tive American species are distinguished into two groups,
the stemless violets, chiefly eastern or central, as V. pal-
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tnoto, in which the long-stalked leaves are clustered at
the top of a thick fleshy rhizome, which also bears the
numerous distinct leafless scapes ; and the leafy-stemmed
species, as V. caninannO. V. «iria(a, with spreading or some-
what erect stems bearing numerous leaves, usually on
shorter petioles (see cut under violet). Several species pro-
duce long runners, as F.Wonda, the sweet white violet; V.
Canadensis, the largest, reaches sometimes 2 feet high

;

and V. pedata, the largest-flowered, has the flowers some-
times nearly 2 inches across. ITie 13 Californian species
are chiefly leafy-stemmed, showy, quite local, and peculiar
in their yellow flowers with purple veins and brown backs

:

V. pcdunculata, the common species, grows in clustered
colonies, with liowers often an inch and a half across ; V.
ocdlata of the Mendocino forests is remarkable for its

purple spots. V. Langsdorffii is abundant on the Aleutian
Islaiuls, and the genus extends north to Kotzebue Sound.
The British species are 6, of which V. odorata, also occur-
ring from central Europe to Sweden, Siberia, and Cashmere,
is the sweet or English violet, often doubled, and called
tea-violet in cultivation ; and V. canina is the dog- or hedge-
violet, without odor, but graceful in form, imparting
much of the beauty of spring to English mountain dis-
tricts. There are .W species in Europe, over 20 in China,
of which V. Patrinii is the most common, and 11 in the
mountains of India. In the southern hemisphere, where
the species are usually shrubby, there are over 30 in the
mountains of South America, elsewhere few, 4 in Australia,
of which the chief is V. hederacea, 2 in New Zealand, and
2 in Cape Colony. Five peculiar species occur in the Ha-
waiian Islands, of which V. robusta produces awoody stem
sometimes 5 feet high, and V. helioscopia a large snow-
white waxy flower sometimes 2 inches across. A few some-
what shrubby species occur northward, as V. arborescens,
the tree-violet. V. scandens of Peru is a climbing and V.
arguta a twining shrub ; V. deeumbens of Cape Colony, a
much-branched procumbent shrub ; V. filicaulis of New
Zealand, a smooth, slender mountain-creeper. The pansy
and other species are of some medicinal use. For V. tri-

color, see pansy and heart's-ease (its small form is known
in the United States as Johnny-jump-up and lady's-de-
light). For other species, see violet.

violable (\-i'o-la-bl), a. [= F. violable = Sp.
violable = Pg. violavel = It. violabile, < L. vio-

Uihilis, that may be violated, < violate, violate

:

see violate.'] Capable of being violated, broken,
or injured. Bailey.

violably (vi'o-la-bli), adv. In a violable man-
ner.

Violacese (vi-o-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1829), fem. pi. of L. violaceus, of a violet, of a
violet color: see violaceous.] Same as Viola-
riess.

violaceous (vi-o-la'shius), a. [< L. violaceus,
of a violet color, < viola, a violet: see violet.]

1 . Of a violet color
;
purple or purplish ; blue

with a tinge of red.

Ked, sometimes violaceous.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 77.

2. Of, resembling, or pertaining to the Viola-
riese, (F«oZ«cfa;).—Violaceous plantain-eater, .Jfi<-

sophaga violacea, a turakoo of West Africa from the Cam-
eroons to Senegambia, 17J inches long, having the general
plumage violet-blue, washed with a greenish gloss on some

Violaceous Plantain-eater ^MttsophaS'^ violacea).

parts ; the quills and crown crimson ; a bare scarlet patch
about the eye, below this a white stripe; the bill orange-
red, fading to yellow on the frontal half ; the eyes brown

;

the feet black ; and the head not crested. The only other
species of the genus, M. rossie, is rather larger, crested,
without any white stripe, and has the bare circumorbital
area edged with violet-blue. It inhabits equatorial Africa.
M. violacea was so named by Isert in 1789, when the genus
was instituted, and is the touraco violet ou max'jue of Le-
vaillant, 1800 ; M. rossee was named by Gould in 1861.

violaceously (vi-6-la'shius-li), adv. With a vio-
let color. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 336.

Violaniline (vi-o-lan'i-lin), ». [< L. DJoto, vio-
let, + E. aniline.] Same as nigrosine. Com-
pare induline.

Violarieae (vi'o-la-ri'e e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
do Candolle, 1805)', < Violaria, for Viola, + -eee.]

An order of polypetalous plants, of the series
Tlialamijlorte and cohort Parietale.i. It is char-
acterized by flowers usually with five petals, five sepals,
and us many perfect stamens ; by anthers nearly or quite
connate around the pistil, introrsely dehiscent, and com-
monly with an appendaged connective ; and by a one-
celled ovary, commonly with three placentae and a me-

vlolator

dium-sized embryo in fleshy albumen. There are over 270
species, belonging to 26 genera, classed in 4 tribes, of which
the types are Viola, I'aypayrola, Alsodeia, and Sauvagesia,
the last being aberrant in the presence of staminodes.
With the exception of the genus Viola, they consist chief,
ly of tropical shrubs with deciduous stipules, sometimes
small trees, and mostly with but few species in each ge-
nus. They usually bear alternate simple entire or toothed
leaves, and axillary flowers which are solitary, or form
racemose or panicled cymes, followed by capsules which
are commonly loculicidal. Their roots often have emetic
properties, and in South America many species, especially
of lonidium, are used as substitutes for ipecacuanha. The
order is largely American : two genera, Viola and lonidi-
um occur within the United States. Also Violacese.

violascent (vi-o-las'ent), a. A variant of violes-

cent.

Violastert (vi-6-las't6r), n. [ME. violastre, <
OF. violastre, t'. violdtre, of a violet color, pur-
plish, < viole, violet : see violet.] See the quo-
tation.

There ben also Dyamandes in Ynde, that ben clept Yio-
lastres (for here colou r is 1 iche Vyolet, or more brown e than
the Violettes), that ben fulle harde and fulle precyous.

MaiidevUle, Travels, p. 160.

violate (vi'o-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. violated,

ppr. violating. [< L. violatus, pp. of violate (>
It. violate = Sp. Pg. violar = F. violer), treat
with violence, whether bodily or mental, < vis,

strength, power, force, violence : see vim, vio-

lent.] 1. To treat roughly or injuriously ; han-
dle so as to harm or hurt; do violence to; out-
rage.

An impious crew
Of men conspiring to uphold their state
By worse than hostile deeds ; violating the ends
For which our country is a name so dear.

Milton, a. A., 1. 893.

2. To break in upon ; interrupt; disturb.
The dark forests which once clothed those shores had

been violated by the savage hand of cultivation.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 183.

3. To desecrate; dishonor; treat with iiTever-
ence

;
profane, or meddle with profanely.

Experience, manhood, honour, ne'er before
Did violate so itself. Shak., A. and C, ill. 10. 24.

Oft have they violated
The temple, oft the law, with foul affronts.

Milton, P. E., iii. 160.

4. To infringe ; transgress, as a contract, law,
promise, or the like, either by a positive act
contrary to the promise, etc., or by neglect or
non-fulfilment: as, to violate confidence.

Thou makeat the vestal violate her oath.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 885.

The condition was violated, and she again precipitated
to Pluto's regions. Bacon, Physical Fables, iii.

Those Danes who were settl'd among the East-Angles,
erected with new hopes, violated the peace which they had
sworn to Alfred. Milton, Hist Eng., v.

5. To ravish ; deflower by force ; commit rape
on.

The Sabins violated Charms
Obscur'd the Glory of his rising Arms.

Prior, Carmen Seculare.

violation (vi-o-la'shon), n. [< F. violation = Sp.
violacion = Pg. violagao = It. violacione, < L.
violatio{n-), an injury, a profanation, < violare.
violate : see fiotete.] 1. The act of violating,
treating with violence, or injuring; interrup-
tion, as of sleep or peace ; desecration ; an act
of irreverence

;
profanation or contemptuous

treatment of sacred or venerable things : as, the
violation of aebureh; infringement; transgres-
sion; non-observance: as, a »io?rtttoM of law.
We are knit together as a body in a most stride &

sacred bond and covenant of the Lord, of the violation
wherof we make great consciences.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 33.

They (the Spartans) commenced the Peloponnesian
war in violation of their engagements with Athens ; they
abandoned it in violation of their engagements with their
allies. Macaulay, Slitford's Hist. Greece.

2. Ravishment; rape.
If your pure maidens fall into the hand
Of hot and forcing violation.

Shak., Hen. V., ill. 3. 21.

violative (vi'o-la-tiv), a. [< violate + -ire.]

Violating; tending to or causing violation.

Violative of a vested legal right
Andrews, Manual of the Constitution, p. 211.

violator (vi'o-la-tor), «. [= F. violatcur = Pr.
violair, viola'dor = Sp. Pg. violador = It. viola-

tore, < L. violator, one who does violence, <

violare, violate: see violate.] 1. One who vio-

lates, injures, interrupts, or disturbs : as, a vio-

lator of repose.— 2. One who infringes or trans-
gresses: as, a, violator of law.— 3. One who pro-
fanes or treats with irreverence : as, a violator
of sacred things.— 4. A ravisher.

An hypocrite, a virgin-rto/a^or.

Shak.. M. for M., v. 1. 41.

Me the sport of ribald Veterans, mine of ruffian violators .'

Tennyson, Boadicea.



viol-block

viol-block (vi'ol-blok), n. A single block or
snatch-block, large enough to reeve a small
hawser ; any large snatch-block.

violet, '• '• [^ Of. violer, < L. violare, violate

:

see violate.'^ To violate.

Violeae (vi-6'le-e), «. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1824), < yiola"^ + -f«.] A tribe of plants,

of the order Violariese, characterized by an ir-

regular corolla with the lower petal unlike the

others. It includes S genera, of which lonidium and
Vwla (the type) .ire large and widely distributed ; of the
others, Atichietea and Corynostylig each include 3 climb-

ing and Noisettia 3 shrubby species, all of tropical Amer-
ica; 2 others are American and 1 Polynesian.

violence (vi'o-lens), h. [< ME. violence, < OF.
violence, F. violence = Sp. Pg. violencia = It.

violenza, < L. violentia, vehemence, impetuosity,
ferocity, < violentus, vehement, forcible: see
violent.'] 1. The state or character of being
violent ; force ; vehemence ; intensity.

To be imprisoned in the viewless winds,
And blowu with restless violence round about.

Shak., M. forM.,iii. 1. 125.

The violence of the lake is so great that it will carry
away both man and beast that commeth within it.

Coryal, Crudities, I. 89.

Disturb'd and torn
With vMenee of this conflict

Milton, P. L., iv. 995.

2. Highly excited feeling or action; impetu-
osity; vehemence; eagerness.

Mark me with what violence she first loved the Moor,
but for bragging and telling her fantastical lies.

Shak., OtheUo, ii. 1. 224.

3. Injury done to anything which is entitled to

respect, reverence, or observance
;
profanation

;

infringement; violation. See the phrases below.
— 4. Unjust or unwarranted exertion of pow-
er; unjust force; force employed against rights,

laws, liberty, or the like; outrage; injury;
hurt; attack; assault.

To prevent the tyrant's violence.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iv. 4. 29.

Fie, Master Morose, that you will use this violence to a
man of the church ! B, Jonson, Epiccene, iii. 2.

5. Ravishment; rape.— 6. In law: (a) Any
wrongful act of one person, whereby either he
or his instrument of wrong-doing is brought
into contact with the limbs or body of another
person. Robinson. (6) The overcoming or pre-

^^enting of resistance by exciting fear through
Tisplay of force, (c) The unlawful use of physi-

al force.—To do violence ont, to attack ; murder.

But, as it seems, did virilence on herself.

Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 264.

do violence to or unto, to outrage ; force ; injure.

He said unto them, Do violence to no man. Luke iii. 14.

They have done violence unto her tomb.
Not granting rest unto her in the grave.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

Syn. 1 and 2. Passion, fury, fierceness, wUdness, rage,

}isterousness.

violencet (vi'o-lens), v. t. [< violence, f.] 1.

To do violence to; assault; injure.

Mrs. Fit::. It may beget some favour like excuse.
Though none like reason.

Wit. No, my tuneful mistress?
Then surely love hath none, nor beauty any

;

Nor nature, violenced in both of these.

B. Joneon, Devil is an Ass, Ii. 2.

2. To bring by violence; compel.
Like our late misnam'd high court of Justice, to which

K3

loyal and the noble, the honest and the brave, were vio-

c'd by ambition and malice. Feltham, Resolves, iL 64.

lency (vi'o-len-si), ». [As violence (see -««)•]

,me as violence. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Con-
ience. III. ii. 3.

lent (vi'o-lent), a. and n. [< ME. violent,

olent, < OF. violent, F. violent = Sp. Pg. It.

vwlcnto, < L. violentus, vehement, forcible, < vis,

streugth,power, force: seeriHi.J I. a. 1. Char-

Iacterized
by strong and sudden physical force

;

hnpetuous; furious.

I Our fortunes lie a bleeding by your rash
I And violent onset* Lust's Dominion, iv. 2.

I Violent fires soon bum out themselves.
I SlMk., Rich. II., ii. 1. 34.

B. Produced, effected, or continued by force;
•ccompanied by extraneous or unnatural force

;

unnatural.
No violent state can be perpetual. T. Burnet.

Truly I don't Care to discourage a young Man — he has
a violent Death in his face ; but I hope no Danger of
Hanging. Congrevc, Love for Love, ii. 7.

3. Acting or produced by unlawful, unjust,
or improper force; characterized by force or
violence unlawfully exercised; rough; outra-
geous; not authorized.

fThen
laid they violent hands upon him ; next Himself im-
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We would give much to use violent thefts.

Shak., T. and C, v. 3. 21.

When with a violent hand you made me yours,
I curs'd the doer.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, ii. 1.

4. Vehement mentally, or springing from such
vehemence; fierce; passionate; furious.

Let down your anger ! Is not this our sovereign?
The head of mercy and of law? who dares, then,
But rebels scorning law, appear thus violent?

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 7.

His Love, however violent it might appear, was still

founded in Reason. Addison, Spectator, No. 345.

Indeed, my Dear, youll tear another Fan, if you don't
mitigate those violent Airs.

CoTigreve, Way of the World, iii. 11.

5. In general, intense iu any respect ; extreme

:

as, a violent contrast ; especially, of pain, acute.
Discreet malstris seyn that the feuere agu comounly is

causid of a uyolent reed coler adust, and of blood adust,
and of blak coler adust.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 22.

It was the violeniest Fit of Contagion that ever was for
the Time in this Island. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 24.

The king's whole army, encamped along the sides of this
river, were taken with violent sickness after eating the
fish caught in it. Bruce, Source"Df the Nile, IL 235.

Rouge, if too violent, by a natural law of color causes
the planes of the cheeks to recede from the planes of the
other and whiter portions of the face, thus producing a
look of age and of gauntness. The Century, XXXV. 539.

6. Compelled; compulsory; not voluntary.
All violent marriages engender hatred betwixt the mar-

ried. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 297.

Ease would recant
Vows made in pain, as violent and void.

Milton, P. L., iv. 97.

Violent motionf. See motion.— Violent power. See
poweri. —Violent profits, in Scots law, the penalty due
on a tenant's forcibly or unwarrantably retaining pos,ies-

sion after he ought to have removed. = Syn. 1. Turbulent,
boisterous.— 5. Poignant, exquisite.

Il.t »• One acting with violence.

Such violents shall not take heaven, but hell, by force.
Decay o/ Christian Piety, p. 53. (Latham.)

violentt (vi'o-lent), v. liviolenty a.] I. trans.

To urge with violence.

I find not the least appearance that his former adversa-
ries violented any thing against him under that queen.

Fviler, Worthies, III. 510.

n, intrans. To act or work with violence; be
violent.

This grief is fine, full, perfect, that I taste,

And violenteth in a sense as strong
As that which causeth. Shak., T. and C, iv. 4. 4.

violently (vi'o-lent-li), adv. In a violent man-
ner; by violence; by force; forcibly; vehe-
mently; outrageously.
They must not deny that there is to be found in nature

another agent able to analyse compound bodies less vio-

lently, and both more genuinely and more universally,
than the fire. Boyle, Works, I. 486.

The king, at the head of the cavalry, fell so suddenly
and so violently upon them that he broke through the
van-guard commanded by Melca Christos, and put them to
flight before his foot could come up.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, IT. 393.

During the si^e of Valenciennes by the allied armies
in June, 1793, the weather, which had been remarkaiily
hot and dry, became violently rtiiny after the cannonading
commenced. Sci. Atner., N. S., LXIII. 385.

violert (vi'ol-^r), n. [< viol + -erl.] One
skilled in playing on the viol; also, a violinist.

To the Frenche violer for his quarters paye, 12li. 10«.

Prince Henry's Book of Payments (1609). (Nares. )

One . . . stabs a violer . . . because he was serenading
in the night-time with his fiddle.

Fountainhall, Decisions of the Lords of Council and
[Session, I. 364. (Jamieson.)

violescent (vi-o-les'ent), a. [< L. viola, a violet,

a purple color (see "violet^), + -escent.] Tend-
ing to a violet color,

violet^ (vi'o-let), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also violette ; < ME, violet, vyoletj vialety vyalett,

violettey < OF. violette, f., violet, m., F. violette =
Sp. Pg. violeta =. It. violetta, dim, of L. viola (It.

Sp. Pg. viola, OF. viole), a violet, a dim, form,
akin to Gr. lov (*F/ov), a \'iolet.] I, n. 1, A
plant of the genus Viola, or one of its flowers;

also, one of a few plants of other genera. See
Viola, compound names below, and cut in next
column.

Daisies pied and violets blue. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 904.

2. A general class of colors, of which the violet-

flower is a highly chromatic example, in the
spectrum the violet extends from h to H, covering all the

upper part of the spectrum ordinarily visible. This color

can be produced by a slight admixture of red to blue;
and colors somewhat more rfd than the upper part of the
spectrum are called violet. But the sensation of violet is

produced by a pure blue whose chroma has been dimin-
ished while its luminosity has been increased. Thus, blue

and violet are the same color, though the sensations are
different. A mere increase of illumination may cause a
violet blue to appear violet, with a diminution of apparent
chroma. This color, called violet or blue according to the

violet

t. Stemmed Violet {yiola tricolor, var. arvertsis) t 5/, stem.
2, Stemless Violet (^yiola palmata, var. lucullata) : s, scape.

quality of the sensation it excites, is one of the i hree funda-
mental colors of Young's theory. It is neaily comple-
mentary to the color of brightness, so that deep shades
generally appear by contrast of a violet tinge; and the
light of a rainy day, and still more of a sudden tempest,
has a violet appearance. Even the pure yellow of the
spectrum, so reduced as to be barely visible, looks violet
beside the same light in great intensity.

3. Any one of the many different small blue or
violet butterflies of Lycsena, Polyommatus, and
allied genera.—Acid violet, a coal-tar color used in
dyeing, being the sodium salt of dimethyl-rosaniline tri-

sulphonic acid. It is applicable to wool and silk.—Ani-
line violet. Same as ?nawue.— Arrow-leafed violet.
Viola sagiitata of the eastern half of the United States,

much resembling the common blue violet, except in the
form of its leaves. — Bird's-foot violet, a low stemless
species, Viola pedata, of the same region, having pedately
divided leaves, and fine large light-blue or whitisli flowers,
yellow-eyed with the stamens. A variety is the pansy
violet.— CalatMan violet, the marsh-gentian, Gentiana
Pneumonanthe. According to Gerard, the true plant was
a Campanula. Britten and Holland.— CaJi&dB. violet,
Viola Canadensis, a species common northward and in
the mountains of eastern North America, having an
upright stem a foot or two Iiigh, and white petals pur-
plish beneath.—Common or early blue violet, Viola
pahnata, especially in the variety cucidlata, very common
in moist ground in North America. The leaves are more
or less palmately lobed, or In the variety only crenate.
The size and shape of the leaves are variable, as also the
color of the petals, which are deep- or pale-blue, or purple,
or sometimes white or variegated.— Com-violet. See
Specidaria.—Crystal Violet. See crystal.— J)a.jnSiSk
violet. Same as dame's-violet.—J)og-tOOt'h Violet,»a
plant of the genus Erythroniuin. The yellow dog-tooth
violet is E. ^7n€rica«wm.— Dog-Violet, Viola canina of
the northern Old World, and in the variety Muhlenhergii
of North America, It is a stemmed violet a few inches
high, with light-violet petals and a short cylindrical spur.
— English Violet. See sweet violet.— Trva^e or fringed
violet, Arthropodium paniculatuni and Thysaiiotus tube-

rosus, liliaceous plants of Australia witli rather small pani-
cled blue flowers, those of the former with crisped inner
segments.— Green violet. See lonidium.— Hofflnann's
violet. Same as dahlia, 3.— Hooded violet, a plant of
the tropical American genus Coryno>>iylis (Calypirion),
related to the violets.— Homed violet (or pansy), Viola
cornuta of the Pyrenees, having pale-blue or niauve-colored
sweet-scented spurred flowers, produced abundantly and
continuously, long cultivated in Europe, and forming an
excellent border- or bedding-plant.^Iance-leafed vio-
let, the American Viola lanceolata, with small white flow-

ers.—Long-spurred Violet, Viola rostrata of the eastern
and central United States, having a low stem and pale-
violet flowers with a slender spur.— Manganese Violet,
in ceram., the purple color obtained by the use of manga-
nese.— March violet, the sweet violet. Britten and Hol-
land. [Local, Kng.]— Marian'svlolet. Same as manef.
— Marsh-violet, (a) Viola palvstris, n species wiUi small
blue flowers marked with purple : found northward in
both hemispheres, (b) Locally, same as fio^f-moief.- Mars
violet, an artificially prepared oxid of iron, used as a pig-

ment by artists. It resembles Indian red, but is darker
in color. Also called mineral purple.— "SileTCury'a vio-
let. Same as Marian's OTo/e(.— Naphthalene violet.
Same as naphthame'in.— Neapolitan VlOlet. See sweet
violet—Hew fast violet. Same as gallocyanine.— New
Holland violet. Same as spurless violet.— Pale violet,
Viola striata of central and eastern North America, a
stemmed species having white petals lined with purple.—
Pansy violet, a local name for the variety bicolor of the
bird's-foot violet, Viola pedata. The two upper petals are

of a deep-violet color and as if velvety. Also velvet violet.

— Paris violet. Same as methyl-violet.— "PeTliiii's vlc-
let. Same as im/mtt.- Primrose-leafed violet, Viola
primuliefolia of the eastern t'liited States, with small
white flowers.— Rosaniline violet a coal-tar color used
in dyeing, being the hydrochlorids of mono- and di-phenyl-
rosaniiine. They produce a dull but moderately fast violet

color on cotton, wool, and silk. Also called pheiiyl violet,

spirit violet, Parma violet, imperial violet, etc.— Round-
leafed violet, Viola rotundifolia of cold woods in eastern
North America, a species with small yellow flowers, the
leaves at first erect, roundish-ovate, an inch broad, in sum-
mer 3 or 4 inches long, lying flat on the ground, shining
above.— Sand violet, Vi<da arenaria, a small tufted
stemless species with pale-blue flowers, found in ihe
northern Old World.— Spurless violet, speciHcally, Fioia
hederacea of Australasia, once classed as a distinct genus
Erpetion, a tufted or widely creeping plant with rather
small blue flowers.— Spurred violet, a pretty South



violet

European species. Viola caharata, allied to the horned
violet, and having large purple flowers, which in the Alps
sometimes form sheets of color.— Stemless violets, that
class of violets in which the stem does not rise above the
gn>und. the flowers being borne on scapes. See cut at)Ove.— Stemmed violets, that class of violeta which have a
leafJ- stem and usually large stipules. See cut above.—
Sweet violet, a favorite sweet-scented violet, Viola odo-
rata, native in Europe and Asiatic Russia : in America often
called K/iijltj^h violet. It is a stemless species with bluish-
purple Of white flowers, cultivated in many varieties, sin-
gle and double, and produced in large quantities for tlie

market, yielding also a perfumers' oil. A continuously
blooming variety is much grown about Paris. The Nea-
Solitan is a well-linown variety with double light-blue
owers, now surpassed by the "Marie Louise." the flow-

ers of the " czar " are very large and sweet ; those of the
"queen-of-violets," white and very large; etc.— Tongue-
ViOlet. See Sc/itcei(ft/eria.— Tooth-violet. Same as cora^-
wort, 1.— Tree-violet, Viola arboresceiis, a shrubby spe-
cies with erect branching stems, growing from crevices
of rocks in the western Mediterranean region.—Tri-
colored violet, the pansy, Viola tricolor.—iTtnity vio-
let, the spiderwort, Tradegcantia Virffinica, from its blue
flowere and time of blooming. Britten and Holland. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]— Twln-flowered violet. See I'Md.-Velvet
violet. See pansy violet, above.— Violet family, the
plant-order I'toianV*!.— Vlolet-powder, staich reduced
to a very flue powder, and scented with orris-powder or
other perfume ; used for nui-sery and other purposes. {See
BXaoboff-violet, hedge-vioUt, horse-violet, methyl- violet, water-
violet, wood-violet-)

II. a. Having the color of violet, a deep blue
tinged with red— Violet bee, a European carpenter-
bee, Xylocopa violacea. See cut under carpenter-bee.—
Violet cannine, a brilliant bluish-purple pigment ob-
taineil from the roots of the alkanet, Alkanna (Awhwa)
tinctoria. It is little used, as it changes color rapidly on
exposure.—Violet land-crab, the West Indian crab Ge-
eam'ntu raricoia.— Violet quartz, amethyst Violet
sapphire, schorl, etc. See the nouns.— Violet tana-
ger, Euphonia violacea, partly of the color said.

violet^ (vi'o-let), n. [< It. viola, a viol.] A
viola d'amore. Sometimes called English vio-
let.

violet-blindness (vi'o-let-blind"nes), n. A
form of color-blindness in which there is ina-
bility to distinguish violet.

violet-blue (vi'6-let-blo), n. See Mue.
violet-cress (vi'o-let-kres), n. A Spanish cru-
ciferous plant, lonopsidium (Cochlearia) aeaule.

violet-ear, violet-ears (vi'o-let-er, -erz), n. A
humming-bird of the genus Petasophora. Six spe-
cies are described, ranging from Mexico to Brazil and
Bolivia, as P. anaui and P. cyanotis. They are rather large
hummers, 4J to 5J inches long, with metallic-blue ear-
coverts (whence the name).

violet-shell (vi'o-let-shel), n. A gastropod of
the family lanthinidee. See cut under lantkina.

violet-snail (vi'6-let-snal), n. Same as violet-
shell.

violet-tip (vi'o-let-tip), m. A handsome Amer-
ican butterfly, Polygonia interrogaUonis, whose
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carved scroll for a head. Four strings are used, tuned
thus : E, A, D, and G (next below middle C\ of which the
lowest is wound with silver wire, while the others are of
gut. The first string is often called the chanterelle. In

violet-tip (Poty^ottia interro^aiionis), risfht wings reversed.
(Female, about natural size.)

wings a,re reddish with brown mottlings and
violet tips. Its larva feeds on hop, elm, and
nettle. S. H. Scudder.
violet-wood (vi'o-let-wud), n. 1. Same as king-
wood.— 2. See myaH.— S. The wood of a legu-
minous tree of Guiana, Copaifera hracteata.

Violinl (vi-o-lin'), n. [= Sp. violin = Pg. vio-
Uno = G. violine = Sw. Dan. violin, < It. violino,
dim. of viola, a viol : see viol^. Cf. F. violon,
a vioUn.] 1. The modem form of the small-
er medieval viola da bracoio. The violin group
of Instruments is distinguished from the true viols es-
pecially by having the back slightly arched like the bel- .-.-..
ly, and by the number and tuning of the strings. It is ^P' fmular to writers' cramp (which see, under writer).
probable that the change f--om the viol model was first violin^ (vi'6-lin), n. [< Viola^ ^ . ~ -

violin.

A, scroll ; B, p^ ; C, peg-box ; Z>, upper saddle ; H, finger-board

;

/^.sound-holes; G, bridge; //.tail-piece: /, tail-piece ring; ^.tail-
piece button ; M, neck ; N, neck-plate ; O, back ; P, front or belly

;

R, R, bouts ; 5, waist. Inside the violin has six blocks (namely, neck-
block, end-pin block, and four comer-blocks), twelve hoop-linings, a
bass-bat, and a sound-post.

the construction of the instrument maple and pine, very
carefully selected, are the chief components. The minut-
est details of wood„model, jointing, varnish, etc., are im-
portant, so that a really fine instrument is an elal>orate
work of art. The bow by which the violin is soundetl has
also been gradually refined in shape, so as to present the
utmost strength, elasticity, and lightness (see bow'^, 3
(a) ). In actual use the violin is held nearly horizontally
by the player's extended left arm, the lower part of the
body being supported on his left collar-bone. The first
pogition of his left hand is so close to the nut that the
pressure of the first finger on any one of the strings will
raise its pitch a half-step, that of the second finger will
raise it a whol e step, etc. The second position, or half shift,
is one in which the first finger falls where the second did
in the first position. The third position, or whole shift, is one
in which the first finger falls where the second did in the
second position. (Seeposition,i(c),andsmt,2.) Eleven dif-
ferent positions are recognized, so that the compass of the
instrument, which in the first position extends only to two
octaves and a major third, reaches by means of other posi-
tions to nearly four octaves. Harmonics are pro(iucible
by lightly touching a string at one of its nodes, so that the
available compass is still longer. The tone of the violin
is more capable of expression than that of any other in-
strument: hence it holds the leading position in the
modern orchestra, the central section of which is made up
of the first and second violins, the violas, and the violon-
cellos, all of which are essentially violins in model. It is

also a favorite instrument for solos, both with an(i with-
out accompaniment. While the pitch of the tones used
is determined by the stopping of the strings with the left
hand, their force and quality— that is, their expressiveness
—depends on the method of bowing. To a certain extent,
two or even three strings may be sounded together, so as to
produce harmonic effects : such playing is called double-
stopping. Pizzicato tones are produced by plucking the
strings with the finger, after the manner of the guitar.
A peculiar veiled tone is obtained by attaching a weight
called a mute or sordino to the bridge so as to check its

vibrations, i'he violin is often colloquially called a fiddle.

Sharp violins proclaim
Their Jealous pangs and desperation.

Dryden, Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, st 6.

2. A player on the violin ; a violinist: as, the
first violin of an orchestra Key-stop violin.
See key-stop.^ Keyed vloUn. See *e.v«ti.— Nail-violin.
Same as nail-fiddle.—TenoT violin. See troia.-Three-
quarter violin. Same as violino piccolo.— yiolin clef,
in musical notation, a G clef on the second line of _n
the staff; the treble clef. See figure.—Violin dia- -jE.
pason, in organ-building, a diapason of unusually \y
narrow scale and string-like tone.—Violin-players" tJ
cramp or palsy, an occupation-neurosis of violin-play-

made in the tenor viol, or viola, and thence transferred
to the smaller size, or violino. The true violin, both large
and small, began to be made about the middle of the six-
teenth century, particularly in the North Italian towns of
Cremona and Brescia. The greatest refinement of shape

, . . f«2.] An
emetic substance contained in all parts of the
sweet-scented violet, Viola odorata. It has not
been obtained pure, and is perhaps identical
with emetin from ipecacuanha.

and construction was attained about 17(X) by Stradivari, viollna fve-6-le'nii1 n U vinlinl 1 Tn nrnnn.
and hasneversincc been surpassed. In its most approved hZ7iM„y^l^ i!"'-

i^ '^">nn .J m organ-

form, the violin is further distinguished from the viol by ?";ff'"L^i;^!.*<'P ^Jl'ri',^
"_'^"°-^ ™®* t1?'P®^'_ ^°'^

a comparative thinness between belly and back, by sides
or ribs of a peculiar shape, by bouts (indentations in the

In i^ts most approved

thin, incisive, string-like quality. It is"usually
, r-, -., V » _ of four-feet tone.

«>r?e™ hfn'w!v*'ldin't "} ""^ w*'
between double vioUn-boW (vi-6-lin'b6), n. A bow for sound-corners, by a finely adjusted correlation of position be- ;„„ _ .„;„i:_ •

tweenthebridge,the8ound-post.andthe.A8hapedsound- V'S.'^ ,"^i°- . , ^,,
holes, by the complete independence of the neck from the VlOlinO ('VI 0-lin), n. [< L. mola, a violet color,
body, by a peg-box with transverse pegs, and by a daintily + -ine^.J A blue precipitate obtained by treat-

viper

ing aniline with sulphuric acid and peroxid of
lead: same as mauve.
Violinette (rt''o-li-net'), n. [< violin + -ette.']

Same either as violino piccolo or as fct<5.

violinist (vi-9-lin'ist), «. [= G. Sw. Dan. vio-
Uiii.it = Sp. Pg. It. violinista; as violin + -ist.

Cf. F. violoni.ste.'] A performer on the violin,

violino (ve-o-le'no), w. [It. : seecioKnl.] Same
as violin—Violino piccolo, a small or miniature violin,
differing_ from the kit in being of the same proportions
as the violin ; a three-quarter fiddle. Such violins were
once used for children's practice. They were usually timed
a third higher than the violin.

violin-piano (vi-6-lin'pi-an''''6), n. Same as har-
monichord.

violist (vi'ol-ist), n. [= D. violist; as viol +
-ist.'\ 1. A performer on the viol.

He [Kenelm Digby] was a violinist, and the two former
violist^. Life of A. Wood, Feb. 12, 1658-9.

2. A performer on the viola.

violoncellist (ve'''o-lon-chel'ist or vi''o-lon-sel'-

ist), n. [= It. violoncellista ; as violoncello +
-ist.'\ A performer on the violoncello. Often
abbreviated to cellist, 'cellist.

'Violoncello (ve''''o-lon-eher6 or vi''''6-lon-sel'6),

}(. [It., dim. of OTotowe, q. v.] 1. 'ihe modem
form of the medieval viola da gamba. it is prop-
erly a bass violin rather than a small violone, as its name
suggests, since its form is that of the violin rather than
of the true viol. Its size is about double that of the
violin. It began to be popular for concerted music early
In the seventeenth century, and for solo use about a cen-
tury later. Its four strings are tunetl thus : A, D. G, C
(the second below middle C), the third and fourth being
silver strings. In playing, the violoncello is rested verti-
cally by means of a wooden peg or standard on the fl<x>r

between the player's knees. The method of playing is

otherwise very similar to that of the violin, including the
same special effects. The tone is very sonorous and ex-
pressive, combining the advantages of the violin tone with
the breadth of a tenor compass. The bow used is similar
to that for the violin, but larger. In modern music the
violoncello stands next in importance, among the stringed
instruments, to the violin, both as a member of the or-
chestra and as a solo instrument. Commonly abbreviated
cello, 'cello.

2. In organ-huilding, a pedal stop of eight-feet
tone, having metal pipes of narrow scale and
a very string-like quality— Violoncello piccolo,
a small or miniature violoncello, having the same propor-
tions and tuning. It was used especially for solos.

violone (ve-o-16'ne), n. [= F. violon (dim.), a
violin, < It. violone, aug. of viola, a viol : see
viol."] 1. The largest of the medieval -viols ; a
double-bass viol, it was originally a very large viola
da gamba, sometimes provided with six strings, but usu-
ally with only three or four. The three-stringed form
was tuned thus : G, D, A (the third below middle C), which
is the tuning of the modern three-stringed double-bass,
with which the violone is nearly identical.

2. In organ-btiilding, a pedal stop of sixteen-
feet tone, resembling the violoncello.

'Violoust(vi'o-lus), o. l<. viol(eni) + -ous."] Vio-
lent; impetuous. [Rare.]

Gil. Where's your son?
Fra. He shall be hang'd in flots

;

The dogs shall eat him in Lent ; there *s cats' meat
And dogs' meat enough aboiit him. . . .

Gil. You are so vidous !

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 1.

viparious (vi-pa'ri-us), a. [Irreg. < L. vita, life,

or vivus, alive, -I- parere, produce. Cf. viper
and viviparous.'] Life-producing or life-renew-
ing. [Rare.]

A cat the most viparious is limited to nine lives.

Buluxr, Caxtons, xiL 2.

viper (vi'per), n. [< OF. vipere, F. viph-e (also
OF. wivre, F. givre) = Sp. vibora = Pg. vihora
= It. vipera, < L. vipera, a viper, adder, serpent,
contr. for "vivipara, fem. of an adj. found in
LL. as viviparu.1, bringing forth alive (applied
to some fish, as distinguished from o-viparous
fish), < vivus, alive, + parere, bring forth. Cf.
vire^ and wiver, wivern, from the same source.
See weever.l 1. A
venomous snake of
the family Viperi-
dse : originally and
especially applied
to the only serpent
of this kind occur-
ring in the greater
part of Europe, Vi-

pera communis or
Pelias beriis. Tliis
is the only poisonous reptile which Is found in Great Brit-
ain, and there it is neither very common nor very dan-
gerous. There are several genera and many species of
vipers properly so called, all Old World, chiefly of warm
countries, all poisonous, and most of them very danger-
ous if not fatal ; they are known indifferently as vi/ien.
asps, or adders. See Viperidee, and cuts under adder.
Cerastes, and daboya.

2. Any venomous serpent except a rattle-
snake

; a viperine ; a eobriform and not crotali-

Head and Tail of Common Viper ^Pe-
iias bertis), with erect fangs.



viper

form serpent, as a cobra, asp, or adder; also,

loosely, any serpent that is venomous, or sup-
posed to be so ; a dangerous, repulsive, or ugly
snake. In the United States the name is commonly
but erroneously applied to various spotted snnkes, espe-
cially to some supposed to be venomous, but in fact in-

nocuous: as, the water-Piper. AncUtrodoti piscioontg, the
water-moccasin, poisonous; the blowing-ia^r and black
viper, Hetertxion platyrhinos and //. niger, both harmless,
though of formidable and repulsive aspect. See cuts under
asp, cobra-de-capello, copperhead, moccasin, and pit-viper.

3. In her., a serpent used as a bearing. Some
writers avoid the word serpent and use viper instead, there
being no ditference in the representations.

4. One who or that which is mischievous or
malignant.

Where is that viper/ bring the villain forth.
SliaJe., Othello, v. 2. 286.

Thou painted viper!
Beast that thou art I

Shelley, The Cenci, i. 3.

Black Tlper. See def. 2.— Blowing-viper. Same as
kognoiesnake. [l. S. 1—Homed Viper, any serpent of the
genus Cero^'cx.—Indian viper, the Russellian snake. See
cut under datxiya.—'Pit Viper. See pit-viper.— Plumed
viper, a putf-adder. See a««m. —Red Viper. Same as
copperhead, 1.—Viper's dance, !*t. Vitus'a dance, llalti-

uxU. [Prov. Eng.]—Water-Viper. See def. 2.—Yellow
viper. See yelloTt.

Vipera (vi'pe-ra), n. [NL. (Laurenti, 1768), <
L. vipera, a viper : see viper.'] A genus of ser-
pents, giving name to the Viperidee. Formerly it

was applied with little discrimination to a great number
of venomous viviparous species and others. It is now re-
stricted to a small genus of the family Viperidx, of which
the common viper of Europe ( V. a^ig, V. communis or Pe-
lias berug) is the type, having the urosteges two-rowed and
the nostril between two plates. Also called Peliax. See
Viperidx, and cuts under adder and viper.

viperess (vi'p^r-es), n. [< viper + -ess.'\ A fe-

male viper.

Would we fain'd, but bear Pontia confess.
My Sons I would have poyson'd : Vipereas!

Stapylton, tr. of Juvenal (ed. 1680), vi. 670.

viper-fish (vi'p6r-fish), n. A fish of the family
Chauliodoiitidse and genus CliauUodu.1, specifi-
cally f. xloaiii. This is a deep-sea fish of Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic waters, a foot long, greenish above,
blackish below, silveiy on the sides, with about thirty
phospliorescent spots in a row from the chin to the ven-
tral fins.

viper-gourd (vi'pfer-gord), ». Same as snake-
r/iiurd. See gonrd.
Viperidse (vi-per'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Vipera +

I-ida.]

The vipers; one of four families into
which the suborder Vijierina or Solenoglypha,
of the order (yjMdia, is divided, distinguished
from the CrotaUdse by the absence of a pit be-
tween the eye and the nostrils, and from the A t-

)ractaspididse and Causida bj the presence of a
jpostfrontal bone in connection with ungrooved
fangs. All the Viperidx are venomous, and nearly all

inhabit the Old World only. According to the latest view
of the family, it includes 7 genera : Vipera, of which Pelias
is a synonym

; iJaboia (see dalioya); Ceratles, the horned
vipers: /(»(M(with which £cAiifna is synonymous) ; Clotho,

Plumed Viper, or PiilT adder ' Clolho iirfr/aM.r),one of the Vipfridm.

the plamed vipers, or puff-adders, as C. arietanx of Africa

;

Echi» of Merrem, called Toocicoa by Gray ; and Alheris
of Cope, also called PoecUostdus. In the two latter the
urosteges are single-rowed : in the rest, two-rowed. The
generic distinctions of the first five are slight, chiefly
resting up<«i the formation of the plates about the nos-
trils. >tee also cuts cited under riper, 1.

Viperiform (\i'pe-ri-f6rm), a. [< L. vipern, a
viper, + /orma.'form.] Having the form or
structure of a viper; allied or belonging to the
vipers : correlated with cobri/orm and crotali-
form.

Viperina (vi-pe-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., < L. vipera,
a viper. + -i«a2.] i[|_ \ general name of ven-
omous serpents : distinguished from Coluhrina.
Also called Xocua, Thanatophidia, Venenona.—
2. More exactly, one of two suborders of OpM-
dta, containing venomous serpents related to
the viper, it corresponds to the modem suborder
Solenoglypha, as distinguished from Pruteroglypha, though
of less enact dellnition than either of these. See cut un-
der rattlesnake, and cuts cited under viper, 2.

viperine (vi'pe-rin), a. and ti. [< L. viperinus,
of or like a viper, < vipera, a viper, serpent:

6763
seerjper.] I. a. Resembling or related to the
viper; of or pertaining to the Viperina, es-
pecially in the narrower sense : broadly dis-
tinguished from colubrine, more strictly con-
trasted with rrotaline— Viperine snake, (a) Any
member of the Viperina. (6) A harmless colubrine ser-
pent of Europe, Tropidonotus viperina, colored much like
the true viper. See cut under snake.

n. «. A member of the Viperina; a viper.
Encyc. Brit, XXH. 198.
Viperish (vi'p6r-ish), a. [< viper + -ish^.']
Like a viper ; somewhat viperous ; malignant

;

ugly : as, a viperish old woman.
Viperling (vi'per-ling), M. l< viper + -lingT^.'\ A
young or small viper.
Viperoid (vi'pe-roid), a. [< viper + -oid.] Vi-
perine in a broad sense ; of or pertaining to the
nperoidea.

Viperoidea, Viperoides (vi-pe-roi'de-ii, -dez),
«. pi. [NL.: see viperoid.'] Same ki' Viperi-
na, 1.

viperous (vi'per-us), a. [< viper + -otis.] Hav-
ing the qualities of a viper; viperish; venom-
ous; malignant; spiteful: chiefly said of men-
tal qualities, or used figuratively.

Which, though it repeopled the world, yet is it least be-
holding to her viperous offspring.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 340.

Mr. Chubb cast a suspicious and viperous glance at Fe-
lix, who felt that he had been a simpleton for his pains.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

viperously (vi'p6r-us-li), adv. In a viperous
manner ; like a viper.

Hauing spoken as maliciouslie & viperounlie as he might
... of Wikliffes life. Holinshsd, Bichard II., an. 1377.

viper's-bogloss (vi'pferz-bu'glos), n. See
Achium.
viper's-^ass ( vl'pferz-gras), n. See Scorzoneia.
viper-Wine (vi'pfer-win), «. See the quotation.

When his [Sh- Robert Cotton's] abilities decayed, he
drank sack in which snakes were dissolved, being com-
monly called viper-mne, to restore nature.

Court and Times of Charles I., II. 112, note.

viraginian (vir-a-jin'i-an), a. [< 'L. virago
{-gin-), a bold woman, + -ian.] Having the
qualities of a virago ; tei-magant.

The remembrance of his old conversation among the
riragitUan trollops. MUton, Apology for Smectymnaus.

viraginity (vir-a-jin 'i-ti), H. [< L. virago (-gin-),

a bold woman, + -iii/.] The qualities of a vi-
rago. [Rare.] Imp. Bid.
viraginous (vi-raj'i-nus), a. [< L. virago (-gin-),

a bold woman, -t- -ous.] Same as viraginian.

A man is placed In the same uneasy situation as before
described [riding the stang], so that he may be supposed
to represent ... his henpecked friend. ... He is car-
ried through the whole hamlet, with a view of e.\posing or
shaming the viraginous lady.

BrockOt, Gloss, of North Country Words, p. 266.

virago (vi- or vl-ra'go), n. [< L. virago, a bold
woman, a man-like woman, an Amazon, < vir,

man: see virile.] 1. A woman of extraordi-
nary stature, strength, and courage ; a woman
who has the robust body and masculine mind
of a man ; a female warrior.

She . . . procedeth like a Virago stoutly and cherefully
to the fire, where the corps of her husbande was bumte,
castinge her selfe into the same fyre.

B. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (B'irst Books on Amer-
[ica, ed. Arber, p. 24).

" To arms, to arms I " the fierce virago cries.

And swift as lightning to the combat flies.

Pope, U. of the L., v. 37.

Hence— 2. A bold, impudent, turbulent wo-
man ; a termagant: now the usual meaning.
When I distress her so again, may I lose her forever

!

and be linked instead to some antique virago, whose gnaw-
ing passions, and long hoarded spleen, shall make me curse
my folly. Sheridan, The Kivals, iii. 2.

3. [cap.] [NL. (A. Newton, 1871).] A genus
of Anatinm : so called because the female has a
peculiarity of the windpipe usually found only
in male ducks. The species is V. punctata (or
castanea) of Australia.

virago-sleevef (vi-ra'go-slev), n. A full sleeve
worn by women about the middle of the seven-
teenth century.

Virchow-Robin lymph-spaces. The spacesbe-
tween the adventitia and the inner coats of the
cerebral vessels.

vire^t (ver), n. [< ME. vyre, < OP. vire = Pr. Sp.
Pg. vira, a crossbow-bolt; cf. dim. Sp. virote.

It. verretta, veretta, a spear; prob. a contraction
of Sp. vibora = Pg. vibora, a viper, = OF. "vivre,

also wivre (> E. wiver), F. givre, a serpent, viper,

also an arrow, < L. vipera, a viper: see viper

and iciver. The supposed contraction may have
•been due to association with OF. virer, turn.]

i. A bolt for a crossbow, feathered spirally

so as to rotate in its flight. Also vireton.

Vireo
The head of a vire or veron, a heavy arrow which was

discharged from a large cross-bow.
H. S. Cuming, Jour. Brit. Archseol. Ass., XI. 143.

2. In her., same as annulet. Cussans.
vire^t (ver), v. An obsolete spelling of veer.

virelay (vir'e-la), «. [< F. virelai, < virer, turn,
change direction (see veer), + lai, a song, lay:
see toj(3.] An old French form of poem, in
short lines, running on two rimes ; also, a suc-
cession of stanzas on two rimes, and of inde-
terminate length, the rime of the last line of
each becoming the rime of the first couplet in
the next, thus: a, a, b, a, a, b, a, a, b; b, b, c,

b. 6, c, 6, b, c; c, c, d, c, c, d, c, c, d; etc. in a
nine-line lay the rime-order is as follows : a,a,b,a, a, b,

a, a, b. The virelai nouveau is written on two rimes
throughout; and the lines of the first couplet reappear
alternately at irregular intervals throughout the poem,
concluding it in reverse order. No rime should be re-
peated. [This form has been written in English but spar-
ingly. Except by example, it is difficult to explain it
Here is the beginning of one

:

Good-bye to the Town !— good-bye

!

Hurrah ! for the sea and the sky I

In the street the flower-girls cry

;

In the street the water-carts ply

;

And a fiuter, with features a-wry,
Plays fitfully, "Scots, whahae"—
And the throat of that fiuter is dry

;

Goodbye to the Town !—good-bye

!

And over the roof-tops nigh
Come a waft like a dream of the May,— etc.

The next paragraph closing with

:

Hurrah! for the sea and the sky !

A. Dobson, July.)

Of swich matere made he many layes,

Songes, compleintes, roundels, virelayes.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 220.

Virelay. Kound, Freeman's Song. Cotgrave, 1611.

Virelay, a roundelay. Country-ballad, or Freemans song.
Blount, 1670.

And then the band of flutes began to play.
To which a lady sung a virelay.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 365.

virent (vi'rent), a. [< L. viren(t-)s, ppr. of
virere, be green, fresh, or vigorous. Cf. virid,

verd, verdant, etc.] Green; verdant; fresh.

In these, yet fresh and virent, they carve out the figures
of men and women. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

Vireo (vir'e-6), n. [NL., < L. vireo, a kind of
bird, a greenfinch.] 1. A genus of small
greenish osoine or singing passerine birds of
-America, the type of the family Vireonidse, and
including most of the species of that family

;

the greenlets. See Vireonidee, and cuts under
greenlet and solitary.— 2. [I. c] A greenlet;
any bird of the family Vireonidse, especially of
the genus FjVco. —Arizona vireo, the gray vireo.
Baird, Breiper, and Bidgway, 1874.— Bell's VlTeo, V.
belli, a very small greenlet of the United States from
Illinois westward, and south into Mexico, discovered by
Audubon on the upper Missouri, 'and named l>y him in
1844 after Jolm Bell, a New York taxidermist.—Black-
capped or black-headed vireo, V. atricapUlus, a rare
and remarkable greenlet found from Texas to Mazatlan
and southward, fii^t described by Dr. S. W. Woodhouse
in 1852 from spechnens he procured on the San Pedro
river. It has the cap jet-black, unlike any other vireo.

—

Black-whiskered vireo, one of the mustached green-
lets, V. barbatulus, of Florida and the West Indies. See
wAfp-(oOT-i-rfii/.— Blue-headed vireo, the solitary vireo,
whose cap is somewhat bluish, in contrast with the green-
ish of the other upper parts.— Cassin'S vireo, the west-
ern variety of the solitary vireo. Xantus, 1869.—Gray
Vireo, V. vicinit/r, an isolated species discovered in Ari-
zona Dy Cones in 1864.— Hutton's vlreo, V. huttoni, a
relative of the white-eye, found in California and Mexico.
Cassin, 1851.—Lead-COlored vlreo, the plumbeous vireo.
Baird, Brewer, and Bidgway, 1874.— Least vlreo, V. pu-
stilus, a very small greenlet discovered by Cones in 1864
in Arizona, and related to the gray and Bell's vireos.

—

Mustached vlreo, one of several of the larger species
which have maxillai-y streaks, especially the black-whis-
kered, or whip-tom-kelly.— Philadelphia vlreo, the bro-
therly-love greenlet, discovered by John Cassin near the
city of that name, and originally described by him in 1851
as Vireosylvia philadelphica. It belongs witli the redeye
in the slender-billed section of the large vireos, but in col-

oration is almost identical with the warbling vireo. It
inhabits eastern parts of North America, north to Hud-
son's Bay, and extends to Guatemala in winter. It is

more abundant in the Mississippi watershed than where
originally found.— Plumbeous vlreo, V. plumbeus, of
the southern Rocky Mountain region and southward, dis-

covered by Cones in Arizona in 18(>4. It resembles the
solitary greenlet, but is much duller in color ; the length
is 6 inches.— Red-eyed vlreo, the redeye (which see,

with cut). Also called red-eyed Jlycatcher (aiter Catesby,
1771, Latham, Pennant, etc.), and formerly olive-colored

flycatcher (Edwards).- Solitary vlreo. See solitart/.—

Vlgors'S Vlreot. Same as Vigors's warbler (which see,

under MwrWer).—Warbling vlreo, V. gilvus, of ail tem-
perate eastern Nortii America and southward. It is one of
the smaller species, about 5 inches long and 8i in extent,

and very plainly colored: it inhabits high woodland, and
has an exquisitely melodious warble, often heard from the
shade and ornamental trees of parks and cities.— White-
eyed Vlreo, V. noveboracensis (formerly Muscicapa nove-
boracetms, V. cantatrix, V. musicus, etc.), a small stout-

bodied greenlet notable for the brightness of the olive

parts, the riclmess of the yellow about the face and eyes
and along the sides, and especially the white iris. It is

scarcely 5 inches long and 8 in extent; it inhabits the
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eastern United States^ west regularly to the great plains
and sometimes beyond, breeds in all its United States
ranpe. and winters from the Southern States to the West
Indies and Guatemala. It abounds in shrubbery and tan-
gle, is vivacious and sprightly, has a medley of voluble

White-eyed Vireo fl^irea nweboracensis).

notes, and hangs its nest in a low bush. Scraps of news-
paper usually enter into this fabric, whence the white-eye
was nicknamed "the politician " by Wilson. This is one of
the longest- and best-known of its family, and was known
to the earlier ornithologists as the (jreen Jtycatcher (Pen-
nant), hanging Jlycatcher (Latham), green wren (Bartram),
etc. W'hite-eyed vireos, like Mai7land yellowthroats and
summer yellowbirds, are among the most frequent foster-

parents of thecowbird. Also called white-eyed greevZet.—
Yellow-green vireo, V. Jlacoviridis, a near relative of
the redeye and whip-tom-keUy, but yellower, of Mexico
and over the United States border,

—

YelloW-throated
vireo. See yellow-throated.

Vireonidae (vir-e-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Fi-

reo(w-) + -idee.'\ A family of small dentirostral
oscine passerine birds, related to the Laniidee
or shrikes; the vireos or greenlets. They have a
hooked bill, rictal bristles, ten primaries, scutellate tarsi,

and toes coherent at the base. They are all small birds, un-
der 7 inches long, of simple and mostly greenish coloration,
and are confined to America, where they are migratory in
the northern parts. The genera are Vireo, specially charac-
teristic of North America, containing some 30 species in
its several sections, with Laletes, Cyclarhis, Hytophilus,
Vireolanius, and Neochloe, and probably Dulus and Phoeni-
etmutnes. N. brevipennis is a Mexican type ; L. osbumi is

peculiar to Jamaica. The Vireonidse are remarkable in
possessing either ten, or apparently only nine, primaries
in closely related forms, owing to the variable develop-
ment of the spurious first primary, which is sometimes
quite rudimentary. The species of Vireo are insectivorous,
and inhabit woodland and shrubbery, have an earnest and
voluble, often highly melodious song, weave pensile nests,
and lay spotted eggs. See the phrase-names under Vireo,
and cuts under Dulus, HylophUv.s, redeye, solitary, Vireo,
and whip-tom-kelly.

Vireoninae (vir"e-6-iii'ue), n. pi. [NL., < Vi-
reo{n-) + -inse.'] 'The Fireonidas rated as a sub-
family of Laniidse.

vireonine (vir'e-o.nin), a. Of or pertaining to
the Vireonidse; resembling or related to a vireo.

The usual Vireonine style of architecture ... a closely-
matted cup swung pensile from a forked twig, nearly
hemispherical in contour, and rather large for the size of
the bird. Coueg, Birds of Colorado Valley, I. 523.

Vireosylvia (vir'e-o-sil'vi-a), 11. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1838), < Vireo + Sylvia, q. v.] A genus
of vireos, or section of Vireo, including the
larger greenlets with comparatively slender
biU, as the common red-eyed vireo, the black-
whiskered vireo,the whip-tom-kelly,and others.
See cut under greenlet.

virescence (vi-res'ens), ». [< mrescen(t) + -ce.]

1. Greenness; viridescence.— 2. In bot., the
abnormal assumption of a green color by or-
gans normally bright-colored, as when the pet-
als of a flower retain their characteristic form,
but become green.
virescent (vi-res'ent), a. [< L. virescen{t-)s, ppr.
of virescere, grow' green, inceptive of virere, be
green: see virent.^ Greenish; slightly green

;

turning or becoming green.
viretont (vir'e-ton), n. [OF. vireton, dim. otvire,
a crossbow-bolt: see cirel.] Same as vire^, 1.

Virga (ver'ga), n.; pi. virgse (-je). [NL., < L.
virga, a rod.] The penis.

virgal (vfer'gal), a. [< L. virga, a rod, twig, -I-

-nl.'\ Made of twigs.
virgaloo, n. Same as virgouleuse.

virgarius (ver-ga'ri-us), «.
;

pi. virgarii (-i).

[ML.,< L. virga, a rod : see verged, virgate^."] The
holder of a virgate or yard-land. See yard-land.
vlrgatel (v^r'gat), a.' [< L. virgatus, made of
twigs, striped, resembling a rod, < virga, a rod,
twig: Heeverge^.] Having the shape of a wand
or rod; slender, straight, and erect: as, a, vir-

gate stem ; a virgate polyp.
virgate^ (vfer'gat), n. [< L. virga, a rod, in LL.
a measure of land (like E. rod, pole, or perch) :

see verged. Cf. virgate'^^.] A measure of sur-
face (corresponding to the ML. terra virgata,
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measm'ed land). Different areas have been so
called, without much uniformity. Compare
quotation under holding, 3 (a).

The half-jitri/ote or bovate [corresponds] with the posses-
sion of a single ox. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 65.

virgated (ver'ga-ted), a. [< virgate^ + -cd2.]
Same as virgate^.

virget, virgert. Old spellings otverge'^, verger^.

Virgilia (vfer-jil'i-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck, 1793),
so called in honor of Virgil (Publius Virgilius

Maro), the Boman poet, with ref. to the botan-
ical interest of his "Georgics."] A genus of
leguminous trees of the tribe Sophorex. It is

characterized by papilionaceous rose-purple flowers with
a broad banner-petal, falcate wings, and connate keel-
petals, and by a sessile ovary which becomes a coriaceous,
wingless, flattened two-valved pod. The only species,
V. Capensis, is an evergreen tree of Cape Colony, from 15
to 80 feet high, cultivated under the name Cape Virailia;
it bears pinnate leaves with small leaflets, and handsome
(lowers in short terminal racemes. V. lutea, the American
yellow-wood, is now referred to Cladrastis.

Virgilian (ver-gil'i-an), a. [Also Vergilian; <

L. Virgilius (prop. Vergilius) (see def.) + -an.l
1. Of or pertaining to Virgil (Publius Virgilius
Maro), the greatest Roman epic poet (70-19
B.C.): as, the Virgilian ipoems.— 2. Resembling
the style of Virgil.

The young candidate for academical honours was no
longer required to write Ovidian epistles or Virgilian pas-
torals. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., ill.

virgin (ver'jin), n. and a. [< ME. virgine, ver-
gine, < OF. virgine, vernacularly t)jer(;e, F. vierge
= Sp. virgen = Pg. virgem = It. vergine, < L.
Virgo {virgin-), a maid, virgin, girl or woman
(in eccl. writers also of males), as adj. unwed-
ded, fresh, unused; root uncertain.] I. n. 1.
A woman who has had no carnal knowledge of
man; a maiden of inviolate chastity; a pure
maid. Gen. xxiv. 16.

Sure there is a power
In that great name of virgin that binds fast
All rude uncivil bloods, all appetites
That break their confines.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

The decencies to which women are obliged made these
virgins stifle their resentment so far as not to break into
open violences. Steele, Spectator, No. 80.

2. A man who has preserved his chastity.

These are they which were not defiled with women ; for
they are virgins. Eev. xiv. 4.

Before the sepulcher of Christ there is masse said euerie
day, and none may say the masse there but a man that is

a pure virgin. E. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 26.

The Saints are virgins;
They love the white rose of virginity ; . . .

I have been myself a virgin.

Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

3. One who professes perpetual virginity; espe-
cially, in the early church, one of a class or or-

der of women who were vowed to lifelong con-
tinence.— 4t. The state of virginity.

St. Jerom affirms that to be continent in the state of
widowhood Is harder than to keep our virgin pure.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 90.

6. A parthenogenetic insect, as an aphid; a
female insect which lays eggs which hatch,
though there has been no fecundation for some
generations by the male.— 6. Any female ani-
mal which has not had young, or has not copu-
lated.— 7. [cap.'\ The zodiacal sign or the con-
stellation Virgo. See Virgo.

When the bright Virgin gives the beauteous days.
Thomson, Autumn, 1. 23.

Dolors of the Virgin Mair. See dolor.— English vir-
gins. See Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary.— Espou-
sals of the Blessed Virgin. Sec espousal.— Te&at of
the Presentation of the Virgin Majy. See presenta-
(liimi.— Institute of the Blessed Virgin. Hee institute.
— Little office of the Blessed Virgin. .See office.—Na-
tivity of the Blessed Virgin Maiy. See nativity.—
Order of the Presentation of the Vtrgtn Mary. See
presCTitaMojii.— Purification of St. Mary the Virgin.
See purification.— 5erva,n\,s of the Holy Virgin. See
Servite.— The Virgin, or the Blessed Virgin, the Vir-
gin Mary, the mother of Christ.

This image [that we have conceived] of a beautiful fig-

ure with a pleasant expression cannot but have the ten-
dency of afterwards leading us to think of the Virgin as
present when she is not actually present, or as pleased
with us when she is not actually pleased.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art, § 50.

Virgin Mary's cowslip, honeysuckle, mllkdrops,
popular names of the lungwort, Pvlnionaria officinalis.

It has spotted leaves, owing, according to a wide-spread
tradition, to drops of the Virgin Mary's milk. Britten and
Holland. [Prov. Eng.]— Vli-giu Mary's nut, a tropical
nut or bean cast ashore on the western coasts of the British
Isles, and popularly considered an amulet iigainst the evil

eye. Also called snake's-egg.— Virgin Mary's thistle,
properly, the milk-thistle, Silybum (Cardutis) Marianum ;

referred by Halliwell to the blessed thistle, Centaurea
(Cnicus) benedicta. Britten and Holland.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a maid or vir-

gin ; being a virgin ; befitting a virgin ; chaste

;

pure ; maidenly ; indicating modesty.

virginal

Kosed over with the virgin crimson of modesty.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 323,

The Day shall come that Men shall see the King of all

living Things, and a Virgin Lady of the World shall hold
him in her Lap. Howell, Letters, iv. 43.

Tlie virgin captives, with disorder'd charms
(Won by his own, or by Patroclus's arms),
Eush'd from the tents with cries ; and, gath'ring round.
Beat their white breasts, and fainted on the ground.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 33.

2. Unsullied; undefiled: as, virgin snow; vir-

gin minds.
The virgin Lillie, and the Primrose trew,

Spenser, Prothalamion, 1. 32.

Pardon, goddess of the night,
Those that slew thy virgin knight.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3. 13.

As Phtebus steals his subtil Ray
Through virgin Ci-ystal, J. Beamnont, Psyche, ii. 110.

Sweet flower, I love, in forest bare,
To meet thee, when thy faint perfume
Alone is in the virgin air.

Bryant, Yellow Violet.

3. Untouched ; not meddled with ; unused ; un-
tried; fresh; new; unalloyed: as, virgin soil.

Tell him the valour that he shew'd against me
This day, the virgin valour, and true Are,
Deserves even from an enemy tins courtesy.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 4,

Vierge escu, a virgin shield, or a white shield, without
any devices, such as was borne by tlie tyros in chivalry
who had not performed any memorable action.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 14, note.

Convictions existed in him by divine right ; they were
virgin, unwrought, the brute metal of decision.

Ii. L. Stevenson, Treasure of Franchard.

It is impossible to produce, and at the same time to
obtain an account of, what may be called a virgin sensa-
tion, such as may be conceived to be the impression of an
infant mind, if indeed even this may be supposed to exist
pure from all accretions of transmitted association.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 38.

The Sierra Madres in Mexico are still virgin of sports-
men and skin-hunters. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 878.

4. In zool., parthenogenetic, as an insect; of
or pertaining to parthenogenesis: as, virgin
reproduction. See agamogene.9i-<' Virgin birth
or generation, parthenogenesis,—virgin clay, in in-

dustrial arts, as glass-making and pottery, clay that has
never been molded or fired, as distinguished from the
ground substance of old ware, which is often mixed with
it.— Virgin honey, see Aon«i/.— virgin mercury, na-
tive mercury. Hee mercury.—Virgin Oil. iit-e Uive-oit.—
virgin parchment. Hee parchment.— Virgin scam-
mony. See scammony, 2.— Virgin Steel, a deceptive
name given to articles made merely of good cast-iron.

—Virgin stock. See siocki, 26 (6).—Virgin swarm,
a swarm of bees from a swarm of the same season. Hal-
liwell.

virgin (vfer'jin), v. i. [< virgin, «.] To play the
virgin ; be or continue chaste : sometimes with
indefinite it.

ify true lip

Hath virgin'd it e'er since. Shak., Cor., v. 3. 48.

virginal^ (ver'jin-al), a. [< OF. virginal, vir-

geal, F. virginal = Sp. Pg. virginal = It. ver-

ginale, < L. virginalis, maidenly, < virgo (vir-

gin-), a maiden: see virgin.'] 1. Pertaining to
a virgin ; maidenly: as, virginal reserve.

With mildnesse virginall. Spenser, F. Q. , II. ii. 20.

The virginal palms of your daughters.
Shak., Cor., v. 2. 45.

"Bertha in the Lane" is treasured by the poet's ad-
mirers for its virginal pathos— the sacred revelation of a
dying maiden's heart. Stedvian, Vict. Poets, p. 129.

2. In zool., virgin; parthenogenetic: as, the
virginal reproduction of plant-lice.

virginal^ (vfer'jin-al), n. [Early mod. E. vir-

giiiall ; said to be so called because "common-
ly played by j'oung ladies or virgins " ; < virgin-

al^, a.] A spinet, or small harpsichord (which

virginal used by Queen Elizabeth, now in South KensiiigtoD
Museum, London.
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see), usually quadrangular in shape and without
legs, very popular in England in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries. The word is much used
in the plural, and also in the phrase a pair of virginah
(see i«Jiri, o).

Have you played over all your old lessons o' the vir-

ginals? Middlelnn, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

Prudence took them into a dining-room, where stood

a pair o/ excellent virgiiials; so she played upon thera,

and turned what she had showed them into this excellent

song. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

I observed that hardly one lighter or boat in three that
had the goods of a house in but there was a pair of Vir-

giiMll'i in it Pepys, Diary, II. 442.

He sent me to the boarding school; there I learned to

dance and sing, to play on the bass viol, virginals, spinet,

and guitar.

J. Ashtojif Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 23.

virginal^ (v6r'jin-al), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. virgi-

naled, virginalled, ppr. virginaling, lirginalling.

[< virginal'^, n.] To finger, as on a virginal;

pat or tap with the fingers.

Still virffinalling

Upon his palm. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 125.

Virginale (ver-ji-na'le), n. [ML., neut. of L.
virginalis, virginal: see rirgiiiaU.'] A book of

prayers and hymns to the Virgin Mary.
virginally (ver'jin-al-i), adv. In the manner
of a virgin.

Young ladies, dancing virginally by themselves,
C. F. Wooison, Anne, p. 101.

virgin-bom (v^r'jin-born). a. 1. Born of the
Virgin : an epithet applied to Jesus Christ by
Milton.— 2. In zool., bom from an unfeoun-
dated female by a process of internal gemma-
tion, as a plant-louse.

virginheadt (ver'jin-hed), n. [< virgin + -head.']

Virginhood; virginity.
Vnlike it is

Such blessed state the noble flowr should miss
Of Virgin-head.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it, Eden.

virginhood (ver'jin-hud), n. [< virgin + -hood.]
Virginity; maidenhood.
Virginia (ver-jin'i-a), n. [Short for Virginia to-

bacco, tobacco from the State of Virginia, ear-
lier a colony, and a general name for the region
of the New World between New England and
New York and the Spanish possessions: so
amed in honor of Queen Elizabeth, called "the
'irgin queen," the name Virginia being sup-
ised to be derived from L. virgo {virgin-), a vir-

in, but being prop. < L. Virginia, a fem. name,
'em. of Virginia, prop. Verginius, the name of
Boman gens.] A favorite commercial brand
tobacco, grown and manufactured in Vir-

nia.

Bolls of the best Virginia. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ixiii.

irginia and Kentucky Besolntions. See
•eaolutiun.

irginia coupon cases. See case^.

irginia creeper. An American vine, Ampe-
iopsis ( I'artlii nocissus) quinqtcefolia. Also known
as woodbine and American ivy, and as jive-leafed ivy, in
view of tlie five leaflets of its palmately compound leaf,

distinguiiihing it from the poison-ivy, which ha^ three leaf-

lets. See cut under creeper.

Virginia fence. See snake fence, under /encc.

Virginian (v^-r-jin'i-an), a. and n. [< Virginia

(see Virginia i + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Virginia, a colonv, and after 1776 one of the

uthern States of the United States, lying
nth of Maryland.
On their heads high sprig'd feathers, compast in Coro-

lets, like the Virginian Princes they presented.
Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

Virginian cedar, the red or pencil cedar. J{inii>*'riis Vir-
giniana. See ^Mniper.— Virginian colln, partridge, or
Quail, the common bob-white of North America, Orf.f/x or
Colinus virginianug. See cut under 7'/ai7.— Virgllllan
cowslip. See cowitlip.— Virginian creeper. .Same as
Virginia ereep-rr.— Virginian date-plum, the common
persimmon, ^'osjn/rog I irginiana.— VlTgliiian deer, the
common deer of North America ; the cariucou, Cariacus
vtrffinianus. See whitefail, and cut under Cariacufi.— Vir-
ginian goat'8-rue,the hoary pea, Tfphrogin Virginiana.
—Virginian hemp. .See Vmp.— Virginian Juniper.
Same ;i^ I'-V'/Z/uWrj <r(/ar.— Virginian mallow. See.^a,
1-— Virginian nightingale. Snme as cnnHnoi-Urd.—
Virginian pine, see /.(«« i. Virginian poke, the com-
mon ixiktwecd. - Virginian rail, /;"'<»« 'I'r.vi/iM'iiM. See
/io/iiM.— Virginian raspberry, .si e rn!.-iii)erry.—V\z-

glnlan redbird, tlie Virginian niKlitiii!.';ile. See Cardi-
»>«<M.— Virginian sarsaparilla, wild s.irsaparilla. See
jorsopartfia.—Virginian silk, the common milkweed or
Bilkweed, .iHclepias Cornuti. The silk iMjrne f>n its seed is

too smootli and brittle lor textile use. The bast of the
Btem may perhaps l>e utilized for similar purjMtses as hemp.
Compare Virginia silk, under <//*.— Virginian Bnake-
root. See Vir'iiiiia S}lnkero^'f, niider snakeroot.— Vir-
ginian sumac, tobacco, trumpet-flower. See tlie

nouns.-— Virginian thorn. S:nne uh WttHhirujton thorn
(which see, under Ihorni).~ Virginian thyme. See Pyr.
ifia;i/Atfn»UTn.—Virginian wake-robin. See trake-rotkn.

H. n. A native or an inhabitant of Virginia.
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Virginia nightingale. Same as cardinal-bird.
Virginia reel, silk, snakeroot, etc. See reel^,

etc.

Virginia's warbler. See warbler.
Virginia titmouse. Same as yelloio-rumped
warbler (a) (which see, under warbler).

Virginia willo'w. See willow'^.

virginity (ver-jin'i-ti), n. [< ME. virginite, ver-
ginite, verginte, < OF. virginite, verginite, F. vir-

ginite = Sp. virginidad = Pg. virginidade = It.

verginitd, < L. virginita{t-)s, maidenhood, < virgo
(virgin-), maiden: see virgin.] The state of
being a virgin ; virginhood; chastity; the state
of having had no carnal knowledge of man;
the unmarried.life ; celibacy.

Whanne saugh ye evere in any manere age
That hye God defended mariage
By expres word? I pray you telleth me;
Or where comanded he virginiiee?

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife ol Bath's Tale, I. 62.

In Christianity scarcely any other single circumstance
has contributed so much to the attraction of the faith as
the ascription of virginity to its female ideal.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 111.

virgin-knot (ver'jin-not), n. Maidenly chas-
tity: in allusion to the girdle worn by Greek
and Roman marriageable virgins, which, upon
marriage, was unloosed.

If thou dost break her virgin-krwl before.
All sanctimonious ceremonies may
With full and holy rite be minister'd.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 15.

Virginly (vfer'jin-li), a. [< virgin + -li/^.] Pure

;

unspotted; chaste.

To bee the enclosure and tabernacle of the virginZy
chastitee. J. UdaU, On Luke xxiv.

virginly (v^r'jin-li), a(Jj!. [<.virgin + -ly^.] In a
manner becoming a virgin; chastely; modesUy.

A violet vision ; there to stay— fair fate
Forever virginly inviolate.

The Atlantic, LXVII. 497.

virgin's-bower (v6r'jinz-bou"6r), n. A name
of several species of Clemati.i, primarily the Eu-
ropean C. Vitalba, the traveler's-joy, also call-

ed old-man's-beard, and sometimes hedge-vine,
maiden's-honesty, smokewood. The common Ameri-
can virgin's-bower is C. Virginiana, like the last a finely

viridian

Flowering Branch of Virgin's-bower (^Clematis Virginiana}.

a, the frurt.

climbing and festooning plant, but with the flowers less

white. The native virgin's-bower of Australia is C. ini-

crophylla.

She had hops and virgin's hoioer trained up the side of

the house. S. Jvdd, Margaret, i. 8.

Sweet or sweet-scented vlrgln's-bower, Clematis

Flammula, of southern Europe, h;iving very fragrant flow-

ers. It is an acrid plant ; the leaves are sometimes used as

a rubefacient in rheumatism.— Upright virgin's-bow-
er. Clematis recta (C. erecta), of southern Europe, a very

acrid plant acting as a diuretic and diaphoretic, some-
times applied internally, and externally for ulcers.

Virgin-worship (ver'jin-w6r"ship), n. Adora-
tion of the Virgin Mary. See Mariolatry.

Virgo (ver'go), n. [NL., < L. virgo, maiden:
see virgin.] An ancient constellation and sign

of the zodiac. The figure represents a winged woman
in a robe holding a spike of grain in her left hand. One of

the stars was called Vindemiatrix, or by the Greeks Pro-
trygeter—thsLi is, precursor of the vintage. At the time
when the zodiac seems to have been formed, 2100 B. c.

,

this star would first be seen at Babylon before sunrise

about August 20tll, or, since there is some evidence it was
then brighter than it is now, perhaps a week earlier. This
would seem t(K) late for the vintage, so that perhaps this

tradition is older than the zodiac. Virgo appears in the

Egyptian zodiacs without wings, yet there seems no room
to doubt that the figure was first meant for the winged
Assyrian Astarte, especially as the sixth month in Acca-
dian is called the "Errand of Istar." The symbol of the

zodiacal sign is ill), where a resemblance to a wing may be
seen. The constellation contains the white flrsi-magni-

tude star Spica. See cut in next column.

The Constellation Vitgo.

'virgouleuse, virgoleuse, n. [< F. VirgouUe, a
village near Limoges, in France.] A kind of
pear. Also called tchite doyenne, and by other
names.
Virgularia (ver-gu-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1816), < L. virgula, a little rod (see virgule), +
-aria.] The typical genus
of the family Virgulariidse,

having the pinnre very short,

as V. mirabilis.

Virgulariidae (ver"gii-la-ri'-

i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Virgu-
laria -\- -idse.] A family of
pennatulaceous aloj'onarian
polyps, typified by the genus
Virgularia ; the sea-rods.
They are related to the sea-pens,
but are of long, slender, virgulate
form. The i-achis includes a slen-

der axial rod, and the polypites
are set in transverse rows or clus-

ters on each side of nearly the
whole length of the polypidoin.

virgulate (ver'gu-lat), a.

[< L. virgula, a little rod, -I-

-afel.] Rod-shaped.
virgule (v^r'giil), ». [< F.
virgule, a comma, a little

rod, < L. virgula, a little rod,

dim. of virga, a rod : see
fer/jfel.] 1. A little rod; a
twig.— 2. A comma. Hal-
lam, Lit. Hist, of Europe, i. 8.

[Rare.]

Virgulian (ver-gu'li-an), n.

[So named from the abun-
dance of Exogyra virgula
which it contains; < virgula (see virgule) +
-ian.] In geol., one of the subdivisions of the
Jurassic, according to the nomenclature of the
French geologists. It is the highest but one of four
substages recognized in the Kimmeridgian of central
France.

virgultum (ver-gul'tum), n. [NL., < L. virguh
turn, a bush, contr. < *virguletum, < virgula, a
little twig: see virgule.] A small twig; a
sprout.

virial (vir'i-al), n. [After G. virial (Clausius,

1870), < L. vis (vir-), force : see vim, vis3.] The
sum of the attractions between all the pairs of

particles of a system, each multiplied by the dis-

tance between the pair—Theorem of the virial,
the proposition that when a system of particles is in station-

ary motion its mean kinetic energy is equal to its virial.

Virid (vir'id), a. [< L. viridis, green, < virere.

be green. Cf. rerd, vert, verdant, etc., from the

same source.] Green; verdant. Fairfax, tr.

of Tasso, xii. 94. (Naves.) [Rare.]

viridescence (vir-i-des'ens), n. [< viridescen(t)

+ -ce.] The state or property of being virides-

cent or greenish.

viridescent (vir-i-des'ent), a. [< LL. virides-

ccn(t-)s, ppr. of virideiccre, be green, < L. viri-

dis, greeit: see virid. Cf. virescent.] Slightly

green; greenish.

Viridian (vi-rid'i-an), n. [< L. viridis, green,

-I- -an.] Same as Veronese green (which see,

under flTecHl).

Virgularia tnirabitis.

a, terminal portion of
polypidom (two thirds
natural size), bearing
the polypites : b, sec-
tion (twice natural size),

showing three clusters

of polypites alternating
on opposite sides of the
rachis.
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Viridigenons (vir-i-dij'e-nus), a. [< L. viridis,

green, + -gemts, producing: see -genous.'] Pro-
ducing viridity; in zool., specifying certain
microscopic vegetable organisms which, when
swallowed as food by such moUusks as the
oyster and clam, impart a green tinge to the
flesh.

viridine (vir'i-<lin), n. [< wide (see def.) +
-iiie'^.l An alkaloid, supposed to be the same
as jervine, obtained from Veratrum viride.

viridite (vir'i-dit), n. [< L. »irtrfi«, green, +
-ite"-.] In lithoJ., the name given by Vogelsang
to certain minute greenish-colored scaly, fila-

mentary, or granular bodies frequently seen in
microscopic sections of more or less altered
rocks, especially such as contain hornblende,
augite, and olivin. They are too small to have their
exact nature distinctly made out, but probably generally
beloiif^ to the chlorite or serpentine families.

viridity { vi-rid'i-ti), n. [< L. viridita( t-)s, green-
ness, verdure, i viridis, green: see virid, verd.']

1. Greenness; verdure; the state of having the
color of fresh vegetation.

This deification of their trees amongst other things, be*
sides their age and perennial viridity . . .

Evdyn, Sylva, iv. 5 13.

2. In zoiil., specifically, the greenness acquired
by certain moUusks after feeding on viridige-
nons organisms; greening, as of the oyster.

viridness (vir'id-nes), n. Greenness; viridity.

virile (vir'il or vi'ril), a. [< OF. (and P.) viril

= Sp. Pg. viril = It. virile, < L. virilis, of a man,
manly, < vir, a man, a hero, = Gr. ypo^ (for Fi/-

poK), a hero (see hero), = Skt. vira, a hero, he-
roic, = Zend vira, a hero, = Lith. wyra, a man,
= Ir. fear = Goth, wair = OS. OHG. wer, a man
(see wer^, wergild, werwolf, etc. ) ; root unknown

.

Prom L. vir are also ult. E. virility, virago, vir-
tue, etc., and the second element in duumvir,
triumvir, decemvir, etc.] 1. Pertaining to a
man as opposed to a woman ; belonging to the
male sex; hence, pertaining to procreation : as,
the virile power.

Little iiawdon . . . was grown almost too big for black
velvet now, and was of a size and age befitting him for the
assumption of the virile jacliet and pantaloons.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliv.

2. Masculine ; not feminine or puerile ; hence,
masterful; strong; forcefvd.

Nor was his fabrique raised by soft and limber stud, but
sturdy and virile.

H. L 'Estrange, Reign of K. Charles (ed. 1666), p. 92.

Only the virile and heroic can fully satisfy her own na-
ture, and master it for good or evil.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 407.

The men [of Greece] were essentially virile, yet not
rude ; the women as essentially feminine, yet not weak.

Fortnightly Ret., N. S., XU. 714.

Virile member (»MTn*rKm virHe\ thepenia =Syn. Man-
ly, etc. See masculine.

virilescence (vir-i-les'ens), n. [< virilescen{t)

+ -ce.] The state of tte aged female in which
she assumes some of the characteristics of the
male. (Dunglison.) It is no uncommon con-
dition of fowls which are sterile, or those which
have ceased to lay.

virilescent (vir-i-les'ent), a. [< L. virilis, vir-
ile, + -escent.'] Assuming some characteristics
of the male, as a female : as when a hen past
laying acquires a plumage like that of the cock,
and tries to crow.

virilia (vi-riri-a), n. pi. [L. , neut. pi. of virilis,

virile : see virils.'] The male organs of genera-
tion.

virility (vi- or vi-ril'i-ti), n. [< P. virilite= Sp.
cirilidad = Pg. virilidade= It. virilitd, < L. viri-
lita{t-)s, manhood, < virilis, manly: see virile.^

1. Manhood; the state of one of the male sex
who has arrived at the maturity and strength
of a man, and acquired the power of procrea-
tion.— 2. The power of procreation.

We may infer, therefore, that sexual power and high sex-
ual characters go hand in hand, and that in proportion to
the advance toward organic perfection virility increases.

Amer. Nat., Nov., 1890, p. 1030.

3. Character or conduct of man, or befitting
a man; masculine action or aspect; hence,
strength; vigor.

Yet could they never observe and keep the virHity of vis-
age and lyonlike look of his [Alexander's],

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 103«.

A country gentlewoman pretty much famed for this vi-

rility of behaviour in party disputes.
Addison, Freeholder, No. 26.

The result some day to be reached will be normal lib-
erty, political vitality and vigor, civil virility.

W. Wilson, State, § 1196.

viripotentf (vi-rip'o-tent), «. [< L. viripo-
ten(t-)s, fit for a husband, marriageable, < vir,
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man, husband, + potens, able, having power:
see jyotent.l Pit for a husband ; marriageable.
Which was the cause wherefore he would not suffer his

Sonne to marrie hir, being not of ripe yeares novviripotent
or mariable. Holinshed, Hen. II., an. 1177.

viritoott, n. An unexplained word found in the
following passage

:

What eyleth yow 1 Som gay gerl, God it wootv
Hath brought yow thus upon the viritoot.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 684.

(The word is variously spelled viritoot, vyritote, veritote,
verytrot, merytot. Compare it with the word viritrate.]

Viritratet, «. An opprobrious term, as yet not
satisfactorily explained, found in the following
passage

:

This somonour clappeth at the wydowes gate

:

"Com outi" quod he, "thou olde virytrate."
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, L 284.

[The MSS. read virytrate, viritrate, veritrate, verge crate, viri-

tate, veritate, very trale. Tyrwhitt has the reading thou olde
very trale, based upon two MSS., and regards (rate as used
for 'trot,' a common term for an old woman. The expla-
nation is not satisfactory.]

virmiliont, ». and a. An old spelling of ver-
milion.

virolait, n. Same as virelay.

virola-'tallO'W (vir'9-la-tal''''6), n. A concrete fat
from the seeds of Myristica ( Virola) sebifera.

Virole (vi-rol'), ». [< OP. virol, virole, also vi-

reullc, viroeule, P. virole, a ring, ferrule, < ML.
virola, a ring, bracelet, equiv. to L. viriola, a
bracelet, dim. of viria, a bracelet, armlet : see
ferrule^, which is a doublet of virole.^ A cir-

clet or little hoop of iron put round the end of
a cane, a knife-handle, and the like; a ferrule

;

hence, in her., a hoop or ring; one of the rings
surrounding a trumpet or horn. Some writers
apply it especially to the funnel-shaped open-
ing at the larger end.
virol6 (vir-o-la'), a. In her., same as veruled.
viroled(vi-r61d'), a. [< virole + -ed^.} Same
as veruled.

viront, n. [ME. viroun, also contr. vyrne, later
verne, early mod. E. feanie (Cotgrave), < OF.
viron, for environ, around, about, vironner, sui-
tound: see environ.'] A circuit. Salliwell.

Vyrne or sercle (cerkyll, P). Girus, ambitus, circulus.
Prompt. Parv., p. 510.

vironryt, n. [< viron + -ry.} Environment.
Her streaming rayes have pierced the cloudie skies.
And made heau'ns traitors blush to see their shame

;

Cleared the world of her black vironries.
And with pale feare doth all their treason tame.

C. Toumeur, Transf. Metamorphosis, st. 86.

virose (vi'ros), a. [< L. virosus, poisonous,
foul,<WM«; seeCTrws.] 1. Pull of virus ; viru-
lent; poisoHOus: as, the virose sting of some
spiders.— 2. In lot., emitting a fetid odor.
virous (vi'rus), a. [< L. virosus, poisonous:
see virose.'] Possessing poisonous properties

;

charged with virus.

virtu (vir-to'), ». [Also »erte; = It. virtu,ver-
tii, virtue, excellence, a love of the fine arts

:

see virtue.] A word used chiefly in the phrase
article of virtu, an ob,iect interesting for its

precious material, fine or curious workmanship,
antiquity, rarity, or the like, such as gems,
medals, enamels, etc. : usually an object of some
quality of art which appeals to fancy or to a
curious taste.

I had thoughts in my chamber to place it in view.
To be shown to my friends as a piece of virtii.

Goldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

His shop was a perfect infirmary for decayed articles
o.f virtu from all the houses for miles around. Cracked
china, lame tea-pots, broken shoe-buckles, rickety tongs,
and decrepit fire-irons, all stood in melancholy proximity,
awaiting Sam's happy hours of Inspiration.

H. B. Stawe, Oldtown, p. 34.

virtual (ver'tu-al), a. [= F. virtuel = Sp. Pg.
virtual = It.'virtuale, < ML. virtualis (Duns
Scotus), < L. virtus, strength, virtue: see vir-
tue.] 1. Existing in effect, power, or virtue,
but not actually : opposed to real, actual, for-
mal, immediate, literal.

Shall this distinction be called real? I answer, it is
not properly real actual in the sense in which that is
commonly called real actual which is a difference be-
tween things and in act, for in one person there is no
difference of things on account of the divine simplicity.
And as it is not real actual, so it is not real potential, for
nothing is there in power which is not in act. But it can
becalled . . . a CTrtwaf difference, because that which has
such a distinction in itself has not thing and thing, but is
one thing having virtually or eminently, as it were, two
realities, for to either reality, as it is in that thing, be-
longs the property which is in such reality as though it
were a distinct thing ; for so this reality distinguishes
and that does not distinguish, as though this were one
thing and that another.

Duns Scotus, Opus Oxonlense (trans.), I. ii. 7.

[This passage is given as affording perhaps the earliest
example of the woM in Latin.]

virtue

Love not the heavenly spirits and how their love
Express they? by looks only? or do they mix
Irradiance, virtwU or immediate touch ?

Maton, P. L., viii. 617.

But America is virtually represented. What? does the
electrick force of virtual representation more easily pass
over the Atlantlck than pervade Wales, which lies in your
immediate neighbourhood, or than Chester and Durham,
surrounded by abundance of representation that is actual
and palpable? Burke, Conciliation with America,

Attributes a few chapters to the virtual compiler of the
whole. D. G. Uitchell, Wet Days, p. 73.

2. Pertaining to a real force or virtue
;
poten-

tial.

Fomented by his virtual power. MUttm, P. L, xl. 839.

We have no nitre of our own virtwil enough to whiten
us. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 398.

The resurrection of the just is attributed to his reaur
rection as the virtual and immediate cause thereof.

Sir M. Hale, Knowledge of Christ Crucified.

3. In mech., as usually understood, possible
and infinitesimal: but this meaning seems to
have arisen from a misunderstanding of the
original phrase virtual velocity, first used by
John Bernoulli, January 26th, 1717, which was
not clearly defined as a velocity at all, but
rather as an infinitesimal displacement of the
point of application of a force resolved in the
direction of that force. The principle of virtual
velocities is that, if a body Is In equilibrium, the sum of
all the forces each multiplied by the virtual velocity of
its point of application is, for every possible infinitesimal
displacement of the body, equal to zero. The epithet
appears to have been derived from an older statement
that when, by means of any machine, two weights are
brought into equilibrium, the velocities are inversely as
the weights ; so that virtual would here mean practical, as
In def. 1.—virtual coefficient. See coe^cfen/.—virtual
cognition (notitia virtualis), the implicit existence in the
mind of a concept as part of another, without special
attention to this secondary concept. The term is due
to Duns Scotus.—virtual difference. See difference.—
Virtual displacement, an Infinitesimal arbitrary dis-
placement, essentially the same as a virtual velocity.—
Virtual focus, in optics, a point at which the lines of
a pencil of rays would meet if sufllciently produced, al-
though the rays themselves do not actually reach it. .See
focus, 1.— Virtual head. See Aead.-Virtual Image, in
optics, an apparent image ; an image which h-as no real ex-
istence. See under lens, mirror.— Virtual moment of a
force. See mom«H(.—virtual monopoly. See rnumipo-
ly.— Virtual quantity. Same as intensive quantity
(which see, under intensive).—Virtual resistance. See
resistance, 3.—Virtual velocity. See def. 3.

Virtuality (ver-tu-al'i-ti), n. [= It. virttuilita;

as virtual + -ity.] 1. The state or quality of
being virtual or not actual.— 2t. Potentiality;
potential existence.

In one grain of com . . . there lieth dormant the vir-
tuality of many other, and from thence sometimes proceed
above an hundred ears. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., viL 2.

virtually (ver'tu-al-i), adv. In a virtual man-
ner; in principle, or in effect, if not in actuality.

They virtually deprived the church of every power and
privilege which, as a simple society, she had a claim to.

Warlmrton, Divine Legation, iv.. Ded.

The Lords of Articles . . . were virtually nominated
by himself

;
yet even the Lords of Articles proved refrac-

tory. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vL

Weight, mobility. Inertia, cohesion are universally rec-
ognized—are virtually, if not scientifically, understood
to be essential attributes of matter.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. .507.

Though it was obvious that the war north of the Alps
was virtually over, yet Prussia was still pouring troops
into Austrian territory.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 292.

virtuatet (ver'tu-at), v. t. [< virtue + -ate^.]
To make efficacious.

Potable gold should be endued with a capacity of being
assimilated to the innate heat and radical moisture, or
at least virtuated with a power of generating the said es-
sentials. Harvey.

virtue (ver'tu), ». [Early mod. E. also vertue;
< ME. vertii (pi. vertues, vertus, vertuz, vertous,
vertuis), < OF. vertu, P. vertu = Sp. virtud =
Pg. virtude = It. vertu, virtii, < L. virtus (rir-

tut-), the qualities of a man, strength, courage,
bravery, capacity, worth, manliness, applied to
physical and intellectual excellence ; also of
moral excellence, virtue, morality; < vir, man:
see virile.] It. Manly spirit; bravery; valor;
daring; courage.

And so much vertu was in Leodogan and his men that
the! made hem remove and forsake place.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. .S35.

Pindar many times prayseth highly victories of small
moment, matters rather of sport than vertue.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

You are brave captains.
Most valiant men ; go up youreelves ; use virtiu ;
See what will come on *t. Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 2.

2. Moral goodness; the practice of moral du-
ties and the conformity of life and conversa-
tion to the moral law; uprightness} rectitude;
morality : the opposite of vice.
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fiea, ppr. virtuefymg. [< virtue + -fy.] To
give virtue to; impart the quality of virtue to.

[Rare.]

but not egally : not onely because mens estates are vnegall,

but for that also vertue it selfe is not in euery respect of

egall value and estimation.
Puttejiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p.

He daub'd hia vice with show of virtue.

Skak., Rich. III., iii. 6. 29.

If Virtue be to itself no small Reward, and Vice in a great
ent, we have a solid ground to

go upon. Shajtestmry, Moralists, ii. § 3.

To do good for its own sake is viriiie^ to do it for some
ulterior end or object, not itself good, is never virtue ; and
never to act but for the sake of an end, other than doing
well and right, is the mark of vice.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 56.

Hutcheson. who is the very founder in modern times of

the doctrine of " a moral sense," and who has defended the
disinterested character of virtue more powerfully than per-

haps any other moralist, resolved all virtue into benevo-
lence, or the pursuit of the happiness of others ; but he
maintained that the excellence and obligation of benevo*
lence are revealed to us by ** a moral sense."

Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. 4.

3. A particular moral excellence : as, the vir-

tue of temperance or of charity.
For, if our virtues

Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike

As if we had them not. Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 34.

Being a Prince so full of Virtueg, ... he [the Black
Prince) left no Place for any Vice.

Boier, Chronicles, p. 127. ., . ... -, ..»

The virtues ot a private Christian are patience, obedi- ^?f?^°?*_ \T'f."''?_'? ^»,l'

ence, submission, and the like ; but those of a magistrate,

or general, or a king, are prudence, counsel, active forti-

tude, coercive power, awful command, and the exercise

of magnanimity as well as justice.
Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

Great faults, therefore, may grow out of great virtues in

excess. De Quineey, Style, L

4. Specifically, female purity; chastity.

Angelo had never the purpose to corrupt her ; only he
hath made an essay of her virtue.

Shak., M. forM., iii. 1. 164.

Hast. I believe the girl has virtue.

Mar. And if she has, I should be the last man in the
world that would attempt to corrupt it.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

5. Any good quality, merit, or admirable fac-

ility.

. 34.

It is this which virtuefies emotion, even though there
be nothing virtuous which is not voluntary.

Chalmers, Constitution of Man, ii. (Encyc. Diet.)

measure its own Punishment, we have a solid groiind to virtueless (ver'tu-les), a. [< virtue + -less.'i
'~' "-"•»•"• "

» Destituteof virtue, potency, or efficacy; worth-
less.

And these digressive things
Are such as you may well endure, since (being deriv'd

from kings.
And kings not poor nor virtueless) you cannot hold me base,
Nor scorn my words, which oft, though true, in mean men

meet disgrace. Chapman, Iliad, xiv. 107.

Virtueless she wish'd all herbs and charms.
Wherewith false men increase their patients' harms.

Fair/ax.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Salvator, in

the Pitti palace, there is a passage of sea reflecting the
sunrise, which is thoroughly good, and verj' like Turner

;

the rest of the picture, as the one opposite to it, utterly
virtueless. Ruskin, Mod. Painters, II. v. 1.

virtue-prooft (vfer'tii-pr6f), a. Irresistible in
virtue.

NoveU
She needed, virtue-proof; no thought infirm
Alter'd her cheek. Milton, P. L., v. 384.

, ». ;
pi. virtuose (-se).

[It. : see virtuoso.} The feminine of virtuoso.

A fine concert, in which La Diamantina, a famous vir-

tuosa, played on the violin divinely, and sung angelically.

Gray, Letters, I. 76.

virtnose (vir-to-6s'), o. [< It. virtuoso: see

virtuoso.'] Same as virttiosic.

Mme. Carreno is essentially a virtuose player, and it was
in pieces by Liszt that she astonished her audience.

The Academy, May 17, 1890, p. 346.

virtuosi, «. Italian plural of virtuoso.

virtuosic (vir-to-6'sik), a. [< virtuose + -ic]

Exhibiting the artistic qualities and skill of a
virtuoso. [Rare.]

Of late we have had only fugitive pieces of the romantic,
and even virtuosic, schools.

The Academy, April 13, 1889, p. 261.

The times which followed the Restoration peculiarly re- virtuosity (vir-to-os'i-ti), n. [< virtuoso^ +
quire that unsparing impartiality which is his (Hallam'sJ

most distinguishing virtue.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The virtue of books i> to be readable, and of orators to

I
be interesting, £7n«r80». Eloquence.

[6. An inherent power; a property capable of

producing certain effects ; stren^h ; force
;
po-

tency; efficacy; influence, especially active in-

Buence, and often medicinal efficacy.

Zif zou lyke to knowe the Vertues of the Dyamand (as

nen may fynde in the Lipidarye, that many men knowen
ght), I schalle telle zou. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 159.

This Salomon was wise and knew the vertues of stones

Dd trees, and so hee knew the course of the starres.

.Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, III. Ixxxvi.

I see there 's virtue in my heavenly words.
Marlowe, Faustus, i. 3.

Jesus, immediately knowing that virtue had gone out
tof him, turned him about in the press, and said. Who
|touched my clothes? Mark v. 30.

Your If is the only peace-maker ; much virtue in If.

Shot., As you Like it, v. 4. 108.

These I can cure, such secret virtue lies

In herbs applied by a virgin's hand.

-ity.] 1. Lovers of the elegant arts collec-

tively; the virtuosi.

It was Zum Griinen Ganse, . . . where all the Virtu-

osity and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled of

an evening. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 3.

2. In the fine arts, exceptional skill; highly

cultivated dexterity ; thorough control of tech-

nic. Virtuosity is really a condition to the highest ar-

tistic success, since it means a complete mastery of the

materials and processes at the artist's disposal ; but, inas-

much as the ready use of materials and processes is often

in itself wonderful to the percipient, virtuosity is often

erroneously cultivated and applauded for its own sake.

The term is especially applied to music.

In this [inlaid work], as in the later work of most styles

of art. mechanical virtuosity . . . was beginning to usurp
the place of originality and purity of design.

G. C. M. Birdwood, Indian Arts, II. 44.

This gave to both performers a legitimate opportunity

of displaying their virtuosity.

TAe ^codemy, June 16, 1889, p. 420.

Brilliancy of technique is now the property of nearly

every public performer, and instrumental music is being
threatened by that decadence which all art history proves

is the constant companion of virtuosity.

The Century, XXXV. 2.Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, L 1

7. One of the orders of the celestial hierarchy, yirtuoso (vir-tij-o'so), n.
;
pi. virtuosos, virtuosi

The virtues are often represented in art as au- (.goz, -si). [= F. virtuose, < It. virtuoso, a vir-

«

I

U in complete armor, bearing pennons and
ttle-axes.

Hear, all ye angels, progeny of light,

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers!
Hear my decree. Milton, P. L., v. 601.

St. A mighty work ; a miracle.
Thanne Jhesus bigan to seye repreef to citees in whlche

ful manye vertues of him weren d<K>n. Wydi/, Mat. xl 20.

By virtue of. In virtue of, by or through the power,
force, efficacy, or authority of.

By vertu of the auctorite that he hath of the chirche.
MerUn (E. E. T. 8.), i. 21.

The king then assumed the power in virtue of his pre-

rogative. V. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

Cardinal -virtues. See corcfuia/.— Material virtue t.

See material.— Moral virtue. See moral.— Theological
virtues, the three virtues faith, hope, and charity.—The
seven chief or principal virtues, see xeicn.—To
make a virtue of necessity, to do as if from inclination
or sense of duty what has to be done by compulsion.

However, we were forced to make a virtue of necessity,

and humour him, for it was neither time nor place to be
angry with the Indians, all our lives lying in their hand.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 13.

=Syn. 2. Murals, Ethics, etc. (see morality); probity, in-

tegrity, rectitude, worth.

Virtued(v6r'tud), a. {<virtue-i- -ecP.] Endued
with power or virtue ; efficacious.

But hath the virtu'd steel a pow*r to move?
Or can the untouch'd needle point alike?

Quarles, Emblems, v. 4.

tuoso, lit. one who is excellent, i. e. excels in

taste: see virtuous.] It. An experimental phi-

losopher; a student of things by direct obser-

vation. Boyle.— 2. One who has an instructed

appreciation of artistic excellence; a person

skflled in or having a critical taste for any of the

elegant arts, as painting, sculpture, etc. ; one
having special knowledge or skiU in antiqui-

ties, curiosities, and the like.

The Italians call a man a virtuoso who loves the noble

arts and is a critic in them.
Dryden, On Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

Our host . . . had been a Colonel in France ; . . . was
a true old blade, and had been a very curious virtuoso, as

we found by a handsome collection of books, medals, . . .

and other antiquities. Evdyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Nothing can be pleasanter than to see a circle of these

virtuosos alKiut a cabinet of medals, descanting upon the

value, rarity, and authentlcalness of the several pieces

that lie before them. A ddison. Ancient Medals, i.

If this virtiwso excels in one thing more than another,

it is in canes. Steele, Tatler, No. 142.

His house, indeed, would not much attract the admira-

tion of the virtuoso. He built it himself, and it is remark-

able only for its plainness. Fielding, Amelia, iii. 12.

3. One who is a master of the mechanical

part of a fine art, especially music, and who
makes display of his dexterity. See virtu-

osity, 2.

virulence

The virtuoso afterwards exhibited his marvellous exe-
cution in solos by Paganini and Wieniawski.

The Academy, June 1, 1889, p. 386.

virtuosoship (vir-to-o'so-ship), n. [< virtuoso

-f -ship.] The occupation or pursuits of a vir-

tuoso. Bp. Hard.
-virtuous (ver'tu-us), a. [Early mod. E. also ver-

tuous; < ME. virtuous, < OF. vertuous, vertueux,

F. vertueux = Sp. Pg. It. virtuoso, virtuous, ex-
cellent, effective, efficacious, < LL. virtuosus,

good, virtuous, < L. virtus, excellence, virtue:

see virtue.] If. Having or exhibiting manly
strength and courage; valorous; brave; gal-

lant.

Neuertheles whan Merlin saugh the Saisnes so vertouse,

he ascride the kynge Ban : "Sir, what do ye now? yemyght
haue hem putte oute of the place longe seth, ffor ye be
moo peple be that oon half than thi be."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 695.

Must all men that are virtuous
Think suddenly to match themselves with me?
I conquer'd him, and bravely ; did I not?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, 1. 1.

2. Possessed of or exhibiting virtue; morally
good; acting in conformity with right; dis-

charging moral duties and obligations, and ab-

staining from immoral practices : as, a virtuous

man.
A Man of excellent Parts of Body, and of no less En-

dowments of Mind ; valiant and witty ; to which if we
might add vertuous, he had been compleat.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 107.

It is the interest of the world that virtuous men should
attain to greatness, because it gives them the power of do-

ing good. Dryden, Amboyna, Ded.

A virtuous mind cannot long esteem a base one.

Hamilton, To Miss Schuyler (Works, I. 187).

Indeed, as Aristotle says, our idea of a virtuous man in-

cludes the characteristic that he takes pleasure in doing
virtuous actions. H. Sidgunck, Methods of Ethics, p. 32.

3. Being in conformity to the moral or divine

law: as, a virtuous deed ; a virtuous life.

If what we call virtue be only virtuous because it is use-

ful, it can only be virtuous when it is useful.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 45.

The beauty of a virtuous action may be explained as con-

sisting in its relation to the virtuous character in which it

has its source, or to the other acts of a virtuous life, or to

the general condition of a virtuous state of society.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 67.

If there is any virtuous action performed at any time,

that in it which constitutes it virtuous is the motive of

universal love which is its impelling force.

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLVII. 570.

4. Chaste; pure; modest.

Mistress Ford, . . . the modest wife, the virtuous crea-

ture, that hath the jealous fool to her husband.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 136.

Her beauty was beyond compare.
She was both virtuous and fair.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 218).

5t. Efficacious by inherent qualities; having
singular or eminent properties or powers

;
po-

tent; effective.

Ther nas no man nowhere so vertuous ;

He was the beste beggere in his hous.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 261.

This priuytee is so vertuous that the vertu therof may
not al be declarid.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. FurnivaU), p. 8.

Culling from every flower

The virtuous sweets. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 6. 76.

The ladies sought around
For virtuous herbs, which, gather'd from the ground.
They squeez'd the juice and cooling ointment made.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 418.

=Syn. 2 and 3. Upright, exemplary, worthy, righteous.

See morality.

virtuously (vfer'tu-us-li), adv. In a virtuous

manner ; in conformity with the moral law or

with duty ; chastely ; honorably.

The gods are my witnesses I desire to do virtuously.
Sir P. Sidney.

I knew you lov'd her, virtuously you lov'd her.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 2.

And ni be your true servant.

Ever from this hour virtuously to love you.
Chastely and modestly to look upon you.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 6.

virtUOUSness (v6r'tii-us-nes), n. [Early mod.
E. also vertuousnes; < virtuous -i- -ness.] The
state or character of being virtuous.

Polemon . . . from thensforthe becam a Phi'er [philoso-

pher] of singular gravitee, of incomparable sobrenes, of

moste constante vertuousnes, and so contynued all his lif

aftir. Udalt (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 6).

TheloveofBrltomart, . . . the uertMotmies of Belphoebe.
Spenser, To Raleigh. Prefix to F. Q.

virulence (vir'p-lens), h. [< F. virulence = Sp.

Pg. virulencia = It. virulenza, < LL. virulentia,

an offensive odor, < L. virulentus, full of poison

:

see virulent.] The quality of being virulent, or

charged with virus, (a) The quality or property of

being extremely acrimonious or poisonous : as, the viru-



vimlence
UrKe of the cobra's yenom. (b) Acrimony of temper ; ex-
treme bitterness or malignity ; rancor.

Among all sets of authors there are none who draw upon
themselves more displeasure than those who deal in po-
litical matters— which indeed is very often too justly in-
curred, considering that spirit of rancour and mrulence
with which works of this nature geneniUy abound.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 40.

6768 vlscerlmotor
vital force.—Vis Viva, in older writers, the mass into visceral (vis'e-ral)
the sntlnre of the velocity, or the menaiire of ihf maaa ^ , -• •• - • ^

The mrulence. theologians will display towards those
who differ from them will depend chiefly on the degree
in which the dogmatic side of their system is developed.

Lecky, Rationalism, II. 39.

= Syil. (a) Foisonousness, venom, deadlinesa. (b) As-
perity, Uarshness, See acrivwny.

vimlencyt (vir'ij-len-si), )). [< virulence (see
-eij).'] Same as virulence.

The virulency of their calumnies.
B. Jonson, Discoveries,

Tirulent (vir'ij-lent), a. [< F. virulent = Sp.
Pg. It. virulcnto,"<. L. virulentus, full of poison,
< virus, poison: see virus.'] 1. Pull of virus;
extremely poisonous or venomous.
A contagious disorder, rendered more vinderd by un-

cleanness. Scott.

Her elfin blood in madness ran.
Her mouth foamed, and the grass, therewith besprent.
Withered at dew so sweet and mridenl. Seats, Lamia, i.

2. Due to the action of a virus : as, a virulent in-
oculation.— 3. Very bitter or spiteful; malig-
nant: as, a tt>Mtoi< invective; a. virulent libel.

Bp. Fell, ... In the Latin translation of Wood's "His-
tory of the University of Oxford," had converted eulogium
into the most virulent abuse.

/. Disraeli, Quarrels of Authors, p. 294.

He had a virulent feeling against the respectable shop-
keeping class, and . . . nothing was likely to be more con-
genial to him than the gutting of retailers' shops.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlvi.

Virulent bubo, a suppurating bubo accompanying Chan- THcarrli « ond «i

croid. =Syn. 3. Acrimonious, bitter. See ammony. VlbdraT, «• ana v.

Virulentedt (vir'o-len-ted), a. [< virulent +
-ecp.] Filled with poison.

For, they say, certain spirits virulented from the inward
humour, darted on the object, convey a venom where they
point and fix. Feltham, Eesolves, ii. 56.

virulently (vir'o-lent-li), adv. In a
manner; with malignant activity; with bitter
spite or severity.

Viruliferous (vir-o-lif'e-ms), a. [< L. virul(en-
tns), virulent, + fcrre — E. 6earl.] Containing
a specific virus.

virus (vi'rus), n. [= F. virtis= Sp. virus = Pg.
virus, < L. virus, a slime, poison, slimy liquid,
yenom, an offensive odor, a sharp taste, = Gr.
ids (for *Fic6i), poison, = Skt. visha, poison, =
It. jii, poison.] 1. The contagium of an infec-
tious disease ; a poison produced in the body of
one suffering from a conlfagious disease, and
capable of exciting the same disease when in-
troduced into another person by inoculation.

Virus differs from venom in the latter beinc a secre-
tion natural to certain animals, whilst the formeris always
the result of a morbid process— a morbid poison.

Dungliton, Med. Diet.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, that which causes a
degraded mental or moral state ; moral or in-
tellectual poison : as, the virus of sensuality.
Whilst the virus of depravity exists in one part of the

body politic, no other part can remain health)-.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 266.

3. Figuratively, virulence ; extreme acrimony
or bitterness; malignity—Attenuated virus, vi'-

rus which has been reduced in potency by means of suc-
cessive inoculations in animals or by culture.— Human-
ized virus, vaccine virus modified by passage through a
human being —Vaccine virus. Same as vaccine.

vis't, «• [ME. also vine, < OF. vis, F. vis, look,
face, < L. visus, a look, vision : see visage.] Vi-
sion; sight; appearance.

Thare-fore we may noghte hafe the vis of His lule here
in fulfilling. HampUe, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

vis^t, n. An old spelling of vise^.

Vis^ (vis), n. [L., pi. vires, strength, force, en-
ergy, might, hostile force, violence, = Gr. Ig

(orig. 'fif), sinew, force. From this source are
ult. E. vim, violate, violent, etc.] Force. The
term has been used in dynamics, but generally without
definite meaning, embodying vague ideas dating from the
seventeenth century.— The principle Of Vis viva, the
principle that, when only positional forces are consid-
ered, any changes in the vis viva of a system depend only
on the initial and final situations of the particles.— Vis
conservatrlx. Same as -ds medicatrix 7iaturtr.—V\B
formativa, plastic force.-vis Inertias, (a) In mech.

the square of the velocity, or the measure of the mass
multiplied by the square of that of the velocity : but re-
cent writers frequently use the phrase to denote one half
of the above quantity. The tenn was invented by Leib-
nitz. Also called active or living force.

visage (viz'aj), n. [< ME. visage, < OF. (and
F.) visage = Sp. visaje = Pg. visagem = Olt. vi-

saggio, < ML. as if *visaticum, < L. visus, a look,
vision, < videre, pp. visus, see : see vision, and cf

.

ml.] The face, countenance, or look of a per-
son or an animal: chiefly applied to human be-
ings; hence, in general, appearance; aspect.
Thei lyen alle in the Watre, saf the visage, for the gret

hete that there is. MandevUle, Travels, p. 163.

Of his visage children were aferd.
Chaueer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 828.

His visage was so marred, more than any man.
Isa. lit 14.

As he draws back from the door, an all-comprehensive
benignity blazes from his visage.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

-Syn. Countenance, etc. See/acel.

Visaget (viz'aj), v. t. [< ME. visagen; < visage,
«.] 1. To face; confront; brave.

Al hadde man seyn a thyng with both hise eyen,
Yit shul we wommen visage it hardily.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1029.

2. To put a (certain) face upon ; make (a thing)
appear in a (certain) fashion.
But, Sir, my Lord was with the Kynge, and he vesaged

so the mater that alle the Kynges howshold was and is
aferd ryght sore. Paston Letters, I. 160.

visaged (viz'ajd), a. [< visage + -ed^.] Hav-
ing a visage or countenance of a kind specified.

Arcite is gently visag'd.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3.

An obsolete form of vigor.

vis-i-vis (vez'a-ve'), adv. and a. [F.: vis, face,
visage (< L. visus, look); a, to; vis, visage, face.]
In a position facing one another ; standing or
sitting face to face.—Vis-i-vls harpsichord. See
harpsichord.

v^riiipint
^S-i-'Tis (vez'a-ve'), ». [< vis-a-vis, adv.] 1.
One who or that which is opposite to, or face
to face with, another: used especially of one
person who faces another in certain dances.
Miss Blanche was indeed the vis-Avis of Miss Laura,

. . . and talked to her when they met during the quad-
rille evolutions. Thackeray, Pendennis, xxvi.

2. A light carriage for two or four persons, who
are seated facing each other; in general, any
vehicle in which the seats are arranged so that
the occupants sit face to face; specifically,
same as sociable, 1.— 3. A kind of couch : same
as sociable, 3.

Could the stage be a large vis-d-vis,

Reserved for the polished and great,
Where each happy lover might see
The nymph he adores tete-i»-t6te.

H. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xi.

'Viscacha, vizcacha (vis-, viz-kach'a), n. [Also
biscacha, hizcacha, vischacha, vishaicha, etc.; =
F.viscaque,< Amer. Sp. viscacha, hizcacha, prob.
of Peruv. origin.] A South American rodent
mammal, of the family Chinchillidse and genus
Lagostomus, L. trichodactylus, inhabiting the

a. [= F. viscSral ; as vis-
cera ¥ -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to the vis-
cera ; having the character of a viscus ; form-
ing or containing viscera ; interior or intestinal,
as a part or organ of the body; splanchnic:
as, visceral anatomy; a visceral cavity; visceral
disease; the visceral loop of the nerves of a
moUusk; the visceral as distinguished from the
reflected or parietal layer of a serous mem-
brane.

Love is of all other the inmost and most visceral affec-
tion; and therefore called by the apostle "Kowels of
Love." Bp. Iteynolds, The Passions, xi.

To begin with, every sensation of the skin and every
visceral sensation seems to derive from its topographic
seat a peculiar shade of feeling, which it would not have
in another place. W. James, Piin. of Psychol., II. 165.

2. Belonging to or situated on that side of
the body of a vertebrate which contains the
viscera of the thorax; abdominal; ventral or
henial, as distinguished from dorsal or neural.
— Visceral anatomy. Same as splanchnotomy.—'Via-
ceral arches, certain folds or thickenings of the walls
of the embryo in the region of the neck, extending trans-
versely, and ultimately uniting in front in the middle line

;

Viscacha {L

Head of Embryo Chick at third (O. fourth W), fifth {£), and
sixth if) days of incubation, showing development of i, s, 3. 4, 5, the
visceral arches: C, A ^. side views: /. under view ; //.///, second
and third cerebral vesicles; i", vesicle of cerebral hemisphere; 1*.

vesicle of third ventricle : K, /-•//, F///, fifth, seventh, and eighth
cranial nerves; a, eye; *, ear; rf, infundibulum ; e, pineal body; /,
protovertebra; ; ;f, olfactory organs; A, notochord; A. nasal process:
/, maxillary process : x, first visceral cleft or slit. The moutli, in ad-
vance of I, is best seen in fig. F, bounded by *, /, and t.

branchial, hyoidean, mandibular, and maxillary arches,
the last three persistent and modified into hyoidean,
mandibular, and maxillary parts, the first persistent only
In branchiate vertebrates, where they become the gill-
arches. Only a small part of the first brancliial aich per-
sists in higher vertebrates. In man it is found in the
greater cornu of the hyoid bone. See thyrohyoid, and
cuts under cerebral and frontonasal.— Viaceia.! aura,
premonitory symptoms of an epileptic attack, consistiiig
in sensations of various kinds referred to tlie abdominal
region.— Visceral cavity, that cavity of the body which
contains the viscera; the subvertebral or splanchnic
cavity ; the body-cavity, formed by the splitting of the
mesoblast between the somatopleure and the splanchno-
pleure; the coeloma.— Visceral clefts, pharyngeal slits
(see pharyngeal). See slit, n., 5.—Visceral crisis, vio-
lent spasmodic pain in one of the abdominal organs, oc-
curring in locomotor ataxia.—Visceral hump, visceral
dome, in moUusks, the heap of viscera wliicli makes a
prominence of the dorsal region ; the cupola.—Visceral
inversion. Same as transposition of the viscera. See
(ra»wposi(ton.— Visceral lamlns. See (ajni/m.— Vis-
ceral loop, in mollusks, the loop, twist, or turn of the
viscera or of their nerves. See cut under Pvlmonata.
—Visceral nervous system, the subvertebral or sj-m-
pathetic system of nerves.—Visceral pleura. See
pJeura1.- Visceral Skeleton, the skeleton of the vis-
ceral arches.—Visceral slit. Sitme as visceral cleft.—
Visceral tube, the visceral cavity, especially when
tubular, or, in an early state of the embrjo, when it is

comparable to the neural tube that contains the spinal
cord.

same as inertia, 2. Hence— (6) Moral indisposition to VlSCeSB (vis e-e), n. pi.
commit one's self to an energetic line of action; mental Hooker, 1880), < Viscuni
sluggishness.- Vis medicatrix naturaa, in med., the re-
medial powerof nature ; the natural tendency of a patient
to get well without medicine.—Vls mortua, dead force;
a striving tfjward motion.— VlS motiva, moving force;
the power of a moving body to produce nieclianical effect.— Vis nervosa, nervous force; the peculiar power or
property of nerves of conveying either motor or sensory

pampas, and playing there the same part in the
fauna that is taken in North America by the ^°J^'„-i^„ , ,/• .-n r, i.it •

prairie-dogs and other spermophiles. it is of
^^j'®.'^*^Sia(vis-e-ral gi-a, ;,. [< NL. mcer«

+

stout form, and about 2 feet long ; the colors are varied, Y' " ' ^^' P'^'^'J Neuralgia of one of the ab-
especially on the face, giving a harlequin visage. Its bur- dommal viscera, especially the intestine; en-
rows are so numerous as to constitute a danger to travel, teralgia.
especially at night, the holes being so deep that a horse vi<!rprat<» Cvis'fi-rflt^ r / • nrof onri Tvr> Wo^/>.
is almost certain to fall if lie steps in one. The skins are ,??r„T* „,. \, L"/^- ' rV ^ andpp. tt«ce-

valued tor their fur.-Alplne vlscacba, ia/Tidimn cti-
\aif(},\>W- '^^scerating. [< t'lirero + -nff2. Cf.

t!im. See Lagidium, and cut under rabbit-squirrel. L- visceratio(n-}, a public distribution of flesh
'

' • ' ...... .-

.

„ - ormcat.] To eviscerate or disembowel.
Viscericardiac(vis"e-ri-kar'di-ak), a. l<viseeri-
cardium + -ac] Of or pertaining to the vis-
cericardium ; viseeripericardial.

Viscericardium (vis"e-ri-kar'di-um), w.
;
pi. vis-

cericardia (-a). [Nt., < L. viscera, viscera, +
Gr. mfiiVia, heart.] The viseeripericardial sac,
or peculiar pericardium of a cephalopod.

viscachera (vis-ka-cha'rii), «. [Amer. Sp., <
viscacha, q. v.] A village or settlement of vis-
cachas, resembling a prairie-dog town.""

' '
'

[NL. (Bentham and
ese.] A tribe of apet-

alous plants, of the order Loranthaceie. Itischar-
acterized by unisexual flowers with a simple perianth, the
calyx without any conspicuous margin. It includes 13
genera (or all in tfie order but two), of which Viscum, the . - . j. -

, . , .

mistletoe, isthe type; twooftheothers,^rc«ufAo6iM>nand VlSCenmotOr (vis e-n-m6"tor), a. [< L. Viscera,
Phoradendron, include the American mistletoes. viscera, + LL. motor, mover.] Innervating vis-

impressions.- Vis primltiva,"a certain originai power '^8cera,«. Plural of mcM«. cera, as a motor nerve ; conveying motor iuflu-
which constitutes a body, and makes it something more VlScerad (vis e-rad), adv. [< viscera -h -ad^.] ence to anv viscus. as either a cerebrospinal
than a mere movable place.-Vls vltsa or vis vltalls, Toward the viscera; hemad; ventrad. or a sympathetic nerve. Also visceromotor.
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viscerioericardial ( vis'e-n-per-i-kiir'di-al), a. '^ctenf.— Magnetic viscosity, that property of a mag-

r? I r,\r.,.iv# vi«ppr» +" nerienrdium neriear- netie medium which causes changes of magnetization to
[< L,. ! ibCet n, viscer.^, -r pericauuum, pencai

,^^ ^^j^.^^^ ^j^^ change of effective magnetomotive force,

aium.] Common to the pericardium and other vjscount (vi'kount), n. [Formerly vicount (the
viscera: as, the peculiar viseeripericardial sac

of cephalopods. Also visceroperieardial. E. B.
Lnnh'iitei:

visceroinotor (vis'e-ro-mo'tgr), a. Same as

vineeriiiiotor.

Viscero-motor nerves; seen to arise from both sympa-
thetic and Inmbo-sacral plexus for distribution to the

pelvic viscera.

Iliixleii and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 108.

Tisceropericardial (vis-'e-ro-per-i-kar'di-al), a.

Same as visFcripericardial.

The vimero-pericardial sac of the Dibranchs is very large

also, and extends into the dorsal region.
Emyc. Brit, XVI. 677.

Visceropleural (vis'e-ro-plo'ral), a. [< L. vis-

cera, viscera, + Uli. pleura.'] Same aapleuro-

riseernl.

Visceroskeletal (vis'e-ro-skel'e-tal), a. t< L-
viscfra, viscera, + NL. skeleton.'] Pertaining

to tlie visceral skeleton, or, more generally, to

the framework of the body on the visceral side

;

hypaxial or subvertebral, as a part of the skele-

ton ; splanchnoskeletal.

Tiscid (vis'id), a. [< LL. viseidus, clammy,
sticky, < L. visciim, bird-lime, anything sticky

:

see riscum.] Sticky ; having a sticky or gluti-

nous consistency
;
produced by or covered by a

tenacious coating or secretion. Blount, 1670.

viscidity (vi-sid'i-ti), n. [= F. viscidite; as

viscid + -ity.] 1. Tlie state or quality of being
viscid; glutinousness ; tenacity; stickiness.

Arbnthnot, Aliments, i.— 2. A glutinous con-
cretion. [Bare.]

Catharticks of mercurials precipitate the viscidities by
their stypticity. Floyer. (Johnson.)

viscin (vis'in), H. [< L. riscum, bird-lime, +
-i/i2.] A sticky substance, one of the compo-
nents of bird-lime, derived from mistletoe.

viscometer (vis-kom'e-t6r), n. [< L. riscum,

bird-lime, + Gr. /icrpov, measure.] Same as
riirosimrler.

viscometiy (vis-kom'e-tri), n. [As riscnmeter

+ -.'/3-]

s being a later insertion in imitation of the F.)

;

< ME. vicounte, viconte, < OF. vieonte, visconte,

F. vicomte, < ML. vicecomes (-comit-), < L. vice,

in place of (see rice-), + comes, a companion:
see co!(Hi2.] i_ Formerly, au officer who acted
as deputy of a count or earl in the management
of the affairs of the county; the sheriff of a
county.

Vicmint, alias Viscount (vice-comes) cometh of the
French, . . . and signifieth with us as much as slieritte.

Betweene which two words I find no difference, but that
the one cometh from our conquerours the Normans, and
the other from our anncestors the Saxons. Coivell, 1*537.

2. A degree or title of nobility next in rank be-
low that of earl, and immediately above that of

baron, it is the most recently established English title,

having been first conferred by letters patent on John,
sixth Baron Beaumont, by Henry VI., in 1440. In Great
Britain the title is frequently attached to an earldom as

a second title, and is by courtesy held by the eldest son
during the lifetime of the father. The coronet of a vis-

count of England is composed of a circle of gold, chased,
having on the edge twelve, fourteen, or sixteen pearls;
the cap is of crimson velvet, turned up with enuine, and
closed at the top with a rich tassel of gold. See cut
under coronet.

A viscounts Eldest sonn is no Lord, nor no other of his

sonns, nor none of his daughter[s| ladyes.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 28.

viscountcy (vi'kount-si), )i. [< viscount + -cy.]

The rank or dignity of a viscount.

The Barony of Dacre (not Dacres) and the Viscountcy of

Howaid of Morpeth were conferred by Oliver Cromwell on
Charles Howard. N. and (2.,7th ser., V. 446.

viscountess (vi'koun-tes), n. [< OF. vicom-

tesse ; as riscount + -ess.] 1. A peeress in

rank next after a countess and before a baro-

ness. The title is usually held by the wife of a viscount,

but in Great Britain it may be inherited by a woman in

her own right.

2. A size of slate. See the quotation.

ViscounUsses (18 x 9). Encyc. Brit, XXII. 128.

viscountship (vi'kount-ship), H. [< riscount +
The rank or dignity of a viscount.... >llip.] „ „

The measurement of the viscosity of viscounty (vi'koun-ti), n.
;
pi. viscounties (-tiz)

[< F. vicomte, < ML. vicccomitatus, < vicecomes,

viscount: see viscount.] Same as viscountship.

The house of lords, for so the baronage may be now
called, undei-went under the Lancastrian kings none but
personal changes, and such formal modifications as the
institution of marquessates and viscounties.

Slubbs, Const. Hist., 8 868.

., . . Sp.Pg.
It. viscoso, < LL. viscosus, sticky, < Jj. viscmn,

viscus, bird-lime: see riscum.] 1. Glutinous;
clammy; sticky; adhesive; tenacious.

In some [men] it is nature to be somewhat viscoxis and
inwrapped, and not easy to turn.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

My honeysuckles . . . being enveloped in a viscous sub-

stance, and loaded with black aphides.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, To D. Barrington, Ixiv.

2. In physics, having the property of viscosity.

See viscosity, 2.

When the very smallest stress, if continued long enough,
will cause a constantly increasing change of form, the

body must be regarded as a viscous fluid, however hard it

may be. Ckrk Maxwell, Heat, p. 276.

Glacier ico, however hard and brittle it may appear, is

really a viscous substance, resembling treacle, or honey,

or tar, or lava. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 155.

Viscous fermentation, fice/ermentatum, 2.

viscousness (vis'kus-nes), n. The state of

being viscous; viscosity

liquid

yiscosimeter (vis-ko-sim'e-tSr), n. [Irreg. < LL.
iscosus, \'iscou.s, -t- Gr. fiirpov, measure.] An
apparatus for measuring the viscosity of vari-

ous liquids, as oils. ALso vi.icometer.

viscosimetric (vis'ko-si-inet'rik), a. Of or per-

taining to a viseosimeter.
. , . „ , ,. „ .

viscosimetrical (vis'ko-sl-met'ri-kal), a. Same viscous (vis'kus), a. [= F. risqucux

as risciisimetric.

viscosity (vis-kos'i-ti), n.
;

pi. viscosities (-tiz).

[< F. riscosite = Sp. riscosidad = Pg. viscosi-

(liidc = It. vi^cosita, < LL. as if ''viscosita(t-)s, <

riscosus. viscous: see viscous.] 1. The state or

property of being viscous; the quality of flow-

ing slowly, as pitch or castor-oil. Such liquids

are commonly sticky, but this is no part of the

viscosity.

Sub. And what 's your mercury ?

Face. A very fugitive ; he will be gone, sir.

Sub. How know you him ?

FoM. By his viscosity.

His oleosity, and his suscitability.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, 11. 1.

2. In physics, internal friction, a resistance

the motion of the molecules of a fluid body
.mong themselves : opposed to mobility. Thus,

viscosity of such liquids as pitch and syrup is very
t as compared with that of a mobile liquid like alco-

A slow continuous change of the shape of solids or

Thoracic viscera, with some of the abdominal viscera, showing line

of the diaphragm which separates thein, and outline of heart, aorta,

and superior caval vein, with reference to the surface of the thorax :

I - lo, tirst to tenth ribs ; A, M, p, T, indicate position of aortic, mitral,

pulmonary, and tricuspid valves of the heart, respectively.

nary language generally in the plural, meaning
the bowels or entrails ; the vitals.

Mental states occasion also changes in the calibre of

blood-vessels, or alteration in the heart-beats, or pro-

cesses more subtle still, in glands and viscera.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 5.

Thoracic viscera. See JAorocfc.— Transposition of
the viscera. See transposition.

visel, vice^ (vis), n. [< ME. vj/se, ryce, ris, <

OF. ris, ris, a screw, vise, winding stair, = It.

rite, a vine, vise, < L. vitis, vine, bryony, lit.

'that which winds,' < / vi, wind: see with'^,

withy.] It. A screw.
His desk with a vice turning in it.

Coryat, Crudities, L 164.

2t. The newel, or central shaft, of a winding
staircase.

I ris and walkt, sought pace and pace.
Till I a winding staire found
And held the vice aye in iny bond.

The Isle of Ladies, 1. 1312.

The Standard, which was of mason work, costly made
with images and angels, costly gilt with gold and azure,

with other colours, and divers sorts of [coats ofJ arms cost-

ly set out, shall there continue and remain ; and within
the Standard a vice with a chime.

Coronation cf Queen Anne, Wife of Henry VIII., in
[Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 49.

3. A gi'ipping or holding tool or appliance, fixed

or portable, used to hold an object finuly in

position.while work is performed upon it. The
vise is closely allied to the clamp ; both have movable jaws
that may be brought together to hold any object placed

in position between the jaws. Vises are made in two parts.

ids under the action of gravity or external force •yiacum (vis'kum), n. [< L. viscum, rarely vis-

cus, mistletoe, bird-lime, = Gr. \S,(k (F&r),

mistletoe.] 1. A genus of parasitic plants,

including the mistletoe, type of the tribe Fis-

ceie in the order Loranthacese. It is characterized

by flowers usually clustered at the axils or summits of

branches, and by anthers which are broad and adnate,

opening by many pores on the inner face. There are

about 30 species, widely dispersed throughout warm and
temperate regions of the Old World. They are shrubs

with opposite or dichotomous branches, parasitic on trees.

The leaves are conspicuous, opposite, flat, and thickish,

or are reduced to scales or minute teeth. The flowers are

small, usually three to five together, sessile, and sur-

rounded by two to three small bracts. Some of the species

are distributed over a very wide area, especially V. orien-

tate and V.allmm, the latter the well-known mistletoe.

2. [/. c] Bird-lime.

viscus (vis'kus), ».; pi. viscera (vis'e-ra). [NL.,

< L. viscus, pi. viscera, any internal organ of the

body.] Any one of the interior organs of the

body, contained in one of the four great cavi-

ties of the head, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis,

as the brain, heart, lung, liver, stomach, intes-

tine, kidney, bladder, womb, etc. ; especially,

an abdominal viscus, as the intestine : in ordi-

1

by extension of the name, called mscosUif: as, the
of ice. Vigcosity is proportional to the relative

of strata at a unit distance. Tlie viscosity of

Uid vapors is due to the molecules shooting from
iratuni to another cairying their vis viva with them.
Iftcosity of liquids iirifes from an entirely different

.use, namely, from the nmttial attrautions of the mole-
an<l is diminished by tlie etTect of the wandering

: molecules. Consequently, the viscosity of gases
Increases while that of liquids diminishes as the temper-

Is raised.

ice, if we attempt to cause one stratum of gas to
over anotlier in parallel planes, we experience a re-

nce due to the interchange of molecules between the

_ irtions of gas separated by the plane. This is in some
respects analogous to sliding friction l>etween solid bod-
lea, and is called by German writers the " friction " (Rei-

tungX by Maxwell and others the '^viscosity" of the gas.

Encyc. Brit, XVI. 019.

The vigcoiiity of liquids presents a certain analogy with
the malleability of solids.

W. A. MUler, Klera. of Chem., « 45.

3. A glutinous or viscous body.
Drops of sjrrups, oil, and seminal vixcontiex.

Sir T. Brmnie, Vulg. Err., 11. 4.

Dynamical coefflclent of viscosity, kinetic coeffl-
cient of viscosity, also dynamic viscosity. See co-

42.J

vises.

a hand-vise ; f>. m.-ichinists' bench-vise ; c, parallel vise : rf, parallel

vise, with small anvil d' in combination : e. blaclcsmiths' vise ; /, car-

penters' vise ; ^, pipc-visc ; h, saw-filers" vise.

forming jaws either joined together by a spring or a hinge-

joint or arranged to move upon slides or guides. The
jaws are moved by screws, levers, toggles, or ratchet and

pawls, one jaw being usually fixed firmly to the bench or

other support to which the vise is attached. Some forms

are made adjustable at any angle ; others have parallel

motions and are provided with swivels to adjust the jaws

to the shape of the objects to be held in them. Vises are

made of wood or metal, of many shapes, and supplied

with many convenient attachments. They receive various

names, descriptive of their use or method of construc-

tion, as berwh-vise.saw-vise, sudden-yrasp vise, parallel vise,

pipe-vise.
.

4. A tool for drawing rods of lead into the

grooved rods called cames used for setting glass,

especially in stained-glass windows.— 5t. A
grix) or grasp.



Ise
An 1 bat fist him once ; an a' come but within ray vice.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., iL 1. 24.

6. The cock or tap of a vessel. Malliwetl. [Prov.
Eng.]

visei,vice2(vis),r.«. [<CTsel,?i.] if. Toscrew;
force, as by a screw.

He swears . . ,

As he had seen 't or been an instrument
To viee you to 't. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 416.

2. To press or squeeze with a vise, or as if with
a vise ; hold as if in a vise. De Quincey.

vise-t, »• Same as rese.

vis6 (ve-za'), n. [< F. vise, pp. of viser, view,
examine, inspect, < ML. "visare, freq. of L. vi-

dere, pp. visiis, see : see vision.] An indorsement
made upon a passport or the like by the prop-
erl}' constituted authority, whether ambassa-
dor, consul, or police, denoting that it has been
examined and found correct. Also visa.

Particular rules follow in regard to visi of the com-
mander giving the notice, which is to be put on the ship's
register, and for wliicli the captain of the vessel overhaul-
ed and visited sliall give a receipt.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter, law, p. 463, App. iii.

The European door is closed, and remains closed until
the native authorities may think proper to affix to the pass-
port other visas and stamps, at sight of which frontier gen-
darmes will open the bars and set tlie captive free.

Harpers Mag., LXXIX. 188.

Tis6 (ve-za'), V. t. [< vise, «.] To put a vis6
on ; examine and indorse, as a passport. Also
visa.

Before he and his baggage can pass the guarded door
that leads into the restaurant ... he must satisfy the
suave inspector that his passport is duly visaed.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 188.

vise-bench (vis'beneh;, n. In car})., etc., a
work-bench to which a vise is attached.
vise-cap (vis'kap), «. A cap of metal or leather
placed over the jaws of a vise to prevent in-
jury of the surface of the work by its teeth.
vise-clamp (vis'klamp), «. 1. A supplemental
vise-jaw of such form as to holdwork of unusual
shape or material without injury.— 2. A clamp
by which a vise can be temporarily secured to
a bench or other object.

viseman, viceman (vis'man), «. ; pi. risemen,
vicemen (-men). A man who works at a vise.

vise-press (vis'pres), ?(. A former name in
Great Britain for the screw-press.

visert, viseret, visernt, «. Old forms of vi:or.

Vishnu (vish'no), ;(. [< Skt. Vishnu.] In later
Mind, myth., the god who with the other two
great gods,Brahma and Siva,formsthe trimm-ti,
or trinity; the Preserver, considered by his
worshipers to be the
supreme god of the Hin-
du pantheon. In the Ve-
das he appears only as a man-
ifestation of the sun. The
myths relating to Vishnu are
chietiy characteri;;ed by the
idea that whenever a great
disorder affected the world
Vishnu descended to set it

right. Such descents are
called avatdras or avatar^,
and consist in Vishnu's as-
suming theform of some won-
derful animal or superhuman
being, or as being born in
human form of human pa-
rents, and always endowed
with miraculous power.
These avatars are generally
given as ten, nine of which
are already past, the tenth,
the Kalki-avatdra, being yet
to come, ''when the practices
taught by the Vedas and the
institutes of the law shall
have ceased, ana the close of
the Kali or present age shall
be nigh." Vishnu is sometimes represented as riding on
Gamda, a being half bird and half man ; as holding in one
of his four hands a conch-shell blown in battle, in another
a disk as emblem of supreme power, in the third a mace
as the emblem of punishment, and in the foui-th a lotus
as a type of creative power.

visibility (viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. visibilite =
Sp. visihilidad = Vg.visibilidade =.It. visiUUta,
< LL. visibilita(t-)s, the property or condition of
being seen, < visibilis, \isible : see visible.] 1.
The state or property of being visible, or per-
ceivable by the eye

;
perceptibility ; the state

of being exposed to view ; conspieuousness.
Sir Richard Browne [during nineteen years' exile] . . .

kept up in his cliapel the liturgy and offices of the Church
of England, to his no small honour, and in a time when it
was so low, and as many thought utterly lost, that In vari-
ous controversies, both with Papists and .Sectaries, our
divines us'd to argue for the visibility of the Church from
his chapel and congregation. Evelyn, Diary, June 4, 1660.

2\. A thing which is visible.

The msHnlity [of the Holy Ghost] being on an effulgency
of visible light. Quoted hi Walton's Complete Angler, p. 28.
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visible (viz'i-bl), a. and «. [< ME. visible, < OF.
(and F.) visible = Sp. visible = Pg. visivel = It.

visibile, < LL. visibilis, that may be seen, < L. n-
dere, py.visus, see: see vision.] I. a. 1. Per-
ceivable by the eye; capable of being seen;
open to sight.

Then the eighteth sone borne of Melusin,
Thre eyes hauyng on in front uisible;
Moche peple meruellyd and wonderd ther-in.

Jlom. of Fartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1269.

Were armies to be raised whenever a speck of war is

visible in our horizon, we never should have been without
them. Jefferson, Works, VIII. C9.

2. Apparent; open; conspicuous: as, a man
with no visible means of support.

Though his actions were not visible.

Shak., CynibeUne, iii. 4. 152.

The tactions at court were greater, or more visible, than
before. Clarendon,

3. In entom., noting parts which are not con-
cealed by other parts, as the spiracles when
they are not concealed under the hard parts of
the integument: opposed to covered visible
church, in theol,, the church of Christ on the earth ; the
whole body of professed believers in Christ.— Visible
horizon, the line that l)ounds tlie sight. .See horizon.—
Visible means, means or resources which are apparent
or ascertainable by others, so that the court or a creditor
can ascertain that the person is responsible or reach his
property.—Visible spectrum. See spectrum, 3.— Visi-
ble speech, a name applied by Prof. A. Melville Bell,
its inventor, to a system of alphabetical characters de-
signed to represent evei-y possible articulate utterance of
the organs of speech. The system is based on a pene-
trating analysis of the possible actions of the speech-
organs, each organ and every mode of action having its
appropriate symbol. = SjTl. Discernible, in sight, obvious,
manifest, clear, distinct evident, plain, patent, unmistak-
able.

II. n. That which is seen by the eye.

Visibles work upon a looking-glass, which is like the pu-
pil of the eye. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 2t)3.

Go into thy room and enter into that spiritual commu-
nion which is beyond all visibles.

A, E. Barr, Friend Olivia, iii.

vlsibleness (viz'i-bl-nes), re. The state or prop-
erty of being visible ; visibility.

visibly (viz'i-bli), adv. In a visible manner;
perceptibly to the eye; manifestly; obviously;
clearly.

Visie, 'Vizie (viz'i), «. [Also vizy; < F. visee, aim,
< viser, aim, sight at: see visi.] 1. A scrutiniz-
ing view or look.

Ye had best take a visie of him through the wicket be-
fore opening the gate. ScoU.

2. The aim taken at an object, as when one is

about to shoot.

Logan took a vizy and tired, but his gun flashed in the
pan. QaZt, Steam-Boat, p. 143. (Jamieson.)

3. The knob or sight on the muzzle of a gun
by which aim is taken. [Scotch in all uses.]

visiert, »• See vizir.

Visigoth (viz'i-goth), re. [< lAu. * Visigothi,
Visegotlise., West (Soths, < visi-, vise-, repr. Teut.
icest, + Gothi, Gothse, Goths.] An individual
of the more westerly of the two great historical
divisions of the Goths. See Goth. The Visigoths
founded a monarchy which continued in southern France
until 607 and in Spain until 711. Also called West Ooth,

Visigothic (viz-i-goth'ik), a. [< Visigoth +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the Visigoths.
vision (vizh'on), re. [< ME. vision, visioun,
visiun, < OF. vision, F. vision = Sp. vision. = Pg.
visao = It. visione, < L. visio(n-), the act or
sense of seeing, vision, < vidcre, pp. visus, see,
= Gr. IStiv (*Fcdetv), Skt. \^vid, know, = E. icit:

see toit^. From the L. videi-e are also ult. E.
visible, visage, vis^, visit, visive, visual, advice,
advise, device, devise, pervise, revise, supervise,
provide, provision, revision, supervision, etc., evi-

dent, provident, evidence, providence, etc., pwr-
vey, survey, eta., invidiotis,cnvy''^, etc.] 1. The
act of seeing external objects; sight.

Faith here is turned into vision there.
Hammond, Practical Catechism, i. § 3.

2. The faculty that perceives the luminosity,
color, form, and relative size of objects; that
sense whose organ is the eye; by extension,
an analogous mental power. As noting one of
the five special senses of the body, vision is cor-
related with olfaction, audition, gustation, and
taction. See sight^.— 3. That vphich'is seen;
an object of sight; specifically, a supernatural
or prophetic appearance ; something seen in a
dream, ecstasy, trance, or the like; also, an
imaginary appearance ; an apparition ; a phan-
tom.

There duelled the Holy Prophete Daniel ; and there he
saughe Visionnes of Hevene. Mandeville, Travels, p. 4a
Your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall

see visions. Joel ii. 28.

visionary

Departing Year ! 'twas on no earthly shore
My soul beheld thy vision .'

Coleridge, Ode to the Departing Year, Iv.

Far in the North, like a viHon of sorrow.
Rise the white snow-drifts to topple and fall.

R. T. Cooke, September.

4. Anything unreal or imaginary; a mere cre-
ation of fancy ; a fanciful view.

Visions of dominion and glory rose before him.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vt

Arc Of vlBion, in astron., the arc measuring the sun's dis-
tance below the horizon when a star or planet previously
concealed by his light becomes visible.— Axis of vision.
SeeaaMi.— Beatific vision, in (A««J. See (<«((t^c.— Bi-
nocular vision, vision effected by the cooperation of
both eyes in such a way that the two impressions made
upon the retina; are perceived as one ; stereoscopic vision.
It is by means chietiy of binocular vision that we are en-
abled toj'udge of the relative positions of objects.— Center
ofvision. Same as^h< o/rmon.— Chromatic vision,
a condition of sight in which oljjects appear to have a
color they do not possess, or to have an iridescent border

;

chromatopsia.— Day-Vision, a condition of sight in which
vision is weakened or lost at nlglit ; night-blindness

;

hemeralopia.— Dichromic vision, a form of color-blind-
ness in which there is perception of but two of the pri-
mary colors; dichromism. In this condition the percep-
tion of red is usually wanting.— Direct or central Vi-
sion, the formation of the sight-image at the macula lu-
tea.— Direct-Vision spectroscope. See spectroscope.—
Double vision, the perception of two images of one and
the same object ; diplopia.—Erect Vision. See erect.—
Field of Vision. See >W.— Indirect or peripheral
vision, formation of the sight-image at some part of the
retina other than the macula lutea.— Intuitive vision.
Same as beatific vision.— Iridescent vision, a condition
of sight in which objects appear to be Ijordered with alter-
nating colors like those of the rainbow : a form of chroma-
topsia.— Limit of distinct vision. See limit.— Night-
vision, a condition of vision in which objects are perceived
more clearly at night ; day-l)liiidness ; nyctalopia.— Per-
sistence Of Vision. See persistence,— Point Of vision.
See 7)01)1(1—Reflected vision, reflex vision. See re-

A^— Refracted vision, vision performed by means of
rays refracted or deviated by passing through mediums of
different densities.

vision (vizh'on), i>. *. [_< vision, n.] 1. To see
as in a vision; perceive by the eye of the intel-
lect or imagination.

We in the morning eyed the pleasant fields
Vision'd before. Southey, Joan of Arc, viii.

Such guessing, visioning, dim pn-scrutation of the mo-
mentous future

!

Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 8. (Davits.)

2. To present in or as in a vision.

It [truth] may be visioned objectively by representatives
and symbols, when the prophet becomes a seer, . . . rt-
sioned as out of the mind, . . . now as actual water vi-
siofied and flowing clear.

E. H, Sears, The Fourth Gospel, I'he Heart of Christ, pp.
[72, 80.

visional (vizh'on-al), a. [< vision + -al.] Of or
pertaining to a vision ; seen in a vision ; hence,
not real. Waterland.

•visionally (vizh'on-al-i), adv. In a visional
manner ; in vision.

Visionally past, not eventually.
Trapp, On Rev. xi. 14, quoted in Biblical Masenm, V.

Visionariness (vizh'on-a-ri-nes), «. The char-
acter of being \isionary.

Dulnessfrom absolute monotony, and visionariness troa
the aerial texture of the speculations.

De Quincey, Style, iii.

visionary (vizh'on-a-ri), a. and «. [= F. vi-
sionnaire = Sp. Pg. 'It. risionario; as vision -t-

-ary.] I. a. 1. Apt to behold visions; of pow-
erful and foreseeing imagination ; imaginative

;

in a bad sense, apt to receive and act on mere
fancies or whims as if they were realities;
given to indulging in day-dreams, reveries,
fanciful theories, or the like.

No more these scenes my meditation aid,
Or lull to rest the visionary maid.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 162.

The Sonnet glittered a gay myrtle-leaf
Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned
His visionary brow.

Wordsu'orth, Misc. Sonnets, ii. 1.

2. Of or pertaining to visions; of the nature of
a vision or a product of the imagination; ima-
ginary; in a bad sense, having no real basis;
not founded on fact or possibility; impracti-
cable; impossible: as, a visionary schevae.

Some things like visionary flights appear

;

The spirit caught him up, the Lord Icnows where.
Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 656-

Sleep, why dost thou leave me ?

Why thy visionary Joys remove?
Congreve, Semele, ii. 2.

Men come into business at first with visionary princi-
ples. Jefferson, To Madison (Correspondence, II. 32o)l

That the project of peace should appear visionary to
great numbers of sensible men ... is very natural.

Eniergoil, War.

3. Appropriate to or characterized by the ap-
pearance of visions.



visionary

The visionary hour
When musing midnight reigns.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 556.

= 8yiL 1. Imaginative, romantic— 2. Unreal, fancied,
ideal, illusory, Utopian, chimerical.

n. «•; pi- visionaries (-riz). 1. One who sees
risions; one who lives in the imagination.

To the Visionary seem
Her day-dreams truth, and truth a dream.

ScoU, Kokeby, i. 30.

Aristophanes, so much of a scotfer and so little of a
visionary. Landor, Imag. Conv., Lucian and Timotheus.

2. One who forms impracticable schemes; one
who is given to idle and fanciful projects.

Some celebrated writers of our country, who, with all

their good sense and genius, were visimuiries on the sub-
ject of education. K. Knox, Grammar Schools.

= Syn. Dreamer, enthusiast

Visioned (vizh'ond), a. [< I'isiOH + -ed^.] l.

Having the power of seeing visions ; hence, in-

spired. [Rare.]

Oh I not the visioned poet in his dreams . . .

So bright, BO fair, so wild a shape
Hath yet beheld. Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

2. Seen in a vision ; formed by the fancy, or in

a dream, trance, or the like
;
produced by a vi-

sion; spectral.

My vision'd sight might yet prove true.
ScoU, L. of the L., iv. H.

The dream
Of dark magician in his visioned cave.

SheUey, Alastor.

She moves through fancy's visioned space.
LoweU, Fact or Fancy?

visionist (vizh'on-ist), n. [< vision + -ist.'] One
who sees, or believes that he sees, visions; a
believer in visions; a visionary person.
We are so far from attaining any certain and real know-

ledge of incorporeal beings (ofan acquaintance with which
these visionists so much boast) that we are not able to
know anything of corporeal substances as abstract from
their accidents. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 6<i.

The visionist has deeper thoughts and more concealed
feelings than these rhapsodical phantoms.

/. D'Isradi, Amen, of Lit., I. 215.

visionless (vizh'on-les), a. [< vision + -less.'\

Destitute of vision ; sightless; blind,

visit (viz'it), r. [< ME. visiten, < OF. (and F.)
visiter = Sp. Pg. visitar = It. visitare, < L. visi-

tare, see, go to see, visit, punish, freq. of visere,

look at attentively, behold, < videre, pp. visus,

see: see vision.'} I. trans. 1. To go or come to
see (a person or thing) in the way of friendship,
business, curiosity, ceremony, or duty: call
upon

;
proceed to in order to view or look on.

And by the waye we vysyled some holy places.
Sir a. Quijlforde, Pylgrymage, p. 18.

At lyons I visityd the Reliques at the yle wher Sent
Anne lyes and longious.

Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 2.

I was sick, and ye visited me. Mat. xrv. 36.

We will visit you at supper-time.
Shak., M. of V., 11. 2. 215.

His wife was the rich china-woman that the courtiers
vitiud so often. B. Jonson, Epicosne, L 1.

2. To come or go to, in general ; appear in or
at ; enter.

Amana is more familiar, and entreth the Citie— yea, by
help of art, in Conduits visileth their priuate houses.

Furchag, Pilgrimage, p. 237,

For me, in showers, In sweeping showers, the spring
Km(» the valley. ii'7)i«r»on, Musketaquid.

3. To go or come to see for the purpose of in-
spection, supervision, examination, correction
of abuses, or the like ; examine ; inspect.

I may excite your princely cogitations to visit the ex-
cellent treasure of your own mind.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

Achmet would not suSer the bales intended for the
king of Abyssinia to be opened or visited, but left them in
the hands of the ambassador.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, IL 606.

4. To afflict ; overtake or come upon : said
especially of diseases or calamities.

Ere he by sickness had been visited.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 26.

Fare. The house, sir, has been visited.
Love. What, with the plague?

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 1.

'Tis a house here
Where people of all sorts, that have been visited
With lunacies and follies, wait their cures.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ill. 6.

8. In Scriptural phraseology : (a) To send a
judgment from heaven upon, whether for the
purpose of chastising or afflicting, or of com-
forting or consoling; judge.
Oh visit me with thy salvation. Ps. cvi. 4.

Therefore hast thou visited and destroyed them.
Isa. xxvi. 14.

(b) To inflict punishment for (guilt) or upon
(a person).

6771
I am persuaded that God has visited you with this pun-

ishment for my ungodliness.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 354.

Visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children.
Ex. xxxiv. 7.

Now will he remember their iniquity, and visit their
"18. Hos. viii. 13.

II. intrans. To practise going to see others

;

keep up friendly intercourse by going to the
houses of friends; make calls; stay with (an-
other) as a guest.

Whilst she was under her mother she was forced to be
genteel, to live in ceremony, . . . and always visiting on
Sundays. Law, Serious Call, viiL

visit (viz'it), M. [< F. )!mfe= Sp. Pg. It. visita;
from the verb.] 1. The act of visiting or go-
ing to see a person, place, or thing ; a tempo-
rary residence in a locality or with some one
as a guest; a call on a person or at a place.

I'm come to take my last farewell.
And pay my last insU to thee.

Younj Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 296).

I'd sooner be visited by the Plague ; for that only wou'd
keep a man from Visits, and his Doors shut.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, 1. 1.

Visits
Like those of angels, short and far between.

Blair, The Grave, 11. 689.

2. A formal or official call ; a visitation.

Periodical visits were made by vassals to their suzerains,
and by these to their higher suzerains — the Icings.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 379.

Domiciliary visit. See (fomtaiiari/.— Right of visit
Same as right of visitation. See visitation, 5.—Visit to the
Blessed Sacrament, in Rom. Oath, usage, a dally visit
to a church in order to engage in silent prayer before the
sacrament ; a practice common in religious houses.

visitable (viz'i-ta-bl), a. [< visit + -able.'\

Liable or subject to be visited or inspected;
admitting of visitation or inspection.
The next morning we set out again, in order to see the

Sanctuaries and other visitable places upon Mount Olivet.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 104.

All hospitals built since the reformation are visitable by
the king or lord chancellor. Ayliffe, Parergon.

visitant (viz'i-taut), a. and n. [< L. visitan(t-)s,

ppr. of visitare, see: see visit.'} I. a. Acting
the part of a visitor

;
paying visits ; visiting.

He knew the rocks which Angels haunt
Upon the mountains vudtant.
Wordsworth, Song at Feast of Brougham Castle.

II. n. 1. One who visits; one who goes or
comes to see another; one who is a guest in
the house of a friend ; a visitor.

You have private visitants, my noble lady.
That in sweet numbers court your goodly virtues.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.

He has a rich wrought waistcoat to entertain his visi-

tants in. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

The intellectual character of her extreme beauty, . . .

and her unbounded benevolence, gave more the idea of
an angelic visitant than of a being belonging to this nether
world. Scott, L. of L. M. (ed. 1830), Int.

His heart.
Where Fear sat thus, a cherished visitant.

Wordsworth, Excursion, i.

2. In ornith., a migratory bird which comes to
and stays in a place or region during a part of
the year: opposed to resident: as, the snowy
owl is a winter visitant from the north in the
United States. Rare or irregular visitants are
termed «ira<jr(;/er». See straggler, 2.— 3. [cap.~i

A member of a Roman Catholic order of nuns,
founded at Anneey in Savoy by Francis de Sales
and Mme. de Chantal in 1610. The order spread in
various countries, and has been efficient in the education
of young ^irls. The Visitants are also called Salesians,
Order of the Visitation, Nuns of the Visitation, etc.

visitation (viz-i-ta'shon), «. [< ME. visitacioiin,

< OP. (and F.) visitation = Sp. visitacion = Pg.
visitaqao = It. visitazionc, < LL. visitatio(n-), a
sight, appearance, visitation, punishment, < L.
visitare, visit : see visit.'] 1 . The act of visiting,

or paying a visit ; a visit.

Therfore I made my visitaciouTis

To vigilies and to processiouns.
Chaucer, rtol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 555.

The king of SIcilia means to pay Bohemia the visitation

which he justly owes him. Shak., W. T., i. 1. 7.

When a woman is deliuered of a child, the man lyeth in,

and keepeth his bed, with visitation of Gossips, the space
of fortie dayes. Purchas, Pilgrunage, p. 429.

2. The object of a visit. [Rare.]

O flowers, . . .

My early visitation, and my last.

Milton, P. L., xi. 275.

3. A formal or judicial visit paid periodically

by a superior, superintending officer, or other
competent authority, to a corporation, college,

church, or other house, for the purpose of ex-

amining into the manner in whicn the business

of the body is conducted, and its laws and reg-

visiting-book

ulations are observed and executed, or the like

;

specifically (eceles.), such examination by a
bishop of the churches in his diocese, with the
added purpose of administering confirmation.
The right of visitation attaches to metropolitans in their
provinces, to bishops in their dioceses, and to archdeacons
in certain cases.

The magistrates shall be more familiar and open each
to other, and more frequent in visitations, and shall, in
tenderness and love, admonish one another.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 213.

4. A special dispensation from heaven, some-
times of divine favor, more usually of divine
retribution; divine retributive affliction; hence,
a similar incident of less importance, whether
joyful or grievous.

We see that the most comfortable m«i(a(ions which God
hath sent men from above have taken especially the times
of prayer as their most natural opportunities.

Hooker, Eceles. Polity, v. 23.

What will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the deso-
lation which shall come from far ? Isa. x. 3.

These were bright visitations in a scholar's and a clerk's
life. Lamb, Oxford in the Vacation.

5. In international law, the act of a naval com-
mander who visits or boards a vessel belonging
to another state for the purpose of ascertaining
her character and object, it does not include the
claim or exercise of the right of search. The right of per-
forming this act is called the right of visit or of visitation.

6. {cap.} A church festival in honor of the
visit of the Virgin Mary to her cousin Eliza-
beth (Luke i. 39), celebrated on July 2d in the
Roman Catholic, Greek, and other churches.

—

7. In zooL, an extensive, irregular, or other-
wise notable migration into a place or coun-
try; an irruption, incursion, or invasion: as, a
visitation of lemmings, of the Bohemian wax-
wing southward, or of the sand-grouse from
Asia into France or England.— 8. In her., an
investigation by a high heraldic officer, usually
one of the kings-at-arms, into the pedigrees, in-

termarriages, etc., of a family or the families
of a district, with a view of ascertaining whe-
ther the arms borne by any person or persons
living in that district are incorrect or unwar-
rantably assumed. The king-at-arms was accompa-
nied on such occasions by secretaries, draftsmen, etc.
The latest visitation on record in England seems to have
been between the years 16S6 and 1700 ; but before that time
they had ceased to be regularly held.—Nuns of the Visi-
tation, Order of the Visitation. See visitant. 3.—Visi-
tation of the sick, an ollice of the Anglican Church, ap-
pointed to be used for the spiritual benefit of sick persons.
Provision is made in the English Prayer-book for special
confession and absolution of the sick person, while the
American Prayer-book merely provides that the minister
shall examine whether he repent him truly of his sins.

visitatorial (viz"i-ta-t6'ri-al), «. [< LL. visita-

tor, a visitor (< L. visitare, see), + -i-al.~\ Be-
longing or pertaining to a judicial visitor or
visitation: as, visitatorial power; hence, per-
taining to any authorized inspector or exami-
nation : as, a health officer's visitatorial work
or authority. Also visitorial.

The enactment by which Elizabeth and her successors
had been empowered to appoint commissioners with visi-

tatorial authority over the Church was not only not re-

vived, but was declared, with the utmost strength of lan-
guage, to be completely abrogated.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

visi't-day (viz'it-da), n. A day on which call-

ers are received.
On visiUdays she bears

To mount her fifty flights of ample stairs.

Parnell, Elegy to an Old Beauty.

visite (vi-zef), n. [F., visit : see visit.'} An out-
er garment worn by women in the first half of
the nineteenth century, thin, made of silk or
like material, and shaped to the person.

visiter (viz'i-t&r), n. [< visit + -erl. Cf. vis-

itor.} Same as visitor.

His visiter observed the look, and proceeded. Dickens.

visiting (viz'i-ting), n. [Verbal u. of visit, v.}

1. The act or practice of paying visits or mak-
ing calls. Also used adjectively.

The business of her life was to get her daughters mar-
ried : its solace was visiting and news.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, i.

Our ancestors are very good kind of folks ; but they are
the last people I should choose to have a visiting acquain-
tance with. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

2. Prompting; influence.

No compunctious visitings of nature
Shake my fell purpose. Shak., Macbeth, i. .">. 46.

visiting (viz'i-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of visit, v.}

That visits; often, of persons, authorized to

visit and inspect: as, a visiting committee.
visiting-ant (viz'i-ting-aut), n. The driver-ant.

visiting-book (viz'i-ting-bilk), n. A book con-
taining a list of names of persons who are to be
called upon or who have called.



Tisiting-book

The Bishop went and wrote hia name down in the visU-
inff-book at (launt House that very day.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Iv.

visiting-card (viz'i-ting-kard), H. A small
card, bearing one's name, and sometimes an
address, an official title, or the like, to be left

in making calls or paying visits, or, npon occa-
sion, to be sent as an act of courtesy or in ac-
knowledgment of an attention.
visiting-day (viz'i-ting-da), «, A day on which
one is at home to visitors.

He keeps a Visiting Day; you and I'll wait on him.
C. Shadicellf Humours of the Navy, i. 1.

visitor (viz'i-tor), n. [Also visiter; < F. vtsiteur

= Sp. Pg. visitador = It. visitatorey < LL. visi-

iaioi-j a visitor, protector, < L. viHiarc, visit:

see visit,'} 1. One who visits. Specifically— (a)

One who comes or goes to see or stay with another, as in
civility or friendship.

She hated having visitors in the honse while her health
was so indifferent.

Jane Attsten, Pride and Prejudice, xxiii.

(&) A superior or person authorized to visit a corporation
or any institution, for the purpose of seeing that the laws
and regulations are observed, or that the duties and condi-
tions prescribed by the^founder or by law are duly per-
formed or executed,

I heare eaie the Visitors have taken this ordre, that
every man shall professethe studie eyther of divinitie,

law, or physick; and, in remembring thus well England
ahrode, thei have in rayn opinion foi^otten Cambrig it

self. Aschavu in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 16.

2. In cool., a visitant. =Syn. 1. (a) Vinitor, Caller,

Guest. Caller regards a person as coming to see another
for a short interview of civility, formality, or friendship :

as, she devoted the afternoon to receiving ert/^er«. Visitor
regards the person as coming to see another, but mak-
ing a longer stay than arffWer and enjoying more of social
intercourse. Guest regards the person as admitted to hos-.

pitality, and hence generally as welcome. (&) Inspector,
examint-r.

visitorial (viz-i-to'ri-al), a. [< visitor + -i-ah'\

Same as visitatorial.

visitress (viz'it-res), n. [< visitor + -ess.'] A fe-
male visitor. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxiii.

Visive (vi'siv), a. [< F. visif^ Sp. Pg. It. visivo,

< L. videre, pp. visus, see : see visio7i.'] Of or
pertaining to the power of seeing; visual.

The object of the church's faith is, in order of nature,
before the church, . . . and therefore cannot be enlarged
by the church, any more than the act of the visive faculty
can add visibility to the object

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 309.

Vismia (vis'mi-a), n, [NL. (Vandelli, 1793),
named from one Visme, a botanist of Lisbon.]
A genus of plants, type of the tribe VisrniesB in
the order Hypericinese. it is characterized by a five-

celled ovary, with numerous ovules in each cell. There
are about 27 species, natives of tropical America, with
1 species in tropi-
cal Africa, They
are shrubs or
trees, bearing en-
tire leaves which
are commonly
lai^e, closely
woolly or hoary,
and glandular-
dotted. The flow-
ers are yellow or
whitish, in termi-
nal and usually
abundant and
panicled cymes.
The Ave petals are
often downy ; the
stamens are in
five united clus-
ters opposite the
petals; the fruit
is a berry. Most
of the species
have a copious yellow Juice, of energetic properties. V.
BrasUiensig, of Brazil, and V. OuiaTiensis, widely dispersed
in Guiana and Brazil, are known as wax-tree, a name ex-
tended to the genus ; the latter also as ffuUa-ffum tree; it

is a small tree, the source of a drastic gum-resin analogous
to gamboge, known a& f/ummi-gutta or Ainerican gamboge,
also olitained from other species, as V. tnicranika.

Vismieae (vis-ml'e-e), n. pi. [NL* (Choisy,
1821), < Vismia + -ese.] A tribe of polypetaloud
plants, of the order Uyvericinese. it is character-
Ized by a fleshy indehiscent fruit with wingless seeds. It
includes 4 genera, of which Vismia is the type, chiefly trop-
ical American trees or slirubs ; the otliers are mostly shrubs
of tropical Africa.

Visnet, n. [AF. visne, < OF. visntj < L. vicinia,

neighborhood: see vicinage.^ Neighborhood.
See venue^j 2 (a),

visnomyt (viz'no-mi), n. [A corruption < phijs-

io<jnomy.'\ Face; countenance; visage.

I think it safer to sit closer, and so to cloud the sun of
my visnomy that do eye discern it.

Chapman, May-Day, iii. 3.

vison (vi'son), w, [NL. (Brisson); origin un-
known.] the name specifically given to the
American mink by Brisson in 1756, and subse-
quently so used by most authors. The name was
used absolutely by Buffon in 1765, and generically by J. E.

Vismia Guianensis.
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Gray in 1S43. As a generic name it is equivalent to Lu-
treotay and includes semi-aquatic species of Putorius, of
which the European and American roinlcs are the best-
Icnown. As a specific term it is applicable only to the
latter, Piitffrius {Lutreola) vison. See cut under mink.

vison-weasel (vi'son -we'zl), n. Same as vi-

SOII.

visor, visored, etc. See vizor, etc.

visoryt (vi'so-ri), a. [< L. visor (a doubtful
word), a scout, lit. ' seer,' < videre, pp. visus, see

:

see vision.^ Visual ; having tlie power of vision.

But even the optic nerves and the visory spirits are cor-
rupted. Mev. T. Adams, Works, II. 379.

visa (vis), n. [< Tamil rtsai, Telugu vise.'] In
southern India and Burma, a weight equiva-
lent to about 3 pounds 5 ounces.
vista (vis'tii), n. [Formerly also, erroneously,
risto; < It. rista, sight, view, < visto, pp. of fe-

dere, < L. videre, pp. visus, see: see vision.'] 1.
A view or prospect, especially through an av-
enue, as between rows of trees; hence, the trees
or other things that form the avenue.

The tents are all ranged in a straight line : . . . and
is there not a horrid uniformity in their infinite vista of
canvas? Sheridan (?), The Camp, ii. 3.

Terminal figures,columns of marble or granite porticoes,
arches, are seen in the vistas of the wood paths.

Hawtfiorne, Marble Faun, viiL

Hence— 2. Figuratively, a vision; a view pre-
sented to the mind in prospect or in retrospect
by the imagination: as, a vista of pleasure to
come ; dim vistas of the past.

There is something exceedingly delusive in thus looking
back through the long vista of departed years, and catch-
ing a glimpse of the fairy realms of antiquity.

Irvinf/, Knickerbocker, p. 138.

Prima vista. See prima.

Vistaed (vis'tSd), a. [< vista + -ed^.] Possess-
ing or forming a vista or vistas.

visto (vis'to), n. Same as vista. [Erroneous.]

Then all beside each glade and visto

You'd see nymphs lying like Calisto.

Oay, To a Young Lady.

visual (viz'u-al), a. [< OF. visual, vistiel, F.
visuel = Sp. Pg. visual = It. visuale, < LL. visu-

alis, of sight, < L. visus, sight, < videre, pp.
visas, see: Bee vis^, visage.'] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to sight; relating to vision; used in sight;
serving as the instrument of seeing; optic : as,

the visual nerve.
The air.

No where so clear, sharpen'd his i^ual ray.
Milton, P. L., iii. 620.

Visual perception sees a superficies, but it does not see
a superficies as distinguished from a solid.

Hodgson, Time and Space, § 12.

2. Visible
;
perceptible by the sight.

Among many remarkable pai-ticulai's that attended his
first perceptions and judgments on vimal objects, . . .

the first time the boy saw a black object, it gave him great
uneasiness. Burke, Sublime and Beautiful, § 115.

3. Besulting from the eye
;
produced by a look

:

as, visual influences—Primary visual centers, the
lateral corpus geniculatum ; the pulvinar and the anterior
corpus quadrigeminuin, in cells of wliich tlie fibers of the
optic tract originate.— Visual angle, the angle foi-med
by the intersection of two lines drawn from the extremi-
ties of an object to the first noiial point of the eye.

—

Visual axis. See aa-fei.— Visual field, the extent of
external world which is visible in any position of an eye.
—Visual line. Same as Biraaiaxw.—Visual plane, the
plane including the visual lines of flie two eyes.— Visual
point, itipersp., a point in the horizontal line in which
all the visual rays unite.—Visual purple, a pigment
found in tlie retina: same as r/iodo^sin.— visual rays,
lines of light imagined to come from the object to the eye.

—Visual wMte, the final product of the photochemical
changes undergone by visual purple when exposed to the
action of light.—Visual yellow, an intermediate stage
of the passage of visual purple to visual white under the
action of light.

visualisation, visualise, etc. See visualiza-
tion, etc.

Visuality (viz-u-al'i-ti), n. ; pi. visualities (-tiz).

[< LL. visualitd(t-)s, the faculty of sight, < visu-

alis, of the sight: see visual.] 1. The state
or property of being visual.— 2. A sight; a
glimpse; a mental picture.

We have a pleasant visuality of an old summer after-
noon in the Queen's Court two hundred years ago.

Carlyle, Cromwell, i. 98.

visualization (viz"u-al-i-za'shon), «. [< visu-

alize + -ation.] The act, process, or result of
visualizing; the state of being visualized, as
an optical image. Also spelled visualisation.

We have a problem of visualization— the mind is called
upon to supply an optical image.

Proc. Am£r. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 311.

visualize (viz'u-al-iz), v.; pret. and pp. visual-

ized, ppr. visualizing. [< visual + -ize.] I.

trans. To make visual or visible; make tliat

which is perceived by the mind only visible to
the eye ; externalize to the eye.

Vital

What is this Me? A Voice, a Motion, an Appearance-
some embodied, visualized Idea in the Eternal Mind?

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 8.

Whatever may be the fate of these attempts to visualize
the physics of the process, it will still remain true that
to account for the phenomena of radiation and absorp-
tion we must take into consideration the shape, size, and
complexity of the molecules by which the ether is dis-
turbed. Tyndall, Radiation, § 15.

Mosti>ersons . . . are less able to rt>«a?t«e the features
of intimate friends than those of persons of whom they
have caught only a single glance.

F. Galton, Inquh-ies into Human Faculty, p. 108.

II. intrans. To call up a mental image or
picture with a distinctness approaching actual
vision.

I find that a few persons can, by what they often de-
scribe as a kind of touch-sight, irisualise at the same
moment all round the image of a solid body. .

F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty, p. 98.

It is among uncivilised races that natural differences in
the visitalising faculty are most conspicuous. Many of
them make carvings and rude illustrations, but only a few \

have the gift of carrying a picture in their mind's eye,
judging by the completeness and firmness of their designs,
which show no trace of having been elaborated in that
atep-by-step manner which is characteristic of draughts-
men who are not natural artists.

F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty, p. 101.

Also spelled visualise.

visualizer^viz'u-al-i-zer),)*. [^< visualize+ -eri.'\

One who visualizes. Also spelled visualiser.

Abnormally sensitive visualizers.

Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 285.

visually (viz'u-al-i), aclv. In a visual manner;
by sight; with reference to vision.

These spectral images have only a subjective existence,
though visually they have all the vividness of prefcent-
ment which belongs to realities. Nature, XIX. 417.

Vitacese (vi-ta'se-e), n.pl, [NL. (Lindley, 1835),
< Vitis 4* -accse.] An order of polypetalous
plants, of the series Discijlorse and cohort Celas-
trales. It is also known as Ampelidese (Kunth, 1821), or
now as Amprlidacea?. (R. T. Lowe, 18.^7), and as the mn*
family—in each case from its type, Vitis vhtifern, the a^-
ireAo? of the f; reeks. The order Is characterized by a small
calyx with imbricated lobes, and valvate caducous petals
with the stamens opposite them. There are about 4S5 spe-
cies, of which 44 species, principally of Asia and Africa,
forming the genus Leea, are erect tropical shrubs or small
trees, with pinnate leaves without tendrils. The others,
classed in 10 genera, and forming the tribe Ampelidese,
are shrubby tendril-bearing climbers or vines, with a copi-
ous watery juice, round, angled, or iiregular stems thick-
ened at the nodes (rarely herbaceous or subterranean),
their wood abounding in large dotted ducts. They bear
alternate or petioled leaves, which are simple, lobed, or
digitately divided into three to five leaflets. The inflores-

cence is paniculately cymose or racemose, rarely epicate,
and is developed opposite the leaves; the peduncles end
in simple or divided tendrils. The small flowers aie com-
monly greenish or inconspicuous. The fruit is a roundish
juicy berry, commonly one-celled by obliteration of thetwo
to five partitions, and containing two to five seeds. It is

often large, sweet, and edible in Ft/wand Cissus, or some-
times acrid, astringent, or intensely acid. Three genera ex-
tend into the United'States, Vitis, Cissus, and Ampclopsis.
Ampelocissus, Parthenocissus, and Tetrastigma also occur
in tropical America; the others are small genera of the
Old World. Their leaves are astringent, and sometimes
furnish domestic remedies, especially those of tropical spe-
cies of Cts«/«; another furnishes a blue dye; but the prin-
cipal importance of the family is the production of grapes
and wine. Pterisanthes, a small aberrant genus, is one of
the most singular of plants in its inflorescence, bearing
its innumerable small flowers on a thin, flattened wing-
like or leaf-like receptacle forming the expanded end of
a slender tendril.

vitailet, vitaillet, n. Obsolete spellings of
riciual.

vital (vi'tal), a. [< ME. vitaly < OF. (and F.)
vital = Sp. Pg. vital = It. vitale, < L. vitalis, of

or belonging to life, < vitOy life, < vivere, pp.
vietuSj live, = Skt. \^jti\ live; cf, Gr. /3^'of, life.

From the same root are ult. E. vie^, vivid, re-

viv€y etc.] 1. Of or pertaining to life, either
animal or vegetable : as, vital energies.

A raven's note,
Whose dismal tune bereft my vital powers.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 41.

As for living creatures, it is certain their vital spirits

are a substance compounded of an airy and flamy matter.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, §30.

2. Contributing to life; necessary to life: as, n-
taloAv) vitalWood.— 3, Containing life; living.

Spirits that live throughout.
Vital in every part. Milton, P. L., vi. 345.

His vital presence? his corporeal mould?
Wordsicorth, Laodamia.

?he is very haughty.
For all her frngile air of gentleness ;

With something vital in her, like those flowers
That on our desolate steppes outlast the year.

T. B. Aldrich, Pauline Pavlovna.

4. Being the seat of life; being that on which
life depends; hence, essential to existence; in-

dispensable.
He spoke, and rising huri'd his forceful Dart,
Which, driv'n by Pallas, pierc'd a vital Parr.

Pope, Iliad, V. 352.



vital

A competence is vital to content.
Ymutg, Mi ht Thoughts, vl. 606.

A knowledge of the law and a devotion to its principles
are vital to a republic, and lie at t'.ie very foundation of
its strength. Story, ilisc. Writings, p. 612.

5t. Capable of living ; viable.

Pythagoras, Hippocrates, . . . and others . . . affirming
the birth of the seventh month to be vital.

Sir T. Briwne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

Vital airt, an old name for oxygen gas, which is essential
to animal life.—Vital capacity of the Itm^. See capa-
ci(,i/.—Vital center. Same as center o/ respiration (which
see, under respiration).— Vital Christianity. See Chris-
tiamty, 1 (c).— Vital COngruityt, the mode of union of
body and soul according to the Knglish I'latonists.—Vital
contractility, the power of contraction inherent in liv-

ing nniscular tissue.— Vital fluid, the name given by
Schultze to a fluid in plants, found in certain vessels called
by him vital vesxela. It is also termed ^a(ex.— Vital force,
the animating force in animals and plants. See the first

quotation under vitalitti, 1.—Vital functions. HeeJuilG-
«on.—Vital-germ theory of contagion, the theory that
contagious diseases are due to the presence of perverted
bioplasts which are descended from others originally
healthy.—Vital power, the ability to live, or continue
alive; vitality.

The movement of the bioplasm is vital, occurs only
during life, and is due to vital power— which vital power
of this, the highest form of bioplasm in nature, is in fact
the living I, Beale, Bioplasm, p. 209.

Vital principle, that principle upon which, when united
with organized matter, the phenomena of life are supposed
to depend. See vitality.— Vital sense, ccenesthesis.

—

Vital tripod See tripod.

Vitalisation, vitalise, etc. See rHaU:ation, etc.

vitalism (\T'tal-iziii), «. [< vital + -?sm.] In
hiol., the doctrine that ascribes all the func-
tions of an organism to a vital principle dis-

tinct from chemical and other physical forces.

vitalist (vi'tal-ist), n. [= P. vitaliste; < vital

+ -(,v/.] A believer in the existence of vital
force as distinguished from the other forces op-
erative tipon animal and vegetable organisms.

Vitalistic (vi-ta-lis'tik), a. [< vitalist + -ic]
1."" Pertaining to or involving the theory of
vitalism. Helmholtz, Popular Sci. Lectures
(trans.), p. 383.—2. Noting the vital-germ
theory of contagion (which see, under vital).

It was no easy thing for him to justify the study of fer-
mentation on the lines suggested by what was called the
vitalistic or germ theory. Nature, XUII. 482.

vitality (vi-tal'i-ti), n. [< F. vitalitc = Sp. e»-

talidud = Pg. i'italidade = It. vitaUta, < L. vi-

iaUta{t-)s, vital force, life, < vitalis, vital: see
vital.'\ 1. The exhibiting of vital powers or
capacities; the principle of animation or of
life ; vital force. See life.

I'ndonbtedly a man of genius can out of his own super-
abundant vitaiity compel life into the most decrepit vo-

cabulary. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 240.

2. Manifestation of a capacity for enduring and
performing certain functions: as, an institution
devoid of vitality.

No incredulity or neglect can destroy the innate vitality

of truth. Geikie, GeoL Sketches, IL 30.

vitalization (vi'tal-i-za'shon), n. [< vitalize

+ -atiou.] The act or process of infusing the
vital principle. Also spelled vitalisation.

vitalize (vi'tal-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. vitalized,

ppr. vitalizing. [< vital + -ize.'\ To give life

to ; render living ; give an organic or vital char-
acter to. Also spelled vitalise.

It appears that It [organic aMimllation] is a force which
not only produces motion and chemical change, but also
vitalizes the matter on which it acts.

Wheicell, Hist Scientific Ideas, Iv. | 8.

vitalizer (vi'tal-i-z^r), «. [< vitalize + -erl.]

One who or that which vitalizes. Also spelled

vitally (vi'tal-li), adv. 1. In a vital manner;
so as to give life.

The organic structure of human bodies, whereby they
are fltte4l to live and move, and be vitally informed by the
soul, is the woriimanship of a most wise, powerful, and
beneficent Maimer. Bentley. (Johnson.)

2. In a manner or degree essential to continued
existence; essentially: as, fi(o//y important.

His attainment to a knowledge of God and this instant
resistance of Sin are most intimately and vitally related.
Neither can advance beyond the other.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 96.

3. In the vitals ; as afiFeeting vital parts ; mor-
tally ; fatally : as, the animal was vitally hit or
hurt.

vitals (vi'talz), n. pi. [PI. of vital; short for
vital parts.) 1. The viscera necessary for vi-

tal processes ; those interior parts or organs
which are essential to life, as the brain, heart,
Itmgs, and stomach: a vague general term.

A slight wound

;

Though It pierc'd his hoily, it hath ndss'd the vitals.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, 11. 1.

I
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2. The part of any complex whole that is essen-
tial to its life or existence, or to a sound state :

as, corruption of manners preys upon the vitals

of a state.

A mortal disease was upon her vitals before Caesar had
crossed the Rubicon.

Story, Speech, Salem, Sept 18, 1828.

Vitascope (vi'ta-skop), «. [< L. vita, life, + 6r.
moTTfiv, view.] An apparatus,based on the prin-
ciple of the zoetrope, for projecting a greatnum-
ber of pictures of the same object in rapid
succession upon a screen, thus producing the
appearance of motion. Cinematograph, electro-

scope, kinographoscope, and veriscope are names
applied to various machines essentially like the
vitascope.

The vitascope, a far more complicated and powerful
structure [than tlie kinetoscope], takes this same ribbon
which has been prepared by the kinetoscope, and coils it

up on a disc at the top of the machine, from which it is

passed over a system of wheels and through a narrow, up-
right clamp-like contrivance that brings it down to a
strong magnifying lens, behind which there is an electric
burnerof high cajiacity. The light from this carbon burner
blazes flercfly through the translucent ribbon, and projects
the images on the negatives there, blended, to a distant
screen, with great clearness, for the benefit of the audience.

Xorth Amer. Rev., CLXni. 377.

vitativeness (vi-ta'tiv-nes), n. In phren., the
love of life— a faculty assigned to a protuber-
ance under the ear; also, the organ which is sup-
posed to indicate the presence of this faculty.

Vltellarian (vit-e-la'ri-an), a. [< vitellarinm +
-a«.] Of or pertaining to the vitellarium : as,

the vitcllarian ducts. See cuts under germa-
riitm, Trcmaioda, and Cestoidea. Huxley.
vitellarium (vlt-e-la'ri-um), n. ; pi. vitellaria

(-a). {^Li., ill. vitcllus, yolk: see ritellus.] A
special gland of the female generative appara-
tus of some worms, additional to the germarium,
in which gland an accessory vitelline substance
is formed. See germarium, and cuts under Trc-
viatoda and Ilhabdoccela.

vitellary (vit'e-la-ri), ». and a. [< L. vitellus,

yolk: see vitellus.'] I.t n. The place where the
yolk of an egg swims in the white.

The vitellary or place of the yolk is very high.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 28.

H. a. Same as vitelline.

The vitellary sac of the embryo. Huxley.

vitellicle (vi-tel'i-kl), 11. [< NL. "vitelliculiis,

dim. of vitellus, yolk: see vitellus.'] A yolk-
sac ; the vitelline or vitellary vesicle; the bag
which hangs out of the belly of an embryo, in
the higher animals called the umbilical vesicle.

See cuts under embryo and uterus.

vltelligenous ( vit-e-iij'e-nus), a. [< L. vitellus,

yolk, + -genus, producing: see -genous.] Pro-
ducing yolk or. vitellus: specifying those cells

secreted by the ovariolcs of certain insects,
which are supposed to supply nutriment to the
ova. Also vitellogenous. Huxley, Anat. Invert.,

p. 381.

Vltellin (vi-tel'in), n. [< vitell(us) + -in^.]

The chief proteid constituent of the yolk of
eggs. It is a white granular body insoluble in water,
soluble in dilute salt solutions, and not precipitated by
saturation with salt. It is associated witli lecithin, and
probably combined with it in the yolk of the egg.

vitelline (vJ-tel'in), «. and n. [< vitellus +
-iwcl.] I. «. 1. Of or pertaining to the vitel-

lus, or yolk of an egg; forming a vitellus, as
protoplasm: said especially of the large mass
of food-yoUc or deutoplasm of a meroblastio
egg, or of the vitellicle.— 2. In entom. and bot.,

colored like the yolk of an egg; deep-yellow
with a tinge of red.

Also ritcllary.

Vitelline duct. See ductus viteUinus, under ditctus, and
cut under cm*r!/o.— Vitelline membrane. See mem-
brane.—Vitelline sac, the vitellicle, or umbilical vesicle.

II. n. Yolk; the vitellus; the vitellary sub-
stance. See I., 1. [Bare.]

vitelloKene (vi-tel'p-jen), «. [< L. vitellus,

yolk, + -(/en M«, producing.] The vitellarium.

vitellogenous (vit-e-loj e-nus), a. Same as
rit( lli(ii iiiiun.

vitellolutein (vi-tel-o-la'te-in), n. [< L. vitel-

lus, yolk, + luteus, golden-yellow. + -in^.] A
yellow coloring matter found in the eggs of the
spider-crab, Maia squinado.

Vitellorabin (vi-tel-o-ro'bin), n. [< L. vitellus,

yolk, + rubber), red, '+ -in^.] A reddish-brown
coloring matter found in the eggs of Maia
squinado.

vitellus (vi-tel'us), n. fNL., < L. vitellus, a
yolk, a transferred use of vitellus, a little calf,

dim. of vitulus, a calf: see veal.] The yolk of

an egg ; in the broadest sense, the protoplasm

Flowering Plant of Vitex Ag^tus-castus.

a, a flower.

vltiator

of an ovum; the germinative or formative pro-
toplasmic contents of an ovum-cell, whicn is

transformed into the body of the embryo, plus
that substance, if any, which nourishes the
embryo during its germination and subse-
quent growth. Hence, in meroblastic ova, two kinds
of vitellus are distinguished, the germ-yolk, or germina-
tive vitellus proper, and the food-yolk, the former form-
ing and the latter nourishing the embryo.— Segmenta-
tion of the vitellus. See «ei^n«n(a(io?t.—Vitellus for-
matlvUS, formative or true yolk. See morphuUcithMS.—
Vitellus nutritiVUS, food-yolk. See tropholedthm.

Vitex (vi'teks), n. [NL. (Rivinus, 1690), < L.
vitexj agnus castus.] A genus of plants, of the
order Verhenaccse, type of the tribe Viticeas. it is
characterized by medium-sized flowers, the corolla with
a short tube and very oblique five-cleft or two-lipped limb
(its forward lob,e larger), by four usually exserted stamens,
and by a drupaceous fruit with a single four-celled nutlet.
There are about 75 species, widely dispersed throughout
warm regions, a few extending into temperate parts of Asia
and southern Europe. They are trees or shrubs bearing op-
posite leaves, which are commonly composed of three to
seven digitate entire or toothed thin or coriaceous leaflets.

The flowers are
white, blue, vio-

let, or yellowish,
and form cymes
which are loose
and widely fork-
ing, or short,
dense, and some-
times almost
contracted into
a head. The ge-
nus is somewhat
aromatic ; sev-
eral species are
tender shrubs
cultivated un-
der glass. V.
Agnus caMus, a

- deciduous shrub
from Sicily and
the Mediter-
ranean, is culti-

vated in many
forms, aa with va-

riegated leaves,

etc., under the
names chaste-

tree, Abrakam's-
balm-, hemp-tree^
monk's pepper-
tree, and espe-
cially agnus castiis (v/\\\ch see, under af;nw»). V. tHfolia is
known in India as wild pepper. V. pubescens (K. arborea)
of the East Indies is an evergreen reaching 50 feet in
height, known as tree-vitex. Many species produce a valu-
able wood, as V. Lignuin-vitse, the ligiumi-vltEe of Queens-
land, and V. capitata, the bois lizard of Trinidad, Guiana,
and Brazil, or a durable building-timber, especially V. lit-

toralis, the New Zealand teak or puriri, which is consid-
ered indestructible in water. The last is a large tree
sometimes 5 feet in diameter, bearing spreading branches
of dull-red hairy flowers an inch long. (See puririj and
New Zealand teak (under teak).) V. umhrosa of the West
Indies is one of the trees known as boxwood qt fiddlewood,

vitialt (vish'i-al), a. [< L. viiiMW, a faulty vice,
+ -«/.] Faulty; corrupt; vicious.

There is nothing on it [the earth] that is of it which Is
not become more vUial than vital.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 337.

vitiate (vish'i-at), v. t ; pret. and pp. vitiated^

ppr. vitiating. [Formerly also viciate; < L. vi-

tiatuSj pp. otvitiareQ It. riziare = Sp. Pg. viciar
= F. vicier)^ make faulty, injure, spoil, corrupt,
< vitiurHy a fault, imperfection: see vice^.'] 1.
To render vicious, faulty, or imperfect; injure
the quality or substance Of; cause to be defec-
tive; impair; spoil ; corrupt : as, a«;i<m;ef/taste.

This beauteous Maid [Venice] hath been often attempted
to be viciated. Howell, Letters, I. i. 30.

Wholesome meats to a vitiated stomack difi'er little or
nothing from unwholesome. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 16.

2. To cause to fail of effect, either in whole or
in part; render invalid or of no effect; destroy
the validity or binding force of, as of a legal
instrument or a transaction ; divest of legal
value or authority; invalidate: as, any undue
influence exerted on a jury vitiates their ver-

dict; fraud vitiates a contract; a court is vi-

tiated by the presence of unqualified persons
sitting as members of it.

The least defect of self-possession vitiates, In my judg-
ment, the entire relation [friendship].

Emerson, Friendship.

=Syn. 1. Pollute, Corrupt, etc. (see taini^, debase, de-
prave.

vitiation (vish-i-a'shon), w. [< L. vitiatio{n-),

violation, corruption, < vitiare, corrupt, vitiate

:

see vitiate,'] The act of vitiating. Speciflcally—
(o) Impairment; corruption : as, vitiation of the blood.

The strong vitiation of the German idiom with English
words and expressions. Amer. Jour, PkUol., X. 315.

(b) A rendering invalid or illegal: as, the vitiation of a
contract or a court.

Vitiator (vish'i-a-tor), w. [< h. vltiatory< viti-

arey corrupt, vitiate: see vitiate.] One who or
that which vitiates.



vitiator

You caunot say in your profession Plus non vitlat ; plus

is the worst vitiator and violator of the Muses.
Latidor, Iinag. Conv., Southey and Porson, ii.

Viticese (vi-tis'e-e), n.pJ. [NL. (Schauer, 1848),

< ntex {-ic-) + -ese.] A tribe of gamopetalous
plants, of the order Verbenawse. It Is character-

lieii by an ultiniiitely centrifugal cymose inflorescence

composed of opposite dicliotomous cymes aggregated into

a trichotoraous, thyrsoid. pyramidal, or corymbose pani-

cle, and by an ovary with the ovules laterally affixed,

commonly at first imperfectly but soon perfectly four-

celled, drupaceous, and entire or four-lobed in fruit, usu-

ally pulpy or fleshy, the endocarpof four nutlets, or form-

ing a single four-celled nutlet. It includes 18 genera, of

which Vitex (the type). Settoria, Premiui, Callicarpa, and
Clerodendron are the chief. Geutma of the Malay archi-

pelago is exceptional in its usually flvecelled ovary, and

fruit with ten nutlets. The only member of the tribe with-

in the United States is Callicarpa Americatui, the French
mulberry.

Viticide (vit'i-sid), «. [< L. vitis, vine, + -cidfi,

< cicderc, kill.] That which injures or destroys

the grape or vine ; a vine-pest, as the phyllox-

era.

Vlticolous (vi-tik'o-lus), a. [< L. vitis, the

vine, + eoUrc, inhabit.] In hot. and zooL, in-

habiting or produced upon the vine, as very

many parasitic and saprophytic fungi and vari-

ous insects.

viticula (vi-tik'u-la), «.; pi. vitieulx (-le).

[NL., dim. of L. vitis, vine : see ViUs.l In hot.,

a trailing stem, as of a cucumber.

viticulose (vi-tik'u-16s), a. [< viticula + -ose."]

In hot., producing long, trailing, vine-like twigs

or stems; sarmentaceous.

Viticultural (vit-i-kul'tur-al), a. [< viticulture

+ -a/.] Of or pertaining to viticulture: as,

viticultural implements or treatises.

Of the Austrian-Hungarian empire Hungary, from a uitt-

cultural point of view, forms by far the most important

part. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 610.

viticulturalist (vit-l-kul'tur-al-ist), n. [< viti-

cultural + -ist.'] A vitioultiirist. Jilect. liev.

(Amer.), XIII. xviii. 4. [Rare.]

viticulture (vit'i-kul-tur), n. [< F. viticulture,

< L. vitis, vine, + cuiiura, culture.] The cul-

ture or cultivation of the vine.

Titiculturist (vit-i-kul'tur-ist), n. [< viticul-

ture + -ist.'] One whose business is viticulture

;

a grape-grower.

To aid in these researches, relations have already been
opened with horticulturists and vitictdturigts.

Nature, XLIII. 38.

Vitiflora (vit-i-flo'ra), 11. [NL. (Leach, 1816),

< L. vitis, vine, + flos (flor-), flower.] A genus
of chats: a strict synonym of Saxicola. Also
called (Enanthe.

Vitiflorinae (vit"i-flo-ri'ne),m.;?Z. [NL., < Viti-

flora + -»«».] A subfamily of birds: synony-
mous with Saxicolinx.

vitiligo (vit-i-li'go), n. [NL., < L. vitiligo, tet-

ter. ] A loss of pigment in one or more eireum-
scribed parts of the skin, with increase of pig-

ment in the skin immediately about such
patches. Also called acquired leucodermia or
leucopathia.

Vitiligoidea (vit'i-li-goi'de-a), 11. [< L. vitiligo,

tetter, -t- -oidea.] A skin-disease characterized

by yellowish patches or tubercles, situated usu-
ally on the eyelids ; xanthoma.

vitilitigate (vit-i-lit'i-gat), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
ritilitir/uted,'p'pT.vitilitigating. [^(.h.vitilitigatus,

pp. of vitilitigare, quarrel disgracefully, calum-
niate, < vitium, a fault, vice (see vice^), + liti-

nare, quarrel : see litigate.'] To contend in law
litigiously, captiously, or vexatiously. Bailey,

1731.

vitilitigation (vit-i-lit-i-ga'shon), 11. [< viti-

litigate + -ion.] Vexatious or quarrelsome liti-

gation.
It is a most toylsome taske to run the wild goose chase

after a well-breath'd Opinionist ; they delight in vitiliti-

ffatum. X. Ward, Simple Collier, p. 10.

Ill force you by right ratiocination

To leave your vitilitigation.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 12C2.

vitiosity (vish-i-os'i-ti), 11.; pi. vitiosities (-tiz).

[< L. vitiosita(t-)s,'eoTmptioa, vice, < vitiosus,

corrupt, vicious: see vicious.] The state of

being vicious or vitiated; a corrupted state;

depravation ; a vicious property.

My untamed affections and confirmed viliositi/ makes
me daily do worse. Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, i. 42.

Vitiogiheg whose newness and monstrosity of nature
admits no name. Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici.

Vitioust, vitiouslyt, etc. Obsolete spellings of

vicious, etc.

Vitis (vi'tis), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675; ear-

lier by Brunfels, 1530), < L. vitis, a vine, < viere

(•y/ vi), twist, wind : see withe, ivithy. Hence (<

L. vitis) ult. E. vise^.] A genus of plants, in-
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eluding the grape, type of the order Vitacess or

A mpelidaccse. It is characterized by polygamodioecious

flowers, each with a cap of b colierent caducous petals.

Krom Cistntg, its tropical representative, it is further dis-

tinguished by its conical or thickened (not subulate) style ;

and from the other genera, as Ampelopgis, the common
Virginia creeper or American ivy, by its pyriform seeds.

There are about 30 species, natives of the northern hemi-
sphere, chieHy within temperate regions. They are shrub-

by climbers with simple or lobed leaves (rarely digitate,

like Ampdopsi^), and long branching tendrils produced
opposite the leaves, and also from the flower-stalk. The

vitreousness

withe of the West 'indies, ilexico, and Central America.
The only other Aratrican species not found in the United
States Is V. Blaiuidi' of the Sierra Madre. A few species

are peculiar to Asi i, 5 to Japan, China, and India, U.

Amurensis to Siberia. The numerous tropical and south
temperate species foTnerly ascribed to Vitis are now re-

ferred to CHi»us, Including 17 in Australia. Several in

mountains of India aid Java produce edible fruit; 3 ex-

tend within the soutl em United States, 2 In Texas— the
shrub V. bipinnata (now Cigsug stang) and the ornamen-
tal vine known as yerha del buey, V. (C.) incitta - and 1

in Florida, V. (C.) dcyoides, for which see china-root and
. ^,- ,. u „ bastard bryony (andur bryony),

inflorescence is a thyi-sus of inconspicuous flowere often
yitiert, n. An obsolete spelling of victualer.

very fragrant, usiiivlly greenish, and peculiar m the fall '" '• Vm -i a o ii » ^ i

of the unopened petal! without expansion. The fruit, a Vltoe, n. [Tupi.] A South American nocturnal

pulpy berry, is normally two-celled and with two to four monkey of the genus JN (/("<(/«'W(ec«s, as A./e/(M««,
seeds, to which the pulp adheres in tlie American, but ^jjg gjj^_ ggg douroucouli.
docsnotlntheoneortwo European species. ByPlanchon _j+_„-i ,, Pl„,.nl nf iii7r/>>nM
(1872) the genus is divided into two sections -Jfumto, ^Jpea;', )l. l-luial 01 vireum.

, , , t
with a peculiar tliin brown fibrous bark which soon sepa- Vltrea'^ (vit re-a), 11. pi. \_!SU., neut. pi. Ot L.

rates and hangs in shreddy plates ; and 3/t(8cadi)»'a, con- ritreus, ot gl&ss: see vitreous.] A term used for
sisting of V. rotundifolia {V. vuipina), the muscadine and antique glass vessels or fragments of the same.
F. Jfumoniona. the bird-grape of Honda, peculiar in their „ e /•'„,„;„^, T A 4 "V 1Q9
closely adherent punctate bark, nearly elliptical seeds, -«• b.^^umng, J. A. A., A. J3Z.

somewhat cymose inflorescence, and unbranched tendrils. VltroUa (vi-trel a), It.; pi. vltrellSB (-e). [>Li..

The most important species, V. vinifera. Is the vine of < vitrcum + dim. -ella.] Same as retiuophorii.
southern and central Kurope, known in America as the ommatidium consists of two corneagen cells, four ti-
European, hoUlunuie, orCWornw j,rape, native in Turkey, „ ^ retinular cells. Ainer. Nat., XXIV. 3M.
I'ersia, and Tatary, probably also m Greece and m the . ' .

.

. , • i j , • u
Himalayas, and now cultivated in the Old World from VltreiUltet, «• An unexplained word which oe-

neaily66° north to about 40° south latitude, sometimes gujs jq the following lines:
up to'the altitude of 3,000 feet. In F,ngland its fruit ripens

in the open air only in favorable seasons, although in the

eleventh and twelfth centuries an inferior wine was there

made from it. It grows in all soils, but best In those which
are light and gravelly. Some individuals in warm climates

have attained in centuries a trunk 3 feet in diameter. In

tlie United States the climate Is not favorable to it, except

In California. It is the source ot thousands of varieties,

obtained by propagation from seed. To continue the ori-

ginal variety In cultivation, propagation by layers, cut-

She that helmed was in starke stoures.

And wan by force tonnes stronge and toures,

Shal on liir heed now were a vitremyte.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 382.

[The early editions read autremite, the Six Texts and Tyr-

whitt read as here, and the Uarleian MS. has wyntennyte.

Skeat conjectures that it means a 'glass head-dress,' as

contrasted with a helmet. Nothing as yet really satis-

factory has been proposed.]

tings, grafting, or moculation'is practised. (See ot'm and vitrcodentmal (vit"re-o-den ti-nal), a. [<
(^rtpe,alsotci7M!,ramn,andcMrra7i(.) The species are most vitrcodCHlinc + -al.] Of the character of vit-
abundant in the United States, there estimated by Munson vonilpiitiTiP • nprtniiiiiiP' to vitreodentine
at 23 ; they are especially numerous in Texas, which has leodentme

,
pertaining to yireoaeniine.

12 specie^ or 8 aS recognized by Coulter. The eastern Vltreodentine (vit"re-9-den tin), n. [< L. OT ^re-

united States is thought richer in useful species than any «,?, of glass, + ^.dentine.] A variety of den-
other part of the world, 4 of the 8 Atlantic species having ^i„Q Qf particularly hard texture, as distin-
given rise to valuable cultivated varieties. Of these V. „,,:„),„,] f,.nm nstfoHpnliiw and raiodeutitie
Labrusca, the common wild grape of the New England J^i!. 1S„°!Sw'^^*!" "f lil'+JVt? f "/'

Iritis Labrusca.

f, inflorescence; b, apex of branch
with leaves and tendrils; c, leaf.

Vitreo-electric (vit"re-6-e-lek'trik), o. [< L. fi-

treiis, of glass, + E. electric] Containing or ex-

hibiting positive electricity, or electricity simi-

lar to that which is excited by rubbing glass.

vitreosity (vit-re-os'i-ti), II. [< vitreous + -itij.]

Vitreousness.
The pages bristle with "hard words," some of which

are new to science. Vitreosity has an uncanny sound.
Nature, XLl. 49.

vitreous (vit're-us), a. and ii. [Cf. F. ritreux

and Sp. vitreo — Pg. It. vitreo ; < L. vitrcus, ot

glass, < vitrum, glass, orig. 'vidtrum, a transpa-

rent substance, < videre, see: see vision. Cf.

vitrine, verre, etc.] 1. a. 1. Of, pertaining to,

or obtained from glass; resembling glass.— 2.

Consisting of glass: as, a vitreous substance.

—

3. Resembling glass in some respects
;
glassy

:

thus, an object may be vitreous in its hard-

ness, in its gloss, in its structure, etc. .Specifl-

cally, in anat. and zobl., vitrifomi ;
glassy; like glass—

(a) in transparency, as a clear jelly may resemble glass

;

hyaloid: as, the vitreous body or humor of the eye ; (6) in

ti-anslucency, thinness, or smoothness ; hyaline : as, a vUre-

ous shell; (c) in hardness and brlttleness : as, the vitre-

ous tablets of the skull ; (d) In ino<ic of cleavage : clean-

cut : as, a vitreous fracture ; (e) In chemical composition

;

stlicions: as, a vitreous sponge.— VitreoUS body of the
eye, the pellucid gelatinous substance which fills about

four fifths of the ball of the eye, behind the crystalline

lens ; the vitreous humor or lens. See cut under eyei.—

Vitreous degeneration, same as hyaline defeneration

(which see, under Aya/iHc).—VitreoUS electricity, elec-

tricity produced by rubljing glass, as distinguished from

resinous electricity. See electricity.— Vitreous humor of

the ear, the fluid filling the membranous laljyriiUh of

the ear : same as etuiolymph.—ViXieOMS humor of the
eye, the vltreum.—Vitreous lens, the vitreous body of

the eye; correlated with crystalline ^e;i^.—VitreoUS me-
sochorus, Mesochorus vitreus. a lly-

menopterous hyperparasite which was
supposed to destroy the army-worm.
— Vitreous mosaic, mosaic the tes-

serae of which are of glass, especially

in jewelry for personal adornment,
where it differs from enamel-work in

that the pieces of glass are cut out
cold and inlaid like gems.—Vitre-
ous silver. See «*!)«—Vitreous
sponge, a silicious sponge; a glass-

sponge : correlated with yelatinous,

fibrous, and cal(:areom sponye. See cut under EujUectflla.

— Vitreous structure, in Uthol. Properly speaking, in

a perfectly vitreous rock there is an entire absence of

structure, and of any appearance of individualization:

such glassy material has no influence on jiolarized light

Inasmuch, however, as a perfectly vitreous condition Is

very rare, devitrification having almost always been begun
at least, lithologists sometimes for convenience use the

term structure in designating a rock as vitreous, or speak

of a "vitreous structure. "—Vitreous table (or tablet)

of the skulL See taUe, n., 1 (c)—Vitreous warts of

Descemet'a membrane, minute rcundisli transjiarent

bodies frequently found near the border of Descemet's

membrane, on the posterior surface of the cornea

II. II. The vitreous body of the eye.

coast, extends from
Canada through the
Atlantic States to Ten-
nessee, and from Japan
to the Himalayas ; It is

the source of the Con-
cord, Isabella, Cataw-
ba, lona, Diana, and
other grapes, and some
claim that an Asiatic

hybrid between it and
V. rotundi/oliawAS the
original of V. vinifera.

V. 6/coior (formerly in-

cluded with V. sesti-

valis), the blue or win-
ter grape, occurs from
New York to Wiscon-
sin and soutliward

;

and V. aestivalis, the
summer grape, from
Virginia to Texas.
From these come the
Delaware and the
most promising native
American red-wine
grapes, as the Cynthi-
ana and Norton's Vir-

ginia. V. Hparia {V.
palmata), the river-

grape, is widely distrib-

uted thi'ough all the
Northern States and Canada to Colorado, and Is the only

Rocky Mountain species ; In cultivation it is extensively

used in France to supply phylloxera-proof stock for fine

wine-producing varieties of V. vinifera. Many other valu-

able varieties have been formed from the American grapes

by hybridizing with one another or with F. vinifera ; these

hybrids are in general proof against the phylloxera, and
include by far the best American table-grapes. The fourth

North Atlantic species, V. cmrdifolia, the frost-, chicken-,

or possum-grape, ranges from New York to Iowa and
the Gull of .Mexico, and is the most common of the 3

species of Canada. It produces small blackish or am-
ber-colored fruit, sometimes used, after it has been
touched by frost, for preseiTcs. Among these species,

V. riparia is readily distinguished by its leaves with a

broad rounded basal sinus, and its growing tips envel-

oped with young undeveloped leaves, and V. cordiMia by
leaves with both sides smooth and shining. The other

three have the upper surface dark-green and more or less

rugose ; the lower in V. bieolor bluish with a bloom, in V.

sestivalis dusty-flocculent, with short broad stipules, and
in F. Labriisca densely white or rusty with close tomen-
tum, with long cordate stipules. Their berries are mostly
small— In V. bicotor and V. eestivalis apt to be astringent

and white-dotted ; those of V. Ldbrusca and V. rotundi-

folia, the fox-grapes, have a musky or foxy ta.ste or odor
\s,eefox-grape). Thelatter,the muscadine or buUace grape,

the source of the scuppernong (which see), is the largest-

fruited American species, and extends from Virginia to

Texas, and from Japan to the Himalayas. Many other

American species are quite local; 3 are confined to B'lori-

da, 7 mainly to Texas, as V. candicans, the mustang or

cutthroat grape, and V. inonticola, the sweet mountain
grape; several others are nearly restricted to the Missis-

sippi valley, as V. cinerea, the sweet winter grape, and 1'.

rubra, an ornamental species. V. Arizonica, the canon-

grape of Arizona, and V. Girdiana, of southern California,

are small-fruited species; V. Californtca, tlte vmmee of ,^+"'.,''' ' ""
/^i't'vijTiJ'iioB)" ii Thn stnte or

I large clusters of purple fruit of rather VltreoUSnesS (vit le-us-nes), «. ine state or

Vitreous Mesocho-
rus. (1-ine shows nat-

ural size.)

the Indians, bears 1 _ . .

pleasant flavor. V. Caribiea is t!ie Jamaica t'l-ape or water- fiuality of being vitreous; vitreosity.



vitrescence

vitrescence (vi-tres'gns), h. [< vitrescen(t) +
-ce.] The state of becoming glassy, or of grow-
ing to resemble glass.

Vitrescent (vi-tres'ent), (I. [< L. ritrum, glass,

+ -c.-tceitf.] Turning into glass ; tending to be-
come glass.

vitrescible (vi-tres'i-bl), a. [= F. vitreseihle;

as iitrei>c(eiit) + -ible.'\ Capable of becoming
glassy, or of being turned into glass.

vitreum (vit're-um), Ji.
;
pi. ritrea (-a). [NL.,

neat, of L. ritreus, glassy: see vitreous.'^ The
corpus vitreum, vitreous body, or vitreous hu-
mor of the eye. See cut under eye^.

vitric (vit'rik), a. [< L. ritrum, glass, + -ic]

Of the nature of, or pertaining to, glass or any
vitreous material.

vitrics (vit'riks), v. [PI. of vitric: see -ics.]

1. Glass and glassy matei-ials in general.— 2.

The study or history of glass and glass-manu-
facture. Compare ceramics.

vitrifaction (vit-ri-fak'shou), n. [< L. ritrum,

glass, -t- /((cere, pp. /octds. make, do: see/ae-
tiiDi.'] 1. The art or operation of turning into
glass.— 2. The act or process of becoming glass.

Vitrifacture (vit-ri-fak'tur), n. [< L. fitritm,

gla.ss, -(-/«<;<»)«, a making: Bee facture.'\ The
manufacture of glass.

vitrifiability (vit-ri-fi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< vit0ifia-

lilc + -itji (see -bility).'] The i)ropertyof being
vitritiable.

vitrifiable (vit'ri-fi-a-bl), a. [iY.vitrifiable;
as ritrifij + -able.'] Capable of being vitrified

or converted into glass by heat and fusion : as,

flint and alkalis ai'e vitrifiable Vltriflable col-
ors. See color.

vitrificable (vit-rif'i-ka-bl), a. [< vitrific(,ate)

+ -able.] Same as vitrifiable. [Rare.]
vitriflcate (vit'ri-fi-kat); V. t.; pret. and pp.vit-

rificatcd, ppr. vitrificating. [< NL. "vitrificatus,

pp. of 'ritrificare, vitrify: see vitrify.] To
vitrify. [Rare.]

Titrification (vit'ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< F. ritri-

HcatiOH = Sp. vitrificacion = Pg. vitrificagSo =
it. rilrificuiioiie; as vitrifieate + -ion.] Con-
version into glass, or in general into a material
having a glassy or vitreous structure. Some min-
erals and most rocks, when fused, are converted into a
more or less perfect glass, or become vitrified. This is

the case when the melted material cools rapidly ; but if

cooled slowly more or less complete devitrification takes
place, and a lithoid structure is the result. See demtriji-

cation.

vitrified ( vit'ri-fid),^>. a. Converted into glass

;

hence, by extension, partially converted into

glass, as having the exterior converted into a
glaze, or having the substance hard and glassy
from exposure to heat : as, vitrified tiles Vltrl-
fled fort or wall, one of a type of early native defensive
structures found in .Scotland, France, etc., in which heavy
walls of silicious stone have txjen exposed to Are, witll

the result that they have become to some extent vitrified.

I'here lias Ijeen much discussion as to whetlier this is an
accidental result of the buniinj; of wooden superstruc-
tures or of later structures built against the walls, or
whether it is an effect songlit purposely by tlie builders
witll tlie view of making the walls more s^ilid. See citri-

ricatifjn.

vitriform (vit'ri-fdrm), a. [< L. viiritm, glass,

+ forma, form.] Having the form or appear-
ance of glass ; vitreous in appearance,

vitrifjr (vit'ri-fi), v. ; pret. and pp. vitrified, ppr.
litrijying. [< F. vitrifier = Sp. Pg. vitrificar =
It. ritrificare, < 'Hh.'vitrificare, < L. vitrum, glass,
-I- -/iVnre,</afere,make,do(8ee-/^).] I, trans.

To convert into glass by the action of heat. See
jf/rt.s-.s-.

II. intrans. To become glass; be converted
into glass.

Chymists make vessels of animal substances calcin'd,
which will not vitri/y in the fire.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, iv. % 1.

Vitrina (vi-tri'na), n. [NL. (Drapiez, 1801),

< L. vitrum. glass: see vitreous.] 1. The typi-

1 genus of Vitrinidse, having a very thin, deli-

, and transparent shell; glass-snails, as V.

llucida, V. limpida, etc.— 2. [i.e.] A glass-
'"

of tliis genus.
e (vit'rin), n. [< F. ritrinc, < vitre, window-
, < L. vitrum, glass.] A show-case ; a case

inclosure of glass for the display of delicate
icles, whether in a museum, a private house,
a shop.

Many caskets and vases are in upright vUrineg standing
floor, while numerous larger works are in wall

Atherueum, So. 3207, p. 4S0.

'itrinidse (ri-trin'i-de), )/. i>l. [NL., < ntriiia
+ -«/,r.] A family of raonotreniatous geophi-
lous pulmoniferous gastropods, typified by the
genus Vitrina ; the glass-snails. Tliey have the

feU
helicifurm, very thin, too small to contain the ani-

il, and of a few rapidly enlarging whorls; the Jaw rib-

6775
less and smooth or striate, the teeth differentiated into a
median tricuspid one, lateral ones bicuspid or tricuspid,
and inarginal ones aculeate, unicuspid, or bicuspid. The
species are numerous. Also Vitrinin^, as a subfamily of
LimacidiB or of Helicidx.

vitrinoid (vit'ri-noid), a. [< Vitrina + -aid.]

Like a glass-snail; resembling the Vitrinidse, or
related to them.

Helicarion has a vitriruM shell.

P. P. Carpenter, Lect. on MoUusca (1861), p. 79.

vitriol (vit'ri-ol), n. [Formerly also ritrioll

;

< ME. vitriol, ritriole, < OF. (and F.) vitriol =
Sp. Pg. It. ritriolo = D. vitriool = G. Sw. Dan.
vitriol, < ML. vitriolum, vitriol, neut. of vitri-

olus, var. of LL. vitreolus, of glass, glass, dim.
of L. vitreus, of glass : see vitreous.] Sulphuric
acid, or one of many of its compounds, which in
certain states have a glassy appearance.

Cered pokets, sal peter, vitriole.

ChaiKer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 255.

Blue vitriol, copper vitriol, hydrous copper sulphate.
When found in nature, it is called chalcanthiie or cyano-
«i7e.—Elixir Ofvitrlol. Seee^inr.— Green vitriol. Same
as copperas; in mineral., the species melanterite.—Lead
vitrioL .Same as anylesite.— Nickel vitriol, hydrated
nickel sulphate; in mitieral., the species morenosite.

—

Oil ofvitrlol, concentrated sulphuric acid.— Red iron
vitriol, in tmyieral., same as botryogen.— Red vitriol,
(a) A sulphate of cobalt ; in •tnineral., the species bielier-

ite. Also called coAa/(-pi7rioi. (6) Ferric sulphate: same as
crjlcothar. Also called vitriol of Mant.— Roman Vitriol,
copper sulphate, or blue vitriol.— Salt of vitriol, zinc sul-

phate.—White or zinc vitriol, hydrated zinc sulphate;
in mineral., the species goslarite.

Vitriolate (vit'ri-o-liit), r. t; pret. and pp. vit-

riolated, ppr. vitri'olaiing. [< vitriol + -ate"^.]

To convert into a vitriol, as iron pyrites by the
absorption of oxygen, which reduces the iron
to an oxid, and the sulphur to sulphuric acid.
Thus, the sulphid of iron when vitriolated becomes sul-

phate of iron, or green vitriol. Also vitriolize.

vitriolate (vit'ri-o-lat), a. l<vitriolate,v.] Con-
verted into a vitriol or a sulphate.

Vitriolation (vit"ri-o-la'shon), n. [< vitriolate

+ -ion.] The act or process of converting into
a vitriol or a sulphate. Also vitrioUeation.

vitriolic (vit-ri-ol'ik), a. [= F. vitriolique =
Sp. ritriolico = Pg. It. vitriolico; as vitriol +
-ic] 1. Of or pertaining to vitriol; havingthe
properties of vitriol, or obtained from vitriol.

We were fain to have recourse to the rum, a horrid, vit-

riolic beverage, which burned our throats and stomachs
like melted lead. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 106.

2. Biting; caustic; verj' severe or censorious.

Sensitive to his vitriolic criticism.

0. W. Uolnut, Account of the Composition of "The Last
[Leaf."

Vitriolic addt, an obsolete name for oil of vitriol, or sul-

phuric acid.—Vitriolic ether, sulphuric ether.

•vitrioline (vit'ri-o-lin), a. [< vitriol + -ine'^.]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling vitriol; vit-

riolic.

A spring of a vitrioline taste and odour.
Putter, Worthies, Yorkshire, III. 39«.

The Air and Weather dissolving the Stones, the Rain
falling upon them carries away with it the Vitrioline Juice

or .Salt dissolved. Ray, Eng. Words (ed. 1091), p. 198.

vitriolizable (vit'ri-ol-i-za-bl), a. [< ritrioli:e

+ -itblt.] Capable oif beiiig converted into a
vitriol.

vitriolization (vit'ri-ol-i-za'shon), 51. [= F.

vitriolisation = Sp. viiriolizacion ; as vitriolize

+ -ation.] Same as vitriolation.

vitriolize (vit'ri-ol-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. rit-

rioU:cd. ppr. vitriolizing. [= Sp. vitriolizar; as

vitriol + -ize.] 1. H&vae a.s vitriolate.— Z. To
poison cr injure with vitriol.

The Jury did not Ijclieve that the child from the same
motive vitriolized himself.

Daily News (London), JIarch 15, 1886. (.Ewyc. Diet.)

vitrioloust (vit'ri-ol-us), a. [< vitriol + -oiis.]

Contiiiiiing vitriol; vitriolic.

vitro-di-trina (vit'ro-di-tre'na), n. [It. : vitro,

glass; rfj, of; ^r/im, lace, galloon.] Lacework
glass, especially that in which the white threads

are crossed at an angle forming lozenge-shaped
compartments, every one of which, in some
specimens, contains a small air-bubble. Com-
pare riticitkilcd (jlass, under glass.

Viteophyre (vit'ro-fir), n. [< L. vitrum, glass,

-I- ( por)i)hyr(ites), porphyry.] The name given

by Vogelsang to a subdivision of the porphyritie

rocks in which the ground-mass consists ex-

clusively of a glassy magma. See grnnophyre.

Vitrophyric (vit-ro-fir'ik), a. [< vitrophyre +
-ic] C'onsisting ot, or havingthe characters of,

vitrophyre.

Among the pyroxenic rocks the most noticeable varie-

ties are the labradorlte-andesitcs, the pyroxene-andesites
— of which both "trachytoid" and "vUrophyric" forms

occur PhUos. Mag., XXIX. 28S.

vituperation

Vitruvian (vi-tro'vi-an), a. [<L. Vitnivius {&ee
def.) -t- -an.] Of or'pertainihg to Marcus Vi-
truvius Pollio, a Roman architect of the latter
part of the first century B. c, the author of
an important treatise on architecture, which,
although its statements can be accepted only
after careful criticism, jn'oserves much that is

valuable regarding Greek and Roman art.

—

Vitruvian scroll, an architectural ornament named after
Vitruvius, consisting of a series of convoluted scrolls, of

\ itruvian scroll. — zo Pesaro, Venice.

It frequently occurs in friezesfanciful and varied effect,

of the Composite order.

vitry (vit'ri), ». A fine kind of canvas, for

making paulins and powder-cloths. Farrow.
Mil. Encyc, L 361.

vitta (vit'a), )/. ;
pi. vittee (-e). [NL., < L. vitta,

a band, a fillet, < viere, bend or twist together,
plait.] 1. Aheadband,flllet,orgarland; specifi-

cally, among the ancient Greeks and Romans, a
band or fillet used as a dec-
oration of sacred persons
or things, as of priests,

victims, statues, and al-

tars.— 2. One of the in-

fulaB or lappets of a miter.
— 3. In bot., an oil-tube,

or receptacle for oil. found
in the fruits of most Um-
bclliferie. They are longi-
tudinal canals or tul>es filled

with an aromatic or peculiar se-

cretion. Their usual position is

in the Intervals between the,
ridges of the fruit, where they
occur singly or in groups. Their
number, size, position, etc., are
of great systematic value. See
oil-tube.

4. In zoiSl., a band; a streak
or stripe, as of color or tex-

ture; a fascia.

vittate (vit'at), a. [< L. vittatus, bound with
a fillet, < vitta, a fillet: see vitta.] Provided
with or having a vitta or vittse; in hot., also,

striped longitudinally.

vittlet, «. An obsolete spelling of victual.

vitular (vit'u-lilr), a. [< L. vitulus, a calf: .see

veal.] Of or pertaining to, or connected with,

Vittae of the fruits of (ij

spotted cowbane, (2) celery,
and (3) parsley. The black
spots indicate the vittae in

tiie transverse sections of
these fruits.

calves—Vitular or vltulaiy apoplexy, apoplexy oc-

curring in cows during parturition.—Vitular or vitulary
fever, same as vitular apoplexy.

vitulary (vit'u-la-i-i), a. Same as vitular.

vituline (vit'u-lin), a. [< L. vitulinns, of or
pertaining to a calf or veal, < vitulus, a calf:

see veal.] 1. Of or pertaining to a calf or
veal.

If a double allowance of vituline brains deserve such
honor [to be exhibited as a wonder as a double-headed
calf), there are few commentators on Shakespeare that
would have gone afoot.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 167.

2. Like a calf in some respect: as, the vituline

seal, the common harbor-seal, Plioca rituKna.

vituperable (vi-tii'pe-ra-bl), a. [< ME. rituper-

able, < OF. vituperalj'le = Sp. vituperable = Pg.
vitupcravel = It. rituperabile, < L. vituperabilis,

blamable, < vituperare, blame: %ee vituperate.]

Deserving of or liable to vituperation ; cen-

surable; blameworthy. Caxton.

vituperate (vi-tvi'pe-rat), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
vituperated, ppr. vituperating. [< L. vituperatus,

pp. of vituperare (> It. vituperare = Pg. Sp. vi-

tuperar = F. vituj)erer),'b\ame, censure, < ritium,

fault, defect, -I- parare, furnish, provide, con-

trive.] To address abusive language to ;
find

fault with abusively; abuse verbally; rate;

objurgate.

The Incensed priests . . . continued to raise their voices,

vituperating eacn other In bad Latin.
Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxlil.

The Earl [Leicester] hated Norris more bitterly than be-

fore, and was perpetually vituperating him.
Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 514.

= S3m. To revile, vilify, berate, upbraid, rail at. The per-

son or creature vituperated Is directly addressed.

vituperation (vi-tii-pe-ra'shon), /(. [< OF. F.

rituperatiun = Sp. vituperaeiou = Pg. vitupe-

ra<;ao = It. vituperazione, < L. ritupcratio(n-),

blame, censure, < vituperare, blame: see vitu-



vituperation

peratc.'i The act of vituperating; censure with
abusive terms; abuse; railing.

When a man becomes untractable and inaccessible by
fierceness and pride, then vituperation conies upon him,
and privation of honour follows him.

Donne, llist. Septuagint (1633), p. 155.

=Syn. Objm-gation. scolding, reviling, upbraiding.
vituperative (\i-tu'pe-ra-tiv), a. [= It. vitupe-
ratico; as vituperate '+ -ive.] Serving to vitu-
perate ; containing or expressing abusive cen-
sure; abusive.
As these Cleopatra barges floated along with their soft

burden, torrents of vituperative epithet were poured upon
them by the rough children of Neptune.

IT. Ware, Zenobia, I. 3.

= Syn. Opprobrious, scurrilous.

vituperatively (vi-tu'pe-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a
vituperative manner; witH vituperation ; abu-
sively.

Vituperator (vl-tu'pe-ra-tor), H. [= Sp. Pg.
vitiiperador = It. riiuperatore, < L. vituperator,
a blamer, a censurer, < vituperare, blame: see
rituperate.'i One who vituperates; one who
censures abusively; a reprehender ; a reviler.

The election of Luttrell, one of the fiercest vituperatori
of the City democrats. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiii.

vituperioust (vi-tu-pe'ri-us), a. [Irreg. < vitii-
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Aire, ... of all the Elements the most noble, and full-

est of civacitie and liuelyhood.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 166.

2t. Tenacity of life ; hence, length of life ; lon-
gevity.

James Sands of Horbom ... in this county is most
remarkable for his tM'(Mci(,i/; for he lived . . . 140 years.

Fuller, Worthies, Staflordshire, III. 140.

3. Livelinessof manner or character; spright-
liness of temper or behavior; animation; life;
briskness; cheerfulness; spirit.

Heat and vimcity in age is an excellent composition for
business. Bacon, Youth and Age.

It is remarkable that those who want any one sense
possess the others with greater force and vivacity.

Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

Memory even in early childhood never functions alone;
... it is or appears to be essentially connected with the
vivacity of the perceptions and the exactitude of the judg-
ments. B. Perez, quoted in Mind, XII. 2s4.

4. That which is vivacious ; a vivacious act or
saying. [Rare.]

" Jacques Damour," ... in spite of a few vivacities of
speech, is a play with which the censure, to escape which
is a principal object of the Theatre Libre, would not dream
of meddling. Athenasum, No. 3198, p. 189.

= S3m. 3. Life, Liveliness, etc. See animation.
per(ate) + -i-ous.] Constituting or conveying vivandi^re (ve-voii-di-ar'), n. [F., fem. of r/-
..;. i:_..

.
j; ., , [Bare.] vaiidier = Sp. vivandero = Pg. vivandeiro, < It.

vivandiere, a sutler, < vivanda, food : see viand.']
A woman attached to French and other con-
tinental regiments, who sells provisions and
liquor. VivandiSres still exist in the French army, but
the uniform, which was generally a modified fonn of that

„„, c 1 • V u IT- i. 11 J of the regiment, has been abandoned by order.acter of which much liberty is allowed. Thus, a vivarium (vi-va'ri-um), n.
;
pi. livariums, viva-

na {-nm?,, -a). [< L. vivarium, an inelosure in

vituperation ; disgraceful.

A vihiperityus and vile name.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 6. {Latham.)

Viure (ve'ur), n. [OF. viure.'] In her., a very
slender band or ribbon which may cross the field
in any direction, and as to the width and ehar-

viure nebuly in bend may be a ribbon curved like the line
nebuly. and having a general direction bendwise. Also
wiure and viurie.

Viuva (vyo'va), «. A scorpsenoid fish, Sebasto-
des (Sebastosomns) oralis, one of the rockfishes
of the coast of California, where it is found in
deep water, and is not common. The body is deep,
with almost oval profile ; the color is olivaceous tinged witli
light red, especially on the under parts, and variously spot-
ted with black both on Jhe body and on the fins ; the length
attained is a foot or more.
viva (ve'va), interj. [It. (= F. vive), (long)
live, 3d pers. sing, iinpv. of vivere, < L. vivere,
live.] An Italian exclamation corresponding to
the French vive, 'long live.' Often used sub-
stantively : as, the vivas of the crowd.
Whereat the popular exultation drunk
With indrawn vivas the whole sunny air.
While through the murmuring windows rose and sunk
A cloud of kerchiefed hands.

Mrs. Browning, Casa Guidi Windows, i.

vivace (ve-va'che),o. [It., = E. vivacious.']
In music, lively

: noting passages to be rendered vivat (vi'vat), u. [= F. vivat (as L.), also
with rapidity of pace and brilliancy of style. - - - , ,

. _

.

The term is used either absolutely or to qual-
ify indications of pace, as allegro vivace.
vivacious (vi- or vi-va'shus), a. [= F. vivace
= Sp. Pg. vivas= It. vivace, < L. vivax (vivac-),
lively, quick, eager, also tenacious of life, long-
lived, < vivere, live: see vivid.] 1. Having

vivemne
Viveret, n. [ME., < OF. vivier, < L. vivarium, a
vivarium : see vivarium.] A vivarium.

And before the Mynstre of this Ydole is a Vyvere, in
maner of a gret Lake fulle of Watre : and there in Pil-
grymes casten Gold and Sylver. pcrles and precyous
Stones, with outen nombre, in stede of Offrj'nges.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 1T4.

Viverra (vi-ver'a), n. [NL., < L. viverra, a fer-
ret.] A Linnean genus of carnivorous quadru-
peds which contained 6 species (now placed in
different modern families), and which has by
successive restrictions been confined to the true
civets as the type of the family Fiverridae. See
cuts under civet-cat and tangahmg.
Viverridae (vi-ver'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Viverra
+ -idee.] A family of carnivorous mammals,
of the seluroid or feline series of the fissiped
Ferse, typified by the genus 'Viverra. The family
has been made to cover a mi-scellaneous assortment of
animals, such as the coatis and bassaiids of the New
World, some of the JUustelidx, the kinkajou (Cerculeptes),
the Cryptoprnctidae, etc. Excluding all these, the Viter-
rida constitute a natural and very extensive and diversi-
fied family of small cat-like or weasel-like carnivorous
quadrupeds, digitigrade, or almost plantigrade, generally
with long, low body, short legs, long and sometimes pre-
hensile or curly tail, and long, sharp snout, and for the
most part provided with peculLir anal glands secreting
the substance called civet or a similar product. All the
Yimrridm belong to the Old World, in the warmer parts of
whlfch their genera, species, and individuals abound. Their
nearest relatives are the hyenas. In the seluroid series
(see jEluroidea) the Viverridie are distinguished by the
number of their teeth, which are thirty-four to forty, there
being on each side of the upper jaw two molars (excep-
tionally one), four premolars (exceptionally three), one ca-
nine, and tliree incisors ; and on each side of the under jaw
two molars, four premolars (exceptionally three), one ca-
nine, and three incisors; the upper molars and the back
lower molar are tuberculate. The Viverrida fall naturally
into two main divisions, based primarily upon certain cra-
nial characters, and distinguished outwardly by the arched
toes and sharp retractile claws of the one section, as con-
trasted with the straight toes and blunt claws of the other

:

tliese are respectively styled leluropod or cat-footed, and
cynopod or dog-footed. The former is the viverrine sec-
tion in strictness, the latter the herpestine section ; each
has several subfamilies, (a) To the viverrine section belong
tlie typical civets and genets, forming the subfamily Viver-
rinm; the prionodons, Prionodontinse ; the galidians, Ga-
lidiinie; the palm-cats or paradoxures, with curly tails,
Paradoxurinse ; the binturongs, Arcticlidinee ; the hemi-
gales, Hemigalinse ; and the cynogales, Cynogalinse. (See
cuts under civet-cat, Cynogale, Galidietis, genet, vmsanq,
nandine. and tangalung.) (b) To the herpestine scciio'n
belong the numerous ichneumons, mongooses, etc., form-
ing the restricted Herpestine, of which upward of 12 gen-
era and many species are known ; the cynictis, Cynicti-
dinse; the Jthinogalinee ; and the suricates, Crossarchinit.
(See cats under Cynictis, ichneumon, undSuricata.) In all,
there are some 30 genera of Viverridie, of 11 subfamilies
of 2 sections. Besides furnishing the civet of commerce,
the Viverridie take the place of ordinary cats and weasels
in destroying smaller vermin, and some of them are of

_ ,

,

the greatest service, owing to their destruction of venom-
It. Sp. Pg. viva ; < L. vivat, 3d pers. sing. pres. ""^ reptiles, crocodiles' eggs, etc.

subj. of «)ij;e>-e, live : see vivid. Ci. viva, vive^.] viverriform (vi-ver'i-form), a. [< L. viverra,

which game, fish, etc., are kept alive, < vivtts,

living, alive, < vivere, live : see vivid.] A place
where animals of any kind are kept alive in
their natural state as far as possible ; a vivary

;

a zoological park. A vivarium may be adapted to all
kinds of animals ; one for special purposes may be called
by a particular name. A place for fish, etc., is an aqua-
rium (of which the generic opposite is terrarium); for
birds, an aviary; for frogs, a ranarium; for moUusks, a
snailery, etc. A vivarium in popular language takes its
name from the animals kept in it, as piggery, hennery, etc.

There is also adjoining to it a vivarium for estriges, pea-
cocks, swanns, cranes, etc. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 17, 1644.

vivary (vi'va-ri), n.
;
pi. viraries (-riz). [< L.

vivarium: e,ee vivarium.] A vivarium. [Rare.]
The garden has every variety, hills, dales, rocks, grooves,

aviaries, vivaries, fountaines. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

That cage and vivary
Of fowls and beasts.

Donne, Progress of the Soul, ill.

An exclamation of applause or joy; a viva,

Twenty-seven millions travelling on such courses, with
gold jingling in every pocket, with vivats heaven high,
are incessantly advancing ... to the firm land's end.

Carlyle.

vigorous powers of life; long-lived; tenacious Vlva voce (vi'vii vo'se). [L., by or with the
of life. living voice: viva, abl. sing. fem. of vivits, liv-

ing; voce, abl. sing, of vox, voice: see voice.]
By word of mouth; orally. It is sometimes
used attributively : as, a viva voce vote.

The king's attorney, on the contrary,
Urg'd on the examinations, proofs, confessions
Of divers witnesses; whicli the duke desired
To have brought vivd voce to his face.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. i. 18.

Though we should allow them their perpetual calm and
equability of heat, they will never be able to prove that
therefore men would be so eivadoue as they would have
us believe. Bentley.

'Tis in the Seventh .Eneid— what, the Eighth?
Bight— thanks. Abate— though the Christian "s dumb.
The Latiuist 's vivacious in you yet

!

Browning, King and Book, 11. 290.

2. Lively; active; sprightly in temper or con-
duct; proceeding from or characterized by
sprightliness.

. [than] mere Hoi- Vivda, n

ferret, + forma, form.] Viverrine in form
and structure: noting the large series of Old
World quadrupeds of the families Viverridie and
Eupleridse.

Viverrinae (viv-e-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Virerra
+ -iuae.] A division of Viverridie. (a) Broadly,
one of two subfamilies of Viverridie, the other being Iler-
peMnse, distinguishing the civets, genets, etc., from the
ichneumons, etc.; the cat-footed Viverridie, as distin-
guished from the dog-footed series of the same, (ft) Nar-
rowly, one of 11 subfamilies of Viverridie, including only
the civets and genets proper, of the genera Viverra, Viver-

People of a more CTyociow^ temper .

landers. Howell, Forreine Travell (ed. Arber), p-

Here, if the poet had not been vivacious.
Steele, Spectator, No. 43.

=Syn. 2. Animated, brisk, gay, merry, jocund, light-
hearted, sportive, frolicsome. See animation.
vivaciously (vi- or vi-va'shus-li), adv. In a vi-
vacious manner; with vivacity, life, or spirit.

'Vivaciousness (vi- or vi-va'shus-nes), n. If. The
state of being long-lived ; longevity.
Such their . . . vivaciousness they outlive most men.

Puller, Vi orthies, Devonshire, I. 399.

2. The state or character of being vivacious;
vivacity; liveliness. Bailey, 1727.

'Vivacissimo (ve-va-chis'i-mo), a. [It., superl.
of vivace: see vivace.] In mitsjc, very lively:
noting passages to be rendered with great ra-
pidity and brilliancy.

vivacity (vi- or vi-vas'j-ti), n. [< F. vivadte =
8p. vivacidad = Pg. vivacidade = It. vivacitd, <
L. vivacita(t-)8, vital force, tenacity or vigor of
life, < vivax (vivac-). lively, tenacious of life

:

see vivaciotts.] If. Vital force; vigor.

Nothing can equal a viva-voce examination for trying a
candidate's knowledge in the contents of a long history or
philosophical treatise. The Nation, XLVIII. 306.

See vifda.
Vlvel'(viv), a. "[< F. vif, fem. vive, lively,
quick, < L. vivus, alive, < vivere, live : see vivid.]
It. Lively ; vivid ; vivacious ; forcible. Bacon,
War with Spain.

Not that I am able to express by words, or utter by elo-
quence, the Vive image of my own inward thankfulness.

Wilson's James I. (Nares.)

2. Bright; clear; distinct. [Scotch.]
Viye2 (vev), interj. [F. (= It. viva), 3d pers.
sing. impv. of vivre, live: see viva, vivat.] Long
live: as, vive le roi, long live the king; rive la
bagatelle, success to trifles or sport,

viyelyt (viv'li), adv. [< vive^ + -li/2,-\ in a
vivid or lively manner.

Where statues and Joves acts were vively limn'd.
Marslon, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

A thing vively presented on the stage.
B. Janson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

vivencyt (vi'ven-si), n. [< L. viven(t-)s, ppr.
of vivere, live, "+ -eij.] Manner of living.

Although not in a distinct and indisputable way of tii'-

vcTwy. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

Rasse irivfrricjtla matncctnsis).

ricula, and Oenetta, having the body comparatively ro-
bust and cat-like, and the molars 2 above and 1 below on
each side. See also cuts under civet-cat, genet, and tanga-
lung.

viverrine (vi-ver'in), a. and »i. [< NL. viverri-
nus, < L. viverra, a ferret: see viverra.] I. a.
Of or pertaining to the Viverridie ; viverriform
in a proper sense ; more particularly, belong-
ing to the Viverrinx ; not herpestine.— viverrine
cat, the wagati, Felis viverHna of India, a true cat.—Vi-
verrine dasyure, a variety of Dasyurus maugei of South
Australia and Tasmania.

II. «. A member of the Viverridse, and espe-
cially of the Viverrinse.
Also viverrin.



vivers

vivers (ve'verz), j(. 2>l- [< F. vivres, provisions,

< rivre, live, < L. rieere, live. Cf. viand.'\ Food;
eatables; victuals. [Scotch.]

I could never away with raw oatmeal, slockened with
water, in all my life. Call it drammock or crowdie, or
just what ye list, my vivers must thole fire and water.

Scottj Pirat«, v.

Tives (vivz), n. pi. [Also corruptly fives; short-
ened from drives, < OF. aviccs, also vives, a dis-

ease of horses, < Sp. avivas, adieus = Pg. adihe
(cf. It. v^vole, ML. vivolse), a disease of animals,
< Ar. addliiba, < al, the, + dliiba, she-wolf.] A
disease of animals, particularly of horses, and
more especially of young horses at grass, lo-

cated in the glands under the ear, where a tu-
mor is formed which sometimes ends in sup-
puration.

Viveg, ' Certaine kirnels growing under the horsses
eare." TopseU, 1607, p. 360. (Ualliudl.)

Viviani's problem. See 2>roblem.

vivianite (viv'i-an-it), n. [Named after J. H.
Vivian, an English metallurgist.] In mineral.,

a hydrous phosphate of iron proto.\id, occurring
crystallized, also eleavahle, massive, fibrous,

and earthy, nearly colorless when altered, but
on exposure becoming blue or green. The earthy
variety, culled blue iron earth or native Prussian blue, is

sometimes used as a pigment
vivid (viv'id), a. [< L. vividus, animated, spir-

ited, < vivere, live, akin to t'ita, life, Gr. fiiog,

life, Skt. / j"', live: see vital and qitick.'] 1.
Exhibiting the appearance of life or freshness;
animated; bright; clear; lively; fresh; strong;
intense : as, the vivid colors of the rainbow ; the
vivid green of flourishing vegetables.

The fullest and most vivid colours.
Newton, Opticks, I. ii. 10.

Vivid was the light
^Vhich flashed at this from out the other's eye.

Wordsworth.

All yielding is attended with a less vivid consciousness
than resistance. Qeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vl. 13.

A good style is the vivid expression of clear thinking.
Huxley, Pop. ScL Mo., XXIX. 461.

2. Producing a distinct and strong impression
on the mind; presented to the mind with ex-
ceptional clearness and force ; of a mental fac-

ulty, having a clear and vigorous action.

Where the genius is bright, and the imagination vivid,

the power of memory may Ije too much neglected and lose
its improvement. Watts, Improvement of the Mind, 1, 17.

Pope, whose vivid genius almost persuaded wit to re-

nounce its proper nature and become poetic.
Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 159.

Somewhere in the list of our imaginations of absent
feelings there nmst be found the cimdest of all. These
optical reproductions of real form are the vividest of all.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 260.

=S^. 1. Lucid, striking, lustrous, luminous, vigorous.

vividity (vi-vid'i-ti), n. [< fit-id + -ity.'} 1.
The character or state of being vivid; vivid-
ness. [Rare.]
strength of attention, clearness of discernment, ampli-

tude of comprehenfiion, vividity and rai)idity of imagina-
tion. Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vL li

2t. Vitality.

The withdrawing of competent meat and drink from
the body . . . makes way for dryness, whence the kindly
heat (which, like other Are, might be a good sei-vant,
nmst needs be an ill master), getting more than due and
wonted strength, . . . tunis on that substantial vividity,
eisiccating and consuming it.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 4S0.

vividly (viv'id-li), arfr. In a vivid manner ; so
as to be vivid, in any sense.
vividness (viv'id-nes), n. The property of be-
ing vivid, in any sense; vividity.

AU great steps in science require a peculiar distinctness
and vividness of thought in the discoverer. Whewell.

Viviflc (vi-vif 'ik), a. [= F. vivifiquc = Sp. rivi-

fico = Pg. It. vivificn, < LL. viviftcus, making
alive, quickening; see ric(/i/.] Giving life; re-
viving; enlivening; vivifying. [Rare.]
Without whose (the sun's] salutary and vivitic beams all

motion . . . would speedily cease, and nothing be left
here below but darkness and death.

Ray, Works of Creation, i.

Vivifical (vi-vif'i-kal), a. [< vivific + -al.']

Same as vivific.

Viviflcant (vi-vif'i-kant), a. [= OF. vivifiant =
Sp. Pg. vivificante,i iAj. vivifican(t-)s, ppr. of
vivificurc, make alive : see vivify.'] Vivific ; vivi-
fving. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 685.

Viviflcate (vi-vif 'i-kat), V. t; pret. and pp. vi-

vificated, ppr. vivificating. [< LL. vivificatus,

pp. of viviflcare, make alive: see vivify.] 1.
To give life to ; animate ; vivify. [Rare.]
With his understanding free to think of other things,

even as God uivijlcates and actuates the whole world, being
yet wholly free to contemplate himself.

Dr, II. More, Philosophic Cabbala, i.
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2. In old chem., to restore or reduce to the nat-
ural state or to the metallic state, as a sub-
stance from a solution or a metal from an
oxid; revive,

vivification ( viv"i-fi-ka'shou), n. [< F. vivifica-
tion = Sp. vivificacion= Pg.'vivificafao= It. vivi-

ficazione, < LL. vivificaiio{n-), a making alive,
a quickening, < vivifieare, pp. vivificatiis, make
alive: see vivify.] 1. The act of vivifying, or
the state of being vivified; the act of giving
life; revival. [Rare.]

The nature of vivification is best inquired in creatures
bred of putrefaction. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 696.

Sub. And when comes vivification?
Face. After mortification.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

It [the heart) is the member that hath first life in man,
and it is the last that dies in man, and to all the other
members gives vivification. Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 268.

2. In j^liysiol, the transformation of proteid
matter into living tissue, occurring as the final
stage of assimilation.

vivificative (viv'i-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< vivificate +
-ive.] Capable of vivifying. [Rare.]
That lower vivificative principle of his soul did grow

. . . strong, and did . . . vigorously, and with ... ex-
ultant sympathy and Joy, actuate his vehicle.

Dr. H. More, Philosophic Cabbala, ii.

vivifler (viv'i-fi-^r), n. One who vivifies; a
quickener.

He [man] has need of a Vivifier. because he is dead.
St. Augustine, On Nature and Grace (trans.), xxv.

vivify (viv'i-fi), v.; pret. and pp. vivified, ppr.
vivifying. [< F. vivifier = Sp. Pg. vivificar =
It. vivificare,<. LL. vivifieare, make alive, restore
to life, quicken (cf. vivificus, making alive), <

vivtis, alive, + facere, make, do.] I. trans. To
make to be living; endue with life; animate;
enliven; inspire as if with life. Harvey.
Winds of hostility . . . rather irritated and vivified the

sense of security. De Quiruey, Philos. of Eom. Hist.

Her childish features were vivified and enlightened by
an expression of innocent intelligence charming to be-
hold. The Century, XXXVIII. 213.

II. intrans. To impart life or animation.
The second Adam, sleeping in a vivifying death, onely

for the saluation of Maiikinde, should sanctifie his Spouse
tlie Church by those Sacraments which were deriued out
of his side. Ueywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 374.

Viviparat (vi-vip'a-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of LL. viviparus, viviparous: see viviparous.]
Those vertebrates which are viviparous : an old
division, contrasted with Ovipara, and contain-
ing the mammals. Dc Blainville. The division is

worthless, as some mammals are oviparous, and many of
the lower vertebrates are viviparous, as are also some in-
vertebrates. The name is a survival of the unflttest from
the time of Aristotle, the later Vivipara or Zoiitoka being
the ^woToKoOrra iv avToi^ (mammals) of that author.

Viviparidae (viv-i-par'i-de), n. 2>l- [NL., < n-
vipiirus (the typical genus) + -idx.] A fami-
ly of tamioglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Viviparus.
They have a fiat foot, moderate ros-
trum, elongate tentacles, with one of
which the male organ is adnate, eyes
on prominences at tlie outer bases of
the tentacles, radular teeth .% 1, 3, the
median broad, the lateral obliquely ob-
long, and the marginal with narrow
bases or unguiforni ; the shell spiral,

with a continuous peritreme, and a ^-,-*
more or less concentric operculum. It ius"oncottheyj^^-
Is a cosmopolitan group of fresh-water pa'nda.
shells. Representatives of four genera
occur in the I'nited States, but of one only in Europe.
They have often been called Paludinidse.

viviparity (viv-i-par'j-ti), «. [< vivipar{oits) +
-ityT] The state, character, or condition of be-
ing viviparous; the act, process, or result of
bringing forth alive.

viviparoid (vi-vip'a-roid), a. and n. I. a. Of or
relating to the Viviparidee.

n. ». One of the Viviparidse.

viviparous (vi-vip'a-ms), a. [= F. vivipare =
Sp. vivipara = Pg. It. vivipara, < LIj. viviparus,

that brings forth young alive, < L. vivus, alive,

+ parcre, bring forth, produce.] 1. Bringing
forth alive; having young which maintain vas-
cular vital connection with the body of the pa-
rent until they are bom in a comparatively
advanced stage of development; reproducing
by birth, not by hatching from an egg which
is laid and afterward incubated: correlated
w^ith oviparous and ovoviviparous. See these
words, and ef/g^. In strictness, all metazoic animals
and some protozo.ans are oviparous, since they produce
ova; but the distinction subsists in the duration of the
period in which the product of conception remains in

the body of the parent. If the egg is quickly extruded,
the animal is oviparous ; if it is separated from the mother,
but hatches inside the body, ovoviviparous; if it comes
to term in a woml), viviparous. Among vertebrates, all

Viviparjis vtilga.
ris: the branchia; anil
embryos seen through
tlie shell.
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mamm.als excepting monotremes, no birds, many reptiles,
and some fishes are viviparous. Invertebrates are mostly
oviparous, in some cases ovovivipai-ous, in a few vivipa-
rous.

2. In bot., germinating or sprouting from a
seed or bud which is still on the parent plant.
The term is also sometimes equivalent to proliferous as ap-
plied to grasses, rnslies, sedges, etc. See prdification, 2.

I'rom an examination of the structure of viviparou*
grasses. Hosiers, Teratol., p. 169.

Viviparous blenny, Zoorccs viviparus (formerly Blenni-
us viviparus), a fish of the family Lycodidie. .See Zoarces.— Viviparous fish, a fish which brings forth alive, espe-
cially a viviparous percli. Numerous other fishes, belong-
ing to different families, are of this character, as nearly if

not all of the Lycodidse, including the so.called viviparous
blenny, certain scorpsenoids, cyprinodonts, blind.fishes,
and most sharks and rays,— Viviparous knotweed, the
serpent-grass. Polygonum viviparum.—Viviparous liz-
ard, the British Zootoca vivipara. See Zooioea.— Vivip-
arous perch. See perch'^, surf-fish, and Embiotocidee.—
Viviparous shell, any member of the Viviparidse.

Viviparously (vi-vip'a-rus-li), adv. In a vivip-
arous manner; by viviparity.

viviparousness (vl-vip'a-rus-nes), n. Same as
viviparity.

Viviparus (vi-vip'a-ms), n. [NL. (Montfort,
1810), < LL. viviparut: see viviparous.] The
typical genus of Viviparidse,
to which very different limits
have been ascribed, but al-

ways including such species
as V. vulgaris and V. contectiis

of Europe. Several closely related
species inhabit the United States, as
V. georgionus and V. contectoides.

viviperception (viv " i - per-
sep'shon), n. [< L. vivus, liv-

ing, -t- perceptio(n-), percep-
tion.] The observation of
physiological functions or vi-

tal processes in their natural
action without dissection of
the living body : distinguished
from observation by means
of vivisection. J. J. G. Jf'ilkin-

son. [Rare.]

vivisect (viv-i-sekf), v. [< L. vivus, living, +
sectus, pp. of sccarc, cut.] I. trans. To dissect
the living body of; practise vivisection upon;
anatomize, as a living animal. Atlienieum, No.
3200, p. 252. [Recent.]

II. intrans. To practise vivisection; dissect
a living animal. [Recent.]
vivisection (viv-i-sek'shpn), n. [< F. vivisection

= Sp. viviseceion, < L. vivus, living, -t- sectio{n-),

a cutting: see section.] Dissection of a living
body; the practice of anatomizing alive, or of
experimenting npon living animals, for the
pui-pose of investigating some physiological
function or pathological process which cannot
well be otherwise determined. Vivisection strict-

ly includes oidy cutting operations; but the term is ex-
tended to any physiological experimentation upon living
animals, as compression of parts by ligatures, subjection
of the creature to special conditions of atmospheric pres-
sure, temperature, and food, exhil>itxon of poisons or other
drugs, inoculation of disease, etc. Vivisection in compe-
tent and humane hands, under proper and reasonable re-
strictions, is fruitful of good results to the sciences of
physiology and pathology.

The Vivisection Act of 1876 ... is intended for the pro-
tection of vertebrate animals liable to be employed alive
in physiological experiments. Encyc. Brit, XV. 799.

Painless vivisection, callisection.

Vivisectional (viv-i-sek'shon-al), a. [< vivi-

section + -al.] Of or pertaining to vivisection.

The best way to enter the subject will be to take a
lower creature, like a frog, and study by the vivisectional

method the functions of his different nerve-centres.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 111.

vivisectionist (viv-i-sek'shon-ist), n. [< vivi-

section -1- -ist.] Aviviseetor; also, one who fa-
vors or defends the practice of vivisection.

Physiology, it is said, can scarcely be called a science aa
yet, and the contributions of vivisectionists to the under-
standing and amelioration of human suffering have been
almost nothing. O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 20.

vivisector (viv-i-sek'tor), n. [< L. vivus, living,

+ sector, a cutter: see sector.] One who prac-
tises vivisection.

A judge or jury might have opinions as to the compara-
tive value of the results obtained which would differ wide-
ly from those of the vivisector himself.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VII. 682.

vivisectorium (viv"i-sek-t6'ri-um), n.; pl.t'im-

scctoria (-a). [NL. : see vivisect.] A place
where vivisections are made.

Students have turned away sickened not only from the
vivisectorium but from the studv of medicine.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 20.

vivisepulture (viv-i-sep'ul-tur), n. [< L. vivus,

living, -H sepultura, burial : see sepulture.] The
burial of a person alive. [Rare.]
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Pliny . . . speaks of the practice of viviteputture as viziratc. vizierate (vi-zer'at), n. [<.vizir,vizie)\

~""'""^r^YSi',"£ch«>o.o«ia.XL.243. (i>a^.) ^^''^'^^i The office, state, or aUhority of a

•^O (ve'vo), a. [It., < L. virus, living: see dvc]
^ji^irfal, vizierial (vi-ze'ri-al), a. [< visir, vi-same as 1 n Ofe.

i:. / r.T:i i, ^ier, + -ta/.] Of, pertaining to, or issued by a
Vivre (ve-vra ), <J. [Heraldic F., < OF. vwre, F. ^j^ir

j ' r at j

girre, a serpent: see viper.'] In her., gliding: , ' , ^ »„ j. ..,,.. ,.,
annlifid to a sernpiit ikp.! n« n. hearini- , ^ appealed ... to flrmans and vainal letters, m whichappiiea to a serpent usea as a oearmg.

f^^,.^^ as a means of proselytism, was strictly forbidden.
Vixen (vik sn), »i. and a. [Formerly also vixon ; j. Baker, Turlsey, p. 181.

var. of fixen, < ME. fixen, <AS,.*f<jxeu, fixe,i, a yizirship, viziership (vi-zer'ship), n. [< rL-ir,
she-fox: see ^.rcH.] I. «. 1. A she-fox. vi:ier, 4 -ship.l The office or authority of a vi-

FijKn. This is the name of a she-fox, otherwise and zir.
more anciently foxin. It is in reproacli applied to a wo- /-. .. i. . , - i._ «
man whose nature and condition is thereby compared to V^"^!"^ "P°'^ '.^»''" «' ^T'S arose the Oriental dynasty

the shee-fox under the prime viziersnip of Byron.

VerOegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p, 334. ^- ^"thewg. Getting on in the World, p, 105.

They is Plumstead foxes, too; and a vixen was trapped Vizor, ViSOr (viz'or), n. [Formerly also visour.
Just acrosa the field yonder ... no later than yesterday and more correctly viser, also visar, and, with
morning. TroUope, Last Chronicle of Harset, xxxiii. , , , . , „ '.

The destruction of a vixen in April is a distinct blow to
sport in the following season.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 412.

Hence— 2. A turbulent, quarrelsome woman;
a scold; a termagant: formerly used occasion-
ally of a man.

I think this be the curst^t quean in the world ; you
see what she is, a little fair, but as proud as the devil, and
the veriest vixen that lives upon God's earth.

Peele, Old Wives Tale.

O, when she 's angry, she is keen and shrewd

!

She was a vixen when she went to school

;

And, though she be but little, she is fierce.

Sfiak., M. H. D., iiu 2. 324.

Those fiery vixong, who (in pursuance of their base de-
signs, or gratification of their wild passions) really do
themselves embroil things, and raise miserable combus-
tions in the world. Barrow, Sermons, I. xvii.

1 bate a Vixmi, that her Maid assails,

And scratches with her Bodkin, or her Nails.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

n. a. Vixenish.
Better [health] than he deserves, for disturbing us with

his vixen brawls, and breaking God's peace and the King's.
Scott, Antiquary, xxii.

'Tizenish (vik'sn-ish), a. [< vixen + -ish^.'] Of,
pertaining to, or resembling a vixen; cross;
ill-tempered; snarling.

The shrill biting talk of a vixenish wife.

excrescent -cl, visard, vizard; < ME. viser, visere,

vysere, < OF. visicre, F. visiere, a vizor, < vis,

face, countenance: see vis}-, visage,] 1. For-
merly, a mask concealing the face; hence, in
general, any disguise or means of concealment.

Under the viser of envie
Lo thus was hid the trecherie.

Oower, Conf. Amant, U.

Lately within this realm divers persons have disguised
and apparelled them, and covered their faces with visours
and other things in such manner that they should not be
known. Laws o/ Henry VIII. (1611). quoted in Eibton-

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 70.

This lewd woman.
That wants no artificial looks or tears
To help tlie vizor she has now put on.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

2. In more modern usage, the movable front of
the helmet in general ; more accurately, the up-
per movable part. Where there are two it is also
called nasal. See cuts under armet and helmet.

Yet did a splinter of his lance
Through Alexander's visor glance.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 24.

And the knight
Had visor up, and show'd a youthful face.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3t. The countenance ; visage.

This loutish clown is such that you never saw so ill-

(J.orff.AY«, Felix Holt, xi.
'«voured a m««r. Sir P.Sid,^ey,Avc^ii^,i.

vixenly(vik'sn-li),a. [<vi.en + .ly^.] Having *;Jjil/Jirevtf
^ '^P' P^°^^''*'"^ °"^""''

the qualities of a vixen; ill-tempered.

A vixenly pope. Barrow, Pope*8 Supremacy.

Nevertheless, vixenly as she looks, many people are seek-
ing, at this very moment, to shelter themselves under the
wing of the federal eagle.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 4.

To
protecting the eyes.

Vizor, visor (viz'or), v. t. [< vizor, ?(.]

cover with a vizor, in any sense.

Hence with thy brew'd enchantments, foul deceiver!
Hast thou betray'd my credulous innocence
With visor'd falsehood and base forgery?

Milton, Comus, 1. 698.

"^.-oJ^.
abbreviation of videlicet, usually read

^jzorless, visorless (viz ' or-les), a. [< vizor,
namely.' The « here, as in oz., represents a medieval riinr -1- -7^ «« 1 Hnvincr Tiovi^nr

symbol of contraction (a symbol also represented by a ,„ i. T i i x"'
"^^y^S ^° Vizor,

semicolon), originally a ligature for the Latin et, and (and Vlacn (vlak), a. and «. bame as Wallachian.
so equivalent to the symbol &), extended to represent the vlack-Vark (vlak'vark), J!. [< D. vlek, former-

ly also vlak, vlack, spot (= E. fleck), + vark,termination -et and the enclitic conjunction -que, and final
ly used as a mere mark of abbreviation, equivalent in use
ti> the period as now so used, viz being equivalent to vi.,

and not originally requiring the period after it.

Vizagapatam work. See work.
vizamentt (vi'za-ment), n. [A varied form of
*riscmeiit, for avisement, advisement.] Advise-
ment. [An intentionally erroneous form.]

< varken, hog, pig : see farrotc^ and 2wrk, and
of. aardvark.] The wart-hog of South Africa,
Phacochcerus xthiopieus, very similar to the spe-
cies figured under I'hacochcerus (which see).

vlaie, n. Same as vly.

Vlemingkx's solution. See solution.

The council, look you, shall desire to hear the fear of ^^V (^^^ °^ ^^' "• [^l^" *'%' ^'^'''' rarely vlaic,...
erroneously ^(/; in local use in New York and
New Jersey and in South Africa, in regions first

settled by the Dutch. No D. form vlei/ appears
in the D. dictionaries; it is prob. a local eon-
traction, in a slightly deflected use, of D. raley
(Sewel, 1766), now vallei, orig. valleye (Kilian,
1598), a valley, vale, dale : see valley.] A swamp
or morass; a shallow pond; a depression with
water in it in the rainy season, but dry at other
times.
Up over the grassy edge of the basin which formed the

vly. and down the slope which led to the gate, tlie children
came bounding pell-meU. The Atlantic, LXIH. 581.

I have seen numbers of these tall nests in the shallow
pans of water— or vleys, as they are locally called— in
Bushmanland. Nature, XXXVU. 46.'..

To the same settlers [the Dutch] are due the geographi-
cal appellations of kill for stream, clove for gorge, and vly
or vlaie for swamp, so frequently met with in the Catskills.

A. Giiyot, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser,, XIX. 432.

The large vlei, that was dry when he had previously
crossed it, but was now gemmed by little rain-pools, af-
fording baths for little groups of ducks, amid the green
herbage of its bed. Baines, Ex. in S. W. Africa, p. 293.

V-moth (ve'moth), n. A European geometrid
moth, Ualia vauaria : so called from a dark-
brown V-shaped mark on the fore wing : a Brit-
ish collectors' name.

His subjects, headed by a set of hereditary ministers VO (v6), n. [Suggested by volt'^: see voltaic]

Ms'ld b'^S-u'lXm
"*" *" '"^^'^ °''''''''° '''='"™>^ P"*- In elect., a name proposed for the unit of self-

y urrus "^ ^^^^^ p,^i,y ,^ j^^,!^ jj ^^j^
niduction, equal to the thousandth of a secohm.

Grand Vlzlr, the highest oBlcer of state in certain .Mo. „^® ^j""*."*',
- , -,..., -^„ ,„,

hammedan countries ; in the Turklsli empire, the prime Voandzeia (vo-and-ze la), n. [NL. (Thouars,
minister and formerly also commander of the army. 1806), from the name in Madagascar.] Age-

Got, and not to hear a riot ; take your vizaynents in that.
Shah., M. W. of W., i. 1. 39.

vizardt, ». An obsolete form of vizor.

vizard-maskf, ». 1. A vizor; a mask.
That no Woman be Allow'd or presume to wear a Vizard

Mask in either of the Theatres.
J. Ashton, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, 11. 11.

2. One who wears a mask or vizor.

There is Sh- Charles Sedley looking on, smiling with or
at the actors of these scenes, among tlie audience, ... or
flirting with vizard-masks in the pit.

Doran, Annals of the Stage, L 172.

vizcacha, «. See viscacha.

vizie, n. See visie.

vizir, vizier (vi-zer', often erroneously viz'ifer),

n. [Also visier, vezir, wizier; = F. visir, vizir =
8p. visir = Pg. vizir= It. visire = G. vezir = D.
vizier = Sw. Dan. visir, < Turk, vezir, < Ar. wa-
zir, a counselor, orig. a porter, bearer of the
burdens of state, < wazara, bear a burden, sus-
tain. Cf. alguazil, ult. the same word with the
At. article.] The title of various high officials

in Mohammedan countries, especially of the
chief ministers of state.

Thus utter'd Coumourgi, the dauntless vizier;
The reply was the brandish of sabre and spear.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, xxii.

vocal

nus of leguminous plants,of the tribe Phaseoleae.
It is distinguished from the closely related genus Vi{rna
by a one-seeded roundish legume, which ripens beneath
the ground. The only species, V. subterranea, is a native
of the tropics, perhaps of Africa. It is a creeping herb
with long stalked leaves of three pimiate leaflets, and
short axillary few-flowered peduncles recurved after
flowering. The flowers are of two kinds— one bisexual,
small, and pale ; the other fertile and apetalons, lengthen-
ing, and pushing the young pod into tlie earth, in which
it ripens like a peanut. It is cultivated from Bambarra
and Guinea to Natal in Africa, and is now naturalized in
Brazil and Surinam. Both pods and seeds are edible

;

they are known as the Bambarra ground-nut, earth-pea,
underground bean, or Madagascar peanut, and are ex-
ported into India under the name of -Mozambigue grain.
See gobbe, the name in Surinam.

VOC. An abbreviation of rocatire.

vocable (v6'ka-bl), )(. [< F. vocable = Sp. ro-
cablo = Pg. vbcabido = It. vocabolo = G. voca-
bel, < L. vocabulum, an appellation, a designa-
tion, name, ML. a word, (vocare, call: see vo-
cation.] A word; a term; a name; specifi-
cally, a word considered without regard to
meaning, but merely as composed of certain
sounds or letters.

We will next endeavour to understand that vocable or
term tyrannus (that is, a tyrant or an evil king) cast
upon Richard. .Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III., v. 669.

A word or two maybe spared to the formidable-looking
vocable Conciossiacosachfe, which so excited Alfleri's bile.

Booke 0/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), ii. 08, note.

vocabulary (v6-kab'u-la-ri), n.
;
pi. vocabula-

ries (-riz). [= p*. vocabulaire= Sp. Pg. vocalmla-
rio = It. vocabolario = G. vocahularium, < NL.
vocahularium, neiit., ML. NL. vocahularius (sc.

liber), a list of words, a vocabulary, < L. vo-
cabulum, an appellation, name, ML. word : see
vocable.] 1. A list or collection of the words
of a language, a dialect, a single work or author,
a nomenclature, or the like, arranged usually
in alphabetical order and briefly defined and ex-
plained; a glossary; a word-book; a dictionary
or lexicon: as, a vocabulary of Anglo-Indian
words; a vocabulary of technical terms; a vo-
cabulary of Virgil.

I should long ere this have sent you a Transcript of the
Saxon Voeabularie you had once of mee.

W. Boswell (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 152).

A concise Vocabulary of the First Six Books of Homer's
Iliad. Amer. Jour. PhUot., X. 263.

2. The words of a language ; the sum or stock
of words employed in a language, or by a par-
ticular person ; range of language.

His vocabulary seems to have been no larger than was
necessary for the transaction of business.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xL

P. From whence are those casual winds called flaws?
T. In the Cornish vocabulary that term signifies to cut-
Theoph. Botanista, On Cornwall, p. 5. (Nares. I. 313).

Ingenious men have tried to show ihat in the present
English vocabulary there are more Romance words than
Teutonic. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 163.

The orator treads in a beaten round; . . . language is

ready-shaped to his purpose; bespeaks out of a cut and
dry vocabulary. H. L. S(ertf7i507i, Virginibus Puerisque, iv.

=Syn. 1. Vocabulary, Dictionary, Glossary, Lexicon. So-
inendature. A vocalndary, in the present use, is a list of
words occurring in a specific work or author, generally
arranged alphabetically, concisely defined, and appended
to the text; whereas we generally apply the term diction-

ary to a word-book of all the words in a language or in

any department of art or science, without reference to any
particular work : thus, we speak of a vocabulary to Cajsar,

but of a dictionary of the Latin language, or of arcliitec-

ture, chemistry, etc. An exception to this may be where
the words of an author are so fully treated, by derivation,
illustration, etc., as to seem to amount to more tlian a
vocalndary: as, a Homeric dictionary. A glossary is yet
more restricted than a vocabulary, being a list and expla-
nation of such terms in a work or author as are peculiar,
as by being technical, dialectal, or antiquated : as, a glos-

sary to Chaucer, Bums, etc.; a glossary of terms of art.

philosophy, etc. Lexicon was originally and is often still

confined to dictionaries of the Greek or Hebrew tongues,
but it is also freely applied to a dictionary of any dead or
merely foreign language : as, a German-Englisli lexicon.

A nomenclature is a complete list of the names or techni-
cal terms lielonging to any one division or subdivision of
science.— 2. Idiom, Diction, etc. See language.

vocabulist (vo-kab'u-list), )(. [< F. rocabu-
liste; as Ij. vocabulum, a word, + -ist.] 1. The
writer or compiler of a vocabulary; a lexicog-
rapher.— 2t. A vocabulary ; a lexicon.

The lernar can, . . . with the frenche cocabulyst, . . .

understande any authour that writeth in the sayd tong,
by his owne study. Palsgrave, p. 161.

vocal (vo'kal), a. and n. [< F. vocal = Sp. Pg.
vocal = It. vocale, < L. vocalis, sounding, souo-
rous, as a noun, vocalis, a vowel, < vox (roc-),

voice: see voice. Cf. voioel, a doublet of rocni.]

I. a. 1. Pertaining to the voice, to speech, or

to song; uttered or modulated by the voice;
oral.

Forth came the liunian pair,

And join'd tlieir vocal worship to tlie quire.

Milton, P. L., ix. 198.
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Some years hence, for all we know, we may be able to
transmit the vocal message itself, with the very inflection,
tone, and accent of the speaker.

J. Bailie (1871), quoted in Prescott's Elect Invent., p. 47.

A tin pipe ascends through the ceiling, and forms a me-
dium of vocal communication with other parts of the edi-
fice. Hawthorne, Scai'let Letter, Int., p. 7.

2. Having a voice ; endowed, or as if endowed,
with a voice

;
possessed of utterance or audible

expression.
The stream, the wood, the gale,

Is vocal with the plaintive wail.

Scott, 1. of L. M., T. 2.

The roving bee proclaims aloud
Her flight by vocal wings.

Wordsworth, Gold and Silver Fishes in a Vase.

The tide flows down, the wave again
Is vocal in its wooded walls.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xix.

3. Inphonetics : (a) Voiced; uttered with voice
as distinct from breath ; sonant : said of certain
alphabetic sounds or letters, as z or v or 6 as
distinguished from sot forp respectively. (6)
Haring a vowel character or function ; vowel.
The vocal (vowel) mechanism is the first that is mani-

fested in the child. Alien, and Neurol. (trans.X VIII. 7.

4. In zooL, voiced; uttered by the mouth;
formed in the vocal organs : distinguished from
sonorific: noting the cries of animals, as dis-
tinguished from the mechanical noises they
may make, as the stridulation of an insect.

—

Vocal auscultation, examination by the sound of the
voice a.s transmitted through the lungs and chest-wall.

—

Vocal cords. .'<ee corJi.— Vocal fremitus, a vibration
felt on palpation of the wall of the chest when the sulv
ject speaks in an audible tone. Also called voice-thrill,
pectoral /remitus, and jtectoral thrill.— VOCSil glottis.
Hame as ri7na vocalis (which see, under rima).— Vocal
mnslCj music prepared for or produced by the human
voice alone or accompanied by instruments, in distinction
from ingtrumental music, which is prepared for or pro-
duced by instruments alone.— VOCStl process, the pro-
longed inner basal angle of the arytenoid cartilage, to
which the true vocal cord is attached.—Vocal reson-
ance. .See rf»on«?)««.—Vocal score. Seescorei, 9.—Vocal
spiracle, in entom., a thoracic spiracle or breathing-pore
having a peculiar interior apparatus supposed to produce
sounds, as in the bees and many Hie8.--Vocal tone, an
instrumental tone similar in quality to the singing-tone
of the human voice.— Vocal tube, in anat., the space
which the sound of the voice has to traverse after it is

produced in the glottis, including the passages through
the nose and mouth.

II. «. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a man who has
a right to vote in certain elections,

vocalic (vo-kal'ik), a. [< toco? + -ic] Relating
to, consisting of, or resembling vowel sounds

;

containing many vowels.

The Gaelic language, being uncommonly vocalic, is well
adapted for sudden and extemporaneous poetry.

Scott, Waverley, xiii.

The vowels become more consonantal ; the consonants
become more vocalic.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., iv.

vocalisation, vocalise. See vocalization, vocal-
ic'.

VOCalism (vd'kal-izm), n. [< F. vocalisme; as
vocal + -ism.']" 1. The exercise of the vocal
organs in speech or song; vocalization.

We should now be talking in monosyllables, and eking
oat our scantiness of vocalism by nods, shrugs, winks, and
other resources of pantomime. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 19.

2. A vocalic sound.

To utter such thick-lipped vocalistns as Mosos.
Earie, Philology of Eng. Tongue, 1. § 128.

3. See nominalism.
vocalist (vo'kal-ist), 71. [< F. vocaliste; as
vocal + -i.it.] A vocal musician ; a singer, as
opposed to an instrumental performer.
She was a good vocalist ; and, even in speech, her voice

commanded a great range of changes.
R. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, iL 4.

VOCality (vo-kal'i-ti), II.; pi. vocalities (-tiz).

[== Sp. rnc<t'liilii(tj'<. L. vocalita(t-)s (tr. 6r. n'<l>u-

via), open sound, euphony, < vocalis, sounding,
sonorous: see vocal.] The quality of being
vocal, (a) The quality of being utterable or capable of
being expressed by the voice in speech or song.

I did hear Mrs. Manuel and one of the Italians, her gal-
lant, sing well. lint yet I confess I am not delighted so
much with it as to admire it; for not understanding the
words, I lose the benefltof the vocalUys of the musick, and
it proves only instrumental. Pepys, Diary, III. 334.

L and R being in extreams, one of Roughness, the other
of Smoothness and freeness of Vocality, are not easie, in
tract of Vocal speech, to be pronounced spiritally.

ifolder, Eleni. of .Speech, p. 58.

(b) The quality of being a vowel ; vowel character : as, the
vocality III a sound.

vocalization (v6"kal-i-za'.shgn), n. [< F. vocali-
sation = Hp. vocalizaciou ; Hsvocnlize + -ation.]
I. The act of vocalizing or uttering with the
voice, the state of being so uttered, or the man-
ner of such utterance, whether in speech or in
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song: as, the deceptive vocalizations of a ven-
triloquist.

Knowing what one discontented woman can do in the
way of vocalization, it is possible to imagine the clamor
multiplied by hundreds. The Century, XXXVII. 685.

2. The formation and utterance of vowel sounds.
Vocalisation (vowelizing) is the expression of an emo-

tion, an indistinct sensation, not an idea.
Alien, and Neurol, (trans.), vni. 7.

Also spelled vocalisation.

vocalize (v6'kal-iz), V.
;
pret. and pp. vocalized,

ppr. vocalizing. [< F. vocaliser = Sp. vocalizar
= It. vocalizzave ; as vocal + -ize.] I. trans.
1. To form into voice ; make vocal.
It is one thing to breath, or give impulse to breath

alone, and another thing to vocalize that breath, i. e., in
its passage through the larynx to give it the sound of hu-
mane voyce. " "

'

vociferosity

Vochysia (vo-kis'i-a), n. [NL. (Jussieu, 1789),
from the name among the Galibis of Guiana.]
A genus of plants, type of the order Vochijsiaceae.
It is characterized by flowers with three (or fewer) petals,
a single fertile stamen, and a three-celled ovary with two
ovules in each cell. There are about 55 species, natives
of Brazil, Uuiana, eastern Peru, and the United States of
Colombia. They are tall trees, or sometimes shrubs, often
resinous, and with very handsomely nettedveined coria-
ceous leaves. '1 he flowers are large, bright-orange or yel-
low, and odorous, forming elongated compound racemes or
panicles ; the leaves are decussate and opposite, or whorled.
The wood is a valuable compact but not durable timber;
that of V. Guianensis is known as itaballi-wood and co-
paiyi-wood. The flowers are singularly irregular: the
posterior sepal is much larger than the other four, and
usually spurred, and the petals are linear and spatulate,
the anterior being ranch the larger. The fruit is a coria-
ceous and woody three-celled and three-valved capsule,
containing three erect winged or cottony seeds.

Uolder, Elem. of Speech, p. 30. Vochysiaccse (vo-kis-i-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (A.
2. To utter with voice and not merely with
breath

; make sonant : as, / vocalized is equiv-
alent to V.— 3. To write with vowel points;
insert the vowels in, as in the writing of the
Semitic languages.
The question "Should Turkish poetry be vocalized?" is

answered in the aflirmative by R. Dvorak. Arabic books,
especially Arabic poetry, are vocalized in the East as well
as in the West, Turkish books to some extent, and this
should be done throughout. D. advocates the use of
Arabic vowel-signs, which would prove a great help to the
student Amer. Jour. Philol:, X. 232.

H, intrans. To use the voice; speak; sing;
hum.
The young lady who was still strolling along in front of

them, softly voealiang. H. James, Jr., Daisy Miller, i. 45.

Also spelled vocalise.

vocally (v6'kal-i), arfi'. 1. In a vocal manner;
with voice.— 2. In words ; verbally; orally.

To express . . . desires vocally.

Sir M. Hale, Origin of Mankind.

3. In song; by means of singing: opposed to
instrttmeiitally.— 4. In respect of vowels or vo-
calic sounds.

Syllables which are vocally of the lowest consideration.
Earle, Philology of Eng. Tongue, lii. § 647.

vocalness (vo'kal-nes), M. The quality of being
vocal ; vocality.

vocation (vo-ka'shon), n. [< F. vocation = Sp.
vocacion = Pg. vocagao = It. vocazione, < L.
vocatio^n-), a summons, a calling, < vocare, pp.
vocatiis, oa,U,<. vox (voc-), \oice~. see voice.] 1.
A calling or designation to a particular activity,
office, or duty; a summons; a call; in theol., a
call, under God's guidance, to the Christian
life or some special state, service, or ministry.

St. Hilaire, 1820), < Vocliijsia +'
-ace'a;.] An

order of polypetalous plants, of tlie series Tha-
lamifloree and cohort Foli/f/alinie. it is character-
ized by irregular flowers, a three-celled ovary, and a
straight embryo, usually without albumen. It includes
about 130 species, belonging to 7 genera, of which the type
Vochysia with 56, Qualea with 33, and Trigonia with 25
species are the chief; all occur mostly in Brazil and
Guiana. They are trees, often of immense size and with
a copious resinous juice, fetid in the genus Callisthene;
a few are shrubs, and one genus, Trigonia, is sarmentose
or twining. The flowers are bisexual, irregular, variously
colored, often large, handsome, and odorous, and com-
monly racemose or panicled. They are remarkable in
some of the genera for producing but a single petal, or
but a single fertile stamen. The fruit is usually an oblong
terete or thi-ee-angled capsule, with three coriaceous
valves, often with winged pilose or cottony seeds, and
large leaf-like corrugated cotyledons; in Erisma, a genus
of trees of great size, the fruit is a very peculiar samara
with long coriaceous falcate reticulated wings developed
from calyx-segments.

VOCiferance (vo-sif'e-rans), n. [< vociferan{t)
+ -ce.] Vociferation; clamor; noise.

All now Is wrangle, abuse, and vociferance.
Brouming, Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha.

VOCiferant-Cvo-sif'e-rant), a. and n. [< L. vo-
cifcran ( t-)s, ppr. of vociferari, cry out : see vocif-
erate.] I. a. Clamorous; noisy; vociferous.
The most vociferant vulgar, who most cry up this their

Diana, like the riotous rabble at Ephesus, do least know
what the matter is.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 114. {Davies.)

That placid flock, that pastor vociferant.
Browning, Christmas Eve.

II. n. One who is clamorous ; one given to
vociferation.

.strange as it may appear to earnest but misguided vo-
ci/erants, there has been no statutory change in the tenure
of the great majority of inferior officers in the civil braucR
of the executive department I'he Atlantic, LXV. 676.Follow thou thy vocation, and serve the king when he

calleth thee. iotwner, 2d .Sermon bef. Edw. VI. , 1550. VOCifcratO (v6-sil'e-rat), ».'.

Heaven is his rocafion, and therefore he counts earthly ciferated, ppr. vociferating.
employments avocations. " - . .. -.

Fuller, Holy and Profane State, IV. ix. 10.

The golden chain of vocation, election, and justification.

Jer. Taylor.

Where there is the perception of an ideal, we may expect
to flnd the sense of a vocation.

J. Jt. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 127.

2. Employment; occupation; avocation; call-

ing; business; trade: including professions as
well as mechanical occupations. See avoca-
tion, 5.

Why, Hal, 'tis my vocation, Hal ; 'tis no sin for a man to
labour in his vocation. Shah., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 116.

The respective or special duty of every man, in his pro-
fession, vocation, and place.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

If wit or wisdom be the head, if honesty be the heart,
industry is the right hand of every vocation.

=Syil. 2. Calling, Business, etc. See occupation.

vocational (vo-ka'shon-al), a. [< vocation +
-at.] Pertaining or relating to a vocation or
occupation.

Sailors are a class apart, bat only in a vocational sense.
Daily Telegraph, Jan. 2, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

vocationally (vo-ka'shgn-al-i), adv. As re-

spects a vocation, occupation, or trade.

But the seamanship of those days, the strategies, the
devices, the expedients, are no longer of the least value
vocationally. Athenaum, No. 3266, p. 697.

vocative (vok'a-tiv), a. and «. [< P. vocatif
= Sp. Pg. It. i'ocativo = G. vocativ, < L. voca-

tivus, of or pertaining to calling, as a noun (se.

ca.ws) the vocative case, < vocare, pp. vocatus,

call : see vocation.] I. a. Relating to the act
of calling or addressing by name; compella-
tive: applied to the grammatical case in which
a person or thing is addressed : as, the vocative

case.

pret. and pp. vo-

_ [< L. vociferatus,

pp. of vociferari (> It. voeiferare = Sp. Pg. vo-
ciferar = F. vociferer), cry out, scream, < vox
(voc-), voice, + fcrre = E. bear^.] I. intrans.
To cry out noisily; make an outcry.

So saying, he lash'd the shoulders of his steeds.
And, through the ranks vociferating, call'd
His Trojans on. Conper, Iliad, xv. 434.

= SjTl. To shout, bellow, roar, bawl.

H. trans. To utter with a loud voice; as-
sert or proclaim clamorously; shout.

Voc^erated logic kills me quite

;

A noisy man is always in the right.

Cou'per, Conversation, I. 113.

Clamouring all the time against our unfairness, like
one who, while changing the cards, diverts the attention
of the table from his sleight of hand by vociferating
charges of foul play against other people.

Macautay, Utilitarian Theory of Government
Barrow, Sermons, IIL xiv. vociferation (vo-sif-e-ra'shon), n. [< F. vocife-

rations, pi., = Sp. vociferacion =Pg. vocifera^'ao
= It. vociferazione, < L. vociferatio(n-), clamor,
outcry, < vociferari, cry out: see vociferate.]

The act of vociferating; noisy exclamation;
violent outcry; clamor.
His excuses were over-ruled by a great majority, and

with much vociferation. Goldsmith, Clubs.

Distinguished by his violent vociferation, and repeated
imprecations upon the king and the conquerors.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 333.

VOCiferator (vo-sif'e-ra-tor), n. One who vo-
ciferates ; a clamorous shouter.

He defied the vociferators to do their worst.
Daily Telegraph, Oct 27, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

VOCiferize (vo-sif'^r-iz), v. Same as vociferate.

[Rare.]
Let the singing singers

With vocal voices, most vociferous
' In sweet vociferation, out vociferize

Even sound itself.

Carey, Chrononhotonthologos, i. 1.

II. n. Ingram., the case employed in calling vociferosity (vo-sif-e-ros'j-ti), h. [^(.vociferous

to or addressing a person or thing: as, Domine, + -ity.] The character of being vociferous;

'O Lord,' is the vocaHiJe of the Latin rfoM(inM6'. vociferation; clamorousness. [Rare.]



vociferosity

Shall we give poor Buffltre's testimonial in mess-room
dialect, in its native twanging vodJerotUy !

Cariyle, Mirabeau.

vociferous (vo-sif'e-rus), a. [< vocifer{ate) +
-OMA-.] Making an outcry; clamorous; noisy:
as, a vociferous partizan.

Thrice-three voe\frou3 heralds rose, to check the routj and
get

Ear to their Jove-kept governors. CAapimin, Iliad, ii. 83.

Flocks of t»c<f«rotu geese cackled about the fields.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

Every mouth in the Netherlands became vociferous to
denounce the hypocrisy by which a new act of condemna-
tion had been promulgated under tlie name of a pardon.

Motley, Dutch Kepublic, II. 299.

vociferously (vo-sife-rus-li), adv. In a vocif-
erous nianuer ; with' great noise in calling or
shouting.

vociferousness (vo-sif'e-rus-nes), n. The char-
acter of being vociferous ; clamorousness.
VOCUlar (vok'u-lar), a. [< L. voculo, a small
or feeble voice (see voeule), + -or3.] Vocal.
[Bare.]

He turned anjrrily round, and inquired what that young
cur was howling for, and why Mr. Bumble did not favor
him with something whicli would render tlie series of
vocular exclamations so designated an involuntary process.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, viL

VOCale (vok'iil), n. [< L. voeula, a small or
feeble voice, dim. of vox (voc-), voice : see voice.'i

Afaint or slight sound of the voice, as that made
by separating the organs in pronouncing p, t,

or k. [Rare.]

vodka (vod'ka), «. [Russ. vodka, brandy, dim.
of voda, water.] A sort of whisky or brandy
generally drunk in Russia, properly distUled
from rye, but sometimes from potatoes.

The captain shared with us his not very luxurious meal
of dried Caspian carp and almost equally dry sausage,
washed down by the never-failing glass of vodka, and then
we again started on our forward journey.

O'Donovan, Alerv, iii.

Vodlei is the chief means of intoxication.
A. J. C. Hare, Bussia, L

VOdn, a. and n. Same as voodoo.

voe (v6), n. [Also vo, Sc. vae ; < Icel. vdgr, also
written vogr, a creek, bay: common in local
names.] An inlet, bay, or creek. [Shetland.]
Voetian (vo-e'shian), n. [< Voetius (see def.)
+ -«».] AfoUowerof Voetius of the Reformed
Church in the Netherlands in the seventeenth
century, who held, in opposition to Cocceius, to
the literal sense in interpreting both the Old

. and the New Testament.
VOgie (vo'gi), a. [Also vohj, vokie; origin ob-
scure.] Vain; proud; also, merry; cheery.
[Scotch.]

We took a spring, and danced a fling.

And wow but we were vogie !

Jacobite Relics, p. 81, (Jamieson.)

VOglite (vog'lit), n. [Named after J. F. Fogl,
a German mineralogist.] A hydrated carbon-
ate of uranium, calcium, and copper, of an emer-
ald-green color and pearly luster, occurring
near Joachimsthal in Bohemia.
Vogt's angle. In craniom., the angle formed
by the junction of the nasobasilar and alveolo-
nasal lines.

vogue (vog), n. [< F. voffuc, fashion, vogue (=
Sp. boga, fashion, reputation, = Pg. It. voga,
a rowing), orig. sway, the swaying motion of
a ship, the stroke of an oar, < voguer = Pr. Pg.
vogar= Sp. bogar = It. vogare, row or sail, pro-
ceed under sail, < OHG. wagon, MHG. wagen,
G. wogen, fluctuate, float, < waga, a waving,
akin to wag, MHG. wdc, a wave (> F. vague),
Gr. woge, a wave: see tcaitii.] 1. The mode or
fashion prevalent at any particular time

; pop-
ular reception, repute, or estimation ; common
currency: now generally used in the phrase in
vogue: as, a particular style of dress was then
in vogue; a writer who was i?i vogue fifty years
ago; such opinions are now in vogue.

The Lord Treasurer Weston Is he who hath the greatest
Vogue now at Court, but many great ones have clashed
with him. Houiell, Letters, I. v. 31.

ITiough Christianity were directly contrary to the Re-
ligions then in vogue in the world, yet they [men] knew of
no other way of promoting it but by patience, humility,
meekness, prayers for their persecutors, and tears when
they saw them obstinate. StUlingfleel, Sermons, I. iii.

The Wits of the Age, the great Beauties, and short-liv'd
People of Vogue, were always her Discourse and Imitation.

Steele, Tender Husband, L 1.

The
have hi

of operas holds up wonderfully, though we
them a year. Swift, Letter, March 22, 1708-9.

I demanded who were the present theatrical writers in
««*«• OoldsinUk, Vicar, xviiL

2. General drift of ideas ; rumor; report.
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The vogue of our few honest folks here is that Duck is

absolutely to succeed Eusden in the laurel.

Suift, To Gay, Nov. 19, 1730.

Some affirm the Earl of Suffolk . . . goes general of the
fleet; but most opinions give it to my Lord Denbigh. . . .

Captain Pennington hath the vogue to go his vice-admiral.
Court and Times of Charles 1., I. 131.

voice (vois), 11. [Formerly also voi/ce; < ME.
voice, woice, earlier vois, voys, voig, voce, < OF.
vois, voiz, vuiz, F. voix = Pr. votz, vouk = Sp.
Pg. voz = It. voce, < L. vox, a voice, utterance,
cry, call, a speech, saying, sentence, maxim,
word, language, = Gr. trof (*Fiiroi), a word
(see e2MS, epic), = Skt. vaclias, speech. From
the L. vox, or the verb vocare, call, are ult. E.
vocal, vowel, vocable, advocate, advowson, avoca-
tion, vouch, avouch, convoke, evoke, invoke, pro-
voke, revoke, equivocal, univocal, vocation, vo-
ciferate, etc.] 1. The sound uttered by the
mouths of living creatures ; especially, human
utterance in speaking, singing, crying, shout-
ing, etc. ; the sound made by a person in speak-
ing, singing, crying, etc. ; the character, qual-
ity, or expression of the sounds so uttered : as,

to hear a voice; to recognize a voice; a loud
voice; a low voice.

Thei gon before him with processioun, with Cros and
Holy Watre; and thei syngen Veni Creator Spiritus with
an highe Voys, and gon towardes him.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 244.

Ther sat a faucon over hire hed ful hye.
That with a pitous voys so gan to cry.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 404.

Her voice was ever soft.

Gentle, and low, an excellent thing in woman.
Shak., Lear, v. 3. 273.

Voice as a scientific term may mean either the faculty of
uttering audible sounds, or the body of audible sounds
produced by tlie organs of respiration, especially tiie lar-

ynx of man and other animals : contradistinguished from
speech or articulate language. Voice is produced wiien
air is driven by the muscles of expiration from the lungs
through the trachea and strikes against the two vocal
cords (see cord^-), the vibrations of which produce sounds
varying in different animals according to the structure of
the organs and the power which the animal possesses
over them. Voice can, therefore, be found only in ani-
mals in which this system of respiration is developed, and
the lungs and larynx (or syrinx) actually exist. Fishes,
having no lungs, are dumb, as far as true vocal utterance
is concerned, though various noises may issue from their
throats(see croaker, grunt, and drum). In man tlie supe-
rior organization and mobility of the tongue and lips, as
well as the perfection of the larynx, enable him to modify
his vocal sounds to an almost infinite extent. In ordinary
speaking the tones of the voice have nearly all the same

. pitch, and the variety of tlie sounds is due rather to the
action of the mouth-organs than to definite niovehients
of the glottis and vocal cords. In singing the successive
sounds correspond more or less closely to the ideal tones of
the musical scale. The male voice admits of division into
tenor and bass, and the female into soprano and contralto,
llie lowest female tone is an octave or so higlier than the
lowest tone of the male voice ; and the female's highest
tone is about an octave above tliat of tlie male. The com-
pass of both voices taken together is four octaves or more,
the chief differences residing in the pitch and also in the
timbre. In medicine, voice is tlie sound of utterance as
transmitted through tlie lungs and chest-wall in ausculta-
tion. In zoology, voice is ordinarily restricted to respira-
tory sounds or vocal utterance, as above explained, and as
distinguished from any mechanical noise, likestridulation,
etc. The more usual word for the voice of any animal is

cry; and the various cries, distinctive or characteristic of
certain animals, take many distinctive terms, according to
their vocal quality, as hark, bay, bellow, bleat, bray, cackle,
call, cau; chatter, chirp, chirrup, cluck, coo, croak, crow, gab-
ble, gobble, grmct, grunt, hiss, honk, hoot, howl, low, mete,
neigh, peep, pipe, purr, quack, roar, scream, screech, snarl,
snort, song, squall, squawk, squeak, squeal, trumpet, twitter,
ivarble, u-aul, whine, whinny, whistle, whoop, yawp, yell,

yelp, and many others. The voices of some animals, as
certain monkeys and large carnivores and ruminants, may
be heard a miie or more. The voice reaches its highest
development, in animals other than human, in the dis-
tinctively musical class of birds, some of which, notably
parrots and certain corvine and sturnoid birds, can be
taught to talk intelligible speech.

2. The faculty of speaking ; speech ; utter-
ance.

It [emancipation] shall bid the sad rejoice,
It shall give the dumb a voice.

It shall belt with joy the eartti

!

Whittier, Laus Deo 1

3. A sound produced by an inanimate ob.iect
and regarded as representing the voice of an
intelligent being : as, the voice of the winds.
The floods have lifted up tlieir voice. Ps. xciii. 3.

The twilight voice of distant bells.

Whittier, The Merrimack.

Rain was in the wind's voice as it swept
Along the hedges wliere the lone quail crept.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 393.

4. Anything analogous to human speech which
conveys impressions to any of the senses or to
the mmd.

I, now the voice of the recorded law.
Pronounce a sentence on your brother's life.

Shak., il. for M., ii. 4. 61.

E'en from the tomb the voice of Nature cries.

Gray, Elegy.

voice

5. Opinion or choice expressed; the right of
expressing an opinion ; vote ; suffrage : as, you
have no voice in the matter.

Sic. How now, my masters ! have you chose this man ?

/''irsi Cit. He has our voices, sir. Shuk., Cor., ii. 3. 164.

Matters of moment were to be examined by a lury, but
determined by the maior part of the Councell, in which the
President had two voyces.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 15L

They who seek nothing but thir own just Liberty have
always right to win it, and keep it, wlienever they have
Power, be the Voices never so numerous tliat oppose it.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Let us call on God in the voice of the church. Bp. FeU.

My voice is still for war.
Gods ! can a Roman senate long debate
Which of the two to choose, slavery or death

!

Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

He possibly thought that in the position I was holding
I might have some voice in whatever decision was arrived
at. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 861.

6. One who speaks ; a speaker.

A potent voice of parliament,
A pillar steadfast in the storm.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxilL

This no doubt is one of the chief praises of Gray, as of
other poets, that he is the voice of emotions common to
all mankind. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 173.

7. Wish or admonition made known in any
way; command; injunction.

Ye would not be obedient unto the voice of the Lord
your God. Deut. viii. 20.

He is dull of hearing who understands not the voice of
God, unless it be clamorous in an express and a loud com-
mandment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), IL 8.

8t. That which is said; report; rumor; hence,
reputation; fame.

The common voice, I see, is verified
Of thee. Shak., Hen. Vin., v. 3. 176.

T fear you wrong him

;

He has the voice to be an honest Roman.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 5.

Philenzo 's dead already ; . . .

The voice is, he is poison'd.
Shirley, Bird in a Cage, v. 1.

The Lord of Andover is to have £20,000 in lieu of his
mastership of the Horse, besides being to be made an earl

and a privy counsellor, as tlie voice goes.

Court and Times of Charles /., I. 19.

9t. A word; a term; a vocable. Vdall.—10.
In phonetics, sound uttered with resonance of

the vocal cords, and not with a mere emission
of breath; sonant utterance.—11. In gram.,
that form of the verb or body of inflections

which shows the relation of the subject of tbe
affirmation or predication to the action ex-
pressed by the verb. In Latin there are two voices,
active and passive, having different endings throughout.
In Greek and Sanskrit the voices are active and middle,
certain forms, mostly middle, being used in a passive
sense. In English, again, there is no distinction of voices

;

every verb is active, and a passive meaning belongs only
to certain verb-phrases, made with help of an auxiliary

:

thus, he is praised, we have been loved.— Equal voices, in
inu.sic. See equal.— In my VOicet, in my name.

Implore her, in my voice, that she make friends
To the strict deputy. Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 18.i.

Inner voice. Seeimicr^rf, under iHnrr.— In voice, in

a condition of vocal readiness for effective speaking or
singing. —Mean voice. See mran:*.— Middle voice, in

mu»ic. See middle part, under middle.—Veiled voice.
See veil, n., 7.—Voice Of the silence, intrfligilile words
which some persons seem to themselves to iiear in cer-

tain hypnotic states, as the clairaudient. and also in some
cerebral disorders; an auditory hallucination.— With one
voice, unanimously.

The Greekish heads, which with one voice

Call Agamemnon head and general.
Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 221.

voice (vois), V. ; pret. and pp. voiced, ppr. voicing.

[<, voice, %."] t, trans. 1. To give utterance to;

assert; proclaim; declare; announce; rumor;
report.

Rather assume thy right in silence . . . than voice it

with claims and challenges. Bacon, Great Place (ed. 1887).

Here is much lamentation for the King of Denmark,
whose disaster is voiced by all to be exceeding great.

CoMrt and Times of Charles I., I. 148.

We are, in fact, voicing a general and deepening discon-
tent with the present state of society among the working
classes. S. A. Jtev., CXLIII. 229.

2. To fit for producing the proper sounds ; reg-
ulate the tone of : as, to voice the pipes of an
organ. See voicing.— 3. To write the voice-

parts of. .ETf'H, Diet. Mus. Terms.— 4t. To nom-
inate; adjudge by acclamation; declare.

Your minds,
Pre-occupied with what you rather must do
Than what you should, made you against the grain
To voice him consuL Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 242.

Like tlie drunken priests

In Bacchus' sacrifices, without reason
Voicing the leader-on a denii-god.

Ford, Broken Heart, I SI



voice

Rumour will voice me the contempt of manhood.
Should I run on thus. Ford, Broken Hearty lii. 2.

5. Ill phonetics, to utter with voice or tone or
sonaney, as distinguished from breath.

Il.t intrans. To speak; vote; give opinion.

I remember, also, that this place [Acts xvi.] is pretend-
ed for the people's power of wicing in councils.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, § 41.

voiced (voist), a. [< voice + -ecP.1 Furnished
with a voice: usually in composition: as, sweet-
voiced.

That's Erythse a.

Or some angel voic'd like her.

5ir J", Z>e7iAam, The Sophy. {Latham.)

voiceful (vois'ful), a. [< voice + -ful.'] Hav-
ing a voice; vocal; sounding.

» The seniors then did bear
The voiceful heralds' sceptres, sat within a sacred sphere,
On polish'd stones, and gave by turns their sentence.

Chapman, Iliad, xviii, 459.

The swelling of the voiceful sea.

Coleridge, Fancy in Nubibus.

VOicefulness (vois'fiil-nes), n. The property or
state of being voiceful ; vocality.

In the wilds of these isles one drinks in the spirit of
the sea, and its deep coieefulness Alls the air.

Portfolio, N. 8., IX 187.

voiceless (vois'Ies), o. {< voice + -less.'] 1. Hav-
ing no voice, utterance, or vote ; mute; dumb.
The proctors of the clergy were voiceless assistants.

Coke. {Latham^.)

Childless and crownless, in her voiceless woe.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 79.

2. In p/ioHeWos, not voiced or sonant; surd,

voicelessness (vois'les-nes), n. The state of be-
intr voiceless ; silence,

voice-part (vois'part), n. Sieepart, 5, waApart-
writiiKj.

voicer (voi's^r), h. One who voices or regulates
the tone of organ-pipes,

voice-thrill (vois'thril), n. Same as vocalfremi-
tus (wliieh see, under vocal).

voicing (voi'sing),n. [Verbal n. of t)otce,r.] The
act. jirocess, or result of regulating the tone of
organ-pipes, so that they shall sound with the
proper power, pitch, and quality. Voicing is the
most delicate and important branch of organ-building,
since success in it depends on attention to the minutest
details.

void (void), c(. and n. [< 5IE. void, royd, voide,

< Oi\ voide, vuide, m. and f., also void, viiid, viiit,

m., empty, waste, vast, wide, hollow, also de-
prived, destitute, devoid; as a noun, a void,
waste ; P. vide, empty, devoid ; according to the
usual derivation, < L. viduH.<i, bereft of husband
or wife, bereft, deprived ; but this derivation is

difficult phonetically and in view of the e.xisting

F. veil/, in., veuve, f., widowed, deprived (as a
noun, a widower, widow), from the same L. t'i-

rf««.<. The F. vide for vuide, however, has been
influenced by association with the L. riduus.
Another derivation, < LL. as if "vocitus for *va-
citus, akin to vacate, be empty, vacuus, empty,
vacivug, vocivus (see vacuous, vacant), rests on
a.ssuinption. Ct. avoid, devoid.'] I. a. 1. Empty,
or not containing matter; vacant; not occu-
pied; unfilled: as, a void space or place.

And he that shall a-complysshe that sete must also
complysshe the voyde place at the table that loseph made.

Merlin (E. E. T. 3.), 1. 61.

The earth was without form, and void (waa waste and
void, K. v.], and darkneaa was upon the face of the deep.

Gen. L 2.

Ill get me to a place more void, and there
Speak to great t'sesar as he comes along.

Shak., 3. C, U. 4. 37.
In the vo^d ofilceB around
Kung not a hoof, nor bayed a hound.

SeotI, Rokeby, li. 17.

2. Having no holder or po.ssessor; vacant;
unoccupied ; without incumbent.
The Bishoprick of Winchester falling void, the king

sends presently to the Monks of the Cathedral Church to
elect his Brother Athelmar. Baker, Chronicles, p. 83.

A [ilantation should be begun at Agawam (beingthe best
place in the land for tillage and cattle), least an enemy,
finding it void, should possess and take it from us.

Wintlirop, Hist. Mew England, I. 118.

3<. Not taken up with business; leisure.

All the void time that is between the hours of work,
sleep, and meat, that they be suffered to bestow every
man as he likcth best himself.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), U. 4.

I chain him in my study, that, at void hours,
I may run over the story of his country. Mattinger.

4. Being without; devoid; destitute; lacking;
without; free from: usually with of: as, void
of learning; void o/ common .sense.

The moste parte of noble men and gentlemen within
this Itealme haue bene brought vp ignorantly and voide of
good educac(i]onB.

Booke qf Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.X I. 10.
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Ye must be void from that desperate solicitnde.
Troves, in Uradtords Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 3.

He that is void of wisdom despiseth his neighbour.
Prov. xi. 1'2.

5. Not producing any effect; ineffectual ; use-
less; vain; superfluous.

Voide leves puld to be.
Palladium, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.X p. 160.

Wyth Iwnes & voyd morsels fyll not thy trenchour, my
friend, full. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

My word . . . shall not return to me void, but it shall
accomplish that which I please. Isa. Iv. 11.

The game [rocks of Scilly] is reckoned in the same
manner as at mississipi, and the cast is void if the ball
does not enter any of the holes.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 398.

6. Specifically, in laio, without legal efficacy

;

incapable of being enforced by law; having no
legal or binding force; null; not effectual to
bind parties, or to convey or support a right

:

as, a deed not duly signed and sealed is void;
a promise without consideration is void, in
strictness the word is appropriate only of that which is
so utterly without effect tliat a person may act as if it did
not exist ; but a thing may be void as to some persons
and not as to others. Void is, however, often used in place
of voiilabU. Voidable is appropriate for that which a person
has the right to make of no effect by application to court
to have it adjudged void, or in some cases by notice or
declaration, as a conveyance in fraud of creditors which
is effectual between the parties, but may be avoided by a
creditor, or a contract of an infant, which may be effectual
until he has disafflrmed it. That which is void is generally
held incapable of confirmation ; that which is simply void-
able may be confirmed.

7t. Devoid of wealth ; poor.

Yif thow haddyst entred in the path of this lyf a voyde
wayferinge man, than woldest thow synge byforn the thef.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 5.

To make void, to render useless or of no effect.

For if they which are of the law be heirs, faith is made
void, and the promise made of none effect. Rom. iv. 14.

It was thy device
By this alliance to make void my suit.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 142.

Void for uncertainty, said of a legal instrument the lan-
guage of which is so vague or ambiguous that it cannot
take effect.— Void space, in physics, a vacuum. = Syn.
1, 2, and 4. Denotd, etc. See rocont.— 6. Invalid.

II. «. 1. An empty or unoccupied space; a
vacuum.

1?he Void ot Eeav'n a gloomy Horror fills.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

The illimitable Void. Thomson, Summer, 1. 34.

I do not like to see anything destroyed, any void pro-
duced in society. Burke, Rev. in France.

What peaceful hours I once enjoyed

!

How sweet their memory still t

But they have left an aching void
The world can never fill.

Cowper, Oh, for a closer walk with God

!

2. An opening; a solution of continuity in an
inclosure of any kind; a space unfilled or not
built up, as contrasted with closed or occupied
areas.

The clerestorj' window [of Notre Dame. Paris], ... al-

though larger than such openings had been in Roman-
esque design. . . . nevertheless is simply an opening in

a wall, the area of the solid still being greater than that
of the void. C. II. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 86.

3t. The last course or remove ; the dessert.

There was a void of spice-plates and wine.
Coronation of Anne Boleyn (Arbcr's Eng. Gamer, II. 50).

void (void), V. [< ME. roiden, < OF. voider,

voidier, vuidier, vuider, F. vider = Pi', voiar,

voyar, meiar, voidar — Cat. vuydar, make void

;

from the adj. Ct. avoid.'] I. <r«Ks. 1. Tomake
or leave vacant; quit; vacate; depart from;
leave; hence, to clear; free; empty.

They vmdede the cite of Ravenne by certeyn day as-

Bingned. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

Now this feest is done, voyde ye the table.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 271.

Good Frederick, see the rooms be voided straight.

Marlowe, Faustus, iii. 4.

If they will fight with us, bid them come down.
Or void the field. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7. 62.

The princes would be private. Void the presence.
Marsion, The Fawne, lii.

2. To emit, throw, or send out ; empty out

;

specifically, to evacuate from the intestine or
bladder: as, to void excrementitious matter.

The place of the Welles and of the Walles and of many
other ttiinges ben zit apertly sene ; but the richesse is

voyded clene. Mandeville, Travels, p. 279.

Whan the water was all vended, thei saugh the two stones
that were vpon the two dragons.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 38.

You that did void your rheum upon my beard.
And foot me as you spurn a stranger cur
Over your threshold. Shak., M. of V., i 3. 118.

3t. To lay aside; cease to use; divest one's

self of.

voider
He was glad of the gome, & o goode chere
Voidet his viser, auentid hym seluyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7092.

His locks, as blacke as pitchy night.
Were bound alwut and voyded from before.

Spenuer, F. Q., VL vii. 43.

4. To invalidate ; annul ; nullify ; render of no
validity or effect.

It was become a practice ... to void the security that
was at any time given for money so borrowed. Clarendon.

5t. To avoid ; shun.

I voyde companye, I fie gladnesse.
Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 296.

This was the meane to voyde theyre stryves
And alle olde gruchchyng, and her hartis to glade.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 21.

6t. To dismiss ; send away.
He leet voyden out of his Chambre alle maner of men,

Lordes and othere: for he wolde speke with me in Con-
seille. Mandeville, Travels, p. 137.

So when it liked hire to gon to reste,

And voyded weren they that voyden oughte.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 912.

II, intrans. If. Togo; depart.
With grete indygnacyon charged hym shortely without

delaye to voyde out of his londe.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

Hit vanist verayly & voyded of syjt.
Alliterative Poems {ed. Morris), ii. 1547.

Let all that sweet is void ! In me no mirth may dwell.
F. Oreville (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 296).

2. (at) To have an evacuation.
Here, for example, is "the memorable and prodigious

history of a girl who for many years neither ate nor slept
nor voided." Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 644.

(6) To be emitted or evacuated. Wiseman,
Surgery. [Rare.]— 3t. To become empty or
vacant.

Hit is wel oure entent whanne any sucche benefice voydr
eth of oure yifte yat ye make collacion to him y of.

Henry V. (Ellis's Hist. Letters, I. 71).

voidable (voi'da-bl), a. [< void + -able.] 1.

Capable of being voided or evacuated.— 2. In
law, such that some person has a right to have
it annulled. See void, v. t., 6.

Such administration is not void, but voidable by sen-
tence. Ayliffe, Parergon.

Voidable contract. See contract.

VOidance ( voi'daus), ». [< ME. voidaunce, < OF.
voidance, < voider, make void : see void, v.] 1.

The act of voiding or emptying.

Voydaunce (or voydynge), vacacio, evacnacio.
Prompt. Parv., p. 511.

2. The act of casting away or getting rid.

What pains they require in the voidance of fond conceits,

Barrow, Sermons, 111. xviiL

3. The act of ejecting from a benefice ; ejec-
tion.— 4. The state of being void; vacancy, as
of a benefice.— 5t. Evasion; subterfuge.

And therefore I am resolved, when I come to my an-
swer, not to trick my innocency (as I writ to the Lords)
by cavillations or voidances, but to speak them the lan-
guage that my heart speaketh to me, in excusing, extenu-
ating, or ingenuously confessing.

Bacon, Letters, p. 137. {Latham.)

voided (voi'ded), a. l<void,-n., + -cd'^.] Hav-
ing a void or opening; pierced through; spe-
cifically, in her., pierced through
so as to show the field, when the
word is used alone it generally denotes
that only a nan'ow rim is left of the
bearing described as voided. See voided
per cross, below. Also coursie, viudi.

All [spangles] are voided: that is, hol-
low in the middle, with the circumfer-
ence not fiat but convex. . . . Our pres-
ent spangles, in the flat shape, are quite Azuri; .1 S.iltier

modern. voided ArBtnt.
5. K. IIandbook of Textile Fabrics, p. 93.

Voided ofthe fleld. See castle, 2.—Voided per cross, in
Iter., having an opening of the shape of a plain cross cut
through it, so as to show the field. See cut under clech^.

—Voided per pale, in her., having an opening extend-
ing palewise, so as to show the field.

voider (voi'der). )(. [Early mod. E. voyder, <

ME. voider; < OF. vuideur, a voider, emptier, <

vuidier, etc., make void: see tmd, v.] 1. One
who or that which voids or annuls ; one who va-
cates or empties.— 2. Formerly, a tray or bas-
ket for carrying away utensils, dishes, etc., no
longer required ; especially, a tray or basket in

which broken meat was carried from the table.

See ye haue Voyders ready for to auoyd the Morsels that

they doe leaue on their Trenchours.
Babees Book (P. E. T. S.), p. 67.

The fool carries them away in a voider.

Middleton, No Wit like a Woman's, ii. 3.

Enter . . . servingmen . . . with a Koi/iier and a wood-
den Knife to take away alL

Ileywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

3. A clothes-basket. Halliwelt. [Prov. Eng.]
— 4t. A means of avoiding; in the following
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quotation, a screen from the heat of the sun

;

an arbor.

With widen vnder vines for violent sonnes.
Dettruction of Troy (E. E. X. S.), 1.

5. In her., same as flasque.— 6.
In medieval armor, a contrivance
for covering any part of the body
which the plate-armor left ex-
posed, as at the joints. It was com.
moniy of chain-mail. The namewas also
given to the rondels. Compare gusset.

voiding (voi'ding), H. [Verbal
n. of vokl, r.] 1. The act of one
who or that which voids.— 2.
That which is voided; a remnant; a fragment.

Oh ! bestow
Some poor remain, the voiding of thy table,

A morsel to support my famish'd soul.

Roice, Jane Shore, v.

voiding-knifet (voi'ding-nif), «. A knife or
scraper used for clearing off crumbs and other
remnants of food from the table into the voider.

voidly (void'li), adv. [< ME. voidly; < void +
-?y'-*.] In a void manner; emptily; vainly; idly.

At Vaxor the vayn pepuU voidly honourit
Bachian, a bale fynde, as a blist god.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4384.

voidness (void'nes), ». The state or character
of being void, (a) Emptiness ; vacuity ; destitution.

(6) Nullity; ineflicacy; want of binding force, (c) Want of
substantiality, (dt) A void ; a vacuum.

The schoole of Pythagoras holdeth that there is a void-
nesse without the world. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 671.

voigtite (voig'tit), n. [Named after J. K. W.
Voiyt (1752-1821), a German mining ofiSeial.]

An altered and hydrated variety of the mica
biotite, allied to the vermiculites.

voint, V- Same as/o»»i.

For to voine, or strike below the girdle, we counted it

base and too cowardly.
Sir J. Harington, Ajax, Prol. {Nares.)

voir dire (vwor der). [OP. voir dire, to say the
truth: see verdict.'] In law. See examination
on the voir dire, under examination.

voisinaget (voi'zi-naj), n. [< F. voisinage: see
viciiiaffc.'] Vicinage; neighborhood.
That indeed was spoken to all the presbyters that came

from Ephesns and the voisinage.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), n. 178.

voiture (voi'tiir), ». [F., = It. vettura, < L.
vectura, transportation, conveyance : see vec-
ture, vettura.'] A carriage. ArbiUhnot.

voivode, vaivode (vol'-, va'vod), «. [Also vay-
vode, and, after the 6. or Pol. spelling with w,
waiwode, wayviode, also waivode; = F. vayvode=
G. vayvode, woiwode, wojeicode, < Euss. voevoda
= Serv. vojvoda = Bohem. vojevoda = Pol. woje-
woda = OBulg. vojevoda (> Lith. vaivada =
Hung, vajvoda, vajda = NGr. fioefiodag), a com-
mander, general, etc.] The leader of an army

;

the title of certain rulers, particularly in Slavic
countries ; later, often in various countries, as
in Poland, the head of an administrative divi-
sion, as a province ; in Moldavia and Wallachia,
the former title of the princes; in Tm-key, an
inferior administrative official.

The governor here [at Antioch] has the title of waitvode,
and is under the pasha of Aleppo, but is appointed from
Constantinople.

Poeocke, Description of the East, 11. i. 192.
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ted : a word put by Shakspere into the mouth
of Armado.

A most acute Juvenal ; volaNe and free of grace I

Shak., L. L. L., ill. 1. 67.

volacious (vo-la'shus), a. [< L. volare, fly, -1-

-acioKs.] Apt or fit to fly. Eneyc. Diet.

voladora (vol-a-do'ra), n. [< Sp. voladora, fem.
of volador, flier.] In mining, one of the stones
which are attached to the cross-arms of the ar-
rastre, and are dragged round upon its iloor,

for the purpose of finely pulverizing the ore.
See arrastre.

volse, n. Plural of vola.

volaget, a. [< ME. volage, < OF. (and F.) vo-
lagc = Pr. volatge = It. volatico, < L. mlaticus,
flying, winged, < volare, fly : see volant.] Giddy.

With herte wylde and thought volage.
Rom. of tlie Rose, \. 1284.

Anon they wroughten al hire lust volage.
Cliaucer, .Manciple's Tale, 1. 136.

Volans (vo'lanz), 11. [L., ppr. of volare, fly : see
volant.] The constellation Piscis Volans.
volant (vo'lant), a. and n. [< F. volant = 8p.
Pg. It. volantc, < L. volan(t-)$, ppr. of volare (>
It. volare = Sp. Pg. volar = F. voter), fly. From
the same L. verb are also ult. E. volage, volatile,

volery, volet, volley, avolate, etc.] I. a. 1. Pass-
ing through the air; flying.

A star volartl in the air. Holland, tr. of Hntarch, p. 625.

His volant Spirit will, he trusts, ascend
To bliss unbounded, glory without end.

WordsworiJi, In Lombardy.

2. Able to fly ; capable of flight; volitant : cor-
related with replant, natant, gradient, etc.

—

3t. Freely passing from place to place; current.

Tlie English silver was now current, and our gold volard,
in the pope's court. Fuller. (Imp. Diet.)

4. Light and quick ; nimble ; rapid ; active.

His volant touch.
Instinct through all proportions, low and high.
Fled and pursued transverse the resonant fugue.

Milton, P. 1., xi. 561.

5. In her.: (a) Represented as flying: noting
a bird. (6) Represented as if in the air, not
supported by anything, or creep-
ing: noting insects or other fly-

ing creatures: as, a hive sur-
rounded by bees volant Volant
en arrifere. See am^e.— Volant
overture, in iter. , flying with the wings
spread out. Compare overt, 3, that epi-
thet being abandoned for overture for
the sake of euphony.

Il.t n. 1. A shuttlecock;
hence, one who fluctuates between two par-
ties ; a trimmer.
The Dutch had acted the volant, and done enough on

the one side or the other to have kept the fire alive.
Roger North, EnMaeriiP. i7i. (Davies.)

2. A flounce, whether of a woman's skirt, or of
a cover or curtain, or the like, especially when
rich and decorative: as, a volant of point lace.

VOlante (vo-lan'te), n. [Sp., lit. 'flying': see
volant.] A two-wheeled vehicle peculiar to
Spanish-American countries, having a chaise-
body hung forward of the axle, and driven by
a postilion.

The black driver of a volarUe reins up the horse he be-
strides, and the animal himself swerves and stops.

<?. W. Cable, Grandissimes, p. 440.Two chiefs, Ladislaus of Gara, palatine of the kingdom, , ^ . / -/i i. - ^ ' . ^
' V i,

'

andNicholasofWilacwaiDotfe of Transylvania, . . 7 both VOlant-piOCe (VO lant-pes), n. A part of the
aspired to the throne [of Hungary]

W. Coxe, House of Austria, xvii.

voivodeship,vaivodeship (vol'-, va'vod-ship),
n. [< voivode, vaivode, + -ship.] The ofiice or
authority of a voivode.

John was to retain the title of king, together with Tran-
sylvania, and all that part of Hungary which was in his tt„i„_«-u / - v -i »\
possession ; and, on his death, his male issue was only to VOiapUK (VO-la-puK ), »
inherit his paternal dominions, and to hold the waivode- ^"' '

'^
'

'

tidp of Transylvania. W. Coxe, House of Austria, xxxiii.

vol (vol ), n. [F. vol, flight, in her. lure, < roler, fly

helmet which could be removed at will, it often
formed one piece of armor, with an additional gorgerin or
grande garde covering the throat from below the collar-
bone, and reaching to the top plate or skull of the hel-
met, protecting especially the left side. This was adjusted
at the moment of taking places for the tilt, and was
secured with screws or the like. Compare demi-men-
tonni&re.

. __ , ^ " [^ Volapiik Volapilk,
lit. ' world-speech,' < vol, world, reduced and
altered from E. world, -I- -a-, connecting vowel
of compounds, + piik, speech or language, re-

see volant.] In her., two wings expanded and duced and altered from E. sjyeak.] An artifi

joined together where they would spring from
the body of the bird, so as to make one figure.
When the term is used alone the wings are understood to
be raised with their points upward. See vol abaissd, below.
Also called wings conjoined in base.— Vol abaiss^ two
wings joined together as in the vol, but with the points
downward so that the joined part comes at the top of the
escutcheon. Also called mngs conjoined in lure. (See
also demi-vol.)

VOlaCvo'lii). )(. ; pl.t)o?a'(-le). [L.] The hollow
of the hand or foot.- SuperflciaUs vote, the volar

cial language for international use, invented
about 1879 by Johann Martin Schleyer, of Con-
stance, Baden. The vocabulary consists of English,
Latin, German, and other words cut down and variously
manipulated, and the inflections and formatives are regu-
lar, admitting no exceptions.

Volapiik is designed to serve as a means of communi-
cation between persons whose native languages are not
the same.

Charles E. Sprague, Hand-Book of Volapiik, p. v.

Music will be the universal language, the Volapiik of
artery, a branch of the radial in the ball of the thumb, spiritual being. O. W. Holmes, Over the Teacups, p. 90.which often connects with the oontinuatlon of the ulnar TT , ni-- ^ , - ,.. ..,,.., ,-, ^ , .., .

artery to complete the superficial palmar arch. See cut VOlapilKlSt (vo-la-puk ist), H. [< Volapuk +
nxMevpalmar. -int.] One who is versed in Volapiik; an ad-

VOlable (vol'a-bl), a. [Appar. intended to be voeate of the adoption of Volapiik as a uni-
formed < L. volare, fly, + -able.] Nimble wit- versal language.

volatility

The VolapUkists have thirteen newspapers in diOerent
parts of the world, printed in the new idiom.

Pall Mall Gazette, Feb. 28, 1888. (Encyc. Did.)

volar (vo'liir), a. [< vola + -ar^.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the pahn, especially the ball of
the thumb; thenar: as, the volar artery (the
superficialisvolse).— 2. Palmar; not dorsal, as
a side or aspect of the hand: as, the volar sur-
face of the fingers.

In many ilammals the limbs themselves, owing to the
rich supply of nerves on their volar and plantar surfaces,
and to the power of movement possessed by their termi-
nal joints, have similar functions.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 524.

volaryt (vol'a-ri), n. See volery.

volata (vo-lit'tii), n. In music, a run, roulade,
or division.

volatile (vol'a-til), a. and n. [< ME. volatil,

n., < OF. (and F.) volatil = Sp. volatil = Pg.
volatil = It. volatile, < L. volatilis, flying, winged
(LL. neut. volatile, a winged creature, a fowl),
< volare, fly: see volant.] I. a. If. Flying, or
able to fly; having the power of flight ; volant;
volitant.

The caterpillar towards the end of summer waxeth vola-
tile, and turneth to a butterfly. Bacon, Sat. Hist., § 728.

2. Having the quality of taking flight or pass-
ing off by spontaneous evaporation ; evaporat-
ing rapidly; becoming diffused more or less
freely in the atmosphere.

It is anything but agreeable to l>e haunted by a suspi-
cion that one's intellect is . . . exhaling, without your
consciousness, like ether out of a phial ; so that, at every
glance, you find a smaller and less vdatile residuum.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 4S.

There are no fixtures in nature. The universe is fluid
and volatile. Emerson, Circles.

3. Lively; brisk; gay; full of spirit; airy;
hence, fickle; apt to change: as, a volatile dis-
position.

You are as giddy and as volatile as ever.

Suift, To Gay, Hay 4, 1732,

What do you care about a handsome youth?
They are so volatile, and tease their wives

!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 24.

4. Transient ; not permanent ; not lasting.

Volatile and fugitive instances of repentance.
Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. | 6.

Volatile alkali, ammonia-—Volatile flycatcher. Same
as volatile thrush.— VolaXile liniment, liniment of am-
monia-—Volatile oil, an odorous vegetable principli-
having a strong pungent smell and taste, easily distillt-.l
with boiling water. The volatile oils contain no ti-uu
fats, but are larpely hydrocarlMns. Also called essential oil.

—Volatile salts. See said.—Volatile thrush See
Seimra. = SyzL 3. Changeable, giddy, flighty, inconstant.
See volatility.

Il.t "• 1. A winged creature, as a bird or
butterfly.

Make we man to oure ymage and likenesse, and be he
sovereyn to the flschis of the see, and to the volatilt of
hevene, and to unresonable bestis of erthe.

MS. Bodl. 277. (Hatlitrell.)

The flight of volatUes. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 21.

2. Wild fowl collectively.

With him broghte he a jubbe of malvesye.
And eek another, ful of fyn vemage.
And volatyl, as ay was his usage.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 73.

VOlatileness (vol'a-til-nes), n. Volatility.

Many mistakes which our immortal bard Shakespeare
had by oversight, or the votatileness of his genius, sutfered
to creep into his works. Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 48.

volatilisable, volatilisation, etc See vola-
tiH:able, etc.

volatility (vol-a-til'j-ti), «. [< F. rolatiUte =
Sp. volatilidad= Pg.volatilidade= It. rolatilita ;

as volatile + -ity.] 1. The character of being
volatileorof havingthe powerof flight. [Rare.]
The volatility of the butterfly.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vL

2. The state or property of being volatile ; dis-

position to exhale or evaporate : that property
of a substance which disposes it to become
more or less freely or rapidly diffused and
wasted in the atmosphere; capability of evap-
orating, or being dissipated at ordinary atmo-
spheric temperatures: as, the volatility ot ether,
alcohol, ammonia, or the essential oils.

By the spirit of a plant we understand that pure elabo-
rated oil which, by reason of its extreme volatility, exhales
spontaneously, and in which the odour or smell consists.

Arbuthnot.

3. The character of being volatile ; frivolous,
flighty, or giddy behavior; mutability of mind;
levity; flightiness; fickleness: as, the !'o/(iWi7y

of youth.

A vdatUity of temperament in the young lady.
G. Meredith, The Egoist, vl.

= Syil. 3. Lightness, Frieolity, etc. (see lecity), instability,
giddiness.



volatilizable

volatilizable (vol'a-ti-U-za-bl), a. [< volatilKe

+ -flft/t.] Capable of beiiig volatilized. Also
spelled volatilisable.

volatilization (vol-a-til-i-za'shon), m. [< F.
f(il(itili.<<itio>i = S-p."rolatili::ati6'n =: Pg. i-o?o-

tilimigSo — It. rolatiU::2azi(me ; as volatilize +
-atioii.'] The act orproeess of volatilizing, ethe-

realizing, or diffusing ; the act or process of ren-

dering volatile. Boyle. Also spelled volatili-

sation.

Modern Sociology juts out into the sea of Time two op-

posite promontories : the promontory of Volatilization, or

the dispersion of the individual into the community, and
the promontory of Solidification, or the concentration of

the community into the individual.
Boardman, Creative Week, p. 112.

The residue thus left by votatilizaHon of the alcohol was
neutralized with milk of lime. Science, Xni. 361.

volatilize (vol'a-til-iz), V.
;
pret. and pp. vola-

tiU:<:il. ppr. volatilizing. [< F. volatiliscr = Sp.
volatUiziir = Pg. volatilisar = It. volatili:carc ;

as mlatile + -i:e.'\ I. trans. To cause to exhale
or evaporate ; cause to pass off or be diffused in

vapor or invisible effluvia.

In temperature as well as brightness, the voltaic arc

exceeds all other artificial sources of heat ; by its means
the most refractory substances are fused and volatilized.

G. B. I'regcott, Elect. Invent., p. 401.

Emerson, on his part, has volatilized the essence of New
England thought into wreaths of spiritual beauty.

Sted^nan, Poets of America, p. 98.

H, iiitrans. To become volatile; pass off or

be diffused in the form of vapor.

It [mercoryl also volatilises entirely by heat.

G. Gore, Electro-Metal., p. 358.

As the temperature increases we find . . . roetals which
T*katilize at a low temperature.

J. N. Luckyer, Pop. ScL Mo., XXXVIII. 77.

.Also spelled volatilise.

volation (vo-la'shon), n. [< L. volare, pp. vo-

latus, fly: see volant.'] Flight, as of a bird;

the faculty or power of flight; volitation: as,

"the muscles of volation,'' Coues.

volational (vo-la'shon-al), a. [< volation +
-al.} t)f or pertaining to volation, or the fac-

ulty of flight.

volator (vo-la'tor), n. [< NL. volatOTj < L. vo-

lare, fly: see volant."] That which flies; spe-
cifically, a flying-fish.

VOl-au-vent (vol'6-von'), n. [F., lit. 'flight in

the wind': vol, flight (see vol); an, in the, to

the; vent, wind (see vent^).] A sort of raised

pie consisting of a delicate preparation of meet,
fowl, or fish inclosed in a case of rich light puff-

paste.

volborthite (vol'b6r-thit), n. [So called after

Ale.xander von Volborth, a Russian physician
and scientist, by whom the species was de-

scribed in 1838.] A mineral occurring in small
tabular crystals of a green or yeUow color and
pearlv luster. It is a hydrous copper vana-
date."

volcanian(vol-ka'ni-an),<i. [(.volcano + -ian.]

Of or pertaining to a volcano; characteristic

of or resembling a volcano; volcanic. [Rare.]

A deep volcanian yellow took the place
Of all her milder-mooned body's grace.

Keats, Lamia, t

volcanic (vol-kan'ik), a. [= F. volcanique =
Sp. rolednico = Pg. volcanico = It. vulcanico;
a.s volcano + -ic] Pertaining to or produced
by volcanoes or volcanic action : as, volcanic

heat, volcanic rock, volcanic phenomena, etc.

—

Volcanic bombs, masses of lava,vaiytng greatly in shape
and size, tmt usually roughly rounded and occasionally
hnllMW. lilof-ks '»f this kind, of immense size, have been
thrown fiut by sw)me South American volcanoes. - Vol-
canic focus, the supposed seat or center of activity in a
volcanic region or beneath a volcano.—Volcanic glass,
vitreous lava; obsidian.— Volcanic mud, the mixture
of ashes and water either discharged from the crater of

a volcano or formed on its ttanks by the downward rush
of water : called lava d'acqua in Italy, and inoya in .South

America. It was by mud-lava that Ilerculaneum was over-
whelmed, and mud has been poured out on an immense
scale tiy the volcanoes of Java and .South America.

—

Vol-
canic rock, rock which has been formed by volcanic
agency ; lava.

volcanically (vol-kan'i-kal-1), adv. In the man-
ner of a volcano; eruptively ; figuratively, in
a fiery or explosive manner.
The accumulation of oifences is . . . too literally ex-

plmled, blasted asunder volcanicaUy. Carlyle, Heroes, iv.

volcanicity (vol-ka-nis'i-ti), n. [< volcanic +
-ity.] Same as ro/«(«i.8m; rarely used. It is an
imitation of the French term volcanicitc former-
ly in use, but later French writers prefer volca-
nisme.

The terra volcanic action (volcanism or volcanicity) em-
braces all the phenomena connected with the expulsion
of heated materials from the Interior of the earth to the
surface. Geikie, Text- Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 178.
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volcanism (vol'ka-nizm), n. [< volcano + -ism.]

The phenomena connected with volcanoes and
volcanic activity. As used by Humboldt and some
others, it includes also earthquakes, hot springs, and evei-y

form of geological dynamics directly connected with the
"reaction of the interior of our planet against its crust and
surface" {Humboldt). Also mdcanism.

To throw some light on the nature and connection of
the chief causes wliich have been concerned in carrying
on that complicated series of geological dynamics which
we include under the comprehensive term of volcanism,
and of which the earthquake and volcano are two of the
most striking manifestations.
J. D. Whitney, Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and Mountain-

[Building, p. 69.

volcanist (vol'ka-nist), n. [< volcano + -ist.]

One who is versed in or occupied with the sci-

entific study of the history and phenomena of
volcanoes.
VOlcanity ( vol-kan'i-ti), n. [< volcan(ie) + -ity.]

The state of being volcanic or of volcanic ori-

gin. [Rare.]

volcano (vol-ka'no), n.
;
pi. volcanoes, volcanos

(-noz). [Formerly also vulcano; = F. volcan (>

Sp. volcan = Pg. volcao, vulcSo), < It. volcano,

Silso vulcano, a burning mountain, prop, first ap-
plied to Mt. Etna, which was especially feigned
to be the seat of Hephasstus (Vulcan), < L. Vol-

canus, later Vulcanus, Vulcan, the god of fire,

also fig. fire: see Vtilcan.] 1. A mountain or
other elevation having at or near its apex an
opening in the earth's crust from which heated
materials are expelled either continuously or at

regular or irregular intervals. These materials are
molten rock (lava), .ashes, cinders, large fragments of solid

rock, mud, water, steam, and various gases. Such openings
are ordinarily surrounded by more or less conical accumu-
lations of the erupted materials, and it is to such cones
that the term volcano is usually applied. The opening
through which the lava rises is called the vent or chim-
ney, and the cup-shaped enlargement of it, in its upper
parts, the crater ; there may be one such opening at the
summit or on the Ranks of the cone, or there may be
a considerable number of them. In many volcanoes a
central cone has upon its flanks a considerable number
of minor cones (parasitic cones, as they are sometimes
called). Etna has more than two hundred quite conspic-
uous cojies within a radius of ten miles from the center
of the main crater. The size and elevation of volcanoes
vary greatly. The very high ones, like Cotopaxi and Popo-
catepetl and many others, are built up on high plateaus;
others, like the extinct or dormant volcanoes of the Sierra
Nevada of California, are chiefly made up of other than
volcanic material, masked by tlie flow of eruptive matter
down the slopes of a preexisting older mass. Volcanoes
and volcanic regions vary greatly in the degree of their ac-

tivity and in the length and frequency of their periods of

repose ; those volcanoes which during the historic period
have shown no signs of activity are said to be extinct,

or dormant if a long interval has elapsed since the last

eruption. Nothing definite was known of the volcanic
forces pent up within the area covered by Vesuvius prior

to A. D. 79, when the great catastrophe took place by
which Pompeii was overwhelmed, ami which was briefly

described by Pliny the Younger in his narrative of the
death of his uncle, Pliny the Elder. Volcanoes and vol-

canic areas are very irregularly distributed over the earth,

but are chiefly in the neighlxjrhood of the ocean. The
Asiatic and the American shores of the Pacific— not con-

tinuously, but in many places— are dotted with volcanoes,

from .Japan to the islands of the Indian Ocean, and from
Patagonia to Alaska. The most active volcanic center in

the world is the island of Java and its vicinity. This isl-

and, having about the area of England, contains forty-

nine great volcanic cones, some of which are 12,000 feet

in height. The eruption of Krakatoa, an island in the
Sunda Strait, which took place in the closing days of Au-

fiist, 1883, was the most violent and destructive event of

he kind of which history has any record. Nearly forty

thousand persons were drowned along the coast adjacent
to the Strait of Sunda by waves set in motion by the in-

rush of water to fill the cavity caused by the expulsion of

material from the crater.

2. A kind of firework. See Jizfiig^ , 2—Subma-
rine volcano. See TOtowirtne.—"vdlcano-sllip, a ves-

sel loaded with combustibles and missiles for explosion

against another ship or against a stationary structure.

The burning volcano-ship at the siege of Antwerp.
Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 157.

volcanoism (vol-ka'no-izm), n. [< volcano +
-ism.] Violent and destructive eruptiveness.

[Rare.]

Not blaze out, ... as wasteful volcanoifm, to scorch

and consume ! Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 10.

volcanological (vol-ka-no-loj'i-kal), a. [< vol-

canolofi-y + -ical.] Relating to or in the man-
ner of volcanology; in a scientific manner, from
the point of view of the investigator of volcanic

phenomena. Also vuleanoloyical.

volcanology (vol-ka-nol'o-ji), «. [< volcano -I-

Gr. -/o; in, </.i'i civ, speak : see -ology.] The sci-

entific study of volcanic phenomena. Also vul-

canology.

His annual account of the progress in volcanology and
seismology for 18S5. Athenmim, No. 3068, p. 210.

VOlel (vol), n. [< F. vole, < voler, fly, < L. vo-

lare, fly: see volant.] In card-playing, a win-

ning of all the tricks played in one deal.

Volitantia

Ladies, I'll venture for the vole.

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift,

"A vole! a vole I" she cried, "'tis fairly won ;

My game is ended, and my work is done." Crahbe.

volel (vol), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. voted, ppr. voting.

[< vole''-, n.] In card-playing, to win all the tricks
played in one deal.

vole^ (vol), li. IShort for vole-mouse.] Ashort-
tailed field-mouse or meadow-mouse ; a campa-
gnol or arvicoline ; any member of the genus
Arvicola in a broad sense. All the Armcolinie are
voles, though some of them, as the lemming and muskrat,
are usually called by other names. They are mostly ter-

restrial, tending to be aquatic, abound in the sphagnous
swamps and/low moist ground of nearly all parts of the
northern hemisphere, and are on the wliole among tlie most
mischievous of mammals. The common vole, meadow-
mouse, or short-tailed fleld-mouse of Europe is A. ayrestis..

=,_!. jlli

'•J,

Common European Meadow vole f At-vtcola agrestts\

The water-vole or water-rat is a larger species, ^. amphiln-
us, almost as aquatic :is a muskrat. Some voles are widely
distributed, among them one common to the northerly
parts of both hemispheres, the red-backed vole, Kvatomys
rutilus. The commonest representatives in the United
States are Arvicola nparius, A. austerus, ami A. pinetorinn,
A very large species of British America is A. xanthoynatha.
The name vole is purely British, being seldom heard in the
United States, or used in books treating of the American
species, wiiich are called field-mice and meadow-mice. See-

also cuts under Arvicola,'kvotoniys, Synaptomys, and water-
rat.

VOlentlyt (v6'lent-li), acft). Willingly. [Rare.]

Into the pit they run against their will that ran so vo.

lently, so violently, to the brink of it.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 237.

VOleryt (vol'e-ri), n.
;
pi. voleries (-riz). [Also

votary, vollary; < OF. voliere, a cage, coop, dove-
cote, F.voliere, an aviary, also OF. volier, a large

cage or aviary; cf. volerie, "a place over the
stage which we called the heaven" (Cotgrave),

i.e. 'place of flying'; (.voter, B.y, < L. tjotore, fly

:

see volant.] 1. A large bird-cage or inclosure

in which the birds have room to fly.

I thought thee then our Orpheus, that wouldst try.

Like him, to make the air one votary.

B. Jotison, Underwoods, xvi.

Sitting moping like three or four melancholy Birds in

a spacious Vollary. Etherege, Man of Mode, v.

Having scene the roomes, we went to y^' votary, wp'» has
a cupola in tlie middle of it, greate trees and bushes, it

being full of birds, who drank at two fountaines.
Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

2. The birds confined in such an inclosure; a
flight or flock of birds.

An old boy, at his first appearance, ... is sure to
draw on him the eyes and chirping of the whole town
volery, amongst which there will not be wanting some
birds of prey. Locke, Education, § 94.

volet (vol'a), n. [OF. volet, a cloth spread on
the ground to hold grain, a shutter, etc., < voler,

fly, < L. volare, fly: see volant.] 1. A veil, espe-

cially one worn by women, and forming a part

of the outdoor dress in the middle ages.— 2. In
painting, one of the wings or shutters of a pic-

ture formed as a triptych, as in Rubens's "De-
scent from the Cross" in AntweriJ Cathedral,

the volets of which ai-e painted on both sides.

Small triptychs with folding-doors or volets in box-

wood. 5. K. Cat. Spec. Exh. 1862, No. 1042.

3. A door, or one leaf of a door, in ornamental
furniture and similar decorative objects.

volget, «• [< L- valgus, vnlgus, the common peo-

ple: see vulgar.] The vulgar; the rabble.

One had as good be dumb as not speak with the volge.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. viii. 32. (Dories.)

volitablet (vol'i-ta-bl), «. [< L. voUtare, fly to

and fro: see volitant.] Capable of being vola-

tilized; volatilizable.

volitant (vol'i-tant), a. [< L. volitan(t-)s, ppr.

of volitarc, fly to and fro, freq. of volare, fly:

aeerolanf.] Flying; having the power of flight j

volant: as, the bat is a volitant quadruped.

Volitantiat (vol-i-tan'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.. neut.

pi. of volitan(t-)s, flying: see volitant] In Illi-

ger's classification of mammals (1811), the

eleventh order, containing flying quadrupeds
in two families, Dermoptera and Chiroptera, or



Volitantia

the so-called flying-lemurs and the bats—thus
an artificial group, now abolished.

Volitation (vol-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. voUtare, pp.
roUtatus, fly to and fro: see volitani.^ The act
of flying ; the power of flight, or its habitual
exercise; flight; volation.

VOlitational (vol-i-ta'shon-al). a. [i volitation
+ -((/.] 0{ or pertaining to volitation or flight.

Volitatorest (vol"i-ta-t6'rez), n.2>l. [NL., < L.
voUtare, fly: see tolitant.'] In ornith., in Mae-
gillivray's system, an order of birds, the skim-
mers, composed of such species as swallows,
bee-eaters, and goatsuckers : an artificial group.

VOlitatory (vol'i-ta-to-ri), a. [< L. volitaie, pp.
volitatiis, fly, + -ory.i Same as volitorial.

Tolitient (v-o-lish'ent), a. [Irreg. < voUti(on) +
-en?.] Having freedom of will ; exercising the
will; willing. [Rare.]

I [Lucifer) chose this ruin ; I elected it

Of my will, not of service. What I do
1 do volitieiU, not obedient.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

volition (vp-lish'on), n. [< F. volition = Sp.
volieion = Pg. voligao = It. volisione, < ML. t'o-

litio{n-), will, volition, < L. velle, ind. pres. volo,

will: see ji'iHl.] 1. The act of willing ; the ex-
ercise of the will. Volition does not consist in form-
ing a choice or preference, l)ut in an act of the soul in
which the agent is generally held to have a peculiar sense
of reaction.

The actual exercise of that power [the will], by directing
any particular action or its forbearance, is . . . volition.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 5.

Will is indeed an ambiguous word, being sometimes put
for the faculty of willing, sometimes for the act of that fac-

ulty, besides other meanings. But volition always signi-

fies the act of willing, and nothing else. Willingness, I

think, is opposed to unwillingness or aversion. A man is

willing to do what he has no aversion to do, or what he
has some desire to do, though perhaps he has not the op-
portunity; and I think this is never called volition.

Beid, Letter to Dr. J. Gregory (Works, ed. Hamilton, p. 79).

An artist's brain receives and stores images often with-
out distinct volition. T. Wintkrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvii.

AVhen a man's arm is raised in sequence to that state of
consciousness we call a volition, the volition is not the im-
mediate cause of the elevation of the arm.

Uuxley, in Nineteenth Century, XXI. 495.

2. The power of willing; will.

In thatyoung bosom are often stirring passions as strong
as our own, ... a volition not less supreme. D'Israeli.

The play of the features, the vocal exclamations, the
gesticulations of the arms, Ac, come under the domain of

our volition. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 362.

'Volitional (vo-lish'on-al), a. [< volition + -al.']

Of or pertaining to volition.

The volitional impulse. Bacon.

What is termed self-control, prudential restraint, moral
strength, consists in the intellectual permanency 6f the
volitional element of our feelings.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 21.

There is no more miserable human being than one in
whom nothing is habitual but indecision, and for whom
the lighting of every cigar, the drinking of every cup, the
time of rising and going to bed every day, and the begin-
ning of every bit of work, are subjecU of express volitional

deliberation. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 1'2'2.

Volitional Insanity, a form of mental disease in which
the most striking phenomena are those relating to per-
verted or impaired will-power.

VOlitionally (vo-lish'on-al-i), adv. In a voli-

tional manner; as respects volition; by the act
of willing.

It was able to move its right leg voliiionally in all di-

rections. Lancet, 1890, 1. 1415.

VOlitionary (vo-lish'on-a-ri), a. [< volition +
-<ir!/.~\ Volitional.

Dr. Berry Haycraft gave an account of some experi-
ments which extend our knowledge of volitionary move-
ment and explain the production of the muscle and heart
sounds. Nature, XLI. 358.

volitionless (vo-lish'on-les), a. [< volition +
-less.'] Without volition.

The volilionlem wilL
J. Owen, Evenings with .Skeptics, II. 415.

VOlitive (vol'i-tiv), a. [<. volit(ion) + -ive.'] 1.

Having the power to will; exercising volition.

It is, therefore, an unreasonable conceit to think that
God will continue an active, vital, intellective, volitive na-

' ture, form, power, force, inclination, in a noble substance,
which shall use none of these for many hundred or thou-
sand years, and so continue them in vain.

Baxter, Dying Thoughts.
2. Origin.'itiiig in the will.

Wundt regards apperception as a particular process, in-

serted between perception and volitive excitement.
Alien, and Neurol. (trans.X VI. 519.

3. In rliet., expressing a wish or permission:
as, a volitive proposition.

Volitores (vol-i-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., prop. * Fol-

atores, pi. of volutor, a flier: see volator.'] In
Owen's classification, those birds which move
solely or chiefly by flight, or are preeminent in

ability to fly. it is the tuth order of the system, em-
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bracing 11 families, as the swifts, humming-birds, goat-

suckers, kingfishers, hornbills, etc., intervening between
his Cantores or singers and Scansoreg or climbers. It is an
artificial group, practically equivalent to those Picarix
which are not yoke-toed, or to Picarix with the old group
Scansores eliminated. [Not in use.]

volitorial (vol-i-to'ri-al), a. [< Volitores +
-ial.] Of or pertaining to the Volitores.

Volkameria (vol-ka-me'ri-a), n. [NL., named
in honor of Volkamer, a German botanist.] 1.

A Linnean genus of verbenaeeous shrubs, now
included in Clerodendroii. Several species are cul-

tivated for beauty or fragrance in tropical gardens, as C.

{V.) aculeatum, an American plant, and especially C. (T-)

fraffra^vt from China. C. ( V.)inerme of maritime India is

richly perfumed, and has a local reputation as a febrifuge.

2. [I.e.] Aplantottheformergenus roiiomena.
Volkmannia (volk-man'i-il), n. [NL., < Volh-

mann (see def.).] A fossil plant found in the
coal-measures, and in regard to the nature of
which there has been much uncertainty. It has
recently been shown to be the fruit of Agterophyltites of
Brongniart it^alavwcladus of Schimper). The plant was
named by Sternberg, in 1820, in honor of G. A. Volkmami,
author of "SilesiaSubterranea"(17'20),in which work some
of the fossil plants of that part of Germany were described.

VoUenget, »• See valanche.

volley (vol'i), n. [Formerly also vollie, voley; <

OF. volee, F. volee = Sp. volada = It. volata, a
flight, < ML. as if "volata, < L. volare, fly: see
volant.] 1. The flight of a number of missile

weapons together; hence, the discharge simul-
taneously, or nearly so, of a number of missile

weapons.
A volley of our needless shot. Shak., K. John, v. 5. 5.

It may even be the case that in defensive positions,

where the extent of ground open to view is considerable,
long-range Infantry fire regulated by volleys may be at-

tempted. Jineyc. Brit., XXIV. 357.

2. Hence, a noisy or explosive burst or emis-
sion of many things at once.

A fine volley of words, gentlemen, and quickly shot off.

Skak.,T. G. of V.,ii. 4. 33.

What were those thousands of blaspheming Cavaliers
about him, whose mouthes let fly Oaths and Curses by the
vdey? Milton, Eikonoklastes.

We heard a volley of oaths and curses.
Addison, Tatler, No. i&i.

3. In lawn-tennis and tennis, a return of the
ball by the racket before it touches the ground,
especially a swift return At volley, on the vol-
ley [F. d la vol^e\, on the fly ; in passing ; at random.

What we spake on the voley begins to work.
Massinyer, Picture, ill. 6.

P. jun. Call you this Jeering ! I can play at this

;

'Tis like a ball at tennis.

Aim. It is indeed, sir,

When we do speak at volley all the ill

We can one of another. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv.

volley (vol'i), ti. [i volley, n.] I. trans. 1. To
discharge in a volley, or as if in a volley: often

with out. Compare volleyed.

Another [hound]
Against the welkin volleys out his voice.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 921.

2. In lawn-tennis and tennis, to return on the
fly : said of the ball ; drive (the ball) with the
racket before it strikes the ground.

II. intrans. 1. To fly together, as missiles;

hence, to issue or be discharged in large num-
ber or quantity.

The volleying rain and tossing breeze.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

Nothing good comes of brass, from whose embrasures
there vollies forth but impudence, insolence, defiance.

A. B. Alcott, Tablets, p. 7'2.

2. To sound together, or in continuous or re-

peated explosions, as firearms.

And there the volleying thunders poiu*.

Till waves grow smoother to the roar.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, ii.

Cannon in front of them
Voltey'd and thunder'd.
Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

3. In lawn-tennis and tennis, to return the ball

before it touches the ground, especially by a
swift stroke : as, he volleys well.

volley-gun (vol'i-gun), n. A machine-gun or
mitrailleuse.

VolO'Wt (vol'o), V. t. [< ME. folewen, folwcn,
fulwen, fullen, < AS. fuliciayi, fullian, baptize:
see/i(H-^. The word is usually derived from
L. volo, I will, .that being the first word of the
response used in the service.] To baptize:
applied contemptuously by the Reformers.

They brought them to confirmation straight from bap-
tism, so that now oft-times they be volowed and bishopped
both in one day.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 72.

VolO'Wert (vol'o-fer), n. One who baptizes.

Volscian (vol'sian), a. and n. [< L. Volsei, tlie

Volseians: see'II., 1.] I, a. Pertaining to

the Volseians.

Voltairianism

II. n. 1. A member of an ancient Italic peo-
ple who dwelt southeast of Rome.— 2. The lan-
guage of the Volseians, related to Umbrian.
volsella (vol-sel'a), n. 1. Same as vulsella.—
2t. Same as acanthoholus.

voltl (volt), n. [< F. volte, a turn or wheel, <
It. volta, a turn, < L. volvere, pp. volutus, turn
about or round: see vaults, volute.] 1. In the
manege, a round or circular tread; a gait of two
treads made by a horse going sidewise round a
center, with the head turned outward.— 2. In
fencing, a sudden movement or leap to avoid a
thrust.

V0lt2 (volt), n. [= P. volte; < It. Volta, the
name of the inventor of the voltaic battery.]
The practical unit of electromotive force, it is
10** absolute units of E. M. F. on the centimeter-gram-sec-
ond'system of electrrmiagnetic units, and is a little less
than the E. M. F. of a Daniell cell. It is defined by the In-
ternational Electrical Congress (1893) and hy I'nited States
statute (X894) as tlie electromotive force that, steadily
applied to a conductor whose resistance is one ohm, will
produce a current of one. ampere, and wliicli is practically
equal to Ij'ij of the E. M. F. between the poles of what is

known as the standard Clark voltaic cell, at a tempera-
ture of 15° C.

Volta (vol'ta), n.; pi. volte (-te). [It., a turn:
see volt^.] 1. An old dance. See lavolta.— 2.
In music, turn or time : as, una volta, once ; due
volte, twice

;
prima volta, first time. Abbrevi-

ated V.

VOlta-electric (vol''ta-e-lek'trik), a. Pertain-
ing to voltaic electricity or galvanism : as, volta-
clectric induction.

VOlta-electricity (vol'^ta-e-lek-tris'j-ti), n.
Same as ntlfaic electricity, OT galvanic electricity.

See electricity. See voltaic current,undev voltaic.

VOlta-electrometer (vol"ta-e-lek-trom'e-t6r),
n. An instrument for the exact measurement
of electric currents ; a voltameter.

Volta-electromotive (vol"ta-e-lek-tro-m6'tiv),
a. Producing, or produced by, voltaic electro-
motion—Volta-electromotive force, electromotive
foi-ce produced in a manner analogous to that of the vol-
taic battery.

voltage^ (vol'taj), n. [< volt^ + -age.] In the
manege, the act of making a horse work upon
volts. Ford, Fame's Memorial.

voltage'-^ (vol'taj), «. [< volt'^ + -age.] Elec-
tromotive force reckoned in volts. The voltage
of a dynamo under any particular working conditions is

tlie number of volts of electromotive force in its circuit

under these conditions.

VOltagraphy (vol-tag'ra-fi), «. [Irreg. < vol-

ta(ic) + Gr. -ypa<j>ia, < ypa<j)eiv, write.] The art

of copying in metals deposited by electrolytic

action any form or pattern which is made the

negative surface of a voltaic circuit; copying
by electrotypy.

voltaic (vol-ta'ik), a. [< Volta (see def.) + -ic]

Of or pertaining to Alessandro Volta, an Italian

physicist (1745-1827), who shares with Galvani
the honor of having discovered the means of

producing an electric current at the expense of

chemical action upon one of two united plates

of dissimilar metals. Of the two, however, the higher

credit is due to Volta ; consequently, voltaic is more com-
monly used than galvanic.— foles Of a voltaic pile.

See pule-.—Voltaic arc. See arcl , and electric liyld (un-

der electric).—Voltaic arch. Same as voltaic arc.— Vol-
taic battery, cell. See battery, 8 (d), and cell, s (with

cuts). —Voltaic current, an electric current produced by

a voltaic battfry : sometimes applied to electric currents

generally.—Voltaic field, the space surrounding the elec-

trodes or plates iTi an electrolytic cell during the process

of electrolysis.— Voltaic Induction. .See induction. 6-
Voltalc pencil, a pencil by which etchings are executed

by the action of a voltaic arc at its point.—Voltaic pile,

a column formed by successive pairs of plates of two dis-

similar metals, as zinc and copper, alternating with moist-

ened flannel or pasteboard, in regular order of succession :

an early form of chemical battery devised by Volta. See

cuts under battery, 8.

Voltairean(voi-tar'e-an),a. Same as Voltairian.

Voltairian (vol-tar'i'-an), a. and n. [< Voltaire

+ -ian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Voltaire

(Francois Marie Arouet, who when about 25

years old took the name of Voltaire, said to

be an anagram of "Arouet, 1. j." (that is, F. le

jeune, the younger)), a famous French poet,

dramatist, and historian (1694-1778); resem-

bling Voltaire.
" Say they're levanting, Buchan," said Miller, who liked

his joke, and would not have objected to be called I'oJ-

tairian. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, ilii.

II. n. One who advocates the principles of

V<iltaire.

Voltairianism (vol-tar'i-an-izm), n. [< Voltair

inn + -('.sm,.] The Voltairian spirit; the doc-

trines or philosophy of Voltaire : specifically,

the incredulity or skepticism, especially in re-

gard to revealed Christianity, often attributed

to Voltaire.



Voltairism

Voltairism (vol-tar'izm), V. [< Voltaire (see

(lef. ) + -!<»(.] The principles or practice of

Voltaire : skepticism ; infidelity.

In Luther's own country Protestantism soon dwindled
into a rather barren affair, . . . the essence of it sceptical
contention : which indeed has jangled more and more
down to Voltaireism. Carlyle, Heroes, iv.

voltaism (vol'ta-izm), n. [< Volta (see def.) +
-/«;«.] That branch of electrical science which
discusses the production of an electric current

by the chemical action between dissimilar met-
als immersed in a liquid. It is so named from the
Italian physicist Volta, whose experiments contributed
greatly to the establishment of this branch of science.

Sfe tiAtaie.

voltaite (vol'ta-it), «. [< Volta (see voltaic) +
-ite-.] In mineral., a hydrous sulphate of iron,

occurring in isometric crystals of a green to

black color: first found at the solfatara near
Naples.
voltameter (vol-tam'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < vol-

ta(ic) + Gr. /xtrpov, measure.] An electrolytic

cell arranged for quantitative measurement of

the amount of decomposition produced by the
passage through it of an electric current, and
hence used as an indirect means of measuring
the strength of the current.

Toltametric (vol-ta-met'rik), a. Pertaining to

or involving the use of a voltameter: as, vol-

tamctric measurement.
volt-ammeter (volt'am'e-tfer),?;. l. Acombina-
tion of a volt-meter and a transformer, for the
measurement of alternating currents. The sec-

ondary or thick-wire coil of the transfoi-mer is included
in the circuit tlirough which the current passes, while the

primary or thin-wire coil is closed through the volt-meter.

2. An instrument which can be used for mea-
suring either volts or amperes.
volt-ampere (vdlt'am-par"), n. The rate, of

working or activity in an electric circuit when
tlie electromotive force is one volt and the cur-

rent one ampere ; a watt.

voltaplast (vol'tii-plast), n. [< voUa{ic) + Gr.

v'/MnTo^, verbal a(ij. of izXaaaeiv, mold.] A kind
of voltaic battery used in electrotyping.

Volta's pile. See battery, 8 (6).

Volta's pistol. See pistol.

TOltatype (vol'ta-tip), n. [< volta(ie) + Gr.

rr-or, type: see ii/pe.] Same a.s electrott/pe.

VOlt-COUlomb (voit'ko-lom*), «. Same aajoule.

volte, It- Plural of volta.

volti (vol'ti), V. [It., impv. of voltare, turn, < L.

volvere, pp. volutus, turn: seevolt^, volve.'i In
music, same as rerte.—Voltl subito. See verte «u-

Uto.

VOltigert (vol'ti-jer), H. [< F. voltigeur, a leap-

er: see voltigeur.'i Same as voltigeur.

The voltiger of Fenara was but as an ape compared to

him. He was singularly skilful in leaping nimbly from
one horse to another without nutting foot to ground, and
these horses were called desultories.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 2.3.

voltigeur (vol-ti-zh6r';,«. [F.,< voliigcr,<It.vol-

to/f/iV()e,vault,<tio/to,a turn, volt: see volt^.l 1.

A leaper; a vaulter.— 2. Formerly, in France,
a member of a light-armed
picked company, placed on
the left of a battalion ; un-
der the second empire, a
member of one of several
special infantry regiments.

Voltite(vortit),H. Ine/«c/.,

an insulating material con-
sisting of a mixture of a
specially prepared gelatin
with resin-oil, oxidized lin-

seed-oil, resin, and paraffin.

volt-meter (volfme'ter),
II. An electrometer, or a
high-resistance galvanom-
eter, or a galvanometer
combined with a resis-

tance calibrated so that
its indications show the
number of volts E. M. F.
in the circuit between its

terminals. The cut shows
one form of volt-meter,
for the construction of
which see ampere-meter,

voltot, n. [It. : see vault^.]

A vault.

Entring the church, admirable
is the bredth of the mlto or roofe.

Evelyn, Diary. Nov. 19, 1644.

Voltolini's disease. A dis-

ease of childhood, characterized by cerebral
symptoms, and followed by permanent deaf-

ness.
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Voltzia (volt'si-a), n. [NL., named after P. L.
Voltz (1785-1840), a French mining engineer.]
The generic name given by Brongniart (1828)
to a fossil plant which first appeared in the
Permian, and found also, in several localities,
in the various divisions of the European Trias,
and in rocks of the same age in India. Voltzia
belongs to the Conifarse, and is placed by Schenk among
the Taxodinem. It is a tree of considerable height, re-
sembling Araucaria in general appearance, but having a
fructification analogous to that of the Taxodine/e. The
fossils called Cydopteris Lieheana by Geinitz are consid-
ered by Kidston as being, in all probability, the bracts of
a cone of Vollaa. The Olyptolepis of Schimper and the
Olyptolepidium of Heer were also (in 1884) placed by
Schenk under Voltzia.

voltzine (volt'sin), ». [< Voltz (see Voltzia)
+ -(Me2.] A rose-red, yellowish, or brownish
opaque or subtranslueent mineral, occurring
in implanted spherical globules with thin la-

mellar structure. It is an oxysulphid of zinc.

voltzite (volt'sit), n. [< Voltz (see Voltzia) +
-i<e2.] Same as voltzine.

volubilate (vol'u-bi-lat), «. [< L. voluhilis, turn-
ing (see voluble) + -atel.] In bot., twining;
voluble.

volubile (vol'u-bil), a. [Formerly also volubil;

< L. volubilis, whirling, that is turned round : see
voluble.'] It. Same as voluble, 1.

This less volubil earth,
By shorter flight to the east, had left him there.

Milton, P. L., iv. 594.

2. In bot., same as voluble, 4. Encuc. Brit.,

IV. 95.

volubility (vol-u-birj-ti), n. [< F. volubilite,

< L. volubilita(i-)s, a rapid whirling motion,
fluency (of speech), < volubilis, whirbng, volu-
ble : see voluble.] 1 . The state or character of
being voluble in speech ; excessive fluency or
readiness in speaking; unchecked flow of talk.

A lacquey that runs on errands for him, and can whis-
per a light message to a loose wench with some round
volubility. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

He [the emperor] first attacked Cardinal Fesch, and,
singularly enough, launched forth with uncommon volu-

bility into a discussion on ecclesiastical principles and
usages, without possessing the slightest notion, either
historical or theological, of the subject.

Memoirs o/ Talleyrand, in The Century, XLI. 701.

2. A rolling or revolving; aptness to roll; revo-
lution ; hence, mutability.

Then celestial spheres should forget their wonted mo-
tions, and by irregular volubility turn themselves any way,
as it might happen. Hooker.

Volubility of human affairs. Sir R. L'Eitrange.

voluble (vol'ii-bl), a. [< F. voluble= Sp. voluble

= Pg. voluvet = It. volubile, < L. volubilis, that
turns around, whirling, fluent (of speech), <

volvere, pp. volutus, turn round or about : see
rolve.] 1. Formed so as to roll with ease, or
to be easily turned or set in motion; apt to

roll; i-olling; rotating; revolving.

The most excellent of all the figures Geometrical is the
round for his many perfections. First because he is euen
and smooth, without any angle or inteiTuption, most vol-

uble and apt to turne, and to continue motion, which is

the author of life. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 81.

Yeares, like a ball, are voluble, and run

;

Houres, like false Vowes, no sooner spoke than done.
Ueywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 141).

Would you like to hear yesterday's sermon over and
over again— eternally voluUe! Thackeray, Philip, xviL

2. Characterized by a great flow of words or by
glibness of uttemnce ; speaking with plausible

fluency: as, a I'otefcJe politician.

Cassio, ... a knave very voluble.

SAa*., Othello, ii. 1. 242.

A man's tongue is voluble, and pours
Words out of all sorts ev'ry way. Such as you speak you

hear. Chapman, Iliad, xx. 228.

If a man hath a voluble Tongue, we say. He hath the gift

of Prayer. Selden, Table-Talk, p. !X).

I Formerly it might be used of readiness and ease in speak-

ing without the notion of excess.

It [speech] ought to be voluUe vpon the tongue, and
tunable to the eare.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle (ed. Arber), p. 168.

He (Archbishop Abbot] was painful, stout, severe against

bad manners, of a grave and voluble eloquence.

Bp. Backet, Abp. WilUams, i. 65. (.Trench.)]

8t. Changeable; mutable.

He . . . almost puts
Faith in a fever, and delfles alone

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

4. In bot, of a twining habit; rising spirally

around a support, as the hop.

volubleness (vol'u-bl-nes), n. The character

of being voluble ; volubility.

volubly (vol'u-bli), adv. In a voluble or fluent

manner.
" Gods," said he, "how vohMy doth talk

This eating gulf !
' Chatmum. Odvssev. r

volume
Fallacies which, when set down on paper, are at once

detected, pass for unanswerable arguments when dexter,
ously and volubly urged in Parliament, at the bar, or in
private conversation. Macaulay, History.

Volucella (vol-u-sel'ii), h. [NL. (Geoffrey,
1764), < L. volucris, fitted for flight : see Volu-
cres.] A notable genus of syrphid flies, some
of them mimicking bumblebees in general ap-
pearance, and parasitic, in the larval state, upon
the larvte of these bees and in the nests of
wasps. Forty-five species are known in North
America, and seven m Europe.
Volucres (vol'ti-krez), n. pi. [NL., < L. volncer
or volucris, fitted for flight, winged, volitorial

;

as a noun, a bird ; <.volare,-&y: seevolant.'] l.In
C. L. Bonaparte's classification of birds (1850),
the first tribe of the third order of Posseres, em-
bracing those lower Passeres which form Sun-
devall's scutelliplantar division of that order,

together with all the picarian birds, it is an arti-

ficial group, insusceptil>le of definition, and corresponds
exactly with no recognized group or groups ; on the whole
it agrees best with Picarise as commonly accepted.

2. In C. J. Sundevall's classification, the sec-
ond order of birds, agreeing in the main with
the Picarise as commonly understood, but in-

cluding the parrots and pigeons. It is most
nearly a synonym of the old Picse of Linnseus.

[Rare in both senses.]

volucrine (vol'u-krin), a. [< L. volucris, a bird,
+ -ine^.] Pertaining to birds; bird-like.

The volucrine clamor continued unabated, and when I
came downstairs I was not surprised at the sight that
awaited me. The passage was filled with bird-cages.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 349.

volume (vol'iim), w. [< F. volume = Sp. vo-
liimcn = Pg. It. volume, < L. volumen (volumin-),
a roll (as of a manuscript), < volvere, pp. volutus,
roll round or about : see voluhle.'] 1 . A writ-
ten document (as of parchment, papyrus, or
strips of bark) rolled up in a convenient form
for keeping or use, such being anciently the
prevailing form of the book; a roll; a scrolL

Chapman, Odyssey, xviii. 41.

Volume of the ancient type.

Pentateuch of the Samaritans, used in their Synagogue at Shechem.

The written sheets were usually wound around a stick,

termed an umbilicus, the extremities of which were called

the comua, to which a label containing the name of the

author was tied. The whole was placed in a wrapper, and

frequently anointed with oil of cedarwood as a preserva-

tive against insects.

In the viiume (roll, R. V.] of the book it is written.
Heb. X. 7.

In history a great volume is unrolled for our instruc-

tion. Burke, Rev. in France.

Hence— 2. A collection of written or printed

sheets bound together, whether containing a

single complete work, a part of a work, or more
than one separate work ; a book ; a tome : as,

a large volume; a work in six volumes.

He fumlsh'd me
From mine own library with volumes.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 187.

They [men] cannot extinguish those lively characters of

the power, wisdom, and goodness of God which are every

where to be seen in the large volume of the Creation.

StiUingJleet, Sermons, I. lii.

An odd volume of a set of books bears not the value of

its proportion to the set. Franklin.



volume
Luther's works were published at Wittemberpr in Latin

and German, in nineteen oolumss, large folio, and at Jena
iD twelve. Burney, Hist. Music, III. 39, note.

3. Something of a roll-like, rounded, or swell-

ing form ; a rounded mass ; a coil ; a convolu-
tion; a wreath; a fold: as, rofemes of smoke.

Hid in the spiry Volumes of the Snake,
I lork'd within the Covert of a Brake.

Dryden, State of Innocence, iv. 2.

Thames's fruitful tides
Slow through the vale in silver volumes play.

Fenton, Ode to John, Lord (lower, st. 3.

4. An amount or measure of tridimensional
space; solid contents; hence, an amount or
aggregated quantity of any kind.

An enormous log glowing and blazing, and sending forth

a vast volume of light and heat.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 246.

The judge's volume of muscle could hardly be the same
as the colonel's ; there was undoubtedly less beef In him.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viiL

Railroad men have found out . . . that so small a mat-
ter apparently as the civility or neglect of conductors, or

the scarcity or abundance of towels on sleeping-cars, will

sensibly infinence the volume of travel.

D. A. Wells, Our Merchant Marine, p. 112.

Very probably these recent, climatic changes, both ma-
rine and terrestrial, in the North Atlantic region, have
been due in large measure to variations in the volume of

the Gulf Stream. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XLI. 42.

6. In music, quantity, fullness, or roundness of

tone or sound.—Atomic volume. See atomic.— Spe-
cific steam-volume, see steam.— Sveci&c volume,
the quotient of the molecular weightof a compound body
by its specific gravity. In the case of a liquid the spe-

cific gravity is taken at the boiling-point.—To speak
or teU volumes, to be full of meaning ; be very signifi-

cant.

The epithet, so often heard, and in such kindly tones, of

"poor Goldsmith" speaks volumes.
Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, xlv.

Volume-Integral. SeeiJifejrroZ. = Syn. 4. Bulk, Magni-
tude, etc. See siee^.

volume (vol'iim), V. i.; pret. and pp. volumed,
ppr. voluming. [< volume, «.] To swell; rise

in bulk or volume.

The mighty stream which volumes high
From their proud nostrils burns the very air.

Byron, Deformed Transformed, i. 1.

volumed (vol'umd), a. [< volume + -crf2.] i.

Having a rounded form; forming volumes or
rolling masses ; consisting of rounded masses.

With volumed smoke that slowly grew
To one white sky of sulphurous hue.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, vi.

2. Having volume or volumes (of a specified
amount or number).
volumenometer (vol'''u-me-nom'e-ter), n. [Ir-

reg. < L. volumen, a volume, + Gr. /itrpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring the vol-

ume of a solid body by the quantity of a liquid
or of air which it displaces, and thence also for
determining its specific gravity.

VOlumenometry (vol"u-me-nom'e-tri), n. [As
volumenometer + -?/3.] The art of determining
by displacement the volumes of solid bodies,
or the spaces occupied by them; stereometry.
volumeter (vol'u-me-t6r), «. [Irreg. < L. volti-

(men), a volume, + Gr. liirpov, measure.] In
cliem. and lyhysics, broadly, any instrument for
measuring the volumes of gases, as a graduated
glass tube in which a gas may be collected over
water or mercury, the gas displacing the liquid
as it enters the vessel, and the volume displaced
being indicated by the graduations. Lunge's volu-
meter comprises a tube called a reduction tube, in which
a volume of one hundred cubic centimeters of air as mea-
sured under connected pressure of barometer and tem-
perature is confined. By an ingenious arrangement this
confined air is then made to bring to a similar condition
of pressure the gas to be measured in a measuring-tube,
which also forms part of the apparatus. Thus a connec-
tion of pressure and temperature need be made only once
for a series of volumetric measurements.
volumetric (vol-u-met'rik), a. [Irreg. < L. volu-
(wen), volume, -(- Gr. |Uerp(/f(if,</itT/)ov, measure.]
In chem. and physics, pertaining to or noting
measurements by volume, as of gases or liquids

:

opposed to gravimetric.

It is possible in this wav to determine quickly by a
volumetric process even so little as one-fourth per cent, of
alcohol in a mixture. lire. Diet., IV. 39.

Mosso's volumetric measurements indicated that in hyp-
notic catalepsy there was slightly more blood in the left
arm. Mind, IX. 96.

Volumetric analysis. Same as titration.

volumetrical (vol-u-met'ri-kal), o. [< volu-
metric + -ni.] Same as volumetric.

The amount of metallic iron and its condition of oxida-
tion In the ore were determined by Margueritte's volumet-
rical method. Cam.pin, Mech. Engineering, p. 397.

volumetrlcally (vol-u-met'ri-kal-i), adv. [<
volumetrical + -ly^.} By volumetric analysis.
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voluminal (vo-lii'mi-nal), a. [< L. volumen
(-JH(W-), volume, + -nl.'] JPertaining to volume
or cubical contents: as, voluminal expansion.

voluminosity (vo-lu-mi-nos'i-ti), n. [< volumi-

nous + -ity.'} The quality or state of being volu-
minous ; copiousness ;

prolixity.

The later writings [of H. MuUer-StUbing] have gone on
with bewildering voluminosity.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 117.

voluminous (vo-lfl'mi-nus), a. [< F. voluminenx
= Sp. Pg. It. voluminoso, < LL. voluminosus, full

of windings, bendings, or folds, < L. volumen, a
roll, fold: see volume.'] If. Consisting of coils

or convolutions.

Woman to the waist, and fair.

But ended foul in many a scaly fold

V^uminous and vast. Milton, P. L., ii. 652.

2. Of great volume or bulk; large; swelling:
literally or figuratively.

Why, though I seem of a prodigious waist,

I am not so voluminous and vast
But there are lines wherewith I might be embraced.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixxi.

It was essential that a gentleman's chin should be well

propped, that his collar should have a voluminous roll.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xvi.

We call the reverberations of a thunder-storm more
voluminous than the squeaking of a slate pencil.

W. James, Mind, XII. 1.

3. Having written much
;
producing many or

bulky books ; also, copious ; diffuse
;
prolix : as,

a voluminous writer.

He did not bear contradiction without much passion,

and was too voluminous in discourse. Clarendon.

4. Being in many volumes; hence, copious
enough to make numerous volumes : used of the
published writings of an author : as, the volumi-

nous works of Sir Walter Scott.

voluminously (vo-lfl'mi-nus-li), adv. In a vo-
luminous manner; in large quantity ; copious-
ly; diffusely.

The doctor voluTninously rejoined.
Swift, Battle of the Books.

VOluminousness(v9-lii'mi-nus-nes), «. It. The
state of being in coils or convolutions.

Solid bones crushed by the Infinite stress

Of the snake's adamantine voluminousness.
Shelley, A Vision of the Sea.

2. Copiousness; diffuseness.

His [Aquinas's] works mount to that voluminousness
they have very much by repetitions.

Dodwell, Letters of Advice, ii.

3. The state of being voluminous or bulky.

The reader will have noticed, in this enumeration of
facts, that voluminousness of the feeling seems to bear very
little relation to the size of the organ that yields it.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 140.

volumistt (vol'u-mist), n. [< volume + -ist.]

One who wrjtes a volume ; an author. [Rare.]

Yee write them in your closets, and unwrite them in

your Courts, hot Volumists and cold Bishops.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

voluntarily (vol'un-ta-ri-li), adv. [< ME. vol-

untarily; < voluntary + -Z^2.] in a voluntary
manner; of one's own motion; without being
moved, influenced, or impelled by others; spon-
taneously; freely.

When that Gaffray had all thes thynges said,

Raymounde hertly glade reioyng that braide,
That Gaffray gan hire voluntarily.

Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 605S.

At last died, not by his enemies command, but volunta-
rily in his olde age. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

And the faculty of voluntarily bringing back a wander-
ing attention over and over again is the very root of judg-
ment, character, and will.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 424.

voluntariness (vol'un-ta-ri-nes), n. The state
of being voluntary, or endowed with the power
of willing, choosing, or determining ; the state

or character of being produced voluntarily.

The voluntariness of an action.
Hammond, Works, I. 234.

voluntarioust (vol-un-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. volun-
tarius, voluntary : see voluntary.'] Voluntary

;

free.

Men of volurUarimis wil withsitte that heuens gouemeth.
Testament of Love, ii.

voluntariouslyt (vol-un-ta'ri-us-li), adv. Vol-
untarily ; willingly.

Most pleasantly and voluniariousty to bear the yoke of
his most comfortable commandments.

Strype, Eccles. Mem., Edw. VI. , an. 1550.

voluntary (vol'un-ta-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
'voluntarie, < OF. (and F.) volontaire= Sp. Pg.
It. voluntario, < L. voluntarius, willing, of free
will, < volunta{t-)s, will, choice, desire, < vo-

lun(t-)s, volen{t-)s, ppr. of velle, will: see volition,

will.] I. a. 1. Proceeding from the will ; done

voluntary

of or due to one's own accord or free choice;
unconstrained by external interference, force,

or influence : not compelled, prompted, or sug-
gested by another; spontaneous; of one's or
its own accord; free.

The third sort of ignorance is the worst ; It is that which
is vincible and voluntary.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, IV. i. 6.

Voluntary works be called all manner of offering in the
church, except your offering days and your tithes.

Latimer, Misc. Sel.

The lottery of my destiny
Bars me the right of votunlary choosing.

Shak., M. of v., ii 1. 16.

The true Charity of Christians is a free and voluntary
thing, not what men are forced to do by the Laws.

SliXlingfieet, Sermons, II. vii.

I have made myself the voluntary slave of all.

Goldsmith, Good.natured Man, v.

Very little time was allowed between the accusation,
condemnation, and death of a suspected witch ; and if a
voluntary confession was wanting, they never failed ex-

torting a forced one by tormenting the suspected person.
Gifford, Int. t^ Ford's Plays, p. xxiv.

2. Subject to or controlled by the will ; regu-
lated by the will : as, the movement of a limb is

voluntary, the action of the heart involuntary.

We always explain the voluntary action of all men ex.

cept ourselves on the principle of causation by character
and circumstances. H. Sidgwick, M ethods of Ethics, p. 48.

It follows from this that voluntary movements must be
secondary, not primarj- functions of our organism.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 487.

We see here that atrophy begins in the most voluntary
limb, the arm. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 174.

3. Done by design or intention; intentional;
purposed; not accidental.

Giving myself a voluntary wound.
Shak., J. C, ii. 1. 30a

.If a man be lopping a tree, and his ax-head fall from the
helve, . . . and kills another passing by, here is indeed
manslaughter, but no voluntary murther.

Perkins. (Johnson.)

4. Endowed with the power of willing, or act-

ing of one's own free will or choice, or accord-
ing to one's judgment.

God did not work as a necessary, but a voluntary agent,
intending beforehand, and decreeing with himself, that
which did outwardly proceed from him.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. iii. 2.

5. Of, pertaining, or relating to voluntaryism,
or the doctrines of the voluntaries : as, the foJ-

imfart/ theory or controversy.— 6. Inlaw: (a)

Proceeding from the free and unconstrained
will of the person: as, a voluntary confession.

(6) Not supported by a substantial pecuniary
or valuable consideration. See voltoitary coti-

veyance, below—Voluntary affidavit or oath, (a)

An affidavit or oath made in a case in which the law has
not sanctioned the administration of an oath or affir-

mation, (b) An aifidavit offered spontaneously or made
freely, without the compulsion of subpoena or other pro-
cess.—Voluntary agent. See oi/CTi*.— Voluntary ap-
pearance, the spontaneous appearance of a defendant
for the purpose of resisting an action or other proceed-
ing without having been served with process, or without
requiring the plaintiff to rely upon service of process to
compel appearance.—Voluntary association. See asso-

cidfioK.—Voluntary bankruptcy. See bankruptcy.—
Voluntary conveyance, a conveyance made without
valuable consideration ; a conveyance in the nature of

a gift. The importance of the distinction between this

and a conveyance for value is that the former may be
voidable by creditors in some cases where the latter may
not.—Voluntary escape. &ee escape, 3.— Voluntary
grantee, tlie grantee in a voluntary conveyance.— Vol-
untaryjurisdiction, a jurisdiction exercised in matters
admitting of no opposition or question, and therefore
cognizable by any of the court judges, and in any place
and on any lawful day.—Voluntary manslaughter.
See manslaughter, %—Volimtary motion. See ?»o/tV)7t.

—Voluntary muscle, voluntary muscular fiber,
striated red muscular fiber (except that of the heart),

as distinguished from smooth pale muscular fiber : so
called as being under the control of the will. See cut
under muscular.— Volimtary partition, a partition ac.

complished by mutual agreement, as distinguished from
one had by the judgment of a court,— Volimtary schooL
in England, one of a class of elementary schools supported
by voluntary subscriptions, many of them in part main-
tained and regulated by religious bodies. The number of
those schools has been greatly reduced since 1870, when
education was made compulsory by the Education Act,
and board schools were established. In 1897 a sum, not
to exceed in the aggregate five shillings per scholar an-
nually, was granted to them by Parliament.

In building cottages, and improving vohnitary schools.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 738.

Voluntary waste, waste which is the result of the vol-

,

untary act of the tenant of property, as where, without
the consent of the proprietor, be cuts down timber, or
pulls down a wall. =Syn. Voluntary, Spontaneous, Will-

ing. Voluntas/ supposes volition, and therefore inten-

tion, and presumably refiection. Spontaneous views the
act as though there were immediate connection between
it and the cause, without interventicn of the reason and
the will: spontaneous applause seems to start of itself.

Willing has in the authorized version of the Bible a
range of meaning up to desirous or anxious, as ir Mat, i.

19, xxvi. 41, Luke x, 29, but now is strictly confined to the



voluntary

negative sense of consenting, or not refusing or objecting,

in regard to the wish of another.

Some uf the pleasantest recollections of my childhood
are connected with the voluntary study of an ancient Bible
which belonged to ray grandmother.

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 54.

Spontaneous joys, where nature has its play,

The soul adopt^ and owns their first-born sway.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 255.

He lent a wiUing ear to the artful propositions of Sforza.

Prescoit, ¥erd. and Isa., ii. 1.

II. «; pi- voluntaries (-riz). 1. One who
engages in any affair of his own choice or free

will; a volunteer.

Rash, inconsiderate, fiery voluntaries.

With ladies* faces and fierce dragons' spleens.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 67.

Specifically— 2. Eccles., in Great Britain, one
who maintains the doctrine of the mutual in-

dependence of the church and the state, and
holds that the church should be supported by
the voluntary contributions of its members and
sliould be left entirely free to regulate its af-

fairs.— 3. Any work or performance not im-
posed by another.

At school he [Wordsworth] wrote some task-verses on
subjects imposed by the master, and also some volunta-
ries of his own, equally undistinguished by any peculiar
merit Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 206.

4. In church music, an organ prelude to a ser-

vice; sometimes, by extension, an interlude or
postlude ; also, an anthem or other piece of
choir-music, especially at the opening of a ser-

vice. These uses of the word seem to have originated
in the fact that such musical exercises are not rubrically
prescribed.

The rich may indulge in superfluities. The Ionian muse
is somewhat too fond of playing voluntaries.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Virgilius and Horatius.

My dear Herr Capellmeister, they say you play the most
exquisite voluntaries! Now do play us one.

Longfellow, Hyperion, Iv. 4.

At voluntaryt, voluntarily ; by an effort of wilL

C'yrces cuppes were too strong for all antidotes, and
womens flatteries too forceable to resist at voluntarie.

Greene, Never Too Late (Works, ed. Dyce, lut., p. xii.).

voluntaryf (vol'un-ta-ri), adv. [< voluntary, a .]

Voluntarily.

Gold, amber, yvorie, perles, owchea, rings.
And all that els was pretious and deare,
The sea unto him voluntary brings.

Spenser, F. Q., III. Iv. 23.

I serve here roJuntarv. SAa*., T. and C. , IL I. 103.

voluntaryism (vol'un-ta-ri-izm), ». [< volun-
tarij + -ism/] Vohmtary principle or action;
the system or principle of supporting anything
by voluntary contribution or assistance ; es-

pecially, the principle of unrestricted personal
liberty in matters of religion—this involving
on the one hand the obligation of church-mem-
bers to support and maintain religious ordi-

nances, and on the other the church's entire
freedom from state patronage, support, and
'imtrol.

Esther. . . waaunable at present togive her mind tothe
original functions of a bishop, or the comparative merits
of Endowments and V(^untaryism.

Oeorge Eliot, Felix Holt, xli.

The transatlantic friend of Vane, at the very nick of
time, was the central champion in England of absolute
wiluiitaryism, against the Independents and the famous
fifteen proposals for a .State Church on their sort of
" Christian Fundamentals.' N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 541.

In education, voluntaryism has been most prominent
and most beneficent from early times.

Jour, of Education, XVni. 148.

voluntaryist (vol'un-ta-ri-ist), «. [< voluntary
+ -i.sf.] One who believes in or advocates vol-
untaryism, especially in religion. [Bare.]

We commend this tribute to the Church of England to
our friends on the other side of the water, as proof that
an American and a \'^tiluntaryist can yet do full justice to
that ancient and historical church.

Xew York Evangelist, Oct. 19, 1876.

TOluntative (vol'un-tS-tiv), a. [< L. volun-
ta(t-)s, will, + -ire.] Voluntary.
The simple solution seems to be that the conditioning

of a purpose destroys its absolute voluntative power.
Amer. Jour. PhUol., IV. 426.

Toluntet, II. See rolunty.

volunteer (vol-un-ter'), H. and a. [< F.volun-
taire, now volontaire = 8p. Pg. It. voluntario, <

L.BoiwHfartMS, voluntary: see voluntary.'] I. n.

1. A person who enters into any service of his
own free will.

He has had t'ompassion upon Lovers, and generously
engag'd a Volunteer in this Action, for our Service.

Conj/reve, Way of the World, v. 14.

2. A person who enters military service of
his own free will, and not by romttraint or com-
pulsion ; one who offei'.s to serve, and generally
receives some consideration or privileges on
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that account ; in the United States, especially
during the civil war, a soldier of a body other
than the regular army, but practically governed
by the same laws when in service. In Great Brit-
ain the government provides the various bodies of vol-
unteers, or citizen-soldiery, with competent instructors,
arms, and a part of their ammunition, besides allowing to
each corps certain grants proportioned to the number of
efficient members, etc. A Britisll volunteer can resign on
giving a fortnight's notice, except in a crisis of imminent
danger to the country. In the United States the array of
volunteers comprises, to all intents and purposes— (1)
the regular unpaid forces of State militia which, when
called into the actual service of the United States, receive
pay frora the government, and are subject to the rules
and articles of war, and (2) that class of troops which may
frora time to time be raised by Congress on occasions of
national emergency. Such troops are properly United
States troops, and the method of oflicerlng them is desig-
nated by Congress.

At the very outset of the campaign, the inexperience of
the Federal volunteers was made evident, even more on
the march than on the battle-field.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 193.

Volunteers often complain that they are not taken seri-

ously enough. . . . Nor must they ever cease complain-
ing until they have been thoroughly organized for what-
ever their duties are to be, and until those duties are per-
fectly clear to themselves and the country at large.

FortnighUy Rev., N. S., XLIII. 616.

3. In law, one who claims the benefit of a eon-
tract or conveyance although no consideration
proceeded from him nor from any one in' whose
place he stands.— 4. A tree which grows spon-
taneously : as, that pear-tree in my garden is a
volunteer. [Southern U. S.]

H. a. 1. Entering into military service by
free will and choice : as, a volunteer soldier.

—

2. Composed of volunteers: as, a volunteer
corps.

The volunteer artillery, furnished by the several States,
was only organized into batteries, having no officer above
the rank of captain.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 275.

volunteer (vol-un-ter'), "• [< volunteer, n.] I.

trans. To offer, contribute, or bestow volunta-
rily, or without constraint or compulsion.

The chief agents who had already volunteered their ser-

vices against him.
Gifford, Note on B. Jonson's Poetaster, iii. 1.

Bit by bit, the full and true
Particulars of the tale were volunteered
With all the breathless zeal of friendship.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 232.

H. intrans. To enter into any service of one's

free will, without constraint or compulsion : as,

to volunteer for a campaign.
VOlunteerlyt (vol-un-ter'Ii), adv. Voluntarily

;

as a volunteer.

VolurUeerly to ramble with Lord Loudon Campbell,
Brave Hay did suffer for a*.

BatUe of Sheng-Mmr (Child's Ballads, VII. 158).

VOlun'tomotory (vol'un-to-mo'to-ri), a. [< vol-

unt{ary) + motory.] Having or pertaining to

motor influence or effect which is voluntary, or
subject to the will : with Remak specifying the
somatopleural division of the body, including
the muscular sy.stem of ordinary language, as
distinguished from the splanehuopleural or in-

voluntomotory (which see).

The volurUomotory, corresjionding to the body-wall or

somatopleure. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 167.

voluntyt, n. [< ME. volunte, also volente, voul-

ente, < OF. volente, volunte, F. volonte = Sp.

voluntad = It. voluntA, wUl, < L. volunta(t-)s,

will, desire: see voluntary.] Will; wish; will

and pleasure.
For that he

May not fulfllle his volunte.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 5276.

For of free choice and hertely volente.

She hathe to God avowed chastity.

Lydgate, MS. Ashmole 339, f. 16. {HattiweU.)

After me made by thy will and uolente

To take this woman of the fayry.

This here diflamed serpent vnto se.

Rom. of ParUnay(E. E. T. S.)^ L 3473.

" Sir, " quod thei, " yef it be not thus, doth with vs youre
vUente." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 29.

And the seid Tnddenham and lleydon wold after theyr
voulente have it hald yn raeen of the maner of Hetersete,

whych sufilcieut evidensea that ye have specifyeth no
thyng soo. Paston Letters, I. 173.

VOluperet, »'• [}iE.,a,lso volupeer,voleper.] A
cap or head-dress worn iu the fourteenth cen-

tury by either sex.

The tapes of hir white voluper
Were of the same suyte of hir coler.

Chamer, Miller's Tale, 1. 66.

voluptiet, «• Seevolupty.

VOlup'tuary (v6-lup'tu-a-ri), a. and to. [= F.

roluptuuire = Jt. volitttuario, < L. voluptuarius,

for earlier voliiptiirius, of or pertaining to plea-

sure, < volupta(t-)s, enjoyment, delight: see vo-

Volnspa

lupty.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or contributing to
luxury and sensual pleasure; promoting sen-
sual indulgence.
The arts whicli flourish in times while virtue is in

growth are military, and while virtue is in state are lib-

eral, and while virtue is in declination are voluptuary.
Bacon, Advancement of Leai-ning, ii.

The works of the voluptuary arts are properly attributed
to Vulcan, the God of Fire.

.Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., ExpL

2. Given to sensual indulgence ; voluptuous

:

as. voluptuary habits.

II. «. ;
pi. voluptuaries (-riz). A man given

up to luxury or the gratification of the appetite
and other sensual indulgences ; a sensualist.

Does not the voluptuary understand, in all the liberties

of a loose and lewd conversation, that he runs the risk of
body and soul? Sir R. L'Estrange.

The parable was intended against the voluptuaries of that
time, . . . men who, notwithstanding they professed
themselves Jews, lived like Heathens.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xii.

We have the Voluptuary, when first pleasant feelings,

and secondly the pleasantness of pleasant feelings, are
made the end to which all else is means, and the abstrac-
tion of pleasure's sake is pursued.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 263, note.

VOluptuatet (vo-lup'tu-at), v. t. [< L. voluptu-
(ous) + -ate^.] To make luxurious or delight-

ful.

'Tis watching and labour that voluptuates repose and
sleep. Feltham, Resolves, it 44.

voluptuosityt ( vo-lup-tu-os'i-ti), n. [< voluptu-

ous + -ity.] Voluptuousness.
In some children nature is more prone to vice than to

vertue, and in the tender wittes be sparkes of votuptuosi-

tie. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 6.

voluptuous (v6-lup'tu-ua), a. [< ME. voluptu-

ous, < OF. *voiuptuou's, F. voluptueux = Sp. Pg.
voluptuoso = It. voluttuoso, < L. voluptuosus, full

of gratification, delightful, < volupia{t-)s, plea-
sure: seevohtpty.] 1. Pertaining to, proceed-
ing from, or inclined to sensual gratification:

as, voluptuous tastes or habits.— 2. Passed or
spent in luxury or sensuality.

Soften'd with pleasure and voluptuous life.

!UUton,S. A., 1. 634.

3. Contributing to sensual pleasure ; exciting,

or tending to excite, sensual desires and indid-

gence ; sensual.

He that is temperate fleeth pleasures voluptuous.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 20.

Voluptuous idleness. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 4.

Ah, Vice ! how soft are thy voluptuous ways

!

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 65.

Barbara Palmer, Duchess of Cleveland, was there, no
longer young, but still retaining some traces of that superb
and voluptuous loveliness which twenty years before over-

came the hearts of all men. Macamay, Hist. Eng., iv.

The face voluptuous, yet pure ; funeste, but innocent.
J. S. Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, i.

Low voluptuous music winding.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin, IL

4. Given to the enjoyments of luxury and plea-

sure ; indulging in sensual gratifications.

Thou wilt bring me soon
. . . where I shall reign

-At thy right hand voluptuous, as beseems
Illy daughter and thy darling, without end.

Milton, P. L., iL 869.

Jolly and voluptuous livers.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IV. Iv.

= Syn. Carnal, Sensuotts, etc. See seiisual.

voluptuously (vo-lup'tu-us-li), adv. In a vo-
luptuous manner; with free indulgence in sen-

sual pleasures; luxuriously; sensually: as, to

live voluptuously.

Voluptuously surfeit out of action. Shak., Cor., i. 3. 27.

voluptuousness (vo-lup'tu-us-nes), «. The
state or character of being voluptuous, or ad-

dicted to the pursuit of pleasure and sensual
gratification ; luxuriousness.

But there 's no bottom, none,
In my voluptuousness; your wives, your daughters.
Your matrons, and your maids could not fill up
The cistern of my lust. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 61.

The voluptuousness of holding a human being in his [the

slave-owner's] absolute control.
Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.

To the north-east, in places, the backs and sides of the

mountains have a green, pastoral voluptuousness, so smooth
and full are they with thick turf.

The Century, XXIV. 421.

VOluptyt, » [Early mod. E. also voluptie; <

OF. volupte, F. volupte = Pr. voluptat = It. vo-

lupta, voluttd,, < L. volupta{t-)s, enjoyment, de-

light.] Voluptuousness. Sir T. Elyot, The
Governour, iii. 20.

Voluspa (vol-us-pa'), n. [< leel. Foluspd, the

song of the sibyl, < villu, gen. of volva, also volfa

(pi. volar), a prophetess, sibyl, wise woman, +
spa, prophesy, also pry, look, > Sc. spae: see



Voluspa

spae, and ef . spaewife.'] 1 . The name (literally,

'the Prophecy of the Sibyl') of a poem of the
ElderEdda.— 2. [i.e.] Erroneously, a Scandi-
navian prophetess or sibyl.

Here seated, the vol^igpa or sibyl was to listen to the
rhyniical inquiries which should he made to her, and to
return an exteniporaueous answer. Scott, Pirate, xxi.

Voluta (vo-lu'tii), n. [NL. (LinniBus, 1758), <

L. ro?«to, a spiral, volute : see t'oZwte.] 1. The
typical genus of Folutidie,

used with various restric-

tions, now containing ovip-
arous volutes with a short
spire, large aperture, and
long first eolumellar fold, as
r. imperialis. See volute, 2,

and Voliitidse (with cuts).

—

2. In arch., same as volute.

Evelyt), Architects and Ar-
chitecture.

Volutacea (vol-u-ta'se-a),
«. pi. [NL., < Voluta "+

-aeea.' A group of gastro-
pods ; the volutes. See Vo-
lutidM.

volntationt (vol-u-ta'shon), n. [< L. vnluta-
tio{ii-), a rolling about, a wallowing, < volutare,

freq. of rolvere, roll : see volute.'] 1 . A wallow-
ing; a rolling, as of the body on the earth.—2.
Acompound circularmotion consisting of a rota-
tion of a body about an axis through its center
combined with a revolution about a distant axis.

In the sea, when the storm is over, there remains still

an inward working and votutation.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, xxi.

volute (vo-lflf), «• and a. [< P. volute = Sp. Pg.
It. voluta, < L. voluta, a spiral scroll, a volute, <

volvere, pp. volutus, turn round or about, roll,

= E. wallow^.] I. n. 1. In arch., a spiral

seroU forming an essential part of the Ionic,

Iniperia] Volute (
yduta

imperiatis).

Volitta or Atnoria
itndHlata, of Austra-
lia, one of the Votnii-
dse, crawling with ex-
tended foot and ten-

tacles.

Volutes.—I. Greek Ionic : Temple of Artemis, Epbesus. 2. Com-
posite (Roman) : Baths of Caracalla, Rome.

Corinthian, and Composite capitals, of which it

is a characteristic ornament. The number of vo-
lutes in the Greek Ionic capital is four, two each on op-
posite faces. In the Corinthian and Composite orders
they are more numerous, in the former order being six-
teen in number. See helix, 1 (with cut), and cuts under
Acanthus, Corinthian, Ionic, and composite. Also voluta.

2. \u conch.: (a) A member of the VoluUdie.
The volutes are chiefly tropical shells, especially of Indo-
Paciflc waters, some of them of great rarity and beauty,

and highly prized by collectors,
as V. imperiatis, the imperial
volute, which shows beautiful
sculpture and tracery, and has
a circlet of spines like a diadem
crowning the very large body-
whorl (see cut under Voluta).
The peacock-tail volute, Voluta
(or Scaphella) junonia, of quite
another form, is white with or-
ange spots, and was long con-
sidered one of the rarest of
shells, bringing a very high
price. Many of the volutes be-
ing well known, they take more
distinctive names. Such is the
West Indian music-shell, Va-
luta musica, so called because
the markings resemble written
music. This species, unlike
most volutes, is operculate, and
is placed by some authors in
another genus, Volutolyria or
Musica. Some volutes are
known aabat-sheUs, as V. vesper-

lUio ; others as yets or boat-shells and melon-shells (see cuts
under Cymbium and Melo) ; and some forms, as Cymbium,
are oviparous. See also cut under Volutids. (ft) A
volution or whorl of a spiral shell.—Canal of a
volute, a channel inclosed by a list or fillet, in the face
of the circumvolutions of the Ionic capital.— False vo-
lutes, the Turbinellidx. P. P. Carpenter.

II. a. In hot., rolled up in anv direction.
volute-compass (vo-lut'kum"pa8), n. A form
of compass used, in drafting, to trace a spiral by
means of the gradual mechanical expansion of
the legs.

volnted (vo-lil'ted), a. [< vohite + -ed^.] Hav-
ing a coil, whorl, or volute, as a shell.

volute-spring (vo-lut'spring), ». A spring con-
sisting of a flat IJar or ribbon, usually of steel.

A Volute, the Music-shell
iVoiula or yolutolyria mu-
sical.
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coiled in a helix somewhat in the form of a vo-
lute. It is commonly made in a conical form, so that
the spring can be compressed in the direction of the axis
about which it is coiled.

volute-wheel (vo-liit'hwel), «. l. A water-
wheel with a volute-shaped casing about it to
guide the water to its vanes and buckets.— 2.
A volute-shaped sliell, that in revolving pre-
sents its open mouth to the air, which is thus
gathered into the tube and discharged through
the hollow axis. It is a common and effective

form of blower. E. H. Kniyht.

Volutidse (vo-lu'ti-de), n.x>l. [NL., < Voluta +
-idee.] A family of raehiglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Voluta;
the volutes. They have a large un-
divided foot, widely separate tenta-
cles, eyes external to the tentacles,
and a single (or triple) row of radular
teeth, each median tooth generally
having a trifurcate or simple apex.
The operculum is generally absent

;

when present, as in Volutolyria, it

is corneous and unguiculate, with
apical nucleus in the adult. The
animals are retractile in a shell gen-
erally of a more or less obconic
shape, with a plicated columella.
They are mostly ovoviviparous, Imt
in the genus Valuta eggs are laid in
a very large thin horny capsule. The
species are numerous, especially in
tropical seas, and many have shellsof
remarkable beauty, highly esteemed
by conchologists. See Valuta (with
cut) and volute, 2 (a) (with cut, and
other cuts there cited).

volution (vo-lii'shon), n. [<
L. volvere, pp. volutus, roll:

see volute.] 1. A rolling or winding ; a twist;
especially, a spiral turn ; a convolution.

The foaming base an angry whirlwind sweeps
Where curling billows rouse the fearful deeps. . . .

The swift volution and the enormous train
Let sages versed in nature's lore explain.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii. 43.

2. In conch. : (a) A whorl ; one turn of a spiral

shell. (6) A set of whorls ; the spire of a shell

;

the spiral turning or twisting of a shell. See
cuts under spire^, n., and univalve.—3. In anat.,

a convolution or gyration ; a gyrus

:

as, the volutions of the brain.

volutite (vol'u-tit), n. [< volute +
-ite^.] A fossil volute, or a similar
shell, as a species of Volvaria (which
see).

VOlutoid (vol'u-toid), a. and n. [<
volute + -oid.] I. a. Resembling
a volute ; of or relating to the Volu-
tidsB.

II. n. A volute.

VOlva (vol'va), n.; pi. volvse (-ve).

[NL., < L. volva, vulva, a wrapper,
covering, < volvere, roll : see volute.

In l>ot., a wrapper or external covering of some
sort ; specifically, in Hymenomycetes, same as
vehtm universale. Compare exoperidium. See
velum, 2, and cut under Fungi.
Volvaria (vol-va'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1801), < L. volva, a wrapper, cover: see volva,
vulva.] A genus of tectibranchiate gastropods,
of the family Actxonidse, represented by extinct
Tertiary shells, as V. bullotdes: formerly in-
eluding certain smooth shells of the family
Marginellidse. See cut under volutite.

volvate (vol'vat), a. [< volva + -ate^.] In hot.,

producing, furnished with, or characteristic of
a volva.

velvet (volv), v. t. [< L. volvere, turn, roll

round or about, roll. From the same L. verb
are ult. E. convolve, devolve, evolve, involve, re-

volve, etc., volute, volt^, vauW, vaults, etc.] To
turnover; revolve, especially in the mind ; con-
sider; think over.

I valued, tourned, and redde many volumes and bokes,
conteyning famouse histories.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., Pref.

I have been volving and revolving in my fancy some
time, but to no purpose, by what clean device or facete
contrivance I might . . . modulate them.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. 109. (Davies.)

VOlvelle(vol-ver), «. [F.] A small and gener-
ally circular movable plate affixed to an engrav-
ing containing a dial or lottery, and made to
carry the index-hand or pointer; any movable
engraving superimposed on another for the pur-
pose of showing variations. N. and Q., 6th
ser., XI. 217.

VOlvocinaceoUB (voFvo-si-na'shius), a. [As
Volvocin-eee + -aceous.] Belonging to or char-
acterizing the Volvocinex.
A peculiar condition of the Vcivocina^emis Algae (Ste-

phanospheera pluvialis, etc.).

U. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algaj, p. 236.

A Volutite
^yolvaria bul-
loides).

Cf. vulva.]

vomic »

Volvocinese (vol-vo-sin'e-e), 11. pi. [NL., <
NL. I'olvox {-0C-) + -inex.] An order of fresh-
water alg», of the class Coenohieie, typified by
the genus Volvox.

volvocinian (vol-vo-sin'i-an), a. [As Volvo-
cin-ese + -ian.] Eesembling a volvox, as an
infusorian ; volvocinaceous.

I liiive cited the two volvocinian genera Pandorina and
Volvox as examples of the differentiation of homoplastids
into the lowest heteroplastids. Nature, XLI. 318.

Volvox (vol'voks), n. [NL. (Liunseus, 1758),
< L. volvere, roll, turn about: see volve.] 1. A
small genus of fresh-water algse, of the order
Volvocinese and class Ccenohiese. it has a spherical
coenobium of a pale-green color, which is constantly ro-
tating and changing place, looking like a hollow globe,
composed of numerous cells(soinetimes us many as twelve
thousand) arranged on the periphery at regular distances,
and connected by the matrical gelatin. It is furnished with
a red lateral spot, contractile vacuoles, and two long-ex-
serted cilia. Propagation is both sexual and non-sexual.
V. fflobator, the tjest-known species, is not uncommon in
clear pools, ponds, etc. It was long regai'ded as an Infu
serial animalcule.

2. [/. c] A member of the above genus: as,
the globate volvox.

volvulus (vol'vu-lus), n. [NL., < L. volvere,
turn, roll : see volve.] Occlusion of the intes-
tine, caused by a sharp bend or twist of the
tube.

volyer(voryer), H. The lurcher. [Prov. Eng.]
vomet, r. [< ME. vomen, < OF. vomir, < L. vo-
mere, vomit: see vomit.] To vomit.
He shal hurtle the hond of Moab in his vomyng.

Wyelif, Jer. xlviii. 26.

vomet, "• [ME., < vome, v.] Vomit.
Alle forsothe boordis ben fulflld with the vrnne and

fllthis. Wydif, Isa. xxviii. 8.

VOmela, VOrmela, «. The Sarmatiau polecat,
Putorius sarmalicus. See sarmatier.

vomer (vo'mfer), n. [NL., < L. vomer, a plow-
share.] 1. In zool. and anat., a bone of the
skull of most vertebrates ; a membrane-bone
or splint-bone developed in the median line of
the skull, beneath the basicranial axis, primi-
tively consisting of paired halves, which some-
times remain separate, one on each side of the
middle line. Its special shapes and connections are
extremely variable in the vertebrate series ; in general, it

Is situated below or in advance of the basisphenoid, l)elow
or behind tlie mesethmoid, and between the maxillary,
palatine, or pterygoid Ijones of opposite sides, serving
thus as a septum between right and left nasal or naso-
palatine passages. In man the vomer is plowshare-
shaped, articulating with the sphenoid behind, the meseth-
moid above, the palatal plates of the maxillary and pala-
tal bones below, and the triangular median cartilage of the
nose in front ; it thus forms much of the nasal septum,
or partition between right and left nasal cavities, its pos-
terior free border definitely separating the posterior nares.
In birds its extremely variable shapes and connections
furnish valuable zoological characters. (See teffithogna-
thous, and cuts under desmoynathmu, dromieoynathous,
sauragnathous. and schizognathous.) The vomer is by Owen
regarded as the centrum of the fourth or rhinencephalic

Settion of Skull of Elephant, greatly reduced, showing ife, meseth-
moid ; yo, vomer ; an, fn. anterior and posterior nares.

cranial vertebra— a view now entertained by few, it being
generally regarded as a mere splint-bone. It is wanting
in many vertebrates. The so-called vomer of fishes and ba-
trachians Is not homologically the bone of that name in

higher vertebrates, but is identified !>y some with the para-
sphenoid (which see, with cut;; while others name the
ichthyic vomer the a7i^ai6on«. It often bears teeth. See
cuts under Chelanidse, craniofacial, Cyclodu», GaUiiur,
Lepidosiren, Ophidia,^ parasphenoid, Physeter, Pythonidst,
Rana, teleast, and Thirwcaridse.

The bones in Fish and Amphibians usually denominated
vomers must part with their claims to that title and yield
it to the so-called parasphenoid.

Sutton, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1884, p. 570.

2. In onu'tt., the pygostyle or rump-post; the
large, peculiarly shaped terminal bone of the
tail of most birds, consisting of several anky-
losed vertebras. See cut under pygostyle.—
Wings of the vomer. See alx vomerit, under ala.

vomerine (v6'mer-in), a. [< vomer + -««el.]

Of or pertaining to the vomer.
vomic (vom'ik), a. [< L. vomicus, ulcerous, <

vomica, a sore, boil, abscess, < vomere, vomit,



vomlc

discharge: see vomit.'\ Purulent; ulcerous
[Bare.]

vomica (vom'i-ka), ». ; pi. rowMea (-se). [NL.,
fern, of L. vomi'ciis, ulcerous: see lomjc] In
med., a cavity in the lung, resulting fi'om a path-
ological process, and containing pus.

TOmicene (vom'i-seu), «. [< vomica in nux
vomica + -ene,'] In chcm., same as brucine.

Tomic-nut (vom'ik-nut), n. [An E. rendering
of NL. mix vomica: see nux vomica.'] Same as
vomit-iiut.

TOmit (vom'it), V. [< L. vomitus, pp. of vomere
(> It. vomire = F. vomir : see vome), vomit, dis-

charge, = Gr. iiiuv = Skt. -y/ vam, vomit. Cf.

emeUc] I. trans. 1. To throw up or eject
from the stomach; discharge from the stomach
through the mouth : often followed by forth,
up, or out.

The morsel which thou hast eaten ahalt thou vomit up,
Prov. xxiii. 8.

2. To eject with violence from any hollow
place; belch forth; emit.

During the night the volcano . . . ijomited up vast quan-
tities of tire and smolte. Cook, Second Voyage, iii. 5.

n. intrans. 1. To eject the contents of the
stomach by the mouth; ptike; spew.— 2. To
be emitted; come out with force or violence.

vomit (vom'it), n. [= Sp. vdmilo = Pg. It.

vomito, < L. vomitus, a throwing up, vomiting,
vomit, < vomere, pp. vomitus, vomit : see vomit,

v.] 1. Tliat which is vomited; specifically,

matter ejected from the stomach in the act of
vomiting ; an attack of vomiting.

So, so, thou common dog, didst thou disgorge, . . .

And DOW thou wouldst eat thy dead vrnnit up.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3. 99.

2. That which excites the stomach to discharge
its contents: an emetic.

Whether a vomit may be safely given must be judged
by tlie circumstances. Arlmlhitot.

Black vomit, a blackish su1)8tance, consisting chietly of
disorganize*! )>lood, vomited in certain cases of yellow fe.

ver ; also, the disease yellow fever,

vomiting (vom'i-ting), H. [Verbal n. of vomit,

».] 1. The ejection of matter from the stom-
ach through the mouth. It is effected mainly by
a spasmoilic contraction of the abdominal muscles and
diaphragm, occurring at the same time with dilatation of
the cardiac orillce. assisted also by contraction of the
muscular coats of the stomach itself.

2. That which is vomited ; vomit.

Hold the chalice to beastly txnnitinffg.

Jer, Tayltrr. Rule of Conscience, IV. i. 2.

Fecal or stercoraceous vomitiiiK, ejection by the mouth
of fecal matter whicli has been regui-gitated into the stom-
ach from the intestine; copremcsis.

VOmitingly (vom'i-ting-li), adv. As in vomit-
ing: like vomit.

Talce occasion, pulling out your gloves, to have some
epigram, or satire, or sonnet fastened in oi]e of them, that
may, as it were vomitiwjtff to you, otfer itself to the gentle-
men. Dekker, OuU's Uombook, p. 116.

vomition (vo-mish'on), n. [= It. romizione, <

L. vomilio{it-), a vomiting, < vomere, vomit:
see vomit.] The act or power of vomiting.
[Rare.]

How many have saved their lives by spewing up their
deliauch ! whereas, if the stomach liad wanted the faculty
of mmUion, they had inevitably died.

N. drew, Cosmologls Sacra.

vomitive (vom'i-tiv), a. [< F. vomitif = Sp.
Pg. It. vomitivo; as vomit + -ire.] Causing the
ejection of matter from the stomach ; emetic.

It will become him also to know not only the ingredi-
ents but do8e» of certain cathartic or purging, emetic or
vomitive medicines, specific or choleric, melancholic or
phlegmatic constitutions, plilebotomy being only neces-
sary for those who abound in i)lood.

Lord Herbert of Cherhury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 44.

vomit-nut (vom'it-nut), n. The seeds of the
nux vomica tTee,StrychnosNux-vomica ; quaker-
buttons or poison-nut. See mix vomica. Also
vomic-nut.

vomito (vom'i-to), H. [Sp. vdmito = E. vomit.]
The yellow fever, in its worst form, in which it

is usually attended with the black vomit.

The low, marshy regions are to be avoided ... on ac-
wjunt of the twmtto— the scourge of those regions.

L. UamilUrn, Mexican Handbook, p. 18.

vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), a. and ii. [= F. vnmi-
toirr = Sp. Pg. It. romitorio, < L. vomitorius,
vomiting (neut. 7)!. vomitoria, tlie passages in an
amphitheater), <! vomere, vomit, discharge : see
vomit.] I. a. Procuring vomiting; causing
ejection from the stomach ; emetic ; vomitive.

II. n.
;
pi. vomitories (-riz). 1. An emetic.

—

2. In arch., an opening or passage, usually one
of a regularly disposed series, in an ancient
Roman theater or amphitheater, which gave di-
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Amphitheater at Verona, showing; Vonytories.

The large archway is one of (he main entrances to the arena ; the
smaller one to the right of the tirst is an opening of the tirst vaulted
pass-ige l)eneath the seats of the auditorium ; the square openings are
vomitories.

rect ingress or egress to the people in some part
of the auditorium.
vomiturition (vom"i-tu-rish'on), 11. [< L. as
if *vomiturire, desire to vomit, desiderative of
comcre, vomit : see vomit.] 1. Ineffectual at-
tempts to vomit; retching.— 2. The vomiting
of but little matter, or vomiting with little ef-
fort.

vomitus (vom'i-tus), n. [L., prop. pp. of vo-
mere, vomit: see vomit.] Vomiting; vomited
matter—Vomitus niger, black vomit ; yellow fever.

vondsirat, ". Same as vansirc. Flacourt, 1661.

Von Graefe's operation for cataract. See
operation.

Von Patera process. See process.

voodoo (v6-<lo'), H. and a. [Also voudoti; < Cre-

ole F. vaudonx, a negro sorcerer, prob. orig.

a dial, fonn of P. Vaudois, a Waldensian (the
Waldenses, as heretics, being accused of sor-

cery): see Waldenses. Cf. hoodoo.] I. «. 1.

A common name among Creoles and in many
of the southern United States for any prac-
ticer of malicious, defensive, amatory, healing,
or soothsaying enchantments, charms, witch-
crafts, or secret rites, especially when they are
tinctured "with African superstitions and cus-
toms; especially, one who makes such practices
a business.

The unprotected little widow should have had a very
serious errand to bring her to the voudou's house.

O. W. Cable, Orandissimes, p. 90.

Every one has read of the noisy antics employed by the
medicine-men among the Indians, and by the fetich-doc-
tors and voodoos among the negroes, for driving diseases
out of their patients. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. SOS.

2. The same title transferred by voodoos to a
personal evil spirit supreme among evil powers.

But for the small leaven of more intelligent whites, the
black people would soon be victims of votidoo. Indeed, it

is hard to find a rural community in the 8outh where that
dreadful bugbear is not more or less believed in and feared.

Pap. Sci. Mo., -XXVI. 44.

3. }}l. The practicers of voodoo rites as a col-

lective body.
II. a. Pertaining to or associated with the

superstitions and peculiar practices of the voo-
doos: as, a voodoo dance (a violent indecent
dance belonging to the secret nocturnal cere-

monies of the voodoos) ; a voodoo doctor, or voo-

doo priest (the terms most commonly used in

Creole countries for any professional voodoo);
voodoo king or queen (the person who, by a cer-

tain vague election and tentire, holds for life a
local preeminence and some slight authority
over all voodoos of the surrounding country).

voodoo (vo-do'), V. t. [Also voudou; < voodoo,

n. Cf. hoodoo, v.] To affect by voodoo conju-
ration or charms.

What was the matter with her head, anyhow? She
must be voudmted. Sew Princeton Itev., I. 106.

The negroes [of Louisiana] took a dislike to the over-

seer, and sent to the city for a conjuror to come down and
voodoo him. The conjuror undertook to rid them of the

overseer for $:tO, but finally came down in his demand to

$2.50. The Century, XXXV. 112.

VOOdooism (vo-dS'izm), n. [Also voudouism; <

voodoo + -ism.] The voodoo superstitions and
practices, in the main these are only such fantastical

vortex
beliefs and impotent secret libations, burnings, etc., as
are everywhere the recom-se of base and puerile condi-
tions of mind. There seems to l)e little in voodooism to
Justify the term "worship"; and still less does it seem to
contain any group of beliefs, myths, or pious observances
that make it in any sense a separate religion.

VOOga-hole (vo'ga-hol), «. Same as vug.
voracious (v9-ra'shus), a. [= F vorace = Sp.
Pg. voraz = It. vorace, < L. vorax (vorac-), swal-
lowing greedily, ravenous, < vorare, swallow,
devour ; cf . Gr. y (iop in (iopa, food, pptj/ia, food
(see bronia), jiijipimKeiv, eat, Skt. / gar, swal-
low. Cf. vorant, devour.] 1. Greedy in eat-
ing ; eating food in large quantities ; marked
by voracity; ravenous: as, a t)orac«ot(« man.

I have seen of the king carrion crows. . . . They are
very voracious, and will despatch a carcass in a trice.

Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1676.

They are men of a voracious appetite, but no taste.

Addison, Spectator, No. 452,

2. Rapacious.
I would have removed this defect, and formed no vora.

cious or destructive animals, which only prey on the other
parts of the creation. Goldsmitk, Asem.
Confess to me, as the first proof of it [confidence], didst

thou never shrink back from so voracious and intractable
a monster as that accursed snake?

Landor, Iniag. Conv., Alexander and the Priest of
[Hammon.

3. Ready to swallow up: as, a voracious gulf
or whirlpool. =syn. L Bavemms, etc. See rapacious.

voraciously (vo-ra'shus-li), adv. In a vora-
cious manner ; with greedy appetite ; ravenous-
ly; rapaciously.

voraciousness (vo-ra'shus-nes), n. The state
or character of being voracious

;
greediness of

appetite; ravenousness ; voracity.

This necessarily puts the good man upon making great
ravages on all the dishes . . . near him, and distinguish-
ing himself by a voraciousness of appetite, as knowing that
his time is short. Addison, Tatler, No. 255.

voracity (vo-ras'i-ti), n. [< F. voracite = Sp.
voracidad =' Pg. voracidade = It. voracitd, < L.
voracita{t-),t, ravenousness, < vorax {vorac-), de-
vouring: see voracious.] The character of be-
ing voracious; greediness of appetite; vora-
ciousness.
He ate food with what might almost be termed voracity.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

=Syn. Avidity, ravenousness. See rapacious.

voraginous (vo-raj'i-nus), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

voraginoso, < LL. voraginosus, full of chasms or
abysses, < L. vorago, a chasm, abyss : see vo-
rago.] Of or pertaining to a gulf or whirlpool;
hence, devouring; swallowing. [Rare.]

A cavern's jaws voraginous and vast.

Mallet, Amyntor and Theodora, L

vorago (vo-rii'go), n. [L., a gulf, abyss, < vo-
rare, swallow, swallow up. Cf. E. swallow'^, a
gulf, abyss; cf. also gorge in similar sense.]
A gulf ; an abyss. [Rare.]

From hence we passed by the place into wch Curtius
precipitated himself for the love of his country, now with-
out any signe of a lake or vorago.

Evelyn, Diai-y, Nov. 4, 1644.

vorant (vo'rant), a. [< L. voraii(t-)s, ppr. of
vorare, swallow: see xoracious.] In her., de-
vouring or swallowing: noting a serpent or
other creature of prey. The epithet is followed by
the name of the object which is being swallowed : as, the
arms of Visconti of Milan were a serpent vorant a child.

vormela, «. See vomela.

-VOrous. [L. -varus, < vorare, devour: see vora-
cious, vorant.] The terminal element, meaning
'eating,' of various compound aiijectives, as
carnivorous, herbivorous, insectivorous, omnivo-
rous, piscivorous, etc

vortex (vor'teks), K.
; pi. vortices or vortexes

(vor'ti-sez, v6r'tek-sez). [= Sp. v&rtice = Pg.
It. vortice, < L. vortex, var. vertex, a whirl, eddy,
whirlpool, vortex : see vertex, another form of

the word.] 1 . A whirl of fluid. An intuitive geo-

metrical idea of the motion is not easily attained. If- the
motion of a fluid varies continuously both in time and in

space, it may be described as such that each spherical

particle is at each instant receiving tliree compressions
or elongations at right angles to one another, and has,

besides, a motion of translation and a motion of rotation

about an axis through it. When this motion of rotation

is present, the fluid is said to have a rotational motion

;

but this must not Ije confounded with a rotation of the

whole mass. Thus, if all the parts of the fluid move
in one direction hut with unequal velocities in different

parallel planes, though there be no rotation of the whole
mass, yet the motion is rotational; and if a spherical

particle were suddenly congealed, its inertia would make
it rotate. On the other hand, one or more radial pad-

dles turning about the axis of a cylindrical vessel filled

with a perfect fluid, though making the latter revolve

as a whole, could yet impart no rotational motion, which
the fluid would evade by slipping round between the

paddles. The motion being perfectly contiinious, the

axis of rotation of a particle must join the axis of rotation

of a neighboring particle, so that a curve, called a vortex-

li7ie, may be described whose tangents are the axes of ro-

tation of tlie particles at their points of tangency; and
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gach » carve must evidently return into itself or reach mllaria in 1758. It occurs in stagnant water and m infu-

both extremities to the boundaries of tlie fluid. A vortex sions. See also cut under /ttfusorwi.

is a portion of fluid in rotational motion inclosed in an Voiticellidae (v6r-ti-sel i-cte), n. pi. [JML., <

annular surface which is a locus of vortex-lines ; and an
inflnit«simal vortex is called a wrtex-Jilament. If at any
part of a vortex-fllaraent the angular velocity is greater

than at another part a little removed along the vortex-

line, then (considering a particle a little removed from
the central vortex-line) it is plain that of two opposite

parts of this particle having the same velocity in magni-
tude and direction and consequently on its axis of rota-

tion, that one which is in the more rapidly moving stra-

tum must be nearer the central vortex-line, so that the

annular boundai-y of the vortex must present a constric-

tion where the angular velocity is great ; and thus it can

be shown that the product of the mean angular velocity

in any cross-section perpendicular to the vortex-lines mul-

tiplied by the area of that section is constant at all parts

of the vortex. In a perfect fluid, which can sustain no

distorting stress even for an instant, the velocity of a

rotating particle cannot be retarded any more than if it

were a frictionless sphere ; and, in like manner, no such

velocity can be increased. Consequently, a vortex, un
like a wave, continues to be composed of the same

VorUcella + -irf«.] Vortieels or bell-animal

ctUes, that family of peritrichous ciliate infu-

sorians which are sedentary or attached (the

animalcules of all the other families of Peri-

triclia being free-swimming). These animalcules

are campanulate, ovate, or subcylindrical, with eccentric

terminal month having a spiral fringe of adoral cilia, the

right limb of which descends into the mouth, while the

left wreathes about a movable ciliate disk ; they rarely if

ever have trichocysts, but usually a long, slender vestibu-

lar seta. The family is one of the largest and most easily

recognizable among infusorians, the oral structures being VOtc (vot).

vote

given, or addicted to some particular service,

worship, study, or state of life.

Already Love's firm votary. Shak., T. G. of V., lit 2. 68.

Votaries of business and of pleasure prove
Faithless alike in friendship and in love.

Coivper, Verses from Valediction.

He deemed that a faith which taught that Jupiter of

the Capitol was a thing of naught was a faith which it be-

came his votarf/ to root out from all the lands that bowed
to Jove and to Jovius. E. A. Freeman^ Venice, p. 139.

very characteristic. The little creatures inhabit both salt

and fresh water. .Some are naked, constituting the Vor-

ticellinie; others live \n'ha.vA(Vaijinv:olitue)ort,ot\.(Pphry-

diiiue) loricse or investing sheaths. There are several gen-

era and numerous species. See Carchesium, and cuts un-

der Epistylu, I-}\fvxoria, and VorticeUa.

iden- VOrticellidan (vdr-ti-sel'i-dan), a. and n. I. a.

tical matter. When the motion is'continuous tliroughout Of or pertaining to the Vorticellidx ; vorticel-

the fluid, two vortices exercise a singular action upon one Jjng jn a broad sense.
another, each ring in turn contracting and passing through tt

,^_ A bell-animalcule ; any vorticel.

?uU''mot"ions°"'''"*''-"'" '' "^^ VorticelUnffi (vor'ti-se-li'n'e), L pi. [NL., <
gular motions.

also, a2. Any whirling or gyratory motion
whirlpool.

He soon found himself absorbed in the same vortex of

worldly passions and interests from which he had been so

anxious to escape. Prexott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 5.

3. In the Cartesian philosophy, a collection of

VorUcella + -itise.'i In a strict sense, a subfam-
ily of Forticellidie, containing only the naked
vortieels, solitary or social, and sessile or pedi-

cellate. Tljis definition excludes the Faginico-

linie and Ophri/dUnas, which are not naked.

vorticelline (vor-ti-sel'in), «. Of or pertaining

to the Vorticellinee.
material particles, forming a fluid or ether, en- to t'.'^ ^

t 4-- i i „* ..„^t^„

dowed wiU a rapid rotatory motion about an vortices. n Latin plural otvortex.

aSI, anTfilUng all space, by which Descartes VOrtlCial (vor-tish'al), a. An erroneous form

accounted for the motions of the universe, o^ "<" "<""•

This theory attracted much attention at one

time, but isnow entirely discredited.— 3. [cap.'\

[Nil.] In sool., the typical genus of Vorticidce,

containing such species as V. viridis—Electro-

lytic vortices, currents circulating round closed paths in

the liquid or liquid and plate, but not passing through the

external circuit, in an electrolytic cell.— Vortex Of the
heart, the peculiar spiral concentration of the fibers at

the apex, produced by the twisting of the external fibers

Cyclic and seemingly gyrating or vorticUU movements.
Poe, Eureka.

Vorticidse (v6r-tis'i-de), ». J)?.
[NL., < Vortex

(-tic-) -H -idse.'] A family of rhabdoeoelous tur-

bellarians, typified by the genus Vortex, con-

taining both fresh-water and marine forms,

some of which are parasitic on gastropods and
holothurians.

uje apex, prouueeu nj mc Lwiomig \jx i.iic ^.Ai.i^iii«i ...^w.,
i - . r^ t t i _/•.. \

as they pass back to join those of the inner layer. Also VOrtlCOSe (vor'tl-kos), a. [< L. vorttx {rorlxc-),
' ~ ''

'
'

"
1. Whirling; vorti-called wJmrl of the Aeart.—Vortex-rlng, in pAj/sic*, a vor-

tical molecular filament or column returning into itself

so as to fonn a ring composed of a number of small rotat-

ing circles placed side by side, like beads on a string, as

the singular smoke-rings which are sometimes produced
when a cannon is fired, or when a smoker skilfully emits

a puff of tobacco-smoke. Recent labors in the theoretical

investigation of the motion of vortices, more particularly

the theorems relating to vortex-filaments rotating round
a central axis in a frictionless or perfect fluid (vortex-

atoms), have suggested the possibility of founding on them
a new form of the atomic theory.— Vortex theorsf, the

a whirl, vortex, -I- -o«e.]

cal.

Only a very small percentage of the spots show any trace

of vorticose motion. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 173.

2. In anat., specifying the veins of the exter-

nal layer of the choroid coat of the eyeball, the

vense vorticosse, which are regularly arranged

in drooping branches converging to a few equi-

distant trunks which perforate the sclerotic

coat and empty into the ophthalmic vein.
- ,.. . S&measvorti-

theory that atoms of ordinary matter are vortices ni a fluid. .
^

The object of the hypothesis seems to be to explain away VOrtlCUlai (vor-tik u-lar;, a.

actionatadistance— aproceedinghardlyinhannony with cose.

^^^p^o^^^-^^!^!^^- They istorms, possess truly ^--«-ot-
,,,. ,.

vortex-filament (vor teks-nl"a-ment), ». In r^T « ,.

hudrod,,namics, the portion of flti'id included VOrtlginoUS (vdr-tij'i-nus), a. [<L *wrfefir»no-

vfithin a vortex-tube *«*! assumed var. of verti,ginosus, < vertigo, a

vortex-motion (vdr'teks-m6"shon), ». A rota- whirling: see vertiginous.~[YLam^g a motion

tional motion of a fluid in whicli' there is circu- round a center or axis
;
vortical.

lation about certain vortex-filaments, and no
circulation except about them.

vortex-tube (v6r'teks-tiib), n. An imaginary
tube within a fluid whose surface is the locus of

vortex-lines through a small closed curve drawn
arbitrarily.

vortex-wheel (v6r'tek8-hwel), n. A turbine.

vortical (v6r'ti-kal), a. and n. [< vortex (vortic-),

vortex, + -al.^ 1. a. Causing a vortex, as an
infusorian.

n. n. Any ciliate infusorian whijh makes a votal (vo'tal), a,

The flx'd and rooted earth,

Tormented into billows, heaves and swells,

Or with voriiginous and hideous whirl

Sucks down its prey insatiable.
Ctmper, Task, ii. 102.

VOtable (v6'ta-bl), a. [< vote + -able.'] Capa-

ble of voting;' having a right to vote. [Rare.]

When "the votable inhabitance convened in His Majes-

ties name September -24, 1754."

Town Eecarde of Wareham, Has»., quoted in NewPrince-
[ton Rev., IV. 253.

[< L. votum, a vow, -1- -al.]

vortex.

VOrtically (v6r'ti-kal-i), adv,

manner; whirlingly.

vorticel, vorticell (vor'ti-sel), n.

cella.'] An infusorian animal-
cule of the family Vorticelli-

dx; a bell-animalcule.

VorticeUa (v6r-ti-sel'a), n.

[NL. (O. F. MiUler, 1773 or

1786, but existent in form for

more than a century before),

dim. of L. vortex, a whirl:
see vortex.] The typical ge-
nus of Vorticellidse, having a
retractile pedicel; the bell-

animalcules. Many species are
colonial Inhabitants of both salt and
fresh water ; they are very numerous,
and among the most elegant animal-
cules, like tiny transparent wine-
glasses or l>ells borne on fine elastic

stems, and continually waving about
in the most graceful manner, '• as if

they were ringing chimes for Un-
dines to dance." V. corivaltaria was
described by Leeuwenhoek in 167.T

as an " animalcule of the first size,"

and called by Liuuicus Hydra con-

In a vortical

[< NL. Vorti-

k^orticella ntbttli/era,

highly magnified.

a, circlet of cilia

borne ui)on the disk b;
c, peristome ; e, esoph-
agus ; /, contractile
vacuole ; g, one of sev-

eral fqod-vacuoles ; h,
nucleus ; i, endosarc

;

(t, ectosarc; /, infundi-
hulifonn beginning of
the muscular stem,
most of the length of
which is omitted.

Pertaining to a vow or promise; consisting in

or involving a promise. [Rare.]

Debt is not deadly sin when a man hath no means, but
when he hath no meaning to pay. There must be voUil

restitution, if there cannot be actual.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 145.

votaress (vo'ta-res), n. [< votar-y -I- -ess.] A
female votary.

His woeful queen we leave at Ephesus,
Unto Diana there a votaress.

Sltak., Pericles, Prol., iv.

votarist (vo'ta-rist), m. [< votar-y + -ist.] A
votary.

The votarists of Saint Clare. Shak., M. for M., i. 4. 5.

Like a sad votarist in palmer's weed.
MUion, Comus, 1. 189.

votary (v6'ta-ri), a. and n. [< NL. "votarms, <

L. votum, a vow: see vote, vow.] I. a. Conse-
crated by a vow or promise ; also, consequent
on a vow ; devoted ; votive.

Votary resolution is made equipollent to custom, even
in matter of blood.
• Bacon, Custom and Education (ed. 1887), p. Xf!.

II. «. ; pi. votaries (-riz). One who is devot-

ed, consecrated, or engaged by a vow or prom-
ise ; hence, more generally, one who is devoted,

Music and painting and sculpture could also 1>oastol

distinguished votaries under the Regency.
The Academy, Oct. 25, 1890, p. 360.

[< F. vote, a vote, = Sp. Pg. It.

CO to, a vow, wish, vote, < L. votum, a promise,

wish, an engagement, < vovere, pp. votus, prom-
ise, dedicate, vow, wish : see t'OU!.] If. An ar-

dent wish or desire ; a prayer; a vow.

All the heavens consent
With harmony to tune their notes,

In answer to the public votes.

That for it up were sent.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

M. The end of my
Devotions is that one and the same hour
May make us fit for heaven.

Sev. I join with you
In my votes that way. Massinger, Guardian, v. 1.

Those interchangeable votes of priest and people, . . .

" O Lord, arise, help us, and deliver us for thy Names sake

;

O God, we have heard with our ears, &c."
Prideaux, Euchologia, p. 226.

2. A suffrage ; the formal expression of a will,

preference, wish, or choice in regard to any
measure proposed, in which the person voting

has an interest in common with others, either

in electing a person to fill a certain situation

or ofBce, or in passing laws, rules, regulations,

etc. This vote or choice may be expressed by holding

up the hand, by standing up, by the voice (viva voce), by

ballot, or otherwise.

Each party gaped, and looked alternately for their twt*

almost to the end of their speeches.
Burke, American Taxation.

He . . . was already a forty-shilling freeholder, and was
conscious of a vote for the county.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xL

Hence— 3. That by which will or preference

is expressed in elections; a ballot, a ticket,

etc. : as, a written vote.

The freeman, casting with unpurchased hand
The vote that shakes the turrets of the land.

0. IF. Holmes, Poetry, A Metrical Essay.

4. That which is allowed, conveyed, or be-

stowed by the will of a majority ; a thing con-

ferred by vote; a grant: as, the ministry re-

ceived a vote of confidence; the vote for the

civil service amounted to $24,000,000.— 5. Ex-

pression of will by a majority ; decision by some
expression of the minds of a number; result of

voting: as, the vote was unanimous; the vote

was close.— 6. Votes collectively: as. a move-
ment to capture the labor vote— Casting vote.
Seec(i»«nr7-wte.— Cumulative vote, f^ee cumulative sys-

tem of voting, under cumulative.— Limited vote, a form
of voting by which the elector is restricted to a less num.
ber of votes than there are vacancies, as in the ease of a

three-cornered constituency (which see, under three-cor-

nered).— Stxa.w vote. See strawi.—Tbe floating vote.
See floating.—TO split one's votes. See split.

vote (vot), V.
;
pret. and pp. voted, ppr. voting

[< F. voter, vote, < vote, vote: see tmts, «.] I.

intrans. To give a vote ; formally to express or

signify the mind, will, or choice in electing per-

sons to office, or in passing laws, regulations,

and the like, or in deciding as to any measure
in which one has an interest in common with

others.
They voted then to do a deed
As kirkmen to devise.

Battle of BaZrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 221).

For their want of intimate knowledge of affairs, I do not

think this ought to disqualify them (women] from voting

at any town-meeting which 1 ever attended.
Emerson, Woman.

Cumulative system of voting. See cumulaiin'.— To
vote straight, to vote the entire ticket, as of a political

party, without scratcliing. [Colloq.]

II. trans. 1. To enact or establish by vote,

as a resolution or an amendment.— 2. To gi-ant

by vote, as an appropriation.

Parliament voted them a hundred thousand pounds.
Svift.

3. To declare by general consent ; character-

ize by expression of opinion : as, they voted the

trip a failure. [Colloq.]

It has come to be voted rather a vulgar thing to be mar-
ried by banns at all.

Daily Telegraph, March 20, 188& (Encyc. Diet)

To vote down, to defeat (a propositionX as in a legislative

body ; give public judgment against ; hence, to put an end
to.

Old truths voted doum begin to resume their places.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor.. ii. 5.
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It is of no use to vote doicii gravitation or morals.
Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

To vote in, to choose by suffrage ; elect, as to an appoint-
ment or office, by expression of will or preference : as, he
was tyoted in by a lianUsome majority,

voteless (vot'les), a. [< vote + -less.'] Having
uo vote ; not entitled to a vote.

He was not enlightened enough to know that there was
a way of using voteless miners and navvies at Nominations
and Elections. Oeorye Eliot, Felix Holt, jii.

voter (vo'ter), n. [< vote + -erl.] One who
votes or has a legal right to vote; an elec-
tor.

Of late years, . . . when it has been considered neces-
sary by politicians to cultivate the foreign-l)orn voters,
there has been a great tendency to appoint naturalized
citizens as consuls. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 81,

Kegistration of voters. See mjisiralion.

vote-recorder (v6t're-li6r"dei-), n. An electri-
cal device which records the yea or nay of a
voter when the corresponding knob or button
is pressed.

voting-paper (vo'ting-pa^pfer), ». A balloting-
paper; particularly, according to the British
Ballot Act of 1872, a paper used in voting by bal-
lot in the election of members of Parliament, of
municipal corporations, etc. Such papers are used
only in cases where the number of candidates exceeds the
number of vacancies ; they contain a list of the candidates,
and the voter is required to put a mark opposite the name
of each candidate he selects.

VOtistt (vo'tist), u. [< L. votum, vow, + -ist.]

One who makes a vow; a vower; a votarist.

Try
If a poor woman, votist of revenge.
Would not perform it.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, Hi. 1.

votive (vo'tiv), a. [< P. votif= Sp. Pg. It. vo-
ticu, < h. rntiviis, of or pertaining to a vow, con-
formable to one's wish, < votum, vow: see vote,
vow.] 1. Offered, contributed, or consecrated
in accordance with a vow: as, a votive pic-
ture.

Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers.
But votive tears and symbol flowers.

Shelley, HeUas.
We set to-day a votive stone.
That memory may tlieir dead redeem.
When, like our sires, our sons are gone.

Emerson, Concord Monument.

Votive tablets commemorative of cures and deliverance
were hung around.

C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 232.

2. Observed, practised, or done in consequence
of a vow. [Rare.]

Votive abstinence some cold coDStitntions may endure.
Fettham, Resolves, i. 85.

Diversions of this kind have a practical value, even
though they seem to be those of a knight tilting at away-
side tournament as he rides on his votive quest.

Stedinan, Vict Poets, p. 399.

Votive mass. See )/ia«ii.—Votive offering, a tiiblet, pic-
ture, or till- like dedicated in fulfilment iif the vow (Latin
ez votii) of a worshiper. Among tlie (Jreeks and Romans
such offerings were dedicated to deities or heroes, and
were attlxed to the walls of temples, or set up in conse-
crated places, often in niches cut in the rock in a locality
reputed sacred. Among Roman Catholics they are usually
set up in chapels dedicated to the Virgin or to a saint
VOtively (vo'tiv-li), adv. In a votive manner;
by vow.

VOtiveness (vo'tiv-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being votive.

votresst (vo'tres), n. Same as votaress.

vouch (vouch), V. [< ME. vouchen, vowchen, <
OP. voucher, vocher, < L. vocare, call, call upon,
summon: see vocation, voice. Cf. vouchsafe,
avouch.] I. trans. If. To call to witness.

And vouch the silent stars, and conscious moon.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiiL 22.

2. To declare: assert; affirm; attest; avouch.
Praised therefore be his name, which vonieheth as

worthy this honour.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), n. 176.

What can you vouch against him, Signior Lucio?
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 326.

What we have done
None shall dare vouch, though it be truly known.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, ix. 31.

3. To warrant; be surety for; answer for^
make good; confirm.

Go tell the lords o' the city I am here
;

Deliver them this paper: having read it,

Bid them repair to the market-place, where I,
Even in theirs and in the commons' ears.
Will vouch the truth of it. Shak., Cor, t. 6. 5.

When I arrived at Scutari, they took my slave from me,
as I had not the original writing by me to vouch the prop-
erty of him. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 12«.

4. To support ; back ; second ; follow up.
[Rare.]

Bold words vouch'd with a deea so bold.
Milton, P. L., V. 6«.
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5. Inlaw: («) To produce vouchers for, in sup-
port of a charge in account. (6) In old Eng. law,
to call or summon into court to warrant and
defend, or to make good a warranty of title.

He vouches the tenant in tail, who vouches over the com-
mon vouchee. Blackstone, Com., IL xxi.

= Syn. 2. To asseverate, aver, protest.

II. intrans. To bear witness
;
give testimony

or attestation; more specifically, in old Enij.
law, to call in some one to make good his al-
leged warranty of title ; be surety or guaranty.
Vouch with me, heaven. Shak., Othello, L 3. 262.

The Salvo of Sir John Friendly's appearing at last, and
vouching for Lord Foplington, won't mend the matter.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 215.

A very clear account, upon my word ; and I dare swear
the lady will vouch for every article of it

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

To vouch to warranty, in old Eng. law, to call in a
third person as a substituted defendant, to defend the
title acquired from him. = Syn. Of vouch/or, warrant, as-
sure, guarantee.

vouch (vouch), n. [< vouch, v.] Approving
or supporting warrant; confirmation; attesta-
tion.

Why in this woolvish toge should I stand here.
To beg of Hob and Dick, that do appear.
Their needless vouches? Shai., Cor., iL 3. 124.

vouchee (vou-che'), n. [< vouch + -eel.] in
law, the person who is vouched or summoned in
a writ of right.

All trouble on this score was avoided by choosing as
vouchee some one who notoriously had no lands to make
recompense withal, and therefore was, as we now say, not
worth powder and shot F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 31.

voucher (vou'cher), H. [< vouch + -erl.] 1.
One who vouches, or gives attestation or con-
firmation ; one who is surety for another.
He knows his own strength so well that he never dares

praise anything in which he has not a French author tor
his voucher. Addison, Tatler, No. 165.

Some banks will not take the accounts of persons in-
troduced only by their own clerks, for fear they might be
confederates in some scheme of fraud or plunder. Other
and responsible vouchers are required.

Harper's Mag., LXSX. 468.

2. A book, paper, document, or stamp which
serves to prove the truth of accounts, or to
confirm and establish facts of any kind; spe-
cifically, a receipt or other written evidence of
the payment of money.
The stamp is a mark, . . . and a public voucher, that a

piece of such denomination is of such a weight
Locke, Further Considerations concerning Raising the

[Value of Money.
He caused the accounts to be examined by the proper

officer, who, after comparing every article with its voucher,
certified them to be right Franklin, Autobiog., p. 260.

3. In old Eng. law : (a) The tenant in a writ of
right ; one who called in another to establish
his warranty of title. In common recoveries
there might be a single voucher or double
vouchers. [Also written I'Ottc/i or.] (6) The call-
ing in of a person to vouch— Double voucher, an
incident in the alienation of land by the Action of com-
mon recovery, where the owner was allowatl to convey to
a third pei-son who, being sued, alleged that the fomier
warranted the title, and he, being called to vouch for it,

was allowed to allege that still another warranted it to
him, the object being to bar contingent interests, etc.

VOUchment (vouch'ment), ». [< vouch +-ment.]
A declaration or affirmation ; a solemn asser-
tion.

Their vouchment by their honour in that tryal is not an
oath. Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, I. 77. (Davies.)

vouchor (von'chgr), )i. [< vouch + -or^.] See
voucher, 3 (a).

vouchsafe (vouoh-saf ), v.
;
pret. and pp. vouch-

safed, ppr. vouchsafing. [< ME. vouchen safe,

saf, sauf, prop, two words, lit. ' guarantee (as)

safe'; {vouch + safe.] I. trans. If. To guar-
antee as safe ; secure ; assure.

That the quen be of-sent, sauf wol ifmiche.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4152.

So Philip is wild, on that wise we it take
As ge haf mad present, the kyng vouches it saue.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 260. {Richardson.)

8. To permit, grant, or bestow : sometimes with
implied condescension : as, not to vmiclisafe an
answer.

I have assailed her with music, but she vouchsafes no
notice. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 3. 45.

In your pardon, and the kiss voticlisafed me.
You did but point me out a fore-right way
To lead to certain happiness.

Massinger, Parliament of Love, ill. 3.

Sir, I must thank you for the Visit you vouchsafed me
In this simple Cell. Howell, Letters, ii. 69.

3t. To receive or accept by way of condesceft-

sion.

There she sate, vouchsafing my cloak (then most gor-

geous) under her. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Voulge of the end
of the 14th century.
(From Viollet-le-Duc"s
"Diet, du Mobilier
franca is.")

VOW
Upon which better part our prayers come in,
If thou vouchsafe them. Shak., K. John, ill. 1. 294.

II. intrans. To permit; grant; condescend;
deign ; stoop.

Than he preyede devoutly to God, that he wolde vouche
saf to suflre him gon up. 3Iandeville, Travels, p. 149.

God vouched sauf thargh thee with us to acorde.
Chaucer, A. B. C, 1. 27.

Vouchsafe, noble Lady, to accept this simple remem-
Iwance. Spenser, Tears of the Jluses, Ded.

VOUChsafement (vouch-saf'ment), n. [< iiouch-

safe + -ment.] The act o? vouchsafing, or
that which is vouchsafed; a gift or grant in
condescension. [Rare.]

Peculiar experiences being such
vouchsafements to them, which God
communicated to none but his
chosen people.

StUlingfeet, Sermons, I. viii.

voudou, voudouism. See voo-
doo, voodooism.
VOUge (vozh), n. Same as
voulge.

VOUgh, n. Same as vug.

voulge (vozh), n. [< OP.
voulge, vouge, voouge, P. vougc
(ML. vanga), a hunting-spear,
a lance; origin unknown.] A
weapon consisting of a blade
fitted on a long handle or staff,

used by the foot-soldiers of the
fourteenth century and later.
It varied in form, resembling some-
times the fauchard, sometimes the
war-scythe, sometimes the halberd,
and was frequently like an ax the
blade of which, with but slight pro-
jection, has great length in the di-
rection of the staff, and is finished
at the end in a sharp point.

VOUndt, a. An unexplained
word, perhaps a mistake for
round, occurring in the follow-
ing passage

:

Though it were of no vounde stone,
Wrought with squyre and scantilone.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7063.

VOurt, V. t. [ME. vourer, < OP.
*vourer, vorcr,< L. vorare, devour, eat; cf. tiora-
cious, devour.] To devour.
Thei whom the swerd deuowrede [var. vmirede]

Wyclif, 2 Ki. [2 Sam.) xviii. 8.

VOurert, "• A devourer.
Lo! a man deuourere, ether glotoun [var. vourer or

g'otou"]- Wydif, Luke vii. 34.

VOUSSOir (vo-swor'), n. [P. ; cf. voussure, the
curvature of a vault, prop. < *vousser, < LL. as
if 'volutiare, make round, < L. volutus, a rolling,
< rolvcre, pp. volutus, roll : see volute.] In arch.,
a stone in the shape of a truncated wedge, which
forms part of an arch. The under sides of the vous-
soirs form the intrados or soffit of the arch, and the upper
sides the extrados. The middle voussoir is often termed
the keystone. See arch^, 2.

voussoir (v6-swor'), V. t. [< voussoir, n.] To
form with voussoirs; construct by means of
voussoirs. Encyc. Brit., II. 387.

VOUtet, n. An obsolete form of vaults.

VOUtret, VOUturt, ". Obsolete forms of vulture.
vow (vou), H. [< ME. vow, < OP. vou, vo, veu,
P. vmu = Sp. Pg. It. voto, a vow, < L. votum, a
promise, dedication, vow, < vovere, promise,
vow: see vote, n., of which vow is a doublet.]
1 . A solemn promise ; an engagement solemn-
ly entered into. Specifically— (a) A kind of promis-
sory oath made to God. or to some deity, to perform some
act or dedicate to the deity something of value, often in
the event of receiving something specially desired, such
as success in an enterprise, deliverance from danger, or re-
covery from sickness: as, a voiv to build an altar.

Would I were even the saint they make their vows to !

How easily I would grant

!

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

Forc'd Consecrations out of another mans Estate are
no better than forc'd Vows, hateful to God who loves a
chearful giver. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

A vow is a deliberate pi-omise made to God in regard to
something possessing superior goodness. To be valid, it

must proceed from the free, deliberate will of one who, by
age and social position, is capable of contracting a solemn
obligation. It is to Gotl alone that a vow is taken, and
. . . it is an act of religion, or of divine worship. 'To vow
to a saint means, in tlie minds of Catholics, to vow to
God in honour of a saint R&tn. Cath. Diet.

(6) A promise to follow out some line of conduct, or to
consecrate or devote one's self wholly or in part for a
longer or shorter time to some act or service ; a pledge of
fidelity or constancy : as, a marriage vow.

Fooles therefore
They are which fortunes doe by vowes devize,
Sith each unto hiraselfe his life may fortunize.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 8a
By all the vows that ever men have broke.
In number more than ever women spoke.

Shak., M. N.D.,L 1.175.



vow
Bot^ for performance of yoar vow, I entreat
Some ga^e from you.
Fischer (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 1.

2t. A solemn asseveratiou or declaration; a
positive assertion.

What instance gives Lord Warwick for his vowf
Skak., 2 Hen. VI., lii. 2. 159.

St. A votive offering ; an ex-voto.

Belonging to this churcli is a world of plate, some whole
statues of it, and lamps innumerable, besides the costly
vmces hung up, some of gold, and a cabinet of precious
stones. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1(545.

Baptismal vows. See baptismal.— J/lonastic vows.
See moiuiiftic.

VOW (vou), r. [< ME. voicen^ < OF. vouery vowct\
F. vouer = Sp. Pg. votar = It. votare^ promise,
vow, vote, < ML. votare, promise, vow, < L. vo-

tum^ promise, vow: see pow, «. Cf. votCy v.] I.

trans. 1. To promise solemnly; undertake, by
a solemn promise, as to God or a deity, to do,

perform, or give ; devote.

And Jacob voiced a vow, saying, If God will be with rae,

and will keep me in this way tliat I go, and will give me
bread to eat, and raiment to put on, . . . then shall the
Lord be my Ood : . . . and of all that thou shalt give me
I will surely give the tenth unto thee. Gen. xxviii. 20 - 22.

iline own good maister Harvey, to whom I have, both
in respect of your worthinesse generally and otherwyse
upon some particular and special considerations, voued
this my labom-. Spenser, To Gabriell Hai*vey.

By Mahomet
The Turk there votes, on his blest Alcoran,
Marriage unto her.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, 1. 1.

I voic and I swear, by the fan in my hand.
That my lord shall nae mair come near me.

The Gypgie Laddie (Child's Ballads, IV. 117).

2. To threaten solemnly or upon oath.

Weeping, cursing, voicing vengeance.
Shak., T. andC, v. 5. 31.

3, To assert or maintain solemnly; asseverate;
swear.

He heard him swear and vow to God
He came but to be duke of Lancaster.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 60.

Brisk. I vote it is a pleasureable Morning ; the Waters
taste so finely after being fuddled last Night. Neighbour
Fribbler, here 's a I*int to you.

Frib. Ill pledge you, Mrs. Brisket ; I have drunk eight
already. Shadioell, Epsom Wells, i. 1.

Sir Peter vows he has not his equal in England ; and,
above all, he praises liim as a man of sentiment.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

It was my first experience with camels, and I vowed that
it should be my last; for, taking them altogether, they
are the most tiresome and troublesome animals I have
ever seen. The Century, XLI. 361.

H. intrant. To make vows or solemn prom-
ises; protest solemnly; asseverate; declare em-
phatically.

Better is it that thou shouldest not ww, than that thou
shouldest vow and not pay. Eccl. v. 5.

VOW-breacll (vou'brech), n. The breaking of
a vow.
He that vows . . . never to commit an error hath taken

a coarse that his little Infirmities shall become crimes,
and certainly be imputed, by changing his unavoidable
infirmity into vow-breach.

Jer. Taylor, Work6 (ed. 1835), I. 692.

vow-break (vou'brak), n. Same as vow-breach.
vow-breaker (vou'bra'^ker), n. One who breaks
his vow or vows.
And this is that holy bishop Paphnutius, whom these

euangelical vow-breakers pretend to be their proctor for
theire unlauful marriages.

M. Harding, quoted in Bp. Jewell's Works
[(Parker Soc), III. 386.

vowel (vou'el), n. and a. [Formerly also i?o?tWZ;

< F. voyelle = Sp. Pg. vocal = It. vocale, a vowel,
< L. vocaliSy a vowel, fem. (sc. littera, letter) of
vocalis, sounding, sonorous, < vox (foc-), voice,
sound: see voicBf vocal.'] I, n, 1. One of the
opene8t,mo8t resonant, and continuable sounds
uttered by the voice in the process of speaking

;

a sound in which the element of tone, though
modified and differentiated by positions of the
mouth-organs, is predominant; a tone-sound,
as distinguished from a fricative (in which a
rustling between closely approximated organs
is the predominant element), from a mute (in
which the explosion of a closure is character-
istic), and so on. Vowel and consonant are relative
terms, distinguishing respectively the opener and closer ut-
terances; but there is no absolute division between them.
Certain sounds are s^j open as to be only vowels; certain
others so close as to be only consonants ; but there are yet
others which have the value now of vowels and now of
consonants. Thus, I and 7i have frequently vowel-value in
English, as in aj/ple, token; and r is in various laTiguages a
much used vowel. Also, the semivowels y and w are not
appreciably diiferent from the i-vowel (of pique) and the
tt-vowel (of rule) respectively. A sound, namely, is a
vowel if it forms the central or open elementof asyllable,
being a syllable either alone or in conjunction witli the
closer sounds (consonants) that accompany it. (See syUa-
ble.) The openest of the vowels is a (as in far, father) ; the
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closest are i and w(in pique, rule); and these three, with e
and (as in they, tone), intermediate respectively between
a and i and a and u, are hardly wanting in any known
human language. But many others are found in various
languages, and tlieir number is theoretically unlimited.

2. The letter or character which represents
such a sound— Neutral voweL ^^e -neutral.

II. a. Pertaining to a vowel; vocal Vowel
points. See poiid^

.

vowel (vou'el), V. t
;
pret. and pp. voweled, vow-

tiled, ppr. voweling^ vowelUng. [< vowelj «.] To
pi'ovide or complete with vowels ; insert vowels
in (a word or syllable).

With pauses, cadence, and vieW-vowelled words.
Dryden, To Roscommon.

The vowelling of Greek and Latin proper names shews
that the vagueness of the vowels was not absolute.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 797.

vowelisht (vou'el-ish), a. [< vowel + -tV/i.]

Of the nature of a vowel. B. Jonson, Eng.
Grammar, i. 3.

VOWelism (vou'el-izm), n. [< vowel + -ism.']

The use of vowels.
VOWelist (vou'el-ist), n. [< vowel + -ist.] One
who is addicted to vowelism.
As a repetitionary vowelist, Mr. is virtuous com-

pared with Milton. Atheneeum, No. 3280, p. 334.

vowelize (vou'el-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. voicel-

izedy ppr. vowelizing, [< vowel + -ize.] To in-
sert vowel-signs in, as in Semitic words or
shorthand forms written primarily with conso-
nants only.

"Tom Brown's School-Days" will be immediately issued
in the easy reporting style [of shorthand], fully votvelized.

The American, VI. 314.

VOWelless (vou'el-les), a, [< vowel + -less.]

Without a vowel or vowels.
Hebrew, with its vowel-less roots, which require vocali-

sation before they can attain any meaning.
Farrar, Language and Languages, p. 395.

VOWelly (vou'el-i), a. [< vowel + -?//!.] Abound-
ing in vowels; characterized by vowel-sounds.
The mellifluence and flexibility of the vowelly language

[Italian] were favorable to unrhymed verse,
/. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 349.

VOwer (vou'er), n. [< vow + -cj-i.] One who
makes a vow.
These prycke eared prynces myghte truste those uowers,

as hawkes made totheyr handes, yet wolde I counsel! the
christen prynces in no wyse to trust them.

Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 142.

vowess (vou'es), n. [< vow + -ess,] A woman
who has taken a vow; a nun. [Rare.]

In that church also lieth this ladie, buried ... in the
habit of a vowesse.

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 3 (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

vow-fellow (vou'fer-'o), «. One who is bound
by the same vow. [Rare.]

Vow-fellows with this virtuous duke.
Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1. 38.

vowless (vou'les), a. [< vow + -less.] Without
a vow; not bound by a vow.
He hath done with their own vows, and now descends

to us, whom he confesses vowless.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, i § 17.

VOWSOnti '' Same as advowson.
The seyd William was with the prior of Norwiche of

counseille in hese trewe defence ageyn the entent of the
seyd Walter in a sute tliat he made ageyn the seyd priour
of a vowesoii of the chyrche of Sprouston in the counte of
Norffolk. Paston Letters, I. 18.

VOX (voks), n. [L. : see voice.] Voice; in mu-
sic, a voice or voice-part—Vox angelica, in organ-
buUding, a stop having two pipes to eaeb digital, one of
which is tuned slightly sharp, so that by their dissonance
a wavy effect is produced. The pipes are of narrow scale,
and the tone is delicate. Also ixrx cselestis, \inda maris, etc.
—Vox antecedens, the theme or antecedent of a canon
or fugue.—Vox barbara, a barbarous or outlandish word
or phrase: commonly used, inzoology and botany, of those
terms wliich are ostensibly New Latin, but which are nei-
ther Latin nor Greek, nor of classic derivation and forma-
tion, or are hybrids between Latin and Greek. Some thou-
sands of such words are current, though rejected by some
purists; and their use is fai- less objectionable than the
unending confusion in nomenclature which attends the
attempt to discard tliem. (See synonym, 2 (6).) Usually
abbreviated vox harb.— VoX CSelestiS. Same as vox an-
gelica.—Vox COnsequens, the answer or consequent of a
canon or fuyue.—Vox humana, in organ-bidlding, a reed-
stop having short capped pipes, so constructed as to re-

inforce the higher harmonics of the fundamental tones,
and thus to produce tones more or less resembling those
of the human voice. The imitation is not close, but un-
der suitable conditions the illusion of a distant singer or
choir is possible. The tremulant is usually combined with
the vox humana. A stop of the same name, but of much
less effectiveness, is often placed in reed-organs.

—

Vox
qulnta. Same as quintus.

voyage (voi'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also voiage;
< ME. voyage, voiage, veiage, veage, viage, vyage,
< OP. voiage, veiage, viage, F. voyage = Sp. vioje

= Pg. viagem = It. viaggio, travel, journey, voy-
age, < L. viaticum, provision for a journey, \Aj.

a journey, neut. of viaticus, pertaining to travel,

voyageur

< via, a way, road, journey, travel : see viaticum,
of which voyage is a doublet.] 1. Formerly,
a passage or journey by land or by sea; now
only a journey or passage by sea or water from
one place, port, or country to another, espe-
cially a passing or journey by water to a dis-

tant place or country: as, a voyage to India.

It is longe tyme passed that ther was no generalle Pas-
sage ne Vyage over the See ; and many Men desiren for to
here speke of the holy Lond, and han thereof gret .Solace
and Comfort. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 4.

Now to this lady lete vs turne ageyn,
Whiche to Surry hath take hir viage.

Generydes{E. E. T. S.), 1. 226.

When I was determined to enter into my fourth voyage,
I cast into the ship, in the stead of merchandise, a pretty
fardle of books.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

Provyded also that no person or persons havinge chardge
of any Viage, in passinge from the Kealme of Ireland or
from the Isle of Manne into this llealme of England, do
from the laste daye of June next comynge wittingly or
wyllingly transporte . . . any Vacabond Roge or Beggar.

Laws ofU Eliz. (157iX Quoted in Ribton-Turner's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 109.

The pasha was lately returned from his voyage towards
Mecca, it being his office always to set out with provisions
to meet the caravan in its return : they go alwut half way
to Mecca, setting out the same day that the caravan usu-
ally leaves Mecca.

Pococke, Description of the East, XI. i. 101.

All being embarked, they bade farewell to the gazing
throngupon the beach,who continued shouting after them,
. , . wishing them a happy voyage.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 110.

2. pL A book of voyages: used like travels.—

3t. The practice of traveling.

Nations have interknowledge of one another by voyage
into foreign parts. Bacon.

4f, A way or course taken ; an attempt or un-
dertaking; an enterprise; an expedition.

And ek Diane ! I the biseke
Tliat this viage be noght to the loth.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 732.

If you make your voyage upon her and give me directly
to understand you have prevailed, I am no further your
enemy. Sha^., Cymbeline, i. 4. 170.

He ran away from me, . , . and pretended he would
go the Island voyage [that against Hispaniola]; since, I
ne'er heard of him till within this fortnight.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 2.

So great a dignitie in time past was not obteined to the
maisterstherof by rebellion, . . . but by lighting valiaunt>
ly with the Sloores in the voiage of Orunado.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by tieliowus, 1577), p. 261.

Broken voyage. See ftrofren.— Continued or continu-
ous voyage. See con(im«rf.—Dance voyage, an un-
successful fishing-voyage. [Local, New Eng.] — Mixed
voyage. Seemia^d.— Todovoyaget.to makeajourney;
set out on an enterprise.

Pandare . . . caste, and knew in good plyte was the moone
To doon viage. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 76.

= SyTL 1. Trip, Excursion, etc. (se^ journey), cruise, sail.

voyage (voi'aj), v.; pret. and pp. voyaged, ppr.
voyaging. [< OF. voyager, travel, < voyage,
travel: see voyage.] I, intrans. To take a
journey or voyage; especially, to sail or pass by
water.

Beautiful bird ! thou voyagest to thine home.
Shelley, Alastor.

A mind for ever
Voyaging through strange seas of Tliought alone.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iii.

II, trans. To travel; pass over; traverse.

Long were to tell

What I have done, what suffer'd ; with what pain
Voyaged the unreal, vast, unbounded deep.

MUton, P. L., X. 471.

The Rhone of to-day must be something like the Khine
of fifty years ago, though much less voyaged now than that
was then. The Century, XL. 036.

voyageable (voi'aj-a-bl), a. [< voyage + -able.]

Capable of being sailed or traveled over; navi-
gable.

voyager (voi'aj-^r), w. [< voyage + -er^.] One
who voyages; one who sails or passes by sea or
water.
You go on to prefer my Captivity in this Fleet to that

of a Voyager at Sea. Howell, Letters, ii. 39.

In a few short moments 1 retrace
(As in a map the voyager his course)
The windings of my way through many years.

Couper, Task, vi. 17.

voyageur ( vwo-ya-zher'). w. [F., < voyager, trav-

el; as voyager.] The Canadian name of one of

a class of men employed by the Northwest and
Hudson's Bay companies in transporting men
and supplies, and, in general, in keeping up
communication between their various stations,
which was done exclusively in bark canoes,
the whole region formerly under the exclusive
control of these companies being almost every-
where accessible by water, with few and short
portages. These men were nearly always
French Canadians or half-breeds.



voyagettr

Such was the routine of our journey, the day, gener-

ally speaking, being divided into six hours of rest and
eighteen of labour. This almost incredible toil the voya-

(jeurs bore without a murmur, anil generally with such a
hilarity of spirit as few other men could sustain for a sin-

gle forenoon.
Gov. Simpmn, Journey Round the World, L 22.

voyaging (voi'aj-ing), n. [Verbal n. of voyage,

c.J The act or process of taking a voyage ; a
journey by water.

It is, in fact, a diary of the voyaging) and residences of
the ambassadors of Henry the Third.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 184.

voyalt, «. Same as vioV-, 2.

V. P. An abbreviation of vice-president.

V-point (ve'point), n. The vertex of two or
more diverging lines: as, the V-point of cirrus

stripes.

Vraisemblance (vra-son-blons'), «. [P., < vrai,

true, + semblance, appearance : see very and
semblance, and cf. rerisimiUtude.'] The appear-
ance of truth ; verisimilitude.

V. s. In music, an abbreviation of volti subito.

V. S. An abbreviation of veterinary surgeon.

vs. An abbreviation of versus.

V-shaped (ve'shapt), a. Shaped like the let-

ter V ; like the two equal sides of an isosceles

triaui;le ; larabdoid V-shaped barometric de-
pression, a region of low barometer inclosed by one or
more V'-shaped isobars, the point of the V, in the north-

em hemisphere, being usually directed toward the south,
V-shaped depressions are often accompanied by charac-
teristic squalls, technically called line-squaUg.

V. t. The abbreviation, used iu this work, of
rirh tniiisilife.

V-threaded screw. See scretc^.

V-tOOl (ve'tol), «. In joinery and carving, a
eutting-tool having the cutting edge in two
branches, making an impression like a letter

V, a sort of angular gouge.

vue (vii), u. [OF., sight, view: see view.l The
sight-opening of a helmet: same as ceillfre.

vug (vug), H. [AUovugli, rough, vooga; <Com.
vug, vugh, vugga, vooga, etc., a cave, cavern; cf.

Com. fogo,fogou,fou, a cave (= W. ffau, a cave,
den), Com. Iiugo, googoo, ogoo, ogo (Jago), a
cave, W. ogof, gogof, a cave.] In mining, a cav-
ity ; a hollow in a rock or in a lode. Vug is the
miners' name for that which geologists more
generally call a geode. See geode. Also called
tick-hole, vooga-hole.

Quartz is very generally found lining the hollow spaces
(mghs) in lodes. R. Hunt, British Mining, p. 4£<i.

VUggy (vug'i), a. [< vug + -^1.] Of the nature
of a vug; containing vugs.

VTlider, «. Same as voider.

Vulcan (vul'kan), n. [= F. Vuleain =r Sp. Pg.
1'olcuno = lt."f'olcano, Vulcano, < L. Volcanus,
r«tean««,Vulcan, the god of fire ; cf. Skt. ulkd, a
firebrand. Cf . volcano.'] 1. In Rotn. myth., the
god of fire and the working of metals, and the
patron of all handicraftsmen. Originallyan indepen-
dent deity,he became with the advance of time completely
identified with the Greek llephsestus. He was the son of
Jupiter and Juno, or of Juno alone, and was born with de-
formed feet, though according to late myths his lameness
came from his having been hurled down from heaven by
Jupiter in a fit of anger. He waa the divine artist, the crea-

tor of all that was beautiful as well as of all that was me-
chanically wonderful in the abodes of the gods. On earth
various volcanoes, as Lemnos and Etna, were held to be his
workshops, and the Cyclopes were his journeymen. He
had the power of conferring life upon his creations, and
was thus the author of Pandora and of the golden dogs of

Alcinous. In art he waa represented as a bearded man,
usually with the short sleeveless or one-sleeved tunic(exo-
mia) of the workman, with a conical cap, holding hammer
and tongs or other attributes of the smith, and sometimes
with indication of his lameness. When Jupiter conceived
Minerva in his head, the goddess was delivered full-armed,
upon the stroke of an ax In the hands of Vulcan.

2. A hypothetical planet between the sun and
the planet Mercury. An object supposed to be a
planet was seen crossing the sun's disk on March 26th,
186©. The period of revolution assigned to it was some-
thing over 19 days, and its distiince from the sun was
estimated at about 18,000,000 miles. The existence of
Vulcan, however, has not been confirmed (may, indeed, l>e

said to have been practically disproved) by subsequent
careful observations.

3t. A volcano.
Also in that lie is the Mount Ethna, that Men clepen

Mount Gybelle; and the Wtcaneg, that ben everemore
brennynge. MandevilU, Travels, p. 55.

Of those [remarkable things] which are in the Vvleans
and mouths of fire at the Indies, worthy doubtlesse to be
observed, I will speake in their order.

Aeotia, Hist. Indies (tr. by E. Grimston, 1604), ill. 2

((HakluytSoc., 1. 105).

Vulcan powder, an explosive consisting of nitroglycerin,
scxJiuiii uitDitL-, sulphur, and charcoal

Vulcanalia(vul-ka-na'li-a), n.pl. [L.: see Vul-
can.] An ancient Roman festival in honor of
Vulcan, celebrated on August 23d with games
in the Flaminian circus near the temple of the
god, and with sacrifices of fishes. As part of
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the observance on this day, work was begun
by lamplight, in honor of the fire-god.

Vulcanian (vul-ka'ni-au), a. [< L. Volcanius,
Vulcunius,<. roicrt««s,F«icaKH«, Vulcan, -f -an.]

1. Pertaining to Vulcan, or to works iu iron,

etc., and occasionally (but not so used by geolo-
gists) to volcanoes or volcanic action.

A region of vulcanian activity,

K. A. Proctor, Poetry of Astronomy, p. 228.

2. In geoL, pertaining to or designating the
system or theory of the Vulcanists, or oppo-
nents of Werner.
Vulcanic (vul-kan'ik), a. [= F. vulcaniqae =
Sp. volcdnico = Pg. volcanico = It. vulcanico;
as Vulcan + -ic. Cf. volcano.] Pertaining or
relating to Vulcan or to volcanoes.

Even the burning of a meeting-house, in itself a vulcanic
rarity (so long as he was of another parish), could not
tickle his outworn palate. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 120.

VUlcanicity (vul-ka-nis'i-ti), n. [< vulcanic +
-ity.] Same as volcanioity.

This [heat-producing] power, inadequate though It may
be to explain the phenomena of mdcanicUy.

J. Prestwich, Proc. Roy. Soc, XXXVIII. 425.

The term volcanic action (vulcanism or mdcaniciiy) em-
braces all the phenomena connected with the expulsion of
heated materials from the Interior of the earth to the sur-
face. Encyc, Brit., X. 240.

vulcanisable, vulcanisation, etc. See iiulcan-

izable, etc.

vulcanism (vul'kan-izm), n. [< Vulcan -i-

-ixni.] In geol., same as volcanism. The words
volcano and volcanic are firmly fixed in English, and the
former is in universal and exclusive use among those who
speak that language. Hence all the derivatives should
be spelled correspondingly : thus, volcaniem, volcanicity,

volcanology, and not vulcanism, etc.

In the lapse of ages . . . the very roots of former vol-

canoes have been laid bare, displaying subterranean
phases of vulcanism which could not be studied in any
modern volcano. Encyc. Brit., X. 240.

Vulcanist (vul'kan-ist), n. [< Vulcan + -ist.]

In the early history of geological science, one
whg supported the Huttonian theory, or who
was in opposition to the views of Werner. See
Huttonian.

It is sufficient to remark that these systems are usually
reduced to two classes, according as they refer the origin
of terrestrial bodies to fire or water ; and that, conforma-
bly to this division, their followers have of late been dis-

tinguished by the fanciful names of Vuleanigts and Nep-
tunists. To the former of these Dr. Hutton belongs much
more than to the latter ; though, as he employs the agency
both of fire and water in hia system, he cannot. In strict

propriety, be arranged with either.

Play/air, Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory
[(ColL Works, I. 21X

vulcanite (vul'kan-it), «. [< Vulcan -I- -ite^.]

1 . The harder of the two forms of vulcanized
india-rubber, the other form being known as

soft rubber. Vulcanite differs from soft rubber in that
it 'contains more sulphur, and is cured or vulcanized at

a higher temperature. It Is of a brownish-black color, Is

hard and tough, cuts easily, and takes a good polish ; It is

largely used for making Into combs, brooches, bracelets,

and many other ornaments. It is not affected by water or
by any of the other caoutchouc solvents. As it is espe-

cially distinguished by the large quantity of electricity

which it evolves when rubbed. It Is much used In the con-
struction of electric machines. Also called ebonite.

2. A name sometimes given to pyroxene, from
i tsbeing found in ejected blocksand lavas Vul-
canite flask, an Iron box closed by screw-bolts, for hold-

ing !in artificial denture while being vulcanized, to fix the
artiflciiil teeth In the vulcanite plate. The flask is heated
in a vulcanizing furnace.

vulcanizable (vul'kan-i-za-bl), a. [< vulcanize

-I- -able.] Capable "of being vulcanized; ad-
mitting of vulcanization. Also spelled vulcan-

isable.

vulcanization (vul"kan-i-za'shon), n. [< vul-

canize + -ation.] A method of treating caout-

chouc or india-rubber with some form of sul-

phur, to effect certain changes in its properties,

and yield a soft (vulcanized india-rubber) or a
har(l(vulcanite) product. This was originally effected

by dipping the rubber In melted sulphur and heating it to

nearly 300°. Several other methods have been employed,
probably the best of which for general purposes consists

In mechanically mixing the rubber at a moderate heat

with flowers of sulphur, and subsequently "curing " It in

superheated steam at from 2.'J0° to 300" Fahr. The process

was invented by Charles Goodyear, who obtained his first

patent for It in 1844. Other Ingredients, as litharge,

white lead, zinc-white, whiting, etc., r.re added to the

sulphur to give color, softness, etc., to the rubber. The
substance thus formed possesses the following proper-

ties : it remains elastic at all temperatures ; it cannot be
dissolved by the ordinary solvents, neither is It affected

by heat within a considerable range of temperature ; final-

ly, It acquires extraordinai-y powers of resisting com-
pression, with a great increase of strength and elasticity.

Vulcanized india-rubber is employed with great success

for very many useful purposes, aa for waterproofing cloth,

for boots, shoes, mats, toys, belting, buffers, wheel-tires,

washers, valves, pipes, firehose, medical and surgical

appliances, etc. Hard vulcanized rubber is known as

vulgar
ebonite or vulcanite. See vulcanite. Also spelled Vfulcan-
isation.

vulcanize (vul'kan-iz), v.; pret. and pp. vul-
canized, ppr. vulcanizing. [= F. vulcaniser;
as Vulcan (with allusion to the melted sulphur
of volcanoes) -(--(re] I. <>'a/!s. To subject to the
process of vulcanization, as caoutchouc. —Vul-
canized fiber. See /6eri.— Vulcanized glass, glass
cooled by plunging into a bath having a comparatively
high temperature. The nature of the bath depends upon
the effect desired to be produced.— Vulcanized rubber,
caoutchouc incorporated with sulphur and subjected to
heat, whereby it combines chemically with the sulphur,
and assumes, when cold, a hard consistency resembling
that of horn.

II. intrans. To admit of vulcanization.

Rubber vulcanises at 276" Fah.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 140.

Also spelled vulcanise.

vulcanizer (vul'kan-i-z6r), ». [< vulcanize -t-

-e;l.] ApparatusHsed in vulcanizing india-
nibber. Also spelled vulcaniser,

VUlcanot, ". An old form of volcano.

vulcanological (vul"ka-n6-loj'i-kal), a. Same
as volcanological. Nature, XXXVlII. 410.

vulcanology (vul-ka-nol'o-ji), n. Same as vol-

canology.

vulg. An abbreviation of vulgar or vulgarly.

Vulg. An abbreviation of Vulgate.

vulgar (vul'gar), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
vulgare; < F.'vtdgaire= 8p. Pg. vulgar= It. vol-

gare, < L. vulgaris, volgaris, of or pertaining to
the multitude or common people, common, vul-
gar, < vulgus, volgus, a multitude, throng, crowd,
the mass of people, the common people, the
multitude; cf. Skt. vraja, a flock, herd, multi-
tude, varga, a group, tvoop,<.'^ varj, turn, twist,

set aside, = L. vergere, bend, turn : see verge?.

From L. vulgus are also E. vulgaie, etc., divulge,

etc.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the com-
mon people ; suited to or practised among the
multitude

;
plebeian : as, vulgar life ; vulgar

sports.

A fewe of them went a lande for fresshe water, and fownd
a greate and high howse after the maner of their buylding,
hauinge xii. other of their vulgare cotages placed abowte
the same.

Pet^r Martyr (tr. In Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 70).

An habitation giddy and unsure
Hath he that bulldeth on the vulgar heart.

Shah., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3. 90.

"Follow my white plume," said the chivalrous monarch
of France, as he plunged Into the thickest of the vulgar
fight Sumner, Orations, I. 188.

2. Common; in general use ; customary; usual;
ordinary.

Our Intent is to make this Art [Poesle] vulgar for all

English mens vse. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 19.

As naked as the vulgar air. Shak., K. John, il. 1. 387.

They have applied the sense of the parables to certain
general and vulgar matters, without reaching to their real

purport. Bacon, Physical Fables, p. 8.

I shall much rejoice to see and serve you, whom I hon-
our with no vulgar Affection. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 24.

Unspeakable mysteries In the Scriptures are often de-
llvered in a vulgar and illustrative way.

Sir T. Browne, Religlo Medici, i. 46.

If Wordsworth sometimes puts the trumpet to his lips,

yet he lays it aside soon and willingly for his appropriate
instrument, the pastoral reed. And it is not one that
grew by any vulgar stream, but that which Apollo breathed
through, tending the flocks of Admetus.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 241.

3. Hence, national ; vernacular: as, the vulgar
tongue; the vulgar version of the Scriptures;
iu zool. and bat., specifically, vernacular or
trivial, as opposed to scientific or technical, in

the names or naming of plants and animals.
Bee pseudonym, 2. •

If againe Art be but a certaine order of rules prescribed
by reason, and gathered by experience, why should not
I'oesle be a vulgar Art with vs as well as with the Greeks
and Latlnes? Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poeaie, p. 3.

We will in this present chapter & by our own idle ob-
seruations shew how one may easily and commodiously
lead all those feete of the auncients into our vulgar Ian-

gage. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 86.

Of the Egyptian letters, or manner of writing, one was
vulgar, which all people learnt ; others were call'd sacred,

which the priests only knew among the Egyptians.
Pocoeke, Description of the East, I. 227.

4. Pertaining or belonging to the lower or
less refined class of people; unrefined; hence,
coarse; offensive to good taste; rude; boorish;

low; mean; base: as, vulgar men, language,
minds, or manners.

Stale and cheap to vulgar company.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., III. 2. 41.

I staid to hear the trumpets and kettle-drums, and then
the other drums, which are much cried up, though I think
It dull, vulgar musick. Pepys, Diary, I. 160.

Gold;
Before whose image bow the vulgar great.

Shelley, Queen Mab, Iv.



vulgar

Vvlgar prejudices of ever}- kind, and particularly vulgar
superstitions, lie treats with a cold and sober disdain pe-
culiar to himself. Macaulay, History.

We can easily overpraise the vulgar hero.
Emersoiiy Conduct of Life.

I go a good deal to places of amusement. I find no dif-

ficulty whatever in going to such places alone. . . . But,
at the theatre, every one talks so fast that I can scarcely
make out what they say ; and besides, there are a great
mauy vulgar expressions.

H. James, Jr., A Bundle of Letters, ii.

Vtllgw^era. Seeera.— Vulgar fraction, in ari«A. See
/rocftoH.— Vulgar purgation. See purgation, 2.— Vul-
gar SUbstituuon. See substttution, 4.=S]m. 1 and 2.
(>rtft/wtr2/, etc. See commoit.— 4, Rustic, low-bred.

n. «. It. A vulgar person ; one of the com-
mon people : used only in the plural.

Rude mechanicals, that rare and late
Work in the market-place ; and those are they
Whose bitter tongues I shun, . . .

(For those vile vuigars are extremely proud.
And foully-languag'd). Chapman, Odyssey, vi. 426.

2. The vernacular tongue or common language
of a country.

In our olde vulgare, profile is called weale.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 1.

Therefore, you clown, abandon— which is in the vulgar
leave— the society — which in the boorish is company—
of this female — which in the common is woman.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 1. 53.

Hie vulgar, the common people collectively; the un-
educated, uncultured class.

Therefore the vtdgar did about him flocke, . . .

Like foolish flies about an hony-crocke.
Spenser, V. Q., V. ii. 33.

A mere invention to keep the vulgar in obedience.
Burke, Rev. in France.

vulgarian (vul-ga'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. vul-
garis, vulgar, + -rt/i.J' I. a. Vulgar. [Rare.]

With a fat vulgarian sloven.
Little Admiral John
To Boulogne is gone.

•Sir J. Denham, to Sir J. Mennis. (Daviea.)

H. n. A vulgar person; especially, a rich
person with low or vulgar ideas.

There's Dipley, in the tallow trade— . . . Curse the
whole pack of money-grubbing vulgarians !

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xx.

Even the heir of a hundred sovereigns may be horn a
brute and a vulgarian.

R. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., ni. 635.

vulgarisation, vulgarise. See vulgarization,
vtitgarize.

vulgarism (vul'gar-izm), n. [< vulgar + -ism.']

1. Coarseness, rudeness, or grossness of man-
ners; vulgarity; commonness.
Degraded by the vulgarism of ordinary life.

Bp. Reynolds.

Shall I gulp wine? No, that is vulgarunn.
KeaU, To .

2. A phrase or expression used only in common
colloquial, especially in coarse, speech.

All violations of grammar, and all vulgarisms, solecisms,
and barbarisms in the conversations of boys, and also in
their most familiar letters, must be noticed and corrected.

V. Knox, Liberal Education, § 14.

Such vulgarisms are common [as]— the Greeks fell to
their old trade of one tribe expelling another— the scene
is always at Athens, and all the pother is some little jilt-

ing story— the haughty Roman snutTed at the suppleness.
/. Disraeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 380.

Vulgarisms and low words.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 276.

vulgarity (vul-gar'i-ti), n.
;
pi. vulgarities (-tiz).

[< F. vulgarity = Sp. vulgaridad = Pg. vulgari-
dade = it. volgaritd, < LL. vulgarita(t-)s, voU
garita(t-)s, the multitude, lit. the quality of be-
ing common or of the multitude, < L. vulgaris,
common, vulgar: seevidgar.] 1. The state or
character of being vulgar; mean condition in
life; meanness; commonness.
The necessities of public business, its vast extent, com-

plexity, fulness of details, and consequent vulgarity, as
compared with that of the ancients.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

2. Coarseness, grossness, or clownishness of
manners or language; absence of refinement;
also, that wliich is vulgar; a vulgar act or ex-
pression: as, vulgarity of behavior; vulgarity
of expression or language.
Making believe be what you are not is the essence of

mdgarUip O. W. Bolmes, Professor, vii.

To learn his negative merits, let us begin with the
enumeration of the ignoble vulgarities, farcical business,
and other evils happily sifted out and thrown away as not
comporting with the high seriousness of this grand style,
this new gospel of comedy, of which Aristophanes is the
evangelist. Amur. Jour. Philol.,X. 274,

3t. The commonalty ; the mob ; the vulgar.

The meere vulgarity (like swine) are prone to cry out
more for a little bite by the eare than for all the sordid-
nease of sin.

Bp. Oaudm, Tears of the Church, Pref., p. 3. (Davies.)
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vulgarization (vul"gar-i-za'shon), n. [< vul-

garise + -atioH.] 1. Wide dissemination; the
process of rendering commonly known or fa-

miliar.

The inclusion of anthropology in the general exhibition
of liberal arts is of great value in respect of tliat vulgari.
zation which is the aim of the French anthropologists.

Athenseum, No. 3225, p. 229.

Within the last few years competent authorities of dif-

ferent countries have been preoccupied with the incon-
veniences and injury that may result to public health and
morality by the vulgarisation of hypnotic phenomena.

Lancet, 1889, 1. 861.

2. A making coarse or gross; the impairing
of refinement or elegance.

Persia has thus fairly well escaped vulgarization and
misrepresentation at the hands of the globe-trotter, with
his worthless "impressions."

Westmirater Bev., CXXVIU. 454.

Also spelled vulgarisation.

vulgarize (vul'gar-iz), v.
; pret. and pp. vulgar-

ized, ppr. vulgarizing. [< P. vulgariser= Sp. Pg.
vulgarizar= It. vulgarizzare ; as vulgar -h -ize.']

1, trans. To make vulgar or common.
The care of Augustus Caesar, ne nomen suum obsole-

fleret, that the majesty of his name should not be vulgar-
ized by bad poets, is more seriously needed in our days
on behalf of great poets, to protect them from trivial or
too parrot-like a citation. De Quincey, Style, iii.

His marriage to that woman has hopelessly vulgarized
him. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

The image is, therefore, out of all imaginative keeping,
and vulgarizes the chief personage in a grand historical
tragedy, who, if not a great, was at least a decorous actor.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 262.

II. intrans. 1. To produce vulgarity.

Nothing refines like affection. Family jarring vulgar-
izes; family union elevates. Charlotte Bronte,ShiTley,vi,

2t. To act in a vulgar manner.
Nor ever may descend to vulgarise,
Or be below the sphere of her abode.

Daniel, To Lady Anne Clifford.

Also spelled vidgarist.

vulgarly (vul'gar-li), adv. 1. In a vulgar
manner ; commonly ; popularly ; in the manner
usual among the common people.

The cleere gaines of those metals, the Kings part de-
fraied, to the Aduenturers is but small, and nothing
neere so much as vulgarly is imagined.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 74.

It is vulgarly believed that this boat represents a mag-
nificent vessel. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 262.

2t. By or before the people; publicly.

To justify this worthy nobleman.
So vulgarly and personally accused.

Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 160.

3. Coarsely; rudely; clownishly.

vulgarness (vul'gar-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being vulgar ; vulgarity.

vulgate (vul'gat), a. and n. [I. a. = Sp. vulgado
= Olt. vulgato, < L. vulgatus, common, general,
ordinary, pp. of vulgare, make common, spread
abroad, < vulgus, the common people: see vul-

gar. II. n. = P. vulgate = It. vulgata, < ML. vul-

gata, sc. editio, the common edition, fem. of L.
vulgatus, common: see I.] I. «. 1. Common;
general; popular.

In this, the vulgate text [of "Persfle" of .-^Sschylus], the
word e«(T<j»^oiaTo might not itself arouse suspicion.

Amcr. Jour. Philol., IX. 321.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Vulgate, or
old Latin version of the Scriptures.

H. ». [cap.'] 1. The Latin version of the
Scriptures accepted as the authorized version
of the Roman Catholic Church. It was prepared
by Jerome about the close of the fourth century, partly
by translation from the original, partly by revision of
prior Latin versions. The Vulgate gradually came into
general use between the sixth and the ninth centurj'. The
Anglo-Saxon translations were made from it and Wyclif's
English version, while other English versions from Tyn-
dale's onward liave been much infiuenced by it. The
Vulgate was the first l>ook printed (about 1455). The
Council of Trent ordered that the "old and vulgate edi-
tion," approved by the "usage of so many ages," should
be the only Latin version used in "public lectures, dis-

putations, sermons, and expositions." Authorized edi-
tions were afterward published under Sixtus V. in 1590
and Clement VIII, in 1592-3. The latter, or Clementine
edition, is the present accepted standard of the Roman
Catholic Church, and is the basis of the Douay Bible.
The religious terminology of the languages of western
Europe has been in great part derived from or influenced
by the Vulgate.

2. The vulgar or popular tongue; the vernac-
ular. [Rare.]

"Here's a pretty mess," returned the pompous gentle-
man, descending to the vulgate; "you threaten me, for-

sooth !

"

J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xiii.

valgus (vul'gus), n. [L. vulgus, the common
people: see vulgar.] See the quotation.

Now be it known unto all you boys who are at schools
which do not rejoice in tlie time-honoured institution of
the Vulgus (commonly supposed to have been established
by William of Wykeham at Winchester, and imported to

Vulpecula cum Ansere
Rugby by Arnold, more for the sake of the lines which
were learnt by heart with it than for its own intrinsic
value, as I've always understood), that it i-s a sliort exer-
cise, in Greek or Latin verse, on a given subject, the
minimum number of lines being fixed for eacli form.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, iL 3.

vuln (vuln), V. t. [< OF. *vulnerer, < L. rulne-
rare, wound : see vulnerate.] To wound : in her-
aldry, especially said of the pelican, which is

blazoned as vulning herself when represented
as tearing her breast to feed her young. Com-
pare peHca« in her piety, under 2Jelican.

When in the profile she [the pelican in heraldryl is usu-
ally tminin^ herself. Encyc.Brit.,XI.10i.

VUlned (vulnd), a. [< vuln + -erf2.] In her..

wounded : noting any animal used as a bearing,
the weapon whieh.inflicts the wound being gen-
erally mentioned. Frequently, however, vuliud re-

fers to the bleeding of the wound : thus, the blazon may
be pierced by an arrow and vulned.

A Pelican with wings expanded argent, Vulned Proper.
GuiUim, Heraldry (1724X p. 224.

VUlnera, «. Plural of vulnus.

vulnerability (vul"ne-ra-biri-ti), n. [< vulner-
able + -ity (see -hili'ty)^'] The state or jjrop-

erty of being vulneralole ; vulnerableness.
vulnerable (vul'ne-ra-bl), a. [< P. vulnfy-ahle

= Sp. vulnerable = f^g. vulneravel = It. vulne-

rabile, < LL. vulnerabilis, wounding, injurious, <

L. vulnerare, wound, hurt: see vulnerate.] If.

Capable of wounding ; dangerous. [Rare.]

The male children practise to ride great horses, to
throw the vulnerable and inevitable darte.

Ambassy of Sir R. Sherley (1609). (Davies.)

2. Capable of being wounded; susceptible of
wounds or injuries, literally or figuratively.

Let fall thy blade on vulnerable crests.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 11.

It is the middle compound character which alone is

vulnerable : the man who, without firmness enough to
avoid a dishonorable action, has feeling enough to be
ashamed of it. Junius, to Sir W. Draper, March 3, 1769.

The hat is the vuXncraMe part of the artificial integu-
ment. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, viii.

vulnerableness (vul'ne-ra-bl-nes), n. Vulner-
ability.

vulnerary (vul'ne-ra-ri), a. and n. [= P. vul-

?ie'raire= Sp. Pg. It. vulnerario, <L. vulnerarius,
of or pertaining to wounds, < vulnus (vnlner-),

a wound: see vulnerate.] I. a. If. Causing
wounds. [Rare.]

The aspect of his eye alone does sometimes become not
only vulnerary, but mortal. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

2. Useful in healing wounds; adapted to the
cure of external injuries: as, vulnerary plants
or potions.

Her aunt sought in their baggage for some vulmrary
remedy. Scott, Quentin Durward, xv.

The plant [henna] is further credited with the posses-
sion of vulnerary and astringent properties.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 664.

n. n.
;
pi. vulneraries (-riz). A remedy ap-

plied to wounds to favor their healing.

Like a balsamic vulnerary.
V. Knox, Christian Philosophy, 1 38.

VUlneratet (vul'ne-rat), V. t. [< L. rulneratus,

pp. of vulnerare (> It. vulnerare = Sp. Pg. vul-

nerar = OF. *vulnerer), wound, injure, < vulnus
(vulner-), a wound; cf. Skt. vrana, a wound,
fracture; prob. from the root of vellere, perf.
rulsi, pluck, tear: see vulture.] To wound;
hurt; injure.

Rather murder me than vulnerate still your creature,
unless you mean to medicine where you have hurt.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 5.

Vulnerationt (vul-ne-ra'shgn), n. [= F. md-
neration — Sp. vulneracion — Pg. vulneragdo, <

L. vulneratio{n-), a wounding, an injury, < vul-

nerare, wound: see vulnerate.] The act of

wounding, or the state of being wounded.
He speaks of the Son of Got!, which was to be the Son

of Man, and by our nature liable to vulneration.
Bp. Pearson, On the Creed, iv.

vulnerose (vul'ne-ros), a. [= It. vuhieroso, <

L. vulnns (vulner-), a wound, -f -ose.] Full of
wounds ; having wounds ; wounded.

VUlniflc (vul-nif'ik), a. [< L. vulnificus, wound-
making, < vulnus, a wound, + facere, make
(see -fie).] Causing wounds ; inflicting wounds.
Bailci/, 1731. [Rare.]

vulnincal (vul-nif'i-kal), a. [< vulnifie + -al]
Same as vulnifie.

vulnus (vul'nus),?!.; pi. rM?Herni(-ne-rS,). [L.] A
wound

—

vitis vulnus, the wound-gall of the grape.
See mne-gall.— Vulnus sclopetlcum, a gnnshot-wound

:

technical in military and naval surgei>'.

Vulpecula cum Ansere (vul-pek'i)-la kum
an'se-re). [L.: vulpecula, dim. otvulpes, a fox;



Vulpecula cum Ansere

(MM, with ; ansere, abl. of anser, goose.] A con-
stellation, the Fox with the Goose, first appear-
ing in the "Prodromus Astronomiaj" of Heve-
lius, 1690. It lies between the Eagle aiid the Swan, and
is generally called Vulpecula. It hasonestarof the fourth
magnitude.

vulpecular (vul-pek'u-lar), a. [< L. vulpecula,

a little fox, dim. of iulpes, a fox: see Vulpes.^

Of the nature of a fox; vulpine ; of or pertain-

ing to a fox's whelp.

Vmpes (vul'pez), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1756), < L.
viilpes, volpes, also vulpis, a fox ; of. Gr. d/.un-i/f

,

a fox.] A genus of foxes, giving name to the
Vulpinse, whose type species is the common red
fox, Canis vulpes of earlier naturalists, now
Vulpes vulgaris or V. fulvus. All the vnlpine qnad-
rupeds have been placed in this genus, which, however,
is now restricted by the exclusion of such forms as Uro-
Ciion (the gray foxes of America), Otocyon or Megalotis of

Africa, and yyctereutes of Japan. Even with these re-

strictions there are numerous species, of Europe, Asia,
Africa, and North America (none in South America),
closely related to the common fox ; as well as the more
ditferent types represented by the African tewwec {Vulpes
(Fennecwt) zerda), the Asiatic corsac (T. corsae), the North
American kit (F. vdox), and the circumpolar isatis, or arc-

tic fox ( r. lagopug). See cuts under arctic, cross-fox, fen-
nec. fox, and kit-Sox.

vulpicide! (vul'pi-sid), n. [< L. vulpes, a fox,

-I- -cida, < ciedere, kill.] A fox-killer.

vulpicide- (vul'pi-sid), «. [< L. vulpes, a fox,

+ -citiium, < ciedere, kill.] The killing of a
fox or of foxes.

Vulpicide, committed in defence of property, and con-
demned neither by religion, nor by equity, nor by any law
save that of sportsmen, excites an anger that cries aloud
for positive penalties.

H. Spencer, .Study of Sociol., p. 24.S.

Vulpinse (vul-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Vulpes +
-ime.^ A subfamily of Canidk, represented by
the genus Vulpes in a broad sense, containing
the foxes as distinguished from the dogs,
wolves, and jackals ; the alopecoid canines.
The frontal region of the skull is comparatively low from
lack of frontal siiuises, and the pupil of the eye usually
contracts to a vertical elliptical figure. But the group is

not sharply delimite<l from Canine, as the .South Ameri-
can fox-wolves (see Psetidal^tpex) and some African forms
(see Thiius) connect the two. See Urocyon (with cut),

Vulpes (with cuts there citedX and compare Megalotinse.

vulpinatet, v. i. "To play the fox"; deceive
with crafty wiles or deceits. Blount, 1670.

vulpine (vul'pin), «. [= F. vulpin = Sp. vul-

pino = It. volpino, volpigno, < L. vulpinus, of

or pertaining to a fox, < vulpes, a fox: see Vul-

p«».] 1. Of or pertaining to a fox; techni-

cally, resembling the fox as a member of the
Vulpinse; related to the foxes; alopecoid: dis-

tinguished from lupine or tJioiiid.

Sometimes 1 heard the foxes as they ranged over the
snow crust, in moonlight nights. . . . Sometimes one
came near to my window, attracted by my light, barked a
vulpine curse at me, and then retreated.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 293.

2. Resembling a fox in traits or disposition;

also, characteristic of the fox ; foxy; cunning;
crafty.

The slyness of a vulpine craft. Feltham, Resolves, L 12.

Smooth vulpine determination. Kingsley, Hypatia, xiv.

Vulpine opossum, phalan^er, or phalaneist, Phatan-
gista (now Trichosurwt) vulpinus, also called brush-tailed
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vulsella (vul-sera), h. [Also volsella; < L. vul-
sella, volselta, vulsilla, pineei-s, < vellere. pp. vul-
s»«, pluck: ef. f!(/(«re.] 1. PI. «;«/-

sellae (-e). A forceps; specifically,
a forceps, usually with toothed or
claw-like blades, used for grasping
and holding any of the tissues, and
also for removing foreign bodies
lodged in the throat or other pas-
sages. Also vtdsella forceps.— 2.
[cap.'\ [NL. (Lamarck, 1799).] A
genus of monomyarian bivalves,
containing such as V. lingulata of
East Indian seas.

vulsellum (vul-sel'um), «. ;
pi. vuV-

sella(-a). [NL.] Same as ntfecWa, 1.

The greater part of the growth was sev-
ered by working the ^craseur, and removed
through the month with a vulsellum.

Lancet, 1889, 1. 1032.
„^J^«i^«.

vultemt, «. An old spelling of vulturn.

Vultur (vul'ter), n. [NL. : see vulture.'] A Lin-
nean genus of Falconidie, variously defined,
(at) Including all the vultures of both hemispheres. (6)
Restricted to certain Old World vultures, as V. mona-
chus.

vulture (vul'tur), n. [< ME. vultur, voltur, vou-
tur, voutre, < OF. voutour, voltour, vouteur, F.
vautour = Pr. voltor, voutor = Sp. buitre.= Pg.
ahutre = Olt. voltore. It. avoltore, avoltojo = W.
ffwltur, < L. vultur, voltur, OL. also vulturus, vol-

turus, also vulturius, voltnrius, a vulture, a bird
of prey, lit. 'plucker,' < vellere (perf. vulsi),

pluck: s,e&vellicate,a,TaAct.vulnei-atc.'] 1. One of
sundry large birds, of the order Saptores, which
have the head and neck more or less bare of fea-

Vulpine Phalan){e> ' Triihostirns vitlpinHi).

opossum, somewhat resembling a fox, native of Australia,
about 2 feet long, with long, hairy, and prehensile tail, and
of arboreal habits like other phal angers.— Vulpine se-
ries, the alopecoid series of canines.

vulpinismi vul'pi-nizm), H. [< rulpine + -ww.]
The property of being vulpine; craft; artful-
ness; cunning. Carlyle.

vulpinite ( vul'pi-nit), n. [< Vulpino (see def.)
+ -ite'-i.] A scaly granular variety of the min-
eral anhydrite. It occurs at Vulpino in Italy, and is

sometimes employed for small statues and other orna-
mental work under the name of marino bardi(/lio.

Brown Vulture {I'uttur numtuhus).

thers, the beak and claws less powerful than in

most birds of prey, and which feed largely or

wholly upon can'ion. They for the most part inhabit

warm countries. Birds of this description are found both
in the Old World and in the New ; and, misled by superll-

cial appearances and general habits, naturalists have ap-

plied the name to members of different suborders, (o) The
old World vultures, which, in spite of their peculiar out-

ward aspect, are so little diiferent from ordinary hawks and
eagles that they can at most be considered as a subfamily
VuUuriiueoi the family Falconidie. Of these there are sev-

eral genera and numerous species, inhabiting the warmer
parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, where they act as effi-

cient scavengers to clear the earth of offal and carcasses,

which would otherwise become offensive. The cinereous

or brown vulture. Vidtur mrmachus ov K. cin«ret*«, is a typ-

ical example ; it inhabits all countries bordering the Med-
iterranean, and extends thence to India and China. The
griffin-vultures are species of Oups. The Bengal vulture,

inhabiting India, is Pseudoimpsbengalengis. Relatedspe-
cies are the Angola vulture, Qypohierax anffolensis(aee cut

under Gypohierax), the immense Otogyps auricularis, of

Africa(see Otogyps), and Lophogyps occipitalis. The Egyp-

tian vulture, quite unlike any of the foregoing, is Neo-

phron percTwpterus, often called Pharaoh's hen (see cut

under Neophron). The bearded vulture of the Alps, etc.,

or the lammergeier, Oj/paetus barbatiis, has the head fea-

thered, and does not hesitate to attack living animals

;

this is the connecting-link between vultures and hawks or

eagles, being sometimes placed in Vulturinse, sometimes
iit Falcotiins: (See cut under 0.i/pa««».) (6) The American
vultures of the suborder Cathartides. The species of this

group with which the name vulture is specifically connected

are the urubu, or black vulture, Catharista atrata; the tur-

key-buzzard or turkey-vulture, Cathartes aura; and the

king vulture, Sarcorhamphus papa : the condor usually

keeps its own distinctive name. See Cathartida, and cuts

under condor, king-vulture, turkey-buzzard, and urubu.

WhoB stomak fowles tyren everemo,
That hyghten voituris, as bookes telle.

Chaucer, Troijus, i. 788.

Tulturine

2. Figuratively, one who or that which resem-
bles a vulture, especially in rapacity or in the
thirst for prey.

Ye dregs of baseness, vultures amongst men.
That tire upon the hearts of generous spirits

!

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 1.

Here am I, bound upon this pillared rock.
Prey to the vulture of a vast desire
That feeds upon my life. 0. W. Holmes, Regrets.

Let Austria's vulture have food for her beak.
Whittier, From Perugia.

Abyssinian vulture, the Lophogyps occipitalis, in which
the head is not hare, the l)ill is red, with black tip and
blue base, the feet are flesh-color, the eyes brown, and the
length is nearly 3 feet. It inhabits much of Africa, and
was first described by Latham in 1821.—Arabian vul-
ture, the brown or cinereous vulture, Vultur monachus.
Latham, 1781.—Ash-colored vulture, the Egyptian vul-

ture. LafAojft, 1781.—Bearded vulture. See def. l (a).

— Bengal vulture. See def. l (a). Latham, 1781.—
Black vulture, ia) See def. 1 (6). (6) The Vtdtur mo-
nachus. iafftam, 1781.—Brown vulture. See def. 1 (a).

— Californian vulture, the Californian condor. .See cut
under condor.— Changoun vulture, the Bengal vulture:
so called by Latham, ISOl, after le changoun of Levail-

lant, 1799 — Cinereous vulture. See def. 1 (a). Latham,
1781. — (3rane-vulture. See secretary-bird. — Crested
or coped black vulture, the brown or cinereous vultirre,

Vidtur monachus. Edwards, 1760.— Eagle-VUlture, the
West African Gypohierax angolensis. Also called vulturine
sea-eagle. See cut under Gypohierax.— Eared vulture,
a vulture of the genus Otogyps, specitlcally O. auriciUa-
ris.- Egyptian vulture. See def. 1 (o).— Fulvous vul-
ture, one of the griffin-vultures, Gyps fulmts. Latham,
1781.— Glngi vulture. Neophron gingianus, the Indian
representative of the Egyptian vulture. Latham, 1787 and
1821.— Indian vulture, one of the griffin-vultures. Gyps
indicus, of the Indian and Malayan peninsulas, Burma, and
Siam.— King of the vultures, the king-vulture. See def.

1 (6). Edwards, 1743.— Maltese vulture, the Egyptian
vulture. Latham, 1781.— Nubian vulture, one of the
eared vultures, Otogyps awricKiam.— Plleated vulture,
Neophron pileatus, the South African representative of

the Egyptian vulture, iirst described as Vidtur pileatus by
Burchell in 1824.— Pondicherry vulture, one of the
eared vultures, Otogyps cninM.— Rachamah vulture,
the Egyptian vulture. Bruce, 1790.—Riippeirs vulture,
one of the griffin-vultures. Gyps rueppelli.— Sacred vul-
ture, a bird described by William Bartram in 1791, under
the name of Vultur sacra, as inhabiting Florida. It has
not been identitted, but is supposed to be the king-vul-
ture, Sarcorhamphus papa.—The vulturet, the fulvous
vulture. Gyps fulvus. Albin, 1740.— Turkey-vulture.
See turkey-buzzard, and cut under Cathartes. — White
vulture, the Egyptian vulture.

vulture-raven (vul'tur-ra"vn), n. A book-
name of the thick-billed African ravens, of the
genus Corvultur, C. albieollisKnd C. crassirostris.
They are noted for the stoutness and especially the depth
of the bill, resulting from the strong convexity of the high-
arched culmen, like that of a bird of prey. C. albicollis

is 18 inches long,
with the bill 3
inches along the
culmen ; the plu-
mage is glossy-
black, with con-
cealedwhiteon the
neck : the beak is

dark-brown, with
the tips of theman-
dibleswhitish ; the
feet are brownish-
black, the irides
hazel-brown. This species is South African. C. crassiros-

tris, of northeastern Africa, is larger, being 2 feet long, with
the beak nearly 4 inches. The former species was origi-

nally described by Latham as the South Sea raven, and later
by Levaillant as the corbivau (whence the generic name
Corvultur imposed by Lesson In 1831); another synonym
is Corvus vulturinus.

VulturidSB (vul-tu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < L.
vultur, a vulture (see vulture), + -idse.] A
family of birds, artificially composed of the
birds popularly called vultures in both hemi-
spheres. There are no good characters to distinguish
the Old World vultures from the family Falconidse, of
which they may at most form a subfamily Vidturinm,
while, on the other hand, there are strong characters
separating the American vultures from all others. The
family has in consequence been nearly abandoned by
ornithologists, or at least restricted to the Old World
vultures. See vuUure.

Vulturinse (vul-til-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Vultur
+ -inse.] A subifamily of Falconidie, confined
to the Old World, and consisting of the vultures

of Europe, Asia,and Africa,characterized chief-

ly by their naked heads and carrion-feeding

habits. See vulture.

vulturine (vul'tur-in), a. [< L. vulturinus, of

or pertaining to a vulture, < vultur, a vulture

.

see vtdture.'\ 1. Resembling a vulture ; of or

pertaining to the Vulturinse.— 2. Characteris-

tic of a vulture, as in scenting carrion. Also
vulturish.

The vulturine nose, which smells nothing but oorrup-

tion, is no credit to its possessor.
Kingsley, Two Years Ago, x.

Vulturine eagle, AquUa verreauxi, of Lesson, described

also the same year (1830) as Aquila vuUurina by Sir A.

Smith. This is an African eagle, 3 feet long, with the feet

feathered to the toes, and otherwise congeneric with the

golden eagle. When adult it is black, more or less exten-

sively white on the back, rump, and upper tail-coverts

;

Head of Vulture-raven iCitrj/u/tt^r alM-
tollis), reduced.



vultTirine

the cere and toes are yellow, the eyes are uniber-brown,
and the beak Is hom-color.—Vultiuine guinea-fowl, the
naked-necked guinea-fowl, Acryllium mUturinum. This
is a remarkable form, with tlie head and upper part of the
neck nearly bare, like a vulture's, the lower neck, the

Vulturine Guinea-fowl iAcryttium VMlturinutH),

breast, and fore back plumaged with very long discrete
lance-linear feathers of black, white, and blue color; the
narrow acuminate middle tail-feathers long-exserted ; the
general plumage black, spotted with white ; the lower
breast light-blue; and the Hanks purple, ocellated with
black and white. This guinea-fowl inhabits Madagascar
as well as various parts of continental Africa.— Vultur-
ine raven, the vulture-raven.— Vulturine sea-eagle,
an occasional erroneous name of the Angola vulture of
West Africa. See cut under Gypohierax.

vnlturish (vul'tur-ish), a. [< vulture + -ish^.J

Same as vulturine, 2.

Hawkish, aquiline, not to say vutturith.
~

, Misc., IV. 246. (Daoies.)
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VUlturism (vul'tur-izm), n. [< vulture + -ism.']

Vulturine character or quality ; rapacity. Car-,

h/k.

villturn (vul'tfem), n. [-Arbitrary var. of vul-

ture, appar. through vuUurine.~\ The brush-tur-
key of Australia, Talegallus lathami: so named
from the nakedness of the head suggesting a
vulture. See cut under Talegallus.

vulturous (vul'tur-us), rt. [< vulture + -ous.]

Like or characteristic of a vulture.

Such gawks (Gecken) are they, and foolish peacocks, and
yet with such a vtdturoug hunger for self-indulgence.

Carlyle, Sartor Ees^tus, ii. 4.

vulva (vul'vii), n. [= F. vulve = Sp. Pg. vidra
= It. volva, i L. vulva, volva, a covering, integu-
ment, womb, < volvere, roll around or about: see
volve, volute.] 1. In area*., the external organs
of generation of the female ; especially, the ori-

fice of these parts, the external termination of
the vagina— of an elliptical contour in the hu-
man female.—2. Ineniym., the orifice of the ovi-

duct.— 3. In conch., the oval or vulviform con-
formation presented by certain bivalve shells

when the right and left valves are in apposition.
See Veneridse—Velamen vulvae. See Xiamen.—Ves-
tibule of the vulva. See»e«(t6M&.

vulvar (vul'viir), rt. [< vulva + -arS.] Of or
pertaining to the vulva; vulviform Vulvar
canaL Same as vulva, 2.—Vulvar enterocele. (a) A
vaginal hernia protruding through the vulva. (6) A hernia
which has descended between the ramus of the Ischium
and the vagina into one of the labia majora; pudendal
enterocele or hernia.— Vulvar hernia^ Same as vulvar
enterocele.

vulvate (vul'vat), a. [< vulva -f- -ate^.] Shaped
like or formed into a vulva; vulvar; vulviform.

vulviform (vul'vi-form), a. [< L. vulva, womb,
+ /or»iff, form: see /iLfrTO.] 1. In ^o67., shaped
like the vulva of the human female ; oval, with
raised lips and a median cleft.— 2. In hot., like

a cleft with projecting edges.

vulvismus (vul-vis'mus), n. [NL., < L. vulva,

vulva.] Same as vaginismus.

vysar

vulvitis (vul-vi'tis), n. [NL., < L. vulva +
-itis.] Inflammation of the vulva.
vulvo-uterine (vul-v6-u'te-rin), a. Of or per-
taining to the vulva and tHe uterus : as, the vul-
ro-uteri)i€ canal (the vagina).
vulvovaginal (vul-vo-vaj'i-nal), a. Pertaining
to the vulva and the vagina.— Vulvovaginal ca-
naL Same as i)0£rtn«.—VulvovaginalglandsTilie gljiuds
of Bartholin or odoriferous glands in the female, corre-
sponding to Cowper'a glands in the male. .See (/land.

vulvovaginitis (vul-v6-vaj-i-ui'tis), n. [NL.,
< vulva + raijina -f- -itis.'] Inflammation of
both the vulva and the vagina.

VUm (vum), V. i. A corruption or equivalent of
vow, used in the expression " I vum," a mild ex-
pletive or oath. Compare swan^. [New Eng.]

The Deacon swore (as Deacons do,
"With an "I dew vum," or an "I tell yeou ").

0. W. Holmes, Deacon's Masterpiece.

vummera, n. Same as wummerah.
V-vat (ve'vat), n. In mining, a pointed or V-
shaped box in which crushed or pulverized ores
are sized or classified by the aid of water. The
earthy particles mingled with the ore entering above fall

against a current of water rising from beneath, the ve-
locity of which is regulated so that a more or less complete
separation of the ore from the gangue is effected. These
boxes are generally arranged in a series of four or more,
and there are many varieties of the apparatus, of which
the general principle was the invention of Von Rittinger,
an Austrian metallurgist. This method has proved to be
of great value in ore-dressing. Also called pointed box,

pyramidal box, and spitzkasten.

V. y. All abbreviation in book-catalogues of
various years.

vycet, n. An obsolete spelling of vise^.

vying (vi'ing),j>. a. [Ppr. of Uiel, ».] Compet-
ing; emulating.
vyingly (vi'ing-li), adv. Emulously. Encye.
Diet.

An obsolete spelling of vine.

An obsolete spelling of viner^, vi-

vynet, »•

vynert, »

vyret, »
vysart, «•

An obsolete spelling of vire^.

An obsolete spelling of vizor.

it-=-



1. The twenty-third letter

and eighteenth consonant-
sign in the English alpha-
bet. It has a double value, as
consonant and as vowel. As an
alphabetic character it is of very
modern date, being one of the four
that have sprung from the ¥ or V
added by tlie Greelcs to the older
Phenician alphabet, and one of the

three (C, I', It) that liave grown out of the Koman form
of that character (see IT). It was made (as pointed out
under (T) by doubling the C- or T-sign (hence called double
U\ in order to distinguish pmperly the semivowel sound
v from the spirant v and the vowel u. It was formei'ly

often printed as two V's, KK, vv. It l)egan to be used in

the eleveritli century, and gradually crowded out the spe-

cial sign for the same sound which the Anglo-Saxon alpha-
bet had possessed. The alphabetic sound distinctively

represented Ijy w is the laidal semivowel, which stands in

precisely the same relation to oo (d) in which consonan-
tal y stands to ee (e). Each of these semivowels, if not of
precisely the same mode of production with the corre-

sponding vowel, is at any rate only very sliiihtly different

from it; w is virtually an oo which is abl)reviated into a
mere prefix to another vowel, a close position from which
the organs by opening reach another vowel-sound ; and a
prolonged w is an oo. On the other hand, the semivowel
w (lllte the semivowel y) can l>e only very imperfectly and
indistinctly uttered after a vowel, and our w in that posi-

tion is but another way of writing m; it is found only In

the combinati'-'iis axe, etr, ow, which are equivalent to aw,
eu, ou ; and as so used it could disappear from the lan-

guage without any loss, but rather with profit. The semi-
vowel sound w (including wh and qu, which is a way of
writing Ine : see under Q) is a not uncommon element of

English utterance, beiug about 2^ per cent, of it (a little

lew than the spirant v). In many languages— for ex-

ample, in all those that are descended from the Latin
— the semivowel w tends to pass over into the spirant
p-sound, and hence tlie spirant value of our r, which was
the representative in Latin of the u'-souud. In Anglo-
Saxon a w stood and was pronounced also before r (and
in a few words Ijcfore I) : in such words as tcrite, wring,
the chamcter is retained, though the sound is lost In
Anglo-Saxon, also, the w was in many words pronounced
with a preceding aspiration, the relic of an original pre-
fixed guttural mute, ami it was consistently and properly
Bo written : for example, hwlt, white, htaer, where. In
modem English the h has by an odd and unaccountable
caprice had its place in writing changed to after the w
(perhaps by analogy with the similar blunder shown in

writing rh in Latin for the (Jreelt aspirated r, or hr. or by
a blind conformity with the frequent initial digraphs tli,

ph, M). There is dispute among pbonctists at present
ms to tlie true character of this «-Asound. some maintain-
ing that it is not a w with preceding aspiration, but a
surd counterpart to w, standing related to it as, for ex-
ample, an / to a r, or an « to a z. This view rests in part,
probal)!y, on some actnal difference of titterance. but in

part alsii on unfaniiliarity with the real vh; for in England
the aspiration is now very generally omitted, and n-hen,

white, etc.. are pronounceil as wen, wile, etc. It admits of

no question, however, that U'A^«, for example, is related to
hoo-en precisely as wen to oo-en, the difference in each case
consisting in an aspiration prefixed respectively to the
vowel andsemivowel-just as, correspond ingly,Acw(which
shows an h prefixed to the English "long u" sound, or
wo) is related to he.o*> precisely as eice to ^.oo: the h
being here, as everywhere else (see H), uttered through
the same position of the mouth-organs as the following
Btmnd. H* is sometimes silent, not only aa initial before
r (see above), imt elsewhere, as in two, tncvrd, anifwer, etc.

It is never doubled. The assimilating influence of a w
(whether written with w or withu in the combination qu)
in a following a-sound is very marked, giving the a in
many words the sliort sound of o (o), as In what, squad,
etc., or the broad sound of a (k), as in war, quart, thwart,
etc.

2. As a symbol : (a) In cliem., the symbol for
tungsten (NL. xcolframium). (b) [I. c] In hi/-

drodijnnmiot, the symbol for the component of
the velocity parallel to the axis of Z.— 3. As an
abbreviation: (a) of west; (6) of western; (c) of
WiUiam; (d) of Wednesday; (e) of ff'elsh; (/)
of warden ; (ff) [I. c] of week.

Wa' (wii or wa), n. A Scotch form of walft.

waat, «. An obsolete form of woe.
waag (wSg), ». [Native Abyssinian name.]
Tlie grivet, a monkey.
wabber (wob'tr), n. Same as eony, 2.

wabble', wobble (wob'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. wah-

bled, wobhicd. ppr. wabbling, wohblint). [< LG.
wabhein, wabble, = MHG. wabelen, webelen, be
in motion, fluctuate, move hither and thither;
a freq. form, parallel to MHG. waberen, etc., E.
trnrerl, of the orig. verb represented by wave^

:

see warel. In part prob. a var. of 'wapjjle, a var.
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of wapper, freq. of joapi : see tcopi.] I. intrans.
1. To incline to the one side and to the other
alternately, as a wheel, top, spindle, or other
rotating body when not properly balanced;
move in the manner of a rotating disk when its

plane vibrates from side to side; rock; vacil-
late.

To wabble ... [a low barbarous wordj. Johnson, Diet.

When . . . the top falls on to the table, . . . it falls into
a certain oscillation, described by the expressive though
inelegant word — wabbling.

U. Spencer, First Principles) § 170.

It [a pendulum] should be symmetrical on each side of
the middle plane of its vibration, or it will wobble.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 42.

Hence— 2. To vacillate, vibrate, tremble, or
exhibit unevenness, in senses other than me-
chanical. [Colloq.]

Ferri . . . made use of the tremolo upon every note, to
such an extent that his whole singing was a bad wobbling
trill. Grove, Diet. Music, IlL 509.

n. trans. To cause to wabble : as, to wabble
one's head. [Colloq.]

wabble', wobble (wob'l), ». [< wdbhle^, p.]
A rocking, unequal motion, as of a wheel un-
evenly hung or a top imperfectly balanced.

The wind had raised a ndddling stiff wobble on the water,
and the boat jumped ami tumbled in a very lively manner.

W. C. Kussell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

wabble^ (wob'l), «. [A dial. var. of loarble'^,

«.] The larva of the emasculating bot-fly,

Cutiterebra e)Ma«CM?a<or, which infests squirrels

in the United States; also, the injury or affec-

tion resulting from its presence. See warble'^^,

and cut under Cutiterebra. Also worble.

A very large percentage [of fifty chipmunks] . . . were
infested with wabbleg.

Rep. of U. 5. Depl. of Agriculture (1889), I. 215.

wabble^t (wob'l), n. An old name of the great
auk, Alca impennis. Josselyn, New England
Rarities Discovered.

wabbler (wob'lfer), «. [< wabble"^ + -crl.] One
wlio or that which wabbles. Specifically- ((i)Same
as drunken cutter (which see, under cutt^ri). (b) A Ixiiled

leg of mutton. [Prov. £ng.]

wabble-saw (wob'l-sa), n. A circular saw
hung out of true on its arbor, used to cut dove-
tail slots, mortises, etc. E. H. Knight.

wabbly,wobbly (wob'li), a. [< wabble^ + -yl.]

Inclined to wabble; shaky; unsteady; vibrant;
tremulous.
Dismal sounds may express dismal emotions, and soft

sounds soft emotions, and wabbly sounds uncertain emo-
tions. E. Qumey, Nineteenth Century, XIII. 446.

wabron-leaf, wabran-leaf ( wa'bron-, wa'bran-
lef), n. [< wabron, wabran, perhaps a corrup-
tion of waybread (q. v.), + leaf.'] The great
plantain, Flantago major. See j)to«ta!«l (with

cut). [Scotch.]

wabster (wab'st^r), n. A Scotch form of Web-

ster.
Willie was a wabeter gude.
Could stown a clew wi' ony body.

Bums, Willie Wastle.

wacapou (wak'a-p6), n. A leguminous tree,

Andira Aubletii, ot French Guiana, it furnishes

a brownish straight-grained wood, scarcely sound enough
for architectural purposes, hut suitable for many domes-
tic uses. A similar but inferior wood is called wacapou
gri».

wacchet, waccberet. Old spellings of watch,

watcher.

wacke (wak'e), n. [< G. wacJce, MHG. toacke, a
rock projecting from the surface of the ground,

a large flint or stone; origin unknown.] A soft

homogeneous clay arising from the decomposi-
tion of some form of volcanic or eruptive rock.

It is of a greenish or brownish color. Compare
f/raiftcacke.

wacken^ (wak'n), v. An obsolete or dialectal

form of waken.

wacken^ (wak'n), a. [< ME. waken, < AS.
wacen, pp. of wacan, wake: see wake^.'] If.

Watchful.— 2. Lively; sharp; wanton. Balli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
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wad^ (wod), n. [Early mod. E. wadde ; cf . D.
icatte = G. watte, wad, wadding, = OSw. wad,
clothing, cloth, stuff, Sw. vadd, wadding, =
Dan. rat, wadding, = Icel. 'vadlir, in eomp. vad-
mdl, a woolen stuff, wadmal ( see wadmal) ; akin
to MD. waede, waeye = MLG. xcade, G. watte,

a large fishing-net, = Icel. vadhr, a fishing-net,

and to AS. weed, etc. , clothing, weed : see weed'^.

Hence (< G. watte) F. ouate{^ Sp. huata) = It.

ovata (ML. wadda) = Kuss. rata, wad, wad-
ding. The i-elations of the forms are involved

;

E. wad is perhaps in part short for the obs.

wadmal.'] 1. A small bunch or wisp of rags,

hay, hair, wool, or other fibrous material, used
for stufling, for lessening the shock of hard
bodies against each other, or for jjacking.

A wispe of rushes, or a clod of land.
Or any wadde of hay that 's next to hand,
They'l steale. John 2'ai/tor,Works (1630). (Naree.)

Know you yonder lumpe of melancholy.
Yonder bundle of sighes, yonder wad of groanes?

Heytvood, Fair Maid of tlie Exchange (V\'ork8, ed. 1874,

III. 17).

2. Specifically, something, as a piece of cloth,

paper, or leather, used to hold the powder or bul-
let, orboth»in place in a gun or cartridge. For
ordinary double- or single-barreled shot-guns, wads are
disks of felt, leather, or pasteboard cut by machinery or
by a hand-tool, often indented to allow passage of air in

ramming home, and sometimes specially treated with a
composition whichhelps to keep the barrels from fouling.

See cut under ghot-cartridge.

Wad8 are punched out of sheets of various materials by
cutters fixed in a press. Those most commonly used are
made of felts, cardboard, or jute.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 300.

3. In ceram., a small piece of finer clay used to

cover the body of an inferior material in some
varieties of earthenware; especially, the piece
doubled over the edge of a vessel— Junk wad.
Be&junk-wad.— Selvagee-wad. Same as gramet-wad.

wad' (wod), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wadded, ppr.

wadding. [= G. icatten (ef. freq. G. wattiren =
D. watteren = Dan. vattere), wad; from the
noun.] 1 . To form into a wad or into wadding

;

press together into a mass, as fibrous material.
— 2. To line with wadding, as a garment, to give

more roundness or fullness to the figure, keep
out the cold, render soft, or protect in any way.

A parcel of Superannuated Debauchees, huddled up in

Cloaks, Frize Coats and Wadded Gowns.
Quoted in Ashtori's Social Life in iieign of Queen Anne,

[I. 300.

The quickest of us walk about well wadded with stupid-

ity. George Eliot, Middlemarcb, xx.

3. To pad; stuff; fill out with or as with wad-
ding.

His skin with sugar being wadded.
With li(|uid fires his entrails burn'd.

J. G. Cooper, tr. of Ver-Vert, iv. (an. 1769).

4. To put a wad into, as the barrel of a gun

;

also, to hold in place by a wad, as a bullet.

wad2 (wod), V. A Scotch form of toed.

wad^ (wod). A Scotch fonn of would.

wad* (wod), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

woad.
wad^ (wod), n. [Also wadd; origin obscure.]

1. An impure earthy ore of manganese, which
consists of manganese dioxid associated with
the oxid of iron, cobalt, or copper. When mixed
with linseed-oil for a paint it is apt to take fire.

Also called bog-manganese, earthy manganese.—
2. Same as plumbago. [Prov. Eng.]

wadable (wa'da-bl), a. [< wade + -able.'] That
may be waded ;' fordable. Coles; Halliwell.

wad-cutter (wod'kuf'er), n. A device for cut-

ting wads. There are many kinds. The sim-

plest is a circular chisel or gouge struck with

a hammer or mallet.

wadd, n. See xcad^.

wadder (wod'fer), «. [<«-«d*-l--erl.] Agi-ower
of wad or woad. Halliwell.

wadding (wod'ing), n. [Verbal n. of wad^, v.]

1. Wads collectively; stuffing; specifically,

carded cotton or wool used to line or stuff



wadding

articles of dress, the surface of the spongy web
of carded material being covered with tissue-
paper or with a coat of size.

The seat, with plenteous tvadding stuS'd.
Coivper, Task, L 81.

Aristoteles, and all the rest of you, must have the wad-
ding of straw and saw-dust shaken out, and then we shall
know pretty nearly your real weight and magnitude.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

2. jraterial for gun-wads.
wadding-sizer (wod'ing-si"zer), n. A machine
for applying a coating of .size to the surface
of a bat of cotton, to make w;adding. E. H.
Knight.
waddlei (wod'l), v.

;
pret. and pp. waddled, ppr.

waddling. [A dim. and freq. of wade.'] I. in-

trans. To sway or rock from side to side in
walking; move with short, quick steps, throw-
ing the body from one side to the other ; walk
in a tottering or vacillating manner; toddle.

Then she could stand alone ; nay, by the rood.
She could have run and waddled all about.

Shak., R. and J., L 3. 37.

Every member waddled home as fast as his short legs
could carry him, wheezing as he went with corpulency
and terror. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 437.

=Syn. Waddle, Toddle. Waddling is a kind of ungainly
walking produced by the great weight or natural clumsi-
ness of the walker ; toddling is the movement of a child
in learning to walk.

II. trans. To tread down by wading or wad-
dUng through, as high grass. [Rare.]

They tread and waddle all the goodly grass.
Drayton, !Moon-Calf.

waddle^ (wod'l), h. [< waddle^, ».] The act
of walking with a swaying or I'ocking motion
from side to side ; a clumsy, rocking gait, with
short steps ; a toddle.

waddle^ (wod'l), «. and V. A dialectal form of
wa ttle.

waddle^ (wod'l), n. [Perhaps a perverted form
of "wannel, < wane^, v.~\ The wane of the moon.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

waddler(wod'ler),». [< waddle^ +-eri.] One
who or that which waddles.
waddling (wod'ling), n. [Verbal n. of waddle'^.']

A wattled fence. [Prov. Eng.]

To arbor begun and quicksetted about.
No pollug nor wadling till set be far out.

Tusser, Husbandrie, p. 83. (Davies.)

waddlingly (wod'ling-li), adv. With a wad-
dling gait.

waddy (wad'i), n.
;

pi. waddies (-iz). [Aus-
tralian.] 1. A war-club of heavy wood, grooved
in such a way that the edges of the grooves
serve as cutting edges to increase the efficacy

of the blow: used by the Australian aborigines.
Also waddie.

In battle, a blow from a waddy lays low a companion.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 78.

Hence— 2. A walking-stick. [Australia.]

wade (wad), V.
;
pret. and pp. waded, ppr. wading.

[< ME. waden (pret. loaded, earlier wod, pp.
"waden), < AS. wadan (pret. wod, pi. wodon,
pp. waden), go, move, advance, trudge, also
wade, = OFries. wada = D. waden = OHG.
watan, MH6. waten, G. waten, wade, ford, =
Icel. vadha = Dan. vade = Sw. vada, wade, =
L. vadere, go. Hence ult. waddle^. From the
L. vadere come E. evade, invade, pervade, etc.]

I. intrans. 1. To walk through any substance
that impedes the free motion of the limbs;
move by stepping through a fluid or other semi-
resisting medium: as, to wade through water;
to wade through sand or snow.

She waded through the dirt to pluck him off me.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 80.

2t. To enter in
;
penetrate.

Whan myght is joyned unto crueltee.
Alias, to depe wol the venym wade.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 604.

3. To move or pass with difficulty or labor, real
or apparent ; make way against hindrances or
embarrassments, as depth, obscurity, or resis-

tance, material or mental.
Of this and that they p'ayde and gonnen wade
In many an unkouth, glad, and deepe matere.

Chaucer, Trollus, iL 150.

Dangerous it were for the feeble brain of man to wade
far into the doings of the Most High.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 2.

I lament what he [Mr. Fox] must wade through to real
power, if ever he should arrive there.

Walpole, Letters, II. 494.

Wading birds, the waders ; Grallse or Qrallatores.

II. trans. To pass or cross by wading ; ford

:

as, to wade a stream.

Then the three Gods waded the river.

Williain Morris, Sigurd, ii.
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wade (wad), n. [< wade, v. ; in def . 2 = wadde
= Icel. vad, a ford.] 1. The act of wading: as,

a wade in a brook.— 2. A place where wading
is done; a ford. [Colloq.]

It was a wade of fully a mile, and every now and then
the water just touched the ponies' bellies.

The Field, April 4, 188.1. (Encyc. Diet.)

3. A road. See the quotation.

The word worfe, properly a ford, is used here to signify
a road, and not merely the crossing of water. It is, I be-
lieve, extinct as a noun, though it survives as a verb.

A. H. A, Hamilton, Quarter Sessions, p. 271.

wader (wa'der), «. [< wade + -eri.] 1. One
who or that which wades.

I saw where James
Made toward us, like a wader in the surf,

Beyond the brook, waist-deep in meadow-sweet.
Tennyson, The Brook.

2. In ornith., any bird belonging to the old
order Grallse or Grallatores, comprising a great
number of long-legged wading birds, as dis-

tinguished from those water-birds which have
short legs and webbed feet and habitually swim.
The order has been broken up, or much modified ; but
wader is conveniently applied to such birds as cranes, her-
ons, storks, ibises, plovei-s, snipes, sandpipers, and rails.

3. High water-proof boots worn by fishermen
or sportsmen in general for wading through
water.

An ardent votary of fly and bank-fishing, with waders
and a two-handed rod.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 632.

wadge (waj), V. A dialectal form of wage.
Halliwell.

wad-hook (wod'huk), n. A ramrod fitted with
a wormer, for extracting wads from a gun ; also,

the wormer of such a rod.

Wadhurst clay, in Eng. geol., a division of
the Wealden.
wadi, wady (wod'i), n. [< Ar. wadi, a ravine,
hence, a river-channel, river. This word ap-
pears in several Spanish river-names—namely,
Guadalquivir (Wadi-'l-kebir, 'the great river'),

Guadalaxara, Guadalupe, Guadiana, etc.] The
channel of a watercourse which is dry except
in the rainy season ; a watercourse ; a stream

:

a tei-m used chiefly in the topography of certain
Eastern countries.

The real wady is, generally speaking, a rocky valley,
bisected by the bed of a mountain torrent, dry during the
hot season. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. lOO.

wadmalf (wod'mal), «. [Also wadmoll, wad-
molle, and irreg. wadmeal, woadmel, and (repre-
senting Icel.) wadmaal; < Icel. vadhmdl (=
Dan. vadmel = Sw. vadmal), a woolen stuff, <

*mdhr, cloth (see wad^), + mdl, a measure.]
A thick woolen cloth.

Yron, Wooll, Wadmolle, Gotefell, Ridfell also.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 188.

Woadmel. A coarse hairy stuff, made of Iceland wool,
and brought from thence by our seamen to Norfolk ami
Suffolk. Gi-ose, Prov. Gloss.

Her upper garment . . . was of a coarse dark-colored
stuff called tvadmaal, then [early in the eighteenth cen-
tury] much used in the Zetland islands. Scott, Pirate, v.

wadmiltilt (wod 'mil -tilt), n. [< *wadmil,
wadmal, + tilt^.'] A strong rough woolen cloth
employed to cover powder-barrels and to pro-
tect ammunition.
wadna (wod'na). A Scotch form (properly
two words) of would no— that is, would not.

wad-punch (wod'punch), b. a kind of wad-
cutter.

wadset (wod'set), n. [Also wadsett; < wad^
+ set^, stake.] In Scots law, a mortgage, or
bond and disposition in security.

And the rental book, Jeanie— clear three hunder ster-
ling— deil a wadset, heritable band, or burden.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvl.

wadsetter (wod'set-er), «. [< wadset + -crl.]

In Scots law, one who holds by a wadset; a
mortgagee.
wady, n. See wadi.
waei(wa), n. and a. [An obs. or dial. (Sc.) form
of jpoe.] I. n. Woe.

My sheep beene wasted (wae is me therefore !).

Spender, Shep. Cal., September.

He aft has wrought me meikle wac.
Bums, Oh lay thy loof in mine.

II. a. Woeful; sorrowful.

And wae and sad fair Annie sat.

And drearie was her sang.
Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 196).

That year I was the waest man
0' ony man alive.

Burns, Election Ballads,

wae^t, n. Same as wawl.
waeful (wa'ful), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of woeful.

wafer-cake

With wac/o wae I hear zour plaint.
Oil Morrice (Child's Ballads, II. 38).

waeness (wa'nes), %. [< wael + -ness.'] Sad-
ness. [Scotch.]

A feeling of thankfulness, of waeness and great glad-
ness. Carlyle, in Froude, Life in London, iv.

waesome (wa'sum), adv. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of woesome.

She kend her lot would be a waesome ane, but it was of
her own framing, sae she desired the less pity.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliv.

waesucks, Jwferj. [< wae'^ + *sucles, perhaps a
vague variation of salces as used in exclama-
tion.] Alas! [Scotch.]

Waesucks ! for him that gets nae lass.

Burnt, Holy Fair.

waf 1, a. See waff'^.

waf2+. An obsolete preterit of weave^.
wafer (wa'fer), ». [< ME. wafre, wafoure =
OF. waufre, gaufre, goffre (ML. guofra), P.
gaufre (Walloon wafe, waufe), < MD. waefel,
D. wafel (> E. waffle) = LG. wafel = G. wabe, a
honeycomb, cake of wax ; ef . Dan. vaffel = Sw.
v&ffia, wafer (< LG. ?): see waffle, and cf. gauffer,
goffer, and gopher, from the mod. F.] A thin
cake or leaf of paste, generally disk-shaped.
Specifically— (of) A cake, apparently conesponding to
the modern waffle, and, like it, served hot.

For ar [ere] I haue bred of mele, ofte mote I swete.
And ar the comune haue come ynough, many a colde

mornynge

;

So, ar my wi^fres ben ywrougt, moche wo I tholye.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 283.

Wafres pipyng hot out of the gleede [Are].

Chaucer, Jl iller's Tale, 1. 198.

(6) A small and delicate cake or biscuit, usually sweetened,
variously flavored, and sometimes rolled up.

Thy lips, with age, as any wafer thin.

Drayton, Idea, viii.

She should say grace to every bit of meat.
And gape no wider than a wafer's thickness.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 3.

(c) A thin circular disk of unleavened bread used in the
celebration of the eucharist in the Roman Catholic Church
and in many Anglican churches. The wafer derives its

form from the fact that the bread of the Jews was ordi-
narily in this shape ; and both the anciei]t pictured repre-
sentations and the references in the early patristic litera-

ture confirm the opinion that this was the form in use in

the church from the apostolic days. Wafers are usually
stamped with the form of a cross, crucifix, or Agnus Dei,
with the initials I. H. S., or sometimes with a monogram
representing the name of Christ. See altar-bread, and
oblate, n., 2.

The usuall bread and wafer, hitherto named singing
cakes, which served for the use of the private Masse.
Abp. Parker, Injunctions (1559), quoted in N. andQ.. 7th

[ser., V, 211.

(d) A thin disk of dried paste, used for sealing letters,

fastening documents together, and similar purposes, usu-
ally made of flour mixed with water, gum, and some non-
poisonous coloring matter. Fancy transparent wafers are
made of gelatin and isinglass in a variety of forms.

Perhaps the folds [of a letter] were lovingly connected
by a wafer, pricked with a pin, and the direction written
in a vile scrawl, and not a word spelt as it should be.

Colman, Jealous Wife, i.

(e) In artillery, a kind of primer. See primer^.

Fortunately, the wafers by which the guns are dis-

charged had been removed from the vents.
Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 471.

(/) In med., a thin circular sheet of dry paste used to fa-

cilitate the swallowing of powdei-s. The sheet is moist-
ened, and folded over the powder placed in its center.
Sometimes wafers have the form of two watchglass-shaped
disks of pasty material, which are made to adhere by
moistening their edges, the powder being placed in the
hollow between the two.—Medallion wafer, a wafer
bearing some design on a ground of a different color.

wafer (wa'fer), v. t. [< wafer, m.] 1. To at-

tach by means of a wafer or wafers.

This little bill is to be wafered on the shop-door.
Dickens, Pickwick, 1.

2. To seal or close by means of a wafer.

He . . . wafered his letter, and rushed with it to the
neighboring post-office. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xix.

wafer-ash (wa'fer-ash), n. The hop-tree, PteJea
irifoliata: so called from its ash-like leaves and
flat key-fruit suggesting a wafer. The bark of

the root is considerably used as a tonic. See
hop-tree.

wafer-bread (wa'fer-bred), «. Altar-bread
made in the form of a wafer or wafers.

To communicate kneeling in wafer-bread.
Abp. Parker, To Sir W. Cecil, April SO. I,i65, in Corres.

[Abp. Parker (Parker Soc), p. 240.

wafer-cake (wa'ffer-kak), «. it. Same as wa-
fer (a).

Oaths are straws, men's faiths are wafer-cakes.
Shak., Hen. V., ii. S. ii.

2. Same as toafer (c).

The Pope's Merchants also chaflfered hei-e [Lombard
Street] for their Commodities, and had good markets for
their Wafer Cakes, sanctified at Rome, their Parlous, A'c

Stow, quoted in F. Maitiu's Hist. Lloyd s, p. 3a



waferer

Waferert (wa'f6r-6r), n. [< ME. waferer, wa-
frere; < wafer + -crl.] A maker or seller of

wafers, either for the table or for eucharistic

use. See tcafer. Waferers (ol both sexes, compare
wa^fer-woman) appear to have been employed as go-be-
tweens in intrigues, probably from the facilities otfered

by their going from house to house.

Syngeres with haipes, baudes, wafereres
Wliiche been the verray develes ofRceres
To kindle and blowe the fyr of [lecherye],

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 17.

wafer-iron (wa'f^r-i'ern), n. [< wafer + iron.

Cf. tcuffle-iron.'] A contrivance in which wa-
fers are baked. Its chief part is a pair of thin blades
between which the paste is held while it is exposed to
heat

waferstert, «. [SIE. wafrestre, waufrestre ; <

wafer + ster.l A woman who makes or sells

wafers ; a female waferer.
" Wyte god," quath a reafrestre., "wist ich the sothe,
Ich wolde no forther a fot for no freres prechinge."

Piers Plowman (C), vilL 285.

wafer-tongs (wa'f6r-tdngz), n. Same as wafer-
iron.

Make the wajer-tongs hot over the hole of a stove or clear
fire. Workghop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 156.

wafer-WOmant (wa'fer-wum"an), n, Awoman
who sold wafers. Compare waferer,

"Twas no set meeting certainly, for there was no wafer-
woman with her these three days, on my knowledge.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

waferyi (wa'fer-i), a. [< wafer -f- -yl.] Like
a wafer : as, a wafery thinness,

wafery-t (wa'f6r-i), n. [Early mod. E. wafrie;
< wiifer + -y3 (gee -enj).'] Wafers collectively;
pastry; cakes.

The tartes, wafrie, and iounkettes, that wer to be serued
and to com in after the meat
J. tldatl, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 192. i^Davies.)

waffl (waf), V. [A var. of ware^, affected by
tcaft. r.] An obsolete form of ware^.

waff' (waf), n. [<M)o/l,r. Ci.waft,n.1 1. The
act of waving. Jamieson.— 2. A hasty motion.
Jamieson.— 3. A slight stroke from any soft

body. Jamieson.—4. A sudden or slight ail-

ment: as, a waff o' cauld. Jamieson.— 6. A
spirit or ghost. BalliweU. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial in all uses.]

waff" (waf), V, i. [Also waugh; a var. of wap'^.']

To bark. [Prov. Eng.]

The elder folke and well growne . . , barked like bigge
dogtres ; but the children and little ones waughed as small
wlielpes. Holland, tr. of Camden, II. 188. (Davies.)

waff'*, waf (waf ), a. [See waif, a.'\ Worthless;
low-bom; inferior; paltry. [Scotch.]

Is it not an oddlike thing that ilka waf carle in the
country has a son and heir, and that the bouse of EUan-
gowau is without male succession ?

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxix.

waffle' (wof'l), ». [= G. waffel = Dan. raffel =
Sw. vdffla, < D. and LG. wt^el, wafer : see wa-
fer. '\ A particular kind of batter cake baked
in waffle-irous and served hot.

We sat at tea in Armstrong's family dining-room ; . . .

the waitress passed out and in, bringing plates of waffles.

The Century, XXVI. 283.

waffle- (wof'l), 1'. i.: pret. and pp. waffled, ppr.

wnfflini/. [Freq. of tcaffl.} To wave; fluc-

tuate. HalUweU. [Prov. Eng.]
waffle-' (wof'l), V. i. [Freq. of waff^.^ To bark
incessantly. Wright. rR*ov. Eng.]

waffle-iron (wof'l-i'im), n. [= D. wafel-ijzer
= G. waffel-eisen ; as waffle + iron. Cf. wafer-
iron.'] An iron utensil for baking waffles over
a fire, having two flat halves hinged together,
one to contain the batter, the other to cover it.

The Iron has handles or projections by which it is readily
turned, brinKini? each slile near the fire alternately. The
batter is quickly cfjoked, as the large heating-surface is

increasi-d by projections which stud the irons and indent
the waffle.

She took down the long-handled uraffleirom, and made
a plate of those delicious cates.

E. Egijletton, The Oraysons, xxxi.

wafouret, n. An old siwUing of wafer.
waft (waft), ». [A secondary form of wave,
through the pp. waved, > waft, pp.: gee icave^.
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Cf. waffl.} I. intrans. To be moved or to pass
in a buoyant medium; float.

The face of the waters wafting in a storm so wrinkles
itself that it makes upon its forehead f<irrow8.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 81.

High on the summit of this dubious cHft
Deucalion wafting moor'd his little skiff.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 432.

H. trans. 1. To bear through a fluid or buoy-
ant medium ; convey through or as through
water or air.

Neither was it thought that they should get any passage
at all [to Dordract] till the ships at Middleborough were
returned into our kincdome, by the force whereof they
might be the more strongly wafted ouer.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 175.

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul.
And uraft a sigh from Indus to the Pole.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, I. 58.

2t. To buoy up; cause to float; keep from
sinking.

Whether cripples and mutilated persons, who have lost
the greatest part of their thighs, will not sink but float,

their lungs being abler to waft up their bodies, ... we
have not made experiment.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

3t. To give notice by something in motion;
signal to, as by waving the hand ; beckon.

One do I personate of Lord Timon's frame.
Whom Fortune with her ivory hand wafts to her.

Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 70.

4t. To cast lightly and quickly; turn.

I met him
With customary compliment ; when he.
Wafting his eyes to tlie contrary, and falling
A lip of much contempt, speeds from me.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 372.

waft (waft), n. [< waft, «;.] 1. The act of one
who or that which wafts ; a sweep ; a beckon-
ing. Also spelled weft.

There have already been made two wefts from the ward-
er's turret, to intimate that those in the castle are impa-
tient for your return. Scott, Abbot, xxix.

And the lonely seabird crosses
With one waft of the wing.

Tennyson, The Captain.

2. That which is blown; a breath; a blast; a
puff.

D' ye hear, trumpets, when the bride appears, salute
her with a melancholy waft. Vanbrugh, ^Esop, v. 1.

A waft of peace and calm, like a breeze from pai-adise,

fell upon Malvolti's heart,
J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, xxxv.

3. A transient odor or eflluvium. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]

The vestal fires were perpetual, and the fire of the altar

never went out. Spices and wefts of these evils may be
found in the sincerest Christians.

Jiev. S. Ward, Sermons and Treatises, p. 75.

A strumpet's love will have a uxtft i" th' end.
And distaste the vessel.

Middteton, Mad World, iv. 3.

4. Naut., a signal displayed from a ship by
hoisting a flag rolled up lengthwise with one or
more stops. Before the establishment of a universal

system of signals, a waft at the flagstaff signified a man
overboard, at the peak it indicated a wish to speak, and
at a ma.stliead it was used to recall boats. Also dialec-

tally weft and erroneously wheft.

waftaee (waf'taj), n. [< waft + -age.\ The
act ot wafting, or the state of being wafted

;

conveyance or transportation through or over
a buoyant medium, as air or water ; especially,

passage by water.

A ship yon sent me to, to hire waftage.
Shak.,C.otE., iv. 1.95.

Not leaving him so much as a poor halfpenny to pay for

his waftage. Randolph, Jealous Lovers, iv. 4.

wafter (waf'tfer), m. [< waft + -erl.] 1. One
who or that which wafts.

Charon, oh, Charon,
Thou wafter of the souls to bliss or bane

!

Fletcher, Mad Lover, iv. 1.

2t. A boat for passage or transport.

There went before the lord-mayor's barge a foyste for

a wafter full of ordinance.
Quoted in SIrult's Sports and Pastimes, p. 479.

3t. The master of a passage-boat or transport.

The . . . great master . . . sent vessels called brigan-

tines, for to cause the waflrrs of the sea to come into

Rhodes for the keeping and fortifying of the towne, the

which at the first sending came and presented their per-

sons and ships. Hakhiyfs Voyages, II. 7.5.

4. A sword having the flat part placed in the

usual direction of the edge, blunted for exer-

cises. Meijrick. (Halliwell.)

wafture (wftf'tur), n. [< waft + -ure.'] The
act of wafting'or wa-ving; a beckoning or ges-

ture.
But, with an angry wafture of your hand.
Gave sign for me to leave you.

Shak., J. C, ii. 1. 246.

wag
Where least expected, the Platonic seed seems blown

by the continual wafture of the winds of destiny.
Jour. Spec. Phil, XIX. 61.

wagl (wag), v.; pret. and pp. wagged, ppr.
wagging. [< ME. waggen, < OSw. wa'gga, wag,
fluctuate, rock (a cradle), Sw. vagga, rock (a
cradle) (cf. Icel. vagga = OSw. wagga, Sw.
vagga, a cradle, = Dan. viigge, a cradle, vugge,.
rock a cradle); a secondary form (parallel with
AS. wagian, wag, > ME. wawen (see waw^) =
OHG. wagon, weaken, cause to move, = Goth.
wagjan, gawagjan, make wag, stir, shake) of
AS. wegan = OHG. wegan, move, = Goth, ga-
wigan, shake up, cause to move: see iveigh.']

1. trans. 1. To cause to move up and down,
backward and forward, or from side to side, al-

ternately, as a small body jointed or attached
to, or connected with, a larger one ; cause to
move one way or another, as on a pivot or
joint, or on or from something by which the
body moved is supported; cause to shake,
oscillate, or vibrate slightly. From the quick,
jerky, or abrupt motion indicated by the word, an idea
of playful, sportive, mocking, scornful, or derisive mo-
tion is associated with it in certain phrases : as, to wag
the head or the finger.

And thanne fondeth the Fende my fruit to destruye
With alle the wyles that he can, and waggeth the rote.

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 41.

He found him selfe unwist so ill bestad
That lim he could not icoi;. Spenser, F. Q., V. i. 22.

And they that passed by reviled him, wagging their
heads. Mat. xxvii. 39.

Let ditch-bred wealth henceforth forget to wag
Her base, though golden tail.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12,

Let me see the proudest
. . . but wag his finger at thee.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 131.

He would plant himself straight before me, and stand
wagging that bud of a tail. Dr. J. Brown, Rab, p. 12.

2t. To nudge.
Ich wondrede what that was, and H'a^f;erfeCon8cience; . . .

Quath Conscience, . . . "this is Cristes messager."
Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 204.

To wag one's chin or jaw. See chin.—to wag one's
tongue. See tongue.

II. intrans. 1. To move backward and for-

ward, up and down, or from side to side, alter-

nately, as if connected with a larger body by a
joint, pivot, or any flexible or loose attach-
ment; oscillate; sway or swing; vibrate: an
arrow is said to wag when it vibrates in the
air.

Yet saugh I nevere, by my fader kyn,
How that the hopur [hopper] wagges til and fra.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 119.

Old men are the truest lovers; young men are inconstant,
and wa^ with evex-y wind. Shirley, Love Tricks, i. 1.

The dreary black sea-weed lolls and wa^s.
L&imll, Appledore, i.

2. To be in motion or action ; make progress;
continue a course or career ; stir. [Now colloq.]

"Thus we may see," quoth he, "how the world wags."
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 23,

They made a pretty good shift to wag along,
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii,

3. To move on or away; be off; depart; pack
off; begone. [Now colloq.]

It is said by maner of a prouerbiall speach that he who
findes himselfe well should not wagge.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 194.

At length the busy time begins.
"Come, neighbours, we must wag,"

Cowper, Yearly Distress.

wagl (wag), n. [< waj/l, v.] The act of wag-
ging; a shake; an oscillation.

He . . . introduced himself with a wag of his tail, in-

timating a general willingness to be happy.
Dr. J. Brown, .Spare Hours, Ist ser,, p. 87.

Wag2 (wag), n. [Early mod. E. wagge; perhaps
short for waghaUer, formerly used humorously
for 'a rogue' (cf. 'a mad wag' with 'a mad
waghalter'), < wag^, with ref. to moving the
head playfully or derisively: see woi/l.] 1.

One who is given to joking or jesting ; a
witty or humorous person; one full of sport

and humor; a droll fellow. The word seems for-

merly to have been applied to a person who indulged
in coarse, low, or broad humor, or buffoonery, as a prac-
tical joker.

Sir Fran, A prodigious civil gentleman, uncle; and yet
as bold as Alexander upon occasion.

Une. Rich. Upon a lady's occasion.
Sir Fran. Ha, ha, you are a wag, uncle.

Vanbrugh, Journey to London, ill. 1.

A wag is the last order even of pretenders to wit and
good humour. He has generally his mind prepared to re-

ceive some occasion of merriment, but is of himself too
empty to draw out any of his own set of thoughts ; and
therefore laughs at the next thing he meets, not because
it is ridiculous, but because he is under a necessity of

laughing. Steele, latler, No. 184.



wag
2, A fellow: used with a shade of meaning
sometimes slurring, sometimes affectionate, but
without any attribution of humor or pleasantry.
[CoUoq. and archaic.]

But miliily and calmly shew how discredit reboundeth
upon the avithors, as dust flieth back into the waff's eyes
taat will needs be puffing it up.

G. H(frveyy Four Letters, Pref.

And, with the Nymphs that haunt the silver streames,
Leame to entice the affable young toagge.

HegtPood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, II. 66).

My master shall . . . make thee, instead of handling
false dice, finger nothing but gold and silver, wag. . . .

Wilt be secret?
'

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

Let us see what the learned wag maintains
With such a prodigal waste of brains.

LongfellotP, Golden Legend, vi.

wage (waj), n. [< ME. wage, < OF, wagCj guage,
gage = Pr. gatge, gatghe, gaji = Sp. gage = It.

gaggio, a gage, pledge, guaranty: see gage"^, «.]

It. A gage; a pledge; a stake.

But th* Elfln knight, which ought that warlike wage,
Disdained to loose the meed he wonne in fray,

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 39.

2. That which is paid for a service rendered

;

what is paid for labor; hire : now usually in the
?ihiral. Sometimes the plural form is used as a singular.

n commou use the word wages is applied specifically to

the payment made for manual labor or other labor of a
menial or mechanical kind: distinguished (imt somewhat
vaguely) from salary (which see), and from/e«, which de-

notes compensation paid to professional men, as lawyers
and physicians.

I am worthy noon odyr wage.
But for to dwelle in eendeles woo.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 174.

The icages of sin is death. Rom. vi. 23.

Since thou complainest of thy service and wages, be con-
tent to go back, and what our country will atford I do here
promise to give thee. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

With a wage usually from twenty to twenty-five shil-

lings a weelc Nineteenth Century, XXII. 491.

One of the lost matters transacted was the issue of the
writs to the sheriffs and borough magistrates for the pay-
ment of the wages of the representatives In the house of
commons. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 447.

Seal wages, in poHt. econ., wages estimated not in money
but in their purchasing power over commodities in gen-
eral; the articles or services which the money wages will
purchase. = Syn. 2. Pay, Hire, etc. See salaryi,

wage (waj), r.; pret. and pp. waged, ppr. icag-

ing. [< ME. wagen, < OF. tcager, waigier, giia-

ger, gager, gagier, F. gager = Pr. gatgar, gatjar,

< ML. tcadiare, pledge: see gage\ -v,, and ef.

wed^.1 I, trans. If. To pledge; bet; stake on
a chance; lay; wager.
A certeine friende of yours . , . had waged with your

honour a certeine wager.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 136,

I dare wage
A thousand ducats, not a man in France
Outrides iloseilli. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 2.

A new truth ! Nay, an old newly come to light ; for error
cannot wage antiquity with truth.

Rev, T. Adams, Works, L 472.

The tenant in the first place must produce his cham-
pion, who by throwing down his glove as a gage or pledge
thus wages or stipulates battle with the champion of the
demandant Blackstone, Com., III. xxiL

2f. To venture on; hazard; attempt; encounter.
To wake and wage a danger profitless.

Shak., Othello, L 3. 30.

3, To engage in, as in a contest; caiTy on, as
a war; undertake.
The second battell was waged a little after Vespasian

was chosen Emperour. Coryat, Crudities, I. 139.

What need I wage
Other contentious arguments, when I
By this alone can proue noe Dietie ?

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p, 5.

I am not able to wage law with him.
B, Jonso7it Staple of News, v. 1.

4t. To let out for pay.

Thou that doest live in later times must wage
Thy workes for wealth, and life for gold engage.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 18.

5. To hire for pay ; engage oremploy for wages.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
And yf thel wage men to werre thel wryten hem in

numbre

;

Wol no treserour take hem wages, trauayle thel neuere so
sore.

Bote [unless] hij beon nempned in the numbre of hem that
heuywaged. Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 259.

Alexander in the meane season, hauing sent Cleander
towage menne of warre out of Peloponese, , , , i-eraoued
his army to the Citie of Celenas.

J. Brende, tr. of Qulntus Curtius, iii.

The. cutler prefers to vegetate on his small earnings than
to go as a waged labourer in a "house."

Nitieteenth Century, XXIV. 516.

6f. To pay wages to,

I would have them well waged for their labour.
Latitner, 5th Seituon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.
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At the last

I seem'd his follower, not partner, and
He waged me with his countenance, as if

I had been mercenary. Shak., Cor., v. 6. 40.

7. Incerrt/H.,toknead, work, or temper, as pot-
ters' clay—Towage one's law, in old Eng. law, tocome
forward as a defendant^ with others, on oath that he (the
defendant) owes nothing to the plaintiff in manner as he
has declared. See wager.

H. intrans, 1. To contend; battle. [Rare.]
I abjure all roofs, and choose

To wage against the eimtity o' the air,

To be a comrade with the wolf and owl.
Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 212.

2. To serve as a pledge or stake for something
else; be opposed as equal stakes in a wager;
be equal in value: followed by with. [Rare.]

The commodity wages not with the danger.
Shak., Pericles, iv. 2. 34.

wagedom (waj'dum), w, {<. wage + -dom,'] The
method of paying wages for work done. [Rare.]

The employer of labour pockets the whole of the incre-
ment of value, leaving to tlie labourers only what they had
to start with— viz.,tlieir own bodies, plus the cost of their
maintenance during the process, and a small allowaiice for
wear and tear. . . . Such is the modern system of wage-
dom. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 136.

wage-earner (waj '6r*ner), n . One who receives
stated wages for labor.

Radical manufacturers and traders . , , have no more
thought for the condition of the wage-earners who produce
this profit than a Southern planter liad for the religious
welfare of his gang of slaves.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 738.

wage-fund, wages-fund (waj 'fund, wa'jez-
fund), n. In poliU econ., that part of the total
productive capital of a country or community
which is employed in paying the wages of la-

bor, as distinguished from the part invested in
buildings, machinery, raw materials, etc. See
the quotations.
Wages, then, depend mainly upon the demand and sup-

ply of labour, or, as it is often expressed, on the propor-
tion between population and capital. By population is

here meant the number only of the labouring class, or
rather of those who work for hire ; and by capital only
circulating capital, and not even the whole of that, but
the part which is expended In the direct purchase of la-

bour. To this, however, must be added all funds which,
without foi-ming a part of capital, are paid in exchange
for labour, such as the wages of soldiers, domestic sei-vants,

and all other unproductive labourers. There is unfortu-
nately no mode of expressing by one familiar term the ag-
gregate of what may be called the wages-fund of a country

;

and, as the wages of productive lal)oiir form nearly the
whole of that fund, it is usual to overlook the smaller and
less important part, and to say that wages depend on pop-
ulation and capital. It will be convenient to employ this
expression, remembering, however, to consider it as ellip-

tical, and not as a literal statement of the entire truth.
J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., II. xi. 1.

As I understand this passage [from Mill's " Pol. Econ."],
it embraces the following statements : 1st, Wages-fund is

a general term, used, in the absence of any other more fa-

miliar, to express the aggregate of all wages at any given
time in possession of the laboring popnlation ; 2nd, on
the proportion of this fund to the number of the laboring
population depends at any given time the average rate of
wages; Srd, the amount of the fund is determined l>y the
amount of the general wealth which is applied to the di-

rect purchase of labor, whether with a view to productive
or to unproductive employment. If the reader will care-
fully consider these several propositions, I think he will

perceive that they do not contain matter wliich can be prop-
erly regarded as open to dispute. The first is little more
than a definition. . . . lliesecondmerely amounts to say-
ing that the quotient will be such as the dividend and di-

visor determine. The third equally contains an indispu-
table assertion ; since, whatever be the remote causes on
which the wages of hired labor depend, . . . the proximate
act determining their aggregate amount must in all cases
be a direct purchase of its services. In truth, the demand
for labor, thus understood, as measured I>y the amount of
wealth applied to the direct purchase of labor, might more
correctly be said to be, than to detennine, the Wages-fund.
It is the Wages-fund in its inchoate stage, differing from
it only as wealth just about to pass into the hands of la-

borers differs from the same wealth when it has got into
their hands.

J. E. Cairns, Some Leading Principles of Political

[Economy Newly Expounded, II. i. § 5.

wagelingt, «. [< wage •¥ -ling'^.l A hireling.

These are the very false prophets, the instruments of
Satan, the deceivers, wolves, wagelings, Judases, dreamers,
liars. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 439. (Davies.)

wagen-boom, n. [D,, < wagcn, wagon, -t- boom,
tree (= E. beam).'] Same as wagon-tree.

wageourt, w- [< ME. wagen, wage : see wage."] A
hired soldier, Barbour, Bruce, xi. 48. (Strat-
mann.)
wageouret, n. An obsolete form of wager.
wager (wa'jer), w. [< ME. wageoure, wajonr, <

OF. *wagenre, gagenre, a wager, < wager, pledge,
wager: see wage,v.'\ 1. A pledge; a gage; a
guaranty,

A wajour he made, so hit wes ytold.
Ys heved of to smhyte. yef me him brohte in hold.

Execution of Sir Simon Frawr (Child's Ballads, VI. 279).

2, Something hazarded on an uncertain event;
a stake. By statutes of England, Scotland, and most if

waggery
not all of the United States, all contracts or agreements,
whether by parole or in writing, involving wygeis are
null and void, and the wager or money due thereon cannot
be recovered in any court of law. A wager is therefore
merely a debt of honor, and if paid it is in the eye of the law
the same thing as giving a gratuity, except perhaps as to
the liability of a principal to reimburse bis agent ^« hen the
latter has paid it because in honor bound.

Ne waiour non with hym thou lay,
Ne at the dyces with hyni to play.

Babees Book (E, E. T. .«.), p. 306.

Hor. Content. What is the wai7er;
Luc. Twenty crowns,

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 69.

A uager is a promise to pay money, or transfer property,
upon the determination or ascertainment of an uncertain
event ; the consideration for such a promise is either a
present payment or transfer by the other party, or a prom-
ise to pay or transfer upon the event determining in a
particular way. Anson, Contr., 166.

3, The act of betting; a bet.

Well make a solemn wager on your cunnings.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 15&

4, That on which bets are laid; the subject of
a bet. [Rare,]

The sea strave with the winds which should bee louder,
and the shrouds of tiie ship, with a gastful nois to them
that were in it, witnessed that their rnin was the ivager
of the other's contention. Sir P. Sidney, Arcndiaj^ iL

5, In old Eng. law, an offer to make oath of
innocence or non-indebtedness ; also, the act of
making such oath, the oaths of eleven compur-
gators being conjoined as fortifying the defen-
dant's oath—Wager of battle or battel See battUK
—Wager of law, an old English mode of trial, whereby
in an action of debt brought upon a simple contract be-
tween the parties, without any deed or record, the defen-
dant might discharge himself by taking an oath that he
did not owe the plaintiff anything. He was required, how-
ever,!© bring with him eleven of his neighbors, called co»n-
purgators, who were to avow upon their oath that they
believed in their consciences that he declared the truth.
—Wager policy. See policy^.

wager (wa'jer), V. [< wager, n,] I, trans, 1.

To hazard on the issue of a contest, or on some
question that is to be decided, or on some casu-
alty; bet; lay; stake,

I . . , wagered with hlra
Pieces of gold. Shak., Cynibeline, v. 5. 182.

" Wliat will you icager. Wise William ?"

*'My lands I'll wad with thee."
Reedisdale and Wise William (Child's Ballads, VIII. 88).

2. To make a wager on; bet on: followed by
a clause as object : as, I wager you are wrong.

We have a maid in Mytilene, I durst ivager,
Would win some words of him.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1. 43.

H. intrans. To make a bet ; offer a wager.

We'll put on those shall praise your excellence,
. . , bring you in fine together.
And wager on your heads. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 135.

But one to wager with, I would lay odds now,
He tells me instantly. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. l,

wager-cup (wa'jer-kup), n. An ornamental
piece of plate used as a prize for a race or simi-
lar contest.

wagerert (wa'j^r-er), n. [< wager + -eri.]

One who wagers or lays a bet.

Desire your wagerer from me to be more cautious hi de-
tennining on such matters, and not to venture tiie loss of
his money and credit with so much odds against him.

Swift.

wagering (wa'jer-ing), p. a. Of or pertaining
to wagers; betting—wagering policy. Seepolicy2,

wages-fund, n. See wage-fund.
wages-man (wa'jez-man), H. One who works
for wages. [Rare.]

If we don't make a rise before that time we shall have
to become wages-men.

Rolf Boldreivood, The Miner's Claim, p. 60.

wagett, n. See watchet.

wage-work (waj'werk), w. Work done for

wages or hire.
Their fires,

For comfort after their wage-work is done.
Tennyson, Coming of Aithur.

wage-worker (waj 'wer-'-'k^r ), n. One who works
for wages.
A civilisation which overtasks or underpays wage-work-

ers, . . . this, truly, is not a civilisation for any conscien-
tious thinking man to be proud of. Lancet, 1891, 1. 454.

waggel, ". See wageJ.

waggert, v. i. [< ME. wageren, wagren (= Icel.

vagra,vaggra—Haldorsen),reel, stumble; freq.

oiwag'^, Cf. waggle.'\ To reel; stumble; stag-

ger. JVyclif, Eccl. xii. 3.

waggery (wag'er-i)» n. [< wag^ + -er^ + -y3.]

The acts and words of a wag; mischievous
merriment; waggishness.
He did by the Parliament as an Ape when he hath done

some waggei-y. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 97.

It left Brom no alternative but to draw upon the funds
of rustic waggery in his disposition.

Irving, Sketch-Book. p. 434.



waggle

waggie (wag'i), n. [< «a(/l + -i>,-y2.] The wag-
tail, a bird. [Prov. Eng.]
wagging (wag'ing), n. [< ME. waggynge; ver-
bal n. of wag\ f.] A stirring; moving; wav-
ing; oscillation; vibration.

The folk devyne at wagiiynoe of a stre.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1745.

A wanton wagging of your head, thus (a feather will
teach youX B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

waggish (wag'ish), a. [< wag^ + -ish^.^ 1.
Like a wag; abounding in sportive or jocular
tricks, antics, sayings, etc. ; roguish in merri-
ment or good humor; frolicsome.
Jack, thou think'st thyself in the Forecastle, thou'rt so

waggish. Wycheiiey, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

2. Done, concocted, or manifested in waggery
or sport: aSjAwaggislttriek; " waggish goodhu-

^^^^ wagon-lock
use of new and remarkable means of effect, both scenic u^pd to onr\ta\-n tho f>.o;„l,f „, „„=„ a iand instrumental. The Wagnerian ideal is often called "Ii: ^ ,

"^^ '^°® treight or passengers. Also
(sometnnes derisively) "the music of the future," from ««fi">«-o«"-
the title of one of Wagner's essays. While Wagnerisni is WagOn-Drake (wag'on-brak), «. A brake usedpest exeniphfled in the great dram.is of Wagner himself, on a wagon
Its qualities maybe seen more or less in almost all the waffon-hrMot Cwo<,'r>T, li,.o=^i „ t jdramatic music of the last half of this century.

w<igon-Dreasx; (wag on-brest), )(. In coal-mtn-

of2. The study or imitation of the music
Richard Wagner.
Wagnerist (viig'ner-ist), n. [< Wagner + -ist.'\
An adherent of Richard Wagner's musical
methods

; an admirer of his works. Also Waq-
nerite.

wagneritel (wag'ner-it), «. [Named after P.
M. von Wagner (1768-1851), head of the Bava-
rian mining department. ] A transparent min-
eral having a vitreoresinous luster, wine-yellow

ing, a breast in whieli the wagons or mine-ears
are taken up to the working-face. Penn. Sure.
Glossary.

wagon-ceiling (wag'^n-se'ling), n. A semi-
circular or wagon-headed ceiling; a wagon-
vault. See wagon-headed.
wagon-coupling (wag'on-kup"ling), n. A cou-
pling for connecting the fore and hind axles of
a wagon. In a carriage it is also called reach
or perch. E. H. Knight.

or honey-yellow in color. It is a fl'uophosphate 'Wagon-drag (wag'on-drag), n. Same as drag,
of masmesiiiTn. -t (").

let's wanton it a little, and talk waggishly

.

B. Jong&nj Epiccene, v. 1.

waggishness (wag'ish-nes), «. [< waggish +
-mss.'] The state or character of being wag-
gish

; mischievous sport ; wanton merriment

;

jocularity; also, a joke or trick.

Busbechius reporteth a Christian boy in Constantinople
had like to have been stoned for gagging ia awaggiahness
a long-billed fowl.

Bacon, Goodness, and Goodness of Nature (ed. 188^).

waggle (wag'l), r.
;
pret. and pp. waggled, ppr.

waggling. [= D. waggelen, totter, waver, =
Dan. vakle, shake, vacillate, = MHG. wackeln,
totter; freq. of wag'i. Another freq. form ap-
pears in wagger.'] I. intrans. To move with a
wagging motion ; sway or move from side to
side; wag.

I know you by the waggling of your head.
Shale., Much Ado, ii. 1. 119.

n. trang. 1. To cause to wag frequently and
with short motions; move first one way and
then the other.

She [Mrs. Botibol] smiles, . . . and If she '» very glad
to see you, waggle) her little hand before her face as If to
blow you a kiss, as the phrase is.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xviii.

2. To whip; beat; overcome; get the better
of. [Slang.]

waggle (wag'l), n. [< waggle, t?.] A sudden,
short movement first to one side and then to
the other; a wagging.
A curious waggle of the focussed image.

Nature, XXXVni. 224.

waggon, waggonage, etc. See wagon, etc.
wag^altert (wag'hal'ter), n. [< wagl, v., +
obj. hatter^. Cf. «-n(/2.] One who wags (or
wags in) a halter; one likely to come to the
gallows; a rascal; a thief : chiefly humorous.

I can tell you I am a ma4l wag-halter.
Mariton, Insatiate Countesse, 1.

waging-board (wa'jing-bord), n. The board
or table on which potters' clay is waged. See
wage, v. t.,1.

wagmoiret, «. [A form of quagmire, accom. to
ic«(/l.] A quagmire.

For they bene like foule wagmoiret overgrast.
Spenier, Shep. CaL, September,

wagnak, n. Same as baag-nouk.

Wagner +
American,

Wagner's corpuscles. See Wagnerian and cor-
puscle.

wagon, waggon (wag'on), n. [Early mod. E.
also in pi. waganes; < D. wagen, a wagon or
wain, = AS. wsegn, E. xcuin : see wain^. Hence
F. wagon, a railroad-car.] 1. A four-wheeled
vehicle; a wain; specifically, a four-wheeled
vehicle designed for the transport of heavy
loads, or (of lighter build) for various purposes
of business, as the delivery of goods purchased
at a shop, or of express packages; loosely,
such a vehicle, similar to the lighter business
wagons, used for pleasure. The typical heavy
wagon is a strong vehicle drawn by two or three horses
yoked abreast, the fore wheels much smaller than the
hind pair, and their axle swiveled to the body of the
wagon to facilitate turning.

They trussed all their harnes in waganes.
Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. I.xii.

Reeling with grapes, red waggons choke the way.
Byron, Beppo, st. 42.

Some of the inland traffic was still done by means of
pack-horses. . . . But there were also waggons, which, by
the divine permission, started for every town of note in
England.

J. Ashlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 166.

2. An open four-wheeled vehicle for the con-
veyance of goods on railways. [Great Britain .]— 3t. A chariot.

Then to her yron wagon she betakes,
And with her beares the fowle welfavourd witch.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 28.

O Proserpina,
For the flowers now, that frighted thou let'st fall
From Diss waggon! Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 118.

4. A tool for trimming the edges of gold-leaf to
size for a book, it consists of a frame carrying four
edges of cane for cutting the gold-leaf, which does not
adhere to cane as it would to metal. E. H. Knight.
5. In mining, a car; a mine-car Conestoga wag-
on, a type of broad-wheeled wagon for the transportation
of merchandise, made at Conestoga in Pennsylvania, ori-
ginally for freighting goods over the deep soil of south-
ern and western Pennsylvania: afterward it became the
common vehicle of settlers going out on the prairies.

The road seemed actually lined with Conestoga wagons,
each drawn by six stalwart horses and laden with farm
produce. Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 206.

Gipsy wagon. See Gtp«y.— Skeleton wagon. See
skeleton.

wagon (wag'on), V. t. [< wagon, w.] To trans-
port, convey, or carry in a wagon: as, to wagon
goods. [CoUoq.]

2t.
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wagonerl, waggoner (wag'on-er), n. [= D. wa-
genaar, a wagoner, = OHGr.'waganari, a wagon-
maker,MHG. wagener, G. wofirner, wagon-maker,
cartwright, driver; as wagon -\- -erl.] 1. One
who conducts or drives a wagon; a wagon-
driver.

The waggoner . . . cracked his whip, re-awakened his
music [bells], and went melodiously away.

Dickens, Bleak House, vi.

One who drives a chariot; a charioteer.
Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds.
Towards Phoebus' lodging ; such a waggoner
As Phaethon would whip you to the west.

Shak., R. and J., ia 2. 2.

3. [cap."] The constellation Auriga. Bee Auriga.
By this the Northerne wagoner had set
His sevenfold teme behind the stedtast starre
That was in Ocean waves yet never wet.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 1.

wagoner^t (wag'on-er), n. An atlas of charts:
a name formerly m use, derived from a work of
this nature published at Leyden in 1584-5 by
Wagenaar.
wagoner-bookt (wag'on-^r-buk), n. Same as
wagoner^.

wagonesst, waggonesst (wag'on-es), n. [< wag-
on + -e«s.] A female wagoner. [Rare.]
That she might serve for wagonesse, she pluck'd the wag-

goner backe.
And up into his seate she mounts. Chapman, Iliad, v. 838.

wagonette, waggonette (wag-o-nef), n. [Also
wagonet; < F. wagonet; as wagon + -ette.J A

Wagonette.

Wagnenan (vag-ne'ri-an), a. [< Wagner (see
def.) -I- -ian. The G. surname Wagner is from
the noun tcagner, a wagon-maker, cartwright,
= E. wagoner.'] Of or pertaining to any one
named Wagner. .Speciflcally-(a) Of or pertaining waeonaire waffffOnajre(wa(?'on-ai> n Uwnnnnto Rudolph Wagner (1805-64), a Genuan anatomist and *»*BOnage, waggonage twag on-aj), n. ys wagon

rtalning or relating to Richard Wag-
"^

-"d'^-i 1
.
Money paid for carnage or con-

pleasure-vehiele, either with or without a top,
holding six or more persons, it has at the back
two seats facing each other, running lengthwise, and
either one or two in front, running crosswise.

The . . . carriage . . . was of the waggonette fashion,
uncovered, with seats at each side.

TroUope, South Africa, I. xv.

wagon-hammer (wag'qn-ham'''er), n. An up-
right bolt connecting tiie tongue and the dou-
bletree of a vehicle. Upon it the doubletree
swings. E. H. Knight.

physiologist. (6) Pertaining or relating to Richard Wag-
ner (I813-^83X a celebrated German musical composer, or to
his music-dramas: characterized by the ideas or the style
of \Vagner. .See tfasJKTwm.—Wagnerian corpuscles,
the tactile corpuscles of Wagner. See cor;, iMr;.>._Wag-
nerian spot, the germinal spot Set- nucleolus, 1.

Wagnerianism(vag-ne'ri-an-izm;. «. [< Wag
niriini -\- -ism.] Wagnefism.
li'i:. LI. 448.

Bumside having answered for the safety of the road, it WagOn-headod (wag'on-hed''''ed), a. Having a
,rt h».n rf..^r„.in„H ,„ ,^„„„ . .,«,.i„„ „. .K. ,K_-.,.„, round-archcd or semicylindrical top or head,

like the cover or tilt of a wagon when stretched
overthe bows; round-arched: BuS,& roagon-headed
roof or vault—Wagon-headed ceiUng, cylindHcal
or barrel vaulting, or a ceiling imitating the form of such
vaulting.

had been determined to wagon a portion of the [bridge]
equipages to Fredericksburg.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), II. 663.

Wagnerism (viig'n^r-izm), «. [< Wagner +
-wn.] 1. The art theory of Richard Wagner,
especially as concerns the musical drama, in-

_

v -i / - v v/i- \
eluding the general style of composition based '^.?'?PJ^-^?}}:^jJ.Zf?J!}±S'J}^^.}'..'':
on that theory. Among the many characteristics of

1 . V'""'"''
*' "'**« "'« choice of a general subject inwhkh the mythical and heroic elements are prominent;

the ainalgamatiori of poetry, music, action, and scenic ef-
fect into the most intimate union as equally important
cooperating elements: the desertion of the conventionali-
ties of the common Italian opera, especially of Its sharply

veyance by wagon
Wagonage, indeed, seems to the commissariat an article Wagon-hoist (wag'on-hoist), n. An elevator or

lift used in livery-stables, carriage-factories,
etc., to convey vehicles up or down.
wagon-jack (wag'on-jak), n. A lifting-jack for
raising the wheels of a vehicle off the ground,
so that they can be taken off for greasing, re-
pairing, etc.

wagon-load (wag'on-16d), n. The load carried
by a wagon : as, a wagon-load of coal ; henee,
figuratively, a large amount: as, a very little

text serves for a wagon-load of comment.

not worth economizing.
Jefferson, To Patrick Henry (Correspondence, 1. 158).

2. A collection of wagons.

Contetiinorarii wagOn-bed (wag'on-bed), n. Same as wagon-
' ' box.

In the grassy piazza two men had a humble show of flgs

and cakes for sale in their ivagon-beds.

Uowells, The Century, XXX. 672.

A kind of
steam-boiler having originally a semicylindri-
cal top, the ends and sides vertical, and tlie wagon-lock (wag'on-lok), n. In a vehicle, a
bottom flat, thus having the shape of a wagon
covered with an arched tilt. Improved forms
have the sides and bottom slightly curved in-

ward
rtennerl and contrasted movements ami its tendency it> WagOn-bOW (wag qn-bo), n. A bent slat of
the display of mere virtuo»ity ; the abundant u.se of lead
jng motives as a means to continuous and reiterated enio
tloiial effect

; the Immense elalioratlon ol the orchestral
parta, so that in them is furnished an unbroken presenta-
tion of or commentary on the entire plot ; and the free

wood used, generally in combination with oth-
ers, to support the top or cover of a wagon.
wagon-box (wag'on-boks), n. The part of a
wagon mounted upon the wheels and axles, and

device for retarding motion in going downhill.
It operates as a brake by bringing a shoe to bear against
the face of one rear wheel, or botli. It differs essentially
from a wagon-drag or wheel-drag used for the saiiie pur-
pose, tlie drag being a shoe placed under one <if the wheels.
A chain used to prevent a wheel from turning in descend-
inir a hill, by locking the wheel to the body of the wagon,
is essentially a wagon-locking device, but the term in the
I'irtted States always iraplies some form of fi-ictionhafid-
brake. Wagon-locks are used on stages and oUier vehicles
in mountainous districts, and are preferred to the wheel-



wagon-lock

drag, as being easily managed from the driver's seat, with-
out stopping the vehicle. See drag, 1 (A).

wagon-master (wag'on-mas"ter), ?i. A person
who has charge of one or more wagons ; espe-
cially, an officer in charge of wagons in a mili-

tary train.

wagon-roof (wag'on-rof), ti. A plain semioy-
lindrical vault, or barrel-vault. E. A. Freeman,
Venice, ]>. 93.

wagon-roofed (wag'on-roft), a. Having a semi-
cylindrical or wagou-lieaded roof or vault. See
iraffon-headed.

wagonryt, waggonryt (wag'on-ri), n. [< wagon
+ -ry: see -ery.J Conveyance by means of wag-
ons; wagons collectively ; wagonage. [Rare.]

He that sets to his hand though with a good intent to
hinder the shogging of it, in this unlawfull waggonry where-
in it rides, let him beware it be not fatall to him as it was
to tJzza. Milton, Church-Government, 1. 1.

wagon-top (wag'gn-top), n. The part of a lo-

comotive-boiler, over the fire-box, which is ele-

vated above the rest of the shell. Its purpose
is to provide greater steam-room.

wagon-train (wag'on-tran), n. A train, ser-

vice, or collection of wagons, draft-animals,

etc., organized for a special purpose ; especial-

ly, the collection of wagons, etc., accompanying
an army, to convey provisions, ammunition, the
sick and wounded, etc.

wagon-tree (wag'on-tre), n. [< wagon + tree;

tr. D. wagen-iooni.'\ A South African shrub,
Protea grandiflora, growing 6 or 8 feet high,with
the trunk as many inches thick, its wood is of a
reddish-brown color, beautifully marked with a cross or
netted grain. It is sometimes used at the Cape of Good
Hope for the fellies of wheels, plows, etc.

wagon-vault (wag'on-valt), n. A semicylin-
drical vault, or bairel-vault. See vaults and
harreUvault.

wagon-way (wag'on-wa), n. In coal-mining,
an underground horse-road. [North. Eng.]
wagonwnght (wag'on-rit), n. [< wagon +
Wright. Cf. tvainwright.'] A mechanic who
makes wagons.
wagpastiet, «. [Appar. lit. 'a pie-stealer,' <

wagi, v., + o\>i. pastie, 2>asty, pie.] A rogue.

A little wagpasiie,
A deceiuer of folkes by sulttill craft and guile.

Odall, Bolster Doister, iii. 2.

wagsMpt (wag'ship), n. [<. wag'^ + -sMp.'\ 1.

Waggery; waggishness.

Let 's pierce the rundlets of our running heads, and give
'em a neat cup of wagahip.

Middleton, Family ol Love, ii. 3.

2. The state or dignity of being a wag. Mars-
ton, What you Will, iii. 3. [Humorous.]
wagsome (wag'sum), a. [< wag^ + -some.']

Waggish. [Rare.]

Still humoured he his wagsome turn.
W. S. Oilbert, Peter the Wag.

wagtail (wag'tal),«. l< wag^,v.,+ ohj.tail^.'] 1.

Any bird of the family MotacillidiB (which see)

:

80 called from the continual wagging motion
of the tail. The species are very numerous, and chiefly

confined to the Old World. Those of the subfamily Antht-
nse are commonly called pipits or titlarks. (See cut under
Anthus.) (a) The white, black, gray, and pied wagtails be-

long to the genus Motacilla, as M. alba and M, lugubris or
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a bird so named by Latham in 1783 from a bird described
by Sonnini in 1766 from Luzon : not well identitted, but
supposed to be the wagtail distributed over most of Asia,

with a host of synonyms, from which M. leucopsis is se-

lected as the onym by liite authority.—Common wagtail
of England, the pied wagtail.— Field-wagtail, a yellow
wagtail.— Garden-wagtail, the Indian wagtail.—Gray-
headed yellow wagtail, Budytes viridis.—Gray wag-
tail, Motacilla melanope, or boarula, or sulphurea : more
fully called gray water-wagtail (after Edwards, 1758), and
also yellow water-wagtail by Albin (1738-40).—Greenwag-
tail, a bird so described by Brown in 1775, and since com-
monly called Budytes viridis or B. cinereocapillug, ranging
from Scandinavia to South Africa and the Malay countries.

—Hudsonlan wagtail (of Latham, 1801), the common tit-

lark of North America, Anthiut penniiylvanicus or ludom-
cianus, originally described and figured by Edwards in 1760

as the "lark from Pensilvania."—Indian wagtail. Nemo-
ricola or Nernorivaga iiuiica, now Limonidromufi indictis,

a true wagtail, but of a separate genus, wide-ranging in

Asia and most of the islands zoologically related to that
continent.— Pied wagtail, Motacilla lugubrls or yarrelli,

the commonest wagtail of Great Britain.- Tschutschl
wagtailt, the gray wagtail. Pennant, 178.5.— Wagtail
fantail, wa^ail flycatcher, a true flycatcher of Austra-
lia, New Gumea, the Solomon Islands, etc., with fifteen

different New Latin names, among wliich Rhipidura or

QuaketatI, or Pied Wagtail (Motacilla yarrelli).

yarrelli. (See Motacilla.) (b) The closely related geims
Budytes comprises among others the common blue-headed
yellow wagtail, B. Jlava, of very wide distribution in the
Old World and found in Alaska.

2. Some similar bird. In the United States the name
is frequently given to two birds of the genus Seiurtts, the
common water-thrush and the large-billed water-thrush,
S. rtamussLud S. mfjtacilla, members of the family Mniotil-
tidse, or American warblers. See cut under Seiuriui.

3t. A term of familiarity or contempt.

Wagtail, salute them all ; they are friends.
Middleton, Michaelmas Term, iii. 1.

4. A pert person.

Osw. This ancient rufiian, sir, whose life

I have spared at suit of his gray l>eard
Kent. . . . Spare my gray beard, yoa wagtail?

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 73.

African wagtail, MotacUla capensis of South Africa.

—

Blue-headed yellow wagtail, the true Budytes Jlaaa.—
Cape wagtail, the African wagtail.— Collared wagtail,

Wagtail Flycatcher {.Rhipidura tricolor),

Sauloprocta tricolor or motacilloides is most used. It is

7J inches long, and chiefly black and white in coloration,

thus resembling one of the pied wagtails. Also called
black fantail.— "WsiteT wagtail. See water-wagtail.—
White wagtail, Motacilla alba, or another of this type.
—Wood-wagtail, the common gray wagtail: sometimes
mistaken for something else, and put in a genus Calobates,

as C. mdphurea. IFeisier, 1890. —Yellow wagtail, Bitdj/ies

rayi, or another of this type.

wagtail (wag'tal), V. i. [< ioagtail, «.] To flut-

ter; move the wings and tail like a wagtail.

[Rare.]
A payr of busie chattering Pies, . . .

From bush to bush wag-tayling here and there.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

wagwant (wag'wont), n. Same as wag-wanton.
wag-wanton (wag'w6n-tou), n. The quaking-
grass, liri::a media. [Prov. Eng.]
wag-'Wit (wag'wit), m. Awag; a would-be wit.

All the wag-wits in the highway are grinning in applause
of the ingenious rogue. Steele, Spectator, No. 364.

wah (wa), n. [Native name.] The panda, Jibi-

riis fulgens, of the Himalayan region. See cut
under panda.
Wahabi, Wahabee (wa-ha'be), n. [< Ar.
Wahhabi,< Ha/iAaft (see def.).] Oneof thefol-

lowers of Abd-el-Wahhab (1691-1787), a Mo-
hammedan reformer, who opposed all practices

not sanctioned by the Koran. His successors formed
a powerful dominion, whose chief seat was in Nejd in cen-

tral Arabia. They were overthrown by Ibrahim Pasha in

1818, but afterward regained much of their former power
in central Arabia. Also Wahabite.

A sect of Mnhammadan puritans, known as Wahabis,
who affect a strict and ascetic way of life, such as pre-

vailed in the time of the Prophet, and denounce all com-
mentaries on the Koran, and all such modern innovations
as the worship of relics.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 668.

Wahabiism (wa-ha'be-izm), n. [< Wahabi +
-ism.'] The doctrines, principles, or practices
of the Wahabis. W. G. Falgrave.

Wahabite (wa-ha'bit), n. [< Wahabi + -ite^.]

Same as Waliabi. Laboulaye.

wahabe (wa-ha'ha), w. [Maori.] A tree, Di-
soxylum (Eartighsea) spectabile, found in New
Zealand. It has a height of 40 or 50 feet, and bears pani-

cles of pale-colored flowers from 8 to 12 inches long, pendu-
lous from the trunk and main branches. Its leaves are
said to be used by the natives like hops, and an infusion of

them as a stomachic. Also kohe.

Waha Lake trout. See tront^.

wahoo (wa-lii)'), )/. [Amcr. Ind.] 1. A North
American shrub, the burning-bush, Euouymus
atropurpureus, ornamental in autumn for its

pendulous capsules, revealing in dehiscence the

wail

bright-scarlet arils of its seeds. Its bark is the
officinal euonymus, credited with cholagogic
and laxative properties.— 2. The bearberry of

the Pacific United States, lihanmiis I'nrshiana,

the source of cascara sagrada, perhaps so called
from its medicinal affinity to the former.— 3.
The winged elm, Ulmus alatu, a small tree with
corky winged branches, found southward in the
United States. The wood is unwedgeable, and is large-

ly used for hubs, blocks, etc. The name has also been ap-
plied to Tili^i heterophyllu (see Tilia) and to the Japanese
quince (which see, under quinee^).

Also written waahoo (this form being some-
times used distinctively in sense 1) and whahoo.

waidti waidet. Obsolete spellings of the pret
erit and past participle of weigh'^.

waif (waf ), n. and a. [Formerly also waive (from
the plural), also waift (see waive, «., waift) ; <

ME. ivaif, weif, weife (pi. wayves, tveyves), < OF.
icaif, wef, gueyf, gaif, fem. waive, gaive (pi.

waives, gaives), a waif (choses gaives, things lost

and not claimed), < Icel. veif, anything waving
or flapping about, veifan, a moving about un-
certainly, i'ejfci, vibrate, waver: Bee waive.] I.

re. 1 . Anything blown by the wind or drifted in

by the ocean ; a thing tossed abroad and aban-
doned; a stray or odd piece or article.

Weifes, things forsaken, miscarried, or lost.

Cotgrave, 1611.

Rolling in his mind
Old waifs of rhyme. Tennyson, The Brook.

2. In tow; (a) Goods found of which the owner
is not known.
Of wardes and of wardemotes, wayues and strayues.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 92.

(6) Such goods as a thief,when pursued, throws
away to prevent being apprehended.
Waifs . . . are goods stolen, and waved or thrown away

by the thief in his flight, for fear of being apprehended.
BlaekstoTie, Com., I, vilL

3. A wanderer; one who is lost; a neglected,

homeless wretch: applied also to beasts.

Virtue and vice had bonnd'ries in old time ; . . .

*Twas hard perhaps on here and there a waif.
Desirous to return, and not receiv'd.

Cowper, Task, iii. 80.

Oh a' ye pious, godly flocks, . . .

Wha now will keep ye frae the fox, . . .

Or wha will tent the waifs and crocks
About the dykes ! Bums, The Twa Herds.

4. Same as weft or waft.

The officer who first discovers it [a whale] sets a u'ai^(a

small flag) in his boat, and gives chase.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 25.

Masthead waif, a light pole, six or eight feet long, with
a hoop covered with canvas at the end ; used by whale-
men in signaling boats. Compare waft, n., 4.

II. a. Vagabond; worthless; ignoble; in-

ferior. Also icaff. [Scotch.]

And the Lord King forbids that any waif (i. e. vagabond)
or unknown ("uncuth") man be entertained anywhere ex-

cept in a borough, and there only for one night, unless he
or his horse be detained there by sickness so that an es-

soign [valid excuse by reason of sickness or infirmity] can
be shown. Laws ofHen. II., quoted in Ribton-Turner'a

["Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 26.

And wuU and waif for eight lang years
They sail'd upon the sea.

Rosmer UafTnand (Child's Ballads, L 258).

waif-pole (wafpol), «. The pole to which the

masthead waif is made fast.

waiftt, re. [Early mod. E., < ME. weft; a var.

of waif, with excrescent t: see waif] Same as

waif.
For that a waift, the which by fortune came
Upon your seas, he claym'd as propertie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xii. 31.

wail^ (wal), V. [< ME. ivailen, waillen, weilen,

weylen, < Icel. vsela, vala, mod. vola, wail, < vie.'

vei! interj.,woe! see woe. Ct.beivail.] I. iti-

trans. To express sorrow by a mournful inar-

ticulate vocal sound ; lament; moan; cry plain-

tively.
I mot wepe and weyle whyl I- live.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 437.

The melancholy Aays are come, the saddest of the year.

Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown
and sere. Bryant, Death of the Flowers.

II. trans. To grieve over ; lament; bemoan;
bewail.

Thou holy chirche, thou maist be wailed.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6271.

Tell these sad women
'Tis fond to wail inevitable strokes.

As 'tis to laugh at them. Shak. , Cor. , Iv. 1. 28.

waiP (wal), re. [< tt-ai/l, v.] The act of lament-

ing aloud; wailing; a moan; a plaintive cry or

sound.
From its rocky caverns the deep-voiced neighlMring oMan
Speaks, and in accents disconsolate answers the imil of

the forest. Longfellow. Evangeline, ii. 5.

The dead, whose dying eyes

Were closed with wail. Tennyson, In Memoriam, xc



wail

waiP, t". t- See wale~.

waileri (wa'16r), n. [< joaj/l + -erl;] One who
wails or laments ; a professional mourner.

waller'-^ (wa'ler), H. [< waiV^, wale'^, + -er^.^

In eoal-mlniiKj, a boy who picks out from the
coal in the oars the bits of slate and any other
rubbish which may have got mixed with it.

[Xorth. Eng.]
waileresst (wa'ler-es), n. [ME. weileresse; <

icailer^ + -ess. ] A woman who wails or mourns

:

used in the quotation with reference to profes-
sional mourners.
Beholde 3e, and clepe ge wymmen that weilen [var.

W€U*^re8siSj wailgUtrU, tr. L. lavientatriees],

Wyclif, Jer. Ix. 17.

wailful (wal'fiil), a. [< wain + -ful.] 1. Sor-
rowful ; mournful ; making a plaintive sound.

Thus did she watch, and weare the weary night
In waylfull plaints that none was to appease.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vl. 26.

While thro' the braes the ctishat croods
With waHfu' cry

!

Bums, To W. Simpson.

2t. Lamentable ; worthy of wailing.

Bloody hands, whose cruelty . . . frame
The wailful worl^a that scourge the poor, without regard

of blame. Surrey, Ps. Ixxiii.

wailing (wa'ling), »i. [< ME. wayhjna; verbal
u. of waiU. f.] The act of expressing sorrow,
grief, or the like audibly ; loud cries of sorrow

;

deep lamentation.

ilyche weping «fe wo, waylyng of teris.

And lamentacioun full long for loue of hym one.
Destructitm o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7155.

There shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth.

Mat. Kill 42.

wailingly (wa'ling-li), adv. [< wailing + -ly^.'\

In a wailing manner ; with wailing.

Shrilly, umiiingly sounded & cry of mortal agonv.
The Century, XXIX. 60.

wailmentt (wal-ment), n. [< waiP- + -ment.']

Lamentation.
O day of waitment to all that are yet unborn

!

Bp. Uatket, Aljp. Williams, ii. 224. (Latham.)

wailstert (wal'ster), «. [ME., < wain + -ster.]

Same as wiiileress. Wyclif, Jer. ix. (in MS. I.).

waimentt, waymentt (wa-menf), ". «. [< ME.
waymenten, weymenten, < OF. waimenter, wey-
mentcr, guaimenter, gamanter, etc., lament; per-
haps a variation, in imitation of OF. wai, guai
(Sp. Pg. It. guai = Goth, wai, woe : see tvoe, and
cf. wain), of lamenter, < L. lamcntari, lament:
see lament.'] To lament; sorrow; wail.

"Sir," seide Agravain, "ne weymente ye not so, ffor yef
god will he ne hath noon harme."

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 513.

Thiike science, as seith Seint Augustin, maketh a man
to waymenten in his herte. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

waimentationt (wa-men-ta'shon), n. [< ME.
waymentacion, wamentaeioun, K OF. 'waimen-
tacion, < waimenter, lament: see waiment.']
Lamentation.

Made swiche wamtntacUmn
That pite was to heare the aonn.

The Isle 0/ Ladies, 1. 1865.

waimentingt, waymentingt, n. [ME., verbal
u. of waiment, t.] Lamentation; bewailing.

The sacred teres, and the rrayTnentinff,
The flry strokes of the desiring
That loves servaunts In this Ij^ euduren.

Chaucer, Knlghfs Tale, L 106S.

wainl (wan), n. [< ME. wain, wayn, wein (pi.

waines, weines), < AS. wxgen, wwgn, w^n = OS.
wagan = OFries. wain, wein = D. wagen = MLG.
wagen = OHG. MHG. G. wagen = Icel. vagn =
Sw. vagn = Dan. vngn, a wain, wagon, vehicle;
< AS. wegiin, etc., carry, = L. vchere, carry: see
weigh. From the same ult. root are L. lehicii-

tmn (> E. vehicle), Gr. lix<K = Skt. vaha, a vehi-
cle, ear. Cf. nwoM, a doublet of Wflinl.] 1. A
four-wlieeled vehicle for the transportation of
goods, or for carrying com, hay, etc. ; a wagon
or cart. [Obsolete, provincial, or archaic]
And the Women . . . dryven <-arte8, Plowes, and Waynes,

and Charlottes. Mawleville, Travels, p. 250.

The war-horse drew the peasant's loaded wain.
Bryant, Christmas in 1875.

The shynynge Jnge of thinges, stable in hymself, goT-
erneththe swifte cart or woj/n— that is to seyn, thecirou-
ler moevynge of the sonne.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 1.

2. Same as Charles's Wain.
My bankrupt icain can beg nor borrow light

;

Alas : my darkness is perpetual night
Quarles, Emblems, ill. 1.

Arthur's Wain. Same as Charles's Wain.
Arthur's slow woin his course doth roll
In utter darkness round the pole.

Vi-ott, I,, of L. M., i. 17.

Charles's Wain, in aslron., the seven brightest stars in
the constellation Ursa Major, or the Great bear, which has
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been called a wagon since the time of Homer. Two of the
stars are known as the pointers, because, being nearly in a
right line with the pole-star, they direct an observer to
it. Also called the Plow, the Great Dipper, the Northern
Car, and some times the Butchers Cleaver. [The name
Charles's wain. Charles' wain is a modern alteration of ear-
lier carl's wain, < late .ME. charlewayn, charelwayn, < late
AS. carles wien (= Sw. karl-vagn = Dan. IcnrU-vogn), the
carl's or churl's wain, i. e. the farmer's wagon. The word
wain came to be associated with the name Charles with ref.
to Charlemagite, being also called in ME. Charlemaynes
wayne. In the 17th century it was associated with the
names of Charles I. and Charles II.)

An it be not four by the day, 1 11 be hanged : Charles'
wain is over the new chimney. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 2.

The Lesser Wain, Ursa Minor.

When the lesser wain
Is twisting round the polar star.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

wain^ (wan), V. t. [Perhaps < Icel. regno, go
on one's way, proceed: see way^. Cf. wain^,
from the same ult. source. The ME. " waynen,"
move, etc., found in various texts, is a mis-
reading of wayucn, i. e. wayven : see waive.^
To carry ; convey ; fetch.

Then, neighboiu-s, for God's sake, it any you see
Good seruaut for dairie house, waine her to mee.

Tusser, Husbandrie, p. 107. (Davies.)

So swift they wained her through the light,
"i'was like the motion of sound or sight.

Hogg, Kilmeny.

wain^t, n. A Middle English form of gain^.
wainablef (wa'na-bl), «. [< wain^, = gain^, +
-able.] Capable"of being tilled ; tillable : as,
wainable land.

wainage (wa'naj), «. A variant of gainage.
The stock of the merchant and the wainage of the villein

are preserved from undue severity of amercement as well
as the settled estate of the earldom or barony.

Stuljbs, Const. Hist, § .."iS.

Wain-botet (wan'bot), «. [iioaitn + bote^.'] An
allowance of timber for wagons or carts.
wain-house (wan'hous), n. A house or shed
for wagons and carts. [Prov. Eng.]

After supper they adjourned to the wain-house, where
the master pledged the first ox with a customary toast

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 408.

wain-load (wan'lod), n. A wagon-load.
Then you shall retume.

And of your best prouision sende to vs
Thirty waine-load, beside twelue tun of wine.

Heywood, 2 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, I. 104).

wainmant (wan'man), M.
;
pi. wainmen (-men).

1 . A driver of a waLu or wagon ; a wagoner.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. i. 64. (Davies.)— 2. A
charioteer; specifically [cap.], the constellation
Auriga. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

wain-rope (wan'rop), n. A rope for pulling a
wain or binding a load on a wain or wagon; a
cart-rope. [Rare.]

Oxen and wainropes cannot hale them together.
Shak., T. N., iii. 2. 64.

wainscot (wan'skot), «. [Early mod. E. also
wainscott, waynskiit, waynskotc (also, as mere
D., waghenscot); < D. wagenschot (= LG. wa-
genschot), the best kind of oak-wood, well
grained and without knots (cf. LG. bokeiischot,

the best kind of beech-wood, without knots),
< wagen, wagon, wain, chariot, carriage, 4-

schot <= E. shot^), partition, wainscot. The
orig. sense was prob. 'wood used for a board
or partition in a coach or wagon'; thence
'boards for panel-work, paneling for walls,
esp. oak-wood for paneling.'] If. A fine kind
of foreign oak-timber, not so liable to cast or
warp as English oak, easily worked with tools,

and used at first for any kind of paneled work,
and afterward in other ways.
A tabyll of waynskott with to trestellis.

Bury Wills (ed. Tymms), p. 115.

He was not tall, but of the lowest stature, round faced,
olivaster (like wainscott) complexion.

Aubrey, Lives (William Harvey).

2. A wooden lining or boarding of the walls of

apartments, usually made in panels; paneled
boards on the walls of rooms. Originally this

lining or paneling was made of wainscot-oak.

With their fair wainscots.
Their presses and bedsteads.
Their joint-stools and tables,

A fire we made.
Winning of Cales {OiWA's BiUads, VII. 128X

Boords called Waghenscot. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 173.

The reader prayed that men of his coat might grow up
like cedars to make good wainscot in the House of Sincer-

ity. Middletun, Family of Love, iii. 3,

We sat down to dinner in a flue long room, the wain-
scot of which is rich with gilded coronets, roses, and port-

cullises. Macaulay, in Trevelyaii, I. 191.

3. One of certain noctuid moths : an English
collectors' name. The American wainscot is Leucania
eitranea; the scarce wainscot is Stinj/ioticnogo.—Smoky
wainscot. See smoky.

waist

wainscot (wan'skot), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wain-

scoted, wainscotted, ppr. wainscoting, wainscot-
ting. [Formerly also wenscot; < wainscot, «.]
1 . To line or panel with wainscot : as, to wain-
scot a hall.

A Chappel whose Roof was covered with Leafe-Gold,
wenscotteil, and decked with great store of Pearls and
Precious Stones. S. Clarke, Geog. Desor. (1671), p. 267.

Music is better in chambers wainscotted than hanged.
Bacon, Nat Hist, § 144.

The roomes are wainscotted, and some of them richly
parquetted with cedar, yew, cypresse, <^c.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 28, 1678.

2. To line or panel in the manner of wain-
scoting, with material other than oak, or, more
generally, than wood.
The east side of it [the church) within is wainscotted

with jasper and beautiful marbles.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 5.

wainscot-chair (wan'skot-char), n. A chair
the lower part of which below the seat is filled

in with solid paneling, or the like, so as to
form a box.
wainscot-clock (wan'skot-klok), n. A tall

standard clock with long pendulum and high
closed case : so called because such clocks
stood against the wainscoting in old houses.
Art Journal, 1883, p. 198.

wainscoting, wainscotting (wan'skot-ing), >?.

[< wainscot -f- -itig^.] Wainscot, or the material
used for it.

wainscot-oak (wan'skot-6k), n. The Turkey
oak, Qtiercus Cerris. See oak.

wainscot-panel (wan'skot-pan"el), n. In an
American railroad-ear, a board forming a panel
between the two wainscot-rails formerly placed
beneath the windows.
wain-shilling (wan'shil'''ing), n. A market toll

or tax foi-merly levied on wagons at markets in
English towns. See the quotation under load-
penny.
wain'wright (wan'rit), n. A wagon-maker:
same as loagonwright.

wair'^t, v. An old spelling of wear'^.

Wair^ (war), H. [Origin obscure.] In carp., a
piece of timber 6 feet long and 1 foot broad.
Bailei/, 1731.

waischet. An obsolete past participle of wash.
waise (waz), v. t.; pret. and pp. waised, ppr.
waising. A Scotch form of wiss.

waist (wast), >!. [Formerly wasie, least; <ME.
wast, waste, < AS. *w«st, tceext, lit. 'growth,'
' size ' (= Icel. vfixtr, stature, = Sw. vdxt = Dan.
vsBxt, growth, size, = Goth, wahstiis, growtli, in-

crease, stature ; cf. AS. weestm, rarely westtn , ear-
lier wxstm, growth, fruit, produce, = G. wachs-
thum, growiix), <.weaxan,gro'w. see waxl.] 1.

The part of the human body between the chest
and the hips ; the smaller or more compressible
section of the trunk below the ribs and above
the haunch-bones, including most of the abdo-
men and the loins. A woman's waist if untauipered
with, which under the exigencies of modern costume is

seldom the case, is naturally less contracted than a man's.
The sculptures of the ancients furnish ample evidence of
this.

Waste, of a mannys myddyl. Prompt. Parv., p. 617.

The women go straiter and closer in their garments than
the men do, with their waistes girded. Hakluyt.

Indeed I am In the waist two yards about
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3. 46.

Her ringlets are in taste

;

What an arm !— what a waist
For an arm

!

F, Locker, To my Grandmother.

2. Something worn around the waist or body,
as a belt or girdle.

I might have giv'n thee for thy pains
Ten silver shekles and a golden waist.

Peele, David and Bethsabe.

3. A garment covering the waist or trunk, (a)

An undergarment worn especially by children, to which
petticoats and drawers are buttoned. (6) The body or
bodice of a dres-s, whether separate from the skirt or
joined to it ; a corsage ; a basque ; a blouse.

Doll. What fashion will make a woman have the best
body, tailor?

Tailor. A short Dutch waist, with a round Catherine-
wheel fardingale.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 1.

4. Figuratively, that which surrounds like a
girdle.

Spur to the rescue of the noble Talbot
Who now is girdled with a u'aist of iron.

And hemm'd about with grim destruction.
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 8. 20.

5. That part of any object which bears some
analogy to the human waist, somewhere near
the middle of its height or length.

A pepper box . . . painted in blue on a white ground,
. . . and the name Richard Chaffers, 1796, round the waist.

Jewitt, Ceramic Art, II. 84.
.



wagon-lock

drag, as being easily managed from the driver's seat, with-
out stopping the vehicle. See drag, 1 (A).

wagon-master (wag'gn-mas'ter), ». A person
who has charge of one or more wagons ; espe-
cially, an officer in charge of wagons in a mili-

tary train.

\ragon-roof (wag'on-rof), ». A plain semicy-
lindrical vault, or barrel-vault. E. A. Freeman,
Venice, p. 93.

wagon-roofed (wag'on-roft), a. Having a semi-
eylindrieal or wagon-headed roof or vault. See
irogon-headed.

wagonryt, waggonryt (wag'on-ri), ». [< wagon
+ -ry: see -ery.\ Conveyance by means of wag-
ons; wagons collectively ; wagonage. [Rare.]

He that sets to his hand though with a good intent to

hinder the shogging of it, in this unlawful! waggonry where-
in it rides, let him beware it be not fatall to him as it was
to Uzza. Hilton, Church-Government, i. 1.

wagon-top (wag'on-top), n. The part of a lo-

comotive-boiler, over the fire-box, which is ele-

vated above the rest of the shell. Its purpose
is to provide greater steam-room.
wagon-train (wag'on-tran), M. A train, ser-

vice, or collection of wagons, draft-animals,
etc., organized for a special purpose ; especial-

ly, the collection of wagons, etc., accompanying
an army, to convey provisions, ammunition, the
sick and wounded, etc.

wagon-tree (wag'ou-tre), n. [< wagon + tree;

tr. D. wagen-hoom.'\ A South African shrub,
Protea grandiflora, growing 6 or 8 feet high,with
the trunk as many inches thick. Its wood is of a
reddish-brown color, beautifully marked with a cross or
netted grain. It is sometimes used at the Cape of Good
Hope for the fellies of wheels, plows, etc.

wagon-vault (wag'on-valt), n. A semicylin-
drical vault, or barrel-vault. See vaults and
harrel-vauU.

wagon-way (wag'on-wa), n. In coalmining,
au underground horse-road. [North. Eng.]
wagonwright (wag'on-rit), n. [< wagon +
Wright. Cf. wainwright.'] A mechanic who
makes wagons.
wagpastiet, «. [Appar. lit. 'a pie-stealer,' <
wagi, v., + oh}. pastie, pasty, pie.] A rogue.

A little wagpastie,
A deceiuer of lolkes by subtill craft and guile,

Udall, Roister Doister, iii. 2.

wagsMpt (wag'ship), n. [< wag'^ + -ship.'] 1.

Waggery; waggishness.

Let 's pierce the rundlets of our rumiing heads, and give
'em a neat cup of wagahip.

Middleton, Family of Love, ii. 3.

2. The state or dignity of being a wag. Mars-
ton, What you Will, iii. 3. [Humorous.]
wagsome (wag'sum), a. [< wag^ + -some.'\

Waggish. [Bare.]

Still humoured he his wagsome turn.
W. S. Gilbert, Peter the Wag.

wagtail (wag' tal),»J. l<.wag^,v.,+ ohj.tail^.'] 1.

Any bird of the family MotacillidsB (which see)

:

so called from the continual wagging motion
of the tail. The species are very numerous, and chiefly

confined to the Old World. Those of the subfamily Anthi-
TUB are commonly called pipits or titlarks. (See cut under
Anthtis.) (a) The white, black, gray, and pied wagtails be-

long to the genus MotacUla, as M. alba and M. lugubris or
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a bird so named by Latham in 1783 from a bird described
by Sonnini in 1766 from Luzon : not well identified, but
supposed to be the wagtail distributed over most of Asia,

with a host of synonyms, from which M, leucopvi>i is se-

lected as the onym by late authority.—Common wagtail
of England, the pied wagtail.— Field-wagtail, a yellow
wagtail.— Garden-wagtail, the Indian wagtail.—Gray-
beaded yellow wagtail, Bmlytee viridis.—Gray wag-
tail, Motacitla melanope, or boarula, or sulphurea : more
fully called gray ivater-wagtail (after Edwards, 1758), and
also yelloiv water-wagtail by Albin (1738-40).— Greenwag-
tall, a bird so described by Brown in 1775, and since com-
monly called Budytes viHdis or B. cinereocapillus, ranging
from -Scandinavia to South Africa and the Malay countries.

—Hudsonian wagtail (of Latham, isoi), the common tit-

lark of North America, Anthu^ penw^ylcanicus or ludovi-

cianus, originally <lescribed and figui-ed by Edwards in 1760

as the "lark from Pensllvania."—Indian wagtail^ A'emo-
ricola or Nemorivaga indica, now Lim-unidroinus mdiciis,

a true wagtail, but of a separate genus, wide-ranging in

Asia and most of the islands zoologically related to that
continent.

—

Pied wagtail, Motacitla lugubris or yarrelli,

the commonest wagtail of Great Britain.— TsohutscM
wagtaili, the gray wagtail. Pennant, 178.'i.— Wagtail
fantaU, wagtail flycatclier, a true flycatcher of Austra-
lia, New Guuiea, the Solomon Islands, etc., with fifteen

different New Latin names, among which Ehipidura or

Quaketail, or PiecJ Wagtail iMotucilta yarrelli).

yarrelli. (See MotacUla.) (b) The closely related genus
Budytes comprises among others the common blue-headed
yellow wagtail, B. Jtava, of very wide distribution in the
Old World and found in Alaska.

2. Some similar bird. In the United States the name
is frequently given to two birds of the genus Seiurus, the
common water-thrush atid the large-billed water-thrush,
S. Tisevius siud S. motacilla, members of the family Mniotil-
tidae, or American warblers. See cut under Seiurus.

3t. A term of familiarity or contempt.

WagtaU, salute them all ; they are friends.
Middleton, Michaelmas Term, iii. 1.

4. A pert person.

Osw. This ancient ruffian, sir, whose life

I have spared at suit of his gray beard
Kent. . . . Sparemy gray beard, you ifa(7f«i/?

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 73.

AMcan WagtalL MotacUla capensis of South Africa.

—

Blue-headed yellow wagtail, the true Budytes Jlam.-^
Cape wagtail, the African wagtail.

—

Collared wagtail,

Wagtail Flycatcher yRhipidnra tricolor),

Sauloprocta tricolor or motacUloides is most used. It is

7i inches long, and chiefly black and white in coloration,

thus resembling one of the pied wagtails. Also called
black fantaiL—VfaXeT wagtail. See water-wagtail.—
White wagtail, MotacUla alba, or another of this type.
—Wood-wagt^, the common gray wagtail : sometimes
mistaken for something else, and put in a genus Calobates,

as C. mlphurea. ire6ster,1890.—Yellow wagtail, .Btjdyles

rayi, or another of this type,

wagtail (wag'tal), «). ». l< wagtail, n.'\ To flut-

ter; move the wings and tail like a wagtail.

[Rare.]
A payr of busie chattering Pies, . . .

From bush to bush wag-tayling here and there.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Trophies.

wagwant (wag' wont), ». Same as wag-wanton.

wag-wanton (wag'w6n-ton), n. The quaking-
grass, liriza media. [Prov. Eng.]
wag-'wit (wag'wit), «. A wag; a would-be wit.

All the wag-wits in the highway are grinning in applause
of the ingenious rogue. Steele, Spectator, No. 354.

wah (wa), n. [Native name.] The panda, JE/«-

rus fnlgens, of the Himalayan region. See cut
under panda.
Wahabi, Wahabee (wa-hii'be), n. [< Ar.
Walihahi, < Wahhah (see def.).] One of the fol-

lowers of Abd-el-Wahhab (1691-1787), a Mo-
hammedan reformer, who opposed all practices

not sanctioned by the Koran. His successors formed
a powerful dominion, whose chief seat was in Nejd in cen-
tral Arabia. They were overthrown by Ibrahim Pasha in

1818, but afterward regained much of their former power
in central Arabia. Also Wahabite.

A sect of Muhammadan puritans, known as Wahabis,
who affect a strict and ascetic way of life, such as pre-
vailed in the time of the Prophet, and denounce all com-
mentaries on the Koran, and all such modern innovations
as the worship of relics.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 668.

Wahabiism (wa-ha'be-izm), >!. [< Wahabi +
-ism.'\ The doctrines, principles, or practices
of the Wahabis. W. G. Palgrave.

Wahabite (wa-hii'bit), m. [< IVahaU + -ite2.]

Same as Wahabi. Laboulaye.

wahabe (wa-ha'ha), n. [Maori.] A tree, Di-
soxi/lum {Hartiglisea) spectabile, found in New
Zealand, it has a height of 40 or 50 feet, and bears pani-

cles of pale-colored flowers from 8 to 12 inches long, pendu-
lous from the trunk and main branches. Its leaves are
said to be used by the natives like liops, and an infusion of

them as a stomachic. Also kohe.

Waha Lake trout. See trouf^.

wahoo (wa-hi)'), »/. [Amer. Ind.] 1. A North
American shrub, the burning-bush, Euonymus
atnrpurpureus, ornamental in autumn for its

pendulous capsules, revealing in dehiscence the

wail

bright-scarlet arils of its seeds. Its bark is the
officinal euonymus, credited with cholagogic
and laxative properties.— 2. The bearberry of

the Pacific United States, lihamnns I'urshiana,

tlie source of easeara sagrada, perhaps so called
from its medicinal affinity to the former.— 3.
The winged elm, Ulmus alata, a small tree with
corky winged branches, found southward in the
United States. The wood is unwedgeable, and is large-

ly used for hubs, blocks, etc. The name has also been ap-
plied to Tilia heterophylla (see Tiiia) and to the Japanese
quince (which see, under quince^).

Also written waahoo (this form being some-
times used distinctively in sense 1) and whahoo.

waidt, waidet. Obsolete spellings of the pret

erit and past participle of ireigh^.

waif (waf), n. ando. [Formerly also waire (from
the plural), also wa'^'t (see waive, n., waift): <

ME. waif, weif, weife (pi. wayves, weyves), < OF.
icaif, wef, gueyf, gaif, fem. waive, gaive (pi.

waives, gaives), a waif (choses gaircs, things lost

and not claimed), < Icel. veif, anything waving
or flapping about, veifan, a moving about un-
certainly, I'ejfa, vibrate, waver : see tt'OM'e.] I.

n. 1. Anything blown by the wind or drifted in

by the ocean ; a thing tossed abroad and aban-
doned ; a stray or odd piece or article.

Wei/es, things forsaken, miscarried, or lost.

Cotgrave, 1611.

Rolling in his mind
Old wai/8 of rhyme. Tennyson, The Brook.

2. In law : (a) Goods found of which the owner
is not known.
Of wardes and of wardemotes, wayues and strayues.

Piers Plowman (C), L 92.

(6) Such goods as a thief, when pursued, throws
away to prevent being apprehended.

Waifs . . . are goods stolen, and waved or thrown away
by the thief in his flight, for fear of being apprehended.

Blackstone, Com., I. viiL

3. A wanderer ; one who is lost ; a neglected,

homeless wretch: applied also to beasts.

Virtue and vice had bound'ries in old time ; . . .

'Twas hard perhaps on here and there a waif.
Desirous to return, and not receiv'd.

Cowper, Task, iii. 80.

Oh a' ye pious, godly flocks, . . .

Wha now will keep ye frae the fox, . . .

Or wha will tent the waifs and crocks
About the dykes ! Bums, The Twa Herds.

4. Same as tceft or waft.

The officer who first discovers it [a whale] sets a waif(a
small flag) in his boat, and gives chase.

C. M. Scamnwn, Marine Mammals, p. 25.

Masthead waif, a light pole, six or eight feet long, with
a hoop covered with canvas at the end : used by whale-
men in signaling boats. Compare waft, n., 4.

II. a. Vagabond; worthless; ignoble; in-

ferior. Also waff. [Scotch.]

And the Lord King forbids that smywaifii. e. vagabond)
or unknown ("uncuth")man be entertained anywhere ex-

cept in a borough, and there only for one night, unless he
or his horse be detained there by sickness so that an es-

soign [valid excuse by reason of sickness or infirmity] can
be shown. Laws ofHen. II., quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. *26.

And wuU and waif for eight lang years
They sail'd upon the sea.

Rosmer Hafmand (Child's Ballads, I. 258).

waif-pole (waf'pol), n. The pole to which the

masthead waif is made fast.

Waiftt, n. [Early mod. E., < ME. weft; a var.

of waif, with excrescent t: see waif] Same as

waif.
For that a waift, the which by fortune came
Upon your seas, he claym'd as propertie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xii. 31.

wail^ (wal), V. [< ME. wailen, waillen, weilen,

weylen, < Icel. vsela, vala, mod. vola, wail, < rx!
vei! interj.,woe! see woe. CLbewail.] I. in-

trans. To express sorrow by a mournful inar-

ticulate vocal sound ; lament; moan; cry plain-

tively.
I mot wepe and weyle whyl I- live.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 437.

The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year,

Of waUing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown
and sere. Bryant, Death of the Flowers.

II. trans. To grieve over; lament; bemoan;
bewail.

Thou holy chirche, thou maist be wailed.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6271.

Tell these sad women
'Tis fond to wail inevitable strokes,

As 'tis to laugh at them. ,Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 26.

waill (wal), n. [< tt-aiil, c] The act of lament-
ing aloud ; wailing; a moan ; a plaintive cry or

sound.
From its rocky caverns the deep-voiced neighlwring ocean

Speaks, and in accents disconsolate answers the trail of

the forest. Lmigfellow, Kvangeline, ii. 5.

The dead, whose dying eyes
Were closed with wail. Tenny.son, In Memoriani,xc
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wail'-, I', t- See wale^.

wailerl (wa'16r), n. [< ivail^ + -erh'\ One who
wails or laments; a professional mourner.
wailer^ (wa'ler), n. [< waiP, wale^, + -erl.]

In coal-mining, a boy who picks out from the
coal in the cars the bits of slate and any other
rubbish which may have got mixed with it.

[North. Eng.]
waileresst (wa'ler-es), n. [ME. weileresse; <

icailtr^ + -esif.] A woman who wails or mourns:
used in the quotation with reference to profes-
sional mourners.
Beholde 3e, and clepe 38 wyminen that weilen [var.

weilereggis^ waU^rU, tr. L. lajnerUatriceg].

Wycl\f, Jer. ix 17.

wailful (wal'ful), a. [< wain + -ful.-] 1. Sor-
rowtul; mouruful; making a plaintive sound.

Thus did she watch, and weare the weary night
In leaylfuU plaints that none was to appease.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 26.

While thro' the braes the cushat croods
With jmUfu' cry

!

Bums, To W. Simpson.

2t. Lamentable; worthy of wailing.

Bloody hands, whose cruelty . . . frame
The wail/ni worlds that scourge the poor, without r^ard

of blame. Surrey, Ps. Ixxiii.

wailing (wa'ling), «. [< ME. wayhjng ; verbal
n. of wain, ».] The act of expressing sorrow,
grief, or the like audibly ; loud cries of sorrow

;

deep lamentation.

Myche weping & wo, ipaylyng of teris,

And lamentaciomi full long for loue of hyra one.
Dettruetiun 0/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7155.

There ghaU be wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Mat liiL 42.

wailinglv (wa'ling-li), adv. [< wailing + -ly^-]

In a wailing manner ; with wailing.

Shrilly, wailijiyly sounded & cry of mortal agonv.
The Century, XXIX. 80.

wailmentt (wal-ment), n. [< waiU + -ment.']

Lamentation.
O day of xcailmfmt to all that are yet unborn !

Dp. Uaeket, Abp. Williams, ii. 224. {Latham.)

wailstert(warster), n. [ME., < wain + -ster.'\

Same as waili-re-is. WycUf, Jer. ix. (in MS. I.).

waimentt, waymentt (wa-menf), v. i. [< ME.
waymenten, weymentcn, < OF. waimenter, wey-
menter, guaimenter, gamanter, etc., lament; per-

Ihaps
a variation, in imitation of OF. wai, guai

(Sp. Pg. It. guai= Goth, wai, woe : see tcoe, and
if. wain), of lanwnter, < L. lamentari, lament:
pee lament.'] To lament; sorrow; wail.

I ".Sir," seide Agravain, "ne weymente ye not so, ffor yef
pod will he ne hath noon harme.

"

f
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 613.

Thilke science, as seith Seint Augustin, maketh a man
to wainiwaten in his herte. Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

waimentationt (wa-men-ta'shon), n. [< ME.
iniymcntacion, icamentuciaun, < OF. *waimen-
titcion, < waimenter, lament: see wainient.']

Lamentation.
-Made swiche wamentaeimm

That pite was to heare the soun.
The I$le of Ladiet, I. 1865.

waimentingt, waymentlngt, n. [ME., verbal
n. of waimint, r.] Lamentation; bewailing.

The sacred teres, and the rtaymenting.
The ftry strokes of the desiring
That loves servaunts in this lyf euduren.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. 1063.

'ainl (wan), n. [< ME. wain, wayn, wein (pi.

laines, weines), < AS. wsegen, wsegn, wien = OS.
lagan = OFries. icain, wein = D. wagen = MLG.
lagen = OHG. MHG. G. wapen = feel, vagn =
m. vagn = Dan. vogn, a wain, wagon, vehicle;
AS. wegini, etc., carry, = L. rchere, carry: see
<eiglt. From the same ult. root are L. vehicu-
m (> E. vehicle), Gr. !>x<^ = Skt. vaha, a vehi-
le, car. Of. tcn«OH, a doublet of irninl.] 1. A
lur-wheeled vehicle for the transportation of
ods, or for carrying corn, hay, etc. ; a wagon
cart. [Obsolete, provincial, or archaic]
And the Women . . . dryven Cartes, Plowes, and tt'ayneif,
id Charlottes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 250.

The war-horse drew the peasant's loaded ivain,
Bryant, Christmas in 1875.

The shynynge Juge of thingea, stable In hymsclf, gov-
etbthe swifte cart or uwyn— that is to seyii, theclrou-
moevynge of the Sonne.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 1.

Same as Charles's Wain.
My bankrupt leain can beg nor borrow light

;

Ala^ ! my darkness is perpetual night.
Qtcartes, Emblems, iii. 1.

ur's Wain. Same as Charleet Wain.
Arthur'n slow waiii his course doth roll
In utter darkness round the pole.

Smll, L. of L. M., i. 17.

les'a Wain, in aatron., the seven brightest stars in
e constellation Ursa Major, or the Great Bear, which has
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been called a wagon since the time of llomer. Two of the
stars are known as the pointers, because, being nearly in a
right line with the pole-star, they direct an observer to
It Also called the Plow, the Great Dipper, the Northern
Car, and some times the Butcher's Cleaver. (The name
Charles's wain. Charles' wain is a modern alteration of ear-
lier carl's wain, < late ME. charlewayn, charelwayn, < late
AS. carles wxn (= Sw. karl-mgn = tlan. karts-iogn), the
carl's or churl's wain, i. e. the farmer's wagon. The word
wain came to be associated with the name Charles with ret.
to Charlemagne, being also called in ME. Charlemaynes
wayne. In the 17th century it was associated with the
names of Charles I. and Charles II.)

An it be not four by the day, 1 11 be hanged : Charles'
wain is over the new chimney. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 2.

The Lesser Wain, Urea Minor.

When the lesser wain
Is twisting round the polar star.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

wain^ (wan), V. t. [Perhaps < Icel. vegtia, go
on one's way, proceed: see wayl. Ci. wain^,
from the same ult. source. The ME. '^waynen,"
move, etc., found in various texts, is a mis-
reading of wayucn, i. e. wayven: see waive.']
To carry ; convey ; fetch.

Then, neighbours, for God's sake, if any you see
Good seruant for dairie house, waine her to mee.

Tusser, Husbandrie, p. 107. (Davies.)

So swift they wained her through the light,
"I'was like the motion of sound or sight.

Hogg, Kilmeny.

Wain^t, ». A Middle English form of gainT^.

wainablet (wa'na-bl), a. [< wain^, = gain^, +
-able.] Capable "of being tilled; tillable: as,
wainabJe land.

wainage (wa'naj), n. A variant of gainage.
The stock of the merchant and the wainage of the villein

are preserved from undue severity of amercement as well
as the settled estate of the earldom or barony.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § :.55.

Wain-botef (wan'bot), n. [< W(h'h1 -t- 6otel.] An
allowance of timber for wagons or carts.

wain-house (wan'hous), n. A house or shed
for wagons and carts. [Prov. Eng.]
After supper they adjourned to the xcain-hause, where

the master pledged the first ox with a customary toast
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 408.

wain-load (wan'lod), «. A wagon-load.
Then you shall returne.

And of your best prouision sende to vs
Thirty waine-load, beside twelue tun of wine.

Ileywood, 2 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 104).

wainmant (wan'man), w.; pi. wainmen (-men).
1 . A driver of a wain or wagon ; a wagoner.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., XL i. 64. (Varies.)— 2. A
charioteer; specifically [cap.], the constellation
Auriga. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

wain-rope (wan'rop), n. A rope for pulling a
wain or binding a load on a wain or wagon; a
cart-rope. [Bare.]

Oxen and wainropes cannot hale them together.
Shak., T. N., iii. 2. 64.

wainscot (wan'skot), V. [Early mod. E. also
wainscott, waynskot, waynskote (also, as mere
D., waghenscot); < D. wagenschot (= LG. wa-
genschot), the best kind of oak-wood, well
grained and without knots (cf. LG. bokenschot,
the best kind of beech-wood, without knots),
< wagen, wagon, wain, chariot, carriage, +
schot (= E. shoil), partition, wainscot. The
orig. sense was prob. 'wood used for a board
or partition in a coach or wagon'; thence
'boards for panel-work, paneling for walls,
esp. oak-wood for paneling.'] It. A fine kind
of foreign oak-timber, not so liable to cast or
warp as English oak, easily worked with tools,

and used at first for anj- kind of paneled work,
and afterward in other ways.
A tabyll of wayrukott with to trestellis.

Bury Wills (ed. Tymms), p. 116.

He was not tall, but of the lowest stature, round faced,
olivaster (like wainscott) complexion.

Aubrey, Lives (William Harvey).

2. A wooden lining or boarding of the walls of
apartments, usually made in panels; paneled
boards on the walls of rooms. Originally this

lining or paneling was made of wainscot-oak.
With their fair wainscots.
Their presses and bedsteads,
Their joint-stools and tables,

A fire we made.
Winning of Cales (Child's Ballads, 'VII. 128).

Boords called Waghenscot. Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 173.

The reader prayed that men of his coat might grow up
like cedars to make good «*ar»«co( in the House of Sincer-

ity. MiddleUin, Family of Love, iii. 3.

We sat down to dinner in a fine long room, the wain-
scot of which is rich with gilded coronets, roses, and port-

cullises. Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 191.

3. One of certain noctuid moths: an English
collectors' name. The American wainscot is Leucania
extranea: the scarce wainscot is SiHiyrownoso.—Smoky
wainscot. See smoky.
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wainscot (wan'skot), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wain-

scoted, wainscotted, ppr. wainscoting, wainscot-
ting. [Formerly also wenscot; < wainscot, 11.]

1. To line or panel with wainscot: as, to wain-
scot a hall.

A Chappel whose Koof was covered with Leafe-Gold,
wenseotted, and decked with great store of Pearls and
Precious Stones. S. Clarke, Geog. Desor. (1671), p. 267.

Music is better in chambers wainscotted than hanged.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 144.

The roomes are wainscotted, and some of them richly
parquetted with cedar, yew, cypresse, ^c.

Svelyn, Diai-y, Aug. 28, 1678.

2. To line or panel in the manner of wain-
scoting, with material other than oak, or, more
generally, than wood.
The east side of it [the church] within is wainscotted

Avith jasper and beautiful mar bles.

Poeocke, Description of the East, II. ii. 6.

wainscot-chair (wan'skot-char), n. A chair
the lower part of which below the seat is filled

in with solid paneling, or the like, so as to
form a box.
wainscot-clock (wan'skot-klok), 11. A tall

standard clock with long pendulum and high
closed case : so called because such clocks
stood against the wainscoting in old houses.
Jrt Journal, 1883, p. 198.

wainscoting, wainscotting (wan'skot-ing), v.

[< wainscot -t- -ing^.] Wainscot, or the material
used for it.

wainscot-oak (wan'skot-6k), n. The Turkey
oak, Qiiercus Cerris. See oak.

wainscot-panel (wan'skot-pan'^el), n. In an
American railroad-car, a board forming a panel
between the two wainscot-rails formerly placed
beneath the windows.
wain-shilling (wan'shil''''ing), n. A market toll

or tax foi-merly levied on wagons at markets in
English towns. See the quotation under load-
penny.
wain'Wright (wan'rit), n. A wagon-maker:
same as wagonwright.

wair^t, V. An old spelling of roearl.

wair^ (war), n. [Origin obscure.] In carp., a
piece of timber 6 feet long and 1 foot broad.
Buileii, 1731.

waischet. An obsolete past participle of wash.
waise (waz), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. waised, ppr.

icaising. A Scotch form of wiss.

waist (wast), n. [Former\y waste, wast ; <ME.
wast, tvaste, < AS. "wsest, wMxt, lit. 'growth,'
' size' (= leel. viixtr, stature, = Sw. vdxt =z'Da,ji.

vtext, growth, size, = Goth, wahsttis, growth, in-

crease, stature ; cf . AS. wxstm, rarely westm, ear-
lier wxstm, growth, fruit, produce, = G. wachs-
Wit<»n, growth), <M;eaxon, grow: see tt'ail.] 1.

The part of the human body between the chest
and the hips ; the smaller or more compressible
section of the trunk below the ribs and above
the hauneh-bones, including most of the abdo-
men and the loins. A woman's waist, if untampereil
with, which under the exigencies of modern costume is

seldom the case, is naturally less contracted than a man's.
The sculptures of the ancients furnish ample evidence of
this.

Waste, of a mannya myddyl. Prompt. Parv., p. 517.

The women go straiter and closer in their gannents than
the men do, with their waisteti girded. Hakluyt.

Indeed I am in the waist two yards about.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3. 46.

Her ringlets ai'e in taste

;

What an arm !— what a waist
For an arm

!

F. Locker, To my Grandmother.

2. Something worn around the waist or body,
as a belt or girdle.

I might have giv'n thee for thy pains
Ten silver shekles and a golden waist.

Peele, David and Bethsabe.

3. A garment covering the waist or trunk, (a)

An undergarment worn especially by children, to which
petticoats and drawers are buttoned, (b) The body or
bodice of a dres^, whether separate from the skirt or
joined to it ; a corsage ; a basque ; a blouse.

Doll. What fashion will make a woman have the best
body, tailor?

Tailor. A short Dutch waist, with a round Catherine-
wheel fardingale.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 1.

4. Figuratively, that which surrounds like a
girdle.

Spur to the rescue of the noble Talbot,
Who now is girdled with a waist of iron,

And hemm'd about with grim destruction.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 3. 20.

5. That part of any object which bears some
analog to the human waist, somewhere near
the middle of its height or length.

A pepper box . . . painted in blue on a white ground,
. . . and the name Richard Chatters, 1796, round the waist.

Jewitt, Ceramic Art, II. 34.
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There is a small knop at the small pai-t or icaist [of an

hour-glass shaped salt-cellar].

South Keminffton Handbook, College Corp. Plate.

The date of refounding this bell (1676) is cast upon its

wai«t.
Tram. Uinl. Soc. of Lancashire and Cluishire, N. S. , V. 133.

Especially —(a) The naiTowest part of the body of musical
iustruments of the violin kind, formed by the bouts, or in-
ward curves of the ril)s near tlie middle of the body. (6)
NauU, the central part of a ship.

Quarter your selves in order, some abaft

;

Some in the Ships waste, all in martial order.
Heytcood, Fortime by Land and Sea (Works, ed. 1874, VL

(416).

(c) The middle part of a peilod of time.

In the dead waist [var. vast] and n\iddle of the night.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 198.

Tis now about the immodest waist of night.
Marston, Malcontent, ii. 3,

This was about the wa^te oF day.
Loves of Hero and Leander, p. 114.

Peasant waist. See peasant.

waist-anchor (wast'ang"kor), H. All anchor
stowed in the waist ; a sheet-anchor,
waistband (wast'band), «. 1. A band meant
to encircle the waist, especially such a band
forming part of a garment and serving to stif-

fen or maintain it : as, the rvaistband of a skirt.

A pair of dreadnought pilot-trousers, whereof the waist-
band was so very broad and high that it became a suc-
cedaneum for a waistcoat. Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxiii.

2. A separate or outer girdle or belt. [Rare.]
waist-belt (wast'belt), n. A belt worn about
the waist.

She wore a tight-fitting bodice of cream-white flannel
and petticoats of gray flannel, while she had a waistbelt
and pouch of brilliant blue.

W. Black, Piincess of Thule, vli.

waist-boat (wast'bot), n. A boat carried in
the waist of a •vessel ; specifically, in ichaling,

the second mate's boat, carried in the waist
on the port side.

waist-boater (wast'b6"t6r), «. The officer of
the boat carried in the waist of a whaler; the
second mate.
waist-cluth ( wast'kloth), n. 1 . A piece of cloth
worn by the natives in India around the waist
and hanging below it, and, as often worn,
passed between thethighs. Compare dhotec.—
2. Naut. : (a) Hammock-cloths of the waist
nettings. Bamersly. (6+) i''- Cloths hung about
the cage-work of a ship's hull, to protect the
men in action. Nares.

Tlie rest of the day we spent in accommodating our Boat

;

in stead of thoules wee made stickes like Bedstaues, to
which we fastened so many of our Massawomek Targets
that inviroued her as ^vast clothes.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 185.

My Lord did give me orders to write for flags and Scar-
lett waistcloathes. Pepys, Diary, May 7, 1660.

waistcoat (wast'kot, colloq. wes'kot or -kot), n.

[Formerly also wastcote, wascote, also ' dial.

weskit; < waist + coai^.'] A name of various
garments, (a) Abody-garmentformen,foi'merly worn
under the doublet, and appaiently intended to show
through its slashes, or where it was left unbuttoned.

Ruffes for your hands, woM-cotes wrought with silke.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, ed. 1874,
(IL 42).

This morning ray brother's man brought me a new black
baize waiste-coate, faced with silk, which I put on,from this
day laying by half-shirts for this winter.

Pepys, Diary, Nov. 1, 1663.

(6) A garment without sleeves worn under a coat. They
were formerly long, reaching sometimes to the thighs,
and were made of rich and bright-colored material ; now
they are worn much shorter. They are generally single-
breasted, but double-breasted waistcoats have been in
fashion at different times.

He had on a blue silk waistcoat with an extremely broad
gold lace. Walpole, Letters, II. 859.

The dangerous waistcoat, called by cockneys " vest."
0. W. Holmes, Urania.

(c) A garment worn bywomen in imitation of a man's waist-
coat. Compare (a).

In a stuffe Wascote and a Peticote
Like to a chambermayd.

T. Cranley, Eeformed Whore (1635). (Fairholt, I. 300.)

The queen, who looked in this dress— a white laced
waist-coate and a crimson short pettycoate — . . . myghty
pretty. Pepys, Diary, July 13, 1663.

The dress bodice is fitted with two waistcoats, one of
pale 6cru corded silk overlaid with green and gold sou-
tache braid, the other of silk striped white and green
alternately. New York Eveniny Post, March 8, 1890.

Sleeved waistcoat. See sleeved.

waistcoateert (wast-ko-ter', colloq. wes-ko-
ter';, n. [Formerly also spelled wastcoateer,
wast-eouteer, wastcoaiier ; < waistcoat + -eer.]

One who wears a waistcoat as a principal
garment, without a coat or upper gown ; in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in
London, a prostitute (probably from being so
dressed).
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Who keeps the outward door there? here's fine Bhufiling

;

You waistcoateer, you must go back.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

I knew you a ivaistcoateer in the garden alleys,

And would come to a sailor's whistle.
Massinger, City Madam, iii. 1.

waistcoating (wast'kot-ing, colloq. wes'kot

-

ing), II. A textile fabric made especially for
men's waistcoats, and different from cloth in-
tended to be used for coats and trousers. These
stuffs usually contain silk, and are of a fancy
pattern.
Mrs. Carver bespoke from him two pieces of waistcoat-

ing. Miss Edyeworth, The Dun, p. 315. (Davies.)

waist-deep (wast'dep), a. and adv. So deep
as to reach or be covered from the feet up to
the waist: as, the ford was icaist-dccp.

The eager Knight leap'd in the sea
Waist-deep, and first on shore was he.

Scott, Lord of the Isles, v. 14.

waisted (was'ted), a. [Formerly also wasted;
< waist + -crf2.] Having a waist (of some speci-
fied shape or type).

Med. I never saw a Coat tetter cut.
Sir Fop. It makes me show long-?^)as(ecf.

Ethereye, Man of Mode, Iii. 2.

waister (was'ter), n. [< waist + -cj-l.] 1. A
green hand on board a whaler, usually placed
in the waist of the vessel until qualified for more
responsible duties.— 2. On a naval vessel, for-
merly, one of a class of old men who have been
disabled or grown gray without rising in the
service.

waist-Ugh (wast'hi), a. [Formerly also wast-
Iiigli ; < waist + high.'] As high as the waist.
Contemptible villages, ... the grasse wast-hiyh, un-

moved, uneaten. Sandys, Travalles, p. 117.

waist-panel (wast'pan 'el), n. The panel imme-
diately above the lowest panel on the outside
of a carriage-body. Car-Builder's Diet. [Eng.]
waist-piece (wast'pes), n. The steel skirt, or
great braguette, of the armor of the fourteenth
century

._
Compare cut under tassct.

wais't-rail (wast'ral), n. A horizontal piece in
the framing of the side of a passenger-carriage.
Car-Builder's Diet. [Eng.]

waist-torque (wast'tork), «. A girdle, properly
one of twisted or spiral bars, worn by the north-
ern nations in the early middle ages. Compare
cut under torque.

waist-tree (wast'tre), n. A spare spar formerly
placed along the waist of a ship where there were
no bulwarks. Also called rough-tree.

wait (wat), n. [Formerly also, eiToneously,
waight; < ME. waite, wayte, a watchman, spy, <

OF. waite, gaite, a guard, sentinel, watchman,
spy, later, giiet, -watch, ward, heed, also the
watch or company appointed to watch (= Pr.
gach, gayt), < OHG. tcahta, MHG. wahte, G.
wacht, a watchman ; cf . Goth, wahtwo, a watch,
< AS. wacan = Goth, wakan, etc., wake, watch:
see wake^, watch. In senses 4, 5, 6, etc., the
noun is from the verb.] If. A watchman; a
guard; also, a spy. Prompt. I'arv., p. 513.

And wysly bes ware Ibeware] waytys to the towne,
On yclie half forto hede, that no liarnie fall.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 6265.

2. One of a body of musicians, especially in
the seventeenth century in England. Originally
the waits seem to have been watchmen who sounded horns,
or in some other noisy wayannounced their beingon watch.
Bands of musicians seem to have borne the name generally
at a later time, and it is still preserved in England, as ap-
plied to persons who sing out of doors at Christmas time,
and seek gratuities from house to house.

A wayte, that nightelye from Mychelmas to Shreve
Thorsdaye pipethe the watche withen this courte fower
tymes. . . . Also this yeoman waight, at the makinge of
Knyghtes of the Bath, for his attendance upon them by
nyghte-time, in watchinge in the cliappille, hath he to his
fee all the watchinge clothing that tlie knyght shall wear
upon him.

liymer, quoted in Chambers's Book of Days, II. 743.

We will have the city waites down with us, and a noise
of trumpets. Shirley, Witty Fair One, iv. 2.

There is scarce a young man of any fashion who does
not make love with the town music. 'The wat^s often help
him through his courtship; and my friend Banister has
told me he was proffered five hundred pounds by a young
fellow to play but one winter under the window of a lady.

Tatler, No. 222.

A strain of music seemed to break forth in the air just
below the window. I listened, and found it proceeded
from a band, which I concluded to be the waits from some
neigbljorlng village. Irnny, SketchBook, p. 263.

3t. An old variety of hautboy or shawm : so
called because much used by the waits.

Grete lordys were at the assent,
WaytyK blewe, to mete they wente.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 69. (Halliwell.)

The waits or hoboys.
Butler, Principles of Muslck (1636), quoted In

[Chambers's Book of Days, II. 743.

wait

4t. The act of watching ; watchfulness.
The nimbleness & wayt of the dog too take hiz auaun-

tage, and the fors & experiens of the bear agayn to auoid
the assauts.

Robert Lanehain, Letter from Kcnilwortli (1576).

5t. An ambush; a trap; a plot: obsolete ex-
cept in the phrase to lie in icait.

Fals semblance Iiath a visage ful demure.
Lightly to catche the ladies in a waite

;

Where-fore we must, if that we wil endure.
Make right good watche.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 78.

6. The act of waiting: as, a wait for the train
at a station.— 7. Time occupied in waiting;
delay; an interval of waiting; specifically, in
theatrical language, the time between two acts.
Compare stage-irait.

It was thought I had suffered enough In my long imtt
for tlie trial. Mrs. Oliphant, The Ladies LIndores, p. 98.

During the wait between the flist and second parts the
Prince sent for IleiT Schoenberger, a pianist who had
pleased him very much, and personally complimented him.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 14L

To lay wait. See iai/i.—To lie In wait. See ii'«i.—

Waits' badge, a badge formerly worn by town musicians,
usually ail escutcheon with the arms of the borough. Such
badges exist in the treasuries of English tow ns and corpo-
rations.

wait (wat), V. [< ME. waiten, wayten, < OF. wai-
ter, waitier, gaiter, gaitier, guetter, F. guetter
(Walloon weitier) = Pr. gaitar, gachar = It.

giiatare, watch, ward, mark, heed, note, lie in

wait for, < OP. waite, gaite, a guard, sentinel:
see wait, n. Cf. await^.'] I. intrans. If. To
watch; be on the watch; lie in wait; lookout.

He wayted after no pompe and reverence.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 625.

William ful wlgtly wayted out at an hole,
& seie breme burnes busi In ful brlgt arraes.

William ofPalerne (^. E. T. S.X L 2320.

2. To look forward to something; be in expec-
tation: often with /or.

She wayteth whan hir berte wolde breste.
Chaticer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 852.

Sil. And so, good rest
Pro. As wretches have o'er night

That wai^ /or execution in the morn.
Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2. 134.

Both waited patiently, and yet both prayed for the ac-
celerating of that which they imitedfor: Daniel for the
deliverance, Simeon for the Epiphany.

Donne, Sermons, iv.

3. To stay or rest in patience or expectation

;

remain in a state of quiescence or inaction, as
till the arrival of some person or event, or till

the proper moment or favorable opportunity for
action: often with /or.

Bid them prepare within

;

I am to blame to be thus waited fur.
Shai., J. C, il. 1 119.

Do but wait till I despatch my tailor, and I'U discover
my device to you.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. L
They also serve who only stand nnd wait.

Mitton, Sonnets, xiv.

The dinner waits, and we are tir'd.

Cowpcr, John Gilpin.

Wait till we give you a dictionary. Sir! It takes Boston
to do that thing. Sir ! 0. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

A tide of fierce
Invective seem'd to wait behind her lips.

As waits a river level with the dam.
Ready to burst and flood the world with foam.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

4. To remain in readiness to execute orders;
be ready to serve; be in waiting; perform the
duties of an attendant or a servant; hence, to
serve ; supply the wants of persons at table.

Thou [a page] art fitter to be worn in my cap than to wait
at my heels. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 18.

How one of the Serving-men, untrai n'd to troi^, spilt the
White-broth! Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

Three large men, like doctors of divinity, wait behind
the table, and furnish everything that appetite can ask
for. Thackeray, Mrs. Perkins's Ball

To wait on or upon. [On, prep.] (ot) To watch; guard.

Loke that ye waite well vpon me, and yef it be myster
Cometh me to helpe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 647.

(i)t) To look at ; look toward.

The eyes of all wait upon thee ; and thou givest them
their meat in due season. Ps. cxlv. 15.

It Is a point of cunning to wait uponhim with whom you
speak, with your eye. Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

ic\) To lie In wait for.

This somnour evere waitynye on his prey.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, L 76.

((ft) To expect ; look for.

I wot the In witte to iraite on myn end.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7943.

(et) To attend to ; perform, as a duty.

According to the grace that is given unfo us, whether
prophecy, let us prophesy, ... or ministry, let i:s wait
on our ministering. Bom. xii. 7.



wait

(/t) To be ready to serve ; do the bidding of.

Yea, let none ttiat wait on thee be ashamed. Ps. xxv. 3.

Therefore turn thou to thy God : Iteep mercy and judg-
ment, and u-ait on thy God continually. Hos. xii. 6.

(g) To attend upon as a servant ; act as attendant to; be
in the service of.

The Syrians had brought away ... a little maid : and
she waited on Naaman's wife. 2 Kl. v. 2.

How now, Simple ! where have you been? I must tcait

on myself, must I? Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 208.

(A) To go to see ; call upon ; visit ; attend.

I . . . have been twice to wait upon Dr. Brady ; but
was both times disappointed.

Edtnoiid Gibson (Ellis's Lit. Lettei-s, p. 229).

I gappose he will be here to wait on Mrs. Malaprop as
soon as lie is dress'd. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

(i) To escort ; accompany ; attend ; specifically, to attend
as bridesmaid or groomsman. [CoUoq.]

Gentlemen, I beg pardon— I must wait on you down
stairs; here is a person come on particular business.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

I used to be waitin' on her to singin' school.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown Stories, p. 123.

(j) To attend or follow aa a consequence ; be associated
with; accompany.

Now, good digestion wait an appetite,
And health on both ! Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 38.

Such silence waits on Philomela's strains.

Pope, Winter, 1. 78.

Yet a rich guerdon waits mi minds that dare.

If aught be in them of immortal seed.
Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 4.

To wait on. [On, adv.] In falconry, to fly or hover aloft,

waiting for game to be sprung : said of a hawk.

When the hawk has taken two or three pigeons in this

way, and mounts imnteiliately in expectation— in short,

begins to wait on— she should ... be tried at game.
Encyc. Brit., IX 9.

H. trans. If. To observe; examine; take
notice of ; expect; watch for; look out for.

Nyght and day he spedde him that he can.

To wayten a tyme of his.conclusioun.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 535.

Waits what y dide to marie maudeleyne,
And what y seide to thomas of ynde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 165.

2t. To plan ; scheme ; contrive.

& [he] thoujt or he went a-way he wold 3if he migt
waytc hire sum wicked torn what bi-tidde after.

WiUiam o/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 148.

. To seek.

Than fardc Nectanabus forthe fro that place

;

Hee wendes too a wildernes & waitcs him erbes.
Atisaunder of Macedoine CE. E. T. S.), 1. 808.

To stay for ; attend ; await ; expect.

Go vxtit me in the gallery.

Beatu and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

They all

Complain aloud of Cato's discipline,

And icait but the command to change their master.
Addison, Cato, i. 3.

hen let him receive the new knowledge and wait us,

doned in Heaven. Brouming, Lost Leader.

I. To defer ; put off ; keep waiting : said of a
aeal. [Colloq.]

1
1 shall go for a walk ; don't you and Herbert wail sup-
r for me. T. Uughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, iu 9.

To attend upon ; accompany ; escort.

Most noble consul I let us wit him home.
B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. I.

Proffering the Hind to wait her half the way ;

That, since the sky was clear, an hour of talk

Might help her to beguile the tedious walk.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. .157.

^t. To follow as a consequence of something;
tend upon.

Such doom
Waits luxury and lawless care of gain !

J. Philips, Cider, L

Defend me from the Woes which Mortals wait.
Congrfve, Hymn to Venus.

> wait attendancet, to remain in attendance ; be on
nd or within calU

Wait attendance
Till you bear further from me.

SAa*.,T. of A.,i. 1. 161.

wait-a-bit thorn. See under thorn.

waiter (wa'ter), n. [< ME. waitere, xcayter,

n-iyti-r, later watare, < OF. waitier, guctteur,

Dtc, yuetter, F. quetter, wait: see wait, v. Cf.

"IHG. icalitiere, irditer, G. wdchter, a watch-
Ban.] It. A watcher.

And the cbilde i«!rf«rheuede vp his eyen. and bihelde.

Wyclif, 2 Ki. (2 Sam. I
xiil. 34.

pt. A watchman ; a guard or keeper.

During this parley the insurgents had made themselves
nasters of the West Port, rushing upon the Waiters (so

be people were called who had the charge of the gates),
nd possessing themselves of the keys.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, vl.

3. One who waits ; one who abides in expecta-
tion of the happening of some event, the arri-

val of some appointed time, some opportunity,
or the like.

I
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Waiters on Providence. Disraeli, Coningsby, ii. 4.

4. A domestic servant. Specifically— (ot) A man-
servant for rough work about a house.

Dayly iiii other of these gromes, called wayters, to make
fyres, to sett up tressyls and bourdes, with yomen of
chamljre, and to help dresse tlie beddes of sylke and arras.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. K. T. S.), p. 314.

(tt) A waiting-woman.

Enter . . . two waiting-women.
. . . Bid your waiters

Stand further off, and I'll come nearer to you.
Massinger, Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

(c) A man-servant who waits at table : applied more com-
monly to those who serve in hotels or I'estaurants.

Enter waiter.
Wait. Here is a gentleman desires to speak with Mr.

Vincent.
Vin. I come. [Exit Vincent with JToifcr.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, i. 2.

Hesid-waiter of the chop-house here.
To which I most resort.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

5. An officer in the employ of the British cus-
tom-house. See coast-waiter, tide-waiter.— 6.
A tray ; a salver.

.lust then a servant brought Lady Louisa a note upon a
waiter, which is a ceremony always used to her ladyship.

Miss Burney, Evelina, Ixxviii.

Ezra came quietly into the room again, and took up the
waiter with the jelly-glass and the napkin.

The Century, XLI. 584.

Minority waiter, a waiter out of employment : in humor-
ous allusion to a political minority, as being out of office.

Compare def. 3.

I told Thomas that your Honour had already inlisted
five disbanded chairmen, seven minority waiters, and
thirteen billiard-markers. Sheridan, The Hivals, it 1.

Quarterly waiter. Same as ^larter-woifcn—waiters'
cramp, an occupation neurosis of public waiters, con-
sisting in pain and muscular spasm, excited by the at-

tempt to carry dishes in the customary manner.
waiterage (wa't<;r-aj), v. [< waiter -f -aj/c]
Attendance by a waiter ; service.

Imperial-Hotel people . . . had brightened up ; ... all

was done for me then that human u-aiterage in the cir-

cumstances could do. Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 23.

wai'tering(wa't6r-ing), n. [< waiter + -j«(?i.]

The employment or duties of a waiter.

Nor yet can you lay down the gentleman's-service . . .

and take up Waitering. Dickens, Somebody's Luggage, L

'Wai't-fee (wat'fe), n. In feudal law, a periodi-
cal payment by way of commutation for relief

from the duty of maintaining a tower and per-
forming guard on the wall of a royal castle.

waiting (wa'ting), 11. [< ME. waitynge, reayt-

ynge; verbal n. of wait, i'.] If. Watching;
hence, an ogling.

Al the lordshep of lecherye in lengthe and in brede,
Afl in workes and in wordes and waitynges of eyes.

Piers Plowman (C), iii. 94.

2. The act of staying or remaining in expec-
tation.

In all ages, men have fonght over words, without wait-

ing to know what the words really signified.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 122.

There was an awful waiting in the earth,

Aa if a mystery greatened to ita birth.

JL W. GUder, Interlude.

3. Attendance; service.

Green glasses for hock, and excellent waiting at table.

George Eliot, Middleniarch, x.xxvL

Lords or Krooms in waiting, officers of the British royal
househola who hold the same position under a queen reg-

nant as lords or grooms of the bedchamber under a king.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 37.

waitingly (wa'ting-li), adv. By waiting; as if

waitiiif:;.

waiting-maid (wa'tiug-mad), n. A maid-ser-
vant; a waiting-woman.

Tokens for a waiting-maid
To trim the butler with.

Fletcher {and atwther). Love's Cure, ii. 2.

waiting-room (wa'ting-rom), n. A room for

the use of persons waiting, as at a railway-sta-

tion or a public office.

A motley crowd filled the restaurant and waiting-rooms.
Harper's Mag. , LXXIX. 670.

waiting-vassalt (wa'ting-vas'al), «. An at-

tendant.
Your carters or your waiting-vassals.

Shak., Rich. IIL, IL 1. 121.

waiting-woman (wa'ting-wimi''an), n. A wo-
man wno attends or waits in service ; a waiting-
maid.
Chambermaids and waiting-women.

Shak. , Lear, iv. 1. 65.

waitress (wa'trea), n. [< wait(c)r -h -c«s.] A
woman who waits at table : originally used only

of one who served in a place of public enter-

tainment.
T'he curtain drew up, and we beheld, seated at a long

table, a company of monkeys ! ... the waiter and wai-

tress were monkeys.
Anna Mary Hawitt, Art Student in Munich, xviii.

wake
wait-ser'vice (wat'ser'''vis), n. The act of serv-
ing as wait or ward of a castle Tenure of wait-
service, the holding a virgatc or yard-land in considera-
tion of serving as castle-wait or watch.

wait-treble (wat'treb'l), n. A sort of bagpipe.
Ballin-ell.

waive (wav), v.
;

pret. and pp. waived, ppr.
waiving. [Also ware; < ME. waivcti, wayten,
weiven, weyven, < OF. *waiver, *iceivei; weyver,
guesver, guever (ML. waviare), waive, refuse,
abandon, give over, surrender, give back, re-

sign, perhaps < Icel. veifa, vibrate swing about,
move to and fro, = Norw. veiva, swing about,
= OHG.wei6(5ii,MHG. iceiieii, waiben, fluctuate,

waver, = Goth, hi-waibjan, waver; cf.L. vibrare,

vibrate. Cf . waif, v. The verb waive is distinct
fromwafcl, with which it is often confounded.]
1. trans. If. To refuse; forsake; decline; shun.

Anon he weyveth milk and fiessh and al.

And every deyntee that is in that hous.
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 159.

Within two dales after wee were hailed by two West-
Indies men ; but when they saw vs waife them for the
King of France, they gaue vs their broad sides.

Capt. John Smith, Works, IL 211.

He lent you imprest money, and upl)raids it

;

Furnished you for the wooing, and now waives you.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 1.

2t. To move; remove; push aside.

Biddeth Amende-gow nieke bim til his maistre ones.
To wayue vp the wiket that the woniman sliette,

Tho [when] Adam and Eue eten apples vnrosted.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 611.

Thou, by whom he was deceived
Of love, and from his purpose weived.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

3. To relinquish; forsake; forbear to insist

on or claim; defer for the present; forgo: as,

to waive a subject; to waive a claim or privi-

lege.

Whereas it hath pleased the Heads of the University to
understand it for three years absolutely, I purpose not to
wave that construction.

Thomas Adams (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 147X

You may safely wave the nobility of your birth, and rely

on your actions for your fame.
Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

I have so great a love for you that I can waive oppor-
tunities of gain to help you. Steele, Spectator, No. 456.

I have waived his visit till I am in town.
Walpule, Letters, II. 184.

4. In law: (a) To relinquish intentionally (a

known right), or intentionally to do an act in-

consistent with claiming (it). See waiver. (6)

To throw away, as a thief stolen goods in his

flight, (c) In old Eng. law, to put out of the
protection of the law, as a woman.

If the defendant be a woman, the proceeding is called a
waver ; for, as women were not sworn to the law, . . . they
could not properly be outlawed, but were said to be waived,
i. e., derelicta, left out, or not regarded. Wharton.

U. intrans. To depart; deviate.

Yow ne liketh, for youre heighe prudence.
To weyven fro the word of Salomon.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 239.

wai'Vet (wav), M. [Seewai/.] 1. A waif; a poor
homeless wretch ; a castaway.

O Lord ! what a waive and stray is that man that hath
not thy marks on him I

• Donne.

2. In law, a woman put out of the protection
of the law.

Waive, a Woman that is Ont-law'd ; she is so called as
being forsaken of the Law, and not an Out-law as a Man
is. Glossographia Anglicana (1707).

wai'Ver (wa'v^r), n. [Formerly also waver; <

OF. *waiver, weyver, waive, refuse, renounce,
inf. as noun: see icaire.] \nlaw: (a) The act

of waiving; the intentional relinquishment of

a known right; the passing by or declining to

accept a thing.

Waiver, in a general way, may be said to occur wher-

ever one, in possession of a right confeiTed either by law
or by contract, and knowing tlie attendant facts, does or

forbears to do something incoiisi.stent with the existence

of the right or of his intention to rely upon it; in wliich

case he is said to have waived it, and he is estopped from
claiming anything by reason of it afterward. Bishop.

The earliest conception . . . of public justice was a sol-

emn watceron the part of the community of its right and
duty of protection in the case of one who had « ronged his

fellow-member of the folk.

J. R. Green, Conq. of England, p. 23.

(6) In old Eng. law, the legal process by which
a woman was waived, or put out of the protec-

tion of the law.

wai'VOde, waiwode (wa'v6d,wa'w6d),«. Same
as voivodc.

waiwodesMp (wa'wod-ship), n. Same as voi-

rodisliip.

Wakasa lacquer. See lacquer.

wakel (wak), V. ;
pret. and pp. waked or woke,

ppr. waking, [tfnder this form are merged two



wake
verbs, one strong, the other weak: (a) < ME.
waken (pret. wok, wook, woe; pi. woken; pp.
waken, wakin), < AS. *wacan (pret. woe, pp.
*wacen), arise, come to life, originate, be born,
= Goth, wakan (pret. wok), wake. (6) < ME.
waken, tcakien (pret. waked, pp. waked), < AS.
wacian (pret. wacode, pp. wacod) = OS. wakon
= OFries. wafca = D. MLG. waken = OHG.
wachen, wahhen, MHG. G. wachen = Icel. vaka
= Sw. crtfrn = Dan. vaage, wake : cf . AS. weccan,
weccean (pret. icf/zie) = OS. wekkian = D. wek-
ke>i = OHG. weccken, MHG. G. wecken = Goth.
*wakjan, in comp. uswakjan, arouse, awake;
akin to L. i'l^iJ, wakeful, watchful, vitjere, flour-
ish, etc. : see vigil. Cf. watch, wait, from the
same ult. source; cf. also waken, awake,
awaken.'\ I. intrans. \. To be awake; con-
tinue awake ; refrain from sleeping.

John the clerk, that waked hadde al nyght.
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 364.

And, for my soul, I can not sleep a wink

:

1 nod in company, I waJce at niglit.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. i. 13.

I could tvake a winter night.
For the sake of somebody.

Bums, My Heart is Sair.

2. To be excited or roused from sleep ; cease
to sleep; awake; be awakened: often followed
by a redundant or intensive up.

Look you, my lady 's asleep : she'll waJce presently.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 1.

3. To keep watch; watch while others sleep;
keep vigil ; especially, to watch a night with a
corpse. [Prov. Eng. and Irish.]

And they woke ther al that nygt,
With many torches & candle lyjt.

King Ham (E. E. T. S.), p. 96.

The people assembled on the vigil, or evening preced-
ing the saints-day, and came, says an old author, "to
churche with candellys burnyng, and would wake, and
come towai-d night to the church in their devocion," agree-
able to the requisition contained in one of the canons es-
tablished by king Edgar, whereby those who came to the
wake were ordered to pray devoutly.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 469.

4. To be active; not to be quiescent.

I sleep, but my heart wc^eth. Cant. v. 2.

To keep thy sharp woes waking.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1136.

5. To be excited from a torpid or inactive
state, either physical or mental; be put in mo-
tion or action.

Gentle airs, due at their hour.
To fan the earth now waked, itilton, P. L., x. 94.

Breathed in fitful whispers, as the wind
Sighs and then slumbers, wakes and sighs again.

0. W. Holmes, Sympathies.

6t. To hold a late revel ; carouse late at night.
The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse.
Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up-spring reels.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 8.

7. To return to life ; be aroused from the sleep
of death ; live.

That, whether we wake or sleep, we should live together
witli him. 1 Thess. v. 10.

n. trans. 1. To rouse from sleep; awake;
awaken : often followed by a redundant or in-
tensive np.

She hath often dreamed of unhappiness and waked her-
self with laughing. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 361.

She 's asleep with her eyes open ; pretty little rogue

;

111 wake her and make her ashamed of it
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

2. To watch by night; keep vigil with or over

;

especially, to hold a wake over, as a corpse.
See it'afcel, n., 3.

And who that wil wake that Sparhauk 7 dayes and 7
nyghtes, and, as sume men seyn, 3 dayes and 3 nyghtes,
with outen Companye and with outen Sleep, that faire
Lady schal zeven him, whan he hathe don, the first
Wyssclie that he wil wyssche of erthely thinges.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 145.

You were right, dear, from first to last, concerning the
poor cratur's dead child ; she did not want to have it waked
at all, for she is not that way— not an Irishwoman at all.

Miss Edgeworth, Garry Owen.

3. To arouse ; excite
;
put in motion or action

:

often with up.

Prepare war, wake up the mighty men. Joel lil 9.

Thou hadst been better have been bom a dog
Than answer my waked wrath

!

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 363.

He felt as one who, waked up suddenly
To life's delight, knows not of grief or care.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 171.

4. To bring to life again, as if from the sleep
of death; revive; reanimate.

To second life

Wai'd in the renovation of the just
Milton, P. L., xl. 66.
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The willows, waked from winter's death,
Give out a fragrance like thy breath.

Bryant, The Arctic Lover.

6. To disturb; break.

No murmur waked the solemn still,

Save tinkling of a fountain rill.

Scott, L. of the L., iiL 26.

wakel (wak), n. [< ME. wake, < AS. "wacu,
wake or watch, in eomp. niht-wacu, a night-wake
(= loel. raka = ML(J. wake, watch), < wacan,
wake: seewake^,v. Hence, in comp., Ukewake,
Hell wake.'] It. The act of waking, or the state
of being awake ; the state of not sleeping.

Making such diiference 'twixt wake and sleep
As Is the diiference betwixt day and night.

Shak., 1 Heu. IV., iii. 1. 219.

I have my desire, sir, to behold
That youth and shape wliich in my dreams and wakes
I have so oft contemplated.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

2. The act of watching or keeping vigil, espe-
cially for a solemn or festive purpose ; a vigil

;

specifically, an annual festival kept in com

waker
3. A row of damp green grass. Encyc. Diet.
[Prov. Eng.]
wakeful (wak'ful), a. [Early mod. E. wakefull;
< wake^ + -fill; a late ME. form substituted
for AS. wacol, wacul (= L. J')V/(7), vigilant,
wakeful.] 1. Indisposed or unable to sleep;
affected by insomnia.
Two swains whom love kept wakeful and the Mnse.

Pope, Spring, I. 18.

And her clear trump sings succor ever> wliere
By lonely bivouacs to the wake/ul mind.

Lowell, Commemoration Ode, ix,|

2. Watchful; vigilant.

Nor hundred eyes.
Nor brasen walls, nor many wakefull spyes.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 7.^

Intermit no watch
Against a wakeful Foe. Milton, P. L., iL 463k|

3. Rousing from, or as from, sleep.
The wakeful trump of doom must thunder through tb_

deep. Milton, Nativity, 1. 15&|
_j. _,, , „ „. ^„.^- =Syn. 1 and 2. .See wa(cVMi-

memoration of the completion and dedication wakefully (wak'ful-i), adv. [< wakeful + -ij2.]J
of a parish church ; hence, a merrymaking; a J"

^ wakeful manner; with watching or sleep

festive gathering. The wake was kept by an all-night
'essness. ,.,„,,

watch in the church. Tents were erected in the church- WaKeiUlneSS (wak fiil-nes), n. [< wakeful +1
yard to supply refreshments to the crowd on the following -ness.} Tlie state or character of being wake-l
day, which was kept as a holiday. Through the large fnl • uanpciallv iMiliaTinBitinn nv ir,QV>,i;t„ t-^r
attendance from neightwring paris'hes at wakes, devotion ^l^^'

especially, inaisposition or inability tof
and reverence gradually diniinisheii, until they ultimately
became mere fairs or markets, characterized by merry.
making and often disgraced by indulgence and riot In „ . „, _, „. ..„
popular usage this word has the same meaning as CTi<7i<. ™.o1ron /,„5'I,v.\ «. • r/ -Mrr „7 ',

The wake or revel of country parishes was, originally, the
^aken (wa kn), V. [< ME. waknen, wacknen,

day of the week on which the church had been dedicated

sleep.

A state of mental wakefulness is favourable to attention]
generally. J. Sully, Outlines of PsychoL, p. bSlj

wakenen, < AS. wsecnan, arise, bo aroused, b«]
born (= Icel. vakna, become awake, = Sw.l
vakna = Dan. vaagne = Goth. ga-waknan,i
awake), with pass, formative -n, < *wacan, etc.,1
wake : see wake^, and cf. awaken.] I. intrans.i
1. To wake; cease to sleep ; be awakened: lifc

erally or figuratively.

So that he bigan to wakne. HavelokfE. E. T. S.\ 1. 2164.|
'Tis sweet in the green spring

To gaze npon the wakening fields aronnd.
Bryant, Spring-Time. 1

2. To keep awake; refrain from sleeping;!
watch.

The eyes of heaven that nightly waken
To view the wonders of the glorious Maker.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, , \

Now sleeps the crimson petal, now the white

;

The flre-fly wakens; waken thou with me.
Tennyson, Princess, viL I

II. trans. 1. To excite or rouse from sleep;!
awaken.

May the winds blow till they have waken'd death.
Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 188.

j

Go, waken Eve

;

Her also 1 with gentle dreams have calm'd.
Miltmt, P. L., xU. 5M. (

2. To excite to action or motion; rouse; stir J
up.

Iff we wackon vp worre with weghes so fele.

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), 1. 227*. |
I'll shape his sins like Furies, till I waken
His evil angel, his sick conscience.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 2.'j

3. To excite
;
produce ; call forth.

Venus now wakes, and wakens love.

Milton, Comus, I. 121.
|

They introduce
Their sacred song, and waken raptures high.

Milton,^. L., iiL 369l 1

wakent (wa'kn), n. [Also dial. icacAeH; < ME.
waken, < AS. *wacen (= Icel. vakinn = Sw. taken

a„ „ , XT '• 7 T^ * " 1 =Dan.«?ao(/€M),pp.of 'tsacan, wake: see icai-el.l
Sw. t)aA; = Nom.wfc = Dan. waqre an opening Awake; not sleeping.m ice ; allied to Icel. vokr, moist, vol^a, moisten, ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^„,^„_ j ^^^^,^ ^,^^p

Marlowe. {Imp. Diet.)

wakener (wak'ner), «. [< waken + -erl.] One
who or that which wakens or rouses from sleep,
or as from sleep. Feltham. Resolves, ii. 36.

wakening (wak'ning), n. [Verbal n. of waken,
] The act of one who wakens; the act of

afterward, the day of the year. In l.'>36 an act of convo-
cation appointed that the wake should be held in every
parish on the same day, namely, the first Sunday in Octo-
ber ; but it was disregarded. Wakes are expressly men-
tioned in the "Book of Sp.n-ts" of Charles I. among the
feasts which should be observed. The wake appears to
have been also held on the Sunday after the day of dedica-
tion ; or, more usually, on the day of the saint to whom the
church was dedicated. In Ireland it is called the patron
day. Brand, Popular Antiquities.

He is wit's pedler, and retails his wares
At wakes and wassails, meetings, markets, fairs.

Shak., L. L. L., v. ii. 318.

Didsbury Wakes will be celebrated on the 8th, 9th, and
10th of August [1826). . . . Theenjoymentsconsistcliietiy
of assraces, for purses of gold; prison-bar playing, and
grinning through collars, for ale ; . . . and balls each even-
mg. Quoted in Hone's Year Book, coL 968.

3. An all-night watch by the body of the dead,
before burial. This custom seems to be of Celtic orl.
gin, and is now characteristic of Ireland, or of the Irish in
other countries ; but it was formerly observed in Scotland
and Wales. It probably originated from a superstition that
the body might be carried off by invisible spirits, or from
a more rational fear of injury to it from wild beasts. lu
early literature it has the name of likewake, lichwake. The
wake was originally a combination of mourning for the
dead and rejoicing in his memory and forhis deliverance,
but in later times has often degenerated into a scene of
wild grief aud gross orgies. See likewake.

How that the liche-wake was y-holde
Al thilke night Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2100.

The late-wake is a ceremony used at funerals. The
evening after the death of any person, the relations and
friends of the deceased meet at the house, attended by a
bagpipe or fiddle ; the nearest of kin, be it wife, son,' or
daughter, opens a melancholy ball, dancing and greeting,
i. e. crying violently, at the same time ; and this con-
tinues till daylight, but with such gambols and frolics
among the younger part of the company that the loss
which occasioned them is often more than supplied by the
consequences of that night. If the corpse remain un-
buried for two nighta, the same rites are renewed.

Pennant, Tour in Scotland, p. 112.

wake^ (wak), n. [= D. wak, an opening in ice,

< Icel, vok (vak-), a hole, opening in the ice, =

water, > Sc. wak, moist, watery, = D. wak,
moist ; < Teut. / wak, wet, = Indo-Eur. / loug,
L. umere, be moist, 6r. vyp6^, moist: see humid,
humor, hygro-, etc. Cf. OF. ottage, P. oiiaiclie,

houache, wake, < E. ] 1 . The track left by a ship
or other moving object in the water. A ship Is

said to follow in the wake of another when she follows in
the same track, and to cross the wake of another when
she crosses the course in which the other has passed.

In the wake of the ship (as 'tis call'd), or the smooth-
ness which the ship's passing has made on the sea.

Dampier, Voyages (an. 1699). (Richardsim.)

2. Hence, a track of any kind ; a course of any
nature that has already been followed by an-
other thing or person

.

Twice or thrice ... a water-cart went along by the

ceasing from sleep.

Sound and safely may he sleep,
Sweetly blythe his waukening be !

Bums, Jockey's ta'en the Parting Kiss.

Wakening of a process, in Scots law, the reviving of a
process In which, after calling a summons, no judicial
proceeding takes place for a year and day, the process
being thus said to fall asleep.

wake-pintlet (wak'pin"tl), u. An old name of
the wake-robin.

Pyncheon-house, leaving a broad JTOfe of moistened earth, wake-plavt (wak'pla), n. [< WE. wake-vleve

:

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi. < ,,„^.ji ^ ^,„j,i -,

'^

a funeral game.
Thence we may go on, in the wake of so many travel-

lers and conquerors, to those lands beyond the sea.
F. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 294.

A torpedo could be sent so closely In the wake of an-
other as to take instant advantage of the opening made
in the netting.

Daily Telegraph, Sept 26, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

Ne how that liche-wake was yhoUle
Al thilke night, ne how the Orekes pleye
The tmke-pleyes, ne kepe I nat to seye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2102.

wakerl (wa'ker), II. [< wakei + -erl.] 1. One
who wakes or rouses from sleep.



Flowering Plant of Wake-robin {Traiium
erectunt).

a, a flower, lard open ; b, the fniit, with
the persistent sepals.

Mrs. Brown-

waker
Late watchers are no early wakers.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, L 4.

2. One who watches ; a watcher.— 3. One who
attenils a wake.

I'll have such men, like Irish wakers, hired
To sing old "Hal)ea8 Corpus." Moore, Corruption.

waker''^t, "• [^ ^^^- v^akyr, wakeful, < AS. wacor
= Icel. vakr = Sw. wacker, wakeful, watchful.]
Watchful; vigilant.

Waker howndes been profitable.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furuivall), p. 32.

The waker goos, the culiitow ever unkyiide.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 358.

In every plume that on her [a m')nster's] body sticiss . . .

As many waker eyes lurk underneath,
So many moutha to spealc, and listening ears.

Surrey, ^Eneid, iv.

wakerife (wak'rif), a. [Also waukrife; < wake^
+ »»/(l.] Wakeful. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Be wer, tharefor, with walkrufe Ee,
And mend, geue ony niyster be.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. K T. S.), 1. 489.

Wail thro' the dreary midnight hour
Till ivaukri/e mom

!

Bums, On Capt. Matthew Henderson.

wake-robin (wak'rob'in), «. l. In Great Brit-

ain, the cuckoo-
pint, Arum ma-
ciilatiim. The
name is extend-
ed also to the
whole genus.

—

2. In the United
States.a plant of

the genus Trilli-

um ; birth-root,

or three-leaved
nightshade.

—

Virslnian waJce-
robuL the arrow-
arum^eltandra un-
dulata. .See lucka-

hoe, 1.—West In-
dian wake-robin,
a plant of either ox

the genera AnthVf
rium and Philoden-
dron. See ix>th ; also
tail'Jltju'er.

wake-time
(wak ' tim), n.

Time during which one is awake
ing, Aurora Lei^h, u.

irakiki ( wak'i-ki), n. A variety of shell-money
used in New Caledonia and other islands of the
Pacific. Compare wampum.
raking (wa'king),7>. o. 1. Being awake; not
sleeping.

If you're waking call me early.

Tennyson, May Queen, Sew Year's Eve.

2. Bousing from sleep; exciting into motion
or action.— 3. Passed in the waking state;

experienced while awake : as, wnkimj hours.

Such sober certainty of waking bliss.

Milton, Comus, 1. 263.

Waking numbness, a numbness and tingling lasting for

.a short time, sometimes exjierienced upon first waiting
frtm sleep, brit soon disappearing.

waking (wa'king), n. [< ME. wakinge, wakynge,
Kacuiige ; verbal n. of tcake'^, ».] 1. The act

of passing from sleep to wakefulness, or of

causing another so to pass.

They sleep secore from waking.
Cowper, Frieudshtp, 1, 12S.

2. The state or period of being awake.

His sleeps and his wakings are so much the same that
he knows not how to distinguish them.

S. Butler, Characters.

8t. Watch.
Aboute the lonrth toaking of the night.

Wyclif, Mark vl. 48.

4. A vigil; especially, the act of holding a
wake, or of watching the dead.

tTo
speken of bodily peyne, it slant in preyeres, in wak-

ynges, in tastynges, in vertuouse techinges of urisonns.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

rakon-bird (wa'kon-b<?rd), «. A fabulous bird
anifini; thf American Indians, or some actual
bird regarded with superstition or used in re-

ligious ceremonial. Various unsuccessful attempts
have been ma/]e to identify it. The quetzal of Central
Amerifja has been sometimes so called, or regarded as one
of tlie wnkons. Compare sunhinKeX and thunder-bird, 2.

Walachian, «. and n. See WidUicMan.
walawat, interj. Same as wellaway.
Walcheren fever. A severe form of malarial

1
fever: so called from Walcheren, an island of
the Netherlands, where it at one time prevailed.
During the Walch.-ren expedition, in 1809, the English
lost thousands of troops by a fever caused (us was be-
lieved) by the liadnes.^ of the water, this toss leading to the
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Walchia (wal'ki-a), n. A generic name given
by Sternberg (in" 1825) to a fossil plant very
abundant in, and characteristic of, the Permian
series. This plant belongs to the Coniferse, and has a
close resein1)lance in its general appearance to the Arau-
cariese ; l)ut, since its organs of fructification are unknown,
its position has not as yet been exactly determined. It
is in certain respects allied to Jirachyphyllum and Pagio-
phyllum, conifers found in the Triassic and Jurassic.
Schenk (1884) makes a separate division (the Walchieie)
of certain conifers, in which he includes tlie genera if'«^
chia, UUmannia, and Pagiophyllum of Heer {Pachyphyl-
lutn of Saporta). ITllmannia is also a characteristic plant
of the Permian, being found in numerous localities in the
Kupferschiefer ; while Pagiophyllum occurs in the Trias
of the United States, in various places in Europe in the
Triassic and Jurassic, and in India in the Gondwana series.

walchowite (wal'ko-it), w. [< Walchoio (see
def.) -(- -ite^.'\ A yellow translucent mineral
resin, occurring in the brown coal of Walohow
in Moravia; retinite.

waldt, » A Middle English form of wolcP-.

waldemar (wol'de-mar), n. A variety of vel-

veteen, or cotton velvet, apparently a superior
quality of fustian.

Waldenberg's apparatus. Ac apparatus con-
structed on the principle of a gasometer, used
for compressing or rarefying air which is in-

haled, or into which the patient exhales.

Waldenses (wol-den'sez), n. pi. [AJso Val-
denses. Cf. F. Vaudois = Sp.Pg. It. Valdense;
< ML. Valdcnses, pi., so called from Peter Valdo
or Waldo of Lyons, the founder of the sect.]

The Waldensians.
Waldensian (wol-den'sian), a. and n. [Also
Valdensian (see def.); { Waldenses + -ian.'\

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Waldensians or
Waldenses.

Tlie important point of the origin of the Waldetutian
Church is clearly established, being referred to Waldo, in
opposition to the fanciful theories which tried to carry it

back through mysterious paths to the primitive Christian
times. The Academy, No. 888, p. 320.

H. n. A member of a reforming body of

Christians, followers of Peter Waldo (Valdo) of

Lyons, formed about 1170. Its chief seats were in the
alpine valleys of Piedmont, Dauphine, and Provence (hence
the French name Vaudoig des Alpes, or Vaudovf). The
Waldenses joined the Reformation movement, and were
often severely persecuted, especially in tlie sixteentli and
seventeenth centuries. The Waldensian church in Italy
now numbers aliout 20,000 memliers.

waldflute (wold'flot), ». [< G. waldfldte, < wald,

forest, +flote, flute.] In organ-building, a flute-

stop giving soft but very resonant tones.

waldgra'Ve (wold'grav), .«. [< G. waldgraf, <

wald, forest, + graf, grave: see wold^ and
graved, graf.'] In the old German empire, a
head forest-ranger; also, a German title of no-
bility.

Waldheimia (wold-hi'mi-a), n. [NL., named
after Fischer von Waldheim, a German natu-
ralist.] 1. A genus of hymenopterous insects.

lirulU, 1846.— 2. A genus of brachiopods, such
as W. australis, containing a few living as well

Structure of IValdheimia australis, lateral view,

a. doisal surface ; *, ventral surface : c, anterior wall of perivisceral

cavity ; d, brachial appendages : ef, right lateral portion of the same

;

e, great brachial canal ; /, small brachial canal ; tr, brachial grooved
ridge ; A, sheath of transverse portion of calcareous loop ; i.j, poste-

rior and anteriorocclusorsor adductors: *, divaricators ; A', accessory

divaricators ; *". ends of divaricatore attached to cardinal process ;

t, /'. ventral and dorsal adjustors ; frt, peduncle ; n, peduncular
sheath ; o, peduncular muscle ; p, esophagus ; q, stomach ; r, right

hepatic mass; s, caecal intestine ; t, t', gastroparietal band ; «, ven-

tral mesentery ; u', its upper part ; v, pseudo-heart ; w, genital pavil-

ion : y, bloo4-sinus in mesenteric membrane : z, esophageal ganglia.

as many extinct species, and forming the type

of the family Waldheimiidse. Also called Mngel-

Innia. See also cut under deltidium. King, 1849.

Waldheimiidae (wold-hi-mi'i de), ». pi. [NL.,

< Waldheimia + -idm.] A family of arthropo-

matous brachiopods, closely related to Tcrebra-

tulidse, and by most naturalists combined with

that family, but characterized by the elongated

brachial appendages.

waldhom (wold'hdm), n. [G., < wald, forest,

+ korn, horn: see wold^ and horn.] The old

hunting-horn, without valves, from which the

modern orchestral or French horn was derived

;

the como di caccia. See horn.

wale-piece

Waldsteinia (wold-sti'ni-g), w. [NL. (Willde-
now, 1709), named after Count Franz A. vou
Waldstein (1759-1823),aGerman botanist.] Age-
nus of rosaceous plants, of the tribe PotentiUesr.
It is characterized by flowers with numerous triseriate
rigid persistent stamens, and two to six carpels, their
styles not elongated. Tlie 4 species ai-e natives of central
and eastern Europe, Siberia, and North America. They
are lierbs witll creeping or stoloniferous steins, suggest-
ing the strawberry-plant, bearing alternate long-petioled
leaves, which are entire, cleft, or compound, sometimes
with three to five crenate or incised leaflets, and large
meinliranous stipules. The yellow flowers are borne, two
to five together, on a bracted scape, often with curving
pedicels. H'. fragarioides is the barren strawberry of
the United States, widely diffused through northern and
mountainous parts of the Eastern and Central States.

wale^ (wal), n. [Also iceal, iniprop. wheal; <

ME. tvale, < AS. toalu (pi. wala), a weal, mark
of a blow ; found also in comp. wyrt-wala, root,

prop, stump of a root (orig. 'rod')> = OFries.
walu, a rod, staff (as in tcalu-bera, walebera,

staff-bearer, pilgrim), = North Fries, waal,

staff, = MLG. ivol (in wolbroder, pilgrim) =
Icel. viilr (val-), a round stick, staff, = Sw. dial.

val, a stick, flail-handle, = Goth, walus, staff.]

1. Arod. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A ridge

or plank along the edge of a ship. Compare
gunwale.

Wyghtly one the umle thay wye up thaire ankers.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 74a

3. A timber bolted to a row of piles to secure
them together and in position ; a wale-piece.

—

4t. A wale-knot. Holland.— 5. A ridge in cloth,

formed by a thread or a ^oup of threads ; hence,
a stripe or strain implying quality.

Thou art rougher far

And of a coarser wale, fuller of pride.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

By my troth, exceeding good cloth; a good wale 't 'as.

Middleton, Mictiaelmas Tenn, U. S.

6. A streak or stripe produced on the skin by
tlie stroke of a rod or whip.

The wales or marks of stripes and lashes were all red.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 647.

7. A tumor, or large swelling. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] —Wales of a sllip. See bendi, 3 (dX

walel (wal), V. <.; pret. and pp. waled, ppr. wal-

ing. [Also improp. w7(a(e; < jcafel, «.] 1. To
mark with wales or stripes.

A wycked wound hath me walled.
And traveyld me from topp to too.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fmnivall), p. 216.

Thy sacred body was stripped of thy garments, and
vjaled witll bloody stripes. Bp. Hall, Christ before Pilate.

2. To weave or make the web of, as a gabion,

with more than two rods at a time.

wale'-* (wal), n. [< ME. wale, < Icel. val =
OHG. wala, MHG. wal, G. wahl, choice ; from
the root of tcJHl.] A picking or choosing ; the

choice ; the pick or pink of anything ; the best.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

You got your wale o' se'en sisters,

Anti I got mine o' five.

Lord Barnaby (Child's Ballads, II. 310).

To wale, at choice ; in abundance.

Wilde bestes to wale was there enow.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 332.

wale^ (wal), V. t. ; pret. and pp. waled, ppr. wal-

ing. IScalso wail; < ME. walen,wclen=: OHG.
wellen, MHG. weln, wellen, G. wdhlen = Icel.

velja = Sw. valja = Dan. rselge = Goth, waljan,

choose ; from the noun : see toale^, »».] To
seek; choose; select; court; woo. [Obsolete

or Scotch.]
" Where schulde 1 wale tlie? " quoth Gauan ;

" where is thy
place ?

I wot neuer where thou wonyes."
Sir Gawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 398.

A nolile man for the nonest [is] namet Pelleus.

That worthy liade a wyfe walit hyni-seluon.

The truthe for to telle, Tetyda she heght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 106.

Of choys men syne, walit by cut (lot), thai tuke

A gret numbyr, and hyd in bylgis dein.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), Gloss., p. 208.

[(0. Douglas, L 72.)

He wales a portion with judicious care.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night

wale^ (wal), a. [< ME. wale; from the same
sonrae as wale"^, n.] Choice; good; excellent.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Myche woo hade the wegh for the wale knight
Destruction 0/ Troy (E.E.T. a.), i.l28S.

wale^t, ". An obsolete form of tceal.

wale-knott (wal'not), n. Same as wall-knot

wale-piece (wal'pes), n. [< waW^ + piece.] A
horizdutid timber of a quay or jetty, bolted to

the vortical timbers or secured by anchor-rods

to the masonry to receive the impact of vessels

c«ming or lying alongside. E. B. Knight.



Waler
Waler (wa'ler), n. [< Wales (see def .) + -eel.]
A horse Imported from Australia, particularly
from New South Wales. [Anglo-Indian.]

For ssle, s brown Waler gelding.
Madras ilaU, June 25, 1873. (Yule and Burnell.)

My Waler was cautiously feeling his way over the loose
shale. Rmiyard Kipling, Phantom Bickshaw.

wale-wightf, a. [Also wall-wight, wa'-wight;
also waled wight; < wale^, a., + wight'^, o.]
Choice and active ; chosen and brave.

If fifteen hundred waled wight men
You'll grant to ride with me.

Avid Maitlami (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 220X

WaUialla, ». See Valhalla.
waliei, «. and n. See waly^.
walie-, «. Same as valir.

waling (wa'ling), n. [< waW^ + -ingii.] The
weaving of the web of a gabion with more than
two rods at a time.
walise (wa-lez'), n. A Scotch form of valise.

walk (wak), V. [Under this form are merged
two verbs, one strong, the other weak: (o) <
ME. walken (pret. welk, pi. weolken, welken, pp.
walke, iwalken), < AS. wealcan (pret. weole, pp.
weaken), move, roll, turn, revolve, = MD.
walcken, cause to move, press, squeeze, strain,
D. walken, felt (hats), = OHG. walchan, full
(cloth), roll oneself, wallow, MHG. walken (> It.

gunlcare, prepare by stamping) = G. walken,
full (cloth), felt (hats), (b) < ME. walkien (pret.
walkede, walkide, pp. walked) = Icel. vdlka,
volka, roll, stamp, roll oneself, wallow, = Sw.
valka, roll, full (cloth), = Dan. valke, full
(cloth); prob. akin to L. valgus, bent, vergere,
bend, turn, incline : see verge'^.'] I. intrans.
If. To be in action or motion; act; move; go;
be current.

xe ar knyst comlokest kyd of your elde,
Your worde & your worchip walkez ay quere [everywhere].
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1620.

And ever as she went her toung did walke
In fowle reproch. Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 6.

2. To be stirring; be abroad; move about.
Jesus walked in Galilee ; for he would not walk in Jew-

ry, because the Jews sought to kill him. John vii. 1.

She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies.

Byron, She Walks in Beauty.

3. To go restlessly about ; move about, as an
unquiet spirit or specter, or as one in a state
of somnambulism.

When I am dead,
For certain I shall walk to visit him,
If he break promise with me.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

4. To move off; depart. [Colloq.]

When he comes foorth, he will make theyr cowes and
garrans to walke. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Browborough has sat for the place now for three Par-
liamenU. ... I am told that he must walk it any body
would go down who could talk to the colliers every night
for a week or so. TroUope, Phineas Eedux, i.

5. To live and act or behave in any particular
manner; conduct one's self

;
pursue a particu-

lar coui'se of life.

Fadres and Modres that walken in won
Schul loue heore children.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 143.

Watt humbly with thy God. Micah vi. 8.

6. To move with the gait called a walk. See
walk, n., 5.

O, let me see thee walk; thou dost not halt.
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 268.

He walks, he leaps, he runs— is wing'd with Joy.
Comper, Task, i. 443.

7. To go or travel on foot : often followed by an
accusative of distance : as, to walk five miles.

In his slepe hym thoghte
That in a forest faste he wdk to wepe.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1235.

But, look, the mom, in russet mantle clad,
Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastward hill.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 167.

I was constrained to walke a foote for the space of seven
""*"• Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

I'll walk aside,
And come again anon.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 3.

8. To move, after a manner somewhat analo-
gous to walking, as an effect of repeated os-
cillations and twistings produced by expan-
sion and contraction or by the action of winds.
Chimneys have been known to move in this
maniirr—The ghogt walks. See qhost.—To walk
against time. Hi!c(/r««i.— To walk awry. Heeawry.—To walk Into, to attack, (a) To assault ; give a beat-
ing or drubbing to. (b) To fall foul of verbally; give a
scolding to. (c) To eat heartily of. [Vulgar in all senses ]
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There is little Jacob, walking, as the popular phrase is

into a home-made plum-cake, at a most surprising pace.
'

Dickem, Old Curiosity Sliop, Ixviii.

To walk over the course, in sporting, to go over a
course at a walking or slow pace: said of a horse, runner
etc., coming alone to the .scratch, and having to go over
the course to win ; hence, figuratively, to gain an easy
victory; attain one's object without opposition. Also to
walkover. Compare waHr-ocer.—To walk Spanish See
SpaniiA—Towalk tall. See <aH2._Walk about, a mili-
tary phrase used by British officers to sentinels, to waive
the ceremony of being saluted.

II. trans. It. To full, as cloth.

Payment vj d., for the walkin at ilke eln lelll of the said
xix eln & a half.

Act. Dom. Cone. A. 1488, p. 95. (Jamieson.)

2. To proceed or move through, over, or upon
by walking, or as if by walking; traverse at a
walk.

If that same demon that hath gull'd thee thus
Should with his lion gait walk the whole world.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2. 122.

Yes— she is ours— a home-returning bark; . .

She walks the waters like a thing of life.

Byron, Corsair, i. 3.

3. To cause to walk; lead, drive, or ride at a
walk.

I will rather trust ... a thief to walk my ambling
gelJing- Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 319.

I am much indebted to you
For dancing me off my legs, and then for walking me.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

4. To escort in a walk ; take to walk.
I feel the dew in my great toe ; but I would put on a cut

shoe, that I might be able to walk you about; I may be laid
up to-morrow.

Colmtm and Garrick, Clandestine Marriage, ii.

Old Pendennis . . . icalked the new arrivals about the
park and gardens, and showed them the carte du pays.

Thackeray, Pendennis, Ivi.

5. To move, as a box or trunk, in a manner
having some analogy to walking, partly by a
rocking motion, and partly by turning the ob-
ject on its resting-point in such manner that at
each rocking movement an alternate point of
support is employed, the last one used being
always in advance of the previous one in the
direction toward which the object is to be
moved.— 6. To send to or keep in a walk. See
walk, n., 8 (6).

It is customary to send puppies out at three or four
months of age to be kept by cottagers, butchers, small
farmers, etc., at a weekly sum for each, which is called
walking them. Dogs oj Great Brit, and America, p. 197.

To walk one's chalks. See ehalk.—lo walk the
chalk, to walk the chalk-mark, to keep straightm morals or manners : a figurative phrase, from the dif-
ficulty a drunken man has in walkingupon a straight line
chalked upon the floor by his comrades to test his degree
of sobriety. Compare I., 5.— To walk the hospitals,
to attend the medical and surgical practice of a general
hospital, as a student, under one or more of the regular
staff of physicians or surgeons attached to snch a hospital.— Walking the plank. See plank.

walk (wak), n. [< ME. wale, walk, < AS. ge-
wealc, a rolling, moving, = MHG. wale = Icel.
vdlk, a tossing; from the verb.] 1. Manner of
action; course, as of life; way of living: as, a
person's walk and conversation.

This is the melancholy walk he lives in,
And chooses ever to increase his sadness.

Fletcher, Douijle Marriage, iv. 3.

Oh for a closer walk with God

!

Cowper, Olney Hymns, i.

2. Range or sphere of action ; a department,
as of art, science, or litei-ature.

There are strong minds in every v^lk of life, that will
rise superior to the disadvantages of situation.

A. Hamilton, The Federalist, XXXVI.
She [Mrs. Cibber] made some attempts latterly in com-

edy, which were not, however, in any degree equal to her
excellence in the opposite walk.

Life o/Q«tn (reprint 1887), p. 40.

3. The act of walking for air or exercise; a
stroll: as, a morning woifc.

Make an early and long walk in goodness.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 86.

Nor walk by moon,
Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

Millon, P. L., iv. 665.

To vent thy bosom's swelling rise
In pensive walk.

Bumx, The Vision, ii.

4. Manner of walking; gait; step; carriage.
Catherine . . . watched Miss Thorpe's progress down

the street from the drawing-room window; admired the
graceful spirit of her walk, the fasbionalde air of her fig-
ure and dress. Jane Auxten, Kortbanger Abbey, iv.

5. The slowest gait of land-animals. In the walk
of bipeds there is always one foot on the ground; in that
of quadrupeds there are always two, and a part of the
time three, feet on the ground. When very slow, or with
lleavy draft-animals when hauling, all four feet touch the
ground at once for brief intervals. In the walk of ordinary
quadrupeds the limbs move in diagonal pairs, the move-
ment of the pair not being so nearly simultaneous as in

walk

Consecutive Positions of a Horse in Walking.
{After instantaneous photographs by Eadweard Muybridge.)

the trot, and varying much in this respect with the differ-
ent degrees of speed and with the individual habits of the
annual. Compare cut under run.

Why dost thou not go to church in a galliard and come
home m a coranto ? My very walk should be a jig.

Shak., T. N., i. 3. 138.

He stands erect ; his slouch becomes a walk •

He steps right onward, martial in his air.

Cowper, Task, iv. 639.

6. A piece of ground fit to walk in; a place in
which one is accustomed to walk; a haunt.

His walk
The fiery serpent fled and noxious worm.

. Millon, P. E., L 311.

We intend to lay ambushment in the Indian's walks to
cut off their men.
A'. Thomas (Appendix to New England's Memorial, p. 430).

7. A place laid out or set apart for walking;
an avenue; a promenade.

I saw a very goodly walke in Mantua roofed over and
supported with thirty nine faire pillars.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 148.

Speciflcally— (o) An avenue set with trees or laid out in
a grove or wood.

Get ye all three into the box-tree; Malvolio's comitig
down this walk. Shak., T. N., ii. 6. IH.

Up that long walk of limes I past.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxvii.

(M) pi. Grounds ; a park.

He hath left you all his walks,
His private arbours and new-planted orchards
On this side Tiljer. Shak., J. C, iii. 2. 252.

(c) A path in or as in a garden or street ; a sidewalk : as a
flagged walk; a plank walk.

He strayed down a walk edged with box ; with apple-
trees, pear-trees, and cherry-trees on one side, and a bor-
der on the otlier, full of all sorts of old-fashioned flowers.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

(d) In public parks and the like, a place or way for retire-
ment: SLS, gentlemen's walk.
8. A piece of ground on which domestic ani-
mals feed or have exercise.

He eats the eggs for breakfast and the chickens for din-
ner, goes in for fancy breeds, and runs up an ornamental
walk tor them. a. Jessopp, Aruady, i.

Speciflcally— (a) A tract of some extent where sheep feed
a pasture for sheep ; a sheep-walk. See sheep run.

He had walk for a hundred sheep.
Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., I64!i.

(ii) A place where puppies are kept and trained for sport-
nig purposes.

Preference should be given to the home rearing if prop
erl.y carried out, because it has all the advantages of tlie
walk without those disadvantages attending upon it.

Dogsof Great Britainand America, p. 197.

(c) A pen in which a gamecock is kept with a certain
amount of liberty, but separated from other cocks, to get
him in condition and disposition for fighting.

9. A district habitually served by a hawker or
itinerant vender of any commodity.
One man told me . . . that he had thoughts atone time

of trying to establish himself in a cats'-meat walk, and
made inquiries into the nature of the calling.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 10.

10. In the London Royal Exchange, any part
of the ambulatory that is specially frequented
by merchants or traders to some particular
country. Simmonds.—lH. A district in a royal
forest orpark marked out for hunting purposes.

I will keep . . . my shoulders for the fellow of this teai*
[i. «., Heme, the hunter, in Windsor Park].

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 29.

"They like better to hunt by stealth in another mans
'™'*- Burton, Anat. of .Mel., p. .^71.

12. Aropewalk.— 13+. In/(//c<-«n/, a flock or
wigp of snipe— Cock ofthe walk. See cocj-i.—Heel-
and-toe walk, a walk in whlcli the heel of one foot is



walk
placed upon the ground before the toe of the other toot
leaves it.

walkable (wa'ka-bl), «. [< walk + -able.^ Fit
for walking; capable of being walked on.
[Rare.]

Your now walhable roads.
Swift, Letter to Sheridan, May 15, 1738.

A comic walking-beam (wa'king-bem),jt. In mack. See
^esalarfre beam.. ^.\ (i\

walk-around (wak'a-round"), n. _
dance in which the performer describes a large beam, )l{i).

Ji'ifcL / "tA ^ r^ nrx- „ . „ walking-cane (wa'king-kan), ». Originally, awalker (wa'k6r) 11. [< ME. walker, < AS. walking-stick made of some variety of cane •

*jcealcere (= OHG. walkari, MHG walker wel- hence, In common use, TwalkSLk of anyker = Sw. ralknre = Dan. valker), a fuller, < sort. See caneK
wealcan roll, full

:
see walk. Hence the sur- Walking-dress (wa'king-dres), n. A dress for

""^t 1 "'ff''^'"^A^''.^ *^'' ?*™e meaning as the street
; especially, at the present time, such
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eo?$^.'^r^ffitrs'^„-rorT^rarhVraS^S Walking-ticket (wa'king-tik"et), „. An order
shrinks into hi3 worn-out scanty clothes. to leave

; dismissal. [CoUoq.]
Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, xi. Walking-twig (wa'king-twig), n. Same as

Walking lady, an actress who fills parts analogous to u-'alkiiig-stick, 2. See stick-bug, 1, and walkina-those taken by the walking gentleman.—Walking sta- straw.
"

UOner, f^ee Xttltinnfi^ Wattrinrr *nt,^ '

terjack.
tlqner. See staUoner.-Vamxii"i6ia."S^Sla~nat- walking-tyrant(wa'king-ti'rant)..- - , „ „n. A South

American tyrant-flycatelier, M'aclietornis rixosa
(formerly Vhrysolophus amOulans, whence the
boot name), it is a strong form, with long 1,111 and
stout legs, apparently belonging to the tasiiiopteriue sec-

Fuller.2 If. One who fulls cloth ; a fuller.

And his clothls ben maad schynynge and white ful
mot;he as snow, and which maner clothls a fullere, or ualk-
ere of cloth, may not make white on erthe.

Wyclif, Mark ix. 2.

2. One who deports himself in a defined man-
ner.

There is another sort of disorderly xealkers who still
keep amongst us.

Bp. Compton, Episcopalia, p. 66. (Latham.)

3. One who walks; a pedestrian: as, a fast
walker.

Where the low Penthouse bows the Walker's head,
And the rough Pavement wounds the yielding Tread.
Quoted in Aihtons Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne,

[IL 158.

4. In Eng. forest law, an officer appointed to
walk over a certain space for inspection; a
forester.— 5t. A prowler; one who goes about
to do evil.

Wepyng, y wanie jow of milkers aboute

;

It beth enemyes of the cros that crist opon tholede.
Piers Plowman's Crede (K E. T. S.), 1. 90.

Watkfrs by iiyght, with gret murderers,
Overthwarte with gyle, and joly carders.

Quoted in Strutt's SpoiU and Pastimes, p. 429.

6. One who trains or walks young hounds. See
walk, V. t., 6, and n., 8 (6).

The toast, " Success to foxhunting, and the puppy walk-
era of England." Field, Aug. 27, 1887. (Enayc. Diet.)

7. In ornith.: (a) A bird of terrestrial but not
aquatic habits; especially, one of the Galling:

a dress for women, as distinguished from a
dinner-dress, an evening-dress, etc.
walking-fan (wa'king-fan), 71. A fan of great
size, with a handle about 18 inches long, car-
ried out of doors to screen the face from the
rays of the sun. Compare the quotation.

Ifurse. My fan, Peter.
Mercutio. Good Peter, to hide her face ; for her fan 's

the fairer face—
J/urse. Peter, take my fan, and go before, and apace.

Shak., K. and J., 11. 4. 112, 232.

walking-fem (wa'king-ffem), n. A small tufted
evergreen fern, Camptosorus rhizophyllu.% native
of eastern North America, having the fronds

Walkiny-tyraut

Walking-fcrn {Camptosorus rhizofhyllus).
a, frond.

heart-shaped or hastate at the base, and taper-
ing above into a slender prolongation, which
frequently takes root at the apex (whence the

__^ ^^ .....^. name). Also walking-leaf

.

correlated with ;>ercAer, "icarfer, and swimmer. Walking-fish (wa'king-fish), n. 1. A fish of the
(6) A bird which belongs to the perching group, ^^^^^^y Opkiocq)lialidx.— 2. A fish of the genus
but which, when on the ground, advances by -ixteiinariiis.— 3. Same as silverfish, 6.

mortng one foot after the other, instead of Walking-foot (wa'king-fut), n. A foot or leg
both together ; a gradient or gressorial as dis-
tinguished from a saltatorial bird.— 8. pi. In
entom., the ambulatory orthopterous insects of
the family Phasmidse ; the phasmids or walking-
sticks. SeeGressorifl.— 9t. That with which one
walks ; a foot ; a leg.

And with them halted down
(Proud of his strength) lame Mulciber, his walkers quite

mlagrown.
But made him tread exceeding sure.

Ckayman, Iliad, xx. 36.

Double walker, a fanciful name for an amphishtenian.—
Walker! or Hookey Walker! a slang ejaculation of in

fitted for walking; an ambulatory leg: in
Crustacea, correlated with jaw-foot and swim-
ming-foot. See cuts under Astacus and endovo-
dite.

^

walking-leaf (wa'king-lef), n. 1. Same as
walking-fern.— 2. An orthopterous insect of
the family Phasmida;, belonging to Phyllium or
some closely allied genus. The body U flat, the an-
tennsD are short, the legs have broad leaf-like expansions

;

tion of the family. It is of a brownish-olive color, be-
neath bright-yellow, the wings and tail brown, the latter
with yellowish tip, and a crown with a median scarlet
crest. It is 7} inches long, and inbabits the plains of
Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay, the Argentine Ke-
public, and Venezuela.

walking-wheel (wa'king-hwel), n. 1. A cyl-
inder which is made to revolve about an axle by
the weight of men or animals climbing by steps
either its external or its internal periphery, be-
ing employed for the purpose of raising water,
grinding corn, and various other operations for
which a moving power is required. See tread-
wl)eel.—2. A pedometer. E. H. Knight.
Walk-millt (wak'mil), n. [< ME. walk-mylne; <
walk + wiHl.] A fulling-mill.

Hys luddokkys [loins] thay lowke like walk-mylne
clogges. Towneley Mysteries, p. 313.

The Clothiers in Flanders, by the flatnesse of their rluers,
cannot make Walkmilles for their clothes [cloths).

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 16S.

walk-out (wak'out), n. A laborer's strike.
[Colloq., U. S.]

walk-over (w&k'6"v6r), n. In sporting, a race
in \vhieh but one contestant appears, who, being
obliged to go over the course, may walk instead
of running; also, the winning of such a race;
hence, figuratively, an easy victory; success
gained without serious opposition. [Colloq.]

" That 's the bay stallion there," said one man to me, as
he pointed to a racer, " and he 's never been beaten. It 's
his walk-over." The Century, XXXVIII. 408.

the female wing-covers are large, and veined like leaves, Walkyr (wol'kir), n. Same as valkyr.

^ingles's'^^hurtt Sr'iS.er^',',li!?ill%!f^l"i'?.'?!i''
walkyrlan(wol_-kir'i-an), a. i<wa4rie+-an.^wingless, while the males generally possess large wings,

but lack wing-covers or tegmina. Also called leaf-insect.
See cut under Phyllium, and compare walking-stick, 2.

iralking-papers (wa'king-pa"perz), n. pi. A
dismissal. [Colloq.]

irn«-er'" exclaimed Walking-staff (wa'king-staf), n. A staff used
for assistance in walking, especially such a
staff longer than the ordinary walk-
ing-stick or -cane

credulity uttered when a person tells a story which one -,-iVi„„ _._.;:„ /„'-7i" *•-;/" 7 -:
believes to be false or "gammon." Various problematical Walking-papers (wa king-pa"perz),
explanations have been offered. [Slang, Eng.]

— """ r/^.ii._ -i

"Goand buyit(a prize turkey]."
the boy. "No, no, said Scrooge ;

" I am in earnest.
Dickens, Christmas Carol, v.

Walkers' clay, fullers' earth.—walkers' earth, fullers'
The use of the word walker tor fuller has now Walking-Stick(wa'king-stik), ». 1.become obsolete in England, but a certain unctuous va-

riety of fullers' earth found in the Lower Ludlow beds, in
Wales, appears to he sometimes provincially designated
both as walkers' earth and as dye-earth.

Walker cell. See cell, 8.

Walker tariff. See tarijf.

walking (wa'king), ». [< ME. walkynge; ver-
bal n. of tcalk, t-.] If. The act or process of
fulling cloth.— 2t. A mode or manner of be-
having or living.

He confessed his faulte, and promised better walking.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 292.

3. The act of one who or that which walks.
I will find a remedy for this walking [i. «., In sleep]. If

all the docters in town can sell it.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ill. 2.

walking (wa'king),;). a. Pi-oeeedingat a walk;
proceeding on foot; not standing still.

Alas, I am nothing but a multitude
Of walking griefs.

Beau, and F%., Maid's Tragedy, ill. 1.

Walking crane. See crane2, 1.—Walking delegate,
« member of a trade-union or body of organized latarers
who visits i/thcr organizatic.ns and employers in the in-
terests of Iii3 orilcr. vol( es demands of orsanizt-d lal)Oiers
in strikes, itc—Walking funeral, a funeral procession
in which the corpse is carried bv men on foot and llie
mourners follow al8<low also (Ml foot. [Collo,|.|—Walking gen-

"";'";=' ""». "'"""'f"! xic
_

tleman, an actor who plays youthful well-dressed parts talking-sword (wa king-sord), n. Same
of small importance. city sicord (which see, under city).

A stick prepared for use as an as-
sistance in walking, differing from
the staff (compare pilgrim's staff,

under pilgrim, and bourdon^ in be-
ing generally shorter and lighter.
Walking-sticks were especially in rashion

.
as part of the costume of a man of ele-
gance toward the close of the seventeenth
and in the eighteenth century. The lengtli
of 3 feet or somewhat less has generally
been maintained, but temporary fashion
has favored much longer ones, and at times
has required them to be carried by women.
They are sometimes carried so light and
limber as to be rather for amusement and
occupation of the hands than for support.
Compare cane^, 4.

2. Any one of the slender-bodied
species of the gressorial orthopte-
rous family Phusmidfe; a stick-bug

;

a specter. Tlie common walking-stick
of the eastern United States is Diaphermne-
ra femtfrata. See also cut under Phasma,
and compare walking-leaf, 2.— Walking-
stick palm. See palnA
walking-straw (wa'king-stra), n. Walking-stick

A kind of walking-stick, the large <.Dm/>herom,ra

Diura or Cypltocrana tttan, 6 or 8
inches long, a native of New South Wales.

as

Same as riilkyrian.

walkyrie (wol-kir'i), «. [ME., < AS. wselcyrie
= Icel. ralkyrja: see valkyr.] 1. Same as Val-
kyr.— 2t. A wise woman; a fate-reader.

As the sage sathrapas that sorsory couthe

;

Wychez & walkyries wonnen to that sale [hall].

AUiterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1577.

walll (wal), «. [< ME. wal, walle, < AS. weal,
weall, a rampart of earth, a wall of stone, =
OS. wal = OFries. wal = D. wal = MHG. wal,
G. wall= Sw. vail = Dan. void, wall, = W. gwal,
rampart, < L. vallum, an earthen wall or ram-
part set with palisades, a row or line of stakes,
a wall, rampart, fortification, < vallus, stake,
pale, palisade, circumvallation. From the same
L. source are ult. E. vallate, vallation, circiim-
vallalion, etc. The native AS. word for ' wall'
is wall : see waw^. The L. word for a defen-
sive stone wall is murus: see mure^.'] 1. A
work or structure of stone, brick, or other ma-
terials, serving to inclose a space, form a divi-
sion, support superincumbent weight, or afford
a defense, shelter, or security. Specifically— (o)
One of the upright inclosing sides of a building or a room.

And the Helynge of here Houses, and the Wmees and the
Dores ben alle of Wode. Mandevitle, Travels, p. 247.

If the walls of their [Assyrian palaces'] apartments had
not been wainscoted with alabaster slabs, we should never
have been able to trace their form with anything like
certainty. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 161.

(6) A solid and permanent inclosing fence of masoniy, as
around a field, a garden, a park, or a town.

2. A rampart; a fortified enceinte or banier:
often in the plural. See cuts under chemiii-de-
ronde, fortification, and retaining loall.

Once more unto the bleach, dear friends, once more

;

Or close the wall up with our English dead.
Shak., Hen. V., ill. L 2.



wall

3. Something which resembles or suggests a
wall: as, a wall of armed men; a wall or fire.

Within tliis wall of flesh
Tlier© is a soul noiints thee her creditor.

Shak., K. John, iil. 3. 20.

Compass'd roand by the blind wall of night.
Tennyson^ Enoch Arden.

4. A defense ; means of security or prdtection.
They were a wall unto us both by night and day, all the

while we were with them keeping the sheep.
1 Sam. XXV. 16.

5. In mining, one of the surfaces of roek be-
tween which the vein or lode is inclosed; the
country, or country rock, adjacent to the vein.
See vein, it the vein is, as is usually the case, inclined
at an angle, the wall which is over the miner's head, or
overhangs liira, is called the hanging wall; that whicii is

under him, the foot-wall. In coal-raining the rock adja-
cent to the bed of coal which is being worlced is called the
roof or the Jloor, according as it is above or beneath, and
this is the case whether the strata be horizontal or in-

clined at an angle. The walls of a vein are called in some
parts of England the cheeks.

6. In her., a bearing having gome resemblance
to a wall, usually embattled, it generally covers
a large part of the escutcheon, and the line of division
between it and the field may be bendwise, or bendwise
sinister. It is, therefore, a division of the field by an em-
battled or crenelle line, the lower part being masoned,
and having usually an arched doorway represented in it.

7. In awai. and .^067., a paries; an extended in-

vesting or containing structure or part of the
body: as, a ceU-wall; the walls of the chest or
abdomen: generally in the plural.— 8. In cor-
als, the proper outer investment of the vis-

ceral chamber, whether of a single corallum or
of a single corallite of a compound corallum.
Hard structures upon the inside of the wall are the endo-
theca; upon the outside, the exotheca. The condition of
the wall varies greatly: it is pervious, as in the Perforata,
or impervious, as in the Aporosa; smooth, or variously
costate, striate, etc. ; and it may be indistinguishably
united with the ccenenchyme, or replaced more or less
completely by the epitheca.

9. Same as wall-knot— Bridge wall. Same as
bridge^, n., 4.— Counterscarp, dwarf, grout wall.
See the qualifying words.— Hanging wall, in mining,
that wall of the vein or lode which is over the miner's
head while he is working, the vein being supposed to
have a decided underlay. The opposite wall is the foot-
wall. If the vein is perfectly vertical, there is neither
lianging wall nor foot-wall, and the two walls are then
distinguished by reference to the points of the compass.
Also called hanging side.— Head wall. See head.—
Hollow wall, a double wall with a vacant space between
the two faces.—Mask-Wall. See masks.— Median, par-
tition, perpend wall. See tl>e qualifying words.—Pllntll
of a wall. See yitftf/i.—Retaining wall. Seeretaining.
—Straight ends and walls. See straighti.—Tlie wall,
the right or privilege of passing next the wall when en-
countering another person or persons in the street : a
right valued in old-fashioned streets with narrow side-
walks or no footpath, as giving a safer or more cleanly
passage : used also in the phrase to give or take the wall.

Spa. Signor Cavalero Danglatero, I must haue the wall.
Eng. I doe protest, hadst thou not enforst it, I had not

regarded it ; but since you will needs haue the wall, lie
take the pains to thrust you into the kennel.

Heywood, If you Know not me, i.

To drive to the wall. See drive.— io go to the wall,
to be pushed to one side ; succumb to rivals or to the pres-
sure of circumstances — To hang by the wall, to hang
up neglected ; hence, to remain unused.

All the enrolled penalties
Which have, like unscour'd armour, hung by the wall.

Shak., M. for M., I. 2. 171.

To push or thrust to the wall, to force to give place

;

crush by superior power.

Women, being the weaker vessels, are ever thrust to the
wall. Shak., E. and J., i. 1. 20.

To take the wall of. See t?ie wall (above) and take.—
Trapezoidal wall, a retaining wall, upriglit where it
comes against tlie bank, but with a sloping face.

—

Vitri-
fied walL See vitrified. —Wall-barley. Same as sqwir-
re((ai(.—Wall-teeth. Same as molar teeth (which see,
under tooth). (See also party-wall, training-wall.)

Walli (wal), V. t. [< ME. walle, wallen, wall, sur-
round with walls.] 1. To inclose with a wall
or as with a wall ; furnish with walls : as, to wall
a city.

Certes the Kyng of Thebes, Amphioun,
That with his syngyng walled that citee.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 13.

This flesh which walls about our life.

Shak., Klch. II., ill. 2. 167.

2. To defend by walls; fortify.

The terror of his name that walls us in
From danger. Denham.

3. To obstruct or hinder as by a wall.

On either hand thee there are squadrons pitch'd.
To wall thee from the liberty of fliglit.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 24.

4. To fill up with a wall.

The ascent [to the mosque of Sultan Hassan] was by sev-
eral steps, which are broken down, and the door wall'd up.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 31.

6. In Eng. university slang, same as gate.

To gate or wall a refractory student
Macmitlan's Mag., n. 222.
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To wall a rope, to make a wall-knot on the end of a
rope.

wall^ (wal), V. i. [< ME. loallen, < AS. weallan
(pret. wedl, pp. weallen), boil, well, = OS. wallan
= OFries. walla = D. wallen = OHG. wallan =
MHG. G. wallen = leel. vella (pret. val) = Goth.
'wallan (not recorded), boil, well. Hence ult.

welU (a secondary forin of ivall^), walP-, n., tvelP-,

re., wallop^, etc.] 1. To boil. Ray.— 2. To
well, as water; spring. Alliterative Poems (E.
E. T. S.),i. 365.

wall2 (wai), n. [< ME. walle, < AS. *ioeall (=
OFries. walla), a well, < weallan, boil, well: see
wall^, v., and cf. iceH^, ji.] A spring of water.
[Prov. Eng.]

Amyd the toure a walle dede sprynge.
That never is drye but ernynge.

Religious Poems, XV. Cent. (HalHwell.)

wallet (w41), ». [^AXso wattle; also erroneously
whall, whal, whale, wliaul (chiefly in comp.); <

Icel. vagi = Sw. vagel, a wall in the eye, a sty on
the eye ;

prob. a particular use of Icel. vagi, a
beam, = Sw. vagel = Norw. vagi, a roost, perch.
Hence, in eomp., walleye.'] A disease of the
eyes : same as walleye.

Oeil de chevre, a whall, or ouer-white eye ; an eye full
of white spots, or whose apple seems diuided by a streake
of white. Cotgraue, Wll.

walla, wallah (wol'a), n. [Anglo-Ind.] A
doer; a worker; a dealer; an agent; a keeper;
a master; an owner; hence, an inhabitant; a
man; a fellow: as, a punka-t(J«Wa ; a Hooghly
walla. It is sometimes applied to things.

An inferior type of vessel, both as regards coal-stow-
age, speed, endurance, and seaworthiness, has been built.
These "canal wallahs," as tiley are sometimes called, are
quite unfitted for the voyage round the Cape, and, should
the [Suez] canal be blocked by war or accident, they
would be practically useless in carrying on our Eastern
trade. Science, XII. 157.

Chicken-walla. See chicken^.— Competition walla, a
member of the civil service who has received his appoint-
ment under the competitive system introduced in 1866,
as opposed to one appointed under the older system of
influence and interest ; a colloquial and hybrid term.

wallaba(wol'a-ba), ». [Guiana name (?).] See
Mjierua.

wallaby (wol'a-bi), n. [Also wallabee, whalla-
hee; from an Australian name.] A general na-
tive name of the smaller kangaroos of Austra-
lia, especially those of the genera Halmaturus
and Fetrogale; a rock-kangaroo.

"What does your lordship suppose a wallaby to be?"
"Why, a half-caste, of course." "A wallaby, my lord, is

a dwarf kangaroo." Contemporary Rev., LIII. 3.

On the wallaby, on the wallaby track, out of work

;

in search of a job : the wallaby being proverbially shy and
elusive. [Slang, Australia. ]—Wallaby acacia or wattle,
an Australian shrub. Acacia rigens, having in place of
leaves linear phyllodia 2 or 3 inches long.—Wallaby-
bush, an Australian evergreen shrub, Beyeria viscosa, of
the Etiphorbiacese ; also, other species of the genus.

—

Wallaby-grass, Danthonia penicillata of Australia.

Wallace's line. See Une^.

Wallach, Wallack (wol'ak), n. [< G. Wallach,
from a Slav, term represented by Pol. Wloch,
an Italian, Woloch, a Wallach, Serv. Vlah, a
Wallach, = Bohem. Vlach, an Italian, = OBulg.
Vlahii, a Wallach, also a shepherd; ult. < OHG.
walk (= AS. wealh), a foreigner, a Teut. term
applied on one side to the Slavic neighbors of
the Germans, and on the other to the Celtic
neighbors of the Saxons: see further under
Welsh.] 1. A member of a race in southeastern
Europe: see Bumanian.— 2. The language of
the Wallachs ; Rumanian.
Also Walach.

Wallachian (wo-la'ki-an), a. and u. [< Wal-
lachia (< Wallach) + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to
Wallachia, formerly one of the Danubian prin-
cipalities, and now a part of the kingdom of
Rumania; of or pertaining to the Wallachs.

—

Wallachian rye. See rye\ i.— Wallachian sheep, a
variety of the domestic sheep, Ovis aries, having mon-
strously long twisted horns, found in parts of western
Asia and eastern and southern Europe, whence also called
Cretan sheep.

II. n. Same as WaUach. Also called Eo-
manese.
Also Walachian, Vlach.

Wallack, «. See Wallach.
wall-arcade (wal'ar-kad'''), n. An arcade used
as an ornamental dressing to a wall. See cut
in next column.
wallaroo (wol-a-ro'), ». [Australian.] A na-
tive name of some of the great kangaroos, as
Macropus rohwius. P. L. Sclater.

wall-bearing (wal'bar'''ing), n. In mach., a
bearing which receives a shaft as it enters or
passes through a wall, it has a casing of cast-iron
built into the wall to protect the bearing and support the
masonry above it, while the bottom forms a bedplate for
the plumber-block. Also called wall-box. E. H. Knight.

waller

Wall-;irL ,:. i A the 12th century, St. Julien de Brioude, De- 1

partinentofHaute-Loire(Auvetgne), France. [From VioUet-le-Duc's 1

" Diet, de rArchitecture.") i

wall-bird (wal'berd), n. The beam-bird, or \

spotted flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola. Also .

tcall-plat. [Local, British.]

wall-box (wal'boks), n. 1. Same as wall-bear-
ing.— 2. A box set into a wall for the recep-
tion of letters for the post. Encyc. Diet.

wall-clamp (wal'klamp), n. A brace or tie to <

hold together two walls, or the two parts of a i

double wall. E. H. Knight.
wall-clock (wal'klok), n. A clock made to be
hung upon the wall.

wall-crane (wal'kran), n. A crane fixed upon
a wall or column so as to command a sweep
over a given area, the nearer points being
reached by an overhead traveler: used in

'

foundries, "forges, etc. E. H. Knight.
wall-creeper (wdrkre"p6r), n. Any bird of
the family Certhiidse and subfamily Tichodro-
minse, of which there are several species. The
best-known is Tichodroma muraria of Europe,
also called spider-catcher. See cut under Ti-

'

chodroma.
wall-cress (wal'kres), n. A plant of the genus

1

Arabis, particularly those outside of the section
Twrci fe, the tower-mustard ; rock-cress. A white-
flowered species, A. albida, a dwarf hardy plant, has been
much cultivated ; also the allied A. alpina, and with little ^

merit A. procurrens. A. blepharophylla of California is

desirable for its rose-purple flowers. The species when
ornamental are suited to rock-work, but many are of a
weedy character.

wall-desk (wardesk), n. A form of folding'
desk attached to a wall at a convenient height i

above the floor.

wall-drill (wal'dril), n. See drilU.

walledl (wald), p. a. [< ME. walled; < icall^ +
-ed^.] 1. Provided with a wall or walls; in-
closed or fortified with a wall ; fortified.

We are bigger in batell, haue a burghe stronge,
Wele waltit for the werre, watris aboute.

Destruction of Troy(E. E. T. S.), 1. 2121.

The approach to Trail is a speaking commentary on the
state of things in days when no one but the lord of a private .

fortress could be safe anywhere within a uvilled town.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 177.

2. In her. : (a) Accompanied by the appear- •

ance of stone masonry. Thus, a pale walled is

flanked on each side with the representation of quoins, as
if at the corner of a building. The blazon should state
how many of these quoins there are on each side. ( (>)

Covered with lines representing or indicating
stone masonry : noting the field or an ordinary.
— Walled plain. Same as ring-plain.

walled^ (wald), a. [< walP + -ed'^.] Having a
defect in color or form : said of the eye. [Col-
loq. or provincial.]

A man with a red goatee, . . . rather tindersizeii, and .

witli one eye a little walled.
E. Eggleston, The Century, XXXV. 845.

wall-engine (wal'en''jin), ». An engine fas-
tened to a wall. It is generally a vertical engine, and ^

is used for driving shafting or furnishing a supply of feed-
water to a boiler. E. H. Knight.

wallerl (wa'ler), n. [< late ME. wallare; < walX^
+ -erl.] One who builds walls.

waller^ (w&'16r), n. [< walP + -er^.] One who
boils salt, takes it out of the leads, etc.
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Wallerian (wo-le'ri-an) a. [< ir«;Ze)- (see wallflower (wal'flou'fer), ». 1 An old favordef.) + -inn.) Pertaining to or associated with
A. Waller (died 1865), an English physiologist.—
Wallerian de$;eneration. See Uegeiieratwn.—WaJlen-
an law, a law in regard to degeneration in nerves, where-
by tlie degeneration follows the course of the impulses in
the atfeited fll)ers toward either the center or the periph-
ery.— Wallerian metbod, the methoil of identifying
nerve-Hl)ers l)y their degeneration at one point following
section at another.

wallet (wol'et), «. [< ME. walet, walette, pos-
sibly a transposition or corruption of watel, a
bag: see wattle. For a similar transposition, cf.
neeld for needle.'\ 1. A long bag with a slit in
the middle, and space for the contents at the
two ends: a form familiar in silk knitted
purses, and revived for larger bags for women's
use.

His walet lay biforn him on his lappe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., \. 686.

G. Bis&c, L bis saccua, a double sacke or
Minsheu, 1617.

A Wallet
bagge.

As an instance of another form of the wallet— and that
a very ol<i one— may I mention the little triangular piece
of stuff, siimetliing lilce a bag, tliat is suspended from be-
hind the left shoulder of a junior barrister's gown as now
worn ? . . . about eight or nine inches in length, and di-
vided ))y a slit at the bottom Into two compartments, one
of which is open and the other enclosed and capable of
holding small articles. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 78.

2t. Anything protuberant and swagging. Com-
pare wattle.

Who would l>elieve that there were mountaineers
Dew-lapp'd like bulls, whose throats had hanging at 'em
WaUeU of flesh? Shak., Tempest, ill. 3. 46.

3. A flat bag of leather, with a flap, or a hinged
opening with a clasp, at the top : used for tools,
etc., or in a small size for carrying coin on the
person.

The wallet, or tool-bag, is generally supplied with the
machine [bicycle or tricycle]!

Bury and Billier, Cycling, p. 432.

4. A pocketbook, especially a large one for

ite garden flower and pot-plant, Cheiranthus
Cheiri, native in south-
em Europe, where it
grows on old walls,
cliffs, and the sides of
quarries. The flowers have
four petals, with a spreading
limb on long claws, colored
a deep-orange, or in culti-
vation varying from pale-
yellow to deep-red, are clus-
tered in short racemes, and
are sweet-scented. It is
grown in many varieties,
classed as single and double
biennials and doul>le peren-
nials. It grows by prefer-
ence upon walls, forming
there an enduring bush, but
may be planted on rocky
banks, and is also one of the
finest of border-plants. It
formerly shared the name of
heart's-ease ; and in western
England a dark-red variety
is called bleeding-heart. A
common name also is gilly-
flower, or, for distinction,
wall-gillyflower. The name
is extended to other species of the genus and to some spe-
cies of Erysimum.
2. A man or woman who, at a ball or party, sits
by the wall, or looks on without dancing, either
from choice or from being unable to dance or to
obtain a partner. [CoUoq.]

I believe there are men who have shown as much self-
devotion m carrying a lone imll-flower down to the supper-
table as ever saint or martyr in the act that has canonized
his name. 0. W. Holmes, Professcjr, vi.

"A?^? wallflower of Australia, Pulteniea daphnoides,
of the ip^uimjM*.-Western wallflower of the United
states, hrymmim asperum, a plant found in Ohio, and
more commonly westward, with orange-yellow flowers of
the size of and like those of the wallflower

wall-fruit (wal'frot), n. Fruit which, to be
ripened, must he planted against a wall

wallow
wall-net (wal'net), n. A vertical net forming

Wallflower {Cheiranthus
Cheiri).

--- ^~ , ^. i,^^.....^ „ .a.ftD i,uc lui iipeueu, musi; DC piantea against a Teontaining papers bank-notes laid flat and not wall-gecko (wal'gek'6), n. A gecko, especiallyfolded and the like.-5. A small kit canied I'lafydactylus muralisot soyithemE^
^

DV ane-Iprs. A wallet «/i,...™n« j....i...j.— *, j , n r j___ , ,,,.. .., .

-• - '» "1""" i>.i tojiicu X III i//«(«iyK/s 7nMraj(«ot soutnem Europe
;In"^ ? "^"""i <5<'V''™"y,

""'!"<''' "^«'"' »"' wall-germander (w41'i6r-man"der), nneedles, awl. waxed ends, shoemakers' wax, a few hob. Ttucrium
See

nails, course and flue twine, a pair of small pliers, a file,
a spriiig-))alance to weigh flsh, court-plaster, shellac var-
nish, preiiared glue, boiled linseed-oil, etc.

6. In her., a bearing representing a scrip. See
script—Wallet open, in her., a bearing representing acnp with the mouth open, usually having a sort of flap
or cover turned back.Kl..-

^^H One who bears a wallet; hence, a traveler on
^^H foot ; a pilgrim. ToUet. (Jodrell.)
'^%alletful (wol'et-ful), n. As much as a wallet

contains ; a purseful.

Weilden hure for hure welthe and wlsshen on the morwe
That hus wyf were wex, other nwatel-ful of nobles.

wall-gilljrflower (wal'jil"i-flou-er), n. See
wallflower.
wall-grenade (wal'gre-nad"), n. A bombshell
somewhat larger than the hand-grenade, it was
thrown by liand from the rampart of a fortification, or
from a small mortar called a hand-morlar.

;alleteert (wol-e-ter'), «. [< wallet + -eer.] Wall-hawkweed (wal'hak"wed), «. A Eiiro-
ino wl„> i.por= o „„ii„*. I, » 1 pean hawkweed, Hieracmm murorum, often

growing on walls. Also French or golden lung-
wort.

wallMck (wal'hik), n. The lesser spotted
woodpecker, Picus viinor. Montagu. See liick-

a M^io-y u* ui iiouieis. wall. [Local, British.]
Pier, Plowman (CXxi.2ea. walUngl (wa'ling), n. [< wain + -ingl.'] 1.

[Early mod. E. waule eye; Walls collectively; materials for walls.
The general character of the Koman jcaiZiTii; is described

In Hartshorn's essay "Porchester Castle.

"

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 323.

2. In mining, the brick or stone lining of a
shaft; steining

—

Dry walling, walling without the
use of mortar or cement.

walling2 (wa'ling), n. [Verbal n. of toalV^, f .]
The act of boiling; a boiling. Grose. [Prov.
Eng.]

walleye (wai'i), n. ^
_, .

a back-formation from wall-eyed.] 1. An eye
in a condition in which it presents little or
no color, the iris being light-colored or white,
or opacity of the cornea being present; also,
this condition itself.

Glaueiolus, An horse trith a waule eye.

Cooper's Thesaurus.

2. Divergent strabismus, In which the white
of the eye is conspicuous.— 3. A large staring
eye, as of some fishes.— 4. A wall-eyed fish.

The v^aUing or making of salt, &c.Re-" -

genietu. (Califomia.)

wall-eyed (wal'id), a. [Formerly wauU-eyed,
whalle-, whaule-, whall-eyed (also whall, etc.,
separately), prob. < leel. vald-eygthr, a corrup-
tion of vagl-eygr, wall-eyed, said of a horse,
< vagi, a disease of the eye, + eygthr, eyed, <
auga, eye: see tcalis and eyel.] 1. Having a

tne wall of an inclosed space, as of a pound-
net. See cut under pound-net.
wall-newt (w41'nut), n. Same as wall-lizard.

The toad, the tadpole, the wall-newt.
Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 136.

Walloon (wo-lon'), n. and a. [< F. Wallon,
< OF. H allon, Walon, Gualon (also Wallin), <
ML. Wallus,!,. Gallus, a Gaul, Celt; of. Gau^,
fVelsh.'\ I. n. 1. A member of a people found
chiefly in southern and southeastern Belgium,
also in the neighboring parts of France, and in a
few places in Rhenish Prussia near Malmedy.
They are descended from the ancient Belgse,
mixed with Germanic and Roman elements.—^
2. In America, especially colonial New York,
one of the Huguenot settlers from Artois, in
northern France, etc.— 3. A French dialect,
spoken by the Walloons of Belgium, France
etc.

II, a. Of or pertaining to the "Walloons : as,
the Walloon language.
wallopi (wol'op), v.i. [< ME. walopen, < OF.
*waloper, galoper, boil, gallop, < OFlem. walop,
a gallop; with an element -op, perhaps orig.
OFlem. op, E. up (cf. the E. dial. var. wall-up),
< OFlem. wallen = OS. wallan = AS. weallaii,
boil, spring forth as water does : see wall^, wein

.

a. gallop.'] 1. To boil with a continued bub-
bling or heaving and rolling of the liquor, ac-
companied with noise. [Prov. Eng.]

The yellow flour, bestrew'd and stir'd with haste.
Swells in the flood and thickens to a paste.
Then pulTs and waHojis, rises to the lirim,
Drinks the dry knobs that on the sui-face swim.

Joel Barlow, Hasty Pudding, i.

2. To move quickly with great but somewhat
clumsy effort; gallop. See gallop. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]

And he anon to hym com waloping.
Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), I. 3325.

Swerdez swangene In two, sweltand knyghtez
Lyes wyde opyne welterande one icalopanrte stedez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2147.

She [a seal] wallopped away with all the grace of tri-
"iiph- Scott, Antiquary, xxx.

wallopl (wol'op), «. [< ME. wallop, walop : see
the verb.] A quick motion with much agitation
or effort; a gallop. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Or he wiste, he was war of the white beres,
Thei went a-wai a wallop as thei wod [mad] semed.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1770.

Than the kynge rode formest hym-self a srete walop,
for sore hym longed to wite how the kynge Tradilyuaunt
hym contened. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 233.

wallop2 (wol'op), V. t. [Origin obscure ; per-
haps a particular use of wallo].A. It is appar.
confused with icafcl, whaW^. There is an ab-
sui'd notion that the verb is derived from the
name of Sir John Wallop, an ancestor of the
Earl of Portsmouth, Knight of the Garter, who
in Henry VHI.'s time distinguished himself by
walloping the 'FreTaeh.'] 1. To castigate ; beat
soundly; drub; thrash. [Slang.]
My father Is an engineer's labourer, and the flrst cause

of my thieving was that he kept me without grub, and
walloped me.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 468.

2. To tumble over; dash down. [Obsolete or
prov. Eng.]

[< wallop"^, v.] A severe

. — -- :j^- ....... -Record Soc. Lancashire atut Cheshire, XL Hi. _--.. _.,

'^f':;t'^.r?yld^hl'^?ig^t)i^'u??-flr.:>Hofci,]^?Lt:
waU-mk (wanngk), „. The brook-lime, Ve- wallop^ (wol'op), n

••• •-''•' =u,uu.,^,M,ii«.ur rontca Beccabunga, a creeping plant of wet blow. [Slang.]
places in the northern Old World. [Scotland walloper^ (wol'op-fer), n
and Ireland: in the latter sometimes welUink.] A pot-walloper

Wallis's theorem. See theorem.

wall-knot (wal'not),?;. [Formerly also wale-
knot.] Naut., a large knot made on the end
of a rope by interweaving the strands in a par-
ticular manner.

[< wallop"^ + -er-i.]

walleye or walleyes, as a horse. ^,^^,^^ ^a^^^^. . ••-

—

r~o \-~-r.r --on — "", .^^^^^^^^.

Walki„gwouldbetwentytimesmoregenteeUh.nsuch
WalHeS8(wal'les), «. l<wain + -Uss.] Having

^H^^J^^'^^^^f ™\rly mod E ^Isowalowa paltry conveyance, as Blackberry was lOTi/.fj/ed, and the "<> W"- "^iVT™ „i ''' ,
L^^^ariy moa. J!i. also wavojf

,

colt wanted a tell. OoldsmUh, Vicar, x.

no wall.

The blood was poured into wall-less lacunse.

2. Showing much of the white of the eve: „ , ** , .,„
^^.-ff^"^^. A-ot. invert., p. 283.

having a ifrge starin. or .larin. eve: ll^k ^S'i^riTCr^^^.^.^i^"^'^^"
'^*-

11 i._i_j. /„ai/i.i.x .. A bracket or girandole

having a large staring or glaring eye: as, the .„„„ Lactuca (Prena,wall-eyed pike. See pike^, and out under pike- ZT^^'^iJMf^&VKr^J
i>...*.-3. See the quotation. [Provincial.] ^^il^Si^r'lami's"

]0b*."^tTs1pl?feTrV;„'^t;?U'e^'l'afa?ti:f
-^^ Wall-lizard (wal'h^/ard), n,

. ^, . Hatliwell.
4. Glaring; fierce; threatening.

This is . . . the vilest stroke
That ever walleyed wrath or staring rage
Presented to the tears of soft remorse.

Shak.,K. John.iv. 3. 49.

Wall-eyed herring, the alcwife or walleye,
wall-fern 'warfeiTi), «. A small evergreen fern,
I'lihjpodiiim vulgare, which grows on cliffs or
walls. See polypody.

r.„^. ....„>^ X.... ~— J, ... 1. Ageeko; any
lizard of the family Geceonidse. See Gecconidee,
and cuts under gecko and Platydactylus.— 2. A
common European lizard, Lacerta muralis.

wall-louse (wal'lous), «. The bedbug, Cimex
leetularius {Acantha lectularia). See cut un-
der bug.

wall-moss (w4rm6s), n. 1. The yellow wall-
lichen, Parmelia parietaria.— 2. The stone-
crop or wall-pepper, Sedum acre. Britten and
Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

walloper^ (wol'op-fer), n. [Also walloper; < iml-
lop^ + -erl.] One who or that which wallops.
[Slang.] —Cod-walloper, a cod-flshing vessel. [Prov-
incetown, Massachusetts.]

walloping (wol'op-ing), a. Great; bouncing.
[Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

vallowl (wol'6), V. [Ea„^ „„«. ^. .„„„ ,„„,„„,

,

< ME. walowen, waleicen, walwen, welwen, wallow,
< AS. wealwian, roll roimd, = Goth, walwjan,
wallow, roll, = L. volvere, roll (whence ult. E.
volute, volve, devolve, eta.).] I. intrans. 1. To
roll; tumble about. [Obsolete or archaic]

Mi witte is waste nowe in wede,
I walowe, I walke, nowe woo is me.

I'ork Plays, p. 421.

He walweth and he turneth to and fro.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1, 229.

There saw I our great galliasses tost
Upon the walloicing waves.

Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, ii. L
Through the deep gulf of the chimney wide
Wallou'S the Yule-log's roaring tide.

Lowell, Vision of Sir Launfal, ii., Prol.

2. To roll the body in sand, mire, water, or
other yielding substance.



wallow
The (ysshe . . . foloweth them with equal pase although

they make neuer sucli haste wyth full wynd and sailes,
anil vatoweth on euery syde and about the shyppe,
A Eden^ tr. of Gouzalus Oviedus (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 231).

Part huge of bulk,
Wallowin;f unwieldy, enormous in their gait.
Tempest the ocean. Milton, P. L, vii. 411.

The name of the slough was Despond. Here, therefore,
they tpallowed for a time, being grievously bedaubed with
the dirt. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

3. To plunge into some course or condition

;

dwell with satisfaction in, addict one's self to,

or remain in some way of life or habit, espe-
cially a sensual or vicious one.

Pale death oft spares the wretched wight

:

And woundeth you, who wallow in delight.
6, Whetjstonet Remembrance of Gascoigne.

n.t trans. To roll.

He walewide a greet stoon to the dore of the biriel, and
wente awei. Wyclif, Mat. xxvii. 60.

These swine, that will not leave wallowing themselves
in every mire and puddle.
Timdaie, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 276.

wallow^ (wol'6), n. [< waHorol, r.] 1. The act
of rolling or tumbling, as in sand or mire.

Wrothely thei wrythyne and wrystille to-gederz
With welters and walowes over with-in thase buskez.

, Morte Arthure (R. E. T. S.), 1. 1142.

2t. A rolling gait.

One taught the toss, and one the new French wallow;
His sword-knot this, his cravat that designed.

Dri/deUy Epil. to Etherege's Man of Mode.

3. A place to which an animal, as a buffalo, re-

sorts to wallow; also, the traces of its wallow-
ing left in the mire. Some localities called by this

name (notably the " hog-wallows " of the San Joaquin
Valley, in California) are on too large a scale to have
been formed in this way. Their origin has not been sat-
isfactorily explained.

They had come to an alkali mud-hole, an old buffalo-
wallow, which had filled up and was covered with a sun-
baked crusf, that let them through as if they had stepped
on a trap-door. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 6.58.

4. The alder-tree. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wallow^ (wol'o), V. i. [< ME. wallowen, wele-
wen, welhen, W€olewen,<. AS. wealwian, wealowian,
wealuwian, fade, wither; perhaps ult. connected
with welken, wither : see toel]c.~\ To fade away

;

wither; droop. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

The grond stud barrant, widderit dosk or gray,
Herbis, llowris, and gersis walUmyt away.

Qavin Douglas.

She had na read a word but twa,
Till she wallow't like a lily.

Oeordie (Child's Ballads, VIII. 93).

wallow^ (wol'o), a. [Also Sc. wauch, waugh; <

ME. walow, walwhe, walh, < leel. vdlgr, luke-
warm, insipid. Cf. D. wali), disgust, aversion
Ovalgen, loathe, turn the stomach).] Insipid

;

tasteless. [Prov. Eng.]
wallower (wol'o-er), n. [< wallow^ + -erl.] 1.
One who or that which wallows.

Lo, huge heaps of gold,
And to and fro amidst them a mighty Serpent rolled

:

... I knew that the Worm was Fafnir, the Wall&wer on
tlie Gold. William Morris, Sigurd, ii.

2. In mecli., same as lantern-wheel.

wallowing (wol'o-ing), n. [< ME. welwynge,
weUnci/nge ; verbal n. of wallow^, t).] The act
of rolling, as in mire.

wallcwi^ (wol'o-ish), a. [Early mod. E. also
walowish, also eontr. walsh; < wallow^ + -i«fel.]

Insipid; flat; nauseous. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.]
In Persia are kine ; . . . their milke is walowish sweet.

IlaklwyVs Voyages, I. 400.

Pondlle [F.], the Assyrian citron, a fruit as big as two
leymons, and of a verie good smell, but of a faint-sweet or
walloteish taste. Cotgrave.

As unwelcome to any true conceit as sluttish morsels
or wallowish potions to a nice stomack.

Sir T. Overbury, Characters, A Bunce.

wall-painting (warpan"ting),H. 1. The paint-
ing of the surface of a wall, or of kindred sur-
faces, with ornamental designs or figure-sub-
jects, as a decoration. Such painting is usually
classified as encaustic or as fresco or tempera
painting.— 2. An example or work of painting
of this kind.

wall-paper (w&rpa''p6r), n. Paper, usually
decorated in color, used for pasting on walls
or ceilings of rooms

;
paper-hangings. Modern

wall-papers are printed from Idocks by hand or in color-
printing machines. A great variety of styles are now
used, including plain pajiers in single colors, striped pat-
terns, geometrical patterns, and araliesque, flower, picto-
rial and conventional, and even comic designs. Large pic-
torial jiapers, with life-sized figures, were popular fifty

years ago, and are still made in limited quantities. The
styles also include a variety of surface-effects, as satin-
flnish, flock-papers, and watered, embossed, and stamped
patterns. Gilding and bronzing are also largely used.
Cartridge-papei-s are thick, heavy papers in single colors.

C812

Japanese papers Include imitations of crape and leather,
citlier plain, gilded, or in patterns. Veneers of wood
pasted iin i»aper jilso are used.

wall-pellitory (vvarpel''i-to-ri), n. A plant,
I'aricturia officinalis, with a diuretic and re-
frigerant property, considerably used in con-
tinental Europe, especially in domestic prac-
tice. See pelUtory.

wall-pennywort ( warpen''i-w6rt), n. See pen-
mjwort (a).

wall-pepper (waypep'^er), n. The stonecrop,
Seduni acre, an intensely acrid plant formerly
used as a remedy in scorbutic diseases. See
stonecrop.

wall-pie (wal'pi), n. Same as wall-rue.

wall-piece (wal'pes), n. A piece of artillery

prepared for mounting on the wall of a fortress,

as distinguished from one intended for trans-
portation from place to place ; especially, of an-
cient firearms, a light gun, a long musket, or the
like, mounted on a swivel.

As muzzle-loaders, wall-pieces, on account of the length
of their barrels, were most difilcult to load, so that we
find more breech-loading wall-pieces than early breech-
loading small-arms. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 91.

wall-plat (wal'plat), n. 1. Same as icall-bird.— 2. Same as wall-plate, 1. Halliwell.

wall-plate (wal'plat), n. 1. In huihUng, a tim-
ber placed horizontally in or on a wall, under
the ends of girders, joists, and other timbers.
Its function is to insure even distribution of pressiures,
and to bind the wall together. The wall-plate of a roof of
circular or elliptical plan is called a curb-ptate. See cuts
under plate, 7, and roof.

2. In mining, one of the two long pieces of
timber which with two short ones (end pieces)
make up a set in the timbering of a shaft. The
sets are usually from 5 to 6 feet apart, and are themselves
supported by the studdles in the comers of the shaft.

3. In niacJi., a vertical plate at the back of a
plumber-block bracket, for attaching it to a
wall or post. JE. H. Knight.—4. A plaque, like

that of a sconce ; especially, a mirror from the
face of which projects the bracket or arm sup-
porting a candle.

wall-pocket (wai'pok"et), «. A flat pouch or
receptacle for newspapers or other articles, de-
signed to be hung upon the wall of a room.

wail-rib (wal'rib), n. In medieval vaulting, a
common English name for the longitudinal rib

at one end of a vaulting-compartment; an arc
formeret. In the fully developed style there is no wall
at the ends of the compartments, but a window filling the
whole space ; one of the other names is therefore to be
preferred to that of wall-rib.

wall-rock (wal'rok), n. In mining, the rock
forming the walls of a vein ; the country-rock.
wall-rocket (warrok"et), n. See rockef^.

wall-rue (wal'ro), ». A small delicate fern,

Asplenium Buta-muraria, growing on walls and
cliffs. Also called rue-fern, wall-jne, tentwort,

and wall-rue spleenwort.

wall-saltpeter (wal's41t-pe"t6r), «. Nitroeal-
eite.

wall-scraper (wal'skra^per), n. A chisel-edged
tool for scraping down walls preparatory to
papering.

Wallsend (walz'end), n. A variety of English
coal extensively used in London : so called be-
cause originally dug at Wallsend on the Tyne,
close to the spot where the Roman Wall ended.

It is of very superior quality for household use, and is

mined in the district extending from the Tyne to the
Wear, and from the Wear to Castle Eden, and in another
area about Bisliop Auckland. The most important coal
in the Newcastle district is the "High main" or " Wails-
end" Seam. It is the highest workai>le coal, and varies
from 5 to 6 feet in tliickness.

Hull, Coal-Fields of Gt. Brit., 4th ed., p. 274.

wall-sided ( wal'si'ded), a. Having sides nearly
perpendicular, as a ship: opposed to tumble-
home.
wall-space (w&l'spas), n. In arch., an expanse
of wall unbroken by architectural features or
ornaments; especially, such an expanse con-
sidered as a feature of design, or as a field

for decoration in painting, or of any other na-
ture.

wall-spleenwort (wal'splen'wert), n. Same
as wall-rue.

wall-spring (warspring), n. A spring of water
issuing from stratified rocks.

wall-tent (wal'tent), n. See tent^.

wall-tooth (wal'toth), n. A large double tooth.
naUiwelK [Prov. Eng.]

wall-tower (wal'tou'er), n. A tower built in
connection with or forming an essential part
of a wall: especially one of the series of tow-
ers which strengthened the mural fortifica-

tions of former times, from remote antiquity
until the advance of artillery compelled the

walnut

WaU-tower, 13th century.— Fortifications of Carcassonne, FratM:e.
(From Viollet-le-Diic's " Diet, de I'Architecture.")

modification of military engineering. See also
cut under castle.

wall-tree (wal'tre), n. In hort., a fruit-tree
trained upon a wall for the better exposure of
the fruit to the sun, for utilizing the radiation
of the heat of the wall, and for protection from
high winds.
wall-vase (wal'vas), «. In Oriental decorative
art, a small vase, having one side flat, and with a
hole near the top by which it can be hung upon
the wall. In some cases the form is that of half an ordi-
nary vase having a surface of revolution ; but sometimes
the form is specially fitted to its purpose, irregular, or even
fantastic, and may he suggested by a draped figure.

wall-washer (wal'wosh'er), n. A plate on the
end of a tie-rod or tension-rod, and in contact
with the face of the wall strengthened or sup-
ported by the rod. These washers are named
from their shape : as, honnet-washer, S-washer,
star-washer. E. H. Knight.
wall-wasp (wal'wosp), «. A wasp that makes
its nest in walls; specificallj', Odynerus mura-
rius.

wall-wightt, a. Same as wale-wight.

Turn four-and-twenty irall-icight men,
Like storks, in featliers gray.

The Earl of Mars Daughter (Child's Ballads, L 176).

wallwort (wal'wert), n. [< ME. walwortc, wal-
lourt, wallwort, < AS. wealwyrt, < weall, wall,

+ wyrt, wort.] The dwarf elder, or danewort,
Samiucus Ebulus; sometimes, also, the wall-
pellitory, Parietaria officinalis; the stonecrop,
Sedunt acre; and the navelwort. Cotyledon Um-
bilicus.

wallyl (wol'i), I', t. [Origin obscure.] To
cocker ; indulge. [Prov. Eng.]
wally^ (wol'i), i» to;/. Same as tea ?y2. [Provin-
cial.] — Wally fa' you! ill luck befall yon 1

Wallyfa' you, Willie,

That ye cotdd nae prove a man.
Eifpie Morrie (Child's Ballads, VI. 262)1

wallydraigle, wallydraggle (wol ' i - dra -gl,

-drag-1), )(. The youngest of a family; a bird
in the nest; hence, any feeble, ill-grown crea-
ture. Bamsay. [Scotch.]

walmt, n. [ME. walm, < AS. *trealm, tcselm (=
OHG. walm), lit. a boiling up, < weallan. boil,

gush forth, as water: see walP, well^.'] A btib-

ble in boiling.

Wyth vij. walmes that are so felle,

Hote spryngvng out of belle.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 137. (Balliuell.)

walmt, V. i. [< ME. walmen, wehnen, boil; <

tcnto, H.] To rise; boil up; bubble.

The wikkid werchinge that walmed in her dales.
And 3it woU here-after but wisdome it lette.

Richard the Redeless, ill. 114.

walnotet, «. A Middle English form of walnut.

walnut (wal'nut), «. [Formerly also wallnut,

wnllinifte; < ME. walnot, walnote, < AS. *wealh-
hniitu, walhhnulu (= MD. walnote, D. walnoot
= G. walnuss = Icel. ralhnot = Sw. ralniit =
Dan. ralnod), lit. 'foreign nut' (so called with
ref. to Italy and France, whence the nut was
first brought to the Germans and English), <

wealh, foreign (see Welsh), + hnuiii, nut. Cf.
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wclshnut.^ 1. The fruit of the nut-bearing the bark of the larger limbs of walnut in the

tree Jitglans rcgia : also, the tree itself, or its United States.

wood. The walnut-tree is native from the Caucasus and walnut-sphinx (wal'nut-sfingks), n. See
Armenia to the mountains of northern India, and is ex-

tensively cultivated, and in some places naturalized, in

temperate Europe. It grows from 40 to 60 or even 100

feet high, with a
massive trunk and
broad spreading
top, and iMjars pin-

nate leaves witli

few smooth leaf-

lets. It produces
the well-known
sweet-seeded nuts
of this name, in

America distin-

guished as Enffluh
icatnuts. These are
surrounded with a

thin, brittle, ami
easily separated
husk. The shell is

thlTiindifferentde-
grees, orin the wild
state thicker. ITie

kernel yields some Walnut-tree {Jnstans rf£ria).

50 per cent, of oil.

sphinx.

walnut-tree (wal'nut-tre), ». See walnut.

walpurglne (wol-pfer'jin), n. Same as walpur-
flitc.

Walpurgls night (val-por'gis nit). [G. Wal-
purgis nacht, so called with ref . to the day of St.

Walpiirgis, Walburgis, or Walpiirga, the name
of an abbess who emigrated from England to

Germany in the 8th century.] The night before
the first day of May, on which, according to

German popular superstition, witches are said
to ride on broomsticks, he-goats, etc., to some
appointed rendezvous, especially the Brocken
in the Harz Mountains, where they hold high
festival with their master the devil.

walpurgite (wol-pfer'jit), «. A hydrated ar-

senate of uranium and bismuth, occurring in
thin scale-like crystals of a yellow color. It

is found with other uranium minerals at Neu-
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entomologist.] A curious genus of moths, of
the family Tineida;, having the fore wings with
largo thick tufts of scales, and the submediau
and internal nervures obsolete. Only one species,
W. amorpkeUa, is known. Its larva makes a gall on the
stems of the false indigo, Amorpha fruticosa, and the

stadtel in Saxony. Also walpurgine.
which is largely expressed in France and other parts of -walrUS (wol'rus), n. [= D. walrus = G. wal-
irii,-,in.3 aa alfin II) Asia That, of t.hp fli-flt Ttrossino- 1« iieuj*1

""«<** ""V /, L

ross, < Sw. nvalross= Dan. hvalros, lit. 'whale-
horse,' equiv. to leel. liross-hvalr = AS. hors-

hweel, lit. 'horse-whale,' a name prob. alluding
to the noise made by the animal, somewhat re-

sembling a neigh, = Sw. Dan. hvalfisk: see

whale^ and horse"^. Cf. whalefish and narwhal.]
Any member of the family Trichechidee (or Bos-
maridse) ; a very large pinniped carnivorous
mammal, related to the seals, having in the
male enormous canine teeth protruding like

tusks from the upper jaw. The common walrus, T.

rosmaru^ the morse, sea-horse, sea-ox, or sea-cow, attains

a total length of 10 to 12 feet in the fuU-gi'own male ; in-

dividuals are reported to exceed 14 feet; a more neaily
average length is 8 to 10 feet, with a girth of about as

much. A weight of 2,600 to 3,000 pounds is acquired by
old bulls, with a yield of .'iOO pounds of blubber. The
whole length of the canines is aljout 2 feet, when they ai-e

full-grown, with a projection of 15 inches or more. These
teeth are used in digging for the clams which form the
principal food of the animal, and in climbing over uneven
surfaces of rock or ice. A walrus 12 feet long has the fore

flippers 2 feet long by about 1 foot broad ; the tlukes each
about this length, but 2^ feet in extreme breadth when
pressed out flat. The mammee of the female are two pairs,

respectively abdominal and inguinal. Young and mid-
dle-aged individuals of both sexes are covered with a
short coarse hair of a yellowish-brown color, deepening
into dark reddish-brown on the belly and at the bases of the

limbs. Old animals, especially the bulls, become almost
naked, and the skin grows heavily wrinkled and plaited,

especially on the fore quarters. In the glacial period the
walrus ranged in North America southward on the Atlan-

tic coast to South Carolina. There is no evidence of its

existence in New England since about 1550; from this

date to 1600 it lived south to Nova Scotia. It now in-

habits some parts of Labrador, shores of Hudson's Bay^
Greenland, and arctic regions as far north as Eskimos live

or explorers have gone. It has been found in Scotland

of late years, and on or off the al'ctie coasts of Europe and
Asia, especially in Spitzbergen and Nova Zenibla. It is

readily captured, and the systematic destruction to which
it has long been subjected has materially diminished its

ntimbers in many ditfcrent places. The blubber yields a
valualile oil ; from the hide a very tougll and durable lea-

ther is maile ; and the tusks yield a superior ivory. The
walrus of the North Paclllc is now generally thought to be
specifically distinct, and is known as T. or It. obems, and

I

Eunipe, as also in Asia. Xliat of the first pressing is used
for food, like olive-oil, though ranked less highly ; that of
the SL'Lond pressing, called fire-drawn, the cake having
been submitted to bcnling water, is more siccative even
than linseed-oil, and hence is by some artists the most
hiirhly esteemed of ali oils; it is a good lami>-oil, and is

available for making soft-soap, etc The whole fruit when
<inite young makes a good pickle. The shell of a large va-

riety, called douhle walnutj is used in France for making
purses, cases for jewelry, etc. The leaves and the hull
of the fruit are used in Europe for various medicinal pur-
poses. WaInut-woo<l is light, tough, and handsome, plain
or with a bur; before the introduction of mahogany it

was the leading cabinet-wood of Europe, and is still pre-
ferred to all other wood for gunstocks.

As on a waXnot with-oute Is a bitter barke.
Piers Plowman (B), xi. 251.

I observed . . . many goodly rowes of ivall nuUe trees.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 25.

2. In the United States, frequently, same as

bl^ick walnut and rock-walnut (the fruit, the
tree, or its wood). See below.— 3. In parts
of New York, New England, and some other lo-

calities, same as hickory-nut or hickory. This is

sometimes distinguished as nhaghark or shell-

hark tf(^/?HH^— Aflh-leafed walnut Same as Cauca-
tian J^o/uu^— Belgamn walnut, Hame as iTidian wal-
nut,— Si&Ck. walnut, a Nortii Ameiican tree, Juglans
nitjra, or its timber. The tree ranges, in rich bottom-
laiids anil on hillsides, through a large part of the east-

ern half of the United States, but is becoming scarce. It

grows from 9<) to 140 feet high, with a trunk from 6 to 9

[.feet in dianieter. The wood is heavy, hard, and strong,

:easily worked, and susceptible of a beautiful polish ; It is

ipnrplish-brown when first cut, but becomes darker with
^e. It is nnjre generally used for cabinet-making, in-

side finish, and gunstocksthan any other North American
tree. {Sanjent.) The nuts are edible, but not very choice

;

the shell is hard, the husk thick and ditBcult to remove.
Tlie tree grows rapidly, and is more or less planted on the
prairies.

They have a sort of walnut they call black walnuts,
which are as big again as any I ever saw in England, but
are very rank and oily, having a thick, hard, foul shell, and
come not clear of the husk as the walnut in France doth

;

bnt the inside of the nut, and leaves, and growing of the

tree declare it to be of the walnut kind.
Bererlet/, Hist. Virginia, iv. % 14.

Caucasian walnut, the tree Pterocarya (Juglans) fraxi-
n'l/oUn, marked by its two-winged fruit.— CountlT wal-
nut. Same a-i Iwlian valnut.—'DoVLble walnut. See
def. 1.— English walnut, European walnut. See def.

1.— Highflier walnut, h vjtri.'tv of the connnon walnut,

said tobe the best in Eiii:Iaiid.—Indian walnut, the cun-

dleberry, Al^uritfx Molxtcr.ana {A. triloba). Also called

Beigatim, country, and OtaheiV' walnut.— Jamaica wal-
nut, a low West Indian tree, Picrndeiidron Jwjlanfi, bear-

ing a small ovoid-globose onuige-yellow fruit.—LemoU
walnut See ^pm')/i?rrt;nM'.—Otaheite walnut. Same
as Indian icn/n»/f.— Rock-walnut, a moderate or small

tree, Juglans rupestris, found from Texas— where it is

generally reducerl to a low much-branching shrub— to

California, growing along streams and in mountain
cafluns. Its wootl is of a dark-brown color, 8nacepti))Ie of

polish. Its nuts are small, sweet, and ediide.— Shagbaxk
or shellbark walnut. See def, 3.— Titmouse wal-
nut, a variety of the common walnut with a slull so thin

as to hv broken by the titmouse and other binls.— Walnut
case-bearer, an American phycitid moth, AcrobasU ju-

glftrufin, whose small green larva constructs a black case be-
tweoi the leave.*! of the walnut—Walnut catchup. See
ca(c/iu;/.— Walnut leaf-roller, either of two tortricid

moths, Tortrix rileijana and LophodiTnjtujlanda)ia,-whoae
larvsB roll the leaves of walnut and hickory in the United
States. See cut under rortrtj.— Walnut sword-tall,

Pacific or Cook's Walrus {Tricherhus or Rosmarus obesus).

Cook's walrus. It attains even greater size and weight

than the common morse, and the hide is extremely rough.

. _, ^ See also cuts under (w*A and rowrtarine.

duli-brown tree-hopper. Vroxiphus'cnriim, occurring on ^almS-bird (wol'ruS-b6rd), W. [Translation
the foliage of walnut and hickory in the United States.—

^
|i f^ijimo name.] Tho pectoral sandpiper,

White walnut, the butternut, Juglans cinerea, son>e-
^^.^^^ (Actodromas) maculata: so called from

Any moth its puffing out its breast like a walrus during
tiiiie.H called oilnut and leiiwti-walnut.

walnut-moth (warnut-motb), n

i

the breeding-season. See cut under sandpiper.

[Recent.]
walslli (wolsh), a. Same as wallowish.

Walsh^t, a. and n. An obsolete form of Welsh.

It survives in the surname Walsh.

walnut-scale (wftrnutlskal), n. '.^i/Virf^^MS Wal8Ma(worshi-a),».[NL. (Clemens, 1864),

ju<,lu„..:re<ji^, a flat gray scale-iaseet found on named after B. D. Walsh (1808-69), an American
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whose larva feeds on walnut, as the regal wal-

I nut-moth, Citheronia regalis, whose larva is

known as the hickory horned devil. See cut un-
der roi/dl.

walimt-oil (wal'nut-oil), n. See walnut, 1.

False Indigo Gall-moth {ll-'alshia atnorphella),

a, moth ; 6; larva : c, gall ; rf, section of same. (Cross and line bliow

natural sizes of a and b ; c and d, natural size.)

moth ha^ also been reared from similar galls at the base
of the stem of one of the so-called loco-weeds or crazy-

weeds of the western United States.

waltt (wolt), V. [Early mod. E. also vault; <

ME. walten, < AS. wealten, roll, = OHG. wal-

zan, MHG. G. walzen, roll, = Icel. velta, rolU

Hence ult. wait, a., walty, waiter, welter, and
(from G.) waltz.'] I. intrans. To roll; tumble.

As the welkyn shold wait, a wonderful! noyse
Skremyt vp'to the slirow with a skryke ffelle.

Destniction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 909.

II. trans. To turn; east; overturn.

Verser vn chariot. To wault, ouertume, or ouerthrow
a chariot ; whence the Pi-onerbe, 11 n'cjit si bon chartier

qui ne verse, the best that di-iues will sometimes uault a

Cart. Cotprave.

waltt (wolt), «. [< ME. "wait, < AS. wealf, un-

steady, in comp. unwealt, steady, < wealtan,

roll: see wait, v.] JV««/., unsteady; crank.

For covetousnes sake [they] did so over lade her, not

only filling her hould, but so stufed her betweene decks,

as she was walte, and could not bear sayle, and they had
like to have been cast away at sea.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 291.

waiter (wol't^r), v. i. [< ME. walteren, waltrcn

(= MLG. walteren, wolteren), freq. of wait, roll:

see wait, v. Cf. welter, a var. form of waiter.]

It. To roll; welter.

The same Thursdaye there fell Buche a calme at after

noone yt we lay walterynge and walowj-nge in the see by-

fore Modona. Sir R. Gnylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 68.

The weary wandering wights whom waltering waves en-

viron. Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

2. To waver; totter; be unsteady; hence, to

fall, or be overturned. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Thou wattres al in a weih (that is, you tremble in the

balance). William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 947.

walterott, ». [ME., prob. orig. a proper name.
Cf . trotevale (!).] A term found only in the

phrase "a tale of walterot," applied to some
absurdity.
" That that thou tellest," quath Treuthe, " is bote a tale of

Walterot!" Piers Plotmxan(C)i%\\. 148.

walth (walth), n. A Scotch form of wealth.

Walton crag. In geol., a division of the Red
Crag, or Newer PUbcene. See crag^, 2.

waitront (wol'tron), n. [Appar. connected with

walrus, perhaps by some confusion with D.

icaltraan, whale-oil (?): see train-oil.] A wal-

rus. Woodward.
walty (wol'ti), a. i<walt + -y'^.] Unsteady;
crank: noting a vessel. [Rare.]

A new ship, ... of about 160 tuns, but so walty that

the master (Lainberton) often said she would prove their

grave. J. PierpmU, in C. Mather's Mag. Chris., I. vL

waltz (waits), n. [= F. raise (> E. raise), < G.

walzer, a round dance, waltz, < walzen, roll : see

wait, v.] 1. A round dance, probably of Bohe-

mian origin, which has been extraordinarily

popular since the latter part of the eighteenth

century. It is danced by couples, the partners in each

couple moving together in a series of whirling steps—
either advancing continuously in the same direction, or

vailing this with "reversing" or turning the opposite

way. The regular foi-m of the waltz is known as the <>-ot«-

(ejnys— the more rapid form dexix-temps containing six

steps to every two of the other. The derivation of the

waltz is disputed, the French often claiming its descent

from the voltn, and the Germans from the alleniande ; but

it is probably a development of the slow and simple liind-

ler. Its popularity has decidedly overshadowed that of

all other fashionable dances.

2. Music for such a dance, or in its rhythm,

which is triple and moderately quick. Waltzes
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are usually made up of sections of eight or sixteen mea-
sures. Several such sections ai-e often written to be per-
formed in succession, and are then provided with an in-

troduction and a coda.— Deux-temps waltz. See dt'itx-

waltz (waits), I'. »". [<ira/te, n.] 1. To dance
a waltz, or in the movement or step of a waltz.

Some waltz, some draw, some fathom the abyss
Of metaphysics. Byron, Don Juan, xii. 52.

2. To move lightly or trippingly or swiftly as
in a waltz : as, the young people waltzed into
the room. [Slang.]

waltzer (walt's^r), n. [< waltz + -erl.] A per-
son who waltzes.

It may be said, without vanity, that I was an apt pupil,

and ... in a single weelc I became an expert waltzer.
Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle*s Confessions, Dorothea,

waluewite (wal'u-it), n. [Named from P. A.
Waluew, a Russian.] A variety of xanthophyl-
lite, occurring in tabular crystals of a dull-

green color. It is found in the Zlatoust mining
region in the Urals.

walwet, "• A Middle English form of «'«?-

walyl, walie (wfi.'li), a. and n. [An extension
of voale'^, a., perhaps mixed with ME. wely, well,

< AS. welig, rich, wealthy, < wel, well : see well^.j

1. «. 1. Beautiful; excellent.

I think them a' sae braw and walie, Hamilton.

But Tam kenn'd what was what fu* brawlie

;

There was ae winsome wench and walie.
Burns, Tam o' Shanter.

2. Large; ample; strong; robust.

This loaly boy will be na coof.

Burns, There was a Lad.

U. «. ;
pi. walies (-\\z). Something pretty;

an ornament ; a toy ; a gewgaw.
Baith lads and lasses busked brawly
To glowr at ilka bouny waly.

Hamsay, Poems, II. 533. (Jamieson.)

[Scotch in all senses.]

waly*^ (wa'li), interj. [An abbr. var. of wella-

way,'\ An interjection expressive of lamenta-
tion; alas! [Obsolete or Scotch.]

O waly, waly up the bank.
And waly, waly down the brae,

And waly, waly yon burn side.

Where I and my love wont to gae.

Waly, Waly, but Love be Bonny (Child's Ballads, IV. 138).

wamara (wil'ma-ra), n, [Native name.] The
brown ebony of British Guiana. See ebony,

wamble (wom'bl), v. i, ;
pret. and pp. icambled,

ppr. icainbling. [Also dial, wammel, wammle; <

ME. wamlen, < Dan. vamle, feel nausea (ct.vatn-

mel, mawkish) ; freq. of the verb seen in loel.

veemo = Sw. vdmjas, refl., loathe, nauseate.] 1.

To rumble, heave, or be disturbed with nausea

:

said of the stomach.
What availeth to haue good meate, when onely the sight

thereof moueth )>elkes, and makes the stomach wamble ?

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 132.

Some sighing elegie must ring his knell,

Unlesse bright sunshine of thy grace revive
His wambliny stomack.

Marston, Scourge of Villany, viii.

2. To rumble; ferment, and make a distur-

bance.
And your cold sallads, without salt or vinegar.
Lie wambling in your stomachs.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

[Obsolete or provincial in both uses.]

wamble (wom'bl), n, [< wamble, «;.] A rum-
bling, heaving, or similar disturbance in the
stomach; a feeling of nausea. [Obsolete or
provincial.]

Our meat going down into the stomach merrily, and with
pleasure dissolveth incontinently all wambles.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 675.

wamble-cropped (wom'bl-kropt), a. Sick at
the stomach; figuratively, wretched; humili-
ated. [Vulgar.]

wambles (wom'blz), n. Milk-sickness.

wamblinglyt (wom'bling-li), adv. With wam-
bling, or a nauseating effect.

If we should make good their resemblances, how then
should we please the stomach of God? who hath indeed
brooked and lM>rne us a long ti.ne. I doubt but wamblingly.

Rev. S. Ward, Sermons and Treatises, p. 90.

wame (wam), n. A dialectal form of womb,
wametow (wam'to), «. [< wame + tnw^,'] A
belly-band or girth: as, a mule with a pad
secured on its back with a wametow, [Prov.
Eng.]
wammelt, wammlet, »•• «". Dialectal variants
of wamble,
wammus (wam'us), n. [Also wamus; < G.
wamiiia, teams, a doublet, waistcoat, jerkin, <

MHG. wambes, wambeis, < OF. gambais, a lea-

thern doublet: see gambeson,'] A warm knit-
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ted jacket resembling a cardigan. [Southern
and western U. S.]

This [wagon-spoke] he put into the l>aggy part of his
wtttMis, or hunting-jacket— tlie part above the belt into
which he had often thrust prairie-chickens when he had no
game-bag. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxviii.

wamp (womp), n. [Supposed to be < Massa-
chusetts Ind. wompi, white : see wampum,'i The
American eider-duck: so called from the ap-
pearance of the drake. [Massachusetts.]

wampee (wom-pe'), n. [Also whampee; Chi-

nese, < liwang, yellow, -I- pi, skin.] 1 . The fruit

of a tree, Clausetia TTampi, of the Rutaceee, tribe

Aurantieee, thus allied to the orange. The native
country of the tree is unknown, but it is cultivated in

China, India, and Malaya for the fruit, which is borne in
clusters, and is of the size and somewhat the taste of a
gi'ape, with an additional pleasant flavor of its own. The
tree is of a sweet terebinthine odor, its leaves pinnate
with Ave to nine smooth and shining leaflets.

2. See I'ontederia,

wampish (wom'pish), v, t. [Origin obscure.]
To toss about in a threatening, boasting, or
frantic manner; wave violently; brandish;
flourish. Scott, [Scotch.]

wampum (wom'pum), n, [Formerly also wam-
pom, wampame, wompam ; < Amer. Ind. "wam-
pum, wompam, < Massachusetts Ind. wompi,
Delaware wapi, white.] Small shell beads

White and purple Wampum. (From specimen in American
Museum of Natural History, New Vork City.)

pierced and strung, used as money and for or-
nament by the North American Indians. The
shell was cut away, leaving only a cylinder like a Euro-
pean bugle. Wampum was of two kinds, white and black
or dark-purple. An imitation of wampum consisting of
white porcelain beads of the same shape has been made
by Europeans for sale to the Indians. See the second quo-
tation under wampumpeag.
Ye said Narigausets . . . should pay . . . 2000 fathome

of good white wampame.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 437.

Sachems of Long Island came voluntarily, and brought
a tribute to us of twenty fathom of wampom, each of them.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 2«3.

The Indians are ignorant of Europes Coyne
; yet they

have given a name to ours, and call it monfeash from the
English money. Their owne is of two sorts : one white,
which they make of the stem or stocke of the Periwincle,
which they call Meteailhock, when all the shell is broken
off : and of this sort six of their small Beads (which they
make with holes to string the bracelets) are currant with
the English for a Peny. The second is black, inclining to
blew, which is made of the shell of a flsh, which some
English call Hens, Poqnatlhock, and of this sort three
make an English peny. . . . This one fathom of this tlieir

stringed money, now worth of the English but five shil-

lings (sometimes more), some few yeeres since was worth
nine, and sometimes ten shillings per Fathome. . . . Obs:
Their white they call Wompam (which signifles white):
their black Suckanhock (Sdcki signifying blacke). Both
amongst themselves, as also the English and Dutch, the
blacke peny is two pence white.

Roger Williams, Key to Amer. Lang., xxiv.

Striped wampum, a l<ind of wampum-snake, Abastor
erythroyratamus of Korth .\merica.

wampumpeag (wom'pum -peg), n. [Amer.
Ind., < ioomp)avi, white, + pcag, strung beads.]
Strings of (originally white) wampum formerly
used as tokens of value by the American In-
dians, and by the whites, especially in trade
with the Indians.

He gave to the govemour a good quantity of wampom-
peague. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 143.

There was no currency, before this time, . . . unless we
choose to give the name of currency to the wampum, or
wampumpeage (as it is more properly called), of the In-
dians. . . . Peage was the name of the substance, which
was of two kinds— black and white. Wampurn, or worn-
pum, is the Indian word for white, and as the white kind
was the most common, wampumpeage got to be the com-
mon name of this substance, which was usually abbrevi-
ated intowampum. The black peage consisted of the small
round spot in the inside of the shell, which is still usual-
ly called in this neighborhood by its Indian nameofquahog.
These round pieces were broken away from the rest of
the shell, brought to a smooth and regular shape, drilled
through the center, and strung on threads. The white
peage was the twisted end of several small shells, broken
off from the main part. These portions of shell, thus
strung, were worn as bracelets and necklaces, and wr<jught
into belts of curious workmanship. They thus possessed
an intrinsic value with the natives, for the purposes of or-

nament ; and they were readily taken by them in exchange
for their furs. E. Everett, Orations, I. 124.

wampum-snake (wom'pum-snak),«. The red-
bellied snake, Farancia abacura, a harmless
colubriue serpent of the United States. See
cut under Farancia.

wamsutta (wom-sut'a), V, Cotton cloth made
at the Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts.

wamus (wam'us), n. Same as wammus.

wander

wan^ (won), a, [< ME. tcan, wanne, < AS. wann,
wonn, dark, black, lurid (as an epithet of the
raven, the sea, flame, night, also of shadows,
ornaments, clothes, etc.) : connections uncer-
tain. According to some, orig. 'deficient,' so.

in color, and so connected with AS. wan, de-
ficient: see tcan- and wane^, waiie^. But cf.

W. gwan, Bret, gwan = Ir. Gael./ann, faint, fee-

ble. According to others (a view highly im-
probable), orig. ' worn out with toil, tired out,' <

AS. winiian (pret. wan, won), strive, fight: see
win.] 1. Dark; black; gloomy: applied to the
weather, to water, streams, pools, etc.

There leuit thay laike, and the laund past:
Ffor the wedur so wete, and the wan showres.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1, 9658.

And they hae had him to the wan water.
For a' men call it Clyde.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 5).

2. . Colorless
;
pallid; pale; sickly of hue.

As pale and wan as ashes were his looke.
Sjienser, F. Q., II. xi. 22.

3t. Sorrowful; sad.

In maters that meuys the with might for to stir.

There is no worship in weping, ne in wan teres

;

But desyre thi redresse all with derfe strokis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3602.

4t. Frightful; awful; great.

Then come thai to Calcas the cause forto wete.
Of the wedur so wikkid, and the wan stormys.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12070.

= SyiL 2. Pallid, etc. (see pale^), ashy, cadaverous.

wanl (won), V,; pret. andpp. wawHCf/, ppr. wan-
ning, [< wan^, a.] I. trans. To render wan.

II. intrans. To grow or become wan.
All his visage wann'd. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 580.

A vast speculation had fail'd.

And ever he muttcr'd and madden'd, and ever wann'd with
despair. Tennyson, Maud, i. 8.

[Rare in both uses.]

wan^t (wan). An old preterit of mjjhI.

wan-. [< ME. wan-, < AS. wan- = MD. D. wan-
= OHG. MHG. wan-, G. wahn- = Icel. tan- =
Sw. Dan. van-, a negative prefix, being the adj.

AS. iDan = OFries. wan, won = MLG. wan
= OHG. tt'OK = Icel. vanr : see watie^. wane^,
tcant^, toanse, AS. compounds with wan- were
numerous: wanhselth, want of health, wanlidl,

unhealthy, wanhygd, heedlessness, etc. : see
wanbelief, wanhope, wanspeed, wanton, wan-
trust, wanwit, etc.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon
origin, frequent in Middle English, meaning
'wanting, deficient, lacking,' and used as a
negative, like !(M-1, with which it often inter-

changed. It differs from un-i in denoting more em-
phatically the fact of privation. It still exists as a recog-
nized prt fix in provincial use, and in literary use, unrecog-
nized as a prefix, in tcanton.

wanbelieft, «. [ME. wanbelerc; < wan- + be-

lief.] Lack of faith. Prompt. Parv,, p. 515.

wanbelievert, "• One who disbelieves. Prompt,
Parv., p. 515.

wancliancy(won-chan'si), a. [(.wan- + chancy,

Cf. unchancy,] Unlucky; unchancy; wicked.
[Scotch.]

wand (wond), n, [< ME. wand, wond, < Icel.

vondr (vand-), a wand, a switch, = OSw. icand

= Dan. vaand = Goth, wandus, a rod; so called

from its pliancy, < AS. windan (pret. wand),
etc., wind: see wind^.] 1. A slender stick;

a rod.

A toppe of it to sette other a leonde
Ys holdon best right in Apriles ende.
When grene, and juce upon hem dothe ascende.

Palladius, Husltondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 123.

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine,
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great ammiral, were but a warui.

Milton, P. L., i. 294.

2t. A twig; a bough.

O sweetly sang the nightingale,
As she sat on the wand.

The Clerk's twa Sons o' Owscjiford (Child's Ballads, II. 65).

3. A rod, or staff having some special use or

character. Specifically— (n) A staff of authority.

Though he had both spurs and wand, they seemed rather
marks of sovereignty than instruments of punishment.

Sir P. Sidney.
(b) A rod used by conjurers or diviners.

Nay, Lady, sit ; if I but wave this warui.

Your nerves are all chained up in alabaster.

Hilton, Comus, 1. 659.

(c) A small baton which forms part of the insignia of the

messenger of a court of justice in Scotland, and which he
must exhibit before executing a caption ; called more
fully uand if peace. (<() The baton used by a musical con-

ductor.— Electric wand, an electrophorus in the form of

a baton. See electrophorus.— Runic wand. See runic'^.

wander (won'der), c [< ME. wandercn wan-

dreii, wondrien, < AS. wandrian, wander, = OS.



wander

watullon = D. wnndclen= 0H6. wantalon, MHG.
Gr. icandern. wandeln = Sw. vandra = Dan.
vandre, wander, travel, walk ; a freq. form, as-

sociated with wend (AS. wendau, etc.), < AS.
windan (pret. wand), wind, turn, twist: see
Wf/irfl, icenrfl.] I. intrans. 1 . To ramble with-
out, or as if without, any certain course or
object in view; travel or move from place to

place; range about; roam; rove; stroll; stray.

He icandereth abroad for l)read. Job xv. 23.

Wajiden'ng, each his several way
Ptil'sues, as iiiclinatiun or sail choice
Leads him perplexed. Milton, P. L., ii. 523.

2. To leave home or a settled place of abode

;

depart; migrate.

When God caused me to wander from my father's house.
Gen. XX. 1.?.

3. To depart from any settled course; go
astray, as from the paths of duty; stray; de-
viate; err.

You wander from the good we aim at.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1. 138.

4. To lose one's way; be lost. [CoUoq.]— 5.

To think or speak incoherently; rave; be de-
lirious.

Li till he sleppit.

But wandrit & woke for woo of his buernes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10097.

Tom Bendibow seemed to have something on his mind,
but I thinly he wanderji a little. He may apaak mure ex-
plicitly to you. J. Haivthorne, Dust, p. 222.

= Syn. 1-3. Jtoam, Rove, etc. (see ramble), straggle.— 3.
Swerve, digress.

II. trans. 1. To travel over without a cer-
tain course; stroll through ; traverse.

Wand'ring many a famous realm.
Milton, P. L., iv. 234.

2. To lead astray; cause to lose the way or
become lost. [Colloq.]

wandered (won'derd), p. a. That has strayed
or liecome lost: as, the wandered scolex of the
ilog's tapeworm.
wanderer (wou'd6r-*r), n. [< ME. wanderare
(= (t. wanderer); < wander + -erl.] 1. One
who or that which wanders; one who roams
about, having no home or certain place of

abode; also, one who strays from the path of

duty.
And here to every thirsty wanderer.
By sly enticement gives his baneful cup.

Milton, Comus, 1. 624.

. pi. In Arachnida, specifically, the wandering
distinguished from the sedentary spiders;

lie vagabonds. Hee Vagabundae.

Eindering ( won'der-ing), p. a. Koving ; roam-
ng; pursuing no fixed course, plan, or object;
nsettled: as, a wandering spirit; wandering
ttbits; a, wandering rainstrel.

Pray ye, do not trouble him ;

You see he 's wealc, and has a wandering fancy.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv, 5.

If a man's wits be wandering, let him study tlie mathe-
Iviatics, for in demonstrations, if his wit be called away
never so little, lie must begin again. Bacon, Studies.

'andering abscess, a chronic abscess which burrows
rough tile tissues, usually in obedience to the law of
.vity, and appears on the surface at some distance from
point of orixin.— Wandering cells, the leucocytes;

ills resem))Iilig, and probably idtrntical witli, the white
blood-cnr]Miscli->, found in tlie tissues outside of the Idood-
vessels.— Wandering Jew. (a) A legendary character
who, according to one version (that of Matthew Paris,

dating from the thirteenth centuryX was a servant of
Pilate, l>y name Cartaptdlus, and gave Christ a blow
when he was led out of the palace to execution. Ac-

rding to a later vei-sion he was a cobbler named Ahas-
irus, who refused Christ perntissiun to sit down and
it when tie pns^d his house on the way to Golgotha,
ih legends agree in the sentence pronounced by Christ
the offender, "Thou slialt wimder on the earth till I

;nrn." A prey to remorse, he has since wandered from
d to land without being aide to find a grave. Tiie
iry has liecn turned to account by many poet* and nov-

!elists. (6) A plant-name : (1) The beefsteak- or strawberry-
geranium, Saxifraga Mrmentoga; locally, the Kenilworth
ivy, Linaria CynAalnria. [Great Britain.] (2) One of
two or three house-plants, aa Zelrrina peudula (Trades-
intia zehrina), which are planted in baskets or vessels of
ater, whence they spread in a straggling fashion. Z.
mdula has lance-ovate or oblong leaves which are crim-
en beneath and green or purplish above, with two broad
Ivery stripes. Anotlier sort has bright green leaves.—
Pandering shearwater, the greattr sheanvater, Pm^
us mtij'rr, a bird of the family Prordlariidse. See cut
ndcr hai/'fpH.— Wandering spiders. See wanderer, 2.

Wandering tattler, Urterosclui incanus, a bird of
,e snipe fiiinily iSr"l")KU'iitee), widely distributed on the
lasts anil iftlamis of the Pacirtc. See cut under fatt/er.

Wandering tumor, one of the solid abdominal viscera
'hich has become movable through relaxation of its at-

hments, as a floating kidney.

dering (won'der-ing), n. [< ME. wander-
yutji , wtiidrinye {— MHO. wandcringe, G. wan-
dvruiig), verbal n. of minder, c] 1. The act of
one who wanders; a ramble or peregrination;
a journeying hither and thither.
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And many a tree and bush my wanderings know,
And e'en the clouds and silent stars of heaven.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 85.

2. A straying away, as from one's home or the
right way ; a deviation or digression in any way
or from any course : as, the wandering of the
thoughts ; a wandering from duty.
Let him now recover his icanderings.

Decay of Christian Piety.

3. Incoherence of speech; raving; delirium.
wanderingly (won'der-ing-li), adv. In a wan-
dering or unsteady manner.

When was Lancelot wanderingly lewd?
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

wandering-sailor (won'der-ing-sa"lor), n. The
moneywort, Lysimaclda Nmnmularia, and the
Kenilworth ivy or wandering Jew, Linaria Cijm-
bataria, from their creeping habit.

wandermentt (wou'der-ment), «. [< wander +
-ment.J The act of roaming or roving. [Rare.]

Barefoot went
Upon their ten toes in wild wanderment,

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. iii. 20.

wanderoo (won-de-ro'), n. [Also wanderow,
wander II, = F. ouanderou (Buffon), < Cingalese
wanderu, a monkey; cf. Hind, bandar, a mon-
key: see bunder.'] A large catarrhine monkey
of Malabar, India, Macacus silenus. it is about 3
feet long to the tip of the tail (which is tufted), of a black-
ish color with pink buttocks, and has an extravagant mane
of long hair surrounding the face, of a light or whitish

Wanderoo [Macacus silenus).

color. Notwithstanding the name, the wanderoo is not
found in Ceylon, where that native name applies more
properly to species of Semnopithecvs, as the great wan-
deroo or niaha, 5. ursinus. The misapplication origi-

nated with Buffon. Also called Malabar monkey, lion-

tailed monkeif, baboon, or macaque, neel-chunder, silenus,
and by other names.

wandle (won'dl), a. [Appar. for *wandly, <

wand + -ly^. Ct.wandy.'] Wand-like ; wandy

;

supple
;

pliant ; nimble. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
wandoo (won'do), ». [Native Australian.] A
eucalj-pt. Eucalyptus redunca, the white-gum of
western Australia, it is a large tree, the trunk some-
times 17 feet in diameter, in one variety suddenly swelling

out near the ground. It furnishes a very pale heavy, hard,

tough, and durable wood, greatly prized for wheelwork,
especially for fellies.

wandretbt (won'dreth), n. [< ME. wandreth,
wandrethe, wondrethe, < Icel. vandreedhi, diffi-

culty, trouble, genit. as adj., difficult, trouble-

some, < vandr, difficult, requiring pains and
care, henoe also select, choice, picked, also

zealous, + rddh, advice, counsel, management,
= E. read: see read^, n., and cf. -reth, -red, in

hundreth, hundred, kindred. Cf. quandary.'] Dif-

ficulty; peril; distress.

Bettur is a buerne by liym sum pes
Than in wandreth & woo to wepe all his lyue.

Destruction of Troy.(E. E. T. S.), 1. 11614.

wands (wondz), n. pi. [Prob. < Dan. vand,

water, = Norw. vand, water, a lake, tarn : see

water.] Roads; a roadstead.

The 21 day the Primerose remaining at an anker in the

wands, the other three shippes liiire into Orwel hauen.
Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 310.

wandsomdlyt, adv. [ME., for 'wangomely, <

wan + -name + -ly^, or "wantsomely, < wantsome
+ -ly'^.] Sorrowfully.

The waye unto Wynchestre thay wente at the gayneste,

Wery and wandsomdly, with wondide knyghtes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), I. 4013.

wandy (won'di), a. [< wand + -y'^.] Long and
flexible, like a wand.
wane'^ (wan), v.; pret. and pp. icawerf, ppr. wan-

ing. [< ME. wanen, wanien, wonien, < AS.

wanian, wonian, gewanian = OFries. wania,

wang-tooth

wonia = OHG. wanon, wanen = Icel. vana, de-
crease, wane; from the adj., AS. wan = OHG.
wan = Icel. vanr = Goth, wans, wanting, de-
ficient (an adj. also appearing as a negative
prefix: see wan-), = Skt. Una, lacking, deficient,
inferior; perhaps an orig. pp. of a root «, be
emptpr, Zend V u, be lacking, existing also in
Gr. emic, bereaved, G. tide, desolate, etc. Cf.
wan^, want^. Hence prob. waniand, wanton.]
1. intrans. 1. To decrease; be diminished: ap-
plied particularly to the periodical lessening of
the illuminated part of the moon : opposed to

wax.
TJndernethe hir feet she hadde a mone,
Wexing it was, and sholde waitie sone.

Chaucer, Knight's T.ale, 1. 1220.

How slow
This old moon wanetf!

Shak., M. K. D., i. 1. 4.

2. To decline; fail; sink; approach an end.

Wealth and ease in waning age.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 142.

Daylight waned, and night came on.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

Il.t trans. To cause to decrease ; lessen.

That he [Christ] takes the name of the son of a woman,
and wanes the glorious name of the Son of Goil.

Donne, Sermons, iii.

wanel (wan), n. [< ME. wane, < AS. wana =
Icel. vani, decrease, wane: see wane^, v.] 1.

Periodic decrease of the illuminated part of the
moon

;
period of decreasing illumination.

How many a time hath Phcebe from her tcane
With Phoibus' fires filled np her horns again.

Drayton, On his Lady's not Coming to Loudon.

2. Decline; failure; declension.

Men, families, cities, have their falls and u-aties.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 94.

3. A beveled edge of a board or plank as sawn
from an unsquared log, the bevel being caused
by curvatm'e of the log.

All the thick-stuff and plank to be cut straight, or
nearly so, and of parallel thickness, and to be measured
for breadth at the middle, or half the length, taking in
half the wanes. Laslett, Timber, p. 7.'>.

wane^t (wan), a. [ME., < AS. wan, deficient:
see wan-, wan^, and wane"^, v.] Wanting; lack-
ing; deficient.

And qwo-so be wane schal paye a pound of wax.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

wane'H, «. Same as wane. York Plays, p. 106.

wane-cloud (wan'kloud), n. A cirro-stratus

cloud.

Modern meteorologists have con-oborated the specula-
tive notions of the ancients, and have observed the prev-
alence of the wane-cloud to be usually followed by bad
weather. Forster, Atmospheric Phenomena.

waney (wa'ni), a. and n. [< loane^ + -y^.] I.

a. Having a natural bevel (compare ivane^, n.,

3) ; hence, making poor lumber from irregular-

ities of the surface, as a log.

II. n. The thin edge or feather-edge of slab
cut from a round log without previous squaring.
JC. H. Knight.
wangl (wang), n. [< ME. wange, wonge, < AS.
tvangc, wonge, cheek, jaw (wang-bcard, cheek-
beard, wang-toth, wang-tooth, jaw-tooth, grind-
er, thunwange, temple : see thunwange), = OS.
wanga = L(t. wang = OHG. wanga, MHG. G.
wange, cheek, jaw (Goth. *waggo not recorded)

;

by some supposed to have been orig. ' an extend-
ed surface' (the expanse of the face), and thus
connected with AS. wang, wong = Icel. vangr
= Goth, waggs, a plain, field, meadow, though
most names for parts of the body have no such
origin.] 1. The jaw, jaw-bone, or cheek-bone.
[Obsolete or vulgar.]

Thy wordis makis me my wangges to wete.

And chaunges, childe, ful often my cheere.
York Plays, p. 64.

2t. [Short for wang-tooth.] A cheek-tooth or

grinder. Chaucer.

wang^t (wang), «. A dialectal reduction of

whang^.
wangala (wang'ga-la), n. Same as vanglo.

wangert, «• [Also" wonger ; < ME. wangerc,

wonger, wongere, < AS. wangere (= OHG. wan-
gari = Goth, waggari), a pillow, < wange,
wonge, etc., cheek: see loang^.] A rest for the

cheek ; a pillow.

His bryght helm was his wonger.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, I. 201.

wang-tootht (wang'toth), n. [< ME. wang-
toothe, < AS. wangtoth, < wang, cheek, + loth,

tooth: see icang^ a.uA tooth.] A cheek-tooth;

a grinder or molar.

He bofl!atede me a-boute the moiithe and bete onte my
wang-leth. Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 191.



wang-tooth
Of this asses cheke, thnt was dreye,

Out of a rvang-tooth sprang anon a welle.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 54.

wangtm (wang'guu), )i. [Amer. Ind.] A place
for keeping small supplies or a reserve stock

;

especially, the chest in a lumber-camp con-
taining clothing, shoes, tobacco, etc., which are
sold to the men.
wanhopet (won'hop), ». [< ME. toanhope (=
Mi>. wanlioo}}); <. wan- + /topei.] 1. Lack of
hope ; hopelessness ; despair.

Thanne wax tjiat shrewe in imnhopc and walde haue
hanged himself. Piers Plowman (B), v. 286.

Wei oughte I sterve in wankope and distresse.

Chattcer, Knight's Tale, I. 391.

Alle hise disciplis weren in waiihopc

;

For to coumforte them ihesu thougte.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 54.

2. Vain hope ; delusion.

The foolyshe wanhope ... of some usurer.
Chaloner, tr. of Morice Encomium, H 3 b. (Nares.)

waniandt, »• [ME. waniand, wanyand, loeny-

aiide; appar. a noun use of ME. waniand, ppr.

(< AS. waniende) of wanicn, wanen, wane: see
waited. Cf. MJaHJore.] Waning; specifically, the
waning of the moon, regarded as implying ill

luck.
Be they kyngis or knyglitis, in care je thaim cast

;

gaa, and welde tliam in woo to wonne, in the wanyand.
York Plays, p. 124.

He would of lykelyhood bynde them to cartes and beate
them, and make theym wed in the waniand.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 306.

waniont (wan 'ion), n. [Also wannion, wenion;
prob. a later form of waniand, used in impreca-
tions with a vague implication of ill luck or mis-
fortune.] Awordfound onlyin the phrases joif/j

a wanion, in the wanityn, and wanions on you, gen-
erally interpreted to denote some kind of im-
precation

—

With a wanion. (a) Bad luck to you ; the
mischief take you, or the like.

Marry, hang you

!

Westward loith a wanion V ye

!

Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, iii. 2.

" Bide down, with a mischief to you— bide down with a
wanion," cried the king. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel.

(6) "With a vengeance"; energetically ; vehemently; em-
phatically ; hence, in sliort order ; summarily.

He should have been at home preaching in his diocese
loitk a wannion. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

"Marry gep ivith a wenion.'" quod Arthnr-a-Bland.
Sobin Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 226).

Yet considering with himself that wares would be wel-
come where money wanteth, he went ntith a wanion to
his mother's chamber, and there, seeking about for odd
ends, at length found a little whistle of silver that his
mother did use customarily to wear on.

Hurman, Caveat for Cursetora, p. 76.

Come away, or I'll fetch thee with a wanion.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 1. 17.

I'll tell Ralph a tale in 's ear shall fetch him again with
a wanion. Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 2.

I sent him out of my company with a wanion— I would
rather have a rifler on my perch than a false knave at my
elbow. Scott, Abbot.

'Wankapin (wong'ka-pin), n. [N. Amer. Ind.]
The water-chinkapin. Also yoncopin.

'Wankle (wan'kl), a. [< ME. wankel, < AS. wan-
col, woneol (= OS. wancal = OHG. wanchal,
MHG. wankel), unsteady, unstable; cf. OHG.
MHG. wane, unsteady movement, doubt, G.
wank, remove, change; OHG. wanchon, MHG.
wanken, be unsteady, vacillate, = loel. vakka
= Sw. vanka, wander about; connected with
AS. wincian, etc., wink: see wink, wince, and cf.

wench. '\ Weak; unstable; not to be depended
on. [North. Eng.]
wanly (won'li),od(i. [< wa» + -ij/l.] In a wan
or pale manner ; palely.

wanness (won'nes), «. [< ME. wannesse; <
wanl -h -ness.} The state or appearance of be-
ing wan; paleness; a sallow, dead, pale color:
as, the loanness of the cheeks after a fever.

wannish (won'ish), a. [Early mod. E. also
wanish ; < wan^ + -jsftl.] Somewhat wan; of
a pale hue.

The wanish moon, which sheens by night.
Surrey, Ps. viii.

Upon her crest she wore a reannish Are,
Sprinkled with stars, like Ariadne's tiar.

Keats, Lamia, i.

Morning arises stormy and pale,
No sun, but a wannish glare
In fold upon fold of hueless cloud.

Tennyson, Maud, vi. 1.

wanrestfnl (wou-rest'fid), a. [< wan- + rest-

ful/] Restless. [Scotch.]
An' may they never learn the gaets
Of Ither vile wanrestfu' pets.

Burns, Death of Poor Mailie.

wanrufet, ». [< wan- + Sc. rufe, ruff, roif,

rest; cf. roo^.] Disquietude.
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Bot I Iiaif mervell in certaine
Quhat makis th6 this wanrufe.

Robene and Makyne (Child's Ballads, IV. 246).

wanset (wons), v. i. [Early mod. E. also wanze;
< ME. wansen, diminish, decrease, < AS. loan-

sian, diminish; with verb-formative -s, as in
minsian, decrease (see mince), and clsensian,

cleanse (see cleanse), < wan, deficient: see
wane'^.l To wane; waste; pine; wither.

His lively hue of white and red, his cheerfulness and
strength,

And all tlie things that liked liim did wanze away at length.
Goldinfj, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iii. {Trench.)

wanspeedt, »• [ME. wanspede; < AS. wansped;
as wan- -t- speed.] Ill fortune.

What whylenes, or wanspede, wryxles our mynd ?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9327.

want^t (wont), a. [ME., also wont, < Icel. vayit,

neut. (with reg. Scand. neut. suffix -t, as seen
also in thwart, another word of Scand. origin)
of vanr, lacking: see wan-, jcawei.] Lacking;
deficient.

And fyue wont of fyfty, quoth God, I schal forsete alle.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 740.

wantl (w6nt), n. [< ME. want, wonte, lack, de-
ficiency, indigence, < Icel. vant, want, < vant,
lacking: see wanf^, o.] 1. Lack; deficiency;
scarcity; dearth, or abseuce of what is needed
or desired: as, waH< of thought; w«jji of money.

'Prentices in Paul's Church-yard, tliat scented
Your leant of Breton's books.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 4.

He came the first Night to Maugera, but, for want of a
Pilot, did not know where to look for the Town.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 125.

2. A vacant part, place, or space ; a vacancy.
The wants in the wheels of your watch are as useful to

the motion as the nucks or solid parts.
Baxter, Divine Life, i. 10.

3. That which is lacking, but needed ; the
vacancy caused by the absence of some need-
ful, important, or desirable thing.

Yet, to supply the Hpe wants of my friend,
I'll break a custom. Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 64.

4. The state of being without means ; poverty

;

penury; indigence.
An endless Spring of Age the Good enjoy.
Where neither Want does pinch, nor Plenty cloy,(

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, i. 7.

King out the want, the care, the sin.

The faithless coldness of the times.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvi.

5t. A time of need.
He wept and shed many tears, blessing God that had

brought him to see their faces, and admiring the things
they had done in tlieir wants.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 112.

6. That which cannot be dispensed with; a ne-
cessity.

Habitual superfluities become actual wants.
Paley, Mor. Phil., Vi. 11.

7. In coal-mining, same as »/pl, 8 Want of con-
sideration. See consideration. ^SyTO.. 1. Insufficiency,
scantiness, dearth, default, failure.— 3. Requirement, de-
sideratum.— 4. Need, Indigence, etc. (see poverty), dis-

tress, straits.

wantl (wont), V. [< ME. wanten, wonten, < Icel.

vanta, want, lack, < vanr, neut. vant, lacking:
see want^, n.] 1, trans. 1. To be without; be
destitute of; lack: as, to want knowledge or
judgment ; to want food, clothing, or money.

Many a mayde, of which the name I want.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 287.

The Lord our God wants neither Diligence,
Nor Love, nor Care, nor Powr, nor Providence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weelcs, i. 7.

As a barren Coxcomb, that wants
Discourse, is ever entertaining Company out of the last

Book
He read in. Ethtrege, She Would if she Could, iv. 2.

They want many bad qualities which abound in the
others. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 10.

2. To be deficient in ; fall short in ; be lack-
ing in respect of, or to the amount of.

Another will say it [the Englisli language] wanteth
Grammer. Nay, truly, it hath that praise, that it wanteth
not Grammer ; for Grammer it might have, but it needs it

not. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 70.

We want nothing now but one Dispatch more from
Rome, and then the Marriage will be solemnized.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 26.

Trust me, Sir, I thought we had wanted three miles of
this house, till you showed it to me.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 56.

3. To do without; dispense with; spare.
For law, physick, and divinitie need so the help of

tonges and sciences as thei can not want them.
Ascham (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 16).

Which they by this attempt were like to loose, and there-
fore were willing to want his presence.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. .58.

The dragoons will be crying for ale, and they wunna
want it, and maunna want it. Scott, Old Mortidity, iv.

I

w.

[E. »
nd-m
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wanting

4. To have occasion for, as something requi-
site, useful, or proper; require; need.

Man wants but little here below.
Nor wants that little long.

Goldsmith, The Hermit.
,

Not what we wish, but what we want.
Oh ! let thy grace supply. Merrick, Hyniii.

5. To feel a desire for; feel the need of; wish
or long for; desire; crave.

I want more uncles here to welcome me.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1. 6.

The good pope . . . said, with scorn and indignation
.

whicli well became him, that he wanted no such prose- ;

lytes. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vL

If he want me, let him come to me. '

Tennyson, Geraint.

6. To desire to see, speak to, or do business
with; desire the presence or assistauce of ; de-
sire or require to do something: as, you are
the very man we xoant; call me if I am wanted;
the general wanted him to capture the battery.
= Syn. Need, etc. See lack^, v. t.

II, intrans. 1. To be lacking, deficient, or
absent.

If ye wanten in thees tweyne.
The world is lore.

Chaticer, Complaint to Pity, 1. 76.

There shall want
Nothing to express our shares in yonr delight, sir.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 1.

As in bodies, thus in souls, we find
What wants in blood and spirits, swell'd with wind.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 208.

2. To fail
;
give out ; fall short.

They of the citie fought valiantly with Engines, Darts,
Arrowes : and when Stones wanted, they tlirew Siluer,
especially molten Siluer. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 402.

The front looking to the river, tho' of rare worke for ye

carving, yet wants of that magnificence which a plainer
and truer designe would have contributed to it.

Evelyn, Diary, Fel). 8, 1644.

3. To be in need; suffer from lack of some-
thing.

He cannot want for money. Shak., T. of A., iiL 2. 10.

want^t (wont), n. [Also wont; for wand, < ME.
wand, < AS. wand, a mole, also in comp. wand
wyrp, a mole (cf. moldwarp), = G. dial, wona
wonne = Sw. dial, vand = Norw. vand, vaana
vond, vond, a mole.] The mole or moldwarp.
They found beards of deere feeding by thousands, and

tlie Countrie full of strange Conies, headeil like ours, with
tlie feet of a Want, and taile of a Cat, hauing vnder their
chins a bagge, into which they gather their meat when
they haue filled their bodie abroad.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 779.

•want^t, ». [Prob. < Icel. rottr (vait-, orig. vant-)
= OSw. wante, a glove, = Sw. Dan. rante = D.
want, a mitten; cf. OSw. winda, wind, involve,
wi-ap, = E. wind, turn. Cf. OF. icant{1), guant,
gant, F. gant = Pr. gan, guan = Sp. gnante =
Pg. guan'tes (pi.) = It. guanto, prob. < ML. wan-
ins, a glove ; < Tent. Hence (from the F. gant)
E. gantlet?, gauntlci^.'] A glove. Imp. Diet.

wa'n't (want). A colloquial and vulgar contrac-
tion of was not.

wantage (won'taj), n. [< want^ + -age.] De-
ficiency ; that wliich is wanting.

Inspectors and Gangers shall make a detailed return (in
duplicate) of each lot inspected, showing tlie serial num-
ber of each stamp affixed thereto, the gauge, wantage,
proof, and imniher of proof gallons.

Neio York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 256.

wanter (won'ter), «. [< ica«?l -I- -erl.] 1. One
who wants; one who is in need.

The wanters are despised of God and men.
Davies, Scourge of Folly, p. 21. {Davies.)

2. An unmarried person who wants a mate.
Halliwell. [Colloq.]

Want-gracet (wont'gras), «. [< want^, v., + obj.

grace/] A reprobate.

Want a want-grace to performe the deede.
Davies, Microcosmos, p. 57. (Dairies.)

want-hill (wont'hil), »i. [< want^ -i- hilP.] A
mole-hill.

Walter Eyres, digging want-hUls, 8«.

Darrell Papers (in H. Hall's Society in Elizabetlian Age).

wan-thri^ven (won-thriv'n), a. [< nan- -\-

thriven.] Stunted; decayed; in a state of de-
cline. [Scotch.]

wanting (won'ting), p. a. [< want'^ -\- -ing^.]

1. Deficient or lacking.

Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found want-
ing. Dan. v. 27.

Each, with streaming Eyes, supplies his wanting I'm.
Congreve, Deatli of Queen Mary.

The young people of our time are said to be wanting in
reverence. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 255.

2+. Needy; poor.
You forget yourself

:

I have not seen a gentleman so backward,
A wanting gentleman.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, ii. 4.



wanting
The wanting orphans saw with watery eyes
Their founders' charity in dust laid low.

Di-yden, Annus Mirai)iliSf st. 274.

wanting (wou'ting), jjrc;j. Except; less; minus.

Twelve, wanting one, he slew.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 727.

wantless (wont'les), a. [< want^ + -less.}

Having uo want ; abundant; fruitful. [Rare.]

The want-legs counties, Essex, Kent,
Warner^ Albion's England, iii. 7.

6817

n. trans. If. To make wanton.
If he does win, it wantims him with over-plus, and enters

him into new ways of expence. Fettham, Resolves, ii. 58.

2. To spend or waste in wantonness.

wapiti

The werld wannes at a wappe, and the wedire glounics.

Alliterative Pttems (eii. Morris), Gloss., p. 2(H\

When he strake ane upon the back,
The swiftest gae his head a wap,

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 343).

Hee wantons away his life foolishly that, when he is waO^t (wop), V. t. \< ME. tvappen (also comp.
well, will take physick to make him sick.

Bp. Hall, Defeat of Cruelty.

wantonheadt. wan'tonhoodt (won'ton-hed,
-hiid), H. [< ME. wantotmhede ; < wanton +
-head, -hood.'i Wantonness.

wanto (wan'to), w. A reed-buck of western wantoningl (won'ton-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

Africa: same as nagor, 1.

wanton (wou'tgn), a. and n. [< ME. wantoun,
icaiitiiwn, icautowen, wantogen, also, with loss of

pp. suffix -n, wuntowe, orig. 'uneducated, unre-
strained,' hence ' licentious, sportive, playful,'

< wan-, not, + towen (also i-toweu), < AS. togen

(also getogen), pp. of teon (pret. teah, pi. tugon) wantonizet (won tgn-iz),^ «).^ j.

= Goth. <iM/i«H,ete., = L. ri!«;ere,draw: seeMiflH-

and teei (of which -ton is the pp. reduced). Cf.

ME. untowen, perverse, G. tuigezogen, ill-bred,

rude, uncivil. Cf. the opposite ME. wel i-towen,

well-taught, modest.] I. a. 1. Ill brought up;
undisciplined; unrestrained; hence, free from
moral control.

He . . . associate vnto hym certeyn wanton persones,

& bete his mayster. Fetbyan, Chron., cxxvit

2. Characterized by extreme recklessness, fool-

liardiness, or heartlessness ; malicious; reck-

lessly disregardful of right or of consequences:
applied both to persons and to their acts.

The u-anton troopers riding by
Have iihot my fawn, and it will dye.

Marvell, Nymph Complaining for Death of her Fawn.

3. Wild; unruly; loose; unrestrained.

And take good iiede hi wisdom & resonn
That bi no icantowne l;ni3inge thou do noon offence
To-fore thi souereyne while he is in presence.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

.She, as a reil, down to the slender waist
lier unadorned golden tresses wore
Dishevel'd, but in wanton ringlets waved.

MUtim, V. L., iv. 304.

How does your tongue grow wanton in her praise !

Addison, Cato, i. 5.

Playful; sportive; frolicsome.

All wanton a» a child, skipping and vain.

Skak., L. L. L,

wanton, r.] The act of playing the wanton,
wan'toning^ (won'ton-ing), n. [< wanton +
-»«(/<*.] A wanton; a dallier.

But, since, I saw it painted on fame's wings
The Muses to be woxen wantoniiigs.

Bp. Hall, Satires, I. ii. 34.

[< wanton +
-izc.'\ To frolic; sport; dally; wanton.

That broad and glaring way wherein
Wild sinners find full space to wuntmiize.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 72.

wantonly (won'ton-li), adv. [< wanton + -/i/2.]

In a wanton manner. Specifically— (o) Eecklessly;
unadvisedly ; thoughtlessly ; without regard for right or
consequences.

A plague 80 little to be fear'd

As to be wantonly incurr'd.

Cowper, Mutual Forbearance.

No nation will wantonly go to war with another if it has
nothing to gain thereby. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 289.

(b) Frolicsomely ; sportfully ; gaily ; playfully ; carelessly.

How sweet these solitary places are ! how wantonly

atwappen, bmappen), lap or wrap, wrap up (per-

haps confused with wrappen, wlappen, wrap,
la,p): see wrap, lap3.'\ To wrap; tie; bind. Hat-
liwell.

wap2 (wop), n. [Also wapp, wop; < wap"^, v.}

1. A bale or bundle,as of hay or straw. [Scotch
and North. Eng.]— 2. A shroud-stopper.— 3.

A pendant with a thimble in one end through
which running rigging is led.

wap^t (wop), V. i. [< ME. tcappen, bark; cf.

waff^ s.uA yap.'\ To bark; yelp.

Wappynge or bafTyng as howndys. Prompt. Pan.

"Tis the little loapping of small dogs that stirs up the

cruel mastivcs.
C. Mather, Discourse on Witchcraft (ed. 1689), p. 24.

wapacut (wop'a-kut), n. [NL. as specific name
wapacuthu; < A'mer. Ind. (Cree) tcapacuthu, wa-
pow-keetlio (also wapolioo), a white owl : a name
applied by Pennant and Latham to a kind of owl
described in the manuscript notes of Mr. Hutch-
ins, who resided on Severn river, near Hudson's
Bay.] A large white spotted owl, about 2 feet

long and without ear-tufts, believed to be the

common snowy owl, Nyctea scandiaca. See cut

under snow-owl.

wapen, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

ti:capon.

(c) Lewdly ; lasciviously.

wantonness (won'ton-nes), «. [< ME. wan-
townesse; < wanton + -ness."} 1. The state or

character of being wanton, in any sense.

Somwhat he lipsed for his wantownesse.
To make his English swete upon his tonge.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 264.

I rather will suspect the sun with cold
Than thee with wantonness.

Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 4. 8.

Wantonness and luxury, the wonted companions of

plenty, grow up as fast. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. A wanton or outrageous act.

It were a wantonness, and would demand
Severe reproof. Wordsworth, Excursion, i.

wantmstt, n. [< ME. wantrust (= MD. wan-
troost); < wan- + trusO-, q. v.] Distrust.

O wantrust ! ful of fals suspeccloun.
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 177.

Wantsomet (wdnt'sum), a.

< wunt^ + -some.} Poor;

. Characterized by unrestrained indulgence of
.^ant^itt (wdnt'wit), n. [< wantl, v., + obj

,. ....f..„„i . ,..= ., o„„.f,w ,i,...i„t«.
. _

yj^v
destitute of wit or sense; a fool.

The wind blows throngh the leaves, and courts and plays _,„_„_„!,„_, /,„nr,',, a'h&\ ,, r«5i. a^en mnn
with 'em! Fletcher,Vi\etim,y.i. wapenshaW (wop n-sha), ). [be, also ioajj-

penshaw, wapmschaw, etc., lit. 'weapon-snow,'

V. 2. 771.

Ye valleys low, where the mild whispers rise

Of shades, and wanton winds, and gushing brooks.
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 136.

. Rank; luxuriant.

The (luaint mazes in the wanton green.
Shti., M. N. D., 11. 1. 99.

Every ungovernable paaslon grows wanton and luxmi-
Dt in coiTupt religions. Bacon, Fable of Dionysius.

te natural impulses or appetites; dissolute;

licentious.
The proud day.

Attended with the pleasures of the world,

la all too wantoit and too full of gawds.
Shak., K. John, ill. 3. 36.

Men, grown wanton by prosperity,

Study'd new art« of luxury and ease.

BoscoTninon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

WaiUon professor and damnable apostate.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

7. Particularly, unchaste; lascivious; libidi-

nous; lustful; lewd.

Thou art . . . froward by nature, enemy to peace.
Lascivious, wanton. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 19.

A vranton mistress is a common sewer.
Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 2.

n. «. 1. A pampered, petted creature; one
spoiled by fondness or indulgence; also, a frol-

icsome,roving,sportive creature; atrifler: used

L sometimes as a term of endearment.
Thy parents made thee a icanton with too much cocker-

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 36.

Shall a beardless boy,
A cocker'd silken wantoti, brave our fields?

Shak., K, John, v. 1. 70.

A lewd person; a lascivious man or wo-
an.

If ye be set on pleasure, or disposed to wantons, ye shall

have ministers enough to be furtherers and instrunient^
t It Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

[< wanton, a.] I. in-

frolic unrestrainedly

;

Wton 'won'ton), v.

trans. 1. To revel;
sport.

I

When, like some childish wench, she loosely wantoning
With tricks and giddy turns seems to ini.'>le the shore.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 174.

Nature here
Wanton'd as in her prime. Milton, P. U, v. 294.

Her cap-strings wantoned in front of her in the rising

wind. Mrs. Oliphant, May, iii.

wit.}

Such a uiant-wit sadness makes of me
That I have much ado to know myself.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 6.

wantyi (won'ti), n. ;
pi. wanties (-tiz). [Ori-

gin uncertain.] A leather tie or rope; a short

wagon-rope; a rope used for binding a load

upon the back of a beast. [Local, Eng.]

wanty^t (won'ti), n.; pi. wanties (-tiz). [Dim.

oiwant'^.} A mole ; a moldwarp.

Some creatures, albeit they be alwaies covered within

the ground, yet live and breath nevertheless, and namely
the wanty or mold-warpes.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 7. (Encyc. Diet.)

wan'Witt, «• [ME. wanwit (= G. loahnwitz— Sw.
vanvett — Dan. vanvid) ; < wan- + wit.} Lack of

sense; foolishness.

Schild me from pein of hoUe pit.

That I haue deseruud thorow uan-wite.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p.. 180.

wanyt, v. A Middle English form of wane^.

wanyandt, »• Same as waniand.

wanzet, v. i. See wanse.

wapi (wop), V.
;
pret. and pp. wapped, ppr. wap-

ping. [< ME. wappen; of. wimp, whop, and
5«a/>i, gttopi.] I. trans. 1. To strike; knock;

beat; wallop; drub. [CoUoq.]

Why, either of my boys could wap him with one hand.
Tha>ckeray.

2. To flap ; flutter. [Scotch.]

There's nae a cock in a' the land

But has wappit its wings and crawn.

Olasgerian (Allingham's Ballad-book), p. 361.

3. To toss or throw quickly. [Scotch.]

Tak a halter in thy hose.

And o' thy purpose dinna fail

;

But wap It o'er the Wanton's nose.

Loehmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 4).

n. intrans. To flutter; flap the wings; move
violently. [Obsolete^or provincial.]

S. To sport or dally in lewdness; sport las- wapl (wop), x. [<ME.Miop»e; < wajjl, ».] A
[civiously. smart stroke; a blow. [Obsolete or provincial.]

< wapen (a form of weapon) + shaw.} A show
or review of persons under arms, formerly made
at certain times in eveiy district. These exhibi-

tions or meetings were not designed for military exercises,

but only to show that the lieges were properly provided

with arms. The name has been revived in some quarters

in Great Britain, and applied to the periodical gatherings

of the volunteer corps of a more or less wide district for

review, inspection, shooting competitions, etc. (Scotch.)

We went to the field of war.

And to the weapon-nhaw.
Up and War Them A', Willie (Child's Ballads, VII. 266).

wapenshaw (wop'n-sha), v. i. To hold or at-

tend a wapenshaw. [Scotch.]

wapensha-wing (wop'n-sha-ing), n. [= D. wa-
pcnsclwuwing ; as wapenslmw + -ing^.} Same
as wapenshaw.
But thir ridings and wappenshavtiTigs, my leddy, I hae

nae no broo o' them ava. Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

[< ME. wantsum; wapentake (wop'n-tak), n. [< ME. wapen-
needy. Ormulum, take, wej^eiitake, < AS. weepengetaec, wsepentac,

a district, a wapentake (AL. wapentac or wap-
entagium), adapted from Icel. vapnatak, < vap-

na. gen. pi. of vapin, a weapon (= AS. wsepen

= E. teeapon), + -tak, a taking hold, a grasp-

ing, esp. a grasp in wrestling (used of the eon-

tact of weapons), < taka, take, grasp, seize,

touch: see weapon and take, andcf. wapenshaw.}
Formerly, in certain counties of northern,

eastern, and midland England, a division or

subdivision of a shire, generally corresponding
to a hundred in other counties. The term seems
to have been originally applied to the armed assemblies

of freemen ; and there is possibly an allusion to a practice

of taking up or "touching" the arms. Wapentake is still

a territorial division in Yorkshire.

It is written that King Allured, or Alfred, who then
ralgned, did devide the realme into shires, and the shires

into hundrethes, and the hundrethes into rapes or wapen-
takes, and the wapentakes into tithinges, Soe that tenn

tithinges made an hundrethe, and five made a lathe or

wapentake. Spenser, State of Ireland.

The wapentake is found only in the Anglian districts.

... To the north of these districts the shh-es are divided

into wards, and to the south into hundreds. Hence the

wapentake may be a relic of Scandinavian occuiiation.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 46.

wapiti (wop'i-ti), ». [Also wappiti, wapite, wap-
pite; < Amer. Ind. (Cree) wapitik, 'white deer,'

said to designate the Rocky Mountain goat,

Eaploceros montanus; used as E., and also in

the NL. form Cervus wapiti, by B. S. Barton, in

1809, for the animal defined.] The North Amer-
ican stag or elk, Cervus canadensis, which is the

North American representative of the stag or

red deer of Europe, and resembles the latter,

though it is much larger and of a stronger make,

being one of the largest living representatives

of the family Cervidee. Wapiti is chiefly a book-name

of this deer, which has generally been known since about

1809 as the eiit—a name applieil in Europe to a very differ-

ent animal, corresponding to that called moose in North

America. (See em (with cut), moose, stag.) The full-grown

male wapiti may exceed a height of 16 hands at the with-

ers, and acquire a weight of more than 1,000 pounds,

though not averaging over 600; the form is short for its

stature. The coat is some shade of yellowishgiay or

brownish-gray, darkening to chestnut-brown on the head,



wapiti

neck, ami limbs, even blackening on the belly ; on the
rump is a white patch Itordered with black and extending
into the s-Toin ; the tail is extremely sliort. The antlers
are very long, witli comparatively slender, cylindric, and
regularly curved beam, giving off in front the brow- and
bez-autlers close together, the i-oyal at end of first third

Wapiti, or American Ellt i^Cervus canadensis).

of the beam, a large sur-royal at end of second third, and
then forking dichotomously (only exceptionally acquiring
any palniation like tlic crown of the European stag). A
pair of good-sized antlers may weigh, with the skull, 50
or BO pounds, measure 4 or 6 feet along tlie curve of the
l>eani, and sjtrcad 3 or 4 feet apart. The venison is well
Havored and highly nutritious. The wapiti lias inhabited
North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from
Mexico to about 57° in the interior ; but it has been hunted
out of nearly all its range, and is now found chiefly in the
Rocky .Mountain region of the United States, especially
of the Upper Missouri and Yellowstone rivers. It is

gregarious, goes in herds or droves sometimes of many
hiuidreds, is slaughtered with little difficulty, and would
soon become extinct were no measures taken for its pres-
ervation.

wappato (wop'a-to), n. [Also wapatoo; < Ore-
gon Ind. wapatoo, wappatoo (f).] The tutiers
of Sagittaria variabilis. The Indians of Oregon
use them as food.

wappet, «'. An obsolete spelling of wap^.
wappent, n. Same as wapen.
wappenedt, a. A spurious (or perhaps obscene)
word occuiTing only in the following passage.
It has been conjectured to be a misprint for
weeping.

This yellow slave [gold]
Will knit and break religions. . . . This is it

That makes the wappen'd widow wed again.
Shak., "t. of A., iv. 3. 38.

wappenshaw, n. See wapennhaw.
wappert (wap'er), v. i. [Freq. of wap^ : see
r«;<i, wa !)«•!.] To move tremulously ; totter;
blink.

But still he stode his face to set awrye,
And wappering tumid up his white of eye.

Mir. /or Mags. (Imp. Diet.)

wapper-eyedt (wap'fer-id), a. [< wapper+ eyei
+ -cd^.] Blear-eyed; blinking.

A little wajiper-eyed constable, to wink and blink at
small faults. Middleton, Black Book, p. 628.

wapper-jaw (wap'6r-ja), n. 1. A wry mouth.
HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A projecting un-
der-jaw. [Colloq., U. S.]

wappet (wap'et), n. [Of. wan3.] A cur-dog.
HalHwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
Wappineert (wop-i-ner'), «. [Var. of *Wap-
jyingeer for Wappinger, q. v.] A man of Wap-
ping, a district of London along the Thames,
near the Tower.

In kennel sowc'd o'er head and ears
Amongst the crowding Wappineers.

D'Ur/ey, Colin's Walk, ii. {Daviea.)

Wapplneer tar, a waterman from Wapping Old Stairs

;

lience, a fresh-water sailor ; a landlubber.

Flip, The Commadore, a most illiterate Wappimer Tar,
hates the Gentlemen of the Navy, gets drunk with his
Boates-Crew, and values himself upon the Brutish Man-
agement of the Navy.

C. Shadwell, Humours of the Navy, Dramatis Persona).

Wappingert (wop'ing-fer), n. [< Wapping +
-or] A man of Wapping, London.
He was a thoroughpaced traitor, and looked upon to be

paymaster of the mob ; a Wappinger, and good at muster-
ing seamen. Tioaer A'ortA, Examen, p. 58l>. (Davus.)

wapplerite (wop'16r-it), n. A hydrated arse-
nate of calcium and magnesium, found at Joa-
chimsthal in minute white crystals.
waps (wops), n. A dialectal variant of wasp.
Wapynt, «• An obsolete form of weapon.
Warl (w4r), «. [Early mod. E. warre ; < ME.
wer, werr, were, werre, weorre, wyrre, < late AS.
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wcrre (also cited in AL. as *war, in eomp. war-
scot), < OF. werre, guerre, F. guerre = Pr. guer-
ra, gerra = Sp. Pg. It. guerra, war, < ML. wer-
ra, war, < OHG. werra, vexation, strife, contro-
versy, confusion, broil (= MD. werre = MLCJ.
wcrre, strife, war, hostility), < werran (fir-wer-
ran), MHG. werrcn (ver-werren), G. wirren (rer-

wirren), confuse, entangle, embroil, = MD.
werren (ver-werreit), embroil, entangle ; akin to

E. worse : see worse, and cf . war^, ult. a var. of
worse. The F. guerre appears in the phrase
nom de guerre, and the Sp. in the dim. guerrilla.

Hence war^, v., warraij, warrior, etc.] 1. A
contest beween nations or st&ies (international
xoar), or between parties in the same state (civil

war), caiTied on by force of arms. International
or public war is always understood to be authorized by
the sovereign powers of the nations engaged in it ; when
it is carried into the territories of the antagonist it is

called an aggressive or offensive war, and when carried
on to resist such aggression it is called di^fensive. Certain
usages or rights of war have come to be generally recog-
nized and defined under the name of the Laws of War,
which in general (but subject to some humane restrictions
which in recent times have been greatly increased) permit
tlie destruction or capture of armed enemies, the destruc-
tion of property likely to be serviceable to them, the stop-
page of all their channels of traffic, and the appropriation
of everything in an enemy's country necessary for the
support and subsistence of the invading army. On the
other hand, though an enemy may be starved into surren-
der, wounding, except in battle, linitilation, and all cruel
and wanton devastation are contrary to the usages of war,
as are also bombarding an unprotected town, the use of
poison in any way, and torture to extort information from
an enemy: but it is admitted that an enemy may be put
to death for cei-tain acts which are in themselves not crim-
inal, and it may be even highly patiiotic and praiseworthy,
but are injurious to the invaders, such as firing on the in-
vaders although not regularly enrolled in an organized
military force, or seeking to impair the invaders' lines of
communication.

"After this werr," quod she, "God send vs pcce."
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 900.

Learning and art, and especially religion, weave ties
that make war look like fratiicide, as it is.

Emerson, War.

2. A state of active opposition,hostility, or con-
test : as, to be at war (that is, engaged in ac-
tive hostilities).

Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war.
Shak., Sonnets, xlvi.

A wounded thing with a rancorous cry,
At war with myself and a wretched race.

Tennyson, Maud, x. 2.

3. Any kind of contest or conflict; contention;
strife: as, a wordy tear.— 4. The profession of
arms; the art of war.
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn war any more. Isa. ii. 4.

War is our bus'ness, but to whom is giv'n
To die, or triumph, that detei-mine heav'n !

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 171.

5. Forces; army. Compare iairte. [Poetical.]

O'er the embattled ranks the waves return
And overwhelm their war. Milton, P. L,, xii. 214.

In this array the war of cither side
Through Athens passed with military pride.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 101.

6. Warlike outfit.

His Complement of Stores, and total War.
Prior, Henry and Ennna.

[War is sometimes used in the plural form with the same
signification as it has in the singular.

I'll to the Tuscan wars. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3. 290.]

Articles of war. See articJe.—Austro-Prussian war,
the war waged by Prussia, Italy, and some minor Ger-
man states against Austria, the states of South Ger-
many, Saxony, Hanover, etc., in 1860. It resulted in
the victory of the foi-mer, the dissolution of the Ger-
manic confederation, the replacing of Austria by Prus-
sia in the hegemony of Germany, large additions to Prus-
sian territory, and the cession to Italy of Venetia by Aus-
tria.— Broad-seal war. See ^roarf-«ea^.— Buck-shot
war. iiee buck-shot.— Civil war, a war between different
factions of a people or between different sections of a coun-
try. Specifically— (a) In Horn, hist., the war between Sulla
and Marius (commencing 88 B. c.) or that between Pom-
pey and Cseaar (commencing 49 B. c). (b) In Eng. hist.,

the war of the great rebellion. See rebellion, (c) In
If. .S. hist., the war of secession. See secession.— Contra-
band of war. See contraband goods, under contraband.
— Council Of war. See co«?icrf.—Crimean war. See
Crimean.— Custom Of war, declaration of war. De-
partment of War, effelr of war. See custom, declarn.
lion, etc.— Eighty years' WUT, the contest between
Spain and the Netherlands, extending with intermissions
from about 1!)68 to the recognition by Spain of Dutch
independence in 1848.- Franco-German war, or Fran-
co-Prussian war, the war between France and Ger-
many in 1870-1, ending in the defeat of the former, the
cession to Germany of Alsace-LoiTaine, and the formation
of the modem German empire.— French and Indian
war, a war waged by Great Britain and its American colo-
nies against I'rance and Indian allies, 1754-63, ending
in the acquisition of Canada and the M ississippi region by
Great Britain: it was a part of the " Seven Years' War.— Holy war, a war waged with a religious purpose : as,
the holy wars of the Crusaders ; a Mohammedan holy war
against the infidels.- Honors Of War. See honor.—
Hundred years' wax, the series of wai-s between Eng-

war
land and France, about 1338-14.'i3. Tlie English, generally
victors in these wars down to about 1430 (Crecy, Poitiei-s,

Agincourt, etc.), and rulers of a great pait of France,wero
finally expelled entirely, except from Calais, which they
retained for about a century longer.—Inexpiable war.
See inexpiable.— Itsiiiajl War, the war of \>>tA> waged
by France and Sardinia against Austria. It resulted in
the defeat of the latter, its cession t)f Lombardy to Sar.
dinia, and eventually in the constitution of the kingdom
of Italy.— Jugurthlne war. See Jugurthine.— Zing
George's war, in Amer. hist., the war waged by Great
Britain and its American colonies against France and
Indian allies, being the American phase of the War of the
Austrian Succession (1741-8).— King Philip's war, in
Amer. hist., the war between the New England colonists
and the confederated Indians under the lead of Philip
(1675-6).— King William's war, in Amer. hist., the war
waged by Great Britain and its colonies against France
and Indian allies, i>eing the American phase of the contest
between various European powers against Louis XIV. of
France (1689-97).— Latin War, in Jtom. hist., the war
between Rome and the Latin League, 340-338 B. c, ending
in the subjection of the latter.— Man of war. .Sec rnon.
— Marsic war. See social war.— Mexican war, the
war between the United States and Mexico, lfe46-s, ending
in the defeat of the latter, and its cession of Califoi nia and
other large territories to the United States.—Mlthrldatlc
wars, the wars between Rome and Mithridates the Great
of Pontus in the first half of the first century B. c. , terminat-
ing in the overthrow of Mithridates by Pompey about 65 B.C.

—Napoleonic wars, a general name for the wars waged
by Fi-ance with various nations, dating from Napoleon's
campaigns in Italy in 1796 to his final overthrow in 1815.

— Peasants* war. See peasant.— Peloponnesian war.
See Peloponnesian.~TejiinsVda.T war. See peninsular.
— Pequot Wax, in Amer. hist., the war between the New
England colonists and the Pequot Indians of Connecticut
in 1637.—Persian wars, in (Jr. hist, the wars between
Persia and Greece in the first half of the fifth century
B. c. of which the chief episodes were Marathon (490 B. c.)

and the unsuccessful invasion of Greece by Xerxes (Ther-
mopylse, Salamis, Platsea).-Private war. Seeprivate.-
Punicwars. SeeP«nic.—(Jueen Anne's war, in Amer.
hist, the war waged by Great Britain and its colonies
against France and Indian allies, being the American
phase of the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-13).—
Revolutionary war, in U. S. hist., same as War of the
American Revolution.—RussO-TUTkiSh Wars, wars be-
tween Russia and Turkey. The principal in modern times
were those (a) of 1828-9, ending in the defeat of Turkey;
(6) of 1853-6 (see Crimean); (c) of 1^77-8, between Russia
and its allies (Rumania, etc.)and Turkey, resulting in the
defeat of Turkey and the reconstruction of southeastern
Europe.— Sacred wars, in Gr. fast., wars against certain
Greek states which had been adjudged guilty of sacrilege
by the Amphictyonic Council : as, the sacred war against
Phocis (ending346B.C.).— Saltpeter war. Hee saltpeter.
— Samnite wars, three wars waged by Rome against the
Samnites and other Italians, (a) 343-341 B. C, (6) 326-304
B. c, (c) 298-290 B. c, ending in the triumph of Rome.—
Schleswig-Holstein wars, wars between Denmark and
the duchies of Sclileswig and Holstein (with allies). They
commenced in 1S48 and ended in 1864, when Prussia and
Austria defeated the Danes and occupied the duchies,
which were eventually annexed by Prussia.— Secretary
at War, Secretary of War. See secretary.- seven
weeks' war, or seven days' war, the AustroPrussian
war of lHti<^.— Seven years' war. See Silesian wars.—
Ellesian wars. See StVcsiaii.- Sinews of war. See
sinew.— Sloop Of war. See sloopi.— Smalkaldlc war.
See Smalkalaic.— Social War. See social. The name
is also given to the war between Athens and her former
allies about 358-:i;")5 b. c.— Thirty years' war. See
thirty.—To declare war. See drclare.— To msLkevmi.
See 7M«A:ei.— Trojan war. See 7'rojfln.— Tug of war.
See (a^.—War measures, a general title for acts passed
by the United States Congress and orders made by the
Ptesident dui-ing the civil war, 1861-5, which became
necessary to its prosecution, though not expressly author-
ized by the Constitution, as the Confiscation Acts, the Le-
gal Tender Acts, the ordering of drafts for the military
service, the emancipation of slaves, etc.—War Of 1812,
the war between Great Britain and the United States in

1812-16.—War of Liberation, specifically, the war un-
dertaken by Germany in 1813, with the aid of Russia, Great
Britain, and other allies, to free Germany and other pai-ts

of Europe from the rule or influence of Napoleon and the
French.—War of secession. See secession.—Wht of the
American Revolution. See revolution.— Wsn of the
rebellion. Same as war of secession.—War powers,
powers exercised during or because of war ; specifically,

the powers exercised in time of war by the President of
the United States as commander-in-chief of the army and
navy of the United States and of the militia of thcseveml
States when called into actual service.—Wars of succes-
sion. See »-Mocc««ion.—Wars oftheFrench Revolution,
the wars growing out of the French Revolution, waged by
Austria, Prussia, etc., .against France, and commencing in

1792.—warsoftheEoses. Seeru««i.—Wartotheknife.
See knife.

war^ (war), V.
;
pret. and pp. warred, ppr. irar-

ring. [< ME. werren, weorren, werrien (= MD.
MLG. werren), war ; from the noun. C'f. war-

'"^•l I. intrans. 1. To make or carry on war;
carry on hostilities ; fight.

And the hothcn peple that werreden on the kynge Moyne
often sithee foughten withe the crystene.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 24.

Why should I war without the walls of Troy?
Shak., T. and C, i. 1. 2.

2. To contend ; strive violentlj' ; be in a state

of opposition.

Lustfl which war against the soul. 1 Pet. ii. 11.

Let us alone. What pleasure can we have
To war with evil?

Tennyson, The Lotos Eaters, Choric 8on&

II. trans. 1. To make war upon; oppose,
as in war; contend against.



I

war
Lykwayes we sould keep the vonales of the original,

qulierin the north tvarres the south ; from retineo, the
north retine, the south retain.

A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), P- 2a
Ix)ve and Ambition in their glory sat . . ,

Warring each other. Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

2. To carry on, as a contest.

Ttiat thou by them mightest imr a good wai-fare.

1 Tim. i. 18.

war^ (war), o. [Sc. also waur; < ME. wane,
wcrre, loer, a later form, after OFries. werra,
tcirra, worse, of leel. verri, a. {verr, adv.) = Dan.
raerre = Sw. viirre, of ME. werse, E. worse : see
worse.'] Same as worse. [Now only Scotch,
commonly misspelled waur.']

They B.tyne the world is much war then it wont
Spenger, Shep. Cal., September.

Murder and waur than murder. Scott.

war2 (war), V. t. [Sc. also waur; < M;ar2,a.] To
defeat; worst. [Scoteli.]

It was a paper of great sitmiflcance to the plea, and we
were to be waured for want o't. Scott, Antiquary, ix.

war^t, «• and t'. A Middle English form of ware^

.

war-*t, !• A Middle English form of ivere.

waratah (wa'ra-tfi), n. [Also warratau.'] 1.
A stout erect Australian shrub, Telopea specio-
sissima, also T. oreades, of the Proteacese, bear-
ing dense heads, some 3 inches broad, of bril-

liant crimson flowers. It is sometimes grown
in greenhouses, but is not easily cultivated.

—

2. A variety of the common camellia, with
flowers resembling those of Anemone; ane-
mone-flowered camellia.
war-ax (war'aks). n. Same as battle-ax.

warbeetle (war'be"tl), n. Same as warble?, 3.

warble 1 (war'bl), r.
;
pret. and pp. icarbled, ppr.

warbling. [< ME. werblen, < OP. werbler, quaver
with the voice, speak in a high tone, < MHG.
*werbelen, G. wirbeln, warble, lit. turn, whirl,
freq. of MHG. werben (werven) = OHG. werban
(wcrfan), turn, twist, move, be busy about, per-
form, = OS. hwerbhan, move hither and thither,
= AS. hweorfaii, turn, move : see icherve, wharf,
and cf. whirl, wharl, kj/ioW.] I. intrans. X. To
sing with trills and quavering, or melodious
turns, as a bird ; carol or sing with sweetly
trilling notes.

Warble, child ; make pasaionato my sense of hearing.
Shat., L. L. U, iii. 1. 1.

Birds on the branches warldinff. Milton, P. L., viii. 264.

2. To sound vibratingly, or with free, smooth,
and rapid modulations of pitch

;
quaver.

Such strains ne'er unrble in the linnet's throat
Gay, Shephenl's Week, Wednesday, 1. 3.

The stream of life warbled through her heart as n brook
sometimes warblen through a plensimt little dell.

llatcthorne, Beven dables, V.

3. To yodel. [U. S.]

H. trans. 1. To sing or utter with quaver-
ing trilLs or turns : as, to warble a song.

She gan againe in melodie to melt,
And many a note she warbled wondrous weL

Goitcf/ufne, Philomene (Steele Olas, etc., ed. Ariier, p. 89).

If she lie right invoked with warbled song.
MUlon, Comus, 1. 854.

2. To describe or celebrate in song.

Y> Father, grant I sweetly warble forth
Vnto our seed the World's renowned Birth.

Sylvexter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 1.

Or would you hnve mc turn a sonnetteer.
And warble those brief-siKhtiMt eyes uf hers?

Tennynon, Queen Mary, iii. 6.

warble' (war'bl), n. [< ME. werble, < OF. wer-
hle, a warble, warbling; from the verb.] A
strain of clear, rapidly uttered, gliding tones;
a trilling, flexible melody; a carol; a song;
any soft sweet flow of melodious sounds.

The well-tuned warble of her nightly sorrow.
Shah., Lucrece, 1. 1080.

Wild bird, whose warble, liquid sweet.
Rings Eden through the budded quicks.

Tenmtnon, In Memoriam, Ixxxviii.

Quiet &» any wnter-s<»dden log
Btay'd in the wandering trarUe of a brook.

Tennygon, Last 'I'oumament

warble- (w&r'bl), v. t. and t.
;

pret. and pp.
warbled, ppr. warblinf/. [Sc. also warple ; <
ME. 'werblen, turn, whirl (f), ult. same as
warble^, q. v.] In falconry, to cross the wings
upon the back.

warble-* (war'bl), n. [Also wormil, wormul,
warnle, wornil, wornal, also assimilated wabble,
and dim. warblet; cf. equiv. warbeetle. and the
adj. worbitten, said of timber pierced by the
larvie of insects; orig. foriD uncertain no
early instances appearing; perhaps connected
with ME. war, pus, humor. Some of the forms
indicate simulation of M)or?».] 1. A small, hard
swelling on the back of a horse, produced by
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the galling of the saddle.— 2. A tumor on the
back of cattle or deer, produced by the larva of
a bot-fly or gadfly.— 3. An insect or its larva
which produces warbles. Also loarbeetle. Com-
pare wabble^.

warble-fly (war'bl-fli), n. A fly whose larva
produces warbles. Thus, Hypoderma bovis is the war-
ble-fly of the ox. Synonymous in part with bot-fly. The
latter word, however, is applied to all (Estridee.

warbler (war'blSr), n. [< warble^ + -erl.] 1.
One who or that which warbles; a singer; a
Songster.

In lulling strains the feathered warblers woo.
Tickell, On Hunting.

Dan Chaucer, the first warbler. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. Specifically, any one of a great number of
small oseine passerine birds, or dentirostral
insessorial birds, of different families and many
different genera, of both the Old World and the
New. Especially—(a) A bird of the group composingthe
family Sylriidss,ov Old World warblers, with scarcely any
representatives in America. This is one of the most exten-
sive and varied groups of its grade in ornithology, now
generally rated as only a subfamily (Sylviinse) of Turdidte.
These warblers are all small, active, sprightly birds, and
many are remarkable for the clearness, sweetness, and flexi-
bility of their song. Among typical warblers of the subfam-
ily Sijlviinm may be noted the species of Sylvia, the lead-
ing genus, as the blackcap and whitethroat ; of Metizopki-
lug, as the Dartford warbler ; of Regulus, as the goldcrest

;

of Pti'iiloscoptis, as the willow-warbler ; of Aedcn, as the
rufous warbler ; of UypiAais, as the icterine warbler ; of
Acrocephalus, as the reed- or sedge-warbler; of Locus-
tella, as the grasshopper-warbler; of Cettia, as Cetti's
warbler. Besides these, the accentor or hedge-sparrow,
the nightingale {Daxdias huscinia), the redbreast (krytha-
cus rubecula), the bluethroat, redstart, whinchat, stone-
chat, etc., have been brought under the definition of war-
bler, as members of the sylviine group. (6) In the United
States, a bird of a different family, the American war'olers,
Dendroecidse or MniotUtidm, a smaller and more com-
pact group than the Syh~iidie, though the species are still
very numerous and diversified. Few of them are noted
for musical ability. The leading representatives of the
American warblers are the numerous wood-waiblers of
the genus VendrtKca ; the worm-eating warblers, Helmin-
tkerug&ud Helminthophaga ; the creeping warblers, Mnio-
tilta and PariUa; the ground-warblers, as Oeothlypis; the
chat, Icteria; the water-thrushes, Sei«ru«; the fly-catching
warblers, MyiodiocUs, Setophaga, and many others of trop-
ical America.

3. In bagpipe music, an appoggiatura, or similar
melodic embellishment.

In the music performed upon this instrument [the bag-
pipe] the idayurs introduce among the simple notes of the
tune a kind of api)oggiatura, consisting of a great inmiber
of rapid notes of peculiar embellishment,which they term
warblers. Encye. Brit., III. 236.

Adelaide's warbler, Dendroeca adelaidie (Baird, 1865),
the representative in Porto Rico of Grace's and of the
yellow throated warbler.— African warWert (Latham,
1783), the type species of the genus Sphena^acus, S. afri-
canue. Also called spotted yellow flycatcher by Latham,
formerly Muxcicapa afra, Motacilla or Sylvia a/ricana,
etc., and also placed in the genus Drymceca by some
authors.— Alpine warblert (Latham, 1783), a kind of
hedge-warbler. Accentor alpinus, of central and southern
Europe, occasionally found in Great Britain. This bird
was also called collared stare by Latham the same year,
having been described by Scopoli in 1769 as Stum.us
coZfarw.—Aquatic warbler (Latham, 1783), one of the
reed-warblers, prot)al»ly Acrocephalus aquaticus: formerly
called .'Sylvia or Salicaria or Calaviodyta atjuatica.— An-
dubon's warbler, Dendroeca auduboni, the western rep-
resentative of the yellowrump or myrtle-bird, and equally
abundant It dilfers chiefly in having the throat yellow
instead of white. Also called wes^n yellowrump.—
Autunmal warbler, the young of the bay breasted war-
bler, mistaken for a distinct species. A. Wilson, 1811.

—

Azure warbler, the cerulean warbler.— Babbling War-
blert (lAtham, 1783), the lesser whitethroat, Sylria cur-
ruca. See whitethroat, 1.— Bachman's warbler [n.amed
after the American naturalist John B«cA?/iaji (1790-1874)],
Helminthophaga bachmani of the southern United States
and some of the West Indies. (Audubon, 1834.) It is one
of the swanip-warblers, and still very rare, though it has
been quite leeently found to be common in some localities.

— Barred warbler, Sylvia nisoria of Europe, Asia, and
Africa.— Bay-breasted warbler, Dendroica cagtanea of

eastern parts of North America. The adult male has the
whole breast chestnut—Belted warblert, the yellow-
rumped warbler. Latham, 1783; Pennant, 1785.—Black-
and-white warbler, the creeping warbler, Mniotilta
varia : more fully called hlack-aml-white creeping warbler
or creeper, also white-poll warbler. See cut imder Mnio-
tilta.— Black-and-yellow warbler, Dendroeca macu-
losa. See cut under opuHcrf.- Blackbumian warbler,
Dendroeca blackbumise, the prometheus warbler, in adult
plumage extensively black varied with white, the breast
and some parts al)out the head of a flaming orange. It

is tlie most richly colored of the warblers, and is common
in many parts of North America. It was named by La-
tham in 1783 after a Mra. Blackburn of London.— Black-
Capped warbler, the black'.*ap, Sylvia (oftener Cur-
ruca) titricapilla, of ncjirly all Europe, and parts of Asia
and Africa.— Black-headed warblert, the American
redstart, Setophaga ruticilla. See cut under redstart.

Latham, 1793; Penruint, 1785.— Black-poll warbler,
Dendroeca striata, when adult having the whole crown
black, the upper parts olivaceous streaked with black,

and the under parts white streaked with Ijlack along the
sides. In young plumage it is hardly to be distinguished

from the bay-breasted warbler. It is very wide-ranging,

from (Ireenland and Alaska through most of America
(l>robably to Chili). It was originally described in 1772

by J. R. Forster from Hudson's Bay as the striped fly-

warbler
mfcAcr.—Black-throated blue warbler, Dendraicaca-
rulescens, of eastern North America, remarkable for the
unusual dilference of the sexes iji plumage. The male
is blue, white below, with black throat and a peculiar
white space on the wing ; the female is chiefly greenish
above and yellowish below, with traces of the character-
istic wing-mark.— Black-throated gray warbler, .D«n-
droeca nigreseens, of western parts of the United States
and Mexico. The adult male is bluish-ash above with a
few black streaks, below white streaked on the sides with
black, the head black with white stripes and a small bright-
yellow spot before the eye.— Black-throated green
warbler, Dendroeca virens, one of the most abundant
wood-warblers of eastern North America. The adult male
is olivaceous-green above, below extensively black, with
much golden yellow on the sides of the head, and white on
the wings and tail. The length is 5 inches. It is one of a
group of warblers having several representatives in west-
ern North America. See cut under Dendroeca.— Black-
throated warbler, the black-throated blue warbler.
Latham, 1783 ; Pennant, 1785.—Blanford's Warbler, Syl-
via Man/ordi, of which only one specimen is known, from
Abyssinia. SeeSoAm.— Bloody-Blde or blOOdy-Sided
warblert. (a) The chestnut-sided warbler. Pennant,nH5.
(b) One of the golden warblers, Dendroeca rujicapilla, of
the West Indies. Latham, 1783.—Blue-eyed yellow
warbler, the summer yellow-bird, Dendroeca sp-stiva.—
Blue golden-winged warbler, Helminthophaga chrys-
optera, a common swamp-warbler of the eastern United
States and Canada. See cut under Helminthophaga.—
Blue-green warbler, the cerulean warbler in immature
plumage, or the female of that species.—Blue Mountain
warbler, an American warliler so named by A. Wilson in
1812, and never since identified. It was found in the Blue
Mountains of Pennsylvania.—Blue-throated warbler
(Latham, 1783), the bluethroat, originally described by
Edwards in 1743 as the bluethroat redstart, later variously
called Motacilla suecica, Sylvia suecica, Sylvia cyanecula,
Cyanecula suecica, etc., all of which names are shared
by a related species or variety. See cut under bluethroat.— Blue-Winged yellow warbler, Helminthophaga
pinuH, a common swamp-warbler of the eastern parts of
the United States, originally described by Edwards (before
Linnajus) as the pine-creeper.—Blue yellow-backed
warbler, Parula (or Compsothlypis) americana. See Pa-
nda.— 'Bous.T^Z.rt&'i fly-catching warbler, the young
of the Canadian fly-catching warbler, niii-taken by Audu-
bon for a different species in 1831, and dedicated to Prince
Charles Lueien Bonaparte (1803-67).—Booted warbler,
a tree-warbler, Hypolais cafiV/ota.-Bourbon warblert
(Latham, 1783), the yellow-runiped creeper (Latham, 1781)

;

a white-eye or silver-eye, Zostenrpn borbonica, peculiar to
the Island of Reunion.—Bowman's warbler, Sylvia mys-
tacea of Persia, Palestine, and Abyssinia.— Bush-war-
blers, the members of the genus Cettia, having only ten
rectrices. There are about 12 species, with one exception
confined to Asia. The exception is Cetti's warbler, C. cetti,

which extends thi'oughout the Mediterranean region, and
was originally described in 1776, by the naturalist whose
name it bears, as umgnuolo di Jtume, which became the
bu^carle of Butfon and Dau))enton. See cut under Cettia.—
Caftl-arlau warblert (Latham, 178;*), the so-called red-
tailed thrush of Latham (1783), formerly Motacilla or Syl-
via caffra, now known as CoKSypha cafra (and Bensonomis
IjAwnicMrMs).- Canadian fly-catching warbler, Myio-
dioctes canadensis, abundant in eastern parts of North
America. Also called Caruida and spottedjlycatcher. The
upper parts are bluish-ash varied with black, and the under
parts are yellow with black streaks on the breast.- Cana-
dian warbler, (a) The black-throated blue warbler. (6)
The (.'anadiantly-catching warbler.— Cape Maywarbler,
Dendroeca tigrina, formerly Sylvia maritima: so named
by A. Wilson, in 1812, from a locality in New Jersey where
he found it In full plumage it is one of the handsomest
of the wood-warblers, and has peculiarities whicli have
caused a genus (Perissoglossa) to be based upon it— Car-
bonated warbler, an American warbler so named by Au-
dubon in 1831, and never since identified. More fully called
carbonated swatnp-warbler, also duxky warbler.— Ceru-
lean warbler. See cerulean.— Cetti's warbler, one of
the bush-warblers.— Chestnut-bellied warblert (La-
tham, 1783), an Asiatic redstart, Jtufirilla (formerly Sylvia)
erythrogastra. — Chestnut-sided warbler, Dendrwca
peiinxylvanica of the eastern United States and Canada,
having, when adult, the under parts pure-white with a
chain of chestnut streaks along each side, and the crown
rich-yellow.— Chiff-chaff warbjer, Phylloscojms ru/us.
See cut under cAi/-c/my/;— Children's warblert, the fe-

male or young summer yellow-bird, Z>e/Jdra'crt ^estiva. Au-
dubon, 1831.—Cingalese warblert (Latham, 17S3), the
green warbler of Brown (1776) and yellow-bellied creeper
of Latham (1787), one of the Sevtanuiidse, Anthothreptes
phoenicotis, extending from Bhutan to Malacca and the
Sunda Islands, but not known in Ceylon.— Cisticoline
warbler, a grass-warbler ; one of a very large and loose
group of Old World warbler-like birds, of which the leading
genera, in numbei-s of species, are Cisticola or Drymaxa,
with twelve rectrices, and Prinia with ten (as in the genus
Cettia). The group is badly defined, and is now generally
thrown into the so-called ornithological waste-basket (7'i-

meliidse). Most of the species of the three genera named
have been placed In each of the others, and Drymoeca
has practically included the members of both. Among
notable mendjers of the group are the tailor-warblers
or tailor-birds (see Orthotomus, Sutoria, and tailor-bird,

with cuts), witli twelve rectrices, and the species of
Suya (which see), with ten rectrices. The group is best
developed in Africa and Asia. Cisticola cursitans (with
thirty technical synonyms) extends from southern Eu-
rope, throughout Africa and through the warmer parts
of Asia, to the Indo-Malayan islands; C. subruflcapilla
(with more than thirty synonyms) inhabits most of
Africa.— Citrine warblert (Latham, 1783), the remark-
able New Zealand Acanthisitta chloris. See Xenicidse.
— Citron warbler, the summer yellow-bird, Dendroeca
eestiva. Swainmn a7id Richardson, 1831.- Connecticut
warbler, Oporomis agilis, a ground-warbler so named
l)y Wilson in 1812, common in eastern parts of the United
States, especially in the fall.— Creeping warblers, the
American warblers of the genera Mniotilta and Parula.
See cut wnAer Mniotilta.—iiSirtfOTA warbler (Latham,
1783), the Motacilla undata of Boddaert. 1763 (based on
the pittechou of Daubenton, Planches Eniumin^es, 665,



warbler
flg. 1. 1783), also called Sylvia provitidalis, S. undata, S.
da}%fordifnsi^, S. /erntginea, etc., and type of the genus
Melizophilus {which see, with cut), a warbler found from
England and France to northern Africa and Palestine.—
Daurian warblert (Latham, 17S3), the Daurian redstart,
Jiuticilla (formerly Sylvia) aurorea, inhaliitin^' most of
Asia and some of the adjacent islands. —Desert-warbler,
Sylvia nana, characteristic of arid wastes from Algeria to
Persiaandotherpartaof Asia.— Dusky warblert. (a) A
bird so named by Latham in 1783, but never identified. It
is supposed to be a species of Prinia or of Dryinoeca. {b)
ThL- yellow-rumped warbler. Pennant,1785. Ahotimbrose
icarbler, (c) The carl)onated waibler. Nuttall, 1832.—
Dwarf warblert (Latham, 1783X Acanthiza pusilla, a
warbler like bird of Anstralia.—Equinoctial warblert
(Latham, 1783), Tatare sequinoctialiSy of Christmas Island
in the Pacific Ocean. This is closely related to the bird
figured under Tatare.- V&X Warblert. Same as grassct
Kwrfrter.— Flaxen warblert, a bird so named by Latham
in 1783, apparently Prima mystacea.—Fly-Catcbing
warblers, the American warblers of the subfamily Seto-
phayiiue, &3theYedst&rU the speciesofMy iudioctes,Cardel'
Una, Baaileutenis, etc., chiefly of tropical and subtropical
regions. See cuts under Myiodiocies and rct?*?«rt.— Gar-
den warbler, the common European and African Sylvia
hortensis, the greater pettichaps. See cut un(ier pettichaps.— Golden-cheeked warbler, De}idrceca chrysoparia, a
relative of the black-thn.iated green warbler, found from
Texas to Guatemala, Sclater mid Salvia, I860.— Oolden-
orowned warbler, the yellow-rnmped warbler. Latham,
1783; Pennant, 1785. A\so goldencroivned flycatcher (the
original name, bestowed by Edwards).

—

Golden SWamp-
warbler, the prothonotary warbler. See cut under 2>ro-

/Ao;iofrtri/.—Golden warblers. See f^o^rfen.—Gold-wing,
gold-winged, or golden-winged warbler, llelmintho-
phaga chryfiopfera. See cut under Ilclininlhophaga.—
Grace's warbler, Detulrceca yraciie [named by S. F.
Baird in 1865 after Grace D. Coues], a wood-warbler re-

sembling D. dominica, discovered in Arizona by Coues in
1864.— Grasset warbler, the yellow-rumped warbler.
Latham, 1783; Peiinant, 1785.— Grass-warbler, (a) A
cisticoline warbler, especially one of the genus Drymceca
in a broad sense, (6) Any member of tlie genus Lusci-
niola, a small group of about 12 species, chiefly Asiatic,
and especially Himalayan, with one species extending into
tlie Mediterranean region, and another in South Africa.
There are twelve tail-feathers, the tarsus is scutellate, the
wings are short with spurious first primary, and the pre-
vailing colors are russet and olive-brown. Tlie type is

L. aedon (of Pallas). This genus has six other New Latin
names.— Great-tailed warbler (Latliam, 1783), one of
the South African grass-warblers, formerly Sylvia ma-
croura, now known as Prinia (or Drymceca) mactilosa.—
Green black-capped warbler, Wilson's fly-catching
warbler. A'«((aii.— Greenwarbler. (at) TheCingalese
warbler. Brotcn, 1776. (6) The black-throated green
warbler. Lathain, 1783 ; Pennant, 1785.— Ground-war-
blers, the American warblers of the genera Geothlypis
and related forms, as the Maryland yellowthroat. See cut
under (?eo(A/j/^.— Gnlra Warblert (Latham), a South
American tanager, Nemosia guira.— Hedge-warbler,
the hedge-sparrow (of Albin, 1738), Accentor modidaris.
See cut under AccerU&r. Latham, 1783.

—

Hemlock-war-
bler, the young Blackburnian warbler, Sylvia pants of
Wilson, Nuttall, and Audubon,—Hooded warbler, the
hooded fly-oatcliing warbler, Myiodiocies mitratiis, of
the eastern parts of the United States. The adult male
is of an olivaceous color above, rich-yellow below, the
head mostly black with a mask of rich yellow. Also
called mitered warbler, Selby's sylvan flycatcher, and
hoiAed ei(//io««e.— Icterlne warbler, a tree-warbler,
Hypolais ic(en*7wr.—Jamaica Warbler, Dendrceca do-
minica, the yellow-throated warbler. Latham, 1783.—Kentucky warbler, Oporomis furmosa, a ground-
warbler so named by Wilson in 1811. It is entirely rich-
yellow underneath, olivaceous above, with a black bar on
each side of the head, and a yellow mark about the eye.
It is common in eastern parts of the United States. More
fully called by Audubon Kentucky fly-catching warbler.—
Kirtland's warbler, DendroRca kirtlandi, a rare wood-
warbler named in 18.'i2 by S. F. Baird after Dr. Jared P.
Kirtland of Ohio, where the bird was discovered, at Cleve-
land, May, 1851.— Lawrence's warbler [named after
George N. Laierence of New York), Ilelminthophaga law-
rencei. Herrick, 1874.— Long-legged warblert (Latham,
1783). the remarkable New Zealand Xenicits longipes. See
A'enici^*.- Long-tailed warbler (Latham, 1788), the
tailor-warbler or tailor-bird. See Sutoria.—Louisiana
warbler, the blue yellow-backed warbler. Latham, 1783

;

Pennant, 1785.— Lucy's warbler [named after the dangh-
terof S. F. Baird], Ilelminthophaga luciee, of Arizona. J. G.
Cooper, 1862. It is clear-ashy, white below, with chest-
nut crown-patch and upper tail-coverts.—MacgiUivray'S
warbler, Geothlypix macgHlivrayi, the western represen-
tative of the mourning warbler, more fully called Macgil-
Hvray's grotindwarbler : originally described by Audubon
in 183it, and dedicated to William Macgillivray, a Scotch
ornithologist, who wrote most of the technical parts of Au-
dubon's "Ornithological Biographv" and "Birds of Amer-
ica."— Magellanic warblert (Latham, 1783), a South
American rock-wren, Scytalopus mxigellanicus, of the fam-
ily Pteroptochids. See cut under 5ct/(a/op«^.—Magnolia
warbler, the black-and-yellow warbler, described as Si/l-

via magnolia by A. Wilson in 1811.— Marmora's wair-
bler, Sylvia tarda or Melizoj)hiltis sardtis, of the Mediter-
ranean region.- Marsh-warbler, one of the reed-war-
blers, AcrocephahiH jjalv.stHn, of parts of Euroj)e, Asia,
and Africa.—Maryland warbler, the Maryland yellow-
throat. See cut under Geothlyjjis.—Maurlce Warblert
(Latham, 1783), the white-eye or silvereye of Mauritius,
Zofsteropit 7naMri(mjMx.— Mitered warbler, the hooded
warbler. Also called mitered sylvan flycatcher.—Moor
warblert, Pratincola (formerly Sylvia) maura, a whin-
chat widely distributed in Asia.-Mourning warbler,
GeothlypiH Philadelphia, so named by A. Wilson in 1810
from the black veiled with gray on the breast, as if the
bird were wearing crape. It is a common ground-war-
bler of many parts of North America.— Nashville war-
bler, Helminthophaga ruflcapllla, a common swamp-
warbler or worm-eating warbler of most parts of North
America, discovered by A. Wilson in 1811, and named af-
ter a city in Teimessee.—New York warbler, the New
York wat«r-thnuh, Seiurus noveborace/ttsis. See cut un-

6820
der Seiurus. Latham, 1783; Pennant, 1785.— Olive
warbler, (a) A monotypic American warbler named
Sylvia oiivacea by J. P. Giraud in 1841 ; Peucedramus
vlivaceus of Coues, inhabiting Texas, New Mexico, Ari-
zona, and southward, chiefly of an olivaceous color with
oi-ange-brown or deep saffron-yellow head and neck, and
a black transocular bar. It is 43 inches long. Also olive-

backed and orange-breasted warbler, (b) The female of the
black-throated blue warbler. P. H. Gusse. [Jamaica.]
(ct) The summer yellow-bird, Dendroeca sestiva, in some
obscure pluniaire. Pninant, 1785; Stephens, 1817,—
Orange-breasted warbler. Same as olive warbler (a).— Orange-crowned warbler, Ilelminthophaga celata,
named by Thomas Say (1823). It inhabits all of North
America, and several varieties are described. The crown
has a concealed patch of orange.- Orange-thighed
warbler, the Maryland yellowthroat, which in some
autumnal and other plumages has the flanks tinged with
orange-brown. The adult male is figured under Geothly-
pis. Pennant^ 1785.— Orange-throated warbler, (a)
The prothonotary warbler. See cut under prothonotary.
Latham, 1783. ip) The Blacklturidan warbler.—Orphean
warbler, Sylvia orpheun, which, including its variety
-S*. jerdoni, inhabits most of Europe and much of Asia
and Africa.— Palestine warbler, Sylvia melanothorax,
of Palestine and Cyprus.- Party-colored warbler, (a)
The blue yellow-backed war))ler. (0) The prairie-war-
bler. Stephens, 1817.— Pensile Warbler, Dendroeca
dominica, formerly Sylvia pensilis. Latham, 1783.—
Pine-creeping warbler, Dendroeca pinus or vigorsi,
one of the commonest wood-warblers of the United
States, of an olivat:eous color above and yellowish below.
— Pine-swamp warbler, the black-throated blue war-
bler.— Pine-warbler, one of two dirterent American war-
blers : (at) The pine-creeper of Edwards, and not of Cates-
by ; the blue-winged yellow wai-bler, Helminthophaga pi-
nus. Latham, 17H'S; Pennant, 17S5. (6) The pine-creeper of
Cateshy, 1771 ; the pine-creeping warbler, Demira'cajjimu
or vigorsi. See cut under ^i/i^-warWcr.— Prothonotary
warbler. ^g& prothonotary.— VroyinciBl warbler, the
Dartford warbler.— Quebec warbler, tlie chestnut-sided
warbler. Pennant, 1785.— Rathbone's warbler, the
summer yellow-bird, Dendroeca fentiva, in some immature
plumage. ^wdH6on.—Red-backed warbler, the prairie-
warbler. P. II. Gosse. [Jamaica.]— Red-faced or red-
fironted warbler, Cardell-na r^tbrifrons, a fly-catching
warbler of the southern border of the United States and
southward. See CardeWma.— Redstart warblert, the
European redstart, iiu^ici^Za (formerly 5,'/^r/rt)?j/i(Kmc«rcf.

See cut under recfs(rtr«.— Red-throated warblert, tlie

chestnut-sided warbler. Lathain, 1783.—Rocky Moun-
tain warbler, Virginia's warbler.- Roscoe's warbler,
the Maryland yellowthroat, in some variant plumage. Au-
dubon, 1832.— Ruddy warblert, the rock- warbler. La-
tham, 1801.— Rufous-vented warblert (Latham, I80i),
an Australian thick-headed shrike, Pachycephala rufiven-
tHs, earlier called by Latham rufous-vented honey-eater,
and later by Lewin orange-breasted fArwsft.- Rufous
warbler, Sylvia (or Aedon) galactodes, of southern Eu-
rope and northern Africa.— Ruppell'S warbler, Sylvia
rueppelli, of southern Europe, Asia Jlinor. Palestine,
and some parts of Africa.— Rush-warblert (Latliam,
1783), an unidentified sparrow of the United States, sup-
posed to be the fleld-sparrow, Spizella pui<illa.—'R\lsty-
Sided warblert (Latham, 1801), the cerulean creeper of
the same author and date, Zosterops cerulescens, a white-
eye of Australia, NewZealand, and the Chatham Islands.—
St. Domingo warbler, Dendroeca dominica, the yellow-
throated warbler. Turton, 1800.— Sardinian Warbler,
Sylvia melanoccphala, of the Mediterranean region.—
Sennett's warbler [named after George B. Sennett
of New York], one of the creeping warblers, Parula ni~
grilora, of Texas and southward. Coues, 1877.— Siberian
warbler(Latham, 1783), the Asiatic ^cc€n^or7HOJi/aHei;iis,
occasional in Europe, related to the common hedge-accen-
tor.— Spectacled warbler, Sylvia conspicillata, of the
Mediterranean region, extending from Palestine to tlie

Canaries.— Spotted warbler, (a) The Cape May war-
bler. (6) The black-and-yellow warbler, Dendroeca ma-
culosa. See spotted (with cut).— Spotted yellow war-
bler. («) The Cape May warbler. Latham, 1783; Pen-
nant, 1785. These two accounts are the bases of Motacilla
tigrina (Gmelin, 1788). (b) Dendroeca maculosa. See cut
under «po(<ed.— Streaked warbler (Latham, 1801), an
Australian warbler-like bird, formerly Sylvia sagittata,
now known as Chthonicola saf7t«a(a.—Subalpine war-
bler, Sylvia subaljnna, of southern Europe, northern
Africa, and western Asia.— Summer warbler, the sum-
mer yellow-bird of North America ; one of the golden
warblers, Dendroeca sestiva, among the most abundant and

Yellow Warbler, or Summer Yellow-bird {,Dendroeca mstiva\ male.

familiar warblers ofthe United States. The adult male is

golden-yellow more or less obscured with olivaceous on
the back, and has the whole under part streaked with
brownish-red. Also called, in various plumages, yellow-poll
warbler, olive warbler, citron warbler, yellow warbler, Chil-
dren's warbler, Hathbone's warbler^ etc.— Superb war-

war-cry

blert, either one of two different malurine birds of Aus-
tralia, Malurus cyan<>uH and M. lambeHi, formerly placed
intbegenus.S'y'^tna. Latham; Shaw. A\soca.l\ei\ blue uren.
— Swainson's warbler [named after William Swainson,
an Englisli (luinarian naturalist], Helinaia (or Uclonma)
swainsoni, described by Audubon in 1834, and long con-
sidered one of the rarest of the American warblers, but
lately found abundant in South Carolina.— Sybil war-
blert, Pratincola (formerly Sylvia) gybilla, peculiar to
Madagascar.— Sylvan warblers, the American fly-catch-
ing warblers of the genus Myiodiocies : so called as per-
taining to Nuttall's genus Sylvania (1840). See cut under
3/t/torfiof(e«.— Tennessee warbler, ilelminthophaga pe-
regrina, a common swamp-warlder of chiefly eastern
pai-ts of North America: named after the State where
found by A. Wilson in 1811.— Tolmie'S Warbler, Macgil-
livray's warbler. /. K. Townsend, 1839.— Townsend'S
warbler, Dendroeca tovnixendi, the western representa-
tive of the black- throated gi'een warbler, discovered by
Townsend and Nuttall on the Columbia river in 1835, and
named after the former by Audubon. It ranges from
Ala-ska to Guatemala, and has been taken near Phila-
delphia.— Tristram's warbler [named after Canon H.
B. Tristramoi Enjilaiid], Sylvia deserticola, of tlie Algerian
Sahara.—Umbrose warblert. Same ii& dusky warbler (b).

Latham, 1783.— Undated warblert, a bird so named by
Latham in 1783, apparently a species of Cisticola.— Vi-
gors'S warbler [named after N. A. Vigors, an English
quinarian naturalist], tiie pine-creeping warlder as mis-
taken for another species. Audubon, 1^32. Also called
Vigors's vireo (Nuttall, 1832).— Virginia's warbler, Hel-
minthophaga virginim: so named by Baird in 1860 after
the wife of Dr. W. W. Anderson; the Kocky Mountain
warbler.—Western warbler, the henu it-warbler, dis-
covered by J. K. Townsend at Fort Vancouver, May 28th,
183.'), and by Thomas Nuttall at about the same time.—
White-eyed warblert (Latham, 1783), the white-eye of
Madagascar, yCosterops madagaticarienxis.— White-poll
Warbler,tlic lilacl<-and-whitewarbler. Latham, 17 fiS', Pen-
nant, i7sr>.- White-throated blue warbler, the ceru-
lean "arl)ler.—White-throated warbler, Ilelminthoph-
aga leucobroiichialis. \V. Brewster, lb74.—WilSOn'S fiy-
Catching warbler [named after Alexander iri7wn(l766-
1813), the American ornithologist], Myiodiocies pusUlus,
inhabiting all parts of North America: more fully called
Wilson's green black-capped fly-catching warbler, and for-
merly Sylvia wUsonii (Bonaparte, 1824). It is olivaceous
and yellow, having in the adult male a square patch of
glossy black on the crown. See cut under Myiodiocies.—
Worm-eating warbler. See ?cor7H-*'ff/m^.- Yellow-
backed warbler, the blue yellow-backed warbler. Lo-
tham, 17SJ.— Yellow-breast or yellow-breasted war-
bler, the ilaryland yellowthroat, Geothlypis trichas. See
cut under Geuthlvpis. Latham, 1783; Pennant, 1785.

—

Yellow-browed" warbler (Latham, 1783), Phylloxcopus
supercilioKus (formerly Sylvia superciliosa), a common
warbler throughout the greater part of Asia, and a strag-
gler in Europe. Called in full the yellow-browed barred
willow-warbler. See cut under Phylloscopus.— Yellow-
crowned warbler, the chestnut-sided warbler, one of
whose early names was Sylvia icteroce2)hala. Stephens,
1817.— Yellow-fronted warbler, the blue golden-
winged warbler. Latham, 1783; Pennant, 1786. See
cut under Helminthophaga.— YelloW-pOll warbler,
the summer yellow-bird, Dendrceca fRutiva. Latham, 1783

;

Pennanty 1785.— Yellow red-poUed warbler. Same as
^fl;m-war6/er.—YellOW-rumped warbler, (a) Dendroe-
ca coronata, the myrtle-bird (which see) or yellowrump,
which abounds in most parts of North America, and has a
host of names. It may be recognized by the distinct yellow
marks in four places— on the crown, rump, and each side
of the breast— the plumage being otherwise chiefly black,
white, and bluish-gray when adult, but dingy in the young
birds. Also golden-crowned, belted, dusky, umbrose, gras-
set, etc., warbler, Virginia titmouse, etc. (6) l"he black-
and-yellow warbler, Dendrceca maculosa, which has yel-
low upper tail-coverts like the preceding, but is other-
wise quite different. Latham,, 1783. Also called yellow-
rumped flycatcher. See cut under spotted.—Yellowtall-
Warbler, the female or yuung male of the American red-
start, Sefophaga ruticilla. See second cut under redstart.
Pennant, 1785.— YeUOW-throated warbler, Dendroeca
dominica, an abundant and beautiful wood-warbler of
rather southerly regions of the United States and some of
the West India islands and Central America. The throat
is rich-yellow. Also yellow-throated gray icarblcr.— Yel-
low warbler, (a) The summer yellow-bird. Dendroeca
eestiva. See cut under summer warbler. (6) The willow-
warbler, Phylloscopus trochUus. (See also grasshopper-
warbler, hermit-warbler, palm-warbler, prairie-warbler,
reed-warbler, rock-warbler, sedge-warbler, sicamp-warbler,
tailor-warbler, tree-warHer, unllow-warbler, wood-war-
bler.)

warblet (war'blet), n. Same as warble-^, 3.

warblingly (warb'ling-li), adv. In a warbling
manner: with warbling.
war-cart (war'kart), n. A military engine of the
fifteenth century, described as a wagon upon

War-carts, close of 15th or beginning of i6th century. { Froin Viollet-
le-Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier fran^ais.")

which two or more of the light cannon of the
time were mounted.
warchet, v. A Middle English form of work.

warchondt, <i. See werkand.
warcraft (war'kraft), «. The science or art of

war.
He had officers who did ken the u^r-crajt

Fuller, Worthies, Lancashire, i. 558. {Davies.)

war-cry (war'kri), 7t. A cry or phrase used in
war for mutual recognition or encouragement;
a short pithy expression used in common by a
body of troops in charging an enemy : as, ' * Saint



war-cry

George!" was the war-cry of England, "Mont-
joie Saint Denis!" the icnr-cry of France.

Faithful to his noble vow, his war-cry filled the air;

"Be honour'd aye the bravest Icnijrht, beloved the fairest

fair." Scott, Romance of Dunois (trans.).

wardl (ward), ». [< ME. ward, < AS. weard,
m., a keeper, watchman, guai'd, guardian, =
OS. ward = OHG. MHG. G. wart (in eomp.) =
Icel. rortlir (rarth-), m., a watchman, a watch,
= Goth, "wards, in eomp. daura-wards, m.,
doorkeeper; also OHG. warto, MHG. warte =
Goth, tcardja, m., keeper, watchman ; also OHG.
learta = Goth, wardo, f., in eomp. daura-wardo,
a keeper; with formative -d, from the root "war
in ware, wary, etc. : see taare^, icear'^. Cf. wanP',
and see ward^, v., which is derived from both
ward^, «., and ward^, n. Hence, in eomp., iear-

ward, gateward, liayward, steward (styward),
woodward, etc.] A keeper ; watchman ; warden.
[Archaic]
And with that breth helle brake with alle Beliales barrcs

;

For eny wye other ward'i wyde openede the gates.
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 368.

City wardt. See city.

wardi (ward), v. [< ME. warden, wardien, < AS.
weardian, keep, watch, hold, possess (= 08.
wardoii = OFries. wardia = MLG. warden =
OHCi. MHG. G. tcurten, watch, = Icel. vartha,
warrant, etc.), < weard, m., keeper, weard, f.,

keeping: see irarrfl, «., warifi, n. Hence (from
MHG. warten) OF. warder, guarder, garder =
Pr. gardar, guardar = Sp. Pg. guardar = It.

guardare, watch, guard : see guard, «.] I. trans.

1. To take care of; keep in safety; watch;
guard ; defend ; protect.

God me jvard and Icepe fro werlc diaboliice.

And stedfaste me hold in feith Catholilte

!

Ru7n. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3499.

Tell him it was a liand that warded him
From thousand dangers

Shak., Tit. And., iiL 1. 195.

Coueting to draw nigh your ships, which it they shal
flnde not wel watched, or warded, they wil assault.

Hakluyt't Voyages, I. 229.

2. To put under guard ; imprison.

Into which prison were these Cliristians put, and fast
warded all the winter season.

3tunday (Arber's Eng. Qamer, I. 204).

3. To fend off; repel; turn aside: commonly
followed by off.

When all is done, there Is no warding the Blows of For-
tune. Baker, Chronicles, p. 152.

To icard of the gripe of poverty, you must pretend to
lie a stranger to lier. Goldmnith, The Bee, No. 3.

II. in trans. If. To keep guard; watch.
The valiant Captaine Francesco Bagone warded at the

Ketpe. Hakluyfi Voyagce, II. 123.

2. To act on the defensive with a weapon

;

guaid one's self.

Zelmane, redoHi)ling her blows, drave the stranger to
no other sliift than to ward and go Itactc.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Halfe their times and laltours are spent in watching and
trarding, onely to defend, but altogether vnable to sup-
presse the Saluages. Capt. John Smith, Worlts, II. 79.

3t. To take care : followed by a clause begin-
ning with that.

I now of all good here schal fynd I)y grace

;

But warde that ye be a Monday in thys place.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E, T. S.), 1. 805.

jrard- (wfi,rd), n. [< ME. ward, warde, < AS.
feard, t., keeping, watch, guard, district, ward,
! MLG. warde = OHG. warta, MHG. warte,
art, {., keeping, watch, guard; an abstract
bm. noun, with formative -<l, from the root
var in ware, wary, etc.: see ware^, wear^.
'torn the Teut. are ult., through OF., E. guard,
and v., regard, reward, guardian, warden^,

Cf. icarrfl, »!., and ward^, v., which in-
olves both nouns.] 1. The act of keeping
ard; a position or state of watchfulness
ainst surprise, danger, or harm; guard;
itch: as, to keep watch and ward. See watch.

Bat I which spend the darlce and dreadful night
In watch and ward,

ucuigne, Philomene (Steele Glas, etc., ed. Arber, p. 87).

A body of persons whose duty it is to guard,
otect, or defend; the watch; a defensive

prce; garrison.

Til' assieged Castles ward
Their stedfast stonds did mightily maintaine.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xl. 15.

Was frequent heard the changing guard.
And watchword from tlie sh-epless ward.

SeotI, L. of h. M., iii. 30.

Means of guarding ; defense
;
protection

;

Teservation.

[
The l)est ward of mine honour Is rewanling mv depen-
atM. Shak., L. L. I.., lit. 1. 138.
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I think I have a close ward, and a sure one—
An honest mind. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ili. 2.

4t. The outworks of a castle.

And alle the towres of crystalle schene.
And the wardes enamelde and overgylt clene.

Hampole. {Ilalliwell.)

5. A guarded or defensive motion or position
in fencing, or the like ; a turning aside or inter-
cepting of a blow, thrust, etc.

1 Seholler. Ah, well thrust

!

2 Seholler. But mark the ward.
Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

Thou knowest my old ward; liere I lay, and thus I ))ore

my pohit. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., IL 4. 215.

6. The state of being under a guard ; confine-
ment under a guard, warder, or keeper ; cus-
tody; confinement; jail.

He would be punished and committed to vxird.
Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

He put them in ward in the house of the captain of the
guard. Gen. xl. 3.

7. Guardianship ; control or care of a minor.
Item, my Lord of Huugerford has writen to me for to

have the warde of Robert Monpyns[on]is sone, wher of I
am agreed that he schal (have) hit like as I has wretyn
to hym in a letter, of the wliech I send zow a cope closed
here in. Paston Letters, I. 94.

It is inconvenient in Ireland that the wards and mar-
riages of gentlemen's children should be in the -disposal
of any of those lords. Spenser, State of Ireland.

8. The state of being under the care, control,
or protection of a guardian ; the condition of
being under guardianship.

I must attend his majesty's command, to whom I am
now in ward. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 5.

The decay of estates in ward by the abuse of the powers
of wardship. U. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

9. One who or that which is guarded ; opecifl-

eally, a minor or person under guardianship, (a)
la feudal law, the heir of the king's tenant in capite, dur-
ing his nonage. (6) In Bri/w(^ iaw, a minor uniler the pro-
tection of the Court of Chancery, generally called a ward
in Chancery, or a ward of court. To marry a ward of
court without consent of the court is a contempt. The
court has power, if the ward has property, to appoint a
guardian, if there is none, and to supervise his adminis-
tration, and remove him.

My lord, he 's a great ward, wealthy, but simple
;

His parts consist in acres.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 2.

(c) In U. S. law, a minor for whom a guardian Is ap-
pointed.

10. A division, (a) A band or company.

Habshahiah, .sherebiah, and Jeshua the son of Kadmie],
with tlieir brethren over against them, to praise and to
give thanks, according to the commandment of David
the man of God, ward over against ward. Neh. xii. 24.

(6t) A division of an army ; a brigade, battalion, or regi-

ment
The kyng of Lybie, callid Lamadone,
The ixt« warde hadde att his leding.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2172.

The thirde warde lede the kynge Boors of Gannes, that
full wele cowde hem gnyde, and were in his company
liljmi men wele horsed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. IBl.

.Somerset, expecting to have been followed by Lord
Wenlock, who commanded what was called "the middle
ward" of that army, allowed himself to ite lured into a
pursuit J. Gairdner, Richard III., i.

(c) A certain division, section, or quarter of a town or
city, such as is under the charge of an alderman, or as is

constituted for the convenient transaction of local puidic
business through committees appointed by the inhabi-
tants, or merely fur the purposes of elections.

Throughout the trembling city placed a guard.
Dealing an equal share to every ward. Dryden.

(d) A territorial division of some counties in Great Brit-

ain, as Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire in Scotland, and
Northumberland and Cumberland in the north of Eng-
land, (e) The division of a forest (/) One of the apart-

ments Into which a hospital is divided : as, a fever ward;
a convalescent ward.

11. A curved ridge of metal inside a lock,

forming an obstacle to the passage of a key
which has not a corresponding notch ; also, the

notch or slot in the web or bit of a key into

which such a ridge fits when the key is applied.
The wards of a lock are often named according to their

shapes ; as, L-jranf ; T-«'ard. The wards are usually made
of sheet-metal l)ent into a round form, and hence are

sometimes termed wheels. See cut under jn'cArl, 4.

A key
That winds through secret wards.

Wordsicorth, Memory.

Casual, casualty, condemned ward. See the quali-

fying words- Casualty of wards. See casualty.—

Isolating ward, a room in a hospital set apart for the
reception of patients sulfering witli contagious disease, or

who must for any cause be kept from contact with others

in the hospital.— Pollce-Jury ward, in Louisiana, the

chief subdivision of the parish.—Watch and ward. See
watch.

ward-^t, ciffv. C< ME. ward, a quasi-adverb, be-

ing the suffix -ward separated from its base, as

in to me ward. See -ward and toward.'] The
suffix -ward separated as a distinct word.

-ward (ward). [< ME. -ward. < AS. -weard =
OS. -ipard = OFries. -ward = D. -waart = MLG.

warden
LG. -loard = OHG. MHG. -weri (G. -warts) =
Icel. -verthr = Goth, -wairths; akin to L. ver-
sus (*vert-tus), which is postposed in the same
way, < vcrtere, turn, become, = AS. weorthan,
become: see toorth^ and verse''-. Ct. -wards.]
A suffix of Anglo-Saxon origin, indicating di-

rection or tendency to or from a point, it is

affixed to many adverbs and propositions, as fore (/or-),

forth, from (fro-), to, after, back, hind, in, out, hither,
thither, whither, up, nether, thence, etc. ; to words indicat-
ing points of the compass (east, west, etc.); to nouns in-
dicating a goal, center, end, direction, etc. , as home, way,
wind, down, heaven, God, etc. With some of these it was
used pleonastically, as abackward, adoivnward. Most of
the forms have a collateral form with adverbial genitive
-s, as forwards, afterwards, inwards, outwards, etc. In
toward, the elements were formerly often separated, as in
the Bible : to ns-ward (Ps. xl. 6 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9) ; to thee-ward
(1 Sam. xix. 4) ; to you-ward (2 Cor. xUi. 3) ; to the mercy
seatward (Ex. xxxvii. 9); etc.

Such a newe hei-te and lusty corage vnto the lawe warde
canst thou neuer come by of thyne owne strength and en-
forcement J. Udall, Prol. to Romans.

wardaget (war'daj), «. [< ward'^ + -age.]

Money paid or contributed to watch and ward.
Also called ward-penny.
war-dance (war'dans), n. 1. A dance engaged
in by savage tribes before a warlike excursion.
— 2. A dance simulating a battle.

ward-COrnt (ward'k6rn), n. [< OF. "warde-
corne (?), < warder, keep, + come, < L. eornu, a
horn: see horn.] In old Eng. law, the duty of
keeping watch and ward in time of danger,
with the duty of blowing a horn on fSie ap-
proach of a foe.

ward-corset, «• [ME. wardecors, wardecorce, <

OF. wardecors, guardecorps, gardecors, < warder,
guarder, ward, guard, -1- cors, corps, body : see
ward^ and corse', corpse.] 1. A body-guard.

Though thow preye Argus with his hundred eyen
To be my wardecors, as he kan best.

In feith he shal nat kepe me but me lest.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 359.

2. A cloak. Prompt. Parv., p. 516.

wardeint, ». A Middle English variant of war-
den''.

warden^ (w&r'dn), n. [< ME. wardein, wardeyn,
Se. wardane, wardan, a warden, guardian,
keeper, < OF. "wardein, gardein, gardain, guar-
dain, P. gardien (ML. gardiamis), a keeper,
warden, guardian, cf. gardien, a., keeping,
watching, < ivarde, garde, ward, guard, keep-
ing: see ward^, and cf. guardian, a doublet of

wardeti'. Cf. warden^.] 1. A guard or watch-
man ; a guardian.

Filthe and elde, also moot I thee.

Been grete wardeyns upon chastitee.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 360.

He called to the wardens on the outside battlements.
Scott.

2. A chief or principal keeper ; an officer who
keeps or guards : as, the warden of the Fleet (or

Fleet prison).

The wardeyn of the gates gan to calle

The folk which that without the gates were,
And bad hem dryven in hire bestes alle.

Or al the night they moste bleven there.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1177.

The Countess asked to be shown some of the prisoners'
soup. The warden brought some to her in a clean fresh
plate. The Century, XXXVII. 509.

3. The title given to the head of some colleges
and schools, and to the superior of some con-
ventual churches.

Our corn is stoln, men wil us fooles calle.

Bathe the wardeyn and oure felawes alle.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 192.

And all way the Wardeyne of the seyd ffrers or sum of

hys Brothern by hys assignment Daly accompanyd with vs

Infonnyng And shewing vnto vs the holy places with in

the holy lande. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 26.

4. In Connecticut boroughs, the chief executive
officer of the municipal government: in a few
Rhode Island towns, a judicial offieei'. In colo-

nial times the name was sometimes used in

place of fire-warden or fire-ward— Port warden,
an ofBcer invested with the chief authority in a port-
Warden of a church. See churchwarden.— Warden
of a university, the master or president of a university.

-Warden of the Cinque Porta, the governor of the

havens called the Cincine Ports, and their dependencies,
who has the authority of an admiral, and has power to hold
a court of admiralty and courts of law and equity. See

Cinque Ports, under cinque.—Warden Of the marches.
See 7nar(Ai.—Warden ofthe mint. See iHtHd.—War-
den of the stews, a town officer, one of several mentioned
in the fifteenth century : apparently one who had charge

of pens for cattle, hogs, etc., perhaps a pound. Compare
hoo-mace.

warden^ (war'dn), «. [< ME. wardun, wardone;
usually associated with warden', and taken to

mean a pear that may be kept long (cf. OF.
poire de garde, "a warden, or winter peare, a
pcare which may be kept verie long," Cotgrave)

:



warden
see icarden'^. But the sense of warden is active,
'one who keeps,' and it does not seem to apply
to a pear; and the ME. forms of warden^ are
different from those of warden^. Perhaps the
origin is in OF. "wardon, a var. of gardon (Gode-
froy), a var. of gardin, garden: see garden.'^ A
kind of pear, used chieflyfor roasting or baking.

Wardone, peere, volemura. Wardone tree, volemus.
Prompt. Pare, p. 516.

Faith, I would have had him roasted like a warders.
In brown paper, and no more talk on 't.

Beau, and FL, Cupid's Revenge, ii. 3,

Ox-cheek when hot, and wardens bak'd, some cry

;

But 'tis with an iutentiou men should buy.
W. King, Art of Cookery, 1. 641.

Warden pie, a pie made of warden pears, baked or stewed
without crust.

I must have saffron to colour the warden pies.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 4a

wardenry (war'dn-ri), n. [< warden^ + -ry (see
-^'y)-] !• The district in charge of a warden.

But yet they may not tamely see.

All through the Western Wardenry,
Your law-contemning kinsmen ride,

And burn and spoil the Border-side.
Seott, L. of L. M., iv. 24.

2. The office of warden.
wardensMp (war'dn-ship), n. [< warden^ +
-ship.'] The office of warden.

His Maj. K. Cha. I. gave him the Wardenship of Merton
OoUedge as a reward for his service, but the times suf-

fered him not to receive or enjoy any benefltt by it.

Aubrey, Lives (William Harvey).

warder^ (war'der), n. [Formerly also wardour,
< OF. "wardmir, gardour, gardeor, a keeper,
warder, < warder, ward: see ward^, v., and
-erl, -orl.] One who keeps watch and ward ; a
keeper ; a guard.

Memory, the warder of the brain.
Shat., Macbeth, i. 7. 65.

Tlie warders of the gate. Dryd^n, ^neid, ii. 451.

Warder butcher-birdt, the great gray shrike, Laniug ex-

cubitor. Sir John Sebright

warder^ (war'der), m. [< ME. warder, war-
drere, icardcrere; appar. < ward^, v., + -er2.] A
truncheon or staff of authority earned by a
king, commander-in-chief, or other important
dignitary. Signals seem to have been given by means
of it, as by casting it down (a signal to stop proceedings)
or tlirowing it up (a signal to charge).

Stay, the king hath thrown his warder down.
Shale., Kich. II., i. 3. 118.

Wafting his warder thrice about his head,
[He] cast it up witli his auspicious hand,
Which was the signal through the English spread
That tliey should charge.

DrayUm, Battle of Agincourt, st. 181.

wardereret. A doubtful word occurring only
in the foUovring passage describing the pur-
suit of a horse that had run away.
Thise sely clerkes rennen up and doun
With"Keepe! Keepe! stand! stand! JoasSiWarderere.'"
[var. ware the rere, Camb. MS., warederere, HarL MS.,
warth there, 16th cent, ed.] Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 181.

ward-holding (W£ird'h61''ding), n. The ancient
military tenure in Scotland, by which vassals
were at first obliged to serve the superior in
war as often as his occasions called for it.

Wardian (war'di-an), a. [< Ward (see def.)
-I- -iati.l Invented by, or otherwise relating to,

a person named Ward Wardian case, a portable
inclosure with a wooden base and glass sides and top, in-

vented by Nathaniel B. Ward, an Englishman, and serving
for the transportation of delicate living plants, or for their
maintenance as an indoor ornament. The ))ase is lined
with zinc, or supplied with an earthen tray. The confined
air preserves its moisture, and ferns, mosses, and other
shade-loviuii plants develop in it witli great beauty.

warding-file (w4r'diBg-fil), n. A flat file of uni-
form thickness, cut only at the edges : used to
file the ward-notches in keys. E. H, Knight.
wardless (w^rd'les), a. [< wardi -f- -less.] That
cannot be warded off or avoided. [Eare.]

He gives like destiny a wardless Vilow.

Stephen Harvey, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, ix. 174.

wardmant (ward'man), n. [< ward!^ + man.']
A town officer in England.
The common wardman . . carries the largest of the

silver maces and in processions immediately precedes the
mayor. Jewitt, Art Journal, 1881, p. 106.

ward-mcte (ward'mot), n. A meeting of a
ward ; also, a court formerly held in every ward
in the city of London. Also called wardmote-
court or inquest.

wardonet, n. An obsolete form of warden^.
wardourt, n. An old spelling of warder^.
ward-penny (ward'pen''''i), n. Same as wardage.
wardrobe ( ward'rob), n. [Formerly also ward-
rope, wardroppe ; < ME. warderohe, wardrope,
wardedrope, < OF. warderohe, garderobe, garde-
robbe, a, wardrobe, also a pri-vy, < warder, ward,
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keep, -t- robe, robbe, garment: see ward'^ and
roftel.] 1. Originally, a I'oom or large closet in

which clothes were kept, and in which the mak-
ing of clothes, repairing, etc., were carried on.

But who that departed, Gyomar ne departed neuer, but
a-bode spekynge with Morgain, the sustur of kynge Ar-
thur, in a wardrope vnder the paleys, wliere she wrought
with silke and golde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 5U7.

The last day of Octobre, the . . . yere of the reyne of
King Henri the Sixt, Sir Joltn Fastolf, Knyght, hath lefte

in liis tcarde-drope at Castre tliis stuffe of clothys, and otliir

harnays that followith. Paston Letters, I. 475.

When first be spies
His Prince's Wardrobe ope, quite through is shot
With wondring fear. J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 75.

God clothed us ; ... he hath opened his wardrobe unto
us. Donne, Sermons, vii.

2. A piece of furniture for the keeping of
clothes, especially a large press closed by means
of a door or doors, in which clothes can be hung
up, and sometimes having shelves and drawers
as well.

There! Carter has done with you, or nearly so; I'll make
you decent in a trice. Jane, . . . open the top drawer of
the wardrobe, and take out a clean shirt and neck-hand-
kerchief : bring them here ; and be nimble.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

A ponderous mahogany wardrobe, looking like nothing
so much as a grim wooden mausoleum, occupied nearly
all of one wall. Harper's Mag. , LXXVI. 192.

3. The clothes belonging to one person at one
time.

Hot. The king hath many marching in his coats.

Doug. Now, by my sword, I will kill all his coats

;

I'll murder all his wardrobe, piece by piece.
Shale, 1 Hen, IV., v. 3. 27.

The most important article of all in a gentleman's ward-
robe was still wanting. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 14.

4t. A privy.

I seye that in a wardrobe they him tbrewe,
Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 120.

wardrober (wS,rd'r6''''ber), re. [< ME. wardero-
pere; (.wardrobe -^- -e/'2.] The keeper of award-
robe.
An indenture ... in which Peter Cui-teys, the king's

wardrober, undertakes to furnish by the 3rd of July the
articles specified for the coronation of King Richard.

J. Gairdner, Richard III., iv.

ward-room (ward'rom), n. The apartment as-

signed to the commissioned officers of a man-of-
war other than the commanding officer. Line-
officers occupy staterooms on the starboard side

and staff-officers on the port side Ward-room
officers, commissioned officers messing in the ward-room.
—Ward-room steward. See steward, 2 (6).

wardropet, "• A Middle English form of ward-
robe.

Wardrop's disease. A malignant form of in-

flammation occurring at the root, or on one
side, of a nail.

Wardrop's operation for aneurism. See oper-
ation.

Ward's electuary. A confection of black
pepper.
wardslup'^ (ward'ship), n. [< ward^ + -ship.]

The office of a ward or guardian; guardian-
ship ; care and protection of a ward ; right of
guardianship ; hence, the feudal tenure by
which the lord claimed the custody of the body
and custody and profits of the lands of the in-

fant heir of his deceased tenant.

And we . . . come in the court, and Bertylmeu havynge
this termys to Bernard, seying, "Sir, forasniych as the
Kyng hatlie grauntyd be hese lettres patent the wardship
with the profltes of the londes of T. Fastolf dnrying hese
imn age to you and T. H., whei'for I am comyn as ther
styward, be tlier comaundement^" Paston Letters, I. 306.

Ecclesiastical persons were by ancient order forbidden
to be executors of any man's testament, or to undertake
the wardship of children. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 15.

Thou grand impostor ! how hast thou obtained
The wardship of the world? Quarles, Emblems, ii. 3.

wardship^ (ward'ship), n. [< ward^ + -ship.]

The state or condition of a ward; pupilage.

In certain nations, women, whether married or not,

have been placed in a state of perpetual wardship.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 44, note.

wardsman (w&rdz'man), n.; pi. wardsmen
(-men). One who keeps watch and ward; a
guard. Sydney Smith. [Rare.]

Ward's paste. Same as Ward's electuary.

wardstafft (ward'staf), re. Same as warder"^.

wardwi't (ward'wit), re. The being quit of giv-
ing money for the keeping of ward in a town.
ware^ (war), a. [< ME. ware, war, < AS. wser,

also geioeer (> E. aware), watchful, heedful, cau-
tious, = OS. war, also giivar= D. gewaar=OHG.
giwar, MHG. gewar, G. gewahr, aware, = Icel.

varr = Dan. 8w. var = Goth, wars, watchful

;

from a Teut. / war, watch, take heed, = L. vc-

reri, regard, respect, esteem, dread (see revere^),

z= Gr. bpHv, perceive, look out for, observe (> oi-

ware

pof, watchman, guard), = Skt. \/ lar, cover, sur-

round. From the same source are ult. aware
(of which ware^ in mod. use is prob. in part an
aphetie form), ward^, ward^, guard, regard, re-

ward, etc., revere^, etc. Ware preceded by be

has become merged with it, beware (as gone
with be in begone) : see beware. Hence the
later adj. waryl.] If. Watchful; cautious;
prudent; wai'y.

Of me the worthy was war, & my wille knew.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13235.

The Erie to truste was noo daunger in,

ffor lie was ware and wise, I yow ensure.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1084.

Howe ware and circumspecte they aught to be.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 11-
^

2. On guard; on the watch (against some^
thing). See beware.

Reason he made right.

But bid her well be ware, and still erect

;

Lest, by some fair-appearing good surprised.
She dictate false, and misinform the will.

Milton, P. L., ix. 353. |

3. Aware ; conscious ; assured. [Archaic]
Fid fetys was hir cloke, as I was war.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 157.
j

And Geaunt reised his axe to recouer a-nothor stroke,!
but Arthur was tber-of ware, and smote tlie horse witM
the spores and passed forth, and than returned with hisf
swerde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 223L J

Then was I ware of one that on me moved
In golden armor with a crown of gold.

Tennyson, Holy GraiLl

warel (war), v. t.; pret. and pp. wared, ppr.j
waring. [< ME. waren, warien. ware, < AS.!
warian, be on one's guard, heed, look out (zsi
OPries. waria = OS. waron = OHG. beicaronA
heed, = Icel. vara, heed; hence ult. OF. gare,

= Pr. garar, guarar, be on one's guard, heed),!
< w^r, watchful, heedful: see ware'^, a. Cf.l
wear^, v.] To take care of; take precaution
against; take heed to; look out for and guar
against; beware of : as, wore the dog. Except'
in a few phrases, as in ware hawk, ware hounds,!
beware is now used instead of ware.

Ware the Sonne in his ascencioun
Ne fyude yow nat repleet of humours bote.

Chaucer, Prol. to Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 13

But warre the fox, as while thai sitte on brode
To sette in an Ilande were ful goode.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 23^1

ware^ (war), %. [< ME. ware, merchandise,!
goods, < AS. *ware, pi. waru, wares (= D. waar,1
a ware, commodity, pi. waren, wares; ef. MDJ
waren = G. waare, pi. waaren = Icel. rara, plJ
vorur, wares, = Dan. rare, pi. rarer (cf. rare,§

care), = Sw. vara, pi. varor, ware, wares) ; prob.]

akin to AS. waru, guard, protection, care, cus
tody, = G. wahre = Dan. rare = Sw. vara, care J
< Teut. •/ war, guard : see ware^, a., and cfJ
worth^.] 1. Articles of manufacture or mer-i
chandise: now usually in the plural.

No marchaunt yit ne fette outlandish ware.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 22.1

This is the ware wherein consists my wealth.
Marlowe, Jew of Malta, i. l.i

They shall not . . . sell or buy any maner of wares^
goods, or marchandises, secretely nor openly, by way i

fraude, barat, or deceite. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 21(il

You pretend buying of wares or selling of lands.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. ]

Who but a fool would have faith in a tradesman's ware oA
his word ? Tennyson, Maud, vii.J

2. A collective noun used generally in con
position with the name of the material, or
term relating to the characters of the article

or the use to which they are put: as, china

ware, tinware, hardware, tableware Adarnsl
ware, in ceram., a flue English pottery made at Tunsta"',

at the end of the eighteenth century, by William Adam&
a pupil of Wedgwood. The pieces are often close imU
tations of the Wedgwood ware.— Agen ware, (a) An'
inferior kind of Roman pottery, softer and coarser than
Samian ware : so called from Agen in the department
of Lot-et-Garonne, France, where much of tliis ware was
found with the furnaces. (6) A decorative pottery made
in the seventeenth century, many of tlie pieces having
the forms of animals. ,Brfm<7?i!art.— Apulian ware.
Hee Apuliun pottery (umler Ap^cliayi), and cut \un]cr stont-

no.«.— Aretine wsire. See ^rfKn«.— Awata ware, pot-

tery and porcelain made at Awata, near Kioto, Japan. The
gieater number of the pieces known to be of tliis manufac-
ture are of yellowish hard paste, witli a crackled glaze as if

in imitation of Satsnma ware ; lint a curious and beautiful

imitation of old Delft and a thin porcelain of a peculiar

grayish white are known.— Bamboo ware, a variety of

Wedgwood ware : so named from its color, and otherwise
known as cane-colored ware.— Basalt ware. See basalt.

—Benares ware, a name given to a kind of ornamental
metal-work made in India, in *hicli a pattern is produced
by chasing or in other ways depressing the surface of the

metal.— Black ware. Same as ba.-<alt ware.— Blue Jai!-

per ware, a name given to a blue-glazed pottery of mod-
ern manufacture, especially that made at the Ferrybridge
factory.— Bbttger ware, (a) A fine stoueware varying



ware
from red to dark brown, and approaching blacky produced
by the chenust J. F. Bottger about 1708-9 in the course

of his experiments in the search for porcelain, (b) The
first real or kaolinic porcelain produced in Europe : it was
first made by Bottger about 1710.—Bristol Delft Ware,
au enameled pottery made at Bristol tliroughout the eigh-

teeutli century, especially a highly decorated ware in

which laudscapes, llgure-subjects, etc., covering the whole
dish, Iwttom and marly alike, and plates or dishes closely

imit:ited from Chinese enameled porcelain, are included.

Tliis decorative Delft has not been manufactured since

17SS. </c(ri>^~ Bristol waxe. Same aa double-glazed ivare.

— CaffaglolO Waxe, a variety of the Italian enameled and
painted earthenware known as majolica. It was made in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at a factory l>elonging

to the family of the Medici in the village of Caffagiolo, on
the road between Florence and Bologna. The name is also

spelled, according to the irregular orthography of the time,

Cajafjiol, Cafa>jiulo, Cafaggilolo, Ca/agizotto. The marks
of this factory are nmch varied, but generally include the
words in Caffagiolo variously spelled. A characteristic

mark of these wares is the free use of a dark but extremely
brilliant blue often in large masses, also a brilliant but
opa<|ue orange, and an opaque Indian red. Metallic lus-

ter was early used at Caffagiolo.—Canton lacquer-Ware.
See lacquer-ware.— CdtAtLBXi ware. Same as Kaahee ware.
Fortnuni, S. K. Handbook, ilajolica.— Castelli ware,
pottery made at Castelli, in eastern Italy; specifically,

an enameled and richly decorated pottery made during
the bixttenth and seventeenth centuries and even later.

This magnificent ware preserves some of the character-

istics of majolica, but is more pictorial in its decoration,

being painted with landscapes, mythological scenes, etc.

The colors are often heightened with gold.— Cologne
ware, a name commonly given to the hard stoneware of

wliich ornamental jugs, tankards, etc., were made, es-

pecially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
formerly called gres de Flandrex. The city of Cologne
was the chief seat of this manufacture. Compare grhs

de /-Vo/wfr^* (under f/ri>8) and stoiieicare.—Combed Ware.
See a/i;i/ii.— Coralline ware. See c«m;^i>i^.— Crackled
ware, see crarki'd.- Cream-colored waxe, pottery or
stoneware having a cream-colored jiaste; specifically, a
variety of the fine table-ware made by Wedjjwood in the
latter part of the eighteenth century. This ware was after-

ward called 7M#e7iV-H'ar^, from the supposed preference of
Queen Charlotte, wife of George III. The cream-colored
ware or queen's-ware nia<le by other potters was copied
closely from that<.f Wedgwood.— Crystalline Ware. See
cr,ut^«///rt^.—Cullenwaret, Cologne ware.—Delft ware.
(a) I'otti-ry made in and near the town of Delft in Holland

;

specifically, pieces for table use, and decorated vases for
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I-rom " L'Art pour Tons.")

domestic interiors. Pottery has ticen made in this place

from aiiiient times, and dated pieces exist as old as the

bediming of the sixteenth century; hut the importation

from China and Japan of Oriental porcelain stimnlated

the decorators of later times, so that the richest pieces are

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. (6) A name
given in England t« vessels of pottery for domestic use, es-

pecially for tal»le service. It is common to discriminate

pottery from ponilaln hy the name Vfift or Del/, and also

Ve^f-rhina. etc. —Delia Robbla wares, (a) A name given

'to a class of pottery used for works of art in relief and in

the round : generally asserted to have heen invented by
Xuca della Kohhia in the fifteenth century. It has a hard
'»nd well-halied body of brown terra-cotta, upon which a

white stanniferous enamel is applied. 'Illis is in some
,ca.ses left white, or white with a background of blue; in

others, all parts of the coniiiosition are ri( hly decorated
with color, especially green, yellow, and purjile or maroon.
The largest and most elaborate works in Delia Robbia ware
were made after Luca's death, the most important of all be-

ing, perhaps, the frieze on the hospital at Pistoiji. Central

Italy abounds in the productions of this school of artists,

including tabernacles or shrines decoratc-d with sacred

iul)jects, altar-pieces in ba.s-relief and alto-relief, archltec-

itlral ornaments, and fountains or lavabos in sacristies of

ihurches and conventa. (b) A fine terra-cotta, enameled

Jn colors, made in England for architectural decorations,

flower-vases, garden-seats, etc., especially that made at

Tamworth at works founded in 1847.—DOUble-glazed
ware, stoneware to which a glaze is applied in liquid form,

both inside and outside, before it is fired. Also called

Brittnl Hare—^yptlan black ware, Egyptian ware.
See iiVj/z/don.— Etruscan ware. .See 7iVr»»i/«H. -Faen-
Sa ware, a name fornieily ni\en to Italian majollta.

J. C. ItiMnmn, in Cat. of Soiilages Coll., 1856. Com-
pare raiVnw. — Olass-glazed ware. .See (jlaxs-'jlazed.

—Graffito ware, see yra#(o.— Oreen-lasper ware,
a variety of Wedgwood ware. The name has been given
to that kind of pebbleware which is mottled green and
gray.— Hollow ware, vessels deejier than flat ware, and
especially such as are made in outside molds, which
give the external surface — the clay being forced Into
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the mold from within, and worked over with a sponge
so as to give it tlie required tliickness and a smooth
inner surface.— Incised ware, pottery decorated by
scratches upon the surface. Specillcally— (a) A coarse
earthenware (covered with an outer coat of a different
color, which, being deeply scratched, shows the body of

the ware. (6) A kind of pottery in which the body is

scratched or scored, the wliole being then covered with
a transparent glaze, which shows a deeper color where
it tills these incisions than elsewhere.— India ware, a
name inaccurately given in England to the more com-
mon varieties of Chinese and Japanese porcelains im-
ported into Europe by the East India Company or other-
wise.— Eashee ware, a fine ceramic ware made in Persia,
and decorated in blue on white in a manner closely re-

sembling Chinese porcelain. It is apparently a mixed or
hybrid porcelain, as it is softer than Oriental porcelain,
and evidently different from the soft or tender porcelain
of Europe. Also called Kashan, Cashan, and Kachy ware.
— Kioto ware, ceramic ware made in or near the city of
Kioto in Japan. Immense quantities of pottery and por-
celain are made there, and many characteristic varieties

are imitated with great success; but the name is given
especially Ui a hard yellow ware with crackled glaze pe-
culiar to Japan.— Lapis-lazuli ware. SeeZa^ft*.—Lava
ware. See lava.— OldFulham ware, a name given to the
English imitations of German gr^s c6rame or hard stone-
ware made at Fulham from about 1670.— PallBsy waae, a

Dish of Palissy Ware.

peculiar kind of pottery, remarkable for its beautiful glaze,

the ornamentation being in very high relief, and consisting
frequently of models of fish, reptiles, shells, or leaves.

Bernard Palissy, a French potter of the sixteenth century,
was the designer of this ware, and the art of manufac-
turing it died with him, all attempts to imitate it having
failed.— Pebbleware. See;>eW)(eK'are.— Persian ware.
See /"ermoji.- Plated ware. See j)(a(cd.—Plumbeous
-ware, leailglazed pottery.—Porphyry ware, a variety

of pebi)leware. Tiie name is genei-ally given to that va-

riety which is speckled red and black.—Raphael ware,
an old name for Italian majolica, taken from the occa-

sional appearance of designs by Raphael, or ascribed to

him, painted on majolica plates of a late period, or per-

haps, in some cases, from the nse of arabesques similar

to those painted under Raphael's direction in the Loggie
of the Vatican and elsewhere.— Red porphyry ware, a

variety of pebbleware. The name is generally given to

gieces which are speckled red and wliite.— Robbla ware,
ame as Della Robbia wnrc—Roman red ware. Same

as Samianuare.— Rustic, Salopian, Sauilan, sanitary
ware. See the adjectives.— Satsuma ware, (.a) Pottery

made in the province of Satsnnia, in tlie island of Kiusiu,

Japan. It has an extremely hard paste, is pale-yellow or
brownish-yellow in color, and is covered with a very mi-
nute crackle, (b) A pottery made at Stoke-upon-Trent in

Englaiul, imitated in the main from the Japanese Satsuma.
— Serpentine, Sevillan, siglllated, silicon ware. See

the qualifying wonls.— Sinceny ware, an enameled pot-

tery made in Sinceny, in tlie department of the Aisne,

France, decorated with great taste and delicacy, in partial

imitation of Rouen ware and later of Chinese ceramic
painting, and also in various fantastic styles.— Small
ware or wares, textile articles of the tape kind, as nar-

row bindings of cotton, linen, silk, or woolen fabric;

plaited sash-cord, braid, etc.; also, buttons, hooks, eyes,

and other dress-trimmings ; hence, trifles.

Everyone knows Grub street is a market for small vare
in wit. Swift, To a Young Poet.

Stamped ware. Same as rigillated tcore.— Stannifer-
ous ware, earthenware coated with an enamel of which
tin is a principal ingredient. This enamel is used for fine

wares, such as Delft.—Tinned, tortolse-shell, Umbrlan
waxe. See the adjectives.— Tunbridge ware, a species

of inlaid or mosaic work in wood. It derives its name from
the place of manufacture, Tunbridge in England.— Verd
antique ware, a variety of pebbleware, generally veined

with dark-green, gray, and black.—Wedgwood ware
[named after Josiah Wedgwood (1730-0.'i), the inventor,

born in Stalfordshire, England], a superior kind of semi-vit-

rifled jjottery, without much superficial glaze, and capable

of taking on the most brilliant and delicate colors produced

by fused metallic oxids and ochers. It is much used for

ornamental ware, as vases, etc., and, owing to its hard-

ness and property of resisting the action of all corrosive

substances, for mortal's in the laboratory.—Welsh ware,
a iwttery made at Islewortb, near London in England, from

about 182.5 ; a strong and solid earthenware of yellowish-

brown color with a transparent glaze. = Syn. Merchaii-

dine, etc. See property.

ware'-* (war), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. tcared, ppr.

waring. [Also wair; < ME. waren (also be-

waren), sell; cf. ware^, n.] To use; employ;

lay out; expend; spend. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]

war-fain

I schal ware my whyle wel, qnyl hit lastez, with tale.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Kniylit (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1235.

He would not ware the spark of a flint for him, if they
cariie with the law. Scott, W averley, xviii.

ware^ (war), n. [E. dial, also toore, waur, ore;
< ME. *war, < AS. war, waar, seaweed (= MD.
D. wier, seaweed).] Seaweed of various spe-
cies of Fucus, Laminaria, Bimanthalio, Chorda,
etc. They are employed as a manure and in the
manufacture of kelp, etc. See seaware.

ware^t. An obsolete preterit of wear'^.

ware°t, v- 1. An obsolete spelling of wear'^, 10.

warefult(war'fid), a. l< ware^ + fMl.'\ Wary;
watchful; cautious.

warefulnesst (wSr'ful-nes), «. [< warcful +
-Hcys.] Wariness ; cautiousness. Sir P.Sidney.

warega-fly (wa.-ra'ga-fli), n. [< S. Amer. Ind.

wurega + E. fly.'] An undetermined muscid
fly occurring in Brazil, which is said to lay its

eggs in the skin of man and animals, causing
large swellings inhabited by the larva. F.

Smith, Trans. Entom. Soc., London, 1868.

ware-goose (war'gOs), «. [< ware^ + goose.1

The brent-goose: so called from feeding on
ware or seaweed. [Local, Eng.]
warehouse (war'hous), n. [< tcare'^ + house.]

A house in which wares or goods are kept ; a
storehouse.

Th' vnsettled kingdom of swift Aeolus,
Great Ware-house of the Windes, whose trafilck giues
Motion of life t») ev'ry thing that Hues.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 2.

Specifically— (a) A store in which goods are placed for

safe-keeping; a building for tlie temporary deposit of
goods for a compensation. (6) A building for storing im-
ported goods on which customs dues have not been paid.

(c) A store for the sale of goods at wholesale ;_ also, of-

ten, a large retail establishment.—Bonded, Italian, etc.,

warehouse. See the adjectives.

warehouse (war'hous), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
warehoused, ppr. warehousing. [Kwarehouse, n.]

To deposit or secure in a warehouse ; specifi-

cally, to place in the government or custom-
house stores, to be kept until duties are paid.

Only half the duty was to be paid at once, on warehoits-

ing the pepper in a warehouse approved by the customs.
5'. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 76.

warehouseman (war'hous-man), n.; pi. icare-

housetnen (-men). 1. One wto keeps aware-
house.— 2. One who is employed in or has
charge of a warehouse Italian-warehouseman.
See /toiiixn.- Warehousemen's Itch, a form of eczema
of the hands, supposed to be caused by the irritation of

sugar ; grocers' itch.'

warehousing (war'hou"sing), n. 1. The act of

placing goods in a warehouse.—2. The business

of receiving goods for storage—Waiehousing
system, a customs regulation by which imported articles

may be lodged in public or bonded warehonses at a rea-

sonable rent, without payment of the duties on importa-

tion until they are withdi-awn for home consumption,
thus lessening the pressure of the duties which otherwise
would bear heavily on the merchant and cripide his pur-

chasing power. If they are reexported no duty is charged^

This system affords valuable facilities to trade, and is

beneficial to the consumer and ultimately to the public

revenue.

wareinet, »• A Middle English spelling of

warren.

warelesst (war'les), a. [< ware^ + -less.] 1.

Unwary; incautious; heedless.

A bait the wareless to beguile.
Jffr. /or Mags. (Latham.)

2. Unaware; regardless.

Both they unwise, and warelesse of the evill.

Spenser, F. (J., IV. ii. 3.

3. Unperceived.

When he wak't ont ofhis W(ireie«»paine, . . .

That lim he could not wag. Spenser, F. Q., V. i. 22.

warelyt (war'li), a. [< ME. warly, warliche, <

AS. wserlic, cautious, < wser, cautious, + -lie =
E. -?)/i.] Cautious; prudent; wary.

The Petyuins tham bare as warly men fre;

For ther good vitail and wines plente.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1362.

warelyt (war'li), adv. [< ME. warly, weiiy, war-

liche, < AS. wserlice, < wser, cautious, + -lice =
E. -Zy2. Cf. warily.] Cautiously; warily.

Full warly in this nede. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 454.

Bi hys huge prowesse went it to assaill

In ryght werly wyse, for manly was in breste.

Rom. of Parteruiy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1.591.

A good lesson to use our tongue warely, that our wordes

and matter male . . . agree together.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric (ed. 1584), p. 168.

wareroom (war'rom), n. A room in which
goods are stored or laid out for sale.

Philip was still in the wareroom, arranging goods and
taking stock. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiL

war-fain (war'fan), a. Eager to fight. [Poeti-

cal.]



war-fain

Onttom the youug and the icar-fain.
Witliam Morris, Sigurd, iti.

warfare (war'far), m. [Early mod. E. warre-
fare; < irarl + fare^."] 1. A warlike or mili-
tary expedition; military operations; hostili-

ties; war; armed contest.

>Vhat iniurie doth the Prince to the Capteine that
sendes him a warre/are, if he malcea him sure to haue the
victorie? Guevara, Letters (tr. hy Hellowes, 1577X p. 88.

The Philistines gathered their armies together for lear-

fare. 1 Sam. xxviii. 1.

2. Figuratively, any contest, struggle, or strife.

The weapons of our war/are are not carnal. 2 Cor. x. 4.

warfare (war'far), c i. [< warfare, «.] To
carry on warfare or engage in war ; contend

;

struggle.

He that can apprehend and consider vice with ali her
haits and seeming pleasures, and yet aijstain, and yet dis-

tinguish, and yet prefer that whioll is truly better, he is

the true war/arintj Christian. Milton, Areopagitica.

warfarer (w&r'far-er), }i. One engaged in war,
or in a contest or struggle of any sort.

warfaring (war'far-ing), 11. The act of carry-
ing on war. [Rare.]

The Burg of the Niblung people and the heart of their
tcarfaring. William Morris, Sigurd, iii.

war-flail (war'flal), n. A weapon used in the
middle ages, resembling the agricultural flail

in its general character. Sometimes it was a pole
to the end of which a strong bag of leather was secured
by a thong, or by rings of metal. Tlie i)ag seems to have
been stuffed with sand. Compare sami-hafj, santt-club, and
see Shakspere's 2 Hen. VI., iv. 3. See also cut under
nwmiH(f'Star.

war-flame (war'flam), n. A bale-fire used as a
signal in time of war, as of the approach of an
enemy. See bale-fire and balc^.

war-fork (war'fork), n. A weapon, used in
Europe in the middle ages, consisting of a
metal fork with several prongs made fast to
the end of a long pole.

warfult, «• [< ««'•! + -fill.} Warlike.
War/utl, batalllcux. Palsgrave, p. 328.

wargul (wiir'gul), n. [E. Ind.] The Indian
otter, Lutra (Baraiigia) lepto7i\ix.

wareust (war'gus), n. [AL. reflex of AS. wearg,
outlaw: see warriangle, warnj.'] An outlaw.

And if any wicked person shall presume contumeliously
to dig up or despoil any body placed in the earth, or in a
wooden coffin, or in a rock, or under any obelisk or other
structure, let him be accounted a warg-us.
Laws of Hen. I., quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and

[Vagrancy, p. 22.

war-hablet (war'ha'bl), a. [< war^ + hable for
abte.'\ Fit for war; of an age that fits one for
soldiering. Spenser, P. Q., ll. x. 62.

war-hammer (war'ham"6r), ». A weapon hav-
ing a blunt, hammer-like head on one side of
the handle or shaft, and usually a beak or point
on the opposite side. It was used for breaking the
armor of an antagonist, and was generally a weapon lor

» one hand only.

war-head (wftr'hed), n. The explosive head of
a locomotive torpedo, it is packed with guncotton
or other high explosive and provided witli a denoting
primer. The war-head is placed on the torpedo only
when it is to be exploded, as in time of war.

war-horse (war'bors), «. 1. A horse used by a
mounted soldier or ofiaeer in battle ; especially,
in a somewhat poetical sense, the horse of a
knight or commander. Compare cuts under
caparisoned and muzzle.

Waiting by the doors the war-horse neigh'd,
As at a friend's voice. Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. A veteran, as a veteran soldier or politi-
cian. [Colloq.]

warianglet, »• See warriangle.
wariated (wa'ri-a-ted), a. In her., same as var-
rated: especially noting an ordinary, which is

sometimes wariated on one side, sometimes on
both.

warlcet, v. Same as warish.

warily (wa'ri-li), adv. [< wan/i + -hfi ; but per-
haps orig. an error for warely.^ In a wary man-
ner; cautiously; with prudence or wise fore-
sight or care.

warimentt (wa'ri-ment), n. [Irreg. < wary'^ +
-ment.'] Wariness; caution; heed. Spenser,
P. 9., rv. iii. 17.

wariness (wa'ri-nes), n. [< ronrj/1 -I- -tiess."] The
character or habit of being wary; caution; pru-
dent care to foresee and guard against evil.

To make sure work, Young Hoyden is lock'd up at the
first approach of the Enemy. Here you have prudence
and wariness to the excess of Fable, and Frensy.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 216.

They were forced to march with the greatest wariness,
circumspection, and silence. Addison, Freeholder.

=Sy]l. See wary.
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Waring cable. [Named after Richard S. War-
ing, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.] In elect., a
cable in which the separate conductors are in-
sulated with cotton or other fiber saturated
with a heavy oil derived from petroleum and
mixed with an absorbent material. The wires are
sheathed with lead, sometimes a tube surrounding a cable
of ^vires, and sometimes a multiple tube surrounding a
series of parallel wires.

Waring's method. [Named after the inven-
tor, Edward /("(/rJHjr (1736-98).] A method for
the separation of the roots of an equation by
means of the equation of the squared differ-

ences of the roots.

waringtonite (wor'ing-ton-it), n. [Named after
Warington W. Smith (1817-90), an English ge-
ologist.] A variety of the copper sulphate bro-
chantite, found in Cornwall.
warishif (wSr'ish), v. [< ME. warisshen, war-
ischen, tcaricen, warissen, garissen, cure, heal, <

OF. icarir, garir, P. guerir, keep, guard, protect,
heal, < OHG. ivcrjan, MHG. weren, G. wehrcn,
defend, restrain (cf. AS. loarian), = MD. varen,
keep, guard, = Goth, warjan, bid beware, for-

bid, ward off, protect : see ware^, wear^, and ef.

warison.'] I. traits. To heal; cure.
Thanne were my brother warisshed of his wo.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 434.

Thai ware alle warisht of thaire stange.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

Thow hast warsched me wel with thi mede wordes.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 604.

II. intrans. To be healed or cured ; recover.

Youre doughter . . . shal warisshe and escape.
Chaucer, Tale of Meliheus.

warish^t, «. See wearish.

warisont (war'i-son), «. [< ME. warison, wari-
souu, wareson, < OF. warison, giiarison, garison,
guard, protection, < warir, guard : see warish.]
1. Healing.— 2. Protection.

War thoru hym & ys men in fair wareson he broghte.
Bob. of Gloucester, p. 114.

3. Reward; guerdon; requital.

And thus his warisoun he took
For the lady that he forsook.

Som. of the Rose, I. 1538.

Ho wol winne his unreson now wistly him spede
Forto sane my sone.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2379.

He made a crye thoroowt al the tow[n],
Whedur he be zoman or knave.
That cowthe brynge hym Kobyn Hode,
His warisone he shuld haue.
Robin Hood and the Monk (Child*s Ballads, V. 14X

4. Erroneously, in the following passage, a note
of assault.

Either receive within thy towers
Two hundred of my master's powers,
Or straight they sound the warrison,
And storm and spoil thy garrison.

Scott, L. of L. JI., iv. 24.

warfcl (wark), n. [< ME. werk, warch, < AS.
(r«rc (=Icel.TOrtr), pain.] Pain; ache. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

wark^ (wark), V. i. [< ME. werken, warchen, <

AS. tcsercian (= Icel. verkja, tnrkja), pain: see
w«ffci, n.] To be in pain; ache.

wark^ (wark), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
work.

warkamoowee (war-ka-mo'we), n. [Cinga-
lese.] A canoe with outriggers, used at Point
de Galle, island of Ceylon. It is generally manned
by four or five lascars, who sit grouped together at the

Warkaliiuowce of Point de Galle.

end of the lever, adding or taking away a man according
to the strength of the wind. The warkamoowees, during
the northeast monsoon, even when it is blowing very
hard, venture 20 or 25 miles from land for the purpose of
fishing, or to carry fruits to vessels in the offing. They
often sail 10 miles an hour.

warkandt, a. [ME. also warchond; pp. of wark,
».] Painful.

warkloom (wark'lttm), n. A tool; an instru-
ment. [Scotch.]

war-knife (war'nif ), n. A large knife used in
war: especially applied to weapons of primi-
tive times and in a general sense: as, the war-

warm
knife of the Anglo-Saxons ; the war-knife of the
New Zealandevs.

warla'Wt, «. An obsolete variant of warhck^.
warld (warld), n. A Scotch form of world.
warlike (war'lik), a. 1. Fond of war; easily
provoked to war; ready to engage in war; fit or
prepared for war ; martial : as, a warlike nation.
She . . . made her people by peace warlike.

Sir P. Sidney.

2. Of or pertaining to war; martial; military

They were two knights of perelesse puissaunce.
And famous far abroad for warlike gest.

Spenser, ¥. Q., II. ii. 16.

The great archangel from his warlike toil

Surceased. Milton, P. L., vi. 257.

3. Betokening or threatening war; hostile.

The warlike tone again he took. Scott, Rokeby, v. 19.

4. Having a martial appearance; having the
qualities of a soldier ; befitting a soldier.

By the buried hand of warlike Gaunt
Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. 109.

=Syn. 1. Bellicose, hostile.— 1-4. Military, etc. See
martud.

warlikeness (war'lik-nes), «. A warlike dis-
position or character. [Rare.]
Braveness of mind and warlikeness.
Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion, cap. i. b. (Latham.)

warlingt, n. [Appar. a word coined to rime with
darling (see def. ), either < war^ -t- -ling^, mean-
ing 'one often warred, contended, or quarreled
with,' or perhaps < worry, curse, -f -ling^.'] A
word occurring only in the proverb "Better be
an old man's darling than a young man's war-
ling," Camden, Remains.
warlock! (war'lok), n, [Also warluek; a Sc.
form, preserving the orig. guttural (the reg.
mod. E. form wouldbe *warlow),< ME. warloghe,
warlaghe, werlaghe, warlow, warlowe, warlaw,
warlawe, < AS. w^rloga (= OHG. wdrlogo), a
traitor, deceiver, liar, truce-breaker, < jc«r, a
covenant, truce, compact, the truth (cf. jr«r-
leds, truthless, false), -I- *loga, a liar, < leogan

(pp. logen), lie: see very and lie'^.'] It. A de-
ceiver; a truce-breaker; a traitor.

Quen fundin was this hali crois,

the warlaghe saide on-loft with vols.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

2. A person in league with the devil; a sor-

cerer; a wizard.
Where is this warlowe with his wande.
That wolde thus wynne oure folke away?

I'or* Plays, p. 81.

Ye're but some witch or wil warlock.
Or mermaid o' the flood.

The Lass of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 109).

It seems he [Jineas] was no Warluek, as the Scots com-
monly call such men, who, they say, are iron-free, or lead-
free. Dryden, Epic Poetry.

3t. A monster.
Loke of lyuyaton [leviathan) in the lyffe of saynt

Brandon,
There this warloghe, I wis, a water eddur is cald.
That this saint there seglie in the se occiane.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4439.

warlock^f (wS,r'lok), n. [ME. warlok, warlnc;
< war- (uncertain) + ?orf-l.] A fetterlock.

Warlok, a fetyr lok (warloc of feterloc, P.X Sera pedica-
lis, vel compedicalis (compedalis, S. P.).

Prompt. Parv., p. 517.

I com wyth those tythynges, thay tame I)ylyue,
Pynez me in a prysoun, put me in stokkefi,

Wrythc me in a warlok, wrast out myn ygen.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 80:

warlockry (war'lok-ri), n. [< warlock^ + -ry:
see -ery.'] The condition or practices of a war-
lock; impishness. [Rare.]
The true mark of warlockry. J, Baillie.

warlowt, n. An obsolete variant of warlock^.

warluek, n. Same as warlock^.

warlylf, a. and adv. See warely.

warly2 (war'li), a. [< wnj-l -f -'?yl.] Warlike.
Warly feats. Chatoner, in Nugse Antique, II. 388.

warly3 (war'li), a. A Scotch form of worldly.

Awa', ye selfish warly race.

Bums, First Epistle to J. Lapraik.

warm (warm), a. and n. [< ME. warm, < AS.
wearm = OS.OFries. D. warm = OHG. MHG. G.
warm. = Icel. varmr = Dan. Sw. rarm = Goth.
*warms (in verb warmjan), warm; with forma-
tive -m, < v/ war, be hot, seen in OBulg. rarfi,

heat, rrieti, be hot, boil, rriilu, hot, Russ. variti,

boil, brew, scorch, Lith. wirti, cook, seethe, boil.

In another view, the word is connected with
L. fornms, Gr. Bepfid^, hot, Skt. gharma, heat.]

I. a. 1 . Having a moderate degree of heat ; not
cold: as, warwi water ; tcflnwmilk; jcarw blood;
a warm bath.

He stretched himself on the child, and the flesh of the
child waxed urarm. 2 KL iv. 34



warm
2. Heated; having the sensation of heat; ex-
hibiting the effects of being heated to a mod-
erate degree ; hence, flushed.

Twas well, indeed, when warm with wine,
To pledge them with a kintlly teai-.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xc

3. Communicating a sensation of warmth, or a
moderate degree of heat: as, a toarm fire; warm

6825

II. n. It. Warmth; heat.
The winter's hurt recovers with the warm

;

The parched green restored is with shade.
Surrey.

warn

weather.— 4. Subject to or characterized by warm (warm), v.; pret. and pp. warmed, ppr.
the prevalence of a comparatively high tem
perature, or of moderate heat: as, a warm
climate; icarm countries.— 5. Intimate; close;
fast: as, warm friends.—6. Hearty; earnest:
as, a warm welcome; warm thanks.

The conduct of Hampden in the affair of the ship-
money met with the warm approbation of every re-
spectable Koyalist in England.

Macaulay. Hallam's Const. Hist

7. Fresh : said of a scent or trail.— 8. Close to
something that is sought, as in games involving
search or guessing; on the right track; on the
way to success, as in searching or hunting for
something. [CoUoq.]
He's warm — he's jretting cold— he's getting colder

and colder— he 's freezinjr.

Dickena, Our Mutual Friend, lii. 6.

9. Comfortable; well-oflf; moderately rich ; in
easy circumstances. [CoUoq.]

Water-Cainlet. Believe it, I am a poor commoner.
Sir F. Cres. Come, you are 2vamt, and blest with a fair

wife. Middletofiy Anything for a Qtilet Life, L 1.

Wf have been thinking of marrying her to one of your
tenants, ... a rearm man, . . . able to give her good
bread. Goldfrmith, Vicar, xvi.

10. Comfortably fixed or placed ; at home ; ac-
quainted; well adjusted. [CoUoq.]
A gentleman newly toarm in his land, sir.

. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Scarcely had the worthy Mynheer Beekman got warm
in the seat of authority on the South Kiver than enemies
l>egan to spring up all around him.

Trvinfj, Knickerbocker, p. 409.

11. Undesirable; unpleasant, as on account
of unpopularity or obnoxiousness to law, etc.

Their small Stock of Credit gone,
Ijcst Rome should grow too warm, from thence they run.

Cimgreve, tr. of Eleventh Satire of JuveuaL

12. Ardent; earnest; full of zeal, ardor, or
affection; enthusiastic; zealous.

I'me half in a mind to transcribe it, and let it go abroad
in the Catalogue : but I'me sensible the warm people of
two opposite parties will be ready to tdanie my forward-
ness. Humphrey WntUeij (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 288).

When she saw any of the company very warm in a
wrong opinion, she was mure inclined to confirm them
ill it than oppose them. Swift, Death of Stella,

Now warm in love, now with'ring in my bloom,
Lost in a convent's solitary gloom !

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, L 37.

Till a warm preacher found a way t' impart
Awakening feelings to his torpid heart

Crfibbe, Works, V. 74.

13. Animated; brisk; keen; heated; hot: as,

a warm engagement.
We shall have tcartn work on 't.

Drydeiiy Spanish Friar, i. 1.

He argued with perfect temper in society, or, if he saw
the argument becoming long or warm, in a moment he
<la.shed over his opponent's trenches, and was laugbin^y
attacking him ou some fresh point.

Lady Bolland, Sydney Smith, viL

14. Stirred up; somewhat excited; hot; net-
tled: as, to become warm when contradicted.
A fine boggle-de-botch I have made of it ... I am

aware it is not a canonical word — classical, I mean ; nor
in nor out of any dictionary |H-rhaps— but when people
are tearm they ciinnot stand pickintr terms.

iVi«« Edijewirrth, Helen, xxvL

16. Having the ardor of affection or passion.

I
Mirth and youth and warm desire.

Milton, May Homing.
The enactments of human laws are vain to restrain the
arm tides of the heart. Sumner, Orations, I. 239.

6. Having too much ardor; coarse; indeli-
fcte. [CoUoq.]
I do not know the play; but, as Maria says, if there is

any thing a little tooiparm(and It is so witli most of them)
it can l)e easily left out Jane AuMen, Mansfield Park, xv.

armbatb, in iwrf., a tiath in water of a temperature 'v^anner (war'mer), n.
'
[< warm + -erl.] One

>m 92° to 98- F.— Warm colors, in pamn;i9, such col-
"»*'"«''• 5.

. .
.'' l J

as have yellow or n-U fur their basis : opp*»8ed to add

I

lorn, as blue and its coin pounds : the term, however, is a
ative one.—Warm plaster. See plaster. - Warm re-
iter, a heated rf;:ister-iihite used in the manufacture of
red ropes. - Warm sepia. See gejna.

—

Warm wave.
See ware'. - Warm With, an abbreviation for "warm
with suuar," an in tiic r.rder given for a tjeverage of that

rt, in contrast witli cUd without. {.Slang.]

Two glasses of mmandwater warm with.
Dickens, SI<etches.

=*8yTL 4. Sunny, mild, close, (tppressive.— 6. Karnest,
hearty, enthusiastic, eager.—1-6. Warm is distinctly
wealter than hot, fervent, /ei-vid, fiery, vehement, pateion-

as readily shows friendship, affection, or in-
terest; proceeding from such a disposition;
cordial; sincere; hearty: as, a warm-hearted

_ man ; warm-hearted support.

fr n ^
°^ process of warming; a heating. warm-heartedness(warm'h!ir"ted-nes),». The

LColloq. J state or character of being warm-hearted ; af-
Boil it [barley-malt] in a kettle ; one or two warim is feetionate disposition ; cordiality.

enough. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 151. jje was Iool<ing from Arabella to Winkle with as much
delight depicted in his countenance as warm-heartedness
and kindly feeling can communicate to the human face.

Dickens, Pickwick.

warming (war'ming), M. [Verbal n. of warm,
v.] 1. Theaetof one who warms; speeifleally,
in silver-plating, the heating of the object to be
plated until it causes a slight hissing when im-
mersed in water. The object is then dipped in dilute
nitric acid, to cause a alight roughening of the surface in
order to aJford a lietter hold to the silvering.

2. A eastigation ; a thrashing. [CoUoq.]
warming-pan (war'raing-pan), w. 1. A large
covered long-handled flat vessel (usually of
brass) into which live coals are put: used to
warm the inside of a bed.
Put of your clothes in winter by the fire side, and cause

your bed to bee heated with a warming panne.
llabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 262.

A dagger with a hilt like a warming-pan.
Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 4. 33.

2. A person ptit into a situation, post, or office

temporarily, to hold it for another till the lat-

ter becomes qualified for it. [Slang.]
warming-stone (war'ming-stdn), «. A foot-
warmer ; a slab of soapstone, cut to a conve-
nient size : when used it is first heated in the
fire or on a stove, and afterward placed under
the feet: it is chiefly made use of in driving in
very cold weather. Soapstone is selected for tliis

purpose because it stands the heat better than any other
stone, not cracl\ing or crumbling when exposed to sudden
changes of temperature.

warmly (warm'li), adv. In a warm manner,
(a) With warmth or heat. Milton, P. L., iv. 244. (6) With
warmth of feeling ; eagerly ; earnestly ; ardently.

Each prince shall thus with honour have
What both so warmly seem to crave.

Prior, Alma, ii. 111.

warnmess (warm'nes), n. [< MK.warmness; <
warm + -ncss.'] Warmth.

Phebus hath of gold his streraes doun ysent
To gladen every flour with his warmness.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 977.

war-mongert (war'mung"ger), n. One who
fights for hire ; a mercenary soldier, or bravo.
Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 29.

warmouth (war'mouth), n. A centrarohoid fish

:

same as bi;i>iiouth.

warm-sided (warm's!'ded), a. Naut., mounting
heavy guns : said of a ship or a fort. [CoUoq.]
warmtn (warmth), «. [< ME. wermthe (= LG.
wcrmde); < warm + -<7(l.] 1. The state of be-
ing warm

;
gentle heat : as, the warmth of the

sun or of the blood ; also, the sensation of mod-
erate heat.

No warmth, no breath, shall testify thou llvest.

Shak., K. and J., iv. 1. 98.

The mirth of its December,
And the warmth of its July.

Praed, I remember, I remember.

2. Cordiality; geniality; hearty kindness or
good feeling.

I took leave of Colonel Cubbon, who told me, with a
warmth which I was vain enough to think sincere, that he
had not passed three such pleasant days for thirty years.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 326.

3. A state of livelyandexcitedfeeling; ardor;
zeal; fervor; earnestness, often approaching
anger; intensity; enthusiasm.
What warmth is there in your affection towards any of

these princely suitors? Shak., M. of V., i. 2. 36.

The sistere fell into a little warmth and contradiction.
Steele, latter. No. 172.

Tlie monarch spoke ; tlie words, with warmth addrest,
To rigid justice steelVl his brotlier's breast.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 78.

4. In paintinri, a glowing effect which arises
from the use of warm colors (which see, under
warm), and also from the use of transparent
colors in the process of glazing.

wamt (warn), n. [< ME. warne, < AS. wearn, a
denial, refusal, obstacle, impediment, a guard-
ing of oneself, a defense of a person on trial, =
OHG. warna (in comp.), MHG. wartie, wcriie,

preparation, = Icel. voru = Sw. vdrn = Dan.
vsern, a defense ; with formative -«, < Teut.
j/«c«r, defend, guard: see loarel, warrf.] A de-
nial ; refusal.

Withouten more warne. Cursor Mundi, 1. 11S33.

warn (warn), V. t. [Under this word are merged
two orig. diff. but related verbs: («) < ME.
warnen, warnien, warn, admonish, < AS. wear-

warming. [< ME. warmcn, < AS. wearmian (=
D. warmen = MHG. warmen, G. wdrmen = Icel.
verma = Dan. varme = Sw. vdrma = Goth.
warmjav), become warm, < wearm, warm: see
v:arm,a.^ I. intrans. 1. To become warm or
moderately heated; communicate warmth.

Wyndis wastid away, warmyt the ayre

;

The rede beames aboue blusshet with hete.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 4036.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole, . . .

That, changed through all, and yet in all the same, . . .

Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 271.

2. To warm one's self.

There shall not be a coal to warm at. Isa. xlvii. 14.

3. To become ardent, animated, or enthusiastic.
I know the full value of the snood ; and MacCallum-

more's heart- will be as cold as death can make it when it
does not warm to the tartan.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xixv.

As the minister warms to his sermon there come through
these cracks frequent exclamations.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 73.

II. trans. To make warm, (o) To communicate
a moderate degree of heat to ; impart warmth to.

And there, withoute the dore, in ye courte on the left
hand, is a tree with many stones aboute it, where the myn-
ysters of the Jewes, and seynt Peter with theyni, wariiuid
theym by the fyre. Sir Ii. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 19.

Either the hostess or one of her maids warms his bed,
pulls on his night cap, cuts his corns, puts out the candle.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

The room is wartned, when necessary, by burning char-
coal in a chaflngdlsh.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 2a
(6) To heat up; excite ardor or zeal in; interest; animate;
enliven ; inspirit

; give life and color to ; flush ; cause to
glow.

It would warm his spirits

To hear from me you had left Antony.
Shak., A. and C, lil. 13. 69.

With those hopes Socrates warmed his dotibtful spirits
against that cold potion. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iv.

I love such mirth as does not make friends ashamed to
look upon one another next morning, nor men that can-
not well t>ear it to repent the money they spend when they
be warmed with drink. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 87.

How could I, to the dearest theme
That ever warmed a minstrel's dream.
So foul, so false a recreant prove

!

Scott, L. of L. M., ill. 1.

All beauty warms the heart, is a sign of health, prosper-
ity, and the favor of Ood. Emiersun, Success.

(<> To administer ca.stigatlon to : as, I'll warm him for that
piece of mischief. (Colloq.) (dt) Figuratively, to occupy.

His brother . . . had a while warmed the Throne.
Purcha^, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

To warm one's Jacket, to castigate one. [CoUoq.]—
Warming plaster. See plaster.

war-man (war'man), H. A warrior. [Rare.]

Thir lordis keipt on at afternoone.
With all thair wamnen wight.
Battle o/Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 222).

The sweet ivar-mnn is dead and rotten.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 66«.

war-markedt (war ' miirkt), a. Bearing the
marks or traces of war; experienced in war;
veteran.

Your army, which doth most consist
Of war-mark'd footmen. Shak., A. and C, iii. 7. 45.

warm-blocded (warm'blud'''ed), a. 1. Having
warm blood; hematothermal : in zoology and
physiology noting mammals and birds whose
blood ranges in temperature from 98° to 112°

F., in consequence of the complete double
blood-circulation, and the oxygenation or com-
bustion which goes on in the lungs: opposed to
cold-blooded or hematocryal.— 2. Figuratively,
characterized by high temper and generous
iTiijnilses; warm-hearted; also, passionate.

—

Warm-blooded fish. See/!»Ai

who or that which warms.
warmfult (warm'fiil), a. [< warm + -fuW] Giv-
ing warmth; warm. [Bare.]

Alx>ut him a mandillon, that did with buttons meet.
Of purple, large, and full of folds, curl'd with a warmful

nap. Chapman, Iliad, x. 121.

warm-headed (warm'hed'''ed), a. Easily ex-

cited; enthusiastic; fanciful.

The advantage will be on the warm-headed man's side,

as having the more ideas and the more lively. Locke.

warm-hearted (warm 'har'''' ted), a. Having
warmth of heart; having a disposition such



warn
nian, wnrtiian, take heed, warn, = OHG. war-
non, warn, warnen (wernen), MH6. warnen, pro-
vide, take heed, protect, warn, G. warTien, warn,
= Icel. vanta = Sw. varna, warn (ef. OF. war-
nir, guarnir, (jamir, provide, garnish, preserve,
> ult. E. garnish, garniture, etc.)

; (6) < ME. wer-
«<«,< AS. toyman, refuse, deny, = OS. wernian =
OHG. warnen = OFries. warna, werna = Icel.
varna, refuse, deny; from the noun: see ream,
«.J 1 . To put on guard by timely notice ; wake,
ware, or give notice to beforehand, as of ap-
proaching danger or of something to be avoided
or guarded against; caution; admonish; tell

or command admonishingly ; advise.
The doubt of future foes exiles my present ioy.
And wit me wame» to sliun such snares as threaten mine

annoy.
Qwen Eluabeth, quoted in Puttenham's Arte of Eng.

[Poesie, Int., p. xii.

Being minmi by God in a dream that they should not
return to Herod, they departed into their own country
anotlier way. Mat ii. 12.

And then I fear'd
Lest the gray navy there would splinter on it.

And fearing waved my arm to warn them off.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. To admonish, as to any duty ; advise ; ex-
postulate wth.
Warn them that are unruly. 1 Thes. v. 14.

3. To apprise
;
give notice to ; make ware or

aware; inform previously; notify; direct; bid;
summon.

William & hise wiges were warned of here come.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4288.

Er the sun vp soght with his softe beames,
Pelleus full prestly the peopuU did wame
To appere in his presens, princes and dukys.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X I. 1092.

Who is it that liath wam'd us to the walls?
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 201.

The Bishop of Eoss is wam'd by the lords of the Coun-
cil, that he shall no longer be esteem'd an Ambassador,
but be punish'd as his Fault shall deserve.

Baker, Clironicles, p. 345.

4f . To deny ; refuse ; forbid.

Tliou canst not wame him that with good entente
Axeth thyn lielp. Chaucer, A. B. C, 1. 11.

The kynges bed, when hyt ys bro3t,
A kysse wyll y wame the noght,

For lefe to me hyt were !

Octavian (ed. Halliwell), 1. 821.

5t. To defend ; keep or ward off. Spenser.

wamer (war'nfer), n. 1. One who or that which
warns ; an admonisher.— 2. See the quotation.

Sotiltees . . . were nothing more than devices in sugar
and paste, wliich, in general, . . . had some allusion to
the circumstances of the entertainment, and closed the
service of tlie dishes. The wamers were ornaments of
the same nature, which preceded them.
R. Warner, Antiquitates Culinarise (ed. 1791), p. 136, note.

wamesturet, *•• t. [ME., < OF. wamesture, gar-
nesture, garnisture, garniture, provision, stores,
furniture, garniture: see garnitnr€.'\ To fur-
nish; store.

Wei thei were wamestured of vitayles i-now,
plentiuosly for al peple to posse where tiiei wold.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1121.

I shal warne-itoore myn hous with toures, swiche as
han castelles and other manere edifices, and armure and
artelries. Chaucer, Tale of Melibcus.

warning (war'ning), n. [< ME. warninge, a
warning, admonition, < AS. toearnung (= OHG.
warnunye, G. warnung, a warning), verbal n. of
«pcar«t«», M)rtriM««, warn: see w)ar«,».] 1. No-
tice beforehand of the consequences that will
probably follow continuance in some particular
course ; admonitory advice to do or to abstain
from doing something, as in reference to ap-
proaching a probable danger.
Hear the word at my mouth, and give them warning

from me. Ezek. iii. 17.

2. That which warns, or serves to warn or ad-
monish.
Let Christian's slips before he came hither, and the bat-

tles tliat lie met with in this place, be a warning to those
that come after. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, 11.

3. Heed ; the lesson taught by or to be learned
from a caution given.

I think it is well that they stand so near the highway,
that others may see and tike warning.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

4. Previous notice : as, a short warning.
Somewhat too sudden, sirs, the warning is.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, v. 2. 14.

5. A summons; a call; a bidding.
It [sherris] illumineth the face, which as a beacon gives

warning ... to arm. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 117.

6. A notice given to terminate a business re-
lation, as that of master and servant, employer
and employee, landlord and tenant ; a notice
to quit.
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Servants in husbandry [23 Hen. VI., c. 12] are required

to give their masters wa^-ning, and to engage with some
other master before quitting their present service.

Ribton-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 66.

warning (war'ning), p. a. In biol., serving as
a menace to enemies; of threatening aspect:
somewhat specially used of a strikingly con-
spicuous coloration. See the quotation.

A never-failing interest attaches to the subject of ITarn-
171,7 Colors. Til e history of the discovery of warning colors
in caterpillai-3 is quoted with many examples, showing
that the education of enemies is assisted by the fact that
warning colors and patterns often resemble each other,
and there is abundant evidence to show that insect-eating
animals learn by experience. Amer. Nat., Oct., 1890, p. 929.

warningly (war'ning-li), adv. In a warning
manner; so as to warn; byway of notice or
admonition.
warning-piece (war'ning-pes), n. Something
that warns, (a) A warning-gun ; a signal-gun ; the dis-
charge of a cannon intended as a notification. Compare
piece, 4 (&).

Hark ! upon my life, the knight ! 'tis your friend

;

Tills was the warning-piece of his approach.
Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

The tieason of Watson and Cleark, two English semi-
naries, is sufficiently known ; it was as a " praeludium " or
warning-piece to tlie great "fougade," the discliarge of
the powder-treixson. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 97.

(6) In horol., a part of the striking-mechanism of a
clock that, by the movement of the lower wheel, throws
the striking-system periodically into action. It is also
operated by tlie strike-or-silent mechanism, so that the
striking-mechanism may be tlirown out of gear at will.
When in position to work, it causes a slight noise at the
instant of starting tlie striking-parts, and thus gives warn-
ing that tlie clock is about to strike.

warning-wheel (war'ning-hwel), n. In horol.,
a warning-piece in the form of a wheel.
warnisht, warniset, v. t. Middle Englishforms
of garnish.

He wigtly hem of-sent,
& het hem alle hije thider as harde as thei mijt,
Wei warnished for the werre with clone hors & armes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1083.

war-office (war'of'is), n. A public ofSce or de-
partment in which military affairs are superin-
tended or administered. («) The department or bu-
reau of the British government presided over by the Secre-
tary of State for War, assisted by a parliamentary, a per-
manent, and a financial under secretary. It is subdivided
into various departments, as the military, ordnance, and
financial. (6) In the United States, the War Department.
warp (wAi-p), V. [(«) Trans., cast, throw, < ME.
werpen, weorpen, worpen (pret. warp, pp. wor-
pen), < AS. weorpan (pret. wearp), cast, throw,
= OS. werpan = D. MLG. werpen = OHG. wer-
fan, MHG. G. werfen, throw, cast, = Icel. verpa
= Goth, wairpan, throw; cf. Lith. werpti, spin,
Gr. pen-eiv, incline downward, pmretv, throw. (6)
< ME. warpen (pret. warped), < Icel. varpa, throw,
cast, also cast or lay out a net, = Sw. varpa =
Dan. varpe, warp (a ship), < varp, a casting, also
a cast with a net, also a warping, = Sw. varp,
the draft of a net, = Dan. varp, a warp; from
the strong verb above.] I. trans. If. To cast;
throw; hurl.

Wente to hys wardrope, and vxirpe of hys wedez.
Morte AHhure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 901.

Ful sone it was ful loude kid
Of Havelok, how he warp the ston
Ouer the londes euerichon. Ilamlok, 1, 1061.

2t. To utter; ejaculate; enunciate; give utter-
ance to.

Hit fyrst mynged,
Wylde wordez hym warp wyth a wrast noyce.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1423.

A note ful nwe I herde hem warpe.
To lysten that watz ful lufly dere.

Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX 1. 878.

3. To bring forth (young) prematurely : said of
cattle, sheep, horses, etc. [Prov. Eng.]— 4. In
rope-malcing, to run (the yam of the winches)
into hauls to be tarred. See haul of yarn, wa-
derhaul.— 5. To weave; hence, in a figurative
sense, to fabricate

;
plot.

But now ; How, Where, of What shall I begin
This Gold-grownd Web to weave, to warp, to spin?

Sylvester, tr. of l)u Bartas's Battle of Ivry.

She acquainted the Greeks underhand with this treason,
which was a warping against them.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 409.

6. To give a cast or twist to ; turn or twist out
of shape or out of straightness, as by unequal
contraction, etc.; contort.

Oh, state of Nature, fail together in me.
Since thy best props are warp'd !

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 2.

Confess, or I will warp
Your limbs with such keen tortures .

Shelley, The Cenci, v. 3.

The cracked door, ilt-fltttng and uarped from its origi-
nal shape, guided us by a score of glittering crevices to the
room we sought.

D. Christie Murray, Weaker Vessel, xxxiii.

warp
7. To turn aside from the true direction ; cause
to bend or incline

;
pervert.

This first avowed, nor folly warped my mind.
Ihryden, Sig. and Ouis., 1. 402.

By the present mode of education we are forcibly warped
from the bias of nature. Goldsmith, Taste.

His heart was form'd for softness— worp'd to wrong.
Byron, Corsair, iii. 23.

Men's perceptions are warped by their passions.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 182.

8. Naut., to move into some desired place or
position by hauling on a rope or warp which
has been fastened to something fixed, as a buoy,
anchor, or other ship at or near that place or
Eosition: as, to warp a ship into harbor or to
er berth.

They warped out their ships by force of hand.
Mir. for Mags., p. 881.1

Seeing them warp theniselues to windward, we thought*
it not good to be boorded on both sides at an anclior.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 41.

9. In agri., to fertilize, as poor or barren land,!
by means of artificial inundation from rivers^
which hold large quantities of earthy matter, or
warp (see warp, k., 4), in suspension. The oper».l
tion, which consists in inclosing a liody or sheet of water''
till the sediment it holds in suspension has been deposited,
can lie carried out only on flat low-lying tracts wliich may
be readily submerged. This system was liret systematical-
ly priictised in Great Britain on the banks of tlie rrent,
Ouse, and other rivers which empty into the estuary of the
Humber.
10. To change. [Kare.]

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky.
Thou dost not bite so nigh
As benefits forgot

;

Though thou the waters warp.
Thy sting is not so sharp
As friend remember'd not

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 187.

II. intrans. 1. To turn, twist, or be twisted
out of straightness or the proper shape.
After the manner of wood that curbeth and uarpeth

with the Are. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 50L

It 's better to shoot in a bow that has been shot in be-
fore, and will never start, than to draw a fair new one,
that for every arrow will be warping.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

Ye are green wood, see ye u^rp not.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2. To turn or incline from a straight, true, or
proper course ; deviate; swerve.

There is our commission,
From which we would not have you warp.

Shak., M. for Jl., 1. 1. 15.

Now, by something I had lately observed of Mr. Trea-
surer's conversation on occasion, I suspected him a little
warping to Rome. Evelyn, Diary, ilay 17, 1671.

By and by, as soon as the shadow of Sir Francis Imth
left him, he fals off again warping and warping till he
come to contradict hiniselfe in diameter , and denies flatly
that it is either variable or arbitraiy, being once settl'd.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Whatever these warping Christians might pretend as

to zeal for the Law and their ancient Religion, the bottom
of all was a principle of infidelity.

StUlingfieet, Sermons, II. lit

3. To change for the worse; turn in a wrong
direction.

Metbinks
My favour here begins to jrarp.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 365

4t. To weave; hence, to plot.

Who like a fleering slavisli parasite.
In warping profit or a traitorous sleight.
Hoops round his rotten body with devotes.

Marlowe, Hero and Leander, vl

5. To fly with a twisting or bending to this
side and that ; deflect the course of flight ; turn
about in flying, as birds or insects.

As when the potent rod
Of Amram's son, in Egypt's evil day,
Wav'd round the coast, up called a pitchy cloud
Of locusts warping on the eastern wind.

Milton, P. L., i. 341.

6. To wind yarn off bobbins, to form the warp
of a web. See the quotation.

Warping, therefore, consists in arranging the threads
according to number and colour, or in any special manner
that maybe necessary, and to keep them in their relative
places after they have been so laid.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 68.

7. To slink; east the young prematurely, as
cows.— 8. Naut., to work forward by means of
a rope fastened to something fixed, as in mov-
ing from one berth to another in a harbor, or in

making one's way out of a harbor in a calm, or
against a contrary wind.

I gat out of the Mole of Chio into the sea by warping
foorth, with the helpe of Geuoueses botes.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 101.

warp (wftrp), n. [(.tJ^&.warp; <irnrp,v.'] If. A
throw; a cast.— 2. Hence, a cast of herrings,
haddocks, or other fish; four, as a tale of count-



warp
[Prov. Eng.]— 3.
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ing fish. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. A cast lamb, kid, notch in it to lead hawsers through in warping.

calf, foal, or the like ; the young of an animal See chock*, 3.

when brought forth prematurely. [Prov. Eng.] warping-hook (war'ping-huk), n. 1. In rope-

4. The sediment which subsides from turbid making, a brace for twisting yarn.— 2. A hook
water; the alluvial deposit of muddy water to which yarn is hung as it is prepared for the

artificially introduced into low lands in order warp of atextile material.

to enrich or fertilize them. The term warp is some- warping-jack (war'ping-jak), «. Inawarping-
times applied to tidal alluvium. "The Humber wai-p is a machine, a contrivance hung between the trav-
mariue and estuarine silt and clay, which occurs a'fv? «ie ^^^ jjj revolving warp-frame, and serving
Peatbeds. (ifoodivard.) As the word is used by J. Trim- , ^ 4.1 ^.i 'j i.

' 4.i,„ *. „i

iner it has nearly the same meaning as mr/ace-goil. The to separate the warp-threads into the two al-

woril is rarely, if ever, used in the United States as mean- ternate sets called leas : same as heck-box. h.

ing a sedimentary deposit. //. Knight.
5. A cast or twist; the twist or bending which warping-machine (war'ping-ma-shen"), n. A
occurs in wood in drying; the state of having machine for preparing and arranging the yarns
a cast, or of being warped or twisted. intended for the warp of a textile material.

.Somebody in Berkshire, I fancy, had warped his mind warping-mill ( war'ping-mil), n. In weaving, an
against you, and no mind is more capable ot warps than apparatus for winding the warp-yarns from the

bobbins to a large cylindrical reel, and aiTang-
ing them in two leas or sets, ready for the hed-
dles in the loom.
warping-penny (war'ping-pen'i), n. Money
paid by the spinner to the weaver on laying
the warp. Wright. [Prov. Eng.]

his. S. Bowleg, In Merriam, II. 337.

6. The threads which are extended lengthwise

in a loom, and across which the woof is thrown
in the process of weaving.

The ground of the future stuff was formed by a number
of parallel strings called the warp, having their upper
ends attached to a horizontal beam, and drawn taut by ^arp-lacC (warp'las),?). Any lace havingwarp
ivoiirlitc hiiitcr friim fh,.tr 1ow»r ends. »»M.*i# *MiN^*^ V t" , n J V. .Aweiglits hung from their lower ends.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 206. threads, or threads so placed as to resemble the

warp of a fabric.

warp-land (warp'land), n. Low-lying land that

has been or can be fertilized by warping. See
warp, V. t., 9. [Eng.]

The warpland, as it is called, over which the waters of

the Ouse and the Aire are permitted to flow by means of

sluices which absorb and retain the water till the sediment
is deposited, is peculiarly rich and luxuriant.

T. AUen, Hist. County of York, II. 807.

warple (war'pl), v. See warble^.
A warp of weeks, four weeks ; a month. [Obsolete or ^ar-plume (w4r'pl6m), n. A plume worn in war.
'"^"*'

The tomahawk . . . cut the Mwr-piM7n« from the scalp-

ing-tuft ot Uncas, and passed through the frail wall of the

Weaving through all the pcKir details

And homespun uarp of circumstance.
Whittier, Snow-Bound.

7. Xaut., a rope, smaller than a cable, used in

towing, or in moving a ship by attachment to

something fixed; atowiug-line.

We furled now for the last time together, and came
down and took the tcarp ashore.

Ji. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 430.

prov. Eng.]

Cenlious . . . was the flrst May-lord or captaine of the

Morris-daunce that on those embenched shelves stampt

his footing, where coda and dog-flsh swomme not a warp
0/ weekn forerunning. A'aihe, Lenten Stuffe. (Davies.)

To part a warp. Same as to part a line (which see,

under iiiis-'). — Warp-dyeing machine, an apparatus

for drawing warp-tlireads, laid out in sets, through a dye-

beck. Each warp is separated from the next by a pin, and
the set is pa8.<ed through the dye between rollers, and de-

livered from between squeezing-cylinders, which press out

till- superlluous dye. E. II. Knight.

warpage (war'paj), n. [< warp + -age.'] The
act of warping ; also, a charge per ton made on
shipping in some harbors

ICKlge as though it were hurled from some formidable en-

gine. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxiv.

war-proof (war'prof), n. The qualities of a sol-

dier; proved fitness for military life. [Rare.]

On, on, you noblest English,

Whose blood is fet from fathers of war-proof!
SAoJ-.,Hen. V.,iil. 1. 18.

warp-stitch (warp'stich), n. A kind of em-
broidery in which the threads of the weft are

pulled out in places, leaving the warp-threads
exposed, which are then held together by or-

namental stitches,war-paint (war' pant), «. 1. Among some sav-

age tribes, paint applied to the face and other warp-thread (warp'thred), n. One of the

parts of the person, according to a recognized threads which form the warp of a web.

and traditional system, as a sign that the warragal (war'a-gal), n. [Australian.] The
wearer is about to engage in war. Its origin Australian dingo, Canis dingo. Also warrigal

may have been an attempt to strike terror to

the' mind of the enemy.
The warpaint on the Sachem's face,

tJnwet with tears, shone fierce and red.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, ill.

2. Hence, full dress and adornment; official

costume. [Slang.]

war-path (war'path), n. Among the American
ludiims, the path or route followed by a war-

like expedition ; also, the military undertaking

itself. To go on the war-path, to go to war.

"The warrior whose eye is open can see his enemy,"
said Magna. ..." I have brought gifts to my brother.

His nation would not go on the warpath, because they

did not tliink it well."
J. F. Cooper, lASt of Mohicans, xxviii.

rarp-beam (warp'bem), ». In a loom, the

)ller on which the warp-threads are wound,
id from which they are drawn as the weav-

proceeds. It is placed at the back, oppo-

the cloth-beam,which receives the finished

K. U. Knight.

)-dreS8er (warp'dres'fer), n. In weaving, a

lino for treating yarns with size before

inding them on the yarn-beam of a loom. It

superseded in some mills by the larger ma-
calleil a .^lasher. E. U. Knight.

jr (wiir'per). n. [< warp + -<rl.] If. A
reaver.— 2. One who winds yarn in prepara-

ion for weaving, to form the warp of a web.—
I. A warping-machine.
irp-frame (warp'fram), n. In laee-manuf., a

ihine employing a thread for each needle,

the thri'ads being wound on a beam like the

warp-beam of a loom (whence the name). Also
called ti-arp-nct frame.
|rarping-bank (war'ping-bangk), «. A bank
For mound of earth raised around a field for re-

taining the water let in for the purpose of en-

riching the land with the wari) or sediment,

warping-block (war'])ing-blok), «. A block
iis.d ill 11 rii,'f,'iiig-loft in warping off yam.

Iarping-chock
(war'ping-chok), n. Naut., a

urge chock of timber secured in a port, with a

l^ori

See cut under dingo.

warrandice (wor'an-dis), n. [A\sowarrandise

;

var. of warrantis'e.'i In Scots law, the obliga-

tion by which a party conveying a subject or

right is bound to indemnify the grantee, dis-

ponee, or receiver of the right in case of evic-

tion, or of real claims or burdens being made
effectual against the subject, arising out of

obligations or transactions antecedent to the

date of the conveyauce; warranty. Warrandice

is either personal or real. Personal warrandice is that by

which the grantor and his heirs are bound personally.

Real warrandice is that Ijy which certain lands, called

warrandice lands, are made over eventually in security

of the lands conveyed.

warrant (wor'ant), ». [Formerly also warratid;

< ME. warant','< OF. warant, guarant, garani,

garent, a warrant, also a warranter, supporter,

defender, protector, = Pr. garen, guaren = Sp.

Pg. garente = Olt. guareiito (ML. reflex waran-

tiim, warrantuvi, waranda), a warrant; perhaps

orig. a ppr. of OF. warir, warer, defend, keep,

< OHG. warjan, werjan, MHO. wcrn, wercn, G.

wehren, protect: see ware^, wear^. Hence war-

rantise, warranty, guaranty, etc. Cf. warren.'i

It. Protector; protection; defense; safeguard.

He griped his suerde in bothe hondes, and whom that he

raught a full stroke was so harde smyten that noon ar-

mure was his warante fro deth.
Merlin (E. K T. S.), iii. 408.

Thy safe warrand we will be.

Hobie Ifable (Child's Ballads, VI. 100).

2. Security; guaranty; assurance; voucher;

attestation ; evidence
;
pledge ; that which at-

tests or proves.

His promise is our plain warrant that In his name what

we ask we shall receive. .„,,.„, _ ,,.

St. Cyprian, in Hooker s Eccles. Polity, v. 35.

Before Emilia here

I give thee warrant of thy place.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 20.

Anybill.warront, quittance or obligation

SAoi., M. W. of W., i. 1. 10.

His books are by themselves the warrant of the fame

which he so widely gained.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 376.

warrant

3. Authority; authorization; sanction; justi-

fication.

May we, with the warraiit of womanhood and the wit-

ness of a good conscience, pursue him with any further
revenge? SAa*., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 220.

Nay, you are rude
;
pray you, forbear ; you oifer now

More than the breeding of a gentleman
Can give you warrant for.

Beau, and Fl., Love's Cure, iv. 4.

4. An act, instrument, or obligation by which
one person authorizes another to do something
which he has not otherwise a right to do; an
act or instrument investing one with a right

or with authority, and thus securing him from
blame, loss, or damage; hence, anything which
authorizes or justifies an act; a license.

A pattern, precedent, and lively warrant.
For me, moat wretched, to perform the like.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3. 44.

It was your own command to bar none from him ;

Beside, the princess sent her ring, sir, for my warrant.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

I have got a Warrant from the Lords of the Council to

travel for three Years any where, Rome and ,St. Oraers ex-

cepted. Howell, Letters, I. i. 3.

Specifically— (a) An instrument or negotiable writing au-

thorizing a person to receive money or other things : as, a
dividend warrant. See dock-warrant. (6) In law, an in-

strument authorizing the officer to whom it is issued to

seize or detaiu a person or property, or carry a judgment
into execution. Some instruments used for such a pur-

pose are, however, called writs, executions, etc., rather

than warranto.

The justice keeps such a stir yonder with his charges.

And such a coil with warrants!
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 7.

Did give warrants for the seizing of a complice of liis,

one Blinkinsopp. Pepys, Diary, I. 263.

(c) In the army and navy, a writ or authority inferior to

a commission. See waiTant-oJIicer.

5. In coal-mining, underelay. [Leicestershire

coal-field , Eng. ]— Clerk of the warrants. See clerk.

—Dispossess, distress, dividend warrant. See the

qualifyingwords.-General warrant, a warrant directed

against no particular individual, but against suspected per-

sons generally.

Nor is the case at all parallel to that of general warrants,

or any similar irregularity into which an honest govern-

ment may inadvertently be led. Hallam.

Jedge and warrant. See jcdffei.— Justice's warrant,
a warrant, usually of arrest on a criminal charge, issued

by a justice of the peace. Compare beneh-uarrant.—

To back a warrant. See dacAri.— Treasury war-
rant. See treasury.— Warrant Of arrest, warrant of
attachment, a written mandate or precept directing an

officer to arrest a person or to seize property.

—

Warrant
of attorney. See o«oiwi/2.—Warrant of commit-
ment, a written mandate directing that a person be com-
mitted to prison. (See also bench-warrant, death-warrant,
search-warrant.)

warrant (wor'ant), r. t. [< ME. waranten, war-

enten, warrand'en, < OF. warantir, later guaran-

tir, garantir, warrant, F. garantir = Pr. garentir

= Sp. Pg. garantir = It. guarentire, gtiarantire,

wari'ant; from the noun.] 1+. To protect;

defend; safeguard; secure.

Our lige lordes seel on my patente,

That shewe I first my body to warente.
Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 52.

The! hem diffended to warante theire lyves.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 531.

2. To guarantee or assure against harm
;
give

assurance or surety to
;
give authority or power

to do or forbear anything by which the person

thus authorized or empowered is secured or

saved harmless from any loss or damage which
may result from such act or forbearance.

By the vow of mine order I warrant you, if my instruc-

tions may be your guide. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 180.

3. To give guaranty or assurance for, as the

truth or the due performance of something;

give one's word for or concerning.

A noble fellow, I warrant him. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 116.

I . . . warranted him, if he would follow my directions,

to Cure him in a short time. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 45.

May. Is my wife acquainted with this?

Bell. She 's perfect, and will come out upon her cue, I

warrant you. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

4. To declare with assurance or without fear of

contradiction or failure ; assert as undoubted

;

pledge one's word : used in asseverations and
governing a clause.

Yond is Moyses, I dar warand.
Towneley Mysteries, p. 60.

I warrant 'tis my sister. She frown'd, did she not, and

looked flghtingly ? Brome, Northern Lass.

I han't seen him these three Years— I warrant he's

grown. Congreve, Love for Love, iii. 4.

5. To make certain or secure; assure by war-

rant or guaranty.
He had great authority ouer all Congregations of Israel-

ites, warranted to him with the Amirs scale.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 168.

6. To give a pledge or assurance in regard

to; guarantee (something) to be safe, sound,



warrant

genuine, or as represented:
horse ; warranted goods.

New titles warrant not a play for new,
The subject being old.

Fletcher (and another), False One, Prol.

WTiat hope can we have of this whole Councell to war-
rant us a matter 400. years at least above their time ?

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

7. To support by authority or proof; afford
ground for; authorize; justify; sanction; sup-
port; allow.

How far I have proceeded.
Or how far further shall, is warranted
By a commission from the consistory.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iL 4. 91.

Warrant not so much ill by your example
To those that live beneath you.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 2.

If the sky
Warrant thee not to go for Italy.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, v.

Keason warrants it, and we may safely receive it for
true. Locke.

There are no truths which a sound judgment can be war-
ranted in despising.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 18.

warrantable (wor'an-ta-bl), a. [< warrant +
-able.1 1. Capable of being warranted, in any
sense; justifiable; defensible; lawful.

In ancient times all women which had not husbands nor
fathers to govern them had their tutors, without whose
authority there was no act which they did warrantable.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 73.

It is not a warrantable curiosity to examine the verity
of Scripture by the concordance of human history.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 29.

He can not be fairly blamed, and not a pound should be
deducted from his warrantable value, simply because he
now did what any other young horse in the world would
have felt to be his proper coui-se.

R. D. Blackmore, Cripps the Carrier, liii.

Specifically— 2. Of sufficient age to be hunted

:

as, a warrantable stag (that is, one in its sixth
year).

It will be either by great good lucl£ or by great perse-
verance on the huntsman's part that a warrantable deer
will be found at all while there is light to hunt him by.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 509.

warrantableness (wor'an-ta-bl-nes), n. The
character of being warrantable. Barrow.
warrantably (wor'an-ta-bli), adv. In a war-
rantable manner; in a manner that may be
justified

;
justifiably. Thomas Adams, in Ellis's

Lit. Letters, p. 150.

warrantee (wor-an-te'),)!. [< warrant + -eel.]

One to whom a warranty is given.

warranter (wor'an-ter), «. [< warrant + -erl.

Ct. warrantor.'] One who warrants. Specifically—(a) One who gives authority or legally empowers. (6)
One who assures, or covenants to assure ; one who con-
tracts to secure another in a right or to make good any
defect of title or quality ; as, the warranter of a hoi-se.

warrantiset, warrantizet (wor'an-tiz), n.

[Early mod. E. aUowarrayidise, warrandice (see
warrandice) ; < ME. warantyse, < OP. *warantise,
warentise, warandise, garantise, garantise (ML.
reflex warandisia), < warantir, warrant: see
warrant.] 1. Warrant; security; warranty.

And yf thou may in any wyse
Make thy chartyr on warantyse
To thyne heyres & assygnes alle-so.

This shalle a wyse purchasser doo.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 24.

There 's none protector of the realm but I.

Break up the gates, I'll be your warrantize.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3. 13.

2. Guaranty; pledge; promise.
In the very refuse of thy deeds

There is such strength and warrantise of skill

That, in my mind, thy worst all best exceeds.
Shak., Sonnets, cl.

warrantiset (wor'an-tiz), v. t. [Also warran-
tize; < ME. warrantisen ; < warrantise, ».] 1.
To save ; defend.

"Ye," quod Orienx, "but yef I may haue hallly ouer his
body, he shall be so defFouled that ther ne shall nothinge
in the worlde hym vmrrantise."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 269.

3. To warrant; pledge; guarantee.

You wil imdertake to warrantize and make good unto
vs those penalties and forfaitures which shal unto vs ap-
pertaine. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 144,

warrant-officer (wor'ant-of'^i-sfer), n. An of-

ficer who acts under a warrant from a depart-
ment of the government, and notfromthe sov-
ereign or head of the state as in the case of
commissioned officers. Gunners, boatswains, sail-

makers, and carpenters in the navy, and master-gunners
and quartermaster-sergeants in the army, are examples of
warrant-officers.

warrantor (wor'an-tor), n. [< OF. "waranteor,
wairenteor, also "garanteor, garantor, garanteur,
etc. (of. guarantor), < warrantir, warrant: see
warrant, ».] One who warrants : correlative of
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as, to ivarraiit a warrantee: a, form chiefly used in legal phrase- warrener (wor'en-6r), n. [Formerly also war-

ology
warranty (wor'an-ti), n.

;
pi. warranties (-tiz).

[Formerly aiso warrantie ; < OF. warantie, later
garantie (> E. guaranty, guarantee) (= Pr. ga-
rentia, guarentia, guerentia = 8p. garantia = Pg.

riner; < ME. "wareiner, *icarcner, warner; < war
ren + -erl. Hence the surnames Warner, War-
rener, and Warrender.] The keeper of a warren.

He hath fought with a warrener.

.,,-,. ^,-, ' r,
" SAa/r., M. W. of W., i. 4. 28.

garantia = It. guarentia, ML. reflex warantia), T^arrenite Cwor'en-it1 n fNamed after F T?
< »«;•.«,,. warrant: see«,ar™«f.Cf.<7««™«*2,, T^ of&d Buf " ^ "'"" "" ""

guarantee] 1. Authority; justificatory man
date or precept ; warrant.

From your love I have a warranty
To unburden all my plots and purposes.

Butte, Colorado.] A sulphid
of antimony and lead, occurring in wool-like ag-
gregates of grayish-black aeicular crj^stals. It
isfound at the Domingo mine,Gunnison county,
Colorado.

warrer (w^r'er), n. [< war'^ + -er^.] One who
wars or makes war.

Shak., M. of v., i. 1. 132.

Nor farther notice. Arete, we crave
Than thine approval's sovereign warranty.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

There is no scientific warranty for saying that Matter
is absolutely indestructible, and more than one considera- . , , ,

.

„ ,

,

tion Indicates that the structure of Matter may be such WaiTiangle (wor i-ang"gl), n.

as to denote that in its present form it has had a begin-
ning and may have an end.

A. Daniell, Prin, of Physics, Int., p. 7.

2t. Security; assurance; guaranty; warrant.
The stamp was a warranty of the public. Locke.

3. In law, a statement, express or implied, of
something which the party making it under-
takes shall be part of the contract and in con-
firmation or assurance of a direct object of the
contract, but which is yet only collateral to
that object. More specifically—(o) In the law of real
property : (1) Formerly, a covenant in a grant of freehold,
binding the grantor and his heirs to supply other lands of
equal value, should the grantee be evicted from those
granted by any paramount title. (2) In modem practice,
nn assurance in a deed that the premises are conveyed
in fee simple absolute except as otherwise specified, the
effect being that, if the title fail, the grantee is exonerated
from paying any purchase-money remaining unpaid, or
may recover damages, the grantor's lieirs and devisees
being liable to the extent only that they may have received
assets from the grantor. (6) In the law of insurance, a
statement on the part of the insured or the applicant for
insurance, forming a part of the contract, and on the actual
truth of which, irrespective of its materiality, the validity
of the policy depends, (c) In the law of sales, an assurance warrick (wor'ik).

Female warrcrs against modesty.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 168.

[Also warian-
gle; < ME. waryangle, weryangle (Se. wairingle,
weirangle), < AS. "weargincel (Stratmann) =
MLG. wargingel = OHG. warchengil (G. wiirg-
engel), the butcher-bird, shrike; < AS. wearg,
weark, accursed, as a noun, a man accursed,
an outlaw, wretch (see worry), + -incel, a dim.
suffix, confused in MLG. and G. with engel, an-
gel, so that G. wUrgcngel, a butcher-bird, is iden-
tical in form with wiirgengel, a destroying angel
(wiirgen, destroy, = E. worry : ef . warry and
worry). Cf. MLG. toorgel, a butcher-birdj from
the same source.] A shrike or butcher-bird.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

This somonour that was as fu] of jangles
As ful of venym been thise waryanr/lcs [var. weryangles].

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 110.

Warriangles be a kind of birdes, full of noyse and very
ravenous, preying upon others, which, when they have ta-
ken, they use to hang upon a thorne or pricke, and teare
them in pieces and devoure them. And the common
opinion is, that the thorn whereupon they thus fasten
them and eate them is afterward poysonsome.

Speght, note under ameat in Cotgrave (ed. 1598X

or engagement by the seller, express or implied, that he
will be answerable for the truth of some supposed quality
of the thing sold, as its soundness, or its fitness for the
buyer's purpose, or its title.— Collateral waxranty, in
old Eng. law, a warranty which did not come from the
same ancestor from wliom the lands would have descend-
ed, but descended in a line collateral to that of the land

:

distingiiislied from lineal warranty, -A-here the land and

t. [ME. : ef. warrok.] If.
To fasten with a girth

; gird.

Sette my sadel vppon Soffre-til-I-seo-my-tyme,
And loke thou warroke him wel with swithe feole gurthhes.

Piers Plowman (A), iv. 19.

2. To twitch (a cord) tight by crossing it with
another. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

the wari'anty were descended from the same ancestor.— warrigal, n. Same as warragal.
General warranty, a warranty against the acts and warrin (wor'in), n. The blue-bellied brush-
claims of all persons whomsoever, as distmgmshed from f„„„„„,l T,„„_„4. >7T..;„7,„„7«„„, „ „,. 7*- „7 „ 1

a warranty against claims of specified persons, called spe-
t"ngued parrot, Triclmglossus multicolor, a lory

cial loarranty.— lmvileA warranty, a warranty not ex- or lorikeet ot Australia, of notably varied and
pressed in the contract, but resulting by operation of law brilliant colors.
from the making of the contract: as, where one sells a Tvarrinir ("war'iTio-l a Adverse- conflipHTicT-
thing in his possession, there is an iniplied warranty on

warring ^war mgj, a. AQverse
,
conflicting

,

his part that he has ownership.-Llneal warranty. See
contradictory; antagonistic; hostile: as, war-

collateralwarranty. —'lo'voviciitowaiia.iity. Seevouch. riKr; opinions.
warranty (wor'an-ti), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. war- Warrior (wor'i-er or war'yer), n. [Early mod.

ranticd, ppr. war'rantying. [^warranty, n.] To E. also warriour; < ME. werriottr, werryour,
warrant; guarantee
warrayt (wor'a), v. t. [Early mod. E. also war-
rey ; < ME. werreien, werreyen, < OF. *werreier,
guerreier, F. guerroyer = Pr. guerreiar = Sp.
guerrear = It. guerreggiare, make war, < werre,
guerre, war: see war^. Hence ult. warrior.]
To wage war upon; invade in arms; ravage or
harry, as a country or district.

At Sarray, in the londe of Tartarye,
Ther dwelte a king, that werreyed Russye.

Chaucer, Squire's 'Tale, 1. 2.

Six years were run since first in martial guise
The Christian lords warray'd the Eastern lands.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, i. 6.

warret. An obsolete spelling of war^, war^.
warreet, n. [Native name.] The taguicati,
or white-lipped peccary, Dicotyles lahiatus.

warree^, n. The common millet, Panicum mili-
aceum : same as Tcadi-kane.

warren (wor'en), n. [< ME. warrayne, wareine
(= D. warande, a park), < OF. warenne, varenne,
varene, garenne (ML. warenna), a warren or pre-

werreyour, werraiour, werreour, weorreur, <

OF. "werreior, guerroieor, guerroyeur, guerriur,
guerreor, etc., a warrior, one who wars, < *icer-

reier, guerreier, make war: see warray.] 1.

A soldier ; a man engaged in warfare ; specifi-

cally, one devoted to a military life ; in an es-

pecially honorable sense, a brave or veteran
soldier.

This ilke senatour
Was a ful worthi gentil werreyour.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 597.

Kind kinsman, warriors all, adieu!
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 10.

And the stem joy which warriors feel
In foemen worthy of their steel.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 10.

2. A humming-bird of the genus Oxypogon.
Also called liehnet-crest.

warrior-ant (wor'i-er-ant), n. An ant, Formica
sanguinea, of Europe and North America ; one
of the slave-making ants which keep workers
of other species in their nest. See soldier, 6.

serve for rabbits, hares, fish, etc., < ttanr, keep, ''^?;"^°''5^^^ (^or'i-er-es or war'yer -j!s), n.

defend: see ware^, warrant.] 1. A piece of "' " " ^ """
'

'
' ^

ground appropriated to the breeding and pres-
ervation of rabbits or other game; a place where
rabbits abound.
A town gentleman has lamed a rabbit in my warren.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Southey and Landor, ii.

2. In Eng. law, a franchise or place privileged
by prescription or grant from the crown, for
keeping beasts and fowls of warren, which
are hares, rabbits, partridges, and pheasants,
though some add quails, woodcocks, and water-
fowl. The warren is the next franchise in degree to the
park ; and a forest, which is the highest in dignity, com-
prehends a chase, a park, and a freewarren.

Vncoupled thei wenden
Bothe in wareine and in waste where hem leue lyketh.

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 163.

3. A preserve for fish in a river.

[Early mod. "E,. warriouresse ; < warrior + -ess.]

A female warrior. Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 27.
[Rare.]

warriourt, n. An old spelling of warrior.
warrish (war'ish).a. [< war^ + -ish^.] Mili-
tant ; warlike. [Rare.]

I know the rascals have a sin in petto.
To rob the holy lady of Loretto

;

Attack her temple with their guns so warrish.
Wolcot (Peter Pindar), Epistle to the Pope.

warri-warri (wor'i-wor"i), n. [A native name
in Guiana.] A kind of fan made by the na-
tives of Guiana from the leaves of the acuyuru-
palm, Astrocaryum aculeatum.
warrokt, «. [ME.; origin obscure.] A saddle-
girth ; a surcingle.

warrokt, '•. t. [ME. warroken; < warrok, n.]

Same as icarrick, 1.
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lus. Also wartweed and loarUoort : so liamod

warryt, i'. t. [< ME. warrien, warien, waryen, wart-CTass Cwart'PTfl<j1 ,. Tl,o =„„ <,«, o
.cerien, wersen. curse, execrate, revile, {Is. Ku^^-b^iJuJsc&lui sometimes! /!»'
wergian, xoenjemi, wi/rijian, curse, revile, exe- '<•» ai„„ .. "!!..y" '"T^ sometimes ii. l ep-

crate (= OHG. for-weryen = Goth, gawargjan,
condemn), < icearg, weark, accursed, as a noun,
an accursed person, an outlaw, felon, wretch,
= AS. warag = OHG. warg, a felon, = leel'.
rarnr, an outlaw, felon, an ill-tempered person,
= Goth. *wargs, an evil-doer, in comp. lauiia-
wargs, ungrateful ; in AS. and leel. applied also
to a wolf. Hence also (from AS. wearg) E.
icarriavgle, and tcoiri/, a parallel form to warry.

"i

To curse ; execrate ; abuse ; speak evil of.

Answerde of this ech werse of hem than other,
And Foliphete they gonnen thus to wanjen

was
warty-faced (war'ti-fast), a. Noting a certain
honey-eater, the wattle-bird, of the family Me-
Upliagidie. See wattle-bird.

Thurgh the craft of that cursed, kniglithode may shame
And M'ory all oure workes to the Wdrldes end.

Dextruclion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12212.

war-saddle (war'sad'l), n. See saddle.
Warsaw (war'sa), «. [A corruption of giiasa.']
A seiTanoid fish, Promicrops guasa or P. itaira.
See cut undeT Jewjish.

warscht, »'. Same as warish.

fr„.r, +r„ 1 \- ,"'."""'
•

"""a'"™ iipnugiaw. tine wattle-bird.

warts rProv Vn''.
1'°" '*' ^""^ r^move^ War-wasted (war-was"ted), a. Wasted or de-

J, U^t' , ^^ ^?T' ^°g-J vastated by war. Coleridae

w!^rth^welr}ih\-
[< ME- «'«':««.«'«'•««''.< AS. war-wearied (war'wer'id): a. Weariedbywar;weat tn, weat oth (= OHG. wand), shore

;
prob. fatigued by fighting.

J "^ .

trom the root of werian, protect, defend : see
^ & &

wear^ wardi, ward^, etc.] A ford. [Prov.
Eng.]

At vche warthe other water ther the wyse passed.He fonde a foo hym byfore, hot ferly hit were,
& that so foulc A 30 telle, that fejt hvm by-hode.
iir Uawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1.

;

wart-herb (vpart'ferb), «. See Ithyncliosia.Chaucer -vrnni:^ M ifiio """'T^^'-" ^'Z'^'-^
^>:")< n. aefMiiiyticlwsta.

, tr ; ,
1";"; ^,?,±?i?g --A'hog).''- Aswine'ofthegenus

l/iacoclwrus, of which there are several species
the best-known being the halluf of North Af-
rica, P. aehani, and the vlack-vark of South
Africa, P. xtlliopiciis. The wart-hogs are so named
„.""'. ?5_yj^'!'K

excrescences of the face. They are with

warscott(war'8kot),». [<Ak (cited in a Latin war-thoMht rwfir'that^ ,, A fi,. .,. f
text) warscot, prop, 'werscothurden of war. „„„?^?'i?5*iT.''J *^**)'. '• A thought of wartext) warscot, prop, "werscot, burden of war,
contribution toward war; as warl -I- scot^.'}
A payment made by the retainer to his lord,
usually as a kind of commutation of military
services.

war-scythe (war'siTH), n. A weapon consist-
ing of a blade set on a long handle or stafl',

and having the edge on the concave side of the wXtTwArt-rpH T'^f^
°'"

Tl'^V , -,

blade, which is curved like that of a scvthe ^*, ^^V-iT*"^* 'l*)' '^ S^ ^"r* + "'«'•]blade, which is curved like that of a scythe,
differing in that respect from the halberd, par
tizan, fauchard, guisarm, etc. a *• 1 • ti -^

ZrZ-iZ''^''''-
An obsolete or dialectalform ^^^^^^^^g

warsen (war'sn), v
form of worsen

-,-—"-r ^ — ....M.vy, ... ^-^ uu\yugiiL vji. war,
martial reflection, consideration, or delibera-
tion. [Bare.]

Now . . . that war-thoUght«
Have left their places vacant.

Shak., Much Ado, 1. 1. 303.

wartless (w^rt'les), a. [< wartl + -less.'] Hav-
ing no warts; not warted or warty,L,-x ,_= -

1. In

An obsolete or dialectal

hot., a little wart.— 2. One of several different
sea-anemones, as the warty sea-rose. Gosse,
Actinolo^ia Britannica, p. 206.i

, . .,
• jj The eruption of vari

cella or chicken-pox, when it occurs in the , . , .
form of acuminate vesicles containing a clear 'War-WOm (war woi-n), a

war-ship (war'ship), «. Ashipbuilt or armed «,J'J+ „!,„„»J ^„- »/ u- ^n t x
for use in war; a vessel for war.

Wart-shaped (wart'shapt), a. In hot., of the

raised by warriors about to engage in warfare,
or at a dance or ceremony which represents
actual warfare, especially among savage tribes.— 2. A song in which military deeds are nar-
rated or praised.
warst (wilrst), a. and adv. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of worst.

warstle ( wiir'sl), ». and n. A dialectal form of
wraxlle for wrestle.

wartl (wart), n. [Also dial, wrat, wrot; < ME.
wert, wcrte, sometimes wrete, < AS. wearte (pi.
weartan) = MD. warte, wratte, D. wrat = OHG.
war:n, MHG. G. warze = Icel. rarta = Dan.
vorte = Sw. v&rta, a wart, excrescence on the
skin ; cf . OBulg. vredu, eruption : perhaps con-
nected with AS. wearre (and L. verruca), a
wart.] 1. A small circumscribed elevation on
the skin, usually with an uneven papillary sur-
face and a broad base, caused by a localized
overgrowth of the papilla and epidermis ; ver-
ruca

; hence, a similar natural excrescence of
the skin. Any part of the skin of mammals, parts abont
the heart and beak of birds, the skins of various reptiles,
batraohians, Ashes, and numberless invertebrates, may
be studded with such formations, to which the name wart
commonly and not improperly applies. The toad is a
good example.

I'pon the cop right of his nose he hade
A icerte, and theron stood a tuft of heres.

Chaucer, (Jen. Prol. to C. T., I. 556.

We Mountaina to the land like warn or wens to be,
By which fair'at living things disflgur'd oft they see.

Drayton, Polyolbion, vii.

war-song (war'song), «. 1. A song or chant J^JJ^' „„,11"/ - Yf"'l'fff<"-'°- ^ ,

raised by warriors about to enlace in Wnrf^rB Wart-snake (wart'snak), n. A harmless colu
briform viviparous serpent, of the family Aero-
chordidx, having the scales warty or verrucose.

K^~ • -^- —- ...^...v . w. Ai» if.f,,,, a uxiu glan-
dular or gland-like excrescence on the surface
of a plant.— 4. In en torn., a small obtuse, round-
ed, or flattened elevation of a surface, often of
a distinct color from the rest of the part: used mmiummajus. Li-rov
principally in describing larv®. -Flg-wart. Same Wartwort (wart'w6rt)
as/'-tw, 3.— Peruvtan warts. Sameas r^r/'wrnj*. —Vene- ^"^ ""^°'" \Tat.v^inam^
real warts, see irnfr.-i;.— vitreous warts of Des-
cemetB membrane. See riYreoiw,— Wart-like can-
cer, jiapilliiry epithelioma.

war-tax (war'taks), n. A tax imposed for the
I)iir|)ose of providing funds for the prosecution
of a war.

wart-cress (wart'kres), «. .See SeneUera.
Wartet. An old form of ware*, preterit of wear'^.
warted (war'ted), a. [iwartt^ + -cd^.] 1. In
hot., having little knobs on the surface; ver-
rucose: as, a warted capsule.—2. In :ool., ver-
rucose; warty; having a wart or warts; stud-
ded with warts.-Warted gourds, varieties of win-
ter squash with a wnrte.l riml. -Warted grass, an Aus-
tralian grass, Chl'jrig leiilriajsa, with other species of iu
genus useful for gnulng.
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The honourable captain there
Drops bloody sweat from his utar-wearied limbs

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 4. 18.

war-whip (war'hwip), n. Same as scorpion, 5.
war-whoop (war'hop), n. A whoop or yell of
a particular intonation, raised as a signal for
attack, and to strike terror into the enemy:
used generally with reference to the American
Indians.

Well-known and terrific war-whoop.
J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxx.

They never raise the uvr-rchoop here,
And never twang the bow.

n,it <.vnonti™"ii"'""';""1"''i''
"'"'"' ""^"'' iuejarewiin- Bryant, White-Footed Deer.

ToilirS::Z.^a''tXV^^^^^ warwickite^(war'wik-it), „. [< Warwick (see
sliapely and the whole form ungainly. See cut under <1^*-) + -'tc-.j A borotitanate of magnesium
Pha^ochmrus, and iron, occurring in dark-brown to black

acioular crystals embedded in granular lime-
stone. Named from the locality of its occur-
rence, near Warwick, New York.
warwolflt, ". Same as wertvolf.
Warwolf2 (war'wulf), n. [< warl -1- wolf, or
perhaps a particular use of warwolf^, werwolf.]A military engine used in the early middle ages
in the defense of fortresses.

He [Edward I. ], with another engine named the warwolf,
pierced with one stone, and cut as even as a thread, two
vaunt-mures. Camden, Remains, Artillery, p. 206.

The viar-wolfs there
Hurl'd their huge stones.

Southey, Joan of Arc, vlii.

_ ,— ,, ... Worn with military
service : especially applied to a veteran soldier,
or one grovpn old in arms.
The stout old general whose battles and campaigns are

over, who has come home to rest his war-uiorn limbs, .

wh.at must be his feelings? Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

waryl (wa'ri), a. [An extended form of warc^
(< ware^ + -yl), perhaps orig. due to misread-
ing the adv. warely as a trisyllable.] 1. Cau-
tious of danger ; carefully watching and guard-
ing against deception, artifices, and dangers;
watchful

; on the alert against surprise or dan-
ger ; ever on one's guard.

Be wary then ; best safety lies in fear.

Shak., Hamlet, i. S. 43.

Are there none here?
Let me look round ; we cannot be too wary.

Fletcher, Eule a Wife, v. 5.

All things work for good, and tend to make you more
"Xiry. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, il.

2. Guarded; careful as to doing or not doing
something; chary.
Yet this I can say, I was very wary of giving them occa-

sion, by any unseemly action, to make them averse to go-
ing on pilgrimage. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

3. Characterized by caution
;
guarded.

_, And in
Wary hypocrisy lets slip her hand
Much farther than she seemed to understand.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 156.

It is the bright day that brings forth the adder

;

And that craves wary walking. SAa*., J.C.. ii. 1. 16.

4. Prudent; circumspect; wise.
Neither is it safe, or warie, or indeed Christianly, that

the French King, of a different Faith, should afford our
neerest Allyes as good protection as we.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii

=Syn. Careful, circumspect, etc. See list under cautious.

Wary^t, v. t. Same as warry.
n. Same as warison.

, ,, f< ME. 1 was, wes, wees, 2 were, 3
was, wes, wees, pi. 1, 2, 3 were, ware', wore, weren,
waren, woren^ weoren, < AS. 1 xi'ees, 2 wsere, were,
3 wees, pi. wwron, weron = OS. was = OFries.
was, wes = D. was = OHG. MHG. G. war =
Icel. Dan. Sw. tar =_Goth. was, pi. wesiim
(subj. AS. waerc, pi. weeren = D. waar, etc., =
Goth, wesjau)

;
pret. of a verb otherwise used

in AS. only in the present imperative wes, and
the inf. wcsan (pp. gewescn), = OFries. wesa =
D. wezen = MLG. LG. wesen = OHG. wesan,
MHG. wesen (G. wesen, n.) = Icel. vesa, vera =
Sw. vara = Dan. veere, be, = Goth, wisan,
dwell, remain, be; = L. •/ ves (in verna for
'vesna, one dwelling in the house, a home-bom
slave: see vernacular) = Gr. •/ Faa (in aarv,
city, orig. dwelling-place) = Skt. \/ vas, dwell.
The impv. of the verb of which was is the
pret. is contained, unrecognized, in the word
wassail. The verb has no connection with is,

which is a form of the verb represented by the

Wart-snake iAcrockoriiusjavanicus).

The leading species is Acrochordru javanicus. Another,
Chfrgydrus granulatnf, is aquatic. These snakes belong
to the Oriental or Indian region ; they were formerly
grouped «ith the llydrophidee, and erroneously supposed
to be vencnious.

wart-spurge (wart'sp6rj), H. The sun-spurge,
Eujiliorlna HcUoscopia. See wartweed.irrayion, roiyoinion, vii. is. jiuiiliorlna Hclioscopia. See wartweed. =Syn. Careful,

2. In farriery, a spongy excrescence on the wartweed (wart'wed), «. The sun-spurge, Eu- Wary^t, v. t.

pastern of the horse.— 3. In bot., a firm glan- phorbia HcUoscopia, the acrid milky juice of warysonet, »i

dular or gland-like excrescence on the surface which is used to cure warts. Also cat's-milk, was (woz), v.

wart-grass, and wartwort. The name is given
rarely to E. Peplus, and to the celandine, Cheli-
donium majus. [Prov. Eng.]
wartwort (wart'w6rt), 11. 1. A common name
for certain verrueariaeeous lichens, so called
from the warty appearance of the thallus.— 2.
Same as wartweed. The name is occasionally
applied also to the wart-cress or swine-cress,
Senebiera Coronopus, and the cudweed, Gnapha-
lium uliginosum. Britten and Holland. [Prov.
Eng.]
warty (wS,r'ti),fli. [<warti-l--yi.] Resembling
a wart ; of or relating to a wart or warts ; cov-
ered with warts or wart-like excrescences ; ver-
rucous—Warty cicatricial tumor, a new growth, ap-
pearing in the form of nearly parallel rows of wart-like tu-
mors, coming on occasionally in old scars. It usually ul-
cerates, forming the warty ulcer.— Warty sea-rose, the
sea-anemone Urticina nodona —Warty ulcer, Marjolin's
ulcer ; an ulcer resulting from the breaking down of a warty
cicatricial tumor.—Warty Tenus. See Venus.



was
theme am, nor with be ; but it has come to be
used to supply the preterit of the verb be. See
6el.] A verb-form used to supply the past
tense of the verb be: as, I wan, thou wast or
trert, he was; we, you, or they were. In the
subjunctive, I were, thou wert, he it'«re; we, you,
they were, etc.

In war wag never lion raged more fierce,

In peace was never gentle lamb more mild.
Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 173.

A Bcene which I should see
With double joy wert thou with me.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 5B (songX

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou tvert nobly born
Thou hast a pleasant presence.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

The forms ivaiit and tpert in the second person singular
of the indicative (cf. Icel. vert), and wert in the second
person singular of the subjunctive, are modern, being
conformed to the model of art. The older form of the
second person singular in both moods is were. The un-
gramniatical combination you was became common in

the eighteenth century, but is now condemned.

I was sorry you ipag disappointed of going to Vallom-
brosa. H. Walpole, To the Misses Berry, Sept. 25th, 1791.

As I told you when you was here.
Cowper, To Rev. W. Unwin, June 8, 1780.

wase^ (waz), n. [< ME. wase, < MD. wase =
MLGr. wase, a bundle, torch, = loel. vasi = Sw.
Dan. fflse, a bundle, sheaf.] 1. A wisp; a bun-
dle of hay, straw, etc. Also waese, iveese. Ja-
mieson. [Scotch.]— 2. A cushion or pad of

straw, etc., worn on the head in order to soften

the pressure of a load. Withals. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]— 3t. A torch.

wase^t, n. An obsolete form of tvoose.

waselt, V. i. [ME., < wase"^, later woose.'\ To
bemire one's self; sink in the mire.

This whit waselede in the [fen] almost to the ancle.
Piers Ploionmn's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 430.

wash (wosh), V. [< ME. loashen, waselien, wesch-
en, wasshen, wascen, wassen, wesse (pret. wesh,

wescli, wesscli, tcessh, wosh, pi. weshen, wesshen,

wessen, wosclien, p^.waschen, iwasclien, iwaschc),

< AS. wascan, also waxan (pret. *«!Osc or wox, pp.
wascen, wiescen) = D. wasschen = OHG. wascan,
MH6. waschen, weschen, G. ivasclien = Icel. Sw.
vaska = Dan. vaske (cf. OF. gaselier, F. gdclier

= It. guazzare, steep in water, < Teut.); Teut.
*waskan or *waksan, wash (cf. Skt. V itksh,

sprinkle, wet), perhaps with formative -s from
the -y/ wak, wag, moisten, or with formative
-sk, < •/ wat, water, wet (see water, wef^). Cf.

Olr. usee, It. uisce, water (see whisky'^).'\ I.

trans. 1. To apply a liquid, especially water,
to for the purpose of cleansing ; scrub, scour,

or cleanse in or with water or other liquid ; free

from impurities by ablution: as, to wash the
hands and face; to loash linen; to wash the
floor ; to teash dishes.

They wesshen hym and wyped hym and wonden hym in

cloutes. Piers Ploummn (B), ii. 220.

Hir foreheed shoon as bright as any day.
So was it wasshen whau she leet hir werlc.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 125.

The maiden her-silf wash his visage and his nekke, and
dried it full softely with a towaile, and than after to the
tother twey kynges. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 225.

He took water, and washed his hands before the multi-
tude, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this just per-
son. Mat. xxvii. 24.

2. Hence, to free from ceremonial defilement,
or from the stains of guilt, sin, or corruption

;

purify.

And thei suffre not the Latynes to syngen at here Aw-
teres : And zif thei done, be ony Aveuture, anon thei
wasschen the Awteer with holy VVatre.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 19.

Wash me throughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse
me from my sin. Fs. Ii. 2.

3. To wet copiously, as with water or other
liquid; moisten; cover with moisture.

The pride of Italy, that did bestow
On Earth a beauty, washt by silver Po.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

She looks as clear
As morning roses newly washed with dew.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 174.

4. To lap; lave, as by surrounding water; sur-
round; overflow or dash over or against; sweep,
as with flowing water.

Galatia ... on the North is washed with the Euxine
Sea the space of two hundred and fiftie miles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

5. To remove by ablution or by the cleansing
action of water; dispel by or as by washing:
either literally or figuratively : used with away,
off, out, etc.

Go get some water,
And wash this filthy witness /rom your hand.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 47.
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Be baptized and wash away thy sins. Acts xxii. 16.

Wash the black /rom the Ethiop's face.

Wash the past out of man or race!
Lowell, Villa Franca.

6. To overwhelm and carry along (in some
specified direction) by or as by a rush of water

:

as, a man washed overboard ; debris washed up
by the storm ; roast beef washed down with ale.

These dainties must be washd downe well with wine.
With sacke & sugar, egges & muskadine.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

I don't want my wreck to be washed up on one of the
beaches in company with devil's-aprons, bladder-weeds,
dead horse-shoes, &c. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vii.

7. To cover with a watery or thin coat of col-

or; tint lightly, thinly, or evenly, in water-
color, with a pigment so mixed as to be very
fluid and rapidly and smoothly applied.— 8.

To overlay with a thin coat or deposit of metal

:

as, to wash copper or brass with gold.

Those who were cunning in "the Art of making Black
Dogs, which are Shillings, or other pieces of Money made
only of Pewter, double Wash'd."
J. Ashton, Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne, II. 225.

9. In mining, metal., etc., to separate from the
earthy and lighter matters by the action of

water: as, to wash gold; to wash ores. Washing
is a common expression used in the most general way, as
nearly an equivalent for ore-dressing, or the separation
of ore from the gangue with which it is generally mixed.
The term washing is, however, more especially used to
designate the separation of gold from the detrital forma-
tion in which it so frequently occurs. The same tei-m is

also commonly employed to designate the process of sep-

arating coal from various impurities which frequently
occur intermingled with it, such as shale, pyrites, argilla-

ceous iron ore, gypsum, etc. The machines by which this

is done are called coal-washers, as machines for washing
gold are called gold-washers. Washing is also the term
in general use for designating the operation of cleansing
the ore when, as is frequently the case, it comes from
the mine mixed with clay or dirt (material which cannot
properly be called gangue). This is a coarse operation,
which is sometimes a nece.'^sary preliminary to the opera-

tions of sizing and dressing, or concentrating, as some-
times called.—To wash one's hands of. See hand.

II. intrans. 1. To perform the act of ablu-

tion on one's own person.

I will go wash

;

And when my face is fair, you shall perceive
Whether I blush or no. Shak., Cor, i. 9. 69.

2. To cleanse clothes in or with water.

I keep his house ; and I wash, wring, brew, bake, scour,

dress meat and drink, make the beds, and do all myself.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 4. 101.

3. To stand the operation of washing without
being destroyed, spoiled, or injured : said both
of fabrics and of dyes : as, a dress that will not
wash ; colors that do not wash well.

I had no idea your mousseline-de-laine would have
washed so well. Why, it looks just out of the shop.

C Reade, Love me Little, x.

4. Hence, to stand being put to the proof;
stand the test

;
prove genuine, reliable, trust-

worthy, capable, or fit, when submitted to trial.

[Colloq.]

He 's got pluck somewhere in him. That 's the only
thing after all that '11 wash, ain't it ?

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 2.

5. To be eroded, as by a stream, by rainfall,

etc.

What kind of grass is best on a hill that washes?
Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 203.

6. To use washes or cosmetics.

Young Ladies who notoriously Wash and Paint, though
they have naturally good Complexions.

Etherege, Man of Mode, ii. 1.

7. To make a swish, swash, or swirl of the wa-
ter: as, the shad are washing. See shad-wash.

wash (wosh), n. [< wash, «.] 1. The act or op-

eration of cleansing by the application of wa-
ter ; a cleansing with water or other liquid

:

as, to give one's face a loash.

Thougli she may have done a hard day's wash, there 's

not a child ill within the street but Alice goes to offer to

sit up. Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, 1.

A tub and a clothes-horse at the other end of the kitchen
indicated an intermittent wash of small things also going
on. George Eliot, Middlemarch, iii. 24.

2. Articles in the course of being cleansed by
washing, or the quantity of clothes or other
articles washed on one occasion.

Military washes flapped and fluttered on the fences.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, etc., p. 23.

3. The flow or sweep of a body of water; the
onward rush of water as its billows break upon
the shore ; the dash or break of waves upon a
shore.

Katie walks
By the long wash of Australasian seas,

Tennyson, The Brook.

4. The rough or broken water left behind by a
vessel as it moves along: as, the wash of the

wash
steamer nearly filled the boat.— 5. The licking
or lapping noise made by rippling water as it

comes in contact with a boat, a pier, the strand,
or the like ; the swish-swash of water disturbed
as by wind or by ebb or flow.

The water ebbs away with a sulky wash in the hollow
places. Ii. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, iii.

6. A piece of ground washed by the action of
the sea or river, or sometimes overflowed and
sometimes left dry ; a shallow part of a river or
arm of the sea ; also, a morass or marsh ; a bog

;

a fen ; a quagmire.

Half my power this night, 5|
Passing these flats, are taken by the tide

; ,
S

These Lincoln Washes have devoured them. ^
Shak., K. John, v. 6. 41.

7. Substances collected and deposited by the
action of water, such as alluvium.

The wash of pastures, fields, commons, and roads, where
rainwater hath a long time settled, is of great advantage
to all land. Mortimer, Husbandi-y.

The debris-pUes which stretch along the lower slopes
of the ranges in the Cordilleran Region are locally known
as washes. J. D. Whitney, Names and Placed p. 125.

8. Waste liquor containing the refuse of food,
collected from the cleansed dishes, etc., of a
kitchen, such as is often given to pigs ; swill or
swillings.

The wretched, bloody, and usurping boar . . .

Swills your warn* blood like wash.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 2. 9.

Wrinkles like troughs, where swine-deformity swills

The tears of perjury, that lie there like wash
Fallen from the slimy and dishonest eye.

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, ii. 1.

9. In distilling : (a) The fermented wort, from
which the spirit is extracted. The grain ground
and infused is called the mush, the decanted liquor is

called the wort, and the woit when fermented becomes
the wash, (ft) A mixture of dunder, molasses,
scummings, and water, used in the West Indies

for distillation. Bryan Edwards.— 10. A liquid

used for application to a surface or a body to

cleanse it, color it, or the like— especially a
thin and watery liquid, as distinguished from
one that is glutinous or oily. Speciflcally— (a) A
liquid used for toilet purposes, such as a cosmetic, a liquid

dentifrice, or a hair-wash.

My eyes are none of the best since I have used the last

new wash of mercury-water.
Wycherley, Love in a Wood, iv. 2.

It [modesty] renders the face delightfully handsome

;

is not subject to be rubbed off, and cannot be paralleled

by either wash, powder, cosmetic, etc.

Addison, Spectator, No. 547.

(6) In med., a lotion, (c) A thin even coating of color

spread over a surface, as of a painting. See def. 11.

There is no handsomeness
But has a wash of pride and luxury.

Fletcher (and another'!), Nice Valour, iii. 3.

By this is scenewho lives by faith and certain knowledge,
and who by credulity and the prevailing opinion of the
age ; whose vertue is an unchangeable gi-aiuc, and whose
of a slight wash. Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

(d) In ZGol., a light or slight surface-coloration, as if laid

over a ground-color ; a superficial tone or tinge : as, a

frosty wash over black, (e) A thin coat of metal applied
to anything for beauty or preservation.

11. In xcater-color painting, the application of

a pigment so mixed as to be in a very fluid con-
dition , or a coat so applied, it is usually a very thin

and transparent coat, applied quickly with a large brush,

flat and often gradated so as to be darker at one edge than
at the opposite edge, or to shade off without mark of sepa-

ration from one tint into another.

12. The blade of an oar.—13. A measure of

shell-fish; a stamped measure capable of hold-

ing 21 quarts and a pint of water.

"I buy my winks," said one, "at Billingsgate, atS^. and
is. the wash." A wash is about a bushel.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 78.

Each smack takes about 40 wash of whelks with her for

the voyage. Encyc. Brit. , IX. 256.

14. A fictitious kind of sale, disallowed on the

stock and other exchanges, in which a broker
who has received orders from one person to buy
and from another person to sell a particular

amount or quantity of some particular stock or

commodity simply transfers the stock or com-
modity from one principal to the other and
pockets the difference, instead of executing
both orders separately to the best advantage
in each case, as is required by the rules of the

different exchanges. [Stock-exchange slang.]
—Black wash. See 4i(n,*M(ij7i.— Eye-wash, coUyri-

um.— Rain-wash, (a) A washing aloi,g or away by the

force of rain ; displacement effected by rainfall.

He was sceptical .as to the lacustrine origin of these

breccias. Wliynot subaerial, like those in the interior of

Asia?— subangidar masses, transported by rainwash to a

distance of 10 or 12 miles.

W. L. Blanford, Quart. Jour. GeoL Soc, XLV. 3S.



wasb
Cb) That which is moved by the force of rain ; a deposit
formed by raiu.

Portions of the drift and of the overlying head or rain-
wash. Quart. Jour. Geot. Soc, xLlV. 118.

Red waslL (a) A lotion composed of corrosive sublimate,
red sulphiil of merciuy, and creosote, in water. (6) Bates's
campliorated water, made by adding copper sulphate,
Armenian liole, and camphor to boiling water, and then
straining'.— Tooth-wash, a liquid dentifrice.—White
wash, Goulards lotion; lead-water.— Yellow wash, a
lotion prepared by dissolviiig 30 grains of corrosive sub-
limate in one pint of lime-water.

Washt (wosh), a. [< wash, v. (cf. washy)-, perhaps
< "icarsh for icearish.'] Washy; weak; easily
losing its qualities.

Faitli, 'tis but a ica^h scent.

Marston, What you Will,

Their bodies of so weak and ira^h a temper.
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'
wash ''

: applied on the exchanges to a mere
transfer by a broker of the stock or commodity
which one principal had instructed him to sell to
another customer who had given instructions to
purchase a similar quantity of the same stock
or commodity. [Stock-exchange slang.]
Washed or fictitious sales are positively forbidden, and

will render the parties concerned liable to suspension or
expulsion from the Produce Exchange.

New York Produce Exchamje lie-port, 1888-9, p. 265.

3. InrooV., overlaid, as a surface or a ground-
color, with a wash or light tint or color: as, a
fox's black pelt icashed with silver. See wash,
n., 10 (<?).-Washed brick. See brick2.

washent. An obsolete past participle of wash.
Chaucer

'TIs a wash knave ; he will not keep his flesh well.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, lit 1.

washable (wosh'a-bl), a. [< wash + -able.'] Re-
sisting or enduring washing: noting the fabric,
and also the color.

Like ^cashable beaver hats that improve with rain, his
nerves were rendered stouter and more vigorous by
showers of tears. Dickent, Oliver Twist, xxxvii

wash-back (wosh'bak), «. in disUUina, a cis-
tern or vat in which the wort is fermented to
form the wash. E. H. Knight.
wash-ball (wosh'bill), n. A ball of soap some-
times combined with cosmetics.
We furnish'd ourselves with wash-balls, the best being

made here, and being a consideral)le commodity.
Eoelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

wash-basin (wosh'ba'sn), n. A large basin or
bowl in which to wash the hands and face.
wash-basket (wosh'bas'ket), n. A circular
shallow basket holding about a peck, with a
bail liandle, used in oystering. [Rhode Island.]
wash-bear (wosh'bar), n. [= 6. waschbar.']
The racoon or washing-bear. See cut imder
racoon.

wash-beetle (wosh'be'tl), n. A pounder used
to beat or pound clothes in the process of wash-
ing. E. H. Knight.
wash-board (wosh'bord), n. 1. A board or
wooilcn frame having a ribbed or corrugated
surface of sheet-metal, vulcanite, earthenware,
or wood, used as a scrubber in washing clothing
by hand.— 2. Naut., a broad thin plank some-
times fixed on the top of the gunwale of a boat
or other small vessel's side, to prevent the sea
from breaking over; also, a piece of ])lank on
the sill of a lower deck port, for tlie same pur-
pose. Also called wa.stc-board.— 3. A board
carried around the walls of a room at the bot-
tom. Also called mnpboard, skirting-board.
To stand looking out of the study-window at the rain,

and kicking his foot against the uanh-board in solitude.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, IL 3.

wash-boiler (wosh'boi'lfer), n. A vessel of
sheet-metal in which clothes to be washed are
boiled.

wash-bottle (wosh'bofl), «. l. in chem., a
flask provided with a stopper and tubes so
arranged that by blowing with the mouth the
water or other liquid in the flask may be forced
out in a small stream for washing chemical
preparations and utensils.— 2. A bottle partly
filled with water or other washing fluid through
which gases are passed to purify them.
wash-bowl (wosh'bol), n. 1. A large bowl or
basin used for washing the hands, face, etc.

Emerwm alone took no part in this "storm in a K>a«A-
boiftr Quarterly Uev., CXLV. 132.

2t. A wash-tub.
Education is not form'd upon Sounds and .Syllables,

l>ut urwn Circumstances and Quality. So that, if he was
resolv'd to have shown her thus unpolishd, he should
have made lier keep Sheep, or brought her up at the
Wash-Boul. Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. IWa), p. 222.

wash-brew (wosh'bro), n. The dish usually
known as tlumraery or (as in Scotland) sowens.
[I'rov. Kiig.]

^^(e(c^Aer, Bondnca, iv. 1. washer (wosh'fer), «. [< was7( + -erl.] 1. One*'"""'
" who or that which washes: as, a washer of

clothes; a dish-tcas/ier; a wool-roas/jer.— 2. An
annular piece of leather, rubber, metal, or other
material placed at a joint in a water-pipe or fau-
cet to make the joint tight and prevent leakage,
or over a bolt, or a similar piece upon which a
nut may be screwed. Washers serve as cushions or
packing between many parts of machines, rails, vehi-
cles, and iron structures. When used in buildings at the
ends of tie-rods, they are often of large size and diverse
shapes, and are called specifically wall-washeri. Some
forms are used as locks, to prevent a nut from shaking
loose, as in a railroad fish-plate. Such washers are made
in the shape of a spring, to allow a certain amount of
vibration without disturbing the nut. See lock-nut, and
cuts under bolt, packing, and j)lufj-cock.

3. A similar article forming an ornament, as
at the socket or pin that holds any adjustable
utensil: as, the mother-of-pearl washers of a
fan. Compare rosette.— 4. In paper-manuf., a
straining-and-washing machine used in the pro-
cess of cleaning rags, to bring them to a pulpy
condition; a beating-engine.— 5. \a plumbing,
the outlet of a cistern. It includes the pipe,
the joint or union, and the plug, as for a basin.— 6. A washing-machine : as, a clothes-toas^ej-,

window-wasAer, golA-washer.— 7. In coal-min-
ing (short for coal-ioasher), any machine for
washing coal. In the Pennsylvania anthracite region
the coal is sometimes washed by jets of water, and sepa-
rate4i from the slate, pyrites, and other refuse by jigging.
The number of machines which have been invented in

Washingtonia

wash-house (wosh'hous), «. [ME. "waschhous,
< AS. weesc-hus, < wascan, wash, -I- hUs, house

;

as wash + housed.'] A house, generally fitted
with boilers, tubs, etc., for washing clothes,
etc. ; a washing-house.
washiness (wosh'i-nes), n. The state of being
washy, watery, or worthless ; want of strength.
washing (wosh'ing), ». [< ME. wasshitige,
waschynge, wessinge, waschmige, < AS. wsescing,
washing, verbal n. of wascan, wash : see wa.^h,
t!.] 1. The act of cleansing with water; ablu-
tion. Ceremonial washing has been practised in ancient
and modern times and among various peoples. The princi-
pal ceremonial washings in the modern Christian church
are two : washing o.ffeet, in commemoration of the washing
of the feet of the disciples by Christ (see./'oot); and wcuh-
ing of the hands, especially in connection with the celebra-
tion of the encharist. In the Western Church, as well
as in the Greek and other Oriental churches, the priest
washes his hands before celebration. In the Western
Church he also washes his fingers after the offertory and
at the end of the eucharistic office. See ablution, lavabo,
purification, and holy water (under water).

John wondered why the Messias, the Lamb of God,
pure and without spot, who needed not the abstersions
of repentance, or ihe'washings of baptism, should de-
mand it. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 95.

2. Clothes washed, especially those washed at
onetime; awash.— 3. The result of washing;
that which is washed from something else, as
gold dust— To give one's head for washlngt, to
submit to insult.

So am I, and forty more good fellows, that will not give
their heads/or the washing, I take it.

Beau, and Ft., Cupid's Revenge, iv. 3.

washing-bear (wosh'ing-bar), « . The wash-bear
or racoon, I'rocyon lotor: so called from its habit
of putting its food into water before eating it, as
if to wash it. See lotor, and cut under racoon.
washing-crystals (wosh'ing-kris'''talz), n. pi.
See sodium carbonate, under sodium.
washing-drum (wosh'ing-drum), n. In mining,
same as washing-trommel.

washing-engine (wosh'ing-en"jin), n. Inpaper-
manuf., the first of the series of rag-cutting and
-cleaning machines used to reduce rags to pulp.
It cleans the rags and cuts them to the size known as half-
stuff, which is passed on to the beating-engine. See rag-
engi-ne. E. H. Kniglit.

-i,ic iiuiiiuci ui iiiuciiiiicH ^\iiicn jiave oeen iiiveni/eu in ,„«„i,;-,-. »»..— .J / !,/• — - j\ o
different countries for washing coal is very great, but WasUmg-gOUrd (WOsh mg-gord), n. Same as

*

"

" "
""

" " sponge-gourd.

wasliing-house (wosh'ing-hous), «. A wash-
house.
washing-machine (wosh'ing-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus, operated by hand or steam-power,
for washing clothing, fabrics, wool, or other
material ; a clothes-washer. Washing-machines for
domestic and laundry use have been made in the form of
churns, rubbing- orbeating-macliines,and tumbling-boxes.
While a great variety of machines have been introduced,
all depend essentially upon some meclianical device for
stirring and beating the clothes in a vessel containing hot
soapy water. Bubbing the clothes against a ribbed sur-
face under water appears to be the most common method.
For bleacheries and mills where large quantities of fabrics
are to be washed, the material is made up into continuous
bands, and is drawn through vats over rollers. In some
machines beaters are used to assist in cleaning the fabrics.
Such machines are of the nature of bucking-machines,
keirs, wincing-machines, and dash-wheels. Washing-ma-
chines are designed to be used with wringers. One form
for domestic use is practically a form of wringer, the
clothes being cleaned by drawing them between rollers
of corrugated rubber.

most of them are base*! on some form or modification of
the jig of the metal-miner.

8. The wagtail, a bird. Also dish-washer,peggy
dish-washer, moll-washer, molly or polly wash-
dish, washtail, nanny washtail, etc. See cut
under wagtail.— 9. The wash-bear Beveled
washer. See beveled.

washer (wosh'er), v. t. [< washer, n.] To fit

with washers.

I had worked myself up, as I always do, in the manner
of heavy men

;
growing hot like an ilX-wanhered wheel re-

volving, though 1 start with a cool axle.

R. D. Blacknwre, Lorna Doone, Ixx.

He vmshered the knobs of the doors that had a rattling
play whenever handled. Sci. Amer., N. »., LV. 160.

washer-cutter (wosh'^r-kufer), n. A rotating
cutting-tool with two adjustable cutters,worked
by a hand-brace or by a drill, and used for cut-
ting out annular disks for washers. E. H.
Kn igh t.

washer-gage (wosh'^r-gaj), n. A graduated
tapj?ring rule used for measuring the diameter washing-powder (wosh' ing -pou^dfer), n. A

,1 .,..„i j.«i..i__ -i-
powdered preparation (as of soda-ash and
Scotch soda) used in washing clothes.

washing-rollers (wosh'ing-ro'lerz), n.pl. Roll-
ers for squeezing goods or yarn after scouring.
They are of cast-iron, turned true and smooth. The re-
quisite pressure is applied by means of compound levers
or movable weights. E. H. Knight.

washing-shield (wosh'ing-sheld), n. In wash-
ing, a ridged or corrugated shield for the palm
of the hand, or a shield at once to protect the
person and supply a surface on which to rub
the clothes. E. IT. Knight.

Washington canvasback. Same as redhead, 2.

of bolts, nuts, and washers, and of holes, etc.,

to receive them.
washer-hoop (wosh'6r-h6p), «. In a water-
wheel, a gasket placed between the flange and
the curb. E. H. Knight.

washerman (wosh'6r-man), «.; pi. washermen
(-men). A man who washes clothes, etc.

—

Washermen's itch. Same as dhobies' itch (which see,

under dhobie).

washerwoman (wosh'er-wVim''an), n.
;
pl.!co«7j-

crwomen (-wim"en). 1. A woman who washes
clothes for others or for hire.— 2. The dish-

washer or washdish, a wagtail. See cut under „ _

icagtail Washerwomen s Itch or scall, a variety of Washington cedar. 1. See cedar, 2, and cut

TOaal> ni.^*W /„.„ i.'i i»n,\ A 11 • /. psoriasis occurring on the hands of washerwomen. unAer Sequoia. -2. Thuya qiqantea. See Thui/awash-Cloth (wosh kloth), «. A__8mall^pi^ce of ^sh.gilding (wosh'gil"ding), ». Gilding by Washingtonia (wosh-ing-to'ni-.a), n. XNL,used in washing, as in washing dishes orcloth

the person.
wash-day (wosh'da), n. The day set apart in
a household for clothes-washing.
wash-dirt (wosh'dert), n. In placer and hy-
draulic mining, sand

'
' '

means of an amalgam of gold from which the
mercury is afterward driven off by heat. Also
called mercurial gilding, and water-gilding, in

allusion to the semi-Uquid character of the
amalgam.

Same a,B wash-tid or gravel containing, or wash-£rraveUwosh'erav''el), K.
supposed to contain, gold enough to pay for ^^f?

^^^®^ ^ ^ ''

washing. Also wash-stuff, wash-gravel.
"

- . .
-

washdish (wosh'dish), n. The dish-washer or
wagtail. AUo molly or polh/ washdish. See cut
under irai/f/iil. [Local, En'g.]
wash-drawing (wosh'drii ing)^ h. See drawing.

I

ashed (wosht), a. l. That has beensubjected

p washing, in any sense.— 2. Of the nature qt

wash-hand basin (wosh'hand ba^'sn), «. Same
Jis intslt'hotvl.

wash-hand stand (wosh'hand stand), w. Same
as wash-stand.

He . . . locked the door, piled a wa»khand-8tand, chest

of drawers, and table against it
JHckentf Pickwick, xxxvi.

(Wendland, 1879), named after George Wash-
ington (1732-99), first President of the United
States.] A genus of palms, of the tribe Corp-
phese. It is characterized by bisexual flowers with
slightly imbricated segments, and a three-lobed ovary
with elongated filiform style. The albumen of the seed
is uniform, like that of the related genera Corypha and
Sabal, but the embryo, unlike the others, is sub-basilar.

There is but one species clearly known, W.Jili/era, native
of southern California and the adjacent border, called
desert-palm, and locally fan-palvi and San Die.ffo palm.
It produces a tall robust cylindrical trunk, enlarged at
the l)ase, often 40, sometimes 75, feet high, ci-owned by a
cluster of light-green circular plicate leaves with from 40
to 60 folds about 4 feet across, cleft nearly to the middle
into indupUcate segments fringed with fine white pendu-



Waste
"That sorceress, my brother's wife," cried Richard,

"and others with her— see how they have wofited my body
by their sorcery and witchcraft !

" Antl, as lie spolce, he
bared liis left arm and showed it to the council, shrunk
and withered. J. Oairdner, Kichard III., ii.

4. To expend without adequate return ; spend
uselessly, vainly, or foolishly; employ or use
lavishly, prodigally, improvidently, or care-
lessly ; squander ; throw away.
Thof siche gadlynges be grevede, it greves rac l)ot ly ttille 1

Thay wyue no wirchipe of me, bot wagtys theire takle

!

MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2444.

Mary, to testify the largeness of her affection, seemed
to waste away a gift upon him.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 22.

1 wasUd time, and now doth time waste me.
SAai.,Kich. II., V. 5. 49.

Waste the solitary day
In plucking from yon fen the reed,
And watching it float down the Tweed.

Scott, Marmion, i.. Int.

Somuch fluency and self-possession should not be wasted
entirely on private occasions.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 2.

I that have feasted here health, wealth, and time.

And talents, I— you know it— I will not boast;
Dismiss me, Tennyson, Princess, iv.

To waste time. See time^.— Wasted off, noting a stone
of wliich the surfaces have been evened by the use of a
pick or point. See wasting, 2. =S5^ 1. To ravage, pillage,

plunder, strip.— 4. To dissipate, fritter away.

II. intrans. To be consumed or grow gradu-
ally less in hulk, substance, strength, value, or
the like ; wear or pine away ; decay or diminish
gradually; dwindle.

Man dieth, and wasteth away. Job xiv. 10.

Shall I, wasting in despair.
Die because a woman 's fair?

Wither, The Shepherd's Besolution.

I will not argue the matter. Time wastes too fast.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 8.

Waste'-'t, » An old spelling of waist.

waste* (wast), v. t.; pret. and pp. wasted, ppr.
wasting. [Cf. waster^, a cudgel.] To cudgel.
[Prov. Eng.]

waste-basket (wast'bas''ket), n. A basket used
to receive rejected papers, useless scraps of pa-
per, and other waste material.

waste-board (wast'bord), n. Same as wash-
board, 2.

waste-book (wast'buk), n. A day-book. See
hookkceping.

waste-card (wast'kard), n. A machine for
working up and carding the waste, fluff, etc.,

which collect on the floor of a factory. E. H.
Knight.
waste-duster (wast'dus'tfer), n. A machine for

cleansing factory-waste. It consists of a series of

beaters which rotate above a wire grating in which the
waste is retained, while the dust and impurities fall

through. E, H. Knight.

wasteful (wast'fiil), a. [< wasted + -ful.'\ 1.

Destructive; devastating; wasting.

His gash'd stabs look'd like a breach in nature
For ruin's wasteful entrance.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 120.

See, with what heat these dogs of hell advance
To waste and havoc yonder world, which I

So fair and good created, and had still

Kept in that state, had not the folly of man
Let in these wasteful furies. Milton, P. L., x. 620.

2. Producing or involving waste ; occasioning
serious loss or damage ; ruinous.

With taper-light
To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish,

;
Is wasteful and ridiculous excess.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 16.

These days of high prices and wasteful taxation.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 277.

Worn
From wasteful living.

Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

3. Extravagant or lavish
;
profuse to excess

;

prodigal ; squandering : as, a wasteful person.

How has kind Heaven adorned the happy land.
And scattered blessings with a wasteful hand !

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Four Bummers coined their golden light in leaves,

Four wasteful autumns flung them to the gale.

0. W. Holmes, For the Comm*'moration Sc-vices, Cam-
[bridge, July 21, 1865.

4t. Uninhabited; desolate; waste.

In wildemesse and waslfull deserts strayd.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 3.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Thriftless, unthrifty.— 3. Lavish, Pro-
fuse, etc. See extravagant.

wastefully (wast'ful-i), adv. In a wasteful
manner ; lavishly

;
prodigally.

Her lavish hand is wastefuUy profuse.
Dryden, Aurengzebe, iii. 1.

wastefulness (wast'fiil-nes), n. The state or
character of being wasteful ; lavishness

;
prodi-

gality.

6834

Those by their riot and wastefulnesse be hurtfull to a
common-weale. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 175.

waste-gate (wast'gat), «. A gate for letting

the water of a dam or pond pass off.

waste-goodt (wast'gud), n. [< wasted + obj.

youd.] A prodigal ; a spendthrift.

A young heyre, or cockney, that is his mothers darling,

if hee bane playde the waste-good at the Innes of the
Court, . . . falles in a quarrelling humor with his for-

tune, because she made him not king of the Indies.
Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 18.

wastelt (was'tel), n. [< ME. wastel, < OF.
waste), gastel, gasteau, a cake, bread, pastry,

F. gdteau (Wall, wastiau) (Picard wastel = Pr.

gastal), a cake, < MHG. wastel, a cake.] 1. A
cake.

Thow hast no good grounde to gete the with a wastel.

But if it were vith thi tonge or ellis with thi two hondes.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 293.

2. In her., a bearing representing a round
cake.

wastel-breadt (was'tel-bred), n. The finest

quality of white bread; breadmade of the finest

flour.

Of smale houndes had she, that she fedde
With rested flesh, or milk, and wastel-breed.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 147.

Mysie was a dark-eyed laughter-loving wench, with
clierry-cheeks, and a skin as white as her father's finest

bolted flour, out of which was made the Abbot's own
wastel-bread. Scott, Monastery, xiii.

wastel-caket (was'tel-kak), n. Same as wastel.

Scott.

wasteless (wast'les), a. [< wasie^ + -less.'] That
cannot be wasted, consumed, or exhausted ; in-

exhaustible.
Those powers above, . . .

That from their wasteless treasures heap rewards.
May, The Heir, iv.

wastent (was'ten), n. [< ME. wastine, wasieyn,

< OF. wastine, guastine, waste, desert (of. AS.
westen = OS. wostun = 0H6. wiiosti, a desert,

waste, wilderness) : see roasiei.] A waste; a
desert.

A gode man and rygt certeyn
Dwelled besyde that wasteyn.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 12. (HaUiwell.)

She, of nought affrayd.

Through woods and wastnes wide him daily sought
Spender, F. Q., I. iii. 3.

wasteness (wast'nes), n. The state of being
waste or desolate ; desolation.

That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and dis-

tress, a day of wasteness. Zeph. i. 16.

waste-pallet (wast'pal'^et), n. See pallet^, 5.

waste-picker (wast'pik''''6r), n. Same as rag-
picker, 1.

waste-pipe (wast'pip), «. A pipe for conveying
away waste water, etc. ; an overflow-pipe. See
waste-steam pipe, under wasiel, a.

waste-preventer (wast' pre -ven'''t6r), «. In
plumbing, a device for controlling the supply
and flow of a water-tank. It combines an outlet-

valve and a ball-valve on the inlet-pipe— a single lever
operated by a chain so controlling both valves that no
more water enters the tank than is drawn out.

waster! (was'ter), )i. [< ME. wastour, wastor,
wastoure, wastowre, < OF. wastour, wastur, gas-
teor, gastour, gasteur, a waster, < waster, waste

:

see wasted, r.] 1. One who or that which
wastes, squanders, or consumes extravagantly
or uselessly ; a prodigal ; a squanderer.

A chidestere or wastour of thy good.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 291.

He also that is slothful in his work is brother to him
that is a great waiter. Prov. xviii. 9.

He left a vast estate to his son, S^ Francis (I thinke ten
thousand pounds per annum) ; he lived like a bog, but his

Sonne John was a great waster.
Aubrey, Lives (John Pophani).

Ye will think I am turned waster, for I wear clean hose
and shoon every day. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviii.

2t. A lawless, thieving vagabond.

The statute of Edw. III. (an. reg. 6, c. xiv.) specifies

"divers manslaughters, felonies, and robberies done by
people that be called Roberdesmen, Wastoxtrs, and Draw-
lacches." Note to Piers Plowman (C), i. 45.

3. An excrescence in the snuff of a candle
which causes it to waste: othei-wise called a
thief.— 4. That which is wasted or spoiled; an
article damaged or spoiled in course of making.
Specifically— (a) In the industrial arts, a vessel or other
object badly cast, badly fired, or in any way defective or
useless, or fit only to be remelted.

Had I not taken these precautions, which some are apt
to think too much trouble, I should have had many a
waster. O, Ede, in Campin's Mech. Engineering, p. 355.

(6) pi. Tin-plates (sheet-iron tinned) deficient in weight,
orotlierwise inferior in quality, and which are sorted out
from the "primes." They are used for various purposes
which do not require the best quality of stock.

wasty
Some of the sheets thus thrown out [as being defective]

are called menders or returns, and are sent back for repair
to the tin-house ; others ai-e called wasters, for which there
is always a market at a reduction in price ; the worst are
called waster waste, and are used up for cases or sent away
to Birmingham. W. H. Flower, Hist, of Tin, p. 173.

wasterl (was'tfer), v. t. [< waster^, n.] To
waste; squander. Gait. [Scotch.]
waster^t (was'ter), n. [Origin obscure; cf.

waste'^, and dial, wastle, a twig.] 1. A wooden
sword formerly used for practice by the com-
mon people.

As with wooden wasters men learn to play at the sharp,
so practice iu times of peace makes ready for the time of
war. Pev. T. Adams, Works, I. 42.

2. Same as leister. [Scotch.]

This chase, in which tlie fish is pursued and struck with
barbed spears, or a sort of long-shafted trident called a
waster, is much practised at the mouth of the Esk, and in
the other salmon rivers of Scotland.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxvi.

To play at wasterst, to practise fencing ; fence with
cudgels or with wooden or blunt swords.

Thou'rt a craven, I warrant thee ; thou would'stbe loth
to play half a dozen venies at wasters with a good fellow
for a broken head. Beau, and FL, Philaster, iv. 3.

They that play at wasters exercise themselves by a few
cudgels how to avoid an enemy's blows.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 375.

wastemt, «. [ME., var. of wasten, after wil-

derH.~\ A waste or desert place.

Ffore wolvez, and whilde sywnne, and wykkyde bestez,
Walkede in that wasternn^, wathes to seche.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2934.

wastery, «. and a. See wastry.

wastetnriftt (wast'thrift), n. [< wasted + obj.

thrift.'] A spendthrift.

Thou art a wastethrift, and art run away from thy mas-
ter that loved thee well.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 4.

A wastethrift, a common snrfeiter, and, to conclude, a
beggar. Middleton, Trick to Catch the Old One, ii. 1.

waste-trap (wast'trap), n. A trap so devised
as to allow sui-plus water to escape without
permitting air to pass up in the opposite di-

rection. £. H. Knight.

wasteway (wast'wa), n, A passage for waste
water.

waste-weir (wast'wer), «. A cut made through
the side of a canal, reservoir, etc., for carrying
off suiplus water.
waste-well (wast'wel), n. See absorbing-well,
under absorb.

wasting (was'ting), n. [< ME. wastynge; ver-
bal 11. of wastc'^, V.'] 1. In med., atrophy.

—

2. In stone-cutting, the process or operation of
chipping off fragments from a block of stone
with a pick or point, for the purpose of redu-
cing the faces to an approximately plane sur-

face. Stone so worked is said to be wasted off.

Compare clowring.

wasting (was'ting), p. a. 1. Laying waste;
devastating; despoiling.

No time seems more likely for either than the time
which followed the coasting expedition of Totilas which
Prokopios records. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 345.

2. Gradually reducing the bodily plumpness
and strength; enfeebling; emaciating: as, a
wasting disease

—

Wasting palsy. Same as progres-
sive muscular atrophy (which see, under progressive),

wastingly (was' ting -Ii), adv. Lavishly; ex-
travagantly.

Not to cause the trouble of making breviates by writing
too riotous and wastingly. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

wastort, wastourt, «. Middle English forms of
icastcr'^.

wastrel (was'trel), n. [Formerly also wo.stord;
< wasted -I- -cr -(- -cl (adj. termination as in gan-
grel, etc.), or< waster'^ + -cl.] 1. Anything cast
away as spoiled in the making, or bad ; waste

;

refuse.— 2. Anything allowed to run to waste.
Specifically— (a) Waste land ; a common. Carew, Sur-
vey of Cornwall, fol. 13. (6) A neglected child ; a street
Arab.

The veriest waifs and wastrels of society.

Huxley, Tech. Edncation.

3. A profligate. [Prov. Eng.]
wastry, wastery (was'tri, was'ter-i), »!. [Also
wustrie; < waste'- -I- -ry (see -ery).] Wasteful-
ness

;
prodigality. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

wastry, wastery (was'tri, was'ter-i), a. Waste-
ful ; improvident. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The pope and his wa^fn/c workers . . . were no fathers,
but cruel robbei-s and destroyers.

Bp. Bale, Select Works (Parker Soc.), p. 138.

wasty (was'ti), a. [< wasted + -//!.] Resem-
bling cotton-waste.

The wool becomes impoverished on account of tlie heat
and dust, and is very tender, with a dry, u-asty top.

U. S. Cons. Bep., No. Ixii. (1886), p. 47a



wat

wat' (wot), V. t. An obsolete or dialectal form
of wot. See wit^.

wat- (wiit), a. [A Scotch form of wetl.] 1.

Wet.— 2. Addicted to drinking; droughty.
Wat^ (wot), «. [Early mod. E. watte; a cor-
ruption of fr<ilt, abbr. of Jfulter. Cf. Watt and
Watts, as surnames.] An old familiar name for

a hare.
I wold my m.ister were a watt
& my boke a wyld Calt,

& a brase of ^rt'howndis in his toppe.
I wold be glade for to se that

!

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 404.

Thus, once concluded, out the teazers run,
And In full cry and speed, till Wat 's undone.

R. Fletcher's Epigrams, p, 139. {Nare9.'^

And when thou hast on foot the purblind hare,
Mark the poor wretch. . . .

By this, poor Wat, far off upon a hill,

Stands on his hinder legs with listening ear.
Sliak., Venus and Adonis, I. 697.

wat*t, n. [Perhaps a var. of wight^.J A fellow.

Ffor be my thryfte I dare sweryn at this seyl,

ge xal fynde hym a strawnge watt

!

Coventry Mysteries, p. 294.

wat", a. A dialectal form of wote for tchote, a
variant of Ao?l.

wat" (wot), adv. [Origin obscure; prob. for
what.] Certainly; indeed. [Prov. Eng.]
watap, watapeh (wot'ap, wot'a-pe), ». [Amer.
Ind.] The long slender roots of the white spruce,
Pkea alba, which are used by canoe-makers in
northwestern North America for binding toge-
ther the strips of birch-bark.

watch (woch), n. [< ME. wacche, wecche, < AS.
wxcce, watch, watching, < wacan, wake: see
wake'^.] If. The state of being awake; wake-
fulness.

To lie in vmteh there and to think on him.
Sliak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 43.

2. A keeping awake for the purpose of attend-
ing, guarding, or preserving ; attendance with-
out sleep; preservative or preventive vigilance;
vigil.

Travellers always lie in the boat, and keep A watch to
defend themselves against any attack.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 70.

We were told to keep good watcti here all night, that
there were troops of robbers on the east-side of the water
who had lately plundered some boatii.

Brtice, Source of the Nile, L 84.

3. A wake. See wake'^, n., 2.

Oon cresset ... to be born biforn the Baillies of the
seid cite (Worcester], in the Vigille of the natiuiteof Seynt
John ilaptiste, at the cuuiyn Wacche of the seid cite; and
the wardeyns of tlie seid crafte, and alle the hole crafte,

ahallen wayte vppon the seid Baillies in the seid Vigille,

at the seid Wacche, in ther best arraye harnesid.
EliglUh Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 40S.

4. Close, constant observation ; vigilant atten-
tion; careful, continued notice; supervision;
vigilance; outlook: as, to be on the tcatch.

When I had lost one shaft,

I shot his fellow of the self-same flight

The self-same way with more advised watch,
To find the other forth. Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 142.

There [the trout] lies at the watch for any fly or minnow
that comes near to him.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 75.

Nor could she otherwise account for the judge's quies-
cent mood than by supposing him craftily on the watch,
while Clifford developed these symptoms of a distracted
mind. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

5. A person, or number of persons, whose duty
it is to watch over the persons, property, or in-

terests of others; a watchman, or body of
watchmen ; a sentinel ; a sentry

;
guard.

Such, they say, as stand in narrow lanes.
And beat our tcatch, and rob our passengers.

SAat.,Eich. II.,v. 3. a
Home in a coach, round by the Wall, where we met so

niany stops by the Watcttcs that it cost us much time and
some trouble, and more money, to every Watch, to them
to drink. I'epys, Diary, III. 410.

6. The period of time during which one person
or body of persons watch or stand sentinel, or
the time from one relief of sentinels to another;
hence, a division of the night, when the pre-
cautionary setting of a watch is most generally

I

necessary; period of time; hour. The Jews, like
the Greeks and Romans, divided the night into military
watches instead of hours, each watch representing the
period for which each separate body of sentinels remained
on duty. The proper Jewish reckoning recognized only
three such watches: the first (lasting from sunset till

bout 10 P. M.X the second or midille watch (10 p. M. to
S A. M.X and tlie third, or momiiig watch (from 2 A. M. till

nnriseX After the establishment of the Roman power
they were increased to four, which were named as fii'st,

teeond, etc., or by the terms ewn, midnight, cock-crovnng,
»nd nutming, these terminating respectively at 9 p. H.,
midnight, 3 a. m., and 8 A. M.

7. Naut.: (a) The period of time occupied by
each part of a shiji's crew alternately while on
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the reckoning beginning at noon or midnight. Between
4 and 8 P. M. the time is divided into two short watches, or
dog-watches, in order to prevent the constant recurrence
of duty to the same portion of the crew during the same
houra. Thus, the period from 12 to 4 P. M. is called the
afternoon watch, from 4 to 6 the first dog-watch, from
6 to 8 the second dog-watch, from 8 to 12 the first night
watch, from midnight to 4 A. M. the middle watch, from 4
to 8 the morning watch, and from 8 to 12 noon the/orenuon
watch. When this alternation of watches is kept up dur-
ing the 24 hours, it is termed having watch and watch, in
distinction from keeping all hands at work during one or
more watches.

After 2. or 3. watches more we were in 24. fadoms.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 112.

(h) A certain part of the officers and crew of a
vessel who together attend to working her for
an allotted time. The crew of every vessel while at
sea is generally divided into two parts: the starboard
watch, which in the merchant service is the captain's watch,
and is often commanded by the second mate ; and the port
or larboard watch, which in the merchant sei-vice is com-
manded by the chief mate. In the British and United
States navies these watches are commanded by the lieu-
tenants successively. The anchor-watch is a small watch
composed of one or two men appointed to look after the
ship while at anchor or in port.

8. Anything by which the progress of time is

perceived and measured, (at) A candle marked out
into sections, each of which required a certain time to
burn.

Fill me a bowl of wine. Give me a watch.
SAa*.,Rich. III., v. 3. 63.

(&) A small portable timepiece or timekeeper that may
be worn on the person, operated by power stored in a coiled
spring, and capable of keeping time when held in any posi-
tion. Watches were invented at Nuremberg about the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century, and for a long time tlie

wearing of a watch was considered in some degree a mark
or proof of gentility. Thus Malvolio remarks in anticipa-
tion of his great fortune :

I frown the while ; and perchance wind up my watch, or
play with my — some rich jewel. Shak., T. N., ii. 6. 00.

The new contrivance of applying precious stones to
watches I had the good fortune to see when Mr. Facio,
the inventor, and an ingenious man, and Mr. Debaufre,
the workman, presented their watches, to have the ap-
probation of the Royal Society.

W. Derham (Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 173).

A friend of mine had a watch given him when he was
a boy, a "bull's eye," with a loose silver case that came
off like an oyster-shell from its contents ; you know them
— the cases that you hang on your thumb, while the core,
or the real watch, lies in your hand as naked as a peeled
apple. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

9. pi. A name of the trumpetleaf, Sarraceiiia

flava, probably alluding to the resemhlance
of the flowers to watches.— 10. In pottery, a
trial piece of clay so placed in a kiln that it can
be readily withdrawn to enable the workmen
to judge by its appearance of the heat of the
fire and the condition of the ware remaining in

the saggars.— 11. In haickitifl, a company or
flight, as of nightingales—Beat of a, watch. See
beat^.—Dupl6X watch, a watch having two sets of teeth
upon the rim of its escapement-wheel.— OflBcer Of the
watch. Seew'a?cA-o/fiC(;r.— Paddy's watch. Sameasjuad-
dyuhack, 3.— Parish Watch. See parish.—Tbe Black
Watch, a semi-military organization in Edinburgh, Scot-

land, in the early part of the eighteenth century. From
this a regiment of the British army was afterward formed,
and the name was ultimately given to the 42d and 73d
regiments, which are now the 1st and 2d Battalions of

the Black Watch or Koyal Highlanders.—To muster the
watch. See muster.—To stand a watch. See stand.
— Watch and ward, the old custom of watching by
night and by day in towns and cities. English writers up
to the seventeenth century recognize a distinction between
watch and ward, the former being used to signify a wjitch-

ing and guariling by night, and the latter a watching,
guarding, and protecting by day. Hence, when the terms
were used in combination, especially in the phrase to

keep watch and ward, they implied a contitnioiis and un-
inten-upted watching and guarding, constant vigilance

and protection by night and by day.

It ya the Strongest towne of walls, towers, Bulwerks,
waches and wardes that ever I saw in all my lyB.

TorHngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 16.

I sawe at the towne of Braxima al the artillerie.brought

together to y* gates of your house ; I saw watch and warde
kept round about your lodging.

Guerara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 246.

watch (woch), V. [< ME. wacchen, wecchcn, <

AS. weeccan, watch, wake : see wake^, v., and cf.

watch, n.] I. in trans. 1. To be awake; be or
continue without sleep; keep vigil.

But if necessitie compell you to watch longer then ordi-

nary, then be sure to augment your sleepe the next morn-
ing. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 252.

As soon as I am dead.
Come all and watch one night about my hearse.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 1.

2. To be attentive, circumspect, or vigilant; be
closely observant ; notice carefully; give heed.

Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation.
Mat. xxvi. 41.

Rooks, watching doubtfully as you pass in the distance,

rise into the air if you stop.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 62.

3. To act as a watchman, guard, sentinel, or

the like ; keep watch.

watch-clock
The lieutenant to-night watches on the court of guard.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 219.

4. To look forward with expectation; be ex-
pectant; seek opportunity; wait.— 5. To act
as attendant or nurse on the sick by night;
remain awake to give attendance, assistance,
or the like : as, to watcit with a patient in a
fever.— 6. To float on the surface of the water:
said of a buoy— To watch over, to be cautiously ob-
servant of; inspect; superintend and guard from error
and danger ; keep guard over.

Watch over thyself, counsel thyself, judge thyself im-
partially. Jer. Taylor.

There is abundant cause to think that every town in
which the Lord Jesus Christ is worshipped hath an angel
to watch over it. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Hist, Boston.

II. trans. 1. To look with close attention at
or on ; keep carefully and constantly in view or
supervision; keep a sharp lookout on or for;
observe, notice, or regard with vigilance and
care ; keep an eye upon.

Lie not a night from home ; watch me like Argns.
Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 230.

They are singled out, and all opportunities watctted
against them. Bacon, Political Fables, i., Expl.

When Pitt entered Parliament, the whole political world
was attentively watching the progress of an event which
soon added great strength to the Opposition.

Macaulay, William Pitt

2. To have in keeping ; tend; guard; take care
of.

Flaming ministers to uutch and tend
Their earthy charge. Milton, P. L., ix. 156.

Lord Brampton. Charges? For what?
.Sable. First, 'IVenty Guineas to ray Lady's Woman for

notice of your Death (a Fee I've before now known the
Widow herself go halts in), but no matter for that. In the
next place, Ten Pounds for watchingyoa all yourlong Fit
of Sickness last Winter. Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

Paris watch'd the flocks in the groves of Ida. Broome.

3. To look for; wait for.

We will stand and watch your pleasure.
Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 249.

4t. To take or detect by lying in wait; surprise.

Nay, do not fly ; I think we have watch'd you now.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 107.

5 . Infalconry, to keep awake ; keep from sleep,

as a hawk, for the purpose of exhausting and
taming it.

My lord shall never rest

;

I'll watch him tame, and talk him out of patience.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 23.

watch-bellt (woch'bel), n. 1. An alarm-bell.

They [Russian travelei-s] report that the L{\nd of Mugalla
reaches from Boghar to the north sea, and hath many
Castles built of Stone four-square, with Towers at the
Corners cover'd with glazed Tiles ; and on thcGates Alarum
Bells, or Watch-Bells, twenty pound weight of Metal.

Milton, Hist. Moscovia, iii.

2. The bell which is struck every half-hour on
board ship to mark the time. Now called «/»(»'«

bell.

watch-bill (woch'bil), n. A list of the officers

and crew of a ship, as divided into watches, to-

gether with the several stations to which the
men respectively belong.
watch-hirtht (woch'b^rth), n. [< watch, v., +
obj. Mrth.^ A midwife. [Rare.]

Th' eternall Watch-births of thy sacred Wit.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

watch-box (woch'boks), n. A sentry-box.
watch-candle (woch ' kan ' dl), «. Same as
wa tell inij-candle.

Were it not better for a man in a fair room to set tip one
great light, or bratiching candlestick of lights, than to go
about with a small watch candle into every corner?

Bacon, Advancement of Leandng, I. 45.

watchcase (woch'kas), n. 1. The outer case
for a watch. Formerly it was often a hinged cover or
box fitted closely over the watch proper, and having open-
ings through which the dial appeared and the stem or
ring projected. In modern watches this feature is gen-
erally absent, and the watchcase is the metal cover, usual-
ly of gold or silver, which incloses the works.

We now never see watch-cases made of other materials
than the precious metals, or imitations thereof ; bntthen
[reign of Queen Anne] beautiful cases were made of sha-

green of various colours, or tortoiseshell inlaid or studded
with gold.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 159.

2. Same as watch-pocket.— 3t. A sentry-box.

[Rare.]

O thou dull god [sleep], why liest thou with the vile

In loathsome beds, and leavest the kingly couch
A watch-case, or a common 'larum-bell'?

Shak.,2Sev. IV., ill. 1. 17.

watchcase-cutter (woch'kas-kut''''fer), «. A
machine for cutting hinge-recesses in watch-
cases. E. B. Knight.

watch-clock (woeh'klok), n. If. An alarum.

Powrfull Need (Arts ancient Dame and Keeper,
The early watch-clock of the sloatlifull sleeper).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafta.



watch-clock

2. A timepiece used as a time-detector or time-
reporter for a watchman. It is made in many forms.
One kind is a small portable clock that must be carried
by the watchman to ditferent stations on his rounds. At
each station a special key fastened to a chain must be
used to make a mark on a paper tlial inside the clock,
thus making a record of the performance of his duty.
Another form consists of a flxed clock, having a key that
must be touched to make the record, a clock being placed
at each station. Another and now more common form
is a clock placed at a central station, and connected by
wires with the place where the watchman makes his
rounds ; at each station the watchman touches a push-
button to close the circuit and print a mark on a dial in
the clock.

watch-dog (woch'dog), n. A dog kept to watch
or guard premises and property.

Tis sweet to hear the watchdoij'n honest bark
Bay deep-mouth'd welcome as we draw near home.

Byron^ Don Juan, i. 123.

watcher (woch'fer), n. One who or that which
watches. Specifically— (a) One who sits up and con-
tinues awake ; one who lies awake.

Get on your nightgown, lest occasion call us.

And show us to be watchers.
Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. VI.

(&) One who keeps awake for the purpose of guarding or
attending upon something or some one ; a nurse, watch-
man, sentry, or the like.

On the fronters . . . were set watchmen and watehen
in dyuers manners.

Bemerg, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xlix.

A charr'd and wrinkled piece of womanhood
Sat watching like a watcher by the dead.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

(c) One who observes : as, a watcher of the time.

ITien felt I like some watcher of the skies.

When a new planet swims into his ken.
Keats, Sonnets, xi.

(d) A spy ; one sent to watch an enemy. Jer. iv. 16.

watchetf (woch'et), n. and o. [Early mod.
E. also watched; < ME. wachet, wagct, wagett,

vachet; prob. from an OF. form ult. connected
with woad.'i A light- or pale-blue color.

Cetestro, azure, watchet, or skie-colour. Celeste, heauen-
lie, celestialL Also skie-colour or azure and watchet.

Florio.
Yclad he was ful smal and proprely
Al in a kirtel of a lyght waget.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 136.

IThere are MS. variations vachet, wagett, and wachet, of
which the last only is in print.]

Their watchet mantles frindgd with silver rownd.
Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 40.

The greater shippes were towed downe with boates and
oares, and the mariners, being all apparelled in watchet or
skie coloured clothe, rowed a maine, and made way with
diligence.

aakluyt's Voyages, quoted in R. Eden (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. xxxviii.).

His habit is antique, the stuffe
Watchet and siluer.

Dekker, Londons Tempe.

watch-fire (wooh'fir), ». A fire maintained
during the night as a signal, or for the use of

a watching party, guard, sentinels, etc.

watchful (wooh'ful), a. [< watch + -ful.'] If.

Wakeful; sleepless.

What watchful cares do interpose themselves
Betwixt your eyes and night? Shak., J. C, ii. 1. 98.

2. Vigilant; careful; wary; cautious; obser-
vant ; alert ; on the watch : with of before the
thing to be regulated or observed, and against
before the thing to be avoided: as, to be watch-
ful of one's behavior ; to be tvatchful against
the growth of vicious habits.

Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain.
Bev. iii. 2.

Watchful Servants to the Bagnio come.
They're ne'er admitted to the liathiug-room.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

=8y]l. 2. Watchful, Vigilant, Wakeful, attentive, heedful,
circumspect, guarded. Wakeful refers to the lack of dis-

position to sleep, especially at times when one would
ordinarily have such a disposition ; watchful and vigilant
refer to the mind, will, or conduct : they are of about
equal vigor ; watchful is the broader in its range of mean-
ing.

watchfully (woch'ful-i), adv. In a watchful
manner; vigilantly; heedfuUy; with careful
observation of the approach of evil, or with at-
tention to duty.

watchfulness "(woch'fill-iies), n. The state or
character of being watchful, in any sense.

watch-glass (woch'glas), «. 1. A sand-glass
used to measure the time of a watch, as on
shipboard: usually a half-hour glass.— 2. A
thin concavo-convex piece of glass used for
covering the dial of a watch. Those made in recent
times for watches that have not a double case, or hunting-
case, are thicker, and have a peculiar flattened curve.
Compare crystal, 2 (c).

watch-guard (woch'gard), «. A chain, ribbon,
or cord fastened to a watch, and either passed
around the neck or secured to some part of the
clothing.
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watch-gun (woch'gun), n. A gun fired at the
changing of the watch, as in a fortress or gar-
rison, or on board a man-of-war.
watch-header (woch'hed''6r), «. The officer

in charge of a watch.

The divisions of the crew are known as the starboard
and larboard watches, commanded respectively by the
ttret and second mates or the second and third mates, who
are known as watch-headers.

Fisheries of the U. S., V. ii. 229.

watch-house (woch'hous), «. 1. A house in

which a watch or guard is placed.— 2. A house
where night-watchmen assemble previous to
the hour at which they enter upon their respec-
tive beats, and where disturbers of the iieace
seized by them during the night are lodged
and kept in custody till morning, when they
are brought before a magistrate ; a lockup.

At the Golden Ball and 2 Green Posts (There being a
Hatch with Iron spikes at the door), near the Watch-House
in Lambeth Marsh.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Heign of Queen Anne,

[I. lis.

watching (woch'ing), n. [Verbal n. of watch,

V.I A keeping awake ; a vigil.

In watchi^igs often. 2 Cor. xi, 27.

Watchlngs of flowers. Same as vigils offlowers (which
see, under vigil).

watching-candle (woeh'ing-kan"dl), n. The
candle used at the watching or waking of a
corpse.

Why should I twine my arms to cables, sit np all night
like a watching-candle, and distil my brains through my
eyelids? Academy of Compliments (1714).

watch-jewel (woch'jo'el), «. A jewel, usually
a ruby, in which is drilled a hole for an arbor,
used in the works of a watch, to lessen friction
and wear.
watch-key (woch'ke), n. A small key with a
square tube to fit the winding-arbor of a watch,
serving to wind the watch by coiling the main-
spring.

watch-light (woeh'lit), n. A light kept burn-
ing at night, as for the use of a watcher in the
sick-room.

There 's a star ;

Morello 's gone, the watch-lights show the wall.
Browning, Andrea del Sarto.

watchmaker (woch'ma"ker), n. One whose oc-
cupation is to make and repairwatches Watch-
makers' cramp, a neurosis affecting watchmakers, in
which, through irregular muscular action, it becomes im-
possible to bold in the eye-socket the lens with which they
examine their work. Occasionally also the fingers are af-

fected in a maimer similar to what is observed in writers'
cramp.—Watchmakers' drill. See drilli.

watchmaking (woch'ma'king), n. The art or
operation of making watches; the business or
occupation of a watchmaker.
watchman (woch'man), n.; pi. watchmen (-men).
[< ME. waccheman ;"<. watch + man.'] A person
set to keep watch; specifically, a sentinel; a
guard; one who guards the streets of a city by
night; also, one set to keep guard, as over a
building in the night, to protect it from fire or
thieves.

They went, and made the sepulcre sure with watche
men, and sealed the stone.

Tyndale (1626), Mat. xxvii. 66.

WatchmM7i, what of the night? Isa. xxi. 11.

Our watchmen from the towers, with longing eyes.
Expect his swift arrival. Dryden, Spanish Friar, i. 1.

Who has not heard the Scowrer's Midnight Fame?
Who has not trembled at the Mohock's Name?
Was there a Watchman took his hourly Rounds
Safe from their Blows or new invented Wounds?

Oay, Trivia, iiL 327.

Watchman's clock. See clocks.

watch-mark (woch'mark), n. A mark worn on
the right or the left arm of a man in the naval
service according as he is stationed in the star-
board or the port watch.
watch-meeting (woch'me'''ting), n. A religious
meeting or religious services held on the last
night of the year, and terminated on the ar-
rival of the new year. See watch-night.

watchment+(woch'ment),»i. [(.watch + -ment.]
A watching; vigil; olbservation. [Rare.]

My watchments are now over, by my master's direction.
Richardson, Pamela, 1. 171.

watch-night (woch'nit), n. The last night of
the year, on which, in some churches, religious
services are held till the advent of the new year.

watch-officer (woch'of''''i-s6r), n. The officer in
charge of the deck of a ship, who takes his turn
with others in standing watches, during which
time, subject to the authority of the command-
ing officer, he has charge of the ship. Also
called oj^cer of the watch.
Watch-Oll (woch'oil), re. A refined, very limpid
and fluid lubricating-oil, used in oiling clocks

water

and watches. Olive- or almond-oil after clarify-

ing is much used for this purpose. Also clock-

oil.

watch-paper (woch'pa"per), II. A small circle

of paper, silk, muslin, or other material, in-

serted in the outer case of an old-fashioned
watch, to prevent the metal from defacing the
inner case. These papers were frequently cut with
elaborate designs, or painted with miniatures or cipiiers

and devices. Those of textile fabrics were embroidered
in silk, or with human hair. Commoner ones were printed
with the head of some public character,or with some motto
or sentiment.

watch-peel (woeh'pel), n. A watch-tower.
Watcli-peels, castles, and towers looked out upon us as

we walked. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, L

watch-pocket (woch'pok'et),?). Asmall pocket
in a garment for caiTying a watch on the per-
son; also, a pocket, bag, etc., in or on the
head-curtain of a bed for holding the watch at
night.

watch-pole (woch'pol), «. The pole or trun-
cheon carried bj- a watchman.

I know a gentleman that has several wounds in the
head by watch-poles, and has been thrice run through tlie

body to carry on a good jest. Steele, Spectator, 'So. 858.

watch-rate (woch'rat), re. A rate authorized
to be levied in England for watching and light-

ing a parish or borough.
watchspring ( woch'spring), n. The mainspring
of a watch.
watch-stand (woch'stand), n. A contrivance
tor holding the watch when it is not worn on the
person, enabling the dial to be seen. The form is

often that of a small clock-case, and the stands of the
eighteenth century were frequently very rich, both in ma-
terial and in workmanship.

watch-tackle (woch'tak"l), n. Naut., a small
tackle consisting of a double and single block
with a fall. Also called handy-hilly.

By hauling every brace and bowline, and clapping wff^cA-
iackk'8 upon all the sheet* and halyards, we managccl to
hold our own. B. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 250.

watch-telescope (woch'tel'e-skop), re. See
tclcicope.

watch-tower (woch'tou'er), n. A tower on
which a sentinel is placed to watch for enemies,
for the approach of danger, etc.

I stand continually upon the watch-tower in the day-
time. Isa, xxi. is.

About a mile from the towne there is a very high and
strong watch tower. Coryat, Crudities, I. 10.

watchword (woch'wferd), n. [< ME. wacche-
word; < ivatch + word.] 1. A word or short
phrase to be communicated on challenge to the
watch or sentinels in a camp; a password or
signal by which friends can be known from
enemies.

Waeche wordes to wale, that weghis might know.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6066.

Hence— 2. Any preconcerted indication or a
direction eagerly watched for, as a signal for
action.

All have theyr eares upright, wayting when the watch-
woord shall come that they should all rise generally into
rebellion. Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. A word used as a motto, as expressive of a
principle or rule of action ; a maxim, byword,
or rallying-cry.

'* Now " is the constant syllable ticking from the clock of
time. *' Now " is the watchword of the wise. *'Now " is

on the banner of the prudent. Parr.

His watchword is honour, his pay is renown.
Scoff, Rokeby, v. 20.

4t. The call of a watchman or sentry as he goes
his rounds.

Since when a watchword every minute of the night
goeth about the wals to testifie their vigilancy.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 10.

To set a watchword upont, to make proverbial ; torn
into a byword.

S. Paule himselfe (who yet for the credite of Poets) al-

ledgeth twise two Poets, . . . setteth a watch-icord i-pon

Philosophy, indeede vpon the abuse. So dooth Plato, vpon
the abuse, not vpon Poetrie. Plato found fault that the
Poet of his time filled the worlde with wrong opinions of
the Gods. Sir I'. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

watchwork (woch'w^-rk), n. The machinery
of a watch : now usually in the plural.

watet, '•• t. A form of ««<1. See wit^.

water (wfi,'ter), re. [< ME. water, watre, wseter,

weter, < AS. wseter = OS. watar = OFries. weier,

water = D. water = ML6. water= OHG. tra:rar,

MH6. wazzer, G. wasser, water ; with a formative
-r, akin to Icel. vatn = Sw. vatten = Dan. rand =
Goth, wato (pi. watno), in which a different for-

mative -H appears ; cf. OBulg. Russ. voda. Lith.
wandii, Gr. iSup (vdar-, Mp-), Skt. vdan, water; <

Tent, -i/wat, Indo-Eur. y/ wad, be wet. Cf. wash,
perhaps from the same rootas water. See ireti.]
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water

1. A transparent, inodorous, tasteless flmd,

H2O. Water is a powerful refractor of light and an im-

perfect eondactor of heat and electricity ; it is very slightly

compressilile, its absolute Uiniinution for a pressure of one
atmusphere Ijuing only ab*tut one twenty-thousandth of its

bulk, Altliough it is colorless in small quantities, it is blue

like the atmosphere wiien viewed in mass. It assumes asolid

form, that of ice or snow, at 32° F. (0° C.) ; and it takes the

form of vapor or steam at 212° F.(100''C.), under a pressure

of 29.0 inches (more exactly, 760 milliniuters) of mercury,
retaining that form at all higher temperatures. Under
ordinary conditions, therefore, water possesses the liquid

form only at temperatures lying between 32° and 212' F.

The specific gravity of water is 1 at 39°.2 F. (4° C.\ being the
unit to which the specific gravities of all solids and liquids

are referred : one cubic foot of water at 62° F, weighs about
1,000 ounces or 62.28 pounds. Water is 770 times heavier
than atmospheric air at 32° F. (0" C.) and under a pressure

of 760 milIimetei-8. It has its greatest density at 39°.2 F.
(4° C), and in this respect it presents a singular excep-
tion to the gt-nerallaw of expansion by heat. If water at
39''.2 F. is cooled, it expands as it cools till reduced to 32°,

when it solidities ; and if water at 39'.2 F. is heated, it ex-

panda as the temperature increases in accordance with
the general law. Considered from a chemical point of
view, water is a compound substance, consisting of hydro-
gen and oxygen, in the proportion of 2 volumes of the
former gas to 1 volume of the latter ; or by weight it is

comiKised of 2 parts of hydrogen united with 16 parts of

oxygen. It exhibits in itself neither acid nor basic prop-
erties. Water enters, as a liquid, into a peculiar kind of

combination with the greater number of all known sub-
stances. Of all liquids water is the most powerful and
general solvent, and on this important property its use de-

pends. Without water the processes of animal and vege-
table life would come to a stand. The globe is covered on
about 5H of its surface by the ocean water, to an average
depth o'f very nearly 12,500 feet. (See oceoTi.) This wa-
ter is, however, far from pure, since it holds in solution

nearly 3^ per cent, of its weight of saline matter, about
three fourths of which is common salt. The ocean water
is not potable, but pure water can be obtained from it by
distillation, as Is often done at sea— for which purpose,
however, fuel and a somewhat cumbrous apparatus are re-

quired. Some towns on the South American coast have
been supplied with water eifclusively in this way, up to

the time when works were completed for bringing it from
the distant mountains. The chief source of supply for

the water which fulls upon the earth is the ocean, from
whose surface it is raised by the heat of the sun in the form
of vapor, ready to be condensed again and fall as rain or
snow either on sea or land, in accordance with varying
and complicated conditions of climate and topography.
The precipitation of rain and snow upon different parts

of the earth's surface varies greatly, both in its total

amount and in its seasonal distribution. Some regions re-

ceive as nmch as 600 inches in a year; over other exten-
sive areas tbe rainfall is so small that it is hardly iwssible

to measure It. In some districts the rain is pretty equally
distributed through the year ; in others it is all, or nearly
all, limited to one season, as winter or summer. These
climatic conditions are matters of the utmost importance,
as regards both the distribution and the welfare of the hu-
man race and of animal and vegetable life in generaL The
habitability and fertility of the eartli depend in part on
temperature and in part on the amount and character of
the precipitation. In general, where there is no rainfall

the region is either very sparsely or not at all inhabited,
and vegetation is almost entirely wanting; of this char-

acter is a considerable part of northern Africa and cen-

tral Asia : such regions are called deserts. Other regions,

where there is some rainfall, but where the amount is

small, are destitute of forests but support a more or less

abundant growth of grasses. Such regions are, as a rule,

thinly inhatiited, and the population is pastiiral and no-

madic ; of this character are large areas in central Asia,and
in tK>th North and South America, Regions of abundant
or even of moderately large precipitation are generally

forested, and can be successfully cultivated after the for-

est« have been cut down : these, in general, are the densely
inhabited parts of the wnrld. Such are the essential facts

and conditions of the distribution of imputation as con-

nected with rainfall. But to these are many exceptions.

Thus the Nile flows for 2,0<W miles through a rainless

region, but has a somewhat dense population foraconsid-
cral)le distance along Its banks, though only there, the river

Itself being the sole source of water-supply for the inhabi-

jits of the valley. *^rae regions of very small rainfall

'e situated sufficiently near high mountain-ranges on
hich the precipitation is comparatively large, and from

which water can be obtained in considerable quantity with
a moderate expenditure of money. In this connectiun the
fact that the precipitation at high altitudes is chiefly in

the form of snow is a matter of great importance, as there-

by the supply of water is made capable of lasting through,
or nearly through, the summer, the snow melting gradu-
ally, while the precipitation in the form of rain would be
carried away much mnrc rapidly. Rain, if caught at a dis-

tance from human habitations and after it has been fall-

ing for S'^imc time, contains hardly a perceptible trace of

foreign matter. Snow falling In the polar regions Is also

very nearly chemically pure. By distillation, with suit-

able precautions, water may l>e obtained which will leave
no trace of residue when evaporated in a platinum ves-

»el, and which will also be free from gaseous contents,
""he water of springs and rivers always contains more or
«» mineral matter, which It has dissolved out from the
il and rock with which it has been in contact upon the
rface or underground. Next to rain-water, the purest
itural water is that of monntatn-lakes fed from melting

snow, and resting r)n crystalline and impermeable rocks ;

and rivers in uninliabited regions, running over similar
rocks, are also very nearly pure, sometimes leaving not
more than two or three grains of foreign matter to the

'
)n when evaporated to dryness. Kivers, on the other

mi, which run over calcareous and soft whaly and clayey
icks always contain a considerable amount of impurities

;

bm fliteen to twenty grains to the gallon is not an un-
'common amount under such conditions. Pure water, such

that of mountaiii'lakeH and rivers running over crystal-
ne rocks, is called ko/(; water containing more than eight

Or ten grains of mineral matter to the gallon is called hard.
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The foreign matter in soft water is partly organic and part-

ly mineral; in the latter a little silica Is always present,
as well as salts of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia. The
impurities of hard water are varied in character, but car-

lM>nate of lime generally predominates. The mineral im-
purities of water are not necessaiily deleterious to health,
even if present in somewhat large quantities. The contami-
nation of water by organic matter (such as sewage, and the
like) is a matter of great importance and often of great dan-
ger. Dead organic matter is rapidly oxidized by exposure
to the air in flowing water, and ceases to be dangerous to

health. The living oi-ganisms with which water is some-
times contaminated, in receiving the sewage of towns or
in other ways, are sometimes the germs of deadly disease,

and appear to possess a large amount of vitality, so that
they can be conveyed for long distances without becom-
ing disorganized, as is the case with dead organic matter.
See ivater-supply.

Yit signes moo men see
Ther water is, as the fertilitee

Of withi, reede, aller, yvy, or vyne.
That ther is water nygh is verrey signe.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S-X ?• 174.

As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a
far country. Prov. xxv. 25.

Specifically— (a) Kain.

By sudden floods and fall of waters
Buckingham's army is dispersed and scatter'd.

S'AaJt.,Rich. III., iv. 4.512.

(b) Mineral water. See mineral.

Mineral-Waters, ... as the Sulphurous Waters at the
Bath. Gideon Harvey, Vanities of Philosophy and

[Physick (ed. 1702), xvL

Then bouses drumly German water.
To mak" himsel' look fair and fatter.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

(c) pi. Waves, as of the sea ; sui'ges ; a flood.

Therefore will not we fear, . . . though the mountains
be caiTied into the midst of the sea; though the waters
thereof roar and be troubled. Ps. xlvi. 3.

Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea, . . .

And see the Children sport upon the shore.

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore,
Wordsworth, Ode, Immortality.

2. A limited body of water, as an ocean, a sea,

or a lake; often, in provincial English and
Scotch use, a river or lake : as, Derwent JVater

(lake); Gala Water (stream), in law the right or
title to a body of water is regarded as an incident to the
right to the land which it covers, and the term land in-

cludes a body of water thereon.

And many yers be for the passion of Crist, the lay over

the same tvatir a tree, ffor a foote bryge, wheroff the holy
Crosse was aftyr wardes made.

Torhingt&n, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 27.

Having travelled in this Valley near four hours, we came
to a large Water called the Lake.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 3.

The mosses, waters, slaps, and stiles

That lie between us and our hame.
Bums, Tarn 0' Shanter.

3. Any aqueous or liquid secretion, exudation,

humor, etc., of an animal body, (a) Tears.

For these things I weep; mine eye, mine eye runneth
down with K-afer, because the comforter that should relieve

my soul is far from me. Lam. i. 16.

The water stood in his eyes.
Bunyanj Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

(6) Sweat; perspiration.

The word water may stand for sudor ; a horse is all on a

water [in Palsgrave! ; ... we should say, lather.

Oliphant, New English, I. 455.

(c) Saliva; spittle.

For the thought of Peter's oysters brought the water to

his mouth, W. S. Gilbert, Etiquette.

(d) Urine,

Well, I have cast thy water, and I see

Th' art fall'n to wit's extremest poverty.

Sure in consumption of the spritely part.
Marston, Satires, iv, 125.

(e) The aqueous or vitreous humor of the eye ; eye-water.

(/) The serous etfusion of dropsy, in a blister, and the

like : as, xcater on the brain, {g) pi. In obstet., the liquor

amnii.

4. A distilled liquor, essence, extract, or the

like. See strong water, under strong^.

But this water
Hath a strange virtue in 't, beyond his art;

It is a sacred relic, part of that

Most powerful juice with which Medea made
Old JEsow young. Massinyer, Bashful Lover, v. 1.

His wife afterwards did take me into my closet, and give

me a cellar of waters of her own distilling.

Pepys, Diary, April 1, 1668,

5. In phar., a solution of a volatile oil, or of a

volatile substance like ammonia or camphor, in

water.—6. Tran8parency,asofwater; the prop-

erty of a precious stone in which it? beauty chief-

ly consists, involving also its refracting power.
In this sense the word is applied especially to diamonds,

and is used loosely to express their relative excellence : as,

a diamond of the flrst water: hence used flguratively to

note the degree of excellence or fineness of any object of

esteem : as, genius of the purest wat^r. See the phrase

first water, below.

An excellent lapidary set these stones, sure;

Do you mark their waters?
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 2.

7. The waterside ; the shore of a sea, lake,

stream, or the like, considered with or apart

water

from its inhabitants; specifically, a watering-
place; a seaside resort. [Provincial.]

Gar warn the water, braid and wide.
Jamie Telfer (Child's Ballads, VI. 110>

The water, in the mountainous districts of Scotland, is

often used to express the banks of the river, which are
the only inhabitable parts of the country. To raise the
water, therefore, was to alann those who lived along its

side. Quoted in Child's Ballads, VI. 110, note.

The phrase "going to the waters" has been familiar

to me for the last forty years as used by the peasantry in

the counties of Huntingdon, Kutland, and Lincoln. By
it is meant a seaside place, and not an inland watering-
place, such as Malvern, Bath, Leamington, or Chelten-
ham. N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 378.

8. Infiiiance, additional shares created by wa-
tering stock. See xcater, v, t., 4.

By the much-abused word "property" he refeired, of

course, to the fictitious capital, or " water," which the gas
companies had ^^dded to their real capital.

N. A. Bev.,CXUU.92.

Above water, afloat ; hence, flguratively, out of embar-
rassment or trouble.

Being ask'd by some that were not ignorant in Sea Af-

fairs how long he thought the Ship might be kept above

Water,]\G said he could promise nothing, but that it could
not be done above three Hours.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 277.

Aerated waters. See a«ra(e.—Alx-la-Chapelle wa-
ter, a mineral water obtained from various thermal
springs at Aix-la-Chapelle in Rhenish Prussia, containing
a large proportion of common salt, also other sodium
salts and sulphur.— Aix-les-Bains water, from thermal
springs of the same name in Savoy, contains chietly sul-

phates and carbonates of sodium, magnesium, and cal-

cium in small proportion, employed in the form of sys-

tematic bathing in the treatment of gout, rheumatism,
skin-diseases, etc.—Alien water. See alien.—ApoUi-
naxis water, an agreeable sparkling water from Rhenish
Prussia, containing a very minute proportion of mineral
ingredients, used as a table-water.— Bag of waters, in

obstet., the bulging fetal membranes, filled with liquor

amnii, which act as a hydraulic wedge to dilate the mouth
of the womb.— BallSton Spa waters, from Ballston,

New York, eifervescent waters, containing a large amount
of common salt with carbonates of calcium and magne-
sium. Tliey possess tonic and cathartic properties.—

Baryta-water. See baryta.— Basic water. See basic.

—Benediction of the waters, in the Gr. Ch., the solemn
public ceremony uf blessing the water in the phiale, the

running waters, and the sea, observed annually with a
procession and other rites on the feast of the Epiphany.
See holy water, below.— Bethesda water, from Wauke-
sha, Wisconsin, an eftervescent water, containing but a
small proportion of mineral ingi-edients: used chiefly in

the treatment of urinary disorders and as a talile-water.-

Between wind and water. See uind^.— Bitter water,
a purgative mineral water having a bitter taste owing to

the presence of a lai^e amount of sulphate of magnesium,
or Epsom salts. Friedrich shall water is an example of a

bitter water.—Black water. Same as pyrosis.-'BlXLe

Lick water,astroiig sulphur water, containing alsoalarge

amount of salt, obtained from the Blue Lick Springs, Ken-
tucky. It possesses cathartic properties, and is used large-

ly in the treatment of catarrhal troubles of the respira-

tory, digestive, and urinary tracts.—Broken water. See
broken.— BmSbIo llthla water, an alkaline sulphur wa-
ter, containing some lithia, from ilecklenburg county,

Virginia. It is diuretic ami slightly laxative, and is em-
ployed in the treatment of lithemia, Bright's disease, and
certain forms of dyspepsia,— Burning watert, alcohol.

Compare Jire-water.

Take the beste wiyn that ge may fynde. . . . But flrste

3e muste distille this wiyn .7. tymes, and thanne haue ge

good brennynge watir.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 4.

Canterbury water, water tinctured with the blood of

Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, who was mur-
dered in 1170, and afterward canonized as a saint and mar-

tyi*. See the quotation.

To satisfy these cravings, so as to hinder an uneasy feel-

ing at the thought of tasting human blood, a tiny drop

was mingled with a chalice-full of water, and in this man-
ner given to those who begged a sip. This was the far-

famed "Canterbury-water." Never had such a thing as

drinking a martyr's blood been done before ; never has it

been done since. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 424.

Carbonated water, water charged with carbonic-acid

gas : either natural spring-water like seltzer and apollina-

ris, or distilled water artificially charged with the gas.—

Carlsbad water, an alkaline sulphattd water, heavily

charged with carbonic acid, from various thermal spnngs

in Carlsbad, Bohemia : employed extensively in the treat-

ment of gout, rheumatism, urinary disorders, chronic dis-

eases of the eye and ear, intestinal catarrh, and chronic

constipation.—Chow-chow water. See chow-chow.-

ClysmiC water, an agreeable sparkling table-water, con-

taining chiefly calcium bicarbonate, from Waukesha, Wis-

consin. It is used also as a diuretic in bladder trouble^

— Cologne water. Same as cologne.— Crsib Orchard
water a cathartic water, containing a rather large propor-

tion of magnesium sulphate and a smaller amount of some

other sulphates and carbonates, obtained from sprmgs of

the same name in Kentucky.—Deep water or waters,
water too deep for comfort or safety ; hence, figuratively,

embarrassment, trial, or distress.

Let me be delivered from them that hate me, and out of

the deep waters. ^s. Ixix. 14.

Once he had been very nearly in deep water because

Mrs. Proudie had taken it in dudgeon that a certain young

rector, who had been left a widower, had a very pretty

governess for his children. TroUope,

False waters, in obstet., a fluid which occasionally col-

lects between the amnion and the chorion.— First water,

the highest degree of fineness in a diamond or other pre-

cious stone ; hence, flguratively, the highest rank morally.



water
socially, or otherwise. The expression first water^ when
applied to a diamond, denotes that it is free from all

traces of color, blemish, flaw, or other imperfection, and
that ita brilliancy is perfect Often used attributively.

One comfort, folk are beginning to take an interest in
us. I see nobs of i)\fi first water looking with a fatlierly

eye Into our atfau^. C. iteade. {Dixon.)

Fl^ULZ-Josef water, a bitter water, containing a small
proportion of iron, obtained at Fiired, Hungary. It is

used as a cathartic, and also in the treatment of chronic
rheumatism and catarrlial conditions of the respiratory
and alimentary tracts.—Friedrichsliall water, a "bitter
water" from the village of this name in (Jerniany. It is

strongly aperient, containing a large proportion of sul-
phate and chloridsof magnesium and sodium. It is used
as a cathartic and also in diseases of the lieart and kidneys
and in chronic bronchitis.— Frightened water. See
/rtj/A*^?*.— Giesshilbler water, an agreeable sparkling
alkaline water from Giesshiibl-Puulistein, near Carlsbad in
Bohemia : used as a table-water, and also in cases of uric-
acid diathesis and of djspeptic and other troubles referred
thereto.— Goulard water, an aqueous solution contain-
ing about 2."> per cent, of lead sultacetate ; tlie liquorplumbi
subacetatis of the United States Pharmacopoeia, used as a
lotion in inflammation.—Ground water, surface moist-
ure, or the water retained by the porous surface-soil.
Ground water flows in accordance with the common law of
hydrostatics, but its motion is impeded by friction. Com-
pare 'jroiind air, under «trl.—Hard Water. See def. 1.—
Harrogate waters, chalybeate and suli>hur waters from
the watering-place of this name in Yorkshire, England.
Xhey are aperient, and are used chiefly in the treatment
of skin-diseases and of morbid conditions of the intestinal
canal.—High water, the greatest elevation of the water
at flood-tide ; also, the time when such highest point in
the flow is reached.

Gaffer was away In his boat ; ... he was not, according
to his usual habits at night, to be counted on before next
high water. DickenSy Our Mutual Friend, L 13.

High-water mark, the mark or limit of water at high
tide; hence, figuratively, the higliest limit attained or at-

tainable : as, thQ high-water viark of prosperity. Some-
times erroneously written high water-mark.

His [Wordsworth's] "Ode on Immortality" is the high-
water tnark which the intellect has reached in this age.

Emerson, English Traits.

High-water Shrul), a shrubby composite plant, Iva/ru-
tesceng, a native of the United States along the sea-coast
from Massachusetts to Texas. Also called marsh-elder.
—Holy water, water used for ritual purification of per-
sons and things; especially, water blessed by a Christian
ptiest, and used to sprinkle upon persons or things, or to
sign one's self with at entering church. Holy or lustral
water has been used in almost all religions in purification
of persons and things, especially in preparation for wor-
ship, and also to drive away the powers of evil. Under
the ancient Jewish law, the priests bathed their hands and
feet in a laver before entering the tabernacle or approach-
ing the altar (Ex. xxx. 17-21, xl. 30-32), and the "waterof
purification" (Num. viii. 7, xix. 9, etc.) presents another
analogy to Christian usage. The use of holy water in the
Christian church is very ancient. In the Roman Catholic
Church holy water is prepared every Sunday by exorcism
and benediction of salt, and exorcism and benediction of
the water, after which the salt is cast in the water, and
both again blessed together. In the Greek Church the
use of a holy-water stoup (colymbion) at the entrance of
a church is almost obsolete. Holy water is used in the
houses, and is blessed on the first of the month in the
phiale, and at the Epiphany there is a general blessing of
water. See cut under stoop'^, 3.— Holy-water clerk,
sprinkler, stick. See Ao^?/.—Homburg water, a clia-

lytwate saline water from springs in Hombui^ near the
Rhine: used in the treatment of dysi>epsia and disor-
ders of the liver, especially those that have been brought
on by high living.—Hot Springs waters, calcic sulphur
waters from a number of thermal springs in Hot Springs,
Arkansas. They are largely employed in the treatment of
syphilis, rheumatism, and chronic diseases of the skin and
mucous membranes.— House of Water. See housed.—
Hungary water, a preparation of spirits of rosemary,
used, especially during the eighteenth century, as a lotion,
a perfume, or an internal remedy. The name is said to
have been given to it in allusion to a queen of Hungary
who tested the efficacy of the water in bathing.

All these Ingredients mention'd are to be had at the
Apothecaries, except the Qtteen of Hungaries Water, which
is sold by Mich. Johnson, Bookseller in Leichfleld.
The Happy Sinner (1691), quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,

tX.115.

Hunyadl Jdnos water, a cathartic water, containing a
large percentage of sodium and magnesium sulphates, ob-
tained from Budapest in Hungary.— Interdiction of flre
and water. See inteniiction.—Jack in the water. See
jo^frl.—Javelle'S water. See eau de Javelle, under eau.
—Kissingen water, a mildly laxative water obtained
from several springs in the town of this name in Bavaria.
It is used in affections of the liver and alimentary canal,
chronic bronchitis, and other catarrhal conditions.—La
BourbOUle water, an arsenical water from LaBourboule,
in Puy-<ie-D6me, France. It is used in the treatment of
various skin-diseases and in chronic malarial troubles.

—

Lebanon Springs water, a mineral water, containing
chiefly carbonates and sidphates, obtained from Lebanon
Springs, New York. It is used principally in the treat-
ment of diseases of the digestive and urinary tracts.

—

Like water, with the ready or abundant flow of water

;

hence, overflowingly ; abundantly ; freely : as, to spend
money like toater.

They came round about me daily ZiAre water; they com-
passed me alx)ut together. Ps. Ixxxviii. 17.

Lock of water. See lock^

.

— Low water, low tide.

Set not her Tongue
A Kolng agen

;

8h as made more Noise than half a dozen Paper-mills

;

London-Bridge at a low Water is Silence to her.
Mfierege, Love in a Tub, i. 2.
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Low-water alarm. See «iar»i.—Low-water indica-
tor. See indicator.— hOW-W&teT mark, the mark or
limit of water at low tide ; in a figurative sense, the low-
est or a very low point or degree. Sometimes erroneously
written low water-mark.

I'mat ioiw Mwfcr-marJt myself— only one bob and a mag-
pie ; but, as fai- as it goes, I'll fork out and stump.

Dickens, Oliver Twist,

Low-water slack, the time of slack water at the lowest
stage of the tide, when the ebb has done and the flood has
not yet made.— Marienbad water, a mineral water from
the spa of this name in Bohemia, not far from Carlsbad.
The water is used lai-gely in gout, hemorrhoids, obesity,
and liver troubles occurring as a result of high living, and
also for chronic bronchitis, neuralgia, and cystitis.—Me-
teoric waters, mineral waters, north water. See the
adjectives.— Oil on troubled waters, figuratively, any-
thing done or used to mollify, ussua';e, or allay: from the
smoothing effect of the pouring of oil upon breaking waves,
a common resource of modern seamen. The efficacy of
oil for such use was known to the ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans (see "Notes and Queries," 6th ser., III. 252X and the
literal i»ractice no doubt preceded the figurative saying.

—

Orange-flower watert. Same as orange-water.— Oxy-
genated water. See oa;i/i7enrt(e.— PersicOt-water. See
perfiicot.—VMoV^ Water. See ?^i/o(.— Poland Spring
water, a water, very weak in mineral constituents, ol)-

tained from South Poland, Maine. It is employed chiefly
as a table-water and as a diuretic in the treatment of
chronic disorders of the urinary tract.—Potash-water.
See po/axA.— Public, quick, quicksilver water, see
the qualifying words.— Red water, bloody urine ; hema-
turia.— Richfield Springs water, a sulphur water from
the village of the same name in New York State, used
largely in the treatment of rheumatism, skin-diseases, and
chronic catarrhal affections of the respiratory tract.—
Rockbridge Alum Springs water, a tonic water, with
astringent taste, obtained in the place of the same name
in Virginia. It is employed in the treatment of skin-dis-
eases and catarrhal disorders of the digestive and urinary
tracts.—Rosemary water. Same as Hungary water.—
Bubinat-Gondal water, an aperient water, contain-
ing chiefly sodium sulphate, obtained from a spring in the
Spanish Pyrenees.—Saratoga waters, various mineral
waters, some possessing tonic and others cathartic prop-
erties, obtained from Saratoga Springs, New York. They
are used in the treatment of certain chronic skin-diseases,
constipation, indigestion, and liver disorders, and in ca-
tarrhal conditions of the urinary and digestive tracts.
Among the best-known of the springs are the Congress,
Hathorn, High Rock, Geyser, Pavilion, Seltzer, and Vichy.
— Sedative water. See sedative.— Belters water, a
highly prized medicinal mineral waterfound at Nieder-Sel-
ters, a village in the province of Hesse-Nassau in Prussia.
It con tains a considerable quantity of sodium chlorid (com-
mon salt), and much smaller quantities of sodium, cal-
cium, and magnesium carbonates. Also called Seltzer
wafer.- Sharon Springs water, a sulphur water from
Sharon Springs, New York. It is largely used in the
treatment of diseases of the skin, chronic catarrhal con-
ditions of the respiratory and digestive tract, gout, and
rheumatism.— Silicious, slack, strong water. See the
adjectives.— Soden Water, saline chalybeate water from
Soden in Hesse- Nassau, Prussia. It is used chiefly in the
treatment of chronic catarrhal affections of the respiratory
tract and in the early stages of pulmonary consumption.
—Soft water. See def. 1.—Sweet water, (a) Fresh
as opposed to salt water. See sivee-t,a.,S. (b) Glycerin.
Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 310.— Thermal waters,
hot springs.- To be in hot water. See A«^i.—To break
water, (a) To appear upon the surface of the Wiiter to
blow, as a whale making its rising, ib) To float to the sur-
face, as any sunken object.—To cast oil on troubled
waters. See oil on troubled waters, above.—To cast (a

person's) water. See cast^.—'So cast Water into the
Thames, to perform unnecessary or useless labor (possi-
bly involving a play on the word Thames, suggesting temse,
a sieve).

It is to give him (quoth I) as much almes or neede
As cast water in Tejns, or as good a deede
As it is to helpe a dogge over a stile.

J. Heywood, Proverbs (ed. Sharman), p. 69.

To hold water. See holdi.—To make foul water. See
find I .— To make water. See 7n ake i .— To pour water
on the hands. See hand.—To take water, (o) To al-

low one's boat to fall into the wake of another boat, as in
a race. Hence— (6) To weaken in a contest; back out or
back down. [Slang.]—To throw cold water on. See
cold.—To tread water. See (read.—Troubled waters,
a commotion ; trouble ; discord. See oil on troubled wa-
ters, above.—Under water, below the surface of the wa-
ter.— Vals water, sparkling alkaline water from Vals
in southern France. It is used in dyspepsia, urinary dis-
orders, affections of the liver, obesity, pout, and diseases
of the skin.—Vichy water, (a) An alkaline water, con-
taining minute quantities of iron and arsenic, obtained
from numerous thermal springs in Vichy, France, and also
artificially prepared. It is used in the treatment of chronic
catarrhal affections of the intestinal and urinary tracts,
gall-stones, lithemia, gout, and rheumatism, (b) A water
of somewhat similar composition from the Vichy Spring
in Saratoga. See Saratoga waters.—Water bewitched,
water sliglitly flavored, as with liquor ; any weak or greatly
diluted decoction ; figuratively, an insipid, tasteless com-
pound.

Indeed, madam, your ladyship la very sparing of your
tea ; I protest, the last I took was no more than water be-

witch'd. Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

Water-check valve, in a steam-engine, an automatic
valve which regulates the water-supply delivered by the
feed-water pipe to the lioiler. See check-valve.-'WdiXeT
cider. See ctrfcr.—water damaged. Same as icater
bewitched. Halliwell.~Wa.teT in one's shoest, a source
of discomfort or irritation to one.

They caressed his lordship very much as a new comer,
whom they were glad of the honour to meet, and talked
about a time to dine with him ; all which (as they say) was
imter in his shoes.

Roger North, Loi-d Guilford, i. 295, {Davies.)

water
Water-of-Ayr stone. See Ayr stone, under *(ojw.—Wa-
ter of Cotunnius, a fluid lilling the space between the
osseous and the membranous labyrinth of the ear; the
perilymph, technically called liquor Cotunnii.—Water Of
crystallization. See crystallization.~WdA>eT of Jeal-
ousy (literally, 'waterof bitterness'), in the ancient Jew-
ish law, water to be drunk as directed in Num. v. 11-31 by
a woman susi)eeted by her husband of unfaithfulness, the
act of drinking it serving as a test of innocence or guilt.
—Water of life, (a) A li(iuid giving life or inmiortality
to the drinker ; specifically, in Biblical use, spiritual re-
freshment, strength, or salvation.

I will give unto him that is fithirst of the fountain of
the water of life freely. Rev. xxi. 6.

(6) Whisky, brandy, or other alcoholic liquor: a trans-
lation of the Irish and Gaelic name of whisky, and of
the French name of brandy (eau-de-vie). Compai'e aqua
vital.

The shepherds . . . were collected together (not with-
out a quench of the mountain-dew, or water of life) in a
large shed.

J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 305.

Water of purification. See holy water.—WaXei .of
separation (literally, 'water of uncleanness"), in the
:incient Jewish law, water nnxed with the ashes of a red
heifer burned with cedar-wood, hyssop, and scarlet, used
to sprinkle upon unclean persons (Num. xix.).— Water on
the brain. See /^mm.—Water-steam thermometer.
See thermmneter.—'WSiter venom-globuUn, a poisonous
principle extracted from serjjent-venum.— White Sul-
phur Springs water, a strong sulphur water from the
springs of the sfime name in Greenbrier county, Wt-st Vir-
ginia. It is used in the treatment of chronic catarrhal
disorders of the digestive and urinary systems, constipa-
tion, and various skin-diseases.—Whitewater. (ff)Shoal
water near the shore ; breakers, (b) The foaming water
in rajjids or swiftly flowing shallows.

The continuous white water of the upper rapids raging
round the curve of a steep led bank.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 631.

(c) Foam churned up by a whale.—Wiesbaden water, a
saline water obtained from nimierous thermal siJiings in
Wiesbaden, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia, It is use! in the treat-
ment of skin-diseases, gout, rheumatism, and neuralgia.-
Wildungen water, a mineral water, containing carbon-
ates of calcium and magnesium and a small percentage of
sulphates, fiom Nieder-Wildungen in Waldeck. It is em-
ployed chiefly in the treatment of diseases of the urinary
tract.—Yellow Sulphur Springs water, a mineral water
from springs of the same name in Virginia. It contains a
large proportion of lime salts and sulphates, and is cathar-
tic. (See also barley-water, fire-water, lead-water, rice-wa-
ter.)

water (wa't6r), v. [< ME, wateren^ weteren,
watren^ waUroiy wattrenriy wetfrien, < AS, wse-
irian, water, = D. watereUj water, make water.
= MHG. U'€;:z€r»y G. wassern, irrigate, water
(ef. leel. vatna = Sw. vatina = Dau, vande,
water); from the noun.] I, trans. 1. To put
water into or upon ; moisten, dilute, sprinkle,
or soak with water ; specifically, to irrigate.

All the grounde throughout the Innde of Egipt is con-
tinually watred l>y the water which vppon ye 25 day of
August is turned into the cuntries ronnci about.

E. Webbe, Travels fed. Arber), p, 22.

Set fntit-trees round, nor e'er indulge thy sloth.
But water them, and urge their shady growth.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

2. To supply with water for drinking; feed
with water: said of animals.

Aft times hae I water'd my steed
Wi' the water o' Wearie's well.

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 199).

If the inhabitants of a parish have a customary right of
watering their cattle at a certain pool, the custom is not
destroyed though they do not use it for ten years.

lilackstone, Com., I., Int., iii.

3. To produce by moistening and pressure upon
(silk, or other fabric) a sort of pattern on which
there is a changeable play of light. See watered
silk, under watered.

These things [silk and cotton goods] are watered, which
very much adds to their beauty ; they are made also at
Aleppo, but not in so gi-eat perfection.

Pococke, Description of the East. II. i, 12.'>.

4. To increase (the nominal capital of a cor-

poration) by the issue of new shares without
a coiTesponding increase of actual capital. .Tns-

tification for such a transaction is usually sought by claim-
ing that the property and franchises have increased in

value, so that an increase of stock is necessary in or-

der fairly to represent existing capitaL [Commercial
slang.]

The stock of some of the railways has been watered to

an alamiing extent by the issue of fictitious capital, exist-

ing only on paper, though ranking e(iually for dividend—
when money for this is forthcoming. Usually, the paper
stock has been sold to unwary purchasers.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIIL 857.

To water one's plantst, to shed tears. [Old slang,]

Neither water thou thy plants, in that thou departest
from thy pigges nie, neither stand in a mammering whe-
ther it bee beat to depart or not.

Euphues to Philatttus, M. 4. (A'ares.)

II. iiitrans. 1. To give out, emit, discharge,

or secrete water.

If they suffer the dusts of bribes to be thrown into their

sight, their eyes will water Am\ twinkle, and fall at last to

blind connivance. ' Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 147.



water
His eyes would have watered with a true feeling over

the sale of a widow's furniture.
Oeorge Eliot, Slill on the Floss, i. 12.

2. To gather saliva as a symptom of appetite

:

said of the mouth or teeth, and in figurative

use noting vehement desire or craving.

In theyr niindes they conceaued a hope of a daintie ban-
quet. And, espyinj? their enemies a farre of, beganne to

swalowe theyr spettle as their mouthes watered for greed-
ines of theyr pray.
Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 181).

Oh, my little green gooseberry, my teeth waterg at ye !

Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, v. 1.

The dog's mouth waters only at the sight of food, but
the gourmand's mouth will also water at the thought of

it. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 67.

3. To get or take in water: as, the ship put
into port to water; specifically, to drink vpater.

We watered at the Canaries, we traded with the Salvages
at Dominica. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 150.

Were I a poet, by Hippocrene I swear (which was a cer-

taiD well where all the Muses watered), etc.

Dekker and Webster^ Westward Ho, ii. 1.

A ilischance befel the Horse, which lamed him as he
went a ^catering to the Seine. Howell, Letters, I. i. 17.

water-adder (wa'ter-ad"er), n. An aquatic
serpent like, or mistaken for, an adder, (a) The
water-moccasin, a venomous snake. See moccasin^ (with
cut). [U. .S.] {b) The commonest water-snake of the
United States, Tropidoiwtus (oftener Serodia) sipedon.
This is a large, stout serpent, roughened with keeled
scales, and somewhat spotted or blotched, like an adder,
especially when young. It bites quite hard in self-de-

fense when attacked, but is not poisonous. [U. 3.]

waterage (wa'ter-aj), n. [< water + -age.}
Muin^y paid for transportation by water.
water-agrimony (wa'ter-ag'ri-mo-ni), n. An
old name of the bur-marigold, Bidens tripartita

or B. cirnua.

water-aloe (w4't6r-al'6), n. Same as water-sol-
dier.

water-analysis (wa'tfer-a-nal'i-sis), «. In
clieiii., the analysis of waters, either to deter-
mine their potable quality, or fitness for use in
boilers or otherwise in the arts.

water-anchor (wa'ter-ang''kgr), n. A sail dis-

tended by spars and thrown overboard to hold
a vessel's head to the wind and retard her
drifting; a drag-anchor. Also called sea-an-
chor.

water-antelope (wa'ter-an'te-lop), n. One of
numerous different African ' antelopes, as of
the genera Eleotragus, Kobus, and some others,
which frequent marshy or reedy places ; a reed-
buck ; a water-buck. See cuts under nagur and
i^intj-ifiiui.

wa'ter-apple (wa'tfer-ap'l), ?». The custard-
aiipl"'. Atiiina reticulata.

water-arum (wa't^'r-a'rum), n. See Calla, 1.

water-ash (wa't6r-ash), «. 1. A small tree,

Fraxinun platycarpa, without special value,
found in deep river-swamps from Virginia to

Te.xas and in the West Indies.— 2. The black
hoop- or ground-ash, Fraxinun sumhucifoUa, of

wet grounds in the eastern half of North Amer-
ica. Its tough pliable dark-brown wood is largely used
for interior finish and cabinet-work, for making hoops and
baskets, etc.

water-avens (wa'ter-av'enz), n. A plant,
Gcuni rirale, found in wet meadows northward
in both hemispheres. It grows some 2 feet high, and
Is noticeable for its nodding flowers (large for the genus),
with purplish-orange petals, and, in fruit, for its feathery
'"tyU-3 ami persistent purple calyx. Also purple aveng.

lter-back(wa'ter-bak),«. 1. An iron cham-
ir or reservoir or a combination of pipes, at
le back of a cooking-range or other fireplace,

utilize the heat of the fire in providing a
ipply of hot water.— 2. In brewing, a cistern
rhich holds the water used for mashing.
Lter-bag (wa'ter-bag), n. \. The reticulum

>f the stomach of the camel and other Cameli-

?, corresponding to the honeycomb tripe of
rdinary ruminants.— 2. In her., a bearing
spresenting a vessel for holding water, usu-
lly drawn as if a leather bucket. It differs

rom icater-bouget, or bouget, in retaining the
term of the actual vessel.

tter-bailaget (wa'tfer-ba'laj), n. Bailage
ipon goods transported by water. See bailage.

Water-tHiylage, a tax demanded upon all goods by the
Ity, imported and exported.

J'einjt, Diary, Jan. 20, 1688-9. (Danes.)

iter-bailiff (wa'ter-ba'lif), ». 1. A custom-
house officer in a port town whose duty is to
search ships.

I

Out of patience with the whole tribe of custom-house
itortioners, lioatnicn, tide-waiters, and water-baili/s, that
eset me on all sides, worse than a swarm of musquetoes,
proceeilcd a llttl« too roughly to brush them away with
>y rattan. Curtilterland, West Indian, L 5.

6839

2. A former officer of the London corporation
who saw to the observance of the statutes and
by-laws applicable to the river Thames.— 3.
See water-bailiff, under bailiff.

water-balance (wa't6r-bal"ans), «. An old
form of water-raising apparatus, consisting of
a series of troughs one above another, sup-
ported in a hanging frame, and oscillating like
a pendulum. As the frame swings, the water dipped
by the lowest trougli runs into that next above, and in the
return motion It is emptied in turn from that into the
next above again, and so on. E. H. Knight.

water-bar (wa'ter-bar), n. A ridge crossing a
hill or mountain road, and leading aside water
fllowing down the road.

They . . . were descending, with careful reining in and
bearing back, the steep, long plunges— for these moun-
tain roads are like cataract beds, and travellers are like
the falling water— where the only break and safety were
the ivater-bars, humping up across the way at frequent
intervals. Mrs. Whitney, Odd or Even? xiii.

water-barometer (wa'ter-ba-rom^e-ter), n. A
barometer in which water is substituted for
mercury. See barometer.

If a long pipe, closed at one end only, were emptied of
air, tilled witli water, the open end kept in water, and
the pipe held upright, the water would rise in it nearly
twenty-eight feet. In this way water barometers have
been made. Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 12.

water-barrel (wa'ter-bar'el), ». 1. A water-
cask.— 2. In mining, a large wrought-iron bar-
rel with a self-acting valve in the bottom, used
in drawing water where there are no pumps.
[South Staffordshire, Eng.]
water-barrow (wa'ter-bar '6), n. A two-
wheeled barrow carrying a tank, often swung
on trunnions, used by gardeners and others ; a
water-barrel. E. U. Knight.

water-basil (wa'tfer-baz'il), n. In gem-cutting,
a uniform bevel cut around the top of a stone,
after the grinding of the upper flat table.

water-baUl (wa'ter-bath), n. 1. A bath com-
posed of water, in contradistinction to a vapor-
bath.— 2. In chem., a vessel containing water
which is heated to a certain temperature, over

water-boatman

•^ ^
Water-baths of various forms (A. B, C), with adjustable rings (<t,

*, f ). to receive vessels of different sizes. B and C are arranged to

have a constant water-supply.

which chemical preparations or solutions are

placed in suitable vessels to be digested, evapo-
rated, or dried at the given temperature.— 3.

Same as bain-marie.

water-battery (wa't^r-bat'^r-i), n. 1. In elect.

See battery.— 2. In fort., a battery nearly on
a level with the water.

water-beadlet (w&'t6r-be'dl), n. A water-
bailiff (?).

Ill the year 1700 one S. Smith, who is described as

water-beadle, of St. Mary Magdalen, Bermondsey, left a
legacy to his nephew, Matthew Smith, of this parisli.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VIIL 487.

water-bean (wa'tfer-ben), n. A plant of the

genus Xeliimbo.

water-bear (wa't^r-bar), n. A bear-animalcule.

See Maerobiotidse, Arctisca, and Tardigrada.

water-bearer (wa'tfer-bar'er), ». [< ME. watyr
berare = Sw. vattenbdrara = Dan. vandbarer; <

water + bearer.'] 1. One who carries water;
specifically, one whose business is the convey-
ing of water from a spring, well, river, etc., to

purchasers or consimiers.

Yf there be neuer a wyse man, make a water-bearer, a

tinker, a cobler, . . . comptroller of the mynte.
Latimer, Sermon on the Plough.

2. [cap.] In astron., a sign of the zodiac. See
Agitarius.

water-bearing (wa'ter-bar'-'ing), n. A journal-

box having in the lower part a groove com-
municating with a pijie through which water
under heavy pressure is admitted beneath the

journal, which it raises slightly from its bear-

ings. As the journal revolves, the water flows in an ex-

ceedingly thin fllni or sheet between it and the bearings,

forming a very efficient lubricant. See cut in next column.

Also called palier-i/lissant and hydraulic pivot.

water-bed (wa'ter-bed), H. A large india-rub-

ber mattress filled with water, on which a very

sick person, or one who is bedridden, is some-
times placed, to avoid the production of bed-

sores. Also called hydrostatic bed.

water-beech (wa'tfer-bech), n. 1. A small tree,

the American hornbeam, Curpinus Caroliniana:

so named from its growing in wet ground, and

Water-bearing.

a. wheel ; d, i', bearings for the shaft : c, c, hollow supports for
bearings ; ct, tf.ti", pipe and branches through which water is forced
into the hollow supports ^,'X, slot through which the water passes
into the bearings with sufficient force to support completely the
weight of a and the shaft-

from its resemblance, especially in its bark,
to the beech. Also called blue-beech.— 2. Im-
properly, the sycamore, orAmerican plane-tree,

riatanus occidentalis, growing on low grounds,
and having reddish wood like that of the beech.

water-beetle (wa'tiSr-be 'tl), n. A beetle which
lives in the water. Such beetles belong mainly to the
families Ainphizoid«, Haliplidse, Dytiseidse, ami Gyrini-
dse of the adephagous series, and the Ilydrophilidse of

the clavicorn series. The first four are sometimes grouped
under the name Hydradephaga, as distingnislied from the
Geadephaga, or ground-beetles and tiger-beetles. A few
other beetles are to some extent aquatic ; but the term is

restricted to the species of the five families named. See
these family names, and cuts under Dyiiscus, Gyrinidae,
Ilydrobius, Hydrophilidse, and Ilyhius. Compare water-
bug.

water-bellows (wa'ter-beF'oz), n. A form of

blower used in gas-machines, and formerly to

supply a blast for furnaces, it consists essentially
of an inverted vessel .suspended in water, on raising which
in tlie water air is drawn in through an inlet valve, while
on lowering the vessel the air is forced out again through
another valve. Such vessels are usually placed in pairs,

and are lowered and raised alternately. The device is

also used for supplying air to the pipes of a pneumatic
clock-system. Tlie central clock lifts the inverted tank,
and, letting it fall once a minute, sends a puff of air

throujrh the pipes, and thus moves ail the hands of the
clocks connected with the system.

water-bells (wa'ter-belz), H. The European
white water-lily, Castalia speciosa {Nympheea
alba). Britten and Holland. [North. Eng.]
water-betony (wa'ter-bet"o-ni), n. See Scro-
phularia.

water-bird (wa'ter-b^rd), n. In ornith., an
aquatic as distinguished from a teiTestrial or
aerial bird ; in the plural, the grallatorial and
natatorial or wading and swimming birds, col-

lectively distinguished from land-birds. The
term reflects an obsolete classification in which birds
were divided into three main groups, called Aves aerea,
Aves terrestres, aud Ares aquaticee. 'I'hese divisions are
abolished, but the English names of two of them, land-bird
and water-bird, continue in current use because of their
convenience. Compare water-fotvl, 2.

water-biscuit (wa't6r-bis"kit), «. A biscuit
or cracker made of flour and water.
water-blackbird (wa'ter-blak"berd), n. The
water-ouzel, Cincliis aquaticns. See Cinclus
and dipper, 5. [Ireland and Scotland.]
water-blast (wa'ter-blast), «. In mining, a
method of ventilation, in which an apparatus
is employed which is the same in principle as
the trompe of the Catalan forge. See trompe^.

It (the water-blasfi is not much employed nowadays,
and gives only a low useful effect.

Gallon, Lectures on Mining (trans.), II. 441.

water-blebs (wa't^r-blebz), n. Pemphigus,
water-blink (wa'ter-blingk), n. A spot of cloud
hanging in arctic regions over open water, the
presence of which it serves to indicate.

The water-blink consists of dark clouds or spots on the
horizon, and is formed by the ascending mists which
gather in clouds and hang over pools of water. It is

always the herald of advance, and is eagerly looked for.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 160.

water-blinks (wii'ter-blingks), n. Same as
blinking-chicl'iceed.

water-blob (wa'ter-blob), «. A local name of

the marsh-marigold, Caltha palustris, of the

white water-lily, Castalia speciosa {Kymphsea
alba), and of the yellow water-lily, Nymphsea
{Nuphar) lutea, Britten and Holland. [Prov.

Eng.]
water-blue (w4'tfer-bl6), n. A coal-tar color

used in dyeing, and similar to soluble blue. It

is principally used for dyeing cotton.

water-board (wa'tfer-bord), «. A board set up
on the edge of a boat to keep off spray, etc.

water-boat (wa'tcr-bot), «. A boat carrying

water in bulk for the supply of ships.

water-boatman (wa'ter-bot'mau), n. 1. The
boat-fly or boat-insect, an aquatic bug of the
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family Notonectklie: so called because these
insects move iu the water like a boat propelled
by oars. They are more
fuUy called back-swim-
ming ipater-boatinent
aud also backstcimmerg,
because they row them-
selves about on their
backs with their long
feathered oar-lilce legs.

Some species are very
common in ponds and
broolu in the United
States, and are often put
in aquariums to exhibit
their silvery colors and
curious actions. A*. un~
dulata is a characteris-
tic example.

2. An aquatic bug
of the family Cori-
sidm. All the North
American species
belong to the genus
Corisa, as C, undu-
tOKl. Back-swiraming Water-boatman

Waitfir-homft Twa'- {^'otoneda undulata), dorsal view,naiw^uvt.u.v \ three times natural size.

ter-boru), a. Borne
or conveyed by water ; carried iii a boat or ves-
sel; floated.

Thus merchandise might be waterbome from the chan-
nel to the Mediterranean.

Motley, Hist Netherlands, IV. 147.

The stone of which it [bridge from the Strand to the
opposite shore of the Tliames] was constructed, being
vxiter-home, had to pay this tax.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 394.

Water-borne goods, goods carried on shipboard.

water-bottle (wa ter-bot"l), ». A bottle made
of glass, skin, rubber, or other material, and
designed for holding water.

water-bouget (wa't6r-bo"jet), ». In her., same
as bouqet, 2.

water-bound (wa'tfer-boiind), a. Impeded,
hindered, or hemmed in by water, as in ease of

a flood, heavy rains, etc.

While water-bound, it [a foraging party] was attaclted

by guerrillas. New York Tribune, April ao, 1862.

water-box (wa'tfer-boks), n. A bottom or side

of a furnace consisting of a compartment of

iron kept filled with water. It serves to pre-

vent the burning out of the iron.

water-brain (wa'ter-bran), n. Gid or staggers
of sheep, caused by the brain-worm.
water-brain fever. Meningitis ; acute hydro-
cephalus.

water-brash (wa'ter-brash), n. Same as py-
rosis.

water-braxy (wa'tfer-brak^'si), «. A disease of

sheep in which there is hemorrhage into the
peritoneal cavity. See braxy.

water-break (w4't6r-brak), «. A wavelet or
ripple. [Bare.]

Many a silvery water-break
Above the golden gravel.

Tennyson, The Brook.

water-breather (wa'ter-bre"THer), n. Any
branchiate which breathes water by means of

gills.

water-bridge (wa't6r-brij), n. A fire-bridge

which also forms part of the water-space of a
boiler, if dependent from the boiler, it is called a hang-
ing bridge ; if it has flue-space above and below, it is a
n]idfeather. Also called water-table.

water-brose (wa't6r-br6z), n. Brose made of

meal and water only. [Scotch.]

I'll sit down o'er my scanty meal.
Be 't water-brose or muslin-kail,

Wi' cheerfu' face. Bums, To James Smith.

water-buck (w&'t6r-buk), n. A water-ante-
lope, especially a kob, as Kobus ellipsiprymnus,

which abounds in some African lowlands, as
in Nyassa-land. Another water-buck is Ceroi-

capr'a redunca. See Icoh, and cuts under sing-

sing and nagor.

Among the ruminants is the dangerous buffalo (Hubalus
caffer), the never-to-be-suificiently-admired giraife, . . .

the gnu, the pallah, the water-buck (Cobus).
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 472.

water-buckler (wa't6r-buk'"16r), n. Same as
water-sliiild.

water-budget (wa'ter-buj''''et), n. In her., same
as bougt't, 2. Also called dosser.

water-buffalo (wa't6r-buf'"a-16), n. See water-

cow.

water-bug (wa'tfer-bug), n. 1 . Any true bug of

the heteropterous section Hydrocorisse or Cryp-
tocerata, including those which live beneath
the surface of the water, and belong to the
families Corisidse, Notonectidx, Nepidse, Belusto-

midte, and Naucoridsi. See these words, and
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cuts under Belostoma and Eanatra.— 2. Any
one of certain true bugs of the heteropterous
section Aurocorisa,
including those
which live mainly
on the surface of

the water, and
which belong to

the families Hy-
drobatidee, Veliidse,

Limnobatidee, Sal-

didse, and Hydro-
vietridee. See these
words. — 3. The
croton-bug or Ger-
man cockroach,
Blatta {Phyllodro-
mia) germanica : so
called from its

preference for wa-
ter-pipes and moist
places in houses.
See cuts under cro-

ton-bug and Blattidie.
ber of the Belostomidie.

water-butt (wa'ter-hut)

Water-bug {Lt'mtjoia/es lineata), about
three times natural size.

Giant water-bug, any mem-

1 . A large open-
headed cask, usually set up on end in an out-
house or close to a dwelling, serving as a reser-

voir for rain- or pipe-water.— 2. A water-bee-
tle, as Dytisctis marginatns and related species.

water-cabbage (wa'ter-kab'aj), ?;. The Ameri-
can white water-lily, Castalia (Nymphsea) odo-
rata.

water-calamint (wfi,'t6r-kaFa-mint), m. The
corn-mint, Mentha arvensis.

water-caltrojp (wa'tSr-kaFtrop), n. 1. The
water-nut, Trapa.— 2. A book-name of the
pondweeds Potamogeton densus and P. crispus,

water-can (wa'ter-kan), n. The yellow water-
lily, Nymphsea (Nuphar) lutea, or the European
white water-lily, Castalia speciosa (Nymphsea al-

ba) : so named from the shape of the seed-ves-
sel. [Prov. Eng.]

water-cancer, water-canker (wa'ter-kan'ser,
-kang^kfer), n. Gangrenous stomatitis, or noma.
See noma.
water-cap (wa'tfer-kap), ?j. 1. A form of cylin-

drical diaphragm of copper in the time-fuse of

a shell, intended to prevent the fuse from being
extinguished by water in ricochet firing.— 2.

A bird of the subfamily Fluvicolinse, the spe-
cies and genera of which are numerous. Also
water-chat. See cut under Fluvicola.

water-carpet (wa'ter-kar'pet), ». 1. A Brit-
ish geometrid moth, Cidaria suffumata.— 2.
An American golden-saxifrage, Chrysoplenium
Americanum, which spreads on the surface of

springs and streams. Wood, Class-book of Bot.

water-carriage (wa'ter-kar'''aj), n. 1. Trans-
portation or conveyance by water.

In the important matter of water-carriage the farmer in

the Canadian Far West has unrivalled advantages.
W. F. Rae, Newfoundland to Manitoba, xiii.

2. The conducting or conveying of water from
place to place.

In the water-carriage system each house has its own net-
work of drain-pipes, soil-pipes, and waste-pipes, which lead
from the basins, sinks, closets, and gullies within and about
the house to the common sewer. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 714.

3. Means of conveyance by water, collectively

;

vessels ; boats. [Bare.]

The most brittle water-carriage was used among the
Egyptians, who, as Strabo saith, would sail sometimes in

boats made of earthenware. Arbuthnot.

wa'ter-carrier (wa't6r-kar''i-er), n. One who
or that which carries water; specifically, an
arrangement of wires or the like on which a
bucket of water, raised from a well, etc., may be
conveyed wherever required, as to a house.

—

Water-carriers' paralysis, paralysis of the musculo-
spiral nerve.

water-cart (wa'ter-kiirt),)!. A cart carryingwa-
ter for sale or for watering streets, gardens, etc.
For the latter purpose the cart bears a large cask or tank
containing water, which, by means of a tube or tubes per-

forated with holes, is sprinkled on roads and streets to
prevent dust from rising, or in gardens to water plants.

wa'ter-cask (wa't^r-kask), n. A strong light

cask used for transporting drinking-water,
especially on sea-going ships. Compare water-
tank and breaker.

water-castert (wa'tfer-kas'tfer), «. A physician
who professed to discover the diseases of his

patients by " casting" or examining their urine

;

commonly, a quack.
Wastes much in physicke and her water-caster.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

water-cat (wa'tfer-ka't), m. The nair, or Oriental
otter, iMtra nair, translating a Mahi-atta name.

water-colored

water-ca'Vy (wa'ter-ka'''\i), H. The capibara.
water-celery(wa't6r-sel'''e-ri), M. 1. Thecursed
crowfoot, Panunctilus sceleratus, of temperate
Europe, Asia, and North America. It has a thick
hollow stem a foot or two high, the lower leaves stalked
and three-lobed, the petals small, and the carpels very
numerous. The juice is very acrid, and is used by beg-
gars to produce sores ; but the plant is in some places eat-

en after boiling.

2. See Vallisneria.

water-cell (wa'ter-sel), n. 1. One of several
diverticula of the paunch of the camel, serving
to store up water. See water-bag, 1.

These, the so-called water-cells, serve to strain off from
the contents of the paunch, and to retain in store, a con-
siderable quantity of water. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 328.

2. A voltaic cell in which the liquid is pure
water.
water-centiped (wa'ter-sen'''ti-ped),n. The dob-
son or hellgrammite. See cut under sprawler.

[U. S.]

water-charger (wa'ter-char'jfer), n. A device
for filling the water-passages of a pump, so that
it may act promptly when started.

water-chat (wa'ter-chat), K. 1. A bird of the
family Henicuridse.— 2. A South American
tj'rant-flycatcher of the subfamily Fluvicolinse,

of which there are many genera and species;

a water-cap. See cut under Fluvicola.

water-check (wa'ter-chek), n. A cheek-valve
for regulating a supply of water, as in the Gif-

ford injector. E. H. Knight.
water-chestnut (wa'ter-ohes'^nut), n. See
Trapa.

wa'ter-che'vrotain (wa'tfer-shev'ro-tan), n. An
aquatic African traguline, Hyomoschus aquati-

cus, belonging to the family Tragulidse, and
thus related to the kanchil and napu.
water-chicken (wa'ter-chik"en),». The com-
mon gallinule, Gallinula galeata. Balph and
Bagg, 1886. [Oneida county. New York.]

wa'fier-chickweed (wa'ter-chik'''wed), «. l.

A small, smooth, and green tufted herb, Mon-
tia fon tana, found throughout Europe, in north-
ern Asia, from arctic America down the west
coast to California, and in the Andes to their

southern extremity. Also hllnking-chickweed

(which see).— 2. A name for Callitriche verna
and Stellaria (MalacMum) aquatica.

water-chinkapin (wa'ter-ching'ka-pin), n.

The American nelumbo, Nelumbo lutea, or pri-

marily its edible nut-like seed: so named from
the resemblance of the seeds to chinkapins.
They are borne immersed in pits in the large

top-shaped receptacle. Also wankapin, yonco-

pin.

water-cicada (wa't^r-si-ka'da), «. A water-
boatman.
wa'ter-clam (wa'ter-klam), n. A bivalve of

the family Spondylidse; a thorn-oyster. See
cut under Spondylus.

water-clock (wa'ter-klok), n. A clepsydra.

A clepsydra, or waterclock, which played upon Flutes
the hours of the night at a time when they could not be
seen on the index. Dr. Bumey, Hist. Music, I. 512.

water-closet (wa'ter-kloz^et), n. A privy hav-
ing some contrivance for carrying oil the dis-

charges through a waste-pipe below by the

agency of water.

water-cock (wS,'ter-kok), n. The kora, Galli-

crex cristata, a large dark gallinule of India,

Ceylon, Java, and islands eastward,homed with

a red caruncle on top of the head.

water-colly (wa'ter-koFi), n. The water-ouzel,
Ciiiclus aquaticus. [Prov. Eng.]

water-color (wa'ter-kul'or), «. 1. Painting,

especially artistic painting, with pigments for

which water and not oil is used as a solvent.

—

2. A pigment adapted or prepared for painting

in this method.
Some fine colour that may please the eye

Of fickle changelings and poor discontents ; . . .

And never yet did insurrection want
Such water-colours to impaint his cause.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV,, v. 1. 80.

Water-colours are sold in four forms, in cakes, pastilles,

pans, and tubes. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, xiii.

3. A painting executed by this method, or with
pigments of this kind.

The Art Galleries opened every year, and, besides the

National Gallery, there were the Society of British Ar-

tists, the Exhibition of Water Colours, and the British In-

stitution in Pall Mall, W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 135.

Also used attributively in all senses.

water-colored (wa'ter-kul'^ord), a. Of the

color of water; like water. [Bare.]

The other [sort of cherryl, which hangs on the branch
like gi-apeg, is water colored within, of a faintish sweet,

and greedily devoured by the small birds.

Beverley, Virginia, Iv. If 12.



water-coloring

water-coloring (wa'ter-kul'gr-ing), «. The

Water-cooler.

a, outer shell : b, non-con-
ducting lillia^ ; c, inner shell.

use of water-colors, or work executed in water-
colors or pigments of similar nature. [Trade
use.]

The Dutch and rose pinks are sometimes used, but they
cannot be relied upon in water-colouring.

Paper-hanger^ p. 76.

water-COlorist (wa'ter-kul'or-ist), n. One who
paints in water-colors.

water-comparator (wa'ter-kom'pa-ra-tor), n.

An apparatus for comparing thermometers
with a standard, consisting essentially of a
reservoir containing water, with means for ob-
taining different temperatures and for main-
taining the whole mass at the same tempera-
ture during a series of observations.
water-cooler (wa't6r-ko"l^r), n. Any device
for cooling water; especially, a vessel with
non-conducting walls in

which water for drinking
is placed with ice. Such
coolers are fitted with a faucet
in the lower part, for drawing
off the water. The effect of
other coolers is due to evapo-
ration through their porous
walls. See olla^ 3.

water-core (wa't^r-kor),
n. \. In founding, &\io\-

low core placed inside
the mold, within which
a current of cold water
can be made to pass to
absorb the heat and has-
ten the cooling of the
casting: used especially
to cool the bore of cast
guns.— 2. In some forms
of car-axle, a quantity of
water in a hermetically closed cavity, intended
to take up heat from the journals.— 3. A blem-
ish, common in some varieties of the apple,
in which the flesh about the core assumes a
watery, translucent appearance.
watercourse (wa'ter-kors), n. 1. A stream of
water ; a river or brook.

The woods climb up boldly along the hillsides, over-
shadowing every little dingle and watercmirge.

Geilne, GeoL Sketches, ill.

2. A channel or canal made for the conveyance
of water, or serving for conveyance by water.
Who hath divided a watercourse for the overflowing of

waters. Job xxxviii. 25.

Scouring the water-courgeg thorough the cities

;

A fine periphrasis of a kennel-raker.
Fletcher {attd another T), Prophetess, ilL 1.

3. In law, a stream of water, usually flowing in
a definite channel having a bed and sides or
banks, and usually discharging itself into some
other stream or body of water. Bigelow. The
condition of being occasionally dry does not deprive it of
the character of a watercourse; but occasional flows of
water caused by unusual rains, or melting of snow, and
following a channel which is usually dry, do not consti-
tute a watercourse. The owner of a watercourse \\a%,

within certain limits, a right to have it How substantially
unimpaired l)y the owners above and below. A grant of
a watercourse may mean a grant of (1) the easement or
the right to the running of water; (2) the chaimel which
contains the water, the pipe, or drain ; or (3) the land over
whifli the water flows. George Jessel, Master of the Bolls.

water-cow (wa'ter-kou), n. The common do-
mestic Indian buffalo, Bos bubalus or Bubalus
buffolux; the water-buffalo : so called by English
residents in translating a Chinese name, from
the habit it has of seeking the water to escape
the annoyance of insects. It is not a distinct
species. The same habit is strongly marked in the African
or fape buffalo, li. cafer^ and may be observed of domes-
tir cattb,- anywhere. .See cuts under bufalo.

water-cracker (wa'ter-krak"6r), n. 1. A wa-
ter-biscuit.— 2. A Prince Rupert's drop. See
detonatiny bulb, under detonating.

A rnUer cracker, m they [Prince Rupert's drops) are
calleil in the factory. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 181.

water-craft (wa'tfer-kraft), 71. Vessels and
boats plying on water.
water-crake (wa't^r-krak), n. 1. The common
spotted crake of Europe, Porznna maructta

:

_di8tinguished from the Innd-crake, Crex pra-
'sis.— 2. The water-rail, Ballus aquaticus.
'onta/iu.— 3t. The water-ouzel: a misnomer.
'iUurjhhy ; Hay. [Local, Eng.]

water-crane (wa't^r-kran), n. 1. An appara-
tus for supplying water from an elevated tank,
as to the tender of a locomotive.— 2. A crane
operated by hydraulic power.
water-cress (wa'tfer-kres), «. [< ME. water-
krrs:ir:, vii/i/rcresse, tcaterkin; < water + cress.']
' creeping herb of springs and streams, Nastur-
•m officinale, from antiquity used as a spring
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salad, and now very widely cultivated. See
cress and Nasturtium (with cuf). The name is ex-
tended to the genw— N. paluitre, a weedy species, being
called marsh or yellow water-cress, or marsh-cress.

water-crow (wa'ter-kro), n. 1. The common
European coot, Fulica atra: from its blackish
plumage. [Local, Eng.] —2. The water-ouzel,
Cinclus aquaticus. [Local, Eng.] — 3. The
darter, snake-bird, or water-turkey, Plotus an-
kinga. [Southern U. S.]

water-crowfoot (wa'tfer-kro'fut), n. The name
of several aquatic species of Ranunculus, pri-
marily B. aquatilis, the common white water-
crowfoot, a plant found through the north
temperate zone and in Australia. The yellow
water-crowfoot is B. multifidus.
watercup (wa't*r-kup), n. 1. The pennywort,
Hydrocotylc : by translation of the genus name.— 2. The trumpetleaf, Sarracenia flava.
water-cure (wa'ter-kiir), n. Hydrotherapy or
balneotherapy; a system of medical treatment
by means of water in any form or mode of ap-
plication.

water-deck (w4'ter-dek), n. A painted piece
of canvas used for covering the saddle and bri-
dle, girths, etc., of a dragoon's horse. [Eng.]

Water-deer(wa't6r-der),». l. Asmall Chinese
musk-deer, Hydropotes inermis, of somewhat
aquatic habits, it resembles the ordinary musk-deer
in general, being of small size, hornless in both sexes, and

t

Chinese Watcr-deer (HyttropcUs inermis}.

with protnisive upper canines in the male ; but some tech-
nical characters cause it to fall in another genus.

2. The African water-chevrotain. This is a
traguloid, quite different from the foregoing.
water-deerlet (wa'tfer-der'let), n. The African
water-chevrotain.
water-devil (wa'tfer-dev'l), «. 1. The larva or
grub of various aquatic insects, as of the genus
Hydrophilus. H. piceus is a common British
species.— 2. The dobsonorhellgrammite. See
Corydalus, and cut vrnder sprawler. [U. S.]

water-dock (wa't6r-dok), «. A tall dock, Ru-
mex Uydrolapathum, of temperate Europe and
Asia. Also called horse- or water-sorrel. Jt. aqua-
ticus also appears under this name. The great or Ameri-
can water-dock is R. Britannica (R. orbiculatus).

water-doctor (wa'ter-dok'tgr), n. 1. A hydrop-
athist. [Colloq.]— 2. One of a former school
of medical practitioners the members of which
pretended that all diseases could be diagnosti-
cated by simple inspection of the urine.

water-dog (wa't6r-dog), n. 1. A dog accus-
tomed to or delighting in the water, or trained
to go into the water in pursuit of game, as a wa-
ter-spaniel.— 2. One of various kinds of large

salamanders ; a mud-puppy. See axolotl, Meno-
poma, and cut under hellbender. Also water-
puppy.—3. A small, irregular, floating cloud
in a rainy season, supposed to indicate rain.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Water-dogs, . . . dark clouds that seem to travel tbrougb
the air by themselves, and indicate a storm. Halliwell
makes them identical with mares-tails, but they are dis-

tinct things in Surrey language.
0. L. Gower, Surrey Provincialisms (Eng. Dial. Soc-X

4. A sailor, especially an old sailor; a salt;

one thoroughly accustomed to life in and on the

water. [Colloq.]

The Sandwich Islanders are complete water-dogs, and
therefore very good in boating.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 94.

water-dragon (wa't^r-drag'on), n. An old

name of the water-arum, Calla palustris, also

assigned to C'altha palustris, perhaps by con-
fusion of the Latin names. Britten and Holland.

water-drain (wa't6r-dran), n. A drain or chan-
nel through which water may run.

water-drainage (wa'tfer-dra'naj), n. The drain-

ing off of water.

water-dressing (wa't^r-dres"ing), n. The con-

stant application of water to a wound, by im-
mersion, irrigation, or compresses.

water-fanning

water-drinkt (wa'ter-dringk), n. [< ME. water-
drinch; < water + drink.} A drink of water.

Alls iff thu drunnke waierrdrincch.
Ormulum (ed. White), 1. 14482.

water-drinker (wa'ter-dring'ker), n. [< ME.
water drynkare ; < water + drinker.} 1. A
drinker of water.

Water drynkare. Aquebibus. Prompt. Parv.,f.b\».

2. An advocate of abstinence from intoxicating
liquors; a prohibitionist. [Colloq.]
water-drip (wa'ter-drip), )i. A pan or recep-
tacle to receive the waste water from a water-
cooler. Car-Builder's Diet.

water-drop (wa'ter-drop), n. A drop of water;
specifically, a tear.

Let not women's weapons, watcr-droj'S,
Stain my man's cheeks ! Shak. , tear, ii. 4. 280.

water-dropper (wa'ter-drop^er), n. A contri-
vance devised by Sir William Thomson, and
used particularly in the measurement of the
electrical potential of the atmosphere, it con-
sists of an insulated metallic cylinder containing water,
with a projecting nozle, from which the water is allowed
to drop freely. Each drop carries with it a small chai-ge,
and finally the spout and connecting-rod gain the poten-
tial of the air ; this may then be measured by a quadrant
electrometer.

water-dropwort (wa't6r-drop'''w*rt), n. The
umbelliferous plant CEnanthe fistulosa, or any
plant of that genus. The hemlock water-drop-
wort is the highly poisonous CE. crocata.

water-dust (wa'ter-dust), «. A eolle.ctive name
for the extremely minute droplets or particles of
water which compose clouds and haze. [Rare.]
water-eagle (wa'ter-e'''gl), n. The fish-hawk
or osprey. [Rare.]

watered (wa'terd), a. Marked with or exhibit-
ing waved lines or bands bearing some resem-
blance to those which might be produced by
the action of water. Also waved Watered silk,
silk upon which a wave-like and changeable pattern has
been produced by moistening and pressure. The name is

sometimes restricted to material of which the pattern is

confined to parallel lines, as distinguished from moire an-
tique. See moire and moir6.

water-elder (wa'ter-el"der), n. The guelder-
ro.se. Viburnum Opulus.

water-elephant (wa't^r-eFf-fant), n. The hip-
popotamus or river-horse.

water-elevator (wa't6r-eFe-va-tor), n. 1.
Any device for raising buckets in wells, or for
lifting water to a higher level for purposes of
irrigation, etc.— 2. A lift or elevator in which
the operating force is the weight or pressure of
water; a hydraulic elevator.

water-elm (wa'ter-elm), m. The common white
elm, Vlmus Americana.
water-engine (wa't6r-en''''jin), n. An engine to
raise water ; also, an engine propelled by water.
waterer (wa'tfer-er), H. l. One who waters, in
any sense of the word : as, a stock-jfaterer.

Neither the planter nor the waterer have any power to
make it [religion] take root and grow in your hearts.

Locke, Paraphrase on 1 Cor. ill. 7.

2. That with which one waters ; a vessel, uten-
sil, or other contrivance for sprinkling water
on plants, watering animals, etc.

water-eringo (wa'ter-e-ring"g6), M. A plant,
Eryngium yuccxfolium' (E. uquaticum), other-
wise called button-snakeroot. See Eryngium.
water-ermine (wa't6r-6r'min), n. A British
tiger-moth, Spilosoma urticee, chiefly white and
yellow marked with black. [Eng.]
water-extractor (wa'ter-eks-trak"tor), n. In
dyeing, a rotatory apparatus for freeing dyed
goods from water by the action of centrifugal
force.

waterfall (w&'ter-fal), n. [= D. waterval = G.
wasserfall (cf. Sw. rattenfaU, Dan. vandfald); as
water + .fall.'] 1 . A steep fall or flow of water
from a height; a cascade; a cataract.

Down shower the gambolling water/alls.
Tennyson, Sea-Fairies.

2. A neck-tie or scarf with long drooping ends.
[Colloq.]

He was suddenly confronted in the walk by Benjamin,
the Jew ninney-leiider, smoking a cigar, and dressed in a
gaudy-figured satin waistcoat and waterfall of the same
material. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. iii,

3. A chignon. [Colloq.]

The brown silk net, which she had supposed thoroughly
trustworthy, had given way all at once into a great hole
under tile waterfall, and the soft hair would fret itself

through and threaten to stray untidily.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, iii.

water-farming (wfl,'t6r-fiir'ming), «. The cul-

tivation of plants growing in water.

A few miles away, the native lotus grows luxuriantly,

a relic, it is believed, of Indian water-farming.
Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 869,



water-feather

water-feather, water-featherfoil (wa ' t6r-
feTH'^r, -feTH'^r-foil), n. The featherfoH or
water-violet Hottonia, especially the British
species H. palustris : so named from its finely
dissected immersed leaves.

water-fennel (w&'t^r-fen"el), n. One of the
water-dropworts, (Enanthe Phellandrium.

water-fern (wa'tfer-ftm), ». l. A fern of the
genus Os7nunda; specifically, 0. regalis.— 2. A
plant of the order Marsileacese.

water-fight (wa'tfer-fit), n. A naval battle.
[Bare.]

Cwsar . . . awaits at anchor the coming of his whole
fleet, mean while with his legatts and tribnns coiisultinK,
and giving order to fltt lUl things for what might happ'n
in such a various and floating water-fiqht as was to lie ex-
pected. Miltan, Hist. Eng., ii.

water-figwort (•wfi,'t6r-fig''wert), n. The com-
mon Eiu'opean figwort, Scrophularia nodosa.
water-filter (wa'ter-fil"ter), n. An appliance
for filtering water; a filter Water-fllter nut.
Same as clearing-nut.

water-finder (wa't6r-fin"der), n. One who
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Arkwritjht's Water-frame.

practises rhabdomancy, or uses the divining- water-furrow (wa't6r-fur"6), v. t. [< water-
rod to discover water; a bletonist

water-fire (wa't6r-fir), ». [Tr. of a Tamil name.]
A low weed, Bergia amniannioides of the Elati-
nacefe, found in rice-fields and marshy grounds
in the tropical Old World. The name alludes
to a supposed acridity.

water-nag (wa'ter-flag), n. The yellow flag,

Iris Pxeudacortis. Also called yellow iri^ and
flotcer-dc-luce.

water-flannel (wa't6r-flan"el), n. A felt-like
substance composed of the matted filaments of
some conferva or similar alga which multiplies
in submerged meadows, and is deposited by the
retiring waters.
water-flaxseed (wa'ter-flaks'''sed), n. The
larger duckweed, Lemna polyrJdza: so called
from the shape and minute size of the fronds.
water-flea (wa't^r-fle), «. One of numerous

furrmo, ».] To plow or open water-furrows in
drain by means of water-furrows.

Seed husbandly sowen, water-furrow thy ground.
That rain when it conieth may run away round.

Tusger, October's Husbandry, st. 7.

water-gage (wft'ter-gaj), ». l. Any device for
indicating the height of water in a reservoir,
tank, boiler, or other vessel.
The most common form is a glass
tube placed on the front of a boiler,
and connected at the top with a pipe
opening into the steam-space above
the water and below with a pipe open-
ing into the water in the boiler. The
water and steam fill the tube and in-
dicate the height of the water in the
boiler. See gage-cock. Also culled
water-indicator.

2. A wall or bank to restrain
or hold back water.

small or minute crustaceans which skip about water-gall (w4't6r-gal), n.

in the water like fleas, as Daphnia pulex ; any
branchiopod. See Daphniidie, Cladocera, Cy-
clops.

water-float (wa'ter-flot), n. A float placed in
a boiler, cistern, etc., to control a valve.
water-flood (wa'ter-flud), M. [< ME. waterflod,
< AS. wmtcrflod; as water + flood.] A flood of
water; an inundation.

Let not the waterfiood overflow me. Ps. Ixix. 16.

In the moneth of May, namely on the 2d day, came downe
great water floods^ by reason of sodaine showres of haile
and raine. Stow, Annals, p. 768.

water-flounder (wa'ter-floun"der),». The sand-
flounder. [Local, U. S.]

waterflow (wa'ter-flo), n. A flow or current of
water; the amount of water flowing.

The worlc concludes with articles on the cost of hy-
draulic power, and upon meters for measuring waterflow.

Westminater Ren., CXXVIII. 247.

water-flowing (wa,'ter-fl6"ing), a. Flowing
like water; streaming. [Rare.]

My mercy dried their water-floiving tears.
Shak., 8 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 43.

water-fly(wa't6r-fli),». l. Some winged aquatic
insect ; specifically, a member of the family Per-
lidse; a stone-fly.— 2. A source of petty annoy-

Water-gage.

upper cock com-

[Also dial, water-geal, water-
gull; = G. wasser-galle, a cav-
ity in the earth made by a
torrent, a bog, quagmire, <

wasser, water, -I- galle, seen
also in G. regen-galle, an im-
perfect rainbow, end or frag- ^pacef;^T<!wer'"oS
ment of a rainbow, an oxeye, communicating with

water-gall, weather-gall, ap- "water'^H^ne!
''^'"'"'

par. in orig. like Icel. galli, a
defect, flaw, hence a barren spot: see gall^.']

1. A cavity made in the earth by a ton-ent of
water. Imp. Diet.— 2. An appearance in the
sky regarded as presaging the approach of
rain; a rainbow-colored spot; an imperfectly
formed or a secondary rainbow. Also called
weather-gall.

And round about her tear-distained eye
Blue circles stream'd, like rainl)0W8 in the sky;
These water-galls in her dim element
Foretell new storms. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1688.

Their reason is but a low, obscure, and imperfect shadow
thereof, as the water-gall is of the rain-bow.

Sir M. llale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 50.

I am told a second rainbow above the first is called in
the Isle of Wight a watergeal.

Halliwell (under water-dogs).

anee; an insignificant but troublesome person water-gangt (wa'tfer-gang), n. A trench or

or thing. [Rare.] course for conveying a stream of water; a mill-

How the poor world is pestered with such «a(«r;rfcs, ^'^- Jamieson. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
diminutives of nature ! Shak., T. and C, v. 1. 38. Water-gap (wa t^r-gap), «. See gap, 2.

water-foot (wa'ter-fiit), n. One of the ambu- water-gas (wa'ter-gas), n. A gas, non-luminous
laeral pedicels of an echinoderm ; a tube-foot. ^" ''* P.^T*^

tovm, derived in part from the de

water-fowl (wa'ter-foul), n. [< ME. watyr
foul; < water + /owU.] 1. Same as water-
birds.— 2. In a restricted sense, swimming
birds, especially those which, as the Anseres,
are used for food or for any reason engage the
attention of sportsmen.
Water-foxt (wa'tfer-foks), n. The carp, Cyprinus
carpio: so called from its supposed cunning.
/. Walton. Compare water-sheep.

water-frame (wa'tfer-fram), «. The original
spinning-frame invented by Arkwright, which
was driven by water-power (whence the name).
Otherwise called throstle and throstle-frame.
See cut in next column.

water-fright (wa'tfer-frit), n. Hydrophobia.
water-fringe (wa'tfer-frinj), n. See Limnan-
themum.
water-furrow (w4't6r-fur"6), n. [< ME. water-
forowe, walerfoore; < water +furrow.'\ In agri.,

a deep furrow made for conducting water from
ground and keeping it dry; an open drain.

Water/orowe, in londe. Elicus, sulcus.
Prompt. Parv., p. 518.

composition of steam. The apparatus for making it

consists of a furnace for anthracite coal or other fuel, con-
nected at the top with a tower filled with loose brick and
called a regenerator. The products of combustion pass
through the regenerator, and raise it to a white heat.
Steam is then admitted below the furnace, and, passini^
upward through the fire and through the regenerator, is

decomposed. While the steam is passing the furnace,
either coal reduced to dust or crude naphtha is allowed to
fall through the ascending steam over the fire. Compli-
cated cliemical reactions take place, the result being the
formation of quantities of fixed gas. There are also
other methods closely allied to this. By one process the
non-luminous gas is afterward enriched by the addition
of a hydrocarbon, as petroleum or naphtha. Water-gas is

commonly thus treated, and used as an illuminating gas;
but it is also used, in its non-luminous form, as a heating
gas for cooking and other purposes.

water-gate (wa'ter-gat), n. [ME. Watergate;
< water + gate^.] 1 . A gateway through which
water passes, or a gate by which it may be ex-
cluded or confined ; a fiood-gate.

Fro heven, oute of the vatirgatig,
The reyny storme fcllc douri algatis.

Oower, Conf. Amant., iii.

2. A gate by which access is gained to a river,
fountain, well, or other body or supply of water.

water-hammer
And at the fountain gate . . . they went np by the

stairs of the city of David, at the going np of the wall,
above the house of David, even unto the icater gate east-
ward. Neh. xii. 37.

As they reached the water-gate, the rain had ceased for
a time, and a gleam of sunlight shone upon the river, and
rested on the Queen's barge as it approached.

J. H. Shorthouae, John Inglesaut, iv.

3. A water-plug or valve. E. H. Knight.
water-gavel (wa'ter-gav"el), n. In Eng. law,
a rent paid for fishing or any other benefit
derived from a river.

water-germander (wa'ter-j^r-man'd6r), n. A
l>lant, Tcucrium Hcordium.
water-gilder (wa'ter-giHder), n. One who
practises the art of water-gilding.
water-gilding (wa'ter-gil"ding), n. Same as
irasli-gildiiig.

water-gillyflower (wa'ter-jil"i-flou-6r), n. The
water-violet, Hottonia palustris.

water-gladiole (wa'ter-glad"i-61), n. See flow-
ering )-H.s-/i (under rusli^).

water-glass (w4'ter-glas), n. 1 . A water-clock
or clepsydra.

B'uU time of defence measured by the water-glasn.
Grote, Hist. Greece, ii. 72.

2. An instrument for making observations be-
neath the surface of water, consisting of a tube
with a glass bottom ; a water-telescope.

With a water-glass over the side, you look down on the
bright array of fishes, whose every movement you can
note. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 180.

3. Same as soluble glass (which see, under
glass).

Water-glass painting may be explained . . . very briefly.
It is simply water-colour on dry plaster, fixed afterwards
with a solution of flint applied to it in spray as the solu-
tion of gum-lac is applied to a charcoal drawing.

Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 236.

water-gluet (wa'ter-glo), n. Waterproof glue.

The strings [of bows] being made of verie good hempe,
with a kinde of waterglewe to resist wet and inoysture.

Sir J. Smyth, quoted in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 64.

water-god (wa'ter-god), n. In mijth., a deity
that presides over the waters, or over some
particular body, stream, or fountain of water.
water-grampus (wa'ter-gram'-'pus), n. Same
as grampus, 4.

water-grass (wa'tfer-gras), n. 1. The manna-
grass, Glyceria fluitans. [Fishermen's name.]— 2. A very succulent grass, Paspalum Iserc.

[Southern U. S.] —3. The water-cress, Na.^tur-
tium officinale. [Ireland.]— 4. Species of -ft'^Mi-

setum.— 5. The velvet-grass, Molcus. Britten
and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
water-gruel (wa't^r-gro'el), n. Gruel made
of water and meal, flour, etc., and eaten with-
out milk ; thin or weak gruel.

I could eat water-gruel with thee a month for this jest,
my dear rogue. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, ii. 1.

Was ever Tartar fierce or cruel
Upon the Strength of Water-Gruelf

Prior, Alain, iii.

water-guard (wa'ter-gard), n. A river or har-
bor police; customs oflicers detailed to watch
ships in order to prevent smuggling or other
violations of law.
water-gull (wa'ter-gul), n. A dialectal form
of water-gall.

water-guin (wa'tSr-gum), «. A small tree of
New South Wales, Tristania neriifolia, the tim-
ber of which is close-grained and elastic, and
valuable for boat-building.
water-gut (wa'ter-gut), n. An alga of the genus
riva, natural order Vlracese. The most general
form, U. ettteromcrpha, var. intestinalis, occurs in fresh as
well as salt water, IT. enteromorpha, var. coinprt-ssa, being
the more common on tidal rocks. When floating in the
water these plants very much resemble the intestines of
an animal (whence the name).

water-hairgrass (wa'tfer-har'''gras), n. A grass,
Catabrosa aquatica, growing in shallow water,
widely in the north temperate zone, having
a panicle with many half-whorls of slender
branches. Also ivater-uhorlgrass.

water-hammer (wa'ter-ham''6r), «. l. The
concussion of a moving volume of water in a
pipe or passage, caused by sudden stoppage of
flow, as by the abrupt closing of a faucet.— 2.
The noise, resembling a blow of a hammer,
caused by the presence of water in a steam-
pipe when live steam is passed through it.

—

3. A philosophical toy consisting of a hermeti-
cally sealed tube from which the air has been
exhausted and which contains some water. It
Is so called because the water strikes against the tube
with a noise similar to that of a hammer, there being no
air to impede its motion.
4. A metal hammer heated in a flame or in boil-

ing water. Tapping the skin with this hammer for a



water-hammer
few seconds will cause a blister. It is used as a counter-
irritant or a mild cautery.

water-hare (wa'ter-har), H. 1. The water-
rabbit. See cut under swamp-hare.— 2. The
spotted eavy, or paca, Ccelot/eni/s jiaca.
water-haze (wa'ter-haz), n. Haze composed
of water-particles, as distinguished from haze
coiLsisting mainly of particles of dust and or-
ganic matter. See haze^.

water-heater (wa'ter-he"t6r), n. A heating-
apparatus which performs its functions by the
agency of hot water,
water-hemlock (wa'ter-hem'lok),n. 1. SeeCj-
ctitd.— 2. The hemlock water-dropwort, (Enan-
the crocata, otherwise called dead-tiyngue ; also
(E. PhcUandrium, distinguished as fine-leafed
watcr-liemlocK:

water-hemp (wa'ter-bemp),«. 1. See hemp.—
2. The hemp-agrimony, Eupalorium cannabi-
nitm.

Wjlter-hen (wa't6r-hen), n. Some aquatic bird
likened to a hen. (o) The moor-hen or gallinule of
Great Britain, Galllnula Moropus. (b) The American
coot, Fulica americana. [Massachusetts.] (c)Au Austra-
lian bird of the rail family and genu» Tribontix. See cut
under Trihunyx, and compare irater-cocj-.— Spotted wa-
ter-hen. &&me as gpolted rail. Sec rail*. [Local, Eug.]
water-hickory (wa'ter-hik'o-ri), )i. Same as
bitter jiccaii (which see, under 7>efan).
water-hoarhound (wa'ter-hor'hound), n. A
plant of the genus Lycopus, chiefly i. Europseus.
water-hog (wa't^r-hog), ». l. The African
river-hog, Potamochwrus penicillatus. See cut
under /'otamoc/ia;r««.— 2. The South American
capibara, Hydrochants capibara. Also called
tiiil/t.sx hippopotaniu.'i and short-nosed tapir.

water-hole (wa'ter-hol), «. A hole or hollow
where water collects, in Australia, a small natural
orartittcial reservoir; in South Africa, a natural pool or
water-pool. This word is chieHy used in Australia, where
It meauB a small pond or pool of water, and especially
such as are HUed durinjt the rainy season and dry up when
that ceases, or soon after.

In the dry weather, as the small lagoons and teater-
holes scattered all over the country (Australia] get low
and dried up, lar<i;e numbers of . . . wild ducks congre-
gate on the big las-oon in front of Mount Spencer station.

U. F. Uatton, Advance Australia, p. 88.

We have been drafting close here up at the one-eyed
vralerhole. Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head-Station, p. 84.

waterhole (wa't^r-hol), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

iriitirholcd, ppr. waterholing. [< water-hole, «.]
In cnffee-cultii-alion. See the quotation.
A third operation is called "trenching," or waterhol-

ing. The trenches are made across the slope, and . . .

the holes are left open to act as catch-drains, and as re-
ceptacles for wash, weeds, prunings, and other vegetable
ni'>"'^'»- SpoM' Encyc. Manuf., I. 698.

water-horse (wa't^r-hdrs), n. Same as horsc-
jiilr.

water-horsetail (wa't6r-h6rs'tal), «. A plant
of the genus Chara.
water-houset (wa't<!r-hous), ». A house or
dwelling upon the water; a ship.

The thing liy her commaniled is to see Dover's dread-
ful cliff; passing, In u imor water-house, the dangers of
the merciless channel 'twint that and Calais, 8ve long
hours' sail, with three poor weeks' victuals.

Beati. and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

water-hyssop {wa't6r-hi8"'op), n. See Herpestis.
water-ice (wa'ter-is), «.

' a preparation of
water an<l sugar, flavored and frozen ; a sher-
bet.

water-inch (wil't6r-inch), n. In hijdraul., a
measure of water equal to the quantity dis-
charged in 24 hours through a circular opening
of 1 inch diameter leading from a reservoir,
under the least pressure —that is, when the wa-
ter is only so high as just to cover the orifice.
This quantity is very nearly 500 cubic feet.
water-indicator (wa'ter-iu'di-ka-tor), n. A
device for indicating the weight of "water in a
boiler or a tank, or for giving an alarm by per-
mitting steam to escape, sounding a whistle,
etc., when the water falls below a certain level;
a water-gage.

•wateriness (w4'ter-i-nes), «. The state of be-
ing watery. A rhnth not.
watering (wa't6r-iiig), n. [< late IfE. watri/nge,
n-ntriufie (= MLG. u-ateringe = MHO. loezser-
uitge, a. wds-verung); verbal n. of water, ?;.] 1.
The act of one who waters, in any sense.
Doth not each one of you on the sabbath loose his ox orMs ass from the stall, and lead him away to watering'

Luke xiii. 15.

6843

The clouds are for the watering of the earth.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 168.

Specifically— 2. The art or process of giving
to the surface of anything a wave-like or veined
appearance of somewhat ornamental effect;
also, the marking so produced. Compare water.

V. t, 3, and watered silk (under watered).—

3

A watering-place: as, "the wateryng of Seint
Ihomas" (better known as St. Thorn as a Water-
ings), Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 826.-4 In
Ml-manuf same as retting, l.-Waterlngof themoiUh, an abundant secretion of saliva excited, throuirli
a reflex nervous influence, by the suggestion, smell, or
sight of appeti/mg food.

watering-call (wa'ter-ing-k&l), n. Milit., a call
or sound of a trumpet on which cavalry assem-
ble to_ water their horses.

watering-can (wa'ter-ing-kan), n. Same as
watering-pot.

watering-cart (wa't6r-ing-kart), ». l. A bar-
rel or cistern mounted on wheels, used for wa-
tering plants. Various special forms are made, as one
for watering plants in drills, the water escaping through
perforated pipes set at the proper distances apart.
^. A large tank, of whatever form, mounted on
a wagon-body, used for watering streets.
watering-house (wa'ter-ing-hous), n. A house
or tavern where water is obtained for cab-
horses, etc. Compare waterman, 2.
Carriages

. . . roll swiftly by ; wateimen, . . . who havebeen shouting and rushing about for the last two hours,
retire to their n-atering-hmises, to solace themselves with
the creature comforts of pipes and purl.

Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, ii.

watering-place (wa'ter-ing-plas), n. [< ME.
viatrynge-place ; < watering ¥ place.-] 1. Aplaco
where water may be obtained, as for drinking,
for watering cattle, or for supplying ships.
Watrynge Place, where beestys byii wateryd.

Prompt. Pan., p. 618.
Tlie force will have to trust to known watering-places

where there are wells.
Col. Farquhar, in E. Sartorius's In the Soudan, p. 56.

2. Especially, a place of resort for a particu-
lar kmd of water, as mineral water; a well
spring, town, etc., famous for its waters; in
later use, a bathing-place; a seaside resort;
loosely, any summer resort.
The discovery of a saline spring . . . suggested to a too

constructive brain the possibility of turning Treby Magna
into a fashionable watering-place.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, iii.

"The term Iwatenng-places] was naturally extended to
Include places resorted to for sea bathing, and sometime-s
as at Scarborough, the visitoi-s could either have the bene-
nt of the spa or the salt water, that famous waterinn-vlace
having both of these attractions.

A', and Q., 7th ser.,VII. 378.

watering-pot (wa'ter-ing-pot), n. 1. A vessel,
usually a somewhat tall can, most often of cy-
lindrical section, sometimes oval, with a long
spout springing from near the base, used forwa-
tering plants and for other similar purposes, as
sprinkling sidewalks. The spout is generally fitted
with a rose, often movable, for distributing the water in a
number of fine streams. It is usually made of tin-plate or
galvanized sheet-iron, and is intended to be managed by
hand. Also called watering-can.

2. In conch., any species of the genus Asi)er-
gillum, as J. vaginiferum. ibeee are true bivalves
of the family Gastrochanidae (or Tubicolidee), not dis-
tantly related to the teredos, and
all bore into hard substances. The
valves proper arc very small in
comparison with the long hard tube
with which they are soldered. The
species named lias tliis tube cylin-
drical and clublied or knobbed at
both ends, witli one end closed by
a perforated plate, the whole for-
mation suggesting the sprinkler
of a watering-pot. It inhabits the
Red Sia, and other species of As-
]iergiUum ire found in Indo-Paciflc
waters. Also called watering-pot
shell.

watering-trough (wa ' tkv -

ing-trof), «. A trough in
which water is provided for
domestic animals.
water-injector (wa'tfer-in-
jek'tor), n. See injector.

waterish (wa ' tfer - ish ), a.

[Formerly also watrish; <

ME. *waterish, < AS. wseter-
isc; as water + -ish^.'\ 1.
Aboiuiding in or containing
water; sprinkled, moistened,
or diluted with water; wa-
tery; aqueous.

Prost is wheresoever is any waterish humour, as is in all
woods, either more or less ; and you know that all things
frozen and icy will rather break than bend.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 115.

Not all the dukes of waterish Burgundy
Can buy this unprized precious maid of me.

Shale., Lear, i. 1. 261.

2. Consisting mainly of water; hence, thin;
weak

;
poor.

Such nice and waterish diet Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 16.

3. Juicy; succulent. [Bare.]

water-lemon

Watering-pot iAsfifr-
gillum 't'agini/eru*n\,
one half n.-ituraf size, a,
tlie pair of small valves.

, ,. . ,, The Summer
Invited my then ranging eies to look on
Large fields of ripen'd corn, presenting trifles
Of woterwA pettie dainties.

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, iv.

4. Pertaining to water, or having something of
Its characters; insipid: as, a, waterish color or
teel.

blunkette, gray, grassie, hoarie, and Leeke coloured.
Touchstone of Complexions, p. 100.

Of watrish taste, the flesh not flrme, like English beefe.
Uakluyfs Voyages, I. 386.

waterishness (wa'ter-ish-nes), n. The state or
character of being waterish.

Waterishness, which is like the sorosity of our blood.

. . , .
Floyer.

water-jacket (wa'ter-jak"et), n. A casing con-
taining water placed about something to keep
it cool, or otherwise regulate its temperature.
Compare tcatcr-mantle and water-box.

water-joint (wa'ter-joint), n. A joint through
which water will not leak, as in the framework
of a water-gate, the junction of two water-pipes
the gates of canal-locks, etc.

water-junket (wa'ter-jung"ket), n. The com-
mon sandpiper of Great Britain, Tringoides hy-
poleucus.

water-kelpie (wa't^r-kel"pi), n. A spirit or
demon supposed to dwell in water. See kelpie.

The bonny grey mare did sweat for tear.
For she heard the water-kelpy roaring.

Annan Water (C'liild's Ballads, II. 189).

water-kindt (wa'ter-krnd), n. [< ME. water-
kinde; < water + kind^.] Water; the elements
of water.
Latin hoc sejstli thatt Ennou Bitacnethth waterrkiitde.

Ormulum (ed. White), 1. 18U87.

water-lade (wa'ter-lad), «. Achannel or trench
for conducting water; a drain; a gutter.
The chanels were not skoured ... for rivertts and

Brookes to passe away, but the water-lades stopped up
either through negligence or depopulation.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 741. (Davies.)

water-laid (wa'tfer-lad), a. Noting three ropes
laid into oue : same as cable-laid.

Waterlander (wa'ter-lan-dfer), n. [< D. Water-
land, a district in NortK' Holland, + -erl.] One
of the liberal wing of the Mennonites of the
Netherlands. Beginning with less strict views of ex-
communication than those of the conservative wing they
gradually moved in the direction of still greater liber-
ality, exclianged tlie name of Mennonites for Doopsge-
zinden (Baptist persuasion), refused to condemn any one
for opinions which the Bible did not expressly pronounce
essential to salvation, cooperated witli William the Si-
lent, and even accepted civil (jfllce. The division be-
tween them and their opponents gradually disappeared
and the two wings are now united in Holland on sub-
stantially the liberal basis of the Waterlanders. Encvc
Brit.,X\J. 12.

Waterlandian (w4,-ter-lan'di-an), n. [< Water-
land (see Waterlander) + -ian.'] Same as Wa-
terlander.

water-language (wa'ter-lang'gwaj), n. Jocose
abuse; chaff. [Rare.]
"Twas all water-language at these times, and no excep-

tions were to be taken. Amhurst, Teiraj Filius, No. 1.

water-laverock (wa'ter-lav"6r-ok), n. Same as
sandy laverock (which see, under laverock).
water-leadert (wa'ter-le"d6r), n. [< ME. water-
Icdcr (cf. D. waterleiding = G. wasserleitung =
Sw. vattenledning = Dan. vandledning, aque-
duct); < water + leader^.] A water-carrier.
The cokis and watir-lederes. York Plays, p. 307.

waterleaf (wa'ter-lef), n. 1. Any plant of the
genua Hydrophylhmt (which see).— 2. Paper in
the first stage of manufacture, after it has been
pressed between the felts: a technical use.
The structure of the waterleafm&y be regarded as an In-

terlacement of vegetable fibres in every direction.
Ure, Diet, IIL 614.

water-leecht (wa'ter-lech), n. [< ME. water-
lechc, watereleche ; < water + leech^.J Same as
horse-leech.

Waterlechis two ben dostris, seieiide. Bring on, bring
<"'• Wyclif, Piov. XXX. Iii.

water-leg (wa't6r-leg), n. In steam-boilers, a
vertical water-space connecting other water-
spaces, and crossing a flue-space, by which its
contents are heated.
water-lemon (wa'ter-lem"on), «. A species of
passion-flower, Passiflora "laurifolia, native in
the West Indies and tropical South America,and
cultivated there and in other warm countries

;

also, and primarily, its fruit. The latter is lemon-
colored, oval in form, of the size of a peach, liaving a soft
skin, and a very juicy pulp of a pleasant subacid flavor.
The vine has the leaves entire, the flowers white with red
blotches, the crown violet with white streaks. /. mali-
formis, the sweet ('alaba.sh, with a smaller fruit of similar
flavor, is sometimes included under the name. I'he wild
water-lemon is P. foetida, otherwise called (West Indian)



water-lemon
loM-ina-mitt, bearing a delicate fruit of the size of a small
cherry, but liaving ill-smelling leaves.

water-lens (wa't^r-lenz), «. A simple kind of
leus, formed by a few drops of water placed in
a small brass cell with blackened sides, and
having a glass bottom. The upper surface of the
water is more or less curved according to the diameter of
the tube, and sometimes the convexity (and hence the
magnifying power) can be raised by a screw at the side.

water-lentil (wa't^r-len'til), «. See lentil.

waterless («a't6r-les), a. [< ME. waierles, wa-
terlecs, < AS. wxterleds, without water ; as ica-

ter + -less.'^ Lacking water; unsupplied orun-
moistened with water; of a fish, out of water.

A nionlc whan he is i-ecchelees
Is likned til a fish that is waterlees.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 180.

Frankincense, for which of old they went
Through plain and desert waterless, and faced
The lion-haunted woods that edged the waste.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 217.

water-lettuce (wa'tfer-lefis), n. See Pistia.

water-level (wa'ter-lev''el), n. 1. The surface
of the water in any vessel or reservoir, natural
or artificial, in which water is standing, as in a

well, canal, pond, lake, etc. ; also, the plane of
saturation beneath the surface of the ground,
or the plane below which the soil or rock re-

mains saturated with water under the ordinary
conditions of rainfall, etc.

But in strata occupying such a position, as well as in
the gravel, all wells must be sunk by digging, and not
bored, to the natural water-level, there being no superin-
cumbent impermeable stratum to keep down the water
at a level l>elow that to which it would naturally have a
tendency to rise.

Prestwich, Water-Bearing Strata of London, p. 6.

2. A leveling-instrument in which water is

employed instead of mercury or spirit of wine.
It consists of a tin tube, about S feet long, bent at right
angles at each end, with a small short tube soldered on
it at its center, by the aid of which it can be fixed upon
some kind of a support or tripod. In tile bent ends of the
long tul)e are inserted two small glass vials with their bot-

toms cut off. Enough water is tiien poured in to about
half fill the bottles when the instrument is level. By sight-

ing across the surface of the water a level-line is got. The
extreme clieapness and portability of this level make it

serviceable sometimes, although it gives but a rough ap-
proximation to accuracy as compared witli the best kind
of spirit-level.

water-lily (wa't6r-lil"i), n. [< ME. watir-Uli,

watyr-lyly ; < water + lily.'] 1. A plant of the
genus Castalia (Nympheea), which contains
about 25 species distributed nearly throughout
the world, but most freely in the northern hemi-
sphere and the tropics. They are aquatic plants
with a perennial rootstock, orbicular floating leaves, and
large flowers, single on long scapes riding on the surface
of the water. The flowers have numerous petals of a deli-

cate texture, forming when expanded nearly a hemisphere
— white, l)lue, red, or yellow. Several white water-lilies

are the most familiar. The common European species is

C. speciosa (N. alba), with leaves 6 or 8 and flowers 3 or 4
inches in diameter. The ordinary American species is

C. (N.) odorafa, witli very sweet-scented flowers often 5^
inches wide, and leaves 5 to 9 inches broad, varying in
color to pinkish or even bright pink-red, especially at Barn-
stable, Massachusetts. In the interior t>uited States is

found C (N.) reni/ortnis, with considerably larger leaves
and flowers, scentless or sliglitly apple-scented, and always
white— the rootstock bearing numerous self-detaching
tubers. The golden water-lily, C, (A'.) fiava, of Florida,
which long escaped the notice of botanists, is a locally

abundant species of moderate dimensions, with yellow
flowers. C. mystica (N. Lotus\ the specific Egyptian wa-
ter-lily, with white, pink, or red flowers, and C. seutifolia
(n. cseridea), the blue water-lily, also of Egypt, are named
among the lotuses. C. (N.) themutlis is a rare species oc-

curring in warm springs in Hungary, and called Hunga-
riantotus. TheAustralian water-lily, C, (N.) gigantea,hss
the leaves in the larger specimens 18 iuclies broad, the
flowers a foot broad with over 200 stamens, the petals blue,

purple, pink, or rarely white. Another general name of

the water-lilies is wafer-nymph. See Nympheea.
2. The pond-lily, or yellow water-lily, Nymphxa
(Nuphar) lutea. Hee pond-lily.— 3. In general,

any plant of the order Nymphmaceie, the water-
lily family. See the phrases below Blue water-
lily. See def. 1.— Dwarf water-lily. Same as /W»/7f?d
wafer-(i7i/.— Egyptian water-lUy. Seedef. ].—Fringed
water-lily. See Aurtn«n//*^'7H7n».—NewZealandwater-
lily. See Ranuncubu.— Prickly water-Illy, EuryaleSe-
rox, which has tlie calyx and the under side of tlie leaves
spiny. It is cultivated in India and China for its fari-

naceous seeds. See Ettryale, 2.— Royal water-lily, the
Victoria reffia. See Victoria, 2.— Sweet-scented water-
lily Castalia odorata. See def. 1.— Victoria water-lily.
See rfcdirja, 2.—White water-lily. Seedef. i.—Yellow
water-lily. See def. 2.

water-lime (wil'ter-lim), n. Hydraulic lime.
See hydraulic— Water-lime group, in geol., a group
of strata of Upper Silurian age, overlying the Onondaga
Salt group, and forming the lower section of the Lower
Helderberg group, according to the nomenclature of tiie

New York Geological Survey. This group is of great im-
portance, especially in Ulster county, New York, as fur-

nishing a considerable part of the hydraulic cement man-
ufactured in the United States. It abounds in those fos-

sils to which the name Tentaculites has l>een given, and
hence is known also as the TerUaculite group. See cenurU,
2, And cement-rttme.
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water-line (wa'ter-lin), «. 1 . The line in which
water at its surface verges or borders upon any-
thing; specifically, in ship-building, one of the
horizontal lines supposed to be described by
the surface of the water on the sides of a ship,

and exhibited at certain depths upon the sheer-
draft. The most Important of these lines are the light
water-line, which marks the depression of the ship's body
in the water when she is light or unladen, and tlie load
water-line, which marks her depression in the water when
laden.

2. Same as water-level, 1.

The [mineral] deposits are much more valuable where
they are now worked . . . than they will be below water-
tine. New York Tribune, Nov. 7, 1879.

3. A semi-transparent line or mark formed in

paper during its manufacture ; a water-mark.
See water-mark, 3.

It is supposed . . . that the wat^rlines are perpendicu-
lar in folio, octavo, and dccimo-octavo iiooks, and horizon-
tal in quarto and duodecimo.

De Morgan, Arithmetical Books, xiii.

water-lined (wa't^r-lind), a. Marked with wa-
ter-lines : as, Irish linen water-lined paper.
water-liverwort (wa'ter-liv"6r-wert), n. The
water-crowfoot, lianunculus aquatilis.

water-lizard (wa'tdr-liz^ard), «. 1. Anaquatic
amphibian with four legs and a tail, as a mud-
puppy, water-dog, or hellbender. See triton,

newt, and cuts under hellbender, Menobranchus,
axolotl, ajiA newt. [U.S.]— 2. A water-moni-
tor or varan. See cut under Hydrosaurus.
water-lobelia (wa't6r-lo-be"lia), n. See Lo-
belia, 1.

water-lock (wa't6r-lok), n. Same as loclc^, 8.

Shunt, Glossographia, 1670.

water-locust (wa't6r-16"ku8t), n. A small spe-
cies of honey-locust, Gleditschia monosperma,
found in the southern United States, especial-
ly westward, in the bottom-lands, where it oc-
cupies large areas. The wood is of a rich dark-
brown color, heavy, hard, and susceptible of
polish. Also called swamp-locust.
water-logged (wa'tfer-logd), a. [< water +
*logged, of uncertain origin. In a view com-
monly accepted, logged, lit. 'rendered log-M\ie,'

i. e. heavy or clumsy in consequence of being
filled with water; < /ogri -t- -crf2. in another
view, logged is lit. 'laid' or 'placed,' after Sw.
vatten-lagga, lay in water, soak. Other expla-
nations have been proposed; but none accu-
rately applies to water-logged, except by assum-
ing some confusion of the second element. In
present use the word is undoubtedly associated
with tor/l.] Saturated or filled with water: ap-
plied specifically to a ship when by leaking and
receiving a great quantity of water into her
hold she has become so heavy as to be nearly
or altogether unmanageable, though stiU keep-
ing afloat.

In the course of the summer I had discovered a raft of
pitch-pine logs with the bark on. . . . Though completely
waterlogged and almost as heavy as lead, they not only
burned long, but made a very hot fire.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 268.

The next day the Bon Homme Richard, quite water-
logged, sank, with all tlie wounded on board.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. B37.

water-lot (wa'tfer-lot), ». A lot of ground
which is under water ; specifically, one of a
regular system of city lots which are partly or
wholly covered by the water of a bay, lake, or
river, and may be filled in and converted into
made ground for the erection of buildings,
docks, etc.

Yesterday, he said, I bought a water-lot; that topsail-
schooner lies at anchor there.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 244.

water-lotus (w4't6r-16'tus), n. The nelumbo.
See lotus, 1.

water-lung (wa't^r-lung), n. One of the re-
sjiiratory trees or ramifications of the cloaca of
holothurians. Tliey are present in most of the order
Holothuroidea, and have an excretory or depuratory func-
tion by the continual passage of water through them.

water-lute (wa't6r-lut), «. Any form of air-

tight joint formed by the agency of water; a
water-seal or air-trap.

water-main (wa'ter-man), n. In water-icorhs,

any one of the principal pipes or conduits run-
ning under streets, to which the lateral service-
pipes for supply of houses on either side of the
street are connected.
water-maize (wa't^r-maz), «. See maize.
waterman (wft'tfer-man), «. ;

pi. watermen
(-men). [< water + man (= D. waterman = G.
waxsermann).'] 1. A boatman; a ferryman; a
man who manages water-craft; one who plies

for hire on rivers, etc.

water-meter
It does not liecome your g: avity . . . to have offered

this outrage on a waterman, . . . much less on a man of
his civil coat. B. Jonson, Epictene, iii. 2.

My great grandfather was but a waterman, looking one
way and rowing another. ISunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, 1.

2. One who carries or distributes water; spe-
cifically, a person who waits at a cab-stand for
the purpose of supplying
the horses with water,
calling the cabmen when
they are absent, etc. [Eng.]
—Waterman's knot (naut.), a
form of knot used to bend a
rope about a post or bollard.

watermanship (wa'ter-
man-ship), n. The func- waterman's Knot.

tions, art, or skill of a waterman or oarsman

;

oarsmanship.
All the rowing interest of each society makes sport for

itself and amusement for spectators on the banks with
forms of watermanship wiiich are lighter and more jjleas-

ant. Tlie Atlantic, LXVII. 792.

water-mantle (wa'ter-man"tl), n. [Tr. of G.
wassermantcl.2 The water-jacket, or layer of
water, which incloses the space in which the
cultures are placed in the incubator for bacte-
riological investigations, and to which heat is

applied, and into which is dipped the regulator
that serves to keep the temperature constant.
[Rare.]

Between the room . . . and the wattr-mantle ... a
Schloesing's membrane-regulator ... is extended.

Hueppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 189.

water-maple (wa'ter-ma"pl), n. Same as red
maple (which see, under maple^).

water-marigold (wa'ter-mar^i-gold), n. An
American acjuatic, Bidcns BecMi, of which most
of the leaves are submerged and very finely dis-

sected.

water-mark (wa'ter-mark), n. 1. The mark,
line, or limit of the rise or height of water, as
in a well, a river, the sea, etc. ; a water-line

;

especially, a tide-mark.

The last tide had risen considerably above the usual
water-mark. Scott, Antiquary, vii.

2. A faintly marked letter, figtire, or design
in the fabric of paper, that denotes its size or
its manufacturer, usually barely noticeable ex-
cept when the sheet is held against strong light.
It IS made in the process of manufacture by the pressure
of wires on the moist pulp. Tlie water-marks used liy the
earlier paper-makers have given names to several of the
present standard sizes of paper, as pot, foolscap, croipn,

elephant, and post, the last being so called from the device
of a postman's horn as water-mark.

water-mark (wa'ter-mark), V. t. 1. To mark
or stamp with water-lines: as. to water-mark
paper; a. water-marked -page.— 2. To mark, in-

scribe, or embody in water-lines.

They are without the final refinement of the recurring
title water-marked in the lower margins of the page.

The Century, XXXIX. 94.

water-meadow (wa'ter-med"6), n. A meadow
capable of being kept in a state of fertility by
being overflowed with water at certain seasons
from some adjoining stream.

The fire-flies flitted over the water-meadows outside.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 690.

water-measuret (wa'ter-mezh'ur), ». A unit of

measure used on board ships, five pecks accord-
ing to a statute of Henry VII. it was regarded as
a bushel, and was similarly subdivided. A statute of 1701
declares that a water-measure is round, and 18^ inclies in

diameter within tlie hoop, and 8 inches deep, and ordains
that apples and pears shall be sold l,y this measure heaped.

water-measurer (wa'ter-mezh'TU'-er). w. Any
water-bug of the heteropterous family Hydro-
metridse.

watermelon (wa'tfer-meFon), w. A plant, Ci-

trullus vulgaris (frequently named Cucutnis
Citrullus), or its fruit. The plant, supposed to be of
Asiatic origin, is a slender trailing vine, requiring a warm
soil. The fruit (a pepo) is of a splierical or usually elon-
gated form, 1^ or 2 feet long, smooth and green, or some-
times variegated on the outside, containing witliin a
rose-colored or sometimes yellowish pulp, pleasantly
flavored, and abounding in a refreshing sweetish watery
juice. 'The watermelon is largely cultivated in Egypt,
India, China, Japan, America, southern France, and else-

where.

Their Watermelons were nmch more large, and of sev-

eral kinds, distinguished by the color of their meat and
seed. . . . They are excellently good, and very plea.«ant

to the taste, as also to the eye ; having the rind of a lively

green color, streaked and watered, the meat of a carna-
tion, and the seed black and shining while it lies in the
melon. Beverley, Hist. Virginia, iv. ^ 19.

water-meter (wa'ter-me't^r), M. 1. An in-

strument that measures the quantity of water
that passes through it, as a gas-meter mea-
sures gas. There are various contrivances for

this purpose. See cuts on following page.

—

2. An instrument for determining the amount
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Water-meters.

^. J, case ;*,*'. inlet and outlet ; c, hard rubber rotating piston ; (t,

grating spindle which drives the registering mechanism t, by means
of a connection {not shown) ; f, dial.

B. a, a\ case, composed of two cylinders cast integrally; 6, one of
the two plungers ; c, valve actuated by tf, controlling the How into and
out of the cylinder a. A similar valve in a controls the flow into and
out of «', and in this way theplunger in each cylinder governs the flow
into and out of the other. The plungers are hollow, and have very
nearly the specific gravity of water. Their reciprocations, through a
connection (not shown), drive the registering mechanism d. The mlct
(not shown) is opposite the outlet e.

of water evaporated in a given time, as from a
steam-boiler.

water-milfoil (wa't6r-mil'foil), n. See mil-

foil.

water-mill {wa't6r-mil), n. A mill whose ma^
ohinery is driven by water.

There are in this Citie 200. Schooles, 200. Innes, 400. wo-
r-miU*, 600. water-ConduiU, 700. Temples and Oratories.

Capt. John Smith, Worlcs, I. 47.

water-mint (w4'tfer-miBt), «. The bergamot-
raint. Mentha aquatica, an herb of wet places in

Europe and Asiatic Russia, naturalized in other
localities, growing sparingly in the eastern
United States. It affords a perfumers' oil.

The water-mint>or brook-mint of early usage
was M. syhestris. See niinfi.

Those which perfume the air most delightfully, not
passed by as the rest, but l^eing trodden upoti and crushed,

are three— that is, buniet, wild thyme, and water-mints.
Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1S87), p. 444.

water-mite (wa't6r-mit), n. Any mite of the

family Bijdrachnidx ; a water-tick. See Hy-
drachniilx, and cut under Hydrachna. Also
called icater-spifler.

water-moccasin (w&'t^r-mok'a-sin), n. A
water-adilcr : a name applied with little dis-

crirainatiou iu the United States to several

species of aquatic snakes
;
properly, the veno-

mous Toxicnphis or Aiicistrodon piscivortis, with
which the harmless Tropidonotus (or Nerodia)
sipedon is sometimes confounded. See water-
Kiiakc. and cut under moccasin.

water-mole (wa't^r-mol), «. 1. A desman;
a member of the genus Myogale. See cut un-
der desman.— 2. The duck-mole, or duck-billed
platypus, Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. See cut
under durkhill.

water-monitor (wA'tfer-mon'i-tor), n. A large
water-lizard of the family Moititorida or Va-
rnnidte: any aquatic monitor, or varan. One of

the licKt-known is the Indian kaharaKoya, or two-handed
monitor, }Iani(i>r or VaranttJt ttalvator, attaining a length
of rt or »j ft-ct. See cut under Hydrotawnu.

water-monkey (wa'ter-raung'ki), «. A globu-
lar vessel witu a straight upright neck, com-
monly of earthenware, used in tropical coun-
tries for holding water.

water-moss ( wa'ter-m6s), n. A moss of the ge-
nus FiintiiiiiUs (which see).

water-moth (wa'tfer-mdth), n. A caddis-fly:

so called from its aquatic habits and resem-
blance to a moth. See cut under caddis-norm.

Every Koo4i disciple of Walton and lover of the *'gentle
art" kiiows tlie value of the caddice-fly or water-nwth as
bait. ifiiej/, 6th Mo, Ent. Rep.,p. 1&

water-motor (wa'ter-m6"tcr), «. Any water-
wheel or turbine; in a narrower and the more
common sense, any form of small motor using
" fater untler pressure, and serving to drive light

chinery , such as printing-presses and sewing-
chines. Snch motors an' made in the form of over-

shot wheels inclosed in a casin},;, reciprr)cating pistons in

cylinders, anrl rotary en;;ine8. Another form Is a small
turbine designed to be fitted to a common house supply-
pipe, .Small engines with oscillating cylinders are also

4:«)

Water-motor.
a, case supported on legs ; i, gate-valve for regulating flow ; €,

buckets or floats attached to the outer margin of a disk keyed to the
shaft of the band-wheel /. The buckets <r play in an annular en-
largement e of the case as they receive the impact of the stream
Sowing through d. The water is discharged at d.

used. Another form, employing the pressure of a large
body of water to raise a smaller quantity, is called a wa-
ter-i/rea»ure pump, but is essentially a water-motor used
as a pump,
water-mouse (wa'ter-mous), n. An Austra-
lian murine rodent of the genus Hydromys and
subfamily Hydromyinie. See cut under beaver-
rat.— WMte-bellled water-mouse. See white-hellied.

—Yellow-bellied water-mouse. See yeUow-beltied.

water-murrain (wa,'t6r-mur"an), n. A disease
among cattle.

water-net (wa'tfer-net), n. See Hydrodictyon.
water-newt (wfl,'t6r-nut), «. An aquatic newt;
a triton. See cuts under newt and axolotl.

water-nixy (wa't6r-nik"si), n. [After G. was-
sernixe; < water + nix^.'] A water-spirit; an
elf udiabiting the water.

The shallowness of a watemtxie's soul may have a
charm until she becomes didactic.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixiv.

water-nut (wS,'ter-nut), n. The large edible
seed of plants of the genus Trapa, or the plant
itself : also called Singhara nut. See cut under
Trapa.
water-nymph (wa'ter-nimf), n. 1. A Naiad.

—

2. A plant of the genus Naias.— 3. The water-
lily, Castalia (Kymphsea).
water-oak (wa'ter-6k), n. 1. In hot., an oak,
Quercus aquatica, oi the southern United States,
most common and best developed along streams
in the eastern Gulf States. Its wood is heavy,
hard, and coarse-grained, and does not appear
to be used except for fuel. Also duck-, possum-,
OT punk-oak.— 2. Same a,8 pin-oak.

water-oats (w4't6r-dts), n. pi. See Indian
rice (a), under Wcel.

water-opossum (wa't^r-^-pos'um), fl. The
South American yapok. See cut under yapok.
water-ordeal (wa'ter-6r"de-al),n. SeeorrfeaJ, 1.

water-organ (wa'ter-6r"gan), n. See hydraulic
organ, under organ^.

water-ouzel (wa'tfer-S'zl), n. See ouzel.

water-oven (wa't6r-uv"n), «. In chem., an
oven surrounded on all sides but the front or

top with a chamber of boiling water or steam,
used for drying chemical preparations, etc.

water-ox (wa't6r-oks),n.; pi. «'ater-oa;e«(-oks"n).

The water-cow.
Water-OQCen turned up their noses at us.

LitteU'g Living Age, CLXT, 88.

water-padda (wa't6r-pad"a), n. A South Af-
rican toad, Breviceps gibboms.

water-pang (wa't6r-pang), «. Pyrosis.

water-parsley (wa't^r-pars'li), n. l. One

con

~3i^ia'

of several water-loving umbelliferous plants.

[Eng.]— 2. See Richardsonia.

water-parsnip (wa'ter-pars'nip), «. A plant

of the genus Sium, especially S. latifolium. See
cut under skirret.

water-parting (wa'tfer-par'ting), n. Same as

watershed.

The hijih land which forms the divisional line between
two contiguous ilver-ljasins is called the water-parting.

Instead of water-parting some writers employ the terra

watershed, Huxley, Physiography, p, 18.

water-partridge (wa'ter-piir"trij), «. The rud-

dy duck, Erismatura rubida. G. Trumbidl, 1888.

See cut under Erismatura. [Patuxent river,

Maryland.]
water-passage (wa'ter-pas'aj), n. A passage
for water; specifically, the urethra.

water-pennjrwort (wa't6r-pen''i-w6rt),n. Same
as marsh-pennywort.

water-pepper (wa'ter-pep'6r),n. 1. The smart-

weed, I'oli/goKum Ili/dropiper. The mild water-

pepper is /'. hydropiperoides.-~2. Same as wa-

terwort, 1.

water-pore

water-persicaria (wa't6r-p6r-si-ka"ri-a), ».
See persicaria.

water-pewit (wa't6r-pe"wit), «. See pewit (c)

and i^uyornis.

water-pheasant (wa'tfer-fez'ant), «. l. The
Chinese jaeana, Hydrophasianiis chirurgus. See
cut under Hydrophasianus.— 2. The pintail or
a congeneric duck, having a long tail. See
pheasant(d) (5), and cut under Dafila.— 3. The
goosander, Mergus merganser; also, the hooded
merganser, Lophodytes cucullatus.

waterphone (wa'ter-fon), ». [Irreg. < water +
Gr. (puv>/, voice, sound, simulating telephone.']

An instrument for observing the now of water
in pipes and the detection of leaks, when the
pipes are laid underground or in other inac-
cessible places. A common form consists of a metal-
lic diaphragm arranged in an car-trumpet after a manner
analogous to a telephone receiver, and having a slender
rod of steel connected with the diaphragm in such a way
as not to touch the trumpet. In use the free end of the
rod is placed upon the pipe to be examined, and the ear,

placed at the trumpet, is thus enabled to hear distinctly
sounds that^ without this device, would be entirely in-

audible.

water-piet (wa't6r-pi"et), n. The Water-ouzel
or dipper, Cinclus aquaticus. Also water-pyet.

See cut under dipper. Montagu. [Prov. Eng.]
water-pie (wa'ter-pig), n. 1. A porpoise.— 2.

The capibara (which see, with cut).— 3. A fish,

the gourami.
water-pillar (wa'tfer-pil'ar), n. It. A water-
spout.— 2. On a railroad, an \ipright pipe with
a swinging hollow arm or gooseneck, placed
beside the track for supplying water to loco-
motives ; a water-crane.
water-pimpernel (wa't6r-pim"p6r-nel), n.

See pimpernel.

water-pine (wa'ter-pin), n. Seejjtnel.

water-pipe (wa't6r-pip),)i. [iMF,. water-pipe;
< water + pipe.'] 1. A pipe for conveying wa-
ter. Wright, Vocabulary.

Single I grew, like some green plant, whose root
Creeps to the garden water-pipes beneath,

Feeding the flower. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. A waterspout. [Archaic]

One deep calleth another, because of the noise of the
water-pipes. Book of Comnwn Prayer, Psalter, Ps. xlii. 9.

water-pipit (wa't6r-pip"it), n. One of several

species of Anthus which are common in various
parts of Europe, especially that usually called

A. aquaticus, also A. spinoletta, and more cor-

rectly A. spipoletta. See Anthtis and pipit.

waterpitt, ». lilE.waterjmtjK AS.iceeterpyt; as
tcater + pit^.] Apitof water. J>-e('tsrt, 111.401.

water-pitcher (wa't^r-pich"^r), «. l. A
pitcher for holding water.— 2. A plant of the
order Sarruceniacese, including the common
pitcher-plant or sidesaddle-flower. See cut un-
der pitcher-plant.

water-plane ( wa't6r-plan), n. In ship-building,

a plane passing through a vessel when afloat,

on a level with the surface of the water, when
the vessel has her stores and equipments only on board,
such a plane is a light water-plane; when she is loaded, it

is a loaA water-plane. Compare water-line.

water-plant (wa'ttr-plant), «. A plant which
grows in water; an aquatic plant.

water-plantain (wa'ter-plan"tan), n. A plant
of the genus Alisma, chiefly A. Plantago, the
common or great water-plantain, growing in

shallow water throughout the temperate north-

ern hemisphere, reappearing in Australia. Its

leaves in form and arrangement suggest those of the com-
mon plantain, but are not ridgy ; the flowers are small and
white-petaled, borne in an open panicle a foot or two long,

A smaller species is A. ranunculoides ; & floating species,

A. natans; both are European.

water-plate (wil'ter-plat), n. A plate having
a double bottom or a lining of different mate-
rial, with a space left in which hot water can
be put, to keep articles of food warm.

This kind of dish [sentiment], above all, requires to be

served up hot or sent off in water-plates, that your friend

may have it almost as warm as yourself.

Lamb, Distant Correspondents.

water-platter (wa'tir-plafer), n. The royal

water-lily, Victoria regia: so named with refer-

ence to its broad floating Reaves with upturned
margin.
water-plow (wA't^r-plou), «. A machine for-

merly used for taking mud, etc., out of rivers.

Halliwell.

water-poise (w4'tfer-poiz), n. A hydrometer,
or instrument for ascertaining the specific grav-

ity of different liquids.

water-pore (wa'ter-por), II. 1. In zooL, the

pore or orifice by which a water-tube of any
water-vascular system opens to the exterior.

—

2. In bot., an aperture or pore in the epidermis

I



water-pore

of certain plants, through which water is fre-

quently expressed, it resembles an ordinary stoma,
but has no i^uardian-cells, and is situated directly over
the extremities of the fibers of the framework. These
aitertiires are of various size and form.

water-post (wa'tfrr-post), h. a post (often a
lamp-post) to which a pressure-gage is affixed,

the gage being connected with the main and
supply branches of a water-pipe, and serving
to indicate the water-pressure in some part of

a system of water-supply.
water-pot (wa'ter-pot), n. [< ME. water-pot,

uater-pott, icatir-pot ; <. water + pot^."] 1. Any
pot or vessel for holding, conveying, or dis-

tributing water.
Therefor the womman lefte the watir pott and went into

the citie. Wyclif, John iv. 28.

2. Same as watering-pot, 1.

To use his eyes for garden water-pots,

Ay, and laying autumn's dust.

SAo*., Lear, iv 6. 200.

3. A chamber-pot.
water-pouket, »• [^ water + pouke, a pimple
or blister, a little pouch or poke holding water

;

ef . poke", pouch.'] Same as vesicle, 1 (6).

water-power (wa'ter-pou'er), n. The power of

water employed, or capable of being employed,
as a prime mover in machinery ; hence, a fall

or descent in a stream capable of being utilized

for mechanical purposes.

The water-power to wliicli a riparian owner is entitled

consists of the fall in the stream when in its natural state,

as it passes through his land, or along the boundaries of it.

Or, in other words, it consists of the difference of level

between the surface where the stream first touches his

land and the surface where it leaves it.

Gibson, C. J., 3 Rawle (Penn.), p. 90.

Absorbent-Strata water-power. See absorbent.

water-pox (wa'ter-poks), n. Varicella or
chicken-pox.

water-press (w4't6r-pres), ». Same as hydro-
static ot hydraulic press. See hydraulic. E.H.
Knight.
water-prism (w3,'t6r-prizm), n. In a canal or
river, tue body of water at any part of its coirrse

as determined by the cross-section at that part,

regarded as a cross-section of a prism.

The Yazoo river, by measurements, returned 129,000 cu-

bic feet per second at the date of highest water at Vicks-
burg (.Tune 27) to the water-prii^m.

Oov. Iteport on Mississippi River, 1861 (rep. 1876), p. 80.

water-privilege (w&'ter-priv"i-lej), n. 1. The
right to use water ; especially, the right to use
running water to turn machinery. See water-

power.— 2. A stream or body of water capable
of being utilized in driving machinery. [U. S.]

waterproof (wa't6r-pr6f), a. and «. [Also
water-proof; < water + proof, a.] I. a. Im-
pervious to water, or nearly so Waterproof
glue. See glm.

II. n. 1. Any material which repels water;
especially, a light woolen cloth made for the
purpose, and subjected to some waterproofing
application.— 2. A garment of some material
that repels water,made either of waterproof ( 1 ),

or of mackintosh or a similar material made
with india-rubber.

"There is going to be rain. Sheila,'' her father said,

smelling the moisture in the keen air. " Will you hef
your waterproof? " W. Black, Princess of Thule, xxvi.

Just as we reached it the mist turned to heavy rain.

This is the depressing side of sight-seeing in .Scotland

;

you must take your holidays in water-proofs.
Harper's Hag., LXXVII. 946.

waterproof (wa't6r-prof), v. t. [< waterproof,
a.] To render impervious to water, as cloth,

leather, etc.

Tliirty yards of waterproofed and polished By-line of

braided silk. The Century, XXVI. 378.

waterproofer (wa'ter-pro'ffer), n. One who
renders materials waterproof.

Waterproofers and lamp-black makers.
Lancet, 1890, 1. 420.

waterproofing (w&'tfer-pro'fing), n. [Verbal
n. of waterproof, v.] 1. The process or method
of rendering impervious to water, as clothing,

boots and shoes, and fishing-lines.

The final combination o^ dubbing, whitening, water-

proofing, etc., it is claimed, gives the leather a superior
finish. C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 605.

2. The material with which a substance is made
waterproof, as caoutchouc, a varnish, or an oil.

As umlirellas were not used by men, as being too effem-
inate, and india-rubber waterproofini/ was only to be dis-

covered more than a century later, nten in Anne's reign
had to put their trust in gor>d broadcloth cloaks.

J, Ashton, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, 1. 169.

w;ater-propeller (wa't6r-pro-pel"6r), «. A ro-

tary pump. E. H, Knight.
water-pniup (wft'tfer-pump), «. A pump for
water: used humorously of the eyes.
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" Thank you, Dobbin," he said, rubbing his eyes with

his knuckles. . . . The water-pumps were at work again,

and I am not sure that the soft-hearted Captain's eyes did
not also twinkle. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, x-xiv.

water-puppy (wa'ter-pup''i),«. Same as waier-

''".'/, ^
water-purpie (wa'ter-p^r''pi), n. [< water +
piirpic, a Sc. corruption of purple.'] A spe-

cies of Veronica, V. Bcccahunya, found in moist
places; brook-lime. [Scotch.]

Cresses or water-purpie, and a bit ait-cake, can serve
the Master for breakfast as weel as Caleb.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xviii.

water-purslane (wa'ter-pers'''lan), n. Seepurs-
lanc.

water-pyet, «. See water-piet.

water-C[Uaket (wa'ter-kwak), n. A violent dis-

turbance of water. [Rare.]

Wittlesmere . . . doth sometimes in Calmes and faire
weather sodainly rise tempestuously, as it were, into vio-

lent water-quakes, to the danger of the poore fishermen.
Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 600. (Davies.)

water-qualm (wa'tSr-kwam), «. Pyrosis.

water-quenched (wa't^r-kwencht), a. Cooled
by immersion in water: a term frequently used
in speaking of tempering steel and similar oper-
ations.

water-quintain (wa'ter-kwin"tan), n. The
sport of tilting at the quintain by a person
standing in a boat, which was rowed rapidly
past. If the filter was not sufficiently alert,

the return of the quintain threw him into the
water.

water-rabbit (wa.'ter-rab'''it), )i. The swamp-
hare of the lower Mississippi valley, Lepus
aquaticus. See cut under swamp-hare.
water-radish ( wa'tfer-rad'ish), n. A tall water-
cress. Nasturtium amphibiiim, of wet places in

the northern Old World. Other species of Nas-
tiirtium are also so named. Also radish.

water-rail (wa'ter-ral), n. 1. The common
rail of Europe, Itallus aquaticus, as distinguished
from land-rail, Crex pratensis; any species of

Rallus.— 2. The European gallinule, Gallinula
cMoropus, the water-hen or moor-hen. [Local,
Eng.]
water-ram (wa't6r-ram), n. A machine for
raising water: same as hydraulic ram (which
see, under hydraulic).

water-ranny (wa'ter-rau^i), n. If. The short-

tailed field-mouse. Halliwelt.— 2. Properly,
the water-shrew.
water-rat (wa'ter-rat), «. One of several dif-

ferent rodents, of aquatic habits, belonging to

the family Muridie. (o) In Europe, the water-vole,

a comparatively large blackish species, Arvicola amphi-

Water-rat {jirvtcfita amfhibitts).

tn.us, which lives in the banks of streams or lakes. See
vole'^. (6) In America, the musquasli or muskrat. Fiber
zibethicus. See cut under mttskrat. (c) In Australia and
Tasmania, a water-mouse ; any species of the genus Hy-
drmnys, as H. chrysogaster or //. leucogaster : also called
bearer-rat. See cut under beaver-rat.

water-rate (wa'ter-rat), n. A rate or tax for

the supply of water. Also water-rent.

water-rattler (wa'ter-rafler), n. The diamond
rattlesnake, Crotalus adamanteus, often found in

moist places. Also water-rattle. [Local, U. S.]

water-reed (wa'ter-red), n. A grass of the ge-
nus Arundo.
water-rent (wa'ter-rent), n. Same as wat<r-

ratc.

water-ret (wa'tfer-ret), r. i. Same as tcater-rot.

water-retting (wa'ter-ret''''ing), n. See ret-

ting, 1. Eucyc. Brit, IX. 294.

water-rice (wft'tfer-ris), n. The Indian rice, Zi-

^ania aquatica. See rice, and cut under Zizania.

water-robin ( wa'ter-rob"in), u. An Asiatic fly-

catcher, Xantliopi/giii fiiUginosa. See robin^, 3,

and cut under Xautliopygiu.

wa'fcer-rocket (wa't^r-rok"et), «. 1. A plant
of the genus Nasturtium; water-cress.— 2. A
kind of fireworjf designed to be discharged in

tlie water.

water-shut

water-room (wa'ter-rom), n. The space iu a
steam-boiler occupied by water, as distinct from
the steam-room, or the space which contains
steam.
water-rose (wa'ter-roz), H. The water-lily.

water-rot (wa'fer-rot), V. t. To cause to rot
by steeping in water, as in some of the me-
chanical trades. Also wat^r-ret.

water-route ( wa'ter-rot), n. A stream or other
tract of water used as a route of travel.

Tile competition of parallel railroad lines or water-
routes. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 686.

water-rugt (wa'tfer-mg), n. [< water -f rugi.

equiv. here to shock'i, shough.] A kind of dop.

Hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,
Shouglis, water-rugs, and demi-wolves are clept
All by the name of dogs. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 94.

water-sail (wa'ter-sal), n. A small sail occa-
sionally set under a lower studdingsail.

water-salamander (wa'ter-sal^a-man-der), II.

A water-newt.
water-sallow (wft't^r-saVo), v. [< water + sal-

low'^.] Same as water-willow, 1.

water-sapphire (wa'ter-saf'''ir), «. A precious
stone of an intense blue color and transparent

.

found in small rolled masses in Ceylon. It is a
variety of iolite.

waterscape (wa'ter-skap), 11. [< water + scape.
as in landscape.] A water- or sea-view as distin-

guished from a landscape; a seascape. [Rare.]

water-scorpion (wa't6r-sk6r"pi-on), n. A large
aquatic and carnivorousbugof the family Nejii-

dse. See Nepa.
water-screw (wa'ter-skra), «. A water-eie-
vator consisting of an application of the Archi-
medean screw. It has spiral vanes set on an inclined
axis revolving within a cylindrical cstaing whose lower
end is in the water.

water-seal (wa'ter-sel), n. A body of water in-

terposed as a bar to the passage or escape of

gas. A common way of forming a water-seal is to insert

the open mouth of a pipe or vessel designed to hold the
gas below the surface of water in another vessel to a depth
at which the hydraulic pressure opposing the escape of the
gas is equal to or greater than the pneumatic pressure of

tile gas. Anothermethodis toform a bend downward in a
pipe, and till the bent part with water. Compare trap''- 4.

water-sengreen (wa'ter-sen''gren), «. See sen-

green .

water-serpent (wa'ter-sfer'pent), «. Same as

sea-serpent, 2.

watershed (wa't^r-shed), «. [< water + «fcef/i.]

The edge of a river-basin (see river) ; the line

separating the waters flowing into two different

rivers or river-basins. Thus, the crest of the Siena
Nevada of California forms the watershed between the
rivers flowing into the Pacific and those which lose them-
selves in the Great Basin. Sometimes called the water,
partinff, and in the United States more frequently and
popularly the divide. Thus, the "Continental Divide" is

the line which marks the separation of the waters flow-

ing into the Pacific from those finding their way to the
Gulf of Mexico.

Midnight! the outpost of advancing day! . . .

The watershed of Time, from which the streams
Of Yesterday and To-morrow take their way

!

Longfellow, The Two Rivers, i.

The summit of the pass is called the divide or water-
shed. In this last word the "shed" has not the presettt

meaning, but an obsolescent one of "part" or "divid,
(Ger. Scbeiden). Skeat says: "Tlie old sense 'to part

is nearly obsolete, except in water-shed, the ridge whiili

parts river-systems." . . . The u'atcr-«/(Crf of any river ba-

sin limits its "area of catchment," as the hydraulic engi-

neers call it. J. D. Whitney, ?»ames and Places, p. 141.

water-sheept (wa'ter-shep), n. The roach, a
fish: so cafled in antithesis to water-fox (the

carp). See cut under rooc/i. 1. Walton.

water-shell (wa'ter-shel), )(. In ordnance, a
shell, invented by M. Abel, consisting of an
ordinary shell with a centrally placed cylinder
of guncotton, having the space between this

cylinder and the walls of the shell filled witl

water. The shell is hermetically sealed to re-

tain tlio water.

water-shield (w&'tfer-sheld), n. A plant of

eitlier of the genera Vahomha and Brasenin.

which form the suborder Cabomhes, of the Nym-
pheaceie: so called as consisting of aquatics
with peltate leaves. ISrasenia peltata, with floating

oval leaves 1 to 4 inches across and small duU-jnirple How
ers, is found in North America, Asia, Africa, and Australiii.

Also irater-buekler.

water-shoot (wa'ter-shot), )/. [< water + shoot.

prob. confused also with chute.] 1. A pipe or

trough for discharging water from a building.
— 2t. A shoot from the root of a tree.

water-shrew (wa'ter-shro), n. An oar-footed

aquatic shrew, in Europe the best-known species i^

Crossopus fodiens. The corresponding American specii-s-

is Ncosorex italustns. See second cut under shrew.

water-shutt (wa'ter-shut), «. That which stops

the passage of water.



water-shut

Who all the mome
Had from the quarry with his pick-axe tome
A large well-squared stone, which he would cut
To serve his stile, or for some water-shut.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals. (Sares.)

waterside (wa'ter-sid), «. The brink of water

;

the bank or margin of a river, stream, or lake

;

the sea-shore : sometimes used attributively.

Come, Master Belch, I will bring you to the icater-side,
perhaps to Wapping, and there I'll leave you.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

Water side insects are well described, particularly the
ephemeiidae. The Academy, April 25, 1891, p. 392.

water-silvering ( wa't^r-siKvfer-ing), n. A pro-
cess of silvering analogous to water-gilding.
water-sink (wa't^r-singk), «. See pot-hole.

water-skin (wa'ter-skin), H. A vessel or bag
of skin used for the storage or transportation of
water.

We had water, it ia true, from the Nile ; but we never
thought we could have too much, as long as there was room
in our water-skins to hold more.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 177.

water-skipper (wa'ter-skip"er), n. One of the
slender loug-legged water-bugs of the genus
Hijgrotreclius ; any water-strider.

water-sky (wa'ter-skJ), «. A peculiar reflec-

tion in the sky, common in arctic regions, indi-

cating the presence of open water beneath.

Some circumstances which he reports seem to point to
the existence of a north water all the year round ; and the
frequent water-skies, fogs, &c., that we have seen to the
southwest during the winter go to confirm the fact.

Katie, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 236.

water-slater (wa'tfer-sla'tfer), ». Any aquatic
isopod or slater of the genus Asellus.

water-smartweed (wa'tfer-smart'wed), n. See
KiHiirtiCf.ed.

water-smoke (wa'ter-smok), n. "Water evapo-
rating in the visible form of fog or mist: a phe-
nomenon that occurs when the temperature of
water-surfaces is above the dew-point of the
air, and the air is already saturated with moist-
ure. Water-smoke is frequently observed over rivers
or other lK>dies of water after a sudden fall of tempera-
ture, when, in popular language, it is said "the river
steams," and in damp weather over water-covered sur-
faces which are much wai-nier than the air, and is also
seen frequently in arctic regions.

We had not been able to get the dogs out when the big
moon appeared above the water-tmoke.

Kane, Sec. Orinnell Exp., II. 32.

water-snail (wa'tfer-snal), «. 1. An aquatic
pulmonate gastropod ; a pond-snail, as a lim-
neid, or one of many similar snails. See cuts
•under Limnsea and Linineeidse.— 2. The Archi-
medean screw. [Rare.]
water-snake (wa't^r-snak), n. A snake which
frequents the water: variously applied.

In the Friendly Islands the water-snake was much re-
spected. Sir J. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilisation, p. 179.

Especially— (a) Any one of the venomous sea-snakes. See
Hydrophida and sea-serpent, 2, with cuts there or there
cited, (b) The Indian Fordonia unicolor, or any member
of the family II<muUopsidse. (c) A wart-snake
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water-speedwell (wa't6r-sped"wel), ». See
speedwell.

water-spider (wa'tfer-api'der), «. 1. A spider
of the family Drassidse, Argyroneta aquatica,
which makes a bag of silk on water-plants, and
lives in it under water as in a diving-bell, the

water-table

batidee; a water-skipper: so called from their
long, slender, straddling legs and aquatic hab-
its.

The water-striders prefer quiet waters, upon which they
rest, or over which they skim rapidly.

Comstock, Introd. Entoni. (1888), p. 193.

opening being below, so that the air cannot water-supply (wa'ter-su-pli"), «. The obtain-
es"ape. it is hlled by the spider, which brings ing of water for and its distribution to a town ordown bubbles of air one at a time. See diving-
spider, and cut under Argyroneta.— 2. Any one
of certain spiders of the lycosid genus Dolo-
medes, as D. tenebrosus, D. urinator, or D. sex-
punctatus, which build nests of leaves and
twigs on overhanging rushes, just at the sur-
face of the water in shallow streams; a raft-
spider. The spiders construct their cocoons and live
in these nests. They run rapidly over and dive beneath
the surface of the water, where they can remain for some
time.

3. A water-mite or water-tick.— 4. A bug of
the genus Hydrometra ; a water-measurer. En-
eyc. Diet.

water-spike (wa'ter-spik), n. A plant of the
genus Potamogetnn, which consists of aquatics
with small greenish or reddish flowers in spikes
or heads

; pondweed.
water-spinner (wa'ter-spin"6r), n. A water-
spider; especially, the diving spider.
waterspout (wa'ter-spout), n. 1. A pipe, nozle,
or orifice from which.water is spouted.
The manner in which he gazed at the shops, stumbled

into the gutters, ran against the porters, and stood under
the tcaterspcuts, marked him out as an excellent subject
for the operations of swindlers and banterers.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Every dozen or fifteen miles is a station—two or three
sheds, and a water-spout and woodpile.

S. Bowles, Oiu' New West, p. 60.

2. A spout, jet, or column of water; speeifi-
calljf, a whirlwind over a body of water, pro-
ducing the appearance of a solid column of
water extending from the surface to the clouds.
In reality, however, the phenomenon that is seen is the
cloud brought down to the earth's surface by the rapid
gyratory motion of a vertical whirl, and it consists simply
of fine mist surrounding a central axis of rarefaction. At
first the cloud has tlie form of a tapering funnel; then, de-
scending to near the water's surface, it draws up the water
for a distance into its vortex, and impaits to it its wliirling
motion. The spout is then complete, and appears as an
immense colunm connecting sea and cloud, light in color
near the center, but dark along the sides. Like other
whirlwinds, the waterspout has a progressive as well as a
rotary motion, its axis sometimes l)eing inclined forward
in the direction of advance. After continuing a short
time, generally less than twenty minutes, the column is

disunited, the lower part descending as rain, while the
upper part is drawn back into the clouds. The height of
the spout depends upon the hygrometric state of the air

;

In general it Is between 800 and 2,500 feet. It is common
for a number of waterspouts to be seen simultaneously
or successively; and this is to be expected, for a series
of separate and Independent gyrations are litiely to arise
when the air is In a state of instability, such as is required
for the development of these whii-lwlnds. This is espe-
cially the case in tropical and equatorial regions, where
waterspouts are most frequent.

Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts.
Ps. xlii. 7..

any mem-
ber of the Acrochordidm, as species of Aerochordus and __4.__ ___-i. /_- /4 -i\ a -i. • -i
Chersydrus. .See cut under t«.r^«w*«. (d) The common Water-Spnte (wa t«r-spnt), H. A spnte orspint
ringed snake of Europe, Tropidonotus nalrix. See cuta
under snake and Tropidonotus. (e) In the United States,
one of several harmless afjoatic colubrines, as the sp«cies
of Nerodia (or Tropidonotwi) and Regina, as N. sipedon
and R. leberis. In the West several species of garter-
snakes {Eutxnia) are thoroughly aquatic, and would come
lijcally imder this name. See water-adder and water-jnoc-
casin.

water-soak ( wa't6r-s6k), c. t. To soak or fill the
interstices of with water.
water-socks (w4't*r-sok8), n. pi. The white wa-
tt r-lily, t 'ii.stalia -ipeciosa. Britten and Holland.
water-sodden (wa'tfer-sod'u), a. [< water +
oitlden, pp. of seethe.'] Soaked aud softened in
water; water-soaked. Tennyson.

water-soldier (w4't6r-861''j6r), ?i. The water-
Sfiigreen, Stratiotes aloides. Also called water-
aloe.

water-sorrel (wft't6r-8or''el), n. Same as water-
dock-.

inhabiting the water.

A speck, a mist, a shape, I wist

!

And still it near'd and near'd

;

As if it dodged a wat^r-sprite.
It plunged and tack'd and veer'd.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.

water-stairs (wa'ter-starz), n. pi. Stairs lead-
ing down to water, as on the banks of the
Thames, where boats are taken for ferriage, etc.

He has but a tender weake body, but was always very
temperate ; made him damnable drunke at Somer-
set-house, where, at the water-stayres, he fell downe, and
had a cruel fall, Aubrey, Lives (Edmund Waller)L

water-standing (wft'ter-stan'^ding), a. Wet
with water; perpetually filled with tears.

[Rare.]

An orphan's water-standinff eye.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 40.

water-star (wa'tfer-star), «. Same as star-fruit

water-SOUChy (wa'tfer-sou'chi), «. Fish boiled water-stargrass (wa'tfer-star-'gras), n. An
and served in its own liquor. See goutch, v. t. aquatic herb, Heteranthera (Schollera) gra-

water-space (wa'tfer-spas), n. That part of a minea, with grass-like leaves and yellow starry

stcam-lioiler which lies below the steam-space, flowers.

and is designed to hold the water to be evapo- water-starwortCwa'ter-star^wfert), n. See CaU
rated. litriehe and star-grass.

water-spaniel (wa't6r-span*yel), n. The name watersteadt (wa'tir-sted), n. The bed of a
given to two varieties of the dog called spaniel, river. Admiral Smyth.

namely, the large water-spaniel and the small water-stream (wa'ter-strem), n. [< ME. water-

Wiiter-spaniel. See spaniel, 1. straem, < AS. water-stredm; &s water + stream.']

water-sparrow (wa'ter-spar"6), M. 1. The A stream of water; a river.

city, as far as possible in sufficient quantity and
of satisfactory quality; also, the amount of wa-
ter thus provided and distributed. Water-suj,ply,
as this term is generally used, differs from irrigation iii

that the latter has to do with providing and distributing
water for agiicultural purposes— that is, it is an attempt
to make up for a deficiency of, or for irregularity in, the
natural rainfall. Water-supply, on the other hand, is the
providing of water for domestic and manufacturing uses
In sufficient quantity, and under favorable conditions, not
only as to purity, but also as to pressure, so that it may be
available without the necessity of carrying it by hand to
the upper stories of houses or maimfactories, and as to
storage, so that large quantities can be used within a short
period of time, as when needed for extinguishing exten-
sive conflagrations in cities. The question of water-sup-
ply is one which has to do, and to a most important ex-
tent, with the health, comfort, and material well-being of
all localities, even where there is only a moderately dense
aggregation of population ; and the larger and denser such
aggregation the more important this question becomes.
The natural source of water-supply is the rain, and this is

one of great importance in regions of considerable rain-
fall and of thinly aggregated population, the water being
caught on the roofs of the houses or barns and conveyed
to cisterns where it is stored for use as wanted, and from
which it has to be pumped. Almost everywhere in re-
gions of considerable precipitation water can be had by
digging shallow wells in the surface detritus, and this
is an extremely common mode of supply in agricultural
districts, the advantage being that the expense of digging
a well is nrach less than that of providing storage in cis-

terns, while the disadvantage is that well-water Is ordi-
narily not so pure as rain-water (and this is emphatically
the case in limestone districts). Besides, it is almost im-
possible to provide cisterns large enough to hold the
amount of rain-water required during periods of abnor-
mally long drought, such as occasionally occur even in
regions of considerable average rainfall. These sources
of supply- namely, rain caught as it falls and water from
shallow wells— al'e entirely unsuited to the conditions in
towns of even moderate size. The rainfall in cities is con-
taminated with soot and gases thrown out from the many
chlnmeys of houses and maimfacturing establishments';
neither is it large enough In quantity, nor can it be stoied
satisfactorily without incurring an expense far greater
than would be that of providing a supply in some other
way. Rivers would seem to be the natural source of sup-
ply for cities situated upon them, and there are few very
lai-ge cities thrcjugh which a river does not run ; but rivers
are the natural and almost necessary sewers of the cities
drained by them, and the water, thus polluted, is not only
often disagreeable to the taste, but is always a possible
source of danger to health. It is true that some cities of
moderate size situated on very large rivers do use their
water, as, for instance, St. Louis on the Mississippi ; but,
in general, if a river Is used, the water must be taken from
a point high enough up-stream to avoid the risk of con-
tamination from the sewage of the towns situated on or
near its banks, as is done in London, which is largely sup-
plied by water from the Thames diawn from a point far
above the city. The most satisfactory source of water-
supply for a city is a mountain-lake, not too far distant,
where the geological and other conditions are such as
to insure a high degree of purity in the water. This is

emphatically the case with regard to Glasgow, which is

supplied from I.och Katrine. Much oftener water satis-
factory in quality and abundant in quantity can be ob-
tained by creating one or more artificial lakes at the
head of a suitably situated river by the construction of
dams ; these are sometimes of great height, holding back
bodies of water miles in length. Of this character is the
water-supply of Liverpool, of New Yoik, of Boston, and
of many other important cities. Regions underlain by
thick masses of permeable rocks— as, for instance, the
New Red Sandstone and Chalk districts of England— are
not infrequently supplied with water by means of wells
bored to considerable depths and of large dimensiotis,
from which the water sometimes rises to the surface, but
more often has to be pumped. Many large towns in the
manufacturing districts of England were formerly almof^t
exclusively, and are still to some extent, supplied in this
way; but wherever it has been found possible to obtain
water in some better way this system has been abandoned,
neither quality nor quantity being satisfactory. Consid-
erable water is procured in England from deep wells in
the Chalk, and this method of supply is of some Impor-
tance in London. Where the conditions are such that
pure water cannot be had, artificial purification is some-
times resorted to, but this is always expensive and often
unsatisfactory. An abundant supply of soft water, taken
from some source known to be free from the possibility
of contamination by sewage .or otherwise, is one of the
greatest of blessings, and this result has been attained in
various cities, but not without large expenditure and no
small amount of engineering skill. The distribution of
water was once a matter of considerable difficulty, the
wooden pipes first employed being subject to rot and leak-
age. In modern times the use of cast-iron for the mains is

most common, while the service-pipes are usually of lead
or galvanized iron, but sometimes of bronze or brass.

water-Swallowt(w&'t*r-swoF6),». The water-
wagtail. Halliwell.

water-system (wa't6r-sis''''tem), n. In zool.. the
water-vaseuliir system.

rccd-btriiting or reed-sparrow, Emberiza schceni- Forr all all swa se waterrstrsm . . . iletethth forth . . . water-tabby (w4'ter-tab''i), ». Tabby having
cltis. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A reed- or sedge-war- towarrd te sie. Omtxium (ed. White), L 18092. a watered surface.
bier of the genus Acrocephalus, as A. streperus water-Strider (wa'tfer-stri'dfer), n. Anyaquat- water-table (wa'ter-ta''bl), n. 1.

or A. phragmitis. [Prov. Eng.] ic heteropterous insect of the family Hydro- string-course, molding, or other
In arch., a
projecting



water-table

member so placed as to throw off water from
the wall of a building.

It should not be forgotten what a noble foundation
there was for the chapell, wci> did runne from the Col-
ledge along the street as far as the Blew Boare Inn ;

wci>

was about 7 foot or more high, and adorned with a very
rich Gothique water-table.

Aubrey, Lives (Thomas Wolsey).

2. A small embankment made across a road,
especially on a hill, to carry off the water.
SalliweJl. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. Same as water-
bridge.

water-tank (wa'ter-tangk), n. A tank, cistern,

or other receiver for holding water.

The sensitizing bath, plate-holders, tcater-taiiks, etc., all

adjusted. Silver Su-nbeamy p. 128.

water-tap (wa't6r-tap), n. A tap or cock by
which water may be drawn from any supply.

water-target (wa't6r-tar"get), n. The water-
shield, Brasenia peltata.

water-tath (wa't6r-tath), n. A species of coarse
grass growing in wet grounds, and supposed to

be injurious to sheep. [Prov. Eng.]
water-telescope (wa't6r-tel"e-sk6p), n. See
telescope.

water-thermometer (wa'ter-ther-mom"e-t6r),
«. An instrument, in which water is substi-

tuted for mercury, for exhibiting the precise

degree of temperature at which water attains

its maximum density. This is at 39°.2 F. or 4° C, and
from that point downward to the freezing-point, 32° F. or
0° C, it expands, and it also expands from tlie same point
upward to the boiling-point, 212° F. or 100° C. See water.

water-thief (wa't6r-thef), n. 1. A pirate.

[Rare.]

Water-thievei and land-thieves ; I mean pirates.
Shak.,U. of v., i. 3. 24.

2. A slender cylindrical tin can, 9 or 10 inches

long and from li to 2 inches thick, furnished

with a bail, used to draw water from a cask
through the bung-hole; a bung-bucket: so

called because it is sometimes used by sailors

to steal water when on short allowance.

water-thistle (wa't6r-this-l), n. The marsh-
thistle, Carduus palustris, of the northern Old
World. Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

water-thrush (wa'tfer-thrush), n. 1. A bird

of the genus Seiurus, as S. nmvius or S. mota-
cilla, common in the United States, and be-

longing to the American warblers, or Mniotil-

tidse. S. neevius is more fully called New York water-

tkrv^h, and S. iiwtacilla the large-billed or Louisiana wa-
ter-thrmh. The name may have originally contrasted with
wood-thrush, but this bird belongs to a different family.

The nearest relative of these water-thrushes is a woodland
species of the same genus, S. auricapillus, the golden-
crowned thrush (flgured under oven-bird), from which the
two si>ecies named above differ markedly in inhabiting
watery tangles and brakes. Also called water-wagtail.

See cut under Seiurus.

2. Any bird of the family Pittidse; an Old
World ant-thrush. See cut under Pittidee.—
3. The water-ouzel, Cinclus aquations. [Local,

Eng.]—4. Same as water-wagtail, 1. [Local,

Eng.]
water-thyme (wa'ter-tim), n. See thyme.

water-tick (wa't6r-tik), n. A water-spider of

the genus Hydrometra.
water-tiger (wa't6r-ti''g6r), m. The larva of

any water-beetle of the family Dyttseidee. See
cut under decapodiform.

The larva; are called water tigerg, being long, cylindrical,

with large flatteued heads, armed with scissor-like jaws
with which tliey seize other insects, or snip off the tails

of tadpoles, while they are even known to attack young
fishes, sucking their blood.

A. S. Packard, Guide to the Study of Insects, p. 435.

water-tight (wa't6r-tit), a. [= G. wasserdicht ;

as toater + tight^.'] So tight as to resist the pas-

sage of water; impenetrable by water Water-
tl^t compartment. See compartment, and compare
cut under dock.

water-tightness (wa'ter-tif'nes), n. The prop-
erty of beii)g water-tight. Tlie Engineer, LXIX

.

148.

water-torcht (w4't6r-t6reh), n. The reed-mace
or cattail, Ti/pha latifolia : said to be so named
from its fruiting spike being soaked in oil and
lighted as a torch. Prior, Pop. Names of Brit.

Plants.

water-tower (w&'t6r-tou''6r),n. Same as stand-
pipe, 7.

'When the flames are blazing through the upper win-
dows of a tall building . . . the value of what Is called a
water-tower is apparent. Scribner's Mag., IX. .'>0.

water-treader (w&'t6r-tred"er), n. One who
or that which treads water; hence, by poetical
license, a ship.

When the water-treader far away y

Had left the land, then plotted they the Jay
Of my long servitude. Chapman, OdypJy, xiv. 477.
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water-tree (wa'ter-tre), n. See Tetracera.—
Red water-tree, the sassy-bark. See Erythrophlceum.

water-trefoil (wa'ter-tre"foil), n. Same as
bog-bean.

water-trunk (wa't6r-trungk), «. A cistern of

planks lined with lead to hold water. Sim-
monds.
water-tube (w&'t6r-tub), H. 1. Apipeforrain-
water.— 2. One of a set of tubes which open
upon the exterior of various invertebrates, and
into which water may enter. They are supposed to

have an excretory or a depuratory office analogous to that
of kidneys. See water-pore, 1, water-vascular, and com-
pare waler-lung.—Water-tube boiler, a form of boiler in

which the water circulates througli pipes, and the flame
wraps about them.

Water-tupelo (wa't6r-tii''pe-16),n. A form {Nys-

sa aquatica) of the black-gum or pepperidge,
Nyssa sylvatiea, having the base of the trunk
greatly enlarged or swollen, found in ponds
and swamps in the southern United States.

water-turkey (wa't6r-tfcr"ki), n. 1. The an-
hinga or snake-bird. Plains anhinga. See dar-
ter, 3 (6) (1), and cut under anhinga. [South-
ern U. S.]— 2. The wood-ibis, Tantalus locula-

tor: more fully called Colorado water-turkey.

See wood-ibis, and cut under Tantalus. [South-
western U. S.]

water-twist (wa'tfer-twist), n. The trade-name
for cotton yarn spun on a water-frame. See
water-frame.
water-twyer (wa'ter-twi"er), n. In metal., a
fui-nace blast-pipe or twyer kept cool (to pre-

vent the burning of the nozle) by means of a

stream of water constantly passing through a
pipe can'ied around or beside it.

water-vacuole (wa'ter-vak"u-dl), n. One of

the temporary vacuoles of many protozoans,
consisting of a globule of water taken in with
a particle of food. The circulation of these food-vacu-

oles or temporary stomachs represents a water-vascular
system of the most primitive kind. See water-vascular.

water-vamish (wa'ter-var"nish), n. A varnish
made by using water as a solvent—Lac water-
vamlBll. See lac^.

water-vascular (w&'ter-vas"ku-lar), a. Inbiol.,

pertaining to or providing for "circulation of

water in the body of an animal. The water-vas-

cular system is seen in its utmost simplicity in infusori-

ans, and in various degrees of complexity in higher inver-

Water-vascular System of a Trematode {As^tiio£'astfr conckicota).

a, terminal water-pore; *, lateralcontractile vessels; f, lateral ciliated

trunks, those of left side shaded ; d, dilatation of left trunk.

tebrates— in trematode worms, for example. Water-lungs
and water-tubes belong to the water-vascular system. See
also cutsunder Balanoglossus, Proctucha, Rhabdoccela, and
Hoti/era.

water-vine (wa'tfer-vin), «. 1. A plant of the
genus Pkytocrene.— 2. A climbing shrub, Doli-

carpus Calinea of the Dilleniacese, found in trop-

ical America. [West Indies.]

water-violet (vi&'tiv-Vi"o-let), n. (a) A plant
of the genus Hottonia, primarily H. palustris:

so called from the likeness of its flowers to

those of the stock-gillyflower, once called vio-

let. Britten and Holland. See featherfoil. (b)

Sometimes, same as lance-leafed violet (which
see, under violet).

water-viper (wa'tfer-vi'p^r), n. See viper.

water-vole (wa't6r-v61), n. The common wa-
ter-rat or vole of Europe, Arvicola ampMbius.
See cut under water-rat.

The sudden dive of a water-vole.

B. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, vii.

water-wagtail (wa'ter-wag"ta,l),)(. 1. A wag-
tail most properly so called; any species of

Motacilla in a strict sense, as distinguished

from Budytes. In England the name commonly
specifies the pied wagtail, Motacilla Ingubris.

See cut under wagtail.— 2. Same as water-

thrush, 1— Gray water-wagtail, yellow water-
wagtallt. Same as gray wagtau (which see, under wag-
tail).

waterway (w&'tSr-wa), «. [< ME. water-wey,

< AS. wseterweg ; as water + wayl.] 1. A chan-
nel or passage of water; a water-route; spe-

cifically, that part of a river, arm of the sea, or

the like through which vessels enter or depart

;

the fairway.

Though the Thames was already a waterway by which
London could communicate with the heart of England, no
town save Oxford has as yet arisen along its course.

J. R. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., p. 419.

wateirwitch

2. In ship-building, a name given to the thick
planks at the outside of the deck, worked over
the ends of the beams, and fitting against the
inside of the top-timbers, to which, as well as
to the ends of the beams, they are bolted, thus
forming an important binding. Their inner edge
is hollowed out to form a channel for water to run off the
deck. In iron vessels the waterway assumes many differ-

ent forms. See cut under beaia, 2 {g).

The spencers we bent on very carefully, . , . and, mak-
ing tackles fast to the clews, bowsed them down to the
water-ways. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 258.

The Watenvay, as its name would suggest. Is a portion
of the hull so situated that, in addition to its other func-
tions, it forms a channel for caiTying water to the scup-
pers on each side of the ship. Thearle, Naval Arch. , § 2(^.

water-weakt (wa'ter-wek), a. Weak as water;
very feeble or weak.

If merrie now, anone with woe I weepe,
If lustie now, forthwith am water-weak.

Davies, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 10. (Daeies.)

water-weed (wa'ter-wed), n. 1. Any wild
aquatic plant without special use or beauty.

The willful water-weeds held me thrall.

S. Lanier, The Century, XXVII. 819.

2. Specifically, the choke-pondweed or water-
thyme, Elodea Canadensis {Anacharis Alsinas-

trum), of the Hydrocharidex. Seepondweed and
Babington's-ctirse.

water-weevil (wa'tfer-we'vl), n. A snout-bee-
tle, Lisso-

rhoptrus sitn-

plex, which
occurs in

great num-
bers in the
Georgia and
South Caro-
lina rice-

fields, the
adult feed-
ing on the
leaves of the
rice, and the
larvse feed-

ing on the
roots under
WaCei. Water-weevil {.Lissorhoptrits simfUxi, eight

This beetle t'"'=s natural size.

has gained its

common name of water weevil from the fact that it is found
only when the fields are overflowed.

L. O. Uoward, V. S. Agricultural Eeport, 1881-2, p. 131.

water-wheel (wa'ter-hwel), n. In hydratd.

:

(a) A wheel moved by water, and employed to

turn machinery. There are four principal kinds of

water-wheels— the oversfwt wheel, the undershot wheel,

the breast-wheel, and the turbine. (Jt) A wheel for

raising water in large quantities, as the Persian
wheel. See wheel^. (c) The paddle-wheel of

a steamer Bottom-discharge water-wheeL See

bottmn.—IA£t water-WheeL (a) An undersliot wheel.

(6) A water-wheel the gudgeons and bearings of whicli

may be raised or lowered to adapt the wheel to v.irious

heiglits of water-supply. E. H. A'nij/Af.—Radlal-piston
water-wheel, a form of breast-wheel having movable
floats which extend radially outward to the breasting on
the water side of the wheel to receive the pressure of the

water during its descent, and are drawn inward as they

rise on the opposite side of the wheel.—Water-Wheel
gate, a water-gate for controUiug the quantity of water
admitted to a wheel, according to the power required.

See cut under scroi?.—Water-wheel governor, a mecha-
nism employed to produce uniformity of motion in a wa-
ter-wheel.

water-white (wa'ter-hwit), a. Perfectly trans-

parent, as water ; limpid and colorless. Spon^
Encye. Mannf., I. 646.

water-whorlgrass (wa'ter-hw&rl"gras), H.

Same as watcr-hairgrass.

water-willow (wa'ter-wil'o), »i, 1. A Euro-
pean willow, sometimes named Salix aquatica,

forming a variety of the common sallow, S.

Caprea, or if distinct, S. cinerea.— 2. An Amer-
ican acanthaceous plant, Dianthera Americana,

an herb 3 feet high, of willow-like aspect, grow-
ing in water, having purplish flowers in axillary

peduncled spikes.

water-wing (wa'ter-wing), n. A wall erected

on the bank of a river adjoining a bridge, to

secure the foundations from the action of the

euiTont.

waterwitch (wa'ter-wich), «. 1. A vritch who
dwells in the water; a water-nixy.— 2. A per-

son who pretends to have the power of dis-

covering subterranean springs by means of a

divining-rod. Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 741.

— 3. One of several water-birds noted for their

quickness in diving, as a kind of duck, the buf-

fle-headed duck, Clangula or Bucephala albeola,

and especially various species of grebes or

didappers, as the horned grebe, Podicij'es cornur
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2. Consisting of water.tus, or the pied-billed dabehick, Podilymhus po-

(iicipes. See cuts under biiffle. grebe, and Tachy-
baptes.— 'i. The stormy petre'l, or Mother Ca-
rey's chicken. See cut under petrel.

water-withe (wa'ter-with), «. A species of
vine, VHis Caribeea, which grows in the West
Indies in parched districts. It is so fiiU of clear sap t -o ^.^ .

•

or water that a piece of the stem two or three yards long <5- Jjesembling water; suggestive of water.
is said to afford a plentiful draught. W Thin, as a liquid ; of slight consistency.

water-wood (wa'ter-wud), «. A large rubi- Nowe this vynes, whoso taketh Isepe,
aceous tree, Ckimarrhis cymosa, of river-banks ^"^ mattery but thicke humours wepe.

The queen o' the sky,
Whose watery arch and messenger am I [Iris].

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1

Far off from these a slow and silent stream,
Lethe, the river of oblivion, rolls
Her watery labyrinth. Milton, P. L., ii. 584.

in the West Indies.

waterwork (wa'ter-werk), n. 1. A structure,
contrivance, or engine for conducting, distrib-
uting, or otherwise disposing of water: now
commonly in the plural. .Specifically -(a) An edi-
fice with machinery constructed in London in 1594-5 for
forcing up and conveying the water of the Thames to
various parts of the city.

Titus, the brave and valorous young gallant.
Three years together in the town hath been.
Yet my Lord Cliancellor's tomb he hath not seen,
Nor the new waterwork.

Sir J. Davits (?X Epigrams (1596), vi.. In Tltum.
Mam. Shall serve the whole city with preservative

Weekly ; each house his dose, and, at the rate—
Swr. As he that built the waterioork doth with water.

B. Jongon, Alchemist, ii. 1.

(b) (In plural form, as ri?ig. or pi.] The aggregate of con-
structions and appliances for the collection, preserva-
tion, and distribution of water for domestic purposes,
for the working of machinery, or otherwise for the use
of a community, (c) An appliance through which water
is spout :d out in Jets, sprays, or showers ; a fountain ; a
hydraulic toy.

.S..me [gardens] are beautified with basons of water in
open pavilions, or with fountains and little water works,
in which, and their pleasant summer houses, their chief
Iwauty consists. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 123.

(c) pi. Same as tear-pvmp. [Humorous slang.]

. clapping on the waterworks

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Hence— («i) Weak; vapid; insipid.

The heorte, thet was wateri, smecchles, and ne uelede
no sauur of God. Ancren Riwle, p. 378.

Slight Sir Robert with his watery smile.
Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

(c) Liquid
; soft, and more or less transparent

; pale.

The chasm in which the sun has sunk is shut, . . .

And over it a space of watery blue.
Which the keen evening star is shining through.

Shelley, Evening.
Slant watery lights, from parting clouds, apace
Travel along the precipice's base.

Wordtumrth, Evening Walk.
(d) Insipid and soft or flabby, as a fish or its flesh.

4. Pertaining to, connected with, or affecting
water: gpeeifieally used of the moon, as gov-
erning the tide.

Whiles winter frets the seas, and wafry Orion.
Surrey, ^neid, iv. 67.

All springs reduce their currents to mine eyes.
That I, being govem'd by the watery moon.
May send forth plenteous tears to drown the world !

Shak., Rich. III., ii. 2. 69.

The watery god
RoU'd from a silver urn his crystal flood.

Sneaking little brute, .

just in the hardestplace.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, U. 5.

2t. A marine scene or pageant.
The first scssne is a water-worke presented by Oceanus,

king of tlie sea.

Dekker, Londons Tempe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 118).

[In the following quotation the word Is used punningly,
witli reference to the freezing over of the Thames during
the winter of 1607-8.

5t.

Dryden.

eager.Watering in desire, as the mouth
What will it be.

When that the watery palate tastes indeed
Love's thrice repured nectar?

Shak., T and C, iii. 2. 22.

6. In her. : (a) Bounded by, or ornamented by,
wavy lines : a rare epithet used in blazoning
fanciful modern bearings. (6) Same as midd.
[Rare.]—The watery start. .See »(ari.—Watery fu-
sion. See aqueous/tmmi, under/t«fon,— Watery ItCll
scabies attended with the formation of vesicles.

'

Coun. Make me so much lieholding to you as to receive Water-yam (wa'ter-yam), n. The latticeleaf;

which he yet wears, about the week before Christmai •
fnestrabs and A. (0.) Bernenana: so called

and hath kept it on till now this latter end of January. from its aquatic growth and farinaceous root-
TAe Greot i?ro»( (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 83).] stock. See latticeleaf and Ouvirandra.

3t. Paintingwith waterorsorapthingsolublein water-yaiTOW (wa'ter-yar"o), «. The water-
water as a vehicle.— 4. Hence, a textile fab- violet, Hottonia palustris: so called from its

leaves being finely divided like those of yar-
row. Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

watht, >!• [< leel. vadh = Sw. vad, a ford : see
wade, 7!.] A ford. Halliwell.

wathe^t, n. r< me. wathe (also, after Icel.,
waith, wayth),<. AS. wdth, wseth , hunting, game, =

rie, as canvas, painted in this manner, and used
instead of tapestry to decorate apartments.
The king for himself had a house of tlmt>er, . . . and

for his other lodgings he had great and goodlie tents of
blew water-worke, garnished with yellow and white.

Hoiinshed, Chronicle, III. 819.

For thy walls, a pretty slight drollery, . . . or the Ger-
man hunting in icaler-work, is worth a thousand of tliese
licdbangings, and these fly-bitten tapestries.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 158.

water-worker (wa'ter-wer''ker), n. One whose
work has to do with water; in provincial Eng-
lish use, a maker of meadow-<irains and wet
ditches. Halliwell.

water-worm (wa'tfer-wferm), n. A water an-
iK'liil, as a naidid.

water-worn (wa't6r-w6rn), a. Worn by the
action of water; especially, smoothed by the
force or action of running water, or water in
motion : as, water-worn pebbles.
waterwort (wa't6r-wert), n. 1. A plant of the
f-'cniiM Etaline, or more broadly of the order

OHG. weida, MHG. G. weide, pasture, meadow,
= Icel. veidhr, hunting, fishing. Cf . gain^.^ 1

.

The pursuit of game ; hunting.
" 3e, we ar in wudlond," cothe the king, "and walkes on

owre wayth.
For to hunte atte the herd, with houunde and with home.

"

Antura of Arthur (ed. Robson), xxxiv.
2. Game; prey.

Bi-fore alle the f(jlk on the flctte, frekez he heddez
Verayly his venysoun to fech hym byforne ; . . .

"3e I-wysse, " quoth that other wy3e, "here is wayth
fayrest

That I seg this seuen gere in sesoun of wynter."
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1381.

God send you som icathe .'

Now ar thise fowles flone into seyr countre.
Towneley Mysteries, p. 33.

Klatinuceie., primarily E. Hydropiper of the Old wathe^t, n. t<^ME. wathe, teothe,^ < Icel. vadhi,
World.— 2. The plant Philydnim lanuginositm,

' '"'
^ r.--?i-i-

or (Lindlejr) any plant of the order Phiiydracem.
water-wraith (wa'ter-rath), n. A supposed
water-spirit, whose appearance prognosticates
death or woe to the person seeing it.

By this the storm grew loud apace;
The water-iirraitk was shrieking.

Campbell, Lord Ullin's Daughter.

watery (wtl'tfer-i), a. [< ME. waten/, wateri,
iralry, watri, < AS. weeterig (= D. icaterig =
MHG. wezzeric, wazzeric, G. wdsserig), < weeter,
water: see wnter.'i 1. Abounding in, moist
with, or containing water; discharging water;
wet; dripping; watered; specifically, '

"

eyes, tearful or running.
"After sharpe slioures," quod Pees, " most* shene is the

Sonne;
la no weder warmer than after watery cloudes."

Piers PUneman (B), iviii. 410.

This lady
Walks discontented, with her lealery eyes
Bent on the earth.

lieau. and FL, Maid's Tragedy, I. 1.

danger, injui-y.] Peril; harm; danger.
Trwe raon trwe restore,
Thenne thar [need] mon drede no wathe.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 2355.

He vnwoundit, I-wis, out of wothe paste.
Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), I. 10696.

wathelyt, adv. [ME., < wathe^ + -ly^.^ Dan-
gerously; severely.

Ector done was to dethe, & his day past,
Achilles woundit full wothely in were of his lyffe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X I. 88-27.

Wroghte wayes fulle wyde, werrayande knyghtez.
And wondes alle ivathely, that in the waye stondez

!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), I. 2090.

of the Watling street. _ [< ME. WatUnge-strete, <
AS. WietUiiga street, lit. the Watlings' street:
WsetUnga, gen. pi. of Weetling, a descendant of
WsBtla (< Wsetla, a man's name, -I- -ing'^) ; striet,

a road, street.] 1. A celebrated Roman road
leading from London (and possibly from Dover)
noi-th westward across Britain. Hence—2t. The
Milky Waj', the ordinary name of which im-
plies that it is a road.

wattle
Se yonder, lo, the Galaxye,
The which men clepe the Milky Weye,
For hit ys white ; and somme, parfeye,
Callen hyt Watlynge strete.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 939.

watt (wot), n. [So called from the Scottish en-
gineer and inventor James Watt (1736-1819).]
The practical unit of electrical activity or pow-
er. The watt is equal to 10' ergs per second, or the same
number of absolute c. g. s. units of electrical activity or
It IS the rate of working in a circuit when the E. M. F. is
one volt and the current one ampere. One horse-power
IS equal to 746 watts.

wattet, ". See wat^.
Watteau back. In dressmal-ing, an arrange-
ment of the back of a woman's dress in which
broad folds or plaits hang from the neck to
the bottom of the skirt without interruption

;

by extension, any loose back to a dress, not
girded at the waist. See cut under sack.
Watteau bodice. A bodice of a woman's dress
having a square opening at the neck, and pre-
senting some resemblance to the costumes in
the paintings by the artist Watteau (beginning
of the eighteenth century).
Watteau mantle. See mantle.
wattle (wot'l), n. [Also dial, loaddle ; < ME.
watel, < AS. watel, watul, a hurdle, in pi. twigs,
thatching, tiles; cf. Bav. wadel, twigs, fir-

branches, Swiss wedele, a bundle of twigs
;
per-

haps akin to withy, weed^. Cf. wallet.'\ 1. A
framework made of interwoven rods or twigs

;

a hurdle. See hurdle.

The walls are wattles, aud the covering leaves.
Scott, The Poacher.

They are gallant hares, and the scent lies thick right
across another meadow, . . . and then over a good wattle
with a ditch on the other side.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

2. A rod ; a wand ; a switch ; a twig.
A Wattle, rod, vibex.

Levins, Manip. 'Vocal). (E. E. T. S.), p. 3S.

Nae whip nor spur, but just a wattle
O' saugh or hazel.

Bums, Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

3t. A basket; a bag or wallet. Piers Plowman
(C), xi. 269.-4. In ornith., a fleshv lobe hang-
ing from the front of the head ; "specifically,
such a lobe of the domestic hen , or a like foi-ma-
tion of any bird. Wattles most property so called are
paired, as in the hen, but may be single, as the dewlap
of the turkey. They are very various in size, shape, and
color, but are usually pendent, and of some bright tint,
as red, yellow, or blue. They occur in several different
orders of birds, and among species whose near relatives
are devoid of such api>endages. Similar lobes or flaps on
tlie auriculai-s are sometimes called ear-wattles, though
more properly ear-lobes. See wattle-bird, wattle-crow,
phrases under wattled, and cuts under Gallus and Rasores.

The combs or watlles[ot young gamecocks] are to be cut
as soon as they appear ; and the cock chickens are to be
separated as soon as they begin to peck each other.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 302.

5. A flap of skin forming a sort of dewlap on
each side of the neck of some domestic swine.

Y" Wattle of a hog, neuus.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

Goitrous. Waddles, or wattles, the two little and long
excrescences which hang teat-like at either side of the
throat of some hogs. Cotgrave, 1611.

6. In ichth., a fleshy excrescence about the
mouth; a barbel.

The Barbel is so called, says Gesner, by reason of his
barb or wattles at his mouth, which arc under his nose or .

chaps. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 166.

7. One of various Australian and Tasmanian
acacias, valued to some extent for their wood
and for their gum, but more for their bark,
which is rich in tannin. For tanbark the most im-
portant species are Acacia deeurrens, or (if it is distinct
from this, as appears to be the case) A. iiiollismna. the
common black wattle, also called green or .feathered
wattle, and A. pycnantha, the broad-leafed or golden
wattle. The silver wattle, A. dealliata, closely allied to
the black wattle, is distinguished by theasben color of
its young foliaj:e, and is a taller tree of moister ground.
Its bark is inferior, but is considerably used for lighter
leathers. Other species yielding tan-bark are A. stdigna
(A. leiophylla), the blackwood or lightwood, A. Melanoxy-
ton, the native hickory (A. sttbporosa), A. penninervU,
etc. Several wattles yield a gum resembling gum arabic,
somewhat exported for use in cotton-printing as an aii-

hesive, etc. The principal sources of this product are tlie

black wattle, the broad-leafed vi^ii\Q,&\\(iA.homolophylla.

8. In her., a wattle or dewlap used in a bear-
ing. Compare wattled— African wattle, a South
African tree. Acacia Natalitia.— Alpitie wattle, .icacia
pravisaima, a slirub or small tree of the Victorian Alps.

—Black wattle, feathered wattle, golden wattle,
^een wattle. See def. 7.— Prickly wattle. Acacia
junipcrina. an evergreen shnib of Australia and Tasma-
nia.— Raspberry-jam wattle. Same as raspberry-jam
^ra'.- Savannah wattle, two West Indian verbenaceous
trees. Citharexyluw quadrangulare and C. cinerea.— Sil-
ver wattle. See def. 7.— Soap-pod wattle. Same as
soapnut, 2.— 'Varnish-wattle, the Australian .icacia
verniciJlua.— 'WaWa.'by wattle, an Australian shrub.



wattle
Acacia rigem.—'Wa.tUe and daub, a rough mode of
bnildiiighuts, cottages, etc., of interwoven twigs plastered
with mud or clay ; often used attributively ; as, wattle-
and-datib coustruction. Also wattle and dab.

Melbourne in those days was a straggling village, where
the fathers of the settlement were content with slab shan-
ties, or ^pattle-and-daub huts.

Quoted in Contemporary Rev., LIII. 8.

wattle (wot'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wattled, ppr.

tcattling. [Early mod. E. also watle; < ME.
watelen, watlen; < wattle, «.] 1. To bind, wall,
fence, or otherwise fit with wattles.

And ther-with Grace by-gan to make a good foundement.
And tratelide hit and wallyde hit with hus peynes and hus

passion. Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 328.

Smoke was seen to arise within a shed yt was joyiid to
je end of y storehouse, which was watled up with bowes.

Bradjord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 152.

2. To form by interweaving twigs or branches

:

as, to wattle a fence.

The folded flocks penn'd in their wattled cotes.

Milton, Comus, 1. 344.

And ronnd them still the wattled hurdles hung.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead, ii.

3. To interweave ; interlace; form into basket-
work or network.

A night of Clouds muffled their brows about,
Their wattled locks gusht all in Biuers out

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 2.

The roof was a thatch composed of white-birch twigs,
sweet-flag, and straw tvattled together.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 3.

4. To switch; beat. Balliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wattle-bark (wot'l-bark), n. A bark used for
tanning, obtained from several species ofJcacja
growing in Australia. See wattle, 7.

wattle-bird (wot'l-b^rd), n. l. The Austra-
lian wattled or warty-faced honey-eater, An-
thoehaera carunculata: formerly also called wat-

6850
tip of the tail ; the length of the male is 16J inches, of the
female 15 inches ; tlie sexes are alike in color. A second
species, O. vnlsoni, of the North Island, has blue wattles

wattled (wot'ld), a. [< wattle + -ecP.^ Hav-
ing a wattle or wattles, as a bird; specifically,

in her., noting a cook's head, and the like, when
the wattles are of a different tincture from
the rest: generally used in the expression
wattled and combed. Also jcwlapped, jelloped,
and barbed.

The wattled cocks strut to and fro.

Lonafellow, Wayside lun. Prelude.

Wattled bee-eatert. Same as wattle-bird, l. Latham.— Wattled bird of paradise, ParadiyaiJo carunculata
of New Guinea. This has two pairs of wattles, one on
each side of the forehead, of a yellowish-green color, and
another at the base of the mandible on each side, of a
blue and orange color. The male is 11 Inches long, and
mostly of a velvety-black color with various iridescence.— Wattled creepert of Latham, PtUotis carunmdala, a
melipbagine bird of the Samoan, Friendly, and Fiji isl-

ands, chiefly of olivaceous, yellowish, and grayish colora-
tion. See PhYofis.— Wattled crow, (a) Any wattle-crow.
(6t) Same as wattle-bird, 1. iaMom.—Wattled honey-
eater. Same as wattle-bird, 1.— Wattled plover, any

Wattle-bird (AnthochBtra carunculata).

tied bee-eater and wattled crow by Latham, and
pie apendeloques by Daudin. Among its former New
Latin names are Merops or Corvug carunculatus, Creadion
carunculatum, and Cormu) paradoxus. It inhabits Aus-
tralia, and has ear-wattles about half an inch long. In a
related species of Tasmania, A. inauris, the wattles are
more than an inch long. The plumage is variegated with
gray, brown, and white. Several other meliphagine birds
are also wattled.

2. A wattle-crow, Glaucopis cinerea, the cine-
reous wattle-bird of Latham.— 3. A wattle-
turkey.

wattle-crOW(wot'l-kr6),n. Anybird of the group
Glaucopiiias or Callmatinx; a wattled tree-crow;
originally and specifically, the cinereous wat-

Wattle-crow ifitaucofis citurea).

tie-bird, Glaucopis cinerea, of the South Island
of New Zealand. The wattles are rich-orange, blue at
the base ; the bill and feet are black ; the eyes are dark-
brown

; the plumage is slate-gray, black on the face and

Wattled Plover [Lobivanellua lobatus).

spur-winged plover of the genus Lobivanellus, as L. loba-
tus, having the face beset with fleshy lobes and wattles.
The species named has these fonnations highly developed,
a small hind toe, and no crest ; the plumage is chiefly
white, varied with black on the head, neck, wings, and
tail. See the case of wattles and spurs explained under
spur-winged.—'WsAtled staxet of Latham, Creadion ca-
rnnculatum, a corvine bird of New Zealand, 8 or 9 incites
long, chiefly of a chestnut color, the head and tail black,
the wings black and chestnut, the wattles yellow or ver-
milion.—Wattled tree-crow, a wattle-crow.

wattle-facedt (wot'l-fast), a. Lantem-jawed;
thin-faced.

Thou wattle-fac'd sing'd pig.
Middleton(and another), Mayor of Queenborough, iii. 3.

wattle-gum (wotM -gum), ». An Australian
gum. See gum arabic, under gunfl.

wattle-jaws (wot'1-jaz), n. pi. Long, lanky
jaws; lantern-jaws. Halliwell.

wattle-tree (wot'l-tre), ». Same as wattk, 7.

The golden blossoms of the wattle-trees mark the period
[spring] everywhere in Australia.

Contemporary Rev., LII. 407.

wattle-turkey (wot'l-ter"ki), n. The brush-
turkey, Talegallus lathami. See cut under Tale-
galliis.

wattlework (wot'l-w^rk), «. A wattled fab-
ric or structure ; wickerwork.

A nest of wattle-work formed of silver wire,

S. K. Cat. Sp. Ex., 1862.

The huts were probably more generally made of vxittle-

work, like those of the Swiss lakes.

Dawkiru, Early Man in Britain, p. 271.

wattling (wot'ling), n. [Verbal n. otwattle,y.']

A construction made by interweaving twigs,
osiers, or flat and elastic material of any sort,

with stakes or rods as a substructure.

The houses . . . have here 2 or 3 partitions on the ground
floor, made with a watlinff of canes or sticks.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

wattmeter (wofme^'tfer), n. [< watt + meter^.']

An instrument for measuring in watts the rate
of vvorking or the activity in an electric circuit.
— Electrodynamic wattmeter, a wattmeter or elec-
trodynamometer the indications of which depend on the
mutual forces between two coils through one of which a
current flows proportional in strength to the electromo-
tive force, wliile throiiKb the other there flows either the
whole or a definite fraction of the whole current in the
circuit.— Electrostatic wattmeter, an electrometer
arranged so that its indications depend on the product
of the electrostatic difference of potential between the
poles of the electric generator and the electrostatic dif-
ference of potential between tiie ends of a known non-
inductive resistance in the circuit through which the ctu"-

reut is flowing.

wave
waubeen (wa-ben'), n. Any South American
characinoid fish of the subfamily Erythrininse.
See cut under Erythrinus.
wauble, f. A dialectal (Scotch) form of wabble^.
wauch, waugh^ (wach), a. A Scotch form of
wallou'S.

waucht, waught (wacht), n. [Also quaicli,
quaigli, etc. (see quaigh); < Ir. Gael, cuach, a
cup, bowl, milking-pail ; cf . W. cwch, a round
concavity, hive, crown of a hat, boat. Cf.

quaff.'] Alarge draught of any liquid. [Scotch.]

'\^c>(*-
I ,

She drank it a' up at a wo«9'A(,
"> vf '* Left na ae drap ahin'.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 150).

wauflF, fl . See waffS.
waugni, V. i. A variant of waff\ for wanel.
waugh^, a. See wauch.
waught, ". See waucht.
waukrife, a. See wakerife.
waul, wawl (wal), v. i. [Freq. of waw*; cf.

cateneaul, caterwaw.'] To cry as a cat; squall.

The helpless infant, coming wauling and crying into
the world. SaM.

waule, n. See wall^.

waur (wftr), a. A Scotch form of war^ for
worse.

waure, «. A dialectal variant of ware^.
wau-wau, «. Same as wow-wow. H. O. Forbes,
Eastern Archipelago, p. 70.

Wavel (wav), v.; pret. and Tpy. waved, -p-pr. wav-
ing. [< ME. waven, < AS. wafian, wave, fluctu-
ate (rare), also waver in mind, wonder (cf. AS.
wtefre, wavering, restless, wmfer-syn, wavering
vision, spectacle) ; cf. Icel. *vafa, indicated in
the freq. vafra, vafla, waver, in vaji, doubt, vajl,

hesitation, also in vafa, vofa, mod. vofa, swing,
vibrate, waver, = MHG. waben, wave, = Bay.
waiben, waver, totter; cf. MHG. freq. waberen,
tvabelen, webeten, fluctuate, waver. The orig.
verb is rare in early use, but the freq. forms
represented by waver and wabble are common

:

see leaver^, wabble'^. The word has been more
or less confused with wave^, waive.] I. in trans.

1. To move up and down or to and fro ; tmdu-
late ; fluctuate ; bend or sway back and forth

;

flutter.
The discurroiu'is saw thame cumande
With baneris to the vynd vafand.

Barbour, Bruce (E. E. T. S.), ii. 245.

I vfave, as the see dotlie, Je vague or je vndoye. . . .

After a storme the see waveth. Palsgrave, p. 772.

Beneath, stem Neptune shakes the solid ground

;

The forests wave, the momitains nod around.
Pope, Iliad, xx. 78.

2. To have an undulating form or direction;
curve alternately in opposite directions.

To curl their waving hairs. Pope, K. of the L., iL 97.

Thrice-happy he that may caress
The ringlet s wavirig balm.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

3. To give a signal by a gesture of movement
up and down or to and fro.

A bloody arm it is, . . . and now
It waves unto us ! B. Jonson, Catiline, L 1.

She leaved to me with her hand.
Tennyson, Maud, ix.

4t. To waver in mind ; vacillate.

They wave in and out, no way sufficiently grounded, no
way resolved what to think, speak, or write.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 43.

II. trans. 1. To move to and fro; cause to
shake, rock, or sway; brandish.

The Childe of Elle hee fought soe well.
As his weapon he wavde amaine.

The Child of Elle (Child's Ballads, IIL 230).

All the company fell singing an Hebrew hymn in a bar-
barous tone, waving themselves to and fro.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 16, 164S.

And July's eve, with balmy breath,
Wav'd the blue-bells on Newark heath.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi., EpiL

Specifically— 2. To offer as a wave-offering.
See wave-offering.

He shall wave the sheaf before the Lord, to be accepted
for you. Lev. xxlil. II.

3. To shape or dispose in undulations; cause
to wind in and out, as a line in curves, or a
surface in ridges and furrows.

Horns whelk'd and waved like the enridged sea.

Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 7L
This mud [caused by a land-slide) disported itself very

much like lava flowing down inclined slopes, the termina-
tions being escalloped, and the surface waved by small
ridges like ropy lava. Science, VI. 87.

4. To decorate with a waving or winding pat-
tern. [Rare.]

He glue him th' armes which late I conquer'd in
Asteropseus ; forg'd of brass, and wav'd ai)out with tin

;

'Twill be a present worthy him.
Chapman, Iliad, xxiii. 484



wave
5. To signal by a wave of the hand, or of a flag,
a handkerchief, or the like: direct by a waving
gesture or other movement, as in beckoning.
We niistrusteil some knaueiy, aiid, being waued by them

to come a shoare, yet we woulii not,

Uakluyt) Voyage*, II. ii. 33.

Look, with what courteous action
It wawff you to a more removed ground.

Shak., Hamlet, I. 4. 81.

6. To express, as a command, direction, fare-
well, etc., by a waving movement or gesture.

Perchance the maiden smiled to see
Yon parting lingerer ware adieu.

Scott, L. of the L, ii. 5.

I retaine<l my station when he waved to me to go, and
iinnounced, "I can not thiiilt of leaving you, sir."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xli.

7. To water, as silk. See water, v. t., 3.

Ihe waved water cliamelot was from the beginning es-
teemed the richest and bravest wearing.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 48.

wave* (wav), H. [< ME. 'ware, wawe; < wari-,
r. The word ware in its most common sense
has taken the place, in literary use, of the diflf.

noun waw, wawe, a wave. The form wawe could
not, however, change into wave: see iraifl.
The noun ware, as well as the verb, has been
confused with iraii^el.] 1. A disturbance of
the surface of a body in the form of a ridge and
trough, propagated by forces tending to restore
the surface to its figure of equilibrium, the
particles not advancing with the wave.

-Vo ship yit karf the woinw grene and blewe.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 21.

When you do dance, I wish you
A mtve o' the sea, that you might ever do
nothing but that. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 141.

2. Water; a stream; the sea. [Poetical.]
The laughing tides that lave

These Edens of the eastern wave.
Byron, The Giaour.

3. A form assumed by parts of a body which
are out of equilibrium, such that as fast as the
particles return they are replaced bv others
moving into neighboring positions of stress,
so that the whole disturbance is continually
propagated into new parts of the body while
preserving more or less perfectly the same
shape and other characters. In a somewhat wider
sense the word is apjilied in cases where there is no
progression through the body; thus, the shape of a vi-
brating piano-string may be called a wave. But it. its
narrowest :uid most jiroper sense it is restricted to an ad-
vancing elevation or depression of the surface of a hmly.
An advancing elevation is called a pimtive wave, a de-
pression a negative wave. Waves on the surfaces of li-
'lUiils are distinguished into four orders. A wave of the
llrst order, also called a wave of Irantlatvm, leaves the
particles, afterit* passage, shiftetl in the line of its motion.
It is also called a tolUary tcave, because a single impulse
produces but one elevation or depression, which has no
deflnite length, but extends over the whole surface. The
negative wave of this sort shortly breaks; it is only the
positive wave, wliich leaves the particles in advance of
their initial positions, which can Iw propagated far. This
wave is also called .SVo/< l(iig»elfs great wave, because it
was tirst discovered by that engineer in 1S34, and because,
owing to its form, it cannot be seen unless it is very high.
The velocity of such a wave is equal to yg(,h + 1), where
y is the acceleration of gravity, )i the depth of the liquid
in vefiose, and k the height of the crest of the wave above
the plane of repose. This wave dies down of itself In a
canal of imiform depth, independently of friction, and
when it passes \\\U> shallow water it breaks as soon as A is
no greater than k. A canal-b<jat produces such a wave
and con.se<|uently can Iw propelled at the rate of speed of
the wave far more economically than at any other. In
waves of the second order, called oncillaluru wavet, ob-
servation shows that each particle describes at a uniform
rate of motion a circle in a vertical plane ; but according to
theory other orbits are possible. The particle at the crest
of the wave is at the highest part of its path, that in the
trough at the lowest. As longas the momentum of the par-
ticles is kept up, wave must succeed wave. If the water
has a flow opposite to the direction of propagation of the
waves and ecjual to it in velocity, it is plain that each par-
ticle will dcscrilie a prolate cycloid, and this is consequent-
ly the form of the waves. Waves thus brought to a stand-
stdl by the flow of the water are called tlanding waves.
{Hee Hg. 1.) They are often seen in rapidly running water.
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While an oscillatory wave 32 inches long will advance 3
leet per second, and one of 3 inches long only 1 foot per
second, a ripple a quarter of an inch long will move 1
toot per second, a ripple an eighth of an inch long will

-Stan'liiig waves in a torrent.

It the motion of the liquid is irrotational, theory shows
that the waves cannot be cycloldal. But In regard to
this whole subject neither theory nor observation can be
trusted implicitly to give the truth of nature. The ve-
locity of propagation of oscillatory waves, at least in deep
water. Is represented by the expression y(.g*.}in\ where A
IS the length of the wave from crest to crest. But the ve-
locity o( pr<.pagation of a group of waves is much slower.
I>8cillat<)ry waves break on a shelving shore when their
height IS about e(|ual to the depth of the water, and from
each one, as it breaks, a wave of Ihe flrst orilir is produced.
'See flg. 2.) Waves of the thiril order, called rij,ples, are
distinguished from those of the second order in the fact
that the shorter they are the more rapidly they move.

Figr. 2. Oscillatory waves rollins; in and breaking upon the shoreand giving rise to a series of waves of translation.

move IJ feet per second, and so on. The reason is that
tne force of restoration of the particles is here not chiefly
gravity, but the surface-tension of the liquid. Ripples
very rapidly die out. Waves of the fourth order are mwl-
f??.?*• ^"'^ "" propagated in water at the rate of about
1,580 yards per second— that is, at a much greater speed
than that of sound in air. In the case of sound propa-
gated in the air, the waves are formed by the alternate
forward and back motion of the air-particles in the di-
rection 111 which the sound is being piojiagated; the waves
are consetiuently waves of condensation and rarefaction
having in the free air a spherical form. The amplitude
of vibration or excursion of each particle is very small
but the wave length is large -for the middle C of the
keyboard, alwut 44 feet. A sound-wave travels in air
about 1,100 feet per second. (See fiu-ther under »oimd5.)
In the case of radiant energy (beat and light) propagated
through the ether, the ether-particles vibrate transversely
to the line of propagation; here the wave-length is very
small--far violet light, about 0.000,016 of an inch, for red
about twice this length, while the dark heat-waves, thoughmuch longer, are still very minute (see spectrum). A light-
wave (or, more generally, an ether-wave) travels in space
?,SlIw^'''?'' ""'"^ persecond. Hertz has shown recently
(1S87) that by a very rapid oscillating electrical discharge,
as between two knobs, a disturbance is produced in the
surrounding ether which is propagated as electric waves
with a velocity like that of light. These electric wavesm Hertz s experiments were found to have a wave-length
of upwaid of one meter. They are reflected from the sur-
face of a conductor, but are transmitted by a non-conduc-
tor, as pitch, and may be brought to a focus ; they may bemade to interfere, then forming nodal points, and by pas-
sage through a grating of parallel wires they may be po-
larized. These electric waves are hence in all essential
respects like light-waves, but differ in their relatively
enormous length and the corresponding slowness of the
oscillations. These experiments of Hertz form a most im-
portant conflrmation of the electromagnetic theory of light
proposed by Maxwell (see light).

That which in tmvesof fluiil is rest is in tvaves of sound
silence, and in wavea of light darkness.

Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 220.

The reason why one end of the coloured band [spec-
trum] ... is red and the other blue is that in light as
in sound we have a system of disturbances or waves; we
have long inires and short waves, and what the low notes
are to music the blue waves are to light.

J. X. Loekyer, Spect. Anal., p. 34.

4. One of a series of curves in a waving line,
or of ridges in a furrowed surface ; an undula-
tion ; a swell.

A winning wave (deserving note)
In the tempestuous petticote.

Ucrrick, Delight in Disorder.

The earg arc furnished with feather to the same extent,
with a slight wave, but no curl.

Dogs o/Oreat Britain and Aynerica, p. 107.

6. Figuratively, a flood, influx, or rush of any-
thing, marked by unusual volume, extent, up-
rising, etc., and thus contrasted with preceding
and following periods of the opposite character;
something that swells like a sea-wave at recur-
ring intervals; often, a period of intensity,
activity, or important results: as, a wave of
religious enthusiasm ; waves of prosperity.

A light wind blew from the gates of the sun.
And tpaves of shadow went over the wheat.

Tennyson, The Poet's Song.

An emotional wave once roused tends to continue for a
certain length of time. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 32.

Specifically— 6. In meteor., a progressive os-
cillation of atmospheric pressure or tempera-
ture, or an advancing movement of large ex-
tent in which these are considerably above or
below the normal: as, an aiv-ivave, barometric
ware, cold wave, warm tvave, etc.

waved
9. A book-name of certain geometrid moths,
rhus, Acidalia rubricata is the tawny wave: A. cvrdigu-
arui 13 Greening's wave; Venusia cambraria is the Welsh
wave, etc.—Barometrlc wave. See def. 6.- Cold wave
a progressive movement of an area of relatively low tem-
perature. It is preceded by an area of low pressure, and
Is, in the United States, directly associated with the north-
westerly winds which follow a cyclonic depression and ac-
company the advance of an area of high barometer. The
cold wave is, in the United States, in most cases an out-
pour of cold dry air from the barren plains of British
America, where the air is cooled during the long nights
of winter to a very low temperature. In Texas and the
oult of Mexico the cold wave is termed a norther. The
approach of cold waves is made a subject of forecast by
the United States Weather Bureau. (See under sitinal.)A decided fall of temperature of less extent, such as fre-
quently occurs in other than winter months, is termed a
cool wave. [U.S.]

When the fall of temperature in twenty-tour hours is
twenty degrees or more, and covers an area of at least
fifty thousand square miles, and the temperature in any
part of the area goes as low as 30% it is called a cold-wave.

Amer. Jour. Sri., 3d ser., XL. 463.

Dicrotic wave. See dicrotic—Hot wave,warm wave,
a progressive movement, generally eastward, of an area
of relatively high temperature, but without so deflnite a
boundary and character as distinguish a cold wave. The
general conditions of a warm wave, or heated term, in sum-
mer are pressure decreasing to the northward, southerly
winds, fair or hazy weather, with practically unbroken in-
solation, and, in some cases, such an amount of vapor in the
air as to diminish the usual nocturnal radiation. [U. aj
—Length of a wave, or wave-length, the distance be-
tween any two particles which are in the same phase.—
Period of a wave, the time between the passage of suc-
cessivecrests, or betweensuccessiveextreme displacements
of aparticle in the same manner.—Predlcrotlc wave See
predicrotic.— Smoky wave. See smoky.—storm-wave
(o) A sea-wave raised at the center of a cyclonic storm by
the low atmospheric pressure and the force of the winds.
It advances with the progressive motion of the storm, and
has all the properties of a true wave. When augmented
by a heavy fall of rain, and blown by strong winds upon a
low shore, the storm-wave causes disastrous inundations.
Tlie thickly populated low lands at the head of the Bay of
Bengal have been the scene of frequent storm-floods, oc-
casioning enormous losses of life and property. (6) In
general, on sea-coasts, the increased wave-motion accom-
panying storms— Suhangled wave, a British geometrid
moth, Acidalia slrigilaria.— 'IiAal wave. See tidal.—
Type of a wave. See type.—Warm wave. See hot
wave, above.—Wave Of contraction, in phyxiol., visible
muscular contraction as propagated from a point where
the muscle itself is stimulated.—Wave of stimulation,
in physiol., the motor influence of a nerve, supposed to be
transmitted by molecular undulation.

I shall always speak of muscle-fibres as conveying a
visible wave of contraction, and of nerve-fibres as convey-
ing an invisible, or molecular, wave qf stim-ulation.

G. J. Bomanes, Jelly Fish, etc., p. 25.

Wave of translation. See def. S. (See also Itrain-wave,
pulse-wave.)=Syn. 1. Wave, Billow, Surge, Breaker, Surf,
Swell, Ripple. Wave is the general word. A billow is a
great round and rolling wave. Surge is only a somewhat
stronger word for billow. A breaker is a wave breaking or
about to break upon the shore or upon rocks. SurJ is the
collective name ior breakers: as, to bathe in the surf; It
is sometimes popularly used for the foam at the edge or
crest of the breaker. Swell is the name for the fact of the
rising (and falling) of water, especially after the wind has
subsided, or for the water that so rises (and falls), or for
any particular and occasional disturbance of water by
such rising (and falling): as, the boat was swamped by
the swell from the steamer. IHpple is the name for the
smallest kind of wave.

The high watery walls came rolling in, and at their
highest tumbled into surf. . . . .Some white-headed bil-
lows thundered on. . . . The breakers rose, and, looking
over one another, bore one another down, and rolled in,
in interminable hosts. . . . The sea . . . carried men,
spars, . . . into the boiling surge.

Dickens, David Copperfield, Iv.

This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon.
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

Across the boundless east we drove,
Where those long swells of breaker sweep
The nutmeg rocks and isles of clove.

Tennyson, The Voynge.

As the shadows of sun-gilt ripples
On the golden bed of a brook.

Lowell, The Changeling.

. A former spelling of

An obsolete preterit of

The term 6aro-
inelric wave is often restricted to those changes in at- wave^t
mospheric pressure which are not connected with cyclonic waire

'

disturlMinces nor with the regular diurnal variation, but —,"i,
which include progressive oscillations of a varied charac- Wave**!.
ter and origin, ranging from those of a shortwave-length, weave^.
which occupy but a fraction of a minute in their p.mage, wave-action (wav'ak"shon),n. See
to those which cover thousands of miles and occupy sev- netimi

"

eral days in their development and subsidence. There-
"''"""

markable air-waves generated by the eruption of Eraka-
toa are shown by barographic traces to have had an initial
velocity of 700 miles an hour, and to have traveled round
the earth not less than seven times.

7. A waved or wavy line of color or texture ; an
undulation ; specifically, the undulating line or
streak of luster on cloth watered and calen-
dered.— 8. A waving; a gesture, or a signal
given by waving.

With clear-rustling wave
The scented pines of Switzerland
Stand dark round thy green grave.

if. Arnold, Stanzas in Memory of the Author of Oher-
[mann.

A magnificent old toddy-mixer . . . answered my ques-
tion by a wave of one hand.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. S3.

wave-breast (wav'brest), «. A
breast offered as a wave-offering
(which see).

waved (wavd), a. [< tt'ot'ci + -crt2.]

1. Having a waving outline or ap-
pearance. See wave^, v. t. Specifl-
cally

—

(a) In zobl., marked with waves;
wavy in color or texture; undulated, (b)

In eyitmn., crenate or crenulate, as a mar-
gin; sinuous; undulated, (c) In arms,
shaped in waves or undulations, as the
edges of certain swords and daggers.
Heavy swords of the middle ages were
sometimes shaped in this way, apparently
with the object of breaking plates of armor
the more readily. In the Malay creese,
however, the object is probably to make a more dangerous
wound.

Malay Creese,
with vaved
blade.



waved

2. Same as watered: noting silk, forged steel,

etc.— 3. In hot., undate.— 4. In fter., same as
»H(/ft—Waved sandpipert. See mtidpiper.—wa,\ei
sword, i" A^'*.. a rtanihoyant sword used as a bearing.

—

Waved wheel. See wheels.

wave-front (wav'frunt), «. The continuous
line or surface including all the particles in
the same phase. It is a spherical surface for
sound, and for light in an isotropic medium.
wave-goose (wav'gos), h. The brant- or brent-
goose, Bernicla brenta. [Durham, Eng.]
wave-length (wav'length), w. The distance
between the crests of two adjacent waves, or
between the lowest parts of the depressions on
each side of a wave ; more generally, the dis-

tance between any particle of the disturbett

medium and the next which is in the same
phase with it. See wave^, 3.

The waw-length of a ray of light in any given substance
is consequently obtained by dividing the wave-teTtgth in

air by the index of refraction of the substance itself.

Lomtnel, Light (trans.), p. 245.

No difference but that of wave-length is recognized be-

tween waves of radiant heat and of radiant light
Set. Amer. Supp., p. 8801.

waveless (wav'les), a. [< vave^ + -less.'] Free
from waves ; imdisturbef : unagitated ; still.

Smoother than this wavelega spring.
PeeUj David and Betbsabe.

The mist that sleeps on a waveleee sea.

Hogg, Kilmeny.

Unmoved the bannered blazonry hung waveless as a pall.

Barhanif Ingoldsby Legends, II. iii.

wavelet (wav'let), «. [< wave'^- + -lef] A
small wave ; a ripple.

Like the vague sighings of a wind at even,
That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea.

SItellev, Queen Mab, viii.

The head, with its thin wavelets of brown hair, indents
the little pillow George Eliot, Amos Biirton, ii.

wave-line (wav'lin), n. l. The outline of a
wave; specifically, in physics, the path of a
wave of light, sound, etc., or the graphic rep-

resentation of such a path.— 2. Naut., the
general outline of the surface of sea-waves:
speeifieallj' used attributively to note a method
of ship-building devised by J. Scott Russell,

in which the lines of the hull of a vessel are

adapted scientifically to the lines of the waves,
and are nearly or quite cycloidal.— 3. One of

the series of lines or furrows produced by the
sea-waves upon a sandy beach.

wavellite (wa'vel-It), n. [Named after William
Wavell, an English medical practitioner (died

1829), \>y whom it was discovered.] A hydrous
phosphate of aluminium, commonly found in

radiated hemispherical or globular crystalline

concretions from a very small size to 1 inch in

diameter, and of a white to yellow-green or
brown color. See cut under radiate.

wave-loaf (wav'lof), n. A loaf for a wave-
offering.

Ye shall bring out of your habitations two wave loaves

of two tenth deals. Lev. xxiii. 17.

wave-molding (wav'm61''ding), 11. In arch., a
molding of undulating outline, resembling more
or less closely a succession of waves; particu-

larly, a molding of Greek origin, much used in

Benaissance and modem architecture, having
the character of a series of breaking waves,
much conventionalized.

wave-motion (wav'mo'shon), n. Motion in

curves alternately concave and convex like

that of the waves of the sea ; undulatory mo-
tion. See wave^, 3.

While etlier-waves are in course of traversing the ether,

there is neither heat, light, nor chemical decomposition

;

merely wave-inwtioii, and transference of energ:y by wave-
motimi. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 434.

The essential characteristic of wave-motion is that a dis-

turbance of some kind is handed on from one portion of

a solid or fluid mass to another.
P. G. Tail, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 803.

wave-offering (wav'of"6r-ing), m. In the ancient
Jewish law, an offering presented with a hori-

zontal movement of the hands forward and
backward and toward the right and left,whereas
the heave-offering was elevated and lowered.
wave-path ( wav'path), 11. The line along which
any point in any wave is propagated. [Bare.]

The radial lines along which an earthquake may be
propagated from the- centrum are called wave-paths.

J. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 9.

waverl (wa'v6r), v. [< ME. waveren, wayveren,
vacillate, < AS. as if "wafrian (cf. wxfre, wa-
vering, wandering, restless : said of flame and
fire, the mind or spirit, etc.) = MHG. waberen,
Q. dial, wabern, waver, totter, move to and fro,

= Icel. vafra, hover about, = Norw. vavra, flap

about; also, with var. suffix, MHG. wdbelen,
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tcehelen, fluctuate, waver, = Icel. vafla, hover
about (see wabbled); freq. of the verb repre-
sented by warcl, q. v.] I. intrans. 1. To
move up and down or to and fro ; wave ; float

;

flutter ; be tossed or rocked about ; sway.
All in wer for to wait, wayueronde he sote.

But he held hym on horse, houyt o lofte.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), I. 8266.

For an Outlawe, this is the Lawe,
That Men hym take and binde.

Without pytee, hanged to bee.

And waver with the Wyiide.
The Nut-Brown Maid, quoted by Prior (Poems,

[ed. 1756, 1. 147).

The wind in his raiment wavered.
William Morris, Sigurd, ii.

2. To quiver; flicker; glimmer; glance.

As when a sunbeam wavers warm
Within the dark and dimpled beck.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

3. To falter; fail; reel; totter.

Keep my wits. Heaven ! I feel 'em wavering ;

Oh God, my head

!

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

How many wavering steps can we retrace in our past
lives

!

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 74.

Like the day of doom it seemed to her wavering senses.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 5.

4. To be undetermined or irresolute; fluctu-

ate; vacillate.

Therefore be sure, and waver not of God's love and fa-

vour towards you in Christ.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), XL 132.

He that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with
the wind and tossed. Jas. t 6.

I expect you should sollicit me as much as if I were
wavering at the Grate of a Monastery, with one Foot over
the Threshold. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 6.

= Syil, 1 and 4. Vacillate. See fluctuate.— 4. Hesitate, etc.

See scruple.

Il.t trans. 1 . To cause to wave or move to

and fro ; set in waving motion ; brandish.

Item, if the Admirall shall happen to bull in the night,

then to make a wauering light ouer his other light, wauer-
ing the light vpon a pole. Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 147.

2. To demur or scruple about; hesitate at;

shirk.
The inconstant Barons wavering every hour
The fierce encounter of this boist'rous tide
That easily might her livelihood devour.

.Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 84.

waver^ (wa'ver), n. [< wai'cl -I- -e/1.] One
who or that which waves; specifically, in print-

ing, an inkiug-roUer; an apparatus which dis-

tributes ink on the table or on other rollers,

but not on the form of types : so called from
its vibratory movement.
As the carriage returns, this strip of ink is di8tril)uted

on the inking table by rollers placed diagonally across the
machine. The diagonal position gives them a waving mo-
tion : hence they are called wavers.

Eneyc. Brit., XXTII. 706.

Waver^ (wa'vSr), n. [Perhaps

<

wave'^ 4- -er^ (?).]

A sapling or timberling left standing in a fallen

wood. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

As you pass along, prune and trim up all the young
wavers. Evelyn, Sylva, III. i. 7.

waver-dragon (wa'vfer-drag'^on), 11. [< waver
for wiver + dragon.'] In her.', the wivem.
waverer (wa' vfer-6r), «. [< waverT- + -erl .] One
who or that which wavers or fluctuates ; espe-

cially, a person who vacillates or is undecided
in mind.

Come, young waverer, come, go with me.
Shak., E. and J., ii. 3. 89.

This prospect of ctmverting votes was a dangerous dis-

traction to Mr. Brooke ; his impression that ^vaverers were
likely to be allured by wavering statements . . . gave Will
Ladislaw much trouble. George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ii.

waveringly (wa'v6r-ing-li), n. In a wavering,
vacillating, or irresolute manner.
Loke not waueringly about you, hane no distrust, l>e not

afrayd. J. Udall, On 1 Pet. v.

waveringness (wa'ver-ing-nes), n. The char-

acter or state of a waverer ; vacillation.

The waveringness of our cupidities turneth the minde
into a diziness unawares to itself.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, Pref.

Waver-roUer (wa'ver-r6"ler), n. In printing,

a roller made to vibrate in a diagonal direction

on the inking-table of a printing-machine for

the purpose of distributing the ink.

wavery (wa'v6r-i), a. [< waver^ + -i/l.] Wa-
vering; unsteady; shaky; faltering.

Old letters closely covered with a wavery writing.

Miss Thackeray, Book of Sibyls, p. 4.

He 's . . . wavery ; . . . his love changes like the sea-

sons. Christian Union, July 28, 1887.

wave-shell (wav'shel), ». In earthquake-shocks,
one of the waves of alternate compression and
expansion, having theoretically the form of con-
centric shells, which are propagated in all di-

wavy
reetions through the solid materials of the
earth's crust from the seismic focus to the
earth's surface. Encyc. Brit., VII. 610.

waveson (wav'son), n. [Appar. irreg. < ware^,
waive, + -soii,afieTthe ansdof^y offl«tson,jetson,
jettison, otherwise flotsam, jetsam.] A name
given to goods which after a shipwreck appear
floating on the sea.

wave-surface (wav'ser"fas), h. a surface
whose equation in rectangular coordinates is

«=/ (1 - A'r^) -f !/V (1 - B=r=) -f z=/ (1 —C'r') = 0.

If upon every central section of a qnadric surface be erect-
ed a perpendicular at the center, and points be taken on
this perpendicular at distances from the center equal to
the axes of the section, then the locus of these points will

be the wave-surface. It is frequently called FrcsneCs wave-
surface, to distinguish it from Huygens's uave-surface,
which is simply an ellipsoid— the latter being the form of
the wave-front of a uniaxial crystal, the foi-mer that of a
biaxial crystal.— Malus's wave-SUrface [discovered by
E. L. J/aii<«(1775-1812) in ISIOJ, a surface of the wave-front
of light emanating from a point but undergoing reflectionft

and refractions at different surfaces.

wave-trap (wav'trap), n. In hydraulic engin.,

a widening inward of the spaces between piers,

to afford space to permit waves rolling in be-
tween the piers to lose force by spreading them-
selves.

wave-worn (wav'wdm), a. Worn by the waves.
The shore that o'er his wave-worn basis bow'd.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 12U.

wavey, wavy^ (wa'vi), «i.
; pi. waveys, wavies

(-viz). [From Amer. Ind. name wawa.] A
goose of the genus Chen ; a snow-goose.

Shooting Wavies on the little lakes with which this

region [the Red River country] is dotted is said to be a
favorite anmsement of the sportsmen.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 192.

Blue wavey, the blue-winged goose, Chen cserutescens.—
Homed wavey, the smallest snow-goose, Chen {Exan-
themops) rossi, which has at times the base of the bill

studded with tubercles. It is exactly like the snow-goose
in plumage, but no larger than a mallard, and inhabits

Homed Wavey iCken rosii).

arctic America, coming southward in migration. It was
recognizably described under its present name by Hearne.
but lost sight of for neaily a century, till brought again to
notice, in 1861, by J. Cassiu.— White wavey, the snow-
goose. See cut under Chen.

wavily (wa'\i-li), adv. In a wavy manner,
form, or direction.

Mr. Rappit, the hair-dresser, with his well-anointed
coronal locks tending wavily upward.

George Eliot, Mill on the Hoss, i. 9.

waviness (wa'vi-nes), «. The state or quality

of being wavy or luidulating.

waving-frame (wa'ving-fram), «. In 2>ri»ting,

a frame which cames inking-roUers.

The frame which supports the inking-rollcrs, called

the waving-fratne, is attached by hinges to the general

framework of the machine ; the edge of the stereotype-

plate cylinder is indented, and rubs against the icavin<j-

fram£, causing it to vibrate to and fro, and consequently
to carry the inking-rollers with it, so as to give them an
unceasing traverse motion. Ure, Diet. , III. 655.

wavyl(wa'vi),a. [<. ware^ + -y^.] 1. Abound-
ing :n waves.

This said, she div'd into the leavy seas.

Chapman, Odyssey, iv. 569.

2. Undulating in movement or shape; wav-
ing : as, w'ary hair.

Let her glad Vallies smile with wavy Corn.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700X st 26.

The u^avy swell of the soughing reeds.

Tennyson. Dying Swan.

3. In bot., undulating on the border or on the

surface. See cut under repand.— 4. In her.,

same as nnd^.— 5. In eniom., presenting a

series of horizontal curves : noting marks or

margins. It is distinct from waved ; but the

two epithets are somewhat loosely used, ami
are sometimes interchanged.— 6. In :ool.. un-

dulating; sinuous; waved; ha\ing wavnl
markings. — Barry wavy. See barry^. — Sword
wavy. SeesuHirdi.— Wavy respiration. Same:i8MUtr-
ruptcd respiration (which see, under respiration).



wavy2, ».

wavy
See wavey.

wavy-barred (wa'vi-bard), a. Crossed with
waving lines ; undulated : as, the wavy-baited
sable, a British moth. See sable, n., 7.

waw^t, "• [< ME. loawe, wa^e, waghe, waugh, a
wave, < AS. wxg = OS. wag = OFries. weg, wei

= MD. waeghe = MLG. wage = OHG. wag (>F.
vague), MHG. wdc, G. woge= Goi]ix. wegs, a wave;
< AS. wegaii. etc., bear, carry, move: see leeigh,

wag^, and ef. waw^.'\ A wave.

For, whiles they fly that Gulfes devouring jawes,

They oa this rock are rent, and sunck in helples waiees.
Sperwer, F. Q., II. xii. 4.

waw'-'t, "• t. [< ME. wawen, wagien, < AS. wa-
gian, stir, move, = OHG. wagen, move, = Goth.
wagjan, move ; a secondary form of AS. wegan,
etc., bear, carry: see weJgrA, and cf . M)0M)1.] To
stir; move; wave.
What wenten ye out in to desert for to se? a reed

tvaivid with the wynd? W'ycii/, Luke vii. 24.

waw^t, «• [^ ME. wawe, wagh, wag, wait, wowe,
wotigh, woult, < AS. wag, wah = OFries. wach =
MD. weeghe = Icel. veggr=:Sw. vdgg = Dan. veeg,

a wall.] A wall. Piers Plowman (B), iii. 61.

waw* (wa), r. i. [< ME. wawen; imitative;
ef. tcaul. wawWi To cry as a cat; waul.

wawah (wa'wa), H. Same as icow-woip. Encyc.
Brit, IV. 57.

"

wawet, inter), and «. A Middle English form
of woe.

wawl, «'. »'. See waul.

wawhet, «• An obsolete form of waly^.

wawprOOS (w4'pr6s), n. [Amer. Ind.] The
Amirieaii varying hare, Lepus americanus.

waw-waw (wii'wa), n. [W. Ind.] See Rajania.

wawyt (wa'i), o. '[< tuoMjl + -yl.] Abounding
in waves; wavy.

I saw come over the wairy flood.

The Ide o/ Ladies, I. 697.

waxl (waks), V. i. [< ME. waxen, wexen (pret.

irex, weex, wox, wax, weax, weex,v\. wexen, woxen,

pp. waxen, wexen, woxen), < AS. weaxan (pret.

wedx, pp.geweaxen)= OS. wahsan= OFries. waxa
= D. wassen =. OHG. wahsan, MHG. wahsen, G.
wachsen = Icel. vaxa = Sw. vdxa = Dan. voxe =
Goth, wahsjan (pret. wohs, pp. wa/isans), grow,
increase, wax; = Gr. aifavciv, wax, Skt.'v/t"afrs7i,

wax, grow; appar. an extension of the root seen
in L. augere, increase, AS. edcan, increase: see
eJce, and augment, auction, etc. Hence ult.

wax^, n., waist.'] 1. To grow; increase in size

;

become larger or greater: as, the moon waxes
and wanes.

So is pryde vxixen
In reIi((ionn and inallethe rewmeaniongerlcheandpore,
That preyeres haue no power the pestilence to lette.

Piers PUnoman (B), x. 75.

Sothli the child wax, and was coitmfortid, ful of wysdom

;

and the grace of God was in him. Wycl\f, Luke ii. 40.

The childe he kepte and norisshed till It was feire well
teoxen, and that he myght ride after t*j court

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 238.

A wexing moon, thot soon would wane.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 649.

Thou Shalt wax and he shall dwindle.
Tennyifon, Boadicea.

2. To pass from one state to another; become;
grow: as, to wax strong; to wax old.

And every man that ou^ht hath In his cofre,

Lat him appere and wexe a phihjsofre.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 284.

Xow charity is waxen cold, none helpeth the scliolar nor
yet the poor. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Firat he vmx pale, and then wox red.

Scolt, Thomas the Rhymer, iii.

The commander of Fort Caaimir, when he found his mar-
tial spirit waxing too hot within liim, would sally forth
Into the fields and lay about hira most Instily with his
cabre. Ircing, Knickerbocker, p. 315.

Waxing kernels, enlarged Iymph-no<les sometimes fonnd
iit the L.n't>iii in cliil<lren : so called because supposed to be
aasociated with growth.
axi (waks), n. [< ME. wax, wexe (= MHG.

waft», increment, increase; also in comp., MD.
wasdom = G. waclisthum, growth); from the
verb.] It. Growth; increase; prosperity.

Ful nobley wele the almes yef and do

;

Aboute hyra gret wexe, fair store, and gret light.

Ram. of ParUnay(E. E. T. 8.X 1. 653.

2. A wood. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ax^ (waks), H. [< ME. wax, wex, < AS. weax
= OS. waits = OFries. wax = D. was = OHG.
MHG. wahs, G. wachs = Icel. vax = Sw. vax =
Dan. vox, wax; cf. OBulg. vosku = Bohem. vosk

* = Pol. wosk = Russ. vo.<ikii = Hung, viaszic =
Lith. waszkas, wax (perhaps < Teut.). Some

I

compare L. viscum, mistletoe, bird-lime: see
riscuni.l 1. A thick, sticky substance se-

creted by bees, and used to build their cells

;
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natural state it is of a dull-yellow color, and smells of
honey. Its consistency varies with the temperature ; it

is ordinarily a pliable solid, readily melted. When puri-
fied and bleached, it becomes translucent white, is less
tenacious, without taste or smell, and of a specific gi-avity
a little less tliau tliat of water. It softens at S0° F., be-
coming extremely plastic, and retainin;; any form in which
it may be molded, like clay or putty, and melts at 168° F.
In chemical composition, wax consists of varial)le propor-
tionsof three substances, called viyrocin, cerolein, and
cerotic acid. Wax is used for many purposes, both in its

natural state and variously prepared. As bleached, and
also then variously tinted, it is made into wax candles,
which give a peculiarly soft light. In pharmacy it enters
into the composition of various plasters, ointments, and
cerates, as a vehicle for the active ingredients, and to con-
fer upon the preparation a desired consistency. It has
varied uses in the plastic arts, especially in the making of
anatomical models, artificial flowers and fruits, casts and
impressions of various kinds, etc.

This pardoner hadde beer as yelow as ivex.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 675.

I'll work her as I go ; I know she 's wax.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii. 2.

The Effigies of his late Majesty King William III. of
Glorious Memory is curiously done in Wax to the Life,

Richly Brest in Coronation Robes.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 283.

2. One of various substances and products re-
sembling beeswax in appearance, consistency,
plasticity, and the like, orused for like purposes,
(a)^ The substance worked up from the pollen of flowers
by 'the hind le^ of bees, and used to feed their larvae;
bee-bread, formerly supposed to be beeswax. (6) The
substance secreted by various coccids or wax-scales, espe-
cially such as has commercial value. (See unx-insect, 1.)

(c) The product of some other homopterous insects. (See
wax-insect, t.) Thisisnioreorlessstringyand floccnlent,
and approaches in character the froth or spume of the
spittle-insects, but in some cases is usable like beeswax.
id) The secretion of the sebaceous glands of the outer
ear ; cerumen ; ear-wax. (e) A vegetaljle product w hich
may be regarded as a concrete fixed oil, the principal v.ari-

eties being Chinese wax, cow-tree wax, carnauba wax, and
Japan wax. It may l)e obtained from the pollen of many
flowers, and it forms a part of the green fecula of many
plants, particularly of the cai)bage. It appears as a var-
nish upon the fruit or the upper surface of the leaves of
many trees, as the wax-palm and wax-myrtle. Also called
vegetable wax. See cut under Myrica. See also wax-tree,
and compounds below. (/) A "mineral product, one of
certain fossil hydrocarlwns which occur in small quan-
tities generally in the Carboniferous formation : called
more fully mineral wax. The most familiarly known
variety is ozocerite, (g) A substance used for sealing.

See sealing-wax.

Quomodo. He will never trust his land in wax and
parchment, as many gentlemen have done before him.
Easy. A by-blow for me.

Uiddleton, Michaelmas Term, iv. 1.

A letter! hum I a suspicious circumstance, to be sure!
What, and the seal a true-lover's knot now, ha? or an
heart transfixed with darts ; or possibly the wax bore the
industrious impression of a ttumble.

Colman, Jealous Wife, i.

(A) A thick resinous substance, consisting of pitch, resin,

and tallow, used by shoemakers for rubbing their thread.

3. A thick syrup produced by boiling down the

sap of the stigar-maple tree, cooling on ice, etc.

[Local, U. S.]—4. Duug of cattle. [Western
U. S.]— 5. In coal-mining, puddled clay, used
for dams and stoppings Brazil wax. Same as

carnauba waa:.—Butter of wax. Sec im((eri.—Car-
nauba wax, a secretion of the young leaves of the car-

nauba palm, Copernieia cerifera, of Brazil, which is used
in making candles and is exported in large quantities.

—

Chinese or China wax, a hard white wax, the product
of a scale-insect See pela and wax-insect, 1 (a).-—Ear-
wax. See def. 2 (rf) and cerumen.— Grafting-WaX, a
mixture made of resin, beeswax, and linseed-oil, for coat-

ing the incisions made in n tree in grafting.— Ibota wax,
a product in Japan of the shrub Ligustrxtm /(<o(a.— Japan
wax, a wax obtained in Japan from the drupes of tlie wax-

tree Rhus succedanea, by crushing, steaming, and press-

ing. It U used chiefly for candles, and largely exported.

"The fruit of the lacquer-tree, Rhus vernic%fera, yields a
still better wax.-Mineral wax. See def. 2 (/).— Nose
of wax. See jwsei.—Paraffin wax, a white substance

resembling wax, obtained chiefly from the distillation of

petrrdeuni, but also produced in the distillation of coal,

wootl, and other suljstances. It is a neutral, easily fusilde

substance, un-iltered by acids or alkalis, and hence lias

a wide range of uses in the arts.— Vegetable wax, any
wax of vegetable origin. See def. 2 (c). Tlie name once
denoted speciflcallv myrtle-wax.—Wax dam, a dam of

puddled clay.—Wax doU. See wax-dull.—Wax im-
pression, in dmtistry, a copy in wax of parts of the mouth,
taken usually for the purpose of fitting the plate for arti-

ficial teeth.—Wax opal, a variety of common opal hav-

ing a resinous wax-like luster.—Wax wall, a dam of pud-

dled clay. [Leicestershire coal-flehl, Eng.]—White wax.
(o) Bleached beeswax. (!>) Chinese wax, or pela. (See also

banking-wax, bottle-wax, myrtle-wax, ocuba-wax, sealing-

wax.)

wax^ (waks), V. [< ME. waxen, wexen; < ivax^,

«.] I. trans. To treat with wax ; smear or rub

with wax; make waxy: as, to loax a thread ; to

wax the floor or a piece of furniture.

Tlio tok I and wexede my label in maner of a peyro

tables to resceyve distynctly the prikkes of my corapas.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. §. 40.

He held a long string in one hand, which he drew
through tlie other hand incessantly, as he spoke, just as a

shoemaker performs the motion of waxing his thread.

O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LXVI. 6«.S.

waxen
Waxed end, in shoemaking, a thread the end of which
has been stift'ened by the use of shoemakers' wax, so as to
pass easily through the holes made by the awl; also, a
waxed thread terminating in a bristle, for tiie same pur-
pose. Also reduced to wax-erwi.—Waxed paper. See
paper.

II. in trans. To plaster with clay. [Leices-
tershire coal-field, Eng.]
wax-* (waks), n. [Appar. < wax^, v., taken in
sense of 'rub,' hence 'beat, thrash.'] A rage;
a passion. [CoUoq.]

She 's in a terrible wax, but she '11 be all right by the
time he comes back from his holidays.

H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, v.

wax-berry (waks'ber"i), n. The bayberry. My-
rica cerifera.

waxbill (waks'bil), n. One of numerous small
Old World birds of the family Ploceidse and
subfamily Spermestinse, whose bills have a cer-
tain waxen appearance, due to the translucency
of the horny covering, which may be white,
pink, red, etc. The name appears to have attached
more particularly to the members of the genus Estrelda
in a broad sense, but is of extensive and varied appli-
cation. The Java sparrow is a good example. (See cut
under sparrow.) The original waxbill, fli-st so named by
Edwards in 1751, the waxbill gi-osbeals of Latham (1783),
Loxia astrild of Linnaeus, and now Estrelda a^trilda, or
Estrelda astrild, or Estrilda astrilda (for the name thus
wavers in spelling), is a South African bird, ranging as
far as Matabeleland on the east and Damaraland on the
west coast It has also been introduced in various places,

Waxbill (/ strelda astrild

and is a well-known cage-bird. It is scarcely over 4 inches
long, the wing and tail each about 1} inches ; the bill is

bright-red ; the eyes and feet are brown. The general
aspect is that of a brown bird, but this gi-ound-color is

intricately varied witli several other colors. The vent is

black, and there is a crimson streak on each side of the
head. The blue-breasted waxbill {E. cyanogastra), the or-

ange-cheeked (E. melpoda), the red-l>ellied (£. ruhriven.
tris), the grenadier (Urseginthus granatinus), and various
others are among the small exotic birds which form the
dealer's stock of amadavats, senegals, blood-finches, straw-
berry-finches, paddy-birds, and the like.

wax-bush (waks'bush), n. Same as wax-iveed.

wax-chandler (wakg'chand"ler), n. A maker
or seller of wax candles. [Eng.]
wax-cloth (waks'kloth), n. A popular name
for floor-cloth. [Eng.]
wax-cluster (waks'klus't^r), )). A shrub, (iaul-

theria hispida, found in the mountains of Aus-
tralia and Tasmania. It grows 2 or 3 feet high or
more, and is conspicuous for its abundant and beautiful
white waxy berry-like fruit.

wax-doll (waks'dol'), n. 1. A child's doll of

which the head and bust are made of beeswax
combined with other ingredients to give it hard-

ness.— 2. pi. The common fumitory, Fumaria
officinalis : so called from the texture and color

of its white or flesh-colored flowers. Britten

and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
waxen^ (wak'sn), a. [< ME. waxen, < AS.
iveaxen, made of wax, < iceax, wax: see tcax'^.']

1. Made of wax; covered with wax: as, a waxen
tablet.

She is fair ; and so is Julia that I love—
That I did love, for now my love is thaw'U

:

Which, like a waxen image 'gainst a fire.

Bears no impression of the thing it was.
Shak., T. G. of v., ii. 4. 201.

I beheld through a pretty crystall glasse by the light of

a waxen candle. Coryat, Crudities, I. 48.

2. Resembling wax ; soft as wax ; waxy.

For men have marble, women waxen, minds.
Shak., Lucrece, I. 124a

3. Easily effaced, as if written in wax. [Rare.]

A waxen epitaph. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 233.

4. In zool. : (n) Being or consisting of wax : as,

the waxen cells of honeycomb. (6) Like wax

;

waxy. (1) Like wax in apparent texture or consistency.

Compare waxbill. (2) Waxy in color ; of a dull-yellowish

color, like raw liecswux. (rf) Waxed; having wax-



waxen
like appendages: as, the waxen chatterer (the
Bohemian waxwing).
waxeil"t (wak'sn). An obsolete or archaic past
participle of wax^.

waxen-' (wak'sn). Archaic present indicative
plural of wax^.
wax-end (waks'end'), n. Same as voaxed end
(which see, under tcax^).

waxer (wak'sir), n. 1. One who smears or
treats anything with wax, as in waxing floors

or preparing waxed leather.— 2. In a sewing-
machine, an attachment for applying a ifilm of

wax to the thread as it passes from the spool

to the needle : used only on machines for sew-
ing leather and heavy fabrics.

waxflower (waks'flou"^r), n. 1. See Clitsia.—
2. See Stephanoiis.— 3. Same as loax-plant.

wax-gourd (waks'gord), n. The white gourd,

Bcniiicasa cerifera (B. hispida). See henincasa.

waxiness (wak'si-nes), n. A waxy appearance
or character.

waxing (wak'sing), n. [< ME. waxynge; ver-

bal n. of traa;2, v.'\ 1. The coating of thread
with wax previous to sewing.— 2. A method of

blacking, dressing, and polishing leather, to

give it a finish.— 3. In calico-printing, the pro-

cess of stopping out colors.

wax-insect (waks'in"sekt), n. 1. One of vari-

ous coeeids or bark-lice which secrete wax ; a
wax-scale. Nearly all the Coccidas secrete a kind of

wax, but that of but few is abundant enough to be of com-
mercial value. Speeiflcally— (o) The Chinese wax-inaect,

Ericemt pela (formerly Coccus sineTisis or C. peta\ re-

lated to the cochineal bug. It furnishes most of the
white wax of commerce, specified as Chhiese wax and
pela. Tkis insect, a native of China, occurs upon plants

of the genera lihus, Idgustrum, Hibiscus, CelastruSj etc.

The wax is said to be mainly secreted by the male. It is

collected from the plants on which it is deposited, melted
and clarified, and made into a very high class of candles

used in China. It has been imported in England for the

same purpose, but is too expensive for general use. (6)

Any member of the genus Ceroplastes. The females se-

crete much wax, usually deposited on the body in regular

plates. C. ceri/erus is an Indian wax-scale ; C. myricee

(an old Lipnean species) is found at the Cape of Good Hope ;

C^flariiemds is a wax-scale of Florida ; C. rirripedi/ormis

is the barnacle-scale, (c) A scale of the genus Cerococcus,

as C. querat*, which secretes large masses of bright-yellow

wax upon the twigs of various oaks, as Quercus undulata,

Q. affri/olia, and Q. oblongifolia, in Arizona and California.

2. One of various insects of the family Fulgori-

die, and of one of the genera Phenax, Lystra,

and Plata, in the case of the species of Lystra, the wax
is secreted in long white strings from the end of the ab-

domen. This wax is said to be used in the manufacture
of candles in the East Indies and China.

wax-light (waks'lit), n. [= D. wasUckt = G.

wachslieht (cf. Icel. vaxljos, Sw. vaxljus, Dan.
coxlys)', &s wax^ + light^ .'] A candle, taper, or

night-hght made of wax.

The only alternative would have been wax-lights at half

a crown a pound. T. A. Troltope, What I Remember.

wax-modeling (waks'mod''el-ing), 11. The art

or process of forming figure8,reliefs, ornaments,
etc., in wax. See ccroplastic.

wax-moth (waks'moth), n. A bee-moth; any
member of the family Galeriidx. See Galeria,

and cut under bee-moth.

wax-myrtle (waks'mfer'tl), «. The bayberry,
Myricn cerifera : so named from its wax-bearing
nuts and shining myrtle-like leaves. Sometimes
candleberry and tallow-shrub. See Myrica (with
cut). The wax-myrtle of California is chiefly M. Califor-
uica, a close erect evergreen shnib, or a tree even 50 feet

high.

wax-painting (waks'pan'ting), n. Encaustic
painting. See encaustic.

wax-paun (waks'pam), n. See Ceroxylon and
Copernicia.

wax-paper (waks'pa"p6r), n. A kind of paper
prepared by spreading over its surface a coat-

ing made of white wax, turpentine, and sperma-
ceti.

wax-pine (waks'pin), H. The general name for

the species of Agathis (Dammara), coniferous
trees producing a large amount of resin.

wax-pink (waks'pingk), «. A name for gar-

den species of Portulaca : so called from their

wax-like leaves and showy flowers.

wax-plant (waks'plant), n. See Hoya.
wax-pocket (waks'pok'et), w. In entom., one
of several small openings between the ventral
segments of the abdomen of a bee, from which
thin plates of wax exude.
wax-polish (waks'pol'ish), n. See polish^.

wax-red (waks'red), a. Of a bright-red color,

resembling that of sealing-wax.

.Set thy seal-manual on my wax-red lips.

Shah., Venus and Adonis, 1. 516.

wax-scale (waks'skal), n. A scale-insect which
secretes wax. See wax-insect, 1.
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wax-SCOtt (waks'skot), n. A tax or money pay-
ment made by parishioners to supply the church
with wax caudles.

wax-tree (waks'tre), «. One of several trees,

of different localities, the source of some kind
of vegetable or insect wax. (a) The Japan wax-
tree, specifically Jihus succedaiua, a small tree originally

from the Loochoo Islands, now extensively planted in Ja-

pan, especially on the borders of fields, lor its small clus-

tered berries, which yield by expression an excellent can-

dle-wax. The lacquer-tree, Rhus vernici/era, yields a still

better wax. (6) In China, one of several trees yielding the
pela, or white wax (see wax^), which incrusts their twigs as

the result of the puncture of an insect. One of the most
important is a species of privet, Ligustrwm iucidutn; an-

other is an ash, Fraximis Chijiensis. Ligustrum Ibota
appears to furnish a variety of the same product, (c) A
plant of the genus Vismia, which consists of trees and
shrubs abounding in a yellow resinous juice. This is

collected from some South American species, particu-
larly V. Ouianensis, and from its qualities is sometimes
called American gamboge, (d) The Colombian varnish-
tree, Elssagia utilis. (e) The wax-myrtle, Myrica cerifera.

[Kare.)

A fragrant shrub, called the Anemlche by the Indians,

had attracted the attention of the government. It is the
wax-tree, or candle-berry (Myrica ceriferaX of which the
wax is used for making candles.

Gayarri, Hist. Louisiana, I. 620.

wax-weed (waks'wed), n. An American herb,

Cuphea viscosissima, sometimes designated as
clammy cuphea. It is a branching plant with purple
stems covered with extremely viscid hairs ; the petals of

the small flowers are also purple. The full name is blue

wax-weed.

waxwing (waks'wing), n. An oscine passerine
bird of the genus Ampelis (or Sombycilla), fam-
ily Ampelidse : so called because the secondary
quills of the wings, and sometimes other fea-

thers of the wings or tail, are tipped with small
red horny appendages resembling sealing-wax.
There are three species— the Bohemian waxwing or chat-

terer, A. garrulus, of the northern hemisphere generally,

Bohemian Waxwing l,Ampelis garruius).

breeding in high latitudes, and migrating southward irreg-

ularly, sometimes in flocks of vast extent ; the red-winged
Japanese waxwing, A. phoenicoptera ; and the smaller Car-

olina waxwing, cedar-bird, cedar-lark, cherry-bird, etc., of

North America, A. cedrorum, the prib chatterer of La-

tham, 1785. The sealing-wax tips are the enlarged, har-

dened, and peculiarly raodifled prolongation of the shaft

of the feather, composed of central and peripheral sub-

stances differing in the shape of the pigment-cells, which
contain abundance of red and yellow coloring matter.

Their use is unknown.

waxwork (waks'werk), n. 1. Work in wax;
especially, figures or ornaments made of wax

;

in ordinary usage, figures, as of real persons,

usually of life-size, and more or less of decep-
tive resemblance, the heads, hands, etc., being
in wax, and the rest of the figure so set up and
clothed as to increase the imitative effect.

On Wednesday last Mrs. Goldsmith, the famous Woman
for Waxwork, brought to Westminster Abbey the Effigies

of that celebrated Beauty the late Duchess of Richmond,
whicli is said to be the richest I'igure that ever was set up
in King Henry's Chapel.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
1L283.

2. pi. A place where a collection of such fig-

ures is exhibited.— 3. The climbing bitter-

sweet, Celastrus scandens : so named on account
of the waxy scarlet aril of the fruit. See Celas-

trus and staff-tree. Also called Roxhury wax-
work.

waxworker (waks'wfer'k^r), «. 1. One who
works in wax ; a maker of waxwork.— 2. A
bee which makes wax.
wax-worm (waks'wferm), n. The larva of the
wax-moth.
waxyl (wak'si), a. [< wax^ + -jl.] 1. Resem-
bling wax or putty in appearance, softness,

plasticity, adhesiveness, or other properties;

waxen; hence, pliable; yielding; impression-

able.

That the softer waxy part of you may receive some im-
pression from this discourse, let us close all with an ap-

plication. Hammond, Works, III. 626.

way
Specifically— 2. Noting certain complexions.
(a) Pallid or blanched ; of a translucent pallor, as in blood.
lessness. (&) Of a dull, pasty, whitish color, sometimes
inclining to the yellowishness of raw beeswax. This is a
complexion almost diagnostic of the so-called scrofulous
or cancerous diathesis, and of persons in whom the opium
habit is confii-med and of long standing.

3. Made of wax; abounding in wax; waxed:
as, a waxy dressing for leather Waxy degen-
eration, (a) Same as lardaceous disease (which see, un-
der lardaceous). (b) A change of parts of the muscular
fibers into a peculiar hyaline substance, which differs from
lardacein ; it occurs in certain cases of typhoid fever,

meningitis, and other acute febrile disorders.—Waxy
liver, kidliey, spleen, etc., a liver, kidney, spleen, etc.,

wliich has undergone waxy degeneration.

waxy2 (wak'si), a. [< «,aa;3 -t- -ji.] Angry;
wrathy ; irate. [Slang.]

It would cheer him up more than anything if I could
make him a little waxy with me.

Dickens, Bleak House, xxiv.

wayl (wa), n. [Early mod. E. also waye, waie;
< ME. xoay, wai, wey, wci, weye, weie, wsei, < AS.
weg = OS. weg= OFries. wei = MD. wegh, D. weg
= MLG. LG. weg = OHG. MHG. wee, G. weg
= Icel. vegr = Sw. vdg = Dan. vej = Goth, wigs,

a way, road, = L. via, OL. tea, orig. *t'eha =
Lith. weza, track of a cart, = Skt. vaha, a road,

way ; from the verb represented by AS. wegan,
etc., bear, carry, = L. vehere, carry, = Skt. V
vah, carry : see weight. From the same verb are

ult. E. wain^ and wagon, etc., and, from the L.,

vehicle, etc. For the E. words from L. via, see
fjal. Hence away (reduced to way^), and way-
ward, etc.] 1. The track or path bypassing
over or along which some place has been or

may be reached ; a course leading from one
place to another ; a road ; a street ; a passage,

channel, or route ; a line of march, progression,

or motion : as, the way to market or to school

;

a broad or a narrow way.

Men seyn that the Wlcaues ben Weyes of Helle.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 55-

A grene wey thou schalt fynde.
That geth as euene as he may to paradys the on ende

;

Ther bigonde thi Modur and ich.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

The worst wages that ever I travelled in all my life in

the Sommer were those betwixt Chamberie and Aigue-
belle. Coryat, Cradities, I. 83.

I fear I shall never find the way to church, because the

bells hang so far.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

The road to resolutiou lies by doubt

;

The next way home 's the farthest way about.
Quarles, Emblems, iv., Epig. 2.

I hope our way does not lie over any of these [hills], for

I dread a precipice. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 228.

If prince or peer cross DarreU's way.
He'll beard him in his pride.

Scott, Eokeby, v. 27.

2. A passage along some particular path or

course; progress; journey; transit; coming or

going.

The Lord . . . will send his augel with thee, and pros-

per thy way. Gen. xxiv. 40.

Shut the doors against his way.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 3. 92.

The next day we again set sail, and made the best of

our uug, till we were forced, by contrary winds, into St.

Remo, a very pretty town in the Genoese dominions.
Addisoti, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 3S9.

The ship (barring accidents) will touch at no other port

on her way out W. Collins, Moonstone, vi. 5.

3. Length of space; distance: as, the church
is but a little way from here. In this sense, in

colloquial use, often erroneously ways.

Thy servant will go a little way over Jordan.
2 Sam. xix. 36.

I here first saw the hills a considerable way off to the

east, no hills appearing that way from the parts about
Damascus. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 13S.

I charge thee ride before.

Ever a good way on before. Tennyson, Geraint

4. Direction as of motion or position : as, he
comes this way.

Now sways it this way, like a mighty sea, . . .

Now sways it that way, like the selfsame sea.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 6.

The Kingdome of Congo is about 600. miles diameter
any way. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 49.

'Three Goddesses for this contend ;

See, now they <lescend,

And this Way they bend.
Congreve, Judgment of Paris

friend ! I hear some step of hostile feet.

Moving this xpay, or hast'ning to the fleet.

Pope, Iliad, i. 406.

No two windows look one way
O'er the small sea-water thread
Below them. Browning, In a Gondola.

5. Path or course in life.

The way of transgressors is hard. Prov. xiii. 15.



way
6. Pursuit; calling; line of business. [Colloq.]

lien of his way should be most liberal.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3. 61.

Thinkii^ that this would prove a busy day in the jus-

ticing loaVy I am come. Sir Jac«]), to lend you a hand.
Fwite, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

Is not Gus Hoskins, my brother-in-law, partner with his
excellent father in tlie leather way?

Thackeray^ Great Hoggarty Diamond, xili,

7. Respect; point or particular: with in ex-
pressed or understood.

You wrong me every way. Shak,, J. C, Iv. 3. 65.

The office of a man
That 's truly valiant is considerable,
Three ways: the first is in respect of matter.

B. JoTDfoiiy New Inn, iv. 3.

Thus farr, and many other tvaies were his Counsels and
preparations before hand with us, either to a civil Warr,
if it should happ'n, or to subdue us without a Warr.

Milton, EUiouoklastes, x.

8. Condition ; state : as, he has recovered a
little, but is still in a very bad icay. [Colloq.]

When ever you see a thorough Libertine, you may al-

most swear he is in a rising i<^^, and that the Poet intends
to make him a great Man.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 211.

Yea most tell him to keep up his spirits ; everybody
almost is is (he same way.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

9. Course of action or procedure; means by
which anything is to be reached, attained, or
accomplished; scheme; device; plan; course.

Of Taxations, properly so called, there were neverfewer
ill any King's Heign ; but of Ways to draw Money from
the Subject, never more. Baker, Chronicles, p. 66.

By noble ways we conquest will prepare

;

Kirst offer peace, and, that refused, make war.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, i. 1.

10. Method or mann»?r of proceeding; mode;
style; fashion; wise: as, the right or the wrong
iray of doing something,
God hath so many times and icays spoken to men.

Hooker.
I will one way or other make you amends.

Shak., M. W. of W., UL 1. 89.

One woald imagine the Ethiopians either had two alpha-
l*ets, or that they had two ways of writing most things.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, I. 227.

This answerer had, in a way not to be pardoned, drawn
hlB pen against a certain great man then alive.

Suri/t, Tale of a Tub, ApoL
'Hiou say'st an undisputed thing

In such a solemn icay.

0. W. Holmes, To an Insect,

Tis not so much the gallant who woos.
As the gallant's way of wooing

!

W. S. Gilbert, Way of Wooing.

Way in this sense is equivalent to wise, and in certain col-

loquial phrases is confused with it, appeaHng in the appa-
rent plural tcaytf, which really represents true: as,DOU>ay«,
lengthways, emUvays, etc.

To him [Go4l] we can not exhibit ouermuch praise, nor
1»elye him any icayes, vnlesae it be in abasing his exce)-
lencie by scarsttie of praise.

Puiienham, Arte of Eng. Poeaie, p. 22.

He could no taay stir. Bacon^ Physical Fables, 11.

Hee at that time could l>e no way esteem'd the Father
of his Ck>untrey, but the destroyer.

MUton, Eikonoklastes, xxi,

Simon Glendinnfng . . . bit the dust, no wav disparag-
ing in his death that ancient race from which he claimed
his descent. Scott, Monastery, ii.

11. Regular or usual method or manner, as
in acting or speaking; habitual or peculiar
mode or manner of doing or saying things : as,

that is only his icay ; an odd way he has ; wo-
men's ways.

We call it only pretty Fanny's way.
Parnell, Elegy to au Old Beauty.

It is my tray to write down all the good things I have
heard in the last conversation, to furnish my paper.

Steele, Tatler, No. 45.

Before I departed, the good priest ask'd me my name,
that they might pray in the church for my good journey,
which is only a ivay they have of desiring charity.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, L 138.

He was imperious sometimes still ; but I did not mind
that -, I saw it was his way.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xv.

All her little womanly ways, budding out of her like

blossoms (m a yuung fruit-tree.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

12. Resolved plan or mode of action or con-
duct ; a course insisted upon as one's own.

If I had my way
He had mewed in flames at home. B, Jonson.

Man has his will— but woman has her way!
0. W. Holmes, A Prologue.

If Lord Durham had had his way, the Ballot would at
that time []8:i:i] have been includedf in the programnie of
the Government. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, I. 54.

13. Circuit or range of action or observation.

Tlie general officers and the public ministers that fell

ir. roy way were generally subject to the gout.
Sir W. Temple.
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14. Progress; advancement.
Socialism in any systematic or definite form, as a scheme

for superseding the institution of Capital, had not in my
opinion made any serious way.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 730.

15. Naut.j progress or motion through the wa-
ter; headway: as, a vessel is under way when
she begins to move, she gathers way when her
rate of sailing increases, and loses way when it

diminishes.

Towards night it grew very calm and a great fog, so as
our ships made no way.

winthrop. Hist New England, I. 8.

Soundings are usually taken from the vessel, and while
there is some imy on.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 206.

A ship, so long as she can keep way on her, and can steer,
need not fear an enemy's ram.

Sci. Am£T., N. S., LXIII. 304.

16. pi. In mack., etc., the line or course along
which anything worked on is caused to move.
See cut under shaper. (a) The timbers on which a ship
is launched : as, a new ship on the ways. See cut under
launching-way. (b) Skids on which weights, barrels, etc.,

are moved up ordown, as on an inclined plane.— A furlong
wayt. See furlong.—A lion in the way. See lion.—
ApplanWay. See Appian.—Away of necessity, a way
winch the law allows for passage to and from land not oth-
erwise accessible. It arises only over one of two parcels of
land of both of which tlic grantor was the owner when he
conveyed the other ; and it arises in favor of theparcel con-
veyed when this is wholly surrounded by what hr.d been the
grantor's other land, or partly by this and partly by that of
a stranger,—By all wayst, in all respects; in everyway.

My lady gaf me al Jiooly
The noble gift of her mercy.
Saving her worship, by alle weyes.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1271.

By the way. See by^.—'By way of, for the purpose of

;

to serve as. See also 2>yl.

The Kyng of that Contree, ones every zeer, zevetheleve
to pore men to gon in to the Lake, to gadre hem precyous
Stones and Perles, be weye of Alemesse, for the love of
God, that made Adam. MandevUle, Travels, p. 199.

That this gift of perpetual youth should pass from men
to serpents seems added by way o/ ornament.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

By way of being, doing, etc., in the condition of being,
doing, etc.; so as to be, do, etc. [Eng,]—Come yoUT
ways. See come.—Committee of Ways and Means.
(a) In the British Parliament, a committee of the whole
iiouse which considers the ways and means of raising the
supplies. (6) One of the most important of the standing
committees of the United States House of Representatives

:

to it are referred l)ills relating to the raising of the reve-
nue.—Common way. See cmm^n.— Covered way.
See CO I'er 1 .— Direct way around, dry way, Dunstable
way. See tlie juljective.s.— High way. See highway.—
In a small way. See small.

—

in the family way. See
/am%.— In the way. (a) Along the road ; on the way

;

as one proceeds.

And as we wenten tlius in the weye wordyng togyderes,
Thanne seye we a Samaritan sittende on a mule,
Rydynge ful rapely the rigt weye we geden.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 47.

The next morning, going to Cumie through a very pleas-
ant path, by the Mare Mortuum and the Elysian Fields,

we saw in our way a great many ruins of sepulchres and
other ancient edifices.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 452.

(ft) On hand ; present.

When your master or lady calls a 8ei*vant by name, if

that servant be not in the xoay, none of you are to answer.
Stcrift, Advice to Servants (General Directions).

(c) In such a position or of such a nature as to obstruct,
impede, or hinder: as, a meddler is always in the vjay;
there are difficulties in the way.

I never seemed in his way; he did not take fits of chill-

ing hauteur ; when he met me unexpectedly, the encoun-
ter seemed welcome— he had always a word and some-
times a smile for me. Charlotte Bronte^ Jane Eyre, xv.

In tbe way of. (a) So as to meet or fall in with ; in a
favorable position for doing or getting: as, I can put you
in the way ofst. profitable investment. (6) In the matter
or business of; as regards ; in respect of.

What my tongue can do
/• the way o/ flattery. Shak., Cor., iii. 2. 137.

Mean wayt. SeenwonS.— JUUnrWay. SeeGalaxy,!.
— Once In a way. See oncei,— On the way, in going or
traveling along; hence, in progress or advance toward
completion or accomplishment.

My lord, I over-rode him on the way.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 30.

Out of the way. (a) Out of the road or path ; so as not

to obstruct or hinder.

Take up the stumblingblock out of the way of my people.
Isa. Ivii. 14.

(6) At a distance from; clear of : as, to keep out of the way
of a carriage.

The embroylments and factions that were then amongst
the Arabs . . . made us desirous to keep as far as possible

out of their way. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 56.

(c) Not in the proper course ; in such a position or condi-

tion as to miss one's object ; away from the mark ; aside

;

astray ; hence, improper ; wrong.

We are quite out of the way when we think that things

contain within themselves the qualities that appear to us

in them. Locke.

He that knows but a little of them [matters of specula-

tion or practice], and is very confident of his own strength,

way
is more otU of the way of true knowledge than if he knew
nothing at all. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

(d) Not in its proper place, or where it can be found or met
with ; hence, mislaid, hidden, or lost.

Is 't lost? is 't gone ? speak, is it out o' the -way?
ShaJc., Othello, iii. 4. 80.

(e) Out of the beaten track ; not in the usual, ordinary, or
regular course ; hence, extraordinary ; remarkable : as,
her accomplishments are nothing out of the way: often
used attributively. Compare to put one's self out of the
way, below.

This seemed to us then to be a place out of the way,
where we might lye snug for a while.

Dampier, Voyages, L 389.

It is probable they formerly had some staple commodity
here, and that they bestowed great expences on their pub-
lic games, in order to make people resort to a place which
was so much out of the way.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. ii. 71.

Permanent way, in rail., a finished road-bed and track,
including switches, crossings, bridges, viaducts, etc., as
distinguished from a temporary way, such as is used in con-
struction, in removing the soil of cuttings, etc.— Private
way, a right which one or more persons, as distinguished
from the public generally, have of passing to and fro across
land of another. It may exist by grant, by long usage, or
by proceedings, sanctioned by law in some states, to ac-

quire a necessary access and egress on making compensa*
tion.—Ri^^ht Of way. (a) A right to pass and repass over
real property of another. (6) The right to pass over a
path or way, to the temporary exclusion of others : as, an
express-train has the right ofway as against a freight-train.
(r) The strip of land of which a railway-company acquires
either the ownership or tlie use for the laying of its tracks.
— Second covered way, in fort., the way beyond the
second ditch.—The Way, in the New Testament, the
Christian religion or church ; Christianity. The phrase
is rendered in the authorized version (except once) "this
way" or "that way"; in the revised version (except Acts
xxii. 4, where it has the demonstrative "this"), "the Way."
Acts ix. 2; xix. 9, 23; xxii. 4; xxiv. 14, 22.—To break a
way. See break.— 'to Clear the way. See clear.— *£o
devour the way. See rfeuoMri.—To gather way. See
gather.—To give way, t<i grant passage; allow to pass;

ence, to yield : generally with to.

Open your gates and give the victors way,
Shak., K. John, iL 1. 324.

They happen'd to meet on a long narrow bridge.
And neither of them would give way.
Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 217).

We give too much way to our passions.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 329.

Suetonius, though else a worthie man, overproud of his
Victorie, ga\>e too much way to his anger against the
Britans. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

The senate, forced to yield to the tribunes of the people,
thought it their wisest course also to give way to the time.

Suift.

To go one's way or ways. See go.— To go the way of
all the earth, to die. i Ki. ii. 2.—To go the way of
nature. See nature.- To have one's way. See def. 12.

—To keep wayt, to keep pace.

When there be not stonds [stops] and restiveness in a
man's nature, . . . the wheels of his mind keep way with
the wheels of his fortune. Bacon, Fortune (ed. 1887).

To labor on the way. See labor^.— To lead the way,
to be the first or most forward in a march, progress, or
the like ; act the part of a leader, guide, etc.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,
Allured to brighter worlds, and led the way.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 170.

To lie in the or one's way. See h'ei.-To look both
ways for Sunday, to squint. [Colloq.] —To look nine
ways. See 7nne.—To lose way. See loaei.- To make
one's way. See 7naA:ei.—To make the best of one's
way. See best.—To make way. («) To give room for

passing; give place; stand aside to permit another to
pass.

Ther was no romayn so hardy ne so myghty but he made
hym wey. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 655.

Make way there for the princess.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 91.

Tlie petty squadrons which had till now harassed the
coast of Britain made way for hosts larger than had fallen

on any country in the west.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 84.

(6) To open a path through obstacles ; overcome resis-

tance, hindrance, or difficulties.

With this little arm and this good sword,
I have made my way through more impediments
Than twenty times your stop.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 263.

(c) To advance ; move forward.

We, seeing them prepare to assault vs, left our Oares and
made way with our sayle to incounter them.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 181.

To pave the way. See pave.—to put one's self out
ofwe way, to give one's self trouble.

Don't put yourself out of the way, on our accounts.
Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxxL

To take one's way. (a) To set out ; go.

They, hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow.

Through Eden took their solitary way.
Milton, P. L., xii. 649.

(6) To follow one's own plan, opinion, incUnation, or

fancy.
Doctor, your service for this time is ended ;

Take your own way. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5. 31.

Under way, in progress ; in motion : said of a vessel that

has weighed her anchor or has left her moorings and is

making progress through the water; hence, generally,

making progress; having-started : often erroneously writ-



way
ten under weioA.—Walsingham wayt. Same as Milky
Way. See GtUaxy, 1.

The commonalty believed the Oalaxias, or (what is called
in the sky) Milky Way, was appointed by Providence to
point out the particular place and residence of the Virgin,

beyond all other places, and was, on that account, gener-
ally in that age called Walginghatn Way; and I have
heard old people of this country so to call and distinguish
it some years past.

BlonifjieUi, Hist Norfolk, ix. (in Rock's Church of our
[B'athers, III. 287, note.

Way of the cross, (a) A series of stations or represen-
tations, as in relief or painting, of the successive acts or
stages of Christ's progress to Calvary, arranged around the
interior of a church or on the way to a cross or shrine,

(fc) A series of devotions used at these stations.—Way of
tte Kami. See Jromi'.—Way of the rounds, in /ort., a
space left for passage between a rampart and the wall of

a fortified town.

—

Ways and means, (a) Means and
methods of accomplishing some end ; resources ; facilities.

Then eyther prynce sought the wayes ^ meanys howe
eyther of theym myght dyscontent other.

Fabyan, Chron., an. 1335.

(6) Specifically, in leyistation, means for raising money;
methoils of procuring funds or supplies for the support of

the government. See c&tnttnttee of ways and jnean«, above.
—Wet way. See icetl. =Syn. l. Way, Road, Street, Pas-
sage, Pass, Path, Track, Traii, tlioroughfare, channel, route.
Way is tlie generic word for a place to pass ; a road is a
public way broad enough and good enough for vehicles ; a
street is a main road in a village, town, or city, as contrasted
with a lane or alley ; passage suggests an avenue or nar-

rower way tlirough, as for foot-passengers ; a paj*« is a way
through where the difficulties to be surmounted are on
an imposing scale : as, to find or open a new pass through
the Andes ; a path is a way for passing on foot ; a track is

a path or road as yet but little worn or used ; as, a cart-

tract tln-ongh the woods. See def. of trail.— % and 10.
Method, Mode, etc. See manner'^-.

wayif (wa), t?. [< icni/i, ».] I. ira««. 1. To go
in, along, or through ; traverse.

And now it is planntid ouere in desert, in loond not
wayed (or not bauntid). Wydi/, EzeU. xix. 13.

2. To put in the way; teach to go in the way

;

break or train to the road : said of horses.

He ... is like a horse that is not well wayed ; he starts

at every bird that flies out of a hedge.
Selden, Table Talk, p. 39.

n. intrant. To go one's way ; wayfare ;
jour-

ney.
On a time, as they together way'd.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. li. 12.

Way2 (wa), adv. [< ME. way, weij; by aphere-
sis from away.^ Same as away : now only
colloquial or vulgar, and commonly printed
with an apostrophe: as, go 'way! way back.

Do wey youre bandes. Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 101.

Way^t, "• -An old spelling of weight.

wayaka (wa-ya'ka), n. [Polynesian.] See
yam-bean,
way-baggage (wa'bag"aj), ». The baggage or
effects or a way-passenger on a railroad or in a
stage-eoaeh. [U. S.]

Way-barleyt (wa'bilr-li), n. The wall-barley or
mouse-barley, Hordeum murinum. Also way-
hen t, way-hennet.

way-beaten (w^'be'tn), a. Way-worn; tired.

The way-beaten couple, master and man, sat them down.
Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, II. iv. 7. (Davies,)

way-bennett, way-bentt (wa'ben-et, -bent), «.

See way-barley.

way-bill (wa'bil), «. A list of the names of

passengers who are carried in a public convey-
ance, or the description of goods sent with a
common carrier by land.

"It's so on the way-bill," replied the guard. Dickens.

way-bit (wa'bit), «. [Also roeaftif, now joeeftit/

<way^ + bifi.'] Alittlebit; abittock. [North.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Ours ft e., oui' miles] have but eight [furlongs], unless it

be in Wales, wheye they are allowed better Measure, or in
the North Parts, where there is a Wea-bit to every Mile.

Howell, Letters, iv. 28.

I have heard him prefer divers, and very seriously, be-
fore himself, who came short a mile and a way-bit.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. .W. (Davies.)

Wayboard (wa'bdrd), «. In mining, a bed of

tenacious clay formed by the decomposition of
the toadstone. Also written weijrA-6oard. [Der-
byshire, Eng.]
waybread (wa'bred), n. lAlso waybred; < ME.
weybrede, weibrede, < AS. wegbrxde (= MLG.
wegebrede, wegebreide, LU. weegbree = 0H6.
wegahreita, MHG. wcgebreite, G. wegebreit= Sw.
vdf/breda = Dan. vejbred), plantain ; appar. so
called as spreading along roads, < weg, way,
road, -I- br«dart, spread, < brad, broad: see
brea<!p.'\ The common plantain, ftanto^o major.
See cut under plantain.

waybung (wa'bung), n. [Native name (T).] An
Australian corvine bird, Corcorax mclanorham-
phus, a sort of chough, noted for tlie singular
actions of the male in pairing-time. It is 16 inches
long, sooty.black with a slight purplish gloss, and has a
large white alar speculum formed by the inner webs of the
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primaries; the bill and feet are black, the eyes scarlet.

The female is similar, but a little smaller. This bird is the
Australian tyi>e or representative of the Asiatic desert-

choughs (see Podoces), and of the European Alpine and
connnon red-legged choughs.

way-doort (wa'dor), n. A street-door.

He must needs his posts with blood embrue,
And on his way-door fix the horned head,

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. iv. 7.

wayfare (wii'far), v. i. [< ME. weyfaren, orig.

in ppr. wcyfarand, < AS. wegfarende (= Icel.

vcgfarandi= Sw. vdgfarande= Dan. vejfarende),

< weg, way, + farende, ppr. of faran, go : see
wayi and/arei. cf. wayj'are, »».] To journey;
travel, especially on foot : now only in the

present participle or the verbal noun.

A certain Laconian, as he way-fared, came unto a place
where there dwelt an old friend of his.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 390.

Farewell, honest Antony!— Pleasant be your wayfar-
ing, prosperous your return

!

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 416.

wayfarer (wa'far"fer), n. [< ME. weyfarere, a
wayfarer; < way'^ + farer.'] One who wayfares,
journeys, or travels; a traveler, especially one
who travels on foot ; a passenger. JR. Carew.

The peasant is recommended [1362] to give to the needy
wayfarer in preference to the beggar.

Ribton-Turner, Vagiants and Vagrancy, p. 54.

The wayfarer, at noon reposing.
Shall bless its shadow on the grass.

Lowell, On Planting a Tree at Inverara.

wayfaring (wa'far'''ing), p. a. [Early mod. E.

also waifaring; < ME. wayferande, also weyver-

iride, wayverinde, wayfaring, < AS. wegfarende
(= Icel. vegfarandi, etc.), also wegferend, way-
faring: see wayfare, ti.] Journeying; travel-

ing, especially on foot.

The wayferande frekez, on fote & on hors.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 79.

Moreover, for the refreshing of waifaring men, he or-

dained cups of yron or brasse to be fastened by such cleare

wells and fountains as did runne by the waie's side. Stow.

wayfaring-tree (wa'far"ing-tre), «. A much-
branched European shrub of large size, Vibur-

num Lantana, with dense cymes of small white
flowers. The foliage and young shoots are thickly cov-

ered with soft mealy down (hence sometimes mealy-tree).

The name was invented by Gerard, with reference to its

abundance along roads. Also triptoe. Tlie American
wayfaring-tree is the hobble-bush, Viburnum laittanoides,

way-ga'te (wa'gat), «. The tail-race of a mill.

waygoing (wa'g6"ing), a. Going away; de-

I)arting ; of, pertaining to, or belonging to one
who goes away: as, waygoing baggage—Way-
going crop. See away-going crop, under away-going.

waygoose (wa'gos), n. [A corruption of wayz-
goosc for wase-goose.'] Same as wayzgoose.

way-grass (wa'gras), n. The knot-grass, Polygo-

niim avicidare. [Prov. Eng.]
wayket, waykent. Old forms of weaTc, weaken.

waylawayt^ interj. See wellaway.

waylay (wa-la' or wa'la), v. t.; pret. and pp.
waylaid, ppr. waylaying. [< way^ + lay^; a
peculiar formation, expressing a notion not de-

rivable from way + lay taken in their proper
sense, and prob. due to confusion with lay wait,

lie in wait.'] 1. To lie in wait for in the way,
in order to lay hold of for some purpose

;
par-

ticularly, to lie in wait for with the view of

accosting, seizing, assaulting, robbing, or slaj'-

ing ; take in ambush : as, to waylay a traveler.

I will waylay thee going home ; where if it be thy chance
to kill me . . . thou killest me like a rogue and a villain.

SAa*:.,T. N.,iii. 4. 176.

But my Lord St. Albans, and the Queen, and Ambassa-
dor Montagu did waylay them at their lodgings, till the
diiference was made up, to my Lord's honour.

Pepys, Diary, I. 152.

Tuchin, too, who wrote a poem on the death of Janies
II., was waylaid, and so frightfully beaten that he died
from its effects.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, II. 64.

On quitting the house, I >yas waylaid by Mrs. Fitz-Adam,
who had also her confidence to make.

Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, xiv.

I mind the time when men used to waylay Fanny Single-

ton in the cloak-room. Lawren4:e,Quy Livingstone, p. xxv.

2. To beset with ambushes or ambuscades; am-
buscade. [Bare.]

How think'st thou?— Is our path way-laid?
Or hath thy sire my trust betrayed ?

Scott, Eokeby, ii. 13.

waylayer (wa-la'6r or wa'la'''er), n. One who
waylays; one who lies in wait for another.

Wherever there are rich way-farera there also are sly

and alert way-layers.
Landor, Iraag. Conv., Asinius Pollio and Licinius Calvus, i.

way-leavet (wa'lev), n. Right of way.

Anotlier thing that is remarkable is their wayleaves;
for, when men have pieces of gi-ound between the colliery

wayward
and the river, they sell leave Ui lead coals over theii"

ground. Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 26S. (Davies.)

wayless(wa'les), a. [< wayl -I- -te«s.] Having
no way or path

;
pathless ; trackless.

As though the peopled towns had way-less deserts been.
Drayton, Polyolbion, iL 164.

way-maker (wa'ma'''ker), n. One who makes a
way; a pioneer; a pathfinder.

Those famous way-vmkers to the . . . restitution of the
evangelical truth. B^i. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iii. 10.

way-mark (wa'mark), «. A finger-post, guide-
post, milestone, or the like.

She was so liable to fits "of absence that she was likely

enough to let her way-marks pass unnoticed.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

waymentt, wajraientingt. See waiment, wai-
mcntiiig.

wajmeH, ". An obsolete spelling of wain^.

f^penser, F. Q., I. v. 41.

way-passenger (wa'pas'en-j6r), «. A passen-
ger taken up or set down by the way— that is,

at a way-station or at some place intermediate
between the principal stopping-places or sta-

tions.

way-post (wa'post), H. A finger-post ; a guide-
post.

You have more roads than a way-post.
Colman, The Spleen, i. (Davies.)

An old way-post show'd
Where the Lavington road

Branch'd off to the left from the one to Devizes.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 172.

way-shaft (wa'shaft), n. In steam-engines, the
rocking-shaft for working the slide-valve from
the eccentric.

wayside (wa'sid), n. and a. [< icay'^ + side^.

Earlier way's side : see way^ .] I. « . The side

of the way ; the border or edge of the road or

highway.
They are enbuschede one blonkkes, with baners dis-

playede,
Iji 3one bechene wode appone the waye si/des.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1713.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the wayside
;
grow-

ing, lying, situated, or found on, by, or near the
side of the way : as, wayside flowers ; a way-
side spring.

Little clusters of such vehicles were gathered round the
stalde-yard or baiting-place of every wayside tavern.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xlii.

The windows of the wayside inn
Gleamed red with fire-light through the leaves.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Prelude.

And earth, which seemed to the fathers meant
But as a pilgrim's wayside tent.

Whittier, The Preacher.

way-sliding (wa'sli-'ding), «. Sliding from the
right way; deviation. [Rare.]

Though I will neither exalt myself nor pull down
others, I wish evei-y man and woman in this land had
kept the true testimony, and the middle and straiglit

path, as it were, on the ridge of a hill, where wind and
water shears, avoiding right-hand snares and extremes,
and left-hand way-slidings.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothiau, xviii.

way-station (wa'sta'shon), H. A station inter-

mediate between principal stations on a rail-

road. [U. S.]

waytt iJ. and n. An obsolete spelling of wait.

waytht, ". See wathe^.

way-thistle (wa'this'''l), n. See thistle.

way-thorn (wii'thom), n. See thorn.

way-train (wa'tran), «. A train which stops at

all or most of the stations on the line over which
it passes; an accommodation train. [U.S.]

wasrward (wa'wilrd). a. [< ME. weyward.
wciward, by apheresis from "atcayward. adj.. <

awayward, aweiward, adv.: see awayicard, aud
cf. froward.] 1. Full of caprices or whims;
froward; perverse.

Bot Kif thyn eije be weyward, al thi body shal be derk-

ful. Wyclif, Mat. vi. 23.

You know my father 's wayward, and his humour
Must not receive a check.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. '2.

In vain, to soothe his wayward fate,

The cloister oped her pitying gate.

Scott, Ii. of the L., iii. «.

2. Irregular; vacillating; unsteady, undulat-

ing, or fluctuating: as, the wayward flight of

certain birds.

Send its rough wayward roots in all directions.

Smithson, Useful Book for Farmers, p. 32. (Encyc. Diet.)

=Syn. Wayimrd, Wilful, Contrary, Untoward, head-
strong, intractable, unruly. The italicized words tend
toward the same meaning by different ways. Waytcarti.

by derivation, applies to one who tunis au^ay from what
he is desired or expected to be or to do ; but. from its seem-
ing derivation, it has come to apply more often to one who
turns toward ways that suit himself, whether or not they
happen to be what others desire. Wilftd suggests that



wayward
the person is full of self-will, which asserts itself against
those whose wishes ought to be defeiTed to or wliose
commands should be obeyed. Contrary and untoward ex-

press the same idea, the one in a positive, the other in a
negative form. Contrary is an energetic word, express-
ing the idea that one takes, or is disposed to take, the
course exactly opposite to that which he is expected or
desired to take. Contrariness, when Ingrained, becomes
perverseness : as, a cowtran/ disposition; a con/rari/ fellow.

This use of contrary is by many considered colloquial, but
has the recommendation of ligurative force. Contrary
and untoward view the person as one to be managed;
untoifard views the person also as the object of mental or
moral discipline : this perhaps through its use in Acts ii. 40.

An untoward person is not responsive to persuasion, ad-
vice, influence, or requests ; untoward circumstances are
similarly such as do not help us in our plans. All these
words imply that the only consistency in the person's con-
duct is in this self-willed independence of others' wishes
or opposition to them, but W7i(oward implies it least. See
percfrffi\

way-warden (wa'war'dn), n. A keeper or sur-
veyor of roads.

Woodcutter. Had'st l>est repent and mend thy ways.
Peasant. Tlie way-warden may do that ; I wear out no

ways ; I go across country.
Kijv/sley, Saint's Tragedy, ii. 6.

waywardly (wa'ward-li), adv. In a wayward
manner: Irowardly; perversely,

waywardness (wa'ward-nes), n. [< ME. wei-
uardiiessc, perverseness; < wai/icard + -ness.'\

The character of beingwayward ; frowardness

;

perverseness.
Tlie unruly waywardness that infirm and choleric years

bring with them. Shak., Lear, i. 1. 302.

waywise (wa'wiz), a. [< way^ + icj.s(-l. Of.
irdij-ivitlij ; see also wayifwer.] Expert in find-

ing or keeping the way; knowing the way or
route. Ash.
waywisert (wa'wi'zfer), n. [= D. wegwijzer, a
guick', = G. icegweiser, a way-mark, guide, = Sw.
raijri.iiirc = Dan. vejviier, a guide, a directory;
as waij'^ + 'iciser, shower, indicator, < wise^,

point out, show, + -«rl.] An instrument for
measuring the distance which a wheel rolls

over a road ; an odometer or perambulator.
I went to see Colonel Blount, who showed me the ap-

plication of the way-xvUer Ut a coach, exactly measuring
the miles, and showing them by an index as we went on.
It had three circles, one pointing to the number of rods,
another to the miles, by 10 to loOO. with ail the subdivi-
sions of quarters. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 6, 1657.

way-wittyt, «• [ME. weiwitti; < jcflyl -I- witty.

Of. ir (111 wise.'] Same as waywise.
waywode, waywodeship. Same as voivode,
roiroflrsltiji.

wayworn (wa'wom), a. Wearied or worn by
or in traveling.

A way-worn traveller. Longfellow, Hyperion, lii. 2.

waywort (wa'w^rt), n. The pimpernel, Ana-
ijdlUs firrensis. [Prov. Eng.]
wayz-gooset, «• [An erroneous spelling of
'icoxc-yoose, < wase^ + goose.'] 1. A stubble-
goose; hence, a fat goose— that is, one ready
to kill in harvest-time.— 2. An entertainment
given by an apprentice to his feUow-workmen,
of which the goose was the crowning dish;
hence, in recent times, a printers' annual din-
ner, the funds for which are collected by stew-
ards regularly appointed by "the chapel."
we (we), proH.; pi. of J-. [Early mod. E. also
tree; < ME. ice, < AS. we = 08. tci = OFries. wl
= D. wij = OHG. MHG. G. wir = Icel. ver, vter

= Sw. Dan. ri = Goth, weis, < Teut. 'wiz, 'wis,
with appar. nom. suffix -s, prob. = Skt. vayam,
we. The L. and Gr. forms are different; L.
nog, pi. (including dual), = Gr. vu, dual; Gr.
r/ueic. we, appar. belonging to the stem of f^f,

etc., me (see mel). In AS. we had a dual, tcit,

which disappeared in the earliest ME. period.

I

See I", wt'i, our, and «s.] I and another or
others; I and he or she, or I and they: a per-
gonal pronoun, taking the possessive our or
ours (see our^) and the objective (dative or ac-
cusative) us.

Oo we now on goddes halue.
Waiiam 0/ Paleme (E. E. T. .S.), 1. 2803.

How goes the day with ««? O, tell me. Hubert.
Shak,, K. John, v. 3. 1.

On the lett liand left uxe two little Islands.
Sandyg, Travailes, p. 8.

It may be that the gulfs will wash ug down

;

It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,

And see the great Achilles, whom ure knew.
Tennyson, Ulysses.

We is sometimes, like they, va^iuely used for society, peo-
ple in general, the » orM, etc. ; but when the speaker or
writer uses we he identifies liitnself more or less directly
with the statement; when he uses they he implies no such
identittcation. Both pronouns thus used may be translated

Iby

the French on and the German man: as, we (or they)
lay, French on dit, (Jerman man sayt.

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her [rice's] face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.

Pope, Essay on Man, il. 220.
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The instances in which our feelings bias us in spite of

ourselves are of hourly recuiTence.
H» Spencer, Social Statics, p. 196.

Many tongues have a double fli-st person plural, one in-
clusive and one exclusive of the person or persons ad-
dressed : one we which means ' I and my party,' as opposed
to you ; and one that means ' my party and yours,' as op-
posed to all third persons.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 219.

We is frequently used by individuals, as editors and au-
thors, when alluding to themselves, in order to avoid
the appearance of egotism which it is assumed would re-
sult from the frequent use of the pronoun I. The plu-
ral style is used also by kings and other potentates, and is

said to have been first used in his edicts by King .John of
England ; according to others, by Richard I. The French
and German sovereigns followed the example about the
beginning of the thirteenth century.

We charge you, on allegiance to ourself,
To hold your slaughtering hands.

Shak., 1 Heti. VI., iii. 1. 86.

We and us are sometimes misused for each other.

To poor we
Thine enmity 's most capital.

Shak., Cor., v. 3. 103.

Nay, no compliment: . . . Shall 's to dinner, gentle-
men? Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 2.

Our bodies themselves, are they simply ours, or are they
us? W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 291.

We-uns (literally, we ones), we or us. [Dialectal, south-
cm U. S.]

"Grind some fur we-uns ter-morrer?" asked "Ab. "I'll
grind yer bones, ef ye'll send 'em down,*' said Amos.
M, N. Murfree, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains, ix.

weabit, ». See way-hit.

weak (wek), a. [< ME. weik,weyTcyWaikyWay1c,
a northern fonn (< Icel. veikr^ veykr) taking the
place of the southern form woke, woe, wake, waCy
< AS. xcaCj waaCf pliant, weak, easily bent, =
OS. wek = D, iceek = MLG. weky LG. week =
OHG. weih, MHG. G. weich = Icel. veikr, veykr,
rarely vdkr = Sw. rek = Dan. veg, pliant,
weak; from the verb appearing in AS. wican
(pret. wdCj pp. wicen) =z OS. tvikan = OFries.
tcikay wiaka = D. icijken = OHG. wikkan, MHG.
wtckeny G. weicheuy give way, yield, = Icel.

vlkja (pret. veyk^ pp. vikinn) = Sw. vika = Dan.
vif/Cj turn, turn aside, veer; cf. Gr. sIkeiv (for
FetKEiv), yield, give way, = L. -v/ vie in vitare
(for *vi€itar€), shiui, avoid, *viXj viciSy change.
To the same root are referred tcick'^y tcicker.']

1, Bending under pressure, weight, or force;
pliant or pliable

;
yielding; lacking stiffness or

firmness: as, the weak stem of a plant.

For men have marble, women waxen, minds,
And therefore are they form'd as marble will

;

Thewwa* oppress'd [impressed], the impression of strange
kinds

Is form'd in them by force, by fraud, or skill.

Shak., Lucrece, L 1242.

2. Lacking strength ; not strong. Speciflcally—
(a) Breaking down under force or stress; liable to fall, fail,

or collapse under strain ; incapable of long resistance or
endurance ; frail, fragile, or resistless : as, a weak vessel,

bridge, rope, etc. ; a uvoit fortress.

How weak the barrier of mere Nature proves,
OppoB'd against the pleasures Nature loves \

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 169.

Tlie gate.

Half-parted from a weak and scolding hinge.
Tennyson, Tlie Brook.

(6) Deficient in bodily strength, vigor, or robustness; fee-

ble, either constitutionally or from age, disease, etc. ; in-

firm ; of the organs of the body, dettuient in functional en-

ergy, activity, or the like : as, a weaA: stomach ; weak eyes.

Min wlite [face] is wan,
& min herte woe.
Mine dagls arren nei done.

Rel. Antiq., 1. 186.

I have, God woot, a large feeld to ere;
And wayke been the oxen in my plough.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 29.

A poor, infirm, weak, and despised old man.
Shak., Lear, iii. 2. 20.

(c) Lacking moral strength or firmness ; liable to waver or
succumb when urged or tempted ; deficient in steady prin-

ciple or in force of character.

Him that is tceak in the faith receive ye, but not to

doubtful disputations. Bom. xiv. 1.

Superior and unmoved ; here only weak
Against the charm of beauty's powerful glance.

Milton, P. L., viii. 532.

If weak Women went astray,

Tlieir Stars were more in Fault than they.
Prior, Hans Carvel.

(d) Lacking mental power, ability, or balance ; simple

;

silly; foolish.

It is privately whispered That King Henry was of a
weak Capacity, and easily abused.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 190.

The tradition is that the water was conveyed from
this pillar to the top of the famous temple, on which the
people are so weak as to imagine there was a garden.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i, 107.

(e) Unequal to a pai-ticular need or emergency ; ineffectual

or inefllcacious ; inadequate or unsatisfactory ; incapable;
impotent.

weakener
My ancient incantations are too weak.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 27.

How vain is Reason, Eloquence how weak!
If Pope must tell what Harcourt cannot speak.

Pope, On the Hon. S. Harcourt.

One equal temper of heroic hearts.
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

Tennyson, Ulysses.

(/) Incapable of support; not to be sustained or main-
tained ; unsupported by truth, reason, or justice : as, a
weak claim, assertion, argument, etc.

A case so weak and feeble hath been much persisted in.

Hooker.
I know not what to say ; my title 's weak—
Tell me, may not a king adopt an heir?

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, I. 1. 134.

(g) Deficient in force of utterance or sound ; having little

volume, loudness, or sonorousness ; low; feeble; small.

A voice, not softe, weake, piping, womannishe.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 39.

(A) Not abundantly or sufficiently impregnated with the
essential, required, or usual ingredients, or with stimu-
lating or nourishing substances or properties ; not of the
usual strength: as, weak tea; weak broth; a weak infu-
sion ; weak punch.

Sip this weak wine
From the thin green glass flask.

Brotcning, Englishman in Italy,

(i) Deficient in pith, pregnancy, or point ; lacking in vigor
of expression : as, a weak sentence; a weak style.

There are to whom my satire seems too bold : . . .

The lines are weak, another 's pleased to say.

Pope, Imit. of Hor., II. i. 5.

ij) Resulting from or indicating lack of judgment, discern-
ment, or firmness ; arising from want of moral courage, of
self-denial, or of determination; injudicious: as, a weak
compliimce ; a iveak surrender.

If evil thence ensue.
She first his weak indulgence will accuse.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1186

(k) Slight; inconsiderable; trifling. [Rare.]

Mine own weak merits. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 187.

(I) In gram., inflected— (1) as a verb, by regular syllabic
addition instead of by change of the radical vowel

; (2)

as a noun or an adjective, with less full or original differ-

ences of case- and number-forms: opposed to ^^ronff (wliich
see), (m) Poorly supplied; deficient: as, a hand weak in
trumps, (n) Tending downward in price: as, a weak
market; corn was weak.—The weaker sex. See sex^.—
The weaker vessel. See vessel.—Wealk^ accent, beat,
or pulse, in music, a comparatively unemphatic rhyth-
mical unit : opposed to a heavy or strong accent, etc. See
rhythm.—Weak election, see e^€crjo7i.—Weak side,
weak point, that side, aspect, or feature of a person's
character or disposition in which he is most easily influ-

enced or affected.
Guard thy heart

On this weak side where most our nature fails.

Addison, Cato, i, 1.

Weak verb. See def. 2 (0.

weakt (wek), v. [< ME. weyken, wayken^ woken,
wokietij wakien, < AS. wdcian, beeorfie weak, lan-
guish, vacillate (= MD. weecken, become soft,

D. weeketiy soak, = OHG. weichaiiy MHG. G. wei-
chen, become weak), tcsecan, make weak, weak-
en, soften, afflict, < irac, weak: see weaky «.]

1. trans, 1, To make weak; weaken.
It is hey tyme ; he draWyt fast home ward, and is ryte

lowe browt, and sore weykid and feblyd.
Paston Letters, I. 444.

We must toyle to make our doctrine good,
Which will erapair the flesh and tveak the knee.

Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iL 80.

2. To soften.

Ac grace groweth nat til goorle wil gynne reyne.
And wokie thorwe good workes wikkedu hertes.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 25.

II, intrans. To become weak. Chancer.

weak-built (wek'bilt), a. Ill-fotmded. [Rare.]

Yet ever to obtain his will resolving,
Thougli weak-built hopes persuade him to abstaining.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 130.

weaken (we'kn), v. [< tvcak + -^hI.] I. in-

trans. To become weak or weaker: as, he weak-
ens from day to day.

Somewhat to woken [var. wayken] gan the peyne
By lengthe of pleynte. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1144.

His notion weakens, his discernings
Are lethargied. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 248.

n. ti'ans. To make weak or weaker; lessen

or reduce the strength, power, ability, influ-

ence, or quality of: as, to weaken the body or

the mind; to weaken a solution or infusion

by dilution; to weaken the force of an argu-

ment-
So strong a Corrosive is Grief of Mind, when it meets

with a Body weakened before with Sickness.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 60.

In all these things hath the Kingdome bin of late sore

weak'nd. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

A languor came
Upon him, gentle sickness, gradually
Weakening the man, till he could do no more.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

weakener (wek'u6r), n. One who or that which
weakens.



weakener
Fastings and mortifications, . . . rightly managed, are

huge helps to piety, [and] great weakners of sin.

South, Sermons, VI. 11.

weak-eyed (wek'id), «. Having weak eyes or
weak sight. Collins.

weakfish (wek'fish), n. A seimnoid fish of the
geuus C'l/noscion (formerly Otolithus), as the
squeteague : so called because it has a tender
mouth, and cannot pull hard when hooked. The
common weakfisli or squeteague is C. regalia (see cut un-
der Cytuacion) ; the white weakflsh, C. nothus ; the spot-
ted weakflsh, C. nefmlo»tig, AH three ai"e excellent food-
flshes ; they inhabit the Atlantic coast of the United States,
and in soutlierly regions are misnamed troitt or sea-trout.

weak-handed (wek' han"ded), a. Having weak
hands ; hence, powerless ; dispirited.

I will come upon him while he is weary and weak
hatuled. 2 Sam. xvii. 2.

weak-headed (wek'hed'ed), a. Having a weak
head oi- intellect.

weak-hearted (wek'har'ted), a. Having little

courage ; dispirited.

I am able now, methinks,
Out of a fortitude of soul I feel.

To endure more miseries and greater far
Than my weak-liearted enemies dare offer.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 390.

weak-hinged (wek'hinjd), a. Hi-balanced; ill-

founded. [Rare.]

Not able to produce more accusation
Than your own weak-hinged fancy.

Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 119.

weak-kneed (wek'ned), a. Havingweak knees;
hence, weak, especially as regards will or de-
termination: as, a weak-kneed policy or effort.

weakling (wek'ling), n. and a. [< weak +
-W»i</1.] I. n. A feeble creature.

Weakling, Warwick takes his gift again.
Shak., 3 Henry VI., v. 1. 37.

"Jane is not such a weakling as you would make her,"
he would say ; "she can bear a mountain blast, or a
abower, or a few Hakes of snow, as well as any of us."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxiv.

n. a. Feeble ; weak.
This weakling cry of children.

Harper's Mag., LXXXVI. 670.

weakly (wek'li), a. [< ME. "weikly (cf . Icel.

veikHtjr), earlier woclic, waclic, weakly, < AS.
wdclic, weak, vain, mean, vile, < wdc, weak

:

see weak and -ly^.'i Weak ; feeble ; not robust

:

as, a weakly woman; a man of weakly constitu-
tion.

Those that are weakly, as Hypochondriacks andHys*
terics.

Gideon Harvey, Vanities of Phil, and Physick (ed. 1702), vi.

When I came at the gate that is at the head of the way,
the Lord of tlffet place did entertain me freely ; neither
objected he against my weakly looks.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

weakly (wek'li), adv. [< ME. wacUcke, woc-
liche, < AS. waclice, weakly, meanly, vilely,

< wdelic, weak: see weakly.'] In a weak man-
ner, in any sense of the word weak.

If a shoemaker should have no shoes in his shop, but
only work as he is bespoken, he should be weakly^ customed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 219.

weak-minded (wek'min"ded), a. Of a weak
mind; of feeble intellect; also, indicating weak-
ness of mind.
The Duke of York , . . prevailed for a time, and fruit-

lessly endeavoured to bind a weak-minded king by pledges.
J. Oairdner, Richard IIL, i.

If he should go abroad, his mother might think he had
some weak-mirided view of joining Julia Dallow, and try-
ing, with however little hope, to win her back.

H. James, Tragic Muse, xxxv.

weak-mindedness (wek'min"ded-nes), It. The
state or character ofbeing weak-minded; irreso-

lution; indecision.

In homicidal maniacal cases there may be melancholy
or weak-mindedness from the outset and no maniacal ex-
citement. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 449.

weakness (wek'nes), n. [< ME. weikenes,
weykencs.ie ; cf. AS. wdcnijs, weakness, < wdc,
weak: see weafc and -ne«s.] The state or char-
acter of being weak, in any sense ; also, a weak
point.

Syu weikenes of wemen may not wele stryve,
Ne haue no might tawardes men maistriesto fend.

Destruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. &325.

1 think it is the weakness of mine eyes
Tliat shapes this monstrous apparition.

Shak., 3.C., iv. 3.276.

Weakness is a negative term, and imports the absence of
strength. It is, besides, a relative term, and accordingly
imports the absence of such a quantity of strength as
makes the share possessed by the person in question less
than that of some person he Is compared to.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vi. 8, note.

It is one of the prime weaknesses of a democracy to he
satisfied with the second-best if it appear to answer the
purftose tfderably well, and to be cheaper— as itnever is

in the long run. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary, 1888.
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weak-sighted (wek'si"ted), a. Having weak
siglit. A. Tuvkcr.

weak-spirited (wek'spir"i-ted), a. Having a
weak or timorous spirit

;
pusillanimous. Scott.

weaky (we'ki), a. [< weak + -i/l.] Moist;
watery. [Prov. Eng.]
weali (wel), n. [< ME. wele, weolg, < AS. wela,
weala, tceola, weal, wealth, prosperity (= OS.
toe/o = OHG. wela, wola, MHG. wole, G. wol,
wohl = Sw. vdl = Dan. vel, weal, welfare), < wel,
well: see well^. Ct. wealth.] 1. Wealth; riches;
hence, prosperity; success; happiness; well-
being ; the state of being well or prosperous

:

as, come weal or woe.
Unwise is he that can no wele endure.

Chaucer, Envoy of Chaucer to Bukton, L 27.

And of this ye seide full trewe that moche wele and
moche woo haue we suffred to-geder.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 655.

In our olde vulgare, proflte is called weale.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 1.

I sing the happy Busticks weal.
Whose handsom house seems as a Common-weal.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Glad I submit, whoe'er, or young or old.
Ought, more conducive to our taeat, untold.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 119.

2t. The state : properly in the phrases common
weal, public weal, general weal, meaning prima-
rily ' the common or public welfare,' but used
(the first now as a compound word) to designate
the state (in which iceal used alone is an ab-
breviation of commonweal).
A publike weale is a body lyuyng, compacte or made of

sondry astates and degrees of men, whiche is disposed by
the ordre of equite, and gouerned Ijy the rule and modera-
tion of reason. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 1.

The charters that you bear
I' the body of the iveat. Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 189.

Thepubllc, general, orcommonweal, the interest,well-
being, or prosperity of the community, state, or society.

weal^t (wel), V. t. [< weal^, «.] To promote
the weal or welfare of. Fletcher (and another),
False One, iv. 3.

weal^ (wel), n. and v. Same as wale''-.

weaPt, H. Same as weeV^.

weal* (wel), V. i. [Origin obscure.] To be in
woe or want. HalHwell. [Prov. Eng.]
weal-balanced, a. An original misprint, in
the following passage, of well-bakinced, cor-
rected by some editors, but retained by some,
and absurdly explained as "balanced with re-
gard to the common weal or good."

By cold gradation and well-halanced form
We shall proceed with Angelo.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 3. 104.

Weald (weld), n. [< late ME. weeld, appar. an
irreg. form of wild (formerly pron. wild), early
mod. E. Wilde, wylde, found in same sense, con-
fused by later writers with ME. wald, wold, wseld,
< AS. weald, a forest : see wold^. The proper E.
form of AS. weald is wold (parallel with hold,

fold, hold, sold, told, etc.). The mod. spelling
weald represents the earlier weeld, and has no-
thing to do with AS. weald, unless it is due to
Verstegan, who affected the "restitution" of
old forms.] 1. The name given in England to
an oval-shaped area, bounded by a line topo-
graphically well marked by an escarpment of
the Chalk, which begins atFolkestone Hill, near
the Straits of Dover, and passes through the
counties of Kent, Surrey, Hants, and Sussex,
meeting the sea again at Beachy Head, it em-
braces the southwestern part of Kent, the southern part
of Surrey, the north and northeastern half of Sussex, and a
small part of the eastern side of Hampshire. These are the
limits of the area now known to geologists as the Weo.ld;
but, according to the English Geological Survey, it is prob-
able tliat the area anciently designated by that name was
somewhat smaller than this, having been bounded by the
escarpment of the Lower Greensand, which is approxi-
mately concentric with that of the Chalk, but inside and
distant from five to ten miles from it. This latter cscaip-
meut is, however, in places rather ill-deftned, so that there
the boundary of the ancient Weald was doubtful. The
geology of the Weald is extremely interesting, hence the
name has become very familiar. The f<»rmations covering
the Weiild proper are known as the Weaiden (which see).

The Weald was originally partly covered with forests and
partly destitute of them.
The Historic of this Hogheard, presentcth to my minde

an opUiion, that some men mainteine touching this
Weald: which is that it was a great while togither in
manner nothing els but a desart, and waste Wildernesse,
not planted with Townes, or peopled with men, as the
outsides of the shyre were, but stored and stuffed with
hoards of Deere, and drones of Hogs only. Which con-
ceit, though happily it may seem to many but a Paradoxe,
yet in mine owne fantaisie, it wanteth not the feete of
sound reason to stand upon.

Lambarde, A Perambulation of Kent (1596), p. 211.

We know that the Weald proper, or that part of tJie

country below the Lower Greensand escarpment, was the
part latest cultivated. Even as late as Elizabeth's time
swine are said to have run wild here.

Toptey, Geol. of the Weald, p. 398.

wealth

2. [I. c] Any open country. [Rare, and most-
ly in poetry.]

But she to Almesbury
Fled all night long by glimmering waste and weald.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

Wealden (wel'dn), «. and n. [Irreg. < Weald
+ -e)(2.] I_ a. Of or pertaining to the Weald.

II. n. In geol., the name of a formation ex-
tensively developed in the Weald of England
(see Weald), and interesting from its position
and organic remains. Its geological age U Lower
Cretaceous. The deposits of the Wealden, which have
a total thickness of 1,800 feet, precisely resemble those
of a modern delta, and the organic remains include land-
plants, fresh-water shells, and a few estuarine or marine
forms, as also dinosaurs, plesiosaurs, and pterodactyls.
The Wealden is separated into two divisions : the Weald
Clay, at the top, about 1,000 feet thick, and the Hastings
Saiui group beneath, which is sulidivided, iu descending
order, as follows: Tunbridge Wells Sand, 120 to 180 feet
thick; Wadhurst Clay, 120 to 180 feet; and Ashdown
Sand, 40O to 50O feet. The Wealden is overlain conform-
ably by the Lower Greensand.

wealdish+(werdish),a. [< JTeaM, the Weald, -)-

-»s/(l.] Of or belonging to a weald, especially
[cap.] to the Weald of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.

The Weahlish men. Fuller, Worthies, Kent, II. 111.

wealfult (wel'ful), a. [< ME. welful, weolefiil

:

< weal^ + -fid.] Successful; prosperous; hap-

py; joyous; felicitous.

For thow ne wost what is the ende of thinges, forthy
domesthow that felonos and wykked men ben myhty and
welefui. Chaucer, Boethiua, L pi-ose 6.

To tell the jerkes with joy that joy do bring
Is both a wealefull and a wofull tiling.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. 13. {Davie*.)

wealfulnesst (wel'fiil-nes), n. [< ME. welefid-
nesse ; < wealful + -ness.] Prosperity; success

;

happiness.

In his opinioun of felicite, that I clepe wele/uinesse.
Chaucer, Boethins, i. prose :i.

weal-publict (wel'pub'lik), H. The state; the
commonwealth ; the body politic ; the public
weal : properly two words, like body politic.

If you can find in your heart so to appoint and dispos'-
yourself that you may apply your wit and diligence to tin-

profit of the weal-public.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

What is all this, either here or there, to the temporal
regiment of Wealimblick, whether it be Popular, Princely,
or Monarchical ? Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

weals-mant (welz'man), «. [< weaPs, poes. of
weal^, + man.] A statesman.
Meeting two such wealsmen as you are— I cannot call

you Lycurguses— if the drink you give me touch my pal-
ate adversely, I make a crooked face at it

Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 59.

wealth (welth), «. [< ME. welthe, weolthe = ]

MD. tcelde, D. weelde = MLG. welde, LG. weeMe
= OHG. welida, welitha, wealth; as welP + -ih^.

Cf. health, dearth, etc.] If. Weal; proeperity;
well-being; happiness; joy.

For I am fallen into belle
From paradys and welthe.

Rom. of the Rtm, 1. 4137.

I Bchall go to my fadir that I come froo.
And dwelle with hym wynly in welthe all-way.

York Plays, p. 26;u

Let no man seek his own, but every man another's i

wealth [but each his neighbour's good, E, V. ]. 1 Cor. x. 24.

Grant her in health and wealth long to live.

Book of Common Prayer [Eng.], Prayer for the Queen.

2. Riches; valuable material possessions: that
which serves, or the aggregate of those things ]
which serve, a useful or desired purpose, and
cannot be acquired without a sacrifice of labor,
capital, or time ; especially, large possessions
abundance of worldly estate ; alBuence ; opu-
lence.

It shall then be given out that I'm a gentlewoman of '

such a birth, such a wealth, have had such a breeding, and
80 forth. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 2.

Get place and wealth— if possible, with grace

;

If not, by any means, get wealth and place.
Pope, Imlt. of Horace, I. i. 103.

Wealth, in all commercial states, is found to accumulate.
GoldsmitJi, Vicar, xix.

Things for which nothing could be obt.iined in exchange,
however useful or necessary they may be, are not irealth

in the sense in which the term is used in Political Econ-
omy. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., Prelim. Rem.

Senior, again, has admirably defined wealth, or objects
possessing value, as " those things, and those things only,
which are transferable, are limited in supply, and are
directly or indirectly productive of pleasure or preventive
of pain." Jevons. The Theory of Polit Ecou., p. 176.

3. Affluence
;
profusion ; abundance.

Again the feast, the speech, the glee.
The shade of passing thought, the weAilth

Of words and wit.

Tennyson, In ^lemoriam, Conclusion.

Active wealth. See active capital, under active. -:=8yil.

2. Affluence, Riches, etc. See opulence.
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In prosperity

wealthful

wealthfult (welth'ful), a. [< wealth + -ful.^
Full of wealth or happiness

; prosperous. ' Sir
r. More.

wealthfuUyt (welth'fid-l), adv.
or happiness; prosperously.

To lead thy life wealth/ully.
Vives, lusti'uction of s Christian Woman, ii. 2.

wealthily (wel'thi-li), adv. In a wealthy man-
ner; in the midst of wealth; richly.

I come to wive it wealthily in Padua

;

If leealthily, then happily in Padua.
Skak.,

wealthiness (wel'thi-ues), «. [Early mod. E.
icelthiiicss ; < wealthy + -jiass.] The state of
being wealthy ; wealth.

The Fosterer vp of shoting is Labour, companion of ver-
tue, the maynteyner of honestie, tlie encreaser of health
and welthinesse. Axham, Toxophilus (ed. Avbev), p. 62.

It is a more sound vxalthitusse for a man to esteeme
him selfe wise than to presume to Ije of great wealth ; for
with wiaduni they obteine to haue, but with hauing they
come to lose tlteniselues,

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 191.

wealthy (wel'thi), a. [Early mod. E. welihy,
welthie; < wealth + -jl.] 1. Having wealth;
rich ; having large possessions ; opulent ; afflu-
ent.

Married to a weaithy widow.
Shak., T. of the 8., iv. 2. 37.

2. Eich in any sense, as in beauty, ornament,
endowments, etc.; enriched.
Thou broughtest us out into a wealthy place.

Pa. IxvL 12.

Her dowry wealthy. 5fto*., T. of the S., iv. 6. 65.

Twas a tougli Task, believe it, thus to tame
A wild and wealthy Language, and to frame
Granimatic Toils to curb her, so that she
Now speaks by Rules, and sings by Prosody.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 26.

Revealings deep and clear are thine
Of wealthy smiles. Tennyion, Madeline.

3. Well-fed; in good condition. Hallitcell.
[Prov. Eng.] =Syn. 1. Moneyed, well off, well to do.
weamt, n. An obsolete form of wcm.
wean (wen), v. t. [Formerly also wain; < ME.
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II. a. Eecently weaned.

As killing as the canker to the rose.
Or taint-worm, to the weanUng herds.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 46.

weapon (wep'on), n. [< ME. wgjew, wcppon,
wapen, wopen, < AS. wsejyen, wMpn, a weapon,
shield, sword, = OS. wdpan, sword, = OFries.
wepm, wepen, wepn = D. wapen = MLG. LG. wa-
pen = OHG. waffan, wafan, MHG. wappen, wa-
jen, G. waffen, weapon (of. G. wappen, scutch-
eon, coat of aiTOs, < D. or LG.), = Icel. vdpn =

T. of the S., i. 2. 75. Sw. vapen = Dan. vaaben = Goth. pi. wepna,
weapon.] 1. Any instrument of ofifense ; any-
thing used, or designed to be used, in attacking
an enemy, as a sword, a dagger, a club, a rifle,
or a cannon.

Ector faght in the f!ld felle of his Enmys.
Polexenas, a pert Duke, that the priuse met
He dang to the dethe with his derfe weppon.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 7740.

Before they durst
Embrace, they v/ere by several servants search'd.
As doubting conceal'd weapons.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, i. 1.

Hence— 2. Any object, particular, or instru-
mentality that may be of service in a contest
or struggle, or in resisting adverse circum-
stances, whether for offense or defense; any-
thing that may figuratively be classed- among
arms.
The weapons of our warfare are not carnal. 2 Cor. x. 4.

All his mind is tient to holiness ; . . .

His weapons, holy saws of sacred writ.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.61.

3. In zool., any part or organ of the body which
is or may bo used as a means of attack or de-
fense, as horns, hoofs, claws, spurs, stings,
spines, teeth, electric organs, etc. ; an arm or
armature. =Syn. 1. SeearmS.
weapont (wep'on), v. t. [< ME. wepnien, weapon,
ai-m with weapons, < AS. wdpnian = OFries.
wepna = OHG. wdfenen (cf. G. ge-waffnet, be-
waffnet, armed with weapons) = leel. vdpna =
Sw. vdpna = Dan. vseine, arm ; from the noun.]
To arm with weapons.

wenen, < Kh.wenian (ge-wenian, accustom, also weaponed (wep'ond), a. [< ME. weppyndwean, a-wenian. wea.n't — T). w/^iiiea !>nn„atr.m i_.j x ac, -5=-- ;' . •-
.

'^''I'PH''",wean, d-wenian, wean) = D. wennen. accustom
(ge-wennen, accustom, inure, af-wennen, wean),
= OHG. wcnUin, wennen, icenen, MHG. wenen,
accustom (OHG. MHG. ge-wenen, G. ge-wdhnen,
accustom, OHG. int-wennan, MHG. entwenen,
G. entwdhnen, disaccustom, wean), = Icel. venja
= Sw. vdnja = Dan. vxnne = Goth, wanjan, ac-
custom; connected with OHG. giwona, MHG.
gewona — Icel. vani — Sw. vana = Dan. vane,
custom, from an adj. seen in OHG. giwon, MHG.

wxpned, < AS. wetted, pp. of icsepnian, arm with
weapons: see weapon, «'.] Armed for offense;
furnished with offensive arms.

Take xii of thl wyght jemen
Well weppynd be thei side.

Robin Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 2).

Be not afraid, though you do see me weapon'd,
Shak., Othello, v. 2. 266.

They . . . appointed three only, so weaponed, to enter
into the lists. R. Peeke (Arbers Eng. Garner, I. 636).

gewon, G 'gewohn (in gewohnheit, custom), ge- weaponless (wep'on-les), a. [< ME. wepetiles.
wohnt = Icel. i-nnr = Sw. van, vand = Dan. vant, < AS. wxpenleas (= D. wapenloos = MLG. wa-
accustomed: connected with wone^, wont, q. v.]
1. To accustom (a child or young animal) to
nourishment or food other than its mother's
milk; disaccustom to the mother's breast: as,
to wean a child.

And the child grew, and was weaned. Gen. xxi. 8.

penlos = G. waffenlos = Icel. vdpnlattss = Sw.
vapenlds = Dan. vaabenlos), < wsepen, weapon,
+ -leas = E. -less.} Unarmed; having no
weapon.
Some Highway Tlieef, o' my conscience, that forgets he

is weaponless. Brome, Jovial Crew, iiL

For the widowes and Orphans, for the sucking and Weaponryt (wep'on-ri), n. [< weapon + -ry (see
"«""*<'• Pi<rcAa«, Pilgrimage, p. 198. -cry).] Weapons" in general. [Rare.]
2. To detach or alienate, as the affections, from weapon-salvet (wep'on-sav), n. A salve which
any object of desire ; reconcile to the want or

'' -.
- .

-. -

loss of something ; disengage from any habit,
former pursuit, or enjoyment : as, to wean the
heart from temporal enjoyments.
Kiper years will vxan him from such toys.

Marloue, Edward II., i. 4.

was supposed to cure a wound by being applied
to the weapon that made it. According to Sir
Kenelm Digby, the salve produces sympathy between the
wound and the weapon ; he cites several instances to prove
tliat*'asthe sword is treated the wound inflicted by it
feels. Thus, if the instrument is kept wet, the wound will
feel cool ; if held to the Are, it will feel hot," etc. This
superstition is referred to in the following lines

:

She has ta'en the broken lance,
And washed it from the clotted gore,
And salved the splinter o'er and o'er.

Scott, L. of L. M., lii. 23.

I will restore to thee
The peoples hearts, and wean them from themselves.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 211.

Could I, by any practice, wean the boy
From one vain course of study he affects.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1. weapOn-Smith (wep'on-smith), «
My Father would willingly have weaned me from my

"
' "

fondness of my too indulgent Grandmother, intending to
have me placed at Eaton. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 21, 1632.

Weaning brash. See brash^.
wean (wen), n. [< wean, f.] 1. An infant; a
weanling. [Prov. Eng.]

What gars this din of mirk and balefuU hamie,W here euery wtane is all betaint with bloud?
Oree,ne, James IV., i. 3.

One who
mates weapons of war ; an armorer. [Eare.]

It is unavoidable that the first mechanics— beyond the
heroieal weapon-smith on the one hand, and on the other
the poor professors of such rude arts as the homestead can-
not do without— . . . should be those who have no land.

J. M. Kemble, Saxons in England, ii. 7.

Wearl (war), v.
;
pret. wore, pp. worn, ppr. xvear-

ing. [< ME. weren, werien (pret. werede, pp.
wered), < AS. werian (pret. werode, pp. werod).

A child; a boy or girl of tender age. [Scotch.] wear, = OHG. werjan, werjen, clothe, = Icel.
weanelt, weanellt ( we'nel), n. [<wean + dim"
-''.] A weanling; an animal newly weaned.

A Lanibe, or a Kidde, or a weanell wast.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

weanling (wen'ling), «. and a. [< wean +
-fin^i.] I. n. A chijd or young animal newly
weaned.
As a weanling from the mother, I will bewail my woe

ful state.
J. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker .Soc), II. 357.

verja, clothe, wrap, inclose, mount, also lay out,
spend, = Goth, wasjan (pi. wasida), clothe (the
Goth, form showing interchange of r and s : see
rhotacism), < y/ was, clothe, in L. vcstis, cloth-
ing, vestire, clothe, Gr. eadi/^, clothing: see vest.

The pret. xcore (formerly also ware), with the
pp. tcorn, is due to conformity with orig. strong
preterits like hore < hear, swore < swear, tore

< tear, etc. (pp. born, sworn, torn, etc.), the
ME. pret. being weak, wered, mod. E. *weared.']

wear
1. trans. 1. To carry or bear on the body as
a covering or an appendage for warmth, de-
cency, ornament, or other use

;
put or have on

:

as, to wear fine clothes; to loear diamonds.
"I were noujt worthy, wote God," quod Haukyn, "to were

any clothes,
Ne noyther sherte ne shone saue for shame one
To keure my caroigne." Piers Plowman (B), xiv. 831.
Many wearing rapiers are afraid of goose-quills, and

dare scarce come thither. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 359.

Thy Muse is a hagler, and weares cloathes vpon best-be-
trust. Dekker, Humorous Poet(Works, ed. Pearson, 1. 246).

On her head a caul of gold she ware.
A Praise of Mistress Ryce (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 88).

From that time forth he [Canute] never would wear a
Crown. Milton, HisU Eng., vi.

2. To use, affect, or be in the habit of using in
one's costume or adornment : as, to wear gi-een.
She wears her trains very long, as the great ladies do in

Europe. o. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

3. To consume by frequent or habitual use;
deteriorate or waste by wear ; use up : as, boots
well worn.

Continual Harvest wears the fruitful field.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.
But the object that most drew my attention, in the mys-

terious package, was a certain affair of tine red cloth,
much worn and faded.

HawtJwme, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 34.

4. To waste or impair by rubbing or attrition

;

lessen or diminish by continuous action upon

;

consume ; waste ; destroy by degrees.
When waterdrops have worn the stones of Troy,
And blind oblivion swallow'd cities up.

Shak., T. and C, lii. 2. 194.

The youth with broomy stumps began to trace
The kennel's edge, where wheels had worn the place.

Swift, Description of Morning.

Hence— 5. To exhaust; weary; fatigue.

Since you have made the days and nights as one.
To wear your gentle limbs in my affairs.

Shak., All's Well, v. 1. 4.

Thus were they plagued.
And worn with famine long. Milton, P. L., x. 573.

6. To cause or produce by constant percussion
or attrition; form by continual rubbing: as, a
constant current of water will wear a channel
in stone.

Much attrition has worn every sentence into a bullet.
Emerson, English Traits, p. 118.

7. To efface ; obliterate.

Sort thy heart to patience

;

These few days' wonder will be quickly worn.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 69.

8. To have or exhibit an appearance of; bear;
carry; exhibit; show.

Ne'er did poor steward wear a truer grief
For his undone lord than mine eyes for you.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 488.

I wore the Christian cause upon my sword.
Against his enemies.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 1.

Thus both with Lamentations flU'd the Place,
'Till SoiTow seem'd to wear one common Face.

• Congreve, Iliad.

And my wife wears her benedictory look whenever she
turns towards these young people.

Thackeray, Philip, xxxii.

9. To disaccustom to one thing and accustom
to another; bring gradually; lead: often with
in or i7ito before the new thing or state.

Trials wear us into a liking of what possibly in the first
essay displeased us. Locke.

A man who has any relish for fine writing . . . receives
stronger impressions from the masterly strokes of a great
author every time he peruses him ; besides that he natu-
rally wears himself into the same manner of speaking and
thinking. Addison, Spectator, No. 409.

10. Naut., to bring (a vessel) on another tack
by turning her with her head away from the
wind ; veer. Also ware.

At three bells in the first watch the Death Ship had been
wore to bring her starboard tacks aboard.

W. C. Russell, Death Ship, xxxii.

lit. To lay out; expend; spend; waste; squan-
der. Compare ware^.

I saye tliare leueings ar weill waird.
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), L 330.

I haue wared all my mony in cowhides at Coleshill Mar-
ket.

Ueywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, I. 43).

To wear away, to impair, diminish, or destroy by grad-
ual attrition or imperceptible action.

Time and patience wear away pain and giief.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 531.

To wear off, to rentove or diminish by attrition or use :

as, to tcear ojf the stiffness of new shoes.— To wear one's
heart upon one's sleeve. See Aeart.— To wear out.
(o) To wear .till useless ; render useless by wearing or
using : as, to wear out a coat or a book. (6) To waste or
destroy by degi'oes ; consume tediously : as, to wear out
life in idle projects.



wear
Wear out thy youth with shapeless idleness.

ShaJc., T. G. of V.,i. 1. a
Tears, sighs, and groans you shall wear out your days

with. Fletcher^ Wife for a Montli, v. ;i.

Hence— (c) To obliterate ; efface.

Men that are bred in blood have no way left 'em,
No bath, no purge, no time to ^ctar it out
Or wash it oflf, Imt penitence and prayer.

Beau, and Ft.^ Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

Who have almost icom out all the impressions of the
work of the Law written in their hearts.

StUlingJleet^ Sermons, I. iL

(d) To harass; tire completely; fatigue; exhaust; waste
or consume the strength of.

Stunn'd and worn out with endless Chat.
Prior, Alma, iii.

*' Here," said I to an old soldier with one hand, who
had been campaign'd, and worn out to death in the ser-

vice, " here 's a couple of sous for thee."
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, Jlontriul.

To wear the breeches. See breeches.—To wear the
willow. See urilloui, 1.—To wear yellow hose or

stoddngst. See yellow.

n. intrans. If. To be in fashion ; be in com-
mon or recognized use.

Like the brooch and the tooth-pick, which -ipear not now.
Shak., All's Well, 1. 1. 172.

2t. To become fit or suitable by use ; become
accustomed. [Bare.]

Let still the woman take
An elder than herself ; so wears she to him

;

So sways she level in her husband's heart.
Shak., T. N., ii. 4. 31.

3. To last or hold out in course of use or the

lapse of time : generally with well or ill.

The flattery with which he began, in telling me how well

I wore, was not disagreeable. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

4. To undergo gradual impairment or diminu-
tion through use, attrition, or. lapse of time;
waste or diminish gradually; become obliter-

ated: often with away, off, or out.

Thou wilt surely wear away. Ex. xviii. 18.

Though marble wear with raining.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 560.

The suffering ploughshare or the flint may wear.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

Love, like some Stains, will wear out of it self.

Etherege, She Would if She Could, v. 1

If passion causes a present terror, yet it soon wears off.

Locke.

.

Tliey showed him all manner of furniture which their

Lord had provided for pilgrims, as sword, shield, helmet,
breast-plate, all-prayer, and shoes that would wutwearoxd.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

5. To pass or be spent ; become gradually con-
sumed or exhausted.
Aw^, I say ; time wears. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1. S.

The day wears

;

And those that have been offering early prayei"s

Are now retiring homeward.
Beau, and FL, Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

The day wears away ; if you think good, let us prepare
to be going. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

6. To move or advance slowly ; make gradual
progress : as, the winter wore on.

Never morning ivore

To evening but some he&rt did break.
Tentiyson, In Memoriam, vi.

As time w&re on and the offices were filled, the throng of
eager aspirants diminished and faded away.

The Century, XLI. 33.

7. To become; grow. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

The .Spaniards began to ujore weary, for winter drew on.
Bemers.

8. Naut., to come round with the head away
from the wind : said of a ship.

The helm was hard up, the after yards shaking, and the
ship in the act of wearing.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 872.

To wear on or upont, to have on ; wear.

Therfore I made my visitaciouns, . , .

And wered upon my gaye scarlet gytes.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 659.

wear^ (war), n. [< jceari, «.] 1. The act of

wearing or using, or the state of being worn or
used, as garments, ornaments, etc. ; use: as, a
garment not for every-day wear.

They have a great manufacture of coarse woollen cloth
in and ai«)ut Salonica, which is exported to all parts of
Turky for the wear of common people.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 151.

He liad transfeiTed all the contents of his every-day
pocketa to those actually in wear.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 9.

2. Stuff or material for articles of wear ; ma-
terial for garments, etc.

Nor. What 's in that pack there?
First Sold. Tis English cloth.
Nor. That 'a a good wear indeed.

Beau. andFl., Knight of Malta, ii. I.

3. An article or articles worn, or intended or
fit to be worn ; style of dress, adornment, or
the like; hence, fashion; vogue.
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Pom. I hope, sir, your good worship will be my bail.

Lucio. No, indeed, will I not, Pompey; it is not the

uear. Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 78.

Dispatcheth his lacquey to the chamber early to know
what her coloura are for the day, with purpose to apply
his mar that day accordingly.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

The general wear for all sorts of people is a small Tur-
ban. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 129.

4. Use ; usage received in course of being worn
or used ; the impairment or diminution in bulk,

value, efiiciency, etc., which results from use,

friction, time, or the like.

This rag of scarlet cloth— for time, and wear, and a sac-

rilegious moth had reduced it to little other than a rag

—

on careful examination, assumed the shape of a letter.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 35.

A flbre capable of such strain and vKar as that is used
only in the making of heroic natures. Lowell, Garfleld.

He might have seen the wear
Of thirty summei-s.

William. Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 336.

Wear and tear, the loss by wearing ; the waste, diminu-
tion, decay, or injury which anytiling sustauis by ordinary
use : as, the wear and tear of machinery ; the wear and
tear of furniture.

wear^t (wer), v. t. [< ME. weren, werien, weo-
rien (pret. weredc), < AS. werian, guard, defend,
protect, = OS. werian, hinder, = OHG. werjan,

weren, hinder, obstruct, protect, defend, MHG.
wern, wergen, G. wehren, guard, protect, = Icel.

verja = Sw. vdrja = Dan. vmrge, defend, = Goth.
warjan, guard, protect ; from the root of ware^,
warij^, and so ult. connected with ward^ and
guard.'] 1. To guard; watch, as a gate, etc.,

so that it is not entered ; defend.

Fadir, that may do no dere
Goddis comaundement to fullfyll;

For fra all wathes he will vs were,
Whar-so we wende to wirke his wille.

York Plays, p. 61.

I set him to wear the fore-door wi' the speir while I kept
the back-door wi' the lance.

Border Minstrelsy, i. 208. (Jamieson.)

2. To ward off; prevent from approaching or
entering : as, to wear the wolf from the sheep.
— 3. To conduct or guide with care or caution,

as into a fold or place of safety. [Scotch.]

Will ye gae to the ewe-buchts, Marion,
And wear in the sheep wi' me?
Old Song, in Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany.

wear^, n. See weir.

wearable (war'a-bl), a. andn. [< wear''- + able.']

I. a. Capable oif being worn ; fit for wear, as a
garment or a textile fabric.

Respecting the hereafter of the wearable fabrics, the
furniture, and the walls, we can assert thus much, that
they are all in process of decay.

H. Spencer, First Principles, § 93.

II. «. A garment; a piece of wearing-ap-
parel.

The Celt . . . moved off with Mrs. Button's wearables,

and deposited the trunk containing them safely in the
boat. Sco((, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xlL

Let a woman ask me to give her an edible or a wear-
able; ... I can, at least, understand the demand.

Charlotte Bronte, Sliirley, xxiii.

weare (wer), n. [A spelling of wear^, weir.]

In her., a bearing representing a screen or
fence made of wattled twigs, or the like, and
upright stakes. It is generally represented in

wearer (war'er), n. [< «;earl + -erl.] 1. One
who wears, bears, or carries on the body, or as
an appendage to the body : as, the wearer of a
cloak, a sword, or a crown.

By Jupiter,
Were I the wearer of Antonius' beard,
I would not shave 't to-day.

SAa*., A. andC.ii. 2. 7.

Cowls, hoods, and habits, with tlieir wearers toss'd

And flutter'd into rags. Milton, P. L., iii. 490.

2. That which wears, wastes, or consumes . as,

the waves are the patient wearer.i of the rocks.

weariable (wer'i-a-bl), a. [< weary''- + -able.']

Capable of becoming wearied or fatigued . Quar-
terly Itev. [Rare.]

wearied (wer'id), j). a. Tired; fatigued; ex-

hausted with exertion.

The Samoeds know these vnknowne deserta, and can
tell where the mosse groweth wherewith they refresh

their wearied Deere. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 434.

weariful (wer'i-ful), a. r< weary'^ + -ful.'] An
unnecessary extension of weary''

;
perhaps sug-

gested by wearisome.] Full of weariness ; caus-

ing weariness ; wearisome; tiresome; tedious.

[Bare.]

I was reading " Polexandre," the wearifullest of books,

I think ; and I heard nothing but the rats and the mice.
A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, ii.

wearisome

wearifully (wer'i-fiU-i), adv. In a weariful
manner; wearisomely. [Bare.]

The long night passed slowly and wearifully.
W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xxiii.

weariless (wer'i-les), a. [< weary + -less.'] In-

cessant ; unwearying ; unwearied : as, weariless

wings. Hogg. [Rare.]
Beaten and packed

With the flashing flails of weariless seas.

Lowell, Appledore, iii.

wearily (wer'i-li), adv. In a weary manner;
like one fatigued.

You look wearily. Shot., Tempest, ilL 1. 32.

weariness (wer'i-nes), «. [< ME. werynes, weri-

nesse, werynesse, werinisse, < AS. werignes, weri-

nes, weariness, < werig, weary: see weary and
-ness. ] 1 . The state of being weary or tired

;

that lassitude or exhaustion of strength which
is induced by labor, or lack of sleep or rest; fa-

tigue.
After his himteng and his besynesse,
ffor ills travell and liis grcte werynes.
He fello a slepe. Gemrydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 160.

We come to a certayne stone vpon ye which our hlessyd

Lady was wont to rest her werynes whan she most deuout-
ly visyted these holy placeis) after ye ascension of or Lord.

Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgryniage, p. 33.

Weariness
Can snore upon the flint, when resty sloth

Finds tlie down pillow hard.
Shak., Cymbeline, iiL 6. 33.

With weariness and wine oppress'd.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., liL 763.

2. Mental depression proceeding from monot-
onous continuance ; tedium ; ennui ; languor.

Till one could yield for weariness.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. A feeling of dissatisfaction or vexation
with something or with its continuance.

A man would die, though he were neither valiant nor
miserable, only upon a weariness to do the same thing so

oft over and over. Bacon, Death (ed. 1887).

The Thirteenth King was Osred, whose Wife Cutburga,
out of a loathing Weariness of Wedlock, sued out a Di-

vorce from her Husband, and built a Nunnery at Win-
l)urn in Dorsetshire, where in a Religious Habit she ended
her life. Baker, Chronicles, p. 6.

= Syn. 1. Lassitude, etc. See fatigue.

wearing (war'ing), n. [< ME. werung, weriunge ;

verbal n. of wear^, v.] 1. The act of one who
wears.— 2. That which one wears; clothes; gar-

ments.
Give me my nightly wearing, and adieu.

Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 16.

3. The act of wearing away or passing.

Now again in a half-month's wearing goes Sigrid into the

wild. William Morris, Sigurd, i.

wearing (war'ing), j>. a. Wasting; consuming;
exhausting; tiring: as, wearing suspense or

grief.

wearing-apparel (war'ing-a-par'el), n. Gar-
ments worn, or made for wearing; dress in

general.

wear-iron (war '!''' em), n. A friction-guard,

consisting of a plate of iron or steel, set on the
surface or edge of a softer material to pre-

vent abrasion, as on the edge of the body of aj
wagon, to prevent the forward wheels fron

wearing, grinding, or scraping the body in

turning. Also wear-plate.

wearisnt (wer'ish), a. [Also weerish. werish

warish; origin uncertain ; some confusion wit'

weary', and perhaps with watcrish, appears
exist.] 1. Insipid; tasteless; weak; washy.

Werysshe, as meate is that is nat well tastye— . .

sauor^. Palsgrave, p. 321

As werishe and as vnsauery as beetes.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 118. (Davie*.\

2. Withered; wizen; shrunk.

A wretched wearish elfe. Spetiser, F. Q., IV. v.

A wearish han<i,

A bloodless lip. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, v.

A little, wearish old man, very melancholy by nature. J

Burton, Anat. of .Mel., To the Reader, p. T

wearishnesst, "• Insipidity. Udall. {Davies.j

wearisome (wer'i-sum), a. [< weary'- + -some.

Causing weariness; tiresome; tedious; irkl

some; monotonous: as, a wearisonte ma.T<ih;

wearisome day's work.
Alas, the way is wearisome and long I

Shak.. T. G. of V., ii. 7. (

God had delivered their souls of the xcearisome burden
of sin and vanity. Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, il.1

Few portions of Spanish literature show anything more
stilT and wearisome than the lout' declamations and dis-

cussions in this dull fiction. Ticknor, Span. Lit., III. SS.

=Syn. Wearisome, Fatiguing, Tiresome, Tedious, Irk-

some, prolix, humdrum, prosy, dull. Wearisome and .fa-

tii/uing are essentially the same in meaning and strengtli

;

they arc equally appropriate whether tlte person acts or is

acted upon : as, the old man was so deaf that it was equally

I



wearisome
tpearisoyne (or fatiguing) to speak and to be spoken to.

Tiresome is more often used where one is acted upon ; in

strength it is the same as wearisome. Tedious isstronger
than urarisomej and suggests the need of constant effort

of the will to do or to endure ; the weariness may be
physical or mental : as, a tedious task ; a tedimis head-
ache; tedious i^Yi-M\\ty. jTedtoiw suggests commonly that

one is acted upon ; irksome sn^'gests that one acta or is

called upon to act, and implies also a peculiar reluc-

tance. In Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 5(), is an example of

the rarer use of irksome to express a wearied shrinking
from being acted upon :

" How irksome is this music to

my heart!" i>eG fatigue, n., and ti'rel, v, t.

wearisomely (wer'i-sum-li), adv. In a weari-
some luauner; tediously; so as to cause weari-
ness.

Pope's epigrammatic cast of thought led him to spend
his skill on bringing to a nicer adjustment the balance of

the couplet, in which he succeeded only too ivearisomely
well. Lowell, Jiew Princeton Rev., I. 156.

wearisomeness (wer'i-sum-nes), n. The qual-
ity or state of being wearisome ; tiresomeness

;

tediousness: as, the wearisomeness of waiting
long and anxiously.

That the wearisomnesse of the Sea may bee refreshed
in this pleasiu!? part of the Countrie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smithes Works, II. 6.

Continual plodding and wearisomeness.
Milton, Tetrachordon.

It would be difficult to realize the wearisomejiess which
reigned in the Conclave during so protracted a period.

J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesaut, xxx.

wear-plate (war'plat), h. Same as wear-iron.
wearyl (wer'i), a. [< ME. wery, weri, < AS.
tceri;; = OS. wOrig (in comp.), weary, = OHG.
worat/, Kuarag, drunken. Cf. AS. worian, wan-
der, travel, roll, < *wdr, prob. a moor or wet
place (> SIE. wor: " icery so water in wore," 'dull

as water in pool'); in comp. tcor-hana, a moor-
cock; cf. AS. wos, also was, mire, wet, ooze:
see ica.<!e'^, woose, ooze.'] 1. Tired; exhausted
by toil or exertion; having the endurance or
patience worn out by continuous striving.

There nere is the place where that oure Lord rested
hira, whan he was wery for berynge of the Cros.

MaHdeeille, Travels, p. 80.

Estem tewysday to Suza to Diner, and the I rest me

;

for I was were, and my hors also, ffor the grett labor that
I had the same niornyng in passing over the evyll and
grevows mounte Senes.

Torkirtgton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 3.

Let ns not be weary iu well doing. Gal. vi. 9,

When they will they work, and sleep when they are
weary. Sandys, Travailes, p. 14.

I see you are weary, and therefore I will presently wait
on you to youi- chamber.

Cotton, In Walton's .4ngler, ii. 235.

The stag-hounds, weary with the chase.
Lay stretched aj^n the rushy floor.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 2.

2. Impatient of or discontented with the con-
tinuance of something painful, exacting, irk-

some, or distasteful, and willing to be done
with it ; having ceased to feel pleasure (in some-
thing).

In the exercise and study of the mind they bo never
weary. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), li. 7.

Weary of the world, away she liies,

And yokes her silver doves.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1189.

I think she is weary of your tyranny.
And therefore gone. Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 1.

He is tcearj/ of the old wo<Klen lionses, the mud and dust,
ttie dead level of site anil sentiment, the chill east wind,
and the chillest of social atmospheres.

I

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 11.

. Causing fatigtie ; tiresome ; ii'ksome : as, a
eary journey; a weary life.

How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world !

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 133.

Their dusty palfreys and an-ay
Showed they had marched a weary way.

Scott, Marmion, i. 8.

Most weary seem'd the sea, weary the oar,
Weary the wandering fields of barren foam.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

4. Feeble; sickly; puny. Forhy ; Jamieson.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]=Syii. Disgusted, weari-
some. See tirarj/l, F.

wearyl (wer'i). r.
; pret. and pp. wearied, ppr.

irfiii-ijing. [< ME. werien, < AS. werigean, ge-

tfcrigran, weary, fatigue, < werig, weary: see
weary^, «.] 1.' trans. 1. To make weary; re-

duce or exhaust the physical strength or endur-
ance of; fatigue; tire: as, to wear^ one's self

with striving.

The people shall weary themselves for very vanity.
Hab. ii. 13.

They in the practice of their religion wearied chiefly
their knees and hands, we especially our ears and tongties.

Uooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

2. To exhaust the endurance, patience, or re-
sistance of, as by persistence or importunity.

431
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I stay too long by thee, I weary thee.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 6. 94.

I have even wearied heaven with prayers.
Ford, 'Tis Pity, 1. 3.

Watchful I'll guard thee, and with Midnight Pray'r
Weary the Gods to keep thee in their Care.

Prior, Henry and Emma.
To weary out. (a) To exhaust or subdue by something
fatiguing or irksome.

Like an Egyptian Tyrant^ some
Thou weariest out in building but a Tomb.

Cowley, The Mistress, Thraldom.

She surceased not, day nor night.
To storm me over-watch'd and wearied out.

Milton, S. A., I. 405.
(b) To pass wearily. [Rare.]

The land of Italy:
There wil I waile, and weary out my dayes in wo.

The Merchant's Daughter (Cblld's Ballads, IV. 829).

= S;m. 1. Fatigxie, Jade, etc. See (irel.

II. intrans. 1. To become weary, tired, or
fatigued.

She was nae ten miles frae the town,
When she began to weary.

Lime Baillie (Child's Ballads, IV. 74).

2. To become impatient or surfeited, as with
the continuance of something that is monoto-
nous, irksome, or distasteful.

Sing the simple passage o'er and o'er
For all an April morning, till the ear

'

Wearies to hear it.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. To long; languish: with /or before the ob-
ject.

The pair took home schooll)oy meals in paper-bags, sub-
sisting upon buns and canned meats, and weanling fivr i\\Q

taste of a liot broiled steak. The Century, XXXVII. 775.

weary2 (wer'i), n. [< *weary^, v., var. of wary^,
curse: see wary^.] A curse: used now only
in the phrases Weary fa' you! Weary on you!
and the like. Scott. [Scotch.]

Weasand (we'zand), n. [Also weazand, and for-

merly wesand, wesand, also dial, wezzen, wizen,
wizzen, and wosen; < ME. wesand, wesande, way-
sande, wesaunt, < AS. wmsend, also wdsend (> E.
dial, wosen) = OFries. wdsende, wdsande, wea-
sand, windpipe, = OHG. weisunt, MHG. weisant
(E. Miiller), weasand ; cf. G. dial. (Bav.) waisel,

wasel, wasting, the gullet of ruminating animals.
The word (AS. wdsend) has the form of a present
participle, and some have attempted to connect
it with wheeze; this involves the assumption
that the rare AS. verb hwesan (pret. hwcds),
wheeze, = Icel. hvaesa, hiss, = Dan. livsese, hiss,

wheeze (not fovmd iu OHG., etc.), gave rise to

a noun *hwesend, varying to *hwxscnd, *hwa-
send, meaning 'the wheezing thing,' that this

name was applied to all windpipes (most of

which never wheeze), and that subsequently
the initial consonant in Im- fell away, a phe-
nomenon wholly unknown in other AS. words
in Inv; and not recognized even in mod. English
except in dialectal use.] The windpipe; the

pipe or tube through which air passes to and
from the lungs in respiration ; the trachea. See
trachea^ and larynx.

Should I have named him? Nay, they should as soon
have this weasand of mine.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Had his wesand bene a little widder.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Give me a razor there, that I may scrape his weesand,
that the bristles may not hinder me when I come to cut it.

Dryden, Tlie Mock Astrologer, V. i.

Yon may have a pot of porter, or two—but neither wine
nor spirits shall wet your wizen this night. Tickler.

A'octes Ambrosianx, Feb., 1832.

wease-allan (wez'aPan), n. See weese-allen.

weasel (we'zl), «. [Formerly also weazel, wee-

sel; < ME. wesel, wesele, wesile, wezele, < AS.
wesle = D. wesel, wezel (dim. weselke, wezeltje)

= OHG. wisala, MHG. wisel, wisele, G. wiesel

= Icel. visla (in comp. hreysi-risla) = Sw. ves-

la, vdssla = Dan. vsesel, a weasel; origin un-
certain.] 1. A small carnivorous digitigrade

mammal of the restricted genus Putoriits, of
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the family Mustelidse, related to the stoat or
ermine, ferret, and polecat of the same genus,
and less intimately to the marten or sable of
the genus Mustela of the same family. The
species to which the name is most frequently or especially
applied is P. vulgaris, tlie common weasel of Europe and
of most of the cold and temperate parts of the noi-thern
hemisphere, distinguished by the comparative length and
extreme slenderness of tlie body, and very small size,

being only some 6 or 8 inches long, with a tail of 2 inches iu
length, or less ; the color is reddish-brown above, and
white below ; the tail is of the same color as the body, and
not tipped with black. In northerly regions it turns white
in winter, like the ermine. It feeds on rats, mice, moles,
shrews, small birds and their eggs, and insects; and,
though itself clas-sed as vermin by gamekeepers, it is often
serviceable as a destroyer of vei-min in ricks, bams, and
granaries, its small size and lithe, sinuous body enabling
it to penetrate almost everywhere. Its cunning and
waiiness are proverbial in the expression to catch a wea-
sel asleep— that is, to do an extremely difficult thing by
strategy, finesse, or unexpected action. Other species of

Putorius, properly called weasels, inhabit most parts of

the world, and the name has loosely attached to various

animals of different families, some of which applications
are noted in phrases below.

Fair was this yonge wyf, and therwithal
As any wezele hir body gent and smal.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 48.

A wesel tame have sum men ther thai crepe,

Hem forto take.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

I can suck melancholy out of a song as a weasel sucks
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 5. 13.

Common Weasel iPutorius vulgaris).

2t. The weasel-coot.— 3. A lean, mean, sneak-
ing, greedy fellow.

The weasel Scot
Comes sneaking, and so sucks her princely eggs.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 170.

Four-toed weaselt, the African zenik or suricate, a
viveiTine, formerly lihiiziena tetradactyla. See cut under
suricate.— Malacca weaseL Same as rctssel. See cut
under Fi»errin«.— Mexican weasel. Same as kinkajou
(which see, with cut).— Pouched weaseL See pouched,
and cut under Phascogale.

weasel-cat (we'zl-kat), ». The linsang, Priono-
don gracilis. See cut under delundung.

weasel-coot (we'zl-kot), n. The so-called red-
headed smew. This is the female or young male of
Mergellus alhellus (the adult male of which is figured un-
der smew). The implication of the term weasel appears to
be the musteline or foxy color of the head. An old name
of this or a similar merganser was Mergxts mustelinus,

and one used by Sir T. Browne was Mustela variegata.

The same adjective with the same meaning occurs in Tur-
dus mustelinus, the present name of the wood-thrush of
the United States, and in several other specific designa-

tions of animals, as in Lepilemur mustelinus, the weasel-

lemur. Compare weaser.

weasel-duck (we'zl-duk), «. Same as weasel-

coot.

weasel-faced (we'zl-fast), «. Having a thin,

sharp face like a weasel's. Steele.

weasel-fish (we'zl-flsh), n. The three-bearded
vockling, or whistle-fish. See ichistle-fish.

weasel-lemur (we'zl-le''m6r), «. A small le-

mur, Lepilemur mustelinus.

weasellingt, «. [Also weazelling; < weasel +
ftwjl.] A kind of roekling, probably the five-

bearded, Motella mustela.

weaselmongert (we'zl-mung"ger), ». A rat-

catcher; one who hunts rats, etc., with wea-
sels.

This weaselmonger, who is no better than a cat in a
house, or a ferret in a conygat [rabbit-burrow].

Peele, Speeches to Queen Elizabeth at Theobalds, W.

weasel-snout (we'zl -snout), n. The yellow
dead-nettle, Lamium Galeobdolon : so called

from the shape of the corolla. See GaleoMolon.

weasel-spider (w^'zl-spi'der),**. Abook-name
of any arachnidan of the family Galeodidse. See
cut under Solpugida.

weaser (we'z^r), n. [Cf. weasel-coot.] The
American merganser or sheldra,ke, Mergus
americanus. J. P. Giraud, 1844 ; G. Trumbull,

1888. Also wheaser and tweezer, [Long Isl-

and.]
weasinesst (we'zi-nes), «. The state or con-

dition of being weasy. Joye.

weasyt (we'zi), a. [Appar. for *weesy, a dial,

var. of woosy, an earlier form of oozy (like

u-ecsc, woose, ioT ooze).] Gluttonous; sensual.

Joye.

weather (weTH'6r), m. and a. [Early mod. E.

also wether; with alteration of orig. d to /// (as

also in father, mother, prob. under Scand. influ-

ence ; cf . Icel. vedhr), < ME. weder, wedir, < AS.
weder, weather, wind, = OS. wedar, weder =
OFries. weder = D. icedcr, contracted weer =
OHG. wetar, MHG. xoetcr, G. wetter (cf. also G.

ge-witter, a storm) = Icel. vedhr = Sw. vader,

wind, air, weather, = Dan. vcir, weather, wind,

air (not found in Goth. ). Cf. OBulg. vedro, good
weather, redrH, bright, clear; cf. also OBulg.

tietrii, air, wind ; akin to wind, from the root ot
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Goth, wafan, Skt. \/ vd, blow : see tcind^.^ I. ».

If. Wind; storm; tempest.

Now welcome somer, with thy suniie sotte,

That hast this wintresiredregovershake.
Chaucer^ Parliament of Fowls, 1. 685.

Aye the wynde was in the sayle,

Over fomes they llet witiiowtyn fayle,

The wethur then forth gan swepe.
Le Bone Florence (Kitson's Metr. Rom., III.).

What gusts of weather from that gatherin.^ cloud
My thoughts presage \ Dryiien, .^neid, v. 19.

2t. Cold and wet.

Seynge this bysshop with hts company syttyng in tlie

weder, desyred hym to his howse. Fahyan, Chron., Ixxxiii.

And, if two Boots keep out the Weather,
What need you have two Hides of Leather?

Prior, Alma, iii.

3t. A light rain; a shower. TTi/c^j/, Deut. xxxii.

2.—4. The state of the air or atmosphere with
respect to its cloudiness, humidity, motions,
pressure, temperature, electrical condition, or
any other meteorological phenomena; the at-

mospheric conditions prevailing at any moment
over any region of the earth: as, warm or cold
weather; wet or dry weather; calm or stormy
weather; fair or foul weather; cloudy or hazy
weather. The investigation of the various causes whicli

determine the state of the atmosphere and produce the
changes wliich are incessantly taking place in its condi-

tion forms the subject of meteorology. The average con-
dition of the weather for a considerable period constitutes

climate, and the statistical compilation of meteoi'ological

observations forms the basis of climatology.

Men may see the Walles when it is fayr Wedre and cleer.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 101.

A I lorde, what tlie wedir is colde !

The fcllcst freese that euere I felyd.
York Plays, p. 114.

They . . . wolde ride in tlie cole of the mornynge that
was feire and stille and asofte weder, and thei were yonge
and tender to suffre grete trauayle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 191.

Gentlewomen, the weather'^ hot; whither walk yoti?

B. Jonmn, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

Horrible weather again today, snowing and raining all

day. Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

5. Specifically, in weather-maps and -reports,

the condition of the sky as to cloudiness and
the occurrence of precipitation.— 6. Change of

the state of the atmosphere; meteorological
change; hence, figuratively, vicissitude; change
of fortune or condition.

It is a reverend thing to see an ancient castle . . . not
in decay ; how miicii more to behold an ancient nol>le fam-
ily which hath stood against the waves and weathers of

time

!

Bacon, Nobility.
But my Substantial Love

Of a more fli-m and perfect Nature is

;

No Weathers can it move.
Cowley, The Mistress, Coldness.

7. The inclination or obliquity of the sails of a
windmill to the plane of revolution. —Angle of
weather. See cmj/fe^.— cierk of the weather. See
cterA-.— Merry weathert. See mun-yi.— Soft weather,
(a) A thaw. [NewEng.l (6) An enervating atmospliere.

—To make fair weathert, to conciliate or flatter, as ijy

fair words and shows of friendship.

I must ^nakefair weather yet awhile,
Till Henry be mure weak and I more strong.

Shah., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 30.

To make good or bad weather (no«o. See makei.—
Under the weather, indisposed; ill; ailing: acondition
caused or iuiluenced by the state of the weather. [Colloq.]

Since I went to Washington, and until within ten days,
I have been quite urvier the weather, and I have had to
neglect everything. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 49.

Weather Bureau, a bureau of the Department of Agri-
culture, having charge of the forecasting of weather, the
issue of storm-warnings, the display of weather- and flood-

signals, the ga^^ing and reporting of rivers, the main-
tenance of sea-coast telegraph-lines, the collection and
transmission of marine intelligence for the benefit of com-
merce and navigation, the taking of meteorological ob-
servations for estaljlJshing the climatic conditions of the
United States, and the distribution of meteorological in-

formation. From 1871 to 1891 these duties were performed
by the signal service of the army, which during that period
was popuiarly called the Weather Bureau.— Weather-
signaX See siynal.

II. a. Xaitt., toward the wind; windward:
opposed to ?ee.- us, weather how, weather heam

;

weather rigging

—

Weather anchor, the anchor, ly-

ing to windward, by whicli r. ship rides when moored,

—

Weather helm, quarter, tide. See the nouns.

weather (weTH'er), v. [< ME. wederen, < AS.
wedtrian, wedrian, expose to the air, indicate the
weather; cf. AS. wedrian — Sw. vddra, expose
to the air, air, scent, smell, snuff the air, = Dan.
fe/re, air, scent ; from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To air ; expose to the air ; dry or otherwise af-

fect by exposure to the open air. [Rare.]

I fear me this land is not yet ripe to be ploughed ; for,

as the saying is, it lacketh weatherinrj.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

And then he pearcheth on some braunch thereby.
To vieather him, and his moyst wings to dry.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 184.
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All barleys that have been weathered in the field, or
have got mow-burnt or musty in tlie stack, should be
rigidly rejected. Ure, Diet., III. 185.

Hawks are weathered by being placed unhooded in the
open air. This term is applied to passage hawks which
are not sufficiently reclaimed to be left out l)y themselves
unhooded on blocks— they are weathered by being put
out for an hour or two under the falconer's eye,

Encye. Brit., IX. 7.

2. To affect injuriously by the action of wea-
ther; in geol., to discolor or disintegrate: as,

the atmospheric agencies that weather rocks.
— 3. In tiU-manuf., to expose (the clay) to a hot
sun or to frost, in order to open the pores and
separate the particles, that it may readily ab-
sorb water and be easily worked.— 4. To slope
(a surface), that it may shed water.— 5. Naut. •

(a) To sail to windward of: as, to weather a
point or cape.

We weathered Pulo Pare on the 29th, and stood in for

the main. Cook, First Voyage, iii. 13.

(h) To bear up against and come safely through:
said of a ship in a storm, as also of a mariner

;

hence, used in the same sense with reference
to storms on land.

Here 's to tlie pilot that weathered the storm. Canniiig.

Among tliese hills, from first to last.

We've weathered many a furious blast.

Wordsuvrth, The Waggoner, ii.

I weathered some weary snow-storms.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 275.

To sell the boat — and yet he loved her well

;

How many a rough sea had he weathered in her

!

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

6. Figuratively, to bear up against and over-
come, as trouble or danger; come out of, as a
trial, without permanent damage or loss.

You will weather the difficulties yet. F. W. Robertson.

The vitality and self-direction of the semi-Greek mu-
nicipalities of the East in large measure weathered Roman
rule, as did also the Greek speecli and partially Hellen-
ized life of Asia, Syria, and Egypt. W. Wilson, State, § 143.

To weather a point, to gain an advantage or accomplish
a puritose against opposition.— TO Weather out, to llold

out against to the end.

When we have pass'd these gloomy hours,
And weather'd out the storm that beats upon us.

Addison, Cato, iii. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To suffer a change, such as
discoloration or more or less complete disinte-

gration, in consequence of exposure to the wea-
ther or atmosphere. See weathering, 2.

The lowest bed is a sandstone with ferruginous veins
;

it weathers into an extraordinary honey-combed mass.
Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 426.

The granite commenced to weather, and weathered mer-
rily on in spite of all technical and scientific commis-
sions. Science, VII. 75.

2. To resist or bear exposure to the weather.

For outside work, boiled oil is used, because it weathers
better than raw oil. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 436.

weather-beaten (weTH'er-be''''tn) , n. [< weather
+ beaten. In some of its uses perhaps a per-
verted spelling of weather-bitten, q. v.] Beaten
or marred by the weather; seasoned or hard-
ened by exposure to all kinds of weather: as,

a weather-beaten sailor.

She enjoyes sure peace for evermore.
As wetherbeaten ship arryv'd on happie shore.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 2.

Summer being ended, all things stand in appearance
with a weather-beaten face.

A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 35.

The weather-beaten form of the scout.
J. F. Cooi>er, Last of Mohicans, xxix.

weather-bitt (weTH'er-bit), v. t. To take an
extra turn of (a cable) about the bitts or the
end of the windlass in bad weather.
weather-bitten (weTH'6r-bit"n), a. [= Sw. rd-

der-biisii = Norw. vederbiten = Dan. reirbidt,

weather-bitten ; as weather + bitten. Cf. Norw.
wederslitten, weather-slit, weather-worn. Cf.

weather-beaten.'] Worn, mai-red, or defaced by
exposure to the weather.

The old shepherd . . . stands by, like a weather-bitten
conduit of many kings' reigns. Shak., W. T., v. 2. 60.

weather-blown (weTH'6r-bl6n), a. Weather-
beaten ; weather-stained. Chapman, Iliad, ii.

532.

weather-board (weTH'er-bord), n. [= Icel.

retherhordh, the windv.'ard side ; as weather -\-

board.} 1. Naut.: (of) That side of a ship

which is toward the wind; the windward side,

(ft) A piece of plank placed in a ship's port
when she is laid up in ordinary, inclined so as to

turn off rain without preventing the circulation

of air.— 2. A board used in weather-boarding.

weather-board (weTH'^r-bord), v. t. [< wea-
ther-board, K.] To nail boards upon, as a roof

weathered

or wall, lapping one over another, in order to
turn off rain, snow, etc.

It was a building of four rooms, constructed of hewn
logs and U'cather-boarded at the joints.

The Century, XXXVIII. 408.

weather-boarding (weTH'er-bor"ding), n. 1.

A facing of tliin boards, having usually a fea-
ther-edge, and nailed lapping one over another,
used as an outside covering for the walls of

a wooden building. They are practically the
same as clapboards, but are distinguished from
those bybeing larger and wider.— 2. The finish

or woodwork at the base of a clapboarded
wall.— 3. The whole exterior covering of a
wall or roof, whether of weather-boards, clap-
boards, or shingles Weather-boarding clamp,
gage, saw, etc., special forms of clamp, gage, saw, etc.,

used in applying or cutting out weather-boarding.

weather-bound (weTH'er-bound), a. Delayed
by bad weather.
weather-box (weTH'er-boks), n. A form of k
hygroseope, in the shape of a toy-house, which ^
roughly indicates weather changes by the ap-
pearance or retirement of toy images. In a com-
mon form a man advances from his porch in wet and a
woman in di'y weather— the movement being produced by
the varying torsion of a hygroscopic string by whicli tiie

images are attached. Also called weather-house.

The elder and younger son of the house of Crawley were,
like the gentleman and lady in the weather-box, never at
home together. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, x.

weather-breeder (weTH'6r-bre"der), «. A fine

serene day which precedes and prepares a storm.
" It '8 a beautiful day," said Whittaker. ..." Yes, nice

day," gi'owled Adams, "but a weather-breeder."
E. Eggleston, Roxy, xiii.

weather-cast (weTH'6r-kast), n. A forecast of

the weather. [Rare.]

Admiral FitzRoy, in 1860, was enabled, aided by the
electric telegraph, to inaugurate a system of storm-warn-
ings and weather-casts.

R. Strachan, hi Modem Meteorology, p. 84.

weather-caster (weTH'er-kas"ter), w. One
wlio computes the weather for almanacs. Hal-
liioell.

weather-cloth (weTH'er-kloth), ?(. Xaut.: (o>

A covering of painted canvas for hammocks,
boats, etc. (6) A tarpaulin placed in the wea-
ther rigging to make a shelter for ofl[icers and
men on watch.
weathercock (weTH'er-kok), n. [< ME. weder-
cok, wedyrcokke, weddyrcol-e, wedercoc, so called

because the figure of a cock, as an emblem of
vigilance, has from a very early time been a fa-

vorite form for vanes; cf. D. weerhaan = Sw.
vdderhane = Dan. reirhane, a weathercock, etc.

(D. haan, etc., a cock).] 1. A vane or weather-
vane; a pointing device, set on the top of a
spire or other elevation, and turning with the
wind, thus showing its direction. See cut un-
der vane.

jest unseen, inscrutable, invisible.

As a nose on a man's face, or a weather-cock on a steeple 1

Shak., T. 6. of V., ii. 1. 142.

They are Men whose Conditions are subject to more
Revolutions than a Weattier Cock, or the Uncertain Mind
of a Fantastical Woman. Ward, London Spy.

His head . . . looked like a weather-cock, perched upon
his spindle neck to tell which way the wind blew.

Irving, Sketch-Book. p. 420.

2. Figuratively, any thing or person that is

easily and frequently turned or swayed; a
fickle or inconstant person.

What pretty weathercocks these women are !

Randolph, Amyntas, i. 1.

The word which I have given shall stand like fate.

Not like the king's, that weather-cock of state.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, I., iii. 1.

weathercock (weie'er-kok), r. t. [< weather-

eocl; «.] To serve as a weathercock to or on.

[Rare.]

Whose blazing wyvern wcalhercock'd the spire.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

weather-contact (weTH'er-kon'takt), n. In
tcleij., leakage to neighboring wires or to earth,,

due to wet insulators.

weather-cross (weTH'er-kros), n. In teleeraph-
and telephone-lines, a leakage from one line to

another, caused by poor insulation, and brought
about by wet or stormy weather.
weather-dog (we?H'er-dog), n. A fragmentary
rainbow, popularly believed.especially in Corn-
wall, to be an indication of rain. [Prov. Eng.]

weather-dri'Ven (weTH'er-driv'n),*?. [= Sw. vd-

der-drifren, wind-driven; as weather + driren.]

Driven by winds or storms; forced by stress of

weather.
weathered (weTH'^rd), p. a. 1'. Discolored or

disintegrated by the action of the elements:
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said sometimes of surfaces of wood, but oftener
of stoues or rocks. Trees which show signs of having
suffered from exposure to the weather, as many old ones
do, are sometimes said to be weather-beaten, but rarely, if

ever, to be weathered. See weathering, 2.

The bands of stratification . . . can be distinguished
in many places, especially in Navarin Island, but only on
the weathered surfaces of the slate.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 448.

The force of the wind is such as actually to loosen the
weathered parts of the rock and dislodge them.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ii.

2. Seasoned by exposure to the air or the wea-
ther.— 3. In arch., haviuga slope orinelination
to prevent the lodgment of water: noting sur-
faces approximately or theoretically horizon-
tal, as those of window-sills, the tops of cor-
nices, and the upper surface of flat stone-work,
weather-eye (weTH'6r-i), «. The eye imagined
to be specially used for the purpose of observ-
ing the sky in order to forecast the weather.

—

To keep one's weather-eye open or awake, to be on
one's guard; have one's wits about one. [Colloq.]

Keep your weather eye awake, and don't make any more
acquaiutances, however handsome.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 6.

weather-fend (weTH'er-fend), v. t. [< weather
-(-/e«(/i.] To shelter; defend from the wea-
ther. [Bare.]

The line-grove which weather-fends your cell.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 10.

weather-fish (wes^H'er-fish), «. The mud-flsh,
thunder-fish, or misgum of Europe, Misgumus
fossilis: regarded as a weather-prophet because
it is supposed to come out of the mud, in which
it habitually burrows, before a stoi'm.

weather-gage (weTH'6r-gaj), n. l. iVaui., the
advantage of the wind ; the position of a ship
when she is to windward of another ship : op-
posed to lee-gage.

A ship is said to have the weather-gage of another when
she is at the windward of her. Adiniral Smyth.

Hence— 2. Advantage of position; the upper
hand.

Were the line
Of Rokeby once combined with mine,
I gain the weather-gage of fate !

Scott, Eokeby, vi 24.

To dispute the weather-gage. See dispute.

weather-gall (weTH'6r-gal), n. Same as water-
gall. -2.

weather-glass (weTH'fer-glas), n. [= D. weer-
glds = Sw. liidcrglas = Dan. reirglus, barome-
ter; as weather + glass.'] An instrument de-
signed to indicate the state of the atmosphere.
This word is commonly applied to the barometer, but also
to other instruments for measuring atmospheric changes
and indicating the state of the weather, as the thermom-
eter and variirus kinds of hygroscopes.
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of rock-surfaces is discoloration. This arises in part from
dust or dirt finding its way into the fissures, and is most
quickly seen in large cities where much coal is burned.
Discoloration often arises from the oxidation of some sul-
phur compound which the rock contains, and especially
of iron pyrites, whicli is a widely disseminated mineral.
Another very perceptible effect of weatliering is the loss
of the luster which many rock-constituents naturally
have. This is particularly conspicuous in the case of feld-
spar, and is the result of incipient decomposition and hy-
dration. Ron ndiiig of the edges of angular projections of
the rock, or of its constituents, is another result of wea-
thering, the decomposed minerals being more easily re-
moved by the action of water than they were before de-
composition. Weathering is a preliminary to erosion, but
the rapidity with which these operations are cai-ried on
varies greatly with the nature of the rock and the climatic
and other conditions to which it is subjected.

weather-symbol

2. Anything in nature which serves as an in-
dicator of weather changes, as a bird whose
regular periodicity of migration or suddenness
of appearance may indicate meteorological
changes inappreciable by man.
Swallows have long been held for weather-prophets, and

with reason enough in the ((uick response of their organl-
zation to the influence of atmospheric changes.

Coues, Birds of the Colorado Valley (18V8), I. 372.

3. A device for foretelling changes in the
weather, in most forms materials are employed which
are so affected by dampness as to move some indicator,
as a pair of figures, of which one appears or advances in
dry and the other in wet weather. Other forms employ
materials which change color according to the state of

Mnnvnf *i,o.« t«„i 1 « • • ., , .
the atmosphere. Coni^&re weather-box."

nany"^a"rVedTn'"£^tre'd7rSn";?trp"j5^el'rid^^^^^^ Weather-jeport (wera'^r-re-portO,«. A daily
and furrows, which have not been produced by weathering.

Darmn, Geol. Observations, i. 78.

3. In arch., a slight inclination given to an

report of meteorological observations and of
probable changes in the weather, especially

_ ., ^„. ^ f,..v... .V, „,. one issued by a weather-service. [Colloq.]

approximately honzontal siTrface To' "enableTt weather-roU (weTH'6r-r61), n. The roll of a
' " ~ ship to windward, in a heavy sea on the beam

:

opposed to lee lurch.

weather-service (weTH'^r-s^r'vis), «. An in-
stitution organized for taking meteorological
observations in accordance with a systematic
plan, and for utilizing the data thus collected
by forecasting the weather, issuing warnings
of storms and floods, publishing climatological
tables, distributing information as to the elfeet
of the weather on growing crops, and by allied
services. All the principal governments of the world
now maintain a weatfier-service, upon which a part or
all of these duties are imposed. In the United States an
annual appropriation of nearly a million dollars is made
to the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agriculture,
which is charged with performing these services. lu
addition to the Weather Bureau, and cooperating with it,

there is organized in nearly every State a State weather-
service, composed of voluntary observers whose work is

directed toward giving information upon the condition
of the crops as affected by the weather, and in general
toward extending knowledge of local climatology.

weather-shote (we^H'^r-shor), ». The shore
from which the wind blows.

to throw off water
weathering-stockt (weTH'6r-lng-stok), n. A
post to which hawks are leashed in such a man-
ner as to allow them limited exercise. See last
quotation under weather, v. t., 1.

E'en like the hawk (whose keeper's wary hands
Have made a pris'ner to her weath'ring stock).

Quarles, Emblems, V. ix. 5.

weatherliness (weTH'fer-li-nes), n. l. Wea-
therly character or qualities: said of ships and
boats.

To combine the speed of the ordinary type of American
sloop with the weatherliruss of the English cntter.

Science, VI. 168.

2. Naut., the state of a vessel as to her capa-
city to ply speedily and quickly to windward.
weatherly (weTH'6r-li), «. [< weather + -ly^.']

Naut., making very little leeway when close-
hauled, even in a stiff breeze and heavy sea

:

noting a ship or boat.

Notwithstanding her weatherly qualities, the heavy
cross sea, as she drove into it, headed lier off bodily.

M. Scott, Tom Cringle's Log, viii.

weather-map (weTH'6r-map), n. A map show-
ing the temperature, pressure, wind, weather,
and other meteorological elements over an ex-
tensive region, compiled from simultaneous ob-
servations at a large number of stations. The
fwessure is represented by isobars, the temperature by
Botherms, the wind by arrows, and the weather by dif-
ferently shaded circles or other conventional symbols.
Weather-maps, prepared once or twice daily, form the

[The wind] set so violently as rais'd on the sudden so
greate a sea that we could not recover the weather-shore
for many houres. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 11, 1644.

weather-sign (weTH'^r-sin), n. Any phenome-
non or sensation indicating state or change of
weather; hence, generally, any prognostic or
sign.

I am not old for nothing ; I can tell

The weather-signs of love ; you love this man.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, ii.

basis upon which every goveniment weather-service fore- weatner-spy (weTH er-spi), n. One who fore
casts the weather and issues storm-warnings.

weather-molding (weTH'fer-mdl'ding), n. Same
as ilripsloiie. 1.

weathermost (weTH'^r-most), a. superl. [<
weather -(- mo.ft.'] Furthest to windward.

A
system of abbreviation for the principal me-
teorological phenomena. Beaufort's weather-nota-
tion, which is used in Great Britain, is as follows : b, blue
sky, whether clear or hazy ; c, clouds (detached) ; d, driz-
zling rain

; /, fog ; g, very gloomy ; A, hail ; I, lightning

;

m, mist ; o, overcast : ;;, passing, temporary showers ; q,
squally ; r, rain ; k, snow ; t, thunder ; v, ugly, threaten-
ing weather ; w, dew.

weather-plant (weTH'^r-plant), n. The Indian

The King of Spain's health is the Weather-glass upon

l^k pleasant S'unei^y.'
'"""' " """ ""* ^ '""' ''' Weather-nOtation (weTH'^r-no-ta'shon), «

Prior (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 266).

Shepherd's or poor man's weather-glasa See shep-
herd.

weather-gleam (weTH'er-glem), «. A peculiar
appearance of clear sky near the horizon.
[Prov. Eng.]
You have marked the lightning of the sky Just above

the horizon when clouds are about to break up and disap-
pear. Wliatever name you gave it, you would hardly im-
prove on that of the weather-gleam, which in some of our
dialects it bears. Trench. (Imp. Diet.)

weather-hardened (weiH'6r-hiir''dnd), a.
Hardened by the weather; weather-beaten.
A countenance which, weather-hardened as it was, might

have given the painter a model for a Patriarch.
Southey, The Doctor, ix.

weather-head (weTH'*r-hed), n. 1. A sec-
ondary rainbow. Ualliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.
Stripes of cirrus cloud. [Scotch.]
weather-headedt (weTH'6r-hed'ed), o. Same
as wether-headed.

Sir, is this usage for your son?— for that old weather-
headed fool, I know how to laugh at him ; but you. Sir—.

Congreve, Love for Love, il. 7. (Davies.)

weather-house (weTH'er-hous), «. Same as
wcdtliir-hox. Cowper, Task, i. 211.
weathering ( weTH'er-ing), n. [< ME. wcderyng

;

verbal n. of weather, v.] If. Weather, espe-
cially favorable or fair weather.

tells the weather; a weather-prophet. Bontie.
[Rare.]

weather-stain (weTH'^r-stan), »i. [< weather
+ stain.1 A stain or discoloration left or pro-
duced by the weather or by weathering.

Walls must get the weather-stain
Before they grow the ivy.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

He . . . felt that the shape and colour of every roof
and weather-stain and broken hillock was good, because
his growing senses had Iteen fed on them.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 9.

With weather-stains upon the wall.
And stairways worn, and crazy doors.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Prelude.

licorice, Abrxis precatorius: so named in view of weather-stained (weTH'er-stand), a. Stained
an alleged property of indicating the weather in or discolored by the weather. See weathering, 2.

'il!f*^1®' . " ''. * common tropical twining shrub (see a tomb somewhat weather-stained. Longfellow.
Ahrxui), having pinnate leaves with from 20 to 40 small _

leaflets. Recent careful oliservations show that the pairs Weather-StatlOn (weTH'er-sta''''shon), «. A sta-
of leaflets fold together more or less as the light is stronger tion where daily meteorological observations

are made and reported to a central office ; one
of the stations of a weather-service.
weather-strip (weTH'fer-strlp), n. A slender
strip of some material intended to keep out wind

lor ni

^Hlil
^^HRI, t

For alle trewe shipmen, and trewe pilgrymes, yat Godd
for his gl-ace yeue hem wederyng and passage, yat yei

'Wen sauely common and grme.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

Ich would haue bene, with the weathering which we
ten or twelve dayes worke.

Hakluyfs Voyages, III. 515.

2. In rjeol., etc., the action of the elements in
changing the color, texture, or composition of
rock, in rounding off its edges, or gradually
disintegrating it. The first effect of the weathering

or weaker, the movement being less vigorous in a moister
atmosphere ; that a certain wrinkling of the surface co-

exists with a coloring of the margin likely to be due to the
attacks of an insect ; and that the movement of the rachis,

supposed to be barometric, is a diurnal oscillation which
varies in extent with the amount of light. The tempera-
ture also affects the freedom of those motions. These
characteristics are all paralleled in other plants, espe-
cially of the Leguminoste. As a means of forecasting, the
plant is not likely to be of practical worth.

weather-proof (we5H'fer-pr6f), a. Proof against
rough weather.

Lord, thou hast given me a cell

Wherein to dwell,

A little house, whose humble roof
Is weather-proof.

llerrick, A Thanksgiving to God for his House.

There were only ten persons at the conference meet-
ing last night, and seven of them were women ; he won-
ders how many weather-proof Christians there are in the
parish. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 72.

weather-prophet (weTH'6r-prof''et),n. [=Dan.
reir-profet ; as tceather + prophet.] 1. One who
foretells weather ; one skilled in foreseeing the

changes or state of the weather. [Colloq.]

Who that has read Greek does not know the humour
with which the meteorological theories of the Athenian
weather prophets are ridiculed by Aristophanes in "The
Clouds'"? Jt U. Scott, in Modern Meteorology, p. 166.

and cold ; originally, a strip of wood covered
with soft material, as list or cloth ; specifically,

a contrivance by which a strip of india-i'ubber

is adjusted closely to the apertures of a door or
window, or its frame or jamb, covering the cre-

vice very tightly : it is generally a wooden mold-
ing into which a thin strip of rubber is fitted.

weather-strip (weTH'^r-strip), v. t.-, pret. and
pp. weather-stripped, ppr. weather-stripping. To
apply weather-strips to; fit or secure with wea-
ther-strips.

weather-symbol (weTH'6r-sim'''bol), ». A con-
ventional sign used in meteorological records,

or in published meteorological observations
or weather-maps, to represent graphically any
designated phenomenon. The following symbols
have been adopted by the International Meteorological
Congress to represent the principal hydrometeors and a
few other phenomena. Rain, • ; snow, -^ ; thunderstorm,
r? ; lightning, C ; hail, 1; mist, =; frost, iL; dew, ".;

snowdrift, -I- ; higli wind, ^ ; solar corona, © ; sohn* halo,

Oj ; lunar corona, u^ ; lunar halo, tjj ; rainbow, ^ ; aurora,
>i< ; liaze, dust haze, oo.



weather-tile 6864

Proclaim that I can sing, weave, sew, and dance.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 6. 194.weather-tile (wefH'^r-tn), h. a tile used as a

substitute for a weather-board in frame-build-

iniJS. These tiles are overlapped like shingles, and are

herd in place by nails driven through holes formed in the

tiles in ni.'l.ling.

weather-vane (weTH'^r-van), n. A vane to

show the direction of the wind ; a weather-
. ., , j

co<;k See cut under rane. 3. In the nmnige, to make a motion of the head,

weather-waft (weTH'^r-waft), o. Tossed or neck, and bodyfrom side to side like the shuttle

i-arried bv the wind. [Bare.] of a weaver : said of a horse. Imp. Diet.

1 cannot but feare that those men never Moored their weavel (wev), M. [< weave\ t'.] The act or a

Anchors well in the flnne soile of Heaven that are weathtr- gjyjg q£ weaving. [Trade use. J

Tliev that pretend to wonders must weave cunningly.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

2. To become woven or interwoven. [Rare.]

The amorous vine which in the elm still weaves.
W. Brovme.

wort up and down with every eddy-wind of every new
doctrine. X- Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 20.

weather-wind (weTn'^r-wind), »i. [A corrup-

tion of trithyirintl tor tcithicind.'} Bindweed.

HiilUtccU. [Provincial.]

weather-wise (weTn'^r-wIz), a. [< ME. weder-

tris; < weather + irtsei.] Skilful in prognosti-

cating the changes of the weather.

For thorw werre and wyklied werlces and wederes vnre-

sonable,
Wtdmeise shipmen and wltti clerlses also

Han no biUeue to the lifte ne to the lore of philosofres.

PUrs Plowman (B), xv. S50.

weather-wisert (we?H'6r-wi'z6r), n. [< wea-

ther + 'wiser, indicator; ef. waywiser.'i Some-

thing that foretells the changes of the weather.

The flowers of pimpernel, the opening and shutting of

which are the countryman's weather-wi»er.

Derham, Physico-Theol., x., note.

weather-work (welH'fer-wferk), ». Defense or

provision against the wind, sea, etc. Cook,

Voyages, III. i. 3. (Encyc. Diet.)

weather-worn (weTH'6r-w6rn), a. [< weather

+ irorw.] Worn, injured, or defaced by the

action of the weather; weathered.

weather-wreck (weTH'fer-rek), n. A wreck by
storms. [Rare.]

Well, well, you have built a nest

Tliat will stand all storms ; you need not mistrust

A weather-wreck.
.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 2.

A Practical Treatise on the Construction and Application

of weaves lor all Textile Fabrics. Nature, XXXVIII. 600.

The great difference between a twill and a plain, or be-

tween a plain and a satin weave. Fibre and Fabric, V. 15.

weave^t, ". [Also weve; < W&._weven (pret.

wevede, wefde, pp. weved),< AS. *wa}fan (in comp.

be-wdfan, wrap around, clothe, = OHGr. ze-

weiban = Goth, bi-waibjan, wrap around, cover,

mixed with the appar. cognate Icel. veifa),

shake, vibrate, wave : see wave^.'] I. trans. 1.

To shake; cause to waver; wave; brandish;

toss; waft.
Auntrose [dangerous] is thin euel,

Ful wonderliche it the weues, wel I wot the sothe.

William of Patenie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 922.

Shaking a pike of five in defiance of the enemie, and weau-

inq them amaine, we bad them come aboord.
Haklwjfs Voyages, III. 506.

2. To move ; cause to move.
That comli ladi cayres to hire chaumber,
& wetted vp a window.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2978.

Jl.intrans. 1. To wave; waver; float about.

To cold coles sche schal be brent jit or come cue

;

& the aschis of hire body with the wind weiK.
Waliam of PaUrne (E. E. T. S.), I. 4368.

2. To move ;
go.

Thou wylnej oucr thys water to weue.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 319.

weaveress

and bottle-tits) and some wrens. These nests^re gener-

ally slung at the ends of long, slender, drooping branches,

often over the water of a pool or stream, where tliey are

safest from monkeys and snakes. In some cases the males

liuild additional nests for themselves, in which no eggs

are to be laid— a habit, however, not confined to weaver-

birds (see cock-ntst). One of the largest, most cliarac-

teristic, and best-known genera of weaver-birds is that

African form called 0>-yx (a preoccupied name) by I.*sson

in 1881, and Pyromelana by Bonaparte in that year, though
oftener called Fuplectes (Swainsoii, 1837). There are 12

or 15 species, the characteristic coloration of which is

black set off with scarlet or orange in large massed areas.

P. oryx, the male of which is scarlet and black, is about

6 inches long ; it was originally described by Edwards
in 1751 as "the grenadier," from some fancied like-

ness of its plumage to a soldier's uniform. It inhabits

South Africa. /'. aurea of western Africa is the golden-

backed finch and gold-backed grosbeak of the early or-

nithologists, being one of the yellow and black species.

P. capensis, the Cape grosbeak of Latham, is another,

from Cape Colony. P. taha, sometimes known as the

Mahali weaver, and generally called Ploceus or Euplectes

taha, is very small (scarcely 4i inches long), of rich golden-

yellow and velvety-black hues, and its nest is dispropor-

tionately large. It belongs to an extensive region of south-

eastern Africa. (See cut under (oAo.) Seveial other Afri-

can weavers represent the genus Ploceipasser, as P. ma-
hali. There is a large series of small birds, all technically

weavere (Ptoceid/e), which fall in the spermestine division

of the family, and belong to numerous genera of the Ethio-

pian, Oriental, and even the Australian region, as various

amadavats, waxbills, strawbeny-flnches, blood-flnches,

senegals, etc. (See Yiduinee (aX and cuts under Ploceus,

Senegal, Tseniopygia, and waxbill.) The birds of an ex-

tensive Oriental and Australian genus ilunia (with its

subdivisions, as Padda) belong here. (See cut under
sparrow.) Fifteen species of Uroloncha, characterized by
exserted middle tail-feathers, range from Africa to New
Guinea; one of them is U. acuticauda. The genns Ery-

thrura is another large one, reaching from India through

much of Polynesia. None of the foregoing birds falls in

the subfamily Ploceinae as now restricted. Among the

latter may be noted the species of the African genus Sila-

gra, 6 in number, of which the best-known is 5. capensis

of Cape Colony, the olive oriole of Lathr.m, commonly

weavei (wev), v.

He saugh the stroke come and wevyd a-side.

,, , , . JferJm (E. E. T. S.), iii. 389.

pret. wove (formerly also ^eavelt, n. See weevil.
weareJ), pp. woven (sometimes wove and former

Iv also weared), ppr. weaving. [< ME. weve^i

(pret. waf, wof, pi. weven, woven,-pv.woven),<AS.

wefan (pret. wxf, pp. wefen) = MD. D. weven =
OHG. tceban, MHG. G. toeben = Icel. vefa= Sw.
rd/rn = Dan. vme, weave (connection with

Goth, bi-waibjan, wrap around, is doubtful), =
Gr. •/ 1'^ (orig. •/ '^'"P)^ iii ti^^' *^> ^ web, vipai-

veiv, weave; cf. Skt. urna-vdbhi, a spider, lit.

' wool-weaver,' Skt. / va, weave, also Lith. wo-

rn*, a spinner, spider. From the root of weave'^

are ult. E. web, weft^, woof, oof, abb, etc.] I.

trans. 1. To form by interlacing flexible parts,

such as threads, yarns, filaments, or strips of dif-

ferent materials. See weaving.

Where the women wove hangings for the grove.
2 Ki. xxiU. 7.

And now his woven girths he breaks asunder.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, I. 266.

To wanton Dalliance negligently laid,

We weave the Chaplet, and we crown the Bowl.
Prior, Solomon, ii.

These purple resta^rere weaved by Dardan dames.
Vryden.

2. To form a texture from; interlace or en-

twine into a fabric.

When she weaved the sleided silk.

Shak., Pericles, iv., Prol., 1. 21.

3. To entwine; unite by intermixture or close

connection; insert by or as by weaving.

She ton/ it wel, and wroot the story above.
Chaucer, Good Women, I. 2364.

This weaves itself perforce into my business.
Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 17.

The government of Episcopacy is now so weav'd into the
common law ; In Gods name let weave out againe.

Milton, Eeformatlon in Eng., ii.

These words, thus woven into song.
Byron, Childe Harold, iiL 112.

He carries off only such scraps in his memory as it is

liardly possible to weave into a connected and consistent
whole. Preeeott. (Imp. Diet.)

4. To inclose by weaving something about.

The mind can weave itself warmly in the cocoon of its

own thoughts and dwell a aerniit anywhere.
Lowdl, Stndy Windows, p. 66.

6. To contrive, fabricate, or construct with de-

sign or elaborate care: as, to weave a plot.

For answer . . . Aceslus weavelh out a long history of

things that happened in the persecution under Decius, and
of men which to save life forsook faith.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

Sly brain, more htuy than the labouring spider.

Weaves tedious snares to trap mine enemies.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., 111. 1. 340.

Wove paper. 8e« pavtr.

U. intrans. 1. To practise weaving; work
with a loom.

weaver (we'vfer), n. [< ME. wevere, wevarA AS
*wefere = MD. D. wever = OHG. weberi, MHG.
webare, G. weber = Sw. vdfvare = Dan. viever, a

weaver; as weave^ + -cri. Cf. v)ebber.'] 1. One
who weaves ; one whose occupation is weaving.

Wewars also of wolne and lynnyn.
Quoted in Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), Pref.

, p. xlvii.

Weavers were supposed to he generally good singers.

Their trade being sedentary, they had an opportunity of

practising, and sometimes in parts, while they were at

work. Warburton adds that many of the weavers in Queen
Elizabeth's days were Flemish Cjilvinists, who fled from
the persecution of the Duke of Alva, and were therefore

particul.irly given to singing psalms. . . . Hence the ex-

clamation of i'alstafl, " I would I were a tceaver ! I could

sing psalms, and all manner of songs." Nares.

2. In o»-HiW^, a weaver-bird.— 3. Inentom.: (o)

A gyrinid beetle; awhirligig: so called from its

intricate cirelings and gyrations on the surface

of the water. See whirligig, 4, and cut under
Gyrinidx. (b) A spinning-spider; a true ara-

neid which weaves a web. Various groups of such
spiders are distinguished by the form of their webs, as line-

weavers, orb-weavers, tapestry-weavers, tube-weavers, tun-

nel-weavers, etc. See spider.

4. In ichth., same as wccvcr—Mahali weaver.
See weaver-bird.— Sociable weaver. See weacer-bird.—

Tapestry weaver. See (ape«(rj/.—Weavers' bottom,
a cnrtjnic inflaunnation of a bursa situated over the tuber-

osity of the ischium, occurring as a result of sitting Ions
and constantly on a hard seat.—YellOW-crowned wea-
ver. See weaver-bird,

weaver-bird (we'vfer-berd), «. One of numer-
ous Old World (chiefly African and Indian)
conirostral passerine birds, noted for the dex-
terity and ingenuity with which they weave
the materials of their nests into a textile fab-

ric, and also for the extraordinary size and un-
usual shape of some of these structures. The
name weaver-bird, in its present broad sense, is modern,
and appears to have originally specified a single species

(see below). In the last and early in the present century
tlie birds of this group which were then known were classed
with the finches and grosbeaks, sometimes with the ori-

oles, mainly according to the thickness of the bill, and
some of them received still more misleading names.
Though there was an Oriolus textor in 1788, the genus
Ploceus was not named till 1817, and the family Ploceidx
not till 1847. With the recognition of this large and va-

ried group, as well marked from the FringilUdie by the
pos.session of 10 instead of 9 primaries, an English name
became a desideratum ; and tveavers, weaver-birds, or wea-
ver-finches became synonymous with Ploceidx, without im-
plynig that all the birds so named build very elaborate
nests, (iiee Ploceus, Ploceidse,) Two remarkable types of

nest may be noted. One is the hive-nest of the republi-
can or sociable weavers, many pail's of which build in com-
mon an enormous domed structure. (See Philetierus, and
cut under Ait)«-n*!j*(.) 'fhe other, the usual type of nest, is

pensile or pendulous, and very closely woven, like that of
the American bang-nests, hut niore elaborate, and with a
hole in one side instead of being open at the top, in tliis

respect resembling the nests of various titmice (bush-tits

Weaver-bird (
Silagra ea^ensis).

called yellow-croimed weaver and Ploceus icterocephalus.

This is 7 inches long, of an olive and golden-yellow and
black color; it builds a large txjttleshaped or kidney-

fonned pensile nest. J'oudta is a Madigascar type. The
most extensive genus «f all is the African Hyphantornis,
with over 30 species, or the golden weavers, as 11. gal-

bula. 1'hese birds represent in Africa, or may be com-
pared with, the hang-nest orioles of America. One of the

longest- and best-known is 11. cucullatus of western Af-

Weaver-bird t^ilyphaittornis textor).

riea, from Seneganibia to the Gaboon ; it has oftener l)een

called //. textor (after Oriolus textor of Gmelin, 1788), and
enjoys the distinction of being one of the first, if not the

first, to which the name iceaver attached, being the ire«-

ver oriole of Latham (1782) ; it is 8 inches long, yellow and

black. Maliinbus is an African genns of black and crim-

son, scarlet, vermilion, or yellow coloration, as M. crista-

tm. The African genus Textor (one of the early names—
Temminck, 1828) has 2 marked species, T. albiroslris (or

alecto), the white-billed, and T. enjthrorhynchus (or ni-

i/er), the red-billed. (See cut under 7'e3;(or.) Fhially, the

genus Ploceus itself as now restricted is an Oriental type

of a few species, conmionly called baya-birds, though it

used to be indiscriminately applied to any of the fore-

going, and became the name-giving genus of the whole

group. See cut under Ploeew. (For those Ploctidse

known as whidah-birds, see Vidttinar.)

weaveresst (we'v6r-es), h. [< wearer -i- -ess,]

A female weaver.
He found two looms alone remaining at work, in the

hands of an ancient weaver and weaveress.

J. 11. Blunt, Hist, of Dui-sley, p. 222. (Davtet.)



weaver-finch

weaver-finch (we'v^r-finch), h
bird.

Any weaver-

^^•'^ web-machine
(as seen in any quill pen) and lateral rudder feathers. See webhinff ('wBh'^no^ .1 rz-MW .,.«i i i. 1cuts under a/tershaft, barb, ocellate, and pencUinn.

WBDDing ^weD ing;, n. [< Mt. ivebbynge; verbal
The Ploceidse, or imaver-fiiichei.

A. R. Wallace, Distribution of Animals, II. 286.

weaver-fisht (we'ver-fish), n. A fish of the
genus Trachinus; a weever. See cut under
Tracliiinis.

weaver-shell (we'ver-shel), n. A shuttle-shell.
weaver's-shuttle (we'verz-shufl), n. The
shuttle-shell, liadius volva. See Ovulum, and
cut under shuttle-shell.

weavllt, ". An old spelling of weevil.

weaving (we'ving), «. [< ME. wevynge, wef-
fyiuje; verbal n. of weai-el, r.] 1. The act of
one who or that which weaves ; specifically, the
act or art of producing cloth or other textile
fabrics by means of a loom from the combina-
tion of threads or filaments, in weaving all kinds
of fabrics, whether plain or fljrured, one system of threads,
called tlie woofoT uv/t, is made to pass alternately under
and over another system of tlireads, called the warp, web,
OTchain. The essential operations are the successive' rais-
insof certain threads of the warp and tlie depression of
othei-s, so as to form a alied for the passage of the weft-yarn
which 13 tlien beaten up by means of a lathe or batten.
Weaving Is performed by the hand in what are called
hami-looms, or by steam-power in what are called power-
lootm, but tlie general arrangements for both are to a cer-
tain extent the same. (Seefoomi.) Weaving, in the most
general sense of the term, comprehends not only the manu-
facture of those textile fabrics which are prepared in the
loom, but also that of networlt, laceworlt, etc. See cut
under tthuttte.

2. In the manage, the action of a horse that
weaves, or moves the body from side to side.
weazand, ». See iceasaml.
weazelt, «. See weasel.

weazen (we'zn). See wire«l.
web(web),n. l<UE.web,tcebbe,<AS.web(webb-),
a web (= OS. webbi = OPries. web, wob = D. web,
Wfbbe, a web (= LG. weh, webbe — OHG. weppi,
wappi, MHG. weppe, webbe, webe, G. dial, webb
(cf. G. fiewcbe), web, woof, = Icel. vefr = Sw.
raf = Dan. Vfiv, web), < we/an, weave : see
weavel.} 1. That which is woven; a woven
fabric ; specifically, a whole piece of cloth in
course of being woven, or after it comes from
the loom.

Biholde how Eleyne hath a newe cote

;

I wisshe thanne it were luyne and al the iceblte after [i. e
all left after making the coat).

Piert Plowtnan (B), v. 111.

My dochter she 's a thrifty lass

;

She span seven year to me

;

An" if it war weil counted up,
Full ten teol/g it would be.

Kempy Kaye (Child's Ballads, Vin. 140).

At noon
To-morrow come, and ye sliall pay

Each fortieth vxb of cloth to me.
As the law is, and go your way.

M. Arnold, The Sick King in Bokhara.

2. Same as webbing, 1.— 3. The warp in a loom.
[Provincial.]— 4. Something resembling a web
or sheet of cloth ; specifically, a large roll of pa-
per such as is used in the web-press for news-
papers.

Several men or boys are placed to receive the sheets [of
paper) according to the number into which the width of
the web ia divided. Ure, Diet, III. 403.

6. Any one of various thin and broad objects,
probably so named from some similarity to the
thin, broad fabric of the loom. Especially— (at)A sheet or thin plate, ag of lead.

I pencUing,
They [barbules] make the vane truly a web : that is, they

so connect the barbs together that some little force is re-
quired to pull them apart.

Cotieg, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 84.

7. The plexus of very delicate threads or fila-
ments which a spider spins, and which serves
as a net to catch flies or other insects for its
food; a cobweb; also, a similar substance spun
and woven into a sort of fabric by many in-
sects, usually as a covering or protection. See
bag-worm, web-ivorm, and tent-caterpillar.

The Comissaries court 's a spiders webbe.
That doth entangle all the lesser flies.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

Much like a subtle spider, which doth sit
In middle of her web, which spreadetli wide.

Sir J. Dams, Immortal, of Soul, xviii.

8. Figuratively, anything carefully contrived
and elaborately put together or woven ; a plot

;

a scheme.
All this is but a web of the wit; it can work nothing.

Bacon, Praise of Knowledge (ed. 1887).

The Fates at length the blissful Web have spun.
Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

O, what a tangled web we weave
When first we practise to deceive

!

Scott, Marmiori, vi. 17.

It is one weft of intricate complications between theEmperors of the East and West, the Republic of Venice
the Kings of Hungary, Dalmatia, and Bosnia.

n. of web,v:\ 1. A woven material, especially
one woven without pile, plainly and strongly
Ihe term is applied to material or pieces of materialwhich are inteiKied for strength, to bear a weight, to bedrawn tight, or the like, as a belt or surcingle, and also
for that which serves to protect and cover the edge of apiece of more delicate fabric : thus. Eastern rugs are oftenmade with several inches of webbing projecting beyond
the part that is covered with pile.

•' ' ' ^ •'"'"'

2. In printing, the broad tapes used to conduct
webs or sheets of paper in a printing-machine,
or the broad straps or girths attached to the
rounce of the hand-press.— 3. In eooL, the
webs of the digits collectively : as, the webbing
IS extensive or complete; the webbed state
of the digits, or the formation of their webs
palpation. See web, n., 10._Elastic webbing.

webby (web'i), o. [iweb + ^jl.-^ Relating to a
web, or consisting of a web, in any sense

; web-
like; membranous.

Bats on their webby wings in darkness move,
And feebly shriek their melancholy love.

Crabbe, Works, I. 60.

weber (va'ber), n. [AfterWilhelm Weber (18(M-
1891), a German physicist.] A name proposed
by Latimer Clarice for the unit of electrical
quantity which has since been named coulomb;
it was also for some time used for the practical
unit of electrical current which is now called
amiwre.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 229. 'Weberian (we-be'rian), a. [< Weber (see def.)
9. laanat., a connective or other tissue; any
open structure composed of fibers and mem-
branes running into each other irregularly as
if tangled, and serving to support fat or other
soft substances. See tissue and hislologi/.—
10. In 2odl., the membrane or fold of skin whieli
connects the digits of any animal; especially,
that which connects the toes of a bird or a quad-
ruped, making the animal palmiped, and the
foot itself palmate,as occurs in nearlyall aquat-
ic birds (hence called web-footed), and in many
aquatic mammals, as the beaver, the muskrat,
and ornithorhynchus. Webs sometimes occur as a
congenital defect of the human lingers or toes. The rela-
tively largest webs are those of the bats' wings.

+ -ian.} Pertaining to or named after a per-
son named Weber (in the following phrases E.
H. Weber, 1795-1833, a German anatomist and
physiologist)._wel)erlan apparatus, the whole of
the parts or organs by means of which the air-bladder of
some fishes is connected with the ear, including the We-
berian ossicles and their connections.

An air-bladder connected with the auditory organ by
mtervention of a Weberian apparatus, formed of parts of
the anterior vertebra;, modified after precisely the same
plan as in the other siluroids.

Amer. Sat., May, 1889, p. 427.

Weberian ossicles. See ossicle.

weber-meter (va'ber-me"ter), n. Same as am-
L..O ic.u- pcre-meter or as coulomb-meter (see weber).
In birds 'Weber's chronometer. A kind of metronome

invented by Gottfried Weber, consisting of a
weight and a graduated and adjustable cord.
See metronome.
Weber's corpuscle. The depression in the veru
montanum situated between the openings of
the ejaculatory ducts.

"Vyeber's experiment. The experiment of clos-
ing one ear to find that a vibrating tuning-fork
placed with the end resting against the vertex
wiU be heard more distinctly in that ear.tT-t-„,

- , rpjjg juueous glands of the

the extent and special character of the webs (technically
called palamae) are taken into some account in classifi-
cation, and some conditions of the webs receive special
names. See web-footed, and cuts under bafi, duckbill, Jly.
tng-frog, CKdemia, otary, palvmte, semipalmate, and toti-
palmate.

Some full-breasted swan
That, fluting a wild carol ere her death,
Ruftles her pure cold plume, and takes the flood
With swarthy webs. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

H. In coal-mining, the face or wall of a long-
wall stall in course of being holed and broken .,„down for removal. Gresley. [Midland coal- Weber's glands,
fields, Eng.]- Basal web, a small web between a Ji"iSue-

,
bird s tfjes, extending little if any beyond the basal joints WebCr S laW. See law'^.
of the digits it connects. See cuts under Ereuneles and Weber's paradoX. The fact that a muscleimnipalmate.- Chaln-web, a kind of saw; a scroll saw.- whpT. so strpfehBd Vh o 1 4t /oT^^f^t f

™"^'^^^'

Choroid web, the velum interpositum.-Emarginate
1 I

stretched that it cannot contract, may
web, a full web between a bird's toes, whose free border elongate.
is notably concave or emarginate. See cut under totipal- WCb-eVe (web'i), n. In pathol., same as Vtert/-
7naf«.— Geometrical spider's web. See geoTnetric, md qium 2

^ ' Jf j

cut under (ruinyfc.-- Holland webt. Same as AoJ(and, ™i, o-^o/l CaroV,'T,q\ „ p vi,-*- a ^ ,
n., l.-Inclsed web, a very deeply emarginate web of

Web-eyed (web id), o. Exhibiting or affected
a bird's toes.— India-rubber web, a fabric in which a ^'*" '"^ disease called web-eye.
warp of rubber threads is filled with a weft of silk, linen, WCb-fingered (web'fing'gferd), a. Havinff the
or cotton The warp, rendered inelastic during the weav- fintrnrs nf thn hnnH ^v a,i„ -q;^to „t +!,„*„.„
Ing, has its elasticity suljsequently restored by a process

There with stately pomp by heaps they wend.
And Christians slain roll up In webi of lead.
Fair/ax, tr. of Tosso's Godfrey of Boulogne, x. 26.

(6t) The blade of a sword.

A swoi-d, whereof the uvsi was steel

;

Pummel, rich stone ; hilta, gold, approved by touch.
Fair/az, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, ii. 93.

(c) The blade of a saw. (</) Tlie plate (or its equivalent)
In a beam or girder which connects the upper and lower
flat or laterally extending plates, (e) The correspondin;;
part of a rail, between the tread and the foot. See cut
under roi'f. (/) The flat part of a wheel, between the
nave and the rim, as in some railway-wheels- occupying
the space where spokes would be in an ordinary wheel.
W) The solid part of the bit of a key. (A) The part of an
anvil below the head, -.hich is of reduced size, (i) Tlie

fingers of the hand, or any digits of the fore
limb, connected by means of more or less ex-
tensive webs formed of a fold of skin : as, the
bat is a completely web-fingered animal. The fin-
gers of the human hand are naturally webbed a little at
the base, and sometimes connected lor their whole length,
constituting a congenital deformity. Compare webbed firv-
gers (under web, v. (.), and see cuts under bal2, jlying./ox,
and flying-frog.

He was, it is said, web-footed naturally, and partially
vieb-Jingered.

... -..,-. ,, , .
- -S/oj/Aew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 137.which are united by a band of connectiiig tissue, either „„i, r„„x ,„,„K/f.-*\ . \ c ^ t

occurring coiigenitally or as an abnormality, or resulting weD-IOOt (web tut), «. A toot whose toes, or

In which the fabric is subjected to heat. Also called
elastic web.— Hill-saw web, a thin saw carried in a verti-
cal saw-g!itc, and used for resawing.—Pin andwebl See
pm3.—Spider's web. See spider-web.

web (web), V. t.; pret. and pp. webbed, ppr.
webbing. [< ME. wcbben, < AS. webban, weave,
web; from the noun.] 1. To cover with or as
with a web; envelop.— 2. To connect with a
web, as the toes of a bird; render palmate.

—

Webbed fingers, two or more fingers of the human hand

from cicatrization iifter burns and other wounds; dactyl
lion. See weh-fingered, and Didot's operation (under opera-
tion).—VfeVbei toes, a condition afl'ecting the toes of the
human foot, abnormully or accidentally, similar to that of
webi>ed Angers. See web-footed.

*nb?'
''^^^^' •""' "' "'" '""* ".' " I''"""- S*» cut under Webbelf, « [< ME. webbe, a weaver, < AS. web-

pinu: (_,') A canvas cloth used in a saddle. (*) The bas-
ketwork of a galiion. See cut under riabion. (I) In a ve-
hicle, a combination of bands or straps of a stout fabric,
Mrving to keep the hood from opening too far. E. II.
Knight, (m) The arm of a crank.
6. In ornith

ba, St weaver, < wefan, weave : see weave^, and
cf. web. The ME. noun webbe survives in the
proper name fJ'eftft.] A weaver. See webber.

A webbe, a dyere, anil a tapicer.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 362.

The webl)es ant the fullaris assembleden hem alle.

Ant makeden huere consail in liuere commune hallo.
Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 270).

)
the blade, standard, vane, or vex-

illum of a feather: so called from the texture
acquired through the weaving or interlocking
of the barbs by the barbules with their barbi-
cels and booklets. That vane which is furthest from WCbbe^t, «• An old spelling of M-'ei.

othc?"th!.'v„'Ji^,'^^'V
!'"•''», '"^y •« "'« outer web; the webbcrt (web'er), n. [< ME. toebbare, < AS.

»<l;n,^•.';^"raTd^i%'?,:,';;:;.'=''y•^e'^>::Siltd^^^^^^^
'«''';^r.

>^ ^-^-ver,. < webban, weave; ^eweb.
each other in slie, shape, or color, or in all these respects; "• ^ ''^ uoun survivesm the surname Webber.^
the dllTereuce is most pronounced on the flight-feathers' A Middle English form of weaver^.

some of them, are webbed; also, the condition
of being web-footed. As applied to persons, it

implies an abnormal condition, corresponding
to the web-fingered.- GiUie web-foot. See gillie.

'

web-footed (web'fut'ed), «. Having web-feet

;

being web-toed, whether as an abnormality of
persons, or as the natural formation of the
feet of many aquatic animals. Many mammals
are web-footed, as the seal, the otter, the muskrat, the
beaver, and the duck-mole. Nearly all swimming and
many wading birds are web-footed, to a varying extent in
different cases. The salient batrachians are mostly web-
footed, especially frogs, as to their hind feet. See web, n.,
10, u'eb, V. t, webbing, 3, pinniped, palmiped, palmate, semi-
palmate, iotipalmate, with various cuts, and those under
Jtying-frog, duckbill, and otary.

web-footedness (web'fut"ed-nes), H. Web-
foot; the utiite of being web-footed.
web-machine (web'ma-shen"), M. Same as
web-2>rcss.



web-press

web-press (web'pres), «. A printing-machine

whiA is automatically supplied with its paper

from a great web or roll : usually a rotary ma-
chine, but the name is given to newspaper
printing-machines of different constructions,

like those of Hoe, Marinoni, Walter, and others.

See cut uuder printing-machine.

web-saw (web'sA), «. A frame-saw.

The wthtaVf the glue-pot, the plane, and the hammer
arc the principal tools used. The Century, XXXVII. 418.

webstert (web'sttr), «. [= Se. tcabster; < ME.
Kcbslere, irebsiar, < AS. webbestrc, a female

weaver. < icehban, weave : see ircb and ster. As
with other ME. forms in -ster (strictly fem. in

themselves), the word was also often regarded

as masc. (cf. baxter and brewster^, used as masc.

in ME.). The name survives in the surname

WelMter.} A weaver. Wyclif, Job vii. 6.

Onewitii««u]r* "a verygood uKJwfcr can scarcely earne

tower pence a day wti> weavinge," ^„ ,. „ .„
Record Soe. Lancashire and Chethire, XI. 63.

websterite (web'ster-it), V. [So named in

honor of Thomas Ife6.'!<<T ( 1772-1844), a Scottish

geologist.] Aluminite; hydrous tribasic sul-

phate of aluminium, found in Sussex, England,

and at Halle in Prussia, in reniform masses and

botryoidal concretions of a white or yellowish-

white color.

Webster's condenser. An apparatus consist-

ing of two lenses, used in microscopy for in-

ti-nsifviuK the light thrown ou the object.

web-toed (web'tod), a. Web-footed.

web-wheel (web'hwel), «. A wheel in which

the hub and rim are connected by a web or

?ilate, which may be either intact or perforated.
t ii a common form for railway car-wheels, and is also

used for the wiieels of watches and clocks, which are cast

or stamped with webs, and then crossed out— tliat is, the

web is perforated and filed into the form of spokes, if. //.

Kni'lht.

web-winged (web'wingd), o. Winged by large

webs stretched between elongated digits of the

- fore limbs, as bats ; chiropterous. See cuts un-
der bat'^ and Furia.

web-worm (web'wferm), n. Anyone of several

lepidopterous larvte which feed more or less

gregariously, and spin large webs into which
they retire at night, or within which they feed
during the day until the contained foUage is

entirely devoured, when the web is enlarged.
The tent-caterpillars, Ctisiocampa americana and C. syl-

tatiea, are web-worms. (See cut under tent-caterpillar.)

The fall welhworm is the larva of the borabycid Uyphan-
tria cunea. The gaiden web-worm is the larva of JSury-

erecn rantalis, a pjTalid moth of the family Botidse. Tiiis

species is not gref^rious, but the larvee form individual

webs near the roots of com, cotton, cabbage, melon, po-
tato, and other cultivated crops in the western United
States.— Grape web-worm. Same as vine inch-worm
(which see, uuder cine).—Turf web-WOrm. Same as

tod-worm.

wecht (wecht), n. [Also spelled weight, weght;
perhaps connected with ME. weggen, < AS.
tcecgan, move, a secondary verb, < wegan, carry

:

see weight, and cf. weight^.'] An instrument in

the form of a sieve, but without holes, used for

lifting grain. Burns. [Scotch.]

wedt (wed), n. [= Sc. mad; < ME. wed, wedde,
< AS. iced, wedd, a pledge, = OFries. wed = MD.
wedde = OHG. wetti, weti, MHG. wette, wete,

wet, G. wette = Icel. veth, a pledge, = Sw. vad,

a bet, appeal. = Goth, wadi, a pledge, = L. vas
(vad-), a pledge; cf. Gr. aed',^tyv, contr. aBhm
(orig. *aFi6'/j)v), a prize, the prize of a contest

(> uTt. E. athlete, etc.) ; cf. Skt. vadhH, a bride,

woman. Hence wed, v., wadset, etc. From the
same source, L. or Teut., are ult. E. vadimony,
gage, engage, wage, wager, etc.] A pledge

;

pawn; security.

He tJiAt lawith at a mynstrels worde gevith to hym a
wedde. PolUieal Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 31.

Paaaage slialt thou pai here under the grene-wode tre.

Or «U thon shalt leve a wedde with me.
Playe of Hobijn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 427).

There 's nane that gaes by Carterhaugh
But maun leave him a wad.

Either gowd rings, or green mantles.
The Young Taintane (Child's Ballads, I. 115).

To W6d, in pledge ; In pawn.

A Kyng of Fraunce iMjughte theise Rellkes somtyme of
the Jewes, to wh(/m the Emperour had leyde hem to

wedde, for a gret summe of Sylvre.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 13.

Let him be war, his nekke lith to wedde.
Chaucer, Knlglifs Tale, 1. 860.

My londe* beth set to vxdde, Robyn,
tTntyll a certayne daye.

LyteU Oesteo/ Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. .^4).

wed (wed), ».; pret. and pp. wedded, wed, ppr.
wedding. [< ME. wedden,<. AS. weddian, pledge,
engage, = OS. weddian = MD. D. wedden, lay a
wager, = MHG. G. wetten, wager, = Icel. vethja,

6866 wedge

wager = Sw. vac^a, appeal, = Dan. vedde, wa- wedding-bed (wed'ing-bed), n

ger, = Goth. ga-\oadj6n. pledge, betroth; from newly man-ied pair
The bed of a

the noun. Ct.iDage,gageT;V.1 I. frajis. It. To
pledge ; hence, to wager.

Yee be welcome, that dare I wele wedde.

My lorde has sente for to seke hym.
'

,
York Plays, p. 261.

The yonge man, hauinge his hart all redy wedded to liis

frende Titus, . . . refused ... to be parswaded.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

I'll wad a weather he'll gar the blude spin frae under

your nails. Scott, Black Dwarf, xvii.

2. To marry ; take for husband or for wife.

My grave is like to be my wedding bed.

Shak., R. and J., i. 5. 137.

wedding-cake (wed'ing-kak'), «. A rich, deco-

rated cake made to grace a wedding. It is cut

and distributed to the guests, and portions of it are sent
afterward to friends not present. Also bride-cake.

wedding-cards (wed'ing-kUrdz'),«.7)/. In gen-
eral, an invitation or notification sent out on
the occasion of a marriage; specifically, two
cards, one bearing the name of the bride and
the other (hat of the groom.

Thei iwdden there no Wyfes; for alle the Wommen there wedding-chest (wed'ing-ehest), n. A chest or
ben commoun, and thei forsake no man._ ^ ^ ^^^ coffer, usually of ornamental character, de-

signed to contain the clothes and ornaments
of a bride. Compare bridal chest (under chcst^),

and cassonc.

wedding-clothes (wed'ing-kloTHz'), n.pl. Gar-

ments made for the occasion of a wedding, es-

pecially those of the bride or the bridegroom,
and either worn at the ceremony and festivities,

or prepared as necessary for the changed con-
ditions of life.

The day of mar-

A mar-

ilandeville. Travels, p. 179.

Since the day
I saw thee first, and wedded thee.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1030.

3. To join in marriage; give or unite in wed-
lock.

In Syracuse was I born, and wed
Unto a woman. Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 37.

4. To unite closely in affection ; attach firmly

by passion or prejudice: as, to be wedded to

one^ habits or opinions.

Jlen are wedded to their lusts. TUlotaon, Sermons.

I am not wedded to these ideas.

Jefferson, To Colonel Monroe (Correspondence, I. 236).

Faith, fanatic Faith, once wedded fast

To some dear falsehood, hugs it to the last.

Jfoor«, Lalla Rookh, Veiled Prophet. 'wedding-dreSS (wed'ing-dres' ), n.

5. To unite forever or inseparably. worn by a bride at her wedding.

Thou art wedded to calamity. Shak., U. and J., iii. 3. 3. weddinger (wed'ing-er), n. [< wedding + -<»•!.]

They led tlie vine A guest at a wedding; one of a wedding party.

To wed her elm. JfiKon, P. L., v. 215. [Provincial.]

6t. To espouse ; take part with. wedding-favor (wed'ing-fa'vor), n. A bunch

They . . wedded liis cause. Clarendon, of white ribbons, or a rosette, etc., sometimes

To wed with a rush ring. Seer«*M. worn by men attending a wedding. Simmonds.

II. intrans. To marry; contract marriage; weddmg-ieast (wed ing-test).

wedding-day (wed'ing-da), w.

riiigc.

wedding-dower (wed'ing-dou"er), n.

ri age-portion.
Let her beauty be her wedding dower.

Shak., T. G. of v., iii. 1. 78.

The dress

n. A feast or

entertainment in honor of a wedding.
wedding-flower (wed'ing-flou"er), n. A plant,

Moraea {Iris) Mobinsoniana of Lord Howe's
Island, New South Wales, having white iris-

like flowers sometimes 4 inches across— Cape
wedding-flower, Dombeya Natalenm, a South African

siu-ul) or small tree with showy flowers.

wedding-garment (wed'ing-giir'ment), «. A
garment such as is worn at a wedding ceremony
or entertainment.
And when the King came In to see the guests, he saw

there a man which had not ou a wedding garment.
Mat. xxii. 11.

Is supper ready, the house trimmed, . . . and every offi-

cer his xcedding-garment on ? Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 61.

become united as in matrimony.
With Athulf child he wedde.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

For to been a wyf he gaf me leve

Of indulgence, so It Is no repreve
To wedde me If tliat my make dye.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Batlis Tale, I. 85.

Thought leapt out to wed with Thought
Ere Thought could wed itself with Speech,

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxiii.

Wed. An abbreviation of Wednesday.

wedbrekt, « [ME., < wed + break.} An adul-

terer. Early English Psalter,'Ps.x\ix.lS. (Strat-

mann.)
weddet, «. Same as wed.

wedded (wed'ed), j). a. 1. Married; united in wedding-knife (wed'ing-mf),>i. One of a pair of

marriage. knives contained in a sheath which is arranged

Let wealth, let honour, wait tlie wedded dame. to be worn at the girdle. This was a common
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 77. wedding-gift in the seventeenth century.

2. Of or pertaining to matrimony: as, iceddcd wedding-ring (wed'ing-ring), n. A ring which

life ; wedded bliss.— 3. Intimately united or is given by one of a married pair to the other

joined together ; clasped together. on the occasion of their marriage, especially one

Then fied she to her inmost bower, and there gi^f" by the groom to the bride, ft is usually

Unulasp'd the wedded eagles of her belt. a plain gold ring.
TeTiwygon, Godiva. wedding-SOng (wed'ing-song), )!. A song sung

wedde-fee, n. See wed-fee. jn lienor of a bride and groom; an epithala-

wedderl (wed'er), n. l<wed + -er^.'] One who mium.
weds.
wedder^ (wed'er), n. A dialectal form of

icether.

wedde-settet, v. t. See wedset, wadset.

wedding (wed'ing), )(. [< J\IE. wedding, wed-

wede't, " i- [ME. weden, < AS. wedan, be mad. <

tcod, mad : see wood'^.'} To go mad ; rage ; rave.

He tok his leue & went home a-3elne
Weping as he wold wide for wo <fe for sorwe.

William o/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1509.

dynge, <. AS. weddung (= MD. weddinghe), wed- wedetf, "• [ME., < wede, «'.] Madness
ding, marriage, verbal n. of iceddian, pledge,

wed: see ttierfi.] Marriage; nuptials; nuptial
ceremony or festivities, especially the latter:

also used attributively : as, wedding cheer.

There dide oure Lord the flrste Myracle at the Wedyng,
whan he turned Watre in to Wyn.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 111.

The kyngilam of heuenes is maad lie to a man kyng that
made weddingus to his sone. Wycll/, Mat. xxii. 2.

Simple and brief was the wedding, as that of Ruth and of
Boaz.

Softly the youth and the maiden repeated the words of
betrotlial,

Taking each other for husband and wife In the Magis-
trate's presence. Longfellow, Miles Standlsh, ix.

Penny wedding, a wedding at which the guests contrib-
ute toward the expenses of the entertainment, and fre-

quently toward the liousehold outfit of the wedded pair.

Love that no golden ties can attach
. . . will fly away from an Emperor's match
To dance at a Penny Wedding !

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Honeymoon.

Silver wedding, golden wedding, diamond wed-
ding, tlie celebrations of the twcnty-fiftli, the fiftieth,

and the seventy-fifth anniversaries of a wedding, at which
silver, gold, and diamond presents respectively are made.
Pajier, wooden, tir^ cryxtal, and china weddings arc also
sometimes celebrated on first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and
twentieth anniversaries. =83^ Nuptials, Matiimony, etc.
See marriage.

And had therof so mochc drede.

That he wendc have go to wede.
MS. Harl. 1701, f. 24. {HalliweU.)

wede^t, n. A Middle English foi'm of weed^.

wed-fee (wed'fe), n. [Also wedde-fee; < wed
+ /eel.] 1. A wager. Bobson. (Halliwell.)

[Prov.Eng.]— 2. Wage; reward; recompense.
Jamieson. [Scotch.]
wedgei (wej), II. [< ME. wegge, wigge, wege. <

AS. wecg, a wedge (a mass of metal), = MD.
wegghe, wigghe, D. tcigge, wig, a wedge, = JILG.

roejr'fle = OHG. weld-i, wcggi,'MB.G. wccle, wegge,

G. wecke,weck, a wedge-shaped loaf, = Icel. reggr

= Sw. vigg = Dan. vsegge, a wedge; prob. lit.

' a mover' (from the use and effect in splitting),

ult. from the verb represented by weight. Cf.

Lith. wagis, a bent wooden peg for hanging
things on, a spigot for a cask, also

a wedge.] 1. A simple machine
consisting of a very acute-angled
triangular prism of hard material,
which is driven in between objects
to be separated, or into anything
which is to be split. The wedge is wcdgt.
merely a special application of an inclined

filane, and is nowise entitled to a distinct place In the

ist of meclianical powers.

hanging



wedge
Yf thai iiyl here, a wegge oute of a bronde
Ywrought dryve in tlie roote, or sumdel froo
Let dictie and fild witli assiien let it stunde.

Paltadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 63.

Thoiw wich pyii ther goth a litel wegge which that is

cleped the hois. Chaucer, Astrolabe.

For 'tis with Pleasure as it is with Wedges; one drives
out another.

A'. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 167.

2. A mass resembling a wedge iu form ; any-
thing in the form of a wedge.
They gather It [gold] with great laboure and juelte it

and caste it, fyrste into masses or wedges, and afterwarde
into l)rode plates.

K Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-
[ica, ed. Arber, p. 29).

Open the mails, yet guard the treasure sure

;

Lay out our golden wedges to the view.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., i. 12,

A wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight. Josh. vii. 21.

See how in warlike muster they appear.
In rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and wings.

liaton, P. R., iiL 309.

3. In her., a bearing representing a triangle
with one very acute angle— that is, like a pile,

but free in the escutcheon instead of being at-
tached to one of its edges.—4. In Cambridge
University, the name given to the man whose
name stands lowest on the list of the classical
tripos : said to be a designation suggested by
the name (Wedgewood) of the man who occu-
pied this place on the first list (1824). Com-
pare wooden spoon, under spoon^.

Five were Wranglers, four of these Double men, and
the fifth a favoiite for the Wedge, The last man is called
the Wedge, corresponding to the Spoon in Mathematics.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 312.

Foxtail wedge. Same as/oiwedr/c.—The thin orsmall
end of the wedge, llguratively, an initiatoiy move of
small ap])areiit importance, but calculatt'd to produce or
leufl to an ultimate important effect.—Wedge Of least
resistance, the foi-m in wliicb loose earth antl other sub-
stances yield to pressure.—Wooden wedge. .Same as
wedgel, 4.

wedge^ (wej), V. ; pret. and pp. wedged, ppr.
wedging. [< lateME. wedjrcK; from the noun.]
1. trans. 1. To cleave with a wedge or with
wedges; rive.

My heart,
As vredged with a sigh, would rive in twain.

Shak., T. and C, i. 1. 36.

2. To drive as a wedge is driven ; crowd or
compress closely; jam.

Among the crowd i' the Abbey ; where a finger
Could not be wedged in more.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 68.

Wedged in the rocky shoals, and sticking fast
Dryden, ^Eneid, v. 285.

The age had not so nuich refinement that any sense of
impropriety restrained the wearers of petticoat and far-
thingale from stepping fr>rth into the public ways, and
wedging their not unsubstantial i>er8ons . . . into the
throng nearest to the scaffold at an execution.

Uawtbtrrne, Scarlet Letter, ii.

8. To fasten with a wedge or with wedges ; fix

in the manner of a wedge: as, to wedge on a
scythe; towerf</einarail or a piece of timber.

—

4. In ceram., to cut, divide, and work together
(a mass of wet clay) to drive out bubbles and
render it plastic, just before placing it on the
wheel.— 5. To make into the shape of a wedge

;

render cuneiform.— 6. To force apart or split

off with or as with a wedge.
Yawning flsstires which will surely widen until they

toedfie off the projecting masses, anil strip huge slices from
the face of the cliff. Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, II.

II. intrans. To force one's way like a wedge.
Haunthig

The Globes and Mermaids, wedging in with lords
Still at the table. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, lii. 1.

Wedge^ (wej), ». [A dial. var. of wadge, wage.l
A pledge ; a gage. HalliweU.

Wedtebill {.Schiatti ptrtonatua).
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wedgebill (wej'bil), n. A humming-bird of the
genus Scliistes, having the bill of peculiar shape,
rather thick for a hummer, and suddenly sharp-
pointed. There are 2 species, both Ecuadorian,
*'• geoffroyi and S. personaUis, i\ inches long.
See cut in preceding column.
wedge-bone (wej'bon), n. An ossicle often
found on the under surface of the spinal column
at the junction of any pair of vertebi'se : more
fully called suhvertehral wedge-hone.
Such a scpar.ite ossillcatiun, or sub-vertebral wedge-bone,

is commonly developed beneath and between the odon-
toid bone and the bmly of the second vertebra [in Lacer-
tilia]. Iluxleg, Anut. Vert., p. 187.

wedge-cutter (wej'kufer), «. l. An instru-
ment used in dentistry to cut off the projecting
part of a wedge that has been driven between
two teeth.— 2. In wood-working, a machine
for relishing and cutting the wedges of a door-
rail. See relish'^. E. H. Knight.
wedged (wejd), a. [< wedge + -ed^.'] Inzool.,
wedge-shaped ; cuneiform or cuneate : as, a
wedged bone; the tcedged tail of a bird.

wedge-micrometer (wej'mi-krom'e-ter), n. See
micrometer.

wedge-photometer (wej'fo-tom"e-t6r), n. An
instrument for measuring the brightness of
stars. It consists of a long wedge of neutral-tinted dark
gla-ss arranged to slide before the eyepiece of a telescope,
and provided with a graduated scale. The scale-reading,
which corresponds to the thickness of the wedge at tlie

point wliere the image of the star becomes invisible, de-
termines the star's brightness.

wedge-press (wej'pres), ». A press for extract-
ing oil from seeds, as hemp-seed, sunflower-
seed, etc. , by crushing, it has perforated iron cheek-
plates, between which the seeds are placed in hair bags,
with blocks and wedges between the bags and the plates.
A tightening-wedge is then driven in by a maul, and the
juice escapes through the perforations in the plates, and
is collected in a cistern below.

wedge-shaped (wej'shapt), a. Having the
shape of a wedge ; wedged ; cuneiform ; cune-
ate : as, a wedge-shaped leaf ; the wedge-shaped
tail of a bird: usually noting surfaces, without
regard to solidity.—wedge-shaped Isobar, an iso-

bar boundii]g a projecting area of high pressure moving
along between two cyclones.

wedge-shell (wej'shel), n. A bivalve moUusk
of the family Donacidse.

wedge-tailed (wej'tald), a. Having the tail

wedged or cuneate: noting birds whose tail-

feathers are regularly graduated in length to
such an extent that the tail when moderately
spread appears to be beveled off obliquely at
the end from the middle to the outermost fea-

ther on each side. It is a very common forma-
tion. See cuts under Sphenocerrus, Sphenura,
Trichoglossus,&nd Uroaetus Wedge-tailed eagle,
UroaMtus attdax, of Australia. See cut under Uroaetus.—
Wedge-talled pigeon or dove. Sec Sphenocercus (with
cut).

wedge-valve (wej'valv), «. A wedge-shaped
valve driven into its seat by a screw : used for
closing water-mains, etc.

wedge-wise (wej'wiz), adv. In the manner of
a wedge.
wedging (wej'ing), )i. 1. A method of joining
timbers, in which the tenon is made just long
enough to pass through the mortised piece, and
a small wedge is driven into a saw-cut in the
end of the tenon, with the effect of expanding
it, and thus preventing its withdrawal.— 2. In
kneading clay for fine modeling, the process of
cutting the clay to pieces, as by means of a
strained wire, and then throwing the severed
pieces forcibly upon the mass, the object being
to expel the air— Foxtail wedging. Sce/oxtail.

wedging-crib (wej'ing-krib), u. In mining, in

shaft-sinking in very watery ground, a curb or
crib on which the tubbing is placed. It generally

consists of pieces of oak carefully shaped and joined to-

gether. Between the exterior of this curb and the rock
there is left a space of a few inches in width, which is

made water-tight by the most careful wedging and the

use of moss. The object of the whole arrangement of the

wedging-curb and the tubbing which rests upon it is per-

manently to hold back the water which would otherwise

find its way into the shaft and have to be raised to the

surface by pumping. In some mining districts the wedg-
ing-crib is made of cast-iron.

Wedgwood scale. A scale used by the inven-

tor in measuring high temperatures by his py-
rometer: as, 10° Wedgwood. The zero corre-

sponds to 1077° F.

Wedgwood ware. See ware'^.

wedgy(wej'i),a. [<wedge^ + -y^.'] Formed or

adapted to use as a wedge ; fitted for prying
-into or among.

Pushed his wedgy snout far within the straw subja-

cent, handor. (Imp. Diet.)

wedhoodt (wed'hud), n. [ME. wedhod; < wed
+ -hood.) The state of marriage.

weed
Save in here wedhod
That ys feyre to-fore God.

MS. Cott. Claud. A. 11. f. 129. (HalliweU.)

wedlock (wed'lok), re. [< ME. wedlac, wedlak,
wedloke, wedlaik, wedlock, matrimony, mar-
riage, < AS. wedlac, pledge, < iced, a pledge, +
lac, a gift, etc. : see reed and lake"^, loke*. The
compound wedlac is supposed to mean 'a gift
given as a pledge,' hence a gift given to a
bride, but the second element is perhaps to be
taken in the sense of ' condition, state,' being
ult. nearly identical with the suffix in knowledge,
etc.] 1. Marriage; matrimony; the married
state; the vows and sacrament of marriage.
Sometimes used attributively.

Which that men clepeth spousail or wedlok.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 59.

You would sooner commit your grave head to this knot
than to the wedlock noose. B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 1.

By holy crosses . . . she kneels and prays
For happy wedlock hours. Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 32.

2t. A wife.

Which of these is thy wedlock, Menelaus? thy Helen,
thy Lucrece ? B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

To break wedlock, to commit adultery. Ezek. xvi. 38.

Howe be it, she kept but euyll the sacrament of niatri-

mony, but brake her wedloke.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. xxi.

=Syn. 1. Matrinwny, Wedding, etc. See tnarriage.

wedlock (wed'lok), V. t. [< tcedlock, ji.] To
unite iu marriage ; marry.

Man thus wedlocked. Milton, Divorce, ii. 15.

Wednesday (wenz'da), n. [< ME. Wednesday,
Wodncsdei, Wednesdiii, < AS. Wodnes dseg = D.
Woensdag = Icel. Othinsdagr = Sw. Dan. 0ns-
dag (for *Odcnsdag) ; lit. 'Woden's day': AS.
Wodnes, gen. of Woden = OS. Wodan, IVoden =
OHG. Wuotan, rFofare= Icel. Othimi (>E. Odin),

Woden; prob. lit. 'the furious,'!, e., the mighty
warrior, < AS. wod, etc., furious, raging, mad

:

see wood'^.'] The fourth day of the week; the
day next after Tuesday. Abbreviated W., Wed.
See weefcl—Pulver Wednesdayt. Same as Ath Wed-
nesday.

wedsett, v. t. [ME. wedsetten; < iced 4- set^.

Cf. wadset.~\ To pledge : same as wadset.
weel (we), «. and «. [< ME. we, in the phrase
a little we, a little bit, a short way or space,
appar. for a little way, the form we being ap-
par. a Scand. form (Icel. vegr, a way, = Sw.
vdg = Dan. vei) of way: see icay'^. Little and
wee were and are so constantly associated that
they have become synonymous, and wee has
changed to an adjective. Cf. way-bit, equiv. to

wee bit. E. wee cannot be connected with OHG.
wenac, G. wenig, little.] I. re. A bit. Specifically
— (a) A short distance.

Behynd hir a litill wc
It [a stone] fell.

Barbour, Bruce (K E. T. S.), xvii. 677.

(b) A short space of time.

O hold your hand, you minister.
Hold it a little wee.

Sweet William (Child's Ballads, IV. 263).

II. a. Small; little; tiny. [Colloq.]

He hath but a little wee face, with a little yellow beard.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 4. 22.

wee^t, re. An obsolete form of woe.

wee'*t, pron. An old spelling of we.

weebit (we'bit), re. Same as way-bit.

weechelmt, n. An obsolete form of witch-elm.

weedi (wed), n. [< ME. weed, wed, weod. wied,

a weed, < AS. weod, wiod = OS. MD. wiod, D.
wiede, a weed, = L6. woden, woen, pi. , the green
stalks and leaves of turnips, etc.] 1. Any one
of those herbaceous plants which are useless

and without special beauty, or especially which
are positively troublesome. The application of this

general term is somewhat relative. Handsome but per-

nicious plants, as the oxeye daisy, cone-flower, and the
purple cow-wheat of Europe (Melantpyrum arvense), are

weeds to the agriculturist, flowers to the esthetic. So also

plants that are cultivated for use or beauty, as grasses,

hemp, carrot, parsnip, morning-glory, become weeds when
they spring up where they are not wanted. The exotics of

cool countries are sometimes weeds in the tropics.

On fat londe and ful of donge foulest wedes groweth.
Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 224.

An III weed grows apace. Beau, and Fl,, Coxcomb, iv. 8.

2. A sorry, worthless animal unfit for the

breeding of stock; especially, a leggy, loose-

bodied horse ; a race-horse having the ap-

pearance but wanting the other qualities of

a thoroughbred. [Slang.]

He bore the same relation to a man of fashion that a
weed does to a "winner of the Derby."

Lever, Davenport Dunn, ii.

3. A cigar; with the definite article, tobacco.
[Colloq.]



weed
Sir Rutiu pulled his own mtd In BoUtnde, strolling ap

and down the t^^mce.
a. Jatna, Jr., Harper's Maj?., LXXVII. 88.

^ngnl^ Veed. an archil-plant, Ramulitui /ur/uraeea,

growing in Angola, a district on the western coast of Afrii-ii.

—ABUUUa-weed, toWirt injUlla, Imiian tobacco.— Can-
cer-W«ed. a name given to a wild sage. Salvia lijratit,

to the rattlesnake plantain. Gmnli/era pubetcetu, and to

a species of nittlesnakerviot, Preuanthii alba. [V. S.]—
Consumptive's-weed. t^ee consu mv^ioe.— Cross-weed,
a plant of the cruciferous genus i>(p/of«j-w.— Emetic,
Ftendi, guinea-hen weed. See the qualif.vin|; words.

—Jamestown weedt. See jintaontrceil and siramoni-

um. Joy-weed, a plant of the genus Alternanthera.—

Phthlsls-weed, Ludtrigia paluttris, water-imrslane.—

SalWtteum weed. See smt-rheum.— Soldier's weed.
Piper mtmaMoliuni, niatico—Turpentlne-weed, tlie

roslii-weed, .SupAiu III faciniatHm.—Yaw-weed. .Sce.Vo-
" " (S>«ianl-tKai,bindtceed,lnshopstifcil,lireaftireed,

ewrpat-WMd, djier's-uted, joepye-xvaed, knap-

, iiiinif. Ink* wiwf. Kcari«-ip«et/, loco-tceed, 7nat-

, MauritiHumd, mermaid-xtved, milkweed, inorasn-

d, neektreed, oreweed, trumpetweed, tumble-

mui, wiisMnciMd, yertoir-wwd.)

vaed^ (wed), r. [< ME. tceeden, tceoden, < AS.
tpeodian, weed, = D. wieden = LG. tceden, we-

en = G. dial, tcieten, weed: see toeed^, «.] I.

trans. 1. To free from weeds ornoxious plants.

There were also a few species of antique and hereditary

Bowers, in no very flourishing condition, but scrupulously

weeded. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

2. To take away, as noxious plants; remove
wh4t is injurious, offensive, or unseemly; ex-

tirpate.

Each word thou hast spoke hath weeded from my heart

A root of ancient envy. Shak., Cor., iv. 6. 108.

Well joUi to weed them out B. JoTiton, Alchemist, v. 1.

3. To free from anything hurtful or offensive.

Heioeaded the Kingdom of such as were devoted to Elai-

ana. HouxU, Vocall Forrest, p. 47.

n. intrans. To root up and remove weeds, or

anything resembling weeds.

Thel coruen here copes and conrtepies hem made,
And wenten as workmen to wcden and niowen

;

Al for drede of here deth, suche dyntes 3af Hunger.
Pier» Plowtnan (CX ix. 186.

There are also in the plains and rich low grounds of the
freshes, abundance of hops, which yield theirproduct with-
out any labor of the husbandman, in weeding, hilling, or
poling. Beverley, Hist. Virginia, iv. % 17.

weed J
t. A reduced form of weeded, past par-

ticiple of tceetii. _
weed^ (wed), n. [< ME. wede, wiede, < AS. weede,

neut., weed, f., a garment, = OS. icadi = OFries.
wede, wed = MD. wade, waede, a garment, =
OHG. MHG. wdt, clothing, accoutrements, ar-

mor, G. obs. teat (cf. G. leinwand, linen cloth,

canvas, with interloping n, by false analogy
with gewand, garment, < OHG. MHG. linwdt =
AS. UnwMd) = Icel. vdth, a piece of stuff or
cloth, also a garment (see wad^, wadmal) ; cf

.

Goth, ga-tcidan (pret. gawath), bind together;
Zend y vadit, clothe.] A garment of any sort,

especially an outer garment; hence, garments
in general, especially the whole costume worn
at any one time: now commonly in the plural,

and chiefly in the phrase widows' weeds. See
trkfoirl.

He spendeth, lousteth, maketh festeynynges

;

He geveth frely ofte and chaungeth wede.
Chaucer, Troilus, ill. 1719.

The gret dispite which In hert he had
Off ^omoQt, that in monkes wede was clade.

Ram. o/Partenay(E. E. T. 3.), 1. 3416.

O sir, know that vnder simple weeds
The gods hane maskt.
Oreime, Orlando Furioso (ed. Grosart), 1. 1130.

weed' (wed), n. [Sc. also weid; origin obscure.]
1. A general name for any sudden illness from
cold or relapse, usually accompanied by febrile
sjrmptoms, taken by women after confinement
or ciuring nursing, especially milk-fever or
inflammation of the breast. [Scotch.]— 2.
Ljnnphangitis in the horse, characterized b;

fever and temporary swelling of the limbs,
appears usually after a period of inactivity,

weed* (wed), 71. [Perhaps a dial.var. of weight^.']

A hea^'y weight. UaUitcell. [Prov. Eng.]
weeded (we'ded), a. [< weedX + -edP.] Over-
grown with weeds. [Bare.]

Weeded and worn the ancient thatch
Upon the lonely moated grange.

Tennyson, Mariana.

weeder (we'dfer), «. K ME. wedare, a weeding-
hook; < ireetfl + -erl.J 1. One who weeds, or
frees from anything noxioufi.

A uveder-oat of his proud adversaries.
ShtUc., Eich. III., i. 8. 123.

These weeders thereby procnring some wages of the Ims-
bandmen Ut their owners. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 437.

2. In agri., any form of hand- or horse-tool
for uprooting or destroying weeds. The name is

Yt
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given especially to one of a class of small hand-tools hav-

ing a series of bent teeth, a sharp steel bow set trans-

versely, or a niodifled hoe-blade, etc., the object of all

being to cut off the weeds below the surface, or to drag

thom up by the roots.

weeder-clips (we'der-khps), n. 1)1 Weeding-
sliears. Burns. [Scotch.]

weedery (we'der-i), «. l< weed^ + -cry.'i 1.

Weeds collectively. [Rare.]

Tlie weedery which tbrougli

The interstices of those neglected courts

Unchecked had flourished long, and seeded there.

Was trampled tlien and bruised beneath the feet.

Southey.

2. A place full of weeds. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]

weed-grown (wed'gron), a. Overgrown with

weeds.
weed-hook (wed'huk), «. [= Sc weedoek; <

ME. weodhook, wiedhoc, wedhoc, < AS. weddlioc,

< tcedd, weed, -1- hoc, hook.] 1. A hook used

for cutting away or extirpating weeds. Tiisser,

Husbandry.— 2. An attachment to a plow for

bending the weeds over in front of the share

so that they may be covered by the inverted

sod.

weediness (we'di-nes), n. A weedy character

or state : as, a garden remarkable for its weedi-

ness.

weeding (we'ding), n. [< ME. wedynge ; verbal

n. of weed^, «.] The act or process of removing
weeds from ground.
weeding-cMsel (we'ding-chiz'el), II. A tool

with a divided chisel-point for cutting the roots

of large weeds beneath the ground.

weeding-forceps (we'ding-f6r"seps), 11. sing.

and pi. An instrument for pulling up some
sorts of plants in weeding, as thistles.

weeding-fork (we'ding-fork), n. A strong
three-pronged fork with flat tines, used for

clearing ground of weeds.
weedlng-hook (we'ding-huk), n. [< ME. we-

dynge-hooke; < weeding -I- liook.'i Same as weed-
hook, 1.

The last purgatory-flre which God uses, to burn the
thistles, . . . when the gentle influence of a sun-beam
will not wither them, nor the weeding-hook of a short
afiiiction cut them out.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 829.

weeding-iron (we'ding-i"6m), n. Same as
weeding-fork.

weeding-pincers (we'ding-pln'sferz), «. sing.

and pi. Same as weeding-furceps.

weeding-rim (we'ding-rim), ». [Spelled er-

roneously weeding-rhim ; < weeding + E. dial.

rim, remove, var. of rcam'^: see ream'^.'] An
implement somewhat like the frame of a wheel-
barrow, used for tearing up weeds on summer
fallows, etc. [Local, Eng.]
weeding-shears (we'ding-sherz), n. sing, and
pi. Shears used for cutting weeds.
weeding-tongs (we'ding-tongz), n. sing, and
pi. Same as weeding-forceps.

weeding-tool (we'ding-tol), ». An imple-
ment for pulling up, digging up, or cutting
weeds.
weedless (wed'les), a. [< weed^ -¥ -less.'] Free
from weeds or noxious matter.

Weedless paradises. Donne, Anatomy of the World, i.

weedyl (we'di), a. [<tcee(Jl + -^1.] 1. Having
the character of a weed; weetl-like.

Some of them are clever in a way ; rooted fools by na-
ture, who bear a weedy little blossom of wit, and suppose
themselves to flower all over, like rhododendrons in the
season. D. C. Murray, Weaker Vessel, xiv.

2. Consisting of weeds.
Her weedy trophies and herself

Fell in the weeping brook.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 176.

Nettles, klx, and all the weedy nation.
O. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death.

3. Abounding with weeds. Irving.

When the grain is weedy, we must reap high.
5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 8.

4. Not of good blood; not of good strength
or mettle; scraggy; hence, worthless, as for
breeding or racing purposes : as, a weedy horse.
[Slang.]

Along the middle of the street the main business was
horse-dealing, and a gypsy hostler would trot out a suc-
cession of the weediest old screws that ever kept out of
the kennels. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 625.

weedy2 (we'di), a. [< xceed"^ + -yi.] Clad in

weeds, or widows' mourning. [Bare.]

She was as weedy as in the early days of her mourning.
Dickens.

A toeedy woman came sweeping up to us.

Lonf/fetlow, Jouraal, Oct. 16, 1848.

weef (wef), «. [Prob. a dial. var. of woof] A
flexible tough sapling, or a split sapling, adapt-

week

ed for interweaving with others, as in the man-
ufacture of crates. [Prov. Eng.]

weekl (wek), n. [Early mod. E. also weke ; <

ME. weke, wilce, wuke, woke, wouke (pi. wiken,

woken, wikes, wukes, wokes), a week, period of

seven days, < AS. wice, wicu, wtice, wucu = OS.
wika z= OFries. wike = MD. weke. D. week =
MLG. weke, LG. weke, wek, week = OHG. wehha,
also wohha (> Finnish wiika), MHG. woche,

wuchc, G. woche, week, = Icel. vika = Sw. vecka

= Dan. «ge (for *vuge), a week, = Goth, wiko,

found in the phrase wikon kunjis seinis, tr. Gr. ev

ry rd^ei kijiTinepia^ airrov, L. in ordine vicis suse,

'in the order of his course,' Luke i. 8, but prob.

to be taken, in theG oth. , as ' in the week or period

of his course,' wikon appearing to meau 'suc-

cession,' 'change,' hence 'recurrent period,'

and to be allied to Icel. rikja, turn, rettu'n, etc.

:

see weak. The collocation of the Goth, wikon
and the L. vicis in this passage, and the i-esem-

blance of form, have given rise to the notion

that the Tent, word is borrowed from the L.;

but the L. word equiv. to wikon is ordine, and
there is no evidence that L. 'rix, vicis was ever
used in the sense ' week.'] 1 . A period of seven
days, of which the days are numbered or named
in like succession in every period— in English,

Sunday (or first day, etc.), Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday (or

seventh day) ; hence, a period of seven days.
The week is not dependent upon any other period, as a
subdivision of that period, but cuts across the division-

lines of month and year alike with its never-ending repe-

tition. In general Jewish and Christian belief, it is founded
on the creation of the world in six days (according to the
account in Genesis), with a succeeding seventh day of rest,

specially commen>orated by the Jewisli rest-day, or Sab-
bath, our Saturday. It has also been conjectured to repre-

sent a fourth of the lunar month of about 28 days ; but no
people is known as having made and maintained such a
subdivision of the month. As a period and division of

time, its use is limited to Jews and Christians (including

nlso in some measure the Mohammedans, by derivation

from these) ; but tlie week-day names and their succession

are found more widely, and are of a wholly diflcrent origin

;

they rest upon an astrological principle, which assigns

each day in succession to one of the planets as regent ; and
they further involve a division of the day into 24 hours.

If the planets are arranged in the order of their distance
from us as held by the ancients — namely, Saturn, Jupiter,

Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon,— then, if the first hour
of a day is allotted to Saturn, and each following hour to

the next planet, the 2,'ith hour, or the first of tlie next day,

will fall to the Sun, the 49th, or the flrst of the following

day, to the Moon, and so to Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,
in succession ; and, each planet being reckoned as regent
of the whole day of whose flrst hour it is regent, the days
are Sun's day. Moon's day. Mars' day, and so on to Saturn's

day, where the same succession is taken up anew. These
:

names were unknown to, or at least never used by, the
Jews, nor do they appear in classical Greek, nor do the
Mohammedans employ them ; but they passed from Ro-
man use to European, and not only in their Latin forms,
but also as translated into Germanic langiiages, the names
of Germanic divinities being, by a rude identiflcation, sub-
stituted in them for those of the Eoman, as Mars, etc.,

without any regard to the planets (see the names Tuesday,
etc.) ; and they are found also in India, which doubtless re-

ceived them, with the rest of its astronomy and astrology,

from Greece and Rome. The Indian days are coincident '

with our days of the same name — that is, it is Sun's day
there when it is our Sunday, and so on. But there is no
other than an astrological sigiiiflcance belonging to the .

names there ; a week as a division of time is wholly un-
known to both ancient and modern India. In law, week is

sometimes construed to mean any period of seven full days,

and sometimes to mean such a period beginning with the
beginningof a Sunday. Thus, a requirement of "a week's '

notice" may be satisfied by the lapse of any seven con-
secutive days, but a publication of a notice "once in each

;

week for three weeks before the sale" is held to contem-
plate three weeks reckoned as from Sunday to Sunday, not
merely 21 days before the sale. Abbreviated «., wk.

By twyne the Cytee of Darke and the Cytee of Raphane
ys a Ryvere, tliat men clepen Sabatorye. For on the Satur-
day hyt renneth faste ; and alle the Wooke elles hyt stond-

J

eth stylle, and renneth nonzt orlytel. t

Mandeville, Travels, p. 12S.
\

I shal namore come here this wjtke.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 430,

Nor can I go much to country-houses for the same rea-
'

son. Say what they will, ladies do not like you to smoke
j

in their bed-rooms ; their silly little noses scent out the
j

odour upon the chintz, weeks after you have left them. r

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions,
j

2. The six working-days of the week ; the week
j

minus Sunday : as, to be paid go much a week.

Why such impress of shipwrights, whose sore task
Does not divide the Sunday from the week.

5Aa*., Hamlet, i. 1. V& i

A prophetic week, in Scrip., a week of years, or seven
years.— A warp Of weeks. See warp.— A week of
Sundays, seven Sundays; hence, seven weel<s, and. more
loosely, a long time. [Colloq.]— Chaste week. Cleans-
ing week. See c/ias(e.— Easter, Exhortation, Expec-
tation weelt. See the qualifyinj.- wonls.— Grass week.
Rogation week. Bourne, Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 270. — Great
Week, in ancient times and still in tlie Greek Church,
Holy Week. The Greek Church has retained from early
usage the epithet great (or holy and great) not only for
this week, but for the several days in it. as Great Monday,
etc.. Good Friday having also otlier special names. Great



week
Sabbath or Great Saturday has been a name for Easter
eve since very early times in both East and West.—Holy
Week, in the ecclesiastical year, the week immediately
preceding Easter Sunday : sometimes also called Passion
Week.— Miserere week. See jwisert^rc— New week.
See »i<?H'.—Parson's week, see /'arAcn.—Passion Week.
See j)a««o».— Procession week. Rogation week. See
roi;o(ion.— Tlie feast of weeks, a Jewish festival lasting
seven weeks— that is, a " week of weeks " after the Pass-
over. It corresponds to Pentecost or Whitsuntide. See
Pentecost, 1.—TMs (that) day week. See dayi.

This day-week you will be alone.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxvi.

Week about. See a6o«^—Week's day, that day of last
week or of next week which corresponds to the present
day.

I inene if God please to be at Salisburie the wekesdaie
at night before Easterdaie ; where for divers respectes I
would gladlie speake w"> you.
Darreli Papers (1582)(H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age).

week^t, «. An obsolete form of wick^.
week^ (wek), H. [Sc. also weik, wick; a var. of
iciAci.] A corner; an angle: as, the weeks of
the mouth or the e^'e.

The men of the world say we will sell the truth ; we
will let them ken that we will hing by the wicks of the
mouth for the least point of truth.

M. Bruce, Soul-Conflrmation, p. 18. (Jamieson.)

week-day (wek'da), n. [E. dial, weekyday; <
MK. *wikeday, < AS. wicdseg, xcucdxg = leel.
vikiidai/r; as week^ + day^.] Any day of the
week except Sunday : often used adjectively.

She loues Preachingbett«r then Praying, and of Preach-
ers Lecturers, and thinkes the Weeke-dayes Exercise farre
more edifying then the Sundaies.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosraographie, A Shee precise Hypocrite.

One solid dish his week-day meal affords,
An added pudding solemnised the Lord's.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 345.

For dinner— which on a ?r«fjtda^ is hardly ever eaten at
the eosterraonger's alxKie— they buy "block ornaments,"
as they call the small, dark-coloured pieces of meat ex-
posed on the cheap butchers' blocks or counters.

Mayhew, London LalK)ur and London Poor, L 52.

weekly (wek'li), a. an^ «. [< week^ + -ly'^-.']

I. II. 1. Of, pertaining to, or lasting for aweek;
reckoned by the week

; produced or performed
between one Sunday and the next : as, weekly
work.— 2. Coming, happening, or done once a
week : as, a weekly payment ; a weekly paper; a
weekly allowance ; the weekly sailings of steam-
ers ; a weekly mail.

When yonder broken arch was whole,
'Twas tbere was dealt the weekly dole.

Scoff, Eokeby, vi. 1.

H. «.; pi. weeklies (-liz). A periodical, as a
newspaper, appearing once a week,
weekly (wek'li), adv. l< weekly, a.l Once a
week; at intervals of seven days: as, a paper
published weekly; wages paid weekly.

week-work (wek'wferk), n. In old Eng. usage,
the distinctive service of a serf or villein, being
a specified number of days, usually three, in
each week,
weel't C^el), n. [E. dial, also weil, wiel, also
wale; < ME. weel, wele, wel, < AS. wxl = MD.
wael, a whirlpool, = MLG. wel, a pool.] A
whirlpool,

weel- (wel), n. [Also weal; cf. willy, a willow
basket, < willy, a var. of willow : see willow^.']

1. A kind of trap or snare for fish. [Obsolete
or provincial.]

Fishing is a kind of liunting by water, be it with nets,
weeles, baits, angling. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 310.

Diog. Laert. tells us that it wa« a saying of Socrates that
young batohelers desirous of marriage were like to fishes
who play about the weele, and gladly would get in, when
on the contrary they that are within strive how they should
get out. Heyicood, Anna and Phillis (Works, ed.

[Pearson, 1874, VI. 310).

In our river Ishnia eel-pouts were caught as well as cru-
cians and crawHsli; the last tumbled of themselves in the
weels set tor tliem, or into ordinary baskets.

Harpers Mag., LX.XVIII. 379.

2. In her., a bearing representing a kind of eel-
pot or fish-pot, composed of strips or slats with
open spaces between. Sometimes the number
of these slats is mentioned in the blazon.
WeeF (wel), adc. and a. A Scotch form of
WfH".

weem (wem), n. [Cf. Gael. ttaTOfta, a cave.] An
earth-house; an artificial cave or subterranean
building. [Scotch.]

mt (wen), n. [< ME. wcne, wen, < AS. wSn,
wenn, m., hope, weening, expectation, = OS.

_ in =z OFries. wen, hope, = D. waan, opinion,
conjecture, = OHCJ. "SUJG. wan, G. wahn, illu-

sion, false hope, = Icel. van, expectation, =

tth.

wens, expectation ; from the root of win :

t tcin.] Doubt; conjecture.

I wol ben here, withouten any weng........

m̂̂on

6869
For lyf and deth, withouten wene,
Is in his hande. Rom. o/ the Base, 1. 4596.

ween (wen), v. [< me. ti-enen, < AS. wenan. (pret.
wende, pp. wende, wente), hope, expect, imagine,
= OS. wanian = OFries. wena = D. tcanen, think,
fancy, = LG. tcanen, fancy, = OHG. wduan, wan-
nan, MHG. weenen, G. walinen = Icel. rdna, hope
(cf . Sw. viinta = Dan. rente), = Goth, wenjan, ex-
pect; from the noun.] To be of opinion; have
the notion ; think ; imagine ; suppose; ^^r-
chaic]
And whan thei wil flghte, thei wille schokken hem to

gidre in a plomp, that, zif there be 20000 men, men schalle
not wejicn tliat there be scant 10000.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 252.

But trewely I wende, as in this cas.
Naught have agilt, ne doon to love trespas.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 462.

Prosperitie . . . may be discontinued by moe waies
than you would afore haue went.
Sir T. More, Cunifort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 34.

Earle Robert would needes set forward, weening to get
all the glory to himselfe before the comming of the hoste.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 35.

Ye ween to hear a melting tale
Of two true lovers in a dale.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 29.

Though never a dream the roses sent
Of science or love's compliment,

I ween they smelt as sweet.
Mrs. Browning, Deserted Garden.

weenong-tree (we'nong-tre), «. See Tetra-
meles.

weepl (wep), V.
; pret. and pp. wept, ppr. weep-

ing. [< ME. wepen, weopen (pret. weep, wep,
weop, tciep, wip, pi. wepen, wepe, wopen, later
wepte), weep, wail, shed tears, < AS. wepan
(pret. weop), cry aloud, wail, = OS. wopian, cry
aloud, = OFries. loepa = OHG. wuofan, wuojjan
(pret. wiof), MHG. wuofen, wiiefen = Icel. cepa
(pret. cepta), cry, shout, = Goth, wopjan (pret.
wopida), cry out, weep ; from a noun, AS. wop,
clamor, outcry, = OS. icop = OHG. wuof, wuaf,
outcry, lament, = Icel. op, a shout; cf. Kuss.
ropite, sob, wail, lament. Not connected with
E. whoop, which is prop. 7i00j).] I. intrans. 1.
To express sorrow, grief, or anguish by outcry

;

wail ; lament ; in more modern usage, to shed
tears.

Thei of the Contree seyn that Adam and Eve wepten
upon that Mount an 100 Zeer whan thei weren dryven
out of Paradys. Mandemtle, Travels, p. 199.

In al this world ther nis so cruwel herte . . .

That nolde have wopen for hire peynes smerte

;

So tenderly she wepte both eve and morwe.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 724.

To whom he sayde, '*Wepe ye not vpon me, ye dough-
ters of Jberusalem, but wepe ye vpon your self and vpon
your children." Sir Ii, Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 28.

They all icept sore, and fell on Paul's neck, and kissed
him. Acts xx. 37.

Then they for sudden joy did weep.
Shak., Lear, i. 4. 191 (song).

The Indian elephant is known sometimes to weep.
Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 167.

2. To drop or flow as tears.

The blood weeps from my heart
Shak., 2 Hon. IV., iv. 4. 58.

3. To let fall drops; drop water; drip; hence,
to rain.

When heaven doth weep, doth not the earth o'erflow?
Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 222.

4. To give out moisture ; be very damp.
Clayes wepe

Uncertainly, whoos teres both right swete.
Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. K T. S.), p. 173.

It is a delicious place for prospect and ye thicketts, but
the soile cold and weeping clay.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 17, 1662.

5. To have drooping branches; be pendent;
droop: as, a weeping tree ; the weeping ynWoyt

.

—To weep Irlsll, to express or affect sympathetic grief

by wailing and shedding tears ; keen.

Surely the Egyptians did not weep-Irish with faigncd
and mercenary tears.

Fuller, Pisgah Sight, IL xii. 15. (Davies.)

Weeping ash, the variety pendula of the European ash,

Fraxinus excelsior, having the branches arching down-
ward instead of upward.— Weeping birch, a variety of

the white birch, BettUa alba, of a weeping habit, conmion
in Europe, and often cultivated for ornament. Its shoots
when youni; are quite smooth, but when mature are of a
briglit clicstniit-brown, covered with little white warts.—
Weeping eczema, eczema attended with coiisideral)le

exudation ; moist eczema.—Weeping grass, a grass, Jlfi-

erol/ena (Ehrluiria) xtipoides, of Australia and New Zea-

land, so called doubtless from the form of its panicle. It

is a perennial grass, keeping green through the year, and
valued for grazing. Mueller, Select Extra-trop. Plants.

—Weeping oak. See oat.—Weeping pipe, a small

pipe coimected with a tank or water-closet supply-pipe,

and designed to allow a little water to escape at inter-

vals so as to preserve the seal in traps.—Weeping pop-
lar. See popfar.—Weeping rock, a porous rock from
which water oozes.—Weeping sinew, a gathering of fluid

in the synovial sheath of a tendon ;
ganglion.—Weeping

willow. See willow^.

weeping-cross

II. trans. 1. To lament; bewail; bemoan.
Pensive she sat, revolving fates to come.
And wept her godlike son's approaching doom.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 114.

Nor is it

Wiser to weep a true occasion lost.
But trim our sails, and let old bygones be.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

To weep his obsequies. Dryden, JEiKui, ix. 648.

2. To shed or let fall drop by drop, as tears;
give out in drops.

Sithcn thou hast wepen [var. W02>en] many a drope.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 941.

Sir Oawein that therof hadde grete pite hit toke with
gladde chere and myri, and wepte right tendirly water
with his iyen vndir his helme.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 477.

Weep your tears
Into the channel. Shak., J. C, i. 1. 63.

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm.
Milton, P. L., iv. 248.

3. To spend or consume in weeping; exhaust
in tears: usually followed by away, out, or the
like.

Weep my life away. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

I could weep
My spirit from mine eyes. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 99.

To weep millstonest. See millstone.

weepl (wep), n. [< ME. wepe, wep, a later form,
after the verb, of wop, < AS. wop, clamor, cry

:

see M.-eef)i, t).] If. Weeping; a fit of weeping.
She began to brestc a wepe anon.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 408.

Wid reweli lote, and sorwe, and wep.
Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2328.

2. Exudation ; sweat, as of a gum-tree ; a leak,
as in the joint of a pipe. [Obsolete, coUoq., or
trade use.]

weep^t, n. [Imitative.] Same as peweep for
pewit. Also wype, wipe.

weepablet (we'pa-bl), «. [Early mod. E. wepe-
able; < weejA -f -able.'] Exciting or moving to
tears; lamentable; grievous. Bp. Pecock.

weeper (we'per), n. [< weep^ -f -erl.] 1. One
who weeps ; one who sheds tears ; specifically,

a hired mourner at a fimeral.

If you have served God in a holy life, send away the
women and the weepers; tell tliem it is as much intem-
perance to weep too much as to laugh too much.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 6.

Laughing is easy, hut the wonder lies

What store of brine supplied the weeper's eyes.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 46.

2. Something worn conventionally as a badge
of mourning, (o) A strip of white linen or muslin
worn on the end of the sleeve like a cuff. The term is
also used for the band of crape worn as a mark of mourn-
ing.

Our . . . mourners clap bits of muslin on their sleeves,
and these are called weepers.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xcvi.

There was not a widow in all the country who went to
such an expense for black bombazine. She had lier

beautiful hair confined in crimped caps, and her weepers
came over her elbows. Thackeray, Bluebeard's Ghost.

(&) A long hatband, like a scarf, of crape or other black
stuff, worn by men at a funeral.

It is a funereal street, Old Parr Street, certainly ; the
carriages which drive there ought to have feathers on the
roof, and the butlers who open the dooi-s should wear
weepers. Thackeray, Philip, ii.

(c) The long black crape veil worn by a widow in her
weeds.

Most thankful I shall be to see you with a couple o'

pounds' worth less of crape. ... If anybody was to marry
me flattering himself I should wear these bijeous weepers
two years for him, he'd be deceived by his own vanity,

that 's all. George Eliot, Middlemarcb, Ixxx.

3. Anything resembling a weeper in senses
1 and 2 in shape or use.

The firs were hung with weepers of black-green moss.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 169.

The eyes with which it [the aqueduct tunnel] weeps are

rightly called weepers, being small rectangular openings
in the side walls, through which all the water collected

and collecting oil the outside of the masonry pours into

the inside. New York Tribune, February 2, 1890.

4. The South American capuchin monkey,
Cebus capueinus.

weepfult(wep'ful),o. [<!('efj)l,M.,-f- -/»<?.] Full

of weeping; mournful. Wyclif.

weeping (we'ping), n. [< ME. wepinge, wepynge

;

verbal n. of weep^, ».] Wailing; lamentation

;

shedding of tears.

With myche wepyng & woo thes wordes bo said.

Destruction of Troy (.¥.. E. T. S.),l. 8489.

There shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Mat. viii. 12.

weeping-cross (we'ping-kros), 11. A cross, of-

ten of stone, erected on or by the side of a high-

way, at which penitential devotions were per-

formed.



weeping-cross

One is a kind of mtpin^ cross, Jack,

A gentle purgatory.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, 1. 1.

For here I mourn for your, our publike losse,

And doe my pennance at the weepinff-crosse.

Wither, Prince Henry's Obsequies.

To letnm or come home by weeplng-crosst, to suffer

defeat in some adventure ; meet witli repulse or failure

;

hence, to repent of having takcu a certain course or en-

gaged in a certain undertaking.

The judgement stands, onely this verdit too

:

Had you before the law foreseen the losse.

You had not now coin* home by weeping-crosse.

UeyKvod, If you Kuow not me (Works, ed. 1874, 1. 267).

Bat the time will come when, comming home by Weep-

i»g-Crot$e^ thou ahalt confesse tliat it was better to be at

home. Lyly, Euphues and his England.

weepingly (we'ping-li), adv. [< weeing + -ly^.']

With weeping ; in tears.

She took her son into her arms weepingly laughing.
Sir a. Wotton, Beliquise.

weeping-ripet (we'ping-rip), a. Ready to weep.

The king was weeping-ripe for a good word.
Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 274.

weeping-spring (we'ping-spring), n. A spring

that very slowly discharges water.

weeping-widow (we'ping-wid'6), n. The
guiuea-hen flower, Fritillarla Meleagris. Brit-

ten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]

weeplyt (wep'li), a. [< ME. wepU; < weep +
-Jyl.] Weeping; tearful.

I . . . markede my wepli compleynte with offlco of

poyntel. Chaucer, BoethiuB, i. prose 1.

weepy (we'pi), a. [< weep + -)/l.] Moist;

springy; exuding moisture; oozy; seepy: as,

iceepu clay ; weepy stone. [Prov. Eng.]

weensht, «• Same as tcearish.

weesandt, ». An old spelling of weasand.

weese-allen (wes'al'en), «. The jager or skua-

gull. See dirty-alien. Also wease-allan, weese-

allan, weese-auUn.

weeselt, ». An old spelling of weasel.

weet^t, t^. An obsolete form of wif^.

weeti (wet), ». An obsolete or dialectal form
of irifl.

weet'-^ (wet), n., a., and v. A dialectal form of

wet.

weet^ (wet), o. A dialectal fonn of wight^.

weet* (wet), n. [Imitative.] The peetweet, or

i-Dinmon sandpiper. See Tringoides—Weet-my-
feet, an imitative name for the common quail, Coturnix
communis (or dactylis&nans). [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

weet* (wet), r. i. [See weet*:, n.] To cry as a
weet or peetweet.

A sand-piper glided weet weeUng along the shore,

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

weet-bird (wet'bferd), n. [< weet^ + bird^. Cf.

peetweet.'\ The wryneck, lynx torquilla : from
its cry. See cut under wryneck.

weetingt, weetinglyt. See witting, wittingly.

weetlesst, «. An obsolete form of witless.

weetweet (wet'wet), n. Same as tceei^.

weeverif, «. Same as weaver-bird. Latham,
17M2.

weever^ (w^e'vfer), n. [Formerly spelled weaver,
and appar. a particular use of weaver^. Zo-
ologists now connect it with the L. specific

name vipera, as if weever were a var. of the obs.

wiver.'] Either one of two British fishes of the
gentis Trachinus, the greater, T. draco, 10 or 12

inches long, and the lesser, T. vipera, of half
this length; hence, any member of the Tra-
ehinidte (which see). Those fishes have sharp dorsal
aiid opercMlar spines, with which they may inflict a pain-
ful and serioua woun<l when incautiously handled. It

does not appear that the spines convey a specific poison,
but they are smeared witli a slime which causes tlie punc-
ture they inflict to fester, like the similar wound from the
tail-spine of the sting-ray. .See cut under Trachinus.

weever-fish (we'vfer-fish), n. Same as «;eei-er2.

weevil (we'vl), n. [Early mod. E. also weavil,

wearel, wirel; < ME. wevel, wivel, wevyl, tvyvel,

< AS. wifel, in an early gloss wibil, a beetle
(cf. wibba in sesern-wibha, dung-beetle), = OS.
witil = MLG. wevel = D. wevel = OHG. wibil,

wibel, MHG. wibel, G wiebel, wibel, a weevil, =
Icel. yfill (in comp. tord-yfill, dung-beetle).] 1.

A snout-beetle; any coleopterous insect of
the section Shynchophora (which see). The
term is more projKjrly restricted to the long-snouted
forms of the family Curculionids, t)ut is also extended
(beyond the Rhtmehfiphera) U} the family Bruchidse. The
weevils are almost exclusively plant-feeders ; most of them
live in nuta, grains, the stems of plants, rolled-up leaves,
catkins, or fruit, while others are leaf-miners, and a few
live iti gall-like excrescences on thestenisor roots of plants.
Braehiftarstts contains the only carnivorons forms, and
these are said to live on barklicc. Some forms are sub-
aqnatic, as the water-weevil, lAssorhoptrus simplex. See
pnnues following, and cnt« under Anlhmuimus, Balani-
mu, bean-weeml, Bruchus, Calandra, clover-weevil, Cono-
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trocArfua diamond-beetle, Epiceerus, pea-weevil, Pissodes, weczclt, «• An old spelling of icensei.

plutn-gouger, Rhynchophora, and seed-weeml. WCft^ (weft), n. [< Mfc. wejt, <. Ab. wejt, wejta

The wheat which is uot turned is eaten witii wiuels. (_ Icel. veftr, also fipta, vifta), threads woven
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 94.

^^^.^ ^^^ crossing the warp; with formative -(,

About this time it chanced a pretty secret to be dis-
^ jpefrtH, weave : see weave^.'\ 1. The threads

couered to preserue their come from the fly, or weauell, ^^^^^ tn^Mh^r which rim across the web fron
which did in a manner as much hurt as the rats.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 161.

The Tiiunder, which went to Bermuda the 17th October,

now returned, bringing corn and goats from Virginia,

(for the iveavils had taken the corn at Bermuda before

they came there), n'inthrop. Hist. New England, I. 169.

2. Any insect which damages stored grain, as

taken together, which run across the web from

side to side, or from selvage to selvage. Also

called woof.

The we/t was so called from its being " wafted " in and

out of the warp ; it is also often called the wool, though

more con'ectly the woof is the same as the web or fin-

ished stuif. Encyc. Brit, XXIII. 206.

the fly-weevil, a local name in the southern q jn j)ot., a name sometimes given to a felt-

United States for the graiu-moth, Gelechia like stratum produced in certain fungi by abun-

cerealella. See grain-moth, 2.— 3. The larva d^nt closely interwoven hyphse.

of the wheat-midge, Di2>losis tritiH. Also caUed ,j,^^ peripheral portion of the delicate hyphal weft,

red weevil. C. V. Riley. [Western U. S.J

—

Be Barj/, Fungi (traus.), p. 217.

^^^i^iaTrTu^l^ht'^pTe^iSTpirA^pi:^ weft^t. An obsolete form of the preterit and

weevil J«(Ao7Wjnus?Hadri^'i/i<«s, a weevil which infests past participle of wave>-.

the fruit of the apple in the United States. Commonly
Irrevocable desteny bee wefU.

called apple-curcuho. See apple-curculio, and cut under ^'^ ^•'" '"'
Svcnser F III iv. 36

^nfAonornug.— Cabbage-weevil, Cet((AorAj/JicAi« MajJt,
x.4.0, „ tjomc 00 «•«;/

•-«•'

whoselarvreborethecrownof youngcabbagesinEurope, Weit^t, W-pame as «.«(/.

and which is supposed to have been introduced recently weft* (weft), n. A dialectal loi-m ot wajt, A.

into the United States. -ChestnuVweevil,^ Balaninus
strongest sort of smells are best in a weft afar off.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 833.

[< we/il + -ajfe.] Tex-

ture ; The' style or quality of the web, as of any

textile fabric.

The whole muscles, as they lie upon the bones, might

be truly tanned, whereby the weflage of the fibres nnght

more easily be observed. Grew, Museum. (Latham.)

caryatripes, a very long-nosed weevil whose larva is the

common chestnut-grub of the United States.— Clover-

weevll. (a) Seeeiooer-M-eeCTUwithcut). (b) Phytonomus •roeftaffet (wef 'tai), H.
punctatm, whose larvae feed on the leaves of clover m o

. ^ . ,

Europe and the United States, (c) Sitones crinitm and S.

Jlavescens, which feed upon the leaves of clover in Europe,

their larva! boring in the roots. The latter has lieen intro-

duced into the United States.— Cranberry-weevll, An-
thonmnus sM««raK«.— Grape-weevil, (a) Craponius in-

»ouait«, which attacks the fruit of tlie grape in the United „,,,., s , »j •
i j

States, (b) Otiorhynclms sulcatus and O. picipes, vhicii weft-fork (weft fork), m. 1. A device employea
feedupon the leaves and_ shoots of the grape in Eurore. jj^ gome looms to lay in, piece by piece, a filling

(c) Mhynchites betuleti, a formidable griipe-pest in Europe
which rolls the leaves of the vine.— Hazelnut-weevil,
Balaninus nwcMm.— HlCkory-nut weevil, Balaninus
nasicus, wliose larva is found commonly In hickory-nuts in

the United States.—Imbricated weevil, Epiaerus im-

bricatus, of the United States. See Epicmrus (with cut).—

Ironwood leaf-weevil, an undetermined weevil which
mines the leaves of iron-

wood in the United States.
— Leaf-rolling weevil,
any weevil whose larva lives

in a leaf-roll, as Atteldhus
bipunctulatus of the United
States, whose larva rolls the
leaves of oak.—New York
weevil, tthycerus novebo-
racensis, the adult of which
gnaws the twigs of fruit-

trees in the United States,

while its larva devours the
interior of oak and hickory-
twigs. - Oak-barkweevil,
MagdaXu olyra, which lives

under the bark of oak in

the United States.—Palm-
weevll, Bhynchophorus
pabnarum, R. ferrugineus,
and allied species, which
bore into the trunk of palm-
trees. See pabn-worm, un-
der worm.— Fear-shaped
weevil, any weevil of the
genus Ajnon, as A. apri-
cans, an enemy to clover in

England. See cuts under
cloaer-weevit and geed-wee-

Mi.— Pitch -eatlttg wee-
vil, Pachylobius picivorus,

which lives under the bark of the pitch-pine in the United

New York Weevil l^lthycerus
nn'tboracensis).

i, stem punctured by larva

;

pupa ; c, beetle.

of slats, whalebone, palm-leaf, or other stiffen-

ing material.— 2. An early aiTangement for

stopping a loom in case of the failure of the

weft-thread. It is essentially a weiglited lever, which

is supported by the weft-thread, and perfoims its action

by falling in the event of the breakage or failure of the

thread.

weft-hook (weft'huk), n. A tool used to draw
the filling through the warp in some kinds of

hand-weaving, as in slat-weaving and some
narrow-ware weaving or ribbon-weaving.

wegget, n. A Middle English form of wedge^.

weght, weigh^t, «. See wie.

weght, n. See wecht.

weghtnest, "• Same as wightness.

weneet, ". Seeu-iqhie.

wehrgeld, wehrgelt, n. See wergild.

*- wehrlite (war'lit), n. [Named after Aloys

Wehrle, an Austrian metallurgist and mining
official (1791-1835).] A mineral obtained from
Deutsch-Pilsen, in Hungary, in steel-gray folia

with bright metallic luster and high specific

gravity (8.4). It consists essentially of bismuth and
tellurium, and some analyses show the presence of a

small amount ot silver. It is allied to tetradymite, but

its exact composition is uncertain, and it is possible that

more than one species may be included under the name.

wehr-wolft, "• See werwolf.

wait, ". An old spelling of way.

weibyeite, «. A rare fluo-carbonate of the met-

als of the cerium group, occurring in minute
white crystals in southern Norway.

States.- Potato-stalk weevil, Tnchobans (or Bandius)
j^ (wed), n. Same as iceedS.

(nKO(artis, a weevil whose larva bores the stalks of the "cmvc;, „4-_„„/; „„i „
potato in the middle WeierstraSSian (\i-er-stras i-an), a_

United States.-Quince- pertaining to, or named from, K. T. W. Weier-
Of or

Quince-weevil {Conotrltchfltts
cratse£i)~

a, side view : i, dorsal view.
(Line shows natural size.)

weevil, Conotrachelits

cratsegi, which bores into

the fruit of the quince
in the United States.

—

Rhubarb-weevil, Lix-
us concavus, which bores
the stems of riiubarb in

the ndddleUnited States.

—Rose-weevil, Arami-
gus fulled, whose larva

burrows in the roots of
the rose.- Strawberry-
weevil, (a) Tlie straw-
berry-crown borer(whicli
see, with cut, understraw-

strass, a German mathematician (born 1816).

-WeierstraSSian function, (a) One of the functions

used in Welerstrass's method of treating elliptic functions.

(I>) The function

ix = 2» b" cos/^a") XTT.

In certain cases, as when p = 1, 6<1, a6>14- Sir, this func-

tion, although continuous, has no dilferential coefficient.

In fact, the curve of the function, when seen at a distance,

appears like a simple curve of sines ; but when it is mag-

nified, small waves are seen upon it ; under a higher mag-

nifying power, wavelets on these waves ; and so on ad in-

finitum; so that, although f (cr-f A) - ix becomes intUli-

tesinial with h, yet it has no limiting ratio to h.

berry), Tylodermafraga- Weigelia (wl-je'lia), «. [Properly WrigcUi

:

, , ,, , ,,. , v"'^'-"Ir'fi',^,''H%?X? named for C. E. Weigel, a German botanist.]
into the root-crown of the strawben'y 111 the United States, a t>- .-n
(6) .4>iWoreom«Kmt(8CM(!«, the adult of which destroys the aee iJiervKia.

, , . .
i.i,

Idossoms and flower-stalks of tlie strawberry in tlie eastern WeigCrt's method. The method of tracing the
United States.-Wblte-pine weevil. See Pissodes (vilth course of the medullated nerve-fibers by hard-
cut). (See also acorn-weevil, bean-weevil, diarmmd-^veevil,

grain-weevU, nut-weevil, pea-weevil, pine-weevil, plum-ivee-
vil, rice-weevil, seed-weevil, water-weevil, wheat-weevil.)

weeviled, weevilled (we'vld), a. [< weevil +
-ed'^.'] Infested or infected with weevils, as
grain.

weevily, weevilly (we'vl-i), a. [< weevil + -j/I.]

Same as weeviled.

wee-wow^ (we' wou), a. [Appar. a redupl. var.

of "ivotc, < AS. woh, crooked.] Wrong. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wee-wow^ (we'wou), v. [< wee-wow'^, o.] To
twist about in an irregular manner. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]

ening and staining them,
weigfil (wa), V. [Early mod. E. also way; <

ME. weien, weyen, wegen (pret. wei, wai, wege,

weie,wogh,Tp]).weien,iwege, iweie, wowin'), < AS.

wegan (pret. wseq. pp. wegen), carry, bear, also

intr. move, = OFries. wcga, wcia = MD. we-

ghen, D. wegen, weigh, = OHG. wegan, MHG. we-

gen, move, G. wegen in comp. bewegen, move,

also in var. forms wiegen, rock, wdgen, weigh,

= Icel. vega, move, carry, lift, weigh, = Sw.

vdga, weigh, = Dan. veie, weigh, = Goth, gawi-

gun, move, shake about,= OBulg. vesti, go, m ove,

= L. vchere, carry, = Gr. f;t:«v, bxeiadat = Skt.



weigh

/ rah, go, move. The orig. sense ' carry ' passed
into that of ' raise, lift,' and thence into that of
'weigh.' Hence ult. (< AS. wegait, etc.) wag^,
wagon, wain^, viay^, wightl, whit, and (< L. re-
liere) veliicle, convection, etc. : see esp. wayl.] I.
trans. 1. To raise or lift ; bear up: a,B, to weigh
anchor; to weigh a ship that has been sunk.
And so ye same mornyng we wayde our ancre and made

sayle, and come into the foresayil hauyn at Mylo.
Sir K GMj/Vorde.'Pylgrymage, p. 03.

[The ship] struck upon a rock, and, being forced to run
ashore to save her men, could never be weighed since, al-

though she lies a gi-eat height above the water.
Wintbrop, Hist. New England, I. 3.

2. To bear up or balance in order to determine
the weight of ; determine the relative heaviness
of (something) by comparison in a balance
with some recognized standard; ascertain the
number of pounds, ounces, etc., in : as, to weigh
sugar ; to tceigh gold.

Like stuife haue I read in S. Francis Legend, of the bal-
lance wlierein mens deedes are weighed, and the Deuill
lost his prey by the weight of a Chalice.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 140.

The hunter took up his rifle instinctively from the corner
of the room, weighed it in l)0th hands held palm upward.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 297.

3. To consider or examine for the purpose of
forming an opinion or coming to a conclusion

;

comjjare ; estimate deliberately and maturely

;

balance; ponder: as, to weigh the advantages
and disadvantages of a scheme.

In noble corage oghte been areste.
And weyeii evei-y thing by equitee.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 398.

Wherefore I pray you ueigh this with yourself the bet-
ter, and see whether you can espy how your doctrine is

doubtfuL J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 18S3), II. 130.

Regard not who it is which speaketh, but weigh only
what is spoken. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., i.

Weigh oath with oath, and you will nothing weigh.
Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 131.

4f. To consider as worthy of notice ; make ac-
count of ; care for; regard; esteem.
You weigh me not? O, that's you care not for me.

Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 27.

Yon are light, gentlemen.
Nothing to weigh your hearts.

FUtcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, 1. 1.

C To overweigh or overpower ; burden ; op-

Sress. See the following phrase To weigb
own. (ot) To prepondei-ate over.

He weighs King Richard down.
Shak., Rich. IL, ilL 4. 89.

{6) To oppress with weight or heaviness ; overburden
;

<lepres8.

Thou [sleep] no more wilt weigh my eyelids douni.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iiL 1. 7.

II. intrans. 1. To weigh anchor
;
get under

way or in readiness to sail.

When he was aboard his bark, he weighed and set sail,

and shot off all his gtms.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 232.

The vessel weight, forsakes the shore,
• And lessens to the sight

Cowper, The Bird's Nest.

2. To have weight, literally or figuratively.

Alliances, how near soever, weigh but light in the Scales
of State. Baker, Chronicles, p. 117.

3. To be or amount in heaviness or weight;
be of equal effect with in the balance: as, a
nugget weighing several ounces; a load which
weighn two tons. The terms expressing the weight
are in the adverbial objective. That which a l)alance

measures is the proportionate acceleration of masses to-

ward the center of the earth. This is equal to tlieir pro-

portionate masses; and mas» is the important quantity
determined. The weight, or attraction of gravitation (less

the centrifugal forceX differs at dilforent stations, an<i is

not determined by the operation of weighing.

And the Frensshe kyng gaue hym a goblet of syluer
weynge iiii. marke.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. UxxviL

Master Featherst<jne, O Master Featherstone, you may
now make your fortunes weigh ten stone of feathers more
than ever they did I

Dekker and WeMer, Northward Ho, v. 1.

4. To be considered as important ; have weight
in the intellectual balance.

He finds . . . that the same argument which weight with
him has weighed with thousands . . . l^efore him.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. ii.

Such considerations never ipeigh with them.
Goldemith, Citizen o( the World, xci.

6. To bear heavily
;
press hard.

Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that perilous stuff

Which vieight upon the heart.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 45.

6. To consider; reflect.

My tongue was never oll'd with " Here, an 't like you,"
" There, I beseech you"; weigh, I am a soldier,

And truth I covet only, no fine terras, sir.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1
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The soldiers, less weighing because less knowing, clam-

oured to be led on against any danger.
Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

To weigh down, to sink by its own weight or burden.

The softness of the stalk, which maketh the bough, be-
ing over-loaden, . . . weigh down.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 610.

To weigh In, in sportiiw, to ascertain one's weight before
the cunteat. Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. xiv.

weighl (wa), B. [<wc!(;/jl, v.] A certain quan-
tity or measure, estimated by weight ; a mea-
sure of weight (compare wey); in the South
Wales coal-fields, a weight of ten tons.
weight (wa), n. A misspelling of toay^, in the
phrase under way, due to confusion with the
phrase to tceigh anchor.
We lost no time in getting under weigh again.

B. Taylor, Lands ot the Saracen, p. 230.

weigh^t, n. See loegh.

weighable (wa'a-bl), a. [< weight + -able.']

Capable of being weighed.
weighage (wa'aj), n. [< weight + -age.'] A
rate or toll paid for the weighing of goods.
Imp. Diet.

weigh-bauk (wa'bak), n. The beam of a bal-
ance; hence, in the plural, a pair of scales.
[Scotch.]
Capering in the air in a pair of weigh-bauks, now up,

now down. Sco«, Redgauntlet, xxiv. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Weigh-beam (wa'bem), «. A weighing-scale
carried by a wooden or iron horse, for conve-
nience in weighing freight at a dock or railroad-
station ; a portable scale used by custom-house
weighers, etc.

weigh-board(wa'b6rd), M. Inmining. Qee way-
board.

weigh-bridge (wa'brij), ». A weighing-machine
for weighing carts, wagons, etc., with their
load.

Weigh-can (wa'kan), n. A reservoir from which
supplies are drawn, so connected with a scale
that any desired weight may be conveniently
drawn out.

weighedt (wad), a. Balanced ; experienced.
A young man not weighed in state mattei-s. Bacon.

weigher (wa'er), n. [< ME. weyere (= MLG.
MHG. weger); < weight + -erl.] 1. One who
or that which weighs ; an officer whose duty it

is to weigh commodities or test weights.— 2t.
The equator.

This same cercle is cleped also the weyere (equator) of
tlie day, for, whan the 8<jnne is in the hevedes of Aries ami
Libra, than ben the dales and the nyhtes illike of lenghthe
in the world. Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. sec. 17.

Backer and weigher. See sacker^.

weighership (wa'er-ship), «. [< weigher +
-ship.] The office of weigher.

weigh-house (wa'hous), «. A building (gener-
ally of a public character) at or in which goods
are weighed by suitable apparatus.

He shall, with an hour's lying in the pulpit, get enough
to find thirty or forty sturdy lubbers a montli long, of
which the weakest shall be as strong in the belly, when
he Cometh unto the manger, as the mightiest porter in the
weigh-houge.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 76.

weighing ( wa'ing), n. [< ME. weyynge, weynge;
verbal n. of wei(/Al, D.] 1. The act of ascertain-
ing weight.—2. As much as is weighed at once

:

as, a weighing of beef. Imp. Diet.—3. Same as
xreighting.

weighing-cage(wa'ing-kaj),». Aeage in which
living animals, as pigs, sheep, and calves, may
bo conveniently weighed.
weighing-house (wa'ing-hous), n. Same as
weigh-house.

weighing-machine (wa'ing-ma-shen''), n. Any
contrivance by which the weight of an object
may be ascertained, as the
common balance, spring-

balance, steelyard, etc.

See cuts under balance

and steelyard. The term is,

however, generally applied only
to those contrivances which
are employed for ascertaining

the weight of heavy bodies, as

the machines for the purpose
of determining the weights of

laden vehicles, machines for

weighing cattle, machines for

weighing heavy goods, as large

casks, bales, etc. The hydro-

static weighiwj-inachine (see

cut) consists essentially ot a
strong cylinder within which
moves a tightly packed piston,

the space beiug filled with cas-

tor-oil ; the loop above is at-

tached to the cylinder and the

ring below to the piston. When
the object to be weighed is hung on the ring, the piston

presses on the oil, and this passes by a channel to a gage

Hydrostatic Wei^jluiig-iii

chine.

which indicates by the motion of the index on the dial
the weight in pounds and tons.

weighing-scoop (wa'ing-skop), n. A combined
scoop and spring-balance. The spring is in the han-
die of the scoop, and while the scoop is being illled the
spring is held in place by a stop controlled by the thumb.
On raising tlie loaded scoop the stop is released, and the
weight of the contents is indicated on the handle. E. U.
Knight.

welgh-lock (wa'lok), n. A canal-lock at which
barges are weighed and their tonnage is set-
tled.

weighman (wa'man), n.
;
pi. weighmen (-men).

A weigher. [Rare.]

Two weeica after the coopers* strike came the strike of
the lightermen and weighmen,

U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixv. (1886X p. 266.

weigh-shaft (wa'sbaft), n. In a steam-engine,
a rocking-shaft or rocker-shaft.

weight^ (wat), n. [Formerly also waight; < ME.
weight, wcihte, wei^te, tceght, tcight^ xvigt, < AS. ge-
tviht, weight, = MLG. wicht, gcwicht = B. geivigt

= OHGr. *gewihtj MHG. getviht, gewihte, G. ge-
wichtj weight, = Icel. vaitt = Sw. vigt = Dan.
vsegty weight; with formative ~t, < AS. wegaUj
etc., raise, lift: see iceigh^. The reg. mod. form
would be tcighi (parallel with nighty sight, etc.);

the present vowel-form is due to conformity
with the verb weigh'^.'} 1. Downward force of
a body; gravity; heaviness; ponderousness

;

more exactly, the resultant of the force of the
earth's gravitation and of the centrifugal pres-
sure from its axis of rotation, considered as a
property of the body affected by it. Considerable
confusion has existed between weight and mags, the latter
being the quantity of matter as measured by the ratio of
the momentum of a body to its velocity. Weight, in this
the proper sense of the word, is something which varies
with the latitude of the station at which the heavy body
is, being greater by ^J^ of itself at the poles than at
the equator; it also varies considerably witli the ele-
vation above the sea (^iVs for every kilometer). The
weights of different bodies at one and the same station
were proved, by Newton's experiments with pendulums
of different material, to be in the ratio of their masses,
and irrespective of their chemical composition ; conse-
quently, a balance which shows the equality of weight of
two bodies at one station also shows the equality of their
masses. In detennining the specific gravity of a body,
it is hung by a tine thread to one pan of the balance,
and immersed completely in water. The reduced number
of pounds, ounces, etc., which is required in the other
pan to balance tlie first, under these circumstances, is

called the weight of the body in water. In like manner,
we speak of the weight in air and tlie weight in waier.
These expressions forbid our conceiving of weight as sy-

nonymous with the quantity of matter; and yet, when a
pound is said to be a unit of weight, although it is in-

tended to be carried up mountains and to distant places,
masSjOrquantityof matter, must be uuderstood,since there
is no important quantity but the quantity of matter which
a pound or a kilogram measures. The confusion is in-

creased when the poimd is defined, as it still is in the
United States, by the weight of a certain standard in air,

without reference to the height of the Imrometer and ther-
mometer. In the older books on mechanics, a pound is

taken as a force, and the quantity of matter is obtained
by dividing the weight by the measure of gravity ; but now
botli the theoretical books and the legal definitions of the
standards used in weighing make the pound, kilo, etc., to
be masses, or quantities of matter, whose weight is ob-
tained by multiplying them by the acceleration of gravity
at any station. Nevertheless, the older system still finds
a few supporters. It was long after Galileo had firmly es-

tablished the law of falling bodies before it occurred to
anybody that weight was a force. Gravity, so far as com-
mon observation shows, draws bodies to the earth alone,
and that in parallel lines, and Galileo had shown that it

accelerates all bodies alike, whether they are gieat or
small, so that there was nothing to suggest the idea of
force, especially as that idea was then in its infancy, and
had not attained its present prominence in the uunds of
men. Weight in those days being looked upon as a prop-
erty of single bodies, and not as subsisting between pairs
of bodies, was necessarily confounded with mass; and a
mental inertia, or natural clinging to old conceptions,
kept np the confusion after Newton had demonstrated the
true law of gravitation. For the units of weight, see def. 5.

Abbreviated wt.
Alias that I bihighte

Of pured gold a thousand pound of iHghtc.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 832.

So Belgian mounds bear on their shattered sides

The sea's whole weight, increased with swelling tides.

Addison, The Campaign.

Though a pound or a gramme is the same all over the
world, the weight of a pound or a gramme is gieuter in

high latitudes than near the equator.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, Art. xlvii.

2. Mass; relative quantity of matter.— 3. A
heavy mass; specifically, something used on
account of its weight or its mass. Thus, the use-

fulness of the weights that a man holds in his hands in

leaping or jumping lies in the addition they impart to

his momentum, and tiieir di-agging him down is a disad-

vantage ; but the weights of a c-lock are for giving a down-
ward pull, and their momentum is practically nothing.

A man leapeth better with weights in his hands than
without. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 699.

Both men and women in Cochin account it a great Gal-

lantrie to haue wide eares, which therfore they stretch

by arte, hanging waights on them till they reach to their

shoulders. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 494.



weight

ImiMrtiml Justice holds her equal Scales,

Till stronger Virtue does tlie Weighi iucline.
Prior^ Ode to the Queen, st 10.

" When I said I would match you^ 1 meant with even
weight ; you ride four stone lighter tlian I." "Very well,

but I am content to carry vtighV Scott, Rob Roy, iii.

4, Specifically, a body of determinate mass, in-

tended to be used on a balance or scale for mea-
suring the weight or mass of the body in the
other pan or part of the scale (as the platform
in a platform-scale).— 5. A system of units for
expressing the weight or mass of bodies. Avoir-
dupoit wv^M is founded on the avoirdupois pound (see

jNncmftX which is equal to 4^.5926626 grains. It is divided
into 16 ounces, and each ounce into 16 drams ; 112 (in the
ruitcd States commonly 100) pounds make a hundred-
weight,and2Uhuudredweightsaton. (Seejonl.) Thestone
is 14 pounds. Troy weight is founded on the troy pound,
which ia 373.242 grams. It is divided into 12 ounces, each
ounce into 20 pennyweights, and each pennyweight into

%t grains. But formerly the pennyweight was divided into

St real grains. There was also an ideal subdivision of the
gimin Into 20 mites, each of 24 droites, each of 20 peroits,

each of 24 blanks. The goldsmiths also divided the ounce
troy into 24 carats of 4 grains each for gold and silver, and
Into 150 carata of 4 grains each for diamonds. Troy weight
formerly employed for many purposes, is now only used
for gold and silver. Apftthecarii^f' weight, still used in
the United States for dispensing medicine, divides the
troy ounce into S drams, each dram into 3 scruples, and
each scruple into 20 grains, which are identical with troy
grains, tor weight in the metric system, see metric^.

6. Pressure; burden; care; responsibility.

A wise Chieftain neuer trusts the waight
Of th' execution of a brane Exploit
But vnto those whom he most honoureth.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

The leeight of mightiest monarchies.
Milton, P. L., il. 307.

Why does that lovely Head, like a fair Flow'r
Oppreas'd with Drops of a hard-falling Show'r,
Bend with iu Weight of Grief? Congreve, To Cynthia.

7. In coal-mining, subsidence of the roof due
to pressure from above, which takes effect as
the coal is worked away, in long-wall working,
the weight is usually of importance, as causing the coal,
after it has been holed, to "get itself"— that is, to break
down without the necessity of using powder, wedges, or
something oiniilar. Properly, "weight" is the cause and
"weighting" the result, but the two words ai'e often used
with nearly the same meaning.
8. Importance ; specifically, the importance of
a fact as evidence tending to establish a con-
clusion; efficacy; power of influencing the
conduct of persons and the course of events

;

effective influence in general. In calculations by
least squares, the weight assigned to an observation is its
effect upon the result, expressed l)y its equivalence to a
certain number of concordant observations of standard
accuracy.

It happens many times that, to vrge and enforce the
matter we speake of, we go still mounting liy degrees and
eoereastng onr sjwech with wordes or with sentences of
more vaight one then another, & is a figure of great both
elBcacie * ornament ... We call this figure by the
Oreeke origmall, the Auancer or figure of encrease, be-
cause eucry word tliat is spoken is one of more weiijht
then another. PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 182.

For Weill aneughe they understood
The matter was of teeght.
Battle 0/ Balnimes (Child's Ballads, VII. 223X

As men are in quality and as their services are in
veight for the public good, so likewise their rewards and
enconragements . . . might somewhat declare how tlie
state itself doth accept their pains.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

If the people of Ireland were a united nation, it is
oonceirable that their demand for autonomy would have
feigit. £dinlnirgh Bee, CLXIII. 668.

9. In med., a sensation of oppression or heavi-
ness over the whole body or over a part of it, as
the head or stomach.—Atomic weight. See atomie.—Dead weight, the pressure produced by a heavy lx>dy
supported iu a state of rest by anything : used literally
and figuratively.

The hnge dead weight of stupidity and Indolence is al-
ways ready to smother audacious enquiries.

Letlie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. § 17.

I feel so free and so clear
By tile loss of that dead weight.

'renmjton, Maud, xix. 10.

Fisherman's weight. See;!»A«-ma»i.— Gross weight,
the weiglit liefore deduction for tare, impurity, or other
similar correction : In 'ontradistinction to net or tuttle
weight.— LSiZy, net, trou weight. Sie the qualifying
words.— Mercurial-weight thermometer. Same as
anerf/nrinr] ttieriiioiiuter (wiiicl- see, under lh.emu>meter\— Molecular weight, ilie weight of a molecule, that
of h>(ir.j.;tii l,ciiig taken as the standard.— Weight Of
an Observation, the number of ordinary oliservations
to which it is considered as eqiiivaier.t in the deduc-
tion of the most probable value. Compare def. 8.—
weight 01 a redprocant. .see recijw-oconf.-Weight
of metal, the weight of iron capable of being tlirown at
one discharge from all the guns of a ship.— Weight of
Wind, in organ-lmilding, the degree of com|ircsslon in the
sir funiishci liy the bellows to a particular stop or group
of st/^iis. ITie usual pressure la sufficient to raise a column
of water in a U-tube abont 8 inches.

weightl fwat), V. t. [< weiijhn, n.] 1. To add
or attach a weight or weights to ; load with ad-
ditional weight ; add to the heaviness of.
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Some of the (balance] poles are iteighted at both ends, but
ours are not. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor.

2. In dyeing, to load (the threads) with miner-
als or other foreign matters mixed with the dyes,

for the purpose of making the fabrics appear
thick and heavy.

Barytes ... is used for iKighting, that is, for giving

weight and apparent body and firmness to inferior goods.
O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 74.

3. In founding, to bind (the parts of a flask) to-

gether by means of weights placed on the top, in

order toprevent the bursting of the flask under
the presstrre of the liquid metal.

weight^ (wat), n. See wccht.

weightily (wii'ti-li), adv. In a weighty manner,
(rt) Heavily; ponderously. (6) With force or impressive-
ness; with moral power.

weightiness (wa'ti-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being weighty; ponderousness ; heavi-
ness, literally or figuratively; solidity; force;
importance.

The weightiness that was upon their spirits and counte-
nances keeping down the lightness tiiat would have been
np in us. T. Ellwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 192.

The weightiness of any argument. Locke,

The weightiness of the adventure. Sir J. Hayward.

weighting (wa'ting), n. [Verbal n. of weight^,
i'.] In coal-mining, subsidence or other distur-
bance in a coal-mine due to "weight," or pres-
sure of the overlying mass of rock. A mine iu
which such subsidence is taking place is said
to be " on the weight." [Eng.]
weightless (wat'les), a. [< iceigkfl + -less.'] 1.
Having no weight ; imponderable; light.

That light and weightless down.
Shak., 2 lien. IV., iv. 5. 33.

2. Of no importance or consideration.

And so [they] are oft-times emboldned to roule upon them
as from alofte very weake and tveightlesse discourses.

JSp. Hall, Apol. against Brownists, § 1.

weight-nail (wat'nal), n. In ship-huilding, a
nail somewhat similar to a deck-nail, but not
so fine, and with a square head, used foir fasten-
ing cleats, etc.

weight-rest (wat'rest), n. A form of lathe-
rest which is held firmly upon the shears by a
weight hung beneath. E. H. Knight.
weighty (wii'ti), a. [Early mod. E. also icaigli-

iie, wayghty ;<, weight^ + -y'^.'] 1. Having con-
siderable weight ; heavy

;
ponderous.

Yorke. I pray you, Vncle, giue me this Diigger. . . .

Glo. It is too weightie for your Grace to weare.
Shak., Rich. III. (fol. 1623), iii. 1.

2. Burdensome ; hard to bear.

He was beholding to the Romanes, that eased him of so
waightie a burthen, and lessened his cares of gouernment.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

The cares of empire are great, and the burthen which
lies upon the shoulders of princes very weighty,

Bp. Atterlmry, Sermons, I. viii.

3. Important; serious; momentous; grave.
Nor for no fauour suld promoue thame

To that most gret and wechty cure.
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), I. 297.

This secret is so weighty 'twill require
A strong faith to conceal it.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 144.

My head is full of thoughts
More weighty than thy life or death can be.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

4. Adapted to affect the judgment or to con-
vince; forcible; cogent.

Masking the business from the common eye
For sundry weighty reasons.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 126.

Skillful diplomatists were surprised to hear the iceighty
observations which at seventeen the prince made on pub-
lic affairs. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

5. Grave or serious in aspect or purport.

Things . . .

That hear a weighty and a serious brow.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ProL, 1. 2.

She looked upon me with a weighty countenance, and
fetched a deep sigh, crying out, "Othe cumber and en-
tanglements of this vain world !

"

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

6. Authoritative; influential; important.
The weightiest men in the weightiest stations. Swi/'t.

The grave and weighty men who listened to him ap-
proved his words. Bancroft, H ist. Const. , II. 267

7t. Severe; rigorous; afflictive.

We banish thee for ever. . . .

If, after two days' shine. Athens contain thee.
Attend our weightier judgement.

Shak. , T. of A., iii. 5. 102.

weik, ». See weelS.
Weilt, «. Same as weel'^.

Weil 8 disease. An infectious disease, having
a course of about ten days, characterized by
jaundice, muscular pains, enlargement of the

weird

liver and spleen, and fever. Also called acute
infectiousjaundice.

welly, adv. A dialectal form of welly.

Well, I'm 2veily brosten, as tliey sayn in Lancashire.
Suift, Polite Conversation, ii. (bavies.}

Weingarten's theorem. See theorem.

Weinmannia (win-man'i-a), n. [NL. (Lin-
nsens, 1763), named after J. W. Weinmann, a
German apothecary.] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Saxifragacese and tribe Cu-
noniese. It is characterized by flowers with imbricated
sepals, four or five petals, eight or ten long stamens insert-
ed on the base of a free disk, and small oblong, commonly
pilose seeds. There are about 60 species, principally of
tropical or south temperate regions, occurring in Amer-
ica, Australia, New Zealand, and the Mascarene ami Pacific
islands. They are trees or shrubs with opposite branch-
lets, opposite coriaceous, often glandular leaves, odd-pin-
nate with a winged rachis. The small white fiowers are
disposed in simple terminal or axillary erect racemes, fol-

lowed by small coriaceous two-celled capsules splitting
into two sharp boat-like valves. Some species alford a soft

light wood used in carpentry and cabinet-work. A Peru-
vian species yields an astiingent bark utilized in tanning.
W. tinctoria is employed in the Isle of Bourbon in dye-
ing red. W, pinnata, a tree with downy branches, native
from the West Indies and Mexico to Guiana, is known in
Jamaica as Itastard braziietto. W. Benthami, an evergreen
tree of New South Wales, reaches 100 feet high ; 4 others
are Australian, and 2 occur in New Zealand, of which W.
sijlvieota, a small tree with blackish bark. Is now culti-

vated in England, and W. raeemosa is known as the tawai-
hark tree.

weir, wear^ (wer), «. [The spelling weir is

irreg. and appar. Se. ; the proper spelling is

wear ; early mod. E. wear, weare, were, some-
times wire; < ME. wer (dat. were), < AS. wer, a
weir, dam, fence, hedge, inclosure, = G. tfe*r, a
weir, dam, dike, = Icel. vorr, a fenced-in land-
ing-place ; from the root of AS. werian, protect,
guard, defend, etc., also fence, dam : see wear^.']

1 . A dam erected across a river to stop and raise
the water, as for the purpose of taking fish, of
conveying a stream to a mill, of maintaining the
water at the level required for navigating it, or
for purposes of irrigation.

Half the river fell over a high weir, with all its appen-
dages of bucks, and hatchways, and eel-boskets, into the
Nun's-pool. Kingsley, Yeast, iii.

2. A fence, as of twigs or stakes, set in a
stream for catching fish. Weirs differ from pounds
principally in being constructed, in whole or in part, of
brush or of narrow boards, with or without netting ; and
they are sometimes arranged so that at low tide a sand-
bar cuts off the escape of the fish, leaving them in a basin,
and allowing them to be taken at any time before a certain
stage of rise of the next tide. Weirs are of two kinds, the
shoal-water weir and the deep-water weir. The shoal-water
weir, as illustrated in fig. 1, has a leader L, which is a row
of stakes, generally woven with brush, leading out from
the shore. Its extremity is at the entrance of the big

I, shoal-water weir ; 2, deep-water weir.

pound M. The big pound is likewise of stakes filled with
brush, and its entrance 30 feet wide. This leads by a pas-
sage 5 feet wide into the little pound N, and this into the
pocket O, which is a frame about 16 feet long and 10 feet
wide, with sides of netting, and a board floor. The fish
following the shore meet the leader, turn and follow it

into the big pound ; here they follow the side around un-
til they pass into the little pound, and fiom that into the
pocket, where they are left by the receding tide and taken
out at low water. The deep-water weir (flg. 2) has a sim-
ilar leader A, extending to the entrance of the big pound,
or heart, B, beyond which are the small pound C and the
bowl D, into which the fish finally go. The form of the
inclosures in both cases leads the fish constantly forward,
and they rarely or never find their way back through the
passages. In both figures E represents the land or high-
water mark, and F the low-water mark.

The day following we came to Chippantini, where the
people were fled, but their mres afforded vs fish.

Quoted in Gapt. John Smith's Works, I. 90.

Deep-water weir. See def. 2.— Dry weir, a weir on a
flat which is leftbare at ebli-tide.— Half-tide weir, a fish-

weir so placed that the fish taken can be removed at half-
cl>b or half-tide, withfjut waiting for low tide, as is gener-
ally done.-Lock-weir, a weir having a lock-chamber and
gates. £'-H.A'nic7/if.— Shoal-water weir. See def. 2.—
Slat weir. See slats.

Weiranglet, ». Same as warrianglc. Wilhighby.
weird (werd), n. [Formerly also wierd: < ME.
werdc, wicrde, wirde, wyrde, wurde. < AS. wyrd,
wird, wurd, destinv, fate, also, personified, one
of the Fates (= OS. wurth = MD. wrd, wrtk =
OHG. wurt, MHG. wurth, fate, death, = Icel.
urihr, fate, one of the three Norns or Fates), <
weorthan (pret. pi. wurdon), etc., become, hap-
pen: see jcorWil. The spelling M-ein/is Sc] 1.
Pate; destiny; luck.
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weird
The wirdea that we olepen destinee.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2580.

I was youngest,
And aye my urierd it was the hardest

!

Coiipatrick (Child's Ballads, I. 155).

Hy weird maun be fulfilled.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xii.

For the personification of Weird or Destiny, see Kemble,
Saxons in England, i. 400 :

" it shall befall us as Weird de-
cideth, the lord of every man."

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 386.

2. A prediction.

His mither in her veird-i
Foretald his death at Troy.

Poeing in Buchan Dialect, p. 18. {Jamiestm,')

3. A spell; a charm. Scott. (Imp. Diet.)—
4. That which comes to pass; a fact.

.After word comes weird; fair fall them that call me
Madam. Scotch Proverb. (Jamiegon.)

5. The Fates persouified. [Rare.]

Wo worth (quoth the Weirdti) the wights that thee wrought
Montgomerie, in Watson's Coll. {Jainieson.)

To dree one's or a weird. See dreei.

weird (werd), «. [Not directly < weird, n., but
first ill the phrase weird sisters, an awkward
expression, lit. 'the fate sisters,' appar. meant
for 'the Sister Fates'; but perhaps weird was
thought to be an actual adjective meaning
' fatal.' No such adjective use is known in
ME. The second use (def. 2) is due to an erro-
neous notion of the meaning of the phi'ase the
weird sisters, which has been taken to mean
'the sisters who look witch-like or uncanny.']
1. Connected with fate or destiny; able to in-
fluence fate.

Mai<beth and Banquho . . . met be ye gait thre women
clothit in elrage and uncoutli weid. They wer Jugit be
the pepill to l)e weird sistern. Bucthiug (tr. by Bellenden).

2. Of or pertaining to witches or witchcraft

;

supernatural ; hence, unearthly ; suggestive of
%vitches, witchery, or unearthliness; wild; un-
canny.
Out of the hardened clay and marl of the lake bottoms

the elements are carving some of the weirdest scenery on
the face of tlie eartli. Geikie, Geol, SIcetches, ii. 8.

We heard the hawks at twilight play, . . .

The loun's weird laughter far away.
Whittier, Snow-Bonnd.

The weird sisters, the Fates.

The renianant hereof, quhat euer be it
The wtird tisteria defendis that suld be wit.

G. Dour/las, ^neid, iii.

I dreamt last night of the three tveird nstera.
Shot., Macbeth, il. 1. 20.

weird (werd), r. t. [Formerly also wierd; <
ireird, «.] 1. To destine; doom; change by
witchcraft or sorcery.

I weird ye to a fiery beast.
And relieved sail ye never be.

Kempion (Child's ballads, I. 139).

Say, what hatli forged thy wunrded link of destiny with
the House of Avenel ? Scott, Monastery, I. 231.

2. To warn solemnly ; adjure.

O byde at hame, my gnde Lord Weire,
I weird ye Ijyde at hame.

LammiHn (Child's Ballads, III. 308).

weirdlesst Cwerd'Ies), a. [< weird + -less."] Ill-

fated ; luckless.

Wae be to that weirdlesi wicht.
And a'hiB witcherie.
Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 32.5).

weirdly (werd'li), adr. In a weird manner;
with a weird or unearthly effect or appearance.
weirdness (werd'nes), «. The state of being
weird, or of inspiring a sort of unaccounta-
ble or superstitious dread or fear; eeriness.
t.'oiitemiinrnnj Her.

weir-flsning (wer'fish'ing), n. The method or
practice of taking fish by means of a weir.

eir-table (wer'ta'bl), «. A record or memo-
randum used to estimate the quantity of water
that will flow in a given time over a weir of
given width at different heights of the water.
weise (wez), v. t. A Scotch form of wise^.

weism (we'izm), n. [< we + -ism, in imitation
of eijotism.'] The frequent use of the pronoun

. we. Antijiirnbiii Rev. [Cant.] {Imp. Diet.)

Weitbrecht's cartilage. An interarticular
cHrtila^.'!' in tin- ai-roniioclavicular joint.

Weitbrecht's ligament. A thin band of fibers

passing between the radius and ulna in the
forearm.

Wei'vet, '•. An old spelling of waive.

Wejack. ». The fisher, or Pennant's marten.
See Jislicr (with cut).

weka rail. See Onjdromus.
weke't, «. A Middle English form of wich^.

Weke'-t, u. and r. An old spelling of weak.
weke^ (wek), interj. [Cf. wheek, squeak."] An
imitation of the squeaking of an infant or a pig.
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Weke, weke ! so cries a pig prepared to the spit

Shak^ Tit And., iv. 2. 146.

wekett, n. A Middle English form of wicket.

wekydt, a. A Middle English form of wicked^.
welt, adv. An old spelling of well^.

welat, adv. An occasional Middle English form
of weW^, as in wcla wijlle, very wild, toela Wynne,
very joyful, etc.

MXa-wynne is the wort that woxes ther-oute.
When the donkande dewe dropez of the leiiez.
To bide a blysful blusch of the bryjt sunne.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 518.

ITeiowylle watz the way, ther thay bi wod schulden,
Til hit watz sone sesoun that the sunne ryses.
Sir Gaivayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2084.

welawayt, welawot, interj. and n. See well-
awai/.

Welcht (welch), a. and n. An obsolete form
of U'elsh.

Welcker's sphenoidal angle. The angle
formed by the junction, at the middle of the
crest separating the optic grooves from the pi-
tuitary fossa, of lines drawn to this point from
the basion and from the nasofrontal suture.
welcome (wel'kum), a. [< ME. welcome, weJ-
cume, wilcomc, wilcumc, wulcume, wolcome, wil-
kume, welcome, used in predicate and orig. a
noun, < AS. wilcutna, one whose coming suits
the will or wish of another, one who is received
with pleasure, a welcome guest (= OHG. willi-

kome, one who is received with pleasure, MH(}.
willekumen, G. iviUkommen, welcome, = MD. wil-
lekom, welkom, D. welkom, adj., welcome) ; < wil-

la, will, wish, pleasure, -t- cuma, one who comes,
a comer: see will^ and come. In ME. the word
becomes confused with a similar form of Seand.
origin, namely Icel. nlkominn (= Sw. valkommcn
= Dan. relkommen, welcome, lit. 'well come,'
like F. bien venu), < vcl, etc. (= E. well), +
kominn, etc., = E. come, pp. ; but these forms
were prob. orig. identical with the AS., D., and
G. The adj. use is due to the position of the
noun in the predicate, and in greeting, where it

could still be regarded as a noun.] 1. Gladly
received for intercourse or entertainment; es-
teemed as one whose coming or presence is

agreeable; held as doing well to come: as, a
welcome guest or visitor; you are always wel-
fome here; to make a visitor feel ?i'e?eo»ie. Some-
times used elliptically as a word of greeting to a comer
or comers : as, welcenne home ; bid our friends welcome.

Welcome, ffrendis ; but I wolde frnyne
How fare gc witil that faire woman?

York Plays, p. 194.

Ye 're welcome here, my young Kedin,
For coal and candle liclit

Young Jiedin (ChUd's Ballads, III. 13X

Politeness and good breeding are equally necessary to
make you welcome and agi-eeable in conversation and com-
mon life. Cbeitterjield, Letters.

2. Conferring gladness on receipt or presenta-
tion; such that its perception or acquisition
gives pleasure ;

gladly received into knowledge
or possession : as, tce^come news ; a tt'eicowe re-

lief.

A welcomer present to our master.
Fletcher {and another). Love's Cure, v. 3.

Although my thoughts seem sad, they are welcome to me.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 1.

They were a wellaim sight to see.

Jamie iTei/er (Child's Ballads, VI. 114).

3. Gladly or willingly permitted, privileged, or
the like ; free to have, enjoy, etc. : as, you are
welcome to do as you please ; he is tcelcome to

the money, or to all his honors.

Lod. Madam, good-night: I humbly thank your lady-
ship.

JJeJi. Your honour is most welcome.
Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 4.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Acceptable, agreeable, gratifying, pleas-
ant

welcome (wel'kum), V. t.; pret. and pp. wel-

comed, ppr. tcelcoming. [< ME. welcumen, wil-

ctimen, wilcomen, wulcumen, wolcumen, < AS. wil-

cumian {= G. be-willkommnen), welcome, treatas

a welcome guest, < wilcuma, a welcome guest:

see welcome, n.] To greet the coming of with
pleasure ; salute with a welcome ; receive glad-

ly or joyfully: as, to welcome a friend, or the

break of day.

Thei . . . come to logres the thirde day, and ther were
thel richely welcomed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ilL 447.

A brow unl)ent that seem'd to welcome woe.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1509.

welcome (wel'kum), n. [< welcome, v."] 1. The
act of bidding or making welcome ; a kindly

greeting to one coming.

The camp recelv'd him with acclamations of Joy and
waci/me. Fletcher {and another). Love's Cure, 1. 1.

weld
The Guardian and Friars receiv'd us with many kind

welcomes, and kept us with them at Supper.
Maundrelt, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 67.

2. Kind or hospitable reception of a guest or
new-comer.

Whoe'er has travell'd life's dull round.
Where'er his stages may have been.

May sigh to think he still has found
The warmest welcome at an inn.
Shenstone, Written on the Window of an Inn.

To bid a welcome, to receive with professions of friend-
ship, kindness, or gladness.

To thee and thy company I bid
A hearty welcome. Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 111.

welcomelyt (wel'kum-li), adv. [< icelcome +
-II/-.] In a welcome manner.
Juvenal, . . . by an handsome and metrical expression,

more ivelcomely engrafts it into our junior memories.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 4.

welcomeness (wel'kum-nes), n. The state of
being welcome; agreeableness; kind reception.
[Kare.]

The poor little fellow pressed it upon them with a nod
of welcomenesd. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 37.

welcomer (wel'kum-6r), n. [< welcome + -erl.]

One who welcomes, or salutes orreceives kindly
a new-comer.

Thou woful welcomer of glory.
Shak., Rich. IIL, iv. 1. 90.

weldl, Wold^ (weld, wold), n. [Also Sc. wald;
< ME. ivelde, walde, wolde, weld, dyers' yellow-
weed; cf. D. wouw = Sw. Dan. van = G. wau,
waude, tried (> F. gande = Sp. gualda = Pg.
gualde), weld. Further connections uncertain.
Some compare wood, and, for the root, the verb
icclV; boil.] The dyer's-weed. Reseda luteola,

a scentless species of mignonette, native in
southern Europe and naturalized further north.
It was formerly much cultivated as a dye-plant, its pods
atTording a permanent yellow suited to lx>th animal and
vegetable fibers, later displaced, however, by quercitron,
flavin, and the aniline dyes. Its seeds yield a drying-oil.
Also yellow-weed, and sometimes woad or wild woad.

weld^ (weld), V. [Ult. a variant, through the
Scand. forms, of well, boil : see well^.] I. trans.

1. To unite or consolidate, as pieces of metal
or a metallic powder, by hammering or com-
pression with or without previous softening by
heat. Welding is and has long been a matter of great
practical importance, chiefly in the manufacture of iron
and steel, and of the various tools, utensils, and imple-
ments made of those metals. Iron has the valuable prop-
erty of continuing in a kind of pasty condition through
quite a wide range of temperature below its melting-point
and this Is a circumstance highly favorable to the process
of welding. Most metals, however, pass quickly, when
sufficiently heated, from a solid to a liquid condition, and
with such welding is more diflicult. The term welding is

more generally used when the junction of the pieces is ef-

fected without the actual fusing-point of the metal having
been reached. Sheets of lead have sometimes been united
together by fusing the metal with a blowpipe along the
two edges in contact with each other, and this has been
called autogenous soldering, or burning if the heating was
done with a hot iron. Still, " the difference between weld-
ingand autogenous soldering is only one of degree "{Percy).
The term welding is also used in speaking of the uniting
of articles not metallic. Most metals when in the foim
of powder can be consolidated or welded into a perfectly
homogeneous mass by suiflcient pressure, without the aid
of heat The same is true of vaiious non-metallic sub-
stances, such as graphite, coal, and probably many others.

A method of welding has been recently invented by Elihu
'Thomson, which appears to be capable of being employed
with a variety of metals on a very extensive scale. In this,

which is known as electric welding, a current of electri-

city heats the abutting ends of the two objects which are
to be welded, these being pressed together by mechanical
force, and so arranged witli reference to the electric cur-

rent that there is a great and rapid accumulation of heat
at the joint, in consequence of the greater relative con-

ductivity of the rest of the circuit. 'I'his method of weld-
ing in some cases partakes of the nature of autogenous
soldering, the pieces of metal being actually fused while
uniting ; in other cases, as with iron, nickel, or platinum,
the union may take place without fusion, as in ordinary
welding. In electric welding the pressure which forces

the metallic surfaces together may, in the case of a plas-

tic metal like iron, be either quiet or percussive in char-

acter; in autogenous soldering a more delicate and quiet

pressure is generally preferred. In case of large articles

hydraulic pressure can be used to force their surfaces into

contact with each other.

To weld anew the chain
On that red anvil where each blow is pain.

Whittier, A Word for the Hour.

2. Figuratively, to bring into intimate union

;

make a close joining of: as, to weld together

the parts of an argument.
How he . . . slow re-wrought

That Language

—

welding words into the crude
Mass from the new speech round him.

Browning, Sordello, ii.

II. in trans. To undergo the welding process

;

be capable of bein^ welded,

weld^ (weld), n. [< !reM2, ».] A solid union of

metallic pieces formed by welding; a welded
junction or joint.



weld

Sound ttttdi *ra rery difficult to make in wire, and are

not to be truited. R. S. CuUey, Pract Teleg., § 311.

weld*t, r. t. A Middle English form of wield.

««ldability (wel-da-bil'i-ti), «. [< iieldahle +
-ity (see -6i7i7y).] "Capability of being welded.

The aboTe-meutioned elementa harden malleable iron,

and probably affect iu vfldabUity by their ready oxida-

bility. W. U. Qnenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 8.

weldable (wel'da-bl), a. [< weUl^ + -able.']

Capable of being welded.

weld-bore (weld'bor), w. A kind of woolen
cloth made at Bradford, in Yorkshire, England.

Diet, of yeedleicork.

welder'l (wel'd^r), h. [< iceltP + -erl.] One
who welds, or an instrument or appliance for

.^elty, a.

6874

irolke, a cloud; prob. orig. ' mist, fog, moisture,'

<
-v/ "welg, be moist : see welk^. For the transi-

tion from ' cloud ' to ' sky,' cf. skij^, heaven, orig.

'cloud. 'J I. M. The sky; the vault of heaven;

the heavens. [Now used chiefly in poetry.]

The see may ebbe and flowen more or lesse,

The tcelkne hath might to shyne, reyiie, or hayle.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 62.

All the heavens revolve

In the small welkin of a drop of dew.
Lowell, Under the Willows.

n. a. Sky-blue. [Rare.]

Come, sir page

Loolc on me with your welkin eye

wi'ldinfr.

welder-t, ". An obsolete form of wielder.

welding-neat (wel'ding-het), ». See heat.

welding-machine (wel'ding-ma-shen'), n. A
machine by which the edges of plates previous-

ly bent are joined. The edges are made to lap inside

a chamber, and are exposed to a gas-flame, whence the

Joint is passed beneath a gang of rolls or a hammer.

welding-powder (wel'ding-pou'dfer), «. A flux

for use iu heating metal for welding, consist-

ing of a calcined powder formed from borax

and other ingredients.

The steel to be welded ... Is then dipped into the

wMing vmeder, and again placed in the Are.

Workshop Receiptt, 1st ser., p. 861.

welding-swage (wel'ding-swaj), n. Ablock or

a fuUiiig-tooI used in dosing a welded joint.

E. H. Knight.

weld-iron (weld'i'fem), ». A name sometimes
applied to wrought-iron. This name was recom-

mended by an international committee appointed by the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, but has not been

generally adopted; indeed the institute did not accept

the report of its committee in so far as this modification

of the established nomenclature of iron is concerned.

weldless (weld'les), a. [< weld + Jess.l Hav-
ing no welds; made without welding.

It is their intention to lay down plant for the construc-

tion of boilers built up of weldless rings.

The Engineer, LXIX. 267.

weid-steel (weld'stel), «. P'uddled steel. This

name was suggested liy a committee appointed by the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, but has not

been generally adopted,

weldy (wel'di), a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of iciekly.

welet. A Middle English form of weal^, welP.

welefnlt, « Another spelling of wealful.

welewt, r. A Middle English form of wallow^.

First a man growith as dooth a gras.

And anoon after welewith as flouris of hay.
PolUical Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 173.

welfare (wel'far), n. [< ME. welfare (= MLG.
volvare); < well^ + fare^.'] 1. A state or con-

dition of doing well
;
prosperous or satisfactory

course or relation ; exemption from evil; state

with respect to well-being : as, to promote the
physical or the spiritual welfare of society ; to

inquire after a friend's welfare; to be anxious
about the welfare of a ship at sea.

My daughter's welfare I do feare.

The Merchants Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 332).

He (James II.J seems to have determined to make some
amends for neglecting the wet/are of his own soul l>y tak-

ing care of the souls of others. Macautay, Uist. Eng., vi.

2t. A source of well-being ; a blessing ; a good,

tith Troylus, byraft of eche welfare,

Ybounden in the blake bark of care.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 228.

welk^, «. Same as tchelk^.

welk'4 (welk), V. i. [< ME. welken, fade, van-
ish, wither, = D. welken = OHG. welchen, MHG.
G. ieelken, wither; from an adj. seen in OHG.
wele, welch, MHG. G. welk, moist, mild, soft,

withered; cf. OBulg. vlaga, moisture, damp-
ness, vlig&ku, moist, Lith. vilgyti, make moist;
prob. from a root "tcelg, be moist. Cf. welkin.']

1. To fade; decline; decrease.

But nowe sadde Winter welked hath the day.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

Now seven times Phoebus had his welked wain
Upon the top of Cancer's tropic set.

Drayton, Baron's Wars, iv. 1.

2. To wither; wrinkle; shrivel.

Ful pale and welked is my face.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 276.

welk-', n. Same as whelk'^.

welked, a. See whelked.

welkin (wel'kin), n. and a. [< ME. welken,

welkine, welkne, walkyn, wolkne, wolene, weolcne,

the welkin, the sky, the region of clouds, orig.
' the clouds,' < AS. wolcnu, clouds, pi. of wolcen,

a elond, = OS. wolkan = OFries. wolken, ulken
= MD. wolcke, D. wotk = LG. wulke = OHG.
tvolchan, also wolclta, MHG. wolken, wolke, Q.

See whelky.

sweet villain !

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 136.

welli" (wel), V. i. [<"ME. wellen, < AS. wellan,

wyllan, well or spring up (= OHG. icellon, MHG.
G. wellen, well up, = Icel. vella, make to boil), a

secondary form, associated with the noun xcell^,

from the orig. strong verb AS. weallaii (=
OFries. walla = OS. OHG. wallan = Icel. vella =
Sw. valla = Dan. vselde), boil, well up : see walP,

and cf. wein, n. Cf. also wehP.] I. intrans.

To issue forth, as water from the earth or from

a spring; spring; flow up or out.

She no lenger myght restreyne

Hir teres, they gonne soo up to welle.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 709.

From out the sounding cells

What a gush of euphony voluminously wells

!

Poe, The Bells, ii.

The springs that welled

Beneath the touch of Milton's rod.
Whittier, Eantoul.

II, trana. If. To boil.

He made him drynke led [lead] itveld and In is mouth
halde it there. Holy Mood (E. E. T. S. ), p. 68.

2. To pour forth from or as if from a well or

spring. Spenser.

It was like visiting some classic fountain, that had once
welled its pure waters in a sacred shade, but finding it dry
and dusty. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 30.

well^ (wel), n. [< ME. wel (well-), also welle,

wulle, wille, < AS. well, wyll, alsoweZta, wylla, a
well, spring (= MD. welle, D. wel = OHG. wella,

MHG. G. welle, a wave, billow, surge, = Icel.

vella, boiling, ebullition, = Dan. veeld (for *vsell),

a spring), < weallan, boil : see wall^, and cf . wall^,

n. , and welU, v.] 1 . A natural source of water

;

a place where water springs up in or issues

from the ground; a spring or well-spring; a
fountain. As soon as a spring l)egins to be utilized as a
source of water-supply it is more or less tlioroughly trans-

formed into a well. (See def. 4.) This is necessary, both
lor rendering the access to it convenient, and for giving

the water a chance to accumulate and be protected when
not needed for use. Hence the word spring is much used
by geologists in describing the natural sources of water-

supply, and well, by those indicating the manner in which
the supply has been made available. Thei'e is, however, no
sharp distinction possible i>etween the two words. Thus,
Prestwich speaks of the "beautiful spring [between Ci-

rencester and Cheltenham] known as tlie Seven Wells,"

and Phillips of a " feeble intermittent spring [issuing from
Giggleswick Scar, in Yorksliire] known as the Ebbing and
Flowing Well."

Ther were a fewe Welles

Came renning fro the clitfes adoun.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 160.

Ther sprong welles thre, . . .

Of watyr bothe fayr & good.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 118.

Begin then. Sisters of the sacred well

That from beneath the seat of Jove doth spring.
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 15.

He deep comfort hath
Who, thirsting, drinks cool waters from a well.

R. W. Oilder, The Celestial Passion, Love and Death.

Hence— 2. The source whence any series or

order of things issues or is drawn; a well-

spring of origin or supply ; a fount in the fig-

urative sense.

He that ia of worthinesse the weUe.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 178.

Dan Chaucer, wcK of English undefyled.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 32.

3. That which flows or springs out or up from
a source ; water or other fluid issuing forth.

And from his gored wound a well of blond did gush.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 35.

The water that I shall give him shall be in him a treH

of water springing up into everlasting life. John iv. 14.

4. A pit, hole, or shaft sunk in the ground,
either by digging or by boring through earth and
rock, to obtain a supply of water, or of other
fluid, as mineral water, brine, petroleum, or
natural gas, from a subterranean source, and
walled or otherwise protected from caving in.
Wells are generally cylindrical, and are sometimes bored
to a depth of several hundreds or thousands of feet. (See
Artesian well, under Artesian. See also oil-well, tube-well.)

From ordinary wells for domestic use the water is raised
in vessels— generally buckets hung In pairs to a windlass

well

or singly to a well-sweep— or, a« from deeper wells, by
pumping.

"lis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church-door

;

but 'tis enough. Shak., B. and J., iii. 1. 99.

The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket.

The moss-covered bucket which hung in the rcelX.

S. Woodworth, The Old Oaken Bucket.

You were certain, by a sort of fate, to stop, in passing,

at the well iu the front yard for a drink.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 51.

5. A cavity, or an inclosed space, shaft, or the

like, in some way comparable to or suggestive

of an ordinary well, but of some other origin or

use : as, an ink-well.

The veriest old well of a shivering best parlour.
Dickens, Christmas Carol, Ii.

Through a most unsavory alley into a court, or rather

space, serving as a well to light the rear range of a tene-

ment house. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

She had gotten It in a great well of a cupboard.
R. D. hlackinore, Lorna Doone, xliv.

The well . . . must be a square hole, a little larger than
the plate [for etching), and about an inch deep.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 166.

There must be perfect drainage insured from the bot-

tom of the well [the receptacle for ice iu an ice-house], so

that the ice will be kept dry.
Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 864.

Specifically— (a) In a building, a compartment or shaft

extending through the ditferent floors, or from top to lK)t-

tom, in which the stairs are placed, or round which they
turn ; or one in which an elevator or lift moves up and
down ; or one which serves for the admission of air or

light to interior rooms, etc. The kinds of well named are

distinctively called a well-staircase or (for the space inte-

rior to the stairs) awell-hole, an elevator-shaft, and anatV-

oTlight-shaft. (b) In a ship : (1) A compartment formed by
Ijulkheads round the pumps, for tlieir protection and for

ease of access to them. (2) A shaft through which to raise

and lower an auxiliary screw-propeller. (3) The cockpit
(c) In a fishing-vessel or on a float, a compartment with a
jjerforated bottom for the admission of water, iu which
fish are kept alive : distinctively called live-well, (d) In
a military mine, a siiaft with branches or galleries running
out from it. (e) In a furnace, the lower part of the cav-

ity into which the metal falls. (/) In an Irish jaunting-

car, the hollow space for luggage between the seats, (g)

In some breech-loading small arms, a cavity for the breech-

block in the rear of tlie chamber. (A) In an English court

of law, the inclosed space for the lawyers and their assists

ants, immediately in front of the judges' bench.

Solicitors . . . ranged in a line, in a long matted well,

. . . between the registrar's red table and the silk gowns.
Dickens, Bleak House, i.

6. In her., a bearing representing a well-curb,

usually seen in perspective, circular, and ma-
soned of large stones.— 7. A whirlpool; an
eddy ; especially, a dangerous eddy in the sea,

as about the Orkney and Shetland Islands.

The wells of Tuftiloe can wheel the stoutest vessel round
and rouiKl, in despite of either sail or steerage.

Scott, Pirate, xxxviiL

O to us.

The fools of habit, sweeter seems
To rest beneath the clover sod . . .

Than if with thee [a ship] the roaring wells

Should gulf him fathom-deep in brine.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, x.

Absorblng-welL See nftsori/.— Artesian well. See^r-
tesian (with cut).— Driven well, or drive-well. See
tube-well.— Flowing well Sec /oirui;;.— Negative
well. Same as absorbing-well.— The weUs, or Wells, in

"England, wells or springs of mineral waters, or a place

where such wells are situated : as, to drink of or go to

the ivells at Bath ; Tunbridge Wells.

The New WeUs at Epsom, with variety of BafSing Shops,
will be open'd on Easter Monday next.

Quoted in Ashtons Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,
[II. 113.

=S3m. 4. Well, Spring, Fountain, Cistern. A well is an ar-

tificial pit sunk to such a depth that water comes into the
bottom and rises to the water-level, ready to be drawn up.

A spring is a place where water comes naturally to the

surface of tlie ground and flows away : a spring may be
opened or struck in excavation, but cannot be made. A
.fountain is characterized by the leaping upward of the
water : it nTiy be natural, and thus be a kind of spring, or

it may be artificial, as in a public square. .\ cistern is an
artificial receptacle for the storage of water, as that which
is conducted from roofs ; figuratively, the word may be
applied to similar natural subterranean reservoirs.

well^ (wel), adiK; compar. hetter. superl. best.

[Also E. dial, xcall; Sc. w-ecl, weil; < ME. icel,

weel, wal, wol, welle, wele, sometimes wela. < AS.
wel, well = OS. wel = OFries. wel, wal, wol = D.
wel = MLG. wol, wal, wole. LG. wol = OHG.
wela, wola, MHG. wol, G. wohl. wol = Icel. rel

(sometimes val) = Sw. rdl = Dan. rel = Goth.
waila, well ; orig. ' as wished,' ' as desired.' from
the root of wiW-; cf. Gr. [ie?.Ttpor, better, Skt.

vara, better, vara, a wish, Skt. V" rar, choose

:

see will^. Well has come to be used as the ad-

verb of good.] 1. In a good or laudable man-
ner; not ill; worthily; rightly; properly;
suitably: as, to act or reason wdl ; to work
or ride well; to be well disposed; a tre//-built

house.

The poets did well to conjoin music and medichie In

Apollo. Bacon, Advancement of Leaniing, ii. 189.



well

You cannot anger him worse than to doe well.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Detractor.

'Tis as certain that the worlt was well done at first,

seeing it performs its office so well, at so great a distance

of time. Matindrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 52.

Men who die on a scaffold for political offences almost
always die well. Mdcaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. In a satisfactory or pleasing manner ; ac-

cording to desire, taste, or the like ; fortunate-

ly ; happily ; favorably : as, to live or fare well;

to succeed well in business ; to be well situated.

The same dayo the wynde fell ^tell in our wayo.
Sir li. Guyl/tjrde, Pylgrymage, p. 61.

To malte a savory pore and weeZ smellinge.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X P- 89.

Mistress Ford, by ray troth, you are very well met.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 200.

Take your fortune

;

If you come off weU, praise your wit.

Fletcher^ Spanisii Curate, i. 1.

3. With satisfaction or gratification; com-
mendably ; agreeably ; highly ; excellently

:

as, to be well entertained or pleased.

I hear so well of your Proceedings that I should rather
commend than encourage you. Howell^ Letters, I. v. 9.

All the world speaks well of you. Pope.

A man who thinks sufficiently well of himself Is never
shy. T. A. TroUope, Wliat I Keniemher, p. 117.

4. In reality; fairly; practically; fully.

For blynd men (as I haue feill)

Can ncicht decerne fair ccdours Weill.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngla (E. E. T. S.X 1. 461.

Would they were both well out of the room !

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

Thongh winter be over in March by rights,

Tis May perhaps ere the snow shall have withered well
' off the heights. Browning, Up at a Villa.

It iS evident that before the 13th century had icell be-

gun an hist^>rical compendium of great value had already
been drawn up. Quarterly Her., CLXII. 314.

5. To a good or fair degree ; not slightly or
moderately; adequately: as, to be tceH deserv-

ing ; to sleep well ; a irert-known author.

Whanno he was come the kyng be held hym well.

And liked him right well in eucry thyng.
(Jenerydel (E. E. T. S.), 1. 46S.

She looketh well to the ways of her household.
Prov. xxxi. 27.

Pray thee advise thyself well.

B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, 1. 3.

Look you, this ring doth flt me passing well.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

Full well they laughed, with counterfeited glee,

At all his jokes, for many a joke had he.
Ooldsmilh, Des. Vil., I. 201.

I have hearil of a military engineer who knew so well

how a bridge should be built that he could never build

one. Lowell, Coleridge.

6. To a large extent
;
greatly, either in an ab-

solute or in a relative sense.

The kyng was vKle in age, I yow ensur.
Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1905.

Aton is from thens southwardes wele towarde Jherusa-
lem, within the londe and not vpon the see.

Sir R. Guyiforde, Pylgrymage, p. 48.

She wears her bonnet well back on her head.
0. ir. Bolmes, Professor, vil.

7. Conformably to state or circumstances;
with propriety; conveniently; advantageously;
justifiably: as, I cannot well afford it.

A little evil

May well be suffer'd for a general good, sir.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 2.

To know
In measure » hat the mind may well contain.

MUton, P. L., vii. 128.

You may well ask " What Is to know ? " for the expression

is an ambiguous one. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 28.

8. Conformably to requirement or obligation;

with due heedordiligence ; carefully; conscien-
tiously : now only in the legal phrase well and
truly, "as part of an oath or undertaking.

Ther for to heryn, wele and denowteliche, a messo sol-

empliche soungyn. English OHdt (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Berjnyke and redy, meke and seruisable,
Wele awaityng to fulfylle anono
What that thy souerayne coniav[n]dithe the to be done.

Babeea Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3a

In felonies the oath administered [to jurors] is "You
shall well and truly try, and true deliverance make be-

tween our sovereign lady the Queen and the prisoner at

the bar, etc." Encyc. Brit., XVII. 701.

9+. Entirely; fully; quite; in full measure.
That Castelle [BethanyeJ is wel a Myle long fro Jeru-

salem. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 97.

The elder brother hade a sonne to clerke,

Welle of fyftcne wynter of age.
Political Pueme, etc. (ed. FundvallX p- 98.

Be these thre men wele of thi counseile?
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), I. 38.

10. Very; much; very much: obsolete except
in well nigh (see well-nii/h).

With-oute presentz or i>ens, she pleseth wel fewe.

Piert Plowman (B), iii. 161.

6875
Wel litel thynken ye upon my wo.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 615.

Thei tit agen turned, to telle the sothe,
& here hem wel beter then thei bi-fore hade.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3830.

11. Elliptically, it is well; so be it: used as a
sign of assent, either in earnest, in indifference,
or in irony, or with other shades of meaning, as
a prelude to a further statement, and often as
a mere introductory expletive.

Well, I shall live to see your husbands beat you.
Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 3.

Well now, look at our villa ! Brovming, Up at a Villa.

Well— 'ia well that I should bluster!
Tennyson, Loeksley Hall.

As well, also ; equally ; besides : used absolutely.

I have trusted thee, Camillo,
With all the nearest things to my heart, ae well
My chamber-councils. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 236.

It is not simply a house. It is a person, as it were, as
well. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 93.

As well as. See agl.—As well ... as, both . . . and

;

one equally with the other; jointly.

Stake owt all kindes of fortificac[i]ons, as well to pre-
vent the mine and sappe as the Canon.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 4.

In polity, as well ecclesiastical as civil, there are and
will be always evils which no art of man can cure, breaches
and leaks more than man's wit hath hands to stop.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 9.

Just as well, improperly used by some writers for 'all

the same.'

Her aged lover made her presents, but just as ivell she
hated the sight of him.

Quoted in IL G. White's Words and their Uses, p. 184.

Sowellast. See sol.— To go well, see (70.— To speak
well for. See speak.—Well enough, in a moderate de-
gree ; so as to give moderate satisfaction, or so as to re-

quire no alteration.— Well heeled. See heeled, 2.—Well
met. See meeti.— Well must ye. See m««<i.—Well
nigh, very nearly ; almost : often compounded. See well
nigh.

My steps had weU nigh slipped. Ps. Ixxiii. 2.

One that is well-nigh worn to pieces.
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 21.

Well off, in a good condition, especially as to property.
See off, a., 6.

George will have all my property, but Frank is neai-ly

as well off, barring the baronetcy.
T. Hook, Fathers and Sons, i.

Well spoken. See speak.

[Of the proper compounds of well with participial adjec-
tives, only those are given below which are in standard
use, or the meaning of which is not directly obvious. In
regard to the improper joining of well with participles

ill regular verbal construction, see remark under ill.]

Well^ ("wel), a. and n. [< welP, adv., and in most
uses still strictly an adv.] I. a. 1. Agreeable
to wish or desire ; satisfactory as to condition
or relation ; fortunate ; opportune ;

propitious

:

only predicative, and most commonly used in

impersonal clauses.

Is it well with thee? is it well with thy husband? is it

well with the child ? And she answered. It is well.

2 Ki. iv. 26.

Striving to better, oft we mar what 's well.

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 369.

All is vvU as it can be
Upon this earth where all has end.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 354.

2. Satisfactory in kinder character; suitable;

proper ; right
;
good : as, was it well to do this ?

the well ordering of a household.

Thei woldon awyrien that wijt for his well dedes.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 662.

Olym. Is 't not a handsome wonch ?

Gent. She is well enough, madam.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 2.

It is a more common then convenient saying that nine

Taylors make aman ; it were wed if nineteen could make
a woman to her niinde. N. Ward, Simple Colder, p. 28.

Jeremy Bei.tham's logic, by which he proved that he
coiUdn't imssibly see a ghost, is all very well in the day-

time. O. W. Holmes, Professor, viii.

3. In a good state or condition; well off; com-
fortable ; free from trouble : used predicative-

ly: as, I am quite well where I am.

One woman is fair, yet I am well; another is wise, yet

I am well. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 28.

4t. In good standing; favorably situated or con-

nected ; enjoying consideration : used predica-

tively.

He . . . was well with Henry the Fourth. Dryden.

5. In good health; not sick or ailing; in a

sound condition as to body or mind : usually

predicative : as, he is now well, or (colloquially)

a well man.
I am now as well

As any living man ; why not as valiant?

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 4.

He proceeded to acquaint her who of quality was well

or sick within the bills of mortality.
, ^ ^, ^^ ^,

Steele, Tatler, No. 207.

To let well alone. See ied.—Well to livet, having a

competence; in comfoi-table circumstances. Compare
well-to-do.

well-being

You're a made old man ; . . . you're well to live.

Shak., W. T., iii. 3. 126.

WeU to pasBt. See pass. = Sym. 6. Hale, hearty, sound.

Il.t II. That which is well or good; good state,
health, or fortune. [Rare.]

" O ! how," sayd he, *' mote I that well out find,
That may restore you to your wonted welt ?"

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. iZ,

well-acquainted (wel'a-kwan'ted), a. Having
intimate acquaintance or personal knowledge.

As if I were their well-acquainted friend.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 3. 2.

welladay (wel'a-da), interj. An altered form
of welhmay, simulating day— the present time,
either as the witness or the cause of distress,

being often brought into ejaculations of this
kind. See wellaway.

O well-a-day, Mistress Ford ! having an honest man to
your husband, to give him such cause of suspicion !

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 106.

Ah ! woe is me ; woe, woe is me

;

Alack and well-a-day

!

Herrick, Hesperides (The Mad Maid's Song).

well-ad'7ised(wel'ad-vizd'),a. Accordant with
good advice or careful reflection ; considerate

;

prudent : as, a well-ndvised proceeding,

well-aneart (wel'a-ner'), adv. [Also well-anere

(given as well-an-erc in Halliwell) as an excla-

mation; < well^ + aiiear. In the exclamatory
use anear seems to supply the same vague ref-

erence to the present time as day in welladay.]

Almost immediately ; very soon.

The lady shrieks, and well-a-near
I>oes fall in travail with her fear.

Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 61.

well-appointed (wel'a-poin'ted), a. 1. Com-
plete m appointment or equipment; furnished
with all requisites ; in good trim.

The gentle Archbishop of York is up.
With well-appointed powers.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 190.

They [defenders of the established religion] were a nu-
merous, an intrepid, and a well-appointed band of com-
batants. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Hence— 2t. Dominant ;
protective ; auspicious.

Or seen her well-appointed star

Come marching up the eastern hill afar. Cowley,

well-appointedness (wel'a-poin'ted-nes), n.

The state or condition of being well-appointed.
[Rare.]

Her actual smartness, as London people would call it,

her well-appointedness, and her evident command of more
than one manner. H. James, Jr., Tragic Muse, xxvi.

wellaway (wel'a-wa), interj. [< ME. wellawaye,

welaway, wayleioay, waylaway, walaway, weyla-

wey, weleaway, wei la wei, wo la wo, etc., < AS.
wd Id wd, wdld wd, an exclamation of surprise

or distress: wa, woe; ^a, lo; wo, woe. Hence,
by variation, welladay."] An exclamation ex-
pressive of grief or sorrow, equivalent to alas.

Thu salt, after the thridde dei,

Ben do on rode, weila-wei!
Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2088.

This is the lif of this lordis that lyuen shulde with Dobet,
And wel-a-wey wers and I shulde al telle.

Piers PlowTTMn (A), xi. 215.

I have hem don dishonoure, walaway

!

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1066.

In Scarlet towne, where I was borne.
There was a faire maid dwellin.

Made every youth crye Wet-awaye

!

Her name was Barbara Allen.

Barbara Allen's Cruelty (ChiWs Ballads, IL 168).

wellawayt.n. [< wellaway, interj.'] Woe; misery.

For his glotonie and his grete scleuthe he hath a greuous
penaunce.

That is welawo whan he waketh and wepeth for colde.

Piers Ploicman (B), xiv. 235.

Wot no wight what werre is, ther as pees regneth,

Ne what is witerliche wele til wele-a-way hym teche.

Piers PluumaniC), xxi. 239.

well-balanced (wel'bal'anst), «. Rightly bal-

anced; properly adjusted' or regulated; not con-

fused or disorderly.

The welt-balanced world on hinges hung.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 122.

A well-balanced moral nature consists of a large variety

of mental forces, which do not easily group themselves

under one or two general aspects.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 269.

well-behaved (wel'be-havd'), a. Of good be-

havior or conduct; becoming in manner; cour-

teous; civil.

Such orderly and well-behaved reproof to all uncomeli-

ness. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 69.

well-being (wel'be'ing), n. [< well^ + being.]

Well-conditioned existence; good mode of be-

ing ; moral or physical welfare ; a state of life

which secures or tends toward happiness.

Sometimes written wellbeing.



weU-being 6876 well-knit

It behoTM not a wUe Nation to commit the sum of thir well-deck (wel'dek), n. An open space on the well-found (wel'found), a. Found to be well

iMUinnff, the whole sute of thlr Safety, to Fortune. main deck of a ship, Inclosed like a well by the or good ; approved ; commendable.
Milton, Free Commonwealth,

yjyj^gjts and partial higher decks forward and Gerard dc Narbon waa ray father

;

Ko teat of the physical wtUbting of society can bo «. In what he did profess w«J/o«nd.
uamed so decisive as that which is furnished by bills of '"^^-

, , . , . ^ - .^ „ Shak., All's Well, IL 1. 105.

mortality. Maeaulay, Southey's Colloquies. The question of the freeboard of steamers of the ikU-
,f„_^,,^. comnarativelv well-found lives^^

. .,,..,,,, ,-, . ,- rf«* type is again being brought before the notice of Many live LOmparauTeiy wiirouna ii> ra. „-^ .„„
^rell-belOTed (wel'be-luv'ed), a. Greatly be- JJ^j's by the^ipowuera of the northeast coast.

Fortnightly Hev., N. 8., XIX 728.

loved; very dear. Sometimes used substan- The Engineer, LXV. i6S. vyell-fOTUlded. (wel'foun'ded), o. Founded on
lively. well-decker (wel'dek'fer), n. A ship having a good reasons; having strong probability; not

Myrrh is my mtt-Moved unto me. Cant. L 13. well-deck. baseless : as, well-fomided suspicions.

1-he mU-btlond Brutus. Shak., J. C, iii. 2. 180. ^ ^^^^ proportion of the steamers buUt and owned at Well-givent (wel'giv'n), a. Given to what is

well-beseeming (wel'be-se'ming), a. Properly West Hartlepool are «rfWe<*««.
. .„„,..,„ well or good ;

well-meaning
;
well-intentioned,

or duly beseeming ; suitably becoming.
^ , ,„

* * ^"!'^'"^' »^* "• '-^^ why are you a burthen to the world's conscience, and

..,,>.. .K. . j«„.„. Z„ 1 .«/)>« well-deedt, »• [< ME. weldede, weldeed, < AS. an eye-sore to well-given men?
In a noble Prince nothing is more decent and mlbe- '"",\r5 ,"^V-,ttp \nnlnini Pr-tV, „<ni1n,ti^,>\ no Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, IL 2.

iwmuiii hU greatnesse than to spare toule speeches. ii:cMxd(,= OiiU.W0latat = K30th..watladeas);s.S ' •

'•

"""^ *
pu(r,„/,a,», Arte of Eng. I'ocsie, p. 249. weU'^ + deed.'] Benefit. well-govemort, ". [ME. !«7-(70M»er«0!/r(tr.L.

Home's royal empress, Well-disposed (wel'dis-pozd'), a- Of a good or qui bene prseest).'] One who governs weU.
Cntomish'd of her weU-beseerting troop. favorable disposition ; in a kindly or friendly The prestis that ben wel gouemmirU.

Shak., Tit. Ana., ti. 3. 60.
^^^^^ ^f feeUug ; well-willed. '^'V'W. 1 Tim. v. 17.

well-beseent (wel'be-sen'), « Well-looking; You lose a thousand «WJd!«pos«(J hearts. well-graced (wel'grast), a. Held in good grace
line in appearance; showy. 5/ia/fc., Rich. II., ii. l. 206. or esteem; viewed with favor

;
popular.

The Briton Prince him readie did awayte, Some well-disposed persons have talien offence at my The eyes of men,
In glistering armes right goodly welt-beseene. using the word Free-thinker as a term of reproach. After a well-graced actor leaves the stage,

Spmter, F. Q., V. yili. 29. Steele, Tatler, No. 135. Are idly bent on him that enters next.

well-bestrutted (wel'bf-strut'ed), a. [See well-doer (wel 'do'6r), n. One who does well

;

SAa*., Rich. II., v. 2. 24.

strut, I'.] Fully stretched or distended; sweUed ^ performer of good deeds or actions : opposed well-grass (wel gras), n. The water-cress, 2\as-

ont. to evil-doer turtkim officinale. Also tcell-girse. Compare

^^"^X^HrDlridfste.n'sFeaat). -well-doing "(wel'do'ing),?!. 1<U^. well-doing; tt'ei^-car^e. [Scotch.]

,
H«T«*,Hesperides(Oberons Feast).

^ ^^„2 -f *rfoj„^.] Good conduct or action. Well-grounded (wel'groun'ded), «. Having
well-boat (welbot), «. a tismng-boat pro-

^ „..„ ^ v ^j good grounds or reasons; well-based; well-
) T^ii, „ i;„„ ™.>11 . n <,mo/.v l^riof ^i-on,iot The cristm ne myght bet litill space endure, ne hadde f j^j ' '^^ded with a hye-well; a smack-boat or smack,

be the my>« doin-^e of the v knyghtes. founded , „ ,„,
[t'auaJa and Isew i.ng.J Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 550. well-head (wel hed), n. The source of anatu-

well-borer (wel'bor'er), n. A person engaged Let us not be weary in «>e« doinp. Gal. vL 9. ral well or spring.
in or an instrument used for boring wells. „.ii j„,-„_ /„„,MK'in<r1 n A,.ti,it, woll- Hmncr To-walten [overflowed] alle thyse «W;e-*«<fa (of the del-

well-boring(wel'bor'ing),n. Amethod of sink- well-doing (wel doing), a. Acting well, doing
uge] & the water flowed.

ing wellsby drilling or boring through rock, what is right or satistactory. Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX ii. 428.

these wells often extending to a great depth. The treadotnj? steed. SAo*., Lover's Complaint, 1. 112. Old we!i-Aead< of haunted rills. T^nnj/goji, Eleanore.

Percussion drilling is most used for this pur- well-drain (wel'dran), n. 1. A drain or vent, well-hole (wel'hol), n. 1. A deep, narrow, per-
pose. Compare oil-tcell, oil-derrick, etc. somewhat like a well or pit, serving to discharge pendicular cavity, as the space from top to bot-
weU-bom (wel'bdm), a. [= G. wohlgeboren

;

^Yie water of wet land.— 2. A drain leading to torn of a house round which stairs turn; also.
astcelP + bornl.] Of high or respectable birth; a well or pit. an inclosure in which a balancing-weight rises
not of low origin. well-drain (wel'dran), v. t. [< well-drain, «.] and falls, etc.— 2. The well-room of a boat.
The terra weU-ftom was a contemptuous nickname given To drain, as land, by means of wells or pits, well-hOUSe (wel'hous), n. A room or small

to the FederaUsta.
, tt ,» j a. , t ^on which receive the water, and from which it is house built round a well, for dairy and other

MeMaster, People of United States, L 469. t,j-i_t,. :,*•
„ ^ ^. . , ,' /^^,

-r -. it- J discharged by machinery. domestic uses.
•well-breathed (wel bretht),0. Long-breathed; well-dressing (wel'dres'ing), n. The decora- I lately had standing in my w«H-ftoil« . . . agreatcanl-
having good wind; strong or lung.

jjujj qJ ^yells and springs with flowers, etc., dron of copper. Hannan, Caveat for Cursetois, p. 25.

On Uiy i««-i>r«»tA'(i horee keep with thy hounds. accompanied by religious observances, prac- well-infonued (wel'in-formd'), a. Possessed
Shak.. \enu3 and AAoms, I. bis. tised at set times in England (especially at Tis- of full information on a wide variety of sub-

well-bred (wel'bred), a. 1. Of good breed- siugton, in Derbyshire, on Ascension day) and jects.
ing; polite; cultivated; refined. elsewhere. Also enWed tcelt-Jlowering. welling (wel'ing), n. [Verbal n. of tcein, v.]

For better luve I that bonnie boy
, petichism survives in the honours paid to wells and An outpouring, as of liquid or gas.

f!l?.,/n2i^^^r^n/v?R,.iin,i. Tt tsn^
fountains, common in Germany and in some parts of 'W'ellington bOOt. 1. A riding-boot with legLadyc Dtantond (Child s Ballads, II. 383X France, and in England known under the name of well- pjfp,!^w i.nward af the rear- to the nnfrlp ofA moral, sensible, and weU-bred man dressing. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 87.

extending upward at the rear to the angle of

WiU not affront me, and no other can. ii j -n / i.j -ix «* i j ii a- the knee, and high enough in front to cover the
Covoper, Conversation, 1. 193. -Well-drill (wel dnl), n. A tool or drill used in jj^gg, so called because the pattern is supposed to have

2. Of good breed, stock, or race, as a domestic oonng wells. been introduced by the Duke of Wellintiton, who wore such

animal! Cktm^a.^ half-bred, thoroughlyred. Well-earned (wel'ernd), a. Thoroughly de- boots mh.s campaigns.

well-bucket (wel'buk'et), ». A vessel for f"I^^ 5
*""^ due on account of action or con- 2. A similar boot, somewhat shorter, worn un-

drawing up water from a well : often used in dH,*:* L &%^ ^oell-earned punishment der the trousers, and fitting the leg closely,

pairs, one ascending while the other descends. Well-faced (wel fast), a. Of good face or as- No gentleman could wear anything in the daytime hot
*, .' 11 • °

ji -i X, ^ \. J- T>ect fRare 1 ITeMtnoronftoo^^, high up the lee, over winch the trousers
It 18 usually of wood, and barrel-shaped; in ^^r'\^^T'2 „ , ., v .v.- ^ fitted tightly, covering most of the foot, and secured un-
gome parts of Europe copper vessels are used. He that hath any wdl-fac^ phancy in his Crowne, and derneath by a broad strap.

The moaclea arc so many i«tW>«cfc!««; when one of them dub him dunce tor ever?™ A'. 'Jrarcf?Simple CoblTn pli £. Tafe*, Fifty Years of London Life, 1. li.

acU and draws, tis necessary that the other must obey. „,,,_, , ,,,- ,. nf ™. t f Wellingtonia (wel-ing-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (Lind-
Dryden. Well-famed (wel'famd), a. Of great fame

;

j^y^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ U^j.'^ oiWellinnton

:

well-carrlaged (wel'kar'ajd), a. Of good car- lamous; ceie orated.
seeWellingtonian.'] A name much used in Eng-

riage or deportment; well-mannered. [Bare.] Heeu I thank thee, noost ImperiouB Agamemnon. i^nd for the big trees of California, which has
The ml.tre«i of the house, a pretty well-carriaged ^ff"^- ITo TroUus.] My ««rfjl.m.dlordof Troy.nolej

j^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^jj^^ ^^^^ ^ '„^,.^ ^^^^^^
'"""^ ^'^*'^'"^'^^"- „«ll^^ T' ^'f ^^

**«*•. I- and C, iv 6. 173.
I^te ^ule of priority. See ^gwoia (Vth eut\

weU-carset, «. [Also Sc. well-kerse; ME. welle ^ell-fard (wel fard), a. [Sc, &\so weel-fard
-v^elUngtonian (wel-ing-to'ni-an), a. [< Well-

carse, < A§. wi/lle-c^rse, water-cress, < wylle, ^"^"i""'- a dial, contraction ot well-favored.]
i„„^,„ f,ee def.) -I- -ia».] Of "or pertaining to

well, spring, + corse, cress: see well^ and weii-lavored.
the first Duke of Wellington (Arthur Welleslev,

cress.] Water-cress. Now hold your tongue my itell/ard maid, 1769-1852), a British general and statesman."
,. , *,»!.# i« *»!.** .** Lat a your mourning be. '' ^
IcS rede no faithful Irere at thy feste «yue

;

_^^^,, g. jjazelgreen (Child's Ballads, IV. 86). The Wellingtonian legend was once as strong in Eng-
jnt were me leuere, by onre lonl, lyue by wdfe-caraj. „.„„„^ . ^ i* ir t if land as the Napoleonic in France.
Tluui haue my foJe and my fyndyuge of false menne wyn- welliareT, «• An obsolete spelling oi Jref/are. The Academy 'So. VfH p. VA,

ll"TT t VI.- ^ •""•^(^^""^^'^•fjf
^U-faringt(wel'far'ing),a. [Of. /«'el, .., 6.]

^gll.jntgjjti^,jjgd(„,l,i^.,,„,,l,„„^) _ 'char-
well-chain (wel chan), n. A chain attached to Well-seeming

; fine-appearmg ; handsome. acterized by or due to good intentions ; meaning
a bucket or a pair of buckets and used with Therwithal of brawnes and of hones ^ell ; well-meant ; intended for good,
a windlass, for drawing water from a well. AttW./ortngiepersone forthenones. ' ' "

well-conditioned (wel'kon-dish'ond), a. r<
OAatJcer, ProL to Monk's Tale, 1. 64. The publicity and control which the fornis of free

^jfr „ J. . / , ,)i> _i_ J-,- J -1 T n* ^ , ,,r-, j> T, • t , constitutions provide for guarding even ireH-?;i(<Ti(ionni
lAh.trillcoHdicwnd; <welti + condttioned.] In well-favored (wel'fa'vord), a. Being of good rulers against honest erroS. Brouqham.
good or favorable condition; in a desirable state favorer appearance; good-looking; comely. -immort.ility inherent in Nature" . . . is a«<-Hm(™-
ofbeing: BS.aiceM-condihonfcimind. Prompt. Rachel was beautiful and,ceSforour^d. Gen. xxix.l7. (fcik.<i argument. TAe^»>«r,«in, .XL44.

w;ii:^|dnct^(wel'kon.duk'ted),a.l.^^^ ^»''«''-"--^"-"-''--
'"s^^l^'Vnlf'C.tii. a. i. ^^^^^^^^^^^^

*/u'cffixpe"dl«on^°-^2?"c\t\*^^^^^^^^ Showing the result of calculated; Judicious; wise,

conduct; acting well or properly; well-be-
good feeding ; in good condition ; fat

;
plump. The »e«-^3 d pm-cha^^ and^^

haved: as, a tre/i-c<MldMCted person or commu- And inrfi-/<d sheep and sable oxen slay.
Coirpfr, Buniing of Lord Mansfield's Library,

uitv Pope, Iliad, xxiii. 205. iii_ >_i_j
weli^nirb (-el'k*rb),» A curb or inclosm-e ^U-flowering (wel'flou'6r-ing), n. Same as Trmly co47ac"edhtronLV7r;med or'fike'^"^
around and above the top of a well. See cut well-dressing. ' „ . ^, ^ , ^ . . , , „ ,„_ j__ ___,. '^ «.!,„. »!,< . » . .V I)., . .v . O uwu-init Samson strong-iointed Samson

:

under pozzo. Makes this feast of the v>eU-flowering one of the most '
gi^i,^ L. L. L. i.

" 7"

LoMon ... Bit on the weO-cur*, shouting bad language p?*",'"''j'.°' »" ">« "!•' customs that are left in '' Merrie
•' '

down to the parrot -^"g" England. A', ond (?., 7thser., IIL 457. MouX^dS h^nllv to etoSiT*^ A «;*«», In the Matter of a Private. Well-foughtent (wel'fa'tn), a. Bravely fought.
'^^ ""'^ ''"'''

''^'^''^'^jSd. Immortality.



well-known

well-known (wel'non), a. Fully or familiarly
known; clearly apprehended; "generally ac-
knowledged.

Implured for aid each well-known face,
AuU strove to seek the Dame's embrace.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 25.

well-likingt (wel'li'king), a. 1. Appearing
well; good-looking; well-conditioned.

Children ... as fat and as well-liking as if they had
been gentlemen's children. Latimer.

Through the great providence of the Lord, they came
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The fruiU of unity (next unto the well-pleatina of God,

which 13 all in all) are two.
Bacon, Unity in Religion (ed. 1887).

well-wisher
They bene so well-theiied, and so wise.
What ever that good olrl man bespake.

__ Spemer, Shep. Cal., February.
Ihouwouldst willingly walk in all weZJ-»fert«tnn unto -,-11 .•_,i,._„ J /„,„i/n„/i,- jn txr h tHim. V Leightm, Com. ou 1st Peter.

Well-timbered (wel tim berd), a. Well fur-

well-nronortioned rwel ' nro nor ' shond 1 n "'^'i'^"
"?t" timber

:
as, well-timbered land ; also,

^avi?.gl^^?rcorriet'iro^p'L?o°Lfltt& as 'l't..l''±?,'^.'^.''.2L-''r^^^^ "-^^7- }}^<^^^y
to parts or relations

;
properly coordinated.

well-read (wel'red), a. Having read largely

;

having an extensive and intelligent knowledge
of books or literature.

all safe on shore, and most of them sound and well liking. WeU-regUlatea ( wel'reg'u-la-ted), a
Winthrop, Hist. Xew England, I. 244.

2. Showing off well; clever; smart.
Well-liking wits they have. Shak., 1. L. L, v. 2. 268.

well-lookedt ( wel'liikt), a. Well-looking ; hav-
ing a good appearance. ,

They are lx>th little, but very like one another, and well-
lookfd children. Pepys, Diary, IIL 27(t

well-looking { wel'luk'ing), a. Looking well

;

fairly good-looking.

The horse was a bay, a well-looking animal enough.

She was a well-looking, almost a handsome woman.
J.r

proper regulation or control; in good order as
to arrangement or management ; well-ordered.
Things which would have distressed most well-regtdated

Belgravian damsels. E. Yates, Land at Last, iii. 3.

well-respected (wel're-spek'ted), a. 1. Held
in high respect ; highly esteemed. [Rare.]

If well-regpected honour bid me on,
I hold as little counsel with weak fear
As you, my lord. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 10.

2t. Having respect to facts or conditions;
properly viewed ; carefully weighed,
well-room (wel'rom), n. 1. A room which con-
tains a well ; especially, a room built over a
mineral spring, or into which its waters are
conducted, and where they are drunk.— 2. In
a boat, a place in the bottom where leakage

or figuratively ; strongly formed or built.

A well-timbered fellow, he would have made a good
column, an he had been thought on when the house was
a building.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

Under well-timed (wel'timd), o. 1. Done at a good
or suitable time ; opportune.

Methlnks an angry scorn is here weU-timeA.
Lowell, To G. W. CurtlB.

2. Keeping accurate time : as, well-timed oars.
well-to-do (wel'tij-do'), «• 1. Having means
to do or get along with ; well off; forehanded;
prosperous : as, a well-to-do merchant or fanner.

I am rich and well-to-do. Tennyion, Enoch Ardeu.

2. Manifesting a state of being well off; in-
dicative of prosperity.

There was a well-to-do aspect about the place.
ilrg. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vl.

Tobermory is a commonplace town, with a semicircle of
teell-to-do houses on the shores of a sheltered bay.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 488.

and rainwater are collected, to be thrown out well-tomb (wel'tom), n. A deeply excavated
with a scoop.

well-rounded (wel'roun'ded), a. Being well
or properly rounded or filled out ; symmetri-
cally proportioned; complete in all parts.
Something so complete and well-rounded in his . . .

life- Longfellow.

tomb; one of a numerous class of ancient
burial-pits, as in Egypt and in Phenician lands,
etc., sunk in the ground or rock like wells.

The graves belong to the type of well-tombs, and show a
curious and subtle art in their design for the purposes of
concealment. The Nation, XLVIII. 303.

Same as stink-trap.

A wooden or metallic

C. Jeaffresotiy Live it Down, xxx-

well-mannered (wel'man'^rd), a. [< ME. well
manerijd; < welt^ + mannered.'] Having good
manners; polite; well-bred; complaisant.

Sir, if you will not that men call you presumptuous, or,
to speake plainly, do call you foole, haue a care to be well
manered. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 74.

well-marked (wel'miirkt), a. 1. InrodV. and
hot., pronounced; decided; obvious; signal;
easilvrecognizedordetermined: as, tcell-marked

well-ineaner /t4iWn^r) »; One who means ^ '"^^ wea-secne in anues, and proVd in many a fight tul)e or piping running from top to bottom of a

will „r wwi i^fi^ti^^ ;.' LJi *«™^' f- ^' '*'• '"• 6- well for the fluid to rise or be pumped through.well or ^v hose intention is good ^ ^ schoolmaster See cut underj,a*«p._WeU-tube filter, a flltefor
Deluded iceU-meanert come over out of honesty, and Well teen in music, to instruct Bianca. strainer at the end of the tube of a driven well, to pre-

small olfendera out of common discretion or fear. Shak., T. of the 8., i. 2. 134. vent the entrance of gravel or sand.

. ,
,,-''?^'\'"'^'"^^';,"'.°'''^ well-set (wel'sef), a. 1. Firmly set or fixed; well-turned (wel'temd), a. 1. Accurately

well-meaning (wel me ning), a. Well-inten- properly placed or arranged. turned or rounded: as, a weii-iurHed column.—
tioned: frequently used with slight contempt. Insteadof a girdle, a rent; and, instead of «yB«« hair, 2. Dexterously turned or fashioned; well-

baldness. Isa. iii. 24.

2. Symmetrically formed
;
properly joined or

put together : as, a well-set frame or body,
well-sinker (wel'sing'k^r), n. One who sinks
or digs wells.

Modem jcell-nnkert will go down in any strata almost
to any depth. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 89.

well-minded (wel'min'ded), a. Of good or well-sinking (wel'sing'king), n. The ope- ,, wnta-r Cwel'wa'tfi 1
well-disposed mind; well or favorably inclined, ration of sinking or digging wells; the act of „?in^ i?L„ii!r. ^ft™ j.'„"

For discharge of a blshop;8 office, to l>o weU-minded is boring for water,
not enough. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, TiL 24. Well-Smack (wel'smak), «. A fishing-smack

WeU-minded Clarence, be thou fortunate

!

fumislied with a well ; a smack. [Canada and
Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iv. 8. 27. New Eng.]

well-natured (wel'na'turd), «. Of excellent Well-spherometer (wel'sfe-rom'e-ter), n. A
nature or character; properly disposed ; right- form of spherometer for accurately measuring
minded. the radius of curvature of a lens

Plain well-meaning souL Shak., Eich. II., ii. 1. 128.

He was ever a timorous, chicken-spirited, though well-
meaning man. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xn.

well-meant (wel'ment), a. Rightly intended

;

friendly; sincere; not feigned.

Edward's well-meant honest love.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iiL 3. «7.

rounded; aptly constructed: as, a well-turned
sentence or compliment.
well-warranted (wel'wor'an-ted), a. Having
good waiTant or credit; well-accredited; well-
trusted.

And yon, my noble and well-warranted cousin, . . ,

Do with your injuriea as seems yon l>esL

Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 254.

The water of a
well or of wells ; water drawn from an artificial

weU.
He alludes to the excellence of her freestone well-water,

declares he must really take a third drink out of her nice
gourd. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 249.

Well-'Willedt, a- [< ME. wehcyllyd; < icelP +
Willi -)- -frfa.] Bearing good-will ; favorable.

well-spoken (wel'sp6'kn),«, l! Spoken well
weU-willert (wel'wi^^^^^^^^^ One who wills or

On their life no grievous burthen lies, ., . _ --

Who are well-natured, temperate, and wise. or with propriety: as, a well-spoken recitation
Sir J. Dmham, Old Age. _2. See well spoken, under S2)eak.

They shou'd rather disturb than divert the uWi-notur'd well-spring (wel'spring), H. [< ME. welle-
and reflecting Part of an Audience.

Cangreve, Way of the World, Ded.

wellness (wel'nes), n. [< wclP + -ness.] The
stati- of being well or in good health. Hood.
well-nigh ( wel'ni'),adi'. [< ME. wel nij, wel nygh,
wel neih ; prop, two words : see irc?P and nijjh.']

Very nigh ; very nearly ; almost wholly or en-
tirely. Also written as a single word and (more

perly) as two words.
A wegge of boone or yron putte bytwene
The bark and tree welnvgh III fingers depe.

Palladim, Husljondrie (E. E. T. a), p. 73.

e labour of wel-nigh fifty pionera.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 19.

le dreary night has weltnigh passed. Whittier, Piean.

-ordered (wel'dr'derd), a. Rightly or cor-
tly ordered, regulated, or governed.

There is a law in each wellorder'd nation
To curb those raging appetites.

Shak., T. and C, iL 2. 180.

lU-packing (wel'pak'ing), n. A cylindrical
bag tilled with flaxseed, or some similar appa-
ratu.s, placed aroun<l the well-tube in deep oil-

wells, to prevent the entrance of water above
or below the oil in the well ; a seed-bag. E. H.
h'liitjht See cut under paotinj;.

well-pleasing (wel'ple'zing), a. Acceptable;
pleasing.

A aacriflce acceptable, utU-plearing to Ood.
Phil. Iv. 18.

well-pleasing (wel'ple'zing), H. That which
^is well pleasing; also, the act of pleasing or
^Mtisfying. [Rare.]
^^H 432

spring, wilspring, < AS. wyllspring, wylspring, a
fountain, spring of water, < wyll, well, + spring,
spring: see well^ and spring.] 1. A water-
source ; a fountainhead ; a li-ving spring. [Ob-
solete or archaic]
A litill l>rooke that com reunynge of two icelle sprynges

of a mouutayne. Merlin (E. E. T. 3.X ii. 338.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, a perennial source of
anything ; a fountainhead of supply or of ema-
nation.

wishes well ; a well-wisher.

[They] scornefuUie mocke his worde, and also spiteful-
lie hate and hurte all well wUlers thereof.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

Be ruled by your welUwillers.
Shak.,M. W. of W., i. 1. 72.

well-'willingf (werwiFing), a. [< ME. wele-
wyllyng, welwillende, < AS. welwillende (tr. L.
benevolus), < wel, well, + willende, ppr. of wilP-.]

Wishing well ; well-inclined ; favorable ; friend-
ly; propitious.

To ther desire the kyng was welewillyng.
So fourth on huntynu lie rode certeyiily.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 984.

bath it.

l^derstanding is a wellspnng of life unto him^that woll-'willyt (werwiKi), rt. [Also icel-^illy ; Sc.
**

weill-willie; < ME. wellwilly (= 8w. valvillig =
Dan. vekillig), benevolent; < well^ + will^ +
-yl. Ct. well-willing.] Kindly wishing ; favor-

able
;
propitious.

Venus mene I, the weltcilly planete.
Chaucer, Troilus, UL 1257.

well-wisht (werwish' ), n. A good or favorable
wish ; a benevolent desire.

If this be true, I must confess I am charitable only in

my liberal intentions, and bountiful well-wishes.

Sir T. Brovme, Religio Medici, ii. 13.

Let it not . . . enter into the heart of any one that hath
... a well-tcish tor his friends or posterity to think of a
peace with France. Addison, Present State of the War.

Prov. xvt 22.

well-staircase (wel'stSr'kas), n. A staircase

forming or built around a well or weU-hole.
See wcll^, «., 5 (a).

well-sweep (wel'swep), n. A sweep orpivoted
pole to one end of which a bucket is hung for
drawing water from a well.

Leaning welt-sweeps creaked in the scant garden.
& Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

well-tempered (wel'tem'ptrd), a. In mxisic,

tuned in equal temperament. The term is used
specifically in the (English) title of one of J. S. Bach's most
famous works, "The Well-Tempered Clavichord," a col-

lection of forty-eight preludes and fugues, in two equal
parts, one finished in 1722 and the other in 1744, which

tt j • j -n
were written in all the major and minor keys (tonalities) well-'wishedt (wel'wisht), a. Held in good will

;

of the keyl)oard for the purpose of testing the theory of biehlv esteemed ; well-liked,
tuning in equal temperament, at that time but little ° „ , \. ... „ . i.j u
known. See tnnyerament. The general, subject to a «-<«-w!7<Ad king,

well-thewed(wel'thiid),a. [<We:,.tcel-tltewed, (}uit their own part SAo*., M. for M., ii. 4. 27.

wel thewfd; < welV^ + thewed.] Good in man- well-'wisher (wel'wish'er), n. One who wishes

ner, habit, form, or construction; well-man- well, as to a person or a cause; a person favor-

nered; well done. ably inclined ; a sympathizing friend.



well-^sber
It hearteos the Young Libertine, and confirms tbe twtl-

wulun to Atheism.
Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 10B8), p. 19a

well-won (wel'wun), a. Honestly gained; hard-

ly earned.

My bargains and my trrfl-won thrift.

Shak., M. of V., 1. 3. 51.

well-worn (wel'wom), a. 1. Much affected

by wear or use ; hence, familiar from frequent
repetition ; worn threadbare.

The mUipom plea that unequal acquaintanceships
never prosper. Jfra. Gore, Two Aristocracies, xv.

Down which a «ieU-umm pathway courted us.

Tennyeon, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Properly or becomingly worn; suitably

borne or maintained. [Rare.]

That teeU-wom reserve which proved he Itnew

No sympathy with that familiar crew.
Byron, Lara, L 27.

welly (wel'i), <J<ft'. [An extension of welP.']

Well-nigh; very nearly; almost. [Prov. Eng.]

Our Joseph 's welly blind, poor lad.

Waugh's Laticashire Songs.

welmt, f. • [ME. vselmen, < xcelm, walth, a
bubbling up, a spring: see tcalm.'] To well;

spring.
The watere is evere fresh and newe
That vxlmeth up with wawis brighte.

Ram, of the Rote, 1. 1561.

wels (welz), n. The sheatfish, Silurns glanis.

Welsh! (welsh), a. and n. [Formerly also Welch,

early mod. E. also Walsh; < ME. Welsce, Walshe,

Wieisce, WaUche, Walse, Walisc, Welisc, < AS.
tcelisc, tcielisc, foreign, esp. Celtic, in later use
applied also to the French (= OHG. walhisc,

foreign, esp. pertaining to Rome, Roman, MHG.
tcekcA, icellisch, walhisc, pertaining to Rome,
French, Italian, G. wiilscli, foreign (ef.G. Walsch-

land, Italy), = Icel. valskr, foreign), < wealh (pi.

Kealas), foreigner, esp. the Celts or Welshmen,
= OHG. walh, MHG. tcalck, a foreigner, esp. a
Roman (ef. Wallach) ; cf . LL. Volcse, a reflex of

a Celtic name. The AS. noun, in the pi. Wealas,

lit. 'foreigners,' exists in the patrial names
Wales, Cornwall, and in eomp. in walnut; and
the adj. appears as a surname in the forms
WeUh, Welch, Walsh.'] I. a. If. Foreign. See
welshnut.— 2. Relating or pertaining to Wales
(a titular principality and a part of the island

of Great Britain, opposite the southei-n part of

Ireland), or to its people or its indigenous Cym-
ric language—Welsh clearwlng, Trockilium scoHas-

/orme, a BriiJsh hawk-moth whose larva feeds on the
birch.—Welsli draket, the gadwall or gray duck, CA««-
lelaemus etreperus. J. P. Qiraud, 1844. Also called Ger-
TMm duck. See cut under Chaulelatfinus. [New Jersey.]
— Welsh glave. Heegtave, 3.—Welsh groin, in arcA.,

a j.Toiii formed by the intersection of two cylindrical
vaults, of which one is of less height than tlie other. See
underpiuh groinirtg, under groining.—Welsh harp. See
*arp.—Welsh hook, an old military weapon of the bill

kind, but liaving, in addition to a cutting-blade, a hook
at the back.

Swore the devil bi< true liegeman upon the cross of a
WeUh hook. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 372.

Welsh lay. Sec iaj/'.—Welsh main, a match at cock-
fl^hting where all must fight to death. Scott.—Welsh
medlar. Same as Azaro/c.—Welsh mortgage. Seewiort-
gage.— Welsh mutton, a choice and delicate quality of
nmttou ubtaincd from a small breed of sheep in Wales.
Stmwumrf*.— Welsh onion, the cibol, Alliuin fititulosuni

:

o called from the GerTiian Wdlsch, which merely indicates
a foreign origin. SeeciW, 2, and i«eiS:.—Welsh parsley t,

a burlesque name for hemp or a hangman's halter made
of it.

This is a rascal deserves ... to dance in hemp Der-
rick's coranto: let's choke him with Wehh parsley.

Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 1.

Welsh poppy. See Mecmopsis and j)o;(py.—Welsh
rabbit, ware, wig, etc. See the nouns.

II. H. 1. Collectively, as a plural word with
the definite article, the people of Wales, or the
members of the Cymric race indigenous to
Wales. They were ruled by petty princes, and
maintained their independence of the English
till 1282-3.— 2. The language of Wales or of
the Wehih. The Welsh is a member of the Celtic fam-
ily of languages, forming, with the Breton language and
the now extinct Cornish branch, the Cymric group,

welsh- (welsh), v. t. and i. [Also welch; <
JIV/.y/il, either from the surname, or in allusion
to the alleged bad faith of Welshmen.] To
cheat or practise cheating by betting or taking
money as a stake on a horse-race, and running
off without settling.

A late decision of the Courts has rather taken the lower
claas of lK>okmaker by surprise— welshing was decided to
be an indictalde offence, yineteenth Century, XXVI. 859.

He stakes his money with one of tlie lnjok-makers whom
be bas seen at his stand for many years, with the cer-
tainty that he will receive his winnings, and run no risk
of being welshed.

Dally Telegraph, March 12, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)
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welsher (wel'shfer), n. [< welsh^ + -6»1.] A
swindling better or book-maker on a race-track

;

one who absconds without paying his losses, or

what is due to others on account of money de-

posited with him for betting. Also written

welcher.

The welcher properly so called takes the money offered

him to back a horse, but, when he has taken money
enough from his dupes, departs from the scene of his la-

bours, and trusts to his luck, a dyed wig, or a pair of false

whiskers not to be recognised. All the Year Round.

Welshman (welsh 'man), «.; pi. Welshmen
(-men). [Formerly also JFelchmati; < Welsh +
tnan.] 1. A native of the principality of Wales,

or a member of the Welsh race.— 2. A local

name of the black-bass and of the squirrel-fish.

welshnutt (welsh'nut), n. [Also walshnut; <

ME. welshnote, walshnote, lit. 'foreign nut' : see

Welsh^ and nut, and cf. walnut.] The nut of Ju-

glans regia, the European walnut ; also, the tree.

I saugh him carien a wind-melle
Under a walsh-note [var. welnh-note] shale.

Chaucer, liouse of Fame, L 1281.

[Early printed editions have walnote.]

welsomet (wel'suiu), a. [< ME. welsum; < welV^

+ -some.] Well off; in good Condition
;
prosper-

ous. Wyclif, Gen. xxiv. 21.

welsomelyt (wel'sum-li), adv. [< ME. welsum-
li; < welsome + -ly'^.] Prosperously; with fa-

vor or well-being.
I . . . shall be turned agen welsumly to the hows of

my fader. Wyclif, Gen. xxviii. 21.

welt^t (welt), V. i. [< ME. wclten, roll, upset,

overturn, < AS. wyltan, roll, etc., = OHG. wal-

san, MHG. welzen, G. walzen, walzen = Icel.

vclta,vo\\: see wait.] To roll; revolve.

Hit walz a wenyng vnwar ifoolish] that welt in his mynde.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ill. 115.

welt^ (welt), n. [< ME. welte, a narrow strip

of leather round a shoe, a hem, a fringe
;
per-

haps < W. gwald, a hem, welt, gwaltes, the welt
of a shoe (cf . gwaldu, welt, hem, gioalteisio, form
a welt).] 1. An applied hem, selvage, border-
ing, or fringe; especially, a strengthening or

ornamenting strip of material fastened along
an edge, or over or between two joined edges,
often forming a rounded ridge by the insertion

of a cord or the doubling outward of the ma-
terial. [Now rare, except in specific or teeh-

ni«al uses.]

Little low hedges, round like welts, with some pretty
pyramids, I like well. Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).

Clap but a civil gown with a welt [a civilian's gown with
a furred border] on the one, and a canonical cloke with
sleeves on the other. B. Jonson, Epicoenc, iv. 2.

A comraittee-maTi's clerk, or some such excellent ras-

cal, clothing himself from top to toe in knavery, without
a welt or gard of goodness about him.

Randolph, Hey for Honesty, i. 1.

His coat was greene.
With welts of white seamde betweene.

Greene, Mourning Garment.

Specifically— (a) In a heraldic achievement, a narrow
border to an ordinary or charge. (6) A strip of material
sewed round or along an open edge, as of a glove.

He [a glove-maker] cuts pieces for the thumbs . . . and
for tlie binding round the top and the opening just above
the palm of the hand, which are called welts.

Chambers's Journal, 5th ser., III. 226.

(c) A strip of leather in a boot or shoe sewed round the
edge of the conjoined upper leather and inner sole, pre-
paratory to the attachment of the bottom or outer sole.

See cut under boot, (rf) In carp., a strip forming an addi-
tional thickness laid over a flush seam or joint, or placed
in an angle, to strengtlien it, as in a carvel-built vessel.

(e) In sheet-iron work, a strip riveted to two contiguous
plates forming a butt-joint. (/) In knitting : (1) One of the
ribs at an end of the work, intended to prevent it from
rolling up, as around tlie opening or top of a sock. (2) A
separate flap, as a heel-piece, on any piece of work made
in a knitting-machine. It is made independently of the
work, and afterward knitted on.

Hence— 2. A low superficial ridge or linear
swelling, as on the skin ; a weal or wale : as,

to raise welts on a person or an animal by
blows with a whip. See welf'^, v. t., 2. [Colloq.]

welt'-^ (welt), D. *. l<wem,n.] 1. To fix a welt
or welts to or in ; furnish or ornament with any-
thing called a welt: as, to welt shoes.

If any be sicke, a speare is set vp in his Tent with
blacke Felt welted aliout it, and from thenceforth no
stranger entereth therein. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 412.

Wit 's as suitable to guarded coats as wisdom is to welted
gowns. Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, iv. 1.

2. To beat severely with a whip or stick, where-
by welts may be raised. See welt^, n., 2. [Col-
loq.] —Welted thistle. See thistle.

welts (welt), V. i. [A dial. var. of wilt] To
wilt; witlier; become soft or flabby, as from
decay; become ropy or stringy, as some liquors.

[Prov. Eng.]
Her coodn't lave 'ouze liy raison of the Christmas bakkon

comiu' on, and zome o' the cider wetted.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doonf, ii.

welt-shoulders

welt^t. Preterit of wait.

welt-cutter (welt'kuf'er), n. In shoe-mamif., a
machine to cut notches in the edges of a welt,

in order to admit of laying it in smoothly at

the toe. The cutting-blade is triangular, and
is depressed by a treadle and raised by a

spring. £. H. Knight.

weltet. P*reterit of weld^, weldf, older forms of

wield.

welter (wel'tSr), v. [< ME. welteren, a var. of

walteren,waltren,To\\ oyer: see waiter.] I. i»-

trans. 1. To roll or toss; tumble about; flow

or act waveringly, confusedly, or tumultuously

:

used chiefly of waves, or of things comparable
to them.

Again the reckless and the brave
Ride lords of weltering seas.

Motherwell, Battle-llag of Sigurd.

Incapable of change,
Nor touched by welterings of passion.

Wordsworth, Prel., vi.

The waves
Whelmed the degraded race, and weltered o'er their graves.

Bryant, The Ages, st. 18.

2. To roll about, as in some fluid or unstable
medium ; be tossed or tumbled ; hence, to wal-
low or grovel (in something).

He must not float upon his watery bier
Unwept, and welter to the parching wind
Without the meed of some melodious tear.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 13.

Happier are they that welter in their sin.

Swine in the mud, that cannot see for slime.
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. To be exposed to or affected by some wel-
tering or floating substance or medium : said of

objects at rest.

When all is past, it is humbling to tread
O'er the weltering field of the tombless dead.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, xvii.

We climbed over the crest of high sand, where the
rushes lay weltering after the wind.

R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, xi.

She fell from her horse, slain, and weltering in her
blood. K W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 153.

II. trans. If. To roll; cause to turn or re-

volve.

He that weltereth a stone. Bible of 1549 (Prov. xxvi. 27).

2. To subject to or affect by weltering; ac-

complish by or as if by wallowing. [Rare.]

Weltering your way through chaos and the murk of Hell.
Carlyle.

welter (wel'tfer), n. [< welter, v.] Rolling or
wallowing motion ; a tossing or tumbling
about ; hence, turmoil ; ferment ; hurly-burly.

The foul welter of our so-called religious or other con-
troversies. Carlyle.

Kothing but a confused welter and quiver of mingled air,

and rain, and spray, as if the very atmosphere is writhing
in the clutches of the gale. Kingsley, Two Years Ago, iii.

The welter of the waters rose up to his chin.
WilliaTn Morris, Sigurd, i.

welter-race (we.l'ter-ras), n. A race in which
the horses carry welter-weight. See uelter-

weigh t.

welter-stakes (wel'tfer-staks), n. pi. The stakes
in a welter-race.

welter-weight (wel'ter-wat), «. [Appar. < wel-

ter, v., + weight; in allusion to the heavier mo-
tion. But in early racing-lists the first element
is said to be swelter, for which then ice/?er would
be a substitute. Swelter would allude to the
overheating of the heavily weighted horses.]

In horse-racing, an unusually heavyweight, es-

pecially as carried by horses in many steeple-

chases and hurdle-races. These weights some-
times amount to as much as 40 pounds over
weight for age.

welt-guide (welt'gid), n. An attachment to a
shoe-sewing machine for presenting the welt
in the machine in position for sewing in.

welting (wel'ting), n. [Verbal n. of well-, r.]

1. A sewed border or edging; a thickened
edging.— 2. A severe beating with a whip,
stick, strap, or the like. [Colloq.]

He bewhimpered his welting, and I scarce thought it

enough for him. G. Meredith.

welt-leather (welt'leTH'^r), «. Leather from
the shoulders of tanned hides, used for mak-
ing the welts of boots and shoes.

The demand for leelt leather is greater than the supply.
IT. S. Cons. Rep., No. lix. (1885), p. 442.

welt-machine (welt'ma-shen''), M. In shoe-

ninnnf., a machine for cutting leather into strips

suitable for welts. The welts are afterward passeil

through tbe welt-cutter. Welts may also be cut and
trimmed witll hand-tools called welt-trimmers.

welt-shoulders (welt'sh61"derz), )). pi. Same
as well-leather.



welt-trimmer

welt-trimmer (Tvelt'trim"er), n. A cutting-tool

for trimming welts for shoes; also, a welt-
maehiiie.

wel-willyt, a- See well-wiUy.

Welwitschia (wel-wich'i-ii), II. [NL. (J. D.
Hooker, 1863), named aiter Friedrich fVel-

tritsch (1806-72), an Austrian botanist and
traveler.] A genus of gymnospermous plants,

of the order Gnctacese, among the most remark-
able in the vegetable kingdom, distinguished
by dioecious many-flowered imbricated cone-
like spikes panieled at the margin of a short
woody trunk. The only species, W. mirabilig, is a native
of sandy regions of soutliwestem tropical Africa, in Ben-
guela !tn<i Daniara-land, between 14° and 23° south latitude.

lytlTuifschia mirabitis.

I. Entire plaat. 3. Branch ofthe panicle, a, stamen—tube laid open.
showing the inclosed ovule ; b, pollen-grains ;

r-bu<'

__ ---...„ , scale of cone with
flower-bud : d, seed, longitudinal section, showing the calyptriforra

integument atitsapex;oripe seed and b.ise of pericarp ; /, pericarp
with styliform apex of the integument of the seed ; £, embryo.

Its thick trunk bears but two leaves. The original coty-

ledons, wliich are opposite, green, spreading, and persis-

tent, are composed of a hard fibrous substance, and become
often 6 feet litng and 2 or 3 wide. Tht-y finally split into

long shreds, hut are still retained, it is said, through over
a hundred years of growth, 'the mature trunk forms a
tabular mass only about a foot high, but 5 or 6 feet across

;

the t*>p is truncate, hard, pitted, and broken by cracks,
and resembles a fungus of the genus Potypt/nut ; the base
is deeply sunk in the 8<jil, and produces middle-sized roota.

Tlie panieled inflorescence is composed of rigid erect di-

chotoniously jointed stems from to 12 inches high, with
two opposite scales sheathing each joint, and is develojicd

I

annually from the upper side of tlie trunk at the base of

the cotyledons. The flower-spikes are composed of l>ril-

liant scarlet scales overlapping, usually in four rows— the
male witii spikes 1^ inches long or under, the female larger,

fewer, and thicker. Each scale contains a flower, the male
a small loo.se membranous perianth, the filaments connate
into a loosely exserted tnlje, and six anthers, each opening
by three apical and finally confluent iM>res. The fruit is

dry, two-wingnd, compressed, inclosed in a fiitrous utricle.

The new growtli is cliiefly horizontal, enlarging the stem
both above and below the base of the leaf, wliich finally

projects from a deep marginal cavity.

vrelyt, n. [ME., < AS. iccHff, wcleg (= OHG.
irclaiji), rich, wealthy, < vein, weal: see weal^.']

lu a state of weal or good health; healthy.

Tlie clawes drie and scabbed olde busely
Kytte all away, and kepe up that is wely.

Pailadiun, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

Wem^t (wem), n. [Early mod. E. also weam ;

< >IE. wem, wemme, altered, after the verb, from
'team, *ii:om, < AS. icnm, worn (iramm-, womm-),
spot, blot, sin. = OS. warn = OFries. warn (in

wlitiwam) = OHG. wamm = leel. vamm = Goth.
tcanun, a spot, blemish. Cf. wem^, ».] A spot;
scar ; fault ; blemish ; taint.

Beren your body into every place . . .

Withoute wcirt of yow, thurgh foul or fair.

Chaucer, S<|Uire'8 Tale, 1. 113.

The shaft must be made round, nothing fiat, without
gall or wetitj tor this purp<ise.

AKchaw, Toxophllus (ed. 1864), p. 121.

6879
Eubbe out the wrinckles of the minde, and be not curi-

ous about the weamg in the face.
Lyly, Euphues and his England (Arber's reprint, IV. 463).

wem^t (wem), V. t. [< ME. wemmen, < AS. toem-
man (= OHG. gi-wemman = Goth, ana-wamm-
jan), spot, blemish, ete.,< warn (wamm-), a spot:
see wewil, ».] To corrupt; vitiate. Drant.
wem^t (wem), K. [A shortened form of weam,
wame, a dial, form of womh.^ The belly ; the
wame.
He bad his gang therefore command us . . .

To probe its [the Trojan horse's] wem with wedge and
beetle. Cotton, Scarronides, p. 7. {Dames,)

wemlesst (wem'les), a. [< ME. weniles, wemme-
les, locmlees, < AS. wamleds, womleds, without
spot or blemish, < warn, spot, -I- -/ea'«= E. -less.']

Spotless; stainless; immaculate.
Thou Virgin wemmeleg,

Bar of thy body, and dweltest mayden pure.
Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 47.

wemmyt (wem'i), o. [< weml + -^l.] Faulty;
unsound; blemished; tainted.

The mustie wheate, the sowre wine, the ratt-eaten bread,
the wemmie cheese.

ffweparo. Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 267.

'Wen (wen), n, [< ME. we/i, wenne,<, AS. wen, ween
(wenn-, wsenn-) = OFries. wen = D. wen = LG.
wen, ween = G. dial, wenne, wehiie, wdhne, a wen,
wart.] A circumscribed benign tumor of mod-
erate size, occurring on any part of the body,
but especially on the scalp, consisting of a well-
defined sac inclosing sebaceous matter.
Wench^ (wench), n. [< ME. wenche, shortened
form of wenchel, orig. a child, prob. < AS. *!ce«-

cel, a child, represented by the once occui-ring
winclo, pi., children, prob. for *«)e«cd!/, neuf.pl.
of the adj. toeneel, wencele, weak (found once, in
dat. pi. wencelum, applied to widows), var. of
wancol, woncol, unstable, > E. wankle : see wan-
kle. The AS. wencle, a wench, a daughter,
given by Somner, is an error based upon the
above forms.] If. A child (of either sex).

Were & wif & icetwhel [man and wife and child].

^
Ancren Riwle, p. 334.

2. A female child ; a girl ; a maid or damsel

;

a young woman in general. [Wench had originally

no depreciatory implication, and contiimed to be used iit

a respectful sense, especially as a familiar term, long
after it had acquired such an implication in specific em-
ployment ; and it is still conmionly so used in provincial
English, and sometimes archaically in literature.]

William & his worthi wenche [a princess] than were blithe
Of the help that thei hade of this wild best.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1901.

Go ge awey, for the wenche is nat dead, but slepith.
Wycli/, Mat. ix. 24.

Now, how dost thou look now? O ill-starr'd wench [Des-

demona]

!

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 272.

3. Specifically— (a) A girl or young woman
of a humble order or class ; especially, a maid-
servant ; a working-girl.

A wench [maid-servant, B. V.] went and told them.
2 Sam. xvli. 17.

The vxnch in the kitchen sings and scours from morn-
ing to night. Steele, Tatler, No. 248.

(6) A lewd or immodest woman ; a mistress; a

concubine; a strumpet. [This use was early

developed, and is always indicated by the con-
text. It is obsolescent.]

I am a gentil womman, and no wenche,
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 958.

A lodging of your providing ! to be called a lieutenant's

or a captain's wench !

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 2.

(c) A colored woman of any age ; a negress or

mulattress, especially one in service. [CoUoq.,

U. S.]

wencfil (wench), v. i. [< weneh^, n.1 To con-

sort with strumpets.

What '» become of the wenchiny rogues 1

Shak., T. and C, v. 4. 35.

•wench^f, «. An obsolete form of winclfi for

winced.

wencher (wen'chfer), n. [< wench'i- + -erl.] One
who wenches; a lewd man.

My cozen Roger told us . . . that the Archbishop of

Canterbury . . . is aa very a wencher as can be.

Pepys, Diary, III. 207.

wendl (wend), v.; pret. and pp. wended (for-

merly also went), ppr. Wending. Went, which
is really the preterit of this verb (like senttrom

send), is now detached from it and used as pret-

erit Of go. [< ME. wendeti, < AS. wendan, tr.

turn, intr. turn oneself, proceed, go, = OS. wen-

dian, wendean = OFries. wenda — D. wcnden,

turn, tack, = OHG. wentan, MHG. G. tvenden,

cause to turn, = leel.venda, wend, turn, change,

= Sw. vdnda = Dan. vende = Goth, wandjan,

cause to turn; caus. of AS. windan, etc., turn.

wentletrap

wind: see wind^, v.J I. trans. If. To turn;
change.

To wenden thus here thoght.
Genesis and Exodus (E, E. T. S.), 1. 4061.

2. To direct (one's way or course)
;
proceed

upon.
Wende forthe thi course, I comaunde the.

York Plays, p. 52.

And still, her thought that she was left alone
Uncompanied, great voyages to weTid
In desert land, her Tyrian folk to seek.

Surrey, jEneid, iv. 616.

Then slower wended back his way
Where the poor maiden bleeding lay.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 26.

n. intrans. If. To turn ; make a turn
;
go

round; veer.

For so is this worlde went with hem that han powere.
Piers Plounnan (B), iii. 280.

At the wendyix{f [turning of the furrow] slake
The yoke, thyne oxen neckes forto cole.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S,.), p. 44.

The lesser [ship] will turn her broadsides twice before
the greater can wend once. Raleigh,

2. To take one's way or course
;
proceed

;
go.

For every wyght which that to Rome went [wendeth]
Halt nat o path or alwey o manere.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 36.

As fer as any wight hath ever wenf.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 444.

Hopeless and helpless doth .^ilgeon we7id,
But to procrastinate his lifeless end.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 158.

Bereft of thee he wends astray.

Prior, Wandering Pilgrim, st. 12.

3t. To pass away; disappear; depart; vanish.

The grete tounes see we wane and wende.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2167.

He putte thee doun, thou mshtist not rise
;

Thi strengthe, thi witt, awei is went!
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 163.

Wend^ (wend), n. [G. Wende, pi. Wenden (called

in Slavic Serh, Sorab, etc.: see Serb, Sorb^);
a name prob. ult. connected (like Vandal) with
wend'^, wander.'] 1. A name applied in early
times by the Germans to their Slavic neigh-
bors.— 2. A member of a branch of the Sla-vic

race dwelling in Lusatia : same as Sorb^.

wend^t, wendet. Obsolete preterits of ween.

Wendic (wen'dik), a. and n. [< WeiuV^ + -ic]

1. a. Of or pertaining to the Wends; Wend-
ish : as, the Wendic tongue.

II. n. Same as Sorbian, 2.

Wendish (wen'dish), a. [< G. Wendiseh; as
Jre«(/2 -1- -js/|l.] Of or pertaining to the Wends

;

Wendic.
The original Wendish towns which the conquerors found

already established . . . became German.
W. Wilson, State, § 441.

wenet, «. and v. An old spelling of ween.

wengt, «. An obsolete form of wing.

Wennam prism. See prism.

weniont, "• Same as wanion.

Wenlock group. See groups.

wennish (wen'ish), a. [< wen + -ish.'] Hav-
ing the character or appearance of a wen ; also,

affected with wens or wen-like excrescences.
Sir H. Wotton.

wenny (wen'i), a. [< wen + -f/l.] Same as
iccnnish. Wiseman, Surgery.

wenona (we-no'na), n. [N. Amer. Ind.] A
small American serpent, Charina plumbea, na-

tive of California and Mexico, it is a sort of sand-

snake related to and formerly placed in the family Ery-
cidee, but represents a different family, Charinidx.

^weIlt^ (went), n. [< ME. wente; < wend^ (cf.

6e«<l, «., < ftenrfl).] 1. A turn or change of

course; a turning or veering; hence, a rolling

or tossing about.
In wo to bedde he wente,

And made or it was day ful many a wente.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 63.

He knew the diverse went of mortall wayes.
Spenser, F, Q., VI. vi. 3.

2. A course; a passage; a path.

Hit forth wente
Doun by a floury grene went£
Ful thikke of gras, ful softe and sweet.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 398.

But here my wearie teeme, nigh over spent,

Shall breath it selfe awhile after so long a went.
Spenser, ¥. Q., IV. v. 46.

3. A furlong of land. Halliwell.

went- (went). See wend''- and go.

went^t, wentet. An obsolete preterit and past

participle of ween.

wentle (wen'tl), v. [Freq. of wend'' (cf . went').^

To turn ; roll over. Halliwell.

wentletrap (wen'tl-trap), n. [< G. wendel-

trcppc, a winding staircase, cockle-stair, a

shell so called, a wentletrap, < wendel, in comp.,



wentletrap

a turning (< tcenden, turn: see tcend^, and cf.

ii>iMdlf), + treppe,sU\iT: seetrap^.] A shell of

the genus Sealaria or family Sealariidie; a lad-

der-shell. See Scalariidx, and cut under Sea-

laria.

wept. An obsolete preterit of iccfpi,

wepelyt, "• ^ee tret phi.

wepent, wepnet, weppont, weppynt, etc., n.

Obsolete forms of weapon.

wept (wept). Preterit and past participle of

werif, n. [Alsoirerf; ME. irer, icerp, < AS. irec,

a man, also a fine so called, wergild, = OS. tcer

= OHG. irer= leel. verr = Goth, wair = L. vir,

» man. Hence, in comp., wergild, werwolf.

From the L. vir are ult. E. virile, virtue, etc.,

and the second element of decemvir, duumvir,

triumvir, etc.] 1. A man.

Me bwet U he thee were that tu art to iweddet?W o/St. Juliana (E. E. T. S.), 1. 81.

Ne llpiie no wif to hire iwre, ne were to his wyne.
Old t'»i3. Uomaie*(Eu E. T. S.X Ist ser. Moral Ode, I. 32.

2. WergUd.
Erery man was valued at a certain sum, which was

called his vere. Bomcarth, Anglo Saxon Diet

Wer lln ancient English criminal law] was a species of

fine, a price set npon a man according to his rank in life.

SUphen, Hist. Crira. Law, I. 57.

wer^t, «. An obsolete form of weir.

wer^, pron. A dialectal form of owrl.

werblet, »'• and n. An old form of warble^.

wercht, i'. and n. An old form of work^.

werche, a. Same as wersh.

werdt, ". A Middle English form of weird.

werelf. An obsolete form of wear\ wear",

weir, irnrl, voir.

were-t, ». See iceri.

were*. Indicative plural and subjunctive sin-

gular and plural of was. See was.

were-angel, «. An obsolete or dialectal form
of warriangle.

weregild, «. See wergild.

werelyet, «. Same as warely.

weremod, n. Same as wormwood. [Obsolete

or jirov. Eng.]
werent. An obsolete form of were^.

werena (w6r'na). A Scotch form of were no—
that is, were not.

werewolf, werewolflsh, etc. See werwolf, etc.

wergild, weregild (wer'-, wer'gild), n.^ [Also
wereychl ; prop, wergild, repr. AS. wergild, wer-

geld, weryld, also erroneously wseregild, weregild

(= OHG. MHG. wergelt, G. wergeld, wehrgeld), <

wer, a man, + geld, gild, gyld, retribution, com-
pensation: see wer^ and yielid, n., geld^, gild^.^

In Anglo-Saxon and ancient Teutonic law, a
kind of fine for manslaughter and other crimes
against the person, by paying which the offend-

er freed himself from every further obligation
or punishment. The ilne or compensation due by the
offender varied in amount according to his ranlc or station

and that of the person killed or injured, and also accord-
ing to the nature of the injury. It was in general paid to

the relatives of him who had been slain, or, in the case of

a wound or other bodily harm, to the person who sustain-

ed the injury; but, if the cause was brought before the
community the plaintiff received only part of the fine, the
community, or the king when there was one, receiving the
remainder.

werlet, r. t. A Middle English form of wear^.

werisht, werishnesst. Same as wearish, wear-

werkandt, a. See warkand.
werlaughet, «• An obsolete variant of war-
locki

.

Werlhop's disease. Purpura hemorrhagica.
werlyt, «. An old form ot warely.

wermodt, «. An old form of wormwood.
wemt, !'. '. An old form of warn.
wemardt, n. [ME., < OF. guernart, deceitful,

prob., with suffix -art, E. -ard, < "guernir, deny,
< OS. wemian, etc., deny: see warn.'] A de-

ceiver; a liar.

Wei thow west, wemard, but gif thow wolt gabbe,
Thow hast banged on myne half elleuene tymes.

Pier» Plouman (B), iii. 179.

Thus saistow, wemard, God give the meechannce.
Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 2«0 (In some MSS.).

Wemerian (wftr-ne'ri-an), a. and n. [< Werner
(see def.) -I- -i-an.'] 1, a. Partaking of or in
conformity with the views of Abraham Gottlob
Werner (1750-1817), a German geologist, pro-
fessor in the mining-school of Freiberg, Saxony,
who had much influence on the development of

geology at the time when this branch of sci-

ence began to be seriously studied. He was the
priDcipal expounder of the so-called Netitunian theory of
the earth's ^^rmation, according to which the earth was
oiiCbully covered by a chaotic ocean which held the ma-
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terlals of all the rocks in solution, and from which ocean

the various formations were precipitated one after an-

other.

The Wemman notion of the aqueous precipitation of

"Trap " has since that date never held up its head.

ft P. Scrape, Oeol. and Extinct Volcanos of Central
[France, Pret., p. ix.

n. n. In ff«oi., an advocate of the Wemerian
theory.

My two friends agreed with me in the opinion that the

error of the Wenwriansin undervaluing, or mther despis-

ing altogether as of no appreciable value, the inlluence

of volcanic forces in the production of the rocks that com-
pose the surface of the globe formed a fatal bar to the

progress of sound geological science which it was above

all things desirable to remove.
ft P. Scrope, Geol. and Extinct Volcanos ot Central

[France, Pref., p. vi.

Neptune had failed to extinguish the torch of Pluto,

and the Wemerians were retreating before the Huttoni-

ans. Nature, XLII. 218.

wernerite (wer'n6r-it), n. [< Werner (see Wer-

ncriiin) + -ite'^.'\ A variety of scapolite.

Werner's map-projection. See projection.

Wernicke's fissure. The exoccipital fissure of

the cerebrum ; one of the so-called ape-fissures,

found in apes as well as in man.
werowancet, "• [Amer. Ind.] An Indian

cliief.

A Wermcance is a military ofBcer, who of course talces

upon him the command of all parties, either of hunting,

travelling, warring, or the like, and the word signifies a

war-captain. Beverley, Virginia, iii. H 45.

The Indians were also deprived of the power of choos-

ing their own chief or werowance.
E. D. Neitl, Virginia Carolorara, viii.

werret. A Middle English form of war^, war^.

werreiet, werreyt, werryt, "• t. Middle English
forms of toarruy.

werreyourt, "• A Middle English form of war-
rior.

werset, a. An old spelling of worse.

wersh (w6rsh), a. [Also warsh, werche; a re-

duced form ot wearish.] Insipid; tasteless; deli-

cate ; having a pale and sickly look. [Scotch.]

Wersh parritch, neither gude to fry, boil, nor sup cauld.

Seott, Old Mortality, ix.

werstet, « An old spelling of worst.

wertl (wert). See was.

wert^t, n. A Middle English variant of wart^.

Wertherian (ver-te'ri-an), a. [< Werther, the

hero of Goethe's romance, " Die Leiden des
jungen Werther" ('The Sorrows of Young
Werther')! a. type of the sentimental young
German, + -i-an.] Kesembling the character of

Werther; characteristic of the sentiments and
modes of thought exemplified by Werther.

A love-lorn swain, . . . full of imaginary sorrows and
Wertherian grief. Trollope, Barchester Towers. (Hoppe.)

Wertherism (ver'ter-izm), ». [< Werther (see

Wertherian) + -ism.] Wertherian sentiment.

The romance of Jacobinism which thrilled in Shelley,

the romance of Werthermn which glowed with sullen fire

in Byron, are extinct as poetic Impulses.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 468.

wervelst, »«. pi. An obsolete form of varvels.

werwolf, werewolf (w6r'-, wer'wulf), n.; pi.

werwolves, werewolves (-wiilvz). [Also wehr-
wolf and formerly warwolf; prop, werwolf, <

ME. werwolf (pi. werwolves), < AS. werwulf, also

erroneously werewulf, a werwolf (also used as
an epithet of the devil) (= MD. wecrwolf, waer-

wolf, weyrwolf, wedcrwolf, D. wanrwolf= MLG.
werwulf, werwolf, warwulf= MHG. werwolf, G.
toerwo?/, also erroneously M)a7i)'rooy=Sw.t)arM?/
= Dan. varulv, werwolf; cf. OF. wareul, garoul,
F. garou (in comp. loup-garoti), dial, gairou,
varou, etc., ML. gerulphus, garulphus, < Teut. ),

lit. 'man-wolf (tr. Gr. 'AvKavdpano;, >ML. lycan-
thropus, > E. lycanthrope), < wer, man, -t- wulf,
wolf: see merl and «io?f.] In old superstition,

a human being turned into a wolf while retain-
ing human intelligence. This transformation was
either voluntarily assumed, through infernal aid, for the
gratification of cannibalism or other beastly propensities,
or inflicted by means of witchcraft ; and it might be made
and unmade at its subject's will in the former case, or be
either temporary or permanent in the latter. A volun-
tary werwolf was the most dangerous of all creatures,
ana trials of men on charge of crimes committed while In
this form t^wk place in Europe as late as the seventeenth
century. But an involuntary werwolf might retain hu-
mane feelings and sympathies, and act beneficently as the
protector of persons in distress or otherwise ; and many
medieval legends are based upon this idea. The former
belief In werwolves throughout Euroi)e (not yet entirely
extinct In regions where wolves still abound) has given
the ge[ieral name li/canthropy to belief in the metamor-
phosis of men into Iteasts of any kind (generally the most
destructive or obnoxious of the locality), prevalent among
nearly all savage and semi-civilized peoples.

Sir Marrocke, the good knight that was betrayed by his
wife, for shee made him well a seven years a warwolf.

Sir T. Malory, Mort d'Arthur, III. cxxxix.

west

About the field religiously they went,
With hollowing charms the warwolf thence to fray.

That them and theirs awaited to betray.
Drayton, Man in the Moon.

In the old doctrine of Werewoloes, not yet extinct in

Europe, men who are versipelles or ttu-nskins have the

actual faculty of jumping out of their skins, to become
for a time wolves. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 77.

werwolfish, werewolflsh (wer'-, wer' wul'fish),

o. [<. werwulf + -ish^.] Like a werwolf ; ly-

canthropic; having or exhibiting the appear-
ance or propensities attributed to werwolves.

werwolfism, werewolflsm (w<^r'-, wer'wul'-
fizm), n. [< werwolf + -ism.] Lycanthropy;
also, the body of tradition and belief on that

subject.

English folk-lore is singularly barren of were-wolf
stories. . . . The traditional belief in were-woljigni must,
however, have remained long in the popular mind, . . .

for the word occurs in old ballads and romances.
S. Baring-Gould, Book of Were-Wolves, viii

weryt. An old form of weary"^, worry, worry,

wnrray.
weryanglet, «. Same as warriangle.

wesandt, "• An old spelling of weasand.

we'se (wez). 1. A dialectal reduction of we
shall.— 2. A dialectal reduction of we is for we
are. [Negi'O dialect, U. S.]

wesht, wessht. Obsolete preterits of wash.

wesheylt, n. Same as wassail.

wesilt(we'zil),j!. [Qeeweasand.] The weasand.
Bacon.
Wesleyan (wes'li-an), a. and n. [< Wesley

(see def.) + -an.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or re-

lating to the English family to which John and
Charles Wesley belonged, or to any of its mem-
bers: as, Wesleyan genealogy or characteris-

tics; Wesleyan hymnology. Specifically— 2.

Of or pertaining to John Wesley (1703-91),
or the denomination founded by him: as,

the Wesleyan Methodists; Wesleyan doctrine or
Methodism. See Methodist.

II. n. A follower of John Wesley; a Wes-
leyan Methodist. See Methodist.

Wesleyanism (wes'li-an-izm), «. [< Wesleyan
+ -ism.] Arminian Methodism ; the system of

doctrines and church polity of the Wesleyan
Methodists.

west (west), n. and a. [< ME. west, n., west
(ace. west as adv.), < AS. tcest, adv., west, west-
ward (cf. westan, from the west, westmest, west-
most ; in comp. west-, a quasi-adj., as in west-

dml, the west part, west-ende, the west end, etc.),

= OFries. west = D. west, adv., n., and a. (cf.

OF. west, ouest, F. ouest = Sp. Pg. oeste = It.

ocest, n., west, < E.), = OHG. MHG. west- (in

comp.) = Icel. vestr, n., the west. = Sw. Dan.
ve.it, the west; orig. adv., the noun uses being
developed from the older adverbial uses: (1)

AS. wesf, adv., = D. west= LG. wfsi(incomp.),
to the west, in the west, west; (2) AS. westan
= OHG. westana, MHG. G. westen, from the west,
in MHG. and G. also in the west ; hence the
noim, MLG. icesten = OHG. westan, MHG. G.
westen, the west ; (3) OS. tcester = OFries. wes-
ter, D. wester = MLG. wester = OHG. westar, G.
wester- (in comp.), west; (4) AS. *westrene (in

comp.), western; all from Teut. stem *west (im-
perfectlyreflected in the first element of the LL.
Visigothm, West Goths), prob. connected with
Icel. vist, abode, esp. lodging-place, Goth, wis,

rest, calm of the sea, L. vesper, vespera = Gr.
eairepoc, lairepa, evening (see vesper) ; Gr. aaT\', a
city, Skt. vastu, a house (the term icest appar. al-

luding to the abiding-place of the sun at night),

< V was, Skt. -j/ vas, dwell : see was. The forms
and construction of leest agree in great part
with those of east, north, and south.] I. «. 1.

One of the four cardinal points of the com-
pass, opposite to the east, and lying on the
left hand when one faces the north ; the point
in the heavens where the sun sets at the equi-
nox, or the corresponding point on the earth;
more generally, the place of sunset. Abbrevi-
ated W.

As far as the east is from the wegt, so far hath he re-

moved our transgressions from us. Ps. ciil. 12.

When ye see a cloud rise out of the west, straightway ye
say. There cometli a shower. Luke xii- 54.

A certain aim he took
At a fair vestal throned by the west.

Shah., M. N. D., li 1. 168.

2. The quarter or direction toward the mean
point of sunset; the tendency or trend direct-

ly away from the east ; the western part or

side: with to, at, or on: as, that place lies to

the west ot this; to travel to the west; at or

OH the west were high mountains; Europe is



west

bounded on the west by the Atlantic.— 3. The
western part or division of a region mentioned
or understood : as, the west of Europe or of
England; the Canadian west; he lives in the
«)««( (of a town, county, etc.). Speciflcally-(a) „„„+„. , ,^. ,., ,
(cap.lThewesternpartof the world, as distinguished from Westerly (wes ter-li), adv.
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of the west ; blowing from the westward, as
wind: sometimes used substantively.
The sea was crisping by a refreshing westerly breeze.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponltapog to Pesth, p. 206.

[< westerly, a.] To
the East or Orient; the Occident, either as restricted to the westward; in a westerly direction
the greater part of Europe or as including also the west-
em hemisphere, or America. Siee Occident, 2. (6) [cap.] In
the United states, formerly, the part of the country lying
west of the original thirteen States along the Atlantic •maatar-n C^7oo'+i«.,^ „ a r/ i.n ^
seaboard, and particularly the northern nart of this re.

^eStem (Wes tern), a. and n. [< ME. western,
westren, < Ab. *westerne (in comp. suthan-west-
erne, southwestern) (= OS. 0H&. westroni), <

From spire and bam looked westerly the patient weather-
cocks. WMttier, Huskers.

sealx>ard, and particularly the northern part of this re-
gion ; now, indefinitely, the region beyond the older sea-
board and central States, or more specifically that in-
cluded mainly between the Mississippi river and the
Pacific Ocean, and especially the northern part of this
region.

4. Eccles.: (a) The point of the compass to-
ward which one is turned when looking from
the altar or high altar toward the further end
of the nave or the usual position of the main en-
trance of a church. Seeeaw<,H.,l. (6) [cnp.] In
church hist., the church in the Western Empire
and countries adjacent, especially on the north

;

the Western Church— By west, westward; toward
the west : as, north by wesL

A shipman was ther, wonlng fer hy weste.
Chanter, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 388.

Empire of the West. See Western Empire, under em-
pire.

II. a. 1. Situated in, on, or to the west; be-
ing or lying westward with reference to some-
thing else; western: as, the West Indies; West
Virginia ; the west bank or the west fork of a
river; iresflongitude.

This shall be your vest border. Num. zxxiv. 6.

Go thou with her to the west end of the wood.
Shak.,1. G. of v., T. 3. 9.

2. Coming or moving from the west or western
region: as, a west wind.— 3. Eccles., situated
in, or in the direction of, that part of a church
which is furthest from the altar or high altar;
opposite the ecclesiastical east West dial See
dwM.—West End, the western part of Loudon; specifi-
cally, the fiishionable or aristocratic quarter : often used
attributively.

west (west), adv. [See west, ji.] To or toward
the west ; westward or westerly ; specifically
(eccles.), toward or in the direction of that part
of a church which is furthest from the altar or
high altar.

Go west, young man, and grow up with the country.
Horace GreHey.

west (west), V. i. [< ME. westen; < west, «.]
To move toward the west ; turn or veer to the
west. [Rare or obsolete.]

On a bed of gold she lay to reste
Tyl that the bote sijnne gan to weste.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 266.

Twice hath he risen where he now doth West,
And wested twice where he ought rise aright.

Spenser, F. Q., V., Prol., St. 8.

west-about (west'a-bouf), adv. Around to-
ward the west; in a westerly direction,
westent, «. [ME., < AS. westen (= OFries.
iroslnie, westene, westenie = OS. wostinnea =
OH(i. wostinna), a waste, desert, < weste, waste,
desert: see wasted. "} A waste ; a desert. Old
Emj. Homilies, I. 245. (Stratmann.) ,

wester (wes't^r), v. i. [< ME. westren, tend to-
ward the west, < west, west: see west, n. Cf.
western, westerly. \ To tend or move toward the
west; trend or turn westward. [Obsolete or
chaic]

The Sonne
Gan westren fftste and dounward for to wrye.

Chaucer, TroUus, ii. 906.

The winde did Wester, so that wee lay South southwest
ffth a aawne sheete. Hakluyts Voyages, I. 447.

Thy fame has journeyed westering with the sun.
0. W. Holmes, To Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg.

erline (wes'tSr-ling), n. [< wester^n) +
Cf. easterling.1 A person belonging to

) western country or region with reference to
Be regarded as eastern. [Rare.]

I set forth at the sole charge of foure Merchants
don ; the Country being then reputed by your
\gs a most rockie, barren, desolate desart.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 262.

erly (wes'tfer-li), a. [< we.sfer(n) + -ly'>:

f. easterly, etc.] 1. Having a generally west-
bard direction

;
proceeding or directed main-

toward the west: as, a westerly current or
ourse; the westerly trend of a mountain-chain.
-2. Situated toward the west; lying to the
Nstward : as, the westerly parts of a country.

[
Tlie Hugli is the most westerly of the network of chan-

"lels by which the Ganges pours into the sea.

NineUenth Century, XXIII. 41.

Looking toward the west: as, a westerly ex-
osure.— 4. Coming from the general direction

west, west: see west, and cf. eastern, northern,
southern.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the west,
or the quarter or region of sunset ; being or ly-
ing on or in the direction of the west ; occiden-

westward
A third ear-mark of Westeriiism is a curious use of a verb

for a noun. The Independent (.New York), Dec. SO, 1869.

westernmost (wes'tfern-most), «. superl. [<
western + -most. Cf. westmost.'] Furthest to
the west ; most western. Cook, Second Voyage,

West-Indian (west-in'di-an), a. and n. Of or
pertaining to the West Indies; a native or in-
iiaVutant of the West Indies,
westing (wes'ting), a. [Verbal n. of west, v.J
Space or distance westward; space reckoned
from one point to another westward from it

:

specifically, in plane sailing, the distance, ex-
pressed in nautical miles, which a ship makes
good in a westerly direction ; a ship's departure
when sailing westward. See departure, 5.

tal: &s,thewcstern horizon; the tvestern part or westlingl(west'ling),a.and»». [<west+ -ling'^ ]boundary of a country. I. a. Being in or coming from the west ; west-
ern; westerly. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]Apollo each eve doth devise

A new apparelling for western skies.

Keats, Endymion, iii.

His cheery little study, where the sunshine glimmered
so pleasantly through the willow branches, on the western
side of the Old Manse.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 7.

2. Tending or directed toward the west; ex-
tending or pursued westward: as,
course ; a '

characteristic
or

Saft the westlin breezes blaw.
R. Tannahill, Gloomy Winter's now Awa".

The fringe was red on the westlin hill. Hogg, Kilmeny.

II. n. An inhabitant of the west; one who
inhabits a western country or district. [Rare.]
westling2 (west'ling), adv. [< west + -Hng^.']
Toward the west ; westward.)r pursued westward: as, a, .western rn^Ji^i„yr"Zn ' T , rl,

western voyage.- 3. Belonging to or T„fij?^ ^'7^*
^J?^)' «i''- ,

[Also westh

istic of somi loealitv in the west. :'''*f,""'r'^ '"''^''"t?.^ t a'ly-geu.-*,]
_

nes; for
„-----_, Same as

some region specifically called the West wlS' f""'?"
-'/'Christ'sKirk.iii.l. [Scotx;h.]

(in the latter case often capitalized): as, west-
Westminster Assembly. See Assembly of Dt-

ern people or dialects (as in England) ; a West- ^""1 "* "f'''"»*"', ""der assembly

em city or railroad, or Westertf entervvise (as
Westminster Assembly s catechism. See

in the United States); the resiem Empire.— J"li™'^"i'/- „ - ,. , ,^ „^ .
4. Declining in the west, as the setting sun;

Westmost (west most), a.superl [< ME. 'west-
^---"i. .

•'
. , ., & -' mest, < AS. westmest, westemest, < tvest + -mest,

a double superl. suffix: see -most.] Furthest
to the west. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.
Westphal balance. A form of balance used
in determining the specific gravity of solutions
and also of mineral fragments, in the case of frag-
ments a "heavy solution" is first obtained, in which they
just float. The balance consists of a bar supported od a
fulcrum near the middle, and having one half of it, from
whose extremity hangs a sinker, graduated into ten parts.
The sinker is immersed in the liquid under experiment,
and then riders are hung at suitable points on the bar
until it is brought back into a horizontal position as in-
dicated by the fixed scale at the other end. The position
and size of the riders give the means of reading off at once
the required specific gravity without calcul,ation.

Westphal-Erb symptom. Same as WestphaVs
.,„..,.„ „„»^^..- xymptom. See symptom.

Western Church. See Westphalian (west-fa'li-an), a. andn. KWest-
, <,,„.,,,.K„„„„,i „..„..,,„„

^^^^j.^ ^^gg ^gj ,j ^ _^^^_-|
..

^ ^^ ^^ ^^ pertain-
ing to Westphalia, a province of Prussia, bor-
dering on Hanover, the Rhenish Province, the
Netherlands, etc. Westphalia was formerly a
duchy, and (with larger teiTitory) a Napoleonic
kingdom from 1807 to 1813.

The Westphalian treaties, which terminated the thirty-
years' war, were finally signed on Oct. 24, 1648.

Amer. Cyc, XVI. 670.

Westphalian gerlcht. Same as vehmgericht.

II. «. A native or an inhabitant of West-
phalia.

hence, figuratively, passing toward the end;
waning.

Fie ! that a gentleman of your discretion,
Crown'd with such reputation in youryouth.
Should, in your western days, lose th' good opinion
Of all your friends. T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, v. 6.

The western sun now shot a feeble ray,
And faintly scattered the remains of day.

Addison, The Campaign.

5. Cominff from the west : as, a western wind.

—

Connecticut Western Reserve. See reserve.— West-em barred owl, Symiuvi ocddentale (or Strix occiden.
talis), discovered by J. Xantus at Fort Tejon, California.
It resembles hut is specifically distinct from the owl
figured under S(ru;.—Western bluebird. See bluebird
and 5iaZia.—Western chickadee, Parus occidentalts of
the Pacific coast of North America.— Western Chinka-
pin. Same as chinkapin, 2.— Western Church. Set
cAurcA.— Western cricket, the shield-backed grasshop-
per. See shield-baeked.—WesteTD. daisy, a plant, Bellis
integrifolia, found from Kentucky southwestward, the
only species of the true daisy genus native in the United
States, bifferently from B. perennis, the garden species, it

has a leafy stem ; the heads, borne on slender peduncles,
have pale violet-purple rays.—Western dowltcher, Ma-
crorhamphus scolopaceus, a long-billed variety of M. gri-
seus, perhaps a distinct species, found chiefly in western
partsof North America.—Western Empire. Seeempire.
—Western grassfinch, that variety of the vesper-bird
which is found from the plains to the Pacific.—West-
ern grasshopper. See (ocHsf 1, 1.—Western grebe, the
largest grebe of North America. .See cut under A-Jch-
7nopAor!M.—Western hemisphere. See hemisphere.—
Western herring-gull, iarwK occidenfoifts of Audubon, •rtrao+n'KoTo ^^n^j. «t.»«««.._.._ a • r
a largo thick-billed and dark-mantled gull common on WestpHal S lOOt-pnenomenon. A series of
the Pacific coast of North America.— Western house- rhythmical contractions of the calf-muscles
wren, Parkman's wren (which see, under ipren).— West- following a sudden pushing up of the toes and
liS.S^?'^2,'^'iflI^ ""S

'''^'' fl«7^''"n<ierS««raeH<i.- fcall of the foot, thereby putting the tendoWestern mudfish. Same as lake-laieyer, 1.— West- A.,l,;ili„ „„ tl til. i i i

•'^'^^y

emnonpareU, the prusiano.- Western redtaU, Butto .^•^'V^'i^ ?P
tne stretch; ankle-clonus.

borealis cidurm (B. calurus of Cassin), the commonest and Westphal S Symptom. See Symptom.
most characteristic representative of the hen-hawk or red- westret, V. i. All old form of wester.
tail In most parts of western North America from the iVpstrinirifl (wpK-triri'ii-HI « TNT. rSir T V.
plains to the Pacific, where it runs into several local races. « -ri i sJ?,

^^^^ ^ j ° }} ^k "~ -k^ L,.(!sivJ.i<..

— Western States, formerly, the States of the American omitu, 1 '»«;. named alter J

Union lying west of the Alleghanies; as the country de-
veloped, the phrase came to include all the States west-
ward to the Pacific and north of the slave States, although
certain States have been classed both as Southern and as
Western States. The phrase is very indefinite: sometimes
it is restricted to the States west of the Mississippi (ex-

cluding the so-called Southwest); sometimes it includes
the northem part of the entire region from Ohio to
California.— Western wallflower. See wallflower.—
Western warbler. See worWer.— Western yellow-
nunp. Same as Audubon's warbler (which see, under
wartHer).

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of a western region,
or of the West or Occident ; specifically, a mem-
ber of a Western race as distinguished from the
Eastern races.— 2. [cap.] A member of the
Latin or Western Church.
westerner (wes'ter-n6r), ft. [< western + -erl.]

A person belonging to the west, or to a west-
ern region; specifically [cap.], an inhabitant
of the western part of the United States.

westemism (wes't6m-izm), n. [< western +
-ism.] The peculiarities or characteristics of

western people ; specifically, a word, an idiom,

or a manner peculiar to inhabitants of the west-
ern United States— that is, of the Northern
States called Western.

J. P. Westring, a phy-
sician of Linkoping, Sweden, who died in 1833.]
A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order
Labiate and tribe I'rostanthereee. It is character-
ized by a calyx with five equal teeth, a corolla with the
upper lip flatfish, and anther-connectives without an ap-
pendage. There are 9 or 11 species, all natives of extra-

tropical Australia. They are shrubs with small entire
leaves in whorls of three or four together, and sessile

or short-pedicelled twin flowers scattered in the axils

of the leaves, or rarely crowded in leafy terminal beads.
W. rosniarini/ormis, the Victorian rosemary, an ever-
green shrub growing about 8 feet high, is sometimes
cultivated.

West-Virginian (west-ver-jin'i-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to West Virginia, one
of the United States, set apart from Virginia
during the civil war, and admitted to the Union
in 1863.

II. «. A native or an inhabitant of West Vir-
ginia.

westward (west'ward), adv. [< ME. west-

ward; < AS. westweard, westeweard, westward,
< west, west, + -weard, E. -ward.] 1. Toward
the west ; in a westerly direction : as, to ride or
sail westward.

Westward the course of empire takes its way.
Bp. Berkeley, Arts and Learning in America



westward

5. Toward the ecclesiastical west. See west.

MuB U celebrated by the priest standing behind the
altar witb bis face vaticard.

E. A, Freeinarif Venice, p. 105.

Westward ho ! to the west : an old crj* of London water-
men xm the Thames in hailing passengers Itound west-
ward, taken as the title of a plaj- oy Uekkcr and Webpter
and ot a novel by Cbariea Kingsley.

OK. There lies your way, due west
Via. Then mttwanl-ho .'

Shak., T. X., iii. 1. 14&

westward (west'wjii-d), «. [< tccstward, orfc]
BeiDg toward the west; bearing or tending
westward: as, a wcsticard position or coiu-se;

the irtglicaiii trend of the mountains.
westwardly (west'ward-ll), a. [< tcestwaril +
-?yl.] Bearing towari\ or from the west; west-
erly. [Rare.]

On the 19th, the (ice-]pack was driven in by a uxttvMrdly
wind, and . . . this open space was closed.

C. F. Baa, Polar Expedition, p. 259.

westwardly (west'wSrd-li), adv. [< westward-
ly, rt.] In a direction bearing toward the west:
as. to pass icestwardli/.

westwards (west'wSrdz), adv. [< ME. *west-
vardes (= D. tcestwaarts = G. westwdrts); as
westward + adv. gen. -«.] Same as westward.

westy't, ". [ME., also westig, < AS. westig, des-
ert, <ires/«, a desert, waste: seewostei.] Waste;
desert. Layamon, 1. 1120.

westy^ (wes'ti), a. Dizzy; giddy. Say; HalU-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

Whiles he lies wallowing with a wetty head,
And palish carcass, on his brothel bed.

Bp. HaU, Satires, IV. i. 168.

wet^ (wet), a. [E. dial, and Sc. also weet and
wat; < ME. wet, weet, wat, < AS. w«t = OPries.
wetj jceit=Icel. vdtr= Sw. »<i(= Dan. vaad, wet,
moist; akin to AS. wseter, etc., water, and to
Goth.icato, etc., water: seetcafer.] 1. Covered
with or permeated by a moist or fluid substance

;

charged with moisture: as, a wet sponge; wet
land; wet cheeks; a tee* painting (one on which
the paint is still semi-fluid).

ZifT the Erthe were made moyst and weet with that
Watre, it wolde nevere here Fruyt.

MandemUe, Travels, p. lOO.

I, forced to go to the office on foot, was almost wet to
the skin, and spoiled my silk breeches almost.

Pepyt, Diary, II. 293.

In the greenest growth of the Maytime,
I rode where the woods were wet.

Swinburne^ An Interlude.

2. Filled with or containing a supply of water:
as, a wet dock ; a wet meter. See phrases be-
low.— 3. Consisting of water or other liquid;
of a watery nature.

Beyonr tears tc<(? Yes, 'faith. I pray, weep not.
Shak., Lear, iv. 7. 71.

4. Characterized by rain; rainy; drizzly; show-
ery: as, wet weather; a wet season (used espe-
cially with reference to tropical or semitropi-
cal countries, in which the year is divided into
vet and dry seasons).

Wet October's torrent flood. MUtm, Comus, 1. 930.

As to the Seasons of the Year, I cannot distinguish them
there [In the torrid zone] no other way than by Wet and
Dry. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 2.

6. Drenched or drunk with liquor ; tipsy. [Col-
loq.]

When my lost Lover the tall Ship ascends.
With Music gay, and wet with jovial Friends.

Prior, Celia to Damon.

8. In U. S. polit. slang, opposed to prohibition
of the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
liquors: as, a tcet town. Compare dry, 13 a
wet blanket. See btartket—A wet boat, a boat that is
crank and ships water readily.

"Why don't you go forward, sir? . . . she is sure to wet
ni abaft" . . . "ITiank you, but . . . (with an heroic at-
tempt at sea-slang) I like a wet boat."

C. JteacU, Love me Little, xvil.

A wet day. Same as a rainy day (which see, under rainy).

Ergo, saith the miser, "part with nothing, but keep all
against a wet day."

Fuller, General Worthies, xl. (Davits.)

Wet bargain. Same as DuUh bargain (which see, un-
der bargain).— Wet bob, a 'joy who goes in for boating in
preference tocricket, foot-ball, orother land-sports. [Eton
College slang.]

Everything Is enjoyable at Eton in the summer half.
The wet-bobe on the river, In all their many trials of
strength, . . . and the ' dry-lxjbs " in the playing-Heids,
with all the excitement of their countless matches.
C. E. I'aecoe, Every-day Life in Our Public Schools, p. 62.

Wet brain, a dropsical condition of the brain and its
membranes, sometimes observed in jK>8t-mortem examina-
tions of those who have died of delirium tremens.— Wet-
balb thermometer. AeevtychroineterOf/Xth cut).— Wet
ceopMr. See cooper.— Wet dock, a dock or basin at
a seaport furnished with gates for shutting in the tidal
water, so as to float vessels berthed in it at a proper
level for loading and unloading.—Wet goods, liquors:
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so called in humorous allusion to dry goods. [Slang, XI. S.)

—Wet meter, a gas-meter in which the gas to be mea-
sured passes through a body of water. The wet meter
regulates the flow of gas more steadily than the dry me-
ter, but is more diflicnlt to keep in order.—Wet plate,
in photog., a plate coated with collodion and sensitized

with a salt (usually tlie nitrate) of silver : so called be-

cause it is necessary, in this process, to perform all the
operations of making the picture, to and including the
final fixing of the plate, before the coating of collodion

dries. For some thirty years, from about 1850, this was
by far the most important photographic process in use,

but it is now almost wholly superseded by the various
rapid dry-plate processes. The phrase is also used attril)-

utively to note the process or anything connected with
it. See collodion process, under collodion.—Wet port, a
seaport as a place of entry for foreign goods, in distinction
from a dry port, or land-port, a place of entry for goods
transported by land. Encyc. Brit., Yl. 729.—Wet prep-
aration, a specimen of natural history immersed in alco-

hol or other preservative fluid.—Wet provisions, a class

of provisions furnished to a ship, includiiii; salt lieef and
pork, vinegar, molasses, pickles, etc.— Wet puddling.
See puddling, 2.—Wet Qualiert, a Quaker who does not
strictly observe the rules of his society.

Socinians and Presbyterians,
Quakers, and Wet-Quakers, or Merry-ones.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, I. 213.

Wet Qualcerism. See Quakerism.—Wet steam. See
steam and open, 13.— Wet way, in chem., the method of
qualitative and quantitative analysis and assay in which
the substance to be examined is first dissolved in some li-

quid and then treated with liquid reagents : the opposite
of fire-assay, or treatment in the dry way. In the ordi-
nary analysis of minerals, the substance is first finely pul-
verized and then dissolved in an acid, after which further
treatment follows. If insoluble in an acid, it is fused with
potassium or sodium carbonate, after which treatment
the fused mass is soluble, either wholly or in part, the sil-

ica (if the mineral is a silicate) separating out and being
removed by filtering, after which the process is continued
the same way as when the substance is soluble without
the necessity of a preliminary attack by an alkali at a high
temperature. Ordinary analyses of minerals are made in
the wet way, assays of ores not infrequently in the dry way.
—With a wet fingert, with little effort or trouble ; very
easily or readily : probably from the practice of wetting
the finger to facilitate matters, as in turning over a leaf of
a book, or rubbing out writing on a slate.

Walk you here ; I'll beckon
; you shall see

I'll fetch her with a wetjinger.
Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 2.

weti (wet), n. [E. dial, and So. also weet and
wat; < ME. wet, wete, wsete, wate, < AS. wMta,
m., icmte, f. (= Icel._Sw. vMta = Dan. vsede),

wet, moisture, < wMt, wet: see wet^, a.] 1.
That which makes wet, as water and other li-

quids; moisture; specifically, rain.

I se wel how ye swete

;

Have heer a cloth and wype awey the wete.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 176.

Upon whose [a river's] weeping margent she was set

;

Like usury, applying ivet to wet.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 40.

Aft ha'e I run your errands, lady.
When blawin baith wind and weet.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. S3).

The gable-end of the cottage was stained with u-et.

T. Hardy, Three Strangers.

3. The act of wetting; specifically, a wetting
of the throat with drink; a drink or dram of
liquor; indulgence in drinking. [Slang.]

No bargain could be completed without a wet, and no
friendship or enmity forgotten without recourse to the
bottle. A. C. Grant, Bush-Life in Queensland, I. 30.

3. In JJ. S. polit. slang, an opponent of prohi-
bition ; one who favors the traffic in liquor.

—

Heavy wet. See heavyi.

wet^ (wet), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wetted or wet, ppr.

wetting. [< ME. weten, icseten (pret. loette, watte,

pp. icet), < AS. %ciekin, wetaii, ge-wetan (= Icel.
Sw. vmta = Dan. vsede), wet, moisten, < w^t,
wet: see wet^, a.] 1. To make wet; moisten,
drench, or soak with water or other fluid ; dip
or soak in a liquid.

Ne wette hir flngres in hir sauce depe.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 129.

2. To moisten with drink ; hence, figuratively,
to inaugurate or celebrate by a drink or a treat
of liquor: as, to wet a new hat. [Slang.]
Down came all the company together, and away ! the

ale-house was immediately filled with clamour, and scor-
ing one mug to the Marquis of such a place, oil and vin-
egar to such an Earl, three quarts to my new Lord for wet-
ting his title. Steele, Spectator, No. 88.

Then we should have commissions to wet.
C. Shadwell, Humours of the Navy, ii. 3.

To wet down paper, Iti printing, to dip paper in water, or
sprinkle it in small portions, which are laid together and
left under pressure for a time to allow the moisture to
spread equally through the mass. The dampness of the
paper fits it for taking the Ink readily and evenly in the
process of printing, and prevents it from sticking to the
type. The finest printing, however, is done with dry pa-
per, and ink of a suitable quality for such use.— To wet
one's line. See itne-'.

I have not yet wetted my line since we met together.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 84.

To wet one's whistle. See whittle. -WettiDg-ovA
steep. Same as rot's steep (which see, under steep2),—
Wetting the block, among English shoemakers, the

wetter-ofF

act of celebrating by a convivial supper, on the first

Monday in March, the cessation of work by candle-light.

flaltiweU.

wet'-t, V. and n. A Middle English form of icjfl.

wetandt. A Middle English jiresent participle
of icitl.

wetandlyt, adv. A Middle English form of wiP-

tiiigly.

we't-bird (wet'bSrd), «. The chaffinch, Frin-
giUa ccelebs, whose cry is thought to foretell

rain. See cut under chaffinch. [Local, Eng.]
wet-broke (wet'brok), ». In paper-mamif., the
moist and imperfectly felted stock or pulp as
it leaves the wire cylinder, and before it has
been smoothed out on the forwarding-blanket.
E. H. Knight.

wet-cup (wet'kup), n. A cupping-glass when
used in the operation of wet-cupping. Some-
times it is specially constructed with a lance or scarifica-

tor, which can be used to incise the skin after the cup
has been applied.

wet-cupping (wet'kup''ing), ». The applica-
tion of a cupping-glass simultaneously with in-

cision of the skin, by means of which a small
quantity of blood is withdrawn. See cupping, 1.

wetet. A Middle English form of wet^, wit^.

wether (weTH'er), )(. [E. dial, also wedder;
< ME. wetlier, wethir, wedyr, < AS. wither, a
wether, a castrated ram, = OS. withar, wither
= D. wedder, weder = OHG. widar, MHG. wider,

G. widder = Icel. vethr = Sw. vddur = Dan.
vseder, vmdder, a ram, = Goth, withrus, a lamb;
akin to L. vitulus, a calf, Skt. vatsa, calf, young,
lit. 'a yearling,' connected with Skt. vatsara
and 6r. erof, a year, L. vetus, aged, old: see
veal and veteran.'] A castrated ram.

And softer ttian the wolle is of a wether.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, \. 83.

wether-hog (weTS'er-hog), n. A young wether.
[Prov. Eng.]

wethe'wyndet, n. A Middle English form of
icithicind.

wetly (wet'li), adv. [< wet^ + -ly^.] In a wet
state or condition ; moistly.

" Love," she says, very sweetly, while, for the last time,
her blue eyes wetly dwell on his.

Rhoda Broughton, Joan, IL 11.

wetness (wet'nes), n. The state or condition of
being wet; also, the capacity for communicat-
ing moisture or making wet: as, the wetness of
the atmosphere or of steam.
The wetness of the working fluid [steam] to which the

action of the walls of the cylinder gives rise is essentially
superficial. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 48a

wet-nurse (wet'nSrs), n. A woman employed
to suckle the infant of another. Compare dry-
nurse.

wet-nurse (wet'n6rs), v. t. [< wet-nurse, n.] 1.
To act as a wet-ntirse to; suckle.

Or is he a mythus— ancient word for "humbug"—
Such as Livy told about the wolf that wet-nursed
Komulus and Bemus? 0. W. Holmes, Professor, L

Hence— 2. To coddle as a wet-nurse does:
treat with the tenderness shown to an infant.

The system of wetnurging adopted by the Post Oflice au-
thorities in the case of the telegraph service has not been
one of uniform success. Elect, llev. (Eng.), XXVII. 206.

wet-pack (wet'pak), n. A means of reducing
the temperature in fever by wrapping the body
in cloths wet with cold water, and covering
these with a blanket or other dry material.
wet-press (wet'pres), n. In paper-making, the
second press in which wet hand-made paper is

compacted and partially dried. £. H. Knight.
wet-saltert (wet'sal"ter), n. A Salter who pre-
pares or deals in wet provisions. See wet pro-
visions, under wet^. Compare dry-salter.

The Parade. . . smelt as strong about Breakfast Times
as a Wet Sailer's Shop at Midsummer.

Tom Brmt-n, Works (ed. 1708), III. 86.

wet-shod (wet'shod), a. [< ME. wet-shod, wat-
shod, u-ete-shodde; < wef^ + shod^.] Wet as re-
gards the shoes ; wearing wet shoes.

There [in the battle] men were wettehoede
AUe of Brayn & of blode.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 469.

Unless to shame his Court Flatterers who would not
else be convinc't, Canute needed not to have gone wet-shod
home. Milton, Hist. Eng,, vt
So he went over at last, not much aboue wet-shod.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, it

wetter (wet'^r), n. One who wets, or practises
wetting, for some purpose; specificall}% in
printing, a workman who wets down paper.
See phrase under wet^, v. t.

Wetter-ofiF (weffer-df), «. In glass-tnaling, a
workman who detaches formed bottles from
the blowing-iron by applying a moistened tool
to the neck.



wetting-machine

wetting-machine (wet'ing-ma-shen''''), w. A
mechaiiisui that dampens paper and makes it

suitable for printing, it is made in many forms, the
simplest of which is a flexible and vibrating rose-nozle
attached by a pipe to a water-tank. Paper for web-presses
is usually dampened by a spray of water from a perforated
pipe as the paper is automatically unwound.
wettish (wet'ish), a. [< wet^ + -t^Ai.] Some-
what wet; moist; humid.
we-uns. See under tee.

weve^t, t". An old spelling of tveave^.

"Weve-t, i'» t. A Middle English form of waive.
weve^t, V- See ivcave^.

wevilt, ". An obsolete spelling of weevil,

"Wext, i*. An obsolete form of wax^.
wey^ (wa), n. [< ME. loeiCj waie, weihe, tcsegCj <
AS. icseg (= OHG. wdga = leel. vdg)j a weight, <

«•<?(/««, raise, lift: see tceigli^, n., and cf. we/r/A/i.]

1. A unit of weight, 14 stone according to the
old statute de ponderihus. But a wey of wool is 6i
tods, or 13 stone; locally, 30, 30J, or 31 pounds. A wey of
hemp was 30 pounds in Somersetshire, 32 pounds in Dor-
setshire, being 8 heads of 4 pounds, twisted and tied. A
statute of 1430 declares that cheese shall not be weighed
by the ouncel, but by the wey of 32 cloves, each clove of 7
pounds, except in Essex, where it is 2r)6 pounds, or 32
cloves of 7i pounds. But locally it was 3 hundredweight,
or 416 pounds.

Hence— 2, A unit of measure, properly 40
bushels. So a statute of George III. makes a wey of salt
one ton, which is 40 bushels. But another statute of the
same monarch makes a wey of meal 48 bushels of 84 pounds
each ; and in Devonshire a wey of lime, coals, or culm was
sometimes 48 double Winchester bushels. So iu South
Wales a wey of coals is 6, not 5, chaldrons.

3. An amount of window-glass— 60 cases.
[Eng. in all uses.]

"Wey^t. weyet, ^*. Obsolete spellings of weight,

wey^, ". An obsolete form of way'^.

"weyeret, ". An obsolete spelling of weigher,
Weymouth pine. See pine^,

weyvef. v. An old spelling of waive.

wezandt, n. An obsolete spelling of weaaand.
yr.. f. In printing, an abbreviation of wrong
font: a mark on the margin of a proof, calling
attention to the fact that the letter or letters,

etc., opposite differ from the rest in size or
face.

W. G. An abbreviation of Worthy Grand, pre-
fixed to various titles of office among Free-ma-
sons and similar orders : as, W, G. C, ( Worthy
Grand Chaplain or Conductor).

"Wh-, See W, 1.

wha (hwa), j^ron. An obsolete or dialectal
(Scotch) form of who,
whaap, M. See whaup.
whack (hwak), V, [A var. of thack^y appar. sug-
gested by whap, whop, whip, etc., the form
thwack being intermediate between thack^ and
whack,"] I. trans. 1. To give a heavy or re-
sounding blow to; thwack. [CoUoq.]
A traveller, coming up, finds the missing man hy whack'

in{f each ol them over the shoulder.
W. A. Clouston, Book of Noodles, ii.

2. To divide into shares; apportion; parcel
out [Slang.]

They then, as they term it, whack the whole lot.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 152,

n. intrans. 1. To strike, or continue strik-
ing, anything with smart blows. [CoUoq.]

—

2, To make a division or settlement; square
accounts; pay: often in the phrase to whack
up. [Slang.]

The city has never whacked up with the gas company.
Elect Rev. (Amer.X Xin. 9.

At last Long J and I got to quarrel about the whack-
ing; there was cheatin' a goin' on.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 172.

whack (hwak), n, [< whacky r.] 1. A heavy
blow; a thwack.

Sometimes a chap will give me a lick with a stick just
i9A I'm going over; sometimes a reg'lar good hard whack,

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 564.

1 2. A stroke; a trial or attempt: as, to take a
r1^Aac^'at ajob. [Slang.]— 3, Apiece; ashare;
[a portion. [Slang.]

This gay young bachelor had taken his share (what he
[ called •' his whack") of pleasure.

Thackeray, Shabby fJenteel Story, v.

My word ! he did more than his whack;
He was never a cove as would shirk.

0, Waleh, A Little Tin Plate (A Century of Australian
[Song, p. 509).

f4. Appetite. UaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
whacker (hwak'er),». [< whack -^ -er^ .] Some-

;
thing strikingly large of its kind; a big thing;

I

a whopper, T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford,
[ll-vii: [Slang.]
shacking (hwak'ing), a. [Ppr. of whack. v.\

' et whopping ^ etc.] Very large; lusty; whop-
ping: as, a whacking fish or falsehood. Often
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nsed adverbially: as, a whacking\}\Q fish. [Col-
loq.]

wnahoo (hwa-ho'), Ii. Same as icahoo, but ap-
plied specifically to the winged elm.
whaintt, whaintiset. Middle English forms of
quaint, quaintise.

whaisle, whaizle (hwa'zl), v. i. [A dial. freq.
of wheeze.'] To breathe hard, as in asthma;
wheeze. [Scotch.]

But sax Scotch miles thou try't their mettle.
An' gart them tvhaizle.
Bimis, Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

Whake, whaker. Dialectal forms of quakCj
quakcr.

Whalei (hwal), n. [< ME. hwal, whal, qwal,
qual, < AS. hwsel (pi. hwalas) = MD. wal = Icel.
hvalr = Sw. Dan. hval, a whale, including any
large fish or cetacean ; also in comp. D. walvisch
= OHG. walfisc, MHG. wal-vischy G. walvisch
= leel. hvalfiskr = Sw. Dan. hvalfisk, a whale
(see whale-fsh); cf. OHG. walirdy MHG. walrc,
a whale; cf. also MHG. G. welSy shad. Hence
ult. in comp. E, walrus, narwhal, horsewhale; ul-
terior origin unknown. Skeat connects whale^,
as lit, 'the roller,' with wheel'^\ others connect
it with L. halsena, a whale. Both derivations are
untenable.] Any member of the mammalian
order Cetacea or Cete (which see); an ordinary
cetacean, as distinguished from a sirenian, or
so-called herbivorous cetacean ; a marine mam-
mal of fish-like form and habit, with fore limbs
in the form of fin-like flippers, without external
trace of hind limbs, and with a naked body
tapering to a tail with flukes which are like a
fish's caudal fin, but are horizontal instead of
vertical ; especially, a cetacean of large to the
largest size, the small ones being distinctively
named dolphins, porpoises, etc. : in popular use
applied to any large marine animal, (a) Whale is

not less strictly applicable than universally applied to the
toothless or whalebone whales, all of which are of great
size, and some of which are by far the largest of animals.
They consist of the right whales, finner-whales, and hump-
backs, composing the family Balsenidse alone, and repre-
sent rive well-marked genera, namely: (1) i?«Z«na proper,
the right whales, without any dorsal fin and with smooth
throat

; (2) Neobalsena, based on N. mo-ryinata, a whale-
bone whale said to combine a smooth throat with pres-
ence of a dorsal fin ; (3) Rachianectes, with one species,
R. glaxicus, the gray whale

; (4) Megapiera, the nump-
backed whales, with a dorsal fln, furrowed throat, and long
flippers, of several nominal species of all seas ; and (5)
Bal/enoptera, the true flnners, or rorquals, with dorsal fln,

furrowed throat, and short flippers : it comprises at least
four, and probably more, species. Various other genera
have been named (as Agaphelus for certain so-called scrag-
whales), and the generic synonyms of these wh^es are
probably more numerous than the actual species. (&)

Whale Is extended, nearly always with a qualifying word,
to most of the odontocete or toothed cetaceans, and espe-
cially to those of great size, as the sperm-whale, but also to
some of the smallest, no larger than a dolphin, as the pyg-
my or porpoise sperni-wliales of the genus Kogia, and to
various fonr.s of intermediate sizes, as the pilot-whales
(Glofncephalits), the bottle-nosed or bottle-headed whales
(Uyperoodon), the white whales (Delphhmpterug), etc.

Home of these whales also have distinctive names into

which whale does not enter, as biackjish, beluga, bottlehead,

hotileiiose, grampwt, killer, etc., or they share the qualified

names porpoue and dolphin with various small cetaceans
more properly so called. The genera and species of the
toothed whales are much more numerous than those of
the baleen whales; their synonymy is vei-y extensive
and intricate, and is in some cases in a state of confusion
which can only be cleared up by future research, (c) In
geologic time whales date back to the Eocene ; and
a suljorder Archseoceti (contrasted witli Odontoceti and
Mysticete) has been named to cover certain forms still only
imperfectly known from fragmentary remains. (See Zeu-
glodon.) The oldest whales like any of the living forms
date from the late Eocene, and are toothed whales related

to the humpbacks. Whalebone whales are not known to

be older than the Pliocene, (d) In present geographical
distribution whales are found in all seas, and some of

them enter rivers. Most of the species are individually
wide-ranging on the high seas, and attempts which have
been made to discriminate similar forms from different

waters have in most cases proved futile. Several of the
larger foniis have been the objects of systematic fisheries

for centuries, {^e^ whale-fishery.) Theprincipal products
are oil, both train and sperm, baleen or whalebone, sper-

maceti, and ambergris; the hide of some of the smaller
whales affords a leather. Whales are exclusively carnivo-

rous, and feed for the most part upon a great variety of

small animals which float on the surface of the sea, gener-

ally known collectively as brit or whale-hrxt. This includes
various cephalopods, as squids and cuttles, with other
moUusks of different orders, as well as several different

kinds of crustaceans. Brit of some kinds covers the ocean

whale
in immense areas, to which the whales resort as feeding,
grounds. Some whales attack large animals, even of their
own kind (see killer, Orcal), but nearly all are timid and
inoffensive, seeking only to avoid their enemies, though
capable of formidaltle resistance to attack. Whales bring
forth their young alive, like all mammals above the mono-
tremes, and suckle them ; the teats are a pair, beside the
vulva. They breathe only air, for which purpose they must
regularly seek the surface, though capable of remaining
long under water without respiring. The spouting of the
whale is the act of expiration, during which the air in the
lungs, loaded with watery vapor, is forcibly expelled like
spray in a single stream, or in two streams, according as
the blowholes are single or there are a pair of these
spiracles. Some sea-water may be mixed with the breath,
if the whale spouts beneath the surface, but the visible
stream is chiefly condensed vapor, like that of human
breath on a cold day. Whales have a naked skin, sav-
ing a few bristles about the mouth, chiefly in the young

;

the hide is often incrusted with barnacles, or infested with
other crustacean parasites. The bodily temperature is

maintained in the coldest surroundings by the heavy layer
of blubber which lies under the skin of the whole body,
and in the sperm-whale forms a special deposit on the
skull, giving its singular shape to the head. The general
form of the body is like that of a fish, in adaptation to en-
tirely aquatic habits and means of locomotion. It tapers
behind the body-cavity in a solid nmscular part, the small,
and ends in broad, short flukes lying horizontally and ex-
tending from side to side. This tail-fin is the principal or-
gan of locomotion, like the vertical caudal fin of a fish. 'J he
fore limbs foi-m flippers of varying length in different spe-
cies. These fins are of medium length in the right whale,
short in the sperm and rorqual, and extremely long in the
humpback. In all cases the pectoral fin has a skeleton
composed of the same joints or segments as the fore limb of
ordinary mammals, and of all the usual bones except a cla-
vicle ; but the digital phalanges are more numerous. The
dorsal fin, when present, is a mere excrescence, without any
bony basis. There is never any outward sign of hind limbs,
but the skeleton of some whales includes certain vestigial
bones of a proximal segment of the pelvic limb, entirely
separate from the spinal column, and apparently only serv-
ing in the male as a suspensorium for the penis. There
is consequently no sacrum, nor any break in the series of
vertebrie from the hindmost that bears ribs to the end of
the spinal column. The cervical vertebrae offer excep-
tional conditions. (Hee cut under ankylosis.) The denti-
tion of whales is sufflciently diverse to furnish characters
of the main divisions of cetaceans. The entire toothless-
ness of the baleen whales is matched by few mammals
(see Edentata) ; the presence of teeth in the lower jaw only,
as in various odontocete whales, is peculiar; the denti-
tion of the narwhal is wholly exceptional. Teeth, when
present, are always homodont (like one another) and
monophyodont (there being no milk-teeth). The soft
palate and the larynx are specialized in adaptation to the
act of spouting. The digestive organs are comparatively
simple ; the uterus is bicornous, the placenta diffuse and
non-deciduate ; the testes are abdominal; and there is no
OS penis nor seminal vesicle. The circulatory system is

notable for its plexuses, both arterial and venous. Not-
withstanding the outward resemblance to a fish, whales
belong to the higher (educabilian) series of mammals, hav-
ing a relatively large brain. One of the most remarkable
of the many anomalies presented by this highly specialized
order of mammals is the difference in size of its mem-
bers, the range being far greater than that of any other

'SSOfrQ.

ordinal group— from 4 to about 80 feet in linear dimen-
sion. The size of the larger whales has been grossly ex-
aggerated in many of the accounts which find popular
credence. Adult right whales of different species range
from 20 to 50 feet in length, only the polar whale attaining
the latter dimension ; tlie common humpback is from 40
to 50 feet long ; the sperm-whale reaches tiO feet ; and the
rorquals of several species range from 40 to SO feet, the
maximum length being reached only by the lilue rorqual,
which is the largest of known animals,— Arctic Whale,
the polar whale, Baltena mysticetus; that right whale
which is of circnmpolar distribution, as distinguished
from any such whale of temperate -North Atlantic or North
Pacific waters, or from wliich the latter are sought to be
distinguished, as the Atlantic, Pacific, northwest, or Bis-

cay ivhale.— Atlantic whale, the right whale of temper-
ate North Atlantic waters. It is not distinct from the
southern right whale, Bal&ena australis, though so named,
as B. cisarctica, and as B. biscayensis, the Biscay whale.

—Australian whale, the New Zealand whale.— Baleen,
whale, any whalelwne whale, as a right whale. .Sue cuts
under Balfenidm and JcAa^cfio/te.—Biscay whale, BaLvna
biscayensis, long the object of a special fishery l)y the
Basques, conducted as early as the tenth centurj'.— Black
whale. («) Any baleen whale, as distinguished from a
sperm-whale. (&) See blackfish, 2, Uack-wiiale, and Globi-

cc/>Aa/««.— Blue Whale, Sibbald's whale; tlie lai-ge ror-

qual.— Bone-whale, any baleen whale.—Bottle-headed
Whale, a ziphioid wbiile ; a cetacean of the family Ziphi-

w^/c.-Bpttie-nosed whale. Seebottlenose, 1(6>, and cut
at Ziphiiiue. —Bow-head whale, the jiolar whale, or bow-
head.—Bull Whale, any adult male whale; a bull.—Calf-
whale, any young whale.— California Whale, the gray

California Gray Whale {Rachianectes ^laucus).



wliale

vfaale. See Raekianeetes.— CaMlng whale, a caaing-
wbaie; a pilot-whale.— Cape Whale, the southern ripht
whale, Btumma att^raiis,— Cow Whale, Any iidult female
whale; adam.—Dentlcete whales, the t<H>thtHl whites.
— Digger whale, the gray whale.— Down whale, a
whale under water, as in sounding.— Finback whale,
a finner-whale; a rorqual ; any whale of the family Hal^-
nopteridJB. See cut under roryim/.—Fin-whale or fin-

ner^Whale, a finback whale; any whalebone whale with
ador«U fin, as a humpback or roniual; a furrowed whale.
See Baixnoptera, Megaptera, and cut under rvrquaX.—
Furrowed whale, a wnalelwue whale witli the skin of
the throat plicateif, or thrown into ridges and furrows,
and a dorsal Iln : distinguished from smooth ichale. The
hompbacks and the tinners or ruri|uals are furrowed
whales. See BalfeiMpterida.— GiajiX sperm-whale,
the ^»enn-whale proper. See cut under spenn-irkale.—
Gray whale, the California whale, Hachiatwetes glaucus,
a large ttiiner-whale or rorqual of the Pacific coast of
Jiorth Amerii-a. It has many local names, as devil-fish,

ffmyback, hardhead, m>i.<.':,i-'h':fi/>-r. ripsack, etc. See Jia-

cMaiMctes.— Great polar whale, the iwlar or Green-
land right whale.— Greenland whale, the right whale
of the North .\tIantio ; the great polar whale, Balstna
mj/«fie^u«.—Humpbacked whale. See humpback and

Humpbacked Whale {Xlegapttra boSfs).

Meffaptfra.—Jsjism or Japanese whale, Balpena Japo-
mcOt a right whale of the North Pacitle.—Killer-Whale,
gee kiiier, 3, and Orrai.- Loose Whale, a whale that
has not been struck by the toggle-iron, or a whale that
has been fastened to, but has made its escape.— Mysti-
cete whales, the tiwthless or baleen whales ; whalebone
whales. See Mijsticete, Mef/apterins, Balsenidte.—New
Zealand whale, Seobalfena mari/iriata, a whalebone
whale of Polynesian and Australian waters, not yet well
known, having the smooth throat of the right whales, a
dorsal fin, vcr>' long and slender white baleen, small flip-

pers with only four digits, and various osteological pecu-
liarities. It is of smallest size among the baleen whales,
being only about 20 feet long.—Northwest whale, the
right wliale of the northwestern coast of North Americ;i,
Balxna gieboldi, as distinguished from the southern right
vhaU. Also called Pacific right w^^e.— Pilot-wha^e.
Same as eaaing-whale.— Pol&X whale, the right whale
of the arctic Atlantic waters, or Greenland whale, Boise-
na myaticeUts, more fully called great polar whale, and
by many local names, as bow-head, steepletop, ice-break-
er, ice-tchale, etc.— Pygmy sperm-whale, a toothed
whale of the genus ^o^'a; a porpoise sperm-whale (which
see, under sperm- whale).— "Right Whale, a whalelwne
whale of the restricted genus Balxtm : so called, it ia

said, because this is the " right " kind of whale to take.
Kight whales inhabit all known seas, and those of the
main divisions of the waters of the globe have been spe-
cified by name, as the arctic, polar, or Greenland right
vhaUt the Atlantic, the Pacific, the southern, the north-
tcest, etc. These have received several technical names,
as B. mysticetus of the Arctic ocean, B. biscayensis or cis-

arctiea of the North Atlantic, B. australis of the South At-
lantic. B. japonica of the North Pacific, B. a}itipodarum of
the South Pacific, and others. It is not likely that more
than two valid species are represented in this synonymy

:

(a) B. mysticetm is of circumpolar distribution in the
northern hemisphere. It attains a length of from 40 to 50
feet, has no dorsal fin, flippers of medium size, and very
long narrow flukes, tapering to a point and somewhat fal-
cate. The greiitest girth is alwut the middle, whence the
body tapers rapidly to the comparatively slender root of
the tail. The throat is smooth ; the head is of great size

;

and the eye is situated very low down and far back, be-

PoUr R^Eht Whale iSalmna mysticetus).

tween the base of the flipper and the corner of the mouth.
The profile of the mouth is strongly arched, and its caimcity
is enormous, exceeding that of the thorax and abdomen
together. This cavern is fringed on each side with baleen
hanging from the upper Jaw ; the plates are 350 to 400 on
each side, the longest attaining a length of 10 or 12 feet

;

they are black in color, and finely frayed out along the
inner edge int^» a fringe of long elastic filaments. When
ttie jaws are closed, the lialeen serves as a sieve to strain
oat the multitudes of small mollusks or crustaceans upon
which the whale feeds, and which are gulped in with
many barrels of water in the act of grazing the sur-
face with open mouth. AI>out 30{J of the slabs on each
side are merchantable, representing 15 hundredweight of
bone from a whale of average size, which yields also 15
tons of oil ; bat some large individuals render nearly
twice as mach of both these products. (6) The southern
right whale, B. australis, differs from the polar whale in
its proportionately shorter and smaller liead, greater con-
vexity of the arch of the mouth, shorter baleen, and more
numerous rertebraj. It inhabits both Atlaiitic and Pacific
Oceans in temperate latitudes, and in the fonner waters
w» the object of a fishery during the middle ages for the
European supply of oil and lx>ne. This industry gave way
to the parauit of the polar whale about the tx^nuing of
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the seventeenth century. This whale has long been rare
in the North Atlantic, but has occasionally stranded on
the European coast, and more frequently on that of the
I'liited States. A similar if not identical right whale is

hunt<Hi 111 temperate North Pacific waters. Right whales
are rare and not pursued in tropical seas, but are objects
of the chase in various parts of the south temperate
ocean. See cuts above, and under Balsenidfe.— Ru-
dolphi'S whale, the small finner-whale or rorqual, Ba-
lienoptera borealis. See rorqual.— Sibbald'S WhalOj a very
large tinner-whale, the blue rorqual, Baln'iiopteraifibbaldi,

one of the two or three largest of all animals. See ror-

qual.— Ziehold's whale, a right whale of the North Pa-
cific, nominally BaUena siebuldi. See northivest whale.
alK>ve.— Smooth whale, a whalebone whale having no
plications of the skin of the thi-oat and no dorsal fin, as a
right whale: distinguished f\on\ furro^ved ichale. See
Bal/enida?.— Southern right whale, Baleena aiistralis of

the South Atlantic, admitted as a distinct species from the
I>olar right whale. See Atlantic whale, above.— South
Pacific whale, a southern right whale, Balfena antipoda-
ni»(. -Sowerby's whale, a ziphioid wliale, Mesoplodon
sowerbiensis, of the Atlantic— Spermaceti Whale, the
sperm-whale.— Sulphur whale, sulphur-bottomed
whale. Same as sidphiir-hottom.—To bone a whale, to
strike a bone, as the shonlder-blade, in laneinfta whale.

—

Toothed whale, a whale or other cetacean with true teeth
in one or both jaws ; any member of the division Denticete
or Odontoceti: distinguished from whalebone whale.—To
throwa tub to a whale. See tub.—Very like a whale,
an expression of ironical assent to an assertion or a propo-
sition regarded as preposterous : from the use of the phrase
by i'olonius in humoring Hamlet's supposed madness

:

Ham. Methinks it fa cloud] is like a weasel.
Pol. It is backed like a weasel.
Ham. Or like a whale?
Pol. Very like a whale. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 399.

Whalebone whale, a baleen whale ; a toothless whale
whose mouth contains whalebone ; any member of the£a-
Isenidse, as a right whale, humpback, or rorqual, whether
furrowed or smooth.—Whale of passage, a migratory
whale, or a whale during its migration.—Whale's bonet,
ivory: perhaps because supposed to come from tlie Ijones

of the whale, at a time when the real source of the material
was little known, or when most of the ivory used in western
Europe consisted of the teeth of the walrus, confounded
with the whale, and possibly those of the sperm-whale,
which, though of comparatively small size, are of fine

quality. The term was in common use for several centu-
ries.

Her hands so white as whales bone,
Her finger tipt with Cassidone.

Puttenham, Partheniades, vii.

This is the flower that smiles on every one.
To show his teeth as white as whale's bone.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 332.

White whale, a whale of the family Delphinidse and ge-
nus Delphi/iapterus, as D. leucas; a beluga. The species
named inhabits arctic and subaixtic waters, and is prized
for its fine oil and valuable skin. The latter fnakes a kind
of leather used for mast-bays and some military accoutre-
ments. Also called whitefish. See cut under Delphinap-
(erits.- Ziphioid whales. See Uyperoodon, Ziphius,
Ziphiinm. (See also caaing-whaXe, ice-whale, scrag-whale,
sperm-whale.)

Whale^ (hwal), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. whaledj ppr.

whaling. [< whale^j «.] To take whales; pur-
sue the business of whale-fishing.

Cruising and whaling in the bays is full of excitement
and anxiety. C J/. Scamnw?i, Marine Mammals, p. 03.

Whale^ (hwal), r. t. ;
pret. and pp. whaled^ ppr.

tchaUng. [A var. of wale'^^ the change of initial

w- to tch- being perhaps due to association with
whack, ichapj whipj etc.] To lash with vigorous
stripes; thrash or beat soundly. [Colloq.]

I have whipped you. Antipodes [a horsej, but have I
whaled you? T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle, xii.

But first I would remark, that it is not a proper plan
For any scientirtc gent to whale his fellow-man.

Bret Harte, The Society upon the Stanislaus.

whaleback(hwal'bak),?i. 1. Ba,me as turtlehack.—2. Avessel ofwhich the upper deckis rounded:
generally without upper works. Such vessels
were iirst used on the great lakes.

whale-barnacle(hwarbar''''na-kl),«. AciiTiped
of the family Coronulidse, parasitic upon whales,
as Coromda diadema. See cut under Coronula.
whale-bird (hwal'b^rd), n. 1. One of the blue
petrels of the genus Prioiij several species of
which inhabit the southern ocean, p. viuaius, one
of the best-known, is notable for the expanse of its beak,
the edges of which are beset with tooth-like processes.
The name extends to several other oceanic birds which

Four plates
of baleen, seen
obliquely from
within.

Whale-bird {Prion vittatns).

whale-fisher

gather in multitudes when a whale has been captured, to
feed upon the offal ; they are chiefly of the petrel and gull
families.

2. Thetumstone, Sfrepsilas inierpres, Hearne.
[Hudson*s Bay.]— 3. The red or gray phala-
rope. Kundcin. [Labrador.]
whale-boat (hwal'bot), n. A long narrow boat,
sharp at both ends, and fitted for steering with
an oar as well as with a rudder, used in the
pursuit of whales, and, from its handy and sea-
worthy qualities, also for many other purposes.
It is usually from 20 to 30 feet long. A pair of these
IfOiits is commonly carried by ocean passenger-steamers,
in addition to their heavier boats.

whalebone (hwiirbon), »?. and a. [< ME. whale
honcj gwalc-bou ; < whale^ + boue^.'\ I. 'n. 1. The
elastic horny substance which gi'ows iu place of
teeth in the upperjaw of whales of the family ^a-
Isenidas (hence called whalebone or bone whales)^
forming a series of thin parallel plates from a
few inches to several feet long; baleen (which
see). The term is misleading, for the substance is ia
no sense bone, but a kind of horn ; and its

trade-name whale-fin is equally inaccu-
rate, for it has nothing to do with the fins

of the whale. Whalebone grows in sever-
al hundred close-set parallel plates along
each side of the upper jaw of the baleen
whale, and thus in the situation occupied
by the teeth of ordinary mammals; it is

entirely shut in by the lips when the mouth
is closed. Each one of the plates of both
rows then bends with a strong sweep back-
ward, and when the mouth is opened
straightens out, so that there is always
a heavy fringe on each side of the cavity
of the mouth, forming an impassable bar-
rier to the multitudinous small creatures
which the whale scoops in from the sur-
face of the sea. The longest baleen plates
are those of the polar whale, some of
which may exceed 12 feet in length. The
plates in different species differ in color
fi-om a dull grayish -black through various
streaked or veined colorations to somewhat
creamy wliite. Whalebone stands quite
alone among animal substances in a par-
ticular combination of lightness, tough-
ness, flexibility, elasticity, and durability,
together with such a cleavage (due to the
straightness of its parallel fibers) that it

may be split for its whole length to any desired thinness
of strips. A sulphur-bottom whale has yielded 800 pounds
of baleen, of which the longest plates were 4 feet in
length. In the California gray whale the longest bone
is from 14 to 16 inches, of a light or whitish color, coarse-
grained, and heavily and unevenly fringed. The baleen
of a finback is of a light lead-color streaked with black,
attaining a length of 2 feet 4 inches and a width of from
12 to 14 inches, with a fine fringe from 2 to 4 inches long;
it is somewhat ridged crosswise. That of the sharp-head-
ed finner is entirely white, with a short thin fringe ; it has
been found to consist of 270 pairs of plates, the longest be-
ing 10 inches in length. Whalebone is or has been used
in the manufacture of a great variety of articles.

2. Something made of whalebone or baleen

;

a piece of whalebone prepared for some regu-
lar use: as, the whalebones of a corset.— 3,
Specifically, a whalebone riding-whip.

They're neck and neck ; they're head and head

:

They're stroke for stroke in the running

;

The whalebone whistles, the steel is red,
No shirking as yet or shunning.

A. L. Gordon, Visions in the Smoke.

4t. In the middle ages, ivory from the narwhal,
walrus, or other sea-creature, or supposed to
be from such a source. See ichale's bone, under
whaW^, n.

To telle of hir tethe that tryetly were set,

Alse qwyte «t qwem as any qwalle bon.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3055.

U, a. Made of or containing whalebone.
Their ancient whalebone stays creaked.

H. B. Stoice, Oldtown, p. 398.

Whalebone whale. See I., l, and phrase under whalel.

whale-brit (hwal'brit), «. Same as brit-, 2.

Compare whale^, ?/., 1.

whale-built (hwal'bilt), a. Constructed on the
model of a whale-boat.
The Canadian fishing-boats are whalebuUt Perley.

whale-calf (hwarkiif), «. The young of the
wliale. Also calf-whale.

whale-fin (hwal'fin), n. In com., a plate or
lamina of whalebone; whalebone collectively.
IBoth whale-fin and ivhalebone are misnomers, due to origi-
nal ignorance of the source and nature of the material.}

A duty was imposed upon whale-fins, which, notwith-
standing the double duty on fins imported by foreigners^
went far toward the ruin of the Greenland trade.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, 11. 61.

Whalefisht (bwal'fish), «. [= D. wahisch =
OHG. walfisc, MHG. walvisch, G, walfisch =
Icel. hvaljiskr = Sw. Dan. hvalfisk; as xchale'^ +
fish^.'] A whale.
There by be many uih^ale/ysshes and flyinge fysshes.

2i. Eden, in First Books on America (ed. Arber, p. xxviii.).

whale-fisher (hwarfish*er), «. A person en-
gaged iu the whale-fishery ; a whaler. CM.
Scammonj Marine Mammals, p. 211.



whale-fishery

whale-fishery (hwal'fish"^r-i), n. 1. The oc-

cupation or iudustry of taking whales ; also, the

men, vessels, etc., engaged in this pursuit.— 2.

A locality that is or may be resorted to for the

taking of whales ; a place where whale-fishing

is conducted, or where whales abound.
whale-fishing (hwarfish"ing), n. The act or

occupation of taking whales ; whaling.

whale-flea (hwal'fle), n. Same as whale-louse.

whale-food (hwal'fod), n. Same as whale-brit.

Sec biif-, 2, whale^, n., and cuts under Clione

and Limacina.
whale-head (hwal'hed), n. A remarkable gral-
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seas. See the technical names.— 2. Thebask-
ing-shark (which see, with cut).

whale-shij) (hwal'ship), n. A ship built for or
employed in the business of whale-fishing; a
whaling-ship or whaler.
Smeerenberg , . . was the grand rendezvous of the

Dutch whale-ships.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p, 190.

whale-shot (hwal'shot), n. [< MD. walschot,
spermaceti, < wal, whale, -I- scliot, what is cast:
see whale^ and sliot.'] Spermaceti or matter
from the head of the whale : formerly so called
by the Dutch and English whalers.

latorial bird of Africa, related to the herons whale's-tongTie (hwalz'tung), n. A misnomer
of the acorn-worms, or species of iJafc[»ojrZoss»«,

mistranslating the technical generic name.
whalingi (hwa'ling), ». [Verbal u. of whale^,

v.] The act or business of taking whales; the
pursuit of whales; whale-fishing: much used
in compounds: as, a tchaling-shi]); a whaling-
voyage; whaling-^ownAs; ha,y-iclialing ; shore-
whaling—Whaling company, a company engaged in

whaling, consisting of a captain, a mate, a cooper, two boat-
steerers, and eleven men. The stock consists of boats,
whaling-craft, and whaling-gear, and is divided into six

and storks: so called on account of the size of

the head and monstrous shape of the beak; the
whale-headed stork, or shoebill, Baleeniceps rex,

the only representative of the family ISaleeni-

cipiilie. See cut under Baleeiiicipidse.

whale-headed (hwal'hed''ed),a. Having a large

heavy head suggestive of a whale's: noting the

shofbill. See wImlc-Uead. Encyc. Brit., III. 759.

whale-hunter (hwal'hun'ter), n. A whaleman.

Octher . . . said that ... he was come as far towards
the north as commonly the whale-hunters vse to trauell.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 4.

whale-lance (hwal'l&ns), ». The lance used
in striking a whale. It may be either a hand-lance
or a iKinib-lance, but the term is more frequently applied
to the former.

whale-line (hwal'lin), «. Rope from 2 to 3

inches in circumference, made with great care

from selected material, and used for harpoon-
lines in the whale-fishery. It forms the tow-line

of a whale-lwat, with which a whale Is made fast to the
boat by means of the toggle-iron.

Whale-line is three-stranded rope, 2} Inches in circum-

ference, composed of the finest hemp, 32 yams per strand.
£neyc. BrU., XXIV. 528.

whale-louse (hwal'lous), «. Any small exter-

wharfing
Bang, whang, whang, goes the drum.

Browning, Up at a VlUa.

whang2 (hwang), w. [<.'wliang'^,v.'\ 1. A blow
or thwack ; a whack ; a beating or banging ; a
bang. [Colloq.]

The whang of the bass drum.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 317.

2. A cut; apiece; a slice; a chunk.

Of other men's lether men take large whanges.
Ray, Proverbs (ed. 1878), p. 38«.

Wi' sweet-milk cheese, in mony a whang.
Burns, Holy Fair.

3+. Formerly, in Maine and some other parts of

New England, a house-cleaning party; a gath-
ering of neighbors to aid one of their number
in cleaning house,

whangam (hwang'gam), n. A feigned name
of some animal (probably meant for whang
'em).

A whangam that eats grasshoppers had marked . . .

[this onej for its prey, and was just stretching forth to de-
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xcviii.

See leather

vour it.

whang-leather (hwang'leTH"er), ».

_._ ____ and wJtaiig^, 2.

teen equal shares, and the "lay" of each member of the whank (hwangk), V. and n. Same as whang^.
company is the same. The captain and mate are paid a fScotch.l

whap, whapper, etc. See whop, etc.

whappeti (hwop'et), n. [< whap + -e*.] A
blow on the ear. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
whappet^ (hwop'eti, n. [A var. of wappet, a
yelping cur. ] A snarling, worthless dog ; a cur.

Tofeare the barking and bawling of a fewe little curres

and lohappets. Dent, Pathway, p. 243. (Nares.)

bonus of $200 or $300 for the term engagement, which is

one year, and they are also exempt from all eipenses of

the company. C. M. Scamvwn.
whaling'-^ (hwa'ling), p. a, [Ppr. of whale^, f.]

Big, unusual, or extraordinary of its kind;
strapping; whopping; whacking: as, a lohaling

lie. [Slang.]

whaling-gang (hwa'ling-gang), ». The crew
of a whale-boat.
whaling-gun (hwa'ling-gun), n. Any me-
chanical contrivance for killing whales by
means of an explosive and a projectile, as the
bomb-gun, swivel-gun, darting-gun, and whale-
rocket.

nal parasite of a whale ; a fish-louse or epizoic whalingman (hwa'ling-man), ». A whaleman.
crustacean infesting whales; especially, a Ite

modipod of the family Cyamidx, as Cyamits ceti

and other species of this genus. See cut under
Cyamus. Also whale-flea.

whaleman (hwal'man), «. ;
pi. whalemen (-men).

One who whales ; a whaler; especially, one en-

gaged in the actual capture of whales, as dis-

tinguished from another indirectly concerned
in the industry.

Hundreds of islands in the Pacific Ocean were discov-

ered and chartered by whalemen. The Century, XL. 523.

whale-oil (hwal'oil), n. The oil obtained from
the blubber of a whale orothercetacean. (a) Com-
mon oil, or train-oil, Is that procured from the blubber of

whaling-master (hwa'ling-mas"ter), n. A cap
tain of a whaling-craft, or one who is in com-
mand of a whaling-station.

whaling-port (hwa'ling-port), n. A port of

entry where whaling-vessels are owned and
registered.

whaling-rocket (hwa'ling-rok''et), n. A special

form of rocket used in whaling to carry a har-

poon and line, and an explosive shell, into the

body of a whale.
whaling-station (hwa'ling-sta"8hon), n. In
shore-whaling, a place where the try-works are

located. C. M. Scammon. [Western coast of

U. S.]

any baleen whale ; it has a rank odor, and varies in color whall (hwal), n. See wall^.
from honey-yellow to dark brown, according t^j the char
acter of the blubber and the method of trying-out. It

includes several chemically different substiinces, the more
aolidiflable of which may be extracted under pressure and
cold, and constitute whale-taUnw, the fluid residuum being

called pressed oil. (6) Sperm-oil or spermaceti-oil is ob-

tained from the sperm-wliale and other toothed cetaceans.

That from the bead of the whale contains the spermaceti,

which is deposited at ordinarj' temperatures on extraction

from the animal, leaving the liquid oil, of a clear yellow

color. (See spermaeeti.) Sperm-oil when refined is mu(;h
used as a lubricant for delicate machinery, and that from
Tarious cetaceans is often named from them, as grampus-
oil, porpoise-oil, etc.— Black whale-oil. (a) Oil from the

baleen wh.iles, including the rorquals; train-oil. (d) Oil

discolored in running machinery.— Pressed wh&le-OU.
See def. (a).

whaler^ (hwa'ler), n. [< whale^ + -«rl.] A

I

person or a vessel engaged in the business of

capturing whales.

For a whaler's wife to have been '"round the Cape

tl

k

2

whallabee (hwol'a-be), n. Same as wallaby.

whallyt (hwal'i), a. [For *wally ; <wall^ + -yl.]

Having a greenish tinge, as the eye in glaucoma.
Compare wall-eye.

A bearded Gote, whose rugged heare
And wholly eies (the signe of gelosy)

Was like the person selfe whom he did beare.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 24.

whaly (hwa'li), a. [< whale^ + -J/l.] Per-

taining to or consisting of whales ; cetaceous.

[Bare.]

The ocean's monarch, whom loue did annoint,

The great controller of the whaly ranckes.

Toumeur, Transf. Metamorphosis, st. 39.

Whame (hwam), n. [Cf. whamp.'i A fly of the

fenus Tabanus; a breeze or burrel-fly. See

reeze^. Derham.
Same as whemmle.

As the sturdy steed dashes out the little whappet's
brains. Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 55.

wharf (hwarf), n.
;
pi. wharves, wharfs (hwarvz,

hwarfs). [Early mod. E. also irreg. warf; <

ME. wherf, a wharf, < AS. *hwearf, hwerf, a dam
or bank to keep out water (cf . mere-hwearf, the
sea-shore), = D. werf, a wharf, yard, = leel.

hvarf, a shelter, = OSw. hwarf, Sw. varf, a ship-

builder's yard, = Dan. vierft, a wharf, dockyard
(G. werft, a wharf, toerf, a bank, wharf, < D. and
Dan.); prob. orig. a dam or bank to 'turn' or

keep out water, and partly identical with AS.
hwearf, hwerf, a turning, exchange, a space, a

crowd, = OS. hwarf, a crowd, = D. werf, turn,

time, = Icel. hvarf, a turning, = OSw. hwarf,

turn, time, order, layer, etc., < AS. hweorfan =
Icel. hverfa = OSw. hverfva, turn : see wherve.

Cf. whirl, from the same ult. root.] 1. A plat-

form of timber, stone, or other material built

on a support at the margin of a harbor or a
navigable stream, in order that vessels may
be moored alongside, as for loading or unload-

ing, or while at rest. A wharf may be parallel with
and contiguous to the margin, when it is more espe-

cially called a quay ; or it may project away from it, with
openings underneath for the flow of water, when it is dis-

tinctively called a pier. (See cuts under jMework.) In
England wharves are of two kinds: (a) legal wharves,

certain wharves in all seaports appointed by commission
from the Court of Exchequer, or legalized by act of Par-

liament; and (6) sufferance wharves, places where certain

goods may be landed and shipped by special sufferance

granted by the Crown for that purpose. In American sea-

ports wharves generally belong to the municipality, and
are often leased to their occupants, but some are private

property.

The wharves stretched out towards the centre of the

harbor. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

Out upon the wharfs they came.
Knight and burgher, lord and dame.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iv.

tnary.

„- - whammel (hwam'el), v. t.

half a dozen times, or even more, was nothing extraordi- ™.},amD (hwomn), n. fCf. whame and wop, dial.
»»" ^'^ ^"'*'"^- ^^ '"•

var. of wasp.-] A wasp. [Prov. Eng.]

whampee, n. Same as wampee.

whang ^ (nwang), n. [A var. of thwang, now
thong: see thong.^ 1. A thong, especially a

leathern thong.
He '8 taen four-and-twenty braid arrows.

And laced them in a whang O.

Sweet Willie and Lady ilargerie (Child's Ballads, II. 54).

2. A tough leather, such as is used for thongs,

belt-lacing, etc. It is usually made of calf's hide, but

sometimes of eelskin or the hide of a dog, woodchuck,

racoon, etc. „. „ , , .^ j. .o

whang'-* (hwang), V. [Cf. Sc. whank, beat, flog,

also cut off large portions; prob. a var,

whack, confused with wAan*/!.] I. trans.

To beat or bang; thwack; whack: flog; also,

to throw with violence. [Provincial or colloq.]

2. To cut in large slices or strips; slice.

[Scotch.]

My uncle set it [a cheese] to his breast,

And whang'd it down.
W. Beatlie, Tales, p. 8. (Jamieson.)

The Century, XL.

But o' Tlmrsday t' Resolution, first whaler back this

[ season, came in port. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, v.

Jhaler2 (hwa'lfer), n. [< whale^ + -er^.] Some-

[
thing whaling, or big or extraordinary of its

[kind; a whopper; a whacker. [Slang.]

Chale-rind (hwal'rind), n. The skin of a whale.
[It Is thick, tough, and for the most part dark-colored, and

I
overlies the blubber somewhat as the rind of a fruit covers

I

the pulp.

rhalery (hwa'16r-i), n.; pi. whaleries (-iz).

[[< ic/infcl + -ery.] 1. The industry of taking
[whales; whaling.

The whalery not being sufficiently encouraging.
Annals of I'hila. and Penn., I. 7.

' 2. An establi.sliment for carrying on whale-
fishery or any of its branches. [Bare.]

They set up a glass-house, a tanyard, a saw-mill, and a
whalerg. Annals of Phila. and Penn.. 1.12

Whale's-food (hwalz'fod), «. Whale-brit. See
liriV^. 2, irhali^. «., 1, and CHonc.
whale-shark (liwal'shiirk), n. 1. A shark of the
family tthiniKlimtulee, lihinodon typicus, one of

the very largest sharks, and native of warm

2t. The bank of a river, or the shore of the sea.

Duller ahouldst thou be than the fat weed
That roots itself in ease on Lethe wharf.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 6. 33.

wharf (hwarf), V. i. [< wharf, m.] 1. To guard

or secure by a wharf or firm wall of timber or

stone. Evelyn.— 2. To place or lodge on a

wharf.
wharfage (hw^r'faj), «. [< wharf+ -age."] 1.

Provision of or accommodation at wharves;

berthage at a wharf: as, the city had abundant

wharfage; to find wharfage for a ship.— 2.

Charge or payment for the use of a wharf; the

charges or receipts for accommodation at a

- wharf or at wharves. Hakluyt's Foyages, 1. 1 35.

"* wharf-boat (hwarf'bot), n. 1. In the United
1 • States, a boat supporting a platform sometimes

used as a wharf in rivers or in other situations

where actual wharves do not exist, or where

they are impracticable from the great variation

in the height of the water. Floating platforms simi-

larly supported, called floats, are used in some European

and other river-ports for landing goods and passengers.

2. A boat employed about a wharf or wliarves.

fharfing (hwar'fing), «. [< wharf+ -Wffl.] 1.
II jntnnw. To make or give out a banging wharfing (---- -^,, . - - 1 z.i„^^XX. o B <=

^ structure in the form of a wharf; materials



wharfing

of which » wharf is constructed ; wharves in

general.

A strong stone wall, which was a kind of irharfing against

rirers running into it Upelyn, Sylva, i. 2. (Latham.)

The San Marco glided into a bayou under a high uhar/-

ina of timbers, where a bearded tlsherman waited.^
Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 763.

2. In hydraulic engin., a method of facing sea-

walls by the use of sheet-piling anchored to the

bank.
wharfinger (hwar'fin-j6r), n. [For "wharfager

(with intrusive n as in messenger, passenger, por-

ringer, scacenger, etc.), < wharfage + -erl.] A
person who owns or who has charge of a wharf

;

one who makes a business of letting accommo-
dation for vessels at his wharf.

wharfman (hwarf'man), »i.
;

pi. wharfmen

(-men). A man employed on or about a wharf;

one performing or having charge of work on a

wharf.

An organization of whar/mm, who form a species of

close corporaUon. Fuheries qf U. S., V. li. 648.

wharf-master (hw&rf'mas'tfer), n. A wharfin-

ger. [Western U. 8.]

wharf-rat (hwarf'rat), n. 1. The common
brown or Norway rat, Mus decumanus, when
liWng in or about a wharf, considered with ref-

erence to its being in many places an imported

animal, first naturalized in wharves after leav-

ing the ship which brings it, or to the special

size, ferocity, or other distinctive character it

acquires under the favorable conditions of en-

vironment afforded by wharves, shipping, and
storehouses. Hence— 2. A fellow who loafs

about or haunts wharves, making a living as

best he can, without regular or ostensible oc-

cupation. [Cant.]

wharll (hwiirl), n. [A var. of whorl or whirl.

Cf. wharrow.] A part of a spindle; a spin-

dle (f). [Prov. Eng.]

(A patent for] placing ropes on wharUe of machinery.
The Engineer, LXVII. 476.

wharl^ (hwarl), V. i. [A var. of whirl, used in

sense of whir, i. e. roll ; cf. bur'^.'] To speak

with the uvular utterance of the r; be unable

to pronounce r.

All that are bom therein [Carleton] have a harsh and

Tattling kind of uttering their words with much difficulty

and aharling in their throat. FvUer, Worthies, II. 225.

wharP (hwarl), n. [< wharP, !).] See the quo-

tation.

The natives of this Country [Northumberland] of the

antient original Race or Families are distinguished by a

ShiblMleth upon their Tongues in pronouncing the Letter

K, which they can not utter without a hollow Jarring in

the Throat, by which they are as plainly known as a

Foreigner is by pronouncing the Th. : this they call the

Korthumberland R or Wharle; and the Natives value

themselves upon that Imperfection, because, forsooth, it

shows the Antiquity of their Blood.

De/oe, Tour thro' Great Britain, ill. 233. (.Daviei.)

wharlet, «• A dialectal variant of quarrel^.

With alblasteris also amyt full Btreght,

Whappet in whartea, whellit the pepuU.
DeslrucVUm oj Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4743.

wharp (hwarp), n. [An erroneous form of

tc(ir}).'[ Same as trent-sand. [Local.]

wharrow-spindle (hwar'6-spin'dl), n. In her.,

a spindle represented with a small handle at

the top, projecting at right angles as if intended

to whirl the spindle by. Berry.

whart (hwart), V. Same as thwarfl.

Whartonlan (hw4r-t6'ni-an), a. [Commemo-
rating the English anatomist Thomas Wharton
(died 1673).] Noting certain anatomical struc-

tiirps discovered or described by Wharton.

—

Whartonlan duct. See duet.

Wharton's duct. See duct.

Wharton's gelatin, Wharton's jelly. See
ijildlnt iif ll'liartOH, midvv gelatin.

wharves, «- Plural of wharf.

what! (hwot), pron. [< ME. what, whet, whset,

qiiiit, qicai, hwat, hwet (gen. whas, whos, dat.

wham, whom, ace. what, whet), < AS. hwxt (gen.

hases, dat. hwam, hweem, aco. hwset) = OS. hwat,

huat = OFries. hicet= T>.wat = MLG. L(t. wat =
OHO. /ma;, waz, MHG. waz, G. was= lce\. hvat

= Dan. 8w. hvad = Goth, hwa, what (inter-

rogative and indefinite, also interjectional) ; =
li.quid,what (indefin ite), somewhat,= Zend had
= Skt. kat; neut. of the pron. who: see who.

Whose is historically the gen. of what not legs

than of who; and it is still so used (namely, as

equivalent to of which), although many authori-

ties object, and it is becoming less common.]
A. interrog. 1. Used absolutely as an interro-

gative pronoun, (a) Applied to inanimate things.

Qwat hut tbu don ... sin Saterdai at non ?

Itel. Antiq., L 292.

6886

Thenne ascryed thny hym skete, * asked ful loude,

" ITAat the deuel hatz thou don, doted wrech ?

AUUeralioe Poems (ed. Jlorris), ni. 196.

Shame then it was that drove him from the Parlament,

but the shame of what' MUton, Eikonoktestes, vi.

Folks at her House at such an Hour

!

Lord ! what will all the Neighbours say?
Prior, The Dove, st. 9.

I believe they are in actual consultution upon what's for

supper. Oddsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii. 1.

What can restrain the agony of a mother's heart?
Irving, Granada, p. 40.

(b) Applied to animals (and sometimes in contempt to

persons) with the force of inquiry after the nature or

kind as, what is that running up the (tree? (c) Applied

to persons : nearly equivalent to who, but having reference

to origin or character, rather than to name or identity.

" What is this womman," quod I, "so worthily atlred?"

"That is Mede the raayde," quod she.
Piers Plowman (B), u. 19.

Thise tweyne come to the messagers, and hem asked

what thei were, and thei ansuerde that thel sholde sone

knows, yef it plesed hem to a-byde.
,^ ^ ^ „ ^ .. ,„„

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), n. 129.

What 's he that walks alone so sadly, with his hands be-

hind him? Beau, and Fl, Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

Eminent titles may, indeed, inform who their owners

are, not often what. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, Ded.

(if) Used in various elliptical and incomplete construc-

tions: as, what I equivalent to what did you my? or what

is it? («) Used in exclamation, to express sui-prise, in-

dignation, etc.

Hwat ! wulle je this pes to-breke,

And do than kinge swuche schame?
Owl and Nightingale, 1. 1730 (MoitIs and Skeat, I. 191).

" What .'" quod the prest to Perkyn, " Peter ! as me think-

eth,
Thow art lettred a litel ; who lemed the on boke ?

Piers Plowman (B), vu. 130.

But what, shall the abuse of a thing make the right vse

odious? Sir P. Sidney, Ap./1. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 64.

What ! are the ladies of your land so tall ?

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

(/) Expressing a summons.

La. Cap. Nurse, where 's my daughter ? call her forth to

me.
Nurse. ... I bade her come. What, lamb ! what, lady-

bird!
God forbid 1 Where 's this girl ? What, Juliet?

Shak., R. and J., i. 3. 3.

Qua. [Within.] What, Simplicius I

Sim. I come, Quadratus. Marston, What you Will, v. 1.

Chamberlain, call in the music, bid the tapsters and
maids come up and dance ; what .' well make a night of

it. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

(jft) A general introductory notion, equivalent to 'well,'

'lo,' 'now,' etc., and constituting a mere expletive.

What, welcome be the cut, a Goddes name

!

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 854.

What, will you walk with me about the town ?

Shak., C. of E., i. 2. 22.

2. Used adjectively and lending an interroga-

tive force to the proposition in which it occurs.

(a) Inquiring as to the individual being, character, kind,

or sort of a definite thing or person.

Alias ! what womman wil ye of me make?
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1305.

What manner of man is this, that even the wind and
the sea obey him ? Mark iv. 41.

What news on the Bialto? Shak., M. of V. , i. 3. 39.

What good should follow this, if this were done ?

What harm, undone ? Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

(b) Inquiring as to extent or quantity : equivalent to the

question hoiv much ?

"ITAaf money have you got, Copperfield?" he said. . . .

I told him seven shillings.
Dickens, David Copperfleld, vi.

(c) Used intensively or emphatically with a force varying

from the interrogative to the exclamatory : often followed

by the indefinite article ; as, what an idea

!

What manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy con-

versation and godliness? 2 Pet. iii. 11.

What a piece of work is a man ! how noble in reason

!

how intlnite in faculty ! Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 316.

What confusion and mischeif do the avarice, anger, and
ambition of Princes cause in the world !

Evelyn, Diary, March 24, 1672.

Oh, Amos Cottle ! —Phoibus I what a name,
To fill the speaking trump of future fame

!

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Oh, what a dawn of day !

How the March sun feels like May

!

Browning, A Lover's Quarrel.

What an (and) 1ft ? Same as what if?

And what an if
His sorrows have so overwhelm'd his wits.

Shall we be thus afflicted in his wreaks ?

Shak.. Tit. And,, iv. 4. 9.

What else ? what else can or could be the case ; an ellip-

tical expression expecting no answer, and hence some-
times equivalent to a strong affirmation.

Licio. But cans't thou blow it?

HuntSTnan. What else ? Lyly, Midas, iv. 3.

What . . . for? what for? what ... as? what kind of?

in such phrases as, whatft/rn man is he?— that is, what
kind of man, in looks or character? It is equivalent to the

German idiom wasfUrein, and as reflecting that idiom is

used in the English of the Pennsylvania Germans and their

what
neighbors, being in exclamatory use equivalent to w'hat.

The earlier idiom what . . . for is now rare.

What 's befor a man?
Peele, Edward 1. (ed. DyeeX p. 383.

What is he for a fool that betroths himself to unquiet-

nesg-/ Shak., Much Ado, i. 3. 49.

What ho ! an exclamatory summons or call.

Gads. What, ho ! chamberlain !

Cham. [Within.] At hand, quoth pick-purse.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 52.

What If? elliptical for what would happen if? what would

you say if? what matters it if? etc.

What if tMa mixture do not work at all? . . .

What i)' it be a poison? Shak., R. and J., Iv. 3. 21.

What if he dwells on many a fact as though
SomethingaUeaven knew notwhichit ought to know?. .

.

Such are the prayers his people love to hear.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Record.

What is thee?t what is the matter with thee?

Lefdy, what is the ? . . .

Me were letfre to beo ded
Thane iseo the make such chere.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

What not, elliptical for what may I not say? implying
' everything else ; various other things ; et cetera ; what
you will': as, the table was loaded with toys, pictures,

and what not. Hence what-not, n.

Such air is unwholesome, and engenders melancholy,

plagues, and what not. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 150.

Thou art like to meet with, in the way which thou goest,

, . . lions, dragons, darkness, and, in a word, death, and
what twt. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, L

College A cannot compete with College B unless it has

more scholarships, unless it changes the time of elec-

tion to scholarships, or what nut.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 617.

What of? (a) Elliptical for what comes of?— that is, what
care you (I, we, etc.)? does it matter in any way?

All this is so ; but what of this, my lord?

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 73.

(6) Elliptical for wfuit say or think you of?

To-day? but what o/ yesterday?
Tennyson, The Ancient Sage.

What's his (its)name ? what do you call It ? etc. , collo-

quial phrases generallysignifying tliat the speaker cannot

supply a definite name for some person or thing, either

because the name has escaped his memory, or because the

person or thing is of so trivial consequence that he or it is

not deserving of a specific name. The phrases are some-

times formed into a compound : as, tell Mr. What's-hix-

name to be off. See whal-d'ye-caU-it.

Good even, good Master Whatye-call '(.

SAo*., As you Like it, iii. 3. 74.

What's to do here? see doi.—What though? See

though.

B. rel. 1. A compound relative pronoun,

meaning 'that which,' or having a value in-

cluding the simple relative pronoun which with

the demonstrative pronoun WiaJ preceding: as,

"what I have written I have written" (that is,

that which I have written I have written). It

is no longer used of persons, except in the

anomalous phrase but what.

Mekli than to Meliors he munged [told] what he thou3t.

waUam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2678.

Loke up, I seye, and telle me what she is

Anon, that I may gon aboute thy nede.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 862.

I am what I was born to be, your prince.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster. v. 4.

' A host of second-rate critics, and official critics, and
what is called " the popular mind " as well.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, vi. 6.

What, as strictly equivalent to the relative which, never

had much vogue, and has long been a vulgarism : but its

genitive [whose] has survived, in preference to whichs,

as we should have modernized the medieval quhilkes.

F. Hall, False Philology, p. 7, note.

What was formerly and in vulgar speech is still used as a

simple relative, equivalent to that or which : as, if I had a

donkey what wouldn't go.

Offer them peace or aught what is beside.

Peele, Edward I. (Old Plays, II. 37).

The matter what other men wrote.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 142.

I fear nothing
What can be said against me.

Shak., Hen. Vlll., v. 1. 126.

What has also the value of whatever or whoever : as, come
what will, I shall be there.

What in the world he is

That names me traitor, villain-like he lies.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 97.

Let come what come may, . . .

I shall have had my day.
Tennyson, Maud, xi.

2. Used adjectively, meaning 'that . . . which,'

or having compound relative value: as, I know
what book you mean (that is, I know that book
which you mean); he makes the most of tchat

money he has (that is, he makes the most of

that money which he has) : applied to persons

and things, (o) That . . . who or which ; those . . .

who or which.

Shal nat be told for me . . .

. . . what jeweles men in the fyr tho caste.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 20S7.



what
(b) What sort of ; auch ... as.

Thorow his prayer they may be clensed of synne
What tyme they entre the chapelle with.Iii.

Political Poerm, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 126.

Anno 1476, at ivhat time the Switzers toolt their revenge
upon Charles Duke of Burgundie. Coryat, Crudities, I. 42.

And heavenly quires the hymensean sung,
What day the genial angel to our sire
Brought her, in naked beauty.

IHaion, P. L., iv. 712.

Xow a merchant may wear what boots he pleases.
Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xiii.

<c) Any who or which ; whatever ; whoever.

Also qwat brother or sastre die, and he may noughte be
broughte . . . wyt his owne catelle, he sal be broughte wyt
the broderhedes. Eivjlish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 110.

I love thee not a jar o' the clock behind
What lady-she her lord. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 44.

I never said aught but this, That what rule, or laws, or
custom, or people were flat against the word of God are
diametrically opposite to Christianity.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

<d) How much. (CoUoq.]

When a man bets he doesn't well know what money he
uses. Trollope, Last Chronicle of Barset, xicxvii.

But what, but that ; but who ; who or that . . . not.

There was scarce a farmer's daughter within ten miles
round but what bad found him successful.

Goldgmith, Vicar, lii.

Not a writer . . . that mentions his name but what
tells the story of him. Bentley, Diss, on Euripides, § 4.

There are few madmen but what are observed to be
afraid of the strait waistcoat.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xiT. 28, note.

Wbat ast, that which.

Here I do bequeathe to thee.
In full possession, half that Kendal hath
And what as Bradford holds of me in chief.

Old Plays, II. 47.

What donest {what danes is literally 'what made,' dones
being the genitive of don, E. done, pp. of do, make, used
in the genitive in imitation of kinnes in what kinnes, of
what.kindi, of what sort; what kind.

And whan I selghe It was so slepyng, I went
To wame Pilates wyf what dones man was lesus

;

For luwea hateden hym and han done hym to deth.
Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 298.

Wliat thatt, whatsoever; whatever; what. Also that
•what.

Him ne dret [dreadeth] najt to do lenne, huet thet hit
by [be]. AyenbiU of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

What lutles [litUe] that he et.

Poems and Lives o/ Saints (ed. FumivallX p. 396.

What Bchulde I telle . . .

And of moche other thing what that then was ?

Hob. of Brunne, Prol.

What that a king bimselfe bit [bids].

Oower, Conf. Amant, I. 4.

That what is extremely proper in one company may be
highly improper in another. Chiderfleld.

0. indef. (a) Something; anything: obsolete
•except in such colloquial phrases as I'll tell

yOH what (by abbreviation for what it is, what
I think; or the like).

Al was us never broche ne rynge,
Ne ellis what [var. nought and ought] fro women sent.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1741.

Wot you what, my lord ?

To-day the lords you talk of are beheaded.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2. 92.m tell you what now of the devil.

Matsinger and Dekker, Virgin-Martyr, ill. 3.

I tell you what— Ellery Davenport lays out to marry a
xeal angeL He 's to swear and she 's to pray

!

H. B. Stawe, Oldtown, p. 518.

<Jt) A thing; a portion; an amount; a bit: as,
a little what.

Thanne she a lytel what smylynge seyde.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

Then the kynge anone called his seruaunt, that hadde
but one lofe and a lytell whatte of wyne.

Fabyan, Chron., clxxii.

They prayd him sit, and gave him for to feed
Such homely what as serves the simple clowne.

Spenser, ¥. Q., VI. ix. 7.

To know What 's what. See know'.
whatl (hvFot), adv. and coiij. [< ME. what; <
iilint, ]iron.] I. adv. 1. Why?

What sholde he studie, and make himselven wood.
Upon a book In cloistre alwey to poure '!

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 184.

What is the shepe to blame in youre syght
_ Whane he is shorne of his flees & maade alle bare,

Thonghe folkc of nialyce for her wollis fyght?
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 20.

Ahlas what should she flght?
Fewe women win by flght.

Gascoigne, Philomene (Steele Glas, etc., ed. Arber), p. 97.

I

hat should I don this [imperiall robe, and trouble you ?

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 189.

But what do we suffer misshaped and enormous prela-
ini. as we do, thus Ui blanch and varnish her deformi-
58 with the fair colours, as before of martyrdom, so now
episcopacy? Milton, Reformation in Eng., I.
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For what Is a man advantaged if he gain the whole

world and lose himself? Luke ix. 25.

For what are men better than sheep or goats . . .

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer?
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

3t. How; how greatly; to what an extent or
degree; how remarkably : exclamatory and in-
tensive.

O ! what I am fetys and fayre and fygured full fytt

!

York Plays, p. 3.

What . . . what, in some measure ; In part
;
partly by

;

In consequence of
; partly: now followed by wf(A; indefi-

nite and distributive in value.

lordinges, the tyme wasteth nyght and day.
And steleth from us, what prively slepinge,
And what thurgh necligence in our wakinge.
As dooth the streem, that turneth never agayn.
Descending fro the montalgne into playn.

Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 21.

Than woot I wele she myghte nevere fayle
For to ben holpen, what at youre instaunce.
What with hire other frendes generaunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, li. 1441.

Than sente Gawein aboute to euery garnyson thourgh
the reame of Logres, and assembled xxxmi what oon what
other. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 277.

Most men, as it happens in this world, either weakly,
or falsly princlpl'd, what through ignorance, and what
through custom of licence, both in discours and writing,
by what hath bin of late written in vulgar, have not
seem'd to attain the decision of this point.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

With omission of the second what (so frequently)

:

What for hire kynrede and hir nortelrie.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 47.

What with pride, projects, and knavery, poor Peter was
grown distracted. Swifl, Tale of a Tub, iv.

H. conj. 1. So much as; so far as.

Ector, with ful many a bolde baroun.
Cast on a day with Grekes for to flghte.
As he was wont to greve hem what he myghte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 35.

To belpe youre freendis what I may.
Som. 0/ the Rose, I. 6300.

Mr. Brown, being present, observed them (Indians] to
be much affected, and one especially did weep very much,
though covered it what bee could.

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 36.

2. That, (ot) In alwhat, until (compare although, etc.).

Tho kinges hem wenten and hi seghen [they saw) tho
sterre thet yede bi-fore hem. al-wat hi kara over tho huse
war ure louerd was. Old Eng. Misc. (ed. Morris), p. 27.

Thet heaued me akth ; Ich ne ssel by an eyse [I shall
not be at ease] al-huet ich habbe ydronke.

AyenbiU of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 51.

(6) In the phrase but what . but that ; that . . . not.

The Abbot cannot be humbled but what the community
must be humbled in his person. Scott, Monastery, x.

Not a thing stolen but what the sea gave it up.
J. H. Neumian.

What^t (hwot), a. [< ME. hwat, quick, < AS.
hwiet, keen, sharp, bold (= OS. hwat = leel.

7it;a<r, keen). Ct. whet^.l (^uick; sharp; bold.

Ther weoren eorles swithe whate. Layamon, 1. 1137.

whatabouts (hwot'a-bouts''), j». The matters
which one is about or occupied with. [CoUoq.]

You might know of all my goings on, and whatabouts and
whereabouts, from Henry Taylor.

Southey, To G. C. Bedford, March 3, 1830.

what-d'ye-call-it, what-d'ye-call-'em (hwof-
dye-kal it, -em). A word substituted for the
name of a thing, because of forgetfulness or
ignorance, or in slight contempt. [Colloq.]

There is no part of the body, an' please your honour,
where a wound occasions more Intolerable anguish than
upon the knee, . . . there being so many tendons and
what-d'ye-call-ems all about it.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viii. 19.

whate'er (hwot-ar' ),^ro». A contracted form
of lohatever.

He strikes whate'er Is in his way.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, I. 623.

whaten, whatten (hwot'n), a. [Sc. also what-
aii, and (witli the indef. article) whatna; <

what^ + -en, orig. adj. inflection.] What; what
kind of. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Lord safe us ! only look at him sitting asleep. Whatan
a face I Nodes Ambrosianse, Oct., 1828.

whatever (hwot-ev'er), pron. and a. [< whaf^
+ ever.'] I. pron. A. indef. rel. Anything
which ; no matter what ; all that.

To effect

Whatever I shall happen to devise.

Shak., Kich. II., Iv. 1. 330.

The very best will variously incline.

And what rewards your virtue, punish mine.
Whatever is. Is right. Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 145.

The board was expected to make itself thoroughly ac-

quainted with whatever concerned the colonies.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 9.

B. interrog. What? as, whatever shall I do?
[Vulgar, but common in recent British collo-

quial use.]

whatsom
II. a. rel. Of what kind or sort it may be

;

no matter what; any or all that: applied to
persons and things: as, whatever person is ap-
pointed must be satisfactory to the court.

I'll forgive you,
Whatever torment you do put me to.

Shak., K. John, Iv. 1. 84.

The knowledge of the theory of logic has no tendency
whatever to make men good reasoners.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

Whatever siie he was on, he could always find excellent
reasons for it. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 36.

what-like (hwot'lik), indef. rel. a. Of what
appearance or character. [Colloq. or provin-
cial.]

She knows Miss Abbey of old, remind her, and sheknowa
what-like the home and what-like the friend is likely to turn
out. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 2.

Whatman paper. See paper.
whatna (hwot 'nil), a. Same as whaten.
[Scotch.]

There was a lad was bom in Kyle, ., ,;

But whatna day o' whatna style,

I doubt it 's hardly worth the while
To be sae nice wi' Robin.

Bums, There was a Lad.

whatness (hwot'nes), «. [< what^ + -ness.'] In
metaph., a quiddity. [Rare.]
what-not (hwot'not), n. [< what not (see what^;
the stand being so Called as used to hold shells,

photographs, bric-a-brac, ''a.u(i. what not": see
under what^.] 1. A stand or set of shelves on
which to keep or display small articles of cu-
riosity or ornament, as well as books, papers,
etc. ; an etag^re.

What cheerfulness those works of art will give to the
little parlors up in the country, when they are set up with
other shells on the what-not in the corner

!

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 51.

2. Anything; nomatterwhat; what you please.
See what not, under what^, A. [Colloq.]

I profess to be an impartial chronicler of poor Phil's
fortunes, misfortunes, friendships, and what-nots.

Thackeray, Philip, ix.

whatreck (hwot'rek), adv. [Short for what
recfc/)" what care I?'] Nevertheless. [Scotch.]

I wot he was na slaw, man ; . . .

But yet, what-reck, he, at Quebec,
Montgomei-y-like did fa', man.

Bums, The American War.

whatsot (hwot'so), a. and pron. [< ME. tvhat-
so, whatswa, whaUe, hwalse, quat so, what so, <
what^ + «oi. Cf. tvhoso.] I. a. Of whatever
character, kind, or sort; no matter what (per-
son or thing) : an indefinite relative use.

What man so vs metes may vs sone knowe.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2565.

II. pron. No matter what or who; whatso-
ever; whosoever.

But it were any persone obstinat,
Whatso he were, of heigh or lowe estat.
Him wolde he snibben sharply for the nones.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 622.

*' In exitu Israel de ^gypto !

"

Thus sang they all together in one voice.
With whatso in that Psalm is after written.

Loytg/eltow, tr. of Dante's Purgatorio, ii

Sometimes written as two separate words.

Quyt is she
From yow this yer, what after so befalle.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, I. 664.

whatsoe'er (hwot-so-Sr' ),j)ro». A contracted
form of lohatsoever.

'

whatsoever (hwot-so-ev'6r), 'a. and pron. [<
ME. whatsoever ; < wllat^ + so^ + ever. Cf. what-
so and whatsomever.'] I. a. Of whatever na-
ture, kind, or sort ; whatever : an intensive form
of whatever, still separable and used as a cor-
relative phrase.

I have learned In whatsoever state I am therewith to be
content. Phil. iv. 11.

Goodness guide thy actions whatsoever !

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, ill. 3.

The Meridians, which are Circles passing ouer our heads,
in what part of the World soeuer we be.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. .'iO.

Marauding thieves, to be destroyed by whatsoever method
possible. The Academy, March 28, 1891, p. 298.

II. pron. What thing or things soever; no
matter what thing or things ; whatever or who-
ever.

I will knowe the soth [truth], tofiat-so-euer it coste.

JfprMn(E. E. T. S.), i. 37.

Youth, whatsoever thou art, thou art but a scurvy fellow.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 163.

For, 'tis not Courage (whatsoe'r men say),

But Cowardize, to make ones Self away.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Trophies.

whatsomt, a. and pron. Same as whatsom-
ever.



whatsomever

whatsomever (hwot's>iin-ev'6r), a. and pron.

[< MK. ichatsumerer, whatsomever (confused
vritU irhatioever); < tchafl + som (< Dan. som,
as so) + ever. Cf. hoasomever.'] Whatsoever.
[Now vulgar.]

WTuUgomever woo they fele.

They wol not pleyne, but concele.
Rmn. of the Dose, 1. 6041.

Doughtir, loke that thou be waare, whatsumeuere thee
bitide,

Kake not thin husbonde poore with spendinge ne with
pride. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

whatten, «• See irhaten.

whattie (hwot'i), ». Same as whisky.

whault, n- See tcall^.

whanp (hwap), «. [Sc. also whaap, quhaup,
qulmip. awp; said to be so called from its

cry.] A curlew. [Scotch.]— Great whaup, the
curlew. Xunitmiits arqtuita. Also called stock-whaitp.—

Utile Whaup, Hay Whaup, the whimbrel, Nitmenuis
phiTopus: so called from its relative size and the time of

ita appearance. Also called tang-uhaup.

whave (hwav), v. t.; pret. and pp. whared, ppr.

vhaving. [Prob. a dial. var. of qiiave.} 1. To
turn (pottery) when drying. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.

To cover, or hang over. [Prov. Eng.]

whawl, r. i. [A var. of wawl, wauLI To cry as

a cat: same as icaul.

The cats tchaxded. Annals of Fhila. and Penn. , I. 269.

Whaylet, a- A corrupt Middle English spelling

of A«(7-, hale^.

whay-worm (hwa'werm), n. [Also whey-worm ;

perhaps a dial, reduction of whealworm.'\ 1. A
pimple. Curr, Craven Gloss., ii. 252. (Halli-

tcell.)— 2. A whim. Compare mafiff/ot.

And so marched toward London, where the Essex men,
havinge wylde wkay-wormes in their heddes, joined them
with him. HaU, Edward IV., f. 33. (HaUiwM.)

whe^ (hwe), pron. A form of who. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
whe-'t, ». See wie.

wheadlet, v. An obsolete spelling of wheedle.

wheaU (hwel), n. [< ME. wheel, whele, whelle,

a pimple, wheal (cf. dim. whelk, a little wheal),
< AS. *hwele, wheal (Somner) ; origin and status

uncertain; cf. AS. hwelan {Viwetan ?), wither,

pine away; cf. W. chwiler, a maggot, wheal,
pimple.] 1. A pimple; a pustule.

He must drie his face very well, for feare of zvheales and
wrinkles. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 194.

All wheale» and Itching pimples which are readie to

breake forth. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 26.

Specifically— 2. An elevation of the skin, of

varying size, usually elongated in form, caused
by a stroke, as of a rod or whip, or constituting
an eruption, as that of urticaria. See urticaria.

'Wheair(hwel),*. [iWE.whelen: see wftea?!, ».]

I. trans. To produce a wheal upon.

His eyes were bloodshot, his cheeks whealed and puffed.
S. Judd, Margaret, I. 2.

n. intrans. To suppurate; form a sore or
pustule.

Now gins the leprous cores of ulcered sins
Wheale to a heade. Marston, Ant. and JleL, II., v. 1.

wheal''' (hwel), n. [Also huel, wheel, whel, wheyl;
< Com. hwel, a work, a mine ; cf. W. chwyl, a
turn, course, while, ehwylo, turn, revolve, run a
course, bustle, chwel, a course, turn.] A mine.
[Cornwall, Eng.]
Wheal-WOrm (hwel'wferm), n. [< wheal^ +
worm.'] 1. The itch-mite, .4corM« scaftiej.— 2.
The acarine Leptus autumnalis, or some similar
harvest-bug : so named from the wheals or pim-
ples produced by its bite. See cut under har-
vest-mite.

Wheaser (hwe'zfer), «. [Said to be connected
with weasel.] The red-breasted merganser,
Mergiis serrator. [Local, New Eng.]
wheat (hwet), n. [< ME. whete, wete, whsete,

hwete, huete, quete, < AS. hwMte = OS. hweti =
MD. weite, D. weit = MLG. weten, weiten, LG.
weten = OH6. weizzi, MHG. weitze, G. weizen,

also OHG. weizi, MHG. weize, G. dial, weissen =
Icel. hveiti = 8w. hvete = Dan. hvede = Goth.
hwaiteis, wheat ; cf. Lith. kwetys, Lett, kweeschi,
wheat (prob. < Teut.) ; lit. ' that which is white

'

(with ref. to the color of the grain or the meal),
< AS. hwit, etc., white: see ro/nfel.] A cereal

grain, the product of species of Triticum, chiefly

of T. sativum ( T. vulgare). The origin of the plant
is not clearly known, but it is thought by many to be
derived from a grass, JE^Uope ovata, of the Mediterranean
region, now classed as a species of Triticum. The wheat-

filant is a grass closely related to barley and rye, hav-
ng a dense four-sided spike, and grains longitudinally
furrowed on one side, turgid on the other. In some
varieties the palets bear awns, in others not, the varie-

ties being respectively called bearded and beardleee or
bald. Some are planted in the spring— spring or summer
wheat—others in the fall, maturing the next season—
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winter wheat The product of the latter was formerly

preferred, but with recent methods of manufacture spring

Wheat {Triticum sati-vum).

I, the complete plant of the variety sestivum; 2, the spike of the
same; 3, tlie spike of the variety hibernum ; 4, a grain germinating.
a, part of therachis; i, the floret of the variety aj^ii/Mw*/ (^, the (iow-

er, showing two lodicules, the stamens, and the stigmas.

wheat ia equally valued. The varieties are further classi-

fied as white and red or ainJber, referring to the color of

the grain ; among winter wheats, at least, the white are

more esteemed. The grain is highly nutritious, contain-

ing some 67 per cent, of carbohydrates, 13 per cent, of

wheat Bulb-worm
(,Mefo*nyza ameri-
cana),

a, wheat-stalk,
showing larva at
work : b, larva ; c,

pupa. (Lines show
natural sizes.)

J'erispe-rm

Chit

Longitudinal Section of Gram of Wheat, enlarged.

albuminoids, together with small quantities of the mineral
substances, potash, soda, etc., required by the animal sys-

tem, with only 14 per cent, of water. For use it is chiefly

converted into flour ; the finest but not the most nutri-

tious flour is nearest pure starch. The richer elements
lie nearest the skin, and these are secured in " Graham "

flour, which properly includes the whole grain, and by
recent niilling processes which appropriate all but the
cuticle. Wheat was formerly made in England into a
dish called frumenty or furmenty, by boiling it entire in

milk, and seasoning. It is now largely used in America
in the form of cracked, crushed, or rolled wheat, or wheat-
grits. Wheat has been known from antiquity, being
mentioned in Scripture ; it is traceable to ancient Egypt,
and is recorded as introduced into China about 2700 B. c.

It now furnishes the principal breadstuff among all civ-

ilized nations. It is adaptable to various conditions and
widely grown in temperate regions; it is not excluded
by cold winters, but requires a mean summer temperature
of not less than 57°. Among the principal countries
which produce a surplus are the United States, Canada,
Russia, Hungary, India, Australia, Egypt, Rumania, and
Turkey. The varieties are very numerous, and there are
several more or less strongly marked races, one of which
is spelt.

The asae of the melle, thet ase bletheliche berth bere
[as blithely beareth barley] ase huete.

AyenUte of Inwyt (E. E. T. &.), p. 141.

We maun gar wheat-Rour serve us for a blink ; . . . it 's

no that ill food, though far frae being sae hearty or kindly
to a Scotchman's stamach as the curney aitmeal is.

Scott, Old Mortality, xx.

Amber wheat. See def.—Arras wheat. See Emmer
wheat, below.— China wheat, a spring wheat grown in
the United States, said to have been derived from a grain
found in a tea-chest.-— Clock Wheat, a variety of the
race known as Triticum turyidum.— Cow-Wheat, a plant
of the genus Metampyrum, particularly M. arvense, with
beautifully variegUted flowers in a long spike. The Ameri-
can cow-wheat isM. Americanum,iin inconspicuous plant.
- Dinkel wheat, spelt —Emmer wheat, the race called
Triticum dicoccum, iiKiluding the Arras wheat of Abys-
sinia. Its varieties flourish in poor soil, are remarka-
bly exempt from diseases, and make excellent starch.—
Guinea wheatt. See Turkey wheat, below.— Indian
wheat, (at) A former name in England for Indian corn,
Xea Maya. See cut under Zea, (6) Fagopyrwn Tatari-
cum, which is cultivated to some extent in the United
States, particularly in the northwest.— Oil Of wheat. See
Ml— One-grained or single-grained wheat, a wheat
with one seed to each spikelet

—

TriticuTn monocoecujn—
which appears to be a true species. Also called St Peter's
com.— Bed wheat. See def.— Revet or rivet wheat.

wheatear

a variety of the race Triticum turgidum.—8axa,cen's
wheat,buckwheat. Compare «arraara.- Single-grained
wheat. See one-grained wheat, above.— Spring wheat,
summer wheat. See def.— Tatary wheat, the India

or Indian wheat, Fagopyrum Tatarvmm.^ Tea, Wheat.
Same as China wheat— Taikey wheatt, Turkish
wheatt, Indian corn, vaguely supposed to come from
Turkey (compare turkey). Also called Guinea wheat and
Indian wheat.

There grows in several parts of Africa, Asia, and Amer-
ica a kind of corn called Mays, and such as we commonly
name Turkey wheat They make brcEid of it which is hard
of digestion, heavy in the stomach, and does not agree
with any but such as are of a robust and hail constitution.

L. Lemery, Treatise on Foods (1704), p. 71. (Davies,)

We saw a great many fields of Indian corn, which grows
to the height of six or seven feet. It is made into flour

for the use of the common people, and goes by the name
of Turkey wheat. Smollett, Travels, viii.

Wheat-aphid or -aphis, a wheat plant-louse (see below).

—Wheat bulb-fly, Hytemyia arctica, a European fly of

the family Anfhomyiidie, whose larva infests the stems
of wheat.—Wheat bulb-worm, the larva of an oscinid

fly, Meromyza arnericana, which affects the stems of

wheat in the United States and Can-
ada, stunting the ears, and prema-
turely ripening the kernels.—Wheat-
cutworm, the larva of an American
noctuid moth, Laphygma frugiperda.
Also called grass-worm and fall army-
worm. See Laphygma. C. V. liiley.

—Wheat-dampening machine, a
machine for washing grain to free it

from smut and dirt, and afterward dry-

ing it. E. H. Knight.—WheaX, eel-
worm, a nematode worm of the fam-
ily Anguilhdidse, Tylenchus tritici,

which causes the disease known as

ear-cockle, purples, or false ergot in

wheat in Europe. It produces round
dark-colored dist^jrted growths in the
ear of wheat. Also called wheat-worm.
— wheat gall-fly, the adult of the
wheat joint-worm. See Isosoma, 1,

joint-worm, 2, and cut under wheat-
yij/.—Wheat-head army-worm, the
larva of an American noctuid moth,
Leucania albilinea. See Leucania.
—Wheat plant-louse, one of sev-

eral aphids, or Aphididie, which in-

fest wheat, as Siphonophora avenjB
and Toxoptera graminittm.—Wheat
straw-worm, the wheat joint-worm.
See joint-worm, 2.— Wheat whisky.
See whisky'^. — Wheat-wireworm.
Seewireworm.—White Wheat. See
def.—Winter wheat. See def. (See
also mxnnmy-wheat, not-wheat)

wheat-bird (hwet'berd), n. The chaffinch or
wheatsel-bird. [Local, British.]

wheat-brush (hwet'brush), n. Jn milling, a
grain-scouring machine, it consists essentially of
two brushes in the form of disks placed close together in

a hopper, one brush remaining stationary, and the other
revolving rapidly as the grain is delivered between them.
The grain is carried to the periphery of the brushes by cen-

trifugal force, and falls into a chamber beneath, whence
the dust is removed by a suction-blast. E. H. Knight.

wheat-bug (hwet'bug), n. Either one of two
bugs, Miris tritici and M. dolahratus, found com-
monly on wheat in England. Curtis, Farm In-

sects.

wheat-caterpillar (hwet'kat"er-pil-ar), n. A
small caterpillar which eats the kernels of

wheat in the field : supposed to be Asopia cos-

talis. T. W. Harris.

wheat-chafer (hwet'eha'fer), n. A beetle, Ani-
soplia austriaca, which does great damage to

European wheat-fields, particularly those of

Russia.
wheat-cracker (hwet'krak'fer), «. A mill for

cracking wheat to make grits.

wheat-drill (hwet'dril), n. See drilV-, «., 3.

wheat-duck (hwet'duk), n. The American
widgeon, Mareca arnericana, found in large

flocks in wheat-fields. G. Trumbull, 1888.

[Oregon.]
wheat-ear (hwet'er), n. [< wheat + ear^.] An
ear of wheat.

Gold flashed out from the wheat-ear brown.
And flame from the poppy's leaf. Eliza Cook.

Wheat-ear stitch, in embroidery, a fancy stitch ; a va-

riety of chain-stitch by which is produced a pattern some-
what resembling an ear of grain with stiff beard.

wheatear (hwet'er), n. [A corruption, simu-
lating wheat + ear^ (also used in the form wliite-

ear, with the first element unaltered), of white-

arse, orrather of its earlier form *whiterse (taken
as a plural, whence the supposed singular wheat-
ear) : so called from its white rump, < white^ +
arse. The name is equiv. to whitctail, formerly
whittail, and the E. name cul blanc] A chut of

the genus Saxicola, Saxicola ceiianthe, the st one-

chat, fallow-finch, or whitetail, an oscine pas-

serine bird abundant in Europe, Asia, and .Af-

rica, and found sparingly in North Amijrica.
The wheatear is 6^ inches long, and 12^ in extent ; it va-

ries much in plumage with sex, age, and seasoii. The
adult male in summer has the upper parts French gray,

with conspicuous white rump and white base of tln^ black
tAil ; the under parts are some shade of bufli, often w Jiitisb

;

;



wheatear
the wings are blackish ; a broad glossy-black bar on the
aide of the head includes the ears, and is surmounted by
a white stripe ; the bill and feet are black, the eyes dark-

Wheatear ( Suxtcola ananthe atlult male

brown. The female is brownish, darkest on the upper
parts, with wings and tail like those of the male ; the
young resemble the female, but are spotty. The nest is

made on the ground; the eggs are four to seven, green-
ish-blue, usually spotless, sometimes faintly speckled.
The wheatear shares with both the British species of Pra-
tiivtola the name gtotiechatt which Is more appropriate to
this bird than to either of the bushchats ; it is more fully
specified as white-rumped gtonechat, and also called tcAi^e-

r\imp. whiUUlU, stone-clatter {irom its Gaelic name dacha-
rati, which survives in Scotland and in books), fallow-
Jinch, and by other local names.

What cook of any spirit would lose her time in picking
larks, wheat-ears, and other small birds?

Swift, Directions to Servants (Cook).

Although the wheatear's colors are somewhat chaste,
still their bold contrast, and the manner in which they
are distributed, make the bird a very pretty one.

Seelmhm, Hist. Brit. Birds, I. 302.

wheat-eel (hwet'el), ?i. [Appar. < wheat + eel,

but perhajis a dial, form of "wheat-evil, < wheat
+ erj/l.] Ear-coekle or purples, a disease of

wheat caused by the eel-worm, Tylenchus tritid.

vheaten (hwe'tn), a. [< ME. whcten, hueten,

hwa:leii, < AS. hapten (= MD. iceiten, D. tceite-

{mecl) = a. wei:en{brod)), < hwiete, wheat, +
•en, E. -e«2.] Of, pertaining to, or made from
wheat: as, wlieaten straw. Specifically— (a) Made
of the stalks, straw, or husks of wheat.

Tliere wayted .Summer naked starke, all saue a wheaten
hat. Qol'Jing, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iL

Peace should atUl her wheaien garland wear.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 41.

(6) Made of the grain or flour of wheat.

More hi uynt sraak [she finds more relish] in ane zoure
epple thanne in ane huetene Ihoue [loaf].

AyenbOe of Iniryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 82.

Of wheaten flour shalt thou make them [cakes and
wafers). Ex. xiix. 2.

His diet was of wheaten bread.
Cowper, Epitaph on a Hare.

wheat-field (hwet'feld), n. A field of wheat.
wheat-fly (hwet'fli), ». 1. Any one of several
flies of the family Oscinklse, common upon
wheat in Europe and North America, as Osei-

nis frit, Chlorops Ueniopus, and C lineata.— 2.

The Hessian fly.— 3. The wheat-midge.— 4.

Improperly, a wheat plant-louse in the winged
form. Compare jrreen^y, 2.— 5. The wheat gall-

wheat Call-fly i,ltot0ma hordei).

Ewheat-ftalks with galls pn>duccd by the larva : *, female fly (cross

shows natural size).

r, a variety of Isosoma hordei, whose larva is

ie wheat joint-worm. Bee joint-worm, 2.

leat-grader (hwet'gra'dfer), n. In milling, a
lachiue for cleaning, separating, and grading
rheat according to the size and shape of the

lins; a grain- or wheat-separator. E. H.
h'nifiht.

wheat-grass (hwet'gris), n. The couch- or
i)iiiti'li-gra.ss, Agropijrum repens; also, any wild
grass of the genus Agropyrum or Triticmn.

I^^heatland (hwet'land), n. Land sown with

I
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Beyond the wheatlands in the northern pines.

A. Lampman, The Academy, Nov. 23, 1889, p. 335.

wheat-maggot (hwet'mag'ot), TO. The larva of
any one of the dipterous insects affecting the
wheat-plant.
wheat-midge (hwet'mij), ». l. A dipterous
insect of the family Cecidomyiidss, Diplosis tri-

fo'd, which lays its eggs in the flowers of wheat-
heads, and whose minute reddish larvae devour
the kernels. It is originally a European insect, but
has been imported into the United States and Canada.
The larva is known in England as the red maggot.
2. A dipterous insect, Lasioptera obfuscata.
Enajc. Diet.

wheat-mildew (hwet'mil"dii), n. A name ap-
plied in England to the common rust {Pucei-
nia graminis), found on various grasses, and
especially on wheat and oats. In the United
States it is applied to Erijsiphe graminis, a true
powdery mildew.
wheat-mite (hwet'mit), n. Same as flour-mite.

wheat-moth (hwet'moth), ». One of several
small moths whose larvse devour stored wheat,
as the Angoumois grain-moth (Gelechia cerea-
lella),theln(iia,Ti-mea,\vaoth{Ephestiainterptmc-
tella), the Mediterranean flour-moth {Ephestia
liihiiicUa), or the wolf-moth {Tinea granella).

wheat-pest (hwet'pest), to. A dipterous insect,
the frit-fly, Oscinis vastator.

wheat-riddle (hwet'rid"l), ». A grain- or
wheat-separator.
wheat-rust (hwet'rust), n. Same as red rust
and black rust (see both, under rust).

wheat-scourer (hwet'skour"6r), ». In milling,

a cleaning-machine which receives the grain as
passed from the smutter, and removes any hairs
or loose parts of the outer bran. One form con-
sists of a stiff brush with a grooved burrstone revolving
against it below, the wheat passing between the two. E.
H. Knight.

Wheatsel-bird (hwet'sl-berd), «. The chaf-
finch, Fringilla Calebs : so called from its con-
gregating in autumn about the time of sowing
wheat. J. H. Gurney. See cut under chaffinch.
[Norfolk, Eng.]

wheat-separator (hwet'sep'a-ra-tor), TO. An
apparatus for freeingwheat from mustard-seed,
cockle, grass-seed, etc. The grain is made to pass
over a series of inclined plates pierced with holes which
allow the passage of the smaller seeds but retain the wheat.
E. U. Kniiiht.

Wheatstone bridge. See resistance, 3.

wheat-thief (hwet'thef), «. The com grom-
well or bastard alkanet, Lithospermum arvense,

a grain-field weed of Europe and parts of Asia,

introduced in North America.
wheat-thrips (hwet'thrips), TO. Any one of

several species of thrips found abundantly upon
wheat, and commonly supposed to injure the

wheatlands, as Thrips cerealium of Europe, and
Limothripis tritid and L. graminese of the United
States.

wheat-weevil (hwet'we'vl), TO. 1. The grain-

weevil.— 2. The rice-weevil. See also Calan-

dra, 2, and weevil.

wheat-worm (hwet'w^rm), «. Same as wheat
eel-worm (which see, under wheat).

wheazet, v. i. An old spelling of wheeze.

whedert, pron. An old spelling of whether'^.

wheedle (hwe'dl), v.
;
pret. and pp. wheedled,

ppr. wheedling. [Formerly wheadle ; perhaps for

"iccedlc, < G. wedeln, wag the tail, fan (hence

fawn, flatter?), < wedel, a fan, tail, brush, MHG.
wedel {wadel), OHG. wedil{tvadal), fan, winnow-
ing-fan, lit. instrument for blowing; with forma-

tive -del i-thlo-), < OHG. wehan, MHG. G. wehen,

blow : see wind?. Similar uses occur with Dan.
logre, wag the tail, also fawn upon one ; with

Icel.flathra, wag the tail, fawn upon; with OF.
coueter, wag the tail, etc. It is not clear how
a Gr. word of this kind could get into E. ; but

the German wars of the 17th century brought
in a number of words, and this may have been
taken up as a slang term. Some refer wheedle

to W. chwedlai, talk, gossip, < chwedl, a fable,

story, discourse ; but the resemblance is super-

ficial.] I. trans. 1. To entice, especially by
soft words; gain over by coaxing and flattery;

cajole; coax; flatter; hence, to hoax; take in.

I admire thy Impudence. I cou'd never

Have had the Face to have wheadl'd the poor Knight so.

Mtherege, She Would if She Could, i. 1.

And so go to her, begin thy new employment ; wheedle

her, jest with her, and be better acquainted one with an-

other. Wyeherley, Country Wife, ii. 1.

I am not the first that he has wheadled with his dissem-

bling Tongue. Congreoe, Way of the World, v. 1.

It is (probably) the best Conduct not to bear away Quar-

tering, till you have wheedled the Enemy into your Wake.

W. Mountaine, Seaman's Vade-Mecum (ed. 1761), p. 120.

wheel

2. To gain or procure by flattery or coaxing.
I have ... a deed of settlement of the best part of her

estate, which I wheedled out of her.

Congreve, Way of the World, lit

II. intrans. To flatter ; coax.

His business was to pump and wheedle.
S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ilL 336.

If that wheadling Villain has wrought upon Foible to
detect me, I'm ruin'd. Congreve, Way of the World, lit 4.

In a fawning, wheedling tone. C. Kingsley, Hypatia, iv.

Wheedlet (hwe'dl), n. [< wheedle, t).] 1. One
who wheedles ; a cajoling or coaxing person.

Hip. Methinks you might believe me without an oath.
You saw I could dissemble with my father, why should
you think I could not with you ?

Ger. So young a wheedle!
Wyeherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iv, 1.

2. A piece of cajolery ; a flattering or coaxing
speech; a hoax.
Why, hast thou lost all Sense of Modesty?
Do'st thou think to pass these gross wheadles on me too?

Etherege, She Would if She Could, i. 1.

wheedler (hwed'lfer), «. [< wheedle + -erl.]

One who wheedles.
wheedlesome (hwe'dl-sum), a. [< wheedle +
-some.^ (hoaxing; cajoling. [Rare.]

Anything more irresistibly wheedlesome I never saw.
L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, etc., p. 88.

wheedling (hwed'ling), n. [Verbal n. of whee-
dle, r.] The act or art of coaxing, cajoling, or
deluding by flattery.

He wrote several] pieces, viz. " The English Rogue,"
"The Art of Wheadling," &c. Avbrey, Lives (Meriton).

wheeU (hwel), n. [< ME. wheel, whele, whel,

wheal, qwel, Moel, huegel, hweol, < AS. hweol, hwiol,

eontr. of hweowol, hweohl (= MD. weel, wiel, D.
wiel= LG. weel, toel = Icel. hjdl

=

OSw. hiugl, Sw.
hjul = Dan. hjttl, a wheel) ; Tout, appar. "hivehu-

la, *hwehula, perhaps = Gr. kvk?.o(, a wheel, cir-

cle: see cycled. The Icel. hvel, orb, disk, can
hardly be related.] 1. A circular frame or
solid disk turning on an axis. Wheels, as ajn
plied to vehicles, usually consist of a nave, into which are
inserted spokes or radii, connecting it with the periphery
or circular ring. (See car-wheel (with cut); also cuts
under car-track and .felly.) Wheels are most important
agents in machinery, being employed in a variety of forms
and combinations for a great variety of purposes, as for

transmitting motion, regulating velocity, converting one
species of motion into another, reducing friction, equal-

izing the effect of forces applied in an intermittent or
irregular manner, etc.

The cartere over-ryden with his carte.

Under the whet ful lowe he lay adoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1165.

Smack went the whip, round went the wheels.

Were never folks so glad ;

The stones did rattle underneath.
As if Cheapside were mad. Cowper, John Gilpin.

2. Any instrument, apparatus, machine, or
other object shaped like a wheel, or the essen-

tial feature of which is a wheel: as, a mill-

wheel, a spinning-w/teeJ, or a potters' wheel.

Then I went down to the potter's house, and, behold,

he wrought a work on the wheels. Jer. xviii. 3.

Thus, in lower life, whilst the wheel, the needle, Ac,
imploy her, the plough of some trade perhaps demands
the muscles and hardiness of him.

W. Wollaston, Keligion of Nature, viii. 1.

Turn, turn, my ivhed ! This earthen jar

A touch can make, a touch can mar.
LongfeUoic, Keramos.

The meal-sacks on the whiten'd floor.

The dark round of the dripping wheel.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

to) Naut., a circular frame with handles projecting from
the periphery, and an axle on which are wound the ropes
or chains which connect with the rudder for steering a
ship ; a steering-wheel. Where a ship is steered by
steam, in place of an ordinary wheel a small wheel is used,

by turning which steam is admitted to the engines which
tiu-n the barrel on which the wheel-rope is wound. (6)

An instrument of torture. See to break on the wheel, under
lyreak.

The lifted axe, the agonizing wheel,

Luke's iron crown, and Damien's bed of steeL
Goldsmith, ftaveller, 1. 436.

(c) A firework of a circular shape which revolves on an
axis, while burning by the reaction of the escaping gases.

Beecatharine-wheel,S,s.n<!Lpinwheel,S. (d)pl. Figuratively,

a carriage ; a chariot. [Poetical.]

How now, noble Pompey! What, at the wheels of Ceesar?

art thou led in triumph '? Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 47.

I earth in earth forget these empty courts.

And thee returning on thy silver wheels.

Tennyson, Tithonus.

(e) One of the attributes of Fortune, the emblem of muta-
bility.

Huanne the Iheuedi of hap [lady of fortune) heth hire

huegel y-went [turned] to the manne.
AyenUte of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 24.

Now y am vndre Fortunes whele.

My frendis forsaken me Euerychoon.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

The next turn of the wheel gave the victory to Ed-
ward IV. J. Qairdner, Richard III., L



wheel

(/) A bicycle or « tricycle. [Colloq.]

A pluckv long man with 8 flfty-six Inch wheel, who
downnt his elfort with the difficult performance of bring-

ing his machine to a stand-still before dismounting, and

bSding it so lor several minutes. The Century, XIX. 494.

r») In 20«. : (1) The characteristic organ of a wheel-ani-

malcule; the trochal disk of a rotifer; a wheel-organ

(which seel See cuts under Rotifer, RUifera, and (ro-

chal (2) Some discoid or wheel-shaped calcareous or sili-

cious concretion, as of au echinoderm or a sponge ; a wheel-

spicule.
. I,- T

3. A cii^ular course or motion; a wniriing

round; a revolution; rotation; also, a wheel-

ing, turning, or bending.

The leed, withouten faile,

K lo, the metal of S-itunie,

That hath a ful large wheel to tume. , , ,,„
Chaucer, House of tame, 1. 1460.

Satan, bowing low, .

Throws hU steep flight In many an aery wheel
union, P. L., 111. 741.

4. A motive power; in the plural, machinery;

hence, a principle of life or motion.

The whteit of weary life at last stood still.

Dryden and Lee, (Edipus, iv. 1.

That power who bids the ocean ebb and How, . . .

Builds life on death, on change duration founds,

And gives the eternal whedi to know their rounds.

Pope, Moral Essays, ui. 168.

When ... the heart is sick.

And all thewA«& of Being slow.

Tennyson, In Memonam, 1.

6t. The
haps in

Steerem.

Oph.

burden of a song; a refrain: per-

aUusion to its regular recurrence.

[Sings.] Yon must sing a-down a-down.

An you call him a-down-a.

O, how the wheel becomes it

!

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 172.

6. A factory for grinding cutlery. [Prov.

Eng.]
This branch of trade [cutlery grinding) is, in Sheffield,

conducted In distinct establishments called wheeU.
EiKyc. Brit., VI. 734.

7. A dollar. Tufts. [Thieves' jargon.]— 8. In

embroidery and fancy needlework, an opening,

not necessarily circular, filled with radiating

bars or brides of thread. It is acommon form of deco-

ration for collars and similar washable garments. Some-

times the radiating lines are interspersed with loops, fes-

toons, and the like, or are of different lengths, so that a

part of the opening will be filled with more bands than

another part, producing diversity of pattern.

9. See xcard^, 11.-Adhesion of wheels to rails.

See odAenon.—Aerohydrodynamlc wheel. See aero-

Audrodi/nojnic.— Bastard wheel See tasterd.- Big

WheeL Same as ((ir./f irA.i;. See sjniiniiiy-tonecf.—Blank
Wheel a wheel havint.' n» teeth.— Cardiac wheeL See
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whnal See stewi, 8.-Small wheel. Bee spinning whed.

-S^wSs in m«Xi; form of gearing in which the

telalSfomied "pon the circuinferenco of cylinders of

toe m«i"^^"«a;«e?er at an angle with their respect.ve

aies; By this construction the teeth become m fact small

parte of screws or spirals winding round the cyhnders

fwhence the name). Svheels of this kind axe often used

when the two shafts require to pass each other. When

The "hufts arc in the same plane bevel-wheels are^em-

ploved.- SpUt wheel. See spitt ^cor, under syii(.-Smi-

ffi-planS wheels. See suni.-To break a butterfly

(flv rtco^pou a (the) wheel, to subject one to a puuish-

St ont oFall pk.portion to the gravity of the offense

and the importance ,.f the offender; hence to employ

great means or exertions for the attainment of trilling

Sath-e or sense, alas ! can Sporus feel,

y/ho breaks a butterfly upon a wheel f

Pope, I'rol. to Satires, 1. 308.

He was sorry . . . for the excellent people, and deplored

the necessity of breaking mere house-flies on the wheel.

Dickens, Little Domt, ii. 21.

To break upon the wheel. See ftrraJ-— Toothed
wheels See toothed.- To put a spoke in one s wheel.

See gpo*«i.—To put one's shoulder to the wheel. See

shoulder.—10 slack over the wheel. See s«a<*i.-To

steer a trick at the wheel. See .sifcri -Undershot
wheel. See imiiersAof.—Variable-speed wheels, hee

mnnWc—Waved wheel, in 7ikc;i., a friction-wheel hav-

ing a waved or convoluted surface, and imparting a recip-

rocating motion to an arc or lever pressing against its side.

E. U. Knight.—Wbeel and axle, one of the mechanical

powers, consisting in its primary form of a cylindrical

axle on which a wheel, concentric with the axle, is Urmly

fastened. A rope is usually attached to the wheel
;
the

axle is turned by means of a lever; and the rope acts

as in the pulley— that is, also upon the principle of the

lever.—Wheel barometer, a modification of the siphon

barometer. See^aroi/icfcr.-Wheel couching. SeecoucA-

tnnl, 6.—Wheel crossbow, a crossbow in which the bow

is bent by the revolutions of a wheel acting as a windlass.

See cut under TmiuZtnet.-Wheel-cutting machine, (o)

A gear-cutting machine. (6) A device for dividing a circle

into any number of equal parts. E. II. A')>!>/A(.—Wheel-
facing machine, a machine with adjustable cutters and

rolls for facing the sides of wheels, making the fellies of

uniform thickness, and forming a bevel. E. H. Knight.

—Wheel-flnishlng machine, a form of slotting-maclune

for planing off the inner face of locomotive-wheel tires.

The cutter is carried at the end of a vibrating lever.—

Wheel Of Ufa. See zoaroj*.-Wheel press, in the man-

ufacture of locomotives and railway-cars, a powerful

screw-press or hydraulic press by which wheels are forced

on to turned bearings of axles with a friotional binding

stress sufficient to hold them in place firmly without keys,

set-screws, or otlier holding devices.— Wheels Wlthlll

Wheels, a complication of circumstances, motives, influ-

ences, etc. Compare Ezek. i. 16.

It was notorious that, after this secretary retired, the

king's affairs went backwards ; wheels uithin wheels took

place. Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 65.

Wheel tax. See (ox.—Wire wheel, a brush-wheel made
of wire Instead of bristles, used for cleaning and scratcli-

ing metals preparatory to gilding or silvering. E. H.

Knight. (See also breast-wheel, bidl-wheel, catharine-wheel,

cog-wheel, crown-wheel, dial-wheel, flange-wheel, measur-

ing-wheel, pinwheel.)

wheelbarrow

7. In tanning, to submit to the action of a pin-

wheel. See pinwheel, 2.

The skins next go into the England wheel vat . . . and

are wheeled. C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 530.

8 To shape by means of the wheel, as in pot-

tery. See potters' wheel (under potter^), and

throw^, V. t., 2.— 9. To break upon the wheel.

See hreak.

II. intrans. 1. To turn on or as on an axis

or about a center ; rotate ; revolve.

His Glory found
Thou first Mobile,
Which mak'st all wheel

In circle round. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

The moon ... not once wheeling upon her own center.

BenUey.

2. To change direction of course, as if moving

on a pivot or center.

As he to flight his wheeling car addrest.

The speedy jav'lin drove from back to breast.

Pope, Iliad, v. 63.

Steady ! steady ! the masses of men
Wheel, and fall in, and wheel again.

Softly as circles drawn with pen.

Leigh Bunt, Captain Sword and Captain Pen, 11.

3. To move in a circular or spiral course.

cardiac. -Center-discharge wheel, a turbin^e in wiiich yriieeii (hwel), v. [< ME. *whelen, whielen,
' " --*"*- " "'—" ' -

;,„,g„;g„. < wjieen, Ji.] I. trans. 1. To cause

to turn, or to move in a circle ; make to rotate,

revolve, or change direction.

So had he seen, in fair Castile,

The youth in glittering squadrons start

;

Suddenly the flying jennet wheel,

And hurl the unexpected dart
Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 8.

The sun gradually ivheeled his broad disk down into the

west. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 438.

the water enters from tlic chute to the periphery of the

buckets, passes inward, and is discharged at the center,

about theaxis.— Chilled WheeL .See cAffli.— Eccentric

wheel. See «c<:«i(ric.— Elliptical WheeL Same as rf-

liptical gearing (which sec, under r^cnriiiy).—Engaged
Wheel*. See«nj(i</ed.—Eplcycloldal wheel. See epi-

eycloidal (with cut).— Fifth WheeL (a) In mech. See

ifth. (b) Figuratively, something superfluous or useless.

—Fonndllng-Wheel, a cylindrical box revolving on an

upright axis, placed in an aperture in the door or wall of

a foundling-asylum. It enables any person to confide an

inlaut to the care of the asylum without being seen.

The ruota or /oundling-wheel still exists in 1222 of the

communes, being frequent in the Neapolitan provinces

and Sicily. Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 449, note.

Impulse-wheel, a form of turbine water-wheel driven

by ihc Impulse of a Jet.— Intermittent, internal, lapi-

dary WheeL See the adjectives.— Large wheeL See

tpinning-wheel.-'Loag WheeL a workmen's name for a

nlnilstone driven by a belt and a hand wheel 6 or 6 feet

fa diameter, which is turned by a laborer stationed be-

hind the grinder.— Mansell wheel, a railroad-wheel in

which the hub is comixisuil of two wrought- or cast-iron

rings bol ted together. Co r-Iin ilder's Diet.— Middle-shot
wiieel, in hidranl.. a breast-wheel which receives the wa-

ter at alx.uttliu middle of its height. See cut under (ireast-

vheel. — Multiple Wheel, a form of slosh-wheel.- Multi-
plying WheeL a form of multiplying gearing ; a geared

wheel for converting slower movement into more rapid

movement. Ci^mpare cut under lantern-wheel.—VLvM-
latedWheeL see nnUHated (with cut).— Non-ClTCUlaX
Wbeel, a wheel having a perimeter which is not circular,

bnt U elliptical, scroll-shaped, hyperlwlar, etc. Two such

wheels are employed for transmitting a velocity of variable

ratio between « pair of parallel axes. E. II. Knight.-

Fenian wheel, a water lifting wheel , a bucket-wheel

or norU; an apparatus In which buckets, Jars, or box-

chunbera are arranged in a radial position on a large

wheel, which by Its revolution dips the vessels in the

water, fills them, and raises each in turn to empty its load

on another level. It is used especially for irrigation. Com-
pare cut under n«na.— PitCh-back wheel, a form of

water-wheel in which the water, before descending into

the buckeu. is turned at an angle with Its course in the

flume: a kind of breaat-wheel in which the water-supply

is near the top of the wheel. -- Potters' WheeL Seepofteri

(wlthcut).—8avart's wheel, an acoustical instrument,

consisting of a toothed wheel which can be rapidly rotated

o aa to strike against a card and produce a tone, tne vibra-

tlOD-number of which can be accurately determined from

the number of the revolutlonaof the wheeL Compare»fr«»

(with cutx— Saxon wheeL See tpintwng-whed.

—

Skew

The Sun files forward to his brother Sun

;

The dark Earth follows wheel'd in her ellipse

;

And human things returning on themselves

Move onward, leading up the golden year.

Tennyson, Golden Year.

To wheel the wild scrub cattle at the yard

With a running Are of stockwhips and a flery run of hoofs.

Contemporary Rev., LII. 405.

Then wheeling down the steep of heaven he flies.

Pope.

The poor gold flah eternally wheeling round his crystal

^all. De Quineey, Secret Societies, ii.

The swallow wheeled above high up in air.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 15.

4. To take a circular course ; return upon one's

steps; hence, to wander; go out of the straight

way.
Spies of the Volsces

Held me in chase, that I was forced to wheel

Three or four miles about, else had I, sir.

Half an hour since brought my report.
Shah, Cor., I. 6. 19.

5. To travel smoothly; go at a round pace;

trundle along; roll forward.

Thunder mix'd with hail.

Hail mix'd with Are, must rend the Egyptian sky

And wheel on the earth, devouring where it rolls.

Milton, P. L., xii. 183.

Through the rough copse wheel thou with hasty stride

;

I choose to saunter o'er the grassy plain.

Wordsworth, River Duddon, xix.

6. To move on wheels ; specifically, to ride a

bicycle or tricycle ; travel by means of a bi-

cycle or tricycle. [CoUoq.]

The sun, gladdened by the sweet air. shone on the flelds

and woods, and the ugly barracks and pretty cottages by

which we wheeled. _., .

J. andE. R. Pemtell, Canterbury Pilgrimage on a
[Tricycle.

7. To change or reverse one's opinion or course

of action : frequently with about.

Being able to advance no further, they are in a fab- way

to wheel about to the other extreme. SoutA.

Plato and Aristotle were at a losse,

And wheel'd about again to spell Chrlst-Oosse.

O. Ilcrbert, The Temple, The Church Militant.

Wheel^t, «. An old spelling of wheai^.

wheeF, n. See wheal^.

wheel* (hwel), n. An erroneous dialectal form

of iveeJ^.

Wheelage (hwe'laj), n. [< wheel^ + -age.] A
duty or toll paid for carts, etc., passing over

certain ground.
wheel-animal (hwel'an'i-mal), n. A wheel-

animalcule.
wheel-animalcule (hwel'an-i-mal'kiil), «. A

See Botifera (with cut), also cuts un-rotifer.

der Floscularia, Rotifer, and trochal.

2. To convey on wheels or in a vehicle mounted wheel-band (hwel'band), n. The tire of a

on wheels. wheel.
You shall clap her Into a post-chaise, . . . wheel her -pije chariot tree was drown'd in blood, and th' arches by

down to Scotland. Colman, .lealous Wife, i. the seat
Dispurpled from the horses' hoofs, and from the wheel-

bands' beat. Chapman, Iliad, xi. 4««.

wheel-barometer (hwel'ba-rom'^e-tfer), n. See

barometer.
give a -wheelbarrow (hwel'bar"6), n. [< ME. whel-

" Wheel me a little farther," said her ladyship. " They
will follow." I obeyed her again, and wheeled her away
from the house with extreme slowness.

D. Christie Murray, Weaker Vessel, xxxviii.

3. To make or perform in a circle;

circular direction or form to.

Now heaven in all her glory shone, and roU'd

Her motions, as the great first Mover's hand
First wheel'd their course. Milton, P. L., vli. 601.

The silvered kite

In many a whistling circle wheels her flight.

Wordsworth, An Evening Walk.

4. To provide with a wheel or wheels : as, to

wheel a cart. Imp. Diet.— 5. To cause to move
on or as on wheels ; rotate ; cause to turn : as,

to wheel a rank of soldiers.

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round.
Cowper, Task, iv. 37.

6t. To turn on a wheel.

Fortune on lofte

And under eft gan hem to whielen bothe.
Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 139.

barowe; < wheeU + barrow".'] A barrow with

one wheel or more, on which it runs. The most

common form has one wheel in front and two legs at the

rear on which it rests, and two handles by which a person

lifts the legs from the ground and carries a part of the

load, while he pushes forward the vehicle on the wheeL

Express and railroad barrows have two and often three or

four wheels, only a small part of the load or none of it

being carried by the person using the barrow, or trnck, as

it is more commonly called. Barrows of this class are

commonly made with the wheels toward the middle and

handles at e,ach end for convenience in using on narrow

steamboat-landings and station-platforms.

Carridla, ... a wheel-barrow. Florw.

My author salth he saw some sixteen or twenty carpen-

ters at work upon an engine, or carriage, for six muskets,

manageable by one man, and to be crowded before him

like a wheelbarrow upon wheels.
Court and Times of Charles I., U. W.



wheel-base

wheel-base (hwel'bas), n. In locomotives and
railway-cars, the distance between the points
of contact of the front and back wheels with
the rail.

The distance between the supporting wheels is four

f3et, which thus forms the rigid wb£el-base of the truck.
JouT. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 201.

A rotifer orwheel-bearer (hwel'bar"er), n.

wheel-animalcule.

The little whed-bearer. Rotifer vulgaris.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 202.

wheel-bird (hwel'berd), n. The night-jar or

goatsucker, Caphmulgus europeeus: so named
from its chirring cry, likened to the noise of

a spinning-wheel. Also spinner and ivheeler.

Compare like use of reeler, 2, and see outs under
goiit.'<ucker and night-jar. [Local, Scotland.]

wheel-boat (hwel'bot), n. A boat with wheels,

to be used either on water or upon inclined
planes or railways.

wheel-box (hwel'boks), «. A box inclosing a
wheel, either to lessen the noise of its action
or for purposes of safety.

wheel-bug (hwel'bug), n. A large reduvioid
bug, I'rionidus cristatus, common throughout

Whcel-bug {Prumiiius cris/atus), female, natural size.

the southern United States, having a semicircu-
lar toothed thoracic crest like a cogged wheel.
It is predaceous, and destroys great numbers of injurious
insect-*, such as willow-slugs, web-worms. cut-worms, and
cottoii-ciiterpillars. Also called deml'g-riding-korge.

wheel-carriage (hwerkar"aj), «. A carriage
moved on wheels, as a coach, chaise, gig, rail-

way-car, wagon, cart, etc.

wheel-case (hwel'kas), ». In pyrotechnics, a case
Toade of stout paper, iilled with a composition,
and tied to the rim of a wheel or other revolv-

ing-pyrotechnic device, to which it gives a rapid
movement of rotation while it burns with a
brilliant flame.

wheel-chain (hwel'chan), n. A chain used for

the same purpose as a wheel-rope.

wheel-chair (hwel'char), «. A chair or chair-

like structure mounted on wheels; a Bath chair;

an invalid's chair.

wheel-colter (hwel'kol'tfer), n. See colter.

wheel-cross (hwel'kros), «. A variety of the
rinij-cross. in which a small circle occupies the
center of the larger one, the arms of the cross

radiating from it. The name whed-crom has been
founded upon a supposed intentional resemblance to a
wheel, as of the sun-carriage. Wormae, Danish Arts, p. 6«.

wheel-cultivator (hwel'kul'ti-va-tor), «. In

iKjn.. a form of cultivator supported on wheels.

wheel-cut (liwel'kut), a. Cut, as glass, by the

ordinary process of glass-cutting, which leaves

a perfectly polished and perfectly transparent
surface. Car-Builder's IHct.

wheel-cutting (hwel'kufing), n. The process
or operation of cutting teeth in the wheels used
by watch- and clock-makers and for other me-
chanical jiurposes.

wheel-draft (hwel'draft), «. In steam-engin.,

a continuous draft or current of smoke and hot
air passing around in one direction, as distin-

guished from a direct, a reverting, or a s]>lit draft.

wheeled (hweld), a. [< wheel^ + -erf2.] Fur-
nished with a wheel or wheels, or with any ro-

tating disk, rosette, or the like, as a spur of the
modern type.

The wheeTd seat

Of fortunate Csesar.
Shak., A. and C, It. 14. 75.

The knights appear to have rejected with particular ob-

stinacy tlie innovation of the w/w?e/«rf spur.

Hewitt, Ancient Armour, I. p. xxii.

wheel-engraving (hwel'en-gra'ving), h. In
gliLits-maniif., same as glass-engraving.

wheeler (hwe'lfer), n. [< wheel^ + -er^. Hence
the surname Wheeler.'\ 1. One who wheels.

Each gang is composed of one moulder, one wheeler, and
one boy called an ott-bearer.

C. T. Davii, Bricks and Tiles, p. 108.

2. A maker of wheels; a wheelwright.— 3. A
wheel-horse, or other animal driven in the place
of one.

We saw the vehicle turn over altogether, one of the
wheetert down with its rider, and the leaders kicking.

Thackeray, Philip, xlii.
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4. A worker of wheelwork on sewed muslin.
Imp. Diet.— 5. That which is provided with
a wheel or wheels : used in composition : as, a
stam-tvheeler ; a aide-wheeler.

The fast eight-wAe«to-s have the Westinghouse auto-
matic brake on drivers and tender.

The Engineer, LXIX. 269.

6. Same as »(;7(ec?-6ir(?. [Prov. Eng.]_Near(or
nigh) wheeler, the horse (or mule) on the left-hand side,

often ridden.— Off wheeler, the horse (or mule) on the
right-hand side ; that one which the driver never rides.

Wheelerite (hwe'lfer-it), ». [Named after
Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, U. S. A.] A fossil resin
found in New Mexico.
wheel-fire (hwel'fir), «. In chem., a fire which
encompasses a crucible without touching it.

wheel-fixing (hwerfik"sing), n. See fixing, 3.

wheel-guard (hwel'gard), «. 1. A circular
guard for a sword or dagger. Hewitt, Ancient
Armour, II. 258.— 2. In a vehicle, a hood to

protect the axle from mud, and prevent mud
from entering between the axle-box and the
spindle; a cuttoo-plate, dirt-board, or round-
robin

—

Wheel-guard plate, in a vehicle, and also on
an artillery-carriage, one of the iron plates llxed on either
side of the box or the stock to prevent chatlng by the
wheels in turning; a rub-iron. E. H. Knight. See cut
under (jun-carriage.

wheel-head (hwel'hed), n. In seal-engraving,

the lathe-head of a seal-engi-avers' engine.

wheel-hoe (hwel'ho), n. A form of hand-culti-

vator consisting of a frame mounted on wheels,
and carrying one or a number of blades serving
as hoes.

wheel-horse (hwel'hors), n. Ahorse harnessed
next to the fore wheel of a vehicle— that is,

attached to the pole or shafts— as in a four-in-

hand or a tandem; hence, figuratively, a per-

son who bears the brunt, or on whom the bur-
den mostly rests.

In the next room Poelman and Kilianus and Raphelen-
gius plodded like wheel-horees in dragging obscure texts

out of the muddy roads in which copyists and composi-
tors had left them. The Century, XXX VI. 245.

Whenever . . . ofiBces are to be filled, we desire such
men as he, and not old political hacks and . . . wheel-

horses, should fill them. The Nation, XIII. 267.

wheel-house (hwel'hous), n. Naut., same as

pilot-house.

Wheelhouse's operation for stricture. See
operation.

wheeling (hwe'ling), «. [Verbal n. of wlieeV-,

f.] 1. The act of traveling or of conveying a

load on wheels, or in a wheeled vehicle.

The sleighing is not as good as it was, and the state of

the streets admits wheeling. Upper Ten Thousand, ii.

2. Specifically, the art or practice of riding on
a bicycle or a tricycle. [CoUoq.]

Wheeling bridge case. See case^.

wheel-jack (hwel'jak), n. 1. A lifting-jack

having a projection to catch under the tire of a

^heel.— 2. An apparatus of which the lifting-

bar is a cogged rack, worked by a pinion and
hand-crank.
wheel-jointer (hwel'join'tfer), n. A machine
for trimming joints of states, heading, etc. E.

H. Knight.

wheel-lathe (hwel'laTH), n. A power-lathe for

turning railway-wheels and similar large work.
—Double wheel-lathe, a wheel-lathe so made that it can

work upon a pair of wheels without removing them from

the axle.

a lock-plate, supporting all the lock mechanism ; fi. wheel, with

ero<»ves of V-section to form circumferential cdtjes ; f
, chain connect-

ing the axle of * with the extremity of the mainspnng rf,- ^, tngger;

/flash-pan : j^. the serpentine holding the flmt ; A, spnng which

presses the flint upon the wheel in (iring. or holds it away when wind-

tnir up the lock ; *, sear and sear-sprmg, the sear engaging the wheel

by a short stud entering recesses in the side of the wheel; i, wrench,

fitted to the axle of *, for winding up the chain, and having a hollow

handle for measuring out the priming-powder.

wheel-window

wheel-lock (hwel'lok), n. 1. A lock for firing
a gun by means of the friction of a small steel
wheel against a piece of sulphuret of iron (py-
ntes ) . The wheel was turned by a spring, which was re-
leased by a trigger, or tricker, and wound up again by
means of a spanner. See cut in preceding column, and
cut under primer.

2. A combination-lock or letter-lock.— 3. A
form of brake ; a wagon-lock.
wheelman (hwel'man), «. ;

pi. wheelmen (-men).
1. The man at the wheel of a vessel; a steers-
man.— 2. One who uses a bicycle, tricycle, or
similar conveyance. [Kecent.]

In the parlors the costumes of the wheelmen seemed not
so much out of place. The Century, XIX. 496.

wheel-ore (hwel'or), n. A variety of bourno-
nite in compound crystals resembling a cog-
wheel.

wheel-organ (hwer6r"gan), n. The charac-
teristic organ of the wheel-animalcules or roti-

fers, formed by the anterior part of the body:
so called from the movement of its cilia, it
represents the persistence, in the adult, of a primitive
circlet of cilia of embryonic worms, etc. (See telotrocha,

trochosphere, and cuts under Rotifer, liotifera, trochal, and
veliger.

wheel-pit (hwel'pit), n. 1. A pit inclosed by
the piers which support a large fly-wheel or
driving-wheel, affording the requisite space
for the motion of the wheel.— 2. A whirlpool.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wheel-plate (hwel'plat), n. In a plate car-

wheel, the web, or the part uniting the rim and
the hub.
wheel-plow (hwel'plou), n. See plow.

wheel-race (hwel'ras), «. The part of a race
in which a water-wheel is fixed.

wheel-rib (hwel'rib), m. A projection oast usu-
ally on the inner side of plate car-wheels to

strengthen them. Car-Builder's Diet.

wheel-rope (hwel'rop), «. A rope leadingfrom
the wheel or steering-engine to the tiUer, by
which motion is given by the helmsman to the
tiller and consequently to the mdder. Chains
are sometimes used for this purpose.

wheel-seat (hwel'set), n. The part of an
axle which fits into the hub of a wheel ; the
spindle.

wheelseed (hwel'sed), n. See Trochocarpa.

wheel-shaped (hwel'shapt), a. Shaped like a
wheel. Specifically— (o) In 6o(., expanding into aflat bor-

der at the top, with scarcely any tube ; rotate : as, a wheel-
shaped corolla. See cuts under rotate and Stapelia. (&)

In zool., rotate ; rotular ; discoid : as, the wheel-shaped spic-

ula of holothuriaiis.— Wheel-shaped bodies, plates, or

sploula, certain calcareous formations in the skin of some
echinoderms; wheel-spicules. They are circular disks
with the appearance of spokes radiating from a hub to
the tire. See cut under Holothuroidea.

wheelsman (hwelz'man), «.
;

pi. wheelsmen
(-men). A steersman or helmsman.
The wheeleman of a steaiuor. Sci. Amer. Supp. , LIV. 256.

wheel-spicule (hwel'spik'ul), «. One of the
wheel-shaped calcareous concretions in the skin

of a holothurian. Encyc. Brit.

wheel-stitch (hwel'stich), «. In embroidery, a
stitch used in making a pattern of radiating

lines crossed by an interlacing thread, etc.,

which begins at the center and extends as far,

or nearly as far, as the ends of the radiating

lines.

wheelstone (hwel'ston), ». A screwstone; an
eiitroehite, or joint of the stem of a stone-lily.

wheel-swarf (hwel'swarf), n. The material

worn off the surface of a grindstone and that

of the articles which are being ground in the

manufacture of all kinds of cutlery, especially

at Sheffield, England, it consists of silicious parti-

cles mixed with those of more or less oxidized steel.

Wheel-swarf is used in the manufacture of blister-steel,

the surface of the last layer of charcoal in the cementation

pot being coated with it ; this, when heated, partly fuses,

and forms an air-tight covering to the charcoal and bars

of iron beneath.

wheel-tire (hwel'tir), «. The iron band that

encircles a wooden wheel. See tirel.

wheel-tooth (hwel'tSth), ». A cog.

Some persons have a mistaken impression that the ob-

ject to aim at in constructing wheel-teeth is to make them
roll on one another without any rubbing friction.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches, and Bells, p. 274.

wheel-tree (hwel'tre), n. Same as paddlewood.

wheel-urchin (hwer6r"chin), »!. A flat sea-

urchin ; a cake-urchin ; a sand-dollar.

wheelway (hwel'wa), n. A road or space for

the passage of wheeled vehicles.

Nearer the wheelway and upon the outer edges of the

public road, where the plowshare never disputes their

right to the soil, grew a perfect tangle of wild-flowers.

The Century, XXXVIII. 670.

wheel-window (hwel'win"d6), «. A large cir-

cular window with tracery radiating from the
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middle, so that the form of a wheel is more or wheezlly (hwe'zi-U), adv.

less closely suggested, it is practically the same u " '

ro««>-v»fi4foir,*thoug:h the attempt is sometimes made to re-

M^lT"

In a wheezing man-
ner; as"if with difficulty of breathing.

"The potman was a-listening," he said, wheegUy ; "I

could see it by the way he 'eld 'is 'ed."

D. Christie Murray, Weaker \ essel, xii.

wheezy (hwe'zi), a. [< whee:e + -J/l.] Affected

with or characterized by wlieezing.

So Fred was gratified with nearly an hour's practice of

. . . favorite airs from liis "Instructor on the Flute"—

a

wheezy performance, into which he threw much ambition

and an irrepressible hopefulness.
Qecrge Eliot, Middlemarch, xL

wheft (hweft), n. Naut., an erroneous form of

n^aft, 4.

whelfcl (hwelk), n. [< ME. whelkc, qwelke, dim.

of jcAcaU.] A wheal; a pustule; a swelling or

protuberance, as on the body.

Boras, cenice, ne oille of tartre noon,
Ne oynement that wolde dense and byte,

That him mighte helpen of his whelkee whyte.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 632.

One Bardolph, if your majesty Itnow the man ; his face

Is all bubukles, and whelks, and knobs, and flames o' fire.

S?Mk., Hen. v., iii. 6. 108.

Whelk^ (hwelk), n. [An erroneous modern
form of welkS, < ME. wclk, wilk, wylke (> OF.
welke), < AS. wiloc, later weoluc, weluc, a moUusk
with a spiral or convoluted shell, prob. orig.

*wilc, < wealcan, roll, walk : see walk, «).] A gas-

tropod of the family Buccinidee in a broad sense

;

a bucoinid, or some similar univalve with a spi-

facai

of Iend of »th century.

Strict the name wheel-window toexamples in which straight

spokea are particularly suggested. Also called calharitM-

wheel.

The transept facade has sometimes a teheel window at

the clerestory level, as at Lincoln, and sometimes it has
such a window in the gable, as at York and Beverley.

C. //. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 160.

wheelwork (hwel'werk), m. A combination
of wheels, as in watches and clocks, in embroi-
dery, etc.

wheel-'^ffom (hwel'wom), a. Worn by the ac-

tion of moving wheels.

The chariots abounding in her wheel-worn streets.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 21.

•wheelwright (hwel'rit), n. [< ME. whelwrigt,

qvelwrigte; <wheel^ + wright.2 A person who
works at or with a wheel ; specifically, a man
whose occupation is to make wheels, wheeled
carriages, etc.

A wifman of so much myjth.
So wonder a whehpry,-^th,

Sey I nevere with systh.
MS. Laud. 108, foL 237 (Eel. Antiq., II. 8).

The basket-maker peeling his willow wands in the sun-

shine ; the wheelwright putting the last touch to a blue
cart with red wheels. George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int

WheelWTllfhts' machine, an adjustable machine for

doing some of the various operations by which a wagon-
wbeel is made, as boring the hubs and fellies and tenoning
the spokes.

wheely (hwe'li), a. [< wheeV- + -»/l.] Circu-

lar; suitable to rotation.

Give a wheely form
To the expected grinder. J. Philipt, Cider, ii.

wheenl (hwen), ». [Also whin; <ME.*whene,
< AS. hicMne, hwene; secondary form of ME.
whon, qvon, hwan, hwon, wan, < AS. hwon, adv.,

a little, somewhat.] A little (originally used
adverbially); a small number; hence, a quan-
tity. [Scotch.]

There will be a wheen idle gowks coming to glower at

the hole as lang as it is daylight. Seott, Antiquary, xxiv.

wheen^ (hwen), n. A dialectal form of quecn^.

That es called the wheene of Aniazonnes,
L'ndyr whose powere that folk wonnes.

Hampole. (llalliwell.)

wheen-cat (hwen'kat), n. [< wheeifi + ca<l.]

A queen or female cat. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
wheeze (hwez), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. wheezed, ppr.

wheezing. [Formerly also wAeare; < ME. /(W&scn,

< AS. nwesan (pret. hweia), wheeze
;
perhaps

akin to Icel. hveesa = Sw. hvdsa = Dan. hvsese,

hiss, wheeze, and to the imitative E. words,
whisper, whistle. Of. Skt. •/ fvas, puff, breathe,

h.queri (pp. questus), complain : see qmsfl, quer-

vlous. For the alleged connection with weanatid,

see weasand."] To breathe hard
; puff and blow

;

breathe with difficulty and audibly.

Catarrhs, . . . wheezing laogt. 5Aa*., T. andC, v. 1. 24.

The patient |in asthma) . . . begins to wheeze during
sleep, and is only aroused when the dyspncea l>cconies se-

vere. Quain,ileii. Diet, p, 91.

wheeze (hwez), n. [< wheeze, u.] A puffing or

blowing, especially as in labored breathing.

The tst old dog on the portico gave a gentle wheeze of

recocnltioD. The Atlantic, LXVI. 185.

Whelks.

I. Nassa reticulata. 2. Nassa obscUta. (Both natural size.)

ral gibbous shell whose aperture forms a kind
of spout, and whose whorls are more or less

varicose or whelked. A very common whelk to

which the name may have originally or especially applied
is Buccinum undatum. See also cuts under Buccinum,
canerisocial, nidamental, ribbon, and Siphonoitomata.

Also wilk.

A deal table, on which are exposed . . . oysters . . .

and divers specimens of a species of snail (mlks, we think
they are called), floating in a somewhat bilious-looking

green liquid. Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, xil.

Live whelks, the lipa'-beard dripping fresh.

As if they still the water's lisp lieard.

Browning, Popularity.

The whdk and barnacle are clinging to the hardened
sand. Geikie, GeoL Sketches, it

Reversed whelk, Fulgur perversa.—Ribbon whelk,
one of the large whelks which spin out a ribbon or ruffle

of egg-cases, as Fulgur (or Busycon) carica and Syeotypits

canaliculattis ; a hairy whelk. [Local, U. S.J—Rough
Whelk, Urosalpinx cinerea, the borer or drill. See cut
under Urosalpinx. (See also dog-whelk.)

whelked (hwelkt), a. [An erroneous form of

welked, early mod. E. wealked; < lohelk^, welk^,
+ -ed^.~\ Formed like a whelk ; hence, marked
or covered with ridges like those of a whelk.

Horns whelk'd [var. welk'd, wealk'd] and waved like the
enridged sea. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 71.

Look up at its [the tree's] towering expanse of branches,
observe its whelked and furrowed bole, and try to clasp
it round. A. S. Palmer, Word Hunter's Note-Book, iv.

whelk-tingle (hwelk'tin''''gl), n. A kind of dog-
whelk, Nassa reticulata, common on the English
coast. See cut under dog-whelk. [Eng.]
Whelkylf (hwel ' ki), a. [< whelk'^ + -i/l.]

Abounding in whelks, pustules, or blisters.

Pluck . . . stood sunk to his chin in the snow, and
laughed as heartily as any of them, his shining bald pate
and whelky red face streaming with moisture and shaking
with merriment. 5. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

Whelky2 (hwel'ki), a. [Prop, welky; < wheVfl,
+ -yi.] Formed like a whelk; hence, knobby;
rounded.

Ne ought the whelky pearles esteemeth hee.
Which are from Indian seas brought far away.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 105.

whelm (hwelm), V. [< ME. whelmen, an al-

tered form (due to the influence of the different

word welm, or a lost noun, *whelm for "whelfm)
of whclven, turn, overturn, cover by something
turned over, overwhelm, = OS. he-hwelhian = D.
welven = MHG. jrclhrii, (i. wolben, arch over,
cover, = Icel. hvdlfti, holfa, turn upside down,
= Sw. hmlfva = Dan. hvselve, arch over; asso-
ciated with AS. hwealf, arched, convex, hwealf,
a vault, = Icel. hvdlf, half, a vault, arch, = Sw.

whelp

M'ay=Dan. hvselv, a vault, arch; cf. 6r. k67.7to^,

bosom, gulf (see jfM?/).] I. trans. 1. To throw
over so as to cover. [Prov. Eng.]

I whelme an hollowe thyng over an other thyng. Je
met dessus. . . . Whelme a platter upon it, to save it from
flyes. Palsgrave, p. 760.

Hill upon hill whelmed upon it |the church), nay, lit lay)

like a grain of corn between the upper and lower mill-st«ne,

ground to dust between tyrants and heretics.
Dmme, Sermons, xvii.

2. To engulf ; submerge ; cover by immersion
in something that envelops on all sides ; over-

whelm.
She is my prize, or ocean whelm, them all.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 143

We perish'd, each alone

;

But I beneath a rougher sea.

And whelm'd in deeper gulfs than he.
Coxtper, The Cast-away.

Drawn thro' either chasm . . .

KolI'd a sea-haze, and whelm'd the world in gray.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Hence, to crush, ruin, or destroy by some
sudden overpowering disaster.

Grievous mischiefes which a wicked Fay
Had wrought, and many whelmd in deadly paine.

Spenser, F. Q., II. it 43.

To whelm
All of them in one massacre.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

II. intrans. To pass or roll over so as to cover
or submerge.

I'he waves whelm'd over him.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, L 1.

whelp (hwelp), n. [< ME. whelp, welp, hweolp,

hwelp, < AS. hwelp = OS. hwelp = D. welp = LG.
welp = OHG. hu-cif, welf, MHG. ivelf = Icel.

hrelpr= OSw. hwalp, Sw. valp = Dan. hvalp, a

whelp, the young of dogs, wolves, lions, and
other beasts.] 1. The young of the dog, wolf,

lion, tiger, bear, seal, etc., but especially of the

dog; a cub: sometimes applied to the whole
canine species, whether young or old.

TheLiun of Prude [Pride] haueth swuthe monie hweolpes.
Ancren Riwle, p. 198.

Youre rede colera, parde,
Which causeth folk to dremen in here dremes . . .

Of grete bestes, that they wol hem byte,

Of contelc, and of whelpes grete and lyte.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 112.

A bear robbed of her whelps. 2 Sam. xvji. 8.

The son [Caliban) that she did litter here,

A freckled whelp hag-born. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 283.

Both mongrel, puppy, whelp, and hound,
And curs of low degree.

Goldsmith, Elegy on Death of a Mad Dog.

2. A youth; a cub; a puppy: a term of con-
tempt.

On one of the back benches ... sat the villainous

whelp, sulicy to the last, whom he had the misery to call

his son. Diekeng, Hard Times, iii. 7.

3t. A kind of ship.

25 July, 1635. About six hour I went aboard one of the
king's ships called the ninth whelp, which is in the king's

books 215 ton and tonnage in king's books. She carries

sixteen pieces of ordinance. . . . This ship is manned
with sixty men. Brereton, Travels, p. 164. (Dames.)

Four of the king's ships and six merchant ships are to

go for the coast of Ii-eland, to beat the Turks thence.

And the occasion was this : Captain Plumley was sent

thither with one of the ships royal and two whelps to

seek out Nutt the pirate.

Court and Times of Charles I., II. 186.

4. Naut., one of several longitudinal projec-

tions from the barrel of a capstan, windlass, or

winch, provided to take the strain of the chain
or rope which is being hove upon, and afford a

firmer hold.— 5. One of the teeth of a sprocket-
wheel. E. B. Knight.

whelp (hwelp), r. [Also Sc. whalp; < ME.
whclpen.hwelpen, hweolpen ; <. whelp, n."] I. /«-

trans. To bring forth young, as the female of

the dog and various beasts of prey.

They [sharks] spawne not, but whelp, like the Dogge
or Wolfe, and at night or towardes stormes receiue their

young into their mouthes for safetie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 902.

It is a Bitch-otter, and she has lately whelp'd.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 60.

II. trans. To bring forth, as a bitch, lioness,

and many beasts of prey ; hence, to give birth

to ; originate : used in contempt.

Then said Lycurgus, you are witnesses that these two
dogges were whelpt in one day, . . . of one syre and dam.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. '22.

Did thy foul fancy whelp so foul a scheme
Of hopes abortive?

Young, Night Thoughts, vii. 901.

He was nane o' Scotland's dogs,
But whalpit some place far abroad,
Whare sailors gang to fish for cod.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.



wheme
whemet, f- and r. An obsolete variant of qiteme,

whemmel, whemmle (hwem'l), v. t. [Also
ichammel, Sc. quhemle, whamlc, wlionimel, afreq.
(or perhaps orig. transposed) form of wlielm.']

To whelm. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
whemmel, whemmle (hwem'l), «. An over-
turn; an overthrow. [Scotch.]

Nae doubt — ay, ay— it 's an awfu' whuminle— and for
ane that held his head sae high, too. Seott, Rob Roy, xxii.

when (hwen), adv. and co»j. [< ME. when, whan,
iflioii, qvan, qven, qwan, wan, won, hwon, whenne,
whanne, hwennc, hwannc, hwonnc, wenne, iianne,

wonne, icarie, wont; < AS. hwsenne, hwonne, when,
= OS. hiean = OFries. hwennc = MD. wan =
OHG. MHG. tcanne, hwanne, G. wann, when,
wenn, when, if, = Goth, hwan, when; orig. a
case of the interrog. pron. (ef. Goth, hwana,
ace. masc), Goth, htcas = AS. hica, etc., who?
see who. Cf. L. quum, quom, when, as related
to L. quis, who I Gr. TroTt, when ? from same
pron. base. Hence ult. whenne^, whence.'] I.

interrog. adv. At what time? at which timef
When shall these things be ? and what shall be the sign

of thy coming '; Mat ixlv. 3.

One [window] to the west, and counter to it,

And blank; and who shall blazon it? vhen and how?
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

When was formerly used exclaraatorily, like ?rAa/; to ex-

press impatience.

Why, when, I say? . . .

Olf with my boots, you rogues ! you villains, when ? . . .

Out, you rogue ! you pluck my foot awry.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 146.

Why, when? begin, sir: I must stay your leisure.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, v. 1.

Set, parson, set ; the dice die in my hand.
When, parson, when ! what, can you find no more?

Munday {and others), .Sir John Oldcastie, iv. 1.

H. rel. conj. 1. At the or anytime that; at

or just after the moment that; as soon as.

Whan Oawein saugh hem come, he seide now may we
a-bide to longe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iil. 687.

When the broken arches are black in night.
And each shafted oriel glimmers white, , . .

Then view St, David's ruin'd pile.

.Scott, L. of L. M., IL 1.

2. At which time.

I am at London only to provide for Monday, when 1

shall use that favour which my Lady Bedford hath afforded

me, of giving her name to my daughter.
Donne, Letters, xiii.

The floors fought valiantly for a short time, until the
alcaydes of Marabella and I'asares were slain, when they
gave way and fted for the rear-guard.

Ireinij, Granada, p. 79.

A time when the idols of the market-place arc more de-

voutly worshipped than ever Diana of the Epbesians was.
Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

When in this sense is sometimes used with ellipsis of the

time preceding.

I knew when seven Justices could not take up a quarrel.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 103.

They were apprehended, and expected euer when to be
put to death. Quoted in Capl. John Smith's Works, I. 213.

3. At the same time that ; whereas ; while on
the contriiry: used adversatively, to denote
contrast or incompatiliility.

You rub the sore,

When you should bring the plaster.

Shak., Tempest, il. 1, 139.

How shall I please thee, how deserve thy smiles.

When I am only rich in misery?
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 2.

How then can any man be as a Witness, when every
man is made the Accuser? Selden, Tablc-Talk, p. 38.

When was formerly followed by as and that used redun-
dantly. iSee whenas.

Whan that Aprilie with his shourcs sootc
Tlie droghte of Marche hath perced to the roote.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 1.

Qwene that the kynge Arthur by conquests hade wonnyne
Castelles and kyngdoms, and contreez many.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 26.

When is often used as a qnasi-pronoun, meaning ' which
time,' introducing a dependent clause after sin^, tiil, or
similar connective denoting time.

Shortly . . . I'll resolve yoa, . . .

These happen'd accidents ; till when, be cheerful.
Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 250.

Since when, his brain that had before been dry,

Became the well-spring of all poetry.
Sir J. Davies, Dancing.

Thy steeds will pause at even— till when, farewell.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 2.

When all comes to aU. See all.

whenas (hwen-az'), conj. [< when + asl.] 1.

When. [Archaic]
Come, give me now a bag for my bread, . . .

And one for a peny, wheiuts I get any.
Uttie John and the Four heijgars (Child's Ballads, V. 328).

^^^L TTAen/ZA in silks my .lulia goes,
.^^^K Till ttuMi, mettiinks, how sweetly flows
^^^H That liquefactiuii of her clothes I

^^^B Uerriek, Upon Julia's Clothes.
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2. Whereas; while. [Rare.]
Whenas, if they would enquire into themselves, they

would find no such matter. Barrow.

Fit professors indeed are they like to be to teach others
that godlinesse with content is great gaine, whenas their
godlinesse of teaching had not been but for worldly gaine.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst

whence (hwens), adv. and eonj. [< ME. whens,
whennes, whannes, huamtes, with adv. gen. -es,

< whenne, whence: see whenne^.] I. interrog.
adv. From what place? from what source, ori-

gin, or antecedents?
First Outlaw. Whence came you ?

Vol. From Milan. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1. 18.

II. rel. conj. Prom what place ; from which
place or source.
Thes gost [spirit] him sseweth huet he is, . . . and

huannes he corath, and hnyder he geth.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

I wot wel what 3e ar & whennes 3e come.
WUliam of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3122.

Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn, and to the hole
of the ^itwhei\ee ye are digged. Isa. li. 1.

Now wee may perceave the root of his hatred whence it

springs. Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

We know not whence we live.

Or why, or how. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, ix. 33.

Here was square keep, there turret high, . . .

Whence oft the Warder could descry
The gathering ocean-storm.

Scott, Marmion, v. 33.

From whence, whence : a common pleonasm.

Frmn whence come wars and fightings among ye?
Jas. iv. 1.

A place
From whence himself does fly.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2. 8.

O, how unlike the place /rom wherux they felL

MUttm, P. L., i. 75.

Of whence, whence : a pleonasm. [Rare.]

He asked his airy guide,
What and of whence was he, who pressed the hero's side.

Dryden, .Eneid, vi. 1193.

whence-ever (hwons-ev'er), cmij. [< whence
+ ever.] Whencesoever. Prior. {Worcester.)
[Kare.]

whencefortht (hwens-forth'), eonj. [< whence
+ Jorth^.] Forth from which place; whence.
[Bare.] ,

Before them stands the God of Seas in place, . . .

And strikes the rockes with his three-forked mace

;

Whence/orth issues a warlike steed in sight
Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 316.

whencesoe'Ver (hwens-so-ev'er), conj. [Early

mod. E. whens-soever ; < whence + so^ + ever.]

From what place soever ; from what cause or

source soever.

This Cytie of Jherusalem is in a fayre emynent place,

for it stondeth vpon suche a grounde that from whe7ia

soever a man commyth thede he must nede ascende.
Sir R. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 22.

Any idea, whencesoever we have it Locke.

whene'er (hwen-Sr'), conj. A contracted form
of whenever.

whenever (hwen-ev'6r), conj. [< ME. when
ever; < when + ever.] At whatever time; at

what time soever.
.Ser, on to hir loggyng.

When euer it please yow, I shall lie your gyde

;

flor she is here by vppon the Kyuerez side.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1245.

Whenever you have need,

You may be armed and appointed welL
Shak., Tit And., iv. 2. 15.

whenne^t, adv. An obsolete form of when.

whenne^t, adv. and conj. [< ME. whenne, hwenne,

hwanene, whanene, wonene, wanene, hwenene,

etc., < AS. hwanan, hwanon, hwonan (= OS.
hvanen, hvanan = OHG. wanana, wannan, MHG.
Or. wannen, whence) ; with adv. formative -an, <

hweenrw, etc., when: see when. Cf. henee, thence,

similarly formed.] I. interrog. adv. Whence?
n, rel. conj. Whence.
,Sei me hwet art thu ant hweonne ant hwa the hider

aende. 4«- Juliana (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

whennest, adv. and conj. A Middle English form

of whence.

whenso (hwen-so')> adv. [< ME. whenso, hwense;

< when + «oi.] When; whenever. Old Eng.

Homilies (ed. Morris), I. 8.5. [Archaic]

In a far-off land is their dwelling, whenso they sit at home.

W. Morris, quoted in The Academy, Feb. 9, 1889, p. 85.

whensoever (hwen-so-ev'er), eonj. [< when +
sol + ever.] At what time soever; at what-

ever time.
Mercifully assist our prayers which we make before

thee in all our troubles and adversities, whensoener they

oppress us. Book of Common Prayer, Lesser Litany.

Wherlf, adv. and conj. See where^.

wher'^'t, eonj. See where^.

where! (hwar), adv. and conj. [< ME. wher,

whar, whter, ware, war, wor, hwere, hware, hwar,

whereabout

hwser, < AS. Iiw^r, hwar = OS. hwar, htidr =
OFries. hwer = D. waar = MLG. war, wor, LG.
waar, woor = OHG. war, hwar, MHG. war-, G.
war- (in eomp., as in war-um, icor-in), also re-

duced, OHG. MHG. wd, G. wo = loel. Sw. hvar
= Dan. hvor = Goth, hwar, where ? ; cf. Lith.
kur, where? L. cur, OL. quor, sometimes cor
(usually explained as a contraction of qua re),

why? Skt. karhi, at what time? when?; from
the pronominal base represented by who, what:
see who, what^. Cf. there, as related to the,

that.] I. interrog. adv. 1. At or in what place?
in what position, situation, or circumstances?

Hwer scule [shall] we win [wine] flnden?
Old Eng. Ham. (cd. Morris), I. 241.

If there were no opposition, where were the triali of an
unfained goodnesse and magnanimity?

Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

Where sooner than here, where louder than here, may
we expect a patriotic voice to be raised ?

D. Webster, Speech, New York, March 10, 1831.

2. To which place f whither?
Where is bicome Cesar, that lorde was of al

;

Or the riche man clothid in purpur & in pal ?

Hymns to Viryin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 86.

Where runn'st thou so fast? Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 71.

3. From what source ? whence?
Where have they this mettle ?

Is not their climate foggy, raw and dull?
Shak., Hen. V., iii. 5. 15.

Where away? {naut.), aqueryfrom the officer of the deck
as to the direction of any oljject reported by the lookout.

II. rel. conj. 1. At or in which place, or the

place in which; in which case, position, cir-

cumstances, etc.

Asketh him Hwat beo ordre, and hwar he Iflnde in holl

write religiun openluker descriued. Ancren Riwle, p. 8.

He enforces hym to seke Ihesu in the joy of the worlde,
whare neuer he sail be fundene.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.
Shak., Sonnets, Ixxiii.

2. To which place ; whither ; to a place such
that.

Oh, cousin ! thou hast led me where I never
Shall see day more. Shirley, The Wedding, ii. 2.

3. Wherever.
Where the lordes and cheif men wax soe barbarous and

bastardlike, what shall be hoped of the pesantes ?

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Where yom: treasure is, there will your heart be also.

Mat vi. 21.

Now where nothing is, there nothing can come to be.

J. Behme, Aurora, xix. 438.

4. Whereas.
His [Armagnac's] wealth doth warrant a liberal dower,
Where Reignier sooner will receive than give.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, v. 5. 47.

It was observed that those who were born after the
Beginning of this Mortality [the plague] had but twenty-
eight Teeth, where before they had two and thirty.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 131.

Where, frequently having the force or function of a rela-

tive or other pronoun (which, what, etc.). is often used in

composition with a following preposition : as, ivhereby,

'by what,' 'by which"; wherewith, 'with what,' 'with
which.' It was also formerly used after certain adverbs
or adjectives in a general sense, as it still is in everywhere,

somewhere (which see), M iddle English widen-wher (astray,

at random), in forms corresponding to similar compounds
of there (see there).

Thus I wente wydenwher. Dowel to seche.
Piers Plowman (A), ix. 63.

whereat (hwar), ». [Formerly also wheare;

< where^, adv., as used in everywhere, some-

where.] Whereabout; situation; place.

Finding the Nymph asleepe in secret wheare.
Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 19.

Bid them farewell, Cordelia, though unkind

:

Thou losest here, a better where to find.

Shak., Lear, i. 1. 264.

whereat, eonj. [< ME. wher, where, contraction

of wheder, E. whether^.] A contracted form of

whether"^.

Wher he [the cat] ryt other rest other romyth to playe.
Piers Plowman (C), I. 186.

Off hir linage enquered I no-thing

;

Where she be of duk or of markois hy,

Forsoth I wyll hyr haue, she is me pleasyng.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1 860.

I know not whfr I am or no ; or speak,

Or whether thou dost hear me.
B. Jonson, New Inn, v. 1.

whereabout (hwar'a-bouf), adv. and cotij. [<

jcfterel + about.] I.'interrog. adv. About what?
concerning what? near what or which place?

as, whereabout did you drop the coin?

II. rel. eonj. About which; concerning which;

on what purpose.

Let no man know anything of the business whereabout

I send thee. 1 Sa'"- »'• 2-

I must not have you henceforth question me
Whither I go, nor reason iphereabout.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 107.



whereabout

whereabout (hwar'a-bouf), ». [< wha-eabout,

adv.] The place wliere one is; one's present

place.
Thou . . . flnu-set earth.

Hear not my st«ps, which way they walk, for fear

Thy very stones prate of my whereabout.^ ' SAa*., Macbeth, ii. 1. 5S.

ftom a rifted crag or ivy tod . . .

Thou (riv St for pastime's salie, by shnek or shout,

A puizling notice of tliy irftereaftout

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, vu.

whereabouts (hwar'a-bouts'), adv. and conj.

[< ichfreaboiit + adv. "gen. -s.] 8ame as where-

about.

whereabouts (hwar'a-bouts'), n. [< where-

aboiitK, atli:] The place where one or wliere

anything is; location; locality.

I feel as if it were scarcely discreet to indicate the where-

abouts of the chateau of the obliging young man I had met

on the way from Simes ; I must content myself with say-

ing that it nestled in an enchanting valley.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 171.

Whereagainst (liwar'a-gensf), cojy. [< where'^

+ 0(/(iiiiJ>/.] Against which.
Let me twine
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If Princes need no palliations, as he tells his Son, where-

fore is it that he himself hath so oft'n us'd them?
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvn.

n. rel. conj. For which cause or reason ; in

consequence of which ; consequently.

Dedes therof mak the cause ther-on be,

Off the lordes yifte the encheson may se,

Wher-for he it yaf, and for wat reason.

Rmn. of Partenay (E. K. T. S.), 1. 658.

He pardoneth and absolveth all those who truly repent. _
Where.fore let us beseech him to grant us true re- whereon (hwar-on ), aav

pentance. Book of Common Prayer, Absolution.

The night was as troublesome to him as the day ; where-

fore, instead of sleeping, he spent it in sighs and tears.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

To do whereforet, to make a return ; give or furnish an

equivalent.

No woUemongere, ne no man, ne may habbe no stal in

the heye-stret of Wynchestre bote he do vmr-.fore.

English Gilds (K. E. T. S.), p. ais.

= Syn. Therefore, Wherefore, Accordingly, etc. See there-

wherefore (hwar'for), n. [< wherefore, adv.]

The reason or cause. [Colloq.J

Dispute learnedly the whys and wherefores.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

•whereunder

Now gods that we adore, whereof comes this ?

SlMk., Lear, i. 4. 312.

II. rel. conj. Of which ; of whom.
For lente neuere was lyf, but lyflode [means of livelihood)

were shapen,
Wher-of or wherfore or where-by to lybbe.

Piers Plourman (B), xiv. 40.

The days are made on a loom whereof the warp and

woof are past and future time.
Emermn, Works and Days.

and cnnj. [< ME.

. 124.

. 621.

Mine arms about that body, where against

My grained ash an hundred times hath broke.
SA«i. cor iv. 6. 118^ ^jierefrom (hwar-from'), conj.

The way and the wherefore of it all

Who knoweth? Jean IngeUrw.

whereas (hwar-az'), conj. [< w/ierel + as^.]

1. The thing being so that; considering that

things are so: implying a° admission of facts,

sometimes followed by a different statement,

and sometimes by inference or something con-

sequent, as in the preamble to a law or a reso-

Intion

[= Sw. hvari-

frAn = Dan. hvorfra ; as where^ + from.] From
which; whence.

In each a squared lawn, vjherefrom
The golden gorge of dragons spouted forth

A flood of fountain-foam. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

A larger surface wherefrom material can be washed into

the lagoon.

W»<rre<M Aconsistentandfaithfuladherencetotheprin- wherehencet, COMJ- \<where'^ + hence.] Whence,

ciples of administrative reform .^^ . is absolutely essen- [Rare.]
tial to the vitality and success of the . . . party

,

Resolved That ... the character, record, and associa-

tions of its 'candidates . . . should be such as to warrant

entire confidence.
Quoted in Appletons Annual Cyc, 1884, p. 767.

2. While on the contrary; the fact or case

really being that; when in fact.

Whereas before, our forefathers had no other books but

the score and the tally, thou hast caused printing to be

used. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 37.

If I were wise only to mine own ends, I would certainly

take such a subject as of it self might catch applause,

whereas this hath all the disadvantages on the contrary.

MUton, Church-Government, ii., Pref.

3t. Where.
Soone he came whereas the Titanesse

Was striving with faire Cynthia for her seat.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 17.

He, spying her, bounced in, whereas he stood.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 83.

whereat (hwar-af), adv. and conj. [< where^

+ at.] I. interrog. adv. At what I as, witereat

areyou offended! Johnson.

n, rel. conj. At which.

Even at this word she hears a merry horn.

Whereat she leaps that was but late forlorn.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1026.

He now prepared

To speak ; whereat their doubled ranks they bend

From wing to wing, and half inclose him round.
Milton, P. L , 1. 616.

Whereat erewhile I wept, I laugh. Greene, Song.

whereby (hwar-bi' ), adr. and conj. [< ME. whar-

bi (= D. waarbij = G. wobei) ; < jc/ierei -t- 6yi.]

I. interrof/. adv. By what? how? why?
Wharbi seistow Isayest thou] so?

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2266.

Whereby shall I know thU? Luke i. 18.

II. rel. conj. By which, in any sense of the

word by.
You take my life

When you do take the means whereby I live.

Shak., M. of v., iv. 1. 377.

But this word Werowance, which we call and construe

for a King, is a common word, whereby they call all com-
manders. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 143.

The mind . . . has a power to abstract its ideas, and so

they become essences, general essences, whereby the sorts

of things are distinguished.
Locke, Human Understanding, III. viii. 1.

Fear
Stared in her eyes, and chalk'd her face, and wing'd
Her transit to the throne, whereby^ she fell

Delivering seal'd dispatches.

where'er (hwar-ar'), adv.

of wherever.

wherefore (hwar'for), adv. and conj. [Early

mod E. wherfore; < ME wherfore, wherfor,

=z G. wofiir = Sw.

whcron, hveran (= D. leaaraan = G. woran) ; <

ip/ierci -t- owl.] 1, interrog. adv. On what! on

whom?
Queen. Whereon do you look?

Ham. On him, on him ! Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

II. rel. conj. On which.

O fair foundation laid whereon to build

Their ruin !
Milton, P. L., iv.

How He who bore in Heav'n the second name
Had not on earth whereon to lay His head.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night

whereout (hwar-ouf), conj. [= D. waaruit; as

whcrc^ + out.] Out of which.

That I may give the local wound a name
And make distinct the very breach whereovt

Hector's great spirit flew.

Shak., T. and C, iv. 6. 246.

The cleft whereout the lightning breaketh. Holland.

whereover (hwar-6'ver), conj. Over which.

[Rare.]

A great gulf . . . whereover neither Dives nor Abraham,
nor yet Moses himself, can pass.

T. Parker, On the Death of Daniel Webster, p. 7.

Nature, XLII. -as.
.^jjgjggo (hwar'so), conj. [<_ME. whereso ; <

whcre^ + so^. Ci. AS. swa hwser stcd.] Where-
soever.

Of ble as the brere flour where-so the bare scheweed [show-

ed)
Ful clene watz the countenaunce of her [their] cler yjen.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 790.

Furnished with deadly instruments she went
Of every sort, to wound whereso she meant.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii, 6.

wheresoe'er (hwar-so-Sr'), conj. A contracted

form of tvhercsocvcr.

wheresoever (hwar-so-ev'er),co)(/. l<wherel -f

*ol + ever.] 1. In what place soever; in what-

ever place.

Wheresoever I am sung or told

In aftertime, this also shall be known.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

2t. Whencesoever.
This is some minx's token, and I must take out the

work? . . . Wheresoever you had it, I'll take out no work

on'L SAait., Othello, iv. L 160.

3. Whithersoever; to what place soever.

The noise pursues me wheresoe'er I go.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, v. 1.

Wherethorought (hwar-thur'6), conj. [< ME.
whcrthnr, hwarthuruh, huerthiirh ; < wherc^ +
thorough (see thorough and through'^).] Same as

wherethrough.

wherethrough (hwar-thro' ), conj. [Also whcrc-

thro'; < ME. whcrthrough ; iwherc'^ + through'^.

Cf. wherethorough.] Through which, in any

sense of the word through.

He . . . hath beaute, wher-through he is

Worthy of love to have the blis.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 3733.

A way without impediment, . . . wherethrough all the

people went. Wisdom xix. t-.

There is no weakness left in me wherethrough I may
look back. Seott.

Yet all experience is an arch wherethro'

Gleams that untravell'd world, whose margin fades

For ever and for ever when I move.
Tennyson, Ulysses.

Quoted in Capt. John SmUKs Works, II. 212. -wheroto (hwar-to ), adv. and conj. [< Mfc. hwar-

r< ME. whermid, hwermki, to,hvarto,warto,hucrto{='D.waartoe= G.Ko-
- ~ .. ^ rw) ; < jc/ierfi + toi.] I. "'^toj/. adr. To what

place, point, end, etc. f

Wherto bounet ye to batell in your bright geire,

Whethur worship towyn, or willfully shame?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 6665.

He had lived two years at Campostella, . . . wherehenee

he then came. Coryat, Crudities, I. 20.

wherein (hwar-in'), adv. and conj. [< ME.
whcrin, hverinne (= D. waarin = G. loorin = Sw.

hvari = Dan. hvori), wherein; < where^ + in^.]

1. interrog. adv. In what ? in what thing, time,

respect, etc.?

But ye say. Wherein have we robbed thee ? In tithes

and offerings. Mai. iii. 8.

How looked he? Wherein [that is, in what clothes)

went he V 9hak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 234.

II. rel. conj. 1. In or within which or what;

in which thing, time, respect, etc.

This zenne [sin] is the dyeules panne of belle, huerinne

he maketh his friinges [fiyings].

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.X p. 23.

Yon naked trees, whose shady leaves are lost,

Wherein the byrds were wont to build their bowre.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.

The Alfantica is also a place of note, because it is in-

vironed with a great wall, wherein lye the goods of all the

Merchants securely guarded.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 45.

Milton seems to have known perfectly well wherein his

strength lay. Addison, Spectator, No. 316.

2. In that in which; in whatever.

Wherein it doth impair the seeing sense.

It pays the hearing double recompense.
ShaJc., M. N. D., Ui. 2. 180.

whereinsoever (hwar-in's6-ev'6r), conj. In

whatever place, point, or respect.

Whereinsoever ye shall perceive yourselves to have of-

fended, . . . there to bewail your own sinfulness.

Book of Comimm Prayer, Communion ofHce, Exhortation.

whereinto (hwar-in'to or -in-to'), adv. [< whcre^

¥ into.] I. interrog. adv. Into what?

II. rel. conj. Into which.
Where's that palace whereinto foul things

Sometimes intrude not ? Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 137.

I watched my opportunitie to get a shore in their Boat,

whereinto the darke night I secretly got.

wheremidt, conj „ „ . c
wermid (= D. waarmede = G. wonnt = bw.

hvarmed = Dan. hvormed); < where^ + mid'^.]

Wherewith.
Nothing he ne founde in a] the nijte

ITer-mKte his honger aquenche mistte.
Rel. Antiq., II. 274.

Thet is the dyeules peni huermide he bayth [buyeth).

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

Tennyson. Princess, iv. whereneSS (hwar'nes), n. [< where^ + -ness.]

A contracted form The state or property of having place or posi-

tion ; ubication.

A point hath no dimensions, but only a whereness, and

Is next to nothing. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

Ubication or whereness. WheweU.

[< ME

Lysander, whereto tends all this?
Shak., M. N. D., iiL ! 256.

hwarfore (= D waarvoor _ „. „.,,„. _ .,„ ,sj j
hvarfor = Dan hvorfor); < wherei + forel.] whereof (hwar-ov ), adv. and CMJ_

I. interrog. adv. For what reason, thing, or wher of wharof worof hvnmf (^ ^

purpose? what for? why? = Dan- hvornf), ^ where!

Wfer.fm-.waslbom? ^dv. Of what? from what?

If that my cousin king be King of England, Quarof ard thou so ferd?

It most be granted I am Duke of Lancaster Hit is alitil^synne.

Shak., Eich. II., ii 3. 122. MS. Cantab. Ft. v. 48, f. 82. (HaUiwell.)

n. rel. conj. To which; to whom; whither.

They may, by his direction, be employed principally In

suche profession whereto their nature doth most conforme.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. >.

Purposing to be of that Religion whereto they should

addict themselves. Purchas, Pilgrunage, p. 4t>.

This battle in the west.

Wherete we move. Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

[< ME. huer-

vorun ter = Sw.
wliere^ + un-

der.] Under which.

The wild-grape vines . . . whereunder we had slept.

ScribnersMag.,lX.b6S.

Thvarof -Sw hvaraf whereunder (hwar-un'der), omy.

trel%V]- 1 intrri V^ (= ^- ^'''f'' =A T
v.„t« hvarunder = J)s.T\. hvorunder); <.



whereunder
Shone resursieiit, n sunbright sign,

Through shapes whereunder the strong soul glows.
SmiUninie. Death of W. Bell Scott.

wherenntil (hwSr-un-tir), conj. [< when^ +
until.'] Whereunto. [Obsolete or provincial.]

We know whereuntU it doth amount.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 493.

whereuntot (hwar-un'to or -un-to'), adi\ and
conj. [< ichere^ + unto.] I. interrog. adv. Unto
what or whom? whereto?

Wtureunto shall we liken the kingdom of God ?

Mark iv. 30.

II. rel. conj. To which or whom ; unto what

;

for what eiid or purpose.
Now when Andrew heard wliereunto Christ was come, he

forsook his master .lohn, and came to Christ. Laiimer.

The next xchereunto. Hooker.

whereupon (hwSr-u-pon'), adv. and conj. [<

ME. wherupon ; < whcre'^ + upon.] I. interrog.

adv. Upon what place, ground, cause, etc.?
whereon f

H. rel. conj. Upon which or whom ; whereon.

There [at the Mount of Olives] Is Also the stone wker
vpon the Aungell stod comfurtyng hym the same tyme.

T'frkington, Diaiie of Eng. Travell, p. 28.

The king hath sent to know
The nature of your griefs, and whereupon
You conjure from the breast of civil peace
Such bold hostility. Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 42.

This was cast upon the board ; . . . whereupon
Rose feud, with question unto whom 't were due.

Tennyson, (Enone.

wherever (hwSr-ev'6r), conj. [< ME. icher everc ;

< iclierc^ + ever.] At whatever place.

He hathe alweys 3 Wifes with him. tchere that etiere

he be. Maiuiei-iHe, Travels, p. 218.

They courted merit, wherever it was to be found.
PreJKott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

wherewith (hwar-wiTH' ), adv. and conj. [< ME.
tellericith.u-hanrith.liwer with ;<.where^ +with^.]
1. interrog. adv. With what or whom?
O my Lord, wheretcith shall I save Israel? Judges vi. 15.

U. rel. conj. With which ; also, as compound
relative, that with which.

And bisily gan for the soules preye tprayj
Of hem that yaf him wheruith to scoleye [studyj.

Chaucer. Gen. ITol. to C. T., 1. 302.

Wheretrith he flxt his eyes
V'ppon her fearefull face.

QwKoiffne. Philoniene (Steele Glas, etc., ed. Arber, p. 96).

The love wherewith thou hast loved me. John xVil. 26,

Reverence is that whereicith princes are girt from God.
Baeon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

Waa I in a desert, I would find out wherewith in it to

call forth my affections.

Sterne, .Sentimental Journey, p. 29.

[Wherewith is colln<|uialIy used as a noun in the phrase
the icheri^with (compare the commoner equivalent phrase
the wherewithai)— tliat is, wliat ia necessary or retiuired;

means.

His (the Eaqulnuinx's] digestive system, heavily taxed
in providing the wherewith to meet excessive loss by ra-

diation, suppliefl less material for other purposes.
U. .Spencer. Prin. of Sociol., § 15.]

wherewithal (hwar-wi-THal'), adv. and conj.

[< wliire^ + withal.] Same as wherewith.

WherewUluit shall a young man cleanse his way ?

I'8. cxlx. 9.

We our selves have not whervrithat; who shall bear the
Charges of our Journey '! Milton, Touching Hirelings.

The wherewithAL same as th^ whereicith. See note
under wherewith. [CoUoq.]

' For the wherewithai
To give bis babes a better bringing-up.

Tennymn, Enoch Arden.

wherr (hwer), a. [Prob. < W. chwerw. bitter,

sharp, severe; cf. chwcriron, bitters, chwerwi,
lit'i'ome bitter. Cf. w/iecry^.] Verysour. [Prov.

Emk.]
wherrett, wherritt (hwer'et, hwer'it), n. and

/. See whirret.

wherry' (hwer'i), n.; -pX. wherries (,-\z). [Early
mo<l. E. also whery, whirrie, whyrry ; origin un-
known. According to Skeat, < Icel. hrerfr,

shifty, crank (said of ships) (= Norw. kvcrr,

crank, unsteady, also swift), < hvcrfa (pret.

hvarf), turn: see wharf.] 1. A light shallow
rowboat, having seats for passengers, and ply-

ing on rivers and harbors. It resembles the
dory.

A whyrry, boate. ponto. ' Ijevira, Manip. Vocab., p. 106.

What sights of fine folks he oft row'd in his wherry,
Twas clean 'd out so nice, and s^> painted withal.

C. DUxtin, The Waterman.

2. A light half-decked fishing-vessel used in

different parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

Wherry2 (hwer'i), n. [Cf. wherr.] A liquor
ma<le from the pulp of crab-apples after the
verjuice is expressed. Sometimes called crat)-

wherry. [Prov. Eng.]
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wherryman (hwer'i-man), «. ;
pi. wherrymen

(-men). One who rows a wherry.
He that is an excellent wherryman looketh towards the

bridge when he puUeth towards Westminster. Bacon.

whersot, indef. pron. [< ME. wherso, contracted
form of wheilierso.] Same as whetherso.

Al is yliche good to me,
Joye or sorowe, wherso it be.

Cfiaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 10.

whervet, v. t. [< ME. wherven, wherfen, hwerfen,
< AS. hwerfan, hwyrfan (pret. hwyrfde) = OHG.
hwerban, hwarban, werban, werben, MHG. wer-
ben = Icel. hverj'a, tr. cause to turn, turn, intr.

turn, revolve ; a weak verb, causative of early
ME. */«(;er/(?» (in eomp. a-hwerfen), < AS. hweor-
fan (pret. hwearf, pi. hwurfon, pp. hworfcn),
turn, turn about, go, = OS. hwerbhan = OFries,
hwerva, werva, warfn = OHG. hwerban, werban,
wervan, werben, MH6. werl>en, werven = Icel.

hverj'a = Goth, hwairban, turn, go about. This
verb, lost in early ME., survives only in the
derivatives wherve, n., wharf, whirl, whorl, etc.]

To turn ; change.
Alfred . . . wrat tha la^en on Englis, . . .

And whferjde hir nome on his and tomde the name in his
daije. Layamon, 1. 6319.

wherve (hwerv), n. [Also wharve; < wherre, v.]

1. A round piece of wood put on a spindle to

receive the thread.

Wouldst thou . . . Wnnt the spindles. Join the wherves,

slander the spinning-quills, ... of the weird Sister-

Parcw? Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, Hi. 28.

So fine, so round, and even a thread she (the spider]

spinnes, hanging thereunto herselfe, and using the weight
of her own bodle instead of a wherve.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xi. 24.

The spindle aud wharoe are rigidly attached to each
other, and the upper section of the wharve is hollowed
out to form a chamber capable of containing quite a quan-
tity of oil. Set. Amer., N. S., LXI. 342.

2. A joint. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

whet (hwet), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. whetted or whet,

ppr. whetting. [< ME. whetten, < AS. hwettan

(= D. LG. wetten = OHG. wezzen, MHG. G. wet-

:en = Icel. hvetja = Sw. hvdssa = Dan. hveesse),

sharpen, whet, < hweet, sharp: see ic/ia(2.] 1.

To make shaip ; sharpen (an edged or pointed
tool or weapon) by rubbing it on a stone, or

with an implement of stone or other material.

Assaying how hire speres weren whette.

Chatuxr, Trollus, v. 1760.

I whette a knyfe, or any weapen or toole, to make it

shtume. ... I love better whettynge of knyves afore a
good dyner than whettynge of swordes and bylles.

Palsgrave, p. 780.

And Beauty walked up and down
With bow In hand, and arrows whH.

Lord Vaux (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 75).

And the mower whets his slthe. Milton, L'AUegro, 1. 66.

2. To make sharp, keen, or eager; excite;

stimulate : as, to whet the appetite.

since Casslus first did whet me against Ciosar,

I have not slept. Shak., J. C, 11. 1. 61.

The favourers of this fatal war.

Whom this example did more sharply whet.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, Iv. 12.

It but whett my stomach, which is too 8hari)-set already.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

Malice whets her sland'rous tongue.
Cowper, Love Increased by Suffering.

3. To rub ; scratch. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

After a grindstone . . . has been used for a time In

sharpening chisels, the surface gets a dark metallic glaze,

and the stone will not then bite the steel. To remove this

glaze the stone was whetted or sharpened (both terms were
used) by rubbing it with sand and water, the rubbing me-
dium being a piece of stone harder . . . and of coarser

grain. N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 17&

4. To prune or preen; trim. [Rare.]

There, like a bird. It sits and sings,

Then whets and claps its silver wings.
Marvell, The Garden.

5. To cut with a knife. Hallitcell. [Prov.

Eng.]— To whet on or whet forwardt, to urge on; in-

stigate.
I prithee, peace, good queen.
And whet not on these furious peers.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI,, II. 1.34.

To Whet one's whlatlet. Same as to wet one's whistle

(confusion of wet and whet). See whistle.

Give the boy some drink there ! Piper,

Whet yowrwhisUe. Fletcher,Beggaii' Bush, lil, 1.

Let's e'en say grace, and turn to the Are, drink the other

cup to whet our whistles, and so sing away all sad thoughts.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 86.

whet (hwet), «. [< whet, v.] The act of sharp-

ening by friction; hence, something that pro-

vokes or stimulates ; especially, something that

whets the appetite, as a dram.

You are cloy'd with the Preparative, and what yon mean
for a Whet turns the Edge of your puny Stomachs.

Conffreve, Old Batchelor, 1. 4.

whether
He had assisted at four hundred l)owls of punch, not to

mention sips, drams, and whets without number.
Addison, Spectator.

Mr. Mayor gives a whet [a light luncheon] to-day after
church, when he hopes you will attend.

Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 66.

whether' (hweTH'6r), a. and pron. [Formerly
also eontr. whcr, where; < ME. whether, whather,
whsethcr, wether, wather, hwether, hwather, qveth-

er, also contr. wher, < AS. liwsetUcr, hwether =
OS. hwethur, hucdcr = OFries. hweder, hodcr =
MLG. weder, rvedder, LG. wedder, weer = OHG.
hwedar, huedar, wedar, which of two, MHG. G.
weder = Icel. hvadharr, contr. hvdrr, livorr =
Goth, hwathar, which (of two) ; = OBulg. Russ.
kotoriiii, which, = L. uter (for "enter) = Gr. Korf-

pnc, irdrepo^^ Skt. katara, which (of two); with
compar. suffix -ther (-der, -ter, etc.), from the
base hwa of the pron. who: see who, and cf.

what^, etc. Cf. either.] I. a. A. interrog.

Which (of two)? which one?
B. rel. (always in compound relative use, or

with the antecedent implied, not expressed).
Which (of two, or, less exactly, of more than
two).

When the father him bethought,
And sighe [saw] to whether side it drough.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

I woulde gladly knowe in whether booke you haue read
moste, which is to wit, in Vegetius, which entreateth of

matters of wars, or in S. Augustine his t)uke of i'hristia doc-
trine. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 238.

But to whether side fortune would have been partial

could not be determined. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, IIL

II. pron. A. interrog. Which (of two, or of the
two)? wliieh one (of two)?

Whether of them [the, R. V.] twain did the will of Ills

father? Slat. xxi. 31.

B. rel. Which (of two); which one (of two)

;

also, more indefinitely, whichever.
Well, I will hear, or sleep, I care not whether.

Beau, and Ft., Captain, 11. 2.

It may be a question among men of noble sentiments,
whether of these unfortunate persons had the greater souL

Steele, Tatler, No. 6.

"Chese now," quod she, "oon of thlse thiiiges tweye . . .

Now chese your selven whether that you llketh."

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 371.

Bothe gonge & oolde, whethir je be.

In cristis name good cheer ge make.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

To waxen or to wonien, whether God lyketh.
Piers Plowman (A), vlU. 59.

whether' (hweTH'er), adv. and conj. [< ME.
whether, wheder, wether, hwether, contr. wher,

wer, < AS. hwsether, hwether = OS. hwethar =
OFries. hweder = MLG. weder, tcedder = OHG.
hwedar, wedar, MHG. G. weder = Icel. hvdrt,

whether; orig. neut. of the pron. whether: see
whether, a. a,nA pron.] I. iiitcrrog.,adv. 1. In-

troducing the first of two direct (alternative)

questions, the second being introduced by or
(literally, which of these two things [is true] ?).

Whether is Hero<l, or that Youngling, King?
J. Beaumont, Psyche, III. 161.

2t. Introducing a single direct question, the al-

ternative being unexpressed, and sometimes
only dimly implied.

Whether is not this the sone of a carpenter? Whetfier his
modlr be not seid [called] Marie? Wydif, Mat. xliL 55.

Well then, if God will not allow a king too much, whe-
ther will he allow a subject too much?

Laiimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

What authoritye thinke you meete to be given him?
whether will ye allowe him to protecte, to safe conducte,
and to have marshall lawe as they are accustomed ?

Spenser, State of Ireland.

II. rel. conj. 1. Introducing the first of two
(or more) alternatives, the second being intro-

duced by or (or or wliether).

Whether je ben aposld of princes or of prestls of the lawe.

For to answere hem haue ge no donte.
Piers Plowman (A), xl. 2S9.

Whether the tyranny be in his place
Or in his eminence that fills it up.

Shak.,m. forM., i. 2. 167.

Thou Shalt speak my words unto them, whether i\iey will

hear or whether they will forbear. Ezek. ii. 7.

But whether thus these things, or whether not

;

Wlietlier the sun, predominant in heaven,

Rise on the earth, or earth rise on the sun ; . . .

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid.

Milton, P. L., vlii. 169.

The Moors, whether wounded or slain, were thrown head-

long without the walls. Irving, Granada, p. 64.

Laws may be received as Indicating the dispositions of

the ruler, whether for good or for evil.

Prescott. Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

There are moments in life when the lip and the eye

Try the question of whether to smile or to cry.

Whittier, The Quaker Alumni.

So long as men had slender means, whether of keeping
out cold or checkmating it with ai-tiftclal heat. Winter was
an unwelcome guest, especially in the counti-y.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 30.



whether
Sometimes the coirelative clause is formed simply by a
particle of negation.

Whether one Nym . . . had the chain or no.
Shak., M. W. of \V., iv. 6. 38.

This obscure thom-eater of malice and detraction, as
well as of Quodlil)ets and .Sophisms, knowes not whether
it were illegall or not. Milton, An Apology, etc.

His [Solomon's] case is left disputable to this day, whether
he eyer recovered by repentance or no.

SlillingjfUet, Sermons, II. iii.

Whether we are in Danger or no at present, 'twere Pre-
sumption in me to Judge. UmveU, Letters, I. vi. 11.

To that frere wyll I go.
And bring him to you.
Whether he wyl or no.

Playe o/ Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 421).

2. Introducing a single alternative, the other
being implied : as, I do not know whether he is

yet gone [or not].

God woot wher he was like a manly knyghte.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1263.

You shall demand of him whether one Captain Dumain
" l>e i' the camp. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 199.

These are but winds and flaws to try the flotiiig vessell
of our faith whetlier it be stanch and sayl well.

Mitton, Church-Government, i. 7.

These dark doctrines and puzzling passages were in-

serted to be the test of ingenuous, of sincere and well-
disposed minds : to see, whether, when we were once sat-
isfied that a i)ook came from God, we would acquiesce in
every thing contained in it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. ix.

Whether or no. See noi.

He would be as likely to believe me guilty as not. . . .

What would he do, whether or no?
Dickens, Bleak House, Iii.

whether^t, frfc. An obsolete form of whither.

whethering (hvpeTH'6r-ing), n. [Origin ob-
scure.] The retention of the afterbirth in
cows. Gardner.
whethersbt (hweTH'Sr-so), indef. pron. [ME.

;

< ichether^ + «ol.] Whichever of two, or of the
two.
Warne alle the compaignye that longen to this fraternite,

man and woman, that is with-inne the toune, to come to
the exsequies of hym or of hir that is deede, whethir-so
it be. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 74.

whe'tile (hwe'til), «. [Imitative; cf. yaffle.']

The green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See
cut under popinjay.
whe't-slate (hwet'slat), n. A very fine-grained
hard silicious rook, suitable for making whet-
stones and hones. Also called novaculite and
honestone.

whetstone (hwet'ston), «. [Early mod. E. also
whestonc; < ME. whetston, wetston, watstou,
westoH, < AS. hwetstdn (= MD. weisteen = MLG.
wettesten, wetsten = OHG. weszistein, MHG.
tcetzestein, Gr. wetzstcin), a whetstone, < hwettan,
whet, -I- stun, stone.] 1. A stone for sharpen-
ing cutlery or tools by friction. Whetstones are
made of various kinds of stone, the finer kinds being a
silicious slate, and when used are moistened with oil or
water.

Diligence is to the understanding as the whetstone to the
razor. South.

Whetstones or scythestones used to be made solely by
hand in large quantities at stone quarries in Derbyshire.

N. and g.,'7th ser., XI. 173.

2. Figuratively, that which sharpens, stimu-
lates, or incites the faculties or appetites.

I assure you, there is no such whetstone to sharpen a
good witte and encourage a will to learninge as is praise.

Ascham, The Scholeniaster, p. 26.

Let them read Shakespeare's sonnets, taking thence
A whetstone for their dull intelligence.

, Slielley, To his Genius.

To give, deserve, or win the whetstonet, old phrases
in which a whetstone appears as the proverbial prize for
lying. Confirmed liars or slanderers were sometimes pub-
licly exhibited with a whetstone fastened to them. Com-
pare the following allusions.

If Mother Hubbard, in the vein of Chaucer, happened
to tell one canicular tale, father Elderton and his son
Greene, in the vein of Skelton, or Scoggin, will counterfeit
an hundred dogged fables, libels, calumnies, slanders, lies

for the whetstone, what not. Q. Harvey, Four Letters.

The whettstone is a knave that all men know.
Yet many on him doe much cost bestowe

:

Hee's us'd almost in every shoppe, but whye?
An edge must needs be set on every lye.

Quoted in Chamber's Book o/ Days, II. 45.

This will explain a smart repartee of Sir Francis Bacon's
before King James, to whom Sir Kenelm Digby was relat-
ing that he had seen the true philosopher's stone in the
possession of a hermit in Italy, and when the king was
very curious to understand what sort of stone it was, and
Sir Kenelm much puzzled in describing it. Sir Fra. Bacon
interposed, and said, "Perhaps it was a whetstone."

Z. Grey.

whetstone-slate (hwet'ston-slat), m. Same as
whet-slate.

Whettent (hwet'n), v. t. [< whet + -cnl.] To
whet. [Bare.]

My mynd was greedelye wheliud
Too parle with the Regent. Stanihurst, Mmii, ill.
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whetter(hwet'fer), H. [<tohct + -er'^.] 1. One
who or that which whets or sharpens.

Love, like other sweet things, la no whetter of the
stomach. Fielding, Joseph Andrews. {Latham.)

2t. Specifically, one who indulges in whets or
drams; a dram-drinker ; a tippler.

There are in and about the Royal-Exchange a sort of
people commonly known by the name of Whetters, who
drink themselves into an intermediate state of being
neither drunk nor sober before the hours of Exchange or
business. Steele, Tatler, No. 138.

The Whetter is obliged to refresh himself every moment
with a liquor, as the Snuff-taker with a powder.

Steele, Tatler, No. 141.

wheugh, intcrj. A variant of whew'^.

whewi (hwu), intcrj . [Sometimes also wJietigh,

formerly also whu; an exclamation in imita-
tion of whistling ; cf. Icel. /i«is«.' Ct.whoot for
hoot.] An exclamation, uttered with a whistling
sound, expressing astonishment or dismay.

In a cold morning, whu— at a lord's gate,
How you have let the porter let me wait

!

VanbrvgJi, Confederacy, Prol.

He swears by the Rood. Whew !

Tennyson, Queen Mary, 1. 1.

whew^ (hwu), n. [Sometimes also loheugh,
formerly also tchne ; < whew'^, intcrj. or v.] 1.

A whistling sound, usually noting astonish-
ment.

The fryer set his fist to his mouth.
And whuted whues three.

Robin Hood and the Curtail Fryer (Child's Ballads, V. 276).

Behind them lay two long, low, ugly-looking craft, at
sight of which Yeo gave a long wheugh.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, lix.
Lepel suppressed a whew.

Hanruzy, Singleton Fontenoy, ix.

2. Same as whewer.
Wigeon (French Vigeon, from the Latin Vipio), also

called locally "Whewer" and "Whew" (names imitative
of the whistling call-note of the male).

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 561.

whew^ (hwTi), V. i. [< whcw'^, interj.] To ut-
ter the Interjection whew or a sound like it;

whistle with a shrill pipe, as a plover or duck.
I had often been wondering how they [the plovers] staid

sae lang on the heights that year, for I heard them aye
whewing e'en an' mom. ^ogg. Brownie, iii.

whew^ (hwii), V. i. [Origin obscure.] 1. To
fly hastily; make great speed. Also whiew.
BrocJcett; HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. To
hurry or bustle about; work tempestuously.
[New Eng.]
Her father . . . had married a smart second wife " to

look after matters." . . . Nothing ever got ahead of her;
she whewed round ; when she was whewing she neither
wanted Bel to hinder nor help.

JIfrs. A. D. T. Whitney, The Other Girls, vii. 112.

whew^ (hwu), n. [< whew'^, v.] A sudden van-
ishing away. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
whew-duck (hwu'duk), ». [< whcw'^ + duck; cf.

ichcioer.] The pandle-whew, whewer, or wid-
geon, Marcca penelope, among whose names
are canard siffleur and Anas fistularis. [Local,
British.]

In some parts of England it [the widgeon] is . . . called
the Whew-duck and Whewer.

Yarrdl, British Birds (4th ed.), IV. 400. (Encyc. Diet.)

whewellite (hwu'el-it), n. [Named after W.
W'hcwell, master of Trinity College, Cambridge.]
Native calcium oxalate, a rare mineral occur-
ring in monoclinic crystals, colorless or white
with brilliant luster.

whewer (hwu'fer), n. [< whew'^ + -eri.] The
whew-<luek. [Prov. Eng.]
In Norfolk, according to Ray, whewers

C. Swainson, Brit. Birds (1885), p. 165.

wheyl (hwa), n. [Early mod. E. also whay

;

also dial, whig; < ME. whey, whei, hwei, < AS.
hwaig = Fries, weye = MD. wey, D. wei, also
MD. huy, hoy, hui = L6. wcy, wajc, hei, heu,
whey; root unknown. Cf. W. chwig, whey
fermented with sour herbs; chwig, sour, fer-
mented.] The serum of milk ; that part of milk
which remains fluid after the proteids have
been coagulated by rennet as in cheese-mak-
ing, or by an acid as in the natural souring of
milk. Whey is often mixed with wine, or flavored with
herbs, spices, etc., and used as a cooling beverage.

The pined Fisher or poor-Daiery-Renter
That Hues of whay, for forfeiting Indenture.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

Down to the milke-house, and drank three glasses of
whey. Pepys, Diary, II. 398.

Alum Whey, the whey formed in the coagulation of milk
by powdered alum.—Whey cure, the treatment of cer-
tain diseases by means of the internal administration of
quantities of whey, sometimes combined with baths in the
same liquid. This " cure " is tisually practised in connec-
tion with drinking and bathing in mineral waters at Euro-
pean spas.— Wine whey. See urine.

which

whey^t, n. An obsolete form of qwey.

5 wheyes (4 years old), £6.
H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, App. L

whey-beard (hwa'berd), «. The whitethroat,
Sylria cinerea. Macgillkray ; Montagu. See cut
under ichitethroat. [Local, British.]

Wheyey (hwa'i), a. [< whey^ -t- -ey for -y^.]

Partaking of the nature of whey ; containing or
resembling whey. Bacon, Nat. Hist., } 43.

whey-face (hwa'fas), H. [< whey'^ -i- face^.J A
face white or pale, as from fear; also, a person
having a white or pale face, or looking pale
from fright.

Qo, prick thy face, and over-red thy fear.

. . . What soldiers, wA«i/-/a<w.''

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 17.

whey-faced (liwa'fast), a. [< wheyl^ + facc^ -(-

-cd^. CI. cream-faced.] Having a white or pale
face; pallid.

All this You made me quit, to follow
That sneaking, Whey-fac'd God Apollo.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shephard (1689).

Wheyish (hwa'ish), a. [< whey'i + -ish^.] Hav-
ing the qualities of whey ; thin ; watery.

If it be fresh and sweet butter ; but say it be sour and
wheyish' B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

A diet of Asses or other Wheyish Milk.
G. Harvey, Vanities of Philosophy and Physick

[(ed. 1702), xi.

wheyishness (hwa'ish-nes), «. The state or
quality of being wheyish. Southey. ( Worces-
ter.)

whey-whig (hwa'hwig), n. A pleasant and
sharp beverage, made by infusing mint or sage
in buttermilk-whey. HalUwell.

whey-worm, «. See whay-worm.
whf. An abbreviation of wharf.
whichl (hwich), pron. [< ME. which, whuch,
/iii'!(c7t(alsounassibilated 7)jcJc), a reduced form,
with loss of orig. 1, of *whilch, whulch, wilche,
hwilch, toulch, hwulch, assibilated forms of whilk,
while, whnlc, hwiilc (> Sc. whilk, quhilk), < AS.
hwilc, hwylc, hwelc = 08. /(!(;r7iA-= 0Fries. hwelik,
hwelk, hwck= D. welk = MLG. LG. wclk = OHG.
htvelih, welih, wielih, welieh, welch, MHG. welch,
welich, Gr..welche, which, = Icel. Iivilikr, of what
kind, = Sw. Dan. hvilken, m., hvilket, neut., =
Goth, hweileiks, which ; < hwa, the stem of AS.
hied, etc., who, + AS. -lie, etc., a formative
seen also in such (which is closely parallel pho-
netically to which), each, etc.] A. interrog.

What one of a certain implied number or setT
indicating a general knowledge of a certain'
group of individuals, and seeking for a selec-
tion of one or more from that number: thus,
which do youwant ! implying a limitation which
is absent from the question ichatdo you want f

Many good works have I shewed you from ray Father

;

for which of those works do ye stone me ? John x. 32.

Who is it that says most ? which can say more
Than this rich praise, that you alone are you 1

Shak., Sonnets, Ixxxiv.

Are any of these charges admitted to be true by the
friends of the Administration, and, if any, which?

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, June 27, 1834.

But wAicA is it to be ? Fight or make friends? "Why,"
says he, " I think it will be the best manner to spin a coin
for it." R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

Used adjectively, with a selective and interrogative force,
to limit a noun.

Cost. FYom my lord to my lady.
Prin. From which lord to which lady ?

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1. 105.

Me miserable ! which w^ay shall I fly

Infinite wrath and infinite despair?
Milton, P. L., iv. 73.

In an old exclamatory use, what

!

"Lo!" seith holy letterure, "whiche lordes beth this
shrewes [are these wretches]

!

"

Thilke that god moste gyueth, leste good thei deleth.
Piers Plowman (B), x. 27.

Kay the stiward . . . dide as a noble knyght ; ffor the
thre Princes seide, "Mercy god, whiche a stiward is this I

"

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 661.

Which Is which ? which is the one, which the other? a
common phrase implying inability to distinguish between
two or more things. Used relatively as well as interroga-
tively : see the quotation.

The whole mass of buildings is jammed together in a
manner that from certain points of view makes it far
from apparent which feature is which.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 159.

B. reU 1. As a simple relative pronoun : (a)
Who or whom. [Obsolete or archaic]

Now that I see my lady bright
Which I have loved with al my might.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 478.

The yonger sone ser Abell was his name,
Whiche of his enmys had but litill drede.

Oenerydes(E. E. T. S), 1. 1922.

Our Father which art in heaven. Mat. vi. 9.



I

whicli

(&) Used with reference to things, and to crea-
tures not persons: the antecedent may also be
a phrase or a clause : as, the rain washed away
the track, which delayed the train.

This rede pensell ye shall here hym alsc^

Wkicke I myself eiibrowdred.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3253.

I declare unto you the gospel which I preached unto you,
which also ye have received, and wherein ye stand.

1 Cor. XV. 1.

Next to the Ouilt with which you wou'd asperse me. I

scorn you most. Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 3.

There is one likeness without ichich my gallery of Cus-
tom-House portraits would be strangely incomplete.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 21.

Unto her face
She lifts her hand, which rests there, still, a space,
Then slowly falls. It. W. Gilder, After the Italian.

2. As a compound relative pronoun, having
the value of both antecedent and relative: as,

you can determine which is better (that is, you
can determine thaf^ or the one, which is better).

My nevew shal my bane be,

But which I noot (know not), wherefore I wol be siker.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2660.

Are not you
Which is above all Joys, my constant friend?

Beau, and FL^ Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Even a casual reading of the statistics given above will
show, it is believed, which is the more prol>able.

Amer. Jour. PhUol., X. 339.

Which is used adjectively: (at) With the sense of 'what
sort of.'

Had thei wist witterli whiche help god hem sente,

Al hire gref into game gaynii schold haue turned.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), !. 2705.

Bat herkeneth me, and stinteth now a lyte.

Which a miracle ther bifel anon.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1817.

IP) As indicating one of a number of known or specified

things: as, be careful which way you turn.

Never to nnfold to any one
Which casket 'twas I chose.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 9. 11,

[ Which was formerly used as a clause-connective, along
with a personal pronoun which Uyok its place as subject
or object, and rendered it redundant save as in its rela-

tive value: as, which . . . he =^ who; which . . . his =
whose.

Lo ! this is he.

Which that myn uncle swerth he moot be dede.
But I on hym have mercy and pite.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii, 654.

The Kynges dere sone,

The goode, wyse, worthy, fresshe, and free,

Which alwey for to don wel is hi* wone.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 318.

He that will mould a modern Bishop into a primitive
must yeeld him to be elected by the popular voyce, un-
diocest, unrevenu'd, unlrjrded, and leave him nothing but
brotherly equ.ility, matchless temperance, fre<iuent fast-

ing, incessant prayer, and preaching, continual watch-
inga, and latonrs in his Mitiistery— which what a ricli

bootiett wimld be. what a plump endowment to the many-
beneflce-gapiiig mouth of a I'relatel

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

A relic of this construction survives in the vulgar use of

which as a general introductory word.

"That noble young fellow," says my general; "that
noble, noble Philip Kirmln." Which noble his conduct I

own it has been. Thackeray, Philip, x\i.

Which I wish to remark . . .

That for ways that are dark . . .

The heathen Chinee is peculiar.
Which the same I would rise to explain.
Bret llarte. Plain l>anguage from Truthful James.

Which was formerly often followed by that or o^ having
the effect of giving empliasis or deflniteness.

This abbot which thai was an holy man. Chaucer,]

The Wllich. (it) Who or whom.

Quod she ayeyn to Mirabell here mayde.
"The same is he, the whiche I love so well."

Generydes {E. E. T. S.), L 2719.
(b) Redundant for which.

Lo, herte myne ! as wolde the excellence
<H love agenis the whiche that no man may
Ne oght ek goodlly maken resistence.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 989.

What is the cause of this great arising of the sands and
shelves here about this haven, the which stop it up that
no ships can arrive here?

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. \^., 1550.

which-f (hwich), «. [< ME. whicchey whyche,
whucche, var. of hucche, etc.: see hutch^."] 1.

A chest. Halliwell.

"Bede me not," rmod Reson, "reuthe to haue,
Til lordea and ladies louen alle treuthe,
And Perneles porfyl be put in heore whucche."

Piers Plowman {A\ iv. 102.

2. Specifically, a movalile wagon-box.
In this case the which is the movable box belonging to

the tumberel, which was separated from it, and, when re-

quired, wa.s placed \i\Hm the tumbril, to carry dung or

such other materials as could not be loaded aptm a mere
skeleton of wheels and shafts. jV. and Q., 7th ser., X. 473.

whichever (hwich-ev'**r), pron. [< which^ +
ever.] Whether one or the other; no matter
which.
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Which-ever of the Notions be true, the Unity of Milton's

Action is preserved according to either of them,
Addison, Spectator, No. 327.

Whichever of his children might become the jwpular
choice was to inherit the whole kingdom, under the same
superiority of the head of the family. Hallam.

whichsoever (hwich-so-ev'^r), pron. [< which^
+ so^ + ever.'] Same as whichever.

New torments I behold, and new tormented
Around me, whichsoever way I move.
And whichsoever way I turn, and gaze.

Loiujfeilow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vu 5.

whick (hwik), a. A dialectal variant of quick.

whickflaw (hwik'fla), 71. [A dial var. of *quick-
Jlaw,<(iuick, the living, sensitive flesh, as under
the nails (Icel. kvika^ kvikvo, the flesh under the
nails, and in animals under the hoofs), + JlmVy
a crack, breach : see quick and Jlaw^. Hence,
by corruption, whitjlaw, whitlow : see whitloiv.]

A swelling or inflammation about the nails or
ends of the fingers; paronychia; whitlow. See
whitlow. [Prov. Eng.]
whid^ (hwid), n. [Sc. also quhid, quhyd; cf.

W. chwid, a quick turn, chwido, jerk. Cf. also
AS. hwitha, a breeze, = Icel, hxcidha^ a puff.]

A quick motion ; a rapid, noiseless movement.
[Scotch.]

And jinkin' hares, in amorous whids,
Their loves enjoy. Burns, To VV. Simpson.

whid^ (hwid), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. whidded^ ppr.

whidding. [Ct.whid^jii.] 1. To whisk; scud;
move nimbly, as a hare or other small animal.

Ye maukins whiddin thro* the glade.
Burns, Elegy on Capt, Matthew Henderson.

That creature whids about frae place to place, like a hen
on a het girdle. Saxon and Gael, III. 104. {Jamiemn.)

2. To fib ; lie. [Scotch in both uses.]

whid^ (hwid), «. [Perhaps a dial, form, ult. <

AS. cwidey a saying, < cwethan, say: see quethe.]

1. A word. Harmanj Caveat for Cursetors,
p. 116. [Thieves' and Gipsies' cant.]— 2. A
lie; a fib. [Scotch.]

A rousing whid at times to vend.
An nail't wi' Scripture.

Bums, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

3, A dispute; a quarrel. ffaUiwell. [Prov.Eng.]
—To cut bene (or boon) whids, to speak good words.

"Peace, I pray thee, good Wayland!" said the boy,
"credit me, the swaggering vein will not pass here; you
must cut boon whids!

'

Scott, Kenilwortli, x.

whid^ (hwid), V. i.; pret. and pp. whiddedj ppr.
whidding. [< whid'^, n.] To lie; fib. [Scotch.]

whidah (hwid'a), w. [Also whydah^ whidawy
tvhijdaw; short for whidah-hird; < Whidah, Why-
dahj the chief seaport of Dahomey, West Afri-

ca.] Same as whidah-bird.~whi6Bli thrush. See
thrush^.

whidah-bird (hwid'a-b6rd), «. [Also whydah-
bird, widoU'hird ; < filiidahy a locality in Daho-
mey, where the birds abound. See whidah, and

whiflf

scarlet (sometimes orange) necklace or collar on the fore-
neck. The female is quite different, and only 4| inches
long. This bird has been known for more than a century,

Necklaced Whidah-bird {Colfusfiasser
or Penthttria ardens), male.

cf . Vidua.] An oscine passerine
bird of Africa, belonging to the
family jP/oc6trf«, or weaver-birds,
and subfamily Viduinse in a strict

sense, and especially to the genus
Viduay or one of two or three close-

ly related genera. They are small-
bodied birds, about as large as a canary;
but the males have several feathers of the
tail enormously lengthened and variously
shaped, fomiing a beautiful arched train. Any
one of them is also called whidah-finch, vida-

finch, widow-bird, and simply whidah or nddow,
as well as by the French name veuve. The ori-

ginal whidah-bird, or widow of paradise, is Vidua
(or Ste'famtra) paradi-nea, described and figured
under Viduinff (which see). The king whidah-
bird is Videsfreldn ref/ia(iiee Vi<}exfrelda,withcut).

Tlie principal whidah-bird is Vidua principafis (see
Vidua, with cut). The South African necklaced

whidah-bird is Coliu^tpantter or Penthetria ardens, the male
of which is 12 inches long, with a tail of 8i, and has the
plumage nearly uniform black, normally varied with a

*>^

Epaulet Whidah-bird (Chfra
procne), male.

and has acquired an extensive
and intricate synonymy, chiefly of

worthless New Ijitin names. The
other whidah here flgured is also

South African, and has in the
male a train of several long tail-

feathei-8 resembling in develop-
nietit and in general effect the
upper tail-coverts of the paradise-
trogon ; it is also very large, the
male being about 19 inches long.

This is Chera procne, the epaulet
whidah, so called from the scar-

let shoulders, in translation of a
BYench name. Its original tech-
nical name was Emberiza procne
(of Boddaert, 1783, whence Chera
procne of most modem writers),

and it used to be called Emberiza
or Fringilla or Vidua longicauda,
and Loxia or Fringilla or Chera
caffra; biit it is a monotype whose
synonymy presents no serious ditticulty. It inhabits fi-om

Cape Colony to Natal and the Transvaal, and also to Ben-
guela. Other whidah-birds are noted under Viduinx
(which see).

whidah-nnch (hwid'a-finch), n. A whidah-bird.
Also widow-Jinch.

Whidder (hwid'er), v. i. [Cf. whid^.] 1. To
shake; tremble. ffaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 2.

To whid; whizz. [Scotch.]

He heard the bows that bauldly ring,

And arrows whidderan' hym near bi.

Sang of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 25).

whiew, V. i- See whew^, 1.

whiffi (hwif), w. [Cf. W. chwiffy a wMff, puff,

chwiffio, puff, chwaffy a gust; Dan. rift, a puff,

gust. Cf. also wafi"^, pujf, fuffy G. piffy paff,

similar imitative words. Hence whiffle.] 1. A
slight blast or gust of air; especially, a puff of

air conveying some smell.

Pj'rrhus at Priam drives; in rnge strikes wide

;

But with the whiff and wind of his fell sword
The unnerved father falls. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 495.

For when it [my nose] does get hold of a pleasant whiff
or so, . . . it's generally from somebody else's dinner,
a-coming home from the baker's. Dickens, Chimes, L

2t. A quick inhalation of air, and especially of

smoke; a drawing or drinking in of smoke;
also, a draught or drink, as of wine or liquid.

To entertain the most gentlemanlike use of tobacco

;

. . , the rare corollary and practice of the Cuban eboli-

tlon, euripus, and ivhiff.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

Whiff, indeed, occurs in a dull, prosing account of to-

bacco in the Queen's Arcadia, from which, as well as

from what our author says elsewhere, it would seem to be
either a swallowing of the smoke, or a retaining it in the
throat for a given space of time.

Gifford, Note to the above passage.

Then let him shew his several tricks in taking it [tobac-

co], as the whiff, the ring, <tec., for these are complements
that gain gentlemen no mean respect.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 120.

I will yet go drink one whiff mor&.
Urquhart, tr. of Babelais, 1. 6.

3. A sudden expulsion of air, smoke, or the

like from the raouth ; a puff.

Four Pii>es after Dinner he constantly smokes;
And seasons his Whiffs with impertinent Jokes.

Prior, Epigram.

The skipper, he blew a whiff from his pipe.

Longfellow, Wreck of the Hesperus.

4. A hasty view; a glimpse; a gliff. [Prov.

Eng.]— 5. At Oxford and other places 'on the

Thames, a light kind of outrigger boat, it is

timber-built throughout, thus differing from a skiff, which

is a racing-boat, usually of cedar, and covered with canvas

for some distance at the bow and stem. Encyc. Diet.

The whiff Is a vessel which recommends itself to few
save the ambitious freshman. . . . It combines the disad-

vantages of a dingey and a skiff, with the excellences of

neither. Dickens's Diet Oxford, p. 19,

Oral whiff, or Druimnond's whiff. See oral.



whiff

whiffy (liwit),i!. [SeeMJAJ/'i.w.] l.intrans.l.
To piiff : biow ; produce or emit a pufiF or whiff.

When tlirough their green boughs icMpiig winds do whirl,

With wanton pufs their waning loclcs to curl.

Sylvtfter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

2. To drink. [Prov. Eng.]
H. trans. 1. To puff; puff out; exhale; blow:

as, to whiff out rings of smoke.— 2. To carry as
by a slight blast or whiff of wind.
Old Empedocles's way, who, when he leapt into jEtna,

having a dry sear body, and light, the smoke took him and
wkiift him up into the moon.

B. Jonxm, World In the Moon.

How was it scornfully whiffed aside

!

CarlyU, French Rev., I. v. 2.

3t. To draw in ; imbibe ; inhale : said of air or

smoke, and frequently of liquids also.

Every skull

And skip-iacke now will have his pipe of smoke,
And whiff it bravely till hee 's like to choke.

Time*' WhiMe (E. E. T. S.X p. 71.

In this season we might press and make the wine, and
in winter whiff it up. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 27.

whifP (hwif), n. [Origin obscure.] An ana-
canthine or malacopterygious fish of the fam-
ily Plcuroiiectklse, a kind of flatfish or flounder,

the Cynicoglossus microcephalus, found in Brit-

ish waters ; the smear-dab, sail-fluke, or mary-
sole.

whiff 3 (hwif), V. i. [An error for ichip, v. i., 2.]

To fish, as for mackerel, with a hand-line. See
whiffing, n.

One might as well argue that, because bits of red flannel

or of tobacco-pipe are highly successful baits in whiffing
for Mackerel, therefore these substances form a '* favour-
ite food " of this fish. Nature, XLI. 638.

whiffer(hwif'6r),M. [< wfei^l + -erl.] One who
whiffs.

Great tohacco-whiffers

;

They would go near to rob with a pipe in their mouths.
Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iv. 1.

whiffet (hwif'et), n. [< whiffy + -e^.] 1. A
little whiff. Imp, Diet. [Rare.]— 2. A whip-
pet-snapper ; a whipster ; any insignificant or

worthless person. [U. S.]

The sneaks, whiffets, and surface rats.

Philadelphia Times, Aug. 1, 1883.

whiffing (hwif'ing), «. [Verbal n. of whiff^, ».]

1. Surface-fishing with a hand-line.

Whiffing, the process of slowly towing the bait (sculling

or pulling in the known haunts of the fish).

Field, Dec. 26, 1886. (Eneyc. Diet.)

It [the whiting] is often caught by whiffing, when it

gives good sport. Stand. Nat. Hist., III. 273.

2. A kind of hand-line used for taking mack-
erel, pollack, and the like.

whiffing-tackle (hwifing-tak^l), n. The tackle
used in whiffing; surface-tackle.

whiffle (hwif'l), )!.
;
pret. and pp. whiffled, ppr.

whiffling. [Freq. of whiff^ ;
perhaps confused

with D.icei/e/en, waver.] 1. intrans. 1. To blow
in gusts; hence, to veer about, as the wind.
Two days before this storm began, the Wind whiffled

about to the South, and back again to the East, and blew
very faintly. DampCer, Voyages, II. iii. 66.

Seizing a shovel, he went by the back door to the front
of the house, at a spot where the whiffling winds had left

the earth nearly bare [of snow], and commenced his sub-
nivean work. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

2. To change from one opinion or course to
another; use evasions; prevaricate; be fickle

or unsteady ; waver.

A person of a whiffling and unsteady turn of mind, who
cannot keep close to a point of a controversy.

Walts, Improvement of the Mind, I. ix. § 27.

3. To trifle; talk idly. Phillips, 1706; Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
1 am not like those ofScious and importunate sots who,

by force, outrage, and violence, constrain an easy, good-
natured fellow to whiffle, quaff, carouse, and what is worse.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii., Prol.

H. trans. 1. To disperse with a puff; blow
away; scatter.

Such as would whiffle away all these truths by resolving
them into a mere moral allegory.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, ix.

[{Latham.)

2. To cause to change, as from one opinion or
course to another.

Every man ought to be stedfast and unmovable in them
{the main things of religion), and not suffer himself to be
whiffled out of them by an insignificant noise about the
infallibitity of a visible church. Tillotson, Sermons, Ixv.

3. To shake or wave quickly. Donne.
whifflet (hwif'l), n. [< whiffle, v., in sense of
orig. verb.] A fife.

Whlffler, . . . one that plays on a Whiffle or Fife.

Bailey, 1727.

whiffler (hwif'16r), ». l< whiffle + -er^.] If. A
piper or fifer.

6898

His former transition was in the faire about the Jug-
glers ; now he is at the Pageants among the Whifflers.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

2t. A herald or usher ; a person who leads the

way, or prepares the way, for another: prob-

ably so called because the pipers (see piper^,

1) usually led the procession.

The deep-mouth'd sea,

Which like a mighty whiffler 'fore the king
Seems to prepai-e his way.

Shak., Hen. V., v., cho., 1. 12.

The term [whiffler] is undoubtedly borrowed from whif-

fle, another name for a flfe or small flute ; for whifflers

were originally those who preceded annies or processions
as fifers or pipers. F. Douce, Illus. of Shakespeare, p. 311.

I can go in no corner but I meet with some of my whiff-

lers in their accoutrements.
Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, iii. 1.

The Whifl^s of your inferior and Chiefe companies
cleere the wayes before him.

Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 43.

Before the dame, and round about,
March'd whifflers aud stafliers on foot

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 650.

3. One who whiffles; one who changes frequent-
ly his opinion or course ; one who uses shifts

and evasions in argument ; a fickle or unsteady
person.
Your right whiffler indeed hangs himself in Saint Mar-

tin's, and not in Cheapslde.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

Every wAi/flcr in a laced coat . . . shall talk of the con-
stitution. Swift.

4. A puffer of tobacco ; a whiffer. Halliwell.—
5. The whistlewing, or goldeneye duck. G.
Trumbull, 1888. [Maryland.]

whifflery (hwif'16r-i), n. The characteristics or
habits of a whiffler; trifling; levity.

Life is no frivolity, or hypothetical coquetry or whifflery.

Carlyle, in Froude, Life in London, iii.

whiffletree (hwif'l-tre), n. [< whiffle, turn, +
tree. Cf. whippletree, swingletreeJ] Same as
swingletree.

Whift (hwift), n. [Var. of whiff'^.'] A whiff or
waft; a breath; a snatch. [Rare.]

A sweep of lutestrings, laughs, and whifts of song.
Brouming, Fra Lippo Lippi,

Whig^ (hwig), n. 1. Sour whey. Brockett.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

With green cheese, clouted cream, with flawns and cus-
tMd stor'd,

Whig, cyder, and with whey, I domineer a lord.

Drayton, Muses' Elysium, vi.

Drinke Whig and sowre Milke, whilest I rince my Throat
With Burdeaux and Canarie.

Heywood, English Traveller (ed. Pearson), i. 2.

2. Buttermilk. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
whig^ (hwig), v.; pret. and pp. whigged, ppr.
whigging. [Cf. Sc. whiggle, var. of wiggle: see
wiggle.^ I. intrans. To move at an easy and
steady pace

;
jog. [Scotch.]

The Solemn League and Covenant
Came whigging up the hills, man.

Batae 0/ Eilliecranlcie (Child's Ballads, VII. 166).

To Whig awa' Wl', to drive briskly on with. Jamieson.

I remember hearing a Highland farmer in Eskdale, after

giving minute directions to those who drove the hearae
of his wife how they were to cross some boggy land, con-

clude, "Now, lads, whig awa' wi' her."
Scott. (Jamieson.)

II. trans. To urge forward, as a horse.

[Scotch.]

whig^ (hwig), n. and a. [Formerly also whigg ;

prob. short for wMj/gramore, q. v.] I. n. 1. One
of the adherents of the Presbyterian cause in

Scotland about the middle of "the seventeenth
century: a name given in derision.

When in the teeth they dar'd our Whigs,
An' covenant true blues, man.

Bums, Battle of Sheriff-Muir.

I doubt I'll hae to tak the hills wi' the wild whigs, as

they ca' them, and ... be shot down like a mawkin at
some dyke-side. Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

2. [cop.] A member of one of the two great po-
litical parties of Great Britain, the other being
the Tories (later the Conservatives). The Whigs
were the successors of the Roundheads of the Civil War
and the Country party of the Restoration. The name was
given to them about 1679 as a reproach by their opponents,
the Court party, through a desire to confound them with
the rebel Whigs of Scotland (see whig^i, 1). The Whigs
favored the Revolution of 1688-9, and governed Great Brit-

ain for a long period in the eighteenth century. In gen-
eral, they may be called the party of progress ; one of
their principal achievements was the passage of the Re-
form Bill in 1832. About the same time the name Whig
began to be replaced by Liberal, though still retained
to denote the more conservative members of the Liberal
party. See Liberal, Tory.

The south-west counties of Scotland have seldom corn
enough to serve them round the year : And . . . those in

the west come in the summer to buy at Leith the stores

that come from the north : And from a word, Whiggam,
used in driving their horses, all that drove were called the
Whiggamors, and shorter the Whigs. Now in that year,

whiggery

after the news came down of Duke Hamilton's defeat, the
Ministers animated their peoi>le to rise, and march to Ed-
inbui-gh. And they came up marching on the head of their

parishes, with an unheard-of fury, praying and preaching
all the way as they came. The Marquis of Argile and his

party came and headed them, they being about 0,000. This
was called the Whiggamor's inroad. And ever after that
all that opposed the Court came in contempt to be called
Whiggs. And from Scotland the word was brought into
England, where it is now one of our unhappy terms of dis-

tinction. Etp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, I. 58.

I hate a Whig so much that I'll throw my Husband out
of his Election, or throw myself out of the World ! a Par-

cel of canting Rogues; they have always Moderation in

their Mouths— rank Resistance in their Hearts — and
hate Obedience even to their lawful Wives.

Mrs. Centlivre, Gotham Election, i. 1.

The prejudice of the Tory is for establishment; the
prejudice of the Whig is for innovation. A Tory does not
wish to give more real power to Government, but that Gov-
ernment should have more reverence. Then they differ as

to the Church. The Tory is not for giving more legal power
to the Clergy, but wishes they should have a considerable
influence, founded on the opinion of mankind ; the Whig
is for limiting and watching them with a narrow jealousy.

Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1781.

3. [^oap.'i In Amer. hist. : (a) A member of the
patriotic party during the revolutionary period.

The Hessians and other foreigners, looking upon that
as the right of war, plunder wherever they go, from both
Whigs and Tories, without distinction.

Hobert Morris, Dec. 21, 1776, quoted in Lecky's Eng. in
[18th Cent., xiv.

(6) One of a political party in the United States
which grew up, in opposition to the Democrat-
ic party, out of the National Republican party.
It was first called the Whig party in 1834. Its original
principles were extension of nationalizing tendencies, and
support of the United States Bank, of a protective tariff,

and of a system of internal improvements at national ex-

pense. It won the presidential elections of 1840 and 1848,

but soon after divided upon the slavery question. It lost

its last national election in 1852, and soon after many of

its members became temporarily members of the Ameri-
can and Constitutional Union parties, but eventually most
of its northern members became Republicans, most of

its southern members Democrats.— Conscience-Whig, in

U. S. hist., in the last days of the Whig party, one of those
northern Whigs who were indisposed to regard the com-
promise of 1850 as a final settlement of the slavery ques-

tion : so called from their conscientious objections to such
compromises with slavery.— Cotton-Whig, in U. S. hist.,

in the last days of the Whig pariy, one of those northern
Whigs who were disposed to regard the compromise of

1850 as a final settlement of the slavery question : so
called from their supposed partiality to the cotton in-

terest.

II. a. Relating to or composed of Whigs, in

any use of that word ; whiggish : as, Whig mea-
sures; a JF/(i(7 ministry.

The hope that America would supply the main mate-
rials for the suppression of the revolt [the American Revo-
lution] proved wholly chimerical. One of the first acts of

the Whig party in every colony was to disarm Tories.

Lecky, Eng. in ISth Cent., xiv.

The Whig party was always opposed to slavery. But
there was a broad and well-understood distinction be-

tween Whig opponents of slavery and the fanatical Abo-
litionists. T. W. Barnes, Thurlow Weed, p. 306.

whig* (hwig), n. A variant of wig'^. [North.
Eng. and Scotch.]

A cook whose recipes were hopelessly old-fashioned, and
who had an exasperating belief in the sufficiency of but-
tered whigs and home-made marmalade for all require-

ments. Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, ii.

whiggamore (hwig'a-mor), «. [Also whiggamor,
uiiii/iimorc; according to Burnet, derived from
tchiggain, as used by the men orig. called uhig-
gamores (def. 1) in driving their horses; whig-
gam is a dubious word, appar. connected with
whig^, jog: see tchig^. In the glossary to the
Waverley novels whigamore is defined •' a great
whig," appar. implying a derivation < whig'i +
Gael, mor, gre'at; whereas the evidence indi-

cates that whig'^ is an abbr. of whiggamore. No
Gael, form that could be the base of whiggamore
appears ; but it may be a perverted form from
an original not now obvious.] 1. A person
who came from the west and southwest of

Scotland to Leith to buy corn. See the quota-
tion from Bishop Burnet, under Whig'^, 2.— 2.

One of the people of the west of Scotland who
marched to Edinburgh in 1648, their expedition
being called the uhiggamores' inroad (see the
quotation referred to in def. 1). Hence— 3.

A Scotch Presbyterian; one of the party op-
posed to the court ; a whig.
There [at Bothwell Brigg] was he and that sour whiga-

Tnore they cad Barley. Scott, Old Mortality, xiiviL

whiggarchy (hwig'ar-ki), «. [< whigS + Gr.
d^j^td', rule.] Government by Whigs. [Rare.]

They will not recognise any other government in Great
Britain but whiggarchy only.

Swift, App. to Conduct of the Allies.

whiggery (hwig'er-i), n. [< whigS + -er;/.] The
principles or practices of Whigs: first applied
to the Scottish Presbyterian doctrine, and gen-
erally used as a term of contempt.



took to the teapot.

I

wMggery
ni hae nae whiggery in the barony of Tillietudlera— the

next thing wad be to set up a conventicle in my veiy with-

drawing room. Scott, Old Mortality, vlL

Our friend was a hearty toper in the days of his Whiggery,
but no sooner turned one of the tautest of Tories than he

It seems a thing against nature.
Nocteg Ambrosianx, .Sept., 1832.

wMggiflcation (hwig' i-fi-ka'shon), «. [< whif/'^

+ -i-jication.'\ A making or becoming whiggisli.

[Humorous.]
We were all along against the whiggificatwn of the Tory

System. Nodes Amiyrogiaiia, Sept., 1832.

whiggish (hwig'ish), a. [< whig^ + -ish^.'] Of
or pertaining to whigs, in any application of

the name ;
partaking of the principles of whigs.

To the shame and grief of every whiggish, loyal, and true

Protestant heart. Swift, Polite Conversation, Int.

whiggishly (hwig'ish-li), adv. In a whiggish
manner.
Being tvhiggighly inclined, [Thomas Cox] was deprived

of that OtHce in Oct., 1683. Wuod, fasti Oxon., II. 54.

whiggishness (hwig'ish-nes), n. The character
of being whiggish ; whiggery.

Mr. Walpole has himself that trait of Whiggithnest
which peculiarly fits him to paint the portrait of the chief

of the Whigs. The Academy, Nov. 16, 1889, p. 311.

whiggism (hwig'izm), n. [iwhig^ + -ism.'\ The
principles of the whigs; whiggery.

As if whiggism were an admirable cordial in the mass,
though the several ingredients are rank poisons.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Ouise.

Whigling (hwig'ling), H. [< whig^ + -Ung^.]

A whig, in any sense : used in contempt. Spec-

tator. (Imp. Dirt.)

whigmaleerie, whigmeleerie (hwig-ma-, hwig-
me-le'ri), n. [Also whigmaleery ; origin ob-

scure; appar. a fantastic name.] Any fan-

tastical ornament; a trinket; a knickknaek;
also, a whim or crotchet. Also used attribu-

tively. [Scotch.]

Some fewer whigmaleeries in your noddle.
Bums, Brigs of Ayr.

Ah ! it '8 a brave kirk ~ nane o' yere whigiiuUeeriet and
curliewurlies and open-steek hems about it— a' solid,

weel-jointed mason wark. Scott, Rob Roy, xix.

I met ane very honest, fair-spoken, weelput-on gentle-

man, . . . that was in the whigmaleery roan's (silver-

smith's] back shop. .Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, ill.

'Whigship (hwig'ship), n. [< wlUy'i + -shi]).]

Whiggism. [Kare.J

People of your cast in politics are fond of vilifying our
country. Is this your WAi^»Atp .'

Landor, Imag. Conv., Johnson and John Home (Tooke), i.

while' (hwil), 11. [< ME. ichile, whit, whyle, qvile,

wile, hwile, < AS. hwil, a time, = OS. Iwila =
OFries. hmk. wile = D. wijl = LG. tPt7e= 0HG.
wila, MHG. wile, G. weile, time, period or point

of time, hour, = Icel. Iivila, place of rest, bed,

= Sw. hvila = Dan. hvile, rest, = Goth, hweila,

a time, season; perhaps akin toOBu\g.po-cliiti,

rest, L. quies, rest: see quiet.'\ 1. A time; a
space of time ; especially, a short space of time
during which something happens or is to hap-
pen or be done.

Many a tynie he layd hyra downe,
And shot another whuU.

LyteU tiette of Robyn llode (Child's Ballads, V. 98).

Yes, signior, thou art even he we speak of all this while.

Fletcher {and another), love's Cure, ii. 1.

In the primeval age a dateless while
The vacant ^ihepherd wander'd with his flock.

Coleridge, Religious Musings.

2. Time spent upon anything ; expenditure of

time, and hence of pains or labor ; trouble : as,

to do it is not worth one's while.

A clerk hadde litherly biset [evilly spent] his whyle.

But if he koude a carpenter bigyle.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 113.

If Jelousie doth thee payne,
Uuyte hym his while thus agayne.

Rom. of the Rote, 1 4392.

Woe the while

That brought such wanderer to our isle

!

SciM, U of the L., 11. 16.

What Cambridge saw not strikes us yet
As scarcely worth one's ichile to see.

Lowell, To Holmes.

Alas the while. See alnK. Every once In a while.
.See eceri/l. ~ In the mean while, see mean's. 3.— The
while, the whllest, during the time something else is

going on ; in tlie mean time ; from this expression the
conjunctive use is derived.

Do the body speke so

Right as hit woned was to do.

The whyle* that It was on lyve?
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 151.

The vkUet, with hollow throates.

The Choristers the Joyous Antheme sing.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 220.

If youll sit down,
111 bear your logs the whUe.

Shak., Tempest, UL 1. 24.
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Worth while, worth the time which it requires ; worth
the time and pains ; worth the trouble and expense. See
def. 2, above.

What fate has disposed of the papers, 'tis not worth
while to tell. Locke.

How ! don't you think it worth while to agree in the
lie? Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

whilel (hwil), conj. and acJv. [< ME. while,

whil, whyl, hwile, etc. (= MHG. wile, G. tveil, be-
cause) ; abbr. of the orig. phrase the white that,

< AS. thd hwile the (MHG. die wile, G. die weil),

' the while that,'where hwile is ace . of AioS,while,
time (other constructions also being used; cf.

D. terwijl, G. derweil, while, orig. genitive) : see
xchile, «.] I. conj. 1. During or in the time
that ; as long as.

WhU I have tyme and space, . . .

Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun
To telle yow. Chaueer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 35.

While that the armed hand doth fight abroad.
The advised head defends itself at home.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 178.

While you were catering for Mirabell I have been
Broaker for you. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 1.

While standjs the Coliseum, Rome shall stand.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 145.

2. At the same time that : often used adversa-
tively.

He wonder'd that your lordship
Would suffer him to spend his youth at liome.
While other men, of slender reputation.
Put forth their sons to seek preferment out.

Shak.,!'. a. of v., L 3. 6.

WItile we condemn the politics, we cannot but respect
the principles, of the man. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

3. Till; until. [Now prov. Eng. and TJ. S.]

We will keep ourself
Till supper-time alone ; while then, God be with you !

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 1. 44.

A younger brother, but in some disgrace
Now with my friends ; and want some little means
To keep me upright, while things be reconciled.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

At Maltby there lived, some years ago, a retired drug-
gist. The boys' Sunday-school was confided to his man-
agement, and he had a way of appealing to them when
they were disorierly which is still quoted by those who
often lieard it: " Now, boys, I can't do nothing while you
are quiet." J. Earle.

= 8yil. 2. WhUe, Though. WAife implies less of contrast in

the parallel than though, sometimes, indeed, implying no
contrast at all. Thus we say, " WhUe I admire his bravery,

I esteem his moderation;" but ^'though I admire his

courage, I detest his cruelty."

H.t adv. At times; sometimes; now and
then : used in correlation as while . . . while.

Compare whiles, adv.

Crodes wrake cumeth on this woreld to wrekende on
sunfuUe men here gultes, . . . binimeth hem hwHe oref

[cattle], . . . hwile here hele [health], & hwile here ogen
(own) lif. Ret. AtMq., I. V2S.

while^ (hwil), v.; pret. and pp. whiled, ppr.

whiling. [< ME.*fe«J«ten, in com^.ihwilen= OHG.
wilon, MHG. mien, sojourn, stay, rest, G. weilen,

linger, loiter, stay, = Icel. hvila = Sw. hvila =
Dan. hvile, rest, =Goth. hweilan, pause a while,

cease ; from the noun, in the orig. sense as in

Goth, hweila, pause, rest : see while^.] I. travs.

1. To cause to pass; spend; consume; kill:

said of time: usually followed by away.

Nor do I beg this slender inch, to whUe
The time away. Quarles, Emblems, ill. 13.

And all the day
The weaver plies his shuttle, and whiles away
The peaceful hours with songs cf battles past.

R. H. Stoddard, History.

2t. To'occupy the time of ; busy; detain.

still lakes, thlcke woods, and varietie of Continent-ob-

seruations haue thus long whiled vs.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 706.

H. intrans. To pass; elapse, as time. [Rare.]

They . . . must necessarily fly to new acquisitions of

beauty to pass away the whiling moments and Intervals

of life : for with them every hour is heavy that is not

joyful. Steele, Spectator, No. 522.

wllileast, conj. [< whiW^ + a»l.] While.

But Burn cannot his grief asswage, whileas his dayes en-

dureth.
To see the Changes of this Age, which day and time pro-

cureth.
Xiehol Burn, in Roxburghe Ballads (ed. Ebsworth), VI. 608.

'Whilemealt, adv. [ME. whilmele; < ichile^ +
-meal as in piecemeal, stoundmeal, etc.] By
turns ; by courses; at a time.

He (Solomon] sente hem into the wode, ten thousand

bi eche moneth whilmele, so that two monethis whiljnele

thel weren in her howsls. Wydif, 3 Kl. [1 Ki.] v. 14.

'Whilendt, a. Passing ; transient ; transitory.

Compare while^, v. i.

For that hurilende lust [there Is] endeles pine [pain].

Mali Meidenhad (E. E. T. S.X p. 28.

This world fareth hwilynde.
Hwenne on cumeth other goth.

Old Eng. Misc. (ed. Morris), p. 94.

wUlom
whilenesst, ". lillE. whiteness ; < while^ + -wess.]

Time as vicissitude ; transitoriness ; change.
[Bare.]
Anentis whom is not ouerchaunginge, nether schadew-

ing of whileness, or tyme [tr. L. vieissitudinis obumhratio].

Wydif, Jas. L 17.

Thurgh oure might & oure monhod maiiitene to gedur

!

What whylenes, or wanspede, wryxles [overpowers] our
mynde'? Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9327.

whileret (hwil-ar'), adv. [Early mod. E. also
whileare, whyleare; < ME. white er, whill ere;

< white'i- + erel.] A little while ago; hitherto;

some time ago; erewhile.

Whill ere thu bad I shuld reche the thy sheld.

And now me think thu hast nede of on,

flor neyther spere ne sheld that thu may weld.
Generydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2361.

Whose learned Muse thou cherisht most whUere.
L. B7T/«*«(t(Arber'8 Eng. Garner, 1. 278).

whiles (hwilz), conj. and adv. [< ME. whites,

whyles, qwylles, etc., adverbial gen. of hwil (reg.

gen. hwile), while : see while^. Cf. whilst.] l.t

conj. While ; during the time that ; as long as

;

at the same time that.

Withowttene chaugynge in chace, thies ware the cheefe

armes
Of Arthure the avenaunt, qwhylles he in erthe lengede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3652.

Whiles they are weake, betimes with them contend.
Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 34.

.\gree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in

the way with him. Mat. v. -26.

II. adv. At times. [Scotch.]

I tuk his body on my back,
And whiles I gaed, and whiles I satt.

The Lament of the Border Ifidoto (Child's Ballads, III. 87).

Mony a time I hae helped Jenny Deimison out o' the
winnock, forbye creeping in whiles mysell.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxv.

whilesast, com/. [< whiles + ««!.] Same as

ichileas. [Rare.]
Whose noble acts renowned were
Whilesas he lived everywhere.

Ford, Fame's Memorial, Epitaphs.

whilfcl, n. Another form of whelk^, properly
wetk; wilk.

whilk^ (hwilk), pron. and a. An obsolete or

Scotch form of which^.
" What, whilk way is he geen ? " he gan to crie.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 158.

Whilk3 (hwilk), n. The scoter, lEdemia nigra.

Montagu. See cut under scoter. [Local, Brit.]

wMUy (hwil'i), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. whitlied, ppr.

whiltying. [A dial, form, perhaps a mixture of

wite'^ with wheedle.] To cajole by wheedling;
whilly-wha. [Scotch.]

These baptized idols of theirs brought pike-staves and
sandalled shoon from all the four winds, and whitlied the
old women out of their corn and their candle-ends.

Scott, Abbot, xvi.

whilly-wha, whilly-whaw (hwil'i -hw4), v.

[Appar. a mere extension of whitly.] I. intrans.

To use cajolery or make wheedling speeches.

[Scotch.]
What, man ! the life of a King, and many thousands be-

sides, is not to be weighed with the chance of two young
things whUly-whaunng in ilk other's ears for a minute.

Scott, Quentin Durward, xxxi.

II. trans. To cajole; wheedle; delude with
specious pretenses. [Scotch.]

Wylie Mactrickit the writer . . . canna whilli-wha me / ,

as he '8 dune mony a ane. Scott, Old Mortality, xl. *> '>

whilly-wha, whilly-whaw (hwil'i-hwa), «.^*
and «. [< whilly-wha, v.] I. n. A wheedling
speech; cajolery.

I wish ye binna beginning to learn the way of hlawlng
;

in a woman's lug, wi' a' your whilly-wha's

!

ScoU, Old Mortality, v.

II. a. Cajoling; wheedling; smooth-tongued.
[Scotch.]
Because he 's a whilly-whaw body, and has a plausible

tongue of his own, . . . they have made him Piovost

!

Scott, Redgauntlet. xii.

whilom (hwi'lom), adv. and conj. [Early mod. E.

also whilome, xohylome ; < ME. whilom, whilome,

whylom, whilum, whitem, hwilem, whiten, hwitev,

wilen, < AS. hwilum, at times, sometimes {hwi-

lum . . . hwilum, now . . . then), dat. or instr.

pi. of hint, time, point of time.] I. adv. 1. At
times ; by times.

I'ntenderly fro the toppe thai tiltine to-gederz

;

WhUome Arthure over, and other while undyrc.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1145.

2. Once; formerly; once upon a time.

Whylom, as olde stories tellen us,

Ther was a duk that highte Theseus.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1.

Here is Trapezonde also, whilome bearing the proude

name of an Empire. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 320.

For so Apollo, with unweeting hand,
Whilom did slay his dearly loved mate.

MUton, Death of a Fair Infant.

...^



whilom
Whilome thou (amest with the morning mist.

Tennyson, Memory.
Sometimes used adjectively.

The fickle queen caused her whilom favorite to be be-
headed. IT. 5. Qregg, Irish Hist, for Eug. Readers, p. 50.

H.t conj. While.

At last he cals to minde a man of fashion,
With whom his father held much conyersation
WkUome he livde.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

whilst (liwilst), coiij. and adv. [Formerly also

whilest, < whiles + -t excrescent after s as in

amiclst, amongst, heticixt, etc.] Same as while^,

or whiles, in all its senses.

I could soon . . . reckon up such a rabble of shooters,

that be named here and there in poets, as would hold us
talking whilst to-morrow.

Aseham, Toxophilus (ed. 1884), p. 74.

To him one of the other twins was bound,
Whilst I had been like heedful of the other.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 83.

Whilest the Grape lasteth they drinke wine.
CapL John Smith, True Travels, 1. 84.

We find ourselves unable to avoid joining in the merri-

ment of our friends, whilst unaware of its cause.

H. Speiuer, Social Statics, p. 116.

The Whllstt. (a) While.

If he steal aught the whilst this play is playing.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 93.

(b) In the mean time.

ni call Sir Toby t?ie whilst.

Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 4.

And watch'd, th£ whilst, with visage pale
And throbbing heart, the struggling sail

Scott, L. of L. M., vl. 21.

Whim^ (bwim), v.; pret. and pp. whimmed, ppr.

ichimming. [< Icel. hvima, wander with the

eyes, as a silly person does, = Norw. kvinia,

whisk or flutter about, trifle, play the fool ; cf

.

Sw. dial, hvimmer-kantig, dizzy, swimming in

the head; ef. also W. chwimiol, be in motion,
chtcimlo, move briskly; MHG. winmien {> G.
)(!i»/»»(?/»), move.] I.intratis. To turn round ; be
seized with a whim : also with an indefinite it.

My Head begins to whim, it about.
Cungreve, Way of the World, iv. 9.

II. trans. To turn; cause to turn; turn off

or away.
He complained that he had for along season been in aa

good a way as he could almost wish, but he knew not how
he came to be whimmed off from it, as his expression was.

R. Ward, Life of Dr. H. More. (Latham.)

whiml (hwim), n. [< whim^, v. Cf. Icel. vim,

giddiness, folly. Cf.alsow7«»nsy.] If. An unex-
pected or surprising turn ; a startling outcome,
development, or proceeding ; a prank or freak.

One told a Gentleman
His son should be a man-killer, and hang'd for 't;

Who, after prov'd a great and rich Physician,
And with great Fame ith' Universitie
Hang'd up in Picture for a grave example.
There was the whim of that. Quite contrary I

Brome, Jovial Crew, i.

2. A sudden turn or inclination of the mind;
a fancy ; a caprice.

If You have these Whims of Apartments and Gardens,
From twice fifty Acres you'll ne'er see five Farthings.

Prior, Down-Hall, st. 42.

Ichabod, on the contrary, had to win his way to the
heart of a country co(juette, beset with a labyrinth of
whims and caprices, which were for ever presenting new
difiiculties and impediments. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 430.

3. A simple machine for raising ore from mines
of moderate depth. It consists of a vertical shaft
carrying a drum, with arms to wliich horses may be at-

Whim.

a, frame ; b, shaft ; r, cross-bar ; d, <lrum : e, pulley : /, hoisting-rope.

tached, and by which it may be turned. The hoisting-
rope, passing over pulleys, is wound or unwound on the
drum, according to the direction of the horses' motion.
Also whimxy. whim-gin, and, in England, ffin.

4. Hence, a mine: as, TuUy Whim, in the Isle

of Purbeck, England.— 5. A round table that
turns round upon a screw. Halliwdl. [Prov.
Eng.] = S3m. 1 and 2. Prank, etc. (see /re(iiS:'.iX humor,
crotchet, quirk, whimsy, vagary,

whim'-^ (hwim), «. [Origin obscure.] The brow
of a hill. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
whim'* (hwim), 71. [Cf. whimhrcl, whimmer.']
The widgeon or whewer, Marecajpenelope. See
wheic-duck. Montagu. [Prov, Eng.]
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Whiinbrel(hwim'brel), n. [K\so wimhrel ; per-

haps for "whimmcrel, so called with ref. to its

peculiar cry, < whimmer + -el.'] The jack-cur-

lew or half-curlew of Europe, Numenius pJieeo-

pits, smaller than the curlew proper, X. arqiia-

tus, and very closely related to the Hudsonian
curlew of North America, N. hudsonicus. Also
called tang-whaup, May whaup, and little whaup
(which see, tinder whaup).
whim-gin (hwim'jin), n. [< whirn^ + </*«*.]

Same as whim'^, 3.

whimlingt (hwim'ling), n. [Also corruptly
whimlcn ; < whim^ + -ling^.'] A person full of

whims.
Go, whimling, and fetch two or three grating-loaves out

of the kitchen, to make gingerbread of. "I'is such an un-
toward thing! Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 7.

whimmer (hwim'fer), v. i. [Var. of whimper;
cf. G. wimmern, moan.] Same as whimper.
[Scotch.]

Whimmy (hwim'i), a. [< whim'^ + -y^.} Full
of whims ; whimsical.

The study of Rabbinical literature either finds a man
whimmy or makes him so. Coleridge.

whimpt (hwimp), V. i. Same as tMmper.

St. Paul said, there shall be intractabiles, that will
whimp and whine.

Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

whimper (hwim 'p6r), V. [Also ( Sc. ) whimmer ;

= LG. wemeren = G. wimmern, whimper; ef.

MHG. wimmer, n., whining, gewammer, whin-
ing; perhaps ult. connected with whine.~] I.

in trans. 1. To cry with a low, whining, broken
voice; make a low, complaining sound.

Speak, whimp'ring Younglings, and make known
The reason why
Ye droop and weep.

Uerrick, To Primroses flll'd with Morning Dew.

The little brook that whimpered by his school-house.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 424.

2. To tell tales. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
II. trans. To utter in a low, whining, or cry-

ing tone.
Poverty with most who whimper forth

Their long complaints, is self-inflicted woe.
Cowper, Task, iv. 429.

whimper (hwim'per), n. [< whimper, v. Cf.

MHG. wimmer, whimper, crying, whining.] A
low, peevish, broken cry; a whine.

The loved caresses of the maid
The dogs with crouch and whimper paid,

Scott, L. of the L., ii, 24.

To be on the whimper, to be in a peevish, crying state.

[CoUoq.]

Mrs. Mountain is constantly on the whimper when
George's name is mentioned. Thackeray, Virginians, xii.

whimperer (hwim'per-er), n. [< whimper +
-CT'l.] One who whimpers.

No effeminate knight, no whimperer, like his brother.
Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, i. 1.

whimpering (hwim'per-ing), «. [Verbal n. of

whimper, v.] A low, whining cry ; a whimper.

Line in puling and whimpering & heuines of hert.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 90.

He will not be put off with solemn whimperings, hypo-
critical confessions, rueful faces.

Dr. H.More, Mysteryof Godline88(ie00),p. 509. (^Latham.)

whimperingly (hwim'pfr-ing-li), adv. In a
whimpering or whining manner.

" 'T was n't my fault !
" he whimperingly declared.

St. Nicholas, :j;vm. 176.

whimple (hwim'pl), n. and v. An erroneous
form of wimple.

whimsey, « , a. and v. See whimsy.
Whimsey-shaft (hwim'zi-shaft), n. Same as
whim-shaft.

whim-shaft (hwim'shaft), n. In mining, a shaft
at which there is a whim for hoisting the ore.
In shallow mines and in regions where fuel is very scarce
(as in Mexico) most of the hoisting is done by horse-power
and the use of the whim: called in Derbyshire, England,
where this mode of raising the ore was formerly almost ex-

clusively used, a horse-engine shaft. See cut under whim^.

whimsical (hwim'zi-kal), a. [< whims{y) +
-ic + -al.] i. Full of wliims ; freakish j

having
odd fancies or peculiar notions ; capricious.

There is another circumstance in which I am particular,
or, as my neighbors call me, whimsical: as my garden in-

vites into it all the birds, ... I do not suffer any one to
destroy their nests. Addison, Spectator, No. 477.

How humoursome, how whimsical soever we may ap-
pear, there 's one fixed principle that runs through almost
the whole race of us. Vaiitfrugh, jEsop, V. i.

2. Odd; fantastic.

In one of the chambers is a whimsical chayre, which
folded into so many varieties as to turn into a bed, a
bolster, a table, or a couch. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 29, 1644.

The , . . gentry now dispersed, the whimsical misfor-
tune which had befallen the gens d'armerie of Tillietudlem

whin
furnishing them with huge entertainment on their road
homeward. Scott, Old Mortality, iii.

= Syn. 1. Singular, Odd, etc. (see eccentric), notional,

crotchety.— 2. Fanciful, grotesque.

whimsicality (hwim-zi-kal'j-ti), n. [^(.whimsi-

cal + -ity.] 1 . The state or character of being
whimsical ; whimsicalness.

The whimsicality of my father's brain was so far from
having tlte wliole honor of this as it had of almost all his
other strange notions. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 3y.

2. Oddity; strangeness; fantasticalness.

It was a new position for Mr. Lyon to find his prospec-
tive rank seemingly an obstacle to anytliing he desired.

For a moment the whimsicality of it interrupted the cur-

rent of his feeling.

C. D. Warner, Little Journey in the World, v.

3. PI. whimsicalities (-tiz). That which exhib-
its whimsical or fanciful qualities ; a whimsical
thought, saying, or action.

To pass from these sparkling whimsicalities to the al-

most Quaker-like gravity, decorum, and restraint of the
essay "On the Life and Writings of Mr. Isaac l>israeli"

is an almost bewildering transition.

The Academy, April 26, 1891, p. 389.

whimsically (hwim'zi-kal-i), adv. In a whim-
sical manner; freakishly.

There is not ... a more whimsically dismal flgtire in

nature than a man of real modesty who a-ssumes an air

of impudence. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1,

whimsicalness (h%vim'zi-kal-nes), 11. The state

or cliaraeter of being whimsical ; whimsicality

;

freakishness; whimsical disposition ; odd tem-
per. I'ope, Letter to Miss Blount.

whimsy, whimsey (hwim'zi), «. and a. [Ap-
par. from an unrecorded verb whimse, be un-
steady, < Norw. tvimsa, skip, whisk, jump from
one thing to another, = Sw. dial, hrimsa, be
unsteady, giddy, or dizzy, = Dan. rimse, skip,

jump, etc.: see whim^.~\ I, n.; pi. whimsies,

whimseys (-ziz). 1. A whim; a freak; a ca-

pricious notion.

I cannot but smile at this man's preposterous whimsies.
Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, iii.

I court others in "Verse, but I love thee in Prose ;

And they have my Whimsies, but thou hast my Heart.

Prior, Better Answer to C'loe Jealous, st. 4.

Wearing out life in his religious whim
Till his religious whimsey wears out him.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 90.

2. Same as wAwhI, 3; also, a small warehouse-
crane for lifting goods to the upper stories.

E. H. Knight.— 3. See the quotation.

The table [of crown-glass], as it is now called, is carried

off, laid fiat upon a support called a whimsey.
Glass-making, p. 124.

II. a. Full of whims or fancies ; whimsical;
changeable.

Jeer on, my whimsy lady. Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 2.

Yet reveries are fleeting things.

That come and go on whimsy wings.
F. Locker, Arcadia.

whimsyt,whimseyt (hwim'zi), v. t. [< whim-
sy, «.] To till with whimsies.

Jewels, and plate, and fooleries molest me

:

To have a mail's brains whimsied with his wealth !

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, a 2.

whimsy-boardt (hwim'zi-bord), «. A board or

tray on which different objects were carried

about for sale.

I am sometimes a small retainer to abilliard-table, and
sometimes, when the master of it is sick, earn a penny
by a whimsy-board. Tom Brown, Works, II. 17. (Davies.)

Then pippins did in wheel-baiTows abound,
And oranges in whimsey-boards went round ;

Bess Hoy first found it troublesome to bawl.
And therefore plac'd her cherries on a stall.

W. King, Art of Cookery, L 342.

whimwham (hwim'hwam), n. [A varied re-

duplication of whim^. Cf. flimflam.'] A play-

thing ; a toy ; a freak or whim ; an odd de\'iee.

Nay, not that way

:

They'll pull you all to pieces for your whim^whams.
Your garters, and your gloves.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, i. 5.

Your studied whim-whams, and your fine set faces—
What have these got ye'? proud and harsh opinions.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

whinl (h-win), n. [Early mod. E. whynne ; < ME.
whynne, quyn, gorse, furze, < W. chwyn, weeds, a

weed; cf. Bret. cAoMennn, weed.] 1. A plant

of the genus Vlex, the furze or gorse, chiefly U.

Europmts and U. nanus. See furze, 1, and cut

under Vlex.

With tbomes, breres, and moni a quyn.
Ywain and Gawain, 1, 169. (Skeat)

Whynnes or hethe — bruiere. Palsgrave, p. 288,

Blackford ! on whose uncultured breast.

Among the broom, and thorn , and whin,

A truant-boy, I sought the nest.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 24.

2. Same us rest-harrow,\ Cammock-whln. Same
as cammockl.— Cat-Whin, the dogrose (ttusa canina), the



whin
burnetrose (R. spinogisnmn\ and rarely some other plants.
Britten and UoUand. [I'rov. Eng.)— Heather-Whin.
Same as moor-M/ir/i.— Lady-whin, a Scotch name of the
land whin — Land-Whin, tl>e rest-harrow. Ononis areen-
ris: so named as infesting tlie cnltivated field, as distin-
guished from the furze growing only along the margin.
Britten and IlMand. [Prov. Eng.]— Moor-whin, a spe-
cies of broom, Genista Awjlica, growing on bleak heaths
and mosses : from its sharp spines commonly called needle-
furze or -whiiu Compare petty jcAin.— Petty Whin, a
name originally invented l»y Turner for the rest-hari-ow,
Ononis arvensis, but later applied in boolcs to the moor-
whin. Prior, Pop. Names of British Plants.

whin- (hwin), n. [Short for whinstone.'] A
name given in the north of England and in
Wales to various roeks, chiefly to basalt, but
also to any unusually hard quartzose sand-
.stoue. The latter is sometimes called white or
(jrati irltitt, the basalt blue whin. See whin-sill.

whin'' (hwin), n. An erroneous form of whirn^,
;i. K. H. Kiiiyht.

whin* (hwin), «. Same as icheeiA. [Scotch.]
whin-ax (hwin'aks), n. An instrument used
for e.xtirpating whin from land.
whinberry (hwin'ber"i), h.; pi. whinberries
(-iz). Au erroneous form of loinherry.

Here la a heap of moss-clad Ixmlder, there a pat4;h of
whinberry shrub covered with purple fruit.

Tlie Port/olio, 1890, p. 198.

whin-bruiser (hwin'bro'z^r), n. A machine
for cutting and bruising furze or whins for fod-
der for cattle. SimiiKhxU.

whin-bushchat (lnvin'bush''ehat), n. The whin-
chat. Mdci/illirnt!/.

whinchacker, whincheck (hwin'chak'fer,
-ehek), n. Same as whinchat. Also whin-
chchiiret. [Prov. Eng.]
whinchat (hwin'chat), II. [< !t7«»l -f- ehat^.']

An oscinc passerine bird of the genus I'ratiii-

ciila, r. rubetra, closely related to the stone-
chat, and less nearly to the wheatear. Com-
pare cuts under stoiicchat and wheatear. This is

one of the bushchats, specified as the whin-bushchat. It is

also called iiranschut and furzechat, and shares the name
st'inerhat with its congener /*. ntincola. It is a common
isritish bird, whose range includes nearly the whole of
Europe, much of Africa, and a little of western Asia. The
whincltat is 5| inches long and 9j in extent; the upper

Whinchat ( Pratincola rubetra).

parts are variegated with blackish-brown shaft-spots and
yellowish-brown edgings of the featliers. lightest on the
rump; the under parts are miiform rich rufous; a long
superciliary stripe, a streak beh)w the eye and blackish
aurlodar.-*, a patch on the wing, and the concealed bases of
the tail-feathers are white or whitish ; the eyes are brown,
and the bill and feet black. The whlncliat haunts lowland
pastures as well as upland wastes, nests on the ground,
and lays four to six greenish-bine eggs, with faint red-
di.sh-bniwn spots usually zoned about the larger end; it

is an expert tlycatcher, and also feeds largely on the de-
structive wire-worm. During May and .lune the male has
a melodious song. The whinchat has an Oriental repre-
sentative, /'. macrurhijncha of India, and several other
species are described.

Ttie bird is commonly seen in the large gorse-coverts,
from which it receives it« name of Whin- or Kurze-cAof.

//. Seebohm, Hist. Brit Birds, I. 312.

whincow(hwin'kou), n. A bush of furze. Hal-
liii-r-ll. [Prov. Eng.]
whindle (hwin'dl), v. i. ; pret. and pp. wMiidled,
\<\iv.irUiiuUin(j. [k[so whinnel ; freq. of M)A«n«.]
To whimper or whine. Phillips, 1706. [Prov.
Eng. and U. 8.]

A whindling dastard. B. Jotutm, Epictene, iv. 2.

To whiiulle or whinnel, 'to cry peevishly, to whimper'
(used (jf a child), is very cfunmon fn East Tennessee.
Wright has whimUe, whint/el, and ichinnel, all meaning to
whine; so Halllwell whinnel.

Tram. Ainer. Philol. Ass., XVII. 45.

whine (hwin), v.
;
pret. and pp. whined, ppr.

whining. [< ME. whinen, hwincn, < AS. hwinan,
whine, = leel. hvina, whizz, whir, = Sw. hvina,
whistle, = Dan. hrine, whistle, whine ; of. leel.
Icveina, wail, Goth, kwaim'm, mourn, Skt. / kvan,
buzz.] I. intrnns. 1. To utter a plaintive pro-
tracted sound exjjrossive of distress or com-
plaint; moan as a dog, or in a childish fashion.
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I whyne, as a chylde dotlie, or a dogge. . . . Whyne you

nowe, do you holde your peace, or I shall make you.
Palsgrave, p. 781.

1«( witch. Thrice the brlnded cat hath mew'd.
2d witch. Thrice, and once the hedge-pig whined.

Shak., -Macbeth, Iv. 1. 2.

2. To complain in a puerile, feeble, or undig-
nified way ; bemoan one's self weakly.

For, had you kneel'd, and whin'd, and shew'd a base
And low dejected mind, I had despis'd you.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 1.

Thou look'st that I should whine and beg compassion.
Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 4.

I am not for whining at the depravity of the times.
Gotdsinith, English Clergy.

He never whines, although he is not more deficient in
sensibility than many authors who do little else.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 29.

n. trans. To utter in a plaintive, querulous,
drawling manner: usually with out.

Fool as I was, to sigh, and weep, and whine
Out long complaints, and pine myself away,

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 2*24.

A parson shall whine mit God bless me, and give me not
a farthing. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, i. 1.

whine (hwin), )». l<. whine, v.'] 1. A drawling,
plaintive utterance or tone, as the whinny of a
dog ; also, the nasal puerile tone of mean com-
plaint ; mean or affected complaint.

Philip bent down his head over the dog, and as it jumped
on him, with little bleats, and whines, and innocent ca-
resses, he broke out into a sob. Thackeray, Philip.

The bees keep their tiresome whine round the resinous
firs on the hill. Browning, Up at a Villa.

2. In hunting, the noise made by an otter at
rutting-time. HaUiwell (under hunting).
whiner (hwi'n^r), «. [< whine + -erl.j One
who or an animal that whines.

Onfe pitiful whiner, Melpomene.
Gayton, Festlvous Notes on Don Quixote, p. 242. (,Latham.)

The grumblers are of two sorts— the healthful-toned
and the whiners. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 141.

whinge (hwinj), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. whinged,

I)pr. whinging. [Sc. also wheenge, formerly
quhijngc, whiiie ; cf. OHG. mnson, MHG. winsen,
mourn, G. winseln, whine, v/himper : with orig.
verb-formative -s, from the root of whine.'] To
whine.

If ony whiggish, whingin' sot
To blame poor Matthew dare.

Bums, Epitaph on Capt. Matthew Henderson.

whinger (hwing'^r), n. [Also whingar; prob.
a perversion of hinger for hanger (ef. king for
hang). Ct. whinyard.] A dirk or long knife.

Had bugles blown.
Or sign of war been seen, . . .

Whingers, now in friendship bare.
The social meal t*) part and share.

Had found a bloody sheath.
SeoU, L. of L. M., v. 7.

whin-gray (hwin'gra), n. The common linnet,
or whin-linnet. [North of Ireland.]

whinidstt, «• A corrupt form found only in
the folio editions of Shakspere's "Troilus and
C'ressida," ii. 1. 15. See finewed.
whiningly (hwi'ning-li), adv. In a whining
manner.
whin-linnet (hwin'lin"et), n. The common
linnet, Linota cannabina. See cut under linnet.

[Stirling, Scotland.]

whin-lintie (hwin'lin'ti), «. Same as whinchat.
('. Sicain,ion. [Aberdeen, Scotland.]

whinner (hwin'fer), r. and ». A variant of whin-
ny'^. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

whinnock (hwin'gk), n. [Perhaps < whine +
dim. -och (f ); or < whin*, wheen, a small quantity
or number.] 1. The least pig in a litter; the
runt. HaUiwell.— 2. A milk-pail. HaUiwell.
[Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

whinnyl (hwin'i), a. [< ro/)j»l + -^1.] Abound-
ing in whins or whin-bushes.

The Ox-moor . . . was a fine, large, whinny, undrained,
unimproved common. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 31.

whinny^ (hwin'i), a. [<whi)fi + -y^.'] Abound-
ing in or resembling whinstone.

whinny-'' (hwin'i), v. i.; pret. and pp. whinnied,

l>liv. whinnying. [A dim.or freq. of td/Moe. The
word hiimy, < L. hinnire, neigh, is different;

both are felt to be imitative.] To utter the
cry of a horse; neigh.

Sir Richard's colts came whinnying and staring round
the intruders. Kingsley, Westward Ho, v.

whinny'' (hwin'i), ».; pi. whinnies (-iz). [<
whinny^, f.] The act of whinnying; a neigh.

With colt-like whinny and with hoggish whine
'They burst my prayer. Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

whinock, «• Same as whinnock.

whin-rock (hwin'rok), n. Same as whin^.

whip
1 might as weel ha'e tried a quarry

0' hard whin rock.

Bums, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

whin-sill (hwin'sil), n. The basaltic rock
which, in the form of intrusive sheets, is inter-
calated in the Carboniferous limestone series
in the north of England: so called by the min-
ers of that region. Whin, whinstone, whin-giU, and
toadstone are all names used somewhat indiscriminately
by writers on the geology of Derbyshire, Nortlmmberland,
Durham, and Yorkshire : loadstone, however, belongs ra-
ther to Derbyshire, and whin-sUl to the other counties
mentioned.

whinstone (hwin'ston), n. [Also Sc. quhin-
stane; said to be a corruption of *whern-stone,
a dial. var. of quern-stone, in sense of 'stone
suitable for making querns': see quern, quern-
stone.] Same as ichin^.

As lor gratitude, you will as soon get milk from a whin-
stone. R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, p. 27.

He found . . . that the dark trap-rocks, or whinstones
of Scotland, were likewise of igneous origin.

Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, xii.

The following names have been applied to the Toad-
stones in Derbyshire ; amygdaloid, black clay, basalts,
boulder stones, brown stone, cat dirt, channel, chirt, clay,
dunstone, femlite, fiery dragon, freestone, jewstone, rag-
stone, trap, tuftstone, whinxtone, secondary traps, and
others. £. Hunt, British Mining, p. 243.

whintainf (hwin'tan), n. An obsolete form of
qiiintain.

whinyardt (hwin'yard), n. [Also whiniard,
whinneard, also whingard; prob. a variant,
simulating yard^, of whinger, q. v.] A sword
or hanger.

His pistol next he cock'd anew.
And out his nut-brown whinyard drew.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 480.

And how will you encounter St. George on Horseback,
in his Cuirassiers Arms, his Sword, and his Whin-yard?

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 6.

whip (hwip), V.
;
pret. and pp. whipped, lohipt,

ppr. whipping. [< ME. whipnen, lohyppen, not
found in AS. (the alleged AS. *hweop, a whip,
'hweopian, whip, scourge, in Somner, being un-
authentieated)

;
prob. a variant of wippen, <

MD. wippen, shake, wag, D. wippen, .skip, hasten,
also give the strappado (cf. wip, a swipe, the
strappado), = MLG. wippen, LG. wijipen, wup-
pen, move up and down (> G. wippen, move up
and down, balance, see-saw, rock, draw up on a
gibbet and drop suddenly, give the strappado),
= Sw. vippa, wag, jerk, give the strappado, =
Dan. vippe, see-saw, rock, bob; a secondary
verb, connected with OHG. wipph, MHG. wipf,
swinging, quick motion, and MHG. G. weifen,
cause to swing, move, wind, or turn; causative
of MHG. wifen, swing; akin to L. vibrare, vi-

brate, Skt. \/ vip, tremble: see vibrate. The
Gael, cuiji, a whip, and the W. chwip, a quick
turn, chwipio, move briskly or nimbly, are prob.
< E. : see quip. In defs. 7, etc., the verb is from
the noun. For the change from wip (ME. icip-

pcn) to whip, ef. whap, Ji'«;)l.] I. intruns. 1.

To move suddenly and nimbly; start (in, out,

away, etc.) with sudden quickness: as, to whip
round the corner and disappear.

Whip to our tents, as roes run o'er land.
Shah., L. L. I.., v. 2. 309.

You two shall be the chorus behind the arras, and whip
out between the acts and speak. B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 2.

I . . . saw her hold up her fan to a hackney-coach at a
distance, who immediately came up to her, and she whip-
ping into it with great nimbleness, pulled the door with
a bowing mien. Steele, Spectator, No. 603.

In my wakeful mood I was a good deal annoyed by a
little rabbit that kept whipi/ing in at our dilapidated door
and nibbling at our bread anti hard-tack.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXXVI. 614.

She . . . whipped behind one of the large pillars, gave
her dress a little shake at the sides and behind, ran her
hands over her hair, and appeared before the caller cool,

calm, and collected. The Century, XXXVIII. 776.

2. In angling, to cast the line or the fly by
means of the rod with a motion like that of us-

ing a whip ; make a cast.

There is no better sport than whipping for Bleaks in a
boat in a summers evening, with a hazle top about five or
six foot long, and a line twice the length of the Rod,

/. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 16S3), p, 206,

II, trans. 1. To move, throw, put, pull, car-

ry, or the like, with a sudden, quick motion;
snatch: usually followed by some preposition

or adverb, as away, from, in, into, off, on, out, up,

etc.: as, to whip out a sword or a revolver.

Iwhipt me behind the arras. Shak., Much Ado, i. 3. 63.

In came Clause,
The old lame beggar, and whipt up Master Goswin
Under his arm, away with him.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 1.

She then wAtppcrfo/" her domino, and threw it over Mrs.
Atkinson, Fielding, Amelia, x. a



whip

2. To overlay, as a cord, rope, etc., with a cord,
twine, or thread going round and round It ; in-

wrap; seize; serve with twine, thread, or the
like wound closely and tightly round and round

:

generally with about, around, over, etc.

Whipped over either with gold thread, silver, or silk.

Stubbei. (Imp. Diet.)

The same stringes, beeing by the Archers themselves
with fine threed well xchipt, did also verie seldom breake.

Sir J. Smyth, Discourses on Weapons, etc ,
quoted in

[Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 54.

Its string is firmly whipped abotit with small gut,
Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

3. To lay regularly on ; serve in regular cir-

cles round and round.
Whip your silk twice or thrice about the root-end of the

feather, hook, and towght
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, iL 245.

4. To sew with an over and over stitch, as two
pieces of cloth whose edges are laid or stitched
together; overcast: as, to w/fip a seam.— 5. To
gather by a kind ot combination running and
overhand stitch : as, to whi2> a ruffle.

In half-wAtpt muslin needles useless lie,

And shuttle-cocks across the counter fly.

Gay, Trivia, ii. 339.

6. Naut., to hoist or purchase by means of a
rope passed through a single pulley.— 7. To
strike with a whip or lash, or vrith anything
tough and flexible; lash; use a whip upon : as,

to whip a horse.

At night, the lights put out and company removed, they
whipped themselves in their Chappell on Mount Calvary.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 182.

It blew so violently before they recovered the House
that the Boughs of the Trees whipt them sufficiently be-
fore they got thither ; and it rained as hard as before.

Dam/pier, Voyages, II. iii. 69.

8. To punish with a whip, scourge, birch, or the
like ; nog : as, to whip a vagrant ; to whip a per-

verse boy.
Fough I body of Jove ! Ill have the slave whipt one of

these days h. Jonxon, Poetaster, iv. 1.

A country scholler in England should be whipped for
speaking the like. Coryat, Crudities, I. 20.

I was never carted but in harvest ; never whipt but at
school. Dekker and Webnter, Northward Ho, i. 3.

9. To outdo ; overcome ; beat : as, to whip crea-
tion. [Colloq.]

A man without a particle of Greek whipped (to speak
Kentuckic^) whole crowds of sleeping drones who had
more than they could turn to any good account.

De Quincey, Herodotus.

10. To drive with lashes.

Consideration, like an angel, came,
And whipp'd the offending Adam out of him.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. 1. 29.

This said, the scourge his forward horses drave
Through ev'ry order; and, with him, all whipp'd their

chariots on.
All threat'ningly, out-thund'ring shouts as earth were

overthrown. Chapman, Iliad, xv. 319.

H. To lash, in a figurative sense; treat with
cutting severity, as with sarcasm or abuse.

Wilt thou whip thine own faults in other men?
Shak.,T. of A., v. 1. 40.

I look'd and read, and saw how finely Wit
Had whipp'd itself ; and then grew friends with it.

J. Beaumani, Psyche, ii. 62.

12. To cause to spin or rotate by lashing with
a whip or scourge-stick : said of a top.

Since I plucked geese, played truant and whipped top.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1. 27.

He was whipt like a top. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 4.

13. To thrash; beat out, as grain by striking:

as, to whip wheat. Imp. Diet.— 14. To beat
into a froth, as eggs, cream, etc., with a whisk,
fork, spoon, or other implement.

To make Clouted cream and whipt Sillabubs?
Shadwelt, The Scowrers.

15. To fish upon with a fly or other bait; draw
a fly or other bait along the surface of : as, to

whip a stream.

He shot with the pistol, he fenced, he whipped the
trout-stream, . . . but somehow everything went amiss
with him. Ltver, Davenport Dunn, xxiiL

16. To bring or keep together as a party whip
does : as, to whip a party into line. See whip,
n.. 3 (6).

Lord Essex was there, . . . whipping up for a dinner-
party, cursing and swearing at all his friends for being out
of town. MacatUay, in Trevelyan, I. v.

The only bond of cohesion is the caucus, which occa-
sionally whips a party together for cooperative action
against the time for casting its vote upon some critical

question. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., ii.

To whip in, to keep from scattering, as hounds In a hunt

;

hence, to bring or keep(the members of a party)together,as

In a legislative assembly.— To Whip Off, to drive(hound8)
off a scent.
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The difficult nature of the covert, and the fact that they
were running in view, prevented hounds being whipped off

at the outset. The Field, April 4, 1885. (Fncye. Diet.)

To Whip the cat. (a) To practise the most pinching par-

simony. Forby. [Prov. Eng.] (6) To go from house to

house to work, as a tailor or other workman. Compare
whip-cat. [Scotch and prov. Eng. and U. S.]

Mr. Hart . . . made shoes, a trade he prosecuted in an
itinerating manner from house to house, whipping the cat,

as it was termed. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 3.

(ct) To get tipsy. HalliweU.—To Whip the devil around
the stump. See devU.

whip (hwip), n. [< ME. whippe, quippe = MD.
wippe, a whip, D. wip, a swipe, strappado, mo-
ment: see whip, ».] 1 . An instrument for flagel-

lation, whether in driving animals or in pun-
ishing human beings; a scourge. In its typical
form it is composed of a lash of some kind fastened upon
a handle more or less rigid ; the common form of horse-

whip has little or no lash, being a long, tapering, and very
pliant switch-like rod of wood, whalebone, or other ma-
terial, usually wound or braided over with thread.

And alle the folk of the Contree ryden comounly with
outen Spores : but thei beren alle weys a lytille Whippe in

hire Hondes, for to chacen with hire Hors.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 249.

The dwarf . . .

Struck at him with his whip, and cut his cheek.
Tennyson, Geraint.

2. One who handles a whip, as in driving a
coach or carriage; a driver: as, an expert
whip.

What the devil do you do with a wig, Thomas?—none
of the London whips of any degree of ton wear wigs now.

Sheridan^ The Rivals, i. 1.

That is the famous coaching baronet, than whom no
better whip has ever been seen upon the road,

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 60.

3. A whipper-in. Specifically- (a) In hunting, the
person who manages the hounds.

After these the body of the pack — the parson of the
parish, and a hard-riding cornet at home on leave ; then
the huntsman, the first whip, nearly a quorum of magis-
trates, etc. Whyte Melville, White Uose, II. xv.

(6) In English parliamentary usage, a member who per-

foi-ms certain non-official but important duties in looking
after the interests of his party, especially the securing of

the attendance of as many members as possible at impor-
tant divisions: as, the Liberal whip; the Conservative
whip. See the quotation.

The whips duties are (1) to inform every member be-

longing to the party when an important division may be
expected, and, if he sees the member in or about the
House, to keep iiim there until the division is called

; (2)

to direct the members of his own party how to vote
; (3)

to obtain pairs for them if they cannot be present to vote;

(4) to "tell," i. e., count the members in every party di-

vision; (5) to "keep touch" of opinion within the party,

and convey to the leader a faithful impression of that
opinion, from which the latter can judge how far he may
count on the support of his whole party in any course he
proposes to take.

J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, I. 199.

4. A call made upon the members of a party to

be in their places at a certain time : as, both
parties have issued a rigorous whip in view of
the expected division. [Eng.]— 5. A contri-

vance for hoisting, consisting of a rope and pul-

ley and usually a snatch-block, and worked by
one or more horses which in hoisting walk away
from the thing hoisted. In miningusually called

whip-and-derry. See cut under cable-laid.— 6.

One of the radii or arms of a windmill, to which
the sails are attached ; also, the length of the
arm reckoned from the shaft.

The arm, or whip, of one of the sails.

Ranldms, Steam Engine, § 188.

7. In angling, the leader of an angler's cast with
its flies attached. The fly at the end is the drag-fly,

tail-fly, or stretcher ; those above are the drop-flies, drop-
pers, or bobbers. More fully called a whip offlies.

8. A vibrating spring used as an electric cir-

cuit-closer for testing capacity . The spring is per-

manently connected to one plate of the condenser or ca-

ble, and vibrates between two studs, contact with one of

which closes a battery circuit, and with the other a gal-

vanometer circuit. The condenser is thus in rapid suc-

cession charged from the battery and discharged through
the galvanometer. The indications of the latter ai-e thus
proportional to the rate of vibration and the capacity of
the condenser.

9. A slender rod or flexible pole used instead
of stakes to mark the bounds of oyster-beds.

—

10. The common black swift, Cypselus apus.
[Prov. Eng.]— 11. A preparation of cream,
eggs, etc., beaten to a froth.

There were "whips" and "floating-islands" and Jellies

to compound. The Century, XXXVII. 841.

Crack-the-wLlp. Same as»?iap-(/ie-wAip.— Six-stringed
whip, or the whip with six strings, the six Articles.

See article.— Snap-the-whip, a game played in running
or skating. A number uf persons join hands and move
rapidly foi-ward in line ; those at one end stop suddenly
and swing the rest sharply around ; the contest is to see
whether any of the outer part of the line can thus be
tlirown down or made to break their hold. Also called

crack-tlie-whip.^To drink or lick on (upon) the wliipt,
to have a taste of the whip

;
get a thrashing.

wMphandle
In fayth and for youre long taryng
Ye shal lik on tlte whyp.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 30.

Comes naked neede? and chance to do amisse?
He shal be sure, to drinke vpon the whippe.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber, p. 68).

Whip and spur, making use of both whip and spur in

riding ; hence, with the utmost haste.

Came whip and spur, and dash'd through thick and thin.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 197.

whip (hwip), adv. [An elliptical use of whip,
V. Cf. LG. wips! quickly, = Sw. Dan. vips!
pop! quick I] With a sudden change; at once;
quick.
You are no sooner chose in but whip ! you are as proud

as the devil. Mrs. CenUiere, Gotham Election, i. 4.

When I came, whip was the key turned upon the girls.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VIII. 267. (.Davies.)

whip-and-deixy (hwip'and-der'i), n. The sim-
plest form of machinery, with the exception of
the windlass, for hoisting, it consists of a rope
passing over a pulley, and is worked by a horse or horses.
It is rarely used in mining, except in very shallow mines.
Sometimes called simply whip, and sometimes whipsey-
derry.

whipcant (hwip'kan), re. [< whip, v., + obj.

Crt«2.] A hard drinker.

He would prove an especial good fellow, and singular
whip-can. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 8. (£>arie«.)

whipcat (hwip'kat), n. and a. [< whip, v., +
obj. cat.^ I. «. A tailor or other workman
who " whips the cat." See to whip the cat (6),

under whip. [Colloq.]

A tailor who "whipped the cat" (or went out to work
at his customers' houses) would occupy a day, at easy
labour, at a cost of Is. 6d. (or less) in money, and the
whipcat's meals . . . included.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 414.

Il.t a. Drunken.
With whip-cat bowling they kept a myrry carousing.

Stanihurgt, Mneid, iii.

whip-cord (hwip 'k6rd),)(. 1. A strong twisted
hempen cord, so called because lashes or snap-
pers of whips are made from it.

Let's step into this shop, and buy a pennyworth of

whip-cord ... to spin my top.
Kingsley, Westward Ho, iii.

2. A cord or string of catgut.

In order to produce a cord— known a&rrhipcord— from
these intestines, they are sewn together by meaits of the
filandre before mentioned, the joints being cut aslant to
make them smoother and stronger.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 609.

3. A seaweed. Chorda filum, having a very
long, slender, whip-like frond. See Chorda, 2.

—Whip-cord couching, embroidery in which a heavy
whip-cord is laid upon the material and is covered by the
silk couching, which is afterward sewed closely down
upon the background on each side of the whip-cord, so as
to leave a decided ridge.—Whlp-COrd wUlOW. See
ufillmv.

whip-COrdy (hwip'kor'^di), a. t^ ivhip-eord

+ -f^i.] Like wnip-cord; sinewy; muscular.

. [Rare.]

The bishop [of Exeter was] wonderfully hale and whip-
cordy. Bp. Wilber/orce, in Life, II. 336. {Encyc. Diet.)

whip-crane (hwip'kran), n. A simple and
rapid-working foi'm of crane, used in unload-
ing vessels. E. H. Knight.

whip-crop (hwip'krop), «. A name given to

the whitebeam( Pj/»'ms ^Wn), to the wayfaring-
tree {Viburnum Lantana), and to the guelder-
rose ( V. Opidun), from the use of their stems
for whip-stocks. Britten and Holland. [Prov.
Eng.]
whip-fish (hwip'fish), n. A chaetodont fish,

Heniochus macrolepidotus, having one of the
spines of the dorsal fin produced into a long
filament like a whip-lash.

whip-gin (hwip'jin), n. A simple tackle-block
with a hoisting-rope running over it: same as
giti-block.

whip-graft (hwip'graft), V. t. To graft by cut-

ting the scion and stock in a sloping direction,

so as to fit each other, and by inserting a
tongue on the scion into a slit in the stock.

whip-grass (hwip'gras), n. An American spe-

cies of nut'grass, Scleria triglomerata.

whip-hand (hwip'hand), )i. 1. The hand that
holds the whip in riding or driving— that is,

the right hand.
Mr. TuUiver was a peremptory man, and, as he said,

would never let anybody get hold of his whip-hand.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. .'>.

2. An advantage, or advantageous position.

The archangel . . . has the whip-hand of her. Dryden.

Now, what say you, Mr. Ilameftre? I shall have the
whiphand of you presently. Vanbrugh. .¥£0\t, v. 1.

whiphandle (hwip'han''''dl), n. 1. The handle
of a whip. See whip-hand, 2, and compare whip-
row.— 2t. See the quotation.
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vfnuSr
"' *° '""'•' ""* 'WPHandle. to have the ad- whippet (hwip'et), n. [Cf. wlnffetr^ A kind

of dog, m Iji-eed between a gi-eyhound and a
spaniel. HalliweU.

They know that we shall keep the
The Century, XXXVIII. 982.

vautagi

Why, what matter?
whip-handle.

whip-hanger (liwip'hang"er), n. A device for
holding earriage-whips in a harness-room : a
whip-raek.

whip-hem (hwip'hem), «, A hem formed by
whipping an edge, as of a ruffle, etc. See whip,
V. t., 4.

Bits of ruffling peeping out from the folds, with their
edges in almost invisible ichip-hems.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, i.

whipjack (hwip'jak), «. A vagabond who begs
for alms as a distressed seaman: hence a gen-
eral term of reproach or contempt.
A mere whip-Jack, and that is, in the commonwealth of

rogues, a slave that can talis of sea-fight, . . . yet Indeed
all his service is by land, and that is to rob a fair, or some
such venturous exploit.

Middleton atuL Dekker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

Albeit one Boner (a bare whippe Jai-ke) for lucre of
money toke vpon him to be thy father, and than to mary
thy mother, yet thou wast persone Savage's bastarde.

Bp. Ponet (Maitland on Reformation, p. 74). (Davies.)

Whip-kingt (hwip'king), n. [< whip, v., + obj.
i-»H(/l.] A ruler of kings; a king-maker.
Richard Xevill, that whip-king (as some tearmed him),

• • going about ... to turn and translate scepters at
his pleasure. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 571. (Davien.)

whip-lash (hwip'lash), ». The lash, or pliant
part, of a whip

In the shapes and formes of dogges ; of all which there
are but two sorts that are usefull for mans profit, which
two are the mastiffe, and the little curre, whippet, or house-
dogge

; all the rest are for pleasure and recreation.
John Taylor, Works. (Nares.)

Whippincrustt, «. A variety of wine (?).

I'll give thee white wine, red wine, claret wine, sack,
muskadine, malmsey, and whippincrust.

Marlowe, Faustua, il. 3.

whipping (hwip'ing), n. [Verbal n. of whip, ».]
1. A beating; flagellation.

Use every man after his desert, and who should 'scape
whipping' Shak., Hamlet, U. 2. 566.

No nuns, no monks, no fakeers, take whippings more
kindly than some devotees of the world.

Thackeray, Philip, iv.

2. A defeat ; a beating : as, the enemy got a
good whipping. See whip, v., 9. [CoUoq.]— 3.
Naut., a piece of twine or small cord wound
round the end of a rope to keep it from unlay-
ing.— 4. In bookbinding, the sewing of the raw
edges of single leaves in sections by overcast-
ing the thread [Eng.] : known in the United
States as whip-stitchitig.—S. In sewing, same as
overcasting, 2.-6. The act or method of east-

whip-snake
are barred with rufous spots ; the lateral tail-feathers are
black, with a large terminal area white in the male, tawny
in the female ; and there is a throat-bar white in the male
tawny m the female. The liill is extremely small, but the
mouth IS deeply cleft, and as wide from one coiner to the
other as the whole length of the rictus (as figured under
mirostral). There has been some popular confusion be-
tween the whippoorwill and the night-hawk ; they are not
only distinct species, but belong to different genera and
their dissimilarity appears at a glance. Unlike the night-
hawk, the whippoorwill is entirely nocturnal ; it flies with
noiseless wings, like the owl, and is oftener heard than
seen. The notes which have given the name are trisyl-
labic (compare poor-wiU), and rapidly reiterated, with a
strong accent on the last syllable; a click of the beak
and some low muffled sounds may also be heard when the
bird is very near. The eggs, two in number, are laid on
the ground, or on a fallen log or stump, without any
nest; they are creamy-white, heavily clouded and marked
with brown and neutral tints, neaily equal-ended, and
1.25 by 0.90 inch in size. The young are covered with
fluffy down. The whippoorwill inhabits the eastern half
of the United States and British provinces; it breeds near-
ly throughout its range, but winters extralimitally. A
western variety is sometimes specified as the Arinana
whippoonirUl ; but the place of whippoorwills is mostly
taken in the west by the poor-wills, as Nuttall's. Several
other species of Antrostomm are found in Mexico and
Central and South America.

The moan of the whip-poor-will from the hillside ; the
boding cry of the tree-toad, that harbinger of storm ; the
dreary hooting of the screech-owl.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 424.

Whip-postt (hwip'post), n. Same as whipping-
post.

If the stocks and whip-post cannot stay their extrava-
gance, there remains only the jail-house.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 18.

merly educated with a prince and punished in
' " " Fuller, Ch. Hist., 11. 342.It I liad not put that snapper on the end of my wAtp- his stead _„ „

m'/ailtiTliSis p^ofed.""
"'*""' ""' '"'^^P"' """"' ^^PPi^l-^^eert (hwip'ing-eher), n. Flogging

0. W. Holmes, The AOantic, LXVI. 667.

ujipy; <
Active; nimble; forward;

whip-maker (hw!p'ma''ker), «. One who makes
\vlll)(S.

whip-mastert (hwip'mas'tSr), n. A flogger.
Woe to our back-sides ! he 's a great«r whip-master than

Husby himself. BaOey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 54.

whip-net (hwip'uet). «. A simple form of net- whipping-hoist (hwip'ing-hoist), «
work fabric produced in a loom by a systematic Ji^j**'

working with a whip,
crossing of the warps. E. U. Kniqht.

Whippel-treet, «. [ME., also whippH-, whipH-,
irhijipiil-, wyp/ii)/-, wypitl-tre, prop. *wippel-tre,
< 'wippel = MLG. *wipel (in wipel-bom), also
wipken (wipken-bom), wepeken (wepeken-bom),
wepckc, dim. of wepe, also wepen-dorn, wepdorn,
wipdorn, the cornel-tree; connected with MD.
wepelen, waver. MD. MLG. wipimi, waver: see
whip.'] The cornel-tree.

whip + -j/l.] I.

pert. Jamieson
II. n.

;
pi. tohippies (-iz). A girl or young

woman ; especially, a malapert young woman.
EHz. Hamilton. [Scotch in both uses.]
whip-ray (hwip'ra), h. [Also, corruptly, whip-
peree; < whip + ray^,] a sting-ray ; any mem-
ber of the family Trygonidse; any rav with a
long, slender, flexible tail like a whip-lash, as
a member of the MyliobaUdse. See cuts under
sting-ray and Trygon.

whipping-post (hwip'ing-post), n. The post to whip-rod (hwip'rod), n. A whipped rod ; an
which are tied persons condemned to punish- angling-rod wound with small twine from tip
ment by whipping; hence, the punishment it-

to butt, like a whip.
self, frequently employed for certain offenses, whip-roll (hwip'rol), n. Inweaving, a roller or— J „.:ii — i..:_.j • ... bar over which the yam passes from the yarn-

beam to the reed, the pressure of the yam on
the whip-roll serving to control the let-offmech-
anism. E. H. Knight.
whip-row (hwip'ro), n. In agri.. the row easi

chastisement.
She shall have whipping-cheer enough, I warrant her

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4. 5.

Your workes of supererrogation,
Your idle crossings, or your wearing haire
Next to your skin, or all your whipping-cheer.

Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. 3.), p. 13.

A steam-

and still retained in some communities.
He dares out-dare stocks, whipping-posts, or cage.

John faytor. Works. (Nares.)

The laws of New England allowed mastei's to correct
their apprentices, and teachers their pupils, and even the
public whipping-post was an institution of New England
towns. H. B. Stmve, Oldtown, p. 122.

whipping-snapping (hwip'ing-snap"ing), a. [<
whipping + snapping: adapted from whipper-
snapper.] Insignificant; diminutive.

Mapul, thorn, beech, hasel, ew, whippetre.
Chaucer, Knight^'s Tale, L 2065.

whipper (hwip't-r), «. [< whip -f- -trl.] 1.
Ont^ who whips; particularly, an officer who in-
flicts punishment by legal whipping.
They therefore reward the whipper, and esteeme ttii

whip (which I enuie not to them) sacred.

_ . „ „ Pwrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 296. whipping-top (hwip'ing-top), n. Same as whip-
2. A flagellant. t<,j,.

^

A bro<xl of mad heretics which arose in the Church ; Whippletree (hwip'1-tre), n.
whom they called Klagellantes, "the whippers"; which '>•//.

went about . . . lashing themselves to blood.
Bp. Hall, Women's VaU, i 1

whippoorwill (hwip'pSr-wil'), n. [Formerly
•?* <^niot).;^» ti.„» „ V, i. 11 >>^^owhippowill(<tt.poor-wiU);fm\m\taXi\e-worA,

"wli^r.^!* " ^ surpasses or beats all; a from the sound or cry made by the bird, as if
'whip poor Will.'] An American caprimul

esttohoe; hence, the inside track; any advan-
tage : as, to have the whip-row of a person (to
have an advantage over him). [Colloq., U. S.]
whip-saw (hwip'sa), n. A frame-saw with a
narrow blade, used to cut curved kerfs. See

All sorts of whipping-snapping Tom Thumbs. ''*'{' under saw.
rAaetero!/, Roundabout Papers, Ogres. Whip-SaW (hwip'sa), t'. <. [<. whip-saw, n.] 1.

To cut with a whip-saw.
The great redwoods that were hewn in the Sonoma for-

ests were whip-sawed by hand for the plank required.
The Century, XU. 387.

2. To have or take the advantage of (an adver-
sary), whatever he does or may be able to do;

Same as n

' whopper,
Mark well thys, thy» relyke here Is a whipper;
My freendes unfayned, here is a slipper
Of one of the seven slepers, be sure.

Heywood, Four P s (Dodsley's Old I'lays, I. 75).

4. One who raises coals with a whip from a
ship's hold: same as coal-ichipper.—H. In &pin-
niiiil. a simple kind of willow.
whipperee (hwip-e-re'), n. [A corruption of
whip-ray, like slingaree for sting-ray.'] Same
as whip-ray.

whipper-in (hwip'6r-in'), «.; pi. whippers-in
(hwip'erz-ini). 1. In hunting, one who keeps
the hounds from wandering, and whips them
in, if necessary, to the line of chase.
The master of the hounds and the whippers in wore the

traditional pink coat*, as did a few of the other riders.
T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 179.

2. In the game of hare and hounds, one who
leads the hounds, sets the pace, etc.— 3. Hence,
in British Parliament, same as whip, 3 (6).—4.
In raring slang, a horse that finishes last, or near
the last, ill a race. Krik's (iuide to the Turf.
whipper-snapper (hwip'er-8nap''er), n. [Prob.
a balanced form of whiji-snapper, 'one who has
nothing to do but snap or crack the whip.'] A
shallow, insignificant person; a whipster: also
u.spd attributively.

A parcel of whipper-snamer sparks.
Fielding, Joseph Andrews, iv. 6.

gine bird, .IntrosUmiu.s vociferus, related to the
chuck-will's-widow, A. earolinensig, and resem-
bling the European goatsucker, Caprimulgns eu-
ropwus. It is 9 to 10 inches long, and 16 to 18 in ex-
teut of wings (being thus much smaller than the chuck-

W!iipj".i(rwill : .Introslontiis Torifirus).

wiU's-wldow), and lacks the lateral filaments of the rictal
bristles. The coloration is intimately variegated with gray,
black, white, and tawny, giving a prevailing gray or neu-
tral tone, somewhat frosted or hoary in high-plumaged
males, ordinarily more brownish ; there are sharp black
streaks on the head and back ; the wings and their coverts

particularly, in gamblers' slang, to win at faro,
at one turn (two bets made by the same person,
one of which is played open, the other being
coppered); beat (a player) in two ways at once.
whip-sa'Wing (hwip'sa'''ing), «. [Verbal n. of
whip-saw, v.\ The acceptance of fees or bribes
from two opposing persons or parties. Mag. of
Jnier. Hist, XIII. 496. [Political slang.]
whip-scorpion (hwip'skor'pi-on), «. A false
scorpion of the family Thelyphonidse, having a
long, slender abdomen like the lash of a whip,
as Thelyphonvs yigan teus,ot the southern United
States: also there called gramjins, mule-killer,
and vinaigrier. The name is sometimes extended to
the species of the related family Phrynidse, and thus to
the whole of the suborder Pedipalpi. See the technical
names, and cut under Pedipalpi.

whipsey-derry (liwip'si-der''''i), n. Same as
whip-and-derry.

whip-shaped (hwip'shapt), a. Shaped like the
lash of a whip. Specifically- (o) In hot., notingroots or
stems. (6) In zoiil., Insh-like ; flagellate or flagelliform :

said of various long, slender parts or processes.

whip-snake (hwip'snak), n. One of various
serpents of long, slender form, likened to that
of a whip-lash. In the United States it is applied to
various species of the genus Masticophis, as M. flagdli-
furmis, more fully called coachwMp-snake. a harmless ser-
pent 4 or S feet long. The emerald whip-snake is Phi-
lodryas viridissimus, of a lovely green color, inhabiting
Brazil. See also Passerita (with cut).

He wished it had been a wAipmaJ-e instead of a magpie.
H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, xivli.
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whip-socket (hwip'sok'et), n. A socket at-

tacued to the dashboard of a vehicle, to receive
the butt of the whip,
whip-staff (hwip'stAf), n. 1. Awhiphandle.

—

2. Xaut., a bar by which the rudder is turned

:

an old name for the tiller in small vessels. Fal-
coner.

whip-stalk (hwip'st&k), w. Same as whip-stock.

whipster (hwip'stfer), ». [< whip + ster.'i 1.

Same as whipper-snapper.

Every puny whipster gets my sword.
Shak., Othello, v. 2. 244.

That young liquorish whipster Heartfree.
Vanbrugli, Provoked Wile, v. 3.

2t. A sharper. Bailey, 1731.

whip-stick (hwip'stik), «. Same as whip-stock.
— Whip-stick palm. SeepalmS.

whip-stitch (hwip'stich), v. t. 1. To sew over
andover: especiallyusedinbookbinding. Com-
pare whip,v. t., 4.— 2. In agri., to half-plow or
rafter. /»ip. Diet. [Local, Eng.]
whip-stitch (hwip'stich), n. [< whip-stitch, «.]

1. Ill agri., a sort of half-plowing, otherwise
called raftering. [Local, Eng.]— 2. A hasty
composition. Dryden. [Rare.]— 3. A particle;

the smallest piece. [CoUoq.]— 4. A tailor:

used in contempt.
whip-stitching (hwip'stich'ing), n. See whip-
piiig, 4.

whip-stock (hwip'stok), ». The staff, rod, or
handle to which the lash of a whip is secured.
Also whip-stalk, whip-stick.

Out, carter

;

Hence, dirty whipstock; hence, you foul clown.
Be gone. T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, iv. 4.

Phoebus, when
He broke his whipstock, and exclaim'd against
The horses of the sun.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

whip-tail, whip-tailed (hwip'tal, -tald), a.

Having a long, slender tail like a whip-lash:
as, the whip-tail scorpion. See whip-scorpion.

whip-tom-kelly (hwip'tom-kel'i), n. The
black-whiskered vireo or greeulet of Cuba,
the Bahamas, and Florida, Vireo barbatulus:
so called in imitation of its note. It closely resem-
bles the common red-eyed vireo of the United States, but
has black mystacial stripes. Compare cut under gre^Tilet.

whip-top (hwip'top), H. A top which is spun
by whipping. Also whipping-top.

We have hitherto been speaking of the whip-top; for
the peg-top, I believe, must be ranked among the modern
inventions, and probably originated from the te-totums
and whirligigs. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 492.

whip-worm (hwip'w^rm), n. A nematoid para-
sitic worm, Trichocephalus dispar, or another of
this genus, as T. affinis, the ccecum-worm of
sheep. They have a long, slender anterior part and a
short, stout posterior part, like a whip-lash Joined to a
whip-stock.

whir (hwfer), V. ; pret. and pp. whirred, ppr. whir-
ring. [Also whirr, and formerly whur ; prob. <

Dan. hvirre, whirl, twirl, = Sw. dial, hwirra,
whirl; ef. G. «cAwi/Te», whir, buzz. Ct. whirl.]

I. intrans. To fly, dart, revolve, or otherwise
move quickly with a whizzing or buzzing
sound; whizz.

When the stone sprung back again, and smote
Earth, like a whirlwind, gath'ring dust with whirring

fiercely round.
For fervour of his unspent strength, in settling on the

ground. Chapman, Iliad, xiv. 343.

ITie lark
Whirred from among the fern beneath our feet

Wardswfyrth, The Borderers, iii.

The blue h\3izewhirred up the chimney and flashed into
the room. S. Judd, Margaret, i, 13.

And the whirring sail [of the windmill] goes round.
Tennyson, The Owl, i.

II. trans. To hurry away with a whizzing
sound.

This world to me is like a lasting storm,
Whirring me from my friends.

Shak., Pericles, Iv. 1. 21.

whir (hwer), n. [Also whirr; < whir, «).] 1. The
buzzing or whirring sound made by a quickly
revolving wheel, a partridge's wings, etc.

As my lord's brougham drives up, . . . the ladies, who
know the whirr of the wheels, and may be quarreling in
the drawing-room, call a truce to the tight.

Thackeray, Philip, iv.

2t. A turn ; commotion.
They flapt the door full in my face, and gave me such a

whurr here. Vanbrugh, Journey to London, ii. 1.

whirl (hwerl), v. [Formerly also wherl, whurl;
< ME. whirlen, whwirllen, wirlen, contr. from
*whervelen = MD. wervelen, whirl, = G. wirbeln,

whirl, = Icel. hvirfla = Sw. hrirfla = Dan.
hvirvie, whirl; freq. of the verb represented by
AS. hweorfan, etc., turn: see wherve, and cf.

warble^. The E. verb is perhaps due to the
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Seand. ; it depends in part on the noun.] I.

trans. 1. To swing or turn rapidly round; ro-

tate, or cause to revolve rapidly.

A-bowte cho whirllide a whele with her whitte hondez.
ilorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 326L

My thoughts are whirled like a potter's wheel.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 5. 19.

With that his faulchion he wherled about.
RoMn Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 416).

2. To cast with a twirling or twisting motion

;

throw with a rapid whirl.

And proudest Turrets to the ground hath whurld.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

First Sarpedon whirl'd his weighty lance.
Pope, niad, rvi. &85.

3. To carry swiftly away with or as if with a
revolving or wheeling motion.

See, see the chariot, and those rushing wheels,
I'hat whirl'd the Prophet up at Chebar flood.

Hilton, The Passion, 1. 37.

The last red leaf is whirl'd away.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xv.

Uplifted by the blast, and whirled
Along the highway of the world.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

= Syn. 1. To twirl, spin, revolve, rotate.

II. intrans. 1. To turn rapidly; move round
with velocity ; revolve or rotate swiftly.

Four [moons] fixed, and the fifth did whirl about
The other four. Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 183.

This slippery globe of life whirls of itself.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

2. To pass or move with a rapid whirling mo-
tion, or as if on wheels.

I'll come and be thy waggoner.
And whirl along with tliee about the globe.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2. 49.

What thoughts of horror and madness whirl
Through the burning brain.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

The supply of material in the world is practically con-
stant ; nothing droi)s off of it as we whirl through space,
and the only thing added is some stray meteorite, insig-

nificant except in the way of a sign or wonder.
Jour. Franklin Jnst., CXXX. 88.

Whirling chair, an apparatus formerly used to subdue
intractable patients in retreats for the insane. After the
victim had been strappt^d in, tlie cliair was made to re-

volve very rapidly.—Whirling dervish. See dervish.—
WMrling plaJlt. Same as telegraph-plant.

whirl (hwerl), n. [< ME. whirl (in comp.) =
MD. wervel, worvel, a whirl, peg, a spinning-
wheel, = OHG. wirbil, teir/??, a whirlwind, MHG.
G. wirbel, a whirl, the crown of the head, = Icel.

hvirfdl, a circle, ring, the crown of the head:
see whirl, v., and cf. wharU, lohorl.'] If. The
whorl of a spindle.

A whirle, ... a round Piece of Wood put on the spin-

dle of a spinning-wheel. BaUey, 1731.

Medle yon with your spyndle and your whirle.
UdaU, Roister Doister, i. 3.

2. A reel or hook used in rope-malciiig for twist-

ing strands of hemp or gut.— 3. A rope-winch.
—4. In bot. and conch. See whorl.— 5. A rapid
circling motion or movement, as that of a re-

volving body; rapid rotation, gyration, or cir-

cumvolution: literally and figuratively : as, the
whirl of a top or of a wheel ; the whirls of fancy.

Thus I would prove the vicissitudes and %ehirl of plea-

sures about and again. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Now with sprightly
Wheel downward come they into fresher skies ; . . .

Still downward with capacious whirl they glide.

Keats, Sleep and Poetry.

6. Something that whirls, or moves witb a rapid
circling motion ; the circling eddy of a whirl-
pool, a whirlwind, or the like.

What flaws, and whirls of weather.
Or rather storms, have been aloft these three days

!

Fletcher^ Pilgrim, ill. 6.

Upon the whirl, where sank the ship,

The boat spun round and round.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vii.

whirl-about (hwerl'a-bout'''), «. 1. Something
that whirls with velocity; a whirligig.— 2t. A
great fish of the whale kind ; a wliirl-whale.

The monstrous Whirl-abmU,
Which in the Sea another Sea doth spout,
Where-with huge Vessels (if they happen nigh)
Are over-whelm'd and sunken suddenly.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

whirlbat (hwferl'bat), n. [Also, by confusion,
hurlbat; < lohirl -I- Sail.] The ancient eestus,

a kind of boxing-glove used by Greek and Ro-
man athletes. See cuts under cestxis^, 2

Your shoulders must not undergo the churlish wAoorZ&aC*
fall;

Wrastling is past you, strife in darts, the foot's celerity

;

Harsh age in his years fetters you, and honour sets you
free. Chapman, Iliad, xxiii. 538.

He rejected them, as Dares did the whirlbats of Eryx,
when they were thrown before him by Kntellus.

Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

whirl-pillar

whirlblast (hw^rl'blast), n. A whirling blast
of wind; a whirlwind.

The whirl-blast comes, the desert sands rise up.
Coleridge, Night-Scene.

A whirl-blast from behind the hill

Rushed o'er the wood with startling sound.
Wordsicorth, Poems of Fancy, iii.

Were this bitter whirl-Uast fanged with flame,
To me 'twere summer, we being side by side.

Lowell, Paolo to Francesca.

whirlbone (hwferl'bon), «. [Early mod. E. also
whyrlebone ; < ME. wAir/lion, whyrlebone, whorle-
bone (= MD. werrelben); < whirl -¥ bone^.

Hence, by confusion, /iMWioHc] It. The bone
of a ball-and-socket joint, as in the hip.

The . . . wkirlebones of their hips, about which their
hucklebones turne. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxviii. 11.

2. The patella ; the kneepan or stifle-bone.

Patella. ... La palette du genouil. The whirlebone of
the knee. Nonwnciator. (Nares.)

whirler (hwer'ler), n. [< whirl -h -crl.] 1. One
who or that which whirls.— 2. In rope-manuf.,
one of the revolving hooks to wliich the hemp
is fastened in the operations of twisting it into
rope-yam or small rope,

whirl-firet (hwerl'fir), n. Lightning.
The smoaking stonns, the whirl-jire's crackling clash.
And deafenjng Thunders.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

whirlgig (hwferl'gig), n. Same as whirligig, 4.

whirlicotet (hw^r'li-kot), «. [Appar. for wliirl-

cote (at. whirligig toT whirlgig), < whirl + cote^.]

. A wheel-carriage.
Of old time. Coaches were not known in this Hand, but

diariots or Whirlicotes, then so called, and they onely
used for Princes or great Estates, such as had their foot-

men about them. Stow, Survey of London (ed. 1633), p. 70.

whirligig (hwer'li-gig), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. whirlygig, wlii/rli/git/ge; also whirlgig (in def.

4, with a var. vkirhvig); < ME. whyrlegyge ; <
ichirl-i- gig^.] I. «. 1. Any toy or tri-vial object
to which a rapid whirling motion is imparted.
Espectilly

—

(a) A tee-totum, or a top.

I trylla«jAtrii///i(;roundeaboute. Je pirouette. ... I
holde the a peny that I wyll tryll my whirlygig longer
about than thou shalte do thyne. Palsgrave, p. 762.

Hath the truth been hid in corners, that we mustgrf)pe
for it in a sectary's budget? Or are not such men rather
sick of Donatism ? That every novelist with a whirlitig in
his brain must broacli new opinions

!

Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 180.

They [the gods] gave Things their Beginning,
And set this Whirligig a Spinning. Prior, The Ladle.

(6) A toy which children spin in the hand by means of
string, (c) A carrousel or merry-go-round, (d) A toy re-

sembling a miniature windmill, which children cause t«
spin or whu-1 round by moving it through the air.

2. Hence, anything that revolves or spins like

a whirligig ; also, spinning rotation ; revolving
or recuiTing course.

The whirligig of time brings in his revenges.
Shak., T. N., v. 1. 886.

3. In milit. antiq., an instrument for punishing
petty offenders, as a kind of wooden cage turn-
ing on a pivot, in which the offender was
whirled round with great velocity.— 4. In eji-

tom., any one of numerous species of water-
beetles of the family Gyrinidee, as Gyrimis na-
tator, usually seen in large numbers on tlie sur-
face of the water, circling rapidly about, and
diving onlv to escape danger. -When caught, many
exude a milky liquid having an odor of apples. They
abound in fresh-water ponds, pools, and ditches. The
larva! are aquatic, and breathe by means of ciliate

branchise. The American whirligigs belongto the genera
Oyrinus, THneutns, and Gyretes. See cut under Gyrinidx.
Also whirlgig, whirlmg, and whirtwig-beetle.

Il.t o. Whirling.

Thrise to her bed sliding shee quayls, with whirlygig eye-
sight

Up to the sky staring. Stanihurst, .Eneid, iv.

And so continuing their whirlegigg-denotions with con-
tinual] turnings. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 307.

whirling-table, whirling-machine (hwer'-
ling-ta"bl, -ma-shen"), «. 1. A machine con-
trived for the purpose of exhibiting the princi-

pal effects of centripetal or centrifugal forces,

when bodies revolve in the circumferences of
circles or on an axis.— 2. In pottery, a potters'
lathe for holding a plaster mold in which is

laid a thin mass of clay, to form a plate or other
circular piece. The mold shapes the inside of the
piece, and a templet approached to the revolving mold
forms the outside, ^ee potters' wheel, under ^tt<?ri.

3. A horizontal arm mounted for rotation about
a vertical axis, used in experiments in aerody-
namics, in determining the constants of ane-
mometers, or for other purposes for whicli high
velocities are desired under conditions thus at-

tainable.

whirl-pillar (hwferl'pil'ar), n. A waterspout;
a dust-whirl.



whirlpit

wMrlpitt (hwerl'pit), n. [< whirl + pi<l.] A
whirlpool.

The deepest whirl-pit of the rav'nous seas.
B. Jonson, Eveiy Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

This whirlepit is said to have thrown up her wracks
ueer Tauromeuia. Sandys, Travailes, p. 192.

whirlpool (hwerl'pol), ». [Early mod. E. whirl-
pooh; whirlpole; \ whirl + pool^.'i 1. A circu-
lar eddy or current in a river or the sea pro-
duced by the configuration of the channel, by
meeting; currents, by winds meeting tides, etc.
The celehrated whirlpixil of Charybdis between Sicily and
Italy, and the Maelstrom olf the coast of Norway, are not
whirlpools in the strict sense, but merely superficial com-
motions caused by winds meeting tidal cuirents. and in
calm weather are free from danger. Instances of vorti-
cal motion, however, do occur, as in the whirlpool of Co-
ryvreckan in the Hebrides, between Jura and ijcarba, and
in some eddies among the Orkneys.

Greedy Whirl-pools, ever-wheeling round,
Sack in, at once, <>ELrs, Sails, and Ships to ground.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Battle of Ivry.

2t. Some huge sea-monster of the whale kind

;

a whirl-whale ; a whirl-about.

The Indian Sea breedeth the most and the biggest fishes
that are ; among which the whales and whirlpools, called
balsense, take up in length as much as four acres or arpeiis
of land. UoUand, tr. of Pliny, i. 235. (Trench.)

whlrl-pufft (hwerl'puf), «. [< ME. whirlpuff;
< whirl + pi(ff.'\ A whirlwind. H'yclif.

A whirle-pufe or ghust called Typhen.
UoUand, tr. of Pliny, li. 4a

wMrlwatert (hwferl'wa't^r), n. An old name
fur a waterspout.
There was no other water fell over the duke's water-gate

than what came of the breaking there of the whirlwater,
or, as some call it, the water-pillar.

Court and Times of Charles I., 1. 114.

whirl-whalet (hwerl'hwal), n. A monster of
the whale kind ; a whirl-about ; a whirlpool.

Another, swallowed in a Whirl- Whales womb,
la laid a-live within a living Toomb.

Sylvester, tr. of Du IJartas's Weeks, iL, The Lawe.

whirlwig (hw&rl'w^ig), 11. [A var. of whirlgitj,

perhaps simulating -wig in earwig."] Same as
ichirli(/iff, 4.

whirlwind, (hw&rl'wind), «. [< ME. whyrle-
iri/iiih; r/icirl-toiiid, a whirling wind, = D. wervel-
wind = (i. wirhclwind = Icel. hvirfilcindr = Sw.
hvir/velviiid= J)a,n. hvirvelriiid, a whirlwind; as
whirl + wiiid^, n.] 1. A wind movingin acir-
cum.scribed circularpath; amass of air, of which
the height is generally very great in comparison
with its width, rotating rapidly round a vertical
or slightly inclined axis, this axis having at the
same time a progressive motion over the sur-
face of the land or sea. Whirlwinds vary greatly
in dimensions and intensity, the term including the
miniature eddy that circles in the dusty street, the tow-
ering sand-pillars of the tropical deserts, the waterspout
fomied over luMlies of water, and the destructive tornado
of the United States. They arise when the atmosphere is

^
In a condition of instainlity, and are one of the processes

- by which a stable condition is regained.

The Lord aaswered Job out of the whirlwind.
Job xxxviii. 1.

2. Figuratively, any wild circling rush resem-
bling a whirlwind.

There the companions of his fall, o'erwhelm'd
With floods and whirlwinds of tempestuous fire.

He soon discerns. Milton, I*. L., L 77.

What a whirlwind is her head ! Byron.

The ilecr was flying through the park, followed by the
whirlipiiui of hounds and hunters.

Macaulay, Hist. £ng.,xxi.

To sow tbe wind and reap tbe wblrlwlnd. See
wiwt-.

whirl-worm (hwfirl'werm), n. A turbellariau
;

anv member of the Turbellaria.

whirly-batt (hw6r'li-bat), n. Same as trhirl-
liiit.

Very true, and he also proptis'd the lighting with Whirly-
bats too, and I don't like that Sp<^irt.

A'. Bailey, tr. of Collo<iuie8 of Erasmus, I. 84.

whirrett (hwir'et), «. [Perhaps from whir.l
A slap ; a blow. Also written wherret, whirrit,
whirrick.

And in a fume gave Furius
A whirret on the eare.

Kendall, Flowers of Epigrams (1B77). (Ifares.)

1 forthwith went, he following me at my heels, and
now and then giving me a whirret on the ear, which, the
way to my chamber lying through the hall where John
Kaunce was, he, mxjr man, might see and be sorry for, as
I doubt not that he was, but could not help me.

T. ellwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 222.

Then there 'b your souse, your wherrit, and your dowst.
Tugs on the hair, your boh o' the lips,— a whelp on 't

!

I ne'er could find much difference,
Fleteher (and anotlierT), Nice Valour, III. 2.

whirrett (hwir'et), v. t. [Also wherret, etc. ; cf.
ickirrct, n.] 1. To hurry; trouble; tease. Bick-
erxtaff, Love in a Village, i. 5.-2. To give a
box on the ear to. Beau, and Fl.
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whirrick (hwir'ik), n. A variant of whirret.

Harry . . . gave master such a whirrick!
H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 21. (Davies.)

whirritt, «. and v. See whirret.
whirry (hwfer'i), v. [A dial, form of whir or of
hurry.] I. intrans. To fly rapidly with noise;
whir; hurry.

II. trans. To hurry. [Scotch in both uses.]
whirtle (hw6r'tl), H. [Origin obscure.] A per-
forated steel plate through which pipe or wire
is drawn to reduce its diameter. E. H. Knight.
whishl (hwish), V. i. [Imitative ; cf. whis and
swjs/f.] To move with the whirring or whizzing
sound of rapid motion.
The scenery of a long tragic drama flashed through his

mind as the lightning-express train whishes by a station.
0. W. Holmes, Professor, vi.

Whish^t (hwish), interj. [Var. of /ms/j.] Hush.
What means this peevish babe? Whish, lullaby;
What ails my babe? what ails my babe to cry'?

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 8.

Whish2t (hwish), a. [Var. of hush.] Silent:
same as hush, whisht, whist^.

You took my answer well, and all wag whish.
Sir J. Harington, Ep., i. 27.

Whishey, whishie (hwish'i), n. The white-
throat, Sylvia cinerea. Macgillivray. Also what-
tie.

whishtt (hwisht), interj. and v. [Var. of husht.}
Same as husht, whist^.

When they perceived that Solomon, by the advise of
his father, was annoynted king, by and by there was all
whisht. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

whisfcl (hwisk), n. [Prop, 'wish; < Icel. visk,

a wisp of hay, something to wipe with, a rub-
ber, = Sw. viska, a whisk, small broom, = Dan.
risk, a wisp, rubber, = D. wisch = OHG. wise,
MHGr. G. wisch, a whisk, clout; prob. con-
nected with wash. The verb is from the orig.
noun ; but the noun in the later senses ( ' act
of whisking,' etc.) is from the verb.] 1. A
wisp or small bimeh, as of grass, hair, or straw;
specifically, such a wisp used as a brush, broom,
or besom, and especially in modem usage one
made of the ripened panicle of broom-corn
(see broom-corn and Sorghum), used for brush-
ing the dust off clothes, etc.

If you happen to break any china with the top of the
whisk on the mantle-tree or the cabinet, gather up the
fragments. Swift, .-\dvice to Servants (Chamber-maid).

The ceiling was divided by whisks of flowers, with a
margin of honeysuckles. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 11.

2. An instrument used for whisking, agitat-
ing, or beating certain articles, such as cream
or eggs.— 3. A coopers' plane for leveling the
chimes of casks.— 4. A neckerchief worn by
women in the seventeenth century. Also called
falling-whi-fk, apparently in distinction from
the nrff.

My wife In her new lace xvhiske, which indeed is very
noble, and 1 am much pleased with it.

Peim, Diary, II. 217.

With whisks of lawn, by grannums wore.
In base contempt of bishops sleeves.

Uudibras Redivivus (170Q). (Nares.)

6. A brief, rapid sweeping motion as of some-
thing light; a sudden stroke,whiff, puff, or gale.

Tins first sad ichisk

Takes off thy dukedom : thou art but an earl.

Fletcher (and another). Noble Gentleman, v.

He turned with an angry whisk on his heel, and swag-
gered with long strides out of the gate.

J. S. he Fanu, Dragon Volant, iv.

If a whiifk of Fate's broom snap your cobweb asunder.
LoweU, Blondel, ii.

6t. A servant. [Contemptuous.]

This is the proud braches whiske. Brome, Novella.

7. An impertinent fellow. HaUiwell. [Prov.
K"g] —Mexican or French whisk. Same as broom-
root.

Whisk^ (hwisk), V. [Prop, wish (as in dial, use)

;

< Sw. viska, wipe, sponge, also wag the tail, =
Dan. viske, wipe, rub, sponge, = OHG. wisken,

MHG. G. wischen, wipe, rub; from the noun.]
1. trant. 1. To sweep or brush with a light, rapid

motion : as, to whisk the dust from a table.

She advanced to the fire, rearranged the wood, picked
up stray brands, and whisked up the coals with a brush,

B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, xxiv.

2. To agitate or mix with a light, rapid mo-
tion ; beat: as, to t<;Wsfc eggs.—3. To move with
a quick, sweeping motion or flourish; move
briskly.

His papers light fly diverse, toss'd in air

;

Songs, soinieta, epigrams the winds uplift.

And whisk 'em back to Evans, Young, and Swift,
Pope, Dunciad, 11. 1J6.

'Whiskered

4. To flourish about.
Who? he that walks in grey, whisking his riding-rod?

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

5. To carry suddenly and rapidly ; whirl.

The outsiders [in open railway-carriages), who experi-
enced the inconvenience of the smoke as well as the cold
atmosphere through which they were whisked.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 150.

II. intrans. To move with a quick, sweeping
motion; move nimbly and swiftly: as, to whisk
away.

Then, ill bested of counsel, rageth she [the Queen),
And whiskeih through the town. Surrey, ^Eneid, iv.

I wish you would one day whisk over and look at Har-
ley House. Walpole, Letters, II. 44.

Whisk^t (hwisk), n. [< whisk^, v., referring, in
the orig. form of the game called "whisk and
swabbers," to the rapid action and the whisk-
ing or sweeping of the cards from the table as
the tricks were won. There are various other
card terms having reference to quick, sweeping
action: e. g., 'siceej? the stakes,' slam^, etc. The
name whisk, having no very obvious significance
after its first application, came to be called
whist. See tvhist^.] The game of whist.

He plays at whisk and smokes his pipe eight-and-forty
hours together sometimes,

Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, i, 1.

He played at whisk till one in the morning.
Walpole, Letters, II. 417.

WMsk and swabbers. See swabber.

whisker (hwis'ker), «. [Formerly also (Sc.)
whisqucr, whiscar; Ktohisk^ + -erl.] 1. One who
or that which whisks, or moves with a quick,
sweeping motion.— 2. A switch or rod. [Old
slang.]

A wliip is a whisker that will wrest out blood
Of back and of body, beaten right well.

Barman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 122.

3. A bunch of feathers for sweeping anything.
Jamieson.— 4. In zool.: (a) One of the long,
stiff, bristly hairs which grow on the upper lip

of the cat and many other animals ; a vibrissa

;

a feeler; also, the set of such hairs on either
side of the mouth. See vibrissa, and cuts under
I'latyrhynchiis and tiger. (6) 2>l- Any similar
formation of hairs, feathers, etc., about an ani-
mal's mouth; also, color-marks suggestive of
whiskers, as mystacial or maxillary stripes.

See whiskered, (c) In entom., a long fringe of
hairs on the elypeus, overhanging the mouth,
as in flies of the genus Asilus.— 5. The hair of
the face, especially tliat on the sides of the face
or cheeks of a man, as distinguished from that
which grows on the upper lip (called the mus-
tache) and that on the chin (called the beard),
but the word was formerly also used for the hair
on the upper lip: commonly in the plui'al. Com-
pare side-whiskers.

His face not very great, ample forehead, yellowish red-
dish whiskers, which naturally turned up ; belowe he was
shaved close, except a little tip under his lip.

Aubrey, Lives (Thomas Hobbes).

His whiskers curled, and shoe-strings tied,

A new Toledo by his side. Addismi, Rosamond, ii. 2.

He had a beard too, and whiskers turned upwards on his
upper-lip, as lang as Baudron's. Scott, Antiquary, ix.

The Czar's look, I own, was much brighter and brisker.
But then he is sadly deficient in whisker.

Byron, Fragment of Epistle to Thomas Moore.

6. In ships, an outrigger of wood or iron extend-
ing laterally from each side of the bowsprit-cap, .

serving to support the jib and flying-jib guys.

—

7. Something great or extraordinary; a whop-
per; a big lie. Flautus made English (1694),

p. 9. (Davies.)— 8. A blusterer. [Scotch.]

March whisquer was never a good fisher.

Scotch proverb (Ray, Proverbs (1678), p. 886).

whiskerando (hwis-ke-ran'do), n. [So called
in allusion to Don Ferolo Whiskerandos, a bur-
lesque character in Sheridan's play, "The
Critic": a name formed, with a Spanish-look-
ing termination, < whisker.} A whiskered or

bearded person. [Burlesque.]

The dumpy, elderly, square-shouldered, 8<iuinting, car-

roty whiskerando of a warrior who was laying about him
so savagely. Thackeray, Philip, xiii.

Whiskerandoedt (hwis-ke-ran'dod), a. [As
whiskerando + -frf2.] Whiskered.

To what follies and what extravagancies would the

whiskerandoed macaronies of Bond Street and St, James's
proceed, if the beard once more were, instead of the neck-
cloth, to "make the man" ! SoMhey, The Doctor, clvi,

whiskered (hwis'kerd), a. [< whisker + -ed2.]

1. Wearing whiskers; having whiskers, in any
sense.

The whisker'd vermin race. Orainger, Sugar-Cane, it

Again the whiskered Spaniard all the land with terror

smote. Longfellow, Belfry of Bruges.



whiskered

S. Formed into whiskers.
Preferring sense from chin that 's bare
To nonsense tliron'd in whisker'd hair.

M. Green, The Spleen.

Black-whiskered (^eenlet or vireo. See vireo and
IfAip-«o»>-Jr«!/.—Whiskered auk or auklet, Simorhyru
thus pi/ipnirm, a small auk found in tlic .North Pacific, of
a darli color, having Ions white feathers like whiskers on
each side of the head. It closely resemhles the bird fig-

ured at a«*fef.—Whiskered bat, VespertUio mystaamis,
a small brown bat widely distributed in Europe and Asia,
Whiskered tern. See «erni
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whiskery (liwis'k6r-i), a. [< whisker +
Having or wearing whiskers. [Humorous.]
The old lady is as ugly as any woman in the parish, and

as tall and tchiekery as a Grenadier.
Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xli.

whisket (hwis'ket), «. [Also wisket; < whisk^
+ -et.l 1 . A basket ; especially, a straw basket
in which provender is given to cattle. Halli-
tcell. [Prov. Eng.]—2. A small lathe forturn-
ing wooden pins. It has a hollow chuck to hold
the pill while bciiif; turned. E. H. Knight.
whiskey, whiskeyfied. See whisky'^, tohiskified.

whiskined, whiskeyfied (hwis'ki-fid), a. [<
whisky^ + -fy + -e(P.] Intoxicated, or partly
intoxicated, as with whisky. [Humorous.]
The two whiskeyfied gentlemen are up with her.

Thackeray, Virginians, xxxviii.

This person was a sort of whiskified Old Mortality, who
claimed to have cut all manner of tombstones standing
around. W. Black, Phaeton, xxviii. (Davies.)

whiskint (hwis'kin), n. [Origin obscure.] 1.

A kind of drinking-vessel.

And wee will han a whiskin at every rush-bearing; a
wassel cup at yule ; a seed-cake at fastens.

The Two Lancashire Lovers (IGiO), p. 19. (HaUiwell.)-

2. A low menial of either sex. ForWs Fancies,
i. 3, note,

whisking (hwis'king), p. a. 1. Sweepingalong
lightly ; moving nimbly.

With whisking broom they brush and sweep
The cloudy Curtains of Heav'ns stages steep.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

The whisking winds. Purchas.

2. Great; large. Bailey, nsi. [Prov. Eng.]
whiskyi, whiskey^ (hwis'ki), n. [< whiski +
-yl, beeatise it whisks along rapidly.] A kind
of light gig or one-horse chaise. Sometimes
called tim-whisky.
Whiskeys and gigs and curricles. Crahbe, Works, II. 174.

The increased taxation of the curricle had the effect of
bringing into existence the less expensive gig, a develop-
ment or imitation of a class of two-wheeled carriage known
in the country as a whisky.

S. Doviell, Taxes in England, m. 227.

whisky2, whiskey^ (hwis'ki), ». [Also Sc.
whuskey; prob. short for "wMskybaugh or some
similar form, vav. of usquebaugh, < Gael, and Ir.

uisgebeatha, whisky, lit. (like F. eau de vie, bran-
dy) 'water of life,' < xiisge, water, + beatha, life

(ef. L. vita, life, Gr. /3/of, life). It does not seem
Erobable that E. whisky was taken from Gael.

r. uisge simply.] An ardent spirit, distilled
chiefly from grain. The term was originally applied

"

to the spirit obtained from malt in Ireland, Scotland, etc.

,

in which sense whisky is synonymous with usquebaugh.
Irish whisky and Scotch whisky are still made from malt,
and are known by numerous names, as poteen, mountain-
dew, etc. In the United States whisky is commonly made
either from Indian corn (corn whisky) or from rye (rye
whisky). The name wheat whisky has, however, been ap-
propriated to certain brands, and wheat is probably used
in the making of many different kinds or qualities.—
Whisky cocktail, a cocktail in which whisky is the prin-
cipal ingredient

: it consists of whisky and water flavored
with bitters, usually abso with the peel of orange or lemon
and sweetened with sugar.—Whisky Insurrection or
Rebellion, see insurrection.—Vfhis^y ring a combi-
nation of United States revenue officers and distillers to
defraud the government of a part of the internal-revenue -,!,;„___ /v,„„-„/„a„\ „
tax on distiUed spirits. It wL formed in St. Louis about ^^ISPer (h WIS p6r), n.

1872, extended to other western cities, and secretly ac- " * ~ ' ^

quired great influence in the government, but was broken
up in 1876.—Whisky smash, a beverage of which the
principal ingredient is whisky flavored with mint which
is bruised or smashed in the liquor, and usually also with
orange, lemon, pineapple, or other fruit ; a whisky sour
with the addition of mint.— Whisky sour, a beverage
consisting chiefly of whisky and water, acidulated with
lemon-juice.— Whisky toddy, toddy of which whisky is
the principal ingredient; a beverage consisting of hot
water and whisky, sweetened or spiced.

whisky-frisky (hwis'ki-fris'ki), a. Flighty.
[Colloq.]

As to talking in such a whisky-frisky manner that no-
body can understand him, why it's tantamount to not
talking at all. Miss Bumey, Cecilia, ix. 3.

whisky-jack (hwi8'ki-jak),». [An altered form,
by substitution of the familiar Jack tor John, of
whisky-john.'] The gray jay common in north-
em sections and western mountainous parts of
North America; the Canada jay, Perisoreus
canadensis, related to P. infaustus of northern
Europe ; the moose-bird. See cut under Peri-
soreus.

The Canada Jay, or Whiskey-Jack (the corruption proba-
bly of a Cree name). Encyc. Brit., XIII. 611.

whisky-john (hwis'ki-jon), «. [A corruption of
the Cree Ind. name, rendered whiskae-shawnecsh
by Sir John Richardson, but commonly spelled
wiskachon, < Cree Ind. wiss-ka-tjan. Cf. whisky-
jack.'] Same as whisky-jack,

whisky-liver (hwis'ki-liv"6r), n. Cirrhosis of
the liver, resulting from chronic alcohol-poison-
ing.

.y\,'] whisp (hwisp), n. An erroneous form of tcwp, 4 . -

(like the erroneous form, now established, w/»«fc ^^ •„„„,,,. , , .,
forrojsfc). Whisperer (hwis per-er), re

whisper (hwis'pfer), v. [< ME. whisperen, whys-
peren, whisjrren, hwispren, whisper, < AS.
(ONorth.) hwisprian, whisper, murmur, = MD.
wisperen, D. wispelen, whisper,=OHG. wispalon,
hwispalon, MHG. G. wispeln, whisper; cf. recent
G. wisjiem, whisper; allied to Icel. hviskra=iivi.
hviska = Dan. hviske, whisper ; imitative words,
like whister, whistle, AS. hwistlian and hwsestri-
an, whistle, ult. from the sibilant base hwis-.
Cf. whistle.] I. intrans. 1. To speak without
uttering voice or sonant breath ; speak with a
low, rustling voice ; speak softly or under the
breath; converse in whispers: often implying
plotting, evil-speaking, and the like.

I heard many whispers against the other, as a whimsical
sort of a fellow. Steele, Tatler, No. 48.

4. A low, rustling sound of whispering, or a
similar sound, as of the wind.

In whispers like the whispers of the leaves
That tremble round a nightingale.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

5. Speeiflcally, in mcd., the sound of the whis-
pering voice transmitted to the ear of the aus-
cultator placed against the chest-wall.- caver-
nous whisper. See cavernous.— fls's whisper. See

[<. whisper + -er'^ .'\

1. One who whispers, or speaks in a low, soft,
rustling voice, or under the breath.— 2. One
who tells secrets, or makes secret and mis-
chievous communications; a talebearer; an
informer.

I'll whisper with the general, and know his pleasure.
Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 329.

When David saw that his servants whispered, David per-
ceived that the child was dead. 2 Sam. xii. 19.

AllthathatemewAtspcrtogetheragainstme. Ps. xli. 7.

The hawthorn-bush, with seats beneath the shade—
For talking age and whispering lovers made !

Goldsmith, Den. Vil., 1. 14.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth

;

But whispering tongues can poison truth.
Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

2. To make a low, rustling sound, like that of
a whisper.

Soft zephyrs whispering through the trees.

Thomson, Country Life.

The trees began to whisper, and the wind began to roll.

Tennyson, May Queen, Conclusion.

Smooth as our Charles [River], when, fearing lest he wrong
The new moon's mirrored skifl', he slides along.
Full without noise, and tchispers in his reeds.

Lowell, To H. W. L. on his Birthday.

WMspered bronchophony, bronchophony elicited by
the whispering of the patient.

II. trans. 1. To utter in a low non-voeal tone

;

say under the breath ; state or communicate in
whispers : often implying plotting, slanderous
talk, etc.

She whispers in his ears a heavy tale.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1126.

Fresh gales and gentle airs
Whisper'd it to the woods.

MUtm, r. L., viii. 616.

I know that 's a Secret, for it s whisper'd every where.
Congreve, Love for Love, lit 3.

2. To address or inform in a whisper or low
voice, especially with the view of avoiding pub-
licity: elliptical for whisper to.

He did first whisper the man in the ear, that such a man
should think of such a card. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 946.

He came
To whisper Wolsey.

Shak., Hen. VIII., I. 1. 179.

You saw her whisper me erewhile.
B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 2.

He whisper'd the bonnie lassie hersell.
And has her favour won.
Katharine Jan/arie (Child's Ballads, IV. 30).

At the same time he whispered me in the ear to take
notice of a tabby cat that sat in the chimney corner.

Addison, Spec^tor, No. 117.

[<. whisper, V.'] 1. The

A whisperer separateth chief friends. Prov. xvi. 28.

Whisperers, backbiters, haters of God. Rom. L 29.

Their trust towards them hath rather been as to good
spials and good whisperers than good magistrates and of-
ficers. Bacon, Deformity (ed. 1887).

They are directly ; nder the conduct of their whisperer,
and think they are in a state of freedom while they can
prate with one of these attendants of all men in general,
and still avoid the man they most like.

Steele, .Spectator, No. 118.

whisperhood (hwis'per-hud), re. [< whisper +
-hood.'] The state of being a whisper ; the initial
condition of a rumor— that is, a mere whisper
or insinuation. [Rare.]

I know a lie that now disturbs half the kingdom with
its noise, which, although too proud and great at present
to own its parents, I can remember its whisperhood.

Swift, Examiner, No. 14.

whispering (hwis'per-ing), re. [Verbal n. of
whisper, v.] 1. Whispered talk or conversa-
tion ; a whisper, or whispers collectively.

Ther was nothing but private meetings and whisperings
amongst them, they feeding themselves <fe others with
what they should bring to pass in England.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 173.

Even the whisperings ceased, and nothing broke the
stillness but the plashing of the waves without.

E. L. Bynner, Begum's Daughter, xxii.

2. Talebearing, hint, or insinuation.

Lest there be . . . whisperings. 2 Cor. xii. 20.

Foul whisperings are abroad. Shak., Macbeth, v. 1. 79.

whispering (hwis'p6r-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of whis-
per, ti.] 1. Like a whisper ; low and non-vo-
cal.

The passing of all these hundreds of naked feet makes
a great whispering sound over the burning pavements.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 224,

2. Emitting, making, or characterized by a low
sound resembling a whisper.

The watch-dog's voice that bay'd the whispering wind.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., L 121.

To Rosy Brook, to cut long whispering reeds which grew
there, to make pan-pipes of.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

I waded and floundered a couple of miles through the
whispering night Lowell, Study Windows, p. 40.

whispering-gallery (hwis'pfer-ing-gal'e-ri), n.

See gallery.

whisperingly (hwis'per-ing-li), adv. In a whis-
pering manner; in a low voice.

The pool in the comer where the grasses were dank
and trees leaned whisperingly.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xii.

whisperously(hwis'per-us-li),arfr. [< *whisper-
oiis (< whisper + -ous) + -ly-.] In a whisper;
whisperingly. [Rare.]

The Duchess in awe of Carr Vipont sinks her voice, and
gabbles on ivhisperously.

Bulwer, What will he do with it? v. 8.

v!;t!.'i^"r,f rjfl.rJi^.t'lt'-r''^
'''' '^''^' wMstl (hw^t), in^rj. [< me. whist.' hush! cf.

whtsht, hist'^, husht, hush, etc. These are all va-
riations of the utterance st, consisting of a sibi-

vocal

;

2

a low, soft, rustling voice.

The seaman's whistle
Is as a whisper in the ears of death.

Shak., Pericles, iii. 1. 9.

The inward voice or whisper can never give a tone.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 174.

. A whispered word, remark, or conversation.

Full well the busy whisper, circling round,
Convey'd the dismal tidings when he frown'd.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, 1. 203.

Upon his first rising the court was hushed, and a gen-
eral whisper ran among the country people that Sir Roger
was up. Addison, Spectator, No. 122.

No sound broke the stillness of the night save now and
then low whispers from the men, who were standing mo-
tionless in the ranks. Comhill Mag., Oct., 1888, p. 384.

3. A secret hint, suggestion, or insinuation.

At least, the whisper goes so. ShcA., Hamlet, i. 1. 80.

Princes,
Though they be sometime subject to loose whispers.
Yet wear they two-edg'd swords for open censures.

Fletcher, Valentinian, Iii. 1.

lant or low hiss stopped abruptly by the stop-
consonant t. This utterance is especially stilt-

ed to call the attention of one near, and by the
lowness of the sound to suggest silence. Cf.
whisper, whistle.'] Silence! hush! be still!

whist^ (hwist), a. [Also whish; < whist^, interj.]

Hushed; silent; mute; still: chiefly used pred-
icatively.

When all were whist. King Edward thus bespake.
Peele, Honour of the Garter.

Far from the town (where all is whist and still).

Marlowe, Hero and Leander, i.

The winds, with wonder whist.
Smoothly the waters kist.

Milttm, Nativity, \. 64.

Whist^t (hwist), V. [< whisf^, a. Cf. hist^, husht,
etc.] I. trans. To silence; still.

So was the Titanesse put downe and whist.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 58l



whist

n. intrans. To become silent.

In saence then, yshrowding him from sighti
But days twice five he wkisted; and refused,
To death, by speech to further any wight.

Surrey, ^neid, ii.

Th' other nipt so nie
That whist I could not.

Mir. for Mags., p. 427.

Whist^ (hwist), n. [A later form of whisk^.
The change from whiskey a word of no very ob-
vious sfgnifieanee after its first application, was
prob. orig. accidental, or due to an unthinking
conformity to whist^. The notion that the game
was called whist "because the parties playing
have to be whist or silent," etymologieally im-
probable in itself, is based on the erroneous
assumption that whist is the orig. name. The
rule of silence, so far as it exists, is appar.
founded, however, in part on the false etymol-
ogy.] A game played with cards by four per-
sons, two of them as partners in opposition to
the other two, also partners. Partnership is deter-
mined by agreement or by cutting : if by agreement, two
players, one on each side, cut for deal ; if by cutting, the
two who cut the lowest cai'ds are partners, and the original
deal belongs to the player who cuts the lowest card. The
ace is the lowest card in cutting. Previous to play, the cards
(a full pack) are shuffled. The player on the right of the
dealer cuts, and the dealer, beginning with the player on his
left, distributes in regular order to ail the players, one at a
time, the cards face downward, except the last card, which
he turns face upward upon the table, at his right hand,
where it must remain until his turn to play. This is the
trump card, and the suit to which it belongs is the trump
suit ; the other three suits are plain suits. The leader is

the dealer's left-hand player, who begins the play by throw-
ing one of his thirteen cards face upward upon the center
of the table. Second hand, the leader's left-hand player,
follows with a card of the same suit if he holds one ; if he
does not hold one, with a card of a plain suit (a discard) or
with a trump ; third and fourth hands similarly follow ;

and the highest card or the highest truntp played takes
the trick. The trick is gathered by the partner of the
winner; the four cards are made by him into a packet,
and placed face downward, at his left hand, on the table.
The winner becomes the leader, and the routine is con-
tinued until all the cards held are played. Tricks above
six in number count a point each upon the score. The
score is the record kept of the number of points made. In
play the ace is highest, the king, queen, knave, 10, and 9
are also high cards, the 8 is the middle card, and the 7 to
the 'Z inclusive are low cards. The rank of the cards is in
the al>OTe order : the queen will take the knave, the 6 will
take the 5. The ace, king, queen, and knave of the trump
suit are the honors. Any trump will take any plain suit
card. The usual practice is to play with two packs of
cards, one of these being shuffled or "made up" by the
partner of the dealer during the deal, and afterward
placed by him on the left hand of the next dealer. The
dealer has the privilege of shuffling before the cards are
cut. The play is conducted with reference to comhina-
tions of cartls held. By the system used the cards are made
conversational. In JSnglish or nhort whitt the table is

complete with six caDdidates. When a rubber has been
playeti by four of these (elected by cutting), the other
two have right of entry. The game is of five jwints made
by tricks and by honors as counted. Four honors held by
a player, or in conjunction with his partner, count four
points ; three honors similarly held count two points. The
winners of a game score a point (a single) if the adversaries
havetlireeor four points up ; two points (a double) against
one or two points up ; and tiiree points (a treble) against
no score. A rubber (two games won in succession, or two
won out of three) is always played. Two points for the
rubber are abided to the score of the rubber-winners.
When three games are played, the value of the opponents'
score is deducted from the winners' total. Exposed cards
(cards seen when they should not be played) must be left
face upward on the table, liable to an adversary's call ; a
card led out of turn may be called, or, instead, a card of
another suit ; cards played upon a trick may by any pUyer
be ordered to be placed before their respective players;
a player may ask his partner if he holds a card of a suit
in which he renounces ; and any player may demand to
sec the last trick that has been turned. In American
or standard ivhixt four players form a table. These may
agree uf»on or cu t for partners. Thegame is of seven points,
made of tricks and penalties. Credit for all points made
by both sides is given, the winner of a rubber scoring the
entire number of points made against the entire number
made by the opponents. Cards are not called, a trick
turned cannot be shown, honors are not counted, and
conversation during play is not permitted. Penalties for
speaking or deio'^nstration, exposure of cards, or leading
out of turn, and for revoking are payable in points after
the last card of a hand is played and before the cards are
cut for the next deal.

I affirm against Aristotle that cold and rain congregate
homogenes, for they gather together you and your crew,
at wkxet, punch, and claret.

Sipift, To Dr. Sheridan, Jan. 25, 1725,

Whist is a language, and every card played an intelli-

gible sentence. James Clay.

At WhiM. there Is a constant endeavor on the part of
one side to arrive at the maximum result for their hands
by the use of observation, memory, inference, and Judg-
ment, their play being dependent from trick to trick on
the inferred position of the unknown from observation of
the known. Cavendish, Card Essays, p. 6.

American Whi^ Is recreative work, enjoyable labor,
paradoxical as that may seem; its riddle is fascination;
Its practice is intelligent employment ; its play is mathe-
matical induction; its result is intellectual gain.

American Whist Illus., p. 279.

Double-dummy whist. See dmiUe dummy, under
dwmrHi/.—Dummy whist. See dummy, 5.— Duplicate
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whist, a modification of the game of whist in which by
an arrangement of boax'ds, indicators, and counters hands
are preserved after having been once played, enabling
them to be replayed by the opposing partners.—Fancy
whist, any form of play that introduces unauthorized
methods. Five-point whist, a game without counting
honors, usually played under such short-whist laws as
may be applied to it.— Long Whist, a game of ten points
with honors counting. This was the game of the eigh-
teenth century, played at the English clubs until that
of five points with honors counting, called by Clay short
whist, was introduced.

In the author's opinion long whist (ten up) is a far finer
game than short whist (five up). Short whist, however,
has taken such a hold that there is no chance of our re-
verting to the former game. Cavendish, On Whist, p. 51.

Mongrel whist, a game played in accordance with laws
or regulations selected from the two authorized methods,
Whisterf (hwis'ter), V. t. [A var. of whisper,
simulating ichist^,'] To whisper ; recite in a low
voice.

Then retumeth she home unto the sicke party, . . .

and whistereth a certaine odde praier with a Pater Noster
into his eare. Holland, tr. of Camden, H. 147. (Davies.)

Oft fine whistring noise shall bring sweete sleepe to thy
sences, IT. ITeftfee, Eng. Poetry (ed. ArberX p. 75. (Davies.)

whistersnefett, whistersnivett, »• [Origin
obscure.] A hard blow ; a buffet. [Slang.]

A good whistersne/et, truelie paied on his eare.
UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 112.

whistle (hwis'l), V.
;
pret. and pp. whistled, ppr.

whistling. [< ME. whistlen, whistelen, wkystelen,
< AS. *hwistlian(a,aseenmAB. /twisfZerc, apiper,
whistler) = Icel. hrisla, whisper, = Sw. hvissla,
whistle, = Dan, hvisle, whistle, also hiss; freq.
from an imitative base *A?p/«.* see whisper.'] I.
intrans. 1. To utter a kind of musical sound
by forcing the breath through a small orifice
formed by contracting the lips.

Hist as capones in a coui-t cometh to mennes whistlynge
In menynge after mete. Piers Plounnan (B), xv. 466.

A-noou as thei were with-drawen, Merlin whistelid
lowde. Merlin (E. E. T. A.\ iii, 666.

Now give me leve to whisteU my fyll.

Playe of Rohyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 424).

Just saddle your horse, young John Forsyth,
And whistle, and I'll come soon.

Eppie Morrie (Child's Ballads, VI. 263X
WhiMle then to me,

As signal that thou hear'st something approach.
Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 7.

2. To emit a warbling or sharp, chirping sound
or song, as a bird.

Latin was no more difficile

Than to a blackbird 'tis to whistle.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 54.

fiedge-crickets sing ; and now with treble soft
The redbreast whistles from a garden-croft.

And gathering swallows twitter in the skies.

Keats, To Autumn.

3. To sound shrill or sharp ; move or rush with
shrill or whizzing sound.

The southern wind
Doth play the trumpet to his purposes,
And by his hollow whistling in the leaves
Foretells a tempest and a blustering day.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 5.

A bullet whistled o'er his head. Byron, The Giaour.

4. To sound a whistle or similar wind- or steam-
instrument: as, locomotives whistle at cross-
ings.— 5. To give information by whistling;
hence, to become informer.

I keptaye between him and her, for fear shehad whistled.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxiiL

To go whistle, a milder expression for to go to the deuce,
or the like.

This being done, let the law go whistle.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 715.

Your fame Is secure ; bid the critics go whi^le.
Shenstone, The Poet and the Dun.

To whistle down the windjto talk to no purpose; hold
an idle or futile argument.— To whistle for, to summon
by whistling.— To whistle for a wind, a superstitious

practice among old seamen of whistling during a calm to

obtain a breeze. Such men will not whistle during a
storm.

"Doyounotdesiretobefree?" "Desire! aye.thatldo;
but I may whistle for that tand long enough before it will

blow." Johnston, Chrysal, II. 184. {Davies.)

Whistling coot, the American black scoter, (Edernia
amcricana. [t'onnecticut.] See cut under (Edemia.—
Whistling dick, (a) Same as whistling thrush. [Local,

Eng.] (6) An Australian bini, Colluricincla (or Colluro-

cirtcla or Collyru>cimla) hamumica, the harmonic thrush
of Latham, usually placed in the family Laniidse, now in

the Prionopidee, or another of this genus, as the Tasma-
nian C recHrostris (C. selbyi). The species named aue

(*i to 10 inches long, chiefly of a gray color varied with
brown and whit«.~-Whistling duck, (a) The whistler

or widge<5n, a duck, (b) Same as n-histlening. (c) Same
as whistling cof)^— Whistling eagle, whistling hawk,
Haliasiur sphenurus (one of whose former names was
Baliaetus canortis, of Vigoi-s and Horsfield, 1826), a small

eagle or lai^e hawk, 22 inches long, inhabiting the whole
of Australia and New Caledonia. It is a congener of

the wide-spread Pondicherry eagle, H. indus.—WhiBt-

whistle

ling marmot, the hoary marmot. See cut under 'whist-
ler, 1 (c).— Whistling plover. See piooer,—Whistling
r&le, sibilant rule. See dry ride, under ruie.— Whistling
snipe, {a) Same as greenshank. (b) See sniped, 1 (c).—
Whistling swan, (a) The hooper, elk, or whooping
swan. See swan^, 1. (6) In'the United States, the com-
mon American swan, Cygnus americanus or columManus,
as distinguished from the trumpeter, C. (Olor) buccinator.
-Whistling thrush, the song-thrush, Turdus musicus.
See cut under thrush. (Local, Eng.]

II. trans, 1. To form, utter, or modulate by
whistling: as, to whistle a tune or air.

Tunes , . . that he heard the carmen whistle.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iih 2. 342.

I might as well . . . have whistled jigs to a mile-stone.
W. Collins, Moonstone, xxi.

2. To call, direct, or signal by or as by a whis-
tle.

He cast off his friends, as a huntsman his pack,
For he knew when he pleased he could whistle them back.

Goldsmith, Retaliation.

The first blue-bird of spring whistled them back to the
woods, Lowell, Harvard Anniversary,

3t. To send with a whistling sound.

The Spaniards, who lay as yet at a good distance from
them behind the Bushes, as secure of their Prey, began to
whistle now and then a shot among them.

Dampier, Voyages, 1. 117.

To whistle Oflf, to send off by a whistle ; send from the
fist in pursuit of prey : a term in falconry; hence, to dis-
miss or send away generally ; turn loose. Wares remarks,
on the quotation from Shakspere, that the hawk seems to
have been usually cast off in this way against the wfnd
when sent in pursuit of prey ; with it, or down the wind,
when turned loose or abandoned.

If I do prove her haggard.
Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings,
I'ld whistle her off, and let her down the wind,
To prey at fortune. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 262.

This is he,
Left to fill up your triumph ; he that basely
Whistled his honour off to the wind.

Fletcher, Bondnca, iv. 3.

whistle (hwis'l), K. [< ME. whistle, whistel,
whystylj wistle, < AS. hwistle, a whistle, a pipe

:

see tvhistle, v.] 1, A more or less piercing or
sharp sound produced by forcing the breath
through a small orifice formed by contracting
the lips: as, the merry whistle of a boy.— 2.
Any similar sound. Especially — (a) The shrUl note
of a bird.

I'he great plover's human whistle.

Tennyson, Geraint.

(6) A sound of this kind produced on an instrument, espe-
cially one of the instruments called whistles. See def. 3.

Ship-boys . . .

Hear the shrill whistle which doth order give.
Shak., Hen. V., iii., ProL

Sooner the whistle of a mariner
Shall sleeke the rough curbs of the ocean back.

Marston, What You Will, v. 1.

(c) A sound made by the wind blowing through branches
of trees, the rigging of a vessel, etc., or by a flying missile.
(d) A call or signal matie by whistling.

Such a high calling therefore as this sends not for those
drossy spirits that need the lure and ivhistle of earthly
preferment, like those animals that fetch and carry for a
raorsell. Milton, On Def. of ilumb. Kemonst.

They [of Scio] have now no domestic partridges that
come at a whistle, but great plenty of wild ones of the red
sort. Pococke, Description of the East, IL ii. 9.

3. An instrument or apparatus for producing
a whistling sound . Whistl es are of various shapes and
sizes, but they all utilize the principle of the direct flute
or flageolet— that of a stream of air so directed through a
tube as to impinge on a sharp edge.

With qwisUis, & qwes, »t other qwaint gere.
Melody of mowthe myrthe for to-here.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 6051.

A whistle seems to have been a badge of high command
in the navy in the sixteenth century. One is mentioned
in the will of Sir Edward Howard (1512) as hung from a
rich chain. Fairholt.

Specifically— (a) The small pipe used in signaling, etc..

Boatswains' Whistle.

by boatswains, huntsmen, policemen, etc. (6) A small tin

or wooden tube, fitted with a mouthpiece and pierced
generally with six holes, used as a musical toy. Often
called a penny whistle. See flageolet, (c) An instrument
sounded by escaping steam, used forgiving signals, alarms,

etc., on railway-engines, steamships, etc. See cuts un-

der steam-whistle and passenger-engine.— A.t one's Whls-
Ue, at one's call.

Ready at his whistle to array themselves round him in

arms against the commander in chief.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiii.

Galton's whistle, an instrument for testing the power
to hear shrill notes.—To pay for one's whistle^ or to
pay dear for one's whistle, to ^ay a high price for

something one fancies ; pay dearly for indulging one's
whim, caprice, fancy, or the like. The allusion is to the
story Benjamin Franklin tells (Works, ed. 1836, II. 182) of
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his setting; his mind upon a common whistle and baying
it for four times its real value.

If a man likes to do it, he must jxiy /or At« whiMe.
Georffe Eliot, i>aniel Derouda, xxxv. {Davieg.)

To wet one's whistle, to take a drink of liquor, perliaps
with reference to the wetting of a wix>den whistle to im-
prove the tone, perhaps merely in comparison of the throat
and vocal organs with a nuisical instrument. Sometimes,
erroneously, to whet one's whUUe. [Colloquial and jocose. ]

As any jay she light was and jolyf.

So was AtV joly whistle wel ywet,
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 236.

I wete my tchygtell, as goo<i drinkers do. Je crocque la

pie. Wyll you wete your whystell ? Palsffrave, p. 780.

Worth the whistle, worth the trouble or pains of call-

ing for.

I have been worth the whittle. Shak., Lear, Iv. 2. 29.

whistle-belly (bwis'l-beFi), a. That causes
rumbling or whistling in the belly. [Slang.]

"I thought you wouldn't appreciate the widow's tap,"

said East, watching him with a grin. "Regular whistle-

belly vengeance, and no mistake !

"

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xviii.

whistle-cup (hwis'1-kup), «. A drinking-cup
having a wuistle appended, awarded, as a prize

in a driuking-bout, to the last person able to

blow it.

whistle-drunk (hwis'l-dmngk), o. Too drunk
to whistle ; very drunk. [Slang.]

He was indeed, according to the vulgar phrase, ichistte-

drunk; for, before he had swallowed the third bottle he
became bo entirely overpowered that, though he was not
carried off to bed till long after, the parson considered
him as absent. Fielding, Tom Jones, lii. 2. {Davies.)

whistle-duck (hwis'1-duk), n. 1. Same as
wliistlci; 1 ((').— 2. Same as ivhistlcwing.

whistle-fish (bwis'l-fish), n. Arockling; spe-

cifically, the three-bearded rockling: same as
sea-loach. Also weasel-fish.

I believe . . . that, while preserving the sound of the
name, the terra has been changed, and a very different
word substituted, and that for whistle-fish we ought to

read weasel-fish. Both the Tliree and Five-bearded Rock-
lings were called mustela from the days of Pliny to those
of Rondelet, and thence to the present time.

Yarrell, British Fishes, II. 272.

whistler (hwis'16r), n. [< ME. whistlere, hwist-

Ure, < AS. hwistlere, a whistler, piper, < hwist-

Kan, whistle: seew/usWc] 1. One who or that
which whistles.

One guinea, to be conferred upon the ablest whistler.

StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 474.

Specifically—(a) The hoary marmot, Arctomys pruinosus,
a large marmot found in northerly and western moun-

Whisllcr lAyctomys pritifiosits).

tainous parts of North America, related to the wood-
chuck : a translation of the Canadian French name sif-

Jkur. (b) The whistlewing. [U. S.] (c) The widgeon,
Mareca penelope (see whew-duck). (d) The ring-ouzel,
MenUa torquata. See cut under ouzel, 2. [Local, Eng.]
(e) The green plover or lapwing ; the pewit.

The screech-owl, and the whistler shrill. Webster.

2. A broken-winded horse ; a roarer.

The latter of whom is spoken of aa a non-stayer and a
whistler. The Field, Aug. 27, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

3t. A piper ; one who plays on the pipes. Piers
Plmoman (B), xv. 475.— 4. The keeper of a
shebeen, or imlicensed spirit-shop. [Slang.]
The turnkeys knows beforehand, and gives the word to

the 2pistlers, and you may wistle for it wen you go to look.
Dickens, Pickwick, xlv.

whistlewing (hwig'1-wing), ». The golden-
eyed duck, Clangula glaucion. Also whistle-
(liicl; whistlini/ duck.

whistle-wood (hwis'1-wud), n. The striped
maple, Acer I'ennsylvanicum, thus named be-
cause used by boys to make whistles, the bark
easily separating from a section of the stem in
spring. The name is also given to the basswood, TUia
Americana, having the same property, and in Great Brit-
ain is locally applied to the raountain-ash, Pyrus aucw-
paria, and to the common and sycamore maples, Acer
campestre and A. Pseudo-platanus.

whistling (hwis'ling), p. a. Sounding like a
wliistle : as, a laliistlinf/ sound.
whistling-arrow (liwis'ling-ar"6), n. An ar-
row whose head was so formed that the air
rushing through it in its flight produced a whist-
ling sound: a toy in use in the sixteenth cen-
tury.
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whistling-buoy (hwis'ling-boi), n. See buoy, 1

(with cut).

whistlingly (hwis'ling-li), adv. In a whistling
mainior; with a sibilant or shrill sound. Stor-
mmtlh.

whistling-shop (hwis'ling-shop), «. A spirit-

shop, especially a secret and illicit one. in the
(fnotation, the place referred to is a room in a prison for
debtors where spirits are sold secretly. [Slang.]

" Bless your heart, no, sir," replied Job ;
" a whistling-

shop, sir, is where they sell spirits,"

Dickens, Pickwick, xlv.

whistlyt (bwist'li), adv. [< whisfl + -ly^. Cf.

wiKtli/.i Silently.

whist-play (hwist'pla), ». Play in the game of
whist.

The fact is that all rules of whist-play depend upon and
are referable to general principles,

Encyc. BrU., XXIV. 644.

whist-player (hwist'pla"6r), n. One who plays
whist.

About 1830 some of the best French whist-players, with
Deschapelles at their head, modified and improved the
old-fashioned system. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 544.

whitl (hwit), n. [Avar, of *wit, a var. of wight,

< ME. wigt, wiht, sometimes with,<. AS. wiht:
see wighfl. The change of initial w- to wh- is

perhaps due in this case to emphasis (so wanfl-

is sometimes pronounced empliatically whont).
The notion that whit is derived by metathesis
from AS. wih t is erroneous. ] The smallest part,

l)article, bit, or degree ; a little ; a jot, tittle, or
iota: often used adverbially, and generally with
a negative.

A meruelous case, that lentlemen should so be ashamed
of good learning, and ^leuer a whit ashamed of ill maners.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 60.

Nor is the freedom of the will of God any whit abated,
let, or hindered. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 2,

And Samuel told him every whit. 1 Sam, iii. 18,

Are ye angry at me, because I have made a man every
whit whole on the Sabbatli day ? John vii, 23.

But all your threats I do not fear.

Nor yet regard one whit.

The Cruet Bioci (Child's Ballads, III. 376).

Why, man, you don't seem one whit the happier at this,

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

whit^ (hwit), a. An obsolete or dialectal form
(surviving especially in old compounds, as whit-

leathcr, Whitsun, etc.) of whitc^.

whit-bee (hwit'be), n. See Portland stone, un-
der .'itonc.

whitel (hwit), a. and n. [< ME. whit, whyt, qvit,

hwit, < AS. hicit = OS. hwit= OFries. hwit = D.
wit z= LGr. wit = OHGr. MHG. wiz, G. weiss =
Icel. hvttr = Sw. hvit= Dan. hvid= Goth, hweits,

white ; akin to Skt. fveta, white, < ^ gvit, be
white, shine : cf. gvitra, ^itna, white, OBulg.
svietu, liglit, svitieti, shine, give light, Russ.
svietH, light, etc. Hence lilt. wheat, whitster,

whittle^, whiting'^, etc.] I. a. 1. Of the color

of pure snow or any powder of material trans-
mitting all visible rays withotit sensible absorp-
tion; transmitting and so reflecting to the eye
all the rays of the spectrum combined in the
same proportions as in the impinging light, and
thus, as seen in sunlight, conveying the same
impression to the eye as simlight of moderate
intensity; not tinged or tinted with any of the
proper colors or their compounds ; snowy: the
opposite of hlach or dark.

Amidde a tree fordrye, as whyte as chalk, , . .

Ther sat a faucon over hir heed ful bye.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1, 401,

Fresshe lampraye bake ; open y» pasty, than take whyte
brede, and cut it thynne, & lay it in a dysshe,

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 281.

A head
So old and white as this. Shak., Lear, iii. 2, 24.

Nor ever falls the least while star of snow,
Tennyson, Lucretius,

2. Pale
;
pallid ; bloodless, as from fear or cow-

ardice.

To turn whii£ and swoon at tragic shows.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 308,

Or whispering with white lips— " The foe ! they come !

"

Byron, Childe Harold, iii, 25.

3. Free from spot or guilt; pure; clean; stain-

less.
Calumny

The wkUest virtue strikes.

Shak., M. for M,, iii, 2. 198,

In the white way of virtue and true valour
You have been a pilgrim long.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, li. 6.

4t. Fair; beautiful.

"Ye, ywis," quod fresshe Antigone tlie white.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 887.

white
Y was stalworthe & white.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E, T. 8.), p. 72.

5t. Dear; favorite; darling. See Jf/itfeftoy, 1.

He is great Piince of Walls ; . . .

Then ware what is done.
For he is Henry's white son.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay (Works, ed, Dyce,
[I, 174X

6. Square; honorable; reliable: as, a white
man. [Slang, U. S.]

Why, Miss, he 's a friend worth havin', and don't you
forget it. There ain't a whiter man than Laramie Jack
from the Wind River Mountains down to Santa F^,

The Century, XXXIX. 523.

7t. Gracious; specious; fair-seeming.

"Ye caused al this fare.

Trow I," quod she, "for al your wordes white."
Chaucer, Troilus, iii, 1668.

8. Gracious; friendly; favorable; auspicious:
as, a white witch.

Thou, Minerva the whyte,
Gif thou me wit my letre to devyse.

, Chaticer, Troilus, ii. 1062.

Till this white hour, these walls were never proud
T' inclose a guest. Shirley, Grateful -Servant, ii. 1,

The Thanksgiving festival of that year is particularly
impressed on my mind as a white day.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 336.

9t. Silver: as, white inonej.

Let but the hose be search'd, I'll pawn my life

There 's yet the tailor's bill in one o' the pockets.
And a white thimble that I found i' moonlight.

iliddleton (and others), 'The Widow, iv. 2.

10. In musical notation, of a note, having an
open head : as, whole notes and half notes are
white. See note^.— 11. In her., an epithet used
instead of argent to note certain furs which are
supposed to be represented not in silver but in
dead wliite. It is a modern fanciful variation,
and not good heraldiy.— 12. In silverware,
chased or roughened with the tool, so as to retain
a slightly granulated and therefore white sur-
face, as distinguished from that of burnished
silver.— 13. Bright and clean ; burnished with-
out ornament, and in no way colored or stained

:

said of armor of steel or iron.— 14. In ceram.,
noting the biscuit when dry and ready for firing,

because in that state it has grown much lighter
in color than it was when first molded, and full

of moisture.— 15. Transparent and colorless,
as glass or water; also, with reference to wine,
light-colored, whitish or yellowish, as opposed
to red: sometimes used to note wine of even a
deep-amber color.

White glass is introduced here and there [in a stained-
glass window] to heighten the effect in draperies and in
ornaments. C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 303.

16. Belonging or pertaining to the Carmelites
or other orders of monks for whose dress white
is the prescribed color: as, tlie white friars.

At the fourth day after evensong hee came to a white
[Augustinian] abbey.

Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthure, III. xxxviii.

May Day we went to Seynt Elyn and offerd ther. She
lith in a ffayer place of religion of \chitli monks.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. I'ravell, p. 7.

17. In hot. and zool., the compounds of white
with participial adjectives are numbei'less,
as white-flowered, white-headed, whitc-wiiiged.
Only a few (if the.se are given below Great
wliite egret, little white egret. See eyref, -Order
01 the White Eagle, of the 'White Elephant, of the
White Falcon. See eagle, etc—To mark with a
white stone. See stone.—WMte admiraL See ad-
miral, 5.—White agaric. Same as puri/ing-agarii:—
White agate. Same as chalcL'dony.—White alder. See
Clethra and Platylophus.—WMte ale. (a) A liquor made
in Devonsliire : said to be made of malt and hops, with
flour, spices, and perhaps an unknown ingredient called
ffrout (which see) or ripening. It is drunk new, and does
not improve with age. Bickerdyke. (b) A drink made in
the south of England, said to consist of common ale to
which flour and eggs have been added.— "White amber,
spermaceti,—White SimBidsbsana., Amphisbuna alba, a
large light-colored species of amphisbrona.—White ant,
a termite ; any member of the genus Termes or family
Tennitidie (see the technical names, and cut under
Termes). Though thus qualified as ants, these insects are
not hymenopterous, but neuropterous. their strong resem-
blance to ants being deceptive, though it is eshildted not
only in their general appearance but also in their social
life and tlxeir works.— Wliite antimony, ^eeantimony.—White arsenic. S^ine as arseniotis add. i>ee ar'H'nious.

-White art. See black art, uniler ortS.—White ash.
See ash^, 1, and Piatylophus, 3.— White-ash breeze, the
action or the force of rowing : so called because oars are
generally made of white ash. [Humorous,]—White asp.
See (Mpi,—White atrophy of the optic nerve, a form
of secondary optic nerve atrophy,— White bait. See
whitebait.— 'White balsam, a substance expressed from
the fruit of tlie (jiiiiuiuino ; sometimes confounded with
the balsam of I'olu,—White baneberry. •''''i' Actxa.—
White bass. See ?('Aite!w«s.—White basswood. See
TUia.—White bath, (a) See bath'i. ((<) See Trillium, 1.

—White bay. See Magimlia.-'WW.te besiT. (n) The
polar bear, Ursus or Thalassarctos maritimus. The culis

are quite white, but the adults acquire a dingy-yellowish
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white

or pale brownish-white color. See cuts under bear2 and
Plantigrada. (b) An unusually light-colored specimen of
Ursjts norribUis, the grizzly bear of the Rocky Mountains

:

so named by Lewis and Clarke (1814). Compare first cut un-
der 6ertr-'.—WMte bedstraw, beefwood, beet, behen.
See the nouns.—WMte beech, the common American
beecli. Fa'jmfemKjiiaa.^VftnXQ Bengal Are. See/re.

—White bent. J^eert*(/^jp.— White bezant. ^eGbezant.
— White birch, the common bircti of Europe, Betxda alba,

in the variety pi>pulifolia (sometimes called gray birch or
(rf(fyif/(/&(rcA)alsocommon in eastern North America; also.

sometimes, the canoe-birch, B. papyri/era. See birch and
crt»rw-6ircA.—White bitter-WOOdL -"^ee bitter-wood.—

White-blood disease. Same as leucemia,—White
brant, bream, bronze, buUy-tree. See the nouns.—
White bryony, the common brjony, Bryonia dioica, or
sometimes B. alfxi.— White butterflies, the pieridine
buttertlifs collectively.-White buttonwood. See but-

tonu-o>>,i, 1.—White cabbage-butterfly, any one of sev-

eral white butterflies of the genus Pieris, whose larvaj

feed on the cabbage, as P. rapee ot Europe and North
America, P. oleracea of the United States and Canada, P.
inomiJite of the southern I'nited States, and P. napi of

Europe. See cahba'je-bufterjly, Pierig, and rape-butterJly.
—White cabbage-tree, a small stout composite tree,

Seiiecio Pladamxylini (Pladaroxyloti Leucadendron) of St.

Helena.—White campion. See crt»ii>(V,u.- White can-
dlewood. Same as Janca-trce.— White Canon. Same
as Premoti^frant.— White Cape hyacinth. See liya-
cinthm. -White caterpillar, tlie larva of the magpie-
moth.—White cedar,an;une :ii)i»lit'il to numerous chiefly

coniferous trecH, for whicli see Cham ftcyparigy ginger pine
(under piiu^'^), lAbocedrus, Thuya, Melia, Pentaceras, Proti-

fi7/i.—White Chalk, the name sometimes given by Eng-
lish geolugists to a division of the Cretaceous series, to

distinguish it from the Gray Chalk and the Chalk ilarl.

The latter is the lowett division of the whole Chalk
series ; above this is the Gray Chalk, and higher still the
"Lower White Chalk without flints'" (the Turonian), fol-

lowed by the "Upper White Chalk with flints" (the Se-

nonian),—White chamaeleon, charlock, cinnamon,
clergy, clover. See the nouns. —White club-flower.
See Zc((C"C'>r(//i^.^White COal, a name sometimes given
to ta-smaiiite.— White COat. See ichite-coat.— White
cochin, cohosh, see the nouns.—White colon, a Brit-

isli nwtuid moth, Maniegtra <dbicUon.—White COOp-
er. See c"i(;>*>r.—White copper, one of the many names
of ileniiau .iiUer: a literal tnui.^lation of the German
Weut^kitpfer. [Little used. ]—White copperas, zinc vit-

riol, or iru^hii it.- —White corpuscles of the blood, leu-

cocytes; c'li'rless protoplasmic nucleated cells, having
amieboid movements: one of the normal constituents of

the blood. See cut under blood.—White Crag, in Eng.
geol., a division of the I'liocene. See crag^, 2.— White
crane, (n) <>f America, the.whooping crane, Gt^h ameri-
caiuj. (b) of India, Grug leucogeranus. See eranei and
Gniit. — White cricket, the snowy cricket. See cut under
tree-crifkef—White crop. See crop.—White CTOttle^.
See cr'*(W^x2.—White crow, an albino crow. The crow be-

ing naturally lustrous black, and "black as a crow"being
proverbial, " a white crow " is sometimes said of any great
rarity, or of an apparent impossibility or contradictiyn in

tennswhich is nevertheless a fact. See the quotation under
W(w;A: ffwan, under «wani.—White currant, Seec«rran(2,
•2.- White cypress. See Tax^Hiiinu. -White daisy, the
oxeye daisy, <>r whiteweed.— White dammar-resln,
white dammar-tree, see dammar-rrxin ami Vateria.

— White damp, in coal-mining, carbonic oxid; not an
inflamiiiablebut a very poisonous gas, 8onietime8(although
raiely) met with in coal-mine^probably always, or nearly

always, in the after-damp. —White dead-nettle. See
ilnvl-U'ttl''.— White deal. See Norway fqjrucc, under
leprna-'-i. White decoction.a mixture of bunit hartshorii

it) mucilage and water. White diarrhea, diarrhea in

which tliereis a lar.:e amount of thin mucus in the stools.

— White dock, see docM, i.—White dogwood. See
Pixcidia and Ui7j(/n(io/(.— White doyenn^. Same as vir-

.'/o/^-N*:''.—White dysentery, "lyf^entery, occurring some-
times !i.s an epidemic, in which there is no admixture of
bloMil in the stools.-White elder. See elder-'i.—White

elephant, (n) The elepliant as affected with albinism
t») a degree or extent which makes it more or less of a
dingy-whitish color, or at leaitt notably pale. Such indi-

vidual-* are rare, but have been recorded from remote an-

tiquity. They are highly esteemed, and in some places
even venerated, especially In Siant. thence called "the
c(»untry of the white elephant"; the aninnd also marks
the Siamese Hag. {ft) See elephant. -White elm. See elm.
—White ermine, (a) The ermine, Putorixu erminea

;

thestoat in winter. SeecutuuderermiHA (6) Inentom.,
a British arctiid moth, Spil<i»mna menfhaftri, expanding
II inches, having the wings white or whitish and spotted
with black, and the body yellow with hiack spots. The
lar\'a is a hairy Vilack caterpillar which feeds on various
plants —White eye. see k/mYc-^i/^.—White feather,
film, flnch, flsh-glue, flag, fly. See the nouns.—
White flux. See jiux, 7 —White filar. See friar.—
White frost. See /rogt.

—

White gangrene, a rare form
of gan^rr ne in which the tissues becr»nie dry and parch-
ment-like and turn a dirty-white color instead of mack.
— White garnet. See garnet^.—White glaaswort.
See Siurdn— White gOby, asmall gobloid ttsh of Europe,
Lfitnitindiix pHluridun, of a pale translucent color.

—

White gourd, white gourd-melon. Same as benincam.
— White grouse, a grouse which turns white in winter, or
agn'Urt-- in tliat eon<lltiiiti ; aptantiigan. See Lrtjop?wt,and

cut under ptarmi-mn. —White grunt. Same as cajmtna.

White gull, the kittiwake gull. See A-tttiwrtA-e (with cut).

B^ White guava. See.'/HAw/.-White gum, a name ap-

^"blled to some dozen species of Kucahjpixui in Australia and
Tasmania, as E. Ktellulata, K. paiiriffom, E. amjffjdalina,

'etc., referring sometimes or always to tlier-olor of the bark.
— White gunpowder, hauberk, heat, hellebore, her-
on, herring, see the nouns. -White-heart cherry.
See hiynroon. White-heart or white-hearted hick-

fory. Same m morhTnui. White heath. See brii-r-root.

«— White hoarhound. s.M;/i<«»r/M;f//i(/— White honey-
' suckle. Ste hon^ymckb', li.^White hoop-withe. See
Tourn^/ortifi. White horse. (a) See white-horse, (b) A
while-topped wave.

The bay is now curlingand writhing in wAit« korseg un-

der a smoking south wester. KingOey, Life, viil.
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White House, the name popularly given to the official

residence of the President of the T'uited States, at Wash-
ington, from its color. Its official designation is Executive
Maiinon.— White Huns. See ifM?ii.—White ipecacu-
anha. See ipecacJianha.—White iron, pig-iron in which
the carbon is almost entirely in chemical combination with
the iron : such iron is very hard, of light color, and breaks
with a coarse granular or crystalline structure. White iron
containing a large amount of manganese is called spie-

geleisen. The white irons generally contain a high per-
centage of carbon. The French name for tin-plate (/er-
blanc) is sometimes (incorrectly) translated 'white iron.'—
White ironbark-tree. See iroiibark-tree.—White iron
pyrites. Same as inarcasite, 2.—White ironwood. See
iromvood.—White jasmine. See Ja^/iinwrn.-White
jaundice, a name formerly applied to chlorosis.— White
kidney, a kidney which has undergone lardaceous or
waxy degeneration.—White Jura, in geol., according to
the nomenclature of the German geologists, the uppermost
division of the Jurassic; called sometimes the Malm. It
takes the name of white from the lighter color of the rocks
of which it is made up, as contrasted with the darker
tints of the underlying rocks. HeeMahn, 2.—White lark,
lead, leather, see the nouns.—White laurel. See
3fai//io^)rt.—White League, a name sometimes given to
the Kuklux Klan, but especially to a nearly contempo-
rary military organization formed in Louisiana to secure
the political ascendancy of the whites.—WMte leprosy,
elephantiasis Gnecorum. The name was applied at one
time to various affections in which there were white
patches on the skin, such as leucoderma and some forms
of psoriasis.—White lettuce. See lettuce.

—

White Lias,
in Eng. geol., the uppermost division of the Rhajtic Lias
or Infra-Lias, as that formation is developed in south-
western England.— White lie, light, llgDum-vitse,
lime, line, lupine, magic, mahogany, manganese,
mangrove, etc. See the nouns.—White mace, the mace
obtained from the Santa U^ nutmeg. Jff/rwi^icrt Otoba.—
White man's footprint, a name given by the American
Indians to the common plantain, Plantago major, sup-
po8e<l to appear wherever white men settle.— White
man's weed. See wftifeu'^^rf.—White maple. Seeff/^yer

mnplCy under -map/ci.—White meat, (a) Food made of

milk, butter, cheese, eggs, and the like.

How cleanly he wipes his spoon at every spoonful of any
whitemeat he eats

!

B. Jo¥igon, Every Man out of his Humoiu*, iv. 1.

Look you, sir, the northern man loves whiteineats, the
southern man sallads.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 3.

(&) Certain delicate flesh used forfood, as poultry, rabbits,

veal, and pork.

Fish was enormously consumed, and so, too, were white
meat and dairy produce.

//. Uall, Society in Elizabethan Age, vi.

ic)'^B.mQ&s light meat. See »n€a(i.—White melilot. See
Melilotus.—White metal, mignonette, money. See
the nouns.—White MoorS, the Genoese. See the quota-
tion.

It is proverbially said there are in Genoa Mountaines
without wood, Sea without flsh, Women without shame,
and Men without conscience, which makes them to be
termed the White Moores.

Uotoell, Forrelne Travell (ed. Arber), p. 41.

White mouse. («) One of a fancy breed of the common
house-mouse, an albino of Mu8 muacxdug. The albinism
originates by chance, like thatof many other animals, but
maybe perfected and perpetuated by methodical selection.

When it is perfect, the mice are snow-white, with piTik

eyes, nose, ears, paws, and tail. (6) The lemming of Hud-
wju's Bay, Cunicxdus torqiiatun ; the snow-mituse, which
tunis pure-white in winter.—White mulberry, mullen,
mustard. See the nouns.-White nettle, the white
dead-nettle, Lamium o^&wj/j.- White nickel^ nickel di-

arsenide, the mineral rammelsbergite.—White night-
hawk. Same as vmtti>n-bird . -White noddy, the white

tern. See cut under Gygig.-WhXte nosegay-tree. See
nogegay-iree.—White note. See def. ID and Jiotei.—

White nun, the smew, Mer'felluji albellxtg. See cut under
smew. -White oak. See oak{\\'\i\\ cut).—White oakum.
See oaktnn, 2. —White olive. See //a«.'nV(.—White OWL
See *f/iow-oH-£.—White pearWOOd, a South African free,

Pterocelagtnig rogtratus, of the Celastraceie. It has a height

of about 20 feet, and yields a heavy, strong, and durable

wood, much used for wagon-work.—White pepper. See
pepper. —White perch, a very common food-flsn of east-

ern North America, Murone americana, of the family La-

bracidee. 1 1 is thus not a true perch, or member of the Per-

White Perch {Morone anteruana).

cidfe(toT an example of which see first eut under /JcrcAi),

but is most nearly related to the brass-bass or yellow-bass,

Morone interrupta, and next to the striped-bass, Roccua

lineatm, and white-bass, R. chrysops. It scarcely attains

the length of a foot, and is usually smaller than this

;

the color is olivaceous, silvery-white on the sides, with

faint light streaks, but without any of the dark stripes

which mark its near relatives. It abounds coastwise from
C'ape Cod to Horida, ascending all streams, and makes an

excellent pan-fish.- White pine. See piV.— White-
pine weevil. See PiHHodes (with cut) and weeril.—White
pitch. See Burgundy pitch, under prVc/i"-'. —White point,

a British noctuid moth, Leucania alfnpuncta.— White
pond-lily, poplar, poppy, potato, precipitate, see

the nouns.— White post. Sec post^, 5.— White pot-

white

herb. See Valerianella.—White prominent, a British
prominent moth, Notndonta tricolor^ with white wings, the
fore wings spotted with black.—White quebracho. See
5Me;»rac/io.— White-rag worm, the lurg.—White rent.
(a) In Devon and Cornwall, a rent or duty of eight pence,
payable yearly by every tinner to the Duke of Cornwall, as
lord of the soil. Imp. Diet, (ft) See ren(-', 2(c).—White rhi-
noceros, the African kobaoba. Rhinoceros simus.—White
ribbon, a ribbon worn to signify that the wearer is a mem-
ber of -some organization for the promotion of moral purity.

—White robin-snipe, rocket, rodwood, rope, rose,
rot,rubber, Russian, sage, salmon, salt, sandalwood,
sanicle, sapphire, see the nouns.— white sapota, a
small Mexican tree, Casimiroa edxdis, of the Rutacese. It
bears a nearly globose pulpy edible fruit, for which it

is cultivated.—White satin, Liparis or Stilpnotia salicis,

a British moth with satiny-white wings expanding two
inches.—White scale, (a) Agpidiotus nerii, a small white
bark-louse or scale-insect found commonly on citrus-trees

and -fruits and upon the oleander, magnolia, ivy, and many
other plants, (p) The cushion-scale, or fluted scale, /"ceri/a

purchasi. See cushion-scale, (c) The rose-scale, Diaspis
ros/e, a very white cosmopolitan species occurring on the
twigs and leaves of the rose.—White schorl, sea-bass,
seam. Seethe nouns. --White Sennaar gum. See ,*/«»»

arable, under f/nm-'.—White Shark, skin, snail, snake-
root. See the nouns.— White softening of the brain.
See 5o//e;im^.—White spruce, squall, stopper, stork,
stringy-bark, stuff, sultan, see tiie nouns. -White
sumac. Same an smooth smnac(w\nch see, nni\er sumac).

—White swallowwort, sweetwood, swelling, syca-
more, tallow, tansy, teak, tea-tree, thorn. See the
nouns.— White tern, any tern of the genus Gygis, when
adult of pure white plumage with black bill.—White
tincture, same as h'ss-er elixir (which see, under elixir,

1).—White-topped aster. See Serieocarpus.— White
trash, vervain, vine, vitriol, wagtail, walnut, wash,
water, water-lily, wavey, wax, whale, wheat, wid-
geon, willow, wine, witch, wolf, etc. See the nouns.

—White trout. See Micnipterua.—White wooUy cur-
rant-scale, Pvlfinaria ribis, a large bai'k-louse with a
white egg-sac, which occurs on currant-bushes in Europe.
lEng.]—White wren, yam, etc. See the nouns. =Syn.
2. White, Fair, Blond, Clear. As to complexion, white ex-

presses that which has too little color for naturalness or

health ; that is /air which agreeably approaches ivhite ;

that is clear which is free from blotch ; there is a clear

brown or olive as well as a clear blond. Blond is fair in

distinctive application to the color of the human skin—
properly to' that of females.

11, n. [< ME. hicitCy the white, whiteness, fair-

ness ; ef. OHG. tclzi, Icel. hviti,'] 1. A highly lu-

minous color, devoid of chroma, and therefore

indeterminate in hue. But a white intensely illumi-

nated has a yellow effect, and very deeply shaded takes on
the bluish look of gray. A derangement of the propor-
tions of light in pure white to the extent of 3 per cent, of

the red, 6 per cent, of the green, or .5 per cent, of the blue,

is readily perceived by direct comparison ; but quite con-

siderable admixtures of chroma are compatible with the
color's retaining the name of white.

My Nan shall be the queen of all the fairies,

Finely attired in a robe of white.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 72.

2. A pigment of this color.— 3, Something, or

a part of something, having the color of snow.
specifically—(a) The central part in the butt in archery,

which was formerly painted white ; the center or mark at

whicli an arrow or other missile is aimed ; hence, the thing
or point aimed at,

Vertue is the white we shoote at, not vanitie.

Lyly, Euphuesand his England, p. 245.

"Twas I won the wager, though you hit the ivhUe.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 186.

Thus Geneva Lake swallowed up the Episcopal Sea,

and Church-Lands were made secular, which was the
White they levell'd at. Howell, Letters, iii. 3.

(ft) The albumen of an egg, or that pellucid viscous fluid

whicli surrounds the yolk; also, sometimes, the corre-

sponding part of a seed, or the farinaceous matter sur-

rounding the embryo, (c) That part of the ball of the eye
which surrounds the iris or colored part.

And he, poor heart, no sooner heard my news.
But turns me up his whites, and falls flat down.

Grim the Collier, iii. (Davies.)

Ay, and I turned up the whites of my eyen till the strings

awmost cracked again. Macklin, Man of the World, ill. 1.

(d) pi. In printing, blank spaces, (e) pi. A white fabric

otherwise called long cloth.

The Indians doe bring fine tvhites. which the Tartars

do all roll about their heads, & al other kinds of whites,

which serue for apparell. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 332.

Salisbui-y has . . . Long Cloths for the Turkey trade,

called Salisbury Whites.

Defoe, Tour thro' Great Britain, I. 324. {Davies.)

(/t) White clothing or drapery.

You clothe Christ with your blacks on earth, he will

clothe you with his glorious whites in heaven.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 174.

(g) A member of the white race of mankind : as, the "poor
whites" of the southern United States.

4. pi. In 7ned., leucorrliea—Body white. See

Jlake-white.— ChiaSL White, a very pure variety of white

lead, usually in small drops. Also silver-white.—Chinese
white. Sauie as zinc 7vhite.— CliChy White, a kind of

white lead made at Clichy. in France.— Constant White,
an artificially prepared sulphate of barium. See blancfixe,

under 6M«r.— Cremnitz white. See Kremnitz white.

-

Dutch white, an adulterated white lead : a book-name.—

Faenza white, a name given to the fine whit* enamel of

.'iome varieties <'f majolica. It is thought, however, that

the discovery is due to the factory of Ferrara.—Flake
White. See/«)tP-w.7a7e.— Forest whitest. Sameasj>en-

Mom:— Trench white, a variety of white lead : same aa

China white. Also called blanc d'argent.— Jn black and
White. See Wacfr.— lndophenol white. Same as ieuco-



white
indophtnol. — Kremnltz wlilte, London white, white
lead.— Paris white. See »Ai(i;i(;.—Pattlson's white,
the hydrated oxychlorid of lead.—Pearl White, the basic
uitrat« of bismuth used as a cosmetic.— Permanent
white. Sauie as constant white.— Roman white, white
lead: a book-name.— Silver white. Same as French
vhit*.—Spanish white. See whiting.—The White and
the iredt, silver and gold.

They shuUe forgon tJte whyte and ek the rede.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1384.

Thin white, in rrUding, the first priming of hot size and
whiting. This is followed by several layers of greater
consistence, called thicJc white. Two thick whites laid on,
one ahnost innnediat«ly after the other, are called double
opening white.—To spit White. See sjn'(-'.—Venice
white, an adulterated wliit^: lead: a book-name.— Zinc
White, impure oxid of zinc.

wMte' (hwit), «. ;
pret. and pp. whited, ppr.

whiting. [(«) < ME. whiten, hwiten,< AS. hici-

Ua7i = 0H6. wizen, MH6. wizen = Goth, hweit-

jan, become white ; also AS. gehwitian = D. wit-

ten= G. weissen = Goth, gah weitjan, make white

;

from the adj.: see white^, n.] I.f intrans. To
grow white ; whiten.
He . . . laueth hem in the lauandrie . . .

And with warme water of hus eyen woketh hit til hit

wAite. Piers Plowman (C), xviL 332.

n. trans. To make white. Specifically- (o) To
whiten ; whitewash ; hence, to gloss over.

His raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow

;

so as no fuller on earth can white them. Mark ix. 3.

Then bring'st his virtue asleep, and stay'st the wheel
Both of his reason and judgment, that they move not

;

Whitest over all his vices.

Fletcher (and others). Bloody Brother, iv. 1.

He was as scrupulously whitcd as any sepulchre in the
whole bills of mortality, Thackeray, Newcomes, viii.

(b) To make pale or paUid.

Your passion hath sufficiently whited your face.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

=Syn. See whiten.

wMte^ (hwit), V. t. A dialectal form of thwite.

Compare whittle^ from "thwittle.

white-alloy (hwit'a-loi"), ». One of various
cheap alloys used to imitate silver. Most of

them contain copper and tin, with some arsenic.

white-armed (hwit'ilrmd), a. Having white
arms—White-armed sea-anemone, an actinia, Sa-
gariia leiicolmma.

white-arse (hwit'iirs), n. The wheatear.
whiteback (liwit'bak), j(. 1. The canvasback
duck. See cut under canvasback. Alex. Wilson,

1814. [Potomac river, U. S.] —2. The white
poplar, Populus alba. [Prov. Eng.]
white-backed (hwit'bakt), a. Having the back
more or less white— White-backed bushbuck. See
fctMAfrtict.— AVhlte-backed colie, the South African Co-
lius capensis, marked with a black-and-white line on each
side of the back. It is small-bodied, but a foot or more long
owing to the development of the tail.— White-backed
Skunk, the conepate. See cut under Conepatm. —White-
backed woodpecker, a three-toed woodpecker of North
America, Picoides dftrsalis of Baird, having a long white
stripe down the middle of the black back.

whitebait (hwit'bat), ». 1. A small elupeoid
fish, prized as a delicacy in England. Whitebait
are best when from 2 or 3 inches long, but retain the name
up to a size of 4 or ^ inches. They abound in the estuary
of the Thames and in other similar British localities at
certain seasons. The fishing begins in April, and lasts

through the summer; the fishes are taken in bag-nets.
They are chiefly of a silvery-white color inclining to a
pale-greenish on the back. Some places in England, as
especially Greenwich, are famous for their whitebait
dinners. The fish are usually fried till they are crisp.

The identity of whitebait has been much discussed and
disputed. They have been supposed to be a distinct
species, named Clupea alba, and even placed in a genus
framed for their reception as Rogenia alba. They have
been more generally recognized as the fry of certain clu-

peoids, as the sprat {Clupea sprattus), the herring (C. haren-
gus), and the shad (of one or another of the British species).
But careful examinations of great quantities of whitebait,
made in different localities at different times, have shown
these opinions to be more or less erroneous. Whitebait
consists in fact of the fry of several different elupeoid
fishes, mainly the sprat and the herring, with occasionally
a small percentage of yet other fishes ; and the relative
quantity of the different species represented varies, more-
urer, according to season and locality.

Our wives (without whose sanction no good man would
surely ever look a whitebait in the face) gave us permis-
sion to attend this entertainment. Thackeray, Thilip, xl,

2. A Chinese salmonoid fish, Salanx sinensis.

See Salanx.

white-baker (hwit'ba"kir), n. The beam-bird,
Mnsciciijin griwla; the spotted flycatcher. Also
whitctcall, white-bird.

white-barred (hwit'biird), a. Having one or

more white bars, as an animal : specifying a
British hawk-moth, Scsia sphegiformis or Tro-
chilium .iphegiforme.

white-bass (hwit'bas), n. A fresh-water food-
fish of the United States, Boccus chrysops, found
chiefly in the Mississippi basin and the Great
Lake region, of the same genus as the striped-
bass (R. lineatus), which it much resembles,
but quite different from the black-basses (which
are centrarchoids). The color is silvery, tinged with
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yellow below, and marked along the Bides with eeveral
blackish lines.

white-beaked (hwit'bekt), a. Having a white
beak, (a) White-billed, as a bird. (&) Having the snout
or rostrum white, as a skunk-porpoise of the genus La-
fren^}rh!tiu:hus (which see).

whitebeam, whitebeam-tree (hwit'bem, -tre),

n. A small Old World tree, Pyrus Aria, hav-
ing the under side of its foliage, as well as the
young twigs and inflorescence, clothed with
silvery down. See beam-tree.

white-beard (hwit'berd), ». [< ME. whytebenl;
< white + beard.'] A man having a white or
gray beard ; a graybeard ; an old man.
And yff they woUe not dredde, ne obey that, then they

shall be quyt by Blackberd or Whyteberd.
Paston Letters, I. 131.

White-beards have arm'd their thin and hairless scalps
Against thy majesty. Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2. 112.

white-bearded (hwit'ber"ded), a. Having a
white or gray beard.

Our White-bearded Patriarchs died.
Byron, Heaven and Earth, i. 3.

White-bearded monkey, Semnopithecus nestor, of Cey-
lon.

white-bellied (hwit'bel"id), a. Having the
belly white : specifying many birds and otlier

animals— White-bellied murrelet, Brachyrkam-
phus hypoleucv-s, a bird of the auk family, found on the
coast of Southern and Lower California.— White-bellied
nuthatch. See nuthatch (with cut).— White-bellied
petrel, Fregatta grallaria, a kind of stilt-petrel.

—

White-bellied rat. See black rat, under ra( J.— White-
bellied sea-eagle, Ilaliaetus leucogaster, of Asia, Aus-
tralia, etc.—White-bellied seal, the monk-seal, Mona-
ehm nidJDenfer.- White-bellied Snipe. See snipe^.—
White-bellied swallow, Tachydneta or Iridoprocne bi-

color, having the under parts pure-white, the upper dark
lustrous-green. It is one of the most beautiful as well as
most abundant swallows of North America, sometimes
known as tree-swallow. See cut under sxvaltow.— White-
bellied water-mouse, the Australian Hydromys leuco-
gaster.— White-bellied wreiL See uren.

whitebelly (hwit'bel"i), ». 1. The common
sharp-tailed grouse of the United States, whose
under parts appear white in comparison vs^th

tliose of the pinnated grouse. See cut under
I'ediaicetes.— 2. The American widgeon, Ma-
reca americana. See out under widgeon. [New
Eng.]
whitebill (hwit'bil), n. The common Ameri-
can coot, Fulica americana. [New Jersey.]
white-billed (hwit'bild), a. Having a white
bill, as a bird: specifying various species: as,

the white-hilled textor. See cut under Textor.

white-bird (h wit'bferd), n. Same as whiie-haker.

white-blaze (hwit' blaz), n. Same as white-face.

white-blow (bwit'blo), n. Either of two early
ilowers, Haxifraga fridactyUtes and Erophila vul-

gari.i {Draba vcrna), both also named whitlotc-

grass : an old name in England.
white-bonnet (hwit'bon'et), n. A fictitious

bidder at sales by auction: same an puffer, 2.

whitebottle (hwit'bot"l), n. The bladder-cam-
pion, Silenc Ciicubalus (S. inflata). See Silene.

whiteboy (hwit'boi), n. it. An old term of en-
dearment applied to a favorite son, dependent,
or the like ; a darling. See white^, a., 5.

"I know," quoth I, *'I am his white-boy, and will not
be gulled." Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 4.

His first addresse was an humble Remonstrance by a
dutifull son of the Church, almost as if he had said her
white-boy. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. [cap.] A member of an illegal agrarian asso-

ciation formed in Ireland about the year 1761,

whose object was "to do justice to the poor by
restoring the ancient commons and redressing
other grievances" (Lecky). The members of the
association assembled at night with white frocks over
their other clothes (whence the name), threw down fences,

and leveled inclosures (being hence also called Levelers),

destroyed the property of harsh landlords or their agents,

the Protestant clergy, the tithe-collectors, and any others
who had made themselves obnoxious to the association.

Also used attributively.

Unlike ordinary crime, the White-boy outrages were
systematically, skilfully, and often very successfully di-

rected to the enforcement of certain rules of conduct.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvi.

Whiteboyism (hwit'boi-izm), n. [< Whiteboy
+ -ism.] The principles or practices of the
Wliiteboys.
The Catholic bishop of Cloyne, in March, 1762, issued a

pastoral lu-ging those of his diocese to use all the spiritual

censures at their disposal for the puri)ose of repressing
Whiteboyism. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvi.

white-brass (hwit'bras), n. An alloy of copper
and zinc, in which the proportion of copper is

comparatively small. With less than 45 per cent, of
copper the color of brass ceases to be yellow, and as the
percentage of zinc is increased the color of the alloy passes
from silver-white to gray and hluish-gray. Such alloys are
brittle, and have but a limited use. Some of these whites-

brasses are sold under the trade-names of "Birmingham
platinum" and "platinum lead." These are chiefiy used

white-eye

for buttons, which are made by first casting and then care-
fully pressing so as to bring out the ornamental pattern
on the surface.

white-breasted (hwit'bres'ted), a. 1. Having
a white breast or bosom.

White-breasted like a star

Fronting the dawn he moved. Tennyson, G^none.

2. Having the breast more or less white: speci-

fying numerous animals. See cut under squir-

rel-haiok.

white-brindled (hwit'brin'dled), «. Brindled
with white: specifying a British moth, Botijs

olivalis.

white-browed (hwit'broud), a. In or«8</i., hav-
ing a white superciliary streak: as, the white-

browed sparrow, Zonotrichia teucophrys.

whitebug (hwit'bug), n. A bug which injures

vines and other plants, as a wliite scale (which
see, under white'^).

whitecap (hwit'kap), n. 1. The male redstart,

a bird, liuticilla plieenicttra. See fii-st cut un-
der redstart. [Shropshire, Eng.]— 2. Thetree-
or mountain-spaiTow, Passer montanns. Imp.
Vict.— Z.x'l- The common mushroom, ^j/oricw*

campestris.— 4. Naut., a wave with a broken
crest showing as a white patcli ; a white horse.
— 5. [cap."] One of a self-constituted body or
committee of persons, who, generally under the
guise of rendering service or protection to the
community in which they dwell, commit va-
rious outrages and lawless acts.

Whitechapel cart. See cart.

whitecoat (hwit'kot), «. A young harp-seal;
any seal-pup or very young seal whose coat is

white. [Newfoundland.]
The phenomenon so carefully described by him was

simply a white-coat, or young six-weeks-old seal.

Blackwood's Mag. ,
July, 1873, p. 54. {Encye. Diet.)

white-crested (liwit'kre8"ted), a. Having a
white crest, as a bird or other animal: as, the
white-crested turakoo (see turakoo); the great
white-crested cockatoo, Cacatua cristata; the
white-crested black Polish fowl; the white-crest-

ed spiny rat (see Loncheres).

white-crowned (liwlt'kround), a. Having the
crown or top of the head white, as a Ijird. The
white-crowned pigeon is Cotumba leucocephala, with the
whole top of the head pure-white, inhabiting the West

White-crowned Pigeon {Colttmlfa teueocephata).

Indies and parts of Florida. This is a large stout-bodied
and dark-colored pigeon, notable as one of the few Amer-
ican forms which most authors continue to regard as con-
generic with the Old World species of Colwtnba proper.
The white-ci-owned sparrow is Zonotrictiia teucophrys,
one of the crown-sparrows, closely related to the white-
throated, common in ejistern parts of North America,
having in the adult the top and sides of the head striped
with ashy-white and black.

white-earl (hwit'er), «. A shell of the family
Vanikoridee; a vanikoro.

white-ear^ (hwit'er), n. [See wheatear.'] The
wlieatear or fallow-finch, Saxicola cenanthc. See
cut under wheatear.

white-eared (liwit'erd), a. Having white ears

:

(a) as a bird whose auricular feathers are
white; {b) as poultry with large white ear-

lobes—White-eared thrush. See thnishi.

white-eye (hwit'i), «. l. In Great Britain, the
white-eyed duck, Nyroca ferruginea or ?f. leu-

coplithalma. See cut under A'^coco.— 2. In the
United States, the white-eyed vireo or gi'eenlet,

Virco novehoraccnsis. See cut under Tireo.—
3. Any bird of tlie genus Zosterops; a silver-

eye: as, the Indian white-eye, Z. palpebrosus.
See cut under Zosterojys.
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By most English-speaking people in various parts of

tlie world the prevalent species of Zosterops is commonly
called "White-eye" or " Silver-eye " from the feature be-
fore mentioned.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 824, note.

upon the roots of grass and other vegetation, and at times
are serious pests. See Allorhina (with cut), cockchafer,
dor-lnit/ (with cut), June-bmj (with cut), Lachiwsterna,
May-heetle, and Melolcmtha.

white-gTUn (hwit'gum), «. In med, an eruption
wmte-eyed (nwit id), «. Having white eyes— of whitish spots surrounded by a red areola,
tliat is, eyes iu wliieli the iris is white or color- occurring about the neck and arms of infants;
less— White-eyed pochard. See cut under JS'i/ro™— strophulus albidus.
White-eyed shad. Same as 7nM(f-«Aad.-WMte-eyed white-handed (hwit'han'ded), a
townee, a vaiiety of the tomnion towhee bunting, found n-hit(> Inmlo
in Yionin— Pipilo eriithraphthalmm alleni. Compare cut _' "'"'"»
under i'ynZo.— White-eyed vlreo or greenlet. See
Vireo (with cut).— White-eyed warblert. See warbler.

whitening

[< wWiei -1- -Zji.] White;

white-faced (hwit'fast), a. l. Ha-snug a white
or pale face, as from fear or illness.— 2. Hav-
ing a white front or siu-faee.

That pale, that white-faced shore.
Shak., K. John, U. 1. 23.

On a rickety chair, tilted against the white-faced wall,
sat a young man, wearing a suit of eiceedingly cheap and
shabl)y store-clothes. The Atlantic, LSI. 676.

White-handed mistress, one sweet word with thee.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 230.

2. Having pure, unstained hands ; not tainted
with guilt.

O, welcome, pure-eyed Faith ; white-handed Hope,
Thou hovering angel, girt with golden wings

!

Milton, Comus, 1. 213.

3. In zooL, having the fore paws white: as,
the white-handed gibbon, Hylobatcs lar. See
cut under gibbon,

3. Marked with white on the front of the head, white-hass (hwit'has), n. A white-pudding,
as a bird or other animal WMte-feoed black stuffed with oatmeal and suet. [Scotch.]
Spanish foWL See Spanish fmd, under Spanish.— There is black-pudding and white-hass— try whilk ye wbito mmi+Vioil ""^Ww^t'mViiTtiifT '/,

White-faced duck, (o) The female scaup-duck, Fuli- like best. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.
wnite-mOUtnett (hwit moutht), a

ffula marila. which has a white band about the base of nr>iifo^oiiaA n,m^t'lia,N „ r/ ,.,i <„ j. i
WJllte-lippeQ.

the hill. See cut under »ca«i). (6) The blue-winged teal.
Whltehause (hwit haz) n. l< white + hause, whiten (hwi'tn), V.

See cut ninler (rail. —White-faced goose. .See<7w>«e.— var. ot /mtec^.J The shagi-een lay, Baia ful - ~

White-faced hornet. See Iciyw.- White-faced Ibis, lonica, a batoid fish common in British waters.
lbij( '/uarauiia, related to the glossy ibis, but havhig the [Local Enff.l

For Bardolph, he is white-livered and red-faced ; by the
means whereof a' faces it out, but fights not.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 2. 34.

As I live, they stay not here, while-liver'd wretches

!

Fletcher i^and another), EMer Brother, It. 3.

When they come in swaggering company, and will
pocket up anything, may they not properly be said to be
white-livered! B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

1. Having whitelyt (hwit'li), a.

pale.
A whitly wanton, with a veluet brow.

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 198 (folio 1623).

Could I those whitely Stars go nigh
Which make the Milky-Way in Sky.

Ilowell, Letters, ii. 22 (song).

white-marked (hwit'miirkt), a. Marked with
white, as various animals White-marked moth,
Tmniocampa lemographa, a British noctuid.— White-
marked tussock-moth, a common North American
vaporer, Or<jyia leucosliyma. See tussock-moth, and cut
under Orj/yia, 2.

white-meat (hwit'met), n. [< ME. whitmcte;
Kjvhite^ + meat.'i See white meat, under white^.

In couch.,

parts alH'iit the l»ill white:
liiiteil States.— White-faced type. See tyjie, 8.

white-favored {liwit'fa"vord), a. Wearing
white favors, as in connection with a wedding.

But they must go, the time draws on,
And those white-favmir'd horses wait.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

Whitefieldian(hwit-fel'di-an), «. [< Whitefield
(seedef.) + -inn.'\ AfoUower of George White-
field, after his separation from the Wesleys:
same as HnntituidoniaH.

edt^^e "leXn*"""" Whitehead (hwit'hed),n. 1. The white-headed
scoter or surf-scoter, a duck, OSdemia perspiciU
lata. See cut under Pelionetta. [Long Island.]— 2. A breed of domestic pigeons with the
head and tail white; a white-tailed monk.

—

3. The blue wavey, or blue-winged snow-goose,
Chtn cierulescens. See goose.—4. The broom-
bush, Parthenium Hysterophorus. Also called
bastard feverfew and West Indian mtigwort.
[West Indies.]

[< ME. hwitnen = Icel.
hvitna = Sw. hvitna = Dan. hvidne, whiten,
become white; as white^ + -ewl.] I. intrans.
To become wliite; turn white; bleach: as, the
sea whitens with foam.

whitefish (liwit'fish), n. A general name of white-headed (hwit'hed'ed), a. Having the
fishes and other aquatic animals which are
white, or nearly .so: variously applied, (a) A fish
of such kind as the whiting, haddock, or menhaden, (b)
.\ny llsh of the gcnnsCoreyfmtts. Tliese are iniiK>rtant food-
ftshes of both American and European waters, represent-
ing a division {Coregoninae) of the family Sahnmtidx.

Whitefisli of the Great LaJces (Core^nus clufief^ormit).

Most of the species have their distinctive names, for
which see C^'re'jiiiiinx and Coregonus. See also cuts under
Cisco and nhadwaiter. (c) Any Ash of the genus Leucisais.
(d) Any wliite whale, or beluga. See beluga. 2, and cut
under Ddjiliinaplena. (e) Same as blartquiUo, 2.—WMte-
flsh-mullet. See mvlleti.

whiteflawt (hwifflA), «. [A var. of whiekflaw,
siinuhitiiig white^.] A whitlow.
A cock is olfered (at least was wont to be) to St. Chris-

topher in Touraine for a certaine s<jre, which useth to be
in the end of men's fingers, the white-flaw.
World of Wonders, p. 308. ((Juoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,

IX. 511.)
The nails fain off by Whit-flawei.

Uerrick, Oberon's Palace.

white-flesher (hwit'flesh'fer), n. The ruffed ...
grouse, lionasa umbellus: so called in distinc- Whlte-leg (hwit leg), J^

fioii from grouse with darTi meat. Sir John
liirhard.ton, 1831. [Canada.]
white-flowered (hwifflou-'erd), a. Noting nu-
merous plants with white flowers: as, white-
Jhiwrrid azalea, broom, cinquefoil, etc.

white-footed (hvrit'fiit'ed), a. Having white
feet: as, the mhite-footed hapalote, Hapalotis white-line (hwit'lin), o. White-lined.- Whlte-
atbi/ici, of New South Wales— White-footed line dart, a British noctuid moth, .4(;ro«f» (ritira.

mouse, Vesperimus americanus, the commonest vesper- wMtC-liued (hwit'lind), fl. Having a white
mouse of Worth America, with snowy paws and under i;„o ni- Unoa iir>.».« i<«..< «»».<««. .Jk<_-.>„ri,,_fa»t„™. .i,.,-„,i I," .„...» ,.« •>......'„„ „» .1 line or lines— White-lined momlng-sphlnx, a com-parts— features shared by most of the mice of the genus
Vesperimtts. .See V^esperimus, and cut under rf^er-mtrnw.

White-fronted (hwit'fninned),«.. Having the ^^1^^^ (hwit ' lipt), a. Having white
front or lorehead white, as a bird. The white- ih.t. l,.,vi„fr o wliite lin or nnerture ass shell
fronted dove is E,.jy_ptaa albifron,,_ found in Texas and ^'ik,.';' i'^.^ "^1'^.^^^^ ZSl^s^nlZ)^!^-^f}!'-.
Mexico. The white-f'ront«d goose is Anser albifrons of
Europe, a variety of which, A. albifrons ijamJbeli, inhabits
North America, and is known in some parts as the speckle-
belly. The white-fronted lemur of Madagascar is a spe-
cies or variety which has been named l-^mur albifrons.
The wliite-fionted capuchin is Cebus albifrons, a South
AnnTi(;iti monkey.

white-grass (hwlt'gras), «. See Leersia.
white-grub (hwit'grub), n. The large white
eartli-iiihabiting larva of any one of a number
of scarabffiid beetles. The conimon white-grub of white-liveied (hwit'liv"erd), a. Having (ac-
Euroi)e is the larva of the cockchafer, Melolontha vulgaris; cording to an old notion) a light-colored liver,

Jhf uL'^'; 'h""^""!;^''T'
'"'/''"'

'^'"'f
'* '•"'

^T",
"' supposed to be due to lack of bile or gall, andthe .\lay-beetle, Lachnostrrna fusca, and congeneric dor- , ' '

i i i • j- * i, j.
bugs ; and that of the southeni United States is usually "ence a pale look—an indication of cowardice

;

the larva of the June-bug, Allorhitia ralMa. All feed hence, cowardly.

Whiten gan the orisounte sheene
Al esterward, as it is wont to done.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 276.

Willows whiten, aspens quiver.
Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

Fields like prairies, snow-patched, as far as you could
see, with things laid out to whiten

!

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vi.

II. trans. To make white ; bleach ; blanch

;

whitewash: as, to whiten cloth; to whiten a
wall.

Drooping lilies whitened all the ground.
Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

It [the mastic] is chewed only by the Turks, especially
the ladies, who use it both as an amusement and also to
whiten their teeth and sweeten the breath.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 4.

The walls of Churches and rich Mens Houses are whit-
ened with Lime, both within and without.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 140.

= Syn. Whiten, Bleach, Blanch, Etiolate. WAjtew may be
a general word for making white, but is chiefly used for
the putting of a white coating upon a surface : as, a wall
whitened by the application of lime ; the sea whitened by
the wind. White for whiten is old-fashioned or Biblical.
Bleach and blanch express the act of making white by re-
moval, change, or destruction of color. Bleaching is done
chemically or by exposure to light and air: as, to Ueaeh
linen or bones. Blanching is a natural process : celery
and other plants are blanched or etiolated by excluding
light from them ; cheeks are blanched by fear, when the
blood retires from their capillaries and leaves them pale.
See also defs. 5 and 6 under blanch.

white-necked (hwit'nekt), a. Having a white
neck: specifying various animals: as,thew/i»te-
necked TSbveu, Corvus cryptoleucus, a small raven
found in western parts of the United States,
having the concealed bases of the feathers
of the neck fleecy-white ; the white-necked or
chaplain crow, Corvus scapulatiis ; the whitc-
necfi-ed otary, an Australian eared seal,

fam'mli with,' but wA<(e.Ao«sUver whitener (hwifni^r), « [< whiten + -erl.]

One who or that which bleaches, or makes
white ; especially, some chemical or other agent
used for bleaching or cleaning very perfectly.
whiteness (hwit'nes), n. [< ME. whytnes.'ie,

whitnesse; < white^ + -ness.'] 1. The stateof be-
ing white; white color, or freedom from any
darkness or obscurity on the surface.

Says Al Kittib, they [the Moors] displayed teeth of daz-
zling whiteness, and their breath was as the perfume of
flowers. Irving, Granada, i.

2. Lack of color in the face
;
paleness, as from

sickness, terror, or grief ;
pallor.

Thou tremblest ; and the whiteness in thy cheek
Is apter than thy tongue to tell thy errand.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 68.

3. Purity; cleanness; freedom from stain or
blemish.

I am she,

And so will bear myself, whose truth and whiteness
Shall ever stand as far from these detections
As you from duty.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, 1. 1.

He had kept
The whiteness of his soul, and thus men o'er him wept.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iii 67.

whitening (hwlt'ning), n. [Verbal n. of whiten,
«).] 1. The act or process of making white.— 2. In leather-manuf., the operation of clean-
ing and preparing the flesh side of a hide on
a beam, preparatory to wa.xing.— 3. Tin-plat-
ing. See chemical plating, under plate, v. t,—
4. Same as whiting'-.

head more or less entirely white: specifying
many animals— 'White-headed duck, Erismatura
leucocephala, a rudder-tailed or stiJT-tailed duck of Europe
and Africa.— White-headed eagle, the common bald
eagle or sea-eagle of .Vortli .Aincrica, IIttliaitu,lleucocepha-
lus. See eayfe.— White-headed goose, gull, shrike.
See the nouns.— 'White-headed harpy. See harpif,
3 (6).— White-headed tern, .'itenia trutleaui, a South
American species of tern.— White-headed titmouse,
a variety of the long-tailed titmouse, Acredula caudnta
(or rosea), whose head is whiter than usual. It inhabits
northerly continental Europe.— White-headed 'Wood-
pecker, Pieus or Xenopicus albUarvatus, a woodpecker
with a black body, white head, scarlet nuchal band in the
male, and white wing-patch, found in the forests, chiefly
of conifers, of the Pacific slope of the United States. See
cut under Xentiificus.

Whitehead's operations. See operation.

white-horse (hwit'hors), n. 1. An extremely
tough and sinewy substance resembling blub-
ber, but destitute of oil, which lies between
the upper jaw and the junk of a sperm-whale.
('. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 312.— 2.
A West Indian rubiaceous shrub, Portlandia
grandiflora, having whitish flowers 3 to 8 inches
long.

white-hot (h-wit'hot), a. Heated to full incan-
descence so as to emit all the rays of the visible
spectrum, and hence appear a dazzling white
to the eye. See radiation and spectrum, and
red heat, white heat (under heat).

White-hot iron we are
is what we do not often look upon.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, Ix,

The disease phlegma-
sia diilciis; milk-leg. Sec phlegmasia.
white-limed (hwit'limd), «. [< ME. whitlym^d;
< white^ + limed.'] Whitewashed.
Ypocrisie . . . isylikned inLatynto a lothliche dounghep.
That were by-snywe al with snow and snakes withyuue.
Or to a wal whit-lymed and were blak with-inne.

Piers Plowman (0% xvii. 287.

mon North American sphingid moth, Deile2)hila iineata.
See sjihinz (with cut).

White-lipped peccary, Vicotyles fa6m(w«.— White-
lipped snail, the common garden-snail, girdled snail, or
brown snail, lldix nenwralis (including H. hortensis and
H. hybriAla). Also called white-mfiuthed snail.

white-listed (hwit'li8''''ted), a. Having white
stripes or lists on a darker ground (the tree in

the quotation having been torn with lightning).

He raised his eyes and saw
The tree that shone white-listed thro' the gloom.

Tennyson, Merlin and "Vivien.



A fine

whitening

Three bright shillings, . . . which Peggotty had evi-

dently polished up with whitening.
DickeTis, David C'opperfleld, v.

whitening-slicker (hwit'ning-slik'fer), n. A
kind of soraper or knife with a very fine edge,

used by leather-dressers in whitening or clean-

ing the flesh side of skins before waxing.

whitening-stone (hwit'ning-ston), « *

sharpening stone used by cutlers.

white-pot (hwit'pot), n. 1. A dish made of

milk or cream, eggs, sugar, bread or rice, and
sometimes fruit, spices, etc., baked in a pot or

in a bowl placed in a quick oven. Older recipes

differ as to the ingredients, but in its more frequent forms

the dish is of the nature of a rice- or bread-pudding.

To make a u-hite-pot. Take a pint and a half of cream,

a quarter of a pound of sugar, a little rose-water, a few

dates sliced, a few raisins of the sun, six or seven eggs,

and a little mace, a sliced pippin, or lemon, cut sippet

whitewing

white-thorn (hwit'thom), n. [< ME. xchythe

thnriic, iritllKirn; <whitel + (/ior«l.] Seethornl^.

White's thrush. A ground-thrush, Geocichla whitethrpat (hwit'throt), n. 1. One of sev

(
Ontieinda ) raria . This bird was originaJly described
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Carry it among the whitsters in Datchet-mead.
'

S/ja*., M. W. of W., iiL 3. 14.

as Turdus mrius by Pallas, 1811 ; as T. aurem by Holandre

1828- and as T. whUei by Eyton, 1836, when it was found

as a straggler to Great Britsiin, and dedicated to O. White

of Selborne ; it is also known as Oreocincta aurea, 0. whitei,

and by other names. By some singular misapprehension

eral small singing birds of the genus Sylvia,

found in the British Islands. The common white-

throat is S. cinerea. The lesser whitethroat is S. curruca.

The garden-whitethroat is .S'. hirrUnsU, also called biUy

whiUthroat and greater pettichaps. See cut in preceding

column.

tiic true White's thrush, occurring as a straggler in Eu-

rope, was mistakenly recorded as Turdm lunulatus by

Blasi'us in 1862 : whence a part of the myth, which in its

romuled-out form extended to America.
fashion for your dishes you bake in, and dip them in sack

Ty>,jtpc.toiie (liwit'ston ), n. A literal translation
or rose-water. OentUuonianS Delight (16,6).

w^iucs
^^^_^^^^ JVeissstcin, the name of a rock

The Solomon's-seal,

or perhaps P. offici-

WTien I show you the library, you shall see in her own
hand ... the best receipt now in England troth for a

hasty-pudding and a white pot. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

But whilepot thick is my Buxoma's fare.

While she loves while-pot, capon ne'er shall be.

Nor hare, nor beef, nor pudding, food for me.
Gay, Shepherd's Week, Monday, 1. 92.

2t. A drink consisting of port wine heated,

with a roasted lemon, sugar, and spices added.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 218.

white-pudding (hwit'pud'ing), n. 1. A pud-

ding made of milk, eggs, flour, and butter.— 2.

A kind of sausage of oatmeal mixed with suet,

seasoned with pepper, salt, and sometimes

onions, and stuffed into a prepared intestine.

Compare black-pudding.

white-rock (hwit'rok), n. In the' South Staf-

fordshire coal-field, dikes ofdiabasic rook which

there intersect the coal-measures.

Microscopical examination shows that this white-rock

or "white-trap" is merely an altered form of some dia-

basic or basaltic rock, wherein the felspar crystals, though

much decayed, can yet he traced, the augite, olivine, and
magnetite being more or less completely changed into a

mere pulverulent earthy substance.
Geikie, Text-Book of Geol., 2d ed., p. 660.

white-roott (hwit'rot), n.

Polygonatum multiflorum
nale.

white-rot (hwit'rot), n. See rot.

whiterump (hwit'rump), ». 1. Same as white-

tail, 1.— 2. The Hudsonian godwit, Limosa hie-

masticM : same as spotrump. G. Trumbull, 1888.

[West Barnstable, Mass.]

white-rumped (hwit'rumpt), a. Having a white

rump or white upper tail-coverts: specifying va-

rious birds •White-rumped petrel, Leach's petrel,

Cymoehorea leucorrhoa, of a fuliginous color with white

upper tail coverts : found on both east and west coasts of

the United States.—WMte-rumped sandpiper, Bona-

parte's sandpiper, Tringa or Actodromas bonapartei, hav-

ing white upper tail-coverts : abundant in many parts of

North America.—WUte-rumped shrike, the common
American shrike, a variety of the loggerhead, Lanivs ludo-

vieianm exeiMtoroides.—White-ramvei thrush. See

thntshi.

white-salted (hwit'sal'ted), a. Cured in a

certain manner, as herring (which see)—White-
salted herring. See herring.

white-scop (hwit'skop), u. Same as whitehead,

1. a. Trumbull, 1888. [Local, Connecticut.]

white-shafted (hwif shafted), a. Having
white shafts or shaft-lines of the feathers: as,

the white-shafted fantail, lihipidura albiseapa.

Compare red^hafted, yellow-shafted.

Whiteside (hwit'sid), n. The golden-eyed duck,

Clanf/ula glaucion. [Westmoreland, Eng.]

white-sided (hwit'si"'ded), a. Having the sides

White's thrush has been said to be "the only known bird g rpj^g white-throated sparrow, or peabody-
which is found in Europe and America and Australia alike

^^ ,
j ^^ United States, Zonotrichia alUcollis.— the facts being (1) that various birds are so found, but uiiu, >/i ..u^ ..^ ..i..-

'. i. , t„.,„„„i,/„_.o

no thrnshes of any kind are so found; (2) that Whites —3. A Brazilian humming-bird, LeucocMons

thrush has never been found either in America or in Aus- albicollis. The character implied m the name
tralia, and has been found in Europe as an accidental vis- jg ^^^y unusual in this family.

^^'^^'^^^'^^^iViS^^S:^ot^t white:throated (hwit'thro'ted) « Having a

tv-Mai! Glnmdata (Turdm lunulatus of Latham), and white throat: specifying many birds and other
' .^.. .-T,..

^j^ij^aXs: as, the white-throated sparrovf. Zono-

trichia albicollis, the most abundant kind of

crown-sparrow found in eastern parts of the

United States. See cut under Zonotrichia.—
•White-throated blue •warbler. .See mum-Wct.-White-
throated finch. See /ncAi.—•White-throated moni-
tor a South African varan. Monitor albigularig.—'Whit^-

throated thickhead. Same as thunder-bird, 1.—White-
throated warbler. See warbler.

whitetip (liwit'tip), n. A humming-bird of the

genus I'rosticte.

white-top (hwit'top), n. A grass, the white

bent, or florin, Agrostis alba.

white-tree (h-wit'tre), n. A tree of Australia

and the Malay archipelago, Melaleuca Leuca-

dendron, a probable variety of which, M. minor,

furnishes cajeput-oil.
Qavae as white-baker.

now generally known as granulite, but some-

times called leptinite. The name Weissstein is now
obsolete in Germany, and whitestone has very rarely been

used by English writers on lithology.

whitetail (hwit'tal), «. [Formerly also whit-

tail; < white -H tail. Cf. whiterump, wheatear.^

1 . The wheatear or 8tonechat,)Soxjcote oenanthe.

Also whiterump, white-arse, wittol, etc. See cut

under wheatear.— 2. A humming-bird of the

genus Urochroa (which see, with cut).— 3. The
white-tailed deer of North America, Cariacus

virginianus: in distinction from the blacktail -^fhitewail (h-wit'wal), «

.

Ic.macrotis). See white-tailed deer (undeT white- j-prov. Eng.]
ta«e(?), and cut under CanacMS.

white-tailed (hwit'tald), a. Ha-ying the tail

more or less completely white : noting various

birds and other animals— 'White-tailed buzzard,
lluteo albocaudatus, a fine large hawk of Texas and south-

ward, having the tail and its coverts white with broad

black subtermiiial zone, and many fine zigzag blackish

lines.—•White-tailed deer, the commonest deer of North

America, Cariacux virginianun; the whitetail. The tail

is very long and broad, of a flattened lanceolate shape,

and on the upper side concolor with the back; but it

is pure-white underneath, and very conspicuous when
hoisted in flight. See cut under Carfacws.- White-
tailed eagle, llaliantus albicilla, the common sea-eagle

or earn of Europe, etc.— White-tailed emerald, Elvira

chionura, a small
humming-bird. Si
inches long, chief-

ly green, but with
the crissal and tail

feathers white, the
latter tipped with
black. This spe-

cies inhabits the
United States of

Colombia (Vera
gua) and Costn

Rica. A second is

E. cupreiceps, lit-

tle dilferent. The
feature named is

unusual in this

family. Compare
Urochroa (with

cut) and Urosticte.
— White-tailed gnu, Caloblepas gnu, the common gnu,

in distinction from C. gorgon, whose tail is black. See

cut under smu.—'White-tailed god^wit, Limom uropy-

gialis, a species widely distributecT, closely resembling the

bar-tailed godwit.— White-tailed kite, the black-shoul-

dered kite of the United Ktatcs. Elamm leuamvs. See cut

under Hte.—'White-tailed longspur, the black shoul-

dered or chestnut-collarKi longspur, Centrophanes nrna-

tus, a very common fringilline bird of the western parts of

North America.- 'White-tailed maxlln. See marhn (J>).

—White-tailed mole, Talpa leiicura, an Indian species.

—'White-tailed ptarmigan, Lagopus (cwcwnw, a ptar-

migan peculiar to the Rocky Mountain region of I>oith

America, in winter pure-white all over, including the tail,

cimtrary to the rule in this genus. The nearest approach to

this condition is found in L. hemileucurtis of Spitzbergen.

W hite-t.iiled Emerald (.Ltvira < a).

XtT, oTL^;^ng whrte on the sid^^s: ^
white-sided dolphin, or skunk-porpoise. See cut oral region white, orhaying white on the thighs.

under Lagenorhynihu.s. as,thewhite-tlnghed eo\ohus,Colobusvellero6US,

whitesmith (hwit'smith), ». [< white''- + smith, a semnopithecoid ape of Africa.

Cf. blacksmith.'] 1. A worker in tinware.— 2.

A worker in iron who finishes or polishes the

work, in distinction from one who forges it.

whitespot (hwit'spot), n. 1. A British noe-

tuid moth, Dianthcecia albimaculata.— 2. An-
other British moth, Ennychia octomaculata.

white-spotted (hwit'spof'ed), a. Spotted with
white: as, the white-spotted pinion, Calymnia

diffinis, a British noetuid; the white-spotted

pug, Eupithecia albopunctata, a British geome-
trid moth.
whitespur (hwit'spfer), n. In her., a title given

to a certain class of esquires, from the spurs

which they wore at their creation. Also called

e.if/uires' whitespurs.

whitester, whitster (hwit'stfer, hwit'stfer), n.

[Early mod. E. whytstare, wytstare, whitstarre,

< ME. whitstare; < white^ + -ster.] A bleacher;

a whitener. [Obsolete or local.] Conunon 'Whitethroat (^Sylvia cinerea).

whitewash (h-wit'wosh), n. 1. A wash or li-

quid composition for whitening something.
Especially— (o) A wash for making the skin fan-.

The clergy . . . were very much taken up in reforming

the female world; I have heard a whole sei-mon against a

uhiteivojih. Addison, Guardian, No. 116.

(6) A composition of quicklime and water, or, for more
careful work, of whiting, size, and water, used for whiten-

ing the plaster of walls, woodwork, etc., or as a freshening

coating for any surface. It is not used for fine work.

Somedilapidationstherearetobe made good; . . . hut

a little glazing, painting, whitewash, and plaster will make
it [a house] last thy time. Vanbnigh, Relapse, v. 3.

2. False coloring, as of character, alleged ser-

vices, etc.; the covering up of WTong-doing or

defects: as, the investigating committee ap-

plied a thick coat of whitewash. [Colloq.]—
3. In base-ball and other games, a contest in

which one side fails to score. [Colloq.]

whitewash (hwifwosh),?'.; pret. and pp. white-

washed, ppr. whitewashing. [< whitewash, w.] I.

trans. \. To cover with a white liquid composi-

tion, as with lime and water, etc.

There were workmen pulling down some of the old hang-

ings and replacing them with others, altering, repairing,

scrubbing, painting, and whUe-irashing.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xlm.

2. To make white ;
give a fair external appear-

ance to ; attempt to clear from imputations ; at-

tempt to restore the reputation of. [Colloq.]

A white-washed Jacobite ; that is, one who, having been

long a non-juror, . . . had lately iiualifled hunselt to act

as a justice, by taking the oaths to Government,
Scott, Rob Roy, vii.

Whitewashed, he quits the politician's strife

At ease in mind, with pockets filled for life.

LoieeU, Tempora Mutantur.

3. To clear by a judicial process (an insolvent

or bankrupt) of the debts he owes. [Colloq.]

—4. In base-ball, etc., to beat in a game in which

the opponents fail to score.

II. intrans. To become coated with a white

inflorescence, as some bricks.

The bricks made from them (clays on the Hudson River]

usually "whitewash" or "saltpetre" upon exposure to the

weather. C. T. Davis, Bricks, etc., ii. 44.

Whitewasher (hwit'wosh'fer), n. [< whitewash

+ -erl.] One who whitewashes.

white-water (hwit'wa'tfer), n.

sheep.
white-water (hwifwa'ter), v. i.

water white with foam by lobtailmg, or splash-

ing with the flukes, as a whale : as, "There she

white-waters!" a cry from the masthead.

white-wave (h-wit'wav), n. A British geome-

trid moth, as Cabera exayithemaria.

whiteweed (hwit'wed), n. [From the color

given by its flowers to a field.] The common
oxeye daisy, a composite plant. Chrysanthemum

Leucanthemum. Also called marguerite, and by the In-

dians white man's weed, its introduction and rapid spread

in America being compared to the occupation of their

' country by the palefaces.

white'wing (hwit'wing), «. l. The white-

winged or velvet scoter, sea-coot, or surf-duck,

(Edemiafusca deglandi: so called along the At-

A disease of

To make the
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whither-outt (liwiTH'er-out), interrog. adv. and
rel. cmij. In what direction outward ; whence
and whither.
"Lordc," quod I, "if any wi3te wyte u-hider-oute it grow-

eth !

"

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. VI.

whithersoever (hwiTH'6r-so-ev'er), adv. [<
whitbtr + soever.'\ To whatever place.

Master, I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest.
Mat. viii. 19.

lantic coast of tlie United States. Various plu-

mages of the bird are distinguished by gunners as black,

gray. May, (treat May, and eastern wkiteuiny ; and it has
many other'loeal names. See cut under velvet.

2. The chaffinch, fVtwr/iHa Calebs: so called from
the white bands on the wint? WWtewlng doves,
the piiieoiis of the genus Metopelia. See white-winged.

white-winged (hwit'wiugd), a. Having the
wings white, whoUy or in part : specifying vari-

ous birds Whlte-wiDKed blackbird, the lark-bunt-

ing, Calamogpiza HcolorTthn: male of which is black with whitherward (hwiTH'fer-wiird), interroq. adv
a conspicuous white wing-patch. See cut underCoZa- ^nd rcL rnnS. r< MV. ,nhiH^,„nrd h,n„^pr,nnrtl
TOwpiOT.—Wbite-wlnged coot. See coot, 3.— Whlte-
Winged crossbill, L<'xia leucoptera, a North American
species, the male of which is carmine-red with two white
wing-bars on each wing.—White-Winged dove, ilelopelia

leucoptera, a pigeon found in southwestern parts of the
United States, with a broad oblique white wing-bar. See
cut under Jff/opeKa.—White-winged gull, lark, sand-
piper. See the nouns —White-Winged scoter. Same
as icAiYcmn^. 1.—White-winged snowbird, a variety of ,. .,
the common black snowbird, ytmcu Awmaiw aitoit, with Wmtmg^ (hwi tmg), «. _ _ . _ .

whitewingbars, found in the mountains of Colorado. Com- bain, of «;/(t<el, r.] Chalk which has been dried
pare cut under «(ioii*iVA-Wliite-wlngedsurf-diiok, either in the air or in a kiln, and afterward

Whitsunday
der of the same salt, which will comparatively exhibit a
very considerable degree of whitishness.

Boyle, Exper. Hist, of Colours, II. i. 12.

whitleather (hwit'leTH"er), n. [Karly mod.
E. whiUlether, whitlether; < white'- + leather.']

1 . Leather dressed with alum ; white leather.

See leather.

Hast thou so much moisture
In thy whit-leather hide yet that thou canst cry?

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 1.

2. The nuchal ligament of grazing animals, as

the ox, supporting the head: same a,s paxtcax.

,.,,.. , -„, ,
See cut under Kffa»ie»<Mm.

or which direction or place. [Obsolete or ar-
-^Jiitling (hwit'ling), n. [= Sw. hvitling, a

chaie.J whiting; as wWiel -t- -Hngfl.] The young of the

and rel. conj. [< ME. whiderward, hiouderward,
whoderward ; < whither + -icard.'] Toward what

And asked of hire whiderward she wente. bull-trout. Imp. Diet.

Whitherward wentest thou? WiUiam Morris, Sigurd, iii.

[< ME. whytpige; ver

the velvet scoter. See whitewing, 1, and cut under velvet.

whitewood (hwit'wud), n. A name of a large

number of trees or of their white or whitish
timber. The whitewoods of North America are the
tulip-tree, Liriodendron Tvlipifera, and the basswood, Ti-

lia Americana; also, in Florida, the Guiana plum, Dry-
petes croeea, and the wild cinnamon, Canella alba (see

Canella^ , and whitewood bark, below). In the West Indies

Tabebuia Leucoxylon, the whitewood cedar, and T. penta-

phylla, both formerly classed under Tecmna, are so named,
together with Ocotea Leucoxylon and the white sweet-

wood. Xectandra Antilliana (.V. leucantha of Grisebach).

The cheesewood, Pittosporum bicolor, of Victoria and Tas-
mania, and Lagunaria Patersoni, a small soft-wooded mal-
vaceous tree, found hi Queensland and Norfolk Island,

are so named ; and a large handsome tree, Panax eUgans,
of eastern Australia, is the mowbulaii whitewood. Locally,

in England, the linden, Tilia Europsea, and the wayfaring-

tree. Viburnum Lantana, and in Cheshire all timber but
oak, are called uAiteirood. (Brittenand Holland.)—White-
WOOd bark, the white cinnamon, the bark of Canella ^^hiting^ (hwi'ting), ».
alba. ---

whiteworm (hwit'wferm), n. Same as white-

grtth.

whitewort (whif wert), n. An old name of the
fivcrfew, Chrysanthemum Parthenium, and of

tlic Solomou's-seal, Polyqonatum muUijlorum.

whitflawt (hwit'flft), n. ^ame as whiteflaw, whit-

hiu; uhicljlaw.

whither (hwiTH'fer), adv. and cotij. [Formerly
also H-hether; with change of orig. d to th, as in

hither, thither,father, etc.; < ME. whider, whidir,

iihidur. whedir, hwider, tchoder, woder, qvUler,

qvedur, hiocder, whither, < AS. hwider, hwyder,

to what place, whither,= Goth. Airadre,whither

;

< Teut. 'hwa, who, -I- corapar. suffix -der, -ther:

see who, and cf. whether^ and the correlative ad-

verbs AiWifr and thither.] I. interrog. adv. 1.

To what place f

*''*!"!.'l*'''^"^'"i'''!!°'''/f^' whitlow (hwit'16), ». [A corruption of ichit-

jj^^^^,^ ^^jfUgjlaio, for ivhickflaw, a dial. var. of

quick-flaw, perhaps simulating white"^ + low*,

a fire, as if in ref. to the occasionally white
appearance of such swellings, and to the in-

ilammation.] 1. A suppurative inflammation
of the deeper tissues of a finger, usually of the

terminal phalanx ; felon, panaritium, or paro-

nychia.— 2. An inflammatory disease of the

feet in sheep. It occurs around the hoof, where
an acrid matter collects, whicli ought to be dis-

charged.
whitlow-grass (hwit'16-gras), J). Originally,

either of two early-blooming little plants, Saxi-

fraga trydactylites and Draba verna (Erophila

vidgaris), regarded as curing whitlow, in later

times the name has been confined to Draba verna (vernal

whiUow-gra^), and thence extended to the whole genus.

The section Erophila, however, of this genus, to which D.

verna belongs, is now separated as an independent genus.

See Draba, and cut under siticle.

whitlowwort (hwit'lo-wfert), n. See Parony-
chiai, 2 (with cut).

Whit-Monday (hwit'mun'da), n. [< lohit^ (for

white'^) + Monday.] The Monday following

Whitsunday. In England the day is generally

observed as a holiday. Also called Whitsim-

Monday.
whitneyite (hwit'ni-it), «. [Named after J. D.
Whitney, an American geologist (bom 1819).]

A native arsenide of copper, occurring massive,

of a reddish-white color and metallic to sub-

metallie luster, and found in the copper region

of Lake Superior.

whitret (hwit'ret), n. [Se. also quhitred, quhit-

tret, whitrack; origin uncertain. Of. E. dial.

(Cornwall) whitneck, a white-throated weasel.]

A weasel. [Scotch.]

Whitsont, « An old form of Whitsun.

ground, levigated, and again dried, in trade it

has various nanies, according to the amount of labor ex-

pended on it to make it fine and free from grit, there be-

ing ordinary or commercial whiting, then Spanish white,
then gilders' whiting, and finally Paris white, which is the
best grade. Whiting is used in fine whitewashing, in dis-

temper painting, cleaning plate, making putty, as an adul-
terant in various processes, as a base for picture-moldings,
etc. Also whitening.

When the father hath gotten thousands by the sacrile-

gious impropriation, the son perhaps may give him [the

vicar] a cow's grass, or a matter of forty shillings per
annum ; or bestow a little whiting on the church, and a
wainscot seat for his own worship.

Sev. T. Adams, Works, I. 144.

When you clean your plate, leave the whiting plainly to

be seen in all the chinks, for fear your lady should not
believe you had cleaned it.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Butler).

[< ME. whytynge (=
JtlV.wytingh, wittingh znMLG. witink, a,lso witik,

witeke); iwhite^+ -ing'^.] 1. A gadoid fish of

Europe, Merlangus vulgaris, or another of this

genus. It abounds on the British coast, and is highly
esteemed for food. It is commonly from 12 tola inches

whiting {Mertatt^usviiiguris), one sixth natural size.

ong, and of one or two pounds weight, though it grows
much larger. It is readily distinguished from the had-

Gentill knyghtes, whether ar ye a-wey?
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 245.

Whither is fled the visionary gleam ?

Where Is it now, the glory and the dream ?

M'ordsworth, Intimations of Mortality, st. 4.

2t. To what point or degree f how far f [Rare.]

Whither at length wilt thou abuse our patience ?

B. Jonmn, Catiline, iv. 2.

II. rel. conj. 1. To which place.

Sjjthly, Both It Is a selcouthe, me thinkes,

Whider that lady is went and wold no lenger dwelle.

WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 701.

Then they fled

Into tbis abbey, whither we pursued them.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 165.

From this countrey towards the South there Is a cer-

telne port called Sclrings hall, whither he sayth that a

man was not able to Salle in a moneths space, if he lay

still by night, although he had euery day a full wlnde.
Uakluyt's Voyages, p. 6.

What will all the gain of this world slgiiifle in that

State whither we are all hastening apace?
StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. xli.

2. ^\^lithersoever.

luucu larger. iK is icamiy uioiiiiKui""'^" ni/iii mc na\x- ,. ' ., . _. ^7'j1_l
dock and some other related fishes by the absence of a whltBOUr (hwit'sour), n. [Appar. < whtte' +

.<iour.] A variety of summer apple,

whitstert, «• See whitester.

Whitsult (hwit'sul), n. [< white^ + soul^, sul]

A dish composed of milk, cheese, curds, and
butter.

Their meat whitsull, as they call it : namely, milke, soure

milke, cheese, curds, butter.
Ji. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, folio 60.

Whitsun (hwit'sun),o. [Formerly also Whitson,

also Whisson, Wheeson; < ME. whitson-, wyttson-

ivhysson-{=lce\. ffvita sunna),'Wints\m; abbr.

of Whitsunday or the common first element of

Whitsunday, Whitsun-week, etc.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or observed at Whitsuntide ; following

Whitsunday, or falling in Whitsun-week : gen-

erally used in composition: as, Whitsun-a\e;

W^/i('te!tn-Monday, etc Whitsun day. See WhU-

barbule. The flesh is of a pearly whiteness.

And here 's a chain of whitings' eyes for pearls

;

A muscle-monger would have made a better.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iv. 1.

2. In the United States, one of several sciaenoid

fishes of the genus Menticirrus, as M. america-

nus. The silver whiting, or surf-whiting, is M.
littoralis.— 3. The silver hake, Merlucius hilinc-

aris.— 4. The menhaden—Bermuda, bull-head,
or Carolina whiting. See kingfish (a).— Whiting's-eye,
a wistful glance ; a leer, or amorous look.

I saw her Just now give him \he languishing Eye, as

they call it; that is, the Whiting's-Fye, of old called the

Sheep's-Eye.
Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1.

whiting-mopt (hwi'ting-mop), n. [< whiting^ +
mop^.] 1. A young whiting.

They will swim you their measures, like whiting-mopt,

Nor let your Chyldren go whether they will, but know ^rhitiue-DOUack (hwi'ting-pol'-'ak),
h^lhpr lh.>v irop in what iviniruinv. and what thev hane VVlilums fviiwvi^ V or ..

I1
whether they goe, in what company, and what they haue
done, good or euill. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. ti4.

Thou Shalt let her go whither she will.

A fool go with thy wul, whither It goes 1

Shak., 1 Hen. IV.,

Dent. ixL 14.

oiled. Fletcher {and another), Love's

2. Figuratively, a fair lass; a pretty girl.

I have a stomach, and would content myself

With this pretty whiting-mop.
Maasinger, Guardian, iv, 2.

QeepoU

A gadoid
lack.

whiting-pOUt (hwi'ting-pout), n.

fish, the bib, Gadus luscus.

3. 22. whiting-timet (hwi'ting-tina), «. Bleaching-

Where has now to a considerable extent taken the place, in time. Shak.,M. W. of W„ m. 3. 140.

•eonverBatlonaluse,ofMA!(/K-r.- thus. It would seem rather whltlSh (hwi tish),a. [< MJi. Jt'/«h46«e, <.wlittej-

•tilted to say" wAttA^r are you going? "instead of "wto-e -f. -i^ftl.] Somewhat white ; white in a mod-
lare you going?" Whither is still used, however. In the

nnore elevated or serious style, or when precision la re-

Iqnired.

Any whlthert. i^ee anywhither.

Yee haue heard that two Flemings toglder
Will vndertake or they goe any whither.

Or they rise once to drinke a Kerkin full

Of good Heerekin. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 192.

Wood and water he would fetch vs, guide vs any whether.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 1»4.

I Ho whither. See nowhither.

Elisha said unto him, Whence comest thou, Gehazi ?

lAnd he said. Thy serrant went no whither, 2. l^L v, 26.

^''^'^'''^^i::i<^^'S,^:^^t Whitsun-ale (I'wit'sun-al), « Ifiom^'-
ale; < }Vhttsun+ ale.] A festival formerly held

in England at Whitsuntide by the inhabitants

of the various parishes, who met generally in or

near a large barn in the vicinity of the church,

ate and drank, and engaged in various games
and sports.

May-games, Wakes, and Whitson^ales, &c., H they be not

at unseasonable hours, may justly be permitted.
Burton, Anat. of Mel, p 276.

Whitsunday (hwit'sun-da), n. [< ME. Whit-

sunday, whith sounday, witsondai, wisson-day,

hwite sune-dei, hwite sune-dai, etc., < AS. hwita

sunnan-dieg, only in dat. case hwitan sunnan

dseg (= Icel. hvitasunnu-dagr (cf. also hwita-

dagar, 'white days,' a name for Wliitsun-

week, hvita-daga-vika, 'white days-week,' 7it;«to-

sunnudags-vika, Whitsunday's week) = Norw.
Kvitsunndag, Whitsunday), < hwit, white, +

erate degree ; albescent.

His taste is goode, and whitisshe his coloure.

Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

In stooping he saw, about a yard off, something whitish

and square lying on the dark grass. This was an orna-

mental note-book of pale leather stamped with gold.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlii.

whitishnesa (hwi'tish-nes), n. The quality of

being somewhat white ; albescence.

You may more easily make the experiment, by taking

good venereal vitriol of a deep blue, and comparing with

•ome of tlie entire crystals . . . some of the subtile pow-

sunnandieg^ Sunday: see white^ and Sunday.

The name refers to the white garments (Icel.

hvUa-vadhir, white weeds) worn by candidates

for baptism. The notion which has been cur-

rent that Whitsunday is derived from the G.

pfingsten, Pentecost (see Pinkster and Pente-
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cost), is ridiculous.] 1. The seventh Sunday
after Easter ; a festival of the church in com-
memoration of the descent of the Holy Spirit

on the day of Pentecost.

Have hatte of floures as fresh as Uay,
Chapelett of roses of Wissonday,

Rom. (if the Rose, I. 2278.

Tewysday a for whith Somulay, we cam to Canterbury,
to Seyiit Thomes Messe, And ther I offeryd, aiid made an
ende of my pylgrymage.

Tarkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 67.

2. In Scotland, one of the term-days (May 15th

or, from the Old Style, May 26th) on which
rents, annuities, ministers' stipends, etc., are

paid, servants are engaged and paid, etc. The
Whitsunday removal term in the towns is now
fixed by law as May 28th.

Whitsun-farthingS (hwit'sun-far'THingz), n.

III. Penteoostals.

WTlitSUn-lady (hwit'sun-la'di), n. The lead-

ing female character in the merrymakings at

Whitsuntide.
Whitsun-lord (hwit'sun-lfird), n. The master
of the revels at the old Whitsuntide festivities.

A cooper's wit, or some such busy spark,

Illuminating the high constable and his clerk

And all the neighbourhood from old records

Of antique proverbs, drawn from Whiisutilords.

B. Jonmn, Tale of a Tub, Prol.

Whitsuntide (hwit'sun-tid), ». [< ME. whit-

sontyde, witsontyde, whyssontyde, whitcsune-tide,

Whitsuntide; < Whitsun -t- tide.'\ The season
of Pentecost, comprehending the entire week
which follows Pentecost Stmday. In the Church
of England Whitsunday was appointed in 1549 as the
day on which the refoi-med Book of Common Prayer was
to be used for the first time. Whitsuntide, along with
Ea.ster, was one of the two great seasons for baptism in

the ancient church, and received the name of White Sun-
day (Dominica Alba) from the albs or white robes of the
newly baptized, as Low Sunday was also called Alb-Sun-
day (Dominica post Albas or in Albis depositis). See Pen-
tecost.

The weke afore witsonlyde come the kynge to Cardoell,
and when he was come he axed Merlin how he hadde
spedde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 60.

The king then left London for the North a little before
WHtswntide, aa the contemporary writer of Croyland tells

us. J. Oairdner, Richard III., vi.

Whitsun-week (hwit'sun-wek), »i. [< ME.
"whitson wctce, wyttson-woke ; < Whitsun +
tfccAl.] The week which begins with Whit-
sunday.
So it befelle that this Bmperour cam, with a Cristene

Knyght with him, into a Chircho in Egypt : and it was the
Saterday in Wyttson woke. Mandeville, Travels, p. 299.

whittaw (hwit'a), n. [Appar. for lohittawcr.}

Same as whit-tawer.

Men are busy there mending the harness, under the
superintendence of Mr. Goby the whittaw, otherwise sad-
dler. George Eliot, Adam Bede, vi.

whit-tawer (hwit'a"6r), n. [< whW^ for white^ +
tawer. Ci. whityer.'i A worker in white leather;
especially, a saddler. HalUwell.

whitten (hwit'n), n. [Appar. < white^ + -en,

orig. adj. inflection-ending.] A name assigned
in some old books to the guelder-rose, Vibur-
num Opulus (also called snowball-tree), but prop-
erly belonging to the wayfaring-tree, V. Lan-
tana, alluding to the white under surface of its

leaves, and so used in large portions of Eng-
land.

whittie-whattie (hwit'i-hwofi), n. [A varied
reduplication ; ef . twittle-twattle.'] Vague, shuf-
fling, or cajoling language ; hence, a person who
employs cajolery or other deceptive means to
gain an end. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
whittie-whattie (hwit'i-hwofi), v. i. [Sc] To
mutter; whisper; waste time by vague cajol-
ing language; talk frivolously; shilly-shally.

[Scotch.]

What are ye whittie-whattieing about, ye gowk?" said
his gentle sister, who suspected the tenor of his murmurs.

Scott, Pii-ate, vi.

whittle! (hwit'l), n. [< ME. whitel, hwitel, <

AS. hwitel (= Icel. hvitill = Norw. Jcvitel), a
blanket or mantle, lit. a ' white mantle,' < hwit,

white. Cf. E. blanket, ult. < F. blanc, white.]
Originally, a blanket; later, a coarse shaggy
mantle or woolen shawl worn by West-country
women in England. [Old and prov. Eng.]
When he streynetb hym to strecche the straw is hus

whitel;
So for hus glotonye and grete synne he hath a greuous

peuaunce. Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 76.

Her figure is tall, graceful, and slight, the severity of
its outlines suiting well with the severity of her dress,
with the brown stuff gown, and plain gray whittle.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, ii.

whittle^ (hwit'l), n. [Altered for 'thwittlc, <

ME.iAicifeJ, aknife,lit. 'a cutter,' < AS. thwitan,

'E. tMwite, AiaX. white, cui: seBthwite.'\ A knife;
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especially, a large knife, as a butcher's knife or
one carried in the girdle.

There 's not a whittle in the unruly camp.
Shak., T. of A., V. 1. 183.

The long crooked whittle is gleaming and bare

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 66.

I've heerd tell as whalers wear knives, and I'd ha' gi'en

t' gang a taste o' my whittle if I'd been cotched up just

as I'd set my foot on shore.
Mrs. Gaskdl, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

whittle^ (hwit'l), f.
;

pret. and pp. whittled,

Tpyr. whittling. [Formerly also jc/i/We; (.whittle^,

«.] I. trans. 1. To cut or dress with a knife;

form with a whittle or knife : as, to whittle a
stick.

I asked about a delightful jumping-jack which made its

appearance, and wished very much to become the owner,
for it was curiously whiffled out and fitted together ))y

Mr. Teaby's own hands. Tlie Afluntic, LXV. 88.

2. To pare, or reduce by paring, literally or
figuratively.

We have whittled down our loss extremely, and will not
allow a man more than three hundred and fifty English
slain. Waljiole, Letters, II. 60.

3. To intoxicate ; make tipsy or dnink. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]

After the Britans were wel whitled with wine, he fell to
taunting and girding at them.
Verslegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 230.

I!, intrans. 1 . To cut wood with a pocket-
knife, either aimlessly or with the intention of
forming something; use a pocket-knife in cut-

ting wood or shaping wooden things.

Here is a boy that loves to run, swim, . . . make faces,

whittle, fish, tear his clothes.

0. W. Holmes, Professor, viiL

The Meggar boys . . . produce knives simultaneously
from their pockets, split each a good splinter off the pal-

ings, and begin whittling.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 264.

2t. To confess at the gallows. [Cant.]

When his last speech the loud hawkers did cry.

He swore from his cart, it was all a damn'd lie I . . .

Then said, I must speak to the people a little.

But I'll see you all damn'd before I will whittle.

Swift, Clever 'Tom Clinch.

Whittleseya (hwit'l-si-a), n. [Named after

C. Whittlesey (see def.).] The generic name
of a plant first found by Charles Whittlesey
in the coal-measures at Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,
and named by J. S. Newberry in honor of its

discoverer (1853). This plant is known only by its

leaves, of which the nervation is very peculiar, exclud-
ing it from all other known genera. The generic char-
acters, aa given by Lesquereux, are— "frond simple or
pinnate, nerves fasciculate, confluent to the base, not di-

chotonious, fructification unknown." The leaves have a
peculiar truncate form, are somewhat fan-like in shape,
and dentate at the upper border, but entire on the sides

and rapidly narrowing into a short petiole. This plant,
of which the nervation has some analogy with that of the
gingko, was placed by Lesquereux with the Noeggarathiese;
Schenk considers it as possibly belonging to the gymno-
sperms. Whittleseya has been found in various localities,

always low down in the coal-measures.

whittle-shawl (hwit'1-shal), «. Same as whit-

tle^.

whittlings (hwit'lingz), n. pi. Chips or bits

produced in whittling.

whitwall (hwit'wal), n. Same as witwall.

Whitwell stove. One of various forms of stove,

on the regenerative principle, which are used
for heating the air for the supply of an iron
fm-nace working with the hot-blast. The heating-
surfaces in the Whitwell stove consist of broad spaces
and flat walla instead of the checkerwork usually em-
ployed. Such stoves have been built having a height of
70 feet and a diameter of over 20.

Whitworth gun. See p«ni.

whity (hwi'ti), a. [< white^ + -yi.] Eather
white; whitish.

whity-brown (hwi'ti-broim), a. Of a whitish
color with a brownish tinge; light yellowish-
gray: SbS, whity-brown ^app&e. Different shades
of paper have at different times been so desig-
nated.

whityert (hwit'y6r), n. [< white^ + -yer, -ier^.

Cf. whiter, whitster. The word survives in the
surname Whittier.'] A bleacher ; a whitster.

whiz, V. and n. See whizz.

whizgig, n. A mechanical toy.

whizlet (hwiz'l), V. i. [A freq. of lohiz.'] To
whizz; whistle. [Rare.]

Rush do the winds forward through perst chinck narrolye
whizling. Stanihurst, jEneid, i. 93.

whizz, whiz (hwiz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. whicsed;

ppr. whizzing. [= Icel. hvissa, hiss, run with a
hissing sound, said of streams, etc.; an imita-
tive word, like hiss, buzz, whistle, etc.] 1. To
make a humming or hissing sound, like that of
an arrow or ball flying through the air.

who
God, in the whizzing of a pleasant wind.
Shall march upon the tops of mulberry trees,

'To cool all breasts that burn with any griefs,

Aa whilum he was good to Moyses' men.
Peele, David and Bethsabe.

The exhalations whizzing in the air

Give so much light that I may read by them.
5Ao*.,J. 0.,ii. 1.44.

2. To move, rush, or fly with a sibilant hum-
ming sound.

How the quoit
Whizzed from the Stripling's arm.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vil.

Parried a musket ball with a small sword, insomuch
that he absolutely felt it whiz round the blade.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 442.

whizz, whiz (hwiz), n. [< whizz, v.'] A sound
between hissing and humming; a sibilant or
whistling hum, such as that made by the rapid
flight of an arrow, a bullet, or other missile
through the air.

Every soul it passed me by,
Like the whizz of my cross-bow !

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ili.

whizzer (hwiz'er), n. A centrifugal machine
used for drying sugar, gi'ain, clothes, etc.

From the whizzer the wheat passes to the smut machine.
The Engineer, LXV. 2.

Ritchie's Steam Whizzer.— A machine for treating musty
grain. Set. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 178.

whizzingly (hwiz'ing-li), adv. [< whizzing, ppr.,
+ -/,i/2.] With a whizzing sound.

whizzing-stick (hwiz'ing-stik), n. Same as
bull-roarer. Amer. Anthrop., III. 258.

who (ho), j^ron. [< ME. who, u-ha, wo, qwo, quo,
qioa, qva, hwo, hoo, ho (gen. whos, whas, whes,
quos, hwas, hwes, hwos, hos, wos, dat. whom,
wham, whsem, warn, htoam, ace. whan,wan, hwan),
< AS. hwd (gen. hwses, dat. hwdm, htriem, ace.
hwone, instr. hwi, hwy (see why^)) = OS. hve =
OPries. hwd, wd = LG. we, wer= D. wie = OHG.
MHGr. wer, G. wer= Icel. hverr, hver= Sw. hvem
= Dan. hvem, hvo= Goth, hwas, m., hwo, f. (gen.
hwis, m., hwizos, f., dat. hwamma, m., hwizai, {.,

ace. hwana, m., hwo, f., instr. hice, pi. hwai, etc. ),

who, = Ir. Gael, co = W. ptcy = Russ. kto, chto,

who, what, = Lith. kas, who, = L. quis, m., quse,

f., quid, neut., who, = Gr. *7rof, "koc (in deriv.
TToiJ, where, etc., irmepo^, Korepoc, whether) = Skt.
kas, who (ace. kam, whom). For the neuter,
see ichat^. From this root are ult. when, whence,
where, whether'^, which, tchither, why, how, and
(from the L. root) qtiiddity, quality, quantity,

etc. Who, which, what were orig. only inter-

rogative pronouns; which, whose, whom occur
regularly and usually as relatives as early as

the end of the 12th century, but trho not until

the 14th century.] A. interrog. Denoting a
personal object of inquiry : What man or wo-
man? what person? FAo is declined, in both singular
and plural alike, with the possessive (genitive) whose and
the objective (dative or accusative) whxnn: as, who told

you so? whose book is this"? of whotn are you speaking?

Quo made domme [dumbl, and quo specande ?

Quo made bisne (blind], and quo lockende?
Quo but ic, that haue al wrogt?

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2S21.

Ho makede the so hardy
For to come in to mi Tur?

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

Whom have I in heaven but thee ? Ps. Iixiii. 25.

Whence comes this bounty ? or u'hose is 't ?

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, iv. 2.

Arrest me ! at whxise suit?— Tom Chartley, Dick Lever-
pool, stay ; I'm arrested.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 2.

In certain special uses who appesu-s — (a) Inquiring as to

the character, origin, or status of a person : as, who is this

man ? (that is, what are his antecedents, his social st4inding,

etc.); who are we (what sort of persons are we) that we
should condemn him ?

Who art thou that judgest another man's servant? to

his own master he standeth or falleth. Rom. xiv. 4.

Please to know me likewise. Who am I?
Why, one, sir, who is lodging with a friend
Three streets off. Browning. Fra Lippo Lippi.

Mr. Talboys inquired, *' Who were these people?" "O,
only two humble neighbors," was the reply.

C. Reads, Love Me Little, iii.

(b) In exclamatory sentences, interrogative in form but
expecting or admitting no reply : as, who would ever have
suspected it

!

Our heir-apparent is a king

!

Who dream 'd, who thought of snch a tiling?

Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 38.

B. rel. Introducing a dependent clause, and
noting as antecedent a subject, object, or other
factor, expressed or understood, in a clause
actually or logically preceding, (o) With reference
to the clause foUowin'g, the relative may introduce— (1)

A sulK>rdinate proiMjsition explanatory or restrictive of the
antecedents

Ydolatrie thus was boren.
For quuavi mani man is for-loren.

Genesis and Exodus (K. E. T. S.), 1. 696.



who
He nadde bote a dogter ho niygte ys eir be.

Hob. of Gloucester, p. 89.

Witnesse on Job whom that we diden wo.
Chancer, Friar's Tale, 1. 193.

A verse may find hira who a sermon flies.

G. Herbert, The Church Porch,

The general purposes of men in the conduct of their
lives . . . end in gaining either the affection or the es-
teem of those with whom they converse.

Steele, Tatler, No. 206.

Grant me still a friend in my retreat,
Whom I may whisper— solitude is sweet.

Cowpcr, Retirement, 1. 742.

The antecedent is sometimes omitted, being implied in
the pronoun, which is in this case usually called a com-
pound relative.

Adraweth goure suerdes & loke wo may do best.
Rob. 0/ Gloucester, 1. 127 (Morris and Skeat, II. 6).

Ac hi casten heore lot hwes he [Christ's garment) scolde
beo. Old Bng. Muc. (ed. Morris), p. 50.

Now tell me who made the world.
Marlowe, Faustus, ii. 2.

The dead man's knell
Is there scarce ask'd for who.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 171.

There be who can relate his domestic life to the exact-
ness of a diary. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvii.

Her we ask'd of that and this,

And who were tutors. Tennyson, Princess, i.

(2) A clause dependent in form, but adding a distinct idea.

Here the relative force is almost entirely lost, who be-
coming equivalent to and with a demonstrative pronoun.

He trod the water.
Whose enmity he flung aside.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 116.

The yong man ... at last married her, to whose wed-
ding, amongst other guests, came ApoUonius, who . . ,

found her out to be a Serpent, a Lamia.
Burtftn, Anat. of Mel., p. 438.

(6) With reference to gender, who originally noted a mas-
culine or feminine antecedent, whether human, animate,
or other, tlie neuter being what; and whose, the posses-
sive (genitive) of who, was also that of what, and is still

correctly used of a neuter antecedent (see whati). More-
over, before the appearance of the possessive it«, whose
place was filled by the neuter his (see Ael, I,, C. (6)), not
only were neuter objects designated in the two other cases
by he and hirn, but who and whom were sometimes sub-
stituted for thJat as the nominative and objective of the
neuter relative (see the quotation from Puttenham). In
modem use. however, who and whom are applied regularly
to persons, fre<|Uently to animals, and sometimes even to
inanimate things when represented with some of the at-

tributes of humanity, as in personification or vivid deBcri[)-

tion.

Men seyn over the walle stonde
Orete engynes, who were nygh honde.

Jtom. qfthe Rose, \. 4104.

The nature and condition of man ... is called huniani-
tie ; whiche is a generall name tn those vertues in whf/me
aemeth to be a mutual] concorde and loue in the nature of
man. Sir T. Elyot, l*he Governour, ii. 8.

Such is theflgureOuall, wAom for his antiquitie,dignitie
and vse, I place among the rest of the figures to em)>el]iBh
our proportions. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 84.

Death arrests the organ of my voice,
Who, entering at the breach thy sword hath made,
Sacks every vein and artier of my heart.

Marlowe, Tamborlaine, I., iL 7.

A green and gilded snake . . .

Who with her head nimble in threats approach'd
The opening of his mouth.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 110.

Two things very worthy the obseruation I saw In two of
the walkes, euen two beech trees, who were very admira-
ble Ut behold, not so much for the height, . . . but for
their greatnesse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 37.

Animals, who, by the proper application of rewards and
punishments, may be taught any course of action.

Hume, Human Understanding, ix.

If strange dogs come by, . . , she [a doe] returns to the
cows, wAo, with fierce lowings and menacing horns, drive
the assailants quite out of the pasture.

GWtert White, Nat. Hist. Selbome, xxiv.

A mirror for the yellow -billed ducks, ir/io are seizing the
opportunity of getting a drink.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, vt
And you, ye stars.

Who slowly begin to marshal,
As of old, in the fields of heaven,
Your distant, melancholy lines!

M. Arndd, Empedocles on Etna, ii.

(c) With reference to the nature of its antecedent, who
may note~(l) a particular or determinate person or thing
(see (a)); or (2) an indefinite antecedent, in which case
who has the force of whom, whosoever, or whoever, and is

called an indefinite relative. Its antecedent may be ex-
pressed, or it may be a compound relative.

Ifwam ich blteche that bred that ich on wyne wete,
He me schal bitraye.

Old Eng. Misc. (ed. MorrisX p. 40.

QwM deth so he degyre he dreped als faste.

Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX ii. 1648.

Of croice in the aide testament
Was mani bisening [tokens), gtmt to cowde tent.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris^ p. 118.

*' Wfuym the gods love die young," was said of yore.
Ryron, Don Juan, Iv. 12.

Afl who salth. Same as as who shotdd say.

For he was synguler hym-self. and seyde faclamus,
As who seith more mote here to than my worde one.

Pier» Pl<mr\nnn{h), ix. 36.
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My maister Bukton, whan of Criste our Einge
Was axed what is trouthe or sothfastnesse.
He nat a word answerde to that axinge,
As who saith, •' no man is al trew," I gesse.

Chaucer, Envoy of Chaucer to Bukton, 1. 4.

As who should say, as one who says or who might say

;

as if one should say.

He doth nothing but frown, as who should say, "If you
will not have me, choose." Shak., M. of V,, i. 2. 51.

The slave . . . holds
John Baptist's head a-dangle by the hair,
With one hand (" look you, now," as who should say).

Brovming, Fra Lippo Lippi.

The who, that one who ; who : so also the whose, the whom.
[Archaic. ]

The whos power as now is falle.

Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

Your mistress, from the whom, I see,
There 's no disjunction to be made.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 539.

Who all, all the persons who ; the whole number (who).
[CoUoq.]

I don't know w?to all, for I aint much of a bookster and
don't recollect. Haliburton, Sam Slick in England, xlvlii.

Who but he, who else? he only ; nobody else.

Every one repaireth to Wriotbesley, honoureth Wri-
othesley (as the Assyrians did to Haman), and all things
as done by his advice : and wfw but he ?

Ponet, quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng.,
[xvi., note.

She made him Marquis of Ancre. one of the Twelve
Mareschals of France, Governor of Normandy ; and con-
fered divers other Honours and Offices of Trust upon him :

and who but he? Howell, Letters, I. L 19.

Who thatf , who or whoever : as a relative, either defi-
nite or indefinite.

For who that entreth ther,
He his sauff euere-more.

William ofSJioreham, De Baptismo, L 6 (Morris and Skeat^
[IL 03).

And dame Musyke coramaunded curteysly
La Bell Pucell wyth me than to daunce,
Whotne that I toke wyth all my plesaunce.

Hawes, Pastime of Pleasure (Percy Soc.), p. 70.

=Syil. Who, which, and that agree in being relatives, and
are more or less interchangeable as such ; but wfw is

used chiefly of persons (though also often of the higher
animals), which almost only of animals and things (in old
English also of persons), and that indifferently of either,
except after a preposition, where only who or which can
stand. Some recent authorities teach that only that
should be used when the relative clause is limiting or
defining : as, the man that runs fastest wins the race ; but
who or which when it is descriptive or coordinating : as,

this man, who ran fastest^ won the race; but, though
present usage is perhaps tending in the direction of such
a distinction, it neither has been nor is a rule of English
speech, nor is it likely to become one, especially on ac-
count of the impossibility of setting that after a preposi-
tion; for to turn all relative clauses into the form "the
house that Jack lived in " (instead of " the house in which
Jack lived ") would be intolerable. In good punctuation
the defining relative is distinguished (as in the examples
above), by never taking a comma before it, whether it be
who or which or that. Wherever that could be properly
used, but only there, the relative may be, and very of-

ten is, omitted altogether : thus, the house Jack built or
lived in ; the man (or the purpose) he built it for. The
adjective clause introduced by a relative may qualify a
noun in any way in which an adjective or adjective phrase,
either attributive or appositional, can qualify it, and has
sometimes a pregnant implication of one or another kind

:

as, why punish this man, who is innocent? i. e. seeing, or
although, he is innocent (= this innocent man). But a
relative is also not rarely made use of to add a coordi-
nate statement, being equivalent to and with a following
pronoun : as, I studied geometry, ichich I found difficult

(and [I] found it difficult); I met a friend, who kindly
showed me the way (and he kindly, etc.). This way of em-
ploying the relative is by some regarded as a Latinism,
and condemned ; it is restricted to who and which,

whoak 0iw6),int€rJ. [Avar.of Ao^.] Stop! stand
still!

Come, He go teach ye bayte and ree, gee and whoe, and
which is to which hand.

Heywood, Fortune by Land and Sea (Works, ed. 1874,
[VI. 384).

whobubt, «. An obsolete form of hubbub. Also
whoobub.

(Cry within of Arm, Arm

!

What a vengeance ails this whobub? pox refuse 'em.
Beau, and Fl., Women Pleased, iv. 1.

wbodet, «. An obsolete form of hood.

I maruell that he sent not therwith a foxes tayle for a
scepture, and a whode with two eares.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, fol. 104.

whoever (ho-ev'6r), indef.pron. [< who + ever,']

Any person whatever; no matter who; any
one without exception.

Forsoth by a solemne day he was wont to leeue to hem
con bounden, whom eueire thei axiden. Wyclif, Mark xv. 6.

Whoever bound him, I will loose his bonds.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 339.

Whoever in those glasses looks may find

The spots retum'd. or graces, of his mind.
And by the help of so divine an art.

At leisure view and dress his nobler part.
Waller, Upon B. Jonson.

I will not march one foot against the foe till you all

swear to me that whomever I take or kill his arms I shall

quietly possess. Surift, Battle of Books.

* whole

whole (hoi), a, and n. [Early mod. E. also
wholle ; with unorig. initial w; prop., as in
early mod. E., ]wle,< ME. hoi, hool, < AS. hal
= OS. hel = OFriea. hel = D. heel = OHG.
MHG. G. heil, sound, whole, saved, = leel.
heill = Sw. hel = Dan. heel = Goth. kailSf
hale, whole, = OBulg. cieluj whole, complete

;

perhaps allied to Gr. Ka2.6cy excellent, good,
hale, and Skt. Jcalya, hale, healthy (> kalydna,
prosperous, blessed). From whole (AS. hdl)
are also ult. E. wholesome, wholesale, whollyj
keal^, health, healthy, and the second element of
wassail: fiom the Scand. form (Icel. heill) are
ult. E. hale^y hail^, etc. The change of initial

ho- to who- was a dial, peculiarity, there being
an actual change of pronunciation (ho tohwo),
due to the labializing effect of the long 6 ; the
change was reflected in the spelling, which in
some words, as whole, whoop, whore, tchotj came
into literary use, while the orig. pronunciation
with simple h remained or prevailed. In dial,

use the who- (hwo-) thus developed was after-
ward reduced in some districts to wo-, as wot
for whot (orig. whole) for hot (orig. hote). Whole
is one of the words which the American Philo-
logical Association and the English Philologi-
cal Society include in their list of spellings to
be amended, recommending the restoration of
the old form hole, in keeping with the derived
or related holy, heaU, hale^j etc. (Trans. Amer.
Philol. Ass., 1886, p. 127).] I. a. 1. Hale;
healthy; sound; strong; well.

When his men saw hym hoi and sounde,
For sothe they were ful fayne.

Robin Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 15).

They that be wh(^e need not a physician, but they that
are sick. Mat. ix. 12.

A soul . . .

So healthy, sound, and clear and whole.
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

3. Restored to a sound state; healed; made
well.

What Man that first bathed him, aftre the mevynge of
the Watre, was made hool of what maner Sykenes that he
hadde. Mandeville, Travels, p. 88.

Thy faith hath made thee whole; go in peace, and be
whole of thy plague. Mark v. 34.

He call'd his wound a little hurt.
Whereof he should be quickly whole.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. Unimpaired; uninjured; unbroken; intact:
as, the dish is still whole; to get off with a whole
skin.

Fier brennen on the grene leaf,

And thog grene end hoi bi-leaf.

Genegis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2776.

My life Is yet whole in me. 2 Sam. 1. 9.

Yet all goes well, yet all our joints are whole.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 83.

4. Entire; complete; without omission, reduc-
tion, diminution, etc.: as, a whole apple; the
whole duty of man ; to serve the Lord with one's
whole heart ; three whole days ; the whole body.
For all the hole temple is dedycate and halowed in the

honour and name of the holy Sepulcre.
Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 27.

Ther is a parte of the hede of Seynt George, hya left
Arme with the koll hande.

Torkin^ton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 10.

Whole we call that, and perfect, which hath a beginning,
a midst, and an end. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Assassination, her whole mind
Blood-thirsting, on her arm reclin'd.

ChurchUl, The Duellist, iii. 67.

Of the disgraceful dealings which were . . . kept up
with the French Court, Danby deserved little or none of
the blame, though he suffered the whole punishment.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

5. All; every part, unit, or member required
to make up the aggregate: as, the whole city
turned out to receive him.
Yeis arn ye ordynnaunces of our Gylde, ordeynd be alle

the hoi fraternite. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 103.

The whole race of mankind. Shak., T. of A., iv. 1. 40.

The whole Anglican priesthood, the whole Cavalier gen-
try, were against him. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

6t. Without reserve ; sincerely or entirely de-
voted.

Have, and ay shal, how sore that me smerte,
Ben to yow trew and hool with al myn herte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1001.

The Sheriff is noght so hole as he was, for now he wille

shewe but a part of his frendeshippe.
Paston Letters, I. 208.

7t. Unified; in harmony or accord; one.

I think of you as of God's dear children, whose hearts
are whole with the Lord.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 40.

8. In mining, that part of a coal-seam in pro-
cess of being worked in which the headings



whole

only have been driven, the rest remaining un-
touched, or before "working the broken" has
begun. [North. Eug.] —A lie out of whole cloth.
See tr«-'.— In or with a whole sldn. .See sJ-ih.—The
whole box and dice. See dice-^.—The whole kit. t<ee

kit^K -The whole world. See world.—To go the whole
figure, the whole hog. scc ;;o.—Upon the whole
matter. See hmMct.—whole hlood, culverlu, curva-
ture. See the nouns.— Whole cadence. Wuineasjw**-
fect cadence (which see, inuler carfcji^^c).— Whole cheSt.
See tea-chest,—Whole cradle, in inimivr, a platform sus-
pended in the shaft, ami nearly as large as the shaft itself

:

9ueh a platform or cradle is hung by chains to a crab-rope
let down from the surface, and is used for repairs, etc.

—

Whole deaL see dmV^, 1.—Whole flat, in working coal
by the panel or barrier system, a whole panel, or such a
portion of a seam as is distinctly separated from the rest
by a barrier. (North. Eng.]—Whole milk, ^emilk,—
Whole number, an inteser, as oj)posed to a fraction.—
Whole press, hand-presswork done by two men, one to

ink and one to print— Whole shift. See «*(/(, 2.—Whole
Bine of a circle, the radius.—whole stalls, in minitvj,
a certain number of stalls of which the faces are on a line
with each other. [South Wales coal-field. ]

—Whole step.
See step, 14.—Whole tone, see to)i«i, 5. =Syn. 4 and 5.

Entire, Total, etc. See complete.

II. H. 1. An entire tiling; a thing complete
in itself; the entire or total assemblage of

parts; all of a thing without defect or excep-
tion.

It was not safe to leave him (Edward II.] a Part, by
which he might afterward recover the whole.

Baker, Chroidcles, p. 112.

Tis not the whole of life to live.

Nor all of death to die.

Montgomery, Oh, where shall rest be found?

Bat, bad though they nearly all are as wholes, his [Dry-
den's] plays contain passages which only the great mas-
ters have surpassed.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. .09.

2. A complete system; a regular combination
of parts ; an organic unity.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 267,

Nature is not an aggregate of independent parts, but an
organic whole. Tyndall, Radiation, § 16.

Actual whole. See acttial.— By the Wholet, wholesale.

If the currier bought not leather by the whole of the tan-

ner, the shoomaker might have it at a more reasonable
price.
Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier (HarL Misc., V. 411).

Collective, composite, constituent, constituted
whole. Seetheadjectives.—Committeeofthe whole.
See commiftee.— Definitive, dissimilar, essential, for-
mal, logical, mathematical, metaphysical, natural
whole. See the adjectives.— On or upon the whole,
all circumstances being considered or balanced against
one another ; upon a review of the whole matter.

Upon the whole, I do not know but he is most fortunate
who engages in the whirl through ambition, however tor-

menting. Irving. (Imp. Diet.)

The death of Elizabeth, though on the whole it improved
Bacon's prospects, was in one respect an unfoi-tunate
event for him. Macaiday, Lord Bacon.

Physical, positive, potential whole. See the adjec-
tives. =Syn. Total, totality, entirety, amount, aggregate,
gross, sum.

wholet (hoi), adv. [< ME. kool; < whole, a.

(prop, the adj. in predicate use).] Wholly; en-
tirely.

Therfore I aske yow counseile how we may beste be
gouemed, ffor I putte me all hooU in youre ordenaunce.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 317.

The Ills thou dost are 7Chole thine own,
Thou'rt Principal and Instrument,

Cowley, The Mistress, The Innocent, iii.

whole-colored (h61'kul"ord), a. All of one col-

or; unicolorous ; concolor: opposed to j)nr/(^-

foloreil.

whole-footed (hol'fut'ed), a. [< ME. hole-

foted; < whole + footed.'] If. Web-footed.
The hole/oted fowle to the flod hygez.

Alliterative Poems (ed. MoiTis), ii. 538.

2. Heavy-footed. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
3. Unreserved; frank; free; easy; at ease;
intimate. [CoUoq.]

His chief Remissions were when some of his nearest Re-
lations were with him, or he with them, and then, as they
say, he was wftole-footed ; but this was not often, nor long
together. Roger North, quoted in N. and (J,, 7th ser., 1, 447.

whole-hoofed (hol'hoft), a. Having undivided
hoofs; solidungulate.

whole-length (nol'length), o. and «. I. a. 1.
Extending from end to end.— 2. Of full length

;

exhibiting the whole figure.

John Closterman was the artist who painted the whole-
length portrait of Queen Anne now In the Guildhall.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II, 45.

II. n. A portrait or statue exhibiting the
whole figure.

wholeness (hol'nes), n. The state of being
whole, complete, entire, or sound; entireness;
totality ; <!ompleteness.

There never can be that actual wholeness of the world
for us which there must be for the mind that renders the
wodd one. T. II. Oreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, t 72.
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whole-note (hol'not), n. See woici, 14 whole-
note rest. See rest\ 8 (6).

wholesale (hol'sal), n. ando. [< whole + soicl.]

1. H. Saleof goods l)y the piece or in large quan-
tity, as distinguished from retail By wholesale
(or, elliptically, wholesale), in the mass; ni the gross;

in great quantities; hence, without due discrimination
or distinction.

And are those fit to correct the Church that are not fit

to come into it? Besides, What makes them fly out upon
the Function, and rail by wholesale? Is the Priesthood
a crime, and the service of God a Disadvantage?

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 139.

II. a. 1. Buying and selling by the piece or
in large quantity: as, a icholesale dealer.—.2.

Pertaining to the trade by the piece or quan-
tity: as, the wholesale price.— 3. Figuratively,
in great quantities; extensive and indiscrimi-
nate : as, wholesale slaughter.

wholesale (hol'sal), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. whole-

saled, ppr. wholesaling. [< wholesale, w.] To
sell by wholesale or in large quantities.

wholesaler (h61'sa-16r), n. [< wholesale + -eri.]

One who sells by wholesale ; a wholesale mer-
chant.

Articles which the consumer recognizes as single the
retailer keeps wrapped up in dozens, the wholesaler sends
the gross, and the manufacturer supplies in packages of
a hundred gross. U. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 176.

whole-skinned (hol'skind), a. Having the skin
unbroken; sound; uninjured.

He is whole skinn'd, has no hurt yet.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 1.

whole-snipe (hol'snip), n. The common snipe,
Gallinago media or G. ccelestis, of Europe: so
called in distinction from double-snipe and half-
snipe (see these words).
wholesome (hol'sum), a. [With unorig. w, as
in whole; prop., as in early mod. E., holesome

;

< ME. holsom, holstim, helsum, halsum, whole-
some, salutary (not in AS.); prob. suggested by
leel. heilsamr, wholesome, salutary, < heill, =
E. whole, + -samr = E. -some: see whole and
-some.'] 1. Healthy; whole; sound in mind or
body. [Obsolescent.]

Like a mildew'd ear
Blasting his wholesome brother.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 65.

The purifying influence scattered throughout the at-

mosphere of the household by the presence of one youth-
ful, fresh, and thoroughly wholesome heart.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix,

2. Tending to promote health; favoring health

;

healthful; salubrious: as, w^toteome airordiet;
a wholesome climate.

Or well of Helesey, whose waters, bycause they were
bytter salt, and bareyne, ye sayd prophet helyd them and
made them swete and holsome.

Sir Ii. Quyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 53.

I did commend the black-oppressing humour to the
most wholesome physic of thy health-giving air.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 236.

The soile is not very fertile, subiect to much snow, the
aire holesome. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 523.

3. Contributing to health of mind or charac-
ter; favorable mentally or morally; sound; sal-

utary: as, wholesome advice; wholesome doc-
trines; w7(o?esoHie truths.

But to find citizens ruled by good and wholesome laws,
that is an exceeding rare and hard thing !

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by RobinsonX 1.

I find it wholesome to be alone the greater part of the
time. Thoreau, Walden, p. 147.

With a wholesome fear of Burke and Debrett before my
eyes, I suppress the proper name of the noble maiden.

Whyte Melville, Good for Nothing, i. 1.

4t. Profitable ; advantageous ; hence, prosper-
ous.

When shalt thou see thy wholesome days again ?

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 106.

5. Clean and neat. [Now only prov. Eng.]

Kor, how Negligent soever People may be at Home,
yet when they come before their Betters 'tis Manners
to look wholsom.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 22.

= Syn. Salutary, etc. (see healthy), nourishing, nutritious,
invigorating, beneficial.

wholesomely (hoi' sum -li), adv. [< ME. hol-

sumly, holsumliche ; < wholesome + -ly^.] In a
wholesome or salutary manner; healthfully.

The hende knyjt at home holmmly slepe
Wlth-inne the comly cortynes, on the colde mome.
Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1732.

Consideration for his wife seemed a wholesomely perva-
sive feeling with him. Scribner's Mag., IV. 749.

wholesomeness (hol'sum-nes), n. [< ME. hol-

sumnesse; <. wholesome -h -ness.] 1. The qual-
ity of being wholesome or of contributing to
health; salubrity.

whoop
The whdesomenesse and temperature of this climate

doth not onely argue the people to he answerable to this
Description, but also of a perfect constitution of body.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 108.

2. Salutariness ; conduciveness to mental, mor-
al, or social health.

whole-souled (hol'sold), a. Noble; generous;
lieurty.

whole-stitch (hol'stich), n. In lace, the sim-
plest kind of filling, in which the threads are
woven together, as in cloth.

wholly (ho'li), adv. [With unorig. w, as in

whole; prop, holely or holly, < ME. holely, hoolli,

holly, holli, holUchc; < whole + -hfi.] 1. Entire-
ly; completely; perfectly; without reserve.

Sleep hath seized me wholly. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 7.

To her my life I wholly sacrifice.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 475.

2. Altogether; exclusively; only.

Arthur seide, " I putme h<Aly in God and in holy cherche,
and in youre gode counseile." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 104.

A bully thinks honour consists wholly in being brave.
Steelei Tatler, No. 217.

wholth (holth), n. [< whole + -th; intended to

explain the lit. sense of health.] Wholeness

;

soundness; health. [Rare.]

That "perfect diapason" which constitutes health, or
wholth, and for the use or abuse of which he, as a rational
being, is answerable on soul and conscience to himself,
to his fellow-men, and to his Maker.

I>r. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 126.

whom (hijm), pron. The objective case (origi-

nal dative) of loho.

whomever (hom-ev'fer), pron. The objective
case of whoever.

whommle, whomble (hwom'l, hwom'bl), v. t.

Dialectal forms of wliemmle.

I think I see the coble whomUed keel up.
Scott, Antiquary, xl.

Whommle, " to turn a trough, or any vessel, bottom up-
wards, so that it will drain well " : used in West Virginia.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XIV. 66.

whomso (hom'so), j>ron. The objective case of
whoso.
whomsoever (hom'so-ev'fer), pron. The objec-
tive case of whosoever.

whoobubt (ho'bub), n. Another spelling of
whobiih.

Had not the old man come in with a whoo-bub against
his daughter. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 629.

whoopl (hop), V. [Properly, as formerly, hoop,
the initial w being unoriginal, as in whole, etc.,

and the proper pron. being hop (as given in

Walker), and not hwop, which, go far as it ex-
ists, is a perverted pronunciation, prob. due to
the spelling; < ME. houpen, hoicpen, whoicpen,
< OF. houper, whoop, shout; cf. houp! interj.,

houp-la! stop! stop there! Cf. hoop^, hubbub,
whoobub. There may have been some connection
with AS. wop, outcry, weeping (mod. E. *woop),
(Joth. wopjan, crow as a cock, etc. (see weej>)

;

but none with Goth, hwopjnn, boast.] I. in-

trans. 1. To shout with a louil voice; cry out
loudly, as in excitement, or in calling to some
one; halloo; shout; also, to hoot, as an owl.

Hit fill that thei mette Merlin with the Dragon in his
hande that com hem a-geins ; and as soone as he saugh
hem comynge he gan to whowpe.

Merlin (E, E, T, S.X ii. 3.-.3.

I whoope. I call. . . . Whooppe a lowde, and thou slialte

here hym blow his home. Palsgrave, p. 781.

The Gaules stood upon thebanke with disatant hooping,
hollaing, yelling, and singing, after their manner,

Holland, tr, of Livy, p. 408.

Sometimes they whoop, sometimes their Stygian cries
Send their black Santos to the blushing skies.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 10.

2. In med., to make a sonorous inspiration, as
that following the paroxysm of coughing in

whooping-cough.
II. trans. 1. To hoot at; insult or deride

with shouts or hooting; drive or follow with
shouts or outcry.

Suffer'd me by the voice of slaves to be
Whoop'd out of Rome. Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 84.

If we complain, . . .

We are mad straight, and whoop'd, and tied hi fetter*.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

I should be hissed,

And whooped in hell for that ingratitude.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, ii. 1.

2. To call or signal to by a shout or whoop.

—

To whoop it up, to raise an outcry or disturbance

;

hence, to hurry or stir matters up; work in a lively,

rousing manner. [Slang.]

His rival is a prominent politician, with an abundance
of party workers to whoop it up for him.

The Century, XXXVIII. 156.

Whoopl (bop), n. [Early mod. E. also hoop,
howp: see whoop^, v.] 1. A whooping or hoot-



whoop

ing cry, like that of the crane ; a loud call or

shout ; a cry designed to attract the attention

of a person at a distance, or to express excite-

ment, encouragement, enthusiasm, vengeance,
or ten-or.

Captaine Smith told me that there are some . . . will

by hallowes and hmcps viiderstand each other.
PuTchas, Pilgrimage, p. 811.

Yoii have run them all down with hoops and hola's.

Bp. Parker^ Reproof of Kehearsal Transprosed, p. 20.

With hark, and whoop, and wild halloo,

No rest Benvoirlich's echoes knew.
Scott, L. of the L., i. 3.

2. In mcd., the peculiar sonorous inspiration

following the attack of coughing in whooping-
cough.
whoopl (hop), interj. [See whoop^, r.] Ho!
hallo!

ir/ioop, Jag ! I love thee. Shale., Lear, i. i. 245.

whoop-t (li6p)i "• Same as lioop^ for hoopoe.

To the same place came liis orison— mutterer, impale-

tocked, or lapped up about the chin like a tufted whoop.
ITrquhartf tr. of Rabelais, i, 21.

whooper (ho'p^r), «. One who or that which
whoops ; a liooper : specifically applied in or-

nitholoffv to a species of swan and of crane.

whoop-fiymn (hop'him), n. A weird melody
chanted hy the colored fishermen of the Poto-

mac river while hauling the seine : more fully

called fishing-shore whoop-hymn.

whooping (ho'ping), n. [Verbal n. of ichoop^,

r.] A crying out; clamor; howling.

, Sought was heard but now and then the howle
Of some vile curre, or whooping of the owle.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, li. 4.

whooping-cough (ho'ping-kof), n. An acute
contugious disease of childhood, from which,

however, adults are not always exempt, char-

acterized by recurrent attacks of a peculiar

spasmodic cough. This consists in a series of short

expirations, followed (after a seeming effort) by .a long

strident inspiration, tlie whoop, and often accompanied
by vomiting: pertussis. Also spelled Ao'i^'?t£/.C(mi//i.

whooping-crane (ho'ping-kran'), II. The large

white crane of North America, Orus americana,

noted for its loud raucous cry. See crane^

(with cut).

whooping-swan (ho'ping-swon'), « The
iHK.pcr or elk. See ««««.

whoop-la (hop'lii), interj. [See whoop^,. v.l

Whoop! hallo! Also spelled /loop-to and /(Oiy»-/rt.

The glad voices, and "whoopla" to the hounds as the

party galloped down the valley.

Mrs. E. B. Cutler, Boots and Saddles, p. 100.

whoott (hot), r. [Also sometimes whiite; var.

spelling of /i«of. Cf. jc/icif.] Hsuae a.8 hoot.

The man who shews his heart
Is whooted for his nudities.

roung, Night Thoughts, vlll. 335.

whop, whap (hwop), V.
;
pret. and pj). whopped,

trhitjipiil, ppr. whoppin;/, whappiuij. [Also woj);

]irob. var. of qiinpt, quopl, perhaps associated
withirAt/i. Ct W(ip^.'\ I. <»«««. To beat; strike;

whip. [('oUoq.]

Bunch had put his boys to a famous school, where they
might whrip the French boys, and learn all the modern
languages. Tliackeray, Philip, xviil.

II. intrans. 1. To vanish suddenly. Hulli-

wrll. [North. Eng.] — 2. To plump suddenly
down, as on the ground; flop; turn suddenly:
as, she whitjipol down on the floor; the fish

irliiijijiril over. [U. S.]

whop, whap (hwop), n. [< ME. wham ; < whop,
r. Cf. qiio2A,quap^,a,ndwap^.'} A heavy blow.

[(:;ollo<i.]

For a whapit so he whyned and whesid.
And gitt no lasshe to the lurdan was lente.

York Plays, p. 32a

whopper, whapper (hwop'fer), n. [< whop,
irhiip. -i- -n-i. CS. ii'ipper.'] 1 . One who whops.
— 2. Anything uncommonly large : applied par-

ticularly to a monstrous lie. [CoUoq.]
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hcrge, f., a prostitute; OBulg. Tcuruva = Pol.

kurwa = Lith. kurva, adulteress (perhaps <

Tent.). Some compare Ir. caraint, love, cara,

friend, L. cams, dear, orig. loving (see ca-

ress), Skt. chdru, agreeable, beautiful, etc.

The word was confused or homiletieally asso-

ciated in early ME. with ME. hore, < AS. horu

whortleberry

whore's-hlrdt (horz'btrd), n. A low term of

abuse.

They'd set some sturdy whore's-bird to meet me, and
beat out ha'f a dozen of ray teeth.

Plautus made English (1694), p. 9. (Davies.)

Damn you altogether for a pack of whores'-birds as you
are. Graves, Spiritual Quixote, iv. 9. {Davies.)

(horw-) = OS. horu, horo = OFries. hore = whore's-egg (horz'eg), n. A sea-urch.n
OHG. /loro, filth, dirt. By some modem writers whoresont (li6r'sun),«. and a. [Early mod. E.

also horeson,horson ; i whore + son.'] I. n. A
bastard: used generally in contempt, or in

coarse familiarity, and without exactness of

meaning. [Low.]

Well said ; a merry whoreson, ha

!

Shak., R. and J., iv. 4. 19.

it has been erroneously derived from hire^, as
if ' one hired,' the notion really present in the
equiv. L. meretrix, a prostitute (see meretrix).

The vowel in this word was orig. long, and
the reg. mod. form would be "hoor (hor), the
pron. hor instead of hor (as given by Walker
beside hor) is prob. due to the confusion with
the ME. hore, filth, and to the later confusion of

the initial ho- with who-, as also in whole. The
word, with its derivatives, is now avoided in

polite speech ; its survival in literature, so far

as it survives, is due to the fact that it is a
favorite word with Shakspere (who uses it, with
its derivatives, 99 times) and is common in

the authorized English version of the Bible.

The word in all its forms (whoredom, etc.) is

generally retained in the revised version of

the Old Testament^
^^''"S'i ^A*^

Ame-rican re-
.^iiorish (hor'ish), a. [< ichore + -i«ftl.] Of or

^'^'^' '--'-'—
^ " '"' pertaining to whores ; having the character of

Frog was a sly whoreson, the reverse of John.
Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

II. a. Bastard-like ; mean ; scurvy : used in

contempt, or in coarse familiarity, and applied

to persons or things.

A whoreson cold, sir, a cough, sir.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 193.

The whoreson rich innkeeper of Doncaster, her father,

shewed himself a rank ostler to send her up at this time

a year, and by the carrier too.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 2.

visers recommended the substitution of harlot,

as less gross; in the revised version of the

New Testament harlot (with fornicator for

whoremonger, etc.) is substituted.] A woman
who prostitutes her body for hire ; a prostitute

;

a harlot; a courtezan; a strumpet; hence, in

abuse, any unchaste woman ; an adulteress or

fornicatress. [Now only in low use.]

Do not marry me to a whore. Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 521.

Hee wooed her and sued her his mistress to bee.

And offered rich presents to Mary Ambree. . . .

"A mayden of England, sir, never will bee
The whore of a monarcke," quoth Mary Ambree.

Mary Ambree (Child's Ballads, VII. 113).

Thou know'st my Wrongs, and with what pain I wear
The Name of Whore his Preachment on me pinn'd.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 184.

whore (hor), v.
;
pret. and pp. whored, ppr.

whoring. [= G. huren = Sw. hora = Dan. hore;

cf. D. hoereren; from the noun.] I. intrans.

To prostitute one's body for hire ; in general,

to practise lewdness. Shak., Othello, v. 1. 116.

[Low.]
II. trans. To corrupt by lewd intercourse.

[Low.]

He that hath kUl'd my king and whored my mother.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 64.

A Vestal ravish'd, or a Matron whofd,
Are laudable Diversions in a Lord.

Congreve, tr. of Eleventh Satire of Juvenal.

whoredom (hor'dum), n. [< ME. horedom, hor-

doiii, < Icel. h6rd6mr=Sw. hordom = OD. Jioer-

dom, whoredom; as whore + -dom.'] Prostitu-

tion of the body for hire ; in general, the practice

of unlawful sexual commerce, in Scripture the

term Is sometimes applied metaphorically to idolatry—
the desertion of the worship of the true God for the wor-

ship of idols.

Tamar . . . is with child by wAoredom. Gen. xxxviii. 24.

The whole Countrie ovei-floweth with the synne of that

kinde, and noe mervell, as havinge no lawe to restrayne

whoredomes, adulteries, and like vncleanes of lief.

The Company of MerchanU trading to Muscovy (Ellis's Lit.

[Letters, p. 79).

whore-house (hor'hous), ». [< ME. horehons

= OHG. MHG. huorhus, G. hurenhaus = Sw.
horhns = Da.n.horehus; as whore + house'^.'] A
brothel ; a house of ill fame. [Low.]

whoremant (h6r'man\ n. [< ME. horeman,

adulterer (cf. Sw. Can. hor-karl, adulterer) ; <

hore, adultery, + »«««.] An adulterer.

The me[ilstres of thise hore-men, . . .

The bidde ic hangen that he ben.

a whore; lewd; unchaste. Shak., T. and C,
iv. 1. 63. [Low.]

Your whorish love, your drunken healths, your houts and
shouts. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., iv. 1.

whorishly (hor'ish-li), adv. In a whorish or

lewd maimer. [Low.]
whorishness (hor'ish-nes), «. The character

of being whorish. [Low.]
whorl (hwerl or hworl), )i. [< late ME. whorle,

contr. oi,*whorvel, whorwhil, whorwil; cf. OD.
worvel, a spindle, whirl, etc. : see whirl, and cf.

wharU.2 1. In bot, a ring of'organs all from
the same node ; a verticil. Every complete flower

is externally formed of two whorls of leaves, constituting

the floral envelop, or perianth ; and internally of two or

more other whorls of organs, constituting the organs of

fructification. The term whorl by itself is generally ap-

plied to a circle of radiating leaves— an arrangement of

more than two leaves around a common center, upon the

same plane with one another. Also whirl. See cuts under
Lavandula, Paris, and Veronica.

2. In conch., one of the turns of a spiral shell;

a volution; a gyre. The last whorl, opposite the

apex or nucleus, and including the
aperture of the shell, is commonly
distinguished as the body-whorl. See
spire'i, n., 2 (with cut), and cuts un-

der univalve, Pleurotomaria, and
Scalaria. Also whirl.

See what a lovely shell, . . .

Made so fairily well.

With delicate spire and whorl.
Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 1.

3. In anat.: («) A volution

or turn of the spiral cochlea
of man or any mammal. See
cut under ear. (6) A scroll

or turn of a turbinate bone, as the ethmotur-
binal or maxilloturbinal. See cut under nasal.

— 4. The fly of a spindle, generally made of

wood, sometimes of hard stone, etc. Also

thworl and pixij-whcel.

Elaborately ornamented leaden whorls which were fas-

tened at the lower end of their spindles to give them a

due weight and steadiness.

Whorls of Amtnonite^
rothotnagtnsis.

lliis is a whapper that 's after us.

Marryat, Frank Mildmay, xx. (Dames.)

But he hardly deserves mercy, having told whoppers.
Harpers Mag., LXXII. 213.

whopping, whapping (hwop'ing), a. [Ppr. of

vhi>p,v. Cf. wajifiing.] Very large; thumping:
as, a whopping big trout. [CoUoq.]
whore (hor), ». [With unorig. w, as in whole,

etc. ; < ME. hore, a harlot (not in AS.), < Icel.

horn, adulteress, = Sw. hora = Dan. hore =
D. hoer = OHG. hiiora, huorra, MHG. huore,

G. hiire (Goth, hor, f., not found, another word,
kalki, beingused): also in masc. form, Icel. horr

= Goth, hors, adulterer; cf. AS. "hor, adultery

^^ (in comp. hOrcwCn, adulteress), < Icel. hor = Sw.

K. Handbook Textile Fabrics, p. 2.

Whorl of the heart. Same as vortex of the heart. See
vortex.

whorled (hwerld or hw6rld), a. Furnished with
whorls; verticillate. In t>ot., zml., and amd.: (o)

Having a whorl orwhorls : verticillate ; volute ; turbinate

:

as, a whorled stem of a plant, or shell of a moUusk. (6)

Disposed in the fonn of a whorl: as, whorled leaves;

^ wttorled turns of a shell.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4072. -vyliorler (hw6r'ler or hwor'lfer), ». A local spell-

whoremaster (hor'mas'tfer), n. [Early mod. ing of whirler, retained in some cases in the

K. horc-inaistcr ;< whore + master^.] One who trades.

keeps or procures whores for others ; a pimp ; whom (hwfirn), n. A Scotch form of horn.

a procurer ; hence, one who practises lewdness. They hae a cure for the muir-ill, . . . whilk is ane pint

>ihnl- 1 TTen TV ii 4 516. [Low.] ... of yill . . . boild wi' sope and haitshorn draps,

^«i;™, o+iiili, /v.i^r'Tnns'ti^'r Iii (T r< whore- and '""""'I '''»"' *he creature's throat wi' ane «.A«ra.

Whoremasterly^ (nor mas ter-li;, ^.^ [::__ "c
'

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviii.

master + -ly^'.] Having the character of a

whoremaster; libidinous. [Low.]

That Greekish whoremasterly villain.

SAot., T. and C, V. 4. 7. . , , . ,.,v r»
„ - , ,/ X ^ r. u 1 whortle (hwer'tl), n. [Appar. an

whoremonger (hor'mung"g6r)«. One who has
„,,,^^a^:i,'^ Same as whortleberry.

to do with whores; a fornicator. Heb. xiu. 4 _ . ,.
•' .-"

^^ , ^_^,

[fornicator, R-Y.].
whoremongingt (hor'mung'ging), n. Fornica-

tion ; whoring.

Nether haue they mynde of anything elles than vpon

whorenumging and other kyndes of wikednes.
J. UdaU, On 2 Pet

Whort (hwfert), n. [Also whurt; a dial. var. of

M)or<i.] The fruit of the whortleberry, or the

shrub itself.
abbr. of

Carefully spying across the moor, from behind the tuft

of whortles, at first he could discover nothing.

B. D. Blackinore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

whortleberry (hwer'tl-ber"i), «.; pi. whortle-

berries (-iz). [Early mod. E. also whurtleberry,

appar. intended for "wortleberry (not found in
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ME. or AS.), < AS. wyrtil, a small shrub or root
(also in eomp. biscop-ici/rtil, commouly biscop-
iryrt, bishop's-wort) (= LG. D. wortel = OHG.
wurzala, MHG. G. icurzel, root) (dim. of wyrt,
root), + herie, berry : see wor(l and berry^. The
first element, however, has long been uneer-
tahi, the word having variant forms, hurtlcbirry,

hurtberry, hartberry, showing confusion or per-
haps ult. identity with hartberry in its orig.

application (AS. Iieortberge, berry of the buck-
thorn). See hurtleberry, hurtberry, hurt'^, hart-
berry, huckleberry.'} A shrub, Vaccinium Myr-
tillus, or its fruit. It is a low bush with numerous
angled branches, and glaucous blackish berries which are
edible. It grows in Europe, in Siberia, and in America
from Colorado to Alaska. Tlie name is extended tt> many
other vacciniums bearing similar fruit. See huckleberry.

At my feet
The whortle-berries are bedew'd with spray
Dash'd upwanls by the furious waterfall.
Coleridge, The Picture, or The Lover's Resolution.

Victorian whortleberry, a prostrate or creeping shrub,
Wittiteinia vaccinmeea, of the whortleberry family, found
on mountain rocks in Victoria. It is exceptional in the
order for its delnscent anthers. *

whose (hiiz), proii. See tcho and what.

whosesoever (hoz-so-ev'er), pron. The posses-
sive or genitive case of whosoever. John xx. 23.

whoso (ho'so), i)idff. rel. pron. [< ME. 'whoso,
hwase, whoso (cf. ME. dat. hwamso, whomso)

;

cf. AS. swd hwa swd: see wJto and sol .] Whoso-
ever; whoever.

Qwo so wylle of curtasy lere.

In this boke he may hit here

!

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 299.

Their love
Lies in their purses, and whoso empties them
By so much fills their hearts with deadly hate.

Shah., Rich. II., ii. 2. 130.

Like Aspis sting that closely kils.

Or cruelly does wound whom so she wils.
Spenser, F. Q., V. xil. 36.

whosoever (hojso-ev'^r), pron.; poss. whoseso-
ever, obj. whomsoever. [< ME. whoso euer, hwose
euer ; < xhoso + ever.^ Whoever; whatever
person ; any person whatever that.

For hem semethe that whoso evere be meke and pacyent,
he is holy and profitable. Mandeville, Travels, p. 170.

With whomsoever thou fludest thy gods, let him not live.

Gen. xxxi. 32.

Whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.

Rev. xxii. 17.

He counts it lawfuU in the bookes of whomsoever to re-
ject that which hee finds otherwise than true.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

whott, whotet, whottet, «• Obsolete or dia-
lectal forms of Ao^l.

whucchet,«. [See w/iic/t^.] A hutch or coffer.

whummle (hwum'l), t\ and n. A dialectal form
of whemmle. Scott, Rob Roy, xxii.

whunstane (hwun ' stan), «. Whinstone.
[Scotch.]

A vast, unbottom'd, boundless pil^

Fill'd fou o" lowin' brunstane,
Wha's ragin* flame, an' scorchin' heat.
Wad melt the hardest whun-stane

!

Bums, Holy Fair.

whurt, r. and n. An obsolete spelling of whir.
whurryt, i'. and n. An obsolete variant of hurry.
whurt, K. See whort.
whuskey(hwus'ki),n. A Scotch form of wfejsA:j/2.

Whyl (hwi), adv. and conj. [Early mod. E. whie;
< ME. why, whi, hwi, wi (also in the phrase for
whi), < AS. hwi, hwy, hwig = OS. hwi = OHG.
hwiu, win, hiu = Icel. hvi= Sw. Dan. hvi = Goth.
hwe, why, for what (sc. reason) ; instr. case of
AS. hwd, Goth, htcas, etc., who : see tvho, and cf.

Aowi.] I. interrog. adv. For what cause, rea-
son, or pui-pose? wherefore?
Turn ye, turn ye, . . . for why will ye die?

Ezek. xxxiii. 11.

Why so pale and wan, fond lover?
Prithee, whj/ so pale?

Will, when looking well can't move her.
Looking ill prevail?
Prithee, why so pale?

Sir John Sucklinff, Why so Pale?

Why 80? for what reason? wherefore?

And why so, my lord? Shak., W. T., il. 1. 7.

n. rel. conj. For which reason or cause; on
account of which ; for what or which ; also, as
compound relative, the thing or reason for or
on aecoont of which.

Whie I Bald so than, I will declare at large now.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 71.

Eros. My sword is drawn.
Ant. Then let it do at once

The thing why thou hast drawn it.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 14. 89.

Lose not your life so basely, sir
;
you are arm'd

;

And many, when they see your sword out and know why.
Mast follow yonr adventure. Fleleher, Valentlnian, iv. 4.

6918
I am of late

Shut from the world ; and why it should be thus
Is all I wish to know.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 4.

I was dispatch'd for their defence and guai'd
;

And listen why ; for I will tell you now.
Milton, Comus, 1. 43.

Clearer it grew than winter sky
That Nature still had reasons why.

Lowell, "rhe Nomades.

Why, like other words of the same class, is occasionally
used as a noun.

Cursed were he that had none other why to believe than
that I so say.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. B2.

Thus 'tis when a man will be ignorantly officious, do ser-

vices, and not know his why. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 2.

In your Fancy carry along with you the When and the
Why many of these things were spoken.

R. Milward, Ded. to Selden's Table-Talk.

For why [AS. for-hwt]. See /or.—The cause Why, the
reason why, the cause or reason on account of which
something is or is to be done.

Tfu; cause ivhi his Doughtres made him dronken, and
for to ly by him, was this : because thei sawghe no man
aboute hem but only here Fadre.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 101.

The why and wherefore, the reason.

whyl (hwi or wi), iiiterj. 1. An emphatic or
often expletive use of the adverb.
A Jew would have wept to have seen our parting ; why,

my grandam, having no eyes, look you, wept herself blind
at my parting. Sliak., T. G. of V., ii. 3. 13.

Why, this it is that spoils all our brave bloods.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

May. Where is your mistress, villain? when went she
abroad?
Pren. Abroad, sir ? why, as soon as she was up, sir.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 3.

If her chill heart I cannot move.
Why, 1 11 enjoy the very love.

Cowley, The Request.

Why, sure the girl 's beside herself

!

Ooldsmith, Epil. spoken by Mrs. Bulkley and MissCatley.

The while he heard, the Bo<>k-man drew
A length of make-believing face ; . . .

" Why, you shall sit in Ramsay's place."
Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

2. Used as a call or an exclamation.

Why, how now, Claudio ! whence comes this restraint?
Shak., M. for M., i, 2. 128.

Why, 80, an expression of consent or unwilling acquies-
cence.

Why, n> / go all which way it will

!

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2. 87.

why2 (hwi), n. A dialectal form of qi(ey.

whydt, »i. See whid^.

whydah, whydah-bird. See whidah, whidah-
blrd.

whylet, «• and conj. An obsolete spelling of
while.

whylearet, adv. A spelling of whilere.

whylenest, n. See whiteness.

whylest, adv. An obsolete spelling of whiles.

whylomt, whylomet, ndv. Obsolete spellings
of whilom.

why-nott (hwi'not), M. {(.whynotf a formula
often used in captious questions. Cf. what-
not, «.] Any sudden or unexpected event or
turn ; a dilemma.

When the church
Was taken with a Whynot! in the lurch.

S. Butter, On Philip Nyes Thanksgiving.

This game . . . was like to have been lost with a why-
not. Sir J. Harington, In Nugie Antiq. (ed. Park),

[II. 144.

Now, dame Selby, I have you at a whynot, or I never
had. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. iv.

Wh3rtt's disease. Tubercular meningitis

;

acute hydrocephalus.
wi' (wi), prep. A dialectal (Scotch) abbrevia-
tion of with^.

Wibblet (wib'l), n. [A corrupt form of wimble.'\
A wimble. Tufts's Glossary of Thieves' Jarqon
(1798).

wicchet, 11. An old spelling of witch.

wich (wich), n. See wick^.

wichet, «• A Middle English form of witch.

wick^ (wik), n. [Formerly and dial, also week;
< ME. wicke, wekc, weyke, weike, < AS. weoca
(for *wica), a wick (also in comp. candel-weoca,
candle-wick), = OD. wiecke, a wick, = MLG.
iceke, weike, LG. wike, weke, lint for wounds, a
wick, = OHG. wioh, MHG. wieche, weche, wick,
G. dial. (Ba,v.)wickel, bunch of fiax, = Sw. veke,

a wick, = Dan. vssge, a wick, = Norw. vik, a
skein of thread, also a bend; prob. ult. from
the verb represented by AS. wican (pp. wicen),
yield, give way: see weak."] A number of
threads of cotton or some spongy substance
loosely twisted together or braided, which by
capillary action draws up the oil in lamps or
the melted tallow or wax in candles in small

wicked

successive portions to be burned ; also, a piece
of woven fabric used for the same purpose.

The wicifce and the warme fuyr wol make a fayr flamme.
Piers Plowman (C), xx. 205.

There lives within the very flimie of love
A kind of wick or snuff that will abate it.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 116.

The toick grew long and black, and cabbaged at the end.
Irving, Bracebridge Hall, p, 96.

wick^ (wik), n. [Also in comp. -wick, and as-
sibilated -wich; also tvike ; < ME. wike, wyke,
wic, < AS. wic, a town, village, dwelling, street,

camp, quarter, = OS. icik = OFries. wik = D.
wijk, quarter, parish, retreat, refuge, = MLG.
wik, LG. wike, wik = OHG. wih (wihh-), a place,
locality, MHG. wich = Goth, weihs, village, <

L. vicus, village, street, quarter, = Gr. oiko(,

house, = Skt. vega, house, yard. The word
enters, as -wick or -wich, into many place-
names (being confused in some with icick^ and
wick*, wich). Prom the L. vieus are ult. E.
vicine, vicinage, vicinity, etc., vill, villa, village,

villain, etc., and -ville in place-names ; from the
Gr. oIko^ are ult. economy, ecumenical, etc., the
radical element in diocese, parish, and many
scientific terms in eco-, ccco-, -oecioas, etc.] 1.

A town; village: a common element in place-
names, as in Berwick (AS. Berwic), Warwick
(AS. JVerewic), Greentvich (AS. Grenewie, Grena-
wic), SandMHcA (AS. Sandwic).

Cauntyrbery, that noble wyke. Rd. Antiq., n. 93.

2. A district: occiirring in composition, as in
haWirvick, constablewict, sheriffw/cA', shiretcjet.

wicki^ (wik), n. [Also in eomp. assibilated
-wich; = MLG. wik, a bay; < Icel. rik, a small
creek, inlet, bay. Cf. viking and wicking. Cf

.

also wick^.^ A creek, inlet, or bay. Scott,

Pirate, xix.

wick* twik), n. [Also wich (formerly wych);
appar. a particular use of wick^ or wick^.i 1.
A salt-spring; a brine-pit.

The House in which the Salt is boiled is called the Wych-
house, whence may be guessed what Wych signifies, and
why all those Towns where there are Salt-Springs, and
Salt made, ai*e called by the name of Wycft, viz. Nampt-
ipych, i^orihwych, Middlewi/c/i, Droitwych.

Ray, Eng. Words (1691), p. 207.

2. A small dairy-house. Halliwell (under wich)

.

[Prov. Eng.]

Candle-wright, or Candle-wick, street took that name (as
may be supposed) eytherof chaundlei-s, <Src.— or otherwise
wike, which is the place where they use to worke them.
As scalding wike, l)y the Stockes-niarket, was called of the
powlters scalding and dressing their poultry there ; and in
divers countries dayrie-house.s, or cottages wherein they
make butter and cheese, are usually called wickes.

London (ed. 1599), p. 171. (Narei.)

wick^ (wik), V. t. [Appar. ult. < AS. wican, bend,
yield: see wick^.] To strike (a stone) in an
oblique direction: a term in curling To wick
a bore. See feorei.

wick^ (wik), n. [Also week; < ME. wike, wyke,
< Icel. vik, comer (munn-vik, the corners of the
mouth).] A corner; especially, one of the cor-
ners of the mouth. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
The frothe femed at his mouth vnfayre bi the wykez.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1572.

wick'^t, a. [ME. wick, wic, earlier wicke, wikke,
wykkc, wiche, bad, wicked; orig. a noun, < AS.
wicca, wizard, wicee, witch: see witclA and
wickedl.'i 1. Bad; wicked; false: with refer-
ence to persons.

Whan i knew al here cast of here wic wille,
I ne mist it suffer for sorwe & for reuthe.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4652.

2. Bad; wretched; vile: with reference to
things.

With poure mete, and feble drink.
And [with] swithe wikke clothes.

Ba\xlok(E,. E. T. S.), L 2458.

Wikke appetyt comth ay before seknesse.
Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 56i

3. Unfavorable; inauspicious; baneful.
For thilke ground that bereth the wedes wykke
Bereth eke thise holsom herbes, and ful ofte,
Nexte the foule netle, rough and thikke.
The lilie waxeth, swote and smothe and softe.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 946.

wick^ (wik), a. [A dial. var. of whick for quick.

Cf. wicked^.'] Quick; alive. [Prov. Eng.]
There be good chaps there [at the Inflnnary] to a man

while he 's uick, whate'er they may be about cutting him
up at after. Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, viii.

wicked^ (wik'ed), a. and n. [< ME. wicked,
wikked, wikkid, wykked, wykkyd, evil, bad, < wick,
wicke, wikke, bad, -I- -e(P, as if pp. of a verb
*ivikken, render evil or witch-like: see nick'J

and?ojte7(l.] I. «r. 1. Evil in principle or prac-
tice; deviating from the divine or the moral
law; addicted to vice ; depraved; vicious; sin-
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ful ; immoral ; bad ; wrong ; iniquitous : a word
of comprehensive siguitication, including ev-
erything that is contrary to the moral law,
and applied both to persons and to their acts

:

as, a wicked man ; a wicked deed; wicked ways

;

wicked lives; a wicked heart; wicked designs;
wicked works.
The! ben ftille wykked Sarrazines and cruelle.

MattdevUte, Travels, p. 112.

To see this would deter a doubtful man
From mischievous intents, much more the practice
Of wliat is wicked. Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, iv. 1.

Are men less ashamed of being u-icked than absurd ?

Jon Bee., Essay on Samuel P^oote.

To do an injury openly is, in his estimation, as icicked
as to do it secretly, and far leas profitable.

MaeaiUay, Machiavelli.

2t. Vile; baneful; pernicious; noxious.

That wynde away the leicked ayer may hurle.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 175.

Faire Amorett must dwell in wicked chaiues.
Spenser, ¥. Q., III. ix. 24.

As wicked dew as e'er my mother brush'd
With raven's feather from unwholesome fen
Drop on you both. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 321.

3t. Troublesome; difficult; hard; painful; un-
favorable ; disagreeable.

Hony is the more swete yif mowthes have fyrst tasted sa
voures that ben wyckyd. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 1.

The wallis in werre wikked to assaile
With depe dikes and derke doubull of water.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1565.

But this lande is full wicked to be wrought,
To hardde in hete, and over softe in weete.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. ».), p. 49.

I pray, what 's good, sir, for a wicked tooth?
Middteton (and others), The Widow, iv. 1.

4. Mischievous; prone or disposed to mischief,
often good-natured mischief ; roguish : as, a
wicked urchin. [CoUoq.]
Pen looked uncommonly wicked.

Thackeray, Pendennis, xxvii.

The wicked one, the devil.— Wicked Bible. See Bible.

= SyiL 1. Uleijal, Iramoral. etc. (see criminal). Heinous,
Infamtrwt, etc. (see atrocious), unrighteous, profane, un-
godly, godless, impious, unprincipled, vile, abandoned,
prtjtligate.

Il.t II. sing, and pi. A wicked person ; one
who is or tho.se who are wicked.
Then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall

consume. 2 Thes. fi. 8.

There lay his body vnburied all that Friday, and the
morrow till afternoone, none daring to deliver his body to
tlic sepulture; his head there wicked took, and, nayling
thereon Ills hoode, they flxe it on a pole, and set it on
Ix)ndon Bridge. Stowe, Annals (1605), p. 458.

wicked- ( wik'ed), a. [< wick^ + -ed^, here mere-
ly an adj. extension.] CJiiick; active. [Prov.
Eng.]
Another Irish woman of diminutive stature complacent-

ly described hei-self to a lady hiring her services as "small
but uricked." A. S. Palmer, Folk-Etym., Int., p. xxiL

wickedly (wik'ed-li), adv. [< ME. wikkedhj,
wii'kedU, wikkedliche; < wickedX + -ly^.'\ In a
wicked manner.

Ho keppit hym full kantly, kobbit with hym sore,
Woundit hym wickedii/ in hir wode angur.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1102S.

I have sinned, and I have done wickedly.
2 Sam. xxlv. 17.

wickedness (wik'ed-nes), «. [< ME. wikkcd-
itf.s.ir ; < wicked + -ness. (Jf. ME. wickenes, wike-
ticxse, wik'ien, < wicke (see wick'^) + -ness.'] 1.

Wicked character, quality, or disposition; de-
pravity or corruption of heart ; evil disposition

;

sinfulness : as, the wickedness of a man or of an
action.

And al the wikkednesse in this worlde that man myste
worche or thynke

Ne is no more to the mercye of Go<l than in the see a glede.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 291.

And after thi mercies that ben fele,

Ixjrd, fordo my wickydnesse.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 251.

Goodness belongs to the Gods, Piety to Men, Revenge
anil Wickedness to the Devils. Howell, Letters, ii. 11.

2. \Vicke<l conduct ; evil practices ; active im-
morality; vice; crime; sin.

'Tis not good that children should know any wickedness,
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 134.

There is a method in man's wickedness

;

It grows up by degrees. Beau, and Fl.

3. A wicked thing or act; an act of iniquity.

What vrickedncss is this that is done among you ?

Judges XX. 12.

I'll never care what wickedness I do
If this man come to good.

Shak., Lear, iU. 7. 99.

4. Figuratively, the wicked.
Those tents thou sawest so pleasant were the tents
1)1 wickedtiess. Millnu. V. L., li. 6(17.

= 8yn. I'nrighteousness, villainy, rascality, knavery, atro-
city, iniquity, enormity. See references under wicked.
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wicken (wik'n), «. [Appar. connected with
wicki, Kicker'^, witch-elm, etc.; but early forms
liave not been found.] The mountain-ash or
rowan-tree, Pyrus Aucuparia. Also wicky.
Wicken-tree (wik'n-tre), n. Same as wicken.
wickeri (wik'er), n. and a. [Also dial, wigger;
< ME. "wiker, wykyr; ef. Sw. dial, vikker, vekker,
vekare, the sweet bay-leaved willow, = Dan.
dial, vdgger, vegre, also vogc, a pliant rod, withy
(vogre-kurv, vegre-kurv, wicker-basket), vxger,
vaeggei; a willow; cf . Bav. dial, wickel, bunch of
tow on a distaff, G. wickel, a roll; ult. < AS. wi-
can, etc., bend, yield: see wick^ and jceafc.] I.
n. 1. A small pliant twig; an osier; a withe.
Which hoops are knit as with wickers.

Wood, Athense Oxon., I. (Richardson.)

For want of a pannier, spit your fish by the gills on a
small wicker or such like.

W. Lauson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 197).

Aye wavering like the willow-ww*er,
Tween good and ill. Bums, On Life.

2. Wickerwork in general; hence, an object
made of this material, as a basket.

Then quick did dress
His half milk up for cheese, and in a press
Of wicker press'd it. Chapman, Odyssey, ix. 351.

Each [maiden] having a white wicker, overbrimm'd
With April's tender younglings. Keats, findymion, i.

3. A twig or branch used as a mark: same as
wike'i.

11. a. 1. Consisting of wicker; especially,
made of plaited twigs or osiers ; also, covered
with wickerwork : as, a wicker basket ; a wicker
chair.

Robin Hood swam to a bush of broome.
The fryer to a wiyyer wand.

Robin Boodand the Curtail Frv«r(Child'8 Ballads, V, 274).

The lady was placed in a large wicker chair, and her
feet wrapped up in Hannel, supported by cushions.

Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

The doll, seated in her little wicker carriage.
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 40.

2. Made of flexible strips of shaved' wood,
ratan, or the like: as, leicArcr furniture ; a, wicker
ehair.

wicker^t (wik'er), ». f. [< leicfcerl, n.] To cover
or fit with wickers or osiers ; inclose in wicker-
work.
He looks like a musty bottle new wickered.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

Thir Ships of light timber, Wickerd with Oysier betweene,
and coverd over with Leather, serv'd not therefore to
tranceport them farr. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

wicker^ (wik'6r), v. [Cf. wicker^.'] I. intrans.

To twist, from being too tightly drawn. ChilcCs

Ballads, Gloss.
The nurice she knet the knot.
And O she knet it sicker

;

The ladie did gie it a twig [twitch].

Till it began to wicker.

Laird of Wariestoun (Child's Ballads, III. lit),

H. trans. To twist (a thread) overmuch. Ja-
micson. [Scotch.]

wickered (wik'^rd), a. [< wicker^ + -ed'^'] 1.

Made of wicker.— 2. Covered with wickerwork.
wickerwork (wik'6r-werk), n. Basketwork of

any sort ; anj'thing plaited, woven, or wattled
of flexible and tough materials, as osier, ratan,

and shaved strips of wood.
wicket (wik'et), n. [< ME. wicket, wiket, wyket,

viket = MD. wicket, also wincket, < OP. "wiket,

wisket, riquet, guichet, F. guichet (Walloon wi-

cket) = Pr. guisquet, a wicket ; a dim. form, prob.
ult. from the verb seen in AS. wlcan, etc., give
way: see wick^, weak.'] 1. A small gate or door-

way, especially a small door or gate forming
part of a larger one.

When the buemes of the burgh were broght vpon slope,

He [Sinon] warpit vp a wicket, wan horn with-oute.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11923.

The clyket
That Januarie bar of the smale u^jket

By which into his gardyn ofte he wente.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 874.

They steeked them a' but a wee wicket.

And Lammikin crap in.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 308X
"O, haste thee. Wilfrid !

" Redmond cried;
" Undo that wicket by thy side !

"

Scott, Kokeby, v. 29.

2t. A hole through which to communicate, or to

view what passes without; a window, lookout,

loophole, or the like.

They have made barris to barre the dorys crosse weyse,
and they have made wykets on every quai-ter of the hwse
to schote owte atte, bothe with bowys and with hand
gunnys. Paston Letters, I. 83.

3. A small gate by which the chamber of a
canal-lock is emptied ; also, a gate in the chute
of a water-wheel, designed to regulate the
amount of water passing to the wheel.— 4. A

widdy
half-high door. E. H. Knight.— 5t. A hole or
opening.

Wickettes two or three thou make hem couthe.
That yf a wicked worme oon holes mouthe
Besiege or stoppe, an other open be,
And from the wicked worme thus save thi bee.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

6. In cricket: (a) The object at which the
bowler aims, and before which, but a little on
one side, the batsman stands. It consists of
three stumps, having two bails lying in grooves
along their tops. See cricket^ (with diagram).
The wicket was formerly two straight thin battons called

stumps, twenty-two inches high, which were fixed into the
ground perpendicularly six inches apart, and over the top
of both was laid a small round piece of wood called the
bail. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 175,

A desperate fight . . . between the drovers and the
farmers with their whips and the boys with cricket-bats
and wickets. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 4.

(6) A batsman's tenure of his wicket, if the bat-
ting side pass their opponents' full score with (say) six

players to be put out, they are said to win '*by six wick-
ets"— a colloquial abbreviation for "with six wickets to

go down." (c) The ground on which the wickets
are set : as, play was begun with an excellent
wicket.— 7. In coal-mining. See wicket-work.

Wicke't-door (wik'et-dor), n. A wicket.

Through the low wicket-door they glide.'

Scott, Rokeby, v. 29.

wicke^t-gate (wik'et-gat), «. A small gate; a
wicket.

I am going to yonder wicket-gate before me.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Pi-ogress, i.

wicket-keeper (wik'et-ke'''per), «. In cricket,

th^player belonging to the fielding side who
stands immediately behind the wicket to stop
such balls as pass it. See diagram under
cricket^.

"I'm your man," said he. "Wicket-keeper, cover-point,
slip, or long-stop— you bowl the twisters, I'll do the field-

ing for you." Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. xiii.

wicket-work (wik'et-werk), n. In coal-mining,

a variety of i)illar and stall work sometimes
adopted in the North Wales coal-field. The
headings or stalls (called ivickets) are sometimes as much
as 24 yards wide, and the pillars as much as 15. Two
roadways are generally carried up each wicket,

Wicking (wik'ing), n. [< wick^ + -ing'^.'] The
material of which wicks are made, as in long
pieces which can be cut at pleasure.

Generally the traces of musk-cattle are in mass — like
balls all melted together. ... It struck me it would
make capital wicking for Esquimaux lamps.

C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition (1876), p. 161.

wickiup, Wicky-up ( wik'i-up), n. [Amer. Ind.]
An American Indian house or hut ; especially,

a rude hut, as of brushwood, such as is built by
the Apaches and other low tribes: in distinc-

tion from the tepee of skins stretched on stacked
lodge-poles. Wickiups are built on the spot as
required, and are not moved.
After an hour's riding to the south, we came upon old

Indian uricky-ups. Amer. Antiquarian, XII. 205.

Wickliffite, «. and n. See Wyclifite.

wick-trimmer (wik'trim"er), ». A pair of scis-

sors or shears for trimming wicks; a pair of
snuffers.

wicky (wik'i), ».; pi. mcKes (-iz). \Ct. wicken.]

1 . Same as wicken.— 2. Same as sheep-laurel.

wicky-up, H. See wickiup.

Wicllffite, a. and n. See Wyclifite.

Wicopy (wik'o-pi), n. [Also wikop, wictip, wick-

up; of Amer. "Ind. origin.] 1. The leatherwood,
Dirca paluslris.— 2. One of the willow-herbs,
as Epilobium angiistifoliiim, E. linearv, and per-

haps other species: distinguished as Indian or
herli wicopy. See willow-herb.

wid (wid), prep. An obsolete or dialectal form
of with^.

Sifter hole water same ez a tray,

Ef you fill it wid moss en dob it wid clay.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xxii.

widbin (wid'bin), n. [A dial, form of wood-
bine.] 1. The woodbine, Lonicera Periclijme-

num. [Scotch.]

The rawn-tree in [and] the widdbin
Hand the witches on cum in.

Gregor, Folk-lore N. E. Scotland. (Britten and Holland.)

2. The dogwood, Corniis sanguinea. [Prov.

Eng.]—widbin pear-tree, the whitebeam, Pyrus Aria.

[Prov. Eng.]

widdershinst (wid'Sr-shinz), adv. See wither-

shins.

widdowt, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of

widow^.
widdyl, widdie (wid'i), n. Dialectal forms of

withy, >3.

widely'-' (wid'i), «. A dialectal form of widow^.
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wide (wid), a. and ». [< ME. tcid wyd, < AS.
wid = OS. ipirf = OFries. Kid = D. wijd = LG.
wied = OHG. MHG. wit, G. weit = leel. crtAr =
Sw. Dan. rirf. wide; root unknown.] I. a. 1.
Having relatively great or considerable exten-
sion from side to side ; broad: as, jcirfe cloth; a
wide hall : opposed to narrow.

Wide is the gate . . . that leadeth to destruction.
Mat. vii. 13.

Shallow brooks, and rivei-s imde. Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 76.

And wounds appear'd so irjrfe as if the grave did gape
To swallow both at once. Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 456.

2. Having (a certain or specified) extension
as measured from side to side ; having (a
specified) width or breadth: as, cloth a yard
wide.

Tis not so deep as a well, nor so icide as a church-door;
bat 'tis enough. Sliak., R. and J., lii. 1. 100.

The city of Canea, capital of the western province of
Candia, is situated at the east corner of a bay about fifteen
miles wide. Pococke, Description of tlie East, 11. i. 242.

3. Of great horizontal extent; spacious; ex-
tensive; vast; great: as, the wirfe ocean.

Comli castelles and couth and cuntres wide.
William tff Pttleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5053.

For nothing this \pide universe I call

Save thou, my rose ; in it thou art my all.

Shak., Sonnets, cix.

These perpetual exploits abroad won him wide fame.
Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Within the cave
He left me, giant Polypheme's dark cave

;

A dungeon wide and- horrible.
Addison, tr. of Virgil's yfineid, iii.

The wide waste produced by the outbreak [of the Refor-
mation] is forgotten. Macautay, llurleigh.

4. Embracingmany subjects ; looking at a ques-
tion from many points of view ; applicable to
many cases : as, a person of icide culture.

States have always been best governed by men who have
taken a wide view of public affairs, and who have rather
a general acquaintance with many sciences than a perfect
mastery of one. Macaiday, Athenian Orators.

5. Capacious; bulging; loose; voluminous.
I hadde wonder of his wordes and of his ivyde clotlies

;

For in his bosome he bar a thyng that he blissed euere.
Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 253.

Weed wide enough to wrap a fairy in.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 256.

6. Distended; expanded; spread apart; hence,
open.
Against whom make ye a wide mouth, and draw out the

tongue? Isa. Ivii. 4.

Looking wistfully with wide blue eyes.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

7. Apart or remote from a specified point;
distant ; hence, remote from the direct line or
object aimed at; too far or too much to one
side; deviating; errant; wild: as, a wirfe arrow
in archery; a wide ball in cricket.

Many of the fathers were far mde from the understand-
ing of this place. Raleigh.

For those of both religions propose to go to the place
(the river .Jordan] where ('lirist was baptized, l)ut happen
to differ in their opinions, and are three or four miles
wide of each other.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. i. 32.

I make the widest conjectures concerning Egypt, and
her shepherd kings. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

But all this, though not unconnected with our general
theme, is wide of our immediate purpose.

be Quincey, Style, iv.

8t. Amiss; unfortunate; ill; bad; hence, of lit-

tle avail ; useless.

It would be wid£ with the best of us if the eye of God
should look backward to our former estate.

Bp. Hail, Contemplations, viii. 1.

9. In phonetics, uttered with a comparatively
relaxed or expanded condition of the walls of
the buccal cavity: said by some phonetists of
certain vowels, as ^, i, 6, u, when compared
with a, e, d, i—To cut a wide swath. See swathi.—
To give a wide berth to. See berths, i.- Wide-angle
lens. See lens. - SjTl. Wide, Broad, spacious, large, ample.
Wide and broad may l»e synonymous, hutbroad is generally
the larger and more emphatic : a wide river is not thought
of as so far across as a broad river. Wide is sometimes
more applicable to that which is to be passed tlirough

:

as, a tpide mouth or aperture. It is another way of stating
this fact to say that wide has more in mind tlian broad tlie

limiting sides of the thing. Wide is also more generally
applicable to that of which the length is much greater
than the width, but not to the exclusion of broad. Each
may in a secondary sense be used of length and breadtli

:

as, broad acres : a ipide domain.

n. «. 1 . Wideness ; breadth ; extent. [Rare.]

Emptiness and the waste tvide
Of that abyss. - Tennyson, Two Voices.

2. In cricket, a ball that goes wide of the wicket,
and counts one against the side that is bowling.
wide (wid), adv. [< ME. wide, wyde, < AS. wide
{= G. weit), widely, < wid, wide : see wide, o,]
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1. To a distance; afar; widely; a long way;
abroad; extensively.

Ihc habbe walke wide
Bi the se side.

Kino Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Tlie wounded coveys, reeling, scatter wide.
Burns, Briggs of Ayr.

I.et Fame from brazen lips blow wide
Her chosen names. Whittier, My Namesake.

2. Away or to one side of the mark, aim, pur-
pose, or direct line ; hence, astray.

Nay, Cosyn, . . . there walke you somewhat wide, for
ther you defende your owne righte for your temporal
aualye. Sir T. More, Works (ed. 1567), II. 1101.

She lum obayd, and turnd a little wyde.
Spetiser, F. Q., I. xi. 5.

I understand you not
;
you hurt not me,

Your anger tlies so wide.
Beau, and Ft., Captain, ii. 2.

His arrows fell exceedingly wide of each other.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 130.

3t. Round about; in the neighborhood around.
Old Melibco is slaine ; and him beside
His aged wife, with many others wide.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 18.

Set wide. .See s?<i.— To run wide. See runt.

widet (wid), V. t. [< ME. ^vide)l ; < toide, a.] To
make wide ; spread or set far apart.
And wide hem [quinces] so that though the wynd hem

shake,
Noo droop of oon until an other take.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

wide-awake (wid'a-wak"), a. and ti. I. a. On
the alert; keen; sliarp; knowing. [CoUoq.]
Our governor 'a inde awake, he is ; ni never say nothin'

agin him nor no man, but he knows what 's o'clock, he
does, uncommon. Dickens, Sketches, Tales, x. 2.

II. »i. A soft felt hat: a name given about
18.50.

She was one of the first who appeared in the Park in a
low-crowned hat— a wide-awake.

II. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xliii.

Some one . . . would with pleasure exchange on the
spot irreproachable black coat and glistening hat for a
shabby shooting-jacket and a wide-awake with a cast of
flies round it. Fortnightly Ree., N. S., XLIII. 627.

wide-awakeness (wid'a-wak'nes), ». The
character or state of being wide-awake or
sharp. [Colloq.]

wide-chapped (wid'chapt), a. Having a wide
mouth ; wide-mouthed.
The wide-chapp'd rascal. Shak,, Tempest, i. 1. 60.

wide-gab (wid'gab), ». The angler or fishing-
frog, Lophius piscatorius. Also wide-gap, wide-
gape, wide-gut. See cut under angler.

widely (wid'li), adc 1. In or to a wide degree
or extent; extensively; far and wide: as, a man
who is widely known.— 2. Very much ; very

;

greatly; extremely: as, two wirfc/y different ac-
counts of an affair.— 3. So as to leave a wide
space; at a distance. [Rare.]

We passed Selinus, . . ,

And widely shun the Lilybiean strand.
Dryden, .^neid, iii. 927.

wide-mouthed (wld'moutht), «. Having a
wide mouth.

The little rcide-mouth'd heads upon the spout.
Tennyson, Godiva.

Wlde-mouthed salmon, the ScopeUdee.

Widenl (wi'dn), r. [< wide, a., + -ck2.] I,
trans. 1. To make wide or wider; extend in
breadth ; expand : as, to widen a street.

I speak not these things to widen our differences or in-
crease our animosities; they are too large and too great
already. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

The thoughts of men are widen'd with the process of the
suns. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

He widened knowledge and escaped the praise.
Lowell, Jeffries Wyman.

2. To throw open.
So, now the gates are ope ; . . .

'Tis for the followers fortune widens them.
Not for the fliers. SAa*., Cor., i. 4. 44.

3. In knitting, to make larger by increasing the
number of stitches : opposed to narrow.

II. in trans. 1. To grow wide or wider; en-
large ; extend itself ; expand ; broaden.

Arches widen, and long aisles extend.
Pope, Temple of Fame, 1. 265.

O'er Sigurd widens the day-light.

William Morris, Sigurd, ii.

2. In knitting, to increase the number of
stitches : as, to widen at the third row.

Widen^t, adv. [ME. , also widene, wydene (MHG .

witene, witen); < wide, o.] Widely; wide.
In habite of an hermite vn-holy of werkes
Wende I wydene in this world wondres to here.

Piers Ploivman (A), Prol., 1. 4.

widener (wid'n^r), «. One who or that which
widens; specifically, a form of boring-bit or

widgeon

drill so shaped as to form a hole of greater
diameter than itself: same as broach, 12.

wideness (wid'nes), n. [< ME. vjydenesse; <
wide, a., + -ness.] The state or character of
being wide; breadth; width.

This Temple is 64 Cubytes of wydenesse, and als manye in
lengtlie. Mandeville, Travels, p. 84.

•wide-spread (wid'spred), a. Diffused or spread
to a great distance; extending far and wide;
being general.

To stand upon such elevated ground as to be enabled to
take a larger view of the wide-spread and infinitely diver-
sified constitution of men and affairs in a large society.

Brougluim.

There was a very iride-sjn-ead desire to hear him, and
applications for lectures flowed in from all parts of tlie
kingdom. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, vii.

wide-stretched (wid'strecht), a. Large; ex-
tensive.

Wide-strelelied honours that pertain . . .

Unto the crawn of France.
Sliak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 82.

wide-watered (wid'wa''tferd), a. Traversed or
bordered by wide waters.

I hear the far-off curfeu sound.
Over some wide-water'd shore,
Swinging low with sullen roar.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 75.

As when a lion rushing from his den
Amidst the plain of some wide-water'd fen.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 761.

wide-wheret (wid'hwar), adv. [< ME. wydeicher,
wydeichcre (also wydenwher); < wide, adv., +
where^.'\ Far and wide; everywhere; in places
far apart.

Wide-wfiere is wist
How that ther is diversite requered
Bytwexen thynges lyke, as I have lered.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 404.

Her dochter was stown awa frae her

;

She sought for her wide-whare.
Rosmer Uafmand (Child's Ballads, I. 253).

wide-work (wid'werk), n. In coal-mining, a
method of working coal, now nearly obsolete,
but formerly followed in the South Yorkshire
coal-fields. It was one of the many varieties
of pillar-and-stall work.
widgeon, Wigeon (wij'on), n. [Early mod. E.
also wigion, tcygeon ; prob. < ME. 'wigeon, < OP.
vigeon, found, with the variants ringeon, gin-
geon, as a name of the canard sifiieur, whist-
ling duck, or widgeon, formerly Anas fistu-
laris, = It. vipione, a small crane, < L. vipio(n-),
a kind of small crane. Cf. E. pigeon, ult. < L.
pipio(n-).'] 1. A duck of the genus Mareca,
belonging to the subfamily .4natinie. The Euro-
pean widgeon is M. penelope ; the American is a distinct
species, M. americana ; each is a common wild-fowl of

American \ViJ,;i;oii *,1/,

its own country, of the migratory and other habits com-
mon to the Amitinfe, breeding mostly in high or even
hyperborean regions, and flocking in more temperate lat-
itudes during the winter. They are also known as bald-
pates, from the white on the top of the head, whistler or
whistling dtiek, whew, whewer, whim, from their cries, and
by many local names.
2. By extension, some or any wild duck, except
the mallard: usually with a qualifying term.

In Shropshire every species of wild duck, with the ex-
ception of Anas boscas. is called wigeon.

C. Suainson, Brit. Bmis (1885), p. 156.

(a) Thegadwall, Ctiaulelasmus streperus: more fully called
gray uMgeon. See cut under Chautelamius. [Southern
Italy.] (6) The pintail, Daftla acuta: more fully, gray or
kite-tailed widgeon, or sea-widgeon. See cut under Dajita.
[Local, U. S.] (c) The wood-duck, Aix sponsa: more fully,
wood-widgeon. See cut under M>oorf-rii(c*. IConnecticut.]
(d) The ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida. See cut under
Eristnatura. [Massachusetts.]

3t. A fool: alluding to the supposed stupidity
of the widgeon. Compare goose, gudgeon'^.

If you give any credit to this juggling rascal, you are
worse than simple widgeoiu, and will be drawn into the
net by this decoy-duck, this tame cheater.

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

The apostles of this false religion.
Like Mahomet's, were ass and widijeon.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 28J.



-widgeon

4. A small teasing fly; a midge. Encyc. Brit.,

XXIV. 561. [Loeal, Er.g.] -American widgeon,
AiMX or Mareca americana, which ditfers specifically from
the common widgeon of Kurope, M. penelope ; the green-
headed widgeon. Also called locally bald-faced widgeon,
southern widfjenn, California icidgeon, bald-crown, bald-

pate, baid-faCrC, baldhead, ichitebcUy, poacher, wheat-duck,
and muikhig-duck. See cut above.— Black widgeon.
Same as curre icidgeon. (Devonshire, Eng.]—Bull-head-
ed Widgeon, the pochard, Ftdigula ferina,— Ciuxe Wid-
geon, the tufted duck, Fidigida cristata. Also called black
carre. llnnt^. See cut under (t</(e(f. [Somerset, Eng.]—
Pied widgeon, (a) Same as gargaiiey. (6) The golden-
eyed duck, Clangula glaucion. (c) The male goosander,
Mergm i/ii"/-;w<i«"r.—Popping widgeon. See ;)opi.—Red-
headed widgeon. Saiiic as redhead. 2.— Snuff-headed
widgeon, the pochard or redhead. Compai'e vare-headed
and iceagelheaded.— Wbiie widgeon, the white mer-
ganser, nun, or smew, Mergelltis albellns. See cut under
gin^w. (Devonshire, Eng.]

widgeon-coot (wij'on-kot), H. The ruddy duck,
Erismatura rubida. See cut under A'm»ta<«ra.
[Massachusetts.]
widgeon-grass (wij'on-gras), ». The grass-

wrack, Ziistcra marina. Britten and Holland.
[Local, Ireland.]

Widmannstattian (wid-man-stet'i-an), a. Per-
taining to Aloys Beck von Widmannstatt, of

Vienna (1753-1849)—Widmannstattian figures,
the name given to certain peculiar markings seen on
the polished surfaces of many meteoric irons (sidero-

iites) when these have been acted on by an acid. They
were first noticed by Widmannstatt in ISiiS, on the Agram
meteorite. The general appearance of these markings
may be learned from the annexed figure, which is a copy
of a photograph, of natural size, of a part of an etehed
section of the Laurens county (South Carolina) meteoric
Iron. The Widmannstattian figures are sections of plaiies

of cleavage or of crystalline growth, along which segrega-

tion, or chemical change of some sort, has taken place,

and whose form and position with reference to each other
are in accordance with the laws governing the develop-
ment of crystalline snbstajices belonging to the isometric

system. Reichenbach divided these figures into what he

vie

wuduwe, f., widow: see widow''-.'] 1.

who has lost his wife by death.

Wedewes and wedeweres that here owen wil for-saken.
And chast leden here lyf. Piers Plowman (C), xix. 76.

Our widirwer's second marriage-day.
Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 70.

2. See the quotation.

Let there be widmoers, which you call releevers, ap-
pointed everywhere to the church-service.
Bp. Halt, Apologie against Brownists, § 19. (.Encyc. Diet.)

A man
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plained, from the Skt., as 'without a husband,'
as if Skt. vidhavd were < vi, without, 4- dhava,
husband ; but it is more prob. derived from the
root (Skt.) vindh, lack. The Ij. mduus, lacking,

deprived of, is prob. developed from the fem.
vidiui, taken as adj., widowed, deprived. Simi-
larly the words for ' widower' are derived from
those for 'widow.' From L. viduus are ult. E.
void, avoid, etc.] 1. A woman who has lost ^ ^^^_
her husband by death. In the early church, widows ^j"""'',^*'r"f7,^r'r" r/ „.,,7^,„i ,. j. «,.i t
formed a separate class or order, whose duties were devo- WldoWer- (wid O-er), 1. [< Wtdow\ v., + -O'l.]

tion and the care of the orphans, the sick, and prisoners. One who or that which widows or bereaves.

And whan the Queen and alle the othere noble Ladyes Hengist, begirt with that fam'd falchion call'd

sawen that thei weren alle Wydeives, and that alle the The " WidoiDcr of Women,"
rialle Blood was lost, thei armed hem, and, as Creatures MUman, Samor, Lord of the Bright City, xL

weren K'' """ "'""™ "'"^ XS^L! Trave'llT- '^l' widowerhood (wid'o-ei-hud), » [< widowerl +
,,.,,,., ,. ,„, -hood.l The condition of a widower.W e 11 throw his castell down, -•

"
"

" " Ine spoushod, other me wodewehod.
Ayenbite ofInivyt(E. E. T. S.), p. 185.

widow-finch (wid'o-finch), n. Same as whidali-

_fiiicii.

widowheadt (wid'6-hed), n. [< tvidow^ +

And make a widowe o' his gaye ladye.
Sang of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 23).

Widoiv is also used attributively (now only colloquially):

as, "a widow woman," 2 Sam. xiv. 5.

How may we content
This widow lady? Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 548.

Who has the paternal power whilst the ividow queen is

with child? Locke, Of Government, § 123.

2. A European geometrid moth, Cidaria luc-

tuata, more fully called mourning widow : an
English collectors' name.— 3. In some card-
(james, an additional hand dealt to the table,

sometimes face up, sometimes not— Hempen j / .j/ i, j\
widow. See temjwn.— Locality of a widow. See io- -WldOWhOOd (wiQ 9;hud), n
caijY!/.— Mournful widow, mourning 'widow. See
immmful-indow, mourning-icidnw.—Widow bewitched,
a woman living apart from her husband ; a grass-widow.

What can you be able to do, that would be more grate-

ful to them, than if they shonld see you divorced from
your husband ; a widow, nay, to live (a widow betvitcht)

worse than a widow ; for widows may marry again.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 136. {Davies.)

Ay ! and yo' were Sylvia Robson, and as bonny and light-

hearted a lass as any in all t' Biding, though now yo're a
poor icidow bewitched. Mrg. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxix.

WidO'W's chamber, the appart-l and furniture of the bed-
elianiber of the widow of a I.<jndoii freeman, to which she
was formerly entitled.—Widows' la'WU, a kind of fine

thin muslin, made originally for widows' caps. [Eng.]—
Widow's man. See the quotations.

As to Square, who was in his person what is called a
jolly fellow, or a widow's man, he easily reconciled his

choice to the eternal fitness of things.

Fielding, Tom Jones, iii. 6. (Davves.)

Widow's men are imaginary sailors, borne on the books,

and receiving pay and prize-money, which is appropriated

to Greenwich Hospital.
Marryat, Peter .Simple, vii., note. (Davies.)

Widow's mantle. See j>mn<fe.— Widow's ring. Sec

head.] Widowhood.
"Virginity, wedlock, and widowhead are none better than

other, to be saved bv, in their own nature.

Tyndale, Ans. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. \f>!.

Upon you, who are a member of the spouse of Christ,

the church, there can fall no widowhead, nor orphanage
upon those children to whom God is father.

Donne, Letters, Ixxvi.

[< ME. wydow-

n fig

dull Slir

hood, wydetoood, widwiiode, widewehad; iioidow^
+ -hood.] 1. The state of a man whose wife

is dead, or of a woman whose husband is dead,

and who has not married again : generally ap-

plied to the state or condition of being a widow.
What have I done at home, since my Wife died?

No Turtle ever kept a widowhood
More strict then I have done.

Broine, Queens Exchange, i.

Mother and daughter, you behold them both in their

ii-idowhood — Torcello and Venice.
Ruskin, Stones of Venice, II. ii. § 2.

He was much older than his wife, whom he had married
after a protracted widowhood.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 187.

2t. A widow's right; the estate settled on a

widow.
For that dowry, I'll assure her of

Her widowhood, be it that she survive me.
In all my lands. Shak., T. of the 3., ii. 1. 125.

'Widow-liun'ter (wid'6-hun''''ter), n. One who
seeks or courts widows for the sake of a joint-

ure or fortune. Addison.
InWidows' silk, a silk fabric made with a very wirtowlv (wid'6-11), adv. [< wldow'^ + -hfi.]

face, atKl considered espectally flt_for mounnng. " , ""i^; >,„fi.l;„i.'„ ^^^'w rR.arel
-Widow's weeds, the mourning-diess of a widow.

widowl (wid'6), t'. t, [< widow\ n.] 1. To re-

duce to the condition of a widow; bereave of

a husband or mate: commonly in the past par-

ticiple.
In this city he

Hath vridow'd and unchilded many a one.

manner befitting a -widow. [Kare.]

widow-maker (wid'o-ma'ker), n. One who or

that which makes widows by bereaving women
of their husbands.

O, it grieves my soul

That I must draw this metal from my side

To be a iridow-inaker ! Shak., K. John, v. 2. 17.

WidniannstSltian Figures.

called a Irias (more properly a frind)— namely, kama-
cite (BalkeneisenX t«nite (Bandeisen), and plessitc (Full-

eisen)— the first consisting, so far as has been as yet made
outi of distinct plates of iron, with a comparatively small

percentage of nickel ; the second consisting of thinner

plates enveloping the kamacite, and richer in nickel; and
the third being a sort of ground-mass tilling the cavities,

and having Uss obvious indications of structure and gener-

ally a darker color than the others. It has frequently been
stated that some meteoric irons do not exhibit the Wld-
mannstiittian flgtves, and that consequently their absence

is not a proof of non-celestial origin ; it is certain, how-
ever, that few, if any, siderolites do not show traces of

some kind of structure, although Investigators in this

branch of science are by no means agreed as to what kind
of figures are properly designated by the name Wid-

manngtdttian. A somewhat similar uncertainty prevails

with regard to the figures developed by etching on the

terrestrial ircm of Ovifak : so that, at the present time, it

cannot be said that the Widmannstattian figures furnish

a positive criterion by which the authenticity of a mete-

oric iron may be established ;
yet it is certain that well-

developed figures of this kind do render it highly probable

that the specimen in which they are seen is extraterres-

trial. A classification of meteoric irons on the basis of

the different forms of figures which they exhibit, in the

present condition of this branch of science, does not seem
to be justifiable, although this has been attempted.

widowl (wid'6), H. [Formerly also widdow; <

ME. widewe, wydewe, widwe, widiir. ivodnre: (pi.

widewen, widous), < AS. widewe, wydrirc, inidnwe,

widwe, witdwe, weoduwe = OS. widuwa, wiilowa,

widica = OFries. widwe = D. weduwe = LG.
wedfwe = OHG. wituwa (witawa), MHG. witewe,

witwe, G. wittwe = Goth, widuwo, widowd = W.
gweddw = OPruss. widdewu = OBulg. vidova

= Russ. rdova = L. vidua (> It. vedova = Sp.

riuda = Pg. viuva = Pr. vcuva = F. veuve) =
Pers. biva = Skt. vidhavd, a widow; cf. Gr.

videos, unmarried. The word is usually ex-

We orphaned many children.

And widowed many women.
Peacock, War-Song of Dinas Vawr.

2. To endow with a widow's right. [Rare.]

For his possessions.

Although by confiscation they are ours,

We do mstate and undow you withal.

To buy you a better husband.

.Ihak., Cor., v. 6. 153. widow's-CrosS (wid'oz-kros), «. See Sedum.

'Widow-wail (wid'6-wal), n. 1. A dwarf hardy
shrub, Cneorum tricoccon, of the Simarubacese,

found in Spain and the south of France. It has
procumbent stems, lance-shaped evergreen leaves, and
clusters of pink sweet-scented flowers. The name ex-

tends to the only other species of the genus, C. piUveru-

lentum, of Teneriffe.

2. Same as wceping-icidoio. [Prov. Eng.]
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 429. yrldret, V. An obsolete form of wither'^.

3. Figurativelv, to deprive of anything regarded -widtll (width), n. [< Wide -I- -«(l.] 1. Breadth;

as analogous to a husband; bereave: some
times with of.

The widow'd isle in mourning
Dries up her tears. Dryden.

Trees of their shrivell'd fruits

Are widow'd. J. Philips, Cider, ii. 74.

4t. To survive as the widow of; be widow to.

Let me be married to three kings in a forenoon, and
widow them all. Skak., A. and C, i. 2. 27.

Widow^ (wid'o). n. [Short for widow-bird.] A

wideness ; the lineal extent of a thing from side

to side; comprehensiveness: opposed to nar-

rowness.
Whence from the width of many a gaping wound,
There 's many a soul into the air must fly.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt, st. 142.

The two remain'd
Apart by all the chamber's und.th.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In textiles, dressmaking, etc., same as breadth,

5. =Syn. 1. See vnde.

whidah-bird— Mourning widow, a whidah-bird of vndtn'VSrise (width'wiz), adv. In the direction

'^rZl ^ui^wTJah-bW. trrarfwTh°c'u^)"*- of the width ;
as regards the width.

Wid()W-bencll (wid'6-bench), ». That share The stage is ,™<f«At™« divided mto five pr^ts^
^^ ^^^

which a widow is allowed of her husband's es-
, f /'li 'n'

tate besides her jointure. Wliarton. 'Widualt, «. An erroneous form of w*<a«. Bp.

widow-bird (wid'6-bferd), «. [An accom. form .BrtVc, Apology, fol. 38.

(simulating E. widow^) of whidah-bird.] Same widwet, widwehedt, «• Middle English forms

as whidah-bird. Also tvidow-finch. of widow\, widowhood.

widow-burning (wid'6-b6r''ning), ». Same as wiet, wyeH,"- [ME. me, to^, w^e, also errone-
Wiuow uuimuB V B/,

^^^j^ ^j^^^ ^ ^g ^.^^^ ^ warrior, < wzg, war.]

A warrior; poetically, a man.
Missely marked he is way, & so manly he rides

That alle his wies were went ne wist he neuer whider.

WUUarn of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 208.

In god. Fader of heuene.

Was the Sone in hym-selue in a simile, as Eue
Was, whanne god wolde out of the wye y-drawe.

Piers Plowman (C), xlx. 2Sa

suttee, 2.

widow-duck (wid'6-duk), n. The Vicissy duck,

Dcndrocygna viduata, one of the best-known

tree-ducks.

widoweri (wid'6-6r), «. [< ME. widewer, wid-

wer = MD. tceduwer = MHG. witewaere, G. witt-

wer, a later substitute, with suffix -er, for the

AS. wuduwa, a widower, etc., a maso. form to



The Sonne of saint Elaine, the seemellch Ladie,
That tcrihes worsliipeii yet for hur werk hende.

Alimtmder o/ Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1227.

To the water thai went, tho weghis to gcdur,
Paris to pursew with prise men of Amies.

Dettructton ofTroy (K E. T. S.X 1. 3684.

wielt, «. See icefU.

wield (weld), V. t. [< ME. teelden (pret. welde,
iralde, icclt<;, welded, tceldidc, pp. welt), < AS. ge-
icehUiH, ijewyldan, have power over; a secon-
dary form of the strong verb, ME. walden, weal-
den (pret. wield), < AS. wealdaii (pret. wedld, pp.
wealden), have power over, govern, rule, pos-
sess, = OS. waldan = OFries. walda = D. wcl-
den = OHG. waltaii, dispose, manage, rule,
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erful.] Capable of being easily managed or
wielded. Golding.

Wieldy (wel'di), a. [< ME. weJdy, extended
form of welde, < AS. wylde, dominant, control-
ling, < wcaldan, rule, govern : see wield. Cf. un-
wieldy.] It. Capable of wielding ; dexterous;
strong; active.

So fressh, so yong, so weldy semed he.
It was an heven upon him for to se.

Chaucer, Troilus, il. 636.

2. Capable of being wielded; manageable;
wieldable; not unwieldy. Johnson.

wier, ". See toeir.

wierdt, Wierdet, » Obsolete spellings of weird.

MHG. G. toalten, rule, = leel.' wWo, wield, = ^6^1+' ";.
^'^ °^^ spelling of wiry. Compare

Sw. vmia (for *v&lda), occasion, cause, = Dan. JiZJLlT '^'^'t
volde, commonly /or-t-oWe, occasion, cause, = Tve'^'molst; marshy.Goth, waldan, govern; cf. Kuss. vladieii, reign,
rule, possess, make use of, = Lith. waldyti, rule,
govern, possess; prob. < L. valere, be strong,
have power: see valid.] 1. To have power or
sway over; rule; govern; manage.

Now coronyd is the kyng this cuntre to weld;
tiade homage of all men, & honour full grete,
And began for to gouerne, as gome in his owne.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 5381.

Adam . . . rcelte al Paradys, saving o tree.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 20.

Thence to the famous orators repair,
Those ancient, whose resistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce democratie,
Shook the arsenal, and fulmined over Greece.

Milton, P. R., iv. 269.

Where'er that Power may move . . .

'Which icields the world with never-wearied love.

Shelley, Adonais, xlii.

2. To use or exert in governing; sway.
Her new-bom power was wielded at the first by unprin-

cipled and ambitious men. De Quincey.

3. Hence, in general, to exercise
;
put to prac-

tical or active use, as a means, an instrument,
or a weapon ; use with freedom and ease : as, to
wield a h&mmer.

Ac bja Witt welt he after as wel as to-fore.
William of Palcme (E. E. T. S.), I. 142.

In oure chapitre praye we day and nyght
To Crist that he thee seiide heele and myght
Thy body for to weelden hastily.

Chaucer, .Summoner's Tale, 1. 239.

Part wield their arms, part curb the foaming steed.
Milton, P. L., xi. 643.

A potent wand doth Sorrow wield.
Wordsworth, Peter Bell.

4t. To have
;
possess ; enjoy.

And sum prince axide him, seyinge, Good maister, what
thing doynge schal I welde euerlastyng lyf 7

Wydif, Luke xviii. 18.

And alway [he] slewe the kynges dere.
And welt them at his wyll.

LyteU Oeste of Jtobyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 108).

But tell me, that hast seen him, Menaphon,
What stature wields he, and what personage?

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., il. 1.

To wield a good baton. See batm.

wieldt, "• [< ME. welde (cf. walde, wolde, < AS.
geweald, power); from the verb.] Command;
power; management.
Doo weel bi hem of thi good that thou hast in welde.

Babees Book (E. E. '1'. S.), p. 43.

wieldable (wel'da-bl), a. [< wield -t- -able.]
Cai)able of being wielded.
wieldancef (wel'dans), n. [< wield -t- -ance.]
The act or power" of wielding. B]). Hall, St.

[< AS. wier, a pool, a fish-pond.]

Paul's Combat, ii

Wielder ( wel'der), n. [< ME. weldere, possessor
(= G. waiter= Icel. valdari, valdr, ruler) ; < wield
+ -erl.] One wlio wields, employs, manages,
or possesses.

Like the fabled spear of old mythology, endued with
the faculty of healing the saddest wound its most violent
wielder can indict.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Melancbthon and Calvin.

Brisk icielder of the birch and rule,
The master of the village school.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

'Wieldiness (wel'di -nes), n. The property of
being wieldy.

Wielmngt (wel'ding), n. [< ME. weeldynge

;

verbal n. of wield, v.] Management; control.

Ye have hem in youre myght and in youre weeldynge.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

•Wieldless (weld'les), a. [Early mod. E. weeld-
le.inc ; < wield + -less.] Unmanageable; un-
wieldy.

That with the weight of his owne weeldlesse might
He falleth nigh to ground, and scarsc rccovereth fliglit.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iil. 19.

Wieldsomet (weld'sum), a. [(.wield + -some.
Cf. (for the form) G. gewaltsam, violent, pow-

Wiesbaden water. See water.
wife (wif), n.; pi. reives (wivz). [< ME. wif, wiif,
wyf(p]. ivif, wive, wifes, wives), < AS. wif, neut.
(pi. wif), a woman, wife, = OS. wif, wibh =
OFries. wif= D. wijf = LG. wief= OHG. MHG.
wip, G. loeib = Icel. vif (used only in poetry)
= Sw. vif = Dan. viv, woman ; not found in
Goth, and not traced outside of Teut. ; root un-
known. It earmot be connected, as commonly
thought, with weave. Some compare Skt. •/ vip,
tremble, L. vibrare, vibrate, quiver, OHG. wei-
bon, waver, be inspired, be irresolute, and sup-
pose that the word orig. meant ' something in-
spired' (the Germans orig. seeing in woman
sanctum aliquid et providum), or that it orig.
meant 'trembling,' with ref. to the timidity of
a bride. Some connect it with Goth, waibjan,
wind, twine, in bi-waibjan, wind about, clothe,
envelop, because of a woman's 'enveloping
clothing,' or because sh© is the 'one who binds
or unites herself.' These are all vagaries. The
earlier Teut. word, the one vpith other Indo-Eu-
ropean cognates, is that represented by queen,
quean. The neuter or inadequate significance
of the word is prob. indicated also by tho forma-
tion in AS. of the appar. more distinctive word
wifman, whence ult. E. woman.] 1. A woman:
now only in rural or provincial use, especially in
Scotland, and usually with an adjective, or in
composition with a noun, implying a woman of
humble position : as, old vitvei^ tales ; a fishwf/e.

On the grene he saugh sittynge a wyf;
A fouler wight ther may no man devise.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 142.

To sink the ship she sent away
Her witch ivives every one.

The Laidley Worm of Spindleston-heugh (Child's Ballads,
(I. 284).

She . . . shudder'd, as the village tirife who cries
"I shudder, some one steps across my grave."

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. The mistress of a house; a hostess: called
more distinctively the goodwife (correlative to
goodman) or the housewife.

A preest . . .

Which was so pleasaunt and so servisable
Unto the wyf, wher as he was at table,
That she woulde sulfre him no thing for to paye.

Chamer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 4.

3. A woman who is united to a man in the law-
ful bonds of wedlock ; a man's spouse : the cor-
relative of husband.

He jede forth bliue
To Rymenhild his wyue.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

The Soudan hathe 4 Wyfes, on Cristene and 3 Sarazines

;

of the whiche on dwellethe at Jerusalem, and another at
Damasce, and another at Ascalon.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 38.

A good uife is heaven's last best gift to man, his angel
and minister of graces innumerable, his gem of many vir-
tues, his casket of jewels. Jer. Taylor.

All the world and his wife. See world.—AvM -wives'
tongues. Seeauid.—Deceased Wife's Sister BUI. See
Wi:t.—Dutch wife. See l>!(?cA.— Inhibition against
a wife. See inAifcfKon.— Old wife. See oW.— Old wives'
tale. See talei.— Plural wives, consorts or concubines
of the same man under a polygamous union.— Katiflca-
tlonbyawlfe. Sueraft^catton.— Wlfe'sequlty.in law,
the general rule established by courts of equity that where
a husband resorted to a court of equity to enforce his com-
mon law marital right to take his wife's property, that
court would, in general, oblige him to make a reasonable
provision out of the fund for the benefit of his wife and
children. This doctrine has been extended or superseded
by acts which secure the whole property of a wife to her-
self.

wifet (wif), V. i. [< wife, «.] To take a wife;
maiTy.
Eu. . . . An't you weary of uiifeing f
Po. I am so weary ot, it that, if this Eighth should die

to Day I would marry the .Ninth to-Morrow.
If. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 348.

wife-bound (wif'bound), a. Devoted or tied
down to a wife; wife-ridden. [Rare.]

wig
A wife-bound man now dost thon rear the walls
Of high Carthage? Surrey, yEneid, iv. 343.

wife-carl (wif 'karl), n. A man who busies him-
self about household affairs or woman's work.
[Scotch.]

wifehood (wif'hiid), n. [< ME. wifhod, wiif-
hood, < AS. wifhad, < wif, wife, -f- had, condi-
tion.] Wifely character or condition ; the state
of being a wife.

She taughte al the craft of fyn lovinge,
And namely of wyfhood the livinge.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 645.

The stately flower of female fortitude.
Of perfect wifehood. Tennyson, Isabel.

Wifekint (wif'kin), n. [ME., < wife + fc«|l.]

Womankind. Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.),
1. 656.

wifeless (wif'les), a. [< ME. wiifles, wyfles,

wyflees; < wife -i- -less.] Without a wife ; un-
married.

Sixty yeer a wyfices man was he.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 4.

wifelike (wif'Uk), a. [< wife + -like,] Resem-
bling or pertaining to a wife or woman.

Wifelike government. SAo*., Hen. VIII,, ii 4. 138.

Wifelike, her hand In one of his.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field,

wifely (wif'li), a. [< ME. tcifly, wifli, < AS. wif-
tic, <wif, -wife -1- -lie, E. -ly^.] Pertaining to
or befitting a wife ; like a wife.

Yit is it bet for me
For to be deed in wyjly honestee
Than be a traitour living in my shame.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2701.

With all the tenderness of wifely love.
Dryden, Amphitryon, Iil.

wife-ridden (wif'rid''''n), a. Unduly influenced
by a wife; ruled or tyrannized over by a wife

;

henpecked.
Listen not to those sages who advise you always to scorn

the counsel of a woman, and if you comply with her re-
quests pronounce you uife-ridden. Mrs. Piozzi.

wiflet, n. [Origin obscure.] A kind of ax.

xj. crosbowes whereof iij. of stele, and v wyndas. Item,
j. borespere. Item, vj. unjles. Paston letters, I. 487.

wifmant, «• A Middle English form of woman.
Wiglf, n. [< ME. ivig, < AS. wicg = Icel. viggr
{viggja-), also vigg, a horse, steed; connected
with AS. wegan, carry : see way^, weigh^.] A
beast of burden, as a horse or an ass.

_Acthehhe[were]alrelouerdes lonerd, and aire kingene
ki[n]g, natheles he sende after the aire unwurtheste wig
one to riden, and that is asse.

Old Eng. Homilies, 2d ser., p. 89.

wig2 (wig), n. [Also wigg (and erroneously
whig) ; early mod. E. wygge ; = D. wig, wigge, a
wedge, = G. week, weckc, a sort of bread : see
wedge^.] A sort of cake. [Obsolete or local.]

Home to the only Lenten supper I have had of wigqs
and ale. Pepys, Diary, II. 117.

You mtiyrasikewigsot the biscuit dough, by adding . . .

currans. Coll. of Receipts, p. 2. (Jamieson.)

WigS (wig), n. [Abbr. of periwig : see periwig
anA peruke.] 1. An
artificial covering
of hair for the head,
used generally to
conceal baldness,
but formerly worn
as a fashionable
head-dress, wigs are
usually made to imitate
the natural hair, but
formal curled wigs are
worn as part of their
professional costume by
judges and lawyers in
Great Britain. Wigs are
much used on the stage.
See peruke.

I have often wanted
him to throwoff his great
flaxen ictV;; . . . with his
usual Gothic vivacity,
he said I only wanted
. . . to convert it into a
tete formy own wearing.
Goldsmith, She Stoops

[to Conquer, ii.

I never believe any-
thing that a lawyer says
when he has a ung on his
head and a fee In his
hand.

Trollope, Phineas Re-
[dux, Ixi.

2. The full-grown
male fur-seal of
Alaska, Callorhinus
ursinns. See cut un-
under fur-seal.— 3.
The head. [Col-
loq.] -Allonge wig.

Forms of Wig worn in Great Britain
in the I7tli and i8th centuries.

I, Time ofJames I.: 2, time of Charles
I. ; 3, 4, 5, RestoMtion, Charles II. ; 6. 7,
time of James II. and Anne ; 8, 9. time
of William and Mary; 10, campaign
wig, 1684: II, Ramilie »-ig. 17,16; 12.
bob-win, '742; 1,1. 14. the Macaronis'
wig, 1772 ; 15, 16, wigs of 1774-80 ; X7,

18, wigs of 1785-95.



wig
See oJJon^.— Blenheim wlgf, a periwig: so named in
lionor of tlie battle o( Blenheim (1704).— Campaign
Wig, a wig used in traveling, with twisted side-locks
and curled forehead. See 1(1 in cut on preceding page.— Cauliflower wig, a variety of peruke in the eighteenth
century, close curled, and covered with powder ; so named
from its supposed resemblance to a head of cauliflower
when served at the table.—Welsh Wig, a worsted cap.
Siinnwnd^.

Wig3 (wig), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wigged, ppr. wig-

ging. [< M7i</3, »., the orig. sense being perhaps
' to put a wig on,' i. e. to set right without cere-
mony, or ' to snatch at (one's) wig,' to ruffle or
handle (one) without ceremony. Compare wig-
ging, wliere the ref. to ear-wigging in the quot.
is prob. liumorous, tlie term meaning ' wigging
into one's private ear,' but alluding to earwig,
an annoying insect.] To rate or scold severely.
[CoUoq.]

If you wish to 'scape wigging:, a dumb wife *8 the dandy

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 386.

Wi^an (wig'an), n. [Prob. from the town of
}f igan in Lancashire, Eng.] A stifif, open can-
vas-like fabric, used for stiffening and protect-
ing the lower inside surface of skirts, etc.

Wigandia (wi-gan'di-a), ». [NL. (Kunth,
1818), named after J. fl. Wigand (1769-1817),
a physician in Hamburg.] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Hydrophyllacex
and tribe \amex. it is characterized by a broadly
bell-shaped corolla, commonly exserted stamens, and a
two-valved capsule. There are 3 or 4 closely related spe-
cles,widely dispersed through mountain regions of tropical
America. They are tall, coarse, rough haiiy herbs, with
large rugose alternate leaves and conspicuous forking scor-
pioid cymes. They are sometimes cultivated for ornament
or as curiosities. W. ureng has been called Caracag big-

UaJ.

wig-block (wig'blok), n. A block shaped like
the top of the head, designed to support a wig
in thi' process of making or when not in use.
wigeon, n. See widgeon.
wigged (wigd), a. [< wig^ + -«<i2.] Having
the head covered with a wig; wearing a wig.

The best-wigg'd Pr-n-e in Christendom.
Moore, Twopenny Post-bag.

At one end of this aisle is raised the Speaker's chair, be-
low and in frontof which, invading the spaces of the aisle,
are the desks of the irigged and gowned clerks.

W. Wilsm, (k>ngre8sioDal Government, ii.

wiggen-tree, wiggin-tree (wig'en-tre, wig'in-
tre), «. Hmui- an wickin-tree. Britten and Hol-
lanfl. [Prov. Eng.]
wiggert, «• An obsolete form of wicker^.

wiggery (wig'er-i), n.
; pi. wiggeries (-iz). [<

tt>/V/3 -f -ery.} 1. The work of a wig-maker;
false hair. [Rare.]
She was a ghastly thing to look at, as well from the

quantity as from the nature of the ^ciffjericx which she
wore. TroUiipe, Last Chronicle of B:irset, xxiv.

2. E.xcess of formality; red-tapism.

There is yet in venerable wigged Justice some wisdom
amid such mountains of wiggeries and folly.

Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 17. {Davie*.)

wigging (wig'ing), n. A scolding. See wig^, v.

[Colloq.]

If the head of a firm calls a clerk into the parlour and
rebukes hini, it is an ewngging ; if done before the other
clerks, it is a wigging. Hotten's Slang Diet.

wiggin-tree, «. See wiggcn-tree.

wiggle (wig'l), !!. (. and i.; pret. and pp. wig-
gled, ppr. wiggling. [< ME. wigelen (= MD.
wighelen = MHG. wigelen), reel, stagger; prob.
a var. form of waggle.'] To waggle ; wabble

;

wrifigle. [Provincial or oolloq.J
wiggle (wig'l), n. [< wiggle, ».] A waggling
or wriggling motion,
wiggler (wig'ler), n. One who or that which
wriggles.

wiggletail (wig'1-tal), n. Same as wriggler.

wigfiert, r. I. [Prob. imitative ; cf . E. dial, wc-
/(«:, ioi/ije, neign, whinny.] To neigh; whinny.
[Kare.]

Sir Per. See you this taO 7

Dind. I cut it from a dead horse that can now
Neither wigher nor wag tail.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

Wighiet, n- [Also welice; prob. imitative; cf.

icigher.] The neighing of a horse ; a neigh.

Whan the hors was laus, he ginneth gon . . .

Forth with Wehee. Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 146.

Bange on hyra the heuy brydcl to holde his hed lowe.
For ho wil make wehe tweye er he be there.

Piert Ploicman (B), iv. 22.

wightl (wit), n. [< ME. wight, wyght, wigt,

wiltt, < AS. wiht, wuht, wyht, neut. and f., a crea-
ture, animal, person, thing, = OS. tciht, tiling,

pi. demons, = 1). wicht, a child, = OHG. wiht,

m. and neut., thing, creature, person, MHG.
wiht, creature, thing, G. wicht, being, creature,
babe, = Icel. vdttr, a wight, viettu, a whit, = Sw.
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vatier, vatt = Dan. veette, an elf, = Goth, waihts,
f., waiht, neut., a thing; prob. orig. 'something
moving' (a moving object indistinctly seen at
a distance, whether man, child, animal, elf, or
demon), < AS. wegan, etc., move, stir, carry:
see weight, wagl. The word, by a phonetic
change, also appears as mod. E. tchit^. It also
appears unrecognized in aught, naught, not^.]
1 . A person, whether male or female ; a human
being : as, an unlucky wight.

There schulle thei fynde no Wight that will selle hem
ony Vitaille or ony thing. Mandeville, Travels, p. 130.

To you, my purse, and to non other mght
Compleyne I, for ye be my lady dere.

Chaucer, Complaint to his Purse, 1. 1.

She was a vnght, if ever such uight were, . . .

To suckle fools and chronicle small beer.
Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 159.

No living wight, save the Ladye alone.
Had dared to cross the threshold stone.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 1.

2t. A preternatural, unearthly, or uncanny
creature; an elf, sprite, witch, or the like.

"I crouche thee from elves and fro wighUs,"
Therwith the nyght-spel, seyde he anonrightes.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 293.

3t. A space of time ; a whit ; a while.
She was falle aslepe a litle wighi.

'

Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 363.

wlght^ (wit), a. [< ME. wight, wyght, wicht.
wyte, wiht, wigt, nimble, active, strong, < Icel
vigr (neut. vigt), serviceable for war, in figh'-
ing condition (= Sw. vig (neut. vigt), nimble,
active, agile), < vig (= AS. wig), war; cf. vcga,
fight, smite, Goth, weihan, figlit, strive, con-
tend, L. vincere, conquer: see victor, vi,icible.

Cf . wie, wye, a warrior. ] Having warlike prow-
ess; valiant; courageous; strong and active;
agile; nimble; swift. [Archaic]
He was a knight full kant, the kynges son of Lice,
And a unght mon in wer, wild of his dedis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6085.

I is ful wight, God wat, as is a ra.

Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 166.

Le Balafr^ roared out for fair play, adding " that he
would venture his nephew on him were he as wight as
Wallace." Scott, Quentin Durward, xxxvii.

wight^t, ». A Middle English form of weight^.
wight'lt, n. See wite^.

wightlyt (wit'li), adv. [< ME. wightly, wihtliche,
wistliche, wigtli; < wight^ + -ly^.] Swiftly;
nimbly; quickly; vigorously; boldly.

Wi^ichc with the child he went to his house,
and bi-tok it to his wif ti^tly to kepe.

WUtiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 65.

Sho went vp unghtly by a walle syde
To the toppe of a toure, & tot ouer the water
Ffor to loke on hir luffe, longyng in hert.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 862.

Ga wightly thou, and I sal keepe hym heere.
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 182. {Harl. MS.)

For day that was is uightly past.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

wightnesst (wit'nes), n. [< ME. wightnes; <
wight'^ + -ness.] Courage; vigor; bravery.
Thurgh my wightnes, I-wysse, & worthi Achilles,
We haue . . . getyn to the grekis this ground with oure

help. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 12198.

Wighty (wi'ti), a. [< wight^ + -y^.] Strong;
active. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wigless (wig'les), a. [< wiq^ + -fess.] Without
a wig; wearing no wig.

Though wigless, with his cassock torn, he bounds
From some facetious squire's encouraged hounds.

Column, Vagaries Vindicated.

wig-maker (wig'ma''''k&r), n. One who makes
wigs, or who keeps up an establishment for

the making and selling of wigs.

wigreve (wig'rev), n. [For "tcickreeve ; < ME.
"wikreve, < AS. wic-gerefa, a village or town of-

ficer who had supervision of sales, < xcic, town,
+ gerefa, reeve : see wick'^ and rcwel.] A bailiff

or steward of a hamlet.

wig-tail (wig'tiil), n. The tropic-bird. See
cut imder Phaethon.

The wig-tail, a white bird about the size of a pigeon,
having two long flexible, streamer-like tail feathers.

Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 862.

wig-tree (wig'tre), n. The Venetian sumac,
or smoke-tree, Bhus Cotinus: so named from
its puffy peruke-like inflorescence. See smoke-
tree and sumac, 2.

wigwag (wig'wag), V. i. [A varied redupl. of
ica^l.] To move to and fro; specifically, to

signal by movements of flags. [Colloq.]

wigwag (wig'wag), a. and ». [< wigwag, ».]

I. a. Writhing, wriggling, or twisting.

His midil embracing with wig wag circuled hooping.
Stanihuret, .^neid, il. 230.

Wild

II. n. 1. A rubbing instrument usedby watch-
makers. It is attached by a crank to a wheel of a lathe,
which gives it a longitudinal movement of reciprocation.
E. U. Knight.

2. Signaling by the movements of flags : as, to
practise the wigwag. [Colloq.]

In the army wig-wag system, a flag moved to right and
left during the day, and a white light moved over a
stationary red one at night, are readily made to answer
the same purpose. Sci. Amer., LIV. 16.

wigwag (wig'wag), adv. [An elliptical use of
wigwag, «.] To and fro ; with wiggling motion

:

as, to go wigwag back and forth. [Colloq.]
wigwam (wig'wam), a. [Formerly also week-
warn; from an Algonkin word represented by
Etehemin wcekioahm, a house, week, his house,
neek, my house, keck, thy house, Massachusetts
week or wek, his house, wekou-om-ut, in his or
their house, etc. ; Cree wikiivdk, in their houses.]
1. The tent or lodge of a North American
Indian, generally of a conical shape and formed
of bark or mats, or now most often of skins.

Wigwam.

laid over poles (called lodge-poles) stacked on
the ground and converging at the top, where is

left an opening for the escape of smoke.
Ye Indeans . . . departed from their wigwames.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 428.

Finch, of Watertown, had his wigwam burnt and all his
goods. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 43.

We then marched on, . . . and, falling upon several Wig-
wams, burnt them.

Coll. Mass. Bist. Soc. (1677), 2dser., VIII. 142.

When they would erect a icigwam-, which is the Indian
name f(»r a house, they stick saplins into the ground by one
end, and bend the other at the top, fastening them together
by strings made of fibrous roots, the rind of trees or of the
green wood of the white oak, which will rive into thongs.

Beverley, Virginia, lit U 10.

2. A large building; especially, a large struc-
ture in which a nominating convention or other
political gathering is held. [Slang, U. S.]

wig-weaver (wig 'we' ver), n. A wig-maker.
[Kare.]

Her head . . .

Indebted to some smart wig-weaver's hand
For more than half the tresses it sustains.

Cowper, Task, iv. 543.

wike^t, »• A Middle English form of week^,
wick^, wick^.

wike^t, " [^ ME. wike, office, service ; appar.
a use of wike, etc., week; cf. Goth, wiko,
course, < L. *vix (vie-), change, regular succes-
sion, office, service: see vice^, week.] Office;

service.

Ich can do wel gode wike. Owl and Nightingale, h 603.

wike^ (wik), n. [Cf. wicker^.] A temporary
mark, as a twig or branchlet, used to divide
swaths to be mown in commons, etc. Also
called wicker, [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
wiking (wi'king), n. [An adaptation of AS.
wicing : see viking.] A viking. [Bare.] \

From the "wik," or creek where their long-ship lurked,
the WHdngs, or "creek-men," as the adventurers were
called, pounced upon their prey.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 56.

wikket, a. A Middle English spelling of wick^.

wildl (wild), a. and n. [< ME. wilde, wielde,

also itillc, will, wil, < AS. wild, untamed, wild,
= OS. zcildi = OFries. wilde = D. wild, savage,
proud, = OHG. wildi, MHG. wilde, G. wild,

wild, savage (as a noun, wild beasts, game),
= Icel. villr (for "vildr), wild, also bewilder-
ed, astray, confused, = Sw. Dan. vild = Goth.
wiltheis, wild, uncultivated; prob. orig. 'self-

willed,' ' wilful,' with orig. pp. suffix -d (as in

old, cold, etc.), from the root of wiW^; cf. W.
gwyllt, wild, savage, gwyllys, the will. Hence
wiM. n., wilderness, wilder, hewilder, etc.] I.

a. 1. Self-willed; wayward; wanton; impa^



wUd
tient of restraint or control; stirring; lively;
boisterous; full of life and spirits ; hence, frol-

icsome; giiUiy; light-hearted.

Pardon me if I suspect you still; you are too wild and
airy to be constant to that affection.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, ii. 2.

That the icUd little thing should take wing, and fly away
the Lord knows whither ! Colman, Jeidous Wife, iii

A icild, unworldly-minded youth, given up
To his own eager thoughts.

Word»worlh, l*relude, iv.

Philip was a dear, good, frank, amiable, icUd fellow, and
they all loveil him. Thackeray, Philip, v.

2. Boisterous; tempestuous; stormy; violent;
turbulent ; furious ; uncontrolled : used iu both
a physical and a moral sense.

But that still use of grief makes ivUd grief tame,
My tongue should to thy ears not name my boys
1111 that ray nails were anchor'd in thine eyes.

ShaJe., Rich. III., iv. 4, 229.

His passions and his virtues lie confused.
And mixt together in so tcUd a tumult
That the whole man is quite disfigured in him.

Addison, Cato, iii. 2.

Long after night had overclouded the prospect I heard
a wUd wind rushing among trees.

Charlotte Bronti', Jane Eyre, v.

3f. Bold; brave; daring; wight.

Of the gretist of Grece & of gret Troy,
That he hade comyng with in company, & knew well the

persons.
As the worUiiest to wale & wildest in Armys.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4023.

4. Loose and disorderly in conduct; given to

going beyond bounds in pleasurable indul-

gence; ungovemed; more or less dissolute,

wayward, or unrestrained in conduct; prodi-

gal.

He kept company with the ivild prince and Poins.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 2. 74.

Suppose he has beene ivild, let me assure you
He s now reclaim'd, and has my good opinion.

Brome, iSparagus Garden, iv. 7.

5. Reckless; rash; ill-considered; extravagant;
out of accord with reason or prudence ; hap-
hazard: as, a w?i7rf venture ; wild trading.

If I chance to talk a little wUd, forgive me;
I had it from my father. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 4. 26.

Are not our streets daily filled with ivUd pieces of jus-

tice and random penalties? Addison, Tatler, 'So. 253.

The wildest opinions of every kind were abroad, "divers
and strange doctrines," with every wind of which men,
having no longer an anchor whereby to hold, were car-

ried about and tossed to and fro. Southey, Bunyan, p. 16.

Johnson, the young bowler, is getting wild, and bowls a
ball almost wide to the otT.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-Days, ii. 8.

6. Extravagant ; fantastic ; irregular ; disor-

dered; weird; queer.

WUd in their attire. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 40.

Oft in her [Reason's] absence mimic fancy wakes
To imitate her ; but, misjoining shapes,
WUd work produces oft. MUton, P. L., v. 112.

When man to man gave willing faith, and loved
A tale the better that 'twas tcUd and strange.

Bryant, Stella.

7. Enthusiastic; eager; keen; especially, very
eager with delight, excitement, or the like.

[Chiefly colloq.]
And there,

All wUd to found an University
For maidens, on the spur she fied.

Tennyson, Princess, 1.

As for Dolly, he was imld about . . . the town, and the
castle, aud the Black Forest.

Whyte MelvUle, White Rose, I. xxviii,

8. Excited; roused; distracted; crazy; be-
tokening or indicating excitement or strong
emotion.

Yoor looks are pale and wild. Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 28.

I grow wUd,
And would not willingly believe the truth
Of my dishonour. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 1.

The fictions of Gates had driven the nation wild.
Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

9. Wide of the mark or direct line, standard,
or bounds.
The catcher . . . must begin by a resolution to try for

everything, and to consider no ball beyond his reach, no
matter how wUd. W. Camp, St. Nicholas, XVII. 831.

10. Living in a state of nature ; inhabiting the

forest or open field; roving; wandering; not
tame; not domesticated; feral or ferine: as,

a wild hoar \ di,tcildo%\ awiTrfeat; a m/d bee.
More particularly— (a) Noting those animals which in

their relation to man are legally styled feree naturx (which
aee, under ferx) : opiwsed to tame^, 1 (ft) (1).

There aboute ben many goude Hylles and fayre, and
many fayre Woodes, and eke urylde Beestes.

MayidevUle, Travels, p. 127.

In the same forrest are many loUd Bores and wUd
•Stagges.* Coryat, Oruditjles, I. 35.
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(6) Noting beasts of the chase, game-birds, and the like,

which are noticeably shy, wary, or hard to take under cer-

tain circumstances: opposed to taine^, 1 (6) (2): as, the
birds are wild this morning.

11. Savage; uncivilized; ungovemed; unre-
fined; ferocious; sanguinary: noting persons
or practices.

The wUdest savagery. Shak., K. John, iv. 3. 48.

Nations yet vnld by Precept to reclaim,

And teach 'em Anns, and Arts, in William's Name.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 37.

12. Growing or produced without culture; pro-

duced by unassisted nature, or by wild ani-

mals; native; not cultivated: as, w«/rf parsnip;
ipj/rf cherry; w(7rf honey.
With unld wood-leaves and weeds I ha'strew'd his grave.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 3i)0.

It were good to try what would be the effect, if all the
blossoms were pulled from a fruit-tree, or the acorns and
chestnut buds, etc., from a ivUd tree.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 45U.

13. Desert; not inhabited ; uncultivated.

And that contre is full of grete foreste, and full wylde
to them of the seine contre. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 32.

These high wild hillsand rough uneven ways
Draws out our miles, and makes them wearisome.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3. 4.

The plain was grassy, wUd, and bare,

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

A Wild shot, arandom or chance shot.—Ethiopian Wild
hoar. Same as hallu/. See cut under Phacochmrus.—
Indian wild lime. See Limonia.—^o ride the wild
maret. See ride.— To run wild. («) To grow wild or
savage ; take to vicious courses or a loose way of living. (6)

To escape from domestication and revert to the feral state,

(c) To escape from cultivation and grow in a wild state.

—

To sow one's wild oats. Seeo«(.—Wildallapice. Same
as sj^ice-bush.—'Wiid ananas, angelica. See the nouns.
— Wild animals, those animjUs, and especially those
beasts, which have not boen reclaimed from the feral

state, or domesticated for the use and benefit of man

:

technically called /er« naturee.—Wild anlse-tree. See
anise.—Wild aprlcot. See «pn<:o(.—Wild ash. See
ash^.—Wild ass, any member of that section of the
genus Eqmis to which the domestic ass belongs, except
this species. There are several species or varieties, not
all of which are well determined, native of northern
Africa, and especially of western and central Asia. Some
are very lai^e, strong, and swift animals, which have been
distinguished from remote antiquity, and were formerly
hunted for sport or for their flesh. Representations of

the chase of wild asses are found on Assyrian monuments,
and the Hebrew words translated 'wild ass' in the Bible
indicate their swift-footedness. See dziggetai and onager
(with cuts) and hemione.—'WilCi balsam-apple, barley,
basil. See the nouns.—Wild bean. Ste Apim and Stro-

j)Aosf?/?cs.—Wild bee, any bee excepting the hive-bee as
domiciled by man. Both social and solitary wild bees are
of very numerous species and many genera of the two
families Apidse and Andrenidse. See these words, and
also such distinctive names as bumblebee, carpenter-bee,

upholsterer-bee, etc., with various cuts ; also nmson-bee, and
cuts under Anthophora and Xylocopa.— 'Wild beet, Beta
maritima of Europe, the supposed original of the cultivated
beet; also, sometimes, the marsh-rosemaiy, Statice Lim-o-
mwrn.—Wild bergamot, a strongly aromatic labiate
plant, Monarda Jistulosa, common in dry ground in North
America. The corolla is commonly purplish, an inch long.
— Wild birds, those birds which are not domesticated

;

specifically, in £ng. law, those birds tliat come within the
provisions of an act passed in 1880, entitled the Wild Birds
Protection Act, which prohibited the taking or killing of

any wild bird between certain dates of each year, with some
exceptions. But the species designated in the schedule an-
nexed to the act were but about eighty in number, thus in-

cluding but a small fraction of the actual avifauna of Eng-
land ; and some of the commonest song-birds it was de-
sired to protect by this act were left nnspecitied.—Wild
boar, buckwheat. See the nouns.—Wild brier, the
dogrose, Bosa canina; also, the sweet-brier, Rosa rubi-

5'inos(i.—Wild camomile. Same as feverfew, 1.—Wild
canary, the American goldfinch, Spimis or Chnjsmnitris
tristis. ^ee cut under goldfinch. [Local, U.S.]

—

Wild ca-
per. Same as caper-t^purge (which see, under spurge).—
Wildcat. See wildcat.— WUd celery. See Vallisneria.
— Wild cherry, chestnut, china-tree, cicely. See the
nouns.— Wild cinnamon of the West Indies. See Ca-
neiiai.—Wild clary, clove, cucumber, cumin. See
the nouns.— Wild coffee. See coffee and Triosteum.—
Wild columbine. See honeysuckle, 2.—Wild cotton.
(a) Sam e as cotton-grass. (6) See Ipomxa.

—

Wild dog, any
feral dog, or dog in the state of nature ; also, a ferine dog, or
one run wild after domestication ; a pariah dog ; specifi-

cally, the native wild dog of Australia, Canis dingo. See
Canis, Cyon^, and cuts under buansuah, dhole, and dingo.

—Wild dove, in the United States, the common Carolina
dove, or mourning-dove, Zenaidura cardlinensis. The im-
plied antithesis is rvild pigeon, namely, the passenger-pi-
geon. See cut under dove.—Wild dUCk, any duck except-
ing the domesticated duck; specifically, the wild original
of the domestic duck, Anas bosca^ (or boschas, or i>oskas).

See cut undermaWard.— Wild elder. See eider2.— Wild
engine, (a) A locomotive running over a railway without
regard to schedule time, (b) A locomotive which by some
accident or derangement has escaped from the control of

its driver.—Wild fig. See ^9-2.—Wild flag. See Pat^r-
sonia.—WJld fowl. See wild-fou'l.-'Wild ginger. See
ginger^.—Wild gOat, any species of the genus Capra, in

a broad sense, which has not been domesticated, as the
ibex, etc. ; specifically, the wild original of the domestic
goat, C. eegagrus (see segagrus, with cut). Several differ-

ent Hebrew words rendered alike 'wild goat' in the Bible
in different places are believed with good reason to mean
any one of the ibexes, steinbocks. or bouquetins of Syria,

Palestine, Arabia, and parts of Egypt— as, for example,
the beden or jaal-goat, technically C. jaala or jaela, and
Si* inhabiting Mount Slnat named C. sinaitica by Hemp-

wlldcat

rich and Ehrenberg. These wild goats differ little from
the common ibex of the Alps.— Wild gOOSe, a hinl of the
goose kind, ov ^ti\m% Anser in a Itroiul sense, whit-li is wild
or feral. In (treat Britain the comnion wild goose is the
graylag, Anser cinereus or ferns, and the term is applied
to all the other species which visit that country. (See cut
under graylag.) In North America wild goo^e unquali-
fied commonly means the Canada goosf, Bernicla cana-
densis. See cut under Berjitcto.- Wild-gOOSe Chase.
See cArtsei.— Wild-goose plum. See ^^iwi/ii. — Wild
gourd. See viiir 0/ Sodmii, under i'i«e.—Wild hay, hide,
Oney, hyssop, see the nouns.— Wild hop, the common

bryony, Bryonia dioica.— Wild horse, any specimen of the
liorse, Equus oaballus, now living in a state of nature.
The wild original of the horse is unknown. All the wild
horses of America and Australia, and probably all those
of Asia, are the ferine (not truly feral) descendants of the
domestic horse, which have reverted to the wild state.

—Wild huntsman, a legendarj- huntsman, especially in
Oerniany, whi) with a pliantom host goes careering over
woods, fields, and villages during the night, accompanied
witli tlie shouts of huntsmen and the baying of hounds.

—

Wild hyacinth, in the United States, the eastern camass,
Cantatwia (Sritla) Fraseri; in England, the bluebell, ScUla
nutans.— Wild indigo. See Amt/rpha and Baptigia.—
Wild ipecac, ipfcacuauha growing wild ; also, Triostettm
pcrfoliatinii.—'WU.d Irishman, a rluininaeeous shrub, JHs-

caria ausiralis, of New Zealand and Australia, having a
tortuous stem and opposite l)ratiche8 of which the outer-
most fonn sharp spines, the leaves small, in fascicles, ab-

sent in old phuits.- Wild Jalap. Same as man-ofthe-
cwrtft.—Wild Jasmine, iiim jay-iuine and /xwa.—Wild
kale, land, lettuce, licorice, mangosteen, etc. See
the nouns.—Wild lemon, the May-apple Podophyllum
peltntuin: so named from the form and color of the fruit.

—Wild lime. See^/ifte-i, Limonia, and talhnv-mit.—Wild
mahogany, tlie wliite mahogany of .lamaica, Antirrhoea
M^rcfffa.- Wild mammee-apple, the West In'iian tree

liheedia latenfolia, of the Gidtiferse.—Wild mandrake,
the May-appie Podophyllum jieltatum.^VfiXd mango.
See Spoyidias.—'SffM6. mare, (a) The nightmare. HaUi-
well. [Prov. Eng.] (6) A seesaw. 5/ta*., 2 lien. IV.. ii. 4.

268,—WUd marjoram. See marjoram, and cut under
Origamnn.— yfiXA. masterwort. Same as herb-gerard.—
Wild mustard, nep, oat. See the nouns.—Wild okra.
See J/aiacAra.-Wild Olive, onion, oyster. See the
nouns'.—Wild orange, (a) See orange. (0) The West Indi-

an euphorbiaceous tree JJri/2)ctes glauca. (c) Giertnera ra-

ginata, of Reunion, without ground reported as afit substi-
tute for coffee : often misnamed mnssa^nda.—Wild peach.
See wild orange.—Wild pear, pigeon, plum, potato, etc.

See the nouns.^Wild pine. («) The Scotch pine. Pinus
sylvcstris. (b) In the West Indies, a plant of the genus
TUlandsia, especially T. idricjilata.—Wild pineapple.
See pineapple, ,3, penguin^, and i^le.—Wild pink. See
Silene.—"WUd prune. See Pappea.—'WVLd purslane,
rice, sarsapaxilla, etc. See the nouns.—Wild lye. See
rye and Terrell grass.— Wild Sheep, the wild original of
the domestic sheep, or any feral species of the genus Oris
in a broad sense. (See Ovis and sheep'^.) Various species
inhabit mountains and high plateaus of Europe, Asia, Af-
rica, and North America, as the aoudad, the argali, the
bighorn, thebnrrhel, themouflon, etc. See the distinctive

names, including cuts under aoudad, argali, bighorn, and
<ftian-«Aan.—Wild sUkworm, any silkworm other than
the ordinary domesticated Sericaria mcri. See silfnrorm.

—Wild snowball. Sameas redro«t,'i.—'W]ld Spaniard.
Same as spear-grass, 3.— Wild spinach, squiU, Straw-
berry, succory, swan. See the nouns.—Wild sweet-
pea. See jr<7*A/wia.— Wild sweet-william. See/'A/oj.

—Wild tamarind, tea, tobacco, see the nouns.— Wild
tuberose. See Spiranthes.—'Wild tulip, turkey, vanil-
la, vine, woad, ttc. See the nouns.— Wild woodbine,
the Virginia creeper. The yellow jasmine, (^elsctiiiain srm-
jmnvircns, has Ijeen called Carolina uUd woodbine.—Wild
wormwood. See Parthenium.—"WUd yam. See yam.
= Syn. 1 and 6. Rude, impetuous, irreguhir, unrestrained,
hfu-ebrained, frantic, frenzied, crazed, fanciful, visionary,
strange, grotesque.

II. n. 1. A desert; an uninhabited and un-
cultivated tract or region; a waste.

The vasty wUds
Of wide Arabiii. Shak., M. of V., ii. 7. 41.

One Destiny our Life shall guide ;

Nor WUd nor Deep our common Way divide.

Prior, Henry and Emma.
We can now tread the regions of fancy without interrup-

tion, and expatiate in fairy wilds. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

He would linger long
In lonesome vales, making the uHd his home.

Shelley, Alastor.

2. pL Wild animals
;
game.

In mareis and in mores, in myres and in wateres,
Oompynges dyueden [dived] ;

" deere God," ich sayde,
"Wherhadden these«fiZ(?esuche wittandat what scole?"

Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 169.

At Wlldt, crazy ; distracted.

lYust hym never the more for the bylle that I sent yow
by hym, but as a man at wylde, for every thyng that he
told me is not trewe. Paston Letters, III. 179.

wild^t, ". An obsolete variant of JVeald, per-
haps due to confusion with tcild^.

A franklin in the icUd of Kent.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 60.

wild-brain (wild'bran), h. A giddy, volatile,

heedless person ; a harebrain.

I must let fly my civil fortunes, turn wUdbrain, lay my
wits upo' th' tentei's, you rascals.

Middlcton, Mad World, i. 1.

wildcat (wild'kat), h. andff. I. ". 1. A cat of

the original feral stock from which have de-
scended some varieties of the domestic cat ; the
European _F(?/v> catus, living in a state of nature,
not artificially modified in any way. Hence

—

2. One of various species of either of the genera



wildcat

FcUs and Lynr; especially, in North America,
the bay lynx (i. rufus) and Canada lynx (i. ca-

nadensis), and sometimes the cougar (F. con-

color). See cM^, and cuts under cougar and lynx.

H. a. Wild; reckless; haphazard: applied
especially to unsound business enterprises : as,

6925
These paths and bowers doubt not but onr joint hands
Will keep from mtdemess with ease.

MiUon, P. L., ix. 245.

=Syn. L Wilderness, Desert. See desert 1.

Wilde's incision, in otology, a free incision
down to the bone over the mastoid process,
made in certain cases of disease of the ear,

fH^^^^S^''^^}:.'^^'^'^^ mld-fire.(wild'fir), ,. [Early mod. E, wyUle
(currency issued by a wildcat bank) ; a wildcat

scheme (a reckless, unstable venture) ; wildcat

stock (stock of some wildcat or unsound com-
pany or organization). [CoUoq., U. S.]

The first night of our journey was spent at Ashford, in

Connecticut, where we arrived late in the evening ; and
here the bother of wUd-cat currency, as it was afterward
called, was forced upon our attention.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 196.

The present system, though an immense improvement
in every respect on the heterogeneous old breed of State
and vrud-cat banlts that wrought ruin in 1836 and 1857, is

nevertheless of the same dangerous character.
N. A. Rev., CXLI. 199.

Wildcat banking, a name given, especially in the west-
ern United States, to the operations of organizations or in-

dividuals who, under the loose State banking-laws which
prevailed before the passage of the National Bank Act of

IStw, issued large amounts of bank-notes though possess-

ing little or no capitaL

The urild-cat banking which devastated the Ohio States
between 1S37 and 1860, and miseducated the people of those
States until they thought irredeemable government issues

an unhoped-for blessing, never could have existed if Story's

opinion had been law.

W. G. Sumner, Andrew Jackson, p. 363.

Wildcat engine. See engine.

wildebeest (wil'de-bast), n. [D., = E. wild
heii.'^t.} The gnu. [South Africa.]

wilder (wil'der), V. t. [A freq. form, < wild, a.,

prob. suggested by wilderness, and as to form
by icander. Hence bewilder.'] To cause to lose

the way or track
;

puzzle with mazes or diffi-

culties; bewilder.

So that it vilderd and lost it selfe in those many by-

waies. Purchtu, Pilgrimage, p. 364.

We are a widow's three poor sons,

Lang wUder'd on the sea.

Rornner Ua/mand (Child's Ballads, I. 264).

When red mom
Made paler the pale moon, to her cold home,
Wildered and wan and panting, she returned.

Shelley, Alaator.

wilderedly (wil'dferd-li), adv. [< wiUlered, pp.,
+• -hi'-.] Inawilderedmanner; bewilderedly

;

wildly; incoherently.

It is but in thy passion and thy heat
Thoa speak'st so wilderedly.

Sir H. Taylor, Isaac Comnenas, ii. 2.

Wildering (wil'd^r-ing), n. Same as wilding.

wilderment (wil'd6r-ment), n. [< wilder +
-ment. Ci. bewilderment?] Bewilderment; con-
fusion. [Poetical.]

Thia vrHderment of wreck and death.
Moore, Lalla Bookh, The Fire Worshippers.

So in irildermerU of gazing I looked up, and I looked down.
Mrs. Browning, Lost Bower, st. 67.

wildemt, «• [ME., also wildeme ; prob. < AS.
'wildern, < wilder, a, reduced form of wildedr,

wild dedr, a wild beast : see wild^ and deer. Of.

wilderness.] A wilderness.

Alse wuremes breden on wildeme.
Reliqui^ Antique, I. 130.

wilderness (wil'der-nes), «. [< ME. wildcr-

Hc.t.vc, iryldernys (= MD. wildernisae) ; < wildern

(or the orig. AS. wilder) + -ness.] 1. A tract

of land inhabited only by wild beasts ; a desert,

whether forest or plain.

And after that Men comen out of Surreye, and entren
in to Wyldemesse, and there the Weye is sondy.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 34.

Ich wente forth wyde-where walkynge myn one.

In a wylde vyldernette by a wode-syde.
Piers Plowman (C), xl. 61.

O for a lodge In some vast wHdemem,
Some boundless contiguity of shade

!

Cttwper, Task, IL 1.

2. A wild; a waste of any kind.

Environ'd with a wilderness of sea.

Shak., Tit. And., iU. 1. 94.

The watery vrHdemess yields no supply.
Waller, Instruction to a Painter.

3. A part of a garden set apart for plants to

grow in with unchecked luxuriance. Imp. Did.
— 4. A confused or bewildering mass, heap, or

collection.

Kome is but a wilderness of tigers.

Shak., Tit. And., ill. 1. 64.

The land thou hast left a irUderness n1 wretches.
Fletcher, Itonduca, v. 1.

Flowering odours, cassia, nard, and balm

;

A wOdemest of sweets, MUtrni, P. L., v. 294.

6t. Wildness.
Such a warped slip of wHdemem
Ne'er Issued from his blood.

Shak., M. for M., ill. 1. 142.
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wilful

wildness (wild'nes), n. [< ME. wyldenesse, wild-

nessc (ef . G. wildniss, desert, wilderness); < wild^

+ -ness.] 1 . The state or character of being
wild, in any sense.

The perelle of youth for to pace
Withoute ony deth or distresse,

It is so fuUe of wyldenesse. .,

Rom. 0/ the Rose, 1. 4894.

Wilder to him than tigers in their mildness.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 980.

Take heed, sir; be not madder than you would make him:
Though he be rash and sudden (which is all his wUdness),
Take heed you wrong him not. Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 5.

2t. A wild place or country ; a wilderness.

Thise tyraunts put hem gladly not in pres,

No wildnesse ne no busshes for to winne.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 34.

Wild's case. See ca«ei.

wild-'williams (wild-wil'yamz), n. An old

name of the ragged-robin, Lychnis Flos-cucuU.

'Wild-'Windt (wild'wind), n. A hurricane.

In the year of our Lord 1639, in November, here hap-

pened an hirecano or wild-wind. Fuller, Worthies, 1. 495.

wild-wood (wild'wud), n. and a. I. n. The
wild, unfrequented woods ; a forest.

The orchard, the meadow, the deep tangled u-Ud-wood.

S. Woodworth, The Old Oaken Bucket.

II. a. Belonging to wild, uncultivated, or un-
frequented woods. [Poetical.]

Aye the uMd-wood echoes rang

—

Oh, dearly do X love thee, Annie

!

Bums, By Allan Stream.

fyer, wylde fyre; < ME. wilde fir, wylde fyyr,
wylde fyr, wilde fur, wylde fur; < wild^ + fire.]

1. A composition of inflammable materials
readily catching fire and hard to be extin-

guished; Greek fire: often used figuratively.

Faith his sheild must be
To quench the balles of wUde-fyer presentlie.

Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. S.), p. 146.

Balls of wildfire may be safely touch'd.
Not violently sunder'd and thrown up.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

I was at that time rich in fame— for my book ran like

wild-fire. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxx.

2. Sheet-lightning; a kind of lightning unac-
companied by thunder.
What is called "summer lightning'* or "wild-fire" is

sometimes a rather puzzling phenomenon.
P. G. Tait, Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 380.

3t. The blue flames of alcohol burnt in some
dishes when brought on table, as with plum-
pudduig.
Swiche manere bake-metea and dissh-metes brennynge

of wilde fir, and peynted and castelled with papir.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

4. In coalmining, the name formerly some- wile^ (wil), n. [< ME. wile, wyle, < AS. wH, wile

times given by miners to fii-e-damp.— 5. Ery-
sipelas; also, lichen circumscriptus, an erup-

tive disease, consisting of clusters or patches
of papulsB.

A wylde fyr upon thair bodyes falle.

Chaucer, Keeves Tale, 1. 262.

6. A disease of sheep, attended with inflam-

mation of the skin Wlld-flre rash.a skin eruption,

usually of infants only, consisting of papules arranged in

circumscribed patches appealing in succession on differ-

ent parts of the body ; strophulus volaticus.

wild-flying (wild'fll"ing), a. Flighty.

If any thing redeem the emperor
From his wHd-fiying courses, this is she.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, i. 2.

wild-fowl (wild'foul), n. [< ME. wylde fowle,

icyyldefowle, < AS. wild-fugel, wild fowl: see

wiid^ and fowl^.] The birds of the duck tribe

collectively considered; the Anatidse; water-

fowl: sometimes extended to other birds ordi-

narily pursued as game.
'Wild^ave (wild'grav), n. [= G. wildgraf; <

wild, game, + gruf, count : see wildX and graved.

]

The title of various German counts or nobles

whose office originally was connected with the

forests or with hunting.

The WUdgrave winds his bugle-horn.

To horse, to horse ! halloo, halloo

!

Scott, Wild Huntsman.

wilding (wil'ding), «. and a. [< icild^ + -ing^.]

I. nTX plant that is wild or that grows with-

out cultivation ; specifically, a wild crab-apple

tree ; also, the fruit of such a plant.

And wildings or the seasons fruite

He did in scrip bestow.
Warner, Albion's England, iv. 29.

A choice dish of wildings here, to scald

And mingle with your cream.
B. Joman, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

Matthew is in his grave, yet now
Me thinks I see him stand
As at that moment, with a bough
Of wilding in his hand.

Wordsworth, Two April Mornings (1799).

(also in comp. fiyge-wil, ' a flying wile,' an ar-

row); cf. Icel. vel, veel, an artifice, wile, craft,

device, fraud, trick (> OF. guile, > E. guile : see

guile''-).] A trick or stratagem ; anything prac-

tised for insnaring or deception ; a sly, insidi-

ous artifice.

Bot hit is no ferly, thag a fole raadde,

And thiirg wyles of wymmen be wonen to sorge.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2415..

Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

stand against the wUes of the devil. Eph. vi. 11.

Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles.

Nods, and becks, and wreathed smiles,

Such as hang on Hebe's cheek.
Maton, L'Allegro, 1. 27.

=Syil. Maiiceuver, Stratagem, etc. See artifice.

wilel (wil), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. wiled, ppr. roil-

ing. i<wile^,n.] It. To deceive ; beguile ; im-

pose on.

So perfect in that art was Paridell

That he Malbeccoes halfen eye did wyle;

His halien eye he wiled wondrous well.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 5.

2. To lure ; entice ; inveigle ; coax ; cajole.

Say, whence is yond warlow with his wand.
That thus wold wyle oure folk away?

Towneley Mysteries, p. 60.

She wHed him into ae chamber.
She wiled him into twa.

Sir Hugh, or the Jew's Daughter (Child's Ballads, III. 332).

But court na anither, tho' jokin' ye be.

For fear that she wUe your fancy frae me.
Burm, Oh Whistle and 111 Come to you.

3. To shorten or cause to pass easily or pleas-

antly, as by some diverting wile : in this sense
probably confused with while.

Seated in two black horsehair porter's chairs, one on
each side of the fireplace, the superannuated Mr. and Mrs.

Smallweed uile away the rosy hours.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxi.

Wile^t, ». A Middle English form of while^.

wile^t, w. Same as wildp, Weald (?).

The earth is the Lords, and all the corners thereof ; he

created the mountaines of Wales as well as the vrHes of

Kent Ilowell, Forreine Travell (ed. Arber), p. 29.

A leafless wilding shivering by the walL
^^^^^^ wilful, willful (wil'ful), a. [< ME. wilful, wil

I

I

Lowell, Under the

n. a. Wild; not cultivated or domesticated.

[Poetical.]

O wHding rose, whom fancy thus endears,

I bid your blossoms in my bonnet wave.
Scott, L. of the L., iv. \.

Whose field of life, by angels sown.

The wilding vines o'erran.
Whittier, William Forstcr.

Wildisb (wil'dish), a. [< wild^ + -ish^.] Some-

what wild.

He is a Uttle wUdish, they say.
Richardson, Pamela, 1. xxzii.

'Twould be a wildish destiny

If we, who thus together roam
In a strange Land and far from home.
Were in this place the guests of Chance.

Wordsworth, Stepping Westward.

In a wild state or man-wildly (wild'li), adv

ner, in any sense.

Wildlyt (wild'li), a.

Lest red-eyed Ferrets, wildly Foxes should

Them undermine, if rampir'd but with mould.

S. aarke, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. 32.

[< w«(ii + -lyi-.] Wild.

full, wylfuile, willfulle; < wilV-, «., + -fwl-] It.

WUling; ready; eager; keen.

With his fercfull folke to Phocus hee rides.

And is wU/ull in werk to wirchen hem care.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 412.

As thai past on the payment the pepuU beheld,

Haden wonder of the weghes, & wilfulde desyre

To know of there comyng and the cause wete.

That were so rially arait & a rowte gay.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 353.

When walls are so wilful to hear without warning.
Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 211.

2. Due to one's own will ; spontaneous ; vol-

untary; deliberate; intentional: a,s, wilful mwc-

der; wilful yiaste.

AUe the sones of Israel halewiden vrHful thingis [brought

a willing oflering, A. V. ] to the Lord. Wyclif, Ex. xxxv. 29.

The bye God on whom that we bileeve

In wilful poverte chees to lyve his lyf.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 323.

3. Obstinate and unreasonable; not to be

moved from one's notions, inclinations, pur-

poses, or the like, by counsel, advice, com-



wilfid

mands, or instructions ; obstinate ; stubborn

;

refractory; wayward; inflexible: as, a wilful
man; & wilful horse.

Like a wUftd youth,
That which 1 owe is lost.

Shale., M. of v., i. 1. 146.

A icHfu' man never wanted woe.
Battle of Pentland Hilh (Child's Ballads, VII. 242).

Wilful fire-ralSlniT. Sameasarsoni. (Scotch. | = Syn. 3.

Untoward, Contrary, etc. (see wayward), self-willed, mul-
ish, intractable, headstrong, unruly, heady.

wilfulheadt (wil'ful-hed), n. [ME. wilfulhed;

< wilfid + -Aearf.] Wilfulness
;
perverse obsti-

nacy.
And nat be lyk tiraunts of Lumbardye,
That usen mifulhed and tirannye.

Chaucer, Good Women (Ist version), 1. 355.

wilfallingt, "• [< idlful + -ing'^.'i A wilful act.

[Rare.]

Great King, no more bay with thy vnlfxdlings
His wrath's dread ToiTeut.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

wilfully, Willfully (wil'fiil-i), adv. [< ME.
wilfulli/, wilfulli, wylfullii, wilfulliehe; < wilful +
-ly^.'] it. Of free will or choice; willingly;
voluntarily; gladly; readily.

Fede ye the flok of God that is among you, and purvey
ye, not as constreyned, but wilfulli. Wyclif, 1 Pet. v. 2.

Be nou3te abasshed to bydde and to be nedy

:

Syth he that wrougte al the worlde was unlfvllich nedy.
Piers Plowman (B), xx. 48.

Trowe ye that whyles I may preche,
And wiime gold and sliver for I teche,
That I wol lyve in povert wilfully.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, I. 155.

rhey wHfuUy themselves exile from light.

Shale., M. a. U., ill. 2. 386.

2. By design; with set purpose ; intentionally;
especially, in a wilful manner; as following
one's own will; selfishly; perversely; absti-
nately; stubbornly.

For he that winketh whan he sholde see,
Al wilfully, God lat him never thee.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 612.

•The mother, . . . being deterrainately, lest I should say
of a great lady wilfully, bent to marry her to Demagoras,
tried all ways. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Surely of such desperat persons as will willfully followe
the course of theyr owue foUye there is noe compassion
to be had. Spenser, State of Ireland.

If we sin wilfully after that we have received the know-
ledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for
sins. Heb. x. 26.

Religion is a matter of our freest choice ; and if men
will obstinately and wilfully set themselves against it,

there is no remedy. Titlotson.

3. In laic, wilfully is sometimes interpreted to
mean— (a) by an act or an- omission done of
purpose, with intent to biing about a certain
result; or (6) with implication of evil intent
or legal malice, or with absence of reasonable
ground for believing the act in question to be
lawful.

wilfulness, willfulness (wil'ful-nes), n. [< ME.
wilfuliiesse; < wilful + -ness.^ 1. The charac-
ter of being wilful; determination to have one's
own way ; self-will ; obstinacy ; stubbornness

;

perverseness.

FalBhede is soo ful of cursidnesse
that her worship shalle neuere haue enterprise
where it Keigneth and hathe the wUfulnesse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 71.

Men of business, absorbed in their object, which calls
out daring, energy, resolution, and force, acquire often a
wilfulness of temper. J. P. Clarke, Self-Culttu-e, p. 292.

2. Intention; the character of being done by
design.

The deliberateness and wilfulness, or as we prefer to call
it the intention, which constitutes the crime of murder.

Modey and Whitely.

wilily (wi'li-li), adv. [< wily + -ly^.'] In a wily
manner; by stratagem; insidiously; craftily.

They did work wUUy. Josh. ix. 4.

wiliness (wl'li-nes), n. The state or character
of being wily; cunning; guile.

wilk (wilk), n. A dialectal form of whelk.
Willi (wil), V. Pres. 1 will, 2 wilt, 3 will, pi. will;
impert. 1 would, 2 wouldest or wouldst, 3 would,
pi. would (obs. pp. would, wold). Will^ has no
imperative and noinfinitive. [<ME.icJ/te»(pres.
ind. 1st and 3d pers. wille, wile, wulle, wule,
wolle, wole, wol, wall (also eontr. ulle) ; 2d pers.
U!ilt,wult,wolt; pX.willeth, wulletli , wolleth ; pret.
1st and 3d pers. wolde ( > E. would), wulde, walde,
wald (> 8c. wad), 2d pers. woldcst, woldes, pi.
woldeti, wolde, wulde, walde, pp. wold; < AS. wil-
lan. wyllan (pres. ind. Ist and 3d pers. wile, wyle,
wille, wylle, 2d pers. wilt, pi. willath, wyllath,
pret. 1st and 3d pers. wolde, 2d pers. icoldest, pi.
woldon, ppr. willende) = OS. willian, wellian =
OFries. willa, wella = D. willen = MLG. LG.
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willen = OHG. wellan, wollan, MHG. wellen,

wollen, G. wollen = Icel. vilja = Sw. vilja = Dan.
ville = Goth, wiljan (pret. wilda) = OBulg. voliti,

will, velieti, command, = Kuss. velieti, command,
etc., = Lith. woliti, will, = L. veils (pres. ind.

volo), wish. Prob. not connected, as usually
asserted, with Gr. jiovltaBai, will, wish, or with
Skt. var, choose, select, prefer. From the same
source are ult. E. wilV^, wale^, wiln, well'^, wcaU,
wihU, wilful, etc. From the L. verb are ult. E.
volition, voluntary, volunteer, volunty, voluptuary,

etc., nolens volens,et(i.'\ A. As an independent
verb. I. trans. To wish ; desire ; want ; be will-

ing to have (a certain thing done): now chiefly

used in the subjunctive (optative) preterit form
would governing a clause : as, I would that the
day were at hand. When in the first person the
subject is frequently omitted : as, would that ye
had listened to us!

Wol sche 3it my sone hire wedde & to wife haue ?

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4203.

"The toure vp the toft," quod she, " treuthe is there-inne.
And wolde that ge wrougte as his worde techeth."

Piers Plowman (BX i. 13.

I wol him noght thogh thou were deed tomorwe.
Chaucer, Piol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 307.

And when thei were come to Merlyn, he thanked hem
of that thei hadde seide, and that wolde hym so moche
gode. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 34.

Here I would not More to flit from his literal plain sense.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More (Parker Soc), p. 252.

She moved him to ask of her father a field ; and she light-
ed from off her ass ; and Caleb said unto her : What wilt
thou ? Judges i. 14.

Is this thy vengeance, holy Venus, thine,
Because I would not one of thine own doves.
Not ev'n a rose, were ofler'd to thee 1

Tennyson, Lucretius.

Would in optative expressions is often followed by a
dative, with or without to, noting the person or power by
whom the wish may be fulfilled : hence the phrases would
(to) God, would (to) heaven, etc.

Would God I had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my
son ! 2 Sam. xviii. 33.

I am not mad : I would to heaven I were

!

For then 'tis like I should forget myself.
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 48.

n. intrans. To have a wish or desire; be
willing.

In a simile, as £ue
Was, whanne god urolde out of the wye y-drawe.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 230.

The fomy brydel with the l)it of gold
Governeth he, right as himself hath wold.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1209.

All that falsen the kinges money or clippen it, also all

that falsen or vse false measures, . . . wetyngly other
than the lawe of the lord woll, etc.

J. Myrc, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), 1. 714.

They cryed to us to doe no more : all should be as we
would. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 191.

B. As an auxiliary, followed by an infinitive

without to. 1. To wish, want, like, or agree
(to do, etc.); to be (am, is, are, was, etc.) will-

ing (to do, etc.): noting desire, preference,
consent, or, negatively, refusal.

But neuer man that place ne stede went
That sogerne wold ther for thyng any.

Mom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6804.

Quod Conscience, "thou fiemed us from thee;
Thou woldist not oure loore leere."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.),p. 76.

That day that a man would have another's landes or his
goodes, that day he would have his life also if he could.
Darrell Papers, 1583 (H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age,

lApp. ii.).

And ye wiU not come to me, that ye might have life.

John V. 40.

Oh, sir, the multitude, that seldom know any thing but
their own opinions, speak that they would have.

Beau, and Ft., Philaster, i. 1.

Will you permit the orphan — nephew to whom you
have been a father— to offer you a trifle [a ring]?

Scott, Antiquary, xxx.

2. To be (am, is, are, etc.) determined (to do,
etc.): said when one insists on or persists in
being or doing something; hence, must, as a
matter of will or pertinacity; do (emphatic
auxiliary) from choice, wilfulness, determina-
tion, or persistence.

Alas, the general might have pardon'd follies I

Soldiers will talk sometimes.
Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 1.

Fate's such a shrewish thing.
She wiU be mlstris. Chapman, Iliad, vi. 498.

Some, not contented to haue them [Saxons] a people of
German race, wit needs bring them from elsewhere.
Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (cd. 1628), p. 25.

There stand, if thou wilt stand. Milton, P. R., iv. 561.

If you will fling yourself under the wheels. Juggernaut
will go over you, depend upon it.

Thackeray, Hook of Snobs, iii.

Cholera, scurvy, and fever, the wound that would not be
heal'd. Tennyson, Defence of Lucknow.

3. To make (it) a habit or practice (to do,
etc.); be (am, is, are, etc.) accustomed (to do,
etc.); do usually: noting frequent or custom-
ary action.

Joves halt it greet humblesse
And vertu eek, that thou wolt make
A nyght ful oite thyn heed to ake.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 631.

Whan he had souped at home in his house, he wolde call

before hym all his seruauntes.
Sir T. Elyoi, The Governour, iii. 29.

I remember the hot summer Sunday afternoons, when
the pavement would be red-hot, and the dust, and bits of
straw, and scraps of paper, would blow fitfully about with
evei-y little puff of air.

E. H. Yates, Recollections and Experiences, I, vii.

4. To be (am, is, are, etc.) sure (to do, etc.);

do undoubtedly, inevitably, or of necessity;
ought or have (to do, etc.); must: used in in-

controvertible or general statements, and often,

especially in provincial use, forming a verb-
phrase signifying no more than the simple verb

:

as, Pm thinking this will be (that is, this is) your
daughter.

I am aferd there u^Ue be sumthyng amys.
Coventry Mygterieg (ed. HalUwell), p. 385.

Sixe comoun cubitea, that wil be nyne foot long.
Trevi*a, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon (ed. BabingtonX

[11. 236.

That will be unjust to man, icill be sacrilegious to God.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

He was a considerate man, the deacon ; . . . ye'll no
hae forgotten him, Robin? Scctt, Rob Roy,xxiii.

A little difference, my dear. . . . There will be such in

the best-regulated families. Thackeray, Philip, xxvi.

"Areyouseeingany angels, Rob?" . . . "I'mnotsure;
... it is not easy to tell what will be an angel, and what
unll not. There 's so much all blue up there."

Geo. MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, xix.

5. To be (am, is, are, etc.) ready or about (to

do, etc.): said of one on the point of doing
something not necessarily accomplished.
As the Queene hem saugh, she wiste well she was be-

traied, and wolde crye as she that was sore affraied, and
thei seide that yef she spake eny worde she sholde a-non
be slaine. JfeWtn(E. E. T. S.), iii. 463.

6. In future and conditional constructions, to be
(am, is, are, etc.) (todo, etc.): in general noting
in the first person a promise or determination,
and in the second and third mere assertion of
a future occurrence without reference to the
will of tlie subject, other verb-phrases being
compomided with the auxiliary shall. For a
more detailed discrimination between will and
shallj see shall^, B., 2.

And al the bettre sule ge sfteden,
If ge ttfilen gee with treweithe leden.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), L 2304.

Yef we wiWe(A don his seruise . . . we eollen habbetho
mede wel griat ine heuene.

Old Eng. Misc. (ed. Morris), p. 33.

At a knight than tool I first beginne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T.,1. 42.

Wife. O, we shall have murder ! you kill my heart
May. No, I wUl shed no blood.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, L 3.

Without their learning, how wUt thou with them,
Or they with thee, hold conversation meet?

Milton, P. R., iv. 231.

Thou would'st have thought, so furious was their fire,

No force could tame them, and no toil could tire.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 844.

It was all to be done in the most delicate manner, and
all would assist. Thackeray would lecture, so wcnild W. H.
Russell ; Dickens ivould give a reading.

E. H. Yates, Recollections and Experiences, I. vii.

In such constructions tvUl is sometimes found where pre-
cision would require shall. See shall^, B., final note.

I would have thought her spirit had been invincible
against all assaults of affection.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 119.

If we contrast the present with so late a period as thirty
years ago, we unll perceive that there has been nothing
short of a national awakening.

W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti. p. 40.

[WoiUd is often used for unll in order to avoid a dogmatic
style or to soften blunt or harsh assertions, questions, etc.

A pretty idle toy ; would you take money for it?

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, 1. 1.

Would you say the Lord's Prayer for me. old fellow?
J. H. Ewing. Six to Sixteen, ii.

In all its senses the auxiliary 'icill may be used with an
ellipsis of the following infinitive.

Bot I ttyl to the chapel, for chaunce that may falle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), J. 2;32.

And Pandare wep as he to water wolde.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 115.

Pan. I heartily beseech you what must I do?
Tronil. Even what thou tcUt.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 36.

First, then—A woman will, or wonV— depend on 't;

If she will do't, she uill; and there "s an end on 't.

A. HUl, Zara, EpU.J

WiU (you, he, etc.), nUl (you, he, etc.). See nUl^.



Will^ (wil), n. [< ME. wille, wylle, < AS. wilUi =
OS. tcilleo, wilHo, willo = OFries. willa = MD.
mile, D. u'il = OHG. willo, MHG. G. tt;i??^ =
leel. viH= Sw. riV/fl = Dan. viUie = Goth, wiljaj

will; from the verb: see tciW^y v.] 1, Wish; de-

sire; pleasure; inclination; choice.

Man, y am more redy alway
To forjeue thee thi mys gouemaunce
than thou art mercy for to pray,
For my itnlle were thee to enhaunce.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 201.

I thanke God, I had no unlle to don it, for no thing that
he behighten me. MandevUle, Travels, p. 35.

I wol axe if it hlr vyille be
To be my wyf, and reule hir after me.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 270.

They who were hottest in his Cause, the most of them
were men oftner drunk then by thir good tcill sober.

MUton, Eikonoklastes, xix.

2. That which is wished for or desired ; ex-

press wish; purpose; determination.

When Castor hade clanly consayuit his wille,

He onswared hym honestly with orryng a litilL

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1918.

Thy icUl be done. Mat. vi. 10.

There is no greater Hindrance to Men for accomplishing
their Will than their own Wilfulness.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 72.

That eternal immutable law in which will and reason
are the same. Burke, Rev. in France.

He holds him with his glittering eye—
The wedding-guest stood still.

And listens like a three-years' child:
The Mariner hath his unll.

Coleridi/e, Ancient Mariner, i.

Here was the will, and plenty of it ; now for the way.
L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 4.

3. Wish; request; command.
Tell me now, Mr. Acres, in case of an accident, is there

any little leill or commission I could execute for you?
Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

4. Expressed wish with regard to the disposal

of one's property, or the like, after death; the
document containing such expression of one's

wishes; especially, in law^ the legal declara-

tion of a person's intentions, to take efifect af-

ter his deatli. The essential distinction between a
will and any other instrument or provision contingent
upon death is that a will h:i8 no erfect whatever until

death, and may be freely revoked meanwhile ; but a deed
which may create or convey an estate in the event of
death must take effect as binding the gi-antor in his

life-time. In English law the word unll was originally

used only of a disposition of real property to take effect

at death, the word testament being then used, as in the
Konian and civil law, of a disposition of personal property

;

hence the phrase, now redundant, last willami textament.

In modern usage the term tpiW does not necessarily imply
an actual disposition of property ; for an instrument, exe-

cuted with the formalities required by law, in which the
testator merely appoints a guardian for his child, or mere-
ly nominates an executor, leaving the assets to be dis-

tributed by the executor among those who would take by
law, is a will. In respect of form, that which distinguishes
a written will from otlier instnunents consists in the cere-

monies which the law re<|Uires for a valid execution, for

the sake uf guaiding against mistake, fraud, and undue
influence. Nuncupative wills, however, are not subject
to these rules. These formalities are generally four

:

(1) The testator must 8ub8ciil)e at the end or fo<jt of the
writing. (2) He must do so in the presence of witnesses.

In some jurisdictions three are required. In some juris-

dictions it is enough that he acknowledge to the wit-

nesses that the subscription he has previously made is his.

(3) He must at the same time publish the will — that is,

declare to the witnesses that it is his will, (4) They must
thereafter in his presence ami at his request, and in the
presence ofone another, subscribe their names aswitnesses.

In sume jurisdictions a seal is necessary with the testator's

signature. One whose testimony as a subscribing witness
becomes necessary to prove it can take no gift by the will.

After Christ had made his will at this supper, and given
strengtii t^^i his will by his death, and proved his toill by
his resurrectir>n, and left the church possessed of his es-

tate by his ascension, ... he poured out his legacy of
knowledge. Donne, Sermons, xxviil.

Her last wiU
Shall never be digress'd from.

F<yrd, Broken Heart, v. 3.

O lead me gently up yon hill, . . .

And I'll there sit down, and make my witt.

The Cruel Brother (Child's Ballads, II. 255).

5. Discretion; free or arbitrary disposal ; suf-

ferance; mercy.
ge ar welcum to welde as yow lykez.

That here is, al is yowre awen, to haue at yowre wylle &
welde.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1- 836.

He had noe flrme estate in his tenement^ but was onely
a tenaunt at uriU or little more, and soe at will may leave
it. Spenser, State of Ireland.

But by constreynt and force of the sayde foule chaunge-
able wether we strake all oure sayles and lay dryuynge in
the largo see at Codes tcyll vnto the next^ mornynge.

Sir It. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 68.

Deliver me not over unto the uriil of mine enemies.
Ps. xxvii. 12.

The Prince was so devout and humble that he submitted
his Body to be chastised at the WiU of Diinstan Abbot of
Glaatenbury. Baker, Chronicles, p. 11.
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6. The faculty of conscious, and especially of

deliberate, action. The will should not be confused
(as it is, however, by different writers) with self-control,
desire, choice, or attention, although the first and last of
these are special modes of volition. Nor is "willing" a
table to move automatically across a room an act of will;
for experiment shows that effort of this kind, however
strenuous, fails to cause even the willer's own hand or foot
to move. Normally, the consciousness of action is merged
in sensations coming from the member moved ; but in
cases of anaesthesia the agent is still aware of being in ac-
tion, and even more or less of what he is doing. This con-
sciousness always involves a sense of opposition, whether
in the form of a struggle or of a triumph, or in the nega-
tive aspect of a sense of freedom. (See freedom of the

wUl, below.) We are always aware of some resistance, be
it only the inertia of our limbs. Willing thus essential-

ly involves perceptive sensation, the re^xio of Thomas
Aquinas. (See reflection, 7.) When the real object with
which we are in relation is studied with reference to the
predicates attributed to it by the senses, the result is ex-

perience ; but when the predicates we are inwardly in-

clined to attach to it are studied out, the operation is de-
liberation, terminating in choice, and commonly followed
by acts of will. This cognitive process is the necessary
condition of self-control. By a " strong will " is sometimes,
and perhaps most correctly, meant great self-control ; but
more usually a power of bearing down the wills of others
by tiring tliem out and by a domination like hypnotism
is intended.

Appetite is the Wills solicitor, and the Will is Appe-
tite's controller; what we covet according to the one by
the other we often reject.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. viii. § 3.

Everyman is conscious of a power to determine in things
which he conceives to depend upon his determination. To
this power we give the name of loUl.

Beid, Intellectual Powers, ii. 1,

7. The act of willing; the act of determining
a choice or forming a purpose ; volition.

Even actual sins, committed without tvUl,

Are neither sins nor shame— much more compell'd.
Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

It is necessary to form a distinct notion of what is meant
by the word Volition in order to understand the import of
the word Will, for this last word properly expresses that
power of the mind of which volition is the act. . . . The
word will, however, is not always used in this its proper
acceptation, but is frequently substituted for volition, as
when I say that my hand moves in obedience to my tcUl.

D. StewaH, Works (ed. Hamilton), VI. 345.

Antecedent WllL See antecedent.—ht wUL (at) At
command; in thorough mastery.

He that can find two words of concord cannot find foure
or flue or sixe, vnlesse he haue his owue language at will.

PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 73.

(6) At pleasure; at discretion. To hold an estate a« the

will of another is to enjoy the possession at his pleasure,

and be liable to be ousted at any time by the lessor or pro-

prietor. See estate at vxUl, under estate.

3e schul wite of soure sone
That 36 long haue for-lore leue me for sothe,

A him winne a-3en at wille.

Waiiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2955.

We know more from nature then we can at will commu-
nicate. Emerson, Nature, iv.

And if we think of various sensations in parts of our
bodies we can produce them at will, and can induce at our
pleasure other bodily alterations through emotional ex-

citement. F. H. Bradley, Mind, XIII. 27.

Conjoint will, joint will, mutual wills, legal phrases
often used without much discrimination. Especially— (a)

A testamentary act by two persons jointly uniting in the

same instrument, as their will, to take effect after the death
of both. (&) A similar instrument to take effect as to each
on his or her death. These two classes are more properly

termed joint or conjoint (c) Wills made in coimection by
two persons pursuant to a compact, binding each to the
other to make the dispositions of property thus declared,

(d) Wills made to bequeath the effects of the one first

dying to the survivor. These two classes, and particular-

ly the last, are more appropriately termed mutual The
legal effect of such wills is often a matter of doubt.- Fac-
tum Of a wilL See /«(•?«?«.- Freedom of the will, a

mental attriljute the existence of which is disputed. The
phrase is taken in different senses by different thinkers,

(a) The power of doing right on all occasions, (b) That
freedom of which we have an immediate consciousness in

action. This is, however, only the consciousness of being

able to overcome some unspecified resistance to some un-

specified extent, which implies and is implied in the fact

of resistance, and is in fact but an aspect of the sense of

action and reaction, (c) The power of acting from an in-

ward spontaneity, not altijgether dominated by motives.

This is what most of the metaphysical advocates of the

freedom of the will specifically contend for. It is a limita-

tion of the action of causality, even in the material world.

Some would restrict the spontaneous power of the mind to

making particles swerve without variation of their vis viva

;

but this is untenable, since the law of action and reaction,

which would thus be vitiated, is far more securely proved

than that of the conservation of energy, the evidence for

which is imperfect, while the objections to it are weighty.

It is contended on the one hand that such spontaneity is

an indispensable condition of moral action ; and on the

other that, if it exists, it has no direct reference to moral-

ity except this that, so fjrf as a being is spontaneous in this

sense, he is free from the moral law aa well as from that of

causation, and that there is neither sense nor justice in

holding him responsible for mere sporadic effects of pure

non-cause. Responsibility, it is argued, ought to imply that

a man's conduct can be regulated by principles as efficient

causes, and is not free from the influence of causation.—

Free wUl, liberty ; freedom ; liberty as to choice in faith

or conduct ; also, the faculty of will as being free, or not

absolutely subject to causation.

will

Certainly there be that delight in giddiness, and count
it a bondage to fix a belief— atfecting/r(?e le-Ul in thinking,
as well as in acting. Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887).

We thus, in thought, never escape determination and
necessity. It will be observed that I do not consider tys
inability to the notion any disproof of the fact oifree-iv^.

Sir W. Hamilton, Works, p. 611.

Goodwill, (a) Favor; kindness. (?>) Sincerity ; right in-

tention.

Some indeed preach Clirist even of ein-y and strife ; and
some also of good iviU. Phil. L 15.

His wiliest, of his own will ; voluntarily.

A thyng that no man wol, his wUles, helde.
Chaiicer,Vio\. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 272 (Harl. MS.).

ni will, enmity ; unfriendliness. It expresses less than
malice. Compare good-u-ill and i7i-Hi7^— Inofficious Will.
See inofficious.— Zoin't will, mutual wills. See conjoint
will.— Officious will. See o/^cio?is.— Register of wills.
See register'^.— "RomajX will, a form of ancient Roman
will which in later times was allowed in the Eastem Em-
pire, and generally known as the Roman ivill, combining
something of the form of the mancipsttory with the effi-

cacy of the Pretorian testament. See testament. Maine.—
Simple will. See simple.— Statute of Wills, the name
commonly designating a British or an American statute
regulating the power to make wills; more specifically,

an English statute of 1540 (superseded by the Wills Act),

by which persons seized in socage were allowed to devise
all their lands except to bodies corporate, and persons
seized in chivalry were allowed to devise two thirds:
sometimes also called the Wills --4 cA.— Tenant at will.
See fenanti.-,To have one's will, to obtain what is de-

sired.—To work one's will, to act absolutely according
to one's own will, wish, pleasure, or fancy ; do entirely

what one pleases (with something).

For tho' the Giant Ages heave the hill

And break the shore, and evermore
Make and break, and icork their will, . . .

What know we greater than the soul?
Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

Wills Act, an English statute of 1837 (7 Wm. IV. and 1

Vict., c. 26) which repealed the Statute of Wills, and en-
acted that all property may be disposed of by will. It
required wills to be in writing, signed at the foot, and
attested by two witnesses, and declared the effect of
certain words and phrases in them. The amendment of

1852 (15 arid 16 Vict., c. 24) relates to the position of the
signature.—With a Will, with willingness and earnest-
ness ; with all one's heart ; heartily.

Mr. Herbert threw himself into the business uMh a mil.
Dickens, Great Expectations, xlv.

wilP (wil), v.; pret. and pp. willed, ppr. willivg

(pres. ind. 3d pers. wills). [< ME. willcn, wil-

Hen (pret. willede), < AS. tcillian (pret. willode),

will, demand, desire; ef. AS. wilnian, > ME.
wilnen, desire, wish (see wiln) ; secondary verbs,
from the primitive verb represented by icill^.

The two verbs {wilV- and iciW^) early became
confused, more esp. in cases in which the aux-
iliary verb was used as a principal verb.] I.

trans. 1. To wish; desire. [Archaic]
There, there, Hortensio, will you any wife?

Shak., T. of theS.,i. 1. 56.

A great party in the state

Wills me wed to her. Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 4.

2t. To communicate or express a wish to; de-

sire ; request; direct; tell; bid; order; com-
mand.
Within half an houre after, M". Essex tvilled the said

Hugh to go to Mrs. Ralegh and ^Hll her to send the said
lady a couple of the best chickens.

DarreU Papers, 1568 (H. Hall's Society in Elizabethan
[Age, App. ii.).

Sir Ladron, your sonne and my cousin willed me . . .

that I should write vnto you the sorrow which I conceiued
of the sicknesse your Lordship hath had.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 189.

Now here she writes, and wills me to repent.
Marlowe, Jew uf Malta, iii. 4.

Gorton and his company . . . wrote a letter to Onkus,
uoilling him to deliver their friend Miantunnomoh.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 158.

3. To determine by act of choice; decide; de-

cree; ordain; hence, to intend; purpose.

All such Buttes and Hoggesheads as may be found to

serue we wUl shalbe filled with Traine Oyle.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 300.

Two things \iGioilleth, that we should be good, and that

we should be happy. Barrow, Sermons, III. iv.

Man in his state of innocency had freedom and power
to will and to do that which was well pleasing to God;
but yet mutably, so that he might fall from it.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., v. 1.

Man always iCT^i« to do. that which he desires most, and
when he does not feel himself obliged by the sentiment
of duty to do that which he desires less.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 92.

We shall have success if we truly will success— not
otherwise. 0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 118.

4. To dispose of by will or testament; give as

a legacy ; bequeath : as, he willed the farm to

his nephew.
Servants and their families descended from father to

son. or were sometimes icitled away, the servant being
given, within limits, his choice of a master.

The Century, XXXVI. 277.

5. To bring under the influence or control of

the will of another; subject to the power of

another's will. [Recent.]



The one to be viUed would go to the other end of the
house, if desired, wliilst we agreed upon the thing to be
done. Proc. Soc. Psych. Hegearch, I. 57, note,

II. intrans. 1. To wish; desire; prefer; re-

solve; determine; decree.

As wiU the rest, so wUleth Winchester.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 162.

You, likewise, our late guests, if so you will,

Follow us. Tennyson, I'rincess, v.

2. To exercise the will.

See how my sin-bemangled liody lies,

Not having pow'r to will, nor will to rise

!

Qiuirles, Emblems, iv. 8.

He that shall turn his thoughts inwards upon what
passes in his own mind when he wills, shall see that the
will or power of volition is conversant about nothing but
that particulardetermination of the mind, whereby barely,
by a thought, the mind endeavours to give rise, continua-
tion, or stop to any action which it takes to be within its

power. Lode, Human Understanding, II. xxL § SO.

will^t, a. [Sc. also tcuU; < ME. will, wille, <,

Icel. villr {for *vil(lr),v/\\d: see wild.'] Astray;
wrong; at a loss; bewildered.

Adam went out ful icille o wan.
Quoted in Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), Gloss., p. 213.

All wery I wex and wyll of my gate.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2369.

And xntU and waif for eight lang years
They sail'd upon the sea.

Rosmer Ha/mand (Child's Ballads, I. 253).

WilFt, V. i. [< will^. rt.] To wander; go astray;
be lost, at a loss, or bewildered. Destruction

of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2359.

willcock (wil'kok), 11. Same as toillock.

willed (wild), a. [< ME. willed; < will^, n., +
-erf2.] 1. Having a wiU; determined as to will:

usually in composition, as in seli-willed, weak-
willed.

He is wylled that comynycasyon and trete sehold be had.
Paston Letters, I. 75.

2. Brought under the influence or control of
the will of another.

wiUemite (wil'em-it), n. [Named after Willem
I., king of the Netherlands.] A mineral of res-

inous luster and yellowish-green or flesh-red
color, a native silicate of zinc. It is of rare oc-
currence in Europe, but is found abundantly in New Jer-
sey, and there constitutes a very valuable zinc ore. Troos-
tite is a crystallized variety containing some manga-
nese.

wilier (wil'er), n. [< wiU^ + -eel.] 1. One
who wishes ; a wisher : used in some rare
compounds: as, an iHi-willer.— 2. One who
wills.

Be pleased to cast a glance on two considerations— 1.

What the will is to which, 2. Who the mUler is to whom,
we must submit. Barrow, Sermons, II. xxxvi.

The problem can never be solved as long as contact of
any sort is allowed between the wilier and the willed.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 10.

Willet (wil'et), It. [So called from its cry;
cf. pill-ivill-willet.] A North American bird
of the snipe family, the semipalmated tattler

or stone-curlew, Symphemia semipalmata. It
is a large, stout tattler with semipalmated toes (see
cut uniei semipalmate), stout bill, bluish feet, and much-

WiUei, ., ttiHtlmata), in whiter plumage.

variegated plumage, especially in summer, the wings
being mirrored with white and lined with black; the
length is about 18 inches. It abounds in temperate North
America, and especially in the I'nited States; it extends
north to ."^6° at least, breeds throughout its range, and
winters in the .Southern .States. Some related tattlers
are occasionally mistaken for the species, and called wil-
let by sportsmen. See Symptiemia.

Across the dune, curlews, gulls, pelicans, water-turkeys,
and willet^ were feeding. Uarjxr's Mag., LXX. 223.

willful, willfully, etc. See tcilful, etc.

willick, « A Scotch variant of willock.

Willie, n. Same as willy^.

willie-flsher (wil'i-fish'fer), «. The common
tern or sea-swallow. See cut under Sterna.
[Forfar, Scotland.]
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willie-hawkie ( wil'i-ha'ki), «. The little grebe,
or dubfhic-k. C. fiicaiiisoii. [Antrim, Ireland.]

willie-man-beard (wil'i-man-berd'), n. The
sea-stickleback, Spinachia vulgaris. Compare
cut under stickleback. [Local, Eng.]

willie-muftie, «. See willy-mtifty.

willing (wiring), )(. [< ME. tcilling ; verbal n
of «'(7/l, 0.] Inclination; desire; intention.

The evil natures, and the evil principles, and the evil
manners of the world, these are the causes of our imper-
fect willings and weaker actings in the things of God.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II, 13,

willing (wiring), a. [< ME. williiuj, for earlier
tcillende, < AS. iiillende, wellende, ppr. of willan,

will : see wilV^. Willing in mod. use also repre-
sents the ppr. of wiU^.'\ 1 . Favorably disposed

;

ready; inclined; desirous: as, wJHiwi/ to work

;

willing to depart.

I shall be willing, if not apt, to learn.

Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, il. 1.

King Henry, having entred a Throne in a Storm, was
willing now to have a Calm. Baker, Chronicles, p. 157.

If others make easier conditions of blessedness, no
wonder if their doctrine be entertained by those who are
willing to be happy but unwilling to leave their sins.

Stillingfleet. Sermons, II, ii.

I never hear any thing of the Countess [of Oxford] ex-
cept just now, that she is grown tired of sublunary affairs,

and willing to come to a composition with her lord,

Walpole, Letters, II, 2.

The 21st day Captain Eaton came to an Anchor by us;
he was very willing to have consorted with us again.

Dumpier, Voyages, I, 133,

2. Voluntary; cheerfully given, granted, done,
or borne : as, luilling service ; willing poverty.

I raise him thus, and with this willing kiss I seal his par-
don, Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, iv. 1.

Sad Ulysses' soul, and all the rest,

.4re held with his melodious harmotiy
In willing chains and sweet captivity.

Milton, Vacation Exercise, 1, 52.

The chief is apt to get an extra share [of the spoils],

either by actual capture, or by the willing award of his
comrades. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 642.

3. Characterized by promptness or readiness
in action ; free from reluctance, laziness, or
slowness: as, a willing horse; a ivilling hand.

Mount the decks, and call the willing wind.
Pope, Odyssey, ix. 655.

4t. In harmony or accord ; like-minded.

I am perswaded the Devill himselfe was never willing
with their proceedings. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 22.

= Syn. 1, Minded.— 2, SpoTituneous, etc, See volmitary.

willing-hearted (wiriug-har"ted), a. Well-in-
clined; heartily consenting.
And they came, both men and women, as many as were

willing hearted, and brought bracelets, and earrings, and
rings, and tablets, all jewels of gold : and every man that
offered offered an offering of gold unto the Lord,

Ex, xxxv. 22.

willingly (wil'ing-li), adv. [< ME. willingly; <

toilling + -ly'^.~i In a willing manner. Specitl-

cally— (a) Of one's own will, choice, or consent; volun-
tarily; knowingly.

Heer I swere that never willingly
In werk ne thought I nil yow disobeye.

Chaticer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 306.

By labour and intense study, . . , joined with the strong
propensity of nature, I might perhaps leave something so
written to after-times as they should not unllingly let it

die, Milton, Church-Government, ii,, lut^

(ft) Readily ; cheerfully.

Not , . . as it were of necessity, hut willingly.

Phile. 14.

Proud of employment, wiUingly I go.
Shall., L. L. L,, ii. 1, 36.

They would willingly haue beene friends, or haue giuen
any composition they could.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II, 90.

willingness (wil'ing-nes), H. 1. The state or
character of being willing; free choice or con-
sent of the will ; readiness.

I would expend it with all willingness.

Shak., 2 Hen, VI,, iii. 1. 150.

Satan o'ercomes none but by Willingnesse.
Ilerrick, Temptations.

Many brauado's they made, but, to appease their fury,
our Captaine prepared with as seeming a willingnesse (as
they) to incounter them.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 177.

Constraint in all things, makes the pleasure less

;

Sweet is the love which comes with unllingness.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, il. 1.

They one after another declared their conviction of their
errors, and their willingness to receive baptism,

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa, ii. 6,

2t. Good will ; readiness.
We, having now the best at Bamet field,

Will thither straight, for willingness rids way.
SAa*.; 3 Hen. VL, v. 3. 21.

= Syn. 1. Forwardness, Willingness. See forwardness.

will-in-the-wisp (wil'in-the-wisp), n. Same
as will-i/'-thc-wisp.

willow

Willisian (wil'is-i-an). a. [< Willis (see def.)
-f -/««.] Of or pertaining to Thomas Willis, an
English anatomist, famous for his researches
on the brain and nerves. Specifically, in anat.: (a)
Noting a remarkable anastomosis of arteries at the liase
of the brain. See cirde of Willis, under circle, (b) Not-
ing tlie old enumeration of nine pairs of cranial nerves
(n<iw counted as twelve pairs),

Willis's disease. Diabetes.
Williwaw (wil'i-wa), n. [Origin obscure.] A
sudden, violent squall of wind. Also spelled
willywaw.

Those whirlwind squalls, formerly called, by the sealers
in Tierra del Kuego, williwaws. They may be truly termed
hurricane squalls — like those at Gibraltar, in a violent
Levanter. Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 126.

will-less (wil'les), a. [< wiZU -I- -Uss.'] 1.*

Lacking will-power ; having no will or volition

;

not volitional.

A merely knowing, quite wUlAess being.
Du Prel, Philos. of Mysticism (trans. 188»X II, i.

2. Involuntary.

Your blind duty and will-less resignation,
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I, xv,

willock (wil'ok), n. [Cf. Sc. willick, a young
heron, also the puffin.] The common murre or
guillemot, Uria troile or Lomvia troile, a bird
of the auk family, abundant on both coasts
of the North Atlantic. Also willcock. See cut
under nnirrc^. [Local, British.]

will-o'-the-wisp (wil'o-the-wisp), n. 1. The
ignis fatuus; hence, any person or thing that
deludes or misleads by dazzling, -visionary, or
evanescent appearances. Also will-in-the-wisp,
will-with-a-wisp, and Jack o' lantern.

All this hide and seek, this wUl-in-the-unsp, has no other
meaning than a Christian marriage for sweet Mrs. Belinda.

Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, v. 3,

Wicked sea-will-o'-the-wisp I

Wolf of the shore ! dog, with thy lying lights
Thou hast betray'd us on these rocks of thine

!

Tennysmi, Harold, ii. L

2. A common fresh-water alga, Xostoc com-
mune: so named from its sudden and seem-
ingly mysterious appearance. See Nostoc.
wiilowl (wil'6), n. and a. [Also dial, willy; <
ME. wilowe, wylow, iveloglie, wilwe, wilge, < AS.
welig = MD. welighe, wilghe, later teilge, t>. wilg
= MLG. LG. wilgc, willow ; root uncertain. For
other names, cf. sallow^ a^A withy. ^ I. n. 1. A
plant of the genus Salix, consisting of trees,
shrubs, and rarely almost herbaceous plants.
Of the many species a few are of decided economic worth
as furnishing osiers {osier willow, crack willow, purple wH-

Black Willow {Satix nigra).

I, branch with female ament ; a, male ament: a, capsule,
opening ; b, seed : c, leaf,

low, white willow), or for their wood {crack willow, white
uiilow), or for their bark, which in northern Europe is

esteemed equal Ui oak-bark for tanning. Many are excel-
lent for fixing loose sands, some serve for hedges, while
several are highly ornamental. A few plants with some
similarity to the willow have borrowed ita name. See
osier, sallow, and the phrases below.

Now wylous, busshes, bromes, thing that eseth
Let plannte,

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S,), p, 81.

2. The wood of the willow; hence, in hasc-hall
and cricket, the bat Almond or almond-leafed
willow, a moderate-sized tree, Salix amygdalina, found
in wet grounds in the northern Old World, having the
leaves white, but not silky beneath. It is much culti-
vated for liasket-making. Also French willow.^ BsibJ-
loniau wlUow (of I'salm cxxxvii.) probably a species of
poplar, Populus Euphralica. The weeping willow was



willow
once supposed to be the tree, fancy associating its pen-
dulous branches with the banging of the harps. The
oleander is sometimes selected as the tree. Compare
tceepini/ ictftaf.— Bay WlUow. (a) Salix pentandra, a
shrub or small tree of Europe and temperate Asia, hav-
ing broadly ovate or oblong leaves, which are thick,
smooth, and shining, rendering it highly ornamental.
(b) See watow-Aerft.— Bedford willow. See crack ml-
/o«-.— Bitter willow. See purple u-Uloio.— 'Bi&c'k. Wil-
low, (a) A tree of moderate size, Saliz uit/ra, widely dis-
tributed in North Americji, commonly found bending over
watercourses. The wood is uf little value; the bark con-
tains salicylic acid, and is a popular domestic febriJEuge.
See cut on preceding page, (b) The variety Samleriatm
of Salix jtavegceiis, found on the western coast of North
America, a small tree with the wood light, hard, strong,
and tough, (c) Same as bay mtlow (o). [Local, Eng.j—
Brittle willow. Same as crack willow,—Crack willow,
a tall handsome tree, Salix fraf/iiiJiy so called because the
twigs break easily from the branches. It is native in Eu-
rope and Asia, and is often cultivated, affording, with the
closely related white willow, the best willow-timber. A
hybriil. S. Jltwxeliatm, of this and the white willow Is the
Bedford or Leicester willow, whose bark is said to contain
more tannin than oak-bark, and more salicm than most of
the genus.—Desert wlllow, a small tree of willow-like
habit, Chilopsis mlijna, of the Bigrumiaceie, found in arid
regions in the southwestern United States and northern
Mexico. The flowers, borne in terminal racemes, have a
funnel-form corolla swollt'n out above, an inch or two long,
colored white and purplish ; the pods resemble those of
Coeo/pa.—Diamond wlllow, a form of the heart-leafed
willow (see below) growing on the banks of the Missouri
and Yellowstone rivers, having remarkable diamond-
shaped scars due to the airest of wood-growth at the
ba,se of atrophied twigs. It is made into unique canes.

—

Dwarf gray willow. Same as mye-wUlow.—TtQUC'ii
willow, (a) Same as ahnond u-illow. (6) See u-Ulow-herb.
— Glaucous wlllow, the pussy-willow.— Glossy willow.
Saute as lihiaing willow.— Goat Willow, tlie gruat sallow,
Salix ctipreii. See «aUoicl.— Golden Willow or osier.
See iiliit,; «-i'Hf«<i.—Ground willow, Salix nrrfica,and per-
haps other .Iwarf northern species. See .'Jnto.— Heart-
leafed Willow, Salix riirdata, the most widely distributed
and variable American willow, a tall sbrut) with the leaves
narrow but heart-shapedat the base. A variety, S. vegtita,

is the diamotid willow (see above). -Hedge wlllOW, the
sallow, Sullx Cffp/ra.—Hoop Willow. Same as riiuj wil-
low. Huntington willow, the white willow.—Lelces-
ter willow, the crack willow.— Long-leafed willow.
Same as ganabar willow.— Osier wlllOW. See om'cr; also
almond willow. jiur}dc willow, white willow.— Persian
Willow. See willuw-fwrb.— 'Praiile willow, a grayish
shrub, .Salix huniilix, related to the sage-willow, growing
3 to 8 feet high, conuuon on di-v i>lains. etc., in tlie I'nited
States.— Primrose willow. See Jtigxiiea,— Purple wil-
low, a shrub or gmail tree, Saiix purpurea, found through
Europe and temperate Aalft. Also called bitter, rose, and
whipcord willow. Its bark la rich in salicin, and so bitter
that it is not gnawed by animals ; hence this willow is

specially recommended for game-proof hedges. It is at
the same time one of the best osier willows.- Pussy
willow. See putsywUlow.—King or ring-leafed wil-
low, a variety of the weeping willow with the leaves
curled into rings.— Rose WlllOW. See purple willow.

—

Rosebay willow, see willow-herb. - Sage willow. See
»aye-ii-ii<ou>.— Sallow Willow, the common sallow, S(dix
«i;/rra.— Sandbar willow, Salix loiujijolia, a small tree
often forming dense clumps of great beauty on river sand-
bars and banks. It is very common throughout the Missis-
sippi basin, and reaches its greatest development in north-
ern California and Oregon.— Shining Trtllow, a river-
bank shrub or small tree, Salix ludda, of North America,
closely allied to the bay willow of Europe, the leaves with
a long tapering [xjint, smooth and shining on both sides.
It is among the most beautiful of willows, and is becoming
popular in cultivation.— Silky Willow, (a) The white
willow. (6) Salix .Sitchemtie, a low much-branched tree of
the Facitlc coast from California northward. -- Swamp
willow, the pussy-willow.- Sweet willow, the sweet,
gale, llyriea Gale; also, the bay willow, llritten and Hol-
land. (ProT. Eng.)—To wear tbe wlllow, t» put on the
trappings of woe for a lost lover.

Tell him, in hope hell prove a widower shortly,
I '11 ireor the wulow garland for his sake.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ilL 3. 228.

Virginia or Virginian willow. See /'ea.—Water wil-
low. See ?ra(cr-iriZ/r<ic.— Weeping Willow, a large tree,
Salix Babitlonica, distinguished by its very long and slen-
der pendulous branches, a native, not of Babylon, but of
eastern .Asia, now common in cultivation in Europe and
America Oidy the female plant is known in western coun-
tries, but it spreads to some extent by the drifting and root-
ing of its broken branches. It is considered an emblem of
mourning, and is often planted in graveyards. The Kil-
marnock weeping willow is a remarkable variety of the
common sallow. There is an American weeping willow
sold in imrseries, which is a partly pendulous form of the
European purple willow.— Whipcord Willow. See jmr-
pU ira/'jw.—White Willow, Salix alba, otherwise called
IIuntin;/toTi and irilhj urilloiv, perhaps tlie most common
cultivated species, a fine tree becoming from 50 to 80 feet
high, the leaves ashy-gray or silky-white on both sides.

Its wood is smwith, light, soft, tough, and not subject to
splintering, and is used for a great variety of purposes. It
makes a good gunpowder charcoal, for which purpose it is

grown in New Jersey and Delaware. The typical foi-m is

the variety .S'. cterulea, or bine willow. The variety i». vOel-
Hiuj, the golden willow or osier, with yellow twigs, islarge-
ly grown for basket-making.— Whortle WlllOW, Salix
MyrnniteK. a low, sometimes closely procumbent shrub,
under a f<x>t high, with small round, ovate, or lanceolate
leaves, found in the mountains of the northern (llii World.
— Willow scale. See jcnfei.— Willow span-worm,
one of a number of geomefrid larvse which feed upon wil-
low, as the pink-stri[)ed, the larva of Deilinia mriolaria
of the Tnited States.— Wlllow tUSSOCk-moth, a North
American tussock-moth, Or//;/(a definita, whose larva seems
to feed only on willow -a jtecullar fact, since other tus-

sock-moth larva; are rather geiu-ral feeders. --Yellow Wil-
low, the variety vitellina of .^alix alba. See white willow,
above.

Willow Pattern.
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11. a. 1. Made of the wood of the willow;
consisting of willow.— 2. Of the color of the
bark of young willow-
wood ; of a dull yellow-
ish-gi'eeii color wil-
low pattern, a design in
ceramic decoration, intro-
duced by J. Turner in his
Caughley porcelain in 1780.
The design is Chinese in
character, but is not exact-
ly copied from any Chinese
original. It is always in blue
on white or bluish-white
ground.-WlllOW tea. See
teai,

willow^ (wiro), V. t.;

pret. and pp. willowed,
ppr. willmoing. [< willow'^, ».] To beat, as cot-
ton, etc., with willow rods, in order to loosen it
and eject the impurities; hence, to pick and
clean, as any fibrous material; treat with the
willow or willowing-machine.
Fine staff, such as willowed rope.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 36.

willow^ (wil'o), n. [Also Willy, willey ; short for
willoif-vuichine ov willowing-machine.

'\ A power-
maehine for extracting dirt and foreign matter
from hemp and flax, for cleaning cotton, and for
tearing open and cleaning wool preparatory to
spinning. The machines used for these different ma-
terials vary in size, but are essentially alike, and consist
of a revolving cylinder armed with spikes in a cylindrical
casing also armed with spikes. A part of the casing
forms a grid or sieve, through which the waste falls by
gravity or is drawn by a suction blast. In certain cotton
manufactures it follows the opener, or is used in place of
it, and is followed by the sailcher. Also called cotton-
cleaniiKj machine, devU, openijig-machitie, willower, wil-
lou-in'j-inachine, willow-machine, and wUlyirvj-machine.

willow-beauty (wir6-bii"ti), n. A British ge-
ometrid moth, Boarmia rhomboidaria.
willow-bee (wil'o-be), n. A kind of leaf-cut-
ting bee, Megachile willuf/hbiella (wrongly wil-
Iniighhyella), which builds its cells in willows,
as originally described by Francis Willughby
(1G71).

wiUow-beetle (wil'o-be'tl), n. Any one of
more than a hundred species of beetles which
live upon the willow ; specifically, a leaf-beetle,
Pkylludecta vitellinae, which damages willows
in England and on the continent of Europe,
its larvfB feeding on the leaves and pupating
underground.
willow-cactus (wil'6-kak''tus), n. See Bhip-
salis.

willow-caterpillar (wiro-kat'fer-pil-ar), n.

Any one of the many different lepidopterous
larvsB which feed upon the willow; specifically,

the larva of the viceroy (which see).

willow-cimbex (wir6-sim"beks), n. A very
large American saw-fly, Cimhex americana,

Cabbage-sprout Willow-gall.

Willow-cimbex (Cimiex amtricana), natural size.

whose large whitish larvse feed on the foliage

of the willow, elm, birch, and linden, frequently
entirely defoliating large trees. See Cimbex.

willow-curtain ( wil'6-ker"tan), ». In hydraul.

CHI/ill,, a form of floating dike made of willow
wands, used in western rivers in the United
States as a shield against the current, and to
prevent the wearing of the banks.

willow-dolerus (wir6-dol"e-rus), n. A small
saw-ily. DoUnis arvenitis, blus-black in color,

found frequently on willows in the United
States in May and June.
willowed (wil'od), a. [< willow'^ + -ed2.]

Abounding with willows. [Rare.]

No longer steel-clad wairiors ride
Along thy wild and icUlow'd shore.

Scott, L. of L. M., It. 1.

Willower (wil'6-er), n
Smne as willow^.

[< willow'^ + -er^.'i

willow-fly (wil'6-fli), n. A pseudoneuropterous
insect of the family Perlidte; any perlid or

willow-oak

stone-fly; especially, one whose larva is used
for bait, as the yellow sally, Chloroperla viridis
of England, or Nematura variegata of the same
country. See cut un-
der Perla.

willow-gall (wil'6-
gal), ti. Any one of
numerous galls upon
willow-shoots and
-leaves, made mainly
by gall-midges {Ceci-
domyiidse), but often
by gall-making saw-
flies of the genera
Evura and Nematns.
E.xaraples of the former
are the pine-cone willow-
gall of Cecidomyia strobi-

loides and the cabbage-
sprout willow-gall of Co-
cidomyia galicis-brasid-

coides. Examples of those
made by saw-flies are the
willow apple-gall of Ne-
mains saticis-pomum, the
willow egg-gall of Evura
salicis-omtm, and the wil-
low bud-gall of Emtra sa-
licis-gemfina.

willow-garden
(wir6-gar"dn), n. A
sportsmen's name for a swale grown with wil-
lows.

Snipe in the spring not unfrequently take to swampy
thickets of black alder, and what are known as "willow
gardens," with springy bottoms, for shelter and food.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 161.

willow-ground (wil'o-ground), n. A piece of
swampy land where osiers are grown for basket-
making.
willow-grouse (wil'd-grous), n. The willow-
ptarmigan.
Willow-nerb (wil'o-ferb), n. l. A plant of the
genus Kpilobium, so named from the willow-
like leaves of E. an-
gustifolium, the great
willow-herb. This is

the most conspicuous spe-
cies, a native of Europe,
Asia, and North America,
abounding especially in

recent forest-clearings,
hence in America also
called _;ire-M;ee£f. It grows
from 4 to 7 feet high, and
bears a long raceme of
showy pink-purple flow-

ers. Other(British)names
are rose-bay, bay willmo,
Persian, and especially
French, willow. E. lati-

foliuin of arctic Europe,
Asia, and North America,
reaching Colorado in the
mountains, is a much
lower plant with similar
showy flowers. E. obcor-

datuin is a beautiful dwarf
species of the mountains
of California. E.luteum,
found from Oregon north-
ward, is peculiar in its

yellow flowers. Many
species are not at all

showy. The great willow-
herb and others have an unofflcinal medicinal use. The
Indian name wicup or wicopy survives in some books. See
also cut under coma.

2. See Lythrum— French willow-herb, the French
willow. See def. 1.—Hooded wlllOW-herD, the skull-

cap, Scutellaria.—Vlght willow-herb, the evening prim-
rose, (Enothera biennia.— Spiked willow-herb, EpUobi-
um angwMi.folivm. formerly E. spicalutn.—Swamp Wll-
low-herb, EiAlobium palustre.

willowing-maclline (wil'o-ing-ma-shen"), n.

Same as willoic'^.

willowisb (wil'o-ish), a. [< willow'^ + -isfei.]

Resembling the willow; like the color of the
willow. /. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 5.

willow-lark (wil'o-lark), 71. The sedge-war-
bler. Pennant, 1768. (Ivip. Diet.)

willow-leaf (wil'o-lef), «. One of the elongated
filaments of which the solar photosphere ap-

pears to be composed, especially in the neigh-
borhood of sun-spots. The name was proposed by
Nasmyth, but is no longer in general use, since as a rule

the photospheric granules are not of a form to justify it.

willow-maclline (wil'o-ma-shen"), n. Same
as willow'^.

willow-moth (wil'o-m6th), n. A common Brit-

ish noetuid moth, Caradrina quadriptmctata, a

pale mottled species whose caterpillar does
much damage to stored grain.

willow-myrtle (wir6-m^r"tl), «. Amyrtaeeous
tree with willow-like leaves, Agonis flcxuosa, of

western Australia, growing 40 feet high.

willow-oak (wil'o-dk), «. An American oak,

Quercus Phellos, found from New York near the

The Inllorescence of Willow-herb
{.Hpilobitttn anffiisti/oliuni).

a, capsule, opening ; b, seed.



willow-oak

coast to Texas and north to Kentucky and Mis-
souri. Its leaves are narrow and entire, strongly suggest-
ing those of a willow. It prows some TO feet high, and af-

fords a heavj' and strong, rather soft, wood, somewhat used
for felliesof wheels and in building. AUo pench-oafc, satid-
jack. SeecutunderoaA-.—Upland willow-oak, (,(i«tctm

einerea, a tree reaching ih feet higli, found from Fortress
ilonrtie to Texas on SAndy barrens and dry upland ridges.
The leaves are somewhat broader than thoseof the willow-
oalv, leathery, and white-downy beneath. Also blue-jack
and sand-jack.

willow-peeler (wil'o-pe'lfer), n. A machine
or device for stripping the bark from willow-
w^nds, as a crotch with sharp edges, through
which the wand is drawn. Also called willow-
stripper.

willow-ptarmigan (wil'S-tar'nii-gan), n. The
common ptarmigan of North America, Lago-
piis alhug, having in winter white plumage
with a black tail, but no black stripe through
the eye: distinguished from rocJc-ptarmigai)

.

Also willow-grouse. The name originally ap-
plied to the European bird named L. saliceti.

See dalripa and rype^.

willow-sawfly (wiro-sa'fli), n. Any one of
the different saw-flies which breed upon wil-
low, as Cimbex amcricana, Doleriis arvensis,

Nemaius ventralis, and a number of others.
Phyllaecus integer is a North American species whose
larvae bore into the young shoots of willow, whence it is

specified as the willow-shoot saw-fiy. See vnllow-cimhex
and icillow-dolents.

willow-slug (wil'o-slug), n. The larva of any
saw-fly, as Nemaius ventralis, which infests wil-
lows. That of the species named, more fully called yel-

low-spotted wUloic-slug, has some economic consequence
in connection with the osier industry.

willow-sparrow (wiro-sparo), n. Same as
willow-iciirliler. [Local, Eng.]
willow-thorn (wH'o-thom), n. Same as sal-

low-tliorii. See Hippophae.
willow-warbler (wil'o-war'bUr), n. A small
sylviine bird of Europe, Sylvia or Phylloscopus
trochilus; the willow-wren. It is about.'; inches long,
greenish above, whitish below, and very abundant in sum-
mer.in tiie Hritisii Islands in woods and copses. See cAt^-
cAa/.—YeUow-browed barred wUlow-warbler. See
yellow-browed warbler, under warbler.

willow-weed (wil'o-wed), re. 1. One of various
species of Polygonum, or knotweed, as P. amplii-
hium, P. Persicaria, or P. lapathifolium. Britten
and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. The purple
loosestrife, Lytlirum Salicaria.

willow-wort (wil'6-w6rt), n. 1. The common
loosestrife, Lysimachia vulgaris, or the purple
loosestrife, Lytlirum Salicaria.— 2. A plant of
the order Salicinex, the willow family. Lindley.
willow-wren (wil'6-ren), m. The willow-war-
bler: a common British name and also book-
name.
willowy (wil'o-i), a. [< willow'^ + -j/l.] 1.
Abounding with willows.

Where willowy Camus lingers with delight

!

Gray, Ode for Music.

Steadily the millstone hums
Down in the willowy vale.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

2. Resembling a willow; flexible; drooping;
pensile

;
graceful.

Willsia (wil'si-a), n. [NL., named after one
Wills.'l A generic name based on medusoids of
certain gj'mnoblastie hydroid polyps, apparent-
ly coryniform, which produce other medusoids

ft't'/ist'a,

A, the medusa, with budding stolons. B, a bud developed on a
stolon: A, itsradialcanal: tr, manubrium. C, a stolon ; .f, its free end
l^set with nematocysts; h, c, d, d, four budding medusoids, the last
nearly ready to be detached : e and A, as in fig. B.

like themselves by means of proliferating sto-
lons; also, a designation of such medusoids.
In the example figured the stolons are developed at the
bifurcation of each of the four principal radiating canals
of the swimming-bell, each stolon ending in a knob with
a bunch of thread-cells, and giving rise along one side
to a series of buds which successively, from the free end

6930
toward the other end, acquire the character of complete
medusoids. Uiixley, Anat. Invert., p. 132.

Willughbeia (wil-o-be'iii), «. [NL. (Rox-
burgli, 1819), named for Francis Willvgliby,

1635-72, an English naturalist, who wrote on
the use of sap in plants.] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Apocynaccse and
tribe ( 'arissete. It is characterized by climbing stems,
flowers in dense cymes with a five-parted salver-shaped
corolla bearing its stamens near the base of its tube, and
followed by a large globose berry with hard pericarp
and abundant pulp, in appearance resembling an orange.
By its axillary (not terminal) cymes it is further distin-
guished from the related climbing genus of india-rubber
plants, Landolphia, for which the name Willughbeia has
also been used. The genus includes 8 or 10 species, na-
tives of India, Malacca, and Ceylon. They are sarmen-
tose shrubs, generally tendril-bearing and climbing to
great heights. The leaves are opposite, short-petioled,
and feather-veined. The W. elastica of many writers, an
india-rubber plant of Borneo, is now classed as ITrceota.

will-willet (wil'wiKet), n. [Cf. willet, pill-

tcillct.'i 1. Same a,a2)ill-willet.— 2t. The Amer-
ican oyster-catcher: as, "the will-willet or oys-
ter-catcher," Bartram, Travels (ed. 1791). Law-
son, 1709.

will-with-a-wisp, n. Same as will-o'-the-wisp, 1.

will-worship (wil'wer"ship), m. [A lit. render-
ing of Gr. eBeAofipr/OKda; < will^ + worship.']

Worship according to one's own fancy; wor-
ship imposed merely by human will, not by di-

vine authority ; supererogatory worship.

Which things have indeed a shew of wisdom in toUl
worship. Col. ii. 23.

Let not the obstinacy of our halfe Obedience and will
Worship bring forth that Viper of Sedition that for these
Koure-score Years hath been breeding to eat through the
entrals of our Peace. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

will-worshiper (wU'wer'ship-er), n. One who
practises will-worship.

He that says '* God is riglitly worshipped by an act or cere-
mony concerning which himself hath no way expressed his
pleasure "— is superstitious or a icill-worshipper.

Jer. Taylor, Kule of Conscience, II. iii. 13.

willyl (wil'i), a. [< ME. willy, willi (= G. willig,

willing); < will^ + -yl.] If. Willing; ready;
eager.

All wight men in wer, vnlly to fight,

And boldly the bekirt, britnet there fos.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7713.

Be the whilke ilke man that is willy
May Wynne the lifle that laste schall ay.

York Plays, p. 458.

I have assayde zowr suster, and I fonde her never so
wylly to noon as sche is to hym, zyf it be so that his londe
stande cleer. Paston Letters, I. t8.

2. Self-willed; wilful. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

Willy2 (wil'i), )(. A dialectal variant of willoiv^.

willyS (wil'i), n. [< ME. wilie, < AS. wilige, a
basket made of willow twigs, < welig, a willow

:

see willow'^. Cf. icccl'^.'] A willow basket; a
fish-basket. [Prov. Eng.]
willy* (wil'i), n. Same as willow^.

willyard (wil'yard), «. 1. Wilful; obstinate;
unmanageable.

" He 's a gude creature, " said she, " and a kind ; it 's a
pity he has sae willyard a powny."

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvi.

Eh, sirs, but human nature 's a willful and wilyard thing.
Scott, Antiquary, xxv.

2. Shy; awkwai-d; confused; bewildered.

But, oh ! for Hogarth's magic pow'r

!

To show Sir Bardie's willyart glow'r.
And how he star'd and stammer'd.

Burns, On Meeting with Lord Daer.

[Scotch in both senses.]

Willying-machine (wil'i-ing-ma-shen"), n.

Same as willowinq-machine.
willy-mufty, willie-muftie (wil'i-muf'ti), «.

The willow-warbler. [Local, Eng.]
willy-nilly (wil'i-nil'i), «. or arf(\ 1. Will he or
will he not ; will ye or will ye not ; willing or
unwilling. See nilU, will^.— 2. Vacillating;
shilly-shallying.

Someone saw thy willy-nilly nun
Vying a tress against our golden fern.

Tennyson, Harold, v. 1.

Also nilly-willy.

willy-wagtail (wil'i-wag'tal), re. The white
or pied wagtail. [Local, Eng.]
willjTWaw, re. See williwaw.

'

Wilmot proviso. See proviso,

Wilnt, V. [< ME. toilnen, wilnien, < AS. wilniau, <
willun, wish, desire : see will^, wilV^.'] I. trans.
1. To wish; desire.

If she u^netk fro the for to passe,
Thanne is she fals, so love here wel the lasse.

Chaucer, 'Troilus, iv. 615.

And ivylnest to have alle the World at tlii commande-
ment, that schalle leve the with outen fayle, or thou leve
it. Mandeville, Travels, p. 295.

2. To receive willingly ; consent or submit to.

wily

To penaunce and to pouerte he mot putte hym-selue.
Ana muche wo in this worlde wilnen and suifren.

Piers Plowman (C), xxll 68.

3. To resolve; determine.

If a man haue synned longe bifore.
And axe mercy And a-mende his mys,
Bepente, and wUne to synne no more.

Of that man god gladder is

Than of a child synlees y-bore.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

II. inirans. To have a desire; long (for) (

yearn or seek (after).

The cherl . . . higt it hastely to haue what it wold seme,
Appeles & alle thinges that childern after wilnen.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 69.

wilningt, re. [Verbal n. of wiln, v.] Desire;
inclination ; will.

In the beestys the love of hyr lyvynges ne of hyr bee-
inges ne comth nat of the wilnynges of the sowle, but of
the bygynnyngis of nature.

Chaucer, Boethius, ilL prose 11.

wilsomel (wil'sum), a. [< ME. wilsom ; < wilV^
+ -some. Cf.icilsome'^.'] 1. Wilful; obstinate;
stubborn. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]— 2t.
Loved; desirable; amiable.

Thus was the kowherd out of kare kindeli holpen.
He & his wilswm wif wel to liuen for euer.

William ofPalerne(E. E. T. S.), 1. 5394.

3. Fat; indolent. [Prov. Eng.]
wilsome^ (wil'sum), «. [< ME. wilsum, wilsom,
wildsom (prob. after Icel. villusamr, erroneous,
false); < wild'^ (cf. will^) + -some. Prob. con-
fused with jri?so»iel.] 1. Wandering; devious.

Mony wylsum way he rode,
The bok as I herde say.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 6S9.

Alias ! what ayles that feende
Thus wHsoin wayes make vs to wende.

York Plays, p. 144.

2. Doubtful; uncertain.

In erthe he was ordand ay.
To warne the folke that witsmn wore
Of Cristis comyng. York Plays, p. 97.

[Provincial in both senses.]

wilsomeness (wil'sum-nes), re. [ME.; < wil-

some'^ + -ness.] Wilfulness; obstinacy. Wyclif,
Ecclus. xxxi. 40.

Wilson's blackcap. See llaclcap, 2 (c), and cut
under Myiodioctes.

Wilson's bluebird. The common eastern blue-
bird of the United States, Sialia sialis (formerly
S. wilsom). See cut under Sialia.

Wilson's fly-catching warbler. See warbler,
and cut under Alyiodioctes.

Wilson's phalarope. See Steganopus (with
cut).

Wilson's sandpiper. See sandpiper, and cut
under stint, 3.

Wilson's snipe. See snipe^, and cut under
Gallinago.

Wilson's stint. See stint, 3.

Wilson's stormy petrel. See Oceanites.

Wilson's tern. See tem'^ and Sterna (with cut).

Wilson's theorem. See theorem.

Wilson's thrash. See veery (with cut),

wiltl (wilt), r. [Also welt, dial, variants of
«!jM', ivelk (= G. welk, withered, verwelken, fade,
wither): see wellc^.] I. intvans. 1. To droop or
fade, as plants or flowers when cut or plucked

;

wither.

To uMt, for wither, spoken of green herbs or flowers, is

a general word. Ray.

The frosts have fallen and the flowers are drooping,
summer wilts into autumn. 5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 5.

2. To become soft or languid; lose energy,
pith, or strength. [Colloq., U. S.]

II. trans. To cause to droop or become lan-
guid, as a plant; take the stiffness, strength,
or vigor out of ; hence, to render limp and pith-
less; depress.

Despots have wilted the human race into sloth and im-
becility. Dwight.

She wanted a pink that Miss Amy had pinned on her
breast . . . and died, holding the iriited stem in her hand.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

wilt''' (wilt). The second person singular pres-
ent indicative of will^.

Wilton carpet. See carpet.

wiluite (wiru-it), n. [< Wilui (see def.) -f -)<f2.]

1 . A variety of grossular garnet from the Wilui
(Vilui) river in eastern Siberia.— 2. A variety
of vesuvianite from the same locality.

Also viluite.

wily (wi'li),a. [Earlymod. E. also mlie,icylie;
< ME. wily, wyly ; < M'i'Zel + -y^.] Full of wiles

;

subtle; cunning; crafty; sly.

But aboue all (for Gods sakeX Son, beware.
Be not intrapt in Womens wylie snare.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.



vrtly

Jnst where the breath of life his nostrils drew,
A charge of snufi the vrily virgin threw.

Pope, K, of the L., v. 82.

= Syn. Cunning, Artful, Sly, etc. (see cunningl), design-
ing, deceitful, foxy, diplomatic, delusive, insidious.

Wily-beguilet, ». The deceiving of one's self
in attempting to deceive another: used only
in the phrase to play wily-beguile (or wily-be-
guily).

ITiey, playing wUy-heguUe themselves, think it enough
inwardly to favour the truth, though outwardly they cur-
ry favour.

J. Bradford, Writings (Parker Soc, 1848), I. 375.

"Playing urily-beyuile" : deceiving. A proverbial ex-
pression. Vide Itay, Proverbs (ed. 1817). p. 46.

(Note to the above passage.)
Ch. I am fully resolved.
P, Well, yet Cherea looke to it, that you play not now

wily beguily your selfe.

Terence in English (1614X (,Nare».)

wim (wim). V. [Cf. wimble-.'] To winnow
grain. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wimberry, «. See winberry.

wimble^ (wim'bl), n. [Also So. wimmle, wumil,
uiiiiimle, wuniniel; < ME. "wimbel, wymble, wym-
byl, 'wimmel; cf. MD. wim}>el, a wimble, = Dan.
vimmel, an auger, = OSw. wimla (Molbech),
an auger (not to be identified with Icel. 'rcirnil,

which occurs but once, in comp. reimiltyta, ap-
plied to a crooked person, but said by Cleasby
to mean 'wimble-stick' {tyta, a pin ?)); appar.
connected with MD. icenie, a wimble, wemelen,
bore, this verb being appar. connected with
wemelen, turn about, whirl, vibrate. The re-
lations of these forms are uncertain. The
word is certainly not allied, as Skeat makes it,

to Dan. vindel-trappe = Sw. vindeltrappa = G.
wendeltreppe, a spiralstaircase, G. wendelbohrer,
an auger, etc., words connected with the E.
verb wind: see wind^. From the MD. form is

derived OF. guimbelet, gimbelet, guibelet, > ME.
gymlet. > E. gimlet, gimblet: see gimlet.^ It.
A gimlet.

ITnto the pith a ffrenssh wymb'e in bore,
Threste In a braunche of roggy wilde olyTe,
Threste ynne it faste.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

Tis but like the little ir«in*te. to let in the greater
Auger. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 26.

2. In mining, an instrument by which the rub-
bish is extracted from a bore-hole : a kind of
shell-auger. Some varieties of wimble, suit-

able for boring into soft clay, are called wim-
ble-Kcoopn.— 3. A marble-workers' brace for
drilling holes in marble.
wimbleH (wim'bl), r. t. [< ME. wymbelen,
wymmelen (= MD. wemelen), bore, pierce with a
wimble; from the noun.] To bore orperforate
with or as with a wimble.
Thus we se Mars furiouse, thus Greeks eaeiy harbory seal-

ing.

Vp fretting the pilers, warding long wymheled entryes.
Stanihurst, Mneld, ii.

And leinibled also a hole thro' the said coffin. Wood.

wimble^ (wim'bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. wimbled,

jipr. wimblinq. [Perhaps a corruption of win-
now.] To winnow. WithaFs Diet. (ed. 1608),

p. 8.3.

wimble^t (wim'bl), a. [With excrescent b (as
in wimble^), < Sw. vimmel (in comp. vimmel-
AandV/), whimsical, giddy, Sw. dial, vimmlei, be
giddy or skittish (cf. MD. wemelen, turn around,
move about, vibrate, etc.), equiv. to vimmra
(> vimmrig. skittish, said of horses), freq. of
lima, be giddy, allied to Icel. vim, giddiness
(> E. whim, with intrusive h : see wlkim); cf.

Dan. rimse, skip about, vims, brisk, quick: see
whim.] Active; nimble.

He was so wimble and so wight,
From bough to bougli he lepped light.

Spenger, .Shep. Cal., March.

Buckle thy spirits up, put all thy wits
In vitnble action, or thou art surprised.

Margton, Antonio and MeUida, I., ilL %
wimbrel fwim'brel), n. Same as whimbrel.
wimming-dust(wim'ing-dust),n. Chaff. Sal-
liictll. [Prov. Eng.]
wimple (wim'pl), H. [< ME. wimpel, wympel,
irynijile, wimpil, wimpul, < AS. 'wimpel, found
twice in glosses, in the spelling winpel, wimple,
covering for the neck, = D. wimpel, streamer,
pendant, = MLG. wimpel. wumpel = OHG. wim-
pal, a head-cloth, veil, MHG. G. wimpel, head-
cloth, banner, pennon (> OF. guimple. F.
guimpe, nun's veil, > E. gimp: see gimp^, =
Icel. vimitill = Sw. Dan. vimpel, pennon, pen-
dant, streamer.] 1. A covering of silk, linen,
or other material laid in folds over the head
and round the chin, the sides of the face, and the
neck, formerly worn by women out of doors,
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Wimple, from a statue of Jeanne d'livreitx. Queen of France, con-
sort of Charles IV. The statue probably dates from about 1327. (From
VioIlet-le-Duc"s " Diet, du Mobilier frangais.")

and still retained as a conventual dress for
nuns. Isa. iii. 22.

Ful semely hir wimpel pinched was.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 151.

Whan flhe saugh hem com, she roos a-geins hem as she
that was curteys and well lerned, and voyded h'vcwymple.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 361.

White was her wimple,, and her veil,

And her loose locks a chaplet pale
Of whitest roses bound.

Scott, L. of L. M , V. 17.

2. A plait or fold. [Scotch.]— 3t. A Ioosq or
fluttering piece of cloth of any sort ; a pennon
or flag. Weale.

wimple (wim'pl), V. ; pret. and pp. wimpled,

itpr.
icimpling, [< ME. wimphn; < %cimj)le, w.]

'. trans. 1. Tocoverwithoras with a wimple or
veil; deck with a wimple; hide with a wimple.

Upon an amblere esily she sat,

Ywimpled wel, and on hir heed an hat
As brood as is a bokeler or a targe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 470.

Fleming. . . fell asleep that night thinking of the nuns
who once had slept in the same quiet cells; but neither
wimpled nun nor cowled monk appeared to him in his
dreams. Lonij/ellow, Hyperion, iit 3.

2. To hoodwink. [Rare.]

This icimpled, whining, purblind, wayward boy.
Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 181.

3. To lay in plaits or folds ; draw down in
folds.

The same did hide
Under a vele that immpled was full low.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 4.

H. intrans. 1. To resemble or suggest wim-
ples ; undulate ; ripple : as, a brook that uHm-
pies onward.

Amang the bonnie, winding banks,
Where Doon rins, laimplin' clear.

Bums, Halloween.

She wimpled about to the pale moonbeam,
Like a feather that floats on a wind-tossed stream.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

2f. To lie in folds; make folds or irregular

plaits.

For with a veile, that wim,pled every where,
Her head and face was hid, that mote to none appeare.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vil. 5.

wim-sheet (wim'shet), n. A provincial Eng-
lish form of winnoic-sheet.

win^ (win), ?J.
;
pret. won (formerly also wan,

still provincial), pp. won, ppr. winning. [< ME.
winnenj wytinen (pret. wan, won, pi. wnnnen, won-
nen, pp. wunnen, wonnen, wunne), < AS. winnan
(pret. waUy won, pp. wunnen), fight, labor, con-
tend, endure, suffer, =: OS. winnan = OFries.
winna = D. LG. tvinnen = OHG. ffiwinnan, MHG.
G. ffewinnen, attain by labor, win, conquer, get,

= icel, vinna = Sw. vinna z=z Dan. vinde (for

*vinne), work, toll, win, = Goth, winnan (pret.

wnnn, pp. wunnans), suffer, endure pain; cf.

Skt. / van, get, win, also hold dear. From the
same root are ult. E. winsome, wean, ween,

won€,wont.'\ I, trans. 1. To acquire by labor,

effort, or struggle; secure; gain.

To flee I wolde full fajrne,

P'or all this world to wynne
Wolde I not se hym slayne.

Yffrk Plays, p. 141.

All you affirm, I know,
Is but to win time ; therefore prepare your throats.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, v. 4.

We hope our cheer will tn'n

Your acceptation. B. Joneon, New Inn, Prol.

Man praises man. Desert in arts or arms
Wins public honor. Covper, Task, vi. 633.

Win
specifically— (a) To gain by competition or conquest;
take, as from an opponent or enemy ; obtain as victor.

The Emperour Alexaunder Aunterld to come

;

He wan all the world & at his wille aght.
Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 315.

Those proud titles thou hast won of me.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 79.

King Richard wan another strong hold, . . . from
whence ye Monks being expulsed, he reposed there all his
store. Hakluyt'8 Voyages, II. 22.

It had been an ancient maxim of the Greeks that no
more acceptable gifts can be offered in the temples of the
gods than the trophies won from an enemy in battle.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 262.

(6) To earn : as, to win one's bread.

He syneweth nat that so wynneth his fode.
Piers Ploioman (C), xxiii. 15.

2. To obtain; derive; get: as, to win ore from
a mine.

But alle thing hath tyme

;

The day is short, and it is passed pryme;
And yet ne wan I nothing in this day.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, I. 179.

In these two places the prisoners are engaged in quar-
rying and cutting stone : at Borghamn, they win stone
on account of the Government; at Tjurkb, granite for
private contractors.

Ribton-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 508.

3. To be successful or victorious in: as, to win
a game or a battle.

Th' report of his great acts that over Europe ran,
In that most famous Field he with the Emperor wan.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 314.

He that would win the race must guide his horse
Obedient to the customs of the course.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 13.

4. To accomplish by effort ; achieve, effect, or
execute; succeed in making or doing.

He coulde neuer in one hole daye with a meately good
wynde wynne one niyle of the course of the water.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 163).

Thickening their ranks, and wedged in firm array.
The close-compacted Britons u^n their way.

Addison, The Campaign.

5. To reach; attain to; arrive at, as a goal or
destination; gain; get to.

Ye wynde inforced so moche and so streyght ayenst vs
that our gouernoures sawe it was not possyble for vs to
v^nne nor passe Capo Maleo.

Sir R. Guyt/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 63.

Before they could win the lodge by twenty paces, they
were overtaken. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Soon they won
The top of all the topful heav'ns.

Chaptnan, Iliad, v. 761.

And when the stony path began
By which the naked peak they lean,

Up flew the snowy ptarmigan.
Scott. Marmion, Iii. 1.

6t. To cause to attain to or arrive at ; hence,
to bring; convey.

Toax in the toile out of tene broght.
Wan hym wightly away wondit full sore.

Destruction of Troy (E. K. T. S.), 1. 6980.

He sail fordo thi fader syn,
And vnto welth ogayne him urin.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

Do that I my ship to haven winne.
Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 20.

" Sir," quod she, *' I knowe well youre will is not for to
haue me I-loste." "I-loste," seide he, "nay, but I-wonne
to grete honour." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 671.

7. To gain the affection, regard, esteem, com-
pliance, favor, etc., of; move to sympathy,
agreement, or consent; gain the good will of;

gain over or attract, as to one's self, one's side,

or one's cause; in general, to attract.

Thy virtue wan me ; with virtue preserve me.
Sir P. Sidney.

She's beautiful, and therefore to be woo'd

;

She is a woman, therefore to be won.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 79.

His face was of that doubtful kind
That toiyis the eye, but not the mind.

Scott, Rokeby, v. 16.

8. To prevail on ; induce.

Cannot your Grace imn her to fancy him?
Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 67.

Who eaa'ly being woti along with them to go,

They altogether put into the wat'ry plain.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 430.

9. In mining, to sink down to (a bed of coal)

by means of a shaft
;
prepare (a bed of coal) for

working by doing the necessary preliminary
dead-work: also applied to beds of ironstone
and other ores. [Eng.] In the United States the
word win, as used in mining, has frequently a more gen-
eral meaning; it is thus defined in the glossary of the
Pennsylvania Survey: "To mine, to develop, to prepare
for mining." See winning.

The shaft [at Monkwearmouth] was commenced in May,
1826; it was continued for eight and a half years before
the first workable coal was reached; and it was only in

April, 1846, twenty years afterwards, that the enterprise
was proved successful by the winning of the "Hutton
Seam." Jevons, The Coal Question (2d ed.), p. 68.



win
To win one's blue, one's shoes, one's spurs, tbe
broose, the kem, the toss, the whetstone, see the
nuuns.—To win the go, to win the prize; be victor;
come off tlrst; excel all competitors. [Scotch.]

XL itttraus. If. To strive; vie; contend.
Storm stireth al the se,

Thanne sumer and winter leinnen.
Old Eng. Misc. (ed. Morris), p. 17.

2. To struggle; labor; work. [Obsolete or
prov. Eng.]
Thauh 36 be trewe of goure tonge and trewelich wynne,
Aud be as chast as a chyld that nother chit ne fyghteth.

Piers PUnmnan (CX ii. 176.

3. To succeed; gain one's end; especially, to
be superior in a contest or competition ; gain
the victory; prove successful: as, let those
laugh who win.

So rewe on me, Robert, that no red haue,
JJe ueuere weene to wifnne for craft that I knowe.

IHers Plounnan (A), v. 251.

Nor is it aught but just
That he who in debate of truth hath won
Should win in arms. Milton, P. L., vi. 1*22.

Charles Fox used to say that the most delightful thing
in the world was to toin at cards.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, II. 81.

4. To reach; attain; make one's way; succeed
in making one's way: with to. [Obsolete or
provincial.]

Bes wakond and warly ; wi/n to my chamber.
There swiftly to sweire vpon swete (haloghes),
All this forward to fulfill ye fest with your bond.

Destruction of Troy (E. R T. S.), 1. 649.

I wynne to a thing. 1 retche to it Je attayns. . . .

This terme is farre northren. Palsgrave, p. 782.

And arrae you well, and make you redy,
And to the walle ye wynne.

Lytell Geste of Jiobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 99).

Eh, ray rheumatizy be that bad howiver be I to win to

the burnin'? Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. 3.

I will not be her judge. Perhaps when we win to the
greater light we may see with different eyes.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xxiv.

5. To get; succeed in getting: as, to4r?/iiu (to

get in); to win through; to win loose; to win
upj down, or away; to win on (to get on, either
literally or figuratively). [Obsolete or provin-
cial.]

"Say me, frende," quoth the freke with a felle chere,
"Hov wan thou in-to this won in wedez so fowle?*'

Alliterative Poeins (ed, Morris), ii. 140.

She hath ynough to doen, hardily,
To winnen from hire fader, so trow I.

Chaiicer, Troilua, v. 1125.

Ye canna win in this nicht, Willie,
Nor here ye canna be ;

For I've nae chambers out nor in,

Nae ane but barely three.
Wmie and May Margaret (Child's Ballads, II. 173),

Well come nae mair unto this place,
Cou'd we will safe awa'.

King Malcolm and Sir Cclvin (Child's Ballads, HI. 381).

Win thro' this day with honour to yourself,
And I'll uay something for you.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. 2.

To Trtn by ahead. See head.— To win In a canter.
See canteri.— To win on or upon, (a) To gain favor or
influence : as, to win upon the heart or affections.

I at last, unwilling, . . .

Thought I would tiy if shame could win upon 'era.

B. Jonson, Apol. to Poetaster.

You have a softness and beneficence vrinning on the
hearts of others. I>ryden.

(b) To gain ground on
; gain upon.

The rabble . . . will in tirae
Win upon power. Shak., Cor., i. 1, 224.

Thus, at half ebb, a roiling sea
Returns and wins upon the sliore.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalls, 1. 140.

winH (win), n. Strife; contention.

With al mankin
He haueth nith [envyl and %cin.

Old Eng. Misc. (ed. Morris), p. 8.

win^ (win), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. tcinnedf ppr. wi7i-

ning. [Abbr. of wind'^, v.] To dry or season
by exposure to tlie wind or air : as, to win hay

;

to win peats. [Scotch and Irish.]

winberiy, wimberry (win'-, wim'ber''''i), n.;
pi. winberries, wimberries (-iz). [Also sometimes
whinberry ; a dial, form, with shortened vowel,
of wineberry.'] A whortleberry.
Here also was a profusion of raspberries, and a blue

berry not unlike a large wimberry, but growing on a bush
often several feet in height.
J. A. Lees and W. J. CluUerbuck, B.tritish] C.[olumbia],

[1887, xii.

win-bread (win'bred), n. [< win^^ v., + obj.
brea(i.'\ That which earns one's living or one'g
wealth and advancement, as a mechanical trade,
the sword of a soldier of fortune, etc. [Kare.]
The sword of the military adventurer, even of knightly

dignity, is soraetimes called the gagne-pain or ivin-hread
(wyn-brud), signifying that it is t^j his brand the soldier
must look for the advancement of his fortune.

Hewitt, Anc. Armour, II. 253.
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wince' (wins), v. ; pret. and pp. jcwiced, ppr. win-
ciiiij. [Foi-merly also triiich, wench ; < ME. icincen,

winseii, wyiixtii, irinclicii, u->inclicn, iccnchen,<. OF.
*ioiiicliir, (juinchir, i/idiiclici; giicncher, giieiicliir,

guencir, ganchir, winee, = Pr. guenchir, evade,
< OHG. wenkan, MHG. wenkcn, G. wanken, wince,
totter, start aside; cf. OHG. wankon, wanchOn,
waver, < winckan, MHG. winken (pret. wank),
move aside, nod, G. winlcen,xioA, = E. wink: see
wink^,v.'] I. intrans. 1. To shrink, as in pain
or from a blow ; start back : literally or figura-
tively.

Qwarelles qwayntly swappez thorowe knyghtez
With iryne so wekyrly. that wynche they never.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2104.

Rubbe there no more, least I winch, for deny I wU not
that I am wrong on the withers.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 387.

I will not stir, nor wince, nor speak a word.
Nor look upon the iron angerly.

Shale., K. John, iv. 1. 81.

Some fretful tempers itrince at ev'ry touch

;

You always do too little or too much.
Cowper, Cbnversation, 1. 325.

Philip winced under this allusion to his unfitness for
active sports. George Eliut, Slill on the Floss, ii. 3.

2t. To kick.

Poul, . . . whom the Lord hadde chosun, that long tyme
wynsiiie agen the pricke.

Wyclif, Prologue on Acts of Apostles.

3t. To wriggle ; twist and turn.

Long before the Child can crawl.
He learns to kick, and wince, and sprawl.

Prior, Alma, L

n.t tratis. To fling by starting or kicking.

A galled jennet that will winch him out o' the saddle.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 1.

wince' (wins), «. [< wince^, «:.] The act of one
who winces; an involuntary shrinking move-
ment or tendency ; a slight start back or aside,
as from pain or to avoid pain.

It is the pitcher who will notice Ihe unavoidable wince
that is the proof of a catcher's sore hand.

W. Camp, St. Nicholas, XVIL 829.

wince^ (wins), n, [A corrupt form of wineh^.']

In dyeing, a simple hand-machine for changing
a fabric from one dye-vat to another, it consists
of a reel placed over the division between the vats. The
fabric, placed over it and turned either way, is transferred
from one dye to another. When several vats are placed in
line, and contain dyes, mordants, soap-suds, water, etc.,

a wince or reel is placed between each two, and the com-
bined apparatus becomes a wincing-machine. In such
a machine the vats are called wince-pots or witice-pits.
Also innch.

Wlnce^ (wins), V. t.; pret. and pp. winced, ppr.
wincing. [< tvince^, h.] In dyeing, to immerse
in the bath by turning the wince or winch.

For dark grounds the pieces were finally winced in weak
solution of bleaching powder, to rinse the full shade of
color. O'Neill, Byeing and Calico Printing, p. 110.

wince-pit, wince-pot (wins'pit, -pot), «. One
of the vats of a wincing-macliine. See wince^.
wincer (win'ser), n. [< wince^ + -erl.] One who
winces, shrinks, or kicks. Milton, Apol. for
Smeetymnuus, Pref. (Latham.)
wincey (win'si), >j. [A\%o win.sey ; supposed to
be an abbr. of *linsey-winf:cy, which is supposed
to be a riming variation of linsey-woolsey, a word
subject to much manipulation.] A strong and
durable cloth, plain or twilled, composed of a
cotton warp and a woolen weft. Heavy winceys
have been much worn as skirtings, and a lighter kind is

used for men's shirts. They ai-e sometimes made entirely
of wool.

winch' (winch), n. [Also, corruptly, wince, win:e,
and dial, wink; < ME. winche, wync/ic, the crank
of a wheel or axle, < AS. wince, a winch; prob.
orig. 'a bent' or 'a bent handle,' akin to wink^
andjcj«/i7e,andsoult.tomwcf!l.] 1. Thecrank,
projecting handle, or lever by which the axis
of a revolving machine is turned, as in the com-
mon windlass, the grindstone, etc. See cut un-
der Prony's dynamometer.
One of them [musicians] turned the winch of an organ

which he carried at his back.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 320.

2. A kind of hoisting-machine or windlass, in
which an axis is turned
by means of a crank-han-
dle, and a rope or chain
is thus wound round it

so as to raise a weight.
There are various forms of
winches. Either the crnnk
may be attached to the extrem-
ity of the winding-roller or
-axis, or a large spur-wheel may
lie attached to the roller, and Winch,
turned by a pinion on a sepa-
rate crank-shaft (as shown in the cut), this arrangement
giving greater power.

wind
There was a coal-mine . . . which he used frequently

to visit, going down to the workings in a basket lowered
by a winch. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 770.

3. The reel of a fishing-rod.— 4. Same as !cinc('2.

— Gipsy wlncli. .See ffiiigy-winch.

—

Spun-yam winch,
a small winch with a fly-wheel, used on board sliip for
making spun yarn.— Steam-WlnCh, a winch driven by
steam, in common use on steam-vessels for loading and
discharging cargo.

WinchMwineh),». t [< toinchl^, n.l To hoist or
haul by means of a winch.

He, being placed in a chaire, . . . was winched vp In
that chaire, and fastened vnto the maineyard of a galley,
and hoisted vp with a crane, to shew him to all.

Hakluyt'g Voyagei, II. 128.

winch^ (winch), V. and «. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form of wince^.

Winchester bushel. See hushelX, 1.

Winchester gooset. [Also called Winchester
pigeon : said to allude to the fact that the stews
in Southwark were in the 16th century under
the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Winchester.]
A bubo ; hence, a person allected with bubo.
Shakspere has the phrase "goose of Win-
chester," T. and C, v. 10. 55. [Old slang.]
Winchester gun or rifle. See rijle'^.

Winchester pint. A measure a little more
than a wine-pint and less than a beer-pint.

wincingt, «• [< ME. wynsynge; ppr. of wince^,
».] Kicking; hence, skittish; lively.

Wynsynge she was as is a joly colt.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 77.

wincing-machine (win'sing-ma-shen'"), «. In
dyeing, an apparatus consisting of a series of
vats containing dyes, mordants, soap-suds, etc.,

with a wince or reel between each two. See
winci-'^.

Winckel's disease. A disease occvuring in in-
fants, the chief symptoms of which are jaun-
dice, bloody urine, and cyanosis. It common-
ly terminates fatally in a few days.
Wincopipet (wing'ko-pip), n. The scarlet pim-
pernel, Aiiagallis arvensis. See wink-a-peep.

There is a small red flower in the stubble-fields, which
country people call the wincopipe; which if it opens in
the morning, you may be sure a fair day will follow.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., | 827.

wind' (wind), r.; pret. and pp. icound (occasion-
ally but less correctly winded), ppr. irinding.

[< ME. winden, wynden (pret. wand, wond, pi.

wnnden, wonden, wounden, iconde, pp. wunden,
wonden), < AS. windan (pret. wand, wond, pp.
wnnden) = OS. windan = OFries. winda = D.
L6. winden = OHG. wintan, windan, MHG.
winden, G. winden = Icel. rinda, turn, wind, =
Sw. rinda = Dan. vinde, turn the eyes, squint,
= Goth, windan (in comp. hi-windan, du-ga-win-
dan), wind; cf. F. gninder. It. ghindare, wind
up, < MHG. ; root unknown. From the verb
wind^ are ult. E. wend^, wand, wander, trindas,
windlass^, windlass^, windleyete.l 1, intrans. 1.
To move in this direction and in that; change
direction ; vary from the direct line or course;
bend ; turn ; double.

But evere the heed was left bihynde.
For ought I couthe pulle or wynde.

Jioin. of the Mote, I. 1810.

The yerde is bet that bowen wol and wynde
Than that that brest. Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 257.

So swift your judgments tiirn and wind. Dryden.

2. To go in a crooked or devious course;
meander: as, the stream winds through the val-
ley ; the road winds round the hill.

Whan that this leonesse hath dronke her ilUe,
Aboute thewelle gan she for to wynde.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 818.

It was difficult to descend into the valley to the north
east, in which we returned, and, winding round the vale
to the west, cajne to Beer-Emir.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 63.

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea.

Gray, Elegy.

White with its sun-bleached dust, the pathway winds
Before me. Whittier, Pictures, ii.

3. To make an indirect advance; "fetch a
compass"; "beat about the bush."

You know me well, and herein spend but time
To Tffind about my love with circumstance.

ShaJc., M. of v., i 1. 154.

You must not talk to him.
As you do to an ordinary man.
Honest plain sense, but yon must wind about him.

Beau, and Fl., W'oman-Hater, ii. 1.

4. To twine ; entwine one's self or itself round
something: as, vines itv'wd round the pole.— 5t.
To twist one's self or worm one's way into or
out of something.
O thou that would'st winde into any figment or pban-

tasime to save thy Miter.
Hilton, Chorch-GoTemment, 1. 5.



wind

6t. To turn or toss about ; twist ; squirm.

Thou art so lothly and so old also.

And therto comen of so lough a kynde.
That litel wonder is though I walwe and vrynde,

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 246.

7. To have a twist or an uneven surface, or a
surface whose parts do not lie in the same plane,

as a piece of wood.— 8t. To return.

Thus sirnes the sere in sisterdayes mony,
*fe wynter u-yndeg a^ayn.

Sir Qawayne and the Qreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 531.

To wind on witht, to follow the same coarse as ; keep
pace with.

To such as walk in their wickedness, and wind on with
the world, this time is a time of wrath and vengeance.

J. Brad/urd, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853X 11. 2-21.

To wind up, to come to a conclusion, halt, or end ; con-
clude; hnish,

Mrs. Parsons . . . expatiated on the impatienceof men
generally ; . . . and wound up by insinuating that she mast
be one of the best tempers that ever existed.

Dickens, Sketches, Tales, x. 2.

•He was trading up to Parsonsfleld, and business run
down, so he wound up there, and thought he'd make a
new start. & O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 17ii.

Winding shaft, the shaft in any mine which is used for

winding, or in wluch the ore. coal, etc, are raised or
wound (see II., 7) to the surface.

n. trans. 1. To cause to move in this direc-

tion and in that ; turn.

Every word gan up and down to wynde.
That he had seyd, as it come hire to mynde.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 601.

He endeavours to turn and wind himself every way to

evade the force of this famous challenge. Waterland,

2. To bend or turn at will ; direct according to

one's pleasure ; vary the course or direction of

;

hence, to exercise complete control over.

She is the clernesse and the verray light

That in this derke world me wynt and ledeth.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 85.

To turn and icind a fler>- I'egasus,

And witch the world with noble horsemanship.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 109.

3. To turn or twist round and round on some-
thing

;
place or arrange in more or less regu-

lar coils or convolutions on something (such

as a reel, spool, or bobbin) which is turned
round and round ; form into a ball, hank, or

the like by turning that on which successive

coils are placed, or by carrying the coils round
it : as, to witid yam or thread.

Yoa have wound a goodly clew.
Shak., All's Well, L S. 188.

4t. To form by twisting or twining; weave;
fabricate.

For that same net so cunningly was wound
That neither guile nor force might It distralne.

Spemer, F. Q., XL xU. 82.

5. To place in folds, or otherwise dispose on
or around something; bind; twist; wrap.

This band, just wound about thy coal-black hair.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., V. 1. S4.

Wind the penance-sheet
About her

!

Browning, Count Oismond.

6. To entwist; infold; encircle: literally or

figuratively.

Eche gan other In his winges take.

And with her nekkes eche gan other wynde.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 671.

Sleep thou, and I will wind thee in my arms.
Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 46.

Yon talk as if you meant to wind me in.

And make me of the number.
Beau. Olid Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

M'. Allerton being wound Into his debte also upon par-

tlculer dealings. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 302.

And wind the front of youth with flowers.

Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

7. To haul or hoist by or as by a winch, whim,
capstan, or the like : as, to wind or warp a ship

out of harbor ; specifically, in mining, to raise

(the produce of the mine) to the surface by
means of a winding-engine ; hoist. The term
wind, as well a« draw, it often employed In Oreat Britain,

while hoist Is generally used in the United States. In the

early days of mining, ore and coal were almost exclusively

raised by hand-, horse-, or steam power, in buckets or kib-

bles : at the present time, in Ijoth England and the United
States, this is done by means of a winding-engine which
turns a drum on which a rope (generally of steel wire) is

wound and unwound, and by means of which a cage (see

cage, :i (d)) is raised or lowered, on which the loaded cars

are lifted to the surface, and the empties returned to the

plt-bott/fm. The dimenoioiis of engines, drums, and cages

iti large mines are sijmetimes very great, as is also the

velocity with which the machinery is moved Thus, in

the Monkweamiouth colliery, Durham, England, the wind-

4ng-drums are 2.') feet in diameter, the rope weighs 4 J tons,

ithecage and load 7) tons; the vertical distance through
which the cage Is raised Is 5*) yards, and the time occu-

pied In lifting It and discharging the cam Is two minutes

and four seconds.
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The Hollanders . . . layd out haulsers, and wound them-

selues out of the way of vs. UaHuyt's Voyages, ill. 710.

8. To insinuate ; work or introduce insidiously

or stealthily ; worm.
As he by his bould confidence & large promises deceived

them in England that sente him, so he had wound him
selfe In to these mens high esteeme hear.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 171.

They have little arts and dexterities to wind in such
things into discourse. Dr. H. Mare.

9t. To contrive by resort to shifts and expe-
dients (to effect something); bring; procure or
get by devious ways.

Wee'U haue some trick and wile
To tpinde our yonger brother out of prison
That lies in for the Rape.

Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, lii. 1.

He with his former dealings had wound in what money
he had in ye partnership into his owne hands.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 301.

lOf. To circulate; put or keep in circulation.

Amongst the rest of the Plantations all this Summer
little was done but securing themselues and planting
Tobacco, which passes there as current Siluer, and by the
oft turning and winding it some grow rich, but many
poore. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 89.

There is no State that winds the Penny more nimbly,
and makes quicker Returns [than Lucca].

Hoicell, Letters, I. i. 41.

H. To adjust or dispose for work or motion
by coiling a spring more tightly or otherwise
turning some mechanical device : as, to wind a
clock or a watch. See to wind up (/), below.

When he wound his clock on Sunday nights the whirr
of that monitor reminded the widow to wind hers.

T. Hardy, I'rumpet-Major, lii.

To wind a ship, to bring it round until the head occu-
pies the place where the stern was,— TO wind oflf, to un-
wind ; uncoil,— To Wind UP. (a) To coil up into a small
compass, as a skein of thread ; form into a ball or coil round
a bobbin, reel, or the like. Hence— (6) To bring to a final

disposition or conclusion; finish; arrange and adjust for

final settlement, as the affairs of a company or partner-

ship on its dissolution.

I could not v!ind it [the discourse] up closer.

Howell, Letters, I. vl. 3.

The Author, upon the winding up of his Action, intro-

duces all those who had any Concern In it.

Addison, Spectator, No. 357.

Signer Jupe was to "enliven the varied performances at

frequent intervals with his chaste Shakspearian quips and
retorts." Lastly he was to uind them up by appearing in

his favourite character of Mr. William Button.
Dickens, Hard Times, i. 3.

(c) To tighten, as the strings of certain musical instru-

ments, so as to bring them to the proper pitch ;
put In

tune by stretching the strings over the pegs.

Wind up the slacken'd strings of thy lute.

Waller, Chloris and Hylas,

Hence, figuratively— (d) To restore to harmony or con-

cord ; bring to a natural or healthy condition.

The untuned and Jarring senses, O, wind up.

Of this child-changed father ! Shak., Lear, iv. 7. 16.

(e) To bring to a state of great tension ; subject to a severe

strain or excitement ;
put upon the stretch.

They woutul up his temper to a pitch, and treacherously

made use of that infirmity. Bp. Atterbury.

Our poet was at last worund up to the height of expecta-

tion. Goldsmith, Voltaire,

to To bring Into a state of renewed or continued motion,

as a watch or clock, by coiling anew the spring or drawing

up the weights.

When an authentic watch is shown.
Each man wi»id« up and rectifies his own.

Suckling, Aglaura, Epll.

Hence, figuratively— (17) To prepare for continued move-
ment, action, or activity ; arrange or adapt for continued

operatio'i ;
give fresh or continued activity or energy to

;

restore to original vigor or order.

Fate seemed to wind him up for fourscore years

Yet freshly ran he on ten winters more. Dryden.

Is there a tongue like Delia's o'er her cup,

That runs for ages without tmndin(7-Mp?
Young, Love of Fame, 1. 282.

(A) To hoist ; draw ; raise by or as by a winch.

Let me see thy hand : this was ne'er made to wash.

Or wind up water, beat clothes, or rub floor.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, 11. 2.

Winding-up Act, in Eng. law, an act providing for the

dissolution of joint-stock companies, and the winding up
of their affairs; more specifically, 7 and 8 Vict.,c. Ill (1844);

followed and amended by 9 and 10 Vict., c. 28 (1846); 11 and

12 Vict c. 45 (1848) ; 12 and 13 Vict. , c. 108 (1849) ; 13 and 14

Vict c! 83 (18.50); 19 and 20 Vict., c. 47 (1856); 20 and 21

Vict. c. 49, c. 78 (1857) ; and superseded by The Companies'

Act (1862), 25 and 26 Vict., c. 89. ,,,„-^
Wincll (wind), n. [< ME. winde (= MD. MHG.
winde, OHG. winta) ; from the verb.] A wind-

ing; a turn; a bend: as, the road there takes

a wind to the south.—Out of wind, free from bends

or crooks ;
perfectly straight. [CoUoq.)

Wind2(wind; formerly and still poetically also

wind), n. [< ME. wind, wynd, < AS. wind = OS.

OFries. D. LG. wind = OHG. MHG. wint, G.

wind = leel. vindr = Sw. Dan. vind = Goth.

winds, wintlts, wind, air in motion, = W. gwynt

wind
= L. ventns, wind, = Gr. d^r^c, a blast,

wind, = Skt. vata, wind ; lit. ' that which blows,'

being orig. from the ppr. (cf. Gr. dt/f (aFevr-),

blowing, ppr.) of a verb (Skt.-y/tJfi) seen in Goth.
waian, etc., G. wehen, blow, Euss. vieiate, blow
(> vieteru, wind), etc., Lith. icejas, wind, from
which is also ult. derived meaner ; Bee weather.

From the E. wind, besides the verb and the
obvious derivatives or compounds, are derived
window, winnow, etc.; from the L. are ult. E.
vent^, ventilate, ventose, etc. (see also vent^).]

1. Air naturally in motion at the earth's sur-

face with any degree of velocity ; a current of

air as coming from a particular direction . when
the air has only a slight motion, it is called a breeze ; when
its velocity is greater, a fresh breeze ; and when it is vio-

lent, a gale, storm, or hurricane. The ultimate cause of

winds is li) be found in differences of atmospheric density

produced by the sun in its unequal heating of different

parts of the earth. These original differences of density

give rise to vertical and horizontal currents of air which
constitute and establish the general atmospheric circula-

tion, and determine permanent belts of relatively high and
low pressure over the earth's surface. Differences of pres-

sure, in turn, produce their own differences of density at

the earth's surface, and thereby become a secondary cause

of winds. The general system of atmospheric circulation,

with respect both to surface-winds and to their correlative

upper currents, is described under trade-wind. In accor-

dance with the characterof their exciting cause, winds may
be divided into— (1) constant, the trade-winds and anti-

trade iHnds, which depend upon the permanent difference

of temperature between the equatorial regions and higher

latitudes ; (2) periodic, the monsoons, and land- and sea-

breezes which arise respectively from a seasonal and di-

urnal difference of temperature between land and sea ; (3)

cyclonic and anticyclonic, winds associated with or con-

stituting progressive areas of high and low pressure, the

ultimate origin of which, especially of those in high lati-

tudes, is not satisfactorily determined; (4) whirlwinds and
(certain) squalls, which arise when the air is in a condi-

tion of unstable efiuilibrium, and are developed as a part

of the process by which stability is regained (this class

includes the most violent winds, such as the tornado), and
these occur when the instability is the combined effect of

a high temperature and a high humidity, a condition favor-

able to the development of the greatest possible gradients

of density, and hence of the most terrific manifestations of

wind
; (5) special, winds which logically belong to the pre-

ceding classes, but which by reason of special character-

istics, arising frequently from local topography, have re-

ceived special appellations, as the sirocco, the harmattan,

the mistral, the foehn, the Chinook, etc. Winds are also

commonly named from the point of compass from which
they blow, as a north wind, an east wind, a southwest nirtd.

The winds were personified and worshiped as divinities

by the ancients, and representations of them are frequent

in ancient art, particularly In Greek sculpture and vase-

painting.

And erly on the Tewysday, whiche was seynt Thomas
daye, we made sayle, and passed by the costes of Slauony

and Hystria with easy wynde.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

By reason of contrary itrindes we put backe againe to

Prodeno, because we could not fetch Sapientia.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 168.

2. A direction from which the wind may blow;
a point of the compass, especially one of the

cardinal points. [Rare.]

Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon
these slain. Ezek. xxxvii. 9.

3. Air artificially put in motion by any force or

action : as, the wind of a bellows ; the wind of a

bullet or a cannon-ball (see windage).

Which he disdaining whisked his sword about.

And with the urind thereof the king fell down.
Marlowe and Xashe, Tragedy of Dido, il. 1.

The whifll and wind of his fell sword.
Shak., Hamlet, Ii. 2. 496.

4. Air impregnated with animal odor or scent.

Else counsellors will but take the wind of him.
Bacon, Of CounseL

5. In musical instruments the sound of which
is produced by a stream of compressed air or

breath, either the supply of air under compres-

sion, as in the bellows of an organ or in a singer's

lungs, or the stream of air used in sound-pro-

duction, as in the mouth of an organ-pipe, in

the tube of a flageolet, or in the voice.

Their instruments were various in their kind,

Some for the bow, and some for breathing wind.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 357.

6. Breath; also, power of respiration; lung-

power. See second wind, below.

Ye noye me soore in wastyng al this wynde.

For I haue seide y-noghe, as semethe me.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 79.

My wynde is stoppyd, gon is my brethe.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 226.

Woman, thy wordls and thy wynde thou not waste.
York Plays, p. 268.

If my wind were but long enough to say my prayers, I

would repent. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5- 104.

How they spar for wind, instead of hitting from the

shoulder. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

7. The part of the body in the region of the

stomach, a blow upon which causes a tempo-

I



wind
rary loss of respiratory power by paralyzing
the diaphragm for a time. It forms a for-
bidden point of attack in scientific boxing.
[Slang.]

He pats him and pokes him in divers parts of the body,
but particulaily in that part which the science of self-de-
fence would call his wtiuf. Dickens.

8. The wind-instruments of an orchestra taken
collectively, including both the wood wind
(flutes, oboes, etc.) and the brass wind (trum-
pets, horns, etc.).— 9. .Ajiything light as wind,
and hence ineffectual or empty; especially,
idle words, threats, bombast, etc.

Nor think thou with wind
Of aery threats to awe. Milton, P. L., vi. 282.

10. Air or gas generated in the stomacL and
bowels; flatulence.

Knowledge . . .

Oppresses else with surfeit, and soon turns
Wisdom to folly, as nourishment to wirui.

Milton, P. L., vii. 130.

11. A disease of sheep, in which the intestines
are distended with air, or rather affected with
a violent inflammation. It occurs immediately
after shearing.— A capful of wind. See eap/vl.—A
fair wind, a wind that enables a sailinj? ship to head her
course with the sails full.- All in the wind. See all.—
A sheet in the wind. See sA«!«i.— Bare wlndt. See
barei.— Before the wind. See be/ore.— Between wind
and water. (<i) in that part of a ship's side or bottom
which is frequently brought above the water by the roll-

ing of the vessel or by fluctuation of the water's surface.
Any breach effected by shot in this part is peculiarly
dangerous.

They had a tall man-of-war to convoy them ; but, at
the first bout, it was shot between wind and water, and
forced to make towards land.

Court and Times o/ Charles /., II. 42.

Hence, figuratively— (6) A ny part or point generally where
a blow or attack will most effectually injure.

Shot him between wind and water.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 1.

He had hit his desires in the ilaster-vein, and struck his
former Jealousie betvieen wind and water, so that it sunk
in the instant.

Fannant, Hist, of Edward II. (ed 1680), p. 11.

Broken wind, a veterinary term for a form of paroxys-
mal dyspnoea, which seems to depend on asthma com-
bined with a varying amount of emphysema : also loosely
used for other dyspnoeic conditions. See broken-itrinded
and wimi-bruken.—'By the Wind. See fti/i.— Cardinal
Winds. See cardwKiJ.— Close to the wind. Seec(os«-'
adi).— Down the wind, (a) In the direction of and mov-
ing with the wind : as, birds fly quickly down the vrind. (h)
Toward ruin, decay, or adversity. Compare to whistle ojf,

under whistle, v. t.

The more he prayed to it (the image] to prosper him in
the world, the more he went doum the tvind still.

Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

Head to wind. See Aead.— Hot winds of the plains,
southwesterly winds in Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, and the
Dakotas, which occur during the summer season, and by
their extreme heat and dryness prove exceedingly destruc-
tive to vegetation.—How the wind hlows or lies, (a)
The direction or velocity of the wind. (6) Figuratively,
the position or state of affairs; hovAmatters stand at a
particular juncture: as, trifles show how the wind blows.

Miss Sprong, her confidante, who, seeing how the wind
lay had tried to drop little malicious hints . . . untU the
old lady had cut them short. Farrar, Julian Home, iv.

In the wind, astir , afoot.

Go to, there 's somewhat in the wind, I see.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii. 3.

What the blazes is in the wind now ?

Dickens, Oliver Twist.

In the -wind's eye, in the teeth of the wind, directly
toward the point from which the wind blows ; in a direc-
tion exactly contrary to that of the wind.— Is the wind
in that door?t is that how the case stands? is that the
state of affairs?

Thras. I am come to intreat you to stand my friend,
and to favour me with a longer time, and I wil make you
sufficient consideration.

Usurer. Is the winde in that doore 1 It thou hast my
mony. so it is; I will not defer a day, an houre, a minute.

Greene and Lodi/e, Looking-Glass for London and Eng.

Leading wind. See leadinr/t.—fHountain and valley
winds, in meteor., diurnal winds blowing up the sides of
mountains and the trough of valleys during the day, and
down during the night. They are due to differences of
temperature arisinj: from unequal heating and radiation,
whereby the air at the summits of hills and mountains is
heated during the day to a higher temperature than the
air at the same level over the valleys or lowlands, causing
a current up the valleys and mountain.sides ; conversely,
during the night the air at the summit is cooled by radia-
tion to a lower temperature than the air at the same level
oyer the lowlands, causing a downward surface flow of
cold air. In narrow valleys this current sometimes at-
tains great strength, as in the case of the Wisper wind of
the Rhine.— North wind of California, a dry, desiccat-
ing north wind experienced on the Paciflc slope of the
United States, but especially in the Siicraniento and San
Joaquin valleys of California. When occurring during the
growing season, it is exceedingly injurious to vegetation.
—On extra or heavy wind. See orjrani, 6.— On the
wind, as near as possitde to the direction from which the
wind blows ; in the position or trimmed in the manner of
a vessel that issailing'by the wind." Periodic Winds.
See def. 1.- Plate Of Wind. See plate.— Red wind, a
wind which blasts fruit oi- corn ; a blight. Halliwell.
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The goodliest trees in the garden are soonest blasted

with red u-inds. Abp. Sandys, Sermons, p. 10;{. {Davies.)

Rohin Hood wind, a wind in which the air is saturated
with moisture at a temperature near the freezing-point,
the moisture rendering it especially raw and pt-netrating

;

a thaw-wind.— Running Of the wind. See running.—
Second wind, a regular state of respiration attained
during continued exertion after thebreathlessness which
had arisen at an earlier stage.- Slant of wind. See
««««(.— Soldier's wind. See soidi«r.— Thaw-wind, a
wind prevailing during a thaw : in general, since it be-

wind-break
As when two skilful hounds the lev'ret wind.
Or chase thro' woods obscure the trembling hind.

Pope, Iliad, x. 427.

We winded them by our noses— their perfumes be-
trayed them. Johnson, Dryden.

5. To expose to the wind; winnow; ventilate.— 6. To drive or ride hard, as a horse, so as to
render scant of vdnd.— 7. To rest, as a horse,
in order to let him recover wind.

little above freezing, it is peculiarly raw and penetrating.— To heat the wind. See fcend—To break wind,
carry the wind, eat up into the wind, gain the wind.
See the verbs.— To get one's wind, to recover one's
breath : as, they will up and at it again when they get
their wind. IColloq.]—To get the Wind of, to get on
the windward side of.

All the three Biskainers made toward our ship, which
was not carelesse to get the winde of them all.

Uakluyfs Voyages, III. 198.

To get (take) wind, to get wind of. Sec geti.— lo
haul the wind. See Aawi.-Tohaveafteewind. See
free.— To have in the vrtnd, to be on the scent or trail
of ; perceive and follow.

A hare had long escap'd pursuing hounds. . . .

'I'o save his life, he leap'd into the main.
But there, alas ! he could no safety find,
A pack of dog-flsh had him in the wind. Swift.

To have the wind of. Same as to have in the mind.

My son and I will Aawe the wind of you.
Shak., Tit. And., :

To keep the -wind. See keep.— loo near the wind,
mean ; stingy ; cheese-paring. [Naut. slang.]—To raise
the Wind. Seerainei.—To recover the wind of. See

comes saturated with moisture at a temperature only a -Windage (win'daj), n. [< teintft + -aoe.] 1
,i„i„..,„„„f,.„„,i„„ i» i. „„...„;„„> ,_..„.

ln(jun.:{a) The difference allowed between the
diameter of a projectile and that of the bore of
the gun from which it is to be fired, in order to
allow the escape of some part of the explosive
gas, and to prevent too great friction. (6) The
rush or concussion of the air produced by the
rapid passage of a shot.

The last shot flying so close to Captain Portar that with
the windage of tlie bullet his very hands had almost lost
the sense of feeling.

S. Peeke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 626).

(c) The influence of the wind in deflecting a
missile, as a ball or an arrow, from its direct
path, or aside from the point or object at which
it is aimed; also, the amount or extent of such
deflection, (rf) The play between the spindle
of the De Bange gas-check and its cavity in the

133, breech-screw: it is expressed in decimal parts
of an inch, and is measured by the difference
between the diameters of the spindle and its

_, „ „ , I z,- - _,-J—, c -=r ; - cavity.— 2. In sura., sa.me as wiii<i-contu.m)n.
recocer'^.—To saU close to the wind. («) To sail with windaa -ariiidaRsrwin'dfls) « rFarlvmnH T'
the ship's head just so near to the wind as to fill the sails

wiaaas, wmaass ^win "as), «. Li-arly moa. b.
without shaking them; sail as closely against the direc- *'*'' wndace, wyndace ; < ME. u-mdas, wyndas,

u-indasse, a,-mndlass, <.},ll>. icindaes,!). windas
(> OF. guindas, guyndas, F. guindas), windlass,
lit. a ' winding-beam,' = Icel. vindds-v, a rounded
pole which can be wound round, windlass, < D.
winden = Icel. vinda, wind (= E. wind), + nes
= Ieel. ass, pole, main rafter, sail-yard, = Goth.
ans, a beam. Hence, by confusion with tcijirf-

to6«l, the modem form M'(«d/a««2.] Xf. Same as
wiiidlaes^.

Ther may no man out of the place It dryve
For noon engyn of wyndas or polyve.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 176.

Gete som crosse bowis, and wyndacs to bynd them with,
and quiuTcls. Paston Letters, I. S2.

2. A fanner for winno-wing grain. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

windbag ( wind'bag), n. Abag filled with wind

;

hence, a person of mere words ; a noisy, empty
pretender. [Slang.]

'

1. A ball inflated with

Generally the high stile is disgraced and made foolish
and ridiculous by all wordes affected, counterfait, and
puffed vp, as it were a windball carrying more countenance
then matter. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 165.

2. In surg., a cause of death orinjury formerly
supposed to lie in the passage of a projectile
in close proximity to the person injured. See
wind-contusion.

Where life is destroyed by the influence of the xrind-
ball. J, M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 279.

wind-band (wind'band), H. 1. A company of
musicians who use only or principally wind-in-
struments; a brass or military band.— 2. The
wind-instruments of an orchestra or band taken
collectively. See wiitd^, 8.— 3. A long cloud
supposed to indicate stormy weather. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

tion of the wind as possible. (6) To border closely upon
dishonesty or indecency : as, beware in dealing with him,
he sails rather close to the vnnd. (c) See saHi.-To
shaJie a vessel in the wind. See shake.—To slip
one's wind. See slip^.—To sow the wind and reap
the whirlwind, to act wrongly or recklessly and in time
be visited with the evil effects of such conduct. Hos.
viii. 7.— To take the wind out of one's sails, see
sat(i.— To take wind,to leak out. —To touch the wind.
See touch.— Ho whistle down the wind, to whistle for
a wind. See w/iistte.— Wind-scale. See «caie3.= Syn.
1. Wind, Breeze, Oust, Flaw, Blast, Storm, Sqxiall, Gale,
Tempest, Uurricane, Tornado, Cyclone, etc. Wind is the
general name for air in motion, at any rate of speed. A
breeze is gentle and may be fitful ; a gust is pretty strong,
but especially sudden and brief; aflaw is essentially the
same as gust, but may rise to the force of a sqimll; a blast
is stronger and longer than a. gust; a storm is a violent dis-
turbance of the atmosphere, generally attended by rain,
hail, or snow; asquall iaaslonn that begins suddenly and
is soon over, perhaps consisting of a series of strong gunts;
a gale is a violent and continued wind, lasting for hours
or days, its strength being marked by such adjectives as
stijf And hard ;& tempest is the stage hGtween & gale ¥inA a -. .

_ .. _

hurricane— hurricane being the name for the wind at its 'WindDall (wind bal), Ji.

greatest height, which is such as to destroy buildings, air; a balloon,
uproot trees, etc. A tornado and a cyclone are by deriva-
tion storms in which the wind has a circular or rotatoi-y
movement (see defs.).

wind^ (wind), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. winded (in

some uses, erroneously, wound), ppr. winding.
[< ME. winden, wynden (= MD. winden = OHG.
wintOn), expose to the wind, air; < wind^, n.
With reference to blowing a horn, the verb
wind^, owing to the alternative (poetical) pron.
wind, and prob. to some vague association of a
horn as being usually curved, with the verb
wind^, has been confused with the verb wind^,
whence the irreg. pret. and pp. wound. It is

possible, however, that the irreg. pret. and pp.
wound arose out of mere conformity with the
other verb, as the pret. rang, pp. rung (instead
of ringed), of the verb ring^, and the pret. wore,
pp. worn, of the verb jcearl, arose out of con- . , .

-

formity to similar forms of the similar verbs Wind-beam (wind'bem), n. A beam tying to

sing, swear, etc.] 1. To force wind through gether the rafters of a pitched roof: same as
with the breath ; blow; sound by blowing : as, collar-beam.

to loind a horn: in this sense and the three fol- windberry(wind'ber"i).«.; pi. windherries{-\7.).

lowing pronounced wind. The cowberry, Vaceinium Vitis-Jdsea. Britten

The last Miracle is the third time of Michaels winding "."''-??''"'"'•. |^'".?y- -^"S-]
his home, when God shall bring forth all the lewes. Wina-Dlll (wind bil), «. In Scots law, till ac-

commodation bill. See accommodation.
wind-bore (wind'bor), n. 1. The extremity of
the suction-pipe of a pump, usually covered
with a perforated plate to prevent the intru-
sion of foreign substances.—2. In mining, same

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 221.

Gawain . . . raised a bugle hanging from his neck,
And winded it, and that so musically
That all the old echoes hidden in the wall
Rang out like hollow woods at hunting-tide.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. To produce (sound) by blowing through or J^Ja^ZTaJ' A'^. i

\,r.J.,„%, „ ^^Ia i„„+„™„„* ^ ^ -Windbound (wmd'boumlas through a wind-instrument.
But gin ye take that bugle-horn,
And wind a blast sac shrill.

Rote the Red, and White Lilly (Child's Balhids, V. 178).

3. To announce, signal, or direct by the blast
of a horn, etc. [Rare.]

'Twas pleasure, as we look'd behind.
To see how thou the chase could'st wind,
Cheer the dark blood-hound on his way.
And with the bugle rouse the fray !

Scott, L. of L. M., V. 29.

4. To perceive or follow by the wind or scent;

i), a. Prevented from
sailing by contrary winds ; detained by con-
trary winds : as, windbound ships.

The next day we fasted, being windbound, and could not
passe the sound.

Quoted In Capt John Smith's Works, I. 80.

wind-brace (wind'bras), n. See braee^.
wind-break (wind'brak), n. Something to
break tlie force of the wind, as a hedge, a board
fence, or a row of evergreen trees; any shelter
from the wind.

Fnder the lee of some shelving bank or other irtnd-
brcak. T. Roosevelt, Hunting I'rips, p. 176.



wind-break

wind-break (wind'brak), r. f. To break the
wind of. See Kind-broken.

Twoald wind-break a mule to vie burdens with her.

Ford.

Windbroacht (wind'broeh), n. The hurdy-gurdy
or \-ielle.
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A blow which takes away the wind-hatch (wind'haeli), n. In

2 (win'der)
breath.— 3. A fan. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
winder^ (win'der), V. t. [< ivi)i(hr^, v. ; prob.
in part a dial, corruption of 'winner foi* win-
note.'} To fan; eleanorwinnow withafan: as,
to v:indej- grain. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]

,, II. In mining, the
opening or place where ore is taken out of the
earth.

windhawk (wind'hak), n.
kestrel.

wind-herb (wind'ferb), n

The windhover or

^>^iVc^lelTJ,!!,irlZr
'•"'" "" """ '"^'"""™*

^°S!fii.irl",^:!tl^.' Jl:..Siril^[J-/""b ^••.3 ^nd-house (wind'housi,which is called a windbroach.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 30.

For an old man to pretend to talk wisely is like a mu-
sician's endeavouring to fumble out a fine sonata upon
a wind-kroach. Tom Brown, Works, II. 2:S4. (Davies.)

wind-broken (wind'br6'''kn),7J. (' Diseased in
the respiratory organs; having the power of
breathing impaired by ehest-disease: as, a
wind-broken horse. Also broken-winded.
wind-changing (wind'fihan"jing), a. Change-
ful as the wind; fickle. [Bare.]

Wind'ChatujiiKj Warwick now can change no more.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1. 57.

wind-chart (wind'ehart), n. A chart showing
the windnlirections at a given time, or the di-
rections prevailing during any period of the
year over any region of the earth. Windcharts
for the ocean, of which the" Wind and Current Charts"
of the British Admiralty and the "Pilot Charts ' of the
liiited States Hydrographic Office are examples, consti-
tute an imp<:>rtant aid to navigators.

wind-chest (wind'chest), «. In organ-building,
a chest or box immediately below the pipes or
reeds, from which the compressed air is ad-
mitted to them by means of valves or pallets.
See nrgan^ and reed-organ.

wind-colic (wind'kol'lk), n. Intestinal pain
cau.sed bv flatulence.

1
.
Something blown down by the wind, as fruit

from a tree, or a number of trees in a forest.

See Phlomis.
A house built

shelter orpartly underground to serve as a
place of refuge in hurricanes.

When they did spread, and their boughs were become Windhover (wind'huv"er), n. A kind of hawk
the kestrel, lalco Umuincidus or Tinnunculns

too great for their stem, they became a witidfatt upon the
sudden.
Bacon. True Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates (ed. 1887).

She 's nobbut gone int t' orchard, to see if she can find
mnd-falh enough for f make a pie or two for t' lads.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

2. An unexpected piece of good fortune, as an
unexpected legacy.

This man, who otherwise heforetime was but poor and

alaudarius : so called from its hovering in the
face of the wind. See kestrel. Also called
windbibber, windcuffer, windfanner, windhmck,
windsucker, vanner-hawk, staniel, etc.

About as long
As the wind-hxiver hangs in balance.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

needy, by these mndfalls and unexpected cheats became Windily (win'di-li), adv. With high wind; in a
very wealthy. Holland, tr. of Plutarch's Morals, p. 1237. way that betokens wind.

^u
'''''®, ^''^^t °f fallen trees, etc., which shows The stars were glittering winday even before this crim-

thepath of a tornado.—4. A violent gust ofwind ^"" melted out of the east.

rushing from coast-ranges and mountains to the
"'• *^- •''««««"' Sailor's Sweetheart, iv.

sea.— 5. The down-rush of air occurring on the windiness (win'di-nes), n. 1. The state of be-
leeward side of a hill or mountain at a distance iiig windy or tempestuous: as, the windiness
from its base.
Windfallt (wind'fal), a Windfallen. [Rare.]

You shall have leaves and windfall boughs enow.
Near to these woods, to roast your meat withal.
Marlowe and Nashe, Dido, Queen of Carthage, i. 1. 172.

Windfallen (wind'fa'ln), a. Blown down bv
the wind.
To gather mnd/airn sticks.

. J -. . , ,/, i-, t , X Drayton, Polyolbion, xiil. 182.

T?o'.;rir°Krafn,fel"of1fo ^^^--^^ (wind'fan".r), „. Same as .ind-

cussion of the brain, unaccompanied by any ex
ternal mark of violence, supposed to be pro
duced by the air when rapidly displaced by the
velocity of a projectile, as a cannon-ball, it is
now. however, considered to be occasioned by the projec-
tile itself striking the body in an oblique direction, the
comparative escape of the external soft tissues being ac-
counted for by the degree of obliquity with which the mis-
sile impinges on the elastic skin, together with the posi
tion of the internal structures injured relatively to the
impingement of the ball on one side and hard resisting
substances on another. Also called windage.

wind-cutter (wind'kut'^r), M. In organ-build-
ing, the upper lip of the mouth of a flue-pipe,
against which the stream of air impinges when
tlie iiipe is sounded.
wind-aial (wind'di'al), n. A dial showing the
changes in the direction of the wind by means
of an index or pointer connected with a wind-
vane.
The Wind Dial latelj- set up at Grigsby's Coffee and

Chocolate House, behirul the Royal F.xchange, being the
tlrst and only one in any publick House in England, and
having given great Satisfaction to all that have seen it,

and being of Constant use to those that are in any wise
Concerned in Navigation.
Quoted in AMons Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,

[11.66.

wind-dog (wind'dog), H. A name popularly ap-
plied to fragments of rainbows seen on de-
taclifd clouds. Also mnd-gall.
wind-dropsy (wind'drop''8i), n. Emphysema;
tynipaiiitfs.

wind-egg (wind'eg), n. An infecund or other-
wise imperfect egg, as one which will produce
nothing but wind (gas); a soft-shelled egg, such
as may be laid by a hen that is comparatively
old or has been injured.
winder! (win'der), n. [< wimn + -ed.] 1.
Oi>e who winds, rolls, or coils: as, a bobbin-
winder.

They consist of sewing boys, shoe-hinders, winders for
weavers, and girls for all kinds of slop needlework.

Mayhew, London Lal>our and London Poor, II. .S53.

2. An instrument or a machine for winding
thread, etc. (o) A contrivancelike a small windlassre-
volving a spool or reel upon which the thread is wound.
(l>) A large adjustable frame which can be passed through
the opening of a skein and then increased in diameter so as
to bold it Hrnily tor winding off. (c) A small stick, strip,
or notched slate upon which thread can be wound: a
substitute for a spool or reel.

3. The key or utensil used to wind up the spring-
work of a roasting-jack.

To keep troublesome servants out of the kitchen, al-
ways leave the winder sticking on the jack to^fall on their
heads. Siri/t, Advice to .Servants (Cook).

4. A plant that twists itself round others.

Winders and creepers ; as ivy, briony, hops.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., { 53«.

5. A winding-step of a staircase.
winder'^ (win'der), n. [< iriMf/2 + -crl.] 1.
One who winds or sounds a horn.

Winder of the horn.
When snouted wild-tjuars routing tender corn
Anger our huntsman. KeaU, F.ndymlon, I.

wind-fertilized (wind'fer'ti-lizd), a. In bot.,
fertilized with pollen borne by the wind, as
flowers; anemophilous, as conifers, grasses,
sedges, etc.

windflsh (wind'fish), n. The fall-fish, or silver
chub, .Scmotilus bullaris, the largest cyprinoid
of eastern North America. See Semotihts.

wind-flower (wind'flou"er), n. 1 . A plant of the
genus Anemone, chiefly the wood-anemone, A.

of the weatlier or season.— 2. Flatulence.-
3. Tendency to generate wind (gas) : as, the
tem*'nes« of vegetables.— 4. Tumor; puffiness;
vanity; boastfulness.

The swelling windiness of much knowledge.
Brerewood's Languages, Pref.

windingl (win'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of wind\ v.']

1. Curving; spiral: as, a wiftrfiHgr stair.

The staires are winding, having a stately roofe.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 36.

2. Full of bends or turns : as, a «;/)i<7!«(7 path.
The ascent [of mount Tabor] is so easy that we rode

up the north side by a winding road.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. L 64.

Across the court-yard, into the dark
Of the winding pathway in the park.
Curate and lantern disappear.

LongfeUow, Baron of St. Castine.

3. Warped; twisted; bent; crooked: &&, a, wind-
ing surface.

nemorosa : so called by translation of the classic winding! (win'ding), n. [< ME. wyndynge; ver-
name of an anemone or other plant anciently

'-'""--
associated with the wind. The wind-loving reputa-
tion of this plant appears to have been conferred chiefly
by the name. The wind flower is a small herb, found in
Europe, northwestern Asia, and North America, bearing a
whorl of three trifoliate leaves and a single delicate white
or outwardly pinkish vernal (lower. The American pasque-
flower, A. patens, var. Suttalliana, bears the name specifl-
eally in the western United States.

Bide thou where the poppy blows,
With wind-flowers frail and fair.

Bryant, Arctic Lover.

2. The marsh-gentian, Gentiana Pneumonanthe.
Treas. of Bot.

wind-furnace (wind'fer'nas), n. Any form of
furnace using the natural draft of a chimney
without the aid of a bellows or blower; a nat-
ural-draft furnace; a laboratory-furnace pro-
vided with a tall chimney.
The crucible is then placed in a wind-/umace, and slowly

heated as long as fumes escape. Ure, Diet., IV. 653.

wind-gage (wind'gaj), n. 1. An instrument
for ascertaining the velocity and force of wind

;

an anemometer. See anemometer.— 2. An ap-
paratus or contrivance for measuring or indi-
cating the amoimt of the pressure of the wind
in the wind-chest of an organ.— 3. ililit., a
graduated attachment to the sights of a fire-

arm or cannon by which allowance can be made,
in aiming, for the effect of the wind upon the
projectile.

Wind-galll (wind'gftl), v. [< wind^ + gall^.]

Distension of the synovial bursa at the fetlock-
joint of the horse, such as may be felt on each
side of the tendons behind the joiut. Also
called puff.
His horse, . . . full of windgalls, sped with spavins.

sh • ~ ~ - -
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 53.

Neither Spavin, .Splinter, nor Wind-gall.
Etherege, She Would if She Could, ii. 2.

wind-galP (wind'gal), n. [< toind'^ -f- galP; as
in water-gall, xccather-gall.'] Same as wind-dog.

"Wind-dogs,". . . fragments or pieces (as it were) of • j- a ^
rafniwws (sometimes called wind-gaits) seen on detached WinCHng-penaant

bal n.of «)i«rfl,r.] 1. Aturnorturning;"abend;
flexure; meander: as, the wJK*«</s of a road or
stream.

The degise, endentyng, barrynge, owndynge, palynge,
wyndynge or bendynge, and semblable wast of clooth in
vanitee. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

They [the ways] were wonderfull hard, all stony and
full of windings. Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

To follow the windings of this river.
Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 637).

The windings of the marge. Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

2. A twist in any surface, so that all its parts
do not lie in the same plane ; a easting or warp-
ing. Gicilt—Compound winding. When the fleld-
magnets of a dynamo are fitted with two coils, one of
which is placed in circuit with the armature and external
leads, while the other is connected across the terminals
as a shunt, the dynamo is said to be compound wound, and
the winding compound winding.^ Differential Winding.
See differential.—la. Winding, warped ; out of the straight ':

applied by joiners to a piece of wood wlien two of its oppo-
site comers stand higher than the other two.— Out of
Winding, brought to a plane : said of a surface : a work-
men's phrase.— Series winding. A dynamo is said to be
series wouitd, or to have a series winding, when its fleld-
magnet coil is joined in series with the armature coil.—
Shunt winding. When the fleld-magnet coils of a dy-
namo are designed lor, and connected as, a shunt on the
armature coil, the dynamo is said to be shunt wound, and
the method of winding shunt winding.

winding'-^ (win'ding), )(. [Verbal n. of icind^, f.]

A call by the boatswain's whistle.

winding-engine (win'ding-en'''jin), n. Any
steam-motor employed to turn a drum around
which a hoisting-rope is drawn; in a mine, an
engine by which the ropes are wound on and
unwound from the drums, for raising or lower-
ing the bucket, kibble, or cage on which the
mined material is brought to the surface.
Also called drawing-engine and hoisting-engine.

Windingly (win'ding-li), adv. In a winding man-
ner; with curves, bends, or turns.

Tlie stream that creeps
Windingly by it. Keats, Endymion, i.

clouds. Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 23.

wind-galled (wind'gald), a. Having wind-galls.

Did you think I was Wind-gaU'd? I can sing too, if I

please. Steele, Tender Husband, ilL 1.

wind-gap (wind'gap), n. See gap, 2.

wind-gun (wind'guu), w. Same as air-gun.

Forc'd from wind-guns, lead itself can fly,

Aud pond'rous slugs cut swiftly through the sky.
Pope, Dunciad, i. 181.

(win' ding-pen ''dant), «.

Sunt., a pendant hooked at the fore- or main-
masthead with its bight secured as far out as
necessary on the foreyard or main-yard, aud
having a heavy tackle, called a winding-tackle,
depending from its lower end, used for lifting
heavy weights.

winding-rope (win'ding-rop), n. In mining, the
rope which connects the cage with the drum
of the winding-engine. Formerly the winding ropes



winding-rope

were of hemp or maiiilu ; at the present time steel wire
is chiefly used, and both tlat and round ropes are em-
ployed. In one of the largest Belgian coal-mines, in which
the lift is 7t!5 yards, the rope (which tapers toward the
bottom) weighs 6 tons.

winding-sheet (wiu'ding-sliet), n. 1. A sheet
in which a coi'pse is wrapped.

These arms of mine shall be thy icinding-sheet;
My heart, sweet boy, shall be thy sepulchre.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 114.

2. Solidified drippings of grease from a candle
which cling to the side of it and present some
resemblance to drapery in its folds and creases.
The appearance of this has been fancied to be
an omen of death or other misfortune.

He . . . fell asleep on his arms, ... a long winding-
theet in the candle dripping down upon him.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, ii. 4.

winding-stairs (win'ding-starz), n. A ladder-
shell; a scalaria; a wentletrap. See cut un-
der Scalaria.

The Datch call these shells wiiiding-stairs.

P. P. Carpenter, Lect. Mollusca, 1861.

winding-sticks (wiu'ding-stiks), n.pl. In join-
ery, two short sticks or strips of wood with
parallel edges, placed across the two ends of
a board to test its freedom from warps or
winds.
winding-tackle (wm'ding-tak"l), n. A heavy
tackle for use with a winding-pendant.
winding-up (win'ding-up'), «. The act of one
wlio winds up, in any sense.

It is curious that in the winding-up of each of these
pieces the same expedient is employed.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xli.

wind-instrument (wind'in"stro-ment), n. A
musical instrument the sound of wTiieh is pro-
duced by a stream of compressed air, usually
by the breath, chief of such instruments is the human
voice. Wind-instruments blown by the breath are divided
into two classes : wood wind-instru^nenU, including the
flute, flageolet, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, English horn, etc.;

and frra«s or wie(aiw»Mf-tjiK(nnn«7ite,including the trumpet,
horn, troml>one, tuba, ophicleide, etc. Wind-instruments
sounded by air mechanically compressed include the pipe-
organ and the reed-organ, together with the bagpipe, and,
in a certain sense, the .^olian harp. The method of tone-
production in all these instruments, except the last, is

either the vibration induced in a stream of air by direct-
ing it against a sharp edge, as in the flute and in flue-

pipes in the organ, or the vibration induced in an elastic
tongue or reed in or over an orifice through which a stream
of air is driven, as in the voice, the clarinet, and the reed-
organ. Sometimes both methods are used in the same in-

strument, as in the pipe-organ.'

With a -wind instrument ray master made,
In five days you may breathe ten languages.
As perfect as the devil or himself.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, i. 3.

windlacet, ». Same as windlass^.

windlass^t (wind'las), n. [Early mod. E. also
windlace, windlasse, windlesse, wyndelcsse ; per-
haps < ME. *windels (= MLGr. toindelse, a wind-
ing, hurdle-work, LG. windels, a winding, as
the winding of a screw, or the ornamental
work on a sword-hilt), < AS. windan, etc., turn,
wind: see wi/irfl, and cf. tdndte.] 1. A wind-
ing or turning ; a circuitous course ; a circuit.

Hewar that fetteth the wyndelesse in huntyng— hveur.
Palsgrave, p. 231.

Amonge theis be appoynted a fewe horsemen to raunge
som what abrode for the greater appearance, bidding them
fetche a windlasse a great waye about, and to make al
toward one place. Qolding, tr. of Cffisar, fol. 206.

I now fetching a windlesse, that I myght better haue a
shoote. liyly, Euphues and his England, p. 270.

Hence— 2. Any indirect, artful course; cir-

cumvention; art and contrivance ; subtleties.

Thus do we of wisdom and of reach,
With windlasses and witli assays of bias,
By indirections fiud directions out.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 05.

windlass^t (wind'las), V. [Early mod. E. also
windliwe; < windldss^, ».] I. intrans. 1. To
take a circuitous path ; fetch a compass.
A skilful woodsman by windZas^ing presently gets a shoot

which without taking a compass ... he could never have
obtained. llammond. Works, IV. 615. {Latham.)

2. To adopt a circuitous, artful, or cunning
course; use stratagem; act indirectly or warily.

She is not so much at leasure as to udndlaee, or use craft,
to satisfy them. Hammond, Works, IV. 506. (Latham.)

II. trans. To bend; turnabout; bewilder.

Your words, my friend ! (right healthful caustics !) blame
My young mind marred, whom love doth windlass so.

Sir P. Sidney (Art>er'8 Eng. Garner, I. 513).

windlass^ (wind'las), n. [Early mod. E. also
windleg; a corruption of toindas, windass, by con-
fusion with windlass^.'] 1. A modification of
the wheel and axle, used for raising weights, etc.
One kind of windlass is the winch used for raising water
from wells, etc., which has an axle turned by a crank, and
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a rope or chain for raising the weight by being wound
round the axle. A simple form of windlass, much used
in ships for rais-

ing the anchors PI 3 _jb_ ^_e__ df
or obtaining a pur-
chase on other oc-

casions, consists of

a strong beam of

wood placed hori-

zontally, and sup-
ported at its ends
by iron spindles wmdlass.
which turn m col- v t j .

lars or DUSnes m-
^^^ „helps built around a spindle whicli is

serted m what are Joumaled in the cheeks rf. d. The pawls are
termed the V)ind- pivoted in the pawl-l?itts ^. e, and sustain the

lasg-biits This strain while the handspikes, which rotate the

loiHTA avl» ia windlass by being placed like spokes in thelarge »»'« is
i,^,^^ ^^^^ drumheads, are being shifted

pierced with holes for a new purchase.
directed toward
its center, in which long levers or handspikes are inserted
for turning it round when the anchor is to be weighed or
any purchase is required. It is furnished with pawls to
prevent it from turning backward when the pressure on
the handspikes is intermitted. Different arrangements
of gearing are applied to a windlass to exert increased
power, and steam-windlasses, in which a small steam-
engine is made to heave the windlass round, have come
largely into use. Compare capstan (with cut), and cut
under winch.

2t. A handle by which anything is turned;
specifically, a winch-like contrivance for l)end-
ing the arbalist.or crossbow. See crossbow.

The arblast was a cross-bow, the windlace the machine
used in bending that weapon. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxviii. , note.

Differential or Chinese windlass, a windlass with a
barrel differing in diameter in different parts, the rope
winding upon the larger and unwinding from the smaller
portion. The amount of absolute lift and of the power
exerted is determined by the liifference in the two diam-
eters of the barrel.— Spanish windlass i'naut.\ an ex-
temporized purchase made by winding a rope round a
roller and inserting a lever in a hitch or bight of the
rope. By heaving round the lever a considerable strain
is produced.

windlass''^ (wind'las), V. [< windlass^, m.] I.

intrans. To iise a windlass; raise something
as by a windlass.
Let her [Truth] rest, my dear sir, at the bottom of her

well ; . . . none of our windlassing will ever bring her
up. Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xiv.

II, trans. To hoist or haul by means of a
windlass.
The stern line began to draw, and the sloop was wind-

lassed clear of the stone pile and saved.
The Century, XXXIX. 226.

windle (win'dl), n. [< ME. windcl, as in comp.
garn-windel, a wheel on which yarn is woimd,
< AS. windel (= MD. windel, a wheel, pulley,
roll, cradle, = MLG. windle, a roll, etc.), < win-
dan, etc., turn, wind: see wind^, and ef. wind-
lass'^.'] 1. An implement or engine for turning
or winding: used in different senses locally.

To force the water . . . with devise of engines and
windles up to the top of the hill.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvi. 15.

Speak her fair and canny, or we will have a ravelled
hasp on the yarn-Mi"nd^e«. Scott, Pirate, v.

From a windle the thread is conducted to the quills.

S. Judd, Margaret, L 2.

2. The windthmsh or redwing, Turdns iliacus.

See cut 2 under tlirusIA. [Devonshire, Eng.]
— 3. A dry measure, equal to about 3^ Win-
chester bushels. The official returns for 1879 showed
that it was not then entirely obsolete. It is there stated
as 220/58J imperial bushels of wheat, 180/50 bushels of
barley, or 220/62,857 bushels of beans.

80 wyndels of barley . . . £40.
H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, App., L

windiest, «• An obsolete form of windlass^.
Cotf/rave.

windless (wind'les), a. [< wind^ + -?«,?«.] 1.
Free from or unaffected by wind ; calm ; un-
ruffled. •

A windless sea under the moon of midnight. Ruskin.

A windless, cloudless even. William Morris, Sigurd, iii.

2. Wanting wind; out of breath.

Binding his hands and knitting a handkercher about
his eyes, that he should not see, and when they had made
him sure and fast, then they laid him on until they were
windless. Hannan, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 96.

windlesset, «. An obsolete form of windlass^.

windlestraw (win'dl-stra), n. [Also Sc. win-
dlestrm; < AS. windelstredw, straw for plaiting,

< windcl, a woven basket, etc., -I- stredw, etc.,

straw: see icindle and siraw^.l 1. The old stalk
of various gi'asses, as the tufted hair-grass, I)e.s-

champsia (Aira) csespitosa, the dog's-tail, Vyno-
surus cristatus, or Apera (Agrosiis) Spica^enti.

Tall spires of wiruUestrae
Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope.

Shelley, Alastor.

2. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea: same as
jarkstraw, 5. [Local, Eng.]
windliftt (wind'lift), n. [A perversion of wind-
lass, windlesse, the second element being made
to simulate Uft^.^ A windlass.

wlndmilly
A Wind4ift to heave up a gross Scandal.

Hoger North, Examen, p. 364.

wlndling (wind'ling), «. [<)ei«f/2 -f .^i,j^l.] x
branch blown down by the wind. [Prov. Eng.]
wind-marker (wind'milr"ker), n. A movable
arrow or other device for showing on a chart
tlie direction of the wind at any point.
windmill (wind'mil), )(. [< ME. windmille, wind-
mellc, wiudmulle, windmilne, wyndemyhie = D.
windmolen = MHG. wint-
niUI, G. windmilhle; <

wind^ + mill\ «.] 1.

A mill or machine for
grinding, pumping, or
other purposes, moved
by the wind ; a wind-
motor ; anv form of mo-
tor for utilizing the pres-
sure of the wind as a mo-
tive power. Two types of
machines are used, the hori-
zontal and the vertical. The
vertical motor consists essen-
tially of a horizontal shaft
called the wind-sltaft, with a
combination of sails or vanes
fixed at the end of the shaft,

and suitable gearing for con-
veying the motion of the
wind-shaft to the pump or
other machinery. The older
types of windmill used four
vanes or sail-frames called
whips, covered with canvas,
arrangements being provided
for reefing the sails in high
winds. To present the vanes
to the wind, the whole struc-

ture or tower caiTying the
windmill was at first turned
round by means of a long
lever. Later the top of the tow-
er, called the c«p, was made
movable. Windmills are now
made with many wooden
vanes forming a disk exposed
to the winds, and fitted with
automatic feathering and steering machinery, governors
for regulating the speed, apparatus for closing the vanes
in storms, etc. These improved windmills are chiefly of
American invention, and are largely used in all parts of

Windmill.
a, frame ; #, sails ; c, vane ; d,

punip-rod.

Old Windmill at Bridgehanipton. New York.

the United .States for pumping water. Horizontal wind-
mills employ an upright wind-shaft, and movable vanes
placed in a circle round it, the vanes feathering when
moving against the wind.

I saugh him carien a wind-melU
Under a walshe-note shale.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1280.

2. A visionary scheme ; a vain project; a fancy;
a chimera.
He lived and died with general councils in his pate, with

windmills of union to concord Kome and England, Eng-
land and Rome, Germ.iny with them both.

JBp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, i. 102. (Davits.)

To fight Windmills, to combat chimeras or imaginair
opponents: in allusion to Don Quixote's adventure with
the windmills.

windmill-cap (wind'mil-kap), n. The movable
upXier part of a windmill, which turns to present
the sails in the direction of the wind. See wind-
mill.

windmill-grass (wind'mil-gras), n. A showy
grass, Chloris tnincata, of southeastern Aus-
tralia : so named apparently from its six to ten
long spreading flower-spikes.

windmill-plant (wiud'mil-plant), n. Same as
tclriirfijih-pUint.

windmilly (wind'mil-i), a. [< windmill + -yl.]

Abounding with windmills. [Rare.]



windmilly

A windmilly country this, though the windmills are so

dainp and rickety. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xxv.

windockt, winnock ( win'dok, win'ok), n. Same
as window. [Scotch.]

The foirsaidis— wer diuerss and syndrie tymes callit at

the tolbuith uindok.
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— 2. A bar of wood or iron for securing a win-
dow or the shutters of it when closed.— 3. A
horizontal bar fitted in a window or doorway,
to prevent a child from falling through.— 4.

wind-sail

on a roller, and to cover the window when pulled
out.

window-shell (win'do-shel), n. Same as win-
dow-oyster.

pi. Latticework, as on a woman's stomacher, window-shutt (win'do-shut), n. A window-
Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 116.

ft» James VI. (1581), p. 289. (Jomfeson.)
^ndo'w-blind"(win' do -blind), ». A blind,

Listening the doors and wimvxike rattle.

Burns, A Winter Night.

windolett, " A false spelling of windowlet.

windoret (win'dor), h. [A perversion of win-

dow, simulating door.'] A window.
Nature has made man's breast no wi7id(yres.

To publish what he does within doors.

S. BuUer, liudibras, II. ii. 369.

window (win'do), «. [Early mod. E. tvindoice;

< ME. windowe, wijndowe, windage, windohe (the

orig. guttural showing in the Sc. windak, win-

dock, winnock), < Icel.' vindauya (= Norw. vin-

dauga = Dan. vindue for *vindoJe, the form
vindue being prob. < Icel.), window, lit. 'wind-

eye,' < vindr, wind, -I- auga, eye: see wind^ and
eyc^, n. The AS. words were edgdura, ' eyedoor,'

and edgtliyrl, ' eyethirl,' i. e. 'eyehole.' The G.
word for window is fenster = Sw. fonster. from
the L.] 1 . An opening in the wall of a building

for the admission of light and air. In modern build-

ings this opening is usually fitted with a frame in which
are set movable sashes containing panes of glass or other
transparent material, the whole frame with the sashes, ete..

also being known as the window. Many windows are not
designed to be opened. Glass was employed in windows
among the ancient Komans, and came into extensive use

among other nations in the course of the eleventh cen-

tury. See cuts under batementrliijht, muUi/oU, rose-win-

dow, and wheei-window.

Fowerti dais after thia.

Arches iciiuloge undon it is

;

The Rauen ut-fl6g, hu so it gan ben,
Ne cam be nogt tu the arche a-gen.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 602.

My chambre was
Ful wel depeynted, and with glas

Were al the windowes wel y-glased,

Ful clere, and nat an hole y-crased.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 323.

Th« prentices matle a riot upon my glass windows the
Shrove-Tuesday following.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 4.

2. An aperture or opening resembling a win-

dow or suggestive of a window.
The windows of heaven. Gen. vii. 11.

The window of my heart, mine eye.

Shak., L. L. L., T. 2. 848.

Hence — 3. In anat., one of two holes in the
inner wall of the tympanum, called respectively

the oval window and the round window, fenestra
ovalis and fenestra rotunda. See fenestra.—
4. A cover; a lid.

Ere I let fall the unndotvs of mine eyes.

SAo*., Rich. III.,v. 3.116.

5. A figure formed by lines crossing one an-
other.

The Fav'rite child, that Just begins to prattle, . . .

Is very huraorsome, and makes great clutter.

He has Windmcs ou bis Bread and Butter.
W. King, Art of Cookery.

6t. A blank space.

I will, therefore, that you send unto me a collation

thereof ; and that your said collation have a window ex-

pedient to set what name I will therein.
Cramner, Works (I'arker 8oc.X II. 249.

Back of a window. See (xicti.— Blind window. See

shutter.

When you bar the window-shuts of your lady's bed-cham-
ber at nights, leave open the sashes.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Chamber-maid).

window-shutter (win'do-shut" er), n. A shutter
used to darken or secure a window.

screen, or shade for a window. See Mind^.

window-bole (win'do-bol), n. Same as bole*, 1.

I was out on the wiTidow-bole when your auld back was
turned, and awa' down by to hae a baff at the popinjay.

5(!ott, Old Mortality, vii. windoW-siU (win'do-sil), m. The sill of a win-

window-curtain (win'd6-k6r"tan), n. Same as dow. See sill'^, 1.

curtain, 1 (6).
'

window-Stile (win'do-stil), n. One of the ver-

window-frame (win'do-fram), n. The frame tieal bars in a window-sash.
of a window, which receives and holds the window-stOol (win'do-stol), n. See stool.

sashes. windowjrt (win'do-i), a. [< window + -^l.] Ex-

window-gardening (wiu'do-gard^ning), n. The hibiting intersecting lines or little crossings like

cultivation of plants indoors before a window, those of the sashes of a window.

The boxes used in itrindow-gardening are made of a great
variety of materials, etc. Henderson, Handbook of Plants.

window-gazer (wiu'do-ga^zfer), «. An idler

;

one who gazes idly from a window.
Her sonnes gluttonous, her daughters window-gazers,

Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 304.

window-glass (win'do-glas), re. Glass suitable

for windows, or such as is commonly used for

windows, especially the commoner kinds, as dis-

tinguished from plate-glass or other more cost-

ly varieties Spreadwindow-glass. Same as Irroad

glass (which see, under broad).

window-jack (win'do-jak), n. Same as builders'

jack (which see, under jacfc)-

window-latch (win'do-lach), n. A catch or

Poor fish, beset
With strangling snare, or windowy net.

Donne, The Bait

windpipe (wind'pip), ». [Early mod. E. wynd-
pype; < wind^ + pipe^, «.] The tube passing
from the larynx to the division of the bronchi
which conveys the air in respiration to and from
the lungs. See trachea, and cut under mouth.

wind-plant (wind'plant), n. The wind-flower,
Anemone nemorosa. See cut under anemone.

wind-pole (wind'pol), re. See the quotation.

Taking, with Dov6, north-east and south-west (true) as

the wind-poles, all intermediate directions are found to be
more or less assimilated to the characteristics of those
extremes, as they are nearer one or other.

Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 173.

locking-device for holding a window-sash open -vyind-pox (wind'poks), re. Varicella or chicken-
^" "'

pox.
wind-pressure (wind'presh"ur),«. 1. Thepres-
sure of the wind on any object in its path. The
pressure of' the wind blowing perpendicularly on a flat

surface is usually deduced from its velocity by means
of the equation P = kA V^, where P is the pressure in

pounds, V the velocity in feet per second, A the area of

the surface in square feet, and k a numerical constant
whose value for ordinary temperatures and barometric
pressures is variously given from 0.0015 to 0.0022.

2. In organ-building, the degree of compression
in the compressed air in the storage-bellows and
the wind-chests.
wind-pump (wind'pump), re. A pump moved
by wiud.
wind-record (wind'rek"ord), re. A record of

wind velocities or directions; especially, a con-

tinuous registration made by an anemograph
or self-recording anemometer; an anemogram.
windringt (win'dring), a. [Possibly a misread-
ing for winding or wandering.^ Winding.

You nymphs, call'd Naiads, of the windring brooks.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 128.

wind-rode (wind'rod), a. Naut., riding with
head to wind instead of to current. Compare
tide-rode.

or shut.

window-lead (win'do-led), re. Same as came^, 2.

windowless ( win'do-les), a. [< window + -less.]

Destitute of windows.
It is usual ... to huddle them together into naked

walls and windowless rooms.
a. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 377. (Dames.)

I stood still at this end, which, being windowless, was
dark. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvli.

windowlet (win'do-let), re. [< window + -let.]

A little window.
If wak'd they cannot see, their eyes are blind.

Shut up like teindnlets.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, xvii.

window-lift (win'do-lift), «. A strap or a han-
dle by which to raise a window-sash, especially

in a carriage or a railway-car.

window-lock (win'do-lok), re. A device for

fastening the sash of a window so that it can-

not be opened from the outside.

window-martin (wiu'do-mar'tin), n. The com-
mon martin of Europe, Chelidon urbica; the

house-martin or window-swallow. See cut un-

dej martin.

window-mirror (wiu'do-mir^or), n. A mirror

fastened outside of a window and adjustable at ^^d-root (wind'rot), re. The pleurisy-root,
any angle, to reflect the image of obgectsm the "t'^.^^tX" 4..i.„.„„„

'

street to the view of persons in the room, who
may thus see without being seen.

window-opener (win'do-op'nfer), re. A lever

or rod by which a window, ventilator, sash, a

panel in the raised roof of a railway-car, etc.,

may be opened and held in any desired posi-

tion.

Wm^n.- Clustered'window, a window''maSiting'ot windoW-oyster (win'd6-ois''t6r), n. A bivalve
three or more liuhts grouped togethiT. Ex.iniples are mollusk of the family PlacunidSB, Placuna pla-
especiiiUy frL'<ini--Mt in medieval urchitccturc— Coupled centa Also window-shell.

' "^ '
J.. ^

'

re. 1. One of the

oblong or square plates of glass set in a win-

dow-frame.— 2. The sand-flounder. [New Jer-

windows, dormant wlndowt, false window, fan- ._j_„ „„„„ /„r;„'^n „5r,^
shaped window. See the adjectives^ and cuts under WlUdOW-paUe (Win ao-pan),

coujA'''! wi'tidown and dormer-windoic.—French Window,
a window having two sashes hinged at the sides, and
openinsf in the middle. -Goldsmiths' window, a very
rich claim in which tlie ^'old ^linws fr-cly. [Mining slang,
AustnUia.] — House out of Windows*. See Aoim^i.—
Jesse window. .See J>wci. — Lattice-window. Seeiaf-
tice. '.! (witli cut).—Low Side Window. Same as lychno-
*co/>**.— Oriel-window. See
a window. See stotjl.— Venetian window, a window
which has three separate lights.— window tax,window
duty, a tax formerly levieil in Great l>rit;iin on windows
of houses, latterly on all in excess of six in number. It

was abolished in 1851, a tax on houses above a certain
rental being substituted. (Hee Also dormer-tcindoiv, lancet-

xcind'iw, rose-windmc, wheel-vnndow.)

window (win'do), v. t. [< window, n.] 1. To
furnish with a window or with windows.

I

Within s mndow'd niche of that high hall

Sate Brunswick's fated chieftain.

Byron, Childe Harold, ill. 23

2. To make openings or rents in.

Your loop'd and windtyw'd raggedness.
Shak., Lear, ill. 4. 31.

3. To place in a window.
Wouldst thou be windowed in great Rome and see
Thy master thus? Shak.. A. and C, iv. 14. 72.

window-bar (win'd6-bar), M. 1. One of the
parts of the frame of a window or window-sash.

sey.]

window-sash (win'dd-sash), n. The sash or

light frame in which panes of glass are set for

.
,

, .
, ., „..-,, windows. See sash^.

',,! (with cut).- Stool Of
,;rtnd0W-SCreen (win'do-skren), ». Any device

for filling all or part of the opening of a win-

dow, particularly if it is ornamental, as the

pierced lattices of the Arabs ; also, the glass

filling of a stained or painted window.

Chartres [cathedral], . . . singularly fortunate in re-

taining its magnificent jewel-like windme-screens.

C. U. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 304.

window-seat (win'do-set), «. A seat in the re-

cess of a window.
window-sector (win'do-sek'tor), re. A bar or

Asclepias tuberosa.

wind-rose (wind'roz), re. 1. A table or diagram
showing the relative frequency of winds blow-
ing from the different points of the compass,
or the relative amount of total wind-movement
for each direction ; also, a table or diagram
showing the connection between the wind-di-

rection and any other meteorological element

:

thus, a thei-mal wind-rose shows the average
temperature prevailing with winds from differ-

ent directions.— 2. See ro.sel and Bcemeria.

windrow (wind'ro), re. [Also, corruptly, win-

row; < wind^ + row'^, «.] 1. A row or line of

hay raked together for the purpose of being

rolled into cocks or heaps ; also, sheaves of corn

set up in a row one against another in order

that the wind may blow between them.— 2. A
row of peats set up for drying; a row of pieces

of turf, sod, or sward cut in paring and burn-

ing.— 3. Any similar row or formation; an ex-

tended heap, as of dust thrown up by the wind.

Each day's dust, before the next day came, was swept

into windrmos or whirled away altogether by intermittent

gusts charging up the slope from the valley.* b s »- r
y^^ Century, XXXI. 63.

4. The green border of a field, dug up in order

to carry the earth to other land to mend it: so

called because laid in rows and exposed to the

wind. Bay, Eng._Words (1691), p. 120.

plate of metal in the form of a sector of a circle, •^jndrow (wind'ro), v. t. [< windrow, «.] To
used to control the movement and position of

a window or ventilator in the raised roof of a

railway-car. E. H. Knight.

window-shade (win'do-shad), m. A contrivance

for sliutting out or tempering light at a window

;

a variety of window-blind, usually a piece of

hoUand or similar material, arranged to roll up

rake or put into the form of a windrow.

wind-sau (wind'sal), n. 1. A -wide tube or

funnel of canvas serving to convey a current

of fresh air into the lower parts of a ship.— 2.

One of the vanes or sails of a windmill—To
trim a wind-sail, to turn the opening of the wind-sail

toward the wind.



wind-scale

wind-scale (wind'skal). M. See scaled.

wind-seed (wind'sed), n. A plant of the com-
posite genus Arctotis.

wind-shaft (nind'sliaft), n. See windmill, 1.

wind-shake (wind'sbak), n. A flaw in the tim-
ber of exogenous trees. See shake, n., 7, and
a)wmosis.

If you come into a shop, and find a bow that is small
long, heavy, and strong, lying straight, not winding, not
maned with knot gall, wind-shake, wem, fret, or pinch,
buy that bow of my warrant.

Agcham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 107.

Wind-shakedf (wind'shakt), a. Same as wiiid-

shakeii. [Rare.]

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane.
Seems to cast water on the burning bear.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. IS.

wind-shaken (wind'sha'kn), a. 1. Driven or
agitated by the wind; tottering or trembling
in the wind.
He 's the rock, the oak not to be wind-shaketi.

Shak., Cor., v. 2. 117.

2. Impaired by the action of the wind: as,

wiud-shdkcii timber,
wind-shock (wind'8hok),n. Sa,Tae as wind-shake.

wind-side (wind'sid), «. The windward side.

^f|^s. Browning.
Windsor bean, chair, Knight, soap. See
beiDi^, 2, chair, etc.

wind-spout (wind 'spout), n. A waterspout,
tornado-funnel, or other form of whirlwind.
wind-storm (wind'storm), n. See storm.

Windstroke (wind'strok), n. A paralysis of
spinal origin in the horse.

windsucker (wind'suk"6r), n. 1. The wind-
hover or kestrel. [Kent, Eng.]

Kistrilles or windsuckers, that filling themselves with
winde, fly against the wind evermore.

Naiihe, Lenten Stuffe(Harl. Misc., VI. 170).

2. A person ready to pounce on any one, or on
any blemish or weak point.

There is a certain envious windmtcker, that hovei-s up
aqd down, labouriously engrossing all the air with his luxu.
rioua ambition, and buzzing into every ear my detraction.

Chapman, Iliad, Pref. to the Reader.

But it would be something too extravagant for the veri-

est wind'gucker among commentators to start a theory
that a revision was made of his original work by Marlowe
after additions had been made to it by Shakespeare.

Smnbttrne, Shakespeare, p. 55.

3. A crib-biter.

wind-sucking (wind'suk"ing), n. The noise
made by a horse in crib-biting.

wind-swift (wind'swift), a. Swift as the wind.
Therefore hath the wind-swifl Cupid wings.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 5. 8.

windthrush (wind'thrush), n. The redwing,
Turdus iliacus. Also called winnard and windle.

See cut 2 under thrush^. [Prov. Eng.]
wind-tight (wind'tit), a. So tight as to pre-
vent the passage of wind or air.

Cottages . . . tcind-tight and water-tight.
Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 46. (Latham.)

wind-trunk (wind'tmngk), «. In organ-build-
ing, a duet which conducts the compressed air
from the bellows to a wind-chest. See cut un-
der organ.

wind-up (wind'up), n. [< wind up : see WfHrfl.]

The conclusion or final adjustment and settle-

ment of any matter, as a speech, business, en-
tertainment, etc.; the closing act; the close.

Very well married, to a gentleman in a great way, near
Bristol, who kept two carriages ! That was the vrind-up of
the history. Jane Augten, Emma, xxii.

I must be . . . careful . . . to . . . have a regular wirid.

up of this business. Dickens, Bleak House, xviii.

windward (wlnd'ward), a. and n. [< wind^ -I-

-if«rrf.] I. a. On the side toward the point from
which the wind blows: as, windward shrouds.

II. n. The point from which the wind blows

:

as, to ply or sail to windtvard.

To windward, the pale-green water ran into a whitish
sky. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxii.

To get to the windward of one, to get the advantage of
one ; get the better of one ; take the wind out of one's sails.

—To lay or cast an anchor to windward, to adopt
measures for success or security.

windward (wind'ward), adv. [< wind^ + -ward.1
Toward the wind: opposed to leeward.

wind-way (wind'wa), n. 1. In mining, a pas-
sage for air.— 2. In organ-building. See pil>e^,

2 («).

wind-wheel (wind'hwel), w. A wheel moved by
the wind and used as a source of power, as in

the windmill, wind-pump, etc.

windy (win'di), a. [< ME. windy, windi, < AS.
windiffy full of wind, < icind, wind (see wiud^)^ +
-y^-] !• Consisting of wind; formed by gales.

The ivindy tempest of my heart.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., 11. 5. 86.
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2. Next the wind; windward.
Still you keep o' the windy side of the law.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 181.

3. Tempestuous; boisterous: as, wi/ir?// weather.

The wiTidy Seas. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 5.

4. Exposed to or affected by the wind.

The builduig rook 'ill caw from the windy tall elm-tree.
Tennyson, May Queen, New-Year's Eve.

5. Wind-like; resembling the wind.

Her windy sighs. Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 51.

The windy breath
Of soft petitions. Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 477.

6. Tending to generate wind or gas in the
stomach; flatulent: as, windy food.

This drink is windy, and so is the Fruit [plantain] eaten
raw ; but boll'd or roasted it is not so.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 314.

7. Caused or attended by gas in the stomach or
intestines.

A windy colic. ArbtUhnoty Aliments.

8. Affected with flatulence ; troubled with wind
in the stomach or bowels. Dunglison.— 9, Airy

;

unsubstantial; empty; vain.

What windy joy this day Iiad I conceived.
Milton, 8. A., 1. 1574.

Here 's that windy applause, that poor transitory plea-
sure, for which I was dishonoured. South.

10. Talkative; boastful; vain. [Colloq.]

Yet after these blustering insolences and windy ostenta-
tions all this thing is but a man, and that, God knows, a
very foolish one. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 52.

windy-footed (win'di-fut^ed), a. Wind-swift

;

swift-footed. [Bare.]

The windy-footed dame. Chapman.

wine (win), «. [< ME. wirij wyn, < AS. win =
OS. OFries. ivin = D. wijn = MLG. win = LG.
tcieii = OHG. MHG. tvin, G, weiUj wine, = Icel.

vin = Sw. Dan. vin = Goth, iveitt = It. Sp.
vi}w = Pg. viuho = F. vin = Slav. OBulg. Serv.
vino =r Bohera. vino = Pol. wino = Russ. vino
= Olr. /frt, Ir, Gael, fion, < L. vinuniy wine,
collectively grapes, = Gr. olvog^ wine, allied
to oivTjj the vine; cf. L. vitis^ the vine, vinea,

vine, etc. From the L. vinuni are also ult. E.
vinCj vignettej vinous, vinegar^ vintage^ vintncVy

etc.] i. The fermented juice of the grape or
fruit of the vine, Vitis, See Vitis. wines are dis-

tinguished practically by their color, their hardness or
softness on the palate, their flavor, and their being still or
effervescing. The differences in the quality of wines de-
pend upon differences in the varieties of vine, and quite
as much on the differences of the soils in which the vines
are planted, in the exposure of the vineyards, in the treat-
ment of the grapes, and in the mode of manufactur-
ing the wines. When the grapes are just fully ripe, the
wine is generally most perfect as regards strength and
flavor. The leading character of wine, however, must be
referred to the alcohol which it contains, and upon which
its intoxicating powers principally depend. The amount
of alcohol in the stronger ports and sherries as found in the
market is from 16 to 25 per cent. ; in hock, claret, and other
light wines, from 7 per cent. Wine containing more than
13 per cent, of alcohol may be assumed to be fortified with
brandy or other spirit. Among the most celebrated ancient
wines were those of Lesbos and Chiosof the Greeks, and the
Falernian and Cecuban of the Romans. Among the prin-
cipal modern wines are port, sherry, Bordeaux, Burgundy,
champagne, Madeira, Rhine, Moselle, Tokay, and Marsala.
The principal wine-producing countries are France, Ger-
many, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Greece,
Cape Colony, Australia, and the United States.

That mon much merthe con make,
For wyn in his hed that wende.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 900.

He [God] causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and
herb for the service of man ; that he may bring forth food
out of the earth, and wine that maketh glad the heart of
man. Ps. civ. 14, 15.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crush'd the sweet poison of misused wine.

Milton, Comus, 1. 47.

2. The juice, fermented or unfermented, of
certain fruits or plants, prepared in imitation
of wine obtained from grapes : as, gooseberry
wine ; raspberry wine.
Perhaps you'd like to spend a couple of shillings, or so,

in a bottle of curraut vrine l)y and by?
IHckens, David Copperfleld, vi.

3. Figuratively, intoxication produced by the
use of wine.

Noah awoke from his wine. Gen. ix. 24.

Fled all the boon companions of the Earl,
And left him lying in the public way;
So vanish friendships only made in wine.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. A wine-drinking; a meal or feast of which
wine is an important feature ; specifically, a
wine-party at one of the English universities.

A death's-head at the icine. Tennymn, Princess, iv.

Wines are an expiring institution at Oxford. Except in

the form of semi-public festivities, such as Freshmen's
Wines or Mods. Wines, they hardly survive.

Dickens's Diet. Oxford, p. 128.

winebibbing

6, In j?/(ar., a solution of a medicinal substance
in wine: as, wine of coca; icinc of colehicum.

—

6. Same as wine-glass : a trade-term Adam's
wine. Same as Adam's ale (which see, under Adajn).—
Antimonial, bastardt, burnt wine. See the adjectives.

—Bitter wine of iron, citrate of iron and quinine with
tincture of sweet orange peel and syrup in sherry.— China
wine, a name erroneously applied to Chinese samshoo.
— Comet wine. See co?n^(.— concrete oil of wine.
Same as et/i«nn.— Cowslip Wine. See coh',r;/7>.— Diu-
retic wine, a solution of squills, digitalis, junipt-r, and
potassium acetate in white wine.— Flowers Of Wine.
See /ower.— Gascon wlne. See GagcOTi.— Gooseberry
wine. See f/ooneberry.— GreeTl Wine, a technical name
for wines during the first year after making.— Heavy oil
of wine. Same as ethereal oil (a) (which see, tinder ethe-

real).— K\g)l Wines. See high.—La. Rose wines, good
claret of the second quality, resembling in Ibtvor Chateau
La Rose, which is produced in the same district.- U.-
()ueur wine. See liqueur, 1 (a).— Low Wine, in distilla-

tion, the result of the first run of the still from the fer-
mented liquor or wash. It is al>out as alcoholic as sherry.
— Oil of wine, ethereal oil, a reputed anodyne, but used
only in the preparation of other compounds.- Palm
wine. Same as toddy, I.—Peluslan wine. See Pelvsian.
— Quinine wine, shen-y with sulphate of quinine in solu-
tion.— Rhenish Wine, hock, or wine of the Rhine: the
old name, now somewhat uncommon except in poetry and
fiction. Compare Bhiiie wine.— "Rhine Wine, whte pro-
duced on the banks of the Rhine, especially tlie still white
wines of that region: formerly known as hock.— Sops
In Wine t. See sop.— sparkling wine. See sparkle.—
Spirit of wine, alcohol.— steel wine. Same as wine
of iron.— stronger white wine, a name used in the
formulas of the Vnited States Phannacopa'ia to designate
sherry,- Tears of strong wine. See tear'^.— To drink
wine apet, to diink so as to act foolishly.

I trowe that ye dronken han wyn ape,
And that is whan men plcyen with a straw.

Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, 1. 44.

White wine, wine light in color and transparent. Es-
pecially— (o) In the British islands, during the eigh-
teenth century and until about 1850, almost exclusively
Madeira and sherry. (&) More recently in the British
islands, and generally in the Vnited' States, the much
lighter-colored wines of France, as Chabli.'i and Sauterne,
and the wines of Germany.-Wine Of Citrate of iron,
a solution of ammonioferric citrate with tincture of sweet
orange peel and simple syrup in sheiry.-Wine Of col-
cMcum-root, a vinous extract of colehicum -root con-
taining 40 per cent, of the active ingredient of the drug,
—Wine of colchicum-seed, a vinous extract of colchi-
cum-seeds, containing 15 per cent, of the active ingre-
dient of the drug.—Wine of Iron (vinum /erri of tlie

British PharmacopcEia). sherry with iron tartrate in so-

lution.- Wine of one ear t. See eari .— wine of opium,
a solution of two ounces of opium in a pint of sherry,
flavored with cinnamon and cloves. Also called Sydeii'
ham's laudanum.—Wine of Wales, metheglin; mead.
S. D&ivell, Taxes in England, IV. 53.—wine whey, a drink
made by mixing wine with sweetened milk. The milk be-
ing curdled and separated, either by the wine or in gome
other manner, the flavored whey forms the beverage.—
Wormwood Wine. Seewormwood.—Yard of wine. See
yardof ale, underyardi, (See &lso ginger-uHiie, ri^e-u-ine.)

wine (win), v. ; pret. and pp. wined, ppr. wining.

l<. tvinCy n,'} I. trans. To fill, supply, or enter-
tain with wine.
To wine the King's Cellar. Hotcell, Letters, ii. 54.

A Philadelphia political club would dine and teine two
Free Trade members of Congress. The American,\ll. 230.

II. intrans. To drink wine. [Colloq.]

Hither they repair each day after dinner "to wine."
Alma Mater, I. 95 (B. H. Hall, College Words and Cus-

[toms, p. 491).

wine-bag (win'bag), n, 1. A wine-skin.— 2.
A person who indulges frequently and largely
in wine. [Colloq.]

wineballt (win'bal), n, [< ME. wynehalle; <
wine + 6«//i.] Same as wine-stone.

Wyyne ballys (wyne balle). . . . Pilaterle, vel pile tar-
taree (vel pileus tartaricus). Prompt. Part., p. 529.

Wineberry (win'ber''''i), n. [< ME. xcinehorie,

wyucberye, < AS. winhergc^ grape, < win, wine,
-h herie, berge, berry: see wine and berry^.

Hence in variant form winberry.^ If. The
grape.

Aftur mete, peeres, nottys, strawberries, wtjneberies, and
hardchese. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 122.

The fygge, and als so the wyne-berye.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 103).

2, The red or black currant, or the gooseber-
ry. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. A Japanese species of

raspberry recently introduced into the United
States.— 4. The whortleberry. See winherry.
— 5. Same as toot-plant— New Zealand wine-
berry, wineberry shrub. Same as toot-]>lant.

Wineoibber (win'bib*er), n. One who drinks
much wine; a tippler; a tlrunkard.

The Son of man is come eating and drinking ; and ye
say, Behold a gluttonous man, and a winebH^er, a friend
of publicans and sinners

!

Luke vii. 34.

winebibbery (win'bib*er-i), n. The habits or
practices of winebibbers.
The secret antiquities and private history of the royal

wine-hihbery. Noctes Ambrosianfe, Sept., 1832.

winebibbing (win'bib^ing), n. and a. I. n. The
habit of drinking wine to excess; tippling;

drunkenness.



winebibbing

n. a. Drinking much wine ; toping.
Brussels suited Temple far better than the palaces of

the boar-hunting and iHne-bibbing princes of Germany.
Macaid'ay, Sir William Temple.

wine-biscuit (win'bis'kit), «. A light biscuit
snrvcci witli wine,
wine-blue (win'blo), n. See blue.

wine-bottle (win'bot'l), «. A bottle for hold-
iii<; wine.

Wine-buttlen old, and rent, and bound up. Josh. Ix. 4.

wine-bowl (win'bol), n. An elaborate drink-
iug-eup, large, and without a stand or stem; a
bowl intended for use in drinking wine.

Mazers, or maple tdfie-bowls, were for centuries in com-
mon use in England.

A. P. Humphrey, Art Journal, 1883, p. 182.

Winebrennerian (win-bre-ne'ri-an), a. and n.

[< WiiHlirentwr (see def.) + -«««.'] I. a. Per-
taining to Winebrenuer or to the Winebren-
nerians: as, K'i«c4reH«ma» doctrines.

II. «. A member of a Baptist denomina-
tion called officially the (7(«)r/i o/ (rorf. it was
founded in Pennsylvania by John Winebrenner, a cler-
gyman of tlie German Reformed Church, and was organ-
ized in 1S29-30. Its distinctive tenet is that feet-washing
is "obligatory upon all Christians."

wine-bush (win'bush), n. A bush or sign mark-
ing the presence of a wine-shop or tavern.

There stood near to the tomb a very small hut, also
thatched, and declared to be a tavern by its wiiie-fmgh.

J. U. Shorthoitse, John Ingleaant, xxxvi.

wine-carriage (win'kar'aj), n. A utensil for
holding a single bottle of wine, of basket form,
but Laving wheels allowing it to be rolled
smoothly along the table.

wine-cask (wiu'kask), «. A strong tight cask,
made for holding wine for ripening or trans-
jmrtatiou.

wine-cellar (win'sel'ijr), n. [< ME. wyne-celar;
< iriiir + fcUar.} A cellar, or an inclosed part
of a cellar, reserved for the storage of wine.
Such a place, when used for claret and other light wines,
should have an equable temperature, not too warm. On
the other hand, Madeira, port, and similar strong wines,
as well as spirits, are snpiH>9e<l to improve by expostn-e to
warmer air. They are often kept in a dilferent cellar, or
in an upper story of the house.

Thi wyixe d'lar in colde .Heptemtrion
Wei derk and ferre from bathes, oste, and stable,
Myddyng, cisterne, and thynges everichoon
That evel smelle.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

wine-colored (vrin'kul'ord), a. Of the color of
reil wine ; vinaceous.
Wine-COnner (win'kon'^r), «. A wine-taster;
an inspector of wines. Compare ale-connei:

Tasterln ... A Broker for Wine-marchants. a Wiru-
cunner. Cotffrave.

wine-cooler (win'kS'lfcr), «. A vessel in which
bottled wine is immersed in a cool liquid, as
in water containing ice, to cool it before it is

drunk. Wine-coolers for use at table are generally of a
reversed conical form, and of silver, silver-plated ware, or
the like.

Wine-drunkt (win'dnmgk). a. [< ME. wyn-
<ini)il:i ; < icinc + drunk.] Drunken with wine;
intoxicated.
Ne wurth thu never so wod, ne so tryn drttnke.

Jtel. Antiq., I. 178.

wine-fat (win'fat), n. [< tcine + J'at'^.] The
vat or vessel into which the liquor flows from
a wine-press. Isa. Ixiii. 2.

Winefly (win'fli), «. 1. A small fly, of the ge-
nus I'iophila, which lives in its earlier stages
in wine, cider, and other fermented liquors,
and even in strong alcohol.— 2. Any one of
several small flies of the genus Ih-osophiln,
wliich breiid in decaying fruit, pomace, an(i
man-.
wine-fountain (win'foun'tan), n. An urn-
shaped vessel with cover and faucet : usually
a piece of plate, as of silver or of silver-gilt,

and characteristic of the eighteenth century.
wine-glass (win'glas), n. A small drinking-
gliiss for wine. Tlic name is usually given to thatsize
and shape of glass which is especially appropriated to the
wine most in use : thus, in some pl.aoes, the small glass
for sherry will bear this name, and the others be called by

^ special names, aa claret-rjloM or champagne-tjhus.

Wineglassful (win'glas-ful), n. As much as a
wine-glass can hold; as a conventional mea-
sure, two fluidounces.

wine-grower (\vin'gr6''6r), n. One who owns or
cultivates a vineyard where wine is produced.
wine-growing (win'gro'ing), n. The cultiva-
tion of the grape with a view to the making of
wine.

Wineless (win'les), a. [< wine + -leas."] Lack-
ing wine; not using, producing, or containing
wine; unaccompanied by wine: as, a wineless
meal.
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A uitteless weak wine as one may say, that either drink-

eth flat and hath lost the colour, or else is much delayed
with water. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 660.

You will be able to pass the rest of your wineless life in
ease and plenty. Suift, To Gay, Nov. 10, 1730.

The well-known fact that wineless offerings were made
to the Muses. Amer. Jour. I'hilol., VIII. 3.

wine-marc (win 'mark), n. In wine-maimf.,
the refuse matter which remains after the
juice has been pressed from the fruit. See
marc^.

As many [grapes] as have lien among wine-marc, or the
refuse of kernels and skins remaining after the presse, are
hurttuU to the head. Holland, tv. of Pliny, xxiii. 1.

wine-measure (win'mezh"ur), n. An old Eng-
lish system of measures of capacity differing
from beer-measure, the gallon being about five
sixths of the gallon of the latter, and contain-
ing only 231 cubic inches, it remained in use until
the establishment of the imperial gallon in 182.5, and its
gallon is the standard of the United States. In wine-
measure, 1 tun = 2 pipes = 3 puncheons = 4 hogsheads
= tierces; one tierce = 42 gallons; one gallon = 2 pot-
tles = 4 quarts = 8 pints. See also (;ai and gaUon.

wine-merchant (win'mer"chant), n. One who
deals in wines and other alcoholic beverages,
especially at wholesale, or in large quantities.

wine-oil (win'oil), «. The commercial name
for an oil found in a peculiarly rich brandy
made from the ferment and stalks left from
wine-making. It has a strong flavor of cognac.
Also called cognac-oil and huile dc marc.
wine-palm (win'pam), «. A palm from which
palm-wine is obtained; a toddy-palm. See
toddy and toddy-palm. Compare bitriti.

wine-party (wm'par''ti), n. A party at which
wine IS a chief feature ; a drinking-party.

There were young men who despised the lads who In-
dulged in the coarse hospitalities of wine-parties, who
prided themselves in giving recherche little French din-
ners. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xv.

wine-piercer (win'per"ser), n. In her., a bear-
ing representing an instrument for tapping
casks. It somewhat resembles a gimlet with
a heavy handle set crosswise to the shaft.

wine-press ( win'pres), «. A press in which the
juice is squeezed from grapes.

I have caused wine to fail from the wine-presses: none
shall tread with shouting. Jer. xlviii. 33.

wine-room (win'rom), H. 1. A room in which
wine is kept or stored.— 2. A room where
wine is served to customers ; a bar-room.
winery (wi'ner-i),»i.; pi. toinenes (-iz). [<iej>ie

+ -cry.i An establishment for making wine.
Several large canneries have been established within

ten years, as weU as packing establishments for raisins,
and wineries. Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 186.

wine-sap (win'sap), «. A highly esteemed
Aiuerii-an apple.

wine-skin (win'skin^, «. A vessel for holding
wine, made of the nearly complete skin of a
goat, hog, or other quadruped, with the open-
ings of the legs, neck, etc., secured. Compare
borachio, askos.

No man putteth new wine Into old nine-sHcins: . . .

but they put new wine into fresh wine-sMns.
Hark ii. 22 [R. V.].

wine-SOpst (win'sops), n. pi. Same as sops in
ifine. See sop.

Bring the Pinckes therewith many Gelliflowres sweete.
And the Cullarabynes : let us haue the Wynesops.

'

E. Webbc, Eng. Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 84.

wine-sour (win'sour), n. A kind of plum.
H(dUaeU.

wine-stone (win'ston), n. A deposit of crude
tartar or argol which settles on the sides and
bottoms of wine-casks.
wine-taster (win'tas"ter), n. 1. One whose
business it is to taste or sample wines.— 2.
Same as sampling-tube. Compare pipette, 2.

wine-treet (win'tre), ». [< ME. wintre, < AS.
nintreow, a grape-vine, < win, wine, + tredw,
tree: see wine and trce.'\ A grape-vine.

Me drempte, ic stod at a win-ire.

That adde waxen buges thre,
Orest it hlomede, and sithen bar
The beries ripe, wurth Ic war.

Oenesis and Exodus (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2069.

wine-vault (win'valt), v. 1. A vaulted wine-
cellar; hence, any wine-cellar, or place for the
storage of wines.— 2. Generally in the plural,

a place where wine is tasted or drunk : often
used as equivalent to tavern or "saloon."

wine-warrant (win'wor'ant), n. A warrant
to the keeper of a bondecl warehouse for the
delivery of wine,
winey, a. Se(! winy.

Wineyardt, ». [< ME. wynyard, winyord, win-
geard, < AS. wingeard, a wineyard, < win, wine.

Wing of Bird : feathers of the wing-tract
(pteryla alarist. I, bend of the wing, or car-
pal angle ; 1-2, edge of the wing ; 2, wing-tip,
at end of longest primary ; 1-2-3. the pinion,
borne upon tne nianus, consisting of ten pri-
maries and the primary coverts, together with
the alula, or bastard wing; 3, retjntrance of
the wing in the middle of the posterior border
of wing 2-4 ; 1-3-4, seven secondaries, over-
l.iid by greater, median, and lesser rows of
secondary coverts, the unshaded area foniiing
a speculum ; 4-5, three tertiaries ( specialized
inner secondaries) ; 6, root ofthe wing, toward
the anatomical shoulder : 6-r, anterior border
of the wing.

Wing
+ (jcardy yard : see ivinc aud yard^. Cf. viiic-

yard.'] Same as vlyieyard.

Nimeth & keccheth us, leofman, anon the gunge uoxes.
Thet beoth the erest prokunges thet sturieth the win-
^eardes. Ancren Biwle, p. 294.

wing (wing), n. [Formerly also we^r/; < ME.
winge, weage, also (with intrusive h) hwinge,
whenge, < leel. vsengr = Sw. Dan. vinge, a wing.
The AS. word for * wing' was fether; cf. L. pen-
na, Gr. TZTFpdv, wing, from the same ult. source:
mQ feather diWH p€7i'^.'] 1. In vertebrate zoijl.,

the fore limb, anterior extremity, or appendage
of the scapular arch or shoulder-girdle, corre-
sponding to the human arm, fitted in any way
for flight or aerial locomotion; or the same
limb, however rudimentary or functionless, of
a member of a class of animals which ordinari-
ly have this limb fitted for flight. That modifica-
tion of a limb which makes it a wing occurs in several
ways: (a) In ortiith., by the reduction aud consolidation
of terminal bones
of the fore limb,
the reduction of
the free carpal
bones to two, a
peculiar construc-
tion and mecha-
nism of the joints,

a compaction of
the fleshy parts,

and au extension
of surface by the
peculiartegumen-
tary outgrowths
called featkern.
(See cuts under
Ichthyomis and
pinioni.) Such a
limb, in nearly all

birds, is service-
able for aerial
flight; in a few
birds, as dippers,
which fly through
the air, also for
swimming under water; in some, as penguins, only for
swimming, in which case the wing is flipper-like or fln-
like; in some, as the ostrich, it serves only as an aid in
running; in some, as the emu, cassowary, and apteryx,
it is practically functionless ; it appears to have been
wanting in the moas ; it is a weapon of otfense and defense
in some birds, as the swan, and others in which it is pro-
vided with a horny spur ; it is terminated with a claw or
claws in some birds. The principal feathers of the wing
are the remiges, rowers, or ftight-feathers, those which are
seated upon the hand being the primaries, those of the
forearm secondaries, those of the upper arm tertiaries and
scapularies, those of the thumb bastard quills ; the smaller
feathers, overlying the bases of the remiges, are collec-
tively known as coverts. (See cut under covert, 6.) The
various shapes of birds' wings depend to some extent upon
the proportions of the bones, especially those of the pinion
(see Macrochires), but mainly upon the development of the
flight-feathers, and the lengths of these relatively to one
another. Among birds which can fly probably no one
shape is sharply distinguished from all others ; so that the
terms in technical use are simply descriptive of size, con-
tour, and the like, as long, short, narrow, broad (or ample),
pointed, rounded, vaulted, etc., rtquiring no further ex-
planation. See names of the sets of feathers used above,
and phrases below. (6) In mammal., by the enormous ex-
tension of bones of the hand aud fingers, upon which, and
between which and the body and leg, is stretched an ex-
tension of integument, the whole limb being lengthened,
as well as its tenninal segment, and there being other
peculiarities of osseous structure and mechiinism, as the
apparent absence of one of the two bones of the forearm

by extreme reduction of
the ulna. Such is the
condition of the fore limb
of bats, or CMroptera,
which alone areprovided
with true wings and ca-

pable of true flight ; for
the so-called wings of
vaiions other mammals
described as "flying," as
the flying-squirrel, fly-

ing-phalanger, etc, are
more properly para-
chutes or patagia, and
their flight is only a pro-
longed leap. See cuts
under bat,Jiyinff-/ox, and

Pteropodidse. ic) In herpet., by a modification of the fore
limb comparable to that of a liat's, but peculiar in the
enormous extension of an nlnjir digit, and its connec-
tion with other digits and with the body liy an expansion
of the integument, as in the extinct flying reptiles, the
pterodactyls. (See cut under pterodactyl.) The flying
apparatus of cei-tain recent reptiles, as the Draco volans,

is a paraelmte, not a true wing, (rf) In ichth., a mere
enlargement of the pectoral fins enables some fishes to
sustain a kind of flight; and, jis the pectoral fins answer
to the fore limbs ot higher vertebrates, this case comes
under the <iefinition of a wing. See cut under Jlyiiiff-jfish.

2. In etitom., an expansion of the crust of an
insect, sufficing for flight, or a homologous
expansion, however modified in foim or func-

tion, or even functionless so far as aerial loco-

motion is concerned. Such a formation, though a
wing by analogy of function with the wing of a verte-

brate, is an entirely difl'ereiit structure, having no homol-
ogy with the fore limb of a vertebrate. It consists of a
fold of integument, supported on a tubular framework of
ao-called nerves or veins, which may be in commuuica-

Wing of Bat : expansion of skin from
the Ixwly on to elongated dieits.

t7, shouitier; d, elbow; c, wrist; i^,

hind foot ; i, small free hooked
thumb ; 2, 3. second and third fingers,
lyiny close together; 4, fourth finder;

S, fifth finger-



Wing of Butterfly : expanse
of scaly integument. i-a,

front, costal, or cephalic mar-
§in ; 2, apex or tip: »-3, outer,
istal, or apical margin; 3, in-

ner or anal angle ; 3-4, inner,
posterior.or anal margin; 4-1,

base. Several nerves or veins
appear, separating wing-cells.

-wing

tion with the trachete or breathing-organs, and is conse-
quently a respiratory as well as a locomotory oi^an. Most
insects are provided with func-
tionally developed (thoracic)

wings, of which there are usu-
ally two pairs (mesothoracic
and metathoraeic); but both
may be entirely suppressed, or
either pair may be mere rudi-
ments (see cuts under halter'-^

and Stylom\ or the anterior
pair may oe converted into a
horny case covering the other
pair, as iu the great order
CoUoptera, where the anterior

pair are converted into elytra^

and in Orthoptera, in which
they become tegmina. (See
taing-cctie.) The form, struc-
ture, and disposition of insects* wings are very variable,

but quite constant in hu^e groups, and therefore a basis

of the division of insects into orders, and of their classi-

fication : whence the terms Coleopt^a^ Neuroptera. Lept-

doptera, Orthoptera, Diptera, Aptera, etc. See phrases be-

low, and cuts under Tiervure and venation.

3. In other invertebrates, some part resembling
or likened to a wing in form or function; an
alate formation, as the expanded lip of a strom-
bus.— 4. An organ resembling the wing of a
bird, bat, or insect, with which gods, angels,

demons, dragons, and a great variety of fabu-
lous beings, as well as some inanimate objects,

are conceived to be provided for the purpose of

aerial locomotion or as symbolical of the power
of omnipresence.

As far as Boreas claps his brazen wings.
Marlotce, Tamburlaine, I., i. 2.

O, welcome, pure-eyed Faith ; white-handed Hope,
Thou hovering angel, girt with golden icings.

Milton, Comus, 1. 214.

5. Loosely or humorously, the fore leg of a
quadruped ; also, the arm of a human being.

If Scottish men tax our language as improper, and smile
~ at our wiiig of a rabbit, let us laugh at their shoulder of

a capon. Fuller^ Worthies, Norfolk, II. 445.

6. Figurativelv, a means of travel, progress, or
passage : usually emblematic of speed or ele-

vation, but also used as a symbol of protecting
care. See under one^s tcing, below.
Kiches . . . make themselves icings. Prov. xxiii. 5.

Unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteous-
ness arise with healing in his vdngs. Mai. iv. 2.

ITiou art so far before
That swiftest toing of recompense is slow
To overtake thee. Shak., Macbeth, i. 4. 17.

This quiet sail is as a noiseless wing
To waft me from distraction.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 85.

7. The act or the manner of flying ; flight, lit-

erally or figuratively.

From this session interdict
Every fowl of tyrant icingy

Save the eagle, feather'd king.
Shak., Phcenix and Turtle, L 10.

He fPlato] penetrated into the profoundest mysteries of
thought, and was not deterred from speculations of bold-
est flight and longest toing. Jour. Spec. Phil., XIX. 62.

8t. Kind; species- Compare /(?ai/w?r, 4. [Rare.]

Of all the mad rascalls (that are of this wing) the Abra-
ham-man is the most phantastick.

Dekker, Belman of London (ed. 1608), sig. C 3.

9. Something resembling or likened to a wing,
(o) In anat., a part likened to a wing ; an ala, or alate

part: as, the wings of the sphenoid bone. See ala, 2, and
cut under sphenoid, (b) That which moves with or re-

ceives a wing-like motion from the action of the air, as a
fan used to winnow grain, the vane or sail of a windmill,
the feather of an arrow, or
the sail of a ship, (c) In hot.,

a membranous expansion or
thin extension of any kind,
such as that of certain cap-
sules, of samaras, etc. ; also,

one of the two lateral petals of a
papilionaceousflower. Seeala,
1, tetrapterous, and cut under
papilionaceoug. (d) In ship-

building, that part of the hold
or space between decks which
is next the ship's side, more
particularly at the quarter;
also, the overhang-deck of a
steamer before and abaft the
paddle-boxes, bounded by a
thick plank called the wing-
wale, which extends from th'^

extremity of the paddle-beam
to the ship's side, (e) In arch.,

a part of a building projecting
on one side of the central or
main part. (/) In fort., the
longer side of a crown- or horn-
worlc, uniting it to the main
work, (g) A leaf of a gate,
double door, screen, or the
like, which may be folded or
otherwise moved back. (A)Tlie
laterally extending part of a
plowshare, which cuts the
fwttom of the furrow, (i) In
engin.: (1) An extension end-
wise of a dam, sometimes at
an angle with the main part.

Wings in Plants,

the winded stems
Genista sagtttalis; s, the
winged seed of Tecowa rftdi-

cans.
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(2) A aide dam on a river-shore for the purpose of con-

tracting the channel. (3) A lateral extension of an abut-
ment. See wing-wall. E. U. Knight. (J) One of the sides

of the stage of a theater; also, one of the long narrow
scenes which fill up the picture on the side of the
stage. See cuts under stage, ik) One of the two out-

side divisions of an army or fleet in battle-array : usually
called the right wing and l^ wing, and distinguished

from the cen^.

And this nombre of folk is with outen the pryncipalle
Boost, and with outen Wenges ordeynd for the Bataylle.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 275.

The Earl of Mar the right wing guided.
BaMe of Alford (Child's Ballads, VII. 239).

The defence of the artillery was committed to the left

wing. Prescottf Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

(I) A shoulder-knot, or small epaulet ; specifically, a pro-

jecting piece of stuff, perhaps only a raised seam or welt,

worn in the sixteenth centui-y on the shoulder, at or near
the insertion of the sleeve.

I would have mine such a suit without difference, such
stuff, such a wing, such a sleeve.

B. Jonsrni, Eveiy Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

(m) A strip of leather or the like attached to the skirt of

the runner in a grain-mill to sweep the meal into the
spout, (ft) The side or displayed part of a dash-board, (o)

A projecting part of a hand-seine on each side of the cen-

tral part, or bag, serving to collect the fish, and lead them
into the bag. (p) A thin, broad, projecting piece on a
gudgeon, to prevent it from turning in its socket.

10. A flock or company (of plover). W. W.
Greener, The Grim, p. 533 Angle of the wing, in

omith., the carpal angle ; the bend or flexure of the wing.
See shoulder, n., 6.—Anterior wings, in entom., the uj)-

per, front, or fore wings, when there are two pairs; tlie

mesothoracic wings, in any case.—Bastard Wing, in or-

nith., same as alula. See cuts there and under covert.—
Bend of ttie wing, name as angle of the wing.— Convo-
luted, deflexed, dentate, digitate, divergent, erect,
falcate wings. See the adjectives.— Dragon's wings.
See dra<?oft.—Expanse or extent of wing, in zool., wing-
spread. See expanse, n., 2, and spread, n., 12.— False
Wing, in omith., the bastard wing, alula, or ala spuria.

See alula (with cut), and cut under coccrt.— Flexure of
the wing. See^a;ure.— Folded wings. Sea foldi, v.,

Diploptera, Vespidse, and wasp, 1.— Gray-gOOSe wingt,
a feather of a goose as used on an arrow.

Our Englishmen in fight did chuse
The gallant gray-goose wing.

True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 370X

Inferior margin of a wing, Inferior surface of a
wing, inferior wings. See tn/erior.— Inner margin
of the wing. See iHn«r.— Length of wing, in omith.,

the shortest distance from the flexure or cari>al angle to

the point of the wing or wing-tip.—Metathoraeic wings.
See metathoraeic.— On. or upon the wing, (a) Flying:

as, to shoot birds on the wing.
The bird

That flutters least is longest on the wing.
Camper, Task, vi. 931.

(b) Figuratively, in motion ; traveling ; active ; busy.

I have been, since I saw you in town, pretty much on
the wing, at Hampton, Twickenham, and elsewhere.

Gray, Letters, I. 369.

(e) Taking flight ; departing ; vanishing.

Your Wits are all upon the wing, just a-going.
Van^fTugh, Confederacy, iv. 1.

Fetiolate wing. See peKoiate.— Plane wings, see
^aiwl.— Plicate wings. Same asfrMed OTnijr*.— Point
Of the wing, in omith., the end of tlie lonRCSt piimary.

See wing-tip.— Posterior margin ofthe wing. See pos-

terior.— Posterior wings, in entom., the under or hinder
wings, when there are two puirs ; the metathoraeic wings,

in any case.— Reversed, spurious, superior wings.
See the adjectives.— Tail Of the wing. See toiB.-Tec-
tiform wings, in entom., roof-shaped wings; wings held

sloping likethe roof of a house when the insect rests.—To
clipthewings. Seerfi>2.—Todroptowing. Seedrop.

—To make or take wing, to fly ; take flight ; depart.

Light thickens ; and the crow
Makes uring to the rooky wood.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2. 61.

It is a fearful thing
To see the human soul take wing
In any shape, in any mood.

Byron, Prisoner of Chillon, viii.

Tumid wing. See (ttmMf— Under one's wing, under
one's protection, care, or patronage: with reference to

the sheltering of chickens under the wings of the hen, as

in the New Testament use.

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, that sleest prophetls and stonyst

hem that ben sent to thee, hou oft wold I gedre togidre

thi sonys, as an henne gedreth togidre hir cliikenys vndir
Mr wengis, and thou woldist nat'^ Wyclif, Mat. xxiii. 37.

Under wings, in entom., the posterior wings, when there
are two pairs, more or less overlaid by the upper wings.

—

Unequal wings. See unequal.—Upper wings, in entom.

,

the anterior wings, when there are two pairs, or their

equivalents, as elytra and tegmina, whicli overlie the pos-

terior wings wholly or partly.— Vertical wings, in en-

tom., wings Held upright when the insect rests, as those
of a butterfly; erect wings.—Wlng-and-wing, the con-

dition of a ship sailing before the wind with studding-
sails on I>oth sides : said also of fore-and-aft vessels

(schooners) when they are sailing with the wind right aft,

the foresail boomed out on one side, and the mainsail on
the other. Also j/oose-mns'^d.—Wings conjoined, in Acr.

See vol.—Wings displayed, in her., liaving the wings
expanded : said of a bird used as a bearing.

wing (wing), V. [< tcinff, «.] I. trans. 1. To
equip with wings for flying; specifically, to

feather (an arrow).

-Wing-case

Marriage Love's object is ; at whose bright eyes
He lights his torches, and calls them his skies.

For her he wings his shoulders.
B. JonsoTi, The Barriers.

So the struck eagle, stretch'd upon the plain, . . .

View'd his own feather on the fatal dart.

And wiitg'd the shaft that quiver'd in his heart.
Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers, 1. 829.

2. Figuratively, to qualify for flight, elevation,

rapid motion, etc. ; especially, to lend speed or

celerity to.

'Foot, all this is wrong

!

This wings his pursuit, and will be before me.
I am lost for ever

!

Beau, and Fl., Wit at .Several Weapons, v. 1.

Ambition wings his spirit. Lu^'s Dominion, L 2.

3. To supply with wings or side parts, divisions,

or projections, as an army, a house, etc. ; flank.

They thus directed, we will follow
In the main battle, whose puissance on either side

Shall be well vAnged with our chiefest horse.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 300.

Close to the limb of the sun, where the temperature and
pressure are highest, the hydrogen is in such a state that
the lines of its spectrum are widened and ivinged.

C. A. Yomuj, The Sun, p. 197.

4. To brush or clean with a wing, usually that
of a turkey.

Shut in from all the world without,
We sat the cle&n-winged hearth about.

WhiUier, Snow-Bound.

5. To bear in flight; transport on or as on
wings.

1, an old turtle.

Will wing me to some wither'd bough.
Shak., W. T., v. 3. 133.

His arms and eager eyes ejecting flame,
Far wing'd before his squadron Tancred came.

Brooke, tr. of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, iii.

6. To perform or accomplish by means of

wings.
This last and Godlike Act atchiev'd.
To Heav'n she wing'd her Flight.

Prior, The Viceroy, st. 44.

From Samos have I wing'd my Way.
Congreve, Semele, ii. 1.

He [Rip Van Winkle] looked round, but could see noth-
ing but a crow winging its solitary flight across the moun-
tain. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 52.

7. To traverse in flight.

The crows and choughs that wing the midway air

Show scarce so gross as beetles. iS^ftaA;. , Lear, iv. 6. 13.

Not man alone, but all that roam the wood,
Or wing the sky, or roll along the flood.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 120.

8t. To carve, as a quail or other small bird.

Wynge that partryche. Babees Booi(E. E. T. 8.X p. 265.

Good man ! him list not spend his idle meals
In quinsing plovers, or in winging quails.

Bp. Ball, Satires, IV. ii. 44.

9. To wound or disable in the wing, as a bird

;

colloquially, to wound (a person) in the arm or
shoulder, or some other not vital part.

What are the odds now that he doesn't wing me? These
green-horns generally hit everything but the man they
aim at. Col-man the Younger, Poor Gentleman, v. 3.

II. intrans. To fly; soar; travel on the wing.

We, poor unfledged,
Have never wing'd from view o' the nest.

Shak., (Jymbeline, iii. 3. 28.

As the bird wings and sings.

Let us cry, " All good things
Are ours!" Browning, Rabbi Ben Ezra.

wing-band (wiug'band), n. Same as wing-bar.

wing-bar (wing'bilr), n. A colored bar or band
across a bird's wing; technically, such a band
formed by the tips of the greater or median
wing-coverts, or both of these, and placed be-
tween the wing-bow and the wing-bay. Such
are found in uncounted different birds. See
cut under solitary.

wing-bay (wing'ba), «. The plumage-marking
of a bird formed by the secondary feathers of

the wing, when the wing is closed and these
feathers differ in color from the rest of the
plumage : so calledbecausein the black-breasted
red game type of coloring this marking is of a
bay color. See speculum, 3 (6), and first out
under wing.

wing-beat (wing'bet), n. A wing-stroke ; one
completed motion of the wing in the act of

flying.

wing-bow (wing'bo), n. In poultry, and hence
in other birds, the plumage-marking on the
shoulder or bend of the wing; distinctive color-

ation of the lesser coverts collectively : thus, in

the black-breasted red gamecock the wing-bows
are crimson. See cuts \xxxAet Agelxvis and sea-

eagle.

wing-case (wing'kas), n. The hard, homy case
or cover which overlies the functional wing of



wing-case

many insects, especially of Coleoptera; the ely-

trum. In hemipterous insects the wing-cases are tech-

nically called hemielytra. Wing-cases aie always tlie modi-
fied fore wings ; when these wings are but little modified,

as in orthopterous insects, they are called tegmitia. See
cuts under beetle, chrysalis, clavus, Coleoptera, and katydid.
Also wing-cover.

"Wing-cell (wing'sel), H. In entom., any one of

the spaces between the nerves or veins of the
wing. See cuts under ncrntrc, venation, and
Kiiiff—DidsTnous, petlolate, radiated wing-ceUs.
See the adjectives.

•wing-compass (wing'kum'pas), n. A compass
with an are-shaped piece which passes through
the ojiposite leg, and is clamped by a set-screw.

wing-conch (wiug'kongk), n. A wing-shell.

wing-cover (wing'kuv"er), «. In entom., same
as xcintj-cnse Mutilated wing-covers. See mvti-
lated.

wing-covert (wing'kuv'ert), n. In ornith., any
one of the small feathers which overlie or un-
derlie the flight-feathers of the wing; a covert
of the wing. See covert, n., 6 (with cut), tec-

trices, and first cut under wing—Under wlng-
coverts. See under.

winged (wingd or wing'ed), a. [< ME. winged,
weiiged; < wing + -CflP.] 1. Having or wear-
ing wings, in any sense : as, the winged horse
(Pegasus) ; the winged god (Mercury) ; a winged
(feathered) arrow; a winged ship.

Steer hither, steer your winged pines.

All beaten mariners. W. Browne, Syrens' Song.

There is also a little contemptible winged creature, an
Inhabitant of my aerial element.

/. Waltxm, Complete Angler, p. 28.

2. In Iter., having wings. Specifically—(a) Noting
a bird when the wings are of a ditlerent tincture from the
body. (Rare.) (6) Noting an object not usually having
wings : as, a winged column.

3. In b'jt., anat., and conch., alate; alated;

having a part resembling or likened to a wing:
as, a winged shell or bone ; a tcinged seed. See
cuts under sphenoid, wing-shell, and wing, v., 9

(c).— 4. Abounding with wings, and hence with
birds; swarming with birds. [Rare.]

The wingd air dark'd with plumes.
Milton, ComUB, 1. 730.

5. Moving or passing on or as on wings; swift;

rapid.
Ther mighte I seen

Wenged wondres faste fleen.

Chaucer, House ot Fame, 1. 2118.

Come, TamburlAine ! now whet thy winged sword.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., il. 3.

With Fear oppress'd,

In winged Words he thus the Queen address'd.
Congreoe, Hymn to Venus.

6. Soaring; lofty; elevated; sublime.

How winged the sentiment that virtue is to be followed

for its own salie, because its essence is divine!
J. S. Harford, Michael Angelo, v.

He [Emerson] looked far away over the heads of his hear-

ers with a vague kind of expectation, as intosonie private

heaven of invention, and the wiwjed peiiod came at last

obedient to his spell. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 3S3.

7. Disabled in the wing; having the wing
broken.

You will often recover tOTn;7«f birds as full of life as be-

fore the bone was broken. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 1ft.

Winged bull, an Assyrian symbol of force and domination,
of fre(iuent occurrence in ancient Assyrian architectural

sculpture, in which pairs of winged hunian-headed bulls

and liuns of colossal size usually guarded the portals of

Wing-gudgeon.
a, gudgeon ; b, b, wings.

Assyrian Winged Human-headed Bull.

palaces. These figures were evidently typical of the union
of the greatest intellectual and physical powers. Layard.
—Winised catheter, a soft-rubber catheter from the fe-

nestrated en<i of wliidi project two processes which serve
to retain the iiistrninent after it ha-s entered the bladder.

' —Winged elm. .Hee»™Aoo.3.—Winged fly, an artificial

fly with wingH, used l>y anglers; distinguished from the
pabnrr, wjricii has the foiin of a caterpillar.

—

Winged
horse. Sec /"e'/oxiM— winged leaf, a pinnate or pin-
nately diviiled leaf —Winged Lion, (o) ."^ec tton of St.

Mark, under lion, (t) \l. c] Sre winged hull, aluive.

—

Winged pea, a plant of the former genus TetriigoruilobM,

iiowTorniiiig a section in Lotus. Tlie pod is four-winged.

430
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—Winged petiole, a petiole with a thin wing like ex-

pansion. See cuts under ascidium and Quassia,—Winged
pigweed, screw, etc. See the nouns.

wingedly (wing'ed-li), adv. In a winged man-
ner ; on, with, or by wings.

Nor with aught else can our souls interknit
So wingedly. Keats, Endymion, i.

winger (wing'er), n. [< icing + -er^ .'] 1. One
who or that which wings, in any sense.— 2. A
small cask or tank for holding water, stowed
in the wing of a ship, where the space is much
reduced by the approaching lines of the hull.

(See wing, n., 9 (ri).) Tanks are accurately fit-

ted to the sloping sides of the ship.

wing-feather (wrng'feTH"6r), n. Any feather
of the wing; especially, a wing-quill, flight-

feather, or remex.
wing-fish (wing'fish), n. A flying-fish; espe-
cially, a flying-gurnard; in the United States,
any species of Frionotus. See cut under sea-
robin.

wing-footed (wing'fufed), fl. 1. Aliped; hav-
ing winged feet ; hence, rapid ; swift.

Next Venus in his sphear is Maiaes Sonne,
loves messenger, wing-footed Mercuric.

Timet' Whistle (E- E. T. S.), p. 116.

Wing-footed Time them farther off doth bear.
Drayton, Polyolbion, I. 322.

2. In conch., pteropod. P. P. Carpenter.

wing-formed (wing'formd), a. Shaped like a
wing, in any sense ; aliform ; alate.

wing-gudgeon (wing ' guj " on), n. A short
winged shaft of metal
used as a journal for
wheels having wood-
en axles. The wing is

inserted into the end of
the wood, and is secured
firmly by shrinking on
heated bands of wrought-
iron. E. H. Knight.

wing-handed (wing'-
hau"ded),a. Having
the hands or fore limbs modified as wings ; chi-

ropterous, as a bat.

wing-leafed (wing'left), a. Having pinnate or

pinnately divided leaves: as,aw(n(jr-?ea/erfpalm:

contrasted with fan-leafed.

wingless (wing'les), a. [^<.wing + -less.'] 1. Hav-
ing no wings ; hence, unable to fly ; techni-

cally, in zofil., apterous; not alate; not winged,
in any sense.

Our freedom chain'd, quite wingless our desire.

In sense dark-prison'd all that ought to soar.

Ymmg, Night Thoughts, ii. 343.

2. In ornith., specifically, having rudimentary
wings, unfit for flight; impennate or squami-
pennate. as any ratite bird or penguin : as, the

wingless kiwis (Apteri/gidse).

winglessness (wing'ies-nes), n. The state or

character of being wingless.

Winglesmess occurs in other insectsthrough other causes
than those which obtain In Madeira. Nature, XLIII. 410.

Winglet (wing'let), n. [< wing -^ -lef.'\ A little

wing. Specifically- (a) In ornith., the bastard wing, or

alula. (6) In entom.: (1) The alnla, a membrane under
the base of the elytra of many Coleoptera.

When he took off the winglets, either wholly or partially,

the buzzing ceased.
Kirby and Spence, Entomology, II. 306.

(2) The pterygium, a lateral expansion on each side of the

end of the rostrum, found in many weevils.

wing-membrane (wing'mem'^bran), 11. The
skin of the wing of a bat; the alar membrane.
wing-nervure (wing'n^r'vur), n. In entom., a

nervure (which see, with cut)

—

Uncinate wing-
nervures. See uncinate.

wing-net (wing 'net), n. A winged kind of

stake-net, used in the St. Lawrence salmon-

fishery.

wing-pad (wing'pad), n. One of the undevel-

oped, pad-like wings of an active pupa, as of

a young grasshopper. See cut under Calopte-

ntis.

wing-passage (wing'pas"aj), «. Naut., a pas-

sago along the sides of a ship in the hold.

Thcurlc, Naval Arch., H 154.

wing-pen (wing'pen), n. An inclosure for salt

or ice in the hold of a vessel.

wing-post (wing'post), n. A post or messen-

ger which travels on the wing; a carrier-pigeon.

[Rare.]

Probably our English would be found as docible and in-

genious as the Turkish pigeons, which carry letters from

Aleppo to Babylon, if trained up accordingly. But such

practices by these wing-posts would spoil many a foot-

post. Fuller, Worthies, Northamptonshire, II. 498.

wing-quill (wing'kwil), «. In ornith., one of

tlie remiges or flight-feathers. See remex, and

cuts under covert, n., 6, and wing, n., 1 (a).

Wing-shell IStrombus gigas"), one
seventh natural size.

wink
wing-rail (wing'ral), n. On railways, a guard-
rail at a smtch. E. H. Knight.
wing-scale (wing'skal), n. In entom., same as
sqiiamula, 1 (6).

wingseed (wing'sed), «. See Ptelea and Ptero-
spermnm.
wing-sheath (wing'sheth), n. In entom., same
as clytrum, 1. A\so wing-case, wing-cover.

wing-shell (wing'shel), n. 1. A gastropod of
tlie family Strom-
hidx: so called from
the alate lip of the
aperture. See also

cut under Strombus.
— 2. A bivalve of

the family AvicuU-
dee; a hammer-oys-
ter.— 3. A pteropod
or wing-snail.— 4t.
A wing-ease or wing-
cover. K. Grew.—
False wing-shells, the
spout-shells or Aporrha-
idse. Seecutsunder^jpor-
rhais and spout-shell.

wing-shooting
(wing'sh6"ting), n.

The act or practice of shooting flying birds.

They [fowling-pieces] were probably intended for wing-
shooting, but could not have been made until several years
after the invention of the flint lock.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 58.

wing-shot (wing'shot), a. and n. I. a. 1. Shot
in the wing.— 2. Shot while on the wing. See
wing-shooting,

II. n. 1. A shot made at a bird on the wing.
— 2. One who shoots flying birds.

wing-snail (wing'snal), n. A pteropod or sea-

butterfly. See cuts under Cavolinia and Pneu-
moderma. .

wing-spread (wing'spred), n. The distance
from tip to tip of the extended wings, as of a
bat, bird, or insect; extent of "wing; alar ex-

panse.

wing-stopper (wing'stop"6r), n. It. A rope
having one end clenched to a cable, and the
other to the ship's beam.— 2. A cable-stopper
used in the wings or sides of the hold in old days
when rope cables were used.

wing-stroke (wing'strok), n. The stroke or
sweep of the wings ; a wing-beat.

wing-swift (wing'swift), a. Swift of wing; of

rapid flight.

wing-tip (wing'tip), n. The point of the wing;
the apex of the longest primary of a bird's wing.
This is often the end of the first primary, which may
exceed in length the next one by as much as or by more
than the second surpasses the third. The most pointed
wings result from this conformation, and the wing is gen-
erally the more rounded the further removed the longest
primary is from the first one. A sharp yet strong wing
results from the greatest length of the second or third

primary, supported nearly to its end by those next to it

on each side; and, in general, two or three feathers, of

nearly or quite equal lengths, compose the wing-tip.

wing-tract (wing'trakt), n. In ornith., the
pteryla alaris ; that special tract or pteryla

upon which grow the feathers of the wing, ex-

cepting the scapulars (which are situated upon
the humeral tract). See pteryla, and first cut
under wing.

wing-transom (wing'tran''sum), n. Kant., the
uppermost or longest transom in a ship. Also
called main transom. See cut under transom.

wing-wale (wing'wal), ». See wing, n., 9 (d).

wing-wall (wing'wal), n. One of the lateral

walls of an abutment, forming a support and
protection to it. E. H. Knight.

wingy (wing'i), a. [< wing + -i/^.] 1. Having
wings.

The cranes.

In feather'd legions, cut th' ffitherial plains; . . .

But, if some rushing storm the journey cross.

The wingy leaders all are at a loss.

Rowe, tr. of Lucan, v. 1029,

2. Soaring as on wings ; aspiring; lofty.

As for those wingy mysteries in divinity, and airy sub-

tleties in religion, which have unhinged the brains of

better heads, tliey never stretched the pia mater of mine.
Sir T. Browne, Religio .M edici, 1. i 9.

Youth's gallant trophies, bright
In Fancy's rainbow ray, invite

His wingy nerves to climb.
Beattie, Ode to Hope, U. 1.

3. Rapid; swift.

With xcingy speed outstrip the eastern wind.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

winkl (wingk), V. [< ME. winken, wink, move
the eyelids quickly (pret. wane, wank, wonk),

< AS. "wincan (pret. "wane, pp. "wuncen); also

ME. winken (pret. winkede), < AS. wincian,

wink; = MD. wincken, wencken = OHG. win-



wink
ehan, move aside, reel, nod, MHG. winken (pret.

vank), nod, also totter, reel, wince, G. tcinken

(pret. tcinkte), nod, make a sign, = Sw. viiika,

beckon, wink, = Dan. rinke, beckon ; cf . leel.

vankn, wink, rove, = Sw. vanka = Dan. ranke,

rove, stroll ; akin to AS. wancol, wavering, E.
wankle, etc. : see wankle, wencli^, wince^, winch^,

etc.] I. intrans. 1. To close and open the eye-
lids quickly ; of the eyes, to be opened and shut
quickly; blink; nictitate.

Here is tliree studied, ere ye'll tlirice wink,
Shak., L. L. L., i. 2. 64.

2. To shut the eyes; close the eyelids so as

not to see.

Unnethes wiste he how to Icke or wynke.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 301.

A skilfull Gunner, with his left eye winking,
Levels directly at an Oak hard by.

Whereon a hundred groaning Culuers ci-y.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

3. To be wilfuUjr blind or ignorant; avoid
notice or recognition, as of an annoying or

troublesome fact; ignore; connive: often fol-

lowed by at.

If golde speake for her in the present tense,

The officer deputed for th' offence
Will winck at smale faultes & remit correction.

Timeg' Whistte (E. E. T. S.), p. 45.

You are forc'd to wink and seem content.
Congrew, tr. of Juvenal's Eleventh Satire.

We may surely wink at a few things for the sake of the
public interest, if God Almighty does; and if He didn't, I

don't know wliat would have become of the country.
Oeorge Eliot, Felix Holt, vii.

4t. To close the eyes in sleep ; sleep.

For wel I woot, although I wake or winke.
Ye rekke not whether I flete or sinke.

Chaucer, Complaint to Pity, 1. 109.

Go to bedde bi tyme, & wynke.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

5. To convey a hint, wish, insinuation, etc., by
a quick shutting and opening usually of one
eye.
Waryn Wisdome wynked vppon Mede,
And seide, " Madame, I am 30wre man, what somy mouth

langleth.

"

Piers Plowtnan (B), iv. 164.

Pacience perceyued what I thougt, and wynked on me to

be stille. Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 85.

Wink at the footman to leave him without a plate.

SuDift.

"Very well, sir," cried the squire, who immediately
smoked him, and winked on the rest of the company, to

prepare us for the sport Goldsmith, Vicar, vii.

I blush to say I've winked at him, and he has winked at

me

!

W. S. Gilbert, Gentle Alice Brown.

6. To twinkle ; shine with quick, irregular
gleams; flash; sparkle.

Whether the Heav'ns incessant agitation,

Into a Star transforming th' Exhalation,
Kindle the same, like as a coal that winkt
On a sticks end (and seemed quite extinct).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 21.

And every Lamp, and every Fire,

Did at the dreadful Sight wink and expire.
Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 13.

O for a beaker full of the warm South,
Full of the true, the blushful Hippocrene,
With beaded bubbles winking at the brim.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

WlnMng muscle, the sphincter or orbicular muscle of

the eyelias, tlie action of which closes the eye ; the winker

;

technically called palpebralis and orhicutarispalpebrarum.
See cut under nit/iciei.

II. trans. 1. To close and open quickly: as,

to xcink the eyelids or the eyes.

Lady Clavering, giving the young gentleman a delighted
tap with her fan, innked her black eyes at him.

Thackeray, Pendennis, xxv.

2. To move, force, or remove by winking: as,

to wink back one's tears.

Winkl (wingk), n. [< ME. wink, sleep, = OHG.
winch, sideward movement, nod, MHG. wine,

wink, G. toink. nod; from the verb.] 1. A
quick shutting and opening of the eyelids;

especially, sucn a movement of one eye made
as a signal; hence, a hint, insinuation, com-
mand, etc., conveyed by or as by winking.

Eternall Father, at whose wii^
The wrathfull Ocean's swelling pride doth sink.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

But why wou'd you ne'er give a Friend a Wink then?
Wycherley, Country Wife, v. 4.

In an instant my coachman took the vrink to pursue.
SUeh, Spectator, No. 464.

2t. A nap ; sleep.

Thenne wakede I of my vrink, me was wo with alle

That I nedde [had not] sadloker i-slept.

Piers Plowman (A), v. 3.

3. The time required for winking once; a very
short space of time ; a moment : referring usu-

ally to sleep.
We never

Slept wink ashore all night, but made sail ever.

Cfiapman, Odyssey, xvi. 491.
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He 's harped them all asleep

;

Except it was the king's daughter
Who ae icink cou'dna get.

The Water o' Wearie'c Well (Child's Ballads, I. 198).

In a urink the false love turns to hate.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

4. A twinkle ; a sparkle ; a flash.

A wink from Hesper falling

Fast in the wintiy sky
Comes through the even blue.

Dear, like a word from you.
W. E. Henley, Echoes, xl.

Forty winks, a short nap. [Colloq.]

Old Mr. Transome, . . . since his walk, had been hav-
ing /or(y winks on the sofa in the library.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xliii.

To tip one the wink. See tip^.

wink'*' (wingk), M. [Short for win Wel.] A peri-

winkle. See periwinkle^, and first quotation
under wash, n., 13. [Prov. Eng.]

The wink men, as these periwinkle sellers are called,

generally live in the lowest parts, and many in lodging,
houses. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 78.

wink-a-peep (wingk'a-pep), n. [As wink-and-
pee}}.} The scarlet pimpernel, or shepherd's
weather-glass, Anagallis arvensis: so named
from its closing or winking in damp weather
and opening or peeping in fair weather. By
Bacon called wincopipe (which see). Britten

and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
winker (wing'ker), w. [< winX-l -)- -erl.] l.One
who winks.

Nodders, winkers, and whisperers. Pope.

2. One of the blinders of a horse; a blinker.
— 3. An eyelash; also, the eye. [Colloq.]— 4.

The nictitating or winking membrane of a bird's

eye; the third eyelid.— 5. The winking muscle
(which see, under idHA-l, v.).— 6. In an organ,

a small bellows, compressed by a spring, at-

tached to the side of a wind-trunk so as to regu-

late slight variations in the tension of the air

within. Also called concussion-hellows.

winker-leather (wing'k&r-leTH'''er), n. In sad-

dlery, a glazed piece of heavy leather which
forms the outside of a winker or blind.

winker-muscle (wing'ker-mus''l), n. Same as
winker, 5.

winker-plate (wing'kfer-plat), n. In saddlery,

a metallic i>late which gives shape and strength
to a winker or blinder.

winker-strap (wing'ker-strap), n. In saddlery,

a strap which holds the winkers in position.
It extends downward from the crown-piece of the bridle,

and then brandies off on either side, and is fastened to

the winkers. See cut under harness.

•winking (wing'king), n. [< ME. wynkkynge,
wynkynge; verbal n. of winkX, v.'] The act of

one who winks: often used in the colloquial

phrase lilce winking— that is, very rapidly; very
quickly ; with great vigor.

Nod away at him, if you please, like winking !

Dickens, Great Expectations, xxv.

winkingly (wing'king-li), adv. With winking.

If one beholdeth the light, he vieweth it winkingly, as

tliose do that are purblind. Peacham, On Drawing.

winking-owl (wing'king-oul), n. An Austra-
lian owl, Ninox connivens.

winkle! (wing'kl), n. [< AS. *wincle, in eomp.
j)me-!ciKCte«, periwinkles; allied to wink'^: see

wink"^ a,nd periwinkle'^.2 Same as periwinkle^.

winkle^ (wing'kl), a. A dialectal variant of

n-ankle. Halliwell.

winkle-hawk (wing'kl-hak), n. [D. winkel-

haak, a rent, tear.] An angular rent made in

cloth, etc. Bartlctt. Also winkle-hole. [New
York.]

winkless('wingk'les),rt. [< wJJifcl + -?ess.] Un-
winking. [Rare.]

He advanced to that part of the area which was imme-
diately below where I was standing, fixed on me a wide,

dilated, vdnkless sort of stare, and halted.
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 94.

winlyt (win'li), a. [ME,, also icynnelich, < AS.
wynlic, joyous, < toyn, .ioy (see winne), + -lie, E.

-ly'^. Cf. winsome.^ Joyous; winsome; pleas-

ant; gracious; goodly.
Chefly thay asken

Spycez, that vnsparely men speded hom to bryng,
& the wynn£-lych wyne ther-with.
Sir Gawaiine and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 980.

That wynnelych lorde that wonyes in heuen.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Moms), ii. 1807.

Winly (win'li), adv. [< ME. wynly, wynli; <

loinly, n.] It. Delightfully; pleasantly.

That was a perles place for ani prince of erthe,
& wynli witli heie wal was closed al a-boute.

William o.f Palerne (E. E. T. S.), I. 749.

Thane I went to that wlonke. and wynly hire gretis.

M(yrte Arthure (E. E. T. S,), 1. 3339.

2. Quietly. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Winnow

Winna (win's). An assimilated form of xoilna,

Scotch for irill no— that is, will not.

winnable(win'a-bl),a. [<.win^ + -aUe.'] Capa-
ble of being won.

All the rest are winnable.
Pall Mall Gazette, Feb. 18, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.}

winnet, ». and a. I. n. Joy; delight; pleasure.

Hit is min hijte [joy], hit is mi wune.
That ich me drage to mine cunde [kind].

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 272.

When I was borne Noye named he me.
And saide thees wordes with mekill Wynne.

York Plays, p. 46.

H. a. Enjoyable ; delightful.

Ho wayned me vpon this wyse to your Wynne halle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2456.

winnel, winnel-straw (win'el, -stra), n. Same
as jackstraw, 5. [Prov. Eng.]
winner (win'er). ». [< ME. wynner; < win^
+ -erl.] One who or that which wins; a suc-
cessful contestant or competitor.

The event
Is yet to name the winner.

Shak., Cymbeline, lii. 6. 16.

winning (win'ing), n. [< ME. wynnynge, wyn-
ynge; verbal n. of leinl, f.] 1. 'The act of one
who wins, in any sense.

At the Winning of Tonque [Towques], the King made
eight and twenty Knights, and from thence marched with
his Army to Caen. Baker, Chronicles, p. 172.

If I am not worth the wooing, I surely am not worth the
idnning! Long/ellow, Miles Standish, iiL

2. That which is won; that which is gained
by effort, conquest, or successful competition;
earnings

;
profit

;
gain : generally in the plural.

The kynge Arthur made be leide on an hepe all the wyn-
ynge and the richesse that ,ther was geten.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 167.

A . . . gamester, that stakes all his winnings upon every
cast. Addison, Freeholder, No. 40.

3. In coal-mining, a shaft or pit which is being
sunk to win or open a bed of coal ; an opening
of any kind by which coal has been won ; a bed
of coal ready for mining (see winl, v. t., 9)

;

sometimes, also, a part of a coal-mine, as dis-

tinguished from another portion from which it

is separated by a barrier.

The South Hetton and Great Hetton pits were also very
costly difficult winnings, on account of the quicksand and
irruptions of water.

Jevons, The Coal Question (2d ed.), p. 68.

winning (win'ing), p. a. Successful in con-
tending, competing, attaining, influencing, or
gaining over; hence, especially, taking; attrac-

tive; charming.
I do find

A winning language in your tongue and looks.

Beau, and FL, Custom of the Country, ii. 2.

Her smile, her speech, with winning sway.
Wiled the old harper's mood away.

Scott, L. of the L., U. 10.

winning-headway (win'ing-hed'wa), n. In
coal-mining, a cross-heading, or one driven at
right angles to the main gangwavs. [North.

Eng.]
winningly (win'ing-h), adv. In a winning man-
ner.

Winningly meek or venerably calm.
Wordsworth, Excursion, ii.

Winningness (win'ing-nes), ». The property or

character of being winning.

Those who insist on charm, on winningiiess in style,

on subtle harmonies and exquisite suggestion, are disap-

pointed in Burke. J. Morley, Burke, p. 209.

winning-post (win'ing-post), «. A post or goal
in a race-course, the order of passing which de-

termines the issue of the race.

winninish (wiu'in-ish), «. [Amer. Ind.] The
schoodie trout (which see, under troutX).

Found in Eastern waters under the name of "winninish,'*

"grayling," "schoodie trout."
Tribune Book of Sports, p. 160.

winnock, «. See windock.

winnow (win'6), r. [< ME. winetren, wynnren,
winiven, windeicen, windwen, wyndwe.<AS. wind-

ician, wyndwian, winnow, fan, ventilate (tr. L.

ventilare), with formative -w, < icind, wind, air:

see wind^, »., and cf. icind^, r. Cf. leel. rin-a,

winnow, with formative -z (-s), < rindr, wind
(see wince'^), and L. ventilare, ventilate, < renins,

•wind (aee ventilate).'] I. trans. 1. To fan: set

in motion by means of wind; specifically, to ex-

pose (grain) to a current of air in order to sepa-

rate and drive off chaff, refuse particles, etc.

Ane wummon . . . thet windwede hweate.
Ancren Biivle, p. 270.

Let ivyndwe the Askes in the Wynd.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 107.

Behold, he winnotceth barley to night in the threshing-

floor. Ruth iii. 2.



wuinow
2. To blow upon; toss about by blowing.

Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may find
Thee sitting careless on a granary floor,

Thy hair soft-lilted by the wintwimng wind.
Keats, To Autamn.

They set the wind to winnoiv pulse and grain.
Emerson, Musketaquid.

3. To separate, expel, or disperse by or as by
fanning or blowing ; sift or weed out ; separate
or distinguish, as one thing from another.

Bitter torture shall
Winnow the truth from falsehood.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 134.

Your office is to winnow false from true.
Cowper, Hope, 1. 417.

And lets the kind breeze, with its delicate fan.
Winnow the heat from out his dank gray hair.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

4. To set in motion or vibration; beat as with
a fan or wings. [Rare.]

He speeds, and through the vast ethereal sky
Sails between worlds and worlds, with steady wing

;

Now on the polar winds, then with quick fan
Winnows the buxom air. Milton, P. L., v. 270.

5. To wave to and fro; flutter; flap. [Bare.]

The waken'd lav'rock warbling springs,
An* climbs the early sky.

Winnowing blythe her dewy wings
In morning's rosy eye.

Bums, Now Spring has Clad the Grove in Green.

6. To pursue or accomplish with a waving or
flapping motion, as of wings. [Bare.]

After wildly circling about, and reaching a height at
which it [the snipej appears a mere speck, where it winnows
a random zigzag course, it abruptly shoots downwards and
aslant, and then as abruptly stops to regain its former ele-

vation, and this process it repeats many times.
A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XXH. 200.

7. Figuratively, to subject to a process analo-
gous to the winnowing of grain ; separate into
parts according to kind ; sift ; analyze or scru-
tinize carefully; examine; test.

It being a matter very strange and incredible that one
which with so great diligence had winnowed his adver-
saries' writings should be ignorant of their minds.

Uooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

Emp. All may be foes ; or how to be distinguished.
If some be friends?
Bend, They may with ease be winnow'd.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, iL 1.

n. intrans. 1. To free grain or the like from
chaff or refuse matter by means of wind.

Winnow not with every wind. Ecclus. v. 9.

Some icinnme, some fan,
.Some cast that can
In casting provide,
For seed lay aside.

Ttisser, Husbandry, November's Abstract

2. To move about with a flapping motion, as
of wings ; flutter.

Their [owls'] ghostly shapes winnowing silently around
in the twilight.

Mrs. C. Meredith, My House In Tasmania, p. 856.

winnow (win'6), 71. [< winnow, v.'] That which
winnows or which is used in winnowing; a con-
trivance for fanning or winnowing grain.

How solemnly the pendent ivy-mass
Swings in its winnow! Coleridge, The Picture.

They [leaves of the Palmyra palm] are largely employed
for making pans, bags, irinnouw, hats, umbrellas, and for
thatching, etc. Sei. Amer., N. S., LXII. 374.

winnower (win'o-fer), n. [< ME. wineicere,

windwcre, windewere; < winnow + -erl.l One
who winnows; also, an apparatus for winnow-
ing.

As, in sacred floors of bams, upon coTn-winTimc'rs flies

The chati, driv'n with an opposite wind.
Chajmuin, Iliad, v. 497.

Threshing machines are popular here, because the grain
does not have to run through a ^rinnmcer.

The Engineer, LXX. 472.

winnowing-basket (win'o-ing-b6s''ket), «. In
lif-r., 11 hearing representing a large flat basket
fif peeuliar form with two handles.
winnowing-fan (win'o-ing-fan), «. In lier.,

same as u-inniiwitiii-hasket.

winnowing-machine (win'6-ing-ma-shen''''), n.

A machine for cleaning grain by the action of
riddles and sieves and an air-blast ; a fanning-
maehine or fanning-mill. See cut under fan-
>iiiifi-mill.

winnow-sheet (win'o-shet), n. [Also dial.

wim-Khect; < ME. wynwe-schete ; < winnow +
skf-rl.l A sheet used or intended for use in
winnowing. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
His wijf walked him with alonge gode.
In a cutted cote cutted full heyge,
Wrappeti in a urvnwe schete to weren hire fro weders.

Piers I'lmomans Crede (E. E. T. S.X 1. 43.').

winrow, ». See windrow.
Winsey, «. Same as wincey.
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Winslow's foramen. See foramen of WinsUyic,
uniieT foramen.
Winslow's ligament. See ligament of Wins-
low, under ligament.

•winsome (win'sum), a. [< ME. winsome, win-
som, mynsum, wunsum, < AS. wynsuni (= OS.
wunsam — OHG. wunnisam, wunnosam, MHG.
iDunnesam), joyful, delightful, < wyn, joy (see
winne), + -sum = E. -some.'\ 1. That gives or
is fitted to give joy, delight, or satisfaction;
delightful; pleasing, agreeable, or attractive;
charming; winning; sweet.

Busk ye, busk ye, my bonny bonny bride.
Busk ye, busk ye, my winsonw marrow.
The Braes of Yarrow (Percy's Keliques, II. iii. 24).

We almost see his leonine lace and lifted brow, . . .

the clear gray eye, and ineffably sweet and winsome smile.
Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 58.

2+. Kindly; gracious.

And nil lorgete alle his foryheldinges.
That winsom es to alle thine wickenesses.

Early Eng. Psalter (ed. Stevenson), cii. [A. V. ciii. 3].

3. Joyful; cheerful; merry; lively; gay.
I gat your letter, winsome Willie.

Bums, To W. Simpson.

Winsomely (win'sum-li), adv. [< ME. *winsom-
ly, < AS. wynsumlicc; as winsome + -ly^.'] In a
winsome manner.

O Jock, sae winsomely 's ye ride,
Wi' baith your feet upo' ae side

!

Jock o' the Side (Child's BaUads, VI. 86X

winsomeness (win'sum-nes), ». The property
or character of being winsome; attractiveness;
loveliness. J. B. Green. {Imp. Diet.)
winter^ ( win'tfer), ». and a. [< ME. winter, wyn-
ter, < AS. winter (pi. winter or wintru), winter,
also a year, = OS. wintar= OFries. D. LG. win-
ter= OHG. wintar, MHG. G. winter= Icel. vettr,

vittr (for *vintr), mod. vetr = Sw. Dan. vinter
= Goth, wintrus, winter, year; ulterior origin
doubtful. The supposed connection with wind
(as if winter were the 'windy season') is pho-
netically improbable. Some suggest a connec-
tion with Olr. find, white, Old Gaulish Vindo-
in several proper names.] I. n. 1. The cold
season of the year. Astronomically winter is reckoned
to begin in northern latitudes when the sun enters Capri-
corn, or at the solstice (about December 2l8t), and to end
at the etiuinox in March ; but in ordinary speech winter
comprises the three coldest months —December, January,
and February being reckoned the winter months in the
United States, and November, December, and Januarj- in
Great Britain. In southern latitudes winter corresponds
to the northern summer. See season.

As an hosebonde hopeth alter an hard wynter,
Yf god gyueth hym the 111, to haue a good heruest.

Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 196.

Lo, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone; the
flowers appear on the earth ; the time of the singing of
birds is come. Cant. ii. 11.

2. A year: now chiefly poetical, with implica-
tion of a hard year or of frosty age.

I trowe of thritty wynter he was oold.
Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 2C.

And there I saw mage Merlin, whose vast wit
And hundred winters are but as the hands
Of loyal vassals toiling for their liege.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur,

3. Figuratively, a period analogous to the win-
ter of the year; a season of inertia or suspend-
ed activity, or of cheerlessness, dreariness, or
adversity.

Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York.

Shak., Rich. III., 1. 1. 1.

The winter of sorrow best shows
Tue truth of a friend such as you.

Cowper, Winter Nosegay.

4. The last portion of corn brought home at

the end of harvest ; or, the state of affairs when
all the grain on a farm is reaped and brought un-
der cover; also, the rural feast held in celebra-

tion of the ingathering of the crops. [Scotch.]

For now the maiden has been win,
And Winter is at last brought in ;

And syne they dance and had the kirn.

The Ilar'st Rig, st. 136. (Jamieson.)

II. a. Occurring in, characteristic of, or per-

taining to winter ; wintry.

Youth like summer morn, age like winter weather.
Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 159.

On a sudden, lo ! the level lake,

And the long glories ol the winter moon.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Lime-tree winter moth, an American geometrid moth,
Hybernia tiliaria, which greatly resembles in habit the
European winter moth, and is an occisional enemy to or-

chards in the United States, although more commonly
found on linden and elm. T. W. //r(m>.—Winter aconlte.
See aconite, and cut under-Braiif/ns.—Winter apple, bar-
ley. .'>ee the nouns.—Winter assizes, in Enii. law, any
court of assize, sessions of oyer and terminer, or jail-deliv-

ery held in November, December, or Jaimary. The "Win-

winterberry
ter Assizes Act, 1876 (39 and 40 Vict., c. 67), allows orders
in council combining several counties for speedy trial of
prisoners at winter assizes Winter beer. See Schenk
beer, under ieerl.— Winter bud. Same as statoblast—
Winter chip-bird, the tree-sparrow, Spizella monticota,
which comes into the United States in the fall, about the
time the common chip-bird leaves. See tree-sparrow, 2.

—Winter cholera, a form of diarrhea occurring during
the winter months as an epidemic, due probably to im-
purities in the drinking-water: an occasional name.

—

Winter cough, chronic bronchitis in which the cough ap-
pears with the fli'st frosty weather in the autumn and con-
tinues as long as the cold weather lasts.—Winter cress.
See OT7i((!r-cres«.— Winter crop. See crop.— Winter
daffodU. See Sternicri/io.- Winter duck, (a) The pin-
tail or sprigtail duck, Da^fa acufa. Montagu. [British.]

(6) Specifically, Harelda glacialis, in various parts of the
United States. See cut under flardda.- Winter falcon.
See /afcon.—Winter fallow, ground that is fallowed in
winter.— Winter fat. Same as white sage (a) (which see,
under sage^l—VfiaieT fever, a fever, probably typhoid
(though there was dispute as to its nature),which was prev-
alent in some of the then western States of the Union in the
winter of 1842-3.—Winter goose. See 170086.- Winter
gull, a gull which appears in winter in a given locality, as
the common gull. Lams canus, in England, or the herring-
gull in the United States. See cuts unAer gull and herring-
gull. Also winter-bonnet, winter mew. See kittiwake (with
cut).— Winter hawk, the red-shouldered buzzard, Buteo
lineatus, common all the year in many parts of the United
States : a name due to the fact that the young of this bird
was formerly taken as a different species, known as the
vyinterfalcon, Falco (or Buteo) hiemalis.— Winter helio-
trope. See 7icKo«rop«.— Winter hellebore. See helle-

bore, 2.—Winter hematuria, the passage of bloody urine
occurring in the winter months, and apparently as the
result of cold.—Winter itch, a veiy annoying pruritus,
chiefly of the lower extremities, occurring during the win-
ter months.—Winter mew. Same as winter gull. See
cut under gull. [British.]—Winter moth, (a) A Euro-
pean geometrid moth, Cheimatobia bruinata, whose larva
feeds on the buds and foliage of plum-, cherry-, apple-,
and other fruit-trees. The female is wingless, and lays
her eggs on the twigs in autumn. The larvoe hatch in
early spring, and often do great damage in England and
the more northern European countries. The species also
occurs in Greenland. (6) See lime-tree winter moth, above.
-Winter pear. See pcari.—Winter pond, a protected
pond used to keep fish, as carp, from perishing in severe
weather.—Winter quarters, queening, rape. See
quurterl, etc.—Winter redbird, the cardinal grosbeak,
which winters in the United States where other redbirda
(tanagers) do not. (See cut under Cardinalis.) The an-
tithesis is summer redbird {Piranga aistiva).— Winter
rocket. See yellow-rocket ^Winter savory. See savory.

—Winter shad. Same as mud-shad.—Winter sleep, the
hibernation or torpidity of an animal during cold weather.
-Winter snipe. See mtpei.-Winter solstice. See
solstice, 1.— Winter teal, the American teal. See teaU.
— Winter wagtail, the gray wagtail, Motacilla boarula.
MorUagu. [British.]—Winter Wheat. See wheat.—Wia-
ter wren. Troglodytes hiemalis. oee wimt, ....« ..... ,...-

der Troglodytes. .

winter! (win'tfer), v. [< ME. wynteren, wyntren
= D. winteren, be or become winter ; from the
noun.] I. intrans. To spend or pass the win-
ter; take winter quarters ; hiemate; hibernate.

And whan the hauene was not able for to dwelle in wyn-
ter, ful manye ordeyneden counseil for to . . . wynteme
in the hauene of Crete. Wyclif, Acts xxvii. 12.

After many dreadful! combates with the ice, and one of
the shippes departing from the other, they were forced to
winter in Nona Zemla. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 434.

I went to London with my family to winter at Soho, in
the great square. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 27, 1689.

II. trans. 1. To overtake with winter; de-
tain during winter. [Rare.]

They sayled to the 49. degree and a halfe vnderthe pole
Antartyke ; where beinge wyntered, they were inforced to
remayne there for the space of two monethes.
P. Eden, tr. of Antonio Pigafetta (First Books on Amer.

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 251).

2. To keep, feed, or manage during the win-
ter: as, delicate plants must be wintered under
cover.

Is there no keeping
A wife to one man's use? no wintering
These cattel without straying?

Fletcher, Woman's Prize, iii. 3

3. To retain during a winter. [Bare.]

To winter an opinion is too tedious.
Pev. T. Adams, Works, III. &

•winter^ (win'ter), n. [Origin obscure; prob.
ult. connected vrith windle and rcind^.'] If. The
part of the old-style hand printing-press which
sustained the carriage.—2. An implement made
to hang on the front of a grate, for the purpose of

keeijiug warm a tea-kettle or the like. Imp. Diet.

winter-beaten (win'tfer-be'tn), a. Oppressed
or exhausted by the severity of winter.

He compareth his carefuU case to the sadde season of

the yeare, to the frostie ground, to the Irosen trees, and
to his owne winter-beaten flocke.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., January, Arg.

Winterberry (win't^r-ber^i), n. ; pi. winterber-

ries (-iz). A name of several shrubs of the ge-

nus Ilex, belonging to the section (once genus)
Prinos, growing in eastern North America. The
winterberry especially so named is /. vertieillata, other-

wise called black alder, sometimes distinguished as Vir-

ginia winterberry. It l)ears deciduous leaves, and small
white flowers in sessile clusters, lollowed by abundant
shining scarlet berries of the size of a pea, which remain



winterberry

after the fall of the leaves, rendering the bnsh very at-

tractive. The bark is regarded as tonic and astringent,

has been recommended for fevers, etc., and is a popular
remedy for gangrene and ulcers. /. Ixvifiata. the smooth
winterberry, has lai-ger, mostly solitary, earlier ripening
berries. /" glabra, the inkberry, belongs to this group.

winter-bloom (win'ter-blom), H. The witch-
hazel, Hamamelis Virginiuna. It blossoms late

in the fall and matures its fruit the next season.

winter-bonnet (win'ter-bon'et), M. Same as
v-inUr ijidl (which see, under winter^). [Local,

British.]

winter-bound (win't^r-bound), a. Imprisoned,
coutined, detained, or hindered by winter.

As the wretch looks o'er Siberia's shore.
When tpinter-bound the wave is.

Burm, Lovely Davies.

winterbourn, winterbourne (win'ter-born), «.

See iKiilbounie.

The springs and intermittent winter-bournes which rise

snddenly at certain seasons in the chalk-districts were
thought to be harbingers of pestilence and famine.

C KlUm, Origins of Eng. Hist., x.

winter-cherry (win'ter-eher'i), n. 1. See al-

kekengi and strawberry-tomato.— 3. See Sola-

tium.— 3. Same as heartseed.

winter-clad (win't6r-klad), a. Clothed for win-
ter; warmly clad.

Tattoo'd or woaded, uinter-dad in skins.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

winter-clover (win'ter-kl6"ver), n. The par-

tridge-berry, Mitchella repens.

winter-crack (win'ter-krak), »i. A small green
plum with late-ripening fruit.

winter-cress (win'ter-&es), n. A cruciferous

plant, either Barbarea vulgaris or B. prsecox,

both formerly (and the latter still sparingly)

cultivated for winter salad. Both are Old World
plants, and the former is very common in North America,
though indigenous only in the north and west. This is

a stoutish weed with bright-green lyrate leaves and con-

spicuous yellow racemes, also called yellow rocket, and
sometimes (to distinguish it from the water-cress) latid-

cress. The latter, the early winter-cress (which may be a

variety of the former), is cultivated and sometimes spon-
taneous in southern parts of the United States, there

called scurvy-grass.

wintered (win'terd), a. [< ME. *wintered, win-

tred, < AS. gewintrad (?); as wittter'^- + -ed^.'\

1. Having seen or endured (many) winters.

& 3ho wass tha swa winntredd wif
& off swa mikell elde. Ormidum, 1. 463.

The hoary fell

And m&ny-imnter'd fleece of throat and chin.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. Exposed to winter, especially in a figurative

sense ; tried by adversity or sorrow.

Their moral nature especially wants the true frigoriflc

tension of a well uHnUred life and experience.

H. Bushndl, Moral Uses of Dark Things, ix.

3t. Pertaining to or suitable for winter; worn
in winter.

Winlred garments must be llnde.

Shak., As you Like it (fol. 1623), ill. 2. Ill (song).

win^terer (win't6r-6r), n. One who or that which
passes the winter in a specified place or man-
ner; specifically, an ox or cow kept to feed in

a particular place during winter. Jamieson.

Luxuries denied to the winterer on board ship.

Athenseum, No. 3045, p. 319.

winter-flower (win'ter-flou''er), 71. See Chimo-
iianthns.

wintergreen (win'ter-gren), n. [= D. winter-

grocn : so called as keeping green through the

winter; as winter^ + green.'\ 1. A plant of the
genus Pyrola,
especially P.

minor, the
common spe-

cies in Eng-
land, where
the name is

chiefly thus
applied. P.

rotundifolia is

sometimes
distinguished
as false or
pear-leafed
wintergreen.—
2. A plant
of the genus
Gaultheria,
chiefly G. pro-
cumbens, the
aromatic win-
tergreen of
eastern North
America. This Flowering Plam of Wintergreen (Co«/M«ciii
IS a little under- procumbtns). a, the fruit.
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shrub with extensively creeping, usually hidden, stems,
and ascending branches which bear evergreen leaves,

small white nodding flowers, and scarlet berries which
consist of an enlarged fleshy calyx surrounding the cap-
sule. The leaves afford wintergreen-oil (which see), and
have also been used as a tea, whence the name tea-berry

anA mountain-tea. The berries are mildly aromatic. New
England names are eh£ckerberry and jtartridije-berry (hoih,

especially the latter, shared with Mitchella repens), and
boxherry. Other names are deerberry, ffroundberry, hill-

berry, spiceberry, creeping vnntergreen, and spring uinter-

green.

3. A plant of the genus Chimapldla, especially
6'. macii/ata. See Sjiottal wintergreen, below.

—

American, aromatic wintergreen. See def. 2.— Chick-
weed wintergreen. See rrMjntoife.—Creeping win-
tergreen. ^eeclcf. 2.—Falsewlntergreen. Seedef.i.—
Flowermg wintergreen. See I'uhjgala.

—

Pear-leafed
wintergreen. See def, i.— Spotted wintergreen, a
congener of the pipsissewa, Chimnphila maculata, having
spotted leaves.— Spring wintergreen. See def. 2.

wintergreen-oil (win'ter-gren-oil), n. A heavy
volatile oil distilled from the leaves of the aro-

matic wintergreen (see wintergreen, 2). It is

medicinally an aromatic stimulant with an astringent
property ; its chief use, however, is in flavoring confec-
tionery, medicated syrups, etc. Officinally oU of gaul-
theria.

winter-ground (win't&r-ground), V. t. To cover
over so as tb preserve from the effects of frost

during winter : as, to winter-ground the roots of

a plant.
The ruddock would

With charitable bill . . . bring thee all this

;

Yea, and furr'd moss besides, when flowers are none.
To wirUer-ground thy corse.

Shak., Cymbeline, Iv. 2. 229.

win^ter-hallt, «. [< ME. wyntyr-halle, wyntir-
haule; < winter''- + hall.'] A hall used especially

in winter.

The utmost Chambur nexte Winter Flalle.

Paston Letters, 1. 486.

A wyntir haule, hibernium, hibernaculum, hiemacu-
lum. Cath. Aug., p. 420.

winter-houset, »• [< ME. wxjntyr-iwu-sc ; < winter'^

+ /io«s<i.] A house used especially in winter.

Wyntyr howse or halle . . . Hibernaculum.
Prompt. Pan., p. 530.

winteridge (win't§r-ij), n. [For *winterage, <

winter'^- -\- -age.'] Winter food for cattle. Hal-
liivell. [Prov. Eng.]
wintering (win'ter-ing), fl. [Verbal n. of win-
ter^, v.] 1. The act of one who or that which
winters in a specified place or manner.

If God so prosper your voyage that you may . . . obtaine
from him [the Prince of Cathay] his letters of priuiledge
against the next yeeres spring, you may then . . . search
and discouer somewhat further then you had discouered
before your wintering. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 434.

2. Provision of fodder, shelter, etc., for cattle

during winter
Young lean cattle may by their growth pay for their

wintering, and so be ready to fat next summer.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

winterish (vrin'ter-ish), a. [Early mod. E. also

wynterysshe ; < winter'^- + -ish^.] Of orpertain-
ing to winter; wintry.

Wynterysshe, belonging to the wynter.
Palsgrave, p. 329.

winter-kill (vrin'tfer-kil), v. t. [A back-forma-
tion, < winter-killed.] To kill by cold in winter:
as, to tcinter-kill wheat or clover. [U. S.]

winter-killed (win'ter-kild), p. a. Killed by the
cold of winter, as wheat ; impaired in flavor or
condition by cold or ice, as oysters; blasted by
cold weather, as a plant. [U. S.]

winterless (win'ter-les), a. [< winter^ + -less.]

Free from or unaffected by winter; not experi-

encing winter.

The sunny, delicious, winterless California sky.

The Century, XXVL 200.

winter-lodge (win'ter-loj), «. In bot., the hi-

bernacle of a plant, which protects the embryo
or future shoot from injury during the winter.
It is either a bud or a bulb. Also winter-lodg-

ment.

winter-lovet (win't6r-luv), «. Cold, insincere,

or conventional love or love-making. [Rare.]

What a deal of cold business doth a man misspend the
better part of life in ! in scattering compliments, tender-
ing visits, . . . making a little winter-love in a dark corner.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

winterly (win'ter-li), a. [= G. winterlich = Icel.

vetrligr = Sw. Dan. mnterlig ; < winter^ + -ly'^.]

Resembling winter ; characteristic of or appro-
priate to winter ; wintry ; cold and bleak ; cheer-
less.

If 't be summer news,
Smile to 't before ; if winterly, thou need'st

But keep that countenance still.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 13.

Francis the First of France was one winterly night
warming himself over the embers of a wood fire.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 21.

Winze

winter-proudt (win'ter-proud), a. Too green
and luxuriant or too forward in growth in win-
ter : applied to wheat or the like.

When either come is winter-prowd, or other plants put
forth and bud too earely, by reason of the milde and warme
aire. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviL 2.

winter-rig (win'tfer-rig), v. t. [< winter' + rig^,

a ridge.] To plow (land) in ridges and let it

lie fallow in winter. [Local, Great Britain.]

Winter's bark. See bark^.

winter-settle (win'ter-sefl), n. [A modern-
ized form of AS. wintersetl, winter seat, win-
ter quarters, < winter, winter, + sell, seat: see
settle''.] A winter seat or dwelling; winter
quarters: a term belonging to the early history
of England.

In 874 the heathen men took their winter-settle in Linde-
sey at Torkesey, The next year we read how they passed
from Lindesey to Repton, and took winter-settle there.

E. A. Freeman, Eng. Towns and Districts, p. 204.

winter-tide (win'ter-tid), n. [< ME. winter-
tid, wyntcrtyde (= D. wintertijd = MHG. wintei--

zit, G. winterzeit = Icel. vetrartith = Dan. vinter-

tid), winter-tide ; < winter'- + tide', n.] The win-
ter season ; winter. [Obsolete or poetical.]

In Wales it is fuUe strong to werre in un/nter tyde,_

For wynter is ther long, whan Somer is here in pride.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 240.

l-Yuits

Which in wintertide shall star

The black earth with brilliance rare.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

winterweed (win't^r-wed), n. A name of va-
rious weeds that survive and flourish through
tlie winter, especially the ivy-leafed speedwell,
Veronica hederxfolia.

wintery (win'ter-i), a. See wintry.

wintle (win'tl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. wintled, ppr.

wintUng. [Var. of tcewt/e.] To twist ; writhe

;

roll; reel; stagger. [Scotch.]

Tho' now ye dow but hoyt an' hobble,
An^ vnntle like a saumont-coble.

Burns, Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mar«.

wintle (win'tl), )(. [< xcintle, r.] A rolling or
reeling motion ; a stagger. Also, erroneously,
whintle. [Scotch.]

He by his shouther gae a keek.
And tumbl'd wi' a whintle

Out-owre that night.
Bums, Halloween.

Wintrich's change of tone. In music, au alter-

ation in pitch of the percussion-note obtained
from a cavity upon the opening of the mouth:
the note becomes louder, higher, and more tym-
panitic in character.

win^triness (win'tri-nes), n. The character of

being wintry : as, the wintriness of the climate
or the season.

wintroust (win'trus), a. [< winter'^ + -otts.]

Wintry; stormy.

The more wintrous the season of the life hath been, look
for the fairer summer of pleasures for evermore. Z. Boyd.

wintry (win'tri), a. [Also wintery ; < ME. 'win-
try, < AS. wintrig, wintreg (cf. G. wintericht) ; as
winter' + -y'^.] 1. Of or pertaining to winter;
occurring in winter; peculiar or appropriate to

the cold seasou of the year; cold and stormy.

Ere the clouds gather, and the wintry sky
Descends in storms to intercept our passage.

Howe. .lane Shore, iL

Great ice-crystals . . . gave the vessel a icintery ap-

pearance. C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, 1876, p. 416.

2. Figuratively, cool ; chilly; frosty.

She could even smile— a faint, sweet, wintery smile.

Mrs. Gaskell. Cranford, it

winy (wi'ni), a. [< wine + -y'.] Characteris-

tic of or peculiar to wine; resembling wine;
pertaining to or influenced by wine; vinous.

Also winey.

But, being once well chafed with wine, . . . there was
no matter their ears had ever heard of that grew not to

be a subject of their uinie conference.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, it

They are much like such Grapes as grow on our Vines,
both in shape and colour ; and they are of a ver>- pleasant
Winy taste. Dampier, Voyages, I. 392.

winzel (winz), ?i. [Prob. < 'winze, r., wintiow,

Icel. vinza, winnow, < vindr, wind : see winn^,

and ef. winnow.] In mining, a vertical or in-

clined excavation which is like a shaft except

that it does not rise to the surface. The winze
usually connects one level with another, for the puri>ose

of promoting the ventilation of that part of the woikinps
near to which it is. Winzes also, to a certain extent, serve

the purpose of mills or passes, since the stopinp is tifteu

begun from them, and some time must necessarily elapse

before a regular mill can be formed in the deads.

winze'-^ (winz), n. [Ult. identical with wi.^li,

prob. through D. rcrwenschen, curse, G. rer-

I



winze

tciinscht, accursed :. see tciah, ».] A curse or
imprecation. [Scotch.]

He . . . loot a winze, an' drew a stroke.
Till skin in blypes cam haurlin'

Alt '8 nieves that night. Burns, Halloween.

winze* (winz), n. A corrupt form of winch^.
E. H. Knight.

wipe! (wip), v.; pret. and pp. ^vipe(l, ppr. wip-
iiiij. [< JIE. wipen, wypeit, < AS. wipiaii, wipe,
rub, < "wip, a wisp of straw (= LG. u-iep, a wisp
of straw, a rag to wipe anything with) ; cf. wUp
(a prob. extension of '!(;(j)).] I. trans. 1. To
rub or stroke mth or on something, especially
a soft cloth, for cleaning; clean or dry by gen-
tly rubbing, as with a towel.

Horn gan his swerd gripe,
And on his arme wype.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

Sche whypyth his face with her kerchy.
Coventry Mysteries, p. 318.

The large Fra Angelico in the Academy is as clear and
keen as if the good old monk were standing there wipiny
his brushes. //. James, Jr. , Trans. Sketches, p. 274.

2. To remove by or as by gently rubbing with
or on something, especially a cloth; hence,
with away, off, or out, to remove, efface, or
obliterate.

God shall mpe away all tears from their eyes.
Rev. xxi. 4.

Sword, I will hallow thee for this thy deed, . . .

>'e'er shall this blood be wiped from thy point.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10. "4.

Why, then, should I now, now when glorious peace
Triumphs in change of pleasures, he wip'd off.

Like a useless moth, from courtly ease?
F&rd, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

Oh, thou has nam'd a word that wipes away
All thoughts revengeful.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ii, 1,

Yet here hee smoothly seeks to wipe off all the envy
of his evill Government upon his Substitutes and under
Officers. Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

3. Figuratively, to cleanse, as from evil prac-
tices or abuses; clear, as of disadvantage or
superfluity.

I will wipe Jerusalem as a man wipeth a dish.

2 KL Ki. 13.

4t. To cheat; defraud; trick.

If they by covin or guile be wiped beside theirgoods, so
that no violence be done to their bodies, they ease their

anger by abstaining from occupying with that nation un-
til they have made satisfaction.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson)^ ii. 10.

We are but quit ; you fool us of our moneys
In every cause, in every quiddit vripe us.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 5.

6t. To stroke or strike gently ; tap.

Therme he toke me by the hande frome the grounde and
wyped my face with a rose and kyssed me.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p.'SO.

6. To beat; chastise. [Slang.]— 7. Injylumb-
ing. to apply (solder) without the use of a sol-

dering-iron, by allowing the solder to cool into
a semi-fluid condition, and then applying it by
wiping it over the part to be soldered by the use
of a pad of leather or cloth. See wiping, 2.—
To wipe another's noset. Seenowi.— Towlpelihe(or
one's) eye. See^i/ei.

II. inlruns. To make strokes with a rubbing
or sweeping motion.
He comes full upon it, seated upright, with it« back

against a tree, wiping at the dogs swarming upon it, right
and left, with its huge paws.

H'. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 205.

wipe' (wip), n. [Early mod. E. also wype; <
•CI/)*', I'.] 1. Theactorprocessof wiping clean
or dry ; a sweeping stroke of one thing over an-
other; a rub; a brush.

He often said of himself, with a melancholy wipe of his
sleeve across his brow, that he "didn't know which-a-way
to turn.

"

George Eliut, Felix Holt, viii.

2. A quick or hard stroke ; a blow, literally or
figuratively ; a cut : now regarded as slang.

Since you were the first that layde hand to weapon, the
fault is not mine if I haue happeneil to glue you a wype.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 235.

To statesmen would you give a icipe.

You print it in Italic type. Sw(fl, On Poetry.

3. The mark of a blow or wound ; a sear ; a
brand. [Rare.]

The blemish that will never be forgot

;

Worse than a slavish wipe, or birth-hour's blot,

Shak., Lucrece, 1. ."137.

4. Something used in wiping; specifically, a
handkerchief. [Slang.]

I'm Inspector Field I

And this here warment 's prigged your ^pipe.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. .S55.

".And what have you got, my dear ? " said Fagin to Char-
ley Bates. " Iftpe»," replied Master Bates, at the same
time producing four pocket-handkerchiefs,

Dickens, Oliver Twlat, ix.

a, wiper; b, toe.
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5. pi. A fence of brushwood. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.] — 6. Same as wiper, 3.

As the cam, which is a revolving wheel with twelve or
fourteen projecting teeth or wipes, revolves.

W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 308.

Wipe^ (wip), n. Same as %ceep'^.

wiper (wi'per),ji. [< wjpel -1- -e;-!.] 1. One who
or that which wipes.
Another movement [of a soldering-machine] carries the

can body across the wiper, which removes the superfluous
solder. Sci. Amer., S. S., UUII. 297.

2. That on which anything is wiped, as a hand-
towel or a handkerchief.
The wipers for their noses. B. Jornon, Masque of Owls.

3. In macli., a piece projecting generally from a
horizontal axle, for the purpose
of raising stampers, pounders,
or pistons in a vertical direction
and letting them fall by their
own weight. Wipers are em-
ployed in fulling-mills, stamp-
ing-mills, oil-mills, powder-mills,
etc. A\so wipe.— 4. A steel im-
plement for cleaning the bore
of a musket, etc . It has two twisted
arms, screws on the end of a ramrod, and carries a piece of
cloth or a bunch of tow. The larger wipers for cleaning
cannon are attached to a wooden stick, and are termed
worms or sponges. See cut under fj^fn.

Wiper-wneel (wi'p6r-hwel), n. A cam-wheel
serving to lift a trip-hammer, a stamp, or the
like, allowing it to fall again by its own weight.
See cam^.
wiping (wi'ping), n. 1. The act of one who
wipes; specifically, a beating ; a thrashing; a
trimming. [Slang.]

Even in the domestic circle one can have a choice of
"a towelling," "a basting," "a clouting," ... "a trim-
ming," or "a wiping," when occasion requires.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VIL 153.

2. In plumbing : (a) The removal, with a greased
cloth, of solder which has been poui-ed upon a
joint to heat it before soldering, (b) The oper-
ation of shaping with a wooden pad a mass of
solder applied to form a wiped joint.

wiping-rod (wi'ping-rod), >i. See wiper, 4.

wirdt, Wirdet, «• obsolete variants of weird.
Wirel (wir), n. and a. [< ME. wir, wyr, < AS.
irir, a wire, a spiral ornament of wire, = ML6.
wire, LG . wir, wire ; cf . 0H6. wiara, MHG. wierc,

fine-drawn gold, gold ornament, = Icel. virr,

wire (cf. Sw. tire, wind, twist) ; cf. Lith. wela,
iron wire, L. virise, armlets (see virole, ferrule).^

I. n. 1. An extremely elongated body of elas-

tic material; specifically, a slenderbar of metal,
commonly circular in section, from the size

which can be bent by the hand with some diffi-

culty down to a fine thread. Wire was originally
made by hammering, a sort of groove in the anvil serving
to determine the size. It is now drawn,by powerful ma-
chinery, and passed through a series of'holes constantly
diminishing in size. Wire of square section, flat like a
tape, etc., is also made.

Fetislich hir fyngres were fretted with golde ipyre.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 11.

Wyre. Filum, vel ferrifllum . . . (fllura ereum vel fer-

reum. P.). Prompt. Pan., p. 530.

At what period and among what people the art of work-
ing up pure gold, or gilded silver, into a long, round hair-
like thread — into what may lie correctly called wire— be-

gan, is quite unknown.
5. K. Handbook Textile Fabrics, p. 22.

2t. A twisted thread ; a filament.

Upon a courser, startling as the fyr,

.Men mighte turne him with a litel wyr.
Sit Eneas, lyk Phebus to devyse.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1205.

3. A quantity of wire used for various pur-
poses, especially in electric transmission, as in

case of the telephone, the telegraph, electric

lighting, etc.; specifically, a telegraph-wire,

and hence (colloquially) the telegraph system
itself: as, to send orders by wire.

It is ridiculous to make love by ^Hre.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 301.

Faraday's term "electrode," literally a way for electri-

city to travel along, might be well applied to designate the
insulated conductor along which the electric messenger
is despatched. It is, however, more commonly and fa-

miliarly called " the wire " or ' the line
"

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 113.

4. A metallic string of a musical instrument

;

hence, poetically, the instrument itself.

Sound Lydian irires, once make a pleasing note
On nectar streams of your sweet airs to float.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

Listening to what unshorn Apollo sings

'To the touch of golden wires.

Milton, Vacation Exercise, 1. 38.

With wire and catgut he concludes the day,

Quav'ring and semiquav'ring care away.
Coivper, Progress of Error, 1. 126.

wire

5t. The lash ; the scourge : alluding to the use
of metallic whips.
Thou Shalt be whipp'd with wire.

Shak., A. and C, ii. 5. 65.

Lot. You may hear what time of day it is, the chimes of
Bedlam goes.

Alib. Peace, peace, or the wire comes

!

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, i. 2.

6. In ornith., one of the extremely long, slender,
wire-like filaments or shafts of the plumage of
various birds. See wired, wire-tailed, and cut
under Videstrelda.— 7. pi. Figuratively, that
by which any organization or body of persons
is controlled and directed: now used oluefly in
political slang. See wire-pulling.

Now, however, there was a vacancy, and they [the poli-
ticians] scented their prey afar otf. The usual manipula-
tion of the teires began, and they were managed with the
usual skill. Tlie Nation, XVI. 330.

8. A pickpocket with long fingers, expert at pick-
ing women's pockets. Hotten. [Thieves' slang.]

He was worth 20^ a week, he said, as a wire— that is, a
picker of ladies' pockets.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 410.

9. A fiber of cobweb, a fine platinum wire, or
a line upon glass, fixed in the focus of a tele-

scope, to aid in comparing the positions of ob-
jects— Barbed, beaded, dead wire. See the adjec-
tives.—Blndlng-wlre. See binding.— Compound tele-
fraph-Wlre, a wire composed of a steel center surrounded
y a copper tube, the object being to obtain the necessary

conductivity and strength with less material than is re-
quired when iron wire is used.—Dovetail Wire, a wire
having a wedge-shaped section.—Earth Wire. See eartA-
w/re.— Filling the Wire, in teleg., putting such a num-
ber of stations on one wire that it is occupied during the
whole day.— Gold Wire, a wire formed of a core of silver
covered with gold. It may be drawn out to the flneness of
thread.- Ground-Wire. Same as earth-wire.—'H.oWo'W
Wire, in goldimiithing, small tubes used for making joints,
as in the cases of watches, etc.— Latten, live, phantom
Wire. See the qualifying words.— Leading-in wire, the
wire which makes connection between a telegraph-line
and a telegraph-office.—Open wires, in teieg., exposed
or overhead bare wires. Also sometimes used for open
circuit.— Saddle Wire, a telegraph-wire carried on in-

sulators fixed directly to the tops of the poles.—Taped
wires, wires covered with tape for insulation or weather-
protection.—Telodynamic Wire, a wire used to transmit
force or power, as m giving motion to a machine from a
countershaft or from the driving-pulley of an engine.—To
pull or work (the) wires. Sue wirepulling.— Vniei-
takers' wire, a kind of insulated wire the use of which
was at one time authorized by the fire-insurance under-
writers for electric-lighting purposes. The name was given
because of the defective quality or insulation of this wire
and the consequent danger in its use. [Colloq.]— Wire-
coverlng machine, a machine for covering wire with a
finer wire or with thread.—Wire of Lapland, a shining
slender material made from the sinews of the reindeer,
soaked in water, beaten, and spun into a sort of thread of
great strength. These threads are dipped in melted tin,

and drawn through a horn with a hole in it. The Lapland-
ers use this wire for embroidering their clothes,—Wlre-
tWlsting machine, a machine or tool for joining ends
of wire, as sections of fencing- or telegraph-wires, etc., by
twisting them on each other.— Woven-Wlre lathing.
See lathing^.

H. a. Made of wire ; consisting of or fitted

with wires: as, a wire sieve; a tcire bird-cage.

He did him to the 7ctre-window,
As fast as he could gang.

Fire of Frendraught (Child's Ballads, VI. 180).

Wlrearmor. &nme as chain-mail. See morti, 3.—Wire
belting, belts or straps for machinery, made of wire in-

stead of leather.—Wire bent. See 6fn(2,—wire bridge,
(a) Same as suspcnmm-hridge. See bridge^ (with cut). (&)
In elect., a kind of Wheatstone bridge in which two adja-
cent resistances are formed by a wire which can be divided
in any ratio by means of a sliding contact and a gradu-
ated scale.-Wire cables. See cdWe.—Wire cartridge,
a cartridge for a shotgun, having the charge of shot in-

closed in a network of wire to concentrate the discharge.

Wire cartridges are woven wire receptacles in which shot
are mixed with bone dust. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 568.

Wire cloth. See cloth.—Vfiie entanglements, in fort.

See entanglemetd.—'Wixe fence, gauze, guard, gun.
See the nouns.—Wire mattress. See //mf/rcs-v.—wire
rope. See ropei.— Wire-spring coillng-machine, a
machine for making spiral metal springs.—Wire Stitch.
See stitch, 9.—Wire Wheel. See wheeU.

'Wire'^ (wir), V. ; pret. and pp. wired, ppr. wiring.
[<;ci>el, «.] I. trans. 1. To bind, fit, or other-
wise provide with wire

;
put wire in, on, around,

through, etc.: as, to wire corks in bottling li-

quors; to wire beads; to'wire a fence; to wire

a bird-skin, as in taxidermy; to wire a house
for electric lighting.

As bats at the wired window of a dairy.

They beat their vans.
Shelley, Witch of Atlas, xvi.

In 1711 the coats used to be wired to make them stick

out. J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, 1. 151.

Many of the houses built during the past two years
were wired when constructed.

Electric Rev. (Amer.), XV. 4.

2. To snare by means of a wire : as, to wire a
bird.

Donald Caird can wire a maukin.
Kens the wiles o' dun-deer staukin'.

,

Scott, Donald Caird 's Come Again.



wire

3. To send through a telegraphic wire ; send by
telegraph, as a message; telegraph: as, wire a
reply. [CoUoq.]

The coronation of the Emperor of Austria as King of
Hungary, the canonization of saints of JUime, were . . .

cabled to New York, just as the Washington news is urired

to the same place. Athemeuniy Ho. 21&4, p. 207.

4. To be wound or bound about like wire ; en-
circle. [Bare.]

But, as the Vine her lovely Elm doth wire,

Grasp both our Hearts, and llame with fresh Desire.
Howelly Letters, I. i. 14.

5. In surg., to maintain the ends of (a fractured

bone) in close apposition by means of wire
passed through holes drilled in the bone.

H. intraiis. 1. To flow in currents as thin as
wire. [Rare.]

Then in small streams (through all the isle wiring)
Sends it to every part, both heat and life inspiring.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, iv.

2. To communicate by means of a telegraphic

wire; telegraph.

I told her in what way I had learned of her accident

and her whereabouts, and I added that I had wired to

her husband. D. Christie Murray, Weaker Vessel, xxxiil.

To wire away. Same as to idre in. [Slang.]

Nevertheless, in one fashion or another he "keeps wir-

ing away," stopping now and then to listen as well as his

throbbing pulses will allow.
Fortnightty Rev., N. S., XUII.93.

To wire In, to apply one's self closely and perseveringly

to anything ; press forward
;
go ahead, [Slang.]

wire- (wir), n. A corruption of weir.

wire-bent (wir'bent), n. Same as mat-grass, 2.

wire-bird (wir'bfird), n. A species of plover.

[At St. Helena] are a few Wild Goats, a kind of Rock
Pigeon, and a species of Plover called the " Wire Bird."

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 667.

wire-cutter (wir'kuf'er), n. A form of nippers
with sharp edges or blades, for cutting wire.

wired (wird), a. [< wire + -ed2.] 1. Inorwitt.,

having wires or wiry feathers : chiefly in com-
position : as, the twelve-wired bird of paradise.

Compare wire-hiileet, and see wire^, n., 6, and
cuts under Seleucides, thread-tailed, Trochilidm,

and Videstrelda.— 2. In croquet, protected or
obstructed by an intervening wire.

wire-dancer (wir'dau's^r), n. One who dances
or performs other feats upon a wire stretched
at some distance above the ground. Compare
rope-dancer.

Mr. Maddox, the celebrated wire-dancer, . . . had also

been engaged as an auxiliary to the same theatre.

Baker, Biographia Dramatica (ed. 1811), I. 127.

wire-dancing (wir'dan"sing), n. The perform-
ance or the profession of a wire-dancer.

Wire-dancing, at least so much of it as I have seen ex-

hibited, appears to me to be misnamed ; it consists rather
of various feats of balancing, the actor sitting, standing,
lying, or walking upon the wire, which at the same time
is usually swung backwards and forwards.

Strtttt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 316.

wiredraw (wir'dra), v.
;
pret. wiredrew, pp. wire-

drawn, ppr. wiredrawing. I. trans. 1. To draw
(metal) out into wire ; especially, to form into

wire, as a metal, by forcibly pulling through
a series of holes gradually decreasing in diame-
ter.— 2. To draw out to greater length ; extend
in quantity or time ; stretch, especially to ex-

cess; pro!ong; protract.

A hungry chirurgeon often produces and wire-draws
his cure. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 276.

He never desisted from pulling his Beard till he had
wiredrawn It down to his Feet.

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 42.

3. To draw out into excessive tenuity or sub-
tlety, as a thought, argument, or discourse

;

spin out, especially by useless refinements,
hair-splitting, or the like ; render prolix at the
expense of force and clearness.

The devil perhaps may want his due if authority be not
reviled against, and a long schismatical oration hypocriti-
cally stretched out to the rabble of their disobedient and
unlicked auditors, who ... do extol the vapouTOUs mat-
ter with a wire-drawn speech and louting courtesy.

Tom Nash his Ghost, p. 8.

What they call improvement is generally . . . spinning
out their Author's sense till 'tis iciredrawn : that is, weak
and slender. Felton, On the Classicks (ed. 1715), p. 103.

The development of those principles [special pleading]
produced such a . . . crop of . . . «*irerfra?c?i distinctions
that the most subtle intellect found it difficult to under-
stand them. Forsyth, Hortensius, p. 341.

4. To stretch or strain unwarrantably ; wrest;
pervert; distort.

You injuriously Wire-draw him to Presbyters, and foist

in (Seniores and prajpositos) which are farre from the
clause and matter. Bp. Hall, Def. of Humb. Remonst., § 8.

Nor am I for forcing, or wiredrawing the sense of the
text so as to make it designedly foretell the King's death.

South, Sermons, V. ii.
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I have been wrongfully accused, and my sense been wire-micrometer (wir'mi-krom'"e-t6r), n. A
Dryden. micrometer with fine wires arranged in paral-wiredratvn into blasphemy.

5. To beguile; cheat.

To Wire draw, ... to decoy a Man, or get somewhat
out of him. Bailey, 1731.

6. In the steam-engine, to draw off (steam) by
one or more small apertures, materially redu-

cing its pressure after the passage.

II. intrans. To follow the profession, prac-

tice, or methods of a wiredrawer; especially,

to use unwarrantable methods
;
pervert; cheat.

Thou hadst land and thousands, which thou spend'st.

And flung'st away, and yet it flows in double.

I purchas'd, wrung, and wire-draw'd for my wealth,
Lost, and was cozen'd. Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, v.

wiredrawer (wir'dra''6r), n. [< wiredraw +
-eri.] 1. One who or that which draws metal
into wire.

Yet they will take upon them to displace a bishop and
learned divines, and place in their room weavers and
wire-drawers. Tom Sash his Ghost, p. 9.

Then again they [wires] are nealed the third time, . . .

and delivered to the small Wire Drawers.
Bay, Eng. Words (ed. 1691), p. 196.

2. Figuratively, one who spins out unduly;
one who carries a matter into useless subtle-

ties, with or without perversion of meaning.

Either shut me out for a Wrangler, or cast me off for a
Wiredrawer. Byly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 106.

3. A stingy, grasping person. Halliivell.

'Wiredra'Wing (wir'dra'''ing), n. [Verbal n. of

wiredraic, t'.] 1. The act or art of extending
ductile metals into wire. The metal is first ham-
mered into a bar, and then passed successively through
a series of holes in a hardened steel plate, gradually di-

minishing in diameter until the requisite degree of line-

lei and intersecting series across the field of

the instrument.
wire-pan (wir'pan), n. A pan with a bottom
made of wire cloth, used for baking cake, etc.

wire-pegger (wir'peg'fer), «. In slioe-niannf.,

a nailing- or pegging-machine for cutting wire
pegs from a continuous wire and driving them
into shoe-soles; a wire-nailing machine. Com-
pare peqger and nailing-machine.

wire-puller (wir'pul''''er), «. 1. One who pulls

the wires, as of a puppet. Hence— 2. One who
operates by secret means ; one who exercises a
powerful but secret influence ; an intriguer.

It was useless now to bribe the Gomitia, to work with
clubs and wire-pullers. Froude, Caesar, p. 369.

One of the great English political parties, and naturally
the party supporting the Government in power, holds a
Conference of gentlemen to whom I hope I may without
offense apply the American name wire-pullers.

Maine, Pop. Government, iv.

wire-pulling (wir'pul'''ing), n. 1. The act of

pulling the wires, as of a puppet or other me-
chanical contrivance. Hence— 2. The rous-

ing, guiding, and controlling of any organiza-
tion or body of persons, especially a political

party, by underhand influence or management;
intrigue, especially political intrigue.

wirer (wir'fer), n. [< wire -i- -erl.] One who
wires ; specifically, one who uses wires to snare
game.

The nightly vnrer of their innocent hare.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

wire-road (wir'rod), n. Same as icireicay. E. H.
Knight.

ness is attained. Extremely fine gold and platinum wires wire-Sewed (wir'sod), a. Sewed with wire in-
fer the spider-lines of telescope-micrometers are formed

^^^j^^ ^f thread : noting books and pamphlets,
by coating the metal with silver, and then drawmg it down ,„._. „v„w.j /„w;„'„i,a«j.„j\ „ tiq^^;,! ,Cf n-d,-
to a great tenuity through a draw-plate the holes of which 'Wire-sliafted (wir^ shaf'te^), a.^ DevoKl j)f webs
are made in a diamond or ruby. The silver is then re-

""' '' '' ~^ '

moved by nitric acid, leaving an almost invisible interior

wire, which has been attenuated to a diameter of only

TsJjB inch.
„ , .

2. Figuratively, the act of drawing out an argu-

ment or a discussion to prolixity and attenua-

tion by useless refinements, distinctions, dis-

quisitions, etc.

The counsel on the other side declared that such twist-

ing, such wiredrawing, was never seen in a court of jus-

tice. Macaulay.

Out of all that rubbish of Arab idolatries, . . . rumours
and hypotheses of Greek and Jews, with their idle ivire-

drawings, this wild man of the Desert [Mahomet] . . . had
seen into the kernel of the matter.

Carlyle, Hero-Worship, ii.

Wiredrawing-bench, an apparatus for wiredrawing, con-
sisting of a reel on which the wire to be drawn is wound,
a draw-plate and stand, and a cone-shaped drum actuated
by bevel-gearing.

for most or all the length of its shaft, as a

feather ; wired, as a bird. See wire-tailed, and
cut under Seleucides.

wire-sil^ver (wir'sil'^v^r), «. Native silver in

slender wire-like foi-ms.

wiresmith (wir'smith), n. One who makes
metal into wire, especially by beating or ham-
mering.
Wire was obtained by hammering up strips of metal,

and the artificers thus employed were termed in the trade
mremaths. The Engineer, LXVII. 209.

wire-stitched (wir'sticht), a. Noting pam-
phlets, etc., that are fastened with wire.

wire-straightener (wir'strafner), n. An ap-
paratus for removing bends from wire, as from
that which has been coiled. The wire is pulled
forcibly between three or more fixed points not
in line.

wire-edge (wir'ej), «. A thin, wire-like edge yrtre-Stretcher (wir'8treeh''''&r), «. A hand-tool
formed on a cutting-tool by over-sharpening it

on one side, which causes the edge to turnover
slightly toward the other side.

wire-edged (wir'ejd), a. Having a wire-edge.

The tool to be ground ... will .. . become wire-edged.
Campin, Hand-turning, p. 41.

wire-finder (wlr'fin''''der), n. A kind of tele-

phonic detector employed to find the wires be-

longing to different circuits, etc. It has a mag-

for clasping the loose ends of wires in fences
and telegraph-wires, for the purpose of holding
and drawing them together to make a joint.

wire-^tailed (wir'tald), a. Having wiry or wire-
shafted tail-feathers, as the thread-tailed swal-
low, Vromitus filiferits. See cuts under thread-

tailed, Trochilidse, Videstrelda, and Vidua.

wire-tramway (wir'tram'''wa), n. Same as wire-

way. E. H. Knight.
net between the poles of which the'wire is held ; near the wire-t^wist (wir'twisf), n. A kind of gun-bar-
magnet is a short ear-tube with ferrotype diaphi^apu ; jei made of a ribbon of iron and steel coiled

^l^e'^ca^utfiEf dTatta^Tt'fscS'nT"'
""' "'""«' *'^ -ound a mandrel and welded. The ribbon is made

...«-« »»»» /„,T«'A.^iN •, Coo n„r,c'2 by welding together laminsB of iron and steel, or two qual-
Wire-gage (wir gaj), n. bee gage^.

j/j^^ „, i^„ *
,j <j,.„„ing the resulting bar between roll-

Wire-grass (wir'gras), n. 1. A species of mea- ers. E. H. Knight.

dow-grass, Poa comprcssa, native in the Old wireway (wir'wa), n. A system of transpor-
World, naturalizedinNorth America. It is some- tation by the agency of traveling or stationary
times mistaken for the Kentucky blue-grass, Poapraten-
sis, but is well distinguished by its shorter leaves and
smaller dense panicle, and its flattened wiry culms which
are decumbent and less tall. Also called English blue-

grass.

2. A valued forage gi-ass, Eleusine Indica, per-

haps native in India, now widely distributed in

warm and temperate regions: it is common
southward in the United States. It has thick

succulent stems with radiating spikes at the summit.
Also crab-grass, yard-grass, and dog s-tail.

3. One of various other gi-asses, as the Bermuda
grass, Cynodon Dactylon (see grass), Sporobolus
junccus, and species of Aristida in the southern
United States, and Paspalum flliforme in the

West Indies.

wiregrub (wlr'gmb), n. A wireworm

wires. Wireways are used for canying stone, ores, clay,

coal, etc., from mines to docks or railroad stations, or from
docks to coal-yards, or from sewage construction-works to

docks or dumping-grounds, etc. The most common form
is an endless traveling wire rope, supported on posts placed
at intervals along the way, or, in some instances, supported
only at each end, as in the crossing of rivers or ravines, or

the descentof mountain-sides. Smallerways employ fixed

wires on which travel hght baskets for conveying money
and packages in shops. In the traveling-wire systems the

freight is placed in buckets or skips hung on the wire and
traveling along with it. Arrangements are made for auto-

matic loading, starting, stopping, unloading, and switch-

ing to branch wires. .Some of the traveling-wire lines

used in mines are several miles long. In short lines, as

in cash-carrier systems, the traveling basket, ball, or car is

sometimes moved by raising one end of the wire, when the

car rolls down to the cashier's desk. See cash-carrier and
telpherage. Also called wire-road, uire.1ramway._

wireieel (wir''hel),n. A certain defect and Wire-weed(wir-wed),«. Theknot-gi-assPo/i/f/o-

disease in the feet of a horse or other beast. ««"' avu-idare. Britten and Holland. [Prov.

'Wireman (wir'man), w.; pi. wiremen (-men). Eng.]

A man who puts"up and looks after wires, as Wirework (ynr w6rk), «. [= Icel. nra-nrk%,

for the telegraph, telephone, or electric light- wirework, filigree-work; as xctre^ + work, «.]

ijig Fabrics made of wire, such as wire gauze and

Linemen and wiremen were in great demand in New ^V'f
doth, or objects made of wire, such as

York last week. Elect. Bev. (Araer.), XVII. 286. bird-cages and sponge-racks.



wirework
Penned off with netted wirework, in the clear, bright

Khone flood, are places for the swans and ducks.
Richardson, A Girdle llound the Earth, xxv.

wire-worker (vm-'w&r"ker;, n. l. One who
manufactures articles from wire.— 2. Same as
wire.-pulkr.

wire-working (wir'wer'king), Ji. 1. The man-
ufacture of ^vire, or of articles requiring wire.— 2. Same as wire-pulling.

Wireworks (wir'werks), H. pi. and sing. An
establishment where wire is made or fitted to
some specific use.

wireWorm(wir'wfrm),n. 1. The slenderhard-
bodied larva of auy one of the click-beetles or
snapping-beetles of the family Elateridee. Some
of these larvte

live under the
loose bark of
dying trees and
in old logs and Wheat-wireworm
stumps, while (Larva of AgrifUS mancus).
many live under-
ground, and feed on the roots of cereals and on other crops.
They remain in the larval state two or more years, and are
among the worst enemies of the crops in North America
and Europe. Also wirer/rub.

2. A myriapod of the genus Julus or of an allied

genus; a galley-worm. [U. S.]— 3. A para-
sitic worm of sheep, Strongylus contortulus.—
Hop-Wtreworm, Atfriutes linedtiis. [Eng.] — Wheat-
"Wlreworm, Afp-iotes mancus. See cut above. [U. S,]

wire-wove (wir'wdv), a. Noting a glazed pa-
per of fine quality, used chiefly for letter-paper.

wirily (wir'i-li), adv. In a wiry manner; like

wire.

ily grandfather, albeit spare, was wiHly elastic.

Candor, Imag. Cody., Queen Elizabeth, Cecil, Anjou,
[and F^n^lon.

wiriness (wir'l-nes), n. The state or character
of being wiry,

wiring (wir'ing), H. [Verbal n. of inVe, f.] 1.

In surg., the holding in apposition of the ends
of a fractured bone by means of wire passed
through holes drilled in the bony substance : a
method employed most frequently in cases of
fractured patella, in which bony union is es-
pecially difficult to obtain.— 2. In taxidermy,
the setting or fixing of the skin on a wire frame-
work or the insertion of a wire in any member:
as, the wiring of the legs was faulty.

wiring-machine (wir'ing-ma-shen'), n. 1. A
hand-tool for fastening the wire staples of a
Venetian blind to the slats.— 2. A bench and
tool for securing wire fastenings to soda-water
bottles. It holds the cork in position while the
fastening is put in place.— 3. A tinmen's tool
for bending the edges of tin plate over a wire.
wiring-press (wir'ing-pres), n. A press for
wiring pieced tinware. E. H. Knight.
wiriwa, «. [African.] One of the African
colies or mouse-birds, CoUus senegalensis.

wirkt, wirket, v. and «. Obsolete spellings of
W(irk.

wirryt, r. t. An obsolete spelling of worry.
Wirsung's canal or duct. The pancreatic duct,
wiry (wir'i;, a. [< Mjjrel -t- -^i.] 1. Made of
wire ; in the form of wire.

Come down, come down, my bonny bird, . . .

Your cage shall be of wiry goud,
Whar now it *s but the wand.

Lord Witliam (Child's Ballads, III. 20).

For caught, and cag'd, and starv'd to death.
In dying sighs my little breath

Soon pass'd the wiry grate.
Cowper, On a Goldtlnch Starved to Death in His Cage.

2. Resembling wire ; especially, tough and flex-

ible; of persons, lean and sinewy.

Here on its wiry stem, in rigid bloom,
Grows the salt lavender that lacks perfume.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 216.

A little wiry sergeant of meek demeanour and strong
sense. Dickens, Detective Police.

.She was wiry, and strong, and nimble.
TroUope. Last Chronicle of Barset, xxxvii.

.She had a light, trim, wiry figure, especially adapted to
those feats of skill which depend on l)alance.

Whyte ilelalle. White Rose, II. viit

wiry pulse. See pul»e 1

.

Wis't, «• [< MK. ii-i.1, certain, sure, for certain,
to wi-ise, certainly, 7nid wisse, with certainty;
= Icel. viss, certain, = Sw. viss, certain (visst,

certainly), = Dan. vis, certain (rist, certainly);
in AS. D. and G. the word appears with a pre-
fix, AS. fiewis = D. gewis = Gr. gewiits, certain,
certaiidy: see wis'^.wis^, iwis.'] Certain; sure:
especially in the phrases to wisse, for certain,
certainly; mid wisse, with certainty.

That wite thu to wisse.
Legend of St. Catherine (ed. Morton), 1. 1643.

Wis^t, adv. [Early mod. E. (dial.) wusse; < ME.
wis, by apheresis from iwis: see iicis.} Cer-
tainly ; truly ; indeed : same as iwis.
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"No, wis," quod he, "myn owen nece dere."

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 474.

Knowell. Why, I hope you will not a-hawking now, will
you?

Stephen. No, wusse; but I'll practise against next year,
uncle. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

wiS'*t, V. A spurious word, arising from a mis-
imderstanding of the Middle English adverb
iwis, often written i-wis, and in Middle English
manuscripts i wis, I wis, whence it has been
taken as the pronoun / with a verb wis, vaguely
regarded as connected with wit (which has a
preterit wist). See iwis, and, for the real verb,
see wit^.

Which book, advisedly read, and diligently followed but
one year at home in England, would do a young gentle-
man more good, I u-iss, than three years' travell abroad.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 65.

Where my morning haunts are he wisses not.
Milton, Apology for Smeotymnuus.

Wisardt, « and a. An obsolete spelling of wiz-
ard.

wisdom (wiz'dum), n. [< ME. icisdom, wysdom,
wisedom, < AS. wisdom, wisdom (= OS., wisdom
= OFries. wisdom = MD. wijsdom = OHG.
MHG. wistuom, wisdom, knowledge, judgment,
G. weissthum, knowledge, = Icel. visdomr = Sw.
Dan. visdom, wisdom), < wis, wise, + dfim, con-
dition: see tt'isel and -dow.] 1. The property
of being wise ; the power or faculty of forming
the fittest and truest judgment in any matter
presented for consideration ; a combination of
discernment, discretion, and sagacity, or similar
qualities and faculties, involving also a certain
amount of knowledge, especially the knowledge
of men and things gained by experience, it is

often used in a sense nearly synonymous with discretion,
or with prudence, but both of these are strictly only par-
ticular phases of wisdom. Frequently wisdonn implies
little more than sound and sober common-sense: hence
it is often opposed to folly.

Than seide thei, be comen assent, thei wolde coanseile
with Merlyn, that hadde grete wisedom.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 96.

The beste wysdom that I Can
ys to doe well & drede no man.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.), extra ser., 1. 68.

That which moveth God to work is goodness, and that
which ordereth his work is wisdom, and that which per-
fecteth Ills work is power. Hooker.

If you go on thus, you will kill yourself

;

And 'tis not wisdom thus to second grief
Against yourself. Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 2.

When I arraigned the imsdom of Providence, I only
showed my own ignorance. Goldsmith, Asem.

If old age is even a state of suffering, it is a state of
superior wisdom, in which man avoids all the rash and
foolish things he does in his youth.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vi.

2. Human learning; knowledge of arts and
sciences; erudition.

Mosea was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.
Acts vli. 22.

The Doctors laden with so many badges or cognisances
of wisdom. Foxe (Arber's Bug. Garner, I. 105).

3. With possessive pronoims used as a personi-
fication (like "your highness," etc.).

Viola. I saw thee late at the Count Orsino's.

Clown. ... I think I saw your wisdojn there.
Shak., T. N., iii. 1. 47.

Do, my good fools, my honest pious coxcombs.
My wary fools too ! have I caught your wisdoinsf

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 1.

4. A wise saying or act; a wise thing.

They which do eate or drinke, hauyng those wisdomes
euer in sigbte, . . . may sussitate some disputation or
reasonynge wherby some part of tynie shall be saued
whiche els . . . wolde be idely consumed,

.Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 3.

One of her many wisdoms. Mrs. II. Jackson, Eamona, i.

5. Skill; skilfulness.

And I have filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom,
and in understanding, and in knowledge, and in all man-
ner of workmanship. Ex. xxxi. 3.

[In Scripture the word is sometimes specifically used, espe-

cially in Paul's Epistles, in an opprobrious sense to desig-

nate the theosophical speculations (1 Cor. i. 19, 20) or rhe-

torical arts (I Cor. ii. 5) current among the Greeks and
Romans in the first century ; sometimes in a good sense to

designate spiritual perception of. accompanied with obe-

dience to, the divine law (I'rov. iii. 13; Acts vi. 3). Some-
times (as in I'rov. viii.) it has personal attributes assigned
to it.]

Book of Wisdom of Jesus. See Eccltsiasticus.—BooiL

of Wisdom of Solomon, one of the deuterocanonical
books of the Old Testament. (See deuterocanonical and
Apocrypha.) Tradition ascribes its authorship to Solo-

mon ; but by most modern Protestant theologians it is

attributed to an Alexandrian Jew of the first or second
century B. C. The shorter title Wisdom, or Book of Wis-

dom, is commoidy applied to this book, but not to Eccle-

si.isticus. Abbreviated Ifisd.— Salt of wisdom. Same
as sal nfemftrofA (which see, under sal').=Syn. 1. Know-
ledye. Prudence, Wisdmn, Discretion, Providence, Forecast,

Proeision. Kiwwledye has several steps, as the percep-

tion of facts, the accumulation of facts, and familiarity

by experience, but it does not include action, nor the

wise
power of judging what is best in ends to be pursued or in
means for attaining those ends. Prudence is sometimes
the power of judging what are the best means for attain-
ing desired ends ; it may be a word or action, or it may
be simply the power to avoid danger. It implies delib-
eration and care, whether in acting or refraining from ac-
tion. Wisdom chooses not only the best means but also
the best ends ; it is thus far higher than prudence, which
may by choosing wrong ends go altogether astray ; hence
also it is often used in the Bible for piety. As compared
with knowledge, it sees more deeply into the heart of things
and more broadly and comprehensively suras up relations,
draws conclusions, and acts upon them ; hence a man may
abound in knowledge and be very deficient in wisdom, or
he may have a practical wisdom with a comparatively
small stock of knowledge. Discretion is the power to judge
critically what is correct and proper, sometimes without
suggesting action, but more often in view of action pro-
posed or possible. Like prudence the word implies great
caution, and takes for granted that a man will not act con-
trail to what he knows. Providence looks much further
ahead than prudence or discretion, and plans and acts ac-
cording to what it sees. It may be remarked that provi-
sion, which is from the same root as providence and pru-
dence, is primarily a word of action, while they are only
secondarily so. Forecast is a grave word for looiiing care-
fully forward to the consequences of present situations
and decisions; it implies, like all these words except
knowledge, that one will act according to what he can
make out of the future. See cautious, astute, and genius.

I wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of
witty inventions. Prov. viii. 12.

Enoivledge and wisdom, far from being one.
Have ofttimes no connexion. Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men ;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge, a rude, unprofitable mass.
The mere materials with which Wisdom builds.
Till smooth'd, and squar'd, and fitted to its place,
Does but encumber whom it seems t' enrich.
Enoivledge is proud that he has learn'd so much

;

Wisdom is humble that he knows no more.
Cowper, Task, vL 88.

Men of gud dyscretyowne
Suld excuse and loue Huchowne,
That cunnand wes in literature.

Wyntown, quoted in Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.),

[Pref., p. xxv.

This was your providence,
Your vrisdom, to elect this gentleman.
Your excellent forecast in the man, your hiowledge

!

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

wisdom-tooth (wiz'dgm-toth), n. The last
molar tooth on either side of each jaw. It ap-
pears ordinarily between the ages of 20 and 25, presuma-
bly years of discretion (whence the name). Also techni-
cally called dens sapientise. Also unt-tooth.

It seems to me in these days they're all Irom with their
wisdom-teeth cut and their whiskers growed.

Whyte Melville, White Hose, II. xxvL

Wise^ (wiz), a. [< ME. wis, wys, < AS. wis =
OS. OFries. wis = D. wijs = MLG. wis, LG. wis
= OHG. wis, wisi, MHG. ivis, icise, G. weise =
Icel. viss = Sw. Dan. vis = Goth, weis (in comp.
unweis, unwise), wise

;
prob. orig. "witsa, *witta,

with pp. formative, from the root of AS. witan,
etc., K wif^, know: see w«<l.] 1. Having the
power of discerning and judging rightly, or
of discriminating between what is true and
what is false, between that which is right, fit,

and proper and that which is unsuitable, inju-
dicious, and wrong; possessed of discernment,
discretion, and judgment: as, a tme prince ; a
wise magistrate.

Five of them were wise, and five were foolish.

Mat. xxv. 2.

We, ignorant of ourselves.
Beg often our own harms, which the wise powers
Deny us for our good. Shak., A. and C, ii. 1. 6,

A wise man
Accepts all fair occasions of advancement

;

Plies no commodity for fear of danger.
Ventures and gains, lives easily, drinks good wine.
Fares neatly, is richly cloath'd, in worthiest company.

T. Trnnkis (?), Albumazar, iL 2.

I am foolish old Mayberry, and yet I can be wise May-
berry, too. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

You read of but one wise Man, and all that he knew was,
that he knew nothing. Congreve, Old Bachelor, i. 1.

2. Proper to a wise man ; sage ;
grave ; seri-

ous.
One rising, eminent,

In wise deport, spake much of right and wrong.
Miltxm, P. L., xi. 666.

3. Having knowledge; knowing; intelligent;

enlightened; learned; erudite.

Bote ther were fewe men so wys that couthe the wei
thider.

Bote bustelyng forth as bestes ouer valeyes and hnlles,

For while thei wente here owen wille thei wente alle

amys. Piers Plowman (A), vi. 4.

Thou shalbe ivisest of wit,— this wete thou for sothe,

—

And know all the conyng that kyndly is for men.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2411.

Where ignorance is bliss,

'Tis folly to be u%se.

Gray, On a Distant Prospect of Eton College.

4. Practically or experimentally knowing ; ex-

perienced; versed or skilled; dexterous; cun-
ning; subtle; specifically, skilled in some hid-



wise

den art, as magie or divination : as, the sooth-
sayers and the u>ise men.

I pray yoa tell where the wise man the conjuror dwells.
Peele, Old Wives' Tale.

They are wite .to do evil, but to do good they have no
knowledge. Jer. iv. 22.

In these nice sharp quillets of the law,
Good faith, 1 am no teiser than a daw.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 18.

5. Religious; pious; godly.

From a child thou hast known the holy Scriptures,
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation.

2 Tim. iii. 15.

6. Dictated, directed, or guided by wisdom;
containing wisdom; judicious: as, a wise say-
ing ; a wise scheme or plan ; wise conduct or
direction; a wise determination.

The justice . . .

Full of icise saws and modern instances.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 166.

May, . . . spite of praise and scorn, . . .

Attain the icise inditference of the wise.
Tennyson, Dedication.

Never the wiser, without information or advice ; still in
utter ignorance.

The Pretender, or Duke of Cambridge, may both be land-
ed, and I never the tpiser.

Swift, To Miss Vanhomrigh, June 8, 1714.

The seven wise men of Greece, the seven sages. See
sagei, >>.—To make It Wlset, to make it a matter of de-
liberation.

Us thoughte it was noght worth to make it uys.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 785.

Wise woman, (a) A woman skilled in hidden arts ; a
witch ; a fortune-teller.

They call her a wise-w&man, but I think her
An arrant witch. B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Supposing, according to popular fame.
Wise woman and Witch to be the same.

Uood, Tale of a Trumpet.

(6) A midwife. Scott. = Syn. 1. Sagacious, discerning, orac-
ular, long-headed. See loisdom.— 6. Sound, solid, philo-
sophical.

wise^ (wiz), n. [< ME. wise, wyse, < AS. wise =
OS. wise = OFries. wis = D. wijs = L6. icise =
OHG. ioisa, JVIHG. wise, G. weise = leel. *vis (in
comp. othruvis, otherwise) = Sw. Dan. vis, way,
manner, wise ; from the same source as wise^

:

see wisel, and of. -wise. Doublet of giiise.']

Way; manner; mode
;
guise ; style : now seldom

used as an independent word, except in such
phrases as in any wise, in no wise, on this wise.

This Troilus, in wyse of curteysie,
With hauk on bond and with an huge route
Of knyghtes, rood and dide hire compaynye.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 64.

Ther-vpon a while I stood musyng,
and in my self gretly ymagynyng
What wise I sholde parfourme this seid processe.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 62.

Whan Dodynell herde these tithinges, he seide to hym-
self that he wolde do the same wise, and tolde to his
prevy counseile that he wolde go to court.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 251.

So tume they still about, and change in restlesse wise.
Spenser, F. Q., VII. viL 18.

I considered myself as in some wise of ecclesiastical
dignity. Suift, Mem. of P. P.

In any wise, in any way ; by any means.

"Now, for my lone, heipe that I may hir see
Jn eny wise," quod Auferius the kyng

;

"ffor 1 canne think right wele that it is she."
Oe/ierydes (E. E. T. S.), I. 1241.

In no wise. In no way ; on no account; by no means.

Merlin hem comaunded that, as soone as thei were
arived at the porte, in no wise that thei tarye not but two
dayes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 420.

Ower patrone of the shippe had sent to hym letters at
Candy that he shuld toche at the rodes in no wysse.

Torkintjton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 22.

He is promised to be wived
To fair Marina ; but in no unse
Till he had done his sacrifice.

Shak., Pericles, v. 2. 11.

A simple, ill-bred zealot, exceedingly vain, but in no-
wise coveting riches or gain of any sort.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 205.

On this Wise, in this way or manner.

Than was it schorter than the assise,

Thrise wroght thai with it on this icise;

Accorde to that werk wald it noght.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

On this wise ye shall bless the children of Israel.

Num. vi. 23.

To make wlset, to make pretense ; pretend ; feign ; sham.

Or as others do to viake toise they be poore when they
be rlche, to shunne thereby the publicke charges.

Puttenham, Alte of Eng. Poesie, p. 252.

Wise^ (wiz), V. t. [< ME. wisen, wi/sen, < AS.
wisian = OS. wisean = D. wijzen = OHG. wisan,
MHG. wisen, G. weisen = Icel. visa = Sw. visa =
Dan. vise, shuw, point out, exhibit; orig. 'make
wise or knowing,' 'inform,' from the adj., AS.
wis, etc., wise: see wise'^. Cf. wiss.} 1. To
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guide ; direct ; lead or send in a particular di-

rection.

Ye ken weel eneugh there 's mony o' them wadna mind
a baubee the weising a ball through the Prince himsell.

Scott, Waverley, Iviii.

2. To turn; incline; twist.

Weiie yoursell a wee easel-ward— a wee mair yet to
that ither stane. Scott, Antiquary, vii.

[Now Scotch in both uses.]

-wise. An apparent suffix, really the noun wise^
used in adverbial phrases originally with a
preposition, as in anywise, nowise, likewise, other-
wise, etc., originally in any wise, in no wise, in
like wise, in other ivise, etc. ; so sidewise, length-
wise, etc., in which, in colloquial use, -ways also
appears, by confusion with wayl.
wiseacre (wi'za-kfer), n. [= MD. wijssegger, <

G. tccissager, soothsayer, < weissagen, MHG.
wissagen, OHG. icizagon, tcizzagon, foretell, pre-
dict, < wizago, wizzago, a prophet, diviner (AS.
witcga, witiga, prophet) : see loitch. The MHG.
verb and noun became confused with ttis, wise,
and sagen, say, and the E. noun is likewise
vaguely associated with Jt'fsel.] If. A sayer
of wise things ; a learned or wise man.
Pythagoras learned much, . . . becoming a mighty wise-

acre. Leland.

2. One who makes pretensions to great wis-
dom ; hence, in contempt or irony, a would-be
wise person ; a serious simpleton or dunce.
There were at that time on the bench of justices many

Sir Paul Eithersides, hard, unfeeling, superstitious wise-
acres. Oifford, note to R Jensen's Devil is an Ass, v. 6.

wise-hearted (wiz'har"ted), a. Wise; know-
ing; skilful. Ex. xxviii. 3.

wise-like (wiz'lik), a. Resembling thatwhich is

wise or sensible; judicious; sensible. [Scotch.]

The only wise-like thing I heard anybody say. Scott.

wiselingt (wiz'ling), «. [< tcfcel + -ZiHjfl.] One
who pretends to be wise ; a wiseacre.

This may well put to the blush those wisdings that
show themselves fools in so speaking.

Donne, Hist. Septuagint, p. 214.

wisely (wiz'li), adv. [< ME. wisliche, wislike,

wisely, < AS. wislice, wisely; as wise'^ + -ly^.}

In a wise manner; with wisdom, cunning, or
skill; judiciously; prudently; discreetly. Prov.
xvi. 20.

The heorte is wel iloked jif muth and eien and earen
wisliche beoth ilokene. Ancreti Riwle, p. 104.

Let us deal wisely with them ; lest they multiply, . . .

and fight against us. £x. i. 10.

Then must you speak
Of one that loved not wisely but too weU.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 344.

wisent, a. and v. An obsolete spelling otwizcn^.
wiseness (wiz'nes), n. [< ME. wisnesse, < AS.
wisness; as tcise"^ + -ness.'\ Wisdom.

Yet have I something in me dangerous.
Which let thy vnseness fear.

Sliak., Hamlet, v. 1. 286.

Wlserine (wiz'6r-in), n. [Named after D. P.
H'iscr (born 1802), a Swiss mineralogist.] A
rare mineral foimd in Switzerland in minute
yellow octahedral crystals. It was longreferred
to xenotime, but has since been shown to be a
variety of octahedrite (anatase).

wish (wish), n. [< ME. wisch, wyssehe, a var.,

after the verb, of wiisch, < AS. wise = MD.
wiuisch, wensch, D. wensch = OHG. wunsc,
MHG. G. wunseh = leel. osk (cf. Sw. onskan =
Dan. onske), wish, desire ; see the verb, and cf.

Skt.\/ vdftchh,wisa; perhaps a desiderative form
(with formative -sk, as in E. ask), from the root
of E. win, etc., strive after: see jpt»i.] 1. De-
sire ; sometimes, eager desire or longing.

Behold, I am according to thy wish in God's stead.
Job xxxiii. 6.

Thy tcish was father, Harry, to that thought
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 93.

The whole essence of true gentle-breeding (one does not
like to say gentility) lies in the wish and the art to be
agreeable. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, vi.

2. An expression of desire; a request; a pe-
tition; sometimes, an expression of either a
benevolent or a malevolent disposition toward
others.

I thank you for your icish, and am well pleased
To wish it back on you. Shak., M. of V., iii. 4. 43.

Belay no longer, speak your wish.
Seeing I must go to-day.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. The thing desired; the object of desire.

That faire Lady schal zeven him, whan he bathe don,
the first Wyssehe that he wil wyssehe of erthely thinges.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 145.

You have your wish; my will is even this.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2. 93.

wishful

And yet this Libertine is crown'd for the Man of Merit,
has his Wishes thrown into his Lap, and makes the Happy
Exit. Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 143.

wish (wish), r. [< ME. wisshen, wysshen, wischen,
wiischen, < AS. tvyscan, less correctly wisean =
MD. wmtschen, wenschen, D. wen.fchen = MLG.
wunschcn = OHG. wunsken, MHG. G. wUnschen,
wisli, desire, = Icel. seskja (for askja) = Sw.
onska = Dan. onske, wish ; all orig. from the
noun, though the mod. E. word has the vowel
of the verb: see !fis7(, n.] I. intrans. To have
a wish or desire ; cherish some desire, either for
what is or for what is not supposed to be ob-
tainable; long: often with/or before an object.

They cast four anchors out of the stem, and wished for
the day. Acts xxvii. 29.

But if yourself . . .

Did ever . . .

Wish chastely and love dearly.
Shak., All's Well, 1. 3. 218.

This is as good an argument as an antiquary could tcish
/or. Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins, p. 2.

Those potentates who do not icish well to his affairs
have shewn respect to his personal character. Addison.

II. trans. 1. To desire; crave; covet; want;
long for: as, what do you wish? my master
wishes to speak with you.

I goe with gladnesse to my wished rest.

Spenser, Daphnaida, L 282.

The dredfull beast, ycleped crocodile, . . .

Before he doth devoure his wished prey,
Pitty in outward semblance doth display.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

I would not uisk them to a fairer death.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 49.

They may be Patrons, but there are but few Examples
of Erudition among them. "Tis to be wisht that they ex-
ceeded others in Merit, as they do in Birth.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 15.

The Spartan wish'd the second place to gain,
And great Ulysses wish'd, nor wish'd in vain.

Pope, Iliad, x. 274.

Mortals whose pleasures are their only care
First wish to be impos'd on, and then are.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 290.

Here 's news from Paternoster Row

;

How mad I was when first I learnt it

!

They would not take my Book, and now
I wish to goodness I had burnt it.

F. Locker, Old Letters.

2. To desire (something) to be : with objective
predicate.
For the wynde was thanne better in our waye thanne it

was at any tyuie syns we come frome Jafle, and was so
good that we coude not wysshe it better.

Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 70.

I believe, as cold a night as 'tis, he could rcish himself
in Thames up to the neck. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 120.

Is it well to wish thee happy? Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3. To desire in behalf of some one or something
(expressed by dative); invoke, or call down
(upon) : as, to tcish one joy or luck.

Let them be driven backward and put to shame that
xcish me evil. Ps. xl. 14.

If heaven have any grievous plague in store
Exceeding those that I can uish upon thee.

Shak., Kich. III., i. 3. 218.

All joys and hopes forsake me ! all men's malice.
And all the plagues they can inflict, I jmA it,

Fall thick upon me

!

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 2.

4t. To recommend ; commend to another's con-
fidence, approval, kindness, or care.

If I can by any means light on a fit man to teach her
that wherein she delights, I will leish hira to her father.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 1. 113.

Sir, I have a kinsman I could willingly wish to your ser-
vice, if you will deign to accept of him.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, Iv. 1.

To wish one further. See further.

Wishable (wish'a-bl), fl. [< wish + -a6?«.]j
Worthy or capable of being wished for; de-i
sirable. [Rare.]
The glad wishable tidingea of saluacion.

J. UdaU, On Luke iv.
|

wishbone (wish'bon), n. Tlie furcula, or merry-J
tliought of a fowl. Also wishing-bone.

Wishedlyt (wish'ed-li), adv. [< wished, pp. of|
wish, + -ly'^.'i According to one's wish. Enolles.^

wisher (wish'Sr), n. [< wish + -<>rl.] One who
wishes.

Wishers were ever fools. Shak., A. and C, Iv. 15. 37.^

wishful (wish'fiil), a. l<ioish + -fid. Ct.wist-

fnl.J 1. Having or expressing a wish; desir'l
ous; longing; covetous; wistful.

From Scotland am I stol'n even of pure love.
To greet mine own land with my wuil\,ful sight.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 14. ]

On .Jordan's stormy banks I stand.
And cast a wishful eye

To Canaan's fair and happy land,
Where my possessions lie.

& Stennett, The Promised Land (Lyra Britannica, ed. 1867, \

U>. 527).
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2. Desirable; inviting. [Poetical.]

Many a shady hill.

And many an echoing valley, many a field
Pleasant and vjinhful, did his passage yield
Their safe transcension.
Chapman, tr. of Homer's Hymn to Hermes, 1. 185,

Having so wishful an Opportunity, ... I could not but
send you this Friendly Salute. lloiceU, Letters, I. vl. 4.

wishfully (wish'ful-i), adv. 1. With desire;
longingly; wistfully.

And all did wishfttUy expect the silver-throned morn.
Chapman, Iliad, viii. 497.

He looked up wishfully in my uncle Toby's face, then
cast a look upon his boy — and that ligament, flue as it was,
was never broken. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 10.

2. Desirably; according to one's wishes.
Phce. I doubt now

We shall not gain access unto your love.
Or she to us.

Fid, Most wish/uUy here she comes.
Middleton, Phoenix, iii. 1.

Wishfulnesa (wish'ful-nes), n. The state of
being wishful; longing.

The natural infirmities of yonth.
Sadness and softness, hopefulness, wishfvlne98.

Sir U. Taylor, Isaac Oomnenus, iii. 1.

wishing-bone (wish'ing-bon), n. Same as wish-
houc.

Wishing-cap (wish'ing-kap), n. A cap by wear-
ing whic-h one obtains whatever one wishes.

wi3hing-rod(wish'ing-rod),7i. Arod thewield-
ing of which obtains one's wishes, or confers
unlimited power.

•Wishlyt (wish'li), arfc. [itoish + -ly'^. Cl.wist-
ly.] Wistly. [Rare.]

.^lacides . . . wishly did intend
(Standing asterne his tall neckt ship) how deepe the skir-

mish drew. ChapnuDi, Iliad, xi.

Devereux, that undaunted knight.
Who stood astern his ship, and wishty eyed
How deep the skirmish drew on either side.

Mir. /or Marj$., p. 863,

wishness (wish'nes), n. Melancholy yearning.
[Bare.]

Sighing (I heard the lovelorn swain)
Wixhnesg ! oh, ttijfhnesjt walketh here.

Polwhele, Wishful Swain of Devon.

'Wishton'Wish (wish'ton-wish), n. [.Said to be
Amer. Ind., and imitative.] The prairie-dog
of North America, Cynomys ludoricianus. See
cut under prairie-dog, and compare second cut
under ouL

Tlie Wishtonicigh of the Indians, prairie dogs of some
travellers, . . . reside on the prairies of Louisiana in
towns or villages, having an evident police e8tabli8he<l
in their cumnmnities, ... As you approach their towns,
you are saluted on all sides by the cry of Wishtonwish.
from which they derive their name with the Indians,
ottered in a shrill and piercing ntanner.

Z. M. Pike, Voyage to Sources of the Arkansaw, etc.

[(ISIO), p. 15«.

(Misunderstood by Cooper aa a name for the whippoor-
will, it was so used by him in his novel " The Wept of
Wish-ton-Wish," and elsewhere.

"He speaks of the icitth-ton-wfth," said the scout.
"Well, since you like his whistle, it shall be your signal.
Remember, then, when you hear the whip-poor-will's call
three times repeated, you are to come into the bushes."

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxii.]

wish-wash (wish'wosh), n. [A varied redupl.
of wash.] Anything wishy-washy; especially,
a thin, sloppy drink. [Co'lloq.]

wishy-washy (wish'i-wosh'i), a. and n. [A
varied redupl. of washy. Cf. wish-icash .} I. a.

Very thin and weak; diluted; sloppy: original-
ly used to note liquid substances ; hence, fee-
ble ; lacking in substantial or desirable quali-
ties; insignificant: as, a wisku-icashy speech.
[Colloq.]

Agoodseaman, , . . noneof yourGuinea-pigs, noryour
fresh-water, mthy-uxuhy, fair-weather fowls.

SitwUett. (Imp. Diet.)

The withy-vxuhy, bread-and-bntter period of life.

Trollupe, Barchester Towers, xll.

n. n. Any sort of thin, weak liquor. [Col-
Ion.]

wisket (wis'ket), n. Same as wlmket.
wislichet, wislokert, adv. Middle English forms
of iri.Hily, wi.iclier (more wisely),

wislyt, adv. [ME., also tvysly, wislike; < AS.
(invixlice, gewisslice, < gewis, certain : see wis^,
iwi.i.'] Certainly; surely.

I not myaelf noght wydy what it is.

Chaucer, Troilus, 111. 1653.

wisp (wisp), n. [< ME. wisp, wysp, wesp, wispe,
also H!p.«, an older form (the s being prob. for-
mative) ; not found in AS. ; cf. LG. wiep, a wisp

;

cf. Norw. vijipa, something that skips about, a
wisp to sprinkle or daub with, a swape, or ma-
chine for raising water, etc., = Sw. dial, vipp,
an ear of rye, a Tittle sheaf or bundle ; cf . Goth.
icaips, also wipja, a crown. Wisp has nothing
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to do -svith wkisl-'^: see whislcK'] 1. A handful
or small bundle, as of straw or hay; a twisted
handful.

A wisp of straw were worth a thousand crowns
To make this shameless callet know herself.

Shak., 8 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 144.

When indeed his admired mouth better deserved the
help of Doctor Executioner, that he might wipe it with a
hempen wisp. Tom Nash his GhosI, p. 8.

Of this commission the bare-armed Bob, leading the
way with a flaming wisp of paper, . . . speedily acquitted
himself. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 13.

2. A whisk, or small broom.— 3. An ignis fat-
uus, or will-o'-the-wisp.

Or like a wisp along the marsh so damp.
Which leads beholders on a boggy walk.

He flitted to and fro a dancing light.
Which all who saw it follow'd, wrong or right.

Byron, Don Juan, vii. 46.

We did not know the real light, but chased
The wisp that flickers where no foot can tread.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

4. A disease in cattle, consisting in inflamma-
tion and suppuration of the interdigital tissues,
most commonly of the hind feet, it may be due
to the irritation of dirt, to overgrowth of the hoof, or
other causes. Also called /o«i t/i (A« /oof. Also wAtsp.

To cure a Bullock that hath the Whisp (that is lame be-
tween the Clees). Aubrey, ilisc., p. 138.

5. In falconry, a flight or walk of"snipe. =Syn.
5. Covey, etc. Seejlocki.

wisp (wisp), V. t. [< wisp, n.] 1. To brush,
dress, or rub down with or as with a wisp.— 2.
'To rumple. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
wispent (wis'pn), a. [< «;!Sjj -f -e«2.] Formed
of a wisp or wisps.

She hath already put on her wispen garland.
O. Uaney, Pierce's Supererogation (Brydge's Archaica,

[II. 140).

wispy (wis'pi), o. [<. wisp + -y'^ .'] Like a wisp.
A pinched, wispy little man.

D. C. Murray, Weaker 'Vessel, xi.

wisst, t'. t. [ME. wissen, < AS. tvissian, a var.
of wutian, show: see wise^.'] Same as wisc3.

Gyfle I wlrke wronge, whom should me wys be any waye?
York Plays, p. 32.

Thow coudest nevere in love thiselven wysse,
How devel maystow brynge me to blysse 'i

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 622.

Knowestthou ouht a corseynt men calleth seynt Treuthe ?

Const thou vrissen vs the wey wher that he dwelleth?
Piers Plou-mati (A), vi. 24.

wissent, v. t. See tciss.

Wissondayt, n. A Middle English variant of
ll'liiUuiiday.

wistl. Preterit of tcifl.

wist^ (wist), t'. A spurious word, improperly
used as present indicative {wists) of tvifi.

[Rare.]

But though he vntts not of this, he is moved like the great
German poet.

Buckle, Essays (Progi'ess of Knowledge), p. 195.

Wistaria (wis-ta'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Nuttall, 1818),
named in honor of Caspar Wistar, an American
anatomist (1761-1818).] 1. A genus of legu-
minous plants, of the tribe Ga^ejca; and subtribe
Te])hrosieee. it is characterized by having papiliona-
ceous flowers in terminal racemes, with a smooth style and
stamens usually completely diadelphous, and by a coria-

ceous readily dehiscent legume, the last character sepa-
rating it from the large tropical Old World genus Mitletlia.

There are 2 or 3 species, natives of North .\merica, ('hina,

and .Japan. They are lofty climbing shrubs with odd-pin-
nate leaves, entire feather-veined and reticulated leaflets,

and small stipules. The handsome purplish flowers fonn
terminal pendent racemes. They are much cultivated in

America, commonly under the generic name (sometimes
erroneously Wisteria); in England they are often known
as kidney-bean tree, in Australia as grape Jlower vine. W.
Chinensis, the Chinese, and W. frtitescens, the American
wistaria, are much used in the United States to cover ve-

randas and walls. Tlie latter is a native of swamp-margins
from Virginia to Illinois and southward, and develops its

flowers at the same time with the leaves, instead of before
them, as in W. Chinensis. W. Japonica, by some thought
not a distinct species, is commonly trained in Japan hori-

zontally on trellises over pleasure-seats as an ornamental
shade ; it sometimes lives more than a century.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.

wistful (wist'ful), a. [Prob. for *w7(i«<ft(Z, based
on the older adverb wistJy, which is prob. for
whisUy. The assumption that wistful stands for

wishful is imtenable; for the requii'ed change
wishful > "wisful > «fi.s</'»? could not occur in the
mod. E. period, particularly with wishful itself

remaining in use; but the sense 'longing' ap-
pears to have arisen in part from association

with wishful. It is to be noted that wistful in

the earliest instance quoted (Browne) does not
mean, as some dictionaries give it. merely 'ob-

servant' or 'attentive,' and that its later uses

are more or less indefinite, indicating that it

was orig. a poetical word, based on some other,

which other is prob. wistly for whistly as here

wit

assumed.] 1. Silent; hushed; standing in mute
attention.

In sullen mutt'rings chid
The artlesse songsters, Uiat their musicke still

Should charme the sweet dale and the wistfull hill.

IF, Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii, 2,

This commanding creature . . . put on such a resig-
nation in her countenance, and bore the whispers of all
around the court with such a pretty uneasiness, . . . until
she was perfectly confused by meeting something so wist-
ful in all she encountered, Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

2. Full of thoughts ; contemplative; musing;
pensive.

Why, Orubbinol, dost thou so wislfvl seem 7
There 's sorrow in thy look.

day. Shepherd's Week, Friday.
3. Wishful; longing.

Lifting up one of my sashes, [I] cast many a wist/ul, mel-
ancholy look towards the sea.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ii, 8.

No poet has expressed more vividly than Shelley the
wist/ul eagerness of the human spirit to interpret the
riddle of the universe. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 75.

wistfully (wist'fiil-i), adv. In a wistful man-
ner; pensively; earnestly; longingly; wish-
fully.

With that, he fell again to pry
Through perspective more uistfully.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II, iii. 458.

The captive's miserable solace of gazing wistfully upon
the world from which he is excluded,

Inimj, Sketch-Book, p, 112.

Doubtless there is nothing sinful in gazing wistfully at
the marvellous providences of God's moral governance,
and wishing to understand them,

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 204.

'Wistfulness (wist'ful-nes), 11. The state or
projierty of being wistful,

wistless (wist'les), a. [Irreg. < loist, known

:

see witi. Cf. wistful and -less.'] Not knowing;
ignorant (of); unwitting (of). [Rare.]

. Wistless what X did, half from the sheath
Drew its glittering blade, Southey, Joan of Arc, L

wistlyt (wist'li), adv. [Prob. for whistly, i. e.
' silently,' which sense suits the earliest quota-
tion s (cf. " And her eyes on all my motions with
a mute observance hung," Tennyson, Loeksley
Hall) ; the change of hw to w is very common
in England, and may well have been assisted in
this instance by association with wist, pret. of
u-it, and with wish; but to derive wistly from
either wist or wish (as if for wishedly) is con-
trary to sound theory and to the actual use of
the word. Wishly in the " Mir. for Mags.,'' given
as the "same as wistly," may be truly wishly, <
wish -f -ly'^. The same considerations apply to
wistful, which appears to stand for 'whistful.]
1. Silently; with mute attention ; earnestly.

Robyn behelde our comly kynge
Wystly in the face,

LyteU Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 115).

Speaking it, he unstly look'd on me

;

As who should say, "I would thou wert the man
That would divorce this terror from my heart."

Shak., Kich. II,, v. 4. 7.

For I'll go turn my tub against the sun,
And wistly mark how higher planets run.
Contemplating their hidden motion.

Marston, Satires, v. 171.

wiston^wish (wis'ton-wish), n. Same as wish-
tonwish. Godman; Coues and Allen.

VlW- (wit), V. Pres. ind. 1st pers. wot, 2d pers.
wost (erroneously wottest, wotst), 3d pers. wot
(erroneously wotteth), pi. wit, pret. wist, pp.
ivist (or witeii). [A preterit-present verb whose
forms have been much confused and misused
in mod, E., in which, except in the set phrase
to wit, it is now used only archaically; early
mod. E, also weet, wetc, < ME. weten, witen (pres.

1st pers. wot, wat, 2d pers. wost, wast, 3d pers.

wot, woot, wat (also 1st pers. wite, 2d pers. witest,

3d yers.witeth, wites, witez, contr. wit), pi. witeth,

weteth (subj. wite, witen), pret. wist, wiste, wuste,

sometimes by assimilation wisse, ppr. witand,

wittand), < AS. wiian (pres. ind. 1st pers. wat.

2d pers. wast, 3d pers. wat, pi. witon—an old

pret. used as present; pret. wiste, pi. wiston),

= OS. witau (pres. ind. wet) = (DFries. wita,

wcta (pres. wet) = D. weten (pres. weet, pret.

wist, pp. geweten) = LG. weten = OHG. ivizzan,

MHG. wizxn, G. wissen, know (pres. 1 wciss, 2

weisst, 3 Weiss, pi. wissen, pret. wusste, pp. ge-

wusst), = Icel. vita (pres. reit, pret. vissa, pp.
vitathr) = Sw. veta (pres. ret, pret. visste, pp.
vctat) = Dan. vide (pres. veed, pret. vidste, pp.
vid.'it) = Goth, witan (pres. wait, pret. wissa,

pp. not found), know: the inf. witan, with short

vowel, and sense 'know,' being a later form
and sense, developed from the pret. and subj.

of witan, pret. *wdt, see, the present wat, know,
being orig. this pret. "wat, saw, ' I have seen'



wit

(see tcifcl); Teut. / ttitj see, = OBuIg. lidieU
= Serv. t^idjeti = Bohem. icideti = Russ. ridietij

see, =L. viderCj see, = Gr. Ideiv^ see (perf. oirfa,

I know, = E. wot), = Skt. -v/nVf, see, perceive.
From the verb wit^ are iilt. E. wii^j w., iciJ^,

icisci, ir/se2 (guise, disguise), wisely tciss, wisdom,
etc., jcjTcA, wick'^, icicfcedy wiseacre, iwis, wis^,

wis'^, tcitness, witter, witterltff wizard, etc. (see
also wite^y witc^); from the L. videre are ult.

E. visage, vision, risit, visual, etc. (see under
vision); from the Gr., id^a, idol, idolon, eidolon,

etc.. and the element -eid- in kaleidoscope, -id
in the termination ~oid, etc.] To know; be or
become aware: used with or without an ob-
ject, the object when present often being a
clause or statement, (a) Present tense : I wot (woie),

thou woU (erroneously wottest, icotst). he teot (erroneously
wotteth); plural we, ye (youX they wit [Archaic]

Bnt natheles, yit wot I wel also
That ther nis mwn dwelling in this eontree,
That either hath in heven or helle ybe,
Ke may of it non other weyes witen.
But as he hath herd seyd or founde it writen.

Chattcer, Good Womeji, 1. 7.

Thei seyn to hir Woranian, what wepist thou? She
seid to hem, For thei han takun a wey my lord, and I ivoot

not where thei have putt him. WycUf, John xx. 13.

Dead long ygoe, I wote, thou haddest bin.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 18.

Wottest thou what I say, man?
The World aiui the ChUd (O. E. Plays, I. 264).

But he refused, and said unto his master's wife, Behold,
my master wotteth not what is with me in the house.

Gen. xxxix. 8.

I wot well where he is. Shak., R. and J., iii. 2. 139.

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou wert nobly born,
Thou hast a pleasant presence.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

(&) Preterit tense : T, etc., wist (erroneously wotted). [Ar-

chaic.]

Whanne she hadde seid thes thingis, she was turnyd a
bak, and sys Jhesu stondinge, and tviste not for it was
Jhesu. Wydif, John xx. 14.

I whych woted best
His wretched dryftes.

SackvUle, Complaint of Henry, Duke of Buckingham.

He stood still, and wotted not what to do.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

(c) Infinitive: wit {to wit); hence, to do to wit, to cause
(one) to know.

For thoughethou see me hidouse and horrible to loken
onne, I do the to wytene that it Is made be Enchaunte-
ment. MandevUle, Travels, p. 25.

And first it is to wyt that the Holy Londe, which was
delyuered to the .xij. tribes of Israeli, in parte it was called
ye kyngdome of Jude.

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 47.

What wit haue we (poore fooles) to lait what wil serue
va?

Sir T. More, Curafort against Tribulation (1573^ fol. 14.

And hia sister stood afar off to idt what would be done
to him. Ex. ii. 4,

Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace of
God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia.

2 Cor. viii. 1.

Now please you wit
The epitaph is for Marina writ.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 4. 31.

(The phrase to wit ia now used chiefly to call attention to
some particular, or as introductory to a detailed state-
ment of what has been just before mentioned generally,
and is equivalent to 'namely,' 'that is to say': as, there
were three present— «o toit, Mr. Brown, Mr. Green, and
Mr. Black.

lus Cluile was the order and manner in old dayes to
forme their plees in lawe, that is to imtt to cite, aunswere,
accuse, proue, denie, alledge, relate, to giue sentence, and
to execute. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 16.

That which Moses saith, God built a woman, The Tal-
mud interpreteth, He made curies, and he brought her to
Adam, to wit with leaping and dancing.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 214.]

(d) Present participle : witting, sometimes weeting (er-

roneously wotting). Compare unwiUi-ng.

Yet are these feet . . .

Swift-winged with desire to get a grave,
As witting I no other comfort have.

Shak., iHen. VI.,ii. 5. 16.

<e) Past participle : tcist. [Obsolete or archaic]

For harmes myghten folwen mo than two
If it were wist. Chaticer, Troilus, i. 615.

The grey border-stone that is wi^
To dilate and assume a wild shape in the mist

Mrs. Brovming, Lay of the Browu Rosary.

wit^ (wit), «. [< ME. wit, wyt (pi. wittes), <

AS. wit, knowledge, = OS. *ivit in eomp. ftre-

wit, curiosity, = OFries. wit = MLG. wite, wete
= OHG. icizzi, MHG. witze, G. witz, knowledge,
understanding, wisdom, = Icel. vii = Sw. vett

= Dan. vid, wit, knowledge; of. Goth, un-wits,
without understanding, foolish, un~witi, igno-
rance, foolishness; from the verb.] 1. Know-
ledge; wisdom; intelligence; sagacity; judg-
ment; sense.
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"It is but a Dido," quod this doctour, "a dysoures tale.

Al the Witt of this worlde and wiste mennes strengthe
Can nougt confourmen a pees bytwenc the pope and his

enemys." Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 172.

Many things here among us have been found by chance,
which no wit could ever have devised.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Had I but had the tvit yestreen
That I hae coft the day—

I'd paid my kane seven times to hell
Ere you'd been won away

!

The Yotiny Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 125).

I have the wit to think my master is a kind of a knave.
Shak., T. G. of V., iii. l. 262.

If a man is honest, it detracts nothing from his merits
to say he had the ivit to see that honesty is the besi. policy.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 112.

2. Mind; understanding; intellect; reason; in

the plural, the faculties or powers of the mind
orintellect; senses: as, to be out of one's icife;

he has all his wits about him.
So my witte wex and wanyed til I a fole were.
And somme lakked my lyf allowed it fewe.
And leten me for a lorel. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 3.

Who knew the wit of the Lord, or who was his coun-
ceilour ? VVi/clif, Rom. xi. 34.

Many yong wittes be driuen to hate learninge before they
know what learninge ia.

Asckam, The Scholeraaster, p. 19.

His vnts are not so blunt. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 5. 11.

I am in my tcits; I am a labouring man.
And we have seldom leisure to run mad.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Sir John Russel also was taken there, but he, feigning
himself to be out of his Wits, escaped for that Time.

Baker, Clironicles, p. 150.

3t. Knowledge; information.

The Child of Wynd got -wit of it.

Which filled his heart with woe.
The Laidley Worm of Spindleston-heugh (Child's Ballads,

[I. 283).

Let neither my father nor mother get wit.

But that I'm coming hame.
The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 119).

4. Ingenuity; skill.

Your knyf withe alle your wytte
Vnto youre sylf bothe clene and sharpe conserve.
That honestly yee mowe your own mete kerve.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

What strength cannot do, man's m(— being the most
forcible engine— hath often effected.

Raleigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 16).

5. Imagination ; the imaginative faculty.
[Rare.]

Wit in the poet ... is no other than the faculty of imagi-
nation in the writer, which . . . searches over all the
memory for the species or ideas of those things which it

designs to represent.
Dryden, Annua Mirabilia, To Sir R. Howard.

6. The keen perception and apt expression of
those connections between ideas which awaken
pleasure and especially amusement. See the
quotations and the synonyms.
True wit conaists in the resemblance of ideas. . . . But

every resemblance of ideas is not what we call idt, and it

must be such an one that gives delight and surprise to the
reader. Where the likeness is obvious, it creates no sur-
prise, and is not wit. Thus, when a poet tells us that the
bosom of his mistress is as white as snow, there is no wU
in the comparison ; but when he adds, with a sigh, it is as
cold too, it then grows into wit. Addison.

Wit lying most in the assemblage of ideas, and putting
those together with quickness and variety wherein can be
found any resemblance or congruity, thereby to make up
pleasant pictures and agreeable visions in the fancy.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xi. 2.

In wit, if by uit be meant the power of perceiving anal-
ogies between things which appear to have nothing in
common, he never had an equal. Macaulay, Bacon.

7t. Conceit; idea; thought; design; scheme;
plan.

To aenden him into som fer eontree
Ther as this Jasoun may destroyed be

;

This was hia wit. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1420.

Was 't not a pretty 2cit of mine, master poet, to have had
him rode into Puckeridge with a horn before him?

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

At one's Wit's end. See enrf.— Kind witt. SeeHttdi.—
The five wits, the five senses ; in general, the faculties of
tlie mind. The five wits have been fancifully enumerated
as common wit, imagination, fantasy, estimation, memory.
The deedly synnea that been entred into thyn herte by

thy five wittes. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

If thy unts run the wild-goose chase, I have done, for thou
hast more of the wild-goose in one of thy wits than . . .

I have in my whole^i-e. Shak., R. and J., ii. 4. 77, 78.

Alone and warming his^ye uits,

The white owl in the belfry sits.

Tennyson, The Owl.

To drive to one's wit's end. See drive.—To have
one's wits in a creel. See creel.~To live by one's
wits, to live by temporary shifts or expedients, as one
without regular means of living.

Addison sent to beg Gay, who was then living by his

wits about town, to come to Holland House.
Macaulay, Addison.

= Syn. 6. Wit, Humor. In writers down to the time of
Pope wit generally meant the serious kind of vdt.

wit
Serious wit ia . , . neither more nor less than quick

wisdom. BuTJiet.

Look, he 's winding up the watch of his uit ; by and by
it will strike. Shak., Tempest, ii. J. 13.

In more recent use wit in the singular generally implies
comic wit ; in that sense it is different from humor. One
principal difference is that ui.t always lies in some form
of words, while humor may be expressed by manner, as
a smile, a grimace, an attitude. Underlying this is the
fact, consistent with the original meaning of the words,
that humor goes more deeply into the nature of the
thought, while wit catches pleasing but occult or far-

fetched resemblances between things really unlike : a
good pun shows uit; Irving's '* History of New York"
is a piece of sustained humor, the humor lying in the
portrayal of character, the nature of the incidents, etc.

Again, ''Wit may, I think, be regarded as a purely in-
tellectual process, while humor is a sense of the ridicu-
lous controlled by feeling, and coexistent often with the
gentlest and deepest pathos" (ff. Reed, Lects. on Eng.
Lit., \i.357). Hence Ai/»«or is always kind, while uit may
be unkind in the extreme: Swift's "Travels of Gulliver" is

much too severe a satjre to be called a worlt of humor. It
is essential to the effect of wit that the form in which it is

expressed ahonld be brief ; humor may be heiglitened in
its effect by expansion into full forms of statement, de-
scription, etc. Wit more often than humor depends upon
passing circumstances for its effect.

The best and most agreeable specimen of English humor
(it ia humor in contrast to uit) which belongs to that
period is Steele's invention, and Addison's use, of the
character of Sir Roger deCoverley. . . . The same species
of pure, genial, wise, and healthful humor has been sua-
tained in the incomparable "Vicar of \Vakefield." and in
the writings of our countryman Washington Ii-ving.

H. Reed, Lects. on Lng. Lit., xi. 369.

While wit is a purely intellectual thing, into every act
of the humorous mind there is an influx of the moral
nature ; rays, direct or refracted, from the will and the
affections, from the disposition and the temperament, en-
ter into all humor; and thence it is that humor is of a
diffusive quality, pervading an entire course of thought

;

while uit — because it has no existence apart from certain
logical relations of thought which are definitely assign-
able, and can be counted even— is always punctually con-
centrated within the circle of a few words. £>e Quincey.

Dr. Trusler says that ivit relates to the matter, humour
to the manner; that our old comedies abounded v/ithtvit,

and our old actors with humour; that A7««owr always ex-
cites laughter but tvit does not; that a fellow of humour
will seta whole company in a roar, but that there is a
smartness in \tit which cuts while it pleases. Wit, he
adds, always implies sense and abilities, while humour
does not ; humour is chiefly relished by the vulgar, but
education is requisite to comprehend nit.

Fleming, Vocab. Philos.

It is no uncommon thing to hear "He has /iW7no«r rather
than unt." Here the expression commonly means pleasan-
try ; for whoever has humour has u-it, although it does not
follow that whoever has unt has humour. Humour is wit
appertaining to character, and indulges in breadth of
drollery rather than in play and brilliancy of point. Wit
vibrates and spirts ; humour springs up exuberantly as
from a fountain and runs on. In Congreve you wonder
what he will say next ; in Addison you repose on what is

said, listening with assured expectation of something con-
genial and pertinent. Landor.

Small room for Fancy's many chorded lyre,

For Wit's bright rockets with their trains of fire.

O. W. Holmes, An After-Dinner Poem.

I am not speaking of the fun of the book [Don Quixote],
of which there is plenty, and sometimes boisterous enough,
but of that deeper and more delicate quality, suggestive
of remote analogies and essential incongruities, which
alone deserves the name of humor. Lowell, Don Quixote.

wit^ (wit), n. [Prob. another use, and certain-
ly now regarded as another use, of wif^, «. ; cf.

spirit, a person of lively mind or energy, from
spirit, liveliness, energy ; witness, a person who
has knowledge, from witness, knowledge. But
wit as applied to a person may in part repre^
sent, as it may phonetically descend from, the
ME. *wit, wet, wite, weote, < AS. wita, weota,
also gewita, a man of knowledge, an adviser,
counselor, = OF. tcita, a witness, = OHG. wizo,

a witness ; lit. ' one who knows/ with formative
a- {-an) of agent, < witan, know: see wit^, v.

This AS. wita appears in the historical term
witenagetnot, AS. witcna grcmof,*wits' moot, moot
of counselors,' a council, parliament.] One who
has discernment, reason, or judgment; a per-
son of acute perception; especially, one who
detects between associated ideas the finer re-
semblances or contrasts which give pleasure
or enjoyment to the mind, and who gives
expression to these for the entertainment of
others ; often, a person who has a keen percep-
tion of the incongruous or ludicrous, and uses
it for the amusement and frequently at the ex-
pense of others.

By providing that choice wits after reasonable time
spent in contemplation may at the length either enter
into that holy vocation ... or else give place and suffer
others to succeed in their rooms.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 80.

O, sure I am, the wits of former days
To subjects worse have given admiring praise.

Shak., Sonnets, lix.

When I die,

I'll build an almshouse for decayed uits.

Beau, and FL, Wit at Several Weapons, t. 2.



wit

If you examine the sajrings of Charles Lanih, Sydney
Smith, and other great irife, you will perceive that what
amuses you is the sudden perception of some fine resem-
blance. J. F. Clarke, Self-CiUture, p. 146.

wit'-^ (wit), V. >. [< wit~, n.] To play the wit;

be witty : with an indefinite it.

Burton doth pretend to unt it in his pulpit-libell.
Heylin, Life of Laud, p. 260. {Davies.)

-witSf. See xcite^.

"Witan (wit'an), H. pL [AS., pi. of wita (ME.
wite, weote, wete), a man of knowledge, member
of a council or parliament : seew(<2.] \a Anglo-
Saxon hist., members of the witenagemot.

As icitan from every quarter of the land stood about his

throne, men realized how the King of Wessex had risen

into the King of England.
J. It. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 215.

Thou art the mightiest voice in England, man

;

Thy voice will lead the WUan.
Tennyson, Harold, iL 2.

witchi (wich), n. [< ME. witche, wieche, loichche,

wiche, a witch (man or woman), < AS. wicca, m.,

wicce, f. (pi. wiccan in both genders), a sorcerer

or sorceress, a wizard or witch, = Fries, wikke
= LG. wikke, a witch; ef. Icel. vitki, m., a witch,

wizard, prob. after AS.; prob. a reduction, with
shortened vowel and assimilation of conso-

nants (ty > tk > kk, in AS. written ec), of AS. tcit-

<ia, a syncopated form of tcltiga, witega.
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line together with a cubic to which that line is the in-

flectional asymptote, this cubic having an acnode at in-

finity in a direction perpendicular to the line. If a: = is

the equation of the line, (y, c)-' + 1 = (c/r) is that of the
cubic. The area of the curve is four times that of the
circle having four-pointic contact with the cubic and
two-pointic contact with the line. Also called versiera.

witcni (wich), V. t. [< ME. witcheu, wicchen,

wichen, < AS. wiccian, bewitch ; cf . D. LG. wik-

ken = Icel. vitka, soothsay, divine; from the
noun. Ct.bewitch.'\ 1 . To bewitch ; fascinate

;

enchant.
Ne schuld he with wicchecraft be wiccJied neuer-more.

William of Palenie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4427.

For she has given me poison in a kiss—
She had it 'twixt her lips— and with her eyes
She witches people.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

Thou hast witched me, rogue.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iL 1.

2. To work by charms or witchcraft; effect,

cause, or bring by or as by witchcraft.

Did not she witch the devil into my son-in-law, when he
killed ray poor daughter?

Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, v. 2.

And so in one evening Ellery witched himself into the
good graces of every one in the simple pai-sonage ; and

vritcUng

as in boat-building. In southeastern England a variety
of the common elm is also called by this name.

The vrUeh-elm that shades Saint Fillan's Spring.
ScoU, L. of the L., i., Int

Witch-elms that counterchange the floor

Of this Hat lawn with dusk and bright.
Tennyson, In Meraoriam, Ixxxix.

witchen (wich'n), n. [Also witchin; a var. of
witch^ (with suffix conformed to -eu^), < ME.
wiche, < AS. wice, the service-tree : see witch^.']

The mountain-ash or rowan, Pyrus aucujparia.

[Prov. Eng.]
witchery (wieh'er-i), n.

;
pi. witcheries (-iz).

[< Wi'te/il + -ery.'] 1. Sorcery; enchantment;
witchcraft.— 2. Fascination; charm.

He never felt

The witchery of the soft blue sky.

Wordsworth, Peter BelL

witches'-besom (wich'ez-be"zum), n. Same as
witclit's'-hroom.

Witclies'-brooni (wieh'ez-brom), n. A popular
name for the broom-like tufts of branches de-

veloped on the silver-fir, birch, cherry, and
other trees in consequence of the attack of a
uredineous fungus, Peridermium elatinum.

All round, upon the river's slippery edge.
Witching to deeper calm the drowsy tide,

Whispers and leans the breeze-entangling sedge.
Lowell, Indian-Summer Reverie.

a seer,

prophet, soothsayer, magician (ef. deoful-witga,

'devil prophet,' wizard) (= OHG. wizago, wiz-

ra£0. a Pi'0Piif^,ji0othsayer)j^<^*wJ<i£^8eemgji .^tcji2 (wich), ». [Also, in comp., wich, wych,„^^« „^„,_
tt'eecA; < ME. icicAe, < AS. wice, the sorb or ser-

vice-tree ; appar. applied to several trees with

form parallel to witig (with short vowel), know
ing, witan, know, *witan, see: see wit^, and cf.

witty. The notion that witch is a fem. form is

usually accompanied by the notion that the cor-

responding mase. is wicard (the two words
forming one of the pairs of masc. and fem. cor-

historically masc. as well as fem. (being indeed

orig., in the AS. form witga, only masc), and
wizard has no immediate relation to witch. Cf

.

tciseacre, ult. < OHG. wizago, and so a doublet

of witch. Hence ult. (< AS. wicca) ME. wikke,

wicke, evil, wicked, and wikked, wicked, >vicked:

see wick^ and wicked^. The change of form
(AS. wicca < witga) is paralleled by a similai

change in orchard (AS. orceard < orcgeard < ort-

geard), and the development of sense ( ' wicked,'
' witched ') is in keeping with the history of

when Tinrat"lasta'ppeared'8heVun^M witches'-butter (wich'ez-but"6r), n. An alga,

of the circle. H. B. Stowe, Oldtpwn, p. 492. See Xoatoc, 2.

witches'-thimble (wieh'ez-thim'bl), n. See
thimble and Silene.

witchet (wich'et), n. [Origin obscure.] A
rounding-plane.
Witch-findert (wich'fin"dSr), n. A professional

discoverer of witches, whose services were
sometimes employed when the persecution of

so-called witches was in vogue.

He [Matthew Hopkins] then set up as "Witch Finder
Generall," and, on the invitation of several towns, made
journeys for the discovery of witches through Essex,

Suffolk, Norfolk, and Huntingdonshire. . . . Supposed
witches were urged to confess, and on the strength of

their own confession were hanged.
Diet. Nat. Biog., XXVIL 336.

witch-grass (wieh'gras), n. 1. Same as old-

witch grass.— 2. The quitch-grass or couoh-

^ .^. . ,, , i m 4. grass, Agromirum repens.

,t torm
P.la"tS' often met with m the steppes of Tatary.

.^tgh-hag (>^ch'hag), n. Same as witch-chick.

simiW Witch-bells, witches -bells (wieh belz, wich - ^tch-halel (wich'ha"zl), ». [Also wich-hazel,«™'lar
ez-belz), n. pi. The^ harebell. Campanula ro-

^jeU-hazel; < wi<cfe2 -f hazel. Cf. witch-elm.-]
*Mndj/oJ«a; also, the bluebottle, Ce»ta«(rea Cya- -' —
mis. Britten and Holland. [Provincial, chiefly

Scotch.]

pendulous branches, < wican (pp. wicen), bend,
yield: see weak. Hence witchen, and in comp.
witch-elm, witch-hazel, q. v.] The witch-elm, 177-

miis Montana.
relatives given in the grammars); but witch is

^ritch-alder (wich'al"der), jj. A low shrub with
alder-like leaves, Fotkergilla Gardeni (F. alnifo-

lia), of the witch-hazel family, found in Vir-

ginia and North Carolina.

witch-ball (wich'bal), n. A name given to in-

terwoven masses of the stems of herbaceous

other words which liave become ultimately as-
yritch-chick (wieh'chik), n. A swallow:

sociated with popular superstitions—-supersti- ^^ ^^^d superstition. See swallow-struck.
tion, whether religious or etymological, tenduig

„.,-;^.,, „pj. j^^^j mtch-hag.
to pervert or distort the forms and meanings ot witchcraft (wieh'kraft), n. [< ME. wicchecraft.

from
Also

words.] 1. A person (of either sex) given to

the black art; a sorcerer; a conjurer; a wizard;

later and more particularly, a woman supposed
to have formed a compact with the devil or

with evil spirits, and to be able by their aid to

operate supematurally ; one who practises sor-

cery or enchantment; a sorceress.

"Cruciflge," quod a cacchepoUe. "I warante hym a

wiUhe!" Piers Plowman (B), xviiL 46.

There wa« a man In that cltee, whos name was Symount,

a wieche. Wycli/, Acts vllt 9.

Devil or devil's dam, I'll conjure thee

:

Blood will 1 draw on thee ; thou art a wiUh.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 6. 6.

When a Country-wench cannot get her Butter to come,
she says. The Witch a in her Churn.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 82.

2. An old, ugly, and crabbed or malignant
woman; a hag; a crone: a term of abuse.

Fool wrinkled witch, what makest thou in ray sight?

Shak., Eich. III., L 3. 164.

3. A fascinating woman ; a woman, especially

a young woman or a girl, possessed of peculiar

attractions, whether of beauty or of manners;
a bewitching or charming youngwoman or girl.

[CoUoq.]— 4. A charm or spell. [Rare.]

If a man hut dally by her feet.

He thinks It straight a witch to charm his daughter.

Greene, (Jeorge-a-Oreeiie, p. 262. (Davies.)

5. A petrel: doubtless so called from its inces-

sant flight, often kept up in the dark.— 6. A
water-witch.— 7. The pole, pole-dab, or craig

1. The witch- or wych-elm, Vlmits montana, its

broad leaves resembling those of hazel. [Prov.

Eng.] — 2. A shrub or small tree, Bamamelis
Virginiana, of eastern North America. It is no-

ticeable for its flowers with four yellow strap-shaped pet-

als, appearing when the leaves are falling, the fruit, which
is a woody capsule, ripening the next season. The leaves

< AS. wiccecrseft, wiccreeft, witchcraft, < wicca,

m., wicce, f., witch, -t- crxft, craft: see witch^

and craft^.] 1. The practices of witches; sor-

cery ; a supernatural power which persons were
formerly supposed to obtain by entering into

compact with the devil. The belief in witchcraft

was comraon in Europe till the sixteenth century, and
maintained Its ground with tolerable firmness till the mid-

dle of the seventeenth century ; indeed it is not altogether

extinct even at the present day. Numbers of reputed

witches were formerly condemned to be burned. One con-

spicuous outbreak of popular excitement over supposed
demoniacal manifestations took place about 1692 in New
England, especially in and near Salem.

There waa thane an Enchantour in the Contree, that

deled with Wycche craft, that men clepten Taknia.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 132.

Now the arrival of Sir William Phips to the government
of New-England was at a time when . . . scores of poor

people had newly fallen under a prodigious possession of

devils, which it was then generally thought had been by
witchcra/U introduced. C. Mather, Mag. Christ., ii. 13.

2. E-xtraordinary power; irresistible influence

;

fascination; witchery.

You have witchcraft in your lips, Kate.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 301.

There 's witchcraft in thy language, in thy face.

In thy demeanours. J^orii, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

The subtle witchcraft of his tongue
Unlocked the hearts of those wlio keep

Gold, the world's bond of slavery.

Shelley, Rosalind and Helen.

witch-doctor (wich'dok'tor), n. Same as medi-

„. .. 4 ,. „ cine-man. Enci/c. Brit., Xm. S20.

fluke, a kind of flatfish.-Black witch. Same as witch-elm (wich'elm), n. [Also wich-elm, and
ant (which see, with cut). P.ll.Gtme. [Jamaica.]—The " '

'
' ' ' -^

")

riding of the witch. See ridt'n;;!. -White witch or

Wizard, a witch or wizard of a beneficent or good-natured

disposition.

Sorcerers are too common ; cunning men, wizards, and
while-witches, as they call them, In every village.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 271.

And, like white wUehes, mischievously good.
Dryden, The .Medal, 1. B2.

Witches' Sabbath. See Sabbath, 6.—Witch of Agnesi,
In math a plane curve discussed by Donna .Maria (iaetana

Agnesi, professor of mathematics in the I'niversity of Bo-

logna, who died a nun in 1799. It consists of a straight

Branch with Fruits of Witch-hazel {Hamametis t^ir^iniatta).

a, male flower ; b, fruit.

are broad and straight-veined, wavy-margined. The leaves

and bark of witch-hazel abound in tannin, and the hark af-

fords also a reputed sedative application for various cases

of external inflammation. The leaves are said to possess

similar properties, and an infusion of them is given in-

ternally for bowel-complaints and hemorrhages. While

witch-hazel is now much in vogue as a cure for bruises

and sprains, as also for various intenial difficulties, and is

even offlcinally recognized, its real virtue, if any, is still

quite in doubt.

archaically M'Vc7i-e?m;' also toeec/i-e/m; < witch^ witching (wich'ing), «. [<W^.tcK^hing,wicch

+ elm. In this word and witch-hazel, the archaic

spelling is much affected in modern use.] An
elm, TJtmus montana, of hilly districts in west-

ern and northern Europe and northern Asia;

the common wild elm ot Scotland, Ireland, and

the northern and western parts of England.
It is less tall than the common English elm (f7. campes-

Iris) but is a considerable tree, of picturestiue habit, the

trunk branching naturally near the base, the leaves broad-

ly ovate The wood has the fine-grained, tough, and elas-

tic quality of U. campestris, and Is preferred for bent work,

inge; verbal n. of witch^, ».] The practices

of witches; enchantment.
witching (wich'ing), p. a. 1. Bewitching;

suited to enchantment or witchcraft; weird.

'Tis now the very witxhing time of night.

When churchyards yawn. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 406.

2. Fascinating; enchanting.

Let neither flattery, nor the witching sound

Of high and soft preferment, touch your goodness.

Fletcher (and atwther). False One, Iv. 3.



vdtchingly

witchingly (wioh'ing-lij, adv. In a bewitch-
ing, fascinating, or enchanting manner. Thom-
son. Castle of Indolence, i. 6.

witch-knot (wieh'not), n. A knot or snarl,
especially in the hair, supposed to be caused
by witchcraft. Compare elf, v., and elf-loch.

O, that I were a witch but for her sake

!

Yfaith her Queenship little rest shouUl take;
I'll scratch that face, that may not feele the aire,
And knit whole ropes of u-itch-ktiots in her haire.

Drayton, Poems (ed. 1637X P- 253. (UalliwM.)

O wha has loosed the nine witch-knots
That were amang that ladye's locks?

WiUie's Ladye (Child's Ballads, I. 166).

vritch-meal (wich'mel), n. The powdery pol-
len of the club-moss, Ltjeopodium clavatum; ly-

copode. It is so rapidly inflammable as to

have been used in theaters to represent light-

ning.

'Witca-ridden (wich'rid'n), a. Ridden by
witches; having a nightmare.
witch-seeker (wich'se'ker), n. Same as witch-

finder.

witch-stitch (wich'stich), n. In embroidery,
same as herring-bone stitch (which see, under
herring-bone).

witchuck (wich'uk), n. Same as witch-chick.

witch-wife (wieh'wif), 11. A woman who prac-
tises witchcraft.

In the tenth centur>* we hear of the first instance of a
death in England for heresy, in the actual drowning of a
witch-icife at London Bridge.

J. S. Green, Conq. of £ng., p. 11.

witch-WOlft (wich'wulf ), n. A werwolf. Bev.
T.Adams, Works, 11. 119.

witch-wood (wieh'wud), TO. 1. Saivaeaawitclien.—2. Sa,me as witch-ebn,— 3. The spindle-tree,

Euonymus Enropseus.

wit-crackert (wifkrak'^r), n. One who makes
jests; a joker.

A college of vrit-crackers cannot flout me out of my hu-
mour: Dost thou think I care for a satire, or an epigram?

Shak., Much Ado, v. 4. 102.

wit-craftt (wit'kraft), n. 1. Mental skill; con-
trivance ; invention. Camden, Remains, p. 144.

(Nares.)— 2. The art of reasoning ; logic.

Master Secretary Wilson, geuing an English name to his
«rt« of Logicke, called it Witcra/t.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 191.

wite^t, "• '• [ME. witen, < AS. witan, see: see
«7»<i. Cf. «>47e2.] To observe; keep; guard;
preserve; protect.

"Pieres," quod I, "I preye the whl stonde thise piles
here?"

"For wyndes, wiltow wyte," quod he, "to vriten it fram
fallynge." Pierg Plourman (B), xvL 25.

Wite^ (wit), V. t. [< ME. witen, wyten, < AS. wi-

tan, witian, impute, blame, censure, punish,
fine (cf. witnian, punish, edwitan, reproach,
letwitan, reproach: see twit), = Icel. vita, fine,

= Goth, weitjan (in idtceitjan, reproach (= AS.
edwitan), and in fair-weitjan, obsei"ve intently)

;

nit. connected with witan, see, witan, know : see
mite^, wit^, and cf. twit.'\ If. To impute (to

one) as a fault; blame for; blame (that): gov-
erning directly a noun or clause, and taking
an indirect object in the dative.

And therfore, if that I mysspeke or seye,
Wyte it the ale of Southwerk, I yow preye.

Cliaiuxr, Prol. to Miller's Tale, 1. 33.

Y pray yow . . . not to wyte it me that y am the causer
of it that my seyd maiater noyeth yow with so manye
materes. Paston tellers, I. 374.

2. To impute wrong to ; find fault with ; blame

;

censure. [Now Scotch.]

He gan fowly wyte
His wicked fortune. Spenser, F. Q., III. iy. 52.

O wyte na me, now, ray master dear,

I garr'd a' ray young hawks sing.

Lord John (Child's Ballads, I. 136).

'Wite^ (wit), n. [Formerly also wight; < ME. witc,

wyte, < AS. wite, punishment, fine, torment, tor-

ture, = OS. wili=OHG. wizi,MHG. wise, punish-
ment, = Icel. viti, fine : see wite^, v.'] 1 . Blame

;

censure; reproach; fault. [Now Scotch.]

For worche he wel other wrong, the irit is his oune.
Piers Plowman (A), x. 7B.

And but I do, sirs, lat me han the wyte.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 400.

" Put na the wite on me," she said,
" It was my may Catherine.

"

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 8).

They hae kill'd Sir Charlie Hay,
And they laid the vn/te on Geordie.

Oeirrdie (Child's Ballads, VIII. 93X

2. Punishment; penalty; mulct; fine; in old
Eng. criminal law, a fine paid to the king or
other lord in respect of an offense. J. F. Ste-

phen.
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wite^t, ''• '• [ME. witen; < AS. witan (pret. icdt),

getcitan (pret. gewdt), go.] To go.

Ne wite thow noght fra me.
Early Eng. Psalter (ed. Stevenson), jod. 12.

wite*t, '' and n. An obsolete form of wit^.

witelesst (wit'les), a. [<. wite'^ + -less.'\ Blame-
less.

Ne can Willye wite the witelesse herdgroome.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., August.

•witenagemot (wit'e-na-ge-mof), n. [AS. tci-

tena gemot, 'counselors moot': witena, gen.
pi. of icita, weota, gewita, a man of knowledge,
a counselor; gemot, moot or meet, assembly,
council, parliament: see wit^ and moot^.'] In
Anglo-Saxon hist., the great national council or
parliament, consisting of the king with his de-
pendents and friends and sometimes the mem-
bers of his family, the ealdormen, the bishops,
and other ecclesiastics. This council, which' met
frequently, constituted the highest court of judicature
in the kingdom. It was summoned by the king in any
political emergency, and its concurrence was necessary
in many important measures, such as the deciding of
war, the levying of extraordinary taxes, grants of land in
certain cases, election and (in many instances) deposition
of kings.

The old Germanic tradition, which associated " the wise
men " in all royal action, gave a constitutional ground to
the powers which the WiteiuKjeniot exercised more and
more as English society took a more and more aristocratic
form ; and it thus came to share with the crown in the
higher justice, in the imposition of taxes, the making of
laws, the conclusion of treaties, the control of war, the
disposal of public lands, the appointment of bishops and
great officers of state. There were times when it claimed
even to elect or depose a king.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 216.

Witerlichet, witerlit, adv. See witterly.

witfish (wit'fish), n. Same as whitefish.

Witfult (wit'fiil), a. [< ME. witful, witfol, wit-

vol; < wit^ + -ful.'] Full of wit, knowledge, or
wisdom; wise; knowing; sensible.

Tis passing miraculous that your dul and blind worship
should so sodainly turne both sightfull and witfvll.

Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

with! (wiTH), 2>rep. [< ME. with, rarely wit,

wid, with, near, among, in company with, also
against, along, on, to, from, by, < AS. with,

against, opposite, = OS. widh = OFries. with
= Icel. vith, against, by, at, with, = Sw. vid,

near, at, by, = Dan. ved, by, at; otherwise in
the eompar. form wither-, AS. rcither- = OHG.
viidar, MHG. G. wider, against, wieder, again,
= Goth, withra, against, toward, in front of;

cf. Skt. vitaram, further, vi-, asunder, L. ve-,

apart. Cf . with-, wither'^, wither-, withers. With
has largely taken the place of AS. and ME.
mid, with.] 1. Against: noting competition,
opposition, or antagonism: as, to fight rcith the
Romans (that is, against them); to vie with each
other.

For the most part wise and graue men doe naturally
raislike tpith all sodaine innouations, specially of lawes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 86.

The Sasquesahanocks, a mightie people, and mortall
enemies with the Massawomeks.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 182.

The rival Moorish kings were waging civil war with
each other in the vicinity of Granada.

Irving, Granada, p. 83.

2. Noting association or connection. Particu-
larly, expressing— (a) Proximity, accompaniment, com-
panionship, or fellowship.

They met at Ispahan (a Citie of Persia), and there Ma-
homet^ falling u4th his horse, brake his neck.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 279.

The Earl of Northumberland, being advertised thereof,
came with a Power, assaulted the Castle, and after two
Days Defence recovered it. Baker, Chronicles, p. 137.

The greatest News from Abroad is that the French King
with his Cardinal are come again on this Side the Hills.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 29.

The globe goes round from west to east; and he must
go round with it.

Macavlay, Gladstone on Church and State.

Come and spend an evening u^h us.

Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, i.

There with her knights and dames was Guinevere.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

(6) Harmony, agreement, or alliance : as, one color may or
may not go with another ; to fight witA the national troops

;

to side or vote with the reformers.

He that is not with me is against me. Mat. xii. 30.

(c) Combination or composition ; as, wine mixed with wa-
ter, (d) Addition or conjunction: as, England (?n7A Wales),
Scotland, and Ireland make the United Kingdom.

Very wise, and with his wisdom very valiant.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 664, quoted in Abbot's Shakes-
fperian Grammar.

Here were seen in profnsion the orange, the citron, the
fig, and pomegranate, with great plantations of mulberry
trees, from which was produced the finest silk.

Irving, Granada, p. 4.

(«) Communication, Intercourse, or interaction.

With
With thee she talks, with thee she moans,
WUh thee she sighs, wUh thee she groans,
With thee she says, ''Farewell, mine own."

Surrey, State of a Lover.

I will buy with you, sell yyiih you, talk vrith you, walk
vriih you, and so following, but I will not eat teitk you,
drink wiJAyou, nor pray wtiA you. 5/iaA:., M. of V.,i. 3.36.

You have to do with other-guess-people now.
Smollett, itoderick Kandora, xlvii.

(/) Simultaneousness.

WUh every minute you do change a mind.
Shak., Cor., i. 1. 186.

3. As a property, attribute, or belonging of;

in the possession, care, keeping, service, or em-
ployment of: as, to leave a package with one;
to be with the A. B. Manufactui'ing Co.
We may find Truth vrilh one man as soon as in a Coun-

sel!. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

4. Having, possessing, bearing, or character-
ized by: as, the boy has come with the letter;

Thebes, with its grand old walls; Rome, with
her seven hills.

A stately ship, . . .

With all her bravery on.
Milton, 8. A., I. 717.

His ministry was vnth much conviction and demonstra-
tion. N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 302.

There came into the shop a very learned man with an
erect solemn air. Steele, Spectator, No. 438.

5. In the region, sphere, or experience of; fol-

lowed by a plural, among; also, in the sight,

estimation, or opinion of; as, a holy prophet
with God.

The first of tho fre faithly was cald
Emynent the mighty, teith men that hym knew.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12442.

With men it is impossible, but not vyith God; lovwUh
God all things are possible. Mat. x. 27.

I had thought my life had borne more value with you.
Beau, and FL, Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 2.

Those Antichthones, which are on the other side of the
globe of the earth, are now out of the comfortable reach
of the sunbeams, while it is day icith us.

Bp. Hall, Sermons, xxxv.

Such arguments had invincible force with those Pagan
philosophers. A ddvsnn.

His integrity was perfect; it was a law of nature leitk

him, rather than a choice or a principle.

Hatothome, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 27.

6. In respect of; in relation to; as regards;
as to : as, have patience with me ; what is your
will with me ?

How far am I grown
Behind-hand with fortune!

Fletcher {and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

If we truely consider our Proceedings with the Span-
yards and the rest, we haue no reason to despayre.

Quoted in Capt, John Smith's Works, I. 242.

Thus will it ever be with him who trusts too much to
woman. Steele, Tatler, No. 217.

7. Like; analogously to; hence, specifically,

at the same time or rate as ; according to ; in

proportion to.

As if with Circe she would change my shape.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 35.

Their insolence and power increased with their number,
and the seditions were also doubled icith it.

Swift, Nobles and Commons, iii.

8. By. Indicating— (at) An agent: as, slain wiYA rob-

bers.
Al thus wiih iewys I [Christ] am dyth.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FurnivallX p. 247.

Ysiphile, betraysed v:ith Jasoun.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 266.

And so it was comaunded to be kept with x noble men ;

and thei were charged to take goode hede who com to as-

saien, and yef eny ther were that myght drawen out of
the ston. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 100.

He was torn to pieces with a bear. Shak.,yi. T., v. 2. 68.

At Flowers we were againe chased icith foure French
men of warre. Capt, John Smith, Works.. II. 209.

He was sick and lame of the scurvy, so as he could but
lie in the cabin-door, and give direction, and, it should
seem, was badly assisted either uith mate or mariners.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 131.

(b) An instrument or means: as, to wiite icith a pen; to

cut with a knife ; to heal with herbs.

Thirle my soule with thi spere anoon.
hymns (o Virfrin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

You have paid me, equal heavens.
And sent my own rod to correct me tvith.

Beau, and FL, King and No King, iv. 2.

They had cut of his heatl upon y*" cudy of his boat, had
not y« man reskued him tcith a sword.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 08.

And unth faint Praises one another damn.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, Prol.

(c) An accessory, as of material, contents, etc.: as, a ring
set icith diamonds ; a ship laden with cotton ; a bottle filled

with water.

Threescore carts laden with baggage.
Coryai, Crudities, I. 23.

The chiefe Citie, called St. Savadore, seated upon an
exceeding high mountaine, lEO. miles from the Sea, verie
fertile, and inhabited wUh more than 100000. persons.

Capt, John Smith, Works, I. 49.



with
Valentia . . . is the greatest part of Spaine ; which, if the

Histories be tnie, in the Romans time abounded no lesse
vith gold and siluer Mines then now the West-Indies.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 188.

Their armor was inlaid and chased icith gold and silver.

Irving, Granada, p. 5.

With was formerly used in this sense before materials of
nourishment, and so was equivalent to the modern on.

To dine and sup ipith water and bran.
Shale., M. for M., iv. 3. 159.

9. Through; on account or in consequence of;

by reason of : expressing cause : as, he trembled
with fear; to perish xcith hunger.

Therefore let Benedick . . .

Consume away in sighs : . . ,

It were a better death than die Tmth mocks.
Shak., Much Ado, ill. 1. 79.

A cow died at Plimouth, and a goat at Boston, wri(A eat-

ing Indian com. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 44.

They are scarce able to budge, being stiif with cold.
Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 42.

10. Using; showing: in phrases of manner : as,

to win ivith ease ; to pull with a will.

Uarie ansnerde with Milde steuene

:

"A sonde Me cam while er fram heuene."
King Uom (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

He will not creepe, nor crouche with fained face.

Spenser. Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 727.

They were directed onely by Powhatan to obtaine him
our weapons, to cut our owne throats, with the manner
where, how, and when, which we plainly found most true
and apparant. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 171.

They contended with all the animosity of personal feel-

ing. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

11. From: noting separation, difference, dis-

agreement, etc.: as, he will not part with it on
any account; to differ with a person; to break
with old ties.

Madam,
The Queene must heare you sing another song
Before you part irith vs.

Heywood, If you Know not me (Works, ed. 1874, 1. 207).

With was formerly used in many idioms to denote rela-

tions now expressed rather by o/, to, etc.

Nobill talker itith tales, tretable, alse,

Curtaa &. kynde, curious of honde.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. S8SB.

He still retains some resemblance vnth the ancient
Cupid. Bacon, Physical Fables, viii., Eipl.

This pains I took with willingness, though it were much
offensive to me, not being accustomed unih such poisonous
savours.

Good Xews.from New England, quoted in N. Morton's
[New England's Memorial, App., p. 370.

Collections were early and liberally made for , . . ser-

vices in the church, and intrusted with faithful men fear-

ing God. Penn, Kise and l^rogress of Quakers, iv.

What frippery a woman is made up with

!

Cumberland. Natural Son, i. 1.

Away with. Seeaim;/.— Have with you. Ste Anw.—
One with. .See ow. — To bear, begin, break, dispense,
do, go, I'tc, with. See the veriis. —Together with.
See together.—to put up With. See ;)ii<i.—Warm With.
See Morm.—With child (OE. mid childe). See child.--

With God, in heaven.

I have been a-tishing with old Oliver Ilenly, now with
God, a noted Usher both for Trout and Salmon.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 127.

With that, (at) Provided that

To worche 3oure wil the while my lyf dureth.
With that 36 kenne me kyndeliche to knowe what is

Dowel. Piers Plowman (C), lii. 92.

<6t) Moreover.
Beton . . . bad him good morwe.

And axed of hym with that whiderward he wolde.
Piers PlowmanCB), v. 307.

(c) Thereupon.

With that Merlin departed, and the kynge be lefte In

grete myssese, and sore a-baisshed of this thinge.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.X ilL 631.

With the BUn. -See «uni.—With young. See young.
= Syn. With and &t/ are so closely allied in many of their

uses that it U impossible to lay down a rule by which
these uses may at all times be distinguished. The same
may )w said, but to a less extent, of with and through.

with^, >i. See withe.

with-. [ME. with-, < AS. with-, prefix, with, prep.,

at'ainst: see with^."] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon
origin, meaning 'against.' it was formerly com-
tncn, but of the Middle English wnrds containing it only
two remain in common use— withdraw and wUhJwld.

'withal (wi-THal'), u(h. and prep. [Early mod.
E. also withall, uilhalle; < ME. withal, withalle,

prop, two words, with alle; used in place of AS.
miel ealle, with all, altogether, entirely: see
iriffti and all. Cf. at all, under all.'] I. adv.

With all; moreover; likewise; in addition; at

the same time; besides; also; as well.

Fy on possessioun,
But-if a man be vertuous uithal.

Cliaucer, IV>I. to Franklin's Tale, 1. 15.

It seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and
not u^hal to signify the crimes laid against him.

Acts xxv. 27.

II. prep. An emphatic form of with, used af-

ter the object (usually a relative) at the end of a
sentence or clause.
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When poor suitors come to your houses, ye cannot be

spoken withal. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

These banish'd men that I have kept ti^thal.

Shak., T. G. of v., v. 4. 152.

Stre. My fine fool

!

Pic. Fellow crack ! why, what a consort
Are we now bless'd withal

!

Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii. 2.

We made a shift, however, to save 23 barrels of Rain-
water, besides what we drest our Victuals withal.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 83.

withamite (with'am-it), n. [Named by Sir
David Brewster, after Dr. Henry Witham, of
Glencoe.] A variety of epidote found at Glen-
coe in Scotland. It occurs crystallized, and is

of vitreous luster and red or yellow color.

Withania (wi-tha'ni-a), n. [NL. (Pauquy,
1824).] A genus of gainopetalous shrubs, of
the order Solanaceee and tribe Solaneie. They are
characterized by having a narrowly bell-shaped corolla
with five valvate lobes, and an inflated fruiting calyx
more or less closed above the included berry. The 4 spe-
cies are natives of southern Europe, western and south-
em Asia, North Africa, and the Canary Islands. They are
hoary or woolly shrubs, bearing entire leaves and clus-
tered, almost sessile flowers. For W. coagulants, used for
rennet, see cheese-maker.

withdraughtt (wiTH-draff), «. [< withdraw,
after dr« «(//(?.] Withdrawal.

May not a withdraught of all God's favours ... be as
certainly foreseen and foretold?

Hev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 145. (Dames.)

'Withdraw (wiTH-dra'), v.; pret. withdrew, pp.
withdrawn, ppr. withdrawing. [< ME. with-
dratcen, withdragen, wythdragen (pret. withdroic,
toithdrog), draw, recall, take away; < with-,

against, opposite, +draw.'\ I. trans. 1. To draw
back, aside, or away; take back; remove
He doth best that wUh-draweth hym by day and hi nygte
To spille any speche or any space of tyme.

Piers Plowman (B), ix. 96.

From her husband's hand her hand
Soft she withdrew. Milton, P. L., ix. 386.

I grieve for life's bright promise, just shown and then
withdrawn. Bryant, Waiting by the Gate.

I say that this—
Else I withdraw favour and countenance
From you and yours for ever— shall you do.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. To recall; retract: as,to witltdraw a, charge,
a threat, or a vow.
Rom. Wouldst thou withdraw it [thy vow] ? for what

purpose, love?
Jul. But to be frank, and give it thee again.

Shak., R. and J., 11. 2. 130.

3. To divert, as from use or from some accus-
tomed channel.

His mynd was alienate and withdrawen, not onely from
him who moste loved him, but also from all former de-

lightes and studies. Spemer, Shep. Cal., April, Arg.

Roads occupy lands more or less capable of production,
and also . . . they absorb (or withdraw from other uses)

in their construction a large amount of labour.
Edinburgh Ren., CLXIV. 27.

4t. To take out ; subtract.

Than wythdrawe the yeris oute of the yeris that ben
passid that rote. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. § 45.

The word is often used reflexively.

Perversedisputingsof men of corrupt minds; . . . from
such withdraw thyself. 1 Tim. vi. .1.

To withdraw a Juror, to discharge one from a jury,

which is thus left one short of the legal number : a formal-

ity resorted to, by consent of the parties or permission of

the court, in order to terminate a trial by preventing a ver-

dict, and thus leave the action to proceed to a new trial.

n. intrans. To retire; go away; step back-
ward or aside ; retreat.

The day for drede ther-of with-drow and deork by-cam the

Sonne

;

The wal of the temple to-cleef euene a two peces
;

The hard roche al to-rof and ryght derk nyght hit semede.
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 62.

"We will withdraw
Into the gallery. Shak., Pericles, ii. 2. 58.

There havebeen little disputes between the two houses

about coming into each other's house ; when a lord comes
into the Commons they call out withdraw; that day the

moment my uncle came in they all roared out, Withdraw

!

withdraw

!

II. Walpole, To Mann, May 20, 1742.

And what if thou withdraw
In silence from the living, and no friend

Take note of thy departure ? Bryant, Thanatopsis.

•withdrawal (wiTH-dra'al), n. [< withdraw +
-al.l The act of withdrawing or taking back;

a recalling.

The withdrawal of the allowance . . . interfered with

my plans. Fielding, Tom Jones. (Latham.)

Sin comes by wUlidrawal of the heart from God.
Bibliotheca Sacra, XUII. 492.

Withdrawer (wi?H-dra'er), n. [< withdraw +
-erl.] One who withdraws.

He was not a withdrawer of the com, but a seller.

Outred, tr. of Cope on Proverbs (168.<i), fol. 192 b.

[(Latham.)

wither

withdra'Wing (wiTH-dr^'ing), p. a. Retreat-
ing; receding.

Your hiUs, and long withdrawing vales.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 68.

withdrawing-room (wiTH-dr4'ing-rom), n. [<
withdrawiiif/, verbal n. of withdraw, v.,+ room^.'i
A room used to withdraw or retire into, former-
ly generally behind the room in which the fam-
ily took their meals; later, a parlor or recep-
tion-room : now abbreviated to drawing-room.
Being in y withdrawing roome adjoining the bedcham-

ber, his Ma^y espying me came to me from a greate crowde
of noblemen. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 3, 1661.

My withdrawing room, always ready for company, . . .

was the pine wood behind my house.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 154.

'Withdra'Wment (wiTH-dra'ment), n. [< with-

draw + -went.] The act of withdrawing or tak-

ing back; recall.

The withdrawment of those [papers] deemed most ob-

noxious. W, Belsham, Hist. Eng., I. ii.

withe (with or WITH ),n. [Also wythe, and prop.
with; < ME. toithe, wythe, wythth, witthe, withthe,

< AS. withthe, a var. of withig, a twig, withy:
see withy'^.'] 1. A tough flexible twig, espe-
cially of willow, used for binding things toge-

ther; a willow- or osier-twig. Judges xvi. 7.

I remember in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's time
of England, an Irish rebel, condemned, put up a petition

to the deputy that he might be hanged in a vrithe, and not
in a halter. Bacon, Custom and Education.

I tied several logs together with a birch withe.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 268.

2. All elastic handle for a cold-chisel, fuller, or
the like, which deadens the shock to the work-
man's hand.— 3. An iron fitted to the end of a
boom or mast, and having a ring through which
another boom or mast is rigged or secured; a
boom-iron

.

Lastly comes the wythe, a species of iron cap to support
the flying jib-boom. Lwce, Seamanship, p. 81.

4. A wall dividing two flues in a stack of

chimneys Basket-wlthe. See roume/ortfa.—Hoop-
Wlthe. See fliuina.— Serpent withe. See serpentr

iriffte.— White hoop-Wlthe. See Tournefartia.

•withe (with or WITH), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. withed,

ppr. withing. [< withe, n.] To bind with •withes

or twigs.

Two bowes, oon blaak and oon white, thai take
And bynde and wethe hem so that germynyng
Comyxt upp goo.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 128.

Stay but a while, and ye shall see him withed, and
haltered, and staked, and baited to death.

Bp. Hall, Semion on Ps. Ixviii. 3a

wither^t (wiTH'er), adv. [< ME. wither, < AS.
wither (in comp.), again, against, = OS. withar,

wither, withere = OFries. wither, withir, wether,

weder, weer = LG. wedder = D. weder, weer =
OHG. widar, MHG. wider, G. wider, against, wie-

der, again, = Icel. vithr= Sw. Dan. veder= (joth.

withra, against, toward ; compar. of with : see
witlA. This adverb was once of considerable
importance in ME. as a prefix, but it is obsolete
in mod. E., icithernam being merely archaic, and
withershins dialectal. The instances of wither

as prep., adj., and noun, given as occurring in

ME., are rare, and in all of them wither is rather
to be taken as a prefix. Ct. withers."] Against;
in opposition (to): ehiefiy in composition, as
a prefix wither-, against. Genesis and Exodits

(E. E. T. S.), 1. 3386.

wither^t, *>• [ME. witheren, < AS. witlieridn (=
MD. wederen = OHG. widaron), go against, re-

sist, < wither, against: see wither^, adr.] To go
against; resist; oppose. Ormuhtm, 1. 1181.

•wither^ (wiTH'fer), v. [With change of d to th,

as in the orig. noun weather; < ME. widder, wyd-
deren, widren, wederen, < AS. wedrian, expose to

the weather, = MHG. witern, be such and such
weather; ef . 6. verwittern,he spoiled by thewea-
ther, decay, etc., wittern, be such and such wea-
ther, breathe, blow, storm; cf. weather, v., a
doublet of K'iWier.] I. trans. 1. To cause to be-

come dry and fade; make sapless and shrunken.

The sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat but it

withereth the grass. Jas. i. 11.

Like a blasted sapling, wither'd up.
Shak., Rich. III., Ui. 4. 71.

2. To cause to shrink, wrinkle, and decay for

want of animal moisture; cause to lose bloom;
shrivel; cause to have a wrinkled skin or

shrunken muscles: as, time will wither the fair-

est face.

Age cannot mther her, nor custom stale

Her inflnlte variety. Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 240.

3. To blight, injure, or destroy, as by some
malign or baleful influence ; affect fatally by
malevolence ; cause to perish or languish gen-



wither

erally: as, to wither a person by a look or
glance; reputations withered by scandal.

The treacherous air
Of absence wUhen what was once so fair.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, iii. 25.

He withers marrow and mind. Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

H, intrans. 1. To lose the sap or juice; dry
and shrivel up ; lose freshness and bloom ; fade.

Shall he not pull up the roots thereof, and cut off the
fruit thereof, that it intherf it shall witfter in all the
leaves of her spring. £zek. xvii. 9.

Leaves have their time to fall,

And flowers to wither at the north wind's breath.
Mrs. Hemans, The Hour of Death.

2. To become dry and wrinkled, as from the
loss or lack of animal moisture ; lose pristine
freshness, bloom, softness, smoothness, vigor,

or the like, as from age or disease ; decay.

A fair face will wither. Shdk., Hen. V., v. 2. 170.

There, left a subject to the wind and rain.

And scorch'd by suns, it withers on the plain.
Pope, Iliad, iv. 559.

3. To decay generally; decline; languish; pass
away.

When few dayes faren were, the fre kyng Teutra
Wex weiite of his wound, & widrit to dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 530L

And now I wax old,

Seke, sory, and cold,
As muk apon mold

I widder away.
Towneley Mysteries, p. 21.

That which is of God we defend ; . . . that which is

otherwise, let it wither even in the root from whence it

hath sprung. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 1.

The individual withers, and the world is more and more.
Tennyson, Lockflley Hall.

wither-. See icither^, adv.

wither-band (wiTH'6r-band), n. A piece of

iron fixed under a saddle nearly over the with-
ers of the horse, to strengthen the bow.
withered! (wiTH'erd), ^j. a. Shriveled; faded,

withered^ (wiTH'erd), a. [< withers + -ed^.']

Having withers (of this or that specified kind).

Some with their Manes Frizzled up, to make 'em appear
high Wither'd, that they look'd as Fierce as one of Hun-
gess's Wild Boars.
Quoted in Askton's Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne,

[II. 166.

witheredness (wiTH'6rd-nes), n. A withered
state or condition. [Bare.]

Do ye complain of the dead witheredness of good affec-

tions? Bp. Hall, Contemplations, v. 11.

Water them as soon as set^ till they have recovered their
with£redne8S. Mortimer, Husbandry.

withering (wiTH'6r-uig),p. a. Blasting; blight-

ing ; scorching: as, a withering glance ; a wither-

ing wind.
How many a spirit bom to bless
Has sunk beneath that withering name

!

Moore, Lalla Rookh, The Fire-Worshippers.

The attacking column was under a withering fire.

The Century, XXXVI. 250.

\ntherlng cancer, scirrhous cancer in which there is a
tendency to shrinkage and atrophy,

withering-fioor (wiTH'er-ing-ilor), n. The dry-
ing-floor of a malt-house: according to the
established arrangement, the second floor.

All such [imperfect] grains are apt to become very dam-
aging upon the withering Jloor. Ure, Diet., III. 187.

Witheringly (wiTH'er-ing-li), adv. In a manner
tending to wither or cause to shrink.

But we must wander witheringly.
In other lands to die.

Byron, Hebrew Melodies, The Wild Gazelle.

witherite (wiTH'6r-it), n. [Named by Werner
after W. Withering, an English medical practi-
tioner and scientist (1741-99), who, in 1784,
published an analysis and description of a spe-
cimen of this mineral obtained from a lead-mine
at Alston Moor in Cumberland, England.] Na-
tive barium carbonate. It occurs crystallized, also

columnar or granular massive, and has a white, gray, or
yellow color. Also called barotite.

Witherlinglf (wiTH'fer-ling), n. [< ME. wither-

ling; < wither'^ + -Ung^.~\ An opponent, enemy,
or adversary.

Grete wel the gode
Quen Godild my moder.
And sey that hethene king,
IhO cristes witherting,
that ichc lef and dere
On loude am riued here. King Horn, 1. 156.

witherling^t (wiTH'6r-ling), n. [< wither^ +
-liiig^.'] One who or that which is withered or
decrepit.

All these braunches of heretikes fallen from the church,
the vine of Christes misticall body, seme thei neuer so
freslie «t grene, bee yet in dede but witherlinges.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 180.

withernam (wiTH'fer-nam), n. [< ME. 'wither-

nam, < AS. withernam (= G. wiedernahme), re-
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taking, reception, < wither, again, -I- "nam, a
taking, seizure: see wither'^' and nam^, name^.^
In law : {a) An unlawful distress, or forbidden
taking, as of a thing distrained, out of the coun-
ty, so that the sheriff cannot upon the i-eplevin
make deliverance thereof to the party dis-

trained. (6) The reprisal of other cattle or
goods, in lieu of those unjustly taken, eloigned,
or otherwise withholden. The cattle or goods
thus taken are said to be taken in withernam.
[Now obsolete.]

withe-rod (with'rod), n. A North American
slirub, Viburnum cassinoides, a species formerly
included in V. nudum.
withers (wiTH'ferz), n. pi. [Also witters; lit. the
parts that are 'against,' the resisting part; <

wither^, adv. Cf. G. wider-rist, a horse's withers,
< wider, against, + rist, wrist, instep, also ele-
vated part, withers.] 1. The highest part of
the back of a horse, between the shoulder-
blades and behind the root of the neck, where
the mane ceases to grow : as, a horse 15 hands
high at the withers. The name is extended to the
same part of some other animals : as, an antelope with high
withers ; the sacred ox, with a hump on the withers. See
cut under hiyrse.

Let the galled jade wince ; our withers are unwrnng.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 253.

Contrive that the saddle may pinch the beast in his
withers. Swift, Advice to Servants (Groom).

2. The barbs or flukes of a harpoon; the
witters: so called by British whalemen.
withershins (wiTH'6r-shinz), adv. [Also wid-
dcrshins, widdersinnis, widishins, widdersins,
wodcrshins, etc. ; according to a common view,
lit. 'against the sun,' < icither'^, against, con-
trary to, -t- -shins, -sins, etc., a form of sun,
with adverbial gen. -s. More prob. withershins
is a corruption of *witherUns, *witherUng, <

wither'^ + -Ung^.'] In the opposite direction;
hence, in the wrong way. [Scotch.]

Go round it three times widershins, and every time say,
"Open, door !

" Child Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 248).

And my love and his bonnie ship
Turn'd widdershins about.

The Lowlands of Holland (Child's Ballads, II. 215).

wither-wrung (wiTH'er-rung), a. [< with-
er{s) + wrung.'] Injured in the withers, as a
horse.

The hurt expressed by withencrung sometimes is caused
by the bite of a horse, or by a saddle being unfit.

Farrier's IHct. (Johnson.)

•With-got (wiTH-go'), V. t. [< with- + go.] To
forgo

;
give up.

Esau, . . . who . . . did witkgo his birthright.
Barrow, Sermons, III. xv.

'Withhaultt (wiTH-half). A spurious preterit
of withhold. Spenser, P. Q., II. xi. 9.

'Withhold (wiTH-hold'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. with-
held, ppr. withholding. [< ME. withholden, with-

halde, keep back, hold back; < with-, against, -t-

hold^jV. Ct. withdraw.] I, trans. 1. To hold
back; keep from action ; restrain; check.

Enforcest thow the to aresten or withholden the swyft-
nesse and the sweygh of hir tnrnynge wheel?

Chaueer, Boethius, ii. prose 2.

You all did love him once, not without cause

;

What cause withholds you then to mourn for him ?

Sttttk., J. C, iiL 2. 108.

Life, anguish, death, immortal love,

Ceasing not, mingled, unrepress'd.
Apart from place, withholding time.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. To keep back; refrain from doing, giving,
permitting, etc. : as, to withhold payment ; to
withhold assent to something.

Withhold revenge, dear God ! 'tis not my fault.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 7.

Was it ever denied that the favours of the Crown were
constantly bestowed and withheld purely on account ol
. . . religious opinions? Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

3t. To keep ; retain ; hold ; detain.

It [the Lord's Prayer) is short, for it sholde be kond the
more lightly, and for to withholden it the more eslly in
herte. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

We haue herde sey that ye with-holde alle the sow-
dioures that to yow will come. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 203.

4t. To keep; maintain.

He . . . ran to London unto seynt Poules,
To aeken him a chaunterie for soules.

Or with a bretherhed to been withholde.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 511.

5t. To engage ; retain.

To us surgiens aperteneth th-it we do to every wight
the best that we kan whereas we been withholde.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

II. intrant. To refrain ; stay back ; hold one's
self in check.

within
They withheld and did no more hurte, Sc ye people came

trembling, & brought them the best provissions they had.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 104.

He was fled, and so they missed of him ; but understood
that Squauto was alive ; so they withtield, and did no liurt.

^V. Morton, New England's 3[emorial, p. 71.

wlthholder (wiTH-hol'der), n. [< withhold +
-(')•!.] One who withholds.

The words are spoken against them that invade tithea
and church rights ; and that which is there threatened
happened to this vnihholder.

Stephens, Addition to Spelman on Sacrilege, p. 138.

'withholdment (wiTH-hold'ment), n. [< with-
hold + -tnent.] The act of withholding. Imp.
Diet.

'Within (wi-THin'), adv. and prep. [< ME. within,

withinne, withynne, withinnen, < AS. icithinnan,

on the inside, < with, against, with, -f innan,
adv., in: see in^.] I. adv. 1. In or into the
interior ; inside ; as regards the inside ; on the
inside; internally.

Thai thurle a nutte, and stuffe it so withinne
With brymstoon, chaf, and cedria, thees tliree.

Palladius, Husbondrie (K. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Damascus does not answer vnthin to its outward appear-
ance. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i, 118,

It is designed, within and without, of two stories.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 50.

2. In the mind, heart, or soul ; inwardly.

you frame my thoughts, and fashion me within.
Spenser, Sonnets, viii.

I am, within, thy love ; without, thy master.
T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, iv. 11,

Think not the worse, my friends, I shed not tears

;

Great griefs lament within.
Fletcher, Valentlnian, iv. 4.

3. In the house or dwelling; indoors; at home:
as, the master is within.

But at this hour the house doth keep itself

;

There 's none within. Sfiak. , As you Like it, iv. 3. 83,

Serv. Your brother, sir, is speaking to a gentleman in
the street, and says he knows you are within.
Josephs. 'Sdeath, blockhead, I'm not within— I'm out

for the day. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

From witUn, from the inside ; from the inner place or
point of view.

We look from within, and see nothing but the mould
formed by the elements in which we are incased ; other
observers look from without, and see us as living statues.

0. W. Holmes, Professor, viiL

II. prep. 1. In or into the inner or interior
part or parts of; inside of; in the space inclosed
or bounded by : as, within the city : opposed to
without.

Mount Syon is with inne the Cytee.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 92.

Come not within these doors ; ivithin this roof
The enemy of all your graces lives.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3. 17.

Accominticus and Passataquack are two conuenient
Harbours for small Barkes : and a good Country within
their craggy clifts. Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 193.

And now the Kingdom is come to Unity within it self,

one King and one People. Baker, Chronicles, p. 78.

Without and eke within
The Walls of London there is Sin.

Hoteell, Letters, L vL 51.

The perilous situation of the Christian cavaliers pent up
and beleaguered within the walls of Alhama spread terror
among their friends. Irving, Granada, p. 47.

2. Included or comprehended in.

Extension apprehended is said to be irithin conscious-
ness. VeUch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. Ixr.

3. Among.
To save our selves therefore, and resist the common

enemy, it concerns us mainly to agree within ourselves.
Milton, True Keligion.

' When we were come within the sandy hills, we were
surprised at the sight of a magnificent tent, where a hand-
some collation was prepared.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 13.
j

4. In the course, range, reach, compass, or lim-
its of; not beyond or more than: of distance, :

time, length, quantity, (a) Of distance : At or to i

point distant less than ; nearer than : as, leithin a mile of
j

Edinburgh.

As sone as Ermones the kyng
Sawe that he was withynne his wepons length.
Anon he smote Att hym with all his strength.

Generydes(F,. E. T. .S.), I. 3044.
:

The place shewn us for this City consisted of only a few '

Houses, on the tops of the Mountains, within about half
j

a M ile of the Sea. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 48.

Not the sage Alquife, the magician in Don Belianis of i

Greece, nor the no less famous I'rganda the sorceress, his
|

wife. . . . could pretend to come within a league of th6 •

truth. Stertte, Tristram Shandy, ii. 19.
,

(6) Of time : In the limits or course of : before the expira-
tion of ; in : as, he will be here nithin two hours.

Thow getis tydandis I trowe, irithin tene dayes.
That some trofere es tydde sene thow fro home tumede.

Morte ArthureiX.. E. T. S.), I. 3462,
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The grete and olde cytie of Anthyoche, where aeynt
Petre preched and dyd many myracles, and there he bap-
tysed aboue .x.M. men ivUkin .vij. dayes.

Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgryraage, p. 48.

We arrived icithtn this hour. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

(ct) Not exceeding the space of ; during ; throughout.

He should maintaine possession in some of those vast
Countries tcithin the tearme of aixe years.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 80.

(rf) So as not to exceed or overpass ; under ; below : as, to
live rcithin ones income.

Alle the children that weren in Bethlem, and in alle the
eendis of it, fro two geer age and with ynne.

Wydif, Mat. iL 16.

'Tis a good rule, eat within your Stomack, act within
your Commission. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 88.

I therefore bid them look upon themselves as no better
than a kind of assassins and murderers vriihin the law.

Addison, Tatler, No. 131.

5. In; in the purview, scope, or sphere of ac-

tion of.

Againe I see, within my glass of Steele,

But foure estates, to serue eche country Soyle.
Gdscoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 57.

Both he and she are stiU within my pow'r.
Dryden, Aurengzebe, L 1.

After living for three years within the subtile influence
of an intellect like Emerson's.

Hatethome, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 27.

6t. In advance of; before.

The fifth [time of prayer], two houres within night, be-
fore they goe to sleepe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 292.

It was seen, several nights together, in the west, about
an hour within the night.

JV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 325.

7t. All but; lacking.
I served three years, within a bit, under his honour, in

the Royal InniskilHons. Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, i. 1.

To get within onet. See (?en.—Wheels within wheels.
See ufAedi.— Within call, compass, haU. etc. See the
noun8.~Wlthin landt, inland.

The Pories dwell an hundred miles within Land, are low
like the Wayanasses, Hue on Piuenuts, and small Cocoa aa
bigge as Apples. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 840.

Within one's hand. See hand.

Withinfoitht (wi-THin'f6rth)» adv. [< ME. mth-
iniu-f(n-th ; < within + forth^.'] Within.

The fonnes that resten withinne/orth.
Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 5.

Beware of the false prophetes that come to you in the
clothinge of shepe, and yet wUhin/urth been rauenous
woluea. Sir T, More, Works, p. 281.

Witkin/orth, farther into the firme land, Inhab^te the
Candei. Holland, tr. of Pliny, vi. 29.

withinside (wi-THln'sid), adv. [< within +
sidei.] In the inner part; on the inside.

A small oval picture of a young lady . . . that was fixed

In a pannel within-gide of the door.
Graves, Spiritual Quixote, iv. 12.

withnayt (wiTH-na'), v. t. [< ME. withnayen

;

< with- + nay,^ To refuse; deny.
Yit If thai withnay

Her fruyt, the fattest roote away Uiai tere.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

without (wi-THout')» adv.^ prep., and conj. [<
ME. irithout€j withouteny withute^ withutenj wit-

ut€, n-itutciiy < AS. withutan (= Icel. vithutan)^ on
the outside of, < with, against, + utan, outside,
from without: see out.'] I, Q-dv. 1. On or as
to the outside; outwardly; externally.

Pitch it [the ark] within and VTlihovl. Gen. vi. 14.

The Dukes Palace seemeth to be faire, but I was not in

it, onely I saw it without. Coryat, Crudities, I. 99.

2. Out of doors; outside, as of a room or a
house.

Sir, there 's a gentlewoman withoiU would speak with
your worship.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 3.

I'heir doors are barr'd against a bitter flout

:

Snarl, if you please, but you shall snarl leithout.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, L 217-

3. As regards external acts or the outer life;

externally.

Without unspotted, Innocent within.
She feared no danger, for she knew no sin.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, L 3.

Prom without, from the outside: opposed to from ivith-

in: !i9, Huundg />•(/)« without reached their ears.

These were from without
The growing miseries. Milton, P. L., i. 714.

The object of the historian's imitation is not within
him, it is furnished /rom without.

Macaulau, Sir James Mackintosh.

II. prep. 1. Outside of; at or on the exterior
or outside of; external to; out of: opposed to
within: as, without the walls.

With in the Cytee and with oute ben many fayre Car-
dynes, and of dyverse fmtes. MandemUe, Travels, p. 12;i.

Then withfiui the doore, thrice to the South, every one
bowing his knee in honour of the fire.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 34.

I do not feel it. I do not think of it ; it is a thing icith-

out me. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Iv. 4.
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Their boat was cast away upon a strand vMhout Long

Island. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 39.

At such a time the mind of the prosperous man goes,
as it were, abroad, among things without him.

Steele, Spectator, No. 19.

I was received . . . with great civility by the superior,
who met ua without the gate.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 225.

2. Out of the limits, compass, range, reach, or
powers of; beyond.

The ages that succeed, and stand far off

To gaze at your high prudence, shall admire,
And reckon it an act ivithout your sex.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1.

As to the Palace of Versailles (which is yet some
Miles further, within the Mountainous Country, not un-
like Black-Heath or Tunbridge), 'tis without dispute the
most magnificent of any in Europe.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 201.

Eternity, before the world and after, is without our
reach. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

3. Lacking; destitute of; exempt or free from

;

unconnected with; independent of : noting loss,

absence, negation, privation, etc.: as,tobeid^/i-
out money; to do without sleep; without possi-
bility of error; withottt harm.
Thei seyn that> whan he schalle come in to another

World, he schalle not ben vdth outen an Hows, ne unih
owten Hors, ne with outen Gold and Sylver.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 253.

Noe times have bene without badd men.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Now, ladies, to glad your aspects once again with the
sight of Love, and make a spring smile in your faces,

which must have looked like winter unthout me.
B. Jonson, Challenge at Tilt.

King John lived to have three Wives. His first was
Alice, Daughter of Hubert Earl of Morton, who leit him a
Widower without Issue. Baker, Chronicles, p. 74.

Hee gave him wiadome at his request, and riches vrith-

out asking. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Having marked the hour of relieving guard, and made
all necessary observations, he retired without being dis-

covered. Irving, Granada, p. 29.

The darkness was intense, we were ignorant of the ford
and teithotU guides, and were encumbered with nearly two
hundred wounded, whom we were unwilling to abandon.

The Century, XLI. 411.

In colloquial language the object is frequently omitted
after this preposition, especially in such phrases as to do
without, to go witfwut : as, they can give me no assistance,

BO I must do wiihoxd.

And nice affections wavering stood in doubt
If best were as it is, or best without.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 93.

Cold without. See coZrf.— Indorsement without re-
course. See indorsement.—To go without saying.
See ffo.—Without book, day, dispute, distinction,
dreadt. See the nouns.—Without faill See /aW^.—
Without more bones. See toTwt.— without preju-
dice, price, reserve. See the nouns.

III. coiij. Without is sometimes used to gov-
ern a substantive clause introduced by that,

without that thus signifying unless, except;
and then, the that being omitted, it obtains the
value of a conjunction (like because, while, since,

etc.) in the same sense; but it is now rarely,

if ever, used thus by careful and correct speak-
ers and writers.

Withoute that she myght have his loue ageyn,
She were on don for euere In certayne.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X L 475.

And it is so sumptuous and so straunge a werke that it

passeth fer my reason and vnderstondynge to make any
reporte of it, without I shulde apayre the fame thereof.

Sir R. Guylfordt, Pylgrymage, p. 79.

He may stay him ; marry, not tcithout the prince be will-

ing. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 3. 86.

We should make no mention of what concerns ourselves,

tmthout it be of matters wherein our friends ought to re-

joice. Steele, Spectator, No. 100.

I needs must break
These bonds that so defame me : not vrithout

She wills it : would I if she will'd it?

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

without-door (wi-THout'dor), a. Outdoor; ex-

terior; outward; external.

Praise her but for this her withoul-door form.
Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 69.

withoutet, withoutent, adv., prep., and conj.

Obsolete forms of without.

without-fortht (wi-Tnout'forth), adv. [< ME.
without forth, with-outeforth, withouten-forth; <

without +forth'i-.'\ Without.

Ymagynaciouns of sensible things weeren enpreynted

into sowles fro bodies vHthmite'/orth.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 4.

Also rarely used adjectively.

The u-ythout/orth [var. foreyn, p. 33] landys and tene-

mentis of citezens which shalbe mynesters of the cite

shalbe t)ounde to conserue theym ageynst the Kynge vn-

damaged forthere offyces as there tenementis wythin the

citee. Arnold's Chron. (1502), p. 9.

withoutsidet (wi-THout'sid), adv, [< ivithout +
side^.] Outside; externally; on the outside.

withwind
Not meeting with him, I fancy'd he had some private

Way up the Chimney. ... So, Sir, I turn'd my Coat here,
to save it clean, and up I scrambled ; but when I came
vnthoutside, I saw nobody there.

Mrs. Centlivre, Marplot, ii. 1.

Why does that lawyer wear black? does he carry his
conscience withoutside? Con^reve, Love for Love, iv. 6.

withsafet (wiTH-saf), v. [Early mod. E. wyth-
safe, witsafe, ivithsave; appar, an artificial for-
mation, < with- + safe, in imitation ot vouchsafe.
There may have been some confusion with
withsay, withsay implying * oppose ^ and withsafe
'consent.'] I, tratis. To make safe; assure.

Now must I seek some other ways
Myself for to ivithsave.

Wyatt, He Repenteth that He had Ever Loved.

II, intrans. To vouchsafe; deign.

I wythsafe, I am content to do a thyng. Je daigne. . . .

I was wonte to crouche and knele to hym, and I do nat
withsa/e to looke upon hym. Palsgrave, p. 783.

withsainf. Infinitive of withsay. Chaucer.

Withsayt (wiTH-sa'), v. t. [ME. withseymi, with-

seggen, withsiggen; < icith'^ + say^."] To speak
against ; contradict ; deny ; refuse.

That i with-segge,

Ne schal ihc hit biginne,
Til i suddene winne.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.X I. 1276.

Finally, what wight that it withseyde.

It was for nought. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 215.

Of soch thynge herde I neuer speke, but by youre sem-
blannte ye seme alle worthi men, and therfore I will in
no wise with-sey that ye requere, and be ye right welcome.

Merlin {E. E. T. S.), ii. 204.

wlthsayert (wiTH-sa'er), n. [ME. withseier; <

withsay + -erl,] One who withsays; an oppo-
nent.

That he be mysti to much styre in holsum doctiyne,
and the withseieris to with stonde.

Wydif, Pref. Ep., p. 63.

withsetf (wiTH-sef), v. t. [< ME. witksetten

{= G. widersetzen) ; < with^ + set^, v."] To set

against; resist; oppose; withstand.

More-ouer thou hast holi writt
that cleerli schewith thee goostii ligt

How thou schuldist deedli synne with-sett.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 185.

Of God the more grace thou hast serteyn.
If thou with-sett the devyl in his dede.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 212.

with-sitt, V, t. [ME. withsitten; < tcith + sit^.'\

To oppose; contradict; withstand.

Was no beggere so bolde bote-yf he blynde were,
That dorst xvith-dtte that Peeres seyde for fere of syre

Hunger. Pi^s Plowman (C), ix. 202.

withstand (wiTH-stand'), V.
;
pret. and pp. with-

stood, ppr. withstanding. [< ME. withstanden,

withstonden (pret. witkstod, pp. withstonde), ,<

AS. tvithstandan (pret, withstod, pp. withstan-

den) (= Icel. vithstanda; ct. G. widerstehen),
resist, withstand, < with, against, + standan,
stand: see icith^ and stand, v.] I. trans. To
stand against ; oppose; resist, eitherwith physi-
cal or with moral force : frequently with an im-
plication of effectual resistance ; resistor op-
pose successfully: as, to withstand the storm.

My goynge graunted is by parlament
So ferforth that it may not be withstonde.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1298.

Wythstande the seruaunte that praysith the, forellys he
thynkyth the for to deceyve.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 31.

When Peter was come to Antioch, I vMhstood him to
the face. Gal. ii. 11.

Youth and health have withstood well the involuntary

and voluntary hardships of her lot.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 1.

Poor beauty ! Time and fortune's wrong
No shape nor feature may withstand ;

The wrecks are scattered all along.

Like emptied sea-shells on the sand.

0. W. Uobnes, Mare Rubrum.

= Syn. Resist, etc. (see oppose), confront, face.

II, intrans. To make a stand; resist; show
resistance.

All affermyt hit fast with a fyn wyll,

Saue Ector the honerable, that egerly mth-stod,

Disasent to the dede, & dernely he sayde
"Hit is falshed in faythe A of fer cast

!

"

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7849.

But Fate withstands, and to oppose the attempt
Medusa with Gorgonian terrour guards
The ford. MUton, P. L., ii. 610.

Withstander (wiTH-stan'd6r), n. [< withstand

+ -e^rl.] One who withstands; an opponent;
a resisting power.
withwlnd (with'wind), n. [Also withytvind; <

ME. withwinde, withexcynde, < AS. withewinde,

withwinde (= MD. wedewinde; cf. Icel. vithvin-

dill = Dan. vedbende), < withthe, withig, a flexi-

ble twig, + *winde, < wtndan, wind: see withe,

withy, and wind^.^ The bindweed, Convolvulus



withwind
arvensis or C. sepium; occasionally, one of a
few other plants.

He bare a burdoun ybounde with a brode liste.

In a irithewyndes wise ywounden aboute.
Piers Plmcman (BX v. 626.

Sea withwind. See sea-wUhwind.

withwine (with'win), n. A corruption of with-
uinil.

withy "^ (with'i), «." [< ME. withy, wythy, withi.

< AS. icithig, also witliihe (> ult. E. tcitli'^, icithe),

a willow, = OFries. withthe = MD. iceede, D.
v-ede, weede, hop-plant,= MLGr.jcK?e,LG. iiiede,

icled, wede, wide = OHG. uida, MHG. wide, G.
weide, a willow, = Icel. vithja, a withy, vitli, a
withe, vitliir, a willow, = Sw. cirfe, willow, vidja,

willow-twig, = Dan. ridjc, a willow, osier (the

forms showing two orig. types, represented by
icithij'^ and witffi, withe, and a variation also in

the length of the vowel) ; cf. Lith. zil-wittis, Hl-
wytig, gray willow, Russ. vitsa, withe, OBulg. fitt,

string for a heron, riti, twist, braid; L. vitis,

vine, Gr. hea, a willow, a wicker shield ; orig.

'that which twines or bends,' < \^ wi, twine,
plait, as in L. viere, twine, > vimen, twig, etc.]

1. A willow of any species. [Prov. Eng.]

See where another hides himself as sly

As did ActfeoH or the fearful deer,
Behind a irithy.

J. Dennys (Aiher'a Eng. Garner, 1. 170).

The Withy is a reasonable large tree (for some have been
found ten feet about). Evelyn, Sylva, i. 20.

2. A withe; a twig; an osier.

With grene wythyes y-bounden wonderlye.
Political Poemg, etc. (ed, Furnivall). p. 58.

A kind of oblong vessel made of bark, by the simple con-
trivance of tying up the two ends with a withy.

Cook, First Voyage, iii. 8.

3. A halter made of withes.— 4. In ceram.,
same as twifj^, 3—Gray withy, the sallow or goat
willow, SaJiircajwt'a.—Hoop withy. Same as /iooy-m(Ae.
See Rivina.

Wlthy^ (with'i or vri'THi), a. [< witlie, with^, +
-yi.] Made of withes; like a withe; flexible

and tougii.
I learnt to fold my net, . . .

And withy labyrinths in straits to set.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, i. 5.

Thirsil from withy prison, as he uses.
Lets out his flock.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, iii.

withy-pott (with'i-pot), H. A vessel or nest of

osiers or twigs.
There were mthy-potts or nests for the wild fowle to lay

their eggs in, a little above ye surface of ye water.
Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 9, 1666.

Withywindt (with'i-wind), n. Same as with-
wind. Minsheu.
Whiter Galet then the white withie-winde.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 521.

wltjart (wit'jar), n. [< wit^ + jar^, ?(.] The
head; the brainpan; the skull. [Old slang.]

Dr. Hale, who was my good Astolfo (you read Ariosto,

JackX and has brought me back my vdt-jar, had much
ado ... to effect my recovery.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, V. cxxxiii.

witless (wit'les), a. [Also formerly or dial.

wcetless; < ME. witles, < AS. "witleds (in deriv.
witledst) (= Icel. vitlauss), witless; as wj<i -1-

-Uss."] 1 . Destitute, of wit or understanding

;

thoughtless; unreflecting; stupid.

But, man, as thou wittlees were,
thou lokist euere dounwarde as a beest.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 185.

Kaymounde semede all witlese to deulse,
All merueled that gan it aduertise.

Jiom. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 284«.

And weetlesse wandered
From shore to shore emongst the Lybick sandcs,
Ero rest ho fownd. Spenser, F. Q., III. 9. 41.

A witty mother ! witless else her son.
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 266.

2. Not knowing; unconscious. [Rare.]
Smiling, all weetless of th' uplifted stroke,
Hun;.; o'er his harmless head. J, Baillie.

3. Proceeding from thoughtlessness or folly;

not under the guidance of judgment; foolish;
indiscreet; senseless; silly.

Fond termes, and wUlesse words.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

Youth, and cost, and witless bravery.
Shak., M. for M., i. 3. 10.

witlessly (wit'les-li), adv. In a witless man-
ner; without the exercise of judgment; without
understanding. Beau, and Fl.

wltlessness (wit'los-nes), ». The state or char-
acter of being witless; want of judgment, un-
derstanding, or consideration.

Wilful wiUessness. Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

witling (wit'ling), «. [< wifi + -ling^.'i A pre-
tender to wit; a would-be wit.
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A beau and witling perish'd in the throng.
Pope, K. o( the L., v. 59.

Newspaper witlUigs. Goldsmith, Ketaliatioii, Postscript.

The witlings of Bath, constantly buzzing about him [.Mr.

Quin) to catch each accent falling from his tongue in order
to pass it cuiTent for their own, were not content with
roboing him of his wit, but more than once attacked his
reputation. Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 52.

Witloof (wit'lof), H. [D., lit. 'white-leaf.'] A
variety of chicory with large roots, and forming
a close head of leaves like that of a Cos lettuce.
In Brussels these heads are cooked as a dinner-vegetable.
Witloof is less bitter than the common chicory, and forma
an e(iually good winter salad ; its thick stubby root also is

as good as the ordiiiaryformixingwith coffee. Also called
large-rooted Brussels chicory.

witmonger (wit'mung"g6r), n. One who deals
or indulges in wit of a poor or low kind ; a wit-
ling. Wood, Athente Oxon.
witness (wit'nes), n. [< ME. icitnesse, witnisse,

< AS. witnes, also ge-witncs (= MD. wetenisse =
OHG. gewiznessi), testimony, < *witen, orig. pp.
of witan, know, or rather of witaii, see, -I- -nes,

E. -ness : see wit^ and -nes.s. Cf . forgiveness tor
*forgivenness.1 1. Testimony; attestation of a
fact or event; evidence : often with bear: as, to
bear witness.

If he aske as for more witnesse,
Who sent to hym and how that I hym knewe,
Telle hym it is his sone Generydes.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S), 1. 2382.

If I bear witness of myself, my witness is not true.
John v. 31.

Heaven and thy thoughts are witness.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 6. 32.

The vniness of the Wapentake is distinctly against the
claimant. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 518.

2. One who or that which bears testimony or
furnishes evidence or proof.

Laban said. This heap is a witness between me and thee
this day. Gen. xxxi. 48.

Your mother lives a witness to that vow.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7. 180.

These, opening the prisons and dungeons, cal'd out of
darknesse and bonds the elect Martyrs and witnesses of
their Redeemer. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. One who is personally present and sees some
act or occurrence, or hears something spoken,
and can therefore bear witness to it; a specta-
tor.

Neither can I rest
A silent witness of the headlong rage,
Or heedless folly, by which thousands die.

Cmcper, Task, iii. 218.

4t. A sponsor, as at a baptism or christening.

He was iintness for Win here— they will not be called
godfathers— and named her Win-tlie-ttght.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

5. In laiv: (a1 One who gives testimony on the
trial of a cause ; one who appears before a court,

judge, or other officer, and is examined under
oath or affirmation. (6) One whose testimony
is offered, or desired and expected, (c) One in
whose presence or under whose observation a
fact occurred, (d) One who upon request by
or on behalf of a party subscribes his name to
an instrument to attest the genuineness of its

execution : more exactly, an attesting witness or
a subscribing witness.

He bad hym goo and in no wise to fayle
To the Sowdon, and telle hym the processe.
And he wold be on of his cheff ivitnesse.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1609.

Is it not
A perfect act, and absolute in law,
Sealed and delivered before witnesses,

The day and date emergent?
B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 1.

6. In bookbinding, an occasional rough edge on
the leaf of a bound book, which is a testimony
that the leaves have not been unduly trimmed.
[Eng.]—Auricular, credible, intermediate witness.
See the adjectives.—Hostile witness, a witness who man-
ifests a disposition to injure the case of the party by whom
he is called. The party is allowed in such a case to put
leading and searching (luestions sucli as he could not
otiierwise put to his own witness, and to contradict liis

testimony more freely.— Second-hand witness. See sec-

ond-hand'i.—To impeach a witness. See impeach.—
Ultroneous witness. See idtroneous.—With a wit-
nesst, with great force, so as to leave some mark as a tes-

timony behind ; to a great degree ; with a vengeance.

This, I confess, is haste, u^itk a witness. Latimer.

Here 's packing, with a tdtness!
Shak.,T. of theS., V. 1. 121.

witness (wit'nes), V. [< ME. witnes.sen, witnis-
se», wytnessen ; < tiitncss, n.'i I. intrans. 1. To
bear witness or testimony

;
give evidence ; tes-

tify.

And the storye of Noe tvytnessethe, whan that the Cul-
ver broughte the Braunche of Olyve that hetokend Pes
made betwene God and Man. Mandeville, Travels, p. 11.

The men of Belial witnessed against him. even against
Naboth, . . . saying, Naboth did blaspheme God and the
king. 1 KL xxl. 13.

witted

The prisoner brought several persons of good credit to
witness to her reputation. Addison, Taller, No. 259.

2t. To take witness or notice.

Witnesse on him, that any perflt clerk is,

That in scole is gret altercacioun
In this matere and greet disputisoun.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 410.

Witnessing clause. Same as testatum.

II. triins. 1. To give testimony to; testify;
bear witness of, or serve as evidence of ; attest

;

prove ; show.
We purchace, thurgh oure flateryng.
Of riche men of gret pouste,
Lettres to untnesse oure bounte.

Jiom. fl/ the Rose, 1. 6958.

For I witnesse you, and say in thys jdace
That he was a trew catholike person.

Rom., of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1529.

Behold how many things they witness against thee.
Mark j£T. 4.

Methought you said
You saw one here in court could icitness it.

Shak., AH s Well, v. 3. 200.

For what they did they had custom for; and could pro-
duce, if need were, testimony that would witness it for
more than a thousand years.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, t

[Witness in this sense is often used in the subjunctive im-
peratively or optatively, in many cases with inversion.

Heaven uitness,

I have been to you a true and humble wife.

Shak., Uen. VIII., ii. 4. 22.

Pilgrims should watch, . . . but, for want of doing so,

ofttimes their rejoicing ends in tears, and their sunshine
in a cloud ; witness the story of Christian at this place.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii. J

2. To show by one's behavior; betray as a
sentiment.

Capt. Dekings, an anabaptist and one that had witnessed
a great deal of discontent with the present proceedings.

Pepys, Diary, Apr. 15, 1660.

Long mute he stood, and, leaning on his staff.

His wonder witness'd with an idiot laugh.
Ihryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 112.

3. To see or know by personal presence ; be a
witness of; observe.

This is but a faint sketch of the incalculable calamities
and horrors we must expect, should we ever witness the
triumphs of modern infidelity. R. Hall.

What various scenes, and O ! what scenes of woe.
Are witnessed by that red and struggling beam

!

Scctt, L. of the L., vi. 1.

My share of the gayety consisted in witnessing the daily
appareling of Eliza and Georgianna, and seeing them de-
scend to the drawing-room dres-sed out in thin muslin
frocks and scarlet sashes, with hair elalx)rately ringleted.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre iv

4. To see the execution of and affix one's name
to (a contract, will, or other document) for the
purpose of establishing its identity: as, to tiit-

ness a bond or a deed.— 5. To foretell; pre-
sage; foretoken. [Rare.]

Ah, Richard, . . .

I see thy glory like a shooting star
Fall to the base earth from the finnament

!

Thy sun sets weeping in the lowly west.
Witnessing storms to come, woe, and unrest,"

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 4. 22.

= S3m. 3. Perceive, Observe, etc. See sfci.

witness-box (wit'nes-boks), M. The inelosure
in which a witness stands while giving evidence
in a court of law.

witnesser (wit'nes-Sr), n. [< witness + -frl.]

One who gives or bears testimony.

A constant witnesser of the passion of Christ.
T. Martin, Marriage of Priests.

witnessfuUyt (wit'nes-ful-i), adv. [ME. tcyt-

ncssefully; < witness + -fid + -Uj^.'] By wit-
nesses; with proof ; manifestly; publicly.

In this wyse more clerly and more uytnesse.fully is the
office of wise men i-treted. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 5.

witness-stand (wit'nes-stand), n. The place
where a witness, while giving evidence in court,

is stationed.

witsafet, '• *• See withsafe.

wit-snappert (wit'snap"6r), n. One who affects

reijartee.

Goodly Lord, what a wit-snapper are you !

S/iaA-..M. of V, iii. b. 55.

witstandt (wit'stand), n. [< wit"^ + stand, h.]

The state of being at one's wits' end ; hence, a
standstill. [Rare.]

They were at a tntstaiid, and could reach no further.
Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, i. 188. {Davies.)

wit-starved (wit'starvd), a. BaiTen of wit;
destitute of genius. [Rare.] (Inqi. Diet.)

wittalif, "• An obsolete form of tcitwaU.

Wittal^t, «• See tiittoP-.

wittet, ". An obsolete spelling of wif^.

wittea (wit'ed), a. [< icit^ + -prfS.] Having
wit or understanding: commonly used in com-
pounds, as quick-!n7terf, 6\oyi-witted, etc.
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I would not wittingly dishonor my work by a single

falsehood, misrepresentation, or prejudice, though it

should gain our forefathers the whole country of Kew
England. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 201.

wittolif (wit'ol), «. [Formerly also icittal, wit-

tall (also ivittokl, with excrescent d as in cuck-

old), orig. aitwal, a particular use of witwal, the
popinjay: see it'tiroaU. This bird was the sub-
ject of frequent ribald allusions, similar to the
allusions to the cuckoo which are prominent in

tlie English drama of Shakspere and his con-
temporaries and which produced the word cuck-

old. The addition of the notion of 'knowing'
and submitting may be due to the popular
association with wit, which produced the ety-

mology < wit^ + all.'] A man who knows his

wife's infidelity and submits to it; a submis-
sive cuckold.
Amaimon sounds well ; Lucifer well ; . . . yet they are

. . . the names of fiends ; but. Cuckold, Wittol, Cuckold !

the devil himself hath not such a name !

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 313.

Fond wit-wal, that wouldat load thy witless head
With timely horns, before thy bridal bed

!

Bp. Hall, Satires, L vii. 17.

To see ... a vittol wink at his wife's honesty, and too
perspicuous in all other affairs.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 44.

There was no peeping hole to clear

"

The wittal's eye from his incarnate fear.

Quartes, Emblems, i. 5.

witted

The people be gentle, merry, quick and fine witted, de-
lighting iu quietness, and, when need requireth, able to

abide and suffer much l>odily labour.
Sir T. Mure, I'topia (tr. by RobinsonX ii. 7.

Renowned, witted Dulcirael, appeare.
Margton, The Fawne, t.

wittert, c. [ME. witter, witer, < Icel. vitr, know-
ing, < vita, know: see tcit^.} Knowing; cer-

tain; sm'e.
Tho wurth the child [Isaac] witter and war
That thor sal offrende ben don.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1308.

wittert, v. t. [ME. tcitteren, witeren, < Icel.

vitra, make wise, make certain, < vitr, knowing:
see witter.'] To make sure; inform; declare

(that).

I witter the the emperour es entirde into Fraunce.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1239.

witteringt, "• [ME., verbal n. of witter, v.] In-

formation: knowledge.
Leue Joseph, who tolde yow this?

How hadde 3e wittering of this dedeV
York Plays, p. 142.

Witterlyt (wit'^r-li), adv. [ME., also witter-

liche, witerliche, etc. ; < fritter + -ly^.] Certain-

ly; surely; truly.
I blusshet horn on.

I waited hom witterty, as me wele thoght.

All feturs in fere of the fre ladys.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2428.

Ful acorded was hit mtferJi/. „ -,

CtMucer, Good Women, 1. 2600. Wlttollf (wit ql ), I'. *. [Also j(,'i»o(; < wittol'^, n.]

witters, » ;>'• See withers. To make a wi'ttol, or contented cuckold, of.

witticaster (wit'i-kas-ter), «. [< witty + -c-as- He would witttU me
ter as in criticaster.] An inferior or pretended With a consent to my own horns.

.. Davenport, City Mght Cap, l. 1.

Tlie mention of a nobleman seems quite sufficient to Wittol^ (wit'ol), n. A dialectal reduction of

arouse the spleen of our m((u;<M(er. Milton, uhitetail. [Cornwall, Eng.]

Wittichenite (wit ' i - ken - it), «. A sulphid of wittoUyt, a. [< wittoa -I- -/i/1.] Like or char-

bismuth and copper, related in form and com- aeteristic of a wittol, or submissive cuckold,

position to bournonite. It was first found at Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 283.

Wittiehen, Baden. Her husband was hanged for his wittoldty permission,

•witticism (wit'i-sizm), n. [< wittif + -c-ism as and shee herselfe drowned. Purctias, Pilgrimage, p. 293.

ia .Itticism, Gallicigm, etc.] A witty sentence, wit-tooth (wit'toth), «. A wisdom-tooth.

phrase, or remark ; an observation character- witts (wits), n. pi. Same as tin-wits.

ized by wit. When much pyrites [in tin-bearing rock] is present, it is

You have quite undone the young King with your Wit- necessary to make a preliminary concentration, and roast

ticisins, and ruin'd his Fortunes utterly. the enriched product (witts) in a furnace.

Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, iii. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 406.

The witty poets . . . have taken an advantage from the witty ( wit'i), a. [< ME. witty, wity, witig, < AS.
doubtful meaning of the word tire to make an infinite nura- „.;,,- „.,•((,„ (_ OS. witio = OHG. wizsin, MHG.
ber of iritticimw. .4 ddwoM, Spectator, >a b2. •"

. >J ^ .. . .'. „ ' ...

Every witticism is an inexact thought ; what is perfect-

ly true is imperfectly witty.

Landor. Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

wittifiedt (wit'i-fid), fl. [< "wittify (< rcitty +
-Jy)+-cd-.] Having wit; clever; witty.

Diverse of these were . . . dispersed to those vrittijied

ladies who were willing to come into the order.

Hoger A'ortA, Lord Ouilford, L S». (.Dames.)

wittily (wit'i-li), adv. [< ME. wittily; < witty

+ -ly^.] In a witty manner, (ot) Knowingly ; in-

telligently; ingeniously; cunningly; artfully.

Time only & custom haue authoritie to do, specially in

all cases of language, as the Poet hath uittiiy remembred.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 104.

The wittily and strangely cruel Macro.
B. Jonson, .Sejanus, v. 10.

(b) With a witty turn or phrase, or with an ingenious and
anmsing association of ideas ; clearly; brilliantly.

In conversation wittily pleasant. Sir P. Sidney.

It would a little cool the preternatural heat of the
flingbrand fraternity, as one wittily calleth them.

Jtev. T. Adains, Works, I. 125.

wittiness (wit'i-nes). It. 1. The character of

being witty; the quality of being ingenious or
clever.

Wittinesse in devising. . . . pithinesse in uttering.

E. K., To G. Harvey (Prefixed to Spenser's Shep. Cal.X

2t. Something that is witty; an ingenious in-

vention.
The third, in the discoloured mantle spangled all over,

is Euphantaste, a well-conceited wittinesse, and employed
in honouring the court with the riches of her pure inven-

tion, fl. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

wittinet (wit'ing), n. [Also weetinf/ (anderro-
neous^^ wottint/); < ME. witinge, wetynge; ver-

bal n. of ic«<l, ».] Knowledge; perception.

That were an abusyoun
That God sholde ban no parllt clere wetynge
.More than we men, that han douteous wenynge.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 991.

wittingly (wit'ing-li), adv. [Formerly also

WKtiiKjly ; < ME. witingly. wetyngly, witindeliche

(= MH(i. wi::rntliche =z Icel. vitdnliga); < wit-

ting, ppr. of wit"^, v., + -ly"^.] In a witting man-
ner; knowingly; consciously; by design.

He knowingly aiid wittingly brought evil Into the world.
Sir T. More.

To which she for his sake lia<l weetingly now brought
her selfe, aiiU blam d her noble blond.

Spenser, F. Q., VL 3. 11.
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witzec(g), d.witsig = Icel. vitugr = Sw. vitter

Dan. rittig), knowing, wise, < wit, knowledge,
wit: see wit^, and cf. witch^.] It. Possessed
of wisdom or learning; wise; discreet; know-
ing; artful. ^

The iryMour that eny wight is bote yt he worche ther-

after.

The biterour he shal a-bygge bote yf he wel worche.
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 219.

A uritty man taketh preved thinge, andchannge
He maketh, that lande from lande be not to strange.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 64.

Toon*. Are you the witty King of Persia?

Myc. Ay, marry ami; have you any suit to me ?

Tainb. I would entreat you speak but three wise words.
Marlowe, Tambnrlaine, I., ii. 4.

I'he deep, revolving, witty Buckingham.
SAa*., Rich. III., iv. 2.42.

Upon each shoulder sits a milk-white dove,

And at her feet do witty serpents move.
B. Jonson, The Barriers.

2t. Exhibiting intelligence or ingenuity; clev-

er; skilfully devised.

Silence in love betrays more wo
Than words, though ne'er so unity;

A beggar that is dumb, you know,
May challenge double pity.

Raleigh, Silent Lover (Ellis's Specimens, II. 224).

Ingrateful payer of my industries,

That with a soft painted hypocrisy
Cozen'st and jeer'st my perturbation.

Expect a witty and a fell revenge I

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 1.

Amongst the elder Christians, some ... in u'itty tor-

ments excelled the cruelty of many of their persecutors,

whose rage determined quickly in death.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 91.

3. Possessed of wit; smartly or cleverly fa-

cetious; ready with strikingly novel, clever,

shrewd, and amusing sayings, or with sharp

repartee ; brilliant, sparkling, and original in

expressing amusing notions or ideas ; hence,

sometimes, sarcastic ; satirical: of persons.

Who so in earnest vveenes, he doth, in mine aduise.

Shew himselfe witless, or more vvittie than wise.
Ptitlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 170.

Sir Ellis Layton, whom I find a wonderful witty, ready

man for sudden answers and little tales, and sayings very

extraordinary witty. Pepys, Diary, III. 92.

In gentle Verse the Witty told their Flame,

And grac'd their choicest Song with Emma's Name.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

wizard
Honeycomb, who was so unmercifully uitty upon tlw

women, . . . has given the ladies ample satisfaction by
marrying a farmer's daughter.

Addison, Spectator, No. 530.

4. Characterized by or pregnant with wit : as,

a witty remark or repartee.
Or rhymes or sangs he'd mak' himsel'.
Or witty catches. Burns, To J. Lapraik, i,

witwall (wit'wal), n. [^AXsoicitwall, and former-
ly assimilated tvittal; also erroneously tvhit-

wall; a,\&T.otwoodwal,woodwale: see ivoodwale,

andcf. roJMoZl.] 1. The popinjay,or greenwood-
pecker, Gccinus viridis. See woodwale, and cut
under popinjay.

No sound was heard, except, from far away.
The ringing of the Whitwall's shrilly laughter.

Or, now and then, the chatter of the jay,

That Echo murmur'd after.

Hood, Haunted House, L

2. The greater spotted woodpecker, Pi'cits mo/or.

See cut under Pictts.

witwal^t, n. See wittol^.

witwantont (wit'won'''ton), n. [< wif^ -t- wan-
ton.] One who indulges in idle, foolish, and
irreverent fancies or speculations. Also used
adjectively.

All Epicures, Wit-wantons, Atheists.
Sylvester, Lacrymse Lacrymarum.

How dangerous it is for wit-wanton men to dance with
their nice distinctions on such mystical precipices.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. iv. 4.

witwantont (wit'won'''ton), V. i. [< witwanton,

n.] To indulge in vain, sportive, or over-subtlo

fancies ; speculate idly or irreverently : with an
indefinite it.

Dangerous it is to wiiwantcm U with the majesty of God-
FuUer, Holy State.

wit-wormt (wit'werm), n. [< wit^ + worm.']

One who has developed into a wit. [Rare.]

Fvl, What hast thou done
With thy- poor innocent self?

Gal. Wherefore, sweet madam?
Ful. Thus to come forth, so suddenly, a witworm f

B. Jonson, Catiline, iL 1.

wive (wiv), V. ;
pret. and pp. wived, ppr. wiving.

[< ME. wiven, < AS. wifian (=MD. wijveu= ML6.
wiven), take a wife, < iinf, wife. Cf. wife, v.] I.

intrans. To take a wife; marry.
Hanging and wiving goes by destiny.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 9. 83.

A shrewd wife brings thee bate, unue not and neuer
thriue. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 171.

II. trans. 1. To match to a wife; provide
with a wife.

An I could get me but a wife, . . . I were manned, horsed,
and wived. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 61.

Gregory VII. . . . determined. . . that no tcfwd priest

should celebrate or even assist at the Mass.
Encyc. Brit., V. 293.

2. To take for a wife ; marry. [Rare.]

Should I %inve an Empresse,
And take her dowerlesse, should we love, or hate.

In that my bounty equalls her estate.

Heywood, Royal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VL 79).

I have wived his sister. Scott.

wi'Vehoodt (wiv'hud), n. Same as wifehood.

That girdle gave the vertue of chast love,

And wivehood true, to all that did it beare.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 3.

wivelesst (wiv'les), a. Same as wifeless.

They, in their wiveless state, run into open abomina-
tions. Homilies, xviii. Of Matrimony.

wivelyt (wiv'li), a. Same as tcifely.

Wyuely loue. J. Udall, On 1 Cor. vU.

Wivert (wi'ver), n. [< ME. wivere, wyvere, <

OF. wivre, givre, a viper, < L. vipera, a viper:

see viper. Hence wivern.'] 1. A serpent.

Jalousye, alias ! that wikked wyvere.

Thus causeles is cropen into yow.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1010.

2. A wivern.

wivern (wi'vem), n. [Alsoroy-

veru ; a later form, with unorig.

-)( as in bittern, of wiver: see

wiver.] In ften, a monster whose
fore part is that of a dragon with
its fore legs and wings,while the

hinder part has the form of a

serpent with a barbed tail.

Lakes which, when morn breaks on their quivering bed.

Blaze like a wyveni flying round the sun.
Browning, Paracelsus,

wives, « Plural of wife.

wizard (wiz'ard), n. and a. [Formerly also m;8«-

ard, w-issard,"< ME. wisnrd, tcysard, tvysar; prob.

an altered form, assimilated initially to the ult.

related wise, for 'wishard (preserved in the sur-

names Wishart. Wisheart, Wisset), < OP. *wis-

chard, prob. orig. form of OF. guischard, gnis-

card, guiscart, F. dial. (Norm.) guichard, saga-



wizard

cious, prudent, cunning (whence the F. sur-
name Guiscard), with suffix -ard, < Icel. vizkr,

clever, knowing, sagacious, for "ritskr, < vita,

know: see wit^. Cf. witcli^, ult. from the same
root, but having no immediate connection with
Ifirarff.] I. n. If. A wise man ; a sage.

Hee that cannot personate the wise-man well among
wizards, let him learne to play the foole well amongst diz-

zards.

Chapman^ Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

See how from far, upon the eastern road,
The star-led wisards haste with odours sweet.

maton, Nativity, L 23.

2. A proficient in the occult sciences; an
adept in the black art ; one supposed to pos-
sess supernatural powers, generally from hav-
ing leagued himself with the Exal One ; a sor-

cerer; an enchanter; a magician; hence, a
title occasionally applied to, or assumed by,
modern performers of legerdemain; a con-
jurer; a juggler. See witch^.

And the soul that turneth after such as have familiar
spirits, and aft«r wizards, ... I will even set my face
against that soul. Lev. xx 6.

If by any Accident they do hear of the Thief, all is

ascrib'd to the wonderful Cunning of their Wissard.
Quoted in Athton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[L 121.

No mzardi now ply their trade of selling favorable
winds to the Norwegian coasters.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 136.

II. a. Magic ; having magical powers ; en-
chanting: as, a wJsard spell.

Where Deva spreads her wisard stream.
MUton, Lycidas, I. 55.

wizardly (wiz'ard-li), adv. [< wizard + -ly].'\

Resembling a wizard ; characteristic of a wiz-
ard. [Rare.]

wizardry (wiz'ard-ri), n. [< toizard + -ry.'] The
art or practices of wizards ; sorcery.

Wizardry and dealing with evil spirits.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xi. 9.

wizet. An old spelling of wise'^, wise^.

wizen^ (wiz'n), a. [Also weazen, and formerly
w'izzen, wisen; < ME. "wisen, < AS. *wisen = Icel.

visinn = 8w. Dan. vissen, withered, dried up
; pp.

of a lost verb, AS. as if *wisan, dry up. Hence
wizen^,v.'\ Hard, dry , and shriveled ; withered.

A gay little wizen old man, in appearance, from the East-
ern climate's dilapidations upon his youth and health.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, Dec, 1791.

His shadowy figure and dark weazen face.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 284.

I remember the elder Mathews, a wizen dark man, with
one higli shoulder, a distorted mouth, a lame leg, and an
irritable manner.

E. H. YaUs, Fifty Years of London Life, I. i.

wizen^ (wiz'n), v. t. and i. [Also weazen, and
formerly wizzen, wisen; < ME. wisenen, < AS.
wisnian, also forwisnian (= Icel. visna = Sw.
vissna = Dan. visne), become dry, wither, <

'wisen, dried up, wizen.] To become dry or
withered; shrivel; cause to fade; make dry.
[Scotch.]

ill befa' your wizzen'd snout

!

Oighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 290).

A shoemaker's lad
With wizened face in want of soap.

Browning, Christmas Eve.

Wizen^ (wiz'n), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of weasand.
wizen-faced (wiz'n-fast), a. Having a thin,

shriveled face.

The story is connected with a dingy wizen-faced portrait

in an oval frame. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 50.

The door . . . was slowly opened, and a little blear-

eyed, weazen-faced ancient man came creeping out.
Dickem, Martin Chuzzlewit, xi.

wizier, n. Same as vizir.

wizzent, «• and «. Same as wizen.

wk. A contraction of week.

wlappet, i>. t. [ME. wlappen, var. of wrappen :

see wrap and top2.] To wrap ; roll up.

3e schulen fynde a gong child wtappid in clothis, and
put in a cracche. Wyclif, Luke ii. 12.

wlatet, V. i. and t. [ME. wlaten, < AS. wlsetian,

loathe.] To feel disgust ; loathe : abominate.

So the worcher of this worlde wlates ther-wyth
That in the poynt of her play he poruayes a mynde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1501.

wlatsomef, wlatsomt, «• [< ME. wlatsom, wlat-
sum, loathsome, abominable, < "wlate (< AS.
wlsette), nausea, disgust, + -som, E. -some.'\

Loathsome; detestable; hateful.

For thoug the soule haue thi lijknes,

Man is but wlatsum erthe and clay.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 173.

Mordre is so wlatsom and abhominable
To God, that is so just and resonable,
That he ne wol nat suffre it heled be.

Chaxicer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 233.
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wloncf, wlonkt, a. and n. [ME., < AS. wlanc,

wlonk (= OS. wlanc), proud, splendid.] I. a.

Fine; grand; fair; beautiful.

Whyle the wlonkegt wedes he warp on hym-selaen.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 2026.

II. n. A fair woman; a fine lady.

Thane I went to that wlonke, and wynly hire gretis,

And cho said, ''Welcome i-wis ! wele arte thow fowndene."
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3339.

W. N. W. An abbreviation of west-northwest.

WO, interj. and re. See woe.

woad (wod), n. [Also dial, wad (and ode) ; < ME.
wod, wode, wood, wad, < AS. wad, loaad= OFries.
wed = D. weede, weed = ML(J. icet, weit, wede
= OHG. MHG. weit, G. waid, %cait =. Sw. vejde
= Dan. vaid, veid = Goth. *waida (cf. iciz-

<Jjte, woad; ML. guaisdium, > OF. waisde, waide,
guide, F. guMe = It. guado, woad), akin to L.
vitrum, woad: root unknown; no connection
with weld^, which' has a
var. tcold.'i A cruciferous
plant, Isatis tinctoria, for-

merly much cultivated
in Great Britain on ac-
count of the blue dye ex-
tracted from its pulped
and fermented leaves. It
is now, however, nearly super-
seded by indigo, which gives a
stronger and finer blue. It is

still cultivated in some parts
of Europe, and the dye which
it furnishes is said to improve
the quality and color of indigo
when mixed with it in a certain
proportion. The ancient Brit-

ons are said to have stained
their bodies with the dye pro-
cured from the woad-plant.

No mader, welde, or wood [var.

wod] no litestere

Ne knew.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 17.

But now our soile either will
not or . . . may not beare
either wad or madder.
Harrison, Descrip. of Britain,

[xviii.

Admit no difference between oade and frankincense.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

Wild woad. Same as weld^.

woaded (wo'ded), a. [< woad + -ec?^.] 1.

Dyed or colored blue with woad.
Then the monster, then the man

;

Tattoo'd or woaded, winter-clad in skins.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2. Produced by means of woad, or by a mix-
ture of woad with other dyes.

Thus I have heard our merchants complain that the
set up blues have made strangers loathe the rich woaded
blues. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 77.

woad-mill (wod'mll), «. A mill for bruising

and preparing woad.
woadwaxen (wod'wak'sn), re. The dyers' green-

weed, Genista tinctoria. See Genista (with cut).

Woad {/satis tinctoria).

Y cart y-lade w* wodewexen to sale.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 368.

wobble, v. and re. See wabble^.

wobbler, ». See xoahbler.

wobbly, a. See wabbly.

wobegone, a. See woebegone.
wocif, a. A Middle English form of weak.

WOC^t, V. An old spelling of woke, preterit of

wake'-.

wod, B. An obsolete or dialectal form of woad.
wode^t, »• A Middle English form of woodX.

wode^t, »• .A.U obsolete spelling of woad.
Prompt. Parv.
wodegeldt, »• [ME., < wode, wood, -1- geld, pay-
ment: see wood^ and geld?, re.] A payment for

wood.
wodelyt, adv. A variant of woodly.

Woden (wo'den), re. [ME. Woden, < AS. Woden
= OHG. Wodan, Wuotan = Icel. Othinn, a Teut.

deity, lit. the 'furious,' the 'mighty warrior';

from a root appearing in AS. wod, mad, furious

(see wood?). The AS. Woden, which would reg.

give a mod. E. * Wooden, is present in Wednes-
day, and in many compound local names, such
as Woodnesborough, Wedneshoiigh , Wednesbury,
Winsborough, Wisborow, Wednesfield, Wansford,
Wanstead, Wansley, etc.] The Anglo-Saxon
form of the name of the deity called by the

Norse Odin.

Wodenism (wo'den-izm), re. [< Woden + -ism."]

"The worship of Woden.
Wodenism was so completely vanquished that even the

coming of the Danes failed to revive it.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 9.

wodewalet, »• A Middle English form of wood-
wale.

woeful

WOdnesst, n. An obsolete form of woodness.

woe (wo), interj. [Also wo; Sc. wae; < ME. wo,
woo, wa, we, waei, wei, wai, wie, < AS. wa,
interj., sometimes used with dat. case, also in
combination wa la, wd la wa, also wdld wd, alas!
lit. woe! lo! woe! {'>\iXt.'Ei.wellaway,welladay)
= D. wee = LG. icee = G. we/i = Icel. vei = Sw.
ve = Dan. vee = Goth, wai, interj., woe ! (cf. OF.
ouais= It. Sp. guai, woe ! < Teut. ) = L. vee, woe

!

(vx victis, woe to the vanquished !) = Gr. ol ! olai !

woe! ah! oh! an exclamation of pain, etc., out
of which the other uses grew. Hence ult. woe,
re., wail^, and wellatoay, welladay ; cf. also wai-
ment.'] Alas! an exclamation of pain or grief.

See woe, n.

Alas and woe ! Shak., A. and C, iv. 14. 107.

woe (wo), re. and a. [Also wo; Sc. wae; < ME.
wo, woo, wa, also wee, the last from AS. wed, pi.

wean, a form not immediately derivable from
the interj. wd, but standing for *wM (*weew-) =
OS. we (icejc-) = D. wee = LG. wee= OHG. MHG.
we(wew-), OHG. also wewo, m., wewa, f., G. weh^
= Dan. vee, woe, = Goth. *wai ( > It. guajo, pain)

;

prob. from the interj.: see woe, ititerj.'] I. «.

1. Grief; sorrow; misery; heavy calamity.

They, outcast from God, are here condemn'd
To waste eternal days in woe and pain.

Hilton, P. L., iL 695.

2. A heavy calamity ; an afSiction.

One woe is past ; and, behold, there come two woes more-
hereafter. Bev. ix. 12.

Woe is frequently used in denunciations, either with the
optative mood of the verb or alone, and thus in an inter-

iectional manner (see woe, irUerj.).

Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter (he
sheep I Jer. xxiii. 1.

Woe to the vanquished, woe

!

Dryden, Albion and Albanius, L 1.

Woe to the dupe, and woe to the deceiver

!

Woe to the oppressed, and woe to the oppressor

!

Shelley, Hellas.

It is also used in exclamations of sorrow, in such casett

the noun or pronoun following being really in the dative.

Woe is me ! for I am undone. Isa. vi. 5.

Woe was the knight at this severe command.
Dryden, Wife of Bath, L 108.

An' aye the o'ercome o' his sang
Was "Wae 's me for Prince Charlie!"

W. Glen, A. Wee Bird cam' to our Ha* Door.

In weal and woe, in prosperity and adversity. ShaJc.,

Venus and Adonis, I. 987.—Woe worth the day. See
worths, 8. = Syn. Distress, tribulation, affliction, bitter-

ness, unhappiness, wretchedness. Woe is an intense unliap-
piness ; the word is strong and elevated, almost poetical.

Il.t a. Sad; sorrowful; miserable; woeful

j

wretched.
Ofte hadde Horn beo tco

Ac neure wurs than him was tho.

King Ham (E. E. T. S.), p. 4.

In this debat I was so wo.
Me thoghte niyn herte braste atweyn.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1192.

He was full wo, and gan his former griefe renew.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 38.

Childe Waters was a woe man, good Lord,
To see faire Ellen swimme !

Chad Waters (Child's Ballads, IIL 208).

woebegone, wobegone (w6'be-g6n*), a. [Early
mod. E. woe-begon; < ME. wo-begon, wo-bygon ;

< woe, wo, re., woe, sorrow, + iegonc^.'i (Over-

whelmed with woe; immersed in grief or sor-

row; also, sorrowful; rueful; indicating woe
or distress : as, a woebegone look.

Thow farest ek by me, thow Pandarus

!

As he that, whan a wight is wo-hrigon.

He Cometh to him apaas, and seitn right thus

:

"Thynke nat on smerte and thow shalt fele none I

"

Chaucer, Troilus, iv.
'

Coumfort hem that careful been,
And helpe hem that beu woo bigoon.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 1

Even such a man, so faint, so spiritless.

So dull, so dead in look, so woe-begone,^

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night-
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

Each man looked ruefully in his neighbor's face

search of encouragement, but only found in its woe-begone
lineaments a confirmation of his own dismay.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 438.

In early use the two words are sometimes separated.

Wo was this wrecched woman tho bigoon.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 820.

woeful, WOful (wo'ful), a. [Se. wneful; < ME.
woful, wofull; < woe + -full 1- Full of woe;
distressed with grief or calamity; afflicted; sor-

rowful.
verrey goost, that errest to and fr' 1

1

Whi niltow fien out of the icofuUeste

Body that evere myght on grounde go ?

Chaucer, I'roilus, iv. 303.

What now willt thou don, woful Eglentine?
To gret heuynesse off-fors moste thou incline.

Rrnn. ofParUnay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 218S.

Weep no more, icoful shepherds.
Hilton. Lycidas, 1. 165.
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2. Relating or pertaining to woe ; expressing wold^, n. See ioel<fl.

woe ; characterized by sorrow or woe ; deplor- wold^t, woldet. Obsolete forms of would. See
able. will^.

She . . . sings extemporally a woeful ditty. WoldestOWt. A Middle English form of would-
Shak.y Venus and Adonis, 1. 836. ^^.^ ihou.

A Trumpet shall sound from Heaven in wofxU and ter- vTOlf ( wulf), n.
;
pi. wolves (wvdvz). [< ME. wolf,

u,. ». tr JJ T„t.„™ „. >o
ji;iiij'^i0if^y;ifg(^pi_jugij,gg^ji,uif,es,wolwes,wulfes),rible Manner. HoweU, Letters, iv. 43.

fle [Lord Kanelagh] died hard, as their term of art is

here, to express the wofvl state of men who discover no
religion at their death. Swift.

O, woeful day ! O, day of woe to me

!

A. Philips^ Pastorals, iv.

3. Wretched; paltry; mean; pitiful.

What wofxd stuif this madrigal would be

!

Pope^ Essay on Criticism, 1. 418.

= Syn. 2. Mournful, calamitous, disastrous, afflictive, mis-
erable, grievous. See woe.

woefully, wofully (w6'ful-i), adv. In a woeful
manner.
Which now among you, who lament so wofuUy, . . .

has suffered as he suffered? V. Knox, Works, VI., serm. v.

It is a fact of which many seem wofvUy ignorant.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 484.

woefulness, wofulness (wo'ful-nes), «. [<

ME. wofuliiessc; < iC(xfiil + -ness.'] The state

or quality of being woeful ; misery ; calamity.

Thys day can noght be saad the heuinesse mad,
Noght halfe the wofutnesse the cite hauing.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 648.

The lamenting Elegiack . . . surely is to be prayscd,
either for compassionate accompanying iust causes of

lamentation, or for rightly paynting out how weake be the
passions of woftUttesse.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie, p. 44.

woesome (wo'sum), a. [8c. woesome; < woe +
-some.] Woeful; sad; mournful.
woe-wearied (w6'wer*id), a. Wearied out with
woe or grief. [Rare.]

My woe-wearied tongue is mute and dumb.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 18.

woe-wearyt, a. [ME. wo-tcerie; < woe + weary.]

Sad at heart.

Wo-werie and wetschod wente ich forth after,

As a recheles renke that reccheth nat of sorwe.
Piers Plowman (CX xii. 1.

woe-worn (wo'worn), a. Worn or marked by
woe or grief.

In lively mood he spoke, to wile
From Wilfrid's woe-worn cheek a smile.

Seott, Kokeby, v. 14.

woful, wofully, etc. See woeful, etc.

woiwode, wojwoda (woi'wod, woi-wo'da), n.

Hainr as vuivudc.

woke^t, ». A Middle English form of weel:^.

woke- (wok). Preterit and past participle of

WOkent, v. A Middle English form of weaken.

WOkus (wo'kus), n. [N. Amer. Ind.] A coarse
meal made by the Indians of the northwest from
the seeds of Nynijihxa (Nuphar) polynepaliim.

the yellow pond-lily of that region. See pond-
lily. 1.

Old Chaloquin carried his bag of wofrtw for food. This
is the roasted and ground seeds of the yellow water-lily,

and looks something like cracked wheat.
Amer. Nat., Nov., 1889, p. 97L

WoU, V. An obsolete or dialectal form of will^.

WoP, adv. An obsolete or dialectal form of welV^.

woldi (wold), n. [Formerly also would; also

dial, old; < ME. tro/rf, icald, wseld, < AS. weald,

wald, a wood, forest, = OS. OFries. tcald = D.
woud = OHG. wald, MHG. wait, (i. wald, a wood,
forest (> OF. gaut, brushwood f), = Icel. roUr
(gen. vallar for 'valdar), a field, plain

;
perhaps

orig. a hunting-ground, considered as ' a posses-

sion,' and so connected with AS. t/eueald (= G.
geicalt— Icel. raid), power, dominion, < wealdan,

etc., rule, possess: see wield. Cf. Gr. a/.oof (for

*fa/.TFocf), a grove. Cf. weald.] An open tract

of country ; a down. The wolds of Yorkshire and Lin-

colnshire are high, rolling districts l>are of woods, and ex-

actly similar, both t^ipographit-ally and getdogically, to the
downs ot the more southern parts of England, The Cots-

wold Hills, in Gloucestershire, closely resemble the downs
of Kent and Sussex and the wolds of Yorkshire and Lin-

'olnshire in every respect except the geological age of the
formations by which tliey are underlain, which, in the case
of the Cotswolds, is a calcareous rock of Jurassic, and not of

( Cetaceous age, as is the caae with the other-mentioned
wolds and downs.

Who sees not a great difference betwixt ... the Wolds in

Lincolnshire and the Fens? Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 259.

Each hill and dale, each deepening glen and wold.
Byrm, Childe Harold, iL 88.

The notes of the robin and bluebird
Sounded sweet upon wald and in wood.

Lonffff^Uow, Evangeline, ii. 4.

The iroldt [of Yorkshire) constitute properly but one
region, sloping from a curved summit, whose extremities
touch the sea at HamtKjn)Ugh Head, and the Humber at
Ferriby ; but this crescent of hills is cut through by one
continuous hollow,— the great Wold Valley from Settring-

ton to Bridlington. Phillips, Yorkshire, p. 41.

< AS. wulfiph wulfas) = OS. wulf= OFries. wolf
= D. wolf=UhG. LG. widf= OHG. MHG. G.
wolf= Icel. ulfr (for "vulfr) = Sw. ulf = Dan.
ulv = Goth, wulfs = OBulg. vliiku = Russ. volkii

= Lith. wilkas = L. lupus (> It. lupo = Sp. Pg.
lobo = F. loup) = Gr. ?.iKog = Skt. vrika, a wolf

;

orig. type prob. *walka, *warka, altered various-
ly into 'wlaka (Gr. AtJKOf), "wlapa (L. lupus),

*walpa (AS. wulf, etc.), orig. Hearer, render,'

< [/ wark, Skt. y/ vragch, tear, Gr. e^.nciv, pull.

L. vulpes, fox, is prob. not connected. Wolf, as

a complimentary term for a warrior, is a con-
stituent of many E. and G. names, as in Adolph,
'noble-wolf,' Rudolph, 'glory-wolf,' etc. Cf.

werwolf, lupine^, lycanthropy,ete.] 1. A digiti-

grade carnivorous canine quadruped, Cants lu-

pus, of the lupine or thooid series of Canidse ;

hence, some similar animal. The common wolf of
Europe, etc., is yellowish or fulvous-gray, with harsh
strong hair, erect pointed ears, and the tail straight or
nearly so. The height at the shoulder is from 27 to 29
inches. Wolves are swift of foot, crafty, and rapacious,
and destructive enemies to the sheep-cote and farm-yard

;

they associate in packs to hunt the larger quadrupeds, as
the deer, the elk, etc. When hard pressed with hunger
these packs not infrequently attack isolated travelers,

and have been known even to enter villages and carry oil

children. In genei-al, however, wolves are cowardly and
stealthy, approaching sheepfolds and farm-buildings only
at dead of night, making a rapid retreat if in the least dis-

common Wolf (Ca«rr lupus).

turbed by a dog or a man, and exhibiting great cunning in

the avoidance of traps. Wolvesare still numerous in some
parts of Europe, as France, Hungary, Spain, Turkey, and
Russia : they probably ceased to exist in England about the

end of the fifteenth century, and in Scotland in the first

part of the eighteenth century ; the latter date probably
marks also the disappearance of wolves in Ireland. The
wolves of North America are of two very distinct species.

One of these is scarcely different from the European, but
is generally regarded as a variety, under the name of

C. I. occidcntalis. The usual color is a grizzled gray, but
it sports in many colors, as reddish and blackish. Most
strains of the American wolf are larger and stouter than
those of Europe. The gray wolf is also called the buffalo-

wolf, from its former abundance in the buffalo-range, and
timber-wolf, as distinguished from the prairie-wolf or

coyote, Canit latrans, a much smaller and very different

animal, which lives chiefly in open country, in burrows in

the ground, and in some respects resembles the jackal.

(See coyote, with cut.) Yet other wolves, of rather numer-
ous species, inhabit most parts of the world ; some grade
Into jackals (see TAoi«X others toward foxes (sec /ox-u'o{0;

jnd most of thera interbreed easily with some varieties

of the dog of the countries they respectively inhabit, the

dog itself being a composite of a mixed wolf ancestry (see

w^-dog, 2).

2. A person noted for ravenousness, cruelty,

cunning, or the like: used in opprobrium.

Beacued Is Orleans from the English wolves.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI. (ed. Knight), 1. 6. 2.

3. In entom.: (a) A small naked caterpillar, the

larva of Tinea granella, the wolf-moth, which
infests granaries. (6) The larva of a bot-fly;

a warble.— 4. A tuberculous excrescence which

rapidly eats away the flesh. See lupus^, 3.

A tree that cureth the wolfe with the shauings of the

wood groweth in these parts. Ilakluyfs Voyages, I. 364.

If God should send a cancer upon thy face, or a wolf

into thy side, if he should spread a crust of leprosy upon
thy skin, what wouldst thou give to be but as now thou

art? J^- Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 6.

6. In music: (a) The harsh discord heard in

certain chords of keyboard-instruments, espe-

cially the organ, when tuned on some system

of unequal temperament. In the mean-tone system,

as usually applied, five intervals in each octave were dis-

cordant-namely, GJ-Etj.B-El,, FJ-B,, Ct-F, and GJ-C.
Under the modern system of equal temperament, the wolf

is evenly distributed, and so practically unnoticed. {}>)

A chord or interval in which such a discord

appears, (c) In instruments of the viol class,

a discordant or false vibration in a string when
stopped at a certain point, usually due to a

defect in the structure or adjustment of the

wolf-fish

instrument. Sometimes called wolf-note.— 6,
A wooden fence placed across a ditch in the
comer of a field, to prevent cattle from stray-

ing into another field by means of the ditch.

HaUiwell. [Local, Eng.]— 7. Same as ivillow^.

E. H. Knight— Barking wolf, the coyote or prairie-

wolf of North America, (Janis latrans. See cut under
coyote.— Black wolf, a melaiustic variety of the common
wolf, found in southerly parts of the linited States.

—

Dark as a wolfs mouth or throat, pitch-dark. Scott.

—Golden wolf, the Tibetan wolf, Canvi laniyer. Also
called cAaiico.—Gray wolf. See def. 1.— Indian wolf, a
certain Asiatic wolf. Cam's pallipes, somewhat like a jack-
al.— Marine wolf, in Aer. Seemarme.— Piedwolf. See
pied.— Red wolf, a reddish or erythritic variety of the
common wolf, found in the United States.— Strand wolf.
See sirand-wdf.— Tasmanian wolf, a marsupial of Tas-
mania, the thylacine dasyure, Thylacinus t-ynocephalus

:

same as zebra-wolf. See cut under thylacine.— To cry
wolf, to raise a false alarm: in allusion to the shepherd
boy in a well-known fable.—To have a wolf by the ears,
to have a difficult task.

He found himself so intrigued that it was like o wolf by
the ears; he could neither hold it nor let it go; and, for

certain, it bit him at last.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 2. (Dome*.)

To have a wolf In the stomach, to eat ravenously.

HaUiwell.—1o keep the wolf from the door, to keep
out hunger or want.— TO see a wolf, to lose one's voice:

in allusion to the belief of the ancients (see Virgil, Eel. ix.)

that if a man saw a wolf before the wolf saw him he lost

his voice, at least for a time.

"What ! are you mute?" I said— a waggish guest,

"Perhaps she's seen a wolf," rejoin'd in jest.

Fawkes, tr. of Idylliums of Theocritus, xiv.

"Our young companion has seen a wolf," said Lady
Hameline, alluding to an ancient superstition, "and has
lost his tongue in consequence.",

Scott, Quentin Durward, xviiL

White wolf, a whitish variety of the common wolf of
North America.- Zebra wolt See zebra-wolf. (See also

prairie-wolf, timber-wolf.)

wolf (wiil't), V. [< tvolf, «.] I. intrans. To hunt
for wolves.

The stock In trade of a party engaged in wolfing con-

sists in fiour, bacon, and strychnine, the first two articles

named for their own consumption, the last for the wolves.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. IS.

II. trans. To devour ravenously : as, to wolf
down food. [Slang.]

WOlfberry (wiilf'ber'i), «. ;
pi. wolfberries (-iz).

A shrub, Symphoricarpos oceidentalis, of north-

em North America, in the United States rang-
ing from Michigan and Illinois to the Rocky
Mountains. It is sometimes cultivated for ornament,
mainly on account of its white berries, which are l)orne in

axillary and terminal spikes.

wolf-dog (wulf'dog), «. 1. A large stout dog
of no particular variety, kept to guard sheep,

cattle, etc., and destroy wolves.—2. Adogbred,
or supposed to be bred, between a dog and a
wolf. Such hybrids are of constant occurrence among
the dogs kept by North American Indians ; and instances

of the reversion of the dog to the feral state in western
North America are recorded.

wolf-eel (wiilfel), n. The wolf-fish.

Wolfenbiittel fragments. See fragment.

WOlfer (wul'fer), H. [< wo?/-l- -erl.] One who
hunts wolves; a professional wolf-killer.

The wild throng of buffalo-hunters, wolfers, teamsters,

. . . filled the streets. The Century, XXXV. 416.

Wolfe's operation for ecrtiropium. See opera-

tion .

Wolffia (wo!f'i-ii),«. [NL. (Horkel, 1839),named
after N. M. von Wolff (1724-84), a German phy-
sician.] A genus of monoeotyledonous plants,

of the order Lemnaceee, distinguished from Lem-
na, the other genus, by one-celled anthers and
by the absence of roots. The 12 species are chiefly

tropical, occurring in Europe, India, Africa, and America,

and extending north iTito the United States ; they are com-

monly globose, sometimes conical or flattish, with a pro-

liferous base, and produce minute flowers from chinks in

the surface, each flower consisting of a single stamen or

ovary without any spathe or other envelop. They are

known, like Lemna, as duckmeat, and are remarkable for

their almost microscopic size, being esteemed the smallest

of flowering plants.

WoMani (wurfi-an), a. Same as Wolfian^.

Wolffian''^ (wul'fi-au), a. [< K. F. Wolff (see

def.) -I- -ian.] Of or pertaining to K. F. Wolff

(1733-94), a German anatomist and physiolo-

gist; in a7iat., physiol., and sool., noting certain

structures of vertebrated animals— Wolffian

bodies, the primordial kidneys or renal organs in all ver-

tebrates, excepting probably the lancelets ; the so-called

false kidneys, in all the higher vertebrates (Mammdlia
and Sauropsida) preceding and performing the functions

of true kidneys until replaced by the latter, but among
Ichthyiipmla, as flshes, persisting and constituting the

permanent renal organs.—Wolffian dUCtS. See ductus

Woljfii, under ductus.

WOU-fish (wiilffish), n. A teleostean acan-

thopterygious fish, Anarrhichas lupus: so called

from its ferocious aspect and habits. It is found

around the coasts of Great Britain, where it attains a
length of 8 or 7 feet, but in southern seas it is said to

reach a much greater size. The mouth is armed with

strong sharp teeth, the inner series forming blunt grind-
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ere adapted for crushing the molluska and crustaceans
on whicn it feeds. The ventral tins are absent ; the color

is brownish-gray, spotted and striped with brown over
the upper parts, while the belly is white. The flesh is

palatable, and is largely eaten in Iceland, while the skin

is durable, and is manufactured into a kind of shagreen.
When taken in a net it attacks its captors ferociously, and
unless stunned by a blow on the head is capable of doing
great damage with its powerful teeth. Also called sea-cat,

catfish, u'olj'-eel, and sea-wolf. See cut under A narrhicha&

Wolflanl (wul'a-an), a. [< C. iFolff (see def.)

+ -I'rtH.] Pertaining to the philosophy of Chris-

tian Wolff (1679-1754), which is Leibnitzianlsm
diluted with common sense and dressed as a
modified scholasticism, more systematic and
more Euclidean than that of the middle ages.
Though not profound, Wolff's philosophy met the wants
of Germany, which it dominated for about fifty years, be-

ginning with 1724. Also Wolffian.

Wolflan-' ( wul'fi-an), a. [< P. A. ;ro?/(see def.)

+ -m/i.] Pertaining to or promulgated by F.

A. Wolf, a German philologist (1759-1824).—
Wolflan theory, a theory put forward by Wolf in his
" Prolegomena " in 1795, to the effect that the Iliad and
Odyssey cannot be the works of one man. Homer, because
writing was unknown at the time that these poems are

said to have been composed. He supposes, therefore,

that the Iliad and Odyssey consist of ballads or episodes,

the work of different men, collected and arranged in a
more or less consistent and homogeneous whole in the
sixth century B. c. The ballads could have been pre-

served by the recitation of strolling minstrels.

Wolfianism (wul'fi-an-izm), n. [< Wolfian^ +
-ism . ] The system of Wolfian philosophy. See
Woltiait 1

.

•wolfing (wul'fing), n. [Verbal n. of wolf, v.']

The occupation or industry of taking wolves for

their pelts. Wolfing is extensively practised in winter

in some parts of the United States, as Montana and the

Dakotas. The wolves are destroyed chiefly by poisoning
with strychnine.

wolfish (wul'fish), a. [Formerly also wolvish;

(.wolf + -is7il.] 1. Like a wolf; having the

qualities or traits of a wolf; savage; ravening:

as, a wolfish visage ; wolfish designs.

Thy desires

Ara wolvish. bloody, starved, and ravenous.
SAa*-., M. of V.,iv. 1. 138.

Bane to thy wolfish nature ! B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 8.

Good master, let it warn you ; though we have hitherto

pasa'd by these man-Tygers, these wtdoish Outlaws safely,

early and late, as not worth their malice.
Brome, Queen's Exchange, ii.

2. Hungry as a wolf is supposed to be ; raven-
ous. [CoUoq.]
wolfishly (wul'fish-li), adv. In a wolfishmanner.
WOlfkiu (wiilf'kin), n. [< wolf + -kin.'\ A
young or small wolf.

*' Was this your instructions, wolfkin ? " (for she called

me lambkin). Richardson, Pamela, I. 144.

Kite and kestrel, wolf and icol/kin.

Tennyson, Boiidicea.

wolfling (wfilf'Iing), n. [< wolf + -ling^.J A
young wolf; a wolfkin.

Young children were thrown in, their mothers vainly
pleading: " IToi/ftni/s," answered the Company of Marat,
"who would grow to be wolves."

Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 3.

wolf-moth (wulf'moth), n. A cosmopolitan
grain-pest, Tinea granella,& sraaW creamy-white
moth with brown spots on the wings, whose
small white larvse infest stored grain. See wolf,

«., 3 (a), and cut under corn-moth.

wolf-net (wulf'net), n. A kind of net used in

fishing, by means of which great numbers of

fish are taken.

wolf-note (wulf'not), n. Same as wolf, 5 (c).

wolfram (wulf'ram), n. [G. wolfram, given as
< "wolf, wolf, -I- ram, rahm, froth, cream, soot."]

1. A native tungstate of iron and manganese.
Its color is generally a brownish or grayish black, and it

has a reddish-brown streak. The specific gravity (7.2 to

7.5) is nearly equal to that of metallic iron. It occurs crys-

tallized , also massive with lamellar structure ; it is the ore
from which the metal tungsten is usually obtained, and is

often found associated with tinstone. Also called wolf-

ramite.

2. The metal tungsten or wolframium: an
improper and now uncommon use Wolfram-
OCher. Same as tungstite.

wolframate (wtdfra-mat), n. Same as tung-
state.

wolframic (wulf-ram'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to tungsten.
wolframium (wulf-ra'mi-um), n. Same as tmig-

sten, the chemical symbol of which is W, from
this word.
wolfrobe (wulf'rob), n. The skin or pelt of a
wolf made into a robe for use in carriages, etc.

wolf's-bane (wulfs'ban), n. [< wolf^s, poss. of

wolf,+ bane^.] A plant of the genus Aconitutn ;

aconite or monk's-hood ; specifically, A. lycoc-

tonum, the yellow or yellow-flowered wolf's-

bane, also called badger's-, bear's-, or hare's-

bane. it la found widely in Europe, especially in moun-
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tains. Its greenish-yellow flowers have the hood developed
like an extinguisher ; its poison is less virulent than that

of other species.— mountain wolf's-bane. See Ranun-
culits.

wolfsbergite (wiilfs'berg-It), «. [Named from
Wolfsherq, in the Harz.] Same as chalcoslibite.

wolf-scalp (vvulf'skalp), n. The skin of a wolf's

head, or a piece of it sufficient for identification,

exhibited to claim the bounty paid for the killing

of a wolf in some parts of the United States.

wolf'S-claws(wulfs'klaz),?i. Thecommon club-

moss, Lijcopoclium clavatum : so called from the
claw-like ends of the prostrate branches.

wolfS-fist (wiilfs'fist), ?(. [< ME. wtdves fist, <

AS. wulfcs fist, a puffball: tcidfes, gen. of wnlf,

wolf; fist, ME. fyst, a breaking of wind: see

icolf and fist'^. Cf. Lycoperdon.'] A puffball.

See Lycoperdon. Gerard. Also woolfist.

wolf's-foot (wulfs'fut), n. The club-moss, Ly-
copodiiim: so named by translation of the ge-

neric name.
wolf's-head (wuifs'hed), n. [< ME.rmlvcslieed;
< wolf's, poss. of wolf, + head.'] 1. The head
of a wolf.— 2t. An outlaw.

Tho were his bondemen sory and nothing glad.

When Gamelyn her lord wolves-heed wascryed and maad.
Tale of Gamelyn, 1. 700.

wolfskin (wulf'skin), n. [< ME. wolveskynne ;

< ivolf's, poss. of wolf,+ skin.'] The skin or pelt

of a wolf ; also, a rug or other article made of

this pelt; a wolfrobe.

wolfS-milk (wulfs'milk), n. A plant of the ge-

nus Euphorbia, particularly E. Helioscopia, the
sun-spurge. The name is supposed to refer to

the acrid milky juice of these plants.

wolf-spider (wulf'spi"der), n. Any spider of

the family Lycosidee, the species of which do

woman
WOltOWt. A Middle English form of tcolt (wilt)

thou.

wolveboon (wulv'bon), «. See Toxicodendron.

wolverene, wolverine (wid-ve-ren'), «. [For-
merly also wokercn, woherenne, uolrerin, wol-

vcring; appar. a French-Canadian name based
on E. icolf] The American glutton, or carcajou,
(lulo Itiscus ( specifically identical with the glut-

ton of the Old World), a subplantigrade carniv-
orous mammal of the family Mustelidse, inhab-
iting British America and northerly or moun-
tainous regions of the United States, it is 2 or
3 feet long, of thick set form, with short, stout legs, low
ears, subplantigrade feet, bushy tail and shaggy pelage of

Wolf-spider (Lycosa funttulata), natural size.

not lie in wait, but prowl about after their prey
and spring upon it; a tarantula. See Lycosi-

dee, and cuts under tarantula, 1.

wolf's-thistlet (wulfs'this"l), «. See thistle.

wolf-tooth (wulf'toth), ».; pi. wolf-teeth (-teth).

A small supernumerary premolar of the horse,

situated in advance of the grinders. There
are sometimes four of these teeth, one on each
side of each jaw.

Many readers may not be aware that blind horses, even
in one eye only, will not get a proper summer coat; and
the connexion between wolf-teeth and shying is another of

many interesting facts. Athengeum, No. 3300, p. 120.

wolf-trap (wiilf'trap), n. In her., a bearing
representing a curved bar having a ring fixed

to the center of it. Berry.

WOU, V. An obsolete or dialectal form of wilV-.

Wollaston doublet. See doublet, 2 (6).

WOUastonite (wol'as-ton-it), n. [Named after

W. H. IVollastou (1766-1828), an English scien-

tist, the discoverer of the method of working
native platinum.] A mineral occurring in tab-

ular crystals (hence called tabtdar spar), also

massive, eleavable, with fibrous structure. It

has a white to yellower gray color, and a vitreous to pearly
cleavage. It is a silicate of calcium (CaSiOy), and be-

longs to the pyroxene group.

Wollaston prism. The four-sided glass prism
of the camera lucida devised by Wollaston in

1804. See figure under camera lucida.

WOllel, V. See «•»//!.

W0lle4, WoUent. Obsol ete forms of wool, woolen

.

wollongongite (wol'on-gong-it), n. A kind of

kerosene-shale, very rich in oil, found near Wol-
longong in New South Wales : it was originally

described as a kind of hydrocarbon.
wolloper, n. See walloper^.

Wolvereue or Carcajou {Gitto luscus).

blackish color, with a lighter band of color on each side

meeting its fellow upon the rump. The animal is noted
for its voracity, ferocity, and sagacity. In the fur coun-
tries, where the wolverene is Tiumerous, it is one of the
most serious obstacles with which the trapper has to con-

tend, as it soon learns to spring the traps set for ermine
and sable, and devour the bait without getting caught, be-

ing itself too wary to be trapped without great difficulty.

In these regions, also, caches of provisions must be con-
structed with special precautions against their discovery
and spoliation by wolverenes. The pelt is valuable, and
is much used for robes and mats, in which the whitish or
light-brown areas of the fur present a set of oval or horse-
shoe-shaped figures when several skins are sewed toge-

ther. From its comparatively large and very stout form,
together with its special coloration, the wolverene is some-
times called skunk-bear.—Tbs Wolverene State, Michi-
gan.

wolves,". Plural of !(-'0?/.

wolves'-thistlet (wulvz'this"l), ». See thistle.

WOlvisht (wnl'vish), a. An obsolete form of

icolfish.

wolwardt, adv. See woolward.

woman (wiim'an), n.
;
pi. icomen (wim'en). [<

ME. looman, wuman, womman, xcumman, wum-
mon, altered (with the common change of wi- to

WU-, often spelled ico-) from wimman, wimmon,
which stand (with assimilation of fm to mm)
for the earlier wifman, xiifmon, wyfman (pi.

women, "wumen, tcommeii, wunimen, wimmen, ear-

lier wifmen, tcyfmen),<. AS. wifman, wifmon, later

wimman (pi. wifmen, later wimmen), a woman,
lit. 'wife-man,' i. e. female person, < wif, a
woman, female, + man, man, person (masc,
but used, like L. hotno and Gr. ar6pu7To(, in

the general sense 'person, human being').

The compound wifman is peculiar to AS., but
a similar formation appears in the G. weibs-

person. It is notable that it was thought ne-

cessary to join ttif, a neuter noun, representing
a female person, to man, a masc. noun repre-

senting either a male or female person, to form
a word denoting a female person exclusively.

The assimilation of /)« to mm occurs likewise

in Icman, formerly and more prop, spelled lem-

man, and in Lammas. The change of initial wi-

to wu- occurs also in AS. xcidu > wudu >E. tcoorfl,

and the spelling of ttu- as wo- or woo- to avoid
the cumulation of «'s or v's {wu-, uuu-, vw-)
occurs in icood^, wool, ete. The difference of

pronunciation between the singular woman
and the plural icomen, though it has come to

distinguish the singular from the plural, is

entirely accidental ; formerly both pronuncia-
tions of the first syllable were in use in both
numbers. The proper modern spelling of the

plural, as now pronounced, would be wimmen;
the spelling women is due to irreg. conformity to

the singular icojHflH, which is properly so spelled

according to the analogy of wolf, though *woo-

man, like 'woolf, would be better, as being then
in keeping with ttoo?, icoorfl.] 1. An adult fe-

male of the human race; figuratively, the fe-

male sex; human females collectively. See
lady, 5.

Leode (menl nere thar nane,
ne wapmen ne icxfmen,
bute westise [waste] paedes.

Layamon, 1. 1119.

That is the I.ond of Femynye. where that no man is, but

only alle Wommen. MandeuiUe, Travels, p. 143.

WTian the queene vndirstode the a-vow that t^awein

hadde made, she was the gladdest womanin theworlde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 483.

And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man,
made he a wotnan. Gen. ii. 22.

See the hell of having a false mmian!
Shak., M. W. of W., U. 2. 305.



woman
Pray, Mr. Neverout, hold your tongue for once, if it be

possible ; one would thinic you were a woiruzn in man's
cloatbs, by your prating. Swi/t, Polite Conversation, iii.

Woman seems to differ from man in mental disposition,
chiefly in her greater tenderness and less selfishness ; and
this holds good even with savages.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 311.

2. The qualities which characterize woman-
hood; tendemess; gentleness; also, when used
of a man, effeminacy ; weakness.

But that my eyes
Have more of woman in 'em than my heart,
I would not weep.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iv. 4.

3. A female attendant on a person of rank (used
in such a connection as to show the special
sense intended).
Take it to oon of youre moste secrete woman, and bid

hir deliuer it to the flrste man that she fyndeth at the
issue of the halle. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 90.

Sir Thomas Bullen's daughter—
Tlie Viscount Roehford — one of htir highness' women.

SkalT, Hen. VIII., i. 4. 93.

Churching ofwomen. See church, v.— Lawfulwoman.
See iaic/irf.— Married Woman's Act, the name under
which are known a nnmljer of statutes, both in Great
Britain and in the United States (dating about 1850 and
thereafter), by which the common-law disabilities of mar-
ried women as to contracts, property, and rights of action
have by successive steps been nearly all removed.

—

Old
woman's tooth. Same as rouler-plajie (which see, un-
der rai/ter).— Old-woman's tree. See Quiina.— Single
woman. .See miigle.— The scarlet woman. See scarlet.
— To be tied to a woman's apron-strings. See apron-
»trin;(. -To make an honest woman of. SeeAonest—
To play the woman, to givtj way to tenderness or pity;
weep.—Wise woman. See Hixe'.—Woman of the
town, a prostitute.—Woman of the world, (at) A mar-
ried woman. See to go to the world, under world. (6) A
woman experienced in tlie ways of the world; a woman
engrossed in society or fashionable life.

Womant (wum'an), V. i. [< tcoinan, «.] 1. To
act the part of a woman : with an indefinite it.

This day I should
Haae seene my daughter Siluia how she would
Haue womand it. Daniel, Hymen's 'Triumph, iii. 2.

2. To cause to act like a woman; subdue to
weakness like a woman.

I have felt so many quirks of joy and grief
That the first face of neither, on the start,

Can wom^n me unto 't. Shak., All's Well, iii. 2. 53.

3. To unite to, or accompany by, a woman.
I do attend here on the general

;

And think it no addition, nor my wish.
To have him see me woman'd.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4. ir).

4. To call (a person) "woman" in an abusive
way.

She called her another time fat-face, and womaned her
most violently. Richardson, Pamela, II. 268. {Davies.)

woman-body (wiim'an-bod'i), «. A woman:
used disparagingly or in self-depreciation.
[Scotch.]

It was an awkward thing for a woman-body to be stand-
ing among bundles o' barkened leather her lane.

SaAt, Heart of Mid-Lothian, x.

woman-bom (wtim'an-bom), a. Bom of wo-
man. Ciiirjier, Charity, 1. 181.

WOman-built(wum'an-bilt),n. Built by women.
A new-world Babel, wmnrm-huilL

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

womanfully (wum'an-ful-i). ailv. [< woman +
-fill + -///-.] Like a woman: a word humor-
ously employed to correspond with manfully.

For near fourscore years she fought her flpht woman-
fxdly. Thackeray, Jsewcomes, ii.

Anne alone . . . stood up by her father womat\fvUy,
and put her anu through his.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlvi.

woman-grown (wum'an-gron), a. Grown to
wonianhciod. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

woman-guard (wiim'an-giifd), n. A guard of
women.

The Princess with her monstrous woman-gnard.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

WOman-ha'ter (wum'an-ha''t6r), n. One who
has an aversion to women in general; a mi-
sogynist.

This Coarseness [toward women! does not alwaies come
from Clowns and Wortnen-hatcrs, but from Persons of Fig-
ure, neither singular nor ill Bred.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 171.

womanheadt (wum'an-hed), n. [< ME. wom-
mauhiile ; < uoman -f- -heiul.'\ The state or con-
dition of a woman; womanhood.

The queue anon, for verray wotnmanhede,
Gau for to wepe. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 890.

I shall as now do more for you
Than longeth to Wornanhede.

The Nut-Brown Maid.

womanhood (wum'an-hiid), «. [< ME. "tooin-

manhiid ; < woman '+ -hood. Cf. uomanhead.']
1. Womanly state, character, or qualities; the
state of being a woman.
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Setting thy womanhood aside.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 139.

Her womanhood
In its meridian. Byron, Don Juan, ix. 71.

2. Women collectively; womankind.
womanish (wiim'an-ish), a. [< woman + -!6'/il.]

Pertaining to, characteristic of, or suitable for
women; feminine; effeminate: often used in a
disparaging or reproachful sense when said of
men: as, womanish ways; a icomanish voice;
womanish fears.

Tho wordes and tho woinmannishe thynges.
She herde hem right as though she thennes.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 694.

In what a shadow, or deep pit of darkness.
Doth womanish and fearful mankind live

!

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, v. 5.

He conceals, under a rough air and distant behaviour,
a bleeding compassion and womanish tenderness.

Steele, Spectator, No. 346.

= S3m. Female, Effeminate, etc. Siee feminine.

womanishly (wum'an-ish-li), adv. In a woman-
ish manner ; effeminately.

The people weare long haire, in combing whereof they
are womanishly curious, these hoping by their lockes to
be carried into heauen. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 446.

womanishness (wiim'an-ish-nes), n. The state
or eliaracter of being womanish.
Effeminacy and womanishness of heart.

Hammond, Works, IV. 567.

womanizet (wiim'an-Iz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
womanized, ppr. womanizing. [< woman + -j>e.]

To make effeminate ; make womanish ; soften.
[Rare.]

This effeminate love of a woman doth so womanize a
man. Sir P. Sidney, Arcrdia, i.

womankind (wum'an-kind'), n. [Also tvomen-
kind ; < woman -f- -kind; contrasted with man-
kind.'\ 1 . Women in general ; the female sex

;

the females collectively of the human kind.

despiteful love ! unconstant womankind .'

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 14.

Teach Woman-kind Inconstancy and Pride.
Cowley, The Mistress, Prophet.

"Sair drouklt was she, puir thing, sae I e'en put a glass
o' sherry in her water-gruel." " Right, Grizel, right— let
womankind alone for coddling each other."

Scott, Antiquary, ix.

2. A body of women, especially in a household

;

the female members of a family. [Humorous.]
At last the Squire gracefully allowed the departure of

his womenkind, who floated away like a flock of released
birds. Mrs. Craik, Agatha's Husband, xv.

womanless (wiim'au-les), a. [< woman + -less.']

Destitute of women.
womanlike (wum'an-lik), a. Like a woman;
womanly.
WomaiUike, taking revenge too deep for a transient

wrong. Tennyson, Maud, iii.

womanliness (wiim'an-li-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being womanly.
There is nothyng wherein theyr womardynesse is more

honestely gamyshed than with sylence.

J. Udall, On 1 Tim. ii.

womanly (wum'an-li), a. [< ME. wommanlich,
wummonlich; < woman + -hj^.] Characteristic
of, like, or befitting a woman ; suiting a wo-
man; feminine; not masculine; not girlish:

as, womanly behavior.

Thus muche as now, O womavliche wyf,

I may out bringe. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 106.

See where she comes, and brings your froward wives
As prisoners to her womanly persuasion.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 120.

So that, loathed by their husbands and burning with a
womatUy spleen, in one night they [the women] massacred
them all, together with their concubines.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 19.

A blushing womanly discovering grace.
Donne, Elegy on his Mistress.

Will she grow gentler, sweeter, more womanly ?

W. Black.

= Syn. Womanish, Ladylike, etc. See feminine.

womanly (wiim'an-li), adv. [< womanly, a.] In
the manner of a woman.

Lullaby can I sing too.

As woinanly as can the best.

Gascoigne, Lullabie of a Lover.

woman-postt (wum'an-post), n. A female post

or messenger. [Rare.]

But who comes in such haste in riding-robes?
What woman-post is this'/ Shak., K. John, i. 1. 218.

woman-queller (wum'an-kwel''''er), «. One who
kills women. See mahqueller.

Thou art a honey-seed, a man-queller, and a woman-
queller. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 11. 1. 88.

woman-suffrage (wiim'an-stif'''raj), n. The ex-

ercise of the electoral franchise by women.
[Colloq.]

woman-suffragist (wum'an-suf'rfi-jist), n. An
advocate of woman-suffrage. [Colloq.]

womb-pipe

WOman-tiredt (wum'an-tird), a. [< woman +
tired, pp. of tire^.} Henpecked. [Rare.]

Dotard ! thou art woman-tired, unrooated
By thy dame Partlet here. Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 74.

woman-vested (wum'an-ves"ted), a. Clothed
like a woman ; wetiring women's apparel.
[Rare.]

Woma^uvested as I was. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

womb (worn), TO. [E. dial, and Sc. tvanie; < ME.
wambe, wombe, < AS. wamb, icomb, the belly, =
OS. wamba = OFries. wamme = D. toam, belly
of a fish, = OHG. wamba, wampa {womba,
wumba), MHG. wambe, wam}>e, later wamme, G.
tcamme, wampe, belly, lap, = leel. vomb, belly,
esp. of a beast, = Sw. v&m = Dan. rom = Goth,
roawftn, belly.] If. The belly; the stomach.

Mete unto wombe and wombe eek unto mete,
Shal God destroyen bothe, as Paulus seith.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 60.

"Man, loue thi wombe," quod Gloteny.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

An I had but a belly of any indifferency, I were simply
the most active fellow in Europe. My womb, my womb,
my womb undoes me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 25.

*'Why, Andrew, you know all the secrets of the family."
"If I ken them, I can keep them," said Andrew; "they
wlnna work in my wam^ like barm in a barrel, I'se war-
rant ye." Scott, Rob Roy, vi.

2. The uterus; the hollow dilated musculo-
membranous part of the female passages, be-
tween the vagina and the Fallopian tubes, in
which the ovum is received, detained, and nour-
ished during gestation, or the period intervening
between fecundation and parturition : applied
chiefly to this organ of the human female and
some of the higher or better-known mammalian
quadrupeds, the corresponding part of the pas-
sages of other animals being commonly called
by the technical name uterus. See uterus (with
cut), and cut vmAev iieritonc^im.

That was Sein Johan, in his moder wmnbe.
Ancren Riwle, I. 78.

Twinn'd brothers of one womb. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 3.

Ere the sad fruit of thy unhappy womb
Had caus'd such sorrows past, and woes to come.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 113.

Hence— 3. The place where anything is pro-
duced.

That did my ripe thoughts in my brain inhearse.
Making their tomb tlie wonib wherein they grew.

Shak., Sonnets, IxxxvL

The woinb of earth the genial seed receives.
Dryden, Georgics, ii. 439.

4. Any large or deep cavity that receives or
contains anything.

The fatal cannon's wmnb. Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 65.

As, when black tempests mix the seas and skies.

The roaring deeps in wat'ry mountains rise.

Above the sides of some tall ship ascend,
Its womb they deluge, and its ribs they rend.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 443.

Body of the WOmh. Same as corpus uteri (which see,

under corp^is).—Falling ofthe womb. Same as prolapse

of the uterus (which see, under uterus).— Fundus of tho
womb, the upper part of the uterus.—Male Womb. Same
as prostatic vesicle (which see, under prostatic).—Neck Of
the womb. Same as cervix uteri (which see, under cer-

vix).— Prolapse of the womb. Same as prolapse of the

uterus (which see, under uterus).

wombt (worn), V. t. [< womb, «.] To inclose
;

contain ; breed in secret.

Not . . . for all the sun sees or
The close earth wombs or the profound seas hide
In unknown fathoms, will I break my oath.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 601.

wombat (wom'bat), n. [A corruption of the
native Australian name womback or wotnbach.'i

An Australian marsupial mammal of the genus
Phaseolomys, as P. wombat or P. ursinus. See
cut under Phascolomys.

womb-brothert (w6m'bruTH''''er), n . A brother
uterine. [Rare.]

Edmund of Haddam . . . was son to Queen Katherine
by Owen Theodor, her second husband, Womb-hrother to

King Henry the Sixth, and Father to King Henry the Sev-

entli. Fuller, Worthies. {Davies.)

wombed (womd), a. [< womb + -efP.] Having
a womb, in any sense.

I'll muster forces, an unvanqnish'd power
;

Cornets of horse shall press th' ungrateful earth ;

This hollow wombed mass shall inly groan.

And murmur to sustain the weight of arms.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., iiL 1.

womb-grain (wom'gran), n. Ergot, or spurred
rye (technically called secale cornutum): so
called from the effect of the di-ug upon the
uterus.

womb-passage (w6m'pa8''''aj), n. The vagina.
See cut under jicritoneum.

WOmb-pipet, n. Same as womb-passage. Cot-

grave.
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womb-sidet (wom'sid), «. [ME. womb-side; <

womb + sidei.] The front or protuberant side,

as of the astrolabe.

Aa wel on the bak as on the vmnbe-gide.
Chaticer, Astrolabe, L S 6.

1. A concretion wonder (wun'der), nwomb-stone (wSm'ston), n.

formed within the uterine cavity.— 2. A calci-

fied fibroid tumor of the uterus.

wombvt (wo'mi), a. [< womb + -yi.] Hollow;
capacious. [Rare.]

Cares and vomby Taultages of France.
ShaJc., Hen. V., ii. 4. 124.

women, «. Plural of woman.
women's-tree (wim'enz-tre), n. See Sophora.

wommant, » An old spelling of woman.
wonlf, wonet (wun), v. i. [< ME. wonen, wonien,

wunieii, < AS. wunian, dwell, remain, gewunian,

dwell, be accustomed, = OS. wunon, wonon =
MD. teoonen, D. woMn = OHG. wonen, MHG.
wonen, 6. xcohnen, dwell, = Icel. una, dwell, also

enjoy, find pleasure in ; from the root of AS.
winnan, etc., strive after: see win^. Cf. won^,

n., wonfl.^ 1. To dweU; abide.

To gete her love no ner nas he
That waned at home than he in Inde

:

The formest was alway behynde.
Chaucer, Death o( Blanche, 1. 889.

Dere modir, wonw with vs ; ther shal no-thyng you greve.

York Plays, p. 48.

Thenne wonede an hermite faste bi-syde.

Joseph ofAHmathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 21.

He wonneth in the land of Fayeree.
Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 26.

The wild beast, where he won»
In forest wild, in thicket, brake, or den.

Milton, P. L., vii. 457.

2. To be accustomed. See wonfi.

Tho clarisse com in to the tur

The amiral askede blanchetlur,

& askede whi heo ne come.
Also heo was woned to done.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

A yearly solemn feast she wont to make. Spenser.

Her well-plighted frock, which she did vxm
To tucke about her short when she did ryde,

Shee low let fall. Spenser, F. Q., III. ijc. 21.

They leave their crystal springs, where they wont frame
Sweet bowers of myrtle twigs and laurel fair.

L. Bryskett (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 276).

WOn^t, wonet (wun), ». [ME., also wonne,

woon, < AS. gewtma = 08. giwono = MLG.
wone = OHGr. gewona = Icel. vani, custom,

usage: see wo«i, wone, v.'] 1. A dwelling;

habitation.
Tho gan I up the hille to goon.
And fond upon the coppe a woon.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1166.

Late my lady here
With all her light lemys,
Wightely go wende till her wone.

York Plays, p. 273.

Haf 3e no wonez in castel walle,

Ne maner ther ge may mete & won ?

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 916.

There the wise Merlia whylome wont (they say)

To make his wonne, low underneath the ground.
In a deepe delve, farre from the vew of day.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iiL 7.

2. A place of resort.

He so long had riden and goon
That he fond in a prive woon

The contree of fairye.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 90.

8. Custom; habit.

Er it were day, as was'hir wone to do.

She was arisen, and al redy dight.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 182.

His wonne was to wirke mekill woo.
And make many maystries emelle vs.

York Plays, p. 264.

4. Manner; way.
And when he sey ther was non other wone
He gan hire limmes dresse.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1181.

Ne fayre wordes brake neuer bone,
Ne neuer schall in no wone.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 45.

Here come nonian in there wanei.
And that euere witiiesse will we,
Saue an Auiigell ilke a day anes.
With bodily foode hir fedde has he.

York Plays, p. 106.

won^ (wun). Preterit and past participle of

won^t, a. An old spelling of wan^.
wondt. An obsolete preterit of wind^.

Wondet, v. i. [ME. wonden, wanden, AS. wan-
dian, fear, reverence, neglect, < windan, wind,
turn: see wind^, and cf. wendX.I To refrain;

desist.

I wille noghte wonde for no werre, to wende whare me
likes. iforte Arthure CG. £. T. S.), 1. 3495.

Love wol love ; for no wight wol it wonde.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1187.

Ses now of sorowe, sobur thi chere,

Wotid of thi weping, whipe vp thi teris

;

Mene the to myrthe, & mournyng for-sake.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3380.

[< ME. wonder, wondir,

woimder, wunder, wundur, < AS. wundor = OS.
wundar = D. wonder = MLG. wunder = OHG.
wuntar, MHG. G. wunder = Icel. undr (for

"vundr) = Sw. Dan. utider, wonder; perhaps
akin to Gr. d6peiv {*Fadpciv1), gaze at.] 1. A
strange thing^ a cause of surprise, astonish-

ment, or admiration; in a restricted sense, a
miracle ; a marvel, prodigy, or portent.

Whi thow wratthest the now wonder me thynketh.
Piers Plowman (B), iii. 182.

The prophetis seiden with mylde steuene
"A song of wondris now synge we."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (K K T. S.X p. 62.

The love of boys unto their lords is strange

;

I have read wo^iders of it.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 1.

It is no wonder that art gets not the victoiy over nature.

Bacon, Physical Fables, iv., Expl.

Bless me ! Charles, you consume more tea than all my
family, though we are seven in the parlour, and as much
sugar and butter— well, it 's no wonder you are bilious

!

Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, IL

2. That emotion which is excited by novelty,

or the presentation to the sight or mind of

something new, unusual, strange, great, extra-

ordinary, not well understood, or that arrests

the attention by its novelty, grandeur, or inex-

plicableness. Wonder expresses less than astonishment,

and much less than anutzement. It differs from admira-
tion in not being necessarily accompanied with love, es-

teem, or approbation. But wonder sometimes is nearly

allied to astonishment, and the exact extent of the mean-
ing of such words can hardly be graduated.

They were filled with wonder and amazement.
Acts iii. 10.

0, how her eyes dart wonder on my heart
Mount bloode, soule to my lips, taste Hebe's cup;
Stande flrme on decke, when beauties close-fight 's up.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., i. 1.

Wonder is the effect of novelty upon ignorance.
Johrmm.

The faculty of wonder is not defunct, but is only getting

more and more emancipated from the unnatural service

of terror, and restored to its proper function as a minister

of delight. Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 149.

3. A cruller. [New Eng.]

A plate of crullers or wonders, as a sort of sweet fried

cake was commonly called.

H. B. Stowe, The Minister's Wooing, iv.

Bird of wonder, the phenix.—Nine days' wonder, a

subject of astonishment and gossip for a snort time, gen-

erally a petty scandal.

For when men ban wel cryed, than wol they roune,

Ek wonder last but nine nyght (var. days) nevere in toune.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 588.

So ran the tale like fire about the court.

Fire in dry stubble a nine days' wonder flared.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Seven wonders of the world, the seven most remarka-
ble structures of ancient times. These were the Egyptian
pyramids, the mausoleum erected by Artemisia at Halicar-

nassus, the temple of Artemis at Ephesus, the walls and
hanging gardens of Babylon, the colossus at Rhodes, the
statue of Zeus by Phidias in the great temple at Olympia,

and the Pharos or lighthouse at Alexandria.—Wonder-
making Parliament. Same as Merciless Parliament
(which see, under parliament). = Syn. 1. Sign, marvel,

phenomenon, spectacle, rarity.— 2. Surprise, bewilder-

ment. See def . 2.

wonder (wun'd6r), V. [< ME. wondren, won-
drien, wundren, < AS. wundrian = D. wonderen
= MLG. wunderen = OHG. wuntaron, MHG. G.

wundern = Icel. Sw. undra = Dan. undre, won-
der; from the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To be af-

fected with wonder or surprise; marvel; be
amazed : formerly with a reflexive dative.

Ac me wondreth in my witt whi that thei ne preche
As Paul the apostel prechede to the peuple ofte.

Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 74.

I wonder to see the contrarieties among the Papists.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 41.

Who can but wonder at the fautors of these wonders?
Sandys, Travailes, p. 160.

Here more then two hundred of those giim Courtiers

stood wondering at him, as he had beene a monster ; till

Powhatan and his trayne had put themselues in their

greatest braveries.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 162.

We cease to wonder at what we understand. Johnson.

2. To look with or feel admiration.

Nor did I wonder at the lily's white.
Shak., Sonnets, xcviii.

3. To entertain some doubt or curiosity in ref-

erence to some matter; speculate expectantly;

be in a state of expectation mingled with doubt
and slight anxiety or wistfulness : as, I wonder
whether we shall reach the place in time:

wonderfully

hence, I wonder is often equivalent to ' I should
like to know.'

A boy or a child, I wonder ? Shak., W. T., iii. 3. 71.

To be to be wonderedt, to be a cause for astonish-

ment.

It ig not to be wondered if Ben Jonson has many such
lines as these. . Dryden.

It is not to be wondered that we are shocked. Defoe.

II. trans. 1. To be curious about; wish to

know; speculate in regard to: as, I wonder
where John has gone.

Like old acquaintance in a trance.

Met far from home, wondering each other's chance.
Shak., Lucrece, L 1596.

I have wondred these thirty yeares what Kings aile.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 50.

Wondering why that grief and rage and sin

Was ever wrought.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 294.

2. To surprise; amaze. [Rare.]

She has a sedateness that wonderg me still more.
Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, Oct. 26, 1788.

wondert (wun'der), a. [ME., an elliptical use
of iconder, n., as in comp. ; cf . wonders.l Won-
derful.

Then sayde the pope, " Alas ! Alas

!

Modur, this ys to me a wondur case."

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 86.

Alias ! what is this wonder maladye?
For hete of cold, for cold of hete, I dye.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 419.

wondert (wun'dfer), adv. [ME., < wonder, a.]

Wonderfully; exceedingly; very.

Ye knowe eke that in form of speche is chaunge
Withinne a thousand yere, and wordes tho
That hadden prys, now wonder nyce and straunge
Us thynketh heih. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 24.

Wonder pale he waxe, wanting his colour.

For ende hade he none of this grett doloure.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), h 2870.

wonderedt (wun'derd), a. [< wonder + -ed2.]

Having performed wonders; able to produce
wonders; wonderworking. [Bare.]

Let me live here ever

;

So rare a wonder'd father, and a wife.

Makes this place Paradise.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 123.

wonderer (wtm'd6r-6r), n. [< wonder + -erl.]

One who wonders.
wonderful (wnu'dfer-fid), a. [< ME. wonderful,

wonderfol, wundervol (= G. wundervoll); < wonder
+ -ful.'i Of a nature or kind to excite wonder
or admiration; strange; astonishing; surpris-

ing; marvelous.
Who is he that hideth counsel without knowledge?

therefore have I uttered that I understood not ; things

too wonderful for me, which I knew not Job iliL 3.

Keep a gamester from the dice, and a good student

from his book, and it is wonderful.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 1. 39.

They also shewed him some of the engines with which
some of his servants had done wonderful things.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, \.

Wonderful Parliament. Same as Merciless Parliament
(which see, \xnAeTparliameivt).= Syn. Wonderful, Strange,

Surprising, Curious, Unique, extraordinary, mar^'elous,

amazing, startling, wondrous (poetic). Wonderful gener-

ally refers to something above the common, and so mar-
velous, perhaps almost incredible. Sfronse refers rather to

something beside the common— that is, simply very un-

usual or odd, and so exciting surprise or wonder. Any-
thing that excites awe or high admiration, or strikes one
as sublime, is wonderful: an unpleasant object may be

strange, but would notbe called wonderful. That which is

unexpected is surprising, but it is not necessarilygfroji^o;

as, a surprising fact; a surprising discovery in science.

Curious is wonderful on a small scale ; by its derivation

it often refers to an object extremely nice and intricate or

elaborate in its details, but also it often conveys the notion

of pleasing strangeness and even of rarity: as, a curious

bit of mosaic ; a curious piece of mechanism ; a curiously

colored stone. Unique expresses that which is sole of its

kind or quality : as, a unique book ; a unique sort of per-

son. See eccentric and surprise.

wonderful (wun'der-ful), adv. [< ME. wonder-

full; < wonderful, a.] Wonderfully; exceed-

ingly ; very. [Obsolete or vulgar.]

Alas ! she comyth wonderfull lyghtly

;

Man seith not the hour ne hou he shall dy.

Jiom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6159.

Chymistry, I know by a little Experience, is wonderful
pleasing. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 41.

wonderfully (wun'der-fiil-l), adv. [< ME. m'om-

dirfulhj; < wonderful + -ly'^.'] 1. In a won-
derful manner; in a manner to excite wonder
or surprise; surjjrisingly ; strangely; remark-
ably: in colloquial language often nearly or

quite equivalent to 'very': as, wonderfully lit-

tle difference.

je schal se him rise vp and speke, and wondirfutty be
comfortid and strenktliid therby.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall i, p. IR.

I will praise thee ; for I am fearfully and wonderfully

made. Ps. cxxiii. 14.



wonderfully

2. With wonder or admiration.

Ther dide Gawein soche mervetles in armes that won-
dir/ully was he be-helden of hem of logres, for he smote
down men and horse. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 200.

WOnderfulness (wun'der-ful-nes), 11. The state
or quality of being wonderful.
wondering (wun'der-ing), n. [< ME. icondring,
wundniiKjc, < AS. wundrung, verbal, n. of wun-
dnaH, wonder: see wonder, v. '\ Expressing ad-
miration or amazement ; marveling.

Swich woiidriiifj was ther on this hors of bras
That, sin the grete sege of Troye was,
Ther as men wondreden on an hors ajso,

Ne was ther swich a wondring as was tho.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 297.

WOnderingly (wun'd^r-ing-li), adv. In a won-
dering manner ; with wonder : as, to gaze won-
deriiigly.

wonderland (wun'dfer-land), n. [< wonder +
land.] A land of wonders or marvels.

Lo ! Bruce in ioonder4and is quite at home.
Wolcot (P. Pindar\ Complim. Epistle to James Bruce.

wonderlyt (wun'der-li), a. [< ME. wonderly, <
AS. nundorlic (= 08. wundarlic z= OHG. wun-
tarlich, MHG. G. wunderlich) ; as wonder + -ly^.']

Wonderful.
In his hed had on ey and no mo,
Moste hieste set, wonderiy to se.

Jiom. of ParUnay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1241.

wonderlyt (wun'd^r-li), adv. [< ME. wonderly,
wondyrly, iconderliche, wunderlich, wonderlycM;
< wonderly, a.] Wonderfully.

Wonderly delivere, and greet of strengthe.
Chaucer, Gen. Pro! to C. T., 1. 84.

This towne of Modona is fayi-e and wonderly strong, as
ferre as we myghte perceyue.

Sir It. Quyiforde, Pylgrymage, p. 70.

WOnder-mazet (wun'd6r-maz), v. t. To strike
with wonder; astonish; amaze.

Hee taught and sought Right's mines to repaire.
Sometimes with words that wonder-mazed men,
Sometimes with deedes that Angels did admire.

Davie^ Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 51. {Davies.)

wonderment (wun'der-ment), n. [< wonder
+ -meni.] 1. Surprise; astonishment.

All this wonderment doth grow from a little oversight,
in deeming that the subject wherein headship is to reside
should be evermore some one person.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 4.

" I know nothing o* church. I've never been to church.

"

'* No !
" said Dolly, in a low tone of wonderment.

George Eliot, Silas Mamer, x.

2. Something wonderful ; a wonderful appear-
ance.

Those things which I here set down are such as do nat-
urally take the sense, and not respect petty wondennentv.

Bacon, Masques and Triumphs (ed. 1887).

wonder-net (wun'dfer-net), n. In anat., a term
translating the Latin rete mirabile, or wonder-
ful net, a network of minute vessels. See rete.

W0nder-0f-tlie-W0rld(wun'd6r-ov-the-w6rld'),
«. The Chinese ginseng: an alleged transla-
tion. See ginseng.

wonderoust (wun'dfer-us), a. An obsolete form
of wondrous.
Wondersf, adv. [< ME. wonders, < wonder +
adv. gen. -» as in needs, etc.] Wonderfully;
wondrous.

Me mette suche a swerenyng
That liked me wonders wele.

Rom. of the RoK, 1. 27.

[This is the reading of the original edition and of the
manuscripts. It has been changed into wonderous in
some modern editions, and perhaps correctly.]

wonderslyt, adv. [< wonders + -ly^.} Won-
derfully.

Where suche a soleropne yerely myiacle is wrought so
wonderdy in the face of the world.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 134.

wonder-stone (wun'd6r-st6n), n. The name
given to a bed occurring in the Red Marl (Tri-
assic) near Wells, England, which is described
by Buckland and Conybeare as being "a beau-
tiful breccia, consisting of yellow transparent
crystals of carbonate of lime disseminated
through a dark red earthy dolomite."
wonderstiicken, wonderstmck (wun ' dfer-

strik'n, wun'di-r-struk), a. Struck with won-
der, admiration, or surprise.

Ascanius, wonder-gtruck to see
That image of his filial piety.

Drxjden, ^ncld, ix. 394.

Cast his strong arms about his drooping wife.
And kiss'd his wonder-strickfn little ones.

Tennygon, Enoch Arden.

wonder-wonder (wnu'dfer-wun^dfer), ». See
Riifflisiif.

wonderwork (wun'd6r-w6rk), n. [< ME. won-
dencorc, < AS. wundormeorc (Stratmann) (= G.
wundericerk)

; as wonder + work, «.] A won-
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derful work or act ; a prodigy; a miracle ; thau-
maturgy.

Such as in strange land
He found in wonder-works of God and Nature's hand.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 10.

wonderworker (wun'der-wfer'ker), «. One who
performs wonders or surprising things ; a thau-
maturgist. /. Iflsraeli, Curios, of Lit., II. 162.

wonderworking (wun'der-wer'king), a. Doing
wonders or surprising things. <i. Herbert,
Country Parson, xxxii.

WOnder-wpunded (wun'd6r-won"ded), a.

Struck with wonder or surprise; wonder-
stricken.

What is he whose grief . . .

Conjures the wandering stars, and makes them stand
Like wonder-wounded hearers? Shah. , Hamlet, v. 1. 280.

wondrous (wun'drus), a. [Formerly wonder-
ous, wonderouse, < wonder + -ous; prob. sug-
gested by marvelous, etc., but in part a substi-
tute for early mod. E. wonders: see wonders."]

I, a. Of a kind or degree to excite wonder;
wonderful; marvelous; strange.
That I may publish with the voice of thanksgiving, and

tell of all thy wondrous works. Ps. xxvi. 7.

Wherefore gaze this goodly company,
As if they saw some wondrous monument?

Shak.. T. of the S., iii. 2. 97.

And yet no Angel envy'd Him his place
Who ever look'd upon his wonderous face.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 214.

Wondrous truths, and manifold as wondrous,
God hath written in those stars above.

Longfellow, Flowers.

wondrous (wun'drus), adv. [< wondrous, a.]
In a wonderful or surprising degree; remark-
ably; exceedingly.

I found you wondrous kind. Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 311.

I shall grow wondrous melancholy if I stay long here
without company.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret^ v. 1.

wondrously (wun'drus-li), adv. [< wondrous +
-ly'^.] In a strange or wonderful manner or
degree.

My lord leans wondrously to discontent.
Shak., T. of A., iii. 4. 71.

Cloe complains, and woiui'rously 's ^griev'd.
Qlanville, Cloe.

wondrousness (wun'drus-nes), n. The quality
of being wondrous.
wonef, V. and n. See woni.
WOngl (wong), n. [< ME. wong, wang, < AS.
wong, wang, a plain: see wang^.] A plain; a
field; a meadow. [Old and prov. Eng.]
wong^t, n. An obsolete spelling of wang^.
W0n([a-W0nga (wong'ga-wong'ga), n. [Aus-
tralian.] A large Australian pigeon, Leuco-
sarcia picata, having white flesh, and much
esteemed for the table Wonga-wonga vine.
See Teeomu.

wonjfert, «• Same as wanger.

Woningt, n. [< ME. wununge, wuning, woning,
woninge,< AS. lounung, dwelling, inner room of a
dwelling (= OHG. wonunga, G. wohnung, dwell-

ing), verbal n. of wunian, dwell: see wonl.]

Dwelling; abode.
His woning was ful fair upon an heeth.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 606.

He signes unto them made
With him to wend unto his wonning neare.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 13.

woning-placet, «• [ME. ; < woning + place.']

Dwelling-place ; habitation.

I wol and charge thee
To telle anon thy wonyng-places.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6119.

woning-steadt, «• [ME. wonnyng-steed; < won-
ing + -stead.] Dwelling-place.

God will make in yowe haly than his wonnyng-steed.
York Plays, p. 173.

WOnnelf, v. and n. See wo»l.

WOnne^t, wonnent. Obsolete forms of won^,
preterit and past participle of win'^.

wonnent, adv. and conj. An obsolete form of

when.

wont^ (wunt), a. (orig.pp.). [< ME. wont, con-

tracted form of woned (= G. gewohnt), pp. of

wonen, be accustomed: see roonl.] Accus-
tomed; in the habit; habituated; using or do-

ing customarily.

The Kyng of that Contree was viont to ben so strong and
so myghty that he helde Werre azenst Kyng Alisandre.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 164.

Our love was new and then but in the spring,

When I was wont to greet it with my lays.

Shak., Sonnets, cii.

wont^t. Obsolete preterit of won^.

WOnt^ (wunt), v.; pret. wont (occasionally

wonted), pp. wont, wonted. [< t»on(i, a., orig.

WOO
pp. ofjcowi: see «!0«i.] I. intrans. 1. To be
accustomed or habituated; use; boused.
When soon the goodly Wyre, that wonted was so high
Her stately top to rear, . . .

Of Erisicthon's end begins her to bethink.
Drayton, Polyolbion, vii. 256.

The jessamine that round the straw roof'd cot
Its fragrant branches wreathed, beneath whose shade
I wont to sit and watch the setting sun
And hear the thrush's song. Southey.

2. To dwell; make one's home.
The king's fisher wonts commonly by the waterside and

nestles in hollow banks. Sir R. L'Estrange.

II, trans. To accustom; habituate.
These, that in youth have wonted themselves to the load

of less sins, want not increase of strength according to the
increase of their burdens. Rev. T. Adams, Works, L 364.

WOntl(wunt), ». [< icoKil, a. and f. Cf. wjonl,

wone, «.] Custom; habit; practice; way.
'Tis not his wont to be the hindmost man.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 2,

Rather than I wou'd break my old Wont,
Etherege, She Would if She Could, v. i.

The heart grows hardened with perpetual wont.
Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

Use and wont. See use^.

Wont%, «). An obsolete form of wan<l.

Make
For hem, yf other water wonte, a lake.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Wont^, n. A variant of want^.
won't (wunt or wont). A contraction of tvoll

not— that is, will not.

wonted (wun'ted), jp. a. [< wont^ + -ed^.] 1.

Accustomed; made or having become familiar
by using, frequenting, etc.

The stately lord, which woonted was to kepe
A court at home, is now come vp to courte.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 62.

Hepzibah had fully satisfied herself of the impossibility
of ever becoming wonted to this peevishly obstreperous
little [shop-lbell. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

2. Customary or familiar by being used, done,
frequented, enjoined, experienced, or the like

;

usual.
She did her wonted course forslowe.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 16.

To pay our wonted tribute. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 6. 462.

To this the courteous Prince
Accorded with his vtonted courtesy.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

wontedness (wun'ted-nes), n. The state of
being wonted or accustomed ; customariness.

Wontedness of opinion. Eikon BasUike, p. 163.

wontless (wunt'les), a. [< wont^ -I- -less.] Un-
accustomed; unused. [Bare.]

What wontlesse fury dost thou now inspire
Into my feeble breast, too full of thee?

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie, 1. 2.

He, remembering the past day
When from his name the affrighted sons of France
Fled trembling, all astonished at their force
And wontless valour, rages round the field

Dreadful in anger. Southey.

wool (wo), V. [Early mod. E. also wo, wow,
wowe; < ME. wowen, wogen, < AS. wogian, in

comp. dwogian, woo ; prob. lit. 'bend, incline,'

hence incline another toward oneself, < woh
(tvog-), bent, curved, crooked; cf. Goth, wahs,
bent, in comp. un-wahs, not crooked, blame-
less ; cf . Skt. vaftch, go tortuously, be crooked

;

cf . L. vacillare, vacillate; varus, crooked : see
vacillate, varicose, etc.] I. trans. 1. To court;
seek the favor, affection, or love of, especially

with a view to marriage ; solicit or seek in mar-
riage.

He woweth hire by meenes and brocage.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 189.

She's beautiful, and therefore to be woo'd;
She is a woman, therefore to be won.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 78.

2. To solicit; sue ; ask with importunity; seek
to influence or persuade; invite; endeavor to

prevail upon to do or to grant something.

Having woo'd
A villain to attempt it. Shak., Pericles, v. 1. 174.

I wooed her for to dine.

But could not get her.

Phillada Jlmits me (ATber'B Eng. Garner, I. 310).

Thee, chauntress, oft, the woods among,
I woo, to hear thy even-song.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 64.

3. To seek; seek to obtain or bring about; act

as if seeking to obtain or bring about.

Some in their actions do woo and affect honour and
reputation. Bacon, Honour and Reputation (ed. 1887).

Whose gently-looldng beauties only do
Inamour Ruin and Destruction woo.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 6.

II. intrans. 1. To court; make love; sue in

love.



woo
Go nu Berild swithe.
And make him ful blithe,

And whan thu farst to «?oje,

Tak him thine gloue.
King Horn (K E. T. S.X 1. 793.

When a woman icoos, what woman's son
Will sourly leave her till she have prevailed?

Shak,, Sonnets, xli.

2. To ask ; seek ; solicit.

I pray thee, sing, and let me woo no more.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 50.

WOO^ (w6), n. A Scotch form of icool.

WOO^t, «• and a. An old spelling of woe.

woodi (wud), n. [< ME. tvode, ivude, wod (pi.

wodcs, Wildes), < AS. wiidii, orig. widu, a wood, a

tree, wood, timber, = MD. MLG. wedc, a wood,
wood, = OHG. witu, MHG. wife, wood, = Icel.

vithr = Sw. Dan. ved, a tree, wood ; akin to (ac-

cording to some, derived from) tlie Celtic words
Olr. fkl, It. fiodh, a wood, tree (fiodais, shrub-
bery, underwood), = Gael, fiodh, a wilderness,
wood, timber (fiodhach, shrubs), = W. gwydd,
trees (gwyddeU, bushes, brakes).] 1. A large

and thick collection of growing trees ; a forest

:

often in the plural, with the same force as the
singular.

From Ebron Men gon to Bethelem in half a day; for

it is but 5 Myle; and it is tulle fayre Weye, be I'leynes

and Wodes fulle deletable. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 69.

Light thickens, and the crow
Makes wiug to the rooky wood.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2. 51.

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods.
Byron, ChUde Harold, iv. 178.

2. The substance of trees; the hard fibrous

substance which composes the body of a tree

and its branches, and which lies between the
pith and the bark, in dicotyledonous plants the wood
is comjwsed externally of the alburnum or sap-wood, and
internally of the duramen or hard wood. In monocotyle-
donous plants, or endogens, the hardest part of the wood
is nearest the circumference, while the interior is com-
posed of cellular tissue.

3. Timber; the trunks or main stems of trees

which attain such dimensions as to be fit for

architectural and other purposes. In this sense
the word implies not only standing trees suitable for

buildings, etc., but also such trees cut into beams, i-afters,

iDoards, planks, etc. See timber^.

4. Firewood; cordwood.
To-morrow morning bedding and a gown shall be sent

in, and wood and coal.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 4.

5. The cask, keg, or barrel, as distinguished

from the bottle : as, wine drawn from the wood.

Ordinary clarets from the wood 4s. to Gs. per gallon;
good bottled clarets from a». or 4«. to 10». a bottle.

Aihton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 199.

6. The grain of wood.
Kightlie smo[o]thed and wrought as It should, not ouer-

Lt]whartlie, and against the wood.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 36.

7. In her., three or four trees grouped together,
usually represented as rooted in a mound,which
is vert, unless otherwise blazoned. Also called

hurst.— 8. In printing, a v.'ood-block, or wood-
blocks collectively, as distinguished from a me-
tallic type or plate of any kind : as, cuts printed
from the wood.— 9. In music, the wooden wind-
instruments of an orchestra taken collectively.

See wind?, n., 5, wind-instrument, and instru-

ment, 3 (6). Also called wood wind.—lOf. Fig-
uratively, a crowd, mass, or collection.

And though my buckler bare a wood of darts.

Yet left not I, but with audacious face

I brauely fought.
T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, v.

Names of Tribulation, Persecution,
Restraint, Long-patience, and such like, affected

By the whole family or wood of you.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

Wood is used to signify any miscellaneous collection, or
stock of materials, hence some poets intitle their miscel-
laneous works silvarum libri ; and our poet [Ben Jonson],
conforming to this practice, calls his the Forest.

Upton, quoted in note to "The Alchemist."

Agal or agUa wood. See of;ni<nc/iH?n.— Agatlzed wood.
.See ttf/atize and nticif;/. ^AlOGB wood. See af/tiUncliiiiii.—
Amboyna wood. See Kn^oo<;a-woo((.— Artificial wood,
a com{)osition made of paper, paper-pulp, glue, sawdust,
hemp, albumen, metallic oxids, drying-oils, sulphur, caout-
chouc, gutta-percha, mineral salts, etc. When warm or
wet, according to the nature of the particular composi-
tion, it is plastic, but in cooling or drying it hardens and
acquires properties similar to those of wood.— Brauna
wood. See 6ra«na.— Brazil wood, braziletto wood.
See brazil, braziletto.— Castor wood, a name of Magno-
lia glauca.— Gaviuna wood, a palisander wood obtained
in Brazil from Dalherfjia nigra and perhaps some other
trees —Champ wood, the wood of the champ and the
chainpak.—Cock of the woods, tlie capercaillie (which
see, with cut).— Commissioners of Woods and For-
ests, a department of the British Government, called
more fully the Board of Oomniissioners of Woods, For-
esta. Land-revenues, Works, and Buildings, established by
2 and 3 Wm. IV., c. 1. By 14 and 15 Vict., c. 42, it is di-
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vided into a Board of Commissioners of Woods, Forests,

and Laud-revenues, and a Board of Commissioners of

Works and Public Buildings. The former have the man-
agement of the crown woods and forests, and land-reve-

nues ; the latter have the management of the public works
and buildings, to which has been added, by later acts, the
care of the royal paiks, etc. Bncyc. i>ic(.— Coromandel
wood. ^&me aa calainander-wood.—Cuba wood. Same
H8 fustic.—Curana wood, the wood of Icica altissima.

See /«<;«.- Feast of wood-carrying, one of tlie annual
festivals of the ancient Jews, instituted after the Babylon-
ish captivity. It obtained its name from the practice of

the people's bringing wood to the temple on the day of

its celebration for the burning of the sacrifices.— Fossil
wood, (rt) Wood in a fossil state— that is, wood in a state of

nature that has undergone various preservative processes

and has become fossil. Popularly the term is usually ap-

plied to silicifted wood— that is, wood in which the sub-

stance has been replaced, atom by atom, by silica in such a

manner as to retain the exact form and appearance of the
original wood. Wood preserved in this manner is exceed-
ingly abundant in various parts of the western United
States, especially in the Yellowstone National Park, Wyo-
ming, where it is not rare to tlnd trunks 30 feet in height,
and 8 or 10 feet in diameter, standing upright exactly in

the positions in which they grew, and so perfectly pre-

served that evei'y cell, with all its delicate markings, can
be as satisfactorily examined as from a living tree. In
central Arizona perfectly silicifled trunks of trees, 8 feet

In diameter and 140 feet long, have been observed. These
latter belong to the genus Araucarioxglon, the representa-
tive in a fossil state of the genus Araucaria. Fossil wood
may also be due to the molecules being displaced by lime
or iron, or by various combinations of minerals. Lignite,

which represents one of the stages in the formation of

coal, is very frequently fossil wood which has lost more or
less of its volatile constituents, but still retains its wood-
like structure and appearance. The term fossil wood is

therefore properly applied to any wood that is so situated

in the eartli, or has been so acted upon by various miner-
als, as to be permanently preserved. (&) See .fossil cork,

under fossil.—Hard WOOd, the wood of various tree^
such as oak, cherry, maple, ebony, ironwood, etc. , so called

from these woods being relatively very hard, firm, and
compact. The quality results from the cells having ex-

ceedingly thick walls and l>eing very compactly airanged,
with very few or no intercellular spaces or ducts. Trees fur-

nishing wood of this character are usually of slow growth,
with naiTow annual rings and dense, solid lieart-wood.

Mahogany, rosewood, and most woods susceptible of a fine

polish belong to this class.—Hypemlo wood. See by-

pemic.— Incense wood. See tncen.se-tree.— Ja,CSiX3Ln-

da wood. See palisander.— Jarool, jarrah, kamassi
wood. Seejorooi, etc.—Jasperized wood. Sameas«(i-
cijiedwood.—Kanyin WOOd. Hume sn^'jtnjitu wood. See
gurjun.— Karri wood, the timber of Eucainptus diversi-

color, of southwestern Australia. The tree is said to attain

exceptionally the height of 400 feet. The timber is useful

for ship-plaiiking, masts, wheel-work, railway-ties, etc.—
Khow wood. See Oifa.—Lemon wood, (o) The wood
of the lemon-tree, which is hard, elastic, and fragrant.

(&) In South Africa, an evergreen shrub, or a tree 20 or 30
feet high, Psychotria Capensis (flrumilea cyinosa), having
a hard, tough wood, variously useful.— Lingoa wood.
Same as Knj7o2._ Loblolly wood. See liMullt/tree.—

Metallization of wood. See vtetallizalion.— folded
wood. Seej?io(d4.—Molompl,mora,myallwood. See
molmnpi, etc.— MSTiile WOOd, the wood of the Tasma-
nian beech. See -Fai/us.-Nephritic WOOd. See mph-
ritic.— Nicaragua wood, a dye-wood exported from
Nicaragua, similar to brazil wood, and derived from the
same or another species of Ctesalpinia; peach-wood.

—

Fadouk wood, the Andaman redwood. See redivood, 2.

—Pemambuco wood, true brazil wood.— Perpignan
wood, the wood of the European nettle-tree, Celtis aus-

trails. See netlle-tree, 1.— Petrified WOOd. Same as sili-

cifled wood.— Picraena wood, tlie wood of Picrxn<i ex-

celsa. See qtiassia, 2.— Quassia, quebracho, saj wood.
^eeqitassia, etc.—Samaria wood. Same as curana wood.
—Sand wood, a leguminous shrub of the Isle of E6-
uniun, doubtfully classed as Brenwntiera Ammoxylon.—
Santa Martha wood. Same as peach-wood.— Secon-
dary, speckled, sterile wood. See the adjectives.

—

Silicified wood. See .fossil wood, above, and silicify.—
Soft wood, a wood, such as basswood, poplar, tulip,

cedar, and white pine, which is relatively soft and easily

worked. This character is due to the large and thin-

walled cells, including usually numerous ducts. Soft-

wooded trees are generally of rapid growth, making thick
annual layers.-Tonka-bean wood. Same as scent-wood.

—Trincomali wood. See balmalitle.

—

Turanlra wood,
the wood of the bastard bully-tree, Bumclia rettisa, of the
West Indies.—Wood-bending machine, a machine or

an apparatus for bending wood into shape. Different ma-
chines are used, according to the purpose for which the
wood is to be used, as for ship-timbers, furniture, sleigh-

runners, hoops, and staves.-Wood moot or mote.
See moofi.—Wood reed-grass. See reed-grass.— Wood
stop, in organ-huilding. a stop the pipes of which are
made of wood, as the flute, the stopped diapason, etc.

—

Wood tea. see tea'.—Wood wind. See def. 9. above.
(For a multitude of other woods, see speeiflc epithets.)

= Syn. 1. IToods, ParJ-, etc. See forest.

woodi (wud), D. [< !tood!i, «.] 1. trans. To sup-
ply or replenish with wood; get supplies of

wood for: as, to wood a steamboat or a loco-

motive. [CoUoq.]
Many passengers would save a little by helping to '

' wood
the boat": i. e., by carrying wood down the bank and
throwing it on the boat, a special ticket being issued on
that condition. The Century, XLI. 106.

II. intrans. To take in or get supplies of

wood.

In this little [island] of Mevis, more than twenty yeares
agoe, 1 have remained a good time together, to wod and
water and refresh my men.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 277.

Therefore, as soon as we came to an Anchor at the East
end of the Island, we sent our Boat ashore to the Gover-

woodbine
nour, to desire leave to wood, water, and cut a new Mizen-
yard. Dampier, Voyages, IL i. 174.

WOOd^t (wod), a. [Sc. wod, wud; < ME. wood,
woode, nod, node, < AS. wod, mad, raging, furi-

ous, = Icel. odhr, raging, frantic, = Goth, wods,
mad; cf. MD. tcoed, woede, D. woede, OHG. wuot,
MH(jr. G. wut, ivuth, madness; AS. wod, voice,
song,= Icel. odhr, song, poetry, mind, wit; prob.
allied to L. rates, a prophet, bard (one filled

with "a fine frenzy"): see vatic. See Woden,
Wednesday.'] Mad; frantic; furious; angry;
enraged; raging. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. or
Scotch.]

Ffuerse Ector was fayn of his fyn helpe.
And as viode as a wild bore wan on his horse.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6523.

Now a Monday next, at quarter nyght,
Shal falle a reyn, and that so wilde and wood
That half so greet was nevere Noees flood.

Chattcer, Miller's Tale, 1. 331.

Howard was as wode as a wilde bullok ; God sende hym
seche wurshipp as he deservith. Paston Letters, I. 341.

Quyriache [Iscariot] sayd. Thou ivood hounde [mad dog,
margin] thou hist doon to me grete prouffyte [profit],

Ashton's Legendary Hist, of the Cross (reprinted from orig.

[ed. of Nov. 20, 1483), London, 1887, p. xxxvi.

Franticke companion, lunaticke and wood.
Greene, Orlando Furioso, 1. 984.

For WOOdt, like anything mad ; "like mad."

Yit lat US to the peple seme . . .

That wimmen loves us for wood.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1747.

WOOd^t (w8d), V. i. [< ME. wooden, wodien

;

from the adj. Ct.weed^.'] 1. To act like a mad-
man; rave.

He stareth and woodeth in his advertence.
Chaucer, .Second Nun's Tale, 1. 467.

2. To be fierce or furious ; rage.

Thogh they ne anoye nat the body, yit vices wooden to
destroyen men by wounde of thowht.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 3.

wood'^t, n. An old spelling of wood. Prompt.
I'arv.

wood-acid (wud'as'''id), n. Same as wood-vine-

gar. See vinegar.

Take 20 pounds terra japonica, 5 pounds of wood-acid,
... to about 10 barrels of water, or enough of the latter

to cover the hides. C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 607.

wood-agate (wud'ag'''at), «. An agate which
shows more or less perfectly the structure of
the wood from which it has been derived by a
process of silicification.

wood-alcohol (wud'aVko-hol), n. See alcohol.

wood-almond (wud'a"mond), n. A shrub, Hip-
pocratea comosa. See Uippocratea.

wood-anemone (wud'a-nem'''o-ue), n. The
wind-flower, Anemone nemorosa.

wood-ant (wud'ant), n. 1. A large ant, as For-
mica rufa, which lives in the woods.— 2. A
wliite ant, or termite, as Termes flavipes, which
lives in the wood of old buildings. See cut
under Termes. [U. S.]

wood-apple (wud'ap'l), n. See Feronia, 1.

WOOd-asnes (wud'ash'ez), n. pi. The remains
of burned wood or plants.

wood-awl (wud'al), Ji. The green woodpecker,
or awl-bird, Gecimts viridis : same as iroodwale.

See cut undeT popinjay. [Cornwall, Eng.]
wood-baboon (wiid'ba-bon"), «. The drill ; the
cinereous or yellow baboon of Guinea, Cynoce-
phnlus lencophieus. See drill*.

wood-barley (wiid'bar"li), n. See Hordeum.
wood-beetle (wiid'be'tl), n. See Paussidse.

WOOd-betony (wud'bet'*o-ni), n. See betony.

Also called head-betony and lousewort.

wood-bill (wiid'bil), n. In her., a bearing rep-

resenting a woodmen's bill for lopping fagots,

etc.

woodbine,woodbind (wild 'bin, -bind), n. [Ear-
ly mod. E. wodbynde; < ME. uoodbynde, woode-
bynde, wodebinde, wodebynde, tnidcbiiide, < AS.
wudubind, wudebinde, earlier uuidubinde, uiiidu-

bindae, mddubindlae ; so called because it binds
or winds round trees, < icndu, widu, tree, wood,
-I- 6(HrfaH, bind: seeJcoo(iland6i«(f.] The com-
mon European honeysuckle, Lonicera Pericly-

menum, whence the name is more or less ex-

tended to other honeysuckles. L. grata, a species
very similar to L. Peridymenum, is designated Ameri-
can woodbine. The name is also given to the Virginia .

creeper, Ampelopsis quinquefolia. 2
Aboute a tre with many a twiste -5

Bytrent and writhen is the soote woodbynde
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1231.

So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle
Gently entwist. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 47.

Spanish woodbine, the seven-year vine, or Spanish ar-

bor-vine, Ipomsea tuberosa. See vine.—Wild woodbine.
See wildi.



wood-bird

A bird that liveswood-bird (wM'bferd), n.

in the woods.
Begin these wood-birds but to couple now ?

Shak., >L K. D., It. 1. 145.

wood-block (wud'blok), «. 1. In engraving, a

die cut in relief on wood, and in condition for

furnishing impressions in ink in a printing-

press; a woodcut. See icood-engraving. The
wood coramonly used for wootl-blocks is box, the blocks

being cut directly across the grain. Inferior liinds of wood,

such as American rocls-maple, pear, plane, etc., are used

for coarser worlt.

2. A print or impression from such an engraved
block; a woodcut. Also used attributively in

both senses: as, tcood-block illustrations.

wood-boiler (wud'boi''16r), n. A vessel adapted

for boiling wood in order to soften it and thus

facilitate working. ^.^
wood-borer (wud'b6r"&r), «. That which bores wood-chuck (wud'chuk), n. In a lathe, a chuck
wood, as an insect, a crustacean, or a mollusk. adapted for holding a piece of wood to be oper-

Compare 67s, ship-worm, Saperda, and teredo, ated on.
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commonest North American species of marmot,
Arctomys monax, a large rodent quadruped of

the family Sciuridie. It is from 15 to 18 inches long,

of very stout, heavy form, with brownish and grayish tints

above, and reddish-brown below. It feeds on vegetibles

of many l<ind8, burrows in the ground, and hibernates in

winter. Also called ground-hog and chuck. See cut under
.ilrc(OTni/8.—Woodchuck day, in popular myth and rural

tradition, the day on which the woodchuclc first comes out

of its hole after its liibernation, this action being regarded
as affording a weatlier-prophecy. The saying goes that if

the woodchuclc sees its shadow on that day, it retires to

its burrow for six weelts longer, which implies that warm,
sunshiny weather very early in the spring, or in February,

arousing the woodchuck from its torpidity, is likely to be

followed by a cold or late season. Also ground-hag day.

woodchuck^ (wiid'chuk), n. [Prob. < tcoodX +
chuclfi, var. of chack^.'] The green woodpecker,
Gecinusviridis. Seecut under jjopiKjay. [Prov.

Eng.]

woodcut
range. The eggs are laid on the ground, generally in

April (earlier or later according to latitude); they are less

pointed than usual among waders, li by 1,'; inches in size,

of a lirownish-gray color, with very numerous and small
chocolate-brown surface-spots and neutral-tint shell-spots

;

the full number is four. The woodcock has a peculiar

bleating cry, and sometimes exhibits the curious habit of

removing the young from danger by flying off with the
chick, which is held in the parent's feet. Also called snipe,

with or without qualifying words (see gnipe^,\ (c)), Ameri-
can woodcock, little woodcock, lesser woodcock, red woodcock,

wood-hen, bog-sucker, boghird, timberdoodle, hookumpake,
night-peck, nigld-partridge, shrups, cock (short for wood-
cock), and Labrador twister.

2. The large black pileated woodpecker, or log-

cock, Mylotomus (or Ceophlceus) pileatus. See
cut under jji'fca^erf. [Local, U. S.]

Woodcock ... is applied l)y Ijackwoodsmen and other
country folk to tlie pileated woodpecker, . . . wherever
that big red-crested bird of the tall timber is found.

O. Trumbull, Bird Names (1888), p. 151.

woodcock-shell : more fully

Also called Venus's-

characterized by boring wood; having the hab-
.^oo^poal (wud'kol), n. Charcoal.

its of a wood-borer: as, the tpoorf-6ort«(7 shrimps;
vfoodcock (wud'kok), n. [< ME. wodekoc, wode
kok, woddecoke, < AS. wuducoc, a woodcock; as

wood^ + cocfcl.] 1. One of two distinct birds

of the family Scolopacidx, closely related to the

true snipe (Gallinago). (a) In Europe, Scolopax

rusticula (wrongly spelled rugtic6la\ a very common bird

of the northerly parts of the Old World, one of the largest

and best^known representatives of its family, highly es-

3. In conch.,

called thorny woodcock.

. . -
. comh.— 4. A simpleton: in allusion to the fa-

and other citations under tcood-boring. .jlig stoppers are fixed in a hollow wood-chuck by slight cility with which the European woodcock al-

WOOd-boring (wud'bor"ing), o._ Capable of or blows of a mallet. O'Bryiie, Artisan's Handbook, p. 1SI5. Jqws itself to be taken in springes or in nets set

for it in the glades.
Go, like a woodcock.

And thrust your neck i' the noose.
Beax(. and Ft., Loyal Subject, iv. 6.

Among us in England this bird is infamous for its sim-

plicity or folly, so that a woodcock is proverbially used for

a foolish, simple person. WUloughby.

Little woodcock, (a) The great or double snipe, or wood-

cock-snipe, Gallinago major. [British.] (6) The Ameri-

can woodcock, Philohela minor: a book-name. [U. S.]—
Springes to catch woodcocks, arts to entrap simplicity.

SAafcTuamlet, i. 3. 116.—Woodcock'S crosst, penitence

for folly.

Not controversies now are in disputes

At Westminster, where such a coyle they keepe

:

Where man doth man within tlie law betosse,

Till some go croslesse liome by Woodcocks crosse.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

Woodcock's head, (a) A tobacco-pipe : so called from

the shape."

Sav. O peace, I pray you, I love not the breath of a

xvoodcock's head.
Fastid. Meaning my head, lady ?

Sav. Not altogether so, sir ; but as it were fatal to their

follies that think to grace themselves with taking tobacco,

when they want better entertainment, you see your pipe

bears the true form of a wood-cock's head.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 3.

(6) A woodcock-shell, as Murex hauitellum.

woodcock-eye (wiid'kok-i), «. A snap-hook.

,,„ ,,. £. H. Knight. [Eng.]
teemed as a game-bird, its flesh being delicious, while the -.^gj^ (wud'kok-fish), n. The sea-
thick cover it inhabits and the rapidity of its flight test Tr"i "tX rt,. tviimTiet fi<ih (>>itri<:cui (or Mac-
the nerve and skill of the sportsman. It is migratory, woodcock or trumpet-nsn, veniriscus (or mac
breeding chietly in the higher latitudes, nesting upon the

ground in a dry sjiot under cover, and laying four eggs.

This woodcock is over 12 inches in length, and weiglis from

10 to " ' " ' ' - -
brow.., , , .

America, and only as a straggler from Europe. (6) In

the United States and Canada, Philohela minor, a bird

of the same general characteristics as the former, but

smaller, usually under 12 inches in length, and weighing

9 ounces or less ; the under parts are whole-colored, and

Kood-boring beetles. See gribble^, Limnoria

Cheluridse, Lymexylon, ship-worm, and teredo.

wood-bom (wud'bom), a. Bom in the woods.

>))rH.«r, F. Q., I. vi. 16. [Rare.]

wood-bound ( wud'bound), a. Encumberedwith
tall woody hedgerows. Imp. Diet.

wood-brick (wud'brik), n. A block of wood, of

the shape and size of a brick, inserted in the

interior walls of a building to afford a hold for

the joinery, etc.

Woodbrid'ge gun. See gun^.

wood-broney (wud'bro'ni), ». The common
iish, i'liijiiiiis exceUior. [Prov. Eng.]

wood-broom (wud'brom), ». The wild teazel,

DilisiicHS .syd'cstris.

wood-bug (wiid'bug), ti. A forest-bug.

woodbuiytype (wud'ber-i-tip), n. [Named
after Walter Beutley Woodbury, the inventor.]

1. A photomechanical process in which a re-

lief is produced from a negative on a film of

bichromated gelatin, hardened in alum. This is

pressed into a plate of soft metal, the result being an in-

taglio mold. A warm solution of gelatin containing any
desired pigment in poured on the mold, a sheet of paper is

laid over it, and pressure applied, the superfluous pigment-

ed gelatin l»fing sipiefzed out, and only that remaining In

the intaglio mold and fonnlngthe image being left. When
this sets it adheres Ui the paper, and is then fixed liy hard-

ening In a solution of alum. Compare heliotypy.

2. A picture produced by this process.

wood-calamint (wiad'kal''a-mint), n. See Cala-

iiiiiilhd.

wood-carpet (wud'kiir''pet), n. 1. A floor-

covering made of slats or more ornamental
shapes of wood of different colors, fastened to a

cloth backing. The different pieces of wr.od are ar-

ranged so as to produce the effects of tessellated fluore,

mosaic work, etc. Also called in the I'nited States wood-

carpeting.

2. A British geometrid moth, Melanippe rivata,

common in the south of England,
wood-carver (wud'kar'vfer), n. One who carves

wood.

The peasants are turners, lapidaries, electra-platergy

wood-carvers, and spectacle-makers.
Edinburgh Rev.. CLXVI. 310.

wood-carving (wud'kar''ving), n. 1. The art

or process of carving wood.— 2. A piece of

sculpture in wood.
wood-cell (wud'sel), w. A cell normally enter-

ing into the composition of the wood of plants.

Wood-cells are one of the regular modifications of prosen-

chyina, consisting of cell-structures greatly elongated In

proportion to their breadth, with very thick walls and
UBU,-illy iwlnted extremities. When thoroughly llgnlfled,

wood-cells take little active part In Uie metabolism of the

plant, their function being mainly to give strength and
power of resistance to It. Also called woody fiber. See

prosenchyina, tissue, 4, and cut under disk, 4 («).

WOOd-ciarcoal (wiid'char"k61), n. See char-

ciial, 1.

WOOdcliat(wud'chat), «. The red-backed shrike

or butclier-bird of Africa and Europe, Laniiis

riifu.i. Also called L. aurieulatus and by other

names. It Isoccasionally seen In Great Britain in suin-

mtr. The name Is misleading, as the bud is not a chat In

any proper sense.

WOOdchat-shrike (wiid'chat-shrik), n. The
woodcliat.

wood-chopper ( wud'chop't-r), n. One who chops
wood ; specifically, one who cuts down trees, as

a liiinberman.

WOOdchuckl (wud'chuk), n. [Also woodshock,

applied to a different quadruped; a corruption,

simulating E. jcoorfl, otwejiirk, weejaek, repr. an
Amer. Ind! name, of which the Cree form is ren-

dered otchoek by Sir John Uichardson.] The

European Woodcocit {Scolopax rusticuta).

rorhamphosus) scolopax: so called from the long

beak, like that of the snipe or woodcock. See

15 ounce's ftlie plumage is intimately variegated with ^"* i^'lt S^^Sftd 'kok oiil ) n The short-
n, black, russe^ and tawnv. It is seldom seen in WOOdcOCk-OWl (wud kok-oui;, »K ine snort

- ' •— »— ^ /^^ T.. gared owl, Asio acctpttrtmts, Otus brachyotus,

or lirachyotus palustris: so called from its asso-

ciation with the European woodcock. [Local,

".-" Eng. and Ireland.]

theTe\a\"geuSic"iitter'eac'eIr'o^ WOOdCOCk-pilot (wud'kok-pi'''lot), n. The Eu-

ropean gold-crested kinglet, Begnlus cristatns

:

so called as preceding the woodcock in migra-

tion. See cut under goldcrest. [Local, Eng.]

woodcock-shell (wud'kok-shel), n. One of sev-

eral murieine shells which have a long spout

or beak, as Murex tribrdus or M. tenuispina ; a

woodcock, woodcock's head, or Venus's-comb.

See cut under Murex.
woodcock-snipe (wud'kok-snip), n. Same as

little woodcock (a) (which see, under woodcock).

wood-copper (wud'kop"6r), n. See oUvenite.

wood-corn (wud'k6rn), n. A certain quantity

of grain paid by the tenants of some manors in

"r;- Great Britain to the lord of the manor for the

_
" liberty to pick up dead or broken wood.

- ^-j^-'

•

woodcracker (wud'krak'er), 11. The common
European nutcracker or nuthatch, Siita csesia

American Wo..!..,.- ,...:.-.:

oT S. curopxa. See cut under ««a. P/of, Nat.

structure of the outer primaries, three of which are at- Hist. Oxford, p. 175. ( Yarrell.) [Local, Eng.]

tenuated and abbreviated in PhUohela. The sexes are wOOdcraft (wud'kraft) «. [< ME. wodecrajt;

alike in color, but the female is considerably larger than ^ ,coof/l -f- cj-fl/^l.] Skill in anything which

pertains to the woods or forest; skill in the

chase, especially in hunting deer, etc.

What were woodcraft without fatigue and without dan-

ger'; Scott, Quentin Durward, -

the male and alone reaches the maximum size and weight

above given ; the male Is usually 10 to 11 inches long, and

16 to 17 in spread, weighing 5, 0, or 7 ounces according to

conditiim. The bill Is perfectly straight, 2i to 3 Inches

long and deeply furrowed ; it Is a very sensitive probe,

with which the bird feels for worms In the mud by thrust- - j/i_„„i,\ ., a ,r,o,.lilTio mnHo
hnr it in for its full length. The physiognomy of the wood-crash (wud'krash), n. A machine, made

wcK)dcock Is peculiar, by reason of the shape of the he.ad, on the principle of a spnng-rattle, used m ttie-

and the great size of the dark eyes, as well as their site
^^^.^^ ^^ imitate the sound of breaking timbers.

high up and far back. The wings are short and rounded, „-„j.™j„Vp4. (wud 'krik'^et), «. A kind of

d''u7'?he'l'e%*ti'eLlh7r«ri:>lh'Xet.1k\%\"eron^^^

the toes are cleft quite to the base; there is a small hind niobius sylvestriS, of Europe.
toe and the middle toe with its claw is rather longer than ^ood-culver (wild ' kul ' vfer), n . The wood-

l'Jrrirabo?nL7n°i^o:t\7^Sra;rg\rris^';,T'o"fr pigeon or rin^-.^oye,Columbapalnmbus. Also

leading game-birds of America; it is found In bogs and xcood-qucst. [Prov. Lug.

J

swamp" wet woodlands, alder-brakes (sometimes called wOOdcUt (-wud'kut), «. An engraving on WOOd,
woodcock-brakes in consequence), and not seldom in quite

j ^ £ g^^jj j,^ engraving. See WOOd-

i^pSui ?n^^^X anlteTs' X^^^'t engrling.-^ooC.cut.V^V.T, a soft paper of very fine



woodcnt
fiber and smooth (ace, half-sized or wholly unsized, readily
receptive of ink or impression. Sometimes called piate-
paper.

wood-cutter (wud'kut'fer), n. 1. A person
who cuts wood.— 2. A maker of woodcuts ; an
engraver on wood. See wood-engravinff,
wood-cutting (wud'kuf'ing), n. 1. The act or
employment of cutting wood by means of saws
or by the application of knife-edge machinery.— 2. Wood-engraving.
wood-dove (wiid'duv), n. [< ME. icodedove,

tcodedowve, wodedouve ; < icoorfi -t- doj'el.] The
Btock-dove, Columba omas; also, the common
wood-pigeon, C. palumbus.

The wode-dotcve upon the spray
She sang ful loude and clere.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 69.

wood-drink (wud'dringk), n. A decoction or
infusion of medicinal woods, as of sassafras.

wood-duck (wud'diLk),». 1. The summer duck,
Aixsponsa : more fully caUed crested wood-duck, Wood-engraver i^XyUborus csela-

ius), eight times natural size.

Wood-duck, or Summer Duck (.Aix sfcHsa), male.

and also bridal duck, acorn-duck, tree-duck, wood-
widgeon, and widgeon.— 2. The hooded mer-
ganser, Lophodytes cucullatus. Also tree-duck.

See out under merganser. [Western U. 8.]

wood-eater (wud'e"t6r), n. That which eats
wood; a wood-borer; a wood-fretter; specifi-

cally, the gribble, Limnoria lignorum. it is very
Injurious to submerged timber, and occasionally useful in
hastening the decay and consequent removal of snags and
wrecks.

wooded (wiid'ed), a. [< woodJl -I- -ed2.] l.

Supplied or covered with wood ; abounding in
wood : as, land well wooded and watered.

The brook escaped from the eye into a deep and wooded
deU. Seott.

2t. Hence, figuratively, thickly or densely cov-
ered; crowded.

The hills are wooded with their partisans.
Beau, and PL, Bonduca, 1. 2.

wood-embossing (wud'em-bos''ing), «. Ameth-
od of ornamenting flat surfaces of wood in im-
itation of wood-carving. The wood, softened by
steam, is passed between engraved rolls in a wood-carv-
ing machine, and impressed with patterns in low relief.

Another process burns the design into the wood, by means
of heated dies.

wooden (wud'n), a. [Early mod. E. also wod-
den; < wood^ + -c»2.] i_ Made of wood; con-
sisting of wood.

Bardolph and Nym had ten times more valour than this
roaring devil i' the old play, that every one may pare his
nails with a wooden dagger. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 4. 77.

I saw the images of many of the French Kings, set in
certaine woden capbords. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 44.

2. Stiff ; ungainly ; clumsy ; awkward ; spirit-

less ; expressionless : as, a wooden stare.

It is a sport to see when a bold fellow is out of counte-
nance, for that puts his face into almost shrunken and
wooden posture. Bacon, Boldness (ed. 1887).

3. Dull ; stupid, as if with no more sensation
than wood.
Who have so leaden eyes as not to see sweet Beauty's

show;
Or, seeing, have so wooden wits as not that worth to know.

Sir P. Sydney (Arher's Eng. Gainer, I. 670).

4f. Of the woods; sylvan.

And how the worthy mystery befell
Sylvanus here, this wooden god, can tell.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, i. 1.

Wooden brick. Same as wwod-frricfr.— Wooden fuse.
See /i»e2.—Wooden horse, (ot) A ship.

MUford Haven, the chief stable for his wooden hxyrges.

Fuller, General Worthies, vi.

Vpon a wodden horse he rides through the world, and in
a merry gale makes a path through the seas.

Breton, Good and Bad, p- 9. (Davies.)

(b) An instrument of military punishment consisting of a
beam or timber, sometimes set with sharp points, upon
which the culprit was compelled to sit astride, having In
some instances weights tied to his feet.— Wooden leg,
an artificial leg made of wood.— Wooden mill, in f/em-

cutting, a circular disk of wood, usually poplar, about 4
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inches thick, and cut across the grain, which, when charged
with pumice and water, is used for cutting gems en ca-

bochon.— Wooden pavement, a pavement or causeway
consisting of blocks of wood instead of stone or the like.

— Wooden pear. See peari .

—

Wooden screw, a screw
of wood such as is used in the clamping-jaw of a car-

penters' bench.— Wooden shoe. See gnfto*.- Wooden
spoon, (a) A large spoon made of wood, for mixing salad,

and for use in cookery- (!)) See «poonl.— Wooden tongue.
See tong^ie.— Wooden type, large type cut in wood, used
for printing posters, etc.

—

Wooden wedding. See wed-
ding.-Wooden wedge. Seewedge^. = SyTl,l. Seeleaden.

wood-end (wud'end), n. Same as hood-end.

wood-engraver (wiid'en-gra'''vfer), M. 1. An ar-

tist who engraves on wood.—2. In entom., any
one of several bark-
beetles of the genus
Xyleborus and allied

genera ; specifically,

X.eeelatus. This works
in the cambium layer of
pine-trees in the United
States in such a way that,
on removing the loosened
bark, the surface of the
wood is seen furrowed in
a regular and artistic manner, numerous galleries passing
otf at right angles from a straight median tunnel.

wood-engraving (wiid'en-gra"ving), ?j. 1. The
art or process of cutting designs in relief upon
blocks of wood, usually box, so that impres-
sions can be made from them with a pigment
in a printing-press, upon paper or other ma-
terial. For cuts of more than 5 or 6 inches square,
two or more blocks are firmly secured together. The sur-
face of the smoothed block, which is cut directly across
the grain, is prepared for the engraver by rubbing it with
pounded Bath brick mixed with a little water, in order to
give a hold to the lead-pencil, and the subject is drawn in
with pencil or India ink, or is transferred upon the block
by photography. The engraver then, by means of gravers,
tint-tools, gouges or scrapers, and flat tools or chisels of dif-

ferent sizes, cuts out the design, leaving it in raised lines
or dots upon the surface of the block, so that these may
receive the ink and yield the desired impression under
the action of the press. In such parts of the design as
are to be solid black, the engraver leaves the surface of
the wood untouched ; in such parts as are to be wholly
white, he cuts the surface entirely away ; the large num-
ber of tones, technically called tintJi, between these ex-
tremes are rendered by cutting out wider or narrower
spaces, corresponding to white paper in the print, between
the lines or dots left in relief. An engraving is seldom a
mere reproduction of the copy ; it is a translation, into
which the personal element of the engraver enters ; thus
the engraving may be either superior or inferior artisti-

cally to the original. Wood-engraving is technically the
opposite of steel- or copperplate-engraving : in the lat-

ter the lines cut by the engraver form the picture ; in
the former the parts of the surface left uncut form the
picture.

2. A block of wood engraved by the above
method, or an impression from such a block.

woodenhead (wud'n-hed), n. A blockhead;
a thick-headed, dull, or stupid person ; a num-
skull. [Colloq.]

wooden-headed (wud'n-hed''ed), a. Thick-
headed; stupid; lacking penetration or dis-

cernment.
WOOden-headedness (wud'n-hed'ed-nes), «.

The state or character of being wooden-head-
ed; stupidity. [Colloq.]

I overheard some rather strong language going on
within, words such as " wooden-headedness" and "fibs"
being used. Light, Feb. 23, 1889.

WOOdenly (wud'n-li), adv. In a wooden man-
ner; sti£3y; clumsily; awkwardly; without
feeling or sympathy.

Diverse thought to have some sport in seeing how wood-
erdy lie would excuse himself.

Itoger North, Lord Guilford, II. 22.

WOOdenness (wud'n-nes), n. Wooden charac-
ter or quality ; stiffness ; lack of spirit or ex-
pression ; clumsiness ; stupidity.

WOOdenware (wud'n-war), n. A general name
for bowls, dishes, etc., turned from solid blocks
of wood : often used also of coopers' work, such
as pails and tubs.

wood-evil (wud'e"vl), n. Same as red water
(which see, under water).

WOOdfallt (wud'fal), n. A fall or cutting of

timber.
The wood/aUg this year do not amount to half that sum

of twenty-five thousand pounds. Bacon.

wood-fern (wud'fem), n. See Aspidium and
polmody.
wood-fiber (wud'fi''b6r), n. Fiber derived from
wood ; specifically, the fiber obtained from va-
rious species of Abies, Betiila, Popnlus, Tilia,

etc., employed as a material for the manufac-
ture of paper-pulp. See wood-paper and wood-
pulp.

wood-flour (wud'flour), n. Very fine sawdust,
especially that made from pine wood for use as
a surgical dressing.

Woodfordia (wud-for'di-a), n. [NL. (Salisburv,

180G), named after J. Woodford, author (1824; of

wood-horse

a catalogue of the plants of Edinburgh.] A ge-
nus of polypetalous plants, of the order Lyth-
raricee and tribe Lythrese. it is characterized by
black-dotted leaves, a curved tubular calyx, declined sta-
mens, and pilose seeds. The only species, W. jUmbun-
da, is a native of India, China, eastern tropical Africa,
and Madagascar. It is a much-branched shrub, hoary
witli grayisli hairs, producing round iiranches and square
branchlets, with opposite ovate-lanceolate entire whitish
leaves. The flowers are scarlet, and crowded into cymoae
panicles. See dhauri,

wood-francolin (wud'trang^ko-liu), n. One of
the francolins, Francolinus gularis.

wood-fretter (wiid ' fret " er), «. Something
which frets wood, as an insect ; a wood-borer
or wood-eater.
wood-frog (wud'frog), n. A frog, Bona syl-

ratica, of the United States.

wood-gas (wud'gas), ». Carbureted hydrogen
obtained from wood.
WOOd-geldt (wud'geld), n. In old Eng. law,

money paid for the privilege of cutting wood
within the limits of a forest.

wood-germander (vnid'jer-man''''d6r), n. Same
as ivood-siigc. See sage'^.

wood-gnat (wud'nat), n. A British gnat, Culex
nemorosus.

wood-god (wud'god), B. A sylvan deity.

The myld wood-god^ arrived in the place. Spenser.

wood-grass (wud'gras), n. The great wood-
rush, Luzula sylvatica. [Prov. Eng.]
wood-grinder (wud'grin''der), n. In paper-
manuf., a machine for grating and grinding
wood to make paper-stock.
wood-grouse (wiid'grous), n. A grouse that
lives in the woods. Specifically— (a) The cock-of-the-
woods, or capercaillie (which see, with cut). (6) In the
United States, a species of Canace (or Dendragapus), as
the Canada grouse, or spruce-partridge, and the dusky
pine-grouse. See cut under Canace and second cut under
grouse.

wood-hack (wud'hak), «. [< ME. wodehake; <
icuod -f- /iaci'l.] A woodpecker, as the green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See cut tinder
popinjay. [Prov. Eng.]
WOOd-hagger (wud'hag'er), n. A wood-cutter.

Let no man thinke that the President and these Gen-
tlemen spent their times as common Wood-haggers at
felling of trees.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 197.

WOod-hawk (wud'hak), n. An African hawk
of the genus Dryotriorchis : a book-name.
wood-hen (wiid'hen), n. A ralline bird of the
genus Ocydromus, of which there are several

Wood hen iOtydromus auslralis).

species, of New Zealand, New Caledonia, and
other Pacific islands, as O. australis, the weka
rail. See Ocydromus.
wood-hewer (wiid'hii''er), «. 1. One who hews
wood.— 2. Any bird of the subfamily Dendro-
colaptinie, as Xiphocolaptes etnigrans : a book-
name. See cuts under saberhill and Vpucer-
thia.

wood-hole (wud'hol), n. A place where wood
is stored for fuel.

Leave trembling, and creep into the Wood-kool here.
Etherege, She Would if She Could, i. 1.

wood-honey (wud'hun''i), n. [< ME. wtidehunig,

< AS. wiiduhunig ; as wood'^ -I- honey.'] Wild
honey. Mat. iii. 4 (ed. Hardwick).
wood-hoopoe (wud'ho'po), n. A hoopoe of the
family Irrisoridx ; a tree-hoopoe. See out un-
der Irrisor.

wood-horse (wiid'hors), «. 1. A sawhorse or

sawbuek.
Old Uncle Venner was just coming out of his door, with a

wood-horse and saw on his shoulder; and, trudging along
the street, he scrupled not to keep company with Fhcebe,
so far as their paths lay together.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xlv.

2. Same as stick-bug, 1.
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"woodhouse^ (wM'hous), »^. A house or shed
in which wood is piled and sheltered from the
weather.
WOOdhoHse^t, n. An erroneous form of wood-
icose.

Foure woodhotties drew the mount 'till it came before
the queen, and then the kyng and his compaigne discended
and daunced.
Bp. Hall, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 239.

wood-ibis (wud'i'bis), n. A large grallatorial

bird of the stork kind, Tantalus (or Tantalops)
lociilator, which abounds in the wooded swamps
and bayous of southerly regions of the United
States;" hence, any stork of the subfamily
Tantalinee ; a wood-stork. These birds are Ibises in

no proper sense. The species named is nearly 4 feet long,

and 5^ feet in extent of wings. The adult of both sexes
is snow'white with black primaries, alula, and tail, with
the bald head livid-bluish and yellowish, the vei-y heavy
bill dingy-yellowish, the bare legs blue. The weight is

10 or 12 pounds. The young are dark-gray, with black-
ish wings and tail. These birds are gregarious, nest in

large heronries, and lay two or three white eggs of ellipti-

cal shape, incruated with a flaky substance, and measuring
2| by li inches. This wood-ibis is known on the Colorado
river as the Colorado waier-turkey ; it occasionally strays
to the .Middle States, and spreads south in the West In-

dies. Central America, and parts of South America. Simi-
lar birds inhabit tropical and subtropical regions of the
Old World. .See cut under Tantcdug.

WOodie (wud'i), n. A dialectal form of middy,
itself a dialectal variant of withy^, 3: applied
humorously to the gallows. [Scotch.]

Half the country will see how ye'll grace the woodie.
Scott, Quy Mannering, xxviii. (Encyc. Diet.)

WOOdiness (wud'i-nes), n. The state or charac-
ter of being woody. Evelyn.

wood-inlay (wud'in'la), ». Decoration by
means of the incrustation of one wood in an-
other. Compare tarsia.

woodisht (wild'ishj, a. [< wood^ + -isftl.] Syl-

van.
The many mirthful Jests, and wanton woodish sports.

Drayton, Polyolbion, s. 11. (Encyc. Diet.)

wood-jobber (wud'job'6r), n. A woodpecker.
Woodkemt (wud'ktm), «. 1. A robber who in-

fests woods; a forest-haunting bandit. Hol-
land.— 2. A boor; a churl.

The rich central pasture lands were occnpied by the
clans ; the surroundmg poorer soils were almost desolate
or roamed by a few scattered uood-AvnK.

FortnighUy Rev., XL 200.

wood-kingfisher (wud'king'fish-ir), «. A king-
fisher of the genus Dacelo in a broad sense; a
kinghunteror halcyon, as the laughing-jackass.

See Daceloninse, and cut under Dacelo.

wood-knacker (wud'nak'fer), n. The green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See cut under
poiiiujaij. [Prov. Eng.]

WOOd-knifet (wud'nif), n. A short sword or

dagger, used in hunting and for various pur-
poses for which the long sword was too cum-
brous.

He pulld forth a wood knife.
Fast thither that he ran

;

He brought in the bores head.
And quitted him like a man.

The Boy and the Mantle (Child's Ballads, L U).

woodland (wud'land), n. and a. [< ME. wode-
land, wodelond, ^'AS. wuduland; as wood^ +
/anrfl.] I. n. Land covered with wood, or land
on which trees are suffered to grow, either for

fuel or for timber.

Here hills and vales, the woodland and the plain.

Here earth and water seem to strive again. Pope.

And Agamentictis lifts its blue
Disk of a cloud the woodlands o'er.

Whittier, The Wreck of Kivermouth.

= Bra. Woods, Park, etc. 8ee/ore«t.

II. a. Of, peculiar to, or inhabiting the

woods ; sylvan : as, woodland echoes ; woodland
songsters.

The woodland choir. Fenton.

I am a woodland fellow, sir, that always loved a great

Are. .^hak., All's Well, iv. 6. 49.

Woodland caribou, woodland reindeer, the common
caribou of North America, as found in wooded regions, and
as distinguished from the barren-ground reindeer, which
occurs beyond the limit of trees. See cut under caribou,.

woodlander (wud'lan-d6r), n. An inhabitant
of the woods.

Every friend and fellow-«?oo<fto?Kfer.

Keats, EndymioD, iL

WOOdlark (wiid'liirk), «. A European lark,

Alanda arborea, of more decidedly arboreal
habits than the skylark, to which it is closely
related, it differs from the latter chiefly in being some-
what smaller, with shorter tail and more marked variega-
tion of the colors, but its song is quite dillerent. The nest
is placed on the ground, and the eggs are four or five in

nuni))er, of a white color spotted with reddish-brown.
'I'he wiwdlark is migraUjry, and widely distributed at dif-

ferent seasons. It is common in some parts of Great Brit-

ain, but rare in Scotland. See cut under Alauda.
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wood-layer (wud'la'''6r), n. A young oak or
other timber-plant laid down among the thorn
or other plants used in hedges.
wood-leopard (wud'lep"ard), n. A beautiful
white black-spotted moth, Zeuzera pyrina, the
larva of which lives in wood; the wood leopard-
moth. This insect has been discovered in the United
States since the deflnition of leopard-moth was published
in this dictionary.

woodless (wud'les), a. [< wood^ + -less.^ "With-
out timber; imtimbered.
wood-lily (wud'lil"'i), n. 1. The lily of the
valley, Convallaria majalis; locally (from a re-

semblance in the racemes), the wintergreen,
Pyrola minor. [Eng.]— 2. A plant of the ge-
nus Trillium.

WOOd-li'Verwort (wud'liv'er-wfert), m. A lichen,
Sticta pulmonacea, which frequently grows on
trees. See cut under apothecium.

wood-lock (wTid'lok), n. In ship-building, a
piece of hard wood, close fitted and sheathed
with copper, in the throating or score of the
pintle, to keep the rudder from rising. Thearle,

Naval Arch., ^ 233.

wood-louse (wiid'lous), n. 1. Any terrestrial

isopod of the family Oniseidse. The common
wood-louse of England is a species of Oniscus.

Also called hog-louse, sow-bug, slater, etc. See
cuts under Isopoda and Oniscus.— 2. A termite,
or white ant, as Termes flavipes ; any member of
the Termitidee. See cut under Termes. [Local,
U. S.]— 3. Any one of the small whitish spe-
cies of the pseudoneuropterous family Psocirfaj,

found in the woodwork of houses ; the death-
watch ; a book-louse. See book-louse, Psoddse,
and cut under death-watch.—4. Same as wood-
louse-milleped.

WOOdlouse-milleped (wud'lous-miFe-ped), n.

A milleped of the family Glomeridse.

WOOdlyt (wod'li), ad«. [< ME. woodly, wodly, tcod-

liche;<.wood^-i--ly''^.'\ Madly; furiously; wUdly.
Whan he wistli a-wok wodli he ferde,

Al to-tare his a-tir that he to-tere mist.
WiUiam of PaUrtie (E. E. T. S.X 1. 8884.

Therwith the fyr of jelousye upsterte
Withinne his brest, and hente him by the herte
So woodly that he lyk was to biholde
The box-tre or the asshen dede and colde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 448.

woodman (wud'man), n.
;
pi. woodmen (-men).

[Early mod. E. xcodman; < wood^ + man."] 1.

An officer appointed to take care of the king's

woods ; a forester. Cowell.— 2t. A woodsman

;

a hunter.
Am I a woodman, ha? Speak I like Berne the hunter?

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 30.

Tis dangerous keeping the
Fool too long at Bay, lest some old Wood-man drop in

By chance, and discover thou art but a Rascal Deer.
Etherege, Love in a Tub, v. 4.

3. One who fells timber.

Forth goes the woodman, leaving unconcerned
The cheerful haunts of man, to wield the axe
And drive the wedge in yonder forest drear.

Cowper, The Task, v. 41.

War-«JoodTn«n of old Woden, how he fells

The mortal copse of faces ! Tennyson, Harold, v. 1.

wood-march (wud'mareh), n. An umbellifer-

ous plant, a species of sanicle, Sanicula Euro-
psea. Gerard, HerbaU.
wood-measurer (wiid'mezh'ur-6r), n. In Scot-

land, a timber-merchant.

wood-meeting (wud'me'ting), ». A Mormon
name i:or a camp-meeting.
wood-mill (wud'mil), ?t. A polishing-wheel
made of a disk of mahogany, used, after the

roughing-miU, to smooth surfaces of alabaster

and the like.

wood-mi'te (wud'mit), n. Any mite or acarine

of the family Oribatidee; a beetle-mite.

woodmongert (wud'mung'''g6r), n. A wood-
seller; a lumber- or timber-merchant.

The House is just now upon taking away the charter

from the Company of Wood-moTigers, whose frauds, it

seems, have been mightily hiid before them.
Pepys, Diary, III. 298.

wood-mouse (wud'mous), n. A mouse that

habituallv lives in the woods. Speciflcally— (o)

In Europe, the long-tailed fleld-mouse, Mus sylvalicw. \b)

In the United States, any one of several species of white-

footed mice or deer-mice of the genus Vexpenmus, of which

V. americanus is the principal one. See Vesperimus, ves-

per-mouxe, and cut under deer-mouse.

wood-naphtha (wud'naf''''tha), n. The com-
mercial name of the mixture of light hydro-

carbons distilled from wood.

woodnesst (wod'nes), n. [< ME. woodnesse,

wodnesse, < AS. loodnes, madness, fury, insan-

ity (Bosworth), = MD. woedenisse = OHG. %cot-

nissa (Stratmann); as wood^ + -ness.'\ Insan-

ity; madness.

woodpeck
Yet saugh I woodnesse laughing in his rage.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1153.

Festus seide with greet voice : Paul, thou maddist, many
lettris tumen thee to woodness. Wyclif, Acts xxvi. 24.

wood-nightshade (wud'mt''shad), ». Bitter-
sweet, or woody nightshade. See nightshade,
1 (a).

wpod-note (wud'not), n. A wild or natural mu-
sical tone, like that of a forest-bird, as the wood-
lark, wood-thrush, or nightingale.

Or sweetest Shakspeare, Fancy's child,
Warble his native wood-notes wild.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 184.

wood-nut (wud'nut), n. The European hazel-
nut, Corylus Avellana.

wood-nymph (wud'nimf), n. 1. A goddess of
the woods ; a dryad.

By dimpled brook and fountain-brim
The wood-nymphs, deck'd with daisies trim.
Their merry wakes and pastimes keep.

Milton, Comus, 1. 120.

2. The humming-bird Thalurania glaucopis.—
3. One of several zygsenid moths, of the genus

Pearl Wood-nymph l,Eudryas unto),
natural size.

Beautiful Wood-nymph {Eudryas gyata), natural size.

Eudryas, as E. grata, the beautiful wood-nymph

,

and E. unio, the pearl wood-nymph. The larvae of
both of these spe-
cies feed op the vine
in the United States.

wood-offeringt
(wnd'of''''er-ing),

71. Wood burnt
on the altar.

We cast the lots

among the priests,

the Levites, and the
people for the wood
offering. Neh. x. 34.

WOOd-Of-the-holy-CrOSSt, «• [Trans, of L. lig-

num sanctse cruc%s.'\ A name once given to the
mistletoe, Viscum album, from its reputed vir-

tue in helping the infirmities of old age. Treas.

ofBot.
wood-oil (wud'oil), n. 1. Seegurjun.— 2. Same
as tung-oil.— 3. A product of the satinwood,
Chloroxylon Sioietenia.

wood-opal (wud'6'''pal), n. Silioified wood;
opalized wood. It is found in great abundance in many
parts of the world, but especially in the auriferous gravels
of the Sierra Nevada of California, where extensive forests

have been exposed by hydraulic mining, in which the
trunks of the trees have been converted into amorphous
silica, or opal, which usually contains a small percentage
of water, although.this is not considered as being essential

to its composition. Also called xytopal. See/ossil wood
(under wortff 1), and silicify.

wood-owl (wud'oul), n. The European tawny
or brown owl, Syrnium aluco, or a similar spe-

cies, as the barred owl of the United States.
They are earless owls, of medium to large size, the species

of which are numerous and live in the woods of most parts

of the world. See cut under Strix.

wood-paper (wud'pa'''p6r), n. A trade-name
for paper made in part or in whole of pulp pre-

pared by chemical and mechanical means from
wood. The wood employed is usually poplar, though
pine, flr, basswood, and beech are largely used. By the
mechanical process the wood is ground to fine powder
suitable for pulp, and by the chemical process the wood,
cut up into small pieces, is digested with various chemicals
to free it from the sap and other useless matter, to bleach

it, and to reduce it to fine, loose pulp. See pulp-digester,

wood-grinder, and paper.

wood-parenchyma (wud'pa-reng'ki-ma), n.

A combination of wood or fiber usually classed

as parenchyma, but intermediate between this

and prosenchyma. Each fiber consists of three cells,

one of which has flattened ends, while the other two, at-

tached to these ends, are pointed.

wood-partridge (wud'par'''trij),«. The Canada
grouse. See grouse, wood-grouse, and cut un-
der Canacc. [Local, U. S.]

wood-pa'vement (wud'pav'ment), n. Pave-
ment composed of blocks of wood : first used
in London in 1839.

wood-pea (wud'pe), n. See pea^.

wood-peat (wud'pet), n. Peat formed in for-

ests from decayed wood, leaves, etc. Also
called forest-peat.

WOOdpeckt (wud'pek), M. The woodpecker.

Nor wood-pecks, nor the swallow, harbour near.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Oeorglcs, iv.



woodpecker

woodpecker (wud'pek'^r), «. Any bird of the
large family PicidsBy of which there are numer-
ous genera and some 250 species, inhabiting
nearly all parts of the world. They are picarian
and scansorial birds, having the toes arranged in pairs,
two before and two behind (except, of course, in the three-
toed genera : see Picoidesi^ and cut under Ti(fa) ; the tiul-

feathers rigid and acuminate, to assist in climbing ; the
bill hard and chisel-like, adapted for boring wood (whence
the name) ; and a remarkable structure of the palatal and
hyoidean bones and salivary glands. (See cuts under gati-

vary and mitrofjnathous.) The tongue is capable, in most
species, of being thrust far out of the mouth, and is luni-
briciform. (See cut under sa'jiitUingual.) The plumage
as a rule is variegated in intricate patterns of coloration,
and usually includes bright, rich, or striking tints. Insects
constitute most of their food; their eggs are white, and
are laid in holes they dig in trees ; their voice is harsh and
abrupt. They are of great service to man by destroying
insects which infest trees. See Piddle, and numerous
cuts there cited.—Arizona woodpecker, Picus (Dendro-
copiis) anzoiue, a bird lately discovered in Arizona, and
for some time called Picus stj^klandi, but distinct from
Strickland's woodpecker in having the upper parts of a
uniform light-brown color and the spots of the under
parts guttiform. HarffiiU Ibis, 186G, p. 115.

—

Audubon's
woodpecker, the small southern form of the hairy wood-
pecker (whiuh see), named Picus auduboni by W. ywain-
son in 1S31, and renamed Pictis auduboni by Dr. James
Trudeau in 18:i7, without reference to the prior homonym.
— Ayres's woodpecker, Colaptes ayredi of Audubon
(1839), C. hybridux of Baird (1858), Picus hybndtis aurato-
mexicantis of Suiuievull (1866X names covering the remark-
able flickers of western North America, especially of the
upper Missouri and adjacent regions, which present every
step of the iiitergradation between the yellow-shafted and
the red-shafted flickers (C. auratxis and C. mezicanus);
the so-called hybrid woodpecker. The coloration is so
unstable that it often varies on right and left sides of the
same specimen. The case is unique, and its interpretation
continues in question byornithologists.--Baird's wood-
pecker, (a) The Cuban ivorybill, Campophilus bairdi,
named by J, Cassin, in ISGii, in compliment to Spencer
Fullerton Bau-d (1&23-1887). (6) The Californian wood-
pecker, Melanerpes fonnidvorus bairdi.—Bengal WOOd-
£ecker, var. A, Brachyptemi'A erythronotus, of Ceylon.
atham, 1782.— Bengal woodpecker, var. B, Chrysoco-

laptes lucidus, of the Philippiiifs. Latham, 178:i.—Black-
and-white-Spotted woodpeckers, the numerous mem-
bers of the restricted genus Picus {= Dendrocopus: see
under r/rea( black woodpecker, he\ow), usually 6 to 10 inches
long, with four toes, the plumage variegated intricately
withblackand white, with a scarlet occipital band or pair
of spots in the adult male. The greater and lesser spotted
woodpeckers of England, and the hairy and downy wood-
peckers of the United States, are characteristic examples.
— Black-backed three-toed woodpecker, Piarides
arcticus, marked by the characters indicated in the name,
9 to 10 inches long, common in northerly parts of North
America.— Black-breasted woodpecker, the adult fe-

male of the thyroid woodpecker.— Black woodpecker,
the great black woodpecker.— Bristle-bellied wood-
peckers, the genus Asyndesrnus. Cf »«!*.— Brown-
beaded woodpecker, the adult female of Sphyropicus
thyroides ; the thyroid woodpecker (see below).— Buff-
crested woodpecker (of Latham, 1782), the female of
Campophilus jnelatioleucus (the Picus albirostris of Vieil-

lot), a white-billed crested woodpecker of tropical Amer-
ica, ISA inches long, congeneric with the ivoi-jbill.- Cac-
tus woodpecker, Picus or Melanerpes cactorum, of Peru,
Bolivia, Vruguay, and the Ai'gentine Republic— Califor-
nian woodpecker, that race of Melanerpes formicivorus
(a Mexican species) which abounds in the United States
from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacitic. It is 8J to 9i
inches long, of a glossy blue-black color, with the rump,
bases of all the quills, edge of the wing, and under parts
from the breast white, the sides with sparse black streaks,
the forehead white continuously with a stripe down in
front of the eye and thence encircling the throat, the crown
in the male crimson and white, in the female crimson,
black, and white, the eyes white, often with a creamy or
pinkish, sometimes bluish, tint. This is the woodpecker
noted for drilling holes in dead boughs in which to insert
acoms— some branches being found thus drilled and
studded with hundreds of acorns.

—

Canadian wood-
pecker, the large northern form of the hairy woodpecker
(which see), formerly Picus canadensis (Gmelin, 1788), and
before that Picus lettcomelas (Boddaert, 1783).— Cape
woodpecker, the South African Mesoj/icus yriseocephalus,

7i inches long, having the crown, crest, rump, upper tail-

coverts, and middle of the belly crimson. This bird was ori-

ginally described in 1776 by Sonnini as jncverdde I'Islede
Lu;on, whencePiciwrnanu/e/msof Gmelin (1788), and3/a-
nilla green looodpecker of f^atham ; next by Button in 1780
as pic a Uie grise du Cap de Bonne Esp&ra)icei whence Pi-
cus yriseocephalus of Boddaert (1783) and Cape woodpecker

;

next by Scopoli in 1786 as Picus menstruus— this most
frequent specific name indicating the bloody-red color of
certain parts ; next aspico/iweby Levaillant(1806); also as
Picus caniceps, P. obscurus, P. capensis. It has been placed
in 6 different genera ; its proper onym was first given by
Cassin in 1863.— Carolina woodpecker, var. A, Melaner-
pes or Centurus radiolafu.% in-culiar tu Jamaica. Latham,
178-2.- Carolina woodpecker, var. B, the red bellied
woodpecker. Latham, 1782.— Collared woodpecker,
Asyndesrnus torquatus ; Lewis's woodpecker.— Craw-
furd'B woodpecker, a bird so named by Gray in Griffith's

Cuvier (1829), now called Thriponax craiv/urdi, and sup-
posed to be found near Ava in Burma, but known only
from a drawing executed by a native artist for Mr. Craw-
furd. Jr.— Crimson-breasted woodpecker, the mono-
typic OeocolaptcH (Aivaceus (jilso I'icuii orator), of South
Africa, 9.'> to 10 inches lonir, much varie<i with olivaceous
and reddish tints, Latham, 1783.— CrimSOn-rumped
woodpecker, Mesopicus yoertan, the goertan or ]yic vert
du S'n-'fal of early French writers, a West Afiican species,
8 inches long, of a golden-olive color above, with scarlet
rump and upper tail-coverts, and otherwise nmch varie-
gated.

—

Cuban woodpecker, Nesoceleus femandinse,
usually called Colaptes ffrimndinm and Cnhnn jHcker, llj
to 12 inches long, above olive-black barred with yellow,
and confined to Cuba.— Downy woodpecker, Picus

6968

(Deiidrocopxis) pubescens, & small black and white species,
6 or 7 inches long, one of the commonest woodpeckers of
eastern parts of North America, and among those popularly
called sapsucker (which see). It is exactly like the hairy
woodpecker, except in size, and in having the lateral tail-

feathers baiTcd with black and white, instead of being
entirely white. There is no such difference between the
two as the terms downy and hairy would seem to imply.
This species corresponds in the United States to the lesser
spotted woodpecker of England.— Gairdner's wood-
pecker, Picus piibescens gairdneri, the western subspecies
of the downy woodpecker, having few if any white spots
on the black wing-coverts, and in some localities the belly
smoky-gray: dedicated by Audubon in 1839 to Dr. Meredith
tiairdner, a Scotch naturalist.— Gila Woodpecker, tlie

saguaro or pitahaya woodpecker. See cut under ;>(7a/m,'/n.

— Gilded woodpecker, (a) An American flicker of the
genus Colaptes, as the golden-winged woodpecker, C. au-
ratus. See cut under _;?icfrer2. (6) Specifically, one of these,
C. chrysoides, of Arizona, Lower California, and southward,
which resembles the common flicker in the body, tail, and
wings, but has the head as in the Mexican flicker.—
Golden-sbafted, golden-winged, gold-winged wood-
pecker, tlie cuniinon flicker, Colaiites aiiratus.— Gray-
beaded 'WOOdpeck.eTtGecinus canus, a popinjay of nearly
all Europe and much of Asia. Pennant, 1785, and more
fully gray-headed green woodpecker (Edwards, 1747).—
Grayson's woodpecker, the ladder-backed woodpecker
of the Tres Marias Islands off the Pacific coast of Mexico,
named after Col. A. J. Grayson by Lawrence, in 1874, Pi-
ctis scataris, var. graysoni.— Great black woodpecker,
Picus or Dryocopus martius, the largest European wood-
pecker, ranging in northerly latitudes through the Pale-
arctic region to Kamchatka and Japan. It is 17 inches
long, black, with pointed scarlet crest in the male (the
scarlet restricted in the female), and peculiar in having
the tarsi extensively feathered. It corresponds to the
pileated woodpecker of Xorth America. Many authors
assume this isolated woodpecker to be monotypic of the
restricted genus Picus, in which case the numerous small-
er black and white species like the greater and lesser
spotted of Europe, and the hairy and downy of North
America, are generically called Dendrocopus; but when
these are left in Picus, the great black woodpecker
is generically called Dryocopus, and upon it have also
been based two other genera, Carbonarius of Kaup (1829)
and Dryojdcos [sic] of Malht;i'be (1848-9). See cut un-
der />n/ocop?i5.— Greater spotted woodpecker, Pictts
(Dendrocopus)vwjar, ranging through nearly all of Europe
and much of Asia. This is one of the woodpeckers com-
mon in Great Britain, there corresponding to the haiiy
woodpecker of tlie United States. It is 10 inches long, of
black and white color in intricate pattern, the male witli

a red hindhead. See cut under Picus.— Green wood-
pecker, Gecinits viridis, the commonest woodpecker in
Great Britain, with a host of provincial English names,
dialectal variants of these, and various poetical epithets,
but only about twenty New Latin names. (See cut under
popinjay.) The genus Gecimis ranges through almost all

the Palearctic and Indian regions, where it is represented
by 17 species. That mentioned inhabits the greater part
of Europe, north to 60° N. lat, also Asia Minor and east-
ward to Persia. It is about 12^ inches long, of a greenish
color, variegated with crimson, yellow, white, black, etc.

—

Green woodpecker of Mexicot, a bird described in 1734
by Seba as Ardea mexicana, and later in 1760 by Brisson as
pic verd du Mexique, being a popinjay artificially fitted

with the legs of some other bird and falsified as to habitat.

--Hairy woodpecker, Picus {Dendrocopus) viUosus, a
common woodpecker of eastern North America, entirely
black and white, the male with a scarlet occipital band,
the size usually 9 or 10 inches, but varying from 8 to 11.

This veiy exceptional gradation in size has caused the
recognition of three varieties, major, medlus, and minor,
graded mainly according to latitude, the northernmost
birds being the largest. These varieties have several
synonyms, and in western North America the hairy wood-
pecker runs into yet other geographical or climatic races.
— Half-billed woodpecker! (Latham, 1782), a nominal
species, based on Picus semirostris of Linna?us(1700), which
was a popinjay with a broken bill.— Harris's Wood-
pecker, Picus villosus harrisi, the hairy woodpecker of
the regions from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, in
which the white spots on the wing-coverts are few, if any,
and the belly is smoky-gray in some localities. Tliis 8ul>-

species is thus parallel with that of the downy woodpecker
called Gairdner's, and was dedicated by Audubon in 1839
to Edwai-d Harris.- Hybrid woodpeeker, Ayres's wood-
pecker.— Imperial woodpecker, Campophilus imperi-
alis, an ivory-billed and tlie largest known woodpecker,
nearly 2 feet long, with black nasal plumules, no white
stripe on the head or neck, a long occipital crest of scarlet^

the secondaries tipped with white, the plumage otberwise
black, and the bill white. This magnificent bird inhabits
Mexico, and will probably be found in the United States
near the Mexican border.—Ivory-billed woodpecker,
the ivorybill; any member of the genus Campophilits
having a white bill. See cut under Crt>n/)opAi7t«.— Javan
tbree-toed woodpecker, the bird figured under Tiya
(which see).— Ladder-backed three-toed woodpeck-
er, Picoides americanus, marked by the characters indi-

cated in the name, 8 to 9 inches long, common in northerly
parts of NorthAm erica.

—

Ladder-backed woodpeckers,
those small black-and-white-spotted woodpeckers whose
upper parts are regularly barred crosswise with black and
white, as the Texan woodpecker and related forms. Coues.
~ Larger red-crested woodpecker, the jtiieated wood-
pecker. Cate^by, 1731.— Largest white-billed wood-
pecker, the ivorybill. Catesby, 1731.— Lesser black
woodpecker (Latham, 1782), the homonym t>f two diifer-

ent species of South American woodpecker.s. McUfnvrpcs
rubri/rons and M. cruentatits.— "Lesser Spotted Wood-
pecker, Picus (Dendrocopus) minor, ranging through near-
ly all Europe, much of Asia, and parts of Africa. It is

one of the woodpeckers common in Great Britain, where it

corresponds to the downy woodpecker of the United States.

It is G inches long, of black and white color in intricate
pattern, the male with a red hindhead.— Lewis's wood-
pecker, Asyndesrnus torquatus of Cones, originally I'icus
torquattis of Wilson (1811), named by the latter after its dis-

coverer. Captain Meriwether Lewis, I'nited states army.
It inhabits western North America, chietly in mountainous
parts of the United States, and is generically distinct from

woodpecker
all other woodpeckers in having the plumage of the under
parts hair-like by reason of disconnection of the barbs of
the feathers. It is 10 to 12 inches long, greenish-black
with bronze luster, a patch of velvety crimson feathers on
the face, the under parts and a collar round the neck
hoary-gray, heightened to rose- or lake-red on the belly.
Also called co;;«red and bristle-bellied woodpecker.—jJne^
ated woodpecker, Ceophlceus or Dryocopus (formerly /*t-

cni()lineatus,ot Central and South America, of rather large
size (14 inches long), crested with crimson, and otherwise
resembling the pileated woodpecker, to which it is nearly
related.— Little brown woodpecker, lyngijncus yym-
nophthalmus, of Ceylon and the point of the Indian
peninsula, 4} inches long. Latham, 1787.— Magellanic
woodpecker, Ipocrantor magellanicus, a monotypic spe-
cies of Chili and Patagonia, 15 inches long, mostly blue-
black with scarlet crested head.

—

Malaccan wood-
pecker, Ckrysophlegma malaccensis, of the Malay coun-
tries, Sumatra, and Borneo. It is one of a group of about
8 Oriental species of this genus. Latham, J^^iT.— Manilla
green woodpecker, the Cape woodpecker (by a geo-
grapliical blunder). Latham, 1782.— Maria's WOOd-
Pecker, a young hairy woodpecker, named Picus viartinse
I)y Anihtbon in 1839 after a Miss Maria Martin.—Masked
woodpeckers, the genus Xenopicus. Coues, 1884.— Nar-
row-fronted woodpecker, Melanerpes formicivorus
anyugti/rons, a variety found in Lower California, having
not the forebead but the white frontal stripe narrower
than usual.— Nubian woodpecker, the leading species
of a group of about 12 species composing the Ethiopian
genus Camjwthera; C. nubica, of Abyssinia and south to
equatorial Africa. Latham, 1782.-Nuchal woodpecker,
a western variety of the sapsucker, S2>hyropicus varius
nuchalis, showing more red on the head, and thus an
approach to S. ruber.— Nuttall'S woodpecker, Picus
(Dendrocopus) nuitalli, the ladder-backed woodpecker of
the Pacific slope of the United States, very near the
Texan: named in 1843 by Dr. W. Gambel in compliment
to the botanist Thomas Nuttall.— Orange woodpecker,
Brachypternus aurantius, of northern India, in part of the
color named, and 11 inches long, the male of which was
origiuidly described in 1760 by Brisson as pic du Cap de
Bonne Espcrance, and the female the same year by the
same as pic verd dc Bengal, whence the Linnean (1766)
Picus aurantius and Picus benyalensis. The same bird
served also as the type of Malherbe's genus Brahmapicos,
dedicated to the leading personage of theHinduTrimurti.
-Phillips's woodpecker, a young hairy woodi>ecker : so
named as a distinct species in 1839, by Audubon, after
Benjamin Phillips, F. R. S.— Pileated Woodpecker, the
black log-cock of North America, Hylotomus or Dnjotomus
or Phloeotomus or Ceophloeus pileatus, originally Picus pi-
lealus. See cut under 7«7ea(ed.— Pole-backed three-
toed woodpecker, Picoides americanus dorsalia, having
a long wbite stripe lengthwise down the middle of the
black back, of the Kocky Mountain region of the United
States.- Raffles's woodpecker, Gauntpicoides raffiesiy

a monotype inhabiting Tenasserim, the Malay peninsula,
Sumatra, and Borneo, originally named Picus ra^iesii by
Vigors, in 1831, after Sir Stamford Raffles. The upper
parts are mostly uniform golden-olive.— Rayed Wood-
pecker, one of the zebra-woodpeckers, Picus or Centu-
ritsoT Zebrapicus 8ti-iafus,ot Hayti and San Domingo. La-
tham, 1782.—Red-bellied woodpecker, Centurus caroH-
nus, one of tlie zebra-woodpeckers, common in the Unit-
ed States. See cut under CextwrM*.— Red-breasted
woodpecker, Sphyropicus ruber, the sapsucker of the
Pacific coast of the United States, like S. varius, but hav-
ing the whole head, neck, and breast carmine-red in both
sexes.— Red-Cheeked woodpecker (of Edwards, 1764),
Celeus iindatus, a crested Amazonian species of a genus of
14 species peculiar to the Neotropical region.

—

Red-COCk-
aded woodpecker. See red-cocfrarferf.—Red-headed
woodpecker, Melanerpes erythrocephalus : so named by
Catesby in 17:il. See cut under Melai\erpes.— Red-shaft-
ed woodpecker, the Mexican fiicker, Colaptes mexicanus.
—Red-throated woodpecker, the adult male of the
thyioid wtKKlpecker, formerly described as Melano^pes
rubriyularis (Sclater).— St. Lucas woodpecker, the lad-
der-backed woodpecker of Lower California : a local race
called Picus scalaris leitcasanits.— Sa.p-aVLCkhig wood-
peckers, the true sapsuckei-s of the genus Sphyropicus
(which see, with cut).

—

Smallest spotted woodpecker,
the downy woodpecker. Catesby, 1731.- Strickland's
woodpecker, Picus (Dendrocopus) stricklandi, of south-
eastern Mexico, dedicated in 1845 by Malherbe to Hugh
E. Strickland, principal author of the Stricklandian code
of nomenclature in ornithology. It is 1\ inches long, has
the back and rump barred with blackisli-brown and whit-
ish, the under parts white, fully streaked with black.—
Superciliary woodpecker. See supera'Uary.— Texan
woodpecker, the ladder-backed woodpecker of Texas to
Arizona and southward to Yueatan, Picus (Dendrocopus)
scalaris, o^ to 6,' inches long, having the upper parts regu-
larly barred crosswise with white and lilack. Also called
Texas sapsucker.— Three-tOed woodpecker, any species
of several different genera of Picinee, in which the first

digit (inner hind toe) is lacking. This peculiarity recurs
in genera otherwise very close to those in which the feet
are normally yoke-toed, so that the species which exhibit
it do not form a gi"oup by themselves. The three-toed gen-
era are Picoides, Gatiropicoides, Gecimdus, and Tiga (see

cut under Tiga). The same peculiarity marks the genus
Sasia among the Picumnime,— Thyroid woodpecker,
Sphyropicus thyroideus, a remarkable sai)sucker of west-
ern North America, the opposite sexes of which differ so
much that they have been placed in separate genera, and
repeatedly described as different species, called brown-
headed, red-throated, Williamson's, etc., woodpecker. Picus
thyroideus (Cassin, 1851), Colaptes thyroideus, Pictis na-
t'tli/e (Malherbe, 1854), Centurus natali/e, Pirus uilliam-
*(ont (Newberry, 1857\ Melanerpes thyroideus, M. rubriyula-
ris, etc. The length is 9 to 9i inches, the extent 16 to 17 ;

the adult nude is glossy blue-black, with scarlet throat, an
oblique wing-bar. two stripes on each side of the head, and
some other markings white ; the female is only continu-
ously black in a shield-shaped area on the breast, other-
wise barred closely and regularly with black and white or
whity-brown,thehead uniform hair-brown. the qnillsmark-
ed with white spots in rows of pairs. The sexual differ-

ences begin with nestlings as soon as they are fiedged, con-
trary to one of the broadest rules in ornithtdogy— namely,
that, when the adults of opposite sexes differ decidedly in
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color, the young males resemble the female, and acquire wnnt^-rahhit t-ar,\ii 'rahi';t\ «
their distinctive marltings at maturity onlv.—Tricolor

«°°"-raDDlT; (wua rab it), »:ings at maturity only.—Tricolor
woodpeckers, tlie members of the restricted genus ile.
laiierpex, as the rt-d headed. See cut under Metanerpes
Co»oi._ WMte-backed woodpecker, Picus (Dendn-
copus) leucoiwtus (originally misprinted ieucotos—Bech-
stein, 1802), 10 inches long, having the lower back white,
extending from northwestern Europe to Manchuria, Corea
and Mongolia.—White-headed woodpecker.-YeHopicM
albularvatux. See Xeniipk-ust,v,H\\ cut).—WMte-rumped
woodpecker, the red-lieaded woodpecker. See cut un-
der ilelatierpes. Latham. 1782.— Williamson's wood-
pecker, the adult male of the thyroid woodpeclser. for-
merly described by Dr. J. S. Newberry in 1»57 as Picus
williamsom, after Lieutenant R. S. Williamson, United
States army.—Woodpecker hombill, an Asiatic species
of Btteeratidx, Buceros pica (of Scopoli, 178«, now ArUhraco-
eeroe coronatus), of a black and white color, inhabiting In-
dia and Ceylon.—Yellow-bellied woodpecker, the com-
mon sapsucker: so named originally by Catesby, 1731.
See sapmicker (with cut), and Sphi/ropiciu.—YeUow blue-
footed Persian woodpeckert (Picus luieus cymiopus
persicus of Aldrovandi). the popinjay. Latham, 1782.—
Yellow-fronted woodpecker, Cmturus aurifrons, one

gray rabbit of the United States, Lepus sylvaii-
cus. See cut under cottontail.

wood-rat (wud'rat), n. Any species of Neo-
toma, including large woodland rats of the
United States, etc., of the family Muridie, sub-
family Murinx, and section Sigmodontes, such
as the Florida wood-rat, if. floridana; the
Boeky Mountain wood-rat, N. cinerea; the Cali-
fornia wood-rat, N.fuscipes; the Texas wood-
rat, N. micropus; the ferrugineous wood-rat
of Mexico and Central America, N. ferruginea.
See pack-rat (under rati), and cut under Ne-
otoma.

wood-reed (wud'red), ». See reed^.

wood-stamp
The common woodshock(wud'shok),»i. [SeewoodchuckT-.ax)-

plied to a dlflerent quadruped.] The pekan,
fisher, or Pennant's marten, Mustela pennanti
or M. canadensis, also called black-cat and black-
fox. It is the largest and darkest^colored species of the
genus, inhabiting North America approximately between
36 and 66° N, lat., in wooded regions of the country ; it is
from 2 to 8 feet long, the tail over a loot in length ; the
general color is black or blackish. See pekan, and cut un-
der fisher.

wood-shrike (wiid'shrik), n. 1. The wood-
ehat.— 2. An African shrike of the genus Pri-
onops.

wood-shrimp (wud'shrimp), n. A boring or
terebrant amphipod, of the family Cheluridie.
See cut under Chelura.

woodreeve (wud'rev), n. In England, the stew- Woodsia (wud'zi-a), n. [NL. (E. Brown, 1815),
ard or overseer of a wood or forest.
wood-robin (wud'rob"in), n. The American
wood-thrush, Timlus mustelinus. [Local, U. S.]

of the zelira-woodpeckers, of Texas and southward, hav- wood-rnrlr (wl•ld'^nlf^ « T,l<,nifn~r.m ocV>Q=t„o
ing the forehead and na.sal plumules golden-yellow, the ^°„j„?i „V«j^5 ,/' '?-,,^'f

°'*?/™ asbestos
head and under parts clear a,shy-gray, becoming yellowish wOOOrun, WOOdTOOI (wud'ruf, -rof), n. [Early

mod. E. woodrofe; < ME. wodruffe, wuderove,
woderove, < AS. wudurofe, wuderofe, < loudu,
wood, -1- *rofe, of uncertain meaning.] A rubi

on the belly, and the upper tail-coverts continuously white.
—Yellow-necked woodpecker, Gecinus chlorolopkw, a
popinjay of Nepal, parts of tlie Himalayas, Bengal, Mani-
pur, Assam, Eurniii, and tlie .Malay peninsula. Latham,
I82i.—Yellow-Winged woodpecker. .Same asjlicker'i.— Zebra woodpeckers. See zebra-woodpeckfr, and cut
under Centunut.

WOOd-pewee (wud'pe'we), «. A tyrannuline,
or little olivaceous flycatcher, of the genus
Contopus, the species of which are numerous
in the warmer parts of both Americas. The com-
mon wood-pewee, C. virens, is the most abundant of its
tribe in the woodlands of many parts of North America.
It resembles the water-pewee, or pewit flycatcher (com-
pare cuts under Contopus and pewit\ but is smaller (only
6 or 64 inches long, and 10 or 11 in extent), with extremely
small feet, and broad fiat i)eak ; the feet and upper man-
dible are black ; the lower mandible is usually yellow

;

the eyes are brown ; the plumage is olive-brown above,
below dingy-wbitish tinged with yellow and shaded with
the color of the back, especially across the breast and
along the sides. The nest is flatly saddled on a horizontal
bough, stuccoed with lichens; the eggs are four or five
in number, creamy-white, marked with reddish-brown and
lilac spots usually wreathed alx>ut the larger end. The
note is a long-drawn querulous whistle of two or three syl-
lables, imitated in the viovApewee. The western wood-
pewee is C. p. richardsoni. „ ,

wood-pie (wiid'pi), n. The woodpecker: so WOod-sandpiper (wud'sand''pi-p6r), m
called with reference to the spotted plumage: '

' "
" '

' "

locally applied to the greater and lesser spotted
woodpeckers, Picus major &nd P. minor, and the
green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See cuts un-
der I'icus and jmpiiijay. [Local, British.]

wood-pigeon (wiid'pij'on), «. 1. The wood-
culver, wood-quest, cushat, or ring-dove, Co-
lumba pulumbus; also, sometimes, the stock-
dove, C. aenas. [Eng.]— 2. In the western
United States, the band-tailed pigeon, CoUmiba
fasciata. This is one of the few American pigeons
congeneric with an Old World type (that figured under
v;hite.crowned being another). It is a large stout species
(16 inches long and about 27 in extent), the adult male hav-
ing the head, neck, and under parts vinaceous, fading to
white on the crissum, the sides of the neck iridescent, a
sharp white half-collar on the back of the neck (whence
also called ichite-collared pijeon), the tail marked with a
light terminal and dark subterminal bar (whence ftanrf-

tailed piifeon), the bill yellow tipped with black, the feet
yellow with black claws, and a red ring round the eye. It
is of common but irregular distribution, chiefly in wood-
land, from the Rocky Mountains to the Facittc, feeds main-
ly on mast, nests in trees and bushes, and lays (as usual in
this family) two white eggs.

named after Joseph Woods, a British botanist.]
A genus of delicate polypodiaeeous ferns, na-
tives of high temperate or boreal latitudes.
They are tufted ferns with the stipes often jointed and
separating at the joint, and round soil borne on the back
of simply forked free veins. The indusium is inferior,
thin, either small and open or early bursting into irregular
lobes at the top. There are 15 species, of which number
7 are foiind in North America. See cut under indusium.

aceous herb, Asperula odorata, of Europe and WOOd-skin (wud'skin), n. A large canoe, used^-^•" "" by the Indians of Guiana, made from the bark of
the purple heart-tree and the simari or locust-
tree. Some of these canoes are large enough
to carry from twenty to twenty-five persons.
Simmonds.

A Jamaican lizard,

Asiatic Russia,more fully named sweet looodriiff.
It has a creeping rootstock sending up erect stems, the
leaves whorled, chiefly in eights, the flowers small, white,
in loose cymes. The plant, from the presence of coumarin,
is scented like the sweet vernal-grass and sweet-cloyer, and
in parts of Europe it is used to flavor the spring beverage
called ilaxj-dnnk (which see). Woodruff is sometimes WOOd-slaVC (wud'slav), n
found growing near German settlements in the United Mabomia aililis.
States. The name is extended to the other species of ^«- -'-'-
perwJa.—Dyers' woodruff, 4»penrfo(tnc((OTia, of Europe,
whose roots sometimes serve in place of madder.— (Juin-
sy-woodruff. Same as ^t/tsyww^.— Sweet woodruff
See def.

wood-rush (wud'msh), n. [< wood^ + rusli^,

«.] A plant of the genus Luzula: also called
glowworm-grass. The field wood-rush, Lwcula cam-
pestris, is an extremely common low plant of Kurope and
North America, having clusters of brown chaffy flowers
appearing early in spring: in Great Britain it is locally
called blackhead- or cuckoo-f/rass and chimney-sweeps. A
larger species, L. sijlvatica, has the names wood-blades and
wood-ffrass.

wood-sage (wud'saj), n. See sage^.

A com

WOOdsman(wudz'inan),M.; pl.iooodsmen(-m.eii).
One who dwells in or frequents the woods, as a
wood-eutter, sportsman, hunter, or the like.

The sturdy woodsman.
J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxv.

Things that are common to all woodsmen.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 202.

An Owl and a Duck will resort to the same nest-box, set
up by a scheming woodsman for his own advantage.

Encyc. Brit, III. 772.

The log was white birch. . . . D'oodsnwn areataloss to
account for its intense and yet chaste flame, since the bark
has no oily appearance.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 23.

Wood-sandpiper iTotanusglareola).

cidse, nearly related to the redshank and green-
shank, and also to the American solitary sand-
piper,

woodpile (wiid'pil), «. A stack or pile of wood, wood-sanicle (wud'san"l-kl), n. See sanicle.
especially of wood for fuel. WOOd-saret, " A kind of froth seen on herbs;
And, take it in the autumn, what can be pleasanter than

to spend a whole day on the suimy side of a barn or a wood-
pile, chatting with somebody as old as one's self?

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

wood-pimpernel (wiid'pim'p&r-nel), n. A
European species of loosestrife, Lysimachia
nemorum, somewhat resembling the common
pimpernel.
wood-pucerpnt (wud'pu'se-ron), n

-I- V. puceron, < puce, Of*', pulce =

< L. pidex, flea.] A kind of aphis or plant-
louse.

wood-pnlp (wAd'pulp), n. Wood-fiber reduced
to a pulp, either mechanically or chemically,
for use in the manufacture of paper. Almost any wood-Seret (wiid'ser), «. and a
wood may be used ; the amount of cellulose varies from
.S9.41 per cent, in oak to M.99 per cent, in flr. The easi-
ly worked woods are preferred, Cottonwood and other
poplars being largely used in North America. The amount
thus consumed in America and continental Europe is very
large. Compare wood-paper.

wood-quail (wud'kwal), n. Any bird of the
genus Jtollulus; a roulroul. See cut under Rol-
llllllS.

wood-quest (wud'kwest), n.

Columha palnmbus: same as qtieest.

Me thought I saw a stock-dove, or wood-quist, I know
not how Ut tearme it, that brought short strawes to build
his nest on a tall cedar.

Lyly, Saphoand Phaon, iv. 3. (Nares.)

mon tattler of Europe and much of the Old Wood's metal. See metal.

World, Totanus glareola, of the family Scolopa- WOOd-Snail (vftid'snal), n. A common snail of
Great Britain, Helix nemoralis.

wood-snake (wud'snak), n. Any serpent of the
fami ly Dri/ophidse.

wood-snipe (wud'snip), «. l. The European
woodcock, Scolopax rusticula : so called as dis-
tinguished from the common snipe of England
(Gallinago media). See first cut under wood-
cock. [Local, Eng.]

The wood-snipe was considered a stupid bird.
St. James Gazette, March 14, 1887. (Encyc. Diet)

2. The American woodcock, Philohela minor.
See second cut under woodcock. [Virginia.]
wood-soot ( wM'siit), n. Soot from burnt wood.
It has been found useful as a manure.
Wood's operation for inguinal hernia. See
o}icration.

wood-sorrel ( wud'sor"el), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Oxalis. The common wood-sorrel is 0. Acetosetla.
This is a low stemless species, found in damp deep shade
through the north temperate zone. Its peduncles bear
single delicate flowers, the petals white with light-red-
dish veins. It has the old or local names alleluia, cuckoo-
bread, stubwort, etc., and it is regiu-ded by some as the
original Irish shamrock. The violet wood-sorrel, 0. vio-

lacea, is a similar somewhat smaller American plant with
violet petals, growing in less shaded ground. (See cut
under Oxalic.) 0. comiculata, the yellow wood-sorrel,
having slender leafy branching stems which are erect or
procumbent, with small yellow flowers, grows nearly
everywhere. The leaves in thisgeims contain oxalic acid,
and have a sourish taste. Several Mexican and South
American species yield edible tuberous roots. (See oca
and arracacha.) Several exotic species are cultivated in
greenhouses, as O. purpurata, var. Bouiei, with abundant
flowers of a deep rose-color, 0. Jlava with yellow flowers,
and 0. versicolor with flowers exhibiting a pink exterior
when closed, white within, opening only in sunshine:

metal. The modem wood-screw has generally a conical
these are all fro tu the Cape of Good Hope,

point, like that of a gimlet. See cuts under countersink, WOOd-SOUT (wud sour), n. [Also wood-sore, wood-
sower.] The wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella;
sometimes, the common barberry, Beiberis vul-

garis. [Prov. Eng.]
T«««er, May's wood-spack(wud'spak),«. Same as fioorf-spite.

[Prov.Eng.]
wood-spirit (wud'spir'it), n. Same aapyroxylic
spirit. See pyroxylic.

wood-spite (wiid'spit), n. [< jcoofjl + spite, var.
of spcigh «.] The green woodpecker, Gecinus vi-

ridis. Also wood-spack. }Villughby; Ray. See
cut under popinjay. [Prov. Eng.]
wood-spurge (wud'sperj), n. See spurge^.

wood-stamp (wud'stamp), w. A stamp, en-
graved or carved in wood, for impressing figures
or colors on fabrics.

wood-saret, "
cuckoo-spit.

Tlie troth which they caU woodseare, being like a kind
of spittle, is found but upon certain herbs, ... as laven-
der, . . . sage, etc. Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 497.

wood-saw (wud'sS.), n. Same as buck-saw. See
cuts under saw.
wood-sawyer (wud'sa'yfer), n. In entom., same

r< woodi ^^ sawyer, 4.

It mtlce wood-screw (wud'skrii), n. A screw specially
•'-

' made for use in fastening together parts of
wooden structures or structures of wood and

point, like that of a gimlet.
screw, and screw-thread.

[Also tcood-

n. The timeseer; < tcood^ + sere^, searl.] I.

when there is no sap in a tree,

Husbandry, st. 6.

II. a. Dry; barren.

The soil ... is a poor wood-sere land, very natural for

the production of oaks especially.

Aubrey, Misc., p. 211. (Davies.)

The rine-dove Wood's fusible alloy. See alloy,

^^gi
* ' woodshed (wud'shed), n. A shed for keeping

wood for fuel.

She looked so ranch like one of Elfle's own little dolls
which she had thrown into the woodshed, out of the way,
that she felt ashamed. St. Xicholas, XVIH. 288.
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wood-star (wud'star), n. 1. A humming-bird wood-walker (wud'wfi,"k6r), n. A book-name
of the genus Calothorax, as C. calliope.— 2. The
Bahaman sheartail, a humming-bird, Doricha
evelynae, common in New Providence and An-
dros islands. See sheartail.

wood-still (wud'stil), n. A turpentine-still.

wood-stone (wM'stdn), ». Petrified wood; es-

pecially, silicified wood, such as that from An-
tiprua, the desert of Cairo, etc.

wood-stork (wiid'stork), n, A stork of the sub-
family Tantaliiise, more commonly and less cor-

rectly called wood-ibis. See cut under Tantalus.

WOOd-StOVO (wud'stov), n. A stove specially

adapted for burning wood, as distinguished
from a coal-stove, gas-stove, etc.

wood-strawberry (wud'stra"ber-i), ». See
strairbtrrt/.

WOOdsucker (wM'suk'^r), n. The greenwood-
pecker, Gednus viridis. Compare sapsucker.

See out aaAe:T popinjay. [New Forest, Eng.]
wood-swallow (wud'swol'o), n. The Anglo-

of any of the gibbons, as members of the genus
Hyloiates.

woodwall (wud'wal), n. Same as woodwale.

wood-warbler (wud' war"bler), n. A bird which
warbles in the woods. Specifically— (a) In Great
Britain, the yellow willow-warbler, or wood-wren, Sylvia

or Phylloscopus siMlatrix (the Sylvia gyloicola of some ,.,,.,„•. i a i

authors), a small migratory species of the subfamily Syl- woodworker (wud'wer"ker), n. 1 . A worker in

woody

structures: as, the woodwork of a house (that

is, the inner fittings, etc.).

A young man has some reason to be displeased when he
finds the girl of his heart hand in hand with another young
gentleman in an occult and shady recess of the wcod-work
of Brighton Pier. Thackeray, Philip, xiv.

The rich painting of the wood-work was beginning to
fade. B. Taylor^ Lands of the .Saracen, p. 128.

viinfie, or true warblers, common to much of Europe and
northern Africa. See cut under wood->itren. (6) In the

Tnited States, a bird of the beautiful and extensive family

Jlniotiltidee or Dendrcecidm, the American warblers, as dis-

tinguished from the Old W or\A Sylviidie; especially, a bird

of the genus Dendraeca, of which more than 20 species in-

habit the United States. The beauty and variety of this

genus are displayed to best advantage in the woodland
of the eastern United States, where the numerous species

are conspicuous ornaments of the forest scene. In most
parts of the United states the wood-warblers are migra

wood, as a cai-penter, joiner, or cabinet-maker.
— 2. A power-machine for jointing, molding,
squaring, and facing wood. It is made adjusta-

ble, and has various attachments for work of dif-

ferent kinds Universal woodworker, a combina-
tion machine for working in wood, so made that the two-

sides can worit independently or In concert, as may be
desired. Such machines are adapted for a great variety

of worlt, as chamfering, graining, tenoning, crosscutting,

and mitering. .fe'. H. Knight.

.Australian name of any bird of the family woodward (wiid'ward), n. [< ME. wodeward

tory birds, coming with grea.t regularity in the spring,
.^ood..^(jrm (wud'werm), n. A worm, grub, or

each in its own time, abounding for a season, and then w"""
!i Vv vlo^ i^^irl ' 6 '

passing on to reappear in even greater profusion during larva mat IS oreu in woou.
the autumn. See worWer, where all the species that have wOOdWOSOt, «• [Also, corruptly, wooanotjse; <

English names are defined.

Artamidse ; a swallow-slirike (which see, with
cut).

WOOd-SWlft (wud'swift), n. The moth Epialus
sylvinu-s. See stcift^, 7.

woodsy (wiid'zi), a. [< woods, pi. of tooodt, -I-

-^1.] Belonging to or associated with woods

;

peculiar to or characteristic of woods: as, a
leoodsy stream; a woodsy flavor. [U. S.]

< wood^ + ward^, n. Hence the surname Wood-
ward.'] A forester; a landreeve.

She [a forest) hath also her peculiar Officers, as For-

esters, Verderers, Eegarderers, Agisters, &c. Whereas a

Chase or Park hath only Keepers and Woodward*.
Howell, Letters, iv. 16.

The wood-ward, who watched the forest, could claim
every tree that the wind blew down.

J. £. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 317.

Hanx Tina, Esther,jind I ran up and down and in and Woodwardla (wiid-war'di-a), n. [NL. (Smith,
=,..-. J .U-. . .„ . .„ ,.

^ygQ^^ named after Thomas J. Woodward, an
English botanist.] A
small genus of polypodi-
aceous ferns, the chain-
ferns, mostly natives of

northtemperate regions.
They are large ferns with pin-

about the piles of wood that evening with a joyous satis-

faction. How fresh and spicy and woodsy it smelt 1 1 can
smell now the fragrance of the hickory, whose clear, oily

bark in burning cast forth perfume quite equal to cinna-

mon. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 486.

Woodsy and wild and lonesome,
The swift stream wound away.

WhiUier, Cobbler Keezer's Vision.

woodtapper (wud'tap"6r), TO. A woodpecker.
Also woodtapper. [Prov. Eng. ]

wood-tar (wud'tar), n. Tar obtained from
wood. See tori.

wood-tbrusb (wud'thrush), n. 1. The mistle-

thrush. [Local, Scotland.]— 2. In the United
States, Tiirdus (Hylocichla) mustelinus, a beau-
tiful thrush of a russet hue above, passing into

olivaceous on the rump and tail, the under
parts pure white or faintly tinged with buff on *^ri._,„_jii-
the breast, with a profusion of arrow-headed wooQwaraixe

blackish spots, it is 7J to 8 inches long, and about 13

in extent. It abounds in copses and woods of eastern

parts of the United States, is an exquisite songster, and
nests in bushes or low trees, laying four or five robin-

blue eggs without spots, 1^ inches long by /j inch broad.

It is migratory, breeds throughout its range, and is rather
southerly, not going north of New England. It is the
most strongly marked species of its subgenus. The name
is sometimes extended to the several species of the same
subgenus {Hylodchla), as the hermit-thrush, the olive-

back, the veery, and others. Also locally called wood-
rdbin.

To her grave sylvan nooks
Thy steps allure us, which the wood-thrush hears
As maids their lovers', and no treason fears.

LoweU, To Whittier.

natifid or pinnate fronds, and
linearoroblong sori which are
sunk in cavities of the frond,

arranged in a chain-like row
parallel to the midribs of tlie

pinnee. The indusium is fixed

by its outer margin to the
fruiting veinlet, and covers
the cavity like alid. Of the 6
species 3 are found in North
America. See also cut under
gOTUS.

(wud'-
ward-it), n. [Named af-

ter Dr. S. P. Woodward
(1821-65).] A hydrous
sulphate of copper, oc-
curring in concretionary
forms of a blue color,

found in Cornwall, Eng-
land.

woodwardship (wud'-
ward-ship), n. [< wood-
ward + -ship.] The of-

fice of woodward.

ME. woodwose, wodewose, wodewese, woodwyse,

wowyse; < AS. wudewasa, a man of the woods,
a faun or satyr, < wudu, wood, + "wdsa, prob.
' a being,' < wesan, dial, wosan, be : see loas.] A
wild man of the woods ; a satyr or faun. Repre-
sentations of woodwoses often appear in her-

aldry as supporters.

Wodwos, that woned in the knarrej [rocks).

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knigid (E. E. T. S.), 1. 721.

In he schokkes his schelde, schountes he no lengare

;

Bot alles unwyse wodewyse he wente at the gayneste.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), I. 3818.

Some like brute beasts grazed upon the ground, some
went naked, some roamed like woodicoses.

Sir T. Wilson (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 464).

wood-wren (wud'ren), n. 1 . Either one of two
small woodland birds of Europe, belonging to

the subfamily Sylvvinne. (a) The willow-warbler or
willow-wreh, Phylloscopus trochilus. (b) The true wood-
warbler, or yellow willow-wren, Phylloscopus stirilatrix:

Chain-fem {JVood-wardia
yirginicd).

a, pinnule, showing the fruit-

dots (son).

wood-tick (wud'tik), TO. 1. Any tick of the
family Ixodidx. See Ixodidx, tick^, and cut
under Acarida.— 2. A small insect which ticks

in the woodwork of houses ; the death-watch.
See cut under death-watch.

wood-tin (wud 'tin), TO. A nodular variety of

cassiterite, or tin-stone, of a brownish color

and fibrous structure, and somewhat resem-
bling dry wood in appearance.
WOOatopper (wud'top"6r), n. Same as ivood-

tapper.

wood-tortoise (wud't6r"tis), to. See tortoise.

wood-vetcb (wud'vech), to. See vetch.

wood-vine (wud'vin), to. The bryony.
wood-vinegar (wud'vin'e-giir), TO. See vinegar.

wood-violet (wud'vi"o-let)',' to. 1. Same as
hedf/e-violet.— 2. The bird's-foot violet.

wood-wagtail (wud'wag'tal), w. See wagtail. ^nnA\

AIso H'. Hungerford has engrossed the above spoils and
60 more trees at 4/- by connivance of M"". Inkpen, who sold

him the woodwardship of that manor for 33/4.

Darrell Papers (H. Hall's Society in Elizabethan Age,
[App., ii.).

woodwale (wud'wal), to. [Also woodioall, and
formerly woodwele, woodweele; also witwall, q. v.;

< ME. wudewale, wodewale (= MD. weduwael,
weedewael = MLG. wedewale = MHG. witewal,

G. wittetoaT); < wood^ -t- -wale (uncertain).]

The woodhack; a woodpecker, as the yaffle.

wood-wasp (wM'wosp), TO. 1. A European so-

cial wasp, or paper-wasp, Vespa sylvestris, which
hangs its nest in a tree.— 2. A wasp which bur-
rows in wood, as certain species of Crahroni-

dfe. The female, by means of her strong broad mandi-
bles, excavates cells in the sand or in rotten timber, in

which stie deposits her eggs, with larvaj or insects as food
for her progeny when hatched. These insects are extreme-
ly active in their habits, and fond of the nectar of flowers.

The larger species are marked with yellow rings, while
those of the smaller are generally black. See cut under
Crabro.

3. A homtail; any member of the Uroceridse

(or Siricidee), the larvffi of all of which are
wood-borers ; a tailed wasp, as Urocerus or Sircx

gigas.
' -wax (wiid'waks), to. [Also wood-waxen,

Wodewale, bryd,
supra et lucar.

idem quod reynefowle (or wodehake)
Prompt Parv., p. 531.

In many places were nyghtingales,
Alpes, fynches, and toodewales.

Rom. 0/ the Ruse, 1.

The wodewale beryde als a belle,

and woadwaxen (simulating woad) ; < ME. wode-
wexe, < AS. wudmoeaxe, < wudu, wood, -(- weax,

wax (?).] Same as woadwaxen.
wood-waxen (wud'wak''''sn), TO. Same as wood-
wax.
woodweelet, woodwelet, «• Obsolete forms of

woodwale.
WOOd-'widgeon (wiid'wij''''on), n. See widgeon,

2 (c).

wood-wool (wM'wul), TO. Pine shavings made
from pine wood, specially prepared and used as

a surgical dressing.

'^tSlL*o/2rl^ilLr(Chi'id's",1Slads, I. 98X
WOOdwork (wud'w6rk), n Objects, or parts

> V ' '• „« „T (.„ ™„j—* „,„„,i .
(;],jjt} which IS pro-

The tooodweele sang, and wold not cease,

Sitting upon the spraye.
Robin Hood and Guy of Oisbome (Child's Ballads, V. 160).

of objects, made of wood
;

duced by the carpenters' or joiners' art : gener-

ally applied to details rather than to complete

the preferable use of the name. The two species, though
quite distinct, are much alike and often confounded.
Neither is a wren in a proper sense.

2t. A supposed species of true wren, described

by Audubon in 1834 as Troglodytes americantis,

but not different from the common house-wren
of the United States.

WOOd-'wroth (wod'roth), a. Angry to the ex-

tent of madness. [Scotch.]

When he saw her dear heart's blood,

A' wood-wroth waxed he.

Lord Thomas and Fair Annei (AUingham's Ballad-BookX

wood'Wyset, TO. See woodwose.

woody (wud'i), a. [Early mod. E. also woodie,

woddy; < ME. wody, wod, woody ; < wood^ -h -yl.]

1. Abounding with wood; wooded: as, woody
land ; a looody region.

It is all woddy, but by the Sea side Southward there are
sands like downes.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, H. 277.

Oft in glimmering bowers and glades
He met her, and in secret shades
Of woody Ida's inmost grove.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 29.

A slanting ray lingered on the woody crests of the preci-

pices that overhung some parts of the river, giving greater

depth to the dai-k-gray and purple of their rocky sides.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 438.

2. Pertainingorbelongingto the woods; dwell-

ing or situated in the woods ;
peculiar to a wood

or forest; sylvan; woodland; woodsy.

All the Satyres scorne their woody kind.
Speiwer.F. Q.,I. vi. 18.

The Brachmanes, which he in his Indian trauels had
found in a woodie solitarinesse.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. S67.

3. Consisting of or containing wood: ligneous:

as, the woody parts of plants.

Herbs are those plants whose stalks are soft, and have
nothing woody in them, as grass, sowthistle, and hemlock.

Locke, Elem. of Nat Philos., ii.

4. Peculiar to or characteristic of wood: as, a

woody scent or flavor— Glandular woody fiber.



woody
See fftandular.—VTooij fiber, the fiber of wood. See
vegetable fibers (under Jtber), wood-cell, and woody tissue,

below.—Woody layers. See ioi/er.—Woody mullent,
the Jerusalem sage, Pldomis /ruticosa.

Verbesco, wooU-blade, torche-herbe. lung-woort, hares-

beard, french-sage, higtaper, or wooddi-rmidlein. Florio,

Woody nightshade. See nightshade, 1 (o).—Woody
stem, in bot, , a stem of a hard or woody nature, which lasts

for many years, as the trunks of trees.—Woody tissue, in

bot., vegetable tissue composed chiefly of wood-cells. See
wood-cell and tissue, 4.

wooer (wo'er), n. [Early mod. E. also Kower;
< ME. woicere, wowar, woware, wouwere, < AS.
wogere, a wooer, < tcogian, woo : see icool.] One
who WOOS. (a) One who courts or solicits in love; a

suitor.
" By my feith, frere," quod I, " 3e faren lyke thise umixres
That wedde none wydwes but forto welde here godis."

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 71.

Ill mark no words that smooth-faced wooers say.

Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 838.

(60 One who promotes the marriage of another ; a match-
maker.

Wowar, or he that wowythe for another. Pronuba,
paranimphus. Prompt. Pare., p. 533.

woof (wof), n. [Altered, by Initial conformity

with weave, weft, web, from oof, < ME. oof, <

AS. owef, oweb, dweb, contr. to db, woof, < awefan
in pp. dwefen, weave, < a- + wefan, weave: see
0-1 and weaeel.] 1. The thread that is carried

by the shuttle and is woven into the warp by
being passed back and forth through succes-

sive sheds, or partings made in the waiy or

lengthwise threads by the action of heddles;

the threads that run from side to side of a web

;

the weft.

The placing of the tangible parts in length or transverse,

as in the warp and the wo<i/ of textile, is more inward or

more outward. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. Texture; cloth: as, a pall of softest woof.

There waa an awful rainbow once in heaven

:

We know her won/, her texture ; she is given

In the dull catalogue of common things.
Keats, Lamia, ii.

His movements were watched by hundreds of natives,

... an exceedingly tall race, almost naked, . . . the

women cinctured with a woo/ of painted feathers or a

deerskin apron. Bancro/t, Hist. U. .S;, I. 34.

WOOfy (wo'fi), a. [< woof + -yl.] Having a
close texture; dense: as, a woofy cloud. J.

liaillie.

woohoo (wo-h8'), «• The sail-fish: same as

boohito'^ (where see cut),

wooingly (wo'ing-li), adv. In a wooing man-
ner; enticingly; with persuasiveness.

Heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 6.

wookt, »• A Middle English form of iceefcl.

wool (wul), ». [Formerly also tcooll; Sc. woo; <

ME. wall, wolle, wulle, < AS. tcull, wul = OFries.

wolle, vile = D. wol = LG. wultc = 0H6. wolla,

MHG. G. wolle = Icel. ull = Sw. ull = Dan. uld

= Goth. wuUa, wool (Teut. 'wolla, assimilated

from "wolna), = OBulg. tluna = Lith. wilna =
Russ. i'olna — L. villtis, shaggy hair, vellus, a
fleece, wool, = Skt. urnd, wool; lit. a ' covering,'

formed, with sufiSx -na, from a root seen in Skt.

v/ ear, cover. Connection with Gr. iptov, wool,

elpoc. wool, oi>j)c, woolly, shaggy, thick, etc., is

doubtful.] 1. The fine, soft, curly hair which
forms the fleece or fleecy coat of the sheep and
some other animals, as the goat and alpaca, in

fineness approacliing fur. The wool or fleece of the

sheep furnishes the most important material forclothing in

all cold and temperate climates. The feltinK property from
which wool derives its chief value, and which is its special

distinction from hair, depends in part ui>on the kinks in

the shaft or flber, but mainly upon the scales with which
the surface is imbricated. These scales are minute, from
about 2,000 to nearly 4,000 to the inch, and whorled aliout

the stem in verticils ; the stem itself is extremely slender,

being less than one thousandth of an inch iTi diameter.

Wool is kept soft and pliable by the wool-oil, comnmnly
called yolk. In different animals wool shades by imper-

ceptible degrees into hair ; and that of the sheep simply
represents an extreme caae of the most desirable qualities,

namely, fineness, kiiikiness, and scalincss of the fiber,

together with its length, strength, and luster, and the

copiousness of the fleece, which consists entirely of wool,

without hair; in all of which particulars the wool of thcdif-

ferent breeds of sheep varies to a degree. (Compare def .
!.)

Wool when shorn is divided Into two classes, short icool, or

cardiny-wool, seldom exceeding a length of 3 or 4 inches,

and long wool, or cmnhing-wool, varying in length from

4 to 8 inches, each class being subdivided into a variety of

sorts, according to the fineness and soundness of the

staple. The finest wools arc of short staple, and the coarser

wools usually of long staple. Wools which unite a high
degree of fineness and softness with considerable length

of staple bear a high price. English-bred sheep produce

a go<id, strong combing wool, that of the Scotch breeds

Iwing somewhat harsher anil coarser. The finest carding-

wtx>l8 were formerly exclusively obtained from Spain, the

native country of the merino sheep, and at a later period

extensively from Oermany, where that breed had been

successfully introduced and cultivated. Immense flocks

of merinos are now reared in Australia, North and South

America, and South Africa.

6971 woolflst

A lytylle Lorab with outen Wolle.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 264.

And softe wolle our book seith that she wroghte,
To kepen her fro slouthe and ydelnesse.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1721.

Wool is a modified form of hair, distinguished by its

them parallel preparatory to spinning. See
card'^ and carding'^.

wool-cleaner (wfil'kle"ner), 11. A machine for

beating, shaking, and cleaning wool previous
to scouring and dyeing ; a wool-duster or wool-

slender, soft, and wavy or curly structure, and by the _;.., „l_,i,__ /„,m'1,«*«,a-\ ,. (\^a omr»l.^,-Q/1
highly imbricated or serrated surface of its filaments. WOOl-COmber (wul ko'mfer), n. One employed

Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 663. ill wool-eombing.

2. The fine, short, thick underfur or down of WOOl-COmbing (wul'k6''ming), «. The act or

„„„ „„;. 1 A-L\ i^\,„A f,„^ +i,o ^„,^„o,. process of separating the fibers of wool, espe-
any animal as distinpished from tj^^e longei V

j

j^^i'
,j ^8 them paral-

?l?5. l» r'.r , T. M T f lei as in wool-carding. ' ^e^coLAuA combing.
the pelage. Most hairy animals have at least two coats, _,.„ij /„,xi^n ,. t risjifi, a^nyaanar,* /7 <• ti
one of loni and comparatively straight, stout, stiff hairs, WOOld (wold), !). t. [With excrescent d, < D.

the other of wool. See under/ur.

In that Contree ben white Hennes withouten Fetheres

;

but thei beren white Wolle, as Scheep don here.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 208.

Eye of newt and toe of frog,

Wool of bat and tongue of dog.
Shak., Macbeth, iv.

woeten, wind, wrap, = OHG. wuolen, MHG.
wuelen, G. wuhlen, stir, move, wallow, etc.; cf.

walloic^.^ Naut., to wind
;
particularly, to wind

(a rope) round a mast or yard, when made of two
or more pieces, at the place where they are

fished, for the purpose of confining and support-

ing them.
3. The short, crisp, curly or kmky hair of the -^oolder (wol'dfer), n. [< woold + -erl.] 1

, 1. 16.

head of some persons, as negroes ; humorously,
the hair of any person's head. [Colloq.]

From a strange freak of nature, not unusual in these
Virginian mountains, his knotty wool was of a pale tan-

color. Harper'8 Jfajf., LXXVI. 203.

4. Any light, downy, fieecy, or flocculent sub-

stance resembling wool, (a) The dense furry or

Naui., a stick used in woolding.— 2. In rope-

making, one of the pins passing through the top,

and forming a handle to it. See top^, 2.

wool-driver (wul'dri'ver), n. One who buys
wool in different parts of a sheep-raising coun-
try, and brings it for sale to the woolen-mill or

^ , . - , market. [Great Britain.]
woolly coat of many insects, as the pubescence covering ^ool-drver (wijl'dri'6r), n. A machine for dry-
the moths known as mtiiers, that on various caterpillars, vyuui ui*ci \"i"^" ci;,

a„„j „+„
'

that spun by various larvas for a case or cocoon, etc. Se- mg wool which has been washed, dyed, etc.

cretions of various insects are very nicely graded from a WOOl-dUStor (wul'dus"t6r), n. A machine for
solid waxy consistency through various frothy states to a removing impurities from wool by means of
light dry fleecy condition resembling wool: see w'aa;-fn«c(, v,pflfp«o
spUae-imecl, a-aA woolly aphis (\mAeT woolly). In another ueateis.

.,,,-,, „ t\ „j ;„ +»,„ ,„„„i
large class of cases the spun-out secretion is gossamer, WOOl-dyCCl (wul dad), a. Dyea in the wool—
cobweb, or true silk. See these words, and silkworm. (6) that is, before spinning or weaving : as ioool-

In bot. : (1) A sort of down or pubescence, or a clothing of dtied cloth.
dense curling hairs, on the surface of certain plants. (2) _,„„!„„ nrnnllATi /"wi'iI'btiI n nnd « r< ME
The flber of the cotton-plant, commonly called coe(OTV-««(. WOOlen, WOOllen C^i ©n) a. ana « l^jhf'-
-Angora wool, the wool of the Angora goat, from which woUen, wullen, < AS. wyllen (= OHG. wuUin,

~ " MRG. G. wollen), -wooleji, < icul, wool, + -en^':

see wool, m.] I. a. 1. Made of wool; consist-

ing of wool : as, woolen cloth. Bacon.
On a poure beggar put a scherte.

And wdlen wedys that warm will last.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 214.

2. Of or pertaining to wool: as, woolen man-
ufactures.— 3. Clad in the rough, homespun
serges of former times, as opposed to the silk,

velvet, and fine linen of the wealthier classes;

hence, coarse; boorish; rustic; vulgar.
Woollen vassals, things created

To buy and sell with groats. Shak., Cor., iii. 2. 9.

Woolen-back satin, satin of which the back is composed
of linsey-woolsey : it is durable and not liable to crease.

Diet. 0/ Needlework.—'WOOlen plusb, a plush with a

woolen pile.— Woolen velvet, a general name for a
woolen cloth with velvet texture. See astrakhan, beaver^,

Utrecht velvet (under velvet), and velvet.

II. n. Clothmadeof wool, or chiefly of wool:

an abbreviation of woolen cloth.

I could not endure a husband with a beard on his face

:

I had rather lie in the woollen. Shak. ,
Much Ado, ii. 1. 33.

The pre-existence under concrete forms of the woollens,

silks, and cottons we wear, we can trace some distance

back. H. Spencer, First Principles, § 93.

woolen-cord (wul'en-kord), n. A kind of cordu-

roy, or ribbed stuff, of which the face is wholly

of wool.
A dealer

especially,

a retail dealer in woolens for men's wear.

woolenette, woollenette (wul-e-nef), n. [<

woolen + dim. -ctte.'] A trade-name for a va-

riety of woolen cloth.

-Angoras , _ , .

angora is made.— Berlin wool, a kind of fine dyed wool
used for worsted-work, knitting, etc. It is harder and
closerthanzephyrwool.— Camel's wool,mohair.—Cape
wool, a somewhat inferior variety of wool brought from
the Cape of Good Hope.— Carding-wool, wool of short

flber worked upon a carding-machine. It is distinguished

from cmnbing-wool, which has a long flber and is prepared

for spinning by combing.—Dyed in the wool, tinged in

the flber ; hence, permanent ; lasting ; not liable to fade

or change; thorough; out-and-out: as, & dyed-in-the-wool

democrat. [U. S.]- Fleece-wools. See /«ece, 1.— Ger-
man wool. Same as Berlin woo!.- Glass wool, a mass
of flue filaments of glass forming together a cotton-like

substance similar to mineral wool.— Great cry and lit-

tle wool, much cry and little wool. See cry.

And so his hyghnes shal bane therofl but as hadd the

man that sherid is hogge, muche crye and litUl woll.

Sir John Fortescue (c. 1475), On the Govemaunce of Eng-
[land, X., quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 186.

But if you compare his threatenings and his after-affec-

tions you would say of them, as that wise man shearing

his hogs : Here is a great deal of cry, but a little wool.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 477.

Hamburg wool, one of the varieties of German or Berlin

wool made for fancy work.—Hand-washed wool, wool

washed before the sheep were shorn.— Holmgren's
wools skeins of wool of different colors used as tests for

color-b'lindness.— Laid wool, wool from sheep which had

been smeared with tar and butter as a protection from

the rigor of winter. -Leviathan wool. See leviathan.

—LongwooL Seedef.l.— Mineral wool. Seemtnerof.
—More squeak than wool, more noise than substance.

(Colloq.] ,.,_,,. , WOOlen-draver (wiU'en-dra'pfer), n
For matter of title he thought there was more squeak ;"„„",^"fj;v,„^ „f different kinds-

than wool. Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 17. {Davies.) m woolen cloths ot omerent Kinas

,

Philosopher's wool, philosophic wool. See philo-

sophic -Pine-wool, pine-needle wool, i^ee pine-needle.

— Scoured wool. See gcoHri.- Shetland wool, a thin

hairy undyed and very tenacious and strong worsted, spun

in the Shetland Islands from the wool of the native sheep, „-nf-_ vnatplasR^ (wuren-mat-las"a), ».
and very extensively used in the knitting of fine shawls WOOlen-matelaSse Jwul^^en

and other garments. Encyc. Bnt., XIV. 127.— Skirted
W00LSee.(Kr(.'f.— Spanishwool,wool impregnated with
rouge.—To pull the wool over one's eyes, to deceive

Woolen cloth woven with flowers and other

patterns in a light matelass^ silk. It is used,-,., for women's outer garments.
or delude one ;

thiow du.st in one « '^'y^
;
P",«™'t

'f
« ''•on>

WOOlcn-Drinter (w^'en-prin'tfer), n. One who
seeing clearly in any way.—Wool-bundling machine, wuyicii i<iiuiidi|" i-

^,„",^i _:fv, ««!
a machine for compressing and tying fleeces into bundles ;

prints woolen cloth, such as flannel, with COl-

a fleece-folder or wool-packer.-Wool In the grease, the ored patterns.
technical name for wool which lias not been cleaned either m-nolen-SCribbler (will'en-skrib"16r), ». Same
before or after shearing. (Sec als.. «nder-MOo(, cotto«-MOoJ, ",:.„"/ °r,7i^/«-
dead-wool, lamb'swool, skin-wool, slag-wool.) as wuui-^li lum^i

.

»t_ i t\ ., ar^^^ ^^nn^^\ (wil), V. t. [< wool, n.] To pull the hair WOOl-extract (wul'eks'trakt), n. Wool recov-

of in sport or anger; ru^pli or tousle the hair ered from mixed fabrics of wool and cotton bv

of rColloq US] subjecting them to a chemical process which

wool-ball (wul'bal). n. A ball of wool, espe- destroys the cotton.
, o

^?allV such as is found in the stomach of sheep WOOl-fat (wnl'fat), n 1 .
Same as »utnt- 2

ciauysuuuas iBiuu r A fatty substance obtained from wool and used

as a basis for ointments; lanolin.

WOOlfell (wul'fel), «. X< wool + feW.'] The
and other animals.

wool-bearing (wul' bar' ing), a. Producing

wool ; having a fleece, as the sheep.

WOOl-bladet, «• A plant, apparently the mul-

len. See quotation at woody mullen (under

woody). ^ , , ,

WOOl-burler (wul'b6r"l<ir), n. One who burls

wool or woolen cloth. See burl^, v. t.

wool-carder (wiil'kar'd^r), n. One who cards

wool. See wool-carding.

wool-carding (wul'kar"ding), n. The process

of separating the fibers of wool and laying woolfistt (wul fist), n.

skin of a wool-bearing beastwith the fleece still

on it.

The duties on wool, sheepskins, or wool/ells, and leather,

exported, were . . . payable by every merchant, as well

native as stranger. Blackstone, Com., I. viil.

In 1333 the merchants granted ten shillings on the sack

and wool/ells, and a pound on the last, but this also was re-

garded as illegal, and superseded by royal ordinance.
"* »

.

r
stubbs. Const Hist., § 277.

Same as wolf's-fist.



wool-gathering

wool-gathering (wul'gaTn'^r-ing), n. The act
of gathering wool : usually applied figurative-
ly to the indulgence of idle fancies or to any
foolish or fruitless pursuit. The allusion Is proba-
bly to the practice of gathering the tufts of wool to be
found on bushes and hedges^ necessitating much wander-
ing to little purpose.

His wits were a wool-gathering, as they say, and his head
busied about other matters. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 189.

I crost the water in ray gown and slippers,
To see ray rents and buildings of the Bankside,
And I am slipt clean out of ken, fore-god,
A wool-ffatherinff.

BeyuKod, If you Know not me (Works, ed. 1874, I. 302).

What I I think my wits are a woot-qathering to-day.

Swift, Polite Conversation, iii.

wool-grass (wul'gras), n. A rush-like plant,
Eriophorum cyperinum (Scirpus Eriophorum),
common in low grounds through the eastern
half of North America, it grows from 2 to 5 feet
high, bearing at the summit a spreading and drooping
panicle of very numerous small heads which are woolly
with the rusty tortuous bristles of the flowers.

I am particularly attracted by the arching and sheaf-
like top of the woM-grase. Thoreau, Walden, p. 381.

wool-grower (wurgr6"6r), M. One who raises
sheep or goats for the production of wool.

wool-growing (wurgr6"ing), a. Producing
sheep and wool: especially noting a tract of
country.

wool-hall (wul'hal), n. A market-building or
exchange devoted to the business of woolen-
merchants.
wool-head (wul'hed), ». Same as bnffle^ (which
see, with cut). G. Trumbull, 1888. [Currituck
Sound, North Carolina.]

woollen, wooUenette. See woolen, woolenette.

WOoUiness (wiil'i-nes), n. A woolly character
or quality; the state of being woolly in fact or
appearance; pubescence; floeculence.

woolly (wul'i), a. [< wool + -!/l.] 1. Con-
sisting of wool; fleecy: as, the woolly coat of
the sheep, of a young seal, etc.— 2. Resem-
bling wool ; exhibiting woolliness ; having the
appearance of wool: as, woolly hair; woolly
clouds.

^Vhen clouds look woolly, snow may be expected.
Abercromby, Weather, p. 114.

3. Clothed or covered with wool, or something
like it; pubescent; floeculent.

When the work of generation was
Between these woolly breeders in the act.

The skilful shepherd peel'd me certain wands.
Shak., M. of v., i. 3. 84.

4. In hot., covered with a pubescence of long
and soft hairs like wool; lanate; tomentose.

—

WMte woolly currant-scale. See wAi'tei.—Woolly
aphis, a plant-louse of the family Aphididse and either
of the subfamilies Lachniiue and Pemphigitue. Many of
them secrete a white filamentous substance resembling
wool. Schizoneura lanigera is the woolly root-louse of
the apple, or the American blight of Great Britain and the
British colonies. See Lachninse, PemphiginsB, Pemphi-
gus, root-louse, and Schizoneura (with cut).— Woolly bear
the larva of any arctiid moth which is densely clothed
with woolly hairs, as that of the tiger-moth; a member
of the Ursina?. See cuts under bear'^, Euprepia, and tiger-
moth.—WoOily beard-grass. See fteard-^ras*.—Woolly
Chetah, the south African form of the chetah or hunting-
leopard, which differs in some respects from that of India,
has been described as a distinct species {Felis lanea), and
is also called GuepanUts or Cynsdurus jubatus, var. laneus.
The fur is somewhat woolly, and the spots are brown in-
stead of black.— Woolly elephant, the hairy mammoth.
Elephasprimigenius. See jraainnwfA.—WoOlly IndTl, the
woolly lemur. See inrin.—Woolly lemur, the Madagas-
car Indris laniger.—Woolly lease, a woolly aphis of the
genus Schizoneura, as S. lanigera; a woolly plant-louse.
See cut under Schizoneura.—Woolly macaco, the Mada-
gascar Lemur mongoz.—Woo'ily maki, the woolly lemur.
—Woolly monkey, any South American monkey of the
genus Lagothrix. See cut under Lagothrix.—Woolly pas-
tinum, a name given in the East Indies to a kind of red
orpiment or sulphid of arsenic—Woolly ragwort. See
ro^Miort.-Woolly rhinoceros, the tichorhme rhinoce-
ros. Rhinoceros tichorhinus. Tliis is the best-known fossil
rhinoceros, and the one whose reraains, like those of the
woolly elephant, have been found in Siberia, embedded in
ice. The species was two-horned, with the anterior horn
of great size, and had a coat of pelage ; it was widely dis-
tributed in northerly latitudes of Europe and Asia, and ex-
isted from the Miocene period.—WooUy root-louse. See
woolly aphis and wooUy louse (above), and Schizoneura,

WOOUy-but (wul'i-but), n. A gum-tree, Euca-
lyptuH lonyifolia, of New South Wales, reaching
a height of 200 feet. The wood is hard, straight-
grained, and easily worked, suitable for spokes of wheels,
furniture, and a variety of purposes. The name refers to
the fibrous bark of old trees ; it is also applied to the man-
na-gum or black-but, E. mminali^, a moderate or some-
times very large tree, with wood useful for general build-
ing purposes.

woolly-haired (wul'i-hard), a. \. Woolly-
headed, as a person or race of men; ulotri-
chous. See Ulotrichi.— 2. Having the pelage
more or less woolly or fleecy; woolly, as a
beast.
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woolly-head ( wid'i-hed), n. A negro : so called
from the woolly hair of his head. [Colloq.]

woolly-headed (wiil'i-hed''ed), a. Woolly-
haired or ulotriohous, as a person Woolly-
headed thistle. Same as /nor's-croMm.

wool-mill (wiil'mil), )i. A building where the
spinning of wool and the weaving of woolen
cloth are carried on.

WOolmonger (wurmung"g^r), n. A dealer in
wool. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 353.

WOOl-moter (wul'mo'tfer), n. A person em-
ployed in picking wool and freeing it from
motes and impurities.

wool-needle (wul'ne'dl), n. A blunt needle
with a large long eye, used for wool-work or
worsted-work.
WOOloid (wul'oid), n. [< wool + -oid.] A fac-
titious kind of wool prepared by chemical pro-
cesses from cows' and buffaloes' hair, largely
used in the United States in making ingrain
cai-pets. [A trade-name.]

wool-oil (wul'oil), n. The secretion of the se-
baceous glands of the sheep, which greases the
fleece; lanolin: popularly called yolk. Com-
pare wool-fat.

wool-oiler (wul'oi'lfer), n. An attachment to
a wool-carding machine for adding oil to the
wool to prevent the fibers from becoming felted
together in the process of spinning.
woolpack (wtd'pak), n. [< ME. wolpak; <wool
+ pack^, «.] 1. The package in which wool
was in former times done up for transportation
and sale ; specifically, a bundle or bale weigh-
ing 240 pounds.
Two gentlemen making a marriage between their heirs

over a woolpack. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

Enforcing a sack as big as a wool-pack into rooms at the
first too narrow for your arm, when extended by their in-
struments: so that often they make the very decks to
stretch therewith. Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

A cannon-ball always doth mischief in proportion to the
resistance it meets with, and . . . nothing so effectually
deadens its force as a woolpack. Fielding, Amelia, x. 4.

As wool-packs quash the leaden ball.

Shenstone, Progressiof Taste, i.

2. In her., a bearing representing a sort of
cushion usually having four tufts at the cor-
ners.— 3. Cirro-cumulus cloud; a cloud made
up of rolled masses, with a fleecy appearance.— 4. A concretionary mass of crystalline lime-
stone in the beds of earthy and impure calca-
reous rock of which the Wenlock limestone is

made up. These concretionary masses vary in
size from a few inches up to 80 feet in diame-
ter. Also called hailstone Woolpack corded, in
her., a bearing representing a bale tied round with cords
in several places.

wool-packer (wul'pak"er), w. 1. One who puts
up wool for the market, as into woolpacks. See
woolpack.— 2. A table having various arrange-
ments for collecting loose wool or fleeces into
bundles ready for tying and otherwise prepar-
ing for transportation.

wool-picker (wurpik"6r), «. A machine for
freeing wool from foreign matters by beating
it with rapidly revolving blades ; a wool-eleaner.
wool-powder (wurpou"d6r), n. Powder or dust
obtained by scraping very dry wool. It is used
for mosaic powder-work, wall-papers, etc.

woolsack (wul'sak), w. [< ME. wollesack; <
wool + sack^, «.] 1. A sack or bag of wool.

—

2. A cushion stuffed with wool, especially that
on which the lord chancellor sits in the House
of Lords. It is a large square bag of wool, with-
out back or arms, covered with cloth.

He [Warren Hastings] was then called to the bar, was
informed from the woolsack that the Ix>rds had acquitted
him, and was solemnly discharged.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth an Act of Parliament
was passed to prevent the exportation of wool ; and, that
this source of our national wealth njight be kept constant-
ly in mind, woolsacks were placed in the House of Peers,
whereon the Judges sat. Brewer, Diet, Phrase and Fable.

In front of the throne were the woolsacks on which the
judges sat, and the table for the clerks and other officers
of parliament. Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 426.

WOolsack-piet (wiU'sak-pi), n. A kind of pie
once to be had at "The Woolsack," a rather
low ordinary and public house in London.
Her grace would have you eat no more Woolsack pies.

B, Jonxon, Alchemist, v. 2.

wool-sale (wul'sal), n. A periodical public
sale of wool in London, Melbourne, and other
places where large quantities of wool are of-

fered.

wool-scribbler (wurskrib"16r), «. A machine
for combing wool and forming it into thin,

downy, translucent layers, preparatory to spin-
ning. Simmonds.

wool-winder

WOOlsey (wul'si), n. [Abbr. of linsey-icoolsey .']

1. A material made of cotton and wool, as dis-

tinguished from linsey, which is made of linen
and wool. Did. of Needletcork.

Who could possibly have substituted chance for fate
here ? unless he thought his verses were to sell by the foot,
no matter for the stuff, whether linsey or woolsey.

Bentley, On a Late Discourse of Free-Thinking, liv.

2. Same as linsey-woolsey, 1.

wool-shears (wul'sherz), n. sing. a,nApl. Shears
of the kinds used for shearing sheep, consisting
of two sharp-pointed blades so connected by a
spring at the back of the handles that they
remain open when not in use. The blades are
closed and brought into contact for cutting by
the hand of the operator. See cuts under sheep-
shears.

wool-sorter (wurs6r"t^r), n. One who sorts
wool ; especially, one skilled in dividing wool
into lots according to its quality, as length and
fineness of fiber— Wool-sorters' disease, blood poi-
soning, probably anthrax (although there is not always an
external lesion), occurring in those engaged in handling
and sorting alpaca, mohair, and other varieties of similar
wools which have not been previously disinfected. See
anthrax.

wool-sower (wTil's6"er), 11. A woolly many-
celled cynipid gall occurring on white-oak
twigs in the United States, and made by the
gall-fly Andricus seminator. This gall Is round.

a. Wool-sower gall, made by Aftdricus seminator; b, an individual
celltthe gall is composed of many such cells).

usually an inch or more in diaraeter; the woolly material
with which the cells are surrounded is rose-colored early
in the season, but becomes rusty-brown toward the mid-
dle of the summer.
wool-sponge (wiil'spunj), n. A kind of bath-
sponge, more fully called lamVs-wool sponge.

wool-staple (wid'sta'pl), n. 1. Aeityortown
where wool was formerly brought to the king's
staple for sale.— 2. The fiber or pile of wool.
See staple^, 7.

wool-stapler (vriil'sta'pl6r),n. 1. A dealer in
wool ; a wool-factor.

They bought the foreign wool directly from the impor-
ter, and the native in the fieece, or from the wool-stapler.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. clxxii.

2. A sorter of wool.
woolstock (wul'stok), n. [< wool + stockX, m.]

A heavy wooden hammer with a broad smooth
face, employed in dressing woolen cloth.

WOOlwardt (wul'ward), a. and adv. [Early mod.
E. wolwarde ; < ME. wolicard, wolleicard, wul-
ward; lit. 'against wool,' i. e. with the skin
against wool; < wool + -irarrf.] With wool as
clothing, especially next the skin : apparently
always with the idea of doing penance by wear-
ing an irritating and uncomfortable garment.
—To go woolward, to wear uncomfortable clothing;
specifically, to do penance, especially by wearing woolens
next the skin.

And wortes flechles wroughte & water to drinken,
And werchen & wolward gon as we wrecches vsen.

Piers Ploumian's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 788.

Barefote and wolwarde I have hyght
Thyder for to go.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 121).

I have no shirt ; I go woolward for penance.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 717.

Poor people fare coarsely, work hard, go wolward and
bare. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 526.

WOolward-goingt (wtd'ward-go'ing), w. The
act of one who goes woolward.

Fasting, watching, wodward-going, pilgrimage, and all

bodily exercise must be referred unto the taming of the
flesh only.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860X p. SO.

Woolwich gun. See gmA.
wool-winder (wurwin"der), «. A person em-
ployed to wind wool or make it up into bundles
to be packed for sale.



wool-work

wool-work (wul'werk), n. Needlework imitat-
ing tapestry, usually done on canvas with Ber-
lin wools. The name is sometimes given to
other forms of embroidery with wools Mosaic
wool-work. See mosaic^.

WOOm (worn), H. [Origin obscure.] A trade-
name for the fur of the beaver. There are four
sorts— silvery, pale, white, and brown.
WOOn^ (won), ». [< Burmese wun, a burden.]
An administrative officer; a governor: as,
myo-woon, chief governor; ye-icooH, water-gov-
ernor; tcooH-gyre, high minister, or member of
the council of state.

The most arbitrary confiscation of their goods by every
petty Woon who flourished one gold umbrella.

J. W. Palmer, t'p and Itown the Irrawaddi, p. 36.

WOOn-f. A variant of tconc^, woii", icon^.

woonttj v. An obsolete form of wonf^. Spenser.

woorali, woorara,woorari( w6'ra-li, -ra, -ri), n.

Soutli American arrow-poison : same as curari.
Also woaralij wourari.

ITpon the application of a stimulus . . . contractions
will still take place after the animal has been poisoned
by icoorara, which is known to paralyze the motor set of
nerves. J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 116.

woorstt, <(• An obsolete form of worst.

WOOSet, ". An earlier form of oorc.

Tlie aguish ivonse of Kent and Essex.
Houell, Vindication, 1677 (Harl. Misc., VI, 129X

WOOStf. A variant of wost, second person sin-

guUir indicative present of tvit^.

WOOSyf, «. An earlier form of oozy.

What is she else, but a foul icoosy Marsh?
Drayton, Polyolblon, xxv. 20.5.

WOOtt. A Middle English form of uot. See icit^j r.

WOOtz (wots), /(. [Supposed to be an orig. error
or misprint, perhaps for *«'ooA\ repr. Canarese
ukku (pron. wukku), steel.] The name given to
steel made in India by fusing iron with carbona-
ceou.S matter. This is done in small cnicibles holding
a pound or two of the iron, and the wood selected to fur-
nish the carbon to the metal is always that of Cama au-
ricidata, which is cut into small pieces, the same being
donewith the iron, and the whole covered by one or more
green leaves, usually of a species of Convulvulwt, the cru-
cible being then covered with a lid of clay. A number
of these crucibles are placed together in a hole dug in the
ground, and heated in a charcoal Are urged by a pair of
bellows made of ox-hide, the blast being kept up for three
or four hours. The steel thus obtained is hard in temper,
and retiuires much care in working. Ibis is the oldest
method of making steel of which anything detlnite is

known, having been in use, without change, for an in-

definite length of time, and being, as generally believed,
original with the Hindus.

wqp (wop), r. t. ;
pret. and pp. woppedj ppr. wop-

pin(j. Same as whop.
Old Osborne was highly delighted when Oeorgy ipopped

her third Iwy ... in Russell Square.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ivl,

wopent. An obaoleto strong past participle of

wops (wops), n. [A variant of waps for tcasp.'\

A wasp or hornet. Also wopps. [Prov. Eng.]
worble (wor'bl), n. Same as wabble^ or war-
bU^, 3.

worct, worcht. Middle English forms of work.
Worcester porcelain. See porcelain'^.

worchert, «. A Mid<Ue English form of worker.

word^ (werd), n, [Early mod. E. also woord; <
ME. wor(f, wurdj weord (pi. word^ wordes),<, AS.
wont (pi. word) =0S. m7o;y/= OFries. word, wcrdy
wird = D. LG. woord = OHG. MHG. G. wort =
Tcel. orth (for *cord) = Sw. Dan. ord = Goth.
iranrd, a word, = Lith. icardas, a name, = L. rer-

/;«/«, a word, verb; orig. *athingspoken'; cf.Gr.
elpEtv, speak, epnvj question, pr/Top, speaker, etc.

(see rhetor). Doublet of verb.'] 1. A sound, or
combination of sounds, used in any language as
the sign of a conception, or of a conception toge-
ther with its grammatical relations; the small-
est bit of human language forming a grammati-
cal part of speech; a vocable; a term, A word
may oe any part of speech, as verb, noun, particle, etc.;

it may be radical, as love, or derivative, as lover, lovely,

lovelinettM, or an inflected form, as loves, loved; it may be
sijnple, or compound, as love-tirk. Anything is a word
that can be used as an individual member of a sentence,
and that is not separable into parts usable independently
and coordiitately in making a sentence. A word is a
spoken sign that has arrived at its value as used in any
language by a series of historical changes, and that holds
its value by virtue of usage, being exposed to such fur-
ther changes, of form and of meaning, as usage may pre-
Hcrihe. 'I'he conception involved in a word may be of any
gradf, from the simplest, as one, to the most derived and
conipIicate<l. as political, and the grammatical relations
involved may also be of any degree, from true to tintnith-

fulness, or from (Latin) am-a to amabitur.

fJeffray the letters after breke and rayd,
Kro untrde unto nmrd.

limn, of I'artenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3187.

Sixe warden out of which all the whole dlttie Is made,
euer}' of those sixe commencing and ending his verse by
course. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 72.

438
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Words are but the current tokens or marks of popular

notions of things.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, U.215.

Words are sensible signs necessary for communication.
Locke, Human Understanding, III. ii. 1.

The deeper and more complex parts of human nature
can be exhibited by means of words alone.

Macaiday, Moore's Byron.

Words, which are a set of clickings, hissings, lispings,
and so on, mean very little, compared to tones and ex-
pression of the features. 0. W, Holmes, Professor, viiL

2, The letter or letters or other characters,
written or printed, which represent such a vo-
cable : as, a word misprinted.— 3. Speech;
talk; discourse; conversation: commonly in
the plural.

Whan Melior thatmeke mayde herd Alisaundrines wordes,
sche was gretly gladed of hire gode bi-hest.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 600.

I would not, in plain terms, from this time forth,
Have you so slander any moment's leisure
As to give words or talk with the Lord Hamlet.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 134.

The Men began to murmur against Captain Swan for
perswading them to come this Voyage ; but he gave them
fair words. Dampier, Voyages, I. 282.

Can there be no sympathy without the gabble of words?
Lamb, Quakers' Meeting.

4. Saying; remark; expression: as,'a HorcZ of
comfort or sympathy; a word of reproach.

Him wil I cheare with chaunting al this night;
And with that word she gan to cleare hir throate.

Qascoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. S8.

5. A synibol of thought, as distinguished from
thought itself; sound as opposed to sense.

The majority attend to words rather than to things.
Descartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veitch), i. § 74.

Life is short, and conversation apt to rnn to mere
words. O. W. Holmes, Professor, ii.

To modern society Antinoraians and Socinians are but
words, are but ancient history. N, A. Rev., CXLIII. 23.

6. Intelligence; information ; tidings ; report:
without an article, and used only as a singular:
as, to send word of one's arrival.

Ye noblist of nome that neuer man adouted.
The worde of your wekes & your wight dedis,
And the prise of your prowes passes o fer

!

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S), 1. 1098.

Ill send him certain word of my success.
Shak., M. forM., L 4. 89.

Word is to the kitchen gane,
And word is to the ha',

And word is to the noble room,
Amang the ladyes a'.

The Queens Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 116).

I did give them an account dismayed them all, and word
was carried in to the King. Fepys, Diary, II. 440.

7. An expression of will or decision; an in-

junction; command; order.

Sharp 's the word; egad, I'll own the thing.
Vatiburyh, The Mistake, Hi. 1.

In my time a father's word was law. Tennyson, Dora.

8. A password; a watchword; a war-cry; a
signal, or term of recognition, even when con-
sisting of several words.

Advance our standards, set upon our foes

;

Our ancient word of courage, fair Saint George,
Inspire us with the spleen of fiery dragons I

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 349.

I have the word; sentonel, do thou stand;
Thou Shalt not need to call, I'll be at hand.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iv. 3.

Let the word be : Not without mustard
;
your crest is

very rare, sir.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of hia Humour, lii. 1.

9t. A brief or pithy remark or saying; a prov-
erb; a motto.
The old w&rd is "What the eye views not, the heart

rues not." Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead, xi. § 5.

10, Affirmation; promise; obligation; good
faith; a term or phrase implying or contain-

ing an assertion, declaration, assurance, or the
like, which involves the faith or honor of the
titterer of it: with a possessive: as, I pledge
you my word; on my word, sir.

They are not men o' their words. Shak., Lear, fv. 6. 106.

Madam, I dare pass my xcord for her truth.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, it 1.

Doll. Alas, ^faster Allum, 't la but poor fifty pound

!

All. If that be all, you shall upon your word take up
so much with me; another time I'll run as far in your
books. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

Old as I am, I take thee at thy word.
Drydeii, Conquest of Granada, II., ii, i.

I hope you'l think it no way improper, and must beg
of you it may be done, because my word 's at stake.

E. (jibson, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 230.

Our royal %cord upon it,

He comes back safe. Tennyson, ftincess, v.

11. Utterances or terms interchanged expres-

sive of anger, contention, or reproach: in the

plural, and often qualified by high^ hot, hard,

sharp, or the like.

word
Some words there grew 'twixt Somerset and me.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Ii. 5. 40.

She and I had some words last Sunday at church, but I
think I gave her her own. Sw^t, Polite Conversation, i.

Havhig had some 2vords with Beraoy, he stabbed him
with his dagger to the heart, so that he fell dead without
uttering a word. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 102.

He and I

Had once hard ivords, and parted. Tennyson, Dora.

12. In thcol: (a) Icap.^ The Son of God; God
as manifested to man : same as Logos.

Thou, my Word, begotten Son, by thee
This I perform. Milton, P. L., vii. 163.

(&) leap, or /. c] The Holy Scripture, or a part
of Scripture: as, the Word of God, or God's
Word.
The excellency of this Word is so g^eat, and of so high

dignity, that there is no earthly thing to be compared
unto it. Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

For, when tribulation or persecution ariseth because of
the Word, by and by he is otfended. Mat. xiii. 21.

Deliuered in Six Sermons at Steeple-Ashton in Wilt-
shire by George Webbe, Preacher of the Word and Pastor
there. The Practice of Quietness (1615).

The sword and the ivord ! do you study them both, mas-
ter parson? Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 1. 44.

You say there must be no Human Invention in the
Church, nothing but the pure ^vord.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 58.

A play upon words. See play^.— At short words+.
See^Aor^—AwordandabloW,a tlireatandits immedi-
ate execution ; hastiness in action: also used adjectively.

I find there is nothing but a word and a blow with you.
Swift, Polite Conversation, i. (Davies.)

A Napoleon-like promptitude of action, which the un-
learned operatives described by calling him "a word-and-
a-blow man."

Mrs. Trollope, Michael Armstrong, iv. {Davies.)

By word of mouth. See mouth.

Howbeit, this matter may be easily remedied, if you
will take the pains to ask the question of Raphael him-
self, by word of mouth, if he be now with you.

Sir T. 3Iorc, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 8.

"This," he said, "is not a court in which written
charges are exhibited. Our proceedings are summary,
and by tvord of mouth." Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Fallacy in words. See semilogicalfallacy, underfallacy.
—God's Word. Same as the Word of God, below.—Good
word, favorable account or mention ; expression of good
opinion ; commendation ;

praise : as, to speak a yood word
for one.

Where your good word cannot advantage him.
Your slander never can endamage him.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 42.

Hard words, (a) Words not easy to spell, pronounce,
or define correctly, (b) Hot, angry, or reproachful words.
See def. 11, and the quotation tliere from Tennyson.—Ho-
mophonous words. See homnphonous.—KovLsehold
word. See household.— In a word, in one word, in one
brief, pithy phrase ; briefly ; to sum up ; in short.

In a icord, for far behind his worth
Comes all the praises that I now bestow,
He is complete in feature and in mind.

Shak.,T. Q. of V.,ii. 4. 71.

In a word, to be a fine gentleman is to be a generous
and a brave man. Steele, Spectator, No. 75.

Here, in a word— and it is a rare instance in my life—
I had met with a person thoroughly adapted to the situa-
tion which he held. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 27-

In word, in speech only ; hence, in mere profession or
seeming.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue ; but in deed
and in truth. 1 John iii. IS.

Mind the word. See iniiid'i .— Precatory words. See
precatory.—The Comfortable Words. See comfortable.
— The Word of God, the Bible ; the Scriptures. This use
is rejected by the Society of Friends, who limit the phrase
to the meaning given in def, 12 (a).

An account of a personal pressure brought to bear upon
Fisher by the King, who pointed out to him that his obe-
dience was limited by tlie condition "so far as the Word of
God allowed." Nineteenth Century, XXVI. fe8o.

To be as good as one's word. See good.—To break
one's word, to break wordt. See break.— To eat one's
words. See ea(.—To have a word with a person, to
have some conversation with hini-

The friar and you
Must fiave a word anon.

Shak., M. forM.,v. 1. 364.

To have the words fort, to act as spokesman for.

Our hoste hadde the wordesfor us alle.

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, I. 67.

To make words. See mafrci.— To pass one's word.
See j^ass.—Word and endt, from beginning to end ; every-

thing.
Of al this werk he tolde hym worde and ende.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 702.

Word for word, in tlie exact words or terms ; verbatim
;

literally.

And he wrote in hys booke worde for worde like as he
hym tolde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 259.

Court. Do you read on then.
Free. [Keads.] . . .

Court. Word for word.
Etherege, She Would if She Could, iv. 2.

I shall set it [a letter] down word /or word as it came to

me. Steele, Spectator, No. 17,

Who with the News to Procris quick repair'd,

Kepeating Word for Word what she had heard.
Congrcve, tr, of Ovid's Art of Love.



word
Word of command, word of bonor, words of inher-
itance, words of limitation. See command, etc,

—

Words of institution. See uistttution, 8 (o).=Syn. L
Phrase, eto. See tenti,

word! (werd), I'. [< ME. icorden, wordien ; <

• worrfl, H.] I, trans. 1. To express in words;
phrase.

Word It

In the most generous terms.
B, Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 3.

The apology for the king is the same, but worded with
greater deference to that great prince. Addison,

2. To ply with or overpower by words ; talk.

If one were to he worded to Death, Italian is the fittest

Language, in regard of the llueney and Softness of it.

Howell, Letters, I. L 42.

3t. To flatter; cajole.

He words me, girls, he words me, that I should not
Be noble to myself. SMk., A. and C, v. 2. 191.

4. To make or unmake by a word or command.
[Rare.]

Against him . . . who could word heaven and earth

out of nothing, and can when he pleases word them into

nothing again. South, Sermons, X. v.

II. intraiis. To speak; talk; converse; dis-

course.

And tho that wisely wordeden and wryten many bokes
Of witte and of wisdome with dampned soules wonye.

Pierg Plowman (B), x. 428.

Thus wording timidly among the fierce;

"O Father ! I am here the simplest voice."
KeaU, Hyperion, ii.

To word it, to wrangle ; dispute ; contend in words.

He that descends not to word tt with a shrew does worse
than beat her. Sir R. L'Estrange.

WOrd^t, n. An erroneous form of ord.

word-blind (werd'blind), a. Deprived of the
visual memory of the signs of language. Un-
able, as a result of disease, to read, though possibly retain-

ing the ability to speak, write, and understand spoken
words.

M. de Capdeville noted the curious fact that word-blind
persons are sometimes able to read manuscript but not
print. Proe. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 48.

word-blindness (w6rd' blind "nes), 11. Loss,
through disease, of the ability to read, although
the faculties of speaking, writing, and under-
standing spoken words may remainunimpaired.
word-book (werd'bvik), n. [< word^ + book;
after D. woorderiboek = G. worterbuch = Icel.

ortha-bok = Sw. ordbok = Dan. ordbog. ] A book
containing words with their explanations, ar-

ranged in alphabetical or other regular order;

a vocabulary; a dictionary; a lexicon.

If no other bookes can be so well perfected, but still

some thing may be added, how much less a Word-hooke ?

Florio, It. Diet. (1598), To the Reader, p. [13].

word-bound (werd'bound), a. Restrained or
restricted in speech ; unable or unwilling to ex-

press one's self ; also, bound by one's word or

promise.
Word-bound he is not

;

Hell tell it wiUingly. J. Baitlie.

word-building (werd'bil"ding), n. The forma-
tion, construction, or composition of words.
word-catcher (w6rd'kach"6r), n. One who cav-
ils at words.

Each w&rd-cateher, that lives on syllables.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 166.

word-deafness (werd'def'nes), n. Loss, through
disease, of the ability to understand spoken
language, although the sounds are heard and
the faculties of reading and speaking may be
unimpaired.
worder (w&r'der), n. [< word^, v., + -erl.} A
speaker. Whitloek. [Rare.]

wordily (w6r'di-li), adv. In a verbose or wordy
manner.
wordiness (wer'di-nes), «. The quality of be-
ing wordy or of abounding with words.
wording (wer'ding), n. [Verbal n. of word^, v.J

1. The style or manner in which something is

expressed ; the form of words used in express-
ing some thought, idea, or the like; diction;

phraseology.

It is believed the wording was above bis known style

and orthography, Milton.

2. Expression, or power of expression ; lan-

guage ; words.

Things for which no wording can be found.
Keats, Endymion, iv.

WOrdisht (wfer'dish), a. \<.word^ + -ish^.l Ver-
bal ; wordy.
An image of that whereof the Philosopher bestoweth

but a woordish description.
.Sir P. .Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 33.

wordishnesst (wfer'dish-nes), n. 1. The state

or quality of being wordish.— 2. Verbosity;
prolixity.
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The truth they hide by their dark wordishness.
Sir K. Digby, Bodies, Prefatory Verses.

WOrdle (wfer'dl), n. [Origin obscure.] One of

the pivoted adjustable cams which form the
throat of a drawhead-die through which wire or

lead pipe is di-awn. E. H. Knight.

wordless (werd'les), a. [< ME. wordles (= Icel.

orthlauss, orthalauss); <word'^ + -less.] 1. Si-

lent; speechless.

Wordiesse he was, and semede sicke.

Isle of Ladies, 1. 516.

Her joy with heaved-up hand she doth express,

And, wordless, so greets heaven for his success.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 112.

2. Unexpressed in words.
Wordiesse answere in no toun
Was tane for obligatioun.
Ne called surety iu no wise.

Isle of Ladies, I. 889.

Silent people often get insane. It is not safe to have
too many dealings with wordless thoughts.

Nodes Ambrosianee, April, 1832.

word-memory (wferd'mem"o-ri), n. The mem-
ory of words ; the power of recalling words to
the mind.
word-painter (w6rd'pan"ter), n. A writer who
lias the power of graphic or vivid description in

depicting scenes or events; one who displays
picturesqueness of style.

word-painting (werd'pan"ting), n. The act of

describing or depicting in words graphically

or vividly.

word-picture (werd'pik"tnr), n. A graphic or
vivid description of any scene or event, so that
it is presented to the mind as in a picture.

WOrdsmant (wSrdz'man), «. [< tcords, pi. of

loord^, + man.'] One who attaches undue im-
portance to words, or who deals in mere words

;

one skilled in the use of words ; a verbalist.

[Rare.]

Sonie speculative wordsman. Bushnell.

WOrdsmanshipt (werdz'man-ship), 11. [< words-

man -t- -ship.] Knowledge or command of

words ; fluency in speech or writing.

word-spitet (werd'spit), a. Expressing spite

;

abusive.

A silly, yet ferocious, wordspite quarrel between Otho
and Hugh-le-Grand.

Sir F. Palgrave, Norm, and Eng., II. 661.

word-square (werd'skwar), n. See square^, 15.

wordstrife (werd'strif), n. Disputing about
words; logomachy. .Bp. Sacfcei, Abp.Williams,
ii. 107. {Davies.)

Wordsworthian (w6rdz'wer-thi-an), a. and «.

[< Wordsworth (see def.) + -ion'.'] I. a. Per-

taining to the English poet William Words-
worth (1770-1850), or to his style.

II. n. An admirer or a follower of the poet
Wordsworth.
The Wordsworthians were a sect who, if they had the

enthusiasm, had also not a little of the exclusiveness and
partiality to which sects are liable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 201.

Wordsworth's flower. See Ranunculus.
WOrdyl (wer'di), a. [< ME. woordy (= Icel. or-

thigr); < word^ + -j/l.] 1. Given to the use of

many words ; verbose.

A wordy orator . . . making a magnificent speech to the
people, full of vain promises. Steele, Spectator, No, 448.

2. Full of words ; wordish.

We need not lavish hours in wordy periods.
Philips, The Briton.

The wordy variance of domestic life

;

The tyrant husband, the retorting wife.

Crabbe, Works, I. 169.

3. Consisting of words ; verbal.

A silent, but amused spectator of this wordy combat.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iv.

WOrdy^t, «• An obsolete Scotch form of worthy.

wore' (wor). Preterit of wear"^.

wore^t, »• Am obsolete variant of were. See
was.

wore^t, V. t. [ME. woren, < AS. worian, weary,
fatigue, wander.] To weary; fatigue. See
wean/''-, a. Ancrcn Biiele, p. 386.

woreidt, »• An obsolete form of world.

work ( werk), V.
;
pret. and pp. worked or wrought,

ppr. working. [< ME. worken, werken, wirken,

also assibilated worchcn, wurchen, werchen, war-

chen, wirchen (pret. wrouhte, wrougte, wroute,

wrohte, xoorhte, pp. wrought, wrougt, wroght,

wrogt, wroht), < Aa.wyrcan,wircan,wercan (pret.

worhte, pp. geworht) = OS. wirkean = OFries.
werka, wirtsa = D. werken = MLG. werken, teork-

en, LG. werken = OHG. wirchen, wurchen, MHG.
wirken, wUrken, G. wirken = Icel. yrkja (for ryrk-

ja) = Dan. virkc = Goth, waurkjan, work ; a sec-

ondary verb, associated with the noun work,

work
from a Teut. / werk, V ivork, = Gr. "ipyetv, perf.

iopya, work, i)eCetv (for *Fpfyjeiv), do (ef. Ipyov,

a work, bpyavov, instrument, organ), = Zend
y/ rn-z, verez, work; cf. Pers. warz, gain, profit,

habit, etc. From the Gr. words of this root are

ult. E. erg, energy, organ, etc., and the second
element in metallurgy, theurgy, etc., chirurgeon,

surgeon, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To put forth ef-

fort for the accomplishment of something; ex-

ert one's self in the performance of some ser-

vice ; labor ; toil ; strive : as, to work ten hours
a day.

But whi the werwolf so wrou^ wondred thei alle,

& whi more with the king than with any other.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 4035.

We commanded you that, if any would not work, neither
should he eat. 2 Thes. iii. 10.

My sweet mistress
Weeps when she sees me work, and says such baseness
Had never like executor. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. 12.

His labor more than requited his entertainment ; for he
xcroiight among us with vigor, and either in the meadow
or at the hay-rick put himself foremost.

Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

2. To act; operate; carry on or perform a func-

tion; operate effectively; prove practicable:

as, the pump will not work; a plan or system
that works well ; the charm works.

Louse thi lippes a-twynne & let the gost worche.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.X p. 2.

Nature hath now no dominacioun

:

And certeynly ther nature wol nat ivirche.

Farewel, phisyk ! go ber the man to chirche.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1901.

But once the circle got within.
The charms to work do straight begin.
And he was caught as in a gin.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

Soon as the potion works, their human countenance.
The express resemblance of the gods, is changed.

Milton, Comus, 1. 68.

Love never fails to master what he finds.

But works a different way in different minds.
Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 465.

You may make everything else out of the passions of

men except a political system that will work.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. l.'SS.

3. To ferment, as liquors.

This experiment would be transferred unto other wine
and strong beer by putting in some like substances while
they work. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 782.

4. To be agitated or in a state of restless move-
ment or commotion ; seethe ; toss ; rage.

Calm is the sea ; the wanes worke lesse and lesse.

Surrey, Complaint by Night of Louer Not Beloued.

The dog-star foams, and the stream boils,

And curls, and works, and swells ready to sparkle.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

The inward wretchedness of his wicked heart, he says,

began to be discovered to aim, and to work as it had never
done before ; he was now conscious of sinful thoughts and
desires which he had not till then regarded.

Southey, Bunyan, p. 22.

5. To make way laboriously and slowly; make
progress, become, or get with exertion and dif-

ficulty: generally followed by an adjective, or

by an adverb of "direction, as along, down, into,

out, through, up, etc. : as, to work loose; to work
out; to tcork up.

Who would trust chance, since all men have the seeds

Of good and ill, which should work upward first?

Dryden.

After midnight . . . the wind worked gradually round
. . . and blew directly in our teeth.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

6. To carry on systematic operations in some
department of human activity, especially as a
means of earning a livelihood; be regularly en-

gaged or employed in some operation, trade,

profession, or business : as, to work in brass or

iron.

They that work in fine flax . . . shall be confounded.
Isa. xix. 9.

Sea-faring men, who long have wrought
In the great deep for gain. M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

7. To do something; specifically, to be em-
ployed in handiwork, as in knitting, sewing,
or embroidery.

"I always think it is such a waste of time to sit out of

doors or listen to reading without working." " But I cant
work," said Archie, "except mending, and that I detest."

Mrs. Annie Edwards, Archie Lovell, xxx.

8. To blossom, as water; become full of some
vegetable substance. See the quotation.

Nearly all the ponds, rivers, and lakes work, or what is

generally called "blossom," some waters once and some
twice during the summer months. A vegetable substance

that grows on the bottom, and during the summer the

seed or bloom, breaks loose from the bottom and floats

in the water. The leaves of the blossoms are of the same
weight as the water, so that some kinds do not come to

the top and float, but float about in the water, giving the

water a thick oily appearance. Very few flsh are caught
when the water is in blossom. Seth Oreen.



work
To work at arm's length. See arm's-lei\gth.—To work
atcase. see case-'._xo work double tides. Seeftdei.
— To work free, ^eefree.— To work off, to be evacu-
ated or eliminated, as poison I'rora the system, by the
bowels or kidneys.—To work on or upon, (o) To act

or operate upon ; exert a force or active influence upon

;

affect.

A mark, and a hope, and a subject for every sophister

ill religion to work on. Donne, Letters, xc.

We were now at a great loss, not knowing what course

to take, for we tempted him [an Indian] with Beads,
Money, Hatchets, Macheats, or long Knives ; but nothing
would work on him. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 13.

•(6t) To rely on.

"I schal. sire," seide the child, "for saufliche y hope
I may worche on sour word to wite him fro harm."

' WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 257.

To work with, to endeavor to influence, as with reason-

ing, entreaty, etc.; strive with in order to influence in

some particular way ; labor with.

I wrought with him in private, to divert him
From your assur'd destruction, had he met you.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, iii. 1.

=Syn. Act, Work, etc. See act.

II. trans. 1. To prepare by labor ; manipu-
late : as, to work soil or clay.

Ffate lande ydoanged moist and wel ywrought
Onyons desire.

Paltadius. Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.). p. 82.

When special pains are taken to "work the butter"
thoroughly, thus more effectually getting rid of the water
and buttermilk, it keeps for a much longer period in a
" sweet" condition. Sdetux, XVI. 71.

2. To convert to use by labor or effort; oper-

ate : as, to work a quarry ; to irarA- a scheme.

The head member of the company that worked the mines
was Mr. Peter Garatin, and the same company received

the rent for the Sugar Loaf. Qeorge Eliot, Felii Holt, xi.

,

As the claim was worked back, the long tom was extended
by means of sluice boxes, until a dozen or more miners
were shoveling dirt into them on both sides.

The Century, XLIL 14a

3. To make; form; fashion; execute; mold.

Alias ! that we wer lernutjhte

In worlde women to be. York Plays, p. 153.

A mong other, a wonderfuU gretnesse that be rygtht
Curiusely wrogth and arn fyne gold garnyshed over all

with stones of gret Pryse.
Torkingttm, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

That was one of the famous cups of Tours, wroui/ht by
.Martin Dominique. Seott, Quentin Durwanl, iv.

Here is a sword I have wrought thee.
WiUiam Morris, Sigurd, ii.

4. To decorate or ornament, as with needle-

work; embroider.
She hath a clout of mine.
Wrought with good Coventry.

Philladaflouts me (Arber's Eng. Oarner, I. 311).

You shall see my wrought shirt hang out at my breeches

;

you shall know me. Marston, .\ntonioand Mellida,I.,v. 1.

Ay, I have lost my thimble and a skein of Coventiy
blue I had to work Gregoiy Litchfleld a handkerchief.

A Jonson, Gipsies Metamoi-phosed.

A shape with amice wrappM around,
With a UTOwjht Spanish baldric bound,

Like pilgrim frpm l>eyond the sea.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 20.

A damask napkin wrought with horse and bound.
Tennymn, Audley Court.

5. To do, perform, or accomplish ; brin^ about

;

effect; produce; cause: as, to work mischief;

to work a change ; to work wonders.

A felle man in flght, fuerse on his enimys,

And in batell full biggc, & myche bale riroght.

Dettruciim of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3971.

Alias ! wrecchis, what haue we wrought?
To byggly blys we bothe wer brought.

I'or* Plays, p. 30.

Than he taught hir ther a pley that she wrought after

many tymes, (for he taught hir to do come a grete river

ouer all theras her liked. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 312.

For our light affliction, which is but for a moment.
tuorketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of

glory. 2 Cor. iv. 17.

Changes were wrought in the parts.

Bacon, Physical Fables, i., Expl.

Not long after there fell out an unexpected Accident,

that suddenly wrought the Lords Confusion.
B<i*er, Chronicles, p. 11 n.

The emancipation is observed, in the islands, to have
itrought for the negro a benefit as sudden as when a ther-

mometer Is bmughtout of the shade Into the sun.

Emergon, West Indian Emancipation.

6. To put or set in motion or action : as, to

work one's fingers.

The mariners all 'gan work the ropes.

Where they were wont to do.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

They are every one of them dead dolls, wooden, worked
with wires. Kinynley, Hypatia, xiii.

Nodding in a familiar manner to the coachman, as If

any one of them would be quite equal to getting on the

box and working the team down street as well as he.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eaghy, i. .1.

7. (a) To direct the action or movements of:

manage ; handle : as, to work a sawmill.
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Mere personal valour could not supply want of know-

ledge in building and working ships. Arbuthnat.

(6) In music, to handle or treat (a voiee-pai-t or

a theme).— 8. To bring by action or motion
into some particular state, usually indicated by
an adverb or adverbial adjunct, as in, out, over,

up, etc. See phrases below.
Practise all things chiefly at two several times, the one

when the mind Is best disposed, the other when it is worst
disposed ; that by the one you may gain a great step, by
the other you may work o^it the knots and stonds of the
mind. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 296.

So the pure limpid stream, when foul with stains

Of rushing torrents and descending rains.

Works itself clear, and as it runs refines.

Addison, Cato, i. 6.

9. To manage or turn to some particular course

or way of thinking or acting by insidious

means ; influence in some respect by plying
with arguments, urgings, threats, bribes, etc.

;

prevail on or gain over; induce; persuade;
lead : as, to work the committee ; to work the

jury.

There is noe hope that they will ever be wrought to

serve faythluUy agaynst theyr old frendes and kinsemen.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

I will try his temper

;

And, if I find him apt for my employments,
I'll work him to my ends.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 1.

The Clergy being thus brought on, on the nine and
twentieth of April, the Cardinal came into the House of

Commons, to tvork them also. Baker, Chronicles, p. 270.

Many of the Jews were irrmtght into the belief that
Herod was the Messias. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 1. 3.

10. To excite by degrees ; bring into a state of

perturbation or passion ; provoke ; agitate.

Some passion
That works him strongly.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 144.

Sir Lucius has wrought me to it. He has left me full of

rage— and I'll fight this evening, that so much good pas-

sion mayn't be wasted. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

11. To succeed in effecting, attaining, or mak-
ing; win by labor; achieve: as, to work a pas-

sage through something.

Through winds and waves and storms he works his way.
Addison, Cato, i. 3.

Some months afterwards Amory made his appearance
at Calcutta, having worked his way out before the mast
from the Cape. Thackeray, Pendennis, xxv.

We passed heavily laden junks slowly worHnf; their way
upstream amidst what to any but the Chinese would have
appeared insurmountable difficulties.

The Century, XLI. 729.

12. To endeavor; attempt; try.

By reason she was fast In the latch of our cable . . . she

could not cleare Ijer selfe as she vrrought to doe.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths Works, II. 43.

13. To operate on, as a purgative or other

drug; purge.

Every time it operates, it carries off a Distemper ; but
If your Blood 's Wholesome, and your Body Sound, it will

tror* you no more than the same quantity of Ginger bread.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,
(II. 108.

14. To ply one's trade, calling, vocation, or

business in ; carry on operations in or on : as,

iowork a district in canvassing for a puVjliea-

tion. [CoUoq.]

I've iiorked both town and country on gold fish. I've

served both Brighton and Hastings.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 91.

As a general rule, the " casual ward " of a workhouse, so

far from being the temporary refuge of deserving poor, is

a place of rendezvous for thieves and prostitutes and other
vagabonds of the lowest class, gangs of whom work al-

lotted districts, and make their circuits with as much reg-

ularity as the .ludges.

A. Doyle, quoted in KibtonTurner's Vagrants and
[Vagrancy, p. 293.

The first day I started alone to explore the forest with

gun and dog, leaving my friends to work the river.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 632.

15. To exact labor or service from ; keep busy
or employed: as, he works his horses too hard.

Until the year 1820, the people [in Great Britain] had
been forbidden to combine. Their only power against

employers who worked them as many hours a day as they

dared, and paid them wages as small as they could, who
took their children and locked them up in unwholesome
factories, was in combination, and they were forbidden

to combine. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 80.

16. To solve : as, to work a sum in arithmetic

or a problem in algebra. [Colloq.] — 1'7. To
cause to ferment: said of anything which is put

into a liciuid for that purpose— To work an ob-

servation. See observation.— To Work a traverse.
See traiterse sailing, under sailing.— to work in. (a) To
intermix, as one inateriiil with another, in the juocess of

manufacture or the like ; weave or stir in : as, he worked

the good yarn in with the bad. (6) To cause to enter or

penetrate by repeated elforts: as, the wire was slowly

leorked in.— To WOrk into, (a) To introduce artfully;

insinuate : as, he easily works himself into confidence by

work
his plausibility, (b) To change or alter by gradual process
or Influence.

This imperious man will work us all

From princes into pages.
Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 2. 47.

To work off, to get rid of ; free or be freed from, or from
the effects of ; discharge ; c acuate ; as, to work off the
effects of a debauch.—To work one's passage, to give
one's work or services as an equivalent foi- passage-money.
— To work one's will. See will i .— To work out. (a)

To effect or procure by continued labor or exertion ; ac-

complish.

Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling.
Phil. Ii. 12.

Who can hide.
When the malicious Fates are bent
On working out an ill intent?

Wordsworth, The Waggoner, iv.

O lift your natures up

:

Embrace our aims ; work out your freedom.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

(6) To elaborate ; develop ; reduce to order ; study out.

She [Italy] did not work out the basilican type for her-

self ; she left it to others to do that for her, and conse-
quently never perfectly understood what she undertook
or why it was done. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 428.

The minerals, which are now in the British Museum,
were worked out by Mr. Davies of that establishment.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XLI. 406.

(o) To solve, as a problem.

Mai. M,— Malvollo; M,— why. that begins my name—
Fab. Did not I say he would work it out >

Shak., T. N., ii. 6. 139.

(d) To erase ; efface ; remove.

Tears of joy, for your returning spilt,

Work out and expiate our former guilt.

Dryden, Astraia Redux, 1. 275.

ie) To exhaust : as, to work out a mine or quarry.—To work
out a day's work (liaut.), to compute a ship's position

from the course and distance sailed.— To work the twig.
See t»%i.—To work up. (n) To excite ; stir up ; raise

;

rouse.

It is no very hard Matter to work up a heated and devout
Imagination to the Fancy of Raptures and Ecstasies and
Mystical Unions. Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. iii.

We cannot but tremble to consider what we are capa-
ble of being wrought up to, against all the ties of nature,

love, honour, reason, and religion. Steele, Tatler, No. 172.

They [the Moslems] work themselves up to such agonies
of rage and lamentation that some, it is said, have given
up the ghost from the mere effect of mental excitement.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

(6) To use up in the process of manufacture or the like

;

e.xpend in any work ; as, we have worked up all our mate-
rials.

The industry of the people works up all their native
commodities to the last degree of manufacture. Svn/t.

(c) To expand ; enlarge ; elaborate : as, to work up a story

or an article from a few hints.

We have read of "Handkerchief Moody," who for some
years persisted in always appearing among men with his

face covered with a handkerchief — an incident which
Hawthorne has worked lip in his weird manner into the
story of "The Minister with the Black Veil."

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 4.54.

(d) To master by careful study or research ; as, to work up
a theme, (e) To achieve or attain by special effort : as,

to work up a reputation for one's self. (/) Naut., to dis-

cipline or punish by setting at an unnecessary or hateful

job, like scraping the anchor-chain. Such a piece of work
Is called a working-up Job.—To work water. See the
quotation.

Water is also frequently carried over from the boiler

with the steam. When this occurs the boiler is said to

prime, or to work water. Forney, Locomotive, p. 170.

work (werk), «. [< ME. work, werk, aure, wore,

were, weorc, < AS. weorc, wore, were = OS.
OFries. D. iccrk •= LG. wark = OHG. werch,

werah, MHG. were, G. werk = Icel. Sw. verk =
Dan. fserk = Goth, ga-wnurki; cf. Gr. ipyoi),

work: see work, v.] 1. Effort or exertion di-

rected to the accomplishment of some purpose
or end; expenditure of strength, energy, etc.;

toil; labor; striring.

Fie upon this quiet life ! I want work.
Shak, 1 Hen. IV., II. 4. 118.

Man hath his daily work of body or mind
Appointed. Milton, P. L., iv. 618.

Here, work enough to watch
The Master work, and catch

Hints of the proper craft.

Brouming, Rabbi Ben Ezra.

2. Opportunity of expending labor (physical

or mental) in some useful or remunerative way,
especially as a means of earning a livelihood

:

employment : something to do : as, to be out of

work;' to look for work.— 3. That upon which

one is employed or engaged, and in the accom-
plishment of" which labor is expended or some
operation performed; a task, undertaking, en-

terprise, or project.

U it would please Him whose xmrke it Is to direct me to

speake such a word over the sea as the good old woman
of Abel did over the wall in the like exigent.

N. Ward, Simple Colder, p. 83.

The great work of .erecting a way of worshipping of

Christ In church fellowship.

JV. Marlon, New England's Memorial, p. 160.



work
To her dear Work she falls ; and, as she wrought,
A sweet Creation followed her hands.

J, Beaumoniy Psyche, iii. 61.

4. Something accomplished or done; doing;
deed; aehieyement ; feat; performance.

Thei knoulechen wel that the Werkes of Jesu Crist ben
gode, and his Wordea and his Dedes and his Doctrj'ne by
his Gospelles weren trewe, and his Meracles also trewe.

Matidevttle, Travels, p. 134.

It is a damned and a bloody work;
Tlie graceless action of a heavy hand.
If that it be the icork of any hand.

SAoAr., K. John, iv. 3. 58.

A people of that beastly disposition that they performed
the most secret worke of Nature in publique view.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 323.

Once more,
Act a brave work, call it thy last adventry.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxxxiii.

It wonld be easy to multiply illustrations of the differ-

ence between . . . the philosophy of words and the phi.

loBophy of teorks. Macaulay, Lord iiacon.

5. pi. In theoL, acts performed in obedience to

the law of God. According to Protestant theology,

8uch works would be meritorious only as they constituted

a perfect and complete observance of the law ;
according

to Roman Catholic theology, such works, if proceeding

from grace and love, are so far acceptable to God as to be

truly deserving of an eternid rewai-d. See mpererogation.

And jif I shal werke be here iperih's towynne me heuene,

And for here tverkis and for here wyt wende to pyne,

Thanne wrouste I vnwisly with alle the wyt that I lere!

Piers Ptomnan (A), xi. 268.

For by grace are ye saved through faith ; and that not of

yourselves ; it is the gift of God : not of works, lest any man
should boast Eph. ii. 9.

6t. Active operation; action.

Where pride, fulnesse of bread, and abundance of idle-

nesse set them on worke against God.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

7. Ferment; trouble. [Rare.]

Tokay and Coffee cause this Work
Between the German and the Turk.

Prior^ Alma, iii.

8. That which is made or manufactured; an
article, fabric, or structure produced by expen-
diture of effort or labor of some kind, whether
physical or mental; a product of nature or art.

The work some praise.

And some the architect. Milton, P. L., L 731.

Hence, specifically

—

(ft) That which is produced by men-
tal labor ; a literary or artistic performance ; a composi-

tion : as, the works of Addison ; the works of Mozart. See

opus.

You are rapt, sir, in some work, some dedication

To the great lord. Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 19.

Ko other Poet that I know of [save Ben Jonson], in

those days, gave his Plays the pompous Title of Works;
of which Sir John Suckling has taken notice in his Ses-

sions of the Poets. . . . This puts me in mind of a Dis-

tick directed by some Poet of that Age to Ben Johnson

:

Pray, tell me, Ben, where does the myst'ry lurk?
What others call a Play, you call a Work;

which was thus answer'd by a Friend of his

:

The Author's Friend thus for the Author say's,

Ben's Plays are Works, when others Works are Plays.

Lmigbaine, Eng. Dramatick Poets (1691), p. 264.

When 1 contemplate a modern library, filled with new
works in all the bravery of rich gilding and binding.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 166.

(J) An engineering structure, as a building, dock, embank-
ment, bridge, or fortification.

And now ye Sarrasyns haue taken vp the stones of the

same tumbe and put theym to the werkes of theyr Muskey.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 62.

I will be walking on the works. Shak., Othello, iii. 2. 3.

Don Guzman, . . . who commanded the sortie, ought
to have taken the work out of hand, and annihilated all

therein. Kingdey, Westward Ho, ix.

Frail were the works that defended the hold that we held
with our lives. Tennyson, Defence of Lucknow.

(«) Design ;
pattern ; workmanship.

Ther ys a gret Chalis of fine gold of Curius werke.

Torkiwjton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

Let there be three or five fine cupolas in the length of it,

placed at equal distance, and fine coloured windows of

several works. Bacon, Building (ed. 18S7).

All his followers likewise were, in their faces, in part
or in whole, painted, . . . some with crosses and other
antick works. Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New Eng-

[land's Memorial, p. 355.

(d) Embroidery ; ornamental work done with the needle

;

needlework.

1 am glad I have found this napkin.
, . . ill have the work ta'en out.

And give t lago. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 296.

I never saw any thing prettier than this high Work on
your Point D'espaigne. Elherege, Man of ilode, iii. 2.

9. An establishment for manufacturing, or for

performing industrial labor of any sort : gener-
ally in the plural, including all the btiildings,

machines, etc., used in the required opera-
tions: as, iron-ifor/is ; hence the plural is used
as a collective singular, taking then a singular

article: as, there is a large glass-worte in the
town.
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They have a Salt Work, and with that salt preserve the

fish they take. Capt. John Smith, Gen. Hist. Virginia
[(Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 285.)

Whereupon he gott a patent of the king (Cha. I.) for an

allum worke (which was the first that ever was in Eng-
land), which was worth to him two thousand pounds per

annum, or better. Aubrey, Lives (Thomas Chaloner).

10. In meclt.: (a) The product of a force by
the component displacement of its point of

application in the direction of the force ; or, if

this is variable, the integral of all successive

infinitesimal such products for any motion of

the point of application. The work is thus the

same whatever be the velocity of the motion or the mass
moved, so long as the force and the displacement are the

same. Thus, if an electrified body is moved by an elec-

trical force along a horizontal surface, the work is the

same whatever the mass of the body moved. But if the

same electrical force moves the body for the same dis-

tance but upward against gravity, less work on the whole
is done, since the force of gravity undoes a part of the

work which the electrical force performs. Negative
work, or work undone, is also called resiHant work, in con-

ti-adistinction to motor work. The total work performed
upon a particle is equivalent to the kinetic energy it

gains; the total work undone, to the kinetic energy it

loses. If a force is resisted by friction, the same amount
of work is done as if it were not resisted; for, though
the resultant force upon the mass moved is less by the
amount of the frit-tion, so that less work is done upon
the mass as a whole, yet heat is produced, and the par-

ticles receive displacements in the direction of the ac-

tion of friction, the work of which makes up the balance.

Mechanical work is work done in the displacement of sen-

sible masses, as opposed to work done in the displacement
of molecules. If a gun is shot off in a horizontal direc-

tion, a force is brought to bear ux>on the bullet, and in car-

rying this a certain distance work proportional to the
acceleration is performed; at the same time, the heat of

the confined gases is reduced by a proportional amount,
and heat is said to be transformed into mechanical work.

We have thus arrived at the immensely important con-

clusion that no heat-engine can convert into work a greater
fraction of the heat which it receives than is expressed
by the excess of the temperature of reception above that

of rejection divided by the absolute temperature of re-

ception. Enajc. Brit., XXII. 482.

(6) The negative of the work as defined above.
In this sense a ball shot upward is said to do work by re-

moving itself from the attracting earth. [Both these uses

of the word work were introduced by Clausius, first in

German.]
11. In physics and chem., the production of any
physical or chemical change. For example, if a

body is heated, the effects are said to be the internal work
of increasing the kinetic molecular energy— that is, in.

crease of temperature— of change of volume, cohesive

elasticity and the external work involved in its expansion,

and hence overcoming the surrounding atmospheric pres-

sure. An example of work in the chemical sense is that

done when a chemical compound is decomposed, as by
an electrical current in electrolysis. See further under
energy, 7.

12. In mining, ores before they are cleaned

and dressed.— 13. pi. The mechanism or ef-

fective part of some mechanical contrivance,

such as a watch.— 14. Manner of working;
management; treatment.

It is pleasant to see what work our adversaries make
with this innocent canon : sometimes 'tis a mere forgery

of hereticks, and sometimes the bishops . . . were not so

wise as they should have been. StiUingfleet.

Accommodation works. See accommodation.— k&-
vanced works, works placed beyond the covered ways
and glacis of a pennanent fortification, but in defensive

relations with it. When placed beyond the range of small

arms such works are termed detached works.—Agra work,
an inlay of hard stones, such as agates and carnelians,

and other costly materials in white marble, made at Agra
in British India.—Barellly work, woodwork decorated

in black and gold lacquer, made in the Northwestern Prov-

inces of India.—Beaten work. See 6ra(e)i.— Berlin
work, fancy work on canvas in Berlin wools or worsted.
— Best work. See !w«(.— Bone-work. Same as 6o>ic-

^ace.— Camul work, decoration by means of lacquer

painted with floweis in slight relief on a green ground,
gold l)elng freely used : from Carnul, or Kurnul, a town
of India.— Cashmere work, a kind of metal-work in

which copper or brass is deeply engraved, and the en-

graved lines are filled wholly or in part with a black com-
position like niello ; small raised flowers of white metal
are then applied to the surface in connection with the de-

sign engraved upon the body of the piece.—Combed-out
work. Seecnm!)'.— Covenant of works. Seecovenant.

—Damascene work. See rfajHrtscene.—Day's work. See
drtiyi.— Delhi work, a variety of Indian end iroidery distin-

guished by a free use of chaiu-stitch, usually in gold and
silver mixed with colored silk on colored grounds.

—

Dinged work. See dtn^i.- Drawn and cut work,
decorative work done upon fine linen or the like by cut-

ting away parts and pulling out the threads in places : a
kind of work often associated with embroidery. In the

more elaborate sorts, a network of threads is fastened
down upon a piece of linen lawn, the pattern is stitched

(usually in buttonhole-stitch) upon the lawn, and after its

completion the threads of the network and some of those

of the lawn are pulled out and parts of the lawn cut away.

—Embossed-velvet work. See re?re(.—External work.
See inleriiat work, below.— False work. See false.

There are voices and a sound of tools, and we come to

a wooden staging, or false work, and climb a short ladder,

and stand close to the roof among a group of workmen.
The Century, XXXIX. 221.

Fancy, fat, frosted work. see the adjectives.—

Gnarled work. Same as gnarliny.— Granulated work.
See yronwiated.—Hammered work. See hammer'^.—

workability

Hiroshima work, fine decorative metal-work made in

Japan, in which various ornamental appliances are com.
bined. The name is derived from the town of Hiroshima,

where much of the finest has been made.- Holbein
work, a kind of embroidery done in modern times in inii-

tation of decorative borders and the like shown in paint-

ings of Holbein and other artists of his time. The design

is in outline without filling in, and consists of borders
and other patterns of slight scrolls, zigzags, etc. It is

woiked especially with thread on washable material,

and has the advantage of showing alike on both sides.—

Honeycomb work. See Aojifj/co//ii).— Incrusted worlt.
See incrust.— Internal work, in physics, work done in or

among the molecules of a body upon change of tempera-
ture, as in increasing their velocity, changing their relative

position, etc. : contrasted with external work, that done
against external forces as the body changes in volume,
— Irish work. See 7ri«Ai.— Lacertine work. See
lacertine.—'LaiA work. See(ai/i.— Lap-jointed work.
SameascK?icAer-Miort.—Lean,lump,madras,mechanl-
cal, meshed work. See the qualifying words.— IMa-
delra work, embroidery in white thread ui>on lawn or
cambric, madein the island of Madeira, and of remarkable
fineness of execution.— Monghyr work, Indian decora-

tive carving in black ebony, inlaid with ivory.— Mora-
dahad work, decorative work in metal in which two
plates of different metals are soldered together and then
engraved on one side in deep incisions, so aa to show the

one metal through the incisions in the other. In an-

other variety the incisions are filled in with a black com-
position similar to niello —Mother-of-pearl work.
See mothero.f-pearl.— yiOunteA WOrk. See mounted.—
Mynpuri work, an inlay of wood with brass and (Jther

metals similar in its cliaracter to buhl, practised in India

in recent times.— Mysore work, decoration by painting

in vivid opaqne colors on a brilliant ground composed of

translucent green lacquer laid upon tin-foil.— Niello-

WOrk. See niello.— Nulled WOrk. See null.— Out of
work, (a) Out of working order.

There rises a fearful vision of the human race evolving

machinery which will by and-by throw itself fatally out

of work. George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, xviL

(h) Without employment : as, he was out of work and
ill.— Phrygian work. See Pftn/'/iaii. —Pierced work.
See pi'ercd/.- Pitched work. See j«(c/ii.— Plaited
string work, pounced work, process work, public
works. See plaited, pounced^, etc.— Punctured work.
See jroncture.— Raised work. See raisci.-Random
work. See roTuiom.- Relsner work [from its inven-

tor, Beisner, a German of the time of Louis XIV.], a kind

of inlaid cabinet-work in which woods of contrasted col-

ors are employed, designs being formed in woods lighter

or darker than the ground; marciuctry.- Reticulated
work. See TcticwfaJed.-Rubbed work. See rul>.—

Russian-tapestry work, rustic work, Saracenic
work. See Russian, etc. - Side of work, in coal-min-

ing. See man-of-war, 2.— Sikh work, decorative work
done by the Sikhs of northern India, especially embossed
work in thin copper done with the hammer and punch.—
Sindh work, decoration produced by lajing upon wood
several strata of lacquer in different colors, and after-

ward cutting through the lacquer to various depths, as

in engraving on onyx.— Spanish work, embroidery of

simple character, such as that done upon pillow-cases

and tablecloths: a term of the seventeenth century.

-Spiritual and corporal works of mercy. See
mercy.

—

Stamped work. See stamp.— Swedish work.
See SwcdwA.— Tabular work. Same as table-wnrk.-

Tamil work, ornamental metal-work, containing much
filigree, made in Ceylon, especially in the northeni part of

the island.— Tessellated work. See (essfiiated.— Tied
work, a kind of fancy work by which fringes are made of

worsted, silk, or other fiber or cord. The cords are fas-

tened and grouped together by a process like netting,

producing a sort of knotted fringe.— To have one's
work cut out. (a) To have one's work prepared or pre-

scribed. (6) To have all that one can do. [Slang.]— To lie

to one's work. See ffei.-To make short work of or

with, (a) To bring to a speedy conclusion ; accomplish at

once, (ft) To deal with or dispose of summarily.

Mr. Canning made very short work of poor Mr. Erskine.
H. Adams, Gallatin, p. 394.

To run the works, see rt«ii .—Turkey work, rugs or

carpeting brought from the East : the phrase was in use ss

late as the seventeenth century.— Upper works (nauf.).

Same as dcad-wor*-8.—Vienna work, decorative work
in leather, including ornamental utensils of that mate-
rial, with patterns in slight relief and impressed.—Viza-
gapatam work, an inlay of ivory, horn, and other mate-
rials in wood. The work is on a small scale, and is applied

to the decoration of movable furniture, tea-caddies, chess-

boards, etc.—Work and turn, in printing, a form of

type arranged to print two copies by turning the sheet.

—

Work of art. See art-.—Works of supererogation.
See supererogation. (See also gingerbread-work, piqu^-

work, spider.uork.)=SyTL 1. Work, Labor, Toil, Drud[tery.

occupation, exertion, business. Work is the generic term
for exertion of body or mind ; it stands also for the prod-

uct of such exertion, while the others do not. LalKrr is

heavier; the word may be qualified by strong adjectives:

as, confinement at hard labor. We may speak of light work,

but not of light labor. Toil is still heavier, necessarily in-

volving weariness, as labor does not Drudgery is heavy,

monotonous labor of a servile sort.

All work, even cotton-spinning, is noble.

Carlyle, Past and Present, iii. 4.

He had been so far that he almost despair'd of getting

back again ; for a Man cannot pass thro' those red Man-
groves but with very much labour.

Bamjrier, Voyages, I. 156.

With burden of our armour here we sweat.

This toil of ours should be a work of thine.

Shak.. K. John. ii. 1. 93.

The everyday cares and duties which men call drudg-

ery are the weights and counterpoises of the clock of time.

Longfellotp, Kavanagh, xiii.

workability (wtr-ka-bil'i-ti), ». [< norVablc

+ -ity (see -bility).'ji Practicability; feasible-

ness.



workability
The warkabUity of compulsory notiflcation would de-

pend on the general practitioners. Lancet, 1890, 11. 21.

workable (wer'ka-bl), a. [< work + -o6/e.]

1. That can be worked, or that is worth work-
ing: as, a woykahic mine; icorkable coal. The
term workable, as applied to coal, has two meanings : one
refers to the maximum limit of depth, the other to the
minimum limit of thicicness of the bed or beds. In the Re-
port of the English Royal Commission appointed in 1S60,
the limit of workable depth was taken as 4.000 feet, that of
thicliiiess at 1 foot. But no coal has yet been worked to
6o great a depth as that, and it has only very rarely hap-
pened that a seam of less than 2 feet in thickness has been
actually mined.

Clay . . . soft and icorkable. Ascham, Toxophilus, ii.

I apprehend that the Commissioners [the English of
1886] placed the limit of thickness as low as 12 inches be-
cause their inquiries were not in that connection directed
to the question what amount of coal would ultimately be
found commercially workable; it was the simple physical
limits which they were chiefly regarding.

Marthall, Coal : its Hist, and Uses, p. 307.

2. Practicable ; feasible : as, a icorkable scheme
for lighting the streets.— 3. Capable of being
stirred or influenced.

These have nimble feet, forward affections, hearts work-
able to charity. Jtev. T. Adarm, Works, II. 410.

4. Capable of being set at work.

At the time of taking the last census there were very
nearly seven millions of wives and children of a workable
age still unoccupied.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 358.

workableness (w^r'ka-bl-nes), n. Practicable-
ness ; feasibility.

That fair trial which alone can test the workablenesg of
any new scheme of social life. J. S. Mill, Socialism.

workaday (w^rk'a-da), n. and a. [Formerly also
workyday. Ct. workday.'] I.t n. A working-day.

Trade, I cashier thee till to-morrow ; friend Onion, for

thy sake 1 finish this icorkiday.

B. Jongon, Case is Altered, iv. 3.

We find a great Deference paid to Saturday Afternoon,
above the other worky-Dayg of the Week.

Bourne's Pop. Ai\tiq. (1777), p. 146.

H. a. Working-day; relating to workdays;
plodding; toiling.

Your face shall be tann'd

,
Like a sailor's worky-day hand.

Middleton arid Rinaey, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 1.

Vork-a-day humanity.
Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, iv.

This fB a workaday, practical world, and ... we must
face things as they are. The Century, XZXtX 630.

work-bag (werk'bag), n. A small bag of gome
textile material, formerly carried by women,
and used to contain their needlework. The
term was often used for the reticule.

The lawful fine of the pledged work-bag of the king's
wife. O'Curry, Am.-. Irish, II. xxiv.

work-basket (w^rk'bfts''ket), »«. A basket used
by women either to hold the implements for

sewing, as needles, thread, scissors, or thimble,
in which ease the basket is small, or to hold
partly made garments, articles needing repair,

etc., for whicu use the basket is large and has
a wide opening.
On the table is . . . Elizabeth's workbasket.

Bhoda BroughUm, Alas, xxxiv.

work-box (w^rk'boks), n. A box used by wo-
men to hold their materials for sewing and the
needlework itself when not too bulky.

Here, lately shut, that work-box lay

;

There stood your own embroidery frame.
F. Locker, The Castle in the Air.

workday (werk'da), H. and a. [< ME. wcrkdai,
wcrkedei, wcrkedai, werrkedah, workday, work-
ing-day, < AS. tceorc-dseg (= G. werk-taq, wer-
kel-tag = Icel. verkdagr); as work + day^.] I,

n. A workiug-day ; a week-day.
For a-pou the werkeday
Men be so bysy in vche way.
So that for here ocupacyone
They lene myche of here deuocyone.

Myre, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), L 1006.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a working-day or
working-days.
Allow me my friends, my freedom, my rough compan-

ions, in their workday clothes. Thackeray, Philip, vi.

worked-oflf (w^rkt'of), a. In printing, noting
a form of tj-pe from which a required edition
has been printed.

worker (w6r'k<-r), n. [< ME. "icorker, worclnyr; <

work + -eil.] 1 . One who or that which works

;

a laborer ; a toiler ; a performer ; a doer.

False apostles, deceitful workers. 2 Cor. xi 13.

Men, my brothers, men the workers, ever reaping some-
thing new:

That which they have done but earnest of the things that
they shall do. Tennyson, Locksley Hail.

With co-partnership between employer and employed,
the worker would feel be was more nearly the equal of the
capitalist. N. A. Rev., CXLII. 616.
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2. In entom., the neuter or undeveloped female
of various social hymenopterous and afew other
insects, as bees, ants, and termites, which col-
lects pollen, makes honey, builds or fabricates
cells or a nest, stores up food, cares for the
young, herds and milks the aphids kept as cows,
and performs other services for the community
of which it is a member. Among bees the worker
is distinguished from the queen and the drone, or the per-
fect female and male. Among ants certain of the workers
are specialized and speciHed as soldiers ; these make war
and capture slaves. See cuts under Apidm, AUa, Mono-
moriuin, Tennes, and umbretta-ant.

3t. Maker; creator.

And therfor in the worcher was the vyce,
And in the covetour that was so nyce.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 261.

4. In a carding-machine, one of the urchins, or
small card-covered cylinders.— 5. A leather-
workers' two-handled knife, used in scraping
hides.

worker-ant (wer'kfer-tat), ». A working ant.
See worker, 2.

worker-bee (wer'kfer-be), n. A working bee.
See worker, 2.

worker-bobbin (w^sr'kfer-bob'in), «. In lace-

making, one of the bobbins that are.kept pass-
ing from side to side, as distinguished from a
hanger-bobbin, the thread of which is left sta-
tionary while the other threads pass over and
nnder it.

worker-cell (wer'k6r-sel), V. One of the cells of
a honeycomb destined for the larva of a worker-
bee. Eggs are laid in these first, afterward in
the drone-cells and queen-cells.

WOrkfellow (w6rk'fel"6), n. One engaged in
the same work with another. Rom. xvi. 21.

work-folk, work-folks (wSrk'fok, werk'foks),
n . j)l. Persons engaged in manual labor ; work-
people.

Oversee ray work-folks.
And at the week's end pay them all their wages.

Fletcher {and another). Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

workful (w^rk'fui), a. [< ME. workvol; < work
+ -/«/.] Full of activity and work ; laborious;
industrious. [Rare.]

You saw nothing in Coketown but what was severely
wcrkful. Dickens, Hai-d Times, L 5.

Workgirl (werk'gerl), n. A girl or young wo-
man who works or is engaged in some useful
manual employment.
There are men and women working perpetually for

every other possible class, but none for the workyirl.
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 371.

In the establishment were seated nine workgirls.
Lancet, 1890, II. 951.

work-holder (w6rk'h61''dfr), n. A device for
holding a fabric in a convenient position for
needlework. It consists usually of spring-jaws for

holding the material, and a clamp for securing the holder
to the edge of a table. Compare sewing-bird.

workhouse (werk'hous), «. [< late ME. werke-
lioicsc, AS. weorc-hUs; as tcoi'k + housed, n.] 1.

A house in which work is carried on ; a manu-
factory.

Protogenes . . . had his workhouse in a garden out of

town. Dryden, Obs. on Dulresnoy's Art of Painting.

But, indeed, that which most surprised me in the Louvre
was the Attellier or Work-house of Monsieur Gerardon : he
that made Cardinal Richelieu's Tomb, and the Statua
Equestris designed for the Place de Vendosme.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 43.

2. A house in which able-bodied paupers are

compelled to work; a poorhouse. Under the old
poor-laws of England there was a workhouse in each
parish, partaking of the character of a bridewell, where
indigent, vagrant, and idle people were set to work, and
supplied with foo<i and clothing, or what is termed indoor
relie/. Some workhouses were used as places of confine-

ment for rogues and vagabonds, who were there confined
and compelled to labor; whilst others were large alms-
houses for the maintenance and support of the i>oor. In
the United States the workhouses or poorhouses are some-
times under the charge of the county, sometimes under
that of the town or township.

Our Laws have wisely determin'd that Work-houses are

the Ijest Hospitals for the Poor who are able to help them-
selves. StUtingJteet, Sermons, II. vii.

A miser who has amassed a million suffers an old friend
and benefactor to die in a work-house, and cannot be
questioned before any tribunal.

Macaxday, Gladstone on Church and Stjite.

This poor old shaking body has to lay herself down
every night in her workhouse bed by the side of some other
old woman with whom she may or may not agree.

Thackeray, On some Carp at Sans Souci.

workhouse-sheeting (werk'hous-she'ting), n.

Stout twilled cotton cloth, used for the rough-
est service, and occasionally as a ground for
embroidery.

working (w6r'king), M. [< ME. werking, werk-

ynge, warkynge, worchinge; verbal n. of work,

working-man
f.] 1. Action; operation: as, the workings ot
fancy.

Thei ben square and poynted of here owne kynde, bothe
aboven and benethen, with outen worchinge of mannes
bond. Mandeeille, Travels, p. 168.

For mankind they say a Woman was made first, which
by the working of one of the gods conceiued and brought
forth children. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 96.

The working of my own mind is the general entertain-
ment of my life. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

The proposition does not strike one ; on the contrary,
it seems to run opposite to the natural workings of causes
and effects. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viii. 6.

The head which owns this bounteous fall of hazel curls
is an excellent little thinking machine, most accurate in
its working. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxv.

2. Method of operation ; doing.

Al his werking nas but fraude and deceit.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 366.

3. Fermentation: as, the working of yeast.

—

4. pi. The parts of a mine, quarry, or open-
work in which, or near which, mining or quar-
rying is actually being carried on. The aban-
doned portions of a mine are generally designated as
"old workings," and in Cornwall as the "old man."

The men hurried from diiferent parts of the workings
to be out of the way of an impending blast.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, i.

Close to the mouth of the Kennet, gravel has been ex-

tracted for many years, as shown by tlie old workings.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 690.

5. The process which goes on in water when it

blossoms. See work, v. i., 8 Batch-working, in
teleg., a system of workuig in which every station in turn
sends several (usually five or more) messages at a time,
before giving place to another station.— Closed-circuit
working, that method of operating telegraph-lines in

which the battery-circuit is always closed througliout the
line, except when broken by the operation of the sending-
key during the transmission of messages.— Double-cur-
]rent working. See double.— Line-current working,
that method of operation in which the receiving instru-
ments on a telegraph-circuit are worked directly, without
the intervention of a relay.— Open-circuit working, that
method of operating a telegraph-circuit in which the bat-
tery is not in contact with the line between messiiges.

—

Open working. Same as openwork, 3.— Single working,
in teleg., the sending of messages in one direction only at
one time.—Up-and-down working, on a telegraph-cir-
cuit, the transmission of messages alternately between sta-

tions at tile opposite ends of a line.

working; (wer'king), p. a. [Ppr. of work, !'.]

1. Active; busy.

I know not her intent ; but this I know.
He has a working brain, is minister
To all my lady's counsels.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ill. 2.

He was of a middle stature ; strong sett ; curled haire

;

a very working head, in so much that, walking and medi-
tating before dinner, he would eate up a penny loafe, not
knowing that he did it. Aubrey, Lives (Thomas Fuller).

2. Engaged in physical toil or manual labor as
a means of livelihood; laboring: as, toorking
people. Compare working-man.— 3. Connect-
ed with the carrying on of some undertaking or
business: as, u'orking e.xpenses.

working-beam (wer'king-bem), n. In mach.
See beam, 2 (i).

working-class ( wer'king-klas), B. A collective
name for those who earn their bread by manual
labor, such as mechanics and laborers : gener-
ally used in the plural.

working-day (wer'king-da), n. and a. I. n. 1.

Any day on which work is ordinarily performed,
as distinguished from Sundays and holidays.

D. Pedro. Will you have me, lady?
Beat. No, my lord, unless I might have another for

working-days ; your grace is too costly to wear evei-y day.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 341.

2. That part of the day which is devoted or
allotted to work or labor; the period each day
in which work is actually carried on: as, a work-
ing-day of eight hours.

II. a. Relatingtodayson which work is done,
as opposed to Sundays and holidays; hence,
plodding; laborious.

O, how full of briers is this working-day world

!

Shak., As you Like it, i. 3. 12.

working-dra-wing (wfer'king-dra'ing), «. A
drawing or plan, as of the whole or part of

a structure or machine, drawn to a specified

scale, and in such detail as to form a guide for

the construction of the object-represented.

working-face (w^r'king-fas), «. See face^,

15 (o).

working-house (wfer'king-hous), «. A work-
shop ; a factory.

In the quick forge and working-house of thought.
Shak., Hen. V., v., Prol., 1. 23.

working-man (wer'king-man), n. A laboring

man; one who earns his living by manual labor.

— Working-men's party, any political party organized

in the interests of working-men. Such parties are also

often called labor-reform parties.



working-out

working-out (wor'kiug-ouf), H. In music, that
section of a work or movement which follows
the exposition of the themes and precedes
their recapitulation, and which is devoted to
the development of fragments, or modifications
of them, in a comparatively free and unsystem-
atic way.
working-party (w6r'king-par*ti), n. A party
of soldiers told off for mechanical or manual
work, as in the repair of fortifications, or the
building of a causeway or a bridge.

working-plan (wer'king-plan), n. Same as
icorki)u/-dr<iniiig.

working-point (wer'king-point), n. In macli.,

that part of a machine at which the effect re-

quired is produced.
working-rod ( wer'king-rod;, n. Same as pontil.

work-lead (werk'led), H. [Tr. G. werkblei.1 In
metal., the lead as it comes from the smelting-
furnace, still containing a small percentage of

impurities (to be removed by softening or re-

fining) and the silver which the ore originally

contained, and which is separated from the lead
by pattinsonization (see Puttinson process, un-
der process) and subsequent cupellation. The
word i8 the literal translation of German Werkblei, desig-
nating what is called in English (by Percy and otliers)

bla^t'/urnacg lead,

workless (werk'les), a. [< work + -less.'] 1.

Without work ; not working ; xmemployed : as,

a lazy, loorfcies* fellow. [Bare.]— 2. Without
works ; not carried out or exemplified in works.

Ydle worklesee faith. Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 411.

workman (w6rk'man), M.
;
pi. workmen (-men).

[< ME. werkman, werkmon, wercmon, weorcman,
< AS. (ONorth.) wercmonn (= Icel. verkmatlir),

workman; as work {- man.~\ 1. A man who is

employed in manual labor, whether skilled or
unskilled ; a worker ; a toiler ; specifically, an
artificer, mechanic, or artisan; a handicrafts-
man.

Worlhi is the iverhnwn his hure to haue.
Piers Plowman (A), ii. 92.

The work of the hands of the w&rhman with the ax.

.Jer. X. S.

As a work-man never weary,
And all-sufllcient, he his works doth carry
To happy end.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

.\8 for matter to build with, they want none ; no more
doe they worlnnen; many excellent in that Art, and those
Christians, being inticed from all parts ... to work in

their Arsenals. Sandys, Travailes, p. 40.

2. In general, one who works in any depart-
ment of physical or mental labor; specifically,

a worker considered with especial reference to
his manner of or skill in work— that is, work-
manship—Employers and Workmen Act. See ein-

pioi/er.— Master workman. See masteri.—Workman's
candlestick, a simple candlestick consisting of a hori-
zontal stem pointed at one end to be driven into a wall,

and supporting at the other end a nozle or socket.

workmanlike (werk'man-lik), o. [< workman
-I- -like.] Like or worthy of a skilful workman

;

hence, well-executed; skilful.

workmanlike (w6rk'man-lik), adv. [< work-
manlike, a.] In a workmanlike manner.
They . . . doe iagge their flesh, both legges, amies, and

bodies, as workemunlike as a jerkinmaker with vs pinketh
a ierkin. Hakluyt's Voyages, III. Mt.

WOrkmanly (w6rk'man-li), a. [< workman -I-

-/yi.] Skilful; workmanlike.
In most of the houses the roofes are couered with fine

gold, in a very workeviaiUy sort.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 3.3.

WOrkmanly (wfrk'man-li), adv. [< workmanly,
o.] In a skilful manner; in a manner worthy
of a competent workman.
The chappel [in Calicut] is on euery syde ful of painted

deuyts : and in euery corner thereof sytteth a deuyll made
ofcopper, and that mworkenianZy handeled that he semeth
like flaming fire, miserably consuming the soulesof men.
a. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 17).

And at that sight shall sad Apollo weep.
So workmanly the blood and tears are drawn.

Sliaic., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 62.

A notable great Cup of siluer curiously wrought, with
verses grauen in it, expressing the histories workmardy
set out in the same. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 377.

workmanship (w6rk'man-ship), n. [< ME.
werkmamhipe ; < workman + -ship.'] 1. Theart
or skill of a workman: as, his workmanship was
of a high order.— 2. The execution or finish

shown in anything made ; the quality of any-
thing with reference to the excellence or the
reverse in its construction or execution.

A gorgeous girdle, curiously embost
With pearle and precious stone, worth many a marke

;

Yet did the workmanship farre passe the cost
Speruer, F. Q., IV. iv. 16.

6978

The worlrmamhip |of sculptures of Wells Cathedral] is

comparatively coarse and sketchy, and far removed from
the delicacy of French carving.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 287.

3. The product or result of the labor and skill

of a workman.
The mysterie of the waxe, the only workemanghip of the

bonie Bee, was left to lighten the Catholike Church.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by llellowes, 1577), p. 352.

What more reasonable than to think that, if we be God's
workmanship he shall set this mark of himself upon all

reasonable creatures? TUlotson.

W0rkmaster(werk'mas"t6r), }i. 1. The author,
designer, producer, or performer of a work, es-
pecially of a great or important work ; a skilled

workman or artificer.

What time this worlds great Workmaister did cast
To make al things such as we now behold.

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie, 1. 29.

Thy desire, which tends to know
The works of God, thereby to glorify
The great Work-rna^r, leads to no excess.

Milton, P. L., iii. 696.

2. A superintendent of work.
A rich work-master,

That never pays till Saturday night

!

Middleton, Women Beware Women, i. 1.

work-mistress (werk'mi8"tres), «. A female
author, designer, producer, or perfoi-mer of any
work.
Dame Nature (the mother and worfcemistrisse of all

things). Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxi. 1. {Richardson.)

work-people (werk'pe"pl), n. People engaged
in work or labor, particularly in manual labor.

The back-door, where servants and work-people were
usually admitted. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

work-roller (werk'r6"ler), n. In a knitting-
machine, a weighted roller which winds up
the work automatically as it is completed. E.
H. Knight.

workroom (werk'rom), n. A room for working
in, especially one in which women are em-
ployed.

workshop (werk'shop), n. A shop or building
where a workman, mechanic, or artificer, or a
number of such, carry on their work; a place
where any work or handicraft is carried on.

Supreme beauty is seldom found in cottages or work-
Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles, Ostig.

Workshop Begulation Act, a British statute of 1867 (30
and 31 Vict., c. 146) which regulates the hours of labor of
women and children.

worksome (werk'sum), a. [< work + -some.']

Industrious ; diligent.

So, through seas of blood, to Equality, Frugality, work-
some Blessedness, Fraternity.

Cartyle, French Rev., III. vL 6.

work-stone (werk'ston), n. In metal., in the
ore-hearth (used in smelting lead ores), a flat

plate of cast-iron connected with and slop-

ing down from the front edge of the hearth-
bottom. It has a raised border, and a groove running
down the middle from the upper to the lower edge, down
which the lead is conducted as it flows from the hearth-
bottom during the reduction of the ore. Work-stones and
hearth-bottoms are sometimes cast in one piece, and some-
times separately. See ore-hearth.

work-table (werk'ta'bl), n. A table or stand
containing small drawers, or, in some cases, a
receptacle like a work-box covered by a mov-
able top, the whole intended for the use of

women engaged in sewing, a common form of
work-table of the last century and later had a large bag
hanging from, and forming the bottom of, the lowermost
drawer, or, in other words, a large wtjrk-bag made acces-
sible by pulling out the under drawer.

workwoman (werk'wum"an), »(.; pi. workwomen
(-wim"en). A woman who does manual labor
for a living : not usually applied to brain-work-
ers. See workman.
workydayt (werk'i-da), n. and a. An obsolete
form of workaday.
world (werld), n. [< ME. world, worlde, witrld,

werld, weorld, worlt, woreld, wereld, weoreld,

weoruld, also word, werd, werde, etc., < AS.
world, worold, woruld, weorold, weoruld = OS.
werold = D. wereld = ML6. weerld, werld =
OHG. weralt, MHG. wereli, werlt, welt, G. welt
= Icel. verold = Sw. verld = Dan. verden (for

"verlden) (Goth, not recorded), the world, the
generation of men; an orig. compound, whose
elements, later merged in one and lost from
view (the word, owing to the unusual conjunc-
tion of consonants, having undergone differ-

ent contractions, represented by the ME. word,
etc., and the G. welt), are represented by AS.
wer (= Goth, wair), man, -t- yldo, age (< eald,

old) : see wer'^ and eld, old. The word has taken
on extended applications; the sense of 'the
earth' is not found in AS.] If. An age of

man ; a generation.

world
If any Prince or Romane Consul did chaunce to make

any lawe either necessarie or very profitable for the people,
they did vse for custome to intitle that law by the name
of him that did inuent and ordeine the same, for that
in the worldes to come it might be knowen who was the
author therof.

Uuevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. la

2. Any state or sphere of existence ; any wide
scene of life or action : as, a future world; the
world to come.

Yet tell me this, will there be no slanders,
No jealousies in the other world; no ill there?

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. S.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,
Allured to brighter worlds, and led the way.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., L 170.

3. The system of created things; all created
existences ; the whole creation ; the created
universe : a use dating from the time when the
earth was supposed to be the center and suro
of everything.

Par auenture 3e haue no3t iherde
How oure ladi went out of this werde.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 75.

For god that al by-gan in gynnynge of the worlds
Ferde furst as a fust, and gut is, as ich leyue.

Piers Plowman (C), xi. 112.

Ffor all the gold that euer may bee,

Ffro hethyn unto the worldis ende.
Thou bese neuer betrayede for mee.
Thonuts of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, 1. 107).

All the world 's a stage. Shak., Asyou Like it, ii. 7. 139.

World is the great collective idea of all bodies whatever.
Locke.

Shaftesbury conceived the relation of God to the World
as that of the soul to the body.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 106.

4. The inhabitants of the earth and their con-
cerns or interests; the human race; human-
ity ; mankind ; also, a certain section, division,

or class of men considered as a separate or in-

dependent whole ; a number or body of people
united by a common faith, cause, aim, object,

pursuit, or the like: as, the religious world;
the Christian world; the heathen world; the
political, literary, or scientific world; the world
of letters.

Then saide the lew that al this herde,
"criste, thou art sauiour of this v}erde

!"

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. US.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.
Shak.,r. and C, iii. 3. 175.

Philaster. You are abus'd, and so is she, and L
Dion. How you, my lord?
Philaster. Why, all the world 's abus'd

In an unjust report. Beau, and Ft., Philaster, iii. 1.

I have not loved the world, nor the world me.
Byron, Childe Harold, Ul. 113.

There is a constant demand in the fashionable world tor
novelty. Irving.

Ye think the rustic cackle of your bourg
The murmur of the world. Tennyson, GerainL

5. The earth and all created things upon it;

the terraqueous globe.

Men may well preven be experience and sotyle com-
passement of Wytte that, gif a man fond passages be
Schippes that wolde go to serchen the World, men
myghte go be Schippe alle aboute the World, and aboven
and benethen. Mandevitle, Travels, p. 180.

So he the world
Built on circumfiuous waters calm.

Maton, P. L., vii. 269:

6. That which pertains to the earth or to this
present state of existence merely ; secular af-

fairs or interests ; the concerns of this life, as
opposed to those of the futm-e life.

Love not the world, neither the things that are in the
world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father
is not in him. 1 John ii. 15.

The world is too much with us ; late and soon.

Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers.
Wordswortfi, Misc. Sonnets, i. 33.

7. A particular part of the globe ; a large por-
tion or division of the globe : as, the' Old World
(the eastern hemisphere); the New World (the
western hemisphere); the Roman world.

Europe knows.
And all the western world, what persecution
Hath rag'd in malice against us.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iL 1.

8. Public life ; life in society ; intercourse with
one's fellows.

Hence-banished is banlsh'd from the world.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 19.

Happy is she that from the world retires. Walter.

9. Any celestial orb or planetary body, espe-
cially considered as peopled, and as the scene
of interests kindred to those of mankind.

But thou Shalt flourish in immortal youth.
Unhurt amidst the wars of elements.
The wreck of matter, and the crash of worlds.

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

The lucid interspace of world and world.
Tennyson, Lucretius.



world

10. The part of mankind that is devoted to the
affairs of this life or interested in secular af-
fairs: those concerned especially for the in-
terests and pleasures of the present state of
existence ; the unregenerate or ungodly part of
liumanity.

I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast
given me. John xvil. 9.

11. The ways and manners of men ; the prac-
tices of life ; the habits, customs, and usages
of society ; social life in its various aspects.

"ris not good that children should know any wicked-
ness ; oUl folks, you know, have discretion, as they say, and
know the world. Shak,, M. W. of W., li, 2. 134.

The girl might pass, if we could get her
To know the world a little better.
(To know the world .' a modern phrase
For visits, ombre, balls, and plays).

Swift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

Mr. Beauclerk was very entertaining this day, and told
us a number of short stories in a lively, elegant manner,
and with that air of the world which h'as I know not what
impressive effect Bomcell, Johnson, an. 1779.

He had seen the world, and mingled with society, yet
retained the strong eccentricities of a man who had lived
much alone. Irving.

12. A course of life ; a career.

Persons of conscience will be afraid to begin the world
unjustly. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

13. The current of events, especially as affect-
ing the individual; circumstances or affairs,

particularly those closely relating to one's self.

How goes the ivorld with thee?
S/iat.,Rich. ni.,Ui. 2. 98.

14. Any system of more or less complexity or
development, characterized by harmony, order,
or completeness ; anything forming an organic
whole; a microcosm.

Man is one world, and bath
Another to attend him.

a. Herbert, The Temple, Man.
Dreams, books are each a world; and books, we know,
Are a substantial world, both pure and good.

Wordtworth, Personal Talk.

15. Sphere; domain; province; region; realm:
as, the world of dreams; the world of art.

How it [moral philosophy] extendeth it selfe out of the
limits of a mans own little world to the gouernraent of
families, and niaintayning of publiqnc societies.

.Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 81.

Wilt one beam be less intense.
When thy peculiar dilference
Is cancel! a in the ujorld of sense ?

Tennyson, Two Voices.

16. A great number or quantity : as, a world
of people ; a loorld of words ; a world of mean-
ing. Compare n world, below.

He holt aboute him alwey, out of drede,
A world of folk, as com him wel of kynde,
The fressheste and the beste he kuud'e fynde.

Chaucer, Troilus, ill. 1721.

I can go no where
Without u world of offerings to my excellence.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 1.

There most a world of ceremonies pass.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

Being lead through the .Synagogue into a privat house,
1 found a world of people in a chamber.

Evelyn, Uiary, Jan. 15, 164.i.

It cost me a world of woe. Tennyson, The Grandmother.

17. Used in emphatic phrases expressing won-
der, astonishment, perplexity, etc. : as, what in
the world am I to do ? how in all the world did
you get there f - Above the world. See above.— AXl
the world, (a) Everybody.

All the wordle anon wenten hym again.
Men, wemen, children, of ech side nioste and leste.

Horn, of I'arUnay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4838.

*Tis the duke's pleasure,
Whose disposition, aU the uvrld well knows.
Will not be rubb'd nor stopp'd.

Shale., Lear, ii. 2. 160.

(6) The sum of what the world contains ; everything : as, she
is ail the world to me. (.'ompare the whole world, below.

For eni werk that he wrougt seththe i wol it hold,
ne wold i it were non other al the world to haue.

waiiam 0/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 457.

All the world and his wife, everybody; sometimes,
everybody worth speaking aix)Ut; also, an ill-assorted
mass. [Humorous.]

Miss . Pray, madam, who were the company?
Lady Smart. Why, there was all the world and his wife.

Swift, Polite Conversation, iii.

All the wfjrtd and his xrife and daughter leave cards.
Dickens, Our .Mutual Friend, i. 17.

AU the world to a band-sawi. See hand-saw.— Al-
Cbetypal world. Hee archetypnl.— k world, a great
deal: used especially with a comparative force.

Tis a world to see,

flow tame, when men and women are alone,

A meacock wretch can make the curstest shrew.
Shale., T. of the S., ii. 1. 313.

In the mills the boys are dressed in trousers a world too
big, father's or grandfather's lopped off at the knees and
all in tatters. The Century, XLI. 490.
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Axis of the world. See axis^.-Eciypai world. See
ec(i/pai.— External world. See exteriml.—Toi all the
world, from every point of view ; exactly

; precisely ; en-
tirely.

For al the world swiche a wolf as we here seigen.
It semeth rijt that selue hi semblant & bi hewe.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), I. 3501.

He was,/or all the world, like a forked radish.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 384.

Maa of the world. See »n«n.— Noetic world. See
jwete.— Prince of this world. See prince.—Ibe New
World. See new.—The Old World, the eastern hemi-
sphere, comprising Europe, Asia, and Africa: so called from
being that in which civilization first arose.—The other
world. See otherl.-The Whole world, the sum of what
the world contains ; the representative or equivalent of all
worldly possessions: as, to gain the whole world.—The
world's end, the remotest part of the earth ; the most
distant regions.— To carry the world before one. See
carry.— 10 go to the Worldt.to get married.

Thus i7oes every one (o<A«?t'orM but I; . . . I may sit in
a corner and cry heigh-ho for a husband.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 331.

Hence the expression woman of the world (that is, a married
woman), used by Audrey in "As you Like it."

I hope it is no dishonest desire to desire to be a woman
of the world. Shak., As you Like it, v. 3. 6.

To make a noise In the world. See ii<»««.—Woman
.of the world. See woman. .See also to go to the world,
above.—World without end, to all eternity; eternally;
unceasingly

: also used attributively, meaning ' never-end-
ing,' as in the quotation from Shakspere.

Nor dare I chide the world-tnthowt-e)id hour,
Whilst I, my sovereign, watch the clock for you.

Shak., Sonnets, Ivii.

This man . . . thinks by talking world without end to
make good his integrity. Milton.

= 8yn. 6. Oiofce, etc. See earths.

worldt (wferld), V. t. [< world, «.] To introduce
into the world; give birth to.

Like Lightening, it can strike the Child in the womb,
and kill it ere 'tis worlded, when the Mother shall remain
unhurt. Feltham, Resolves, i. 59.

worlded (w&rl'ded), a. Containing worlds.
[Rare.]

The fires that arch this dusky dot—
Yon myrisiii'worlded way. Tennyson, Epilogue.

world-hardened (werld'hiir"dnd), a. Hardened
by tlie love of worldly things.

worldhoodt (wSrld'hud), n. [< world + -hood.']

A worldly possession. [Bare.]

Content yourselves with what you have already, or else
seek honest means whereby to increase your uvrldhoods.

Henry Fill, of Eng., quoted in I. Disraeli's Amen, of
(Lit., I. 363.

world-lanenage (wferld'lang'gwaj), «. A lan-
guage used by or known to the civilized world.

Jericzek was already well versed in the two classical and
four great modern world-languages.

Athenaum, No. 3226, p. 266.

worldliness (wferld'li-nes), n. [< ME. werldli-

nesse, werdlinesse; < worldly + -nes«.] The
state or character of being worldly ; worldly
conduct. Jer. Taylor.

You may call your way of thinking prudence. I call it

sinful worldliness. Thackeray, Philip, xviii.

worldling (werld'ling), n. [< world + -K«(/l.]

One who is worldly ; one devoted to the affairs

and interests of this life.

A foutre for the world and worldlings base

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 103.

Worldlings, whose whirap'ring folly holds the losses
Of honor, pleasure, health, and wealth such crosses.

Quarles, Emblems, i., Epig. 6.

worldly (werld'li), a. [< ME. worldly, worldlich,

wurMlic, weoreldlike, < AS. weoruldlic ; as world
+ -%!.] 1 . Of or pertaining to the world or the
present state of existence ; temporal ; earthly.

With all my worldly goods I thee endow.
Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

Repose you here in rest,

Secure from worldly chances and mishaps !

Shak., Tit. And., L 1. 152.

2. Secular: opposed to monastic.

May men fynde religioun
In worldly habitacioun.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 6226.

3. Devoted to, interested in, or connected with
this present life, and its cares, advantages, or
pleasures, to the exclusion of those of a future
life; desirous of temporal benefit or enjoy-
ment merely; earthly, as opposed to heavenly

or spiritual; carnal; sordid; vile: as, worldly

lusts, cares, affections, pleasures ; worldly men.
To live secure.

Worldly or dissolute. Milton, P. L., xi. SOS.

Interest, pride, and worid/y honour. Dryden. (Johnson.)

= Syil. 1. Mundane, terrestrial, sublunary.— 1 and 3.

Worldly, Secular. Temporal, Earthly, Earthy, Unepiritual,

Carnal. Worldly means of the world, in fact or in spirit,

in distinction from that which is above the world ; as ap-

plying to mind, it indicates a pleasure in the things that

belong to the external life and a disregard of spiritual or

even intellectual pleasures : it is opposed to spiritual, ex-

pressing positively what MTWjnriJuarexprSSses negatively.

worm
Secular is opposed to sacred or to ecclesiastical: as, there
are six secular days in the week ; the secular arm. Secu-
lar and temporal are rarely used in a bad sense. Temporal
is opposed to spiritual oreternal : as, lords temporal; merely
temporal concerns. Earthly has, like worldly, the sense of
mundane, but in the sense of unspirituality it suggests
more of grossness or graveling, a thought which is carried
still further by earthy, although earthy is not often used
in that sense. Carnal suggests that which belongs to the
gratification of the animal nature ; it ranges from the mere-
ly unspiritual to the sensual. See sensual and temporal.

worldly (werld'li), adv. [< ME. "worldliche,
wordliche. werdUche, weoruldliclw ; < worldly, a.}
In a worldly manner ; with relation to this life.

Subverting worldly strong and worldly wise
By simply meek. Milton, i>. L., xii. 568.

worldly-minded (werld'li-min"ded), a. Hav-
ing a worldly mind ; devoted to temporal plea-
sures and concerns.
worldly-mindedness (w6rld'li-min"ded-nes),
H. The state or character of being worldly-
minded. Bp. Sanderson.

WOrldly-'Wise (werld'li-wiz), a. Wise with ref-
erence to tlie affairs of this world.
You then beheld things not as a worldly-wise man, but

as a man of God.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 87.

world-old (wSrld'old), a. As old as the world

;

very old ; reaching back through the ages.
world-richet, w. [ME., <«;oWri + ncAe.] The
kingdom of this world ; the earth.

For, as of trouthe, is ther noon her liche
Of al the women in this worlde-riche.

Chaucer, Auelida and Arcite, I. 77.

world-wearied (werld' wer''''id), a. Tired of the
world.

WOrld-'Wide (w^rld'wid), «. As wide as the
world; extending over or pervading all the
world ; widely spread : as, world-ividc fame

;

specifically, in zoogeog., cosmopolitan: noting
such habitat, or the fact of such distribution,
but not. the species or individuals themselves
which inhabit all parts of the world.
worm (werm), n. [< ME. worm, warm, wirm,
werm, < AS. wyrm, a worm, snake, dragon, =
OS. wurm = D. LG. worm — OHG. MHG. G.
wurm, worm, insect, snake, dragon, = Icel. ormr
(for "vormr) = Sw. Dan. orm (for *!ionn) =Goth.
waurms, a worm, = L. vermis; cf. Gr. p6/to(, pa-
/lo^ (*Fp6/io(), a wood-worm; ef. Lith. kirmis,
worm, = OBulg. chriivi = Russ. chervil, worm,
= Olr. cruim, a worm (ef . Jr. cruimh, a maggot,
W. pryf, worm), = Skt. hrimi, worm (whence
ult. E. crimson, carmine, q. v. ). From the L. ver-
misare ult. E. vermin, vermictile, vermeil, etc.] 1

.

In popular language, any small creeping crea-
ture whose body consists of a number of movable
joints or rings, and whose limbs are very short
or entirely wanting; any vermiform animal.

Nowe pike oute mougthes, attercoppes, wormys.
And butterflie whoos thoste engendryng worme is.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 138.

(a) Any annelid, as the earthworm, lobworm or lugworm,
leech, etc. See the distinctive names.

Wortn^ have played a more important part in the history
of the world than most persons would at first suppose.
In almost all humid countries they are extraordinarily
numerous, and for their size possess great muscular power.

Darwin, Vegetable Mould, p. 305.

(6) Any helminth, whether parasitic or not, as a flat-

worm, brain-worm, fluke-worm, roundworm, tapeworm,
pinworm, hairworm, threadworm, spoonwomi, longworm,
whirl-woiTO, guinea-worm, etc. See such words, and vine-
gar-eel. (c) One of several long slender vermiform echino-
derms, as some holothurians and related forms. See Ver.
miformia, and cuts under Synapta and trepang. (d) Some
small or slender acarine or mite, or its larva, as the worm
found in sebaceous follicles. See comedo and Demodex.
(e) A myriapod ; acentipedor milleped; agally-worm. (/)
The larva, grub, maggot, or caterpillar of many true hexa-
pod insects : as, hag-wortn ; holl-worm ; book-worm; wire-
worm; sod-worm; snake-worm; ioint-wfrrm ; silkwoTTn*.
See the compounded and otherwise qualified names.

The larvse of the bee-moth are frequently but improp-
erly so called. Indeed when worms are spoken of by the
ordinary beekeeper, the larvee of the bee-moth are almost
always meant. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 78.

(^r) The adult of some true insects whose body is long and
flexible, as a glow-worm, (ft) One of several long .slender

crustaceans with short legs or none, which attach to or
burrow in other animals, bore into wood, etc., as some
kinds of fish-lice, certain isopods (as the gribble), certain
amphipods (as the wood-shrimp), etc. (i) One of some ver-

miform mollusks, as a teredo or shipworm, or a worm-
shell. See cuts under shipworm and Vermetwi. (J) A
small lizard with rudimentary legs, or none, as a blind-
worm or slow-worm, (ki) A serpent ; a snake; a dragon.
For a modern instance in composition, see worm-snake, 1.

He [Satan] . . .

Wente in to a wirme, and tolde eue a tale.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 321.

Hast thou the pretty xcorm of Nilus there,

That kills and pains not?
Shak., A. and C. v. 2. 243.

Here will be subject for my snakes and me.
Cling to my neck and wrists, my loving worms.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.



worm
2. Technically, in zool., any member of the
Linneau class Vermes, or of the modern phylum
or subkingdom of the same name ; any tm'bel-
larian, planarian, nemertean, platyhelminth,
nemathelmiuth, trematoid, cestoid, uematoid,
chfetognath, gephyrean, annelid, etc. By some
authorities the rotifers ami polyzoans are brought under
this head. See Verifus, and the various words noted in
1 (aX (6), above.

3. A person or human being likened to a worm
as an object of scorn, disgust, contempt, pity,
and the like : as, man is but a worm of the dust.

Vile uxirm, thou wast o'erlooljed even in thy birth.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 87.

Hence—4. Figuratively, of inanimate objects,
something that slowly, silently, or stealthily
eats, makes, or works its way, to the pain, in-
jury, or destruction of the object affected : used
emblematically or symbolically, (a) Corruption,
decay, or dissolution ; death itself.

Thus chides she Death—
"Grim-grinning ghost, earth's worm, what dost thou mean,
To stifle beauty and to steal his breath?"

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 933.

My days are in the yellow leaf

;

The flowers and fruits of love are gone

;

The imrm, the canlier, and the grief
Are mine alone

!

Byron, On his Thirty-sixth Birthday.

(ft) An uneasy conscience ; the gnawing or torment of con-
science ; remorse.

The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul

!

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 222.

Beatrice. The true value,
Tak t of my truth, is near three hundred ducats.
De Flores. 'Twill hardly buy a capcase for one's con-

science thougti.
To keep it from the worm.

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, iii. i.
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II. trans. 1 . To effect by slow, stealthy, or
insidious means: as, to icorm one's way along.
In this sense also, reflexively, of slow, insidious, or insin.
uatiug progress or action : as, he wormed himself into fa-
vor.

I was endeavoring to settle some points of the greatest
consequence ; and had wormed inyseJJ pretty well into
liini, when his under secretary came in — and interrupted
all my scheme. Swift, Journal to Stella, Aug. 1, 1711.

worm-oil
We see the come blasted, trees stricken downe, floures

fall, woode womieatcn, cloath deuoured with moathes,
cattell doe ende, and menne doe die.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 157"), p. 192.

Concave as a covered goblet or a worm-eaten nut.
Shak., As you Like it, iiL 4. 27.

2. Old, worn-out, or worthless, as if eaten by
worms. Raleigh, Hist. World (ed. 1687), p. 58.

Specifically— 2. To extract, remove, expel, or 'WOrm;eatenness(werm'e"tn-nes), Ji. The state

take away by underhand means persistently
continued: generally with out ovfrom.

It is a riddle to me how this story of oracles hath not
wormed out of the world that doubtful conceit of spirits
and witches. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 30.

They find themselves wormed oirf of all power. Swift.
Who've loosed a guinea from a miser's chest.
And wormed his secret from a traitor's breast.

of being worm-eaten, or as if worm-eaten ; de-
cay ; rot.

worm-eater (w6rm'e*t^r), n. A bird or other
animal that habitually eats or lives upon
worms ; specifically, the worm-eating warbler
of the United States, Helmintherus vermivorus.
See worm-eating and Vermivora. Edwards; La-
tham.

3t. To subject to a stealthy process of ferret-
ing out one's secrets or private affairs; play
the spy upon.

I'll teach you to worm me, good lady sister,
And peep into n^ privacies, to suspect me.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 4.

4. To free from worms.

Cra66e, Works, L 196. 'worm-eatillg (w6rm'e"ting), a. Habitually eat-
ing worms; feeding or subsisting upon worms;
vermivorous; in ornith., noting a number of
American warblers of the genera Helmintherug
and Helminthophaga (formerly Vermivora), and
specifying the worm-eater, Helmintherus vermi-
vorus, a common species of the eastern United
States.

Wormes in the earth also there are, but too many, so WOrmod (wtomd), a. [< worm + -ed^.'] Af-
that, to keepe them from destroying their Come and To-
bacco they are forced to worme them eury morning,
which is a great labour, else all would be destroyed.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 116.

Another strange gardener . . . challenges as his right
the binding or unbinding of every flower, the clipping of
every bush, the weeding and worming of every bed, botli
in that and all other gardens thereabout.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst., vi.

5. To remove the charge, etc., from, as a gun,
by means of a worm. See worm, n., 6 (6).— 6.
To remove the worm or lytta from the tongue

fected by worms
;
gnawed, bored, or otherwise

injured by worms ; worm-eaten ; wormy.
Occasionally the wood [mahogany] which has been

floated in tropical seas is found to be badly wormed or at-
tacked by marine borers. JUncyc. Brit., XV. 288.

WOrmer (wer'md'r), n. 1. Same as worm, 6
(a) and (6).— 2. An angler who fishes with
worms for bait ; a worm-fisher. [Colloq.]
worm-fence (werm'fens), n. A zigzag fence
made by placing the ends of the rails at an an-

B T ., ! \ ,
J-" icmuvB me worm or lyiia rrom tne tongue ale uT>on one aiTother- a KnnVp fpnpp

5. In anal, some vermiform part or process of of, as of a dog: supposed to be a precaution
S'°^"P°° °"® anotner, a snake-tence.

an animal's body, (a) The vermis of the cerebeUum.
See vermis. (6) The vermiform cartilage of a dof's tongue.
See lytta.

They had reached the comer of the old worm^fence
where the new school-mistress had reined her horse.

Harper's May., LXXIX. 124.

There is one easy artifice

That seldom has been known to miss

;

To snarl at all things, right or wrong.
Like a mad dog that has a worm in 's tongue.

S. Butler.

6. Anything thought to resemble a worm in ap-
pearance, or in having a spiral or curved move-
ment, (o) The spiral part of a corkscrew or of a wood-
screw. Also wormer. (b) A rod having at the end a double
spiral as if two corkscrews were combined, used in with-
drawing the cartridge or wad from the barrel of a gun.
Also wormer. Compare wadhook. (c) The spiral pipe in
a still, tiirough which the vapor to be condensed is con-
ducted. See distillation, 2, and cut under petroleum-still.
(d) A spiral tool with a sharp point, used to bore soft
rock. E. U. Knight.

7. pi. Any disease or disorder arising from the
presence of parasitic worms in the intestines or
other tissues ; helminthiasis Clover-hayworm.
See ctooer.—Cystic worm. See ci/8«ici.—Double worms,
the genus Diplozoiin. See cut under syzygy.— Gotthard
worm, Dochmius intestinalis : so called because of the
large number of cases of anemia among the workers on the i / a /
St.Gotthardtunnel.causedbythepresenceof thisparasite. WOrmal (wor mal), n.

against madness.
Is she grown mad now ?

Is her blood set so high? I'll have her madded!
I'D have her wonre'd .' J-feteAer, Pilgrim, iv. L WOrm-fever (werm'fe'''ver), 71. A feverish con-

I made it up with him by tying a collar of rainbow rib- dition in children which is attributed to the
band about his neck for a token that he is never to be presence of intestinal parasites.wormed any more. H. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 3, 1743. ^^^orm-fishor (werm'fish'er), V. One who fishes

1 he men repaired her ladyship's cracked china, and as- with wnrm« tnr Viait
sisted the laird in his sporting parties, wormed his dogs, J?.:^.^^!^? ,,,: ,, , .. ^.-^
and cut the ears of his terrier puppies. Scott. WOrm-IOWlt (wferm'foul), n. pi. [< ME. werm-

foul; < worm + fowft.~\ Birds which live on
worms.

7. To remove the beard of (an oyster or mus-
sel).— 8t. To give a spiralform to; put athread
on.

Grow'ii more cunning, hollow things he formeth,
He hatcheth Files, and winding Vices wonneth.
He shapeth Sheers, and then a Saw indents,
Then beats a Blade, and then a Lock invents.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bai-tas's Weeks, The Handy-Crafts.

9. Naut., to wind rope-yams, spun yarn, or
similar material spirally round (a rope) so as
to fill the spaces between the strands and ren-
der the surface smooth for parceling and serv-
ing. See cuts MnAev parceling and serving-mal-
let.

Same as warbleS.

See cabbage-tree,See <unn€i-d«rease.— Idleworms t. See idfe.—Intestinal WOrm-bark (w^rm'biirk), n.
worm, (a) A worm having itself an intestine ; an en- o and Andlra
teric or enterate worm ; a cavitary. (6) A worm parasitic „'„ i,„'„ , . /v //-\ a^ -i
in the intestine of another animal, as a tapewormT thread- WOrm-DUrrOW (werm bur'o), n. Afossilworm-
worm,pinworm, etc.— Leaf-bearing worms. SeePhyl- cast; a scolite or helmintholite.
^^^«--Mu«a worm, a kind of silkworm, ^7i(Acr«ffi WOrm-cast (werm'kast), m. 1. The cylindrical"'*""'"

casting of a worm ; the slender tubular mass of
SUk cloth Is made from the cocoons of the mugd worm.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 225.

Palm worm, the larva of one of the palm weevils, Rhyn-
chophorwt(Calandra)palmarum, and doubtless of any simi-
lar species, as R. (C.) craentatus. found in the heartof the
cabbage-palm. It is a large white worm, often eaten in
South America, the West Indies, and elsewhere, known as
the grugru, and by the French nameverpalmiste. It is said
to taste like almonds.—Parenchymatous worms, the
i>orCTi(;/(.i/m«(a.— Plaited worms, the Aspidogasterida.

earth voided by the common earthworm after
digestion.

The worm-casts which so much annoy the gardener by
deforming his smoothshaven lawns.

E. P. Wright, Animal Life, p. 575.
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some vermiform creature ; a helminthite or
helmintholite; a worm-burrow.

"I for werm-foul," seyde the lewd kokkow.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 605.

worm-gear (werm'ger), )(. In mach.. a gear-
wheel of which the teeth are so formed that they
are acted on and the wheel is made to revolve
by a worm or shaft on which a spiral is turned— that is, by an endless screw. See cuts un-
der Hindlei/s screw (at screic), steam-engine, and
odometer.

worm-grass (werm'gras), n. 1. Same r,r pink-
root, 2.— 2. An old name of a species of stone-
crop, Sedum album, given on account of its
worm-like leaves.
wormgut (wtrm'gut), n. Same as silkworm
gut. See gut, n., 4.

worm-hole (wferm'hol), n. The hole or track
made by a worm, as in timber, fruit, etc.

To fill with worm-holes stately monuments.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 946.

worm-holed (w^rm'hold), a. Perforated with
worm-holes.

—Rack-and-worm gear. See roc4-i,o.—Reshtaworm, WOrm-COd (w6rm'kod), n. See cod^.
the guinea-worm, Dracmimtwi (or Filaria) viedincnsis. WOrm-COliC (w^rm'koF'ik), n. Intestinal pain

Ringed, star-mouth^, tailed, duo to tlie presence of worms.
See the adjectives.— White-rag
-Worm gearing. Same as worm- worm-dye (wtrm'di), n. Same as vermeil.

worm-eat (werm'et), v. t. [A back-formation,
from worm-eaten.^ 1. To eat into, gnaw, bore,
or perforate, as is done by various worms,
grubs, jnaggots, etc.; eat a way through or

See cut undtr Filaria.

vesicular worms,
worm. Same as lurg.
gear.

worm (w6rm), V. [= D. wurmen, torment one-
self, vex oneself, worry, work hard ; cf. G. toiii--

men, crawl, wriggle, be lost in thought, also tr.

tease, grieve, wurmen, worm, worry ; from the
noun.] I. intrans. 1. To move like a worm

;

go or advance as a worm ; crawl or creep sinu-
ously ; wriggle; writhe; squirm: as, to worm
along.

"I little like that smoke, which you may see worming WOrm-eatt (werm'et), p. a.
np along the rock above the canoe," interrupted the . . . eaten
naout. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xx.

They wormed through the grass to within forty or fifty
feet of the rifle-pits. The Century, XXIX. 139.

2. To work or act slowly, stealthily, or secretly.

When debates and fretting jealousies
Did worm and work within you more and more.
Your colour faded.
Q. Herbert, The Temple, Church-Rents and Schisms.

Like sound timber wormholed and made shaky.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 212.

'{^.^.l°l!ill*.^*'."°A'^'
"'^ *''^'',^ ?^ ? '^°™ "' Wormian (w6r'mi-an), a. Of or pertaining to

Olaus Worm, a Danish physician and scientist

(1588-1654).—Wormian hones. See6o7i«i.

WOrmil (w6r'mil), n. Same as wormal. See
warble'i.

WOrming-pot (wer'ming-pot), n. In pottery, a
device for placing bands, stripes, or other or-
naments in color upon pottery, it consists of a
vessel from which the color issues through quill-like
tubes in a continuous stream as the ware is revolved in

into. See worm-eaten.'— 2. To affect injurious- WOrm-larva (wferm'lar'va), n. The larva of a
ly, impair, or destroy by any slow, insidious

*''" '" '"' "'' ' "^'"" ""

process-

Leave off these vanities which worm-eat your brain.
Jarvig, tr. of Don Quixote, II. iv. 10. (Dauies.)

Same as worm-

Worm-eat stories of old times. Bp. Hall, Satires, I. iv. 6.

worm-eaten (werm'e"tn), p. a. [< ME.*icer»?-
eten, wermethe; < worm H- eaten. ^ 1. Eaten
into by a worm; gnawed, bored, or perforated
by worms of any kind; abounding in worm-
holes

; wormy : as, worm-eaten timber, fabrics,
fruit.

worm : the larval stage of one of the Vermes.
worm-like (wferm'lik), a. Eesembling a worm
in shape or movement; vermiform; vermicu-
lar ; spiral or spirally twisted.
wormling (werm'ling), n. [= Icel. yrm^ingr;
as worm + -ling'^.'] A little worm; hence, a
weak, mean creature.

dusty wormling ! dar'st thou striue and stand
With Heav'ns high Monarch? wilt thou (wretch) demand
Count of his deeds?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Imposture.

wormodt, ». A Middle English form of worm-
wood. Il'yclif.

worm-oil (w^rm'oil), n. Same as wormseed-oU,



wormpipe

vrormpipe (wferm'pip), n. The worm of a still.

The gas then in its passage through the worm^pipe of
the condenser (which is always surrounded with cold
water) is condensed. Ure, Diet., IV. 727.

worm-powder (werm'pou'der), n. A powder
used fov e.xpelling worms from the intestinal

canal or other open cavities of the body.
worm-punch (werm'punch), n. A small, rather
slender punch, used by coopers for clearing
out worm-holes in staves or heads of casks,

for the purpose of stopping the holes with
wooden plugs to prevent leaking.

worm-rack (werm'rak), n. A rack gearing
with a worm-wheel. The teeth are set ob-
liquely, corresponding in obliquity with the
pitch of the worm. See cut under racfcl, 6.

worm-safe (w^rm'saf), «. A locked chamber
containing a hydrometer, and attached to the
woiTU of a still in such manner that a fractional

part of the liquor distilled trickles into it from
the worm. The mean specific gravity of the
liquor is indicated by the hydrometer.
WOrmseed(werm'sed),n. 1. Same as saw towico.

See santonica and santonin.

Worme-ieede [Cometh] from Persia.
BakluytB Yoyagei, II. i. 278.

2. The fruit of the American herb Chenopodi-

um ambrosioides, especially \a.T.anthelminticum,

which is often reckoned a distinct species ; also,

the plant itself. The seed is an officinal as well as a
popular vermifuge. It yields wormseed-oil (which see),

and is also given in the form of a powder. Distinguished

as Amerieati wortnseed; also called MexUan tea.

3. The treacle-mustard, Erijuimum cheiranthoi-

des, or primarily its seed, which was formerly
a popular vermifuge in England. Also treacle-

leorm.ved American wormseed. See def. 2.— Bar-
bary wormseed, the heads of species of A rtfmi«ia grow-
ing m Syria and Aral)ia, used like santonica.— Levant
wormseed. See «an(r>Mtca.— OU Of Wormseed. Seeoii
and jcormsecrf-'/a — Spanisll WOrmseed, a chenopodia-
ceoUB plant, SaUola {Halixjetnn, Caroxylon) tamitrisci/olia,

or particularly its seed, which ia used as an anthelmintic.

—Treacle-wormseed. See def. s.

wormseed-mustard (werm'sed-mus'tard), n.

Sec ))iH.sliir(l.

wormseed-oil (werm'sed-oil), n. A volatile oil

obtained from wormseed. It is probably with-
out active medicinal properties.

worm-shaft (w6rm ' shaft), n. The screw-
threaded shaft which engages the teeth of a
wonn-gear or worm-wheel.
worm-shaped (werm'shapt), a. Having the

form of a worm; vermiform; vermicular.

worm-shell (w^trm'shel). n. A moUusk of the
family Vermetidee, or its shell : so called from
the long twisted or vermiform shape of the

shell. Sec cut under Vermetus.

WOrms'-meat (wfrmz'met), n. Food for worms

;

dead flesh. [Rare.]
I am dead

Already, girl ; and so is she and he

;

We are all uifrrnui'.meat now.
Beau, aiui Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

worm-snake (wferm'snak), «. 1. A blindworm;

I

a worm-like angiostomatous or scolecophidian

j
snake of the suborder Typhlopoidea ; a ground-

' snake, as Carphophis (or Celuta) amaena.— 2.
> Same as snakeicorm.

worm-tea (w^rm'te), ». A decoction of some
plant, generally a bitter plant, used as an
anthelmintic.

worm-track (w6rm'trak), n. Same as vcorm-

rasf. '2.

wormul (wor'mul), M. Same as icorifeS.

worm-wheel (werm'hwel), u. A wheel which
gears with an endless or tangent screw or worm,
receiving or imparting motion. By this means a
powerful effect with a diminished rate of motion is com-
municated from one revolving shaft to another. See
tangent xcrew (under taTioeTit), eiidless screw (under endlexg,

with cut); also cuts under Hindley's screw (at scretv) and
under gleam-enyine.

wormwood (werm'wud), n. [< ME. wormwod,
an altered form, simulating worm + wood^, of

the earlier wermode, wermod, wormod, < AS.
tvermod = MD. wermoed, wermoet, icermot, wer-
mode, wermede, warmot, warmode, etc., = OHG.
iierimuota, weramote, wermuota, wormuota,
MHG. wermuot, wermiiele, G. wermuth (> F.
lyrmouO, wormwood; formation uncertain; ap-
jiar. lit. 'keep-mind,' preserver of the mind,
from a supposed belief in its medicinal virtues

(so hellebore was called in AS. wedeberge, pre-

servative against madness), < AS. werian (= D.
tceren, weeren = MHG. tceren, G. tcehren, etc.),

defend, protect, keep, + mod, mood, mind : see

wear^ and mow/'.] A somewhat woody peren-
nial herb, Artemigia Absinthium, native in Eu-
rope and Asiatic Russia, found in old gardens
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and by roadsides in North America. This plant
is proverbial for its bitterness, and was in medicinal use
amonjx the ancients. It is of a highly tonic property, and
is still used in Europe for weak digestion ; it was formerly
employed for intermittents and some other troubles, and
was once regarded as a vermifuge. It is very largely con-
sumed, with a few other species, in preparing the absinthe
beverage of the French. (See absinthe and abdntkiutn
(with cut)). The name is extended to the genus, or par-
ticularly to species closely related to this; various spe-
cies have their own names, as southernwood, mugwort, tar-

ragon, santonica, and sage-brush.

The soure Almaunde, & wermode, & feyn greeke,
Frote hem yfere asmoche as wol suffice.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 199.

* These for frenzy be
A speedy and a sovereign remedy.
The bitter wormwood, sage, and marigold.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

Figuratively— 2. Bitterness.

Weed this wormwood from your fruitful brain.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 867.

Sir, with this truth
You mix such wormwood that you leave no hope
For my disorder'd palate e'er to relish

A wholesome taste again. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 2.

His presence and his communications were gall aud
wormwood to his once partial mistress.

Scott, Kenilworth, xi.

Biennial wormwood, Artemisia biennis, a weed of the
interior northern United States, now spreading eastward.
It grows from 1 to 3 feet high,and has once- or tw»ce-pinnat-
ifid leaves, with numerous small greenish heads crowded
in their axils.— Oil of WOrmwood, a volatile oil distilled
from the common wormwood, usually of a dark-green
color, containing the property of the herb.—Romai>
wormwood, {a} Artemisia Pontica, an Old World species,
more aromatic and less bitter than the common worm-
wood, preferred in Roman medicine, but now scarcely
used. (6) By transference of the name, the common rag-
weed, Amf/rosia artemisise/olia, a bitter plant with foliage
dissected somewhat like tliat of an artemisia.— Salt Of
wormwood. See salti.— Sea wormwood, the European
Artemisia maritima.— Silver wormwood, Artemisia
argi'ntea, a silvery silky shrub of Madeira.—Tartarian
wormwood. Same as santonica, 1.— Tree-wormwood,
Artemma arlxrrescens, an erect tree.like species found on
rocky sliores and islands of the Mediterranean.— Wild
wormwood of the West Indies. See Parthenium.—
Wormwood wine, wine which has received a bitter taste

from having artemisia steeped in it. Compare vermouth.

wormwood-moth (werm'wud-m6th), n. A rare

British uoetuid, CuculUa absinthii. It is gray with
black spots, and its larva feeds on wormwood. It is found
chiefly in Devonshire and Cornwall.

wormwood-pug (werm'wud-pug), n. A British
geometrid motn, Eupithecia absinthiata, whose
larva feeds upon wormwood.
wormy (w^r'mi), a. [<.worm + -y^.'] 1. Con-
taining a worm; full of worms; infested or

affected with worms ; lousy, as fisi ; measly, as

pork; worm-eaten, as timber, fruit, etc.

Damned spirits all . . .

Already to their wormy beds are gone.
Shak. M. N. D,, ill. 2. 384.

2. Worm-like; low; mean; debased; grovel-

ing; earthy.

Sordid and wormy affections.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, xxxvii. (Latham.)

3. Associated with earthworms, and hence with
the earth or the grave

;
gloomy or dismal as the

grave. [Rare.]

A weary wormy darkness. Mrs. Browning.

worn (worn), p. a. [Pp. of wear^, ti.] 1. Im-
paired or otherwise affected by wear or use.

As she trode along the foot-worn passages, and opened
one crazy door after another, and ascended the creaking
fiUir-caae, she gazed wistfully and fearfully around.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

2. Spent; passed.

This is but a day, and 'tis weU worn too now.
B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

3. Wearied; exhausted; showing signs of care,

illness, fatigue, etc.

Thy worn form pursues me night and day.

Smiling reproach.
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i. 1.

The old worn world of hurry and heat.
Lowell, Invitation.

Lead the worn war-horse by the plumed bier—
Even his horse, now he is dead, is dear.

T. B. Aldrich, Lander.

WOrnal, WOmil (wdr'nal, -nil), m. Same as

wormal. See warble^.

worn-out (worn'out), a. 1. So much injured

by wear as to be nnfit for use : as, a worn-out

coat or hat.— 2. Wearied; exhausted, as with

toil.
The worn-out clerk

Brow-beats his desk below.
Tennyson, Sonnet to 'J. M. K.

3. Past; gone; removed; departed.

This pattern of the womout age.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1350.

Pehor also, and Bael-pehor, and the rest, whose Rites

are now rotten, and the memorie wame out.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 97.

worry

worowet, ". A Middle English form of worry.
worpet, worparet. Old spellings of warp,
warper.

worret (wur'et), v. See worrit.

worricow (wur'i-kou), n. [Sc, also spelled wor-
ri/cow and wirrycow ; < worry + eow, a goblin,
scarecrow.] 1. A hobgoblin ; the devil.

Worrimxm and gyre-carlins that haunted about the auld
wa's at e'en. Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

2. Any frightful object; an ugly, awkward-
looking person; a fright; a bugbear; a scare-
crow.
What a worricrow the man doth look

!

Naylor, Reynard the Fox, S9. (.Vavies.)

[Scotch in both uses.]

worrier (wur'i-fer),M. [<.worry,v.,+-er'^.'] One
who worries or harasses (himself or others);
one who is given to worrying or who harasses
with anxious forebodings.

The worriers of souls. J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 229.

WOrriless (wur'i-les), a. [< worry + -less.'] Free
from worry.
The professor, leading a comparatively congenial and

worriless life, is a deeper sleeper and a less frequent
dreamer [than the teacher]. Science, XIII. S8.

WOrriment (wur'i-ment), n. {(.worry + -ment.]
Trouble; anxiety; worry. [Colloq.]

worrisome (wur'i-sum), a. [< worry + -some.']

Causing worry or annoyance ; troublesome.

I must give orders . . . that you come in at once with
that worrisome cough of yours.

R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, xlv.

worrit (wur'it), v. t. and i. [Also worret; a dial,

form, with excrescent t, of worry, v.] To worry.
[Colloq. or slang.]

I don't tell eveiything to your papa. I should only wor-
rit him and vex him. Thackeray, Philip, xxiv.

Why, father, how you keep on worriting

!

Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. vll.

worrit (wur'it), «.
l<.

worrit, v,] Worry; an-

noyance ; vexation. [Colloq. or slang.]

" Mrs. Bichards's eldest, Miss ! " said Susan, " and the
worrit of Mrs. Richards's life

!"

Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxiii.

worry (wur'i), v.; pret. and pp. worried, ppr.
worrying. [< ME. *worryen, wirryen, wyryen,
wirien, worowen, wm-ewen, wirwen, "wurgen, <

AS. icyrgan, found in comp. dwyrgan, harm, =
OFries. wergia, wirgia = MD. worghen, D.
worgen, wurgen = MLG. LG. worgen = OHG.
wurgan, MHG. G. wurgen, strangle, suffocate,

choice ; cf . AS. wearli, wearg, werg, a wolf,

outlaw (wyrgen, f., she-wolf, in comp. grund-
wyrgen), = MHG. ware = leel. vargr, wolf, out-

law, accursed person ; cf. AS. wyrgan, wyrigan,
wergian, wergean, > ME. warien, curse: see tvar-

ry,v.,tcarriangle,eta.] I, trayis. 1. To choke;
suffocate. [Now only Scotch.]

His owen kynde briddis.

That weren anoyed in his nest and norished ffull ille.

And well ny yworewid with a wronge leder.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 72.

The reek will worrie me.
Loudoun Castle (Child's Ballads, VI. 25(5).

2. To seize by the throat with the teeth ; bite

at or tear with the teeth, as dogs when fight-

ing ; kill or injure badly by repeated biting, tear-

ing, shaking, etc.: as, a dog that worries sheep;
a terrier worries rats.

Wolues that wyryeth men, woramen, and children.

Piers Plowman (Cy, x. 226.

A hell-hound that doth hunt us all to death

;

That dog that hath his teeth before his eyes,

To worry lambs, and lap their gentle blood.
Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 60.

3. To tease ; trouble ; harass vnth importunity

or with care and anxiety
;
plague ;

bother; vex;
persecute.

If departed of his own accord, like that lost sheep (Luke
16. 4, Ac), the true church either with her own or any bor-

rowd force worries him not in again, but rather in all

charitable manner sends after him. Milton, Civil Power.

Let them rail,

And worry one another at their pleasure. Rows.

The ghastly dun shall worry his sleep.

0. W. Holmes, Reflections of a Proud Pedestrian.

To worry down, to swallow or put down by a strong ef-

fort of the will. [Colloq.]

She worried down the tea, and ate a slice of toast.

E. E. Hale, Ten Times One, iv.

To worry the sword, in fencing, to fret one's opponent

by small movements in rapid succession which seem about

to result in thrusts or feints. The object is to disconcert

him until his guard becomes open or weak, and a thrust

can be delivered with effect. =S3m. 3. Pester, Plague, etc.

(see tease), disturb, disquiet.

II. intrans. 1. To choke; be suffocated, as by
something stopping the windpipe. [Obsolete

or Scotch.]



worry
And, like a fool, did eat the cow.
And worrifd on the tail.

JlargtUs o/ Huiitleyg Ketreat (Child's Ballads, VII. 270).

Ye have fasted lang and worried on a midge.
Ramsay's Scotch Proverbs, p. 82. (Jamieson.)

2. To fight, as dogs, by seizing and biting at

each other; be engaged in biting, shaking, or
mangling with the teeth.— 3. To be unduly
anxious and careful; give way to anxiety; be
over-solicitous or disquieted about things ; bor-
row trouble ; fret.

Sensitive people, those who are ea&ily wounded and dis-

couraged, are most apt to worry when affairs go wrong, and
yet they are just those whom worry will harm the most
and who will lose the most in life by indulging in it.

Alien, and Neurol., VIII. 141.

To worry along, to get along by constant effort ; keep
on in spite of petty difficulties and anxieties. [Colloq.]

By and by, if I can worry along into tolerable strength,
. . . 1 am going off— say in mid- winter— to the south of

England. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 431.

worry (wur'i), n. ; pi. worries (-iz). [< worry,

r.] 1. The act of worrying or biting and man-
gling with the teeth ; the act of killing by biting

and shaking.

They will open on the scent . . . and join in the worry
as savagely as the youngest hound.

Lawrence, Sword and Gown, iii.

2. Harassing anxiety, solicitude, or turmoil;
perplexity arising from over-anxiety or petty
annoyances and cares ; trouble : as, it is not
work but worry that kills ; the worries of house-
keeping.

Among over-burdened people extra trouble and worry
imply, here and there, break-downs in health, with their

entailed direct and indirect sufferings.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 51.

worrying (wur'i-ing), p. a. Teasing; trou-

bling ; harassing ; fatiguing : as, a worrying day.

Grave is the Master's look ; his forehead wears
Thick rows of wrinkles, prints of worrying cares.

0. W. Hobnes, The School Boy.

WOrryingly (wur'i-ing-li), adv. [< worrying
+ -iy2.] In a worrying manner; teasingly;
harassingly.

worschipent, "• A Middle English form of

Korsliip.

worse (wfers), a. compar. [I. compar. worse;
early mod. E. also warse, wars; < ME. ivors,

wurse, wirse, werse, wors, wers, < AS. wirsa, wyrsa
= OS. wirsa = OPries. tcirra, werra = MHG.
wirser = Icel. verri = 8w. varre = Dan. vxrre =
Goth, wairsiza, worse ; with compar. suffix (lost

or assimilated in the later forms, but appearing
in the Goth, wairsiza), prob. from a Teut. root

appearing in OHG. werran (G. wirren), twist,

entangle, confuse (> OHG. werra, confusion,
broil, war), perhaps allied to L. verrere (pret.

verri, pp. versus), whirl, toss about, drive, sweep
along. Cf. war^, and see war^ (Sc. waur, etc.),

ult. a doublet of worse. Cf. worser. 11. superl.

tcorst, < ME. worste, werste, wurst, < AS. wyrsta,

wyrsesta, also by assimilation wyrresta, = OS.
wirsista = OHG. wirsisio, wirsesto, contr. wirst

= Icel. verstr = Sw. vdrst = Dan. vserst, worst,
superl. of the preceding. The s belongs to the
root.] 1. The comparative of bad, evil, ill;

more bad, evil, ill, unfortunate, or undesirable

;

less valuable or perfect ; more unfavorable or
unsuccessful; less well in health, or less well
off in worldly circumstances. See bad, evil,

and ill.

Me think the wers part is mine
;

to take the flesshe if 1 assay,

then the ))Iode wil ryn a-way

;

for-done ge haue me with gour dome.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

Men . . . [who] unneth can speake one hole sentence
in true latine, but, that wars is, hath all lernynge in deri-

sion. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 13.

She . . . was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse.
Mark v. 20.

What were thy lips the worse for one poor kiss ?

ShaJc., Venus and Adonis, 1. 207.

Sir Oliver S. You have had no opportunity of showing
your talents.

Moses. None at all ; I hadn't the pleasure of knowing
his distresses till he was some thousands worse than no-
thing. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

But what gave rise

To no little surprise,
Nobody seemed one penny the worse

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 212.

Sometimes used substantively in the sense of something
less good, desirable, fortunate, favorable, etc.

Thus bad begins and worse remains behind.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 179.

Ah, farewell.

Lest of mine eyes thou shonldst have worse to tell

Than now thou hast.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 307.
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2. In logic, having, as a proposition, a charac-
ter which, if belonging to one of two or more
premises, must also belong to the conclusion.
Thus, a negative is held to be worse than an affirmative
proposition, and a particular worse than a universal. On
the same principle, a spurious proposition is taken as in a
second degree of partiL-ularity.

—
"The worse, the less de-

sirable part or share ; disadvantage ; defeat ; loss : hence,
to put to the worse, to defeat or discomfit ; to have the worse,
to fare badly ; come out of any contest or business worse
than before.

The folk of Troie hemselven so misleden
That with the wors at nyght homward they fledden.

Chawxr, Troilus, iv. 49.

Longe it endured that oon cowde not sey whiche party
had the werse. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 469.

His enemyes preuailed and jmt his hoste to the worse,
he being sore wounded.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 17.

And Judah was put to the worse before Israel ; and they
fled every man to their tents. 2 Ki. xiv. 12.

I cannot tell who had the worse.
Playe of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 420).

worse (wers), adv. compar. [I. compar. worse,

< ME. wors, wurs, wers, etc., < AS. wyrs = OS.
wirs = MLG. wers = MHG. wirs = Icel. verr =
Goth, wairs, worse ; with compar. suffix, lost

in the adv. (as with bef^): see worse, a. II.

superl. worst, < ME. worst, werst, < AS. wyrst =
Icel. verst = Sw. varst = Dan. vserst, worst,
superl. of Jtorse; see above.] 1 . In a more evil,

wicked, severe, or disadvantageous manner; in

a way that is less good, desirable, or favorable.

We will deal worse with thee than with them.
Gen. xix. 9.

He is deformed, crooked, old, and sere.

Ill-faced, worse bodied, shapeless everywhere.
Shak.,C. of E., iv. 2. 20.

O Master Mayberry ! before your servant to dance a
Lancashire hornpipe ! it shews worse to me than dancing
does to a deaf man that sees not the fiddles.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 3.

2. In a less or lower degree ; less.

Thou Shalt serve me : if I like thee no worse after din-
ner, I will not part from thee. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 44.

3. Less favorably or agreeably.

Then this they take worse than his working of miracles,
or his working upon the Sabbath, That he would say that
God was his Father. Donne, Sermons, xviii.

4. With more severity, intensity, etc.; in a
greater degree.

That honorable grief lodged here which burns
Worse than tears drown. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 112.

WOrset (wers), V. [< ME. wersen, wursen, ivorsen,

< AS. wyrsian, become worse, < wyrsa, worse:
see worse, «.] I. intrans. To become worse.

Werihede, thet maketh thane man weri and worst uram
daye to daye. Ayenbite of Imvyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 33.

II. trans. To worst; put to disadvantage;
discomfit.

Weapons more violent, when next we meet,
May serve to better us, and worse our foes.

MUtan, P. L., vi. 440.

worsen (w6r'sn), v. [= Icel. versna ; < tcorse +
-e»i. Cf. worse, v.] I. intrans. To grow worse

;

deteriorate. [Rare.]

All the changing volitions of daily life, bettering or
worsening as we advance in years.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 70.

II. trans. 1. To make worse; cause to de-
teriorate.

It is still Episcopacie that before all our eyes uwsens
and sluggs the most learned and seeming religious of our
Ministers. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

The working-men are left to foolish devices, and keep
worsening themselves ; the best heads among them forsake
their born comrades, and go in for a house with a high
door-step and a brass knocker. George Eliot, Felix Holt, v.

2. To obtain advantage of. Southey. [Rare.]

worser (wer'ser), a. a.nd adv. [< worse + -er^;

a double compar. form (like lesser), due to the
fact that worse (like less) is not obviously a com-
par. form.] An old and redundant comparative
of worse.

I cannot hate thee xvareer than I do.

Shak., A. and C, iL 5. 90.

Fools ! they their worser Thraldom still retain'd

!

Cowley, Davideis, ii.

Thou 'rt worser than a hog. J. Baillie.

WOrsettt, »• and a. An old variant of worsted.

worship (wfer'ship), n. [< ME. worship, wor-
shipe, worshippe, worshepe, worschip, wurship,

wurschipe, wirschip, wurthshipe, worthscliipc,

worthscltepe, worthssipe, wurtlischipe, wnrthscipe,

< AS. weorthscipe, wyrthscipe, honor, < wenrth,

wurth; worthy, honorable, + -scipe (> E. -ship)

:

see wnrtlfl, a., and -ship.'] 1. Honor ; dignity;

distinction; worthiness; honorable character
or condition

;
good name ; credit.

Brynges wyues into wondur thaire worship to lose

;

And ertes ay to euy,ll ende & ernyst by the last.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2942.

worship
That were to me grete wurship, yef I sholde dye for my

lorde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. m.
Upon paine of my life, this young knight shall come

unto great worship.
Sir T. Malory, Mort d'Arthure, III. xxxii.

Keep smooth your face, and still maintain your worship
With Berinthia. Shirley, Maid's Kevenge, ii. 3.

2. The outward recognition of merit ; rever-
ence ; respect ; deference.

Then Shalt thou have worship in the presence of them
that sit at meat with thee. Luke xiv. 10.

Knighthood is a Dignity, but Esquires and Gentlemen
are but Names of Worship.

Guillim, Display of Heraldry (1724), ii. 266.

Kings are like stars : they rise and set, they have
The worship of the world, but no repose.

Shelley, Hellas.

3. Specifically, the reverence and homage which
is or ought to be paid to God or a deity ; adora-
tion, sacrifice, praise, prayer, thanksgiving, or

other devotional acts performed in honor of

the Supreme Being or a god, and as part of

religion.

Nor are mankind simply content with this mock-worship
of God, but also impose and father it upon him, as if he
had chose and ordained it.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

The allies, after conquering together, return thanks to

God separately, each after his own form of worship.
Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

The happiest man is he who learns from nature the
lesson of worship. Emerson, Nature, p. 75.

4. Fervent esteem, admiration, or devotion;
adoration.

'Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair.

Your bugle eyeballs, nor your cheek of cream.
That can entame my spirits to your worship.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 48.

Loyalty, Discipleship, all that was ever meant by Hero-
worship, lives perennially in the human bosom.

Carlyle, Boswell's Johnson.

5. Praise; glorification; celebration.

And therfore thei don gret Worschipe thereto, and kepen
it [an oak tree) full besyly. Mandeville, Travels, p. 69.

I made hire to the worshipe of my lord : . . .

Thus semeth me that Nature wolde seye.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1. 26.

Thai honurd the mount of caluary.
In unrschip of the cros namely.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 90.

6. A title of honor used in addressing certain
magistrates and others of rank or station. Ab-
breviated wp.

My father desires your worship's company.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 271.

Dap. Is this the cunning-man?
Face. This is his worship.
Dap. Is he a doctor?
Face. Y'es. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

House (or place) of WorsMp. (at) A house or place of
distinction.

As sche hadde seyn hused [used] in places of worschip.
Paslon Letters, III. 314.

(6) A chtu-ch or chapel ; a place devoted to the worship of

God.

It is very probable that the Church of Kirkdale was
considered in Uoomsday-Book as the place of worship be-

longing to that manor. ArchMologia, V. 197.

Worship of images. See itnage-worship.

worship ( wer'ship), v.
;
pret. and pp. worshiped,

ivorshipped, ppr. worshiping, worshipping. [<

ME. worshipen, worshippen, worschipen, wor-
schupen, worshepen, wnrschepen, worssipien, wir-

chipen, worthschipen, wurthschipen, wurthsupen,
worthsipicn ; < worship, «.] I. trans. If. To
honor; respect; regard with reverence, respect,

or deference.

He was a frynde to my fader, & a fyn louer,
Worshippit hym on allwise & his will did.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 5278.

Therfore oughte Men to worshipe it and holde it more
worthi tiian any of the othere. Mandeville, Travels, p. 14.

2. To show respect to ; treat with considera-
tion or honor

;
pay one's respects to.

I grette the goode mon as the gode wyf me taugte.

And afterward his wyf, I worschupet hem bothe.

And tolde hire the tokenes that me i-taugt were.
Piers Plowman (A), xi. 168.

Wee suffered to see the most noble queene of the world
for to bee shamed openly, considering that her lord and
our lord is the man of most worship in the world, and the

most christned ; and hee hatii alway worshiped us all in

all places. Sir T. Malory, Mort d'Arthure, III. cix.

To love one maiden only, cleave to her.

And worship her by years of noble deeds.
Until they won her. Tennyson, Guinevere.

3. Specifically, to adore; pay divine honors to;

show reverence to, with supreme respect and
veneration; perform religious service to.

He is fader of fei that formed ow alle

Bothe with fel and with face, and gaf ow fyue wittes.

Forte worsehupen him therwlth. white ge beoth heere.

Piers Plowman (A), i. 15.



worship
Thou Shalt worship no other god. Ex. xxxiv. 14.

The Kotas worship two silver plates, which they regard
as husband and wife ; they have no other deity.

Sir J. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilisation, p. 217.

4. To love or admire inordinately ; devote one's
self to ; act toward or treat as if divine ; idolize

:

as, to worship wealth or power.
With bended knees I dally worship her.

Carew, A Cruel Mistress.

Rose of the Garden ! such is woman's lot:
Worshipp'd when blooming ; when she fades, forgot.

Moore, Rose of the Desert.

Crown thyself, worm, and worship thine own lusts

!

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

=Syn. 3. Adore, Worship, Reverence, etc. See adored.

II. intrans. 1. To perform acts of adoration;
perform religious service.

Our fathers worshipped in this mountain. John iv. 20.

-\nd Jj^thiopia spreads abroad the hand.
And worships. Cowper, Task, vi. 813.

2. To love or admire a person inordinately.
Was it for this I have loved, and waited, and worshipped

in silence? Longfellow, Miles Standish, iii.

WOrshipability (wfer'sMp-a-bir.i-ti), n. [<
worshipable + -ity (see -biUty).']

" Worthiness
of worship, or of being worshiped. Coleridge.
[Kare.] (Imp. Diet.)

worshipable (wer'ship-a-bl), a. [< worship +
-iiblf.] Capable of or "worthy of being wor-
shiped. Coleridge. (Imp. Diet.)

worshiper, worshipper (wer'ship-er), n. [<
ME. worschipere; < worship + -eri.] One who
worships ; especially, one who pays divine hon-
ors to any being ; an adorer.

Outlast thy Deity?
Deity? nay, thy worshippers.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

worshipful (w6r'ship-fvU), a. [< ME. worship-
ful, wurshipful, worthssipvol ; < worship + -/«(.]

1. Claiming respect; worthy of honor on ac-
count of character, dignity, etc. ; honorable.

But worshipful chanouns religious,
Ne demeth nat that I sclaundre your hous,
Although my tale of a chanoun be.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 439.

He was oon of the wurshipfullest men of all the centre.
itf«r(in(E. E. T.S.Xi. 6.

I was bom of worshipful parents myself, in an ancient
family. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 360.

2. Specifically, a respectful epithet of address,
especially to magistrates and corporate bodies;
also, in freemasonry, specifying a certain ofB-
cial rank or dignity.

worshipfully (w^r'ship-ful-i), adv. [< ME.
viirshipfidly ; < worship + -ful + -ly^.'] 1. Hon-
orably; creditably.

Hee is a gentleman wel and worshipfully borne and
bredde.
Quoted in Booke of Precedence (E, K T. S., extra ser. ), Forc-

[worda, p. ix.

This woman [Shore's wife] was born in London, worships
/idly friended, honestly brought up, and very well mar-
ried. Sir T. Mure, Rich. III. (Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxxiii.).

Then Sir Lavaine did well and worshipfully;
He bore a knight of old repute to the earth.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Reverentially; respectfully; deferentially.
The lewes had parfrte knowlege that this Joseph had

so worshypfully brought the body of cryst in erthe.
Joseph of Anmalhie (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

After all their communications there at that tyme, he
(the mayor! shall be icorshipfutly accompanyed, with a
certein of the seid hous, home to his place.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 414.

See that she be burled worshipfully.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

worshipfulness (wer 'ship- ful -nes), n. The
state or character of being worshipful.
worshipless (wer'ship-les), a. [< worship +
-/ew.] Destitute of worship or of worshipers.
[Kare.]

How long by tyrants shall thy land be trod?
How long thy temple worshipless. O God?

Byron, On Jordan's Banks.

worshiplyt (wtr'ship-li), adv. [< ME. 'wor-
shiply, wurchyply; < worship + -ly^.'] Honora-
bly; respectfully; becomingly; with becom-
ing respect or dignity.

My Lord Chanceler wold that my master schuld be
hcryed umrchyply, and C. mark aUnes done for hym.

Paston Letters, I. 494.

worshipper, n. See worshiper.
worship-worthyt (w6r'8hip-w6r''THi), a.
Wortliy or deserving of honor or respect; wor-
shipful.

Then were the wisest of the people worship-worthy.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 128.

worst (wferst), a. and n. [See worse.'] I, a.
sHjjerl. The superlative of bad, evil, or ill; bad
in the highest degree, whether morally, physi-
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cally, financially, or otherwise: as, the worst
sinner; the worst disease; the worst evil that
can befall a state or an individual.

Of alle wymmanne
Wurst was Godhild thanne

;

For MuiTi heo weop sore,
And for horn gute more.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

Speak to me as to thy thinkings,
As thou dost ruminate, and give thy worst of thoughts
The worst of words. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 132.

The worst fellow was he.
Billie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 94).

Corrupted freemen are the worst of slaves.
Oarrick, Prol. to the Gamesters.

II. n. That which is most evil or bad ; the
most bad, severe, aggravated, or calamitous
thing, part, time, or state : usually with the

:

as, in the worst of the storm ; to get the worst
of a contest ; to see a thing at its worst; to do
one's worst.

Take good heart, the worst is past, sir.

You are dispossest. B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 8.

I did the worst to him I loved the most.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 381.

At (the) worst, in the most evil, severe, or undesirable
state ; at the greatest disadvantage.

Things at the worst will cease, or else climb upward
To what they were before. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2. 24.

A man leaveth things at worst, and depriveth himself
of means to make them better.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 313.

If the worst comes to the worst, it things are in their
worst possible condition ; if things become so bad that
nothing else can be done.

He live my owne woman, and if the worst come to the
worst, I had rather proove a wagge then a foole.

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, iii. 1.

To put to the worst, to inflict defeat on ; overthrow en-
tirely.

Who ever knew Truth put to the worst in a free and open
encounter? Milton, Areopagitica.

worst ( wferst), adv. [See worse, adv.] In a man-
ner or to a degree the extreme of bad or evil

;

most or least (according to the sense of the
verb).
When thou didst hate him worst. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 106.

worst (wferst), V. [Appar. < worst, a., like
worse, v., < w<jrse, a. ; but prob. rather a var. of
worse, with excrescent t after s, due to associa-
tion with worst, a., or with the pret. worsed of
worse, f.] I. trans. To get the advantage over
in a contest ; defeat ; overthrow.
He challenged Cupid at wrestling, and was worsted.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.
Ill assure you, George, your rhetoric would fail you

here ; she should worst you at your own weapons.
Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, ii. 1.

=Sjni. To beat, discomfit, foil, overcome.

H. intrans. To gi'ow worse; deteriorate;
worsen. [Rare.]

Anne haggard, Mary coarse, every face in the neighbour-
hood warstirtg, . . . luid long been a distress to him.

Jane Austen, Persuasion, i.

worsted (wiis'ted), ?». and a. [< ME. worsted,
uorstede, worstet; so called from Worsted, now
Worstead, in Norfolk, where -it was first manu-
factured; < AS. Wurthestede, < wurth, weorth,
estate, manor, -I- stede, stead, place : see stead.]

1. ». 1 . A variety of woolen yam or thread,
spun from long-staple wool which has been
combed, and in the spinning is twisted hard-
er than is usual. It is knitted or woven into
stockings, carpets, etc.

Of double worstede was his semi-cope.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 262.

Item, j. hallyng of blewe worstet, contayning In lenthe
xlij. yerds, and in bredthe iiij. yerds.

Paston Letters, I. 480.

If a tenant carried but a piece of bread and cheese to
eat by the way, or an inch of worsted to mend his stock-
ings, he should forfeit his whole parcel.

Swift, story of the Injured Lady.

2. Woolen yam for omamental needlework
and knitting. I'he principal varieties are Berlin wool

;

zephyr-wool, which is very soft, and of which there are sev-

eral grades, as single zephjT, double zephyr, split zephyr

;

Andalusian wool, which is tightly twisted ; .Shetland and
Pyrenean, which are of finer qualities; and leviathan,
which is very full and soft, and designed for embroidery
on coarse canvas.— Hamburg worsted, an inferior qual-
ity of Hamburg wool, or an imitation of it.

H, a. Consistingof worsted; madeof worsted
yam: as, worsted stockings

—

Worsted braid,
braid for dress-tiiraming and similar purposes, including
that niAde of ordinary wool, and of alpaca, mohair, and the
like.— Worsted damask. See damask, 1 (c).

—

Worsted
yam. See yarn'^.

worsted-work (wus'ted-werk), m. Work done
with worsted ; especially, needlework done with
threads of soft loose wool upon open canvas,
the threads of the canvas guiding the worker,
who counts them or the openings.

worth
worti (wert), n. [< ME. wort, wurt, wert, wirte,
wrt, < AS. wyrt, a plant, = OS. wurt, root, flower,
= OHG. MHG. G. wurz, root, plant, = leel. urt
(for vurt), also spelledj«r« (perhaps borrowed)
= Sw. cir*= Dan. urt= Goth, wa urts, plant, root

;

also in dim. form, D. wortel = OHG. wureala,
MHG. G. wurzel, root. Cf . rooti and radix.] A
plant; herb; vegetable. WoH is very frequent in
old botanical names of plants, as in bone-, bishop-, blood-,
cole-, liver-, lung-, mead-, mug-, rib-, spear-, stitch-wort, etc.
See colewort, liverwort, etc.

Laboreres that haue no lande to lyue on but her handes
Deyned nougt to dyne a-day nygtolde wortes.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 310.

In a bed of wortes stille he lay.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 401.

He drinks water, and lives on wort leaves.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 21.'i.

It is an excellent pleasure to be able to take pleasure
in worts and water, in bread and onions.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 699.

WOrt^ (wfert), n. [< ME. wort, worte, < AS. wijrte

(in eomp. max-wyrte, lit. 'mash-wort'), wort,
new beer, = MD. wort, wort, new beer, z= LG.
wort = G. wiirze, wort, spice, seasoning, = leel.

virtr = Sw. vort = Norw. vyrt, vort, wort, < AS.
wyrt, etc., root: see wort^.] 1. The infusion of
malt which after fermentation becomes beer.

Cley maad with hors or mannes heer, and oile
Of tartre, alum, glas, berra, wort, and argoile.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 260.

2. An infusion of malt, formerly used in scurvy
and as a dressing to foul ulcers Setting the
wort. Same as pitching, 4.

WOrt^ (wert), «. Same as whort.
wort-condenser (wert'kon-den''s6r), n. In
brewing, a surface-condenser used to condense
the vapor rising from wort in the process of
boiling. E. H. Knight.

wort-cooler (wert'k6''''lfer), n. In brewing, an
apparatus for cooling wort ; specifically, a series
of pipes through which cold water or other re-
frigerant is passed while the wort is allowed to
trickle over the exterior to cool it.

wort-filter (wert'fiF'ter), m. In brewing, a fil-

tering apparatus for separating the clear liquor
from the boiled mash.
worth! (werth), V. i. [< ME. worthen, wurthen,
weorthen (pret. warth, wearth, werth, pi. wurth-
en, worthen, pp. worden, also wurthen, worthen),
< AS. weorthan, wurthan, wyrthan (pret. wearth,
pi. wurdon, pp. ge-worden), become, be, = D.
worden = OHG. werdan, MHG. werden, G. wer-
den = Icel. vertha = Sw. varda = Dan. vordc
= Goth, wairthan, become, = L. vertere, turn,
verti, turn into (see verse^). Hence ult. weird,
and the suffix -ward.] If. To be or become.

"Daris," he sede, "ihc umrthe ded
Bute if thu do me sumne red."

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

Saue 30W fro myschaunce.
And glue gow grace on this grounde good men to worthe.

Piers Plowman (B), viii. 61.

When thow west that I am with hire there.
Worth thow upon a courser right anon.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1011.

2. To happen ; betide : now used only in the ar-

chaic impreeative phrases woe worth the day, the

man, etc., in which worth is equivalent to be to,

and the noun is in the dative.

3if i wrong seie any word wo worth me euer.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4118.

Wo worth the faire gemme vertules

!

Wo worth that herb also that doth no boote I

Wo worth that beaute that is routheles!
Wo worth that wyght that tret ech under foote

!

Chaucer, Troilus, 11. 344.

What will worth, what will be the end of this man

!

Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

Son of man, prophesy and say. Thus saith the Lord God,
Howl ye. Woe worth the day

!

Ezek. xxx. 2.

Woe worth the chase, woe worth the day.
That costs thy life, my gallant gray

!

Scott, L. of the L., i. 9.

To worth oft, to heed ; pay attention to.

Wel worthe of dremes ay this olde wyves,
And treweliche, ek augurye of thise foweles.

Chaucer, ftoilus, v. 379.

WOrth^ (w6rth), a. [< ME. worth, wurth, iverth,

< AS. weorth, wurth, worth, worthy, honorable,
= OS. werth = MD. weerd, waerd, D. waard =
MLG. wert = OHG. werd, MHG. wert, G. wert,

commonly misspelled werth = leel. vcrthr= Sw.
rard = Dan. veerd, worth, = Goth, wairths, adj.,

worthy; prob. not, as some suppose, < worths,

v., there being no connection of sense. It may
be an orig. pp. with formative (-th^ = -d^) ; but
the root is uncertain. Hence worth^, «., worthy,

worthful, worthship > worship, etc.] It. Worthy

;

honorable; esteemed; estimable.



worth
Ther william was & his worth burde [wife].

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2522.

The more that a man con, the more worth he ya.

Hob. of Gioucester, p. 364.

He . . . accounts himselfe both a fit person to do the
noblest and godliest deeds, and much better worth then
to deject and detile with such a debasement and such a
pollution as siu is, himselfe so highly ransom'd.

Hilton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

2. Haviug worth, esteem, or value in a given
degree ; representing a relative or comparative
worth (of) : used generally with a noun of mea-
surement dependent directly upon it without a

preposition.

A byrd in hand, as some men say, is worth ten flye at large.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

Specifically—(o) Having a specified value in money or
exchange; representing under fair conditions a price or

cost (of); equivalent in value to: expressing either actual

market value, or value obtainable under favorable or just

conditions.

Schal no deuel at his deth-day deren him worth a niyte.

Piers Ptovrmari (A), viii. 54.

A score of good ewes may be worth ten pounds.
ShaJc., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 67.

(ft) Possessed of ; having estate to the value of
;
possess-

ing : as, a man worth five millions.

To ennoble those
That scarce, some two days since, were worth a noble.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 82.

Poor Rutilus spends all he 's Worth,
In hopes of setting one good Dinner forth.

Congrem, tr. of Eleventh Satire of Juvenal.

(c) Having a specified moral value or importance ; estima-
ble or esteemed in a given way ; reaching a certain grade
of excellence.

But I remain'd, whose hopes were dim.
Whose life, whose thoughts, were little worth,

Tennyson, In Memoriam.

3. Entitled to, by reason of excellence, impor-
tance, etc.; meriting; deserving: having the
same construction as in sense 2 : as, the castle

is worth defending; the matter is not worth no-
tice.

Me, wretch more worth your vengeance.
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 1. 11.

Pray thee, let him alone ; he is not worth thy anger.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

If what one has to say is worth saying, he need not beg
pardon for saying it. 0. W. Holmes, Over the Teacups, xii.

Not worth a continental, a hair, a leek, a marave-
di, a rap, a snap, etc. See the nouns.—The game is

not worth the candle. See candte.— To be worth
one's salt See saifi.—Worth the whistle. See whis-

tle.—Worthwhile. SeetoMei.

WOrth^ (werth), n. [< ME. worth, werth, wurth,
wrth, also worthe, wurthe, werthe, < AS. tceorth,

wurth = OS. werth, werd = D. waarde = OHG.
werd ( > Lith. wertas, OBulg. vredu ?), MHG. icert,

G. wert, werth = Icel. verth= Sw. vdrde = Dan.
vxrd = Goth, wairths, value ; from the adj.: see

worth'^, a.] If. Honor ; dignity.

I will do what worth
Shall bid me, and no more.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, Iii. 2.

Wee read sometimes of two Bishops in one place, and
had all the Presbyters tiiere beene of like worth we might
perhaps have read of twenty.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

2. Worthiness ; excellence of character ; ex-

cellency; merit; desert: as, a man of great
worth.

I dispute it not,

His worth forestals exception.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 254.

I know your worths.

And thus low bow in reverence to your virtues.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 7.

Old letters, breathing of her worth.
Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

3. Value ; importance ; excellence ; valuable
or desirable qualities: said of things.

Thy youth's proud livery, so gazed on now.
Will be a tatter'd weed, of small worth held.

Shak., Sonnets, li.

A beautiful object may have a worth for feeling inde-
pendent of mere contemplation. Mind, XII. 629.

4. Value, especially as expressed in terms of

some standard of equivalency or exchange: as,

what is his house worth f the worth of a com-
modity is usually the price it will bring in mar-
ket, but price is not always worth.

"for ofte haue I," quod he, "holpe gow atte barre.
And git geue ge me neuere the worthe of a russhe."

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 170.

A crown's vxrrth of good interpretation.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 99.

If I had but in my pocket
The worth of one single pennie.

WiUie WaUace (Child's Ballads, VI. 233).

6. That which one is worth
;
possessions; sub-

stance; wealth; riches.
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He that helps him take all my outward worth.

Shak., Lear, iv. 4. 10.

In good worthy in good part ; without displeasure or
offense.

It becometh me to tike it in good worth ; I am not better
than he was. Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Merit, etc. See desert^.—i. Value, Cost,

etc. See price.

WOrthful (werth'ful), a. [< ME. wurthficl, worth-
vollc, < AS. weorthfull, valuable, < weorth, worth

:

see wortlfi and -ful.'i Full of worth; worthy.
Marstoti.

Those high-born dames and worthful femaleswhom Mar-
garet the queen had drawn about her.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 272.

Penang and Singapore in the Straits of Malacca, Hong
Kong on the route to Canton and Shanghai, are all very
worth/ul. Fortnightly Ret., N. 8., XL. 373.

worthily (wer'THi-li), adv. [< ME. worthiliche,

worthily; < tcortky + -ly'^.'l 1. In a worthy
manner; honorably; with due dignity, rever-

ence, or respect ; reverently.

Worthili hire he wolcomed wen he hire mette.
Waiiam 0/ Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4290.

2. Excellently; rightly; becomingly; suitably;
fittingly.

Thou and thy meaner fellows your last service
Did worthily perform. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 36.

He that hath begun so worthily,

It fits not with his resolution
To leave off thus, my lord.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 2.

3. Deservedly; justly; according to merit.

They would not leave their sins, . . . therefore then- de-
struction came worthily upon them.

Latijner, Sermons and Remains (Parker ed.X p. 51.

Had the gods done so, I had not now
Worthily term'd them merciless to us

!

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 100.

He found out the author, one Dyer, a most crafty fellow

and his ancient Maligner, whom he worthily punished.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 228.

You worthily succeed not only to the honours of your
ancestors, but also to their virtues.

Dryden, To the Duke of Ormond, Ded. of Fables.

I atflrm that somemay very worthily deserve to be hated.
South, Sermons.

worthiness (wer'thi-nes), n. [< ME. wortlti-

nease, worthynesse ; < toorthy, a., + -ness.'] The
quality of being worthy ; honor ; excellence

;

dignity; virtue; merit; desert.

After we shuU returne hem for to socoure, for grete pite

it were yef thei were deed or taken in so tendre age, for

thei ben of high valoure and grete worthynesse.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 197.

The prayers which our Saviour made were, for his own
worthiness, accepted. Hooker.

I see, even in her looks, gentry and general worthiness.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

= Syn. See ifor(A2, n.

worthless (werth'les), a. [< worth^ + -less; <

AS. wurthleds, < wurth, worth, + -leas, E. -less."]

1. Of no value or use ; valueless; useless.

Silvia is too fair, too true, too holy.

To be corrupted with my worthless gifts.

Shak.,T. G. of V., iv. 2. 6.

'Tis but a worthless world to win or lose.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 40.

We read how men sell themselves to a certain Personage,
and that Personage cheats them. He gives them wealth

;

yes, but the gold pieces turn into worthless leaves.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, On a Pear-tree.

2. Lacking in or destitute of worth, dignity,

excellence, or merit; mean; contemptible.

Some worthless slave of thine 111 slay.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 515.

Habits of dissimulation and falsehood, no doubt, mark
a man of our age and country as utterly u'orthless and
abandoned. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

The mode of genesis of the worthy and the worthless

seems the same. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 552.

3. Unworthy ; not deserving.

A peevish schoolboy, worthless of such honour.
5Ao*., J. C, V. 1. 61.

Her boons let foolish Fortune throw
On worthless heads ; more glorious 'tis by far

A Diadem to merit than to wear.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 149.

Worthless they are of Cscsar's gracious eyes.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

= 8yn. 1. rnserviceal)le, unprofitable.— 2. Base, vile, de-

praved, graceless, trashy, trumpery, fiimsy, tinsel, trifling,

paltry, frivolous.

wortnlessly (w6rth'les-li), adv. In a worthless

munner.
worthlessness (w6rth'les-nes), n. The state

or character of being worthless.

worthlyt (wferth'li), a. [ME. worthely, wurth-
liche; < worth'^ + -ly^.J Worthy; excellent.

What schulde the mone ther compas clym,
& to euen wyth that worthly lygt
That schynez vpon brokez brym?

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), 1. 1071.

worthy
But onely the worthely warke of my wyll
In my sprete sail enspyre the mighte of me.

York Plays, p. 2.

worthy (wer'TUi), a. and n. [< ME. worthy,
worthi, wurthy, wurthi, worthy (not found in

AS.), = OS. wirthig = MD. weerditjh = MLG.
werdiij = OHG. wirdiij, MHG. wirdei, G. wiirdig,

worthy, = Icel. verthxigr = Sw. vdrdig = Dan.
vserdig; as xoortlfl + -yl.] I. «. 1. Having
worth; of high standing or degree; honorable;
worshipful; excellent; deserving of honor, re-

spect, praise, mention, attention, or the like

;

valuable ; noble ; estimable ; virtuous ; meri-
torious: noting persons and things.

Therfore whan the Soudan wille avance ony worthi
Knyghte, he makethe him a Amyralle.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 38.

Tho moste worthiest thes brethren gan take,

Vnto the castel conueing thaim certayn.
Rom. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1823.

Salust is a wise and worthy writer.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 154.

I have done thee worthy service.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 247.

Against him Mauritius performed worthie attempts,
which made way vnto him for the Roman Empire.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 359.

A really worthy life depends not only on the vividness

and constancy of the ruling moral idea, but also on its

volume and contents.
J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 148.

2t. Of high rank or social station

.

And though that he were worthy, he was wys,
And of his port as meek as is a mayde.

Chaucef, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 68.

3. Deserving; meriting: sometimes followed
by of before the thing merited or deserved,
sometimes by an accusative directly, and some-
times by an infinitive.

ge, sire, bote I pertly vndo that I haue the profred,

I am worthi muche blame ; what mai I seige more?
Joseph o/Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

Now trewly ye be worthy to haue grete blame, for youre
peple haue moche losse hadde seth ye wente from the
bataile. Merlin (E. E. T. S), iii. 404.

Worthy the owner, and the owner it.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 64.

Oh, thou hast open'd
A book in which, writ down in bloody letters.

My conscience finds that I am worthy of
More than I undergo

!

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

Epaminondas, amongst the Thebans, is worthy of note
and memory, even to our ages and those that shall succeed
us. Ford. Line of Life.

Friends ! we have liv'd too long. I never heard
Sounds such as these, so worthy to be feared.

Cowper, heedless Alarm.

When we consider a right or a wrong action as done by
another person, we think of that person as worthy of moral
approbation or reprobation.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. ISO.

4. Well-deserved.

Doing worthy vengeance on thyself.

Shak., Rich. III., I 2. 87.

5. In keeping with the standing, character,

dignity, etc. (of); fit; fitted; proper; suited;

suitable: with of, for, or an infinitive clause.

Whan a werkman hath wroujte thanne may men se the
sothe.

What he were worthi for his werke and what he hath de-

serued

;

And noujt to fonge bifore for drede of disalo»Tnge.
Piers Plotvrnan (BX xiv, 139.

Worthy for an empress' love. Shak., T. G. of V., iL 4. 76.

Wert thou a subject worthy of my sword,
Or that thy death, this moment, could call home
My banish'd hopes, thou now wert dead ; dead, woman

!

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 1.

If your parts be worthy o/me, I will countenance you.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

White gloves, and linen worthy Lady Mary

!

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. i. 164.

After the greatest consociation of religious duties for

preparation, no man can be sufficiently worthy to commu-
nicate. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 313.

Foemen worthy of their steel. Scott, L. of the L., v. 10.

Worthiest of blood, in law. a phrase applied to males,

as opposed to females, in the succession to inheritance.

See tanistry.

II. n.; jA. worthies (-THiz). 1. A person of

eminent worth ; one distinguished for service-

able and estimable qualities: as. Fuller's "His-
tory of the Worthies of England."

Thou thyselfe dost now repute
The wort[h]iest worl[h]y of the race of Brute.

Times' Whistte (E. E. T. S.\ p. 26.

What do these worthies

But rob and spoil, burn, slaughter, and enslave

Peaceable nations? Milton, P. R., iii. 74.

At the first appearance of my work, its aim and drift

were misapprehended by some of the descendants of the

Dutch worthies. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. IS.



worthy

2. A local celebrity; a character; an eccen-
tric: as, a village worthy. [Humorous or col-

loq.]— 3. Anything of worth or excellence.
[Rare.]

In her fair cheek,
Where several worthies make one dignity.

Skak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 236.

The nine worthies. See nitie.

WOrthyt (wer'lHi), V. t. [< ME. wurthen, wor-
tiiien, wurtkien, < AS. weorthian, wyrthian, wur-
thian (= OHG. werdon, G. wurdi'gen = loel. vir-

tha = Goth, wairthon), value, < weortli, worth

:

see worth-, n.] To render worthy ; exalt.

Put upon him such a deal of man.
That worttded him. Shak., Lear, iL 2. 128.

WOrtle (wer'tl), K. 1. A draw-plate, or the
aperture in such a plate through which wire is

drawn.
The wire (of manganese steel], owing to its hardness,

breaking into short lengths when being pulled through
the lourtles. Science, XII. 286.

2. One of a series of metal collars throughwhich
a cylinder or plug of lead is sometimes drawn in

the manufacture of lead pipe. The wortles are of

graduated sizes, and the lead is passed from one through
that next smaller, till the pipe has acquired the desired
size.

wort-refrigerator (wert're-frij'e-ra-tor), n. A
wort-oooler.

wortwalet (w6rt'wal), n. [Origin obscure.] A
hangnail.

Pipituia, the skinne growing at the fingers ends about
the nayle, called of some the toi/rtwales, or liaereages.

Florio, 1598.

worystt, «. An old variant of worsted.

wosbird, «. 1. Same a.a whor^s-bird. [Slang.]

"Inip'dent old wogbird!" says he, "I'll break the bald
head on an." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 2.

2. A wasp. Wright. [Prov. Eng.]

WOSet, "• A form of woose for ooze,

WOStt. Second person singular indicative pres-

ent of wit^.

wot (wot). First and third persons singular in-

dicative present of icit^.

WOUght, »• An obsolete variant of watc^.

Fatte reed of myre yground and tempered tough,
Let daube it on the wough on iche asyde.

PaUadim, Uusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

wouket, n. A Middle English form of week^.

Wyclif.

woul, V. i. Same as tcauJi.

would (wdd). Preterit and past subjunctive of

Kiin.

would-be (wud'be), a. and ». [< tcould + 6ei,

expressing wish or desire in such expressions

as "he Kould he thought rich," "he icould be

considered smart."] I. a. Wishing to be;
vainly pretending to be ; desirous of beiug or
of being considered : as, a would-be philosopher.
[CoUoq.]

The would-be wlta and can't-be gentlemen.
Byron, beppo, st. 76.

n. n. A vain pretender; one who affects to

be something which he really is not.

A man that would have foil'd at their own play
A dozen would-be'» of the modern day.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 612.

WOuldert (wud'fr), n. [Irreg. < would + -eri.]

A wisher; one given to use the word would op-
tatively. Latham. [Rare.]

The olde proverbe is exceeding trmj,

"That these great wishers, & these conuioon wovlders.

Are never (for the moste part) good householders."
• Timet' Whistle (E) E. T. ».), p. IDS.

WOnldingt (wud'ing), «. [Irreg. Vwould + -ing'^.']

Emotion of desire; impulse;
inclination.

It will be every man's interest
to subdue the exorbitancies of the
Hesh, as well as to continue thi

woxddingn of the spirit,

Hammond. (^Richardson

wouldingnessf (wud ' in

nfM), II. Velleity; willing-

ness. l/iiiiimoHfl. Works, I. 23.

Woulfe's apparatus. An ap-
paratus consisting of a se-

ries of three-nocked bottles
(called Woulfe'.i bottles) ecn-
iipcted by .suitable tubes, us^ed
lor washing gases or satui-ating liquids there-
with. Watts' Diet, of Chem.
woundl (wond or wound), «. [< ME. wound,
vrounde, wund, wunde, jcowd', < AS. wund = OS.
witnda, wunde = OFries. wu ide, unde= D. wond,
wonde = OHG. wiinta, MHG. G. wunde, a wound,
= Icel. iind (for *vund) = Dan. riindc, a wound;
from an adj., ME. wund, < AS. witnd= D. ge-wond

A Woulfe's Bottle.

6985

= OHG. wunt, G. wund = Goth, wunds, wound-
ed; possibly orig. pp. (in -d"^) of the verb which
appears in AS. winnan (pp. wunncn), strive,

tight, suffer: see wiii^, v. The historical pron.
is wound, parallel to that of ground, found,
sound, bound, etc.] 1. In surg., a solution of

continmty of any of the tissues of the body, in-

volving also the skin or mucous membrane of
the part, caused by some external agent, and
not the result of disease.

I, lately caught, will have a new made wound.
And captive-like be manacled and bound.

Marlowe, tr. of Ovid's Elegies, ii.

2. In medical jurisprudence, any lesion of the
body resulting from external violence, whether
accompanied or not by rupture of the skin or
mucous membrane— thus differing from the
meaning of the word when used in surgery.
Great difference of opinion, however, appears in the way
in which the word is interpreted when occurring in crim-
inal statutes. Some authorities have held that it neces-
sarily implies the use of a hard or solid instrument other
than the hand or fist ; others, that it necessarily implies the
breaking of the skin beyond the cuticle or outer mem-
brane.

3. A breach or hurt of the bark and wood of a
tree, or of the bark and substance of other
plants.— 4. Figuratively, injury; hurt; harm:
as, a wound given to credit or reputation, feel-

ings, etc.: often specifically applied in litera-

ture to the pangs of love.

Alas, poor shepherd ! searching of thy wound,
I have by hard adventure found mine own.

Shak., As you Like it, IL 4. 44.

The wounds of conscience, like other wounds, though
generally received in public, must always be healed in

private. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. x.

They will endeavour to give my reputation as many
woiunat as the man in the almanack. Sw\ft, Tritical Essay.

5t. Plague.
I trowe it was in the dismal
That was the ten woundes of Egipte.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1207.

6. In her., a roundel purpure Contused wound,
a bruising of the soft parts, with perhaps little laceration

of the skin, produced by a blow from a blunt body ; the
bruise of ordinary language—Dlsaectlon-wound, a poi-

soned wound received while dissecting or performing an
autopsy, by which septic material is introduced. Also
called dissecting wound and post-mortem wound.— God's
wounds. See 'swounds and zo«7irf«. - Gunshot-wound,
a lacerated wound caused by a bullet or other missile

discharged from a flreann : technically called vulnu^

sclopeti^mm.— Incised wound, a clean-cut wound made
by a knife or other sliarp instrument ; the cut of ordinary
language.— Lacerated wound, a wound caused by tear-

ing rather than cutting; any laceration of soft parts.

—

Open wound, an operation-wound in which the integu-

ment is widely incised, as distinguished from a subcutane-
ous wound in which the skin opening is smalL- Opera-
tion-wound, a wound made by the surgeon in the course

of an operation, as distinguished from one occurring acci-

dentally.— Poisoned wound, a wound into which some
poisonous matter is introduced in the act of wounding, as

a dissection-wound, the bite of a venomous reptile, or the

sting of a poisonous insect.- Punctured wotmd, a nar-

row deep wound made by a sharp-pointed body, sucli as

a needle or a rapier.

woundi (wond or wound), v. [< ME. wounden,
woundien, wutiden, wundien, wondien, < AS.
wiindian = OHG. wunton, MHG. wtinden, 6. ver-

wunden, wound; from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To hurt by violence; cut, slash, or lacerate;

injure; damage: as, to wound the head or the

arm; to wound a tree.

Ther eche wounde and kylde other.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 159.

He was wounded for our transgressions. Isa. liiL 5.

Tis not thy cause

;

Tboa hast no reputation wounded in 't.

Beau, and Fl,, Knight of Malta, ii. 3.

2. Figuratively, to cause injury or harm to;

specifically, of persons, to hurt the feelings of;

pain.
My wretched heart, wounded with bad betide.

To craue his peace from reason is addrest.

Oreene, Francesco's Sonnet (Works, ed. Grosart, VIII. 169).

When ye sin against the Ijrethren, and wound their weak
consciences, ye sin against Christ. 1 Cor. viii. 12.

The pangs of wmmdei vanity seemed to him [Johnson]

ridiculous. Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

II. intrans. To inflict hurt or injury, either

physically or morally.
This courtesy

Wounds deeper than your sword can, or mine own.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 1.

Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 203.

WOUnd^ (wound). Preterit and past participle

of wind^.

WOUndable (won'- or woun'da-bl), o. [< wound^
+ -able.'] Capable of being wounded; liable

to injury; vulnerable.

So woundaUt is the dragon under the left wing.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., IV. 1. 5.

wp.

WOUnder (won'd^r or woun'dfer), n. [< ME.
woundcr; < wound^ + -eri.] One who or that
which wounds.
wound-fever (w6nd'fe''v6r), ». A fever, prob-
ably mildly septic in its nature, which some-
times occurs after receiving a wound, whether
accidental or made during an operation : in the
latter case also called surgical fever.

wound-gall (wond'gal), n. A gall made on the
stem of the grape-'vine by an American weeiril,

Anipcloqlypter scsostris. See vine-gall.

WOUndily (woun'di-li), adv. [< woundy^ + -ly^."]

Woundy; excessively. [CoUoq. or humorous.]
They look woundily like Frenchmen.

Qoldsmilh, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 2.

Kichard Penlake repeated the vow,
For woundily sick was he.

Soutliey, St. Michael's Chair.

wounding (won'- or woun'ding), n. [Verbal n.

otwoun^,v.'\ Hurt; injury. Gen. iv. 23.

WOUndless (wond'- or wound'les), a. [< wound^
-t- -less.] 1. Free from hurt or injury.— 2.

Invulnerable ; incapable of being wounded.

Hit the woundless air. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 1. 44.

3. Unwounding; harmless.

Turne thee to those that weld the awful crowne.

To doubted Knights, whose woundtesse armour rusts.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

Not a dart fell woundless there. Southey, Joan of Arc,viiL

woundwort (wond'wert), n. [< wounds +
tt'O/il.] 1. A plant of the genus Stachys, par-

ticularly either of two species ocotirring in

Great Britain, S. palustris, the marsh or clown's

woundwort, and S. Germanica. The name al-

ludes to a supposed vulnerary property.— 2.

The kidney-vetch, Anthyllis vulneraria, and oc-

casionally other plants— Clown's woundwort
Same as clownheal.—KaigbVB woundwort, tlie water-

soldier, Stratiotes aloides. See S(ra(M'(es.— Saracen's
woundwort. See Saracen's com/rey, under Saracen.

WOundworth. (wond'werth), n. A composite
plant, Liabum Brownei. [West Indies.]

WOUndy'^ (won'di or woun'di), a. [< wound^ +
-jl.] Causing or inflicting wounds. [Bare.]

A boy that shoots

From ladies' eyes such mortal woundy darts.

Hood, Love.

woundy^ (woun'di),a. [Of doubtful origin; per-

haps a colloq. use of woundy^ ; cf . whopping,
terrible, and other words of intensity, used as

emphatics.] Excessive. [Colloq.]

Indeed there is a woundy luck in names, sirs.

And a main mystery. B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 2.

A woundy hinderance to a poor man that lives by his la-

bour. Sir B. L'Fstrange.

woundy^ (woun'di), adv. [< woundy^, a.] Ex-
ceedingly; very. [Colloq.]

A woundy brag young vellow.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 2.

Gad, says I, an you play the fool and marry at these years,

there 's more dangerof yourhead's aching than my heart.—
He was woundy angry when I gav 'n that wipe.

Congreve, Love for Love, iv. 13.

Travelled ladies are woundy nice. J. BaUlie.

WOUrali, WOUrari (wo'ra-li, -ri), n. Same as

woorali, woorari. See curari.

wourali-plant (wo'ra-li-plant), n. The plant

which yields wouraU. See curari.

wournilt, «• Same as warble^.

woutt, n. Same as voute, an old spelling of

vaulti.

WOU-WOU, n. Same as wow-wow.
wove (wov). Preterit and occasional past par-

ticiple of weave^.

woven (wo'vn). Past participle of weave^.

•WOW (won), interj. An exclamation of pleasure,

surprise, or wonder.
O whan he slew his berry-brown steed.

Wow but his heart was sair

!

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 148X

And, wow ! Tam saw an unco sight

!

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

WOWe^t, WOWert. Obsolete forms of woo, wooer.

WOWe'-'t, «• A Middle English form of waw'^.

WO-weriet, a. See woe-weary.

wowf (wouf ), «. [Cf.«'a#3.] Wild; deranged;

disordered in intellect. [Scotch.]

He will be as wowf as ever his father was.
Scott, Pirate, ix.

WOW-WOW (wou'wou), «. [Native name.] 1,

The active gibbon of Sumatra, Hylobates agilis.

Also wou-wott, ungaputi, and oungha.— 2. The
silverygibbon otJaya,Hylobates leueiscus. Also

WOU-WOU, wau-wau, wa-wah.

woxt woxet, V. i. Obsolete forms of wax^.

WOXe'nt. Old preterit and past participle of

Wtti'l.

•wp. A contraction of icorship.



wpful.

wpfol. A contraction of worshipful.

wrackl (rak), n. [Also wreck (also rack) : < ME.
icrak, wrel; tcrec, something cast ashore, a kind
of seaweed, aLso shipwreck (>F. varech, seaweed
cast ashore, pieces of a wrecked ship cast
ashore)

;
partly < AS. tcreec, banishment, exile,

misery; partly < D. LG. wral; or Icel. refc (for

"vrek), also reki, anything drifted or driven
ashore, = Sw. vrak, wreck, refuse, trash, = Dan.
vrag, wreck. Wrack"^ is a doublet of wrecki ; it

is also spelled in some uses rack, while on the
other hand raci-1 was sometimes spelled wrack.
Indeed the whole series of words, rcrack, wreck,

rack, reck, wretch, etc., were formerly much eon-
fused in spelling. Seewreck^.] 1. That which
is cast ashore by the waves. Speciflcally— (a) Sea-

weed cast ashore. The name is sometimes restricted to

the species of Fitctat, which form the built of the wrack col-

lected for manure and sometimes for making kelp. Those
found most plentifully on the shores of the British islands

are F. vesicidosus and F. nodosum. See sea-tvradc, 2, and
cut under Fucm. (b) Wreckage.

2t. The destruction of a ship by winds or rooks
or by the force of the waves ; shipwreck. See
ttrecfci.

Ring the alarum-bell ! Blow wind ! come uvack!
Shak., Macbeth, v. 6. 61.

Nay, some of them . . . run ashore before the pursuer,
glad that with mrack of ship and losse of goods they may
prolong a despised life. Sandys, Travailes (1662), p. 2.

3. Destruction; ruin.

Forgetting shame's pure blush and honour's ^trrack.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 558.

Nor only Paradise
In this commotion, but the staiTy cope
Of heaven perhaps, or all the elements
At least had gone to wrack, disturb'd and torn
With violence of this conflict. Milton, P. L., iv. 994.

Moaning and walling for an heir to rule
After him, lest the realm should go to urocAr.

Tennygon, Coming of Arthur.

Cart-wrack, various large algaj thrown up by the sea.

[Scotch. 1 —Kelp-wrack, Fucus Borfosra.—Lady-wrack,
Fucus veHcidonig. See cut under Fticus.

wrackif (rak), V. t. [< wrack, n. Cf. wrcck^, v.']

To destroy; make shipwreck of; wreck.

What profflts it the well built ship to ride

Vpon the surging billowes of the maine, . . .

If, ere it iornies end it doth attalne, . . .

Sea urackt it perish in the raging floud ?

Times' WhisUe (E. E. T. 8.), p. 129.

Oh, what a second ruthless sea of woes
Wracks me within my haven !

Chapman, Monsieur D'OIive, i. 1.

wrack^, n. A variant of rack^.

wrack^t, ». t. An obsolete misspelling of racfci.

Coivley, Davideis, iii.

wracmult (rak'ful), a. [< ME. wrakeful, wrak-

ful; <. wrack^ + -fwl. Ct. wreckful.'] Ruinous;
destructive.

Wbat wanton horrors marked their wrackfvl path

!

Scott, Vision of Don Koderick, Conclusion, st. 6.

wrack-grass (rak'gras), n. Same as grass-

wrack.

wracksomet (rak'sum), a. [< wrack^ + -some.']

Buinous; destructive.

Nor bring the vrracksom engine to their wall.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, ii.

wrain-staff (ran'staf), ». Same as wring-staff.

wraith (rath), n. [Appar. an altered form due
to some confusion of the dial, warth, an appari-
tion; supposed to have been orig. a guardian
spirit, < Icel. vorth (gen. varthar), a ward, guar-
dian ; cf . Norw. varde, a beacon, pile of stones,

vardyvle, a guardian or attendant spirit said to

go before or follow a man, also considered as an
omen or a boding spirit: seejcardl.] An appa-
rition in the exact likeness of a person, sup-
posed to be seen before or soon after the per-

son's death; in general, a visible spirit ; a spec-

ter; a ghost.
His presence scared the clan.

Who held him for some fleeting wraith,
And not a man of blood and breath.

Scott, L. of L. M.,v. 28.

In 1799 a traveller writes of the peasants of Kirkcud-
brightshire :

" It is common Jimong them to fancy that they
see the wraiths of persons dying, which will be visible to

one and not to others present with him."
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 406.

Then glided out of the Joyous wood.

,

The ghastly Wraith of one that I know.
Tennyson, IMaud, xxiii.

wrakt, wraket, «• and v. Old spellings of

wrack^.
wrampCramp),«. [Origin obscure.] A sprain.

wran (ran), n. A dialectal form of wren.

The wrant the wran! the king of all birds.

Quoted in A', and Q., Ist ser., XII. 489.

wrang^ (rang, locally vrang), a., n., and adv.

An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch) form of wrong.
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wrang^. An obsolete or provincial preterit of

wring.

wrangle (rang'gl), v.
;
pret. and pp. wrangled,

ppr. wrangling. [< ME. ivranglen; a freq. form
connected with LG. wrangen, wrangle, Dan.
vringle, twist, entangle, and ult. with wring:
see wring.'] I. intrans. 1. To dispute; argue
noisily or in a quarrelsome maimer; brawl;
altercate.

I am ready to distrust mine eyes,
And wrangle with my reason.

Sha,k., T. N., iv. 3. 14.

I have been atoning two most wrangling neighbours.
Fletcher, Spanish <^urate, iii. 4.

Tho' among ourselves with too much Heat
We sometimes wrangle, when we should debate.

Prior, To Boileau Despreaux (1704).

2. To engage in discussion and disputation;
argue; debate; hence, formerly, in some uni-
versities, to dispute publicly ; defend or oppose
a thesis by argument.
The Philosophers, as they scorne to delight, so must

they bee content little to mooue ; sauing wrangling
whether Vertue bee the chiefe or the onely good ; whether
the contemplatiue or the active life doe excell.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 41.

Then, in the scale of reas'ning life, 'tis plain.
There must be, somewhere, such a rank as man :

And all the question {wrangle e'er so long)
Is only this, if God has placed him wrong.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 49.

=8yiL 1. To bicker, spar, jangle. See quarrel^, n.

Il.t trans. To contest or dispute, especially
in the usually brawling manner of the schools.

Sir Philip, while they wrangle out their cause, let us
agree. Brome, Northern Lass, v. 8.

wrangle (rang'gl), n. [< wrangle, v.] An angry
dispute ; a noisy quarrel.

I have found the court of assistants usually taken up in

little wrangles about coachmen, and adjusting accounts of
meal and small-beer.

Swift, Proposal for giving Badges to Beggars.

= Syn. Squabble, Allocation, etc. (see quarrel^), contro-
versy.

'wrangler (rang'gler), n. [< wrangle -t- -crl.]

1. One who wrangles or disputes; a debater;
especially, an angry or noisy disputant.

True, true, ever at odds : They were the common talke

of the towne for a paire of uoranglers.

Brome, Sparagus Garden, i. 1.

You should be free and pleasant in every answer and
behaviour, rather like well-bred gentlemen in polite con-
versation than like noisy and contentious wranglers.

Watts, Improvement of Mind, I. xiii. 8 20.

I burn to set th' imprison'd tvranglers free,

And give them voice and utt'rance once again.
Cowper, Task, iv. 34.

As thy great men are fighters and wranglers, so thy
mighty things upon the earth and sea are troublesome
and intractable incumbrances.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

2t. A stubborn opponent or adversary.

Tell him he hath made a match with such a tvrangler

That all the courts of France will be disturb'd
With chaces. IShak., Hen. V., i. 2. 264.

3. In Cambridge University, one who has at-

tained the first class in the elementary division

of the public examination for honors in pure
and mixed mathematics, commonly called the
mathematical tripos, those who compose the

second rank of honors being designated senior

opfimes, and those of the third order _/'««jo»-op-

tinies. The student taking absolutely the first place
in the mathematical tripos used to be called the senior

wrangler, those following next in the same division being
respectively termed second, third, fourth, etc., wranglers.

But in the final examination now, to which only wranglers
are admitted, the names are arranged in divisions alpha-

betically. The name is derived from the public disputa-

tions in which candidates for degrees were until recent
times required to exliibit their powers. Compare tripos.

Maule was senior wrangler and senior medallist at Cam-
bridge, and is a lawyer. Oreville, Memoirs, Jan. 2, 1831.

wranglership (rang'gler-ship), n. [< wrangler
+ -ship.] In (Cambridge University, the posi-

tion or rank of a wrangler.
'wranglesome (rang'gl-sum), a. [< wrangle
+ -some.] Contentious; quarrelsome. Halli-

well.

'wrangling (rang'gling), 11. [< ME. wranglinge,

wranglyng ; verbal n. of wrangle, v.] Disputa-
tion ; especially, contentious argumentation.

Much wrangling they had, but at last they confirmed
him according to promise eight shares of Land ; and so he
was dismissed of his charge, with shew of fauour and much
friendship. Quoted in Copt. John Smith's Works, II. 132.

We may read what vjrangling the Bishops and Monks
had about the reading or not reading of Origen.

Milton, Keformation in Eng., i.

'WrangOUSt (rang'us), a. A Scotch form of

wrongous.
wrapi (rap),ti.<.; pret. and pp. cropped or MJropf,

ppr. wrapping. [E. dial, transposed warp; <

wrapper

ME. wrappen, also wlappen (with I for r), > E.
lap: see lap^, and cf. envelop), develop.] 1. To
roll or fold together, as a pliable or flexible

object : usually with the preposition around
(or round) or about: as, to wrap paper about a
book.

This said, he took his mantle's foremost part,
He gan the same together fold and wrap. Fairfax.

Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

BryaiU, 'J'hanatopsis.

2. To envelop; surround; cover by winding
something round in folds; muffle: often with
up : as, to wrap up a child in its blanket ; to
wrap the body in flannels.

As a weigh woful he wrapped him ther-inne.
For no man that he met his moniyng schuld knowe.

WUliam of Palerne (E. E. T. S), 1. 748.

The Sarazines wrappen here Hedes in white lynnene
Clothe. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 109.

I, . . . wrapp'd in mist
Of midnight vapour, glide secure.

Milton, P. L., ix. 158.

The mother . . .

Then brought a mantle down and wrapt her in it
Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To cover and fasten securely, as in paper or
pack-sheet, in order to protect from injury or
injurious exposure, as in transit or during stor-

age, or in order to conceal: generally with up:
as, to loraj) up an umbrella or a book to send
by express ; to wrap up one's things in a bun-
dle.— 4. To conceal by involving or envelop-
ing; hide in a mass of different character;
cover up or involve generally.

In these fewe lines I haue wrapped vp the most tedious
part of Crammer. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 27.

The evil which is here wrapt up.
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 117.

Wrapping up Religion in strange figures and mysterious
non-sense, which the Egyptians were so much given to.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, X. iii.

Wrapped up in- (a) Bound up with or in ; comprised
or involved in ; entirely associated with or dependent on.

His [Leontine's] young wife (in whom all his happiness
was wrapt up) died. Addison, Spectator, No. 123.

(&) Engrossed in or with ; entirely devoted to : as, she is

wrajtped up in her son ; he is wrapped up in his studies.

O then, O, first for your own royal sake.

And next for ours, wrapp'd up in you, beware
Of his Designs in time. J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 152.

The state pedant is wrapt up in news, and lost in poli-

tics. Addison, Spectator, No. 105.

(c) Comprised or involved in, as an effect or consequence.

wrapl (rap), n. [< wrap^, v.] An article of

dress intended to be wrapped round the person,
as on a journey; a wrapper. In the plural, the word
is applied collectively to all coverings used, in addition to
the usual clothing, as a defense against the weather, as
cloaks, shawls, scarfs, and railway-rugs.

Mrs. Aleshine . . . was sitting in her Iwnnet and ttra/w,

ready to start forth. F. S. Stockton, The Dusantes, iii.

'Wrap-t (rap), V. t. A misspelling of rap'-.

The least of these delights, that you devise.

Able to urape and dazzle human eyes.

Peete, Arraignment of Paris, ii. 2.

Wrapp'd in amaze, the matrons wildly stare.

Dryden, jEneid, v. 840.

•wrappage (rap'aj), «. [< wrap^ + -age.] 1.

The act of wrapping.— 2. Anything which
wraps, or is used for wrapping; collectively,

things used as wraps or wrappers.

It seems scmehow the very central essence of us, Song

;

as if all the ri st were but wrappages and hulls

!

Carlyte, Heroes and Hero-Worship, iii.

Hence w. .s the need, on either,*ide, of a lie

To serve i'S decent wrappage.
Browning, Ring and Book, iv. 52:^.

To-morrow this sheet . . . shall be the wrappage to a
bar of soap, or tht^ platter for a beggar's broken victuals.

Lywell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., vi., note.

wrapper (rap'er), «. [<.tcrap^ + -er^.] 1. One
who wraps.— 2. That in which anything is

wrapped or inc'osed; an outer covering: as,

newspaper wrappers.

As soon as such a number of books are perfected, the
surplus of the various signatures are thrown aside for

wrappers and other oficial uses.

Rev. W. Tooke, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 430.

Speciflcally— (a) The loose and detachable cover of paper
put about a book boi nd in cloth to preserve its fresh-

ness; sometimes, incorrectly, the sewed or pasted cover
of a pamphlet. (6) Tcbacco-leaf specially suited or pre-

pared for covering cigiirs: distinguished from /ifcr. See

filleri, 4.

Sumatra tobacco consists of large, strong, flexibleleaves,

which are imported in o this countrj- solely for the pur-

pose of making cigar u rappers. The Nation, XLVIII. S79.

3. A loose garmenr, meant to envelop the whole,

or nearly the whole, person: applied to both
indoor and outdoor garments, such as dress-

ing-gowns, overcoats, and shawls. At certain times



wrapper
the n&me is used of some special fortn of garment, though
for outdoor garments wrap is much more usual.

Xitella . . . was always in a UTapper, nightcap, and
slippers when she was not decorated for immediate show.

Johnson, Ramtiler, No. 115.

Similar mantles, not assumed as wrappers for extra
warmth or protection against the weather, were in general
use at ceremonies and festivals. Encye. Brit,, VI. 465.

She wore a dismal calico UTapper, which made no com-
promise with the gauntness of her figure.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 137.

4. An undershiii;. [Colloq. or trade use.] —
5. In Fungi, same as roha.
wrapping-paper (rap'ing-pa"per), n. See pa-
]>er.

wrapping-silk (rap'ing-silk), n. See silk.

wrap-rascal (rap'ias"kal), H. [< wrap + obj.
rascal ; a hutnorous term, like hap-harlot.'] A
loose greatcoat worn by people of elegance
about 1740, in supposed imitation of the coarse
coats of the poorer people ; hence, any surtout
or long outer garment.

His dress was also that of a horse-dealer— a close-but-
toned jockey-coat, or wrap-rascal, as it was then termed,
with huge metal buttons, coarse blue upper stockings,
called boot-hose, because supplying the place of boots,
and a slouched hat. Scott, Heart of Mid- Lothian, xiii.

The driver, by means of a nraprascal, had covered a
great part of the rags of his lower garment.

Thackeray, Irish Sketch-Book, xix.

wrasse (ras), n. [Also, better, wrass ; said to be
< W. gwrachen, the W. name for the fish being
tjirrachen y )«<5r.] An acanthopterygian tele-
ost fish of the family Lahridse ; any labrid, or
labroid fish, having thick fleshy lips, strong
sharp teeth, and usually brilliant coloration.
See parrot-fish (with cut). They are carnivorous
salt-water fishes of littoral habits, haunting chiefly rocky
shores, and many of them are esteemed food-flshes. The
species to which the name applies as a book-name are very
numerous ; but those of which wrasse is actually spoken
are chiefly the British species, as the ballan-wrasse and
the red wrasse. (.See cut uniier /.afrrMjt.) In America the
best-known wrasses (thou:;h not so called) are the common
cunner, the lautosc, and the fathead. See cuts under these
words.— Coml)er wrasse. Same as camber-^, 2.— Cook
wrasse, the striped wrasse, Labrus inixtus.— Ctenoid
wrasses, wr:i.sses with ctt.-n*>id scides; the Ctenolabrida.— Cycloid wrasses, wrus.sfs with cycloid scales; the
Ci/clolabriil/r. — Servellau wrasse. Same as sweMips, 3.

— Small-mouthed wrasse, Centrolabnu exotetus. (See
also hdllaii-nrastte, raiiifjow-urroJtse.)

wrasse-fish (ras'flsh), «. A wrasse. See Z«-
briis (with cut).

wrastle (ras'l), v. and n. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form of terestle.

wrath (rath, sometimes rath), n. [< ME. wrath-
tlie, wratllie. wrmththe, wreththe, wrathe, icrethc,

also erroneo_usly wraugth, < AS. (ONorth.)
wrseththo, wrietho (= Icel. reithi (for "vreithi) =
Sw. Dan. vrede), anger, wrath, < wrath, angry,
wroth: see wroth. Wrath is thus the noun of
wroth. The historical pron. is rath, which is

also almost or quite universal in the United
States.] 1. Fierce anger; vehement indigna-
tion ; rage.

Yet in his vrraugth this thought he euer among

:

If he shuld avenge hym sodenly,
All his pepill wold say he did hym wrong.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1373.

Wrathlhe of children is ouercome soone.
Babees Boo*(E. E. T. 8.), p. 31.

Then boyling Wrath, stern, cniell, swift, and rash,
That like a Boar her teeth doth Kriluie and gnash.

Sytceiter, tr. of Uu Bartaa's Weeks, ii., The Juries.

2t. Heat; impetuosity.

They are in the very wrath of love, and they will toge-
ther; clubs cannot pi^ them.

Shak., Ab yon Like It, v. 2. 44.

3. The effects of anger; the just punishment
of an offense or crime : vengeance. Kom. xiii.4.
—To pour out vials of wrath. See vial. =SjJL 1. j1»-
ger. Vexation, Indigruition, etc. (see on^erf).

wratht (riith), a. An obsolete (in early modem
use erroneous) form of wroth.

Whereat the Prince full wrath his strong right hand
In full avengement heaved up on hie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 43.

Oberon is passing fell and wrath.
Shak., M. N.D., 11. 1.20.

wratht (rath), f. [< ME. wraththen, wratthen,
nratlien,wriithien,<. AS. getrrdthian(=zOS.wreth-
iaii = Icel. reitha), be angry, < wrath, angry: see
wroth and wrath, n.] 1. intrans. To become
wroth or angry ; manifest anger.

Than the worthy at his wife wrathet a little,

And blamyt the burde for hir bold speche.
Denlruction of Trmj (E. E. T. S.), \. 8442.

And appere in bus presence whyle hym pleye lyketh,
And yf he wratihe, we mowe be war and hus way roume.

Piers Plomnan (C), i. 189.

II. trans. 1. To make wroth or angry ; cause
wrath or anger in ; anger ; enrage.
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Melechmanser ... on a Day pleyed at the Chesse, and

his Swerd lay besyde him ; and so befelle that on wratthed
him, and with his owne propre Swerd he was slayn.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 37.

I wol not wrathe him, also mote I thryve.
Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, L 80.

And that es drede perflte in vs and gastely when we
drede to wrethe God in the teste syne that we kane knawe
and flese it als venyme.

Uampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

2. To be angry with ; exhibit anger or wrath
to.

Whi leraththist thou me? y greue thee uou3t.
Whi art thou to thi freend vnkinde?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 161.

wrathful (rath'ful), a. [< ME. wrethful, wreth-
vol, wrathful; < wrath, n., + -Jul.} 1. Full of
wrath ; very angry

;
greatly incensed.

Strong men, and wrathful that a stranger knight
Should do and almost overdo the deeds
Of Lancelot. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Expressive of or prompted or characterized
by wrath or anger; raging; impetuous; furi-
ous : as, wrathful passions ; a wrathful coun-
tenance.

How now, lords ! your wrathful weajuns drawn
Here in our presence? Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 237.

Like Lightning, swift the wrathful Faulchioli flew.

Pope, niad, x. 524.

3. Executing wrath; serving as the instrament
of wrath. [Rare.]
Whiles we, God's wrathful agent, do correct
Their proud contempt that beats His peace to heaven.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 87.

= Syn. 1. Indignant, resentful, exasperated, irate.

wrathfuUy (rath' ful-i), adv. [< ME. wrethfuUy;
< wrathful + -11)'^.'] In a wrathful manner ; with
anger; angrily.

Then thes Paynymes wrethftdly ther thens
Whent, leuying anon ther stourdy uiolens.

Pmn. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2218.

Kill him boldly, but not wrathfully.
Shak., J. C, ii. 1. 172.

wrathfulness (rath'ful-nes), re. The character
or state of being wrathful; vehement anger.
wrathily (rii'thi-li), adv. [< wrathy + -ly^.'\

With wrath or great anger; angrily. [Col-
loq.]

The master urathily insisted.

O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, Fosson Jone.

wrathless (rath'les), a. [< ME. wraththelees

;

< wrath, «., -I- -less.'j Free from anger. Wal-
ler, Of the Countess of Carlisle's Chamber.
wrathy (ra'thi), a. [< wrath, n., + -i/i.] An-
gry. [Colloq.]

wrawt, a. [ME. wraw, wrah, wrog, pi. wrowe,
perverse, angry, fierce ; cf. wro, a corner.] An-
gry; froward; peevish.

With this speche the cook wex wroth and vjraw.
Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, I. 46.

wrawfult, a. [ME.,<wraw + -ful.'] Peevish;
angry.

Ire troubleth a man, and accidie maketh hym hevy,
thoghtful, and wrawfut. Ctiaucer, Parson's Tale.

wrawlt, V. i. [Prob. a var. of wawl, waul.'i To
cry as a eat ; waul ; whine ; moan.
Nor practize snuflBingly to speake, for that doth imitate
The brutish Storke and Elephant, yea, and the ujralting

cat. Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 293.

Cats that wrawling still did cry.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 27.

wrawnesstj » [^ ME. wrawnesse, perverse-
ness, peevishness; < wraw + -ness.'\ Anger;
peevishness ; frowardness.

He dooth alle thyng with anoy, and with wrawnesse, slak-

nesse, and excusacioun. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

wraxling (raks'ling), a. A dialectal form of
u-rastling for wrestling. Davies. [Prov. Eng.]

As long as there 's a devil or devils, even an ass or asses,

in the universe, one will have to turn out to the reveille
now and then, wherever one is, and satisfy one's Bvy-oij,

rage, or pluck, which Plato averreth (for why, he'd have
been a wraxling man, and therefore was a philosopher,
and the king of 'em) to be the root of all virtue.

C. Kingsley, Life, II. 53. (Davies.)

wrayt (ra), t;. t. [< ME. icreyen, wreien, wre^en,
< AS. wregan = OS. wrogian = OFries. wrogia
= OHGr. ruogen = Icel. rcegja = Goth, wrohjan,
accuse, betray. Cf. bewray.] 1. To reveal;
disclose.

Thou Shalt upon thy trouthe swere me heere
That to no wight thou shalt this conseil wreye.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1, 317.

The work wrayei the man.
Mir. far Mags., p. 82. (Ifares.)

2. To betray.
Hense ! tyte, but thou the hye.

With doulle her schall thou dye.

That wreyes hym on this wise,

York Plays, p. 150.

wret, f. t. Same as wiy^.

wreath

wreakl (rek), v. t. [Formerly also wreck; < ME.
wreken (pret. wrak, wrek, pi. ivreken, pp. wreken,
wroken, wroke, wreke), < AS. wrecan (pret. wrsec,

pp. wrecen), wreak, revenge, punish, orig. drive,
urge, impel, = OS. wrecan = OFries. wreka =
D. ivreken, repel, toss, also wreak vengeance,
= OHG. rehhan, MHG. rechen, G. rdchen, re-
venge, etc., = Icel. reka (for vreka), drive,
thrust, repel, toss, also wreak, = Sw. vraka,
reject, refuse, throw, = Dan. vrage, reject, =
Goth, wrikan, persecute, ga-wrikan, avenge ; cf.

Lith. wargti, suffer afilietion, wargas, affliction,

OBulg. Russ. vragU, enemy, foe, persecutor;
L. vergere, bend, turn, incline (see verged),

urgere, press, urge (see urge), Gr. elpyeiv, re-

pel, Skt. y/ varj, turn, twist.] 1. To revenge;
avenge : with either the offense or the person
offended as the object. [Obsolescent.]

Now tyme, by my trauthe, to take it on bond.
To raene vs with manhode & our mys wreke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1760.

Thogh his bowe be nat broken,
He wol nat with his arwes been ywroken
On thee ne me, ne noon of oure figure.

Chaucer, Envoy of Chaucer to Scogan, 1. 26.

To send down Justice for to urreak our wrongs.
Shak., Tit. And., iv. 3. 51.

Grant me some knight to do the battle for me.
Kill the foul thief, and wreak me for my son.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. To execute; inflict: as, to wreak vengeance
on an enemy.
Working that malice on the creatures heere, which he

could not there so easily urecke on their Creator.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

On me let Death wreak all his rage.
Milton, P. L., iii. 241.

No Roman fleet came to wreak the Imperial revenge on
the German shore. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 121.

wreafclf (rek), re. [< ME. wreke, wrake, wreche
(= D.icraak); < wreak^,v.'\ 1. Revenge; ven-
geance; furious passion; resentment.

For syn thou take no wreke on me.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 105.

I drede of thyn unhappe.
Lest for thy gilt the wreche of Love precede
On alle hem that ben bore and rounde of shape.
That ben so lykly folk in love to spede.

Chaucer, Envoy of ilhaucer to Scogan, 1. 30.

Our writings are.

By any envious instruments that dare
Apply them to the guilty, made to speak
What they will have to fit their tyrannous wreak.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 3.

If revenge
And unexpected wreak were ever pleasing,
Or could endear the giver of such blessings,
All these I come adorn'd with.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, iv, 1.

2. Punishment.
Therto we wreched wommen nothyne konne,
"When us is wo, but sitte and wepe and thynke

;

Our wreche is this oure owen wo to drynke.
Chaucer, 'Troilus, il. 784.

wreak^t, v. An erroneous spelling of reck.

wreaker (re'kSr), n. [< ME. wrcker, wrekeer
(= MD. wreker), avenger; < wreak^, v., + -e»'l.]

One who wreaks.
The stork, the wrekere of avouterye.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, I. 361.

Infernal Furies eke, ye lereakers of wrong, . . .

Receive these words, and eke your heavy power
Withdraw from me. Surrey, jEneid, iv.

If we let sin alone, his kingdom flourisheth ; if we strike
at him, and hit not the bough he sits on, we move him
not ; if we do, we are judged paitial, personal, and uTeak-
ers of our own spleen. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 465.

wreakfult (rek'ful), a. [Also wreckful ; < ME.
wrakeful; < wreak + -ful.'] Revengeful; an-
gry-

What thing is love? It is a power divine,

That reigns in us, or else a wreakfUl law.
Greene, Sonnetto.

Working wreakefuU vengeance on my Foes.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 2. 32 (fol. 1623).

wreakless^t (rek'les), a. [< wreak^ + -less.]

Unpunished; unavenged.
You still wreakless live.

Gnaw, vermin-like, things sacred, no laws give
To your devouring. C/uipman, Odyssey, ii. 223.

wreakless^t, «• An eiToneous spelling of reck-

less.

wreath (reth), n. [< ME. wrethe, wreethe, < AS.
icrasth, a twisted band, bandage, < writhan (pret.

wrat/f), -writhe, twist: see writhe.] 1. A twisted

band; somethingtwisted,as afloweringbranch,
into a circular foi-m ; especially, a sort of crown
made of natnral or artificial flowers sewed to a
stem, or of thin metal-work, filigree, or the like

;

a garland ; a ehaplet.

A urethe of gold arm-greet, of huge wighte.
Upon his heed, set fn! of stones brighte.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale. 1. 1287.



vreatb
"With bmiaed arms and ^creaths of victory.

Shale., Lucrece, L 110.

(He) afterward attain'd

The royal Scottish tpreathy upholding it iu state.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 61.

With ureatJa of grace he crowns my conquering brows.
Quarles, Emblems, v. 3.

A lute she held ; and on her head was seen
A wreath of roses red, and myrtles green.

ru-Uden, Pal. and Arc, 1. 1128.

Round the sufferer's temples bind
Wreaths that endure affliction's heaviest shower.
And do not ahrinli from sorrow's keenest wind.

Wordsworth.

2. In Iter. : (a) A garland or diadem for the head.
(1) A chaplet of flowers or leaves, the general character be-
ing described in the blazon. (2) A sort of twist or heavy
cord composed of the chief color and the chief metal in
the achievement. It is not often used as a bearing, but is

placed upon or above the helmet to receive the crest. It is

Wreath, as worn at the end of the 14th century : the origin of the
heraldic wTCath borne under the crest and seeming to support it.

(From ViolIet-ie-Duc*s " Diet, du Mobilier fran^ais.")

then shown edgewise, and resembles a short piece of stout
rope, and should show three turns of the metal and three
of the color, beginning at the dexter side with the metal.
Such a wreath may also be borne on the head of a man or a
woman. It is then represented in perspective as in nature.

(6) The tail of a wild boar: mentioned in the
blazon only when of a different tincture from
the rest of the bearing.— 3. Something resem-
bling a twisted band ; something narrow, long,
and circular, of slightly irregular outline.

Clouds began
To darlsen all the hill, and smolte to roll

In dusliy wreaths. Milton, P. 1., vi. 58.

As wreath of snow, on mountain-breast,
Slides from the rocic that gave it rest,

Scott, L. of theL.,Ti. 27.

A wreath of airy dancers hand-in-hand
Swung round the lighted lantern of the hall.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. A defect in glass, consisting of a wavy ap-
pearance, due to want of xmiform density. This
defect is most common in flint-glass.— 5. The
trochal disk of a rotifer with
its fringe of ciUa. See cuts un-
der llotifera and trochal Civic
wreath. See cicfc.—Purple wreath.
See Pcfrea.— St. Peter's wreath. Same
as Italian may (which see, under may^).
—Wreath circular, in her., a wreath
shown fully, not edgewise or in perspec- ,,, . _. ,

tive, forming, therefore, a complete cir- ^"=^"' Circular.

cle. It is in this form that a wreath is generally shown
when used as a bearing.

wreath, r. See wreathe.

wreath-animalcule (reth'an-i-maFkul), n. An
animalcule of the family Peridiniidse.

wreathe (reXH), v.; pret. and pp. wreathed (pp.
also wreathen), ppr. wreathing. [Also wreath;
< ME. lorethen; < wreath, w.] I. traus. 1. To
twist; form by twisting.

Of them the shepheard which hath charge in chief
Is Triton, blowing loud his wreathed home.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 245.

Two chains of pure gold ... of wreathen work.
Ex. xxviii. 14.

An adder
Wreathed up in fatal folds.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 879.

And in the arm'd ship, with a weU-wreath'd cord.
They straitly bound me. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv. 485.

They killed a man which was a flrstborne, wreathing
his head from his bodie, and embalming the same with
salt and spices. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 137.

2t. To writhe ; contort ; distort.

Then walks off melancholic, and stands wreathed.
As he were pinned up to the arras, thus.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. "2.

Impatient of the wound.
He rollB and urreathes his shining body round.

Say, Rural Sports, i.

3. To form into a wreath ; adjust as a wreath
or circularly ; cause to pass about something.
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About his neck

A green and gilded snake had ureattied itself.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 109.

Then he found a door
And darkling felt the sculptured ornament
That wreathen round it made it seem his own.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

4. To form or make by intertwining ; also, to

twist together or intertwine ; combine, as sev-
eral things into one, by twisting and intertwin-
ing.

From his alack hand the garland icreathed for Eve
Down dropp'd. Milton, P. L., ix. 892.

5. To surround with a wreath or with anything
twisted or twined ; infold ; twist, twine, or fold
round.

Each wredthed iu the other's arms.
SAoJr., Tit. And., ii. 3.25.

Dusk faces with white silken turbans wreathed.
Milton, P. R., iv. 76.

And with thy winding ivy wreathes her lance.
Dryden, .Eneid, vii. 549.

Wreathed in smoke the ship stood out to sea.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead, iii.

6. To form or become a wreath about ; encir-

cle.

In the Flow'rs that wreathe the sparkling Bowl
Fell Adders hiss. Prior, Solomon, ii.

Wreathed column, in arch., a column so shaped as to
present a twisted or spiral form.

II. in trans. 1. To take the form of a wreath

;

hence, to mingle or interlace, as two or more
things with one another.

A bow'r
Of wreathing trees.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ix. 85.

2. In milling, to hug the eye of the millstone so
closely as to retard or prevent its descent : said
of flour or meal.
'Wreathen (re'Tim), p. a. [< MB. wrethen, var.
of writhen, pp. of writhe: see writhen. In pres-
ent use wreathen is regarded as a poetical form
for wreathed, pp. of wreathe, v.] Wreathed;
twisted ; specifically, in her. , having many coils

or circular curves, as a serpent when the body
is coiled in different parts of its length.

The hegge also . . .

With sicamour was set and eglatere
Wrethen in fere so wel and cunningly.

Flower and Leaf, 1. 57.

'Wreather (re'THer), «. One who or that which
wreathes, twists, or twines.

Wreather of poppy buds and weeping willows

!

Keats, Sleep and Poetry.

'Wreath-shell(reth'shel), n. Anymember of the
Turiinidx, and especially of the genus Ttirbo.
The species are numerous, and some of them highly or-

namental when polished. See cuts under Turbo, Impcra-
tor, and operculum.

'wreathy (re'thi), a. [< wreath + -j/i.] 1.

Twisted; curled; spiral. Sir T. Browne.— 2.
Surrounded or decked with a wreath or with
something resembling a wreath.

Shake the wreathy spear. Dryden, ^neid, iv. 438.

'wrecchet, wrecchedt. Middle English forms
of wretch, wretched.

'wrechet, »»• See loreak^.

'wrecfci (rek), n. [< ME. wrak, wrek, wree, < AS.
wrseo, expulsion, banishment, exile, misery (=
D. wrak, •wreck, = Icel. rek (for vrek), also reki,

anything drifted or driven ashore, = Sw. vrak,

refuse, trash, wreck, = Dan. vrag, wreck), <

wrecan = Icel. reka, etc., drive : see wreak^,
and of. icrack^, a doublet of wreck^.'] 1. The
destruction, disorganization, disruption, or ruin
of anything by force and violence; dilapida-

tion : as, the wreck of a bridge ; the wreck of

one's fortunes.

Hence grew the general wreck and massacre.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 135.

The wreck of matter and the crush of worlds.
Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. That which is in a state of wreck or ruin,

or remains from the operation of any destroy-
ing agency: as, the building is a mere wreck;
he is but the wreck of his former self.

But still the brave old soul held on, making the most
of the ureck of life, now drifting alone to the Islands of
the Blessed. Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, vi.

Naught remains the saddening tale to tell,

Save home's last urec**— the cellar and the well

!

0. W. Holmes, Island Ruin.

3. The partial or total destruction of a vessel

at sea or in any navigable water, by any acci-

dent of navigation or by the force of the ele-

ments; shipwreck.

Go, go, begone, to save your ship from wreck,
Which cannot perish, having thee on board.

Shak., T. Q. of V., i. 1. 156.

wrecker

4. A vessel ruined by wreck; the hulk and
spars, more or less dismembered and shattered,
of a vessel cast away or completely disabled by
breaching, sta'ving, or otherwise breaking.

In the statute of Westminster the first [3 Edw. I., c. 4],

the time of limitation of claims given by the charter of
Henry II. is extended to a year and a day, . . . and it

enacts that, if a man. a dog, or a cat escape alive, the vessel
shall not be adjudged a wreck. Blackstone, Com., I. viii.

5. That which is east ashore by the sea; ship-
wrecked property, whether a part of the ship
or of the cargo ; wreckage; in old Eng. common
law, derelict of the sea cast upon land within
the body of a country, and not in the posses-
sion of the O'wner or his agents. Wreck, or more
fully wreck of the sea, was at common law applied only to
wrecked property cast by the sea upon the land ; and this
included things grounded— that is, not floating at the
time of seizure, although in a position where the tide
would float them again. All such property was originally
the perquisite of the crown, or of its tenant the lord of
the manor; but in course of time an exception was made
of wrecks from which any living thing escaped to land,
in which case a presumption that an owner would appear
arose and the property was preserved for a year and a
day, after which if no claim was established the right of
the crown was recognized. AYrecked matter floating was
within the jurisdiction not of the common-law courts, but
of admiralty, and known as derelict, or derelict of the sea.

This too was a perquisite of the crown, claimed under the
name of a droit of admiralty. Such matter was classed as
fiotisam,jetsam, and lagan or liganiy,h\c\\ see). In the I'nit-

ed States the right to derelict for which the owner does not
appeal- is in the Federal government ; the right to wreck
for which he does not appear is in the State to whose
coast it comes, subject usually in either case to the right
of the rescuer of it to a compensation known as salvage.

6. Seaweeds east ashore by storms; wrack.

—

Commissioners of wrecks (in Maine, Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island), receivers of -wrecks (in Great Brit-
ain), -wreck-masters (in New York and Texas), ofllcers
whose duty it is to take charge of wrecked property on
the part of the coast for which they are apjwinted, and
preserve it for the owner, or, if unclaimed, for the state.
—Wreck commissioner, in Great Britain, one of a tri-

bunal consisting of not more than three, appointed by the
lord chancellor, under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1876 (39
and 40 Vict., c. 80), for the purpose of investigating ship-
ping casualties.

'Wreck^ (rek), v.
;
pret. and pp. wrecked, ppr,

wrecking. [< M-rec/il, n,] I. <)-an«, 1, To cause
the wreck of, as a vessel ; suffer to be ruined or
destroyed in the course of navigation or man-
agement: said specifically of the person under
whose charge a vessel is at the time of its

wreck, and usually implying blame, even in
case of misfortune.

Friends, this frail bark of ours, when sorely tried.
May wreck itself without the pilot's guilt.
Without the captain's knowledge.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. To cause the downfall or overthrow of ; ruin

;

shatter ; destroy ; bring into a disabled or ruin-
ous condition by any means: as, to wreck a
raUroad-train or a bank ; to wreck the fortunes
of a family.

Weak and envy'd, if they should conspire
They ureck themselves, and he hath his desire.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iii. 17.

The meeting-houses of the Dissenters were everywhere
wrecked. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, L

3. To involve in a wreck; imperil or damage
by wreck: as, a wrecked sailor; wrecked cargo.

Here I have a pilot's thumb,
Wreck'd as homeward he did come.

Shak., Slacbeth, i. 3. 29.

The spurious tea-men are also the buyers of vrecked tea
— that is, of tea which has been part of the salvage of a
urecked vessel.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 151.

Like golden ripples hasting to the land
To wreck their freight of sunshine on the strand.

Lowell, Legend of Brittany, i. 33.

II. intrans. To suffer wreck or ruin. [Rare.]

Rocks, whereon greatest men have oftest wreck'd.
Milton, P. R., ii. 228.

'Wreck'^t (rek), V. and n. An obsolete form of
!(-refiJ-l.

wreckage (rek'aj), n. [< wreck^ + -age.'} 1.

The act of wrecking, or the state of being
wrecked.

Wreckage and dissolution are the appointed issue.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 2.

2. That which remains of or from a wTeek of

any kind ; wrecked material in general.

Only a few years ago, the procession of the fat ox re-

mained, ... a real piece of wreckage from vanished civ-

ilizations. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. -247.

Littered above the pavement with the tcrecJcage and
refuse of the market. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 61.

wreck-chart (rek'ehiirt), H. A chart showing
the location and date of wrecks on any coast,

as an aid in avoiding them or as a guide in

searching for them,
wrecker (rek'er), n. [< icreck^ + -crl.] 1, A
person who purposely causes a wreck or wreck-



wrecker

age of any kind, or a person who commits dep-
redation upon such wreckage. Specifically— (a)
One who lures a ship to destruction on a ifangerous coast
by false lights or signals, or otherwise, for the purpose of
plunder, or one who makes a business of watching for and
plundering wreclted vessels. Such wreckers formerly
abounded in many parts of the world, sometimes in-
cluding whole communitiee in favorable localities.

Those mad days of the Buccaneers and their nominally
more respectable descendants, the Wreckers, are gone.

Amer. Jour. PgycJuA,, II. 522.

(6) One who causes the wreck or ruin of anything ; one
who lays snares or uses artful or dishonest means to cause
physical, financial, or moral wreckage : as, a train-iCT-ccJ-cr
(on a railroad); a bankureciSrer; the urrecker oi another's
character.

2. A person employed in recovering wrecked
or disabled vessels, or cargo and otlier property
from such vessels, on account of the owners,
tmdenmters, or other persons legitimately con-
cerned; also, a vessel employed in this ser-
vice.

wreck-fish (rek'fish), n. The stone-bass, cer-
nier, clicrna, or ehcrne, Polyprion ccrnium. See
J'oli/prioii, and cut under stone-bass.

wreck-free (rek'fre), a. Exempted from the
forfeiture of shipwrecked goods and vessels.
This privilege was granted to the Cinque Ports
by a charter of Edward I.

wreckful (rek'ful), a. [< wreck^ + -ful. Cf.

icrackfid.} Causing wreck; producing or in-

volving destruction or ruin. [Archaic and po-
etical.]

The southern wind with brackish breath
Dispersed them I the ships] all amongst the wreckfxd rocks.

Marlmve and Sashe, Tragedy of Dido, i. 2.

O. how shall summer's honey breath hold out
Against the icreck/ul siege of battering days?

Shak., Sonnets, Ixv.

A summer mere with sudden icreck/ul gusts
From a side-gorge. Tennymn, Harold, iii. 1.

'wrecking-car (rek'ing-kiir), n. A car provided
with means and appliances for clearing wTeck-
age or other obstructions from a railroad-track.
Sometimes it is a long platform-car fitted with
a small derrick and a house at one end. [U. S.]

wrecking-instrument (rek'ing-in''8tr(j-ment),
II. Saiiii' us iKichct-rclaij.

wrecking-pump (rek'ing-pump), n. A special
steam-pump of great capacity, used in freeing
sunken or damaged vessels from water.
wreck-master (rek'mas''ter). n. 1. A person
appointed by law to take charge of goods, etc.,

cast ashore from a wreck. See under wreck,
H.— 2. A person appointed by owners or sal-

vors to take charge of a wrecked ship or cargo.

wreck-wood (rek'wud), ». Wood or timber
from wrecked vessels.

There stoo<l upon it, in these days, a single rude house
of anceuiented stitnes, a|>proached by a pier of wreckwoml.

It. L. Stevenson, Memoirs of an Islet.

Wredin's test. Absence of a certain gelatinous
matter from the middle ear of the fetus, taken
as evidence that a child has breathed and
therefore had been bom alive.

wren (ren), w. [Also dial, wran; < ME. wrcniic,

irr/niiie, a wren. < AS. tcrciina, wrienna, a wren.]
A very small migratory and insectivorous sing-
ing-bird of Great Britain and other European
countries, with a slender bill and extremely
short tail, and of dark reddish-brown coloration
varied with black, inhabiting shrubbery, and
belonging to the family TroglixlylUlx ; hence,
any member of this family, and, with a quali-

fying term, one of various other small birds of
different families, as certain warblers, kinglets,

etc. See the phrases below. Wren originally
specified the bird technically known as Sylvia troglody-
teit, Tro'/lfirli/ten jmrvuluK, T. mUgarig, T. eurtrpteus. Ajl-
(/rthitra trixjliKiyten, A. communis, etc., the only member
of its genus and family found in Europe. It is only
about four inches lonK, very active and sprightly, with
a pleasing song at times, and a characteristic habit of
carrying the short tail cfjcked up. This little bir^ fig-

ures extensively in Knglish folklore, and has a host of
local, provincial, or familiar names with icren expressed
or implied, as bf/bbif, cutty, kitty, jenny, sally, icutly,

tiildy, tidley, titty, also our IjO^ly of Heaven's keti, etc.

This wren is a northerly type, and one of several spe-
cies of the restricted genus Trof/todyfes (or Anortyiiira),

as T. fumiyatux of Japan, T. alnxcensu* of Alaska, and the
well-known winter wren of North America, T. hieimilis,

which is so near the English wren as to be by some natu-
ralii^ts regarded an only a variety. (See cut underVTro-
ylodytes.) In the Tnited States the commonest wren, and
the one which plays then* the part taken by the English
wren in Fiurone, is the house-wren, T. aedon or T. do-
mestieus, which abounds in most parts of North Americrt,
frftm the Atlantic Ut the Pacific, runs int/j several geo-
graphical races, and is represented in Mexico and warmer
parts of America by several other varieties or congeneric
species. The common house-wren in settled districts at-

taches itself closely to man, and nests by preference in

nooks and crannies of outhouses, though it is more retired

and woo4l-loving in other regions. It trills a hearty and
voluble song, and lays numerous (from 6 to 10) pinkish-
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white eggs very heavily spotted with brown, in the large
mass of rubbish which it carries into its hole for a nest.
This wren is migratory, and in many parts of the United
States its presence is complementary to that of the winter
wren. Certain wrens of North America, of the genus Cis-
tothonis (and its section Telmatodytef), inhabit marshes
and low wet shrubl>ery, and are known as marsh-wrens.
(See the generic names, marsh-wren, and tule-wren.) Va-
rious others, chiefly of southern regions of the United
States, and thence southward, as the great Carolina and
Bewick's, are of the genus Thryothorus (which see, with
cut). Others are the rock-wrens, caiion-wrens, and cac-
tus-wrens, of the genera Salpinctes, Catherpes, and Cam-
pylarhynchus. (See the compound and technical names,
with cuts.) All these belong to essentially Neotropical
types, which have but lew outlying forms in the United
States, though richly represented by very numerous spe-
cies of various genera in the warmer parts of America (as
those above named, Thrifophitus, Uropsila, Uenicorhina,
Cyphorhinus, and Microcerculus). The wrens above noted
are all properly so called (Troglodytid/e) : with the ex-
ceptions named, they are all American. The qualified ap-
plication of KTcn to various small birds of both hemi-
spheres, including some of other families than Troglo-
dytid/e, is given in the phrases following.

The poor wren,
The most diminutive of birds, will fight.
Her young ones in her nest, against the owl.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2. 9.

Alaskan wren. See def. above.— Bay 'wren, Cinni-
certhia uniru/a, of the United States of Colombia.

—

Bewick's wren. See TItryothorus.—Slacli wren, the
hedge-sparrow. Accentor modular is: a misnomer. See
cut under Accentor. [Ireland. 1

— Blue wren. Same as
superb warbler (which see, under icnrdier).— Cabot's
wren, Thryothorus albinucha, of Yucatan.—Cashmere
wren, Troglodytes neglectus, confined to the hills of the
said country.— Chestnut wren, Thryophilus castaneus,
of Panama.— David's wren, Spelseornis trogtodytoides,
of the mountains of western Szechuen.— Fan--talled
wrens, the Campylorhynchinie. See cut under Cam-
piflorhynchus.—taxoe wren, a dark variety of the com-
mon wren found in the Faroes and Iceland. -Fire-
crested wren, the fire-crested kinglet, liegulus igni-
capUtus, closely resembling the goldcrest.

—

Floridian
wren, a variety of the great Carolina wren found as a
local race in Florida.— Golden-crested wren, the gold-
crest (see cut under goldi-rest) : also, tlie American gold-
en-crested kinglet, Regulus «a(rapa..— CrOlden-crowned
wren, the golden-crested wren of Europe, Regnhts crista-

tiis. See cut under goldcrest.— Goiden wren, gold
wren. (a)Thewil\ow.vfSirh\er,PhyllosropustrochUus. (b)

The goldcrest or kingltt, Uegxdus cristatus. See cut un-
der goldcrest. lEng. in both senses. ]

— Great Carolina
wren. See Thryothorus (with cut).— Green wren, the
yellow wren, or willow-warbler, Phylloscopus trochUus;
also, P. nbitatrix. See cut under wood-wren. [Eng.]—
Hill-wrens, various small wren-like or timeliine birds of
the hill-country in India, as of the genera Pnoepyga, Te-
sia, etc. See hilt tit, under tit'^ (with cuts) ; also cuts under
Pnoepyga, Tesia, and fi(-6a6Wer.— House-wrens, certain
American members of the germs Trof/lodytes; specifically,

T. aedon and its conspecies. See def, above.— Japanese
wren, Troglodi/tes fumigatus, closely related to the Eng-
lish wren, winter wren, and Alaskan wren.— Long-billed
wren, Thryophilus loiigirostris, of Brazil.- Long-tailed
wren, Urodefda longicaudata, of the Khaaia and Alanipur
Hills : commoidy placed in the genus /*Korp//^_rt.— Muifie
wren, the wiWow-wsa^hler, Phylloscopus trochUus. [Eng.]
— Musician wren, Cyphorhinus musicus, of (Uiiana.

—

Nepftl wren. Troglodytes uipalensis, of the Himalayan re-

gionfrom Cashmere to NepalandSikllim.— Pacific Wren,
that variety of the winter wren whicli is found along the
Pacific coast of the United States.— Pale wren. Troglo-
dytes pallidus, the connnon wren of central Asia.— Park-
man's wren, a western variety of the house-wren named
Troglf/dytcs imrhiianii\>y Auilny}ou in lS;i9, after Dr. (Jcorge
Parkman (1791 IS4'.i).—Rubv-crowned wren, the Amer-
ican rtlby-crownecl kiuiilet, lii'gulns calendula. [U. S.]—
Satrap-crowned wren, tlie American golden-crested
kinglet, licgnius satrapa.— Sedge-wren. Same as sedge-
warbler. [Local, liritisll.]— Spotted wren. Troglodytes
fonnoswt, a rare Indian species found in tne neighbor-
hood of Darjeeling.—Texan wren, a variety of the great
Carolina wren found in Texas and soutliward.

—
'Vinous-

brown wren, the Japanese wren.— Wedge-billed wren,
Sphenocichla humei, of Sikhim White-bellied wren.
(a) A western variety of Bewick's wren, (b) Uropsila Icu-

cogastrc, of Oaxaca and Tamaulipas in Mexico, originally

described by J. Gould in 1830 as Troglodytes leucogastra,

a name subsetji'cntly misused to denote tlie white-bellied

wren (o).— White-breasted wren, Ilcnicurhinaprosthe-

lettca, of Central America.-White wren, the willow-

warbler, Phylloscojms trochilus. [Eng.]— Winter wren.
See def., and cut under Troglodytes.

— 'yellow wren, tlie

willow.warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus, and tlie wood-war-
bler, /". nWiatrij;. See cut under M'ood-iorft. [Eng.] (See

also cactus-un-en, caiion-wren, marsh-wren, reed-wren, tule-

wren, willow-UTen, wood-wren.)

wren-babbler (ren'bab"Ier), ». A babbler of

small size or otherwise resembling a wren : in-

discriminately applied to various such timeli-

ine birds. See Alcippe, 2, bubbler, 2, hill tit

(under tit^}, hill-icrcns {undev wren), tit-babbler,

and Timelia, with various cuts.

wrench (rench), n. [Also dial, wrinch; <

ME. wrench, wrenchc, also unassibilated icrenk,

tcrenke, wrink, < AS. wrene, wretice, guile, fraud,

deceit (the orig. physical sense being preserved

in mod. E., but not recorded in ME. and AS.),

= MHG. rane, quick movement, motion, Cf.

rank, trick, artifice, intrigue, G. dial, also crook-

edness ; from the root of wrincj ; cf. mod. E.

wrong, a. and «., in the metaphorical senses,

ult. from the root of wring.'] If. A crooked or

tortuous action; a fraudulent device; a trick;

a deceit ; a stratagem.

wrenning
His wyly wrenches thou ne mayst nat flee.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 70.

For it ledes a man with wrcnkes and wyles.
And at the last it hym begyles.

Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, 1. 1360, quoted in Reli-
[gious Pieces (E. E. T. S.), p. 105.

2. A violent twist or turn given to something;
a pulling awry ; a sudden twisting out of shape,
place, or relation : used of both material and
immaterial things: as, to sprain one's foot by a
wraich; the change was a great wrench to his
feelings.

If one straine make them not confess, let them be
stretched but one wrench higher, and they cannot be si-

lent. Bp. Hall, The Ark and Dagon.

There are certain animals to whom tenacity of position
is a law of life— they can never flourish again after a sin-
gle wrench. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 1.

I might chance give his meaning a wrench,
He talking his patois and I English-French.

Lowell, Black Preacher.

3. A sharp turn ; specifically, in coursing, the
turning of a hare at less than a right an-
gle. Encyc. Brit., VI. 515.—4. In mathematical
physics, a force, or variation of force, tending
to give a body a twist about an imaginary or
real screw.— 5. A tool consisting essentially
of a bar of metal having jaws at one end

rt. machinists' wrench ; t, waffon-wrench ; it', socket-wrench for
bit-stock; b", socket-wrench with cross-handle, also called key-
wrench ; c, bed-wrench ; d, pipe-wrench ; e, machine-wrench ;y; coin,
bination wrench, comprising a hammer and a pipe-wrench ; g, llat

pocket screw-wrench ; h, alligator-wrench ; i, monkey-wrench.

adapted to catch upon the head of a bolt or a
nut, or to hold a metal pipe or rod, so as to turn
it. Some wrenches have a variety of jaws to suit differ-

ent sizes and shapes of nuts and bolts, and others, as the
monkey-wrench, have an adjustable inner jaw.

6t. Means of compulsion. [Rare.]

He . . . resolved to make his proflt of this businesse
... of Naples as a wrciwh and meane for peace.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 90.

wrench (rench), V. [< ME. wrcnchen, wrench,
twist, turn, < AS. tcrcncan, deceive, = MHG. G.
renken, G. {rcr)renken, dislocate, twist, sprain;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To twist or turn
about with effort or violence

;
give a sudden

twist to ; hence, to distort
;
pervert; turn awry.

Now therecan notbein amakerafowlerfault then . . .

to U!rench his words to helpe his rime.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 67.

I am well acquainted with your manner of wrenching
the true cause the false way. Shak., 2Hen. IV., ii. 1. 120.

2. To injure or pain by a twisting action
;
pro-

duce a distorting effect in or upon; distort;

sprain : as, to tcrcnch one's ankle.

Through the space
Of twelve ensuing days his frame was wrenched.

Till nature rested from her work in death.
Wordstport?L

3. To pull or draw with torsion ; extract by
twisting or tortuous action ; hence, to wrest
forcibly or violently.

WreiKh his sword from him. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 288.

To wrench it [a flxed opinion] out of their minds is

hardly less difficult than pulling up an oak.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

II. intrans. To have or undergo a wrenching
motion ; turn twistingly. [Rare.]

Let not thy venturous Steps approach too nigh
Where, gaping wide, low steepy Cellars lie

;

Should thy Shoe wrench aside, down, down you fall,

And overturn the scolding Huckster's Stall.

Oay, Trivia, iii. 123.

wrench-hanuner (reneh'ham''fr), n. A ham-
mer fitted with a movable jaw so that it can
also serve as a spanner.

'Wrench-handle (rench'han''dl), m. a double-
armed wrench for use with dies in cutting

threads and similar work. E. H. Enight.

wrenning (ren'ing), n. [< rrrcn + -ing.] The
act or sport of stoning a wren to death on St.



wrenning

Stephen's day, In the north of England, in com-
memoration of the martyrdom of the saint.

wrenning-day (ren'ing-da), n. St. Stephen's
day, on which wrennmg is practised in the
north of England.
wren-tit (ren'tit), n. A bird, Chamasafasciata,
peculiar to California, of uncertain relations,

usually made the type and sole member of a
family Chamxidx: so called from its uniting,

to some extent, the habits of a wren and of a
titmouse, it is about 6 Inches long, with very short
rounded wings, a long tail, the bealc somewhat liice that
of a titmouse, the plumage remarkably soft and loose, of
a dark-brown color, paler below, and the eye white. See
ChamsBa (with cut). Also called ground-tit

wrest (rest), V. [< ME. wresten, wrasten, wrsesteii,

< AS. wrxstan, twist forcibly (cf. AS. wrsest,

firm, strong, = Icel. reista, wrest; cf. Dan.
vriste, wrest); prob., with formative -t (-tht >

St), < writhan (pret. wrath), writhe, twist: see
writlie, and cf. wreath^. Cf. also wrist, wrestle.']

1. (ran*. 1. To twist or turn; especially, to

deflect, as from the existing or normal state,

character, course, or significance: now used
chiefly of immaterial things.

And flnaly he gan his herte mreste

To trusten hire, and tok it for the beste.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1427.

Wrest once the law to your authority

:

To do a great right do a little wrong.
Shalt., M. of v., tv. 1. 216.

The chemists have absurdly, and too literally, wrested

and perverted the elegance of the term microcosm.
Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

2. To remove, obtain, or bring by or as it by
twisting or wringing; extract or pluck with
much effort ; wring ; wrench.

Thay . . . wrast out myn yjen.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 80.

In May, whan the nightyngale
Wrestes out her notes musycall as pure as glas.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.X p. 49.

Industrious people wresting a wholesome living out of

that stern environment. Froude, Sketches, p. 92.

Il.t intrans. To wrestle ; contend ; strive.

Thei . . . wrested against the truth of a long time.

Bp. Gardiner, Of True Obedience, fol. 33. (Eneyc. Diet,)

wrest (rest), n. [< ME. wrest, wreste, wrast;
from the verb.] If. A twist; a writhing.

First to the ryght honde thou shalle go,

Sittlien to tho left honde thy neghe thou cast

;

To horn thou boghe withouten wrast.
Babees Book (E. B. T. S.), p. 300.

2f. A tortuous action; distortion; perversion;
hence, a ruse ; a stratagem. Compare iore»c/»,

»., 1.

Than shall we wayte tham with a wrest.

And make all wast that thei haue wroght.
York Plays, p. 133.

3. An instrument of the wrench, screw-key,
or spanner kind; specifically, a key or small
wrench for tuning stringed musical instru-

ments, as the harp or piano, by turning the
pins to which the strings are fastened. See
tuniiig-hammer, and tuning-key (under key^).

The Minstrel . . . wore around his neck a silver chain,

by which hung the wrest, or key with which he tuned his

harp. Scott, Ivanhoe, xliii.

4. The partition in an overshot wheel which
determines the form of the buckets. E. H.
Knight.

wrest-beert (rest'ber), n. A kind of beer which,
according to Selden, was kept in cellar for a
year to mature.

In brewing of Wrest-Beer, there 's a great deal of busi-

ness in grinding the Mault. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 81.

wrest-block (rest'blok), >i. In the pianoforte,

a wooden block, often made of several pieces,

into which the wrest-pins are driven. It is of

great importance in securing permanence of

tune and sonority of tone. Also called pin-
hloek, hack-block, wrest-plank.

wrester (res'ter), n. [< wrest + -eri.] One
who wrests or perverts.

wrestle (res'l), v. ; pret. and pp. wrestled, ppr.
wrestling. [Also formerly or dial, wrastle, Sc.
warstle; < ME. wrestlen, wrastlen, wrastelen,

wrystellen, < AS. wrsestUan, wrestle (rare), the
form more commonly found being wraxUan
(> ME. wraxlen, wrasklen) = OFries. wraxlia =
MD. wrastelen, worstelen = MLG. wrostelen,

woratelen, LG. wrosseln, worsteln, wrestle ; freq.

of wrest.] I. intrans. If. To twist or wind
about; especially, to writhe ; wriggle; squirm;
struggle, as with the limbs.

PetriUB peyned hym sore to a-rise and turned wrastelin^e;
but all that avaUed not. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 655.

From hence the river having with a great turning com-
paase after much wresUimj gotten out towards the North.

HoUand, tr. of Camden, p. 279. (Daviet.)
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And aye she wareled, and aye she swam.

Till she swam to dry land.

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 200).

2. To struggle in a hand-to-hand contest;
strive, as for some advantage or for mastery,
with bodily strength and adroitness ; specifi-

cally, to struggle, as two persons striving to

throw each other to the ground, especially in a

contest governed by certain fixed rules.

For many a man that may not stonde a pul.

It liketh hym at wrastelyng for to be,

Ctiaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 165.

Wrothely thai wrythyne and wrystiUe togederz.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1141.

And Jacob was left alone ; and there wrestled aman with
him until the breaking of the day. Gen. xxxii. 24.

You have wrestled well, and overthrown
More than your enemies.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 2. 266.

Each one may here a chooser be,

For room ye need not urasHe.
Drayton, Nymphidia.

Hence— 3. To contend in any way, as in a
struggle for mastery; maintain opposition or
resistance, especially against a moral foe or
force; strive.

I persuaded them, if they loved Benedick,
To wish him wrestle with affection,

And never ^o let Beatrice know it.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 42.

Put on the whole armour of God that ye may be able to
stand against the wiles of the devil, for we im-estle not
against flesh and blood but against spiritual wickedness.

Eph. vi. 12.

'Twill be some pleasure then to take his Breath,
When he shall strive, and wrestle with his Deatli.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

4. To deal, as with a troublesome duty ; apply
one's self vigorously; grapple: as, to wrestle

with a knotty problem ; to wrestle with a dis-

tasteful task. [Colloq.]— 5. Hence, to devote
one's self earnestly to prayer; pray. [Cant.]

My reverend Clergy, look ye say
The best of thanksgiving ye ha'e.

And warstle for a sunny day.
Scott, Carle, now the King's Come, ii.

II, trans. 1. To contend with in wrestling:
as, I will wrestle you for so much. [Colloq.]— 2. On a cattle-range, to throw for the pur-
pose of branding, as an animal. [Slang, west-
em U. S.]

A Are is built, the irons heated, and a dozen men dis-

mount to, as it is called, ujrestle the calves.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 861.

wrestle (res'l), n. [Also dial, wrastle; < wrestle,

v.] A bout at wrestling; a wrestling-match.

Corineus, . . . whom in a wrestle the giant catching
aloft, with a terrible hugg broke three of his ribs.

Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

If he had gone out for a few days with his sinewy cous-
ins in the country, and tried a wrastle with one of them,
he would have quickly found that his body was a pretty
slim affair. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 5.

wrestler (res'ler), n. [< ME. wrastlare, wrest-
ler; < wrestle + -eri.] 1. One who wrestles;
specifically, one who makes a practice of wrest-
ling, as a professed athlete.

Was not Charles, the duke's wrestler, here to speak with
me? Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 94.

2. One who wrestles cattle on a range. [Slang,
western U. 8.]

The c&U'Wrestlers, grimy with blood, dust, and sweat,
work like beavers. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 861.

wrestling (res'ling), n. [Verbal n. of wrestle,

V. ] The act of trying to throw another person
to the ground; the act of two persons contend-
ing which shall throw the other to the ground
and overpower him. Wrestling, as a game subject
to special rule& is of great antiquity. It was held in high
esteem by the Greeks, and their youth were taught it by
special masters as part of the public education. In its

highest and simplest form it was the fifth of the five tests

of the pentathlon. In this contest the wrestlers wrestled
standing and naked, any hold being allowed, and three
falls constituting victoiy. Wrestling, in combination with
boxing, formed the arduous and dangerous contest known
as the pancratium— a contest much more resembling a
fight to a finish than an athletic contest. A third form of
wrestling, which does not seem to have come down to
modern times, consisted in interlocking the fingers, push-
ing the palms of the hands together, and twisting the
joints and wrists, without the assistance of any other
member or of any hold of the body. The highest and
purest form of Greek wrestling does not appear to have
been transplanted to Rome, although the more conten-
tious and cruel pancratium— a sport more nearly allied to
the Roman gladiatorial spirit — was introduced there by
Caligula, and became very popular.

Go not to the icrastelinge, ne to scholynge at cok.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

wrest-pin (rest'pin), n. In the pianoforte and
harp, a steel pin driven into the wrest-block or
frame, around which one end of a string is

wound, and by turning which the string may

wretched

be tuned; a tuning-pin. The upper part of the pin
is square in section, so as to be turned l>y a tuning-ham-
mer or -key. See cut under harp.—Wrest-pin piece, in

the pianoforte, a metal plate through which the wrest-
pins are screwed into the wrest-block.

wrest-plank (rest'plangk), n. Same as wrest-
block.

wretcll(recli),n.anda. [< ME. tt'recc/ie, wrec/icfee,

lorxcche, wrehche, < AS. wrecca, wrxcca, wreca,
outcast, exile (= OS. wrekkio, an adventurer,
warrior, = OHG. wreccho, reecho, a banisheci
man, exile, stranger, adventurer, MHG. G.
rcche, a warrior, hero, giant), lit. 'one driven
out'; cf. wrsec, exile, < wrecan, drive out, banish,
persecute, avenge, wreak : see lorenfcl.] I. n. 1

.

A very miserable person ; one who is in a state

of desperate unhappiness or misfortune, or is

exposed to unavoidable suffering or disgrace.

I wrecche, which that wepe and waille thus.

Was whylom wyf to King Capaneus,
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 73.

Fly, ye Wretches, fly, and get away, for your King is

slain. Baker, Chronicles, p. 15.

The poor wretch, half dead with fear, expected every
moment to fall by the bloody hands of the Djawi.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 590.

2. A sorry or contemptible creature ; a despi-
cable person : a term of opprobrium applied to *

one who has incurred condemnation by mis-
conduct, and often used on slight occasion and
with little intended force.

Fie on thee, wretch ! 'tis pity that thou livest
To walk where any honest men resort.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 27.

Does not every dowager in London i>oint to George
Fitz-Boodle as to a dissolute wretch whom young and old
should avoid? Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

3. Body; creature; thing: used (in some man-
ner that indicates the intention) of a person
regarded with some degree of kindly or ironical

commiseration, or, when genuine words of en-
dearment seem inadequate, with tender sympa-
thy or passion, or even with admiration.

Excellent wretch ! Perdition catch my soul.

But I do love thee

!

Shak., Othello, iiL 3. 90,

Poor wretch was never frighted so,

Drayton, Nymphidia, st. 27.

Come forth.

Fond wretch, and know thyself and him aright.

Shelley, Adonais, xlvii.

Il.t a. Miserable; wretched.
Thu wrecche wiht Owl and Nightingale, L 556.

wretchcockt, n. See wretchock.

wretched (vech'ed), a. [< ME. wrecched, wreched,
M»'8c/ied, wretched, miserable; < wretch + -ed"^.

For the form, cf. loicked^.] 1. Suffering from
or affected by extreme misery or distress ; deep-
ly afflicted ; miserable ; unhappy.
Thir wormes ete that wreche [var. wreched] manne.
Old Eng. Metr. Homilies (B), L 215, (Morris and Skeat.)

I am, my lord, a wretched Florentine,
ShaM., All's Well, v. 3. 158.

O wretched husband of a xpretched wife

!

Born with one fate, to one unhappy life !

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 608.

All his life long he had been learning how to be tcretch-

ed, as one learns a foreign tongue.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, x,

2. Characterized by or causing misery or un-
happiness ; very afflicting, annoying, or uncom-
fortable ; distressingly bad in condition or re-

lation : as, the wretched condition of a prison

;

wretched weather; a wretched prospect.

Unhappy, wretched, hateful day

!

Shak., R. and J., iv, 5, 43,

It was not merely during the three hours and a half
which Uncle Sam claimed as his share of my daily life

that this wretched numbness held possession of me,
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p, 39.

The wretched business of warfare must finally become
obsolete all over the globe.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 151.

3. Of miserable character or quality; despica-
ble; contemptible; reprehensible; strongly ob-
jectionable: used of persons or things: as, a
Mirfte/icdblundererorquibbler; a wretched qaih-
ble ; wretched stuff.

Safe where no critics damn, no duns molest.
Where tvretched Withers, Ward, and Gildon rest

Pope, Dunciad, i. 296.

At war with myself and a wretched race,

Tennyson, Maud, x. 2.

4. Worthless; paltry; very poor, mean, ineffi-

cient, unsatisfactory, unskilful, or the like: as,

a wretched poem; a icretched cabin; a wretched
defense or piece of work.

Affected noise is the most wretched thing
That to contempt can empty scribblers bring,

Roscommon, Translated Verse.

= 8yn. 1. Forlorn, woebegone,— 3. Vile, sorry, shabby,
pitiful.
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wretchedhead

wretchedheadt, «. [< ME. wrecchedhede ;• <
wretched + -head.^ Misery; wretchedness.
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 102.

wretchedly (reeh'ed-U), adv. [< ME. wrecched-
liche: < wretched + -ly^.] In a wretched or
worthless manner; miserably; contemptibly;
poorly.

Thei lyven fttlle wrecched liche ; and thel eten but ones
in the day, and that but lytille, nouther in Courtes ne in
other places. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 251.

Nor yet by kindly death she perished

;

But wretchedly before her fatal day.
Surrey, JEaeii, iv. 930.

The defenses of Plymouth were wretchedly insufficient.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xiv.

He touches od the wretchedly careless performances of
early comedy. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 268.

wretchedness (reeh'ed-nes), n. [< ME. wrec-
ckidncsse ; < wretched + -ness.l 1. The state or
condition of a suffering wretch; a wretched or
distressful state of being

;
great misery or af-

fliction.
Is xeretchedness deprived that benefit,

To end itself by death ? Shale, Lear, iv. 6. 61.

2. Wretched character or quality ; distressing,

reprehensible, or despicable nature; aggra-
vated or aggravating badness of any kind.

Thy kynde is of so lowe a vtrechcdtiesse

That what love is thou canst not seen ne gesse.
Cliaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 601.

The gray wretchedness of the afternoon was a fit prelude
to Barra. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 782.

3t. That which is wretched or distressinglybad

;

wretched material, conduct, or the like; any-
thing contemptible or despicable; wretched
stuffT

Yet hath this bird by twenty thousand fold
Levere in a forest that is rude and cold
Goon ete wonues and swich wrecctiedncsse.

Cfuiucer, Manciple's Tale, L 67.

= SyiL L Auction, Grief, Sorrow, etc. Seeafiiction.

wretchftllt (rech'ful). a. [< wretch + -ful. Cf.

iirfiikfiil and wrackfut.'] Wretched. Wyclif.

wretchlesst, wretchlesslyt, etc. Misspellings
of retchless, retcMessly, etc., variants of reckless,

recklessly, etc.

The product of these is a wretchless spirit : that is, an
aptness to any unworthinesa,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), !. 728.

Cursed are al they that do the Tx>rd's busines wretch,

letty. Tract, an. 1555 (Strype's Cat of Originals, No. 44X

The Devil doth thrust them either into desperation, or
into wretchlessness of most unclean living, no less perilous
than desperation.

Thirty-nine Articles {.Xmer. Revision, 1801), xvii.

wretchockt, wretchcockt (rech'ok, reeh'kok),
n. [Appar. < wretch + -ock or cocfcl, n., used
as dim.] A stunted or abortive cock; the
smallest of a brood of domestic fowls ; hence,
any puny or imperfect creature.

The famous imp yet grew a wretc/iock [in some editions,

tcretch^cocki . . . tl)oiigb for seven years together he was
carefully carried at his mother's back.

B. Jonson, Oipsies Metamorphosed.

wrethe^t, «'• A Middle English form of wreathe.

wrethe^t, "• A Middle English form of wrath.

wrethe-'t, ''• An obsolete form of writhe.

wreyet, v. t. An old spelling of wray. Chau-
cer.

wrick (rik), V. [< ME. wricken, < MD. wricken,

D. wrikken = LGf. wrikken, move to and fro, =
Sw. vricka = Dan. vrikke, move, tui-n, wriggle,
sprain. Cf. wrig, wriggle, wry'^.'] To twist;
turn. [Prov. Eng.]
wrick (rik), «. [< wrick, ».] A sprain,

wriet, »• '. A variant of wry^.

wrigt (rig), V. i. and t. [Early mod. E. wrygge;
a var. of wrick. Cf. wriggle.'] To wriggle.

The bore his tayle taryyges,

His rumpe also he fryggea
Agaynst the hye benche !

SkelUm, Elynour Eummyng, 1. 177.

Worms . . .

Do wrigtje and wrest their parts divorc'd by knife.
Dr. U. More, Psychathanasia, II. ii. 37.

wriggle (rig'l), v.; pret. and pp. wriggled, ppr.
wriggling. [Formerly also wrigle, riggle; < D.
wrii/gelen = LG. wriggelii ; freq. of the verb
represented by wrig, icnct.J I. intrans. 1. To
move sinuously; twist to and fro; writhe;
squirm; wiggle.

Cumberland acknowledged her merit, after his fashion,

by biting his lips and wrvjyling in his chair whenever her
name was mentioned. Macaulay, Mme. D'Arblay.

2. To move along sinuously, or by twisting and
turning the body, as a snake, an eel, or a worm

;

hence, figuratively, to proceed by shifts and
turns ; make way by sinuous or crooked means

:

as, to wriggle out of a difficulty.
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We may fear he'l urrigle in

Twlxt him and us, the prime man in her favour.
Brome, Queens Exchange, i.

It is through these gaps that the people barely wriggle.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 15.

H. trans. To cause to wriggle ; twist and
shake slightly and quickly; effect by wrig-
gling-

Their tayls with croompled knot twisting swashlye they
wrigled. Stanihurst, .«neid, if.

When you wait behind a chair at meals, keep constantly
wriggliny the back of the chair, that the person behind
whom you stand may know you are ready to attend him.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Footman).

The Pi-Utes . . . ivrigyled their way out through the
passages in the rocks. The Century, XLI. 649.

wriggle (rig'l), n. {<. icriggle, v.l 1. The mo-
tion of one who or that which wriggles ; a quick
twisting motion or contortion like that of a
worm or an eel.

They [dapper men] have always a peculiar spring in their
arms, a wriggle in their bodies, and a trip in their gait

SUele, Tatler, No. 86.

He was a person of sinuous, snake-like presence, and
seemed capable of shedding his complete attire by means
of one deft vrriggle. Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 223.

2. Something showing the effect of wriggling
or sinuous action; a sinuosity or contortion;
a wrinkle. [Rare.]

Minor folds and wriggles [in rocks] are frequent
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLIV. 11.

wriggler (rig'l^r), n. [< wriggle + -erl.] 1.

One who or that which wriggles ; specifically,

one of the active larvae, as of mosquitos, seen
in stagnant water. Also wiggler.— 2. A person
who practises wriggling methods ; one who pro-
ceeds by sinuosity or trickery.

For Providence, . . .

In spite of all the wrigglers into place.
Still keeps a seat or two for worth and grace.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 432.

wriggling (rig'ling), n. [Verbal n. of wriggle,

t\] Same as wriggle.

Wright (rit), «. [< ME. wrighte, wrihte, wrigte,

wruhte, wurhte, write, < AS. wyrhta (= OS. wurh-
tio = OHG. wurhto), a worker, wright, < AS.
wyrht, gewyrht (= OS. wurht = OHG. wuruht,
wuraht, a work, deed), < wyrcan, etc., work: see
work.] One whose occupation is some kind of

mechanical business; an artificer; a workman,
especially a constructive workman. As a sepa-

rate word it originally signified, as it still does in Scotland
and some parts of England, a carpenter or any worker in

wood. It is common in composition, as in c^rturiyht,

v&iawright, viheaXwright, mill«fn^A(, shipwrigfAi, etc., and,
iu a somewhat figurative sense, playtm^At.

He was a wel good wrighte, a carpentere.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 614.

All the laid-on steel

Can hew no further than may serve to give the timber
th' end

Fore-purpos'd by the skilful wright
Chapman, Iliad, xv. 379.

Wrightia (n'ti-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1811),

named after William Wright, a physician and
botanist in Jamaica.] A genus of plants, of the
order Apocynacese, tribe Echitidese, and subtribe
Parsonsiege. It is characterized by having a corolla-

tube usually short and bearing on the throat five or more
scales and an exserted cone of anthers, and by seeds

furnished with a tuft of hairs at the base and with broad
convolute cotyledons. There are about 12 species, natives

of tropical Asia, Africa, and Australia. They are shrubs
or small trees, witli long loose branches, opposite feather-

veined leaves, and red, white, or yellowish salver-shaped
flowers, commonly in terminal cymes. W. antidysenterica,

a small tr<!e, the source of conessi bark (see barh^), in In-

dia a leading remedy for dysentery, is now classed under
Holarrhena. For W. tinctoria, see palay, 1, and ivory-

tree.

wrightin (ri'tin), «. Same as conessine.

wrightryt (rit'ri), ». [ME., < wright + -ry (see

-ery).] The business of a wright.

Now assay wille I
How I can of wrightry.

Toumeley Mysteries, p. 26.

wrimplet (rim'pl), v. and n. Same as rimple.

I holde a forme within a wrimpled skin.

G. Whetstone, Remembrance of Gascoigne.

wrincht (rinch), n. and v. An obsolete vari-

ant of wrench.

These devout Prelates for these many years have not

ceas't in their Pulpits tmrinching and spraining the text.

Milton, Reformation in £ng., ii.

wrine^t (rin), v. t. Same as wry'^.

wrine^ (rin), n. [Appar. a particular use of

rinel, a ditch, trench, spelled in imitation of

wrinkle.] A wrinkle. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

wring (ring), V.
;
pret. and pp. wrung (formerly

sometimes wringed; wrong, the original pret-

erit, is now only provincial), ppr. wringing.

[< ME. wringen (pret. wrang, wrong, wronge, pi.

wrungen, wr'ongen, pp. wrungen, wronge), < AS.

wring

wringan (pret. wrang, pp. wrungen), press,
strain, wring, = D. wringen = LG. loringen,
twist together, = OHG. ringan, MHG. G. ringen,
wring, struggle, wrestle, wrest, = Goth, "wrig-
gan, indicated by the deriv. wruggo, snare ; cf

.

Sw. vrdnga, distort, wrest, pervert, Dan. vrin-
gle, twist, tangle (vringel-hornet, having twisted
horns)

;
prob. connected with wrick, wrig, xory^.

Hence ult. tcrangle, wrong, etc.] I. trans. 1.
To twist in the hands, as something flexible;
twist or flex forcibly : as, to wring clothes after
washing, to force out the water; to wring a
friend's hand in cordial greeting: often with
out.

Mark how she wrings him by the fingers.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

Just help me wring these [clothes] out, and then I'll

take 'em to the mangle. Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, viii.

2. To twist out of place, shape, or relation;

bend or strain tortuously or twistingly : as, to

icring a mast; to wring the neck of a chicken.

His neck in twa I wat they hae wrung.
Jock o' the Side (Child's BaUads, VI. 84).

My spirit yearns to bring
The lost ones back—yearns with intense desire.

And struggles hard to wring
Thy bolts apart, and pluck thy captives hence.

Bryant, The Past

3. To turn or divert the course or purport of;

distort
;
pervert. [Archaic]

Octavio was ever more wrong to the worse by many
and sundry spites.

Ascha/m, To John Asteley. {Encyc. Vict.)

Or else they would straine us out a certaine figurative

Prelat, by wringing the collective allegory of those seven
Angels into seven single Rochets.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 5.

4. To affect painfully by or as if by some con-
torting or compressing action or effect; tor-

ture; rack; distress; pain.

Wee know where the shoo wrings you.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst

Oh, Portius ! didst thou taste but half the griefs

That wring my soul, thou couldst not talk thus coldly.
Addigon, Cato, i. 1.

5. To force out, as a fluid, by twisting or con-
torting pressm-e ; extract or obtain by or as if

by a squeezing flexure ; hence, to squeeze out
in any way; extort: as, to wring water from
clothes; to wring a reluctant consent from a
person: often with o«<.

He hath, my lord, wrung from me my slow leave
By labom-some petition. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 58.

The English goverament now chose to ivring money out
of Cheyte Sing. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

To wring off, to force off or separate by wringing.

The priest shall . . . wring of his head. Lev. i. 16.

To wring out. (o) To force or squeeze out by twisting.

He . . . thrust the fieece together, and iCTtn^red the dew
out of the fleece. Judges vi. 38.

(6) To free from a liquid by twisting or compression: as,

to wring out clothes.

And the Cabalists . . . say that Eves sinne was no-
thing but the wringing out of grapes to her husband.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 19.

To wring the (or one's) hands, to manifest pain or dis-

tress bycTasping the hands tightly together, with or with-
out a twisting motion.

So efter that he longe hadde hyre compleyned.
His hondes wronge, and seyde that was to seye.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1171.

She wrings her Hands, and beats her Breast.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

Under emotion we see swayings of the body and wring-
ings of the hands.

H. Spencer, Pop. ScL Mo., XXXVIIL 11.

n. intrans. 1. To writhe; twist about, as

with anguish ; squirm ; suffer torture.

Lat him care and wepe and wringe and waille.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1156.

'Tis all men's office to speak patience
To those that unirtg under the load of sorrow.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 28.

Such as are impatient of rest,

And wring beneath some private discontent
Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, i. 1.

2. To pinch ;
pain.

A faire shooe vrrings, though it be smoothe in the wear-

ing. Ijyiy, Euphues and his England, p. 474.

3t. To force one's way by pressure.

Tims out at holes gonne wringe
Every tyding streght to Fame,

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2110.

wring (ring), n. [< ME. wringe, wrynge, < AS.
"toringe, in win-wringe, a wine-press, < wringan,

press, wring: see wring, v.] 1. A wringer or

presser; a wine-press or cider-press. [Obsolete

or prov. Eng.]

And erly sette on werkyng hem the wrynge.
PaZiodto, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S), p. 191.



wring

2t. Action expressive of anguish ; writhing.

The sighs, and tears, and blubbers, and wrings of a dis-

consolate mourner. Bp. Hall, Contemp., iv. 24.

wringer (ring'fer), n. [< ME. xvringer; < wring
+ -ffi.] 1. One who wrings, as clothes.

His washer and his wringer. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 2. 5.

2. An apparatus for forcing water from any-
thing wet ; especially, a utensil for laundry pur-
poses, in which, however, the clothes are not
wrung or twisted, but are passed between two
or more adjustable rollers which press strongly
against each other.— 3. An extortioner.

•wringing-machine (ring'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for pressing moisture from something;
especially, a clothes-wringer.

wringing-wet (ring'ing-wet), a. So wet as to

require wringing; so wet that water may be
wrung out.

A poore fishenuan, . . . with his clothes tmnging-wet.
Hooker, Sermon on Jude.

wring-staff (ring'staf), n. A strong bar of wood
used by shipwrights in bending planks and
binding them in place. Also wrain-staff.

wrinkle^ (ring'kl), n. [< ME. wrinkil, wrin-

kel, wrincle, icnjiilcijl, < AS. *wrincle (Somner) =
MD. wrhickel, wrynckel, a wrinkle ; a dim. form,
perhaps from the root of wring, v. The Icel.

hriikka = Sw. rynka = Dan. rynke, a wrinkle, ap-
pear to be of different origin: see rM<;A;2.] A
slight ridge in or raised line on a sui-face caused
by contraction, folding, puckering, or rumpling;
a line of corrugation, generally one of a series,

either regularly or irregularly disposed; a
crease: as, wrinkles iu a garment, or in an old

man's face ; wrinkles (small corrugations) in a

rock.
Wrynkyl or playte in clothe. Plica.

Prompt. Parv., p. 534.

With mirth and laughter let old wrinkles come.
Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 80.

A glorious church, not having spot or tmnkle.
Eph. V. 27.

wrinkle^ (ring'kl), v.
;
pret. and pp. wrinkled,

ppr. wrinkling. [= MD. wrinckelen, wrynckelcn;
from the noun.] I. trans. To form wrinkles in:

contract, fold, or pucker into small ridges and
furrows or creases ; corrugate ; crease.

Hollow eye and wrinkled brow.
Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 270.

Within the surface of the fleeting river

The wrinkled image of the city lay.

Shelley, Evening.

So yellow as she was, so wrinkled, so sad of mien !

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

No care may wrinkle thy smooth brow.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 157.

II. intrans. To become contracted into wrin-
kles ; shrink into furrows and ridges ; be marked
with wrinkles.

When high in the field the fern-leaves wrinkle,

And brown is the grass where the mowers have mown.
R. W. Gilder, Lyrics, Song of Early Autumn.

Mrs. Putney was a small woman, already beginning to

wrinHe. Howells, Annie Kilburn, iv.

wrinkle^ (ring'kl), ». [A particular use, orig.

slang, of icrinkle^, n. According to Skeat, it is

a dim. of ME. wrink, wrenk, < AS. wrenc, a trick

:

see wrench, n.] A short pithy piece of informa-
tion or advice ; a valuable hint ; a bit of useful
knowledge or instruction ; a good idea ; a trick

;

a point; a notion; a device. [Colloq.]

They are too experte iu loue, hauing learned in this time
of their long peace euery wrinckle that is to be scene or
imagined. J-'Ply, Euphues and his England, p. 389.

Philip, when thou goes courtin'. come t' me, and a'll give
thee many a wrinkle. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xii.

Oh, you are up to this UTL}ikle, are you ?

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 669.

wrinkle-beaked (ring'kl-bekt), a. Having a
wTinkled, sulcate, or ridged and furrowed bill:

specifying one of the anis, Crotophaga sulciros-

tris. This bird is common in parts of Texas, and thence
through much of South Amerifa. See cut under ani.

wrinkled (ring'kld), a. In zool., marked with
parallel and somewhat irregular raised lines;

having wrinkles; rugose; corrugated Wrinkled
homblll, the bird Cranorhinus corrugatus, whose high
carinated casque is laterally corrugated.

wrinkling-maclline (ringk'ling-ma-shen"), n.

A machine for forming transverse wrinkles on
the upper leathers of boots and shoes.

wrinkly (ringk'li), a. [< wrinkle^ + -i/l.]

Somewhat wrinkled ; having a tendency to be
wrinkled; puckered; creased.

His old wrinkly face grew quite blown^out at last.

CarlyU, The Century, XXIV. 18.

Mrs. Waule . . . giving occasional dry wrinkly indica-
tions of crying. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxii.
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Wrisbergian (ris-ber'gi-an), a. [< Wrisberg:
see def.] Of or pertaining to, or named after,

H. A. Wrisberg (17.S9-1808), a German anato-
mist : noting various anatomical parts, com-
monly described in English as of Wrisberg, or
Wrisherg'.i, not Wrisbergian.

Wrisbefg's abdominal brain. The solarplexus
of the sympathetic nerve.

Wrisbefg's cartilage. See cartilage of Wris-
berg, tinder cartilage.

Wrisberg's ganglion. See cardiac ganglion of
ll'ri.-iherg, under ganglion.

Wrisberg's nerve. See nerve of Wrisberg, un-
der nerve.

wrist (list), n. [Early mod. E. also wreast,

wrest; < ME. icrist, icriste, also wirste, wyrste, <

AS. wrist (usually in comp. hand-wrist) =
OFries. loriust, riust, wirst, werst {hond-wriust,

'hand-wrist,'/o<-t(!n!^*, 'foot-wrist,' instep) =
LG. wrist = MHG. rist, riste, G. rist (G. dial.

.frist), hand- or foot-joint; cf. G. wider-rist,

"withers of a horse (see withers), = Icel. rist =
Sw. Dan. vrist, instep; with formative -t {-tht

> -St), < writhan, twist, writhe: see lorithe, and
cf. wrest.'] 1. That part of the fore limb or
arm which comes between the forearm and the
hand, and by which the latter is joined or
jointed to the former ; the wrist-joint ; techni-

cally, the carpus, or the carpal articulation.
The wrist is the first segment of the manus, and its skele-

ton consists in man of seven carpal bones, together with
a sesamoid bone (the pisiform) on tlie ulnar side, these
eight bones being disposed in two rows of four each, proxi-

mal and distal. The whole set of bones, their articula-

tions with one another and with the radius, ulna, and the
several metacarpals, together with tlie ligaments and other
associated soft parts, are included in the term wrist. The
motions of the wrist as a whole upon the forearm include
all the movements of flexion, extension, abduction, ad-

duction, and circumduction, together with the move-
ments of pronation and supination impressed upon the
wrist by the rocking of the radius about the ulna ; but the
motion of the individual carpal bones upon one another is

slight, and that between the distal carpals and the meta-
carpals is still less. In most other animals than man, the
movements of the wrist are more restricted. The term is

extended to the corresponding joint of the fore limb of

other mammals, birds, and reptiles. Thus the so-called

knee of the horse's fore leg is anatomically the carpus or
wrist. See carptw, and cuts under hand, pisi^farm, and
scaphf^unar.

Little Preston was found there with both his hands cut
of! by the wreasts.

W. I'aUen, Ex. into Scotland(Arber'8 Eng. Garner, III. 128).

2t. The ankle or the instep.

Then he put on the old man's hose,
Were patch'd from knee to wrist.

Robin Hood Rescuing the Widow's Three Sons (Child's Bal-

[lads, V. 2B4).

3. In mach., a stud or pin projecting from the
side of a crank, wheel, or other moving part,

and forming a means of attachment to a con-
necting-rod leading to some other part of the
mechanism. Also called wrist-pin Bridle wrist,
in the ma^ikge, the wrist of the horseman's left hand.
Compare bridle-hand.— Twist of the wrist. See twist.

—Wrist touch. In piano/orte-ptaying, a stroke or touch
which proceeds from the wrist rather than from the fin-

gers alone or from the whole forearm.

wristband (rist 'band, colloq. riz'band), n.

That band or part of a sleeve, especially of a
shirt-sleeve, which covers the wrist. The wrist-

bands sewed on to shirt-sleeves were foi-raerly continued
with a flare over the upper part of the hand, serving the
purpose of the separate stiff cuffs buttoned to the nar-

row wristbands now in use. In the times of more elabo-

rate dressing such wristbands were often very long, and
adorned with rich lace or fine embroidery.

With that the hands to pocket went.
Full wristband deep. Vanbrugh, j33sop, ii. 1.

He . . . wore very stiff collars, and prodigiously long
^vristbands.

Dickens, A Rogue's Life, i. (Household Words.)

wrist-bone (rist'bon), n. Any bone of the wrist

or carpus ; a carpal bone. See carpus, tcrist, and
cuts under hand, pisiform, and scapholunar.

wrist-clonus (risfklo'^'nus), H. A series of jerky
movements of the hand produced in certain

nervous diseases by a sudden forcible bending
back of the wrist.

wrist-drop (rist'drop), n. Inability to extend
the hand, owing to paralysis of the extensor
muscles in the forearm. It is commonly asso-

ciated with lead-poisoning. Also called droj)-

wrist.

The case of chronic lead poisoning, with its accompany-
ing wrist-drop, caused by the paralysis of the extensors.

Am^. Anthropologist, I. 68.

wrister (ris'ter), >?. A covering for the wrist

;

a wristlet. [Local, U. S.]

A neighbor, come to tea, was crocheting wristers for her
guardian. The Century, XXVI. 024.

wristfall (rist'fal), n. A deep ruffle of various
materials, usually lace, falling from a wrist-

wrlt

Itand or the lower part of a sleeve. See falP,
«., 8.

Men and women alike were in Puritan dress. Some,
however, had discarded the lace wrisifalls and neckbands.

A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, iii.

wris^t-guide (rist'gid), n. Same as chiroplast.

wrist-joint (rist'joint), n. The carpal joint

proper; the radiocarpal articulation, by whicli

the hand as a whole moves upon the forearm

:

chiefly used as applied to man. See carpus,

wrist, and radiocarpal articulation (under radio-

carpal).

wristlet (rist'let), n. [< wrist + -let.] 1. A
band worn around the wrist : applied to various
useful or ornamental objects of the sort, (o) A
covering of thick material for the wrist to protect it un-
der exposure to cold, (b) A bracelet.

A siren lithe and delionaire,

With wristlets woven of scarlet beads.
T. B. Aldrich, Pampina.

2. A handcuff. [Humorous or slang.]

Two or three of the party wearing black dresses instead
of grey, with leg irons as well as wristlets, to show that
they were bad-conduct men.

Daily Telegraph, Dec. 31, 1881. (JSneye. Diet.)

wrist-link (rist'lingk), n. A link with con-
nected buttons, used for the wristband or cuff.

ICncyc. Diet.

wrist-pin (rist'pin), n. 1, In mach., any pin
forming a means of connecting a pitman to a
cross-head or crank ; more particularly, the pin
of the crank to which a pitman is connected.
The pin in the cross-head is in the United States more
generally called cross-head pin.

2. A pin in a wrist-plate of a steam-engine,
whether connected with an eccentric-rod or
with a valve-rod.

wrist-plate (rist'plat), «. 1. A plate which
oscillates on a central pivot, and from the face
of which project one or more crank-pins or
-wrists for the connection of rods or pitmans.

—

2. Specifically, a plate used in gome kinds of

automatic cut-off engines. It has a reciprocating
rotary motion on a central pivot, and is actuated through
a limited arc by the rod of an eccentric on the crank-shaft
of the engine. From its face project four crank-wrists,

which give it its name. Two of these wrists are respec-
tively connected with rods that actuate the rocker-arms
of two separate oscillating plug-valves, for introducing
steam into the cylinder on opposite sides of the piston
alternately. The other two wrists are similarly connected
to independently operating exhaust-valves.

writl (rit), n. [< ME. writ, icryt, wrytt, iwrit, <

AS. ge-writ, writ, a writ, writing, or scripture

(= OHG. ris, a letter, MHG. ric, G. riss, a rent,

a tear, ritze, a wound, a scratch, = Icel. rit, a
writ, writing, penmanship, = Goth, writs, a
stroke, a point), < writan, etc. , write : see write.]

1. That which is written ; a writing: used es-

pecially of the Bible, with holy or sacred, often
capitalized as a title.

Wherfore thei conne meche of Holy Wrytt, but thei un-
dirstonde it not but aftre the Lettre.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 136.

O cursed Eld ! the cankerworme of writs.

How may these rimes, so rude as doth appeare,
Hope to endure? Spenser, F. <.)., IV. ii. 33.

This city [Csesareal is remarkable in sacred writ upon
several accounts. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 60.

2. In law, a precept under seal, in the name of
the people, or the sovereign, or other compe-
tent legal authority, commanding the officer or
other person to whom it is addressed or issued
to do or refrain from doing some specified act.
In early times, when the pleadings and proceedings gen-
erally in actions were oral, writs were, as the name im-
plied the written parts of an action (besides judgments in

courts of record), it being for obvious reasons required that
the waiTant by which a person or his property might be
seized, or his conduct controlled under penalty of con-
tempt, should be expressed in writing and attested by the
name and seal of the government.

3. A formal instrument or writing of any kind.

I . . .

Folded the umt up in form of the other.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 61.

Barons tiy writ Seetoroti,!.—Close writs. Seedo«e2.
— Indorsed writ See iiwforse.— judicial writ, a writ
issued l)y tlie court, as distinguished from an original

writ.— Optional writ See optional.— 0ri|tlnal writ.
(a) The writ formerly required to he issued from Chan-
cery, under tlie seal of the sovereign, before the conunence-
ment of an action in a court of common law ; so called to
distinguish it from judicial writs, or writs issued by the
court in which the action was thus brought, in tlie course
of prosecuting the action. (6) In the United States, a man-
datory precept issuing out of the clerk's office in any of the
courts of law, by the authority and in the name of the State
or commonwealth, under the seal of the court from which
it issues, bearing teste of the chief justice of the court, if

he is not a party, and signed by the clerk of the court. _
{Heard.) Its object is to compel the appearance of the de- J
fendant, or at least to give him due notice that he is sued. ^
In most of the States it has been superseded by a summons
issued by the plaintiff's attorney, giving such notice and
requiring the defendant to plead. See also original urit,

under ortpinaZ.— Peremptory, Prsemunientes, pre-



writ

rogatlve writ. See thcqualifying words.— Servlceofa
wnt. See seririce.— Ship writ, in Eny. hist., a writ issued
in tile name of the crown imposing tlie tax linown as
ship-motuy (wlxich see): notably one of such writs issued
under Charles I. which led to Hampden's opposition. They
were declared illegal by 16 Car. I., c. 14 (1640).—The writ
runs, (a) The writ is expressed in terms of or including :

as, the writ rwift in the name of the people, (b) The writ
is legally capable of enforcement : as, the writ of subpoena
rutis throughout the state, (c) The writ is practically ca-

pable of enforcement: as, "When lawlessness has yielded
to order ; when the Queen's writ runs; when the edicts of
the civil courts are obeyed ; . . . and when sedition is

tntmpled under foot— then, and then only, is there some
chance for the development of remedial measures." (Edin-
buri/h Itee., CLXV. 687.)—TO serve a writ. See to serve

a process, under serve.— To serve a writ Of attach-
ment. See to serve an attachment, under served.—
Twelve-day writ, in Eng. law. a writ allowed by 18 and
19 Vict., c. 67, in actions on bills and notes if brought
within six months after maturity, warning defendant to
appear within twelve days, otherwise judgment would go
against him. —Vicontiel writst. See Uico?i(wi.— 'Writ
01' account. See action of account, under account.— Writ
of assistance, besaylet, capias, certiorari, consulta-
tion, dower, error, estrepement. See assistance, etc.

—Writ of execution. See execution, s (d).— 'Writ of
habeas corpus, inquiry, mandamus, possession,
privilege, proMbltion, protection, recaption, resti-
tution, right, spoliation, subpoena, etc. see habeas
corpus, inquiry, etc.— Writs Of extent. See extent, 3 (b).

'writ- (rit). An obsolete form of the third per-

son singular present indicative (for writeth),

and an obsolete or archaic form of the past
participle, of write.

'Writability (ri-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< writable + -ity

(.set! -bilitij).'] Ability or disposition to write.

[NoiK'e-word,]

You see by my vritabUity in my pressing my letters on
you that my pen has still a colt's tooth left.

WalpoU, Letters, IV. 465. (Davies.)

writable (ri'ta-bl), a. [< write + -ahU.'\ Ca-
pable of being written ; such as might be set

down in writing. [Rare,]

The tftllc was by no means writable, but very pleasant.
Mme. DArblay, Diary, II. 168. {Davits.)

writati've (ri'ta-tiv), a. [Irreg. (after talkative)

< writ{e) + -atire.^ Disposed or inclined to

write
;
given to writing. [Nonce-word.]

Increase of years makes men more talkative, but less

writatite. Pope, To Swift, Aug. 17, 1736.

write (rit), V.
;
pret. tDrote (obs. or dial, wrate, ar-

chaic tcrit), pp. tcritten (obs. or archaic writ, for-

merly erroneously wrote), ppr. writing. [< ME.
vjriteii (pret. wrot, wroot, wrat, pi. writen, write,

pp. writen, write— with short i), < AS. writan

(pret. wrdt, pi. writon, yp. writen), write, in-

scribe, orig. score, engrave, = 08. writatt, cut,

injure, write, =OFries. writa = D. rijten, tear,

split, = LG. riten = OHG. rizan, cut, tear, split,

draw, delineate, MHG. ri;:en, G. reissen, tear, =
Icel. rita, scratch, cut, write, = Sw. rita,' draw,
delineate, = Goth, 'wrcitan (in deriv. writs, a

strolie or point made with a pen), write. Hence
writ^.'\ I. trans. 1. To trace or form upon the

surface of some material (a significant charac-

ter or cliariicters, especially characters consti-

tuting or representing words); set down, in a
manner adapted for reading, with a pen, pencil,

style, or anything with which marks can be
made ; inscribe : as, to icrite a word on paper

;

to write one's name with the linger in sand.

Aboven, in the Dust and in the Powder of tho Hilles,

thei wroot Lettres and Figures with hire Fingres.
MandevUie, Travels, p. 17.

They . . . whole name* are not vritten In the book of

life. Rev. xvii. 8.

The Oreek metropolitan has a very Hne manuscript of

the Pentateuch, supposed to have been wrote about the
year eight liundred.

Poeoeke, Description of the East, II. ii. 38.

There is a Book
By seraphs writ with beams of Heavenly light.

Cowper, Sonnet to Mrs. Unwin.

2. To cover with writing; trace readable char-

acters over the surface of.

And it [the roll] was written within and without.
Ezek. ii. 10.

There will she sit in her smock till she have writ a sheet
of i>aper. Shak., Much Ado, 11. 3. 138.

3. To express or communicate in writing; give
a written account of; make a record of, as

something known, thought, or believed: as, to

write one's observations; he tcrote down all he
could remember. Sometimes, in this and the next
sense, the verb is followed by a dative without its sign :

as, write me all the news.

Thanne sit he down and writ in his dotage
That wommen kan nat kepe hir marlage.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 709.

Is it not icrilteri, My house shall be called of all nations

the house of prayer? Mark xi. 17.

All yotir l)etter deeds
Shall be in water writ, but this in marble.

Beau, and Ft., Fbiluter, T. 3.
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I chose to i«*i(e the Thing I durst not speak.

Prior, Solomon, ii.

4. To set forth as an author, or produce in writ-
ing, either by one's own or another's hand ; com-
pose and produce as an author.

Write me a sonnet. Shak., Much Ado, v. 2. 4.

When you writ your Epigrams, and the Magnetic Lady,
you were not so mad. Uowelt, Letters, I. v. IB.

5. To designate by writing; style or entitle

in writing; record: with an objective word or
phrase.

O that he were here to write me down an ass

!

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 2. 78.

They belonged to the armigerous part of the popula-
lation, and were entitled "to write themselves Esquire."

De Quincey, Bentley, i.

6. To record; set down legibly; engrave.
There is written in your brow . . . honesty and con-

stancy. Shale, M. for M., iv. 2. 162.

The history of New England is written imperishably on
the face of a continent.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 228.

To write down, (a) To set down in writing ; make a
record or memorandum of.

Having our fair order written down.
Shak., K. John, v. 2. 4.

It was the manner of that glorious captain [Csesar] to

write down what scenes he passed througlx.
Steele, Spectator, No. 374.

(6) To write in depreciation of ; injure by writing against

:

as, to vrrite down a play or a financial undertaking ; to
write down an actor or a candidate.

Without some infusion of spite it seems as if history

could not be written ; that no man's zeal is roused to

write unless It is moved by the desire to terite down.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 110.

To write off, to cancel by an entry on the opposite side of

the account or bill : as, to write off discounts ; to wrile off

bad debts.—To write out (a) To make a copy or tran.

scription of ; especially, to make a perfect copy of, after a

rough draft ; record in full ; as, when the document is writ-

ten (nU you may send it off. (6) To exhaust the capacity
or resources of by excessive writing : used reflexively : as,

that author has wiitten himself out.— To 'Write up. (a)

To bring up to date or to the latest fact or transaction in

writing ; write out in full or in detail : as, to write up an
account or an account-book ; to umte up a fire or a cele-

bration for a newspaper. (6) To attempt to elevate in

estimation or credit by favorable writing; commend to

the public; puff: as, to write up a new play or a candi-

date.—Written law. See (awl.

II. intrans. 1. To be acquainted with or

practise the art of writing; engage in the for-

mation of written words or characters, either

occasionally or as an occupation : as, to write

in school ; to write as a lawyer's clerk.

He can write and read and cast accompt.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 92.

2. To express ideas in writing; practise written

composition; work as an author, or engage in

authorship.

When I wrate of these deuices, I smiled with ray selfe,

thinking that the readers would do so to.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 84.

Like Egyptian Chroniclers,

Who write of twenty thousand Years.
Couiey, Pindaric Odes, xii. 2.

Herodotus, though he wrote in a dramatic form, had
little of dramatic genius. Macaulay, History.

3. To conduct epistolary correspondence ; com-
municate by means of letter-writing : convey
information by letter or the like : as, to write to

a distant friend; icritc as soon as you arrive.

I go. Write to me very shortly.
Shak., Rich. HI., iv. 4. 428.

write (rit), n. [< write, v.'i Writing: chiefly in

the phrase hand of write. [Colloq. or vulgar.]

We trust you will call back yourself from errors and
heresies advisedly which you have maintained rashly, and
set forth by word and write busily.

Harding to Jeuxll, in Bp. Jewell's Works (Parker Soc. ed.),

It was a short, but a well-written letter, in a fair hand

of wriU. Oalt, Annals of the Parish, 1. (Dames.)

writee (ri-te'), n. [< write + -eel.] A person

to or for whom something is written; a reader

as contrasted with a writer. [Occasional.]

And, indeed, where a man is understood, there is ever

a proportion betwixt the writer's wit and the urritee's.

Chapman, Iliad, xiv., Cora. (ed. Hooper).

Write-of-hand (rit'ov-hand'), «. Handwriting;

the art of writing. [Vulgar.]

"A could wish as a'd learned write-ofhand," said she,

"for a've that for to tell Christopher as might set his

mind at ease."
.

Mrs. GaskeU, Sylvia s Lovers, xliil. (Dames.)

'writer (ri'ter), n. [< ME. writere, < AS. writere

(= Icel. ritari); as write + -er^.] 1. A per-

son who understands or practises the art of

writing; one who is able to write; a penman.

My tongue Is the pen of a ready uyriter. Ps. xlv. 1.

2. One who does writing as a business ; a pro-

fessional scribe, scrivener, or amanuensis:

writhe

used specifically in England of clerks to the
former East India Company, and of temporary
copying clerks in government offices ; in Scot-
land, loosely, of law agents, solicitors, attor-

neys, etc., and sometimes of their principal
clerks.— 3. A person who writes what he com-
poses in his mind ; the author of a written paper
or of writings ; an author in general ; a literary

producer of any kind : as, the writer of a letter

;

a writer of history or of fiction.

Tell prose writers stories are so stale
That penny ballads make a better sale. Breton.

"I love," said Mr. Sentry, *'a critic who mixes the rules

of life with annotations upon writers.'*

Steele, Spectator, No. 360.

[For other uses of the word, see letter-writer, 2,

and type-writer.']

Ship's writer. See ship.—The writer, the author of this
writing; the writer hereof: used elliptieally by a writer
with reference to himself, to avoid saying /.— Writer Of
the tallies. See tally^, 1.— Writers' cramp, an occupa-
tion-neurosis occurring in those who write much, espe-
cially in a contracted band. It affects at first usually only
those muscles which are directly concerned in the produc-
tion of writing movements, but, if the act is persisted in,

the neighboring muscles may also share in the disturbance.
The alfection may manifest itself under one of four forms
or a combination of them — namely, paralytic, in which
weakness in the fingers or even absolute inability to hold
the pen is experienced ; spastic, in which the attempt to

write excites clonic or tonic contractions of the fingers

;

tremulous, in which the hand shakes so while writing tliat

the letters formed are indistinguishable ; and sensory, in

which the effort to write causes severe pain, tingling, or

other abnormal sensations in the hand and at times in the
forearm also. The symptoms vary greatly in different in-

dividuals, usually, however, increasing in severity as long
as the attempt to use a pen is persisted in. The use of

steel pens and metal penholders is supposed to increase

the liability to the affection. Also called scriveners' a-amp
or palsy, writers' palsy or paralysis, and graphospasm.—
Writers to the signet. See signet, i.

'writeress (ri'ter-es), H. [< writer + -ess.'] A
female writer or author. [Humorous.]
Remember it henceforth, ye writeresses, there is no such

word as authoress. Thackeray, Misc., ii. 470. (Davries.)

writerling(ri'tfer-ling), n. [< writer + -ling'^.]

A petty or sorry writer or author. [Kare.]

Every writer and writerling of name [in France] has a
salary from the government.

W. Taylor, 1802 (Robberds's Memoir, I. 420). (Davies.)

'WritersMp (ri't^r-ship), n. [< writer + -ship.]

The office or employment of a writer in some
official capacity.

'writhe (riTH), V.
;
pret. and. pp. writhed, ppr.

writhing. [< ME. writhen, wrythen (pret. wroth,

wrooth, wrseth, pi. writhen, pp. writhen (with

short i), wrethen), < AS. writhan (pret. wrath,

pp. writhen), twist, wind about, = OHG. ridan,

MHG. riden, G. dial, wrideln, twist together, =
Icel. ritha = Sw. vrida = Dan. vride, wring,
twist, turn, wrest. Hence ult. wreath, wrest,

wrist.] I, trans. 1. To turn and twist about;
twist out of shape or position ; wrench ; con-

tort.

The stortes [grape-stalks] softe in handes wol thai take
And writhe hem, and so writhen wol thai lete

Hem honge and drie awhile In sonnes hete.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 206.

Sa suld we u^th all syn away.
That in our breistis bred.
The Bludy Serk (ChUd's Ballads, VIII. 151).

The desolate little shanty was plainly to be seen among
the naked and writhen boughs of the orchard.

The Atlantic, LVIII. 389.

2. To wrest perversely ; wrest; pervert.

The reason which he yieldeth showeth the least part of

his meaning to be that whereunto his words are writhed.
Hooker.

3. To -wrench; wring; extort. [Obsolete or

archaic]

The nobility hesitated not to follow the example of

their sovereign in writhing money from them by every

species of oppression. Scott, Ivanhoe, vl. (Imp. Diet.)

II. intrans. To move or stir in a twisting or

tortuous manner; twist about, as from pain,

distress, or stimulation.

The poplar writhes and twists and whistles in the blast.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 186.

Supposing a case of tyranny, the Tuscans will wriggle

under it rather than writhe; and if even they should

writhe, yet they will never stand erect. Landor.

She writhed under the demonstrable truth of the char-

acter he had given her conduct.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

The writhing wona . . . failed to allure the scaly brood.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, i.

writhe (riTH), n. [_< writhe, v.] 1. A contor-

tion of form or features, as from pain or other

emotion ; an act of writhing. [Rare.]

Perhaps pleasure is the emotion evidenced by the silent

writhe with which Jhn receives this piece of information.

P. Broughton, Alas, xvi.

2. The band of a fagot. Ualliwell. [Pro v. Eng.]



writhel

writhelt, writlilet (riTH'l), v. t. [Freq. of
icrithe; ef. G. dial. wridciH, twist together.] To
wrinkle; shrivel; distort.

This weak and writMed ehrinip.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 8. 23.

Cold, writMed eld, his life-sweat almost spent.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, iv. 36.

writhent (riTH'en), p. a. Obsolete or archaic
past participle of writhe.

writheneck (rlTH'nek), n. Same as wryneck, 3.

writhingly (ri'THing-li), adv. In a writhing
manner; with writhing. [Rare.]

"Oh I" turning over wrilhingly in her chair.

R. Broughton, Belinda, xxx.

writhlet, v. t. See writhel.

writing (ri'ting), n. [< ME. writing, writunge
(cf. leel. ritning) ; verbal n. of lorite, «>.] 1. The
recording of words or sounds in significant
characters ; in the most general sense, any use
of or method of using letters or other conven-
tional symbols of uttered sounds for the visible

preservation or transmission of ideas ; specifi-

cally, as distinguished from printing, stamping,
incision, etc., the act or art of tracing graphic
signs by hand on paper, parchment, or any other
material, with a pen and ink, style, pencil, or
any other instrument; also, the written charac-
ters or words ; handwriting ; chirography.

We have, thus, in this inscription at Abou-Symbul a
cardinal example of Greek tpriting as it was used by the
Ionian and Dorian settlers in Asia Minor and the islands
about the beginning of the sixth century B. c.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archajol., p. 101.

Koman writing— capital, uncial, half-uncial, and cursive
— became known to the Western nations, and in different
ways played the principal part in the formation of the
national styles of writing. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 155.

2. The state of being written ; recorded form or
expression: as, to put a proposition in writing;
to commit one's tlioughts to writing, in law the
expressions in writing and written are often construed to
include printed matter as well as manuscript.

Ther [in Candia] was lawe fyrat put in wrytyng.
Torlnngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 19.

Then Huram the king of Tyre answered in writing.
2 Chron. ii. 11.

3. That which is written, or in a written state

;

a record made by hand in anjr way; a paper or
instrument wholly or partly in manuscript ; an
inscription.

The writing was the writing of God, graven upon the
tables. Ex. ixjdi. 16.

Whosoever shall put away his wife, let him give her a
writing of divorcement. Mat. v. 31.

I accepted of the Offer, and Writings were immediately
drawn between us. Dampier, Voyages, I. 613.

4. A production of the pen in general ; a lit-

erary or other composition ; any expression of
thought in visible words ; a scripture.

I know not whether it cause greater pleasure to reade
their writings, or astonishment and wonder at the Nation.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 178.

The later Greek and Latin writings occasionally contain
maxims [concerning war] which exhibit a considerable
progress In this sphere. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 273.

5. The expression of thought by written words

;

the use of the pen in conveying ideas; literary
production.

It is to the credit of that age [eighteenth century] to
have kept alive the wholesome tradition that Writing,
whether in prose or verse, was an Art that required train-
ing at least, if nothing more.

Lowell, New Princeton Eev., II. 166.

Direct or Independent writing. Same as meuma-
tography, 1.—Writing Obligatory. Same as Migatim
6(0).

writing-book (ri'ting-buk), n. A blank book
for practice in penmanship ; a copy-book.

writing-box (n'ting-boks), n. A small box con-
taining a set of the materials used in Chinese
or Japanese writing. See writing-set, 2.

writing-cabinet (ri'ting-kab"i-net), n. A piece
of furniture in which a writing-desk is com-
bined with drawers or cupboams, shelves for
books, or other appliances.

writing-case (ri'tmg-kas), n. A case con-
taining materials and affording facilities for
writing ; a kind of portable writing-desk.
writing-chambers (ri'ting-eham"b6rz), B. pi.
Rooms or offices occupied by a lawyer and his
clerks, etc. ; a law office.

writing-desk (ri'ting-desk), n. 1. A writing-
table, especially one in which the whole or a
part of the top is sloping, and the space below
the top is occupied with drawers, pigeonholes,
or shelves: sometimes there is also a raised
frame or case of drawers, shelves, or pigeon-
holes. Compare writing-table and encritoire.—
2. A portable writing^ase, usually made of
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wood and of moderate size, closing up tightly
for security and convenience, and fitted to con-
tain stationery of all sorts, papers on file, writ-
ing materials, etc.

writing-folio (ri'ting-fo'lio), n. A cover for
writing-paper, etc., usually having leaves of
blotting-paper within it, which serve as a pad
for writing on.

writing-frame (n'ting-fram), n. A frame for
the use of blind or partially blind persons in
writing, made to hold the sheet of paper firmly,
and furnished with an adjustable guide for the
formation of lines.

writing-ink (n'ting-ingk), n. See inV-, 1.

writing-machine (ri'ting-ma-shen'), n. Atype-
writer.

writing-master (ri'ting-mas't^r), n. 1. One
who teaches the art of penmanship.— 2. The
yellow bunting, Eniberiza citrinella : so named
from the irregularly scribbled lines on its eggs.
Also called scribbling or writing lark, for the
same reason. See out under yellowhammer.
[Local, Eng.]

writing-paper (ri'ting-pa"per), n. Paper fin-

ished with a smooth surface, generally sized,
for writing on.

writing-reed (ri'ting-red), n. See reed^.

writing-school (n'ting-skol), n. A school or
an academy where handwriting or calligraphy
is tauglit.

writing-set (ri'ting-set), ». 1. A set of small
objects, necessary or useful, designed for a
library-table, as inkstand, pen-tray, rack for
pens, case for paper and envelops, portfolio
holding blotting-paper, candlesticks, etc., and
sometimes larger articles in which two or more
of the above are combined. These objects are
often made to correspond in material and de-
sign.— 2. A set of the boxes, ink-stone, water-
pot, etc., used in Chinese and Japanese writing,
often of lacquer, or mounted in metal.
writing-table (ri'ting-ta'bl), ». l. A table
fitted For writing upon, sometimes differenti-
ated from a writing-desk, as being a piece of
furniture for the Ubrary rather than for the
business office.— 2t. A tablet; a table-book.

He asked for a writing-table, and wrote, saying. His name
is John. Luke i. 63.

The author defies them and their writing-tables.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 2.

Knee-hole writing-table, a writing-table having a
square or arched opening by which tlie knees of the per-
son using it are accommodated under the surface upon
which he writes, but with drawers, closets with pigeon-
holes, or shelves, etc., on one or both sides. Also knee-
hole desk.

writing-telegraph (ri'ting-tel"e-graf), n. Any
telegraphic system in which the message is

automatically recorded; more commonly, a
telegraphic apparatus by means of which the
record of the message reproduces the hand-
writing of the sender— for example, the telau-
tograph.
written (rit'n). Past participle of icrite.

wrixlet, v. t. [ME., < .AS. wrixUan, exchange.]
1. To exchange.— 2. To envelop; wrap; con-
found.

What whylenes, or wanspede, wryxles our mynd?
Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9327.

wrizzledt (riz'ld), a. [Prob. a form of writhel,

writhle, confused with grizzled.'] Wrinkled;
shriveled.

Her wrided skin, as rough as maple rind.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 47.

His wrizzled [var. wrinkled] visage. Oay, Wine, 1. 9.

wroghtet, wrohtet. Middle English forms of
wrought, preterit and past participle of work.
wrokent, wroket. Obsolete past participles of
wreak''-.

wrong (rong), a. and n. [Sc. wrong; I. a. < ME.
wrong, wrang, < AS. *wrang (not found as
adj.) (= MD. wrangh, wranck, D. wrang, bitter,

harsh, sharp (of acids), = Icel. rangr, wry,
wrong, unjust, = Sw. vrdng = Dan. vrang,
wrong), < wringan (pret. wrang) : see wring, v.,

and II. Cf. E. tort, wrong, ult. < L. tortus, twist-
ed. II. n. < ME. wrong, wrong, < late AS. wrang
= MD. wrongh, loronck, wrong : see I.] I. a.

It. Crooked; twisted; wry. Wyclif.

His bee [an eagle's] is get biforn wrong,
Thog hise limes senden strong.

Reliquise Antiqux, I. 210.

2. Not right in state, adjustment, or the like

;

not in order ; disordered
;
perverse ; being awry

or amiss.

I've heerd my aunt say as she found out as summatwas
Tjorvng wi' Nancy as soon aa th' milk turned bingy.

Mrs. Uatkeil, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

WtOng
3. Deviating from riglit or truth ; not correct or
justifiable in fact or morals; erroneous; per-
verse: as, itrowi/ ideas; roro«(/ courses.

If his cause be wrong, our obedience to the king wipes
the crime of it out of us. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 138.

For modes of faith let graceless zealots light,
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 306.

It is a wrong, egotistical, savage, unchristian feeling,
and that 's the truth of it. Thackeray, Waterloo.

Men's judgments aa to what is right and wrtrng are not
perfectly uniform. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 668.

4. Deviating from that which is correct, proper,
or suitable ; not according to intention, require-
ment, purpose, or desire: as, the wrong side of
a piece of cloth (the side to be turned inward).

He call'd me sot.

And told me I had turn'd the wrong side out
Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 8.

I observe the Moral is vitious ; It points the wrong way,
and puts the Prize into the wrong Hand.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 210.

I swear she 's no chicken ; she 's on the wrong side of
thirty, if she be a day. Swift, Polite Conversation, L

Were their faces set in the right or in the wrong direc-
tion ? Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

5. In a state of misconception or error; not
correct in action, belief, assertion, or the like

;

mistaken ; in error.
I was urong,

I am always bound to you, but you are free.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

You are wrong, sir
; you are wrong. I have quite done

with you. Be under no mistake upon that point.
W. Besant, St. Katharine's, iL 28.

Wrong is in all senses the opposite and correlative of
right.

In the wrong box. See box2.— Wrong font, said of a
printers' type, etc., that is not of the proper size or face
for its position. Abbreviated w. /. =Syn. 2. Unfit, un-
suitable, inappropriate, inapposite.—3. Immoral, inequit-
able, unfair.— 4. Incorrect, faulty.

II. H. 1. That which is wrong, amiss, or er-
roneous ; the opposite of right, or of propriety,
truth, justice, or goodness; wrongfulness; er-
ror; evil.

And the abuayng of gour Offyce, ...
And gour fals glosing of the wrang.
Sail nocht mak gow to rax heir lang.
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.X L 131.

A free determination
'Twixt right and wrong.

Shak., T. and C, Ii 2. 171.

The weak, against the sons of spoil and wrong.
Banded, and watched their hamlets, and grew strong.

Bryant, The Ages, st 11.

Those who think to better wrong
By worlting urong shall seek thee wide
To slay thee.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, in. 34.

2. Wrong action or conduct ; anj-thing done
contrary to right or justice ; a violation of law,
obligation, or propriety; in law, an invasion of
right, to the damage of another person ; a tort

:

as, to do or commit wrong, or a wrong.

For that Percevale ly Galoys was accused with grete
wronge for the deth of the same hoot, like as an Ermyte
hit tolde after that hadde seyn all the dede.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 47.S.

Cease your open urongs !

Cannot our Bishops scape your slanderous tongues?
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

It is probable that a man never knows the deep anguish
of conscious wrong until he has had the courage to face
in solitude its naked hideousness.

J. SuUy, Sensation and Intuition, p. 154.

3. Harm or evil inflicted; damage or detriment
suffered ; an injury, mischief, hurt, or pain im-
parted or received : as, to do one a wrong.

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night
Shelley, Prometheus, iv.

4. A state of being wrong or of acting wrongly

;

an erroneous or unjust view, attitude, or pro-
cedure in regard to anything: chiefly in the
phrase in the wrong.
They were neither of them dissatisfied with the knight's

determination, because neither of them found himself tn
the wrong by it Addison. Spectator, No. 122.

When People once are in the wrong,
Each Line they add is much too long.

Prior, Alma. iii.

It is I who ought to be angry and unforgiving ; for I

was in the wrong. Thackeray, De Finibua.

Abandonment for wrongs, see abandonment.— in
the wrong. See det. 4.— Private wrong. See pritxOe.
— To have wrong, (at) To have or be on the wrong side

;

be wrong, or in the wrong.

When I had wrong and she the right,

She wolde alwev so goodely
Forgeve me so debonairly.

Chaueer, Death of Blanche, L 1282.

(b) To suffer the infliction of wrong ; have wrong treat-
ment.

Cnsar has had great wrorig. Shot., J. C, ilL 2. 116,



wrong
To put in the wrong* to cause to appear wrong or in
error ; give a wrons cliaracter to or representation of : as,

your remarks put me, or my sentiments, in the wrong.
-Sya, 1 and 2. Sin, Iniquity, etc. See crime.

wrong (rong), adv. [< wrong, a.] In a wrong
manner; not rightly; erroneously; incorrectly;
amiss; ill.

Tlie right divine of kings to govern wrong.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 188.

To go wrong. See go.

Your strong possession much more than your right,
Or else it must go wrong with you and me.

Shak., K. John, i. 1. 41.

wrong (r6ng), V. t. [< wrong. «.] 1. To do
wrong to; treat unfairly, unjustly, or harm-
fully; do or say something injurious or offen-
sive to; injure; harm; oppress; offend.

You wrong rae, sir, thus still to haunt my house.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 4. 73.

2. To be the cause of wrong or harm to ; affect

injuriously ; be hurtful to ; in an old nautical
use, to take the wind from the sails of, as a
ship in line with another to windward.

All authoritie being dissolved, want of government did
more wrong their proceedings than all other crosses what-
soever. Quoted in Capt John Smith's Works, II. 267.

It [a play] is good, though wronged by my over great
expectations, as all things else are. Pepys, Diary, I. 149.

To use the seaman's phrase, we were very much wronged
by the ship that bad us in chase.

SmoUett, Roderick Random, Ixv.

3. To be in the wrong in regard to; view or
consider wrongly; give an erroneous seeming
to; put in the wrong, or in a false light.

Thy creatures wrong thee, O thou sov'reign Good

!

Thou art not loved because not understood.
Cowper, Happy Solitude— Unhappy Men (trans.).

Thy friendship thus thy judgment wronging
With praises not to me belonging.

Scott, ilarmion, iii., Int.

wrong-doer (rdng'do'^r), n. 1. One who does
wrong, or commits wrongful or reprehensible
acts ; any offender against the moral law.

Especially when we see the wrong-doer prosperous do
we feel as if the injustice of fortune ought to be redressed.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 10.

2. In law, one who commits a tort or trespass;
a tort-feaser.

wrong-doing (rdng'dS'ing), «. The doing of
wrong ; behavior the opposite of what is right

;

blameworthy action in general.

wronget, wrbngent. Middle English forms of
irniiui.

wrongeoust, i. An old spelling of wrongous.
wronger (rdng'^r), n. [< wrong + -erl.] One
who inflicts wrong or harm; aninjurer; amis-
user.

Hold, shepherd, hold ! learn not to be a wronger
Of your word. Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 3.

Caitiffs and wrongers of the world. Tennyson, Geraint.

wrongful (rong'fiil), a. [< ME. wrongful; <

wrong, «., + -/«/.] Full of or characterized by
wrong; injurious ; unjust ; unfair : as, a wrowi/-

ful taking of property.

I am so far from granting thy request
That I despise thee for thy wronaful suit

Shak., T. O. of V., iv. 2. 102.

=8jTl. See wrong, a.

wrongfully (r6ng'ful-i), adv. In a wrong man-
ner ; in a manner contrary to the moral law or
to justice ; unjustly : as, to accuse one wrong-
fully ; to suffer wrongfully.

Accusing the Lady Hero wronnftUly.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 2. 61.

wrongfulness (rdng'fiil-nes), n. The quality
of being wrong or wrongful ; injustice.

wronghead (rdng'hed), a. and n. [< wrong +
head.] I. a. Same as wrongheaded. [Rare.]

This jealous, waspish, wrong-head, rhyming race.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. IL 14a

II. «. A wrongheaded person. [Rare.]
wrongheaded (rong'hed'ed), a. [i wronghead
+ -eiP.^ Characterized by or due to perver-
sity of the judgment; obstinately opinionated;
misguided; stubborn.

A wrongheaded distrust of England.
Bp. Berkeley, Querist, $ 436.

wrongheadedly (r6ng'hed'ed-li), adv. In a
wronfjhciulcil manner; obstinately; perversely.

He (Johnson] . . . then rose to be under the care of Mr,
Hunter, the bead-master, who, according to his account,
was very severe, and wrongheadedly severe.

Bogwetl, Johnson, an. 171ft.

wrongheadedness (r6ng'hed"ed-nes), «. The
state or character of being wrongheaded; per-
versity of judgment.
There is no end of his misfortunes and icrongheadednea

!

WalpoU, Letters, IL 280.
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wronghearted (r6ng'har"ted), a. Wrong in
heart or sensibility ; not right or just in feeling.

wrongheartedness (r6ng'hiir"ted-nes), n. The
state or character of being wronghearted

;
per-

versity of feeling.

Wrong-headedness may be as fatal now as wroii^-heart-
edness. The Century, XXIX. 910.

wrongless (r6ng'les), a. [< wrong, »., -t- -less.'i

Void of wrong. [Rare.]
wronglessly (r6ug'les-li), adv. Without wrong
or harm; harmlessly. [Rare.]
He was . . . honourably courteous, and wronglessly

valiant. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

wrongly (rdng'li), adv. [< ME. wrongliche; <

wrong -h -ly^.^ In a wrong or erroneous man-
ner; unjustly; mistakenly.

Thou . . . wouldst not play false.
And yet wouldst wrongly win.

« Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 23.

wrongminded (r6ng'min"ded), a. Having a
mind wrongly inclined; entertaining erroneous
or distorted views.
wrongness (r6ng'nes), n. [< ME. wrongnesse ;
< wrong, a., + -ness.'] If. Crookedness; wry-
ness; unevenness. Prompt. Parv., -p. 5Zi.— 2.
The state or condition of being wrong or erro-
neous; heinousness; faultiness.

The best have great wrongnesses within themselves,
which they complain of, and endeavour to amend.

Butter, Analogy of Religion. (Latham.)

The wnmgnest of murder is known by a moral intuition.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 14.

wrongous (r6ng'us), a. [Also wrongeous; <
ME. wrongous, for earlier wrongwis, wrangwis
(= Sw. vrdngyis), wrong, iniquitous ; < wrong +
wise^. Of. righteous.'] If. Wrongful; unjust;
improper.

I will not father my bairn on you,
Nor on no wrongous man.

ChUde Vyet (Cbllds Ballads, IL 77).

2. In Scote tow, not right ; tmjust; illegal: as,

wrongous imprisonment.
Every wrong must be judged by the first violent and

vrrongous ground whereupon it proceeds.
James I., To Bacon, Aug. 25, 1617.

wrongouslyt (rdng'us-li), adv. [Also wrongeous-
ly; < ME. wrongously ; < tcrongous + -ly^.'] Un-
justly; wrongfully; unfairly.

Here haue we done and shewid curtessy,
Where to wrongously uillanous ye doo,
To thys noble damicel and lady.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1867.

Wronski's theorem. See theorem.

wroott, c. An old spelling of root'^.

wrott. An old spelling of wrote^.

wrote! (rot). Preterit and obsolete or vulgar
past participle of write.

wrote-t, V. A Middle English form of roof2.

Right as a soughe wroteth in everich ordure, so wroteth
hire beautee in the stynkyng ordure of synn.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

wroth (rdth), a. [< ME. wroth, wrooth, < AS.
wrath, angry (= 08. wreth = D. wreed, cruel,

= Icel. reithr = Sw. Dan. vred, angry)
;
prob.

orig. 'twisted,' perverse (= MHG. reit, reid,

curled, twisted), < writhan, pret. wrath, twist,

writhe : see writAe. Hence ult. tcraWi, «.] Ex-
cited by wrath; wrathful; indignant; angry:
rarely used attributively.

Revel and trouthe, as in a low degree.
They been ful wrothe al day, as men may see.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, I. 34.

In euery thyng thanne was he grevid soore.

And more wrother thanne he was before.
Oenerydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1568.

Sir Aldingar was wrothe in his mind.
With her hee was never content.

Sir Aldingar (Child's Ballads, III. 244).

Cain was very wroth, and his countenance fell.

Gen. iv. 6.

wrotht (rdth), V. i. [ME. wrothen, var. of wrath-
en : see wrath, ».] To become angry; be wrath-
ful; rage.

Again Melusine wrolhed he ful sore.

That to hir sayd moch repref and velony.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1264.

wrothful (rdth'ful), a. An erroneous form for

icratliful.

The knight, yet uirothjull for his late disgrace,

Fiercely advaunst his valorous right arme.
Spenser,i\ Q., II. li. 34.

wrothlyt (r6th'li), adv. [< ME. wrothli; < wroth
+ -ly^.] Wrathfully; angrily.

Whan wllliara saw hire wepe, wrothli he seide,

"For seynt mary lone, madam e, why make ye this sorwe? "

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. :i«83.

wrought (rat), p. a. [Pp. of work.] Worked,
as distinguished from rough: noting masonry,
carpentry, etc.

wryly

wrought-iron (rat'i''ern), n. Iron that is or
may be wrought into form by forging or roll-
ing, and that is capable of being welded; malle-
able iron. See iron.

wrung (rung). Preterit and past participle of
iDring.

wryl (ri), V.
;
pret. and pp. wried. ppr. wrying.

[< ME. wrien, wryen, < AS. wrigian, drive, tend,
turn, bend. Cf. wrick, wrig, wriggle. Hence
wryl, a., awry.] I. intrans. 1. To turn; bend;
wind ; twist or twine about, with or without
change of place.

How well a certain wrying I had of my neck became me.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, it

The first with divers crooks and turnings wrwi.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, v.

2. To swerve or go obliquely; go awry or
astray; deviate from the right course, physi-
cally or morally.

And she sproong as a colt doth in the trave.
And with her heed she wryed faste awey.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 97.

No manere mede shulde make him wrye,
ffor to trien a trouthe be-twynne two sidis.

Richard the Redeless, ii. 84.

How many
. . . murder wives much better than themselves
For wrying but a little ! Shak., Cymbellne, v. 1. 6.

II. trans. 1 . To turn ; twist aside.

Soone tbei can ther hedys a-way wrye,
And to faire speche lightly ther erys close.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 63.

2. To give a twist to ; make wry ; writhe

;

wring.

Using their wryed countenances, instead of a vice, to
turn the good aspects of all that shall sit near them.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 4.

Guests by hundreds — not one caring
If the dear host's neck were wried.

Browning, In a Gondola.

3. Figuratively, to pervert; alter.

They have wrested &ndwryed his [Christ's] doctrine, and
like a rule of lead have applied it to men's manners.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Ill slant eyes interpret the straight sun,
But in their scope its white is wried to black.

Swinburne, At Eleusls.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]
wryl (ri), a. and «. [< roryl, v. Cf. awry.] I.

a. 1. Abnormally bent or turned to one side

;

in a state of contortion ; twisted ; distorted

;

askew.
With fair black eyes and hair and a wry nose.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

He calls them [the clergy] the Saints with Screw'd Faces
and wry Mouths.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 232.

2. Crooked; bent; not straight. [Rare.]

Losing himself in many a wry meander.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 2.

3. Devious in course or purpose; divaricating;
aberrant ; misdirected.

He's one I would not have a wry thought darted against,
willingly. JS. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, li. 1.

Every wry step by which he imagines himself to have
declined from the path of duty affrights him when he re-

flects on it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xv.

To make a wry face or mouth, to manifest disgust, dis-

pleasure, pain, or the like, by distorting or puckering up
the face or mouth.

You seem resolved to do credit to our mystery, and die
like a man, without making wry nwuths.

Scott, Quentin Durward, xxxiv.

II. H, A twisting about, or out of shape or

course ; distortion ; a distorting effect. [Rare
or prov. Eng.]

He [the loach] looks so innocent, you make full sure to

prog him well, in spite of the wry of the water.
R. D. Blacknwre, Lorna Doone, vii.

wry^t, V. t. [< ME. wryen, wrien, wreon, < AS.
wredn, *wrilian, ONorth. wria (pp. wrigen), cov-

er, clothe. Cf. n'5'2.] To cover; clothe; cover
up; cloak; hide.

Wry [var. wre] the gleed, and hotter is the fyr.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 735.

But of his hondwerk wolde he gete
Clothes to wryne hym, and his mete.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6684.

With floode gravel let diligence hem wrie,

And XXX dayes under that hem kepe.
Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 216.

wrybill (ri'bil), n. A kind of plover, Anarhyn-
chus frontalis, of New Zealand, having the bill

bent sidewise. See second cut under plover.

wry-billed (ri'bild), a. Having the bill awry
or bent sidewise : as, the wry-hilled plover. See
second cut \riiAer plover.

wryly (ri'li), adv. [< wry^ + -ly^.] In a wry,
distorted, or awkward manner.



wryly
Most of them have tried their fortune at some little lot-

tery-office of literature, and, receiving a blank, have chewed
upon it harshly and uvyly,

Landor, Imag. Conv., Southey and Porson, i.

wrymouth (ri'mouth), n. In ichth.: (a) Any
fish of the family Cryptacanthodidie (whicli see).
The common wrymouth is Cryptacanthodes maculatus, a

spotless variety of which is the ghost-fish, specified as C.

inornaUts. It is a blennioid of slender eel-like form, nor-
mally profusely spotted, found not very commonly on the
Atlantic coast of Nortli America.

The cod-flah, the cunner, the sea-raven, the rock-eel,

and the wry-moidh, which inhabit these brilliant groves,
are all colored to match their surroundings.

Science, XV. 212.

(6) The electric ray, torpedo, or numb-fish.
See cuts under Torpedinidse and torpedo.

'Wry-monthed (ri'moutht), a. l. Having a
crooked mouth ; hence, untlattering.

A shaggy tapestry : . . .

Instructive work ! whose tcry-mouth'd portraiture
Display'd the fates her confessors endure.

Pope, Duneiad, ii. lilj.

2. In conch., having an irregular or distorted

aperture of the shell. P. P. Carpenter.

WTjmeck (ri'nek), n. 1. A twisted or distorted

neck ; a deformity in which the neck is drawn
to one side and rotated. See torticollis.— 2.

A spasmodic disease of sheep, in which the
head is drawn to ono side.— 3. A scansorial

piearian bird of the genus lynx (Jtinx, or Yu7ix)
,

allied to the woodpeckers, and belonging to the

same family or a closely related one : so called

from the singular manner in which it can twist

the neck, and so turn it awry. The common wry-
neck of Europe is /. (J. or Y.) torquUla ; there are sev-

eral other similar species. These birds have the toes in

pairs, the bill straight and hard, the tongue extremely

Common Wryneck i^tynx torquilia).

long, slender, and extensile, and most other characters of

the true Piddsc or woodpeckers ; but the tail-feathers are
soft, broad, and rounded at the ends, and not used in

climbing. The wryneck is migrator>- and insectivorous,

and its general habits are similar to those of woodpeckers.
It has a variety of names pointing to its arrival in the Brit-

ish Islands at the same time as the cuckoo, as cuckoo's-foot,

-footnmn, -knave, -leader, -maid, -mute, -messenger, -mar-
row, -whit, etc. It is also called UTitfieneck and snake-
bird, from the twisting of its neck ; long-tongue and tongue-
bird, from its long tongue ; emmet-hunter, from feeding
on ants

;
pea-bird, weet-bird, from its cry ; turkey-bird, nile-

bird, and slab, for some unexplained reasons.

Even while I write I hear the quaint queak, queak,
queak of the vnyneck.

Mortimer Colling, Thoughts in my Garden, I. 02.

The uryneck will tap the tree, to stimulate the insect
to run out to be eaten entire.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 30.

wry-necked (ri'nekt), a. Having a wry or dis-

torted neck.
When yon hear the drum,

And the vile squealing of the wry-neck'd fife.

Shak., M. of V.,ii. 6. 30.

[By some this is understood as an allusion to the bend of the
flfer's neck while playing upon his instrument; by others
(less probably) to an old form of the flute, called the flute-

A-bec, having a curved mouthpiece like the beak of a bird
at one side.]

A fife is a wry-neckt musician, for he always looks away
from his instrument.

llamdtry Hich, Irish Hubbub (1616). (Fumess.)

wryness (ri'nes), n. The state of being wry or
distorted.

wrytt, wrytet, wrytliet. Obsolete spellings of

writ^, write, writhe.

W. S, -An abbreviation of writer to the signet.

See signet.
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W. S. W. An abbreviation of west-southwest.

Wt. A contraction of weight.

WUCht. An obsolete form of which^.

WUd (wud), a. A Scotch form of icood^^.

wudder (wud'er), V. i. See wuther.

wudet, "• A Middle English form of wood^.
wulfenite (wul'fen-it), n. [Named after Baron
von Wiilffen or Wiilfcn (1728-1805), an Austrian
scientist.] Native lead molybdate, a mineral
of a bright-yellow to orange, red, green, or

brown color and resinous to adamantine luster.
It occurs in tetragonal crystals, often in very thin tabular
form, also granular massive. Also called yellow lead ore.

Willi. An obsolete or dialectal form of witft,

wilV^.

wtunmel, wtunmle, ". Scotch forms of wimble^.

WTint, r. i. See iconl.

wungee (wun'je), n. [E. Ind.] A variety in

India of the muskmelon, (^cmnis Melo, some-
times regarded as a species, C. cicatrisattis. It

is of an ovate form, about inches long.

wurali, wurari, «. Same as curari.

wurdt, n. An old spelling of toord^.

wurmalt (wer'mal), n. Same as wormal.
wurrus (wur'usj, n. [< Ar. wars, a dyestuff
similar to kamila.] A brick-red dye-powder,
somewhat like dragon's-blood, collected from
the seeds of Eottlera tinctoria.

WUrset, wurstt. Old spellings of worse, tcorst.

Wiirtemberger(wer'tem-b6rg-er;G.pron.viir'-
tem-ber-ger), n. [< Wiirtemherg (G. Wiirttem-

herg) (see def.) + -c/'l.] An inhabitant of Wiir-

temberg, a kingdom of southern Germany.
Wlirtemberg siphon. See siphon.

wurtht. An old spelling otworth'^, worth^.

WTirtzilite (wert'sil-It)), n. [Named after Dr.
Henry Wurtz, of New York (b. 1828).] A kind
of solid bitumen found in the Uintah Moun-
tains, Utah. It has a deep-black color and brilliant lus-

ter, and breaks with a conchoidal fracture. It is elastic

when slightly warmed, and in boiling water becomes soft

and plastic.

WUrtzite ( wert'sit), n. [After C. A. Wurt:: (1817-

1884), a French chemist.] Sulphid of zinc oc-

curring in hexagonal crystals, isomorphous with
greenockite. Sulphid of zinc is accordingly dimor-
phous, the common form, sphalerite or zinc-blende, being
isometric. Also called spiauterite.

Wiirzburger (werts'bferg-er; G.pron. vtirts'bur-

ger), n. Wine made in the neighborhood of the

city of Wiirzburg, in Bavaria. This name is often

given to the wines more properly called Leisten-wein and
Stein-wein, and to the famous "wine of the Holy Ghost."

WUS^t, ^. i. See row^.

WUS-t, » A Middle English form of woose, ooze.

Hee wringes oute the wet wus and went on his gate.

Alisaunder ofMacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 712.

wuther (wuTH'er), V. i. [Also wudder; perhaps
ult. < AS. woth, a noise, cry, sound.] To make
a sullen roar, as the wind. [North. Eng.]

The air was now dark with snow ; an Iceland blast was
driving it wildly. This pair neither heard the long itntth-

ering rush, nor saw the white burden it drifted.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxiii.

From time to time the wind wuthd'ed in the chimney
at his back.

R. L. Steveimm and h. Osbourne, The Wrong Box, vi.

There was also a wuihering wind sobbing through the
narrow wet streets. A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, iv.

wuther (wuTH'er), n. [Also wudder; < louther,

!).] A low roaring or rustling, as of the wind.
[North. Eng.]

I felt sure ... by the wuther of wind amongst trees,

denoting a garden outside. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xvi.

WUZZent (wuz'ent), a. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of wizened.

An I had ye amang the Frigate-Whins, wadna I set my
ten talents in your umzzent face for that very word

!

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

WUZZle (wuz'l), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. tcvzded,
ppr. wuzzling. [Origin obscure.] To mingle

;

mix
;
jumble ; muddle. [New Eng.]

He wu7zled things up in the most singular way.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 03.

Wyandotte (wi'an-dot), h. [From the Ameri-
can Indian tribal name Wyandotte.'] An Ameri-
can variety of the domestic hen, of medium
size and compact form, hardy, and valuable for

eggs and for the table. The silver wyandotte, the

wyvem
typical variety, has every feather white in the middle and
heavily margined with black, except the black tail-feathers

and primaries, the hackle (and in males the saddle), which
is white striped with black, and the white wing-ljows of
the males. The golden Wyandotte replaces the whit^; of
the silver variety hy orange or deep-l>uff ; and the wliite
Wyandotte is pure-white. The combs are rose, legs yel-

low, and ear-lobes red.

wych (wich), n. See wick*.

wych-elm, wych-hazel, n. See witch-elm, witch-
liazcl.

Wyclifite.Wycliffite ( wik'lif-it), a. and n. [Also
WicUffilc. llick-liffitc; < Wyclif, etc. (see det), +
-j(c2.i I. a. Of or pertaining to John Wyolif
or de Wyclif (a name also written Wiclif, Wick-
liffe, Wyckliffe, and in various other ways re-

flecting the varying orthography of his time,
propeny in modem spelling Wic'kliff), an Eng-
lish theologian, reformer, and translator of the
Bible from the Vulgate (died 1384).

II. n. One of the followers of Wyclif, com-
monly called Lollards. Wyclif's doctrines, propa-
gated in his lifetime and later by open-air preachers
called "poor priests," largely coincided with the later

teachings of Luther.

wydet, a. An old spelling of wide.

wydewhert, adv. See widewhere.

wyeH, «• See wie.

wye^ (wi), n. The letter Y, or something re-

sembling it.

wyert, «• In her., same as viure.

wyft, II. An old spelling of wife.

Wykehamist (wik'am-ist), n. [< Wykehani
(see def.) -t- -«.s<.] A student, or one who has
been a student, of Winchester College in Eng-
land, founded by William of Wykeham (1324-
1404), Bishop of Winchester and Chancellor of

England, as a preparatory school for New Col-

lege at Oxford, also founded by him. Also
used attributively.

It may reasonably be hoped that this is not Wykehamist
Greek. Athenseum, No. 8303, p. 212.

We notice a complaint that Wykehamists obtained an
undue proportion of the university prizes.

The Academy, No. 873, p. 50.

wylet, " -An old spelling of wile^.

wylie-COat (wi'li-kot), n. [Sc. ; also spelled
wylc-cot, wilic-coat; first element uncertain.] A
flannel garment worn under the outer clothes;

an under-vost or under-petticoat.

wylot, «• An old spelling of willmc^.

wynt, "• An old spelling of wine.

wyndl (wind), n. [Another spelllnjj and use of
jpiHrfl,)).] .A.n alley; a lane; especially, a nar-
row alley used as a street in a town. [Scotch.]

The ipynds of Glaagow, where there was little more than
a chink of daylight to show the hatred in women's faces.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxvii.

wynd^t, 11. A Middle English spelling of wind-.

wyndast, ". -An obsolete spelling of windas.

wyiidewet, 'W3TOdowet, wyndwet, wynewet, »'•

Middle English forms of winnow.
wyndret, ''• An unexplained verb, probably
meaning ' to attire ' or ' to adom,' found in the
following passage:

It nedede nought
To wyndre hir or to peynte hir ought.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1020.

wynkt, n. A Middle English spelling of wink'^.

wynn (win), n. [Origin obscure.] A kind of

timber truck or carriage. Simmonds.
wyntt. A contraction of windeth, third person
singular indicative present of wind^.

wypet, "• l^ ME. wipe, wype, a bird, < Sw.
Norw. Hpa = Dan. ribe. lapwing; perhaps so

called from its habit of fluttering its wings (ef.

Vanelliis), from the verb represented by Sw.
vippa, rock, see-saw, tilt: see whip^. Otherwise
imitative ; cf . iceep^.] A lapwing.

Wype, bryde or lapwynge. Upupa. Prompt. Parv., p. 530.

wypert, n. Same as wiper.

wyppyl-tret, «• A Middle English form of

whippcl-tree.

wyst, wyset, a. Old spellings of loise'^. Chaucer.

wytet, V. and n. Another spelling of wite^.

wythe, «. See laithe.

wyvet, '•. An old spelling of wire.

wyvert, «. See wiver.

wyvernt, «• See wivern.



1. The twenty-fourth letter

and nineteenth eonsonant-
sigii in the English alpha-
bet . In the Latin alphabet, from
which it comes to ours, it followed
next after 6'' or r(which were then
only one letter: see f), and was
till a late date the last letter in
that alphabet, till Y and Z (see

those letters) were finally added
from the Greelv to represent pe-

culiar Greek sounds. The si^n X was a Greek addition

to the Plienician alphabet ; it had in early Greek use a
divided value : in the eastern alphabets, that of kh (besides

the si^ns for pk and th) ; in tlie western, that of A-» (besides

the signs for p* and tyorduX The former of the two came
afterward to be the universally accepted value in Greece
itself ; while the latter was carried over into Italy, and so

became Roman, and was passed on to us. Hence our X lias

in general the Latin value kg; but as initial (almost only in

words from the Greek, and there representing a ditferent

Greek character, the *rt) we have reduced it to the z-sound,

as in Xerxeg, xanthous. In many words also, especially

amongthose beginning with ex, it is made sonant, or pro-

nounced as fjz. The accepted rule for tliia is that the gz-

sound is given after an luiaccented before an accented
vowel, as in ex^rt, exilic ieijzert^ egzilic)^ over against ^icr-

cise, ^xUe {eknercize, ek»}t). But usage does not follow the

rule with e-xactnesa, and many cultivated speakers disre-

gard the distinction altogether, pronouncing everywhere
alike kg (or kz). In any case, the sign A' is superfluous in

Englisii, as it was in Latin and in Greek ; it denotes no
sound which is not fully provided for otherwise. In Old
English it was sometimes used for «A, as in xal = shcUl.

2. As a numeral, X stands for ten. When laid

horizontally ( X), it stands for a thousand, and with a dash

over it (X). it stands for ten thousand.

3. A.S an abbreviation, X. stands for Christ, as

in Xn. (Christian), Xmas. (Christmas).—4. As a
symbol : (a) In ornith., in myological formulas,

the symbol of the semitendinosus muscle. A.

H.Garrod. (h) In math .: (1) [I.e.'] In algebra,

the first of the unknown quantities or variables.

(2) [I. c] In analytical geometry, an abscissa

or otherreetilinear point-coordinate. (3) In me-
chanics, tiie component of a force in the direc-

tion of the axis of x.— 5. Originally, a mark on
brewers' casks ; hence, a name given to ale of

a certain quality. Compare XX, XXX

—

Xn
function. .Hee/uJwrfiOTi.

xanorphica (za-nor'fi-kil), n. A musical in-

strument, resemblinj; the harmonichord and
the tetrachordon, invented by RoUig in 1801,

the strings of which were sounded by means of

little bows.
Xantharpyia {zan-thUr-pi'i-a), n. [Nil. (J. E.

Gray), < Gr. iavHoi;, yellow," + NL. Harpi/kt,

q. v!] A genus of Pteronodidx. X. ampkiicati-

data is a fruit-bat of the Austroraalayaii sul)-

region.

zantharsenite (zan-thiir'se-nit), n. [< Gr. far-

Hor, yellow, + E. arsenite,'] A hydrated arsenate
of manganese, occurring in sulphur-yellow mas-
sive forms. It is found in Sweden, and is re-

latnl to ehondrarsenite.
zanthate (zan'that), ». [<xanth{ic) + -ate'^.']

A salt of xanthic acid.

zanthein ( zan ' the-in ) , n. [< Gr. (avOdf, yellow,

-I- -<;-!«2.] That part of the yellow coloring

matter in flowers wliich is soluble in water, as

distinguished from xanthin, which is the insol-

uble part.

zanthelasma (zan-thf-las'mft), n. [NL., < Gr.

iai'Oor, yellow, + BMO/ia, a plate.] Same as

xanthoma.
Xanthia (zan'thi-a), «. [NL. (Ochsenheimer,
1«16),< Gr. faveoc,"yellow.] A genus of moths,
of the family Orthosiid«, having slender porrect

palpi, and mostly yellow or orange fore wings
undulating along their exterior border. Itcom-
prises alKjut 3f) species, and Is represented in Europe, Asia,

North and .South America, and the West Indies. X. Jul-

<(iqo Is the sallowmoth of Europe. Its larva feeds when
young on catkins of willow, lat«r on bramble and plan-

tain.

Xanthian (zan'thi-an), a. [<Gr. Sai^oc, Xan-
thus (see def.).] (if or belonging to Xanthus,
an ancient town of Lycia in Asia Minor

—

Xan-
thian sculptures, a large collection of sculptures, chiefly

sepuldiral, from Xanthus and the neighboring region, iire-

•erved in the British Museum. The collection includes

the reliefs from the so-called Harpy tomb. See Harpy
monument, under tiarp;/,

zanthic (zan'thik), a. [< Gr. ^av06^, yellow, -I-

-ie.] Tending toward a yellow color; of or
relating to xanthin; yellow, referring to the
color of the urine Xanthic acid, the general name
of the esters or ether-acids of thiosulphocarbonic acid,
as ethyl xanthic acid, C.8O.C2H5.SH, a heavy, oily li-

quid with a penetrating smell and a sharp, astringent
taste, many of wh<ise salts have a yellow color.

—

Xanthic
calculus, a urinary calculus composed in great pai"t of
xanthin.— Xanthic flowers, flowers which have yellow
for their type, and are capable of passing into red or white,
but never into blue. Those flowers of which- blue is the
type, and which are capable of passing into red or white,
but never into yellow, have been termeii cyanic Jlmverg,—
Xanthic oxld, xanthin.—Xanthlc-oxid calculus. Same
.as lantMc calculus,

zanthidt (zan'thid), H. [< Gr. favOof, yellow,
-t- -id-.] A compound of xanthogen.

xanthin, xanthine (zan'thin), «. [Also zanthin;
< Gr. ^miiui:, yellow, + -in^, -jhc2.] One of sev-
eral substances, so named with reference to

their color. Especially— (o) That part of the yellow
coloring matter of flowers which is insoluble in water, (6)

The yellow coloring matter contained in madder, (c) A
gaseous product of the decomposition of xanthates. (d)

A complex body, C5H4N4O2, related to uric acid, occur-
ring normally in small quantity in the blood, urine, and
liver, and occasionally In urinary calculi. It is a white
dimorphous body, and combines with both acids and bases.

—Xanthin calculus. Same as xanthic calculus. See
Q:antfiic.

xanthinuria (zan-thi-nu.'ri-a), n. [< xanthin +
Gr. ovpov, urine.] The excretion of xanthin in ab-
normal quantity in the urine. .Also xanthuria.

Xanthlspa (zan-this'pa), n. [NL. (Baly, 1858),

< Gr. fai'Sfif, yellow, + NL. Hlspa, q. v.] A
genus of leaf-beetles, of the family Chryso-
melidx, erected for the single species X eimi-

coides, from Cayenne.
Xanthitane (zan'thi-tan), n. [< Gr. ^av66q, yel-

low, + (()jton(jc).] An alteration-product of

the sphene (titanite) from Henderson county.

North Carolina. In composition it is analogous
to the clays, but contains chiefly titanic acid

instead of silica.

zanthite (zan'thit), n. [< Gr. fat^iif, yellow,

-t- -ite'^.'] A variety of vesuvianite found in

limestone near Amity, New York.

Xanthinm (zan'thium), ». [NL. (Toumefort,
1700; earlier by Lobel, 1376), < Gr. ^avOmv, a

plant, said to be A', strumarium, and to have
been so named because its infusion turned the

hair yellow; < favSii?, yellow.] A genus of com-
posite plants, of the tribe Uelianthoideee and
subtribe Amhrosieee. it is characterized by unisexual

flower-heads, the male with a single row of separate bracts.

leaveswhich are lobed and closely tomentose, or are coarse-
ly toothed and gi-eenlsh. The small moncecious flower-

heads are solitary or clustered in the axils ; in the fertile

heads the fruit forms a large spiny bur containi?ig the
achenes. The species are known as cockle-hur, or as clot-

bur; 3 occur in the United States, only 1 of whlcli is a na-
tive, X. Canadense, which varies near the coast and the
Great Lakes to a dwjirf v.iriety, echinatuin, known as sea-

burdock; of tlie others, A', spinosuui, the spiny clot-bur,

thought to be a native of Chili, is armed with slender yel-

lowish trifld spines in the axils ; and A', strumarium is the
common species of Europe. In England it is known as

ditch-bur, hurweed, louse-bur, and small burdock.

zanthiuria (zan-thi-ii'ri-a), n. Same as xan-
tliinuria.

Xantho (zan'tho), 11. [NL. (Leach, 1815), < Gr.
fai'Sdf, yellow.] A genus of brachyurous crus-
taceans, of the family Cancridx, with numerous
species. Also Xantlms.
xanthocarpous (zan-tho-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.
^avOoQ, yellow, H- Kapirdc, fruit.] In hot., hav-
ing yellow fruit.

Xanthocephalus (zan-tho-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
(Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr. ^avOoq, yellow, + Kci^aA//,

head.] A genus of Icieridm, or American black-
bird8,liaving as type the common yellow-headed
blackbird of the United States, first described
by Bonaparte in 1825 as Icterus icterocephahis,

and now known as X icterocephahis. This large

blackbird, of striking aspect, abounds in North America

Upper Part of the Stem with the Flower-heads and Leaves of

Cockle-bur {Xanthium strumarium).

a, stamtnate flower; *. pistillate flower; c, involucre, inclosing two
pistillate flowers.

the female armed with numeroushooked prickles. Twenty-

one species have been described, perhaps to be reduced to

four ; they are mostly of uncertain, perhiips of American,

origin, but are now widely naturalized throughout warm
regions. They are coarse weedy annuals with alternate
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Yellow-headed Blackbird {Xanthocephalus icttrocephalus'), male.

from Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin westward, extending
north into the British possessions, and south into Mexico.
The male is jet-black, with the whole head and neck
bright-yellow, except the black lores and a black space
about the base of tlie bill; there is a lai-ge white wing-
patch, and usually there are a few yellow feathers on the

thighs and vent. The length is from 10 to 11 inches, the

extent lej to 17i. Tlie female is smaller and chiefly brown-
ish. This blackbird nests in marshy places, and lays from
three to six eggs of a grayish-green color spotted with
reddish brown. Also called Xunihosomus.

Xanthochelus (zan-tho-ke'lus), «. [NL.
(Chevrolat, 1873), < Gr. '^aMg, yellow, -I- xi^l,

a claw.] A genus of snout-beetles, of the fam-
ily Curculionidie and subfamily Cleoninse, hav-

ing wings and somewhat pruinose elytra. It

contains less than a dozen species, distributed

from Egypt to Siberia.

Xanthochlorns (zan-tho-klo'rus), n. [NL.
(Loew, 1857), < Gr. fav^t^r, yellow, -f- x^"Pk,
greenish-yellow.] A genus of dipterous in-

sects, of the family Dolichopodidse, comprising

4. small rust-colored species with yellow wings,

of which 3 are European and 1 is North Amer-
ican. Leptopvs is a synonym.
Xanthochroa (zan-thok'ro-a),B. [NL.(Schmidt,

1846), < Gr. iavdoxpoof, with yellow sldn,< (avedc,

yellow, + W"«. W^«, the skin.] A genus of

beetles, of the family (Edemeridee, comprising 7

species, of which 3 are European, 1 is South

American, and 3 are North American. They are

small slender beetles with contiguous middle coxsr, one-

spurred front tibiae, and deeply emarglnate eyes.

Xanthochroi (zan-thok'ro-i), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of xanthochrous : see xanthochrous.'] In eth-

nol., one of the five groups into which some



Zanthochroi

anthropologists classify man, comprising the
blond tj'pe, or fair whites.

The Xanthochroi or fair whites — tall, with almost
colourless skin, blue or grey eyes, hair from straw colimr
to chestnut, anil skulls varying as to proportionate width
— are the prevalent inhabitants of Northern Europe, and
the type may lie traced into North Africa and eastward
as far as Hindostan. On the south and west it mixes with
that of the Melanochroi, or dark whites, and on the north
and east with that of the Mongoloids,

E. B. Tylor, Encyc. Brit., II. 113.

xanthocliroia (zan-tho-kroi'il), n. [NL., < Gr.

^avOdi, yellow, + xP^'^j t^if skin.] A yellow
discoloration of the skin resulting from pig-

mentary changes. Also xanthopathia, xantho-
pathy.

xanthochroic (zan-tho-kro'ik), a. [< xantho-
chro-OKS + -ic] Same as xanthochroous.

That distinction of light- and dark-haired populations
and individuals which anthropologists have designated
xantfuichroic and melanochroic.

A. WincheU, N. A. Eev., CXXXIX. 254.

xanthochroous (zan-thok'ro-us), a, [< NL.
"xanthochrous, < Gr. ^avddxpo'og, yellow-skinned,

< ^avdoi, yellow, -f- ;t:p<5a, skin, color.] Yellow-
skinned; of or pertaining to the Xanthochroi.

zanthocon, zanthocone (zan'tho-kon, -kou), n.

[< Gr. fai'0(5f, yellow, + K6vig, dust.] An arsenio-

sulphid of silver, of a dull-red or clove-brown
color, occurring in hexagonal tabular crystals,

but commonly in crystalline reniform masses.
When reduced to powder it becomes yellow
(whence the namejt Also zanthoconite.

xanthocreatine (zan-tho-kre'a-tin), n. [< Gr.

fapfiof, yellow, + Kpeag {Kpear-j, flesh, -I- -JMc2.]

A basic nitrogenous substance found in muscu-
lar tissue and occasionally in urine, occurring
in the form of yellow crystalline plates.

zanthocreatinine (zan"tho-kre-at'i-nin), ».

Same as xanthocreatine.

zanthocyanopsy (zan"tho-si-an'op-si), n. [<

Gr. ^avdog, yellow, -I- KvavoQ, dark-blue, -f- oi/;;?,

appearance.] Color-blindness in which the
ability to distinguish yellow and blue only is

present, vision for red being wanting.

Aanthocycla (zan-tho-sik'la), n. [NL. (Baly,

1875), < Gr. fav8(5f, yellow,' + KiiKAog, a ring,

circle.] A genus of beetles, of the family Chry-

somelidse, agreeing somewhat with Euphitrxa
in sternal structure, but with punctate-striate

elytra, and different hind thighs. The type isX
chaptiisi from India. The genus is supposed to

be synonymous with Amphimela (Chapuis,1875).

zanthoderma (zan-th6-d6r'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

(avd6(, yellow, -1- dipfia, the skin.] Yellowness
of the skin from any cause ; xanthochroia.

Xanthodes (zan-tho'dez), n. [NL. (Guen6e,
1852), < Gr. ^av66Q, yellow, -t- el6o(, form.] A ge-

nus of noctuid moths, of Guen^e's family Acon-
tidx, comprising a few species inhabiting south-

em Europe, Asia, and Africa, whose metamor-
phoses are unknown. The fore wings are en-

tire, usually rounded, and pale-yellow in color,

with red or violet-brown markings.

zanthodont (zan'tho-dont), a. [< Gr. ^av66g, yel-

low, + b6ov( (bdovT-) = E. tooth.'] Having yellow
teeth, as a rodent. The enamel of the front surface

of the incisors in rodents is, as a rule, of some bright color

into which yellow enters, mostly orange or of a still more
reddened tint, furnishing a notal)Ie exception to the white
teeth of most mammals, the piceous or reddish-black teeth
of most shrews being another exception to the rule.

zanthodontous (zan-tho-don'tus), a. [< xati"

thodont + -o«s.] Same as xanthodont.

zanthogen (zan'tho-jen), n. [< Gr. ^av66g, yel-

low, -f- -yevf/Q, producing: see -gen.'] A hypo-
thetical radical formerly supposed to exist in

xanthic acid and its compounds.
Xanthogramma (zan-tho-gram'a), n. [NL.
(Sehiner, 1860), < Gr. ^avdd^, yellovv, + ypd/i/ia,

mark, letter.] A genus of dipterous insects, of

the family Syrphidx, closely allied to the genus
Syrphus, and comprising 3 European and 5

North American species. They are large, almost
naked flies, of a metallic black color broken with yellow
spots and bands. The larvas probably feed on plant-

lice.

Xantholestes (zan-tho-les'tez), n. [NL. (R.

B. Sharpe, 1877), < Gr. ^avddg, yellow, + lijariii:,

a robber: see Lestes.] In ornith., a genus of

Philippine flycatchers, inhabiting the island of

Panay. X. jtanayenMs is the only species, 4f
inches long, olive-yellow above and bright-yel-

low below.
Xantholinns (zan-tho-li'nus), n. [NL. (Ser-

ville, 1825), < Gr. favfliif, yellow, + NL. {Sta-

phy)Unus.] A genus of rove-beetles or Staphy-
linidse, of universal distribution, and compris-
ing about 100 species, distinguished chiefly b^
the long terminal joint of the maxillary palpi.
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They are found under dead leaves, stones, and moss ; but
a few European species are myrniecophilous, living in the
nests of Ftynnica rVifa and F. /uliginosa.

Xantholites (zan-tho-li'tez), n. [NL. (Ethe-
ridge), < Gr. ^ai>66c, yellow, + At^of, stone.] A
genus of fossil crustaceans from the London
clay.

xanthoma (zan-tho'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. fav-

66^, yellow, + -oma.] A connective-tissue new
growth in the skin, forming soft yellow patches,
either flat {xanthoma planum) or tuberculated
(xanthoma tuberosum). The former is especially apt
to occur on the eyelids, being then called xanthoma palpe-
brarum. Also called vitiligoidea and xanthelasitm.

zanthomatOUS (zan-thom'a-tus), a. [< xan-
thoma(lr-) + -0!(.s.] In paiAoZ., of or pertaining

to xanthoma : as, the xanthomatous diathesis.

zanthomelanous (zan-tho-mel'a-nus), a. [< Gr.

^avdog, yellow, + iii'kaQ (/icAav-), black.] Noting
a type or race of men. See the quotation.

TheXanthomelanmis, with black hair and yellow, brown,
or olive skins. Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 153.

Xanthoma (zan-tho'ni-a), n. [NL. (Baly, 1863),

< ^avOdg, yellow.] A genus of chrysomelid bee-
tles, comprising 4 species, all North American.
X. stevensi and X. villosula feed on the leaves of

the black walnut.
zanthopathy (zan-thop'a-thi), n. [< NL. xan-
thopathia, < Gr. ^avOog, yellow, + ttoSoq, disease.]

Same as xanthochroia.

Xanthophsea (zan-tho-fe'a), n. [NL. (Chau-
doir, 1848), < ^avddg, yellow, + (paidc, dusky.] A
genus of beetles, of the family Carahidx, com-
prising 2 species, one from Australia and the
other from Oceanica.
zanthophane (zan'tho-fan), n. [< Gr. ^av66^,

yellow, -1- -<l>ai>'K, ^ <paiveadat, appear.] A yellow
coloring matter derived from the retina.

zanthophyl, zanthophyll (zan'tho-fil), ». [<

Gr. ^av06c, yellow, + fr^iAov, leaf.] In hot, the
peculiar yellow coloring matter of autumn
leaves, due to the decomposition of chlorophyl.

Its chemical composition and the processes of

its formation are not well known. See chlo-

rophyl, chrysophyl. Also c&iled jyhylloxanthin.

zantnophylline (zan-tho-fil'in), ». [< xantho-
phyl + -ine^.] Same as' xanthophyl.

Zanthophyllite (zan-tho-fil'it), n. [As xantho-
phyl -t- -ite"^.] A mineral allied to the micas,
occurring in crusts or implanted globules in

taleose schist: found in Zlatotist in the Ural.
Waluewite is a variety in distinct tabular crystals. Xan-
thophyllite is closely allied to seybertite (clintonite), and
these species, with cbloritoid, ottrelite, etc., constitute the
clintonite group, or the brittle micas.

zanthopicrin (zan-tho-pik'rin), n. [< Gr. fav-

66q, yellow, -t- niKpdg, bitter, + -in^.] In chem.,

a name given by Chevallier and Pelletan to a
yellow coloring matter from the bark of Xan-
thoxylum Caribseum, afterward shown to be
identical with bei'berine.

zanthopicrite (zan-tho-pik'nt), n. [< Gr. fav-

66^, yellow, + mKpdc, bitter, + -ite'^.] Same as
xanthojiicrin.

zanthopous (zan'tho-pus), a. [< Gr. (av06;,

yellow, -t- TToi'f (vod-j = 'E.foot.] In hot., hav-
ing a yellow stem.

zanthoproteic (zan-tho-pro'te-ik), a. [< xan-
thoprote(in) + -ic] Related to or derived from
xanthroprotein Xanthoproteic acid, a non-crys-

talliziible acid substance resulting from the decomposi-
tion of albuminoids by nitric acid.

zanthoprotein (zan-tho-pro'te-in), n. [< Gr.

^avdog, yellow, -1- E. protein.] The characteris-

tic yellow substance formed by the action of hot
nitric acid on proteid matters.

zanthoproteinic (zan-tho-pro-tf-in'ik), a. [<

xanthoprotein -t- -ic] Related'to xanthopro-
tein.

zanthopsin (-zan-thop'sin), n. [As xanthopg-y
+ -in'^.] Yellow pigment of the retina.

zanthopsy (zan'thop-si), n. [< NL. xanthopsia,

< Gr. favTOf, yellow, -t- ofi^, appearance.] Color-

blindness in which all objects seem to have a

yellow tinge
;
yellow vision.

zanthopsydracia (zan-thop-si-dra'si-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. farSof, yellow, -t- -ilihSpa^, a blister.]

The presence of pustules on the skin.

Xantnoptera (zan-thop'te-ra), «. [NL. (Sodoff-

sky, 1837), < Gr. ^av66<;, yellow, + Ttrepdv, wing.]

A genus of noctuid moths, of Guen^e's family

Anthophilidie, compris-
ing a few American
species, distinguished
by the presence of a
subcellular areole on
the fore wings. A', semi-
cri>cfa feeds in the larval

state on the leaves of Xanthopttra ridinesi.

Xanthorrhcea

the pitcher-plant
(Sarracenia). The
larva is a semi-
looper, and is

beautifully band-
ed with white and
purple or lake-

red.

zanthopuc-
cine (zan-tho-

puk'sin), n.

[< Gr. favfliJf,

yellow, + puc-
c{oon)+-ine'^.]

An alkaloid
found in Hy-
drastis Carta-

^ff^

•
e^^i

Xanthopttra semicrocea.

natural size indicated at side: *,

___ . , ,orsal view ; c, one of its appendages,
enlarged ; d, larva, side view ; e, pupa witnin
cocoon ; /, moth with closed wings ; £, moth
with expanded wings.

Xanthopygia
(zan-tho-pij'-
i-a), n. [NL.
(Blyth, 1849,

and Zanthopygia, Blyth, 1847), < Gr. ^avOoc,

yellow, + irvyij, rump.] A genus of Old World
flycatchers or Muscicapidse, ranging from Ja-

pan and China to the Malay peninsula and
the Philippines. There are 4 species, of 2 of which
the males have the rump yellow (whence the name), the
throat and breast yellow, and the tail black. These are

X. tricolor and A"", narcissina. X. cyanomeisena is chiefly

blue and black in the male. X. fuliginoea (see water-

Water-robin {Xanthopygiafuliffinosa').

robiji, under robinX, 3) is different again, and is the type

of two other genera {Hhyacornis and Nymphseug). X.
narcisgina has given rise to the generic name CharicUty-

las; and X. cyanonutsena to that of Cyanoptila.

Xanthopygns (zan-tho-pi'gus), «. [NL.
(Kraatz, 1857), < Gr. fave<5c, yellow, + nvyi),

rump.] A genus of American rove-beetles,

comprising 1 North American species,X cacti,

and about 15 species from South America, char-

acterized by having the marginal lines of the
thorax distinct in front, the inner well defined.

Zanthorhaninine(zan-tho-ram'nin), n. [< Gr.

^avBdq, yellow, -t- pd/ivo^, buckthorn (see Sham-
nus), + -JHe2.] A yellow coloring matter con-

tained in the ripe Persian or Turkish berries

and in Avignon grains. See Persian ierries,

imder Persian.

Xanthornus (zan-th6r'nus), Jt. [NL. (P. S.

Pallas, 1769; Scopoli, 1777; generally miscred-

ited to Cuvier), prop. "Xanthornis, < Gr. fo>*<5f,

yellow, + dpvi(, bird.] A large genus of Icteri-

dse : strictly synonymous with Icterus of Brisson

(1760). Most of the American carouges, orioles, hang-
nests, or troopials have at some time been placed in this

genus. Also called Pendvlinius. See cut under troopial.

Xanthorrhiza (zan-tho-ri'za), n. [NL. (Mar-
shall, 1789), < Gr. ^avdk, yellow, -t- 'pi:,a, root.]

A genus of polypetalous plants, of the order

Banunculaceee, tribe Selleborese, and subtribe

Cimicifngese. it is characterized by regular racemose
flowers with five or ten stamens, and five or ten carpels

which Ijecome follicles in fruit. The only species, X. apii-

folia, is a native of the United States, growing on shaded
mountain-banks from Pennsylvania and western New
York to Kentucky and southward. It is a dwarf shrub
with its stem yellowish within, bearing pinnately decom-
pound leaves and pendulous compound racemes of brown-
ish-purple flowers with petaloid sepals and small gland-

like petals. Its yellow rootstock secures it the name of

shriiiyelloicroot (which see); this and the bark are intense-

ly bitter, and afford a simple tonic of minor importance.

Xanthorrhcea (zan-tho-re'a), w. [NL. (Smith.

1798), so called from tl'ie red resin of some spe-

cies ; < Gr. fai^c^c. yellow, -h poia, a flow. < peiv.

flow.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the tribe

Lomandrese. It is characterized by bisexual flowers

with distinct and partly glumaceous perianth-segments,

and a three-celled ovai-y with few or several ovules In

each cell. The 11 species are all Australian ; they produce

a thick rhizome conmionly growing up into an arl>orescent

woody trunk, covered or terminated by long linear rigid

crowded brittle leaves. The numerous small flowers are

densely compacted in a long cylindrical terminal spike.



ZanthorrtuBa
Ared resin exmles from X. ItasWlis and other species, known
as acaroul gmrij or Botany hay resin. See acaroitf gum.
(under acaroid), blackboii, and i7*'a«.^-/r''e.—XantllOITh(Ba
resin. Same as aearoid regin (which see, under acaroid).

xanthosis (zan-thd'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fai^df,

yellow, + -osis.'] In pathol., a yellowish dis-

coloration, especially that sometimes seen in
cancerous tumors.
Xanthosoma (zan-tho-so'ma), n. [NL. (Schott,
1832), < Gr. ^av66(, yellow, -t- aa/ia, body.] A
genus of monocotyledonous plants, of the order
Aracese, tribe Colocnsioidex, and subtribe Colo-
casicse, it is characterized by coriaceous sa^^ittate or
pedate leaves, by two- or tliree-celled ovaries separate
below but dilated and united above, forming ben-ies in

fruit which are included within the spathe-tube, anil i>y

anatropous ovules with an inferior micropyle, mostly at-

tached to the partitions. There are a)M>ut 20 species,

natives of tropical America. They are herlts with amillcy
juice, proiiucing a tuberous rootstock or thick elongated
caudex. They l«ar long thick petiolate leaves ; the flower-

stiillcs are usually short, often numerous, and produce a
spathe with an oblong or ovoid convolute tube which bears
a boat-shaped lamina and enlarges in fruit The spadix
is shorter and included ; the fertile and densely flowered
lower part is separated by a cotistriction from the elon-

gated male section. X. atrovirenx is known in tlie West
indies as kale, and X. peregrinum (perhaps the same as
the last) as taya; for X. sagiUifoiium, see tannier.

xanthospermOUS (zan-tho-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.

fai'Sof, yellow, + airipfia, seed.] In bot., having
yellow seeds; yellow-seeded.

Xanthotaenia (zan-tho-te'ni-a), n. [Nil. (West-
wood, 1857), < Gr. ^av86c, yellow, + raivia, a
band: see tienia.l A genus of beautiful butter-

flies, of the nymphalid subfamily ilorphinse,

containing only the species X. husiris, from Ma-
lacca, where it was discovered by A. R. Wallace.

Xanthoura, «. See Xanthura.
xanthous (zan'thus),-«. [< Gr. SavOd^, yellow,
+ -o»«.] Yellow: in antliropology and ethnog-
raphy specifying the yellow or Mongolioid type
of mankind.
The second great type, the Mongolian or Xanthotut or

"yellow." W. B. Flirwer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 316.

xanthoxyl (zan-thok'sil), «. A plant of the
f ( )nnor order Xanthoxylaceee (now the tribe Xan-
Ihoxiili'ie). Lindley.

Xanthoxylacese (zan-thok-si-la'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Lindley, 1835), < Xanthoxylum + -aceee.]

A former order of plants, equivalent to the pres-

ent tribe Xanthoxi/leee.

Xanthoxyleae (zan-thok-sil'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Xees ami Martins, 1823), < X({nthoxylum + -ea;.]

A tribe of polypetalous plants, of the order Ru-
Utcese. It is characterized by regular flowers with free

spreading petals and stamens, nsually an annular or pul-

vinate disk, from two to live cariK-ls each with two ovules,

and a straight or arcuate embryo commonly with flat coty-

ledons. It includes 'i.'> genera, mainly tropical, 14 of which
are widely separated monotypic local genera. See Xan.
th'fZfilnm (tile type) and Pentacera*.

xanthoxyloin (zan-thok-sil'o-in), n. [< Xan-
thoxylum + -i'n'-^.] A neutral principle extracted
from the bark of the prickly-ash, Xanthoxylum
Aiiicrii-iiiiiim.

Xanthoxylum fzan-thok'si-lum), «. [NL.
(Philip ililler, 1759), altered from the Zanthoxy-
lum of Linnffius, 1753, and of Plukenet, 1696,

the name of some West Indian tree; applied
to this from the yellow beartwood ; < Gr. fav6(if,

yellow, + fi/W, wood.] A genus of plants, of

the order Rutaceie, type of the tribe Xanthoiy-
Icie. It is characterized by alternate pinnate leaves, by
pfdygamous flowers with from three to Ave imbricate or in-

duplicate petAls and three to live stamens, and by a fruit

of one to Are somewhat globose and commonly two-valved
carpels. There are about 110 species, widely distributed
through tropical and warm regions ; nearly .'JO occur in

Brazil, many others in the West Indies, Mexico, and Cen-
tral America, and .'' in the I'nited States. They are trees

or shrulM, sometimes armed with straight or recurved
prickles. The leaves are commonly o<ld-piiinate, rarely

reduced to one to three leaflets ; the leaflets are entire or
crenate, oblique, and pellucid-dotted. The flowers are
small, usually white or greenish, commonly in crowded
axillary and terminal panicles. The fruit is usually aro-

matic and pungent, with aglandular-dotted pericarp. The
bark, especially that of the roots, is jiowerfully stimulant
and tonic, and' often U8e«l for rheumatism, to excite sali-

vati(Mi, and as a cure for toothache; it contains a bitter

principle (berberine) and a yellow coloring matter; in

the West Indies it is esteemed an antisyphilitic. Three
species in the United States arc small trees, of which X.
cnltr»xitm (X. Can*«u»/i) is the sallnwood of Florida, the

West Indies, and the Bermudas, its wood, used in the man-
ufacture of small articles, having at first the oilor of true

satinwood. X. Fagnra i,X. i'terota) is tlie wild lime of

Horida and westerii Texas, extending also through Mexico
to Brazil and Peru, and has been also known as Fagara
I'le.rota and F. lent ij(ct/iilia ; in southern Ilorida it is one of

the most comm< ui of small trees, often a tall sleuiier shrub

;

it produces a hard heavy reddish-ljrown wood, known as

aavinaTxroniPonii in the Westliidies. (See inW («/«*, under
i»nw3.) X. emarginnt iim {X. mirindoidea), known as lur.a-

tree or lirfnum-roruin in tlie West Indies, and exfjorted

thence under the name of r/tgewotxl, also extends to tlorida,

where it is a shrub with coriaceous sinning leaves. The
2 other species of the rnlted States are known as tooth-

aehe'tree and as prickly-ash (which see); of these X

ede& xenelasia

Virginia to Minnesota and Kansas,and A'. Clava-Herculu is

a small tree ranging from Virginia southward, also known

Americanum is a shrub found from Massachusetts and XantusiidSB (zan-tu-si 'i-de), n. pl. [NL., <
\r ._.. » .i- « r,,..... o I....

Xantusia + -idee.'] An American family of

eriglossate lacertilians, typified by the genus
Xantusia, having the parietal bones distinct

and the supratemporal fossse roofed over.

Xd. A contraction of ex div. (which see).

xebec (ze'bek), n. [Also sometimes zebec, ze-

beck, shebec, shebeck; = F. chebec= Sp.jabeque=
Pg. chaveco, xaveco = It. sciabecco, also zanibec-

eo; said to be < Turk, sumbeki; ef. Pers. Ar.
sumbuk, a
small ves-
sel.] A small
three-masted
vessel, for-

merly much
used by the
Algerine cor-

sairs, and
now in use to
some extent
in Mediter-
ranean com-
merce. It dif-

fers from the fe- Xebec,
lucca chiefly in
having several square sails as well as lateen sails, while
the latter has oidy lateen sails.

Our fugitive, and eighteen other white slaves, were put
on board a xebec, cai'rying eight six-poimders and sixty

men. Sumiter, Orations, L 252.

Xema (ze'ma), n. [NL. (Leach, 1819): a made
word.] A genus of Laridse ; the fork-tailed

gulls. X. sabinei is the only species. This gull Is 13 or

14 inches long. The adult is snowy-white, with extensive

slaty-blue mantle, the outer Ave primaries black tipped
with white, the head hooded in slate-color with a jet-black

ring, the feet black, and the bill black tipped with yellow.

The forking of the tail is about one inch. This remarka-
ble and beautiful gull inhabits arctic America both coast-

wise and interiorly, and strays irregularly southward in

JCanihoxylum Atnerinanum.
I, branch with male flowers; 2, branch with fruits and leaves: a,

male flower ; b, female flower ; c, fruits.

as pepperwood. For X. Caribiewn, see prickly yellow-wood,
under yellow-wood. The other species of the West Indies
are there known in general as yellow-wood and as/w«fic,
several producing a valuable wood ; in Jamaica A', coria-

cea is also known as yellow mastwood, and X. gpini/ex as
ram-goat (which see); in Australia X. brachyacanthum
is used for cabinet-work ; in (.'ape Colony X, Capense is

known as knobwood (which see) ; 6 other woody species oc-

cur in the Hawaiian Islands, all there known as heae. The
fruit of many tropical species is used as a condiment and
also medicinally, as X. pipei-itum, the Japanese pepper,
and X. schini/olium (X. Mant^ichurieuin), the anise-pep-
per of China. The Chinese bitter pepper, or star-pepper,
X. Daniellii, is now referred to the genus Emdia. X. ni-

tidum is in China a valued febrifuge, and X. alatum a su-

dorific and anthelmintic ; the leaves of the latter are used
as food for silkworms, its fruit in India as a condiment, and
its seeds as a flsh-poison.

Xanthura (zan-thti'rii), n, [NL. (Sclater, 1862,
after Xanthoura, Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr. ^av86c,

yellow, + oiipa, tail.] A genus of beautifiU
American jays, having the tail more or less yel-

low ; the green jays, as X. luxuosa, of the Kio
Grande region and southward. These resplendent
birds vie with any of the blue jays in color, and are of very
unusual hues for this group. The species named is yel-

lowish-green, bright-yellow, greenish-blue, azure-blue, jet-

black, and hoary-white in various parts ; it is not crested.

Rio Grande Jay (Xanthura luxuosa^.

The length is 11 or 12 inches, the extent 14} to IB}. It

nests in bushes, and lays usually three or four eggs of a
greenish-drab color marked with shades of brown. An-
other and still more richly colored species is the Peruvian

jay, X. vncas.

xanthliria (zan-thu'ri-a), n. Same as xanthi-

nurin.
Xanthyri8(zan'thi-ris),n. [NL.(Felder, 1862),

\troy>.*Xanthothyris, < Gr. favSiif, yellow,+ flvp/f,

window.] A genus of bombycid moths, of the

family Arctiidse, comprising one or more spe-

cies from South America.

Xantus gecko. See gecko. „ „ „ . ,

Xantusia (zan-tu'si-ii), n. [NL. (S. F. Baird,

1852), named after L. J. Xantus de Vesey, who
collected extensively in California and Mexico.]

The typical genus of Xantusiidse.

Fork-tailed Gull iXema sabinti).

winter, though it is not often seen in the United States.

It has been taken in the Bermudas, in Teru, and in Eu-
rope. The nest Is made on the ground ; the eggs are three

in number, measuring 1} by IJ inches, and of a brownish-
olive color sparsely splashed with brown. The swallow-

tailed gull (see mvaUow-tailed) has sometimes been wrong-
ly referred to this genus.

xenacanthine (zen-a-kan'thin), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Xenacanthini.

II. «. One of the Xenacanthini.

Xenacanthini (zen-a-kan-thi'ni), n. pl. [NL.,

< Gr. ffvof, strange, + aKmSa, spine, + -«"««.]

An order of fossil selachians. They had the noto-

chord rarely if ever constricted, neural and hemal arches

and spines long and slender, and pectoral tins with long

segmented axis. The order includes many extinct llshes

which flourished in the seas of the Carboniferous and Per-

mian periods, and which have been refereed to the families

PleuracanthidiB and Cladodontidx,

Xenaltica (ze-nal'ti-ka), n. [NL. (Baly, 1875),

< Gr. fcTOf, strange, +' NL. Haltica, q. v.] A
genus of beetles, of the family Chrysomelidse,

having the four anterior tibire with a small

spine and the hind tibi® with a double spine.

The two known species are from Old Calabar and Mada-
gascar. The genus is supposed to be synonymous with
Myrcina (Chapuis, 1875).

xenarthral (ze-nar'thral), a. [< Gr. ffi-of,

strange, + apffpov, a joint.] Peculiarly or

strangely jointed, as a mammal's vertebrffi;

having certain

accessory artic-

ulations of the
dorsolumbar ver-

tebras, as the
American eden-
tates : the oppo-
site of nomar-
thral. Gill, 1884.

xenelasia (zen-

e-la'si-a), n.

[NL., < dr. ?evv-

Aaaia, the expul-
sion of strangers,

an alien act, < pophysis,with ^»>, /^

ffvof, a stranger,

-f i\amg, < Maii-

veiv (^a-), drive.] A Spartan law or alien act

which prohibited strangers from residing in

Sparta without permission.

tyOZ*

Xenarthral ArticuL-ition of Twelfth and
Thirteenth Dorsal Vertebra; of Great \xA-
iia.teT{Afyrtnfcofiha^aJubata).s\dcvKvi,
two thirds natural size.

az, prezypapophysis, with ae', addition-
al anti-rinr artiruiarfacet : fiz. poStzyga-

. aditional pos-

terior articular 'facets : m, metapophysis

;

cr, facet for articulation of capitelluin of

rib : tc, the same for tubercle of rib.



zenia

xenia, n. Plural of xcnium.
xenial (ze'ni-al), a. [< Gr. feiv'a, hospitality, <
ievo^, Ionic ffii'of, a guest, also a host, m Homer
a friendly stranger.] Pertaining to hospitality,
or to the rights, privileges, standing, or treat-
ment of a guest, or to the relations between a
guest and his host ; specifically, noting such re-
lations, etc., in Greek antiquity.

A^in, it is curious to observe tliat the xenial relation
was not less viv.icious tii.in tliat of blood. The tie of blood
subsists in the second generation from the ooranion ances-

7000
form dull purplish-blue, the wings and tail blackish edged
with blue. The form is peculiar among the guitguits, the
bill having a parine shape, though no nasal bristles.

xenoderm (zen'6-d^rm), n. [< NL. Xenoderma.'\
A wart-snake of the subfamily Xcnodermatinee.

Xenoderma (zen-o-der'ma), n. [NL. (Rein-
hardt), < Gr. ftvof, strange, + dip/ia, skin.]
The typical genus of XenodermaUnie, with gran-
ular scales, simple urosteges, and no frontal
nor parietal plates. The genus has also been
placed in Nothopsidse. Also Xenodernius.

tor; and Diomed and Ulaucus similarly own one another Xenodermatiliae (zen-6-der-ma-ti'ne), n. vl.
as fc-o. because two creuerations before tEneus hart en. [-^1,.^ < Xenoderma{t-) '+ -!««.]" A subfamily

of Acrochordidie or wart-snakes, represented by
the genus Xenoderma. Also Xenodermina.
xenodermine (zeu-o-der'min), a. [< Xenoder-
ma + -ifiel.] Of or pertaining to the Xenoder-
matinee.

Xenodermus (zen-o-der'mus), ». [NL.] Same
as Xenoderma.

as ^flvoi because two generations before (Eneus had en-
tertained Bellerophon.

Gladstone, Studies on Homer, II. 460.

Xenichthyinae (ze-nik-thi-i'ne), «. jyl. [NL.,
< Xenichtliys + -in'se.'i A subfamily of Sparidie,
typified by the genus Xenichthi/s, Jiaving the
dorsal fin deeply emarginate, the vomer toothed,
and all the teeth villiform in narrow bands.

Xenopicus

Xenopeltis(zen-()-pertis),«. [NL. (Reinwardt,
1H27), < Gr. ff't'of, strange, + nf/.T//, a shield.]
The typical genus of Xenopeltidse, having the
lower jaw produced, the teeth very fine, and no
anal spurs. .V, unicolor, formerly Tortrix xenopeltU,
is a singular sna)<e of nocturnal and carnivorous habits,
found ill Malaysia and some other regions.

Xenophanean (ze-nof-a-ne'an), a. [< Xenoph-
ancs (see def.).] Pertaining to the doctrines
of Xenophanes of Colophon, the founder of the
Eleatie school of philosophy He seems to have
been the first of the Greeks to propound a monotheistic
doctrine, probably of a pantheistic character; hut he did
not go to the length of denying the reality of the mani-
fold, as Pai'menides and his followers did.

Xenophora (ze-nofo-rii), n. [NL. (Fischer
von Waldheim, 1807), also Xenophorus (Philippi,

1847), < Gr. f^wf, strange, + -^opof , < tjiipuv = E.
fteafl.] The typical genus of Xenophoridse, so

^<T:iLWrW'+t^C a^fis^h]^^A'S
of spiroWfirhes^t^icaTSthf xi,«^ 'K^-^^' 'b' V^- ^"nodoelwa, xenodochia (-a).

as X ealiforniensis. This queer fish is of a silvery
color with continuous dusky stripes along the several
rows of scales on the upper i>art of the body, and is found
from San Diego southward.

Xenicidse (ze-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Xenicus +
-idee.] A family of non-oscine (clamatorial or

[LL. xenodocMum, < Gr. ^evodoxelov, a place for
strangers to lodge in, a hotel, < fevof, a stranger,
-I- ioxelov, a receptacle, < iixeoQai, receive.] 1.
In classical antiq., a building for the reception of
strangers.— 2. In modem Greek lands, a hotel;
an inn ; also, a guest-house in a monastery.

mesomyodian) passerine birds, typified by the xenodochy (ze-nod'6-ki), n. [< Gr. ^evoAox'ia,
genus Xenieus, and confined to New Zealand, the entertainment of a stranger, < ftwf, a stran-
Also called ^crtnWi/s/»)V/«. They were formerly sup- ger, + <5o;tf;?, a receiving, < Sexeatim,r&aer>!e.'] 1.
posed to be creepers warlilers, nuthatches, or wrens and Keception of strangers ; hospitality.— 2. Same
classed accordmgly, but are now placed in the vicuuty of „ „ ^^^ 7„ » , ,

^ ' ^ ''

the Old World ant-thrushes and related forms (Pi(Md«, «» xtnoaocneum.
, „ ,

etc.). There is only one intrinsic syringoniyon ; the ster- xenogamy (ze-nog' a-mi), n. [< Gr. ffwf,
num is single-notched on each side behind; the nasal bones strange, -|- yd/ioc, marriage.] In hot., cross-fer-
are holorhinal, the raaxillopalatines are slender, and the
vomer is broad, with anterior emargination ; the tarsi are
not lamiuiplantar; the primaries are ten, with the first

about as long as the second, and the rectrices are ten.
Acanlhisitta chloris (the citrine warbler of Latham, 1783)
is a short-tailed creeper, quite like a nuthatch in appear-
ance and habits ; the species of Xenicun resemble wrens.
See Xenicus,

Xenicus (zen'i-kus), 7i. [NL. (G. R. Gray,
1855), < Gr. ^eviK6(, of a stranger, < ftvof, a
stranger. ] The name-giving genus of Xenicidse.
It contains two species. X. longipes is the long-legged
warbler of Latham (178."!), remarkably like a wren in ap-
pearance and habits; the other species is X. gilviventris
of Julius Haast.

Xenisma (ze-nis'mii), n. [NL. (Jordan, 1876),
< Gr. ^ivia/ia, amazement, < ^evi^eiv, surprise,
make strange, < ffvof, strange.] A genus of-

cyprinodonts, or a subgenus of Fundulus, whose
dorsal fin is high and begins opposite or slightly
behind the anal. Two species inhabit tributa-
ries of the Lower Mississippi. See cut under
studfish.

xenium (ze'ni-nm), n.
;

pi. xenia (-a). [NL., <

Gr. ^tviov, usually in pi. ^hia, a gift to a guest
from his host, neut. of ^iviog, of a guest, < ffwc,
a guest, stranger.] In classical antiq., a present
given to a guest or stranger, or to a foreign am-
bassador.
Xenocichla (zen-o-sik'la), n. [NL. (Hartlaub

tilization—that is, the impregnation or fecun-
dation of the ovules of a flower with pollen from
another flower of the same species, either on
the same or (usually) on a different plant.

xenogenesis (zen-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
fi'vof, stranger, + yinemc, birth.] The genera-
tion of offspring which pass through an entirely
different life-cycle from that of the parents, and
never exhibit the characters of the latter: a
mode of biogenesis supposed by Milne-Edwards
to occur, but not proved to have any existence
in fact.

The term Heterogenesis . . . has unfortunately been
used in a different sense [than that of the offspring being
altogether and permanently unlike the parent], and M.
Milne-Edwards has therefore substituted for it Xenofjen-
esis, which means the generation of something foreign.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 353.

xenogenetic (zen"9-je-net'ik), a. [< xenogene-
sis (-et-) + -jc] Of the natiire of or pertain-
ing to xenogenesis.

I have dwelt upon the analogy of pathological modifi-
cation, which is in favour of the xenogenetic origin of mi-
crozymes. Huxley, Lay Sermons (ed. 1871), p. 370.

xenogenic (zeu-o-jen'ik), a. [< xenogen-y +
-tc] Same as xenogenetic.

xenogeny (ze-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. ftwf, strange,

1857), < Gr. ftVof,- strange, + kIx'av, a thrush.] +
-^/.'f'";

< ->'!'??;:^°™;] Same as xe«Offe«<;«».

An extensive genus of Ethiopian birds, conven- xenollte (zen o-ht), n A silicate of aluimmum,

tionally referred to the KmJjJda;, and also call- V'^'^^^^ *« fibrolite, found at Petershoff, Fin-

ed Bleda, Pyrrhurus, Bseopogon, and Tricliites.
'^•^"-

. . _,..., ,..,._ . _,

Fifteen species are described ; they differ much from one Xenomema (zen-o-me ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
another. Some have often been put in such genera as Pyc- ftwf, strange, -l- lajvtala, menses.] A loss of
nonolm, Criniger, or Trichophorm, and all are called by blood occurring at the time of the menstrual

n^^rl^^T•TuZri:i^e1^^^^^ flow elsewhere than from the uterus, and tak-

X. flamcollis, the yellow-throated; X. tephrol/ema, the ^ng tlie place of the regular flow; Vicarious
ashy-throated ; X. simplex, Marche's ; X. flavistriata. Bar- menstruation. Compare stigma'^, 4.
ratt's; X senna, the red-billed

;
X syndactyla (the type Xenomi (ze-no'mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. f^vof,

genus, from Senegamhia to Gaboon), the chestnut- „*„„„„„ oJ >„„„ „1,„„1^„_ t a o„v^,.i,;» „*
,X.sianden8,thep!i\e; X. albigularis, yssherS; strange, + u^og, shoulder.] A suborder of

Xenofhora pallidula, lower view, reduced.

called from their carrying foreign objects at-

tached to the shell. Formerly also called Vho-
rus (a name too near the prior Phora in ento-
mology). See also cut under carrier-shell.

Xenophoridae (zen-o-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Xenophora + -idx.] A family of teenioglossate

gastropods, typified by the genus Xenophora

:

formerly called Phoridse (a name preoccupied
in entomology). They are known as carrier-

shells, conchologists, and mineralogists. See cuts
imder carrier-shell and Xenophora.
xenophoroid (ze-nof'o-roid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Xenophoridas.

II. n. Any member of this family.

xenophthalmia (zen-of-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.,<
Gr. ffJ'of, strange, -I- bii>da?.iila, ophthalmia.]
Conjunctivitis excited by the presence of a
foreign body.
Xenopicus (zen-9-pi'kus), n. [NL. (S. P. Baird,
1858), < Gr. ffwf, strange, -I- L. picus, a wood-
pecker.] An isolated genus of North Ameri-
can woodpeckers, based on the Pints alholarvu-

tus of Cassin, and characterized by the structure

of the
tailed

X. indicator, the honey-gnide ; X. leucopleura, the white-
bellied ; X.notata, the yellow-marked ; X. canicapilla, the
gray-headed.

Xenocratean (zf-nok-ra-te'an), a. [< Xenocra-
tes (see def.).] Pertaining' to the doctrine of
Xenocrates, a Greek philosopher, who was the
head of the Academy, the second after Plato.
He is known Uf have been a voluminous and methodical
writer, adhering pretty closely to his master's teachings,
but inclined to the doctrines of the Pythagoreans. He
held that the ideas were nur.ibers, and that all numbers
were produced from 1 and 2.

Xenocratic (zen-o-krat'ik), a. Same as Xenoc-
ratean.

Xenocrepis (zen-o-kre'pis), n. [NL. (Forster,

1856), < Gr. f^vof, strange, -f- Kp^trcc, a half-boot.]
A genus of hymenopterous parasites, of the
chalcid subfamily Pteromalinee, having thir-

teen-jointed antennae with two ring-joints, the
stigmal club small, and the marginal vein thick-
ened. The species are European.
Xenodacnis (zen-o-dak'nis), «. [NL. (Cabanis,
1873), < Gr. ffvor, strange, + NL. Dacnis, q. v.]

A genus of guitguits or Ccerebidge. Tlie type is X.
parina of Peru, 4} inches long, the male of a nearly nni-

fishes, resembling the Haplomi, but distin-

guished by peculiarities of the pectoral arch
(whence the name). It consists of the family
DalUidx alone. See cut under Dallia.

xenomorphic (zen-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. f^vof,

strange, -t- nop^r/, form.] In lithol., noting the
mineral constituents of a rock when they are
bounded by planes not formed as the result of
their own molecular structure, but the result of
their contact with other minerals also forming
constituents of the same rock, which having
crystallized first have impressed their form on
those adjacent to them : the counterpart of

idiomorphic. Also called allotriomorphic.

xenomous (ze-no'mus), a. [< NL. Xenomi.']
Peculiar in t)ie structure of the pectorals, as
the Alaskan blackfish ; of or pertaining to the
Xenomi.

Xenopeltidse (zeu-o-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Xenopeltis + -idae.'] A family of colubriform
Ophidia, represented by the genus Xenopeltis.
They have no supraorbital or postorbital bone, have a
coronoid bone, premaxillary teeth, and gastrosteges, and
have uo rudiments of hind limbs.

White-headed Woodpecker (.lV«t'/(V«j alivlart<atus),

of the tongue andhyoid bone, in which is seen an
approach to that of Sphyropictts. The body is black,
without spots or stripes; the head is white, witli a scaj-let

nuchal crescent in the male; the wings are blotched with
white ; the length is about 9 inches, tlie extent 16. This
remarkable woodpecker inhabits the mouutains of Call-



Xenopicus
furnia, Oregon, and Washington, where it is common in
nine woods.

Xenopodidas (zen-o-poil'i-de), M. -pi. [NL., <
Xciiopus (-pod-) + -idm.'\ A family of African
aglossal or tongueless toads, typified by the
genus Xenopus : same as Dactijlethridie. They
are related to the American Pipidae, but have upper teeth
and some long tentacular processes on the head.

Xenops (ze'nops), n. [NL. (lUiger, 1811), < Gr.
Ifraf, strange, + uV'> face, appearance.] A
genus of DendrocolaptkJee, or South American
tree-creepers, characterized by the short, com-

"jjE^
Xenops evniiar^it,

Sressed, and tiptximed bill, and ranging from
texico to southern Brazil. There are 2 distinct

species. X. geiiibarhis has the back olivaceous and the
Iwlly streaked ; in X. rutilang the back is rufous and the
belly is not streaked. They are very small birds, 4 or 5

inches lung, Ujth with a white cheek-stripe.

Xenopterns (ze-nop'te-rus), «. [NL., < Gr. ft-

I'of, strange, + TZTcpov, wing, tin.] A genus of

pleetognath fishes, of the family Tetrodontidx,
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containing the single species X brcndeli, from
Illinois, remarkable in that the male antennse
are flabellate, a unique structure In the famil)'
Biiprcxtidse.

Xenorhynchus (zen-o-rlng'lsus), n. [NL.
(Bonaparte, 1855), < Gri ^ho<;, strange, + pvyxoc,
beak.] A genus of storks or Ciconiinee, rep-
resenting the Indian and Australian type of
jabirus. X. austraUs is the black-necked stork
(which see, under storlc).

Xenos (ze'nos), n. [NL. (Rossi, 1792), < Gr. ff-

vof, strange.] A genus of parasitic coleopters,
of the family Stylopidse, having four-jointed an-
tennte and tour-jointed tarsi. The species are found
in middle and southern Europe and in North and South
America. They are among the most remarkable of insects,
and the genus is historically notable as containing the
earliest known strepsipters. Also, and preferably, Xenus.

Xenosauridae (zen-o-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Xcnostiuriis + -«d«.] A family of American
eriglossate lacertilians, related to the Iguanidx,
based on the genus Xenosaurns.
Xenosaurus (zen-o-sa'rus), n. [NL. (Peters,
1861), < Gr. ffwc, strange, + aavpof, a lizard.]
The typical genus of Xenosauridse, based on
A', (frandis, a Mexican lizard about 10 inches
long._

Zenotime (zen'9-tim), n. [< Gr. ^evdrcfioc, favor-
ing strangers, \ ^tvog, strange, + Tifiij, honor.]
A native phosphate of yttrium, having a yellow-
ish-brown color, and crystallizing in squares,
octahedrons, and prisms. It resembles zircon
in form, but is inferior in hardness.
Xenotis (ze-no'tis), re. [NL. (Jordan, 1877),
also Xenotcs, < Gr. ftvof, strange, + ov^ ("t-),

ear.] A genus of centrarchoid fishes, very near
Lepomis, in which it is sometimes merged,
but having very short, weak, and flexible gill-

rakers, and no palatine teeth. Species are X. rac-

ffalotis, X. margmaUis, and A', bomb^frojis, of the United
states, the flrst-nanied known as the l&ng~eared gunjigh.
This is 6 inches long, highly colored, and abounds in many
parts of the United States.

Zenurine (ze-nu'rin), n. and a. [< Xenurus +
-jncl.] I. n. An armadillo of the genus Xenu-
rus; a kabassou. in these forms of Dmypodidx the
buckler is more zoniferous than in the true dasypodines,
and the tail is nearly naked ; the feet are also somewliat

f

peculiar in the proportions of the metacarpals and pha-
anges.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the genus Xenurus.
Xenurus (ze-nu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ftvof,

strange, + oi'pa, tail.] If. In ornith., same as
Alectrurus. Bote, 1S26.— 2. In mammal., a, ge-
nus of armadillos, named by Wagler in 1830

;

the xenurines or kabassous. There are 2 species.

XeHpfteruj naritus.

characterized by the infundlbuliform nostrils
and the peculiarity of the dermal ossifications.

They inhabit the Indian archipelago. X. nari-
fii.i is a typical example.

zenopterygian (ze-nop-te-rij'i-an), a. and h.

I. (I. Having the cllaracters of or pertaining to

the Xenopteri/gii.

II. H. A fish of this suborder.
Xenopterygii (zf-nop-te-rij'l-i), «. pi. [< Gr.
ffi'or, strange, -t- Tzrepv^, wing (fin).] A sub-
order of teleocophalous fishes, represented by
the family (lnhiexuriil^, and characterized by
the development of a complicated suctorial or-

fan in the pectoral regiou. The xenopterygians
ad usually been placed with the lump-tishes and snail-

Hshes, in consequence of their common possession of a
Bucking-dtsk, whicli, however, is formeil differently in the
present 8UtM)rder, being chiefly developed from the skin
of the breast, in connection with the ventral fins. They
are mostly flshes of oblnng or lengthened coniform shape,
with scaleless skin and spineless fins, one posterior dorsal
fin, more or less nearly opposite the anal, and the sucker
eitlier entire or rlivided. They are small flshes, most com-
mon in tropical and warm temperate seas l)etween tide-

marks, adherent to rocks. There are 10 genera and 2,'i or
Sit species, as Gofnenox reticulatug, abundant in tide-pools
on the Pacific coast of the United States.

Xenopus (zen'o-pus), n. [NL. (Wagler, about
1830), < Gr. iimr, strange, + Troif (rroS-) = E.
f''>ot.'\ The tj'))ieal genus of Xcnopodidse. There
are several species, all of tropical Africa, as
v. Iferis. They are called clawed toads.

Xenorhina (zen-o-ri'na), «. [NL. (Peters,
1863), < (ir. fei»>c, strange, + /"'f (piv-), nose,
snout.] A genus of batrachians, peculiar to
New Guinea, typical of the family Xctiorhinidse.
The species is -V. oxycepliala.

Xenorhinidae (zen-o-rin'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Xt'tiorhina + -iV/,1?.] A family of Papuan ba-
f radiians, represented by the genus Xenorhina.

Xenorbipis (zen-o-ri'pi»), n. [NL. (Le Conte,
18f)6;, < (ir. iemr, strange. + pnri(, also pi^,

wickerwork.] A genus of buprestid beetles,

Zoned Xciiuniie {.Vffiurus umcincttts)

X. unicinctus and X. higpidus, which inhabit tropical
America, and burrow with great ease underground.

Xenus (ze'nus), n. [NL. : see Xenos.'] 1. In
oitiim., same as Xenos.— 2. In or/iith., same as
Tcrekia (where see cut). J. J. Kaup, 1829.

Xeocephus (ze-os'e-fus), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1854), and Xe'ocepl'ialus (G. R. Gray, 1869), and
Zeocephus (R. B. Sharpe, 1879); formation un-
certain.] A genus of Miiscicapidie, confined to

the Philippines. X. rti/vg of Luzon is 7 inches long,

and mostly of a cinnamon color. X. cinnttm(mieug of
Basilan is similar, with a white belly. X. cyanescens Is

mostly of a grayish cobalt-blue, 8i inches long, and found
in Palawan.

zerafin (zer'a-fln), re. [Also xeraphine, xera-

pliecn, xrapltin, also, as Pg., xerafim; < Pg. xera-

fim, xarafim, < Ar. ashrafi (cf. sharufi, noble),

applied prop, to the gold dinar, but also to the

gold mohur; < sliarif, noble: see sherif.'] An
Indo-Portuguese silver coin formerly current

in Goa. About 1835 it was worth 75 United
States cents.

Zeransis (zf-ran'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^r^pavai^,

a drying up, parching, < ^T/palveiv, dry up: see

xera.sia.i In pathol.,mcca,tion; a drying up.

Xeranthemum (ze-ran'the-mum), H. [NL.
(Tournefort, 1700), so called from the scarious

involucre; <Gr. ^r/P'k, dry, + avdefiov, flower.] A
genus of composite plants, of the tribe Cynaroi-

dex and subtribe Carlinex. It is characterized by

zerosis

long-stalked solitary flower-heads with the outer flowers
small, two-lipped, and neutral, the inner ones bisexual and
slightly flve-cleft, and by free filaments and chaffy arts-
tate pappus. There are 4 or 5 species, natives of the
Mediterranean region. They are hoary erect branching
annuals, without spines, bearing alternate leaves which
are narrow and entire. The scarious inner bracts of the
showy flower-heads are rose-colored or whitish ; from their
permanence, X. aiinuum, the most frequently cultivated
species, is known as minual everiagting or immortelle.

zerantic (ze-ran'tik), a. [< Gr. ^vpavuKus, < ^tj-

palven; dry up : see xerasia.] Having drying
properties ; exsiccant.

zerasia (ze-ra'si-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. ^r/paaia, a
drying, a disease of the hair so called, < ^vpal-
vnv, dry, < f?/p(if, dry.] A disease of the hair,
characterized by excessive dryness and cessa-
tion of growth.
Xerobates (ze-rob'a-tez), «. [NL. (Agassiz),
< Gr. f^/pof, dry, + /3dr?/f, one that treads, <
jiaiveiv, go.] A genus of tortoises, so called
from inhabiting the dry pine-barrens of the
southern United States: now often merged in
Testudo. X. or T. Carolina Is the common
gopher. See gopher. 3.

zerocoUyrium (ze"r6-ko-lir'i-um), n. [LL., <

Gr. iJ/poKo'A'/Mvpiov, a dry or thick eye-salve,
< f)?/3^f, dry, + KoTiWoi'piov, eye-salve : see col-

lyrium.'] A dry collyrium or eye-salve.

zeroderma (ze-ro-der'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. f)?-

poQ, ch-y, -t- dtpfia, skin.] A mild form of ichthyo-
sis, in wliich the skin is dry and harsh in con-
sequence of diminished activity of the sudorific

and sebaceous glands. Also called dermatoxe-
rasia and dryskin Xeroderma pigmentosum, a
disease of the skin, beginning usually in childhood, char-
acterized by areas of capillary dilatation and pigment de-
posit, followed by localized atrophy of the skin alternating
with small patches of hypertrophied epithelium.

zerodermia (ze-ro-der'mi-ij), re. [NL.] Same
as xeroderma.
zerodes (ze-ro'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. ^np^^VQ,
dryish, dry-looking, < fii'piif, dry, + d6o(, form.]
Any tumor attended with dryness.

zeroma (ze-ro'ma), n. [< Gr. ^rjp6(, dry,+ -oma.']

Same as xerophthalmia.

zeromyrum (zf-rom'i-mm), n. [NL., < Gr. fi?-

pofivpov, a dry perfume, < S'lP^C, dry, + /liipov, per-
fume, ointment.] A dry ointment.

zerophagy (ze-rof'a-ji), n. [< LL. xerophagia, <
Gr. ^ripo<payia, the eating of dry food, abstinence,
< fc/piif, dry, + (j)ayc'cv, eat.] The habit of living

on dry food, especially a form of abstinence, as
in the early church, in which only bread, herbs,
salt, and water were consvmied.
zerophil (ze'rg-fil), n. [< Gr. ^tipk, dry, +
<pi?.eiv, love.] In hot., a plant of Alphonse de
Candolle's second "physiological gi'oup " in his
natural system of geographical distribution.
The plants of this group, like those of the first group, the
niegatherms, require a hot climate, but, unlike the latter,

are adapted to one of great dryness only. They are chiefly

found between latitudes 20° and 35° south and north of the
equator, and embrace among the most characteristic
families the Zygophyllacese , Cactaceae, Artocarpeie. Pro-
teaceae, and Cycadaceje. Compare meffatherm, viesotherm,
microtherm, and Itekistotherm.

zerophilOUS (ze-rof'i-lus), a. [NL., < Gr. ir/pik,

dry, + ^i?ieiv, love.] Loving dryness : in botany
noting plants which are in various ways pecu-
liarly adapted to dry, especially to hot and dry
climates, as by possessing coriaceous leaves,

succulent stems, etc.; specifically, belonging
to the group of xerophils. See xerophil.

zerophthalmia (ze-rof-thal'mi-a), H. [NL., <
LL. xerophthalmia, <. Gr. Sripo<p6a'Afila, dryaess of
the eyes, < ir/p6(, dry, + b^a'ljior^, eye.] A dry
form of conjunctivitis, resulting in a thicken-
ing and skin-like condition of the conjunctiva.

Also xeroma, and xerosis of the cotijiinctira.

Xerophyllum (ze-ro-fil'um), «. [NL. (Richard,

1803), so called from the harsh dry leaves; < Gr.

f(7poc, dry, + <pv72.ov, leaf.] 1. A genus of lilia-

ceous plants, of the tribe X^arthecieie. It is charac-
terized by crowded linear radical leaves, flowers with three

styles, and a locnlicidal capsule. The 3 species are natives

of the United States, and are known as turkeylieard. They
are perennials, with a short thick woody rhizome, tall

erect unbranched stem, and a great number of harsh rigid

elongated leaves, usually forming a conspicuous basal

tuft, and also numerous along the stem, but much smaller

and thinner. Anally diminished into bristles. The flowers

are white and very showy, forming a long terminal raceme
which is at first densely pyramidal or ohlong and becomes
afterward greatly elongated. X. getifolium; the eastern

species, is a native of pine-barrens from New Jersey to

Georgia; the western, X. Dougtasii, with a smaller ra-

ceme, occurs from the Columbia river to Montana; the

raceme of X. tenax, of California, is fragrant and dense,

becoming over a foot in length.

2. [/. c] A plant of this genus.

zerosis (ze-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ripuaii;, a dry-

ing up, < '^rip6(, dry: see xerasia.'] Same as xe-

ransis Xerosia of the conjunctiva. Same as xe-

rophthalmia.



xerostomia

xerostomia (ze-ro-sto'mi-a), n. [NL., < Or.
iripo;, dry, + OTo/ia, mouti.] Abnormal dry-
ness of the mouth.

Xerotes (ze'ro-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ^rjp&rriq, dry-
ness, < f<?/>oc, dry.] In med., a dry habit or dis-

position of the body.
xerotic (ze-rot'ik), a. [< xerotes + -Jc] Char-
acterized by dryness ; of the nature of or per-
taiuiug to xerotes or xerosis.

xerotribia (ze-ro-trib'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
^)iporpi,iia, dry rubbing, ( ^ripoQ, dry, -t- rplfieiv,

rub.] Dry friction.

Xerotripsis (ze-ro-trip'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fi?p<}f,

dry, + Tpi\j>t^, rubbing, < rpi^eiv, rub.] Same as
xerotribia.

Xerus (ze'rus), n. [NL. (Hemprich and Ehren-
berg), so called from the character of the fur; <

Gr. ^r/pdc, dry.] A genus of African ground-squir-

African GrouiKi-squirrel {A'erus rutilnns').

rels, having dry, harsh fur, which in some eases
is bristly and even spiny. They are of more or less

terrestrial and fossorial habits, like spermophiles. The
species are few. The best-known is X. rutUans, 11 inches
long, the tail 9 more, and of a reddish-yellow color aI)ove,

paler or whitish below. The red-footed is X. erythropun.

Xestia (zes'ti-a), n. [NL. (Hubner, 1816), < Gr.
^earSc, smooth, smoothed by scraping, < ^eeiv,

scrape.] 1. A genus of nootuid moths, of the
family Orthosiidse. Three species are known,
two from Europe and one from North America.—2. A genus of coleopterous insects, of the
family Ceramhycidx, named by Serville m 1834.
About a dozen species are known, all South American.

Xestobium (zes-to'bi-um), n. [NL. (Mot-
sehulsky, 1845), < Gr. ^earSc, smooth, dry, -I-

l}iovv, live.] A genus of bark-boring beetles, of

the family Ftinidx, having the presternum very
short and the tarsi broad. Three species are de-

scribed ft"om Europe, and three from North America. -T".

affine breeds in dead maple-stumps in the United States.

Xi (zi), n. The Greek letter E, f, corresponding
to the English x and z.

Ximenla (zi-me'ni-a), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after Francisco Ximenes, a Spanish natu-
ralist, who wrote in 1615 on medicinal plants.]
A genus of polypetalous plants, of the order Ola-
cwtea and tribe Olaeese. it is characterized by nowers
with the calyx persistent unchanged, the petals inwardly
bearded, the stamens in number more than double the
petals and each bearing an oblong or linear anther. There
are 5 species, natives chiefly of the tropics, one widely
dispersed through l)oth the Old and New Worlds, one
Polynesian, and one South Africaii. They are shrubs or
treeS, smooth or toraentose, often armed with spinescent
branches. They bear alternate entire leaves, often in
clusters. The flowers are whitish, larger than in most of
the order, and arranged in short axillary cymes. X. Ameri-
cancc, a native of the West Indies, Florida, and Mexico, is

known as tallow-nut (which see), in Florida as hof/-ptum
and toild lime, and in the West Indies as mountain-^um,
Keam'de plum, and false sandalwood.

Xlphiadidae (zif-i-ad'i-de), n.pl. See Xiphiidm'^.

Xiphianae (zif-i-a'ne), n. pi. See Xiphiidse^.

Xipllias (zif'i-as), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1748), <

L. xiphias, < Gr. fi^i'af, a'swordfish, a sort of
comet, < fi^of, sword.] 1. The typical genus
of Xiphiidie, now restricted to swordiishes with-
out teeth or ventral fins, and thus exclusive
of the sailfishes and spear-fishes (Sistiophorus
and Tetrapturus). The dorsal flns are two, the first

high and falcate, and the sec-jnd very small and situated
on the tail, opposite the small second anal. In younger
individuals, however, teeth are present, and the two dor-
sals are connected, so that the banner is more like that of
a sailflsh. The ttrst anal resemljles the first dorsal, but is

smaller and less falcate; the pectorals are moderate and
falcate. The caudal keel is single ; the skin is rough and
naked, or in the young has rudimentary scales. X. gla-
divx is the common swonlfish, widely dispersed in both
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, attaining a weight of 300 or
400 pounds, with the sword a yard long. It is dark-bluish
above, dusky Ijelow, with the sword blackisli on top.

2. In astron.: (a) A constellation made by Pe-
trus Theodori in the fifteenth century, in the
south pole of the ecliptic, and now named Do-
rado, (b) [I. c] In older authors, a sword-
shaped comet.
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Xiphicera (z5-fis'e-ra), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1825), < Gr. f('0of, sword, -1- Kepag, horn.] A
genus of orthopterous insects, of the family
Aeridiidx, or forming a family Xiphiceridee.
They are very large strong grasshoppers with crested pro-

notum and ensiform antennfc. About 25 species have
been descriljed, mainly from South America. Others are
found in Mexico, the West Indies, Australia, Java, China,
and Corea. Also Xiphocera (Burmeister, 1838).

Xiphiceridae (zif-i-ser'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (S. H.
Seudder, as Xiphoceridm), < XipMcera + -idee.~i

A family of short-horned grasshoppers, founded
on the genus Xiphicera, and containing some
half-dozen genera of large tropical and sub-
tropical forms.

Xipnidion (zl-fid'i-on), n. [NL. (Serville, 1831),
also Xiphidiiim (Agassiz, 1846), erroneously Xy-
phidium (Fieber, 1854) ; < Gr. ^Kptdiov, dim. of f/-

^f, sword.] 1. In en to?N., a genus of orthopte-
rous insects, of the family Locustidse, synony-
mous in part with Orchelimum. They are slender
long-horned grasshoppers which lay their eggs in the pith
of plants, thus sometimes damaging cereals, especially
maize.

2. Iniehth., a genus of blennioid fishes : so called
by Girard in 1859. Being preoccupied in ento-
mology, the name has been changed to Xiphis-
tcr (which see).

Xipaidiontidse (zi-fid-i-on'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
irreg. < Xiphidion + -idse.2 A family of fishes,

the gunnels or gunnel-fishes : same as Murse-
noididx. See rock-eel.

Xiphidioptenis (zi-fid-i-op'te-rus), n. [NL.
(Keichenbach, 1853), <Gr. ^Mmov, dim. ot^ifog,

sword, + TTTcpov, wing.] A genus of spur-
winged plovers, of which the West African X.
albiceps is the type, it is a remarkable bird, being
tlie only one of these plovei-s presenting the combination
of wattles and spurs and only three toes (see spur-winged);
in consequence, it has been placed in five different genera.

White-crowned Lapwing i^Xiphidiopterus albiceps).

It is known as the black-shmUdered and white-croioned lap-
wi,n<j, and these color-marks are quite distinctive. It is

a very rare bird, originally described by Gould from the
Niger.

Xiphidiorhynchus (zl-fid"i-o-ring'kus), n.

[NL. (Keichenbach, 1845), < Gr. ^Kjildwv, dim. of

|/^of, sword, -t- pvyxog, snout.] An Australian
genus of wading birds, resembling both stilts

and avosets. The species is X pectoralis. See
stilt, «., 6. Also called Leptorhynchus and CUv-
dorhynchus.

Xiphidium (zi-fid'i-um), ». [NL., < Gr. ^i^iSwv,

dim. of f'0of, sword.] Same as Xipliidion, 1.

xiphihumeralis (zif-i-hti-me-ra'lis), «. ; pi.

xiphihumerales (-lez). [NL. (sc. nmsculus), <

xiph(oid) + hu7nerus.~\ A muscle which in some
animals passes from the xiphoid cartilage to
the proximal end of the humerus.

Xiplliidse^ (zi-fi'i-de), n. pi. In mammal. See
Ziphiidee.

Xiphiidse^ (zi-fi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Xiphias +
-idse.J A family of fishes, typified by the genus
Xiphias; the swordflshes. It has included forms
now placed in Histiophorid/e. Exclusive of these, it is

the same as Xiphiinx. Also Xiphioidee, Xiphioides, Xi-
phiiform£s, Xiphiadidx, and Xiphianx. See cut under
swordjinh. .

xiphiiform (zif'i-i-f6rm), a. Same as xiphioid?.

Xiphliformes (zif"i-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL., <

Xijiliiiis -t- L..for»(0,form.] Same as Xiphiidse'^.

Xiphiinse (zif-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Xiphias
+ -!»«.] A subfamily of Xiphiidie, represented
by the true swordflshes alone, without teeth
or ventral fins. See cut under swordfish.

xiphioid^ (zif'i-oid), o. andn. In mammal. See
ziphioid.

xiphioid^ (zif'i-oid), a. and n. [< Xiphias +
-oid.'i I. a. Resembling the swordfish; related
to the swordfish; belonging to the Xiphiidse, or
having their characters. Also xiphiiform.

II. n. A member of the family Xiphiidie.

xiphoiil

xiphiplastral (zif-i-plas'tral), a. [< xiphiplas-
iron + -al.'\ Of the nature of, or pertaining to,

the ehelonian xiphiplastron. Also used sub-
stantively.

l"he imperfect left xiphiplastral.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLV. 511.

xiphiplastron (zif-i-plas'tron), 11.; pi. xiphi-

plastra (-trii). [NL., < Gr. f/i^of, a sword, + E.
plastron.'i The fourth lateral piece of the plas-
tron of a turtle ; one of the pair of terminal
pieces of the plastron in Chelonia, called xiphi-
sternum by some. See cuts under plastron and
Chelotiia.

Xiphister (zl-fis'ter), n. [NL. (Jordan, 1879), <

Gr. ^Kpcarf/p, a sword-belt, < f/^of, sword.] A ge-
nus of blennioid fishes, the type of which is the
species called Xiphidion miicosnm by Girard.
This is found along the coast from Monterey to Alaska,
reaching the length of 18 inches, and is abundant about
tide-rocks, wliere it feeds on seaweeds. X. rvpestris is a
smaller but similar fish, found with the preceding ; and a
third member of the genus, of the same habitat and still

smaller, is X. chirus.

Xiphisterinae (zi-fis-te-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Xiphister -¥ -inee.~\ In Jordan and Gilbert's

classification, a subfamily of Blenniidm, typi-
fied by the genus Xiphister.

xiphisternal (zif-i-ster'nal), a. [< xiphisternum
+ -«?.] 1. In aiia^, of tEe nature of the xiphi-
sternum, or last sterneber of the sternum

;

pertaining to the xiphisternum ; ensiform or xi-

phoid, as a cartilage or bone of the breast-bone.

Dissect out the xiphisternal cartilage of a recently-killed
frog, and remove its membranous investment (perichon-
drium). Uuxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 128.

2. In Chelonia, xiphiplastral. See cuts under
Chelonia and plastron.

xipMsternuiU (zif-i-stfer'num), n. ; pi. xiphi-

sterna (-na). [NL., prop, xiphosternum, < Gr.
fujioc, sword, -1- arcpvov, breast-bone.] 1. The
hindmost segment or division of the sternum,
corresponding to the xiphoid appendage or en-
siform cartilage of man. It is of various shapes in
different animals, sometimes forked or double, there being
a right and a left xiphisternum, as in some lizards. It
succeeds tlie segment or segments called the mesogtemum.
See cuts under mesostemum and sternum.

2. The xiphiplastron of a turtle. See second
cut under Chelonia.

Xiphisura (zif-i-sii'ra), n. pi. [NL. (orig. er-

roneously Xyphosura (Latreille), later Xyphi-
siira, Xiphiura, Xipho.iura (which see), and
prop. Xiphura), noting the dagger-like telson
of the king-crab; < Gr. f/^f, sword, -t- oiipa,

tail.] In Latreille's classification, the first fam-
ily of his Poecilopodd, contrasted with his Sipho-
nostoma, and containing only the genus Limu-
lus. Compare Syndphosura. See cuts under
horseshoe-crab and Limulus.

XipMura (zif-i-ii'ra), n.2yl. See Xiphisura.

Xiphius (zif'i-us), »7. In mammal. See Ziphiu.').

Xiphocera, XipllOCeridse. See Xiphicera, Xiphi-
ecridse.

Xiphocolaptes (zif'o-ko-lap'tez), n. [NL.
(Lesson, 1840), < Gr. f'^of, sword, -I- 'KO?MnT^(,

taken for Ko/.a^rr/p, a chisel : see Dendrocolap-
tes.'] A genus of Dendrocolaptidm, including
some of the largest piculules, having the bill

much compressed and moderately long (not
half as long again as the tarsus). It includes
about a dozen species of tropical America, averaging a foot
long, which is large for this family, as X, aibicollis, etc.

Xiphodidjnnus (zif-o-did'i-mus), n. [< Gr. ft-

(poc, sword, -f (^iSv/ioc, twin.] Same as xipho]>a-

(fllS.

Xiphodon (zif'o-don), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1822),
< Gr. fi'^of, sword, -I- b6ol% \b5ovT-) = E. tooth.']

A genus of fossil artiodactyl mammals, of Eo-
cene age and small size, now referred to the
Dichobnnidic.

Xiphodontidse (zif-o-don'ti-de), V. pi. [NL., <

Xiphodon tns + -idee.'] A family of anoplotheri-
oid mammals, at one time recognized as com-
posed of the 3 genera Xiphodon, Csenotherium,
and Microtherium.
Xiphodontus (zif-o-don'tus), w. [NL. (West-
wood, 1838), < Gr. f/fiof, sword, + bSovg (odorr-)

= E. tooth.l A genus of coleopterous insects,

of the family Lucanidee, having but one species,

A', antilope, from South Africa, remarkable for

its long sword-like mandibles.
xiphoicl (zi'foid), a. and «. [< Gr. f(0of«5^f,

swoid-shaped, < fi'^iof, sword, -f- fMof, form.]

I. a. Shaped like or resembling a sword : ensi-

fonn— Xiphoid appendage, appendix, or cetrtllage,
the xiphisternum. See cartilage, and cuts imder nienoi^ier-

vuvi i).\n\sternwn. Also called xiphoid jrroceffH.— Xiphoid
bone, in ornith., tlie occipital style of the cornuirant and
some related birds; along sliarp dagger-like or ensiform
ossification in the nuchal ligament, attached to the occiput
by its base, and pointing backward.
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Yarrell designated the "occipital style" of Shiifeldt as xiphUTOUS (zi-fu'rus), O. [< Or. f/0oc,

the xiphoid bo,ie. Science, in. m. ofpo, tail.] Having a long sharp tels.

, sword, 4-

telson like a
Xipbold ligament, a small ligament connecting the en- dagger, as the king-crab ; o~f or pe'rtaining to the
sifmm uaitflageorxiphist^murawiththecarM Xiphosura or Xiplmra; xiphosuran. See cut
seventli nb on either side.— Xiphoid process. («) In 1.7 7 h
anat., the ensiform appendage of the sternum; the xiphi- unaer norscsliOe-craO,

sternum. See cuts under mesottemum and sternum, (b) Xiphydrla (zi-iid'ri-a), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1802),
The telson of a crustacean, as the king-crab. See cut nn- < Qv-^i^vipiov, a kind'of shell-fish, < f(>of, sword.]
der horseihoe-crah.

II. n. The ensiform or xiphoid cartilage in

man, or its representative in other animals.
See xiphisterniim, 1.

xiphoiues (zl-foi'dez), n. [NL.] In anat.,

same as xi2>hoid.

ziphoidian (zi-foi'di-an), a. [< xiphoid + -tan.]

In anat., same as xiphoid.

xipliopagus(zi-fop'a-gus), n. ; pi. xiphopagi (-ji).

[NL., < Gr. .f'0of, sword, -f nayo^, that which is

fixed or firmly set.] In teratol., a double mon-
ster connected by a band extending from the
ensiform cartilage to the umbilicus. The Si-

amese twins constituted a xiphopagus. Also
xiphodidymiis.

XiphophorOB (zi-fof'o-ms), n. [NL. (Haeekel,
1848), < Gr. ^KpcKJMfjo^, also ^u^ni^poq, bearing a
sword, < f'^f, sword, + (pepeiv = E. 6earl.] In
ichth., a genus of cyprinoids, having in the male
the lower rays of the caudal fin prolonged into a
sword-shaped appendage, sometimes as long as
all the rest of tlie fish. The anal flu of the male is

also modihed into an introniittent organ, having one or
two enlarged rays with hook-like processes. A curious
fiflh of this genus is X. helteri of Mexico.

XiphopIiyllOTlS Czif-o-fil'us), a. [< Gr. f/^f,
sword, + <^r/M)v, leaf.] In hot., having ensiiorm
leaves.

Xiphorhamphus (zif-6-ram'fus), «. [NL.
(Blyth, 1843), < Gr. f(>Jf, sword, 4- />o/i^f,

beak.] 1. A genus of timeliine birds of the
eastern Himalayas. X. mperdliaris, the only species,

In entom., a notable genus of hymenopterous
insects, of the family Uroceridse, or typical of a
family Xiphydriidee, having the ovipositor con-

White-homed Camel-wasp (Xiphydria ii/liict>mis)f female,
twice natural size.

siderably exserted, the neck elongate, and cer-

tain peculiar venational characters. Ten North
American and three European species are known. X.
cainehig and X. dromedariug are British species, known
as camel'wa»ps from their long week. The white-horned
camel-wasp is X. albicftmis. They are found commonly
in willows and hedges. Also Xyphydria, Xyphidria.

Xiphydrlidse (zif-i-dri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., also

Xiphydriadx {hesich, 1819), Xiphydrida, Xyphy-
driites, etc.; < Xiphydria + -idse.] A family of

hymenopterous insects, named from the genus
Xiphydria, now merged in Uroceridse.

is 7i inches long. The general color above is olivaceous- XlrlchthyS (zi-rik'this), ». Sajae US Xyrichthys.
brown ; over the eye is a white streak, but most of the jj^, /,-(,„ 1842

^*-^'"
X-leg (eljs'leg), «. Knock-knee. [Rare.]

Xmas. See X, 3.

XiphorhyncllUS (zif-o-ring'kus), n. [NL. XOanon(zo'a-non)^«.j pl.xoana (-n^). [< Gr,

(Swainson, 1827, s.\so'ZiphZrhynchtis, 1837), <

plumage is of sober shades of ashy and rufous.

phorhyiichus, 2. -
2. Afcenusof fishes. MiiilerandTroschel,lS44. Xmas,

Gr. ^i(p'K, sword, 4- l>iryx(K, snout.] 1. A genus of

South American dendrocolaptine birds, named
from the long, thin, and much-curved bill; the

saberbills, as A', procurvun. This tree-creeper is

10 inches long, and mainly of a fulvous color, the bend
blacklsli with pale shaft-spots. The genus ranges from
Costa Rica to southern Brazil and Bolivia, and contains
4 other species —X. trochUirottrv!, X. la/retnayanws, X.
pwnllug, and X.pucherani, In the last-named the bill is

shorter and less curved, and there is no such white spot
under the eye a« all the rest have. See cut under saber-

bill.

2. A diflferent genus of birds, named by Bljrth

in 1842 in the form XiphirhyHilnis, and changed

^6avm, a carved image, < ftejv, scrape, carve,

especially in wood.] In anc. Gr. art, a work
of sculpture of the most ancient and primitive

class, rudely formed in wood, the eyes being
generally represented closed, and the limbs,

when indicated at all, extended stiffly. The ex-

amples of these statues, representing deities, which were
preserved in fJreek historic times, were looked upon with
much veneration as divine gifts fallen from heaven ; they

were usually cloaked with precious stuffs and rich em-
broideries. No specimen survives, but representations of

these old works are found on painted vases. The term
is sometimes applied attributively to primitive statues in

stone advanced but little beyond the wooden pro-

totypes, as the xoanon statue discovered by the

French in Uelos, See cut under palladium.

Xylina
known. The generic name has recently heen ascertained
to be a synonym of Pinicola (Br^bisson, 1818).

Xyelinae (zi-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Xyela +
-»«».] A subfamily of the hymenopterous
family Tenthredinidse, founded on the genus
Xyela, and having the antenna nine- to thir-

teen-jointed, irregular, third .joint very long,

anterior wings with three marginal and four
submarginal cells, and ovipositor long. Also
Xyelidse, Xyelides, Xyelites.

xylantlirax (zl-lan'thraks), n. [NL., < Gr. ft-

Aov, wood, 4- avdpa^, coal.] Woodcoal: in dis-

tinction from lithanthrax.

Xyleborus (zi-leb'o-ms), n. [NL. (Eichoff,

1864),< Gr. ^vXTi[i6po(, eating wood,< ^'vTmv, wood,
-t- [iopoc, devouring.] A notable genus of bark-
boring beetles, of the family Scolytidse, having
the antennal funicle five-jointed, the club sub-

globose and subannulate, the tarsi with the
first three joints subequal and simple, and the
tibisB with the outer edge curved and finely

serrate. About 75 species are known, of which 14 inhabit

North America. X. dispar is common to Europe and
North America. It is known in the United States and
Canada as the pin-borer, shot-borer, and pear-blight beetle.

See these words, and cuts under pin-borer and wood-en-
graver.

Xylem (zi'lem), n. [Irreg. < Gr. fiAov, wood.]
In hot., that part of a fibrovascular bundle
which contains duets or tracheids— that is, the
woody part, as distinguished from the phloem,
or bast part. Compare phloem. See protoxy-

lem, leptoxylem.

xylene (zi'len), ». [< Gr. ftiAof, wood, 4- -ene.]

Any one of the three metameric dimethyl ben-
zines C6H4 (CH3)2. They are volatile, inflam-

mable liquids obtained from wood-spirit and
from coal-tar. Also xylol, xylole.

Xylesthia (zi-les'thi-a), m. [NL. (Clemens,

1859), < Gr. ^i'Xov, wood, 4- koBiuv, eat.] A pe-

culiar genus of North American tineid moths,
allied to Ochsenheimeria and Hapsifera of the

European fauna. X. prunirarmiella, the type, feeds as

a larva upon the black-knot of the plum {Sphseria nwr-
bosa), and the larva of X. clemensella feeds upon dead
locust-timber.

XyletinUS (zil-e-ti'nus), ». [NL. (Latreille,

1829), ii-reg. < Gr. ^v2mv, wood, 4- NL. Ptinus,

q. v.] A genus of coleopterous insects, of the

family Ptinidse, comprising about 30 species,

and very widely distributed. The elytra are striate

and the antenna; serrate with joints nine to eleven, not

elongate. Seven species occur in North America, as X.

Xyleutes (zi-la'tez), n. [NL. (Hubner, 1816),

< Gr. ffArfif, a wood-cutter, < ^vhrv, wood.] A

by him in lSi3 to Xiphorhamphus.— 3. Agenus Xolmis(zol'mis),». [NL.(Boie,1828);also
of Dryophidie, or wood-snakes : so called from
the acute appendage of the snout. X. lan/iaha is

the langah.-i of Madagascar. (See cut under (an^oAo.) This
genus was named by Wagler in 1830, but the name is pre-
occupied in ornithology.

4. A genus of fishes. Agassi::, 1829.

Xiphosoma (zif-o-sd'ma), n. [NL. (Spix), <

Gr. iiitini;, a sworrf, 4- atj/xa, body.] A genus of

large serpents, of the family Boidm, or boas.

X. caninum is the dog-headed boa of South
America.
xiphostemum (zif-o-st^r'num), n. Same as
xiphistcrnnm. [Rare.]

Xiphosura (zif-o-sii'rS), n.pl. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

fI'l/wf , sword, 4- mjxi, tail.] Same as Xiphisura

:

in this form, in Lankester's classification.

Xolmus (Swainson)."] A genus of South
American tyrant-flycatchers: a synonym
both of Tsenioptera and of Ftumeola.

XOnaltite (zo-nal'tit), n. [< Xonalta (see

def.) 4- -ite^.] In mineral., a hydrous silicate

of calcium, occurring in massive form of a

white or bluish-gray color.

Xorides (zor'i-dez), «. [NL. (Latreille, 1809).]

Agenus of hymenopterous parasites, of theieh-

neumonid subfamily Plmplinse, or giving name
to an unused family Xorididse, having the face

narrowed, the cheeks tuberculate behind the

eyes, and the tibia; and tarsi long and slender.
The species are peculiar to northern regions, 14 having
been described from northern Europe, including 1 from
Lapland, and 4 from British America.

brought under .iracknida as one of three orders Xorididset (zo-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Xorides
(the other two being Eurypterinn and Trilobitse) -f -id^,] A family of hymenopterous insects,

brigaded under the name Delobranchia. named by Shuckard in 1840 from the genus
xiphosuran (zif-o-sii'ran), a. and n. [< Xipho- Xorides, but now included in Ichiieiimonidse. It

sura + -an.'] I, a. Of or pertaining to the has not even subfamily rank, its characters being shared

Xiphosura, as a horseshoe-crab. by a number of genera of Pimplinee.

11. n. A member of the group XJ»ftos«ra; a X-ray. See rav- , ,. , - 1 •

xiphoRure.
s H J-

^^ ^^^^ Symbols noting ale of certain

Xiphosure (zif'o-siir), n. One of the Xiphosura, qualities or degrees of strength, derived origi-

as a horseshoe^crab. nally fi'om marks on the brewers casks.

xiphosurous (zif-o-su'rus), a. [< Xiphostira + Xya (zi'a), n. [NL. (LatreiUe, 1809), < Gr. ^vetv,

-<m.•:.^ ^Aine a.» xiphosuran. scrape, smooth, polish.] A genus of mole-

XiphoteuthiS (zif-6-tu'this), n. [NL., < Gr. crickets, of the orthopterous family GryllidsB,

il^,r, sword, 4- re^/c, squid.] A genus of be- having filiform ten-jomted antenna) and fosso-

lemnites, characterized by a very long, nar- rial front legs. The species are mainly tropical; but

row, deeply chambered phragmacone. Only a
single species is known, from the Lias. See
IlrUmnitidee.

Xiphotrygon (zif-o-tri'gon), ». [NL. (Cope,
1«7U), < (ir. Si<j>or, sword, 4- Tpvy6v,a sting-ray.]

In ichth., a genus of elasmobranchiate fishes, of

the family Tryi/onidie.

Xiphura ( zi-fd' ril), n. pi. The more proper form
01 Xiphisura.

one is European and one (X. apicaH$)ia North American.

Also called Ti-idactytus and Rhipipteryx.

Xyela (zi-e'lii), «. [NL. (Dalman, 1819), < Gr.

^vTjln, a plane or rasp, < iveiv, scrape.] A genus

of saw-flies, of the hymenopterous family Ten-

thredinidie, giving name to the subfamily Xye-

lina, and having the fourth and following joints

of the antenniB long, slender, and filiform. The

species arc small and have a remarkably long ovipositor.

One North American and three European species arc

Common Locust-borer {Xyleutes robfnist), female, natural size.

genus of moths, of the family Cossidee. X. robi-

nise is the common locust-borer of the United
States. See also cut under carpenter-moth.

Xylharmonica (zil-har-mon'i-kii), ». [< Gr.

^iilov, wood, 4- E. harmonica.'] An enlarged and
improved form of the xylosistron (whicli see).

Xyua (zil'i-ii), n. [NL. (Bentham, 1852), so

called from the woody pod; < Gr. ^viav, wood.]
A genus of leguminous trees, of the tribe Eumi-
moseee. It is characterized by a broadly falcate com-
pressed woody two-valved pod with transverse olwvate

seeds. The only species, .r. dolabrifonnis (formerly Inga
xylocarpa), is a tall tree of tropical Asia, producing a hard

wood and bearing bipinnate leaves of only two pinriw, tliese

with four or five pairs of large leaflets and an odd one.

The small pale-green flowers are condensed into globose

heads which form terminal racemes or axillary clusters.

It is known as the ironwood of Pegu, or by its Burmese
name, pyengadu (which see).

xylidine (zil'i-din), «. Same as xyloidine.

Xylina (zil'i-na), n. [NL. (Treitschke, 1826), <

(Jr. ^h'Aim^, of wood, < f I'Aoi', wood.] A genus of

nootuid moths, giving name to the Xylinidse,

and having the male antenneB simple, the pro-

boscis short, the body robust, and the fore wings

rounded at the apex. The larvee usually live on trees,

and the pupa) are subterranean. The genus is represented

in all parts of the world, and the species number about 60,



Xylina
of which 8 argi European and about 20 North American,
X. cinerea, of uie United States, is called the ash-gray pin-
ton, and its larva bores into green apples and peaches, and

Ash-gray Pinion t^Xytina cinerea).

a, larva, borinf; into a peach ; b, moth.

feeds upon the foliage of various trees. Three of the British

species are fancifully named respectively the conformist,

A. /wrpt/era (A'. coi\formig), tlie nonconformist, X. lamb-
da, and the gray shoulder-knot, X. omitlwpus.

Xylinidae (zi-lin'i-de), h. pi. [NL. (Guen^e,

1852), < Xtilinn + -ida.] A family of noctuids,

named from the genus Xylina, many of which
are known as sh(irl{-mnths. Tlieyhave the antennie

almost always simple, well-developed palpi, thorax robust,

wings oblong, with longitudinal markings, and somewhat
plicated when at rest, giving the insect an elongated ap-
pearance. Tile family includes about 20 genera.

zylobalsamum (zi-lo-bal'sa-mum), n. [< L.
xylobalsamum, < Gr. '^vhtjid/^a/iov, the wood of

the balsam-tree, < ii'/iov, wood, + (iaXaafiov, bal-

sam.] 1. The wood, or particularly the dried

twigs, of the balm-of-Gilead tree, Commiphora
OpohaJsamum. The wood is heavy, pinkish, and fra-

grant. A decoction of it, as also of the fruit {carpobalsa-

mwm), is given in tlie East as a carminative, etc.

2. The balsam obtained by decoction from this

wood.
Xylobius (zi-16'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ^h'kov,

wood, + /3/of, life.] 1. A genus of beetles, of

the family Eucncmidee, named by Latreille in

1834, and containing two European species.

Also called Xylophilus.— 2. A genus of fossil

ehilognath myriapods. Dawson, 1859.

xylocarp (zi'lo-karp), n. [< Gr. ^vaov, wood,
+ nap-jToi, fruit.] In bot., a hard and woody
fruit.

xylocarpous (zi-lo-kilr'pus), a. [As xylocarp +
-ous.^ Having fruit which becomes hard or

woody,
Xylocnlore (zi'lo-klor), n. [< Gr, ^r?MP, wood, +
X^oipoi, greenish-yellow,] An olive-green crys-

talline mineral, closely resembling apophyllite,

if not a variety of it.

Xylocopa (zi-lok'o-pa), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1802), < Gr, ^ii?Mv', wood, + -kottoc, < kotctuv,

cut,] An extensive genus of solitary bees, con-
taining many of those large species known
as carpcnter-hecs. They resemble bumblebees, from
which they differ in having the abdomen usually naked,

and in important venational characters. Their burrows

<'^^W^^f^ \ ^^ /T

Virginian Carpenter-bee l,Xytocofa virginiea).

e, hind tarsus of female carpenter-bee : c, hind tarsus of bumblebee.

are formed in solitl wood, and their cells are separated by
partitions usually made of agglutinated sawdust, and
provisioned witli pollen. Six species occur in Europe and
nine in North America. X. violacea is the common Euro-
pean species, and A', virginica the common one in the
United States. See also carpenter-bee (with cut).

Xylocopus (zi-lok'o-pus), n, [NL, (Cabanis,

1863), < Gr, ^ii/Mv, ' wood, + -Kojrof, < Kdnrav,

cut,] A genus of woodpeckers, such as P/cias"

minor and P. major, respectively the lessor and
greater spotted woodpeckers of Europe : gener-
ally considered a synonym of Picus proper. See
Dendrocopus, 2, and cut under Picus.

xylogen (zi'lo-jen), H. [< Gr. ^v?j)v, wood, + -yc-

vriq, producing.] 1. Same as lignin.— 2. Wood
or xylem in a formative state.

xylograph (zi'lo-graf), ». [< Gr, fO/loii, wood,
+ ypcKpav, engrave, write.] 1. (a) An en-

graving on wood. (6) An impression or print

from a wood-block. In both senses the term is

most commonly applied to old work, especially

to that of the very earliest period.— 2. A me-
chanical copy of the grain of wood, executed
by a method of nature-printing, and used as a
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surface decoration. The wood to be copied is treated
chemically so that the grain remains in relief and serves

to give an impression in a suitable pigment.

xylographer (zi-log'ra-fer), «. [< xyloyraph-y
+ -eri.J An engraver on wood, especially one
of the earliest wood-engravers, as of the fif-

teenth century.

xylographic (zi-lo-graf'ik), a. [< xylograph-y
+ -»c,] Of or pertaining to xylography; cut in

or on wood.
Some of these changes of form, otlierwise inexplicable,

since they are from simpler and easier forms t<) others
more complicated and seemingly more difficult, can be
readily accounted for by the fact that the runes were es-

sentially a xylographic script,

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II, 221,

xylographical (zi-lo-graf'i-kal), a. [< xylo-

graphic + -rt/,] Same as xylographic.

Xylographus (zi-log'ra-fus), n. [NL, (Dejean,
1834): seo xylograph.'] A genus of coleopterous
insects of the family Cioidee, distinguished
mainly by the structure of the legs. About a
dozen species are known, most of which are South Ameri-
can. Two, however, are from southern Europe, one is from
Alj:cria, ami one from Madagascar.

xylography (zl-log'ra-fi), ». [= F. xylograpMe

;

i Gr. f i'/loi^, wood, + -ypafla, < ypd^etv, engrave,
write. Cf, ^vAoypaipeiv, write on wood.] 1,

Engraving on wood: a word used only by bib-

liographers, and chiefly for the woodcut work
of the fifteenth century,— 2. A process of dec-

orative painting on wood, A selected pattern or de-

sign is drawn on wood and is then engraved, or the design
is reproduced on zinc by the ordinary method. An elec-

trotype cast is taken from the woodcut or zinc plate, and
smooth surfaces of wood are printed from the electrotype,

under a regulated pressure, with pigments prepared for

the purpose. The color penetrates tlie wood, leaving no
outside film, and after being French polished, or covered
with a fluid enamel, the wood may be washed, scruljbed,

or even sandpapered without destroying tlie pattern.

Ure.

xyloid (zi'loid), a. [< Gr. ftiXoefrf^f, like wood,
< fii/ov, wood, + clfiog, form.] Woody; of the
nature of, resembling, or pertaining to xylem
or wood; ligneous.

xyloidine (zi-16i'din), n. [As xyloid + -ine^.l

An explosive compound (CgHgNOy) produced
by the action of strong nitric acid upon starch

or woody fiber. It somewhat resembles gun-
cotton in its nature. Also called xylidine.

xylol, xylole (zi'lol, zi'lol), ». [< Gr. ^vlov,

wooti, + L, oleum, oil.] Same as xylene.

xyloma (zi-lo'ma), n.
;

pi, xylomata (-ma-tji),

[NL,, < Gr, fiiAoi', wood, + -oma.] In 6ot, a
scleriotoid body in certain fun^ which produces
sporogenous structures in its interior,

Xylomelum (zi-lo-me'lum), )(, [NL, (Smith,

1798), so called from the woody apple-like fruit

;

< Gr. ^v?Mv, wood, + iitjTmv, apple.] A geuus
of apetalous plants, of the order Proteacess and
tribe Grevilleese. It is characterized by opposite leaves,

densely, spicate flowers, an ovary with two ovules later-

ally affixed, and a hard, nearly indehiscent, somewhat
ovoid fruit. The 5 species are all Australian. They are

trees or tall shrubs, with opposite entire or spiny-toothed
leaves. The flowers are of medium size, sessile in pairs

under the bracts of a dense spike, which is commonly per-

fect below, but in tlie upper part stei'ile. The spikes are

opposite or axillary, or crowded into a terminal cluster

which finally becomes lateral. X. pyr%forme, the wooden-
pear tree of New South Wales, is remarkable for its fruit,

wliich is exactly like a common pear in size and shape,
but attached by the broad end and composed of a hard
woody substance difficult to cut ; when ripe it splitslength-

wise, discharging a flat winged seed. The tree grows
from 20 to 40 feet liigli, 6 to 8 inches in diameter, pro-

ducing a dark-reddisli wood, used in cabinet-work.

Xylomiges (zi-lom'i-jez), «. [NL. (Guen^e,
1852, as Xylomyges), < Gr. ^v^o/uyK, mixed with
wood, < fivlov, wood, + fuyvvvai, mix.] A genus
of noctuid moths, of the family Apamidse, com-
prising species of moderate size, robust body,
short proboscis, and palpi hardly reaching
above the head. The genus is wide-spread, bnt con-
tains only about a dozen species, of which 9 inhabit the
United States. See silver-cloud.

xylonite (zi'lo-nit), n. [Irreg, < Gr, ^vAov, wood,
+ -ite.'] Same as celluloid.

Xylonomus (zi-lon'o-mus), n. [NL, (Graven-
horst, 1829), < Gr, fivlou, wood, + vlfiew, graze,

feed.] An importantgenus of hymenopterous
parasites, of the ichneumonid subfamily Pim-
plinse, having very long legs and antennse, and
the marginal cell of the fore wing extending
nearly to the apex of the wing. The species are
rather large, are wide-spread, and are parasitic upon the
larvfie of the larger wood-boring beetles, such as the Ceram-
bycidx ; 15 are known in Europe, and 9 have beeA de-

scribed from the United States.

xylopal (zi-16'pal), n. [< Gr. fwAov, wood, +
oTrd/J.io;, opal.] Same as wood-opal.

Xylophaga^ (zi-lof'a-ga), «. [NL. (Turton,
1822), < Gr. ftiAo^dyof,wood-eating, < fiAov, wood,
+ ipayelv, eat.] 1, A genus of boring bivalves,

xylophone

of the family Pholadidx, as X. dorsalis.— 2.

[/, <",] A member of this genus,

Xylophaga looks like a very short ship-worm, making
liurrows in floating wood, .igainst the grain, about an inch
long. /•, /'. Carpenter, Lectures on Mollusca (1861), p. 99.

Xylophaga^ (zi-lof'a-ga), n. ]il. [NL. : see
Xylophaga^.] 1, X imes of Hymenoptera di-

troclia, in Hartig's classification (1837), con-
taining only the family Vroceridx: distin-

guished from the Phyllophaga on the one hand
and the Parasitica on the other. Compare these
two words,— 2. A group of rhynchophorous
insects, Motschulsly, 1845.

xylophagan (zi-lof'a-gan), a. and n. [< Xy-
lophaga + -an.] I. a. In ew torn,, of or pertain-
ing to the Xylophaga, in either sense,

II. n. A member of the Xylophaga, in either
sense.

xylophage (zi'lo-faj), n. [< Xylophagtis.] A
xylophagous insect, [Rare,]

Wood yellowish, ... of a somewhat unequal coarse
flber, soon attacked by rylophanes.

Kurz, Flora Brit. Burmah,

Xylophagi (zi-lof 'a-ji), «. pi. [NL., pi. of Xy-
lophagus, q. v.] 1. In Latreille's system of

classification, the second family of his tetram-
erous Coleoptera, containing many forms now
distributed among the i?os<n'c/«'rf«, Mycetopha-
gidie, Cioidse, l,athridiidte, Cucujidse, Colydiidie,

and Trogositidse.— 2. In Meigen's classification,

same as Xylox>hagidse.

Xylophagldse (zi-lo-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1829), < Xylophagus + -idle.] A fami-
ly of brachycerous dipterous insects, typified by
the genus Xylophagun. They have the costal vein en-
compassing the entire'wing, and the tibia) spurred. Their
larval live in dead and decaying wood, and the adults are
found most coumionly on tree-trunks in high places in the
woods. About 60 species are known. Compare Beridse.

xylophagous (zi-lof'a-gus), a. [< Gr. ^lO.txpd^, oc,

wood-eating, < ^v/.ov, wood, + (payelv, eat.] 1.

Wood-eating; habitually feeding upon wood;
lignivorous, as an insect. See Cis (with cut).

—

2, Perforating and destroying as if eating tim-
ber, as a moUusk or a crustacean,

Xylophagus (zi-lof'a-gus), «, [NL, (Meigen,
1803): see xylo2>hag6us.] The tx-pical genus of

Xylophagidse. The larvte live in garden-mold or under
the bark of decaying trees, and the adult flies are remark-
able for their resemblance to certain hymenopterous in-

sects. They are rather large, almost naked, blue or black
in color, often with a broad lirownish band on the abdomen.
A dozen or more species are known, of which eight are
North American. Also incorrectly Xilophagus (Latreille,

1829).

Xylophasia (zi-lo-fa'si-a), w. [NIj. (Stephens,

1829), < Gr. fi'/oi'. wood, + ^aoK-, an appear-
ance.] A genus of noctuid moths, of the family
Apamidse, allied to Xylomiges, but having the
palpi reaching above the head. A", hej-atiea is the
clouded brindle-moth. A", polyodon is the dark arches,

expanding about 2 inches. Mauy of the species formerly
included in this genus are now placed in Hadena and Ma-
tnestra.

xylophilan (zi-lof'i-lan), n. [< Xylophili + -an.]

Any member of the Xylophili.

Xylophili (zi-lof'i-li), «, pi. [NL, (Latreille,

1825), pi. of Xylophilus: see xylophilous.] A
group of scarabffioid beetles, including several

genera of the modem family Scarahieidx : cor-

responding to the families Dynastidee and Ihi-

lelids' of Macleay.
xylophilous ( zi-lof'i-lus), a. [< NL. Xylophilus,

< Gr. f I /oi', wood, -I- (pi/.dv, love,] Fond of wood,
as an insect; living or feeding tipon wood.
Xylophilus (zi-lof'i-lus), «. [NL. (Latreille,

1825): see xylophilous.] 1. A genus of small
beetles, of the family Anthicidse. It is represented
in many parts of the world, and comprises more than 40
species, of which 16 are found in the United States, as

X. inelsheimeri, remarkable iu that the males have flabel-

late antennai.

2. Same as Xylohiiis, 1. Mannerheim.
xylophone (zi'lo-fon), n. [< Gr. fi''?.oi', wood, +
ipavt/, voice.] A musical instrument consisting

of a graduated series of wooden bars, often sup-
ported on bands of straw, and sounded by means

Xylophone.

of small wooden hammers or by rubbing with

rosined gloves. The tone is often agreeable
and effective. Alao gigelira, sticcada, and straK-

fiddle.



Xylopia

Xylopia (zM6'pi-a), n. [NL. (Lmnseus, 1763),
for 'Xylopicros, so called from the bitter wood

;

< Gr. ^i'^Mv, wood, + iriKpo^, bitter.] A genus
of plants, of the order Anonacess, type of the
tribe Xylopiese. it is characterized by flowers with a
conical receptacle bearing externally numerous stamens
with truncate anthers, in tlie center excavated and con-
taining from one to Ave carpels, each with two to six ovules.
There are from 30 to 40 species, natives of the tropics, chief-

ly in America, but with sevei-al in India and Africa. They
are trees or shrubs with coriaceous and commonly two-
ranked leaves. The flowers are solitary or clustered in the
axils, and are nearly or quite sessile, each with six petals,

the outer elongated, thick, boat-shaped, curving, erect, and
almost meeting at the summit, surpassing the three inner
l)etals. The fruit consists of oblong or elongated berries
produced on a convex receptacle. .V. ^Eihiojnea, of western
tropical Africa, is the source of African, negro, or Guinea
pepper ; it is a tree with pointed ovate leaves, and a fruit

consisting of several dry black quill-like aromatic carpels
about 2 inches long. These are sold in native markets as

a stimulant and condiment, and were formerly imported
into Europe, forming the piper ^Ethiopicum of old writers.

For .1'. poli/carpa, of tn "pical Africa, see yettt/w dye-tree (un-
der yellow). From the pervasive flavor of their wood va-

rious American species are called bitter-wood, especially

X. glabra in the West Indies and X. frutescens in Guiana.
The fruit of ,\'. »ericea in Brazil serves as a spice, and
its bark torn from the tree in ribbon-like strips is twisted
into coarse cordage, and would be available for matting.
X. frut€)scen», known in Brazil as eminray has similar uses.

Several species have formerly been classed under the gen-
era Cnona, Uvaria, and Habzelia,

Xylopieae (zi-lo-pi'f-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlieher,

1836), < Xylopia + -f«.] A tribe of polypeta-
loiis plants, of the order Anonaeese. It is charac-
terized by densely crowded stamens, and thick exterior
petals which are connivent or scarcely open; the inner
ones are included and smaller, and are sometimes minute
or absent. It includes y genera, chiefly of tropical trees,

of which the chief are Aiuma, Habzelia, and Xylopia (the

type).

XylopinUS (zi-lo-pl'nns), n. [NL. (Le Conte,

1862;, < Gr. ^i'/.nv, wood, + ireivav, be hungry.]
A genus of tenebrionid beetles, peculiar to

North America, having the antenuse slender
with the distal joints triangular, the anterior

tarsi of the male little dilated, and the ante-

rior margin of the front not reflexed. Three
species are known. They live under the bark
of dead trees.

Xylopyrograpliy (zi'lo-pi-rog'ra-fi), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ii'/Mv. wood, + T^iifj, fire, + -ypafia, < ypdipen',

write.] Same SkS poker-painting.

Zyloretine (zi-lo-re'tin). v. [FoT'xylorrhetine

;

< Gr. fi'Aoi', wood, + 'prjTivTj, resin : see resin.\ A
subfossil resinous substance, found in connec-
tion with the pine-trunks of the peat-marshes
of Holtegaard in Denmark.
Xyloryctes (zi-lo-rik'tez), n. [Nli. (Hope, 1837),

< Gr. ^v'/ov, wood, -t-

oprKrri^, a digger.] A j (,^|f^
peculiargenusof sear-

^'

abseid beetles, having
the head of the male
armed with a long
horn, and the female
head tuberculate. The
genus corresponds in the
western hemisphere to the
eastern Oryptex. X. saty-

riis is rather common in

the eastern United States.

It« larva is said to injure
the roots of ash-trees.

zylosistron ( zi-lo-sis '
-

tron ), II . [< Gr. fi'Xoi',

wood, + miuTpov, sis-

trum: see.snXriiw.] A
musical instrument, invented by Uthe in 1807,

resembling Chladni's euphonium, but having
wooden instead of glass rods. Compare xylhar-

mnnica.

zylostein (zi-los'te-in), n. {< NL. Xylosteiim (see

aef.) (< Gr. iv>j>v, wood, + ooTfoi-, bone ) + -in'^.'\

An active poisonous principle which has been

Xytoryctts satyrus, female.
natural size.
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isolated from the seeds of Lonicera Xylosteum,
a species of honeysuckle.
Xylostroma (zi-lo-strd'ma), «. [NL.,< Gr. ^v7mv,

wood, -I- arpu^a,'anything spread or laid out.]

A genus or form-genus of polyporoid fungi,

which continues indefinitely, without fruiting,

as a thick dense leathery sheet covering the
wood upon which it lives.

xylostromatoid(zi-l9-str6'ma-toid), a. [< NL.
Xylostroma{t-) + -aid.] In 6o(., resembling the
genus or form-genus A')/tos<r(»««— that is, hav-
ing a tough woody or leathery appearance—
as the matted mycelium of certain p'olyporoid
fungi.

Distinguished by its distinct xylogtromatoid sub-stra-
tum. M. C. Cooke, Handbook of British Fungi, I. 282.

Xylota (zi-lo'tii), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1822), <

Gr. ^v7x)v, wood.] A large genus of syrphid
flies, comprising medium-sized or large species,
slender, with the abdomen more or less red,

yellow, or metallic. More than 40 species are found
in North America, and about 15 in Europe. The larva
are found in decaying wood, and the adults frequent the
foliage of bushes in blossom.

Xyloteles (zi-lot'e-lez), n. [NL. (Newman,
1840), < Gr. ^L'Xov, wood, -t- Ti?yO(, end.] A genus
of Polynesian cerambycid beetles, comprising
about a dozen species from New Zealand and
the Philippines. They are rather large pubes-
cent beetles, with the intercoxal prominence of

the abdomen in the form of an acute triangle.

Xyloterus (zi-lot'e-rus), n. [NL. (Erichson,

1836), < Gr. ^vh)v, wood, -I- Ttpelv, bore.] 1 . A ge-
nus of bark-boring beetles, containing several
very destructive species, as A', birittatus, which
seriously injures the spruce in North America.
They have the antennal club large, oval, solid, pubescent
on both sides, the eyes completely divided, and the tibire

serrate. Five species occur in the United States. By En-
ropean authors the genus is considered a synonym of Try-
podendron (Stephens, 1830).

2. A genus of homtails, comprising two Euro-
pean species. Bartig, 1887.

zylotile (zi'lo-til), n. [< Gr. fW.ov, wood, +
ri'/.of, down.] A mineral of fibrous structure

and wood-brown color, probably an altered

form of asbestos.

zylotomous (zi-lot'o-mus), a. [< Gr. fiiAov,

wood, + -Topo^ji ripvetv, rafielv, cut.] Wood-out-
ting, as an insect.

Xylotrogi (zi-lo-tro'ji), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ^iilnv,

wood, -t- Tpuyeiv, gnaw.] In Latreille's classi-

fication, a group of serricorn beetles, distin-

guished among serricoms from Malacodermi
and from Sternoxi.

Xylotrypes (zi-lo-tn'pez), «. [NL. (Dejean,

1H34, as Xylotrupes), < Gr. fivtop, wood, -I- rpv-

irav, bore.] A genus of very large lamellicorn

beetles, related to Dynastes, as A', gidcon of Ma-
lacca, which attacks the cocoanut. The cephalic

horn of the males is always forked, and the thoracic horn
sometimes biflii. About a dozen species are known, be-

longing njainly to the Australasian fauna.

Xyrichtliys (zi-rik'this), n. [NL. (Cuvier and
Valenciennes, 1839), also Xirichthys, Zyrich tliys;

< Gr. ^vpdv, a razor, -1- i;i^f, a fish.] In iciitli.,

a genus of brilliantly colored labroid fishes, of

tropical seas, known as ra:or-flshes. x. vermicn-

latut is West Indian, and differs little from the European
type of the genus. X. lineatm of the West Indies, and oc-

casional on the southern coast of the United States, Is rose-

red with a large blotch on each side below the pectorals.

Xyridacese (zir-i-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Xyris

(-i(l-) -\- -acese.'] Same as Xyridcse.

xyridaceous (zir-i-da'shius), a. Characterized

like Xyris; belonging to the Xyridex {Xyrida-

Xyride8e(zi-rid'e-e),n.pi. [NL. (Kunth, 1815), <

Xyris (Xyrid-) -f -«*.] An order of monocotyle-

donous plants, of the series Coionariex. It is

characterized by slightly irregular bisexual flowers, ses-

xystus

sile and solitary under imbricated bracts in a terminal
head. The perianth consists of three equal broad-spread-
ing delicate corolla-lobes, and a single laige petaloid cadu-
cous sepal which wraps around the corolla, or is in the
tropical American genus Abolboda absent. There are per-
haps 48 species, belonging mostly to the genus Xyrix
(the type), the others to Abolboda, They are usually per-
ennials, growing in tufts in wet places, chiefly in warm
countries. They resemble the sedges and rushes in habit,
the lientiace/e in the structureof their seeds, and the spider-
worts in that of their ovules.

Xyris (zi'ris), «. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1737; earlier

in Lobel, 1581), so called from the sharp-edged
leaves ; < Gr. ^vpiq, a species of Iris, perhaps I.

foetidissima, < ^vp6v, a razor, < ^ieiv, scrape.] A
genus of plants, type of the order Xyridcse. It is

characterized by flowers with a broad petaloid sepal which
is very caducous, and a style without any appendage.
About 40 species have been described, but not all are now
thought distinct. They are tufted lierbs, the stems usu-
ally flattish and two-edged, witli linear rigid or grass-

like leaves, and small globose or ovoid flower-heads with
very closely imbricated rigid bracts. They are known as
yellow-eyed grass, from the yellow petals ; 17 species oc-

cur in the southern United States, mostly in sands and
pine-barrens; 4 extend northward, of which A'. /<'a:«o*a,

with a twisted, and X. Caroliniana, with a flattish scape,

occur from Massachusetts to Florida ; X. Jimbriata and
X. torta occur in pine-barrens from New Jersey south-
ward. The leaves and roots of X. Indica are used as a
remedy against leprosy and the itch in India, as are also

those of .Y. Arnericana in Guiana and of A', vaginata in

Brazil,

xyst (zist), n. [< L. xystits, also xystiim, <Gr. fixr-

Tuc. a covered portico (so called from its pol-

ished floor), < ivoToc, scraped, smoothed, pol-

ished, < fieiv, scrape, plane, smooth, polish.]

In anc. arch., a covered portico or open court,

of great length in proportion to its width, in

which athletes performed their exercises; or,

in Roman villas, sometimes, a garden walk
planted with trees. Also xystos, xystus.

Xysta (zis'tii), ». [NL. (Meigen, 1824), < Gr.

jiiorof: see xj^st] 1. A genus of dipterous in-

sects, belonging to the Muscidse calyptratss and
subfamily Phasiiiie. They are medium sized or small

somewhat hairy flies of black or gray color, whose meta-
morphoses are not known. Few species have been de-

scribed, of which but one is North American.

2. A genus of tenebrionid beetles, synonymous
with Elseodes (Esehscholtz, 1829).

xystarch (zis'tark), «. [< LL. xystarches, < Gr.

^vardpxK, the director of a xyst, < ftxTT(Sf, a cov-
ered portico, xyst, -I- apx>:iv, rule.] An Athe-
nian officer who presided over the gymnastic
exercises of the xyst.

xyster (zis'ter), n. [< Gr. ftwr^p, a scraping-

tool, < ^veiv, scrape: %eexys1.'] 1. A surgeons'

instrument for scraping bones.— 2. [cap.'\

[NL.] A genus of fishes. Lacepede.

XystiCUS (zis'ti-kus), II. [NL. (Koch, 1835), <

(Jr. ^variKd^, of or for scraping, < ^vct6^, scraped

:

see xyst.'] A large genus of laterigrade spiders,

of the family Thumisidie. About 30 species are

described from North America.

xystos (zis'tos), «. [NL. or L. : see xyst.] Same
as xyst.

Xystrocera (zis-tros'e-ra), II. [NL. (Serville,

1834), < Gr. ^iarpa, a" scraper, + nipaij, horn.]

In entoin., a genus of tropical longicom beetles

of large size, and usually of a reddish-yellow

color variegated with metallic green. About
30 species are known, nearly all from African

and Australasian faunas.

Xystroplites (zis-trop-li'tez), n. [NL. (Jordan

MSS., Cope, 1877), < Gr. ^iarpa, a scraper (<

fi>c(i', scrape), -t- bTxXnrii;, armed.] A genus of

centrarchoid fishes, distinguished from Lepomis

by the blunt pharyngeal teeth. A species is

found in Texas, usually called Lepomis lieros.

xystus (zis'tus), H. 1. Sameasxjsi.— 2. [cap.]

[NL.] A generic name variously applied to

certain hymenopterous, coleopterous, and lepi-

dopterous insects.
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1. The twenty-fifth letter

in the English alphabet. It

has both a vowel and a conso-

nant value. The character (as

was pointed out under U) is the

finally established Greek fonn
of the sign added by the Greeks
next after T (which had been the

hist Phenician letter) to express
theoo(o)-sound; £7"and Fare other
forms of it, which have kept more

nearly their original place and value. As a Greek vowel,

yunderwent a phonetic change which made of it the equiv-

alent of the present French u, German «, a rounded t, or

a blending of the i- and it-sounds ; and in the first century

B. c. it was added by the Romans to their alphabet (which

had till then ended with x) to express this sound in the

Greek words borrowed into their language. With the same
value it passed also into Anglo-Saxon use ; but its sound
gradually changed to that of a pure or unrounded i; and
then its further development into a sign for both vowel and
consonant is analogous with the partial differentiation of

y-. See i-i. For Middle English words with this

prefix, see i-, or the form without the prefix,
-yl. [Early mod. E. also -ic, -ye; < ME. -y, -ic,

-ye, -i, -iz, < AS. -ig = D. -ig = OHG. -ig, -ic,

MHG. -ic, -ec, G. -ig = leel. -igr, -tigr = Sw.
Dan. -ig = Goth, -ags (cf. L. -ic-us = Gr. -ik-6c),

an adj. suffix, as in AS. stsenig, stony, isig, icy,

dedwig, dewy, etc. This suffix is often spelled

-ey, especially when attached to a word ending yacht (yot), v. i. [< yacht, «.] To sail or cruise

in -y, as in clayey, skyey.] A very common suffix in a yacht.

I sailed this morning with his Majesty in one of his

yachU (or pleasure-boats), vessels not known among un

till the Dutch East India Company presented that curious

piece to the king. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 1, 1661.

Yatchl, a Dutch Vessel or Pleasure boat about the big-

ness of our Barge. Blount, Glossographia (1670).

Yacht, a small sort of a Ship, built rather for Swiftness

and Pleasure than for Merchandize or Warlike Service.

B. Phillips, 1706.

used to form adjectives from nouns, and some
times from verbs, such adjectives denoting
'having,' 'covered with,' 'full of,' etc., the thing

expressed by the noun, as in stony, rocky, icy,

watery, rainy, dewy, meaty, juicy, mealy, salty,

peppery, j>owdery, flowery, spotty, speckly, etc.

It may be used with almost any noun, but is found chiefly

with monosyllables, while examples of its use with trisyl-

lables are rare.
tfor Fand IK (see HO. It differs from w, the other character „

,. , , . , , . / -.n-. . / n

having the double value of vowel and consonant, in being -y2. [Also -le (rarely -ee) ; < Mil., -ye, -te (rare)

;

not only exchanged with i in diphthongs and vowel-di-

graphs— as ai ay, ei ey, oi oy— hnt also commonly used by
j,.„r ~SLSaiay,eiey,oioy
Itself as the vowel of a syllable, as in by, deny, sylph, lying,

taking the place of i both at the end of a word (since no

proper English word except the pronoun/is allowed to end

witli t) and elsewhere, and constantly exchanging with i

and ie in tlie different inflectional forms of the same words

:

va, pony, ponies; pretty, prettier; deny, denies, denied, de-

nier; andsoon. In Anglo-Saxon j/properlyexpressedtlie

mixed sound « ; but it early began to interchange with

«V and in Middle English the two became convertible, y
being often substituted for t as being more legible, and as

aSording, especially at the end of a word, an opportunity

for a calligraphic flourish. Hence its present prevalence

at the end of words, while in the inflected forms the older

i is retained, families, the plural oi/amilie, remaining be-

side family, the flourished spelling, without the original

final e, of familie. As a vowel-sign, j/ is a superfluity in

our alphabet, signifying nothing which would not be just

as well signified by i. The consonant y is really a dilfer-

ent letter, representing the Middle English g, the Anglo-

Saxon g. The value is that of a semivowel, related to tlie

»-80unds (i and e) precisely as w is related to the i(-sounds

(ti and oo or d) ; if at all dwelt on or prolonged, it becomes
antore. With this value it stands always before another

vowel, as in yam, ye, yield, you. Yule. In very many words
it is a matter of compar.^tive indifference, and subject to

constant variation in practice, whether an i before a vowel

shall be pronounced as a vowel, making a separate sylla-

ble, or as y, combining into one syllable witli its successor.

In the respellings for pronunciation of this dictionary,

such cases are often written with an t in the same syllable

with the following vowel: examples are cordial, fo-lio,

fa-shient, e-rastian. The semivowel j/-sounil is not only

thus written with y and with i (sometimes also with e, as

in the ending -ceous), but it Is sounded without being writ-

ten In a large class of words as the first element of what is

called "long It" (that is, yoo; see (T), as in m.s<!, unton ; and
then, even when the oo (o) part of the combination is re-

duced by slighting even to the neutral-vowel sound (« or

u or «X the y remains : hence, jisfyer, not flg'er, for Jig'ttr

(fi^yor). In all these varieties of designation, the semi-

vowel y-sound is a mucli rarer element than the w-sound
in English utterance, making but % of one per cent, of the

latter, while the w is 21 per cent. The character y in the

archaic forms or abbreviations ye, yat, y, y', etc., is neitlier

the Greek y nor the Anglo-Saxon y (g), but a form of the

Anglo-Saxon and Middle English )), now written th, and is

to be pronounced, of course, as th.

a dim. suffix, prob. due to a merging of the

familiar adj. suffix -)/l, -iel, with the orig. fern,

suffix -ie'i, -)/3, and perhaps in some cases with

the D. dim. suffix -je, which is short for -jen, a

later var. of -ken (see -kin).'] A diminutive

suffix, appearing chiefly in childish names
animals, etc., as kitty, doggy, piggy, hirdy,

froggy, mousy, and similar names, or familiar

forms of personal names, as Eaty or Kitty (di-

minutive of Kate), Jenny, Hetty, Fanny, Willy,

Joliuny, Tommy, etc., such names being often

spelled with -ie, as Willie, Davie, etc., a spelling

common in Scotch use, and also in general use

in names of girls, as Katie, Jennie, Settle, Carrie,

Li::zie, Nellie, Annie, etc. Such names coincide in

terminal fonn with some feminine names not actually

The young English . . . seek for travels as dangerous
aswar, diving into Maelstroms, . . . yachting Among the

icebergs of Lancaster Sound. Emerson, Power.

yacht-built (yot'bilt), a. Constructed on the

model of a yacht.

On the coast of Florida, there are the skimming-dish,

the pumpkin-seed, and the flat-iron models, all half-round

yacht-built boats, broad and beamy, cat-rigged or sloop-

rigged ; they all pound and spank in a sea-way. and are

very wet. J. A. fle)ishall. Forest and Stream, XIII. 6^3.

yacht-club (yot'klub), n. A club or union of

yacht-owners for racing purposes, the promo-
tion of yachting, etc., usually presided over

by a commodore.
^
f
yachter (yot'er), «. [< 2/ac7i*-l--ej-l.] One who
commands a yacht; also, one who sails in a

yacht ; a yachtsman.
yachting (yot'ing), n. [Verbal n. of yacht, v.]

The art of navigating a yacht; the sport of

sailing or traveling in a yacht. Also used at-

tributively: as, a yachting voyage; a yachting

suit.

yachtsman (yots'man), «. ;
pi. yachtstnen

(-men). One who keeps or sails a yacht.

The men . . . were hauling up the mainsail, Claud and
Freddy lending superfluous aid, and making themselves

very hot over it, as the manner of yachtsmen is.

W. E. Norris, Matrimony, v.

diminutive, as Mary, Lucy, Lily, formerly and sometimes
still written Marie, Lucie, Lillie, etc. The diniinntive ter-

mination is not used, except as above, in English literary

speech, but it is common in Scotch, as in beoitie, mannie, yachtsmanship (yots'man-ship), n. [< yachts-
lassie, sometimes with a second diminutive sufBx, as in las-

^'^nf^,^ + .^7, ,-p_ ] The art or science of sailing or

managing a yacht. Also yachtmanship.

The partisans of English yachtrtMnship need not be
disconcerted. ^. ^

St. James's Gazette, Sept. 8, 1886. {Encyc. Diet.)

siehie, etc.

y3. [Early mod. E. also -ye, -ie; < ME. -ie, -ye.

'< OF. -ie, F. -ie = Sp. -ia, in some words of

Gr. origin -ia = Pg. It. -ia, < L. -ia = Gr. -ta, a

common term, of fem. abstract (and concrete)cummuu „k,l,^. "'^-c^; „^o..=,;jv ^^^^ ^..y.^..., ^ Middle English form of gave, preterit
nouns, as m h. faimlta, family, mama (< Gr. '**'•.

-J^

^'^'"""' ^"6 = a
>

t-

jiavia), madness, etc. See def. Cf. -cy, -ency, ° J'!^* -\

ce, -ence, etc.] A termination of nouns from ',* 1*Jf^ ,V

the Latin or Greek, or of modem formation on
the Latin or Greek model. Such nouns are or were

originally abstract, but many are now concrete. Examples
Rve famUy,innocency, homily, theory, geography, philoso-

phy, philology, etc.; tlie list is innumerable. Besides words

from the Latin and Greek, many otlier words have the ter-

mination -y, '

,^_-,, -. [Imitative; cf. yap'>- and tcaff^.]

To bark like an angry dog; yelp ; hence, to talk

pertly. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

This said, up came a yaffing cur.

A. Scott, The Hare's Complaint. (Jamieson.)

yafai (yaf'il), n. Same as yaffle^-

Greek termination, or from some other source. As the ter-

mination in such cases usually has no significance, and

is therefore not used as formative within the meaning as-

signed to that word, such words, which are very numerous
and intractable to classification, are here ignored,

ya^t. An old spelling of yea.

2. As a symbol: (a) In chem., the symbol of ya2 (ya), j>row. A dialectal fonn of you.

yttrium. (&) In ornith., in myologieal formulas,

the symbol of the accessory semitendinosus.

A. H. Garrod. (c) In math.: (1) [I c] In al-

gebra, the second of the variables or unknown
quantities. (2) [1. c] In analytical geometry,

the symbol of the ordinate or other rectilinear

point-coordinate. (3) In mechanic8,_the com

Same asjacare.
Either of two

yacare (yak'a-re), n. [Braz.]

yacca (yak'ii), «. [W. Ind.]

West Indian evergreens, Podocarpus Purdieana

and P. coriacea, trees becoming respectively

100 feet and 50 feet high, and affording timber

suitable for cabinet and plain purposes.

yacca-tree (yak'a-tre), n. Same as yacca.
" ' The wood of theponent of a force in the direction of the axis yacca-WOOd (yak'a-wud), n

of y. (d) As a medieval Roman numeral, yacca-tree.
the symbol for 150, and with a line drawn yadjt (yot), n. [Formerly also yatcht, yatch

above it (T), 150,000.-3. [l- ".] An abbrevia- '(^f, y yacht, < E.)
;
.= G. jacht, < MD. jacht, D.

jagt, a yacht, lit. a chase, hunting (= OHG.
'jagot, MHG. jagdt, G. jagd, chase, hunting),

< jagen = OHG. jagon, MHG. G. jagen, hunt.]

A vessel propelled "either by sails or by steam,

most often light or comparatively small, but

sometimes of large size, used for pleasure-trips

or for racing, or as a vessel of state to convey
persons of distinction by water. There are two
distinct types of sailing yacht: the racer with large spars

and sails and fine lines, but sacrificing comfort to speed;

and the commodious well-proportioned cruising-yacht.

Sailing yachts are seldom or never of a more elaborate

rig than that of the schooner ; but steam-vessels of every

class from launches up are common as yachts.
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tion of year.—Yn function. See function.

Y2 (wi), n. [From the letter F.] Something
resembling the letter Y in shape. Specifically—

(a) A forked clamp for holding drills or other tools, (b)

One of the forked supports in the angle of which is placed

either a telescope or one of the extremities of the axis

about which a telescope or other instrument or apparatus
turns, (c) Same as Y-track. (d) A two-way pipe or coup-

ling used to unite a hot- and cold-water pipe in one dis-

charge, as in a batli-tub; a Y-pipe or Y-cross. (e) In

erUom., a Y-moth.

Y^. An old mode of writing the pronoun I.

For the hy sory nicht and day,
Y may say, hay wayleway

!

Y lot the mar than mi lit Bel. ArUiq., 1. 14S.

n and Greek, many ouierworas nave mc LCI- j "—->.---/> „ rA,^,^o,. aUoro^
either after the analogy of the Latin and yafangale (yaf 'mg-gal), n. [Appar. altered

" from yaffle^, with term, conformed to that of

nightingale.] Same as yaffle^. Also yappingale.

[Ptov. Eng.]
I am woodman of the woods.

And hear the garnet-headed yaffingale

Mock them. Tennysoji, Last Tournament

yafflei (yaf'l), n. [Imitative; cf. yaff.] The
green woodpecker, Gecinus riridis : from its

loud laughing notes. Also yaffil, yaffler, yaffin-

gale. See ant under popinjay. [Prov. Eng.]

The Green Woodpecker, Gccinus or Picus viridis, though
almost unknown in Scotland or Ireland, is the common-
est ; frequenting wooded district s, and more often heard

than seen, its laughing cry (whence the name "Yaflil" or

"Yaffle." by which it is in many parts known) and undu-

lating flight afford equally good means of recognition.
* * Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 651.

yaffle^ (yaf'l), n. [Also yafful; origin obscure.]

1 . An armful. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. A pile of cod-

fish to be carried from the flakes to the store-

house. [Local, Massachusetts.]

yafle^ (yaf'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. yaffled, ppr.

ya-ffling. [< yaffle'^, «.] To transport yaffles of

fish: as, "now, boys, go to yaffling." [Prov-

incetown, Massachusetts.]

yafler (yaf'lfer), ». Same as yaffle^. [Prov.

Eng. ]

yager (ya'ger), «. [< G. jager (= D.jager), a

hu)itsman, < jagen, hunt : see yacht. Cf jager.]

1. Formerly, a member of various bodies of

light infantry in the armies of different German



yager

states, recruited largely from foresters, etc.

;

now, a member of certain special battalions or

corps of infautiy or cavalry, generally organ-
ized as riflemen.— 2. Same as jager.

yagger (yag'er), n. [< J), jager, a huntsman, <

jiigoi, hunt: see yacht.'] A ranger about the

country; a traveling peddler. [Shetland Isl-

ands.]
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ranges. The relationships of the yakin are with the

rupicaprine and nemorhediiie antelopes, as the European
chamois, the Asiatic gorals, and the American Rocky
Mountain goat.

yakopu (yak'o-po), n. A weapon like the kut-

tar, used by the people of Java and Sumatra.

yaksha (yat^'shS,), «. [Skt.] In Hindu myth.,

one of a class di demigods who attend Kuvera,
the god of riches, and guard his treasures.

I would take the lad for a yagger, but he has rather Yakut (ya-kof), n. A member of a people of
ower good havings, and he has no pack. Scott, Pirate, v.

yaguarundi (yag-wa-run'di), n. [Also jagua-
rundi, yaijuar'ondi ; 'S. Amer. : see jaguar.'] A
wild cat of Mexico and Central and South
America, Felis jaguarundi. This cat is neaily as

large as the ocelot, but entirely without spots, in which re-

spect, as well as in its slender form, it resembles the eyra,

and has thus a musteline rather than a feline aspect. The
tail is as long as the body exclusive of the head and neck.

The general color is a uniform grizzled brownish-gray, the

yank

and ruled as king of those who followed him
thither; later, the god of departed spirits and
the appointed judge and punisher of the dead.
Ho is in modern Hindu art generally represented as

crowned and seated on a buffalo, which he guides by the

horns. He is four-armed, and of austere countenance. In
one hand he holds a mace, in another a noose which is

used to draw out of the bodies of men the souls which
are doomed to appear before his judgment-seat. His
garments are of the color of Are ; his skin Is of a bluish

green.

Siberia in the neighborhood of the Lena,
yaldl (yald), a. Same as yeUX^.

yald'-i, yauld (yald), a. [Prob. var. of *yeld, <

Icel. gildr = Sw. Dan. gild, stout, brawny, of

full size.] Supple ; active ; athletic. [Scotch.]

Bein' yald and stout, he wheelit about,
And kluve hislieid in twaine.

Hogg, Mountain Bard, p. 43. (Jamieson.)

individual hairs being annulated and tipped with blackish; Yale lock See lock^
kittens are more rufous brown. The yaguarundi ranges ,, ,•,,-, A rUnlpptnl vnrinnt of ueZ-
northward nearly or quite through Mexico, and of late ^f'}±^^„^J__^%'j':,

-'*:_ dialectal vanani 01 yei,

years has generally been included among the mammals of

the United States.

yah (ya), interj. An interjection of disgust.

Yahoo (ya-ho'), n. [A made name, prob. meant
to suggest disgust; cf. yah, an interj. of dis-

gust.] 1 . A name given by Swift, in " Gulliver's

Travels," to a feigned race of brutes having the

form of man and all his degrading passions.
They are placed in contrast with the Houyhnlmms, or

horses endowed with reason, the whole being designed as

a satire on the human race.

He [the Houyhnhnm] was extremely cnrlous to know
" from what part of the country I came, and how I was
taught to imitate a rational creature ; because the Yahoos
(whom he saw I exactly resembled in my head, hands, and
face, that were only visible), with some appearance of cun-

ning, and the strongest disposition to mischief, were ob-

served to bo the most unteachable of all brutes."

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 3.

Hence— 2. [/. c] A rough, brutal, uncouth
character.

A yahoo of a stable-boy.
Gratxt, Spiritual Quixote, iv. 10. (Domes.)

"What sort of fellow is he? ... A Yahoo, I suppose.

"

"Not at all. He Is a capital fellow,— a perfect gentle-

man." II. Kingtley, Ravenshoe, Iv.

3. [I. c] A greenhorn ; a back-country lout.

BartlcU. [Southwestern U. S.]

Yahveh (ya-va'), n. Same as Jehovah.

Yahvist (yii'vist), n. Same as Jehovist.

Yahvistic (ya-vis'tik), a. Same as Jehovistic.

yaip, ''. i. Same as yaup^.

yak (yak), «. [< Tibetan gyak.'] The wild ox of

Tibet, J'oephagus grunniens, or any of its do-

mesticated varieties ; the grunting ox. The yak

is a remarkable instance of thi- development of the pelage

under climatic influences. Tin- modiflcation is like that

seen in the musk-ox of arctic regions, Ovibog moschat\ts,

though altitude haa done for the yak what has resulted

from latitude in the case of the musk-ox. The iMiiy is

covered with very long hair hanging from the shoulders,

sides, and hips nearly to the ground, and the tail bears a

heavy brush of long hairs. The wild animal, which in-

habits the mountains of Tiliet alxiut the snow-line and
descends into the valleys in winter, is of a blackish color

;

the back is humpe.l ; and the general form is not uidike

that of the bison, though the long hair gives the animal a

different appearance. The actual relationships of the yiik

are with the humped Asiatic cattle of which the zebu is

the best-known domesticated stock. The yak is of great

economic importance to the Tibetans, and has been do-

mesticated. In this state it sports in many color-varia-

tions, like other cattle. It is u-sed as a beast of burden,

makes excellent beef, and yields rich milk and butter ; the

long silky hair is spun and woven for many fabrics. The
tails when mounted fumisli the fly-snappers or chowries

much used In India, and they are also dyed in various

Turkish or mixed Turkish origin, dwelling in yamadou (yam'a-do), m. An oil obtained from
^ the tallow-nutmeg, Jifynstica sefii/ej'a. See mm t-

meg, 2.

yama-mai (yam'a-mi'), n. [NL. (6u6rin-

Men^ville, 1861), < "Jap. yama-inai, lit. 'worm of

the mountains.'] A large bombycid moth,
whose larva feeds on the oak Quercus serrata in

Japan, and furnishes silk of excellent quality

which has long been utilized in the manufac-
ture of the heavier native silk fabrics. The worm
has been reared in Europe and in the United States, but

has not been commercially successful in those countries.

See gilkworm, 1.

yam-bean (yam'ben), «. A leguminous plant,

Pachyrrhizus tuberosus and P. angnlatus, widely

cultivated in the tropics for its pods, which are

used as a vegetable, and for its tubers, which
are edible cooked when young, and furnish in

large quantity a starch said to be fully equal to

arrowroot. The tubers are borne at intervals along the

cord-like roots. P. tuberosus has often been included in

P. angulatus, but is for cultural purposes at least distinct,

having a much larger pod free from irritating hairs. In

the Fiji Islands P. angidatm is called yaka or wa yaka;
in English it has been distinguished from P. tuberosus as

the short-podded yam-bean.

low. George Eliot, Silas Marner, xi,

yam (yam), n. [= F. ignanie, < Sp. ignama, ig-

name, iflame, flame = Pg. iithame (NL. inhame),

< African (in Pg. rendering) inhame, yam. The
Malay name is «6i, Javanese moi, E. Ind. oehis

(Millier), whence G. obis-wurzel, yam.] 1. A
tuberous root of a plant of the genus Diosco-

rea, particularly if belonging to one of numer-
ous species cultivated for their esculent roots;

also, such a plant itself. The plant is commonly
a slender twining high-climbing vine, in some species

prickly ; the root is fleshy, often very large, sometimes a

shapeless mass, sometimes long and cylindraeeous, vary-

ing in color from white through purple to nearly black. .- - „

The yam is propagated by cuttings from the root, or also yammer (yam'fer), V. i. [Also yanmer, yamer
in some species by axillary bulblet8^_ The root contains <; jjg_ gamuren, $omercii, gcomeren, < AS. gedme-

rolors as decorations and ceremonial insignia. The ele-

phant-beaded god Oanesa is usually represented as flour-

ishing the chowry with his trunk over the heads of va-

rious personages of the Hindu pantheon. Yaks have
often been taken to Europe, where they are kept in me-
nageries, and have repeatedly been bred in confinement.

Tlie yak crosses easily with some other cattle, producing
various mixed breeds. See also cut under Artiodactyla.

Yak

a large amount of starch, sometimes 25 per cent., is hence
highly nutritious, and in tropical lands largely takes the

place of the potato of temperate climates. It lacks, how-
ever, the dry mealiness of the potato, and is on the whole
rather coarse, and not as a rule highly esteemed by people

of European races. It is cooked by baking or boiling, and
is in the West Indies sometimes converted into a meal used

for making cakes and puddings. D. sativa is an ordinary

species (the hoi of the Hawaiiaiis) with unarmed stem and
an acrid root which requires soaking before boiling ; it is

a profitable source of starch. D. alata, the red or white

yam, the uvi of the
Fiji Islands, has a
winged, not prickly
stem, supported in

culture by reeds; its

tubers attain some-
times a length of 8
feet and a weight of

100 pounds. D. acu-
leata, the kawai of the
Fijls,has pricklystems
not requiring support
D. Balatai,the Chinese
or Japanese yam, is

hardy in temperate
climates, and excited
considerable Interest

in Europe and Amer-
ica, at the time of the
potato-rot, aa a possi-

ble substitute for that

crop. The tuber is

pure-white within, of

a flaky consistency,

and of a taste agree-

able to many. It grows
3 feet deep, however,
enlarging somewhat
toward the bottom,
hence is very difficult

to gather. D. saliva

also is hardy in the southeni United States, but the true

yam is there little cultivated. (Seedef. 2.) These "—''"

present many varieties, and various other species a

or less cultivated.

The negro yaim are a yearly crop, but the white yams
will last in the ground for several years.

, . _
T. BougUey, Jamaica Planter's Guide (1823), p. 317.

2. By transference, a variety of the sweet-po-

tato. [Southern U. S.]

De yam will grow, de cotton blow.

We'll hab de rice an' com.
Whittier, Song of the Negro Boatmen.

3. Any plant of the order Dioseoreaceie. Lind-

Icu (Hilnese yam. See def. i.—Common or culti-

vated yam, Dioscorea gadt'a.— Japaneseyam. See def.

1 and cut under Dioscorea.^Ka.yfai yam. See def. 1.—

Oovala vam, Dioscorea tuvientosn. of the East Indies.—

Port Monlz yam. See Tamus.^ReA y^-J^^ <if'-
1-

—Tlvoll yam Dioscorea nummvlana, of India ana the

Malayan and Pacific islands.-Uvl yam. ='"' '"' ' -
White yam. .See def. l.-Wlld yam, a:ij .

of yam. Specifically— (o) The wild yam-root, Duiscore.a

viUosa, of North America, a delicate and pretty twining

rian (= O'RG.jdmaron, MHG. jdmeren, G. jam-
mem), lament, groan, < ge&mor, sad, mournful
(=OS.jamar= OHG.jo»(a)-,sad,>OHG.jo»««r,
MHG.jowior, G. jammer, lamentation, misery).]

1. To lament; wail; shriek; yell; cry aloud;

whimper loudly; whine. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

As for the White Maiden of Avenel, she is seen to yam^
mer and wail before ony o' 'em dies. Scott, Monastery, iv.

"The child is doing as well as possible," said Miss

Grizzy; "To be sure it does yammer constantly— that

can't be denied." Miss Ferrier, Marriage, xviii.

2. To yearn ; desire. [Prov. Eng.]

I yammer to hear how things turned eawt.

Tim Bobbin, in Mackay's Lost Beauties of the Eng. Lang.

yammering (yam'fer-ing) , «. [Also yaumering;

verbal n. of yammer, «.] A crying, whining, or

gi'urabling. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

They ill-thrawn folk . . . would tear the congregation

to pieces wi' their bickerings and yattmerings.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, Ix.

yammerly (yam'fer-li), adv. [< ME. gamerly,

gomcrly, < AS. *gedmorUce, < geomorlic, lament-

able, < firedmor, sad : see 2/ammer, «.] Piteously.

Gawayne.
yamp (yamp), n. [N. Amer. Ind.] An umbellif-

erous plant, Carum Gairdneri, found from Cal-

ifornia to Wyoming and Washington; doubt-

less, also, C. Kellogii, of central California.

These plants have fascicled tuberous roots,

which are an important food of the Indians.

yamph (yamf), v. i. [Cf. yaff, yap^.'\ To bark

continuously. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

?'^'iltre^!tVe^Vl?itt^eT"(S^^^^^
nreaeut manv varieties, and various other species are more quee of a general, + mun, a two-leayea aoor, a

gate.] The official and private residence of a

Chinese mandarin who holds a seal ; the place

where a mandarin transacts the business of

the region or department under his care, and

where ne lives; a mandarin's oflttee, court, resi-

dence, etc.

The three yamiins at our feet, with their quaint towers,

grand old trees, flags, and the broad Pearl River on the

other side of the city, are tlie only elements of positive

beauty in the landscape.
, „ . n _i4

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxll.

TsunK 11 yamun, the bureau or department of the Chi-

nese government which attends to foreign affairs ;
the

Chinese "Foreign Ofllce." It was established in 1860, is

composed of eleven members, and forms the channel of

communication between the foreign ministers and the

throne. Oiles. . -, m ii.

i. [Imitative.] To cry as the

wiiH goose; honk.
& ', .. .. H The cry of the

Branch of Female Plant of Yam
{Dioscorea alala).

ak lace, a heavy and rather coarse lace made from the y__,„' (vam'a), n. fSkt. "S^ama, prob. lit.

Iky hair of the yak : at one time much used for trim- ^^^,y j„ g'^;', ^i^^U myth., the first mo
ling outer garments. ivnu. j

xu ci./ .j, % „„j' _„„„„:*„-

„

Wild yam, any native species yang (yang), v.

a goose; h(

v.nTextending north to Cknacla. Theroot isesteemedby yang (yang), ?(. [< yang, v.]

eclectics a cure for bilious colic, and is used by the south- wild goose; a honK.
a ni,!

em negroes against rheumatism: hence called colic-root yang-kin (vang'ken'), n. [Lhmese.J A <^ai

and rheumatism-root, (b) See iiojajita -WlMed yam, duleiiner.
Dioscorea alata.-Yam family, the plant-order Dtosco-

reaceee.

yakin (ya'kin), n. A large Himalayan antelope,

Budorcas taxicolor, inhabiting high mountain-

the

^ ^ ^ mortal,

son of'the sun ( Vivasvant) and'progenitor of the

human race, who went first to the other world,

yankl (yangk), v. [Perhaps a nasalized form

of yacl:, found in sense of ' talk fast', prob. ong.

move quickly, < Sw. dial, jakka, rove about, a

secondary form of Icel. jaga, move about, =
Sw. jaga = Dan. jage, hunt, chase, hurry, = D.



yank
jagen=:G.jagen,hnnt: see yacht. The Sw. Dan.
sense 'hunt' appears to be due to G., and the
word does not seem to be old in Scand., or to
exist in AS., etc. Tank has prob. been confused
in part, as to meaning, withyark, yerk; and the
whole series to which it belongs is dialectal,

and without early record.] I. intrans. 1. To
be in active motion ; move or work quickly

;

bustle. Imp. Diet.— 2. To talk fast or con-
stantly ; scold ; nag. Imp. Diet.

II. tram. To move, carry, bring, take, etc.,

with a sudden jerk or jerking motion : usually
with along, over, or out : as, to yatik a fish out
of the water. [CoUoq.]

I don't see the fun of being yanked all over the United
States in the middle of August.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 201.

When the butt of a room goes on the drink, or takes to
mopini; by himself, measures are necessary to yank him
out of himself. }i. Kipling, Only a Subaltern.

I guess th' best thing we can do is t* yank our traps out
of that cave an' get started a^ain.

T. A. Janvier^ Aztec Treasure-house, x.

yank^ (yangk), n. [< yank^, v.] 1. A quick,
sharp stroke ; a buffet. [Scotch.]

I took up my neive an' gae him a yank on the hatfat
tell I gart his bit brass cap rattle against the wa'.

Hogg, Brownie of Bodsbeck, xiv.

2. A jerk or twitch. [Colloq., U. S.]— 3. pi.

Leggings or long gaiters worn in England by
agricultural laborers. HalUwell.

Yank^ (yangk), n. [An abbr. of Yankee.} A
Yankee. [Colloq. or vulgar.]

"The Yank" or the equally grovelling *' nigger," one or
the other, which we do not know, has corrupted "Pollard
of Eichmond." The Nation, IV. 286.

[The word acquired during the war of the rebellion wide
currency as a nickname or contemptuous epitliet among
the Confederates for a Union soldier, the Confederates
themselves being in like spirit dubbed Johnnies or Rebs
by the Union soldiers.]

yankeelf (yang'ke), a. [A dubious word, in

spelling prob. conformed to Yankee^, being, if a
genuine word, prob. for 'yankie or *yanky, smart,
active (as a noun, Sc. yankie, a sharp, clever,

forward woman), < yank^ + -iel or -j/l, equiv.
to yanking, active : see yanking. Cf . Yankee^.}
Spanking ; excellent. Also used adverbially.

You may wish to know the origin of the term Yankee.
Take the best account of it which your friend can pro-
cure. It was a cant, favorite word with farmer Jonathan
Hastings, of Cambridge, about 1713. Two aged ministei-s,

who were at the college in that town, have told me they re-

membered it to have been tlien in use among the students,
but had no recollection of it before that period. The in-

ventor used it to express excellency. A Yankee good
horse, or Yankee cider and the like, were an excellent
good horse and excellent cider.

Dr. W. Gordon, Hist. Amer. War (ed. 1789), 1. 324.

Yankee^ (yang'ke), n. and a. [Formerly also
Yankey VluA' Yanhy (in pi. Yankiea) ; origin un-
certain, (a) According to a common statement,
Yankee, as used in the plural Yankees, is a var.
of Yenkees or Yengces or Yamighees, a name said
to have been given by the Massachusetts In-
dians to the English colonists, being, it is sup-
posed, an Indian corruption of the E. word Eng-
lish, or, as some think, of the F. Anglais, English
(in the latter case the statement must refer to
the Indians of Canada, the only ones in contact
with the French). The word is said to have been
adopted by the Dutch on the Hudson, who ap-
plied it to the people of New England (it is said,

"in contempt," but prob. not more in contempt
than any other designation of them). (6) In an-
other view, the name Yankee was derived from
the adj. yankee as given under yankee^. Some
connect yankee^ with the preceding theory by
assuming it to be a corruption of the Indian
Yengees or Yenkees or Yankees as applied to
the English, as if 'English' articles meant ne-
cessarily 'excellent' articles. Others identify
Yankee'^ with yankee^, 'excellent, smart'; but
this sense does not seem to have been common,
if existent, in New England use ; and the theory
is otherwise untenable.] I. «. 1. A citizen of
New England.

From meanness first this Portsmouth Yankey rose.
And still to meanness all his conduct flows.

Oppression, A Poem by an American (Boston, 1765).

[(Webster.)

When Yankies, skill'd in martial rule.
First put the British troops to school.

TrumbuU, McFingal, i.

Yankies— A term formerly of derision, but now merely
of distinction, given to the people of the four eastern
States. Trumbnll's McFingal (6th Eng. ed.X Editor's note.

For ourselves, now, we do not entertain a doubt that the
sobriquet of Yankees, which is in every man's mouth, and
of which the derivation appears to puzzle all our philolo-
gists, is nothing but a slight corruption of the word " Yen-
geese," the term applied to the "English "by the tribes to
whom they first became known. Vie have no other au-
thority for this derivation than conjecture, and conjectures

7008
that are purely our own ; but it is so very plausible as al-

most to carry conviction of itself.

,
J. F. Cooper, Oak Openings, p. 28.

Yankee, in the American use, does not mean a citizen of
the United States as opposed to a foreigner, but a citizen
of the Nortliern New England States (Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, &c.\ opposed to a Virginian, a Kentuckian, &c.

be Quincey, Style, Note 1.

We have the present Yankee, full of expedients, half-
master of all trades, inventive in all but the beautiful, full

of shifts, not yet capable of comfort
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser.. Int.

2. By extension, a native of the United States.
[Chiefly a European use.]— 3. A soldier of the
Federal armies : so called by the Confederates
during the war of secession. See Yank^.— 4.
A glass of whisky sweetened with molasses.
Bartlett. [New Eng.] [Colloq. in all uses.]

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
the Yankees: as, Yankee smartness or inven-
tion ; Yankee notions.

Codfish, tinware, apple-brandy, Weathersfleld onions,
wooden bowls, and other articles of Yankee barter.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 276.

Examine him outside and in, I'd thank ye.
Morals, Parisian — manners, perfect Yankee.

Lord Houghton, A Knock at the Door (quoted in
[N. and Q., 7tli ser., XI. 106).

Ez ef we could maysure stupenjious events
By the low Yankee stan'ard o' dollars and cents.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., iv.

Yankee nation, the United states. [Humorous.]—Yan-
kee notions. See notion.

Yankeedom (yang'ke-dum), n. [< Yankee^ +
-clom.'] 1. The region inhabited byYankees, in
any sense of that word.
Located as it is on the confines of Egypt and of Yankee-

doja in this State [Illinois], it has done a good work in l)oth
sections. The Independent, quoted in Bartlett's

[Americanisms, p. 768.

2. Yankees collectively considered.

Up the turning vift Galileo they climb, to the Basilica at
the top, . . . hackneyed as only Yankeedom and Cockney-
dom, rushing hand in hand through all eartli's sacred-
nesses, can hackney. Rhoda Brovghlon, Alas, viiL

Yankee-Doodlet (yang'ke-do'dl), n. A Yankee:
a liumorous use, from a popular air so named.
[Bare.]

I might have withheld these political noodles
From knocldng their lieads against hot Yankee Doodles.

Moore, Pai'ody of a Celebrated Letter.

Yankeefied (yang'ke-fid), a. [< Yankee"^ + -fy +
-e(P.'] Having the appearance or manner of a
Yankee; characteristic of a Yankee. [Colloq.]

The Colonel whittled away at a bit of stick in the most
Yankeefied way possible.

A Stray Yankee in Texas, p. 113. (Bartlett.)

Yankee-gang (yang'ke-gang), n. An arrange-
ment in a sawmill (in Canada) adapted for logs
of 21 inches or less in diameter, it consists of
two sets of gang-saws, having parallel ways in the imme-
diate vicinity of each other. One is the slabbing-gang,
which reduces the log to a balk and slab-boards. The
balk is tlien shifted to tiie stock-gang, wldch rips it into
lumber. E. H. Knight.

Yankeeism (yang'ke-izm), n. [< Yankee"^ +
-ism.~\ 1. Yankee ways or characteristics.

"I confess I had feared that Lily's impetuous ways— her
—her— " " 'Flamboyant ya7iA"eew7n,'Mr. Gore-Thompson
called it," suggested Mrs. Clay. " We are from the South-
west originally," rather stiffly answered Mrs. Floyd-Curtis,
who took Yankeeism to cover the reproach of a New Eng-
land birthplace.

Mrs. Burton Harrison, The Anglomaniacs, i.

2. A locution or a practice characteristic of
Yankees, specifically of the inhabitants of New
England.

Cussedness . . . and cuss, . . . in such phrases as " He
done it out o' pure cussedness," and "He is a nateral
cuss," have been conmionly thought Yankeei«ms. . . , But
neither is our own. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

yanker (yang'kSr), n. [< yank^ + -eri. In
def. 3 cf. D.janker, a bawler, brawler, lit. yelp-
er, < janken, yelp, bark.] 1. A smart blow.

—

2. A great falsehood; a plumper. [Scotch.]
" Ay, billy, that is a yanker! " said Tam aside. " When

ane is gaun to tell a lie, there 's naething like telling a
plumper at aince."

Hogg, Three Perils of Man, L 336. (Jajnieson.)

3. Same as yanJcie, 2. Imp. Diet.

yankie (yang'ki), n. [< yank^ + -ie^, -yl. Cf.

i/awAccl.] 1. A sharp, forward, clever woman.
[Scotch.]— 2. One who speaks or scolds inces-

santly. Imp. Diet.

yanking (yang'king), p, a. [Ppr. of yanki^, v."]

1. Active; pushing; thoroughgoing. [Scotch.]

"Yell be nae bagman, then, after a'?" "No," said the
traveller. . . . " Weel, I canna say but I am glad a' that
— I canna bide their yanking way of knapping English at
every word." Scott, St. Ronan's Well, il.

2. Jerking; pulling. [U. S.]

That poor Emery Ann had had a yanking old horse, and
a wretchedly uncomfortable saddle; . . . the wonder was
that she had stayed on at all.

Mrs. Whitney, Sights and Insights, xxiz.

yappingale

t (yang'ki), n.; pi. yankies (-kiz). A
Dutcli craft of a kind not definitely known.

Proceed with thy story in a direct course, without yaw-
ing like a Dutch yanky.

Sniotlett, Sir L. Greaves, ill. (Davies.)

yanolite (yan'o-lit), «. Same as arAnite.

yao-pien (yao'pyen'),M. [Chinese, lit. ' changed
in the kiln

' ; < yao, kiln, furnace, + pien, change,
transfoi'm.] In ceram., a Chinese vessel which,
from accident, intentional over-firing, or the
like, has lost the appearance it would have had
under ordinary circumstances, the colors being
changed, fused together, etc., by too greatheat,
or unequally fused on the different faces. Many
of the most esteemed pieces of porcelain owe their unusual
color, or their clouding, mottling, or the like, to accidenta
or irregularities of manufacture of this nature.

yaourt (yourt), »i. \_<1uTk.yoghurt.'] A kind of
thickened fermented liquor made by the Turks
of milk curdled in a special way.
yapl (yap), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. yapped, ppr.

yapping. [Prob. imitative. Cf. yaff, waff^,
and 2/aMpi.] To yelp or bark. [Prov. Eng.]
Mr. Transome appeared with a face of feeble delight,

playing horse to little Harry, who roared and flogged Ije-

hind him, while Moro yapijed in a puppy voice at their
heels. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlii.

Presently he [the dog] yapped, as if in hot chase of a
rabbit. R. D. Blackmore, Kit and Kitty, xxlv.

yapi (yap), «. [< yap'^, r.] 1. A yelp, as of a
dog.— 2. A cur. [Prov. Eng.]
yap" (yap), a. A dialectal form of ^ep. HalUwell.
yap3, V. i. See yam>'^.

yape (yap), r. i. See yaup^.
yaply (yap'li), adv. A dialectal form of yeply.

yapok, yapock (yap'ok), n. [Also yapach, oyap-
ock: so named from the river Oyapok, between
French Guiana and Brazil.] The South Ameri-
can water-opossum, Chironectes variegatus. It is

Yapok /(-r TiTrifg.itits).

one of the smaller opossums, rather larger than the house-
rat, with large naked ears, long scaly tail, and handsomely
variegated fur. It is a good swimmer, resenil?les the otter
in habits, and feeds on flsli and otlier aquatic animals,

yapon (ya'pon), «. [AXso yuiipon, yiipon ; prob.
ot Amer. Intl. origin.] An evergreen shrub or
small tree of the holly kind. Ilex, vomitoria,

better known as /. Cassine, found from Virginia
around the coast to Texas, thence to Arkansas.
It is generally a tall shrub sending up shoots from the
ground, and forming dense thickets, but in Texas some-

Yapon (f/ej: zvtnitoria).

I, branch with fruits; 2, branch with male flowers.

times assumes a tree-like habit. It bears an abundance
of scarlet berries of the size of a pea, and branches covered
witli these are sent north for winter decoration. Its leaves
have an emetic and purgative property, and a decoction
of them was the famous black drink of tlie southern In-

dians. Its use was both ceremonial and medicinal, an^
to partake of it large numbers of them went down to the

coast every spring. Also called cassena, and Appalachian,
Carolina, nnd South Sea tea.

yappingale, ». Same as yaffitigate.



yapster

yapster (yap'ster), «. [< yapl + -ster.l A dog.
Tufts's Glossary of Thieves' Jargon (1798).

yarl (yar), v. L; pret. and pp. ?/« crerf, ppr. yar-
riiiff. [Also yarr, Sc. yirr; < ME. *garren, garen,
giirreii, georren, < AS. georran, girran, gyrran
(= MHG. girren), roar, cry, rattle, chatter.]
To snarl

;
gnar.

Thenne watz hit lif Tpon list to lytheii the houndez, . . .

Loude he [the fox] watz jayned [hallooed] with garande
speech.

Sir Gawayne and the Oreen Knight (E. B. T, S.\ 1. 1724.

All the dogs were flocking about lier, yarring at the re-
tardment of their access to her.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, II. xxli. (fiavie^.)

yar", yare- (yar, yar), a. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] Sour; brackish. [Prov. Eng.]
yaraget (yar'ag), «. [< yare^ + -age.'] Naut.,the
power of moving or capability of being man-
aged at sea : used with reference to a ship.

To the end that he might, with his light ships, well
manned with water-men, turn and environ the galleys
of the enemies, the which were heavy of yarage, both for
their bigness, as also for lack of water-men to row thent.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 777.

yarb (yarb), n. A dialectal form of herb.

Her qualifications as white witch were boundless cun-
ning, . . . [and] some skill in yarbs, as she called her
simples- Kinggley, Westward Ho, iv.

yardl (yard), h. [Early mod. E. also yeard;
< ME. yerd, gerd, < AS. gyrd, gird, gierd, a rod,
= OS. gerda — D. garde, a rod, twig, = OHG.
gartja, gerta, MHG. G. gerte, a rod, switch;
from the more primitive noun, OHG. MHG.
gart, a rod, yard, = Goth, gazds, a goad, = Icel.

gaddr = AS. gad, E. goad (the AS. gad, if =
Goth, gazds, involves an irregular contraction,
and may be a diff. word) ; cf. L. hasta, a spear:
see goad, gad^, and hastate.] If. A rod ; a stick

;

a wand ; a branch or twig.

The yerd of a tre that is haled adown by myhty strengthe
bowith redyly the crop adoun.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 2.

The cros I kalle the heerdys [shepherd's] jerde;
Therwith the deuyl a dent he gaf.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

Ther-fore on his jerde skore shalle he [the marshal]
Alle messys in halle that seniet be.

Babeea Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 312.

Whan Joseph offeryd his jerde that day.
Anon ryth ffortlt in present

The ded styk do floure tfnl gay.
Coventry Mysteries, p. 6.

Hence— 2t. Rule; direction; correction.
" Hoste," qu(^ he, "I am under your yerde;
Ye han of us aa now the governaunce."

Chaucer, Prol. to Clerk's Tale, 1. 22.

3. A measuring-rod or -stick of the exact length
of 3 feet or 36 imperial inches ; a yardstick.

You would not, sir: had I the yeard in hand,
Ide measure your pate for tills delusion.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works,ed.l874,lI. 40).

4. The fundamental unit of English long mea-
sure. The prototype of the British imperial yard (to
which the United States Office of Weights and Measures
conforms, though without express authority) was legal-

ized in 1855. It is a bar made of a kind of bronze or guu-
metal known as Baily's metal. It has a square section
of 1 inch on the sides, and is 38 inches lung. But at 1

inch from each end a well is drilled into one of its sur-
faces so that the bottom is in the central plane of the l)ar,

and into the Ixjttoin of the well is sunk a gold plug, upon
whose mat surface is engraved one of the two defining
lines. The yard is defined as the (iistance between these
lines at 62^ F., with the understanding that the bar is

to be supported in a particular manner, and that the
thermometers are to be constructed according to certain
rules. The lines are designed to be looked at with the
microscopes of a comparator; but they are not so free
from blur that their mi<ld]es can be determined more
nearly than to a millionth part of the distance between
them. This standard was made after the practical de-
struction of the previous legal prototype, that of 1760,
in the burning of the Houses of Parliament, October 16th,
18^4, and was legalized as a new prototype because its

length agreed with what had been recognized in 1819 by
the Standards Connnission as the scientific standard yard

—

namely, with a certain scale, or rather with Captain Ra-
ter's measures of that scale, known as Shuckhurgh'it scale,

having been made in 1794 by Troughton for Sir George
Shuckburgh, who in his comparisons of it first introduced
the comparator with micrometer microscopes. This scale
was a copy of another which had been made for the Royal
Society in 1742, from which the standard of 1760 was
copied. This was a biir having upon one side two gold
studs, each with a dot pricked upon it; and it was used
by bringing the points of a beam-compass into these dots,
which had thus soon bec^irae iiadly worn. Older standards
still extant are those of Queen Elizabeth and of Henry VII.
The latter is shorter than the present yard by one thou-
sandth part of its lengtli, or about jV of an inch. It is said
that the yard was made to be of the length of Henry I.'s

arm— doubtless a fable, even if believed l)y that monarch
himself. Customary units are not changed so easily. Yet
it is true that there appear to be no traces in the measures
of buildings earlier than the twelfth century of the use of a
yard ct^ual to ours, nor of its subdivisions ; while In the
later Norman and Gothic structures a foot equal to the
third of our yard has often clearly been used. But the
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Gothic architects of England more usually employed a
foot of ISJ modern inches, a unit probaMy derived from
France ; aud the oldest works show a foot of 12.i modern
inches, no doubt the old Saxon toot, agreeing very nearly
with the Rhineland foot of modern Germany. Some Brit-
ish remains, as Stonehenge, were evidently constructed
with Roman measures. The Standards Commission of
1S19 reported that 37 inches of cloth were frequently given
for each yard, which is almost precisely Rhenish measure.
They also found local yards of 38 and 40 inches. As a cloth
measure, the yard is divided into 4 quarters = 16 nails.
(See cloth-measure, under measure.) A square yard con-
tains 9 square feet, and a cubic yard 27 cubic feet. Con-
tracted yd.

A good oke staffe, a yard and a halfe.

Each one had in his haude.
Mobin Hood and the Peddlers (Child's Ballads, V. 244).

That there might be no Abuse in Measures, he [Henry
I.] ordained a Measure made by the Length of his own
Arm, which is called a Yard. Baker, Chronicles, p. 38.

5. Naut.,a, long cylindrical spar having a round-
ed taper toward each end, slung crosswise to a
mast and used for suspending certain of the
sails called either sgM«re or lateen sails accord-
ing as the yard is suspended at right angles or
obliquely. Yards have sheave-holes near their extremi-
ties for the sheets reeving through. Either end of a yard,
or rather that part of it which is outside the sheave-hole,
is called the yard-arm ; the quarter of a yard is about
half-way between the sheave-hole and the slings. Going
upward from the deck, the yards are known as the lower
yards, topsail-, topgallant-, and royal-yards, except where
double topsails are used, when the topsail-yard is replaced
by the lower and upper topsail-yards. Lower yards and
topsail-yards are sometimes made of iron, and hollow.
See cuts at abox, a-cockbill, cockscomb, and ship.

I boarded the king's ship ; ... on the topmast.
The yards, and bowsprit would I fiame.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 200.

Three new topsails, . . . with stops and frappin^-lines,
were bent to the yards, close-reefed, sheeted home, and
hoisted. if. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 260.

6. A long piece of timber, as a rafter. Oxford
Glossary.—7. In lier., a bearing representing a
staff or wand divided into equal parts, as if for
a measure.— 8. The virile member ; the penis.
—After-yards (naut.), the yards on the mainmast and
mlzzenniast.—Golden Yard or Yard and EU, a popular
name of the three stars in the belt of Orion.— Slings Of
a yard. See rft'njri.— To man the yards, to place men
on the yards of a ship— a form of saluting a distinguished
person visiting the vessel. They stand on the yards, each
with his inner arm over the life-line, and the other arm
outstretched to the shoulder of the man next him.—To
point the yards of a vessel See pointi.-To sling
the yards, to traverse a yard, to trim the yards.
See the verbs.-With spur and yardt. See spur.—
Yard of ale, beer, or wine, (a) A slender glass, a yard
in length, and capalde of holding a pint. Hence— (6)
A pint of ale, beer, or wine sen-ed in a yard-glass, and
usually drunk for amusement or on a wager, on account of
the likelihfXKl of spilling or choking. Compare ale-yard.
[Prov. Eng.]

At the annual Vinis, or feast, of the mock corporation
of Hanley (Staffordshire), the initiation of each member,
in 1783, consisted in his swearing fealty to the body, and
drinking a yard qfwine—i.e.,& pint of port or sherry out
of a glass one yard in length. N. and Q., 4th ser., X. 49.

Yard of flannel Same as es^-yJtp.—Yard ofland. Same
as yard-land.

yardi (yard), V. t. [< yard^, n. : with ref. to the
yards or staves of office carried by the coro-
ner.] To summon for hiring: a process for-

merly used in the Isle of Man, and executed by
the coroner of the sheading or district on be-
half of the deemsters and others entitled to a
priority of choice of the servants at a fair or
market.
An obstruction both to theFarmers, Deemsters, and other

Officers, who should have the Benefit of yarded Servants.
Statute (1667), quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and

[Vagrancy, p. 450.

yard^ (yard), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) yaird; < ME.
yerd, gerd, < AS. geard, an inolosure, court,

yard, = D. gaard, a garden, = OHG. gart, a
circle, ring, = Icel. gardhr, an inclosure, yard
(> E. garth^), = Dan. gaard, a yard, court,

farm, = Norw. gaard, a yard, farm, = Sw.
gdrd, a yard ; also in a weak form, OS. gardo
— OFries. garda = OHG. garto, MHG. garte,

G. garten, garden, = Goth, garda, inclosure,

stall, = L. hortus, a garden, = Gr. X'^P'''''C, a
yard, court, =r Russ. gorodii, a town (as in

Novgorod, etc.); orig. 'an inclosure,' from the
verb represented hy gird: seegird^. Cf. cohort,

court. The word exists disguised in orchard.
From the G. or LG. forms, through OF., comes
also E. garden, and, from the Soand., E. garth^.]

1. Apiece of inclosed ground of small or mod-
erate size

;
particularly, a piece of ground in-

closing or adjoining a house or other building,

or inclosed by it: as, a front yard; a eourt-

yard; cbdooryard; a ohurehyorrf; an inn-yard

;

a ham-yard ; a vineyard.

A col-fox . . . thurgh-out the hegges brast
In-to the yerd ther Chauntecleer the faire

Was wont, aud eek hise wyves, to repaire.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 399.

yard-land
I found her seated in a little back parlor, the window of

which looked out upoTi a i/arijabout eight feet s(|uare, laid
out as a flower-garden. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 147.

In the precincts of the chnpel-yard.
Among the knightly brasses of the graves.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Most of the houses [at Concord, Mass.], especially the
newer ones, stand in their own well-kept grounds or yard*,
facing the road, with no fence or hedge to sever them from
the highway. Fortnightly Mev., N. S., XLIII. 679.

2. An inclosure within which any work or bus-
iness is carried on: as, a hriak-yard ; a wood-
yard; a tan-yard; adoek-yard; a stock-yard; a
navy-yard.
The yards, great fenced-in portions of the place open-

ing into one another, the largest covering a few acres, con-
veying into smaller and smaller pens, which finally permit
only one sheep abreast to pass up the narrow lane, at the
top of which stands a swing gate and two series of pens
distinct from one another.

Percy Clarke, The New Chum in Australia, p. 174.

3. In railway usage, the space or tract adja-
cent to a railway station or terminus, which is

used for the switching or making up of trains,
the accommodation of rolling-stock, and similar
purposes. It includes all sidings and roundhouses,
etc., and, at way-stations, extends from the most distant
switch or signal-post in one direction of the line to the
most distant signals in the opposite direction.

4. A garden; now, chiefly, a kitchen- or cot-
tage-garden : as, a kale-yard. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

Vnto ane plesand gruud cumin ar thay, . . .

Tlie lusty orchartis and the halesum ^ardis
Of happy saulis and wele fortunate.

Oavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 187.

He [Christ] said himself, qnhen he was in the yaird afore
he was takin, Tristis est anima mea usque mortis.
Abp. Hamilton, Catechism (1562), fol. 102 b. (Jamieson.)

Lang syne, in Eden's bonnie yard.
When youthfu' lovers first were pair'd.

Bums, Address to the De'il.

5. The winter pasture or browsing-ground of
moose and deer; a moose-yard. [U. S. and
Canada.]—6. A measure of land in England,
varying locally: in Buckinghamshire, former-
ly, 28 to 40 acres ; in Wiltshire, a quarter of an
acre. Compare yard-land.

yard^ (yard), J'. [< yard^, n.] I. trans. To
put into or inclose in a yard ; shut up in a
yard, as cattle : as, to yard cows.

II. intrans. 1. To resort to winter pastures

:

said of moose and deer. [U. S.]

It [the caribou] never yards in winter as do the deer and
moose, nor does it show the same fondness for a given
locality. Harpers Mag., LXXVII. 606.

2. To shoot deer in their winter yards. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

" Pot-hunters " have other methods of shooting the Adi-
rondack deer, such as yardiwj and establishing salt licks.

In the former case, the deer are traced to their winter
herding grounds and are then shot down.

Tnbune Book of Sports, p. 432.

yardage (yar'daj), n. [< yard? + -age.] 1.

The use or convenience of a yard or inclosure,
as in receiving, lading, or unlading cattle, etc.,

from railroad-cars.— 2. The charge made for
such use or convenience.— 3. In coal-mining,
cutting coal at so much per yard or fathom.
yard-arm Cyard'iirm), n. See yard^, n., 5.

—

Yard-arm and yard-axm, the situation of two ships

-

lying alongside of each other so near that their yard-arms
cross or touch. Compare block and block, under blocks.

The Bulldog engaged the Friseur yard-arm and yard-
arm, three glasses and a half ; but was obliged to sheer
off for want of powder. Johnson, Idler, No. 7.

yardel (yar'del), n. [< yard^.] A yard-mea-
sure. [Provincial.]

I am glad you . . . disdain measui-ing lines like linen

by a yardel.

W- Taylor, 1804 (Robberds's Memoir, I. 498). (Davies.)

yard-grass (yard'gr&s), n. Same as wire-

grass, 2.

yardkeep (yard'kep), n. Same as yanohelp.

yard-land (yard'land), «. The area of land
held by a tenant in villeinage in early English
manors, consisting usually of an aggregate of

some 30 strips in the open fields with a mes-
suage in the village. In some counties it was
15 acres ; in others 20 or 24, and even 40 acres.

See holding, 3 (a). Also yard of land.

Now I am come to my living, which is ten yard land and
a house ; and there is never a yard land in our field but
is as well worth ten pounds a year as a thief is worth a
halter. Steele, Spectator, No. 324.

The number of farmers had much diminished, and some
had as much as three yard lands (a yard land is thirty

acres). Nineteenth Century, XIX. 902.

A very simple man . . . obtained the reversion of a mes-
suage in Alston Sutton, Somersetshire, consisting of 1 cot-

tage, 3 acres of land, 10 acres of arable, 1 yard-land, and
a meadow. H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, iii.



yard-limit

yard-limit (yard'lim'it), n. On a railway, the
extreme end of the yard-space occupied by sid-

ings and switches : usually indicated by a sign
beside the track.

yardman (yard'man), n.
;
pi. yardmen (-men).

1 . The laborer who has the special care of a
farm-yard. Halliwell. [Prov.Kng.]— 2. One
who is employed in a railway-yard under the
yard-master, to assist in switching ears and
making up trains. Also yardsman.
Labourers (including yardmen and stokers).

Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXV. 432.

yard-master (yard'mas'tfer), n. A man em-
ployed under the manager of a railway to su-

perintend a terminal yard, whose duty it is to

see to the proper switching and distribution of

cars coming into the yard, and to the proper
making up of trains to be sent out of the yard.

yard-measure (yard'mezh'iir), «. A measure
3 feet in length, made of eitHcr rigid or flexible

material.

yard-rope (yard'rop), n. Naut., a rope leading
through a block or sheave at the masthead to

send a topgallant- or royal-yard up or down.
yard-slings (yard'slingz), n. pi. Short lengths
of chain extending from the middle of a lower
yard to the lower masthead, to aid in support-
ing the weight of the yard.

yardsman (yardz'man), n. Same as yardman, 2.

yardstick (yard'stlk), n. 1. A stick or rod
exactly 3 feet long, generally marked with sub-
divisions, as quarters and eighths of the yard
on the one side, and inches, or perhaps feet and
inches, on the other. See yardX, n., 3, 4.

The yardstick is divided in its practical use into halves,

quarters, eighths, etc., by successive bisections.

Pop. Sci. J/o.,XIII. 423.

Let the yardsficA dispute heraldic honors with tlie sword.
O. W. Curtis. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 147.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, a standard of mea-
surement in general.

Senator Thurnian was content to measure the Bland
Bill with the t/ard-stick of the constitutional lawyer, and,
finding full measure by that standard, to give it his ap-
proval. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 607.

yard-tackle (yard'tak'l), n. A large tackle
used on the lower yards, in connection with
the stay-tackles, for getting the boom-boats in

and out, purchasing anchors, etc. Luce, Sea-
manship, p. 77.

yard-wand (yiird'wond), n. 1. A yardstick.

The smooth-faced snub-nosed rogue would leap from
his counter and till.

And strilte, if he could, were it but with his cheating
yardwand, home. Tennyson, Maud, i. 13.

2. [caji.'i See Orion, 1.

yare^ (yar), a. [< ME. yare, gare, < AS. gearu,

gearo (gearw-), ready, quick, prompt, = OS.
guru = D. gaar, done, dressed (as meat), =
OHG. garo (garaw-), MHG. gare (gariv-), G. gar,

ready, complete, = loel. gorr, gerr, perfect
(Goth, not recorded); cf. AS. earu = OS. aru,

ready, forms appar. related to the preceding,
which must then contain a prefix, namely AS.
gearu, < ge-, a collective or generalizing prefix,

+ earu, ready. For another supposed instance
of this prefix absorbedwith the following vowel,

* see 30. The prefix is contained also in ^earn2.]

1. Ready; prepared.
Which schip was Rarest,

To fare forth at that flod.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2729.

This Tereus let malce his shippes yare.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2270.

But afore ye ha'e your bow weel bent,
And a' your arrows yare,

I will flee till anither tree,

Whare I can better fare.

Lord Randal (Child's Ballads, II. 24).

The gunner held his linstock yare,

For welcome-shot prepared.
Scott, Marmioii, i. 9.

2. Prompt; active; brisk; sprightly.

To oflyr loke tlAt ye bo yore. York Plays, p. 36.

I do desire to learn, sir ; and I hope, if you have occa-

sion to use me for your own turn, you shall find me yare.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 61.

The Spaniard was as yare in slipping his chained Grap-
nalls as Merham was in cutting the tackling.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 53.

3. Easily wrought ; answering quickly to the
helm ; manageable ; swift : said of a ship.

The lesser [ship] will come and go, leave and take, and
is pare, whereas the other is slow. Raleigh.

Their ships are yare; yours, heavy.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 7. 39.

Like a new-rigg'd ship, both tight and yare.

Massinger, Maid of Honour, iL 2.

[Now provincial in all uses.]
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yare^ (ySr), adv. [< ME. yare, gare, < AS.
geance, readily, quickly (= D. gaar = OHG.
garo, garawo, MHG. gare, gar, G. gar = Icel.

giir-, ger-, gorv-, wholly, quite), < gearu, ready:
see yare^, a.] Briskly; dexterously; yarely.

[Scotch and prov. Eng.]

Oure old lawes as now thei hatte [hate],

And his kepis [keep] ^are.
York Plays, p. 213.

Give me my robe, put on my crown : . . .

Yare, yare, good Iras ; quick.
Shak., A. and C, v. 2. 286.

yare^, a. See yar^.

yarely (yar'li), adv. [< yare^ + -ly^.'] Readily

;

dexterously ; skilfully.

Speak to the mariners ; fall to 't, yarely, or we run our-
selves aground ; bestir, bestir. Shak., 'Tempest, i. 1. 4.

yarkl (yark), V. t. [< ME. garken, gerken, < AS.
gearcian, make ready, prepare, < gearc, ready.]
1. To make ready; prepare. [Prov. Eng.]

But gif we loue hym trewe,
Houre peynys ben in helle,

xarkyd euere newe.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. Lll.

For wite ge neuere who is worthi, ac god wote who hath
nede.

In hym that taketh is the treccherye, if any tresoun wawe.
For he that giueth, geldetii, and .-^arketh hym to reste.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 80.

In a night and a day would he liaue yarkt vp a Pam-
phlet as well as in seauen yeare.

Nashe, Strange Newes, quoted in Greene's Works
((ed. DyceX p. xxxix.

2t. To dispose.
Thai kepyn the cloyse of this clone burgh,
With gep men at the yatis ^arkit full thik.

Destruction of Troy (^. E. T. S.), 1. 11264.

3t. To set open; open.
They golden hym the brode gate, parked vp wyde,
& he hem raysed rekenly, & rod ouer the brygge.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 820.

yark^ (yark), V. and n. A variant of yerk^.

Still parking never leaves until himself he fling

Above the streamful top of the surrounded heap.
Drayton, Polyolbiou, vi. 24.

yark6 (yar'ke), ». The black white-headed
saki, Fithecia leucocephala, or other member of

the same genus.
yarly (yar'li), adv. An obsolete or dialectal

form of early.

What, is he styri-ynge so yarly this raornynge whiche
dranke so moche yesternyghte?

Palsgrave, Acolastus (1540). (Halliwell.)

yarm (yarm), n. [< ME. garm, an outcry : see

yarm,v.'] An outcry; a noise. [Prov. Eng.]
Such a gomerly jarm of gellyng ther rysed,
Ther-of clatered the cloudes that kryst mygt haf rawthe.

Alliterative Poeins (ed. Morris), ii. 971.

yarm (yarm), v. i. [< ME. garmen, gernien, < AS.
gyrman, make a noise, cry out.] 1. To cry
out; make a loud unpleasant noise. [Prov.
Eng.]
The fend began to crie and sarm.

MS. Lincoln. (Hailiwell.)

2. To scold; grumble. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
yarn! (yarn), n. [< ME. yarn, gam, gem, < AS.
gearn, thread, yam, = D. garen = OHG. MHG.
G. garn = Sw. Dan. gam, thread, net; akin to

Icel. gom, pi. garnir, gut, G. gam, one of the

stomachs of a ruminant,Gr.;fop(5^, a cord, chord:

nee chord, cord^, haruifpex, etc.] 1. Originally,

thread of any kind spim from natural fibers,

vegetable or animal, or even mineral; now,
more usually, thread prepared for wea^Hng, as
distinguished from sewing-thread of any sort.

The term is also applied to stout woolen thread
used for knitting, etc.

All the yam she spun in Ulysses' absence did but fill

Ithaca full of niotlis. Shak., Cor., i. 3. 93.

With here and there a tuft of crimson yarn.
Or scarlet crewel, in the cushion flx'd.

Cowper, Task, i. 53.

2. Rope-yarn.— 3. A story; a tale: often im-
plying the marvelous or untrue : applied to a
long story, with allusion to spinning yarn : as,

do you expect us to believe such a yarn as that ?

a sailors' yarn. [Colloq.]

It is n't everybody that likes these sea-yarna as you do.

Eve. Ko, I'll belay, and let my betters get a word in now.
C. Reade, Love Me Little, iii.

Conhaught yam, a soft and elastic yarn i)roduced in

Connanght, Ireland.—Cop-yam, the technical name for

yarn as removed from the spmdle.—Half-worsted yam.
Same as sayette, 2.— Haul Of yam. See haul.—'LsiaVi-
WOOlyam. See lamb's-wooL— VliiieA yam, a yarn in

which two or more fibers are combined, as in a i)oplin. cas-

sinette, tweed, etc.—Norwegian yam, lamb's-wool yni-n

from the Scandinavian peninsula. It comes in the natu-
ral colors, both black and griiy.- Random yarn. See
random.— Rogue's yam. Sec roi/Hc- Saxony yam, a

variety of Berhn wool.—Spun yam, to spin a yam, to
spin street-yam. See«^rfn.—Turkey yam. See ^l 71-

gora fioat, under yoad.—Worsted yam, yarn made from
. long-haired or combed wool, and consisting eitlier entirely

yarrow
of wool, or of wool combined with mohair and alpaca, or of
wool and cotton, orof wool and silk. Sucli yarns are called

fancy yams, and are used in the manufacture of tibet,

merino, etc.

—

Yam-assorter, a weighing-scale for in-

dicating the fineness of yarn ijy the weight of a skein

;

a yarn scale.—Yam-flocking machine, a machine for
twisting foreign matciials, as featliers, into yarn, to pro-
duce unique effect's.—Yam-washing rollers, an appa-
ratus for wasliing yarn Ijy the agency of a pair of pressure-
rollers.

yarn^ (yarn), V. i. [< yarnX, b.] To tell stories

;

spin yarns. [Colloq., and originally nautical.]

The time was the second dog-wateh, and all the crew
would be forward on the forecastle, yarning and smoking
and taking sailors' pleasure.

If'. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, yjtx.

The first lieutenant is yarning with me under the lee

of the bulwarks. Scrilmer's Mag., VIIL 465.

yarn^ (yam), v. t. Same as yearn^, a dialectal
variant of earn^.

When rain is a let to thy dooings abrode.
Set threshers a threshing to laie on good lode

:

Tliresh cleane ye must bid them, though lesser they yarn.
And looking to thriue haue an eie to thy barne.

Tusser, Husbandry, p. 57. {Davies.)

yarn-beam (yiirn'bem), n. In weaving, the
beam on which the warp-threads are wound.
Also called yarn-roll.

yarn-clearer (yam'kler'''er), «. A fork or pair
of blades, set nearly touching, so as to remove
burls or unevenness from yarn passing between
them. E. M. Knight.

yaim-dresser (yam'dres''''er), n. A machine
for sizing, drying, and polishing yarns.

yarnent (yiir'nen), a. [< yarn^ + -c«2.] Made
of yarn ; consisting of yarn.

A paire of yarncn stocks to keepe the colde away.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 388.

yarn-meter (yarn'me''ter), n. In spinning, an
attachment to a slubber, fly-frame, spinning-
frame, or mule, for measuring the yarns as they
are made. It indicates the amount in hanks
and decimal parts of a hank.
yarn-printer (yam'prin''ter), n. An appara-
tus for applying color to yarns designed to be
used in certain styles of carpets and in tapes-
try ; a yam-printing machine for distributing
the color at regular intervals on the yam, for
the purpose of producing certain decorative
patterns in weaving.
yarn-reel (yam'rel), n. A reel which winds
the yarn from the cop or bobbin.

yarn-roll (yam'rol). n. Same as yarn-beam.
yarn-scale (yai-n'skal), n. A scale for weighing
certain lengths of yarn.

yarn-spooler (yarn'sp6"ler), n. A winding-
machine for filling spools or bobbins for shut-
tles or other purposes. E. H. Knight.

yarn-tester (yiim'tes'ter), «. 1. An appa-
ratus for testing the strength of yams and
finding their elastic limit or stretch. The yam
to be tested is placed on two hooks, that are slowly
drawn apart by means of a screw till tlie yarn breaks.
A dial indicates the breaking-strain of the yarn in pounds,
and another dial records the elastic limit.

2. A device for reeling yam on a blackened
cylinder, to throw it into sharp contrast, for

the purpose of examining it for quality, even-
ness, etc.

,

yarnut, n. See yemut.
yarn-winder (yarn'win '''der), n. A yarn-reel
or a yarn-spooler.

yarpba (yUr'fa), «. A kind of peaty soil; a
soil in whicli peat predominates. [Orkney
and Shetland.]

We turn pasture to tillage, and barley into aitp, and
heather into greensward, and the poor yarpha, as the l)e-

nighted creatures here call their peat-bogs, into baittle

grass-land. Scott, Pirate, xxxv.

yarr^ (yar), «. [Perhaps connected with yar-
row.^ The com-spun-y, Spergula arvensis. See
sparry.

yarr^, v. i. See yar'^.

yarringle (yar'ing-gl), n. [Also yarwingle ; <

ME. *garwyngyl}, garwyngyll, garicyndyl, gar-
wyndyl, garneivyndel ; < yarn + windle.'] An
oid-fashioned instrument for winding yarn by
hand into balls. Also called a pair of yarrin-

glcs. Prompt. Pan:, pp. 188 and 536. (Halli-

well.) [Prov. Eng.]
yarrish (yar'ish), a. [< yar- + -wAl.] Hav-
ing a rough, dry taste. Bailey. [Prov. Eng.]
yarrow (yar'6), «. [< ME. yarowe, garoire.

yarwc, garve, < AS. gearvwe, geance, garwce.
ynrrow, = D. gerw = OHG. garaira, garlia.

MHG. garwe, 6. garhe, yarrow; origin un-
known. Connection with AS, gearician, make
ready (< gearu, ready, yare), is im))robable, on
account of the difference of meaning.] The
milfoil, Achillea Millefolium. See milfoil, and
cut on following page.



yarrow

The Upper Part of the Stem with the Heads of Yarrow {Achillea
Miiltfoliitm), a, head ; *, disk-flower : r, ray-flower.

yaxwhelp (yar'hwelp), n. [Also yarwhip, yard-
keep: gee quot.] Agodwit— either the black-
tailed, Limosa xgocephala, or the bar-tailed, L.

lupponica. [Prov. Eng.]
A yarwhelp, so thought to be named from its note.

Broume, Birds of Norfolk.

yarwhip (yar'hwip), n. Same as yarwhelp.

yashmak (yash'mak), n. [At.] The veil worn
by Moslem women in public— that is, when
not in their own apartments.
The yaakmak ia a sort of double veil. The first brought

round the forehead and gathered neatly up behind and on
the head ; the second, pinned on behind to the first, falls

sufficiently in front to uncover the eyes.

E. SartoriuSf In the Soudan, p. 19.

A bevy of Turlcish women, who, in their white yash-
jtuiku, shone like a bed of lilies. Scribmr's Mag., IV. 276.

yatt (yat), n. An obsolete form of gate^.

yataghan (yat'a-gan), ». [Also ataghan, and
formerly attngiian ; < Turk, yatagan.'] The
sword of Mohammedan na-
tions, peculiar in having no
guard and no crosspiece, but
usually a large and often deco-
rative pommel. A common form
has a straigiit back ant! the edge curv-
ing, first c(jiicavely, then convexly,
and again backward tu the point; an-
other form follows the same general
shape, but has the back slightly curved
tu currespond U* the edge ; and a third
is curved in one direction only, with
the edge on the convex side.

The pistol and yataghan worn in the
belt, a general costume essentially the
same as that of the Montenegrin.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 198.

yate (yat), n. An obsolete or
dialectal form of jratel.

And if he chaance come when I am
abroade,

SpelTe the yate fast- for feare of

fraude. Siienser, Shep. Cal., May.

yate-stoop (yiit'stop), «. A
gate-post. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.j

yate-tree (yat'tre), «. A gum-
tree. Euenlyptus cornutn, of
southwestern Australia, yield-

ing a tough elastic wood con-
sidered equal to ash and used '''"''SclII'tJ'iSr''

"
for similar purooBes. The flat-

topped yate-tree, E, oceidentalit, is an allied and equally
valuable tree of the same region. Von Mueller, Select
Kxtra-trop. Plants.

yaud (yad), n. A Scotch form otjade^.

The Murray, on the auld gray yaud,
Wi' winged spurs did ride.

Burnt, Election Ballads, iv.

I will content me with . . . the haunch and the nom-
hles [of venison], and e'en heave up the rest on the old
oak-tree yonder, and come back for it with one of the
yands. Scott, Monastery, xvll.

yaul, M. See yaicP.

yauld, a. See yahP.
yaumering, «. See yammering.
yaup' (y&p), v. and n. 1. A dialectal form of
yrlp.— 2. The blue titmouse. Partis cserulcus,

more fully called bkie yaup. [Prov. Eng.]
yaup2 (yap), v. i. [Also yap, yape, yaip; prob.
a particular use of yape for gape."] To be hun-
gry. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]

yaiip'-' (y&p), a. [Perhaps for 'ayaup, var. of

aj/ape.j Hungry. [Scotch.]
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yaupon (ya'pon), n. Same as yapon.
yavet. A Middle English form of gave, preterit
of give^.

yawl (y^)^ ^_ [Qf Norw. gaga, bend backward,
^ 'J(''0^ (= Icel. gagr, bent back) ; Gt. dial, gagon,
rock, move unsteadily.] I. intrans. To go
unsteadily; bend or deviate from a straight
course : chiefly nautical.

To divide him inventorially would dizzy the arithmetic
of memory, and yet but yaw neither, in respect of his quick
sail. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 120.

She steered wild, yawed, and decreased in her rate of
sailing. Marryat, Frank Mildniay, xx. (Davies.)

The language [German] has such a fatal genius for going
stern foremost, for yawing, and for not minding the helm
without some ten minutes' notice in advance, that he must
be a great sailor indeed who can safely make it the vehicle
for anything but imperishable commodities.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 293.

The sun flashed on her streaming ebony black sides as
she yawed to the great ocean swell that chased her.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, v.

H. trans. To move aside ; move from one side
to the other. [Rare.]

My eyes ! how she [a mare] did pitch I . , .

And yaw'd her head about all sorts of ways.
Hood, Sailor's Apology for Bow-legs.

yawl (y4), n. [<, yaw'^,v.'] Naut.,& temporary
deviation of a ship or vessel from the direct line
of her course.

O, the yaws that she will make

!

Fletcher and Massinger, A Very Woman, iii. 5.

He did not see a light just before us, which had been
hid by the studding-sails from the man at the helm, but
by an accidental yaw of the ship was discovered.

B. Franklin, Autobiography, p. 264.

Averyred-faced,thick-lipped countryman, . . . as soon
as the Prince hailed him, jovially, if somewhat thickly,
answered. At the same time he gave a beery yaw in the
saddle. R. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, i. 4.

yaw2 (ya), n. [Said to be from African yaw, a
raspberry.] 1. One of the tubercles charae-
tenstic of the disease known as yaws.
In some cases a few yaws will show themselves long

after the primary attack is over ; these are called "memha'
yaws" (from "remember"). Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 732.

2. A thm or defective place in cloth.

yaw^ (jk), V. i. [< yaw^, n.] To rise in blisters,

breaking in white froth, as cane-juice in the
sugar-works.
yawd (yad), n. A Scotch form oljade^.
yawey (ya'i), a. [< yaw^ + -ey.} Pertaining
to or characteristic of the yaws.
That yaws is a communicable disease is beyond ques-

tion ; but that it has always arisen by conveyance of
yawey matter from a previous case is neither proved nor
probable. Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 732.

yawll (y&l), v. i. [.Also yowl; formerly also
yole and gowl; < ME. goulen, < Icel. gaula = LG.
gaueln = G. jaulen, howl, yell; an imitative
word, like howl; it may be regarded as a more
sonorous form of yeWi.] To cry out; howl;
yell.

He hurtez of the honndez, & thay
Ful gomerly ,jaule & gelle,

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. B.), 1. 1461.

My little legs still crossing
His ; either kicking this way, that way sprawling,
Or, if hee but remov'd nie, straitwaies yawling.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 201).

Then yelp'd the cur, and yawl'd the cat.

Tennyson, The Goose.

yawl^ (y&l)i «• [Sometimes also yaul; < MD.
'jolle (in dim. jolleken), D. jol, a yawl, skiff, =
Dan. jolle = Sw. julle, a yawl, jolly-boat. Cf.

jolly-boat.'] 1. A ship's small boat, usually
rowed by four or six oars; a jolly-boat.— 2.
The smallest boat used by fishermen. See cut
under rowlock.— 3. A sail-boat or small yacht
of the cutter class, with a jigger and short main-
boom.
ya'Wn (yan), r. [Early mod. E. yane, dial.

gaun, goan; < ME. ganon, gonen, ganen, go-
nen, < AS. gdnian = LG. janen = OHG. geinon,

MHG. geinen, yawn ; a secondary form, parallel

to AS. ginian = OHG. ginen, MHG. ginen, genen,

G. gdhnen, yawn; both being derived from a
strong verb, AS. ginan (pret. *gdn), in comp.
td-ginen, gape apart, = Icel. gina, gape: see

further under begin. The form yawn, < AS. gd-

nian, instead of *yone (yon), is irreg., but is

parallel with broad (brod), < AS. brad. The
initial y for g is also irregular ; it is prob. due
to an AS. var. 'gednian.ot to conformation with
yave for gave, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To gape;
open ; stand wide.

Tlien from the yawning wound with fury tore

The spear, pursu'd by gushing streams of gore.
Pope, Iliad, xii. 479.

Crowds that stream from yawning doors.
Tennyfon, In Memoriam, Ixx.

ychone
The cracks and rents that had fissured their [the kilns']

walls, from the fierce heat that once blazed within, were
yawning hideously. Oeikie, Geol. Sketches, i.

Specifically— 2. To open the mouth wide, (o)
Voluntarily.

The crocodiles not only know the voice of the priests
when they call unto them, and endure to be handled and
stroked by them, but also yawn and offer their teeth unto
them to be picked and cleansed with their hands.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 794.

(&) Involuntarily, as through drowsiness or dullness;
gape ; oscitate. Compare yawning.

When a man yaumeth he cannot hear so well.

Bacon, Kat. Hist., § 283.

At every line they stretch, they yawn, they doze.
Pope, Dunciad, iL 390.

And, leaning back, he yawned and fell asleep,
Lulled by the chant monotonous and deep.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, The Sicilian's Tale.

3. To gape, as in hunger or thirst for some-
thing; hence, to be eager; long.

The chiefest thing which lay-reformers yavm for is that
the clergy may through conformity in state and condition
be apostolical, poor as the Apostles of Christ were poor.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., iv. § 3.

4. To be open-mouthed with surprise, be'wilder-
ment, etc. ; be agape.

To yaum, be still, and wonder.
When one but of my ordinance stood up
To speak of peace or war. Shak., Cor., iii. 2. 11.

II. trans. 1. To open; form by opening.
[Rare.]

The groaning Earth began to reel and shake,
A horrid Thunder in her bowels rumbles, . . .

Tearing her Rocks, Vntill she Yawn a way
To let it out, and to let-in the Day.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

2. To express or utter with a yawn.
"Heigho," yawned one day King Francis,
" Distance all value enhances 1"

Browning, Tlie Glove,

yawn (yan), n. [< t/aira, n.] 1 . The act of gap-
ing or opening wide.

Sometimes with a mighty yawn, 'tis said,

Opens a dismal passage to the dead.
Addison, tr. from Silius Italicus's Punicorum, ii.

2. An involuntary opening of the mouth from
drowsiness; oscitation. See yawning.

From every side they hurried in,

Rubbing their sleepy eyes with lazy wrists.
And doubling overhead their little fists

In backward yawns. Keats, Endymion, ii.

Tlie family is astir ; and member after member appears
with the morning yawti.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 20.

3. An opening ; a chasm. Marston.
But June is full of invitations sweet.
Forth from the chimney's yawn and thrice-read tomes.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

Through the yaivns of the back-door, and sundry rents
in the logs of the house, filter in, unweariedly, fine par-
ticles of snow. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

yawner (ya'nfer), n. One who yawns.
yawning (ya'ning), ». [Verbal n. of yawn, «.]
Gaping; oscitation; the taking of a deep in-

spiration, followed by a slight pause, and then
a prolonged expiration, the mouth being more
or less widely open. The act is reflex and involuntary
in character, though it can often be partially repressed by
a strong effort of the will. It is the physiological expres-
sion of fatigue and of a desire to sleep, but is also excited
by insufficient oxygenation of the blood, and occurs there-
fore in conditions of lowered vitality, in tlie prodromal
stage of many diseases, and after profuse losses of blood.
The sight of another person yawning is also provocative
of the act.

ya'wningly (ya'ning-li), adv. In a yawning
manner; with yawns or gapes.
Ye . . . that leaning upon your idle elbow yawningly

patter out those prayers.
Bp. Hall, The Hypocrite, Sermon on 2 Tim. 111. 6.

Many were merely attracted by a new face, and, hav-
ing stared me full in the title-page, walked off without
saying a word ; while others lingered yaumingly through
the preface, and, having gratified their short-lived curi-

osity, soon dropped off one by one.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 358.

ya'Wp (yap), v. and n. A dialectal form of yelp.

yaws (yaz), «. pi. [Pi. of yaw^.'] A conta-
gious disease of the skin, endemic in many
tropical regions: same asframbcesia.

yaw-weed (y4'wed), n. A shrubby West Indian
plant, Aforinda Boyoc, used as a remedy for the

yaws or framboesia.

"ih. In chcm., the symbol for ytterbium.

Y. B. An abbreviation of year-book.

Y-branch (wi'branch), ». See branch, 2 (e).

Y-cartilage (wi'kar"ti-laj), n. The ypsiliform

cartilage uniting the ilium, ischium, and pubis

at the acetabulum, ossified about the age of

puberty.

ychonet, ychoonet. Middle English forms of

each one.

With myrthe and with mynstrasye the! pleseden hlr

ychoone. Piers Plowman (A), iiL 98.



yclad

ycladt. An obsolete form of elod, a preterit
and past participle of clothe.

Tdad in costly ganneuts fit for tragicke Stage.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 3.

Her words yclad with wisdom's majesty.
Shitk., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 33.

yclept, ycleped. Forms of the preterit and
past participle of clepe.

Y-cross (wi'kros), n. 1. A Y-shaped cross,
suggesting the position of Christ as crucified
with the arms raised: often an ornament on
chasubles.— 2. A Y-branch or Y; a three-way
joint or connection.
yd. A contraction of yard^.

ydlet, a. An obsolete spelling of idle.

ydraut. A form of drad, obsolete past parti-
ciple of dread.

Yet notliing did he dread, hut ever was ydrad.
Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 2.

ye^, you (ye, y'6), pron. pi. (used also instead of

sing. ) ; poss. your oryours, ohj.you, sometimes ye.

[Two forms of the same word, representing his-

torically the nom. and obj. respectively of the
personal pronoun used as the plural of iliou (see

thou) : (a) Nom. (and voc.) ye, early mod. E. also

yee, < ME. ye, ge,<. AS. ge, ge= OS. gi, qi= OFries.
gi, i = MD. ghy, D. gij = LG. ji = OHG. MHG.
».'•, G. ihr = Icel. er, ier= Sw. Dan. i = Goth, jus,

ye, = (with additional suffix) Gr. v/icic, v/i/ieg =
Skt. yuyani, ye; a pron. used as the pi. of thou,

with which it is not etymologically related.

((>) Nom. you, orig. obj. (dat. and ace), tak-
ing the place of the nom. ye, because of the
much greater frequency of the dat. and ace,
and the tendency to make the three cases ye,

your, you, conform to one base, a tendency as-

sisted also by the fact that ye and you are usu-
ally unaccented, and therefore have the vowel
more or less obscurely pronounced ; < ME. you,

gou, yow, < AS. edw, dat., edw (poet, edwic), ace,
= OS. iu = OFries. iuwe, iive= D.u = OHG. iu =
Sw. Dan. i (prop, nom.) = Goth, ieins; you; cf.

Gr. i'/ilv, dat., vfiag, ace. The confusion of the
two forms, and the use of you as nom., began in

early mod. E., and is conspicuous in the Eliza-
bethan dramas. In the authorized version of

the Bible (1611), in which many usages already
regarded as archaisms were purposely retained,
the distinction between ye, nom., and you, obj.,

is carefully preserved. Ye still survives in re-

ligious and poetical use, while in ordinary col-

loquial and literary use you has superseded it.

In provincial use, as in Irish, ye occurs for you
both in nom. and obj., but in the obj. it is to
be regarded rather as a shortening of the en-
clitic you : thus, I tell you, I tell ye. The ye may
be further reduced, as in thank you > thank ye
> thankee or thanky ; how do you do y how do ye
do > how d'ye do y howdy do > howdy, etc.] The
personal pronoun of the second person, in the
plural number: now commonly applied also
(originally with some notion of distinction or
compliment, as in the case of the royal we) to a
single individual, in place of the singular forms
thee and thou—a use resulting in the partial

degradation of thou to a term of familiarity or
of contempt. Ye is archaic, and little used ex-

cept in exalted address and poetry, (a) As care-

fully discriminated, especially in the older English, the
nominative and vocative being ye and the dative and
accusative you.

He swor forniest [flrst]

That se schuld haue no harm, but hendely for gode
He praide jou com speke with him.

Wiltiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 269.

He gaue ffow fyue wittes
For to worshepen hym ther-with while ,je lyuen here.

Piers Plownmn (C), ii. 15.

And he said unto the elders. Tarry ye here for us, imtll

we come again unto you. Ex. xxiv. 14.

Wherefore, brethren, look ye out among you seven men
of honest report Acts vi. 3.

Yee Mannians, arme your selues, for fearo of afterclaps.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 16.

Speed, Pegasus ! — ye strains of great and small,

Ode, epic, elegy, have at you all

!

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

(6) As used without discrimination of case-form between
nominatire and objective.

Ye a great master are in your degree,
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 546.

You lie, ye rogue. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 59.

The more shame for ye, holy men I thought ye.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 1. 102.

You meaner beauties of the night, . . .

What are you when the moon shall rise?

Sir H. Wotton, To the Queen of Bohemia.

They have, like good sumpters, laid ye down their hors
load of citations and fathers at your dore.

Milton, CSwrch-Govemment, ii., Int
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(e) As used for a single subject.

Tho ye count me still the child,

Sweet mother, do ye love the child ?

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

To you. See toi.— You're another, a familiar form of

the tu quoque argument. See tu quoque.

I find little to interest and less to edify me in these In-

ternation.ll bandyings of '^You're another."
Lowell, Democracy.

You-uns (literally, you ones), you. Compare we-uiis, un-
der ive. [Dialectal, southern \J, S.]

"Mirandy Jane," the old.woman interrupted, . . .

" 'pears like 1 hev hed the trouble o* raisin' a idjit in you-
uns !

"

M. N. Murfree, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains, i.

But I'll tell the yam to youans.
John Hay, Mystery of Gilgal.

ye^t, adv. A Middle English form of yea.

ye^t, "• An obsolete variant of cye^.

yea (
ya ), adv. [< ME. ye, ge, yai, yo,<. AS. ged =

OS. ja = OFries. ie, ge = D. ja = LG. ja =
OHG. MHG. jd, G. ja = Icel. jd = Dan. Sw.
ja = Goth, ja, yes, jai, truly, verily; perhaps
= hith. join ja sakyti, say yes, and Gr. r/, truly.

Connection with AS. ge = Goth, jaft, also, and,
and with L. jam, now, Skt. ya, who, is uncer-
tain. Hence ult. yes.'] 1. Yes; ay: a word
that expresses affirmation or assent: the oppo-
site of nay : as. Will you go ? Yea.

Swear not at all ; . . . but let your communication be
Yea, yea; Nay, nay. Mat. v. 37.

You promise to bear Faith and Loyalty to him : Say
Yea. And King Edward said Yea, and kissed the King of

France on the Mouth, as Lord of the Fee.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 117.

2. Indeed; verily; truly; it is so, or is it sof
used to introduce a subject.

Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the
garden? Gen. iii. 1.

Yea, mistress, are you so peremptory ?

Shak., Pericles, ii. 5. 73.

Him I loved not. Why ?

I deem'd him fool? yea, so?
Tennyson, Pelleaa and Ettarre.

3. Used to intimate that something is to be
added by way of intensiveness or amplification

:

Not this alone ; not only so but also ; what is

more. Compare the similar use of nay.

Confess Christ and his truth, not only in heart, but also

in tongue, yea, in very deed, which few gospellers do.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 202.

I therein do rejoice ; yea, and will rejoice. Phil. i. 18.

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one
To whom you are but as a form in wax.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 48.

Many of you, yea most.
Return no more. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

4 . In the authorized version of the Bible, so

;

thus ; true ; real ; consistent.

All the promises of God in him are yea, and m him
Amen. 2 Cor. i. 20.

Yea is now used only in the sacred, solemn, or formal
style. Yea, being mainly a word of assent, was formerly
used chiefly in answer to questions framed aflftrmatively

;

yes, a stronger term, was chiefly used in answer to ques-
tions containing a negative or otherwise implying a doubt.
But the distinction does not appear to have been rigidly

maintained ; and the assertions of the following quotations
about yea and yes, like those about nay and no (see nol),

must be taken with some allowance.

I woulde not here note by the way that Tyndall here
translateth no for nay, for it is but a trifle and mistaking
of the euglishe worde, sailing that ye shoulde see that

he,whych in two so plain euglishe wordes, and so commen
as is naye and no, cannot tell when he should take the
tone, and when the tother, is not, for translating into

englislie, a man very mete. For the vse of those two
wordes in aunswering to a question is this. 2fo [read nuy]
aunswereth the question framed by the afflrmatiue. As,

for ensample, if a manne should aske Tindall hymseUo

:

"ys an heretike mete to translate holy scripture into

euglishe ? " Lo, to thys question, if he will aunswere trew
euglishe, he rauste aunswere na.v. and not 7io. But and
if the question be asked hym thus, lo : "is not an here-

tyque mete to translate holy scripture into english?"
'To this question, lo, if he wil aunswer true engnsh, he
must aunswere no, & not nay. And a lyke difference is

there betwene these two aduerbs, ye and yes. For if the
questeion bee framed vnto Tindall by thafflrmatiue in

thys fashion : " If an lieretique falsely translate the newe
testament into englishe, to make hys false heresyes seeme
the worde of Godde, be hys bookes worthy to be burned ?

"

To thys question asked in thys wyse, wy he wyl aunswere
true englishe, he must aunswere ye, and not yes. But nowe
if the question be asked liym thus, li>, by the negatiue

:

" If an heretike falsely translate the newe testament
in-to englishe, to make hys false heresyes seme the word
of God, be not his bokes well worthy to be burned?" To
thys question in thys fashion framed, if he wyll aunswere
trew englyshe, lie maye not aunswere ye, but he must
aunswere yes, and say *' yes, mary, be they, bothe the
translacion and the translatour, and al that wyll holde
wyth them." And thys thing, lo, though it be no great
matter, yet I haue thought it good to glue Tindall warn-
ing of, because I would haue him write true one way or

other, that though I can not make him by no meane to

write true matter, I would haue him yet at the lest wise
write true englishe.
Sir T. More, The Confutacion of Tyndales Aunswere, made

[Anno 1632, book lil., Workes, p. 448.

year

There is an example of the rejection of a needless sub-
tlety in the case of our affirmative particles, yea and yes,

nay and no, which were formerly distinguished in use, as
the two alhrmatives still are in our sister-tongues, the
Danish and Swedish. The distinction was that yea and
nay were answers to questions framed in the affinnative ;

as. Will he go ? Yea or Nay. But if the question was
framed in the negative. Will he not go? the answer was
Yes or No. G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxvi.

"What? sone," seide the couherde, "seidestow i was
here?"

" ^a, sire, sertes," seide the childe.
Williayn of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 288.

" Whi carestow," sede the queue, "knew thow nou3t the
sothe . . .

?"

"ji», madanie," sede the maide.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3184.

Jesus saith unto them, Have ye understood all these
things? They say unto him. Yea, Lord. Mat. xiii. 51.

yea (ya), n. f< yea, adv.1 1. An affirmation.

—

2. An affirmative vote ; hence, one who votes
in the affirmative : as, to call the yeas and nays.
—To call for the yeas and nays, in parliamentai-y us-

age, to demand that a vote be taken on any measure by
the calling of the roll, each member's answer being re-

corded.

yead^t, v. i. See yede^.

yead^ (yed), n. A dialectal form of head. Halli-

well.

yea-forsooth (ya'for-soth'), a. Noting one say-
ing to anything yea and forsooth, which lat-

ter was not a phrase of genteel society.

A rascally yea-forsooth knave.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 41.

yeaghet, »>• A yacht.

We saw there a barke which was of Dronton, & three or
foure Norway yeaghes. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 294.

yean (yen), v. t. and i. [< ME. *genen, *ge-enen,

< AS. *ge-ednian, ge-edcnian, bring forth, be-
come pregnant, < edceii, ge-edcen, gravid, teem-
ing : see ean.] To bring forth young, as a goat
or sheep ; lamb.

That wherein the courteous man takes most sauour is

... to sell his wine deare, ... his eawes to haue good
yeaning, not to raine in April, and to haue much wheate
in Male. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 254.

So many weeks ere the poor fools will yean.
SAo*., 3Hen. VI. (cd. Knight), ii. 6. 36.

Yon 's one hath yean'd a fearful prodigy.
Some monstrous misshapen balladry.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, vi. 39.

Weak as a lamb the hour that it is yeaned.
Werdsvjorth, Hart-Leap WelL

Trenchant time behoves to hurry
All to yean and all to bury.

Emerson, Wood-notes, IL

yeanling (yen'ling), n. [< yean + -ling^. Cf.

eanlingT\ The young of sheep or goats; a
lamb ; a kid ; an eanling : sometimes used at-

tributively.
To their store

They add the poor man's yeanling, and dare sell

Both fleece and carcass, not gi'ing him the fell

!

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Lambs, or yeanling kids. Milton, P. L., iii. 434.

year (yer), «. [< ME. yeer, yer, zer, < AS. gear
ger (pi. gear) = OS. jar, ger = OFries. jar. jer

= MD. jaer, D. jaar, jar = LG. jaar = OHG.
MHG. jar, G. jahr = Icel. dr = Sw. dr = Dan.
aar = Goth, jer, year

;
prob. orig. ' spring,' the

opening of the year, = OBulg. jon?, spring,=Gr.
upof, a season, year, upa, season, spring, year,

hour, = Zend ydre, a year. From the Gr. upa
comes ult. E. hour, which is thus a doublet of

year: see hour. Hence ult. yore.] 1. A full

round of the seasons ; the period of the earth's

revolution round the sun : more accurately,

the interval between one vernal equinox and
the next, or one complete mean apparent cir-

cuit of the ecliptic bj- the sun, or mean mo-
tion through 360° of longitude. This is specifically

the tropical year, which determines the sefjuence of the
seasons (sometimes also called the astronomical or solar

year). Its length is about 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes,
46 seconds. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes,
this is less than the length of the sidereal year, the true
period of the sun's revolution, or his return to the same
place in relation to the fixed stai-s, which is 365 days, 6
hours, 9 minutes, 9.3 seconds. See also styled, n., 9. A\>-

breviated y., yr.

Hence— 2. The time in which any planet com-
pletes a revolution round the sun: as, the year
of Jupiter or of Saturn.— 3. A space of about
365 days, used in the civil or religious reckoning
of time ; especially, the usual period of 365 or

366 days, divided into twelve calendar months,
nowreckoned as beginning with the 1st of Janu-
ary and ending with the 31st of December: as,

the year 1891 (see ^ff/a/j/ear, below); also, a peri-

od of approximately the same length in other
calendars. Compa.re calendar.— 4. A space of

twelve calendar months without regard to the
point from which they are reckoned: as, he
sailed on June 1 st, and was absent just one year.



year

At the zeret end thei comen azen, and tounden the same
Lettres and Figures, the whiche thei hadde writen the zeer

before, withouten ony defaute.
Mandecille, TraTels, p. 17.

Thei sholde not returne with-inne two yere, lesse than
thei myght fynde the seide childe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 29.

5. pL Period of life ; age : as, he is veiy vigor-

ous for his years: often used specifically to

note old age. See in years, below.

He is made as strong as brass, is of brave years too,

And doughty of complexion.
Fletcher, Rule a Wile, ii. 1.

He [Essex] . . . profess'd he would not contend with
the Queen, nor excuse the Faults of his young Years either

in whole or in part. Baker, Clu-ouicles, p. 389.

He himselfe affected ease and tiuiet, now growing into

yearei. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 18, 1673.

What is there quite so profoundly human as an old
man's memory of a mother who died in his earlier i/ear*.'

O. W, Holmes, Professor, viii.

The older plural year still remains in popular language :

as, the horse is ten year old.

And threescore year would make the world away.
Shak., Sonnets, xi.

Then you know a boy is an ass,

Then you know the worth of a lass.

Once you have come to forty year.

Thackeray, Age of Wisdom.

Anomalistic year. See anomalistic.

—

Aaiial year.
Same as sidereal i/i-or.—Astronomical year. See def. 1.

—A year and a day, the lapse of a year with a day added
to it : in law constituting a period which in some cases

determines a right or liability : as, where one is fatally

wounded witli murderous intent, the killing is murder
if death ensues within o year and a day. See dayi.

I suere to you be the oth that I made to you when ye
made me knyght that I shall seche hym a yere and a day,

but with-ynne that space I may knowe trewe tidinges.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 682.

A year's mind. See mi«<ii.—Bird of the year. See
binfi.— Bissextile year, leap-year. See bissextile.—
Canicular year. See canicular.— Civil year, the year
in iisi- in the ordinary affairs of life; the year recognized
by the law ; a year accordinj; to the calendar. It is either

solar, like the civil year of ('hristlan countries, or lunar,

like the Mohammedan year, or lunisolar, like the He-
brew year.—Climacteric years. See dim^ictcrtc.—Com-
mon year, a year <il :i6b flays, as distinguished from a

leap-year.— Cynic year, Hume asSothic iitar.— Eccle-
siastical year, the year as arranged in the ecclesia.s-

tical ealenilar. For iletalls of it, see SuTufdi/.— Eighty
years' war. .seeitari.— Embollsmlc year, a year or
thirteen months, occurring' in a lunisolar calendar, like

that of the Jews.— Emergent year. Sie einergent.—

Enneatical yearst. See c/in^n'iV.— Estate for years.
Se^fg/af*'.— Fiscal year. .Heeyiaaif.—Four years' lim-
itation law. See (i:/i/?.i(ion.— Gregorian year. See
Gregorian.— Hebrew year, a lunisolar yeai-, composed
of 12 or 13 months of 29 or 30 days. lu every cycle of

nineteen years, the Sd, 6th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and l»th

are embotismic years and have 13 raontlis, while the rest

are ordinary years and have 12 months. Both the em-
bolismic ana the ordinary years are further di.stinguished

as regiUar, defective, and abundant.—Hundred years'
war. See wari.— In years, advanced in age.

I am honest in my Inclinations,

And would not, wer't not to avoid Offence, make a
Lady a little in Years believe I think her young.

Etherege, Man of Jlode, IL 2.

Men in Years more calmly Wrongs resent.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

The lady, who was a little in years, having parted with
her fortune to her dearest life, lie left her.

Goldsmith, Register of Scotch Marriages.

Julian year, (o) A period of 3651 days. ('<) Incorrectly,

a year of the Julian calendar.— Leap year. See leap-

year.— Legal year, the year by whicFi dates were reck-

oned, which until 17n2 began March 26th: hence it was
usual between January 1st and March 25th to date the

year l)Oth ways, as February 19th. 1745-6 (that is, 1746 ac-

cording to pi esent reckoning).—Lunaryear, a period con-
sisting of 12 lunar mouths. The lunar astronomical year
consiits of 12 lunar synodical moutln, or 354 days, 8 hours,

48 minutes, 36 seconds. The rimimmi lunar jiear consists

of 12 lunar civil months, or 354 days.— Lunisolar year.
.See (imiWor.-Mohammedan year, a purely lunar year
of 12 months, having alternately 30 and 29 days, except

that in certain years the last month has .30 days instead

of 29. These years are the 2d. 6th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 16tli,

18th, 21st, 24tli, 26th, and 2»th of each cycle of thirty years.

The years are cuuiited from the he^ra, A. D. 622, July 15th.

— Natural year. .Same as tropical v^or.— Planetary
years. See jifniK-rnn/,— Platonic jeax, a great cycle of

years at the end of which it was sujiposed that the celes-

tial bodies will be found in the same places they were
in at the cnatiou. Also called ,(/r.n( or perfect year.—
Regnal, sabbatical, sidereal year. See the adjectives.

— Seven years' war. See SUesinn wars, under Sdesian.

—Solar year. s. c d. f. i.— Sothlc year. See Suthic—
Tenancy from year to year. See (iHaiic.i/,— Term of
years, term for years. See term. 6 (r).

— "Theban year.
See 77..'«m.— Thirty years' war. See thirti/.—To be
struck or stricken in years. See «(riic,— Tropical
year. Sec dif. l.—Vague year, an Egyptian year of

305 days. Called rai/iie— tli.al is, wandering— because in

the course of 1,507 years it begins at all seasons,—Year by
year.froni one year to another; with each succeeding year.

Disease, augmenting year by year,

Show'd the grim king by gradual steps brought near.
CrabU, Works, I. 102.

Year, day, and waste, part of the sovereign's preroga-

tive In England, whereby he was entitled to the profits

for a year and a day of the lands held by persona attainted

of petty treaion or felony, together with the right of v/ast-
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ing them, afterward restoring them to the lord of the fee.

It was abolished by the Felony Act, 1870.—Year in, year
out, always ; from one year to another.

Sunbeams never came, never gleamed, year in, year out,

across the clear darkness of the broad water floor.

C, F. Woolson, East Angels, xxviii.

Year of confusion, the 707th year of the Roman era,

ending with 47 B, c, being the year before the first intro-

duction of the Julian calendar. It had 445 days.—Year
of grace, year of the Christian era.—Year of jubilee.
See jubilee, I.—Year Of our Lord, year of the Christian i/ • \

era.—Years of discretion. See digcrefiore,—Young of yeam^ (yern)
the year. &ee young.

yeara, «. See poison-oalc.

year-bird (yer'berd), n. The djolan: said to
have been so called from a notion that it an-
nually added a wrinkle to the plicated skin at

the base of the beak.
year-book (yer'buk), w. l. A book giving facts
about the year, its chief seasons, festivals,

dates, etc., or other kindred subjects : as,

Hone's Tear-Book.— 2. A book published every
year, every annual issue containing new or
additional information ; a work published an-
nually and intended to supply fresh informa-
tion on matters in regard to which changes are
continually taking place: as, a parish year-

book.

A new year-book, specially prepared for biisiness-men,
will be issued, . . . under the title of The Year-Book of
Commerce. The Academy, June 1, 1889, p. 376.

3. One of a number of books containing chron-
ological reports of early oases adjudged or
argued in the courts of England. The series first

printed and long known as The Year Books contains cases
from the beginning of the reign of Edward II. down to
the end of Edward III., and from the beginning of Henry
IV. down to near the end of Henry VIII. Otheis later

published are Maynard's Edward I. and II,, and Hor-
wood's translation from MS. which presents cases in va-

rious years of Edward I. from 11 to 36 inclusive.

yeard, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of earcl

and of earth.

year-dayt (yer'da), n. [< ME. gereday (cf. AS,

yearning
Whose cheerful tenants bless their yearly toil.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 183.

yearly (yer'li), adv. [< ME. yerely ; < yearly, a.]
Annually; once a year: as, blessings yearly
bestowed.

Also there shalbe allowed to him fewer Vshers, every
of them being yerely allowed for the same 201'.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 2.

Yearly will I do this rite. Shah., Much Ado, v. 3. 23.

[< ME. yernen, gernen, < AS.
giernan, gyrnan, geornian, yearn, desire, = Icel.

girna = Goth. (7«i>'«;'aj),desire,long for; from an
adj., AS. georn, ME. gern — OS. gern = 0H6.
MHG. gem = Icel. gjarii = Sw. gerna = Dan.
gjierne = Goth. *gairns (in eomp. faihu-gairns),
desirous, eager (see yeriA); with formative -«,

from the root seen in OHG. MHG. ger, eager,

OHG. gcrOn, MHG. geren, G. be-gehren, long
for.] 1. To long for something ; desire eager-
ly ; feel desire or longing.

Angels euer sese and euer thay jeme for to see.

Uampole, Prose Treatises (E. E, T, S.), p. 4.

Drede delitable drynke, and thow shalt do the bettere

;

Mesure Is medcyne, thou; thow moche jerne.
Piers Plowman (B), i. 3.5.

0, Juvenal, lorde, trewe is thy sentence.
That litel witen folk what is to yeme.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 198.

Joseph made haste, for his bowels did yearn upon bis

brother. Gen. xliii, 30.

All men have a yearning curiosity to behold a man of

heroic worth. Steele, Spectator, No. 340.

But my heart would still yearn for the sound of the waves
That sing as they flow by my forefathers' graves.

0. W. Holmes, The Hudson.

2+. To cry out eagerly
;
give tongue, as a dog.

M^hen Foxes and Badgerds bane yong cubhes, take all

your olde Terryers and put them into the grounde ; and
when they beginne to baye (which in the earth is called

j/eaniynj;), you musteholde your yong Terryers, . . . that
they may herken and heare theyr fellowes yeame.

TurbermUe, Booke of Hunting (ed. 1676), p. 181.

.f/f«rd«r/a«, pi., days of yore); < year + day^.'i yeam^t (yern), t'. [Also e«r« ; prob. an altered' '

form, due to confusion with «/e«rnl, with which
it is generally merged, of *erm, < ME. ernien,

grieve, vex, < AS. yrman, also ge-yrman (whence
perhaps yearn, as distinguished from earn, like

yean as distinguished from ean), grieve, vex, <

earm = D. G. arm = Icel. armr = Dan. Sw. arm
= Goth, arms, poor, miserable.] I. intrans. To
grieve; mourn; sorrow.

Falstaff he is dead.
And we must yearn therefore.

SAait.,Hen. v., U. 3. 6.

Some of those French . . .

Assay the English carriages to burn.
Which to defend them scarcely h.ad a man. . . .

Those yearning cries, that from the carriage came.
His blood yet hot, more highly doth inflame.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt, st. 299.

II. trans. To grieve'; trouble; vex.

It yearns my heart to hear the wench misconstrued.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 3.

An anniversary day ; a day on which prayers
were said for the dead. HalliweU.

We haue ordeyned ... to kepe the gereday of Jon
lyster of Cambryge gerely, on mydelenton sonday, . . . he-

cause he gafe vs iiij Marc in the begynnyng and to the
fortheraunce of our gylde.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 281.

yeard-fastt, «• Fast in the earth or ground.

alxiut the midst o' Clyde's water
There was a yeard-fast stane.

Burd Ellen (Child's Ballads, III. 214).

yeared (yerd), a. [< year + -ed2.] Numbering
years; aged.

Both were of best feature, of high race,

Yeared but to thirty. B. Jonson, Sejauus, i. 1.

yearlily (yer'li-li), adv. [< yearly + -ly'^.']

Yearly. [Rare.]

The great quaking grass soweu yearlily In many of the

London gardens. T. Johnson, Herball.

yearling (yer'ling), n. and a. [= G. jdhrling;

as year -t- -ling^. Cf. L. vitulus, a calf, lit. a
'yearling': see veal.] I. «. 1. A young beast

Nor care I who doth feed upon my cost

;

It yearns me not if men my garments wear.
Shak., Hen. V,, iv. 3. 26.

Alas, iioor wretch ! how it yearns my heart for him !

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 4.

«,

one year old or in the second year of its age.

—

2. Under racing^ and^ trotting rules,^ a^horee ygarn^ (yern), v. t. [A form of earn^, simu-
^^A .i„f.„„ f,^™ o«„o,.,7 lot ^ t a

[j^|.jjjg yearn^, yearn^, etc.] Same as earn^.one year old, dating from January Ist of the

year of foaling.

He was buying yearlings, too, and seemed keen about
racing, but as yet not a feather had been plucked from
the pigeon's wing. Whyte Melville, White Rose, II, vi.

II. a. A year old; of a year's age, duration,

or date : as, a yearling heifer.

As year'ing brides provide lace caps, and work rich

clothes for the expected darling.
Thackeray, Newcomes, i.

yearlong (yer'ldng), a. Lasting or continuing

a year.
"Tliee,"I said,

"From yearlong poring on thy pictured eyes,

Ere seen I loved." Tennyson, Princess, viL

Accepting year-long exile from his home.
The AUantic, LIX. 361.

yearly (ver'li), a. [< ME. yeerly, < AS. gedrlic

(= Q.jahrlich); as year + -/i/l.] 1. Annual;
happening, accruing, or coming every year:

as, a yearly rent or income.

Five hundred poor I have in yearly pay.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 315.

These two last [Euphrates and Tigris] are famous for

their yearely ouerflowlngs. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 340.

2. Lasting or continuing for a year: as, a

yearly plant; a yearly tenant or tenancy.— 3.

Comprehending a year; accomplished in a

year: as, the yearly circuit or revolution of

the earth.

The yearly course that brings this day about
Shall never see It but a holiday.

Shak., K. John, iii 1. 81.

[Provincial or vulgar.]

My due reward, the which right well I deeme
I yearned have. Spenser, F. Q,, VI, vii. 16.

She couldn't afford to pay for schooling, and told me I

must look out and yearn my own living while I was a

mere chick.
Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I, 897.

yearn'* (y6m), v. [A var. of earn*, or < ME. z^-

ernen, < AS. geyrnan, run together: see earn*,

run^.i Same as earn'^.

His Honour the Duke will accept ane of our Dunlop
cheeses, and it sail be my faut if a better was ever yearned

in Lowden. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxlx.

yeam^ (yem), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

earn^.
Ye cliffs, the haunts of sailing yearns

!

Burns, On Capt. Matthew Henderson.

yearnfult (ySm'ful), a. [Also yernful, ernful ;

< yearn'^ + -ful.'] Mournful; distressing.

Ala Ala, was theu^ yernfuU note ; their foode was the

peoples almes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 628.

But, oh muslcke, aslnjoyfull tunes, thy mery notes I did

borrow.
So now lend mee thy yernfuU tunes, to utter my sorrow.

Damtin and Pith., Old Plays, I. 196. (.Nares.)

yearningl (yer'ning), n. [< ME. gernynge;

verbal n. of yearn^, i;.] The feeling of one who
yearns ; a strong feeling of tenderness, pity, or

longing desire.

All the herte festenede hi the semynge of Ihesu es

turned into the fyre of lufe.

Uampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.



yearning

[Var. of earning^.'i

®§)^

The reveries of youth, in which so much energy is

wasted, are the yearnings of a Spirit made for what it

has not found but luuBt forever seek as an Ideal.
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 176.

yearning^ (y^r'ning), n.

Kennet. [Scotch.]

yearningly (yer'ning-li), adv. In a yearning
manner ; with yearning.

yeast (yest), n. [Formerly also yest; also dial.

east; < ME. geest, < AS. gistj gyst = I), gest,

gist = MHG. gest^jest, G. gdscht, gischt = Icel.

Jastj Jastr = Sw. jdst (ef. Dan. gjser), yeast;
from a verb seen in OHG. jesaw, MHG. jVse«,

gesen, gem, G. gahreny ferment, = Sw. jcisdj

ferment, froth ; akin to Gr. Cf«v, boil, seethe,

(> C^or^f, boiled, boiling); Skt. / yaSy boil,

froth.] 1. A yellowish substance, having an
acid reaction, produced during the alcoholic
fermentation of saccharine fluids, rising partly
to the surface in the form of a frothy, flocculent,
viscid matter {top or surface yeast), and partly
falling to the bottom {bottom or sediment yeast).
Yeast consists of aggregations of minute cells, each cell

constituting a distinct plant, Sacckaromyces cerevisue.
The yeast-plant is a
saprophytic fungus
of uncertain system-
atic position, being
rej^arded by some as
a degenerate ascomy-
cete, by others as rep-
resenting a distinct
class. It exists under
two conditions. In
the first it is in the
form of transparent
round or oval cells,

averaging .08 mm.
(.003 inch) in diam-
eter, which increase
in countless numbers
by budding— that is,

by the formation of

a small daughter-
ceil by the side of
the mother-cell, from
which it sooner or
lat^r separates. The
other form consists
of larger cells, which,
by a division of tlieir

protoplasni,forra four
new cells within the
parent-cell. These
endogenously formed
cells have been liken-

ed to the ascospores
of the Asc&mycetes,
with which, as stated above, they are frequently classed.

The former notion that the yeast-plant was only the im-
mature condition of a mold has been effectually exploded
by Brefeld's elaborate researches. Fermentation takes
place sooner and goes on more rapidly when yeaat is added
than when the fluid is merely exposed to the atmosphere,
beer-yeast possessing the property of setting up fermenta-
tion in the highest degree. Surface yeast is formed at from
65° to 77° F., and its action is rapid and irregular, whereas
sedimentyeast isformedatfrom32'' to45°, and its action is

slow and quiet. Sediment yeast is reproduced by spores,
and not by buds. In their chemical relations the two do
not appear to differ. Yeast varies in quality according to
the nature of tlie liquid in which it is generated, and yeast-
merchants distinguish several vai^ieties, which are em-
ployed for different purposes according to their energy
and activity. Yeast is employed to induce fermentation
in the manufacture of beer an(! ale, and of distilled spirits,

and is also the agent in producing the panary fermenta-
tion, whereby bread is rendered light, porous, and spongy.
Beer-yeast is employed medicinally as a stimulant in low
fevers, and is of great service in cases where, from inflam-
matory symptoms, wine is inadmissible. See 6ann.2, Sac-
ckaromyces, fermentation.

She consente<l that the village maiden should nianufac*
tore yea$t, both liquid and in cakes.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

2. Spume or foam of water; froth.

Now the ship boring the moon with her mainmast, and
anon swallowed with yest and froth.

Shak., W. T., iii. 3. 94.

They melt into thy yeast of waves, which mar
Alike the Armada's pride, or spoils of Trafalgar.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 181.

Artificial yeast, a dough of flour and a small quantity
of common yeast, made into small cakes and dried. Kept
free from moisture, it long retains its fermentative prop-
erty.— Beer-yeast, the common yeast, Sacckaromyces
cerevixim, which is added to the wort of beer for the
purpose of exciting fermentation. See def. 1.—Bottom
or sediment yeast. See def. 1.—German yeast, com-
mon yeast collected, drained, and pressed till nearly dry.

It can be so kept for several months, and is much used by
bakers.— Patent yeast, yeast collected from a wort of
malt and hop, and treated similarly to German yeast.

—

^ess-yeast, yeast freed from water and other impuri-
ties, mixed with about 15 per cent, of stai'ch, and pressed
in bags as a preparation for storing.— Surface or top
yeaJSt. See def. L

yeast (yest), v. i. [< yeast, «.] To ferment,

Yea^ting youth
Will clear itself and crystal turn again.

Keats, Otho the Great, iii. 2. (Davies.)

yeast-beer (yest'ber), «. See heer^.

Yeast.

a, yeast-plant {Saccharomyces cere-
visisB), showine increase by budding: : *. a
cell, showing the fcrmalionof the spores;
c, a cell, containtnji^ four mature spores;
d, the spores ; e, germinating spores.
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yeast-bitten (yest'bifn), a. In brewing, too
much affected by yeast.

When the progress of the attenuation becomes so slack
as not to exceed half a pound in the day, it is prudent to

cleanse, otherwise the top-barm mi^ht re-enter the body
of the beer, and it would become yeast-bitten.

Ure, Diet., I. 317.

yeast-cell (yest'sel), «. The single cell which
constitutes a yeast-plant, Saccharomyces cerevi-

siie.

yeast-fungus (yest'fung'gus), n. See fungus.
yeastiness (yes'ti-nes), n. The state or prop-
erty of being yeasty.

yeast-plant (yest'plant), n. The Saccharomyces
cerevisise, a minute plant producing alcoholic

fermentation in saccharine liquids; also, any-

one of several other species of the genus Sac-
charomyces. See yeast, 1 (with cut).

yeast-powder (yest'pou"dfer), n. A substitute
for yeast used for leavening bread, consisting
of a preparation of soda, phosphates, and other
substances, in the form of a powder ; a baking-
powder.
yeasty (yes'ti), a. [Formerly also yesty ; <

yeast + -y^.'\ 1. Consisting of or resembling
yeast.

We have then (in June] another dun, called the Barm-
Fly from its yeatsty color.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, iL 261.

2. Foamy; frothy; spumy.
Though the yesty waves

Confound and swallow navigation up,
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 53.

The sands and yeasty surges mix
In caves about the dreary bay.

Tennyson, Sailor Boy.

3. Light; unsubstantial; trifling; worthless.

Thus has he — and many more of the same breed that
I know the drossy age dotes on — only got the tune of

the time and outward habit of encounter: a kind of yesty

collection, which carries them through and through the
most fond and winnowed opinions.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 199.

Knowledge with him is idle, if it strain
Above the compass of his yesty brain,

Drayton, Moon-Calf.

yeatt, n. Same as yate, gate^.

And, or the porter was at the yeat,

The boy was in the ha'.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 84).

yeddt, "• »• [ME. gedden, geddien, < AS. geddian,
gyddian, giddian, speak, sing, < gedd, gidd, a
song.] To speak; sing. Piers Plowman {A),

i. 138.

yeddingt, n. [ME., also yeddynge, < AS. ged-
dyng, giddung; verbal n. of geddian, sing: see
yedd, «.] A popular tale or romance, or a song
embodying a popular tale or romance.

Of yeddinges he bar utterly the prys.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 237.

yede^t, yodet. [ME. yede, gede, gode, < AS. code

(= Goth, iddja), pret. of gdn, go: see go.'] Ob-
solete irregular preterits of go.

• Sethen ,jcd« to sitte same to solas & to pleie

At a wid windowe that was in the chaumber.
William of Paleime (E. E. T. S.), L 3672.

Two or three of his messages yeden
For Pandarus. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 936.

To mete hir ^ode man! baroun,
with grete and faire processioun.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.X p. 115.

His army dry-foot through them yod.

Spenser, F. Q., L x. 53.

One while this little boy he yode.
Another while he ran.

Childe Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 314).

Along the bankes of many silver streames
Thou with him yodest.

L. Bryskett, Pastorall Aeglogue.

In other pace than forth he yode,

Return'd Lord Marmion.
Scott, Marmion, iii. 31.

yede^t, v. i. [Also yead; a false pres. tense and
inf. formed from the pret. yede, yode : see yede^,']

Togo; proceed. [Rare and erroneous.]

Tlien badd the knight this lady yede aloof.

And to an hill herselfe withdraw asyde.
Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 6.

Tears yead away, and faces fair deflower. Drant.

yedert, «. [ME. gedir; ef. AS. sedre, edre,

quickly.] (^uiek. Wars of Alexander, I. 5042.

yederlyt, adv. [ME. gederly, gedcrli; <yeder +
-'//'^•] Quickly; at once.

For I gelde me gederly, & gegc after grace,
& that is the best, be my dome, for me by-houeg nede.
Sir Gawayne- and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 1215.

yeel (yel), n. A dialectal form of eel.

yeeldt, «'. A Middle English spelling of yield.

yeept, «. Same as yep.

ye^llt, <idv. -An obsolete dialectal form of evil.

yelling

Yet, "Pottys, gi'etchepe!" creyed Ro[b]yn,
" Y lofFe yegell thes to stonde.

"

Rolnn Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 24).

yeftt, n. A Middle English form of gift.

Tlianne to the Sowdon furth he went anon,
Of whom he hadde his thank right specially,
And grete yeftys as he was wele worthy.

Generydes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 3094.

yeldl (yeld), a. [Also yeald, yald, yell; var. of
gcld'^.J Barren; not giving milk: same as
geldi, 2. [Scotch.]

Thence country wives, wi' toil and pain,
May plunge and plunge the kirn in vain ; . . .

And dawtit [petted] twal-pint hawkie [cow)'s gane
Asyrfrs the bill [bull].

Bums, Address to the De'il.

A wild farm in Northumberland, well stocked with milk-
cows, yeald beasts, and sheep.

Scott, HeaH of Mid-Lothian, xxzix.

Few owners of deer forests will adopt the author's sug-
gestion of themselves beginning to shoot the yeld hinds on
the 15th of October, instead of leaving it to their keepers.

Athenseum, Ho. 3079, p. 560.

yeld^t, n. A Middle English form of gilcT^.

Thys statute is made by the comyne assent of all the
bretherne and sisteme of alhallowe yelde.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 28L

At Worcester as late as 1467 we find the citizens in their
"yeld merchant" making for the craft guilds regulations
which imply that they had full authority over them.

Stubbs, Const Hist., § 485.

yeldet, «• A Middle English form of yield.

yeldhallet, « A Middle English form of gild-

hall.

To sitten in a yeldhalle on a deys.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 370.

yeldring (yel'dring), n. [Also yeldrin, yoldring,
yoldrin, yorling, etc., in numerous variant forms
based on yellow.'] Same as yowley. [Scotch.]

yeldrock (yel'drok), n. Same as yowley.
[Prov. Eng.]

yelk (yelk), n. A variant of yoll:

yelll (yel), v. [< ME. yellen, gellen, gullen, gollen,

< AS. gellan, giellan, gyllan, cry out, yell, re-

sound, = D. gillen, shriek, scream, = G. gellen,

resound, = leel. gella, also gjalla = Sw. gdHa,
= Dan. gjxUe, gjalde, resound, ring

;
prob. akin

.to AS. (;ata«, sing: see gale^. Cf. yawl^, yowl.]

I. intrans. To cry out vrith a sharp, loud noise

;

shriek ; cry or scream as with agony, horror, or
ferocity.

Thay yeUeden as feendes doon in helle, •
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 569.

Tho com the deuel gollynge uorth, [and] loude he gan grede
Alas nou is my mygte ido euermo he sede.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p, 44.

The night raven that still deadly yells. Spenser.

The dogs did yell. Shak., L L, L., iv. 2. 60,

The throng'd arena shakes with shouts for more

;

Yells the mad crowd o'er entrails freshly torn,
Bynm, Childe Harold, i, 68,

All the men and women in the hall
Rose, when they saw the dead man rise, and fled

Yelling as from a spectre. Tennyson, Geraint.

H. trans. To utter with a yell.

As if it felt with Scotland, and yclVd out
Like syllable of dolour. Shak. , Macbeth, iv. 3. 7.

Some boy, galloping for life upon the road, yells to him
the sudden news, and is gone.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 25&

Again the Apaches were sunnnoued to surrender, . . .

and again they yelled their defiant refusal.
The Century, XLI. 659.

yell^ (yel), n. [< yell^, v.] 1. A sharp, loud
outcry ; a scream or cry suggestive of horror,

distress, agony, or ferocity.

Rod. I'll call aloud.
lago. Do, with like timorous accent and dire yell

As when, by night and negligence, the Are
Is spied in populous cities. Shak., Othello, i. 1. 75.

A loud halloo of vindictive triumph, above which, how-
ever, , . . the yell of mortal agony was distinctly heard,

Scott, Kob Roy, xxxi.

A yell the dead might wake to hear
Swell'd on the night air, far and clear,

—

Then smote the Indian tomahawk
On crashing door and shattering lock.

Whittier, Pentucket.

Specifically— 2. A call or cry peculiar to a
special body of persons: as, a class yell; the
yell of Columbia '91,

The young men, in brilliant tennis-blazers and negligee
costumes, are giving the mountain calls or yells— cries

adopted according to the well-known college custom, and
uttered with more energy than music,

St. Sicholas, XVII. 837.

yell2 (yel), a. Same as yeld'i^.

yelP, yell-house. Dialectal forms of ale, ale-

hoii.ic.

yelling (yel'ing), n. [< ME. gellynge; verbal n.

of yell^, v.] The act or the noise of one who or
that which yells; a yell, or yells collectively.



yelling

TeUinga load and deep. Drayton.

Pale spectres grin around me,
^ And Btun me with the yeUings of damnation.

Johnson.

yelloch (yel'och), v. i. [A var. of yell^^ with a
guttural termination.] To scream; yell; shriek.
[Scotch.]

But an auUl useless carline . . . flung herself right in
my sister's gate, and yelloched and skirled, that you would
have thought her a whole geueration of hounds.

Scott, Pirate, xxx.

yelloch (yel'och), n. [< yelloch, v.] A shrill

t-ry: a yell. [Scotch.]

yellow (yero), a, and w. [Also dial. yuUow,
yalhiCj yaUer, etc.; < ME. yelow, yelowe, yelwe^

gelwe, geloice^ yolwe, ^eluj etc., also zalow, yalu,

etc.,< AS. f/€olUy geolo {geolw-) = OS. geh = MI).
ghelu, D. geel = OHG. gelo (gelw-), MHG. gel

{gelw~), G. gelh = leel. gulr = Sw. Dan. gtd, yel-

low, = L. helvus, light-yellow; akin to Gr. x^^^^^
verdure, x^<^P^C^ yellowish-green, OBulg, ::el€nu,

yellow, green, Lith. zalias, green, Skt. hari, yel-

low: see c}ilor-j gold. PerhapH also akin to Gr.
XoTvij = L. fel, bile, gall, = E. gall: see graWi.]

I. a. Of a color resembling that of gold, butter,

etc. See II, Yellow is sometimes used in the sense of
'jaundiced,' 'jealous,' etc., the color being regarded as

a token or symbol of jealousy, envy, melancholy, etc. : a
usage no doubt connected with the figurative notions at-

taching to jaundice, the skin having a yellow hue in that
disease.

His Nekke is zaXowe^ aftre colour of an Orielle, that is a
Ston well schynynge. HaTtdeville, Travels, p. 48.

His here, that was yalu and bright,
Blac it bicome anonright.

Gy 0/ Warvrike, p. 220. (Balliwell.)

She gave it Cassio, but thereat
Why roll yout yeuow eye?

Tragedie qf Othello the Moor, quoted in Furness's
[Variorum Othello, p. 398 (App.).

A primrose by a river's brim
A yellow primrose was to him.
And it was nothing more.

WordswoHh^ Peter Bell, i. 12.

Acute yellow atrophy ofthe liver, adisease character-

ized by a granular iJitty degeneration of various tissues

of the bo'ly, narticiilariy of the glands and muscles, the
chan;:t.-.s b.iu- usually nmst evident in the liver.—Blue-
wlnged yellow warbler. See wnrbier.— Imperial yel-
low porcelain. See iini'erinL Kind's yellow womu
See redid.— QtAqt Of the Yellow String. See order.—
Spotted yellow flycatcher+. S;mK' as African warbler.
See u'arWt^r.— Spotted yellow warbler. See warbler,

and cut under sjxttted.

—

To wear yellow hose or gtock-
ingSt, to be jealous.

Jealous men are either knaves or coxcombs; be you
neither ; you wear yellow hose without cause.

Dekker and Webttter, Northward Ho, L 3.

Yellow adder'B-tongue, admiral, antimony. See
the nouns.—Yellow ant, a species of ant, Lasitm JUivua,

common to Europe and North America.—Yellow ar-
senict. See argenic, 1.—Yellow ash, asphodel, avens
See the nouns.—Yellow baboon, tb*' wikhI liubuon.—
Yellow bachelor's-buttons. See baefu-lor's buttong. ~
Yellow balsam, {n) TIk- t<mrh-nienot, Impatiens Noli-

tanr/er'-. (b) See baUiim.—YeUow bark. Same as Bo-

liman bark (which see, under bark'^).—YellOW bass, the
brass-bass.—Yellow bear, the larva of a common boni-

bycid moth, Spilosoma vir'jinica, comTiiotily called the
Virginia tiger-moth, [U. S.]—Yellow bedstraw. See
bednfraw, 2(a).—Y©U0W belle, a rart- liriti-jh jreonietrid

moth, ApgUate* eitraria.—YeHow berries. Same as Per-
tiutn /«rrie« (which see, un<kr i*er*ian).—Yellow blrch.
See 6irfA.—Yellow bird'S-nest, Hypopitys muUijlora
{Monotropa flypopityn). See bird'ft-nest, 1 (t).—YeUow
boa, the yellow snalce (see beiowX—YellOW iDOX, Huca-
lyptvx mellifKi</ra, of New South Wales and Vict^>ria, a

large tree witli a thick trunk and spreading top. 'llie wood
is prized for various kinds of artizans' work, for ship-build-

ing, fuel, etc. The name Is also ascribed to the bloodwood,
E. cunjmbosa, of New South Wales and Queensland, of

which the wotxl is very hard when dry, and durable under-
ground.—Yellow boy. («) A gold coin. [Slang.]

John 'lid not starve his cause : there wanted not yellow-

boys to fee counsel. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, i. 6.

(6) A mulatto or a dark quadroon : used (as also yellow
girl) both by whites aiid by negroes. (Soutliern U. S.]-
Yellow bream, see hream^, 1.—Yellow broom. See
6ro*^^7ni.— Yellow bugle. Same as frr"iiwl-]nne, 1.—
Yellow bunting, th.- .ve!lowi);imnier.- -Yellow butter-
wort. See I'iwfui'-ida. — Yellow camomile, candle.
See the nouns.- Yellow canker-worm, the larva of a
common gpotiietrid ninth, Hybemia tiliaria, commonly
called the lim^-tree irint.-r-m'oth. (U. S.]—YellOW Car-
mine, a pigm».iit of variable composition. It is generally

a lake formed from Persian berries or quercitron-bark.-
Yellow cartilage, elastic or reticular cartilage; flbro-

cartilage cnntaininvj yellow elastic filers. See cartilage

and reticular.—YeilOW cat, a '-ertaiii cattish, Leptops oli-

varut, one of the mud-cats. St*- Leptopg.—YellO'W cedar.
Same as yellow cyf/reHS—YeUOW cellS, in Z"ol., sarco-

blastfi; i>eciiliar nucleated structures in the Radiolaria,

containing yellow protoplasm (possibly parasites). POMCoe.

—Yellow centaury, (a) Same as yellmv-wort. (fj) Tlie

yellow star-thistle, Centaurea sol^itiiUiji.—YeWoW chest-
nut, the yellow chestnut-oak, Querctot jn-inni'hx (Q. Cn>'-

tanea). See ekegtnut-oak. under wa^.—Yellow cinchona
bark. See Cifw/ion^.—Yellow clover, see clover, i.—
Yellow colors. See ll., l. Yellow copper, same as

yeAlmoorr. S«-e below.—YellOW COPperas. Sameasco^Ji-
a/xV^. —Yellow coralline, an orange colored dye formed
from rosolic acid, or aurin, which latter Is produced by the
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joint action of oxalic and sulphuric acids on carbolic acid.

—Yellow crake, the yellow rail.-YeUow cranberry-
worm, the larva of a tortricid moth, Teras vacciniivora-
na, injurious to the cranberry in the United States. Also
called yellow-headed cranberry-ivorm, in contradistinction
to the black-headed cranberry-worm, which latter, also
culled ^re-i(iorm, is the larva of Rhophobota vaccintana.—
Yellow cress, the winter-cress, Barbarea; also, either of
two yellow-flowered species of water-cress, Nasturtiuvi
palustre and A'. amj)Ai6mm.—YeUoW cypresS, a tree,

Chamsecyparig Nutkaensia, of northwestern North Amer-
ica, the most valuable timber-tree of Alaska. Its wood
is light, hard, and close-grained, easily worked, and very
dural)le in contact with the soil ; it receives a beautiful
satiny polish, and is probably not surpassed as a cabi-
net-wood among North American trees. It is somewhat
used in boat- and ship-building, and for furniture, inside
finish, etc. Also Sitka cypress, yellow cedar.—YeUow
dead-nettle. See dead-nettle, and weasel-snout.—Yel-
low deal. See Scotch pine, under irine^.—YqMow dock.
See docifci, 1.—YeUoW dOg'S-tooth violet. See violet.

—YeUow dyes. See II , i.—Yellow dye-tree, Xylopia
(Coelocline) polycarpa, of tropical Africa, a tree whose
bark is bitter and contains berberine. It affords the
natives a much-used yellow dye, and in Sierra Leone is

used topically in the treatment of obstinate ulcers.—Yel-
low ebony. See ebony, n.—Yellow eglantine. See yel-

low rose, under r(»«ei.—YelloW elastic cartilage. Same
as yellow cartilage (see above).— Yellow fever. See
/eueri.—Yellow fibrous tissue, a kind of tissue distin-
guished by its yellow color and its great elasticity. It is

seen in the ligamentum nuchee of many quadrupeds, in
the walls of the arteries, to which it gives its peculiar elas-

ticity, in the vocal cords of the larynx, and elsewhere.-
Yellow flddlewood. Same as spur-(ree.—Yellow finch.
See finch 5 . —YeUow fir. See Oregon pine, under pine^.—
Yellow flag, (a) See fiag'^. {b) Seefiag^ and /m.—Yel-
low flower-de-luce, the yellow flag or iris, Iris Pseuda-
cortM.—Yellow foxglove, Digitalis lutea, of continental
Europe ; also Geraraia fiava, the downy false foxglove of
North America.—Yellow gentian, the common gentian
or bitterwort. Gentiana lutea.—YeTlOW glrL See yellow
boy (b).—Yellow goat. Same as dzeren.—YellOW goat'S-
beard, the common goat's-beard, Tragopogon pratensis.

—YeUow gowan, a name of various yellow-flowered
plants, chiefly Ramincvlus acris and other buttercups,
and Caltha palustris, the marsh-marigold. [Scotch.]—
YeUow gum. (a) Same as acanrid </u7?i(which see, under
gum'^). (6) See yellow-gum.—Yellow gurnard, haw.
See the nouns.—YeUow Hercules. Same as jyrickly

yellow-wood (see yellow-wood).— YeYiow honeysuckle,
one of the trumpet-honeysuckles, Lonicera Jfava, a rare
plant of high lands in South Carolina and Georgia, some-
what in cultivation. The flowers are bright orange-red
in terminal capitate clusters. The yellow Italian honey-
suckle is a variety of Lonicera Cajjri/olium.—YeUow
iris. Jack, jasmine, lady's-sUpper, lake, lUy, lo-

cust, lupine. See the nouns. —Yellow lead ore. Same
as wul/enite.—YeUow lemurt, macacot, or macau-
COt. Same as kinkaJou.—YeUow loosestrife, Lysima-
chia vtdgaris.—Yellow mackerel, Caranx pi«<juf'tos.—
YeUow mastwood. see Aanthoxylum.—Yellow meU-
lot. See Mdilotm.—Yellow metal, milk, oak. See
the nouns.—YeUow mite, Tetranychits sexpunctatus, the
common six-spotted mite, which damages the orange in

Florida. Also called California spider. [Florida.]—Yel-
low ocher, the ordinary ocher of commerce, which is usu-

ally yellow, as distinguished from certain special ochers
which are red and brown. See ocAer.—YeUow ore, yel-

low ore of copper ; copper pyrites, a sulphuret of copper
and iron, the most generally distributed of all copper ores.

{Cornwall (chiefly), j—YeUow oxeye. See oxeye.—Yel-
low-oxid-of-mercury ointment. See ointment.—Yel-
low perch. («) See ]terch. (b) See Microjiterus.—Yel-
low phlox, the westfiTi wallflower. See walljiower.—

Yellow pickerel, pike, pine, see the nouns.—YeUow
pimpernel. See L>min<fchia.—^YeUow pitch. Same
as Burgundy or white jntch (which see, under pitch^).

^YeUoW plover. See plover.—YeMow plum. See

}irild plum, under plum.—YellOW pond-lUy. See pond-
lily, 1.—YeUow poplar. Same as tulip tree.—YeUow
puCCOOn. See Hydrastis, Indian paint (under paint),

and yellowroot.—YeMow quartz, false topaz, or citrine.

See 5Mar/z. —YeUow races, the Chinese, Mongolians,

etc. See A'«;(fAoc/t)-o/.—YeUow raU, Porzana note-

boracensis, a very small crake or short-billed rail of

America, of a general yellowish coloration.—YeUow
rain. See rainl, 2 (a).—YeUow rattle. See rattlei,Q

(a).—YeUow redpoll. See redpoll, % and warbler.—Y^-
low remittent fever. See/^yeri.—Yellow robin, rose,

sapphire. See the nouns.—YeUow sally. ^eei<ally-\2.

—YeUow 'iculpin. See sculpin, i and 4.—Yellow sick-

ness. See sickness, and hyacinth, 1.—YeUOW snake, the

West Indian Chilohothrus inornatus, a boa 8 or 10 feet

long, of a dull-yellowish color varied with black, conmion
in Jamaica.—YeUow snake-leaf, yeUow snowdrop,
old names of the yellow adder's-tongue, or dog-tooth

violet, Eri/thronium Americanum.—YellOW SOap. See

soap, 1.—YeUow sponge. See bath-sponge.—Yellow
spot, (a) In anat. See macula lutea, under nmcula. (b)

In entom., Peck's skipper, Polites peckius, a small hespe-

rian butterfly of America, of a brownish color with a large

yellow blotch on each hind wing.—YelloW starch. See

8tarch2, n., 2.—YeUow star-of-Bethlehem. See Gagea.

—YeUow star-thistle, starwort. suckling, sweet-
wood. See the nouns.—YellOW Sulphur Springs wa-
ter See water.—YeUow sweet-SUltan. See sultan, 4.

—YeUow tamarind, tanager, thistle. See the noims.

—YeUow thrusht. Same as oriolr, l.—YeUow tit, one

of several species of Indian timeliine birds of the genus
Machlolophnx, having the head crested and the plumage
chiefly yellow or green.—Yellow toad-flax,the common
toadflax.—YeUow trout, ultramarine, underwing,
wagtaU. See the nouns.—YellOW viper, the fer-de-

lance.- -Yellow waU-Uchen, a species of lichen, Parme-
liaparietaria, whith grows on trees and walls. It yields

a yellow coloring matter, and is used in interaiittcnt

fevers.—YeUow warbler, wash, water-cress, water-
crowfoot, wolfs-bane, wood-sorrel, wren. See the

,„„„,s._-YeUow water-lily. See jwmUliiy, 1.—Yellow
wiUoW the golden osier, a variety of the white willow

(which sec, under wiiiowi).—YellOW yoldrlng, yorling,
or yowley, the European yeUowhammer.

yellow

11. n. 1. The color of gold, butter, the neu-
tral chromates of lead, potassa, etc., audof light
of wave-length about 0.581 micron, it has some
remarkable properties, which are due to the fact that by
far the greater part of the visible spectrum consists of
two regions, in either of which any three colors being
taken a suitable mixture of the extreme ones will match
the middle one, and that the yellow is about the middle
of one of these regions which contains four flfths of all

the visible light of the solar spectrum. This region is

bounded by the starlet and the emerald-green ; the other
by the emerald-green and the violet-blue. These three
colors are thus the only ones which cannot be matched by
mixtures of others. They are also more chromatic or
high-colored than those which fall between them in the
spectrum ; for which reasons physicists regard these three
colors as the elementary ones. (See color.) A remarkable
property of yellow is that an increase of light merely
intensifies the sensation with a slight heightening of the
color, without changing the hue ; while blue, on the other
hand, is rendered pale by increased illumination, and all

other colors are rendered yellowish. The name yellow
is restricted to highly chromatic and luminous colors.

When reduced in chroma, it becomes buff ; when reduced
in luminosity, a cool brown. Mixed with red, yellow goes
over into orange ; mixed with green, into yellow-green.
Lemon-yellow and canary-yellow may be taken as pure
yellows, the latter being a little greener. Sulphur-yellow
is a little greenish ;

primrose is a little greenish and pale

;

gamboge is a very slightly orange yellow. By chrome-
yellow is usually meant a little more orange and most in-

tensely chromatic color. Indian, cadmium, and saffron

yellows are orange-yellows ; Naples yellow and maize-yel-
low are pale orange-yellows. Ocher-yellow, clay-yellow,

and wax-yellow are of somewhat diminished chroma, the
first a little orange, and the last a little green. It is im-
possible to describe the yellows more precisely, as the
slightest causes— for example, a little thicker layer of

paint, or illumination from another part of the sky—
change their hues decidedly.

The cercles of his eyen in his heed
They gloweden bitwixe yelow and reed.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1274.

Your French-crown-colour beard, your perfect yellow.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 2. 98.

2. The yolk of an egg; thevitellus: opposed
to the white, or the surrounding albumen.— 3.

pi. Jaimdiee, especially jaundice in cattle (see

jaundice); hence, figuratively, jealousy.

His horse, . . . sped with spavins, rayed with the yel-

lows. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 54.

Thy blood is yetuncorrupted, yellows has not tainted it.

Two Lancashire Lovers (1640), p. 27. (Halliivell.)

4. pi. Dyer's-weed. Salliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
— 5. ^dMxQ ^^ peach-yelloics.

The yellows is its [the peach's] most fatal disease.

A'ew Amer. Farm Book, p. 232.

6. One of certain geometrid moths: an English
collectors' name: as, the speckled yellow.— 7.

Anyone of the group of small yellow butterflies

;

a sulphur. See sulphvr, «., 3—Antimony yeUow,
yellow antimony. See antimony.— Gassel yeUow. Same
as mineral yellow.— CtiineBe yeUOW. Same as king's

yellow.— Cobalt yeUoWj a pigment used by artists, com-
posed of the double nitrite of potassium and cobalt. It

is pennanent, and more closely resembles the yellow of

the spectrum than any other pigment.— Fast yeUow.
Same as acid-yellow.— Tol'S yeUow, a color formerly used
in dyeing, made by heating carbolic acid and arsenic in a
pot. It dyes wool and silk yellow, and gives red shades
with lime.— Imperial yeUow, in ceram., a variety of

Chinese porcelain having a tmiform yellow glaze, said to

be reserved for the use of the imperial family or court

;

also, by extension, porcelain of any make supposed to

resemble this in color.— Indian yeUow, a bright yel-

low pigment obtained in India. It is supposed to be the

earth dug ui> from the stables where cows have been
housed during the winter and fed on mango-leaves. In
its crude form it comes in commerce in balls of from 3

to 5 inches, having an offensive urinous odor. It is an
impure magnesium salt of euxanthic acid. For artistic

purposes it is washed and levigated, the foreign ma-
terial being carefully separated. Thus purified it gives

an orange-yellow of great depth and beauty. It is quite

permanent, and is used both as an oil and as a water color.

— King's yeUow, a pigment formed by subliming a
mixture of arsenious oxid and sulphur. It consists of

arsenious acid and arsenic trisulphid, or orpiment. Also
Chinese yeZ^ow.— Madder-yeUow, a lake prepared from
madder-root. It is bright in tone, somewhat similar to

Indian yellow, but more transparent.— Manchester yel-

low, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, being the sodium or

calcium salt of dinitro-alpha-naphthol. It is applicable to

silk and wool, producing shades from pale lemon to deep
orange. It is not fast to light. It is also known as Mar-
tius's yellow, naphthol yellow, golden yellow, saffron yellow,

naphthalene yellow.— t/laXB yeUow, an artificially pre-

pared oxid of iron, resembling the natural yellow ocher.

It is used by artists as a pigment.— Martius'S yeUow.
Same as Manchester yellow.—Mineral yellow. See ??iin-

erai.— MontpelUer yellow. Same as mineral yellow.—

Naples yellow, a light-yellow pigment of various shades

and of varying composition. The true pigment is a basic

antimoniato of lead, but it is imitated by mixtures, as of

cadmium-yellow and zinc-white, or of white lead and
chrome-yellow. It has a good body, and is quite perma-

nent.— Paris yeUOW. Same as chrome-yellow.— "Patent

yellow. Sanie as mineral yellow.— Perfect yeUow,
chroniate of zinc, used as a pigment by artists. It is a

light, bright yellow, and is quite permanent.— Resorci-
nal yellow. Same as troj'/eoiiii.- Speckled yellow.
See speckled.— StTOntiB.n veUow. See strontian— Tur-
ner's yeUow, an oxychlond of lead employed as a yellow

pigment : same as mineral yellow.

yellow (yel'o), v. [< yellow^ a.] I. tram. To
render yellow.



yellow

So should my papers, yeUow'd with their age,
Be acom'd. Shak., Sonnets, xvii.

While the morning light
Was yellowing the hill-tops.

Wordsicorth, Prelude, v.

IL inirans. To become yellow; grow yel-

low.
The noisy flock of thievish birds at work
Among the yellowing vineyards.

Browning, Bordello, i.

yellowammer (yel'd-am'Sr), «. Same as yel-

lowhammer, 1.

yellow-backed (yel'o-bakt), a. Having the
back yellow, or having yellow on the back:
specific in some phrase-names of animals : as,

the blue yellow-backed warbler, Panda anicri-

eana (which see, under Parula).
yellow-barred (yel'6-bard), a. Barred with yel-

low : as, the yellow-barred brindle, Lobopliora
viretata, a British geometrid moth whose larva
feeds on privet.

yellow-beak (yel'o-bek), n. Same as lejan.—
Abbot of yellow-beaks. See abbot.

yellow-bellied (yel'6-bel"id), a. Having the
belly yellow, or having yellow on the abdo-
men: specific in phrase-names of many differ-

ent animals: as, the yellow-bellied flycatcher,

Empidonax flaviventris; the yellow-bellied wood-
pecker, Sphyropicus varius. See out under sajp-

sucl-er.

yellowbelly (yel'6-bel''i), n. A sole-like

flounder, Bhombosolea leporina. Science, XV.
141.

yellowbill (yel'o-bil), n. The American black
scoter, CEdemia americana: from the yellow
lump on the bill. Also called, for the same reason,
butter-bill, butter-nose, copper-nose, and pumpkin-blossom
coot. [New Eng.]

yellow-billed (yel'o-bild), a. Having the bill

or beak moi'e or less yellow: specific in phrase-
names of various birds Yellow-billed cuckoo,
Coccyzus aniericanus, the common rain-crow of tlie

United States. See cut under Coccj/zwg.—Yellow-billed
loon, Colymbus (or Urinator) adamsi, a very large loon
of arctic North America, having the bill mostly dull
horn-yellow, and of a different shape from the black bill

of the common loon.— YelloW-billed magl>ie, Piea
nuttalli, or Nuttall's magpie, the common magpie of Cali-

fornia, whose bill is bright-yellow, instead of l>lack as in
most other magpies.—Yellow-billed tropic-bird, Phae-
thon Jlavirogtris.

yellowbird (yel'o-berd), n. One of several dif-

ferent birds of a yellow or golden color. («) in
Great Britain, the golden oriole, Oriolits galOuta. Mon-
tagu. See first cut under oriole, (b) In the United States,
the summer warbler, or summer yellowbird, Dendrosca
sestiva, a small deutirostral insectivorous bird of the fam-
ily Mniotiltidx, of a bright-yellow color, obscured on the
back, the male streaked on the under parts with reddish.
It is one of the most al>undant and familiar birds of the
country, inhabiting nearly tJie entire continent in sum-
mer, and much of Central America in winter. See cut
under warbler, (c) In tlie United States, the American
goldfinch or thistle-bird, Chrysomitris, Astragalinus, or
Spinus tristis, a conirostral granivorous bird of the fam-
ily FringUlidse. The male in summer is clear-yellow, with
black on the head, wings, and tail ; in winter the yellow
is exchanged for pale flaxen-brown. It is very abundant
in the eastern United States and Canada. See cut under
goldfinch.

yellow-breasted (yel'6-bres"ted), a. Having
the breast wholly or partly yellow : specific in
phrase-names of various animals, especially
birds : as, the yellow-breasted chat (see cut un-
der cliaf^).

yellow-browed (yel'o-broud), a. In omith.,
having a yellow superciliary line : as, the yel-

low-browed warbler, Phylloscopus supercHiosus.

See cut under PAf/KoscopifS. — Yellow-browed
shrike. See shrike^,

yellow-covered (yer6-kuv"erd), a. Covered
with yellow; especially, covered or bound in

yellow paper

—

Yellow-covered literature, trashy
or sensational fiction, periodicals, etc. : in allusion to the
form in which such matter was formerly commonly issued.

[Colloq.]

yellowcrown (yel'o-kroun), n. The yellow-
rump or myrtle-bird, l)ci drwca coronata.

yellow-crowned (yel'6-kround), a. Having
the top of the head yellow, or yellow on the
crown, as various birds; yellow-polled: as, the
yelloif-crowned night-heron. See night-heron.—
Yellow-crowned thrush. See TrocAycOTiv's.—Yellow-
crowned warbler. See warftjer.—Yellow-crowned
weaver. See weaver-bird.

yellow-duckwing (yer6-duk"wing), a. Not-
ing a variety of duckwing game-fowls whose
distinguishing color-mark on the wing of the
cock is golden or yellow. The back of the
cock is orange or crimson. Compare silver-

duekwing.

yellow-eyed (yel'6-id), a. Having yellow eyes,
or a yellow eye, in any sense; also, yellow
around the eyes

—

Yellow-eyed grass. See Xyris.

yellowfin (yel'o-fin), «. Same as redfin, 2.
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yellowfisll (yel'o-flsh), M. A chiroid fish of the
coast of Alaska, Uexagrammus {Fleurogram-
mus) monopterygius. This is one of the rock-trouts,

and a food-ftsh of some importance, locally known as Atka
mackerel. It is dark-olive above and yellowish below,
cross-barred on the sides with the color of the back; the
fins are nearly plain dusky, the pectorals with blackish
margin, and the dorsal fin is continuous or but slightly
emarginatc.

yellow-footed (yero-fiif'ed), a. Having yel-

low feet: as, the yellow-footed armadillo, the
poyou ; the yellow-footed rock-kangaroo, Petro-
gale xanthopus: specific in phrase-names of

various animals.

yellow-fronted (yer6-frun"ted), a. In omith.,
having the front (of the head) yellow, or having
yellow there: as, the yellow-fronted warbler.-

—

Yellow-fronted warbler. See warbler.

yellow-golds (yel'o-goldz), n. A golden-flow-
ered plant, probably the marigold. Calendula
officinalis. See gold, 6.

yellow-gum (yel'o-gum), n. 1 . The jaundice of

infants (icterus infantum).— 2. Same as black-

The European yel-

yellow-rocket

yellowishness (yel'o-ish-nes), n. The state or
property of being yellowish. Boyle.

yellow-jack (yel'o-jak), n. See yellow Jack, un-
der jack^.

yellow-jacket (yer6-jak"et), n. Any one of
several species of true social wasps or hornets
of the genus Vespa, which have the body more
or less marked with yellow ; any hornet, as V.

crahro. See cut imder hornet. Vegpa vulgaris, an
importation from Europe, is the common yellow-jacket of
tile United States.

The niellow, perfumed apples dropped heavily on the
grass, and the busy yellow-jackets rioted among tliem.

The Atlantic, LXVI. 775.

yellowleg, yellowlegs (yel'o-leg, -legz), %. A
tattler of the family Scolopacidse and genus
Totanus (section Ga'.nbetta) ; the T. or Cf. fla-
vipes : so called from the color of its legs. The
form yellowlegs is the more common, it inhabits
the greater part of North America, migrating in winter

yellowham (yel'o-ham), n.

lowhammer.
Yellow hammer, with its abbreviation yellow Ham.

Yarrell, Brit. Birds (4th ed.), II. 43, note. (Encyc. Diet.)

yellowhammer (yel'6-ham"er), n. [Cf. dial.

yellowhomber, yellowomber ; < yellow + ham-
mer^, prop, ammer: see hammer^.'] 1. The yel-

low bunting, Emberiza citrinella, one of the com-
monest birds of the western Palearetie region.
It is about 7 inches long: the head, cheeks, front of the
neck, belly, and lower tail-coverts are of a bright yellow

;

the upper surface is partly yellow, but chiefly brown, the
feathers on the top of the back being blackish in the mid-
dle, and the tail-feathers also blackish, Tlie yellowham-
mer is a resident in Great Britain, and generally through-
out Europe. In summer the well-known notes of the male
are almost incessantly heard from the roadside hedge.
Also called goldhavmier, yeUowammer, yellowham, yellow.

Yellowhammer iEmberiza citrinella).

omber, yellow yoldring, yellow yorling, yellow yowley (and
with variants yeldring, yeldrock) ; also scribbling lark and
writing lark (from the scratchy markings of its eggs) ; and
by various other local or provincial names, as yite.

2. In the United States, a local misnomer of

the flicker, or golden-winged woodpecker, Co-
laptes auratus (see cut under fliclcer'^). No bird
much like or congeneric with the true yellowhammer
exists in North America; but popular ignorance would
have it otherwise, and pitched upon this woodpecker as
a subject for the name, or perhaps the name was given
because the bird is extensively yellow and "hammers"
trees. The European yellowhammer resembles and is

congeneric with the ortolan of that country, Emberiza
liortulana; and the United States bird which really looks
something like the yellowhammer is the bobolink in the
fall, when it is called reed-bird, rice-bird, and ortolan.

3t. A gold coin; a yellow boy. [Old slang.]

Is that he that has gold enough? would I had some of

his yellow-hamtners ! Shirley, Bird in a Cage, ii. 1.

yellow-headed (yel'6-hed"ed), a. Having the
head yellow, or yellow on the head: as, the

yellow-headed blackbird. See cut under Xan-
t/iocepftaiMS.— Yellow-headed tit or titmouse, the
gold tit, Auriparus Jlaviceps.

yellow-horned (yel'o-hornd), a. Having yel-

low antennaj : as, the yellow-horned moth, Cy-

matophora flavicornis, a British noctuid.

yellowing (yel'o-ing), n. [Verbal n. of yellotv,

r.] In pin-manuf, the operation of boiling the

pins in an acid solution preparatory to nurling
or tinning.

yellowish (yel'o-ish), a. [< yellow + -isftl.]

Tending to be yellow; somewhat yellow; yel-

lowy: as, the yellowish, monitor, Varanus flaves-

cens.

In his youth he was unhealthy, and of an ill complexion
(yellowish). Aubrey, Lives (Thomas Holibes).

Greater Yellowlegs {J otartus melanoleucus),

into Central and South America, and is an abundant and
well-known game-bird, especially during the autumnal
migration, when it is found in flocks about the marshes,
feeding upon fish-fry, nollusks, crustaceans, etc., and be-
coming fat and highly prized for the table. It is about
11 inches long, the bill 1| inches, the tarsus about 2 inches.

The name extends to a similar but larger species, the T.

or G. melanoleucus, the two being distinguished as the
lesser and greater yellowlegs. The latter is decidedly
larger, beyond dimensions ever reached by the former,
as length 13 to 14 inches, bill 2 or more, tarsus 2J, etc.

These birds are also called lesser and greater yellowshanJcs

and by various other names. See tattler and Totanus.

yellow-legged (yer6-leg"ed or -legd), a. Hav-
ing yellow legs : as, the yellow-legged elearwing,
a British hawk-moth, Scsia cynipiformis or Tro-
chilium cynipiforme. The yellow-legged hening-gull
is Larus cackinnans of Pallas. The so-called yellow-legged
plover of the United States is the lesser yellowlegs, To-
tanM.f/amjw8.— Yellow-legged goose. See (7oo»«.—Yel-
low-legged sandpiper. See sandpiper, and cut under
rvjf^.

yellow-legger (yer6-leg"er),»i. 1. The yellow-
legs.— 2. A fisherman from Eastham. [Prov-
incetown, Massachusetts.]
yellow-line (yel'o-lin), a. Having yellow lines

or streaks: as, the yellotc-line quaker, Orthosia
niacilcnta, a British noctuid moth.
yellowly (yel'o-li), adv. [< yellow + -ly^.] In
a yellow manner ; with an appearance of yel-

lowness.

The town of Asterabad, with it« picturesque towers and
ramparts gleaming yellowly in the noonday sun.

Donovan, Merv, v.

yellow-necked (yel'6-nekt), a. Having the
neck yellow: as, the yellow-necked cateiTJillar,

the larva of a common North American bomby-
eid moth, Datana ministra, which feeds in com-
mimities on the foliage of apple, hickory, and
walnut in the United States.

yellowness (yel'o-nes), «. 1. The state or
property of being yellow.

The Purifying Pills, which kept you alive, if they did
not remove the yellowness.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xlv.

2+. Jealousy. See yellow, a.

I will incense Page to deal with poison ; I will possess
him with yelloumess. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3. 111.

yellowomber (yel'o-om'ber), n. Same as yel-

loirh<im»irr, 1.

yellowpoll (yel'6-p61), n. The male widgeon
or golilenhead, ilareca penelopc. [Ireland.]—
Yellowpoll warbler. Same as yellow-polled warbler.

yellow-polled (j'el'o-pold), a. In omith., yel-

low-crowned: as, the jcHow-jTioWed warbler. See
warbler.

yellow-ringed (yel'o-ringd), a. Ringed with
yellow: as, the ycUnw-ringed carpet, Larentia
flavicinctutu, a British geometrid moth.

yellow-rocket (yer6-rok"et), n. The common
winter-cress, Bnrbarea rulgaris. Also called
bitter winter-cress and winter rocket.



yellowroot

yellowroot (yel'o-rot), n. 1. Same as shrub-
yellowruot.— 2. An American herb, Hydrastis
Canadensis, named also orange-root, yellow puc-
coon, Indian paint, turmeric-root, and especially
(in medicine) goldenseal, its rootstock contains
hydrastine and berberine, and is an officinal remedy of
an unquestioned tonic projierty and with various powers
less settled, applied in dyspepsia, in jaundice and other
disorders of the liver, as a laxative, alterative, etc. See
Hydrastis and hydrastine.— Sbxvib yeUoWTOOt See
Xanttiorrhiza and stirub-iiellowroot.

yellovrrmnp (yel'o-rump), n. The. yellow-
rumped warbler, Dendrceca coronata, the yel-
low-crowned warbler, or myrtle-bird. See war-
bler and myrtle-bird.—westein yeUowrump, Au-
dubon's warbler, Dendrceca auduboni. See warbler.

yellow-minped (yel'o-rumpt), a. Having the
rump (or upper tail-coverts in some cases) yel-
low, as various birds. (See yeUowrump.) The
yellow-rumped seed-eater is a certain finch,
Crithagra chrysopyga.

yellow-sally (yel'o-sal'i), n. See yellow sally,

under •ially', 2.

yellowseed (yel'6-sed), n. A species of pep-
I>erccras8, Lepidum campestre, native in the Old
World, introduced in North America ; mithri-
date pepperwort.
yellow-shafted (yel'6-shaf'ted), a. Having the
shafts of certain feathers yellow : as, i\ie yellow-

shafted flicker, or golden-winged woodpecker,
Colaptes auratus. See cut under flicker'^, and
compare red-sliafted.

yellowshank, yellowshanks (yel'd-shangk,
-shangks), n. Same as yellowUgs. Compare
greenshanic, redshank.

yellowshell (yel'o-shel), n. A British geome-
tric! raotli, Camptogramma bilineata, whose yel-

low wiiiirs are marked with white lines.

yellowshins (yel'o-shinz), n. Same as yellow-
legs.

yellow-slionldered (yers-shol'dferd), a. In
ornitli., having the bend of the wing yellow, or
having yellow ou the carpal angle of the wing:
as, the ycllinc-shoKldcred amazon, a South Amer-
ican parrakeet, Chrysotis ochroptera.

yellow-spotted (yel'o-spot'ed), a. Spotted
with yellow : as, the yelloxc-spotted tortoise of
the (janges— Yellow-spotted willow-slug. SeewiV-
low-sluif.

Yellowstone trout. See troui^.

yellowtail (yel'o-tal), n. and a. I. n. If. An
carthworin yellow about the tail. Topsell, Ser-
pents, p. 307. (Halliwell.)— 2. One of various
fishes, (a) A cai-anguid fish of the genus Seriala, as S.

dorsalis. See cut under o>n6er•_A8/i. [U.S.] (6) A caran-
goid tirih, Elagatis pinnulatus. [Florida.] (c) A caran-
goid flsli, Caranx georgiamis. [Aucl<Iand, New Zealand.]
(rf) A scieenoid flsh, BairdicUa chrygwra, the silver-perch.

[U. S.] (e) A sparuid flsh, Lagodon rkomboides, the pin-
flsh. See cut under La.'/odon. [U.S.] (/) Aseorptenoid
flsh, Sebagtichthys Jlavuitts, one of the rockflshes. [Cali-

fornia.] iff) A clupeoid flsh, Brevoortia tyrannug, the
menhaden. See cut under Brevoortia. [U. S.] (A) A
cirritnid flsh, Loatris hecateia, the trumpeter, (i) A ga-
doid flsh, Lotella bachiis. [New Zealand.]

II. a. Yellow-tailed Yellowtail motli, Liparis
aiirifiiui, a British species.— YelloWtall warbler. See
tr/trljler.

yellow-tailed (yel'o-tald), a. Having the tail

more or less yellow : specific in many phrase-
names of animals.

yellowthroat (yel'o-throt), ». Any bird of the
old genus Triehas (of Swainson), now Geothly-
pis : as, the Maryland yellowthroat. See cut
under (ieotlihijiis.

yellow-throated (yel'd-thro'ted), a. Having
the throat more or less yellow : specific in many
phrase-names of animals: as, the yellow-throated
finch, warbler, etc— Yellow-throated greenlet or

vlreo, Vireo Jiavijrons, a common j^ieenlet of eastern
North America, of rather large size and stunt-billed, hav-
ing the whole throat and breast bright-yellow, the other
under parts white, the upper parts yellowish-green.

yellow-top (yel'6-top), Ji. A variety of turnip

:

so called from the color of the skin on the up-
per part of the bulb.
yellow-vented (yel'o-ven'ted), a. Having the
vent-feathers yellow, or being yellow on the
crissum: as, the yellow-vented bnlbul, Pycnono-
tns erocorrhnus.

yellow-weed (yel'o-wed), n. 1. 8ameasM;eWi.
— 2. A common name of coarse species of gold-
enrod. See Solidmjo.

yellow-winged (yel'o-wingd), a. Marked with
yi'llow on tLc wing, as various birds, etc— Blue
yellow-winged warbler, Ilelminthophatja cfirygoptera.

See cut muler //r^/ii/i//'f';jAa^rt.— Yellow-winged lo-

cust, a North American locust, or short hcjrned grass-

hopper, TmtVfTVftwf sutphnreus : sr) called fivjm its yellow
hind wioKs. T. W. //orra.— Yellow-winged sparrow,
a grasshopiHjr-aparrow, Coturnii-vlus pause rinus. .See cut

under Codirntct/Jtw.^ Yellow-winged sugar-bird, a
common guitguit, Casreha otani'n. .See cut under Ccere-

Miue.—YeUow-wlnged woodpecker, the yellow-shaft-
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ed flicker, or golden-winged woodpecker. See cut under
Jlicker2,

yellow-wood (yel'o-wud), B. 1. Sameas/ws-
tic.— 2. Cladrastis tinctoria, the American or
Kentucky yellow-wood, in cultivation com-
monly known as Virgilia lutea, also called
gopher-wood and yellow ash. in the wild state it is
a rare tree, found locally in Kentucky, Tennessee, and

Yellow-wood i^Ctadrastis tinctoria). a, pod.

North Carolina. It grows from 30 to 45 feet high, and
bears pinnate leaves with seven to ten leaflets, and ample
racemes of white pea-like flowers drooping from the ends
of the branches. It is highly ornamental for both flow-
ers and foliage. It has a hard yellow wood, *hich is used
for fuel and to some extent for gun-stocks, and yields a
clear yellow dye. For another American yellow-wood,
see Scksefferia. The Osage orange, Machira aurantiaca,
of the same genus as the fustic, is sometimes so named,
as is also the shrub-yellowroot, Xanthorrhiza apiifolia.

3. Same as white teak. See teak Australian
yellow-wood. See light yellow-wood and Queensland
yellow-wood. Acronychia Isevis, of the Rutaceee, found at
Moreton Bay, is also calleil yellow-wood, as are Hovea lon-
gipes, a tall legmninous shrub, and Xanthostenion pacby-
sperma, of the Myrtaceee.—Cape yellow-WOOd, Podocar-
pus Thutibergii, a small tree with brii.'ht-yellow flne-
grained wood, very handsome when polished. Compare
Natal yellow-ivood.— 'East Indian yellow-wood, the
satin-wood, ChloroxylonSmetenia; also, Podocarptis lati-

folia, an evergreen 80 feet high, with aromatic wood.

—

Light yellow-wood, a tree, hhus rhoilanthema, of New
South Wales, growing 70 or 80 feet high, peculiar in its

genus in bearing large red flowers. The wood is of a
light-yellow color, sound and durable, close-grained, and
taking a fine polish ; it is one of the beat cabinet-woods
of its locality. The Queensland yellow-wood has also
been called by this name.— Natal yellow-wood, Podo-
carpus elongata, a tree from 30 to 70 feet high, with a
close-grained wood extensively used in building and for
furniture, though not bearing exposure. The bastard
yellow-wood of the Natal region is P. pruinosa, with the
wood pale-yellow, tough, and durable, extensively used
for building.— Prickly yellow-wood, the West Indian
Xanthoxylum Caribmutn (A'. Clava-Herculis of some au-
thors), a tree from 20 to .50 feet high ; the wood is used
for making furniture and inlay-ing; the prickly young
stems are made into walking-sticks. Also called prickle-

yellow. Other West Indian xaiithoxylums are also called
yeiiouj-«wr)d.— Queensland yellow-wood, Flindersia
Oxleyanaipxleya XiiHthoxyla),ti'\iocs.\\iitX-u'hiteteak{vf]\ic\\

see, under teak) and light yellow-wood. F. Schottiana, of
the same region, is a valuable shade-tree of the same
name.

yellow-wort (yel'6-w6rt), B. A European an-
nual plant, Chlora perfoliata, of the gentian
family. It is a very glaucous plant, about a foot high,
the stem-leaves in pairs and connate-perfuliate, the flow-

ers bright-yellow in loose terminal cymes. .Also called
yellmo centaury.

yellow-wrack (yel'o-rak), n. A seaweed, As-
cophylliim nodosum (Fucus nodosns of LinnsBus).

yellowy (yel'o-i), a. [< yellow + -jl.] Some-
what yellow; yellowish; flavescent.

A little kerchief of cobweb muslin and ancient yellowy
lace ... Is *' Over her decent shoulders drawn."

R. Broughton, Joan, ii. 2.

yelm (yelm), n. [< ME. "gelm, < AS. gelm, gilm,

a handful. Cf. glean\.'] A handful; a sheaf
of straw or grain. [Prov. Eng.]
yelm (yelm), v. t. and i. [< yelm, ».] To lay
straw in order fit for use by a thatcher. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]

A woman yelming 14 days. Is. 9d.

H. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, App. II.

yelp (yelp), v. i. [Also dial, yawp, yawp; < ME.
ye^en, gelpen, boast, < AS. gilpan, gielpan, gyl-

pan (pret. gealp) (MH6. gelfen), boast, exult,

= Icel. gjdlpa, yelp; perhaps ult. akin to yell.

The mod. sense 'yelp' as a dog is prob. due to

Scand. Cf. yawp."] If. To boast; cry up a
thing; exult; brag.

This zenne is ybounde ine than [the one] thet be his

osene mouthe him yelpth other of his wytte, other of his

kenne, other of his workes. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 22.

I kepe noght of amies for to yelpe.

Chaucer, Knight s Tale, 1. 1380.

2. To give a sharp, shrill, quick cry, resem-
bling a bark ; bark sharply and shrilly

;
yawp

:

said of dogs, and also of some other creatures,

especially a wild turkey-hen.

The moment Wolf entered the house his crest fell, . . .

and at the least flourish of a broom-stick or ladle he
would fly to the door with yelping precipitation.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 49.

yene
Let the wild

Lean-headed Eagles yelp alone.
Tennyson, Princess, vit

Now a hen yelps on the other side, and he [a turkey-cock]
pauses between the two calls, then struts and gobbles
again. Sport udth Rod and Gun, II. 702.

yelp (yelp), n. [< ME. yelp, gelp, < AS. gielp,

gylp, boast; from the verb.] If. A boast;
boasting.— 2. An eager bark or cry; a sharp,
quick bark or cry caused by fear or pain.

The dog
With inward yelp and restless forefoot plies
His function of the woodland. Tennyson, Lucretius.

He put the dog's nose in and patted him, and Spike gave
a yelp, as if a rat were in prospect.

R. D. Blackmore, Kit and Kitty, xxiv.

yelper (yel'pfer), n. [< ME. yelpere; < yelp -(•

-efi.] 1. One who boasts; a boaster.

The yelpere is the cockou, thet ne kan nagt zinge bote
of him-zelne. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 22.

2. One who or that which yelps. Speciflcally—
(a) A young dog; a whelp. Hal'liweU. (b) In omith.:
(1) The avoset, Recurcirostra avocetta : so called from its

cry. [Local, Eng.] (2) The greater yellowlegs, Tetanus
melanoleucus. Shore Birds, p. 37. (c) A whistle or call

used by sportsmen to imitate the cry of the wild turkey-
hen.

We now take our yelper, and give a few sharp yelps ; he
[a wild turkey] hears the call.

Sport with Rod and Gun, II. 762.

yelping (yel'ping), n. [< ME. yelping, gulping ;

verbal n. of yelp, v.'] If. Boasting.

The uerthe [fourth], . . . whereby the proude sseaweth
prede of his herte is yelpingge. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 22.

2. The act of giving a short, sharp cry or bark

;

specifically, the cry of a wild turkey-hen, or an
imitation of it.

yeltt (yelt). A contraction of yieldeth, third
person singular present indicative of yield.

yelting (yel'ting), n. The glass-eyed snapper,
Lutjamis cnxis. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 399.

yemant, yemanryt. Obsolete variants of yeo-

man, yeomanry.
yemet, «• [ME. yeme, geme, yome, gome, < AS.
"gedme, OS. goma = MD. goom = MLG. gom
= OHG. gouma, gauma, MHG. goume, goum
= Icel. gaumr, also gaum, heed, care, obser-
vance. Cf. ganm^, gawm, a var. of yeme, due
to the Scand. forms.] Notice; care; heed;
attention.

ge trewlyle toke ;jeme
In worlde with me to dwell.
There shall ge sitte be-deme
Xij kyndis of Israeli. I'ork Plays, p. 238.

This was the tixte trewly, I toke ful gode ^eme.
Piers Plounnan (B), xvii. 12.

yemet, *>• [ME. yemen, gemen, < AS. geman, gie-

man, gyman = OS. gomean = OHG. goumjan,
goumon, goumcn, MHG. goumen = Goth, gaum-
jan, take care of, observe; from the noun.] I,

trans. To care for
;
guard ; take care of ; pro-

tect.

Two geuttlmen ther were that yemede the place.
Tale 0/ Gamelyn, 1. 267.

The cheuyteyns cheef that ge chesse euere
Weren all to yonge of geris to yeme swyche a rewme.

Richard the Redeless, i. 89.

II. intrans. To take care ; be careful.

Ensaninple of me take ge schall,

Euerfor to ^enie in gouthe and elde,

To be buxsome in boure and hall,

Ilkone for to bede othir belde.
York Plays, p. 235.

yemert, n. [ME. gemere; < yeme + -eri.] A
guardian.

Do kynge and quene and alle the comune after

gyue the alle that thei may glue as for the best gemere,

ind as thou demest wil thei do alle here dayes after.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 170.

yemola (ye-mo'la), n. [Japanese.] An oil ex-

pressed from the seeds of Perilla arguta. See
Perilla.

yenl (yen), adv. A dialectal form of yon.

yen^t, «• pi- A variant of eyen, plural of eye^.

yen^ (yen), «. [Jap., < Chinese yuen, round, a
round thing, a dollar.] The monetary unit of

Japan since 1871, represented (a) by a gold

coin weighing 1.666 grams, .900 fine, and thus
practically equal in value to the United States

gold dollar; and (b) bv a silver coin weighing
26.956 grams (416 grains). .900 fine, and thus

about equal to the silver dollar of the United
States. The yen is divided into hundredths called sen,

and into mills called rin. One-, two-, five-, ten-, and twen-

ty-yen pieces are coined, and the fractional silver currency
consists of five-, ten-, twenty-, and fifty-sen pieces. See

cut on following page.

yender (yen'dfer), adv. A dialectal form of

yonder.

yenet, v. An obsolete form of yawn.



yem
yeni (yen'i), n.

[S. Amer.] A
South Ameri-
can tanager,
CalUste yeni.

Yenisean.Yen-
iseian (yen-i-

se'an, -yan), a.

Of or pertain-
ing to the Yeni-
sei, a large riv-

er in Siberia.

yenite (yen'it),

n. [Alsojenjte;
< Jena, a town
in Germany, -I-

-ite2.] In mbi-
eral., same as
ilvaite.

yeoman (yo'-

raan), «. ;
pi.

yeomen (-men).
[Early mod. E.

yoman; < ME.
yoman, yomon,
ghoman, yeman,
genian,gheman;
not found in

AS., but prob.
existent as
*gdman, *ged-

man, gxman (=
OFries. gdman,
.gdmon, a villager (of. gdfolk, people of a vil-

lage), = MD. goijmannen, arbitrators, = leel.

gseimadhr, a franklin— rare, and prob. < AS.);

< AS. *gd,ycd, *ge, a district or village, as

in eomp. mCge, 'province of eels,' Ohtga-gd,

Noxga-gd (= OFries. gd, go (pi. gde), a district

village, = MD. gowwe (in comp. goo-, goy-, go-),

a village, field, D. gouw, gouwe, a province, =
ML&. go, LG. goe, gohe, in comp. go-, a dis-

trict, = OHG. gowi, gouwi, gewi, MHG. goii, gou,

G. gau, a province, G. dial, gau, the country,

= Goth, gawi, a district), + man, man. The
word has been erroneously explained other-

wise: (a) A contraction of a supposed ME.
'yemc-man, 'a person in charge,' < yeme, care,

-f man. (6) < AS. iuman, a forefather, ancient,

< iu, of yore, + man. (c) < AS. iung man, geong
• man, young man. (d) < AS. guma, man. (e)

< AS. gemxne, common. These attempts are

all wrong. That which refers to AS. iung man,

geong man, finds some color in the use of iung

men as a quasi-technical name for a body-

guard; but while the sense might seem to suit,

it is impossible to derive ME. jo- or je- from
AS. geong, iung. The proper modern spelling

is yoman, the eo being appar. due to an attempt
to represent in one spelling the two variants

yeman and yoman; the eo has no etymological

justification, as it has to some extent in people.']

If. A retainer ; a guard.

somen than dede the 5ates schette,

& wixttlU than went the walles torto fende.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.),

7018 yerk
W

»es);l)y farmers. They
extent of gentlemen or wealh. .ust attend a certain

undergo six days of training, and m'ltee SI receive a money
number of drills yearly, (or which thi i liorses, hut have
allowance. They must furnish their owi vnment also sup-

u small allowance for clothing— the gove*- ordinary volun-

plyingarms and ammunition. Unlike the\spslled out to aid

teer force, the yeomanry cavalry may be cftjie for service on
the civil power, iu addition to being liable u„j,j-Yeomaory
invasion of the country by a foreign enemy.- 54) consoli-

Act, an English statute of 1804 (44 Geo. III., c.« CT«rps of yco-

datiiig and amending the laws relating to the co'ow-j

„ , _ manry and volunteers and regulating them. <<;. dial.

forty shillings by the year (previously five no- yep (yep), «. [Also yap; Sc. yap, yarp (illy ,rewd,
bles), who was thereby qualified to serve on yepper);<'iAY..yepe,zepe,zep,siep,zsep,sti^}Smp.)^

juries, vote for knights of the shire, and do any prudent, fresh, brisk, eager, < AS. geap (geC Sent,
other act for which the law reqmred one who gedp, crafty, cunning, shrewd, subtle, li "-'ive-

curved, open, spread out.] Fresh; brisk; igei

ly; vigorous. [Obsolete or provincial.] '• 1^

Enter Master Tenterhook, Sergeant Ambush, and Yeo-

man Clutch.

Ten. Come, Sergeant Ambush, come. Yeoman Clutch,

yon 's the tavern ; the gentlemen will come out presently.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iii. 2.

The reason for calling the journeymen of the craft yeo-

men and bachelors, was probably that they were at that

time in England, as was the case in Germany, not allowed

to marry before they were masters.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. cxlvi., note.

4. In old Eng. lato, one having free land of

Reverse.

Silver Yen. (Size of original.

)

was "probus et legalis homo" {Blackstone,

Com., I. xii.); hence, in recent English use,

one owning (and usually himself cultivating)

a small landed property ; a freeholder.

I press me none but good householders, yeomen's sons.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 16.

Now do I smell th' astrologer's trick : he'll steep me
In soldiers blood, or boil me in a caldron

Of barbarous law French ; or anoint me over

With supple oil of great men's services

;

For these three means raise yeomen to the gentry.
Tomkis (?), Albumazar, ii. 2.

The yemnen or Common People, . . . who have some
Lands of their own to live upon ; For a Carn of Land, or

a Plough Land, was in ancient Time of the yearly Value

of five Kobles, and this was the Living of a Stokenian or

Yeoman; And in our Law they are called Legales Homi-
nes, a Word familiar in Writs and Inquests.

GuUlim, Display of Heraldry (cd. 1724), II. 274.

After the economical changes which marked the early ySJ (y* or yu), MV
years of the fifteenth century, the yeoman class was [boutnern U. b.J
strengthened by the addition of the body of tenant farm-

ers, whose interests were very much the same as those

of the smaller freeholders, and who shared with them the

common name of yeoman. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 4S0.

5. In the United States navy, an appointed

Eetty oflScer who has charge of the stores in

is department. The ship's yeoman has charge of the

boatswains', carpenters', sailmakers' stores, etc. , and the

engineer's yeoman has charge of all stores iu the engi-

neer's department, while the paymaster's yeoman takes

care of provisions, clothing, and small stores, and issues

them as directed.

6. A member of the yeomanry cavalry. See
yeomanry, 4:. Aytoun— Yeoman bedel. See bedel.

—Yeoman of the guard, in England, a member of the

body-guard of the sovereign. See beef-eater, 2.

There came a country gentleman (a sufficient yeoman)
up to towne, who had severall sonnes, but one an extra-

ordinary proper handsome fellowe, whom he did hope to

have preferred to be a yeoman of the guard.
jlMfrrej/, Lives (Walter Ualegh).

Yeoman's service, powerful or efficient aid, support, or

help : in allusion to the strength and bravery of the yeo-

men in the English armies of early times.

For hit is 30I & nwe ser [Yule and New Year], & hen
^ep mony.

Tr"
abi$4.

I once did hold it, as our statists do,

A baseness to write fair, and lalwur'd much
How to forget that learning, but, su, now
It did me yeoman's service. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

3

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.X 1. Z'ntt

Willi thow art song and j-ep.

Piers Plowman (C\ xL 28

yeplyt, udv. [= Sc. yaply; < ME. seply, zap
liche, gepliche, < AS. geapUce. shrewdly, < geap

<?eap, shrewd.] Promptly; quickly; at once.

Thou knowez the couenauntez kest vus by-tweue.

At this tyme twelmonyth thon toke that the failed,

& I schulde at this nwe jcre ^eply the quyte.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2244

We muste yappely wende in at this yate.

For he that comes' to courte to curtesye muste vse hym.
York Plays, p. 279

A dialectal variant of here.

Bimeby, fus' news you know, yer come Brer Rabbit.
J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xviii.

-yer. [(«) A var. of -ierl, < ME. -ier, -yer, -iere

(see -icri). (6) Formerly also -ier; < ME. -yer,

-yere, -gere, being the suffix -er with g, orig. g,

belonging to the root (see lowyer, etc.).] A i

termination of nouns of agent, as in boiryer,

lawyer, sawyer, and formerly in lovyer, etc. See
-jerl and bowyer, etc.

yerba (yer'ba), «. [Sp., lit. herb, < L. herba,

herb : see herb.'] The Paraguay tea, or mate.

See mate*. Abbreviated from yerba de mate or

yerba-mate Yerba buena. See ilicromeria.—Yei-
,

ba de colubra. See H«rpc8(t«.—Yerba del oso, a

shrub, Khammts Califomicuf. See J(Aoni»iii«.— Yerba
de mate. See def. above.—Yerba mansa, a Califomian

herb, Anemopidii Califomiea, of the Piiieraceee. The flow-

ers are small and numerous on a conical receptacle sur-

rounded by a whitish involucre, the whole having the

aspect of an anemone. The rootstock has a pungent,

aromatic, and astringent taste.—Yerba reuma, a weed,

Prankenia grandifolia, of Texas, California, etc., whose
leaves are used as an astringent stimulant application for

catarrhs.—Yerba Santa. Same as bear's-tveed.

yerba-mate (yer'ba-mii'te), n. [< Sp. yerba,

herb (see yerba), + mate, a cup: see mate*.]

Same as yerba.

. SG49.

A yeman hadde he and servaunts namo.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 101.

2f. A gentleman attendant in a royal or noble

household, ranking between a sergeant and
a groom: as, yeoman for the month, a butler;

yeoman of the crown; yeoman usher: applied

also to attendants of lower grade : as, yeoman
feuterer (see feuterer) ;

yeoman of the chamber

;

yeoman of the_wardrobe. See also phrase yeo-

man of the guard, below.

Yeomm of Chambre, IIII, to make beddes, to here or hold

torches, to sette bourdes, . . . and suche other servyce as

the . . . usshers of chambre command or assigne.

Quoted in Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 313, note.

Now of marschalle of halle wylle I spelle, . . .

jomon-vsshere, and grome also,

Vndur hym ar thes two.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 311.

Timochares, whose Sonne was yoman for the monthe
with the kynge, promysed to Fabricius, thaune ijeinge con-

s<ill, to ale kynge Pyrrus.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, 11!. 6.

The lady of the Straohy married the yeoman of the ward-

robe. SAat., T. N.,iL5. 46.

Fourpersons, who had been yeomen of the crown to Ed-
ward IV., were taken in Southwark and hanged at Tybnni.

J. Gairdner, Richard III., iv.

Hence— Sf. One holding a subordinate posi-

tion, as an attendant or assistant, journeyman,
etc.

Master Fang, have you entered the action? . . . 'Where 's

Yoxa yeoTnanf Is 't a lusty weoman ? will a' stand to 't?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 11. 1. 4.

yeomanly (yo'man-li), a. [< yeoman + -ly''^.] yerbua, «. Same &% jerboa.

Of yeoman's rank'; hence, plain; homely; sim- yercum (y^r'kum), w. [E. Ind. (Madras): Tamil

pie; humble. enik-ku, crrukam.] 1. An East Indian shrub or

It would make him melancholy to see his yeomanly fa- small tree, Calotropis gigantea. The fiber of its in-

ther cut his neighbours' throats to make his son a gentle- ner bark is extremely tough and durable, and is made into

man B Jonson Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1. bowstrings, flsh-lines, and nets. I'he name belongs also
'

, . , „, i- .^ , • 1 * to C. vrocera, which, in common with this species, has a
The simplicity and plainnesse of Cliristianity, which to ^^jj^^^1 r.iot-bark. Also called madar.

the gorgeous solemnities of Paganisme and the sense of _ „, „. „v,t„:„p^ t-f,.„ this olant
«.^e worlds Children

^^'^«^^^^;^^^^Z^ ,^'—^ yercum-fiber ?y^;"kumT''ltY «."*-Same as

^ITv^i?rlf;Xtili^srrtngtk^oraTeol-^^
"Saint George strike for us!" exclaimed the Knight; J"''x^ ., a„ ^aa sDelline of year.

"do the false yeomen give way?" "No" exclaimed Re- yere't, M-^ An oiu bpeuing 01 i^toj .

becca" they bear theSiselves right yeo»«j«i!,.'' ysre^ (yer), adv. A dialectal variant of here.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xxix. [Southern TJ. S.]

yeomanry (yo'man-ri), ». [Eariy mod. E. also yerga (yfer'gii), n. [Cf .
Russ. (Cossack) ergaM,

yeomandrie; < Mfi. yemanry, gemanry; < yeoman skin of a horse or camel.]
~+ -ry (see -ery).] 1. The collective estate or

body of yeomen ;
yeomen collectively.

Gentyllys and gemanry of goodly lyff lad.

Coventry Mystei'i^s, p. 1.

God hafle mersey on Rohyn Hodys solle.

And saffe all god yemMnrey .'

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 32).

Next after the gentry, in respect of that political weight

which depends on the ownership of land, was ranked the

great body of freeholders, the yeomanry of the middle

Iges. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 480.

2t. Service ; retainers ; those doing a vassal's

service.

Then Robin Hood took those brethren good
To be of his yeomandrie.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 267).

3t. That which befits a yeoman.

"Be mey trowet, thow seys soyt," seyde Roben,
" Thow seys god yemenrey.".
Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 22).

4. A volunteer cavalry force originally em-
bodied in Great Britain during the wars of the

French revolution, and consisting to a great

A woolen material

made for horse-blankets,

yerk^t, t'- A Middle English form of yark^.

yerk^ (yferk), v. [Also yark; a var. of jerk'^.]

1. trans. 1. To lash; "strike smartly; beat;

hence, to rouse; excite. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Yerk him soundly

;

'Twas Rhadamanth's sentence ; do your office, Furies.

Massinger, A Very Woman, U. 3.

Stripes justly given yerk us with their fall.

But causeless whipping smarts the most of all.

Herriclc, Smart,

Just now I've ta'en the flt o ' rhyme,
My barmie noddle 's working prime,

My fancy yerkil up sublime
Wi ' hasty summon. Burnt, To James Smith.

2. To throw, thrust, or pull sharply or sud-

denly
;
,ierk ; move with a jerk. [Obsolete or

provincial.]

He yerked up his trousers. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 6.

3. To bind or tie tightly or with a jerk. [Scotch.]

But he is my sister's son— my own nephew— our flesh

and blood — and his hands and feet are uerked as tight a»

cords can be drawn. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, lit



yerk

n. intrans. 1. To lash out, as ahorse; kick.
[Obsolete or provincial.]

I hoMe liini not for a good beast that when they lade
him will stand stock stil, and when they unlade hiiu will
yerke out behinde.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by HeUowes, 1677X P- 81.

The horae, being mad withal, yerked out behind.
North.

2. To move with sudden jerks
;
jerk. [Obso-

lete or provincial.]

Skud from the lashes of my yerking rime.
Marston, Scourge of VlUanie, i., Prol.

yerk^ (yferk), n. [< yerlc^, r.] A sudden or
fjuiek thrust or motion; a kick; a smart
stroke ; a blow. Also yark. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

A yarke of a whip. Florio, p. 98.

Imagine twenty thousand of them . . . battering the
warriors' faces into mummy by terriljle yerks from their
hinder hoofs. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 12.

yerl (y^rl), n. A Scotch form of earl.

yernlf, ''. »• An old spelling of yearn^.

yern't, a- [ME., < AS. geom, eager: see yearn^,
('.] Brisk; lively; sprightly; eager.

But of bir song it was as loud and yerm
As any swalwe sittynge on a heme.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 71.

yern^t, f. «'. [ME. girnen, gernen, < AS. geyrnan,
(laernan, run, tr. run for, gain by running, <

ge- + yrnan, xnian, run: see runl. renl, and cf.

earn^, yearn^.'] To run; pass swiftly.

Tlius ffirmz the gere in gisterdayez mouy,
& wynter wynde* ajayn.

.Sir aawaijne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 529.

yem-'t, »• and a. An old form of iron.

yemet, adr. [ME., < AS. gcorne, eagerly, < georn,

eager: see yanil, yernl, a.] 1. Soon; early.

If I late or yeme
Wold it biwreye, or dorst, or sholde, or konne.

Chaucer, Troilus, ili. 376.

2. Quickly; promptly.

What nede were it this preyere for to weme,
Syne ye shut both ban folk and tonn as yerne.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 112.

yerneyt, a- An obsolete form of irony^.

Thou didste beholde it vittil there came a stone smyten
out without handls, which smitte the image vpon his

yemey & ertheu feete, braking them al to powlder.
Joye, Expi>s. of Daniel, ii.

yemfult, «. A spelling of yearnful.

yernut, yarnut (y^r'nut, yar'nut), n. [See
aritot, earthxut.'j The earthnut or hawkniit,
CoHopoditim denudiitum (livnitim fleruosum).

yes (yes), adv. [Also dial, yis ; < ME. gis, gus, <

AS. f/ise, gese, yes; perhaps reduced, by reason
of its frequent use and its essentially unitary
meaning, from ged si,'yea,, be it (so)' : ged, yea

;

xi. sy (= G. sei = L. sit, etc.), 3d pers. pi. subj.

of be6n, be: see fte'. It is possible that the
second element is a reduced form of swd, so;

ef. F. Sp. Pg. It. si, yes, < L. sic, so.] A word
which expresses ararmation or consent: op-
posed to no. It is also used, like yea, to en-
force by repetition or addition something which
precedes.

Hast. But, by your leave, it never yet did hurt
To lay down likelihoods and forms of hope.

L. Bard. Yes, if this present quality of war,
Indeed the in.'itant action : a cause on foot
Lives so in hope as in an early spring
We see the appearing buds.

ShaJc, 2 Hen. IV., L S. 36.

Yes, you despiie the man to books confln'd.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 1.

May. See, see! what's he walks yonder? Is he mad?
FulL That 's a nmsiclan : yes, he 's besides himself.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 4.

Will spring return? . . .

Yes, prattlers, yes. The daisy's flower
Again shall paint your summer bower.

Scott, Marmion, i., Int.

fFor distinction between yes and yea, no and nay, see
yea.]

yesk (yesk), v. i. A variant of yex. [Old Eng.
and Scotch ]

I yeske, 1 gyue a uoyse out of my stomacke. . . . Whan
he yesketh next, tell hym some straunge newes, and he
sliail leave it. Palsgrave, p. 786.

yestt, n. An obsolete form of yeast.

yester- (yes'tSr). [< ME. yester-, yister-, gis-

trr-. glister-, giistur-, yhistre-, gersten-, gursten-

(only in comp.), < AS. geoslran-, giestran-, gys-

tran-, gyrstan- (only in comp.. genatran-dieg,

etc.) = i).gisteren (dag van gister)= OVLG.ge.it(-

ron. ,(/f.«()7!. MHG. gestern, gester,(x. yestern, adv.,

yesterday (OHG. e-gestern, day after to-morrow,
day before yesterday ), = Goth, gistra (in gistra-

dagis, to-morrow) =Ij. heslernus, of yesterday;
with orig. compar. suffix -tra, from a base (Teut.

yes-) seen in Icel. gser, gbr = Dan. guar (in
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comp. gaarsdagen, igaar) = Sw. g&r = L. heri

= Gr. xSii = Skt. hyas, yesterday. Yester- prop,
occurs only in comp., yesterday, -eve, -night,

etc., where it represents an orig. adj. in the abl.

. or ace, agreeing with its noun.] Belonging to
the day preceding the present ; next before the
present: used in the compounds given below,
and rarely, by license, as a quasi-adjective.

To love an enemy, the only one
Remaining too, whom yester sun beheld
Mustering her charms.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, ii. 1.

yesterday (yes't6r-da), adv. [Also dial, yister-

day; < JIE. yesterday, gisterdai, gusterdai, ghis-
tredai, gurstendai, < AS. geostrandxg, giestran-
dseg, gystrandieg = D. gisteren dag, dag van gis-

ter, yesterday, = Goth, gistradagis (foimd only
once, in the alternative sense 'to-morrow'); =
L. hesteriio die, yesterday; as yester- + day^.'i

On the day preceding this day ; on the day last

past.

Thei seiden to hym, For [Fro] gistirdai in the seuenthe
our the feuer lefte him. Wyelif, John iv. 62.

I saw him yesterday, or t' other day.
Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 66.

yesterday (yes't^r-da), n. [< yesterday, ado."]

The day last past; the day next before the
present: often used figuratively for time not
long gone by; time in the immediate past.

We are but of yesterday, and know nothing. Job viii. 9.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and tomorrow.
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time.
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5. 22.

I love to watch how the day, tired as it is, lags away
reluctantly, and hates to be called yesterday so soon.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiv.

yestereve (yes't6r-ev), adv. and n. [< ME. gis-

terneve; a later form ot yestereven.'] Same as
yestereven.

In hope that you would come here
Yester-eve. B. Jonson, The Satyr.

yestere'yen (yes'ter-e''vn), adv. [< ME. yister-

even, gusturevyn ; < yester- + even^."] On the
evening of the day preceding the present.

yestereven (yes't6r-e''''vn), n. [< yestereven,

adr.'\ The evening last past.

And dim grows Atli's roof-sun
O'er yestereven,"s feast.

William Morrjt, Sigurd, iv.

yes'tere'vening (yes'ter-ev''''ning), n. [< yester-

+ evening.] Same as yestereven.

The Village . . . had been seized and fired

Late on the yester-evening.
Coleridge, Destiny of Nations.

yesterfangt (yes'ter-fang), «. l<yester- +fa)ig.']

That which was taken, captured, or caught on
the previous day or former occasion.

Although mllians and infinite numbers of them [flsh] be
takeu, yet on the next [day] their losse will be so supplied

with new store that nothing shall be missing of the yes-

ter/ang.
Boethiwi, Descrip. of Scotland (trans.), ix. (Holinshed's

(Chron., I.).

yestermorn (yes'ter-m6m), n. [< yester- +
morn.'\ The mom or morning before the pres-

ent ; the morning last past. Howe.

And a dozen segars are lingering yet
01 the thousand of yestermorn.

Halteck, Epistles, etc.

yestermorning (yes'ter-mdr'ning), n. [< yester-

+ moryrinq.'] Same as yestermorn.

yesternight (yes'ttr-nit), adv. [< ME. gester-

nigt,gislernigt, gitsternigt, yerstenenight ; < yester-

+ night.'} On the night last past.

My lord, I think I saw him yesternight.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 189.

I was invited yesternight to a solemn .Supper.

Howell, Letters, ii. 13.

yesternight (yes't6r-nit), n. [< yesternight,

adv.} The night last past.

I saw their boats, with many a light,

Floating the livelong yesternight.
Scott, L. of the L., iv. 9.

Come not as thou camest of late.

Flinging the gloom of yesternight

On the white day. Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

yes'ter-year(yes'ttr-yer),n. Last year. [Rare.]

But where are the snows of yester-year ?

D. O. Rossetti, Ballad of Dead Ladies.

yes'treen (yes-tren'), adv. [Contracted from
yestereven.'] Last evening; last night; yester-

night. [Scotch.]

The bridegroom may forget the bride,

Was made his wedded wife yentreen.
Bums, Lament for Glencairn.

yestyt, a. An obsolete form of yeasty.

yet

yet^ (yet), adv. and conj. [Also dial, yit; < ME.
yet, get, git, < AS. git, get, giet, gyt, gita, geta
= OFries. ieta, eta, ita, Fries, jiette = MHG.
iezuo, ieze, G. ietz, now jetzt, archaic je^ro; also
MHG. iezunt, G. jetzund, now ; origin uncertain

;

the MHG. iezuo is appar. < ie, ever (or a form
cognate with AS. gt, and), + zuo, to; but it

may merely simulate zuo. For a similar case
in which an orig. significant terminal syllable
or independent word has probably been re-
duced, see yes.} I. adv. 1. At or in the pres-
ent time or juncture; before something else;
at present; now: as, shall the deed be done
yetf is it time yet?

You have often
Begun to tell me what I am, but stopp'd, . . .

Concluding, "Stay: not yet."

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 37.

He [Thales] was reputed one of the wise men that made
answer to the question when a man should mai-ry — " A
young man, not yet; an elder man, not at all."

Bacon, MaiTiage and Single Life (ed. 1887).

2. In addition; over and above ; in repetition;
further; besides; still; even: used especially
with comparatives.

Yet more quarrelling with occasion !

Shak., M. of v., iii. 6. 60.

Yet once more, ye laurels, . . .

I come to pluck yoiu" berries harsh and crude.
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 1.

3. Still, in continuance of a former state; at

this or at that time, as formerly; now or then,

as at a previous period. ,

And it [Jatfa] was oon of the fyrst Cityes of the world
ffouude by Japheth, Noes sonne, and bereth yett hys name.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 24.

While we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Eom. v. 8.

I see him yet, the princely boy

!

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 32.

4. At or before some future time; before all is

done.

Hope thou in God ; for I shall yet praise him. Ps. xlii. 11.

He'll be hanged yet.

Though every drop of water
. . . gape ... to glut him.

Shak., Tempest, 1. 1. 61.

5. Up to the present time ; thus far; hitherto;

already: usually with a negative.

The Holy Ghost was not yet given ; because that Jesus
was not yet glorified. John vii. 39.

Let me remember thee what thou hast promised,
'Which is not yet performed me.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 2'44.

Opportunity hath baulked them yet.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

The Hand, not yet Britain but Albion, was In a manner
desert and inhospitable. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

Yet is often accompanied by as in this sense: as, X have
not met him as yet.

Unreconciled as yet to heaven. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 72.

6. Though the case be such ; at least ; at any
rate.

Madam, if your heart be so obdurate,
'Vouchsafe me yet your picture for my love.

Shak., T. G. of v., Iv. 2. 121.

An unhappy Frangois who, after passing eighteen years
in prison, V^^ ^^" ^^*^ grace and love of Joan of Naples
by his charms.' J. A. Synwnds, Italy and Giecce, p. 330.

Yet is sometimes used with adjectives or participles (with

or without a hyphen) to denote continuance of the action

or state, or as 'equivalent to still.

He rose, and saw the field deform'd with blood.

An empty space where late the coursers stood.

The aef-warm Thracians panting on the coast.

Pope, Iliad, X. 612.

Lavaine
Returning brought the ^/e^uublazon'd shield.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

II. conj. 1. Nevertheless; notwithstanding.

He restored the chief butler unto his butlership again

;

. . . yet did not the chief butler remember Joseph, but
forgat him. Gen. xl. 23.

Blasted, and burnt, and blinded as I was, . . .

O, yet methought I saw the Holy Grail.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. Though.
I cannot speak to her, yet she urged conference.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 2. 270.

3. But.

"No, no," quoth she, "sweet Death, I did but Jest

;

Yet, pardon me, I felt a kind of fear.'

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 998.

Many perished raving mad, fancying themselves swim-

ming in boundless seas, yet unable to assuage their thirst.

Irving, Granada, p. 45.

yet2 (yet), v. t. [Sc. also yit; < ME. yeten, geten.

< AS. gedtan, pour: see gvsh.} To melt;

found; cast, as metal. [Obsolete or provin-

cial.]

To jett; fundere, fusare. Cath. Ang., p. 426.

getynge of metelle, as bellys, pannys, potys, and other

lyke. Prompt. Parv., p. 538.



yet

Perfumed with sauonrs of the metalles by him yoten.
Sir T. EUjot, The Governour, i. 8.

yet^ (yet), «. [< yet"^, r.] A metal pan or boiler.

See yetling, 2. [Obsolete or provincial.]

A yete [in the brewhonse] aiul twoo shovelles iiijiJ.

H. Hallj Society in Elizabethan Age, App., I.

yet^Cyet), ». [African.] A West African volute
of the genus Cymbium; a boat-shell. See cut
under Cymbium.

Called yet by Adanson, who tells us that the high winds
sometimes drive shoals of them on shore.

P. P. Carpenter, Lectures on Mollusca (1861).

yetapa (yet'a-pa), H. [S. Amer.] 1. A South
American tyrant-flycatcher of the genus Cyber-
netes or Gubernetcs (which see, with cut), hav-
ing a deeply forficate tail longer than the body.
Also called yiperu.— 2. [_cap.'\ [NL.] A genus
including these birds. Lesson, 1831.

yetet, c and n. Same as yet^.

yetent. A Middle English form of the past
participle of get^^.

yetling, yetlin (j'et'ling, -lin), ». [< yefi +
-?»«</!.] 1. Cast-iron. [Scotch.]— 2. A small
iron pan with a bow-handle and three feet.

HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
yett (yet), «. Another form of yate. [Scotch.]

And whan he came till the castell yett,

His mither she stood and leant thereat.

Sir Olnfaiul the Elf-King's Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[I. 300).

But warily tent, when ye come to court me,
An' come na unless tlie back yett be a-jee.

Bums, Wliistle an' I'll Come to You.

ye'vet, yevent. Middle English forms of give^,

given.

yew^ (yo), n. [Early mod. E. also yewe, yeugli,

ewe, eiigh, ewgJi, yowe ; < ME. eio, u, < AS. iw (in an
early gloss, iuu), also edw — D. ijf= OHG. Iwa,

MHG. iice, Gr. eibe = Icel. yr, yew (MHG. and
Icel. also a bow of yew) ; also, in another form,
AS. e6h = OLG. ich = OHG. iha. G. dial. (Swiss)
iche, igc; cf. P. if, Sp. iva, ML. ivus, yew (<

05G.); Olr. eo (mod. Ir. iubhar, Gael, iubhar,

iiighar) = W. yw, ywen = Com. liivin = Bret.

iven, ivinen, yew; the Celtic forms being possi-

bly original.] 1. A tree of the genus Taxus,
the common yew being
T. baccaia of temperate
Europe and Asia. This
is a slow-growing and long- "^S^^viiV^
lived evergreen of moderate \XI JM h "^^jw JJ?/^^
lieight and spreading habit, ^i^t^Mii^xiS^^^'^^^
with a thick irregular trunk
and dark thick foliage. In
Europe the yew lias long
been planted in graveyards.
There are several dwarf,
weeping, and variegated va
rieties. The golden yew has
the edge of the leaves in

spring of a bright-golden
yellow. The Irish yew
(var. fagtigiata) has erect

branches, and is more hardy
than the typical form, which
will not endure the winter in

the northern United States.

The wood of the yew is lieavy, fine-grained, and elastic,

and was formerly much used for bows, the supply be-

ing protected by government. It is considered a very
choice caijinet-wood, the heart being of a fine orange-red
or deep brown, and the sap-wood white. The leaves of

the tree are poisonous.

The sheter ew, tlie asp for shaftes pleyne.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 180.

The twigs and leaves of yew, though eaten in a very small
quantity, are certain death to horses and cows, and that
m a few minutes.

Gilbert White, Antiquities of Selborne, v

2. The wood of the yew-tree.

A bow made of the best foreign yeiv, six shillings and
eightpenco. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 121.

3. A shooting-bow made of the wood of the
yew.

Tubal (with his Yew
And ready quiver) did a Boar pursue.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

Wing'd arrows from the twanging yew.
Oay, The Fan, i.

American yew, specifically, Taxus Canadensis, or, as

often classified, T. baccata, variety Canadensis, a prostrate
shrub with straggling branches, common in dark woods

;

groimd-hemlock. There are three other American yews.
For which see short-leafed yew and Taxus.— California
yew, the short-leafed yew.— Golden yew, Irish yew.
See del 1.—Japan yew, a tree of the genns Cephalotaxus.
There is also a true yew in Japan. See Ta^ra.—Mexican
yew, Taxus flioftoso.—Short-leafed yew, Taxus brevi-

jolia, of Pacific North America, a not abundant tree, at

its best from 60 to 70 feet high. Its wood is hard, heavy,
and very fine-grained, susceptible of a beautiful polish, and
very durable in contact with the soil ; it is used for fence-

posts, and by the Indians for paddles, bows, etc. Sargent.

—Stinking yew. See «(;«*.—Western yew, the short-

leafed yew.—Yew family, the suborder Taxacese of the
Coni/erx.

ye'W^ (jo), ". [Origin obscure.] A jug or jar

having a handle extending over the mouth.

Yew (
Taxus baccata).
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yew^ (yo), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To rise as
scum on brine in boiling, yaw.
ye'wen (yo'en). a. [Early mod. E. also eughen;
< ME. *ewen, < AS. iwen, < iw, yew: see ye%o^.\

Made of yew.
Or his stifle armes to stretch with Eughen howe.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 747.

yew-pine (yo'pin), n. The black spruce, Plcea
nigra. See spruce. [West Virginia.]

yew-tree (yo'tre), n. [< ME. *ewtre, utree, uvtre;

< yew''- + tree.'] Same as yeto'^, 1.

In it throve an ancient evergreen,
A yew-tree. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

yex (yeks), v. i. [Also yesk, q. v. ; < ME. gexen,

gyxen, goxen, gesJcen, hiccup, < AS. giscian (=
MLG. gischen), sob, sigh.] To hiccup. [Obso-
lete or provincial.]

He yexeth [var. yoxeth], and he speketh thurgh the nose.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 231.

yex (yeks), n. [< ME. ^eoxe, soxe, < AS. geocsa,
gicsa, a sobbing; from the verb.] A hiccup.
Holland. [Obsolete or provincial.]

His prayer, a rhapsody of holy hiccouglis, sanctified

barkings, illuminated goggles, sighs, sobs, yexes, gasps,
and groans.
Character of a Fanatic (Harl. Misc. , VII. 637). (Nares.)

yexing (yek'sing), n. [< ME. gyxyngc, soxing,
< AS. giscung, gicsung, verbal n. of giseian, sob:
see yex, «.] Same as yex.

Tlie juyce of the roots [of skirret] helpeth the hicket,
or yeoxing. Johnson's Gerard, p. 1027. {Nares.)

Singultus— the hickot, or yexing.
Abr. Flem. Nomenclator, 432 b. (Nares.)

Yezidi, Yezidee (yez'i-de), «. [< Tezid, their
reputed founder.] A member of a sect or peo-
ple dwelling in Mesopotamia, in Asiatic Tur-
key, allied to the Kurds. They hold beliefs

derived from Mohammedan and various other
sources, and are commonly called devil-wor-

shipers.

yfere^ti « Same as/eejl.

Horn com biuore the kinge.
Mid his twelf yfere.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 497.

yfere^t, adv. Same as ifere, in fere. See /erel.

Yggdrasil (ig'dra-sil), «. [Also I'gdrasil, Igdra-
sii, Iggrdrasill; Icel. Tggdra Syll (not in(5leas-

by) ; of. Tggr, JJggr, a name of Odin (see ug)
;

syll, sill.] In Scand. myth., the ash-tree which
binds together heaven, earth, and hell, its

branches spread over the whole world and reach above
the heavens. Its roots run in tliree directions : one to the
Asa gods in heaven, one to the Frost-giants, and the third
to the under-world. Under each root is a fountain of
wonderful virtues. In the tree, which drops honey, sit an
eagle, a squirrel, and four stags. At the root lies the ser-

pent NithhOggr gnawing it, while the sqiiirrel Ratatoskr
runs up and down to sow strife between the eagle at the
top and the serpent at the root. Also called Tree of the

Universe.

ygot. An obsolete past participle of go.

The fayrest fioure our gyrlond all emong
Is faded quite, and into dust ygoe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

ygra'vet. A Middle English past participle of
graved.

yherdt, a. A Middle English form of haired.

yholdet. A Middle English form of holden, a
past participle of hold^.

Yid, Yiddislier (yid, yid'ish-er),M. [< G.jiidisch,

jiidischer, Jewish.] A Jew. Leland. [Slang,
London.]
Yiddish (yid'ish), a. and «. \<G: . jiidisch, Jew-
ish.] I. a. Jewish. Athenseum, No. 3303, p. 212.
[Slang, London.]

II. n. A dialect or jargon spoken by the
Jews in various localities.

jrteld (yeld), V. [Early mod. E. also yeeld;
< ME. yelden, gelden (pret. yald, yolde, pp.
yolden, golden), < AS. gcldan, gildan, gyldan,
gieldan (pret. geald, pi. guidon, pp. golden),
give up, pay, yield, restore, = OS. geldan =
OFries. jelda = D. gelden = OHG. geltan, MHG.
G. gelten = Icel. gjalda = Sw. gdUa = Dan.
gjelde, be worth, be of consequence, avail, =
Goth. *gildan, in comp. fragildan (= AS. for-
geldan), pay back, nsgildan (= AS. dgeldan),-pm
back. Cf. Lith. (/afeij, be able, have power; W.
galhi, be able. Hence ult. gild'^, gwilfi.'} I.

trans. If. To give in payment; pay; repay;
reward; requite; recompense.

Lord, what may i for that ^ylde the?
Boly Hood (E. E. T. S.X p. 196.

God yelde the, Irend. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 1066.

Feire lady, with goode will, and gramercy of youre ser-
uyse; and God graunte me power that I may yow this
guerdon yelde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 227.

King. How do you, pretty lady?
Oph. Well, God 'Ud you

!

Shale., Hamlet> iv. 5. 41.

yield

The good mother holds me still a child

!

Good mother is bad mother unto rae

!

A worse were better
;
yet no worse would L

Heaven yield her for it.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette,

2. To give in return, or by way of recompense

;

produce, as a reward or return for labor per-
formed, capital invested, or some similar out-
put.

Rememberynge him that love to wyde yblowe
Yelt bitter fruyt, though swete sede be sowe.

Chaucer, Troilus, L 386.

When thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth
yield unto thee her strength. Gen. iv. 12.

It was never made, sir,

For threescore pound, I assure you ; 'twill yield thirty.

The plush, sir, cost three pound ten shillings a yard.
B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

Strabo tells us that the Mines at Carthagena yislded the
Romans per diem to the value of twenty-five thousand
Drachms. Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins, p. 194.

The only fruit which even much living yields seems to
be often only some trivial success.

Thoreau, Letters, p. 19.

3. To produce generally; bring forth; give
out; emit; bear; furnish.

Many things doth Asia yeeld not elsewhere to be had.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 51.

No one Clergie in the whole Christian world yeelds so
many eminent schoUers, learned preachers, grave, holy,
and aecomplish'd Divines as this Church of England doth
at this day, Milton, On Def. of Humb, Remonst.

Ammoniated alum yields a reddish yellow precipitate.
Ure, Diet,, III. 365.

Air-Bwept lindens yield
Their scent, M. Arnold, The Scholar- Gipsy.

4. To afford; confer; grant; give.

In hast themperour hendely his gretyng him 3elde»,

and a-non ri3ttes after askes his name.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S,), 1. 235.

Natheless Poliphemus, wood for his blynde visage, yald
to Ulixes joy by his sorwful teeres.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 7.

Doubtless Burgundy will yield him help.
And we shall have more wars before 't be long.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI,, iv. 6. 90.

Where the holy Trinity did first yelde it-selfe in sensible

apparition to the world. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 104,

And slowly was my mother brought
To yield consent to my desire.

Tennyson, ililler's Daughter.

5. To give up, as to a superior power or author-
ity

;
quit possession of, as through compulsion,

necessity, or duty; relinquish; resign; sun-en-
der: often followed by np.

To ;^elde his lone Iiaue y no myste,
But hjue him hertili therfore.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E, E. T. S.), p. 11.

The people were so onersette with their enemies that
manye of them were as yolden, and tooke partie a;,;aine

their owne neighboures, Fabyan, Chron. (ed. 1569), I. 62.

The fierce lion will hurt no yielden things.
Wyatt, To His Lady, Cruel over Her Yielding Lover.

Generals of armies, when they have finished their work,
are wont to yield up such commissions as were given them
for that purpose. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 4.

My life, I do confess, is hers
;

She gives it ; and let her take it back ; I yield it
Fletcher (antl another). Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

6. To give up or render generally.

The thef . . . ^ette hyra creaunt to Cryst on the crosse.
Pi£rs Plowman (B), xii. 193.

If it is bad to yield a blind submission to authority, it

is not less an error to deny ti? it its reasonable weight.
Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 245.

Life to yield,

To give it up to heal no city's shame
In hope of gaining long-endtiring f.ime.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 318.

7. To admit the force, justice, or truth of;

allow; concede; grant.

Pensive I yeeld I am, and sad in mmd,
Through great desire of glory and of fame.

Spenxer, F. Q., II. ix. 38.

'Tis a grievous case this, I do yield, and yet not to he
despaired. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 651,

I yieUd it just, said Adam, and submit,
Milton, P. L., xi. 626.

This was the fourth man that we lost in this Land-
Joiirney; for those two men that we left the day before
did not come to us till we were in the North Seas, so we
yielded them also for lost, Dampier, Voyages, I. 17.

God yield (or 'Ud) you. See (Jodi, and def. 1 above.—
To jdeld (or yield up) the breath. Same as to yield up
the ghost.

O thou, whose wounds become hard-favour'd death.

Speak to thy father ere thou yield thy breath

;

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 7. 24.

To yield up the ghost See ghost. = Syn. 3. To stipply,

render.— 7. To accord.

II. intrans. 1. To produce; bear: give a re-

turn for labor: as, the tree yields abundantly;
the vaines yielded better last year.— 2. To give

way, as to superior physical force, to a con-



jrield

queror, etc.; give up a contest; submit; suc-
cumb; surrender.

Sir knyght, thow art take ; ydde thow to me, for ye
haue don Inougli. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 461.

Thus yields the cedar to the axe's edge.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 2. 11.

Sometimes I stand desperately to my amis, like the foot
when deserted by their horse ; not in hope to overcome, yieldingly (yel'ding-li), adv.
but only to yuld on njore honourahle terms. manner ; with compliance.

DTTiden. Essay on Dram. Poesy, Ded. yieldingieSS (yel'ding-nes), n. The state or
in a moral sense, as to en- property of being yielding; disposition to com-
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A yielding temper, which will be wronged or baffled.

Kettlewell.

By nature yielding, stubborn but for fame.
Pope, To Miss Blount, with Voiture's Works.

The footsteps of Simplicity, impress'd
Upon the yielding herbage.

Coicper, Task, iv. 621.

In a yielding

cease opposing; ply.

3. To give way,
treaty, argument, or a request
comply; consent; assent.

Ne hadde I er now, my swete herte deere,
Ben yolde, ywis I were now noght here.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1211.

But at last, vpon much intreatie, hee yeelded to let him
go to the General. Hakluyfs Voyages, II. i. 2«7. yieldlesst (yeld'les), a.
Guendolen the Daughter [of Corineus] yeelds to marry. vieldine

Milton, Hist. Eng., i. ,, ^
^'

. , ..

No more, dear love, for at a touch I yield: .

U'"^'""''^''. l^<lless. Arm. Howe, Ulysses, Iii.

Ask me no more. yifti conj. An obsolete form of if.
Tennyson, Princess, vi. (song). yiU (yel), ?!. A Scotch form of ale.

4. To give place, as inferior in rank or excel-/jA/ •;», , W z, Her bread it's to bake,
lence. "^ t-Aft^

_ _Her yill is to brew.

Bismarck wrote, there was only " one voice of regret on
the subject in the Federal Assembly," which in the opin-
ion of many "had given itseU a death-blow by its nield-
vngness in the question of Holstein."

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 225.

[< yield + -less.'] Un-

Bonnie Earl o Murry (Child's Ballads, Vn. 122).

The clachan yiU had made me canty.
Bums, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

yin (y6n), n. A Scotch form of one.
'

yince (y^ns), adv., A Scotch form of OKcei.
yiperu (yip'e-ro), «_. Same as yetapa, 1.

Their matton yUlds to ours, but their beef is excellent.
Sw\ft, Gulliver's Travels, i. 6.

Tell me first, in what more happy fields
The thistle springs, to which the lily yields.

Pope, Spring, 1. 90.

yield (yeld), n. [Early mod. E. also yeeld; < ME.
yehl, geld sieMesild< AS. geld, gield,gildv^y. yird (yerd), «. A Scotch formof earihl.
ment, = OS. geld= OFries. jeld = OHG. Mfe6. yjrkt, v. An obsolete spelling of yerk.
<7e?^ payment, money, G. gdd, money, = Icel. yirr (yir), v. i. A Scotch form of yarh
a/a/rf, payment, etc

; from the verb
: see yield, yig, yisterday. Dialectal forms of yes, yester-

v..a,nd.ei.gild^,gelt^.] If. Payment; tribute, day.
Thateuerymannys wiet, after the deth of hurhnsbond, yit (yit), adv. and COnj.

beyiigataillo', shall kepeasmanyservauntsasthey wille, j/g^l
to werke wt hur to bur usedurynghur widowhode, so she --

here scotte and lotte, yeve and yeld, wt the occupacion.
Ordinance o/Hen. K/7/.(1531),in EnglighGild8(E. E.T.8.)i

[p. 329.

A dialectal form of

2. That which is yielded; the product or re-
turn of growth, cultivation, or care; also, that
which is obtained by labor, as in mines or man-
ufactories.

He shall be like the fruitful tree, . . .

Which in due season constantly
A goodly yield of fruit doth bring. Bacon, Ps. 1.

Some surprising Information about the yield of beet-
root-sugar in France.

E. C. Ormcille Murray, Round about France, p. 26.

I'he yield of the machine is the quantity of electilcity
put in motion in each unit of time.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 185.

3. The act of yielding or giving way, as under
pressure. [Rare.]

Aft er pointing out that the permanent elongation of abar
under lunidtudinal streas consists of a sliding combined
with an increa.'se of volume, the author showed that the
yield is caused )>y the limit of elastic resistance (p) paral-
lel to one particular direction in the bar (generally at 45'

to the .ixis) being less than along any other direction.
Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXV. 707.

yieldable (yel'da-bl), a. [< yield + -able.] 1.
That may or caii be yielded.— 2. That may or
fan yield ; inclined to yield; complying,
yieldablenesst (yel'da^bl-nes), n. A disposi-
tion to peld, comply, or give in.

The Second Private Way of Peace : The Composing our-
selves to a Fit Disposition for Peace ; and therein, . . .

(4.) A yietdableness upon Sight of Clearer Truths.
Bp. Hall, Peace-Maker, il. § 2.

yieldancef (yel'dans), n. [< yield + -ance.]
The aft of yielding, producing, submitting, or
conceding; submi-ssion ; surrender.

He . . . sues, not so much for the prophet's yieldance

jite (yit), n. [Also yoit; said to be imitative.]
The yellow bunting, Emberiza eitrinella. See
cut under yellowhammer. [Local, British.]

-yl. [< Gr. v2.ri, wood, matter.] In chem., a
suffi.x commonly used with radicals, denoting
the fundamental part, the origin: as, vaethyl,
CH3, is the fundamental radical of wood alco-
hol, CH3OH, methylie ether, (CH3)20, methyl
anime, CH3NH2, etc.

ylang-ylane, ». A tall tree of the eustard-
apple family, Cananga odorata, native in Java
and the Philippines, cultivated throughout In-
dia and the tropics. It bears drooping yellow
flowers, 3 inches long, which furnish the ylang-
ylang oil of perfumers

—

Ylang-ylang olL See oa.

ylet, «• An obsolete form of ««/el, aisle, eel, etc.

Y-level (wi'lev'el), n. The common engineers'
spirit-level: so called formerly from tne fact
that the telescope rests on "Y's." in the Ys
the telescope can be rotated at pleasure. The Y-level
has been to a certain extent superseded by the so-called
'dumpy-level," or Gravatt level, and by other improved
nstruments combining more or less completely the pe-
culiarities of the Y-level and the dumpy-level. Also writ-
ten wye-level.

The dumpy level differs from the itn/e level in being at-

instruments combining more or less completely the pe^
_. "

!l. AI

mpy level differs from the ipye levet

tached to the level bar by immoveable upright pieces

,

having the level tube firmly secured to the uprights of the
level bar; in being provided with an inverting eye-piece
(unless ordered otherwise) ; and in the absence of the tan-
gent and slow-motion screws.

Buff and Berger, Hand-Book and HI. Catalogue, 1891.

The most perfect form [of level) now in use being the
improved Dumpy Level, resting on Y's, and named the im-
proved dumpy y Level : it appears to unite in itself all the
good qualities of the others, retaining few of their imper-
fections.

Gen. Frame, Outline of Method of Conducting a Trigono-
[metrical Survey, 4th ed. (1873X p. 83.

as for his own life. Bp. 6orf, Ahaziah Sick, ylichet, yliket, a. and adv. Middle English
jrieldent, />• a. Same as yolden. forms of alike.

yielder (yel'dfer), n. [< ME. geldere; < yield + Y-ligament of Bigelow, The iliofemoral liga-
-f-rl.] It. One who pays; a debtor.— 2. One ment, a fibrous band attached above to the an-
who yields, permits, or suffers ; one who sur- terior inferior spine of the ilium and below to
renders, submits, or gives in. the trochanter major and to a point just above

Dou'l. . Yield thee as my prisoner. the trochanter minor: it serves to strengthen
Blunt. I wag not bom a yielder, thou proud Scot. the capsular ligament of the hip-joint.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 3. U. ylket, «. An old spelling of im.
yielding (yel'ding), n. [< ME. ^cWin/;e; verbal ymaskedt, c A Middle English form of TOegfted.

n. of yield, v.] If. Payment. Prompt. Parv., ymellt, adv. Same as imell.

p. 537.— 2. Compliance; assent; surrender.

Immaculate and spotless is my mind;
That was not forced ; that never was inclined
To accessary yieldings. .'Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1658.

It lies in the bosom of a sweet wife to draw her husband
from any loose imperfection . . . by her politic yielding.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 2.

3. A giving away under physical pressure ; a
settling.

Faults in sleepers, irregular yieldinns on bridges, . . .

and other imperfections, were definitely marked.
Nature, XLIIL 164.

Lo, whilk a complyng is ymd hem alle.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, L 261.

Y-moth (wi'mdth), n. The gamma, Plusia gam-
ma, a noctuid moth common in Europe, whose
larva is a notable pest: so called from a shin-

ing silver Y-shaped mark on the upper wings.
The name extends to others of the genus.
Also Y. See cut under Plusia.

ympt, ympet, «• and v. Obsolete forms of imp.

ympnet, »• An old spelling of hymn. Chau-
cer.

yielding (yel'ding), p. a. Inclined or fit to yield, ynambu (i-nam'bo), «. [S. Amer.] The large
in any sense of the word ; especially, soft ; com- South American tinamou, Ehynchotits rufes-
pliant ; unresisting. eens. See cut under Bhynchotus.
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ynca, ». See inca.

ynoght, ynought, ynowt, a. and adv. Middle
English forms of enough.
yo^ (yo), interj. An exclamation noting effort:
usually joined with ho or 0.

Our anchor soon must change the lay of merry craftsmen
here

For the j(«o-heave-o, and the heave-away, and the sighing
seamen's cheer. S. Ferguson, Forging of the Anchor.

yo2 (yo), pron. A dialectal variant of you.
yoakt, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of yokeA.
yoatt, V. t. An obsolete spelling of yote.
yochell, yochle (yoch'l), n. Scotch spellings
of yokeV^.

yocheP, yockel (yo'kel, yok'l), n. Same as
yokel, hickwull. [Prov. Eng.]
yodet. See yede'i-.

yodel, yodle (yo'dl), v. t. and i.; pret. and pp.
yodeled, yodelled, yodled, ppr. yodeling, yodelling,
yodling. [Also jodel; < G. dial, jodeln.] To
sing with frequent changes from the ordinary
voice to falsetto and back again, after the
manner of the mountaineers of Switzerland
and Tyrol.

A single voice at a great distance was heard yodlinj
forth a ballad. Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 3.

Mules braying, negroes yodliiig, axes ringing, teamsters
singing. G. W. Cable, Dr. Sevier, Iv.

yodel, yodle (yo'dl), n. [< yodel, v.] A song
or refrain in which there are frequent changes
from the ordinary voice to a falsetto. Also
sometimes called warble.

yodeler, yodler (y6'del-6r, -dl6r), «. One who
sings yodels. Also yodeller.

yoft, conj. An obsolete dialectal variant of
though.

My-selffe yofi saye itt. York Plays, p. 272.

yoga (yo'ga), ». [Hind, yoga, < Skt. yoga, union,
devotion, < V yuj, join: see yoke''-.] One of
the branches of the Hindu philosophy, which
teaches the doctrines of the Supreme Being, and
explains the means by which the human soul
may obtain final emancipation from further
migrations, and effect a junction with the uni-
versal spirit. Among the means of effecting this junc-
tion are comprehended a long continuance in various un-
natural postures, withdrawal of the senses from external
objects, concentration of the mind on some grand central
truth, and the like, all of which imply the leading of an
austere hermit life.

yogi (yo'gi), n. [Kind, yogi, < yoga : see yoga.]
A Hindu ascetic and mendicant who practises
the yoga system, and combines meditation with
austerity, claiming thus to acquire a miracu-
lous power over elementary matter. See yoga.
Also yogee and jogi.

Then Rawunna, the giant, assuming the shape of a pil-
grim Yogee rolling to the caves of Ellora— with Gayntree
tlie mystical text on his lips and the shadow of Siva's beard
in his soul— rolls to llama's door, and cries "Alms!
alms !

"

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 316.

yogism (yo'gizm), n. [< yoga -I- -istn.] The
doctrine and practices of the yogis

;
yoga.

yogle (yo'gl), n. Same as ogle^. [Shetland
Isles.]

yoh (yo), n. [Chinese.] An ancient Chinese
reed, shaped like a flute but shorter, having
three to seven holes, and played with one hand.

yo-h.0 (yo-ho'), interj. [Ci. yo^.] A call or cry,

usually given to attract attention.

yeick (yoik), v. t. [< yoick-s.] To urge or drive
by the cry of " Yoicks."

Hounds were barely yoicked into it at one side when a
fox was tallied away. Field, Jan. 23, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)

yoicks (yoiks), interj. [Cf. hoicks.] An old fox-
hunting cry.

Soho ! bark forward ! wind 'em and cross 'em ! hark
forward ! yoics! yoics! Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

Enjoy the pleasures of the chase. . . . Bravo ! . . .

Or, if Yoicks would be in better keeping, consider that
I said Yoicks. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 10,

yoit (yoit), n. Same as yite. Montagu. [Local,
British.]

yojana, yojan (yo'ja-na, yo'jan); n. [Hind, yo-

jan,< Skt. yojana, < t/ yuj, join: see yoke^.]

In Hindustan, a measure of distance, varying
in different places from four to ten miles, but
generally valued at about five.

yokel (yok), n. [Formerly also yoak; < ME.
yok, gok,_ goc, < AS. geoc, gioc, ioc = OS. jtic =
h. juk, jok = MLG. jock, juck, LG. jok, jog =
OHG. joh, MHG. G. joch = Icel. ok = Sw. ok
— Dan. aag = h.jugum (> It. giogo = Sp. yugo
= Pg. jugo = F. joug) = Gr. (vy6v = W. iau =
OBulg. igo = Bohem. jho = Euss. igo = Skt.

juga, yoke ; from a root seen in L. jungere

{V jug), join (> E. join, junction, etc.), = Gr.

Cevymvat {y/ l^vy), join, = Skt. V yuj, join.] 1.

A contrivance of great antiquity, by which



yoke

a pair of draft-animals, particularly oxen, are

fastened together, usually consisting of a piece

7022 yolk

which labor is carried on without interruption, yokelet (yok'let), ». [_< yoke + -lefi A small

Compare 3/ofce?et farm. ITalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Ploughmen in this county have been In the habit of yoke-line, yoke-rope (yok'lm, -rop), n. bee

making two yokes a day in summer— that is, ploughing yokc^, n., 2 (d).

from morning until dinner-time, which is usually at twelve yokelish (yo'kl-ish), a. [< yokeU + -ish.l Be-
-..,_.,.

.
.v™ „,..„ .^,„„„, ,-. .„„. «.„n,fn„ f,,»i. wnrw

'lodging to or characteristic of a yokel ; rustic.

a, body; *, bows of bent wood ; f, keys for fastening bows;
d, clip ; ft draft-ring.

of timber, followed or made curving near each
end, and fitted with bows for receiving the

necks of the animals. From a ring or hook fitted to

the body a chain extends to the thing to be drawn, or to

the yoke of another pair of animals behind,

A red heifer . . . upon which never came yoke.
Num. xix. 2.

In time the savage bull doth bear the yoke.

Shak., Much Ado, L 1. 263.

2. Hence, something resembling this apparatus

in form or use. (o) A frame made to fit the shoulders

and neck of a person, used for carrying a pair of buckets
or panniers, one at each end of the frame.

She had seized and adjusted the wooden yoke across

her shoulders, ready to bear the brimming niilk-pails to

the dairy. Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's lovers, xv.

(6) A frame of wood attached to the neck of an animal to

prevent it from creeping under a fence or gate, or from
jumping over a fence, (c) A cross-bar or curved piece

from which a large bell is suspended for rinsing, (d)

Naut., a bar attached to the rudder-head, and projecting
in each direction sidewise. To the ends are attached the

yoke-ropes or yoke-lities, whicli are pulled by the steers-

man in rowboats, or pass to the drum on the axis of

the steering-wheel in larger craft, (e) A kind of band
or supporting piece to which are fastened the plaited,

gathered, or otherwise falling and depending parts of a
garment, and which by its shape causes these parts to

hang in a certain way ; as, the yoke of a shirt, which is a
double piece of stuff carried around the neck and over
the shoulders, and from which the whole body of the
shirt hangs ; the yoke of a skirt, which supports the full-

ness from the hips downward.

There was a yoke of mulberry colored velvet, which was
applied also at the tops of the sleeves.

The Spectator (St. Louis), XI. 327.

(/) A branch-pipe, or a two way coupling for pipes,

particularly twin hot- and cold-water pipes that unite in

their discharge, (g) In a grain-elevator, the head-frame
or top of the elevator, where the elevator-belt or lifter

passes over the upper drum, and where the cups dis-

charge into the slioot. (h) A carriage-clip for uniting

two parts of the running-gear, (i) A doul)le journal-

bearing having two journals united by l)ars or rods, that

pass on each side of the pulley, the shafting being sup-

ported by both journals : used in some forms of dynanios

to carry the armature ; a yoke-arbor, (j) A pair of iron

clamps of semicircular shape, with a cross screw and
nut at each end for tightening them aroimd heavy pipes

or other objects, for attaching the ropes wlien hoisting

or lowering into position by power. J. S. PldUips, Ex-
plorers' Companion, (k) lu whe^hcrighting, tlie overlap •anb^'^ fvok)
tire-bolt waslier used at the joints of the fellies. E. H. ^"ZT „}i i

o'clock ; then, wlien dinner is over, resuming their work
which is continued till half-past five or six.

X. and Q., 7th ser., X. 19.

Spring yoke, in a railroad-car, a wrought-iron bar shaped
like an inverted U, placed on a journal-box as a support for

a spring. Al&o called fipring saddle. See cut under car-

truck. =Syn, 6. Brace, etc. See pairl.

yokel (yok), v. ;
pret. and pp. yoked, ppr, yok-

ing. [Formerly also yoak; < ME. goken, geoken

(LGt. joken = G. jochen = L. jugare) ; from the

no'on.] I. trans. 1. To put a yoke on.

Away she hies.

And yokes her silver doves.
Shan., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1190.

The gentle Birds bow'd down their willing heads.

Not to be yanked, but adorned by
The dainty harness. J. Beaumont, Psyche, ili, 68.

2. To join or couple by means of a yoke.

For o Grifloun there wil here, fleynge to his Nest, a gret

Hors, or 2 Oxen zoked to gidere, as thei gon at the

Plowghe, MandevUle, Travels, p. 269.

3. To join; couple; link; unite.

O then . . . my name
Be yoked with his that did betray the Best

!

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 419.

But, Izrael

!

Alasl why yoakst thou God with Baal?

SylvesUr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., I'he Schiame.

Rather than to be yoked with this bridegroom la ap-

pointed me, I would take up any husband.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 2.

4. To restrain; confine; oppress; enslave.

They thought it better to be somewhat hardly yoked at

home than forever abroad discredited.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

Then were they yoak'd with Garrisons, and the places

consecrate to thir bloodie superstitions destroi'd.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

As well be yoked by Despotism's hand
As dwell at large in Britain's charter'd land.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 25&

5. To put horses or other draft-animals to.

Compare the colloquial phrase to harness a

wagon.
Tliey hae yoked carts and wains.

To ca' their dead away.
Auld Maitland (Child's Ballads, YI. 226).

Ye need na yoke the pleugh.
Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

Toked bottle, in ceram., a double bottle : so called from
the band or bar of baked clay which connects the two ves-

sels comprising it.

II. intrans. To be joined together
;
go along

with.
Tlie care

That yokes with empire.
Tennyson, To the Queen.

[Rare.]

A very rural population, with somewhat yokelish no-

tions. Jour. Anthrop. Irtet., XVL 236.

yoke-mate (yok'mat), n. Same as yokefellow.

yoke-toed (yok'tod), a. In ornitJi., pair-toed

;

zygodactyl, as a woodpecker or cuckoo. See
out under pair-toed.

Such arrangement is called zygodactyle or zygodactyl-

ous; and birds exhibiting it are said to be yoke-toed.

Corns, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 126.

yoking (yo'king), n. [Verbal n. of yoke^, c] 1

.

The act of putting a yoke on ; the act of joining

or coupling.— 2. As much work as is done by
draft-animals at one time ; hence, generally, as
much work as is done at a stretch.

At length we had a hearty yokin'

At sang about.
Bums, First Epistle to J. Lapraik.

I ne'er gat anygude by his doctrine, , , , but a sour fit

o' the batts wi' sitting amang the wat moss-hags for four

hoiu-s at a yoking. Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

Yokohama fO'Wls. Same as Japanese long-tailed

fowls (which see, under Japanese).

yoky (yo'ki), a. [< yoke^ + -y^.'\ 1. Yoked.
[Rare.]

Seated in a chariot burning bright.

Drawn by the strength of yoky dragons' necks.

Marlowe, Dr. Faustus, vi., chorus, 1. 6.

2. Pertainingtooreonsistingof ayoke. [Rare.]

So unremov^d stood these steeds ; . . .

. . . their manes, that flourish'd with the Are
Of endless youth allotted them, fell through the yoky

sphere. Chapman, Iliad, xvii. 882.

Yolt, n. An obsolete variant of Yule.

yoldt. -An obsolete preterit and past participle

of yield.

yoldent,l'.«- [Obs. pp. of yi^id.] Yielded; sur-

rendered; submissive.

With loke doun cast and humble iyolden chere.
Chaucer, Troilus, lil 96.

In humble spirit is set the temple of the Lord, . . .

Whose Church is built of love, and deckt with hot desire.

And simple faith ; the yolden ghost his mercy doth re<iuire.

Surrey, Paraphrase of part of EccL iv.

Yoldia (yol'di-a), n. [NL. (Moller, 1842), named
after Count Toldi of Sweden.] A genus of bi-

valves, of the family Nuculidae (or Ledidx), re-

lated to the ark-shells. The several species are of

boreal distribution ; they resemble the members of the

genus Leda, but have long slender siphons, a compressed

long oval shell, beaked and slightly gaping l>ehind, and
covered with shining epidermis. 1'. arctv:a, Y. litnatula,

and Y. thraci^/ormis are examples ; the latter is found

in deep water off the New England coast.

dialectal variant of yolding (yol'ding), «. Same as yoldring—yel-

low yoldlng. Same as yi/'
Same

and m. A
Kn^W. (i) In an electromagnet consisting of two parallel VOX, yex. Also yolk.

'l?TH^?a^o1rtr'S^7vo1'TriT''dr^^^
cores joined across one pair of ends to form a U- or horse- Whose ugly locks and yolHnge voice yoiarmg, yOlttrin (,} oianng, -urin

;

shoe-shaped magnet,the cross-bar joining the ends is called Did make all men afeard. as yeldnng, yowley. [i'rov. i.ng.J

the yoie of the magnet.
.

JfS. ^«/imo!e 208. (Balliwell.)
gut you heed me no more than a goss-hawk minds » yel-

3. An emblem, token, or mark of servitude, yokeage (yo'kaj), n. Same as rokeage. low yoldring. Scott, Abbot, iviL

slavery, and sometimes of suffering generally, yoke-arbor (y6k'ar"bor), n. A form" of double yolet v i. An obsolete variant of yawU.

i^m\nTcLsL''rir''pr™onTrs oTwar rpasHnde^a J«^"''^V^'>|.f°'-P""«y-'^Pi°^l<'^'.!:^^°S,?rntW k^ ^^?^^'
""nJ^^<.l''^'' i^^^' yff'r"''!

'

yoke. This yoke was sometimes an actual ox-yoke, and arm extending from one bearing to the other ^.g. geolca, yolk, lit. 'the yellow part,' < geolu.

was sometimes symbolized by a spear resting across two on each side of the pulley, and serving to pro- " _^_. ...7,... n 1 mi, n— „,.j „„„„,

others fixed upright in the ground.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me. .

yoke is easy and my burden is light. Mat. xi. 29, 30.

like fooles, they doe submit their necke
Vnto the slavish yoke & proudest checke
Of Romes insulting tyrant.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. B.\ p. 52.

4. Something which couples, connects, or binds
together; a bond of connection; a link; a tie.

Companions . . .

Whose souls do bear an equal yoke of love.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 4. 13.

You see I am tied a little to my yoke;
Pray, pardon me ; would ye had both such loving wives

!

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, ii. 2.

5. A chain or ridge of hills ; also, a single hill

in a chain : obsolete, but still retained in some
place-names: as, Troutbeck Fofce, [Lake Dis-

trict, Eng.]— 6. A pair; couple; brace: said

of things united by some link, especially of

draft-animals: very rarely of persons, in con-

tempt.

Another a-non ryght nede seyde he hadde
To folwen flf ^okes, . . . and greithliche hem dryue.

Piers Plowman (C), viii, 296.

These that accuse him , , , are a yoke of his discarded

men. Shak., M. W. of W,, ii, 1, 181.

7, As much land as may be plowed by a pair of

oxen in a day; hence, as much work generally

as is done at a stretch ; also, a part of the work-
ing-day, as from meal-time to meal-time, in yokel^,

tect the belt from chafing. E. H. Knight.
For my yoke-bone (yok'bon), n. The jugal or malar
'" "" bone, entering into the formation of the zy-

goma. See cut under skull.

yoke-de'Vil (y6k'dev"l), n. A companion devil.

[Bare.]

Treason and murder ever kept together.

As two yoke-devils sworn to cither's purpose.

,
Shak., Hen. V„ ii. 2. 106,

yoke-elm (yok'elm), n. See hornbeam.

yokefellow (y6k'fel"6), n. One associated

with another in labor, or in a task or undertak-

ing; also, one connected with another by some
tie or bond, as marriage; a partner; an asso-

ciate ; a mate.
I intreat thee also, true yokefellow, help those women

which laboured with me in the gospel. Phil. iv. 3.

Your wife is your own flesh, the staff of your age, your
yoke-fellow, with whose help you draw through the mire

of this transitory world.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

yokell (yo'kl), re. [Sc. also yochel, yochle; ori-

gin obscure. Cf. gawk, gowk."] A rustic or

countryman; especially, a country bumpkin.

Yokels looking up at the tinselled dancers and poor old

rouged tumblers. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Pref,

The coach was none of your steady-going, yokel coaches.

but a swaggering, rakish, dissipated London coach ; up all

night, and lying by all day, and leading a devil of a life,

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxvi.

Same as hickwall.

yellow: seej/eWoic] 1. The yellow and princi-

pal substance of an egg, as distinguished from
the white ; that protoplasmic content of the

ovum of any animal which forms the embryo in

germination, with or without some additional

substance which serves to nourish the embryo
during its foi-mation, as distinguished from a

mass of albumen which may surround it, and
from the egg-pod or shell which incloses the

whole ; the vitellus, whether formative wholly

or in part. In holoblastic ova, which are usually of mi-

nute or microscopic size, the whole content of the cell-

wall is yolk which undergoes complete. segmentation,

and is therefore formative or germinal vitellus, or mor-

pholeclthus. In l.trge meroblastic eggs, however, such as

tliose we eat of various birds and reptiles, the true germ-

yolk forms only the nucleus and a relatively small part of

tlie whole yolk-ball, which then consist* mainly of food-

yolk or ti-opliolecithns. This is the yolk of ordinary

language, forming a relatively large ball of usually yel-

low and minutely granular substance which floats in a

mass of white or colorless albumen, inclosed in a deU-

cato pellicle, or vitelline membrane, and is steadied or

stayed in position by certain strands of stringy albumen
forming the chalazaj. The quantity of genu- and of food-

yolk relatively to each other and also to the amount of

white varies much in different eggs, as doe.-i also the rela

live position of the two kinds of yolk. (See ectolecithal,

cmtroleeithal.) In the largest eggs, as of birds, the great

bulk results from the copiousness of the white and of the

food-yolk, and the germ-volk appears only at a point on

the surface of the latter, where it forms the so-called

tread or cicatricula. Some eggs contain more than one

yolk, but this is rare and anomalous. See egg, opuim, and

riteUus ; also segmentation of the rittllus (under tegmen-

tation\ and cuts under gattrulation.



yolk

The tother [man] was salowere thene the ^oiie of a naye
[an egg]. MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3284.

2. The vitellus, a part of the seed of plants,

so named from Its supposed analogy with the
yolk of an egg.— 3. The gi'easy sebaceous se-

cretion or unctuous substance from the skin of

the sheep, which renders the fleece soft and
pliable; wool-oil.

Is not the yoke, or natural oiliness of the wool in the
animal, more elHcacious?

Affric, Surv, of Galloway, p. 283. (Jamieson,)

Food yolk. Stefood-yolk, meroblastic, and tropholecithtis.

— Formative yolk, germinal yolk, which enters into the
formation of the embryo, as distinguished from the food-
yolk, which does not undergo segmentation ; morpholeci-
thus ; vitellus germinativus. See holoblagtic.— Glycerite
of yolk of egg, a mixture of yolk of egg (45 parts) with
glycerin (55 partsX used as a vehicle for medicinal oils and
resins.

yolk^, V. See yoke^. SalliweU.

yolk-Dag (yok'bag), n. Same as yolk-sac.

yolk-cleavage (yok'kle'vaj), «. In embryo!.,

segmentation of the vitellus (which see, under
seginentatimt). See cut Madier gastrulation.

yolk-duct (yok'dukt), n. In enifert^o?., the duc-
tus vitellinus, or vitelline duct, which conducts
from the cavity of the umbilical vesicle to that

of the intestine through a constriction, at and
near the navel, of the original globular cavity

of the yolk-sac. See cut under embryo.

yolked (yokt), a. [< yolk + -cd^.] Furnished
with a yolk or vitellus : frequently used in com-
position : as, a AoviAe-yolked egg.

The effect of the loss of a large food-yolk . . . was
shown to resemble a sitnihir loss of food-yolk in the eggs
of Micrometrus as compared with other large-yoZted ovip-

arous fish egcs. Amer. Nat., XXIII. 928.

yolk-gland (yok'gland), H. Same as vitellarium.

yolk-sac (yok'sak), «. The umbilical vesicle

(which see, under vesicle). Also called yolk-

bag. See cuts under embryo and uterus.

While the yolk in the latter is minute as compared with
that of the former, the yolksack is just as large,

Amer. Nat, XXIII. 926.

yolk-segmentation (yok'seg-men-ta'shon), «.

Same as yolk-cleavage. See segmentation of the

vitellus (under segmentation), and cut under gas-
trulation.

yolk-skin (yok'skin), u. The vitelline mem-
brane ; the delicate pellicle which incloses the
yolk of an egg, especially when this is large.

yolky(y6'ki),a. [< jott 4- -yl.] 1. Resembling
or consisting of yolk ; having the nature of yolk.

In addition to the minute yolk-spherules scattered
through the protoplasm, there are a few larger bodies, . .

.

probably of a yolky nature. Micros. Set., XXX. 5.

2. Greasy or sticky, as unwashed wool. Halli-

voell. [Prov. Eng.j
Because of the yolky fleece.

New York Semi-xoeMy Tribune, Aug. 18, 1887.

yollt, I'. An obsolete variant of yelft.

yolling (yol'ing), n. See yowley.

yon (yon), n. and y^ron. [Also dial, yen; < ME.
yon, yiin, geon, < AS. geon (rare) = OHG. MHG.
G. jener, that, = Icel. enn, inn, often written
liinn. the, = Goth. Jains, that ; with adj. for-

mative -na, from a pronominal base seen in Gr.

Of, who, orig. that, Skt. ya, who. Cf. yond\ yon-

der.'] That or those, referring to an object at

a distance
;
yonder: now chiefly poetic.

Luke ze aftyre evensange be armyde at-ryghttez,

On bloukez by gone buscsyle, by ,jvne blythe stremez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 895.

O what hills are yon, yon pleasant hills,

That the sun shines sweetly on?
"O yf/n are the hills of heaven," he said.

The Diemin Lover (Child's Ballads, I. 208X

Ye see yon birkie ca'd a lord.
Burm, For A' That

Behold her, single in the Held,

Yon solitary Higldand Lass !

Wordmarth, The Solitary Reaper.

yon (.von), adv. [An altered form of yond, con-
formed to yon, n.] Same as yonder.

Him that yon soars on golden wing.
Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 52.

Hither and yon. .See hither.

yondlf (yoiiil ), adv. and prep. [< ME. yond, gotid,

gund, as prep, also geond, gend, < AS. geond =
LG. giend = Goth, jaind, there; cf. yonder,

beyond, and yon.] I, adv. In or at that (more
or less distant) place ;

yonder.
And to the yonder hlUe I gan hire gyde.

Alias I and ther I took of hire my Iceve,

And yonde I sauxh hire to hire fader ryde.
Chaacer, Troilus, v. 612.

Say what thou seest yntul. Sliak., Tempest, L 2. 409.

n. prep. Through.
;;ond al the world. Castell off Loce, 1. 1448.

yondlf (yond), «. [< ME. yond, gond, gund,

(end; a later form of yon, made to agree with

the adv. yond.] Same as yon or yonder.
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Is yond your mistress?

Middleton (and otheri). The Widow, iii. 3.

And see yond fading Myrtle.
Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

yond^t (yond), a. [Appar one of Spenser's
inventions, a forced use of yond^, a.] Beside
one's self; mad; furious; insane. [Bare.]

Then like a Lyon . . . wexeth wood and yond.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 40.

yonder (yon'der), adv. [Also dial, yender; <

ME. yonder, gonder, gunder, yender, gender =
MD. ghender, ghinder = Goth, jaindre, there ; a
compar. form of yo»,with suffix -der as in hither,

AS. hider, under, AS. under, etc.] At or in that
(more or less distant) place; at or in that place
there.

The felisshepe is yourez that yender ye see.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2869.

Hold, yonder is some fellow skulking.
Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 4.

Chaucer uses the adverb frequently before the noun, and
preceded by that or the: a use indicating the transition
to the adjective use :

In that yonder place
My lady first me took unto her grace.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 580.

yonder (yon'dfir), «. l<. yonder, adv. Ci.yon.]
Being at a distance within view, or as con-
ceived within view ; that or those, referring to
persons or things at a distance.

Our pleasant labour to reform
Yon flowery arbours, yonder alleys green.

Milton, P. L, iv. 626.

Sweet Emma Moreland of yonder town
Met me walking on yonder way.

Tennyson, Edward Uray.

yongt, yonghedet, yongtht, etc. Obsolete forms
of young, etc.

yonkert, «. An obsolete spelling of younker.

yook (yok^, v. and n. Same as yuck.

yoop (yop), n. [Imitative; cf. whoop^, cloop,

etc.] A word imitative of a hiccuping or sob-
bing sound. [Rare.]

There was such a scuffling, and hugging, and kissing,

and crying, with the hysterical yoops of Miss Swartz, . . .

as no j>en can depict. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

yopon (yo'pon), n. Same as yapon.

yorel (yor), adv. [< ME. yore, gore, < AS. gedra,

of yore, formerly an adverbial gen. of time, lit.

'of years,' gen. pi. of jrear, year: see year.] In
time past; long ago; in old time: now used
onlyin the phrase o/^ore— that is, of old time;
long ago.

A man may serven bet and more to pay
In half a yer, althow it were no more.
Than sum man dotll that hath served ful yore.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 476.

Whan Adam had synnyd, thou seydest yore
That he xulde deye and go to helle.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 107.

In Times of yore an ancient B.iron liv'd.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

Instead of the great tree that used to shelter the quiet

little Dutch inn of yore, there now was reared a tall naked
pole. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 58.

ypre^ (yor), a. Same as yare^. Halliwell.

Yoredale rocks. In Eng. geol., the upper por-

tion of tlie Carboniferous limestone series. In
this—as in the Pennine area— the massive limestone (the

Thick, Scaur, or Main limestone) is succeeded t)y a series

oi flagstones, grits, shales, limestones, with a few seams
of coal, the whole varying greatly in thickness in locali-

ties not far distant from each other. This series was
named from Yoredale, in Yorkshire, where it has a devel-

opment of from 500 to 1,500 feet. In its paleontological

features it does not differ much from the Carboniferous

limestone series generally. In the Yoredale rocks are the

celebrated lead-mines of Alston Moor and others. Also
called Yon-dale grimp and Yoredale series.

York-and-Lancaster rose. See rose^.

Torkish (yor'kish), a. [< York (see def.) +
-js/il.] 1. Pertaining to the city of York or to

the county of York, in England.— 2. Adhering
to the house of York. See Yorkist.

But if thy ruby lip it spy,

As kiss it thou mayest deign.

With envy pale 'twill lose its dye.

And Yorkish turn again. The White Rose.

Yorkist (yor'kist), n. and a. [< York (see def.

)

+ -ist.] I. n. An adhcent of the house of

York, or a supporter of their claims to the

crown, especially in the Wars of the Roses.

The next Henry Percy, fourth earl, was, however, re-

stored by Edward IV. and became a Yorkist.

Edinburgh lien., CLXVni. 379.

n. a. In Eng. hist., pertaining to the dukes

or the royal house of York. The Yorkist kings

wore Edward IV., Edward V., and Richard IIL (1461-85),

and their claims to the crown rested on their descent

from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, and Edmund, Duke of

York, respectively the third and fifth sons of Edward III.

See Lancastrian, and ITar* of the Roses (under rosei).

young
The grand episode or tragedy of Perkin [Warbeck] . . .

connects the Yorkist intrigues with the social discontents
in a way more striking than any of the previous outbursts.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 348.

York pitch. See pitch of a plane, under pitch^

.

Yorksnire flannel. Flannel of superior qual-
ity, made of undyed wool.
Yorkshire pudding. A pudding made of bat-
ter without sweets of any kind, and baked un-
der meat, so as to catch the drippings.

Yorkshire stone. Stone from the Millstone-
grit series, extensively quarried in Yorkshire,
England, for building and various other pur-
poses.

Yorkshire terrier. See terrier^.

yorling (yor'ling), n. Same as yolling. See
yotvley.

Half a paddock, half a toad,
Half a yellow yorling. Scotch Ballad.

Yoshino lac(iuer. See lacquer.

yostregert, ». Same as austringer.

On of ye yostregere unto . , , Henry the VIII.
Epitaph, quoted In N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 106.

yot (yot), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. yotted, ppr. yotting.

[Prob. a var. of yote, melt, hence weld: see
yote.] To unite closely ; fasten; rivet. [Prov.
Eng.]
yote (yot), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. yoted, ppr. yoting.

[< ME. yoten, var. of yeten, geten, geoten, < AS.
gedtan, pour: see yet^.] To pour water on;
steep. [Obsolete or provincial.]

My fowls, which well enough
I, as before, found feeding at their trough
Their yoted wheat. Chapman, Odyssey, xix. 760.

you, pron. See ye^.

yonk (youk), v. i. See yuck.

yoult, ''. i. See yowl.

youlingt, n. A spelling of yowling.

young (yung), a. and n, [Early mod. E. also

yong; < ME. yong, yung, gmig, gong, ging, < AS.
geong, giung, iung (in compar. also ging-, gyng-,

geng-) = OFries. jung, jong = OS. jnng = D.
jong = MLOr. junk, LG./wnjr=OHG. MHG.junc,
G. jung = Icel. jungr, ungr = Sw. Dan. ung =
Goth, juggs (compar. juhiza ?) ; Tent. *yunga,
contr. of "yuwanga or *yuwanha= W. ieuangc=
Id. juvencus = 8kt. yuvaga, young; an extension
or derivative, with adj. suffix (L. -cu-s), of a sim-
pler form seen in L. juvenis = OBulg. j««« =
Russ. iunuii, etc., = Lith. J«m«ms = Lett. ja««.s"

= Skt. yuvan, young ; cf. Skt. yavishtha, young-
est. From E. young is ult. E. youth. From the
L. word are ult. 'E. juvenile,Juvenal, juvenescent,

rejuvenate, etc.] I. a. 1. Being in the first or
early stage of life ; not long born ; not yet

arrived at maturity or full age; not old: said

of animals: as, a young child; a young man; a
young horse.

Thow art jonge and sepe, and hast geres ynowe
Forto lyue longe and ladyes to louye.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 17.

Let the young lambs bound
As to the tabor's soimd 1

Wordsworth, Ode, Immortality.

2. Being in the first or early stage of growth:
as, a young plant ; a young tree.

He cropped off the top of his young twigs.
Ezek. xvii. 4.

I wish'd myself the fair young beech
That here beside me stands.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

3. Being in the first or early part of existence

generally; not yet far advanced, of long dura-

tion, or of full development; recent; newly
come to pass or to be.

Rom. Is the day so young?
Ben. But new struck nine.

SAai., R. and J., i. 1. 166.

Th' impatient fervor . . . threat'ning death

To his young hopes. Cowper, Task, ill 604.

4. Having the appearance and freshness or

vigor of youth; youthful in look or feeling;

fresh; vigorous.

Thei that duellen there and drynken often of thatWelle,

thLd nevere han Sekenesse, and thei semen alle weys zonge.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 169.

He is only seven-and-thirty, very young for his age, and

the most affectionate of creatures.

Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, vi.

5. Having little experience; ignorant; raw;

green.
We are yet but youKj; in deed.

, „ , .. ... , ,,^
Shak., Macbeth, ni. 4. 144.

How for to sell he knew not well,

For a butcher he was but young.

Robin Hood and the Butcher (Child's Ballads, V. 34).

6. Pertaining or relating to youth; spent

or passed during youth; youthful: as, in his

younger days he was very hot-headed.
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[< young + -ly^.'i InGod forbid 1 shotUd be so bold to press to heaven In my youngly (yung'li), adv.
young days. Shak., Tit And., iv. 3. 91. youth ; as a youth.
King Edward the slxt, being of young yeres, but olde in g(,„ youngly he began to serve his country.

wit Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 158.
n -a « o ^^^^^ ^^^ ..

^ ^^^

7. Junior: applied to the younger of two per- youngness (yung'nes), n. [< young + -we«s.]

sons, especially when they have the same name The condition of being young. Cudivorth.
or title : as, young Mr. Thomas Bay called with Young's modulus. See modulus.
a message from his father. [CoUoq.] — 8. youngster (yung'stfer), to. [< young + -ster.'] 1.

Newly or lately arrived. [Australia.]

So says I, " You're rather young there, a'n't you ? I was
by there a fortnight ago."

H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, p. 33.

The Young Pretender. See pretender, 3.—Young
AmerlcaTtne rising generation in the United States.

[Colloq.]—Young beer. See schenk 6eer, under beer^.—

Yotmg blood. See Wood.—Young England, a group
of Tory politicians, chiefly recruited from the younger
members of the aristocracy, who, about 1844, opposed
free trade and radicalism, and advocated the restoration

of the supposed former condition of things. Among their

leaders were Disraeli and Lord John SI annera.— Young
flood, fustic, hyson, Ice. See the nouns.— Young Ire-

A young person ; a lad : sometimes applied also

to young animals, especially horses.

For Aden's sake, ayoungster proud and wild.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 120.

A youngster at school, more sedate than the rest.

Covtper, Pity for Poor Africans.

With the exception of her full sister, . . . this Ally is

considered the highest bred trotting youngster now on the

American continent.
New York Evening Post, June 28, 1889.

2. A junior oflScer in a company, battery, or

troop. [Familiar and colloq.]

land,' a group of Irish politicians and agitators, active youngtht (yungth), n. [Early mod. E. yongth;
"" . ~ . .. ._ .^ „.„ „ <ME. yongth, gongthe, gungthe; < young + -th'^.about 1840-50, who were at first adherents of O'Connell,

but were separated from him through their advocacy of

physical force, and took part in the rising of 1848.—Young
Italy, an association of Italian republican agitators, ac-

tive aljout 1834, under the lead of Mazzini. Analogous
republican groups in other countries were called Young
Oermamj, Young Poland, and Young France, and these

republican associations collectively were known as Young
Eiirope.

H. ». Offspring collectively.

The egg that soon
Bursting with kindly rupture forth disclosed

Their callow young. Milton, P. L., vii. 420.

The mother-linnet in the brake
Bewails her ravish'd young.

Bums, A Mother's Lament younker (yung'kfer)
With young, pregnant ;

gravid. . ^ -r^ • i

Cf. youth, an older word of the same ult. ele-

ments.] Youth.
The lusty yongth ofmans might

Oower, Conf. Amant (ed. 1654), p. clrvilL

The momefuU Muse in myrth now list ne maske.
As shee was wont in youngth and sommer dayes.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

youngtlllytCynngth'li), a. [FoTmeT]y yongthly

;

< youngth + -ly^.'] Youthful.

He breathlesse did remaine,
And all his yongthly forces idly spent

Spenser, Muiopotmos, L 431.

[Formerly also yonlcer

So many days my ewes have been with young.
SAaA:.,3Hen.VL,ii. 6. 35.

Young of the year, in ornith., specifically, birds which
have left the nest and acquired their first plumage. Most
birds hatch in summer, and, after putting oft the down-
feathers characteristic of the nestling, acquire a special

first feathering ; and as long as this is worn, or until the

first true molt, they are young of the year, without regard

to the length of time this plumage may be worn, as it is

always replaced by the following spring.

youngert (yung'gfer), n. [< ME. yonger, ganger,

gungre, gingre, etc., < AS. gyngra, gingra, gengra

(= (i. jiinger, etc.), a follower, disciple, lit. a
younger person (as distinguished from yldra,

an elder), compar. of geong, giung, iung, young:
seeyoung.l A young person; a disciple. Shak.,

M. of v., ii. 6. 14 (quartos).

youngerly (yung'g6r-li), a. [< younger, com-
par. of young, + -ly\ after elderly.] Somewhat
yoimg; below middle age. [Colloq., U. S.]

The life-blood of Christendom flows in the veins of her
youngerly men. Church Union, Jan. 11, 1868.

young-eyed (yung'id), a. Having the fresh,

bright eyes or look of youth.

StiU quiring to the young-eyed cherubins.
Shak., SL of V., v. 1. 62.

youngheadt (ynng'hed), n. [< ME. yonghede;

< young + -head.'] Youth.

Elde was paynted after this,

Tliat shorter was a fote, iwya,

Than she was wont in her yonghede.
Rom. of the Base, 1. 861.

Young-Helmholtz theory of color. See color.

youngling (yung'ling), n. and a. [< ME.
ling, gongling, gungling,<. AS. geongling

jungeling), a youngman, < geong, young,
E. -fonjrl.] i. n. 1. A young person ; a youth
or child.

Due privilege allow'd, we all should go
Before, and she, the youngling, come behind.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 10.

2. Any young thing, as an animal, a plant, etc.;

anything immatjire, undeveloped, or recent.

More dear unto their God then younglings to their dam.
Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 57.

Speak, whlmp'ring younglings, and make known
The reason why
Ye droop and weep.

Herrick, To Primroses Fill'd with Morning Dew.

3. A novice ; a new-comer ; a beginner.

This Naaman was but an youngling in God's religion.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853X II. 338.

II. a. Youthful; young.
The mountain raven's youngling brood
Have left the mother and the nest.

Wordmoorth, Idle Shepherd-boys.

The frequent chequer of a youngling tree.

KeMs, I Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill.

youngly (yung'li), a. [< ME. gangly, gunglieh,

< AS. geonglie, < geong, young, + -lie, E. -ly^.]

Youthful.
Sum men clepen It the Welle of Zonthe : for thel that

often drynken there of semen alle weys Zongly, and lyven
with outen Svkenesse. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 169.

youth

I leave it [the poem] to your honourable survey, and
your honour to your heart's content.

Shak.,Venaa and Adonis, Ded. to the Earl of Southampton.

[Your was used formerly to denote a class or species weU
known. This use survives as an archaism, and now often

adds a slurring or humorous significance.

Your serpent of Egypt is bred now of your mud by the
operation of your sun. .Shak., A. and C, IL 7. 29.

Your great Philosophers have been voluntarily poor.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 352.)

yourn (yom), pran. Yours. [Prov. Eng. and
U.S.]
yours (yorz), jyron. [< ME. yaures, goitres, etc.

;

with added ppss. suffix, as in ours, theirs, etc.

:

see your.] That which belongs or those which
belong to you : the possessive used without a
following noun. Preceded by of, it is equivalent to

the personal pronoun you : as, a friend of yours. Compare
the similar phrases made with the other possessives in

the independent form.

Ye cruell one! what glory can be got
In slaying him that would live gladly yours!

Spenser, Sonnets, Ivif.

What 's mine is yours and what is yours is mine.
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 643.

Four* is no love. Faith and Religion fly it
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, L 1.

If by Fate yours only must be Empire, then of necessitie

ours among the rest must be subjection.
Milton, Hist Eng., IL

[Yours is sometimes used in specific senses without refer-

ence to a noun previously mentioned : (a) Your prop-

erty, (b) The persons belonging to you ;
your friends or

relatives.

Bothe to me & to myne mykull vnright
And to yow& also yours jomeryng [mourning] for ener.

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.X L 1722.

O God, I fear thy justice will take hold
On me, and you, and mine, and yours for this 1

Shak., Rich. IlL, ii. 1. 132.

(«) Your letter : as, yours of the 16th inst is at hand.

(= Sw. Dan. junker) ; < MD. joncker, D. jonker

= MLG. junker, juncher, LG. junker = MHG.
junker, junkher, junckher, jonker, G. junker, a

young gentleman, a young man; contracted

and reduced to the form of a derivative in -er, <

D. jonkheer = LG. jungheer = MHG. juncherre,

juncherre, G. jungherr, junger Herr, young gen-

tleman: see young and herre^, herr. Cf. G.

jungfer, similarly reduced fxora jungfrau.] It.

A young man of condition ; a young gentleman
or knignt.

Amongst the rest, there was a jolly knight ; . . .

But that same j/ounier soone was overthrowne.
i / .. ^c' i /x

Spenser, F. Q., IV. L 11. yourself, yourselves (ypr-self , -selvz ), pran.

Ulysses slept there, and close by [< ME. your selven, etc . : see yo«r and self.] An
The other younkers. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv. emphatic or reflexive form of the second per-

I have yowrs just now of the 19th.

Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, July 27, 1726.]

Abbreviated yrs.

Yours truly, yours to command, etc., phrases of con-

ventional politeness immediately preceding the signa-

ture at the end of a letter : hence sometimes used play-

fully by a speaker in alluding to himself.

Yours truly, sir, has an eye for a fine woman and a fine

horse. W. Collins, Armadale, II. 168. (Boppe.)

sonal pronoun, ye, you. Yourself is used when a sin-

gle person is addressed (compare ye, your), and yourselves

when more than one. As nominatives, the words are used

for emphasis, either in apposition with you or alone.

Ye se well your-seluyn the sothe at your egh.

Hit is no bote here to byde for baret with-oute.

Destruction of Troy (E. K T. S.), 1. 12333.

1 knowe yow alle as wele or beter than ye do youreself.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iL 14L

Conversation is but carving

;

Carve for aU, yourself is starving.
Swift, Verses on a Lady.

In the objective case yourself or yourselves is commonly
reflexive : when emphatic it is usually in apposition with

ymt. Compare himself, herself, etc.

Call forth your actors by the scroll. Masters, spread

yourselves. Shak., M. N. D., L 2. 16.

"Stay then a little," answered Julian, "here.

And keep yourself, none knowing, to yourself."

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, Golden Supper.

) < ME. your, gaur, goure, yourta, yourte, n. French spellings of yurt.

AS. edwer (= OS. iuwar = youse (yoz), n. [E. Ind.] The chetah or hunt-

0H(}. iuw'er = Goth, izwara), gen. of ge (dat. jng-leopard, Guepardus jubatus. Also yame.
ace. edio), you: see ye^, you. (6) < ME. your, gee cut under chetah.

gaur, goure, gowre, iaur, ower, our, eoure, eawre, youth (yoth), n. [< ME. youthe, youhthe,

eoicer, < AS. e6icer = OS. iuwar, iuwa = OFries. jouthe, gouthe, yhouthe, guxcetlie, gugethe, geo-

iuwe, etc., = Goth, tofor, poss. pron.: see (a), guthe, iugethe, etc., < AS. qedgath, gidguth,

above.] A.\. pers. pran. Of you: the original iugoth = OS.juguth, jugtid z=T>.jeugd = ORG.

2. A yoimg person ; a lad ; a youngster.

Pagget, a school-boy, got a sword, and then
He vow'd destruction both to birch and men

;

Who wo'd not think this yonJcer fierce to fight?
Herrick, Upon Pagget

It was a pleasure to see the sable younkers lick in the

unctuous meat Lamb, Chimney-sweepers.

The juveniles and j^o«n*er« in the town.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 6.

St. A novice ; a simpleton ; a dupe.

What will you make a younker of me ? shall I not take

mine ease in mine inn but I shall have my pocket picked?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 3. 92.

Any. Is he your brother, sir?

Emt. Yes.—Would he were buried!

I fear he'll make an ass of me, a younker.

Fletcher (and another). Elder Brother, ill. 6.

4. Same SiSjmiker.
Same as yapon.

genitive of yei, you.

Sitthen I am goure aire hefd [i. e., head of you all],

ich am goure aire hele [salvation].

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 473.

B. pass. pron. It. Of you; belonging to you:

used predicatively : now replaced by yours.

I wolde permute [change] my penaunce with jourre.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 110.

I . . . mot ben youre whil that my lyf may dure.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 642.

And she ansuerde, " I am yowre and the childe youre,

therfore do with me and with hym youre will."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 89.

2. Belonging to you : possessive and adjective

in use, preceding the noun. While plural in form
and original meaning, it is now commonly also used, like

the nominative you, in addressing an individual.

"I haue no kynde knowyng," quod I, "to conceyue alle

goure wordes." Piers Plowman (B), viiL 57.

Promise unto the Lord your God, and keep it all ye that

are round about him.
Boo* of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. Ixxvi. 11.

jugund, MHG. jugeni, G. jugend, youth ; with

abstract formative -th (-oth, etc.), < AS. geong,

etc., young: seeyoung. A " restored " form ap-

pears in youngth.] 1. The condition of being

young; youthfulness; youngness; juvenility.

These opinions have youth in their conntenance ; an-

tiquity knew them not ; it never thought nor dreamed of

them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

In fact there 's nothing that keeps its youth.

So far as I know, but a tree and truth.

0. W. Holmes, The Deacon's Masterpiece.

2. The age from puberty up to the attainment

of full growth. In a general sense, youth denotes the

whole early part of life, from infancy to maturity ;
but it

is not unusual to divide the stages of life into mfancy,

childhood, youth, and manhood. Thus limited, youth m-
cludes that early period of manhood or womanhood upon

which one enters at puberty, with the estalilishment of

the sexual functions, and in which one contin\ies until the

skeleton is completely ossified by the consolidatior of the

epiphyses of the long bones, so that there is no further in-

crease in stature, and all the teeth are in permanent func-

tional position.



yonth
Therfore take hede bothe nyst & day
How fast goure gouthe dooth asswage.

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X P- 79.

3. A young person ; especially, a young man.
In this sense it has a plural.

I gave it to a youth,

A kind of boy. SAat., M. of V., v. 1. 161.

Seven youth! from Athens yearly sent,

Dryden, JEneld, vl 27.

For what in nature's dawn the cliUd admired,
The youth endeavoured, and the man acquii-ed.

Dryden, To Sir Godfrey Kneller, 1. 144.

Just at the age 'twixt ix)y and youth.

When thought is speech, and speech is truth.
Scott, Marmion, ii., Int.

I had hardly ever seen a handsome youth ; never in my
life spoken to one. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xli.

4. Young persons collectively.

Forget the present Flame, indulge a new,
Single the loveliest of the am'rous Youth.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

Even when our youth, leaving schools and universities,

enter that most important period of life.

Burke, Eev. in France.

ye ! who teach the ingenuous youth of nations, . . .

1 pray ye flog them upon all occasions. •

Byron, Don Juan, ii. 1.

6t. Eocentness; freshness; brief date. [Rare.]

Welcome hither

;

If that the youth of my new interest here
Have power to bid you welcome.

Shak., M. of V., lii. 2. 224.

youthedet, «• A Middle English form of youth-

head.

youtMul (yoth'fia), a. [< youth + -ful.'] 1.

Possessing or characterized by youth ; not yet

aged ; not yet arrived at mature years ; being

in the early stage of life; young; juvenile.

It was a youthful knight
Lov'd a gallant lady.

Conlanee of Cleveland (Child's BaUads, IV. 226).

As Clifford's young manhooil had been lost, he was
fond of feeling himself comparatively youthful, now, in

apposition with the patriarclial age of Uncle Venner.
Hawthorne, Seven Oal)les, x.

2. Pertaining or belonging or suitable to the

early part of life: &s,youthful Aa,ys; youthful&ge.

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For aii shrunk shank.

5*0*., As you Like it, ii. 7. 160.

Now no more shall these smooth brows be begirt

With youthjul coronals, and lead the dance.
Fletcher, Faithful Sheplierdess, i. 1.

7025 Y-track

To rejuvenate them with the vigor of his own immortal Yponomeuta (i-pon-6-mu'ta), n. [NL. (La-
.. „ ^ „.__j ^— >.... w„„i, „ to;;

treille, 1796), prop. /?Ji)onOTOeMto,< Gr.ijrofo/iei-

eiv, undermine, < movoiioq, going underground,
underground, as a noun an underground pas-

sage, < vTr6, under, + vifieiv, drive.] A notable

genus of tineid moths, typical of the family

¥ponomeutidse, comprising a number of rather

large slender-bodied species, usually white or

gray, and often with many small black spots.

The larvse live gregariously in a light web, and feed upon
the foliage of ditferent plants. About a dozen species are

found in Europe and 7 in North America. Y. cognatella

is exceedingly destructive to apple-trees, depriving them
of their leaves.

Yponomeutidae (i-pon-6-mii'ti-de), n. -pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1829), < Yponomeuta + -t'da.] A
family of tineid moths, based chiefly upon ve-

national characters, but having a recognizable

facies. The larvse have 16 legs, and in general feed like

those of the type genus. Those of Atemelia, liowever,

bore into buds and young twigs. Some 14 genera liave

been placed in this family by Standinger, but tlie impor-

tant genus Argyresthia and its allies are removed to a

distinct family, Argyresthiidee, by Heinemann and othera.

Also Hyponomeuttdte.

ypreisedt, «• An obsolete form of the past par-

ticiple of praise.

For the more a man may do by so that he do hit.

The more is he worth and worthi of wyse and goode

ypreised. Piers Plovrman (C),«i. 310.

youthhood. G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 135.

The youthhood of Deny and Enniskillen determined to

protect themselves.
W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Iteaders, p. 76.

youthlike (yoth'llk), a. Having the charac-

teristics of youth. [Rare.]

All such whom either youthful age or youthlike minds
did fill with unlimited desires. Sir P. Sidney, Aicadia, iii.

youtUyt (yoth'li), a. [< yoitth + -%1.] Per-

taining to youth ; characteristic of youth

;

youthful.
The knight was flers, and full of youthly heat

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 7.

That aooth'd you in your sins and youthly pomp.
Greene, James IV., v.

As touching my residence and abiding heere in Naples,

my youthlye affections, my sportes and pleasures, . . .

to me they bring more comfort and ioye then care and
griefe. l^yly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 42.

youthlyt (yoth'li), adu. l< youth + -ly^.^ Youth-
fully.

And deckt himselfe with fethers youthly gay.
Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 34.

youthnesst (yeth'nes), n. [< ME. youthncsse

;

< youth + -)iess.'\ Youth; youthfulness.

Off his wickednesse don consentyngly, .

And that he had don in his youthnesse soo.

With sore hert contrite all confessed thoo. T7----.0 ^ana Cioo Inpe
Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6221. YpreS lace. i^ee lace.

+ inme 1 yPSillform (ip'si-h-form), a. [< Gr. t; fUv (see

tes or 1iyi>«iioid) + L. forma, form.] Shaped like theyouthsome (yoth'sum), a. [< youth

Having the vigor, freshness, feelings, tastes, or

appearance of youth; youthful; young. [Rare.]

To my uncle Fenner's, when at the alehouse I found
him drinking, and very jolly and youthsome.

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 31, 1661.

yontliwortt (yoth'wfert), n. An old name of

the sundew, Drosera rotundifolia.

youthy (yo'thi), a. [< youth + -yi.] Young ;

youthful. [Rare.]

Affecting a youthier turn thaji is consistent with^y
time of day.

When at college, Sterling had venerated and defended

Shelley as a moralist as well as a poet, "being rather

youthy." Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 133.

youze, " See yonse.

yovet. A Middle English form of gave, preterit

of give'^.

yO'W (you), n. A dialectal form of ewe^

the quotation under shearhog.

yowet, «• An obsolete form of yew"^.

The discrepancy . . . between her age, which was about yowl (voul), V. i. [Also youl; < ME. yowlen,
venty, and her dress, which would iiave been vo«tA/«/ ',;•' i" „ - . - - - . ,

Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxi.

the youthful spirit has come over me

seventy,
for twenty-seven.

Sometimes ...--„
in such a rush of young blood that it has surprised me
as much as the slaughtered Duncan's manifestation sur-

prised Lady Macl>eth.
O. W. Holmes, Over the Teacups, xii.

3. Presh and vigorous, as in youth.

Perfect felicity, such as after millions of millions of

ages is still youthful and flourishing. Bentley.

4. Early in time.

Here, as I point my sword, the sun arises.

Which is a great way growing on tlie south,

Weighing the youtVia season of the year.

SAo*., J. C, iLl. 108.

Nor of the larger stature & cubites of men in those

youthfuU times and age of the world.
Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

= Byn.l-3. Youthful, Juvenile, Boyish, Puerile. Youth-

fuih generally used in a good sense : as, youthful looks

or sporu; juieniU indifferently, but if in a bad sense ,:'"",
/f-'""^""

" r/ MV r/i.r/i/.m • -pprbjil
not strongly so: as, the poem was a rather juDenUe per- yowling (you ling), re. L< MJii. goivtyng ,

veroai

formance ; i»j/i»A rather more often, Imt not necessarily, n. oi yoiol, V."] A howling; crying.

Greek capital letter T ; Y-shaped. The figure

is also called arietiform, the symbol of the zo-

diacal sign Aries being the same.

The T-shaped [germinal spot] gradually passes into the

vvdliform flgure, so called from its resemblance to the

GreeliY. Encyc. BHt., XX. tn.

ypsilo-. For words so beginning, see hypsilo-.

ypsiloid, a. Same as hypsiloid.

YpsilopllUS (ip-sil'6-fus), re. [NL. (Oken,

™ , = * * XT o„« 1815).] Same as Ypisolophus.
Steele, Spectator, No. 296.

YpgipeteS (ip-sip'e-tez), n. [NL. (Stephens,
^ „.„.™»„^ o.^ ^«(.„H„rt ^r^^r

^^^^ Hypsipetes, < Gr. v^piverfi^, fallen

from heaven, < vTpi, on high, + jrireadai, fly.]

A genus of geometrid moths, of the family La-

rentidse, of wide distribution, but having few

species.

See YpSOlopllUS(ip-sol'o-fu8),m. [NL. (Fabriciiis,

1798), Ypsilophus (Oken, 1815), prop. Hypsilo-

phus, < Gr. mpilo<l>o^, having a high crest, < vipi,

on high, + ^%c, crest.] A prominent genus

of tineid moths, of the family Gelechiidse, hav-

ing ocelli, and both fore and hind wings turned

forward at tip. The larvaa are leaf-rollers.

Nine species are known in Europe and thirteen

in the United States.

yr. An abbreviation (a) of year; (6) of your;

- ,- „ . (c) otyounger.

The man (milkman] comes yowling regularly at the yTa'7isllt(i-rav'ish), t). «. A pseudo-archaiC form
,. ,_ „— J. T=.„:„ r„„^„„ T ,„ ^^ ravish. Compare ypointing.

Ihe sum of this.

Brought hither to Pentapolis,

Y-ravished the regions round.

And evei*y one with claps can sound,

"Our heir-apparent is a king 1

"

Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 35.

and a. Old spellings of iron.

goulen, also gaulen, < leel. gaula, howl: see

yawU. Cf. yell.'} To give a long distressful or

mournful cry, as a dog; howl; hence, of per-

sons, to yeU ; bawl.
The grete tour

Eesouneth of his yauling and clamour.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 420.

stroke of seven. Carlyle, in Fronde, Life in London, I. ill.

yowl (youl), n. [< yowl, v.] A long distressful

or mournful cry, as that of a dog.

yowley (you'll), «. [One of numerous variant

forms (see below), ult. < AS. geolu, yellow : see

yellcrw.'] The yellow bunting, Emberiza citri-

nella: more fully called, by reduplication, yel
yrent, yront,

low yowley. Also yeldring, yeldrin, yeldrock, yold- '^^ abbreviation of years and of yours.

ing^yoldfing, yoldrin, yolling, yorling; also yite,

yoit. See cut under yellowhammer. [Scotland

and North of Ireland.]

in some contempt : as, a boyish manner ; boyish enthusi-

asm ; puerile always in marked contempt, as a synonym
for siliii.

youthfullity (yoth'ful-i-ti), n. [< youthful +
-ity.'i Youthfulness. [Nonce-word.]

You see my impetuosity does not abate much ; no, nor

And with a greet ^owlyng he wepte.
Wyclif, Gen. xxvii. 88.

Then the wind set up a howling.

And the poodle-dog a i/OTcKn^.

Thackeray, White Squall.

A dialectal form of yaup'^. Halliwell.

A Middle English form of yex.my youthfullity. raiiwte, Letters (17«3),n. 461. (Davies.) yOWp, V. «•
•">«' V » ..^,,..\.. J r ii,*„i VOXt r.i. A Miaaie Ji.ngiiBn lorm oi 1/e.i.

youthfully (yoth'ful-i), adv. In a youthful
^°3J^^tes, n. See Hyphantes, 1. rieillot, 1816

VBlKhtt. 'same as pight, an obsolete past par-
. noi youthfully va.nU)n. '5„ri^" ' « „,<«i,l
Bp. Hall, Wo^k^ I. 314. (Richardson.) ticiple of pitch'^

manner.
Your attire

youthfulness (yoth'ful-nes), ». The state or

character of being youthful.

Lusty youthfulness. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 764.

youthhead (yoth'hed), n. [< ME. youthede,

gnuthede, etc. ; < youtit + -head. Cf . youthhood.]

Youth. [Obsolete or archaic]

In gret perel is set youthede,

Dellte BO doth ills bridil leede.
Rom. of tlie Rote, I. 4931.

A sharp Adversitle,

Danting the Eage of ^outhheid fiirions.

Ramsay, Vertue and Vyce, st 37.

In youthhead, happy season. Southey. (Imp. Diet.)

youthhood (vSth'hud), n. [< ME. 'youthehod,

Suuethehrid, < AS. geoguthhdd (= OS. jugudhed) ;

att youth + -hood. Cf. youthhead.] Youth.

ypikedt, a. Same as piked ior picked^.

ypocritet, re. An old spelling of hypocrite.

ypointing (i-point'ing), a. [< y-, i-. + pointing.

Like Shakspere's yravish, an infelicitous at-

tempt at archaism, the prefix y being confined

to ME. use and there to words of AS. origin

(or to verbs from early OF., some of which, in

the pp., have y-) ; there may have been a ME.
»ypointed,hut there could be no ME. 'ypointing.

Milton herein, like Thomson later, was imitat-

ing Spenser, who archaized on principle but

without knowledge.] Pointing. [Poetical.]

What needs my Shakspcare, for his Iionour'd bones,

The laliour of an age in piled stones ?

Or that his hallow'd reliques should be hid

Under a star-upoinKnsr pyramid?
mton. Epitaph on William Shakspeare.

yset, «• An old spelling of ice.

ysenet, PP- A Middle English form of seen.

Ful longe were his legges and ful lene,

Ylik a staf ; ther was no calf yserte.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 592.

yslakedt. An obsolete preterit and past parti-

ciple of slake.

NowsleepK«io*ed hath the rout.

Shai., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 1.

ystlet, n. See istle.

ythe^t, re. Same as ithe.

ythe^t, «(?"• Same as ea«7i.

Y-track (wi'trak), n. A short track laid at right

angles (or approximately so) to a line of rail-

way, with which it is connected by two switches

— the whole resembling the letter Y. It is used

instead of a turn-table for reversing engines or cars. In

operating it, an engine or car advancing toward .4
'•'^''J'"?

as sliown by the arrow) is switched at 4 to the track B,

and then backed np over the switch C to the mam track

again, heading now in the reverse direction.



ytterbite

ytterbite (it'^r-bit), «. [< Ytterhy, in Sweden,
+ ,-i7<'2.] Same as firado/jnj'te.

ytterbium (i-t6r'bi-um), n. [NL., < Ytterhy,

in Sweden.] Chemical symbol, Yb; atomic
weight, 173 (?). An element discovered by
Marignac in gadolinite, in regard to which
little is known. The spectrum of this metal Is be-
lievetl to be peculiar, and to justify its claim to be rec-

ognized as a distinct element.

yttria (it'ri-a), ». [NL.,< Yttcr{hy), in Sweden.]
A metallic oxid or earth, having the appearance
of a white powder, which is insipid, insoluble
in water, and infusible. It dissolves in acids, form-
ing sweetish salts, which have often an amethyst color.

It has no action on vegetable colors. Yttria is the sesqui-

oxid of yttrium, YoOa. It occurs in certain rare n)in-

erals, and was first detected in gadolinite found at Vtter-

by, in Sweden.

yttrialite (it'ri-al-it), n. [< yttria + -lite.'} A
silicate of thorium and the yttrium earths, oc-

curring in massive forms of a dark olive-green
color. It is found with gadolinite and other
rare species in Llano county, Texas.

yttric (it'rik), a. [< yttr-ium + -tc] Belated
to or containing yttrium.

yttriferous (it-rif 'e-rus), a. [< 'Slj.yttrium, q. v.,

+ \j.ferre = E. bear^.\ Containing or yield-

ing yttrium.

yttriOUS (it'ri-us), a. [< yttria + -pMS.] Per-
taining to yttria ; containing yttria : as, the
yttrious oxid of columbium.
yttrium (it'ri-um), n. [NL., < Ytter{T)y), in Swe-
den.] Chemical symbol,Y; atomic weight, 89 (?).

A metal, the base of the earth yttria. But little is

known of this metal, and it« atomic weight has never been
satisfactorily determined. As obtained byCleve, yttrium
is a dark-gray powder exhibiting a metallic luster under
the burnisher. It belongs, with various other rare metals,

to the cerium group, in regard to most of which, from
their scarcity and their resemblance to one another, but
little has been definitely made out.

yttrium-garnet (it'ri-um-gar'''net), ». A vari-

ety of garnet containing a small amount of the
yttrium earths.

yttrocerite (it-ro-se'nt), n. [< yttri,ium) +
cer(ium) + -ite^.] A mineral occurring very
sparingly at Finbo and Broddbo, near Falun, in

Sweden, embedded in quartz, its color is violet-

blue, inclining to gray and white. It occurs crystallized

and massive, and is a fluoride of yttrium, cerium, and cal-

cium.

jrttrocolumbite (if'ro-ko-lum'bit), ». [< yttrium
+ columb{ic) + -iteK] Same as yttrotantalite.

yttrogummite (it-ro-gum'it), n. [< yttrium +
gumniite.l A mineral formed by the alteration

of cleveite, and related to it as is ordinary gum-
mite to uraninite.

jrttrotantalite (it-ro-tan'ta-llt), «. [< yttrium
+ tantalite.'] A rare mineral found at Ytterby,
Sweden, of a black or brown color. It is a tan-

talate of yttrium, uranium, and iron, with cal-

cium.
yttrotitanite (It-ro-ti'tan-it), «. [< yttrium +
titanite.'l Same as keithauite.

Experiments lor its discovery are to be undertaken on
rutiles, yttrotitanites, wohlerites- etc.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXV. S38.

yu, yull (y6), n. The Chinese name for nephrite
or jade.

Yucatecan (yo-ka-tek'an), a. [< Sp. Yucateco

(< Yucatan, Yucatan) "+ -an.'] Pertaining or

belonghig to Yucatan, a region in southeastern
Mexico.

A fair sample of Yucatecan agriculture.

U. S. Com. Rep., 1886, No. Ixvii. p. 495.

yucca (yuk'a), n. [< Sp. yucca, now yuca (NL.
yucca) ; from the Amer. Ind. name.] 1 . A plant
of the genus Yucca.— 2. [cap.] [NL. (Dillen-

ius, 1719).] A genus of liliaceous plants, of the
tribe Dracsenex. it is characterized by a distinct

woody stem, numerous panicled roundish or bell-shaped

flowers with nearly or quite separate perianth-segments,
small anthers sessile on a club-shaped filament, and an
ovary with numerous ovules. There are about 20 species,

natives of the United States, Mexico, and Central America.
They are low upright perennials, sometimes trees, often

witli numerous branches. Their leaves are linear-lan-

ceolate and thick, usually rigid and spiny-tipped, and
crowdedat the apex of the stem orbranch. Thehandsome
pendulous fiowers are large and usually white or cream-
colored, attaining a length of 3 inches in Y. baccata, and
form a sifovvy terminal inflorescence often several feet long,

seated among clustered leaves or raised on a bracted pe-
duncle. The fruit is either a dry loculicidal capsule or a
pendulous berry which is fleshy or pulpy, sometimes cylin-

drical and elongated ; in Y. brevifoUa it becomes dry and
spongy. The rootstock is saponaceous, and in Y. Trecu-
leana and other species Is nmch used by the Mexicans for

soap—being included with various similar products under
the name amole. The leaves yield a coarse fiber; the
taller species also produce a fibrous wood which is heavy,
spongy, and difficult to cut or work ; it shows distinct

concentric rings, unlike that of most monocotyledonous
plants. Some species are said to reach the height of 60

feet and the thlckncBs of 5 feet The species are most
numerous in the southern United States and northern

Yuccii ^loriosii.
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Mexico ; one, Y. angttstifoliay extends from New Mexico
to the Dakotas ; three are Califomtan ; three are well-

known plants of the Southern States, Y, JUamentosa, Y.

aloifolia, Y. glonosa (including Y. recurvi/olia), all deco-
rative plants, mostly stem-
less, thriving in poor soil,

even in drifting sand of
the coast: their flowers
are white, tinged some-
times with green, yellow, or
purple ; they furnish a
harsh, brittle, but very
strong fiber, called dagger-
fiber, used for packing and
as a rude cordage. From
their sharp-pointed leaves
with threads hanging from
their edges, Y. ftlamentosa
and Y. aloifolia are known
aa Adam's needle and
thread and as Eve's thread

;

the foimer is also called
silk-grass (which see), and
sometimes bear-grass^ its

young pulpy stems being
eaten by bears. Y. aloi-

folia is also known in the
Southern States and in the
West Indies as 5partisA dag-
ger and dagger-plant. Y.

gloriosa is the dwarf palmetto, or mound-lily. The preced-
ing and several others are favorites in cultivation, chietly

under the name yucca; 8 species cultivated near Nice now
begin to form a chai'acteriatic feature of some parts of the
Mediten-anean coast. Some species yield an edible fruit,

as Y, baccata, the Spanish bayonet, or Mexican banana, a
native of Mexico, extending into western Texas, New Mexi-
co, and southern parts of Colorado and California ; a strong
coarse fiber, made into rope by the Mexicans, is procured
from the leaves by macerating them in water. The name
Spanish bayonet is also applied to other species, especial-

ly to Y. constricta (K elata), which occurs in Mexico and
the United States from western Texas to Utah, grows from
9 to 15 feet high, and produces a light-brown or yellowish
wood ; and to Y, Treculeana (including Y. canaliculataX
a long-leafed species of Texas and Mexico, sometimes 25
feet high and 2 feet thick, producing a bitter but sweetish
fruit which is cooked and eaten by the Mexicans. It has
its branches all near the top, produces great numbers of

showy white flowers of a porcelain luster, followed by an
edible berry. Y. brevifolia, known &s Joshua-tree^ native
of Arizona and southern parts of Utah, Nevada, and Cali-

fornia, a tree sometimes 40 feet high and about 3 feet

in diameter, forms in the Mohave desert a straggling
open forest; its light soft wood is sometimes made into

paper-pulp. T. Whipplei of southern California is much
admired for its beauty in cultivation. Y. Fwcatona of Cen-
tral America is branched from the base,

yucca-borer (yuk'a-l)or*er),w. 1. A large North
American castnioid moth,
Megathymus yuccsB, whose
larva bores into the roots of

plants of the genus Yucca.
— 2. ACalifornian weevil,
Tuccaborus fron talis.

Yuccaborus (yu-kab ' o-

rus), n. [NL. (Leconte,
1876), < Yucca + Gr. pop6^,

devouring, gluttonous.] A
genus of weevils, of the
family CalandridsSy con-
taining a single species,

Y. frontalis, of California,
the yucca-borer.

yucca-fertilizer (yuk'a-
fer'^ti-li-zer), n. A tineid
moth, Pronuha yuccasella,

which,bymeans of curious-
ly modified mouth-parts, is enabled to pollen-
ize and thus fertilize the ovary of plants of the
genus Yuc-
ca

f
causing

a develop-
ment of the
seed-pod, in

which its

larva feeds.

Also called
yucca-pollen-

izer.

yuchten, w.

SameasJwM-
ten.

rmolr {\niV\ Yucca-fertilizer {Pronuba yuccasella).
yuC£ ^^y, ''* a, larva ; b, moth with wings folded ; c, female
V. l. [Also moth with wiiigs expanded (all natural size), rf,

^itiha tinn,h side view ofouejointoflarva;^,head of !jirva,from
if "'^^' yvun>,

\x\ov.- : /, same, from above ; ^. leg of larva : h,

IfOuk: an Un- maxilla ; *, mandible ; j, labial palpi and spin-

assibilated """ *• »">«""MaU enia,Ked).

form (perhaps after D. jeul'cii, joken = LG.
jocken = G.jucken) of itch, ult. AS. giccan, itch:

see itcli.] To itch. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

yuck (yiik), n. [< yuck, v.] The itch, mange,
or scabies. [Pi-ov. Eng.]

yuckel (yuk'el), n. Same as yockel for hick-

wall. Also yukkel. [Prov. Eng.]

Yule

winged woodpecker, of eastern North America,
Colaptes auratus. Seecut under rticfccr^. [Lo-
cal, U. 8.]

yuft, «. Same as juft for juchte7i.

yug, ynga (yiig, yo'gii), n. [Hind, yug, < Skt.

yufjd, an age, < V y'jt join: see yoke'^.] One
of the ages into which the Hindus divide the
duration or existence of the world.

jTlh, n. See yu.

yulima, ». [NL. (Hodgson, 1836), from a na-
tive name.] A genus of timeliine birds, also

yucca-fertilizer i_Pri»tuba
yuccasella )

.

S , male, ? , female chrys-
alis; /. dorsal, m, lateral
view : lower figure showing
end of abdomen of male.
(Line shows natural size.)

I feel3 sumhow as peert as a yukkel.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xviii.

yucker (yuk'6r), «. [Imitative, but prob. con-

nected with yuckel.] The flicker, or golden-

yuAina gularis.

called by Hodgson Polyodon, and by Cabanis
Odonterus. Four species occur in the Himalayan re-

gion and western China

—

Y. gularis, Y. diademata, Y. occi-

pitalis, and Y. nigrimenfum.

yuke, r. and n. Same as yuck.

jmkkel, n. Another spelling of yuckel for hick-

wall.

yulan (yo'lan), n. [Chinese, < yu, yuh, a gem
(,iade), + Ian, plant.] A Chinese magnolia.
Magnolia conspicua, with abundant large whit*
flowers, appearing in spring before the leaves.
It is a fine ornamental tree, in China 30 or 40 feet high,

but in Europe and -America smaller ; in the United States
it is oidy half-hardy at the north. • A kindred hardy spe-

cies, also from China, is J/, obovata {M. pw-purea), with
flowers pinl£-purple on the outside and white within, be-

ginning to appear before the leaves.

Yule (yol), n. [.Also dial., in eomp., yu- {yu-

batch, yu-block, etc.) ; more prop., according to

the ME. form, spelled *yool; early mod. E.
sometimes ewle; < ME. yol, yole, gol, Decem-
ber, < AS. geol, gehhol, gehhel (ML. Giulus),

December (se ierra geola, December, se seftera

yedla, January, the months beginning respec-
tively before and after the winter solstice), =
Icel. jol = Sw. Dan. Jul (> ML6. Jul), Yule, the
Christmas feast ; = Gtoth. jiuleis in fruma jiuleis

(appar. 'first Yide'), applied, in a fragment of a
calendar, appar. to November. The mod. E. use
seems to be due to Scand. rather than to the AS.
Origin unknown ; according to a common view,
the word is identified with leel. hjol, wheel,
with the explanation that it refers to the sun's

'wheeling' or turning at the winter solstice.

This notion, absurd with regard to the alleged
connection of thought, is also phonetically im-
possible ; the AS. word for wheel was hweol, and
could have no connection with gcol. Another
explanation connects the word with yawl^,

yowl, howl, cry; as if yule was orig. the 'noise'

of revelry. 'This is also imtenable. The Goth.
jiuleis implies an AS. *iule, an unstable form
variable to *ge6le or geol (= Icel. jol) ; the forms
gehhol, gehhel, are rare, and may be mere blun-
ders.] The season or feast of thristmas.

I craue in this court a crystemas gomen [sport J,

For itit is ^ol & nwe yer.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 284.

He made me gomane at gole, and gafe me gret gyftes.
Marte Arthurs (E. E. T. S-i 1. 2629.

At cwle we wont«n gambole, daunce.
To carrole, and to sing.

To haue gud spiced sewe, and roste.

And plum-pies for a king.
Warner, -Albion's England, v. 113.

They bring me sorrow touch'd with joy.

The merry merry bells of Yule.
Tennyson, In Memorinm, ixviii.

Yule block, clog, or log. Sjune as Christmas log. See
Christmoti.

A small portion of the yule-block was always preserved
till the joyous season came again, when it was used for

lighting the new Christmas block.
Hone, Year Book, coL 1110.

The burning of the Yule log is an ancient Christmas cere-

mony, transmitted to ns from our Scandinavian ancestors,

who, at their feast of Juul, at the winter solstice, used to

kindle huge bonfires in honour of their god Thor.
Chambers'n Bot>k of Daye, II. "35.



Yule

An enormous log glowing and blazing, and sending forth

a vast volume of light and heat, . , . was the i'vle clog,

which the squire was particular in having brought in and
illumined on a Christmas eve, according to ancient cus-

tom. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 247.

Yule cake. Same as Yule dough. Horn, Every-Day Book,
I. 103s.— Yule candle, a large candle used for light dur-

ing the festivities of Christmas eve. In many places the
t'lliaustion of the candle before the end of the evening was
believed to portend ill luck, and any piece remaining was
carefully preserved to be burnt out at the owner's like-

wake.

As an accompaniment to the Yule log, a candle of mon-
strous size, called the YvZe candle, or Christmas candle,
shed its light on the festive-board during the evening.

Chambers's Book of Days, H. 735.

Yule dough (dialectal doo, dow\ a cake made especially
for Christmas time. Also called &a/>f/-ca*e (because repre-
senting in shape a baby, probably tiie infant Clirist) and
Yule cake.

The Yule-Dough (or Dow), a Kind of Baby or little Image
of Paste, which our Bakers used formerly to bake at this

Season, and present to their Customers, in the same Man-
ner as the Chandlers gave Christmas Candles.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777X p. 163.

In the north of England the common people still make
a sort of little images at Christmas, which they call Yule
Boot. The Listener il8m),l. 62(quoted in N. and Q.,

[7th8er.,XI.6).
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Yule (yol), V. i.
J
pret. and pp. Yulcdf ppr. ¥ul-

iny. [< YuUf iiJ] To celebrate Yule or Christ-
mas. Halliwell; Jamieson. [Prov. Eug. and
Scotch.]

Yule-tide (yol'tid), ». The time or season of
Yule or Christmas.

In the old clog almanacs, a wheel is the device em-
ployed for marking the season of Yule-tide,

Chamher^s Book of Days, II. 746.

Yuncinae (ynn-si'ne), n, pi. [NL., prop. Jyn-
ginse; < Yunxj^vo"^. Iynx{Iyng-),+ 4nse.'] Same
as lynginse. G. k. Gray, 1840.

yungan (y^mg'gan), n. [Native name.] The
dugong. E. P. Wright.

Yungidae, Yxinginse, n. pi. Same as lyngidse,

lynginse.

Yunx (yungks), n. [NL, (Linnseus, 1766 or
earlier), also Jynx and lynx, < Gr. Ivy^, the
wryneck.] 1, Same as ly^ix.— 2. [I. c] The
wryneck, lynx torquilla. See cut under wry-
neck.

The Yunx, a genuine Woodpecker, hath a tail as long
in proportion to his body, and marked with crosse-bars
too. John Ray, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 200.

yye

yiipon (yo'pon), n. Same as yapon. Sports-
man's Gazetteer.

yure (yor), n. See ewerS. [Prov. Eng.]
yurt (yort), «. [Siberian.] One of the houses
or huts, whether permanent or movable, of the
natives of northern and central Asia. Also
yourta, yourte, jurt.

It [the lake] is ten miles in circumference, and here and
there are yourtes inhabited by the Mongols.

Hue, Travels (trans. 1852), I. 206.

yutu (yo'to), n. [Peruv.] A species of tina-
mou, found in Peru.

A partridge called yutu frequents the long grass.
Encyc. Brit., XVJII. 673.

ynxt, V. and n. An obsolete variant of yex.

yvet, »• An old spelling of ivy^.

jTvelt, a-, n., and adv. An old spelling of
evil^.

yvoiret, yvoryt. Old spellings of ivory^.

3rwist, «'"'• and n. See iwis.

ywratet. An obsolete preterit of wreak^.

ywriet. An obsolete past participle of wry^.

JTWroket. An obsolete preterit of wreaV^.

yyet, »• A Middle English form of eye^.



1 . The twenty-sixth charac-
ter in the English alphabet,
and the last, as in that of the
laterRomans. InthePhenician
system, from which ours comes
through the Latin and Greek, it

was the seventh sign. The com-
parison of ancient forms, includ-

ing the Egyptian as perhaps the
original (compare .4), is aa follows

:

^ t. X z
Early

Greek and Latin,
Egyptian. Pheni-

Hiero^lyphic. Hieratic. cian.

The same character has a corresponding place as tela in

the Greek series, and went over in that place to the Ital-

ian alphabets; but, about the third century B. c, it was
dropped out by the Romans as not needed, and the newly
devised G (see (?) was put in its place. Then finally, some
two centuries later, it was taken back (together with or

soon after Y : see Y) to express in borrowed Greek words
the peculiar double sound {ds or ad) which it had won in

Greek usage, and so appeared anew in its old company,
but with greatly altered position. It was not used in the
oldest English, but came gradually in out of the French
in the fifteenth century and later. With us, as in French,
it has lost its value of a compound consonant, and expresses

the sonant or voiced sibilant sound corresponding to s as

surd or breathed sibilant. The proper z-sound is also, and
even much oftener, written by «, as in rosei, and in a few
words (as posseng, dissolve) by double s, and yet more rarely

(for example, sacrifice) by c. The sound is a common one
in our English pronunciation—not much less than 3 per
cent, (the surd « being 4S per cent). As initial, the char-

acter z is written mostly in words of Greek origin, but
as final (almost always with silent e added) it is found in

many Germanic words, as freeze, graze. It occurs some-
times double, as In hiaz, hvjzard. The corresponding
sonant to our other sibilant (written in this work with zA,

after the example of sh) is spelled with either a or z, as in

jdeasure, azure. It is the rarest of our consonant sounds,
counting for only a fiftieth of 1 per cent, of our utterance.

In certain Scotch words and names, as capercailzie, Dal'
ziel, z is written for the t/-80und. In the United States

the character is generally called zee ; in England, general-
ly zed (from zeta) ; izzard (which see) is an old name for it.

2. As a symbol, in math. : (a) [I. c] In alge-

bra, the third variable or unknown quantity.

(6) [I. c] In analytical geometry, one of the
system of point-coordinates in space, (c) In
mechanics, the component of a force in the di-

rection of the axis of z.

zat (za), n. [An arbitrary syllable.] In solmi-

zation, a syllable once used for Bh.

za-. [< Gr. fa-, inseparable prefix, intensive

and augmentative.] An intensive or augmen-
tative prefix sometimes used in forming modem
scientific words to emphasize the character or

quality noted by the element to which it is pre-

fixed (like E. very, a.), as in zalamhdodont, hav-
ing teeth with a very V-shaped ridge, Zalophus,
Zamelodia, Zapus, etc.

Zabaism, Zabism (za'ba-izm, za'bizm), n.

Same as Sabaism.

zabra (za'bra), n. [Sp. and Pg.] A small ves-

sel used on the coasts of Spain.

Portugal furnished and set foorth . . . ten Galeons, two
Zabraes, 1300. Mariners. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 592.

Gf the tenders and zahras seventeen were lost and eigh-

teen returned. Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 507.

Zabridse (zab'ri-de), n. pi. [NL. (Hope, 1838),

< Zabrus + -idee.'] A family of caraboid bee-

tles, named from the genus Zahrus.

Zabrus (za'brus), n. [NL. (Clairville, 1806),

< Gr. l^ajipdQ, gluttonous.] An extensive genus
of caraboid beetles. They are of medium or large

size, black with metallic reflections, and remarkable in

that many of them are rather phytophagous than carnivo-

rous, particularly in the larval st^te. Z. gibhua of Europe
is a noted enemy to cereal crops, its larva feeding on the
stems just above the ground, and the beetle devouring the

grain. Over 60 species are known, each occupying a nar-

rowly restricted region in the Mediterranean fauna, ex-

cept Z. gibbus, which extends into northern Europe.

zac (zak), n. Same as zebuder.

zacatilla (za-ka-te'lya), n. See cochineal, 1.

zaffer, za&e (zaf'6r), «. [Also zaffar, zaffir, zaf-

fira, zaphara, and suphera ; < F. zafre, safre, saf-

fre = Sp. zafre = It. zaffera ; of Ar. origin ; cf

.

gaffron,\ The residuum of cobalt-producing

ores after the sulphur, arsenic, and other vol-

atile matters have been more or less com-
pletely expelled by roasting. As the result of this

process a grayish oxid of cobalt is left behind, which is

mingled with various impurities, and usually with some
sand. Zaffer is used in the maniifacture of smalt, and in

various other ways, as in furnishing the beautiful color

known as cobalt blue, which is still of importance, al-

though much less so since the discovery of a method of

making artificial ultramarine.

zaffer-blue (zaf'er-blo), n. Same as cobalt blue

(which see, under blue).

Zaglossus (za-glos'us), «. [NL. (Gill, 1877), <

Gr. C"- intensive + y'kC>aaa, tongue.] The prop-
er name of that genus of prickly ant-eaters

which is better known by its synonym Acaii-

thoglossus (which see).

Zaitba (za'tha), n. [NL. (Amyot and Ser-

ville, 1843), < Heb. zaith.'] A genus of water-

bugs, of the family Belostomatidse, peculiar to

America. They somewhat resemble the species of Be-

lostoma, but have a prolonged tapering head and long ros-

trum. Z. fluminea is a very common and wide-spread
insect, of a yellowish color, "found in the mud or among
the weeds of ponds and streams from Maine to Texas.

zalambdodont (za-lam'do-dout), a. [< Gr.

fa- intensive + Mfi(3fia, tlie letter ?., + oiioi-f

(bSovT-), = E. tooth.] Having short molar teeth

with one V-shaped ridge ; specifically, noting

the Zalambdodonta : as, a zalambdodont denti-

tion; a zalambdodont mammal: opposed to di-

lambdodont.

The insectivores with zalambdodont dentition are the

most primitive, or at least are generally so considered.
Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 136.

Zalambdodonta (za-lam-do-don'ta), n. pi.

[NL. : see zalambdodont.'] A group or series

of insectivorous mammals; a division of the
suborder Bestise, or Insectivora vera, having
short molars whose crowns present one V-
shaped transverse ridge, a formation charac-

teristic of the insectivores of tropical regions,

which are thus contrasted with temperate and
northerly forms (Dilambdodonta). The Madagas-
car tenrecs, the African golden moles, and the West In-

dian solenodons are examples. See cuts under agouta,

Chrysochloris, sokinah, and tenrec.

Zalophus (zal'o-fus), «. [NL. (Gill, 1867), <

Gr. fa- intensive + ?l6^c, crest.] A genus of

otaries, or eared seals : so named from the high

parietal crest or ridge of the skull. The common

States are the rose-breasted and the black-headed, Z. ludo-

vieiana and Z. 'm£lan«cephala. (See cut under rose-breasted.)

The latter inhabits the western United States from the

plains to the Pacific, where the former is not found, and
extends into Mexico. The adult male has the crown and
sides of the head, the back, the wings, and the tail black,

the wings and tail much varied with white, and the neck
all around and the under parts rich orange-brown, inclin-

ing to pure yellow on the belly and the lining of the wings.
The bill and feet ai'e grayish-blue. The length is about 8}
inches, the extent 125. The female differs much from the
male, but has the same rich yellow under wing-coverts.
Also called Habia.

Zamia (za'mi-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1767), <

L. zamia, assumed to mean ' a fir-cone.'] 1. A
genus of gymnospermous plants, of the order
Cycadacex, type of the tribe Zamiese. It is char-

acterized by a naked trunk partly or wholly above the

Californian Sea-lion {Zalophus cali/omiattus).

sea-lion of California is Z. califomiamu (formerly Z. gil-

lespiei), and another inhabits Australia and New Zea-

land.

zamang (za-mang'), n. [S. Amer.] Same as

7-ain-tree.

zambo, «. See sambo.
zambomba (Sp. pron. tham-bom'ba), n. [Sp.]

A rude Spanish musical instrument, consisting

of an earthen jar the top of which is covered
with parchment, through which a stick is in-

serted. It is sounded by rubbing the stick with the fin-

ger, so as to set the air within the jar Into sympathetic
vibration.

Zamelodia (zam-e-16'di-a), n. [NL. (Coues,

1880), < Gr. fa- intensive"+ fieli^Sia, a singing,

melody: see melody.'] A genus of American
song-grosbeaks. Two species occurring in the United
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Female Plant of Zatnia integri/oHa (the waved line indicates the
surface of the ground).

a, scale with one seed ; *. the young female flower.

soil, pinnate leaves, and naked truncate strobile-scales,

both the male and female cones being oblong and cylin-

drical and their scales similar. There are about 30 spe-

cies, natives of tropical and subtropical North America.
They produce a simple, lobed or branching caudex, some-
times a low trunk, often covered with scars. The stems
increase in height by the yearly development of a crown
of stiff fern-like leaves with firm rigid segment* which
are entire or serrate, parallel-nerved, and jointed at the

broad base. Z. integrifoliu iZ. pumila), with a short

globular or oblong, chiefly subterranean stem, occurs in

low grounds in southern Florida, and is the only cycad
found within the United States ; it yields a starch known
as Florida arrowroot; the plant is called cootUie (which
see). Z. .furfuracea and the preceding are known as toiid

sago in Jamaica. From these and other dwarf species an
excellent arrowroot is made in the Bahamas and elsewhere

in the West Indies. Many species cultivated under glass

as zamia are now classed aa Encephalartos, and Z. spiralis

as Maerozamia.

2. [/. c] A plant of this genus.

Zamieae (za-mi'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Miquel, 1842),

< Zamia + -€as.] A tribe of gymnospermous
flants, of the order Cycadaceie. It is characterized

y a deciduous fertile strobile with peltate uniovulate
scales ; and by leaf-segments straight in the bud, not cir-

cinate as in Cycas and in ferns. It includes 6S species,

of 9 genera, or all the plants of the order except the genus
Cycas. They are singular plants, usually with a thick
woody trunk and pinnate leaves ; the principal genera are

Zamia (the type), Macrozamia, Ceratozamia, I)i<M»i, and
Staiigeria. They are chiefly tropical, and occur mostly
in North America, South Africa, and Australia.

zamindar (zam'in-dar), n. Same as zemindar.

zamindari (zam'in-da-ri), n. Same as .^e»«n-

dary, 2.

Zaniiostrobus (za-mi-os'tro-bns), V. [NL., <

L. zatnia, assumed to mean 'a fir-cone,' + Gr.

OTpdffoQ, a top, cone : see strobile.'} The generic

name given by Endlicher to certain fossil cones
which resemble the fruit of the living genus
Zamia. They have been found in the Lower
Lias, the Coralline limestone, the Wealden, and
the Miocene.
Zamites (zam-i'tez), n. [NL.. < L. zamia, as-

sumed to mean ' a fir-cone.'] The name given

by Brongniart to certain fossil plants belonging



Zamites

to the eyeads, and considered to be more or
less closely allied to the living Zamiex. The
genus Zamit^ first appears in the Trias, but is espe-
cially well developed in the Jurassic; it continued
through the Cretaceous, and finally disappeared in the
Miocene. There have been about 30 species described.

•,"'»'•"""" ".f •"""'"" >"" opitiuerKen curing the Juras-
sic epoch, giving an almost tropical aspect to the forests
of that region and epoch. Various other genera of cycads
allied to Zamites have been established, chiefly if not en-
tirely, based on the forms of the leaves and their seg-
ments. Among these are Glomozamites, a genus with long
elliptical leaves, found in the Ixjwer Cretaceous • and Ota-
zamites, with small elliptic-lanceolate leaves divided into
several groups in accordance with the very varying form
of the segments of the leaf. The latter genus runs through
the whole of the Jurassic, as far as the lower division of the
I pper or White Jura, when it gives way to the genus Za-
mites. It has not been observed in the Jurassic roclis of
the arctic regions. Ptilophyllum, Cteiwphyllum, Pterophyl-
turn, PtUozamites, Pteruzamiles, Anomozamites, and Snhe-
maamUes are other genera of cycads more or less allied to
Zamites and to one another.
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containing a single pendulous orthotropous ovule. It in-
cludes 3 genera, of which Zannichdlia is the type ; the
others, salt-water plants with a perianth of three hyaline
segments, occur in the Mediterranean region (Althenia)
and in Australia (Lepilmna). All are slender submerged
aquatics growing from a filiform nodose creeping root-
stoolc, and producing thread-like leaves and minute flowers.

_. ^ ""'^ .^^.^u a^v^u,. ou species uescrioea. ** ,— r ,The cycadaceous flora played an important part in the
stoolc, and prod

vegetation of Greenland and SpitEbergen during the Juras- Zanonia (za-no'ni-a), n. FNL. fLinn«3us 17371sic enoch..,v,„. an a,„,o»t *.„.,„„,„.„. ^y transfer from "an endogen so named by
Plumier (1703) from Giacomo Za»iOH» (1615-82),
author of a flora of Bologna, and director there

zareba

All excellence
In other madams do but zany hers
Fletcher (and another ?), Queen of Corinth, 1. 2.

Laughs them to scorne, as man doth busie apesWhen they will zanie men.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 1.

of the botanic garden.] A genus of plants, of
the order Cucurbitacese. type of the tribe Zano-

!!fiff;t
'* '^ characterized by entire leaves, and flowerswith three calyx-lobes, five stamens, and three two-cleft

styles. Ihe 2 species are natives of India and the Malayan
archipelago They are shrubby climbers with petioled
ovate or oblong entire leaves and unbranched tendrils.
Ihe small flowers are borne in loose pendulous panicles.
Ihe fruit is cylindrical, club-shaped, or hemispherical,
with a broadly three-valved apex, and containing large
pendulous broadly winged seeds; that of Z. Indica is

^l=f i^^'^»bu^;f=^,AII^ 2gon^f(^SS^|5r». CN.. (Blume,

Leone, Bos hrachycerox, the short-homed b™ lofiilif«'nf 5^
^ T\ ^ *?^ "^ polypeta-

falo, having the iars fringed with ri^fshort i^l^^b^Aot^.^tft^t'^e^rett^liaiilJi^fothorns depressed at base, and no dewlap. '""" ""- "-"-- —" ?>'»'",em>. iree niamenis, oo-

zampogna (tsim-po'nya), n. [It.] 1. Same as
baijjiipe.— 2. Same as shawm,
zanana (za-nii'na), n. Same as zenana.
Zanclodon (zang'klo-don), n. [NL. (Plein), <
Gr. Cd)-K/.ov, sickle, 4- bdoi% {oSovr-) = E. toothJ ^P""^'**. extending through Asia,

A genus of dinosaurs, typical of the family Zanora palm. See palnfi.

ZanclodoHtidse, having both fore and hind feet
^^O* (zant), n. Same as zander.

five-toed, no ascending astragalar process Zante (zan'te), n. A contraction of Zante-woorf.
broad and louK pubes, and biconcave vertebra' ,0®^*^'^''^ (zan-tf-des'ki-a), n. [NL.
r—^„i»j—4.;j_ , ,,- , ,,.,., .• (bprengel, 1826), named from Francesco Zante

.,...,..„.„...vu u,c ovaitii;!!!,, iiKK iiiaiiienis, oo-
long one-celled anthers opening by a longitudinal slit
and an ovary with three thicli placentje on which the
ovules are irregulariy inserted. It includes 17 species, of
J genera, of which Zanonia is the type; the others are
also tropical climbing shrubs— one, GerrurcianlAtM occur-
ring in Africa, the other, Alsomitra, including most of the
species, extending through Asia, America, and Australia.

. _. ..„„ .„„^ j^>A^co, ouu imsuuttvytj verteortE.
Zanclodontidae (zang-kl6-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[XL., < Zanclodon(t-) + -i'dse.'i Afamily of car-
nivorous theropod dinosaurs, typified by the ge-
nus Zanclodon, from the Trias of Europe.
Zanclognatha (zang-klog'na-tha), n. [NL.
(Lederer, 1857), < Gr. fd/idorj'sickle, -f- yvado^,
jaw.] A genus of small noctuid moths re-
sembling pyralids. Ten European and several North
American species are known. Z. minimlis feeds in the
larval state on the dead leaves of oak and maple in the
1 nited .States.

-klos'to-mus), n. [NL
vainson '"•"- ' •'' -'

dcschi, who wrote on the plants of Brescia and
Bergamo in 1824.] A plant genus now known
by the earlier name ICichardia (which see).
Zante fustic. Same as young fustic (which
see, under /««ttc). See also cut under svioke-
tree.

Zante-WOOd (zan'te-wiid), M. 1. SameasZante
fustic.— 2. Same as satinwood, Chloroxylon Swie-
tenia.

zanthin, «. An erroneous form of xanthin.
zantho-. For words so beginning, see xantho-.

Zanclpstomiw (zang-k. ., —„ ... ^.,„. ^„^„„„.. ..„,„„,-^«»„

fn'."''jrf a'
^^'

"^f^""-
f^'-'^'^V"''''''' t ""^f^^ Zantiote (zau'tl-6t), n. lCZan% (see""def.r+mouth.] A genus of cuckoos, tlie type of which -ote.] A native of ^ante (ancient Zac«««/,i«),

IS Z.javaniCHs of Java, and to which were one of the Ionian Islands.
vyrtmu^i,,

formerly refeired some related African forms. zany(za'ni),«.; pl.2ame«(-niz). KF.zamXIt
Jiit/t^!ff .l™^ .Iff.«P?»!^ "e^Wl"^ bare orbits, no ,anni, zaneja zLny or clown ; abbr. of ^^mni,

John: see John, and of. E. Jaekin similar use.]
1 . A comic performer, originating on the Italian
stage, whose function it is to make awkward
attempts at mimicking the tricks of the profes-
sional clown, or the acts of other performers

;

hence, an apish buffoon in general ; a merry-an-
drew; an amusing fool.

He 's like a zany to a tumbler.
That tries tricks after him to make men laugh.

B. JonsoUf Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1.

He teach thee ; thou shalt like my Zany be,
And feigne to do my cunning after me.

Beywood, Four Prentises of London (Works, ed. 1874, II.

-..., ..^...^...a ttuiu%.u iioo CApvOCU IIUBLrilH, VUI*i OrOllS, UO
crest, white-tipped tail-feathers, and the mantle, wings
and tail glossed with bluish-green; the under parts are
gray, hurt, and chestnuttjrown

: the orbits are bright-
blue, the eyes blackish, and the beak coral-red. The
length is 18 inches, of which the tail makes more than
half. This handsome cuckoo ranges from Tenasserini
down the Malay peninsula, and also occurs in Sumatra
Borneo, and Java.

ZancIuB (zang'klus), n.

eneiennes, 1831), < Gr
genus of carangoid

[NL. (Cuvier and Vai-
t^ayiOjov, sickle.] A

ZancltiS cerHutHS.

fishes based on a Pa
cific species, Z. cornu-
tus, a small fish of
striking form and
color.

zander (zan ' der), n.
[G.] The European
pike-perch, Slizoate-
dion lucioperca (for-
merly Lucioperea San-
dra). It inhabits fresh
waters of central Eu-
rope. Also «awrfer and
zant.

zand-mole(zand'm61),
«. [< D. zandmol; <
Zand, sand, + mot, mole.] Same as sand-mole. =
See cuts under Bathyergus and Gcoryekus.

zanella (za-ners), n. A twilled fabric used for
coveriiip; umbrellas. Drapers' Diet.
Zannichellia (zan-i-kel'i-a), n. [NL. (Micheli,
1729), named after Zannichelli (1662-1729), au-
thor of a flora of Venice.] A eenus of plants,
of the order Naiadaceie, type o~f the tribe Zan-
nichelliese. it is characterized by the absence of a peri-
anth, by a single stamen, with slender filament, and slight-
ly curved carpels. The only species (by some considered
as forming 9 species), Z. palustris, is a native of brackish
ditches and salt water throughout the world It is a sub-
merged slender aquatic with a filiform creeping stem, the
capillary branches becoming twisted into matted floating
masses. The leaves are chiefly opposite, linear or filiform

;

the flowers are minute, at flrst terminal, but becoming
axillary. See homed pondweed, under pondtceed.

Zannichellieae (zan"i-ke-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Beutham and Hooker, 1883), < Zannichellia +
-<«.] A tribe of monoeotyledonous plants, of
the order Saiadaceee. it is characterized by axillary
unisexual flowers, the male with a single stamen and glo-
boie pollen, the female with its two to nine carpels each

The English apes and very zanies be
Of everything that they do hear and see.

Drayton, To Henry Reynolds.

Preacher at once, and zany of thy age

!

Pope, Dunciad, ill. 206.

He [Oranvelle] had been wont, in the days of his greatest
insolence, to speak of the most eminent nobles as zanies,
lunatics, and buffoons. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 402.

2t. An attendant.
Lady, Imperia the courtesan's zany hath brought you

this letter from the poor gentleman in the deep dungeon,
but would not stay till he had an answer.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iii. 1.

-Syn. L Clown, Fool, Buffoon. Mimic, Zany. " The zany
in Shakespere's day was not so much a buffoon and mimic
as the obsequious follower of a buffoon and the attenu-
ated mime of a mimic. He was the vice, servant, or at-
tendant of the professional cloum or fool, who, dressed
like his master, accompanied him on the stage or in the
ring, following his movements, imitating his tricks, and
adding to the general merriment by his ludicrous failures
and comic imbecility. . . . The professional clown or
fool might be clever and accomplished in his business, a
skilful tumbler and mountebank, doin^ what he under-
took to do thoroughly and well. But this was never the
case with the zany. He was always slight and thin, well-
meaning, but comparatively helpless, full of readiness,
grimace, and alacrity, but also of incompetence, eagerly
trying to imitate his superior, but ending in failure and
absurdity. . . . We have ourselves seen the doM'n and the
zany in the ring together, the cloum doing clever tricks,
the zany provoking immense laughter by his ludicrous
failures in attempting to imitate them. Where there is

only a single clown, he often combines both the charac-
ters, doing skilful tumbling on his own account, and play-
ing the zany to the riders." (Edinburgh Rev., July, 1869,
art. 4.)

zany (za'ni), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. zanied, ppr.

zamjing. [< zany, n.] To play the zany to;
mimic; imitate apishly.

zanyism (za'ni-izm), n. [< zany + -um.] 1.
ihe act or practice of imitation or mimicry —
2. The condition or habits of a buffoon or a
low clown

: often used contemptuously.
Zanzalian (zan-za'li-an), n. [< Zanzalus (see
def.) -I- -ion.] A Jacobite of the East: so called
occasionally from Zanzalus, a surname of Ja-
cobus Baradffius. See Jacobite, 2.

zanze, ». [African.] An African musical in-
strument consisting of a wooden box in which
a number of sonorous tongues of wood or metal
are fixed. These are sounded by the finger or
a stick.

Zanzibar! (zan-zi-bii'ri), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to Zanzibar, a sultanate of eastern
Africa, it was in 1890 made a British protectorate, con-
flned chiefly to the island of Zanzibar, while the coast of
the neighboring mainland was ceded to Germany.
The country is practically in the hands of Arabs and

Zanzioan slavers and traders.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 372.

II. n. An inhabitant of Zanzibar.
zapateado (Sp. pron. tha-pa-te-a'do), n. [Sp.]
A Spanish dance in which the rhythm is marked
by blows of the foot on the ground.
zaphara (zaf 'a-ra), n. Same as zaffer.
Zaphrentinae (zaf-ren-tl'ne), ». pi. [NL. (Ed-
wards and Haime, 1850), < Zaphrentis+ -inx.']
A subfamily of Paleozoic rugose stone-corals, of
the family Cyathophyllidse, typified by the genus
Zaphreniis. They have a free and simple corallum, and
a well-developed septal fossula formed by a tubular in-
flection of the tabulae on one side, or replaced by a cristi-
form process. The tabulae are complete, but the septa
are deficient or irregular, and there is usually no colu-
mella.

Zaphrentis (zaf-ren'tis), n. [NL. (Eafinesque
and Clifford, 1820), prob. < Gr. fa- intensive +
<t>piiv, brain.] 1. The typical genus of Zaph-
rentinx. nie species are deeply cupped, with many
septa, and a peculiar pit on one side of the interior z.
cassedayi is an example. They lived in the Silurian and
Carboniferous periods.

2. [I. c] A species of this genus. Webster's
Diet., 1890.

Zapodidae (za-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Zapvs
(-pod-) + -idse.'\ A family of rodent mammals,
of the myomorphic series of the order Bodentia,
framed by Cones for the reception of the jump-
ing mouse of North America, Zapus hudsonius,
a small mouse-like quadruped intermediate in
some respects between the Muridie, or mice
proper, and the Dipodidm, or jerboas of the Old
World. By some the family is considered as a subfamily
of Dipodidie, under the names Zapodinse and JaaUinx.
See Zapus, and cut under deer-mouse.

Zapodinse (zap-o-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Zapus
(-pod-) + -inx.'] The Zapodidm as a subfamily
of Dipodidee.

zapotilla (zap-o-til'a), n. Same as sapodilla.
zaptieh (zip'ti-e), n. [Turk.] A policeman.
Zapus (za'pus), n. [NL. (Coues, 1876), < Gr.
fa- intensive -I- Koiic; = E./oo?.] The only genus
of Zapodidx. Z. hudsonius is the common
jumping mouse, or deer-mouse, of North Amer-
ica. See cut under deer-mouse.
Zaragoza mangrove. See mangrove.
zarape (za-ra'pe), n. [Sp. Amer.] Same as
serape.

Men wearing vermilion zarapes about their shoulders.
The Nation, XL\ in. 311.

Zarathustrian (zar-a-th6s'tri-an), a. and n.

[< Zarathuxtra + -ian.'] Same as Zoroastrian.
Zarathustrianism (zar-a-thos'tri-an-izm), n.

[< Zarathustrian + -ism.^ The religion of Za-
rathustra ; Zoroastrianism.
Zarathustric (zar-a-thos'trik), a. Same as
Zoroastric.

It cannot be denied that the Zarathustric dogmas are
pure old Aryan myths in a new shape.

Encyc. Brit, XX. 361.

Zarathustrism (zar-a-th6s'trizm), n. [< Zara-
thustra (see Zarathustrian) + -ism.'] Same as
Zarathustrianism.

Modem Brahmanism, Zarathustrism, and Buddhism.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 49.

zaratite (zar'a-tit), n. [After Senor Zarate, a
Spaniard.] A hydrous carbonate of nickel,
occurring as an emerald-green incrustation on
chromite. Also called emerald nickel.

zareba (za-re'ba), «. In Sudan and adjoining
parts of Africa, an inclosure against enemies
or wild animals, as by a thom-nedge ; a forti-



*», the Zarf : *, the Cup.

zaxeba

fled camp in general. Also written zareeba,
zereha, zeriba, etc.

We employed ourselves until the camels should arrive
in cutting thorn branches and constructing a zareeba or
fenced camp, to protect our animals during the night.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 85.

zarf (zarf), «. [Also zurf; < Ar. zarf, a ves-
sel, a case.] A holder for a coffee-cup: a
term used through- _
oat the Levant.
These holders are usual*
ly of metal and of orna-
mental design in open-
work. Their immediate
object is to prevent the
hot cup from burning
the lingers.

Some zur/8 are of plain
or gilt silver illiKree.

R. W. Law, Mod. Egyy-
Itians, 1. 169, note.

zamich (zar'nik), n.

[Also zarnec, etc.;

? Ar. zernikk, azzer-
nikh, arsenic, < Gr.
apaeviKdv, arsenic

:

see arsenic] 1. In
alchemy, orpiment.— 2. An old term embra-
cing the native sulphids of arsenic, sandarao
(or realgar) and orpiment.
zarzuela (Sp. pron. thar-thQ-a'la), n. [Sp.] A
short drama with incidental music, like a
vaudeville. It is said to have been first in-
troduced into Spain at Zarzuela in the seven-
teenth century.
zastmga (zas-tro'ga), n. [Russ.] One of a
series of ridges, with corresponding depres-
sions, rising in wave-like succession above the
general level of the snow when this has been
blown across by a long-continued wind.

zataint, »• An old spelling of satin.

zati (za'ti), n. [E. Ind.] The capped macaque
of India and Ceylon, Macacus pileolatus.

Zauschneria (z4sh-ne'ri-a), n. [NL. (Presl,

1836), named for Zauschner, aGerman botanist. ]
A genus of polypetalous plants, of the order
Onagrarieae. it is characterized by flowers with four
petals, eight stamens, and a four-celled ovary with nu-
merous ovules, and, distinguishing it from the similar ge-
nus JUpUobium, by a calyx with the tube suddenly expand-
ing above the ovary into a funnel-shaped limb glol>ose at
the base. The only species, Z. Caiifornica, a handsome
plant of California, is cultivated under the names of Cali-
fomian/uchfiia and humming-bird's trumpet. It is a low
branching shrub with sessile entire or minutely toothed
leaves, and bright-crimson flowers which are solitary and
sessile in the axils.

zaz (zaks), ». [Perhaps a var. of sax (< AS.
seax, etc.), a knife.] An instrument used by
slaters for cutting and dressing slates ; a kind
of hatchet with a sharp point on the pole for
perforating the slate to receive the nail or pin.

Z-crank (ze'- or zed'krangk), n. A peculiarly
shaped crank in the cylinder of some marine

Flowering Plant of Maize (2fa Mays),
a, male flower ; b, female flower.
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steam-engines : so named from its zigzag form.
&immon(ls.

Zea (ze'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737; used ear-
lier by firunfels, 1530), < Gr. fea, fc«i, a sort of
grain used as fodder for horses.] A genus of
grasses, type of the tribe Maydex. It is charac-
terized by monoecious flowers, the male forming a termi-
nal panicle,the female alargeaxUlary sessile spike wrapped
in numerous leaf-like bracts or husks, and consisting of pis-
tillate flowers densely aggregated in many rows upon a
thick nnjointed rachis. The only species, Z. Mayg, the
weU-known Indian corn or maize, long cultivated through-
out many warm and temperate regions, is supposed to be
a native of America, but is not now known in a wild state.
It is a tall plant with unbranched robust stems, large
light-green leaves, a handsome long-stalked terminal
panicle (known as the tassel), and verj' thick fertile spikes
from the husks of which project long green slender
styles known as the silk. The fruit is a hard roundish
caryopsis (known as the kernel) partly inclosed by the
chatfy remains of the f<iur glumes and broad palet— the
kernels and their rachis (the cob) forming the spike or ear
of corn. The seeds furnish an invaluable food to man
and to domestic anim.tls ; the stalks and leaves are used
for fodder, and the husks are much used for filling mat-
tresses and horse-collars, and for making door-mats; a
coarse textile fabric, also, and paper of excellent quality,
have been experimentally made from them. The cob,
and sometimes the whole ear, is used as fuel. The chief
value lies of course in the kernel. See maize, cut in pre-
ceding column, and cut under husk. Compare coml.

zeal (zel), m. [Early mod. E. zele ; < OF. zele,

P. zMe = Sp. Pg. It. zelo, < L. zelus, < Gr. f^Xof,

zeal (for *CfffAof), < (hiv (/ fto), boil, akin to
E. yeast : see yeast.'] Passionate ardor in the
pursuit of anything; intense interest or en-
deavor; eagerness to accomplish or obtain
some object.

They have a zeai of [/or, U. V.] God, but not accord-
ing to knowledge. Rom. x. 2.

Let not my cold words here accuse my zeal.

Skak., Rich. II., i. 1. 47.

Controversial zeal soon turns its thoughts on force.

Burke, Rev. in France.

His fervent zeal for the interests of the state.

Macaiilay, Warren Hastings.

= SyiI. Earnestness, Enthusiagm, etc. (see eagerness),
warmth, fervor, heartiness, energy.

zealt (zel), V. i. [< zeal, «.] To entertain zeal

;

be zealous.

stiff followers, and such as zeal marvellously for those
whom they have chosen for their masters.

Bacon, Controversies of Church of Eng.

zealantt, ». See zelant.

zealedt (zeld), a. [< zeal + -ed2.] Tilled with
zeal; characterized by zeal.

Zealed religion.
Fletcher {and another), love's Pilgrimage, iv. 2.

zealfult (zel'fid), a. [< zeal + -fuL] Full of
zeal; zealous.

These dayes of Ours may shine
In Zeal-fuU Knowledge of the Truth divine.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

zealless (zel'les), a. [< zeal + -less.] Lack-
ing zeal. Bp. Hall.

zealot (zel'ot), n. [< OF. zelote, < LL. zelotes, <
Gr. i;7)>.uTr/c, a zealot, < f^Aof, zeal: see zeal.] 1.

One who is zealous or full of zeal ; one carried
away by excess of zeal ; an immoderate parti-
zan : generally in a disparaging sense.

He was one of those furious zealots who blow the bel-
lows of faction until the whole furnace of politics is red-
hot with sparks and cinders.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 299.

Like all neutrals, he is liable to attack from the zealots

of both parties, Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 62.

2. [cap.] One of a fanatical sect or party (the
Zelotffi) among the Jews of Palestine under
Roman dominion, who on account of their ex-
cesses in behalf of the Mosaic law were also
called Sicarii or Assassins. The Zealots gained the
ascendancy in a civil war, and withstood the Romans so
fiercely as to bring about the total destruction of Jeru-
salem, A. D. 70. Zealots are also mentioned (perhaps by
confusion) as a sect of the Essenes, similarly character-
ized by fanatical zeal for their ascetic practices.

That desperate Faction of the Zealots, who, like so many
Firebrands scattered up and down among them [the Jewsi
soon put the whole Nation into Flames.

StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

zealotical (ze-lot'i-kal), a. [< zealot + -ic-al.]

Having the cfcaracter of a zealot ; belonging to
a body of zealots.

One Leviston, a zealotical Scotsman, a tailor, came with
a gray suit of apparel |for a disguise] under his cloak.

Court and Times of Charles I., II. SO.

zealotism (zel'ot-izm), «. [< zealot + -ism.]
The character or conduct of a zealot. Gray.
zealotist (zel'ot-ist), n. [< zealot + -ist.] A
zealous partizau ; one of a body of zealots.
Eowell.

zealotry (zel'ot-ri), n. [< zealot + -ry (see
-ery).] Behavior as a zealot; excessive or un-
due zeal; fanaticism.

zebia-opossum
Inquisitorial cruelty and party zealotry.

Coleridge. {Imp. Diet.)

Herod is outheroded, Sternhold is out-stemholded, with
a zealotry of extravagance that really seems like wilful
burlesque. be Quincey, Style, i.

zealous (zel'us), a. [< L. ML. zelosus, full of
zeal, < zelus, zeal : see zeal. Ct. jealous, an older
form of the same word.] 1. Full of or incited
by zeal

;
jealous for the good or the promotion

of some person or object; ardent; eager; fer-
vent; devoted.

That man loves not who is not zealous too.
Herrick, Zeal Required in Love.

The learned and pious Bishop of Alexandria, Dionysius,
wrote to the zealous and factious Presbyter Novatus.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. luo. {Davies.)

The clergy of New England were, for the most part,
zealous promoters of the revolution.

Emerson, Hist. Disc, at Concord.

2. Caused by or manifesting zeal; due to ear-
nest devotion ; of an ardent character or qual-
ity.

So sweet is zealous contemplation.
Shak., Rich. IIL, iii. 7. 94.

I will study
Service and friendship, with a zealous sorrow
For my past incivility towards ye.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. L
=Syn. 1. Forward, enthusiastic, fervid, keen. See zeal.

zealously (zel'us-li), adv. In a zealous manner;
with passionate ardor; fervently; earnestly.

It is good to be zealously affected always in a good thing.
GaL iv. 18.

Sir, I will amply extend myself to your use, and am very
zealotisly afflicted, as not one of your least friends, for your
crooked fate. Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 2.

zealousness (zel'us-nes), n. The quality of be-
ing zealous; ardor; zeal.

zealousyt (zel'us-i), n. [Early mod. E. zelousie;
<. zealous + -y^ . Ci. jealousy.] 1. Zealousness.

His hand eternity, his arm his force.
His armour zealousy. his breast-plate heaven.

Mtddleton, Solomon Paraphrased, v.

2. An old form of jealousy.

The zelousie and the eagre feersenes of Olimpias.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 200, note.

zebec, zebeck, u. Same as xebec.

zebra (ze'bra), n. and a. [= F. zebre, < Afri-
can zebra.] I. n. An African soUdungulate
mammal, related to the horse and ass, of the
genus Equus and subgenus Hippotigris, having
the body more or less completely striped. There
are at least 3 well-marked species. One of these is the
quagga. The second is the bonte-quagga, or Burchell's
zebra. (See cut under daiiw.) The third is the true
zebra, E. {H.) zebra, of southern Africa, of a whitish color.

Zebra {Eguits or Hippotigris zehra).

very fully and regularly striped with black : it is specifi-
cally called the mountain zebra. This zebra stands about
4J feet high at the shoulder ; the head is light, the ears
are moderately large, the limbs slender; the mane is

short, and the tail tufted. The general form is light and
symmetrical, like that of most wild asses, and seems to
indicate speed rather than bottom. The zebra is one of
the most beautiful of animals, as it is also one of the
wildest and least tractable. It has often been kept in con-
finement, and occasionally tamed, but generally retains
its indomitable temper. It inhabits in herds the hilly and
mountainous countries of South Africa, seeking the most
secluded places; so that from the nature of its haunts, as
well as it^ watchfulness, swiftness, and the acuteness of
its senses, it is difficult to capture. It is, however, much
hunted, and seems destined to extermination.

II. a. Resembling the stripes of a zebra; hav-
ing stripes running along the sides: as, the ze-

bra markings on certain spiders. Staveley.

zebra-caterpillar (ze'bra-kat"er-pil-ar), II. The
larva of Mamestra picta, a North American noc-
tuid moth : so called from the longitudinal black
and yellow stripes. It feeds on clover, peas,
beans, cabbages, turnips, and various other cul-

tivated plants. See cut on following page.
zebra-opossum (ze'bi'a-o-pos'um), «. The ze-
bra-wolf. See cut uniler thylaeine.



zebra-parrakeet

Zebra*caterpiUar and Moth ^Mamtltra picta).

zebra-parrakeet (ze'bra-par''a-ket), n. A kind
of giass-piirrakeet, ifelopsitiacus undulatus,
much of whose plumage is barred. It is a com-
mon cage-bird. See cut under Melopmttacus.
Zebrapicns (ze-bra-pi'kus), ». [NL. (Malherbe,
1849), also Zebripicus (Bonaparte, 1854), < ze-
bra, q. v., + NL. PiciiS.I A genus of wood-
peckers: so called from the extensive striping
of the plumage. It has covered a number of American
forma, but was based on the common red-bellied wood-
pecker of the United States, and is thus a synonym of Cen-
turus (itself often merged In Melanerpes). See cut under
Centurus.

zebra-plant (ze'bra-plant), n. A striped-leafed
plant, Maranta zeirina. See Maranta.
zebra-poison (ze'bra-poi'zn), «. A succulent
trie, Euphorbia arbitrea, of South Africa. The
milky juice is so poisonous as to kill zebras which drink
water in which the branches have been placed, and it

Is sometimes used as an arrow-poison. J. Smith, Diet
of Economic Plants.

zebra-shark (ze'bra-shark), n. The tiger-shark.
zebra-spider (ze'bra-spi"d6r), n. A hunting-
spider or wolf-spider. See Lycosidx, and cuts
under tarantula and wolfsjnder.
zebra-swallowtail (ze'bra-swol'o-tal), n. The
ajax, Paitilio (or Iphiclides) ajax,'a, large swal-
low-tailed butterflj' of North America, having
yellowish-white wmgs barred with black, it is

a handsome species, and occurs from Pennsylvania south-
ward. The larva feeds on the papaw.
zebra-wolf (ze'bra-wiilf ), «. The pouched dog
or thylaciue dasyure of Tasmania, Dasyuru.i
thylacinus or Thylacinus cynocephalus, a large
predaceous and carnivorous marsupial quadru-
ped somewhat resembling a wolf, having the
back and rump transversely striped (whence
the name). See cut under thylacine.

zebra-wood (ze'bra-wud), «. 1. The wood of
Connarux Guianensis (Omphalobium Lambertii),
of the Connaracese, a tall tree of Guiana; also,
the tree itself. The wood is hard and beauti-
fully marked, and is much sought for use in
making furniture.— 2. The wood of a small
evergreen, Guettarda speciosa, of the Bubiacese,
found on tropical shores in both hemispheres.— 3. In the West Indies, a shrub or small tree,
Mijrtus (Euijf-nia) fragrans, var. cuneata.

zebra-woodpecker (ze'bra-w<id''pek-6r), n.

Any one of the striped woodpeckers of Mal-
herbe's genus Zebrapicus— that is, of Centurus
in a usual sense. See cut under Centurus.

eebrine (zo'brin), a. [< sebra + -inel.] Resem-
bling or related to the zebra; striped like a ze-
bra; pertaining to the subgenus Hippotigris:
correlated with equine and asinine. Darwin.
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zebu (ze'bu), n. [< P. zebu, a name accepted
by Buffon from the exhibitors of the animal at
a French fair, and supposed by him to be an
African word. If not invented, it is prob. in-
tended to represent the E. Ind. zobo, q. v.]
The Indian bull, ox, or cow; any individual or
breed of Boa indicus, having a hump on the
withers. The zebu has been domesticated from time im-
memorial, and is now known only in its artificial breeds.
These are numerous, and very various in size, shape, and
color, the processes of artificial selection having modified
the original stock in almost every particular. The char-
acteristic hump is sometimes double. The flesh is con-
sidered a delicacy. The size of different breeds of zebus
varies much. Some are as large as ordinary cattle, others
no larger than a common calf a month or two old. The
color is usually light gray, varying to pure white. The
bulls of the latter color are consecrated to Siva, and be-
come Brahminy bulls, exempt from labor or molestation.
Zebus are bred particularly in India, but also in China, Ja-
pan, and some parts of Africa. They are used as beasts
of burden and of draft, and as riding-animals, as well as
for beef. The stock from which they have descended is
by some naturalists supposed to represent only a variety
of Bos taurug, the original of the ordinary domestic ox.
See cut in preceding column.
zebub (ze'bub), n. [< Ar. zubdb, dhubdb, Heb.
zebub,&y. Cf. Beelzebub.} Alarge Abyssinian fly
noxious to cattle, like the tsetse and the zimb.
zebu-cattle (ze'bu-kat*l), ». The cattle of the
eastern hemisphere which have a hump, like
the zebu. Darwin.
zebuder, n. The Caucasian ibex. Also called
zac.

zecchino (tsek-ke'no), M. [It.: see sequin.'\ A
gold coin of the Venetian republic, worth

Zebu {Box induus, var.).

Obverse. Reverse.
Zecchijio of Paolo Raoiero, Doge of Venice 1778- 1789.— British

Museum. (Size of original.)

rather more than 9». English, or about |2.25

:

same as sequin.

zechin, n. A variant of sequin.

Zechstein (zek'stin), ». [G., < zeche, a mine,
+ stein, stone.] In geol., the uppermost of the
two divisions of the Permian, the lower being
the so-called " Rothliegende." This twofold char-
acter of the Permian is a well-marked feature of the system
in Germany, especially in the central part of that coun-
try; hence it is not infrequently called the Dyaii, a word
coined in imitation of the name Trias. At the bottom
of the Zechstein is the "Kupferschiefer," a thin bed
of dark-colored, bituminous, and cupriferous shale. The
Zechstein proper is a calcareous rock, becoming dolomitic
in its upper section, and containing, especially in Prus-
sia, masses of rock-salt of extraordinary thickness. The
Permian covers an extensive area in Russia, where, how-
ever, its dual character is much less distinctly marked
than it is in Germany. In the east of England this fea-
ture of the Permian is clearly exhibited, and the so-called
"MagnesianLiraestonegroup" is the equivalent of the Ger-
man Zechstein. No separation of the Permian into divi-
sions has been satisfactorily made out in North America,
where the break between that formation and the Carbon-
iferous is far less distinct than it is in the regions of its

typical development in Germany.

zed (zed), n. [= F. zede, < L. zeta, < Gr. l^iJTa, the
name of the letter Z.] 1. The letter Z, also
called zee and sometimes izzard.

Zed, thou unnecessary letter ! Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 69.

2. A metal bar rolled so as to have a cross-
section resembling the letter Z.

Angles, Zeds, Channels, Beams, Bars.
The Engineer, T.XXT. p. xxxviii. of adv'ts.

Zedland (zed'land), n. [< zed + land.'] A des-
ignation of the western part of England, from
the dialectal use there of the sound of z for that
of s. Halliwell.

zedoary (zed'o-a-ri), n. [< F. zidoaire = Sp.

V:g. zedoaria = !{. zettavario : see setwall.'] An
East Indian drug, known in two varieties as long

and round zedoary. According to some authorities
these are both the product of Curcuma Zedoaria (the C.

Zerumbet of Roxburgh); according to others, only the long
zedoary belongs to this species, the round to C. arotnatica

(the C. Zedoaria ofRoxburgh). Both varieties are aromatic,
with a strong camphoraceous flavor and the odor of ginger.

In medicine, zedoary acts like ginger, but is less effective.

It is used in India in various alterative decoctions and in
preparing kinds of incense. The rhizome of C. aromatica,
like the related turmeric, is used in dyeing— its chief ap-
plication.

Zeidse (ze'i-de), n. pi. [NX. (Swainson, 1839),

< Zeus + -idse."\ A family of acanthopterygian
fishes, so named from the genus Zeus, but usu-
ally called Zenidse. See cut under dory, 1.

zein (ze'in), n. [< Zca + -j«2.] a proteid ob-

tained from maize, said to be allied to gluten.

zemlndary
It has a yellowish color, and is soft, insipid, and
elastic. It differs essentially from the gluten
of wheat. Also zeine.

Zeitgeist (tsit'gist), n. [G. ; < zeit, time (= E.
tide), + geist, spirit (= E. ghost).'] The spirit
or genius of the time; that general drift of
thought or feeling which particularly charac-
terizes any period of time: a German word oc-
casionally used in English.

zel (zel), 11. [< Turk. Pars, gil, a bell, cymbal.]
An Oriental form of cymbal.

Where, some hours since, was heard the swell
Of trumpet and the clash of zel.

Bidding the bright-eyed sun farewell.
Afoore, Lalla Rookh, The fire-Worshippers.

Zelanian (ze-la'ni-an), a. [< NL. Zelania {Nova
Zelania, New Zealand) -I- -aw.] In zoogeog.,
of or pertaining to New Zealand: more fully
Novo-Zelanian. See New Zealand subregion, un-
der subregion.

zelantf, n. [Also zealant; < LL. zelan{t-)s, ppr.
of zelare, have zeal for, < L. zelus, zeal: see
zeal.'] A zealot. Also zealant.

To certain zealanU all speech of pacification is odious.
Bacon, Unity in Religion (ed. Spedding, Ellis, and Heath).

Advertisement touching an Holy War written (by Ba-
con) in the form of a Dialogue, in which the interlocutors
represent a Moderate Divine, a Protestant Zelant, a Rom-
ish Catholic Zelant ... E. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 426.

zelatort (zel'a-tor), n. [< LL. zelator, < zelare,
have zeal for: see zelant.'] A zealous partizan
or promoter; a zealot.

Many zelatours or fauourers of the publyke weale haue
benne discouraged. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ill. 27.

Zele (ze'le), ti. [NL. (Curtis, 1831), said to be
< Gr. iv^-Tj, a female rival.] A genus of hyme-
nopterous parasites, of the family Braconidm,
distinguished from Macrocentrus principally by
having the abdomen inserted between the pos-
terior eoxffi. Ten North American and three European
species have been described. They are parasitic upon
small lepidopterous larvee.

Zelkova (zel-ko'va), n. [NL. (Spaeh, 1841),
from the Cretan name zelkova.] A genus of
apetalous trees, of the order TJrtieaceee and
tnbe Celtidese. It is characterized by monoecious or
polygamous flowers, the male with a short-lobed peri-
anth, the female with an eccentric two-parted style and
uniovulate ovary, in fruit somewhat ventricose and drupa-
ceous, smooth or veiny on the surface, and often keeled on
the back, containing a compressed concave seed with
broad cotyledons. There are 4 species, natives respec-
tively of Crete, the Caucasian and Caspian region, Japan,
and China. They are trees bearing alternate serrate or
crenate feather-veined leaves, with narrow slender stip-
ules. The flowers are sessile or short-pedicelled, the male
in small clusters, the female solitary in the upper axils.

Z. crenata (formerly known as Planera Michardi), the zel-

kova- or zelkona-tree of the Caucasus, reaches a consider-
able size, sometimes 80 feet high and 4 feet in diameter;
in its scaly bark it resembles the plane-tree, in its leaves
the elm ; the small greenish-brown flowers have the odor
of the elder, and are followed by roundish fruits of the size
of a pea. Its timber is much prized ; the sap-wood is light-
colored and elastic ; the hard heavy reddish heart-wood
takes a good polish, and is valued for furniture. For Z.
acuminata, see keyaki.

zeloso (dze-16's6), a. [It. : see zealous.] Zeal-
ous : in imisic, marking passages to be rendered
with zeal, enthusiasm, or energy.
zelotjpia (zel-o-tip'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. C.r/7MTv-

ma, jealousy, rivalry,^ i^rildrmzoi, jealous, < f?/Xof,

zeal, + TvTTTew, strike: see type.] The exercise
of morbid perseverance and energy in the pros-
ecution of a project, especially one of a politi-

cal or religious nature ; a form of monomania
sometimes manifesting itself iu overzeal in at-

tempts to gain supporters to any public cause.

zelotypic (zel-o-tip'ik), a. [< zelotypia + -ic.]

Pertaining to,' characterized by, or exhibiting
zelotypia.

zelousiet, «. See zealousy.

zemindar (zem'in-dar), n. [Also zamindar; <

Pers. zemindar, a landholder, < zemin, land, H-

-ddr, holding.] Originally, one of a class of
farmers of the revenue from land held in com-
mon by its cultivators, established by the Mo-
gul government of India, every one in a specially

assigned tract or district ; now, in many prov-
inces, a native landlord, regarded as a successor
of the preceding, and similarly responsible for

the land-tax, who under British regulations has
become the actual proprietor of the soil under
his jurisdiction, often with right of primogeni-
tm-e.

The ZemituUirs of lyower Bengal, the landed proprietary
established by Lord Cornwallis, have the worst reputation
as landlords, and appear to have frequently desei-ved it.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 163.

zemindary (zem'in-da-ri), n.; pi. zemindaries
(-riz). [< Pers. zcmindari, < zemindar, zem-
indar.] 1. The office or jurisdiction of a zem-
indar.— 2. The tract of territory administered



zemindary

or controlled by a zemindar; also, the system
of landholding and revenue-collection unaer
zemindars. Also written zamindari, zeniindari,

zemindarce, zemindamj, etc.

Lord Cornwallis, with the best intentions, stereotyped

the zemindary system in Bengal by giving to the middle-
men or fanners of the revenue permanent rights of pos-

session, subject to a quit rent to the Government.
Contemporary Bev,, L. 61.

zemmi, zemni (zem'i, -ni), n. The blind mole-

rat, S})(ilax tjfphlus. See cut under mole-rat.

zemstvo (zems'tvo), n. [Russ.] In Russia, a

local elective assembly, of recent institution,

for tiie oversight and regulation of affairs with-

in its territory. There are zemstvos for the districts

into which the governments are divided, and also for the
governments themselves, with nominal Jurisdiction of

local taxation, schools, roads, public sanitation, etc., but

subject to arbitrary Interference by the provincial gover-

nors.

Zenaida (ze-na'i-da), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,

1838), < Zen'aide, daughter of Joseph Bonaparte,

and wife of Charles Lucien Bonaparte.] A ge-

nus of American ground-doves, typical of the

subfamily Zenaidmee, containing such species

as the West Indian Z. amabilis.

zenaide (ze-na'id), n. A dove of the genus
Zeitdida.

Zenaidinse (ze-na-i-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Zena
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Zenopsis ocellatus, of the family Zenidte.

and formerly Cyttina. The name is also written Zeidee.

See Zeus, 2, and cut under dory.

Zeninse (ze-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Zeus {Zen-)

+ -inx.'\ A subfamily of Zenidee. without pala-

tine teeth, with scales minute if present, and
very strong anal spines. See Zeus, 2.

ida + -inx.] A subfamily of pigeons or doves, zemth (ze'nith), ii. ^[ME. senyth^
^c2?"

"*"**'''

of the family Co?«)»6Jrfas; the ground-pigeons '" " '
•'' '^ '^

_ - ..,
t.

of America, distinguished from the more ar-

boreal pigeons, or Columhlnx proper, by the

greater size of the feet and the denudation of

the scutellate tarsi. Numerous genera and species

inhabit the warmer parts of America ; 6 are found in the

United States, of which the Carolina dove, Zenaidura ca-

rolinensig, is the best-known and most widely distributed.

Zenaida amabilis is a West Indian species, found also in

Florida. The group embraces the smallest birds of the

family, as the diminutive ground-dove of the Southern
States, Chamsepelia (or ColumUgallina) passerina. See

cuts under dove, ground-dove, Mdopelia, and Scarda/ella.

zenaidine (ze-na'i-din), a. [< Zenaidinee.'i

Pertaining to or resembling the genus Zenaida.

Cones.

Zenaidura (ze-na-i-dti'ra), n. [NL. (Bona-

parte, 1854), i Zenaida, q. "v., + Gr. ovpa, tail.]

That genus of Columbidee which contains the

Carolina dove, or mourning-dove, Z. carolinen-

sis : so called from the peculiarity of the tail,

which has fourteen instead of twelve feathers.

zenith, F. zenith (> G. zenith = D. Sw. zenit =
Russ. zenitu), < Sp. zenit, OSp. zenith = Pg.

zenith, zenit, a corruption (prob. due to a mis-

reading of TOasni) of *zemt, < Ar. semt, samt, in

semt er-ras, samt ur-ras, the zenith, vertical

point of the heavens, lit. 'way of the head':

semt, sami, way, road, path, tract, quarter; al,

the; ras, head. Ct azimuth.'] 1. The vertical

point of the heavens at any place, or the point

directly above an observer's head ; the upper
pole of the celestial horizon. The opposed pole

is the nadir.— 2. Figuratively, the highest

point, or summit, as of one's fortune ; the cul-

mination.
By my prescience

I find my zenith doth depend upon
A most aospicions star.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 181.

Dead ! in that crowning grace of time.

That triumph of life's zenith hour

!

Whittier, Bantoul.

Keflex zenith-tube. See reflex.
The long cuneate tail gives this genus the aspect of £c(o- .i-u-i ,s,-ii'i-, r < zenith + -al ^ Of or
mstes (which belongs to a different subfamily). See cut Zenitnai (ze nitn ai;, a. L^ zemm -r «i.j ui or
pistes (which belongs to a diflerent subfamily),

under dove, and compare that under passenger-pigeon.

Also, incorrectly, Zenxdura.

zenana (ze-na'na), n. [Also zanana ; < Pers. re-

na«o,belonging to women, < zen, a woman, = Gr.

7m>^,awoman: seegMeeml.] In India, that part

of the house in which the females of a family

are secluded ; an East Indian harem.

1 wandered through a zenarm which was full of women's
clothes, fans, slippers, musical instruments, flowers, gilt

chairs, and damask curtains.
W. U. Jiussell, Diary in India, I

"""

Zenana mlBSions, Protestant
women of India, conducted by female missionaries from
Great Britain and the United States.

pertaining to the zenith

The deep zenithal blue. Tyndall, Glaciers of the Alps, v.

Zenithal map-projection. &ee projection.

zenith-CoUimator (ze'nith-kol''''i-ma-tor), n. A
collimator arranged so that its optical axis is

vertical, instead of horizontal as usually is the

case. In Eater's vertical collimator the telescope is

carried by an annular iron float, floating upon mercury.

Other forms are also used in which the adjustment to

verticality is made by means of spirit-levels. Also called

,«t ^.u.j ... *.. , -. ...~. vertical collinmtor.

Christian missions to the zenith-distance (ze'nith-disns^s), «. The arc

intercepted between any body and the zenith,

being the same as the co-altitude of the body.

Zend (zend), ». \^eis> Zend-Avesta.] The name zenith-sector (ze'nith-sek'''tor), ?i. An astro-

commonly given to the language of the Avesta

:

an ancient form of Iranian or Persian. It was
deciphered in the present century, lai'gely by means of its

resemblance to Sanskrit. See Zend-Avesta.

zendal silk. Same as sendal.

Zend-Avesta (zen-da-ves'ta), n. [More prop-

erly Avesta, since Itendavesta is literally Jthe

Avesta with its Zend or commentary.]
sacred scriptures of the Zoroastrian religion,

ascribed to Zoroaster, and consisting of the

Vendidad, the Yasna (including the Gdthds),

the Yashts, and a few other pieces. Compare
Zend.
zendel (zen'del), n. Same as sendal.

zendik (zen'dik), n. [Ar. zendiq.] A name
given in the East not only to disbelievers in

revealed religion, but also to such persons as

are accused of magical heresy.

zenick, zenik (ze'nik), n. [African.] The
African suricate, Ehyzeena tetradactyla or Suri-

cata zenick. See cut under suricate.

Zenidse (zen'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Zeus (Zen-)

A family of physoelistous acanthop-

nomical instrument for measuring with great

accuracy the zenith-distances of stars which
pass near the zenith. It is specially used for this

purpose in English trigonometrical surveys in determin-

ing latitudes. It consists essentially, as its name implies,

of an arc of a divided circle, with appliances for deter-

mining accurately its zenith-reading. See seetm.

The zenith-telescope (ze'nith-tel"e-sk6p), re. An
important geodetical instrument for measuring
the difference of zenith-distances of pairs of

stars north and south of the zenith. It consists

of a somewhat large telescope pointing nearly to the ze-

nith, but having a moderate range of motion in altitude

regulated by a fine tangent screw. The instrument also

carries a vertical setting-circle with a very delicate level,

having its tube perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the

telescope. There is at the eyepiece a thread micrometer,

working vertically. The telescope, with its horizontal

axis, is mounted upon a very long vertical axis arranged

with two stops, so that the telescope can be carried round
from the north to the south part of the meridian. The
difference of zenith-distances of a pair of stars, one north

and the other south, having been observed, the latitude

of the station is equal to the mean of their declinations

added to half the excess of the southern over the northern

zenith-distance. The instrument is the invention of Cap-

tain A. Talcott, U. S. A. ; but it is said the principle is

due to the early astronomer Horrocks.
" Same as waxy degen-

[< Zeus (Zen-) +

+ -idX.] ^ — jr-v
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Zeus ; the

dories. The body is short, high and deep, and much Zenker's degeneration.
compressed ; the large mouth is terminal, with protractile eration (It). See waxy^.
upper jaw and small teeth in narrow bands or single file

;

„.„„;j (yS'TiniH) n and
the dorsal fln is emarginate or divided, with strong spines ^enom (ze noia), a. anu

y.-^„
anteriorly ; the anal is spined or spineless ; the ventrals -Old.] I. a. Ot or relating to tne Aemax.
are thoracic, and have one spine and five to eight rays; H, n. One of the Zenidee.
the caudal is usually not forked ; the lateral line is ob- Zenonian (ze-no'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Zeno(n-),
scure and unarmed

;
pyloric cajca are extremely nuraer- - r. // 5;pnr> (sppilfif 1 + -inn 1 T a Of or

ous; and the vertebra are about thirty-two. These are <•

^f.
/,^uv,^eno (see aei.), -r -««"• J 1. «• ^^ "'

fishes of warm seas, of singular appearance, represented pertaining to any one of the name ot /ieno. Spe-

by 6 genera and about 10 species. Also called Cyttida, ciflcally— (a) Pertaining to the doctrmes and argumente of

zephyr

Zeno of Elea, a philosopher of the fifth century B. c. Zeno's

four arguments against motion, which are celebrated, are

as follows : First, a body passing over any space must
first pass the middle point, and Ijefore it can do that it

must pass the point midway between that and the start-

ing-place, and so on ad infinitum. This regressus ad in-

finituin was regarded as in some way absurd. The second
argument is called the Achilles, or Achilles and the tor-

Urise. Achilles cannot overtake the tortoise, because it will

take him a certain time to reach the starting-point of the
tortoise, and when he has reached it the tortoise will still

have the start, and so on ad infinitum ; and thus he will

be the sum of an infinite series of times in reaching the
tortoise, which will be an infinite time. The third argu-
ment is that a flying arrow at any time occupies a space
no larger than itself, and in this space it has no room for

motion, and therefore at no time has it any motion. The
fourth argument is quite obscure, but it concludes from
the consideration of relative motions that the whole of a
time is equal to its half. Zeno may have come upon the
difflculty that half an infinite number is equal to the num-
ber Itself. Aristotle calls Zeno the inventor of dialectic—
that is, of abstract logical reasoning reposing upon the
principle of contradiction, as opposed to mere inference

by vague association with some general experience. The
Zenonian arguments are in point of fact attempts at such
reasoning ; but they are gross logical fallacies, arising

from the fact that the reasoning is not carried out ab-

stractly, but contents itself with reaching contradictions

with ordinary inexact experience. They have been con-

sidered wonderful by those students who have come to

philosophy by the way of theology or natural history with-

out proper training in mathematics and logic ; and falla-

cies of the same nature are committed everj- day, even in

mathematical works. Zenonian minds find some difficulty

in reasoning either about discrete or about continuous in-

finity, because these characters are neither of them direct-

ly presented to us in experience, and therefore elude asso-

ciational reasoning. With finite quantity they find no
such difficulty. But in really logical reasoning, since flnite

quantity is distinguished from infinite quantity in being
subject to a certain general and complicated condition to

which the latter is not subject, the latter is more simple
than the former ; and from a similar cause continuous in-

finity is more easily reasoned about, with logical accuracy,

than discrete infinity.

Gorgias's sceptical development of the Zenonian logic.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 779.

(6) Pertaining to Zeno of Citium, the founder of the Stoic

school of philosophy, who lived between 360 and 250 B. c.

He committed suicide at an advanced age.

II. «. A Stoic.

Zenonic (ze-non'ik), a. [< Zeno(n-) + -ic.]

Same as Zenonian.
Heraclitus's system was the polar antithesis to this Ze-

nonic position. The Academy, April 21, 1888, p. 278.

Zenopsis (zf-nop'sis), «. [NL. (Gill, 1862),

< Zeus {Zen-) + Gr. b^i^, aspect.] A genus of

dories, of the subfamily Zeninee, differing from
Zeus mainly in having only three instead of four

anal spines. The type is Z. nelndoms of Japan ; an-

other species is Z. ocellatus ot the K ew England coast, of a
nearly plain silvery color, but with a black lateral ocellus.

See cut under Zenidse.

zenu (ze'no), n. The goitered antelope, or yel-

low goat, Procapra gutturosa. See dzeren.

zeolite (ze'o-lit), n. [So called by Cronstedt
from boiling and swelling when heated by
the blowpipe; < Gr. C,hiv, boil, foam, + /-iSo(,

stone.] A generic name of a group of hydrated
double silicates in which the principal bases

are aluminium and calcium or sodium. They are

closely allied to the feldspars among anhydrous silicates.

They are decomposed by acids, often with gelatinization

;

and most of them intumesce before the blowpipe. Among
them are analcite, chabazite, harmotome, stilbite, etc.

They occur most commonly in cavities and veins in basic

igneous rocks, as basalt or diabase, as at Bergen Hill, New
Jersey ; they thus often fill the cavities in amygdaloid.

zeolitic (ze-o-lit'ik), a. [< zeolite + -ic] Per-

taining to zeolite ; consisting of zeolite or re-

sembling it.

zeolitiform (ze-6-lit'i-f6rm), a. [< zeolite + L.

forma, form.] Saving the form of zeolite.

zeolitization (ze-o-lit-i-za'shon), n. [< zeolite

•¥ -ize + -aiion.] The process by which a min-
eral is converted into a zeolite by alteration

—

for example, nepheline into thomsonij:e.

zeorine (ze'o-rin), a. [< Zeora, a genus of

lichens, + -me^.] In hot., noting, in lichens,

an apothecium in which a proper exciple is in-

closed in the thalline exciple.

Zephiroth (zef'i-roth), n. pi. Same as Sephi-

roth.

Zephronia (zef-ro'ni-a), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,

1842).] Same as Sphserotherium.

Zephroniidae (zef-ro-ni'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Zephronia + -idx.] Same as Sphierotheriidx.

J. E. Gray.
zephyr (zef'^r), «. [< F. zephire = Sp. zeiiro

= Pg. zephyro = It. zeffiro, zefiro, < L. zephyrtis,

< Gr. i;i(ln'pog, the west wind ; cf . C<i^f , darkness,

gloom, the west.] 1. The west wind: poeti-

cally, any soft, mild, gentle breeze.
As gentle

As zephyrs blowing below the violet.

Not wagging his sweet head.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 172.

2. In cntom., a butterfly of the genus Zephyrus.
— 3. A trade-name for a textile fabric or yam,



zephyr

very fine and light of its kind, and for some
other things of similar qualities : chiefly in at-
tributive use : as, ::epliyr worsted ; zephyr crack-
ers (that is, biscuits).

Homespuns, Flannels, Zephyrs, Challies.

Newspaper Advertisement.

Zephyr CloUl, a thin, finely spun woolen cloth made in
Belgium, thinner than tweed, and employed for women's
gowns. Diet, o/ Needlework.—Zephyr flanneL Seeylan-
nel.

Zephyranthes (zef-i-ran'thez), n. [NL. (Her-
bart, 1821), so called in allusion to the slen-
der, easily agitated stalks; < Gr. i;e(pvpo(, the
west wind, + av6o^, flower.] A genus of mono-
cotyledonous plants, of the order AmarylUda-
cese and tribe J marylleae. It is characterized by one-
flowered scapes, and flowers with a short or rather long
perianth-tube, sometimes with small scales around the
stamens, slender separate filaments, oblong or linear ver-
satile anthers, and nutnerous biseriate ovules in the three
ovary-cells. There are about 30 species, natives of Amer-
ica from Texas to the Argentine Republic, with one in
western tropical Africa, the latter formerly known as Ha-
branthus. They are bulbous plants with a few linear or
thong-shaped leaves, and an elongated scape bearing a
handsome erect or slightly declined solitary flower, either
pink, white, purple, or yellowish. They are known in
general as swamp-lily. Z. Atamasco, found from Mexico
to Pennsylvania, with rose-colored flowers, is cultivated
under the name of /airy-lUy or atamasco-lUy; and Z.
Candida, of Lima and Buenos Ayres, with white flowers
and small rush-like leaves, under the name of Peruvian
nwaiiipliiy.

Zepbyrus (zef'i-rus), n. [< L. Zephyrus, < Gr.
Ze^vpoi, a personification of l^k^vpo^, the west
wind.] 1. In classical myth., a personification
of the west wind, poetically regarded as the
mildest and gentlest of all the sylvan deities.

Whan Zephirvs eek with his sweete breeth
Inspired hath in every holt and heeth
ITie tendre croppes.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 5.

Courteous Zephyrus
On his dewy wings carries perfumes to cheer us.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, ii. 1.

2. [NL. (Dalman, 1816).] In entom., a genus
of butterflies, of the family Lycsenidee, chiefly of
Europe and Asia, characterized by peculiari-
ties of the wing-venation ; the zephyrs.
zerda (zfer'da), >i. A small African fox; a fen-
nee. The name is applied to two very dilferent animals

:

(a) Vulpes or Fennecus zerda, a small tnie fox. See/oa!l,
and cut under /ennee, (jb) Otocyon or Megalotis laXandi,
See Metfolotina.

zereba, zeriba, «. See zareba.

Zerene (ze-re'ne), n. [NL. (Hiibner, 1816;
Treitsehke, 1825), prop. Xerene, < Gr. ^ripaiveiv,

dry up.] A notable genus of geometrid moths,
typical of a family Zerenidse or subfamily Zere-
niuie. They have broad, entire, and slightly hyaline winga

;

the body is slender, and the male antenna: are plumose,
with the branches long, slender, and slightly frizzled. The
most noted species is Z. catinaria of the northern United
States, a white moth, often with blackish dots, whose
greenish-yellow black-spotted larva feeds on a variety of
forest-plants.

Zerenidae (zf-ren'i-de), ». pi. [NL. (Guen^e,
1844), < Zerene + -idse.'] A family of geometrid
moths, comprising many beautiful forms, usu-
ally white or yellow, spotted with black, it in-

clncleB 2r> genera, of which Abraxas is the most important.
From their maeulation they are known SLspanther-, jayuar-,
or magpie-moths, and one genus is called FaiUherodes.

Zereninse (zer-e-ni'ne;, H. pi. [NL., < Zerene +
-iint.'i The Zerenidse as a subfamily of Geo-
metridse.

zero (ze'ro), n. [< F. z^o, < It. Sp. zero, contr.
of *:efro, zifro, (A.t. sifr, cipher : see cipher, of
which ^ero is a doublet.] 1. Cipher; the figure

0. which stands for naught in the Arabic nota-
tion for numbers.
As to number, they [the teeth of fishes) range from zero

to countless qoantities. Owen, Anat., $ 70.

2. The defect of all quantity considered as
quantity; the origin of measurement stated as
at a distance from itself; nothing, quantitative-
ly regarded. Upon a thermometer or any similar scale
zero is the line from which all the divisions are measured
in the positive and negative directions. Upon the centi-
grade and Reaumur's thermometers, it is the point at
which the mercury stands when the thermometer is

plunged into a mass of melting ice coarsely pulverized,
from which 8<»me makers allow the water to drain off, but
it is better not to do so. For some years after a thermom-
eter is made the zero is said to rise — that is, the melting-
point of ice stands higher and higher upon the scale.

Upon the Fahrenheit thermometer the distance on the
glass stem between the melting-point of ice and the tem-
fierature of steam at one English atmosphere of tension
B divided into 180 degrees, and 32 such degrees below
the melting-point of Ice is marked as zero.

If the directions of all the external forces pass through
the origin, their moments are zero, and the angular mo-
mentum of the system will remain constant.

Clerk MaxweU, Matter and Motion, art. Ixii.

Hence— 3. Figuratively, the bottom of the
scale; the lowest point or ebb; a state of

nullity or inanition.

7033
The diplomatic circle [in Constantinople] was at zero.

Stratford Canning, in Diet. Nat. Biog., Vlll. 432.

Absolute zero of temperature. See aftsoiutc— Dis-
placement of zero. See displacemetit.—Zero magnet,
a magnet used for adjusting the zero reading of a galva-
nometer or similar instrument.—Zero potential, in ciect.
See potential.

zeroaxial (ze-ro-ak'si-al), a. [< zero + axial.Ji
Having an axis composed of zeros Zeroajdal
determinant. See determinant.

zerumbet (zf-rum'bet), n. An East Indian
drug— according to some, the same as cassu-
mimar. It has sometimes been confounded
with the round zedoary.

zest (zest), n. [< OF. zeste, one of the partitions
which divide the kernel of a walnut, also the
peel of an orange or lemon, < L. schigtos, <
Gr. axicTo^, divided, cleft : see schist.^ 1. The
dry woody membrane covering or forming the
partitions of a walnut or other nut or fruit,
as an orange or a lemon. [Obsolete, or only
French.]— 2. A piece of the outer rind of an
orange or lemon used as a flavoring or for pre-
serving ; also, oil squeezed from such a rind to
flavor liquor, etc. Imp. Diet.— 3. Kelish im-
parted or afforded by anything

;
piquant nature

or quality ; agreeableness ; charm
;
piquancy.

The zest
Of some wild tale or brutal jest
Hath to loud laughter stirred the rest.

Scott, Eokeby, iii. 15.

4. Keen relish or enjoyment of anything;
stimulated taste or interest; hearty satisfac-
tion; gusto.

Some forms of hypochondria, in which this extreme
somatic insensibility and absence of zest leave the intellect
and memory unaffected. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 84.

zest (zest), V. t. [< zest, ».] 1. To add a zest
or relish to ; make piquant, literally or figura-
tively.

My Lord, when my wine 's right I never care it should
be zested. Cibber, Careless Husband, iii. (Davies.)

Hundreds sunk to the bottom by one broadside furnish
out the topic of the day, and zest his coffee.

Ooldsmith, Abuse of our Enemies.

2. To cut, as the peel of an orange or a lemon
from top to bottom into thin slips, or to squeeze,
as orange-peel, over the surface of anything,
/mj). Diet.

zeta^ (ze'tfi), n. [Gr. (lyra, the letter z, f: see
Z, zed.'] Tlie sixth letter of the Greek alphabet,
corresponding to the English Z.—zeta, function,
one of a series of functions connected with elliptic in-

tegrals of the second kind, and derived from Jacobi's
zeta function, Zu, which ditifers only by a multiple of u
from/dn^«.dw, so that

Zu + Zo— Z (u -f u) = k2sn u. sn v. sn (u -f v).

zeta''^ (ze'ta), n. [< LL. zeta tordiseta, a chamber,
dwelling, <; Gr. Siaira, way of living, mode of
life, dwelling: see diet^.l A little closet or
chamber: applied by some writers to the room
over the porcn of a Christian church where the
porter or sexton lived and kept the church
documents. Britton.

zetetic (ze-tet'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. ^T/TriTiKd^, <
ir/Ttiv, seek, inquire.] I. a. Pl-oceeding by in-

quiry ; seeking— The zetetic method, in math., the
analytical method used in endeavoring to discover the
value of unlfuown quantities or to flnd the solution of
a problem. [Rare.]

II. n. A seeker : a name adopted by some of
the Pyrrhonists.

zetetics (ze-tet'iks), ». [PI. of zetetic (see -ics).]

That part "of algebra which consists in the di-

rect search after unknown quantities. [Rare.]

ZeuctOCOelomata (zuk"t9-se-16'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., <Gr. feuKTOf, joined, + Koilufxa, a hollow,
cavity: seecasJoma.] Animals having a primi-
tive archenteron in the embryo, with paired or
yoked coelomatic sacs or diverticula, as mol-
lusks, worms, crustaceans, insects, and verte-

brates : more fully called Metazoa zeiictoccelo-

mata. A. Hyatt.

zeuctocoelomatic (ziik-to-se-lo-mat'ik), a. [<
Zeuctocalomata + -ic] Oi or pertaining to the
Zeuctocalomata.

zeuctocoelomic (zUk'to-se-lom'ik), a. Same as
zeitctocaidmatic.

zeugite (zu'git), n. See zygite.

Zeuglodon (ztig'lo-don), «. [NL. (Owen), < Gr.
^tvy/Jl, the strap or loop of a yoke (< Ccvyvvvai,

voke, join), + bUovc (orfoir-) = E. tooth.] 1.

The typical genus of the faraily Zeuf/lodontidaB.
Several species have been described from the Eocene of

the United States and of England, as Z. cetoides of the
former country, said to have attained a length of 70 feet.

The genus had before been named Basilosaunis by Har-
lan, on the supposition that these fossils were reptiles,

and has also been called Hydrarchos (by Koch), Polyp-
tychodon (by Emmons), Phocodon, and Zyyodon. See cut
under Zeugtodontia.

Posterior Tooth of one
of the Zeuglodontia.

Zens

2. \l. c] A member of this genus; a zeuglo-
dont.

zeuglodont (ziig'lo-dont), a. and «. [As Zeuglo-
don{t-).~\ I. a. Having teeth (apparently) yoked
in pairs ; having the characters of, or pertain-
ing to, the Zeugtodontia.

II. n. A fossil cetacean of the suborder Zeu-
glodontia; a zeuglodon.
Zeuglodontia (zug-lo-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

see Zeuglodon.] A suborder of Cete or Cetacea,
represented by the zeuglo-
donts: sometimes made to
consist of two families, the
Basilosauridse (or Zeuglodon-
tidae) and Cynorcidse. The in-
termaxillaries were expanded for-
ward, normally interposed between
the maxillaries, forming the terminal
as well as anterior margin of the up-
per jaw; and the nasal apertures
were produced forward, with freely
projecting nasal bones. The teeth of
the interraaxillaries were conic, and
those of the maxillaries were two- or
three-rooted. Also called Phocodon-
tia and Archxoceti. Also Zeuglodon-
tes.

Zeuglodontidae (zug-io-don'-
ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Zeuijlo-

doH(t-) + -idle.] A family of
fossil toothed cetaceans, typi-
fied by the genus Zeuglodon, and representative
of the Zeuglodontia. These primitive cetaceans in
some respects approached the seals, or pinniped mam-
mals, and some of the characters of the fragmentary re-
mains first discovered caused them to be mistaken for
reptiles. Also called Basilosauridse. See cut under Zeu-
glodontia.

zeuglodontoid (ztig-lo-don'toid), a. and «.

[As Zeuglodon(t-) + -oid.] Same as zeuglodont.

zeugma (zug'ma), n. [< Gr. [.nvyjia, lit. a yok-
ing, < feuyvwa;, yoke, join : see yoke^, join.'] 1.
A figure in grammar in which two nouns are
joined to a verb suitable to only one of them,
but suggesting another verb suitable to the
other noun ; or in which an adjective is simi-
larly used with two nouns.— 2. [cap.] [NL.]
In entom., a genus of hemipterous insects. West-
wood.
zeugmatic (zfig-mat'ik), a. [< zeugma{t-) +
-ic. J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, zeugma.
Zeugobranchia (zu-go-brang'ki-ii), n.x)l. [NL.,
< Gr. ieiiyog, yoke, + jipayxca, gills.] Same as
Zygobranchiata.

Zeugophora (zn-gof'o-ra), n. [NL. (Kunze,
1818), < Gr. Cciiyo^, a yoke, + -<l>opoc, < <pcpeiv =
E. bear^.] A genus of leaf-beetles, of the
family Chrysotnelidse, having a lateral protho-
raeic tubercle and emarginate eyes. The geo-
graphical distribution of this genus is remarkable, for of
the 20 or more species known two are found in Ceylon
and Farther India, while the rest are North European
and North American.

zeunerite (zl'n^r-it), n. [Named after Director
Zeuner, of Freiberg.] A hydrous arseniate of

copper and uranium, occurring in bright-green
tetragonal crystals, isomorphous with torber-
nite.

Zeus (ziis), n. [< Gr. Zffcf (gen. A«if, also Ziywif)

= L. Jovis (gen.), Ju-jnter, etc. : see Jove, Jupi-
ter, deity.] 1. In Gr.»»^</(., the chief and mas-
ter of the gods, the supreme deity, omnipres-

Zeus.—The " Jupiter of Otricoli," in the Vatican Museum.^



Zeus

ent and all-powerful, generally looked upon as
the son of Kronos and Rhea, and held to have
dethroned and succeeded his father, in a narrower
sense, he was the god of the heavens, and controlled all

celestial phenomena, as rains, snows, and tempests, heat
and cold, and the lightning. His consort was Hera.
Zeus was worshiped iftiiversally ; but the most renowned
of his sanctuaries were those of Oiympia in Elis and Do-
dona in Epims. In art Zeus was represented as a majes-
tic and powerful figure, with full beard and fiowing hair,
in early works sometimes fully draped, but in later art,

in general, only lightly draped in the himation. The type
fixed by Phidias in the second half of the fifth century
B. c, in his great chryselephantine statue for the temple
at Oiympia, influenced all artists who came after him.
The usual attributes of the god are a long staff or scepter,

the thunderbolt, the eagle, and sometimes a figure of
Victory borne on one hand. The head is generally encir-
cled by a fillet or a wreath ; in later sculptures the hair
rises from the brow in luxuriant locks like a crown, and
falls in masses on either side of the face. Compare Jupiter.
See cut ou preceding page, and cut under thunderbolt.

Z. [KL. (Linnseus, 1758).] In ichth., a genus
of acanthopterygian fishes, typical or the fam-
ily Zenidse. It includes several fishes of remarkable ap-
pearance, as the John-dory, Z./aber, well known in classic

times. See cut under dory^ 1.

Zeuzera (zu-ze'ra), «. [NL. (Latreille, 1805):
a corrupt form of unascertained origin.] A
genus of bombyeid moths, of the family Cos-

sidse, or typical of a family Zeuzeridse, having
the antennae of the male unequally pectinate
and bare at the tips. The genus has a wide distribu-

tion, and comprises about 30 species. Z. jiyrina, the
wood-leopard, is common to Europe and the United States

;

its larva bores into the branches of the elm, maple, lin-

den, ash, and many other trees.

zeuzerian (zu-ze'ri-an), a. and n. [< Zeuzera
+ -ian.'\ I. a. Resembling or related to a moth
of the genus Zeuzera; of or pertaining to the
Zeuzeridse.

H. n. A moth of this genus or family.

Zeuzeridae (zu-zer'i-de), n. pi. [NXi. (Newman,
1833), < Zeuzera + -idm.l A family of bomby-
eid moths, founded on the genus Zeuzera : sy-
nonymous with CossidsB. Also Zeuzerides and
Zeuzeridi.

zeylanite (ze'lan-it), n. Same as ceylonite.

zibeline (zib'e-lin), n. and a. [P., < It. zibel-

lino, < ML. sabelUnus, < sabeUum, sable : see sa-

hleJ} I.t n. A fur, generally thought to be the
same as sable.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or related to the
sable, Mustela zibelUna. See sable.

In 1188 or thereabout no person was allowed to wear
garments of vair, gray, zibeline, or scarlet color.

W. A. Hammond, in Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVII. 34.

zibet (zib'et), n. [See civet^.'\ A digitigrade
carnivorous quadruped, of the family Viverri-

dse, Viverra zibetha, a kind of civet found in
India and some of the adjacent islands; the
Asiatic or Indian civet. It secretes an odoriferous
substance like that of other civets, and when tamed in

the countries where it is found it lives in the houses
like a domestic cat The zibet is upward of 2 feet long,

the tail about 10 inches. The form resembles that of other
civets, and the fur is similarly marked in spots and lines

of black and white, with rings of the same on the tail. It
is sometimes reared for its civet in establishments con-
ducted for that purpose. Also zibeth.

zibetum (zib'e-tum), n. [NL., < zibet.'] The
odoriferous substance of the zibet; a sort of

civet.

ziczac, ». See sicsae.

ziega (ze'ga), n. Curd produced from milk by
adding acetic acid after rennet has ceased to

cause coagulation. Brande and Cox.

Zieria(zer'i-a), n. [NL. (Sir J. E. Smith, 1798),
named after J. Zier, member of the Linnean
Society of London.] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Ru taceas and tribe Koroniem.
It is characterized by opposite leaves usually of three leaf-

lets, and flowers with four spreading free petals, and
four stamens inserted on the glands of the disk. They
are shrubs and trees, sometimes warty or covered with
woolly or stellate hairs, bearing petioled glandular-dotted
leaves, which are trifoliate or the upper ones sometimes
undivided. The small white flowers are usually grouped
in axillary or terminal panicles. 'J'here are 7 species,

perhaps 10, all Australian. Z. Smithii (Z. laneeolata), a
shrub or small tree found also in Tasmania, is known as
saiuliiy-bxtsh and, from the fetid wood, as stinkwood.

Ziervogel's process. See process.

zietlisikite (ze-tri-se'kit), n. [< Zietrisika (see

def.) -I- -ite'^.l In mineral., a mineral resin

closely related to ozocerite, found at Zietrisika

in Moldavia.
Zif (zif ), n. [< Heb. Ziv.l A Hebrew month

:

same as lyar. 1 Ki. vi. 1 [Ziv, E. V.].

Ziffiust (zif'i-us), n. A misspelling of Xiphias.

Huge Ziffiiu, whom Mariners eschew.
Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 24.

Ziganka (zi-gan'ka), n. [Russ.] 1. A Russian
country-dance.— 2. Music for such a dance,
which is quick in pace and usually founded on
a drone-bass.
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zigzackt, »• See zigzag.

zigzag (zig'zag), n. and a. [Formerly also zig-

zack; < F. zigzag, < G. ziekzack, zigzag, a varied
redupl. of zacke, a sharp point, prong, tooth,
dentil: see tacfci. Cf. G. ziekzack segelti, 'sail

zigzag,' tack.] I. «. 1. A sharp turning back
and forth or in and out; an irregular, abrupt
angulation ; one of a series of sharp turns in a
linear or curvilinear course : nearly always in

the plural.

Cracks and zigzags of the head. Pope, Dunciad, L 124.

I looked wistfully, as we rattled into dreary Andermatt,
at the great white zigzags of the Oberalp road climbing
away to the left. H. Jam^, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 248.

2. A formation with a succession of sharp
turnings or angles; something that has a num-
ber of abrupt angulations, like those of chain-
lightning.

A zigzag . . . will be seen to be simply a twill worked
backwards and forwards. A. BarZowj,Weaving, p. 99.

Long brown kaftans, upon the breasts of which had
been sewn zigzags of red cloth.

0. Kennan, The Century, XXXVIII. 69.

Specifically— (a) A winding path with sharp turns, as up
the side of a steep mountain.

How proudly he talks
Of zigzags and walks

!

Swift, My Lady's Lamentation.

(6) In fort., a trench of approach against a fortress, so
constructed that the line of trench may not be enfiladed
by the defenders : same as boyau. (c) In arch., same as
chevron, 2. (d) In the fisheries, a salmon-stair or fish-

way.

3. In entom., a British moth, Bombyx dispar.—
Billet and zigzag. See billets.

II. a. Having sharp and quick turns or
flexures; turning frequently back and forth;

in bot., angularly bent from side to side.

The road is steep and runs on zigzag terraces.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 2.

I went through the zigzag passages [of a sapj.

J. K. Hosttier, The Color-Guard, xiv.

Zigzag molding, in arch. See chevron, 2, dancette, 2.

zigzag (zig'zag), adv. [< zigzag, a.~\ In a zig-

zag manner; with frequent sharp turns.

We patroled about, zig-zag, as we could; the crowd . .

.

having no chief or regulator.
Mme. D'Arblay, Diary and Letters, IV. 235.

What you, Reader, and I

Would call going zig-zag.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 173.

zigzag (zig'zag), v.; pret. and pp. zigzagged,
ppr. zigzagging. [< zigzag, ».] I. intrans.

To move or advance in a zigzag fashion; form
zigzags in a course; turn sharply back and
forth.

It was only by zigzagging in the most cautious manner
. , . that we avoided getting floated altogether.

0'Donovan, Merv, xv.

Dread, uncanny thing.
With fuzzy breast and leathern wing

;

In mad, zigzagging flight.

J. W. RUey, The Bat.

II. trans. To form in zigzags, or with short
turns or angles. T. Warton.
Zigzaggery (zig'zag-6r-i), n. [< zigzag + -ery.]

The character of being zigzag ; angular crook-
edness. [Rare.]

When my uncle Toby discovered the transverse zig-

zaggery of my father's approaches towards it (his coat-

pocket], it instantly brought into his mind those he had
done duty in before the gate of .St. Nicholas.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iiL 3.

zigzaggy (zig'zag-i), a. [< zigzag + -»/l.] Hav-
ing sharp and quick turns; zigzag.

The zig-zaggy pattern by Saxons invented
Was cleverly chisell'd, and well represented.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 295.

zillah (zil'a), n. [Hind.] In Hindustan, an
administrative division of a province.

zimb (zimb), n. [Ar. zimb, a fly.] A dipterous
insect of Abyssinia, resembling and related to

the tsetse of southern Africa, and very destruc-
tive to cattle.

zimbi (zim'bi), n. [E. Ind.] A money-cowry,
as Cyprsea moneta. See cut under cowry.

The cowry shells, which, under one name or another—
chamgos, zimbis, bouges, porcelanes, etc.— have long been
used in the East Indies as small money.

Jevons, Money and -Mech. of Exchange, p. 24.

Ziment-'water (zi-ment'wa*t6r), n. [After G.
ziment-, cement-icasser, ' cement-water,' ef. ce-

mentkupfer, copper deposited in water.] Wa-
ter found in copper-mines; water impregnated
with copper.
Zimmermann's corpuscles, Zimmermann's
particles. Blood-plates.

zunocca (zi-mok'a), n. A kind of commercial
sponge, Euspongia zivweca, a bath-sponge of

fine quality.

zmco

zimome, n. See zymome.
zinc (zingk), «. [Also sometimes zink, the spell-

ing zinc being after the F. form of the original

;

< F. zinc = Sw. Dan. zink = Russ. tsinku (NL.
zincum), < G. zink, zinc; connection with G. zinn,
= E. tin, is doubtful.] Chemical symbol, Zn

;

atomic weight, 65.4. One of the useful metals,
more tenacious than lead and tin, but mallea-
ble only at a temperature between 200° and
250° F. Its ore has long been known, and the manu-
facture of brass from it has been practised to a consid-
erable extent. Zinc is believed to have been first dis-

tinctly recognized as a metal by Paracelsus about the be-
ginning of the seventeenth century ; but in the metallic
state it has been of importance in the arts only since the
beginning of the present century. Native zinc is not
positively known to occur ; if existing at all, it is exceed-
ingly rare. Its ores, however, are widely disseminated,
especially the combination with sulphur, called blende,
which is almost as invariably present in greater or less

quantity in metalliferous veins as is galena. The locali-

ties where zinc ores are abundant enough to be worked
with profit are, however, not numerous. The uses of zinc
are numerous and important. In comiiination with cop-
per it forms the well-known alloy called brass, which has
been known for an indefinite period ; it is also one of the
ingredients of German silver. Zinc is largely used in the
metallic form for roofing and for cornices and the like.

also for coating or "galvanizing" sheet-iron to protect it

from rusting, and as the electropositive element in many
batteries. It is also somewhat extensively used as a paint,

in the form of the oxid. This metal is usually a little

more expensive than lead, and from half to a third as
valuable as copper. Zinc belongs to the magnesium
group of metals, in which are comprised glucinum, mag-
nesium, zinc, and cadmium ; these are all volatile, burn-
ing with a bright flame when heated in the air ; they all

form one chlorid and one oxid only. The common com-
mercial name of zinc, as offered for sale in flat cakes
or ingots, is upelter.—Butter Of zinc See feuWeri.—

CWorld-of-zinc paste. See pasted.— Flowers of zinc,
zinc oxid.— Granulated zinc, zinc reduced to the form
of granules by jiourinfr the molten metal into water.—
Oleate-of-zlnc ointment. See oijidiwjif.—Precipitated
carbonate of zinc. See precipitate.— Red oxid of zinc,
red zinc ore. Same as zrinAi^.—Ruby of zinc. Seerw&i/.

—Zinc ash, the impure gray oxid formed when zinc is

heated in contact with air.—Zinc caustic, a mixture of 1

part of zinc chlorid to 2 or 3 of flour—Zinc cement, a
cement composed of zinc oxid made into a paste with a so.

lution of zinc chlorid. It hardens quickly, and may be used
for stopping teeth and for other purposes. A cheaper form
of zinc cement is made from commercial zinc white mixed
with an equal weight of fine sand and made into a paste
with a solution of zinc chlorid, and is used to fill cracks
in metallic apparatus, and to cement glass, crockery, etc.

E. H. Knight.—Zinc COlloid, a solution of 4 jjarts of zinc
sulphate in 100 parts of styptic collodion.- Zinc green.
Ointment, plaster, soap, white. See the nouns.—
Zlnc-oxid ointment. See ointment.

zinc (zingk), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. zincked, ppr.

zincking. [< zinc, «.] To coat or cover with
zinc.

All the conditions under which the zincked pipe is to
be used should be carefully considered.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXX. 401.

zinc-amyl (zingk'am''il), n. A colorless trans-

parent liquid, Zn(C5H]^]^)2, composed of zinc
and amyl. When exposed to the air it absorbs oxygen
rapidly, emitting fumes, but does not take Are spontane-
ously.

zinc-blende (zingk'blend), n. Native sulphid
of zinc ; sphalerite. Also called simply blende.

zinc-bloom (zingk'blom), n. Same as hydro-
zinkite.

zinc-colic (zingk'kol''''ik), n. A form of colic

thought to be caused by zinc-oxid poisoning.

zinc-ethyl (zingk'eth"il), n. A colorless vola-

tile liquid, Zn(C2Hg)2, having a peculiarbut not
unpleasant smell,composed of zinc and the radi-

cal ethyl. It has powerful aflinities for oxygen, igniting
spontaneously on exposure to air. It is formed t>y lieatii]^'

zinc with ethyl iodide under pressure. Brande and Cox.

zincic (zin'sik), a. See ziitckic.

zinciferous, zincification, zincify, zincite.
See zinkifcrous, etc.

zinckenite (zing'ken-it), «. [Named after J. K.
L. Ziiicken (1790-1862), a German metallurgist,

mineralogist, and mining official.] A steel-

gi'ay mineral consisting of the sulphids of anti-

mony and lead.

zinckic (zing'kik), a. [< zinc (zink) + -tc] Re-
lated to, containing, or consisting of zinc. Also
ziiicic.

zlnckiferous (zing-kif'e-rus), a. See zinkifer-

OIIS.

zincking (zingk'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sine, r.]

The act of coating iron with a weak solution of

sulphate of zinc, or ore of the double salts of

chlorid of zinc and sal ammoniac.
Zinckite, n. See zinkite.

Zincky, a. See ziiiky.

zinc-methyl (zingk'meth"il), n. A disagree-

able-smelling mobile liquid, Zn(CHs)2, fuming
in the air and readily igniting.

zinco (zing'ko), n. [Short for zincograph.l; A
plate in relief for printing, made by etching
with acid a design on prepared zinc. [Eng.]
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zlncO (zing'ko), r. J. [< ainco.n.l To etch with zmghot, «. [Appar. intended for 2inco, It. form brittle, translucent, of a deep-red color, sometimes inclin-

aoid a zinc plate containing on its surface a of shjc] Same as zinc. JJK.*"
yellowish. Also called red zim: ere, or red oxid of

design intended for printing by typographic For cobolt and ransrAo, your brother and I have made aU zinkv (zing'ki), a. TAlso zincku : < zinc (zink)
methods. [Eng.] inquiries.

Drawings Wanted (on litho paper toTzincoing) for a Pro- Zingian (zin'ji-an), a. and n. A name sometimes
Tincial Journal Athensmm, No. 3236, p. 591. given to the South African family of tongues:

Walpole, To Mann, July 31, 1743. + .^'i ] pertaining to zinc ; containing zinc
having the appearance of zinc.

zincode (zing'kod), n. [< NL. zincum, zinc, +
Gr. dddf, way (cf. anode, cathode).'] The nega-
tive pole of a voltaic battery; the anode of an
electrolytic cell.

zincograph (zing'ko-graf), n. [See zincogra-

phy.] A plate or a picture produced by zin-

cography. Also zincotype.

Reproduced in zincograph by the aid of photography.
Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 231.

zincograph (zing'ko-graf), V. i. [< zincograph,

>!.] To transfer a design to the surface of a zinc

plate with intent to etch it and make therefrom
a plate in relief.

zincographer (zing-kog'ra-f6r), n. [< zincog-

raph-y + -erl.] One who makes zincographic

plates.

Zincographic (zing-ko-graf'ik), a. [< zincog-

raph-y + -if.] Relating to zincography.

Zincographical (zing-ko-graf'i-kal), a. [< zin-

cographic + -al.] Same as zincographic.

zincography (zing-kog'ra-fi), n. [< NL. zincum,

zinc, + Gr. -ypa<pia, < ypcKJieiVj write.] The art

of producing on zinc a printing surface in

relief by etching with dilute acid the unpro-

tected parts of the plate. Compare paniconog-

raphy.

Zincoid (zing'koid), a. [< NL. zincum, zinc,+ Gr.

eldoc, form.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling

zinc—Zincoid pole of a voltaic cell, the negative pole,

or zincode, constituted by the zincous plat* connected with

a copper plate which forms the positive pole ; the anode
of an electrolytic cell. See chlorowi pole, under chlorous.

Zincolysis (zing-kol'i-sis), n. [NL., < zincum,

zinc, + Gr. Aiiat^, dissolving.] A mode of de-

composition occasioned by an electrical cur-

rent; electrolysis.

Acolyte (zing'ko-lit), n. [< NL. zincum, zinc,

+ Gr. Ivrdi, verbal adj. of Xfev, dissolve.] A
body decomposable by electricity ; an electro-

lyte.

zincopolar (zing'ko-po'lar), a. [< NL. zincum,

zinc, + E. pokir.] ' Having the same polarity

as the zinc plate in a galvanic cell.

zincotype (zing'ko-tip), «. [< NL. zincum, zinc,

+ Gr. riiTTOf, type.'] Same as zincograph.

The two volumes are copiously illustrated by a. zincotype

process. Atlterutum, No. 3233, p. 492.

zincous (zing'kus), a. [< zinc + -ous.] Per-

taining to zinc, or to the negative pole of a

voltaic battery Zincous element, the basic or pri-

mary element of a binar>- compound.—ZincOUB pole, that

pole of a particle of zinc, or of liydrochloric acid, which
has the attraction or affinity which is characteristic of zinc,

or the zincous attraction.

same as Bantu.
Zingiber (zin'ji-b6r), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763

;

usedearlierbyLobel, 1576, and,asG*nflitW,by Zinnia (zin'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1763),

The Zinchy Ores [of common galena] are said to be
greyer than other Ores.

Kirwan, Mineralogy (1796), II. 218.

Mattioli, about 1554), < L. zingiber, < Gr. fiyyi-

liepiQ, ginger: see ginger.] A genus of plants,

type of the order Zingiberacese and of the tribe

Zingiherex. It is characterized by a cone-like inflores-

cence, each flower having a three-celled ovary and a sta-

men composed of a short filament and an anther with
contiguous cells having the connective extended into a
long linear appendage— the two lateral stamens either ab-

sent or represented by two small adnate staminodes. About
33 species have been described, of which perhaps 23 are dis-

tinct. They are natives of India and of islands of the Pacific

and Indian Oceans. They are leafy plants with horizontal
tuberous rootstocks, the sterile stems differing from the
flower-bearing ones. The dense cone of flowers is com-
posed of imbricated bracts, each with from one to three
flowers and spathaceous bractlets. The inflorescence is

sometimes borne on a leafless scape, more or less covered
with sheaths, in other species terminating a leafy stem, or
apparently lateral upon a recurved peduncle. Each flower
produces a membranous or hyaline tubular ealyx, and
a cylindrical corolla-tube dilated into narrow spreading
lobes, the posterior one erect and incurved. The fruit is

a globose or oblong capsule, Anally irregularly ruptured,
and discharging rather large oblong seeds with a lacerate

named after J. G. Zinn (1727-59), who wrote on
the plants of Gottingen.] 1. A genus of com-
posite plants, of the tribe Helianthoidese, type
of the subtribe Zinniese. It is characterized by soli-

tary radiate flower-heads with a conical or cylindrical re-

ceptacle, the flowers both of the disk and ray being fer-

tile, and those of the ray almost or quite without a tube,
and persistent upon the ripened achene ; the achenes of
the inner flowers each bear from one to three awns. There
are 12 species, natives of Mexico, Texas, and Arizona, 2

of which, long cultivated in gardens, are now widely nat-

uralized. They are annuals, perennials, or sometimes
shrubby plants, bearing opposite entire leaves and rather

large and showy flower-heads peduncled at the ends of

the branches or in the forks between them. Five spe-

cies occur within the United States, mostly with light-

yellow or sulphur-colored rays. The cultivated species

are chiefly of various shades of deep red ; they have
been called youth-andM)ld-age, from the lasting and some-
what rigid rays and the continued production of new
disk-flowers ; but are more usually known by the generic

name zinnia, especially in the common double form.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
ana Qiscnarging ratuei laige ouiong seeus wiui a lacerabe „. t a __i • i i i. 4. *.i.

aril which is sometimes mnch larger than the seed. The Zinn S COIOna. An arterial plexus about the

pungently aromatic roots of several species are the source
of the ginger of commerce, especially those of Z. ojicinale,

the ginger-plant of India (see cut under ginger). The root

of Z. Cassumunar, of India, is used as a tonic and stimu-
lant, and is cultivated under the name of cassurpunar
ginger or Bengal root. Also Zinziber.

Zingiberacese (ziu"ji-be-ra'se-e), M. pi. [NL.
(Richard, 1808), < Zingiber + -aceie.] An or-

optic nerve, in the sclerotic.

Zinn's ligament. See ligament of Zinn, under
ligament.

Ziim's membrane. The anterior lamella of

the iris of the eye.

Zinn's zonule. See zonule of Zinn, under zo-

nule.

der of monocotyledonous plants, of the series zinnwaldite (zin'wol-dit), n. [< Zinnwald (see" '" " • " def.) + -ite^.] A kind of mica related to lepi-

dolite, but containing both lithium and iron

:

it is often found associated with tin ores, as

at Zinnwald in the Erzgebirge.

Zinziber, Zinziberaceae, etc. Same as Zingi-

ber, etc.

Epigynse, distinguished from the order Musacese
by its single perfect stamen. It is characterized

by irregular flowers with distinct calyx and corolla, infe-

rior ovary, usually arillate seeds, and an embryo in a canal

in the center of the albumen. There are over 470 species,

of 36 genera, classed in 3 tribes, of which Zingiber, Maran-
ia, and Canna are the types. They are perennial tropical

herbs growing from a Iiorizontal thickened rootstock, their Zion (zi'qn), n. [Also Sion, lih. Sion, Gr. Ziuv,
i„„„„...hi„(i„,..,nn,,i ior,r„„r„in™nn,p.,tai withniiniprniia

jj^^j Tsiijon, orlg. a hill.] Flguratively, thc

house or household of God, as consisting of

the chosen people, the Israelites; the theoc-

racy, or church of God; hence, the church in

leaveschiefly radical, large and ornamental, with numerous
parallel veins diverging obliquely from the midrib. Their
flowers are often of great beauty, as in species of Hedychi-

um, Alpinia, Curcuma, Kstmpferia, and CanrM; in many,
especially Mantisia, they resemble orchids. Tliey have a
strong tendency to petaloid development, producing rich-

ly colored bracts in Curcuma; three petaloid staminodes
and two scales usually represent the five imperfect sta-

mens. The order contains many of the most stimulating

aromatics, products derived chiefly from the root or rhi-

zome of the plants ginger, galangale, and zedoary, of the

genera Zingiber, Alpinia, and Curcuma; also from the

fruit or seeds, as cardamoms and grains-of-paradise, from
species of Ammnnm and Elettaria. The order also yields

the valuable dye turmeric from Curcuma, a purple dye
from Canna, and arrowroot from Maranta and Curcuma.
The mucilaginous juice of species of Costus is used in medi-

cine ; edil»le tubers are produced by species of Maraiita,

an edible fruit by Glohba, and a tough fiber by Phrynium
and Calathea. Also Zinziberaceie.

zinc-plating (ziugk'pla'ting), ». Plating in zingiberaceous (zin"ji-be-ra'shius), a. Of or

ziuc. executed withapreparationmadeof coarse pertaining to ginger, or the Zingiberacese.

rasped or granulated zinc boiled in a mixture ZingibereSB (zin-ji-be're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-

of sal ammoniac and water. The deposit has a sil- " itt.„i— iooo> /- v;..„;7,„.. j. a™ i a

4 very brightness, and can be used as a first coat for articles

to be twice plated, since any other metal can be deposited

upon zinc. E. II. Knight.

zinc-salt (zingk'salt), n. A salt of which zinc

is the base.

zinc-spinel (zingk'spin'el), n. Same as gah-

nite.

zinc-vitriol (zingk'vit'ri-ol), n. In chem., zinc

sulphate; white vitriol (2nS04 + 7HoO). It is

loand as a native mineral (goslarite), as a product of the

tluun and Hooker, 1883), <Zingibcr'+ -ex.] A
tribe of plants, of the order Zingiberacex, typi-

fied by the genus Zingiber. It is characterized by
flowers with a tubular or spathaceous calyx and a single

stamen, the two lateral undeveloped stamens being often

represented liy petaloid staminodes : and by an ovaj-y with

three cells or three parietal placenta;, and a slender free

style which at its apex clasps the two anther-cells. It em-
braces 23 genera, principally tropical, including the large

and important aromatic genera Amomum, Curcuma, and
Alpinia (besides Zimjiber), as also many of the most high-

ly ornamental plants of the order.

oxidation of zinc-blende, and can also be prepared by gink n. See zinc.
dissolving zinc in dilute sulphuric acid, and by roasting ~\rt\rp (tsinff'ke). «. FG. zinlce, a cornet.] A

" '" "'"^ ^ * ">«'•
.*." "'iP""'" small eomit of wood or horn, once very com-native zinc sulphuret.

and varnishes, as a mordant in dyeing, as a disinfectant,

an'l sometimes as a source of oxygen.

Zingaro, Zingano (zing'ga-r6, -no), n. ; pi. Zin-

giiri. Zingani (-re, -ne). [It. : see Gipsy.] A
Gipsy.

zingel (zing'el), n. [G. ; cf. umzingeln, encircle

(see cingle).] A fish of the family Percidse and

Zin^l {AiproMingel).

genus Agpro ; specifically, A. zingel of the Dan-
ube and its tributaries. This fish is sometimes a foot

long and is of a greenish-brown color, lighter on the side

and whitish on the belly, and marked with four brownish-

blaok bands.

mon in Germany. It had usually seven flnger-holes,

and a cupped mouthpiece. It was made in several sizes,

and both straight and curved. The serpent is properly a

development of the old zinke or cornetto.

Zinkiferous (zing-kif'e-rus), a. [Also zincifer-

ous, zinckiferous ; < ziiic (zink) + h.ferre = E.

1/ear^.] Containing or producing zinc : a,a,zin-

kiferotts ore.

Zinkiflcation (zing"ki-fl-ka'shon), «. [Also

zinci/ication; < zinkify + -ation (see -fy).] The
process of coating or impregnating an object

with zinc, or the state resulting from such

process.

Zinkify (zing'ki-fi), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. zinkifled,

£nv. zinkifying. [Also zincify ; < zinc {zink) +
,. -ficarc, < facere, make.] To cover or im-

pregnate witii zinc.

Zinkite (zing'kit), ». [Also zinciie, zinckite; <

zinc (zink) + -ite^.] A native oxid of zinc, found

at Franklin Furnace and Stirling Hill, near Og-

densburg, in Sussex county, New Jersey. It is

general, or heaven as the final gathering-place

of true believers : so called from Mount Zion,

the holy hill of Jerusalem, the center of ancient

Hebrew worship.

Zion spreadeth forth her hands, and there is none to

comfort her. I-am. i. 17.

Let Zion and her sons rejoice. Wattg.

Zionward (zi'on-ward), adv. [< Zion + -ward.]

Toward Zion,' in the figurative sense; toward
the goal of salvation ; heavenward.

If I were like you, I should have my face Zionward,
though prejudice and error might occasionally fling a

mist over the glorious vision before me.
Charlotte Bronte, in Mrs. Oaskell, viii.

zip (zip), n. [Imitative.] The sound of a bul-

let passing through the air or striking against

an object.

The ping, zip, zip, of bullets, and the wounded men limp-

ing from the front, . . . were a prelude to the storm to

come. The Century, XXX. 134.

Ziphiidae (zi-fl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ziphius +
-idse.] The Ziphiinx rated as a family apart

from Physeteridee, and divided into Ziphiinw

and A7iarnacinx. Also, more properly, Xiphi-

idse.

ziphitform (zif'i-i-f6rm), a. Same -as zix)hi-

oid.

Ziphiinae (zif-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., prop. *Xiphi-

inie ; < Ziphius + -inse.] A subfamily of Physe-

teridiB, named from the genus Ziphius, often

elevated to the rank of a family ; the ziphioid or

Bottle-nosed Whale iZiphius so-wtrbiensis^, one of the Ziphiinx.

ziphiiform cetaceans, among those known as

bottlenoses and cow-fishes. They have mostof the

lower teeth rudimentary or concealed, a distinct laci-jmal

bone and a prolonged snout or rostrum above which the

rest of the head rises abruptly in globose form ;
there is a

small falcate dorsal fin ; the flippers are small, with five

digits ; and the single median blow-hole is crescentic, as in

dolphins. Several genera besides Ziphius have been rec-

ognized, of which Hyperoodon is the most prominent ; but

their synonyms are involved, and some distinctions which

have been tlrawn are not clear.



ziphioid

zipMold izif'i-oid), a. and n. I. a. Resembling
or related to a cetacean of the genus Ziphius.

H. n. Any member of the Ziphiidse or Ziphi-
inx.

Also written xiphioid.

ziphistemum, «. See xiphistemum.
ZipMus (zif' i-us), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1834), prop.
Aipliius, < Gr. f(0«i?, the sword-fish, < fi'^oc, a
sword.] 1 . A genus of odontocete cetaceans, or
toothed whales, taken as type of the Ziphiinse

:

used with varying restrictions, and in some
acceptations synonymous with Mesoplodon. it
was based originaily on a skull discovered in 1804 on the
coast of France, and supposed to be fossil ; the species was
named Z. cavirostrig by Cuvier. Numerous living individ-
uals have since been found in various seas. There is nor-
mally one conical tooth on each side of the lower jaw ; the
vertebne are forty-nine in number ; and the anterior cer-

vicals are ankylosed, but the posterior are free. These
whales are among those known as botUe-nosed whales and
coiv-fisheg, and attain a length of from 15 to 20 feet. The
genus is distinct from Hyperoodon ; but variations in Ihe
dentition- have been noted, and the relations of some
forms known as Mesoplodon are in question. Also called
Diodon.

2. [?. c] A whale of this genus.
Ziphorhynchus, ». See Xiphorltynclms.

Zippeite (zip'e-it), n. [Named after P. X. M.
Zippe, a German mineralogist.] A basic sul-

phate of uranium, occurring in delicate needle-
like crystals of a bright-yellow color: it is found
at Joachimsthal.

zircon (zer'kon), n. [Cf. Sp. azareon = Pg.
azareSo, earcSo, < Ar. zarkun, cinnabar, ver-

milion, < Pers. zargun, gold-colored : see jar-

gotfl.l Amineral occurring in tetragonal crys-

tals of adamantine luster and yellowish to

brownish or reddish color : its hardness is some-
what greater than that of quartz. The reddish-
orange variety is sometimes called hyacinth in jewelry.

The colorless, yellowish, or smoky zircon of Ceylon is there
called jargon. Zircon consists of the oxids of silicon and
zirconium (SiOoZrOo), and is usually regarded as a silicate

of zirconium, tliougn sometimes classed with the oxids of
titanium (rutile) and tin (cassiterite), which have a similar
form. See zirconium.

zirconate (zer'ko-nat), «. [< zireon(ic) + -ate^.']

A salt of zireonic acid.

zirconia (zer-ko'ni-a), m. [NL. , < «M'CO)i.] An
oxid, Zr02, of the metal zirconium, resembling
alumina in appearance. It is so hard as to

scratch glass

—

Zlrconla light, an intensely brilliant

light, differing from the ordinary oxyhydrogen light or
lime-light only in that it is produced from zircon cones
acted on by oxygen and a highly carbureted gas, in place
of the less durable lime balls of the other method.

zirconian (zer-ko'ni-an), a. [< zirconia + -an.']

Same as zireonic. fop. Sci. News, XXIII. 60.

zireonic (z6r-kon'ik), a. [< zirconia, zirconium,
+ -jc] Of, pertaining to, or containing zir-

conia or zirconium Zireonic acid, an acid con-
taining zirconium, not capable of existing in the free state,

but forming definite salts.

zirconite (zer'kon-it), n. [< zircon + -ite^.] A
variety of zircon.

zirconium (z6r-k6'ni-um), «. [NTj., < zircon.']

Chemical symbol, Zr; atomic weight, 90.5. The
metal contained in zirconia. It is commonly ob-
tained in the form of a black powder, but is also known in

the crystalline state, forming highly lustrous blackish-gray
laminse, having a specific gravity of 4.16. The amorphous
metal takes fire when gently heated in the air. but the
crystalline variety requires an intense heat for its ignition.

The common acids do not attack it. Zirconium is a re-

markable element in that it is very widely and generally
diffused in nature, but nowhere, so far as is known, found
in any one locality in lai-ge quantity ; in this respect it has
a decided resemblance to titanium. The form in which
it occurs is that of the silicate (zirconX and usually in mi-
nute or even microscopic crystals, which have been de-

tected in many granitic and syenitic rocks, as well as in

various gneisses and crystalline schists. Zircon has been
found also, but less abundantly, in some eruptive rocks,

both ancient and modern. Zirconium is chemically most
closely related to titanium, and both these metals have
certain affinities with silicon, forming dioxids and vola-

tile tetrachlorids, as does that non-metallic element.

zirconoid (zSr'ko-noid), n. [< zircon + -aid.]

In crystal., a double eight-sided pyramid be-
longing to the tetragonal system: so called be-
cause it is a common form with zircon.

zircon-syenite (z6r'kon-si''e-mt), n. See elseo-

lite-syenite.

Z-iron (ze'- or zed'i'''6m), n. See angle-iron.

Zirphaea (zfer-fe'a), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, as
Zirfsea).] In conch., a genus of bivalves, of

the family Pholadidse. Z. orispata is called

date-fish in California, where it is available for

food.

zither (zith'fer), n. [< G. zither = E. cither,

cithara, q. v.] Same as cithern.

Zitherist (zith'6r-lst), n. [< zither + -ist.] A
player on the cithern.

athem (zith'fem), ». [Altered form of zither,

after cithern as related to cither, cithara.] Same
as cithern.

Flowering Plant of Zizania aquatica.
a, branch of the panicle with male flowers

;

b, branch of the panicle witli female flowers

;

r, male flower ; d. female flower.
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Zizania (zi-za'ni-a,), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753),

< LL. zizania, pi'.*, tares, < Gr. ^l^qvlov,, darnel,

tare.] A genus of grasses, of the tribe Oryzem,
It is characterized
by numerous nar-
row unisexual
spikelets in a long
loose androgy-
nous panicle, each
spikelet having
two glumes and
six stamens or two
more or less con-
nate styles. Four
or five species
have been de-
scribed, of which
two, Z, aqucUica
and Z. miliacea,
are usually con-
sidered distinct;
both are natives
of North America,
the former also oc-

curring in Japan
and eastern Rus-
sia. They are tall

aquatic grasses
with long flat

leaves and large
terminal panicles
with numerous
slender elongated
branches, made
highly ornamen-
tal by the pendent red or purplish anthers. They are the
favorite food of wild ducks, and the seeds are sold to plant
in artificial fish-ponds to shade the young fish, and along
watercourses to attract fowl. They are known as wUd,
water, or Indian rice. See Indian rice, under ricei.

zizanyt (ziz'a-ni), n. [< F, zizanie, < JAj. ziza-

nia : see Zizania,'} Darnel.

They all stand or fall to their own masters, and many
holy and excellent persons God has dispersed, as wheat
among the tares and zizany.

Evelyn, True Religion, II. 314.

Ziziphora (zi-zif'o-ra), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1753).] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of

the order Lahiatse and tribe Monardese. it is

characterized by a tubular thirteen-nerved two-lipped ca-

lyx, with the throat villous within, and commonly closed
after flowering by connivent teeth. There are about 12

species, natives of eastern and central Asia and of south-

ern parts of the Mediterranean region. They are low an-

nuals or spreading undershrubs, usually hoary with close

hairs, and bearing small leaves which are nearly or quite
entire. The flowers form small axillary clusters, commonly
crowded upon the upper part of the stem.

Zizyphese (zi-zif'e-e), w. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), < Zizyphus + -ese.] A tribe

of polypetalous plants, of the ovdev Hhamnacesp.
It is cliaracterized by a superior or half-superior ovary, by
a disk filling the calyx-tube, and by a drupaceous juicy or
fleshy fruit with a one- to three-celled stone. It includes
9 genera, of which Zizypktts is the type. They are shrubs
or trees, mainly of the northern hemisphere ; one, Ber-

chemia, becomes a shrubby climber in B. volubilis, the
supple-jack of the southern United States.

ZizypllllS(ziz'i-fus),w. [NL. (Tournefort,1700),
< L. zizypkuSy < Gr. ^/Ci'^C* the jujube-tree : see

jujube.} A genus of polypetalous plants, of

the order BhamnacesBf type of the tribe Zizy-

phese. It is characterized by thorny branches, triple-

nerved leaves, and cymose flowers each with five petals,

and by a usually two-celled ovaiy immersed in the disk,

and bearing two or three conical divergent styles. There
are 65 species, natives chiefly of tropical Asia and Amer-
ica, occurring rarely in Africa and Australia. They are

shrubs or trees, often decumbent or sarmentose, common-
ly covered with hooked spines. The leaves are alternate,

coriaceous, entire or crenate, three- to flve-nerved, and
mostly arranged in two ranks. One or both of the stip-

ules are spinescent, often ending in a hook. The small
greenish flowers form short few-flowered axillary cymes.
The fruit is a globose or oblong drupe, with a woody or
bony stone, confining one to three seeds. The species are

known in general aa jujube-tree; the n&mejujtibe is given
especially to the fruit of Z. sativa (Z. vulgaris), of the Medi-
terranean region, which is there commonly eaten fresh,

or used as a cough remedy when dried. Z. Jujuba, of In-

dia and China, also furnishes an excellent fruit, cultivated

in numerous forms by the Chinese ; a variety is known as

the Chinese date. The true jujube does not now usually

enter into the confection known as jujube-paste, but is

commonly replaced by gum arable or gelatin. Z. Lotus,

the sadr, is one of the reputed sources of the classical

lotus-food. (See lotus-tree, 1, and lute-tree.) Many other
species bear edible fruit, as Z. Baclei, of Africa, which is

there made into bread and into a pleasant beverage ; sev-

eral are valued for ornament on account of their foliage,

or for hedges on account of their spines, especially Z.

sativa, and also Z. Spina-Christi, one of the Chrisfs-thorns

(for which see nebbuk-tree). Z. numrmdaria, of Persia and
India, is known as cameVs-thom (which see). Z. Chlor-

oxylon, a recently determined species, is an important
timber-tree of Jamaica, there known as cog-wood. Z. Par-
ryi occurs in southern California and Cerros Island ; two
former species of Florida, Z. emarginaius, or black iron-

wood, and Z. Domingewfis, or nakedwood, are now known
respectively as Ithainnidium/erreum and Colubrina recli-

nata. See jujube, and cut under nervation.

Zn. In chem.y the symbol for zinc.

ZOa, n. Plural of zoon.

Z0adulat(z6-ad'u-la), n.; Y*\.zoadulse{-\Q). [NL.,

< Gr. Cw^, li'fe, +-ad^ + dim. -xtla.'] In hot^ the

locomotive spore of some Confervse.

Zoanthns

zosea, zoaeal. See zoea^ zoeal.

zoamylin (zo-am'i-lin), n. [< Gr. C*^, life, +
amylin.} Same as glycogen.

Zoanthacea (zo-an-tha'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Zoanthus + -acea.} A suborder of Actiniaria,

containing permanently attached forms, as Zo-
anthus and related genera.

zoanthacean (z6-an-tha'se-an), a. and n. [<

Zoanthacea + -an.~\ I. a. Of or pertaining to

the Zoanthacea; zoanthoid.

II, n. Any member of the Zoanthacea.

Zoantharia (z6-an-tha'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. (De
Blainville, 1830), < Gr. C^v, animal (see zoon),

+ avdog, flower, + -aria.} A division (order
or subclass) of Aetinozoaj containing the hex-
amerous or hexacoralline forms ; the helian-
thoid polyps, or animal-flowers, contrasted with
the Aleyonaria, and characterized by the nor-

mal disposition of their soft parts in sixes,

or multiples of six (not in eights, as in the
Aleyonaria or Octocoralla), and by the posses-
sion of simple (not fringed) and usually numer-
ous tentacles : so called from the resemblance
of some of them, as the sea-anemones, to flow-

ers. The Zoantharia correspond to the UexacoraUa or
CoraUigena, and were divided by Milne-Edwards into three
suborders (or orders): Malacodennata, with the corallum
absent or rudimentary, as in'sea anemones ; Sclerdbanica,

with external non-calcareous corallum, as the black corals

of the family Antipathidse ; and Sclerodermata, with in-

ternal calcareous corallum, as the ordinary hard corals, or
stone-corals. See the technical names.

ZOantharian (z6-an-tha'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Having the characters of or pertaining to the
Zoantharia.

II. n. A member of the ^oaHf/ian«, as a sea-

anemone.
Zoanthldse (zo-an'thi-de), n. pil. [NL. (J. E.
Gray, 1840), <'Zoanthus + -idse.} A family of

zoantharian or hexacoralline aetinozoans, typi-

fied by the genus Zoanthus. They are sea-anemones
in which the individual polyps are ordinarily united by
a common creeping stolon, or connective coenosarc; they
multiply by buds which remain thus adherent. They have
no true corallum, but a pseudo-skeleton of hard parti-

cles or spicules embedded in the ectoderm ; the mesen-
teric septa are numerous, and of two sorts (one small and
sterile, the other large and perfect and furnished with
reproductive organs), generally alternating. Like most
other sea-anemones, these are fixed organisms, incapable
of locomotion ; and they include all the colonial forms.
Also Zoantheas.

Zoanthinse (z6-an-thi'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Zoan-
thus + -inae.} The Zoanthidie named as a sub-
family. Edwards and Haime, 1851.

zoanthodeme (z9-an'th9-dem),n. [< Gr. Cv^v,

animal, + dvOog,' a flower, + defiOj a bundle

;

literally, * a bundle of animal-flowers.'] A com-
pound zoantharian ; the whole organism con-

stituted by the coherent zooids produced by the

budding of a single actinozoan polyp.

zoanthodemic (zo-an-tho-dem'ik), a. [< zoan-

thodeme + -ic.} Of the nature of or pertaining

to a zoanthodeme.
zoanthoid (zo-an'thoid), a. [< Zoanthus+ -oid.}

Same as zoantharian.

zoanthropic (z6-an-throp'ik), a. [< zoanthrop-y
+ -ic] Of the nature of or pertaining to zoan-
thropy: as, ^Ort»f/iropic mania or delusion; zo-^

anthropic literature. This is the generic name of

such delusions, which take various forms, some of which
are specified according to the animal concerned, as lycan-

thropy.

zoanthropy (zo-an'thro-pi), n. [< Gr. Cv^' ani-

mal, + avdpojTTog, man. Cf. hjcanthropy.} A
form of insanity in which a person believes

himself to be one of the lower animals.

Zoanthus (zo-an'thus), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1827),

< Gr. Cvoi'j animal, + avBog, flower.] The typi-

cal genus of Zo-
anthldse. The In-

dividualpolyps are
lengthened, and
elevated upon a
footstalk spring-
ing from the con-
nective coenosarc
common to the
several zooids of

the compound or-

ganism ; the mouth
is linear and trans-

verse, and sur.

rounded by short
slender rays or
tentacles. The
best-known spe-

cies is Z. couchi
of the European
coasts ; numer-
ous others inhab-
it tropical seas,

as Z. solanderi. zoanthus couchi.
Also ZoanthaS two thirds natural size.

(Lamarck, 1810), a, polyp, closed ; *, the same, expanded

;

Zoantha. c, stolon.



Zoarces

Zoarces (zo-ar'sez), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), also
Zoaraeus, ZoarchuSy and Zoarcus, < Or. ^uapK^^j

life-supporting, < Cw;?, life, + apKeiVf assist, de-
fend.] The name-giving genus of Zoarcidse^

including such species as Z, viviparusy the so-

eaUed viviparous blenny (formerly Blennius vi-

riparus). This is a large eelpout, with an elongate
compressed body, tapering behind, heavy oblong head, a
large raouth, strong conic teeth in several series, a long low
dorsal fin some of the hinder rays of which are developed
as sharp spines, broad pectoral fins, and jugular ventrals of
three or four soft rays ; the scales are small, not imbri-
cated, but embedded in the skin. Another species, with
an increased number of fin-rays and vertebrae, is Z. (Mac-
rozoarces) anguUlaris, known as mutton-ftsh and mother of
eels, found from Labrador to the Middle States, 20 inches
long, of a reddish-brown color mottled with olive, with a
dark streak across the cheek.

Zoarcids (.zo-ar'si-de), n. pL [NL., < Zoarces
+ -iV/cf,] A family of fishes, named from the

mt̂ m^^̂ ^^S^.

Lyt<KifS vahlit one of the Zoarcidx (or Lycixi:^

genus Zoarces : now generally called Lycodidse
(which see). Also Zoarceidx, Zoarchidx.

zoaria, n. Plural of zoarium.

zoarial (zo-a'ri-al), a. [< zoari-um + -al.'] Of
or pertaining to a zoarium ; composing or com-
posed of a zoarium.
zoarium (zo-a'ri-um), n.; pi. zoaria (-a). [NL.,
< Gr. (uapiov, dim. of fiJof, an animal.] Apoly-
zoary ; the colony or aggregate of the polypides

of a polyzoan ; the polypidom or polypary of

the moss-animalcules.

zobo (zo'bo), n. [Alsor/1060, dsomo, etc., < Tib-
etan mdzopo, the male, mdzomo, the female of

the mdzo, a hybrid of the yak and the so-called

zebu. Cf. zebu.'] A breed of zebu-cattle, sup-
posed to be a hybrid of the common zebu with
the yak, reared in the western Himalayan re-

gion" for its flesh and milk, and also as a beast
of burden.
^OCCO (zok'6), n. [It., < L. soccus, sock: see
socfcl, sode.] A socle.

ZOCCOlo, ZOCle (zok'o-16, zo'kl), n. [< It. zoc-

colo, < zoceo : see zocco.] A socle.

zodiac (z6'di-ak), n. [Formerly also zodiack;
< ME. zodiac, zodiak, < OF. zodiac, zodiaque-, F.

zodiaque = Sp. zodiaco = Pg. It. zodiaco, < L.

zodiacus, the zodiac (L. orbis signifer), also adj.,

of the zodiac, < Gr. l^udtoKd^, the zodiac, prop,

adj., 'of animals,' sc. /ci<c/.of, also called o kvk1o( 6

ruv l^uiiuv, or & tCk i^ifiAiuv kvkIoc, ' the circle of

animals' (also 1} furfwuci^, sc. (5<5(Jf, way), the ref.

being to the constellations figured as animals

;

< Ccfidiov, dim. of ^(fiov, animal: see zoon.'} 1. A
belt of twelve constellations, extending about
8° on each side of the ecliptic. The constella-

tlong are T, Arie« ; ? , Xaarua ; n, Gemini ; a, Cancer

;

k, Leo; tnj, Virgo; ^, Libra; m, Scorpio; t, Sagitta-

rius; «, Capricornus; :r, Aqaarins; k, Pisces. The zo-

diac is also divided into twelve equal parts called rigris,

named after these constellations, and the first point of the
sign Aries begins at the vernal equinox. The above sym-
bols refer to the signs. The signs have been carried back
by the precession of the equinoies antU they are now 25'

behind the corresponding constellations on the average.
But the position of the vernal e<juinox was originally, no
doubt, between Aries and Taurus. There Is strong evi-

dence that the zodiac was fonued at liabylon about 2100

B. c. There is a poetical description of the heavens writ-

ten by Aratus in Macedonia In latitude about 41°, and
about 270 B. e. Hut the appearances described were never
to be seen in that latitude, nor in any latitude in that age.

Thus, he mentions that the head of the Dragon— that is,

Etamin (-y Draconis)— and the waist of Cepheus— that is,

Ficares (a Cephei)— are on the circle of perpetual appari-
tion, ^ow, this was true only in the latitude of Babylon,

22J' N., about 2200 B. c. He also describes pretty careful-

ly the most southerly stars seen, mentioning the star now
called the Peacock's eye (a Pavouis), as well as Canopus
(a Argus), but saying that there are no bright stars be-

tween tlie latter and Cetus, so that o. Phceuicis must have
been invisiljle. N"ow these descriptions will suit only
a station of latitude 32' !J. to 35' N., and an epoch be-

tween 1500 B. c. and 2200 B. c. Aratus also describes

the courses of the tropics among the stars. That of the
tropic of Cancer best agrees with 2200 B. c, that of the

tropic of Capricorn with 2000 B. c. The equator is also de-
scribed in a manner which answers perfectly to 2100 B. C.

Kinally, there are twelve descriptions of the appearances
of the heavens at the rising of each of the constellations of
the zodiac, which, while not very decisive, are not in posi-

tive disagreement with the other indications. But there is

no doubt that the early part of the poem (written long be-
fore the precession of the equinoxes was suspected) copies
indirectly early Accadian records. The zodiac was. there-
fore, formed before 2000 B. c. It cannot have been formed
very long before, since there Is much reason to believe
that the constellation Aries either contained the sun or
rose just before the sun at the time of the vernal equinox.
Now, it was alK>iit 2100 B. c. when the vernal equinox fell

upon the last point of Aries, and the other constellations
were in similar mean positions. .Some highly competent
writers, however, regard the first formation of the zodiac
as vastly more ancient. Several of the ancient constella-

tion figures have a remarkably Babylonian character, as
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Virgo, Capricornus, Sagittarius, Centaurus, and Ophiu-
chus ; one (Cepheus) has a barbarian name ; and nearly all

may be explained from Babylonian mythology. Two at
least of the symbols for signs, those of Gemini and Scor-
pio, much resemble the Babylonian ideographs for the
corresponding months. Yet the origin of the Bears, Au-
riga, Pegasus, Lyra, and Corona was probably not Babylo-
nian. Moreover, certain subjects of common Bal)ylonian
fable, such as the tree of life, are not found among the
constellations. It is noticeable that it was about 2300
B. c. that He and Ho are said to have reformed the Chinese
calendar and divided the heavens into seasons; but the
attempt to connect our constellations with the Chinese
asterlsms has conspicuously failed. The figures of the
Chinese zodiac are Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Serpent, Horse,
Ram, Ape, Cock, Dog, Pig, Rat, Bull. The zodiac was
marked out by the ancients as distinct from the rest of
the heavens because the apparent places of the sun, moon,
and the planets known to them were always within it.

This, however, does not hold good of all the newly discov-
ered planetoids. See cuts under constellations named.

2. Figuratively, a round or circuit ; a zone ; a
complete course.
The Poet . . . goeth hand in hand with Nature, not in-

closed within the narrow warrant of her guifts, but freely
ranging onely within the Zodiack of his owne wit.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

In your yeares zodiacke may you fairely moue,
Shin'd on by angels, blest with goodness, loue.

Dekk&r, Londons Tempe.

3. In her., a bearing representing a part of the
imaginary zodiacal circle, forming ar arched
bend or bend sinister, and with several of the
signs upon it, the number being specified in the
blazon.—Lunar zodiac, a circle of 27 or 28 asterisms,
or groups of stars, selected and established to mark the
moons daily progress around the lieavens. It was used
in ancient India, in China, and in Arabia, with only minor
variations in the star-groups selected. Its place of origin

is uncertain and disputed.— Zodiac ring, a ring deco-
rated with one of the signs of the zodiac, either as the
sign under which the possessor was born, or perhaps the
sign influencing a certain part of the body.

zodiacal (zo-di'a-kal), a. [<. zodiac + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the zodiac: as, the zodiacal

signs; zodiacal planets Zodiacal Usht, a lumi-
nous tract of the sky. of an elongated triangular figure, ly-

ing nearly in the ecliptic, its base being on tlie horizon, and
its apex at varying altitudes, seen at certain seasons of the
year either in the west after sunset or in the east before

sunrise. It appears with greatest brilliance within the
tropics, where it sometimes rivals the Milky Way. Its

nature is unknown ; the most plausible hypothesis, sup-
ported by many of the most eminent modern astronomers,
is that it Is the glow from a cloud of meteoric matter re-

volving round the sun.— Zodiacal parallel. See par-
aUel.

ZOdiophilouS (zo-di-of'i-lus), a. [< Gr. f^rfiov,

dim. of Cv"") animal, -I- <pi/.elv, love.] In bat.,

animal-loving: applied to those iJowers which
from their structure are especially adapted for

fertilization by insects: it is the converse of

anthophilous, said of the insects concerned.

zoea, zooea (zo-e'a), «. ;
pi. zoex, zooeas (-<§),

rarely zoeas (-ftz)." [NL., < Gr. (i^, animal.]

The name given byBosc (1802) to the larvee of

certain decapod crustaceans under the impres-

sion that they were adults constituting a dis-

tinct genus. The name is retained for the zoea-stage,

and for the animal itself in this stage. The zoea is also

called the copepod-stage, intervening in some crustaceans

between the nauplius-stage and the schizopod-stage ; in

others, in which a nauplius-stage is apparently wanting,

the zoea passes into the megalopa-stage. Also aoiea, zoea.

zoea-fonu (zo-e'a-f6rm), «. The zoea or zoea-

stage of a crustacean.

zoeal, zoceal (zo-e'al),

a. Of the nature of a
zoea; pertaining to a
zoea or to the zoea-

stage ; zogform. Also
zoieal.

ZoSa-stage(zo-e'a-staj),
». That early stage

of certain crustaceans
which is a zoea. In this

stage of development the
cephalothorax is relatively

stout and usually spined,

with conspicuous eyes, and
long fringed antennse and mouth-parts serving as swim-

ming-organs ; the thoracic legs are undeveloped ; and the

abdomen is long and slender and with or without appen-

dages. This stage usually passes into that of the mega-

lopa.

ZOefonn, ZOOeform (z6'e-f6rm), a. [< NL. zoe'a,

q. v., + L. forma, form.] Having the form of

a zoea ; being or resembling a zoea.

zoepraxiscope (zd-e-pr>ik'si-sk6p), n. Same as

zniiiiraxinoscope.

zoether (zo-e'th6r), n. [< Gr. fu^, life, -1- E.

(c)</»er.] A supposed substance which mani-

fests the phenomena of animal magnetism and

the like : same as protyle.

zoetheric (zo-e-ther'ik), a. [< zoether + -tc]

Having the character of zoether; relating to

zoether in any way.

ZOgtic (z6-et'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. fu^, life, +
-t-ic.'] Pertaining to life ; vital.

ZoCa-stage of Shore-crab (Caret-
Has tnemas).

zollverein

ZOetrope (zo'e-trop), M. [< Gr. fui^, life, -I- rpi-Ko^,

a turning.] An optical instrument which exhib-
its pictures as if alive and in action, depending,
like the thaumatrope,the phenakistoscope, etc.,

on the persistence of vision, it consists of a cylin-
der open at the top, with a series of slits in its circumfer-
ence. A series of pictures representing the dltferent atti-
tudes successively assumed by an object in performing any
act from its beginning to its close, as by a horseman in
leaping a gate or an acrobat in performing a somersault,
is arranged along the interior circumference. The instru-
ment is then set in rapid motion, and the person apply-
ing his eye to the slits sees through them the figure ap-
pearing as if endowed with life and activity and perform-
ing the act Intended. Compare zodf/yroscope and zoiipraxi-
noscope. Also zootrope &nd wheel of life.

zoetropic (z6-e-trop'ik), o. [< zoetrope + -ic]
Pertaining to or resembling the zoetrope;
adapted to or shown by the zoetrope.

ZOiatria (z6-i-at'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Cvov, an
animal, 4- iarpeia, tealing, < larpeijcw, heal, <

larpdg, a physician : see iatric.'i Veterinary sur-
gery.

zoic (zo'ik), a. [< Gr. Cuik6c, of animals, < Cvo^i
animal.] Of or pertaining to animals or living

beings ; relating to or characterized by animal
life ; marked by the presence of life.

Zoilean (zo-il'e-an), a. [< L. ZoUus, < Gr. Zoii/'iof

,

Zoilus (see deJE.j.] Characteristic of Zoilus, a
Greek critic (about the fourth century B. c),
noted for his severe criticism of Homer; hav-
ing the character of Zoilism.

Zouism (zo'i-lizm), n. [< Zoilus (see Zoilean) +
-ism.} Criticism like that of Zoilus; illiberal

or carping criticism ; unjust censure.

Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works, and
let not Zoilism or detraction blast well-intended labours.

Sir T. Brovnie, Christ. Mor., ii. 2.

Zoilist (zo'i-list), n. [< Zoilus (see Zoilean) +
-ist.] An imitator of Zoilus ; one who practises

Zoilism ; a carping critic.

Out, rhyme ; take 't as you list

:

A fico for the sour-brow'd Zoiligt .'

Marston, What You Will, ii. 1.

zoisite (zoi'sit), n. [Named by Werner in 1805

after Baron von Zois, from whom he received

his specimen.] A mineral closely related to

epidote, but orthorhombic in crystallization.
It occurs in prismatic crystals, often deeply striated and
rounded, also massive ; it varies In color from white to

yellow, greenish, and rose-red. Its composition is similar

to that of epidote, except that it contains calcium and but
little iron. Thulite is a variety of a rose-red color, found
in Norway. Also called saualpite.

zoism (zo'izm), n. [< Gr. Cw/, life, + -ism.}

The doctrine that the phenomena of life de-

pend upon apeculiar vital principle ; any vital-

istic theory. [A word current from about 1840

to 1850.]

ZOist (zo'ist), n. [< Gr. fu^, life, -1- -ist.} One
who studies the phenomena of life from the

standpoint of zoism; one who upholds the

theory or doctrine of zoism. See zoism.

ZOistic (zo-is'tik), a. [< zoist -f -ic.} 1. Per-
taining to zoism or to the zoists: as, zoistic

views. See zoism.— 2. Pertaining to living

organisms or to vitality ; vitalistic ; animal : as,

zoistic magnetism (that is, animal magnetism).
Scoresby.

Zolaism (zo'ia-izm), n. [< Zola (see def.) +
-ism.} The characteristic quality of the works

of Emile Zola (born 1840), a French novelist

characterized by an excessively "realistic"

treatment of the grosser phases of life; coarse

"realism" or "naturalism."

Set the maiden fancies wallowing in the troughs of Zola-

ism—
Forward, forward, ay and backward, downward too into

the abysm.
Tennyson, Locksley Hall Sixty Years After.

Zdllner's lines. Parallel lines which seem not

ZOUner's Lines.

to be parallel by reason of oblique intersecting

lines. Also called Zdllner'spattern.

zollverein (tsol'fto-in''), ». [G., < zoll (= E.

toll), custom, + verein, union, < ver- (= E. for-)

+ ein (= E. one), one.] 1. A union of German
states for the maintenance of a common tariff,

or uniform rates of duty on imports from other

countries, and of free trade among themselves.



zoUverein

It began with an agreement in 1828 between Prussia and
the grand duchy of Hesse, received a great development
in 1834 and succeeding years, ultimately including all the

German powers excepting Austria and a few small states,

and is now coextensive with the German empire.

Hence— 2. A commercial union, or customs-
union, in general; any arrangement between a
niimber of states for regtilating rates of duty
with reference to their common benefit.

The result would be a Protectionist group and an Aus-
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in which the fetal villi form a belt or zone. See

Zonaria^, Zonoplacentalia, and zonular.

The placenta of the dugong is zonary and non-decidu-

ate. Nature, XL. 611.

ZOnate (zo'nat), a. [< NL. zonatus, < L. zona,

zone : see zone.'] 1. In lot., marked with zones

or concentric bands of color.— 2. In zoiil., hav-

ing zones of color or texture; belted, girdled,

or ringed ; zoned.
trallan Zollverein. FortnigUly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 296. zonda (zon'dii), ». [Named from the village of

ZOmbonik (zom'bo-rnk), n. Same as zumbooruk.

zona (zo'na), n.; pi. zonx (-ne). [L.] 1. In
anat., a zoiie, belt, or girdle, or part likened to

a zone: chiefly used in human anatomy.—2.

Herpes zoster (which see, under herpes)—Zona
alba, the white zone of the eyeball— a thickening of the

sclerotic where the muscles are attached.—Zona arcua-
ta, the inner zone of the basilar membrane, extending from
the lower edge of the spiral groove of the cochl ea to the ex-

ternal edge of the base of the outer rods of Corti.—Zona

Zonda.) A local foehn wind occurring at the

eastern base of the Andes, in the vicinity of

San Juan, Argentine Eepublie. It is a hot dry

west wind blowing down from the Cordillera, and carrying

clouds of dust and fine sand. It may occur at any season,

but is especially frequent during July and August (mid-

winter), when its high temperature and parching effects

are especially noticeable. The name is also applied to a

hot dry north wind occurring on the Argentine plains dur-

ing the summer, and reported especially from the vicin-

ity of Mendoza. This is essentially a desert wind, charged
with sand, and oppressive and suffocating in its effects.cartUagiliea, the llmbus of the spiral lamina.—Zona

choriacea. Same &a zona cartaaginea.- Zona. cUia- zone (zon), n."[< P. Z07ie, < Sp. Pg. It. zona, <
:' belt of ciliary """^ \ /' „. l

, ,' ,, ^, .p ^ _?
rla, the ciliary zone of the eye; the ring or

processes, or their impression upon the vitreous humor.
See cut under ei/el.—Zona denticulata, the inner zone

of the basilar membrane together with the limbus of the

spural lamina.—Zona fasclculata, the layer of the corti-

cal part of the suprarenal body, just beneath the zona
glomerulosa.—Zona gangUonarls, a collection of gray

matter on the filaments of the cochlear branch of the

auditory nerve.-Zona glomerulosa, the outer layer of

the cortical part of the suprarenal body.—Zona ignea.
Same as def. 2.—Zona incerta, a continuation of the for-

matio reticularis forward under the optic thalamus,

—

Zona ISBViB. Same as zona arcuata.— Zona, mediana.
Same aszonocarfaasrinea.-Zonamembranacea. Same
as basilar ynembrane (which see, under basilar).—Zona
nervea. Same as zona arcuata.— Zona orbicularis, a

collection of circular fibers in the capsular ligament of

the hip-joint.—Zona pectlnata, the outer zone of the

basilar membrane, extending from the rods of Corti to

the spiral ligament.—Zona pellucida, a transparent

membrane surrounding the yolk of the ovum : so called

from its appearance in the human ovum under the micro-

scope. It is simply the wall of the ovum, corresponding

to any other cell-wall. It is traversed by numerous, more
or less evident, radiating pore-canals, through which sper-

matozoa are supposed to enter the ovum.—Zona perfo-

rata, the lower edge of the spiral groove of the cochlea.

— Zona radiata, the zona pellucida when the radiating

pore-canals are especially distinct.—Zona repens. Same
as herpes zoster. See Aerpes.—Zona reticularis, the in-

ner layer of the cortical portion of the suprarenal body.—
Zona serpiginosa. Same as def. 2.—Zona sponglosa,
the extreme dorsal tip of the posterior horn of the gray

L. zona, < Gr. tluvrj, a girdle, belt, one of the

zones of the sphere, < [.uvviivai, gird.] 1. A gir-

dle or belt worn as an article of dress. [Now
only poetical.]

Germinatio, in green, with a zone of gold about her waist.
B. Jonson, Masque of Beauty.

With a side

White as Hebe's, when her zorte

Slipt its golden clasp, and down
Fell her kirtle to her feet. Keats, Fancy.

2. A belt or band round anything, as a stripe

of different color or substance round an object

;

figuratively, any circumscribing or surrounding
line, real or imaginary ; a circuitous line, path,

or course ; an inclosing circle.

That milky way,
Which nightly, as a circling zon£, thou seest

Powder'd with stars. MUton, P. L., vii. .'iBO.

And four great zones of sculpture, set betwixt
With many a mystic symbol, gird the hall.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Very frequently the colors form stripes or zones in the

stone (Egyptian jasper], which are probably the result of

decomposition of the upper surface.

E. W. Streeter, Precious Stones, p. 201.

3. Specifically, in geog., one of five arbitrary

divisions of the earth's surface, bounded by

matter of the spinal cord. —Zona tecta, the inner part of lines parallel to the equator, eaon namea ae

the lamina spiralis niem.branacea, covered by the organ of

Corti.—Zona tendinosa, a fibrous ring situated at each

auriculoventricular opening in the heart.—Zona Val-
salvse, the membranous spiral lamina of the cochlea.—
Zona volatlca. same as def. 2.

zonal (zo'nal), a. [< LL. zonalis, < L. zona,

zone: see zone.) 1. Having the character of

a zone or belt.

Frequently storm clouds appeared zonal— that is, alter-

nate portions positively and negatively electrified.

G. J. Synums, in Modem Meteorology, p. 163.

2. Of or pertaining to the rings, somites, or

body-segments of an articulate or annulose

animal; arthromeric; metamerie: as, zonal

zonociliate

nant uterus, embracing about the lower fourth, within
which attachment of the placenta is dangerous, as liable

to cause alarming hemorrhage during childbirth. The
centric attachment of the placenta in this zone consti-

tutes placenta prcevia (which see, under placenta).- Cili-

ary zone, in anat. See ciliary.— Coralline zone. See
coraM(»i«.— Epileptic zone, an area of the skin covering

the lower part of the face and the neck, irritation of which
will excite an epileptic paroxysm. Brown-S^quard found
that section of the spinal cord in the lumbar region in

animals, usually guinea-pigs, was followed by epilepsy,

and that the progeny of animals so treated had these epi-

leptic zones.- Epileptogenous or epileptogenic zone.
Same as epileptic zone.- HyperesthetiO zone, a hyper-
sensitive portion of the integument, sometimes found, in

cases of spinal paralysis, at the border of the affected part.
—Hypnogenic zone, a place or region on the surface of

the body stimulation or irritation of which tends to induce
hypnotism. [Recent.]

Spots which have been described by Pitres as hypno-

genic zones. Bjornstrom, Hypnotism (trans.), p. 18.

Hysterogenic zone, a part of the surface of the body
pressure upon which will excite a paroxysm in cases of

hystero-epilepsy.—Intermediary zone of the Stomach,
that part of the wall of the stomach, near the pylorus,

where the peptic glands begin to disappear.— Isother-
mal zones. See i»o(/ierma(.— Lissauer's zone. Same
as lAssauer's tract (which see, under (rac(l).— Marginal
zone, the border where the synovial membrane is grad-

ually converted into articular cartilage.— Neutral, pec-
tinate, pellucid, primordial zones. Seethe adjectives.

— Posterior marginal zone. Same as Lissaiier's tract

(which see, under <r«c«i).— Three-mile zone. See mile.

—Zone of defense, in .fort., the belt of territory around
a fortification which falls under the effective fire of the

besieged.— Zone Of Haller. Same as zone of Zinn.—
Zone of Lissauer. Sume as lAssauer's traet. See tracts.

—Zone of operations (mint.), the region containing the

lines of operations of an army, extending from the base of

operations to the objective point. See strategy.— Zone of
vegetation, a belt of characteristic vegetable growth fol-

lowing a particular line of altitude on mountain sides.

—

Zone Of Zlnn. Same as zonule of Zinn. See zonule.

zone (zon), V.
;
pret. and pp. zoned, ppr. zoning.

[< zone, «.] I. trans. To encircle with or as

if with a zone ; bring within a zone, or divide

into zones or belts, in any sense.

I could hear he loved
Some fair immortal, and that his embrace
Had zoned her through the night.

Keats, Endymion, ii.

II. intrans. To be formed into zones.

What Mr. Lockyer had called the zoning of colour in

the heavens. Nature, XXXVIII. 225.

zone-axis (z6n'ak"sis), TO. In crystal., the line

in which all the planes of a zone would inter-

sect if they were supposed to pass through the

same point.

Z0ned(z6nd), a. i<zone + -ed^.) 1. "Wearing

a zone, as a woman.— 2. Having zones, or

bands resembling zones; zonate.

cording to its prevailing temperature ; a cli-

matic belt. These climatic zones are (a) the torrid zone,

extending from tropic to tropic, or 23J° north and 23i°

south of the equator
;
(b) two temperate zones, extending

from the tropics to the polar circles— that is, from the par- ^
allel of 23^ north or south to that of 66J° north or south, zoueless (zon'les), a. [< zone + -less.'] Without
and therefore caned the jw>rtAfemj)ern(e and so«(A temper- ""„.,„ .J- _:_ji„.'Dnrt- hence loosplv robed
ate zones; and (c) tw/o frigid zones, extending from the po- a zone or girdle ,

ungirt
,
nence, looseiy rooea.

lar circles to the north and south poles respectively. That reeling goddess with the zoneless waist.

4. Any continuous tract or belt differing in Cokj;*)-, Task, iU. 52.

character from adjoining tracts ; a definite area zonic (zo'nik), n. [< zone + -i<;.] A girdle;

or region within which some distinguishing a zone; a belt. [Bare.]

circumstances exist or are established : as, the j know that the place where I was bred stands upon a

zones of natural history, distinguished by spe- zonic of coal. Smollett, Travels, iv. (Davies.)

™eW;™e serial 'homolo^ or metamerie cial forms of vegetable or animal life
;
a .o». of zoniferous (z6-nif 'e-rus), a. [< L. zona, zone,

i5jiuiuoi.ij, i-uD ociiai g,j frAotrnrlfir Hfree20«fion theborderof acountrv J.<-„v^z._TO h^nrll TToTritifrnrheainTiiraznTie:
symmetry of a segmented animal, as an ar-

thropod or an annelid. See symmetry, 5 (6).

—

3. In crystal., arranged in zones: as, the zonal

structure of a mineral.— 4. In bat, noting that

view of a diatom in which the zone or suture of

the valves is presented to the eye— the "front

view" of some writers.— 5. In hort., marked
on the leaves with a zone or circle, as many pe-

largoniums, also called horseshoe geraniums.
— Zonal harmonic. See hamwnic.—Zonal stratum.
See stratum zonale, under stratum.

ZOnally (z6'nal-i), adt). In a zonal manner ; in

zones, or in the form of a zone.

Crystals of the hyacinth variety of quartz . . . contain

numerous inclusions of anhydrite arranged zonally.

Amer. Nat., XXIII. 814.

Zonaria^ (zo-na'ri-a), «. [NL. (Agardh, 1824),

fem. of L. zonarius: see zonary.] A small ge-

nus of widely distributed pheeosporous algee, of

the order Dictyotacex, having a more or less

fan-shaped frond obscurely marked with eon-

centric zones, and roundish or linear soriformed

beneath the cuticle of the frond.

Zonaria^ (zo-na'ri-a), «. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. zonarius': see zonary.] One of two primary
groups (the other being Discoidea) into which
Huxley divided the deciduate Mammalia, con-

sisting of those Deciduata which have a zonary
placenta; the Zonoplacentalia.

zonarioid (zo-na'ri-oid), a. [< Zonaria^ + -oid.]

In hot., pertaining to or resembling the genus
Zonaria.

zonary (z6'na-ri), a. [< L. zonarius, < zona, a

zone : see zone.] Pertaining to or character-

ized by a zone ; having or presenting the form
of a belt or girdle. A zonary placenta is one

free trade ; a free zone on the border of a country
or between adjoining states. Naturalists formerly

+ ferre = E. feearl.]' Having or bearing a zone

;

zoned.
divided the sea-bottom into five zones in accordance with

goni+es (z6-ni'tez), TO. [NL. (Montfort, 1810),
each, which was supposed to ^""i^co ^'V "^_T'K , ir, \ - '

•a. They were called respec- < Gr. fui-iTW, girded, < C">^, githe depth of water covering
determine its fauna and flora. They were called respec.

tively littoral, circumlittoral, median, inframedian, and
abyssal. Later researches have proved that the assumed
facts were to a great extent erroneous, organisms supposed

to be confined to the littoral zone having been found at

the greatest depths. In geology zone has nearly the same
meaning as Tiorizon. A stratum, or a group of strata, may
be characterized by the presence of a certain assemblage

of fossils, or by one particular fossU ; in such cases the

most abundant or typical fossil may give a name to the

subdivision in which it occurs, which will then be desig-

girdle: see zone.]

In conch., a ge'nus of pulmonate gastropods, re-

ferred to the family Belicidse, or to the Limacidse,

or to the Vitrinidse, and giving name to the Zoni-

tinse. The species are numerous, as Z. ceUaria (see cellar-

snait). Z. milium is a very small species of the United

States ; Z. mnbilicata is known as the open snail. The ge-

nus in a broad sense includes species of ByalitM and re-

lated forms ; but it is also restricted to about a dozen spe-

cies of the Mediterranean region, as Z. algirus.

nated as the zone of that particular species. Thus, the Zonitidae (z6-nit'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Zonites +
Lower and the Middle Lias have together been divided

.iclie.] A family of terrestrial gastropods, typi-
into twelve zones, each characterized by the presence of a gg^ |, ^^^ genus Zonites: same as Vitrinidx.

Trans. New Zealand Inst., 1883.

. . . lose their com- Zonitinae (z6-ni-ti'ne), to. pi. [NL., < Zonites

certain species of ammonite : as, the
{Ammonites) raricostatus," etc.

They [the people of Savoy] would
-¥ -!»«.] A subfamily of Vitrinidse or another

family, typified by the genus Zonites, and in-

cluding forms with a helieoid shell (into which

the animal can completely withdraw) and with

^^ ^ ,. . J 1, • lateral bicuspid and marginal acute teeth.
How vast must have been that earlier period wherein i7-_;4.ia iVn ni'tisl n TNL fFabricius. 1775), <

were deposited those fine alternations of lime and clay ZonitlS (zo-ni tis;, TO. li\u. (id.uTiLiuiy,ii ,o,,s

which form hills, such as Mont Perrier, several hundred Gr. ^(jviTig, fem. of ioviTK :
see Zomtes.}

_
A ge-

mercial zone or free frontier with Switzerland,

C. K. Adams, Democracy and Monarchy, ix.

The zone of youthful fancy . . . is now well passed; the

zone of cultured imagination is still beyond us.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 15.

feet in height, divisible into distinct zojies, each character-

ised by peculiar assemblages of fossils.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, v.

Attacks of a spasmodic or of a lethargic nature in hys-

terical patients can often be excited by touching or press-

ing upon certain spots or zones on the surface of the body.
Lancet, 1886, II. 1243.

5. In math., a part of the surface of a sphere

included between two parallel planes.— 6. In

crystal., a series of planes having their lines of

intersection parallel Annual zone. Same as an-

nual rtnj;(whicn see, under rsKa'i).—Bathymetric zone.
See (rafAj/mefric.— Cervical zone, that part of the preg-

nus of blister-beetles, of the family Cantharidpp.

of wide distribution and comprising about 40

species, of which 6 are North American. They

are very variable in color and size, but are distinguished

by having the outer lobe of the maxilla not prolonged.

zonochlorite (zo-no-klo'nt), n. [< Gr. Cav?!,

girdle, + ;i;/LU/D(if, greenish-yellow, + -ite-.]
_
A

zeolitic mineral, perhaps related to thomsonite,

occurring in massive form in cavities in amyg-
daloid: it often shows bands of different colors.

zonociliate (zo-no-sil'i-at), a. [< L. zona, zone,

-f NL. ciliatus, eiliate.] Zoned with a circlet



zonocillate

of cilia; encircled with cilia, as a trochosphere
or telotrocha. See these words, and cut under
veliger.

The fertilized egg of the Phylactolffima does not give
rise to a zojumUaU larva. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 437.
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ZOnoid ^zo'noid), a. [< Gr. Cuvoe(%, like a gir-
dle. < C"i^, girdle, + eWof, form.] Like a zone

;

pertaining to zones ; zonular. [Bare.]
zonoplacental (z6"no-pla-sen'tal), a. [< L.
zona, girdle, + NL. placenta + -al.'] In mam-
mal., having a zonary deciduate placenta; of
or pertaining to the Zonoplacentalia.
Zonoplacentalia (z6-no-plas-en-ta'li-a), n. pi.
[XL.: see zonoplacenial.'] Those deciduate
mammals in which the placenta is zonary, as
contrasted with Discoplacentalia ; the Zonaria.
The carnivores, the elephant, and the hyrax are
examples.

Zonotrichia(z6-no-trik'i-a),». [NL. (Swainson,
1831 ), < Gr. liuvri, girdle, + dpi^ (.rpix-), hair.] A
genus of large and handsome American finches,
of the tajaWy Fhngillidse ; the crown-sparrows.
The white-crowned ia Z. leucophryg, abundant in many
parts of North America. More numerous and familiar is
the white-throated, or peabodybird, Z. albicoUig, whose
white throat is sharply contrasted with the dark ash of the

\ i:'Ui\ .

Zonure (Zenttrus gitrantevs).

genus of Zonurides : so named from the rings
of spiny scales on the tail, as of Z. giganteus.
Zoo (zo), n. [The first three letters of zoologi-
cal, taken as forming one syllable.] With the
definite article, the Zoological Gardens in Lon-
don : also used of any similar collection of ani-
mals. [From a mere vulgarism, this corruption
has passed into wide colloquial use.]
zooamylin (z6-o-am'i-lin), «. [< Gr. C,i^v, ani-
lujil; + E. amyiin.'] Same as glycogen.
zoobiotism (zo-o-bi'o-tizm), n. [< Gr. fuov, ani-
mal, + jiioQ, life', -I- -*- -I- 4sm.'] Same as Uotics.
zooblast (zo'o-bl&st), n. [< Gr. f^o", animal,
+ ii'/jwrdi, germ.] An animal cell; a bioplast
(which see).

Zodcapsa (zo-o-kap'sii), n. [NL., < Gr. f^, ani-
mal, + L. capsa, box, chest : see capsule.^ A ge-
nus of fossil barnacles of the Liassic period,
representing the oldest known form of Balani-
dse.

ZOOCarp (zo'o-karp), n. [< Gr. Zvov, animal, +
Kapirog. fruit.] Same as zoospore.
ZOOCaulon (z6-o-ka'lon), n. [NL., < Gr. (i^,
animal,+ (cat)A(5f, stem, stalk: see caulS, caiilis.'i

zoSgloea

ZOCea, ZOfleal, «. See zoea, zoeal.
ZOOecial (zo-e'shi-al), a. [< zooeei-um + -al.'i
Having the character of a zooecium ; of or per-
taining to the zooecia of polyzoans.
zooecium (zo-e'si-um), re.; pi. zooecia (-a).
[< Gr. C^v, animal, + olxia, house.] The ecto-
cyst, or outer chitinous or calcified cell, in
which a polypide of the Polyzoa is lodged, and
into which a polypide can be retracted after
protrusion ; one of the cells of the coenceeium,
containing a polypide. it is the cuticle of the poly,
pide itself, dense and tough, or hard, changing without so-
lution of continuity into the soft delicate pellicle at the
mouth of the animalcule. In the ectoproctous polyzoans
it forms a case or shield into which the soft protrusible
parts of the polypide can be withdrawn. See ectocyst, and
cut under PlumateUa.

zoceform, «. See zoeform.
zooerythrin (z6"9-e-rith'rin), n. [< Gr. f^.
animal,+ cpv6p6^,'ve<i, + -i«e2.] i . a. red color-
ing matter obtained from the plumage of the
Mtisophagidee or turakoos, giving a continuous
spectrum. See turacin.— 2. A kind of red pig-
ment of the lipochrome series widely diffused in
sponges, and regarded as having a respiratory
function. W. J. Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 420.
Also zoonerythrin.

ZOofulvin (zo-o-ful'vin), n. [< Gr. Cvov, animal,
+ li.fidvus, tawny, -f- -Mt2.] A yellow coloring
matter obtained from the plumage of the Mu-
sophagidse or turakoos, showing two absorptive
bands not the same as those of turacin.

ZOOgamete (zo'o-ga-met), n. [NL., < Gr. f^v,
animal, + ya/icr^, a wife, etc.] In bot., a mo-
tile gamete. Also planogamete.
ZOOgamous (zo-og'a-mus), a. [< zoogam-y +
-ous.^ Of or pertaining to zoogamy; noting
the pairing of animals or their sexual repro-
duction.

zoogamy (zo-og'a-mi), n. [< Gr. fv"". animal,
+ ydftog, marriage.] The coupling, mating, or
pairing of animals of opposite sexes for the pur-
pose of reproduction or propagation of their
kind

; sexual reproduction
; gamogenesis.

The erect branching tentaculiferous colony- ZOOgen (z6'6-jen), n. [< Gr. Cfiov, animal, +
White-Chioated Sparrow, or Peabody-bird {Zofutriehia atbicoUii).

breut In the adult the head is striped with black and
white, there is a distinct yellow spot before each eye, and
the edge of the wing is yellow. The length is 6J inches,
the extent 9j. This sparrow abounds in shrubbery of the
eastern half of North America, and has a limpid pleasing
song, some notes of which are rendered in the word peo-
iwd.v. '/.. (fuerula is Hanis's ftnch, of the Missouri and

stock of some infusorians, as of the genus Den
drosoma. W. S. Kent.
ZOdchemical (z6-o-kem'i-kal),' a. [< zoochem-y
+ -ic-al.'\ Of or pertaining to zoochemistry.
ZOOChemist^ (z6-o-kem'is-tri), n. [< Gr. C^,
animal, + E. chemistry. '\ Animal chemistry;
the chemistry of the constituents of the animal
bodv.

Mississippi region ; the male when adult has nearly the ZOOchemy (z6'6-kem-i), n. [< Gr. fuov, animal,
whole head hooded with jet-black. Z. coromUa, of the + E. yiiemy (P. chimie) : see alchemy.'} Same

P^ _
as zoikhemiatry . Dunglison.

11 ZOOChlorella (zo'o-klo-rera), «.; pi. roocWoreZte
a small zone,

(^j_ j-nL., < Gr! C<PoV, aminal, -f- x'^'^pk, pale-
green, -I- dim. -ella.'] One of the green pig-

Pacific slope, is the golden-crowned.

zonula (zo'nu-lii), «. ; -pX. zonuUe (-le)
see zonule.'] In anat. and zofil.

belt, or rin^; a zonule— Zonula ciliaris. Same
aszonufeo/^mn.— Zonula of Zlnn. Same as ZOTH/ie 0/
Zmn.
zonular (zo'nu-lar), a. [< zonuU + -arS.} X.
Of or pertaining to a zone or zonule; zonary;
zoned.—2. In^oo7.,specifically,diffuse: applied
to a diffuse form of placenta." See zonary.

The zonular type of a placenta. Dana.

Zonular cataract, a form of cataract, occurring usually
in young children, in which the opacity is situated be-
tween the cort«x and the nucleus of the lens.

zonule (zo'nul), n. [< L. zonula, dim. of zona,
girdle : see zone.] A little zone, belt, or band

;

a zonula—Zonule of Zlnn, the suspensory ligament
of the crystalline lens of the eye. See under funpemory.

zonulet (zo'nu-let), n. [< zonule + -et.] A
little zone or girdle.

That riband Ixiut my Julia's waate,
• . . that zonuUt of love.

Merrick, Upon Julia's Riband.

zonure (zo'nur), «. [<NL. ^onunts.] Any liz-

ard of the genus Zonurus in a broad sense, or of
the family Zonurida: as, the rough-tailed zo-
nure, Zonurus eordulus. -J J- 1- / - - J ,, IX r,

Zonurid8B(z6-nii'ri-<le),«.pZ. [iJh.,< Zonurus T^,?."^^^}, ^''n?;b!'l»IJ,;!^'/-
^^ ^""^'^

-^ -icUe.] A South African and Aladagascar
'''•'-«'«+-«'•] Of the nature of or pei

yevTic, producing: see -gen.] A glairy organic
substance found on the surface of the thermal
waters of Baden and elsewhere. Also called
zoiodin.

ZOOgenic (z6-o-jen'ik), a. [< zoogcn + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to zoogeny, or the origination of
animals.
zodgeny (zo-oj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. Cijjov, animal, +
-yheia, production : see -geny.] The fact or the
doctrine of the origination of living beings and
the formation of their parts or organs. Also
zoiigony.

ZOOgeog. An abbreviation, used in this work,
of zoogeography.

mentary particles, or minute corpuscles of ZOOgeographer (z6"6-je-og'ra-f6r), n. [<zodge-
green coloring matter, which are found in va- " ' ^^ ^

^

rious low invertebrates, as the hydras among
polyps and the stentors among infusorians.
Compare zooxanthella.

ZOOCyst (zo'o-sist), ». [< Gr. i:i<^v, animal, -I-

KvoTic, bladder.] A cyst, formed by various pro-
tozoans and protophytes, whose contents break
up into many germinal granules or spores ; a
kind of sporocyst.

ZOOCystic (z6-o-sis'tik), a. [< zoocyst + -ic]
Pertaining to or of the nature of a zoScyst.

ZOOCytial (z6-o-sit'i-al), a. [<. zoocytium + -al.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a zoocytium. zoogeography (zo'o-je-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. f^v,
ZOOCytium (zo-o-sit'i-um), «. ;

pi. zoocytia (-a), animal, + E. geography.] '*rhe science or the

ograph-y + -€»!.] One who studies the geo-
graphical distribution of animals, or is versed
in zoogeography.

It is therefore . . . the business of the zoogeograplwr,
who wishes to arrive at the truth, to ascertain what groups
of animals are wanting in any particular locality.

Eiwyc. Brit., III. 738.

ZOOgeograpMc (z6-o-je-o-graf'ik), a. [< zoo-
gcogruph-y + -ic] Of or pertaining to zoogeog-
raphy ; faunistic ; ehorological.

zoqgeograpMcal (zo-o-je-o-graf'i-kal), a. [<
zoiigciigraphic + -al.] Same as zoiigeographic.

[NL., < Gr. C^ii, animal, + /ci>rof, cavity.] The
common gelatinous matrix or support of certain
compound or colonial infusorians, composed of
a substance secreted by and containing the in-
dividual animalcules ; an infusorial syncytium

;

azoothecium. Compare zooriendnMm. See cut
under Epistylis.

family of agamoideriglossate lacertilians, with
cruciform interclavicles, short, simple tongue,
and roofed-over supratemporal fossre, typified
by the genus Zonurm. The family was formerly much
more loosely characterized, and then contained various
forms from different parts of the world, which have since
been separated as types of other families.

] Of the nature of or pertaining
to a zoodendiium.
zoodendrium (z6-o-den'dri-nm), n. ; pi. zooden-
dria (-a). [NL., <;Gr. fyov, animal, + ShSpov,
tree.] The zoScytium or zoothecium of certain
infusorians, which is much branched or of ar-
borescent form. W. S. Kent. See out under
Epistylis.

Zonurlnse (zo-mi-n'ne), re. pi. [NL., < Zonurus zoodjrnamlc (zo'o-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr. fuov,
+ -ina;.] A subfamily of Zonuridse, contain- animal, + Sma/iiKdc, dynamic: see dynamic]
ing normally laeertiform species with well-de- Of or pertaining to zoodynamics.
veloped limbs, and including the greater part zoodynamics (z6"o-di-nam'iks), re. [PI. of roo-
of the family: distinguished from Chammsau- dynamic (see -ic«).] The dynamics of the ani-
rinse. mal body; the science of the vital powers of
Zonurus (zo-nfl'rus), n. [NL. (Merrem), < Gr. animals ; animal physiology, as a branch of
C<W, a belt, zone, + ovpa, tail.] The typical biology: correlated with zoophysics.

description of the distribution of animals on
the surface of the globe ; faunal or faunistic
zoology; animal chorology: correlated with
phytogeography. This is an important branch of zo-

ology, of much intrinsic interest in several respects, and
of special significance in its beai'ing upon the questions
of the origin of species and their modification under cli-

maticandotherphysical conditionsof environment. Ithas
been much studied of late years, with the result of map-
ping the land-surtace of the globe into several major and
numerous minor areas, which can be bounded and graphi-
cally represented in colors with almost the precision at-

tained in depicting civil or political boundaries. Zooge-
ography is related to paleontology as the distribution of
animals in space is related to their succession in time;
but the principles of zoogeography are of course as appli-
cable to any former as to the present dispersion of species
on the face of the globe. See promnee, 6, and region, 7.

ZOOgloea (zo-o-gle'ii), «.; pi. zoogloex (-e).

[NL., < Gr. f^jw, animal, + yf'.oidf, a sticky sub-
stance.] 1. A peculiar colony ot Schizomycetes
in which they form a jelly-like mass by the swell-

ing up of their cell-membranes. It was formerly
regarded as a distinct genus, but is now known to be a
kind of resting-stage in which the various elements are
glued together by their greatly swollen and difiluent cell-

walls becoming contiguous. It corresponds to the pal-
mella stage of certain of the lower algae.



zooglcea

Bacteria sometimes form a jelly-like mass by the swell-

ing up of their cell-membranes ; this is the zoiigloea stage.

Beggey, Botany, p. 212.

2. A massing together of micro-organisms

which occurs in a certain stage of their devel-

opment, the collection being surrounded by a
gelatinoid envelop.

Liquids in which any of these Schizomycetes are active-

ly developing themselves usually bear on their surface a

gelatinous scum, which is termed by Prof. Cohn the Zoii-

gloea. W. B. Carpeitter, Micros., § SOS.

zoogloeic (zo-0-gle'ik), a. [< zoogUea + -ic.l Of
tlie nature of zoogloea

;
pertaining to zooglcea.

zooglceoid (z6-o-gle'oid), a. [< zooglcea + -aid.']

In bot., resembling, characteristic of, or belong-

ing to the zoogloea stage or condition of a micro-

organism.
ZOOgonidium (z6"6-g6-nid'i-um), ».; pi. zoogo-

nidia (-a). [NL.,' < Gr. Cv""- animal, _+ NL.
gotiidiuin.^ In 60/., a locomotive gonidium; a

gonidium provided with cilia, and hence capa-

ble of locomotion.

Each mdgonidiwn breaks itself up into sixteen new zoo-

qonidia, forming sixteen small and new colonies.

Bmey, Botany, p. 221.

ZOOgOnOUS (zo-og'o-nus), a. [< Gr. fuoyovof,

producing animals, < Cv<"'i animal, -I- -yowf, pro-

ducing: see -poHOM^.] Same as »»»iparoMS.

ZOdgony (zo-og'o-ni), n. [< Gr. ^uoyovia, pro-

duction of 'animals, < Cyov, animal, + -yovla,

production: see -gony.'] Same as zoogeny.

ZOOgraft (zd'6-graft), n. [< Gr. Cvoi'. animal,

-t- B. graft.'] In siirg., a piece of living tissue

taken from one of the lower animals to supply

a defect in the human body by grafting it on
the latter. Also zooplastic graft.

zoographer (zo-og'ra-fer), n. [< zoograph-y +
-cr.] A zoographist.

ZOOgraphiC (z6-o-graf'ik), a. [< zo6graph-y +
-/(•.] Descriptive of animals; pertaining to

zoography.
zoQgraphical (z6-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< zoographic

+ -al.'\ Same as zodgrapk'ie.

zoographist (zo-og'ra-fist), n. [< zoograph-y +
-ist.} One vi'ho describes or depicts animals ; a

descriptive zoologist.

zoography (zo-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. !^(?ov, animal,

+ -ypa<pia, i'ypai^nv, write.] The description

7040 zoology

matozoim, with various cuts. The foregoing definitions zoSlogically (z6-6-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
are independent of any distinction to be drawn between

,,p,. ^j zoologist ; on the' principles or according to
plants and animals

;
the '"""^'"g"™ >^"'^lo8'cal. g ^^^^ the doctrines of sSology ; from l zoological standpoint.

animal orffanisni winch has acquirea separate existence „, • . / - ^r- • \\ r/ -i ^ * t

from another by partition of thlt other into two or more ZOOloglst (zo-ol'9-J.st), n [< zoolog-y + -ist.]

in the processes of fission, gemmation, and the like. Such One who is versed in zoology; a biologist,

cases are numerous and diverse. Viewing the zoon or zoo- zoologlze (zo-ol'o-jiz), V. i. To study zoology
logical unit as the entire product of an impregnated ovum, ,,-„f.HpTiiv • •"
the parts or persons into which it maybe subsequently iJi^i-i^o.iij'.

separated, without any true sexual generation, and conse- ZOOlOgy (z9-ol'o-Jl), n. [= V.zoologte^ S^.ZOOlO-

quently without the origination of a new zobn, are ap- (/ia = Pg. It. zoologia = G. zoologie, < NL. zoolo-
propriately termed zooids. The simplest case is when a „j-q < Qj.^ Cvov, animal, -t- -'/.oyia, < '/.iyeiv, speak:

^„ 1 .^nl... i..*n t.tm «T. ,«/M.O Ttiof..>B 0,1(1 (iVPrV niCC.*^ Tim. .^ ' . -T ^ ' .... . '« ' . . '.. ^
zoon breaks into two or more pieces, and every piece pro-

ceeds to grow the part which it lacks, and thus becomes
wholly like the organism from which it was detached.

Various annelids offer a case in point. Another and
large class of cases is furnished by hydrozoans which suf-

fer segmentation directly, or detach from their main stock

various parts, as free medusoids and the like, these zooids

serving to found new organisms. Allman defines the zooid

of a hydrozoan as a more or less independent product of

non-sexual reproduction. Proliferation or strobilation of

parts which may become detached is also well illustrated

in the proglottides or deutoscolices which form the joints

of tapeworms ; these are zooids in so far as the parent

worm is concerned, consisting of detachable genitals con-

taining the elements of a new sexual generation. A sim-

ilar nmltiplication by zoSids without generation takes

place among tunicates ; it is unknown of true vertebrates.

One of the most interesting cases is afforded in the par-

thenogenesis of some insects, as aphids, in which, by a

sort of internal gemmation, swarms of zooidal aphids

are budded in succession from one another to several re-

moves from the original impregnation. The term zobicl

with some writers specifies all these " inferior individuals
"

which thus intervene in alternation of generation between

the products of proper sexual reproduction; and such have
been described as "the detached portions of an individ-

ual in discontinuous development." (d) Any one of the

recognizably distinct persons of a compound organism,

whether actually detached or detachable or not; any

member of a colonial or social aggregate, as the polypites

of a polypidom, the polypides of a polyzoary, and the like.

Such zooids offer every degree of separateness or separa-

bility. In some oases they are extremely numerous, all

alike, and inseparable from the common stock which they

fabricate and inhabit, as the members of a coral or sea-

mat. In other cases they are less numerous, and but

slightly connected, and all alike, as the several members
of a composite sea-anemone of the genus Zoanthus (see cut

there). But the zooids of many hydrozoans, for instance,

are quite diflerent in both form and function, in the same
individual, for the purpose of division of labor ; and the

zooids which thus act as the different organs of one in-

dividual are commonly di8tingui8he<l by name, as gono-

zobids, gasterozooids, dactylozooids, gpirozoiiids, etc. See the

distinctive names. Also zoonite (a mistaken use).

zooidal (zo-oi'dal), o. [< sooid + -al.l Same
as zoiiid.

A minced oath : same as
of or a treatise on animals; descriptive zool-

==°Xofcr' [Obsolete or (rarely) archaic]

ZOOgyroscope (z6-o-ji'ro-skop), «. [< Gr. CCiov,

animal, -I- E. gyroscope.] An application of

the principle of the zoetrope in which a series

of pictures are placed in a rotating frame, and-

Zookg .' see how brave they march.
Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 2.

Zooks ! are we pilchards, that they sweep the streets,

And count fair prize what comes into their net?
Browning, I'ra Lippo Lippi.

as they pass between a lantern and a lens, are ^^-^ ^^ abbreviation of zoology.
thrown in extremely rapid succession on a

goolater (z6-ol'a-t6r), n. [< ^o67a<^/, after Woio-
„„ „„ „ f o continuous but con- ^^^-j Qne ' who" worships animals or practisesscreen, so as to form a

stantly changing picture. This device is used in

the exhibition of continuous series of instantaneous pic-

tures of animals in motion, etc. E. H. Knight.

zooid (zo'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. f^ofirfw, like an

animal, < fuov, animal, + eMof, form.] I. a.

Like an animal ; of the nature of animals ; hav-

ing an animal character, form, aspect, or mode . / - ,/ i N „ r/ ~„!{i„f^„ A.
of existence, as an organism endowed with life zoolatrous (zo-ol a-trus), a. [< .oolatr-y +
and motion. See II. -o"*'-] Worshiping animals; practising zool-

II. n. In Uol., something like an animal; at_iy ; of or re atmg to zoolatry.

that which is of the nature of an animal, yet is ZOOlatry (zo-ol a-tri), n. [< NL. 200?afna < Gr^

not an animal in an ordinary sense, and is not C^*^', animal, + /^rpeca, worship.] The w orsh p

the whole of an animal in a strict sense ; one of partic^ular animals,^ as in the rehgion of the

zoolatry.

zoolatria (zo-o-la'tri-ii), n. [NL.] Same as zool-

atry.

The system of zoolatria, or animal worship, was said to

have been introduced Into Egypt by King Kekau of the

Ilnd dynasty. W. B. Cooper, Archaic Diet., p. 57.

see -ology.] 1. The science of animals ; the nat-

ural history of the animal kingdom ; the body
of fact and doctrine derived from the scien-

tific study of that series of organisms whose
highest term is man : correlated with phytology
(or botany) as one of the two main branches
of biology. The connotation which the term has ac-

quired during the last fifty years is very extensive, as a

result of the application to zoological science of the most
general laws and principles of biology. So far is zoology
freed from the former restriction of its scope to the mere
formalities of description, classification, and nomenclature
(which constitute only systematic zoology) that it now in-

cludes the results of all the biological sciences in so far

as these are applicable to the study of animal structure

and function. Such are phylogeny, or the origination of

species, genera, etc. ; ontogeny, or the origination of the in-

dividual animal ; embryology, or the prenatal life-history

of organisms; paleontology or paleozoology, the history

of animals in geologic time; zoogeography, the history

of animals as to their spatial relations ; zoiitomy or zoo-

physics, the comparative anatomy of animals ; zoodynant.

ics or biodynamics, animal physiology ; zoochemistry, the

chemistryof animal substances and tissues ; zoopsychology,

the science of animal instincts ; zootechnics, bionomics, or

thremmatology, which regards the relations of living ani-

mals to man ; and various other cognate branches of the

general science. The name zoology is an old one, and
some of its briinches have been cultivated from antiquity.

One of the earliest classifications of animals in which
a modern zoological group can be clearly recognized is

that ascribed to Moses, which was based primarily upon
certain hygienic and sacerdotal considerations : for the

"clean" beasts that "cleave the hoof" are ruminants;

certain " unclean " birds are carrion-feeding birds of prey,

as the vulture ; and the non-mminant artiodactyls (swine)

are characterized witli special emphasis. The germ of

modern zoology, as of other sciences, is commonly as-

cribed to Aristotle. Though he tabulated no scheme, his

three treatises on zoological subjects include a classifi-

cation which shows great discernment. He divided the

animal kingdom into two main branches: (I) 'Efa-iim,

Ensema, or 'blooded' animals, in the four classes of

mammals, birds, reptiles, and fishes—thj Vertebrata, and
nearly as they stand to-day ; (2) 'Arat/xo, Anxma, or
' bloodless ' animals, exactly the Invertebrata, of which he

had four classes, his MaAaicia being cephalopods; MaAa-
KOCTTpaica, crustaceans;'E>'TOMo, insects (o'her arthropods

than crustaceans); and 'OorpaicoSepfiaTa, univalve and
bivalve moUusks (together with sea-urchino). Pliny the

naturalist was an industrious and indiscriminate com-
piler; and no name of special note in zoology appears

again until the middle of the sixteenth century, when
the almost simultaneous works of three authors secure-

ly founded the science and greatly enlarged its scope.

Wotton (1662) followed Aristotle, but added to the system

the Zoiiphyta (which long afterward became the Vermes
of Linnaeus and the Kadiata of Cuvier, and continue

to be the "zoophytes" of the present day); Gesner and
Uelon published treatises in 1666 ; and in 1560 was started

at Naples a society which had zoology among its objects,

the Academia Secretorum NatuiK, suppressed by the

church. The period between Gesner and Linnseus is some-

times styled the " heroic age " of zoology. The advance

upon Gesner was comparatively unmarked for a hundred
years from his death in 1565; but the latter half of the

seventeenth century witnessed great progress. The col-

lection of animals from distant parts of the world in-

creased; such anatomical examinations as had been prac-

ticable and had long been practised without the aid of the

microscope were earned on with that instnmient; and
several still-existing societies were founded— the Aca-

""
(in 1651), the Koyal Society

peoples, either as representatives of deities, or

on account of some fancied qualities or rela-

tions.

of the "persons" or recognizably distinct en-

tities which compose a zoon ; that product of

any organism, whether of animal, vegetable, or

equivocal character, which is capable of spon- --.;-- -,- ,-i^ ry n ,-- , „„;^„i -i-

taneous movements, and hence may have an zpolite (zo o-lit), n [< G/- ^W animal +
existence more or less apart from or indepen- ^Oog, stone (see -lite).] A fossil animal, an

dent of the parent organism. The biological con- animal substanee petrified. Also zoohth.

ception of a zooid is a fundamental one, bordering upon an zoollth (zo 9-llth/, n. bame aszooute.

almost metaphysical definition of what may constitute in- zOOlithiC (z6-0-lith'ik), a. [< ZOOlith + -IC.J bame
dividual identity or non-identity in a given case : the term ^^ zoolitic
covers a multitude of cases which seem at first sight to '-i.-xj^ / '= ^ i;(./:i,\ „ r< znoKte + -ic^ Hav-
have little in common, and its use in ordinary zoology and ZpoUtlC (zo-o-lit Ik), a. }-^?°"'''^,jr^^^^
botany Is consequently various. The general sense of the iiig the character ot a ZOOllte ; relating to zoo-

word is subject to the following specifications i (a) An ]ites. Also ZOOlitMc.
ambiguous or equivocal organic body intennediate be- -nKi„~p^ (zo-oro-ifer^ n.
tween a plant and an animal, and not distinctly either one ^°°t°Jf^Jl" rKow lire 1
or theother; a micro-organism or microbe not amenable A zooiogisi^

-k "m ™ -I

to ordinary classification in natural history, as bacteria, ZOOlOglC (zo-o-loj IK), «.

bacilli, and micrococci; a protistan, as a moner; one of yarao as zoological

»i- uo xiA i^^ A^^-b " "- -— demia Natural Curiosorum .- ,, .

„«.;;x>„f Vi.^rr^Har,^ a-^A nf TYinri V ntlipi- nrimitive (chartered in 1662), and soon afterward the Paris Academy,
ancient Egyptians ana ot many otue_rprimiuve

;^^^^,^^ ^^^^_.^ ^^^ ,,,^^ immediate nredecessor of Lin-

[< zoolog-y +

[< zoology +

er.]

ic]

the lowest protozoans; a protophyte. Such zooids are

microscopic, and for the most part of extreme minuteness.

See the distinctive names, and Monera, Primalia, Protis-

ta, Protophyta, Protozoa, (fi) One of certain peculiar cells

of multicellular animals and plants which are endowed
with special activities, have as It were an individuality of

their own, and are capable of a sort of separate existence.

Zooids of this class are mainly germinal or reproductive.

The female germ (ovum) and the corresponding male ele-

ment are respectively types of the whole. They occur un-

der many modifications, which receive distinctive names

;

many of the smallest and simplest forms arc indifferently

known as spores. See spore'^, spore-formation, oospore,

zoUtpore, tporozoold, antheriaoid, tpermatozoind, and sper-

ZOolOgical (zo-6-loj'i-kal), a. [< zoologie + -al.]

Of or pertaining to zoBlogy—Zoblogical garden,
a park or other large inclosure in which live animals are

kept for public exhibition —Zoological province, re-

gion, etc., in zobgeog., one of the fannal areas, varying In

extent, into which the land-surface of the globe is natur-

ally divisible with reference to the geographical distri-

bution of animals. (See province, 6, region, 7, and zofige-

orfraphy.) Corresponding divisions of the waters ot the

globe may take the same name when their surface-extent

is considered, or are distinctively named (see Arctalia.

etc.). Zoological areas regarded vertically, or as to depth

of water, are often called zone^ or belts. See zone, n., 4.

under Louis XIV. The Immediate predecessor of Lin-

najus in this period was John Kay (1628-1705), who fixed

the word species in the sense it was to bear from his

day to Darwin, and did more than any other person to

make the " Systema Natune " of the Swedish naturalli-t

possible. This work passed through twelve editions

(1735-68) in the lifetime ot iU author; the present bino-

mial system of nomenclature was first applied consistently

to zoology in the tenth edition (1758). Linnaius also gave

fixity to certain graded groups above the species— namelj-,

the genus, order, and class of the "Regnum Animale "— and
he recognized the variety below the species. The classes in

1766were six: ifamj)Mto,with7orders;/tiv,s6orders ;.!>»-

phibia, 3 orders ; Pisces, 4 orders ; Insecta. 7 orders ;
Vermes,

6 orders. The Lin nean diagnoses were always crisp and sen -

tentious, if not always correct ; and, faulty or Inadequate

as any of them may now appear to be, the practical conve-

nience of this machinery of classification and nomenclature

is inestimable. Though the notion of the fixity of species and

other groups as special creations, to which this system gave

rise, is now known to be radically fallacious, the Liniiean

classification acquired almost the chiu-acter of dogma, such

as had many centuries before attached to the writings of

Aristotle and to the Mosaic traditions. This system may be

said to have culmhiated with the close of the eighteenth

century ; and the eariy years of the nineteenth wrought

important changes, both in form and substance, notably

at the hands of Lamarck and Cuvier. Lamarck was the

pivot upon which zoology turned from Linnxus to Dar-

win. His "Zoological Philosophy "of 1809 is sepiirated b.v

a half-century to a year from the " Systema Natune of

1768 and by exactly a half-century from Darwin's " Origin

of Species '' which was first published in November, 1859.

Lamarckianism brought up the whole subject of modern
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evolution as opposed to special creation, and the varia-
bility of organisms by their appetency, as opposed to their
fixity in character. Lamarcli recognized the two Aristo-
telian main branches as Vertebrata and Invertebrata, the
former with 4, the latter with 12 classes, and both with
many ordinal and lower groups. Cuvier was profoundly
versed in comparative anatomy, gave also special prom-
inence to paleontology, and reached the conclusion (1812)
that all animals are modeled upon four types, for which
he adopted the names Vertebrata, with 4 classes ; Jfol-
tuica, 6 classes; Articulata, 4 classes; Hadiata, 5 classes— each with more or fewer orders. Except the first of
these (borrowed from Lamarck and so from Aristotle),
none of these "types " are found to hold ; and few of the
classes or orders are now accepted as framed by Cuvier,
whose views and methods in the main were upheld in
England by Owen. Cuvier's system was completed in
1829. Among the last notable views of classihcation be-
fore the appearance of Darwinism are those of Leuckart
(1&4S), giving 5 types and 14 classes of invertebrates (with-
out the protozoans); of H. Milne-Edwards (1855); and of
L. Agassiz (1859). The period between Lamarck and Dar-
win was one of extraordinary activity in all branches of
zoological investigation, involving the accumulation of
a wealth of material, the desciiption of thousands of new
genera and species, and the multiplication of distinctions
founded upon little ditference; but philosophical gen-
eralizations did not keep pace with the elaboration of
analytical details. Zoological systems in various depart-
ments l>ecame almost as numerous as the specialists en-
gaged ; and the subject acquired a huge literature, de-
scriptive, iconographic, and classiflcatory, as well as con-
troversial. This aspect of zoology has continued during
the past thirty years or so (1859-96); but the real history of
the zoology of this period is the history of Darwinian evolu-
tion, or the application of general principles of individual
development (ont^jgeny) to the solution of broader bio-
logical problems (phylogeny)— the development of the
theory of evolution being itself an illustration of its own
underlying principle.

2. Zoography ; the written description of an-
imals; a treatise on animals, especially a
systematic treatise, or zoological system. Sev-
eral of the main classittcatory divisions of the animal
kingdom represent formally named departments of sys-
tematic zoology. Such are manvnaloijy or iimgtxtlogy or
therolnffy, the formal science of mammals ; omitholoijy , of
birds ; herpetology, of reptiles, including amphibians ;

iehthyotogy, of fishes in their several classes ; conchotoffy
or vuUacoloyy, of mollusks ; carcinoloffy or cnuitaeeoloyy,
of crustaceans ; eiitmnoiogy, .of insects (more extensive
than all the others combined); helmiiithology, of worms;
and zoophytolnyy, of zoophytes. From some of these again
subdivisions ai-e formed, in consequence either of the in-

trinsic importance of certain of their subjects or of the
special activity of investigation of these sulijecta— as, for
example, aiUhroiKtloyy (including ethnoffraphy and sociol-

Oi/y), or the particular study of man from a biological stand-
point ; eetoloyy, the study of whales as differing much from
ordinary mammals; «elachology, of one of the classes of
fishes ; ageidiolo(jy, of the connecting links hetweert in-

vertebrates and ordinary vertebrates ; and especially of
bacteriology, the lately created science of microbes or
micro-organisms, which prohal»ly of all the departments
of zoology has the most direct and important bearing
upon human welfare and happiness.

Zooloo, «. and a. See Zulu.

zoomagnetic (z6'o-mag-net'ik), a. [izoomag-
net(i.sm) + -ic.'] Of or pertaining to zoomag-
iietisin.

zodmagnetism (zo-o-mag'ne-tizm), n. [< Gr.

Cv"'> animal, + E. magnetism.'] Animal mag-
netism.

Turning to the other subjects of which Dr. Li^heault
treats [in his Th^rapeutique Suggestive, Paris, 1891 L the
most remarkable, and almost the most puzzling, chapter
is on zoomoffnetigm.
Proc. Soe. Pgychical Heaearch (London), July, 1891, p. 291.

zodmancy (z6'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. Zfiov, animal,
+ iiafTila, divination.] The pretended art of
divination from observation of animals, or of

their acticSns imder given circumstances.
ZOomantic (z6-o-man'tik), a. [< zoiimancy
(-mnnt-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to zoomancy.
ZOdmechanics (zo'o-me-kan'iks), n. [< Gr.

I
(vox, animal, + E. mechanics.] Same as zoo-

' dynamics.

ZOomelanin (zo-o-mel'a-nin), n. [< Gr. fipov,

animal. + fiDjiQ (/ifAai-), black, + -tn2.] A
black pigment derived from the feathers of

some birds.

zoometric (z6-o-met'rik), a. [< zoometr-y +
-i'-.] Of or pertaining to zoometry.
zoometry (zo-om'e-tn), n. [< Gr. fv""! ai"'-

mal, + -/iirpia, < fiirpov, measure.] Measure-
ment of the proportionate lengths or sizes of

the parts of animals: correlated with anthro-
jKunitrtj,

zoomorphic (z6-6-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. Cyoi'i

animal, + /xofxlif/', form.] 1. Representative
of animals, or of their characteristic forms, as
a work of art; of or pertaining to zoomor-

Ehism: correlated with anthropomorphic.— 2.

Ispecially, representing or symbolizing the

conception of a god under the form of an ani-

mal whose characteristic ti-aits or habits sug-
gest the idea attached to the god. The most
thoroughly zoiimorphic religion was probably that of the
ancient Egyptians, resulting in a complex system of zo-

olatry, many elements of which were appropriated and
idspted by the Greeks and Romans.

7041
Oghams, as is well known, occur on some of the crosses

bearing the interlaced ornamentation and zooinorpkic de-
signs found on the Manx crosses.

y. and Q., 7th ser., IL 240.

Under Dynasty XII. the gods that had previously been
represented in art as beasts appear in their later shapes,
often half anthropomorphic half zoomorphiCt dog-headed,
cat-headed, hawk-beaded, bull-headed men and women.

Nitteteent/i Century, XX. 428.

Z0omorpllism(zo-o-m6r'fizm), n. [isoomorph-ic
+ -ism.] 1. The character of being zoomor-
phic ; zoomorphic state or condition ; represen-
tation or exhibition of animal forms as distin-
guished from the human form; especially, the
characterization or symbolization of a god in
animal foiTD. Compare anthropomorphism.—
2. The conception or representation of men or
supernal beings under the form of animals, or
of men or gods transformed into beasts; the
attribution of human or divine qualities to be-
ings of animal form; worship of the images of
animals; zootheism.

Zaomorphimn is much more absurd than Anthropomor-
phism after all. Surely the rational mode is to employ
the highest conceptions you can, while freely acknowledg-
ing their utter inadequacy.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 205.

ZOOmorphy (z6'o-m6r-fi), n. [< zoomorph-ic +
-(^•*.] Same as zoomorphism.
Z06n (zo'on), n.

;
pi. zoa (-a). [NL., < Gr. fvov,

an animal ; cf . i^uij, life ; < Xaeiv, l^ijv, Ionic (uew,
live.] An animal form containing all the ele-
ments of a typical organism of the group to
which it belongs; a morphological individual
regarded as the whole product of an impreg-
nated ovum, which may or may not be divided
into persons or zooids without true generation.
See zooid.

It is urged that whether the development of the fertil-

ized genu be continuous or discontinuous is a matter of
secondary importance ; that the totality of living tissue to
which the fertilized germ gives rise in any one case, is

the equivalent of the totality to which it gives rise in any
other case, and that we must recognize this equivalence,
whether such totality of living tissue takes a concrete or
a discrete arrangement. In pursuance of this view a zo-

ological individual is constituted either by any such sin-

gle animal as a mammal or bird, which may properly
claim the title of a zoon, or by any such group of animals
as the numerous Medusa; that have been developed from
the same egg, which are to be severally distinguished as
zooids. II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 73.

Zoa impersonalla, organisms resulting from the coa-
lescence or concrescence of zoons, as of many spoirges,
which thus lose their "personality."

The remarkable cases [among sponges] of zoa imperso-
natia, or what we should call degraded colonies.

A. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soo. Nat. Hist. 1884, p. 99.

ZOonal (zo'o-nal), a. [Irreg. < zoon + -al.]

Having the character of a zoon; of or pertain-
ing to zoa.

Zodnerythrin (z6"on-e-rith'rin), H. [Irreg. < Gr.
i<jxni, animal, -I- epvOpdc, red, + -in^.] Same as
zooerythrin. Also zofinerythrine.

ZOSnic (zo-on'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. Z<!>ov, animal,
+ -ic] Relating to animals; obtained or de-

rived from animal substance : as, zodnic acid,
— Zodnlc acid, a name given by Berthollet to acetic acid
in combination with animal matter, obtained by distilling

aidmal matter.

zoonite (z6'6-nit), «. [Irreg. < Gr. C^o", ani-

mal, -I- -ite'^.] 1 . One of the rings, segments, or
somites ofwhich thebody of a worm, crustacean,

insect, vertebrate, or other segmented or artic-

ulated animal is composed ; a zonule ; a meta-
mere or an arthromere of an articulated inverte-

brate ; a diarthromere of a vertebrate : used
generically of any segment, to which special

names are given iti special cases.— 2. Same as
zooid : a mistaken use of the word. E»g. Cy-

clop. (ZooL), IV. 561. (Encye. Diet.)

ZOdnitic (zo-o-nit'ik), a. [< zoonite + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a zoonite ; somitie.

ZOonomia (z6-o-n6'mi-a), «. [NL. (the title

of a celebrated treatise by Dr. Erasmus Dar-
win) : see zoonomy.] Same as zoonomy.

zoonomic (z6-o-nom'ik), a. [< zoonom-y + -ic]

Of or i)ertaining to zoonomy.
ZOOnomist (zo-on'o-mist), n. [< zoonom-y +
-ist.] One who is versed in zoonomy; a biol-

ogist, in a broad sense.

zoonomy (zo-on'o-mi), n. [< NL. zoonomia, <

Gr. C^))', animal, '-I- v6/iog, law.] The laws of

animal life collectively considered; the science

which treats of the causes and relations of the

phenomena of living animals; the vital econ-

omy of animals ; animal physiology.

zodnosis (zo-on'o-sis), H.
;

pi. zoonoses (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. Cv""/ animal, -I- v6ao^, disease.] A
disease communicated to man from the lower
animals. Hydrophobia and glanders are ex-

amples of zoonoses.

zoophyte

ZOOnosology (z6"o-no-sor6-ji), n. [< Gr. f^v,
animal, -f- E. nosology.] 'The classification of
diseases affecting the lower animals; a system
of zoopathology; zoopathy.
zooparasite (z6-o-par'a-sit), n. [< Gr. Cyov, ani-
mal, -I- -apdaiTog, parasite.] A parasitic ani-
mal.
zoopathology (z6"9-pa-thoro-ji), n. [< Gr.
C^ov, animal, -I- 'E.'2)a'thology'.] The study of
disease in animals ; veterinary pathology.
zoopathy (zo-op'a-thi), ». [< Gr. Cvov, animal,

-I- TToWof, suffering.] Animal pathology ; the
science of the diseases of animals, excepting
man. See zootherapy.

Zoophaga (zo-of'a-ga), n.pl. [NL., neut^l. of
zoophagus: see zoophagous.] 1. [I.e.] Flesh-
eating or carnivorous animals collectively con-
sidered : a term of no exact classiflcatory mean-
ing.— 2. The carnivorous and insectivorous
marsupials, as collectively distinguished from
the herbivorous marsupials, or Botanophaga.
The opossum is an example.— 3t. A division
of gastropods including carnivorous forms.
Lamarck, 1822.

ZOOphagan (zo-of'a-gan), n. A carnivorous ani-
mal; a sarcophagan; especially, a member of
the Zoophaga, 2.

ZOdphagOUS (zo-of'a-gus), a. [< NL. zoophagus,
Gr. t^utxpayoc, living on animal food, < fipov, ani-

mal, + (jiayslv, eat.] Devouring animals ; sar-

cophagous ; carnivorous: opposed to j)/i»/top7(a-

goKS. Specifically applied by Blyth, in editing Cuvier,
to one of two primary types of placental Mammalia, in-

cluding man, Quadrum.ana, Camivora, and Cetacea ; the
last constituting the order Isodontia, the first three the
order Typodontia.

zoophilist (zo-of'i-list), n. [< zodphil-y + -ist.]

A lover of animals or living creatures; one
whose sympathy embraces all living creation.

Our philosopher and zoophilist . . . advised those wlio
consulted him as to the best maimer of taking and de-
stroying rata. SotUhey, The Doctor, ccxxviii. {Davieg.)

The zoophilists vowed their determination to force
tirrough Parliament a prohibitory act.

N. A. Rev., CXL. 207.

ZOOphily (zo-of'i-li), n. [< Gr. C,(^ov, animal, -I-

-ipiAia, love, < ipileiv, love.] A love of ani-
mals ; a sympathy or tender care for living
creatures which prevents all unnecessary acts
of cruelty or destruction. Cornhill Mag.
zoophoric (z6-o-for'ik), a. [< zoophor-ns + -ic]

Bearing a living being, or a figure or figures of
one or more men or animals : as, a zoophoric
column.
ZOOphoms (zo-of'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Cv^i-
poi;, a frieze bearing the figures of living beings,

< (<^i>, animal, -1- -<t>opog, < ^ipciv = E. bear^.] In
anc. arch., a continuous frieze, unbroken by
triglyphs, carved in relief with figures of men
and animals, as the Panathenaic frieze of the
Parthenon, or the frieze of Phigaleia. Also
zophorus. See cuts under Doric and Hellenic.

zoophysics (zo-o-fiz'iks), n. [< Gr. f^v, ani-

mal, + (pvaiKO, physics.] The study of the
physical structure of animals; comparative
anatomy as a branch of zoology: correlated
with zoddynamies, or animal physiology.

Zoo-Dynamics, Zoo-Physics, Zoo-Chemistry.— The pur-
suit of the learned physician —anatomy and physiology:
exemplified by Harvey, Haller, Hunter, Johann Miiller.

Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 803.

Zoopbyta (zo-of'i-ta), n.pl. [NL., pi. otzoophy-
ton: see zoophyte.] The alternative name of the

Cuvierian jBadi'ata; the Phytozoa; the animal-
plants, or plant-like animals. In later systems, es-

pecially following the classification of Cuvier, the name has
been much used for a large artificial and heterogeneous as-

semblage of the lower invertebrates, many of which, like

the corallines, have a plant-like habit, and branch from
a fixed base. It thus covers, or has covered, all the true
ccelenterates(actinozoans, hydrozoans, and ctenophorans),

all the echmoderms (starfishes, sea-urchins, holothurians,

and crinoids), the polyzoans, the sponges, some of the

worms which used to be classed as radiates, and all the

infusorians and other protozoans known, having thus no
better standing than "the radiate mob" of Cuvier. (See

liadiata, 1.) In some of its various restricted appMca-
tions, however, it has excluded certain forms that obvi-

ously belonged elsewhere, and the tendency has been to

adapt the name to the coelenterates, with or without the

sponges. Quite recently the proposition has been made,
and by some accepted, to use the name in this strict sense,

and instead of Ccelentera or Coelenterata ; in which case

it would cover the Actinozoa, Hydrozoa, Clenophora, and
Spongi/e. The New Latin form of the term is attributed

to Wotton (1492-1665), who in his " De Differentiis Ani-

malium" (Paris, 1662) included under this name practi-

cally its present content : namely, holothurians, stai-flshes,

jellyHshes, sea-anemones, and sponges.

zoophyte (z6'o-fit), ». [< NL. zodphyton. <Gr.
^umpvTov (Aristotle), lit. 'animal-plant,' < fuov,

animal, + 4ivt6v, plant.] A member of the iSod-

phyta, in any sense ; a radiate ; a phytozoan.
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The term is a loose popular equiyalent of the technical
designation ; but it is convenient, and may be employed
for any of the Zoophyta in a proper sense, as corals, sea-

anemones, acalephs, and sponges. The chief objection
to its use is its continued application to those polyzoans
which are of coralline aspect, as these have no affinity

with ctBlenterates.— Glass-rope zobphytest, the glass-

rope sponges, or HyaZoiieinidie (which see).

zoophyte-trough (zo'o-fit-trdf), n. A device
for retaining living zoophytes or infusoria

which are to be examined under the micro-
scope. It consists of a frame with two movable sides

of glass, and a false bottom, also of glass, small enough
to admit of the insertion of the sides between it and the
frame. The upper edges of the sides are pressed toge
ther by a spring, and can be separated as desired by a
wedge E. H. Knight.

BOOphytic (z6-o-fit'ik), a. [< zoophyte + -ic]

Of the nature of a zoophyte ; of or pertaining

to zoophytes; phjrtozoie Zoophytic series, the
series of animals composing the Zoophyta as defined by
Haeckel and Huxley, beginning with the lowest sponges
and ending with the highest coelenterates.

Z06ph3rtical (z6-o-fit'i-kal), a. [< zoophytic +
-a?.] Same as zooptiytii.

zoophytoid (zo-of'i-toid), a. [< zodphyte +
-oirf.] Resembling a zoSphyte; related to the
zoophytes.
zoophytological (z6-o-fi-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< zoo-

phytoliiif-i/ + -ical.] Pertaining to zbophytology.

ZOOphytologist (z6"o-fi-tol'o-jist), «. [< zoo-

phytoloo-y + -ist.'] One who is versed in the
natural history of zoophytes. B. F. Tomes, Geol.

Mag. (1885), p. 549.

ZOophytology (zd'o-fi-tol'd-ji)^ n. [< Gr. Cif>o-

<j>vToi, zoophyte, + -2/>yia, < Tuyciv, speak: see

-ology.'] The science or natural history of zo-

ophytes.
ZOSpliyton (zo-of'i-ton), »(.; pi. zoophyta (-ta).

[NL.: see zoophyte.'] A zodphyte.

zooplastic (z6-o-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. Ziitov, ani-

mal, -I- TTAaaoEiv, form: see plastic.'] In surg.,

noting a plastic operation bywhich living tissue

is. transplanted from one of the lower animals
to man ; of or pertaining to zoografts.— Zooplas-
tic graft. Same as zoograft.

zoopraxinoscope (zo-o-prak'sl-no-skop), n.

[< Gr. foov, animal, + E. praxinoscope.] A
philosophical toy, somewhat on the principle

of the phenakistoseope, by which images of

animals are made to execute natural move-
ments upon a screen upon which they are

thrown.
zoopsychology (z6"o-si-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. f<3ov,

animal, + E. psychhlogy.] 'The psychology of

animals other than man; that body of fact or

doctrine respecting the minds or mental activi-

ties of animals which may be derived from the

study of their instincts, habits, etc.

ZOOSCOpic (z6-o-skop'ik), a. [< zooseop-y + -J'c]

Of or pertaining to zooscopy.

This condition of zooscopie hallucination is one of the

commonest among the phenomena of alcohol poisoning.
Science, XV. 43.

ZoSsCOpy (z6'o-sk6-pi), n. [< Gr. Zvov, animal,
-1- -aiionia, < OKoirdv, view.] A kind of hallucina-

tion in which imaginary animal forms are per-

ceived.

ZOOSperm (z6'o-sp6rm), n. [< Gr. l^uov, animal,
+ a-if)/ia, seed.] 1. Same as zoospermium.—
2. In bot., same as zoospore.

ZOdspermatic (z6"6-sp6r-mat'ik), a. p< zoo-

sperm + -atic'^ (see spermatic).] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, a zoosperm; spermato-
zoic.

zoospermium (z6-o-8p6r'mi-um), n.
;
\>\.zoosper-

mia (-ii). [NL. : 'see zoosperm.] The sperm-
cell, of male seed-cell ; a spermatozoon. Also
zo'hperm.
ZOOSporange (zo'o-spo-ranj), n. [< 'i^'L.zoospo-

rangium.] Same' as zoosporangium.

ZoSsporangial (zo"o-sp9-ran'ji-al), a. [< zoo-

sporangium + -al.] Pertaining to a zoosporan-
gium.
zoosporangium (z6*o-sp6-ran'ji-um), M. ;

pi.

zoosporangia (-a). [NL., < Gr. fvo". animal,
+• oKopd, seed, 4- ayyelov, vessel.] In hot., a
sporangium or spore-case in which zoospores

or zoSgametes are produced. See sporangium,

and cuts under Puccinia and spermogonium.

There is then formed In each zoogpwangimn a number
of zoospores Farlow, Marine Algse, p. 14.

zoospore (z6'o-sp6r), n. [< Gr. fwov, animal, +
oTTopu, seed : see spore.] 1 . In bot. , a spore capa-
ble of moving about ; a motile spore, or swarm-
spore. Zoospores are produced by many alga;, and occur
also in some fungi (Perojioftporeie, Saprdeffniese, Myxomy-
ceteti, etc.) ; they are spores destitute for a time of any cell-

wall., and motile by means of either cilia or pseudopodia.
See 'spore^, macrozooipare, 2, and cut under Chatc^hora.
Alao zoosperm.
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2. An animal spore ; one of the minute flagelli-

form bodies wliich issue from the sporocyst of

sporiparous animalcules; a swarm-spore. Cien-

uwski, 1865.

Also zoocarp.

Zoosporeae (z6-o-sp6're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Thu-
ret) : see zoospore.] A somewhat doubtful class

or order of green or olive-green algte in which
reprodtiction is by means of zoospores. Conju-
gation occurs between the zoospores, but without clear
distinction of male and female cells. The group includes
the greater part of the Chlorospeniieie of Harvey. See
Algie, conjugation, 4.

zoosporic (z6-o-spor'ik), a. [< zoospore + -Jc]

Of tlie nature of a zoospore; pertaining to
zoospores.

ZOSsporiferous (z6"6-spo-rif'e-rus), a. [< zoo-
spore -^ L. ferre = fi. 6e«rl.] ' In bot., bearing
or producing zoospores.
ZOOtaxy (z6'o-tak-si), «. [< Gr. C^, animal, -I-

Tofff, aiTangement.] The science of the classi-

fication of animals; systematic zoology. Com-
pare phytotaxy.

ZOOtechilic (z6-o-tek'nik), a. and n. [< zootech-

n-y + -ic] I. a. Of or pertaining to zooteehny.
II. n. Zooteehny.

ZOOtechnicS (z6-o-tek'niks), k. Same as zoo-

tediiiy.

zooteehny (z6'o-tek-ni), n. [< NL. zodtechnia,<.

Gr. C'Mv, animal, -I- rexvi, art.] Domestication
of animals; the breeding and keeping of ani-

mals in domestication or captivity. See accli-

matization.

ZOdtheca (z6-o-the'ka), n,
;

pi. zoothecee (-se).

[NL., < Gr. Cudr, animal, -I- ff^Kr/, case.] The
case or sheath of a zoosperm ; a cell containing
a spennatozooid.
ZOOthecal (z6-o-the'kal), a. [< zootlieca + -al.]

Of the nature of or forming a zootheca.

ZOOthecial (zo-o-the'sial), a. [< zootheeium +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a zootheeium.
zootheeium (z6-o-the'sium), n.

;
pi. zoothecia

(-giji). [NL., < Gr. L,ij>ov, animal, 4- fhiKiov, cas-

ket! dim. otvijKri, case, chest: see zootheca.] A
compound tubular investment or domiciliary
sheath in which certain infusorians are in-

cased. Compare zoocytium, zoodendrium.

For these aggregations of ordinary simple loricae the
distinctive title of zoothecia has been adopted. .

W. S. Kent, Manual of Infusoria, p. 61.

ZOOtheism (zo'o-the-izm), n. [< Gr. ftJov, ani-

mal, + E. theism^.] The attribution of deity to
an animal ; the treatment of animals or animal
forms as objects of worship. See zoolatry and
zoomorphism, 2.

In the stage of barbarism all the phenomena of nature
are attributed to the animals by which man is surrounded,
or rather to the ancestral types of these animals, which
are worshipped. This is the religion of zootheimn.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 63.

ZOOtheistic (zo"o-the-is'tik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to zoiitheism; relating to the worship of

animals; zoolatrous. See zoomorphic, 2.

The prophets tried to pull the Israelites too rapidly
through the zootheistic and physitheistic stages into mon-
otheism. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 208.

ZOOtherapy (zo-o-ther'a-pi), n. [< Gr. ftJov, ani-

mal, -I- K therapy.] Tlie treatment of disease
in the lower animals; veterinary therapeutics.

Zootoca^ (zo-ot'o-kii), n. [NL. (Wagler), < Gr.

C(JoT<i/cof, viviparous, < i<!>ov, animal, + tIktciv, tc-

Keiv, bring forth. ] A genus of ovoviviparous liz-

ards, of the family Lacertidse, very near Zacerta
proper. There are about 8 species, chiefly of southern
ISurope and of Africa, as the well-known Z. vivipara.

Zootoca^ (zo-ot'o-kii), n.^)/. [NL., neut.pl.: see

Zootoca^.] ^ame as Vivipara. In its application

to mammals, the term is traceable to Aristotle.

ZOOtOCOlogy (zd'o-to-kol'D-ji), n. [< Gr. (uoro-

Koi;, viviparous, 4- -?Myia, < 'Xh/eiVj speak: see
-ology.] The biology of animals. See the quo-
tation. [Rare.]

Br. Field teUs us we are all wrong in using the term bi-

ology, and that we ought to employ another ; only he is

not quite sure about the propriety of that which he pro-
poses as a substitute. It is a somewhat hard one— zodo-
cology. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 138.

ZoStomic (z6-6-tom'ik), a. [< zootom-y + -ic]

Same as zootomical.

The zootomic and erabryological works of the last ten
years. Nature, XXXVn. 70.

zootomical (z6-o-tom'i-kal), a. [< zootomic +
-al.] Of or pertaining to zootomy.
ZOOtomically (z6-o-tom'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of or according to the principles of zo-

otomy.
Such being the position of apes as a whole, they are

zootomieally divisible into a number of more and more
subordinate groups. Encyc. Brit., II. 148.

Zorilla

ZOotomist (z6-ot'o-mist), n. [< zootom-y +
-ist.] One wlio dissects the bodies of animals

;

one who is versed in zootomy; a comparative
anatomist.

zootomy (zo-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Cv""; animal,
+ -TOfua, < rifivea; ra/ielv, cut.] The dissection
or the anatomy of animals ; specifically, the
science, art, or practice of dissecting or anat-
omizing animals other than man : distinguished
from human anatomy, androtomy, or anthropoto-

my : equivalent to comparative anatomy in a
usual sense : correlated with phytotomy, or the
dissection of plants. The zootomy of living ani-

mals for other than surgical purposes is known
as vivisection.

ZOOtrope (zo'o-trop), «. Same as zoetrope.

An ingenious and effective application of the zootrope,

for the illustration of the relation between certain iso-

meric forms. Sci. Amer. Supp., XXII. 9097.

ZOOtrophic (z6-o-trof'ik), a. [< Gr. ftjov, animal

,

-I- -Tpo(S>oc, < Tj>ii'(ptiv, nourish.] Serving for the

nourishment of animals; of or pertaining to

animal alimentation.

zodzanthella (z6"o-zan-thel'a), n.; pi. zooxan-
thellie (-e). [NL.,'< Gr. f^v, "animal, + ^avOdc,

yellow, + -ella.] One of the yellow pigmentary
particles, or minute corpuscles of yellow color-

ing matter, found in certain radiolarians.

ZOOZOO (zo'zo), «. [Imitative; cf. coo, croo.]

The wood-pigeon. [Prov. Eng.]
Z0pe(z6p), »i. [G.] A certain fresh-waterbream
of Europe, Abramis ballerus.

Zopherus (zof'e-rus), «. [NL. {Laporte, 1840),

< Gr. L,o<jiqi6Q, d'usky, < (,6(^, darkness, gloom.]
A genus of tenebrionid beetles, remarkable for

their large size, bold sculpture, and special col-

oration, the elytra having shining callosities.

About 15 species are known, all from South
America, Mexico, and the southwestern United
States.

zopilote (z6-pi-16'te), n. [Also tzopilotl; < Mex.
tzopiloth] One of the smaller American vul-

tures or Cathartidse. as the turkey-buzzard or

carrion-crow ; a gallinazo ; a urubu. See aura^,
and cuts under Catharies and urubu.

ZOpiSSa (zo-pis'ii), Ji. [NL., < Gr. (iiTciaaa, pitch
and wax from old ships, <{u- (?) + n-Zirffa, pit<;h

:

see pitch^.] In med., a mixture of pitch and
tar, impregnated with salt water, scraped from
the sides of ships, formerly used in external
applications as having resolutive and desieca-

tive properties. Simmonds.
ZOppo (tsop'po), a. [It.] In music, "limping,"
altornatelywith andwithout syncopation—Alia
zoppa, a duple or quadruple movement m which there is

a syncopation in the midst of each measure, giving the

metric figure
j J J J | J cJ J |-

zorgite (zor'git), n. [< Zorge (see def.) -1- -itc^.]

A metallic mineral consisting of the selenides

of lead and copper, found at Zorge, in the Harz
mountains.

zoril, zorille (zor'il), w. [< F. zorille (Buffon),

< Sp. zorilla, zorillo (> NL. zorilla), dim. of

zorra, zorro, a, fox.] 1. An African animal of

the genus Zorilla.— 2. Some Central or South
American skunk ; one of the Mephitinse, as the
conepate; a zorrino. See cut under C'onepa-

tus.

Zorilla (zo-ril'a), v. [NL. (J. E. Gray): see

zoril.] 1 . A genus of African skunk-like quad-
rupeds, representing the subfamily ZorilHnie.
The common zoril, or mariput, is Z. striata (or Ictomix za-

riUa). a nocturnal, burrowing, carnivorous animal, capable
of emitting a very fetid odor, like a skunk. It is as large

as a small house-cat, and is entirely striped and spotted

striped Zoril {.Zoriiln striata'^.

with black and white, thus closely resembling the small

American skunk figured under Sjiilogale. The genus is

also called RhaMognlf and Ictomix. Its name Zorilla is

quite recent; but zorilla as a specific New Latin name is

more than a century old, having long designated a com-
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posite species in which the African zoril was confounded
with some American situnits: whence also the two senses
of z(n^ (which see).

2. [I. c] A zoril.

Zorillinae (zor-i-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., < ZorilUi +
-ime.] An African subfamily of Mustelidse, rep-
resented by the genus Zorilla; the zorils, or
skunk-like quadrupeds of Africa. They are
closely related to the American skunks, or Me-
phitiuse. See cut under Zorilla.

zorilline (zor'i-lin), a. Resembling or related
to animals of the genus Zorilla; pertaining to
the Zorillinse.

Zoroaster (z6-ro-as'tfer), n. [NL. (Thomas,
1873), pun on Zoroaster (see Zoroastrian), in-
volving NL. aster, starfish.] In zool., a genus
of starfishes, giving name to the Zoroasteridx,
and containing such species as Z. fulgens, of
the North Atlantic.

Zoroasteridae (z6'ro-as-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Zoroaster + -idse.'\ A family of starfishes, typi-
fied by the genus Zoroaster, it contains forms with
very small body, very long arms, and quadriseriate water-
feet, attaining a diameter of 8 or 10 inches.

Zoroastrian (zo-ro-as'tri-an), a. and «. [< L.
Zoroastrcs (> E. Zoroaster), the L. form of the
Old Pers. name Zarathustra, + -ian.'] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Zoroaster, the founder of the
Mazdayasnian or ancient Persian religion ; re-
lating to or connected with Zoroastrianism.
H. n. One of the followers of Zoroaster, now

represented by the Guebers and Parsees of Per-
sia and India ; a fire-worshiper.

Zoroastrianism (z6-ro-as'tn-an-izm), n. [< Zo-
roustrinn + -ism.'] The system of religious
doctrine taught by Zoroaster and his follow-
ers in the Avesta; the religion prevalent in
Persia till its overthrow by the Mohamme-
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in shallow bays and other waters, often forming large
masses, growing from slender creeping rootstocks. The
long narrowly linear two-ranked leaves are the place of

Zunian

tlieca.'] Inane. a»'c7i., a niche or an alcove; also,
a small living-room, or room used by day, as op-

attachment of great numbers of alga;, and the feeding- posed to a sleeping-room or dormitory
places of many of the smaller forms of animal life. Z.
nmrina is known in America as eel-r/rass and in England

I, Flowering Plant of Grass-wrack or Eel-grass {Zostera marina)

;

3, the spadix ; a, anther ; *. pistil ; c, fniit,

as ffrasg-wriKk, also as turtle-grass, sweet-grass, and bell-
ware; when dried, it is used, under the name of alva ma-
rina, sea-sedge, or sea-hay, for stuffing mattresses and as
bedding for horses. This, together with the related Cyrrw-
docea eemarea, constitutes the glazicr's-seaweed of Eng-
land. Z. nana of Europe is known as dwarf grass-wrack.

Zouave (zQ-av'), n. [P., from the name of a
tribe inhabiting Algeria.] 1. A soldier be-
longing to a corps of light infantry in the
French army, distinguished for their dash, in-
trepidity, and hardihood, and for their peculiar
drill and showy Oriental uniform. The Zouaves
were organized in Algeria in 1831, and consisted at first of
two battalions chiefly of Kabyles and other natives, but
ultimately became almost entirely French, with increased
numbers. They served exclusively in Algeria till 18M,
and afterward fought in European wars.

2. Amember of one of the volunteer regiments
of the Union army in the American civil war
(1861-5) which adopted the name and to some
extent imitated the dress of the French Zou-
aves— Papal or pontiflcal Zouaves, a corps of French
soldiers organized at Rome in 1860 for the defense of the
temporal sovereignty of the Pope, underOen. Lamoricifere,
one of the first commanders of the Algerian Zouaves.
After obstinately resisting the entrance of the Italiati
government into Rome in 1870, they served in France
against the Germans and the Commune, and in 1871 were
disbanded.

Zouave-jacket (zo-av'jak"et), ». l. A short
jacket, not reaching to the waist, cut away in
front: a part of the Zouave uniform.— 2. A
similar jacket, usually ornamented, with or
without sleeves, worn by women.
zounds (zoundz), interj. [For 'swounds, abbr.
of GoWs xoounds, refen-ing to the wounds of
Christ on the cross; one of the innumerable
oaths having reference to Christ's passion.]
-An exclamation formerly used as an oath or as
an expression of anger or wonder.
Zounds, sir ! then I insist on your quitting the room di-

rectly. Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

dans in the seventh century, and still held Zostereae (zos-te're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Kunth! ZOUtch (z.oueh), «. *. [Origin obscure.] Tostew,
by the Guebers and Parsees, and commonly,
though incorrectly, called fire-worship. The re-
ligion is dual, recognizing two creative powers— Omiuzd
(AhoramazdaX the god of light and creator of all that
is goodf with six principal and innumerable inferior
amaba^pandsyor ministers of good, and Ahriman (Angra-
mainyns), the god of darkness and creator of evil, with a
corresponding number of devs, or ministers of evil. Zo-

1841), < Zostera + -ese.'] A tribe'of mo'nocoty- as flounders, whitings, gudgeons, eels, etc., with
ledonous plants, of the order Naiadacex. it is J"st enough of liquid to cover them. [Prov.
characterized by unisexual flowers on a flattened spadix Eng.]
without a perianth, and with a subulate or capillary Zr. In chem., the symbol for ^fjrconittm.

The2 genera, PAyH<«padu:and^osfero(the type), zuCChetta (tsuk-ket'tii), n. [It. ZUCchetta, a
stigma. _ , „ ^ ^ j^-
are submerged grass.v plants of sea-water, the former'^in
eluding 2 species, both natives of the Pacific coast of the
T'nited States.

roaster taught that Ormuzd created man with free will
; Zaatnrnna (yos-te'rrms) « TNT, CVlo-nra onrl

that his state after death denendsunoil the nrenonder«nc« ^tS"^J"P? Vo^J , J^ ''y ^ .^ VS""^? ^."'^
Horsfleld, 1826), < 6r. ^uar^p, a girdle, + oJi/>,

eye.] 1. A very extensive genus of Melipha-
gidse (also referred to the Dicieidx), giving
name to the subfamily Zosteropinee, character-
ized among related genera by the absence or

that bis state after death depends upon the preponderance
of good or evil in his life, an intermediate state being pro-
vided for those in wliom these principles are evenly bal-
anced; and that Omiuzd will finally prevail over Ahriman
in the constant war between them, and redeem him and
his ministers, as well as man, from all evil.

Zoroastrism (z6-r6-as'trizm), n. [< L. Zoro-
astres, Zoroaster, + -ism.] Same as Zoroastri-
anism. [Rare.]

All these alleged facts conspire to prove thatZoroatiri»m
and its Scriptures had their origin in eastern Iran before
the rise of Median or Persian dominion.

Amer. Antiq., IX. 118.

ZOrra (zor'a), n. [NL., < Sp. zorra, fem. oizorro,
a fox.] A South American skunk: same as atok.

ZOrril^O (zo-re'no), ». [Sp. Amer., dim. of Sp.
:orrn, fox.] A South American skunk. The
skunks of the Neotropical region belong to the same sub-
family (.Wephitinx) as the others of America, but are ge-
nerically different, and like the conepate.

ZOrro (zor'6), n. [Sp., a fox.] One of the South
American fox-wolves, as Canis azarx. Encye.
liril., XVIIL 353.

zorzico, «. [Basque.] A kind of song in quin-
tuple or septuple rhythm common among the
Basques.
Zosmerldse (zos-mer'i-de), ». pi. p^'L. (Doug-
las and Sctott, 1865), < Zosmerm + -idle.'] A
family of heteropterous insects, of the super-
family Coreoidea, forming a transition between
the Lyf/seidx and the Tingitidie, but by the
structure of the abdomen more nearly related
to the former than to the latter. It contains
only the Old World genus Zosmerus.
Zosmerus (zos'me-rus). n. [NL.(Laporte, 1833),
irreg. < Gr. Cuaa, a girdle, < fuwwa/, girdle.] A
genus of Old World heteropterous insects, typi-
cal of the family Zosmeridx.

zoster (zos't^r), n. [< Gr. (uariip, a girdle, <
:uvvivai, girdle: see zone.] 1. In anc. Gr. cos-
tume, a belt or girdle; originally, a warriors'
belt round the loins, afterward any girdle or
zone, but chiefly one of a kind worn by men.
The chiton ... is girt round under the breast, to keep

It from falling, by a girdle (zoster). Encyc. Brit., VI. 453.

2. Same as herpes zoster (which see, under her-
pes).

Zostera (zos-te'ra), «. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753),
80 called from the long tape-like leaves; < Gr.
liuorr/p, a girdle ; see zoster.] A genus of aquatic
plants, of the order Naiadaceee, type of the tribe

small gourd, a skullcap, dim. of zucca, a
gourd.] 1. Inthe-BoTO. Cath. Cfe.,the skullcap
of an ecclesiastic, covering the tonsure. That
of a priest is black, of a bishop purple, of a car-
dinal red, and of the Pope white. Also written
zucchetto.— 2. A late form of burganet, dis-
tinguished by having a movable nasal, hinged
cheek-pieces, and an articulated couvre nuque.

spurious character of the first primary, and zufolo, zuffolo (zo'fo-lo), n. [It. zufolo, < zu-
named from the conspicuous orbital ring of folare, Mss, whistle!] A little flute or flageo-
most of its members. The genus is now held to let, especially such as is used in teaching birds,
cover a number of forms which have been made types of ZuggUB falcon See falcon

sense is very extensive, embracing most of Africa, all of f«««. irebsters Ihct, 1890. [Local, U. S.]
India. Ceylon, Burma, China, and Japan, the Malay Pe- ZUlCS, ZUlis, n. In her., a chess rook used as
ninsula and Archipelago, the Papuan Islands, Australia, a bearin*'
Tasmania, and most of the Polynesian islands, including w.-i,, (j,;i?iHi „ onil n PAlan Znnlnn- «5 AfniNew Zealand. The bill is about as long as the head, ^ulU (zo io;, n. ana a. L-^ISO Moloo, b. Atn
straighl^ and brMd at the base. The pattern of colora- can. J 1. ». A member of a warlike and supe-
tion is characteristic, consisting of olives and yellows as
the ground-colors, and the diagnostic white eye-ring of
most species. The sexes are alike in plumage. The size
is very small, only 4 or 5 inches. About 85 species are
recognized as valid. The type is Z. carulescens, of Aus-

rior branch of the Kafir race of South Africa,
divided into many tribes. In the beginning of the
nineteenth century several tribes of Zulus established a
kingdom including the present British colony of Natal and
the country north of it called Zululand, which was broken
up and mostly absorbed by the British and the Boers dur-
inga succession of wars ending in 1883.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Zulus : as, the
Zulu language (a principal member ofthe Bantu
group of languages) or government Zulu cloth,
a fine twilled woolen cloth used as a background for em-
broidery. IHct. of Needlework.

Zulu-Kafir (zo'lo-kaf'^r), n. Same as Kafir. 3.

zumbooruk (zum'bij-ruk), n. [Also zmnbooritck,
zomboruk, zamboorak ; < Hind. Pers. .Ar. zam-
burak, < 'Turk, zamburak, a small gun, dim. of
Ar. zambur, a hornet.] A small cannon mount-
ed on a swivel, usually shorter and with larger
bore than the zingal. in English writings the name
is especially applied to such a piece carried on a camel,
the pivot which supports it being erected on the saddle
in front of the rider.

Eighteen or twenty camels, caparisoned in the Rajah's
colours of red and white, with zoniborvks, or swivel guns,
mounted on their backs.

W. U. Russell, Diary in India, II. 237.

zumic (zfi'mik), a. An improper form of zymic.
tralia, the Chatham Islands, and New Zealand, the ceru- ZUmologic, ZUmolOgy, etc. Same as zymologic,
lean creeper, and rusty-sided warbler of the older orni- etc
thologists. Z. mado/;a«corteim« is the white-eyed warbler B;,,=i /^„«/_„s-, „ TAmer Tnd 1 A member of
of Latham. Z. olivacea Is the olive creeper of Bourbon ''/?"J^° ,^^>' "• l-*™«Vl """-J .J^ memoer 01

the best-known community or tribe of the semi-
eivilized Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, living
in a village of the same name on the Zufii river,

composed of large communal houses.

Silver-eye or White-eye {Zosttrofs caruUscens).

! creeper t

(Reunion). Z. vnauriHana is the Maurice warbler of Mau-
ritius. Z. lugubns, Z. borbonica. Z. chloronnta, Z. /aliax,

Z. lettcophjea, Z. muelleri, Z.Jinsehi, and Z. ftenegalensis

have severally been made types of other genera. Some
of these birds have been placed in IHcfeuvi, and are

Zosterese. It is characterized by monoecious flowers and _*'li.'ull'"'/ ''^'4.i.='/V,K\"'"».^t"L?^r.!*'i'„ / ^;;\ ry
OToid carpels. The 4 species are natives of marine waters ZOtheCa (zo-the ka), n.

;J,l. ZOthecse (-se). [<

of both the Old and the New World. They grow immersed Gr. i^oitfr/iai, < f^v, live, + Or/iai, a receptacle : see

among those known to the French oruitliologists as 8(mf- Zunian (zo m-an), a. and n. [< Zw«» + -an.]

I, a. Of or pertaining to the Zunis.
All the Zufiian clay effigies of owls have horns on their

mangas.

2. [/. c] Any bird of this genus,
heads.

II. n. A Zufii.

Science, VI. 260,



zunyite

Znnyite (zu'ni-it), n. [< Zulii (see def.) + -ite^.']

A nuosilicate of aluminium, oecumng in glassy
transparent tetrahedral crystals of the hard-
ness of quartz : found at the Zuni mine in Colo-
rado.

ZUrf (zerf), n. Same as zarf.

ZWanziger (tswan'tsi-g^r), n. [G., < swamig,
twenty.] A silver coin of Austria of the nine-
teenth century, equivalent to 20 kreutzers, and
worth 8| pence English (about 17 cents).

zwieselite (tswe'zel-it), n. [< Zwiesel (see def.)
+ -i7f2.] A variety of triplite found near Zwie-
sel iu Bavaria.

Zwinglian (zwing'- or tswing'gli-an), a. and n.

[< Zioingli (see def.) + -«».] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Ulrich (Huldreich) Zwingli (1484-
1531), a Swiss religious reformer, or his doc-
trines. Zwingli's revolt from the Roman conmiuiiiou
took place at Zurich iii 1516, a year before Luther's, with
whom he diflfered in denying tlie real presence In the eu-
charist in any sense, and upon other points.

II. n. A follower of Zwingli.
Zygadenus (zi-gad'e-nus), n. [NL. (Richard,
1803),namedfrom the conspicuouspairof glands
at the base of the sepals in Z. glaberrimus ; <
Gr. ivydv, a yoke, + aS^v, gland.] A genus of
liliaceous plants, of the tribe Veratrese. it is

characterized by pedicelled flowers with a flattish peri-
anth nearly equaled in its length by tlie stamens, and
narrow angled seeds without prominent wings. The 10
species are natives of Siberia, and of North America in-

cluding Mexico. They are perennials with a horizontal
rootstock or a coated bulb, producing an erect stem un-
branched beneath the terminal raceme or panicle, which
consists of numerous whitish or greenish flowei-s. The
long linear leaves are radical or crowded toward tlie base
of the stem. The poisonous root of Z. venenogus of the
northwestern United States is known as death camass and
as hoff's potato, being innoctious to hogs and greedily eaten
by them. Z. fflaucus extends northward to Kotzebue
Sound. Z. fflaberrimus and Z. leimanthoides, sometimes
referred to Amuinthium, are tall wand-like species with
conspicuous white or cream-colored compound racemes,
resembling the black cohosh.

zygadite (zig'a-dit), n. [< Gr. Cvya^r/v, jointly,

< C^yuv, a yoke : see j/oiel.] A variety of albite,

occurring in thin tabular twin crystals: it is

found at Andreasberg in the Harz.
Zvgsena (zi-je'na), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775),
< Gr. (iiyatva, supposed to mean the liammer-
headedshark.] 1. In CHtom., a genus of moths,
typical of the family Zygsenidse, the species of
•which are known as burnet-moths, as Z. minos,
the transparent burnet; Z. trifolii, the five-

spotted burnet; Z. lonicerse, the narrow-bor-
dered burnet; Z. filipendulse, the six-spotted
burnet; etc. It was at first coextensive with the fam-
ily, but now includes only those forms that have the an-
tennce claviform, a little longer than the body ; the wings
elongate, and spotted ; the palpi short, hairy, and acute

;

and the larvie contracted, stout, hairy, and transforming in
a fusiform parchment-like cocoon. Nearly 100 species are
known, of which 62 occur in Europe, the others in Asia
and Africa ; 26 are British. The larvse are remarkable in
hibernating in the half-grown condition. Some entomol-
ogists change the name to Anthrocera, because it is the
same as the genus Zygstna in ichthyology ; but this is

a mistake, for entomology has the prior claim upon the
Dame, and it is the genus of fishes that should not bo
Damed Zygsena,

Z. In ichth., a genus of sharks, so named by
Cuvier in 1817; the hammerheads: now called
Sphyrna (which see). See cut under hammer-
head.

zygaenid (zi-je'nid), a. and w. I. a. In entom.
and ichth., of or pertaining to the Zijgxnidse,

as a moth or a shark.

II. n. A member of the family Zi/gsenidse,

whether in entomology or in ichthyology.
Also Zjigenid, zygxnoid.

Zygaenidse (zi-je'ni-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,
1819), < Zygsena, 1, + -idle.'] 1. In entom., a fam-
ily of hawk-moths, named from the genus Zy-
gsena: also wrongly called Anthroceridse. The
family comprises a more or less definite and characteris-
tic series of moths intermediate between the Bombycidm
and the Castniidm. By moat modern authors a section
of the old family ZygmnidsR is separated into a family
AgarigtideR. The Zygxnidse proijer have pectinate an-
tennae, rather narrow wings rounded at the tip, and a vena-
tion similar to the arctians. Their larv® are short, hairy,
and transform in cocoons composed entirely of silk or
mainly of hair. The European forms belong mainly to
Zygsena, wliile the principal American genera are Procrig,
HarrUina, Ctenucha, Lycomorpha, and Gla-ucopis, the lat-

ter containing; more than 100 South American species.
Euchromia is another large genus, comprising more than
160 species, mainly South American. See cut under Pro-

. eris. Also Zygxnse, ZygxnuUs, Zygxnoideay and Zyge-
nides.

2. In ichth., a family of sharks, named from the
genus Zygmna : now called Sphyrnidm (which
see). See out under hammerhead.
Zygaenine (zi-je'nin), a. [< Zygsena + -ine^."]

In ichth., same &8 zygsmid.
zygxnoid (zi-je'noid), a. and n. [< Zygsena +
-md.] Same as zygxnid.
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zygal (zi'gal), a. l<zyg-OH + -ah] 1. Of or
pertaining to a zygon ; connecting, as a yoke.— 2. Formed like the letter H, with a cross-
bar connecting two other bars. See zygon.

The frequency of the zygal or H-shaped form of fissure
[of the brain].

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 12;"i.

[Bare in both uses.]

zyeantrum (zi-gan'trum),M.; ji].zygantra (-tra).

[NL., < Gr. (vyov, yoke, + avrpov, cave.] In
herpet., the fossa
upon the posterior
face of the neural
arch of a vertebra
of serpents and
some lizards, for
the reception of
the zygosphene of

a succeeding ver-

tebra, the series

of vertebree being
more effectively
interlocked there-
by than is ac-
complished by Posterior face of a dorsal vertebra of

the ZVffanOnhvSPS '^' pytlion, showing za, tlie zygantnim ;LUO i^gdpupuyHes ^,5 postzygapopliysis : tA transverse

alone. Compare process; »s. neural spine; Htr, neural

cut under ^^^o- >?„°„^'
"' """ p°""'°' '^'^ "' """

S2)hene.

The anterior surface of the arch above the neural canal
is produced into a strong wedge-shaped zygosphene, which
fitsinto a correspondingzyfiranfriiH* of tlie next preceding
vertebra, and on the posterior surface of the arch there
is a zygantrum for the zygosphene of the next preceding
[read succeeding] vertebra. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 201.

zygapophysial (zi-gap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< zyga-
pojihysis + -al.J Of or pertaining to a zyga-
pophysis; articular, as a vertebral process.

zygapophysis (zi-ga-pof'i-sis), «.
;

pi. zyga-
pupliyscs (-sez). [NL., < Gr. f!'}<5i', yoke, +
aTrd^i'OTC, process: see apophysis.] A process
upon the neural arch of a vertebra correspond-
ing to that called oblique or articular in hu-
man anatomy, provided with a facet for ar-
ticulation with the same process of a preceding
or succeeding vertebra, thus serving to inter-
lock the series of vertebral arches. There are
normally two pairs of zygapophyses to a vertebra, the two
processes (right and left) which are situated upon the an-
terior border of any arch being called prezygapopkyses,
and those upon the posterior border, postzygapopkynes.
Each pair of any one vertebra .articulates with the other
pair of the next vertebra. See cuts under cervical, dor-
sal, endonkeleton, hypapophytds, lumbar, vertebra, zygan-
trum, and zygosphene.

zygite (zi'git), 11. [Also erroneo sly zeugite; <

Gr. ivyiTT/c, < l^vydv, yoke, cross-! am, thwart:
see zygon.] In Gr. antiq., an 01 sman of the
second or middle tier in a trirec 0. Compare
thratiite and thalamite.

Zygnema (zig-ne'ma), n. [NL. (Kutzing, 1843),
irreg. < Gr. ^vyov, yoke, + vr/ua, thread.] A
genus of fresh-water algas, typical of the or-

der Zygnemacese, having cells vrith two axile
many-rayed ohlorophyl-bodies near the central
cell-nucleus, each containing a starch-granule,

.

and the zygospore undivided, mostly contract-
ed, and developed in the middle space be-
tween two united pairing-cells or in one or the
other of the conjugating-eells. Several of the spe-
cies are among the commonest of fresh-water algse in both
stagnant and running water, forming dense bright-green
masses. See cuts under chlorophyl and conjugatioiu

Zygnemaceae (zig-ne-ma'se-e), «. pi. [NL., <

Zygnema + -aceee.] A very distinct order of
fresh-water algSB, of the class Conjugate. The
individual consists of a usually simple and unb'ranched fila-

ment of cells placed end to end, and the individuals are
Joined in filamentous families. The chlorophyl-mass is

diffused or of a definite form, often forming a spiral band.
Propagation is by means of zoospores which result from
conjugation. See Conjugatse, conjugation (with cut), and
cut under chlorophyl.

Zygnemeae (zig-ne'me-e), «. pi. [NL., < Zyg-
nema + -ese.] A subfamily or tribe of fresh-
water alg», of the order Zygnemacese, charac-
terized by having a mostly contracted, undi-
vided zoospore, which after a period of rest
develops into a germ-cell.

zygobranch (zi'go-brangk), a. and n. [< Gr.
Ivydv, yoke, pair,' + (ipayxia, gills: see brun-
chise.] I. a. Zygobranchiate.

II. n. A zj'gobranchiate mollusk.
Zygobranchia (zi-go-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.

:

see zygobranch.] Same as Zygobranchiata.
Zygobranchiata (zi-go-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., nout. pi. of *zygobranclnatus : see zygo-
branchiate.] An order or suborder of Gas-
tropoda, having paired gill-combs, or right and
left ctenidia, symmetrically disposed in the
pallial chamber on each side of the neck, a pair

zygoite

of osphradia or olfactory tracts, paired nejih-
ridia of unequal size, and distinct sexes. As an
ordinal group, it contains the orniers or sea-ears, the pU-ii-
rotomarioids, the keyliole-limpets, and the true limpets,
and is divided into Ctenidiobranchiata and Phyllidiobran-
chlata (the latter being the Patellidx alone). Also called
Zetigobrajuhia, Zygobranchia. See cuts under abalone,
Fissurellidse, Patella, patelU/onii, Pleurotomarla, Pleuro-
tomariidas, and sea-ear.

zygobranchiate (zi-go-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

[< NL. *zyyobranchiahis, < Gtr. ^v)6v, yoke, +
jipdyx'a, gills: see branchiate.] I. a. Having
paired and as it were yoked gills or ctenidia, as
certain mollusks ; having the characters of or
pertaining to the Zygobranchiata ; zygobranch.

II. n. Any member of the Zygobranchiata.
zygocardiac (zi-go-kar'di-ak), a. [< Gr. ^vyov,

yoke, + Kap()ia = E. heart: see cardiac] Not-
ing a certain hard protuberance of the stomach
of a crustacean, formed by a thickening of the
chitinous lining of the cardiac division (in the
crawfish an elongated posterolateral ossicle,
connected with the lower end of the antero-
lateral ossicle, and passing upward and back-
ward to become continuous with the pyloric
ossicle): correlated with pterocardiac and vro-
cardiac.

zygodactyl, zygodactyle (zi-go-dak'til), a. and
n. [< NL. "zygodaciylus, < Gr. !^v,6v, yoke, +
fia/tTf/lof, finger, toe.] I. a. In ornith., yoke-
toed: noting those birds, or the feet of those
birds, which have the toes disposed in pairs,
two before and two behind. In all yoke-toed birds,
excepting the trogons, it is the outer anterior toe which
is reversed ; in trogons, the inner anterior one. See cut
under pair-toed and parrot.

II. n. A yoke-toed bird ; a bird having the
toes arranged in pairs.

Zygodactyla (zi-go-dak'ti-la), n. pi. [NL.
(Brandt, 1835), fem. of "zygoddctylus : see zygo-
dactylous.] 1. A genus of acalephs,of the family
JEquweidse. It includes some large jellyflshes, 6 or 8
inches in diameter, with long violet streamers, found in
the north Atlantic waters.

2. A section of pachydermatous mammals, cor-
responding to the Suidse in a broad sense; the
swine. Tlie name implied the cloven hoof of these ani-
mals, in distinction from the solidungulatc or multun-
gulate hoof of the quadrupeds with which swine were
formerly classed as Pachydermata. See Artiodactyta
(with cut).

ZygodactylaB(zi-go-dak'ti-le), n.jjZ. [1^.: see
Zygodactyla.] A group of arborieole non-pas-
serine birds whose toes are yoked in pairs, two
before and two behind: synonymous with Scan-
sores (which see). The group is artificial, being framed
with reference to the single character expressed in tlie

name, insistence upon which brings together some birds
which belong to different orders, as Psittaci and Picaria,
separates the picarian families which are not yoke-toed
from their near relatives which are yoke-toed, and ignores
the exceptional zygodactylism of the trogons. Various
attempts— as by lilyth(1849), Sundevall (1872), and Sclater
(1880) — to restrict the name to a part of the birds it origi-
nally designated, and retain it in the system in a stricter
sense, have not been entirely successful. Also Zygmactyli.

zygodactyle, a. and ». See zygodactyl.

zygodactylic (zi"go-dak-tirik), a. [< zygodac-
tyl + -(>.] Same as zygodactyl.

zygodactylism (zi-go-dak'ti-lizm), ?(. [< zygo-
dactyl -f -ism.] The yoking of the toes of a
bird's foot in anterior and posterior pairs; the
zygodactyl character or condition of a bird or
its toes.

zygodactylous (zi-go-dak'ti-lus), a. [< zygo-
dactyl + -ou,i.] Same as zygodactyl.

Zygodon (zi'go-don), IK [<'Gr. i;v}6v, yoke, +
otJoi'f (hdovT-) = E. tooth.] In ro67., same as Zcn-
glodon, 1. Owen.
zygodont (zi'go-dont), a. [< Gr. Z^ov, yoke, +
oSoix (bSovT-) = E. tooth.] Noting molar teeth
whose even number of cusps are paired and as
it were yoked together; having such molars, as
a mammal or a type of dentition.

It is thus probable that tilgonodontie is to be regarded
as an earlier and more primitive furm of molar than those
of the zygodont (quadritubercular) tvpe.

Amer. Saturaliet, XXII. 832.

ZygOgomphia (zi-go-gom'fi-ii). n. pi. [NL.. <

(5r. ivyov, yoke, + yofiiploc, grinder-tooth.] In
Ehrenberg's classification, a division of rotifers.

ZygOgramma (zi-go-gram'S), n. [NL. (Chev-
rolat, 1843), < Gr. (vy6v. yoke, + jpa/z/io, let-

ter.] 1. A notable genus of chiysomelid bee-
tles, comprising about 70 American species,
mainly from South America and Mexico. By
most American coleopterists it is considered a subgenus
of Chrysomela, from the typical forms of which it is sepa-
rated by the possession of a tooth on the last tarsal joint.

2. A genus of reptiles. Cope. 1870.

zygoite (zi'go-it), «. [< Gr. C) ov. yoke, + -ife2.]

An organism resulting from the process of zy-
gosis or conjugation.



zygolabialls

zygolabialis (zi-go-la-bi-a'lis), n.
;
pi. zygoldbi-

ales (-lez). [NL., < zygo{ma) + lahialis, labial.]

The lesser zygomatic muscle ; the zygomaticus
minor. Cones, 1887. See fii-st cut under mt«cfcl.

zygoma (zi-go'ma), n.
;

pi. zygomata (-ma-ta).
[NL., < Gr. iiryufm, the zygomatic arch, also a
yoke, bolt, bar, < (vyovv, yoke, join, < l^vyov,

a yoke, joining: see yoke^.'] 1. The bony arch
or arcade of the cheek, formed by the malar or
jugal bone and its connections: socalled because
it serves to connect bones of the face with those
of the skull about the ear. in mammals, including
man, the zygoma consists of a malar bone connected be-
hind with the squamosal bone, usually by a zygomatic pro-
cess of the latter, and abutting in front against a protuber-
ance of the superior maxillary bone, or of the frontal or
the lacrymal bone, or any of these. It is usually a stout

Skull of Mylodon, a gigantic extinct sloth, showing the massive
zygoma X, with strong superior and inferior processes a, a! , (Great-
ly reduced.)

bony arch, sometimes with a strong descending process,
giving principal origin to a niasseter muscle, and bridging
over the temporal muscle. It is sometimes a slender rod,
and may be imperfect, as in shrews. The part taken in its

formation by the malar bone is very variable in extent.
(See cut under »kull.) Below mammals the construction
of the zygoma jiosteriorly is entirely altered. In birds the
arch is articulated there with the <iuadrate bone, or sus-

pensoriura of the lower jaw, representing the malleus of a
mammal, and an additional bone, the qiiadratojugal, inter-

venes between the quadrate and the malar proper. In such
cases the anterior connection is more particularly with
the maxillary bone, or with this and the laci^raal, and the
zygoma is generally a slender rod-like structure. (See cut
under Gallime.) In reptiles further modifications occur,
such as the completion of the arch behind by union of the
jugal t>one with the postfrontal and squamosal ; or there
may be no trace of a structure to which the term zygoma
is properly applicable, as in the Ophidi't, in which there
ia no jugal or quadratojugal l>one. Among batrachians,
as the frog, a zygomatic arch Is represented by the con-
nection of the maxillary bone, by means of a quadratoj'igal
bone, with a Ijone called temporoinastoid (see cuts there
and under Anura), In any case a zygoma consists of a
suborbital or postorbital series of ossifications in mem-
brane, or membrane-bones, developed on the outer side
of the maxillary arch of the embryo (the same that gives
rise to the pterygopalatine bar), and when best differen-
tiated is represented by lacrymal, maxillary, jugal, and
quadratojugal Ijones; and its connection with the sphe-
noid, as occurs in man, fs quite exceptional.

2. The malar or jugal bone itself, without its

connections. [Rare.] — 3t. The cavity under
the zygomatic process of the temporal bone

;

the zygomatic fossa. Brande.
zygomatic (zi-go-mat'ik), a. [< NL. zygomati-
cug, < zygoma, q. v.] In sool. and anat., of
or pertaining to the malar or jugal bone, or
this bone and its connections ; constituting or
entering into the formation of the zygoma;
jugal—Zygomatic apophvsiB. Same as zt/gomatie
process. - Zygomatic arch, the zygoma. See cut under
«*«((.— Zygomatic bone, the malar.—ZygomaUc ca-
nals, two cauiils in the malar lx>ne of man, through which
pass branches of the superior maxillary nerve ; the tempo-
romalar canals : (a) the z;/goinaticofaciat, or malar, running
between the orbital and anterior surfaces ; ('j) the zygomati-
cotemporal, or temporal, running l)etween the orbital and
temporal surfaces.— Zygomatic crest, that edge of the
htlman alisphenoid which articulates with the malar.

—

Zygomatic diameter, the greatest distance between the
zygomatic arches of the skull.—Zygomatic fOSsa. See
/(i«j*rti.— Zygomatic glands, lymph-nudes found along
the course of the internal maxillary artery.— Zygomatic
muscle. Same as zvawwiadV"*.— Zygomatic process.
See process, and cuts under ^ktdl and tenii<oral~.—Zygo-
matic suture, the squamozygomatic suture ; the immov-
able connection of the squamosal, usually of its zygomatic
process, with the malar or jugal bone.— Zygomatic tU-
berosity.that protuberance of the superior maxilla which
articulates with the malar.

zygomatic!, «. Plural of zygomaticus.

zygomatico-auricular (zi-go-mat"i-ko-a-rik'u-
liir), a. 1. In rtHa(. and ro67., of or pertaining to

the zygoma and the auricle : as, a zygomatico-
auricular muscle. See zygomatico-auricularis.
— 2. In crnniom., noting the ratio between
the zygomatic and auricular diameters of the
skull, called the zygomatico-auricular index.

zygomatico-auriculariB (zi-go-mafi-ko-ft-rik-

u-la'ris), «. A muscle of the external ear of

some animals, which arises from the zygoma
and is inserted in the auricle ; in man, the at-

frahens aurem.

A strong zygomatia>-<turievtarit Is also seen u we re-

move the Integuments of the head (of the reindeer].

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1891, p. 232.
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zygomaticofacial (zi-go-mafi-ko-fa'shal), a.

In anat., of or pertaining to the zygoma aiid the
face: specifying (a) the anterior connections
of the zygoma, and (6) the anterior one of the
two zygomatic canals which traverse the malar
bone of man. See zygomatic canals, under zy-
gomatic.

zygomaticotemporal (zi-go-mat"i-k6-tem'po-
ral), a. In anat., of or pertaining to the zygo-
ma and the temporal bone or fossa: specifying
(a) the posterior connections of the zygoma
with any element of the temporal bone, as the
squamozygomatic of a mammal, and (6) the
posterior one of the two zygomatic canals
which traverse the malar bone of man. See
zygomatic canals, under zygomatic.
zygomaticus (zi-go-mat'i-kus), n.; pi. zygo-
matici (-si). [NL.': see zygomatic.'] One of
several small subcutaneous muscles arising
from or in relation with the zygoma, or malar
bone—Zygomaticus auricnlaris, a muscle of the ex-
ternal ear, the attrahens aurem of man, commonly called
zygomatico-auricularis {y^yiich see).—Zygomaticus ma-
^or, zygomaticus minor, two muscles of the face, aris-
ing from tlie malar bone, inserted into the orbicularis
oris at the corner of the mouth, and serving to draw the
corner of the mouth upward and outward, as in-the act of
laughing. The former is sometimes called dietortor orwf,

and the latter zygolaMalig. See first cut under inuscle^.

Zygomaturus (zi"go-ma-tii'rus), n.
_
[NL., <

6r. Cv-)u/ia, the zygomatic arch, -1- ovpa, tail.]

1 . A genus of large fossil marsupials from the
Post-tertiary deposits of Australia.—2. [I. c]
A member of thjs genus. Imp. Diet.

zygomorphic (zi-g6-m6r'fik), a. [< zygomor-
pJi-dus + -i'c] In hot., same as zygomorphons.
zygomorplliBm (zi-go-mor'fizm), n. [< zygo-
morph-ous + -ism.] The character of being
zj-gomorphous.
zygomorphous (zi-go-m6r'fus), a. [< Gr. (.vydv,

yoke, -t- /iop<pr/, form.] Yoke-shaped: specifi-

cally applied to flowers which can be bisected
into similar halves in only one plane; mono-
symmetrical. Sachs extends the term to cases where
bisection into similar halves is possible in two planes at
right angles to one another, the halves of one section be-
ing different from the halves of the other. Goebel. Com-
pare actinoTtutrphous.

zygomorphy (zi'go-m6r-fi), n. [< zygomor-
pli-iius + -y^.] In hot., same as zygomorphism

.

zygomycete (zi-go-mi'set), n. In hot., a fungus
belonging to the group Ztjgomycetes.

Zygomycetes (zi"g9-mi-se'tez), 11. pi. [NL., <

Gr. l^vydv, yoke, •+• /^vinK, pi. fxvKiircg, a mush-
room.] A group of fungi characterized by the
production of zygospores. It embraces the
Mucorini, Entomophthorese, Chytridiacese, TJsti-

lagineae, etc.

zygomycetous (zi'go-mi-se'tus), a. In bot.,

of or pertaining to tfie Zygomycetes.

zygon (zi'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. ^vydv, a yoke,
cross-bar: see yoke^.] X. A connecting rod or
bar; a yoke in general.

Zygal fissures are defined as "H-shapedorquadradiate,
presenting a pair of branches at either end of a connecting
bar or yoke, the zygon. " A zygal fissure contains a bar or
zygon, a yoke in the most general sense. B. O. Wilder.

2. In anat,, an H-shaped fissure of the brain,

as the paroecipital fissure, it consists of anterior
and posterior stipes, anterior and posterior rami, and the
connecting bar (the zygon in strictness). B. G. Wilder.

Zygonectes (zi-go-nek'tez), ». [NL. (Agassiz,

1854), so called because said to swim in pairs;

< Gr. ^vyov, yoke, + v>/kti!c, swimmer.] A large

genus of small carnivorous American cyprino-
donts ; the top-minnows. They are closely related

to the kllltfishes {Fundulxis), the technical difference be-

ing chiefly in the smallness and backwardness of the dor-

sal fin, which has usually less than ten rays and is com-
monly inserted behind the front of the anal fin. The
top-minnows are on the average smaller than the killl-

flshes, being usually only 2 or 3 inches long. They are

surface swimmers, and feed on insects. The species are

numerous, and individuals abundant. One of the best-

known is Z. notat-us, common in ponds from Michigan to

Alabama and Texas.

Zygopetalum (zi-go-pet'a-lum), h. [NL. (Hook-
er, 1827), so called with ref. to the union of the

perianth with the foot of the column; < Gr.

l^vydv, yoke, -t- Trhalov, leaf (petal).] A genus
of epiphytic orchids, of the tribe Vandem and
subtribe Cyrtopodiese. It is characterized by showy
solitary or loosely racemed flowers with spreading sepals,

the lateral ones united to the short foot of the incurved
column ; by a flattish lip, bearing a transverse crest at its

base; and by an anther with four obovoid pollen-masses,

attached by a rather broad stalk or gland. There are about
fiO species, natives of tropical America from the West In-

dies and Mexico to Brazil. They are handsome plants

with short leafy stems finally thickened into pscudobulbs.

Their leaves are two-ranked, membranous or somewhat
rigid, and slightly plicate or with elevated veins. They
are highly prized in cultivation under glass, especially Z.

Mackaii, the original species.

zygosphene

Zygophyceae (zi-go-fis'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
fujiiv, yoke, -I- ^iKo'f, seaweed, + -cse.] A group
or order of unicellular or multicellular fresh-
water algaa, not now generally accepted, with
the cells single, or segregate, or geminate, or
united in a series. Multiplication is effected by divi-
sion in one direction, and by means of zygospores result-
ing from the conjugation of the cells. It embraces the
families Deginidiaceae, Zygnemaceee, etc.

Zygophyllaceae (zi"go-fi-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Zygopliyll-nm + -acese.] SJame as Zygophyl-
lese.

Zygophylleae (zi-go-fil'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1814), < Zyghphyll-um + -ese. ] An order
of polypetalous plants, the bean-eaper family,
belonging to the series Disciflorse and the co-
hort Geranialcs. It is characterized by flowers which
usually bear a fleshy disk, five free glandless sepals, ttla-

ments augmented each by a small scale, and a furrowed
angled or lobed ovary with two or more filiform ovules in
each of the four or Ave cells. It includes about 110 species,
classed in 18 genera, natives of tropical and warm cli-

mates, especially north of the equator. They are com-
monly shrubs or herbs with a woody base, bearing divari-
cate branches jointed at their nodes. 'I'heir leaves are
usually opposite and pinnate or composed of two entire
leaflets ; the twin persistent stipules are sometimes de-
veloped into spines. The flowers are white, red, or yel-

low, very rarely blue, usually solitary in the axils of the
stipules. The principal genera are ZygophyUum{the type),
l^ribulus, Guaiacum, and Fagonia; 10 genera are mono-
typic; two species of Guaiacum (lignum-vitse) become
moderate trees. The woody species are remarkable for
the extreme hardness of their wood, and several, as Guai-
acum, produce a bitter and acrid bark. Their detei-sive

foliage is used in the West Indies to scour floors. Some
of the family are so abundant in the Egyptian desert as to
constitute a characteristic feature of its vegetation.

Zygophyllum (zi-go-fil'um), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), < Gr. ^vyov, yoke, -t- fiMov, leaf.] A ge-
nus of plants, type of the order Zygopliyllex.
It is characterized by opposite bifoliolate leaves, flowers
with four or five petals, and a sessile ovary with the ovules
fixed upon the axis. There are about 60 species, natives
of the Old World and of Australia. They are diminutive
shrubs, often prostrate, and with spine-scent bi-anches.
The leaves are opposite, usually composed of two fleshy
leaflets armed at the base with spines which represent stip-

ules. The flowers are white or yellow, usually marked
near the base with a purple or red spot. Z. Fabago is the
bean-caper of the Levant ; its flower-buds are used as ca-
pers. The aromatic seeds of Z. coccineuin are used by the
Arabs as pepper. Several species are of local medicinal
repute— Z. Fatmgo as a vermifuge, and Z. simplex, an
Arabian plant of nauseous odor, as a remedy for diseases
of the eye.

Zygophyte (zi'go-fit), n. [NL., < Gr. (;vy6v,

yoke, + ijivTov, plant.] A plant characterized
by the production of zygospores; a plant in
which reproduction consists in a confluence
of two similar protoplasmic masses. See cut
under conjugation, 4.

In most of these zygophytes there is no plain distinction
of sex. G. L. Goodale, Physiol. Bot., p. 439.

zygopleural (zi-go-plo'ral), a. [< Gr. ivydv,

yoke, -t- Ttltvpi, side.] Bilaterally symmetrical
m a strict sense. Zygopleural forms are dis-

tinguished as dipleural and tetrapleural.

Zygosaurus (zi-go-s&'rus), n. [NL. (Eichwald,
1848), < Gr. fti)<5v, yoke, -I- aavpoc, lizard.] A
genus of labyrinthodonts, based on Z. lucius

from the Middle Permian of Perm in Russia.

zygose (zi'gos), a. [< Gr. (vyov, yoke, -I- -ose

alter zygosis.] In bot., pertaining to or char-
acteristic of zygosis or conjugation.

ZygOSelmidse (zi-go-sel'mi-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Zygoselmls + -idle.] A family of dimastigate
eustomatous flagellate infusorians, named from
the genus Zygoselmis. They have two similar

vibratile flagella, and the endoplasm includes
no pigmentary bands.

Zygoselmis (zl-go-sel'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. !^vy6v,

yoke, -I- ac/.fiic, noose.] The typical genus of

Zygoselmidee. These animalcules are highly plastic and
variable in form, with two unequal flagella from the fore

end, at the base of which are the mouth and pharynx.
Z. tiebulosa and Z. inxqualis inhabit fresh water.

zygosis (zi-go'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. C.vyuaic, a
joining (used in sense of balancing), < Zvyovv,

join, yoke: see«2/po»ja.] 1. Asexual intercourse

of protoplasmic bodies, resulting in their con-

fluence and coalescence ; the process and re-

sult of conjugation in protozoans or other of

the lowest organisms. See conjugation, 4.— 2.

[cap.] [NL. (Forster, 1869).] Ageuus of hyme-
nopterous insects.— 3. In hot., conjugation;
the fusion or union of two distinct cells or pro-

toplasmic masses for reproduction. See con-

jugation, 4.

zygosperm fzi'go-spSrm), ». [NL., <Gr. t^vydv,

yoke, + (77r£p//a, seed.] In bot., same as zygo-

spore.

zygosphene (zi'go-sfen), «. [< Gr. t:,vy6v, yoke,

+ a(l>rfv, wedge.] In herpet., the wedge-shaped
process from the fore part of the neural arch



Anterior face of a dorsal vertebra of the
python, showing zs, zygosphene ; P^, pre-

zygapophysis; //.transverse process; fts,

neural spine ; *ic, neural canal ; c, cen-
trum of the proccelian vertebra, whose con-
cavity (its the convexity of the centrum
shown under xj/g^antrum.

zygosphene

of the vertebrae of serpents and some lizards,

which fits into a corresponding fossa, the zy-
gantrum, on the
posterior part of

the neural arch
of a preceding
vertebra, and
serves thus to
interlock the se-

ries of arches
more effectually

than would be
done by zyga-
pophyses alone.

Compare cut un-
der zygantrum.
zygosporangitun
( zi'go - spo - ran '-

ii-\im),n.]^\.zy-
gosporangia (-a).

LNL.,<Gr.fuy&,
yoke, + oTzopa,

seed, -t- ayyelov,

vessel.] In hot., a sporangium in which zygo-
spores are produced.
zygospore (zi'go-spor), «. [NL., < Gr. ZvyAv.

yoke, -t- dKopd, seed.] In iot., a spore formed
in the process of reproduction in some algee and
fungi by the union or conjugation of two simi-

lar gametes or protoplasmic masses : called iso-

spore by Rostafinski. Also zygosperm, zygote.

See spore^, conjugation, 4 (with cut).

Zygospores (zi-go-sp6're-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. !^vy6v, yoke, -i- airopd, seed, -I- -eas.] In
Sachs's system of classification, a group of

plants characterized by the production of zy-

gospores. It is no longer maintained.
zygosporophore (zi-go-spor'o-for), n. [NL., <

Gr. L,vy6v, yoke, + crcopa, seed, -f- ipepeiv = E.

bear^.^ In bot., a club-shaped or conical sec-

tion of a hypha adjoining a gamete-cell after its

delimitation. De Bary.
zygote (zi'got), n. [< Gr. Zvyardg, yoked, < fv-

yovv, yoke: see zygoma.'] Same as zygospore.

Zygotrocha (zi-got'ro-ka), 11. pJ. [NL., < Gr.
Cvyov, yoke, 4- -poxoq, wheel.] In Ehrenberg's
classification, a division of rotifers: correlated
with Sehizotroeha.

zygotrochous (zi-got'ro-kus), a. Of or per-
taining to the Zygotrociia.

zygozoospore (zi-go-zo'o-spor), n. [NL.,<Gr.
C,vy6v, yoke, + f^v, animal, + anopA, seed.] In
hot., a motile zygospore.

zylo-. For words so beginning, see xylo-.

zylonite, «. Same as xylonite.

^lophagUS (zi-lof'a-gus), n. The original (in-

correct) form of Xylophagus. Latreille, 180i9.

zymase (zi'mas), n. [< Gr. fv/i)?, leaven, -I- -ase

(after diastase).] Same as enzym.

7046

zyme (zim), n. [< Gr. fw/ij/, leaven, < l^htv, boil

:

see 2/cas(.] 1. A ferment.

A yeast and a ferment signify the same thing, and, as a
zyme also means a ferment, the term zymotic has arisen
to express a certain class of diseases.

yineteenth Century, XXIV. 843.

2. The living germ or other poison, of whatever
nature, which is believed to be the specific cause
of a zymotic disease.

zymic (zim'ik), a. [Also improperly swtojc ; <

zyme + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of
leaven: applied by Pasteur to the microbes
which act as ferments only when the air is

excluded, as distinguished from those which
require the presence of air.

zymogen (zi'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. (.iifiTi, leaven,
+ -ycvK, producing.] A substance from which
an enzym may be formed by internal change.
Also zymogene.

A ferment is found to exist as a zyvwgen in the resting
seed, which is readily developed by warmth and weak
acids into an active condition. Nature, XLL 380.

zymogenic (zi-mo-jen'ik), a. [As zymogen +
-ic] Exciting fermentation: as, zymogenic or-

ganisms.
zymogenous (zi-moj'e-nus), a. [As zymogen ¥
-oMs.J Same as zymogenic.

zymoid (zi'moid), a. [< Gr. "I^v/wcidri^, ^v/iMtk,

like leaven, < l^vfuj, leaven, -t- eioof, form.] Re-
sembling a zyme or ferment.

zymologic (zi-mo-loj'ik), o. [<.zymolog-y -t--jc.]

Of or pertaining to zymology. Also zumologic.

zymological (zi-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< zymologic
+ -al.] Same as zymologic.

zymologist (zi-mol'o-jist), n. [< zymolog-y +
-ist.] One who is skilled in zymology. Also
zumologist.

zymology (zi-mol'o-ji), n. [Also zumology; <

Gr. ^vfiv, leaven, -t- -ioyia, < Aiyeiv, speak: see
-ology.] The science of or knowledge concern-
ing fermentation.
zymolysis (zi-mol'i-sis), «. [< Gr. ^v/iri, leaven,

-I- ?.l'aic, dissolving.] Same as zymosis, 1.

zymol3rtic (zi-mo-lit'ik), a. [< zymolysis (-lyt-)

+ -ic] Same as zymotic.

Prof. Salkowski . . . concluded from his researches
that fermentative {zymdytic) processes are continually
taking place in living tissues. Nature, XLI. 699.

zymome (zi'mom), n. [< Gr. (^vfiujia, a fer-

mented mixture, < C,vtiovv, leaven, ferment, <

l^vfaj, leaven: see zyme.] An old name for the
gluten of wheat that is insoluble in alcohol.

Also zimome.
zymometer (zi-mom'e-tfer), n. [< Gr. Cvp"l,

leaven, -I- /lirpov, measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the degree of fermentation of

a fermenting liquor. Also zymosimeter.

zymophyte (zi'mo-fit), n. [< Gr. ^v/iT), leaven,
+ <i>vt6v, plant.] A bacterioid ferment that

Zyxomma
liberates fatty acids from neutral fats. BU-
Ungs.

zymoscope (zi'mo-skop), n. [< Gr. fi'^v, leaven,
-I- CKovtiv, view.] An instrument, contrived by
Zenneck, for testing the fermenting power of
yeast, by bringing it in contact with sugar-
water and observing the quantity of carbonic
anhydrid evolved. Watts.

zymosimeter (zi-mo-sim'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. fr-
fiuai^, fermentation, -I- fierpov, measure.] Same
as zymometer.
zymosis (zi-mo'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. ^vpuaig, fer-

mentation, < fujuoiv, ferment: see^^mome.] 1.
Fermentation of any kind. Also zymolysis.—
2. An infectious or contagious disease.

zymotechnic (zi-mo-tek'nik), a. [< Gr. i^i/iti,

leaven, -I- tsx'^V, art.] Relating to the art of
inducing and managing such fermentations as
are useful in the arts; pertaining to zymo-
technics.

zymotec]inical (zi-mo-tek'ni-kal), a. [< zymo-
technic + -ah] Same as zymotechnic.

zymotechnics (zi-mo-tek'niks), n. [PI. of zymo-
technic (see -ics).] The art of managing fer-

mentation. Compare zymnrgy.
zymotic (zi-mot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. I^v/xutiko^,

< f{)/«jiT(f, fermentation : see zymosis.] I. a.

Pertaining to fermentation ; of the nature of
fermentation. A\bo zymolytic Zymotic disease,
any disease, such as malaria, typhoid fever, or smallpox,
the origin and progress of which are due to the multipli-
cation within the body of a living germ introduced from
without.— Zymotic papilloma, framboesia.

II. «. Same as zymotic disease. See I.

zymotically (zi-mot'i-kal-i), adv. [< zymotic +
-al + -ly^.] In a zymotic manner; according
to the manner or nature of zymotic diseases.

Z3rmurgy (zi'mer-ji), n. [< Gr. Ct'/xi?, leaven,
-\- ipyov, work (ef. metallurgy, etc.).] That
department of technological chemistry which
treats of the scientific principles of wine-mak-
ing, brewing, and distilling, and the prepara-
tion of yeast and vinegar, in which processes
fermentation plays the principal part. Watts.

Zyrichthys, M. See Xyrichthys. Swainson, 1839.

zythepsaryt (zi-thep'sa-ri), ». [Irreg. < Gr.
tvdoc, beer, + cTpsw, boil (related to jreaactv,

boil, cook : see peptic), + -ary.] A brewery
or brew-house. [Rare.]
zythum (zi'thum), n. [< L. z^jthnm, < Gr. fiJflof

,

beer, applied to the beer of Egypt and also to
that of the northern nations (Kovpfii).] A kind
of beer made by the ancient Egj'ptians.

Zyxomma (zik-som'a), n. [NL. (Rambur, 1842),
prop. *Zeuxomnm, < Gr. fEtifff, a joining (< Zevy-

vi'vai, join), + t/ifia, eye : see ommatidium.]
A genus of Indian dragon-flies, of the family
Libellulidse, having the head large, the face
narrow, the eyes of great size, and the first

three abdominal segments vesicular.



LIST OF AMENDED SPELLINGS

RECOMMENDED BY THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON AND THE
AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

The American Philological Association, giving voice to the general

opinion of the most emiuent scholars in English philology, as reflected

in previous discussions in that body and elsewhere and expressed in

the annual reports of a special committee, adopted and published, in

1876, a declaration in favor of a reform in English spelling. That
declaration, as printed in the List of Amended Spellings subsequently

recommended by the Association, is as follows

:

1. The true and sole office of alfabetic writing is faithfully and intelligibly to repre-

sent spoken speech. So-calld "historical " orthografy is only a concession to the weak-
ness of prejudice.

2. The ideal of an alfabet is that every sound should har its own unvarying sign, and
every sign ita own unvar>'ing sound.

3. An alfabet intended tor use by a vast community need not attempt an exhaustiv
analysis of the elements of utterance and a representation of the nicest varieties of artic-

ulation , it may wel leav room for the unavoidabl play of individual and local pronun-
ciation.

4. An ideal alfabet would seek to adopt for its characters forms which should suggest

the sounds signitied, and of which the resemblances should in sum roesure represent the
similarities of the sounds. But for general practical use there is no advantage in a sys-

tem which aims to depict in detail the fysical processes of utterance.

5. No language tias ever had, or is likely to hav, a perfect alfabet ; and in changing
and amending the mode of writing of a language alredy long writn regard must neces-

sarily be had to what is practically possibl quite as much as to what is inherently de-

sirabl.

8. To prepare the way for such a change, the first step is to break down, l)y the com-
bined influence of enlightend scolars and of practical educators, the immense and stub-

bom prejudice which regards the establisht modes of spelling almost as constituting

the language, as having a sacred character, as in themselvs preferabl to others. All

agitation and all definit proposals of reform ar to be welcumd so far as they work in

this <lirectiou.

7. An alterd orthografy wil be unavoidably offensiv to those who ar first calld upon to

uze it ; but any sensibl and consistent new system wil rapidly win the harty preference
of the mass of writers.

8. The Koman alfat>et is so widely and firmly establisht in use amotig the leading civ-

ilized nations that it cannot be displaced ; in adapting it to improved use for English,

the efforts of scolars should be directed towards its use with uniformity, and in con-

formity with other nations.

In pursuance of this declaration, further action was taken by the As-

sociation from year to year; and, a similar declaration having been
made by the Philological Society of London, the two bodies agreed, in

1883, upon certain rules (the Twenty-four Rules) for the correction of the

orthography of certain words and classes of words. Subsequently an

alphabetical list of the principal words covered by the rules was made.
'• The corrections are in the interest of etymological and historical truth,

and are to be confined to words which the changes do noc much disguise

from the general reader." The rules are printed in the " Proceedings "

of the American Philological Association for 1883. The list was printed

in the " Transactions" for 1886, and later in the periodical " Spelling,"

in October, 1887, from which it is here reprinted, with some slight cor-

rections.

The list is printed here as a record of an important movement which
promises to be of special interest to lexicographers in the near future,

and as a recognition, in addition to the remarks made in the Preface

(p. ix), of the desirableness of correcting the anomalies and redundan-
cies of English spelling in the directions indicated. It is the main of-

fice of a dictionary to record actual usage, not to recommend better

usage ; but in cases of unsettled usage it must adopt, and thus by in-

ference recommend, one form as against the rest ; and, in view of the

fact that the amended spellings in question have been recommended
by the highest philological authorities in the English-speaking world,

and that they have been to a considerable extent already adopted, in

whole or in part, by many respectable newspapers and other periodi-

cals, and by a large number of persons in private use, besides those

who take part in the agitation for spelling reform, they can hardly be
ignored in a dictionary which records without wincing the varying or-

thography of times just past, and of earlier generations. The reformed

orthography of the present, made with scientific intent and with a

regard for historic and phonetic truth, is more worthy of notice, if a
dictionary could discriminate as to worthiness between two sets of

facts, than the oftentimes capricious and ignorant orthography of

the past.

It need not be said in this dictionary that the objections brought on

etymological and literary and other grounds against the correction of

English spelling are the unthinking expressions of ignorance and preju-

dice. All English etymologists are in favor of the correction of Eng-
lish spelling, both on etymological grounds and on the higher ground

of the great service it will render to national education and interna-

tional intercourse. It may safely be said that no competent scholar

who has really examined the question has come, or could come, to a dif-

ferent conclusion ; and it may be confidently predicted that future Eng-

lish dictionaries will be able to recognize to the full, as this dictionary

has been able in its own usage to recognize in part, the right of the

English vocabulary to be rightly spelled.

It is to be noted that many of the corrected spellings in the following

list are merely reversions to a simpler mode of spelling formerly com-

mon ; indeed, such is largely the intent of the list. Examples are en-

giti, genuin, wil, shril, and the like, and especially verbal forms like

dropt, kist, mist, tost, etc.— a mode of spelling in use for more than a

thousand years (compare Anglo-Saxon ci/ste, English kist; Anglo-Saxon

miste, English mist, etc.), and still familiar in the usage of the best

modern poets, as Tennyson and Lowell {leapt, mist, tost are in Lowell's

last poem,"My Brook," December, 1890). All considerations, histori-

cal, literary, and economical, are in favor of such corrected forms.

. W. D. WHITNEY.

In the following list, as In the Twenty-four Rules, many amendabl words hav been 2. ea.

omitted for reasons such as these : I. The changed word would not be easily recognized,

as nee for knee. 2. I.etters ar left in strange positions, as in edg for edge, casq for cwtqm. 3. o.-

3. The word is of frequent use. Final g = j, r, q, z, and syllabic I and n, ar strange to

our print but abundant in our speech. .Many of them ar in the list : Aai), /reez, «n<;J, 4. ou.

eatn. etc. ; but i; for is, ov for of, and many other words, as wel as the final z = s of in-

flections, ar omitted. 4. The wrong sound is suggested, as in vag tor vagve, acer for 5. u, ue.

acre- 5. A valua)>l distinction is lost : casque from cask, dost from dust.

Unnzual words having a familiar change of ending, as -le to -t, and simpl derivativs 6.

and inflections, ar often omitted. Words doutful in pronunciation or etymology, and

words undecided by the Associations, however amendabl, ar omitted. Inflections ar 7, d.

printed in italics.

The so-calld Twenty-four Eules ar many of them lists of words. The rules proper ar 8. gh, ph.

as follows

:

Tes Rulbs. g. 8.

1. e.— Drop silent e when fonetically useless (writing -er for -re), as in live (liv), single

(slngl), eaten (eatn), rained (raind). etc. . theatre (theaterX etc. 10. t.

- Drop a from ea having the sound of «, as in feather (fether), leatlier (lether),

etc.

- For o having the sound of u in but write « in aiove (abuv), tongue (tung),

and the like.

-Drop from ou having the sound of u in but in trouble (trubl), rough (ruf),

and the like ; for -our unaccented write -or, as in honour (honor), etc.

-Drop silent u after g before a, and in nativ English words, and drop final

««; guard (gard), guess (gess), catalogue (catalog), league (leag), etc.

Dubl consonants may be simplifled when fonetically useless : bailiff (bailif)

(not hall, etc.), battle (batl), written (writn), traveller (traveler), etc.

- Change d and ed final to ( when so pronounced, as in looked (lookt), etc.,

unless the e affects the preceding sound, as in chafed, etc.

-Change gh and ph to / when so sounded : enough (enuf), laughter (lafter),

phonetic (fonetic), etc.

-Change s to z when so sounded, especially in distinctiv words and in -tse;

abuse, verb (abuze), advertise (advertize), etc.

- Drop t in tch: catch (each), pitch (pich), etc.



AMENDED SPELLINGS

abandoned: aband&nd

abashed: abasht

abhorred: abhord

ablative : ablatlv

-able, unaccented : -abl

aboUshable: abolishabl

abolished: abolisht

abominable: abominabl

abortive: abortiv

above : abuv

abreast: abrest

absolve: absolv

absolved: absolvd

absorbed : absorbd

absorbable: absorbabl

absorptive : absorptiv

abstained : abstaind

abstractive : abstractly

abuse, v. : abuze

abusive: abusiv

accelerative : accelerativ

acceptable : acceptabl

accessible : accessibl

accommodative : accomo-

dativ

accompaniment : accumpa-

niment

accompany: accompany
accomplished : accomplisht

accountable : accountabl

accumulative : accumulativ

accursed: accurs-ed, accurst

accusative : iccusatlv

accustomed : accustomd

acephalous: acefalous

ache, ake : ake

achievable: achievabl

achieve : achiev

achieved: achievd

acquirable : acquirabl

acquisitive : acquisitiv

actionable: actionabl

active : activ

adaptable : adaptabi

adaptive : adaptiv

add: ad ,

addle : adl

addled: adld

addressed: addrest

adhesive : adhesiv

adjective : adjectiv

adjoined: adjoind

adjourn: adjum
adjourned : adjurnd

adjunctive: adjunctiv

adjustable : adjustabl

admeasure: admezure

administered: administerd

administrative : adminis-

trativ

admirable: admirabl

admissible : admissibl

admixed: admixt

admonished : admonisht

admonitive: admonitiv

adoptive : adoptiv

adorable : adorabl

adorned: adornd

adulterine : adulterln

adventuresome: adventure-

sum
adversative : adversativ

advertise, -ize : advertize

advertisement : advertize-

ment, advertizmeut

advisable : advizabl

advise : advize

advisement : advizement

advisory : advizory

adze, adz : adz

affable: affabl

affective: affectiv

affirmed: affirmd

affirmable : affirmabl

affirmative : affirmativ

affixed: affixi

afflictive : afflictiv

affront : affrunt

afront, adt. : afrunt

agglutinative : agglutinativ

aggressive: aggressiv

aggrieve : aggriev

aggrieved: aggrievd

aghast : agast

agile: agil

agreeable : agreeabl

ahead : ahed

ailed: aild

aimed: aimd
aired: aird

aisle : aile

alarmed: alarmd

alienable: alienabl

alimentiveness : alimen-

tivness

allayed: allayd

alliterative : alliterativ

allowed: allowd

allowable : allowabl

alloyed: alloyd

allusive : alluslv

alpha : aUa
alphabet : aUabet

already : alredy

alterable: alterabl

altered: alterd

alterative : alterativ

alternative : alternativ

although : altho

alumine, alumin : alumin

amaranthine : amaranthin

amassed: amast

amative: araativ

amble: ambl

ambled: ambld

ambushed: arrdmsht

amenable : amenabl

amethystine : amethystin

amiable : amiabl

amicable : aniicabl

amorphous : amorfous

amphibia: amffbia

amphibian : amfibian

amphibious: amflbious

amphibrach: amflbrach

amphitheater, -tre: amfi-

theater

ample : ampi

ampliffcative: ampliflcativ

aniusive : amusiv

anaglyph: anaglyf

analogue: analog

analyze, analyse : analyze

anatomize, -ise : anatomize

anchor : anker

anchorage : ankerage

anchored: ankerd

angered: angerd

angle : angl

angled: angld

anguished : anguisht

anise: anis

ankle : ankl

annealed: anneald

annexed: annext

annoyed: annoyd

anntdled : annuld

answered: answerd

anthropophagy : anthro-

pofagy

anticipative : anticipativ

antiphony : antifony

antiphrasis : antifrasis

antistrophe : antistrofe

aphyllous: afyllous

apocalypse: apocalyps

apocrypha : apocryfa

apocryphal : apocryfal

apologue : apolog

apostle : apostl

apostrophe : apostrofe

apostrophize : apostroflze

appalled: appaUd
appareled, -elled : appareld

appealable : appealabi

appealed: appeald

appeared: appeard

appeasable: appeasabl

appellative : appellativ

appertained : appertaind

apple : apl

applicable : appllcabl

applicative : applicativ

appointive : appointiv

apportioned: apportiond

appreciable : appreciabl

appreciative : appreciativ

apprehensible : apprehen-

sibl

apprehensive : apprehensiv

approachable : approachabl

approached: approacht

approvable: approvabl

approximative : approxima-

tiv

aquiline: aquilin, -ine

arable: arabl

arbitrable : arbitrabl

arbor, arbour : arbor

arched: archt

ardor, ardour : ardor

are: ar

ai^umentative : argumen-

tativ

arise: arize

arisen: arizn

armor, armour ; armor

armored, armoured: armord
arose: aroze

arraigned: arraignd

arrayed: arrayd

article: articl

artisan, artizan : artizan

asbestine : asbestin

ascendable: ascendabl

ascertained: ascertaind

ascertainable : ascertainabl

ascribable: ascribabl

asphalt: asfalt

asphyxia : asfyxia

assailable : assailabl

assailed : assaild

assayed: assayd

assemble: assembl

assembled : assembld

assertive: assertiv

assessed : as^st

assigned: assignd

assignable: assignabl

assimilative : assirailativ

associable: associabl

associative : associativ

assumptive : assuraptiv

astonished: astonisht

atmosphere: atmosfere

atmospheric : atmosferic

atrophy : atrofy

attached: attacht

attacked: attackt

attainable: attainabl

attained: attaind

attempered: attemperd

attentive ; attentiv

attractive : attractiv

attributable : attributabl

attributive : attributiv

audible: audibl

augmentative: augmentativ

auricle: auricl

authoritative : authoritativ

autobiographer : autobiog-

rafer

autobiography : autobiog-

rafy

autograph: autograf

available : availabl

availed: availd

avalanche : avalanch

averred: averd

avoidable: avoidabl

avouched: avoucht

avowed: avowd

awakened : awakend
awe : aw
awed: atod

awsome, awesome: awsum
ax, axe : ax

axle: axl

ay, aye : ay

babble: babl

babbled: babld

backed: backt

backslidden: backslidn

had, bade, pret.: bad

baffle: bafl

baffled: bajld

bagatelle : bagatel

bailable : bailabl

bailed: baild

bailiff : bailif

baize : baiz

balked: balkt

balled: balld

banged: bangd

banished: banisht

bankable: bankabl

banked: bankt

bantered : bant^rd

barbed: barbd

bareheaded : bareheded

bargained: bargaind

barnacle: barnacl

barreled, -elled : barreld

barreling, -elling : barreling

bartered: barter

d

basked: baskt

batch : bach

battered: batterd

battle: batl

battled: batld

bauble: baubl

bawled : bawld

bayoneted, -etted : bayoneted

beadle : beadl

beagle: beagl

beaked: beakt

beamed: beamd
bearable : bearabl

beaten: beain

beauteous : beuteous

beautiful : beutiful

beautify: beutify

beauty : beuty

becalmed: becalmd

beckoned: beckond

become: becum
becoming/: becuming

bedabble: bedabl

bedabbled: bedabld

bedecked: bedeckt

bedeviled, -Hied : bedevUd

bedewed: bedexcd

bedimmed: bedimd

bedraggle : bedragl

bedraggled: bedragld

bedrenched: bedrencht

bedridden : bedridn

bedropped: bedropt

bedstead: bedsted

beetle: beetl

beeves: beevs

befallen: befalln

be/ell: be/el

befooled: befoold

befoided: befould

befriend : befrend

begged: begd

begone : begon

begotten: begotn

behavior, -our: behavior

behead : behed

belabor, belabour : bela-

bor

belabored, belaboured: bela-

bord

belayed: belayd

belched: belcht

beldam, beldame: beldam

beleaguer: beleager

beleaguered : beleagerd

believable : believabl

believe : believ

believed: believd

belittle: belitl

belittled: belitld

bell : bel

belled: beld

belonged: belongd

beloved : beluv-ed, beluvd

bemoaned: bemoand
bemacked: bemockt

benumb : benum
benumbed: benumd
bequeathed: bequeathd

bereave : bereav

bereaved: bereavd

berhyme, berime : berime

beseemed: beseemd

besmeared: besmeard

bespangle: bespangl

bespangled: begpangld

bespattered: bespatterd

bespread : bespred

besprinkle: bespriiikl

besprinkled: besprinkld

bestirred: bestird

bestowed: bestowd

bestraddle: bestradl

bestraddled: bestradld

betrothed : betrotht

bettered: betterd

beveled, bevelled : beveld

beveling, bevelling: beveling

bewailed: beivaUd

bewildered: bewilderd

bewitch : bewich

bewitched: bewicht

betorayed: bewrayd

biased, biassed: biast

bibliographer: bibliografer

bibliography : bibliografy

bicephalous: bicefalous

bickered: bickerd

bicolored, bicoloured: bicvl-

ord

bilked: bUH
bill: bil

billed: bUd

binnacle: binnacl

binocle: binocl

biographer : biografer

biography : biografy

bissextile: bissextil

bister, bistre : bister

bitten: bitn

bivalve : bivalv

blabbed: Uabd
blackballed: blackballd

blacked: blackt

blackened: hlackend

black-eyed : black-eyd

blackguard : blackgard

black-lead: black-led

blackmailed : blackmaUd

blamable : blamabl

blameworthy : blamewur-

thy

blanched: blancht

blandished : blandisht

blaspheme : blasfeme

blasphemous : blasfemous

blasphemy : blasfemy

bleached : bleacht

bleared : hleard

blemished: blemisht

blenched : Uencht

blende: blend

blessed, blest : bles»^d, blest

bJindworm : blindwurm

blinked: Uinkt

blistered: blisterd

blithesome: blithesam

blocked: bloekt

blockhead: blockhed

blond, blonde : blond

bloomed: Moomd
blos8ome<jl: blossomd

blotch: bloch

blotched : blocht

blubbered : blubberd

blue-eyed ; blue-eyd

bluff : bluf

bluffed: bluft

blundered : blunderd

blunderhead: blunderhed

blurred : blurd

blushed: bluskt

blustered: Uusterd

beatable : boatabl

bobbed: bobd

bobtailed : bobtaild

bodyguard: bodygard

boggle : bogl

boggled : bogld

bailed: boild

bolthead: bolthed

bomb: bom
bombazine, -sine : bomba-

zine

bombshell : bomshel

booked: bookt

bookworm: bookwurm
boomed: boomd

booze, boose : booz

boozy, boosy : boozy

bordered: borderd

borrowed: borrov>d

bossed : bogt

botch : boch

botched : bocht

bothered : botherd

bots, botts : bots

bottle : botl

bottled: botld

bowed: bowd

bowline : bowlin

boxed: boxt

boxhauled: boxhauld

brachygraphy : brachygrafy

bragged : bragd

brained: braind

bramble : brambl

branched : braneht

brangle: brangl

brangled: brangld

brawled : brawld

brayed: brayd

breached : breacht

bread : bred

breadth: bredth

breakfast : brekfast

breast : brest

breath: breth

breathable : breathabl

breathed : breathd

breeched : breecht

breeze: breez

brewed: brewd

bricked : brickt

bridewell: bridewel

briefed: brieft

brightened: brightend

brimmed: brimd

brindle: brindl

brindled: brindld

bristled: britUd

brittle: britl

broached: broacht

broadened: broadend

broidered: broiderd

broiled : broild

bromine, bromin : bromin

bronze : bronz

bronzed: bronzd

browned: brovrnd



LIST OF AMENDED SPELLINGS
browse, browxe, r. : browz

brushed: brusht

bubble : bubl

bubbled: bubld

bucked: brtckt

buckle : buckl

buckled: huckld

buff: buf

bulbed : bulbd

bulk-head: bulk-bed

bull : bul

bull-head : bul-hed

bumble: bumbl
bumped: bumpt

bunched: bwicht

bundle : bundl

bundled: hundld

bungle: bungl

bungled: bungld

bur, burr : bur

burdened: burdend
' burdensome : burdensnm

burg, burgh : bui^

burke: burk

burked: burkt

burled : burld

burned : bumd
burnished: burnisht

burrowed : burroxcd

hurthened- burthend

hushed: busht

' Hskined: buskind

'issed: bust

i'ustle: bustl

huiftied : bustld

but, butt : but

but-end, butt-end: but-end

buttered: butterd

buttoned: buttond

buttressed: bultrest

buxom : buxum
buzz : buz

buzzed: buzd

liy, bye, n.: by

bygone: bygon

caballed : cabald

cabined: cabind

cackle : cackl

cackled : cackld

cacography : cacografy

cacophony : cacofony

caitiff: caitif

calculable: calculabl

calendered: calenderd

caliber, -bre : caliber

calif, caliph, kalif, kaliph,

etc.: calif or kalif

aked:calkt

'lied: caild

iligraphy: caligrafy

live: calT

calved : calvd

camomile, chara- : camo-

mile

imped: eampt

camphene : carofene

camphor: carofor

canalled : canald

niceled, -elled: canceld

inceling, -elling: canceling

cancellation : cancelation

candle : candl

candor, candour : candor

cankered : canker

d

'•antered: canierd

luticle: canticl

'lytered: caperd

captive : captiv

caTbuncIe: carbuncl

rnreened: careend

rnreered: eareerd

'I resided: carest

irminative: carminativ

"roled, -oiled: carold

<r(ding, -oiling: caroling

'irped: carpi

caruncle: caruncl

carve: carv

"reed : carvd

nxhiered: cashierd

caste: cast

castle: castl

catalogue: catalog

catalogued: catalogd

cataloguer: cataloger

catastrophe: catastrofe

catch: each

catechise: catechize

catered: caterd

caterwauled: caterwauld

cattle: catl

caucused, -ussed: caucust

caucusing, -ussing: caucus-

ing

caudle: caudl

causative: causativ

cauterise, -ize: cauterize

caviled, -Hied: cavild

caviling, -illing: caviling

eawed: cawd
cayenne: cayea

ceased, ceast

cedrine : cedrin

ceiled: ceild

cell : eel

eeUed: celd

cenotaph : cenotaf

censurable: censurabi

centre, center: center

centred : centerd

centuple: centupl

cephalic : cefalfc

cephalopod: cefalopod

cerography: cerografy

chaff: chaf

chaffed: cha/t

chained: chaind

chaired: chaird

chalcography: chalcografy

chalked: chalkt

chambered: chamberd
championed: chainpiond

changeable: changeabl

channeled, -elled: channeld

channeling, -elling: channel-

ing

chapped: chapt

charred: chard

chargeable: chargeabl

charitable: charitabl

charmed: charmd
chartered: charterd

chastened: chastend

chastise, chastize : chas-

tize

chastlzement : chastizment

chasuble: chasubl

chattered: chatterd

chawed: chawd
cheapened: eheapend

cheeked: checkt

cheered: cheerd

cherished: cherisht

chewed: cheicd

chidden: chidn

chill: chil

chilled : chUld, child

chincough: chincof

chipped: chipt

chirograph : chirograf

chirography: chirografy

chirped: chirpt

chirruped: chirrupt

chiseled, -elled : chisdd

chiseling, elling: chiseling

chloride : chlorld

chlorine: chloria

choler : coler

cholera: colera

choleric: coleric

chopped: chopt

chorography: chorografy

chose : choze

chosen: chozen

chough: chuf

chronicle: chronicl

chronided : chronicld

chronograph: chronograf

chucked: chiickt

chuckle: chuckl

chuckled: chuckld

chummed: chumd
churched: churcht

churned: churnd

cimitar: «ec scimitar

cinder: sinder

cipher: cifer

ciphered: dferd

circle: cu-cl

circled: circld

circumcise: circumcize

circumvolve: circumvolv

citrine, citrin : citrin

cisaora : see acissors

clacked: clackt

claimed : claimd

clambered: clamberd

clamored: clamord

clanked: clankt

clapped: clapt

clashed : dasht

clasped: cla^t

classed: claM

clattered: claUerd

clavicle: clavicl

clawed: clawd

cleaned: cleand

cleanliness: clenliness

cleanly: clenly

cleanse: cleuz

cleajised: clenzd

cleared : cleard

cleave : cleav

cleaved: cleavd

clerked: clerkt

clicked: clickt

climbed: climbd

clinched: clincht

clinked: clinkt

clipped: dipt

cloaked: doakt

doistered: doisterd

close, V. : cloze

closet : clozet

closure : clozure

clough : cluf

cloyed: doyd
clubbed: dvhd
clucked: duckt

clustered: dusterd

dutched : ducht

duttered: dxiUerd

coached: coacht

coactive : coactiv

coaled: coald

coaxed: coaxt

cobble: cobl

cobbled: cobld

cocked: cockt

cockle: cockl

coddle: codl

coddled: codld

coercive : coerciv

cogitative: cogitativ

cohesive: cohesiv

coitied : coind

collapae : coUaps

collapsed: cdlapst

cdlared: cdlard

colleague : colleag

collective : collectiv

collusive : coUusiv

color : culor

colored : ctUord

colorable : culorabi

cdtered : colterd

combed: combd

combative: combativ

combustible : combustibl

come : cum, cums

comeliness: cumliness

comely: cumly

comfit: cumflt

comfort : cumfort

comfortable : cumfortabl

comforter: cumforter

coming: cuming

commendable : commendabl
commensurable : commen-

aurabl

commingle: commingl

commingled: commingld

commixed : commixt

communicative : communi-

cativ

companion: cumpanion

companionable : cumpan-

ionabl

companionship : cumpan-
iouship

company : cumpany
comparable: comparabl

comparative : comparativ

compass : cumpass

compassed : cutnpast

compatible : compatibl

compdled: compeld

competitive : competitiv

complained : complaind

comportable : comportabl

compoaite : compoait

comprehensive : compre-
hensiv

compressed: comprest

compressible: compresaibl

compreaaive : compreasiv

compulsive: compulaiv

computable : computabl

concealed : conceald

conceivable : conceivabl

conceive : conceiv

conceived: conceivd

conceptive : conceptiv

concerned : concenid

concesaive : concessiv

conclusive : conclusiv

concoctive : concoctiv

concurred: concurd

concussive : concussiv

condensed : condenst

conducive : conduciv

confederative : confedera-

tiv

conferred: con/erd

coji/essed: con/est

confirmed : confirmd

conflrmable: conflrmabl

confiscable : conflscabl

conformed: conformd

confront : confrunt

congealed: congeald

congealable: congealabl

conglutinative : congluti-

nativ

conjoined: conjoind

conjunctive : conjunctiv

connective: connectiv

consecutive : consecutiv

conservative : conservativ

conserve : conserv

considered: considerd

considerable : considerabl

consigned : consignd

'consolable: consolabl

constable : cunstabl

constitutive : constitutiv

constrainable : constrainabl

constrained : constraind

conatructive : constructiv

contemplative : contempla-

tiv

contemptible : contemptibl

contractible : contractibl

contractile: contractu

contributive : contributiv

contrdled: controld

controllable: controUabl

conversed: converst

conveyed: conveyd

convincible: convincibl

convoyed : convoyd

convulsive : convulsiv

cooed: cood

cooked: cookt

cooled : coold

cooped: ccopt

copae : cops

copulative : copulativ

corked : corkt

corned: comd
corrective: correctiv

correlative : correlativ

corroborative : corroborativ

corrosive : corrosiv

costive : coativ

coay, cozy : cozy

couched : coueht

cough: cof

coughed: cqft

could: coud

councilor, councillor : coun-

cilor

counselor, counaellor

:

counselor

counter-marched : -marcht

countersigned

:

counter-

signd

country : cuntry

couple : cupl, cupls

coupled : cupld

couplet : cuplet

coupling : cupling

courage: curage

courageous: curageous

courteous : curteous

courtesan : curtesan

courtesy : curtesy

cousin : cuzin

covenant : cuvenant

cover: cuver

covered : cuverd

covert : cuvert

covering : cuvering

coverlet: cuverlet

coverture : cuverture

covet : cuvet

covetous : cuvetous

covey : cuvey

cowed : cowd

cowered: cowerd

cowled : cowld

cozen : cuzen

cozenage : cuzenage

cozy, cosy : cozy

cracked: crackt

crackle : crackl

crackled : crackld

crammed : cramd
cramped: crampt

crashed: crasht

crawled: crawld

creaked : creakt

creamed : creamd

creased : creast

creative : creatlv

credible : credibl

crimped: crimpt

crimple: crimpl

crimpled : crim^pld

crinkle : crinkl

crinkled: crinkid

cripple : cripl

crippled: cripld

crisped: crispt

criticise, -ize : criticize

croaked : croakt

crooked : crook-ed, crookt

crossed: crost

crotched : crocht

crouched: croucht

crumb : crum
crumbed : crumbd

crumble : crumbl

crumbled: crumUd
crumple: crumpl

crunipled : crumpld

crushed: crusht

crutch : cruch

crutched : crucht

cuff : cuf

cuffed: cuft

culled: culd

culpable : culpabl

cultivable : cultivabl

cumbered : cumberd

cumbersome : cumbersum

cumulative : curaulativ

cupped: cupt

curable : curabl

curative : curatlv

curbed: curbd

curled : curld

cursed : curs-ed, curst

cursive : curaiv

curve : curv

curved: curvd

curvetting: curveting

cuticle : cuticl

cuttle-fish: cutl-fish

dabbed: dabd

dabble : dabl

dabbled: dabld

dactyle, dactyl : dactyl

daggle: dagl

daggled : dagld

dammed: damd
damnable : damnabl
damped : dampt
dandle : dandl

dandled: dandld

dandruff, dandriff : dan-

druf, dandrif

dangle: dangl

dangled: dandld

dapple : dapl

dappled: dapld

darkened: darkend

darksome : darkaum
darned: damd
dashed: dasht

dative : dativ

daubed: daubd

dauphin : daufin

dawned: davmd
dazzle : dazl

dazzled: dadd
dead : ded

deadened : dedend

deadening : dedening

deadly: dedly

deaf : def, deaf

deafened : defend

deafening: defening

deafness : defness

dealt: delt

dearth : derth

death : deth

debarred: debard

debarked: debarkt

debatable : debatabl

debauched: debaucht

debt: det

debtor: detter

decalogue: decalog

decamped: decampt

decayed: decayd

deceased : deceast

deceive: deceiv

deceived: deceivd

deceptive : deceptiv

decipher : decifer

deciphered: decifer

d

deciaive : deciaiv

decked: deckt

declaimed: declaimd

declarative : declarativ

decolor: deculor

decolorize : deculorize

decorative: decorativ

decoyed: decoy

d

decreased: decreast

decursive : decursiv

deducible: deducibl

deductive: deductiv

deemed: deemd

deepened: deepend

defeasible : defeasibl

defective : defectiv

defense, defence: defense

defensive : defensiv

definite: definit

definitive : deflnitiv

deformed : deformd

defrayed: defray

d

deleble : delebl

delectable: delectabl

deliberative : deliberativ

delight : delite

delighted: delited

delivered: deliverd

dell: del

delusive : delusiv

demagogue : demagog
demandable: demandabl

demeaned: demeand

demeanor, demeanour: de-

meanor
demesne: demene
demolished: demolisht

demonstrable : demon-

strabl
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AMENDED SPELLINGS
demonstratiTe : demonstra-

tiv

denominative: denomlnativ

deplorable : deplorabl

deployed: deployd

depressed: deprest

depressive: depressiv

derisive: derisiv

derivative: derivativ

descriptive: descriptiv

deserve : deserv

designed: desxgnd

designable: designabl

desirable: desirabl

despaired: despaird

despatch : despacb

despicable: despicabl

despoiled: despoUd

destroyed: desiroyd

destructive : destructiv

detached: detacht

detailed: detaild

detained: detaind

detective: detectiv

determinable : determinabl

determine : determin

determined: determind

detersive: detersiv

develop, develope: develop

developed: developt

devisable : devizabl

devise: devize

devolve : devolv

devolved: devolvd

dewed: dewd
dialed, dialled: diald

dialing, dialling : dialing

dialist, diallist : dialist

dialogue: dialog

diaphanous : diafanous

diaphoretic: diaforetic

diaphragm : diafragm

dicephalous: dicefalous

diffuse, V. : diffuze

ditfuaible: ditfuzibl

diffusive: diffusiv

digestible: digestibl

digraph : digraf

digressive: digressiv

dimmed : dimd
diminished : diminisht

diminutive: diminutiv

dimple : dirapl

dimpled: dimpld

dingle : dingl

dinned: dind

dipped: dipt

directive : dlrectiv

disabuse: disabuze

disagreeable : disagreeabl

disappeared: disappear

d

disarrayed : disarrayd

disavowed : disavowd

disbelieve: disbeliev

disbelieved: disbelievd

disboweled : disboweld

disburdened : dislmrdend

di^mrsed: disbur^

discernible : discemibl

discerned: discemd

discipline : discipUn

disclaimed: disclaimd

disclose: diacloze

discloeure: disclozure

discolor: disculor

discolored, -oured : discul-

ord

discomfit: discumflt

discomfort : discumfort

discourage : discurage

discourteous : (*i8curteou8

discourtesy: discurtesy

discover: discuver

discovered: discuverd

discovery : discuvery

discreditable : discreditabl

discrfmiuative : discrfmina^

tiv

discursive : diacnrsiv

disctissed: discust

diacussive : discusslv

diidained: disdaind

disembarked: disemharkt

disembarrassed : dtsembar-

rast

disemboweled: disemboweld

disentangle : disentangl

disentangled: disentangld

disesteetned : disesteemd

disfavor, disfavour : disfa-

vor

disfavored, di^avoured : die-

favord

disguise: disguize

dished: disht

dishearten : disharten

disheartened: dishartend

disheveled: disheveld

dishonored, dishonoured

:

dishonord

disinterred: disinierd

disjunctive : dlsjunctiv

dismantle: dismantl

dismantled: dis'inantld

dismembered: dismemberd

dismissed: dismist

dismissive: dismissiv

dispatch : dispach

dispelled: dispeld

dispensable: dispensabl

dispensed: dispenst

dispersive: dispersiv

displayed: display

d

displeasure : displezure

disploslve: displosiv

disputable: disputabl

disreputable : disreputabl

dissemble: diesembl

dissembled: dissembld

dissoluble: dissolubl

dissolvable: dissolvabl

dissolve : dissolv

dissolved: dissolvd

dissuasive: dissuasiv

dissyllable : dlssyllabl

distaff: distaf

distained: distaind

distempered: distemperd

distensible : distensibl

distill, distil : distil

distilled: distild

distinctive : distinctly

distinguishable : dlstin-

guishabl

distinguished: distinguisht

distractive : distractiv

distrained: distraind

distressed: distrest

distributive : distributiv

disturbed: disturbd

disuse, v.t disuze

ditched: dicht

divisible: divisibl

docile: docil, docile

docked: dockt

doctrine : doctrin

doff: dof

doffed: doft

doll : dol

dolphin : dolfln

domicile : domicil

domiciled: drnnicUd

donative : donativ

double : dubl, dubls

doubled: dubld

doublet: dublet

doubloon: dubloon

doubt: dout

doubtful : doutful

dove: duv

dowered: dowerd

dozen : duzen

drabble: drabl

draff : draf

draft, draught: draft

dragged: dragd

draggle : dragl

draggled: dragld

dragooned: dragoond

draught, draft : draft

dread: dred

dreadful : dredful

dreamed: drea/md

dreamt: dremt

dredged: dredgd

drenched: drencht

dressed: drest

dribble : dribl

dribbled: dribld

driblet, dribblet : driblet

drill : dril

drilled: drild

dripped: dript

driven: drivn

drizzle: drizl

drizzled: dridd

dropped: dropt

drowned: drovmd
drugged: drugd

drummed: drumd
ducked: duckt

ductile: ductil

duelist^ duellist : duelist

dull : dul, diUs

dulled: duld

dumb : dum
durable: durabl

dutiable : dutiabl

dwarfed: dwarft

dwell : dwel

dwelled: dweld

dwindle : dwindl

dtvindled: dwindld

eagle : eagl

eared: card

earl : erl

early : erly

earn : ern

earned: emd
earnest : eraest

earnings : ernings

earth : erth

earthen: erthen

earthling : erthling

earthly : erthly

eatable : eatabl

eaten: eatn

ebb : eb

ebbed: ebd

eclipse : eclips

eclipsed: edtpst

eclogue : eclog

-ed = d: -d

-ed = t: 't

edged : edgd

effable: effabl

effective : effectiv

effectual: effectual

effrontery: effruntery

effuse : effuze

effusive: effusiv

egg : eg

egged: egd

elapse : elaps

elapsed: elapst

elective : electiv

electrifiable : electriflabl

electrize, -ise : electrize

eligible : eligibl

ellipse : ellips

elusive : elusiv

embarked: embarkt

embarrassed: embarrast

embellished: embellisht

embezzle : embezl

embezzled: embezld

embossed : embost

emboweled, ernbowelled: em-

boweld

embowered: embowerd

embroidered: embroiderd

embroiled: embroUd
emphasis : emfasia

emphasize : emfasize

emphatic: emfatic

employed: employd

empurple : erapurpi

emulsive: emulsiv

enactive : enactiv

enameled, enamelled: enam,-

eld

encamped : encampt

encircle: encircl

encircled: encirdd

encompass : encumpas
encompassed : encumpast

encountered: encounterd

encourage : encurage

encroached : encroacht

encumbered: eneumberd

endeared: endeard

endeavor, endeavour : en-

devor

endeavored, endeavoured

:

endevord

endowed : endowd

endurable : endurabl

enfeeble : enfeebl

enfeebled: enfeebld

enfeoff : enfef

enfeoffed : enfeft

engendered: engenderd

engine: engin

enginery : enginry

engrained : engraind

engidfed: engulft

enjoyed: enjoyd

enkindle : enkindl

enough: enuf

enravished: enravisfU

enriched: enricht

enroll, enrol : enrol

enrolled: enrdd

ensanguine : ensanguin

ensealed: enseald

entailed : entaild

entangle : entangl

entangled: entangld

entered: enterd

entertained: entertaind

entrance, v. : entranse

entranced : entranst

entrapped: entrapt

enunciative : enunciativ

enveloped : envelopt

envenomed: envenomd

epaulet, epaulette : epaulet

ephemera : efemera

ephemeral : efemeral

epigraph: epigraf

epilogue : epilog

epitaph : epitaf

equable : equabl

equaled, equalled : equald

equipped: equipt

equitable : equitabl

erasable : erasabl

ermine: ermin

erosive : erosiv

err: er

erred: erd

eruptive : eruptiv

eschewed: eschewd

established : establishl

estimable: estimabl

etch : ech

etched: echt

euphemism: eufemism

euphemistic : eufemistic

euphonic : eufonic

euphony: eufony

euphuism: eufuism

evasive: evasiv

evincive: evinciv

evitable: evitabl

evolve : evolv

evolved: evolvd

examine: examin

examined: examind
exceptionable: exceptional

excessive: excessiv

excitable: excltabl

exclusive : exclusiv

excretive: excretiv

excursive: excursiv

excusable: excuzabl

excuse, ».: excuze

execrable : execrabl

executive : executiv

exercise : exercize

exhaustible : exhaustibl

exorcise: exorcize

expansible: expansibl

expansive : expansiv

expelled: expeld

expensive- expensiv

expiable: expiabl

explainable: explainabl

explained: explaind

expletive : expletiv

explicative: explicativ

explosive: explosiv

expressed: exprest

expressive : expressiv

expugnable: expugnabl

expulsive: expulsiv

exquisite: exquisit

extensible : extensibl

extensive: extensiv

extinguished: extinguisht

extolled: extold

extractive: extractiv

extricable: extricabl

eye: ey

factitive: factitiv

fagged : fagd

failed : faild

fallible : fallibl

faltered : falterd

famine: famin

famished : famisht

farewell ; farewel

farmed : farmd
fascicle: fascicl

fashioned : fashiond

fashionable: fashionabl

fastened : fastend

fathered : fatherd

fathomed : fathomd
fathomable: fathomabl

fattened : fattend
favor, favour : favor

favored : favord

favorite : favorit

faumed : faumd
feared : feard

feasible: feasibl

feather: fether

feathered : fetherd

feathery: fethery

febrile: febril

federative: federativ

feeble: feebl

feign : fein

feigned : feind

feminine: feminin

fence: fense

fermentative: fermentativ

fertile : fertil, -ile

festive: festiv

fetch : fech

fetched : feeht

fevered : feverd

fiber, fibre : fiber

fibered : fiberd

fibrine : fibrin

fickle: fickl

fiddle: fidl

fiddled: fidld

fidgetting : fidg^ng
fierce: fierse

filched: filcht

fill: fll

filled: fild

filliped : fillipt

filtered: filterd

fingered : fingerd

finished : finisht

fished: fisht

fissile: flssil

fixed : fixt

fizz: fiz

fizzed : fizd

flagged : flagd

flapped : flapt

flashed : flasht

flattened : flattend

flattered : flatterd

flavor, flavour: flavor

flavored, flavoured: flavord

flaiced : flawd

fledged : fledgd

fleered : fleerd

fleshed : fiesht

flexible : flexibl

flexile : flexil

flinched : flincht

flogged : flagd

floored : floord

floundered : flounderd

flourish : flurish

flourished : flurisht

flushed: flusht

flustered : flusterd

fluttered : flutterd

fluxed: fluxt

fiuxible: fluxibl

foaled : foald

foamed: foamd
fobbed : fobd

focused : focust

foible : foibl

foiled : foild

followed : foUowd
fondle: fondl

fondled: fondld

fooled : focld

forbade : forbad

forbidden : forbidn

forcible : forcibi

foregone : foregon

forehead : forhed

foreign: foren

foreigner: forener

forewarned: foreutamd

forgive : forgiv

forgiveness: forgivness

forgone : fargon
formed : fonnd
fonnative: formativ

formidable, formidabl

fosse, foss: foas

fostered : fosterd

fouled fould

foundered : founderd

foxed : fooA

fragile : fragU

freckle : freckl

freckled: freckld

freeze: freez

freshened: freshend

fribble : fribbl

friend: frend

frieze: friez

frighterud : frightend

frill : fril

frilled: frUd

frisked: friskt

frittered: fritterd

frizz: friz

frizzed: frizd

frizzle : frizl

frizzled : fridd

frolicked : frolickt

frolicsome: frolicsum

front : frunt

frowned : frmond

fugitive: fugitiv

fulfill, fulfil : fulfil

fulfllled: fulflld

full : ful

fulled: fuld

fulsome : fulsum

fumble : fumbl

fumbled : futnbld

furbished: furbisfU

furled: furld

furlough: furlo

furloughed : furloed

furnished : fumisht

furthered : furtherd

furtive : furtiv

furze: furz

fuse: fuze

fusible: fnzibl

fusion : fuzion

fussed: fust

futile : futil, -ile

fuzz: fuz

gabbed: gabd

gabble: gabl

gabbled : gabbld

gaff: gaf

gaflle: gafl

gagged : gagd

gained : gaind

galled: galld

gamble: gambl



AMENDED SPELLINGS
gambled: ganMd
};aniesome: gamesum
garble: garbl

garbled: f^arbld

gardened : gardend

gargle: gargl

gargled: gargld

garnered: gamerd
gashed: gasht

gasped: gcispt

gauze: gauz

gazelle, gazel : gazel

gazette: gazet

gelatine, gelatin: gelatin

gendered : genderd

genitive: genitiv

gentle : gentl

gentleman : gentlman

genuine : genuin

geographer: geografer

geographic : geografic

geography: geografy

ghastlinesa : gastliness

ghastly : gastly

ghoBt : gost

giggle : gig!

gill: gil

girdle : girdl

girdled: girdld

give: giv

given: givn

gladsome : gladsum

gleamed: gleamd

gleaned: gleand

glimpse: glimps

glimpsed: glimpst

glistered : gligterd

glittered : glitterd

gloomed : glooind

glycerine, glycerin : glyce-

rin

glyph : glyf

gnarled : gnarld

gnawed: gnawd
gobble : gobl

gobbled : gobld

godhead : godhed

goggle: gogl

goggled : gogld

goiter, goitre : goiter

gone : gon

good-by, good-bye : good-

by

gotten: gotn

govern: gurern

governed: guvemd
governess : guvemess
government: guvemment
governor : guvernor

grabbed: grabd

graff: graf

grained : graind

granite : granit

grasped : graspt

grease, v. : greaz, grease

greased : greazd, greast

griddle: gridl

grieve : griev

grieved: grievd

grill: grU

griUed: grUd
gripped : ^pt
grizzle: grizl

grizzled: gridd

groomed: groomd
groove: groov

grooved: groovd

grouped: groupt

groveled: groveld

grmUed: growld

grubbed : grubd

grudged : grudgd

grumble : grumbl
grumbled: grumbld

guarantee : garantee

guaranty : garanty

guard : gard

guardian : gardlan

guess: gess

gttessed: gest

gueet : gest

guUd : gild

guilt: gilt

guilty: gilty

guise: guize

gulfed: gvift

gulped : gulpt

gurgle : gurgl

gurgled : gurgld

gushed: gusht

guzzle: guzl

guzzled: gitzld

habitable : habitabl

hacked: hackt

hackle : hackl

hackled: hackld

haggle : hagl

haggled: hagld

hailed: haild

hallotced: hallowd

haltered: fialterd

halve : halv, halvs

halved: halvd

hampered: hamperd

handcuff : handcuf

handcuffed: handctt/t

handsome: handsum
hanged: hangd

happed: hapt

happened: happend

harangue: harang

harangued : harangd

harassed: harast

harbor, harbour : harbor

harbored, harboured : har-

bord

harked : harkt

harmed : harmd
harnessed : hamett

harped: harpt

harrowed : harroicd

hashed: hasht

hatch: hach

hatched: hacht

hatchment : hachment

haughty : hauty

hauled: hauld

have : hav

havock, havoc ; havoc

havocked : havoekt

hawked: hawkt

head : hed

headache: hedake

headland : hedland

headlong : hedlong

healed: keald

health : helth

healthy : helthy

heaped : heapt

heard: herd

hearken : harken

hearkened: harkend

hearse : herse

hearsed: herst

heart: hart

hearth : harth

hearty : harty

heather: hether

heave: heav

heaved: heavd

heaven : heven

heaves : heavs

heavy: hevy

hedged: hedgd

heeled: heeld

heifer: hefer

heightened : heighUnd

hell : hel

helped: helpt

helve: helv

hence : hense

hermaphrodite : hermafro-

dite

hiccough, hiccup: hiccof,

hiccup

hiccoughed, hiccupped: hie-

eo/t, hiccupt

hidden : hidn

hill : hil

hilled: hUd

hindered : hinderd

hipped: hipt

kitaed: hist

hitch: hich

hitched: hickt

hobble: hobl

homestead: homested

honey : huney
honeyed : huneyd
honied : hunled

honor, honour : honor
honored, honoured: honord

honorable, honourable

:

honorabl

hoodwinked: Jioodunnkt

hoofed : hooft

hooked : hookt

hooped: hoopt

hooping-cough : hooping-

cof

hopped: fiopt

homed : homd
horography; horografy

horrible : horribl

horsed: horst

hortative : hortativ

hospitable: hospitabl

hough, hock : hock

house, V. : houz

housed: hcmzd

housing : houzing

howled : howld

huflf : huf

huffed: hu/t

hugged: hugd

humble: humbl
humbled : kumbld

humor, humour : humor
humored, humoured : hu-

mord
humped : humpt
hulked: huskt

hustle : husti

hustled: hustld

hutch : huch

hutched : hucht

hydrography : hydrografy

hydrophobia: hydrofobia

hyphen : hyfen

hyphened: hyfend

hypocrite: hypocrit

icicle : Icicl

ill: il

illative : iUativ

illness : ilness

illusive: illusiv

illustrative : illustrativ

imaginable : imaginabl

imaginative : imaglnativ

imagine: imagin

imagined: imagind

imbecile : imbecil

imbittered: imbitterd

imbroumed : iinbrovmd

imitative: imltativ

immeasurable : immezurabl

impaired : impaird

impassive : impassiv

impeached: impeacht

impelled : impeld

imperative ; imperativ

imperilled: imperUd

implacable : implacabl

impossible : impossibl

impoverished: impoverisht

impressed: imprest

impressive : irapressiv

impulsive : impulaiv

inaccessible : inaccessibl

inactive : inactiv

incensed: incenst

incentive : incentiv

inceptive : inceptiv

inclose : incloze

Inclusive: inclusiv

increased : increaM

incurred : incurd

indexed: indext

indicative : indicativ

indorsed: indorst

in/erred: in/erd

infinite: inflnit

infixed: infist

inflective : inflectiv

inflexive: Inflexiv

informed: informd

infuse: infuze

inked: inkt

inn : in

inned: ind

inquisitive : inquisitiv

installed: installd

instead: insted

instinctive : instinctiv

instructive: instructiv

intelligible : intelligibl

interleave ; interleav

interleaved : interleavd

interlinked : interlinkt

intermeddle : intermedl

interrogative : interrogativ

interspersed: intersperst

intestine: intestin

introduction : introduction

intrusive : intrusiv >

inumed: inumd
invective : invectiv

inventive : inventlv

involve: involv .

involved: involvd

inweave: inweav

inwrapped: tnwrapt

iodine : iodin, -ine

irksome : irksum

irritative: irritativ

island : iland

isle : ile

islet: Uet

itch : ich

itcfied: icht

iterative: iterativ

jabbered: jabber

d

jail, gaol : jail

jailed: jaUd
jammed : jamd
jarred : jard

jasmine : jasmin

jealous : jelous

jealousy : jelousy

jeered: jeerd

jeopard: jepard

jeopardy : jepardy

jerked: jerkt

jessamine : jessamin

jibbed: jibd

joggle: jogl

joggled: jogld

joined: joind

jostle : josti

jostled: jostld

journal : jumal
journalism : jumalism

journalist: jurnalist

journey: jurney

journeyed: jumeyd
joust, just: just

judicative : judicativ

juggle: jugl

juggled: jugld

jumble: jumbl

jumbled : jumhld

jungle : jungl

justifiable: justifiabl

juvenile: juvenil, -ile

keelhauled : keelhauld

kettle: ketl

key, quay : key

kidnapped : kidnapt

kill : kil

kiUed: kild

kindle : kindl

kindled: kindld

kissed: kist

kitchen : kichen

knell : knel

knuckle : knuckl

knuckled : kmickld

labor, labour : labor

labored, laboured : labord

lacked: lackt

lamb : lam

lanched: lancht

languished: languisht

lapse : laps

lapsed: lapst

lashed: lasht

latch: lach

latched: lacht

lathered : latherd

laudable : laudabl

laugh: laf

laughed : laft

laughable: lafabl

laughter : lafter

launched: launcht

laxative : laxativ

lead (metal) : led

leaden : leden

league : leag

leagued: leagd

leaked : leakt

leaned : leand, lent

leaped, leapt : leapt, lept

learn : lern

learned : lem-ed, lernd

learning : lerning

learnt: lerrU

leased : least

leather : lether

leathern : lethem

leave : leav

leaven : leven

leavened : levend

leered: leerd

legible: legibl

legislative : legislativ

lenitive : lenitiv

leopard : lepard

lessened : lessend

leveled, levelled: leveld

leveling, levelling: level-

ing

lexicographer : lexicogra-

fer

lexicography: lexicografy

liable : liabl

lQ>eled, libelled: libeld

libertine : libertin, -ine

licensed : licenst

licked: lickt

lightened: lightend

limb: lim

limped: limpt

lipped : lipt

lisped: lispt

listened : listend

lithograph : lithograf

lithographed : lithograft

lithographer : lithografer

lithography : lithografy

little : lit!

live : liv

lived: livd

livelong : livlong

loathsome : loathsum

locked: lockt

loitered: loiterd

looked: lookt

loomed: lomnd

looped: loopt

loosed: loost

loosened : loosend

lopped : lopt

lovable : luvable

love: luv

loved : luvd

lovely : luvly

lucrative : lucrativ

luff: luf

luffed: luft

lull : lul

lulled: lidd

lumped: lumpt

lustre, luster : luster

lymph: lymf

lymphatic : lymfatic

lynched: lyncht

mailed: maild

maimed: inaim4

maintained: maintaind

maize : maiz

mailed: malld

malleable : malleabl

manacle : manacl

maneuver, manoeuvre : ma-

neuver

maneuvered, manoeuvred:

maneuverd

marched: marcht

marked: markt
marveled, ma-i'velled: mar-

veld

marvelous, marvellous

:

marvelous

masculine: maaculin

masked: maskt

massive: massiv

mastered: masterd

match: mach
matched: maekt

materialise, materialize

:

materialize

meadow : medow
meager, meagre : meager
meant: ment

measles: measls

measurable : mezurabl

measure : mezure
measured: mezured

meddle : medl

meddled: medld

meddlesome: medlsum
medicine : medicin

meditative: meditativ

melancholy: melancoly

memorable : memorabl
memorialise, memorialize:

memorialize

mephitic : mefitic

mephitis: mefltis

mercantile : mercantil, -ile

merchandise: merchandize

merchantable : merchant-

abl

meshed: mesht

messed: meH
metamorphose : metamor-

fose

metamorphosis: metamor-

fosis

metaphysics : metafysics

metre, meter : meter

mettle : metl

mettled: metid

mettlesome : metlsum

mewled: mewld

middle : midl

middling: midling

mildewed: mildewd

mill: mil

milled : mild, miUd
mimicked : mimickt

miracle : miracl

misbecome : misbeoum
miserable: miserabl

misgive : misgiv

missile: missil

missive : missiv

mistletoe : mistltoe

misuse, v.: misuze

mitre, miter : miter

mocked: mockt

money: muney
monitive: monitiv

monk: munk
monkey: munkey
monkish: munkish

monograph: monograf

monologue: monolog

monosyllable: mono&yllabl

moored: moord

mossed: most

motive: motiv

mouse, tJ.: mouz
mouser: mouzer

movable: movabl

mowed: mowd
muddle: mudl
muff : muf
muffed: m>vft

muffle: muff

muffled: mufid

mulched: mulcht

mumble: mumbl
mumbled: muynbld

munched: muncht
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murdered: murderd
murmured: murmurd
muscle: rauscl

mutable: mutabl

muzzle: muzl

muzzled: ntudd

myrtle: myrtl

7ia&&ed: nabd

nailed: naild

naphtha: naptha. naftha

narrative: narrativ

narrmced: narroicd

native: nativ

neared: neard

needle: need!

nejfative: negativ

nephew: nevew, nefew

nephritic : nefritic

nerve: nerv

nerved: nervd

nestle: nestl

nestled: nestld

nettle: netl

neutralise, ize : neutralize

newfangled: newfangld

newfashioned: newfashiond

nibble: nibl

nibbled: ntbld

nicked: nickt

nipple: nipl

nitre, niter: niter

noddle: nodi

nominative: nominativ

notable: notabl

notch : noch

notched: nocht

nourish: nurish

nourished: -lurisht

nozzle, nosle: nozl

nubile: nubil

null: nul

numb: num
numskull: numskul
nursed: nurst

nutritive: nutritiv

nuzzle: nuzl

nymph: nymf

oared: oard

objective; objectiv

observable: observabl

observe: obaerv

observed: observd

obtained: obtaind

obtainable: obtainabl

obtrusive: obtrusiv

occurred: occurd

odd: od

offence, offense: offense

offensive: offensiv

ofered: offerd

ogre, oger: oger

olive : oliv

once: onse

ooze : ooz

oozed: oozd

opened: opend

ophidian: ofldian

ophthalmic : ofthalmic

ophthalmy: ofthalmy

opposite: opposit

oppressed : opprest

oppressive: oppressiv

optative: optativ

oracle: oracl

orbed: orbd

ordered: orderd

organise, oi^anize: organize

orphan : orfan

orthographer: orthografer

orthographic: orthografic

orth<^raphy: orthografy

ostracise, ostracize: ostra-

cize

outlive: outliv

outspread: outspred

outstretch: outstrech

outstretched: outstrecht

outwalked: outwalkt

overawe: overaw

overawed: ooerawd

overpassed: overpast

overspread: overspred

owe: ow
owed: owd
owned: ownd
oxide, oxid: oxid

packed: packt

pack-thread: pack-thred

paddle: padl

paddled : padld

padlocked: padlockt

pained: paind

liaired: paird

palffiography : palseografy

palatable: palatabl

palatine: palatin, -ine

palled: palld

palliative: palliativ

palTned: pahnd
palpable; palpabl

paltered: palterd

pampered: pamperd

pamphlet; pamflet

pandered: pander

d

paneled, panelled : paneld

panicle: panicl

panicled : panicld

pantograph: pantograf

papered: paperd

parable: parabl

paragraph: paragraf

paragraphed: paragraft

paralleled: paralleld

paranymph: parauymf

paraphernalia: parafernalia

paraphrase: parafrase

paraphrast: parafrast

parboiled: parboUd

parceled, parcelled : parceld

parched: parcht

pardonable: pardonabl

pardoned: pardond

parleyed : parleyd

parliament: parlament

parsed: parst

partible: partibl

participle: participl

particle: particl

partitive : partitiv

passed, past: past

passable: passabl

passive : passiv

patch : pach

patched: pacht

patrolled: patrold

patterned: patternd

pavilioned : paviliond

pawed: pawd
pawned: pawnd
payable: payabl

peaceable: peaceabl

peached: peacht

pealed: peald

pearl: perl

peasant: pezant

peasantry: pezantry

pease, peas: peas

pebble: pebl

peccable: peccabl

pecked: peckt

pedagogue: pedagog

peddle: pedl

peddled : pedld

peddler: pedler

peduncle; peduncl

peeled: peeld

peeped: peept

peered: peerd

pegged: pegd

pell: pel

pellicle: pellicl

pell-mell: pel-mel

penned: pend

pence: pense

pencilled, penciled: pencUd

penetrable: penetrabl

penetrative : penetrativ

pensile; pensil, -ile

pensioned: pensiond

pensive: pensiv

people: peple

peppered: pepperd

perceivable : perceivabi

perceive: perceiv

perceived: perceivd

perceptible : perceptibl

perceptive: perceptiv

perched: percht

perfectible: perfectibl

perfective: perfectiv

perforative; perforativ

performed: per/ormd

performable: performabl

perilled, periled: perUd

periphery: perifery

periphrase : perifrase

periphrastic : perifrastic

perished: perisht

perishable: perishabl

periwigged: periwigd

periwinkle: periwinkl

perked: perkt

permeable: permeabl

permissible: permissibl

permissive: permissiv

perplexed : perplext

perquisite: perquisit

personable: personabl

perspective ; perspectiv

perspirable: perspirabl

persuadable: persuadabl

persuasive: persuasiv

pertained: pertaind

perturbed : perturbd

pervasive: pervasiv

perversive: perversiv

pervertible: pervertibl

pestered: pesterd

pestle: pestl

petit, petty: petty

petitioned : petitiond

petrifactive : petrifactiv

ph: f

phaeton i faeton

phalansterian: falansterian

phalanstery: falanstery

phalanx: falanx

phantasm: faiitasm

phantasmagoria: fantasma-

goria

phantom: fantom

pharmacy: farmacy

pharynx: farynx

phase: fase

pheasant: fezant

phenix: fenix

phenomenal: fenomenal

phenomenon: fenomenon

phial, vial: flal, vial

philander: filander

philanthropic: filanthropic

philanthropist : filanthro-

pist

philanthropy: fllanthropy

philharmonic: filharmonic

philippic: filippic

philologer: filologer

philological: filological

philologist: filologist

philology : filology

philomel: ftlomel

philopena: filopena

philosopher; filosofer

philosophic : filosofic

philosophize: fllosoflze

philosophy: fllosofy

phlebotomy: flebotomy

phlegm: flegm

phlegmatic: flegmatic

phlox: flox

phoenix, phenix: foenix,

fenix

phonetic: fonetic

phonetist: fonetist

phonic: fonic

phonograph: fonograf

phonographer : fonografer

phonographic : fonograflc

phonography: fonografy

phonologic: fonologic

phonologist : fonologist

phonology: fonology

phonotypy: fonotypy

phosphate: fosfate

phosphoric: fosforic

phosphorus: fosforus

photograph: fotograf

photographed: fotogra/t

photographer: fotografer

photographic: fotografic

photography: fotografy

photometer: fotometer

photometry: fotometry

phrase: frase

phraseology: fraseology

phrenologist ! frenologist

phrenology; frenology

phrenay, frenzy : frenzy

phthisic: tisic

phylactery: fylactery

physic : fysic

physical; fysical

physicked: fysickt

physician : fysician

physicist: fysicist

physics : fysics

physiognomist : fysiogno-

mist

physiognomy : fysiognomy

physiologic : fyslologic

physiologist: fysiologist

physiology: fysiology

phytography: fytografy

phytology: fytology

picked: pickt

pickle: pickl

pickled: pickld

picnicked: picnickt

pilfered: pilferd

pill: pil

pillowed: pillowd

pimped: pimpt

pimple: pimpl

pimpled: pimpld

pinned : pind

pinched: pincht

pinioned : piniond

pinked : pinkt

pinnacle: pinnacl

pintle : pintl

pioneered : pioneerd

pished: pisht

pitch : pich

pitched : picht

pitcher: picher

pitchy: pichy

pitiable; pitiabi

placable: placabl

plained: plaind

plaintiff; plaintif

plaintive: plaintiv

planned: pland

planked: plankt

plashed : plasht

plausible: plausibl

plausive: plausiv

played: playd

pleasant: plezant

pleasurable: plezurabl

pleasure: plezure

pledged: pledgd

pliable: pliabl

plough, plow: plow

plover: pluver

plow : see plough

plotved: plowd

plowable: plowabl

plucked : pluckt

plugged : plugd

plumb: plum
plumbed: plumd
plumber, plummer: plum-

mer
plumbing, plumming
plumming

plumb-line : plum-line

plumped : plumpt

plundered : plunderd

poached : poacht

poisoned : poisond

polished : polinht

polygraph: polygraf

polygraphy : polygrafy

polysyllable: polysyllabl

pommel, pummel: pum-
mel

pommded: pummdd
pondered: ponderd

ponderable: ponderabl

pontiff: pontif

poodle : poodl

popped : popt

porphyritic : porfjTitic

porphyry: porfyry

portable: portabl

portioned: portiond

portrayed: portray

d

positive : positiv

possessed : possest

possessive: possessiv

possible: possibl

potable: potabl

pottle: potl

pouched: pouchi

poured : pourd

powdered : powderd

practicable : practicabl

practise; practis

practised: practist

pranked : praiikt

prattle: pratl

prattled : pratld

prattler: pratler

prayed: prayd

preached: preacht

preamble: preambl

precative: precativ

preceptive: preceptiv

preclusive: preclusiv

preconceive: preconceiv

precursive: precursiv

predestine: predestin

predestined: predestind

predetermine: predetermin

predetermined: predeter-

mind
predicable; predicabl

predictive: predictiv

preetied : preend

pre-established : pre-e^ab-

lisht

preferable: preferabl

preferred: prefer

d

preflgurative : preflgurativ

prefix^: prefixt

prehensile : prehensil

prelusive: prelusiv

premise, premiss: prerois

premise, v.: premize

premised: premized

preordained: preordaind

preparative: preparativ

prepositive: prepositiv

prepossessed : prepossest

prerequisite: prerequisit

prerogative : prerogativ

prescriptive: prescriptiv

presentable: presentabi

preservative: preservativ

preserve: preserv

preserved: preservd

pressed: prest

presumable: presumabl

presumptive : presumptiv

pretense, pretence : pre-

tense

preterit, preterite: preterit

prevailed : prevaild

preventable: preventabl

preventive; preventiv

preyed: preyd

pricked: prickt

prickle: prickl

primitive: primitiv

principle : principl

principled : principld

prinked: prinkt

pruoned: prisond

pristine: pristin, -ine

privative: privativ

probable : probabl

probativ: probativ

procreative: procreativ

procurable : procurabl

producible: pi-oducibl

productive: productiv

productiveness: productlv-

ness

professed: profest

proffered : profferd

profitable : profttabl

progressed : progrest

progressive : progressiv

prohibitive : prohibitiv

projectile: projectil

prologue; prolog

prolonged: prolongd

promise : promia

promised: promist

promotive: promotiv

propped : propt

propagable: propagabl

propelled: propdd

prophecy: profecy

prophesy ; profray

prophet: profet

prophetess: profetess

prophetic: profetic

prophylactic : profylactic

proportioned: proportiond

proportionable : proportion-

abl

propulsive: propulaiv

proscriptive; proscriptiv

prospective ; prospectiv

prospered : prosperd

protective: protectiv

protractive: protractiv

protrusive: protrusiv

provable: provabl

provocative: provocativ

prowled: prowld

published : publisht

pitckered: puckerd

puddle; pudl

puddled: pudld

puddling: pudling

puerile : pueril, -ile

puff: puf

puffed : puft

pull: pul

pulled: pvld

pulsatile: pulsatil

pulsative: pulsativ

pulsed: pulst

pulverable: pulverabl

pumped : pumpt
punned: pund
punched: puncht

punished: punisht

punishable: punishabl

punitive: punitiv

purr: pur

purred: purd

purchasable: purchasabi

purgative: purgativ

purled: purld

purline, purlin : purlin

purloined: purloind

purple: purpl

purpled : pitrpld

pursed: puret

purveyed: purveyd

pushed: pusht

putative: putativ

putrefactive: putrefactiv

puttered : putterd

puzzle; puzl

puzzled : puzld

quacked: quackt

quadruple: quadrupl

quaff; quaf

quaffed: quaft

quailed: quaUd
qualitative: qualitativ

quantitative: quantitativ

quarreled, quarrelled: quar-

reld

quarrelsome : quarrelsum

quay, key : key

quell; quel

quelled : queld

quenched: quencht

queue, cue: cue

quibble: quibl

quibbled: quibld

quickened: quickend
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quiddle: quidl

quill: quil

quivered: qmverd

racked: rackt

raffle: rafl

raffled: rajtd

railed: raild

rained: raind

raise: raiz

raised: raizd

rammed: ramd
ramble: rambl

rambled: ramMd
ramped: rampt

rancor, rancour: rancor

ranked: rankt

rankle: rank!

ra}ikled: rarikld

ransacked: ransackt

ransomed: ransomd

rapped, rapt: rapt

rasped: raspt

rattle: rati

rattled: ratld

ravdedy ravelled: raveld

raveling, ravelling: ravel-

ing

ravened: racend

raviJihed: ravisht

reached: reacht

read: red

ready: redy

realm: relm

reaped: reapt

reared: reard

reasonable: reasonabl

reasoned: reasond

rebelled: rebeld

receipt: receit

receivable: recelvabl

receive: recelv

received: receivd

receptive; receptiv

recoiled: recoUd

rt'cover: recuver

recovered: recuverd

rectangle: rectangl

reddened: reddend

redoubt: redout

redressive: redreasiv

reductive: reductlv

reefed: reefi

rieked: reeki

reeU'i: reeld

referred: referd

reflective: reflectiv

reflexive: reflexiv

reformed: reformd

refonnative: reformativ

refreshed: refreskt

refusal: refuzal

refuse, v.'. refuze

regressive: regressiv

rehearse : reherse

rehearsed: reherst

reined: reind

rejmned: rejoind

relapse: relaps

rHapsed: relapst

relative: relativ

relaxed: relaxt

released: releast

relieve: rellev

relieved: relievd

relinquished: relinquisht

relished: relisht

remained: remaind

remarkable : remarkabi

remarked: remarkt

remembered: rememberd
remissible: reroiasibl

remunerative: remunerativ

rendered: render

d

renowned: renownd
repaired: repaird

reparable: reparabl

reparative: reparativ

repelled: repeld

replenished: replenisht

representative: representa-

tlv

443

repressed: represt

reprieve: repriev

reprieved: reprievd

reproached: reproacht

reproductive: reproductiv

reptile: reptil, -ile

republished: republisht

repulsive: repulsiv

requisite: requisit

resemble: res:embl

resemMed :
'. esembld

reserve: reserv

reserved: reservd

resistible: resistibl

resolve: resolv

resolved: resolvd

respective : respectiv

respite: respit

responsible: responsibl

responsive: responsiv

restive: restiv

restrained: restraind

restrictive: restrictiv

retailed: retaild

retained: retatnd

retaliative : retaliativ

retentive: retentiv

retouch : retuch

retouched: retucht

retrenched: retrencht

retributive : retributiv

retrievable : retrlevabl

, retrieve : retriev

retrieved: retrievd

retrospective : retrospectiv

returned: retumd
reveled, revelled: reveld

reveling, revelling : revel-

ing

reversed : reverst

reversible: reversibl

reviewed: revteted

revise : revize

revolve : revolv

revolved: revolvd

revulsive : revnlslv

rhyme, rime : rime

rhymer, rimer : rimer

ridden: ridn

riddle : ridl

riddled: ridld

riJTrafl: rifraf

rigged : rigd

rigor, rigour : rigor

rill : ril

rime, rhyme : rime

rimple : rimpl

rinsed : rinst

ripened: ripend

ripple : ripl

rippled : ripld

rise, r.: rize

risen: rizn

risible : Hsibl

risked: riskt

rivaled, rivaUed: rivald

riven: rivn

riveted, rivetted : riveted

roared: roard

robbed: robd

rocked : rockt

roiled: roUd

rolled: rold

romped: rompt

roofed: rooft

roomed: roomd

rose: roze

rotten : rotn

rough : ruf

roughen : rufen

roughened: rufend

roughening: riifening

rowed: rowd

ruff: ruf

ruffed: rvft

ruffle: rufl

rundle : rundl

rushed: rusht

rustle : rustl

rustled : rustld

saber, sabre : saber

sabered: saberd

sacked : sackt

saddened: saddend

saddle : sadl

saddled: sadld

sagged : sagd

sailed: saild

saltpetre, -peter : saltpeter

salve : salv

salved: salvd

samphire : samflre

sanative : sanativ

sandaled : sandald

sanguine : sanguin

sapphire : saffire

sardine : sardin, -ine

sashed: sasht

sauntered: saunterd

savior, saviour: savior

savor, savour: savor

savored, savoured: savord

scalped: scalpi

scanned: scand

scarred: scard

scarce: scarse

scarcity: scarsity

scarfed: scarf

t

scattered : scatterd

scent, sent: sent

scepter, sceptre : scepter

sceptered, sceptred : scep-

terd

sceptic, skeptic: skeptic

scholar: scolar

scholastic: scolaatic

school ; scool

schooner: scooner

scimitar, clmltar: cimltar

scissors: clssors

scoff: scof

scoffed: scoft

scooped: scoopt

scorned: scomd
scottred: seourd

scourge: scurgc

scrabble: scrabl

scramble: scrambi

scrambled: scrambld

scratch: scrach

scratched: seracht

scrawled: scrawld

screamed: screamd

screeched: screecht

screened: screend

screxced: screwd

scribble: scribl

scribbled: scribld

scrubbed: scrubd

scuflle: scufl

scuffled: seujld

scull: scul

seuUed: seuld

scummed: scuind

scurrile: scurril

scuttle: scuti

scuttled: scvUd

scythe, sithe: sithe

sealed: scald

seamed: seamd

search: serch

searched: sercht

seared: seard

Beasonable: seasonabl

secliisive: seclusiv

secretive: secretlv

sedative: sedativ

seductive: seductiv

seemed: second

seesatved: seesatcd

seize: seiz

seized: seizd

sell : sel

selves: selvs

sensed: senst

sensible: sensibl

sensitive: sensitiv

separable: separabl

separative: Beparativ

sepulcher, sepulchre: sep-

ulcher

sepulchered, sepulchred: sep-

ulcherd

sequestered: sequesterd

seraph : seraf

seraphic: seraflc

seraphim : seraflm

serve: serv

served: servd.

serviceable: serviceabl

servile : servil, -ile

sessile: sessil, -ile

settle: setl

settled : setld

settlement: setlment

sewed: sewd

sextlle: sextil

shackle : shackl

shackled: shackld

shadoived: shadowd

shall: shal

shambles: shambis

sharpened: sharpend

sheared: sheard

sheaves: sheavs

shell: shel

shelled: sheld

sheltered: shelterd

shelve: shelv, «AeZ(j«

shelved: shelvd

sheriff: sherif

shingle: shingl

shingled: shingld

shingles: shingls

shipped: shipt

shirked: shirkt

shivered: shiverd

shocked: shockt

shopped: shopt

shortened: shortend

shove : shuv

shoved: shuvd

shoving: shuving

shovel: shuvel

shoveled: shuveld

showed: shmcd

shrieked: shriekt

shrill: shril

shrugged: shrugd

shuffle: shufl

shuffled: shufld

shuttle: shuttl

siccative: siccativ

sickened: sickend

sieve: siv

sighed: sigM,

signed: signd

significative : slgnitlcatlv

sill: sU

silvered: sUverd

simple: simpl

since: sinse

single: slngl

singled: singld

sipped: sipt

siphon: slfon

sithe : see scythe

sizable: sizabl

sketch: skech

sketched: skecht

skiff: skif

skill: skil

skilled: skild

skimmed: skimd

skinned: skitid

skipped: skipt

skull: skul

skulled: skidd

backed: slackt

slackened: slackend

slammed: slamd

slapped: slapt

slaughter: slauter

slaughtered: slauierd

sleeve: sleev

sleeved: sleevd

xlidden: slidn

slipped: slipt

slivered: sliverd

slouched: sloucht

slough: Bluf

sloughed: slvft

slumbered: slumberd

slurred: slurd

sm^acked: smackt

smashed: smasht

smeared: smeard

smell : smel

smelled: smeld, smelt

smirked: smirkt

smoothed: smoothd

smuggle: smugl
smuggled: smugld

snaffle: snaft

snapped: snapt

snarled: snarld

snatch: snach

snatched: snachl

sneaked: sneakt

sneered: sneer

d

sneeze: sneez

sneezed: sneezd

sniff: snif

sniffed: snift

snivel: snivel

sniveled, snivelled: snineld

snooze: snooz

snoozed: snoozd

snowed: snowd

snubbed: snubd

snuff: snuf

snuffed: snvft

snuffle: snufl

snuffled: snuftd

snuggle: snugl

snuggled: snugld

soaked: soakt

Hoaped: soapt

soared: soard

sobbed: sobd

sobered: soberd

sodden : sodn

softened: softend

soiled: soild

sojourn : sojurn

sojourned: sojumd

sojourner: sojurner

soldered: solderd

soluble: solubl

solutive: solutlv

solve: Bolv

solved: solvd

sombre, somber: somber

some: sum
-some: 'SUm

somebody: sumbody
somehow: sumhow
somersault, sumersault:

sumersault

somerset: sumerset

something: sumthing
son : sun

sophism : soflsm

sophist: soflst

sophisticate: soflsticate

sophistry: sofistry

sophomore: sofomore

sophomoric: sofomoric

soured: sourd

source: sourse

southerly: sutherly

southern : suthern

southron : suthron

sovereign : soveren

sovereignty: soverenty

sowed: sowd

spanned: spand

spangle: spangl

spangled: spangld

spanked: spankt

sparred: spard

sparkle: sparkl

sparkled: sparkld

spattered: spatterd

speared: speard

specked: speckt

speckle : speckl

speckled: speckld

spectacle : spectacl

spectacles: spectacle

specter, spectre : specter

spell : spel

spelled: speld

spewed : spewd

sphenoid : sfenoid

sphere : sfere

spherical : sferical

spherics: sferics

spheroid ; sferoid

spherule : sfenile

sphinx : sflnx

spill : spil

spilled: spUd, spilt

spindle: spindl

spindled : spindld

spittle : spitl

splashed : splaskt

spoiled: spoUd, spoilt

sponge : spunge

sprained: spraind

sprawled: sprawld

spread : spred

sprlght : sprite

sprightly: spritely

spurred : spurd

spurned: spumd
sputtered: sputterd

squandered: sqtuinderd

squawled: squauid

squeaked: squeakt

squealed: squeald

squeeze : squeez

squeezed: squeezd

stacked: slackt

staff : staf

stained: staind

stalled: stalld

stammered: stammerd

slaynped: stampt

stanched: stancht

starred: stard

startle : startl

startled: startld

starve : starv

starved: starvd

stayed: stayd

stead : sted

steadfast : stedfast

steady: stedy

stealth: stelth

steamed: steamd

beeped: steept

steeple : steepi

steered: steerd

stemmed: stemd

stenographer: stenografer

stenographic : stenograflc

stenography : stenografy

Pepped: slept

sterile: steril

slewed: stewd

stickle: stickl

stickled: stickld

stiff : stif

stiffened: stiffend

still : stil

stiUed: stild

stirred: stird

stitch : stich

stitched: sticht

stocked: stockt

stomach : stumac

sUnnached: stumact

stomachic : stumachic

stooped: stoopt

stopped: stopt

stopple: stopl

stormed: stormd

stowed: stowd

straddle : stradl

straddled: stradld

straggle : stragl

stmggled: stragld

strained: straind

strangle: strangl

strangled: strangld

strapped: strapt

streaked: streakt, streaked

strengthened: strengthend

stretch : strech

stretched: strecht

stricken: strickn

stripped: stript

striven: strivn

stroll: strol

strolled: strolld, strold

stubble : stubl

stuff : stuf, stt^s

stuffed: stuft



AMENDED SPELLINGS
dumped: stumpt

etttttered: t^uUerd

subjectire: subjectiv

subjunctive: subjunctiv

submissive: submissiv

subtile : subtil

subtle : sutl

subtly : sutly

subTcrsive : subversiv

successive : successiv

succor, succour : succor

succored, succoured: succord

succumb : succum
su4Tumbed: succumd

sucked: suckt

suclile: snckl

sucHed: suekld

suffered: sufferd

suffixed: suffixt

suffuse: suffuze

suggestive : suggestiv

suitable : suitabi

sulphate : sulfate

sulphur: sulfur

sulphurate : sulfurate

sulphuret : sulfuret

sulphuric : sulfuric

sulphurous : sulfurous

summed: sumd
sundered: sunder

d

superlative : superlativ

supple : supl

suppressed: supprest

suppurative : suppurativ

surcingle : surcingl

surpassed: surpast

surprise: surprize

surveyed: survey

d

swaddle : swaddl

mvagged: sivagd

swallowed: swallowd

swamped: swampt
swayed: swayd

sweat: swet

sweetened: sweeteiid

swell: swel

swelled: sweld

sivdtered: swelterd

swerve : awerv

swerved: swervd

swollen, swoln: swoln

swooned: swoond

sylph : sylf

synagogue : synagog

tabernacle: tabernacl

tacked: taekt

tackle : tackl

tackled: tackld

tactile : tactil

tagged: tagd

talked: talkt

talkative : talkativ

tanned: tand

tangible : tangibl

tapped: tapt

tapered: taper

d

tarred: tard

tariff: tarif

tasked: taskt

tasseled: tasseld

tattered: tatterd

tattle : tatl

tatOed: taUd

taxed: taxt

taxable : taxabl

teachable : teachabl

teemed: teemd

telegraph : telegraf

telegraphed: telegrOfft

telegraphic : telegrafic

telegraphy: telegrafy

telephone : teletone

telephonic: telefonic

tell: tel

tempered: temperd

temple: tempi

tenable : tenabl

tendered: tenderd

termed: termd

terrible : terribl

thanked: thankt

thawed: thawd

theater, theatre : theater

themselves: themselvs

thence : thense

thickened: tkicketid

thieve: thiev

thieved: thievd

thimble: thimbl

thinned: thind

thistle: thistl

thorough: thuro

though, tho' : tho

thrashed: thrasht

thread : thred

threat : thret

threaten : threten

threatened: thretend

thriU: thril

thrilled: thrild

throbbed: throbd

thronged: throngd

throttle: throtl

throttled: throtld

through, thro' : thru

throughout: thruout

thrummed: thrumd

thumb: thum
thumbed: thumd
thumped: thumpt

thundered: thunderd

thwacked: thivackt

ticked: tickt

tickle : tickl

tickled: ticHd

tierce: tierse

till: til

tUlable : tillabl

tilled: tild

tinned: tind

tingle : tingl

tingled: tingld

tinkered: tinkerd

tinkle : tinkl

tinkled: tinkld

tipped, tipt: tipt

tipple: tipl

tijipled: tipld

tipstaff : tipstaf

tiresome : tiresura

tlsic : see phthisic

tittered: titterd

tittle : titl

toiled: toild

toilsome: toilsum

tolerable : tolerabl

tolled: tolld, told

ton : tun

tongue: tung

tongued : tungd

toothed: tootht

toothache : toothake

topographer : topografer

topography: topografy

topple : topi

toppled: topld

tossed, tost: tost

tottered: totter

d

touch : tuch

touched: tucht

touchy: tuchy

tough : tuf

toughen : tufen

toughened: tu/end

towed: toivd

toyed: toyd

traceable; traceabl

tracked: trackt

tractable : tractabl

trafficked: traffickt

trailed: traild

trained: traind

tramped: trampt

trample: trampl

trampled: trampld

trance: transe

tranquillize, tranquillise

:

tranquilize

tran^erred: transfer

d

tran^ormed: transformd

transfuse : transfuze

Cransmissive : transmissiv

trapped: trapt

trapa7ined: trapand

traveled, travelled: traveld

traveler, traveller : traveler

treacherous : trecherous

treachery: trechei-y

treacle : tread

tread : tred

treadle : tredl

treatise : treatis

treasure : trezure

treasurer : trezurer

treasury: trezury

treble: trebl

tremble: trembl

trembled: trembld

trenched : trencht

trepanned: trepand

trespassed: trespast

trestle : trestl, tressel

tricked: trickt

trickle : trickl

trickled: trickld

Iriglyph : triglyf

triU: trU

trilled: trild

trimmed: trimd

tripped: tript

triple : tripl

tripled: tripld

triumph : triumf

triumphed: trium/t

triumphal : triumfal

triumphant: triumfant

trodden: trodn

trooped: troopt

trouble : trubl

troubled: trubld

troublesome : trublsum

troublous : trublous

trough : trof

trucked: truckt

truckle : truckl

truckled: truckld

trumped: trumpt

tucked: tuckt

tugged: tugd

tumble : tumbl

tumbled: tumbld

turned: turnd

turtle : turtl

twaddle : twaddl

twanged: twangd

tweaked: tweakt

twelve : twelv

twill : twil

tvnlled: ttoUd

twinkle: twinkl

tivinkled: tvrinkld

twirled: tivirld

twitch : twich

tvMched: twicht

twittered: twitterd

typographer: typografer

typographical : typografi-

cal

typography: typografy

un- (n^ativ prefix) : see the

simpl forms,

uucle: unci

unwonted: unwunted

use, V. ; uze

usual : uzual

uterine : uterin, -ine

vaccine : vaccin, -ine

valuable : viUuabl

valve : valv

vamped: vampt

vanished: vanisht

varnished: vanquisht

vapor, vapour : vapor

vapored, vapoured: vapord

variable : variabl

vegetable : vegetabl

vegetative : vegetativ

vehicle: vehicl

veil: veil

veiled : veild

veined: veind

veneered: veneerd

ventricle : ventricl

veritable: veritabl

versed: verst

versicle: versicl

vesicle: vesicl

viewed: viewd

vigor, vigour: vigor

vindictive: vindictiv

vineyard: vinyard

visible; visibl

vocative; vocativ

volatile: volatil, -ile

vouched: voueht

tcafered: wafer

d

wagged: wagd
wagered: wagerd

waggle: wagl

waggled: wagld

wailed: waild

waive: waiv

waived: waivd

ivalked: walkt

warred: icard

warble: warbl

ivarhled: warbld

vanned: warmd
washed: washt

watch: wach
watched: wachi

watered: waterd

waxed: waxt

weakened: weakend

wealth: welth

wealthy: welthy

weaned: weand
weapon: wepon
weather: wether

weathered: wetherd

weave: weav
webbed : webd
weened: weend

welcome: welcum
uvlcomed: welcumd
well: wel

welled: uvld

were: wer

wheeled: wheeld

wheeze: wheez

wheezed: wheezd

whence: whense

whimpered: whimper

d

whipped: whipt

whir, whirr: whir

whirred: whird

ivhirled: whirld

whisked: whiskt

whispered: ichisperd

whistle: whistl

whistled: whistld

ivhizzed: whizd

whole: hole

wholesale: holesale

wholesum: holesum

wholly: holely

whooped: whoopt

will: wil

willed: willd, wild

willful, wilful: wilful

wimble; wimbl

icinged: wingd

mnked: ivinkt

winnowed: winnowd

wintered: winterd

wished: wisht

witch: wich

witched: wicht

withered: witherd

withholden: withholdn

Ufomen: udmen
won: wun
wonder: wunder
wondered: wunder

d

wonderful : wunderful

wondrous: wundroua

wont: wunt
wonted: wunted
worked: workt

worm: wurm
wormed: wurmd
worry: wurry

worse: wurse

worship: wurshlp

worshiped, worshipped: wur-

shipt

worst: wurst

worth; wurth

worthless: wurthless

worthy; wurthy

wrangle: wrangl

wrangled: wrangld

wrapped: torapt

ureaked: wreakt

wrecked: wreckt

tprenched: wrencfU

wrestle: wrest!

wrestled: wrestld

wretch: wrech

wretched: wreched

wriggle: wrigl

wriggled: wrigld

wrinkle: wrinkl

wrinkled: UTinkld

written: tcritn

xanthine: xanthin

xylography: xylografy

yawned: yaumd
yeaned: yeand

yearn: yern

yearned: yernd

yell: yel

yelled: yeld

yeoman : yoraan

yerked: yerkt

young: yung

zealot: zelot

zealous: zelous

zephyr: zefyr

zincography: zincografy

zoography: zoografy
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Appleton's Cyclopaedia of Applied Mechanics.

Arabian Nights. Lane's and Bmton'a editions used.

Arbor's English Gamer. Arber's Eng. Gamer
Arber's English Reprints. Arber's Eng. Reprints, or ed. Arber

Arbuthnot, John (1667-1736). Scottish physician and author. Arbuthnot

Archseologia (1770 - ). Published by the Society of Antiquaries, London. Archseologia

Archaeological Association, Journal of British. See Journal.

Archaeological Journal (1845- ). Published quarterly by the .^rcha;ologi-

cal Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Archseol. Inst. Jour.

Archaeology, American Journal o£ See American.

Arden of Feversham (1592). Anonymous historical tragedy. Arden of Feversham

Argot and Slanr, Dictionary of (1887). Edited by A. Barrire.

Diet. 0/ Argot and Slang, and Barr^re

Argyll, Eighth Dulce of (George Douglas Campbell) (1823-1900). Scottish

statesman aiui author. Argyll

Armin, Robert. English actor and poet ("A Nest of Ninnies," 1608.) Armin

Armstrong, John (1709?-1779). British poet, essayist and physician. Annstronfl

Arnold, Sir Edwin (1832- ). English poet journalist, and Orientalist Edwin Arnold

JVrnold, Matthew (1822-1888). English critic and poet M. Arnold

Arnold, Richard (died 1521?). English antiquary. ("Arnold's Chronicle,

"

a miscellany, 1.502 ; reprinted 1811.) Arnold's Chronicle

Arnold, Thomas (1796-1842). English historian and educator.

Arnold, or Dr. Arnold

Arnold, Thomas (1823 - 19(X)). English miscellaneous writer. (See Catholic

Dictionary.) T. Arnold

Arnold's (Chronicle. See Arnold, Rtehard.

Amway, John (1601-1653). English clergyman. Amway

Art of the Old English Potter. L. M. Solon.

Anmdel, Thomas (1353-1414). Archbishop of Canterbury. Atp. Arundel

Ascham, Roger (1516-1668). English scholar and author. Ascham
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Ash, John {died 1?79). English lexicographer. (" The New and Complete

Dictionary of the English Language," 1776.) Ash

Ashbumer, caiarles Albert (1854-1889). American geologist Aghburner

Asbbumer, John. English physician. J. Ashburner

Ashmole, Elias (1617-1692). English antiquary. Aehmole

Ashton, John (1834 - ). English writer. J. Ashton

Astle, Thomas (1735-1803X English antiquary. Thomas AsUe

AthensBum, The (1828- ). English weekly literary review. AthenaEum

Atkins, John (1680-1767). English surgeon and traveler. Alkins

Atkinson, Edward (1827- ). American economist. E.Atkinson

Atlantic Monthly (1857- ). American monthly literary periodical. The Atlantic

Atterbury, Francis (1662-1732X Bishop of Rochester. Atterbiirii, or Bp. Atterhurij

Atwater, Lyman HotChkiSS (1813-1S83). American clergyman and phllo-

soptiical writer. Atwater

Aubrey, John (1626 - 1697). English antiquary. Aubrey

Audsley, George Ashdowu (1838- ). See W. J. Audsley.

Audsley, William James. Compiler (with G. A. Audsley) of "Dictionary

of Architecture and the Allied Arts." Audrey

Audubon, John James (1780 - 1851). American naturalist. Auduion

Austen, Jane (1776 - 1817). English novelist. Jaw Austen

Austin, William (1587 - 1634). English religious and miscellaneous writer.

Austin, or W. Austin

k Wood. See Wood.

Ayenbite of Inwyt, The (about 1340). Translation by Dan Michel of a

French treatise. (E. E. T. S.) , Ayenbite of iJtunjt

Ayllffe, John (1676 -1732). English Jurist. Ayliffe

Aylmer, John (1621 - 1594). Bishop of London. Bp. Aylmer

Ayre, John (about 1837). British writer. Ayre

Aytoun, William Edmonstoune (1813-1865). Scottish poet and essayist. Aytoun

Babbage, Charles (1792-1871). English mathematician. Babbage

Bacon, Francis (Baron Verulam, Viscount St. Albans) (1561 - 1626). English

statesman, philosopher, and essayist. Bacon

Bacon, Nathaniel (1693-1660). English lawyer. N.Bacon

BadCOCk, John (pseudonym "Jon Bee"). Author of a life of Samuel Foote,

1830. Jon Bee

Badeau, Adam (1831 - 1895). American military officer and author. Badeau

Badham, Oharles David (1806-1867). English naturalist. Badham
Badminton Library of Sports and Pastimes. Badminton Library

Bagehot, Walter (1826-1877). English economist and essayist. Bagehot

Bailey, Nathan (died 1742). English lexicographer and translator. ("Uni-

versal Etymological Dictionary," 1721 ; editions used, 1727, 1731, 1738, 1749,

1765.) Bailey

Bailey, Philip James (1816 - ). English poet.
'

p. J. Bailey, or Bailey

Baillie, Joanna (1762 - 1861). English poet and dramatist. J. Bailiie

Bain, Alexander (1818- ), Scottisli writer on pliilosophy, rhetoric, etc. A. Bain

Balnbridge, Christopher (died 1514). Cardinal and Archbishop of York.

Card. Bairibridge

Baines, Edward (1774-1848). English journalist and author. Baines

Baird, Spencer Fullerton (1823-1887). American naturalist. S. F. Baird

Balrd, William (1803-1872). British naturalist. Baird

Baker, James (1831- ). British military officer and author. J.Baker

Baker, John Gilbert (1834- ). English botanist. J. G. Baker

Baker, Sir Richard (1668-1645). English chronicler. Baker

Baker, Sir Samuel White (1821 - 1893). English explorer in Africa. Sir S. W. Baker

Baker, Thomas (16!')6-1740). English antiquary. T. Baker

Baker, William Mumford (1826-1883). American clergyman and novelist.

W. M. Baker

Balch, William Ralston. Compiler of "Mines, Miners, and Mining In-

terests of the United States in 1882." Balch

Bale, John (1495-1663). Bishop of Ossor}', Ireland, and dramatist. Bp. Bale

Balfour, Sir Andrew (leso- 1694). Scottish physician and botanist. Sir A. Balfour

Balfour, Sir James (leoO- 1657). Scottish antiquary and poet. Sir J. Bal/mir

Balfour, James (1706-1795). Scottish philosophical writer. Balfour

Balfour, John Button (1808 -1884). Scottish botanist. J. U. Balfour

Ball, Sir Robert Stawell (1840 - X Astronomer royal of Ireland. R. S. Ball

Ballads, English and Scotch (1857-8 ; edition used, 1886-90). Edited by

PYancis James Child. Child's Ballads

Ballantine, James (1808-1877). Scottish poet and miscellaneous writer.

J. Ballantine

Bancroft, Edward (1744-1821). English chemist and naturalist. E.Bancroft

Bancroft, George (1800-1891). American historian. Bancroft

Bancroft, Hubert Howe (1832- ). American historian. H. Bancroft

Bancroft, Richard (1544-1610). Archbishop of Canterbury. Bp. Baiuroft

Banim, John (1798-1842). Irish novelist, poet, and dramatist. Banim
Barbour, John (died 1395). Scottish poet. Barbour

Barclay, Alexander (died 1662). British poet, scholar, and divine.

Alex. Barclay, or Barclay

Baret. See J. Barret.

Barham, Richard Harris (1788-1845). English clergyman, author of " In-

goldsby Legends." Barham
Baring-Gould, Sabine (1834 - ). English clergyman, misceUaneous writer.

Baring-Oould

Barlow, Alfred. Eugllsh writer. ("History and Principles ol Weaving,"

2d ed., 1879.) A. Barlow

Barlow, Joel (17647-1812). American poet. J. Barlow

Barlow, Thomas (1607-1691); Bishop of Lincoln. Bp. Barlow

Barnes, Robert (1816- ). British medical writer. Jl. Barnes

Barnes, Thurlow Weed (1863 - ). American author. T. W. Barnes

Bamfleld, Richard (1674-1627). English poet. Barnjield

Barr, Amelia Edith (1831 - ). American novelist. A. E. Barr

Barrere, A. See Argot and Leland.

Barret or Baret, John (died about I.68O). English lexicographer. ("An
Alvearie," an English-Latin dictionary, 1673; ed. Fleming, 1680.) Barret, or Baret

Barrett, Benjamin Fisk (I8O8- ). American Swedenborgian clergyman. B. /•'. Barrett

Barrett, Eaton Stannard (1786-1820). British poet and satirist. E. S. Barrett

Barrett, William Alexander (1836- ). English writer on music. (See

Stainer.

)

Barrington, Daines (1727-1800). English antiquary and naturalist. Barrington

Barrington,Shute (1734-1826). Bishop of Durham. Bp. Barrington

Barrough or Barrow, Philip (about 1690). English physician. Philip Barrough

Barrow, Isaac (1630-1677). English divine and mathematician. Barrow

Barrows, William (1S15- ). American clergyman. IT. Barrows

Barry Cornwall See Procter.

Barry, Lodowlck. British dramatist ("Kam Alley," I6II). L.Barry
Barry, ML J. Englisli poet. U. J. Barry

Bartholow, Roberts (1831- ). American medical writer. Barthdou
Bartlett, John (I820- ). American editor and compiler. ("Familiar Quota-

tions," 1855; edition used, 1882.)

Bartlett, John Russell (1805-1886). American author and compiler. ("Dic-

tionary of Americanisms," 1860; edition used, 1877.) Bartlett

Barton, John. English botanist. J. Barton

Bartram, John (1699-1777). American botanist. Bartram

Bastlan, Henry Charlton (1837- ). English biologist and medical writer. Bastion

Bastin, Edson Sewell(1843-). American botanist. J5a««»

Bates, Samuel Penniman (1827- ). American teacher and historical writer.

S. P. Bates

Bates, WilUam (1626-1699). English theologian. Bates

Battle, WUUam (1704-1776). English physician. Battle

Baxter, Andrew (died 1760). Scottish philosophical writer. A. Baxter

Baxter, Richard (1615-1691). English theologian. Baxter

Bayly, Thomas Haynes (1797-1839). English poet. T. U. Bayly

Bayne, Peter (1830 -1896). Scottish essayist P. Bnyne
Beaconsfleld, Earl of. See Disraeli.

Beale, Lionel Smith (1828- ). English physiologist L. Beale, or Beale

Seattle, James (1735-1803). Scottish poet and author. BeatUe

Beaumont, Francis (died 1616). English dramatist. Beaummil

Beaumont and Fletcher. English dramatists. (Francis Beaumont and
John Fletcher.) Beau, and Fl.

Beaumont, Sir John (1583 ?-1627). English poet Sir J. Beaumont

Beaumont, Joseph (1616-1699). English poet J.Beaumont
Beckett, Sir Edmund (Lord Grimthorpe) (1816- ). English author. .Sir E. Beckett

Beckford, William (1759-1844). Englisli writer and collector, author ol

"Vathek." Beckford

Becon, Thomas (about 1612-1667). English Reformer. Becon

Beddoes, Thomas (1760-1808). English physician. BeMoes

Bedell, William (1571 -1642). Bishop of Kilmore and Ardagh, Ii eland. Bp. Bedell

Bee, Jon. See Badcock.

Beecher, Henry Ward (1813-1887). American clergyman and author. H. Tf'. Beecher

Beecher, Lyman (1775-1863). American clergyman and author. Lyman Beecher

Behmen, Behme, or Boehme, Jakob (1575 - 1624). German mystic. J. Behmen

Behn, Aphra (1640-1689J. English writer of plays and novels. Jl/r». Behn
Behrens, Julius WUhelm. German botanist Translation by A. B. Hervey

and E. H. Ward. Behrent

Belfield, William T. (1865- ). American physiologist W. T. Belfield

Bell, Acton. See A. Bronte.

Bell, Alexander Melville (I8I9- ). Scottish writer on phonetics. MelvUle Bell

Bell, Currer. See C. Bronte.

Bell, Ellis. See E. J. Bronte.

Bell, Thomas (1792-1880). English naturalist Tho$. BeU

Bell, William (died 1839). Writer on Scots law. BeU
Bell's British Theatre (London, 1797).

Bellamy, Charles J. (1852- ). American journalist C. J. Bellamy

Bellamy, Edward (1850- ). American Journalist and novelist E.Bellamy

Bellows, Henry Whitney (1814-1882). American clergyman. Bellows

Belsham, Thomas (1750-1829). English clergyman. Belsham

Belsham, William (1763-1827). English historian and political writer.

W, Belsham, or Belsham

Benjamin, Samuel Greene Wheeler (1837-). American miscellaneous

writer. S. G. R*. Benjamin

Bennet, Thomas (1673-1728). English divine. Bennet

Benson, George (1699-1762). English divine. Dr. G. Benson

Benson, Martin (1689-1762). Bishop of Gloucester. Bp. Benton

Benson, Thomas. English lexicographer. (" Vocabulariura Anglo-Saxoni-

cum," 1701.)

Bentham, George (1800-1884). English botanist G. Bentham

Bentham, Jeremy (1748 - 1832). English writer on politics and Jurisprudence. Bentham

Bentinck, Lord George (George Frederick Cavendish) (1802-1848). English

politician. Lord George Bentinck

Bentley, Richard (I662-1742). English classical scholar. Bentley

Bentley, Robert (1821 -1893). English botanist Jt. Bentlrii

Benton, Joel (1S32- ). American essayist. Joel Benton

Benton, Thomas Hart (1782-1858). American stAtesman. T.H.Benton

Berger, E. See E. S. Sheppard.

Berlngton, Joseph (1746-1827). English Roman Catholic divine. Berington

Berkeley, George (1685-1763). Bishop of Cloyne, Ireland, and philosopher.

Berkeley, or Bp. Berkeley

Berkenhout, John (died 1791). English physician, naturalist, and miscella-

neous writer. Berkenhout

Bernard, Richard (died 1641). English Puritan divine. R. Bernard

Bemers, Lord (John Bourchier) (1467-1633). English statesman, translator

of Froissart's "Chronicle," etc. Bemers

Bemers, Juliana (15th centui-y). Reputed English writer on heraldr>'. hunt-

ing, and flshlng. Juliana Berttert
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W. BesantBesant, Sir Walter (1838- ). English novelist.

Bessey, Chaxlea R (lS4o - ). American botanist.

Betham-Edwards, Matilda Barbara (1836- ). English noyelist and writer

of travels. 3/. Betham-Edwards
Beverldge, William (163r-1708). Bishop of St. Asaph. £p. Beveridge

Beverley or Beverly, Robert (1675 ?- 17ie). American historical writer. Beverley

Bevls or Beves of Hampton (Hamtoun) (about 1320 -1330). Translation of

an Anglo-Norman romance. Beves of IJamtoun
Bible. English Authorized (1811) and Revised (1881, 1884) Versions ; Middle

English Version (about 1300) ; Wyclif (Oxford, about 1384 ; Purvey, about

1385); Tyndale's Bible (1525); Coverdale (1536); Bible of 1561; Geneva
Version (1560) ; Douay (and Eheims) Version (1682, 1609-10).

Bibllotbeca Sacra (1&41 - ). American quarterly theological review. Bibliotheca Sacra

Bickerstaff, Isaac (1736 7-1812). British dramatic writer. Bickergtaff

Bickersteth, Edward Henry (1825- ). Bishop of Exeter. Biekersteth

Billrotll, Theodor (1829- 1894). German surgeon. Billroth

Bingham, Joseph (1688-17-23X English writer on ecclesiastical antiquities. Binyimm
Birch, Thomas (1705-176(i). English historian and biographer. Birch

Birdwood, Sir Ceorge Christopher Molesworth (1832 - ). Anglo-Indian

writer on Eastern subjects. Birdwood
Bishop, Joel Prentiss (18U-). American writer on law. Bishop

Black, William <1841-18i)8). Scottish novelist W. Black

BlacMe, John Stuart (180J-18SJ6X Scottish essayist and poet. J. S. Blackie

Blackmore, Sir Richard (died 1729). English poet and author. Sir B.'Blachnore

Blackmore, Richard Doddridge (1825 - 1900). English novelist. Ji. D. Blackmore

Blackstone, Sir William (1723-1780). English jurist Blackstmic

Blackwall, Anthony (1674-1730). English classical scholar. Blackwall

Blackwood's Magazine (1817 -). Scottish monthly litcrai-y magazine.

Blaclrwood's Mag.

Blaikie, William (1843- ). American writer on physical training. Blaikie

Blaine, James aillesple (1830-1893). American statesman. J. Q. Blaine

Blair, Hugh (1718-1800). Scottish preacher and critic. Dr. Blair, oi H. Blair

Blair, Robert (1699-1746). .Scottish poet. Blair

Blake, WiUlam (1757-1827). English poet Blake

Blamire, Susanna (1747- 1794X English poet. Blamire

Blanqui, J^rflme Adolphe (1793-1864). French political economist. Blanqui

Blasema, Pietro. Italian physicist. ("Theory of Sound," trans., 1876.) Blasema
Blessington, Countess of(Marguerite Power) (1789 - 1849). English novelist

Lady Blemjigton

Bloomfleld, Robert (1766-1823). English poet. Bloomfield

Blount, Sir Henry (1602 - 1B82). English traveler. Sir H. Blount

Blount, Thomas (1618-1679). English lexicographer. ("Glossographia,"

16.56, 1670; 'A Law Dictionary," 1670.) Blount

Blundevllle, Thomas (lived about 1560). English miscellaneous writer. Blundeville

Blunt, John Henry (18-23 -1884). English ecclesiastical writer. ("Dictionary

of Doctrinal and mstorical Theology," 2d ed., 1872; "Dictionary of Sects,

Heresies, and Schools of Religious Thought," 1874.) J. U. Blunt, or Blunt

Blunt, John James (1794 -185.5). English divine. J. J. Blunt

Blyth, Edward (lslO-1873). English zoologist Blyth

Boardman, George Dana (1828- ). American clergyman. <J. D. Boardman

Boat Sailer's Manual (1880). Edward F. Qualtrough.

Boccaliui, Trajano (1556-1613). Italian satirist Boeealini

Boece. See Hoetfdus.

Boehme, Jakob. .See Behmen.

Boethius or Boece, Hector (died 1536). Scottish historian. Boethiua or Boece

Boker, George Henry (1S23 - 1S90). American poet and dramatist. O. H. Boker

Bolingbroke, Viscount (Henry St. John) (1678-1751). English statesman,

publicist, and philosopher. Bolingbroke

Bolles, Alberts. (1845- ). American financial writer. A. S. Boiles

Bonaparte, CJharles Luclen (1803-1857). French American ornithologist. Bonaparte

Bonar, Horatiua (LwS - 18S9). Scottish clergyman and hymuwriter. //. Boimr

Boner, John Henry (1845- ). American poet.. J. B. Boner

Bon Gaultler Ballads. By sir Theodore Martin and W. E. Aytoun. Bon Gaultier Ballade

Book of Saint Albans. A collection of treatises on hunting, tlsbing, and

heraldry, attributed to Juliana Berners, first edition, 1486.

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry. Translation (about 1450) of a

French work written about 1372.

Boole. George (1816-1864). English mathematician. Boole

Boone, Thomas Charles. English clergyman and miscellaneous writer

(wrote 18J6-1848). Boom
Booth, Mary Louise (18.!1-1889). American author and translator. M. Booth

Boothrold or Boothroyd, Benjamin (1768-1836). English Hebraist Boothroid

Bordeor Boorde, Andrew(1490V-1649). English physician and traveler. Borde

Borlase, William (1695- 1772). English auUquary. Borlase

Bosc, Ernest French writer on architecture. (" Dictionnaire Raisonn^

d'Architecture," 1877-1884.) Bosc

Boswell, James (1740-1795). Scottish author. ("Lifeof Dr. Johnson.") Boewell

Bosworth, Joseph (1789-1876). English Anglo-Saxon scholar. ("Anglo-

.Saxon Dictiorjury," 18.'}8, 1848; e<l. Toller, 1882.)

Boucher, Jonathan (1738 - 1804). English clergyman and philologist Boucher

Bourchier. .see Berners.

Bourne, Henry (1696-173.3). English antiquary. Bourne

Boutell, Charles (1812-1877). English archecologist C. Boutell. or Bontell

Bouvler, John (1787-1851). American legal writer. (" A Law Dictionary,"

18:», etc.)
,

Bmvier

Bovee, Christian Nestell (1820- ). American author, Bovee

Bowles, 8amuel(lS26 -1878). American Journalist S. Bowles

Bowrlng, Sir John (1792-1872). English linguist, writer, and traveler. Sir J. Bowring

Boyd, Andrew Kennedy Hutchison (1825 - 1899). Scottish clergyman and

essayist. ^- S'- " Boyd

Boyd, Zachary ('lied 16.53). Scottish clergyman. Z.Boyd

Boyesen, HJalmarHJortb (1848-1895). Norwegian-American author. Boyesen

Boyle, Charles (Fourth Earl of Orrery)(1676- 1731). English author. C.Boyle

Boyle, Robert (1627-1691). British physicist and chemist Boyle

Boyse, Samuel (1708-1749). British poet S. Boyse

Brachet, Auguste (1844 -1898). French philologist (" Dictionnaire Stymo-
logique de la Langue FranQaise," 1868; trans, by Kitcbin, 2ded., 1878.)

Bracton, Henry de (died 1208). English Jurist Braeton

Braddon, Mary Elizabeth (Mrs. Maxwell) (1837- ). English novelist Miss Braddon
Bradford, John (died 15.55). English Reformer. J. Bradford

Bradford, William (1588-1667). American colonial governor and historian. Bradford

Bradley, Francis Herbert (1846- ). English philosopbical writer. F. II. Bradley

Bradley, Henry. Contemporary English lexicographer. (See J. A. H.

Murray.) II. Bradley

Bradley, Richard (died 1732). English botanist. Bradley

Bradstreet, Anne(1612?-1672). American poet Anne Bradstreet

Brady, Robert (died 1700). English historian. Brady

Bramhall, John (1594 -1663). Archbishop of Armagh, Ireland.

BramhaU, or Ahp, Bramhall

Bramston, James (died 1744). English poet Bramston

Brand, John (1744-1806). English antiquary and topographer. Brand

Brande.WUliam Thomas (1788-1866). English chemist (See next enti-y.) Brande

Brande and Cox (W. T. Brande and Sir G. W. Cox). ("A Dictionary of Sci-

ence, Literature, and Art"; edition used, 1875.) Brande and Cox

Brassey, Lady (1840 ?-lS87). English writer of travels. Lady Brassey

Brathwaite, Richard (died 1673). English poet and writer. li. Brathwaite

Bray, Thomas (16.56-1730). EngUsh divine. Dr. Bray

Brayley, Edward Wedlake (1773 -1854). English archaeologist and topog-

rapher. Brayley

Brende, John (lived about 1563). English translator. J. Brende

Brerewood, Edward (died 1613). English mathematician and antiquary. Brereuood

Breton, Nicholas (about 1646-1626). English poet Breton

Brevint, Daniel (1616-169.5). English controversialist and religious writer. Brevini

Brewer, Antony (lived about 1656). English dramatist. A. Brewer

Brewer, E. Cobham (I8IO-I897). English clergyman and miscellaneous

writer. (" Dictionary of Phrase and Fable," 21st ed., 1889 ;
" Dictionary

of Miracles," 1884.) Brewer

Brewer, William Henry (1828- ). American chemist W. H. Brewer

Brewster. Sir David (1781-1868). Scottish physicist Brewster

Bright, John (1811-1889). English statesman and orator. John Bright

Brinton, Daniel Garrison (1837-18U9). American etlinologist. Brinton

Brlsted, Charles Astor (I820-I874). American essayist and miscellaneous

writer. C. A. Bristed

British and Foreign Review (1835 - 1844X English quarterly literary review.

British and Foreign Bev.

British Critic (1793 -1843). English High-church periodical.

British Quarterly Review (I845- ). English quarterly literary review.

British Quarterly Bev.

Britten and Holland (James Britten and Robert Holland). ("A Dictionary

of English Plant Names," 1878-1888.) BritUn and Holland

Britton, John (1771-1857). English antiquary and miscellaneous writer. Britton

Brockett, John Trotter (1788-1842). English antiquary. Brockett

Brockett, Linus Fierpont (I82O-I893). American historical and geograph-

ical writer. L. P. Brockett

Brome, Alexander (1620-1666). English poet and dramatist A. Erome

Brome, Richard (died 1652 ?). English dramatist Brome, or R. Brome

Bronte, Anne (pseudonym "Acton Bell") (1820-1849). English novelist A. Bronte

Bronte, Charlotte (Mrs. A. B. Nicholls, pseudonym "Currer Bell") (1816-

1865). English novelist. Charlotte BronU

Bronte, Emily Jane (pseudonym "Ellis Bell ") (1818-1848). English novelist

E. Bronte

Brooke, Henry (died 1783). English author. Brooke, or U. Brooke

Brooke, Lord (Robert Greville) (1608-1643). English general and author.

Lord Brooke

Brooke, StOPford Augustus (1832- ). English clergyman and author.

S. A. Brooke, or Stopford Brooke

Brooks, Charles William Shirley (I8I6-I874). English journalist dram-

atist, and novelist. Shirley Brooks

Brooks, Thomas (1608-1680). English Puritan divine. T.Brooks

Brooks, William Keith (1848- ). American naturalist W. K. Brooks

Broome, William (1689-1746). English poet W. Broome

Brougham, Lord (Henry Brougham) (1779 -1868). British statesman, orator,

and author. Brougham

Broughton, Rhoda(1840-). English novelist It. Broughton

Brown, James Baldwin (1820-1884). English clergyman. Rev. J. B. Brown

Brown, John (1810-1882). Scottish physician and author. I>r. J. Brown

Brown, Thomas or " Tom " (1663 - 1704). English humorist Tom Brown

Brown, Dr. Thomas (1778-1820). Scottish metaphysician. Dr. T. Brown

Browne, Edward (1644-1708). English traveler. E. Brou-ne

Browne, Sir Thomas (1605-1682). English physician and author. Sir T. Browne

Browne, WilUam (1591-1643?). English poet W. Brovme

Brownell, Henry Howard (1820-1872). American poet H. U. Brownell

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett (1806-1861). English poet Mrs. Browning

Browning, Robert (1812 -1889). English poet Browning

Bruce, James (1730-1794). Scottish traveler in Africa. Bruce

Bruce, Michael (1836-1693). Scottish clergyman. M. Bruce

Brunne, Robert de or of (Robert Manning) (lirst part of 14th century).
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Dana, Charles Anderson (1819-1897). American journalist. C.A.Dana

Dana, Edward Salisbury (1849- ). American mineralogist. E. S. Dana

Dana, James Dwight (ISia - 1895). American mineralogist and geologist.

Dana, or J. D. Dana

Dana, Richard Henry (1787-1879). American poet. It. U. Dana

Dana, Richard Henry, Jr. (1816 - 1882). American Jurist and author. R. II. Dana, Jr.

Daniel, Samuel (1562-1019). English poet. Daniel

DanieU, Alfred. Contemporary Scottish physicist. A. Daniell

D'Arblay, Mme, See Burney.

Darcie or Darcy, Abraham (about 1626). English author. Dareie

Darlington, William (1782-1863). American botanist. Darlington

Darmesteter, James (1849-1894). French author and translator. J. Darmesteter

Darwin, Charles Robert (1809-1882). English naturalist. Darwin

Darwin, Erasmus (1731-I8O2). English physician, naturalist, and poet.

Dr. E. Darivin

Darwin, Francis (1848- ). English naturalist. F. Darivin

Davenant, Charles (1656-1714). English political economist and publicist.

C. Davenant

Davenant, John (1576-1641). Bishop of Salisbury. Davenant

Davenant, Sir William (I6O6 - 1668). English dramatist and poet. Sir W. Davenant

Davids, Thomas William Rhys (1843- ). English Orientalist. Iihy8 Davids

Davidson, David. British writer. ("Thoughts on the Seasons," 1789.) Davidson

Davies, John (died 1618). English poet. Dames

Davies, Sir John (1569-1626). English lawyer and poet Sir J. Davies

Davies, Thomas Lewis Owen. English clergyman and lexicographer.

(".Supplementary English Glossary," 1881.) Davies

Davis, Charles Thomas (1857- ). American technical writer. C. T. Davis

Davis, Thomas Osborne (I8I4 - 1845). British poet and politician. T. Davis

Davison, D. Translator of Sohlosser's History. Davison

Dawbeny, H. English writer. ("Historic relating to Cromwell,*' 1659.) Dawbeny

Dawkins, William Boyd (1838- ). English geologist and ethnologist.

W. Boyd Dawkins

Dawson, Sir John William (1820-1899). Canadian geologist. Dawson

De Bary, Heinrich Anton (1831 - ). German botanist De Bary

DeCandolle.AlphOnse (1806-1893). French botanist De Vandolle

De Colange, L. American compiler, editor of "Zell's Encycloptedia," 1871,

and "The American Dictionary of Commerce," 1881.

Dee, John (1527-1608). English mathematician and astrologer. Dr. John Dee

Defoe, Daniel (died 1731). English novelist and pamphleteer. Dtifoe

De Kay, Charles (1S48- ). American author. C. De Kay
Dekker, Thomas (about 1570-1641). English dramatist Dekker

De La Beche, Sir Henry Thomas (1796 - 1856). English geologist Sir H. De La Beche

Delany, Mary (1700-1788). English writer ol memoirs. Mrs. Delany

Delany, Patrick (died 1768). Irish divine. Delany

De Lolme, John Louis (died I8O7). English lawyer and author. De Lohne

De Long, George Washington (1844-1881). American explorer. De Long

Delta, See Moir.

De Mllle, James (1837-1880). Canadian educator and noveli it J. De Mille

De Morgan, Augustus (1806-1871). English mathematician and logician.

De Morgan

Denham, Sir John (1615-1669). English poet SirJ.Denham
Denlson, John (died 1629). English divine. J. Denison

Dennis, John (1667-1734). English critic, dramatist, etc. Dettnis

De Quincey, Thomas (1785-1859). English author. * DeQuincey

Derby, Fourteenth Earl of (Edward Qeoflrey Smith Stanley) (1799-1869).

English statesman and author. Derby

Derham(or Durham?), William (1667-1735). English divine. Derham

Derlng, Sir Edward (1698-1644). English politician and religious writer.

Sir E. Dering

Descartes, Rend (1596-1650). French philosopher and mathematician.

Trans, by Veitch. Descartes

De Vere, Sir Aubrey (1788-1846). Irish poet Avbrey de Vere

De Vere, M. von Scheie. See Scheie.

Dibdin, Charles (1745-1814). English song-writer and dramatist C. Dibdin

Dibdin, Thomas FrognaU (1776-1847). English bibliographer. • Dibdin

Dicey, Albert Venn (1835- ). English historical writer. A. V. Dicey

Dicey, Edward. Contemporary English historical writer and publicist E. Dicey

Dickens, Charles (I8I2-I87O). English novelist Dickens

Dictionaries. For general English dictionaries (including glossaries and

dialectal dictionaries), see Ash, N. Bailey, T. Mount, J. BuUokar, Cocker-

am, E. Coles, Craig, T. L. 0. Dames, Encyclopeedic, Fallows, Olossographia

Anglicana Nova, Halliwell, Imperial, Jamicson, Jodrelt, Johnsmi, Kersey,

Latham, Mason, Minsheu, Nares, New English, Nuttall, E. Phillips, C

Richardson, Seager, T, Sheridan, B. H. Smart, Stormonth, J. Walker, N.

Webster, J. E. Worcester, T.Wright. For early English-Latin or Latin-

English dictionaries, see Barret, Catholicon Anxjlicum, T. Cooper, Homutn,

Hidoet, Levins, Promptorium Parmdontm, Withai. The numerous dic-

tionaries of foreign languages used are not mentioned in this list unless

they have been specially cited (see Cotgrave, Dic/enbach, Diez, Qodefroy,

Qrimm, Lewis ami Short, LiddeU and Scott, Littri, Scheler, etc.).

Dictionary, Catholic. See Catholic.

Dictionary, Commercial. See De Colange, J. R. McCtiUoch, McElrath, and

Simmonds.

Dictionary, Drapers'. See Drapers' Dictionary.

Dictionary, Law. See W. C. Anderson, Blount, Bouvier, BurriU, CoweU, Mot-

ley and Whiteley, Rapalje and Lawrence, and J. J. S. Whurton.

Dictionary, MechanicaL See E. H. Knight.

Dictionary, MedicaL See Dunglison, Foster, Quain, and Thomas, also Syd.

enhavi Society's Lexicon and Buck's Handbook.

Dictionary, Micrographic. Griffith and Henfrey.

Dictionary, Military. See Bum, Farrow, KnoUys, and Wilhelm.

Dictionary, Nautical or Naval See Bum, Hamersly, Totten, and A. Young.

Dictionary of Americanisms. See J. R. Bartlett, J. S. Farmer, Pickering,

and Scheie de Vere.

Dictionary of Anonymous Literature. S. Halkett and John Laing.

Dictionary of Apiculture. John Phin.

Dictionary of Archaic an<J Provincial Words. See Battiwett, and com-

pare T. Wright.

Dictionary of Architecture. See Audsley, Bosc, OwUt, R. Stuart, and

Weale.

Dictionary of Art and Archaeology. See Mullett.

Dictionary of Aiiis, Manufactures, and Mines. See Ure.

Dictionary of Biography and Mythology. J. Thomas.

Dictionary of Chemistry. Henry Watts.

Dictionary of Christian Antiquities. Smith and Chetham.

Dictionary of Christian Biography. Smith and vvace.

Dictionary of Dates. See Haydn.

Dictionary of Dyeing and Calico Printing. See O'Neill.

Dictionary of Electrical Words. E. J. Houston.

Dictionary of Electricity. See Greer.

Dictionary of English History. Sidney J. Low and F. S. Pulling.

DiCtiOnaiT of EngUsh Names of Plants. See Britten and Holland, W.

Miller, and John Smith.

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, Smith's.

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, Smith's.

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, Smith's.

Dictionary of Hindu M3rthology. see J. Dowson.

Dictionary of India. See Garrett.

Dictionary of Islam. Thomas Patrick Hughes.

Dictionsiry of Miracles. See E. C. Brewer.

Dictionary of Music and Musicians. See Sir O. Grove.

Dictionary of Musical Terms. Stainer and Barrett

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Leslie Stephen and Sidney

Lee. Did. Nat Biog.

Dictionary of Old English Plays. J. o. Halliwell.

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. See E. c. Brewer.

Dictionary of Pseudonyms. William Cushing.

Dictionary of Racing Terms. J. Cattanach.

Dictionary of Religious Knowledge. Lyman Abbott

Dictionary of Science and Teclmical Terms, w. M. Buchanan.

Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art. See Brande and Cox.

Dictionary of Scientific Terms. See Rossiter.

Dictionary of Sects, Heresies, etc. See J. H. Blunt

Dictionary of Slang. See Argot, Hotten, and C. G. Leland.

Dictionary of the Bible, Smith's.

Dictionary of Theology. See /. h. Blunt.

Dictionary of Weights and Measures. See j. H. Alexander.

Dictionnalre de Botanique. M. U. Baillon.

Diotlonnaire des Antiquitds Orecques. Daremberg et Saglio.

Dlefenbach, Lorenz (1806-1883). Girman philologist ("Glossarlum Latino-

Germanicum," 1867; "Novum Glossarlum Latino-Germanicum," 1867.)

Diez, Friedrich (Jhrlstian (1794-1876). German philologist ("Etymolo-

gisches Worterbuch der romanischen Sprachen," 4th ed., 1878.)

Digby, George (Earl ol Bristol) (1612-1677). English politician and writer. Digbs/

Digby, Sir Kenelm (1603-1665). English diplomatist naval officer, and
author. Sir K. Digby

Dilke, Sir Charles Wentworth (1843- ). English politician and publicist

Sir C. W. DOke
Disraeli, Benjamin (Earl of Beaconsfleld) (I8O4-I88I). English statesman

and novelist. Disraeli

D'Israeli, Isaac (1766-1848). EngUsh man of letters. /. D'Israeli

Dltton, Humphrey (1675-1716). English mathematician. Diiton

Dix, Morgan (1827- ). American clergyman. Morgan Dix

Dixon, James Main. British compiler. (" Dictionary of Idiomatic English

Phrases," 1891.)

Dlxon.RichardWatson (1833-19001. Enjrlishchurchhistorian and poet. R. W.Dixon

Dixon, William Hepworth (1821-1879). English traveler and historical

writer. Hepworth Dixon

DobeU, Sydney Thompson (1824-1874). English poet s. Dobeil

Dobson, Austin (1840- ). English poet and critic. A. Dobson

Doddridge, Philip (1702-1751). English divine and hymn-writer. Doddridge

Dodge, Mary Mapes (1838- ). American author and editor. * M. M. Dodge

Dodsley, Robert (1703-1764). English bookseller, poet and author. Dodslei/

Domestic CyclopsBdla (1878). Todd S. Goodholme.

Domett, Alfred (1811-1887). British colonial statesman and poet A. Domett

Don, George (1798-1866). British botanist Don

Donne, John (I573-I63I). English poet and divine. Donne

Dorr, Julia Caroline Ripley (1825- ). American poet and novelist J. C. R. Dorr

Dorset, Sixth Earl of (Charies Sackville) (1637-1706). English poet and

patron of letters. Lord Dortet
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Doubleday, Thomas (1790-1870). English poet, politician, and writer. DouUeday
Douce, Francis (1757-1834). Engliali antiquary. Douce
Douglas, GaWin or Gavin (died 1622). Scottish poet Gavin Douglas
Dowden, Edward (1843- ). English critic. Dowden
Dowell, Stephen (1833- 18»»). English historical writer. s. DoweU
Downing, Calybute (1608-1644). English divine. Dawning
Dowson, John (1820-1881). English Orientalist ("Classical Dictionary of

Hindu Mythology," etc., 1879.) j. Dowson
Drake, Sir Francis (died 15%). English navigator. sir F. Drake
Drake, Joseph Rodman (I79o-I820). American poet J. R. Drake
Drake, Nathan (1766-1836). English physician and essayist S. Drake
Drant, Thomas (died 1378?). English translator. Drant
Draper, John William (1811-1882). American scientist and historian. J. W. Draper
Draper, Sir William (1721 - 1787). English political writer. Draper
Drapers' Dictionary, The. Edited by S. William Beck.

Drayton, Michael (l.')63-1631). English poet Drayton

Dredge, James. Writer on electric illumination. Dredge

Drone, Eaton Sylvester (1842- ). American legal writer. Drone

Drummond, Alexander (died 1769). Scottish traveler. A. Drummond
Drummond, Henry (1S5I -18«"). Scottish author. H. Drummond
Drummond, William, of Hawthomdeu (1585-1649). Scottish poet

Drummond, or Drmnrmmd of Hawthoniden
Dryden, John (1631-1700). English poet and dramatist Dryden
Dublin Review (1836- ). Irish quarterly literary review. Dublin Rev.

Dublin University Magazine (1833-1880). Irish monthly magazine.

Dublin Univ. Mag.

Du Cange, Charles du Fresne, Seigneur (icio- 1688). French philologist

( 'Olossarium ad .Scriptores Media* et Inflmse Latinitatis," 1678 ; edition

used, 1883-1887.) Du Cange

Duff, Sir Mountst.uart Elpblnstone Grant (1829- ). Scottish political

writer. Grant Duff
Dufferin, Countess of (Helen Selina Sheridan) (1807-1867). English poet

Countess of Dufferin

Dufferin, Harquls of (Frederick Temple Hamilton Blackwood) (1826- ).

English statesman. Lord Dufferin

Dugdale, Sir William (1605- 16S6). English antiquary. Dtigdale

Duhring, Louis Adolphus (1845- ). American physician. Duhring

Dunbar, William (about 1460-1530). Scottish poet Dunbar
Duncan, Peter Martin. British naturalist. P. M. Duncan
Dunglison, Robley (1798-1869). American physician. ("A Dictionary of

.Medical Science," 1833; edition used, 1874.) Dunglison

Dimlap, William (1766-1839). American playwright and artist Dunlap

Dunlop, John Colin (died 1S42). Scottish critic and author. J. DuiUop

Dunman, Thomas. English physiologist ("Glossary of Biological, Ana-

tomical, and rhysiological Terms," 1879.) Dunman
Dunton, John (1659- 1733). English miscellaneous writer. DutUon

Duppa, Brian (1588-1662). Bishop of Winchester. Bp. Duppa
D'Urfey, Thomas (1653 -172:)). English dramatist and song-writer.

Tom D'Urfey, or D'Urfey

Durham. See Derham.

Dury or Durie, John (1596-1880). Scottish theologian. Dury
Dwight, Timothy (1752-1817). American theologian and poet Dwight

Dyce, Alexander (1798-1869). English clergyman and critic. Dyce

Dyer, Jolm (died 1758). English poet Dyer

Dyer, Thomas Henry (I804-I888). English historian. T. H. Dyer

Earbery, Matthias (about 1700). English author. Barbery

Earle, John (1601?- 1605). Bishop of Salisbury. Bp. Earle

Earle, John (1H24- ). English philologist J. Earle

Early English Text Society, Publications of. Society instituted in 1864. E. E. T. S.

Eaton, Daniel Cady (1834-1895). American botanist Eaton

Echard, Laurence (1670?- 1730). English historian. Echard

Eclectic Review (1808-1868). English quarterly literary review. Eclect. Rev.

Eden, Richard (died 1576). English corai)iler .-ind translator. R. Eden

Eden, Robert (about 1750). English clergyman. Eden, or Dr. R. Eden

Edgeworth, Maria (1767-1849). English novelist Miss Edgeworth

Edgworth, Roger (died 1560). English B«man Catholic divine. Roger Edgworth

Edinburgh Magazine (1817-1826). Scottish monthly magazine. Edinburgh Mag.

Edinburgh Medical Journal (18.55- ) Edinburgh Med. Jour.

Edinburgh Review (lsO-2- ), British quarterly literary review. Edinburgh Rev.

Education (I8MI - ). American bimonthly periodical. Education

Edwards, Amelia Blandford (I8SI - 1892). English novelist and archaiologist

A. B. Edwards

Edwards, Bryan (174.)- 1800). West India merchant and writer. Bryan Edwards

Edwards, Henry Sutherland (1828- ). English journalist. H. S. Edwards

Edwards, Jonathan (1703-1758). American theologian and metaphysichin. Edwards

Edwards, M. B. Betham-. See Betham-Edwards.

Edwards, Richard (died 15C6). English dramatist and poet R. Edwards

Edwards, Thomas (1699-1757). English critic. T. Edwards

Eggleston, Edward (IK.37- ). American novelist and historical writer. E. EggleMon

Ehrenberg, CSiristiau Gottfried (1795-1876). German naturalist Ehrenberg

Eikon BaslUke (li;4<.i). Work relating to Charles I. Eikon Baeilike

Eiaaler, ManueL American engineer. ("TheModemHighExpIosives, "1884.) Eisder

Eliot, George. See Cross.

Eliot, John. English writer. ("Ortho-epia-Galllca, Eliot's Fruits for the

French," 1593.) Eliot

Ellesmere, Earl of (Francis Egerton) (1800-1857). English poet and politi-

cian. Lord Ellemnere

Ellis, Henry (I721-I8OO). American colonial governor and cjplorer. U. Ellis

ElliB, John. Irish divine (wrote about 1743). Ellis

Ellwood, Thomas (1639-1713). English author. f. EUwood

Ellys, Anthony (1690-1761). Bishop of St Davids. Bp. Ettys

Elton, Sir Arthur Hallam (1818-1883). English novelist Sir A. B. Elton
Elton, Charles Isaac (1839- ). English jurist and ethnologist. C. Elton

Ely, Richard Theodore (1854- ). American political economist. R. T. Ely
Elyot, Sir Thomas (1490?-1546). English diplomatist author, and lexicog-

rapher. (" The Dictionary [Latin-English] of Syr T. Eliot, Knyghf' 1638,

1645 ; ed. Cooper, "Bibliotheca EUotje," 1650, 1562, 1669.) Sir T. Elyot

Emerson, Ralph Waldo (1803-1882). American poet and essayist Emerson
Encyclopsedia, Blackle's Popular. Pop. Encyc.

Encyclopsedla, Chambers's. Edinburgh editions, 1860-1868, etc.. 1888- ;

American edition (" Library of Universal Knowledge"), 1880-1882.

Encyclopsedia, Farrow's Military. Farrow
Encyclopsedia, Hamersly's NavaL Uamersly
Encyclopsedia, Religious. See Schaff-Herzog.

Encyclopaedia, ZeU's Popular. ZeU
Encyclopsedia Americana, Encyc. Amer.
Encyclopsedia Britannica. Kinth edition, 1875-1888. i'licj/c. Brit.

Encyclops8dia Metropolitana. Encyc. Metr.

Encyclopsedia of Architecture. SeeGwUt.

Encyclopsedia of Arts, Manufactures, etc. See Spons.

Encyclopsedic Dictionary (1879 - 1888) . Edited by Robert Hunter.

Encyc. Diet., or E. D.

Encyclopsedic Medical Dictionary. See F. P. Foster. Encyc. Med. Diet.

Endllcher, StephanLadiSlaus (1804-1849). Austrian botanist Endlicher

Engineer, The (1865- ). Englisli weekly periodical. The Engineer

Engineering (1866- ). English weekly periodicaL Engineering

Engineering News (1874 - ). American weekly periodical. Engineering News
English Cyclopsedla (1854-1862). Charles Knight Eng.Cyc.

English Dialect Society, Publications of. Society instituted in 1873. E. D. S.

Erskine, Jolm (1695-1768). Scottish jurist Erskim's Imt, or Erskim
EschSChOltz, Johann Friedrlch von (1793-1&34). German naturalist and

traveler. EschscholU

Etherege, Sir (Seo.rge (died 1691). English dramatist Etherege

Eusden, Laurence (1688-1730). English poet. Eusden
Eustace, John Chetwode (died I8I5). English antiquaiy. Euntace

Evans, John (1823- ). British antiquary. Evans
Evans, Mary Ann. See Cross.

Evelyn, John (1620-1706). English author. Evelyn

Everett, Edward (1794-1865). American orator and statesman. Everett

Everett, Joseph David (1831- ). English physicist. J. D. Everett

Ewing, Juliana Horatia (1841-1885). Englisli writer. J. U. Ewing

Faber, Frederick WiUiam (1814-1863). English poet.

Faber, (3eorge Stanley (1773-1864). English theologian.

Fabyan, Robert (died 1613). English chronicler.

Fagge, Charles Hilton (1838-1883). English medical writer.

Fairfax, Edward (died 1635). English translator and poet.

Faber

O. S. Faber

Fabyan
Fagge

Fairfax

Falrholt, Frederick William (I8I4-I866). English antiquary and writer

on art Fairholt

Faiths of the World. St Giles Lectures, Edinburgh. Faiths of the World

Falconer, WUllam (1732-1709). British poet Falconer

Fallon, S. W. (" English-Hindustani Dictionary," 1879.) Fallon

Fallows, Samuel (1836- ). American bishop. ("Supplemental Dictionary,"

1886.) Falloics

Fanning, John Thomas (1837- ). American engineer. Fanning

Fanshawe, Sir Richard (1C08- 1666). English diplomatist and poet Fanshawe

Faraday, Michael (1791-1867). English physicist. Faraday

Farindon, Anthony (1598-1668). English divine. Farindan

Farley, James Lewis (1823-1885). English writer on Turkey. J. L. Farley

Farlow, William Gibson (1844- ). American botanist Farlow

Farmer, Hugh (1714-1787). English theological writer. H. Farmer

Farmer, John S. English compiler. ("Dictionary of Americanisms," 1889.) Fanner

Farquhar, George (1678-1707). British dramatist Farquhar

Farrar, Frederic William (1831-). English clergyman and theological

writer. Farrar, or F. W. Farrar

Farrow's Military Encyclopsedia (I886). Farrow

Favour, John (died 1623), English divine. J. Favour

Fawcett, Henry (1833-1884). English statesman and political economist. Fawcett

Fawkes, Francis (1720-1777). English poet and divine. Fawkes

Featley, Daniel (1582-1645). English controversialist. D. Fealley

Fell, John (1625 - 1686). Bishop of Oxford. Bp. Fell

FeUowes, Robert (I77I -1847). English religious and miscellaneoas writer. Fellowes

Feltham, Owen (died I668). English moralist Feltham

Felton, Henry (1679-1740). English divine. Felton

Fenton, Elijah (1683-1730). English poet Fenton

Fergusson, James (1808-1886). British writer on architecture. J. Fergusson

Fergusson, Robert (1750-1774). Scottish poet Fergusson

Ferrar, Nicholas (1592-1637). English religious writer. N. Ferrar

Ferrars, George (died 1579). English politician, historian, and poet. G. Ferrars

Ferrier, James Frederick (1808-1864). Scottish metaphysician. Ferrier

Ferrler, Susan Edmonstone (1782-1864). Scottish novelist Miss Ferrier

Fiddes, Richard (1671-1725). English divine and historian. Fiddes

Field, The (1853- ). English weekly "country gentleman's newspaper." The Field

Fielding, Henry (1707-1764). English novelist Fielding

Fields, James Thomas (I817-I88I). American publisher and writer. J. T. Fields

FUmer, Edward (about 1700). English dramatic writer. E. Filmer

Finch-Hatton, Hon. Harold Heneage (I866- ). English writer on Aus-

tralia. Finch-Hatton

Finlay, George (1799-1875). English historian. Firday

First Year of a Silken Reign, The. Andrew W. Tuer and Charles E. Fagan,

Fish, Simon (died 1531). English Reformer and pamphleteer. 5. Fish

Fisher, George Park (I827- ). American writer on church history. G. P. Fisher

Fisher, John (died 1635). Bishop of Rochester. Bp. Fisher
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Fisheries and Fishing Industries of the United States. Edited by

George Brown Goode, 1887. Fisheries of U. S.

Flske, John (1842- ). American historical and philosophical writer. J. Fiske

Fitch, J. G. (1824- ). English writer on educational subjects. J. G. Fitch

Fitz-Geoffty, Charles (died 163S). English poet and divine. FiU-Geofry

Fltz-Osbome, Sir Thomas. See W. Melmoth.

Fitzroy, Robert (1805-1865). British admiral, hydrographer, and meteor-

ologist. Fitzroy

Fleetwood, William (1650-1723). Bishop of Ely. Bp. Fleetwood

Fleming, John (1785-1857). Scottish naturalist. Dr. J. Fleming

Fleming, William (1794-I866). Scottish divine, philosophical writer, and

compiler. Fleming

Fletcher, Giles (died 1623). English poet. 0. Flelelwr

Fletcher, John (1679-1625). English dramatist J. Fletcher, or Fletcher

Fletcher, Phlneas (1582-1650). English poet. P.Fletcher

Flint, Austin (1836- ). American medical writer. Flint

Flint, Charles Louis (1824-1889). American botanist. C.L.Flint

Florlo, John (died 1625). Italian-English lexicographer. ("A Worlde of

AVordes," an Italian and English dictionary, 1598; 2d ed., 1611.) Florio

Flower, Sir William Henry (1831 - 1899). English naturalist. ))'. U. Flou-er

Floyer,Sir John (1649-1734). English physician. Floyer

Folk-Lore Society, Puhlicatlons of. Society instituted in 1877.

Fonblanque, Albany (1793 - 1872). English joui-nalist. A. Fonblanque, Jr.

Fonblanciue, John de Grenier (1760-1837). English jurist. J. Fgnblanque

Fonseca, Pedro Joz6 da (died 1816). Portuguese philologist. Fonseca

Foote, Samuel (1720-1777). English dramatist and actor. Foote

Forbes, Archibald (1838-1900). British war correspondent and miscel-

laneous writer. Arch. Forbes

Forbes, Edward (1815-1854). British naturalist. E.Forbes

Forbes, Henry Ogg. Contemporary Scottish traveler. H. 0. Forbes

Forbes, James David (I8O9-I868). Scottish scientist. J. D. Forbes

Forby, Robert (1759-1825). English clergyman and compiler. ("Vocabu-

lary of East Anglia," 1830.) Forby

Ford, 'John (1586-atter 1638). English dramatist. Ford

Fordyce, Sir WlUiam (1724-1792). Scottish physician. Sir W. Fordyce

Foreign Quarterly Review (1827-1846). English quarterly literary re-

view. Foreign Quarterly Rev.

Forest and Stream (1873- ). American weekly periodical.

Forney, Matthias N. American writer on mechanical subjects. Forney

Forster, John (1812-1876). English journalist and essayist Forster

Forsyth, Joseph (1763 - 1815). Scottish traveler. Forsyth

Fortescue, Sir John (1394 ?-U76 ?). English jurist Fortescue

Fortnightly Review (ISUS- ). English monthly literary periodical. Fortnightly Rev.

Forum, The (I886- ). American monthly literary periodical. The Forum

Fosbrooke, Thomas Dudley (1770-1842). English antiquary. Fosbrooke

Foster, Frank Pierce (1841-). American physician and editor. ("An
Illustrated Encyclopffidic Medical Dictionary," 1888- .) Encyc. Med. Diet.

Foster, John (1770-1843). English essayist Foster

Foster, Bllchael (isse- ). English physiologist M. Foster

Fotherby, Martin (died 1619). Bishop of Salisbury. Fotherby
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losopher and historian. Lord Herbert

Herbert, Sir Thomas (1606-1682). English traveler. Sir T.Herbert

Herd, David (1732-1810). Collector of Scottish songs. Herd

Herrick, Robert (1591-1674). English poet Uerrick

Herrick, Sophie McDvaine Bledsoe (1837 - ). American editor ahd writer.

S. B. Herrick

Herschel, Sir John Frederick William (1792-1871). English astronomer.

Sir J. Herschel

Herschel, Sir William (1738-1822). German-English astronomer. Sir W. Herschel

Hervey, James (1714-1758). English clergyman and devotional writer. Hervey

Hewitt, John (1807-1878). English archseologlst J.HewM
HewytorHewjrtt, John (died 1668). English divine. Hewyt

Hexham, Henry. English soldier in the Netherlands, and lexicographer.

("A Large Netherdutch and English Dictionarie," 1668 ; ed. Manly, 1678.) Hexham
Heylln or Heylyn, Peter (I6OO-I662). English theologian and historian. Heylin

Heywood, John (died about 1580?). English dramatist and poet J. Heywood

Hejrwood, Thomas (died about 1650). English dramatist. Heywood

Hlckes, (Jeorge (1642-1716). English clergyman and philologist Hickcs

Hickok, Laurens Perseus (1798-1888). American clergyman and philo-

sophical writer. Hickok

Hicks, Francis (1666-1631). English translator. F. Hicks

Hieron, Samuel (I572 - I6I7). English clergyman and theological writer. Hieron

Higden, Ranulf or Ralph (died 1364). English chronicler. "'Polychroni-

con," 1327-1342, trans, by John Trevisa, 1387.) Higden

Higglnson, Francis (I688-I63O). English-American Puritan divine. F. Higginson

Higglnson, John (1610-1708). English-American clergyman. J. Higginson

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth (1823- ). American essayist and his-

torian. T. If. Higginnon

HUl, Aaron (1685-1760). English poet A. Hill

Hill, Adams Sherman (1833- ). American writer on rhetoric. A. S. Hill

Hill, David J. (1860- ). American writer on rhetoric, socialism, etc. D. J. Hill

Hill, Sir John (1716-1776). English writer. Sir J. Hilt

Hill or Hylle, Thomas (lived about 1590). English astrologer, compiler,

and translator. T. Hill

Hlllhouse, James Abraham (1789-1841). American poet Hillhouse

Hillier, G. L. See Bury.

Hinton, Richard J, Contemporary American writer. R. J. Hinton

History of Manual Arts (I66I). Hist. Man. Arts, I66I

History of the Royal Society of London (1848). By Charles Kichard

Weld. Hist. Roy. Soc.

Hitchcock, Roswell Dwlght (I8I7-I887). American theologian and edu-

cator. R. D. HitcJtcock

Hobbes, Thomas (1588-1679). English philosopher. Hobbes

Hobl3m, Richard Dennis (1803-1886). English educational writer. Hoblyn

Hoccleve. See Occleve.

Hodge, Archibald Alexander (1823-1886). American theologian. A.A.Hodge
Hodge, Charles (1797-1878). American theologian. C. Hodge

Hodgson, Frederick T, Contemporary American technical writer. F. T. Hodgson

Hodgson, Shadworth Hollway. Contemporary English philosophical

writer. S. H. Hodgson

Hodgson, William Ballantyne (I8I5-I88O). Scottish educational writer

and economist W. B. Hodgson

Hoffman, (3iarles Fenno (I8O6-I884). American poet and author. C. F. Hoffman

Hogg, James ("the Ettrick Shepherd") (1770-1835). Scottish poet Hogg

Holden, Edward S. See Newcomb and Holden.

Holder, William (1616-1698). English writer. Holder

Hole, Samuel Reynolds (I8I9- ). English clergyman and author. S. R. Hole

Holinshed, Raphael (died about I68O). English chronicler. Holinshed

Holland, Frederic May (1836 - ). American author. F. M. Holland

Holland, Sir Henry (1788-1873). English physician and writer. SirH. Holland

Holland, Josiah Gilbert (pseudonym 'Timothy Titcomb") (1819-1881).

American editor, poet, and novelist. J. G. Holland

Holland, Lady (Saba Smith) (died 1866). English writer, biographer of her

fatlier, Sydney Smith. Lady Holland

Holland, Philemon (l.')52- 1637). English translator. Holland

HoUyband, Claudius. English lexicographer, author of a French and Eng-

lish dictionary, 1693. Hollyband

Holme, Randle (I027 - 1699) . English genealogist and writer on heraldry.

Randle Holme

Holmes, Ablel (1763-1837). American clergyman and historian. A.Holmes

Holmes, Oliver Wendell (1809-1894X American poet, essayist, and novelist
• 0. W. Holmes

Holmes, Timothy. Contemporaiy English medical writer. Holmes

Hoist, Hermann Eduard von (1841 - ). German historian. H. von Hoist

Holyday, Barten (I593-I66I). English clei'gyman, dramatist, and trans-

lator. Holyday

Home, John (1722-1808). Scottish dramatist J. Home
Hone, William (1780-1842). English publisher and author. Hone

Hood, Thomas (1798-1845). English poet and humorist. Hood

Hook, Theodore Edward (1788-1841). English novelist and miscellaneous

writer. T. Hook

Hook, Walter Farquhar (1798-1875). English theologian and biographer. Hook

Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton (1817- ). English botanist J. D. Hooker

Hooker, Richard (1654 V - lOOO). English theologian. Hooker

Hooker, Sir WUliam Jackson (1785-1805). English botanist (K. J. Hooker

Hoole, John (1727-1803). English translator. HoUe
Hooper, George (1640-1727). Bishop of Bath and Wells. Bp. Hooper

Hooper, Robert (1773-1835). English medical writer. Hooper

Hopkins, Ezeklel (1633?- 1690). Bishop of Derry, Ireland. Bp. Hopkins

Hopkins, Mark (1802-1887). American clergyman, educator, and writer on

intellectual and moral philosophy. Mark Hopkins

Hoppe, A. German compiler. ("Englisch-Deutsches Supplement-Lexicon,"

1871, 1888.) Hoppe

Herman, William (died 1536). English lexicographer. ("Vulgarla Puero-

rum," 1519.) Herman
Horn, Frederik WinkeL Danish author. Horn

Home, George (1730-1792). Bishop of Norwich. Bp. Home
Home, Thomas Hartwell (1780-1862). English Biblical scholar. T. H. Home
Homer, Leonard (1785-1864). British geologist and author. Homer
Horsley, Samuel (1733-1806). Bishop of St Asaph. Bp. Horsley

Hosmer, James Kendall (1834- ). American author. J. K, Hosmer

HOtten, John Camden (1832-1873). English publisher, compiler of "The
Slang llictionary, 1869 " (ed. 1889 also used). Hotten, or Slang Diet.

Houghton, Lord (Richard Monckton Milnes) (1809 - 1885). English poet and

author. Lord Houghton

Howard, Henry (Earl of Northampton) (1540-1614). English writer. Howard
Howe, Julia Ward (1819- ). American poet and author. J. W. Hotee

Howell, James (died I666). English traveler, author, and lexicographer

(editor of Cotgrave, etc.). Howell

Howells, William Dean (1837 - ). American novelist, poet, and critic.

W D. Howells, or HmceUs

Howitt, Mary (I799-I888). English author. Mary Hoiritt

Howitt, William (1792-1879). English author. W. Howitt

Howson, John (1667? -1632). Bisliop of Durham. Bp. Houtson
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Hoj^, Ralpb. (180«-1878). American poet.

Hudson, Mary Clemmer. See Amen.
Hudson, Thomas (about leoo). English poet.

Hueppe, Ferdinand. Contemporary German bacteriologist.

Hugbes, Jolin (1677 -nao). English poet and translator.

Hughes, Thomas (1823 - 1896). English author.

Huloet, Richard. English lexicographer. ("Abecedarlum Anglico-Latinum
pro TjTunculis," 1552 ; ed. Higgins, 1572.) Huloet

Hume, David (1711 - 1776). Scottish philosopher and historian. Hume
Humphrey, Heman (I779-I86I). American clergyman. H. Humphrey
Humphreys, Henry Noel (1810-1879). English numismatist and antiquary.

//. N. Humphreys
Hunt, James Henry Leigh (1784 - 1859). English poet and essayist. L. Hunt
Hunter, Henry (1741-1802). Scottish clergyman and author. H. Hunter
Hunter, Robert See Encyelopiedic Dictionary.

Hurd, Richard (1720-1808). Bishop of Worcester. Bp. Hurd
Hutcheson, Francis (1694-1746). Irish philosopher. Huteheeon

Hutclitnson, Thomas (1698-1769). English theologian. T. Hutchimon
HutChlnson,Thomas J. (1820-1885). British author. T.J.Hutchinson
Huttou, Charles (1737-1823). English mathematician. Button

Hutton, James (1726-1797). Scottish geologist J. Button
Button, Richard Holt (1826-1897). English critic. J{. H. Button

Huxley, Thomas Henry (1825-1896). English naturalist. Hxixley

Hyatt, Alpheus (1838- ). American naturalist. Hyatt

Hylle, Thomas. See BiU.

nive, Jacob (1705-176.3). English printer. J. Hive

Illustrated London News (1842- ). English weekly illustrated journal.

111. Land. News
Imperial Dictionary. Compiled by John OgilTie, 1850; enlarged edition,

edited by Charles Annandale, 1882. Imp. Diet.

Incbbald, Elizabeth (I75;i-I821). English actress, dramatist, and novelist

Urs. Inchbald

Independent, New York (1848- ). American weekly religious journal.

New York Independent

Ingelow, Jean (1820 - 1897). English poet Jeanlngelow

Inman, Thomas, contemporary English physician, author of "Ancient and
Modem .Symbolism." Inman

Innes, Cosmo (1798-1874). Scottish historian and antiquary. Cosmo Innes

Irving, Washington (1783-1859). American author. Irving

Jackson, Helen Hunt (Helen Maria Fiske; Mrs. Helen Hunt; pseudonym

"H. H.") (1K31-1885). American author. Mrs. B. Jackson

Jackson, Thomas (1.579-1640). English divine. T.Jackson

Jacob, Giles (1086-1744). English legal writer. Jacub

Jacolllot, Louis (1837- ). French philosopher and author. Jacolliot

Jago, Frederick W. P. English compiler. (A Cornish glossary, 1882.) Jago

James, A. G. F. Eliot. English writer. ("Indian Industries," 1880.)

A. G. F. Kliot James

James, George Payne Rainsford (I8OI-I86O). English novelist G. P. R. James

James, Henry (1811-1882). American theological writer. B.James

James, Henry, Jr. (1843- ). American novelist and critic. //. James, Jr.

James, William (1842- ). American philosophical writer. W. James

Jamleson, John (1759-1838). .Scottish clergyman and lexicographer. ("An

Etymoliigicai Dictionary of the Scottish Language;" 1808; new ed., 1879-

1882.) Jamieson

Janvier, ThomaiS Alllbone (1849- ). American novelist. T. A. Janvier

JarvlS, Caiarles (died about 1740). English printer, translator of "Don
Quixote." Jarvis

Jay, William (1769-1853). English clergyman. Jay

Jeaffreson, John Cordy( 1831- ). English novelist and miscellaneous writer.

Jeaffrestm

Jebb, Sir Richard Claverhouse (isil- ). English classical scholar. It. C. Jebb

Jefferson, Joseph (182!)-). American actor. J.Jefferson

Jefferson, Thomas (1743 - 1826). Third President of the United States. Jefferson

JelTrey, Lord (Francis Jelfrey) (1773-1860). Scottish judge and critic. Jeffrey

JenMn, Fleemlng (1833-1886). British engineer and physicist Fleeming Jeiikin

Jenkins, Edward (1838- ). British author.
.

Jenkins

Jenks, Benjamin (1646-1724). English religious writer. B. Jenks

Jennings, Arthur (Charles (1847- ). English clergyman and ecclesiastical

writer. A. C. Jennings

Jenyns, Leonard (middle of 19th century). English clergyman and naturalist Jenyns

Jenyns, Soame (1704-1787). English writer and politician. S. Jenyns

Jerrold, Douglas William (I803 - 1867). English dramatist and humorist X>. Jerrold

Jesse, John Heneage (died 1874). EngUsh historical writer. J. B. Jesse

Jevons, William Stanley (1836-1882). English political economist and

philoKjpbical writer. Jevons

JeweU or Jewel, John (I622 - 1571). Bishop of Salisbury. Bp. Jewell

Jewett, Edward H. (ISSO- ). English-American clergyman. E. B. Jewett

Jewett, Sarah Ome (1849- ). American author. S. 0. Jewett

Jewltt, Llewellyn (1814-1886). English antiquary. Jeu-itt

Jewsbury, Geraldine Endsor (di^d laso). English novelist Miss JewOmry

Jodrell, Richard PaiU (died 1831). English compiler. ("Philology on the

KiiKlisl] l.aiiKUagc," 1820.) Jodrell

John, Gabriel (about 1700). English writer. Gabriel John

Johns Hopldns University, Studies from Biological Laboratory ot

Johns Hopkins University Studies In Historical and Political Science.

Johnson, CHiarles (died 1748). English dramatist C- Johnson

Johnson, Edward (I'lM- 1672). American historian. E.Johnson

Johnson, John (1062 - 1726). English divine. ''• Johnson

Johnson, Samuel (1649-1703). English controversialist Samuel Johmon

Johnson, Samuel (1096-1772). American clergyman. S.Johnson

S. Boyt Johnson, Samuel (1709-1784). English lexicographer, critic, and poet ("A
Dictionary of the English Language," 1765 ; ed, Todd, 1818.) Johnson

T. Hudson Johnson, Thomas (died 1644). English botanist T. Johnson
Bueppe Johnston, Alexander Keith (1804-1871). Scottish geographer.

J. Bughes Johnston, George (died 1856). British naturalist. G. Johnston
T. Bughes Johnstone, Charles (died about ISOO). Irish novelist C. Johnstone

Joly, N. lYench physicist ("Man before Metals.") N. Jdy
Jones, Henry (pseudonym " Cavendisli") (1831-1899). English writer on

whist and other games. Cavendish
Jones, Stephen (1763-1827). English editor and compiler. S.Jones
Jones, WiUlam (1726-1800). English theologian and general writer. W.Jones
Jones, Sir William (1746 - 1794). English orientalist. Sir W. Jones
Jonson, Ben (1673? -1637). English dramatist and poet B. Jonson
Jordan, Thomas (died about 1685). English poet and dramatist Jordan
Jortin, John (1698-1770). English clergyman and ^rltic. Jortin
Josselyn, John (middle of 17th century). English traveler. Josselyn

Joule, James Prescott (I8I8-I889). English physicist Joule
Journal of Botany, British and Foreign (1862- ). English monthly

periodical. Jour. 0/ Botany, Brit, and For.

Journal of Education (1858- ). American weekly periodical. Jour, of Education
Journal of Mental Science (1850- ). English quarterly periodical. Jour. o/Ment. Sci.

Journal of Philology (I868- ). English half-yearly periodical. Jour. 0/ Philot.

Journal Of Science (1864- ). English periodical. Jour. 0/ Sci.

Journal of Speculative Philosophy (I867 - ). American quarterly period-
'"^- Jour. Spec. Philos.

Journal of the American Oriental Society. Jour. Amer. Oriental Soc.

Journal of the Anthropological Institute (1871 - ). English periodical.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst.

Journal of the British Archnologlcal Association (1845- ).

Jour. Brit. Archieol. Assoc.

Journal of the Franklin Institute (1826- ). American monthly periodical.

Jour. Franklin Inst.

Journal of the Linnean Society (1857- ). Society founded in London in

l*^**^- Jour. Linn. Soc.

Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States
(1881 - ). American quarterly periojlical. Jour, of Mil. Service Inst.

Journal of the Royal Microscopic Society (1869- ). Society founded in

London in 1839. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc.

Journal of the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies (I88O- ).

English half-yearly periodical. Jour. Soc. for Hellenic Studies

Journals, American (various). See American.

Jowett, Benjamin (I817 - 1893). English scholar, translator of Plato, etc. Jowett

Joyce, Robert Dwyer (1813-1883). Irish poet R.D.Joyce
Joye or Joy, George (died 1553 ?). English Reformer and printer. Joye

Judd, John W. (1840- ). English geologist J. W. Judd
Judd, Sylvester (1813-1853). American clergyman and novelist S. Judd
Jukes, Joseph Beete (1811-1869). English geologist Juket

Julien, Alexis Anastay (1840- ). American geologist Julien

Junius, FranciSCUS (Francois du Jon) (1545-1602). French theologian. F. Junius

Junius, Franclscus (1589-1677). German-English philologist ("Etymolo-

gicum Anglicanum," ed. Lye, 1744.) Junius

Junius, Letters of. Political letters, collected edition, 1769-1772. Junius Letters

Junius, R. ("Cure of Misprision," 1646.) R. Junius

Kames, Lord (Henry Home) (1696-1782). Scottish judge and philosophical

writer. Lord Kames, or Kames
Kane, Elisha Kent (1820-1857). American arctic explorer. Kane
Kane, Richard (about 1745). British officer, writer on military subjects.

Rich. Kane
Kant, Immanuel (1724-1804). German philosopher. Kant
Kavanagh, Julia (1824-1877). British novelist. Kavanagh

Kaye, John (1783-1863). Bishop of Lincoln. Bp. Kaye
Keary, C. F. (1849- ). English ethnologist and historical writer. Keary

Keats. John (1796-1821). English poet Keats

Keble, John (1792-1866). English clergyman and poet KeUe

Keddie, Henrietta (pseudonym "Sarah Tytler"). Contemporary English

novelist. S. Tytler

Keepe, Henry (about I68O). English antiquary. Keepe

Keightley, Thomas (1789-1872). British historian. KeighUey

Eeill, John (I671-I72I). Scottish astronomer and mathematician, KeUt

Kelham, Robert (last half of 18th century). English antiquary. Kelham

Kemble, Frances Anne (Mrs. Pierce Butler) (1800-1893). English actress

and author. F. A. Kemble, or Fanny Kemble

Kemble, John Mitchell (1807-1857). English Anglo-Saxon scholar and

historian. Kemble

Kempis, Thomas a (Thomas Hammerken) (died 1471). German mystic.

Thomas a Kempis

Kendall, Timothy. English poet (wrote about 1677). Kendall

Kennan, George (1846- ). American traveler and author. G. Kennan

Kennet, BasU (1674-1715). English antiquary. Kennct

Kennet, White (1660-1728). Bishop of Peterborough. Bp. Kennet

Kenrick, William (died 1779). English critic and lexicographer. Kenrick

Kent, Charles (1823- ). English poet and journalist C. Kent

Kent, James (1763-1847). American jurist Kent, or Chancellor Kent

Kent, William Saville. Contemporary English naturalist. W. S. Kent

Ker, Robert (1756 -1813). Scottish surgeon, translator of Lavoisier, etc. R. Ker

Kersey, John. English lexicographer. ("A General English Dictionary,"

1708.) Kersey

Kettlewell, John (1653-1695). English clergyman. Kettlewell

Key, Francis Scott (1779-1843). American poet. Key

KUlan, Cornells (died 1607). Dutch philologist. (" Etymologicum Teutonlcaj

Linguaj," 1598; repr. 1777, ed. Hasselt.)
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Kllllngbeck, John (about 1710). English clergyman. Killingbeck

Kimball, Rlcliaxd Burleigh (1816 -1892). American author. E. B. Kimball

Kinahan, D. British legal writer (wrote about 1830-1886). Kinahan
King, Edward (1S48-1896). American journalist and author. E.King
King, Henry (1591-1669). Bishop of Chichester. Bp. King

King, Thomas Starr (1824-1864). American clergyman and author. Starr King

King, William (1660-1729). Archbishop of Dublin. Abp. King

King, WiUlain (1663-1712). English satirist. W.King
King Horn (before 1300). Middle English poem, translated from French. King Horn
Kinglake, Alexander William (1811-189l). English historian and traveler. Kinglake

Kingsley, Charles (1819-1875). English clergyman, novelist, and poet. Kingslei/

Kingsley, Henry (1830-1876). English novelist. H. Kingsley

Kipling, Rudyard (1865- ). English novelist. li. Kipling

Kirby, William (1759-1850). English entomologist Kirhy

Kirby and Spence. ("Introduction to Entomology," 1815-1826, etc.)

Kirby and Spence

Kirwan, Richard (died 1812). Irish physicist and chemist. Kirwan
Kitchener, William (1775?-1827). English miscellaneous writer. W. Kitchener

Kltto, John (1801-1864). English Biblical scholar. Kitto

Klein, Edward. English bacteriologist. ("Micro-Organisms and Disease,"

1885.) E Klein

Kluge, Friedrlch (1856- ). German philologist. ("EtymologischesWorter-

buch der Deutschen Sprache," 1881 ; 4th ed., 1888.)

Knatchhull, Sir Norton (1601-1684). English Biblical critic. KnatchbuU

Knight, Charles (1791-1873). English author and editor. Knight

Knight, Edward. English author. ("Trjall of Truth," 1580.) E. Knight

Knight, Edward Henry (1824-1883). American mechanician and compiler.

("Knight's American Mechanical Dictionary," 1873-1884.) E. B. Knight

Knight, Richard Pa3m.e (1750?-1824). English classical scholar and anti-

quary. R. P. Knight

Knolles, Richard (died 1610). English historian. Kndlles

Knollys, W. W. British officer. ("Dictionary of Military Terms," 1873.) Knollys

Knox, John (1505-1572). Scottish Reformer. Knox
Knox, Robert (died about 1700). English naval officer. B. Kiwx
Knox, Vicesimus (I752-I82I). English clergyman and essayist. V. Knox
KoUock, Henry (1778-1819). American divine. Kollock

Krauth, Charles Porterfleld (1823-1883). American theologian. Krauth

Krauth and Fleming (C. P. Krauth and W. Fleming). (" Vocabulary of the

Philosophical Sciences," 1881.) Krauth-Fleming

Kunth, Karl Sigismund (1788-I86O). German botanist. Kunth

Kurtz, JohannHeinrich(180B- 1890). German church historian. J. H. Kurtz

Kyd, Thomas (lived about 1680). English dramatist. Kyd

Lac^pMe, Comte de (Bernard Germain :£tienne de Laville) (1756-1825).

French naturalist. Lacipkde

Lacy, John (died I68I). English actor, dramatist, and adapter. J. Lacy

Ladd, CSeorge Trumbull (1842- ). American theologian and philosophical

writer. G. T. Ladd
Lalng,Samuel(l780 -1868). Scottish writer. Laing
Lamb, Ciharles (1776-1834). English essayist and humorist Lainb
Lamb, Patrick (about 1710). British writer on cookery. Lamb's Cookery

Lambarde or Lambard, William (1536-I6OI). English lawyer and anti-

quaiy. Lambarde
Lancashire and Cheshire Historical Society, Publications of. Society

instituted 1828.

Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society, Publications of. Society

instituted 1878.

Lancet (1823- ). English weekly medical journal. Lancet

Lanciani, Rodolfo (1847- ). Italian archaeologist Lanciani

Landon, Letitla Elizabeth (Mrs. Maclean; pseudonym "L. E. L.") (1802-

1838). English poet L. E. Landon

Landor,Walter Savage (1775-1864). English poet and author. Landor

Landsborough, David (1782-1864). Scottish naturalist Landsborough

Lane, Edward WUliam (I801 - 1876). English Orientalist Lane
Lang, Andrew (1844- ). English poet and essayist A.Lang
Langbaine, (Jerard (1656-1692). English collector of plays. Langbaine

Langhome, John (1735-1779). English translator and poet Langhorne

Langlaud or Langley, William (1332?-1400?) English poet See Piers

Plowman.

Langtoft, Peter (about 1300). English translator and chronicler. Langtoft

Lanier, Sidney (1842-1881). American poet and critic. S. Lanier

Lankester, Edwin (1814-1874). English naturalist Lankester

Lankester, Edwin Ray (1847- ). English naturalist E. B. Lankester

Lausdell, Henry. (Contemporary English clergyman, traveler, and author. Lamdell

Larcom, Lucy (1826- 1893). American poet Lucy Larcom

Lardner, Dlonysius (1793-1859). Irish physicist and mathematician. Lardner

Larive and Fleury. (" Dictionnaire Frani;ais niustr^," 1884 - 1889. ) Larive et Fleury

Larousse, Pierre Athanase (1817-1876). French encyclopedist ("Grand
Dictionnaire TJniverselle du XIXe Siecle," 1866-1878.) Larousse

Laslett, Thomas. English writer. (" Timber and Timber-trees," 1876.) Laslett

LasseU, William (1799-1880). English astronomer. Lassell

Latham, P. M. (about 1840). British medical writer. P. M. Latham
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("Dictionary founded on Todd's Johnson," 1870). Latham
Lathrop, Cieorge Parsons (1851-1898). American author. 6. P. Lathrop

Lathrop, Joseph (1731-1820). American clergyman. J. Lathrop

Latimer, Hugh (died 1565). English Reformer and martyr. Latimer
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Laud, William (1573-1645). Archbishop of Canterbury. Abp. Laud
Lauder, Sir Thomas Dick (1784-1848). Scottish romancer, etc. Sir T. Dick Lauder

Laveleye, £mlle Louis Victor de (1822-1892). Belgian economist and

publicist Trans, by Ck>ddard H. Orpen. Laveleye

Lavlngton, George (1683-1762). Bishop of Exeter. Bp. Lavington
Law, William (I686-176I). English divine. Ijaic

Lawrence, George Alfred (1827-1876). English novelist Laurrence

Lawrence, Sir Willlajn (died 1867). English writer on surgery. W. Laurence

Layamon. English priest and poet ("Brut," a versified chronicle, about

1205.) Layamon
Layard, SirAusten Henry (1817-1894). English archaeologist and diplomatist Layard
Laycock, Thomas (1812-1876). English physician. Laycock

Lazarus, Emma (1849-1887). American poet E. Lazarut

Lea, Matthew Carey (1823- ). American chemist. Lea
Leach, William Elford (1790-1836). English naturalist Leach

Lecky, William Edward Haxtpole (1838- ). British historian. Lecky

Le Conte, John (I8I8-I89I). American physicist. Dr. John Le CorUe

Le Conte, John (1784-1860). American naturalist John Le Conte

Le Conte, John Lawrence (1825-1883). American entomologist J. L. Le Conic

Le Conte, Joseph (1823- ). American geologist and physicist Le Conte

Ledyard, John (1751-1789). American traveler. Ledyard
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Chemistr) ," 1863, etc.) Watts's Diet. 0/ Chem., or H. Watts

Watts, Isaac (1674-1748). English clergyman, theologian, and hymn-writer. Watts

Waugh, Edwin (1818-1890). English poet. Waugh
Weale, John (died 1862). English publisher and editor. ("Dictionary of

Terms in Architecture, etc.," 1849 ; 4th ed., edited by Robert Bunt, 1873.) Weale

Webbe, Edward (about 1690). English traveler. R Webbe

Webbe, William (end of leth century), English critic and poet. W. Webbe

Weber, Henry WUliam (1783-1818). English writer (editor of "Metrical

Romances," 1810). Weber

Webster, Daniel (1782-1852). American statesman and orator. D.Webster

Webster, John (died about 1654). English dramatist. Webster

Webster, Noah (17.58-1843). American lexicographer and author. ("An
American Dictionary of the English Language," 1828 ; ed. Goodrich, 1847

;

ed. Porter, 1864 ; " Webster's International Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage," ed. Porter, 1890.) if. Webster

Wedgwood, Henslelgh (1805-1891). English philologist. ("A Dictionary of

English Etymology," 3d ed., 1878; "Contested Etymologies," 1882.) Wedgvmid

Weed, Thurlow (1797 - 1882). American journalist and politician. T. Weed

Weeden, William Babcock (1834- ). American author. W. B. Weeden

Weever, John (died 1632), English antiquary. Weever

Welgand, Frledrlch Ludwig Karl (1804-1878). German philologist.

(Deutscli.s Wbrterbuch," 4th ed., 1881.) Weigand

Weir, Harrison William (1824 -). English artist and author. BartiscmWeir

Wells, David Ames (1828-1898). American economist. D. A. Wells

Wells, J. Soelberg (1824-1879). English ophthalmologist. J. S. WeUs

Welsh, Alfred Hix (1850- ). American educator and author. Welsh

West, Gilbert (died 1756). English poet and religious writer. West

Westfleld, Thomas (died 1644), Bishop of BristoL Bp. Westfield

Westminster Assembly's Shorter Catechism (1647). Shorter Catechism

Westminster Confession of Faith (1646). West. Con/, of Faith

Westminster Review (1824- ). English quarterly literary review. Westminster Rev.

Westwood, John Obadiah (I805- 1S93). English entomologist. Westwood

Whalley, Peter (1722-1791). English clergyman and editor. Whailey

Wharton, Francis (1820-1889). American jurist. F. Wharton

Wharton, Henry (1664-1695). English antiquary. H. Wharton

Wharton, J. J. S. English legal writer. ("Law LexlcoD,"1846-48; 7th ed.,

1883.) Wharton

Whately, Richard (1787 - 1863). Archbishop of Dublin. Whately

Whately, William (1583-1639). English Puritan divine. W. Whately

WheatlyorWheatley, Charles (1686-1742). English clergyman. ("Illus-

tration of iioolc of Common Prayer.") Wheatly

Wheatstone, Sir Charles (IW12- 1875). English physicist WheiUslone

Wheeler, J. Talboys (1K24-1897). English scholar and historian. J. T. Wheeler

Wheleriir Wheeler, Sir George (1660-1723?). English antiquary. SirG.Wheler

Whetstone, George (end of 16th century). English soldier and poet. a. Whetstone

Whewell, William (1794-1866), English sclentiflc and philosophical writer. Whevxll

Whichcote, Benjamin (1610-1683). English clergyman and moralist Whichcote

Whipple, Edwin Percy (1819-1886). American critic. Whipple

Whiston, William (1667 - 1762). English theologian, philosophical writer,

and translator. Whiston

Whitalcer, Alexander. American colonist and author, ("Good Xews from

Virgniia," 1613,) A. Whitaker

Whitaker, John ('lied I8O8). English clergyman and historical writer. J. Whitaker

Whitaker, Tobias. English physician, (" Blood of the Grape," 1638.) T. WhiiMker

Whitby, Daniel (1638-1726). English theologian, Whitby

White, Andrew Dickson (1832- ). American historical writer and diplo-

matist, A. D. WhiU

White, Gilbert (1720-1793). English naturalist ("Natural History and

Antiquities of Seltame.") QHbert White

White, John (li9<)-1646). English political writer. John White

White, Richard Grant (1821-1886). American author. R.G.White

Whitehead, Paul (1710-1774). English poet and satirist P. Whitehead

Whitehead, William (1715-1788). English poet and dramatist W. Whitehead

Whitelock, Whitelocke, or WhiUock, Bulstrode (1605-1676). English

statesman and lawyer. Whitelock, or Whitlock

Whitgilt, John (1.5307-1604). Archbishop of Canterbory. Abp. Whitgift

Whiting, Nicholas. English writer. ("History of Albino and Bellama,

"

1(;:)7,

)

Whiting

Whitlock, Richard, English writer. ("Zootomin," 1664.) R. WhiUock

Whitman, Sarah Helen (1803-1878). American poet S. U. Whitman

Whitman, Walt (1819-1892). American poet Walt Whitman

Whitney, Adeline Dutton Train (1824- ). American novelist and poet

lfr». Whitney

Whitney, Josiah Dwlght (1819 - 189«). American geologist J. D. Whitney

Whitney, William Dwight (X827 -1894). American philologist Whitney

Whittier, John Greenleaf (1807-1892X American poet Whittier

Wlckllffe, John. See Wydi/.

Wllbour, Charles Edwin (1883-1896). American Egyptologist C. E. WUbonr

Wilder, Alexander (1823- ). American physician and joumalint A. Wilder

Wilder, Burt Green (1841 - ). American naturalist B. G. Wild,er

Wilhelm, Thomas. American military ofBcer. (" A Militaiy Dictionary and
Gazetteer," 1881.) Wilhelm

Wilkes, John (1727-1797). English politician. WUkes
WilMns, John (1614-1672). Bishop of Chester. Bp. WUHns
Wilkinson, James John Garth (I812-I889). English author. j. j. a. wUHnson
Wilkinson, Sir John Gardner (1797-1875). English Egyptologist

Sir J. G. Wakinson
Willet, Andrew (1662 - 1621) . English clergyman and theological writer. Willet

WilllamofMalmesbury (died 1142?). English historian. WUliam o/Malmesbury
WiUlams, Sir Charles Hanbury (1709-1769). English diplomatist and

author. sir C. H. Williams
Williams, Helen Maria (1762 - 1827). English poet and author. H. M. Williams

WUliams, John (1582-1650). Archbishop of York. Abp. Williams

Williams, Sir Monier Monier- (I8I9- 1899). English Orientalist if. WUliams
WUliams, Sir Roger (died 1595 ?). English military writer. Sir R. WUliams
WUliams, Roger (1599?-1683?). American colonist Roger WUliams
Williams, Samuel (1743-1817). American clergyman and author. S. Williams

WUliams, Samuel Wells (1812-1884). American Sinologist S. WeUs WUliams
Williamson, Thomas (beginning of 19th century). Anglo-Indian writer

on field sports. T. WUliamson
WUUs, Nathaniel Parker (I8O6 - 1867). American poet and author. N. P. Wttlis

WUlmott, Robert Aris (1809?-1863). English writer on literature. WiUmolt
Wmughby, Francis (1635-1672). English naturalist Willughin

Wilson, Arthur 'died about 1652). English historical writer. A. WUson
Wilson, Daniel (1778-1858). Bishop of Calcutta. Bp. WUson
WUson, Sir Daniel 0816 -1892). Scottish-Canadian archicologist Sir D. WUson
WUson, George (1818-1859). Scottish chemist and physiologist O. WUson
Wilson, Horace Hayman (1766-1860). English Orientalist ("Glossary of

Judicial and Revenue Terms ... of British India," 1866.) WUson
WUson, John (pseudonym " Christopher North ") (1785 - 1864) . Scottish critic

and poet Prof. Wilsim, or J. WUson
Wilson, John (end of 17th century). English dramatic writer. John Wilson

WUson, John Lelghton (1809-1886). American missionary. J. L. WUson
WUson, Robert (last half of 16th century), English dramatist R. WUsoji

WUson, Sir Thomas (died 1581). English writer on logic and rhetoric. Sir T. Wilson

WUson, Woodrow (1866- ). American historical writer. W. WUson
WlncheU, Alexander (1824-1891). American geologist Winchell

Winkworth, Catherine (1829-1878). English translator. C. WinkwoHh
Winslow, Edward (1596-1656). American colonial governor and author. Winslow

Winslow, Forbes (I8IO-I874). English physician and medical writer. Forbes Winslme
Winter, William (1836- ). American critic and poet W. Winter

Wlnthrop, John (1588-1649). American colonial governor and historian. Winthrop

Wlnthrop, John (1714-1779). American physicist J. Winthrop

Winthrop, Theodore (1828-1861). American novelist T. Winthrop

Winwood, Sir Ralph (1664 ?- I6I7). EngUsh diplomatist Sir R. Winwood
Wirt, William (1772-1834). American lawyer. Wirt

Wise, John (1652-1725). American clergyman and controversialist J.Wise
Wiseman, Nicholas (1802-1866). English cardinal. Card. Wiseman
Wiseman, Richard (last half of 17th century). English surgeon. Wiseman

Wiser, D. F. (1802 - 1878). Swiss mineralogist D. F. Wiser

Withal or WithalS, John (middle of 16th century). English lexicographer.

("A Shorte Dictionarie in Latin and English," printed without date by
Wynkyn de Worde; later editions, 1554, 1669, etc.) WUhals

Wither, George (1588-1667). English poet Wither

Wits' Recreations (1654). Collection of poems. Wtti' Recreations

WodhlU or Wodhull, Michael (1740- I8I6). English poet Wodhull

Wodroephe, John. English grammarian. ("True Marrow of the French
Tongue, ' 1623.) Wodroephe

Wodrow, Robert (1679-1734). Scottish ecclesiastical historian. Wodrow
Wolcot or Wolcott, John (pseudonym "Peter Pindar") (1738-1819). Eng-

lish satirist. Wolcot

Wolcott, Roger (1679-1767). American colonial governor and author. Roger Wolcott

Wolfe, Charles (1791-1823). Irish poet Wolfe

WoUaston, T. '?emon (1822-1878). British naturalist Wollaston

WoUaston, William (1659-1724). English theological writer. W. WoUaston

WoUe, Francis (1817 -1893). American botanist Wolle

Wolsey, Thomas (I47I ?- 1,530), English cardinal and statesman. Wolsey

Wood, Alphonso (1810-1881). American botanist A.Wood
Wood or i Wood, Anthony (1632-1695). English antiquary. Wood, or tl Wood

Wood, Mrs. Henry (1814-1887). English novelist Mrs. H. Wood

Wood, Horatio C. (1841- ). American physician and naturalist H. C. Wood

Wood, John GeOTge (1827-1889). English clergyman and naturalist J. G. Wood

Wood, Shakespeare. ("Guide to Ancient and Modern Rome," 1875.)

Shakespeare Wood

Wood, William (died 1639). New England colonist and writer. W. Wood

Woodall, John (first part of 17th century). English surgeon. WoodaU

Woodward, Charles J. (1838- ). English physicist C. J. Woodward

Woodward, John (1665-1728). English naturalist Woodward

Woodward, Samuel P. (1821 -I866). English geologist and conchologist

S. P. Woodward

Woodworth, Samuel (1785-1842). American poet S. Woodworth

Woolman, John (1720 - 1772). American preacher of the Society of Friends.

("Journal," 1775.) John Woolman

Woolsey, Theodore Dwight (1801-1889). American writer on interna-

tional law and classical scholar. Woolsey

Woolson, Constance Fenimore (1848? -1894). American novelist c. F. Woolson

Woolton, John (died 1594?). Bishop of Exeter. Bp. Woolton

Worcester, Joseph Emerson (1784-1865). American lexicographer. ("Dic-

tionary of the English Language," 1860; with supplement, 1881.) Worcester

Worcester, Marquis of (Edward Somerset) (1601 ? - 1667) , English scientist

Marquis 0/ Worcest^



LIST OF WEITER8 AND AUTHORITIES
Wordsworth, Charles (1806 -1892). Bishopof St Andrews. Sootland. Sp.Wnrdmuorlh Yaxrell, William (1784-1856). English naturalist Tarrdl
Wordsworth, Christoplier (1807-1885). Bishop of Lincoln. Bp. Chr. Wordsworth Yates, Edmond Hodgson (1831 - 1894). English journallBt and novelist.
Wordsworth, William(n70-1860). English poet Wardtworth E. Yates, or K U. Yatei
Workshop Receipts (1883-1885). By E. Spon, E. Haldane, and C. G. W. Yelverton, Sir Henry (1566 - 1630X English jurist Sir H. YelverUm

I^cli. Workshop Receipts Yonge, (Carles Duke (1812-1891). English classical scholar and historical

Worthlngton, John (1618- 1671). English theologian. Worthingtcn writer. C. D. Yonge
Wotton, Sir Henry (1568-1639). Englishpoet ("Reliquiie Wottonianaj," Yonge.CharlotteMary (1823-1901). Englishnovelistandhistoriciilwriter. ilimYonge

a collection of lives, letters, and poems, appeared in 1661.) Sir H. Wotton York Flays. A series of mystery-plays performed in the Uth, 16th, and 16th

Wotton, Henry. English clergyman (wrote about 1672). B. Wotton centuries, Oxford ed., 1885. York Playt
Wotton, WUllam (1666-1726). English scholar. W. Wotton Youatt, William (1777-1847). English veterinary surgeon. Yauatt
Woty, William. Englishpoet (wrote 1761-1774). Woty Youmans, Edward Livingston (1821-1887). American scientist Youmans
Wrangham, Francis (n70?-1843). English scholar and poet Wrangham Young, Arthur (died 1769). English clergyman. Dr. A. Young
Wren, Matthew (1585-1667). BishopolEly. Bp.Wren Young, Arthur (1741-1820). English traveler and agricultural writer. ArthurYoung
Wright, Thomas. English author. ("Passionsof the Mind," 1601; 2d ed.. Young, Arthur. English naval official. ("Nautical Dictionary," 1863.) A.Young

1604) T.Wright Young, Charles Augustus (1834- ). American astronomer. C.A.Young
Wright, Thomas (1810-1877). English antiquary and lexicographer. ("A Young, Sir Charles George (1795-1869). English writer on heraldry. Sir C. Young

Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial English, ' 1867; "Anglo-Saxon and Young, Edward (1684 ?-1766). Englishpoet ("Night Thoughts," 1742-1746.) Young
Old English Vocabularies," 1857-73; 2d ed. by Wulcker, 1884.) Wright Young, John (1835- ). Scottish naturalist J.Young

Wright, William Aldis (1831?-). English scholar and editor. W. A. Wright Yule, Sir Henry (1820-1889). British Orientalist H. Yule
Wyatt, Sir Thomas (1.W3- 1642). English poet and diplomatist Witatt Yule and Bumell (Sk Henry Yule ; Arthur Coke Barnell). ("A Glossary

Wyche, Sir Peter. English translator (wrote 1664-1669). SirP.Wyche of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases," 1886.) Yule and Bumea
Wycherley, William (1640?-1715). English dramatist Wycherley

Wycllf or WiCkliffe, John (died 1384). English Uetormer, translator of the ZadMel. See Morrison.

Bible. Wydif Zell's Popular Cyclopedia (1871). Edited by L. De Colange. Zell

Wyntoun, Wynton, or Winton, Andrew Of (last part of Uth and first of Ziegler, Ernst (1849- ). Swiss anatomist Ziegler

16th century). Scottish poet WyrWmn Zlemssen's Cyclopaedia Of Medicine. Ziemssen

In the foregoing list of authorities those titles have been generally omitted which are cited in the Dictionary in full or in a self-explanatory form—espe-

cially the titles of daily newspapers, of numerous scientific periodicals, and of " Proceedings" and " Transactions" of learned societies.

SUPPLEMENTAET NOTE TO PEEFACE.

DURING the publication of the (iictionary but one change has occurred in the staff of specialists men-

tioned in the preface issued with the first part. While the proofs of "T" were coming from the press,

Dr. James K. Thacher, who had labored upon the dictionary from its beginning, died, leaving his work

upon the last letters of the alphabet unfinished. The task of completing it was taken up by Dr. Thomas L.

Stedman, and has been carried through by him.

The dictionary has also received additional aid from many others not mentioned in the preface. Help

has thus been given most notably by Prof. Charles A. Young, in many important definitions (in particular

those of the words sun, solar, telescope, and lens) and in continuous criticism of the final proofs; by Pi'of.

Thomas Gray, of Rose Polytechnic Institute, in electrical definitions ; by Mr. George E. Cm-tis, of the Smith-

sonian Institution, and Prof. Cleveland Abbe, in definitions of meteorological terms; by Mr. Edward S.

Bm'gess, Mr. E. S. Steele of the National Museum, Mr. F. V. Coville of the United States Department of

Agriculture, Prof. N. L. Britton of Columbia College, and the late Dr. J. I. Northrop, also of Columbia, in

botany; by Mr. Leicester Allen, in definitions of mechanical terms ; by Prof. S. W. Williston, of the University

of Kansas, in medicine and physiology ; by Dr. Theobald Smith, of the United States Department of Agi-icul-

ture, in veterinary pathology and sm-gery ; by Lieut. Arthur P. Nazro, in naval and nautical definitions ; by

Capt. Joseph W. Collins, of the United States Fish Commission, in material relating to fishing and the fisheries;

by Prof. William H. Brewer, of Yale University, in many definitions, particularly those of the gaits of horses;

by Mr. A. D. Eisteen, in certain mathematical definitions; by Eev. George T. Packard, in the preliminary

arrangement of certain literary material ; by Mr. Austin Dobson, in the definitions of the names of various

forms of verse ; by Prof. Douglas Sladen, in the collection of Australian provincialisms and colloquial-

isms ; and in various special matters by Dr. Edward Eggleston, Mr. George Kennan, Mr. George W. Cable,

Mr. G. W. Pettes, and many others.

The staff of editorial assistants has been enlarged by the addition of Miss Katharine G. Brewster, and

of Eev. George M'Arthur, to whom special recognition is due for his efficient revision of the final proofs.

October 1st, 1891.
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